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j points out all its shades, and which and more rapid, never pausing to im-

says .it is true, and true to me. Is not press an idea, allowing no form of
here the key to effective work?
light and shade, and only culminating
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th in a shriek which is meant to impress
ow requen y
e ymns,
e
Scriptures, and other parts of the some great truth. This is nervous.
.
service, are read m a manner that ness - excitement, but nl9t force.
would say: "This is mere formality; Howling- is not force, but frequently
· · h
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it IS t e CUSuOm to do it.
t does not the speaker impresses the hearers
appeal to me, but I will simply call with the fact that he is simply ex·
·
over the words, and you can mterpret cited, instead of calmly and masterfor yourselves." Under these condi- fully impressing the great truths.
.
.
.
tions the congregat10n will do as the
.There are as many kinds of speeches
preacher has done-allow the mind to as there are speakers, and this gives
remain in a negative state; they will variety to their discourses. Some of
not receive what the voice and manner the various styles are due to bad
~afF~~~~Y:P~~~its~L~~~i ·Mi~.i~t~~~:: :t~ of the speak~r .ha~ failed to sugg~st. , habits, and some a·re due to indi1 The speaker is a director of_ attent10~.
viduality. Some in manner are timid
FAULTS OF EXPRESSION IN Ti;IE
One of the worst of pulpit faults is and apologetic; rising inflections prePULPIT.
the "clergyman's tone," a half sing- dominate, and in all they do they are
IT is a fact of common experience that song form of speech, with minor in- exceedingly deferential. The opposite
. men are influenced not only by what tonations. This is wrong, since we is equally bad; no audience will reis said, but by the way it is said as use this form of expression nowhere spond with warmth to sentiments
well. One does not write a letter on 1 else in life. By this the whole Bible from the lips of one whose whole
a matter of importance when he may and all the service are made sad and manner suggests too much self-esteem.
h%ve a personal interview; the lawyer dreary. This form of voice often
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trust,
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e semmaries
becomes forceful and effective largely lessly dreary and depressing. The
. 1 th em a 11 poss1"bl e ass1s
. . t ance in
.
· f urms.1
because it is personal in its nature. ! words whisper "hope,'' the tones proper speaking? Perhaps only one
cffect1've
for one to • 0o-ive Ii whine "despair
It l· s more :-'.>
· .
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hour per week is devoted to it; pertruths ~o.lor~d by his own experience! Another common ~ault has an~en haps some clergyman· is assigned to
and origmahty than to repeat an ab- I through protest to this for.m of voice, the seminary, and takes charge of this
stract truth covering the s~me g~ound.1 whic~ may ~e t:rmed the "mtellectual branch. Often one professor says,
The successful
speaker gives
This is the cold, colorless, "Ge t l·a eas, an d ·express10n
•
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.· hnnself 1I tone.
w1.11. t a k. e
along w1tn the _truth: He presents ! a~d fo~mal form. o~ .speech. Hymns care of itself;" while another preaches,
facts, and by his v01ce and manner j of praise and reJ01cmg are read as I "Be imbued with the spirit, and words
shows his own appreciation of them. II though the speaker were · stating a w1.11 b e given
.
you. ,, M eanwh'l
i e many
Words are largely abstract, imper- , proposition in geometry. The lan- I fail some are tolerated and a fe
sonal, ·and conventional, while the I guage of the heart is repressed, or I make successes.
'
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modulations of the voice, the lines 'bf ! transformed into formal, matter-of- 1
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the countenance, and the fl.ash of the! fact statements. This is almost as I . ~E3 r~ 1.8 a contn•.~:-a ,church co~eye, render therri personal, sympa- I bad as 'the other, and should be fort;;i,b,e and h?m~lin.e, V\: here
. is
thetic, and spontaneous. As an ex- I avoided.
I preached: ;;i,dmisswn free, and sign
ample, some one may tell us an j Another prevalent fault in speaking out be_ggmg people to attend. On the
interesting personal experience, much ' is -too rapid utterance and too high other hand, an uncomfo~table theater,
to our edification; then should he re- pitch, like one chasing an idea up t~e, play trash, the P~. ices for seats
duce it to writing with alJ the care he hill. Self-control and reposo are , hign, the result "standmg room only"
could command, and then read it .to I essentials. One idea shouJd be ' at ~~~',
. , at~~. ~mp!y x>:Wt' at the
us, i,t would beUkely to have lost its I handled at a time, and the attfilntion chuivu; '..s, q,,:Y P""~~ OJ. g~}S due to a
force.
. I should not be spread over too much lack 0 ~ effcc.tiv, denv,~ry ~11 tfie P!:i:t
That which is read and spoken, in.tellectual territory. HoV\7 often, I of th,e _Prea_ctier ..and'.~;··f11owledge of
then, oweEJ its force to the t~8:µght ! especially in young speakers, as tqe i the same by the '""ctor.t' ·
·
which engages the attention; ;~1.l;d to i sermon . ·· p:roceeds, the voice rises
Hints forBible reading:'that form of expression th~1lt best J higher and higher and becomes more 1 Interpret it as the word of God.
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THE
Interpret each part in the light of its
own meaning.
Do not whine, for sacred things are
not necessarily sad; and do not give
great and joyous passages like remarks about the weather.
Think each idea as you render it,_
.
.
.
Hmts on preach mg.Impress your principal truths; one
.
or two great thoug h ts impressed are
worth fifty disconnected ideas.
.
.
Impress the important ideas, and
shade the unimportant ones· you can.
'
not be strong all the t1me.
Keep your self-command, and do
not rant.
Talk to many as you would to the
· d' 'd l
Of
d .
in ivi ua ·
course your e 1Ivery
should be ennobled and maO'nified.
0
•
·
•
Give your niessage as though it
were entitled to due consideration.
.
.
B em earnest.- George B. Hynson, in
The Lutheran Church Paper.

IT GIVES ALL SIDES.
All through t'he campaign Public Opinion
has successfully maintained its reputation for
fairness. Every shade of thought upon all
topics is represented in its American Affairs
department; not one man's opinion but the
opinion of every man who is at all representative. Public Opinion (published at New
York) is the one journal that enables its
readers to keep posted upon th h
·
.
. . e appenrngs
m every fie]~ of bu.man act~vity. Your local
papers furmshes mformat10n as to purely
local affairs, and Piiblic Opinion furnishes a
view of national affairs. To gooutsidethese
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Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Avenue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.;
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
Division Street. Services on Sunday 2': 30 and
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Wednesday evening.
St. Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
between Montgomery and Benton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor; residence, 2504 Slattery
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00
a. m.; social meeting 2: 30, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. Young people's· Religio-Literary.
Thursday, 8: p. m.
·
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: oo a. m; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 p. m.
Denver, Colorado: Hall No. 2442 Washington Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 2. m.
I PraJer meeting Wednesday evening. Z. R L. S. first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 .Cook Street.
Omaha, Nebraska': Saints chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-first Street.
Salt Lake City, Utah: mission chapel,
Second South Street, opposite the Presbyte'rian church. Meetings every Sunday at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northeast corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
Avenue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p.
m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
meeting, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; preaching,
Thursday, 7: 30 p. m. A special invitation is
extended to the traveling and local ministry.
Jos. Emmett, P'-'Stor, No. 1720 Belleview
Avenue, KansaS''City, Missouri.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
of Monroe aod Second Streets.
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints chapel,
1 Seventeenth Street, north of Faraon, (take
! Jule Street car,) Elder J.M. Terry in charge,
j preaching at 11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.;
social meeting 6:00 p. m.; Sunday school
9: 30 a. m., D. J. Krah! superintendent.
North mission, Eleventh and Douglass; Sunday school 3: 00 p. m.; preaching Tuesday
nights. South Park mission; Sunday school
2: 30 p. m., G. W. Best superintendent;
preaching on.Friday nights. Florence Addition mission; Sunday school 10: oo a. m.,
Sr. Slummer superintendent; preaching on
Thursdarnights. Aspey mission, Third and
Doniphan Avenue; preaching every Sunday
at 2 : 30 p. m.
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. G. W.
Harlow. president, 2426 J Street.
, West Oakland California: Montana hall
Adeline Station, 'seventh Street.
'
Des Moines, Iowa: Saints church, corner
of Sixteenth and Des Moines Streets, East Des
Moines.
Sunday services: Sunday school
9: 45: preaching service at 11: 00 a. m.; social
· servic-j at 2: 00; young people's meeting· at
5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m.· Prayer meeting on Tnursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
.
Em.ton, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
Massachusetts.
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two ?ap-~rs, ~xcept for purposes of spem~l mvestigat10n, is unnecessary. There will be
much to learn in the political field after
November 3. The issue of Pilblic 0Jinion
2
.•
.
.
for N?vembe1 1.2 .will contam about 200 expressions of op1mon upon the result of the
election from the press of this and foreign
countries. Send 5 cents for this issue, or we
·11
d
.
_ f
w1 sen a samp1e copy o our own selectwn
free. For $2.50 you can be a thoroughly
posted mfn for one year, $1.25 for 6 months,
65 cents for 3 months.
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HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
San Bernardino, Ca!iforuii1: Corner Fifth
and F Streets.
East Delavan. Wisconoin: Church located
one mile north from Wil!bms Ba.,· rallrnad
station. August Johnson, fl''<'Hdin.,; elder.
Chicago, Illinois: Cu,;t"r P st H_,dl . 85 S.
Sangamon Street, ne·ar· \·Vtcot Nladi,,·n Scr·ecit.
Preaching at 10: 45 a. m , 2: 30 and 7: 30 o. m.
Sunday school 1: 00 p. m. El<'ler F. G. Pitt,
pastor, 227 Sheffidd Av<'nue.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adamd and Fultoll
Streets.
Regular servicss every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preacl"Jing at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivot' Davies, president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a m.; socia.l
service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p.

m.

Council Bluffs, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doors west of Glen A venue. Preaching at
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
12: 00 m.; Zion's Religo-Literary Society at
6:00 p. m.; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
evening. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Dix Avenue, near West Boulevard; Elder W.
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p.
m. Pastor's address, No. 613 Cavalry A venue.

Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
No. 125 St. Ann's Buildings, Albion Street.
Services Sunday: Preaching 10: 30 a. m. and
6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. William
Seekins, No. 14 Hugh Street, Long Road,
presiding elder.
Farnsworth, Englar,d:
Saints meeting
room, No. 38a Ellsmere Street. Services,
Sunday, preaching 10: 30 a. m. and 6: 30. p.
m.; Sunday school 2: 00 p. m. Fellowship
meeting, Wednesday 7: 30 p. m. Band of
Hope and Temperance meeting second and
fourth Tuesday in each month, 7: 30 p. m.
Joseph Harper, Southern Street, Little Hulton, presiding elder.
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
No. l Well St.reet, Birkett Bank.
Sunday
services 2: 30 and 6: 30 p. m. William Spargo
presiding.
South Salford and Pelldleton mission:
Saints menti1Jg room No. 97 Ellsmere Street,
R('gent Road. Sunday services: preaching
6: 30 p. m. Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. The
firs\, and third Monday in each month Band
of Hope an•1 Temperanc•o meeting, 7: 45 p. m.
Fellowsbiµ meet.mg Thursday 8: 00 p. m.
Bible I'I ading. Fridhy, 8: 00 p. m. S. F.
Mather, No. 7 Embd1-n Street, Hulme, elder
in chanu,.
Bradford anil Bes1»ick mission: Saints
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m, pre aching; Sunday school
2: 30 p. rn. Fellowship. Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Street, Queen's Road, Manchester. in charge.
San Francisco, California: Red Men's
building, 320 Post Street, Golden West hall.
Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Sunday school at 12: 00 m. Sacrament service
second Sunday of each month at 12: 00 m. Sisters' Prayer Union on Thursday at 2: 00 p. m,
C. A. Parkin, president
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
room, No.15 _Dickinson Street, ~lbert Square.
Sun<laJ: servwes: Prayer meetrng 9:30a. m.;
preacbrng at 10: 30 a. m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday ~chool at 2:30 P· JJ?-·; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday m each month, 12: 30
P· m. Band of. Hope, Te.mperance, and Improvement Soci?ty me?tmg, Tuesday, 7:30
p. m. Fellowship meetmg, Wednesday, 8:00
p. rn. James ~~ty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Rusholme, pre~idmg- _el~er.
. .
.
. West Bay City. Michi~an: Christian m1ss10n church, No. 41112ew1tt Avenue, b"'.tween
.Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preachmg at
10: 30 '.I'· m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
prea~hmg at 7: 00 p. m. on S?ndays. Prayer
meet:ng on V?"ednesday evem~gs.
,.Philadelphia., Penns~l vama: Corn?r of
Fifth and Huntrng-don Streets; preachrng at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at
10: 00 a. m.
.
.
. Nebrask.a City, Nebraska. Second Corso,
between .sixth an? Sevent.h Stre.ets. Sunday
school 9. 30 a. m., preachmg 11. 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacra;nental on first Sunda.y of
each mont.h ~t 2.30,~. m. Monda~, priesth~od meetrni:r' ri::uesaay, w:est .sub~r~an and
Gr eggsport distrwt pra_y~r 8ervices,. I Te~ne~day, .brar;ch. fellows.hip: T~ursday, _Z10n s
Rel~g10-Litt;irary Society! Friday, ,music an~
choir pr.actwe. All ~~c:rv1.ce.s M?~day to Fr1day at 8. 00 p. m. \'."I· ito.rs all vv~lcome.
L?s Angelos, C~hforma: N?. 108 North
Sprrng Street, ~mg~ts of Pyth~as hall. .
San Jose, Cahforma: No. 16:. South First
Street.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
Nor th Atchison. Sundav school at 10: 00 a.
m.; social service 11: 00 a. m.; preaching
service 8: 00 p. m.: Wednesday social service
8:00 p. m.
Kansas City, Missouri: Twenty-fourth and
Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
2: 30 p. m., Sundays.
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"ff ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John a: ·31,

32.

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of M-Ormon, page ll6.
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COLLEGE OPENING.

FRIDAY, January 1, 1897, will always be remembered, as one of the
best and brightest in the history of
the place. On that day the people of
the town and country, the saints and
their neighbors and friends gathered
to the pleasantly located s,nd beautiful
building, on the southeast hill, called
Graceland College, and there with
song, and addresses, and music, and
prayer, dedicated and formally opened
it as an institution of learning. The
exercises were entertaining, enlivening, encouraging, and reverential, and
were thoroughly .appreciated and en·
joyed by the audience that filled the
chapel, gallery, aisles, and doorways
to the fullness of them.
No single day in the history of the
place was ever so marked in strong
· and striking characteristics for the
physical, menta,1, and moral progress
and good of the town and vicinity as
this one. The days preceding it had
been cloudy and dull, fog and mist
and rain had shrouded the earth, and
leaden skies and dampening winds
had chilled the spirits and depressed
the spirit and ardor of the officers
and committees charged with the
duty of making the arrangements for
a successful day. It seemed as if the
fates that governed the weather had
decided to open the winter upon the
place in storm and gloom. But when
the day dawned the. clouds wer.:i flying
before the strong south wind, steady
and brisk, with more of May than
January in its cadences; the sun rose
in splendor and by its benign rays
scattered the mists, and by noon roads
were passable and sidewalks dry for
the throngs that came from far and
near to see and hear and rejoice in the
ceremonies.
A procession led by the band gathered at the building in town in which

the school had been held during the
year 1895 and the fall term of the
present school year, and marched
thence to the College, and opened the
exercises by a piece of music written
for the occasion. After this and a
song by the Lamoni church choir,
Rev. Mitchell, of the M. E. Church,
of Davis City, Iowa, offered the
prayer of invocation, appropriately
and feelingly; then followed' in succession the dedicatory address, by
President Joseph Smith, and addresses by Hon. H. M. Towner, judge
of the third judicial district, and Elder
J. R. Lambert, of the Twelve, and
dedicatory prayer by Elder Mark H.
Forscutt, of the High Priests, the intervals being filled by excellent songs,
and by music by the Lamoni Orchestra, whose selections were very fine,
the whole service ending with a benediction by Elder Columbus Scott, of
the Seventy.
The committee to whom had been
intrusted the arranging the program
did their duty well, and the exercises
under the skillful guidance of Bishop
E. L. Kelley, master of ceremonies,
were a complete success.
How much resulted to the College
trea,sury has not been ascertained; but
we believe that all did what their condition permitted, and that the committee did well.
The exercises began at 1: 45 p. m.,
and concluded at 4: 30 in a blaze of en·
thusiasm.
The saints will now take notice that
Graceland College is an existent fact;
the faculty and students domiciled in
the completed building, "at home" to
fellow students, visitors, sightseers,
and those interested in the institution
itself. Now let the committee have
the hearty support of the whole
family, not forgetting the fact that
to secure what is now an assured fact,
an educational institute, the committee
have pledged their own and the people's good faith. Can we afford now
to disappoint these faithful workers?
Send the students along; the people
of Lamoni will be pleased to see them
and will give them as good and comfortable a welcome as is possible.

CHURCH HISTORY.

WE give place to the letter of Bro. T.
W. Williams, an active missionary in
the field, whose opinion in regard to
the History and its probable effect
and value it may have as an adjunct
and help in the work is of worth to
all.
Bro. Thomas is enthusiastic; but
the man who is not can be only a
half-hearted worker, after all.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Dec. 23, '96.
1'o Brn. Joseph and Heman Smith; Dear
Brethren:-The "Chnrch History" just received. "Praiee God from whom all blessings flow," expresses my feelings best.
Have not read the book, but examination
thus far exceeds my expectations. It is the
crowning work thus far of the Herald Publishing House. Merited commendation to
"Ye Editors" for your indefatigable research
and careful compilation.
An effort should be made to get a copy of
the work in every public library in the land.
I shall place one in Council Bluffs. I expect
to place the History in one hundred homes in
Pottawattamie district. Have ordered fifty
and will soon need more. This book 'should
be in every Latter Day Saint home. The Z.
R.-L. could do no better thing than to take
up the study of "Church History" during
the coming year.
Church work moving nicely. Interest on
the increase here. Our branch Thanksgiving offering netted nearly fifty dollars.
May God's "peace" and "good will" rest on
you both, with loved ones included at this
Christmastide; and may some swift-winged
messenger of light bring gladsome tidings to
o'ur bereaved President, evidencing divine
acceptance and Godly recognition in this
his hour of sorrow.
Sincerely yours,
T. W. WILLIAMS.

CAN THIS BE TRUE?

ONLY a few months ago we heard
President George Q. Cannon speak
from the tabernacle pulpit in Salt
Lake City, Utah. He had just returned from the east, and in language
eloquent and impressive he portrayed
the sin, corruption, and prostitution
of eastern cities. He then closed
with an appropriate exhortation to
his audience to be thankful for deliverance from social evils, and spoke,

l

as nearly as we can .remember, these
words:-We

cannot

appreciate too highly the
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privilege of reari;1g up our children i~ '"h.ese I existing conditions it by no means I WE clip the following from the Indepeaceful valleys rree from the contamrnatrng I follows that the dominant cbut'ch 'n
i pende c
M·~
. P·
f D
1
influence of a wicked world.
.
.
.
· • .
,, !
n e,
l;,;SOUrl,
1 ogress, O
eJ

Remembering this we could but'
. "can +'nese +hi'nao b .,,, h
ask •
"
v
,,,,u e. w, en we
read in the Argus, published at Salt
Lake City, Utah, December 12, 1896,
the followina:--

Salt La~e City .1s responsible _for ::i.11
these evils. It is only responsible so
.
.
.
.
far as its teachmg, or pract~ce condones, or encourages these crimes.
But when represents,tives of this
same dominant church seek to induce
people to go to Uts,h, by representing
to parents that their children can
there be reared in safety free from

Chief of Pol'ice Paul has a herculean task
before him, but ho will be equal to it.
Again it is his duty to cleanse the city of the
~uman scm~ whi~b. infests it; of the assignahon houses rn which young girls are. lured to
. .
·
f h d'
contaminatingmfl.uence now too
rum, o t e · ives and pitfalls which abound
~
on every hand, of thJ private g·ambling prevalent in the east, they are guilty
resorts where clerks and business men while of misrepresentation, 3,nd no expose
away th»ir time and money which should be of eastern corruption, whether it be
disbursed at home, of the opium dens which false or true, will free them from tha,t
are the foulest blots upon civilization's
escutcheon, and of the parasites who thrive charge.
upon the earnings of frail women. It will
also be his duty to suppress into some semhlance of decency the numerous houses of
KILLING THE SPIRIT.
prostitution whose glaring- lights Jure the THE following from Dr. Trumbull,
youth of the city into the hearts of respecta- will doubtless prove acceptable to
ble residence blocks, and to so conduct his many:affairs in that direction as to render it no
longer necessary for policemen to call at
There are more ways than one of putting
these lighthouses of hell on a business pre- the letter above the spirit. Ordinarily we
tense in order that they may bask in the think of it as an insistence on the sud ace
smiles of the inmates or quaff, at the expense meaning of words and phrases without regard
of the landladies, foaming beakers of the to the motive which underlies their ut,terbeverage _whose distinguishing color is ance. But there is a way of exalting the letamber, tipped with a crown of white.
ter, not by a blind adherence to it, but by
It will also be his duty to rid the city of centering our interest on it as an object of
its horde cf vagrants who beg by day and rob c_riticisi_n, a.r:d 80 forgett.in_g the spirit that
by night; of the thugs who have in the past 1 hes bacK of it. ~ere spellll:lg and grammar,
caused by their bold operation, property to and even. rhetoric, as suc_h, ~ave. pl~yed ~
be unsafe and human lives to be almost comparatively small part Jn tne wrnnrng or
nightly in jeopardy. It will also be bis duty souls. to Chi~ist, _or in spurring them on to
to see to it that never again will it be possi- great d,eeds .for ~rn_i. And yet ,there are perble for a vile den to .flaunt its red ra<Y of deu- sons wno will d1ss1pate the so,emn message
radation from the ground floor of th"e H.erala from a great soul by a petty denunciation of
as was done up to within the pas'u few davs a speaker's slip in gramrrrn.r, or by a coninto the faces 0£ respectable women and in~o~ temptuous criticism of his mispror;unciatfon.
cent school children as they pass by. It will They will admit, by a stretch of generosity,
be his duty to· so discipline his forne that it that he may be a man of consecrated purpose,
will not even be intimated by th('J most de- mighty of, ~eart, and forceful in action. He
praved mind that the hand of a blue-coated even has ms place, they concede, as a power
'th "
t ·
1
"
h
guardian of the peace is susceptible to the f or goo d w1.
cer ain c asses -to wuich
magic touch of coin placed there by confi- : they t.hemse_ive~ do not. b~long .. But that
dence sharks.
I use of che ObJect1ve case rnsGead of the nomiIt will also be his duty to see that the / nat.iv_e, or of th~ wrong tense of a verb, of
police <'!o ~ot ~Js,y ~o.o o'.ten the g<•,me of blind I :V.h'.ctl .he. :Vas g~1lty o~ the pl~tfor~, has ~ut
man's nuff 'Nlth tmevrng gentry, and it is mm Ohtswe of .ne paL of userulnesb to them
his du Ly also to see to it that men who pose personally. These petty critics thus think
as moralists and as honorablo executors of a I more of the misused letter than of the eargreat trust are not permitted to _tt-ansfor-rn a nest heart, so far as th'."ir personal needs are
magnificc;nt block in the businec;s di 6 tdct concerned. Ooe blessrng at least they put
into a palatial palace of sin, as the Argiis un- above ~he be_ing ."poor in spirit," a~d that is,
derstands is now being- done.
I the berng rwb rn grammar. It is a good
In the same issue the Argus makes thing to be a linguist, sensitive in ear and
+b· b ld h· a .
·
' conversant with tongnes; but one who would
" is o_ c arbe.b e O<, h'ig h esu+ use t·O his
· · re
· 11 ow-men, and who
'fbat opium dens exist in Salt Lake Citv;
•
wou ld. get goo d..f 1'om t b em, must t.u.ne h_is life
that they are operated within a stone's throw to t h e more subcle
. · lB tbe
language wrllch
0 f t h e city hall, a.nd tha'" b1uecoated g·uar~ ' o'
·f t•ne immorua
.
;. l spH'lu.
. ... .c:
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.
,
.
0Ap1es~1on o
e must
d iansoftnepeacepassthemda1lvandnicrhtly
.· or d ragge d down by his
· love
. h
k
..
"
I nou·'be Je d away
wit, a full .·now ledge of the iniauity that ls f or th e correctness o f t h e Jetcer.
·•
•
Laudable
carried. on .Wb01n them a.1·14
· to ,oe ]"
• it
· must be borne 111
·
· - .facts whwh the 1 ab" 'tt is
ILeraue,
A rgus is prenared to prove if the challenrn
· d th a t t'.'us
· sp1r1t
· · o f pe t ty cr1t101sm
· · ·
· not
·~ ' min
is
18 given.
tl
·
't
th
'
·
th
''f
b
If h
,.
, .1e sp1r1' au g1ve, 11 e, ut one of the
t e Argus co;rec1Jy represents \ ways of lov~ng the letter that killeth.
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have a number of special editions.
Each special edition will be devoted to
some one special subject as the mai.n idea of
1· t
·
For instance, our first effort in this line will
be the "Old Soldiers'" edition. This we expect to get out at an early date. Following
this will be the "Old Settlers'" edition, and.
so on along such lines as may be suggested
from time to time. Our Mormon edition wilt
probably be as intensely interesting to the
mass of our readers as any other.
These special editions we expect to issue
about the first of each' month after we get'
started.
Our Old Soldiers' edition will
1
hardly be ready by_ the first of next month
but, will appear sometime in ,January . . . .
Data for these several editions are now being industriously collected. Our friends are
cordially invited to assist us by offering suggestions, contributing articles or by merely
relating to thE editor anecdotes, incidents,.
sketches, etc. We shall want many short.
items. A short story, pertinent to the sub.ject, will appear in each special edition.
It is our object. to collect a vast amount of
information for the people in this way-information not to be obtained in any other
way. This enterpriRe will not lessen the
amount of news regularly published in these
columns . . . .

============

EDUCATION IN GERMANY,

THE following concerning education
in Germany shows how the Jew is
pressing to the front in preparing
himself to stand in the forefront of
human affairs, if not to lead in the
avenues of thought and action:-

I.

I
I
I
I

.
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-

. · ·.

·

I

·I

cember 26, for the purpose of calling
to the special ''Mormon"
edition spok~~ of. We hope some of
our entR-rpnsmg brethren of Independence will see that properinformation is furnished the Progress.
During the year 1897, the Progress will

II attention

Statistics of the proportion of the popula-·
tion attending the universities and other·
higher educational institutions in Germany
have, says our Berlin correspondent, just been
published. Every 10,000 Protestants in the
empire send 50 stuaents to these high schools,
every 10,000 Roman Catholics 32, the same
number of dissenters and sect.aries send 49·
and every 10,000 Jews send the remarkable·
number of 3il3. In Prussia the proportions of
Protest~.n-ts, Catholics, and Jews are respectively 45, 27, and 333. In Roman Catholic
Bi:waria the proportion is 67, 42, and 370; in
Wurtemberg_, 84, 53, and 590; in Baden . 64, 41,
and 417 and in Saxony 40 23 and 357 These
.
'
'
,
.
figures ,testify
to ,the extreme
value set
on a.
-.
· education by the Jews in Germany
university
• hew it. is that young Hebrews
and explarn
·
·
are pressrng
rnto
all the learned professions
, in far greater proportion than their ratio to
I the entire population of the country would
warrant.-London Chronicle.
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BRO. ELIJAH WUNSCH, who once
made Lamoni a visit, and who is now
at Tonawanda, New York, is doing
what he can to make his neighbor understand the faith. He sends an extract from the Buffalo Enquirer, and
a letter, and extract from the Courier
of the same place. We give letter
and extract that the readers of the
HERALD may see how the case
stands:NoRTH TONAWANDA, N. Y., Dec. 26.
Editors Herald:-Please find copy of description of "Mormonism" as found in a late
issue of tlrn Buffalo Enquirer; also clipping
from the Buffalo Courier, a leading daily with
a large circulation. The comments of the
'Tonawanda reporter may not be exactly as
we would like to have them. He describes
things the way he sees them within the
sphere of his own observation. He did not
misrepresent us, ·and may God bless him for
reporting the contents of our ministry and
:branch cards.
Our faith is attacked htire, sometimes by
·representatives of the creeds. I challenged
'Some of the most enthusiastic of them to
divide the time with me in public debate.
Each of them found some technicality to
back out honorably. On the other hand I do
.not know if the senior editor would indorse
·me as a proper representative of the church
,of which he is the lawful president, for this
<cause I might some day have to back out my:self.
Your humble brother in the one faith,
ELIJAH WUNSCH.
HUMBLE PREACHERS.
BUREAU OF THE BUFF ALO COURIER.
NORTH TONAWANDA, Dec. 21.-During the
last two or three years there has been some
persistent if not wholly fruitful labors going
on here by representatives of the religious
se9t known as the "Latter Day Saints." The.
most active of this people is Elijah Wunsch,
who is an ordained minister and who started
out to be a Methodist preacher. He now
earns a living by working in tl">e lumber
yards and preaches to gatherings on the
street corners and in rooms when given an
opportunity. He is an earnest appearing
fellow, of large frame and good memory.
He is well posted on Scriptural matters and quotes very readily.
He· says
that his denomination is represented in the
Tonawandas by three men, who, like himself,
are anxious to do good work. He ays that
while he believed.in the "laying on of hands"
his people differ from the; Christian Scientists. He said tha( the belief of h s people
was as folk•ws.
Then follows the epitome of faith
in full.
Bro. Wunsch has been laboring to
get an education against strong odds,
alone and beyond the sympathy of
his own relatives because of his es·
pousal of the faith.
We have not
seen him for years, but fully believe

that the Lord will indorse and sus-1
tain those in the faith who correctly
represent Christ; and see no reason
.
now why Bro. Wunsch lS not among
them; and is justified in asking those
who attack that faith for an opportunity to defend aaainst
such attack.
0

to news received here from unofficial sources,
Li _Hung Chang's visit to England a~d.the
Um.t~d States al~eady has borne frmt rn a
decision of the Chrnese government to gradu"
ally AngliC"ize the Chinese people, at least as
far as their language is concerned.
The Pekin government recently issued in"
structions to the various viceroys and gov·
ernors of provinces of the empire to establish
===========
schools for the teaching of the English lanTHE Independence, Missouri, Blade, guage and western sciences in all of the prin·
for Saturday, December 26, has the cipal cities of the country.
following generous notice, in its repAccording to the wording of one clause in
resentative column for the churches the general instructions the reason for this h
that China, in order to keep herself on terms
of that historic town:of equality and in touch with the great
By far the largest congregation in the city powers of Europe, "must educate the masses
worships at the magnificent stone church on and encourage inventive genius and foreign
West Lexington Street known as the Latter learning among her people, together with
Day Saints church, Independence branch. that love of country and home and that deEight hundred and seventy-five souls are en- voted patriotism so consciously engraved in
rolled in its membership and the musical the hearts of those who haye studied such
services are a feature of its Sunday worship. languages and sciences."
Some of the best amate~r talent of the town
participat,e in the choral exercises on SabEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
bath days and their splendid musical taste
BRO.
F. T. BAKER, Lebeck, Missouri,
affords a treat to those who appreciate the
praise exercises of religious services. Elder the 24th:George E. Herrington is the pastor or presiWith few exceptions all seem to be enjoydent of the branch and his ministration is ing the gospel. Our prayer meetings are
popular and able. The building is a credit very encouraging, God's Spirit being present
to a congregation numbering so many of in mighty power at times. Bro. F. C. Keck
those in the middle walks of life and is a has been holding a series of meetings west of
practical lesson in church going to Independ- here; eight baptized as a result. Bro. Keck
ence citizens.
is wonderfully blessed and has a way of convincing his hearers that he is very much in
earnest in what he says. This seems to be
THE St. Joseph Gazette of November 21 quite an attractive place for saints, as many
comments thus on the election of Mrs. seem to be gathering- in here and the Spirit
Martha Hughes Cannon to the Utah revealed to us on last Tuesday evening that
the saints should gather in here from east,
Senate:A biographical sketch of the career of Mar- west, north, and south. We would like very
tha Hugbes Cannon, who ran against her al- much to see a letter from the Auburn, Iowa,
leged husband for the Utah senate and beat, saints. While reading the Christmas story
him by 4,000 votes, throws some rather vivid in January number of Autwrnn Leaves I was
light on this remarkable episode. The fact prompted to write for imformation through
is that Mrs. Cannon is not the wife of the the Herald of Isaac Baker, who, near as I ca11
man who ran against her, if there is any learn, left Laporte, Indiana, in the year 1852 for
virtue in the law abolishing polygamy in that California during the gold excitement. If
any know anything of the above-named perstate. The man in the case married two sisters under the Mormon regime, and when the son I would like if they would write me.
Bro. Charles E. Willey, writing
United States bade him reject one he refused.
Not only did he refuse, but he married two from Jamison, Clarke County, Iowa,
other women, the last being the present P. 0. Box 87, writes thus:senator-elect. The new senator has, thereYou might say in Herald for the benefit of
fore, no legal marital status. But being a any of the elders or saints who might come
Mormon and believing that polygamy is the this way, that my· residence is two,and one
natural state and the right one, she is not half miles due east'. of Jamison, a station on
troubled. It's a queer state of things that the railroad runnlng from Des Moines to
allows the law to be set at defiance by one Kansas City; and while we cannot entertain
of the chosen lawmakers.
them royally, we will make them welcome.
Cousin and Brother Joseph B.
EUROPEAN nations are reported to Smith, writiag from Salt Lake City,
have arranged for the division of Utah, December 27, ~ays:We had a very nice time Christmas Eve at
China. The following telegram shows
that the Celestial empire is destined the chapel. We all enjoyed ourselves very
much; the children were happy. Elder H.
to feel the developing forces of west0. Smith has delivered some very fine lecern civilization. What is it that is tures, showing why he is a member of the
moving the world en tire along the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; and to-night his subject is,
lines of advancement?
WASHINGTON, D. c., Dec. 9.-According "Where was the church from June 27, 1844,
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to the year 1852?" His lec'mres are fine and
a~y man that is seeking ~fte: the.truth and
w1ltl ahcklnowbletdge thatth wthwh is wr1t,t~n, _cantno,
e p u see · a our cause is JUS ;
and that our feet are placed upon the
written word, and that any doctrine that
• does not harmonize with the three witnesses we cannot accept. I believe the time
will come when the false doctrines of t.he
Utah Church will be buried, comparatively
speaking, with their deeds. This idea that
a man must throw away his reaeon and submit to the will of the authorities, without
refiecting to the right and wrong, is gradually going to the wall.
We are all well.
Money is very scarce here and it seems as
much as one can do to make a living, but I
hope the coming year will bring prosperity
to us all, and especiaily to the church, that
we may push the work that is intrusted to
our hands. In order to do this every memb er must do his part, and I do hope thai; in
one more yes,r my name may be on the books
as one that not only hopes but aids the work.

Bro. Levi Gamet, Clearwater, Nebraska, the 25th:Bro. Mintun recently held four meetings
in the town of Clearwater, awakening some
interest and allaying prejudice. We had a
Ch ristmas celebration last night at saints'
chapel; house full, and good time.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE acknowledge receipt of a good
letter from Bro ..John H. Wise, dated
Donnelly's Mills, Pennsylvania, December 20. It is a testimony of ap
preciation of the gospel and a plea
for earnest consecration of life powers to live it and make it honorable
that men may see its power revealed
in a purified humanity and be led to
obey it. We are glad to hear from
Bro. Wise.
B~o. J. E. Ritter, formerly of Lamom, ~ow located at.·. San J\~iguel,
Mezqmta.l, Zacatecas, Mexico, wntes
earnestly of his love for the work and
willingness to do anything in his
power for its advancement. He requests prayer for strength to abide
while removed from commuEion with
brethren and sisters.
His letter
breathes an excellent spirit. We are
obliged to omit it, with others.
Bro. W. A. H., writing from Stockton, California, asks that vve make
note of the ls,bors of' Brn. Albert Haws
and Richard Ferris, which he mentions favorably.
Bro. R. A. Taggart,, of Redfield,
Kansas, commends the labors of Brn.
I. N. White and F. C. Keck, who defended the faith against misrepresentations and other attacks.
Saints
there have the sympathy of the people

I and

are blessed of God. He exhorts I Bro. A. E. Beebe, Orr Post Office,
the young people to be true to them- Saginaw County, Michigan, twentyselves and the church.
eight miles from Bav City, an aged
•·

Bro. W. A. McDowell was at Valley
Junction, Wisconsin, on the 28th ult.,
preaching and looking after the work.
He and Bro. A. L. Whiteaker found
full houses at various openings in the
neighborhood, the people inviting
them to preach, offering to convey
them to and from places of meeting.
He thinks saints should live near to
God and put forth greater efforts to
further his work.
By letter from Elder S. W. Condit,
of Idaho, we learn that he has been
doing some acceptable work at Malad
and vicinity. He has interested himself in raising means to pay off an indebtedness of lo't:ig standing on the
chapel in Malad. The saints nobly
responded, and the result is that the
chapel is not only paid for, but they
also have enough means on lrnnd to
make necessar"
repairs.
.J
Private advices from Rome to the
Portland Argus state that Pope Leo
is failing fast and that the choice of
his successor is being discussed. The
selection is expected to tes1! tbe
strength of the ultramontane and the
liberal factions of the Church of Rome.
Some good brother sends us the
Sheffield, England, Telegraph, of Decem ber 18, from which it appears
1
that the late earthquake in England
was quite a serious affair. Five or
six shocks occurred; buildings were
rocked and some damage done.
A
I very slight increase . in intensity
would ?ave wrought rurn~~s resu'.ts.
President Joseph Sm1uh arrived
home from a trip to Independence on
/ Tuesday, the 29th.
Bro. A. B. Pearce, of Rhode Island,
has sent us a short paper on Sabbath
observance which we shall be glad to
insert when space permits.
Bro. Columbus Scott, of the Des
Moines district, reached home on the
29th. He is to engage in discussion
with an Adventist at a point in Nebras1rn, beginning January 11.
A letter from Bro. Edwin Trimby,
of Scranton, Pennsylvania, makes
favorable mention of Bro. Sheehy's
labors there, among them the organization of a Sunday school. Bro. T.
requests prayers of the Union in behalf of a crippled person baptized by
Bro. S.
.

?el I

•

•

member of the church, writes askmg
if some of the elders could visit that
place and preach the word. He believes the people would hear and some
obey '
Bro. T. W. Davis, Quartz Mountain,
California, reports himself preaching
every Sunday night with good attendance and such interest as warrants belief that good is being done.
Other faiths are also presented. He
hopes to show the truth as it is, that
it may be understood and obeyed.
He is encouraged by the good Spirit.
It is stated on what appears to be
semi-official authority that Archbishop
Corrigan, of New York, will be made
a cardinal at an early date. Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul, and Dr.
Keane, formerly rector of the Oat;holic
University at Washington, who represent the liberal wing of American
Catholicism, are said to have been absolved by the Pope; but that he has
resolved to elevate Corrigan as the
representative of conservative Oatholicism in America.
Bro. A. H. Parsons reports successful celebrations of the Christmas season wit.h the usual treat by the Sunday
schools, at Philadelphia and Camden.
He refers to labor done farther east
by Brn. Moler and Smith, already reported. Bro. M. was at Germantown,
Bro. S. at Camden when he wrote,
the 26th.
Bro. Wallace N. Robinson, secretary of the General Association writes
that the late Sunda,y school teachers'
institute at Council Bluffs was a success; attendance and interest both
I good. We may have a report of proceedings.
.
Bv letter from Bro. G. T. Griffiths
Dec~mber 20, Cleveland, Ohio, - we
learn tlutt Judge Noble, who succeeded
in getting Bro. Rudolph Etzenhouser
turned out of the Mayon Mission, in
Cleveland, a year or so ago, had lost
his eyesight, and was defeated for the
Judgeship at the polls, November 3,
last, thus losing the office; and that
the Mayon Mission is no more, and
Mr. Mayon himself, had lost his wife,
become discouraged and had taken to
drink, and was "going to the
j d.ogs," as the saying is. On the
opposite of this Bro. Etzenhouser
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was still at work for the Master with degrees of success; the
church was planted in Cleveland to
stay, and the cause making progress
generally, in that region.
In a compilation of statistics lately
made by Mr. Rueherevein, State
Labor Commissioner of Ohio, it ap·
pears that from 1.388 industrial establishments in forty-six States and
Territories show that 52,448 le~s hands
were employed in these establishments in July, 1896, t.han in July,
1892, and that $19,214,448 less is pa,id
out annually in wages.
The receipt is acknowledged to
Bro. Thomas Jones, of Nantyglo,
Wales, of book mailed in care of Herald Office.
We have some excellent articles on
topics of interest that we shall insert
as space permits. Some call for more
letters, others for more articles on
gospel topics. It is impossible fully
to accede to all demands. However,
we think a fair share of both should
appear in the HERALD, and suggest
that letter writers boil down their
statements to essential items only,
that we may furnish our readers more
matter and in compact form. Many
nonessential details are often given in
letters. The writer who can state
what he wants to say in few words
the better pleases the reader and
trains himself to directness and
brevity.
A London dispatch of the 2d states
that during the last fifteen months
nearly fifteen thousand persons have
become converts to the Roman
Catholic Church, two thousand of
that number being in the diocese of
Westminster alone. It is significant
tha'G Catholicism grows right under
the shadow and notwithstanding the
influence of the leading temple of the
Church of England, rich 'in the
memories and tombs of the country's
national heroes, poets, and statesmen.
The Church of Rome is not asleep.
Telegrams of the 2d inst. report destructive tornadoes in Southern Arkansas and Northern Texas, The
town of Mooringsport, Louisiana, is
reported to have been destroyed.
Madrid dispatches of the 2d inst.
report much excitement in Spain and
a sense of impending danger to the
present government, caused by the
bankrupt condition of the treasury,

together with corruption among Spanish officers in Cuba, which is boldly
denounced by two of the leading newspapers. The downfall of Premier
Canovas is openly predicted by some.
Senor Sagasta is leading the Liberal
party in a general attack upon the
government. The Spanish Republicans are reported alive with excite·
ment.
Germany is alarmed at the increase
and improved equipment of the French
infantry and will hasten the equipment of the army of the Fatherland
with new Krupp quick firing guns at
an expense of 260,000,000 marks.
The navy will also be strengthened.
It is again in order for European
statesmen to announce growing prospects for the peace of the continent.
We may he pa,rdoned if we note the
following from different places referring to the Church History:Bro. Charles Fry, Tabor, Iowa: "I
have received the first volume of
'Church History,' and after a brief
perusal of it can say I am very much
pleased with it and that it fulfills my
highest expectations. For years I
have longed for a work of this kind
and now I appreciate having one.
Every young man interested at all in
the church should have this book, by
which he can obtain such a knowledge
of the latter-day work as will enable
him to defend its principles under any
circumstances."
Bro. J. B. Roush, Fruita, Colorado,
January 1, 1897: "I have just finished
reading volume 1 of Church History,
and to say I am pleased with it, is
expressing myself in the mildest language my feelings will allow."

~fothsrs'

Monrn Coltlmn,

EDITED BY FRANCES.
"A glory gilds the sacred page,
Mejestic. like the sun;
It gives new light to every age;
It g\v\~s. but borrows none.
"The b"nd that gave it still supplies
The gracions light and beat;
Its trutbs upon the nations rise,-

'rhry rise,

bu~

:never

set.~'-Oowper.;

HELPS IN THE SICK ROOM:.
PuRE ail' is of vital importance in the sick

room, and should be kept as nearly so as pos:olble. A window let down at the top and a
draft up chimney is a good ventilator. The
bed and bedding should be put out and aired
occasionally as well a,s to be kept clean by

5
washing. If the patient has lung trouble,
the nurse and all the family should be careful not to worry him or her by smoking, or by
smoke or any unpleasant odor from tho stove,
or by dust and lint io the sick room.
If the patient is sad or despondent don't
name it, but be cheerful and turn the mind
into a pleasant channel. It is helpful to keep
a dish of water in the room-it sl;:lould be
chang·ed every day. Flowers and a few plants
give pleasure. A room for the sick should
not be dull but bright and cheery.
The windows should not be darkened unless
the lig·ht is too direct for the eye, then
should afford a little light. Light and sunshine are among nature's remedies and
should be reg·arded as such. The animals
and fowls know i':. and put themselves in the
way of the same when very young. Look at
a vegetable that tries to grow in the dark, or
without the aid of sunshine; it is a good
counselor. No impurities should set in the
room or near it. If the patient takes medicine it should not be kept in sight or where
it can be smelled, neither should food of any
kind; but should be brought in only when
needed, and prepared in a dainty manner,
and in quantities to meet the demands of the
case - patients are not always consi~tent
judges. If the latter should be a little impatient or even a little cross, the nurse should
remember tha,t the strong should bear with
the weak, and try and govern herself by the
same.
We know the fact that sick people have .
suffered intensely from unkind treatment
from those who ought to have comforted and
supported them in their misfortune. What
greater misfortune can one have than years
of invalidism, and when does one need friends
mJre? Many times has much of Job's experience been repeated, and what benefit was
there ever derived from it, either to a patient
or to the "comforters," and which think ye
was approved of God? Let Job answer.
We think it is a gross sin to willingly or
willfully worry a sick nervous person. It
does the tormenter no g·ood; it ·only heaps
up wrath to be brought forth in his or her own
time of sicknESS, and it only injures the afflicted one, prolongs the sickness, and makes
it worse for all coneerned.
Invalids should try to have regular hours
for rest-habit is a great helper,-and every
inmate of the house should make arrangements to that effect, inasmuch as circumstances will admit.
Attendants should
cultivate kind feelings toward their patients,
but should not wear long faces, nor weep in
their presence. A gentle movement in shutting doors, moving chairs, etc., and a soft
step, by all means. Never allow callers
enough to weary them, and never loud, boisterous talk nor· whispering in their hearing.
Don't allow anything that will excite or disturb them, and especially in the afternoon
and evbning-rest is one of nature's restorers.
'Tis very in'hs,rmonious to a sick person to
have a visitor or friend tell her how much
sicker she has been and how hard it was for
her to get along as she bad to, etc. It does
not benefit the speaker and it discourages
and often annoys the other. Don't try to en·
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courage them beyond reason, for it is more make our business a success, whether it is to
liable to vex than to encourage.
get well or to labor. Turn the mind from
Now we will turn the leaf and read some pain and discomfort of every kind, and let it
on the other side. The writer has had quite rest in your blessings and on the promises of
a broad and rather a deep experience in both God. Drive out all unpleasant though ts of
sides of the question. Dear afflicted ones, we the past, and shut out all gloomy forebodings
address you with the kindest feelings. Far of the future, nestle in the peaceful present
be it from us to wilfully wound you. We only love of the Father and Elder Brother. Again,
wish to offer you a few suggestions which by having been sick one knows how to sympossible inay be of use to someone. We have pathize with others in like condition, consehad very many days, and many years of in- quently are better prepared to care for the
validism; have experienced much pain, have I sick-judgment founded on experience is
suffered much from weakness and prostra- more reliable than that founded on hearsay.
tion, to say nothing about the "many things
D3ar afflicted brothers a;:id sisters, may
suffered of many physicians," or of the false you through faith and trust regain. your
opinions of some, who ought to have been our health, and doubly renew your usefulness,
friends. We were not inferior to any of them and may we greet one another in that home
in ability, and were fully as ambitious, but where pain and parting are unknown, is the
were bound years by mental and physical prayer of your unworthy sister,
ALMIRA.
infirmities. We do not wish to be egotistic,
but those thoughts presented themselves, so
give them a place, hoping that they may benePRAYER UNION.
fit one or more. We do not wish to give any
SPECIAI, REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
details, but will say it is better in all cases of
LUCIEN B. RICHMOND, Wellsville, Kansas,
sickness for the patient to use all the selfwrites: "I am quite sick and would ask you
control that can possibly be called out. Such
to pray God may hear me in this hour of
should try and be consistent with themselves,
need. I trust this will be answered."
and consistent with their attendants. SomeBro. Moroni Houston, of Percy, Illinois,
times the latter suffer in consequence of the
asks the prayers of the sisters in his behalf,
former's unreasonable requirements. Those
that God may take away his craving desire
who wait on the sick are only human, and
for intoxicating liquors.
are liable to feel unwell, to get tired and to
lose their patience. In such a case a kiud,
sympathizing word from the sick one and a
PROGRAM
chance to rest, will give renewed strength
FOR JANUARY MEETING OF DAUGHTERS
and courage, and the business will move on
OF ZION.
like a newly oiled machine. Kindness from OPENING hymn 566, Saints' Harp. Prayer.
, any source that has a pure base is not the Scripture reading, James 1: 1-27. Reading
"Spice of life" but the oil of life. It smoothes from Home Column with discussion. Genthe waves of confusion and emotion as oil eral remarks on mothers' work. Roll call.
does the waves of the sea-makes smoot.h that Business. Closing hymn 1078.
which otherwise would be rough and turbu,_,_,_____
lent. Medicine can do no good, no matter
how much one may depend on it, if the mind
is kept in an irritated, confused, or unreconMRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
ciled state. A calm, trusting state of mind,
Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
whether one is to live or to die, is worth
communications for thie department to the Editor.
more than any physician or drug, for with- (Send
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc,,
out it the other will be of little use.
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

____

8tlndau

One may think that all the days spent in
sickness are lost. They may be in a financial sense, but ,the experience may be very
valuablcJ. One may learn how to appreciate
health, life's richest blessing, as to take care
of it. Prevention is easier and cheaper than
cure. And besides, one may do much good
while one of the invalid corps. "How?" says
you. Cultivate good, kind thoughts toward
everyone. It is a profitable exercise to note
down such and read them when the mind
gets stupid, and thereby awaken it. The
thought of the "Shut in society" originated
in the mind of Jennie Conklin and another
sick girl, also the "Flower Mission" was the
idea of Emily Cassady, an invalid. She was
confined to her bed all of twenty years, in
consequence of having injured her spine
when quite young. No other person can be
one of them, or be just like one of them, but
every invalid can do something, if it is only
to try and be patient.
"In your patience
possess ye your souls," and the soul possesses
the body Wbile in it, and the two e:x:ecute or

8~hool

Department.

OBSTACLES AND HOW TO SURMOUNT THEM.
Read at Guilford, Missouri, October 16, 1896, by w. B.
Torrance.
I As WE enter into the work of the Sunday
school we do so in the face of many obstacles,
and in order that the Sunday school may accomplish its intended misslon, we should
know how to surmount t.hem. The Sunday
school work is thought by some to be of but
little or no importance, but to con'sider it
from a real and truthful point of view it may
justly be regarded as second to none except
the home, but of the greatest means of
church work.
The first obstacle that I shall mention is late
and irregular attendance. To Sunday school
workers who live in the country come quite
a hindrance, oftentimes, because of the distance which they live from the place of assembling, and because of tbe shortness of the
days during certain times of the year, rendering them almo3t unable to preform home
) duties ~nd attend Sunday school.

It would be difficut to suggest a means to
surmount these obstacles unless it would be
to arrange tbe hour of assembling as near as
possible to favor the circumstances of all,and
try to arrange home duties so they will not
detain you from attending Sunday school.
But often lateness and irregularity is
caused by that which is not necessary; viz.:
The lack of interest in the salvation of the
soul, or the not seeing any benefit derived
from the Sunday school, these being caused
by the mind's being absorbed by the pleasures and cares of the world.
To remove these would be to remember,
that to reach the home of tbe "soul" or to
attain to the "first resurrection" we must not
idle the time away by seeking the pleasures
of the world, but rather like Moses of old
"choose to suffer with the people of God than
to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season."
But resort to the Sunday school and work
and "study to show yourselves approved of
God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed" of Christ or of his work in any department.
INAC'l'IVITY AND INATTENTION.
Where there is activity tbere is attention
and attention there is activity; but where
the one does not exist the other is not visible. Attention and activity are virtues that
should ad0rn the character of every individual. The lack of these are obstacles that
rise in the way of the progress of the Sunday
school work. If it be the superintendent
that lacks these, then the work will wane,
for what the superintendent is the school is.
If he is attentive to the needs of the active
and energetic he will infl11ence the school.
The spirit of the superintendent is contagious. If it be the teachers the result will
be the same over their respective classes.
They should become acquainted with each
pupil, be enthusiastic, then the class will
catch the spirit of the teaching.
The wayward girl, or thoughtless boy, or
careless young man, wbo comes to Sunday
school and engages in whispering and looking
around is one whose attention is not engaged
in the recitation. These should be dealt
with; first, get them interested in what you
have to say. Become their friend, make
them your friend. Use them, let them know
that their help is needed, increase their desire to be good and do right, to gain the approbation of their heavenly parent, to
advance and to be useful, then you shall have
accomplished your heavenly calling.
Attention and activity may be promoted by
the song service. Let the songs be spirited,
let the harp, the organ, the cornet, and all
the stringed instruments (if they can be had)
combined with the voice of every child and
adult, praise the Lord, that the heavens may
seem to catch the sounds and reverberate in
blessings to the Sunday school workers.
How many a soul bas been cheered and inspired to work by the sweet strains of music.
There is something -in music that inspires
and fills one with enthusiasm, and enables us
1
1 to make known and receive God's thoughts in
a better light. It gives the children light
1
! and makes them feel that they are doing
j their shaire of the work. The lack of the
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talent of singing may be called an obstacle to shade of character that you can mention." ; been so long engaged and which I so dearly
be surmounted. This can be done by cul ti- What does that mean? Had he reference to love I know to be of God. That rnanifestavating the talent. already possessed.
the Mountain Meadow? I want to run no tion I received soon aHer Bro. T. W. S::nith
The absence of cooperation is a great ob- chances, to be a vioiator of the law by abet- laid his hands upon me in confirmfl,tion and
stacle which retards the work of the Sunday ting or even harboring such men as Brigham o;·dinatfon to the elder's office was so full,
school. Fathers and mothers should cooper- ssJd he had as elders.
clear, and explicit with regard to what I
ate with the Sunday school in completing its
I made a good opening at Gladbrook, Tama doubted that I have ever since had full assurintended mission. You should make the County.
I used Rev. A. J. Eychaner's ance of the trul;h of the gospel as we teach it
teachings of the home and Sunday school church. Bro. McDowell had a debate with and of the heavsnly mission of him through
correspond with the teachings of God. Yuu him at Eagle Gl'ove. He acted the gentle- whom the world has been so blessed, and the
should become interested in the Sunday man with me. He invited the people to come angel message the blessed, misused, misunschool, and your children will follow.
:md hear and at the close he invited me to derstood, belittled, and besrnirched, yet powNow, last yet not least but greater that) all come again and use his church. He acted as edul truth, the everlasting gospel,-the
is the work of the Holy Spirit. When this janitor, built all the fl res, and Ht up. The· Book of Mormon. God manifested its truth
is absent the underlying principle or that cost for fuel and light was sixty-eight to me that evening when the room was filled
upon which the foundation rests is gone.
/ cents a night, but the people paid it wiilingly. with the bright heavenly light of God's
Christ says, "Without me you can do noth- I made many warm friends there. A man Spirit; and my doubts were swept away at
ing."
He endows bis ministers with his I and bis wife would have been baptized, but once and certainly filled my soul with joy unSpirit that they may be able to preach the she is sickly, therefore timid of cold water, speakable and indescribable.
gospel, how much more then those who have so they concluded to wait for warmer weather.
I hope the saints will pray for me that I
.the instructing of the young. The way to The tent ought to go there next summer.
may always prove faithful and efficient as a
obtain this precious boGn is to do as it is
In bonds,
laborer in the army of the Lord.
written, "If ye love me, keep my commandJ. S. ROTH.
JAMES W. BRYAN.
ments, and I will pray the Father, and ho
shall give you another Comforter that he may
ELKHART, Texas, Dec. 15.
MCLOUD, 0. T., Dec. 20.
abide with you forever: even the Spirit of I Editors Herald:-I have not been an idler.
Editors Herald: - Bro. W. B. Toney has
truth . . . when he . . . is co:ne, he wil.l Besides presidl.ng over Elkhart branch I
just closed a series of discourses at this place.
guide you into all trut,h; for he s[iall not preach at a.11 accessible places in this and the
Inclement weather kept some away, and any
speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall adjoining county of Houston, every Sunday
from being baptized; but the brotherhood
hear that shall he speak."
and often at night on other days. God blesses has been greatly strengthened, and several
ARKOE, Missouri.
me with good liberty and I have been the interested in gospel work. A great work
means of bearing the gospel to many who can be done here in the near fnture. Oklahave investigated, found it kue, and em- homa is one of the best mission fields in the
braced it, and now· rejoice in the knowledge world, but the ministers are few.
of the truth.
·vve hope Bro. Toney will be sent here anBROOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 22.
Some of us gave thank offerings to the other year. He is the right man in the ·
Editors Hernld:-A week ago last night I church, and I am certain from my own experight place; only two in the family, him and
closed a three-weeks' meeting at Broad rience that no one will be loser by this: and
his wife. He is a very proficient gospel
River, Connecticut, with good resnlts. Our I intend and recommend. to all the faithful
worker, :J,nd can do a great work on a small
heavenly Father was with me and there was tbe coming Christmas and New Year days,
income.
good interest. I baptized four and left others to give to tho church all that I would have
Any elder in Oklahoma Territory passing
near the door. On the 14th I came to this to prasent to friends; because a better friend
'chis
way will do well to stop and see us. We
city, from where I left three weeks ago. we have not on ear·th or a more neglected·
Have baptized one here in the salt water yes: one, from the messages we have from our are looking for Bro. George Montague here
in the near future. If he sees this I hope he
terday.
Bishops and agents. And if all the saints
I start for Philadelphia this morning in who are able to spare a dollar or so in pres- will write us here.
May God bless the HeralcZ and its readers.
company with Bro. Moler. I leave a warm ents will present it to the church its emYours in Christ,
hearted band of saints at Broad River and barrassments will cease and the cause
DANIEL A. BRESSMAN.
also at Brooklyn. Probably I will not see advance as we all would delight to see, and
them again in this life, but I pray that the able elders now at home providing for family
Lord will bless us that we may meet in the necessities would be abroad in the land
JO'rS BY THE WAYSIDE.-NO. 5.
BY T. W. CHA'l.'BURN.
next. So the good work goes on and the sounding gospel trumpet, wonderfully inhonest-hearted are being gathered into the spired by t"b_e knowl3dge that their loved A WISE sage has s:J,i.d, "The hopeless
kingdom.
ones we.re not suffering for the necessities of soul is the defeated soul." There are
Let us pray for one another for the day is life, and that they are not the only ones burdens heavy to be borne, and longings
fading fast.
Your brother,
called upon to exercise themselves in self- that perhaps in this life will never be real'vV. A. SMITH.
ized. There are perplexities and evil
1 denial.
J
I have been certainly blessed of the benefi- in oneself, and prayers unanswered and the
GRINNELL, Iowa, Dec. 28.
cent Ruler of ail things. Several years I consciousness of failure, ashes of disappointEditors Herald: - My daughter lives one traveled more than once the length of this ments, wakeful hours, when trouble takes an
mile north and three fourths mile ea.st of old / great State on foot preaching, as I got place exaggerated shape and form, and often words
Far West. If any of the· missionaries of that and hearers, and working for all my clothing from friends which cut to the quick. The
district should get into that part of their and expenses. Since that I have been seven- problems, the experiences and mysteries of
field I hope they will call on ber. Inquire teen yEmrs postms.ster at this place, and life and the danser mystery of death are
for Ed Stegall on the old Bozarth place; though the pay is small, I have been a self- thoughts that fly through the brain as we
they moved there about a month ago. Mor- sustaining local and t.raveling minister; I make up the "jots by the wayside."

I

I

mon elders need not call there. The law mean financially self-sustaining, never resays, "He that abets or harbors a lawbreaker ceiving any help from anyone but from God.
is amenable to the law." I read Bro, H. O.
While I keep my usua.l health and physical
Smith's article on page 844 of last I-Ierala, I strength I hope to continue the conflict, and
when Bdgham said, "We have the greatest on to tbe end of the race declarA to all that
and smoothest liars in the world, the cunning- will listen that God is true and that his words
iist and most a,droit thieyes, and any ()ther will never fail: and t,he W()rk in which I have

Happy is the man who has in his makeup
the sunshine of hope, and plenty of cheerfulness and sympathy for his brother. The
Lord said to Joshua, "Be thou strong and
very courag·eous;" "be strong and of a good
I courage." Sa, tan always begins his attack by
I discourag·ing us, then we are er,i,sily led. Qolcl
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people are of little use to others; the church
is not in want of icebergs; yet there are people who are so cold you get chilled every
time you go near them. Especially if they
are aware that you are gathering tithes or
freewill offerings for some laudable purpose
or for the furthering of the cause or interests
of the church, or to help the poor missionary
as his wants may demand. The best receipt
for melting icebergs is, Love one another
and keep the "law," thus showing feeling for
the church as a whole. Feeling is the crowning
of "character" which is grown in the streams
of life, w bile talent is developed in study
and solitude. True religion is to pity and provide for the poor and the fatherless, and the
converting of the world in the way that God
has provided for the carrying on of his work.
"Love one another" contains gospel sufficient
within it to renovate a world and make a
heaven on earth, if practically applied. But
who hath believed our report?
Bro. Turpen has retnrned wearing his
usual genial smile. We are very glad to
have him with us to take part of the burden.
He is ever pleasant in his address and able in
counsel, and worthy the confidence of the
saints. We noticed a wonderful improvement in him, thinking his visit home was the
sole cause; but on closer examination found
be was sporting a bran new suit -from hat to
shoes. He declared McK! nJ,.y w:B dected
and prosperity had set in. The Sfquel was
he has passed through the "Far West" district on his way home, and the facts are
there is a kind of a Lewis-Faul-Head-ed-HenDirks, with White-Head, Krahl-ing-around
St. Joseph combination, that will "hold up"
a miseionary at every corner of the road if
he looks like a tramp. A hint to the
wise is sufficient, and it is a notable fact surprising as it may be, such men pay their tithing too. But we can not dwell on these
unpleasant things. (?)
Taking train to Moberly we tramped out
four miles west to Bro. W. J. Vaughn's; held
a series of meeting in a schoolhouse hard by,
breaking down prejudice and making friends
to the cause. On Wednesday evening we
were somewhat surprised when Bro. Vaughn
handed us a license carrying with it the authority to bind together in holy bonds of
matrimony William J. Vanghn and Mrs.
Maggie Allen. We had not even noticed
any ucusual attention paid to the good looking old lady who was attending our services,
we thinking she was like others only interested in the message we bear; but alas, for
man's poverty stricken conception, he knows
bnt little at best! They stood up together,
solemnity prevailed, the mystic words were
spoken according to the formula of the
church, and two hearts were made as one,
the usual fee was paid the minister, and we
soon sought our rest to dream of g·oing
home to see the wife and babies and
enjoy the Christmas festivities with the
loved ones there. But Oh! these disappointments in life; for there is many a slip
betwixt cup and
lip.
In
the
dawn
of the morning we were groping around
the room for our clothing-, and imagine
our surprise to finding it partially hang-
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ing out of a window, with the pockets rifled,
the window raised by a prop under it so the
thief could have free ingress and exit and
every cent gone. We admit now there were
different visions passing through our mind
to the ones on retiring, and no doubt there
would have been a case of laying on hands if
I could have had the opportunity; but we
composed ourself with the thought that we
were in harmony with the law, "without
purse or rnrip." Bro. Turpen's significant
smile added to my pleasures but very
little, but he assured me that he was only
glad his new clothes had not been taken.
Next day wo tramped back to Moberly,
kind friends furnished money for tickets,
and we set sail for Higbee, where we arrived
in due time, and we are very cosily domiciled
at Bro. and Sr. Geo. Thorburn's.
(To be continued.)

PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, Dec. 29.

Editors Hm·ald:-The Church History just

MINNEAPOLIS, Kan., Dec. 18.

Editors Herald:-! will try this morning to
inform you of my whereabouts, as I have not
been permitted to see the Herald for the past
two weeks, and I feel lost if I don't see it
every week. I am located at present some
six miles southeast of Minneapolis, in
Ottawa County, where Bro. J. A. Davis and I
are trying to talk gospel to the people. But
there seems to be a very strong disposition
to freeze us out, as we have tried two schoolhouses near us, and three are all the outsiders we can toll in as yet, but we will try a
few times more. Perhaps they may see that
we are perfectly harmless, and come where
we can see them. We tried Industry two
nights, and got a fair turnout, mostly Free
Thinkers, but their hall was engaged to other
parties, so we came to this place and found a
small band of noble saints, surrounded by
mountains of prejudice, but strong in the
faith. God bless them.
Bro. Davis is a fine work-fellow, both capable and in earnest, and an agreeable companion. I hope he may peregrinate over this
district many days.
HENRY HART.

received. I have had but a few hours to examine it, but have seen enough to feel delighted. It is a work that ought to be in
every family of the saints, and be read by
every investigator.
BIG BEND, w. Va., Dec. 15.
Since my last I have preached in different
Editors Herald:-I arrived here about theplaces as I have found openings, in Salt Lake, 20th ult. and commenc;md scattering the seed.
Utah, and Juab counties; sometimes to fair, It has taken some root and brought forth
but mostly to small audiences. Gospel truths some fruit; two have been baptized and five
seem to be not much in demand in this coun" have given their names for baptism, one of
try; or, perhaps it is my way of telling the whom I will baptize to-day.
story that is not attractive. At any rate I
I held ten services at a place about three
have not been permitted to see much accom- miles from here, called Ann Mariah, but no
plished besides comforting and encouraging additions there as yet, .but several are believthose already in the fold. But as we sow in ing, and I think when the "good seed" has
hope, not knowing what the result eventually time. to grow it will produce fruit to the
will be, God may in his own time give the in- kingdom. I expect to return there before
crease, so I feel still to trust in the Lord, and leaving this mission. The branch on Yellow
to remain
In the faith,
Creek is not in good working order; some
H. N. HANSEN.
have become cold and inactive, but still there
are some here that will never give quarter
till the struggle is over and the victory won.
FAIRLAND, I. T., Dec. 21.
Editor.~ Herald:-I am to-day on the late I hope to get it in order, but members are
battle ground, where Bro. I. N. White so scattered so it seems almost a vain hope.
The schoolhouses are generally open, and
valiantly fought last September; not at
Ephesus, but here in F<tirland, T. H. Popple- the people very kfnd and courteous, except a
well being the chief lion. I find the few few ''mossback" professors who try to prejusaints at this place firm and faithful, deter- dice the minds of those who will listen to
them. I expect to spend all of January in
mined to stand by the truth to the end.
I closed a very interesting meeting last the regions near here, and th.en proceed to
evening· at Grove, Indian Territory. One of Richie County on Indian Creek. The enemy
the leading merchants of that place, with seems to be on the alert, and some of the
some assistance, has built a new schoolhouse shots fired must have taken effect, judging
in which he cordially invited us to hold meet- from the stir in the enemy's camp.
Truly yours,
ings at any time, offering to take care of the
J. L. GOODRICH.
preacher while holding meetings. This is
one of the places that our tent ropes were cut
last summer, but friends are being made and
B'HAM, England, Nov. 30.
a better feeling prevails among the peo!)le
Editors Rerald: - As we journey along
through life, from place to place we fregenerally.
I go on from here to hold a week's or ten q nently see and hear strange things. While in
days' meeting at Wyandotte, Indian Terri- Dnndee a short time since a "Professor" Antory, where I held a week's meeting last Sep· derson delivered a discourse, ''One of a series"
tember and baptized two. Others say they on Christianity without miracles. A report
are ready for the water when I get there.
was given in the morning's paper, and as the
This is a hard field requiring hard and doctrine advanced by the"Professor"appeared
careful work, but I am hopeful for good to me so monstrous and as there were other
results finally.
correspondents also, I wrote the letter, a
Your brother,
copy of which I inclose, together with the
T. J. SHEPPARD.
printed report of the "Doctor's" discourse, to
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the editor of the AdvertiSM', and asked him ]
courteously to print the same. I cannot say
if my letter was published, as I came away
the same day. Then again last week I saw
another strange item published in the Manchester Courier of November 26. I send you
the cutting, wherein it sets forth that certain
clergymen of the Church of England deny the
existence of a personal God!
Well, brethren, when we have here a
"learned Professor" denying miracles, and
then certain "learned" clergymen denying
the existence of God, what are they really
leaving for the people to believe in? Truly
we are living in extraordinary and perilous
times. Praise God for the restoration of the
gospel, and bless and praise his holy name
that he has permitted us to be identified
,therein.
With all good wishes,
FRANK SWAN.
CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT MIRACLES.
November 11, 1896.

To the Editor of Dundee Advertiser; Sir:-I
respectfully ask permission to offer a few remarks on the above subject. Now that men's
minds are agitated on this and other more
vital ,subjects as perhaps they have not been
for centuries, I earnestly beg my readers to
pay more attention to the reading and study
of the revealed word of God as found in the
Scriptures and to rely more upon the truths
and precious promises found therein, than
upon what this man or that man tells you.
The way of life as recorded therein is so plain
that a wayfaring man though a fool need not
err therein; but if there are certain things
hard to understand, then take the advice of
James who says: "If any of you lack wisdom,
let him ask of God," etc. Don't be disturbed
by the utterances of men like Dr. Anderson.
The thing is just where it was before! It is
they, the professors, that destroy the simplicity of the gospel with their vain and
foolish· speculations.
Doctor Anderson belongs to the class who
deny present day revelation; how then does
he know of the truth or falsity of miracles?
If he succeeds in persuading you by his false
and specious arguments that miracles did not
occur, how shall you then believe that they
will occur in the future? Was it a greater
miracle in the past for Christ to raise the
dead and give sight to the blind than it will
be to,raise us up "divinely new" on that great
day? By the cunning craftiness of false but
popular preachers who "preach for hire and
divine for money" the people are so bewildered and so tossed to and fro that they
scarcely know what to believe, or what they
do believe. These popular preachers are
succeeding in turning your ears away from
the truth unto fables. Don't forget that it
takes just as much. to save a person to-day as
it did in the days of long ago and exactly the
same means are required now as then; viz.,
faith in God and the Lord Jesus Christ; repentance; baptism "by immersion" for the
remission of sins; laying on of hands for the
gift of the Holy Ghost, etc. And to officiate
in any holy office and to preach the gospel it
needs men with authority from God. If they
do not possess this authority, "And no man
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taketh this honor unto himself," their ministrations are illegal and not recognized in the
courts above. If the preachers possessed this
authority and had received the Holy Ghost
they would all testify the same thing: they
would all agree in doctrine. God is not the
author of confusion. The Holy Ghost leads
and guides into all truth.
To-day there are hundreds of different
sects, all differing, and confusion is becoming
worse confounded. Whose fault is it? Does
the fault lie with God or the teachers that
are and have been? , What think you, people? Whom do you think Paul and Peter
and other disciples referred to when they
spoke of the false teachers who would arise,
and the wo,lves who should enter in and tear
and scatter the flock? Why, the clever,
smart, and popular preachers!
Long before the death of Paul, false teachers had arisen. And Paul in righteous indignation exclaimed, "If I or an angel from
heaven preach any other gospel than that
which we have preached unto you, let him
be accursed!" The members were warned
against those preachers who had a form of
godliness, but who denied the power thereof,
and :c;,bout those who used great swelling
words of vanity, promising them liberty
while tbey themselves were in bondage. The
disciples also said that we the people should
be made merchandise of; that these men
should preach for hire and divine for money,
and that they should turn the people's ears
away from the truth. If the priest and
preachers possessed authority from God today, and if they continued to observe all
things whatsoever Christ commanded; if the
pure and simple gospel of Jes us was preached
unto the people; then to-day would be a day
of miracles also; of healing the sick, of giving sight to the blind, and the members of
the churches would rejoice in possession and
enjoyment of the many spiritual gifts that
were poured out upon the believers in the
early days.
"Contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints" and "covet earnestly
the best gifts," and truth before all else.
FRANK SWAN.
MONTE VISTA, Colo., Dec. 29.

Editors Herald: - When we left Denver,
August 27, 1895, we put ourselves in the
hands of the Lord to guide and be our helper
in doing our duty. One duty we resolved to
do and which we have been strict to observe
ever since, was to tithe every dollar or fraction thereof and send it to the Bishop, which
we have done. Though at time and several
times since money has been scarce and we
did not know where any more was coming
from, the Lord opened the way and always
provided, so we have lacked nothing we
were in need of of the necessaries and comforts of life. Our hearts were touched with
the goodness and mercy of God. So we can
heartily say, "Praise the Lord."
Now as we read of so many calls for aid to
spread the truth and build up the kingdom
of God greater than have been, because the needs are greater, let us, dear
saints, respond each and every one with the
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needful one tenth of every dollar we get. I
do not urge this because I feel that we have
been specially favored, but because of the
blessings accruing from obedience to the law
and willingness to help build up the kingdom
of God and bis righteousness. The demands
and needs are not as great as they will be.
In gospel bonds,
G. 0. KENNEDY.

FRUITA, Col., Dec. 30.

Editors Herald:-I notice in making application to the Western Passenger Association
for half fare permit that the note under rule
1 reads "This to include clergyman who are
pastors of churches of such denominations as
do not believe in a paid ministry, provided
their only other occuption is farming." If I
have a correct understanding of this language
it includes all of our brethren who are acting
as district or branch presidents providing
they have no other occupation except farming. It might be well to make mention of
this through the Herald for I feel sure that
quite a number of our brethren have not understood the change in issuing permits,
favoring the farmer, so that they now come
under this provision, providing they are actually in charge of a congregation. It would
be well for the brethren who are district and
branch presidents and farmers to look into
this matter so they may obtain the benefit of
clergy permits and be more able thereby to
do work in the field as missionaries as circumstances may permit.
I am glad this provision has been made by
the railroads, for a number of our brethren
have been unable to do as much as they
might have done on account of having to pay
full fare on the railroads.
Perhaps the brethren understand this, but
I had not noticed anything published in the
Herald explaining it, hence I call attention
to it.
Yours in bonds,
JOHN B. ROUSH.

NEW HOPE, Va., Dec. 28.

Editors Herald:-I baptized one more at
Roxbury and had to leave the place on account of persecution. There are some splendid saints down there, but a pity they are in
a place where they cannot worship God without being- abused in such a manner. Still it
is the elder who has the whole charge laid to
him of making division and the like. But as
it happens F. C. Smith is not the one that
made the division this time; it was there
before he came to Virginia.
There are others down there who will obey
the gospel sometime, if an elder can go there
to work, but the chances are very poor in
this part to do missionary work. The more
work done here the worse Satan rages. I
hope the brethren will remember us in this
part of the vineyard that God will protect
and give us sheaves for the fold cif Christ.
The saints had a lovely tree for Christmas,
and we certainly would have had a grand
time if Satan had not hindered us. How true
the saying Satan rages because he knows "his
time is short."
F. C. SMITH.
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Oriqinal 1Ir1iclss,
THE WHITE-SEWELL DEBATE.-NO. 2.

DEAR READERS:--In this, my second
affirmative, you will find a seeking for
"old paths," by "contending for the
faith once delivered to the saints.''
Elder Sewell's negative bas but little
in it that needs my attention.
He
claims no degree of inspiration; but,
writes sportingly and sneers at the
idea of being "born again"-a "new
creature in Christ"--drinking at the
heavenly fountain by "one Holy
Spirit," the only way to refresh the
mind and soul of man, to be in harmony with the saying of Christ in
John 7: 37-39. Hence, Elder Sewell's
claim carries defeat to his cause.
I proved in my first, that laymen
and ministers alike received the Spirit
·
f o11 owmg,"
·
·· rn
· tb
w1'th "signs
· e -fi rs t
h · · ·
I
b b
C
age of
nstiamty.
cannot ut elieve that Peter spoke God's unalterable truth when he said:Of a truth I perceive that God is no
respecter of persons; but in every nation he
that feareth him, :_i,nd worketh righteousness,
is accepted with him.

'l'his statement, coupled with Paul's
in 1 Corinthians 12, and Christ's, in
-Mark 16: 15-18, of
Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature, Fe that believeth
and is baptized· shall be saved: but he that
believeth not shall be damned. And these
signs shall follow them that believe; in my
name shall they cast out devils·, they shall
speak with new_ tongues; they shall take up
,
d rrnK
. , any d ea c1l y thrng-,
.
serpents; an d l'f tney
it shall not hurt them; they shall lay handa
on the sick, and they shall recover,

I
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maidens I will pour out in those days of my
Spirit; and they shall prophesy.

Now, I am prepared to believe all of
this. The first statement is, "God is
no respecter of persons." Second,
''In every nation he that feareth him,
and worketh .righteousness, is accepted with him." Third, "Go ye
into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." Fourth, "He
that believeth and i_E; baptized shall be
saved." Fifth, "And these signs
shall follow them that believe."
Proof: 1. Peter in Acts 2, presents
the unchangeable God, Christ, and
the gospel.
2. The people hear
and believe the message. 3. They repent of their sins. 4. They are baptized for the remission of their sins
by men who are called and sent of
God to do that kind of work. 5. They
receive the Holy Spirit in con:firmation of the promise made by Christ in
Mark 16. 6. That Holy Spirit is to
inspire "old men" to "dream dreams;"
"young men'' to "see visions;" "sons"
and "daughters" and "servants" and
"handmaidens" to "prophesy." 7.
That "the promise is unto you, and to
your children, and to all that are afar
off, even to as many as the Lord our
God shall call." That it did do all
this, and more too, in the days of
primitive Christianity, the Scriptures
bear me record, and so has Elder

sal, and positive as the baptism of
water.
This gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in all the world for a witness unto
all nations.

Thus the Savior makes the miraculous Spirit-baptism as broad as the
_race, as universal as repentance and
baptism for remission of sins. "This
gospel," includes faith, repentance,
baptism in water, and the baptism of
the Holy Spirit.
1 Thess. 1: 5,
says:-

Our gospel came not unto you in word only
but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and
in much assurance.

Thus, it came to Paul and the early
saints, in "word," in "power," in the
"Holy Ghost," in "much assurance."
I dare not declare less and steer
clear of,
But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that
which we have preached unto you, let him
be accursed.-Gal. 1: 8.

But, says Elder Sewell:-

Our strongest argument against his propositi.on is that the apostle tells us these gifts
shall pass away.

This, then, is his Gibraltar. He
then proceeds to tell us when, and how,
+"
a 11 th ese g1'ft s, "pass away; " -"auter
the New Testarnent was written,'' says
he. I suppose, then, nothing more
can be received from God, Holy
Spirit, or angel! AU is silent! Holy
Spirit influence with man, ceases for-

Sewell, too.
That beasts, angels, storms and
tempests, an d none h urc.h men, h ave at
times been used as instruments in the
hands of God to rebuke men and nations, I am prepared to admit. Such
may still be used; but, all of that does
not make God's promises of none effeet to his believing children. Elder
Sewell says: "After the New Testament was written there was no longer
a need for them"-spiritual gifts.
Assertion, no proof, you see! Where
is it written, Elder Sewell, that when
he (Christ) goes away, he will send
you another comforter, even the New
Testament, and that immediately
afterwards God will proceed to take
away from all baptized believers the
Holy Spirit, with all of its inspirational influences and gifts? Chapter
and verse, please? Christ says:-

ever!! Paul, in 1 Corinthian 13: 8, 13,
is made responsible for all this!
Charity never faileth: but whether there
be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there
bnv tongties, they shall cease·, whether there
be knowledge, it shall vanish away.

Had Elder Sewell quoted the next
four verses, instead of jumping to
verse 13, his Gibraltar would have
sunk at once. But to made his case
stick~ he leaves out the four verses,
the very ones that Paul used to explain when and how the knowledge
"in part," prophecies "in part,"
tongues "in part," etc., were to be
enjoyed till at a time when God would
give all of these things in their complete entirety. Hence, that which
they were privileged to enjoy only
"in part,'' would be enjoyed in a fullness •'when that which is perfect is
come." Now, and then, will abide
faith, hope, and charity.
Until that
Except a man be born of water and of the perfect state shall have come Paul
Your sons and your daughtm·s slrnll Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of admonishes us to

makes the promiso:i an emphatic one
to "all the world,'' to "every nation,''
to "every creature" who accepts the
imperative command to believe and be
baptized.
The interpretation and
truthfulness of the foregoing statements were verified in the preaching
of the gospel and obedience to the
same under Philip (Acts 8: 6-17);
Ananias, 9: 17, 18; Paul, 19: 1-6; and
others. Peter speaking in Acts 2: 16
-41, of the inspirational influence that
will come to man through the Spirit
which God promised by Joel to "pour
out," in the last days, upon all flesh
that would believe, repent, and be
baptized, says:-

prophesy, and your young men shall see
visions, and your .old men shall dream
dreams: 0nfl on my servaf!tR and on my hand-

God',

.

_

.
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Follow after charity, and desire spiritual

Cnrist, you see, makes the promise j g·ifts, but rather that ye may prophecy.-l
I of Spirit-l>aptism as general, univer- I Cor, 14: l,
·
- -
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But, Elder Sewell makes Paul say, "Prophecies shall' fail," which are
that, "after the New Testament was only "in part"-when all things are
[isJ written," these "gifts" all "pass fulfilled, and God is all in all.
away." Now, says Elder Sewell, "'J.~ongues sball cease" as they are
"Whose word will you take, Paul's or now because they are only a gibberMr. White's." I ask, Whose inter· ish "in part" of the one pure language
spoken by the whole universe before
pretation of God's word will you take,
the confounding of the language at
Christ's and Paul's, or Elder Sewell's?
the tower of Babel.
''When that
Christ in Mark 16, says: "These
which is perfect is come" one lansigns shall follow them that believe."
guage shall prevail among all the inWho?
"Every creature." Where?
habitants of earth. All language now
"In all the world." When? When
is only "in part" of what it was when
they believe and are baptized. Paul
given in its purity by God to our parin 1 Corinthians 12, tells how the
ents in Eden. When perfection of
"self-same Spirit," divideth "to evlanguage shall have come, and that
ery man severally as he [God] will."
"in part" be done away, we will have
To one is given "faith," to another realized the fulfillment of,
"wisdom," another "knowledge," anTherefore wait ye upon me, saith the Lord,
other "tornrues,"
and ''healing," and until the day that I rise up to the prey: for
~
''miracles," and ''prophecies," etc. my determination is to gather the nations, that
Then he proceeds to explain how the I may as3emble the kingdoms, to pour upon
knowledge of God in tongues, prophe- them mine indignation, even all my fierce
anger: for all the earth shall be devoured
cies, wisdom, etc., are known and en· with the fire of my jealousy. For then will I
joyed now, only ''in part."
The tivrn to the people a PURE LANGUAGE that they
privilege of enjoying such "gifts" of may all call upon the name of the Lord, to
the Holy Spirit "in part," is God's I serve ~im with one consen~.-Zeph. 3.: 8, 9.
"excellent way," promised by Christ / This o~ens up a glorious destmy f~r
in Mark 16 to every baptized believer every child of God. "Knowledge 'm
in all the world. The "more excel- part' " vanishes as starlight is lost in
lent way" will be when all of these that of the midday sun; so our present
gifts will be realized in their fullness knowledge "in part," in the light of
-when we see "face to face," and eternity.
"know as we are known." If the
God's mind has never been wholly
New Testament is that "more excel- revealed to man; but it has "in part."
lent way," then Paul, Christ, and 'l'he little child for instance, knows
many of the apostles died without ''in part;" as its grovvs up it still adds
seeing it. John says:to that which is "in part," until it
Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and gains a perfect knowledge of the
it doth not yet appear what we shall be: but study it js pursuing: thus it continued
we know that, when he shall appear, we in the "excellent way" as laid down
shall be like him: for we shall see him as he is. by its teacher, adding to that which it
No "seeing through a glass darkly" had ''in part," step by step, "going
then·, no ''knowing 'in part' " and on to per f ect10n,
·
" as p au 1. wou ld h a?e
"prophecying 'in part"' then. "But it, till it had reached the "more excelwhen that which is perfect is come, lent way"-seeing "face to face" with
then that which is 'in part,' shall be its teacher. We learn in Ephesian 4
'done away,"' says Paul. All of our that Christ "gave gifts unto men.,,
conceptions and formulations of truth Yes, "apostles,,, and "prophets," and
are only "in part," now. As yet, "we "evangelists," and pastors, and teachsee through a glass darkly."
It ers." The purpose is there named:would be a great.misfortune to dis- I For the perfecting of the saints, for the
card the means whereby we can see, work of the ministry, for the edifying of the
and know God's glory "in part," body [church] of Christ.
.
though it is only "seen through a
How long to contmue? is anglass darkly," now.
All progress swered,
towards perfection would be at an
Till we all come in the unity of the faith,

cellent way." We have not attained
to that condition yet; we still "see
through a glass, darkly"-only seeing
and knowing "in part." The church
will not have reached that state of
perfection until she has made herself
ready by the adornments of "gifts"
given her by Christ,' to prepare herself for t,he great reception of her
husband (Christ) at the "marriage
supper of the Lamb." (Rev. 19: 7-9.)
What a glorious thought for every
child of God! "Charity" will abide,
both now and then.
But, until that time shall have come,
Pa,ul says:-

end. Paul says: "Now, I know [but] 8011 of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
in part." Even when things were re- measure of the stature of the ~'UI"LNESS OF
vealed to the
a great part I CHRIS'l'.
of them were
under the veil-;, I When once to the fullness ..of Christ,
only seen
known, "in part. t we shall have rea!ob,ed that more ed(-

see for yourself whether I wrote
"sportingly and sneered at the idea of
born again," etc. Did I say a word
about t~ese things?. I not only did
:not w:pte such tl:nngs, but s11oh

a!1d to the knowledge [not "in

part"~

Follow after "charity" and desire spiritual
gifts, but rather that ye may prophesy.

W e h ave th us s h own b Y th
· e wr1"t t en t es t"imony o f P au 1, P e t er, J o h n,
etc., that ''baptized believers in
Christ" enjoyed these "gifts." Also,
that the promise. was perpetuated to
'' a 11 that a r e afar off' even [to] as
many as the Lord, our God shall
call."
I certify here, before God and man,
in this written epistle, that these
"gifts" are enjoyed by the members
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
I live, and am an eyewitness to the
fact. It will not impeach Paul, Peter,
and Joh n's testimony, for infidels or
Christians to disbelieve and deny their
written testimony; neither will it impeach mine to be thus denied.
I. N. WHITE.
MIRACULOUS GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT.
REPLY TO I. N. WHI'l'E.-NO. 2.

Dear Reader:-Jesus says:Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth is
come, he will guide you into all truth.-John
16: 13.

He does not say some truth, but all
truth. Elder White claims this promise. Yet he says of me, he "writes
sportingly and sneers at the idea of
being 'born again'-a 'new creature in
Christ'-drinking at the heavenly
fountain by 'one Holy Spirit.'" Now
if Elder White can show that there is
one iota of truth in this statement, he
may lay claims to the promise of Jesus
quoted above. Reader, will you take
up my former article, reread it, and

of the
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thoughts were never at any time in my
mind. A man inspired of God would
not knowingly misrepresent his opponent, and he could not do it ignorantly,
for the Spirit would guide him into all
truth.
As Mr. White has misrepresented
me, he does not "possess the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit as promised by Christ to his disciples."
Will the reader read carefully his
first argument? I can't use space to
copy it.
He quotes Mark 16 with
other passages and sums up in first,
second, up to fifth and offers proof
from 1 to 7. His 5 reads: "They
received the Holy Spirit in confirmation of the promise made by Christ in
Mark 16." Here is where his whole
argument breaks down. There is no
proof of this assertion.
Let Elder
White show it if he can. Christ says:
"These signs shall follow them that
believe," etc .. But who is embraced
in the class "them that believe." He
says all baptized believers. I deny it
and ask him to show where anyone in
apostolic age ever received the miraculous gifts of the Spirit as the result of believing and being baptized.
He points us to Acts 8: 6-17; 9: 17, 18;
19: 1-6. But did these parties receive
these gifts as the result of believing
and being baptized? No. But through
the imposition of apostolic hands.
Hence all this proves nothing for his
proposition.
Now, if I can find a congregation of
baptized believers in the New Testamentthatwere "led by the Spirit,"who
were "spiritually-minded," who had
''joy in the Holy Ghost," and yet did not
possess these miraculous gifts promised by Christ to his disciples, will it
not prove-first, that the promise was
not to all who believe and are baptized-second, that such a congregation may exist to-day without them?
Such was the congregation at Rome.
They were baptized (6: 3, 4), led by
the Spirit, etc. (8: 14; 14: 17), and yet
Paul says to them: For I long to see you, that I may impart
unto you some spiritual gift, to the end ye
may be established.-Romans 1: 11.

Now, if all true baptized believers
received these gifts, what does Paul
mean by talking thus? If all had
them, how was he going to impart
them? Mr. White quotes me thus:
"After the New Testament was writ-

J

ten there was no longer a need for whether there be knowledge, it shall
For we know in part
sertion, no proof, you see." Now will , and we prophesy in part.
But when
the reader please read my article on that which is perfeet is come, then
the design of these gifts and see if I that which is in part shall be done
offered any proof. He demands that away. When I was a child, I spake
I give chapter and verse where Christ as a child, I understood as a child, I
promised to send "another comforter thought as a child: but when I beeven the New Testament."
The came a man, I put away childish
spirit Mr. White possesses has im- things."
parted to him a vast deal of "cheek"
Even the apostles; much less the
to enable him to reply to my strong, church, did not receive all the will of
scriptural argument on the design of God at once-only "in part" or part
these spiritual gifts with such a chal- at a time. See in Acts 10, 11, 15
lenge as that; but I suppose it was chapters how they learned the will of
the best "his inspirational spirit" God concerning the Gentiles part at a
could produce. He quotes John 3: 5 time or "in part." But according to
and makes "born of the Spirit" equal Mr. White we ought to continue reto baptism of the Spirit. Does he ceiving additional revelations now.
mean to say that to be born of the Well, in the sixty-six years of their
Spirit is to receive the miraculous existence they ought to have received
gifts about which he is writing? If something. Will Elder White tell us
not there is no point in his argument; one new truth-one revelation which
so we assume that is his meaning. they have received that is worth anyChrist makes entrance into the king- thing towards salvation? Not one
dom of God depend on being "born of will he give us. No reference will he
the Spirit." Then according to Mr. make to this in his next.
White entering into the kingdom of
"When I was a child, I thought as
God depends on receiving the miracu- a child," etc.
lous gifts of the Spirit. Are persons
A child, when a child is fed by anadded to the Reorganized Church other (God fed the church direet while
when baptized or when they receive in the infant state); when it grows to
spiritual gifts? When the people of be a man he feeds himself (the church
Samaria (Acts 8 = 12) "were baptized when grown feeds itself on the milk
both men and women," did they enter of the word).
According to Mr.
the kingdom of God? Or did they White the church is still in its childremain outside till Peter and John hood and will become a man at the
came down? Christ says, "He that second coming of Christ.
believeth and is baptized shall be
Reader, note carefully the following
saved." Then they were saved, but quotations:were not in the kingdom, eh?
Whether there be prophecies, they shall
He now takes up 1 Corinthians 13. fail; whether there be tongues, they shall
Because I teach that these gifts cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall
ceased when the New Testament was vanish away. For we know in part, and we
prophesy in part. But when that which is
written he represents me as teaching perfect is come then that which is in part
that "Holy Spirit influence with man shall be done away.-Paul.
ceases forever." An inspired man
"The knowledge 'in part' propheought not to misrepresent his oppo- cies 'in part,' tongues 'in part,' etc.,
nent. Does the Spirit exert its power were to be enjoyed till at a time God
over sinners through miraculous would give all of these things in their
gifts? Elder White does not believe complete entirety. Hence that which
it does. He believes with me that they were privileged to enjoy only 'in
the Spirit exerts its power over them part,' would be enjoyed in a fullness
through the gospel. It's mighty hard 'when that which is perfect is come.'"
to make an inspired man understand!! -I. N. White. (Italics mine). Paul
He thinks I left out 1 Corinthians says, "shall be done away." White
13: 9-12 "to make my case stick." I says, "would (will) be en,joyed in a fullonly left it out to save space. ''Charity ness." Which of these men did the
never faileth: but whether there be Spirit guide into all truth?
prophecies, they shall fail; whether
Again: "Now abideth faith, hope,
there be tongues, they shall cease; charity." - Paul,
"Now, a,nd then

I them"-spiritual gifts, and says: "As- vanish away.
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will abide faith, hope, and charity." languages being abolished at the com-I. N. White. (Rev. 22: 18).
ing of Christ and one language being
'•Christ in Mark 16, says: 'These restored to all nations is very nice and
signs shall follow them that believe.' may come to pass, for aught I know;
Who? •Every creature.' Where? •In but what has that to do with the quesall the world.' When? When they tion at issue? What Paul said would
'believe and are baptized.'"
Mr. cease was evidently the power to
White cannot show a single instance speak tongues or languages they had
in the New Testament nor anywhere not studied. He had no reference to
else where anyone ever received these the languages then spoken ceasing to
spiritual gifts mentioned in Mark 16 be spoken. He foretold that the
upon believing and being baptized. power imparted by the Spirit which
Then has he not made a misapplica- enabled them to speak in languages
tion of Christ's language? Turn to they had not learned would be taken
Mark 16 and at verse 14 see how he away. Has it not come to pass? No
(Christ) "upbraided them with their man has the power to speak with
unbelief and hardness of heart be- tongues to-day as they then possessed
cause they believed not." He up- it. Do the missionaries sent to the
braided them.
"And he said unto heathen nations by the Reorganized
them, Go ye into all the world and Church have to learn the languages
preach the gospel to every creature. of the people to whom they preach?
He that believeth and is baptized shall This question he will never answer.
be saved; but he that believeth not
No matter about how much we may
shall be damned.
And these signs know when Christ comes. Paul is
shall follow them that believe," etc. discussing knowledge imparted by
Them. To what class does this pro- the Spirit.
I contend Paul says "It
noun them refer? Verse 20: "And shall vanish away" and that it has
they [the apostles] went forth and come to pass. Mr. White says it has
preached everywhere, the Lord work- not-claims that he has this knowling with them [the apostles] and edge ''by the same Spirit" now. Does
confirming the word with signs fol- not this discussion itself prove he is
lowing,"--following who? Them, the wrong? He claims the promise of
apostles. (Hebrews 2: 4.) This shows Jesus: "I will give you a mouth and
to whom the promise was made,--to wisdom which all your adversaries
believing apostles.
shall not be able to gainsay or resist."
After the above quotation Mr. Reader, do you think he has that
White goes to 1 Corinthians 12 to "mouth and wisdom"?that"knowledge
find these signs. That they had spir- by the same Spirit"? Take his illusitual gifts is fully granted, but how tration of a little child pursuing its
did they get them? Not by believing studies; see how it condemns him:
and being bci"ptized, but by the laying He is the child and he must "Still
on of the apostle's hands. Then he add (by the Spirit) to that which is in
says, "The privilege of enjoying such part (his knowledge of God's will) ungifts of the Holy Spirit 'in part' is til it (he) gains a perfect knowledge
God's 'excellent way.' . . . 'The more of the study it (he) is pursuing: thus
excellent way' will be when all these it (he) continues in the excellent way
gifts will be realized in their fulness," (spiritual gifts) as laid down by its
which time he believes will be at the (his) teacher" (Spirit) adding to that
second coming of Christ. In this he which it (he) had in part . . . till it
pointedly contradicts Mr. Kelley, one (he) had reached the mor~ e~cell~nt
of his own inspired men, who in the way-seeing face to face with its (h1s)
Braden-Kelley Debate pages 273--4, teacher (Holy Spirit)." So you see he
argues that Paul had already shown I expe~ts t~ re.ach the more. excellent
the more excelknt way. He trans- way m this life; be equal m knowllates it, "For I have shown into you edge with the Holy Spirit. ~ut in
a more excellent way: therefore covet Paul's illustration the church is the
earnestly the best gifts." Now, can child and the Spirit contin~e~ to teach
Mr. White expect us to believe the it "in part" till he, the Sp1nt, had reSpirit guides Latter Day Saints into vealed the complete will of God conall truth while they thus contradict cerning redemption-not all God or
each other? What he says about all I the Spirit knew.

Now, read his argument on Ephesians 4: "When once to the fullness
of Christ we shall have reached that
'more excellent way.'" Right for
once. But he says we have not attained to that condition yet, but thinks
it will be after the marriage supper.
(Rev. 19: 7-9.) Will there then be
any "wind of doctrine by the slight
of men and cunning craftiness
whereby they lie in wait to deceive"?
Paul says this will be after we come
to the "fullness of Christ." (Eph. 4:
14.) Again he says, (verse 15,) After
we have come to the fullness of Christ
will "make increase of the body unto
the edifying of itself in love." Will
the body make increase-add new
members, after Christ comes again?
Will it then need to edify (build up)
itself in love? Thus you see the apostles, prophets, and other inspired men
were given '•for the edifying of the
body of Christ" till the time come
when the body could edify itself,
which was when the revelation of the
will of God was complete.
And how does he prove the second
part of his proposition? By saying,
''I certify," etc. Now if Mr. White
expects us to accept such testimony as
that why did he not say that at first
and let that end the matter? If they
have actually got these gifts and can
prove it, I would accept the whole
proposition. Then why did you not
make this asserti_on at first, and have
no argument about it? They have
been making this claim for over sixty
years and yet have never wrought our
well-authenticated miracle. And after
sixty years of notorious failure come
up and ask me and the public to accept such an assertion as that!! If he
will give us the interpretation of John
14: 12 that I asked for in my former
article, and I do not show that said interpretation, let it be what it may,
contradicts his own inspired writers,
I will acknowledge he has made one
point.
Yours for the truth,
0. W.

SEWELL.

Young men and women who wish a college
education will be interested in the series of
illustrated articles on "American Universities and Colleges," now running in Frank
Leslie's Popiilar IYionthly. A paper on Yale
was given in the November number, and one
on Cornell appears in that for December,
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page
in district association byIV., section 1, line 3, substi-

"As Corresponding Secretary under
the general direction of the Superintendent,
he shall advise and instruct all district offiPROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONcers and by req nest or concurrence of the offiSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.
cers. thereof, advise and instruct district
Sunday schools and district associations, associations and schools by correspondence,
please note. Below will be found proposed printed instruction, or, if necessary and pracamendments to the Constitution and By- ticable, by personal attendance. He shall
Laws of the General Sunday School Associa- furnish information and ad vice for the pur-1
tion, to be acted upon at the coming General P? 8 ~ of organizing schools into district assoConvention to be held in Lamoni, April 3, 4, 01at10ns. He shall procure and prepare items
and 5, 1897. ?lease examine them carefully of interest for the General Association."
and instrust your delegates to ;,he convention
11. In 3d line of section 4 omit the word
to be prepared to vote on them. Copies of "annual."
the Constitution and By-Laws now govering
12. After the word "same" in the 4th line,
us ar.d to which the following are offered as add, "or as provided in section 2 of Article
amendments can be procured at the Herald 1 VI"
·
Office.
13. And previous to the word "he" on the
W. N. ROBINSON, Gen. Sec.
5th line insert, "when necessary."
It i~ proposed to change the present Con14. Insert another section, as follows:stitution and By-Laws in the General Sunday
5. Librarian.-Tlrn Librarian should be
school association by the following additions custodian of all tbe books belonging to the
and alterations::_
General Association.
I. Article IV. on page 2, section 1, line 2,
"He shall secure all needed information reomit, "an Assistant Superintendent,'' and lating to the establishing of libraries in
add, "one or more Assistant Superintend- schools and a library for the General Associaents."
tion and secure and impart such information
2. After "Secretary" on 3d line omit"and,'' as will assist in the establishing of libraries
and after "Treasurer" add, "and a Librarian.'' in the various schools in the General Associa3. In section 2 of the same article omit tion.''
"annually," and add, "at every regular Con15. In Article VI., after the word "qualifivention of the General Association.''
cations" in the heading, omit the word "com4. In Article 5, section I, line 6, omit, "an pensation.''
annual,'' and insert "a.'' After "association"
16. In section 2 the same Article, line 1,
on the same line add, "at each regular con- omit ''compensation and;" in 2d line omit
vention.'' Also, "He shall countersign all "compensation and.''
orders drawn on the treasurer.''
17. After the word "officers" in 3d line in5. Substitute for the 2d and 3d paragraphs, sert the following: "Or anyone who may
the following: "He shall advise and instruct after 0onsultation with the officers be speall district officers and officers of schools not cially called upon to do necessary work for
in district associations, anti, by request of the association, should be provided for out of
concurrence of the officers thereof, advise the funds of the association by an order on
and instruct district associations and schools the Treasurer, drawn by the Secreta1·y and
by correspondence, printed instructions, or if countersigned by the Superintendent. All
necessary and practicable, by personal at- other expenses.''
tendance.''
18. Article VIL, line 2, after the word "ses6. Make 3d paragraph as follows: "He sions,'' omit "annually.''
shall furnish information and ad vice for the
19. On page 5, Article VIII., omit "ex offipurpose of organizing schools into district cio,'' then divide this article into three secassociations.''
tions, as follows:7. Section 2, after "Superintendent," add,
"1. Membership.-All districts and schools
"or Assistant Superintendents if more than may become members of the General Associaone is elected,'' and after "demands" put(.), tion by adopting the Constitution and Byand instead of the balance of the sentence, Laws and reporting such action together
substitute the following paragraph:with the names of their officers to the Gen''The first one elected shall be known as eral Secretary.''
the First Assistant Superintendent, and
"2. Ex officio.-(You here insert the parashall perform all the duties of the Superin-1 graph that constitutes the present Article
tendent is his absence.''
VIII.)
"Should both the Superintendent and First
"3. W'ithdrawal.-Any district association,
Assistant Superintendent be absent, then or school not in district association, wishing
the3e duties shall be performed by 1;he Sec- to withdraw from the General Association,
ond Assistant Superintendent.''
may do so by a two thirds vote of bhe enrolled
8. Section 3, line 1, substitute for "the" membership in such district association or
the words, "as recording," and insert after school, and a report of such action filed to
"Secretary" the pronoun "he.''
the General Secretary, a previous notice
9. On the 4th line of section 3 substitute ''a" having been sent to the General Superintenfor "an annual,'' and on the 5th line, just previ- dent at least thirty days prior to the time
ous to "to be," "also prepare report," and in such action is taken.''
place of "the annual sessions" put "each ses20. Article XIII., line 1, for the words
sion," and add, ''He should draw all orders on "Shall be," insert "Is," and in 2d line omit
the treasurer."
"shall,'' and in 3d line, previous to the word10. Make the following as a second para- "adopt," insert "shall.''

•
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tute for "each regular meeting·" the word
"meetings."
22. Make a third paragraph as follows:
"He shall countersign all orders drawn on
the treasurer."
23. In section 3, after present paragraph,
add, "He shall draw all orders on the treasurer;" tben make the· following as another
paragraph:"As corresponding secretary he shall act
under the general direction of the district
superintendent."
24. Article V., section 1, add the following
to complete the sentence: "At the last convention held prior to April 1."
25. In section 2, line 4, for the word "delegates,'' "The yeas and nays." Omit note
under section 2.
26. On page 12, as the title to Article VIII.,
substitute the word "membership" for "ex
officio members."
27. Insert as the last paragraph of article
VIII. the following: "All duly elected delegates shall be considered members of the
district convention." Substitute for the last
word in the present article, "associations,''
the word "convention.''
28. In Article I., page 12, line 3, before the
word "librarian," insert "and.''
29. On page 13, section 3, article II., line
5, after the word "school,'' insert, "he shall
have charge of the teachers' class books.''
30. In section 7, page 14, line 2, after the
word "books,'' insert "except class books,''
also insert the following ~s a second paragraph to section 7: "He should consult with
the General Librarian with a view of establishing- and improving the Sunday school
library.''
31. In Article III. omit the entire first line
which now reads as follows:
In schools
where there are branches.''
32. Substitute for "otherwise they shall
have no voice in the affairs of the school,"
the following sentence: "He shall have no
voice or vote in the affairs of the school
until after having been in attendance four
consecutive sessions.''
33. On line 6 of present Article III. substitute for the word "eight" the word
"twelve," and after the word "voting" on
next line, add "unless otherwise provided for
by the schools.''
34. In Article IV., line 1, change the word
"must" to "should" and add at the end of the
sentence the following paragraph:"In case of emergency the Superintendent
may be other than a Latter Day Saint.''
35. In Article VI. omit the word "Compendium."
36. Article VII., section 4.
37. In section 5, at the end of the sentence,
"methods of teaching."
38. II! section 6, beginning on second line,
for the words, "meeting of the association,''
substitute "each convention,'' also omit "the"
on first line.
39. At the end of the sentence in section 9
add, "If assessment is made."
Any errors of punctuation or construction
of sentences, will of course be expected to be
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properly corrected should these amendments
be adopted.
Proposed amendments to the Constitution
and By-Laws of the General Sunday School
Association:- ·
Add to section 4 of Article VII. of By-Laws
for Sunday schools, "At which meeting all
business of the school may be transacted except the election of officers, the appointing of delegates to the meetings of the
Sunday School Association and such other
items of business as shall be prohibited by
previous action of the school."
Add as another paragraph: "Special business meetings ·either of the school or of the
'officers, teachers, and visiting committee,'
may be called at any time by the superintendent, or shall be called by him upon request of five voters of the school."
Notice is hereby given that the above
amendments wiil be presented to the Annual
Convention of the General Sunday School
Association in April, 1897.
T. A. HOUGAS.
Amendments sent by Bro. Jansen, through
W. N. Robinson:~
On page twelve add Article IX., New
Rules. ''No district association shall adopt
any law or rule that shall not be in harmony
with the laws of the General Association."
Also on page 16, article VII., section 4,
Business Meetings, substitute for present
section the following: "All business for the
school, except the election of officers and
delegates to the association conventions,
shall be transacted in a meeting of the officers and teachers, to be held quarterly, or
oftener if necessary; and it is further provided that all business involving expense to
the -school must be Presented to the school
for approval."

POTTAWATTAMIE.
Convened at Crescent, November 21 and 22;
J.E. Hansen superintendent, Ada Darrington secretary. Number of schools reporting
4. Number of schools represented 4. Number of delegates present 15. The following
questions were discussed: Shall we have a
full vote in our business meetings, and shall
it be by voice or by uplifted hand? Should
officers of the Sunday school be elected by informal vote or by written ballot? The older
ones in the church that are not interested in
Sunday school work, are they keeping in
harmony with the gospel? Should teachers
use their Quarterlies in class? An entertainment was given Saturday evening and Sunday
school talk Sunday morning by Bro. Williams.
Moved and carried that the superintendents
of the different schools arrange program for
coming convention. Adjourned to .meet at
time and place appointed by superintendent.

MOBILE.
Some time ago notice was given in your
columns of a convention of the Mobile district Sunday school association to meet December 11, and doubtless some of your readers
will look for a report of said convention.
Our district secretary was disappointed at

SAINTS~
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the eleventh hour in coming to the convention and conference; and he having in his
possession all the reports and documents we
could not hold a business session in his absence. However the class exercises advertised for the evening services were conducted

15
I Friday

night before the full moon in February, 1897, not at Bandera, as previously
announced. After consul ting the officials of
this district we thought this change for the
best.
J. A. CURRIE, Sen.

very satisfactor~y, and w~ ho.pewit~ profit
The Kewanee district conference will conto all pr~se~t. l he followmg IS a mmute 0 : vene at Kewanee, Illinois, first Saturday in
the sess10n, Total number of scholars
46, .t e b ruary, 18 ,." 7. s a1n
· t s of th e ens
- · t rw
· t are
. .
number of officers and teachers 7;
· 'te d t·O a tt.en d .
. v1s1tors 33. cor d'ia11 y inv1
Four classes were very efficiently conducted
S. A. \T\!HI'i'EHOUSE, Sec.
by Bro. G. W~ Sherman, senior; Miss Hattie
Robinson, intermediate: and Srs. McDowell
and Miller, primary. The lesson review was
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
conducted by the district superintendent,
1'o the Par West Districl:-Two days' meetafter which words of encouragement and in- ings will be held as follows: Delano branch,
struction were offered by assistant superin- January 16 and 17; T. T. Hinderks and D. E.
tendent and Bro. J. D. Erwin. Our district Powel. Pleasant Grove branch, same date;
is composed of five schools with a member- Arnold Nesser and G. \Tl!. Whitehead. St.
ship of 157 scholars. During the two months Joseph branch, January 23 and 24; J. T.
of October and November there was a gain in Kinnaman and C. P. Faul. German Stewmembership of 50. There has been paid into artsville branch, February 6 and 7; J. C. Elthe district treasury $2.31 by the schools. vert and J. S. Constance.
Stewartsville
Sixty-six Quarterlies are in use now and the branch, February 13 and 14: A. W. Head and
orders for the next quarter show consider- Marion Beebe. DeKalb branch, February
able increase. While there still remains 20 and 21; Ben Dice and Charles Householder.
room for plenty of improvement, t,he schools Brn. Terry and Summerfield have arranged
are in fairly good working order and much to look after the meetings at Kingston. We
good has already resulted from, our labors in have arranged the meetings so that they will
this department of the Master's work. May j be held during the moonlight. The breththe God of heaven bless and prosper the nur- ren appointed as speakers will please put
sery of his church, that it may produce many forth every effort to be on hand so as to hold
wise and efficient laborern for his vineyard.
the two days' meeting beg·inning at eleven a.
Yours in bonds,
m., Saturday. If anyone cannot attend
C. I. CARPEN'PER, Supt.
please appoint a substitute. W!e hope that
EscATAWPA, Mississippi, December 24, 1896.
the meetings will be a success. 'l'he branches
will please see that the traveling expenses
are paid.
WM. LEWIS, Pres.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Kewanee district Sunday school association will convene at Kewanee, Illinois,
IN MEMORY.
February fi, 18117, at two p. m. S.chools of
Sister Sabrinia A. Cato, one of the staunch
this district are urged to send in reports veterans of the church, passed away Novemprior to the convention, so the secretary's ber 13, 1896, aged 77 years. At the time of
report can be completed and read at conven- her demise and for years priur she had made
tion; also each school should be represented her home with her son, Elder J. N. Cato, of
with delegates and credentials.
the \Vakenda branch, Ray County, Missouri.
s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Sec.
Born and raised in Alabama, she had all the

I "'

KEWANEE,

Illinois.

strength of Southern character and was hospitable to a fault. She was the mother of
eleven children.
Four boys and three
girls still
remain, besides a host of
grand and great-grandchildren, to mourn
the loss of "Grandma." She has been
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Central Nebraska dis- a member of the church for thirty years,
trict will convene with the Clearwater and it was an unusual thing for her to be
branch, February 6, 1897. It is hoped that out of her seat at the hour of meeting in
Elders Mintun and Rudd will be present. A the little church close by where ehe has lived
cordial invitation is extended to all. Branch so long, always bearing a faithful testimony
secretaries, please send in statistical reports. to the angel's message, and dying as she
lived, bore upon her death bed a strong testiLEVI GAMET.
mony to the latter·day work, admonishing
Conference of the Southern Wisconsin dis- all her children to live faithful to the end.
trict will be held the last Saturday and Sun- Her son, J. N. Cato, and wife are deserving
day in January, 1897, at Flora, Grant County, of great credit for t.heir untiring efforts in
Wisconsin.
Branch and official reports watching and caring for Grandma during the
should be sent to Elder John Blackbourn, failing years of her life. Nothing was spared
Lancaster, Wisconsin, box 64. Those coming by the household either in kind words, acon the cars come to Lancaster on Friday and tions, or means to make pleasant her paththere will be teams to meet you. Come all way in her declining years, the reflection of
who can.
w. A. McDOWELL. which is comforting to the bereaved ones.
Her husband, E. W. Cato, who did much in
Sou th western Texas district conference will an early day to establish the gospel in the
be held at San Antonio, 'l'exas, commencing Central Missouri and Far West districts, had

Mi8BB11aneotls Department
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parents, Sunday, December 27, 1896, by Pres. days. The seryices were conducted by
Joseph Smith, grandfather of the lad, and Stephen Maloney.
Elder Roderick May,and named Oacar Maceo.
SHEPARD.-At her home near Wayne,
Born to same parents, August 1, 1890, a son; West Virginia, Sister Hester Ann Shepard.
blessed by Pres. Joseph Smith and Elder Jo- She was born May 10, 1848; departed this life
seph R. Lambert, Sunday, April 10, 1892,at the November 23, 1896. She united with the
home of parents, and named William James. church January 18, 1885; was baptized by
SARTWELL.-To Mr. Homer and Sr. Emily Bro. L. R. Devore. She lived a consistent
Sartwell, a daughter, August 19, 1893, and Christian life. Being an invalid for a numThere Savior and brethren and loved ones to greet,
Where the saints of all ages in harmony meet."
named Nellie Valeria. Blessed at Savanna, ber of years, her life has been prolonged by
Rest, Mother, rest.
T. W. C.
Illinois, December 13, 1896, by Elder J. R. the administration of the elders, to which
Sutton.
she bore testimony until death.
Fnneral
COLES.-At Liberty Center, Warren County, service conducted by Bro. G. H. Godby, to a
HALF FARE PERMITS-LOCAL MINISTERS.
Iowa, May 15, 1893, to Bro. Oriden and Sr. large concourse of friends and relatives.
1. One rule of the Western Passenger AsIda Coles, a son, and named George Odell; She leaves a husband and six children to
sociation provides that pm,tors of local
blessed September 7, 1896, by Elder W. H. mourn their loss.
churches, having no other occiipation than farmKephart.
SMITH.-At his home in Centerville, West
ing, are entitled to half .fare permits. This
NIXON.-A little girl was born to Bro. and Virginia, December 2, 1896, Bro. Frank
rule may not apply to any other class of minSr. Nixon, of South Salford branch of the Smith. He was born May 6, 1856; obeyed the
isters, hence others should make necessary
Reorganized Church of Jesmi Christ of Latter gospel April, 1882, under the hands of Bro.
explanations, or apply under other rules.
Day Saints. A gift from God in answer to L. R. Devore. His faith in the latter-day
See application blanks, which may be obmy prayers; may God choose her for one of work was unshaken to the last. He lived
tained from local agents, or from B. D. Caldhis handmaidens-my grandniece.
through much opposition, but never regretwell, Chairman, Chicago, Illinois.
E. A. RHODES.
ted the step he had taken. He leaves a
2. All but General Conference appointees
MARRIED.
young wife and seven children to mourn their
have been referred to general missionaries
SU'l'1'ILL - DIXON. - At the home of the lo3s. Funeral services by Rev. H. Smith of
in charge for indorsement, for obvious reasons. This system is regular and a protec- bride's parents, Johnston, Rhode Island, De- the Baptist Church. He was buried by the
tion to the interests of all concerned. cember 22, 1896, Mr. David Dixon and Sr. Lodge of I. 0. 0. F. of which he was an honApplicants should fill out blanks and forward Hannah Suttill, Elder William Bradbury of- ored member.
MANNERING.-Sr. Philura Evans Mannerto the Chairman, who has a list of general ficiating. It was celebrated by a feast premissionaries in charge, and wili correspond pared for that purpose and a pleasant ing, daughter of James and Hulda Evans,
was born March 15, 1846, in Hancock County,
with them. However, where applicants are evening enJoyed.
DIED.
Illinois;
dit:d near Bentonville, Arkansas, at
well known and manifestly within the rules,
OWEN.-Bro. Vvilliam O. Owen died at his the home of hei· niece, Mrs. James Lionlocal indorsement may be sufficient and reference to tbe missionary in charge unnecessary. bome, Classon Avenue, Beooklyn, New York, berger, October 21, 1896. She was married
November 2, 1896; aged 63 years R months, to James A. Mannering, February 11, 1864.
(See rules.)
days. He was born at Bristol, England, At the age of fourteen she united with the
14
3. As many wish information, it is necessary to state that rules governing issuance of and joined the church in his early days, hav- Christian Church, and on October 17, 1886,
permits are strict and will not be departed ing been a saint nearly fifty years. VVent to she was baptized into the Reorganized
from by the Association; hence it is impos- Utah, and was sent back a missionary to his Churnh by Elder I. N. White, from which
sible for any but those who can comply with native land, where he met Elder Jason W. faith she never wavered, and remained a
them to obtain permits. The blank forms Briggs, who convinced him of the errors of faiLbful member until her death. Having
contain detailed information for all classes of the Brighamite~, and baptized him into the been in delicate health for a number of
Reorganized Church, September 13, 1864, and months, she thought perhaps to travel a
ministers.
4. Ministers in ·territory of the Central ordained him an elder, which priesthood he short distance might improve her condition,
Passenger Committee-east of Chicago, St. held at the time of his death. He leaves a and accordingly she in company with her
Louis, Peoria, and west of Buffalo, Pittsburg wife and four children. We especially miss husband left Lowry City, their home, Octoand Wheeling-should apply to F. C. Donald, our brother in the branch, where he was ber 2, visiting relatives and old acquaintances
Commissioner, Monadnock Building, Chi- ever ready to preach or testify to the latter- in Southern Missouri and Arkansas. When
day gospel as he knew it: he was blessed with she reached the home of her niece, Mrs.
cago.
R. s. SAL y ARDS,
the "Gift of tongues," and of "interpreta- Lionberger, her health was fast failing and
Church Secretary.
tion." Funeral services at his home, con- she was soon compelled to keep her bed. Her
LAMONI, Iowa. January 4, 1897.
1-2t
ducted by Rev. Dr. Humpstone of the remains were brought to Lowry City, OctoBaptist Church, sermon by Elder George ber 22, and were interred in the Park Grove
BORN.
Potts, president of the Brooklyn branch.
cemetery, October 23. Husband, nine chilJONES.-To Bro. John and Sr. Alice Jones,
Ross.-At Pleasant View, Kansas, Bro. dren, two brothera, and a large number of
of Nautyglo, Mon, Wales, November 24, 1890, Melvin Ross; born October 15, 1812; baptized other I'Glatives and friends mourn. The
a son, named John Elwyn. Blessed at Nan· in the year 1835, in Gibson County, Tennes- funeral sermon was preached at the North
tyglo, January 12, 1896, by Elders A. N. see, by John A. Mcintosh, and moved to M. E. church, Lowry City, November 29, by
Bishop and John Jones. July 17, 1893, a son, Nauvoo in an early day, hefore the sa,ints Elder F. C. Keck, assisted by Elder I. N.
named George. Blessed at Nantyglo, Decem- settled there; followed Bdgham to Utah, VVhite, from Hevelation 14: 13. This sister
ber 6, 1896, by Elder A. N. Bishop.
and there the writer and Elder E. C. Briggs was so well and favorably known that comMACKAY.-To Bro. George and Sr. E. M. found him in Provo Valley, and Bro. Briggs ment on her life is unnecessary, and well
Mackay, of Gloucester, England, sons, named soon convinced him of his error. He soon may it be said of her, ''Blessed are the dead
John Thompson, Donald Christopher, and afterwards went to Montana, where he made which die in the Lord, . . . that they may
Edward Ivor, and a daughter, named Daisy considerable money, but died in poverty. rest from their labors; and their works do
Gertrude. All blessed at Gloucester, Decem- He joined the Reorganization at Gallatin follow them." We feel assured that hers is a
ber 13, 1896, by Elder A. N. Bishop and T. S. Valley, Montana, in the year 1867; was bap- I glorious rest.
Griffiths.
tized by William Morgan. Funeral services
Farewell, dear mother, while you wait
Our commg at the pearly gate,
MCCALLUM. - At Englewood, Jackson at the house of John H. Thomas, his son-ino may, in life, our µurpose be,
County, Missouri, near Independence, June law. Another honest soldier is gone to join
i00 1~~~,~~e;;'ggr'~l~~ 8God and thee.
12, 1896, to Bro. Alexander and Sr. Emma the ranks on the other side. He only surAre as pure ns thine own,
P. ngels will greet us
McCallum, a son; blessed at the home of vived his companion two months and eight
When we meet thee at home.
preceded her some years, to whom. she was
affectionately devoted, and longed to join
him in the paradise of God. The sentiment
of her last words as she passed away in a
peaceful sleep, were,
"I would not live oJway; I ask not to stay;
I long to seek Husband that's gone o'er the way.
I would not live alway; no, welcome the tomb;
I desire iu all calmness to pierce the dark gioom.
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·
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 crnts; sample
MATERIAL for the first v~lume of this work, sonal and general interests of the member·
©opies free.
The traveling ministry, di•trict and branch presidents,
and Bishop's agents are n·quested to solicit subscriptions, provided for by the General Conference of ship.
BIOGRAPHICAL APPENDIXES.
llnake sale• of church publications, and assist the pub- 1896, to be published entire, is now in the
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors. hands of the printers, and will be pushed to
Biographical sketches of the lives of lead·
Business letters, sube.criptions. remittances, changes
ing men will be published in appendixes<Df address, etc., ehould be addressed to Frank Criley. completion as rapidly as possible.
JBusiness Manager. Remittance• should be made by
It will be published in two or more volumes those of the early church in the volumes of
Jl>Ost office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
at the following prices: Cloth binding $1.50; the early history, those of the Reorganization
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
rsubject to the following discounts: One month's inser. half leather $2.00; full leather $2.50; per in a later volume. These biographies will be
ilon, five per cem: three months, fifteen per cent; six volume.
in addition to the narrative mention of the
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
It will begin with the rise of the church, personalities referred to.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1st or
la.et pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty narrating the early history and experiences
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
ILLUSTRATIONS.
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,) of the ProphetJosephSmith, and include the
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
Plate engravings of prominent elders and
main and many of the minor incidents of his
per line; discount as above.
others will aborn and add value to the work.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second,class life.
mail matter.)
The engravings will be good reproductions of
It is impossible now to state where the first
correct pictures of the persons, and may be
Says S. P. Colburn in "The New Old Phi- volume will end, as the work will be full and
relied on as faithful por.traitures of the
losophy of Life," in the january Arena complete in subject matte'i- and detail in all
originals.
"These great souls, called masters, who live essential points, and be replete with hisCHAPTERS, NOTES, AND INDEX.
upon these higher levels are not gods, with- torical and general documents connected with
out knowledge of the weaknesses, temptations,
and suffering in human life, but verily and
truly our elder brothers, whose feet have
trodden the same weary way, whose hearts
have rejoiced in the pleasure of living and
again have throbbad with anguish unspeakable, but by steadfast, unwavering purpose
and unswerving, indomitable will they have
'transmuted the base metals of their nature,
'iron, lead, an.d brass, or the desires, passions,
and emotions of the animal soul, into the
priceless gems and pure gold of love, compassion, and power divine, and stand living
realities of that old-time, much-ridiculed
science, alchemy. And, thank God, what
man has done, man can do."

the church's history and progress. No labor
1
! and pains have been spared to make the work
; all that its importance as a record of the past
and its influence upon the future, demands.
It is an impartial narration of the facts as
they were and as they are, gleaned from the
1 records of the past and present. Every availa1
ble source of genuine and authentic information has been drawn from that no essential
fact might be overlooked.
The work is the production of President
Joseph Smith of the First Presidency, and
Bro. Heman C. Smith of the Quorum of the
;rwelve; b~th of whom have spent their lives
1
'I lll the service of the church, who have made
I it their business to acquaint themselves with
1 the leading items and general details connected with its development and vicissitudes,
ADDRESSES.
and who are eminently qualified to write the
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
history of the church.
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 1:148 Home Avenue, Grand
SPECIAL FEATURES.
Rapids, Michigan.
The work as written will refute the leading
Richard Bullard, Arlington Heights, objections of opponents of the faith. It will
·Massachusetts.
prove invaluable as a historical narrative, as
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver, a means of conversion to truth, and as a defenI sive
weapon in meeting old and new objec.,0 o1orad o.
h
1 •
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Phila- i t1ons manufactured to oppose t e great
delphia, Pennsylvania.
I latter-day work.
Mark H. Forscutt, Lamoni, Iowa.
CHURCH DOCUMENTS.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St. l It will contain many public documents conLouis, Missouri.
nected with the internal and external affairs
E. 0. Briggs, Nn. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street., I and growth of the church, including letters
Englewood, Illinois.
and pastoral epistles. of the Martyr and his
Alma Kent, Olay Center, Kansas.
coworkers in the First Presidency, of the
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street, I Twelve, the Bishopric, and other councils of
Council Bluffs, lowa.
the church of the past and of the present
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t. day. Official church documents and State
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa papers connected with the Missouri troubles
County, Florida.
will be included.
A. 0. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
THE REVELATIONS.
Indiana.
The revelations given to the church will be
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28 • Cleveland, Ohio. inserted in connection with the narrations
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisoa
and descriptions of the events and circumCounty, Iowa.
stances under which they were given. This
John Kaler,/ Tuncurry, New South Wales,
will add new interest to them, will facilitate
Australia.
their study, and result in a better understandH.P. Curtis, School 7, South Flores Street, ing of the word of God given to his people in
San Antonio, Texa•.
these last days -an item essential to the perWillard J. Smith., No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan.

The work will be properly divided into
chapters with synopses of tables of contents.
The pages will also contain "side notes" in
smaller type, for convenient reference. Each
volume will also contain a complete alphabetical index, arranged for ready reference.
For many years both the church and the
general reading public have made frequent
demands for such a history. Repeated efforts
have been made to supply those demands,
but not until of late has the church seen its
way clear to place the history in the hands of
the people. It is with pleasure that now we
are able to announce its speedy publication,
with the belief that candid readers will be
entirely satisfied with the general plan followed and the subject matter of the volumes.
It should be in every home of the saints;
the Board of Publication desires to place it
in such homes. It will prove an invaluable
aid in disseminating the truth, in removing
prejudice, and in pushing forward the missionary and local work of the church.
ORDERS, TERMS, ETC.
Under present conditions it will be necessary to require payment in advance. Orders
should be sent in at once, and are now solicited for the first volume. Order through
agents when possible. Cash to accompany
all orders
LIMITED EDITION.

I
I
I

I

I

A limited edition will be issued; orders
should be forwarded early. Remit soon and
secure a copy. The book is valuable as a personal possession, and will also prove an acceptable gift.
The Board of Publication asks orders and
remittances in advance that the work may be
issued at once and be made immediately
available for good. Collections are close;
money is needed to place this important book
on the market at the service of the church.
The first volumes sold, the second will then
be published, then the third, should the
material require more than two volumes.
Address orders and remittances to F'ran.k
Oriley, Business Manager, Herald Offie<.·,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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SAINTS' lBDBIRALD.

Highest of all in. Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND COLLEGK

PIJRE

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL, WORDS ONlY.
Popular, Low-Priced Edition.

All the hymns-words without music-of
the Saints' Hymnal. A popular low-priced
edition, issued to meet the demand for hymn
books at lowest possible prices. Size about
3t x 5t inches; handy for the pocket.
This word edition is arranged with hymns
numbered to correspond to the regular
"word and music" edition of the Hymnal,
also to the "Saints' Harmony," numbers
corresponding to both being indicated with
every hymn.
In plain limp cloth, cut flush .. 25 cts.
Full cloth, durable binding .... 3fi cts.
N.B.-The "word edition" will be supplied
in any style on order. However, purchasers
wanting higher-priced binding will do well
to order it in the "music and word" edition.
Branches ordermg the Hymnal in lots for
branch use can have the name of branch
stamped free in gilt on each copy.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
!:talf mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These piats will make nice homes; suitable
'or gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI. Iowll;

Dr. S. R GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

B. D. FLEET.11
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,

row A.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America, Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

HARDWARE.11
ISTOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
:ilellable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure you write us and we will retnrn your
money. It cures others, why not you? You run
no risk in trying it. Why delay longer? .Send
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA.

RADE MARKS,
_ DESICINS,
COPYRICHTS &c.
Anyone sending a. sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free~ whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency for securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
apecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

be~utifully
5

illustrated, largest circulation of

;f.Ko ~f~n~~~i~~;naJj;:ii~~~ t~J;:f~::R~°il~1J

BOOK ON p ATENTS

sent free. Address

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York,

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL.
WORDS ANH lUUSIC.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the ."Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
111.nd words together; also 50 hymns with one
bar of music above the words.
The pages of the ''Saints' Harp" and "Harmony" from which words and music are taken
are given, that both books may be used together in song service.
·
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .......... 1 25
Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, gilt edges.2 50

ENGINE FOR SALE.

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and in good condition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from similar purpose.
For sale at a bargain, because not now
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
using steam power.
·
I have received supply 1897 application
Will sell away below actual cost price.
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
Address,
early, as it takes some two or three weeks tO
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Lamoni, Iowa.

A strictly high-grade Family Sewing
Machine, possessing all modern
ilnprovements.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable, Obtain them
from your local dealer and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING 00.
BELVIDERE, ILL.
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UO.NTENT!'>i
J 4,428 in 1892, 3,261in1891, and 3,420 in 1890.
EDITORIAL:
The number of seriously injured was 1,786, as
An InlquidryC.. · ,.... · D.· ·d·: . . t.: .... " .... 17 1 compared with 2,610 in 1°895, 2,397 in 1894,
G race an
o1iege e wa ion. . . . . . . . 20
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
4,864 in 1893, 3,383 in 1892, 2,707 in 1891, and
Select Reading for February Meet2, 740 in 1890.
ings of Daughters of Zion .......... 25
SUMMARY OF UNIVERSAL DISASTERS.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
A s accurate 1y as can b e estimate
.
d 3, 840
ORIGINAL
ARTICLES: ................... 26
The White-Sewall bebate.-No. 3 ..... 27 lives have been lost upon the ocean, 72 upon
SUNDAY S9HOOL ASSOCIATIONS ......... 32 inland waters, 3,076 by railroad accidents,
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT.········· 32 80,061 by disasters abroad, 7,741 by disasters
at home, 22,676 by epidemics, and 129,080 by
war and massacre, making a total loss of
THE RECORD OF 1896.
246,546,
as compared with 275,391 in 1895.
THE following statistics are taken
Included in the foregoing is the following:
from figures recorded and published By earthquakes 53,700, by tidal waves 4,000.
by the Chicago Tribune.
SUICIDES AND MURDERS.
FI~E LOSSES.
The total number of persons who have
The losses by fire m_ 1896 aggregat~ $111;.- committed suicide in the United States dur856,067, as compared with $131,578,206m1890, ing 1896, as reported by mail and telegraph
a decrease of $19,822,139. Of these fires those to the 'Tribune is 6,520, as compared with
with losses of $100,000 and upwards con- 5,759 in 1895, 4,912 in 1894, 4,436 in 1893, 3,860
tributed $50, 726,200 of the total, and smaller in 1892, 3,531 in 1891, and 2,040 in 1890. The
fires $5l,0 29 •867 ·
total shows a steady increase in the unfortuMARINE DISASTERS.
nate crime of self-murder. Of this number
The following list of losses of life by wrecks 5,078 were males and 1,442 females, the proupon the ocean and inland waters is approxi- portion of about 4 to 1 being steadily mainmately correct. The actual total must be tained year by year. Among professional
somewhat larger, as in some cases no record of men, physicians still lead the mournful list,
crew or passengers was kept.. The list shows 47 having taken their lives as compared with
3,840 lives lost upon the ocean and 72 upon 59 in 1895 i:tnd 45 in 1894. The causes of
inland waters, as compared with 4, to2 lost suicide were as follows:upon the ocean and 148 upon inland waters in Despondency .... 2,993 Ill health...... 286
1895 and 6,804 and 77 respectively in 1894. Unknown ....... 2,042 Domestic infeThe total number of vessels lost is 161.
Insane........ . 428
licity........ 262
VARIOUS DISASTERS IN THE UNITED STATES. Liquor .......... 224 Disappointed
The following table gives the loss of life Business losses.. 105
love.........
180
resulting from various disasters in this counIn these cases of self-murder 2,565 poisoned
try as rep<.irted to the Tribune by mail and themselves, 2,466 shot themselves, 643 hanged
telegraph:themselves, 388 drowned themselves, 288 cut
Drownings.···· .2,800 Mines .......... 66il their throats, 64 threw themselves from roofs
Fires ............ 1,395 Cyclones and
or windows, 44 threw themselves in front of
Explosions ...... 595
Storms ........ 1,442 railroad trains, 30 burned themselves, 19
Falling buildLightning ...... 302 stabbedthemselves,9killed themselves with
ings, etc .. ····· 544
dynamite, 3 starved themselves, and 1 killed
EPIDEMICS.
himself by freezing. The figures show that
The principal epidemic of the year as usual poison continues to: be the favorite medium
has been cholera, its ravages having been of getting out of the world.
most severe in Russia and Egypt. The disLYNCHINGS.
Judge Lynch has executed 131 persons-130
ease, however, has -been much less fatal, the
total number of deaths in 1896 being but 22,- men and one woman-during 1896 or 40 less
676, as compared with 79,461 in 1895 and than in 1895. As the record of mob-murders
171,910 in 1894.
is now attracting the attention not only of
BATTLES.
moral workers but Legislatures, the following
The loss of life by battles and massacres is table of lynchings through a series of years,
smaller than it was in 1895. The total loss, showing a steady decrease of late, will be of
roughly estimated, is 129,080, as compared interest:with 157,986 in 1895 and 82,750 in 1894, and 1885 ......... : ..... 184 1891 .............. 192
was distributed as follows:'
1886 .............. 138 1892 ............... 235
Armenia ....... 35,740 Cuba ........... 21,008 1887 .............. 122 1893 ............... 200
China .......... 29,012 Africa ...... , .. 32,030 1888 .............. 142 1894 ............... 190
Oen. America .. 1,630 South America. 187 1889 .............. 176 1895. · · ·. · · · ...... 171
Turkey ........ 8,954 Philippine Is ... 1,519 1890 .............. 127 1896 .............. 131
The lynchings in the various States and
RAILROAD DISASTERS.
The loss of life by railroad · disasters of Territories were distributed as follows:
various kinds was 3,076 in 1896, as compared Alabama ........... 15 Mississippi. ........ 6
with 3,600 in 1895, 3,648 in 1894, 4,603 in 1893, Arkansas .......... 4 Missouri. .......... 5

I

I

·

No.

2.

Colorado ........... 4 New York ......... 1
Florida ............. 10 North Carolina .... 1
Georgia ............ 9 South Carolina .... 4
Illinois ............ 1 Tennessee .......... 14
Indiana ............ 1 Texas ............. 7
Kentucky .......... 9 West Virginia ..... 1
L OUlSiana......
. .
. . . . 25 I n d'ian T erri'tory... 4·
Maryland .......... 2 Oklahoma .......... IJ:,
Minnesota .......... 2
Of these lynchings 122occurred in the S·wth
and 9 in the North. Of the total number 80.
were negroes and 51 whites.
MURDERS.
The total number of murders committed in
1896 shows a small increase over 1895, being
10,6fl2, as compared with 10,500 in 1895, 9,800
in 1894, 6,615 in 1893, 6,794 in 1892, 5,906 in
1891, and 4,290 in 1890. The Tribune, in view
of the figures and the large increase of crime
shown since 1890, still adheres to its statement of last year that there is something
wrong with the administration of justice.
The causes of these murders may be classified
as follows:Quarrels ........ 5,530 Highw'men killed.100
Unknown ........ 3,261 Insanity ........... 253
, Jealousy.. .. . .. . 401 Self-defense ~ ..... 48
Liquor.......... 459 Strikes ........... 10
By highwaymen. 200 Outrages ......... 28
Infanticide ...... 300 Riots ............. 10
Resisting arrest.. 52
HANGINGS.
The number of leg·al executions in 1806 was:;
122, as compared with 132 in 1895, 132 in 1894,
126 in 1893, and 107 in 1892. The executions
in the several States and Territories were as.
follows:Alabama ........... 8 Nebraska .......... 1
Arkansas .......... 17 New York ......... 5
California .......... 6 North Carolina .... 1
Colorado .......... 4 Ohio ............... 1
Connecticut ....... l Oregon ............ 2
Georgia ............ 4 Pennsylvania ....... 5
Idaho .............. 1 South Carolina .... l
Illinois ............ 8 Tennessee ......... 2
Kentucky .......... 5 'rexas .............. 11
Louisiana ......... 5 Utah .............. 2
Maryland .......... 2 Virginia ........... 6
Massachusetts ...... 1 Washington ....... 1
Minnesota ..... : .... 1 Dist. of Columbia .. 2
Mississippi. ........ 3 New Mexico ........ 2
Missouri ........... 5 Indian Territory ... 8
Montana ........... 2
There were 83 executed in the Southern·
and 39 in the Northern StatEs. Of the total
number 70 were whites, 48 negroes, and 4
Indians.
EMBEZZLEMENTS.
The record of embezzling, forgery, default~
ing, and bank wrecking for 1896 shows a
gratifying decrease as compared with 1895.
the total being but $9,465,921, as compared
with $10,423,205 in the former year, $25,234,112 in 1894, and $19,929,692 in 1893. The
statement of rascality by months is as follows:-

I
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THE
.Janu11ry .... $ 852,674 J"uly ........ $ 290, 794
February ... 832,162 August ..... 328,113
Marcb.... .. 93L052 September .. 1,291,229
.April . . . . . 6fil,883 October . . . . 576,948
'.May.......
760,224 November .. 1,839,572
.ifune....... 412,373 December... 688,897
Being an average of about $788,826 per
month.
Out of. 340 cases of embezzling reported
fourteen persons stole over $50,000 each,
twenty over $100,000 each, one over $500,000,
;gnd one over $1,000,000.
"The losses are distributed as foliows:
:Stolen by city and county officials, $1,393, 975;
from banks. $'.l,\J96,570; by agents, $1,045,6D2;
forgeries, $341,500; from loan associations,
$479,587; by postmasters, $32,815; miscellaneous stealings, $2, 175,782.
The surnmaf'y of defalcations by years,
from 1878 to 1806, is as follows:1878 ....... $ 2, 784,000 1888 ...... $ 2,240,000
1879 ... "
2,754,000 1889....... 8,600,000
]880-'81.... 4,888,000 1890....... 8,622,056
1882. . . . . . . 2, 900,000 1891. . . . . . 10, 720,24\J
1883 ....... 2,350,000 1892....... 8.837,547
1884 ....... 22,154,000 1893 ...... 19,029,602
1885....... 3,475,000 1894 ....... 25,234, 112
1886....
3,780,000 1805 ....... 10,423,205
J887 . .. . . . 4,550,000 1896....... 9,465,921
Now and then a person is acquitted of the
·charf;e months after the arrest, and to keep
track of such an acquittal is difficult.. These
acquittals are so rare, however, that the
figures are not m::i.terially affected.
CHARITIES.

Tb e black record of nine millions and more
·embezzled in 1896, as shown elsewhern is
·magnificently offset by the generous sums coniributed by will or gift to churches, colleges,
·charities, museums,art galleries, libraries, etc.
·amounting to $33,670,129, as compared with
$28,943,549 in 1805, and $1\J,967,116in1894. In
the preparation of these statistics no attention has been paid to small donations, since
·to collect them all would be a manifest impossi bilit.i,, Of the total amount stated above
there has been given to colleges the immense
sum of $16,814,256; to charities, $10,854,731;
to churches, $2,135,142; t.o museums and galleries, $2,333,500; to libt'aries, $1,452,000; and
to miecellaneous objects, $80,500.

HOUSES m~ WORSHIP.
Saw Bernardino, California: Corner Fifth
and F Streets.
East Delavan, Wisconsin: Church located
one mile north from Williams Bay railroad
station. August J"ohnscn, presiding elder.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 10: 45 a. m., 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m.
Sunday school I: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt,
pastor, 227 Sheffield A venue.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
·Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
:Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, presi·dent. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
:Service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p.

m.
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Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Avenue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.;
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
Division Street. Services on Sunday 2: 30 li.nd
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Vvednesday evening.
St. Loni~, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
between Montgomery and Bsnton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor; residence, 2504 Slattery
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00
a. m.; social n:ieeting 2: 30, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting, \Vednesday, 8: 00
p. m. Young people's Religio-Literary,
Thurciday, 8: p. m.
Cheltenham, Missoud: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Eider I-:L Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; prea.cbing 8: 00
m.
Danver, Colorado: Ha.U No.
Washington Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m, Sunda.,y school at 9: 45 a. m.
Pra;,cr meeting Wednesd"y evening. Z. R.L. S. first. and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
N;:braska: Saints chapel, No.
Twenty-first Street.
Sal'& Lake City, Utah: mission chapel,
Second South Street, opposite the Presbyterlan church. Meetings every Sunday at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
Street. Preaching services Sundaye 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
Second Kans<:s Cit.y, Missouri: Hall northeast corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
Avenue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p.
m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prs.yer
meeting, Tuesday
7: 30; preac:1ing,
Thursday, 7: 30
epecial invitation is
extended to the
and local ministry.
Jos. Emmett., pastor,
1720 Belleview
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
Bay City, ]\fichigan: Mission h[tll, corner
of Monroe and Second Skeets.
St.
Missouri: Saints
north of Fa,raon, (
Street car~)
J.M.
in charge,
preaching :a.t 11: 00 a. m. and
30 p. m.;
social
6: 00
m. Sunday scbool
9: 30 a. m.,
J.
superintendent.
North mission, Eleventh and Duuglass; Sun·
day school 3: 00 p. m.; preaching Tuesday
nights. South P;i,rk mission; Sunds"y school
2: 30 p. m.; G. W. Best superintendent;
preachi.ng on Friday nights. F.lorence Addi'"ion mission; Sunday school 10: 00 a. m.,
Sf'. Slummm· superintendent; preaching on
'Thursday nights. Asp'ly mission, Third and
Doniphan Avenue; preaching every Sunday
at 2: 30 p. m.
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue :wd K Street. G W
·
·
Harlow president, 2426 J Street.
1 l
il c l"f
·
u
t
1
1
11
1
W es t o a,~
an ., s, orma: mon ana a '
Addine
Seventh Street. ·
Des Moines,
Saints churchi corner
of Sixteenth and Des Moines Streets, East Des
Moines.
Sunday services: Sunday school
9: 45: preaching service at 11:00 a. m.; social
service at 2: 00; young people's meeting at
5: 80; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. f'raycr meeting on Thursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
Boaton. Massachusetts: No 57 Warren
Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
Massachusetts.
Council Blufl'ii, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doo!'s west of Glen Avenue, Preaching at
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
12: 00 m.; Zion's R·~ligo-Literary Society at
6:00p.m.;PrayermeetingeveryWednesday
evening. T. W. V'lilliams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Dix Avenue, near West Boulevard; Elder W.
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p.
m. Pastor's address, No. 613 Cavalry Avenue.

I

Burlington, Iowa:

1

Leeds,

Saints chapel, corner
Services

I of Twelfth and Locust Streets.
I every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
England:

Saints meeting room,

I No. 125 St. Ann's Buildings, Albion Street.

Services Sunday: Preaching 10: 30 a. m. and
16: 30 p. m.; Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. William
Seekins, No. 14 Hugh Street, Long Road,
1 presiding eldei,.
'I
Farnswort,b, Englar,d:
Saints meeting
room, No. 38t~ Bllsmere Street. Services,
Sunday, preaching 10: 30 a. m. and 6: 30. p.
1 1.n.;
Smiday school 2: 00 p. m. Fellowship
•neeting, Wednesday 7: 30 p. m. Band of
1 Hope and '11 emperance meeting second and
1
[fourth Tuesday in each month, 7: 30 p. m.
I Joseph Harper, Southern Street, Little HulI ton, pt•esidi.ng elder.
VVigan, England: Saints meeting- room,
No. l Weli Street, Birkett Bank.
Sunday
services 2: 30 and 6: 30 p. m. William Spargo
presiding.
1
1
South Salford and Pendleton mission:
Saints meeting room No. \J7 Ellsmere Street,
1
1 Regent Road.
Sunday services: preaching
6: 30 p. m. Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. The
i first and third IVIonday in each month Band
I of Hope and Temperance meeting-, 7: 45 p. m.
! Fellowship meeting Thurnday 8: 00 p. m.
Bible reading, Friday, 8: 00 p. m. S. F.
Mather, No. 7 Embden Street, Hulme, elder
in charge.
Bradford and Beswick mission: Saints
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
LRne, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Street,
Road, Manchester. in charge.
San
California: R<::d Men's
building·, 320
Street, Golden West hall.
Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Sunday school at 12: 00 m. Sacl'ament Bervice
S("cond Sunday of each month at 12: 00 m. Sisters'
Uniori on '£hursday at 2: 00 p. m.
C. A.
1m.1siden'o
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
room, No. 15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
Bum.lay services: Pr<>yef' meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching Ht 10: 30 a, m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday in each month,. 12: 30
p. m. Band of Hope,
and Irnprovement Society meeting",
7: 30
p, m. Fellowship
Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. James Baty, No.
Go!'don Street,
Rusholme, presiding- elder.
VI/est Bay City. Michigan: Christian mission church, No. 411 Dewi.tt Avenue, between
Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preacbing at
10: 30 a. m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
preaching at 7: 00 p. m. on Sundays. Prayer
meGting on \Vednesd;~y evenings.
Philadelphia,
Corner of
:B'ifth ancl Hunting·don
preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at
lO: OO a m.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
between Sixth and Seventh St.reet.s. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 "'J. m. ·, sacramental on fi.l'st Sunday of
'
each -month at 2: 30 p. m.
priesthood meetiug; Tuesday, V'lest
and
Greggsport district prayee services; V7ednesday, branch fellowship: 'fhursday, Zion's

I
I

~he~f;i~;.~~~T~:? f1~c~:;~ic~rki~;d~u~~c ;~~
day at 8: 00 p. m.

Visitot's 8,11 welcome.

Los Angeles, California: No. 108 North
Spring Street. Knights of Pythias hall.
San Jose, California: No. 162 South First
Street.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
North Atchison. Sunday school at 10: 00 a.
m.; social service 11:00 a. m.; preaching
service 8:00 p. m.: Wednesday social service
8: 00 p. m.
Kansas City, Missouri: Twenty-fourth and
Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
• 2: 30 p. m., Sundays.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make yol{ free . ..-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of l\l;ormon, page 116.
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AN INQUIRY.

Dm Joseph Smith intend to remove
with the saints to the Rocky Mountains, and did he predict that the
saints would so remove in righteousness by choice, or command of God?
Our co-religionists of the Utah
Church have persistently presented
the idea before their people, and as a
consequence against us, that the removal of the church from Illinois to
the Rocky Mountains was a measure
contemplated by the seer to be carried into effect by the saints, and
prophesied of the event as one to
occur to their advantage.
There is nothing in the tone of publie expression, found in the Times cmd
Seasons, the church organ of the time,
to justify this teaching. On the contrary, that journal is replete with articles and declarations of public men and
leaders of the people, that indicate
that occupation of the city of Nauvoo
and the county of Hancock for an indefinite and unlimited period was
contemplated.
The Times and Seasons for May 1,
1844, has the name of Joseph Smith
at the head of its editorial columns as
a candidate for President of the
United States; presumably by his
consent. This is followed in the
issue for May 15, by an article from
him, giving his views on the Government and policy of the United States.
In this same issue William Smith
published a card declining renomination to the Illinois Legislature, and
suggesting his brother Hyrum as a
suitable person to be chosen for the
office to succeed him. In the rejoinder
of the Prophet Joseph Smith to Henry
Clay, published June 1, 1844, pages
543-548, T'imes and Seasons, occurs
this passage, most remarkable, if at
the time when it was written, May 13,
and the time it was published, June

No. 2.

*Under date of Aiigiist 6, 1842, ,Toseph writes
1, 1844, twenty-six days before his
death, the prophet had contemplated in his history: "I prophesied that the saints
continue to suffer much affiiction, and
and completed directions for a re- would
would be driven to the Rocky Mountains,
moval of the saints from Nauvoo, many would apostatize, many would be put to
" • • • Henry Clay;
the wise Ken- death by our persecutors, or lose their Ii ves
tucky lawyer, advises the Latter Day in consequence of exposure or disease, and
Saints to go to Oregon to obtain jus- some of you will go and as3[.3t in making settice and set up a government of their tlements and bnild cities, and see them be·
come a mighty people in the midst of the
own; 0, ye crowned heads among all Rocky Mountains.
nations, is not Mr. Olay a wise man,
In Mr. Oall's statement he says that
and very patriotic! Why, Great God! the Prophet ''extending the idea to
To transport 200,000 people through all those he had spoken of" and you,
a vast prairie; over the Rocky Moun- shall perform as great a work as has
tains, to Oregon, a distance of nearly been done by man, so that the nations
2,000 miles, would cost more than four of the earth shall be astonished and
millions! Or, should they go by Cape many of them will be gathered in
Horn, in ships to California, the cost that land and assist in building cities
would be twenty millions! And all this and temples, and Israel shall be made
to save the United States from in- to rejoice."
heriting the disgrace of Missouri, for
Both Mr. Call and Mr. Roberts are
murdering and robbing the saints elders in the Utah Church. and prewith impunity."
sumably authorized alike to represent
This does not sound like the lan- the theories of that people. One loguage of a man who had a fixed idea cates the prophecy ·as having been
of making, or attempting to make that :leli.vered August 6, 1842, and Mr.
very same expensive transportation. Roberts puts t.he date in italics to emAnson Call, as stated in the History phasize it, the other puts the date
of Northern Utah and Southern Idaho, July 14, 1843. Mr. Roberts assumes
states that on July 14, 1843, Joseph to quote from the History of Joseph
Smith, "prophesied that the Saints Smith, but fails to cite volume and
would yet go to the Rocky Mountains." page by reference to which his stateFollowing in the vein of this state- ment can be verified.
ment Mr. Call states that the Prophet
It is long after both of these dates
said that some of those who heard that the Prophet makes reference to
him would do a great work in that the cruelty of the proposal to remove
land; and further, ostensibly giving to the Rocky Mountains. Is it conthe words, of the Prophets, · '0 the sistent to believe that the Prophet
beauty of those snow capped moun- would so write if the very movement
tains. The cool refreshing streams suggested to him by Mr. Clay was a
that are runnning down through those fixed determination in his mind, and
mountain gorges." .. "Oh the scenes had been certified to him by the spirit
this people will pass through! The of prophecy? We hardly think so.
dead that will lie between here and
Mr. Call and Mr. Roberts evidently
there." "Oh the apostasy that will have the same supposed prophecy in
take place before my brethren reach mind, as a comparison of the terms
that land." .. "'l'he priesthood shall will show. We have not seen the
prevail over all its enemies, triumph statement in the "History of Joseph,"
over the devil and be established upon quoted by Mr. Roberts.
Mr. Call
the earth never more to be thrown gives his version from his memory.
June 1, 1844, the Times amcl Seasons
down."-Tullidge's History of Utah,
Vol. 2, pp. 271-272.
hoisted the names of Joseph Smith for
Elder B. H. Roberts, in his pam- President and Sidney Rigdon for Vice
phlet, "Succession in the Presidency President of the United States at the
of the Church," in a footnote on page head of its columns. This was twentysix days before the date of the murder
t 102, states:-
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at Carthage. Is it reasonable to suppose that at that time a removal from
Illinois was contemplated, and a departure to and settlement in a far-off
wilderness decided upon? Surely no!
Elders P. P. Pratt, Willard Richards, John Taylor, and W. W. Phelps
issued an address "To the Saints
Abroad," dated at Nauvoo, July 15,
1844, more than a half month after
the murder, from which we quote the
following:Y ea, let us baste to build the temple of our
God, and to GA'l'HER together thereunto our
silver and our gold with u~, unto the name of
the Lord; and then we may exp8Ct that he
will teach us of his ways and we will walk in
his paths.

This does not have a word that
shows the spirit of a departure from
the city, or place of the temple.
Again; from the same epistle:Let the saints abroad, and others who feel
for our calamities and wish to sustain us,
come on with their money and means without
delay, and purchase lots and farms, and build
buildings, and employ hands, as well as to
pay tithing into the Temple, and their donations to the poor.

Every foot of vacant land would have been j Not only must farms be cultivated. houses
cultivated like Eden, and a hundred thousand I built, and mills to grind the corn, b~t there
outlaws, murderers, mobbers and traitors must, be something· produced by industry, to
would have found it impossible to have dis- send off to market. in exchange for cash, and
turbed our peace, or broke up the govern- for such other articles as we need . . . . In
ment of the country; and those who were order more effectually to do this, we must
opposed to peace, order and civilization, turn our attention to the erection of workshops
would have had their money for their lands, for the manufacture of every useful article;
and would long since have been traveling to and wares thus manufactured must find a
Texas, California, Oregon, or the lower market, not in Nauvoo alone but in all the
wide country, and in towns and cit.ies abroad.
regions of his Satanic majesty's dominions.
The fact is, we have a country abur1dantly
If Joseph Smith had prophesied so
long before this that the saints would supplied with natural resources, and calculated for the production of wool, fiax, hemp,
go to those same regions, minus the cotton, and many other articles, and we have
Devil's domains, why was Elder Par- water power to any amount; and after all our
ley Pratt so evidently, ferociously troubles, a prospect, of peace and protection; in
anxious that the mobbers, murderers, short everything for the encouragement of
etc., should go there before them? capitalists and workmen. Come on then, all
ye ends of the earth, to hold together, and
Curious is it not?
wit.h a long, strong, steady and united exerSeptember2, 1844, Brigham Young, tion, let us build up a stronghold of industry
as President of the Twelve, issued the and wealth, which will stand firm and unshaken amid the wreck of empires and the
following:crash of tbron,2s.
O"The Twelve would invite the brethren
This was by the whole council.
abroad, in obedience to the commandments
of the Lord, to gather to Nauvoo, with their Did they then know of the contemplated
means to help build up the city, and complete hegira .to the Rocky Mountains? Is
the Temple which is now going forward faster the language of that epistle the lanthan it has at any time since it commenced.
guage of men already advised by the
Beware of the speculations about the prophet!
Believe no tales on the subject: Time will tell Prophet in person, and named by the
who are the friends of Joseph Smith, who laid spirit of prophecy that they might,
down bis life for his brethren. vVe have no would, or must go out into the wildernew commandments, but beseech the brethren ness to seek a rBalm in which "to
to honor and obey the old ones.

An epistle was issued from Nauvoo,
August 15, 1844, nearly two months
after the Prophet's death, signed by
Brigham Young, President of the
To enforce the idea of gathering to
Twelve. It was published in Times Nauvoo, the epistle closed in italics
and Season8 for August 15, 1844, and thus:on pages 517-620. From it we quote:For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the
On the subject of gathering let it be dis- eagles be gathered together. More in the next.
tinctly understood that the City of Nauvoo -Tirnes and Seasons, Vol. 5, No. 16, page 638.
and the Temple of our Lord are to continue
There is not a hint in this of a conto be built up according to the pattern which templated exodus, or known command
bas been comnrnnced, and which bas proor prophecy regarding a removal from
gressed with such r·apidity thus far . . . . The
United States and adjoining provinces will be Nauvoo, but quite to the contrary a
immediately organized by the Twelve into continued residence of the people there
proper districts, in a similai' manner as they permanently is assured.
have already done in England and Scotland,
In the issue of the same journal,
and high priests will be appointed over each
Times and Seasons, for October 1, 1844,
district, to preside over the same, and to call
quarterly conferences for the regulation and is an epistle of the Twelve bearing this
representaticn of the branches included in indorsement, "Done in Council at
the same, and for the furtherance of the gos- Nauvoo, this first day of October, A.
pel; and also to taka measures for a yearly D. 1844."
representation ln a yearly conference . . . .
In this epistle in pursuance of a
The go~pal in its fulnesa and purity must
promise
made in their last, the counnow roll forth through through every neighborhood of thb widespread country, and to cil proceeded to
all the world; and now miilions will awake to give further information relative to the welits truths and obey its precept,s; and the farn of the church both temporally and spirkingdoms of this world will become the king- itually; the buildi:Jg up of Nauvoo; the
doms of our Lord and of his Christ.
gathering of the saints; the building of the
In an article by P. P. Pratt, pub- temple; the establishment of manufacturing,
lished in the Times and Seasons, for and various branches of industry; the support
September 2, 1844, page 630, writing of the poor, and the preserving of peace,
good order, union, love and truth; to the
in regard to Nauvoo, and bewailing suppression of vice, and every kind of disorthe failure of many to come to the der, evil and immoralit,y.

I

build cities and become a mighty people?" Let those who have been bewildered by the assumption that the
Prophet so prophesied, consider it,
and answer to their own thoughts.
On Tuesday, October 8, 1844, during the fall conference of that year,
eighty-three men were chosen, for
the purpose as stated by Brigham
Young,
To go abroad in all the congregational
districts of the United States to preside over
the branches of the church.

David Evans leads the list, and
Daniel Stanton closes it.
In explaining the object had in view
in the appointing of these men, Brigham Young stated:That it was not the design to go and tarry
six months and then return; but to go and
settle down, whore they can take their families and tarry until the Temple is built, and
then come and get their endowments and return to their families and build up a stake as
large as this. [Nauvoo.-Editor.]

'I'his was evidently in accord with
the teaching of Joseph and Hyrum
before their death, and so understood
by the Quorum of Twelve. But, it
cert~inly has nothing in it looking to
the exodus to the Rocky Mountains.
plrwe and expend their means. he
Writing of the gathering the epistle
A number of corroborative evisays:says:dences similar to those already pre-
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sented might be given; but we shall
· be content to offer the following from
one of Pres. Brigham Young's discourses, preached February 17, 1856,
and published in Journal of Discourses,
vol. 3, p. 210.
I saw that this people would have to flee
into the mountains, and into a climate and
country that the Gentiles would not desire.
If we are not in such a place, I do not know
where we will find one more undesira]Jle than
this. Do the saints delight in this locality?
No, it is repugnant to their feelings, if they
could have their choice. Did I come here
by choice, or was it because I bad to come?

Orson Pratt, as reported in the
Deseret News, of June 19, 1861, said:I think that there is no people upon the
face of the earth need to envy the Latter
Day Saints, so far as their temporal prospects
are concerned; in other respects, they have
great cause to envy them. There 8 not
much chance for the Latter Day Saints to
grow rich in this Territory; I mean according to the meaning of the term in the world.
Tbere is and ever will be too much to be
done in various kinds of labor, for the building up of the kingdom of God. Yom land,
of course, yields abundantly where it is well
cultivated, but it requires a great deal of
toil to accomplish it, about three or four
times the labor is required of the farmers
and agriculturists, than is required in other
countries. Why, it takes a man almost one
half of his time to get his fuel from the
kanyons, about one quarter to irrigate the
soil, and of course the rest is well occupied
with the other duties of life. This being the
case, then there is not much prospect of soon
becoming rich.-Herald, Oct. 1, 1863,1 page
101.

If Joseph 8mith did prophesy that
any portion of the then existing body
of believers would ever leave the
"beautiful resting place," the "stake
of Zion that was never to be moved
out of its place," and the '•temple of
our God," as president B. Young
called the temple at Nauvoo in some
of the extracts heretofore quoted in
this article, it must have been in the
same bitterness of soul that moved
Jeremiah to make his lamentations, the
Prophet Isaiah to cry "Woe to Ariel,"
and Jesus, the Master, to weep over
the hardness of heart of the Jewish
people, and for the same cause.
From what transpired after the
date of the epistle of October, 1844,
from which we have quoted in this
article; during the occmpancy of Nauvoo, after the death of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith; and after the exodus,
and the rules of doctrine and practice
instituted by President Young obtained and were enforced in Utah, it

is not difficult to see that the desire
for some sort of supposed divine sanction would have been had; hence the
construction put upon the alleged
prophecy of Joseph Smith regarding
the Rocky Mountains by the Utah
leaders and people under them. But,
to those who were not compromised
by the loose rules of morality that
seemed to obtain, and who kept their
original faith in the doctrines of the
church as taught by Joseph and Hy·
rum and the elders in their day, the
prophecy, if it was ever uttered as
alleged, while it goes to the credit of
the prophet as to his prophetic character, is susceptible of a rendition and
application very much to the discredit
of the people who fulfilled it by being
driven to the Rocky Mountains, rather
than by having gone there by choice,
or by command of God.
If Mr. Anson Call's statement regarding what the Prophet said about
the apostasy, "0 the ap0stasy," and
that be and others should go there to
the mountains, is correct, then the
apostasy is to be traced and accounted
for; which is not hard to do.
Hon. Judge Caton, of Illinois, who
was in the Legislature of that State
at the time J. B. Backenstos was the
representative from Hancock County,
which we believe to have been the
term succeeding that of William Smith,
the brother of the Prophet, about
1845, made the statement in a meeting
in Farwell hall, Chicago, in February,
1882, that he supposed himself to be
somewhat in fault, before the fact, as
he himself suggested to Mr. Backenstos, and one or two others of the
church representative men, that he
believed that the best and safest way
of settling the then existing controversy between the citizens and the
church, would be their voluntary removal from the State, and he named
Oregon or California, where they
could found a State and make laws for
themselves, and where they could remain in pea~e.
At that time it was supposed that
some portion of the north west was
open to settlement, by adventurous
spirits, who might "fillibuster" 3; government, and obtain a territory by
virtue of the "squatter sovereignty"
doctrine; hence the suggestion of
Hon. Caton seems to have had virtue.
Whether Pres. Young ever heard

of this suggestion of the Hon. Caton
through Representative Backenstos,
or whether the movement was the result of his own thought and design,
it is certain that the idea of removal
began to take shape in Nauvoo in
1845, and was finally enforced by
agreement amounting to an expulsion.
We have no desire to detract from
the credit due to Pres. B. Young for
the manner the exodus was conducted, or to abate from the praise
due to the people who followed the
lead across the western wilds, or to
make light of the sufferings endured
by thousands who made the effort to
go, and either succeeded, or failed
and died on the way; but we do decidedly object to the idea of taking
shelter under a supposed, mythical,
or even real prophecy uttered by the
Seer, to cover a period of misrule and
wrongdoing, as we believe has been
done. Zion was ''moved out of her
place;" and if the prophet predicted
it, give him the credit for prophesying correctly; but, if the cause for
the fulfillment of the prophecy was
the misdoing of the people fulfilling
it, let the blame fall where i.t belongs
and let the innocent go free. We do
not believe that the Prophet Joseph
Smith contemplated or designed the
removal to the Rocky Mountains, or
that he prophesied of such removal
in the sense of it being ordered, or
commanded of God, from the evidences before us. And to what we
have written here we add the letter
written by Joseph to his wife, June
23, 1844, when writing from "safety"
he said to her.
Do not despair-if God ever opens a door
that is possible for me I will see you again.
I do not know where I shall go, or what I
shall do, but shall if possible endeavor to get
to the city of Washington . . . . If you conclude to go Kirtland, Cincinnati, or any
other place, I wish you would contrive to inform this evening.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. G. T. GRIFFITHS reports from
his field improving opportunities for
gospel work, December 2, 1896. He
wrote:I have baptized about thirty since April;
have organized two new branches, and have
one to org-anized at Fayette City, Pennsylvania, soon.

He also states that the elders in his
mission, Brn. M. T. Short, R. Etzenhouser, James Moler, D. L. Shinn, G.
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H. Godby, .J. L. Goodrich. L. R. Devore, F. Ebeling, r.nd Smith are all
doing well in their fields. Brn. Etzenhouser and Griffiths had baptized
fifty-three, together.
We are permitted to use the following extract from a letter written by
Sr . .J. A. Hamiltion, of New Washington, Ohio, dated December 22, to a
sister in Omaha: -I write you the first line I h:J.vo penned
with my own hand, sioce I have been healed
that my loved brothers and sisters there may
rejoice. I can't wrlte full details, am too
weak. One day I discovered I was dying,
vision failing; after my long fight for lifo
death had come, and I was not sorry--I was
glad 10 think of going. Bu'u no more medicine would I take. I called on the Lord for
the promise he made me, if I had been faithful to my covenant, that no weapon formed
against me should prosper. Paace took possession of me. I sent for Elder G. T. Griffiths,
and battled for breath till he came. After
tho first administration my lungs were freed.
Never troubling me after, the third day the
disease left my body in a great heat and
sweat that encircled my body, and si?h t returned. N.ow, saints, rejoice in the "sure
promises of the Lord."

Bro. Paul Tremblay, Owyhee, Oregon, December 30:I have had a surprise aod a pleasure that I
am not likely to ioeget as long as I live. The
first thing I knew Bro. Elder Levi Wilson wa8
-at my deor, it was a great surprise, having
lost au hope of SGeing any Latter Day Saint
on this side of the grave. Therefore be it
known to all the elders of the Reorganized
Church that I live on the Owyhee River and
near Owyhee Post Office, four miles from
Riverside Ferry, or eight miles from Nyas, a
station on th0 Oregon Short Line. I shall
welcome any elder with pleasure.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE commend the reading of Sr. H. B.
Torrance's views on economy and
charity. The sister _unconsciously
emphasizes our editorial in which all
were ltd vised to live within their
means.
The report of the College dedication
has crowded out a number of items
which must be held over till next
1

weeK.
Bro. H. N. Hansen, of the Rocky
Mountain .mission, was obliged to return to his home, Weston, Iowa, bef tl · .
E h.
h
cause 0 . ,.ie 111 n~s~ 0 ,is son, ~W O
1
was acc1den tal,y lnJ ured, but ha:s recovered.
Brn. C. Scott, F'. A. Smith, and F.
M W ld d
_. . d f
'l ·
·
·
e _ epar~e , or 1! 1 eir varwus
fields of labor, Ol htGe.
Bro. F. E. Cohrt, located at Smith-

land, Iowa, relates his experiences in
trying to preach the word, in which
· d
d
.
h e f oun d f nen .s an openrng avenues
for usefulness on every hand.
He
has baptized some and has received
substantial evidences of interest in
the truth on the part of the peop1e.
Travelin 0O' and district ministers are

I It was early

found that as ignorance and suthe handmaide?s of tyran~y
1 and oppress1.0n to escape the m18ery and rum
·1 these were
.
.
·
sure to rnfitct upon the race, the
1
i best and surest means was to educate men,
cri:·ating in them by an increaso of knowledge, love for what is good for all, and a conseq,l1ent hatre~ of w~at was i.njuriou.s~to an.y.
. 'I he danger ~o socioty novv rn th.e sam~ that
•
it has always oeen, attack and drnrupt10n of
requested to help the cause m tha,t its safeguards from ignorant and vicious
neighborhood.
elements fouod in it. And, while it may be
The presses are now running on a conceded that the educated man, if vicious
second edition of five hundred of the and wicked, is capable of doing more injury
to his fellows and to society than the ignorant
first volume of the Church History. man of equal powers aside from education, it
It is hoped that sales will justify an is true that the direct tendency of education
early publication of the second is to eliminate the evil :.i.nd vicious qualities
from the huma.n, and furnish him with a
volume.
power to control the elements of mischief to
GRACELAND COLLEGE DEDICATION. society in himself, and enable him to restrain
ot,hers, thus giving guarantee to society for
JANUARY 1, 1897.
gDod behavior.
THE committee in charge of the dediThe safety of the state rests on the better
cation exercises of Graceland College elements in it, rather t,han on the numbers
presents herewith a report of the of its population, upon those who are capaspeeches delivered on that occasion, ble of understanding and appreciating the
together with a list of subscriptions to nature of the reasons for the state and the
the College fund, from friends at ben.efits accruing fror,~ it. 'fake .these out of
·
t
th' so01ety and the state "18 not possible, relaDse
h ome an d a b roa d , in
answer o _e 1 Jn
. t o t. h e misrule
.
.
f
h ·
t
d ·h
o t .e ignoran an t e
late gener:;i,l call for contnout10ns.
vicious tyranny and oppression anarchy and
I
'
.
'
.
The dedicatory address by Presi- j ruin must inevitably ensue. The safety and
dent .Joseph Smith was replete with. perpetuity of the state lies in educating its
1
liberal and advanced ideas of educa- human constituents,
tion and the possibilities of good to
In all that makes .for true manhood the
mankind from educational institutions. educated man is the peer of the uneducated.
For all the purposes of the State the edu··
We did not get the address complete cated man is the safer and better man for
but substantially he spoke as fol- society to trus'"• compared with the unedu·
lows:outed. From this consideration bas sprung
The worst, most vigorous, and dangerous ene- the public school system, through which the
.mies that civilization, political and Christian state makes it possible for the children of
have had to contend against have been igno- the poor man to take up the burdens of life
ranee and superstition. There has been no with equal chances with the children of the
nation of people, and no period of time, since rich man. And as education does not so
man began the change from the ways of bar- much mean the accumulation of knowledge
barism to the ways of civilization, when it 1 as it does the training and perfecting in the
bas not been necessary to urge the con.test man the faculty, power, or ability for the
against these untiring, mischievous, and dan- acq.uir.ement of knowl~dge, th.e increasing.and
gerous elements.
1 pollshrng of the quality of wisdom, the right
When the social compact wi>;s formed, no use of knowledge, so the object and purpose
matter when nor how far back in time that of all institutions of learning from the com1
· d anu
"' supportea, b y tne
was, it was based upon the principle that j mon s? ·h oo 1. a:..1t h ?nze
man surrendered the freedom and isolation J state 10 wb1cn ail are made to bear an equal
consequent to tbe exercise and enjoyment of portion of the lawful burden, to the high
his natural rights, for the pleasures, immu- school and the nniversHy founded and mainnities, and benefits to result from existence tained by private endowment and enterprise
under and adherence to the social compact. in which the coming man or woman may find
This social compact was the result of di vine opportunity and place for the deveiopement
intention to establish among mankind a con- and cultivation of any special faculty indition of life in which the strong and the herent, or acquired, which may fit and
weak, theAw,ise and t~~ f~oli~h,, the ~bl:~~d qualify them for their chosen, or imposed
the feebL should ex1~t 10 mutual rnterae- part in the great drama of human life in the
pendenco together, th ua eecuring protection world of busy men. It is the province of the
and safety for the weaker against the en- teacher,. the school, t.he college to take t~ese
croachments of the stronger, the peace-loving several integral port10ns of the state, s,nu by
against the vicious and the unruly.
careful training and culture, restore them
One of the most effective measures em- finally to the service of the state, able and
ployed by man in the civiliz3d condition to ready for the duties and lab01°s of society for
secure the permanency of the compact and !o which they are fitted and that society and
insure the greatest benefits to be derived , the state may demand.
from it, bas been the education of the people. j There has been from time immemorial, at
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least from the time the social compact began the exercise of priestly control and dominathe education of the people as a measure of tion.
prudence for its own safety, in some portions
It may have been doubted whether such a
of the social fabric strong prejudice against thing as an institution like the one suggested
learning, and as a con;cequence against edu- by the inscription on that corner stone,
cation al processes and ins ti cuti.ona of learning. founded and to be sustained very largely by a
Whence this prejudice it is hard to say, un- religious body, can be successfully maintained
less it can be traced to the suspicion to which it presents such an anomaly; the only one in
the ignorant man is always susceptible, that the country. It remains for time to deterthe learned man feels himself to bes, superior mine whether the orornise made shall be
being to his unlearned neighbor. This sus- kept; but so far the ~en having it in charge
picion is not founded in fact as it is easily have by their action shown an honest intendemonstrated that the educated are far more tion to make it what the promise has wartolerant a,nd complacent to their fellows than ranted the people to expect.
the ignorant. The educated man having in
What the community, town, county, and
his researches after knowledge become con- state, need is tbat the boys and girls fast
scious how small he is as compared with the coming upon the stage of action to take the
uni verse, is humbled, and can find nothing places of men who like myself have grown gray
within himself to boast over his fellows; the 3,nd old in tbe warfare, shall be men and
fact that knowing so much he knows so little women in the largest sense, filled with a
makes him tolerant.
proper sense of what manhood and womanOne of the fundamental principles upon bood mean to good men and to God, an\1
which the faith of the people whom I repre- fitted to fill the places to which inclination,
sent here, to-day, and with whom Graceland duty, or the force of circumstances may asas an institution of learning originated, is sign them.
that every man, of every name, nation, or race
Our boys and girls, our young men and
must answer to God in the final day of ac- maidenR should be taught, and be willing to
counting, for what he is on that day when learn that their first duty is to be men,
the judgment sits; not for what others his manly, noble men; and women, well poised,
predecessors have been, nor yet for what womanly, noble women, beautiful in all those
himself may have been at some time prior to qualities which make womankind lovely, and
that day. As a consequence, they believe worthy the high regard in which men may
that whatever may tend to a development of properly hold women. To do this an educathe highes'o and noblest in man, inherent, or tion is necessary, and one of the objects had
to be acquired is legitimate. That the sphere in view by thos,3 who gave the land on which
in which this development must take place the college is built, those by whom the means
is here among men on the earth. That hav- so far contributed to its erection has been
ing been endowed with faculties for useful I given; and those who have been appointed to
and beneficent lives, it is a duty owed to God supervise the work, the accomplishment of
by reason of creation to learn how best to which we are celebrating to-day, has been to
serve his fellow men, and answer to God for aid in such way as would make it practicable
his endowments; holding it to bs true that for the young of Lamoni and the county of
he loves God best who b. ests ex. hibits his lo.ve D0catur to secure such education in an instito his fellow man. It is for this reason that tution almost at their very doors, rather
the words "non sectarian,'' are found in- than abroad, and that in a localit.y remote
scribed on the stone laid at the angle of the I' from the bustle and rush of the busy marts
door on the> north of the building, with cere- of trade, in institutions round which cluster
mony and in the prescmce of the people a so much of the fashionable and false, in
year ago. Man answers to God for his re- which merit fails before the claims of wealth
ligion, not to his follow man. Hence,all must and social stauding, and assuranue passes for
be left free to the influences of moral suasion worth. Graceland stands remote from such
for the implanting and fostering of religious influences; and yet, amid conditions, and
faith and dogma, and institutions of learning among a people whose faces have always been
must be kep0 free from all coercive influences set against the sale and use of intoxicants,
by which man may seek to exercise undue bscause of the evil and ruin that result from
bias and restraint over the faiths of others. it in a direct way and also because of the
The intention had in the founding of Grace- follies, evil habits, degradation and ruin that
land was to estabiish at Lamoni an institution '.ol~ow in its train in all communities .where
that should be free to all irrespective of faith, it 1s allowed place and power; here rn our
or creed. An institution in which an educa- midst, and on. our municipal borders l11rks
tion higher than is possible in the common this evil curse, seeking opportunity to
schools might be obtained; one ln which decoy and lead our young men astray. We
every student should he left free to fit him·· have no refuge but in open warfare against
self for the struggle of human existence this insidious foe of progress and improveamong men, without the interference of the ment, in social and moral worth before God
ecclesiastical, And, however tenacious we and men; and we sincerely hope that Gracemay as a people bs concerning our beliefs, land may be a strong and effectual aid in inwe desire that our neighbors, and friends fiuencing our young men to become sober and
who may think differently than we do, may valunble citizens of the State,
feel that in Graceland they and their chilEarly in the rise and progress of the peodren may find a home of friendliness and ple so largely represented hero to-day, the
peace for educational purposes alone, and not, need for educational institutions was seen
an instrument for the spread of dogma, or· and acknowledged. Efforts were made to
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I supply the need, and within four years
I the day when a little hanO.ful of men

from
were
organized into a band of believers called the
church, a school wr.s established,
Men
recognized that they were unlearned; but
they were not proud of their ignorance, neither were they ashamed to use an opportu·
nity to remedy their deficiency.
'l'hey
believed God had called them, and would
hold them accountable for the use they made
of both time and talent, so men. long past
school age set about their studies, and soon
placed themselves alongside of the scholars
of their time.
The desire and effort to secure learning
were continued with them in their settlement in Missouri, and after the expulsion
from that State and the settlement in Illinois, one of their first measures was to secure
by public effort a charter from the legislature
for a university, at Nauvoo, for which a
faculty excellently qualified to advance the
interests of the cause of education of the peopie was chosen, and the school was at once
established and well patronized.
It may be news to some if not to all present
to be told that among ourselves when the
project of establishing a college to be conducted under the auspices a,nd direction of
the church was broached, the objection was
urged that it was for the purpose of educating men for the ministry, and as we taught
that to God himself belonged the prerogative
to qualify and call the men by whom he proposes to declare repentance and redemption
to man; hence, any attempt to forestall th!'l
divine action by educating men to be called
is to assume indirectly to counsel the Lord.
This objection exists with some still; but I
bope, if there is anyone here who may believe that the founding of Graceland College
was for the purpose of educating men for the
ministerial field, with intent to instruct or
dictate to God in any sense, as to whom he
should call and send into the harvest field, I
would ad vise him to go into his closet and
there seek for a broader comprehension of
what the conception of the work may have
been. v'Ve concede that God alone can call
and qualify the ministers by whom he will
essay to save the wodd. for one God called,
God sent laborer is more efficient in publishing salvation than any number fitted, qualilied, and chosen by men alone can ever be.
And while we concede this gnd are waiting
for the Master to carry on his work in his
own way, it is our duty and should be our
pleasu~e to do all we ~an to ~t and quali'.y
our children to fill their :i.ppornted places rn
life's contest; then if God pleases to choose a
polished shaft from those who may have been
educated in Gracelnnd, we shall feel thankful; and if not, and he sends by the hands of
others, we shall give him praise for his wisI dom and his mercy unto the world.
If asked then, Is the College at Lamoni
founded by the church for the purpose of
educating men for its denomational ministry?
l answer, No.
Nor is it to he used ns a
means of teaching the denominational tenets
of the church; the teaching of dogma and
church practice to be left to the elders of the
church in their calling and the church in its
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ecclesiastical character as a work specifically I fices made in founding them he did not be- that threaten the republic are not from withbelong-ing there. Speaking for myself, and I lieve all the rewards of the future would out but from within. Only by integrity and
believe correctly representing those associ- come alone to the children of the larger, but intelligence could the firesides of the nation
ated with me as the Board of Trustees in he was sure that from these humbler halls be preserved.
ere0ting the building; and Board of Directors would come those whom the world would acThe speaker referred to the address of
in carrying the school on, I feel safe in knowledge its heroes and leaders.
President Joseph Smith and strongly comassuring the people that the character of the
The speaker referred to the trial of the mended it for its breadth and liberality of
institution shall be in keeping with the Dartmouth College case, and Webster's great thought. He was glad that within these
pledge made to the public in the inscription argument in behalf of his Alma Mater, in walls the utmost liberality of thought was to
on the stone at the door that it shall be non- which he referred to the college as "a small be allowed consistent with safety and
sectarian.
college," and as, "one of the lesser lights in sobriety. License and anarchy were not
It is to our interests that men shall be the literary horizon of our country," and yet liberty. He also commended the institution
taught the value of political liberty, that it held all his fealty and affection. The because it was nonsectarian and would make
lo-ve of country and devotion to republican speaker said that the little New Hampshire no distinctions on account of sex. He said
political institutions as demonstrated in the college had more houor on that day than that while he approved of the fact that it
establishment and perpetuation of the gov- mere numbers and wealth could have given. was to be free from sectarian influences, he
ernment of the United States of which we all The true honor and glory of educational in- hoped that moral restraints would not be
are so justly proud. To fully appreciate and stitutions consist in the youth they prepare lacking. He believed no system of education
value human political liberty, men must by for noble and useful life.
The speaker was complete which neglected the moral side
study become acquainted with the history of quoted from Professor Bryce's American oi man's nature.
the nation; learn what th3 principles upon Commonwealth in which he said: "The
"I do not say," said he, "that every good
which the governmeet is based are; then European observer conceives that his Ameri- man is an intellectual man, nor that every
having the inherent love of place of birtl::.. can friends may not duly realize the services intellectual man is a good man; but I do say
and home active in heart and brain, men which these smaller colleges perform in the that I believe that an intellectual man has a
become citizens of worth to the State in pro- rural districts of the country. They set better chance to be good because he is intelportion to the effort they have made to per- learning in a vii::ible form before the people. lectual; and a good man has a better chance
form the duties of citizenship. The danger They give a chance of rising in some intel- to be intelleotual because he is good."
to the State being greater from the unedu- lectual walk of life to many a strong and
The speaker referred to the multitudinous
cated within its bounds, let us then see to it earnest nature who might otherwise have educational movements of the day, and conthat our own hamlet shall do what it can to failed."
gratulated the people tbat they had decided
make of our rising youth men upon whom
That was to be the objects of this in•titu- to bear their part in the mighty movements
the burdens of state may safely rest.
tion. From humble begitrniug,•, i•Hk· d, our now being put forth for the uplifting of
Hon. H. M. Towner, Judge of the greatest institutions of learning had grown. humanity. He wished them the fullest realThird Judicial District of Iowa, was The speaker spoke of the humble origins of ization of their plans, for if they were fulfilled
introduced and delivered a very Yale and Harvard which had been estab- nothing but good would result. Let our
lished by the unselfish devotion of noble men.
able and instructive address. Provi- He expressed the hope °that the insitu- endeavor be to build happy homes, where
intelligence and virtue ever abide; where
sion for reporting the speakers ver- tion they were estabiishing might receive greater knowledge leads to greater love, and
batim had been overlooked, and we such assistance and benefactions as would where larger wisdom leads to larger reverare compelled to give the address in place it beyond the chance of failure and ence. Let our proud boast be that here the
children of the state in the light of that
a greatly abridged form, which we make its existence perpetual.
knowledge and wisdom, do all their duty in
The
speaker
said
one
of
the
great
objects
very much regret:of a higher education was to teach the duties the fear of God and for the good of man.
ADDRESs.
and responsibilities of citizenship, the inculThe following is Elder J. R. LamJudg-e Towner referred to the systems of cation of an elevated, unselfish, and devoted bert's address in full. It is excellent
education prevalent in the old worlil, where patriotism. He spoke of the ignoble scramin tone and valuable in its suggesthe few were provided with magnificent uni- bles of selfish ambition in which the better
versities, and the many were allowed to·re- and higher ideals of patriotism were lost and tions:Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen:-The
main in ignorance. Our forefathers adopted said that what was needed was the trained
a different plan. They sought to rest the en- and educated mind to know the best, and to de- purpose had in view by those who supervised
tire foundations of government on an en- mand the best. The tendency among educated this beautiful structure, and established this
ligated and educated citizenship. He spoke men to sneer at patriotism and t.o decry poli- college school, was to furnish suitable opporof the founding of Harvard College in whose tics was to be deplored. Our country was tunities to our sons and daughters for acquirsupport the Colonists gave a sum from their worthy the best thought and the best service of ing a superior education, without having to
scanty means equal to all the other public the best men. He hoped to see the influences send them abroad; and that those who are
charges. The immigrants who settled these that went from this inst,itution on the side of abroad might be able to place their sons and
western prairies carried with them the spirit these higher views. The speaker told of the daughters where they will be properly proand the purpose of their colonial forefathers, mission of Protagoras to Athens, not to teach tected from those immoral and hurtful
.and have everywhere planted schools and col- music, or geometry, or astronomy, but how influences which too frequently surround into b3come good citizens of the state. That stitutions of this kind, while they are securleges.
The speaker said he had little sympathy was a worthy object for any institution of ing- a similar education.
The religious community which has taken
with those who had no commendation for in- learning. He hoped that the dignity, and
stitutions of learning whose graduates were responsibilit,y, and exceeding privileges of this matter in hand, and proceeded thus far
not counted by the thousands and whose en- an American citizen would be impressed by with the work, believes that the cause of
dowment funds were not counted by the mil- all the influences that should rule the place. humanity is the cause of truth and right;
lions. He had no criticism to make of those; The speaker told how Germany had risen and that the cause of truth and right
they had their place and their work. But from the humiliation of Jena by national edu- is the cause of God. They believe that all
he would confess his sympathies were largely cation, until she had become the arbiter of good is of God, and that it should be diligently
with the smaller ccllegEs, which had sprung power in Europe, and a leader of the intel- sought, learned, and received; that true edufrom the necessities of enlightened communi- lectual thought of the world. Such was the cation is a precious boon which all should
ties, and which afforded at the threshold of power of education when applied to the serv- prize; that, so far as · they are concerned,
Christian homes education for the children ice of the state. And it was not only good they have been divinely instructed to "seek
of th0 weBt, And as he recalled the sacri.- policy; it was our only safety, The dangers learning even by study, and also by faithj' 1
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to learn words of wisdom out of the "best
books."
They believe that some of the
sources from which they are to draw needed
information, and with which they are to become acquainted, are "things both in heaven,
and in earth, and under the earth; things
which have been; things which are; things
whi.ch must shortly come to pass; things
which are at home; things which are abroad;
the wars and the perplexities of the nations;
. . . and a knowledge of countries and of
kingdoms," etc.

of valid minds, and, therefore, are not susceptible of receiving a true education.
"Knowledge is power;" and power for good,
always, if rightly applied. Salvation in this
world, as well as in the world to come, is dependent upon knowledge i·eceived by us.
Knowledge is needed in all the professions
and avocations of life; and, all other things
being equal, he who is best and most completely educated, will best fill his station in
life, whether he is a farmer, common laborer,
merchant, lawyer, teacher, statesman, or minAs Mr. Morris puts it in the preface to his ister of the gospel.
work entitled "Science and the Bible,"
If the work of educating is a progressive
"Two great volumes have been laid before work, as it certainly is, then every iustitution
man for his instruction, and from which his of learning should be, in some sense, in adideas and science all have been derived-the vance of those which have preceded it, Such,
material works and the inspired word of God. we trust, will be the case with "our college."
These being the production of the same wise And in order to make our educational work
and unchangeable Author, the harmony sub- valid and complete, two things, broadness and
sisting between them is universal and com- trueness, must enter into it, and everything
of a dissimilar character must be excluded.
plete."
Scientist& tell us that we should learn By broadness, we mean, first, that the whole
many useful and important lessons from the man should be educated. "Educate the head
material world and the great forces found to think, the heart to feel, and the body to
act."
therein. We concede the statement to be
Uniform development of the intellectual,
right.
The Bible does not oppose th.is
moral, and physical man is what is needed.
thought.
And, in the second place, we must not limit
"The heavens declare the glory of God;
the fields of operation for the human mind,
and the firmament showeth his handinor the operation of the mind in the illimitawork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and
ble fields which it is permitted to occupy.
night unto night showeth knowledge. There
Man was made "in the image of God," and
is no speech nor language where their voice
there is no line of limitation which has been
is not heard. Their line is gone out through
reached beyond which others may not go.
all the earth, and their words to the end of
Man has never progressed so far in the realm
the world."-Psalms 19: 1-4.
of knowledge, but what with more time and
"For the invisible things of him from the opportunity he may go farther.
creation of the world are clearly seen, being
It is not eno~gh to learn to repeat the
understood by the things which are made,
statements of the text-books, for these books
even his eternal power and Godhead; so that
were all made by men, and their positions
they are without excuse."-Romans 1: 20.
and statements frequently need to be critiIt is therefore our dut.y, to seek so far as
cised and tested. It is important, therefore,
we may, knowledge from the works of God,
that a college faculty be composed of broadin the heavens and in the earth, by study, as
minded men and women who are able to leave
well as by faith.
the beaten track whenever the interests of
It is eminently fitting, too, that the people truth demand it; and thus, by example as
who are committed by such expressions and well as precept, teach the student the insentiments as these, and who believe that valuable habit of thinking for himself.
thev are obligated to do all within their
By trueness, we mean that the student
power to benefit humanity, should be the should be taught to think and act correctly,
first to offer to their sons aud daughters, as for it is by thinking in a true and logical
well as the sons and daughters of all others manner that we arrive at correct conclusions.
who may wish to avail themselves of like It is, too, important, to us, and indispensable
privileges, suitable and safe oppo!'.'tunities of to our success, that we inculcate correct
entering into and exploring the vast and rich principles. We are confronted with scientific,
fields of literature and science. How could political, social, and religious problems
they do their whole duty and do less than which demand solution; hence the best
this?
thought and action which can be had, are,
There are people yet to be found-and good and will be, needed. While we may not be
people too-who believe that to thus open the able to move far, comparatively, we can,
way for the acquirement of a superior educa- nevertheless, master, in a sense, some fundation, is simply to off."er an opportunity to be-1 mental principles which belong to these difcome proud, and, per consequence, to become ferent departments, and thus start and
less useful both in church and state. This is I continue in the right direction.
a great mistake. True education humbles
Very much depends upon this. The effect
rather than exalts. But in the true sense of will be to replace the ranks which are now
worth and honor, it exalts, and does not occupied by too many men and women who
abase. If months and years of proper tuition, can think only in certain grooves and chanespecially in the advanced branches of learn- nels which are all too narrow and uncertain
ing, does not make its intended recipient,s to be used as standards. For instance, there
more humble, more liberal, and more chari- are some scientists who can only think actahle, it is becaut;e they are n9t. tn possessioµ cording to a cert~in scientific creed; sowe
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religio~ists and politicians who can think
only along certain denominational and party
lines.
The moral nature of man needs to be developed as well as the intellectual. There is
a great disparity between the development
of these qualities of the mind in our age.
We have many strong- intellects, but entirely too few who are heroes in a moral
sense. Why is it? We never can become
truly useful in society, and fill the positions
we were intended to fill, until we have a
proper appreciation of the pure and the good.
Not only this, but we need a correct knowledge of others' rights and privileges, and a
disposition to respect them, making no difference between the King on his throne and the
beggar by the wayside; between those who
dress in silk and broadcloth, and those who
are necessarily clad in the poorest garments
-both tattered and torn.
The demand for moral courage and strength
is great and important. We should so educate our sons and, daughters that when they
become convinced that they are wrong, they
will have the courage to change, as well as
the ability to furnish sound reasons for their
conversion.
"Wise
men change; fools
never." On the other hand, all need that
sense of right-and the courage to execute
the thought-that will enable them to strictly
adhere to their native convictions until they
are prepared and willing to profess conversion, and furnish reasons for ·the change,
without any regard to their social, political,
or religious surroundings. This wholesale
policy business, outside of the lines of truth,
and right, and conscience, is one of the crying sins of tbe age; and any people who wink
at it, are certainly not aware of what they are
doing.
If the following statements were true when
published, the conditions set forth are certainly no better now:"The country is in a bad way: that is the
honest truth of it. The man t.hat does not
see that trouble of the most serious character
is brewing, and who laughs idly at professed
danger, is a fool and will yet be ground to
powder. There is discontent, distrust, and
dissatisfaction about us everywhere. 'l'he
fact is that our social and political fabric is
rotten."-Chicago Inter-Ocean, July, 1878.
Broad and true education will not only unfold and strengthen the mind, but it will correct that which is wrong. It teaches us
what we may do, and bow to do it; what we
may not do, and how to avoid it. It both instructs and disciplines the individual. College students who are seeking a superior
education should be a pattern and proper
example to students of the common school in
all matters of morality and decorum.
On the lines of truth and right, according
to the avowed purpose for which this institution of learning was established, we may expect success; but on any other lines we may
not expect it, either in college or out of
it Let all bend their energies to sus"
sustain so worthy an undertaking, not only
by furnishing means to lift the debt now
hanging over the building, and furnishing
fltiu(!.eµts for the school-bqth of w:P.i0h l],rt_i
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important-but by using their influence in
every legitimate way in favor of the right
and against the wrong, in church, town, and
county.
Example is more potent than word. Let
us see to it that this great teacher shall be a
true and abiding inducement to parents to.
send their sons and daughters here to receive
a higher education.
If we wish college students to become
broad-minded and liberal, we must be so ourselves; if we are anxious that they shouid
become Christians, or continue to be Christians, as the case may be, then let Christianity, pure and complete, be taught in a
consistent manner, in the church, Sunday
school, and family, and its precepts enforced
by true and consistent lives. If it is wrong
for the college student to indulge in .rough
and vulgar conversation, let us avoid such
conversation ourselves; if it is wrong-as it
certainly is-for the college student to chew
and smoke tobacco, let us avoid this popular
evil ourselves; if we desire our boys and
girls, young men and young women, to think
pure thoughts, and perform noble deeds, let
us so think and act.
It is true, this institution is not for the
purpose of engaging in religious exercises,
or teaching religion in any form. Anything
which looks toward the union of church and
state, in the least degree, is not, only cor1tmy to
the spirit and genius of Om' govermcnt, bt1t
it is alike contrary to the spirit and sentiment of the principles of the faith and doctrine of this religious community, by which
constitutional principles they are bound. But
we can and should, through the work of the
pulpit, press, Sunday school,and home, manifest to these students, while they are with
us, and to all others, that we have a greater
love for God, the truth, and the right, than for
anything else.
Success to the enterprise. May it soon become a known honor to this community; yes,
more, an honor and blessing to the town,
county, and state. An honor and blessing to
untold hundreds who shall be made wiser
and better, and more useful among men, because of the things which they have learned
within these walls.
COLLEGE DEDICATION FUND.

C. Danielson, Illinois .......... $
W. E. Williamson, Illinois .....
J. Midgorden, Illinois .........
C. J. Hunt, Iowa...............
A. W. Hunt, Canada.... . . . . . . .
A.H. Rudd, Iowa..............
F. R. Schafer, Iowa............
J. H. Hinderliter, Missouri......
J.M. Severence, Washington..
William 0. Thomas, Missouri. .
Indian River Branch of Church,
Maine ........................
F.G.Dungee,Shenandoah,Iowa ..
L. L. Jones, Illinois............
Joel Haskins. Iowa.............
James Mills, Illinois ....... c ••••
D. E. Tucker, Florida ..........
S. D. Allen, Florida ............
M. J. Schafer, Nebraska........
Jennie Barrett, Nebraska......
George Burnham, Connecticut ..

5 00
1 00

1 00
50
50
fiO
50
50
50
50
6 00
3 00

1
1
1
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50
25
00
00
00
50
50
50
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C. R and E. Johnson .......... 2 00
I. L. Rogers, Illinois ........... 15 00
Ace Manchercee, Illinois ....... 5 00
L. D. Rogers, Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Chas. H. Wyatt, California ..... 1 00
Samuel Wyatt, California ...... 1 00
Charlott Wyatt, California ..... 1 00
Olive Wyatt, California ........ 1 00
Ivy Wyatt, California .......... 1 00
Albert T. Davis, Kansas........
50
F. 0. Thomason, Kansas ........ 1 00
W. Vickery, Illinois............
50
Mary Lear, Illinois...... . . . . . . 50
William S. Stewart, Iowa . . . . . . 50
Mrs. H. Uncafer, Pennsylvania. 1 00
Laura I. Cook, Maryland.. . . . . .
50
Mary E. Young, Maryland.....
50'
John Barnes, Iowa.............
50
James Houston, Illinois ......... 1 00
D.R. Harris, Montana ......... 2 00
Mrs. D.R. Harris, Montana .... 2 00
Frank Hupp, Woodbine, Iowa..
50
Geo. Blackman, Jr.,
''
50
S. B. Kibler,
"
50
50
E. L. Harper,
"
Ann Butler,
50
"
50
E. C. Thorpe,
"
50
Nathaniel Mefford,
"
50
J.E. Adam~,
"
25
George Kemish,
"
50
S. C. Diggle,
"
50
Mrs. Tuck,
50
A. J. Yarrington,
"
Geo. Blackman, Sr.,
50
"
Caroline Kibler,
50
"
Alice Asquith,
50
"
Mrs. Hansen,
50
"
Unknown,
50
"
Dalla L. Criley, Lamoni, Iowa ..
25
Eli Hayer,
1 00
"
Bertie L. White,
25
Vere Blair,
25
"
Ray Nicholson,
25
Sarah Bass,
50
"
W. E. Myers,
5 00
"
B. Stedman,
1 00
"
T. J. Bell and wife,
1 00
"
W.R. Salisbury,
1 00
"
F. H. Horne, labor,
1 90
"
Mrs. B. Haws, Utah ............
50
U. M. Kelley, Indian River,Me ..
25
Ada S. Kelley,
15
"
A .. W. Kelley,
25
"
Lizzie A. Dauphinee, "
25
Caroline S. Leighton, "
15
Hattie E. Groy,
25
"
Lizzie R. Smith,
10
"
I. J. Crowley,
50
"
J. A. Crowley,
10
"
R. D. Crowley,
25
"
Martha Joy,
25
"
Darius D. Joy,
25
"
Wm. N. Ingersoll,
25
"
Annie R. Ingersoll, "
15
From a friend,
25
,,"
Ada Pray,
1 00
H. Stinson,
25
"
Anua L. Leighton,
25
"
U. W. Leighton,
25
Flora Lakeman,
25
"
Stephen Radley,
20
"
Frank P. Smith,
10
"
Wm. T. Noyes,
15
"

"

S. K. Bissell,
15
"
Thos. Harris, Mont.......
1 00
Mrs. T. N. Pace, Iowa..........
50
Mrs. S. S. Wilcox, Iowa........
50
J. F. Redfield, Iowa............
50
W. W. Gaylord, Iowa..........
50
J.B. Cline, Iowa...............
50
Arthur H. Adams, Minn ....... 1 00
H. B. Sterrett, Utah. . . . . . . . . . . 50
Mrs. Etta Sterret, Utah........
50
J.C. Jensen, Utah.............
50
E. E. Sterrett, Utah..... . . . . . . 50
Miss P.A. Sterrett, Utah......
50
Mrs. P. Sterrett, Utah. . . . . . . . .
50
S. M. Rogers, Illinois .......... 1 00
W. W. Owens, Iowa............
50
A Sister, Iowa.................
50
Mrs. Pauline Ruby, Iowa ....... 1 00
Mary H. Raymond, Montana .... 2 00
John Richins, Utah............
50
Mary C. Hart, Iowa............
75
Bert E. Fry, Iowa .............. 1 00
Wm. H. Deam, Iowa .......... 2 00
Mrs. Eli Hayer, Iowa .......... 1 00
Helen Radnich, Iowa .......... 1 00
0. L. Frazier, Iowa ............ 1 00
Geo. E. Ward, Iowa ............ 5 00
Homer Dye, Iowa ............ 1 00
A. M. Newberry, Iowa ......... 1 00
Oliver S. Lane, Iowa. . . . . . . . . ..
50
E. D. Briggs, Iowa .............. 5 00
S. Shakespeare, Iowa .......... 1 00
W. T. Shakespeare, Iowa ...... 1.00
Mrs. Bertha Martin, Iowa. . . . . .
25
Mrs. Hettie Garland, Iowa.....
25
M. Tilton, Iowa ................ 1 00
Robt. Currie, Iowa ............. 5 00
W. B. Paul, Iowa .............. 1 00
Jos. LaFrance, Iowa............
50
Mrs. J. T. Hopkins, Iowa ....... 1 00
Clara Dudley, Iowa ............. 1 00
Anto Ward, Iowa...............
50
Eliza H. Crowson, Alton, Ill. ... 5 00
Anna Fairhurst,
1 00
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Andrews,
Shenandoah, Iowa ............ 5 00
Frank L. Goode, Tabor, Iowa .. 1 00
Ellis Short, Standley, Ind. Ter.25 00
Mrs. E. Short,
"
25 00
Miss Eva M. Bailey, "
2 00
Charles Derry, Woodbine, Iowa 3 00
·r. S. Vantreese, Marshalltown,
Iowa ......................... 2 00
H. N. Hansen, Pleasant Grove,
Utah ......................... 1 00
R. Etzenhouser, Cleveland, Ohio 5 00
Mr~. Myra Clark Brown, Lehi,
Utah .......................... 1 00
Ethan Barrows, per C. B., Salt
Lake City, Utah ............. 10 00
John Jervis, Keb, Iowa ......... 5 00
Thomas R. Allen, Lucas, Iowa..
50
H.J. Hanna, Virginia, Minn ... 1 00
Mrs. H.J. Hanna,,
"
50
Elizabeth G. Hanna, "
25
Mrs. C. B. Kelley, Lamoni, Io .. 1 00
Joseph Wheeler, Terrace, Utah. 1 50
Mary A. Hines, Independence,
Iowa.........................
50
Belle Willard, Dorrance, Mich.
10
Grace Wi.llard,
"
10
Mrs. Susan Thornton, Montrose,
Iowa ......................... 1 50
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Miss Emma Woolsey, Nebraska
City, Neb .................... 5 00
Mrs. Anna Nielson, Nebraska
City, Neb .................... 5 00
W. W. Hitchings, Sr., Beaver,
City, Utah.................
l 00
"A Sister,'' San Diego, Cal. .... 2 00
Gideon Hawley and wife, Defiance, Iowa ................... 5 00
James M. Kelley, Macedonia, Io.20 00
Frank W. Mills, Independence,
Missouri .................... .
50
Mrs. Sophia P. Day, Castana,
Iowa ......................... 5 00
Win. B. Kelley, Lamoni, Iowa .. 1 00
Joa. R. Salyards,
''
40
Zenas Gurley, Jr.,
"
10
Gladstone Gurley,
"
10
Grace Gurley,
"
10
Zelma Gurley,
"
10
Stanley Kelley,
"
10
10
David E. Kell0y,
"
Laura B. Kelley,
"
25
25
Jeannett V. Kelley, "
Richard C. Kelley,
"
50
James E. Kelley,
"
50
Martha F. Brown,
"
1 00
Edith Baggerly,
"
25
William Graham,
"
75
F. J. Hopkins,
''
5 00
M. Bradfield,
"
1 00
Mrs. Hopkins,
"
5 00
Ed. Ballou,
"
5 00
1 00
J. E. Anderson,
''
Ed. L. Kelley, Jr.,
''
1 00
Hon. H. M. Towner, Corning,
Iowa ......................... 25 00
Mrs. E. Criley, Lamoni, Iowa,..
50
Alice Criley,
"
15
Emma Criley,
"
10
Annie E. Allen,
''
1 00
Gertrude Spurrbr, "
25
Jennie Rabidou,
"
50
Joseph Mather,
"
4 50
May Mather,
"
50
Mrs. J. A. Gunsolley, "
50
Pauline Cooper,
"
05
Mrs. T. Teale, Leon, Iowa,......
50
Mrs.J. vV. Waterman,Lamoni,Io.
50
Mrs. Mary A. White,
"
25
Lewis Tryon,
"
50
N. A. Good win,
"
10
Mrs. N. A. Good win,
"
25
Mrs. D. F. Lambert
Clifford Brolliar,
"
05
Lucy Gunsolley,
25
25
Harold Gunsolley,
"
Mrs. J. A. Gunsolley,
"
25
25
J. A. Gunsolley,
'"
R. W. Scott,
"
50
B. M. Anderson,
"
50
I. A. Smith,
"
50
F. T. Bradfield,
"
25
8. M. Bass,
"
50
W. E. Hougas,
"
1 00
H. W. Smith, ·
"
25
Mattie Hansen,
"
50
50
Geo. A. Tryon;
''
S. R. Burgess, St. Louis, Missouri, tickets to college entertainment ..................... 5 00
James Anderson, Kansas City,
Kansas ....................... 2 50
1

''

Mrs. E. P. Anderson, Kansas
City, Kansa€ ................. 2 50
Mrs. B. A. Greer, St. Louis, Mo .. 1 00
A. D. Greer,
"
1 00
G. K. Shelly, Kansas City, Kan .. 1 00
-1 0:-J
Charles Wooden,
"
25
Lillie Wooden,
"
George H. Wells,
"
50
50
Henry A. Gerber,
"
25
John F. Moore,
"
J.B. Wells,
,5
05
25
Jay Hoffman,
"
25
W. E. McKelvey,
"
T. J. Burch, Pleasanton, Iowa,
tickets to college entertainment .................. , ...... 1 00
L. Atkinson, Lamoni, Iowa ..... 5 00
Isaac Phillips, Lucas, Iowa .... 1 00
David T. Evans,
"
50
J. A. Evans,
"
25
P. P. Batten, What Cheer, Io....
50
Evan J. Jones,
"
50
Mary Batten,
"
25
Jane Rowley,
"
25
C. Rowley,
"
20
Ella Jones,
"
10
Ethel Jones,
"
10
Nettie Jones,
"
10
Lena Jones,
"
05
Carl W. Lange, Kickapoo, Wis. 1 00
T. H. Moore, Providence, R, I..
50
Henry Hoerman,Netawaka,Kan. 1 00
Henry Green, ·
"
50
David Williams, Sen., "
50
Harry Thomas,
"
50
Jane Gault, Reno, Nevada ...... 5 00
A friend by J. A. Gunsolley .... 20 00
Levi Cheney ... , ............... 4 00
W. A. Hopkins and wife,
Lamoni, Iowa ............... 100 00
Mamie Allen, Lamoni, Iowa .... 5 00
Ruby Stedman,
"
2 00
Nellie Davis,
"
5 00
Lena Church,
"
05
Nora Briggs,
"
50
Emma Briggs,
"
1 00
Glaud L. Smith,
"
8 00
J. J. Rabidou,
~'
1 00
H. C. Smith,
"
1 00
Mabel Olsen,
"
05
Maud Olsen,
"
05
J. Hougas and wife, "
2 00
Dan Cooper,
"
25
John Wahlstrom,
"
25
A. J. Hiscock,
"
l 00
A. Lovell,
''
25
H. Hayer,
"
1 00
Cora Cochran,
"
25
Mansel Wiliiams,
50
C. Bradfield,
"
1 00
L. B. Gaulter,
''
2 00
J. W. Gunsolley,
"
1 00
Maud Gunsolley,
"
25
Walter Gunsolley,
"
50
Frank Criley,
"
25
A. L. Riggins,
"
l 00
Walter Nicholson,
"
25
C. F. Graham,
·~
1 00
C. A. Eiker,
"
1 50
I. W. AllBnder,
"
.. 10 00
Dr. J. H. Hansen-I ner cent
of yearly earnings, till debt
is paid-not less per year
than ......................... 10 00

25
P. P. Kelley, Glenwood, Iowa .. 10 00
Oscar Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa .. 3 00
Grace R. Gurley,
"
2 00
Z. H. Gurley,
"
3 00
Nettie B. Williams, "
2 00
Will J. Mather,
"
5 00
R. S. Salyards,
"
3 00
D. P. Dudley,
"
50
James Whitehead,
"
5 00
W. N. Ray,
''
50
Mrs. A. E. Cobb,
"
5 00
E. P. Hawley,
"
50
John Harp,
"
50
A. K. Anderson,
"
1 00
S. D. Shippy,
'"
1 00
Mrs. Dwight Davis,
"
1 00
E. Sparks,
"
5 00
Heman H. Smith,
"
1 00
F. M. Weld,
''
20
A Lady,
"
25
A. E. Dorn, Davis City, fowa...
25
John Shippy, Lamoni, Iowa..
50
Bertha Harder,
"
01
Herma Hansen,
"
08
Carrie R. Nelson,
"
20
H. M. Staggers,
"
50
Martha D. Dillen,
"
05
J arde Dillen
"
06
E. Mary Dillen,
"
06
C. W-. Dillen,
''
1 00
W. N. Abbot,
H
1 00
- - Harder,
"
50
Mrs. lTI. S. Mason,
"
I 00
J. W. Mc Vay, Spickard, Mo .... 5 00
Ml's. W.J.Temple,Lamoni,Iowa .. 2 50
W. J. Temple,
2 50
W. Forbes,
'~
25
Mrs. H. Stoddard,
"
1 00
.Tames M. Blood .... ·. . . . .. . . . . . .
70
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BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
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Mo1h8rs' HomB noltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
LIFTERS AND JJEANERS.

·'In which class are you? Are you easing the load
Of overtaxed lifters who toil down the road?

I

Or are you a leaner, who let othera bear
Your portion of Jahor an,d worry und care!

SELECT READING FOR FEBRUARY MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.

Ii OUR

I

f~urth co~ner-~~one is self-reliance.
There rs a sense rn wnich every human soul
is isolated from every other; it stands before
God a~ a uni~, r~sponsible for its individual
acts, rn shorG, it stands alone upon its own
foundation. In a modified sense this is true
in its relation to its fellows. Being able to
stand alone, makes all the difference between
a strong man and a weak one. It bas been
well said that the great want of the age is
men-"mcm who are not for sale, men who
are honest, sound from center to circumference, true to the heart's core; men whose
consciencbs are as steady as the needle to the
pole; men who can tell the truth and look the
world and the devil right in the eye; men who
neither brag nor i·un, neither flag nor flinch;
men who can have courage without shouting
to it; men in whom the courage [current] vf
everlasting life runs deep and strong; meu
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who do not cry, nor cause their voices to be
heard in the street, but who will not fail nor
be discoura,ged; who know their message
and tell i:t, know their place and fill it; mind
their own business, will not lie, are not too
lazy to work, not too proud to be poor; men
who are willing to eat what they have
earned, and wear what they .·have paid for."
Such men are self-reliant men, not blJwn
about by every wind of doctrine or whiff of
public opinion. To make such men and such
women, they must be trained to self-reliance
from childhood.
Emerson says that self-trust is the first element of success, the belief that if you are
here God put you here for cause, with some
task strictly appointed you, and that so long
as you work at that, you are well and successful. True self-reliance is founded on
faith in God. If it have any shallower foundation it is not self-reliance, but self-conceit;
but with its true foundation it becomes an
element of great value in character. Especially is self-reliance necessary for Americans,
for to them-the p:iople-is committed great
political and religious power. Hence, they
need to be trained to self-reliant, independent thought and action; to weighing carefully each question brought before them, and
to deciding upon its merits for themselves.
Do you say this is too difficult a leRson to
teach children? Not at all. We are continually, though often unconsciously, teaching them the one lesson or the other, the
lesson of self-reliant independence, or of dependence and indecision. If we constantly
choose for the child, deciding all questions
in matter or in morals for him, we are decidedly not training him to bo self-reliant.
The choosing may be so simple a thing as between two playthings, or between two articles of diet, each equally unobjectionable;
but if we chcose for him, or allow him to
choose first one, then the other, swaying
back and forth uncertainly, till in very vexation of spirit we make the choice for him,
usually to his great disgust, we are training him to two things: vacillation and distrust of his own judgment-neither of them
very serviceable equipments for after life.
But give him to understand that he must
make the choice himsslf, promptly yet deliberately, because irrevocably, and then
abide by the consequences, and you are teaching him an invaluable lesson. Our doting
love would shield children from the consequences of their own bad choosing; it is often
better to let them suffer the consequences,
that in the future they may choose more carefully and wisely.
Train them to be self-reliant by throwing
them upon their own responsibility.
One
way to accomplish this is to give each cbild
some definite work to do, and hold him responsible for the doing. A few years ago I
went to visit a friend whose "sons are all
daughters." The youngest, a bright little
miss of seven years, ls my especial pet and
always claims me as her own particular
guest. I arrived about sundown, and in her
deiight at my coming and in her efforts to
entertain me, Sala forgot her allotted task.
,After tea, we were seateg !1round tl:/.e fire and.
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J Sala w::is entertaining
me with an account
[ of her school experiences, which were still
a novelty, as she had just commenced at. tending school; suddenly she sprang up, exI cl::dming, "Oh! I forgot," and rushed out of
the room, out of the house into the darkness. "What is the matter with Sala?" I
asked. "Nothing, only she forgot to get
her kindling," her older sister replied, ''and
she has gone to the wood-house after it."
The little girl realized that this was her
work, and that if she did not do it it would
be undone, and her papa, when he came
down in the cold the next morning to make
the kitchen fire, would find no kindling
ready. This feeling of responsibility made
her break away from the pleasant group in
the sitting-room, and gave her courage to
go out into the darkness to do her neglected duty. If she grows to womanhood, I
feel sure my little Sala will be a self-reliant
woman.

I

Another way of training to self-reliance is
by allowing children to make purchases by
themselves. Of course, this presupposes a
training in distinguishing qualities of goods,
and a knowledge of the prices to be paid
for them. We know a wise mother who carries on this training very systematically,
commencing it when the children are quite
young, by allowing them to purchase small,
simple articles, like handkerchiefs, and continuing it as they grow older, until they can
be trusted not only to purchase all sorts of
dry-goods, but to do the family marketing.
Some of these children are grown and show
the good results of their ~raining in self-reliant manhood and womanhood.
I have another friend, the mother of an
only daughter, whom she idolizes with a
blind affection. The mother is a wonderfully
capable, energetic woman, possessed of what
Mrs. Stowe calls "faculty,'' and is such a good
judge of all sorts of goods that her friends
esteem it a great favor if she will accompany
them when they go shopping. She thinks her
daughter made of altogether finer clay than
common mortals, herself included; much too
good to be burdened with common duties,
like shopping and housework, so Inez was
never allowed to buy so much as a pocket
handkerchief for herself, nor to have any
share in, or care of, the work of the housebold. At eighteen Inez was married, and removing at once to a distant frontier town,
was thrown upon her own resources. But
she had no resources and no self-reliance.
Trained servants were not to be bad; most of
the work as well as the care of the house
came upon her. She must do the family
marketing and shopping; but she did not
know a "chuck" steak from a porterhouse,
and could be easily cheated on dry goods.
Her husband's income was limited, and wise
economy was necessay to make both ends
meet, Wor3t of all, she bad no confidence in
her own judgment. Her bitterest enemy
could not have wished to inflict on her more
trouble and distress than her doting mother
caused by neglecting ~o train her to self-reHance. Hers may be an exceptional case; if
so, it is exceptional in degree only, not in
r,hara(lter, Your chil<Jren rna'.y not go out to

the frontier, as did the daughter of my
friend, but in the most sheltered homes they
will find abundant use for good judgment, necision of character, and that self-reliance
which results from the possession of these
faculties.
Closely allied to self-reliance, is self-respect. Teach your children to respect themselves by showing that you respect them.
Froobel was wont to take off his hat to any
little child be met, bowing, as be said, to the
possibilities that are in him. There are
possibilities enough wrapped up in every little child to command the lovillg respect of
every parent. If children are undervalued,
doubted, snubbed, they are made to lack true
self-respect; lacking this when fourteen or
sixteen years old, they will never gain it, but
sneak through life as though they had no
proper place in the world. Destroy self-respect and you break down one of the strongest barriers against degarding vice.
On the other hand we need to guard
against the vanity and self-conceit which
seem innate to young America. These are
the vices of shallowness, a shallow nature,
superficial education, and need, for their correction, such a going down to the bottom of
things as shall convince young America that
he does not know as much as be thinks he
does. A wise parent will devise many ways
of pricking the bubble of bis self-conceit, always doing it good naturedly.-Childhood.
Its care and culture.
What help might properly begin when requiring a child to choose for himself?
How may selfishness be fostered by failing
to form in a child the habit of self-reliance?
What other evils may result? In what
other ways than those here mentioned may
a child be trained to be self-reliant?

MARYVILLE, Missouri.

Editors HM·ald: - Having read so much
about economy and charity, I would like to
give my views. While it is the duty of every
one to live within his means and lay up a little for old age, and no one can respect himself who goes in debt for things he can
possibly get along without, if he does not
know where the money is coming from to
pay for it; but is economy and givillg the
right kind of charity? Does not that make
paupers?
Is ·there not more good done by every one
living as well as he can all over the country?
"What will make better times? We so often
hear people say that such a person wasted so
much money on a funeral; perhaps one hundred dollars for coffin, fifty for flowers, forty
for carriages, five hundred for monument.
They think it would have been better to
have helped the poor. Has not such as he
helped the poor? Their money is not wasted.
Some one bas made a living by honest work
making coffins; some by raising flowers, etc.
It is charity to buy if you can afford it,. while
it is not a necesgity; and those who are not
J able 1 shquld. li.ve withiv their means, !f any·

I
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one can afford to live well, let him do so, it
1f "
'I "signs" spoken of in Mark 16 !
Even
helps others.
one of the signs to tonow the , 'them"
Some of my dearest friends are people who
-and "they" (Mr. Sewell's eleven),
live in luxury and drive by in their carriages,
THE WHITE-SEWELL DEBATE.-NO. 3.
was: , •They shall take up serpents."
and speak as pleasantly to me going on foot.
And I feel perfectly independent and glad DEAR READER: - In this my third I The only man we have any record of
they are able to live as they do. Their liv- a,ffirmative in support of, "Do true in the "old book" of doing such a
ing in luxury has been the means of me be- baptized believers in Christ of our thing, is Paul; and at the time Christ
ing able to make an independent living, day have a scriptural right to claim or spoke to Mr. Sewel1's ''them" and
when had all economised and given rne a lit- possess the miracu'J.ous gifts of the
"they" of taking "up serpents," Paul
tle, I should have been a pauper. So it is, H l S . 't
· d b Ch · t t
cl<ilar through. The lady who buys one rich
O Y
pin as promise
Y
r1s O was a violent persecutor and believed
suit helps the farmer who raises the grain I his disciples?" etc., I desire to call as little in ''signs following the be·
to feed all. The man that raises the wool, your attention to the statement: "It liever," .as does Mr. Sewell. Paul
the people who feed the silk worm, the fac- is written that •God is no respecter of was no part of Mr. Sewell's ''them"
tory girl, the merchants, the clerks, the persons.'" This being true, men and
and "they," but was one of the them
dressmaker. If we can afford to wear the
.
thirty-five dollar suit, let us wear it, and angel~ are forbidden to pre~ch a gos- and they that Christ referred to in the
give the tailor a chance. He does not want pel diverse from that which Jesus commission-- being one of the "every
charity, he wants work. If we can give work commanded to be preached to "every creature" that in after years heard,
to those who need it: that is what they want. creature," as found in Mark 16. Here believed, and was baptized.
No ablebodied man or woman with any self- it is stated by him who spake as never
We have no record of Mr. Sewell's
respect wants alms. A lady said to me the
k th t "H th .t b
th [ f
other day we are all living too extravagantly, rpan spa e
a . e a e le\ e
~
"them" and "they" laying hands on
that is what makes hard times. I told her every creature m all the world] and is Paul either; but we have record of
that if every one went to economizing the baptized, shall be saved." This is a
one Ananias, who was one of Christ's
poor would starve. Factories of all kinds universal promise, reaching down to
them and they of the ''every creature"
have closed because the demand had lessened "all nations" to the end of time. (See
laying hands on Paul. The signs of
and thrown thousands out of work, that
means suffering. If the demand would in- Matt. 24: 14.) "He that believeth not Mark 16 followed Philip, Stephen,
crease the factories would start up again; shall be damned." This as universal the twelve laymen of Acts 19, Anathat would give relief. There have been as the other.
nias, Cornelius and his house, the
prayereoffered for the poor, for there to be a
, 'And these signs shall follow them
Corinthian Gentile brethren, and
way opened up that they could get the neces- that believe."
This reaches to '·all
many others; but none were of Mr.
saries of life, and that same person would
cry extrav11gance if the saints would dress nations," as universal as do the other Sewell's "them" and "they;" but
nicely and furnish their homes with expen- two. The promise to be "saved," and were of Christ's "every creature." A
sive furni tnre. And yet we would like for "damned," and "signs to follow," is a
further investigation of this point
all to be fed, and employment will do that
promise as wide and sweeping to would seem useless.
However, a
and make a market for the farmers' products.
If my views are wrong I stand ''every creature" in "all the world,'' grammatical analysis of the text itand as universal and unchangeable as self might be in place. In considerready to be corrected.
MRS. H.B. T.
is the command to ''go preach· the ing this text three items are to be

fiqma

I

r ,

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Dec. 26.

gospel." The creature "saved," and
the creature to be ''darnned," and the
creature to whom "signs" were promised to "follow,'' were all members of
the same "all nations" (Matt. 24: 14),
and ''every creature" "in all the
world" (Mark 16: 15), where the gospel
should be preached.
These ''every
creature" were promised "signs to
follow,'' when hearing the gospel, by
"believing and being baptized."

Editors Herald:-Since last writing we
have baptized four more, making just fifty at
this place since the first day of last January.
The Christmas tree and entertainment was
a perfect success. It is written, "Men do
not gather grapes of thorns, nor figs of thistles," but what is there that a Christmas
tree will not produce? Well, everybody was
happy with the beautiful gifts plucked from
the evergreen, while old Santa Claus considered there was no exception to the rule and
hung on a fat turkey for R. E., all of which
But, Mr. Sewell argues that the
was appreciated, and the next day beside the
"them"
and "they" of Mark 16 refers
festal board we gracefully sustained the old
alone
to
the apostles! Elder Sewell's
adage, "Preachers love pouitry." "Mrs" was
always found where "Mr." might have been, strained grammatical analysis of Mark
so Mrs. Grant was getting everything that 16 is, to say the least, a disaster to his
came our way. But little things work mar- whole
theory. It is marvelous,
velous changes sometimes, for the ''s" was
strange,
if the pronouns "them" and
left off once and it read "Mr.," so the
''they"
refer
::iJlone to the eleven apospreacher walked off with a fine rockingchair. Then came the turkey and a few tles that Christ addressed in that commore nice little presents; so taking it alto- mission as being the only ones who
gether old Santa knew what he was about.
could enjoy the "signs following,''
Bro. Rathbun was the happy recipient of ' how it was that others outside of that
an elegant overcoat, while all the rest shared
l
,,
h b .
d
~ ft _
bountifully.
Happily yours,
e even, w o e 1ieve year;,; a .er
1

I"

R. E.

GRANT.

I wards, enjoyed the same kind of

considered: 1. Who is the speaker?
2. To whom is he speaking? 3. Of
what is he speaking? Mark is the
speaker here and he is quoting Jesus.
It is Mark who says in verses 14-17:
"Afterwards he [Jesus] appeared
unto the eleven . . . . And he [Jesus]
said unto them [the eleven], go ye
[eleven, second person denotes the
person addressed] into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature. He [generic term, he who, or
anyone who] that believeth [of every
creature] and is baptized shall be
saved, but he [generic term, he who,
or anyone who] that believeth not
shall be damned. And these signs
shall follow them that believe [of
every ere a ture]."
Mark says Jesus is the speaker.
The apostles are the ones spoken to,
and "them that believe," of "every
creature," are the persons spoken of.
The law of language is, a pronoun
must agree with the antecedent in
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gender, person, and number. There- miraculous result, whether received
fore: "In my name shall they [third under the hands of the apostles, who
person, denoting the person spoken were spoken to in Mark 16, or under
of, not you, second person, the ones the hands of Ananias (Acts 9: 17);
addressed, but they, the believer,] cast I and Paul (19: 6) J;ears afterwards, or,
out devils; they [the believer, third when given by God direct (Acts 10:
person, not you, second person] shall 44-47). Thus it was not apostles'
speak with new tongues; they [the be- hands that gave miraculous gifts, neiliever, third person, not you, second ther was it Ananias' hands; nor was
person] shall take up serpents; and if it any other man's hands." · "For to
they [the believer, third person, not one is given by the Spirit [not by
you, second person] drink any deadly apostles' hands, as Mr. S. will have
thing it shall not hurt them [the be- it] the word of wisdom; to another
lievers, third person, not you, second the word of knowledge by the same
person]; they [the believer. third per- Spirit; to another faith by the same
son, not you, second person] shall lay Spirit; to another the gifts of healings
hands on the sick and they [the sick, by the same Spirit; to another mirathird person, not ?JOu, second person J cles," prophecy, tongues, etc. -1
shall recover."
Here Mark drops the quotation
made by Jesus to the eleven and of
all believers. He then takes up the
relation of facts in verses 19 and 20,
how they went forth and preached
the gospel and how God worked with
them, and confirming the word with
signs following. Thus showing how
both preacher and the believer were
affected under the commission.
By what law of language Mr. Sewell can use the pronoun ''them" found
in Christ's language in verse 17, to be
antecedent to the pronoun "them" in
verse 20, where another's language is
being used altogether, when Christ's
utterance endf:ld with verse 18, I am
puzzled to know. At a single glance
anyone can see that Mark drops the
quotation made from Jes us at the end
of verse 18.

And whatsoever Lhing is good, is just and
true; wherefore, nothing that ia good denieth
the Christ, but aclrnowledgeth that he is.
And ye may know that he is, by the power
of the Holy Ghost; wherefore I would exhort
you, that ye deny not the power of God; for
he worketb by power, according to the faith
of the children of men, the same to-day and
to-morrow, and forever. And again I exhort
you, my brethren, that ye deny not the gifts
of God, for they are many; and they come
from the same God . . . . And 1 would exhort
you, my beloved brethren, tlmt ye remember
that he is .the same yesterday, to-day, and
forever, and that all these gifts, of which I
have spoken, which are spiritual, never will
be done away, even so long as the world shall
stand, only according to the unbelief of the
children of men . . . . And now I spea,k unto
all the ends of the earth, that if the day cometh that the power and gifts of God shall be
done away among you, it shall. be because of
unbclief.-Book of Mormon, pp. 544, 545.

Corinthians 12. So you see plainly
that all of these ''gifts," whether of
faith, knowledge, wisdom, tongues,
prophecy, healings, etc., fl.ow from one
Holy Spirit, to the baptized believer
in Christ. This abidin~
Comforter is
~
received by reason of s,n intelligent
belief and obedience to Christ and his
doctrine. This doctrine is, faith, repentance, baptism' laying on of hands,
resurrection of the dead, and eternal
judgment. (Heb. 6: 1-3.) The Holy
Spirit, once received by obedience,
then God gives by it, "manifestations
[of gift.s] of the Spirit," to "every
man to profit withal." (1 Cor. 12: 7.)
There is but one Holy Spirit, and the
"gifts" from that, you have seen, are
For want of space I will give but
faith, wisdom, knowledge,· healings, one more:prophecy, etc. Will Mr. S. say, "We
For behold, thus saith the Lord, This peohave no 'miraculous' faith, wisdom, ple begin to wax in iniquity; they understand
knowledge, healing, etc?" If you not the Scriptures: for they seek to excuse
themselves in committing whoredoms, because of tl:J.e things which were written cancerning David, a.nd Solomon his son.
Behold, David and Solomon truly had many
wives. and concubines, whi.ch thing was
abominable befor~ me, s::.11t.h ·Lhe Lord,
wherefore, thus saith the Lord, I have led
this people forth out of the land of Jerusa, lem, by the power of mine arm, that I might
raise up unto me a righteous branch from the
fruit of the loins of Joseph [who was sold into
Egypt]. Wherefore, I, the Lord God, will
not suffer that this people shall do like unto
them of old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear
me, and hearken to the word of the Lord: For
there shall not any man among you have
J save it be one wife: and concubine~ ~es.hall
~ave none: _For, I, the Lord Go?, aellgboeth
rn the chastity of women. Ana whoredoms
am an abomination before me.-Book of Mor116
from above, and cometh down from the Fa- mon, ~.·
.
ther of lights, with whom is no variableness,
This gives no uncertarn sound, and
neither slwaow of turninq.-James 1: 17.
forever silences the infidel's attack

Elder Sewell argu,es that people did I have faJith above that of an unregennot receive the miraculous gifts as the erated man, where did you get it? If
result of believing and being baptized; ! from God, it is a miracle-something
but these gifts came by apostles' that could not be received without
hands! I ask, If "belief" is not a pre- the intervention of God. If you have
· ·
, · ·
h , , "f ,, f
"k
l d
,, b
R
I
reqms1te to rece1vmg t e g1 ts rom
now e ge, a ove obert ngersoll,
God, would God bestow these "gifts" where did you get it? If from God,
upon a wicked person by the laying on it was a miracle in receiving it. If
of apostles' hands? Let our readers you have no "supernatural" faith, wisponder Mr. Sewell's desperate struo-dom knowledge tono-ues prophecies
0
.
'
'
'""
'
. •
'
gle to escape present revelat10n from etc., from the one Holy Spirit, what
God to man: "He that believeth and preeminence have you above Mr. Inis baptized shall be saved . . . . And gersoll? Not a whit; unless it is,
these signs shall follow them that be- "Having a form of godliness, but delieve."-Christ.
nying the power thereof." (2 Tim. 3 :
H th t b r
tl1
t
d
) Th t th .
e
a
e ieve · no • an apos- 5· "
e ry . is,
. .
tles' hands are laid on them then
Every gooa gift and every perfect gift rs

I

'

these signs shall follow them that believe."
Now, since God has said, "The
manifestation of the Spirit is given to
every man to profit withal;" and
that manifestation is of faith, wisdom, knowledge, healing, tongues,
prophecy, etc., why not every "true
baptized believer in Christ, have a
scriptural right to claim, or possess
these gifts?" No reason why, if ye
are not of little faith. Mr. S. chid·
ingly banters me to attempt to show a
new truth ever revealed to a Latter
Day Saint! Well presum8Jbly here is
one:-

I

these miraculous gifts shall follow!!
-Sewell. Christ vs Rev. C. W. Sew-.
ell, you see.
Therefore, "He that believeth and upon the Bible in regard to it teachThe J;Ioly Spirit :produced the same is baptized shall be 5;i.ved, . . . And ing *lin<l fiworing polygamy in the
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acts of David and Solomon. It also
condemns Utah Mormonism, and gives
the deathblow to their pretended revelation favoring polygamy, which they
have fraudulently tried to palm off on
Joseph Smith; which theory was so
gloriously defeated in the late famous
"Temple Lot Suit."
Mr. Sewell thinks I misstated him
when saying he "sneered and wrote

Evangelist for December 18,
11890, in speaking of Elder W. T.
Moore, LL. D., who was installed
President
of Missouri Bible College,
1
I at Columbia, Missouri, January 21,
1896, says:-

I

I

' .

says:-

Then sinners must receive it in order to
conversion.

If this is not "sneering" at and
ridiculing Christ's and Paul's sayings
about Spirit power, then I frankly
admit I don't understand Mr. Sewell's
language.
Mr. S. shows the weakness of his
cause in his attempt to answer my
exegesis on the"more excellent way,"
when seen in the light of the sayings
of the leading men of his own church.
Editor J. H. Garrison of the Christian
Evangelist for December 12, 1889,
when answering the question; "What
is 'that which is perfect,' in 1 Corinthians 13: 10?" says:
It is that perfectioll of knowledge which is
to come, when God's purpose shall be realized in his children, and they have been conformed to the image of his Son. Then the
partial knowlege we have now in the flesh
shall be "done away" as the stars are hid by
the effulgent light of tho rising sun. This
the apostle illustrates by the p"rogress of the
individual from childhood to manhood:
"When I was a child, I spake [prattled] as a
child, I felt as.a child, I thought as a child;
now that I am become a man I have put away
. childish things." So shall it be in our spiritual growth from the condition of babes in
Christ "till we all attain unto the unity of
the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a full grown man, unto the measure of the st8~ture of the fullness of Christ."
'l'his opens up a glorious destiny for every
child of God.

Thus, Elder Garrison with an unprejudiced mind decides this question
in my favor.
I cannot close this part of the subjust without introducing the testimony
of one of the brightest lights of Mr.
Sewell's church,-Rev. Moore. The
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sportingly" of some things regarding
the Spirit's power. Let the reader
call to mind how Mr. Sewell brought
up and argued the case of Balaam,
S:rnl, Caiaphas, etc.,-wicked and unprincipled men enjoying miraculous
gifts, in order to offset my argument
made in Jesus' saying in Mark 16 and
Paul's in 1 Corinthians 12: 3. Mr. S.
to answer this quotation of Paul's

SAINTS~

w. T. Moore, of London, fa a recent address, draws the following glowing picture
of the apostolic church when it is realized on
the earth: And should the Apo~tolic ~hu;·ch
finally ba reproduced, thereoy brrng·rng
Christ to the earth agr.in in personal power
and rest giviag influence, what would then
be the prospect before us? Let me ask you
to ~ive the imag.ination a little play at this
pornt. Try to pwture to yourselves, first of
all, a united christendom, thoroughly illustrating the seven unities in Ephesians, with
considerable emphasis on the "one Lord, one
faith and one baptism!" This would give a
practical reproduction of t?e living Christ in
every place where there . 18 now a local con~re?ation. Imagine agarn. these places. mu_lt1plled at least a hundr~~ tim_es; and .ye,, thrn
might not express anythrng like the rnci·ease
h
ld
1
1
A d
t". k f
t at wou
tarn P ace.
n _now .. nn
all. these
local
as ammated
.
. . churches
.
. . by the
D~v1.~e S?1r1t, .gu~d:d by the d1vme • wor~~
walk_rng In the _a 1_vrne c~mmandm_e~os, au
t~n~rng .to the divrn~ or~rnances, ~ 1 '.rng t?e
~1vme. life, ~?d mamfestmg the div:ne mmistry rn .f~earng the ~ung:~· clothr~g. the
naked, v1s1ting those rn pr1s10n, healmg the
sick, can·ying the gospel to every nation,
and preaching it to every creature! Is not
this picture enchanting? And yet, is it not
within the range of a possible realization?
Certainly we cannot doubt it. Does not
Christ still Ii ve and reign in the heavens?
And is it not true that he must ultimately
live and reign on earth? Surely if the J;Jicture I have drawn could be made real, there
would then be no need of human organizations to complete the work of the world's redemption.
All our social schemes would
then be seen to be utterly useless in the
light of that socialism of which Christ is the
author, and of which his true church is the
earthiy exponent wherever it exemplifies the
divine graces by living and manifesting the
di vine life.
The full realization of this
splendid ideal is what the world is waiting for, and until it is realized we must continue to trust, pray, labor, hope, and
patiently wait.

°

I am truly glad to turn the light
upon Mr. Sewell from so eminent a
man as is Elder Moore. Mr. Moore
says it is an "enchanting picture,"
and in the "range of a possible real·
ization." That is it; "true baptized
believers," have a "possible" chance
to "realize" these ,<'gifts" by "coveting," praying, and living for them.
Mr. S. plunges into Ephesians 4,
and wants to know if there will be
any "wind of doctrine," etc., after we
come to the "fullness of Christ"! I
I smile and ask: "How readest thou?"
o

] Mr. S. had better wait till we get to
I that state of perfectio.n, through the
I appointed means of ''gifts unto men."
I (Eph. 4: 8-11.)
The Church of
Christ is on earth; the war is now
on, and the battle is now r3,ging
against "every wind of doctrine" by
God's appointed servants, "earnestly"
contending "for the faith which was
once delivered unto the saints."
.

Now; Mr. S. makes another leap and
1
says:
"If they have actually got
these gifts and can prove it, I would
accept the whole proposition!" We
will prove you Here is evidence thnt
·

.

"'

would have stood m any court on
earth at the time of its transaction.
The following is found in Hayden's
history of the Disciples, page 250:It cannot be denied that .Joseph Smith was
a man of remarkable power over others . . . .
Ezra Booth, of Mantua, a Methodist preacher
of much mo
th9.
d"
lt
d
re
·"n 0 r rnary cu ure, an
with strong natural abilities, in company
wi"'h
J h
. d
" hi"s .,,
" 1·re , J\lf
1.tr. a n d M
~ rs.
o nson, an
some other citiz•:ns of this place, vl.sited
Smith at his home in Kirtland, in 1831. Mrs.
Johnson had been afflicted for some time
with a lame arm, and was not at the time of
that visit able to lift her hand to her head.
. . . During the interview the conversation
turned on the subject of supernatural gifts.
. . . Some one said, '"Here is Mrs . .Johnso.n
with a lame arm; has God given any power
to men now on earth to cure her?" A few
moments later, when the converss,tion had
turned in another direction, Smith rose, and
walking across the room, taking Mrs. Johnson by the hand, said in the most solemn and
impressive manner: "1Vonwn, in the name of
the Lord Jesiis Christ, I command thee to be
whole," aod immediately left the room. The
company were awe-stricken at the infinite
presumption of the man, and the calm assurance with which he spoke. The sudden
mental and moral shock-I know not how
better to explain the well attested factelectrified the rheumatic arm-Mrs . .Johnson
at once lifted it up with ease, and on her r<:)turn home the next day she was able to do
her washing without difficulty or pain.

This testimony is from Elder Hayden, of Mr. Sevvell's own church; and
he testifies that the case is a "well-attested fact." Mr. Kennedy in his
book on ''Mormonism," pages 121 and
122, verifies the statement and adds:Upon her return home she discovered that
· equa11 y wit h t h e other, and
s h e cou 1d use it
thus it remained until her death, fifteen
years later.

The same argument used to explain
this away would set aside every miracle recorded in the New Testament if
applied.
I have in my possession many
I sworn testimonies from eyewitnesses
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~f notable cases of healing among our II cerning the promises of M~rk 16 that cast out devils." (See his whole arpeople; but space will not allow their ! "this reaches to all nations as uni- gument). Now let us apply his law
insertion. I will content myself by I versal as the other two," is begging
giving one more that came under my I the question or merely asserting the
own observation, and is invertible and ! point to be proved.
He thinks it
true:I strange that if the "them" and "they"
STATE oF MISSOURI, l sq
of Mark 16 refers alone to the aposCounty of Clinton. f "'
Personally appeared before me a notary tles "that others outside the eleven
public in and for the State and county afore- who believed years afterwards ensaid, Ellsworth Moorman, to me personally joyed the same kind of signs." This
known to be of lawful age, of a sound mind, is not strange to one acquainted with
and a reliable, truthful man, who ~n his oath logic. This passage affirms that these
deposes and says: In the year 187l), my hear-1 .
"
,,
ing became deficient from some unknown signs shall follow the them, but
cause, till finally the aud,it~rv ner~es abso- does not say they s.h711 not follow any
lutely refused to perform tne1r functions, and others.
They m1gnt follow many
I became totally deaf and oblivious to all other classes.
This passage only
around except ;vhat I could see. Later on affirms they shall follow the "them."
one evening during that year, Elders W. C.
.
.
.
We will now examme his grammatNirk, of Rhodes, Iowa, and I. N. White, of
Clinton, Missouri, administered to me, an1 ical argument: He says, "And he [Jewhen I awoke next morning my hearing was sus J said unto them [the eleven], go
perfectly restored, not only to its nor~al ye [eleven, second person denotes <the
condition, but ';as much ,more acute than person addressed] into all the world
before I was afflicted. Ana to-day after fifd
h l
l
teen years, I can say I never have had a re- an preac t 1 e gospe to every crealapse since; all of which I attribute to the ture. He [generic term, he who, or
power of God through his servants' ad minis- anyone who J that believeth [of every
tration.
creature] and is baptized shall be
ELLSWORTH MOORMAN.
(sl'crued)
"' saved, but he [generic term, he who
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
~h
day
of
August,
A.
D.,
.
(My
comor anyone who] that believeth not
1890
12
mission expires December 18, 1893).
shall be damned. And these signs
E. D. CORNISH, Notary Public.
shall fol1ow them [ ] that believe [of
MRS. E. MOORMAN, Witness.
every creature]." I have inserted into
Now, dear reader, I leave the this quotation that blank parenthesis
merits of this question with you; hop- [
J to show what he lacked of filling
ing and praying that as time glides out his argument. If he could have
along we will qualify ourselves by inserted in this parenthesis what he
obedience to the divine word of God, had in bis others (generic term, he
and be ready to enter into the "mar- who or anyone who) his argument
riage supper of the Lamb," and enjoy would have been worth something.
the merits of the millennium with But this he could not do for the
Christ for a ''thousand years."
"them"--the word to be explained,
Ever, your obedient servant,
will not admit of any such explanaI. N. WHITE.
It has no such meaning. Here I
P. S.-Questions will be answered might for argument's sake abandon
by addressing me at Independence, my former argument of the "they"
Missouri.
I. N. w.
and "them." For the above argument
from Mr. W. when explained shows
MIRACULOUS GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT. that if "these signs" should "follow"
REPLY To I. N. WHITE.-No. 3.
any portion of the believers in_ any
Dear Reader:-As Mr. White's third age of the world the promise is fuland last article is in, this my third re- filled. Such "signs" did "follow"
ply will close this discussion. You many believers in the apostolic age,
now have before you the strongest therefore the promise is fulfilled
arguments that can be made in favor though no such ''signs follow" any of
of the continuation of spiritual gifts the believers of this age. Again Mr.
in the church. You now see the W. says: "The law of language is, a
strength of his position. I so com- pronoun must agree with its antecedpletely overturned his former argu- ent in gender, person, and number.
_ment on Mark 16 in my last that he Therefore ''in my name shall they
makes no effort to reestablish his de- [third person denoting the person
molished premises, but gives us a new spoken of, not you second person, the
line of argument. His assertion con- [ones addressed, but they the believer]
II

of language. He transgresses his law
with it right before his eyes. He
seeks to find the antecedent of they
(that cast out devils, etc.,) when it is
not the pronoun under discussion.
We admit that "they" as used five
times in verses 17, 18, agrees with
"them that believe" in first part of
verse 17. But the question under discussion is, What is the antecedent of
"them" in the expression "these signs
shall follow them that believe?" It
cannot be found in "he that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved," for
while "he" and "they" may agree in
gender and person, they cannot agree
in number, for one is singular and the
other plural. Looking back to verse
15 we find "them" in the expression
''He said unto them." These two pronouns of verses 17 and 15 agree; but
we must now find an antecedent to
"them" cf verse 15, In verse 14 we
have ;<afterward he appeared unto the
eleven as they sat at meat and upbraided them with their unbelief," etc.
Here we have the pronoun them again
and it has "the eleven" for its antecedent third person, common gender,
and plural number. Thus we have
followed the pronoun ''them" of
verse 17 back through verses 16, 15,
into verse 14, where we find "the
eleven" for its antecedent. Then beginning at verse 17 and reading forward vve find ''they" of verses 17,
18 refers to"them that believe" for his
antecedent. Thus we see that Elder
W's law of language when properly
applied gives "the eleven" as the antecedent of this whole clause.
Again Elder W. says: c "By what
law of language Mr. S. can use the
pronoun 'them' found in Christ's
language in verse 17 to be antecedent
to the pronoun 'them' in verse 20
when another's language is being used
altogether when Christ's utterances
ended with verse 18, I am puzzled to
know." I can help him out of his
puzzled predicament by simply reminding him that Mark as an historian
first tells what Christ said should follow them and in his own language what
did follow them. ''The Lord working
with them [the apostles] and confirming the word with signs following."
Now, dear reader, if you have followed
us closely or will reread our articles
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you will see that I have met every anything towards salvation." But he
argument he has made on Mark 16 gives us two quotations from the Book
and either turned his argument of Mormon. Please read them. I
against him or showed that his reason- cannot requote them in full. What
ing was fallacious and have defended I does his first quotation show? The
my exposition of it against every burden of itis that "these gifts . . .
which are spiritual never shall be done
argument he has made.
In my last article I put Paul's lan- away." So that is a new truth is it?
guage and that of Mr. W. side by side That is what Mr. W. says for he gave
and showed that one pointedly con- the quotation as a new revelation. I
tradicts the other. To offset this he grant it. I accept it, and that settles
gives us the follo ;1ing:
" 'He that this debate. Mr. W. has surrendered
believeth and is baptized shall be the question. He took up the Book
saved . . . . And these signs shall fol- of Mormon to read us one new truth
low them that believe.'-Christ. He and he read "these gifts which are
that believeth not and apostles hands spiritual shall never be done away."
are 18,id on them then these miraclu- So then that is one truth not taught
lous gifts shall follow!!-Rev. C. W. in the Bible, for if it is in the Bible
Sewell. Christ vs. Rev. C. W. Sewell then it is not new whon found in the
you see." Is it possible that Mr. Book of Mormon; hence he has ac·
White's failure has driven him to such knowledged that the proposition he
desperation as this? When I placed has been trying to prove by the Bible
him against Paul I gave his exact is really not in the Bible. I am sure
language verbatim. But in the above Mr. W. did not intend to say that. It
he puts words in my mouth that I was his "inspirational Spirit" (?) that
never used in my life; nor have I said guided him into that truth.
His second quotation is about David
anything from which such a conclusion
and
Solomon to condemn polygamy.
can be drawn. Such a thought never
I
admit
it does condemn it, but is that
entered my mind till I saw it in his
a
new
truth?
Paul forever settles
article. I spoke of the Holy Spirit
that
question
in
few words: "Nevercoming on certain wicked men, but my
theless
to
avoid
fornication
let every
language does not warrant his putting
man
have
his
own
wife,
and
let every
such language in my mouth. This is
woman
have
her
own
husband."-1
another evidence of Mr. W's inspiration (?). He says: "Will Mr. S. say Cor. 7: 2.
we have no miraculous faith, wisdom,
Again he brings up the charge that
knowledge?" etc. I will say we have I wrote "sneeringly" of the~pirit, and
none in the sense in which we are offers in proof the fact that I spoke of
discussing the word "miraculous." Balaam, Saul, and other wicked men
Everything I know and believe about who received the Spirit. Mr. White
God and eternity was given to the had argued that because Philip,
world by miracle, but it takes no Stephen, and other good men received
miracle to enable me to learn it and the Spirit therefore good men of our
believe it. But he asks where I got day should receive it. According to
my faith. "So faith cometh by hear- that argument it follows that because
ing, and hearing by the word of God." wicked men then received it that
-Rom. 10: 17. Any miracle about wicked men of our day should receive
that? I. N. White believes faith comes it. But I said, "This proves too
just that ws,y. All he says by way of much, therefore proves nothing;"
comparing me with Ingersoll is as showing that I did not believe his
much against him as me, for according argument nor mine.
to the teaching of the Reorganized
Again he cites that I said, ''Then
Church if Ingersoll were to be con- sinners must receive it in order to
verted to their faith he would receive conversion;" and says, "If this is not
no miraculous gifts from God by the sneering and ridiculing . . . I don't
Spirit till he believed, repented, was understand Mr. S's language." Here
baptized, and had hands laid on him. I is what I said found in my first reply:
For once Mr. 'vV. has surprised me. " 'No man can say that Jesus is Lord
I said he would not notice my demand but by the Holy Spirit.' If this
1
that he tell us "one new truth . . . , power is only imparted by the Holy
which they have received that is worth Ghost dwelling in the man in a mi1
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raculous way, then sinners must receive
it in order to conversion, which Elder
W. does not believe;" and I thought he
knew I did not believe it.
Now I know all our readers can un derstand that if inspired White cannot. I was not ''sneering" at the
Spirit or Paul, but showing the inconsistency of Mr. White's interpretation of Paul's language. I
believe what Paul said just as he
said it.
After failing to sustain his proposition by the Bible, admitting that it
is a new revelation ,through the Book
of Mormon, he proposes to prove it
by the "leading men of his [my] own
church." Suppose he could show
that I contradict forty "leading men"
instead of two what would it amount
to? They are not inspired. It matters little to me what Garrison or
Moore say, but what does Peter, Paul,
and other ''leading men" of the New
Testament say. But when I put Mr.
White against Mr. Kelley it was different.
They claim to be inspired
but when they contradict each other
it shows their claim to be false.
He "smiles" over what I said on
Ephesians 4, but w bile he is smiling
he admits the truth of my position
thus: "The Church of Christ is on
earth; the war is now on, and the battle is now raging against every wind
of doctrine." Paul tells us these inspired men would continue "till" a
certain time and that after that there
would be ''wind of doctrine." As the
wind of doctrine is now'here the time
for these inspired men to vanish away
has come and they are gone. If you
will read Ephesians 4: 11-16 carefully
you will see these inspired men were
for the work of the ministry; for the
edifying of the body till such time as
the church would be able to "make
increase of itself" (add new members
by preaching the gospel) and edify
itself. If the words spoken by in:
spired men edified the body why will
not the same words when read,
studied, and spoken edify the body
now?
As to his testimony in evidence that
these ''miraculous gifts are actually
possessed
by
the
Reorganized
Church," I simply state that they
are insufficient. Like evidence can
be compiled in support of a score
or more different sects, parties,
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and
individual
leaders
of
the
nineteenth century.
Here is one.
· t
0 ne G eorge M 1'll er, W h O was a sam
at the the death of Joe Smith, and
was taught by the twelve to expect
young Joseph would succeed his
father, was led by a vision to accept
James J. Strang as the successor of
old Joseph.
The Watson-Blair :Debate page 180 says: "Mr. Strang's
claims were sent to him there [in
Texas] and he had a great vision in
which he saw Mr. Strang. He started
to praise God in the vision, and they
pulled him out of the bed, and it was
sometime before he could see the
objects around him by reason of the
effect of the light of the vision. . . .
He came at once to Beaver Island and
bore testimony that God had shown
him in vision that James J. Strang
was the lawful successor of Joseph
Smith in the prophetic office and
presidency of the church." Will Mr.
W. accept this? If he will not, he
must excuse me for not accepting his
pretended miracles.
He claims that
they have twelve apostles, with many
prophets and other inspired teachers
on earth now. If they have, history
ought to be repeating itself thus:
"And God wrought special miracles
by the hands of Paul [Smith or Blair]
so that from his body were brought
unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons,
and the diseases departed from them
and the evil spirits went out of them."
-Acts 19:11, 12. Or the newspapers
should contain something like this:What shall we do with these men? for that
indeed a notable miracle has been done by
them is manifest to all them that dwell in Independence (Mis8ouri), and we cannot deny
it.-Acts 4: 16.
They that gladly received his word were
baptized: and the same day was added unto
them about three thousand souls.-Acts 2: 41.
Howbeit many of them which heard the
word believed and the number of the men
was about five thousand.-Acts 4: 4.
Of this number the records I have kept
show that two thousand five hundred and
ninety-two (2,592) were new baptisms.-Minutes of General Conference, 1896, page 5.
And this is the work of all their
apostles, prophets, priests, elders,
etc., for one year. If apostles have
the same power now that they had in
first century, why can't they do the
work they did?
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lies. You have had a discussion between a man that claims to be inspired
f G0d
"d d b th H 0 l S · •t
0 .
-gm e
Y e
Y pin ~s '
were the apostles of old, and an ord1nary man who claims no inspirationno supernatural wisdom-no guidance
by the Spirit only as it came to him
through the words of the Spirit contained in the Bible. What think you
of this inspired man's claims? Have
I not met all his arguments-at least
all his main or strongest ones? Did
I not meet him on Mark 16? also 1
Corinthians 12, 13, and Ephesians 4?
By way of negathre argument I
have shown that these gifts were
temporary-only intended as a means
of edifying the body or church till
the will of God was completed. That
the New Testament is an all-sufficient
source of edification. I next showed
that Paul had foretold that these spiritual powers would be done away. In
his wreckless effort to overturn my
position he twice squarely contradieted Paul. His whole effort on this
chapter was in direct conflict with
Mr. Kelley, one of his own inspired
men.
Reader, do you believe a man who
does this is himself inspired? Has
God given him a mouth and wisdom
which cannot be gainsaid? But I
leave the matter with you.
Yours for the truth,
C. W. SEWELL.
DoT, Texas.

Sundau 8Bhool llssoBiations.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Mobile district will meet in convention
with the Van Cleave school, February 12, at
two p. m. We hope to see every school
fully represented and properly reported on
the blanks that will be sent them by the district secretary. An entertainment will be
given at seven o'clock in the evening in
charge 'of Bro. W. L. Booker, assistant superintendent. All come prepared to take part
with us and have an enjoyable and profitable
c. I. CARPENTER, Sur.it.
time.
J. L. BOOKER, Sec.

MisBsllanBotls Department

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the Mobile district will
convene with the Bluff Creek branch,
February 13, at ten a. m. It is important
Now, dear reader, you have our arthat every branch be properly reported at
guments before you. It is for you to this conference so that the secretary may restudy them and decide where the truth port the district to the General Church Re-

corder. All reports should be made out on
the blank forms furnished by the Herald
Office for that purpose and be sure they
reach the district secretary or president in
time to be read at the conference. We hope
to see the district well represented as well as
reported.
W. L. BOOKER, Pres.
J. L. BooKER, Sec.
Northeastern Kansas district conference
will convene at Scranton Kansas, February
13 and 14, at 10: 30 a. m. We hope to have a
good attendance. Those who cannot come
please remember to send in a full report of
labor done since last conference. We hope
to receive reports from all branches.
PHINEAS CADWELL, Pres.
JAMES BURNS, Sec.
Conference of the Northeastern Illinois
district will convene with the Plano branch
February 13 and 14, 1897. Branch clerks are
requested to send reports to W. Vickery,
Plano, Illinois, as s0on after reports are approved by branch as possible, and have all
names right and spelling correct. All are
welcome. Come and bring the good Spirit
with you.
WENTWORTH VICKERY, Sec.

HALF FARE PERMITS-LOCAL MINISTERS.
1. One rule of the Western Passenger Association provides that pabtors of local
churches, having no other occitpation than farming, are entitled to half fare permits. This
rule may not apply to any other class of ministers, hence others should make necessary
explanations, or apply under other rules.
See application blanks, which may be obtained from local agents, or from B. D. Caldwell, Chairman, Chicago, Illinois.
2. All but General Conference appointees
have been referred to general missionaries
in charge for indorsement, for obvious reasons. This system is regular and a protection to the interests of all concerned.
Applicants should fill out blanks and forward
to the Chairman, who has a list of general
missionaries in charge, and will correspond
with them. However, where applicants are
well known and manifestly within the rules,
local indorsement may be sufficient and reference to the missionary in charge unnecessary.
(See rules.)
3. As many wish information, it is necessary to state that rules governing issuance of
permits are strict and will not be departed
from by the Association; hence it is impossible for atiy but those who can comply with
them to obtain permits. The blank forms
contain detailed information for all classes of
ministers.
4. Ministers in territory of the Central
Passenger· Committee-east of Chicago, St,
Louis, Peoria, and west of Buffalo, Pittsburg
and Wheeling-should apply to F. C. Donald,
Commissioner, Monadnock Building, Chicago.
R. s. SAL y ARDS,
Church Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, January4, 1897.
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The Saints' Herald.
(Eslctblished 1860.)

ISTOR

Published every '\Vednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscrrntion price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three mollths 50 cents; ~ii;gle copies 5 crnts; sample
copies free.
. .
.
.
The trav(-~lins; ministr.v, di• 1.r1ct and b~ft?ch pres.1d~nts,
and Bi8hop's agents are rrq.neE<ted to solicit sub~cnpt10ns,
make sales 0f church pubwatione, ond assist the pub-

lisl~a~e~•~i;,':;';;,~1~~;cati011s for pu!ilication to the Editors.
Business lettere, eu1Jscript·ons,

rem_ittanf~es,

changes

-0f addrcG-8, (>:tc, should he nddressed to Frank Criley,
BusinP-FS Manager. R,_,ru1ttn1;ce~ sbrrn~d be made by
post office or express ordeff, draft. on C~1cago~ or lastly
by regrnten~d letters. Do nut t<cnd c?('cks.
.
.
Adverti'.<ing rates, fortv cents per rnch each 1nsert10n,
!Subject to the foUowing~diFeonnts: ,one rnonth~s ins.z:r-

tion five per cent; thre~ rnonths, fifteen per cent; BlX
mon'ths twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.•
All adv~rtising cond1t,i<YM·d 011 lnf'ertiion upon the :fhst or
last pages of cover~ will be cbnrgcd _an advan?e of tw~nty
per cent upon the regular n.t·,es. For rea;:irng notices,
{on outside papi;es of covi:·r, nnless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per hne. Editorial notices, t\vcnty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
·mail matter.)

H
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND D!J:RABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for the
'ti'n!l.mu;haHo~m
in home an,,!
·Class study in general and in Sunday school
also because of the increasing· numbe1·
ou· [~i@J'HHH! and filli®OE!. of
classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
~rowing dPmand for the "three books," the
Herald Offiue management has decided to
issue
low-priced editions of each.
The
are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
i;ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordioary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation a,t $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.
·I§H•ph·~~{~

.i\UDRESSES.

W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H g:1 to.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
•Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Phila·delphia, Pennsylvania.
MarkE.Forncutt, L~rrcnl, IoHi.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Brigg·s, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
D. E. Tuckei:, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida,
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
.Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrison
County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.

F TH
CH RC OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.

MATERIAL for the first volume of this work, ·
provided for by the General Conference of
1896, to be published entire, is now in the
hande of the printers, and will be pushed to
completion as rapidly as possible.
It will be published in two or more volumes
at the following prices: Cloth binding $1.50;
half leather $2.00; full leather $2.50; per
volume.
It will begin with the rise of the church,
narrating the early history and experiences
of the Prophet Joseph Smith, and include the
main and many of the minor incidents of his
life.
It is impossible now to state where the first
volume will end, as the work will be full and
complete in subject matter and detail in all
essential points, and be replete wHh historical and general documents connected with
the church's history and progress. No labor
and pains have been spared to make the work
all that its importance as a record of the past
and its influence upon the future, demands.
It is an impartial narration of the facts as
they were and as they are, gleaned from the
records of the past and present. Every available source of genuine and authentic information has been drawn from that no essential
fact might be overlooked.
The work is the production of President
Joseph Smith of the First Presidency, and
Bro. Heman C. Smith of the Quorum of the
Twelve; both of whom have spent their lives
in the service of the church, who have made
it their business to acquaint themselves with
the leading i terns and general details connected with its development and vicissitudes,
and who are eminently qualified to write the
history of the church.
SPECIAL FEATURES.
The work as written will refute the leading
objections of opponents of the faith. It will
prove invaluable as a historical narrative, as
a means of conversion to truth, and as a defen·
sive weapon in meeting old and new objec.
tions manufactured to oppose the great
latter-day work.

sonal and general interests of the member·
ship.
BIOGRAPHICAL APPENDIXES.
Biographical sketches of the lives of leading men will be published in appendixesthose of the early church in the volumes of
the early history, those of the Reorganization
in a later volume. These biographies will be
in addition to the narrative mention of the
personalities referred to.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate engravings of prominent elders and
others will aborn and add value to the work.
The engravings will be good reproductions of
correct pictures of the persons, and may be
reJied on as faithful portraitures of the
originals.
CHAPTERS, NOTES, AND INDEX.
The work will be properly divided into
chapters with synopses of tables of contents.
The pages will also contain "side notes" in
smaller type, for convenient reference. Each
volume will also contain a complete alphabetical index, arranged for ready reference.
For many years both the church and the
general reading public have made frequent
demands for such a history. Repeated efforts
have been made to supply those demands,
but not until of late has the church seen its
way clear to place the history in the hands of
the people. It is with pleasure that now we
are able to announce its speedy publicatio·n,
with the belief that candid readers will be
entirely satisfied with the general plan followed and the subject matter of the volumes.
It should be in every home of the saints;
the Board of Publication desires to pl.ace it
in such homes. It will prove an invaluable
aid in disseminating the truth, in removing
prejudice, and in pushing forward the missionary and local work of the church.
ORDERS, TERMS, ETC.

Under present conditions it will be necessary to require payment in advance. Orders
should be sent in at once, and are now solicited for the first volume. Order through
CHURCH DOCUMENTS.
agents when possible. Cash to accompany
It will contain many public documents con- all orders
LIMITED EDITION.
nected with the internal and external affairs
and growth of the church, including letters
A limited edition will be issued; orders
and pastoral epistles of the Martyr and his should be forwarded early. Remit soon and
coworkers in the First Presidency, of the secure a copy. The book is valuable as a perTwelve, the Bishopric, and other councils of sonal possession, and will also prove an acthe church of the past and of the present ceptable gift.
day. Official church documents and State
The Board of Publication asks orders and
papers connected with the Missouri troubles remittances in advance that the work may be
will be included.
issued at once and be made immediately
THE REVELATIONS.
available for good. Collections are close;
The revelations given to the church will be money is needed to place this important book
inserted in connection with the narrations on the market at the service of the church.
and descriptions of the events and circumThe first volumes sold, the second will then
stances under which they were given. This be published, then the third, should the
will add new interest to them, will facilitate material require more than two volumes.
their study, and result in a better understandAddress orders and remittances to Frank
ing of the word of God given to his people in Criley, Business Manager, Heral([ Office,
these last days -an item eRsential to the per- Lamoni, Iowa.
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4B.SOLIJTEILY PIJRE
THE SAINTS' HYMNAL, WORDS ONLY.
HOMES AT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Popular, LmD-Priced Edition.

All the hymns-words without music-of
the Saints' Hymnal. A popular low-priced
edition, issued to meet the demand for hymn
books at lowest possible prices. Size about
St x 5t inchc:s; handy for the pocket.
This word edition is arranged with hymns
numbered to correspond to the regular
"word and music" edition of the Hvmnal,
also to the "Saints' Harmony," numbers
corresponding to both being indi.eated with
every hymn.
In plain limp clotll, cut flush .. 25 cts.
Full c1oth, durable binding .... 35 cts.
N.B.-The "word edition" will be supplied
in any style on order. However, purchasers
wanting higher-priced binding will do well
to order it in the "music and word" edition.
Branches ordei·mg the Hymnal in lots for
branch use can have the name of branch
stamped free in gilt on Pach copy.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.

Ts

B. D. FL

GE?lERAL MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,

IOWA.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA, OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second preSt:iinrr, pint~, f):) cEn~tB per bottle.

Lil.MON!.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
:1alf mile southwest of Lamoni: in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will mnke nice homes; suitable
'or gardening, rabing of smali f1·uits, etc.
Prices reasonable; termP on <tpplication.
Address,
J. W. CiLLEN,
L./'. MONI~ Icv:;a,.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence AvenuP, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till fur·tC:ier notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

T!'i!.11.DE

For catalogues or further information,, .
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, !OWAo

MA!l?IUI~

DES!O!llS,
COP11'RiCl·l"l":S &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency fq:..· securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

AMERl£HU~,

beautifully illustrated~ largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.5U six months. Specimen copies and HAND
.BOOK ON p AT1'JNTS sent free. Address

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Br<>adway, New Y<>rk.

Packed anrl flf'l'.v.";re'l 11t (':Xf;r:>~O" ('D-1" on rec::ipt of price.
W. E . .&lYEH,'j, 1Ju;ggt;:,t1 Lt.uuuui, I01su.
1'

STOVES,
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

I HARDWARE
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit.

Sen<l us $1.50 nnd we
will send yon three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don 1 t cure you write us and we will return Y''Ur
money. It cures others, wby not you? Y(m run
no risk in trying it. Wh v delny Jo11g~r? Send
in your order to-day. Address J3, F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

A
Gt 230
the "Saints' Harmony;"
11>nd words together; <>lsu 50 hymns with one
bar of music ab0ve tho words.
Tho pages of the ''Saints' H~"rp" and "Har·
mony" from which wards and. music are taken
are given, th1'.t both books ms,y he used together in song ~ervice.
Cheap in pric;e, convenient in size, containing the most pc.pular words and music used
by tbe Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full lcathei', gilt edges .......... 1 25
imitation mDrocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, giltedges.2 50

ENGINE FOR SALE.

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from similar purpose.
· For sale at a bargain, because not now
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
blanks for minis.ters' half fare permits. Call
Address,
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Lamoni, Iowa.

A strictly Mgh-grade 'Family SewingMachinc, posscsshlg all modern
:h:uprovements..

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasolflable. Obtain them
fron1 your local dealer and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING 00•.
BELVIDERE, U.. L.
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Iof drinkers in 215 families with

these degenerates, 13. 9 per cent are morally
irresponsible, 22. 7 per cent have had
An Extract and Comments ............ 33 results:For Right Again ...................... 33
"In the first generation 168 families convulsions, one-third have become
Queer Condition ....................... 34
Distress of Nations .................... 35 showed unmistakable symptoms of de- subject to hysteria or epilepsy, and 19,
ORIGINAL POETRY:
generacy. I found 63 cases of mild per cent are incurably insane.
The Angel Messenger ................. 37
insanity, 88 who were mentally un"In addition to these, 174 have disMOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
Two Sheepfolds; The Church and the
sound, and 45 who were at times appeared from this world before, or·
World .............................. 37
dangerously insane. Moreover, a almost before, having drawn theirSUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
Biographical Teachings ............... 38 great many of the children were weak- first breath. To these I might add 93;
LETTER DEPARTMENT:
Jots by th<i<l Wayside.-No. 6 .......... .42 lings and died at an early age, 6 out of cases of tuberculosis or of other wastORIGINAL ARTICLES:
8 in· one case and 10 out of 16 in ing and incJ?,rable illness, which brings
The River Sidon. Where Is It?-No. 1 . .44
another, these 6 latter who remained, the total of those who have died from
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
Northern Wisconsin ................... 6 by the way, being mentally unsound hereditary alcoholism up to almost
Florida........................ . .... .46
Eastern Maine ........................ .46 or feebleminded, epileptics, or a prey one-third."
FremoJ:J.t ............................. .46 to evil instincts.
Even more interesting than the
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
"In
39
families
I
noted
convulsions
study
of a number of families en
Mobile ............................... 46
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
in a large number of cases, epilepsy masse is the selection of a single indiCorrections, College D<ldication Fund . .47
To District Presidents and Branch . in 52, hysteria in 16, and meningitis in vidual from each generation, and
Secretaries ......................... .4 7 5; 108 families out of 215, almost ex- marking the growth of mental and
Special Notice ...................... .47
Beware ................................ 47 actly one out of two, counted among physical degeneracy in the direct deSpecial Request for Prayer ............ 48 their members victims of periodical scent from father to son through the
alcoholic delirium. Finally I found , four generations. There is no fifth,
HOW ALCOHOLISM BREEDS DEATH.
the extraordinary number of 106 fami- for the last of the line is a microINTERESTING RESULTS OF THE STUDY lies in which marked insanity had de- cephalous idiot, with a b1<tin so sma1{
OF THE DISEASE BY THE CHIEF
veloped.
and weak that that of a chimpanze8'
OF A SWISS ASYLUM.
"In the second generation 98 obser- would be imposing beside it.
"
NEW YORK Journal: First generation vations gave me the following results:
-Alcoholic excesses, moral degen- Fifty-four families had one or more
INSPIRATION OF AN AUDIENCE.
eracy, brutalization.
members who were imbeciles or
ORATORS GimATLY HELPED WHEN
Second generation-Hereditary ha- idiots; in 23 there were those who
THEIR HEARERS ARE IN SYMbitual drunkenness, attacks of mania, were morally irresponsible. Untimely
PATRY WITH THEM.
softening of the brain~
births, extraordinary mortality, and ONE of the peculiarities of the oratorThird generation - Hypochondria, hereditary diseas2s cause the children I ical temperament is that it is subject
melancholia, suicide, homicide.
to die in appalling numbers. At this I to what our grandmothers called "vaFourth
generation - Imbecility, ! stage the fathers and mothers had pors," or depression of spirit. In
idiocy, sterility, and the extinction of I become common drunkards, with but such a :mood a molehill seems a mounthe species.
/: eight exceptions from the strict signi- tain, and a grasshopper is a burden.
Thus, step by step, has Dr. Legrain, fication of that term. In 42 families I Mental effort is impossible, and an
physician-in-chief of the asylum of found chronic cases of convulsions engagement to speak in public as reVille-Evrard, traced the fatal law of and epilepsy in 40. Insanity to a very pugnant as is the sound of a dinner
heredity in alcoholism. At the recent I marked degree exists in 23 families at gong to a seasick passenger. The
meeting of the Congress of Criminal present. In the other 31 the children only cure for such an attack of spleen
Anthropology at Geneva, Switzerland, who remain are yet too young for me is to get, by book or crook, the orator
be gave the results of his investiga- to state accurately regarding their before the audience, where the excitetions, which have extended over a future.
ment will put him mentally and physilong period of years, and showed how
''In the third generation 7 observa- cally on his feet.
this disease, like any other bodily de- tions gave me a total of 17 children. I In 1859 Thomas Corwin, Ohio's most
feet, is transmitted from drunken All of them are stunted mentally and 1 eloquent orator, had consented to defatber to appetite-enslaved son; how physically, 2 are already insane, 4 are liver the oration at the celebration of
in such degenerate soil the seeds of subject to convulsions, 2 to epilepsy, the Fourth of July on the Tippecanoe
crime and madness develop, and ripen 12 to hysteria, 1 is afflicted with menin- battle grounds. The night before the
in the last generation into sterile gitis, and 3 with scrofula.
celebration Mr. Corwin called his son"Summi:ng up the 814 cases I have in-law, Mr. Sage, to his room 'and told
idiocy and the final extinction of the
race.
cited, comprised in these 215 families, him that he had been unable to sleep'
"I, myself," said Dr. Legrain, "have I have found that 42.2 per cent have and was much discouraged about his;
traced the course of four generations become alcoholics, 60. 9 per cent are address the next day. He had tried to
EDITORIAL:

I

I
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think over his speech, but his memory
b d f ·1 d h'
d l
f ·d h
a
ai e
im an ie was a rai
e
would make a failure. His son·in·law
.
.
.
.
.
-advised him to d1sm1ss the speech
from his mind and go to sleep.
·
M. O . · f lt
T h e nex t morning
r.
orw1n e
so indisposed that he announced his
.
. .
mab1llty to speak. The marshal of
the day finally persuaded him to ride
out to the grounds and take a seat on
the .platform, where he might explain
to the people why he was unable to
<deliver the oration and thus lessen
·. .
.
'
thmr d1sappomtment.
At the proper time Mr. Corwin rose
.
·
.
to make his apology; but as he looked
•over the audience of fortv thousand
,
"
,,
persons, that 'sea of upturned faces
stirred both body and brain. He made
.
-a few commonplace remarks, and then
struck upon the first senten~ce of the
.
manuscript he had prepared.
'•It is all right· he will speak "
.
'
.
'
wh1spered Mr. Sage to the president
of the day
·

.

It was all right; the orator went on
and spoke for two hours · The manu. '

·

·

.

scr1pt he had prepared was the mtronction of the speech-a paae and a
.
"'
·
·
half of legal cap-which Mr. Sage
,had read the day before. The audi.
€nee made the sick man well and an
,orator again.-Youth's Companion.
<!.

CURRENT ITEMS.
'The seamless tube finds favor.
.Jerusalem is exporting oranges.
Berylium is worth $80 an ounce.
Shanghi boasts a bamboo organ.
Milk is sold by weight in Arabia.
.Japan will subsidize shipbuilders.
Germany has a steel wire flywheel.
Electrical bleaching is multiplying.
We export monuments to Australia.
Paper telegraph poles are increasing.
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
'San Bernardino, California: Corner Fifth
:and F Streets.
"'
. Ch urc h 1ocate d
"'ast D e 1avan, w·isconsrn:
one mile north from Williams Bay railroad
station. August Johnson, presiding· elder.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 10: 45 a. m., 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m.
Sunday school 1: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt,
pastor, 227 Sheffield Avenue.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
~Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
.street.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
.Bervice Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p.

m.

SAINTS~

HERAU2..

Rock Island, Ill.inois: Hall on Second Ave-1 Burlington, Iowa: Saiu~s chapel, cor_ner
nue, between .Sixteenth and Seventeenth of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.; every Sunday at 11: 00 a .. m.
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South No. 125 St. Ann's Buildings, Albion Street.
Division Street. Services on Sunday 2: 30 and Services Sunday: Preaching 10: 30 a. m. and
7: 45 p. m._; 7: 4~ Wed_nesday eve~ing.
6: 30 ti· m.; Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. William
St. Loms, Mrnsouri: 2518 Ell10tt Avenue, Seekrns, No. 14 Hugh Street-, Long Road,
, between Montgomery and Benton. Elder M. presiding eldlilr.
H. Bond, pastor; residence, 2504 Slattery
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00 No. l Well Street, Birkett Bank.
Sunday
a. m.; social meeting 2: 30, and preaching services 2: 30 and 6: 30 p. m. William Spargo
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00 presiding.
p. m. Young people's Religio-Literary,
South Salford and Pendleton mission:
Thursday, 8: p. m.
Saints meeting room No. 97 Ellsmore Street,
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel, Regent Road. Sunday services: preaching
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor. 6: 30 .p. m. Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. The
Sunday school, IO: 00 a. m ; social meeting, first and third Monday in each month Band
Sunday, 2: 00; µreaching 8: 00 p. m.
of Hope and Temperance meeting, 7: 45 p. m.
Danver, Colorado; Hall No. 2442 Washing- I<'ellowship meeting Thursday 8: 00 p. m.
ton Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and Bible reading, Friday, 8: 00 p. m. S. F.
30 p. m. Suoday school at 9: 45 9. m. Mat.her, No. 7 Embden Street, Hulme, elder
Pra~er meeting Wednesday evening.
Z. R.- in charge.
L. S. first and third Friday evenings of each
Bradford and Beswick mission: Saints
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No. meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, I<~orge
3600 Cook Street.
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No. Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
1418 North Tw:enty-first Street.
2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Salt Lake City, Utah: mission chapel, Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Second South Street, opposite the Presby- Street, Queen's Road, Manchester. in charge.
terian church .. Meetings every Sunday at
San Francisco, California: Red Men's
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
building, 320 Post Street, Golden \-Vest hall.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a. Sunday school at 12: 00 m. Sacrament service
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m. second Sunday of each month at 12: 00 m. SisSundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
ters' Prayer Union on Thursday at 2: 00 p. m.
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall north- C. A. Parkin, president
east corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
Avenue. Sunday service~: Preac~ing, 11: 00 room, No.15 _Dickinson Street, J.clbert Square.
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meetrng 2: 30 p. Sunday services: Prayer meetrng 9: 30 a. m.;
m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer preaching at 10: 30 a, m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunmeeting, :uesday eve, 7: ~O; . pr~a~'.J.in!f, day ~chool at 2: 30 p. rr;t·i district priesthood
1
\ Thursday, •: 30 p. m. A special mv1ta"10n is meetrng first Sunday rn each month, 12: 30
extended to the traveling and local ministry. p. m. Band of Hope, Temperance, and ImJos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Belleview provement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
Ave.nue, Kansas City, Mi~souri.
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Avenue.
Rusholme, presiding elder.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
. West Bay City. Michi&"an: Christian misof Monroe aod Second Streets.
s10n church, No. 411 .Dewitt Avenue, between
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints chapel, Jenny and Thomas Streets; Preaching at
Seventeenth Street, north of Faraon, (take 10: 30 '.1· m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
Jule Street car,) Elder J.M. Terry in charge, prea<'.hmg at 7: 00 p. m. on S!-lndays. Prayer
preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; meet~ng on vy-ectnesday evem~gs.
social meeting 6: 00 p. m.; Sunday school
,.Philadelphia,. Pennsyl vama: Corn~r of
9: 30 a. m., D. J. Krahl superintendent. Ii ifth and Huntrngdon Streets; preachtng at
North mission, Eleventh and Douglass; Sun- 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at
day school 3: 00 p. m.; preaching Tuesday 10: 00 a. m.
,
nights. South Park mission; Sunday school . Nebrask.a City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
2: 30 p. m., G. W. Best superintendent.; between Sixth and Sevent.h Streets. Sunday
preaching on Friday nights. Florence Addi- school 9: 30 a. m.; preachrng 11: 00 a. m. and
tion mission; Sunday school 10: 00 a. m., 8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sundar of
Sr. Slummer superintendent; preaching on each mont.h at 2: 30 p. m. Monday, priestThursday nights. Aspey mission, Third and hood meetrn&'; rr:uesday, West .suburban and
Doniphan Avenue· preaching every Sunday Greggsport district prayer services; Wednesat 2: 30 p. m.
'
day? .bra~ch fellows.hip; T~ursday, .Zion's
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel, R8l~g10-L1t~rary Societyi Friday, music an~
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. G. w. choir practrne. All ~~rvwes Monday to Fr1Harlow president, 2426 J Street.
day at 8: 00 p. m .. "."1s1to.rs. all welcome.
West Oakland, California: Montana hall,
L?s Angeles, C:1hforma. N?. 108 North
Adeli'ne Stat1'on, Seventh Street.
Spi·.rng
s an JStreet,
c 1K.fmgh. ts. ofNPyth1.~as
16z s hall.
th F, . t
Das Moines, Iowa: Saints church, corner
ose, a 1 orma.
o. " ou
irs
of Sixteenth and Das Moines Streets, East Des Street..
.
Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
Atchison, Kansas. Church No. 11.13 North
9: 45; preaching service at 11: 00 a. m.; social Tenth ~treet, one and one J:ialf blocks nc;rth
· service at 2: 00; young people's meeting at of termmus .of North Tentn Street ca~ hne,
5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. Prayer meet- No.rth ~tchison; Sun.day schoo~ at 10. O~ a.
ing on Thursdays at 7 : 30 p. m.
. m., . social service 11. 00 a. m., preach1_ng
1
Boston, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren servwe 8:00 p. m.: Wednesday so01al service
Street, "Roxbury Hall,'' Roxbury, Boston, 3 : ~ p. m.O't M'
. T
t f
th d
Massachusetts.
ansas i y, issouri:
yven y- 0 i:r an
.
.
Wabash Avenue. Preachrng services at
Council Bluff8, Iowa: Prnrce StreeJ;,,three 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
doors west of Gle_n Avenue. Preachrng at 2: 30 p. m., Sundays.
10: 30 a. m. a.nd 7: 30 ~· m.;. Sunday sc~ool at
Springfield, Missouri: Hall corner of Com12: 00 m.; Zwn's Rehg!?·L1terary Society at mercial and Springfield avenues. Preaching at
6: 00 .P· m.; Prayer n;e~trng ev~r,v Wednesday 11: co a. m. and 7: 15 p. m., Sunday school at
evenrng. T. W. W1lhams, mrnister, No. 206 9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: 00 p. m. W. R .
Harmony Street.
Pickering in charge.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Roxbury, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
Dix Avenue, near West Boulevard; Elder W. corner of Washington and Dudley Streets .
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p. Services at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
m. Pastor's address, No. 613Cavalry Avenue. school at 12: 15 p. m. R. Bullard, pastor.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. '"-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of :Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, January 20, 1897.
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S. SALYARDS
HEMAN 0. SMITH

EDITOR
ASSIS'l'ANT EDITOR,
CORRESPONDING EDITOR.

LAMONI. loWA, JAN.

20, 1897.

AN EXTRACT AND COMMENTS.

A SISTER writing from Independence,
Missouri, sends some extracts from a
discourse by Rev. L. M. Walters, of
Christ Church, Kansas City, Missouri.
She prefaces the letter pleasantly and
winds up with a cheerful testimony,
worthy to be repeated:January 4, 1897.
Snow drifting considerably and a cold wind
blowing continually, in fact old winter sniffing the icy air with delight intrudes upon
our foolish expectancy; and of course we
must "hail" his royal pre~ence whether we
would or not.
To tell it plainly the wind blew away our
morning Jogrnal, hence this trouble to copy
a few lines from a neighbor's; and now see
what the religious world is coming to, or
rather how the minds of men are being prepared to receiva the truth if they would.
"I protest again and most solemnly against
that spirit of Christianity which denies the
right of the most earnest and searching investigation of things spiritual. There is a
skepticism in the church to day tbat insists
on the literal interpretation of life and the
universe.
"It shuts up all the windows of the soul
against the light that shines out and down
upon us from heaven
through
the
Word, and through the exercise of faith.
It scoffs at the mystic (?) who says he has
gone into the closet and communed with his
Father, God. It ridicules the faith and joy
that makes brilliant the eye, bright the
countenance, vigorous the whole frame of the
enthusiast(?) who has heard the angel voice
announcing that his prayer is heard and his
soul is accepted at the throne of God. It
denies the right to believe that the Spirit
of God bears testimony with man's spirit
that he is a child of heaven.
"Let us be conservative and not condemn
simply from a name. Let us understand the
efforts of God to reveal himself, recognize
truth coming from whatsoever source it may.
The teacher of public morals and religious
truths should be governed by two principles
in all his ministrations. He should have exact knowtodge of the thiogs he does promulgate and he should be possessed of the largest
spirit of toleration. The age in which we
live requires this more than any previous
time. Truths have been strained, doctrines

No. 3.

have been perverted, and the world has been
misguided wbile the masses are more and
more awake to the question, 'What is truth?'
Often in the history of the church, when
evangelical piety seemed to be waning, almost lost, God has been secretly working and
where it was least expected, to preserve his
name and restore his power . . . .
"Many whom we think to be directly opppsed to truth may hold half truths and be
searching for the whole truth, and, properly
guided, they may be brought into a clearer
light than ever before revealed."-Rev. L. M.
Walters, Christ's Chnrch.
Alas! how near and yet how fart
In placing all these inspiring words in juxtaposition with the plain unvarnished truths
of the gospel as revealed in latter as well as
in former days and seeking an agreement between the two, t1.e thought presents itself,
how difficult, in the light, pure and undimmed, of heaven (undimmed by tradition
and priestcraft) is the solution of this problem
to the sectarian and the worldling, and how
easy to the true Saint whose soul has been
lighted up by the Spirit of God, and who has
taken for his guide and stay the uuperverted
word of truth, as contained in the gospel.
What a glorious testimony, in the midst of
all· the skepticism, the perversity and the
hypocrisy of the world, is this, "I know this
work is true!" and the most cheering thought
of aH is that the good Lord has "re8erved to
himself" thousands of faithful witnesses in
this our day, who bear this testimony.
Brother Joseph, at the beginning of this,
the new year, how much we have to be
thankful fort This mortal life and health
are nothing compared with "the hopa and
comfort and consolation," the gift and blessing of the Holy Spirit; and these will attend
his saints both here and beyond this vale of
tears. May our Father in heaven comfort
and strengthen you in all your losses-

their close.
Nevertheless, a better
day is in prospect for the Armenians,
as the weight of disgrace now upon
the shoulders of the six powers is so
great as to force them to action."
Mr. Gladstone is a prophet of both
moral and political freedom, in behalf
of which he has spoken out fearlessly
and
wielded
a strong influence.
Though bearing the weight of many
years, he yet lives to denounce oppression, in the denunciation of which he
becomes eloquent and commands attention and the admiration of those
who love the cause of humanity. Notwithstanding his advanced age he
may live to see many of his hopes
realized in a larger freedom where
now there is cruel oppression. Events
are rapidly being transformed and
culminating in th is dispensation of
political and social commotion and
change.
Mr. Gladstone has done
much directly for the uplifting of
mankind and should he pass away
before all he has hoped to see is
realized, may be gratified in knowing
that the educational influences of his
personal career have been and will
continue to be great for good. In his
case it may be said that the good
deeds that men do live after them and
cannot be interred with their mortal
remains.
It is in the providences of God that
great men have been and are placed
in positions of influence for good"'There are gains for all our losses,
men the chief quality of whose great'rhere are balrns for all our woes''and bring us all together again, those the ness has been and is their goodness
loved ones who are gone and all his saints to and largeness of heart. They are, we
praise him in songs of joy.
doubt not, among the called, the
Your sister in the .faith,
chosen, and faithful in their spheres
ABBIE A. HORTON.
of action.
"Men who their duties
know, and knowing:dare maintain."
FOR RIGHT AGAIN.
The political and social reforms
AT a late birthday celebration at championed and successfully mainHawarden, Mr. Gladstone said, con- tained by such master spirits should
cerning
the
unspeakable
Turk: encourage every lover of truth to
''While up to the present the career continue steadfast in his adherence to
of the Sultan, who is the greatest principle. What has been done and
assassin in the world, has been tri- in the face of strong compacted opumphant,
all these triumphs of position, both of selfishness and tradiwickedness and iniquity are doomed. tion, should inspire every reformer to
I have a strong idea, however, that be faithful to duty in his sphere of
, the iniquities have not yet reached action. It is written both in the divine
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word and in the acts that have transpired in our own times, that wrong
cannot prevail and must go down before the spirit of reform and progress.
And that spirit is an impelling force
having in view the application of true
principles to all phases of man's life
and being, politically, religiously,
morally, and socially. It is a glorious
culminating period in the history of
mankind, and one that will test the
integrity of every man; an advanced
revolutionary period in which principles are to be tested, and truth and
merit recognized as the only correct
bases of civilization and permanency.
Those who are intelligently preparing
to be classed as ''counted worthy to
stand" among the things that "cannot
be moved;" are constantly applying
the test of truth to their general principles, and thoughts, and actions. To
take an intelligent comprehensive view
of individual life and action is to find
satisfaction and vindication; to decline
or fail so to do is to suffer loss and disappointment. All truth is one, and its
application to any one phase of life
but naturally suggests the turning of
its light upon all other conditions,
·that men find themselves governed by
proper standards and walking •'in the
light " in all that pertains to life here
and hereafter.
Every true man is a reformer, first
of himself, which self-reform is con-

"If the bondholders want to complain they
must lay the blame at the doors of their
neighbors in the East, who own land here,
collect rentals upon it and refuse to pay
taxes. Our home people would cheerfully do
their share, but they cannot carry the whole
burden, and so we have reached the end."

ment of this truth in essence, which
· commends itself to the thoughtful,
truth-loving men and women in and
out of the church who have been designated "the honest in heart," and
who discern in every principle of
progress and in every voice raised by
loyal men against oppression, the influences of good at work in behalf of
a redeemed humani1y; and are confirmed and strengthened in the truth
as they discern the hand of God at
work to vindicate truth and to redeem
the world.
To those who "are spiritual" the
providences of God are plain, and
they are blessed with largeness of
heart and broadness of mind as by
faith they are thus "renewed in
knowledge." The heritage of God's
children is as of old an abundant one
to those who are "rich in faith" and
faithful "in obedience" to principle.
We join in sympathy with Mr. Gladstone and with every man who challenges the cause of right, in whatever
land. Their example serves to renew our courage and to increase our
steadfastness.
j

The bonded indebtedness of the
county is $125,000. $109,000 of this
is in bonds issued in behalf of the
Santa Fe road through the county.
It will be seen from what Chairman
Helvie states that the county has
bought in the land left to go to sale
for taxes until it can no longer buy; and
of course has all this bought in land for
sale. Why does no one buy? Is it for
political or financial reasons? It would
look like the latter. For, if the land
was really valuable for occupation
then the county owning the land
could find ready sale at the prices necessary, and thus fill up the lands made
vacant by the failure of Jarvis-Conklin Mortgage, and other companies
engaged in loaning money on western
lands to pay up their portion of the
taxes. It is apparently what might
take place if the general government
should assume similar functions of retaking lands from real or supposed
occupants, in the way a,dvocated by
some.

QUEER CONDITION.

A UNIQUE condition of affairs exists
in Lane County, Kansas, the board of
county commissioners having declared BRO. W. H. KELLEY, writing from
Temple, Ohio, sends a cheery ietter
the county insolvent. 'I'he credit of
the county has been good hitherto but dated January 1. He reports that the
stant and qualifies him to lend his
because of a failure of many of the tax- spirit of matrimony prevailed to an
influence in behalf of the general
payers, local and nonresident to pay extent among them, Bro. Brockway
forward movement. The application
· · 1
f lf
t
If their taxes, the county is unable to and Sr. Biggs, Sr. S. Gillespie and
o f th e prmcip es o se -con ro 1, se . .
.
.
.
d
th
. .
meet its mdebtedness, and mterest on Mr. R. Newton, having gone over to
a b nega t ion, an
o er prmc1p1es .
.
.
its .bonds. . Quotmg from the text of the ranks of the married. The mis. d an d t aug ht b y J esus th e Ch nst
1ive
.
Th
. .
a dispatch m Kansas City Journal for sion work in his field was moving
is nletcessary. . t"fie pr:nc~p 1es ne I December 29:along, Brn. Smith and Moler making
t aug 1 are smen l c prmc1ples and
""'
.
.
.
h ·
f
E~ward Helvie, chairman of the board of t eir efforts elt in the Philadelphia
.
. . b
mus t b e a d one
d
m
practice
y
any
.
.
.
t
'
• t
.
- •
•
comm1ss10ners, made the followrng explana- district, Bro. Smith quite successful.
man who would enter mvo hfe m its I tions of their action: "We have stopped pay- In Maine all going nicely, with an
true sense. Jesus Christ was the ment of interest upon our bonded debt for the·
·
f
I· 1
th
L
c
.
exception. Bro. F. M. Sheehy had
mterpreter o truth and humanity, su1'.p e reason._ a~ ane ounty is insolve.nt.
w.
t
. h
b
done a good work for a season about
and the teacher and example of a per- . u ca~no, r~rne "noug money. Y taxation
f t l'f
All
d
h
to meeu our lDterest, and that is the whole Scranton, Pennsylvanis,, East Pharec i e.
mo ern progress as story. Of course, we took this course wlth salia and Cos·hocton; had been having
been secured to us by the recognition great reluctance, because this county has a sort of runnmg
·
fight with the Brigof some principles which he has heretofore, among all the counties of Western hamites, "the end not yet."
taught us. The world will become Kansas, mrJ.intained its credit at the highest.
.
what God designs it to be only by a Our hom.e people are no1; repudiators. They
Bro. Kelley also writes:1

'

t

.

f

t"

]l

.

. l

'

1ma 10n o a _ prmc1p
compie.,e apn
es
,,r •
•
of truth.
Zion cannot be bmlt up
except it be by the principles of the
law of the celestial kingdom, otherwise I cannot receive her unto myself"
- th e wor d o f G o d t o th e. c h urc h
through the latter-day seer-is a state-

*

pay then· taxes promptly, but not so the
It is well to know all of the friends we
·
nonres1'd ent property owners. F'or instance,
have, so I present the name of Judge Canfield,
the Jarvis-Conklin Mortgage Company owns of Chardon. I met him in Court recently and
\ ninety quarter sections of land in the county, , he took special interest in following up our
upon which they have not paid a cent of taxes i acquaintance . . . . His father entertained
for nearly thr~e y~a.rs. Other foa? companies Joseph Sm~th and Skln~y Rigdon and he reI and Eastern rnd1viduals are delinquent the members tnem very we1l, and has no preju1
•
•
•
i same way. The county has bought
m
land !• drne
agamst
them, but has, it seems, always
I at tax sales until it can buy no longer.
j befriended our people and spoke very flatter-

I

I

I
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HERALD,
ingly of th~ work being done here now: as it
comes to him. He seems to know the history
of our people since they left here, Was
· h am y oung w h en .ann
A
"'I'
counse 1 f or B rig_
J!,,iza
put in for a di vor?e, and took the ground they
were never married, etc.
.
.

the Inde?endence co:nmon.schoo~ library a~d

I

perous branch of thirty members at
Hillman Michigan as a result of the
II l b
f' B
F H' B
k J D ·
a ors o
rn. . . roo
s, . . av1s,
,
.
Iowa, .January 7: ~· M. Cooper, and otners; a~ded, lll"
'Th k
,
t . d. . H
l.;J f ,
mrectly, by efforts of enemies who
e now 1er1ge con aine in era "' o 1La~e
demands appreciation. May its usefulness have sought to destroy the work.
never decrease. Rough roads render holdBro. James Moore, Elk Fork, West
ing meetings in the country now unpieasant; Virginia, writes that Bro. G. H.
shall en~ea,vm' to occupy when tr-ave.! is bet- Godby was successful in defending
ter. Elaer McDowell's late efforts in these th
k. d"
.
.th
.. t
parts bave wrought much good. Some of · e wor in iscuss10n w1
a m1n1s er
tbe new converts affirm that God showed of the Winebrennarian Church at that
them the wrong and the right way. We point. Bro. Moore and his family are
hope God may assist us in giving others the contending for the faith.
opportunity to know him.
Bro. D. W. Shirk wrote from MinaElder R. C. Evans, of London, tare, Nebraska, December 27, relating
Ontario, writes:events that confirm him in the faith.
Have run through Church History; think
it a gem; should be in every home. MinisBro. C. E. Hand, president of the
ters behind the times who do not read it.
Eastern Iowa district, sums up his
Bro. Henry Sparling, Springfield, efforts during the year, also the reMissouri, January"'14:sults of his labor, etc. He regrets
Meetings still continue at this place with that some who bear the name of saints
increased attendance and interest; baptized
are careless in their conduct, by
three and others to be baptized on Sunday.
"f'"'
h
Ak
oh·
which
course others are discouraged
ron,
10,
B ro. G . T . G nut s,
tbe 12th;or hindered. He wisely ad'monishes
All well here; preaching every night at some that it is unbecoming the profesKrumroy, to crowded house; one third of the sion of a follower of Christ to use inpeople cannot get seats; some nights people toxicants, to attend the dance, or to
come for miles around, and there are five indulge in card playing.
The low
other meetings going on at the same time.
standards of some who practice these
evils hinder the cause and the good
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
sought to be done by other and faithBRO. H. F. DURFEY, writing from ful saints. He hopes all will unite
Thurman, Iowa, reports himself doing for the good of the work in that diswhat he can locally in the interests trict and honor every principle of the
of church work. He has preached law of God; also that local laborers
twenty sermons since the last confer- will be energetic and prompt in doence of the Fremont district, includ- hig what they can. Many of the
ing a series of lectures at McPaul, saints have aided him, to whom he
which gave the people a better under- extends thanks.
standing of and interest in our work.
Bro. J. 0. Foss closed a series of
He is superintendent of a flourishing meetings at Vinal Haven, Maine,
Sunday school, in which he notes the January 4, ~ point where a branch
progress being made by the young. flourished in the Martyr's day, and
He regrets time lost in past years that which, according to the statements of
should have been given to the study old inhabitants, richly enjoyed the
of the word, and admonishes the gifts and graces of the gospel. One
young not to neglect their opportuni- old sister yet remains firm in the faith
ties.
taught in the days of the Seer, unBro. R. A. Taggart, of Redfield, moved by efforts of Brighamite elders
Kansas, suggests that an editorial to induce her to follow the church in
item in HERALD of January 6, should the salt land. Bro. Foss found the
state that, Brn. Alfred White and E. peoplefavorabletotheReorganization.
W. Lloyd had labored with good ef- Local brethren had aided him mafect in that region of country. The terially in his labors.
·nts des1·~ed
that· Bro · I · N · urh1.te
It i"s st».tPd
that Greece, Roumania,
S a1
'
vv
~ visit them and reply to a lecture de- and the Balkan states have decided
livered against the faith, 'l'hey also I to act. with Russia on east~rn. political
desired a visit from Bro. F. C. Keck. questions and that Austria is appreS in ts bave the good will and sym- i hensive of the outcome.

I also one rn Kansas City, Mrnsouri, and one m
City, Kansas, public libraries.
I Kansas
B ro. J osep h 0 ar1son, H ave 1.oc k ,
i

We notice this report from Judge
Canfield, with pleasure; as it is indeed
a pleasant reflection that when men of
honor who knew Joseph and Hyrum
S "th b k . th d
l: lf
t
m1
ac in e ays a ia • cen ury
ago speak of them now, it is to speak
well of them as men, without either
indorsing or denouncing their religion.
Only the religious bigots and overzealous and tyrannical churchmen,
jealous of their creeds hav8 the words
f
· t th
Of Condemnatl·on agams
em or
their faith's sake.
DISTRESS OF NATIONS.

SOME idea of the distress that prevails in India may be had from the
brief items that follow. It is said
that murmurs of discontent are so
widespread in India as to threaten a
final uprising against British rule: BOMAY, Jan. 6.-The mill operatives and
their families are quitting the city en masse,
thus adding a quarter of a million unemployed
to the country districts.· It is now estimated
thai; 325,000 persons have fi0d from the city
as a result of the sprea~ of the bubonic
plague, scattering contagion in the villages
up the country.
CALCUTTA, Jan. 7.-At a meeting of the
council to-day Sir John Woodburn said the
timely rains in November and D2cember had
saved India from the greatest calamity of the
century, so widespread and severe was the
drought. A large area sown with the assistance of the November rains had teen gi'eatly
henefited by rains last week. In spite of this
the situation was grave. Nearly 750,000 persons were already in receipt of relief, and the
task of providing for these enormous numbers was gigantic.
The government bad
given, and was giving unstinted help in men
and money.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. R. MAY, Independence, Missouri, January 7:I am well pleased with the Church History.
I have read it 'chrough and reread several
portions of it. I consider it a grand work
and well worth the money. It excels all
other histories written of our church, as far
as I have seen. I have three others besides
this last one. I have been giving lectures on
church history for the past five months at our
Independence Zion's Religio, and I a%ure you
~hat~ appreciate th~ finding. of many mis.smg links and added rnforn;iat10.n not fo~nd i_n
any of the other church histories. I will aavertise it all I can in the district. We have
book agents in most all our branches who
will take orders. We shall have one put in

'I
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Bro. S. C. Good, of Chicago, forSr. Maggie Moran reports a pros- wards two dollars ($2.00) to the
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College fund, a good and timely con· ing in that region, and thinks the I augural ceremonies; a saving to the
tribution.
''true" Latter Day Saints could estab- I people, an example of simplicity
The Peoria Latter Day Saint Sun- lish the work there. She asks pray<:ir worthy of commendation, without reday school forwards through its secre- in her behalf, also that some one not spect to party. In this connection
tary, Sr. Hester Young, ten dollars having use for the HERALD after read- the recent example of an ex-Gover($10) to Graceland College fund with ing will send it to her.
nor in donating half his salary to his
copy of resolution of branch appropriBro. J. W. Burget, of Cleveland, home city, on taking the office of
ating same. We hope to see the time Ohio, wrote on the 6th inst. that he mayor, is also worthy of note. The
when every young man and woman in had spent two weeks in the city of times now as of old demand true men
the church will be interested in pro- Toledo in the interest of the work. who love the people more than dis·
rooting the growth and maint:dning Prospects fair; the few saints there play and wealth.
the reputation of this institution of energetic in trying to get the work
Western Pennsylvania people were
learning.
It is not to be expected before the people. He would revisit startled by two shocks of earthquake
but that occasionally incidents may that point soon.
on the 12th inst. Shocks were felt at
arise in the history of the school that
A number of important victories are various towns, but no visible damage
are deplorable, but these will be credited to the Cubans in late dis- done.
readily condemned by the faculty and patches. The Spaniards are said to
The United States Senate has
Directors as other classes, and it have been several times defeated, passed a bill to open to settlement all
should be remembered that the rude near Havana. T!J'e Vatican is said to lands acquired from the Indians free
incidents cannot be placed to the dis- sympathize with Spain, in the inter- of any payment beyond minor office
credit of the College but to those who est of "peace and quietude."
fees, and to release from payment
are not sufficiently manly and discreet
'fhe Spaniards report having killed those who have heretofore settled on
to maintain proper decorum when not 7,100 insurgents in the Phillippine said lands. The number of acres inin the presence of a professor. And Islands, to have arrested 2, 170, of vol ved is 33, 252, 541.
whatever may occur the friends of whom 400 were deported.
French Anarchists in large assemGraceland College can rest assured
Bubonic plague at Bombay, India, bly protested against the torturing of
that it will be promptly rectified. Let January 14: 3,394 cases, 2,356 deaths. Spanish Anarchists at Barcelona.
us not then look upon the dark side
Special attention is called to the
Dr. Grenier, member of the French
altogether in the attempt to develop notice of the Church Secretary, con· Chamber of Deputies, is a rigid Mathis institution of learning, but oc- cerning half fare permits, in this hammedan. He advocates free marcasionally at the hopeful, and leave issue; from which it will be seen that riage, polygamy, and other features
to the opposer the work of sowing ministers engaged in any secular oc· peculiar to his faith.
doubt and discord, while we move cupation or business whatever, includforward in solid phalanx battling for ing the selling of church or other AT a meeting of the College Board of
this, as any and every other good publications, are not entitled to per- 'frustees held January 14, 1897, the
work.
mits. For particulars see notice. As- following resolution was adopted. It
Presidents Joseph Smith and A. H. sociation officers have been repeatedly is published in the interest of the inSmHh left Lamoni on Friday the 15th urged to early action on applications. stitution and for the benefit 0f those
for Independent;e, Missouri, and other They are crowded with business, but who desire to secure for themselves
points.
acting promptly as possible.
eligible locations in the College plat.
Bro. P. B. Seaton, of Puryear,
Russia is said to De greatly con- Funds are needed, and those dispQsed
Tennessee, writes under date of the cerned over the arbitration treaty to invest have added inducements in
11th. Saints at Foundry Hill had lately negotiated by the American lessened prices and growth of the
provided material and finished their and English Prime Ministers. She institution:church at the close of the year, and is said to fear that it may practically
"Whereas the College incorporation
it was now ready for dedication, when amount to an alliance offensive or de- holds a large number of lots in Gracethe missionary in charge could give it fensive, in which event Great Britain land addition that it is desirable to
attention. '!'hey hoped that others of might be given moral if not actual sell in order to immediately aid the
the ministry would also be pi·esent at support of the United States in dis- college; and
the dedication. Bro. Seaton had kept putes growing out of the Eastern
"Whereas, it is the wish of the
up local appointments, preaching question. The treaty, as understood Trustees to place these lots at such
forty-one sermons, baptized some, here, does not ·contemplate so wide a low and reasonable prices as will enaand performed other duties.
scope however, but simply the sub- ble any and all parties wishing a
Sr. Jennette Strauss, of Lamoni, mission of differences arising between home near the college to educate their
will furnish back numbers of Zion's the two nations. The treaty finds children, to secure the same,
Ensign to any of the ministry who both favor and opposition among
•·Therefore, be it resolved that for
may desire to distribute them in their United States senators.
the period of six months beginning
fields.
Recently elected governors of sev- February 1, 1897, all unsold lots in
Sr. L. M. Hinkley, Cedar Grove, I eral states have assumed office with- I Graceland addition be reduced in price
Carroll County, Tennessee, writes out unnecessary function, display, or i one third from the present established
that Brighamite elders were operat- other costly incidents usual to in- i rates."
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Oriuinal Po etru.
THE ANGEL MESSENGER.
BY J. S. STRAIN.

In latter days an angel came
The gospel fullnees to proclaim,
To free men's souls from error's chain
And bring them to the truth again.
He came not to the halls of wealth,
Nor whepe the rich and mighty dwelt,
Nor to the men of earthly lore,
But brought his message to the poor.
Unto an humble .boy he came,
Who had no wealth or earthly fame,
But one who sought from day to day
To find the straight and narrow way.
God did unto his prayer attend
And unto him the angel send
To show him where truth could be found
On golden plates beneath the ground.
"What can I do~" the young man cried,
"I am unlearned and young beside."
"I'll give thee wisdom," saith the Lord,
To bring to light my hidden word.
"No worldly wisdom can translate
What has been written on these plates,
But unto thee I give the key
That shall unlock the mystery.
"But men and devils shall combine
To thwart thee in this work of mine,
But fear them not, but faithful be,
And thou shalt my salvation see.
"Go on, translate it, page by page,
Heed not the wicked, let them rage;
So did they unt,o Christ thy Lord,
When he proclaimed his holy word.
"The long dark night of gloom is past,
The glorious truth bas come at last,
The mystery's solved, men shall be free,
All bail tbH glorious jubilee!
"Go preach my gospel," saith the Lord,
"That all the earth may hear the word;
Then will I come to earth again
And ever with my people reign."

Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn,
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Ah, shepherds appointed to wutch o'er the fold,
Is it true noue are stray in~ without in the cold!
Do none wander weary on bleak mnuntains bare,
Away from the sheepfold and your watchful care?
Have you ieft none to fight their hard ba•tle alone?
Have you wandered in search of the bleeding and torn?
Pcrrnaded, encouraged, and prayed them to come
To His shr;ltering arms, ftom the darkness and gloom?

TWO SHEEPFOLDS; THE CHURCH AND THE
WORLD.
"I am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am
knownofmine.''-Johnl0:14.

One fair Sabbath morning was stiU Vfli.l!JQ, in
~·loam,
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When I elept, in fancy, within my own home. Good shepherds, I know, are kind, watchful,
Is that home dear to me? I have passed as a
and bold,
proof
They care for the tiniest lambs of the fold;
Full twenty years 'neath its sheltering roof. ' Give shelter, clean water, good, nutritious
Half waking, I dreamily placed things arigb t
food,
As they merged into view by the gray morn- And their sheep are never hard driven, but
ing light,
wooed."
And finding no article where it belonged
Now, while thus the brother continued to talk,
My thoughts into drowsy confusion were Straightoutthroug·h the chapel door I seemed
thronged.
to walk.
New scenes in the place of the old ones were Directing my steps to the north and the east,
pressed
I soon reached the hillside. The preaching
Till fully awakened and sorely distressed,
had ceased,
Great billows of sadness and homesickness And the shepherd was coming, fast followed
swept
by sheep
O'er my soul, like torrents with flood gates O'er whom he a watchcare did lovingly
unkept.
keep.
Sweet dewdrops afford not full moisture for They gathered around him, the flock one and
flowers,
all,
They oft need refreshing by copious showers; Each trustfully waiting to answer his call.
Just so mental storms moral strength doth They looked very restful, contented, and full,
impart,
With white, cleanly faces, and long, silky
_..,_nd grief's deop emotions do freshen the
wool,
heart.
Sleek, well kept, and ,gentle, and not over
As daylight and sunlight dispelled the dark
driven,
air,
They scampered away when permission was
So cheerfulness came with the brief morning
given,
prayer.
To roam over pastures well watered and
A few hours later, of wisdom in search,
green,
I wended my way to the little brick church.
The happiest creatures that ever were seen.
How strange that this edifice, lowly and The whole scene, of,•which I 1obtained but a
quaint,
glance,
Should seem tempk-like to a Latter Day Saint. Was so grand, that naught could its beauty
I entered, was seated, felt restfully thrilled;
enhance.
Saw pews, aisle~, and rostrum with worship- The spacious inclosure! Its limits extend
ers filled.
Till blue skies and green earth, in circle
The faces were new, but the friendliness old;
shape blend;
And this thought kept rising, "One shepherd, Abundance of fodder, grass, shelter, and
one fold."
shade,
A hymn was announced, The Good Shepherd A more perfect sheepfold could never be
its theme,
made.
And 'mJd the sweet singing, a tinkling'twould Half wishing to enter, but missing the gate,
seem,
I turned my steps homeward resolving to
Like silver-tongued sheep bells, by slender
wait.
But hearing a sound like the stamping of
necks swayed,
Kept time; then the brother most fervently
feet,
Loud shouts and coarse oaths, then a piteous
prayed,
"That God send his angels to guard his own
bleat,
I paused;·as·about me'quick glances I cast;
flock
That feeds in the valley and climbs the steep I saw in the distance a sorry contrast
To the first happy fold. How altered the
rock."
The sweet second song with a theme like the
scene!
A gaunt, crooked shepherd, with indigent
first,
In ripples of melody over us burst.
mien,
Then when the announcements were made Too shiftless to work, and too cruel to care,
from the chair,
Kept his herd in a pasture treeless and bare.
The speaker arose, and bis shepherd-like air No broad streams of water, no gurgling rills;
Reminded me so of those Bethlehemites
The hungry sheep rambled o'er high, barren
Who tended their flocks upon Judea's heights.
hills,
His keen eyes, his gray hair, and full flowing Or huddled together in pitiful plight,
beard,
With no signs of food or of shelter in sight.
. Suggested those shepherds who trembled and No gamboling lambkins as yearly increase,
feared
Just smutty-faced old sheep, with torn, dirty
At sight of the angel, who stood at bis post,
fleece,
To herald the song of that heavenly host.
Bleating for nourishment, quaking with fear,
Now, thought I, his text will refer to the morn They shambled away when the shepherd drew
When Jes us, the babe in the manger, was born.
near.
But not so; from Matthew he hastened to read Close followed by wolf pack, and harrassed
Where Jesus told Peter His sheep he must
by hound,
A more wretched sheepfold could never be
feed.
"And," added the speaker, "I know what
found.
Christ means,
By pain-sharpened instinct the poor cre~,
. for, f a,m farpiliar With sheep-tending SGenes;
ture~ drew
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Away from the be:i,sts and all passed out of ] And into his fold hath my precious child
view.
brought;
Back towards the first sheepfold I ventured And I lured thereby, must now make choice
to look;
between
There stood tho good shepherd with mantle His fiock, and the world's sheep, hungry and
and crook,
lean.
Still calling and petting his beautiful sheep, His sheep know his voice and his call they
And they near his person delig-hted to keep.
will heed,
Some able assistants, kept, lest they should Hence, they in due ·time, will all Zion ward
speed.
rove,
He
after
inspecting the regions around,
The blithe little lambs in the midst of the
Hath chosen this place for a gathering·
drove.
ground.
And as I approached them, none scampered
These broad fields and pr<stures are at bis
nor stirred,
command,
So I stood and admired the whole beautiful
He'll feed his own flock with a bountiful baud!
herd.
True Christians shall stand in, these valleys
Just then I observed that a lamb of my own
by throngs;
Who, under my care ri;,ther restless had These hills shall reecho their praises and
grown,
songs;
Was picked up and placed in the green pas- And thousands of saints shall rejoice in their
ture too,
souls,
That God in his wisdom directs and controls.
So quickly I followed as mother sheep do.
ALICE E. COBB.
Then out spoke the keeper with clear, ringLAMONI, October, 1896.
ing voice,
"Between these two sheepfolds you must
PRAYER UNION.
make your choice."
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
While listening to hear him the sentence
repeat,
S'.R. MARTHA RAMSEY, Ysleta, Texas, desires the prayers of the Prayer Union. that
I found I was still at the church in my seat.
The preacher was there stm ex;1laining his God may be pleased to restorG her son a,nd
only living child to health, w~w b surdy
text.
I could not arouse; felt confused and per- afflicted, and that he may live to hear and
plexed.
obey the gospel. His sufferings are great
and if God does not relieve him soon he canThe speaker still looked as I sat half !J,sleep,
Just like an old shepherd, the people like not live.
sheep.
Collecting my scattered thoughts, rubbing
PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
my eyes,
MEMORY TEXTS l!'OR JANUARY.
They turned to the timepiece, and to my sur"The Lord giveth no commandmt nts unto the children
prise
of men, save he shall prepare a way for them that tbey
The hand o'er one space on the dial had may accompli~h the thing which he con1mandetb
I them."-1Nephi1: 21.
passed,
Since I inadvertently looked at it last.
Thursday, Jan. 21.-Missions and Sunday
Five minutes had scarcely elapsed by the
school work, and the church publication~.
clock,
Since his talk began about "feeding the Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted.
Memory Verses.-Luke 4: 13-22.
flock."
Thursday, .Jan. :::s.-Zion, om· country, its
Now fully awakened, the spirit of peace
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puriPervaded my soul; nor yet doth it cease.
I would that God's children this blessing fication by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
should share,
the kingdom of Obrist be established.
Because it was given in answer to prayer.
Memory Verses.-Isaiah 51: 1-6.
Oft asking the Father to lead and ad vise,
I knew not as yet that the act had been
wise
To leave friends and home and with strangers abide.
_
kl
And now these two pictures are placed alongMRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
side,
Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
Could words make it plainer than thus I am (Send communications for this department to the Editor.
shown,
Address minutes and notices of conventio11s, etc.,
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni~ Iowa.
That Christ, the true Shepherd, is leading
his own
Lost, scattered sheep from the ends of the
BIOGRAPHICAL TEACHINGS.
earth,
BY EMMA HOUGAS.
To save them from pestilence, cruelty, dearth? ALL men are by nature imitators. As our
Lest I, when he called me, though willing . bodies are nourished by the meat we eat, so
inclined,
our souls are stimulated by the inspiration
Prove heedless and wayward by lagging be- 1 drawn from the lives of others. Imitation in
hind,
man is hereditary. fa the beginning m8J1
He in his great mercy, my safety hath was near to God and eould comprehend him
sought,
better tuan man alone 9an now. - The 111story

8tlndau 8ghoo1 Denar1ment.
1

')

of the Israelites establishes the fact that man
must imitate. After they had lived in Egypt
a short time they were without a leader, or
some one to guide them and show them what
to do.
And what was the result? They
must follow some one, and their own leader
being gone they wandered away from God
and followed after the idolatrous nations.
They wandered so far from God that when
he again sought to bring them to him they
were unable to comprehend him and consequently the spiritual law which had been
given them had to be taken from them and
the law of carnal commandments··given instead, They must be guided by some individual and individual laws given.
If we study and love the thoughts, deeds,
and actions of some noble character we are
raised to a higher plane of thought and action, and consequently nearer an appreciation
of the good and beautiful, and in a better
condition to know God and to receive him.
In fact, man was made in the likeness of
God, and imbued with enough of the Spirit
of the Divine to inspire him with a desire to
be like God. In the endless treadmill of life
man must climb or fall, and when he climbs
he must have a mark as the height of his
aspiratione. Owen Feltham has said, "He
that means to be a good limner will be sure
to draw after the most excellent copies and
guide every stroke of his pencil by the better
pattern that lays before him; so he that desires that the table of his life may be fair
will be careful to propose the best examples
and will never be content till he equals or
excels them."
In the beginning, God gave to man all that
was ~rood, noble, eloquent, and lovable, and
it b&s been perpetuated in the recorded lives
of the world's great men. George Wilson
says when he reads the life of a great man he
thinks about, and reads about, and dreams
about it, and pictures it to himself in all possible ways, till the character of that man
grows into a living being beside him, then
he puts himself into that man's shoes and becomes, for the time, the man himself, ,and
thinks and does as he did. And since man
must have examples of good ever before
him be must needs study man. Carlyle
says, "Not only in the common speech of
men, but in all art too-which is or should be
the concentrated and conserved essence of
what man can speak and show-Biography is
the one thing needful."
In the language of Samuel Smiles, "Man is
of all things in the world ·the most interesting to man." The joys and sorrows, sufferings and achievements, in fact all that
relates to human life has attractions beyond
iJ.ll else. It is that interest in man that keeps
up the circulation of so many periodicals, and
binds people together in families, societies,
churches, and nations. It is t_hat peculiar
interest that leads Mother Grnndy to don her
bonnet and start on her afternoon round. It
is tha·G love for and interest in mankind that
inspires our missionaries to turn their backs
on home and all that is near and dear to them
and face the cold and bitter world. It is that
interest in the welfare of nation and home
that cans the politictan to the 11a11s of state,

I
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The interest man takes in others as indi- I nurture, and our admonition. It is in charviduals is manifested in many ways. Por-1 acter study we get our history of both God
traits are painted, busts carved, monuments and his people. It is in the study of characare raised, and anniversaries ceh: hrated. ter we learn meekness, patience, kindness,
Emerson says, "Man can paint, or make or temperance, and godliness, each and all exthink nothing but man." And Carlile says, emplitied in the life of some individual.
"Man's sociability of nature evinces itself in There our souls drink in the lifework of Jesus
spite of all that can be said, by t~is one fact and the plan of salvation. We cannot estabwere there no other, the unspeakable delight lish the principles of the gospel without
he takes in biography." How great is the studying biography.
interest taken in this one branch of literature.
The great misoion of biography is to show
All our novels are but fictitious biographies. man at his best, and since we have decided
We are pained to see so much time, effort, that nowhere do we find characters so illusand talent spent ou that which is fictitious trious and worthy of imitation as in the Bible,
and so little on the real, for the picture of a and as the Bi bl 1 is the text-book used in our
life W<'ll recorded, be it ever so humble, Sunday school we deem it proper, practicaought to excite an interest greatly beyond blt), and profitable that it be studied in our
the imaginary. 'rhat which is quite common- Sunday school.
place may be invested with interest as the
To illu8tratci our point we will take the
outcome of human life, but the lives of our life of Moses. Now in our Sunday school
good aud great especially are useful beyond lessons we beg,an with his birth and lesson
measure. The number of souls whose lhes after lesson we added new circumstances and
have been influenced by such persons, while special feature:; to his life study until now we
perusing the pages fraught with the noble have completed it in the lesson the Death of
thoughts and deeds and actions of an illus- Moses. In our review each Sabbath there
triousexample, have had their hearts inspired was a connecting link between that and the
with a desire to ascend the heights oE useful- previous lesson and an especial effort made to
ness and honor will never be recorded. In impress the prominent features deeply until
reading of another's early life, how their ac- each pupil ough tto be able to review his whole
tions took a decided course, of their likes and life. As an examination for the pupil and
dislikes, their difficulties and obstacles met alw to make a permanent impression we
and how overcome we are strengthened in a would ask the pupils to write as best they
determination to go on in the battle of life can the history of his life, fixing a set time
believing that what has bcen done can be at which the work must be finished being
done.
sure to g·ive time enough for all who will
We notice in reading the biography of all apply themselves. This work need not be
our great men and i.llustrious women as well confined to the senior grade for the interthat they were all lovers of humanity in gen- mediate can do it as well, and even the ineral and lovers of bQoks as well. Among their fan ts will tell their little stories too. These
books and usually their favorite ones are a few papers may be read as circumstances dictate.
biographies.
''Plutarch's Lives" was the There may be an extra session called for the
one book of the early life of Benjamin Frank- reading of them, Ol'.' one may be read at the
lin, and was read and loved by him all his close of each Sunday's work until all are
life. It was also the great favorite of such read. One of our intermediate teachers inminds as Schiller, Napoleon, and Madame vited her class to her home one afternoon
Roland. By it the heroic souls of Henry IX., and they read their stories there to each
of France, Turenne and Napiers were nur- other and this together with a little supper
tu red. "Plutarch's Lives" is a book that has prepared by t,he teacher served to treat the
interested man for nearly eighteen hundred little ones to an afternoon of instruction as
years and attracts and rivets the attention of well as a pleasure. We know of no better
all classes to-day, and w. by is this? It is be- w~y ~o impress mo~al, les~ons, truths, and
cause it treats of great men who have occu- prrnc1ples on the child s mrnd than to assopied prominent places in the world's histMy, ciate them with some person. And as we
and also because he had the power to portray at<e all character builders in our Sunday
the individual character of his heroes. It is school taking children of all ages from the
probable that no one hook, the Bible excepted, prattling, plastic child to him on whose
has influenced and directed as many minds as brow blooms the "flower of old age," we
Plutarch.
think it one of the best methods of making
But the great book of biography is the our work ~J peL"ill3Jnent success.

I
I

Bible and it is as Samuel Smiles says, "The '
most sacred and impressive of all books, the WE have asked, and now ask again, that our
educator of the young, the guide of manhood, workers send short articles-just a few lines.
and .the consoler of old age. It is as he Tell us bow the work is progressing in your
says, one "series of biographies of great he- fLild: how many new schools you have organroes aud patriarchs, prophets, kings, and ized; ask questions of interest anywhere
judges all culminating in the greatest biog- along the line. While our long articles are
raphy of all"-that of the life of Chl'iet. full of merit, we do not, feel that we conserve
None but the Christian heart can appreciate the best interests of the work in publishing
and realize how much devolves on a knowl- them in full, so we trust that no offense will
edge of the life and works of that, one char- be taken if we simply make extracts accordacter.
ing to space.
District superintendents, may we hear
It is in the study of Bible characters we
~et oµr spiritual strength, our wisdom our from you? po (lou want a questlon bo:x? If
1
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you help to fill it? If we have space
for two hundred limis why not divide it between ten rather than have one person use it
all? What think you? Let the nature of
your responses show what you think.
We hail with gladness the Teachers' Institute as an added feature in our work.
ED.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Dec. 9, '96.
MRS. J. H. ROYCE,
Baroda, Michigan.
Dear Sister:-The Sunday school work at
the Woodbine reunion was the best that,
was ever done there, and the crowning feature of the afternoon exercises which had
been set apart especially for the Sunday
school work, was after Sister Devore had explained in a forty-minutes talk, the methods
that had to be adopted for Sunday school
work in the far-off islands where she had
labored faithfully for such a long time. Immtdiately at the close of her graphically told
experience, Brother Chatburn offered a resolution which was numerously seconded and
unanimously carried by all of that vast audience of fifteen hundred persons raising to
their feet. The resolution was as follows:"That a vote of thanks be tendered Sister
Devore for her untiring, brave, self-sacrificing, affectionate devotion to the Sunday
school work in that far-away land; and this is to
express our love to her for her faithful duties
and to all those to whom she administered
the loving words of life."
Yours in bonds,
W. N. ROBINSON.

hB11Br Ilapartmem.
MALAD CrrY, Idaho, Dec. 28.

Editors Herald:-In a recent letter from R.
J. Anthony published in your columns we
noticed that Bro. Morgan Jones was credited
with eighty·five dollars subscribed on the
Malad chapel. It should have been seventy
dollars. The debt was cancelled on the 24th
inst., Bro. William Johns and others assisting us in gathering the subscriptions. The
saints subrnribed liberally according to their
means and fulfilled their promises exactly,
as also did the outsiders, almost everyone
who was approached contributing a little,
and not a promise broken.
The saints feel well over the result, especially a::; we have over thirty dollars extra to
apply toward repairs, which the building is
in need of. The donors on the subscription
in order of amount subscribed are as follows:
[Omitted.--EDS] The amount raised being
$212. 75, not including money for rent of house
for school purposes.
We are making an effort to reach the
young people hera by meal')s of a Religio. In
the three or four sessions held the attendance
has increased from about twelve to nearly
sixty. We will meet to-night under unfavorable circumstances, however. Hoping still
for Zi()J'.l's we11,l, I atu \;IR over,
§. ]). CONDIT,
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BOSTON, Mass., Jan. 4.

Editors I-Ierald:-While at Scranton, Pennsylvania, I learned of the existence of a
branch of the Utah Church in Cohocton,
Stuben County, New York, of some twenty
members or more. I met Elder McFarland
in Scranton, who is in charge at Cohocton.
He had come on to attend a conference that
was held in the suburb of Scranton. Elder
S. W. Richards, from Brooklyn, was in
charge. He is a man of over seventy years
of age; has been in the church since a boy.
Twelve years of bis life have been spent
away from home doing missionary work. He
is a man of pleasing manners and well preserved for his years.
In conversation with him he took the
ground that no unmarried person can be
saved in celestial glory. They may, as Jesus
said, become like the angels who neither
marry nor are given in marriage, but can
never go beyond that and get where the gods
are. When I expressed my anxiety because
I had a sister die who had never been married, be encouraged me by telling that it
could be made all right if I was a member of
their church, by going into one of the Temples in Utah and getting married for her by
proxy.
The following prerequisites are
needed however; I must find out who the
man is that would be acceptahlP to hPr, and
also if he is now willing, then taku my wik,
or any fem~le for that matter, to the temple,
and be married by proxy for my sister.
I inquired, "How about the children?" seeing (as they teach) that glory depends somewhat upon the number of posterity we have.
· He said that all children not old enough to
be responsible are of course saved, but that
the mothers of these children, having lived
and died in sin, are damned. This leaves a
large percentage over there without mothers. These little ones are divided among
such as my sister, who had none. So as the
matter now stands I may yet be uncle to a
number of little almond-eyed Chinese, Japs,
or kinky little Congoites.
Much ado is made by these Utah men over
the temples they have, and the wonderful
work being done in them for the good of the
race, such as endowments, baptism for the
dead, marriage for eternity, marriage by
proxy, sealings, etc.
I beg to be excused for irreverence, but
looking at it from this dis'rnnce and among
hard-fisted Yankees, the revenue that comes
from such a monoply looks suspicious as a
motive. Talk about "trusts,'' "syndicates,''
and "combines" in modern Babylon! They
are not to be mentioned for they deal with
material things in this wm·ld, but Utah's
Zion takes in the world b-;yond. She has
only one real competitor, and he only on a
small scale; viz., the Roman Pontiff. I believe he still has coutrol of purgatory notwithstanding the A. P. A. The modern
Yankee has beaten the old world Italian even
in the business of apostasy.
I asked Elder Richards what explanation
he had fr'r the doctrine of blood a'rnnement
as taught by his leaders. He said that at,
the time they made tho;,e speeches he was
11;wa,v on n;iissi.on w91·k. I asked if the church

had ever taken any action to nullify such
teachings. He did not know as it had. It
seems to me the matter stands just where
Brigham Young left it when he said: "The
wickedness and ignorance of the nations forbid this principle being in full force, but the
time will come when the law of God will be
in full force." Until the church in Utah
takes action against such things they stand
committed to them by their own record, and
when opportunity offers will practice them
when the obstacles-"wickedness and ignorance of the nations"-that now "forbid"
are removed. I have not met one of them
yet but what affirms a belief in polygamy,
but say they are not sent out to teach it.
Whether they teach it or not, I can't say: but
this I can say, their new converts tell me
they believe it &nd have stood in argument
with me on the subject.
I want to say to the mints that for a handy
little instrument to have on hand to meet this
issue Bro. Etzenhouser's pamphlet, "The
Books and Utah in Contrast" is the best I
know of. 1t is a veritable little monitor.
When I learned of the branch of Utah Mormons at Cohocton I felt anxious to investigate and inquire into the. causes of what
to me appeared to be a sort of an anomaly in
that part of the country. At a rural district
four miles from town I found them. They
are mostly farmers and confined chiefly to
two families named Cooley and Campbell and
those who have married into them. I had
started for the home of Elder Cooley, but
missed my way and brought up at the hom.'l
of Mr. Hez. Campbell, whose wife gave me
refreshment with a dinner and rest. I had
walked four miles in a snowstorm to get
there. From her I learned that the elder
Campbell, her husband's father who lived
near by, was not one with them as Brighamites; but she could not really tell me what he
was, only that he was a Mormon, but not
their kind. I made my way to his house and
was pleased to find him what he callJd an
"old Josephite." He had joined the church
in 1837 and remained true to his early convictions, refused to follow the dictation of Brigham and associates. He is a relative of Bro.
Fred Campbell, formerly near Independence,
Missouri, who is well remembered for his
manly qualities, but now gone to his rest.
With his aged wifo and granddaughter
Minnie, I made my home. I announced my
mission as having come to present the true
side of the doctrine of the Latter Day Saints.
A meeting was given out for the following
night, especially for the Mormons, as I did
not feel to make any public attack on them
until they had a fair chance to stand from
under. The time came for the meeting,
house prepared as well as my argument, but
lo! "the best laid plans," etc. There were
two came.
One Elder Wilsey had been
around during the day and told them not to
come as I "was no differentthanasectarian."
I hardly expected such treatment from them,
as I was so kindly disposed towards them and
only asked to be heard. They make so great
claim that people persecute them and will
not hear them but missjudge them, I was not
looking for tbem to give we the Bap::ie dose

they found fault with others for giving them.
I afterwards charged this Wilsey with inconsistency and hypocrisy. He admitted he had
so advised them, and appeared to be obtuse to
the moral phase of the matter.
I obtained the use of the union church for
Sunday evening. In the morning went to
hear the regular pastor (Evangelical). He
invited me to preach for him, which was acceded to. It had been noised around that I
had come to expose Mormonism, which
brought out many that might not otherwise
have come. They heard a gospel discourse
on "faith and repentance to this generation."
The ·Brighamitc element were conspious by
their absence. I believe not one came. As
the elders had succeeded in keeping their
flock away from me, I went to their meeting
Sunday afternoon held in a private house,
thinking I might get a chance to reach them
there. The meeting was closed without the
chance; however, we had a kind of a wholesale "powwow,'' min us the pipe of peace, both
men and women taking part. The answer to
the charge of apostasy, wit,h the evidence
taken from .their own books, was met with,
"Josephite lie,'' "rot,'' etc. I was plainly
told that "the Davil my father had sent me
there." It was a bomb least expected when
blood-atonement, Adam-God, idolatry, and
the inconsistency of placing the Martyr before the world as a liar and hypocrite by having a revelation in his possession commanding
polygamy as essential to celestial glory and
the rejection of it to bring damnation, and at
the same time publicly saying over his own
signature that it was a "false and corrupt
doctrine," and threatening one Hyrum
Brown, of Michigan, with expulsion from the
church for teaching it, were presented.
I have no doubt that blood-atonement is
absolete now in Utah, fur these young elders
whom I met say they now hear it, although
born and bred there. One of them said that
if I could pruve my case he would quit and go
home.
The pressure brought to bear upon Elder
McFarland was such that he agreed to send
for the books r quoted from. If be don't I
shall, for they must meet the issue. One
family said that if my points turned out to be
true they were done with Brighamism, for
they jGined what, they supposed to be the
truth as taught in the books. Their eyes are
now being opened to the deception imposed
upon them. I am hopeful that the leaven of
truth will continue to work there until all
who honestly want to serve God will see the
true light and be saved from the meshes of
that terrible apostasy.
No doubt some of the people think it is a
"Josephite lie." It is hard for anyone to believe that any man would publicly teach such
horrible things as Brigham and Grant have
taught. Jesus said, "If the light which is in
you become darkness, how great is that
darkness?" And if the salt loses its savor it
is good only to be cast out and trodden under
foot of men; also, when the unclean spirit is
allowed to go back into a man when once
cleansed he takes seven other devils with
him more·wicked than himself, and the last
1 st11t';l Qf t]tat n::ian is wor~(;l 1/han the first,
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I Center, near

(Luke 11: 24.) Brig ham was once cleansed, in many ways suffering for the need, it seems,
but when he lost the Spirit of God by violat- of the "healing Spirit," but such is true of
ing a commandment of God, "Thou shalt love all the missions. And I think a greater
thy wife with all thy heart, and shall cleave measure of the Spirit made manifest through
unto her and none else; and he that looketh all the gifts at our assemblies, would greatly
upon a woman to lust after her shall deny the aid and comfort.
And a glance from the spiritual to the
faith and shall not have the Spirit" (D. C.
42: 7), he lost the Spirit. To be deprived of financial is not encouraging. To me it is the
the Spirit means spiritual death. Not even most discouraging of all I now see; Temple
an apostle can trifle with Christ's commands. Lot, Evanelia, and the like are matters that
The divinity of the command is shown by the can be accounted for; but to see in this the
hour of battle our force being reduced betransgression of these men.
An attempt was made to shut me out of the cause we are not able to keep them at the
union church on the grounds of my belief front, is not so easy to explain. It is said
that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God. A that man's necessity is God's opportunity. It
meeting was c.alled by a man who was one of seems to me that his opportunity to aid the
the trustees and he addressed the people church has come, and that if he does not
mainly upon the point that Joseph and Oliver very soon aid in a more marked degree, the
received the Aaronic priesthood, which he faith of many will be sorely tried, to say the
claimed was done away, hence the claims of least. The loss of the Evanelia, Temple Lot,
these men were false and unscriptural. At shortage of funds causing the return of faiththe conclusion of his speech the audience ful ministers, with possibly a decrease in
called for me to reply, which gave me a spiritual power, are all having their effect
on the saints. The question may be asked,
chance for defense, all we ever ask.
While there I preached several times, Can nothing more be done than we are now
making two new openings, having good doing? If not, we are free; otherwise we are
attendance. The people are learning that not.
Bro. Griffiths thought in his mission th 1t
for a man to believe in the mission of Joseph
Smith does not mean an indorsement of the there could be, and he did exactly what the
Utah philosophy. These Utah elders have history of six thousand years shows us the
been around there for a year or more and are people of God have always done. As indidoing comparatively nothing as far as preach- viduals- when in straightened circumstances
ing is concerned. Places were opened for me we pray, and why not as a church?
Of course, half-hearted praying will not do,
there, all I could ask for. I learned from
Elder Gill that they intend to send out two and the way to make it whole-hearted praythousand more missionaries. If they do as ing with very many is to fast. I have never
those I have seen, it will be a long while be- been much of an advocate of fasting, as some
fore they will preach to every nation, kin- know, as most people fast. I cannot see any
dred, tongue, and people, unless peddling reason in supposing God more willing to
tracts can be called preaching. They are grant favors when I am hungry than othertold by their leaders, I presume, that the wise. I have been taught that suffering is
Josephites are a broken-down set, fast dying not pleasing in his sight, and if we do not
out, to fulfill what Roberts calls Brigham's suffer, then what is the object? And if we
prophecy. He ought to give the full schedule do, I am just as much at sea. I can see how
of the "Lion's" prophecies-"The mouthpiece a fast might be profitable, to ab3tain from eatof God to all mankind." Doubtless when ing one or two meals a day at stated times
these young men serve out their two years' and give the amount saved for the cause.
enlistment and return home they will have The amount saved would amount to considlearned by experience that the Josephite · erable and the sacrifice considerable more;
but I would not be understood as saying that
movement is far from dying out.
I at firs.t thought that this sending out ·a fast without a donation would be of no
such a large numbet' of men would be a dam- avail; for as is our faith, so it largely is.
age to us; that the people would get us con- Many have obtained great blessings by fastfused. I find though if we follow them up it ing in ways they thought proper.
I am convinced that if missionaries would
is a benefit, for it makes the lines more distinct between us. "All things" will "work take hold of and continue to sound this note,
much good would result to the cause; but the
together for good," likely.
We are well here in the "Hub." Church head must direct, and as directions come so
work in good condition with us. This week let us all act. For my part I would like to
Boston has unusual attraction, besides a sen- see something done to build up and help the
sational murder trial. Sam Jones, Francis cause we all so dearly love.
HIRAM L. HOLT.
Murphy, and Moody are holding forth in different parts of the city; and so the world moves.
Yours hopefully,
DELOIT, Iowa, Jan. 5.
F. M. SHEEHY.
Editors Herald:-For nearly five years J
GARDEN GROVE, Cal., Dec. 27.
Editors Herald:-! felt while reading Bro.
Griffiths' letter, requesting the people of his
mission to fast and pray on a certain day for
the sick of the mission, that the keynote of
advance had been sounded. Not only in his
µ:ii.ssiou are many h1,ying on he!ls of p;;tin ancl.

have been trying to point mankind to "the
Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of
the world." The blessed story of his triumph
is always new. How thankful we ought to
be for the restoration of the real gospel!
The closing weeks of '96 were spent in
Cherokee. County, Iowa, where I preached
twenty-five tiimes. Good interefjt. flit Silver

Quimby, and some will ask for
admission into the kingdom ere long. Prejudice is fleeing and truth is finding place in
the heart3 of many. The few saints in that
county are awake to the interests of the
church; not only in their conduct before
their neighbors, but are observing the law of
tithes and offerings also. Ou December 29, I
received a telegram saying my mother was
very sick. I found her in a critical condition, but thanks be to the good Lord, she is
much better. Bro. J. T. Turner requests me
to begin a series of meetings in the saints'
church at this place, Thursday evening.
Elder C. E. Butterworth has been preaching here for a week or so, and his efforts were
appreciated. I may be in the northern part
of the district again in about three weeks.
C. J. HUNT.
BELMONT, Neb., Dec. 30.

Editors Herald:-[ left, home November 7,
and arrived at Bro. Ed 'Need's and held two
meetings, then walked on west to the Rockford schoolhouse and held four ·services.
Was assisted the last evening by Bro. Weed,
then we moved on west, Bro. Weed taking
me in his cart to the Pioneer schoolhouse,
where we remained at Mr. Richardson's and
held eight services in the schoolhouse. We
were treated with the greatest kindness and
respect, and great interest was manifest and
some Book of Mormons were ordered. We
then moved on west to the Pole Creek
schoolhouse, close to the western boundary
of Cherry County. We went to Mr. Joseph
Fai.rhead's, trustee, to obtain the house. He
received us kindly and entertained us while
here. We held meetings Saturday evening
and on Sunday morning and evening; then
we made arrangements to hold meetings
every other night for two weeks, as._the interest was good.
On Monday we went on west to Bro. Haywood's, where we were truly made at home.
Here we met Bro. J. Shepard, of the Elkhorn branch, and our meeting was a happy
one. We held meeting in the schoolhouse
that evening, and on November 24 baptized
William EwerG in the Niobrara River. We
then returned with some friends to Pole
Creek and held service in the evening. I
then parted with Bro. Weed, and it was
with regret for I had been with him long
enough to truly appreciate his friendship
and love. May the good Master bless him
and his. I returned with Bro. Shcipard to
Bro. Haywood's and continued the services,
assisted by Bro. Shepard, until DecE-rnber 7.
The four places named above are new openings, and great interest is manifest. On the
8th the cash for my fare was placed in my
hand by Bro. Haywood, and Bro. Ewert took
me to the town of Gordon, where I took train
for Hay Springs, where I arrived safe in the
evening and was met by Bro. George Corbin,
who took me in his wagon to the Alliance
Hall, some four miles from town, where I had
the pleasure of listening to a stirring discourse from Bro. D. M. Rudd. Would to
God there were thousands of such men in the
field working for the good Master. Here I
rested. a few nights, and truly b11id a feast,
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listening to Bro. Rudd set forth the truths i Station, remaining over night w1th Bro. J.
of the great la~ter-day work, assisted by his L. Goodrich, anti was met by Sr. Devore on
chart of the disp<;insations. We prevailed in the 22. We staid with Bro. Vinton Goodour request that be would turn east and work rich that night, and started to Marietta,
some in those new fields we had opened. Ohio, next morning, remaining over night
May God bless bis lahors.
with Bro. and Sr. Lon Shinn, formerly of
I remained in the Elkhorn branch until Clarksburg, West Virginia. Next morning
December 24; spoke four times in the Alli- we moved on to Woodsfield, Monroe County,
ance hall, once in Bordeaux schoolhouse; and and were met at station by two of my brothseven times in Phillips schoolhouse. Bro. ers who conveyed us to their home, in sleighs.
Shepard brought me in his buggy to this
This is the first time we have met them
place on Christmas, and I held service in the since returning from the "islands." Sister
Evergreen schoolhouse on the 26th. Here I C. A. Lucas is the only remaining saint here
bad to shake the parting hand with Bro. of the Monroe branch. She is still in the
Shepard. How hard i.t is to part with those faith.
we learn to love! Have held service every
Last Sunday night I preached in the disnight in the Evergreen to date and am now trict schoolhouse where I received what litgoing to try for a house in the town of Bel- tle education I have.
The house was
mont.
J. S. LEE, The Hunter.
crowded; there were quite a number of my
old schoolmates present, who listened attentively while I spoke at length on "What
GRAYSVILLE, Ohio, Jan. 5.
must
I do to be saved?" They said the house
Editors Herald:- Since arriving home,
October 4, I have not been idle; was called was at my service, and wanted to hear more;
to Centerville, West Virginia, in November, so I promised them I would hold a series of
to assist in dedicating a new cburchhouse. meetings after our return from Belmont
There I met Brn. D. L. Shinn and G. H. County. I trust that at least some of my
Godby, the latter for the first time. Together relatives may obey. The people would be
we held several meetings. Bro. Shinn left glad to see Bro. L. W. Powell again. I wish
for Pennsylvania in a few days, and I returned be could be here now.
Wife and I have not forgotten the saints in
home. Bro. Godby would still continue for a
California and the unlooked for serenade
time.
I found letters from Sinking Spring and given us the last night we staid at Bro.
Middletown, Ohio, to go and help them. On Smith's, in Santa Cruz. Let that band reThanksgiving day I left for Highland County; member they are not forgotten; God bless
held twelve services, and baptized three, all them all. Our sojourn among them was
good material. I was loth to leave, for there made pleasant, and our experience at Woodwas a splendid interest awakened, but advices bine was the same.
With a prayer for all,
from missionary iu charge were to go to MidL. R. DEVORE.
dletown in Butler County, some thirty miles
1·

I

north of Cincinnati.
On December 11 Bro. P. Puckett took me in
bis cosy carriage to Hillsborough, where I
took train for Middletown by way of Cincinnati. I found a number of warmhearted
~aints and beg, n meetings in a nice hall
which is wholly under the control of the
branch. Held ten preaching services, assisted
by Brn. Jones and Rhoads. The assemblies
were usually small, but very attentive. I
felt well in presenting ouc faith, and do not
think it will prove a fruitless effort.. There
are a number of brethren there who are amply
able to hold regular preaching services, and
they proposed to undertake it and begin at
once. They are noble men and God will bless
them if they but move humbly forward. The
editor of the Signal kindly pcirmitted a number of articles from my pen to appear in bis
paper. Si.ster Edith Wren will be permitted
to write articles bearing on the faith of the
church, which will appear from time to time;
so the editor told me. She is able to defend
our claims, and will usci tlie opportunity so
kindly offered her.
,Sr. Lula Jones and I drove over to Seven
Mile to the cosy home of Bro. A. L. Yingling and family. They are strong in the
faith and demonstrate their faith by their
works. I enjoyed the visit and would be
pleased to return some day and present the
truth to the people of that community. My
time was limited and I bade them good- bye
on t4~ frlst of pecember, and caD)e to Eyer's

organist. The tree was beautifully adorned
with presents for old and young. We noticed
"Fate" Booker's lengthy form as he plucked
the presents from the topmost boughs of the
tall cedar. ''Fate," like Uncle John Kinnaman, is five feet eighteen inches in his stocking feet. Ladders are useless to such men.
At such times, as a rule, there are always a
few pessimists who are ever ready to cry,
"Lord, they have killed thy prophets and
digged down thine altars." We remember
reading, "Master, we found one casting out
devils in thy name and we forbade him because
he was not a follower of us." The Master said,
"Forbid him not; for he that is not against
us is for us."
The Duke of Wellington once observed an
officer in his army doing very effective work
with a field gun. The Duke rode hastily to
the spot and calmly said, "Captain, that was
well aimed, and you are one of my greatest
gunners. But that will do; those are our
own men you are slaughtering."
A letter is handed us from Bro. ,Joseph
Tanner, of Bevier, district president: "Come
at onee to assist me in debate with one W. G.
Halley, of Holiness fame;" a man whom we
had succeeded in making mad at one of our
meetings a few weeks ago, by answering his
silly questions. Selecting Bro. Tanner as bis
target he seeks revenge in debate. We are
off to the battle.
(To be continued)

LITTLE SIOUX, Iowa, Jan. ll.

Editors Herald:-Elder J. W. Wight has
come and gone, coming to quarterly conference December 5 and 6, and remaining with
us until the 9th inst., when be left for Moorhead. We were sorry to see him go. The
result of his thirty-seven sermons, was the
baptism of twelve, who desired their names
enrolled in the book of life. Others are almost persuaded to enter the sheepfold. May
God's Spirit so work upon them, that they
will cry out, "Men and brethren, what must
we do?"
Bro. Wight left many warm friends here,
and a royal good feeling among the saints.
To say that bis sermons were grand does not
do them justice-often sublime is better.
The Apostle Paul tells us, "Our gospel
came not unto you in word only, but also in
power and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
assurance;" all of which wai;: fully realized
during the late meeting held here, by "them
thatJ:ielieve."
Come again, Bro. Wight, and "stay all
winter" next time.
Fraternally,
GEO. M. SCOTT.

JOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.-NO. 6.
BY T. W. CHA'l'BURN.
ANOTHER year has been gathered into the
garner, another milestone on our pathway we
have swiftly passed. The record has been
made up consisting of joys and sorrows, hope;i
and disappointments, sunshine and shadows;
and with a firm conviction. that from the
experiences of the past we shall be the better
prepared for thA future, we turn with hopeful
eyes to the dawning of the new year whose
pages can only be read as they are turned by
the unerring band of time. Then let the
creaking door of the old year go shut, with a
prayer that a better one may open; for to
us as saints the world's brightest years are to
come, and to the grand culmination of which
we are swiftly speeding.
We are living in an age of the ideal, when
the whole church through di vine illumination will make resplendent the name and
glory of God among men and reveal to them
the joys of immortality before the gates of
ENTERPRISE, Idaho, Dec. 23.
death are opened to admit them to the everEditors Herald:-I started about the 1st
lasting kingdom of our God and bis Christ.
of November and preached one week in each ..
We commenced a series of meetings here, of the following places: Cold Spring Creek,
·continuing up to Christmas eve, when the Jacksonburg (eight miles east of Mountain
cbildren bad an enjoyable time at the saints Home), and Bruno. From the latter place I
church, under the guiding band of Superin- went to Little Valley and did some preaching,
tendent George Thorburn. William J. Rich- thence to Carrol Creek and stayed all night
ards, the born singer, with his proficient choir, with William Evans, a man at war with all
stirred the very depths of our soul with religion. His mother had been an invalid
Christµi.a§ a,nthems 1 wHh. .(YJrs. Allie Thor[)un1 for fourteen ;years. ~ot l:Jein!I able to take (Ji

l
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step they carried her as a child. In the I
morning as I had my team ready to start on
my journey, the son came out and desired
that I should come and see his mother before
leaving. I did so and she wished me to pray
for her, and I was never blessed more in my
life, nor felt the power of the Spirit more
than during that prayer. I went away in
about ten minutes, left them all rejoicing,
her praising God. I have been at this place
eight days and am ready to start for Oregon
again. I can truly say that I was never in all
my travels treated as well as at this place.
Any elders traveling through will meet with
warm receptions and are kindly invited to
stop.
Will you please remember poor unworthy
me in your prayers that I may be kept humble
so the Spirit muy be my guide.
Yours in hope,
LEVI WILSON.
CHICAGO, Ill., Jan. 14.

Editors Herald:-On New Years' day I had
the pleasure of organizing a branch of seventeen members, at Ladd, Illinois; Bro. Frank
Izatt presiding elder, C. Malcor deacon,
Adam Fletcher treasurer, and Thomas Turner secretary. Mainly through the efforts of
Bro. Fletcher, who is a leading man of the
town, a union church has been built, which
the saints have the use of, alternately with
the Methodists; so that the little branch has
a good start, and though considerable prejudice is manifest at present, we believe that
will soon be overcome, if the saints will exercise wisdom and let their light shine. Notwithstanding the rain (and it did rain) on
Sunday, the services were well attended and
a good interest manifest.
In the morning I attended the Union Sunday school, and by invitation spoke to them
on the lesson-the resurrection and second
coming of Christ. In the afternoon I preached
to the saints. There was a number of outsiders present. But in the evening to our
surprise a large audience greeted us; the
Presbyterians adojurning ,their meeting to
join ours, their minister failing to appear. I
had excellent liberty in presenting the word
and the indications are favorable for a good
work.
From Ladd I was called to Sandwich to
preach David Rogers' (brother of I. L. Rogers) funeral sermon. The funeral was a
large one, Mr. Rogers being an old and
highly respected citizen. He was not a
member of the church, though a believer,
but like many others, deferred the one act of
obedience till it was too late. But he was
a friend to the church, also to the poor,
therefore has gone home to his reward.
We have been trying to get our work established in the city of Aurora. We have
about a dozen members there. Principally
through the efforts of Bro. F. T. Haynes and
Henry Atkins. We have held several suecessful meetings there. Those who come out
to hear seem interested. An effort is now
being made to obtain a permanent place for
meetings. We hope the way may 09en soon
for an organization of a branch. We believe a
good work can be done Miere,

I have been out of the city most of the time
of late, Bro. F. M. Cooper taking my place
here. I have more calls than I can fill, but
do the be1:1t I can. I think this has been the
busiest year yet; but the Lord has blessed me
with good health and I enjoy my work. I
think the work in the city is in good condition. Our Young People's Society is growing nicely. The members are all alive.
I go to Millersburg next week by request
to aid in a series of meetings there, and remain in Kewanee district till after conference, which convenes at Kewanee, February
6.
Yours in bonds,
F. G. PITT.

43
in four additions to the church. Bro. Sam
Hay is in charge here.
On the 13th I reached this point, where I
am at the present. This is the home of Bro.
Emery W. Nunley. We are holding a week's
, meeting here with fair attendance and gooci
liberty. Bro. Nunley is partially disabled
by a fall from a wagon a short time ago. He
may have broken a rib, but his condition is
not serious. I feel encouraged, but we need
more help in this great State. Better provisions must be made for Texas, it seems to
me. Pray the Lord of the harvest to send
more laborers into the field.
At work,
I. P. BAGGERLY.

COOKS POINT, Texas, Dec. 16.

Ed'ito1·s Herald:-On the 27th of July, in
company with Elder Benjamin Goodman and
wife, and Scott Perkins, I set out for Elkhart,
Texas; my companions for Limestone County,
they to visit relatives; I to preach the gos~el.
After five days' travel by team our
wagon broke down near VVinona. Here I
bade adieu to my friends and boarded Nahum's chariot, reaching El'khart that evening, July 31. I was met at the station by our
worthy brother and elder, James W. Bryan,
who kindly took charge of me till the 2d of
August, when Bro. George Hughes conveyed
me by buggy to his place, Percilla. Bro. Tipton lives here and is our representative here,
he being a priest in the church, doing what
he can for the work. He has the respect of
those out of and in the church.
A Methodist revival was in progress when
I arrived at this place, at the conclusion of
which I preached four times without much
effect.
Here I was prostrated with fever
the most of the month, my comfort being
kindly looked after by Sr. Hughes and Bro.
J. C. Tipton. I also preached at a place
0
called Eoon, in which some good was effected
I think. Bro. Bryan is our only preacher in
all this region of country. He is laboring
faithfully. The 10th of September found me
in the city of San Antonio. After preaching
here a week I went to Kerville, by wagon,
with our missionary, L. L. Wight, a distance
of seventy-ti ve miles to attend a debate between Elder H. P. Curtis and J. A. McArty,
of the Christian Church. I acted as moderator for H. P. Tl\fe had a good time here
and felt quite proud of our young champion.
He defended the claims of the church in a
masterly manner. I wish we had many more
such men as H. P. Curtis.
After the debate I returned to San Antonio,
where I labored till October 8. The 10th found
me at Pipe Creek. After laboring here a week
I went to Medina City, where I held a few
meetings with Elder Wight, returning to
Pipe Creek on the 23d when the district conference convened, which passed off pleasantly, and the 29th found me again in San
Antonio; when on the 9th of November in
connection with the district president, I organized the San Antonio branch. H. P.
Curtis is pastor of the branch, N. C. Powell
teacher, H. Hutson clerk. On the 1st of
present month I came to Hearne, 'l'oxas.
flere I labored for one week, whi,ch resulted

I

FULTON, Iowa, Dec. 23.

Editors Herald:-! have jutit returned from
Savanna, Illinois, where I was busily engaged
in gospel work for over one month. After
two weeks' labor there my wife came over
from Fulton, at the earnest solicitation of
the saints, and helped me a great deal, especially in fireside preaching and in ways
too numerous to mention.
Bro. L. E. Hills, of Marion, Iowa, preceded
me at Savanna and had appointments out,
and had preached once. This brother is doing nobly in the cause, and is received well
by all. During my stay four were baptized,
and many friends made to the cause. Some
promised to be baptized in the spring, should
I return, or any of the elders go there. The
zeal of God's children at that place-must certainly win souls to Christ; for like Paul's
testimony of the Romans, I can say that their
zeal is spoken of for miles distant. Those
who were baptized are excellent people, all
heads of families. The congregations were
very good, and attentive throughout.
I believe there will yet be a branch of the
church at Savanna.
This
(Fulton) branch will celebrate
Christmas by having a Christmas tree.
I expect to go into the northwestern part
of this district before New Year's day. I
feel much encouraged in the work.
Yours in hope,
J. R. SUTTON.
DA VIS CITY, Iowa, Dec. 25.

Editors Herald:-Leaving home on the 11th
and meeting Bro. Jones at Davis City on the
train for Chariton, Mr. Ream met us there
with team and took us out south about seven
miles. We held six meetings with fair liberty; some interested in the gospel. One
lady said she was with us in principles, but
not in the church yet. They said they would
purchase the Inspired Translation and Book
of Mormon soon.
We left them for Lucas on Friday, the 18th.
On arrival at Lucas Bro. C. H. Jones was requested to baptize four precious souls into the
kingdom of God. Bro. Jones preached at
night and assisted in confirming them.
Bro. David Daniels requested us to go
north about eight miles, also sent appointment tnat we would be at the Curtis schoolhonse. We met a good crowd there. There
are ('Jome good people up there; so~e are ill•
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vestigating and some say they have no fault
to find with our doctrine, although they say
they don't see the. necessity of bsing baptized
,
.
again. They don't understanu the authority
of the church that God has again called man
in these last days.
I left Bro. Jones at Lucas, Iowa. He is
a good worker for the Lord He preaches in
the pulpit and by private talk. He will go
back to-morrow to hold meetings a few days.
I think some will join the church there before long. Mr. Crooks treated us well, for
.which I feel to thank him, also others, for
their hospitality and the kindness of the
noble saints and friends. My prayer is that
they may comprehend the glorious gospGl of
these latter days.
Yours in bonds,
NEPHI LOVELL.

Oriuinal

1\rii~les,

THE RIVER SIDON. WHERE IS IT?NO. I.
HERALD:- I n

answer to the question in a recent Herald
article, "The River Sidon, where is
it?" I will here present such evi-

EDITORS SAINTS'

1

t

t

dences which apparent Y are ex ·an '
whereby the river can be located; but
in order to locate said river beyond a
doubt I shall have to locate some of
the principal cities of the Nephite account that were near to it, by their
remains still extant, as also of a
"strip of wilderness" land, etc.
The committee on archreology has
evidently located on the wrong part
of America to find a river that will
answer to the River Sidon. And if
the committee will carefully consider
the following accounts of ruins of ancient cities and fortifications in Central America, in the vicinity of the
Usumasinta River, and Honduras,
and Mexico and also th3 meaning of
symbols and representative figures on
the Gemelli chart, I believe it will be
convinced that they have made a
wrong location for the River Sidon, in
South America.
I will first refer to the ruins and
their 10cation of an ancient fortified
city in Honduras, which reads:-

Iancient works in the whole region . . . . In ; to be correct I will refer
I

the center of the eastern half of the plain
and consequently in the midst of the princi. .
pal rums, is what may be regarded as the
chief structure of the group, commanding a
view of all the rest. (This group of ruins
and their location to each other are shown in
the fourth volume of Native Races of the Pacific States, pp. 73, 74.)
As to the original purposes to which the
strnctures oI Tenampua were devoted, speculation points with much plausibility to religious ceremonies and temples in the case of
the enclosures and larger pyramids; ... while
the strong natural position of the works on a
piateau with high, precipitous, and at
nearly every point inaccessible sides, indicates that defense was an important consideration with the builders. The supposed
reservoirs favor this theory, which is rendered a certainty by the fortifications which
protect the approach to the plateau at the
only accessible points, on three narrow ridges.
. . . These fortifications are walls of rough
stone from six to fifteen feet high and ten 1:0
twenty feet thick at the base, according to
the weakness or strength of the location.
Gullies on the slopes which might afford a
cover for approaching foes are carefully filled
with stones, and the walls themselves, which
also have traces of towers at intervals, while
preEenting a perpendicular exterior are, terraced on the inside for the convenience of the
defonders.-Ibid. p. 76:

This brief account of the ruins of
an ancient fortified city in Honduras,
its high location and supposed purpose by the learned writers show that
it had been at a remote period the
capital or religious center of the aboj riginals of that part of Central.
America. A11d according to its location as shown on the map of Mr. H.
H. Bancroft in his fourth volume; and
the location of the beehive figure at
80 on the Gemelli chart the two locations are identical in a geographical
sense, for each location shows to be
southeastward from the boundary
line between Honduras·· and Guilitemala, and about midway between
the east and west seas, the Atlantic
and Pacific. It is seen that the beehive
figure on the chart, that it is located
ori the end of the line leading from a
curve figure at 54, called Culhucan by
the writers; they have applied this
location, however, to a city by that
At Tenampua, . . . twenty miles south- name in Mexico which is an error,
east of Comayagua, near Flores, is a hill for it represents South America,
of white stratified sandstone, whose sides
rise precipituously to the h"ight of
sixteen hundred feet above the level
of the surrounding plains.
The summit
formo; a level plateau ono half a mile wide
and one mile and a half long from east
to west. 0 n t.h e eastern h a_lf c h'ie fl y, b u t
also spreading· over the whole surface of this
lofty plate3,>u, is the most extensive group of

south of the equator. It will be seen
therefore, by the line of travel from
Culhucan to the Beehive, that thepeople which first located in Honduras
t rave 1e d f rom S ou th A menc
· a , an d th e
.

.

.

you also to
the curved fiorure at 4. and also to the
. l fi
comca
in th'e l arge square,
0""Ure
.
•
•
which shows its location to be northwest from the curved figure at 4. In
a geographical sense, therefore, it
represents Central America from the
b
d
l'
f G t
1 t th
oun ary ine 0
ua ema a 0
e
Isthmus of Panama, the north part of
South America to the isthmus not
shown on the chart. At the southeast
part of the neck or isthmus is located
a female and at the northwest part is
0

•

a male which looks across the land to
the female, with the signification, this
is our country! The group of five
chiefs at 7 represent the same company as at 53, the female and male located on the conical figure being
significant of the whole, the Beehive
figure representing the locati.on of
their capital city in that country, who
had traveled from Culhucan, South
America.
I will now refer to the Nephite account of the journey which Nephi and
his people made, when they left a
part of the original company from J erusalem in the land in which they
first located, and settled in a country
that was "nearly surrounded by
water," which they "called the land
of Nephi." For the account of the
journey and name which they called
their second location in America see 2
Nephi 4: 2-5; and for the nature of its
location being nearly surrounded by
water, see Alma 13: 11; and that their
capital city was fortified, see J arom
1: 4; Mosiah 5: 2; 6: 2; 10: 2, which
show that the city of Nephi was on a
high location, and also that it was
fortified.
Again, in. regard to the land of
Nephi being nearly surrounded by
water, look at the showing of the
space within the large square, northeast and southwest of the conical
figure if that country is not represented as nearly surrounded by water
as shown on the chart answering to
the location of the land of Nephi.
And again, do not the five chiefs at
7 represent the same number that
formed the company of Nephi which
settled in Nephi? And furthermore
the symbols as attached to the head
of the first chief show that he had
traveled from a south country, and

number of tribes which made the JOUr· also that he had traveled on water to
I n.ey is sl;:t0wn at 53, And to show this that sov.th country, ;from a11 eaiste:rr:i
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country, by way of the south, and
landed from the western waters, or
sea. Such significant symbols answer
in every particular to the history of
Nephi, from Jerusalem to "the promised. land," to his father Lehi. The
land of Lehi being that part south of
the equator, it being called "The land
south," in Helaman 2: 27. And according to tradition of the Colhuas, of
Mexico, it was "the land of their
fathers." It is apparent that the word
Colhucan and Colhua is from Lehi and
Nahua from Nephi, and "means son,"
which would be in harmony with the
Nephite acicount of Nephi being the
son of Lehi.
And as the abridged history does
not state what course of travel Nephi
took when he left his brethren and
traveled many days in the wilderness,
it is difficult to trace the route he took
and the place where he located; hence
we have to be governed more or less
by Alma's account of the place where
he located. Now a place merely sur-

hemla, in order to protect themselves J Guatemala, Chiapas, and Tabasco,
a.gainst the Lama.nites, who at that with the lay and sh.ape of the large
time had possess10n of the land of figue where the eagle is located on
Nephi, and the Nephites had united 1 the Gemelli chart, dispute that that
with Zarahemla and his people and country does not represent the same
formed themselves into one govern- place as shown on the chart- northment, in the land of Zarahemla, the west from the line between Honduras
Nephites being the rulers of the land and Guatemala,, to the isthmus of
of Zarahemla, did as a natural result Tehuantepec; and farther, that such
take the lead in defending the country is the case compare the country as
against the invasion of the Lamanite shown on the Bancroft map southeastnation. But before I refer, however, ward from said line to isthmus of
to the locations of those ruins I will Panama, with the figure at 28 on the
first refer you to an important group chart.
It is therefore seen, that
of ruins of an ancient city, supposed the two figures just referred to on the
to have bean one of the great cities of chart represent the same c~m1try as
the Votanic empire, called Tulha, and the Bancroft, map of Central America.
located in Chiapas, which reads:-The figure at 28 represents the same
Some thirty-five or forty miles southward place as at 2.
The conical figure
from Palenque, on another of the parallel within the square which is a represenstreams which unite to form a branch of the
tation of the then location of the
Usumasinta, is another important group of
ruins, which may be called Ococingo, from eagle, the symbol of its chief in the
the name of a modern village, five or land; but as the land appears at a
six miles distant towards the west. The later date, the people who first settled
same traditions that tell us of Votau's great it left it as shown by the human skull
Maya empire, and of XibalbB,, allude also on its summit, and located at 31. Its
somewhat vaguely to another great capital
rounded by water infers that it is sur- called Tulha. Juarros perhaps following occurrence being shown at 5 and 5,
rounded more by water than by other Ordonez, applied this name to the ruins of which is also shown at 12 in the act of
lands, which is not the case with the Ococingo, and most authors have followed traveling. 'l'he journey or symbols of
place the committee has located on him in this respect. I need not say, however, travel from the first part are shown at
for the land of Nephi in South that the only authority for this use of the 21 and 26, and continues round about
name is the traditional existence in the shadowy
America. Jacob, the brother of past, of a Tulha in thisregion.-NativeRaces to an oblong space at 27, where three
Nephi, states, 'Or calls the land an of the Pacific States, vol. 4, pp. 346, 347.
females are located. The first has the
"island," which is more or less in harDupaix describes them [the ruins] as rabbit and cane attached to her head,
mony with Alma's account, and by the located on the slope of a hill, on the sides of which are the symbols of north and
showing of the Gemelli chart, the con- which are some atone steps, and as consisting west in geograp h y, w h.w h s h ows that
of five structures .... Stephens also deical figure within the square, almost scribes the ruins, or the principal ones at the company of ten chiefs and their
any person would conclude that it least, as. located "on a high elevation." . . . families traveled to the northwest,
represented an island.
But by the Stephens al8o speaks of an open table, proba- when they left the conical shape
location of the female at one end and bly the former site of the city, protected on country, which is in perfect harmony
the male at the other, show that it is all sides by the terraced structures which with the lay of Chiapas from Honoverlook the country far aronod. There is
not the case. - It is evident, therefore, also a high narrow causeway, partially arti- duras. Compare the two figures on
that the Gemelli chart gives the de- ficial, extending from the ruins to a moun- the Gemelli chart at 28 and 31 with
sired information of the location of tain range, and bearing on its summit a the lay of Ohiapas to Honduras; the
the land of Nephi, as also the course mound and the foundations of a building, or site of the two cities, however, being
of travel which Nephi took to it when tower. Of these ruins Mr. Stephens says that of the eag1e an d s_k u 11 .
''there was no place we had seen which gave
he left his brethren in the land of us such an idea of the vastness of the works
The symbols of history when the
Nephi.
erected by the aboriginal inhabitants."-Ibid. journey of the ten tribes was made are
I will now call your notice to the pp. il50, 352.
shown at 68 and 56, it being between
reports of the learned writers to the
For the location of these ruins, the seventh and eighth cycles, and
locations of the ruins of ancient cities look for the name Ococingo, on the which was made at a time when war
and fortifications along on the north- Bancroft map in his fourth volume, was in the land, as shown by its symwest side of the boundary line between then get the Gemelli chart and com- bols by the temple and on the line of
Honduras and Guatemala; and at the pare the location of the eagle at 31, travel at 17 and 26, which is in harhead of the Usumasinta River, which' 1 with the location of the ruins. None mony with the date in history of Neap.parently are the ruins of the Ne- will or can dispute but what Mr. phi, when he left Jerusalem, to the
phite account of cities and of fortifi- f Bancroft's map where the ruins are time when Mosaiah was commanded
ca~iuns; th~ ruins of fortifications . located, that the place does not repre- ~o leave the _l~nd of Neph.i an~ travel
bemg the rums of the forts which the sent the northwest part of Central mto the wilderness, wh1Ch is also
1
Nephites built on the southeast and 1 America. Nor can any person after I shown on the chart at 59 and 60, as
south borders of the land of Zara- [comparing the country called Yucatan [also represented by the bird at 5.

I
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ConfersncB

J~intl1B8,

NORTHERN WISCONSIN.
District conference convened at Valley
Junction, Wisconsin, Decern ber 19, 1896;
President A. L. Whiteaker in th~ chair, A.
V. Closson secretary. Branch reports: Reeds
40; 6 baptized. Frankfort 68; 16 baptized, 1
died. Evergreen 87; 1 baptized, 6 removed.
Elders reporting: W. A. McDowell, C. H.
Burr baptized 2, A. L. Whiteaker baptized
7, F. Hackett, A. V. Closson baptized 13;
Priest H. E. Wood. No report from Bishop's
agent. By resolution A. V. Closson was authorized to take such steps as may be necessary, to purchase, equip, and put in operation
a gospel tent, said tent to be the property
and subject to the control of the Northern
Wisconsin district. A. L. Whiteaker and A.
V. Closson were appointed a committee to
confer with the officers of the Southern Wisconsin district in regard to holding a reunion
in the State in the summer of 1897. A. L.
Whiteaker and A. V. Closson were
chosen delegates to General Conference; if
both do not attend, the one attending is to
cast the full vote of the district. A. L.
Whiteaker was sustained president, A. V.
ClC;sson secretary. The preaching was done
by brethren C. H. Burr, W. A. McDowell,
and A. V. Closson. Adjourned to meet at
the Reed's branch, near Chetek, Wisconsin,
time to be designated by the president.

FLORIDA.
Conference convened at Greenwood branch
December 19, D. E. Tucker presiding. The
following branches reported: Greenwood 29,
Eadendale 16. Ministry reporting: Elders
D. E. Tucker, S. D. Allen, J. N. Hawkins;
Priest V. S. Jernigan; 'I'eacherJ. P. Calhoun;
Deacon B. L. Jernigan. Bishop's agent reported: On hand at last conference $26;
received since $27: paid out $18.35; on hand
$34.65. S. D. Allen was sustained district
president and V. S. Jernigan secretary.
Preaching by D. E. Tucker and S. D. Allen.
Adjourned to meet at Coldwater branch,
Saturday before the third Sunday in February,
1897.·

EASTERN MAINE.
Conference convened at Indian River, December 19, at 2: 30 p. m.; President S. 0. Foss
in the chair, J. D. Wilson secretary.
Branches reporting: Olive Branch and Indian River. Elders reporting, U. VV. Greene,
S. 0. Foss, W. W. Blanchard, E. C. Foss,
and J. S. Walker; Priests reporting, U. M.
Kelley and J. N. Ames. Bishop's agent's
report: Received since last conference,
$168.47; paid out $163.50; on hand $4.97. Report audited and found correct. Voted to
invite Bro. J. C. Foss of the Canadian mission
to take part in the conference. Voted that
the next conference convene on the Saturday
before the full moon in June, the place to be
appointed by the president. Voted that U.
W. Greene, W. W. Blanchard, and J. N.
Ames be appointed as delegates to the General. Conference. It was voted that the offi-

8tlndau School Il:ssocia1ions.

cers of the district be sustained. J. D.
Wilson resigned and Ada S. Kelley was appointed clerk. Preaching by J. C. Foss, W.
W. Blanchard, and U. W. Greene.

FREMONT.
Conference convened at the Plum Creek
chapel, October 17, 1896,at ten a. m.; Bro. D.
Hougas president, Emma Hougas secretary.
Reports from following branches read and
approved: Farm Creek, Elm Creek, Plum
Creek, Shenandoah, Union, and Glenwood.
Written reports were received from Elde1·s
W. Leeka, G. W. Walling, W. Leadingham,
T. A. Hougas, W. Schick, H. Hershey, D.
Hougas, W. C. Matthews, J. Comstock, S.
Orton, H.F. Durfey, J.B. Cline, J. C. Moore;
Priests J. Lentz, A. J. Davidson, L. C.
Donaldson, J. Claibourne, G. F. Dungee,
F. Becksted, C. Fry; Teacher J. Goode.
Bishop's agent's report read and by motion a
committee of three was appointed by the
chair to audit the books. Verbal reports of
branches were made as follows: Plum Creek,
W. Leeka; Union, J. Comstock; Hamburg, .J.
Claibourne; Elm Creek, S. Orton; Farm
Creek, D. Hougas; Glenwood, W .. Walling;
Elders G. Kemp, W. W. Gaylord, S.P. Becksted, A. Badham, M. W. Gaylord, H. F.
Durfey, J. C. Moose; Priests J. Lentz, W.
Walling, F. Becksted, A. J. Davidson;
Teachers S. Dikes, C. Roberts, - - Kirkendall. The auditing committee reported an
error of $10 in favor of churnh. Report as corrected approved and committee discharged.
A request from the Shenandoah branch
asking that Bro. Burton Gifford be ordained
. to the office of deacon and J. V. Roberts to
the office of priest was read. A motion that
the reqnest be granted and the ordinations
be provided for at an early date was carried.
On motion tbe following b.i:;ethren were continued in their missions: J.C. Moore at McPaul: S. Orton and C. Fry, Bartlett and
vici.nit.y; A. J. Davidson and Fredrickson at
Plum Creek; A. Badham at Excelsior, including Stennett; G. Walling, Glenwood and
vicinity; Bro. John Lentz to labor as circumstances permit under the direction of the
missionary in charge and district president;
H. Durfey to labor as circumstances permit.
A request _from Bro. Brewster th::i,t some
one be sent to a point four miles south of
Villisca to labor, and that he be allowed to
labor there was given by Bro. Badham. On
motion the missionary in charge and district
president were empowered to grant the request and see that the v;;;ant is supplied. A
motion that the present officers be sustained
was made and carried. A motion prevailed
that when the conference adjourns it do so to
meet at Shenandoah, the last Saturday in
February, 1897. M(>ved that the 2: 30 p. m.
session on Sunday be occupied in a prayer
and testimony
Carried.
Some time
· meeting.
.
.
.
was spent. on a free
d1scuss10n
of
some
pomts
~
.
of Doctrme and Covenants. Preachrng by
Brn.
. John Lentz, D. Hougas, and A. Badham.
.
This was one of the best conferences held m
the district for several sessions.
The States have 37,000 women telegraphers.

MOBILE.
Report of the Mobile district Sunday school
association from September 13, 1896, to November 29, 1896: Convention convened at
Three Rivers, Mississippi, DecembE.r 11, 1896.
Number of schools reporting 5. Present
number 5. Present membership of district
157. First convention.
Amount on hand
$2.31. Summarized report of schools: Number of sessionil 7 2-5; total enrollment 157;
total attendance 1,104; average attendance
149. Number of classes: Senior Quarterly 5,
Intermediate Quarterly 4, Primary Quarterly
4, Intermediate Question Book 1, Primary
Question Book 3, total 17. Number of officers
14. Total collections $10.60; total disbursements $4.36; balance in treasuries $6.24;
amount paid to district treasurer $2.31; number of Hopes taken 10; Senior Quarterlies 34;
Intermediate Quarterlies 20: Primary Quarterlies 12. This district was organized September 20, 1896. Considerable improvement has
been made here since the organization. C.
I. Carpenter superintendent, State Line,
Mississippi; W. L. Booker associate, Van
Cleave, Mississippi; J. L. Booker, secretary,
Bay M~nette, Alabama.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Northeastern Kansas district Sunday
school association will convene at Scranton,
Kansas, February 12, at 10: 30 a. m. All Sabbatl::\ schools in the district try and send delegates. There is business that will have to be
done.
SARAH A. PARKER, Supt.
MARY HUDGENS, Sec.
The Northeastern Missouri convention
of district Sunday school association will convene at Bevier, Missouri, February 5, 1897, at
at ten a.m.
We hope as many as possible will attend,
especially those in remote parts, come and
get an insight into the work that will help
to render better service in your own locality.
Bring your Winnowed Songs and Quarterlies.
LOUISE PALFREY, Supt.
Des Moines district Sunday school association will be held the Friday preceding the
district conference to be held in Des Moines,
in the early part of February, 1897, at which
time the following questions are to be discussed. Where does the teaching of the gospel produce the best effect, at home or in the
Sunday school? How use the Quarterlies in
the Sunday school? Every one is asked to
come prepared to give us some thoughts on
the above-n.amed questions, but especially the
following; viz., Brn. C. Scott, Lamoni, W. H.
Kephart, Lucas; W. C. Nirk, Rhodes; Wm.
J oh nson, J . W . Morgan, J o h n p ar k , F ran k
M'll
R ~) b er t , p ar k , G eorge J o h nson, c a l l er,
\ vin Merrill, Sheldon Armstrong, Wm. Barb ee, B ro. -'Ma1'tl an d ,an d M arcus c oo k . Al so
S
M
C k M tt" H h
s K
rs.
arcus 00 ' a 18 ug es, r.
ephart, Emma Park, and Anna Amos. All the
schools in the district are especially requested
to send in their reports, also to send as many

I
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delegates as possible. District officers are to be
elected for the ensuing year, also delegates
to the General Conference.
Respectfully yours,

NOTICES.

TO ALL MINISTERS CONCERNED.

Notice is hereby given that at the coming
General Conference a motio!:l will be presented asking for an amendment to the rules
MRS. ETTA SPRINGER, Supt.
of representation, section 175, Book of Rules,
and that priests become ex officio members of
The Southern Illinois district Sunday General Conference.
school association will convene at SpringerW. T. SHAKESPEARE.
ton, Illinois, February 12, 1897, at two p.m.
Schools of this district are urged to send
TO DISTRICT PRESIDENTS AND SECREln reports to district secretary, Arthur Burroughs, Zenith, Illinois, by the 9th, any later
TARIES.
than th is date send to Springerton. Also each
It is necessary in the execution of the work
school should be represented with delegates of the church to have a record of the terriand credentials.
torial boundaries of every district, for the inI. A. MORRIS.
formation of the Presidency and other genConvention of the Spring River district eral authorities, and for the benefit of all
convenes about the middle of February with concerned. District presidents and secrethe Weir City Sunday school, and I very taries are therefore requested to forward to
much desire that all attend who possibly can, the Secretary of the Church a s,tatement of
especially the officers and teachers. The the boundaries of their respective districts,
lesson for the normal training class will be by counties, being particular to designate
part I. of Trumbull's "Teaching and clearly the counties of each separate State,
Teachers." The book can be had at the where portions of two or more States are inHerald Office, price $1.00 by mail, postage cluded in their districts.
Where boundi.ries have not definitely been
paid. How many are going to take part in
the exercises at nlght? I should have re- defined, they should be given as clearly as
possible, and subsequent actions defining
port as to this from each school now. Also
remember your Sunday school reports and boundary lines be reported.
Prompt responses are requested that e-endelegates, also instruct them how to vote, as
officers are to be elected this convention. eral work may be faciliated. It is hoped
Who will you have as delegate to General that reports wiil be received from every disConvention? We expect to have a very in- trict in the United States, Canada, Nova
structive time. A program will be furnished Scotia, and Great Britain, before the General
Conference of 1897; and from the Australian
later. Yours for the advancement of truth,
districts as soon thereafter as possible.
MRS. MINA. E. l-IART, Supt.
In bonds,
ANGOLA, Kansas.
Decatur association will hold a convention
of four sessions at Lamoni, Iowa, convening
February 18, at 2: 45 p. m. All heartily welcomed. It will be well worth an extra effort
on part of all to come to conference one day
earlier and attend this meeting. Program:
Thursday afternoon, prayer service, reports,
routine business. Evening, Teachers' meeting, primary, intermediate, and senior;
blackboard summing up. Friday: Morning,
Unfinished business, election of officers, choosing delegates to General Convention, etc.
Afternoon, Practical class work, primary, intermediate, and senior; each prefaced by
papers, followed by questions, discussion, and
criticisms; concluded by blackboard review.
F. E. COCHRAN, Supt.

Mi8GBllansotls Department
CORRECTIONS, COLLEGE• DEDICATION FUND.
A. E. Dorn, Davis City, Iowa, 25 cents
should have been .................... $ 1 00
F. M. Weld, Lamoni, Iowa, 20 cents
should have been.................... 5 00
Mrs. Dwight Davis, Lamoni, Iowa, $1
should have been. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
By oversight omitted from former list:Mrs. Ella D. Whitehead, Lamoni, Iowa 5 00
Emerson Brown, Keosauqua, Iowa.....
50
Mary Brown,
"
"
50
Contributed after list was published:Mrs. W. vV. Blair, Lamoni, Iowa...... 2 00
Mrs, Minnie B. Nicholson, "
2 QO

Under date of January 13 the Chairman of
the Western Passenger Association states
that applications have been received from a
number of ministers general and local whose
statements "show that part of their work is
selling church publications;" that •;at the
last meeting of the Clergy Committee the
question of the sales of books or periodicals
of any kind, religious or otherwise, was
taken up and fully discussed and the decision
reached was to the effect that clergy credentials could not properly be issued to publishing agents of any character, even where the
agents themselves derived no personal profit
from their sales; in other words, the selling
of books or publications is considered secular
work, and those engaged in it . . . must
travel in the same way as do agents of secular
publishing houses . . . even though such
works are entirely denominational, would
not alter the matter; and hence we would
not feel that it would be proper for us, from
information at hand, to approve the applications to which we refer; however, we will
await any further communication you may
wish to make on the subject before taking
definite action."
Af1er consultation with President Joseph
Smith and Bishop E. L. Kelley, who wit,h the
undersigned were appointed a committee on
railroad permits by the General Conference
of 1896, notice is hereby given that ministers
accepting half fare permits will be required,
under the Association ruling, to cease acting
as agents for church or other publications, or
from engaging in any secular business or
RICHARD S. SALYARDS,
employment while holding unexpired perSecretary Reorganized Church.
mits; and that Chairman Caldwell bas been
LAMONI, Iowa, January 14, 1897.
14-2t
notified that all ministers of the Reorganized
Church holding permits tave been so instructed.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
Particulars have been given that all conHALF FARE PERMITS-LOCAL MINIS'.rERS.
Under date of January 14, 1897, Chairman cerned might comprehend these rulings.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Caldwell of the Western Passenger AssociaS2cretary R"organiz2d Churnh.
tion gives notice that the "note" under Rule
LAMONI, Iowu, Jt11<Uary lG, 1897.
H-2
No. 1, which reads, "This to include clergy"
men who are pastors of churches of such denominations as do not believe in a paid
BEWARE.
ministry, provided their only other occupaSaints are hereby warned to look out for a
tion is farming," does not apply to ministers young man about five feet seven inches tall,
of the Reorganized Church. I-le says: "You about 130 pounds weight, short, dark colored
will observe that the clause concerning mustache, heavy black hair almost entirely
farmer-pastors applies only to such denomi- covering his forehead. When last seen he
nations as do not believe in a paid ministry, wore a .black frock coat, pants and vest same
and we have never classed the Reorganized color, a rather dilapidated brown and white
Church . . . in the category referred to, it striped overcoat, and a cap. He carried a
being our understanding that there is, in small leather valise. He came to the saints
your denomination, a class of workers (called church Sunday, .January 3, and represented
missionaries, we believe) who do receive himself as Bro. Reynolds, of Reed City, Michisupport from the church and, while we gan; was entert,ained by saints, and stayed
understand fully that the local pastors them- over night with Bro. Charles Johnson, of
selves do not, yet that would not alter the Eastman Place. He left there Monday mornfact that they belong to a denomination ing, saying that unless he found work he
which does recognize, in a sense, a paid min- would go to Omaha and enlist in government
istry."
service. Monday evening it was discovered
This interpretation denies the half fare that $10.50 had been stolen from one of their
permit privilege to all except ministers "en- boarders from the room he occupied. [This
gaged solely in religious work, having no comes from DesMoines, Iowa,-Ed.j
other business or occupation," and whose
names are not included in General Conference
appointment lists or indorsed by general
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
missionaries in charge.
I The Northern California district conference
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will convene at, 320 Post Street, San Francisco, at ten a. m., Friday, February 26, to
remain in session three days. We wish reports
from all branches. The Sunday school association will hold a session sometime during
the conference. Come all, and let us have a
profitable sesskri.
c. A. PARKIN, Pres.
M. A. SAXE, Sec.
The Des Moines district conference will
convene on Saturday, February 13, 10: 30 a.
m., at the saint's chapel in Des Moines, corner of East Sixteenth and Des Moines Streets.
Branches that do not expect to send delegate~ will please send this reports to Wm.
Johnson, Augus, Iowa. Brethren, come to
enjoy a feast of the spiritual blessings of our
Father.
WM. C. NIRK, Pres.
WM. JOHNSON, Sec.
Quarterly conference of the Spring River
district will convene February 12, 1897, at
Weir City, Kansas, 7: 30 p. m. All branches
of the district, take notice and have your
reports properly made out and forwarded to
me at Weir City, in care of bran0h president,
S. Maloney, so that all matters of business
may be in hand before the opening of our
business sessions. See that your reports give
full names and dates of parties baptized, confirmed, ordained, received, removed, married, expelled, and died. Give birth, town,
county, and State, and name of speaker, etc.,
etc., and last but not least, come to conference with large delegations, full of the Spirit
of peace, life, and joy, together with the
quarterly collection and the six dollars that
each branch has been requested to furnish
towards paying off the district, tent debt.
J .. c. CHRESTENSEN, Clerk.
JASPER CITY, Missouri, January 11, 1897.

The Northeastern Missouri district conference will convene with the Bevier branch,
February 6, 1897, at ten a. m. All who can
should be present: Delegates to General
Conference will be selected at this meeting.
The missionaries of district will be present.
All branch and priesthood reports should be
forwarded to Louise Palfrey, Macon, ·Missouri.
J. A._TANNER, Pres.

gates chosen to represent the district in the
General Conference, and other important
business to be transacted. It is necessary
that all the branches be well represented,
and especially to have full and correct reports. Presidents, please take notice.
WM. ANDERSON, Pres.
B. M. ANDERSON, Sec.
The Des Moines district conference will
convene with the Des Moines branch, February 13 and 14, 1897. Branch clerks will
please to send reports to William Johnson,
Angus, Iowa. A cordial invitation is extended to all that can attend of the ministry
and saints from other parts. Come and bring
the Spirit with you that shall finally triumph
in establishing peace on earth, good will to
men.
WILLIAM C. NIRK, Pres.
Conference of the Southern Illinois district will convene with the Springerton
branch, February 13, 1897. It is hoped Elder
Snively will be present. Branch secretaries,
please send statistical reports to J. D. Stead,
Springerton, Illinois. A cordial invitation
is extended to all.
I. A. MORRIS, Pres.
Galland's Grove distr.ict conference will
convene at the saint's chapel, Dow City, Iowa,
February 27, 1897, .at ten a. m., continuing
over Sunday. As this is the most important
conference of the year, branch clerks should
see that their reports are sent to the district
secretary, Sr. Nellie Rudd, Dow City, Iowa,
in ample time. Each branch should either
send delegates or appoint some one who will
attend conference to act for them. Ministers
and saints will please come early and, so far
as possible, prepare to remain until conference adjourr;s. We shall be glad to have any
of the general church authorities or other
ministers attend and. take part with us. A
cordial invitation is extended to all and everybody will be made welcome.
C.E.BUTTERWORTH, lp
J. M. BAKER,
\ res.
Dow City, Iowa, Jauurary 5, 1897.

Massachusetts district conference will convene at Dennisport, Massachusetts, February
13, 1897, at 2: 30'p. m. Let all come prepared
for a spiritual feast. We' expect W. H. KelThe Philadelphia district conference will ley and several of the Seventy. Please reconvene at Broad River, Connecticut in the member, all priesthood and statistical reports
saints chapel, February 13 and 14; business
are to be forwarded to me ten days previous
meeting to commenced Saturday evening at to convening.
7:30. It is requested that all officers in.the disM. c. FISHER, Clerk.
trict will make their report in writing and
send the same to the secretary in time for conConference of the Northern Nebraska disference. A goodly number is desired at thi~ trict will convene at Omaha, the last Friday
time, as delegates to General Conference will in January.
be elected, also the delegate system will be
J. M. STUBBART, Pres.
·proposed for this district.
J. E, BU'l'TS, Sec.
E. B. HULL, Sec.
2716 Darien Street,

PHILADELPHIA, Penn~ylvania.

The Decatur district conference will hold
its last session of the conference year in Lamoni, Iowa, beginning at 7: 30 Friday evening,
February 19, 1897. At this session officers
for the ensuing year ~re to be elected, dele-

Conference of the Southern Nebraska district will convene on February 14 and 15,
with the Nebraska City branch. A full attendance is desired, as that will be the time
of electing district officers and delegates to
General Conference. All members of the
district are entitled to take part in the delib-

erations of conference, Branch officials will
please see that all reports are sent in good
time. Sunday school convention meets February 13.
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec.
NEBRMKA CrTY, Nebraska.

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PRAYER.
Bro. and Sr. Stuart, of Council Bluffs, desire the prayers of the Union in behalf of
their daughter, Ethel, who is seriously
affiicted with nervous trouble, and kindly
ask all who so feel to fast and pray for her
recovery on Thursday, January 28.

BORN.
DANCER.-At Lamoni, Iowa, October 7,
1896, to Bro. David and Anna Dancer, a son;
blessed January 7, 1897, at the horn~ of parents by Pres. Joseph Smith and Elder David
Dancer, the lad's father, and named David
Anderson.
MCELROY. - Unto Mr. William and Sr.
Clara McElroy, November 19, 1896, six miles
west of Lamoni, in Ringgold County, Iowa, a
son; blessed at the home of Elder Samuel V.
Bailey, father of the child's mothM, by President Joseph Smith and Elder Bailey, and
named Vaughn William.
COLES.-To Bro. Oriden and Sr. Ida Coles,
at Liberty Center, Iowa, May 8, 1896, a
daughter, and named Panola May. Blessed
December 27, 1896, by W. H. Kephart.

MARRIED.
PEARSON-; BURGET. - Near Deckerviile,
Michigan, December 30, 1896, Bro. Nelson
Pearson and Sr. Emily Burget. Priest John
W. Burget, of Cleveland, Ohio, officiating.
.POWELL-MORGAN.-At Ottumwa, Iowa,
January 7, 1897, John Powell, of Bevier,
Missouri, and Sr. Mary Jane Morgan, of Ottumwa, Iowa, were united. in marriage by
Priest John Bt·ennan. The bride is a daughter of Bro. John J. and Sr. Eliza Morgan, of
Ottumwa. May God's ble8sings attend them.
DIED.
BIRCH.-At Bridgeport, Ohio, December
16, Ralph, little son of William and Sr. Eliza
Birch, and grandson of Bro. and Sr. Joseph
Wayt. He was 1 year, 2 months, and 2 days
old. Deceased was brought to Glen East,,n
and interred in Nauvoo cemetery. Funeral
services by Elder M. T. Short, of the Latter
Day Saints Church. A lovely bud of promise
plucked so early in life's springtime from the
family plant.
We laid him away in deep eadnese,
Yet not without hope in onr hreast;
If faithful we shall meet him with gladness,
And enter that heavenly rest.

GRAYBILL.-Flossie M., infant daughter of
Bro. John and Sr. Fannie Graybill, December 31, 1896, aged 1 month and 28 days. Funeral services in charge of Elder T. A.
Hougas, sermon by Elder D. Hougas. The
remains were interred at the L. D. S. cemetery, Wheeler, Iowa.
FRASER.-At Fall River, Massachusetts,
January 4, 1896, Marian, youngest daughter
of Sister Fraser, aged 3 years and 9 months.
1
Service at the ho11se January 6, by Elder
John Smith.
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The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)

HISTORY OFT E CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.

Published every "\Vednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Snbscnption price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies .5 crnts; sample
MATERIAL for the first volume of this work,
·copies free. .
. .
. .
.
The traveling m1mstry, d1•tnct and bra_nch pres.1dents,
provided for by the General Conference of
.and Bishop~s agents are requested to sol1c1t subecr1pt1ons,
·make sales of church publications, und assiet the pub- 1896, to be published entire, is now in the
lishing department.
Addrel.36 communications for publication to the Editors. 1, hands of the printers, and will be pushed to
Business lettere, EUbElcript'011s, remittanres1 changes
completion as rapidly as possible.
of address, etc, should he addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittance~ should be made by
It will be published in two or more volumes
.post office or express ordere, draft on Chicago, or lastly
at the following prices: Cloth binding $1.50;
by registered letters. Do not >end checks.
.
.
1
Advertil'<ing rates, forty cents per inch each inse~tion,
~~i~~=~ther $2.00; full leather $2.50; per
aubject to the following disconuts: One month's 1m3~r
tion five per cent~ thre~ mor1ths, fifteen per cent; six
mo~ths, twenty-five per cent.; one year forty per cent.
It will begin with the rise of the church,
All advertising conditioned ou insertion upon the Jiist or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
narrating the early history and experiences
per cent upon the regular rates. Fc•r rea_ding notices,
·{on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,) of the ProphetJosephSmith, and include the
ten cents per line. Editorrnl notices, twenty-Jive cents
· main and many of the minor incidents of his
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class

I
I

Ii

life.
It is impossible now to state where tbe first
volume will end, as the work will be full and
complete in subject matter and detail in all
essential points, and be replete with hisAT POPULAR PRICES.
torical and general documents connected with
the church's history and progress. No labor
and pains have been spared to make the work
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
all that its importance as a record of the past
Because of the increasing demand, for thl and its influence upon the future, demands.
.lu!<iph·ed '1'1·aushUiioH in home and It is an impartial narration of the facts as
class study in general and in Sunday school they were and as they are, gleaned from the
work, also because of the increasing number records of the past and present. Every availaof Book of ~l~n·muou and Book oi
Cove.naau: classes being formed in various ' ble source of genuine and authentic informabranches of the church, and the consequent tion has been drawn from that no essential
,growing demand for the "three books," the fact might be overlooked.
Herald Office management has decided to
The work is the production of President
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed Joseph Smith of the First Presidency, and
"'On good paper, the paper and plates being the Bro. Heman C. Smith of the Quorum of the
same as used in higher priced editions.
Twelve; both of whom have spent their lives
They are good and durable, and with ordi- in the service of the church, who have made
nary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the it their business to acquaint themselves with
!ow price of 65 cents for either Book of Mor- the leading items and general details conmon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired nected with its development and vicissitudes,
Translation at $1.
and who are eminently qualified to write the
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of history of the church.
~u.
, SPECIAL FEATURES.
The work as written will refute the leading
ADDRESSES.
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams ~treet, Denver, objections of opponents of the faith. It will
prove invaluable as a historical narrative, as
,Colorado.
a means of conversion to truth, and as a defenR. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
sive weapon in meeting old and new objec.Rapids, Michigan.
tions manufactured to oppose the great
Richard Bullard, Arlington H gh ti;,
latter-day work.
Massachusetts.
,
CHURCH DOCUMENTS.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
·Colorado.
It will contain many public documents conA. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Phila- nected with the internal and external affairs
·delphia, Pennsylvania.
1 and growth of the church, including letters
MarkE.Forocutt, L2n:cni, Icv:a.
and pastoral epistles of the Martyr and his
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St. coworkers in the First Presidency, of the
Louis, Missouri.
Twelve, the Bishopric, and other councils of
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street, the church of the past and of the present
day. Official church documents and State
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
papers connected with the Missouri troubles
T. W. Williams, No. 206' Harmony Street, will be included.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
~
THE REVELATIONS.
3t.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
The revelations given to the church will be
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa inserted in connection with the narrations
·County, Florida.
and descriptions of the events and circumA. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County, stances under which they were given. This
Indiana.
will add new interest to them, will facilitate
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio. their study, and result in a better understandJ. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou ing of the word of God given to his people in
·County, Iowa.
·
these last days -an item eRsential to the perF. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
mail matter.)
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sonal and gennal interests of the membership .
BIOGRAPHICAL APPENDIXES.
Biograpbical sketches of the lives of leading men will be published in appendixesthose of the early church in the volumes of
the early history, those of the Reorganization
in a later volume. These biographies will be
in addition to the :narrative mention of the
personalities referred to.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate engravings of prominent elders and
others will aborn and add value to the work.
The engravings will be good reproductions of
correct pictures of the persons, and may be
relied on as faithful portraitures of the
originals.
CHAPTERS, NOTES, AND INDEX.
The work will be properly divided into
chapters with synopses of tables of contents.
The pages will also contain "side notes" in
smaller type, for convenient reference. Each
volume will also contain a complete alphabetical index, arranged for ready reference.
For many years both the church and the
general reading public have made frequent
demands for such a history. Repeated efforts
have been made to supply those demands,
but not until of late has the church seen its
way clear to place the history in the hands of
the people.· It is with pleasure that now we
are able to announce its speedy publication,
with the belief that candid readers will be
entirely satisfied with the general plan followed and the subject matter of the volumes.
It should be in every home, of the saints;
the Board of Publication desires to place it
in such homes. It will prove an invaluable
aid in disseminating the truth, in removing
prejudice, and in pushing forward the missionary and local work of the church.
ORDERS, TERMS, ETC.
Under present conditions it will be necessary to require payment in advance. Orders
should be sent in at once, and are now solicited for the first volume. Order through
agents when possible. Cash to accompany
all orders
LIMITED EDITION.
A limited edition will be issued; orders
should be forwarded early. Remit soon and
secure a copy. The book is valuable as a personal possession, and will also prove an acceptable gift.
The Board of Publication asks orders and
remittances in advance that the work may be
issued at once and be made immediately
available for good. Collections are close;
money is needed to place this important book
on the market at the service of the church.·
The first volumes sold, the second will then
be published, then the third, should the
material require more than two volumes.
Address orders and remittances to Frank
Criley, Business Manager, Herald Office,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND

COLLEGE~

PIJRE

THE SAlNTS' HYMNAL, WORDS ONLY.
Popular, Low-Priced Edition.

All the hymns-words without music-of
Saints' Hymnal. A popular low-priced
edition, issued to meet the demand for hymn
books at lowest possible prices. Size about
at x 5t inches; handy for the pocket.
This word edition is arranged with hymns
numbered to correspond to the regular
"word and music" edition of the Hymnal,
also to the "Saints' Harmony," numbers
corresponding to both being indicated with
every hymn.
In plain limp cloth, cut flush .. 25 cts.
Full cloth, durable binding .... 35 cts.
N.B.-The "word edition" will be supplied
in any style on order. However, purchasers
wanting higher-priced binding will do well
to order it in the "music and word" edition.
Branches orderrng the Hymnal in lots for
branch use can have the name of branch
stamped free in gilt on each copy.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
th~

B. D. FLEET.§
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,

IOWA.

THE ,ELLWOOD-COOPER

PUltE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second preaeing, pinte, 65 cente per bottle.
Packed and rle11vered at i"xprei:'S ofti-~e on rrcdpt of price.
W. E. MYERS, Du•ggl8t, Lomoui, Iowa.

HARDWARE!!
ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
1\ellable goods and rigtit prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobac~o habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will E'lcmdyou three boxes post paidany.;,vhern. If
it don't cure you write us and wew1ll retnrD yrnt
money. It cures others, why not you? Yoi1 n:rn
no risk in trying It. Wtiy delay longer? Send
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peo1ia, Ill\nois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
b.alf mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
'or gardening, raising of small fr4its, etc.
Prices reasonable; term~ on application.
Address,
J. W. GfLLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents. ..For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA.

TRADE MARKS!,
DESIO NS,
COPYRICHTS &00
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo'' securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, laJ"gest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a year;
$1.W six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p .A.TENTS sent free. Addres~

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

THE SAINTS' HYft1NAL.
'l.YORDS AND lUUSIC.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
11.nd words together; also 50 bymns with one
bar of music above the words.
The pages oft.he "Saints' Harp" and "Har·
mony" from which words and music are taken
are given, that both books may be used together in song ;,ervice.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, contain·
ing the most popular words and music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .......... 1 25
Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, g-iltedges.2 50

ENGINE FOR SALE.

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from similar purpose.
For sale at a bargain, because not now
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
Address,
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Lamoni, Iowa.

A strictly high-grade Family Sew:lng
Ma.chine, pos30sging all modern
:i1:np1·ovements~

GUARAtUEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very l'easonable. Obtain them
from your local dealer and make
compa1~iBonso

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING CO.
BELVIDERE,

~LL.
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periences here were interesting, as he J have examined the proof of the above
went from one theological seminary statem'3nt and find it to be entirely corand from one Hebrew scholar to an- rect, and I cheerfully indorse the
other.
same. Very truly yours,
It ml:IJY not be generally known to
"GALUSHA ANDERSON.
the readers of the Tribune that Chi"Professor in the Divinity School of the
University of Chicago."
cago is the greatest theological center
Professor Samuel Ives Curtiss, who
in America, if not in the world. The
is famous throughout the West as beCongregationalists have their largest
ing one of the leading Hebrew scholtheological seminary here, as have
ars, and who is professor in the Chialso the Baptists, Methodists, and
cago Theological Seminary says:Presbyterians. There are also theo"S. · W. Gamble-- My Dear Sir:
logical seminaries of several other
Your contention that the seventh day
Protestant denominations, including
is not equivalent to our Saturday, but
German Lutheran, Evangelical Lumust have fallen often on every 0ther
theran, Protestant Episcopal, besides
day of the week, including, of course,
Catholic and Hebrew schools.
Sunday, i?eems to me to be well estabHE FIXES THE SABBATH.
Lack of time prevented Mr. Garn lished.
Yours very truly,
S. W. GAMBLE ELUCIDATES FOURTH ble's visiting all of them, but the fol"SAMUEL IVES CURTISS."
COMMANDMENT FOR JEWS.
lowing testimonials will show some of
DR. HIRSCH'S VIEW.
Saturday Idea ls Excluded and the Movable the results of his visit.
Dr. Emil G. Hirsch says:No,tiire of the Day L5 Expoimded-Dr.
CONDENSED
STATEMENT.
"I have no hesitancy to giv~ it as
Emil G. Hirsch and Other Hebrew ScholThis
is
the
condensed
statement:my
opinion that the theory advanced
ars in Chicago Are Gonvincecl of the Val1ie
"The Sabbath of the Jews, from the in this statement rests, as far as th<:J
of the Discovery-Rnles aTC cited 1'.n Proof.
S. W. GAMBLE of the South Kansas exodus until at least after the crucifix- earlier periods of Jewish history are
Conference of the Methodist Episco- 'ion, occured on fixed dates -that is, on concerned, on great plausibility. I
pal Church has announced the theo- the fifteenth day of Abib, or Nisan, have no doubt that the old Sabbath
logical discovery that the Jewish each year, because it commemorated was in no connection with a fixed week.
Sabbath was not Saturday, but was a their freedom from Egyptian slavery But the documents show that at a
changeable day, and that "remember on that date. It occurred the same much earlier period than is here asthe Sabbath day to keep it holy" never day of the week with the fifteenth day sumed the Sabbath of the Jews was
of Abi.b until the day of Pentecost. observed on the seventh day of the
referred to Saturday.
The
week including Pentecost con- week. To reconcile all the passages
It is difficult to estimate the importained
six workdays and two Sabbaths. of the Bible is a task which I must
tance of the discovery which is deThe
six
workdays followed the day of leave to others.
tailed below. When first presented to
Pentecost
Sabbath, which would bring
"EMIL G. HrnscH.
the great theologians they say "It is
the
next
Sabbath
after
Pentecost
on
"Rabbi
Sinai Temple."
impossible," but when they give it
the next day of the week to what it
It will be noticed that Dr. Hirsch
careful attention they gladly and
had been preceding that time in the recognizes the truth of this discovery,
cheerfully indorse it.
year, making a change of the Sabbath that Saturday was only used as SabThe Christian Endeavor of Chicago,
day at Pentecost to the next day in the bath but once in seven years-that is,
which has for one of its aims the "Resweek each year.
from the exodus to the Babylonish
cue of the Sabbath," through its edi"The same law holds good in the captivity, thus making over 1,000
tor, Edward F. Cragin, who gives
count of the Sabbath years and the changes in the week day on which it
special a_tten tion to this department,
year of jubilee. Each jubilee period was observed. He thinks that the
learned of the discovery some months
was a perfect cycle in Hself. 'l'he Jews observed Saturday as the Sabago.
last week of years in each jubilee pe- bath be~ore the destruction of J erusaSENDS FOR MR GAMBLE.
riod contained six work years and two l~m, while Mr. Gamble and oth.ers who
After careful investigation Mr. Ora- Sabbath years."
give th1s matter careful study think
1
gin was satisfied that it was correct,
1 that the custom of observing the Sabbut "to make assurance doubly sure,"
SCHOLARS INDORSE PROOFS.
bath every Saturday came between
Mr. Gamble, the father of this discov'I'he Rev. Galusha Anderson, to the second and the fourth centuries of
ery, was sent for to come to Chicago whom the matter was referred by the Christian era.
and. pr~s~n~ t,bis new theory to th_e Presi~ent Harper of the University I It is needless to say that the publi. leadmg oibhcal scholars and theologi- of Chicago, says:cation of this matter, which the Tribans of this city. Mr. Gamble's ex"Mr. S. W. Gamble-Dear Sir: I une obtains from the advance sheets
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THE
of the January issue of the Christian
Endeavor, will lead to new study. As
the discovery of America changed all
geographical studies, so this discovery
will revolutionize the study of the Sabbath question.

SAINTS~

HERAL~ ...

/ came on the weekly Sabbath every
"The Babbath of the Jews, from
There is no lunar or solar cal- the exodus to the resurrection of
ender that will locate these dates per- Christ, occurred on fixed dates, like
petually on Saturday.
I Christmas or the Fourth of July.
'•I once had a short interesting con- I Therefore it came on a different day
versation withaneminentscholar, who of the week each year.
THE SIMPLE STATEMENT.
said: •Saturday is the only Sabbath
"The word •Sabbath' means 'cessaThis article will be followed later the Bible recognizes.'
tion, rest.' It has a different meaning
by another one showing t,he scripQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
II from 'seventh day' or ·Saturday.' ·Sattural authority for the Christian Sun"I followed this statement with the urday' is not used in t.he scriptures.
day, or the first day of the week.
follwing questions, and received the 1 :seventh ~ay' is used. frequently
The following is the simple state· following answers:m the scriptures when It does not
ment for ordinary readers:·Upon what date did the Bible re- 1, mean the Sabbath (see Leviticus 14: 9,
"The weekly Sabbath from and af- quire the Passover lamb to be slain?' j and Leviticus 14: 40-42, and the paralter the exodus occurred on fixed
"•On Abib 14th every year.'
1 lel passages, where shaving, washing
dates-like one's birthday or the Fourth
"·Upon what day was it eaten?'
j clothes, plo,stering, and house-clean1 ing were commanded to be done on the
of July. Therefore, it came on a dif-1
'' •On A bib 15th every year.'
ferent day of our week every year.
"•Upon what date was the wave 1 'seven!,h
after certain occur"The word •Sabbath' means 'cessa- , sheaf offered and the harvest com- rences, but of coul'se not on the Sabtion, rest.' Neither •Saturday' nor menced?'
bath).
'seventh day' expresses the thought 11 " •On Abi~ 16th every year.'
, . "Whiie 'Sabbo,tb' means 'rest,' th~re
of Sabbath.
"·Was Abib 15th always a Sabbath 1 is nothing rn uie word to determme
"Saturday is not mentioned in the I day?'
its Jengt,h. rrhe word ·Sabbath,' as
scriptures.
I " 'Certainly it was.'
used in Exodus 20: 8; Leviticus 23: 15,
"•Seventh day' is frequently used in
"'Was Abib 16 on the first day of 16, and Leviticus 25: 2-8, is identically
the Bible where it does not mean the the week each year?'
the same word. In Exodus 20 and
Sabbath. (See Lev. 14: 9, and Lev.
"'Yes. Upon that date they began Leviticus 23 the word ·Sabbath' means
14, 40-42, andparallelpassages,.where to count the seven weeks towards 'a day,' while it is used six times in
shaving, washing clothes, plasterinO" \Pentecost,'
.
Leviticus 25 to mean •a year.'
and house-cleaning were commanded
" ·Very well. Will you frnish me
"In the study of the Jewish Sabbath
to be done on the •seventh day' after I an ac~epted solar. or lunar calander we will use the fourth command of the
certain occurrences, but, of course, j that Will locate Abib. 15 on Saturday book of the Jewish law as a basis.
not on the Sabbath.) Again, Lev. 23: every yea~', and Abib 16 on Sunday The Lord told Moses to speak unto
f I srae1, saymg,
·
39, says: •O n t h e fi rst. d ay s h a 11 .b e a j every year·
I see. I see. It cannot be done. th
- e c h'ld
·I reno
' V er1·1 y,

I year.

II

I

I "

I

Sabbath, and on the eighth day shall
be a Sabbath.'
"While •Sabbath' means •rest,'
there is nothing in the word to determine its length. Identically the same
Hebrew word is used in Lev. 23 to express Sabbath (day) that is used in
Lev. 25 to mean Sabbath (year).

"·o;

my Sabbaths shall ye keep' (Exodus
31: 13). •It is a sign between me and
EIGHT DAYS IN THE WEEK.
the children of Israel' (Exodus 31: 17).
"'In the count of the Sabbath days, 'Wherefore the children of Israel shall
the week that included Pentecost con· keep the Sabbath, to observe the
tained eight days-i. e., six work- Sabbath throughout their generations,
days and two Sabbaths. Six days' for a perpetual covenant' (Exodus 31:
work were commanded to be done in le).
the week following the Pentecost.
cro be continuect.J
COUNTING THE SABBATH DAYS.
Therefore, the Sabbath, the day be' •Leviticus, twenty-third chapter, fore Pentecost, and the day of Pente"How Not to Better Social Conditions" is
is devoted to an explanation of count- cost could not both be the same day, the title of an article by Theodore Roosevelt
ing and keeping the Sabbath days.
Abib 10, 14, and 16 every year were
to be work or secular days.
Each of
them would come on Saturday once in
seven years but never on the Sabbath.
"Abib 16 came on the 'morrow after
the Sabbath' every year· in other words
'
'
it alwa~s occurred on t.he first day of
the week. Therefore, in seven years
every day of our week would become
the first day of their week.
t.
"In t h e fi rst mont h t.h e fif teen t 11,
twenty-second, and twenty:ninth days
came on the weekly Sabbath every
year. In the seventh month the first,
fifteenth, and twenty-second days

· ' ·

-

I had never thought of it before.'

I much

in

the

January

Review of Rewiews.

Mr.

less both be Saturday every Roosevelt is permittlcd to publish a letter

Iyear.
"In making the count of the Sabbath years, and years of jubilee each
period was a complete and perI! fjubilee
t
1 · 't lf Th e 1as t wee k 0 f
ec eye e m se ·
1

addressed to him a few months eince by the
Hon. Thomas Watson, tlien the candidate for
Vice-President ~n the Populist tic_ket with
Mr. Bryan. This letter was occaswned by
J Mr. Roosevelt's article in tbe September Re. view ol Reviews dealing with the Vice-Presi·
dent.ial candidates. The letter is a most
important and interesting contribution to
what may ba termed the personal literature
of the. last campaign; it puts its writer in .a

I

years in every jubilee period contained
· ht
·
k
.,
d th
eig
years, SIX wor yeaLs, an
e
seventh Sabbath year, and the jubilee
1
year, making two Sabbath years. ~i~: ~f ht~eai~~~~~~sle~Q~~ a}~~~uWafs~v~,~
Each jubilee period began on the first entertained so generally by his political
f th
·
k
,,
opponents.
O
e six wor years.
There are many lives that need the sunshine
STATEMENT FOR SCHOLARS.
.
.

.

The followmg IS the statement m
full for the careful perusal by scholars anywhere:-

o~ sympathetic words ?-nd kind!Y smiles, and
srnce they cost the g1 ver so h ttle and are
valued by the receiver so highly, wby not give
~hem <;>ut each day? They will ~hine li~e
Jewels 1D your crown, and may help some d1scouraged one to take heart again.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth sha!I make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32•

"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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fl.ict, if in understanding the quotation
from John 14, we construe the "all
things" which the Spirit was to teach
JOSEPH SMITH
EDJTOR. to refer to those things of which the
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
HEMAN C. SMITH
CORRESPONDING EDITOR.
receiver stood in need, as might b~
determined
by the Master, things
LAMONI. loWA, JAN. 27, 1897.
temporal, so far as knowledge of them
might be required by the disciple, in
THE HOLY Sp!RIT AS A PROMPTER
AND DIRECTOR OF CONDUCT.
his life and work here and hereafter;
THE question as to what extent the things mental, so far as to fit and
Holy Ghost may, or does prompt and qualify the man for the duties of life;
·direct men in their conduct towards and things spiritual, so far as his
their fellows, and in the affairs of per- spiritual duties toward his God and
sonal interest in life, is a pertinent his fellow men might make it essential
one and may be very profitably con- to his life and success.
sidered.
While the promise seems to convey
the
idea that the receiver of the ComThe gift of the Holy Ghost is promforter
was to be led into "all truth,"
ised as the result of obedience to the
it
seems
proper to understand it in the
gospel in the rite of baptism, and is to
way
that
the statement in Mark 16 is
follow the laying on of hands, as is
to
be
understood
and applied; that is,
evident upon inquiry, text and arguthat
the
promise
is of a general charment. The promised made on Penteacter,
and
the
word
"you" is to mean
cost day is that those who were
the
collective
body,
as "these signs
baptized should receive the gift of the
,shall
follow
them
that
believe," the
Holy Ghost.
No exception and no
word
''them"
to
signify
the
whole body
exemption from the rule in the promof
believers,
and
not
that
all
the gifts
ise is to be found in the word; nor
there
named
are
to
attach
to
any
one,
could there be, for the eleven stood up
or
every
one
individually
who
might
before the people filled with the Holy
Ghost and spake as the Spirit gave hear and obey.
Paul understood it in this way, for
them utterance.
he
argued that to one was given the
The Savior, in teaching the disciples
one
gift, and to another a different
in regard to the Holy Ghost, as stated
gift,
but all were from the same Spirit
by John 14: 26, said:and to be manifested in the one body,
But the Comforter, which is the Holy
Ghost, whom the Father will send in my the church.
This Comforter, the Holy Ghost,
name, he shall teach you all things, and
bring all things to your remembrance, what- the Spirit of truth, is a remarkably
soever I have said unto you.
comprehensive power; and in its exIn the fifteenth chapter and twenty- tensive supervision over the affairs of
sixth verse, the Comforter is stated mankind in relation to the work of
to be the Spirit of truth which pro- redemption and salvation it would
ceedeth from the Father, and that it necessarily take cognizance of every
should testify of Jesus.
man's condition, his abilities, necesPaul was of the opinion that in the sities, surroundings, and usefulness,
distribution of the gifts of the Spirit, in such manner as would best qualify
or the manifestation of the Spirit, a the particular man for whatever duty,
certain discrimination was exercised position, or calling in which he could
and every man was ministered to by best serve the great common cause.
the giving to him suci1 as he had need, Hence, as a prompter and director of
as determined by the Master, accord- human action the Holy Ghost was to
ing to his will.
be a moving factor.
There are to all the things which
There being but one Spirit, as we
are all moving forward in "one hope man takes cognizance of, thought, imof our calling," there can be no con- pression, words, statements, facts,

things material, and things immaterial
if there are such, the wrong and the
right, commonly speaking, or as Paul
says, "l speak as a man;" and the
evident intention of the Master, the
Lord of Life, by whom the Father of
all truth sent life and immortality to
the world, was '"o so provide in the
gospel economy an agent by which
the disciple might know the truth of
everything within the possible range
of human knowledge, by the ministration of the Spirit of truth. This
would of necessity greatly affect human conduct; because, every man
born into the church, the kingdom of
God, would put himself into position
to receive the Spirit of truth, and
yielding to its presence and its dictates
would become wise in thought, belief,
and conduct in the particular sphere
in which he was called, by circumstances, or choice, or the dictates of
prudence and his best good to move;
and give him a proper estimate and
understanding of the things of life
with which he had to do. In such case
this Spirit of truth would have much,
very much to do in shaping every
man's life and destiny, as it is apparent it was intended to do.
We may make application of this
inquiry by asking, Is this Spirit of
the truth of all things, by which we
may be led into the knowledge of
them, so far as our life and sphere in
which we move are to be in any wise
affected by them, present and at work
with us? Do we permit it tG prompt
and determine any portion of our conduct? If so how is it that we make:mistakes in judgment regarding things
seen and known of every day? How
is it that we do things that are productive of annoyance and distress to
others? Why do we find so much in
ourselves to condemn, so much in
others to find fault with? Do we
put correct estimates upon what may,
or must result to ourselves and others
in determining questions of conduct in
the inner affairs of domestic life, the
relation we bear to the household of
•which we form a part; the saints as a
branch, the officers of branch and dis-

I
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trict; the church as a body, its officers;
the work of the Lord as being done,
or attempted to be done; our neighbors, Jew or Greek, of the faith or out
of the fold, Ohristiau or infidel, believers or unbelievers, rich or poor,
white or black, bond or free, pleasant
or unpleasant, hateful or friendly; the
town,its officers, its good; the county,
the state, and the Nation? If not, why
not?
The "manifestation of the Spirit is
given to every man to profit withal."
For this reason we conclude that
every man who places himself within
the radius of the Spirit's action is
considered alike by the Spirit in ap·
portioning the gift; so that all are
equal in the dispensing what the
Spirit may have to bestow. All conditions of men, the pla,ces where they
dwell, the privileges
they enJ·oy,
~
- the
burdens they bear, their ability great
or little, their energy of disposition
or lack of push are taken cognizance
of; and, the apportionment to the in-

ents, powers, and things of this world
intrusted to his care, it is but just and
right that God who is judge of all,
should have n:iade a provision by
which these agents unto themselves
should be given 1'J wisdom superior to
their own by natural endowment, by
the exercise of which they could make
a proper use of the things intrusted
to them, and thus be able to give a
faithful and proper account in the
judgment, upon which the Judge
could justly award the meed of eternal life, and say, "Well done, thou
good and faithful servant: thou ha,st
been faithful over a few things, I will
make thee to be ruler over many."
This, the Giver of Life has done; and
his saints should aw::iJke to the full
consideration of the fact that the
Spirit of truth may and should be a
..
·
11 1
f
I prompter an d director rn a tne a fairs of the true child of God.

dividual is made in a wise discrimination, these all considered.
The Book of Mormon commends
that men should pray over their la-

SOMETIME last year· the Edi" tor received"an invitation to visit Independ·
ence, and with a few of leading minds
in the church to meet with Elder J. R.

A VISIT TO INDEPENDENCE, MISSOUR!, AND THE RESULT.

bors, their flocks 'and herds, their Haldeman, and some others of the
fields and tbe products of them; which leading men of the Church of Christ,
means decidedly that accompanying sometimes called, The Hedrickites, bethe labor that is necessary to ea,ch cause that Granville Hedrick was the
effort to procure the things by which chief actor in its organization. Sevlife is sustained and blessed there eral things occurred to prevent this
should be a recognition of God, visit, until after the turn of the year;
whence come all good things, and when by previous understanding by
with such recognition an expressed letter, the Editor, accompanied by
desire for the guidance and support Bro. Alexander H. Smith, went to In·
of the Spirit of truth in wrnry condi- dependence: and inviting Brn. May,
tion and vocation in life.
'I'his in· Harrington, and Garret of the Indecludes ever species of calling, pendence branch to m3Jke a part of
legitimate for saints, believers in the conference, met JVIr. Haldeman
Christ to engage in.
and his associate brethren, on SaturThe Bible tea-:;hes that men should day, January 16. The result of the
"pray al ways." This can mean no th- meeting, as agreed upon to be furing less than th11t men should al ways nished the HEHALD, Ensign, and
be mindful of the source whence come Searchlight, is given in the minutes
life, all its powers, all its blessings.
below.
The revel3,tions of God to the
We state, in justice to Mr. J. R.
church enjoin the duty of prayer Haldeman and his brethren, that we
upon the Saints; to the intent and of the Reorganized Church were repurpose that every man and every ceived by them in a cordial, friendly
woman may be provided for unto spirit, and that apparent frankness
every good word and work.
and cordiality prevailed during the
The power to accomplish much entire session.
good is in man. and he is urged to
It was not intended as a conference
make use of those powers; and <J,s for dispute, or debate, but for the
each one is to give an account for purpose of a frank statement of those
himself of the stewardship in the tal- • present of the views held by them as

1

individual representatives of their respective bodies of believers.
The
controversial dispute being deferred
I to further opportunity and occasion;
if any should ever be demanded, or
required. Nor was it intended as an
official representation of the two
bodies for the supposed settlement of
differences; so that nothing that was
done should be regarded as the official
action of either body of believers.
We commend the minutes to the
readers of the HERALD, and bespeak
for the members of the Church of
Christ present in the meeting kind
and fair treatment by our elders when
they meet them in ministerial intercourse.
Minutes of a conference held in the Church
of Christ on the Temple L0t at Independence,
Missouri, beginning Saturday, January 16,
continuing the 18th, 19th, and 20th, 1897.
There were present of the Church of
Christ, Brn. Richard Hill, J. R. Haldeman,
G. P. Frisbey, George D. Cole, and James A.
Hedrick: of the Reorganized Church of JeCh · • 0 f L tt D
· t B
sus
ris,,
a er ay S arn
s, rn. J osep h
Smith, Alexander H. Smith, Roderick ·May,
G eorge E1 . H~arnngton,
·
ar. d w . H . G arrett.
The assembly was organizsd at two p. m.
(the 16th) by the selection of President Hill
to presid", and W. H. Garrett clerk. After
prayer the objact of the meeting was stated
to be for the purpose of the interchange of
thought, regarding the differences existing
between the two organizations, that there
might be a unity of effort in the prosecution
of the work of the Lord.
It was agreed, so far as the fundamental
principles of the gospel of Christ are concarned, both organizations believe the same,
as per copies of the Epitome hereto attached.
'vVe believe in God the Eternal Father, and
in _his Son Jesus Christ, and in the Holy
Ghost.-Matt. 28: 19; 1 John 1: 3; St. John
11: 26.
We believe that men will be punished for
their own sins, and not for Adam's transgres·
sion.-Ecc. 12: 14; Matt. 16: 27; 1 Cor. 3: 13;
Rsv. 20: l:Z-15.
'0le believe that throug-h the atonement of
Christ, all men may be saved by obedience to
the laws and ordinances of the gospel.-1
Cor. 15: 3; 2 Tim. 1: 10; Rom, 8: 1-6.
We believe that these ordinances are:(lst). Faith in God and in the Lord Jesus
Chri.i'c.-Heb. 11: 6; 1 Pet. 1: 21; 1 '.rim. 4: 10;
John 3: 16, 18, 36; Mark 11: 22: John 14: 1.
(2d). R0pentance.-Matt. 3: 2, 8, 11; Luke
13: 3; 24: 47; Ez·ak. 18: 30; Mark 1: 5, 15; Acts
2: 38; Rom. 2: 4: 2 Cor. 7: 10.
(3d). Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins.-Matt. 3: 13-15; Mark 1: 4, 5;
Luke 3: 3; John 3: 5; Acts 2: 38; 22: Hl; 2: 41;
8: 12, 37, 38; Mark 16: 16; Col. 2: 12; Rom. 6:
4, 5; .John 3: 23; Acts 8: 38, 39.
(4th). Laying- on of hands for the gift of
the Holy Gnost. Daut. 34: \J; John 20: 21, 22;

fli'
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Acts 8: 17: 19: 6; 1 Tim. 4: 14.
Cor. 12: 3; Acts 19: 1-6.

Acts 9: 17; 1

(5th.) We believe in the Resurrection of
the Body; that the dead in Christ will rise
first, and the rest of the dead will not live
again until the thousand years are expired.
Job 19: 25, 26; Dan. 12: 2; 1 Cor. 15: 42; l Thes.
4: 16; Rev. 20: 6; Acts 17: 31; Phil. 3: 21; John
11: 24; Isa. 26: 19; Ps. 17: 15.
(6th). We believe in the doctrine of Eternal Judgment, which provides that men shall
· be judged, rewarded, or punished, according
to the degree of good, or evil, they shall have
done. Rev.20:12; Ecc.3:17; Matt.16:27; 2
Cor. 5:10; 2 Pet. 2:4, 13, 17.
We believe that a man must be Called of
God, and ordained by the Laying on of Hands
of those who are in authority, to entitle him
to preach the Gospel, and Administer in the
Ordinances thereof. Heb. 5: 1, 5, 6, 8; Acts
1:24,25; 14:23; Eph.4:11; Johnl5:16.
We believe in the same kind of organization that existed iu the primitive church,
viz : Apostles, Prophets, Pastors, Teachers,
Evangelists, etc. 1 Cor. 12: 28; Matt, 10: I;
Acts 6:4; Eph. 4:11; 2:20;_ Titus 1:5.
We believe that in the Bible is contained
the word of God, so far as it is translated
correctly. We believe that the canon of
scripture is not full, but that God, by his
Spirit will continue to reveal his word to
man until the end of time. Job 32: 8; Heb.
13: 8; Prov. 29: 18; Amos 3: 7; Jer. 23: ~; 31:
31, 34; 33: 6; Ps. 85: 10, 11; Luke 17: 26; Rev.
14: 6, 7; 19: 10.
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Scriptures, will if its precepts are accepted i VAT.iCAN SYMPATHIZES WITH SPAIN.
and obeyed, make men and women better in WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 12.-:Archbishop
the domestic circle, and better citizens of Martinelli, the new Papal delegat.e, while
town, county, and State, and consequently denying that he has been in any way instructed
better fitted for the change which cometh at to act as i?termediary between the Cubans
death.
and Spain, declares that the church is on the
We believe that men should worship God whole in favor of Spain as against the Cubans.
in "Spirit and in truth;" and that such wor- In explaining tho situation he said signifiship does not require a violation of the con- cantly:stitutional law of the land. John 4: 21-24;
"This is only natural for ma"ny reasons.
Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 58, par. 5.
The close connection between the government
We claim the privilege of worshiping and people of Spain and the Vatican presupposes an inclination toward the side. The
Almighty God according to the dictates of
Vatican has al ways been in favor of estabour conscience, allow all men the same privilege, let them worship how, where, or what lished governments and against rebellions.
they may.
Moreover, the policy of the Pope and of the
Catholic Church has al ways been towards
Agreed: That the Book of Mormon is a peace and quietude. Throughout the world,
divine record, and that the redemption of if you take the history of Rome, you will see
Zion must be by purchase.
that the efforts of the Popes have always
Agreed: That what is known as the King been directed towards this end."
Follett Sermon, and the Book of Abraham
The above press dispatch is given
are not accepted as the basis for doctrine.
for what it may be worth. If true,
Agreed: 'rhat we believe in the literal
and the item seems to come from
gathering of Israel, and the restoration of
the "ten lost tribes."
direct and authentic official sources,

Agreed: That the City of Zion will be
built at Independence, Missouri, and that the
saints of God will gather there.
Ag·reed: That Christ will reign personally
upon the earth and that the earth will be restored to its paradisaical glory.
Agreed: That we believe in the restoration of the gospel, and the angel message
through Joseph Smith the Seer.
Agreed: That we believe there are indiWe believe in the powers and gifts of the viduals in the different factions who hold the
everlasting gospel, viz: the gift of faith, dis- priesthood.
cerning of spirits, prophecy, revelation, healAgreed: '.rhat where there are six or more
ing, visions, tongues, and the interpretation
regularly baptized members, any one of
of tongues, wisdom, charity, brotherly love,
which, who is an elder, priest, teacher, or
etc. 1 Cor. 12: 1-11; 14: 26; John 14: 24; Acts deacon, there the church exists.
2: 3; Matt. 28: 19, 20; Mark 16: 16.
We believe that marriage is orda,ined of
Agreed: That au organization is necessary, and such an organization as the numGod; and that the law of God provides for ber of the members, and the will of God
but one companion in wedlock, for either
man or woman, except in cases where the enables them to attain to.
cuntract of marriage is broken by death or
transgression. Gen. 2: 18, 21-24; 7: 1, 7, 13;
Prov. 5: 15-21; Mal. 2: 14, 15; Matt. l9: 4_6 ; 1
Cor. 7: 2 ; Heb. 13 : 4; D. c. 42 : 7; 49 : 3.
We believe that the doctrines of a plurality
and a community of wives are heresies, and
are opposed to the Jaw of God. GcJn. 4: 19, 23,
24; 7: 9; 22: 2; in connection Gal. 4th and 5th
chapters; Gem. 21: 8-10; Mal. 2: 14, 15; Matt.
19: 3-9. The BOOK OF MORMON says:
"Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and
hearken to the word of the Lord: For there
shall not any man among you have ~ave it be
ONE WIFE, and concubines he shail have
none, for I, the Lord, deligbteth in the
chastity of women. And whoredoms are an
abomination before me saith the Lord of
hosts."-Jacob 2: 6-9.
We believe that in all matters of controversy upon the duty of man toward God, and
in reference to preparation and fitness for the
world to come, the word of God should be decisive and the end of dispute; and that when
God directs, man should obey.
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Agreed: That wherever a branch exists
~he power of church extens.ion :xists, also to
its fullest extent when actrng rn accordance
with the law.
Agre_,d: That any man holding the priesthood and possessing the proper qualifications
may be chosen by the church, by acting in
accordance with the law, to act in any specifie position.
Agreed: That the law of consecration is
necessary to the establishing of Zion.
Agreed: That faith and righteousness are
chief essentials for the possession of the Melchiscdec priesthood.
The foregoing fourteen (14) agreements
represent all the conclusions reached in this
council, it is further agreed that no individual opinion expressed durirg this conference shall be used as a basis for any argume.'.lt
intended to be used to the detri'nent of any
j pers~~ participating in this council.
Signed,
RICHARD HILL,
.
Ch airman.
.
w. H. GARRE'.rT, Clerk.

Catholic
prestige,
heads of
archy at
natural,"

Spain has the sympathy,
and support of the official
the Roman Catholic hierthe Vatican. Such "is only
as stated by the Papal arch-

bishop, for Catholicism has, as of old,
in more than one modern instance
sanctioned the policy of compulsion to
absolute rule in the interest of socalled "peace and quietude" when
rebellion against her authority existed;
· ·
or w h en peop 1es s h owe d a d'ispos1t1on
to contend for liberty and prog-ress.
~
There may be liberal elements in
h C th l' Ch
h
d
d'
t e
a O lC
urc , an we are lSposed to credit it with every measure
of good to which it is entitled, but
·
there remams
strong groun d f or d'istrust of its high claims and exalted
protestations in this respect.

Text-books of United States history
used in Catholic schools are so copiI
ously illustrated by cuts and filled
with elaborate descriptions of the
services of Catholic priests in American affairs, that one not taught to
swallow the teachings of that church
without question sees the evident disposition and effort to teach Catholic
I youth and others that Americans are
l
l · d bt d t J
·t
d th
arge ~ In ~ .e
~ esm an ~ er
Catholic miss10naries for the rights
and privileges they now enjoy under
our free institutions.
With due credit to the Catholic missionaries referred to, many of whom
were brave and sacrificing advocates
of their faith, it ye1; remains true that
We believe that the religion of Jesus
Done at Independence, Missouri, this 20th their services were but incidental and
Christ, as taught in the New Testament 1 day of January, 1897.
not largely positive nor prominent in

I

I

I
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securing and in promoting our present system of government, and that
the in:fl.uenee of other Catholics has
been strongly against Americanism.
It is a J esuitical policy that favors
monarchical institutions and oppression in and by the old world while
professing to favor freedom and liberality in the new world.
The city and Church of Rome belong to a dead, rejected past. We
look elsewhere for the representative
policies of truth and freedom-forces
of equality, education, and progress,
that are ruling and destined to en·
tirely emancipate the world. The
Vatican is true to its past if in sympathy with Spain. It supported the
Spanish monarchy in its religious and
political persecution of the Netherlanders, of the French and other Protestants, including the massacre of
the Huguenots in Florida. Its
"policy" is a matter of history.
CHRISTIANITY, SO-CALLED, AT
JERUSALEM.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Jan. IL-Official advices
from Jerusalem show there has been further
trouble among the worshipers at the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre. It appears the Roman Catholics were opposed to members of·
the Orthodox Greek Church entering the
church by a certain door on the eve of
January 6-the day observed by the Orthodox Church as Christmas.
The latter insisted upon their right to
enter and the result was the two factions became involved in a serious fight which did
not end until the Turkish authorities intervened. Some of the combatants were badly
injured, but it is not known whether anybody
was killed.
The Church of the Holy Sepulcher,
owned by the Greek Church, bas been
so frequently the scene of disturbances betwen rival fanatical sects of
Christians (so-called) that Turkish
soldiers are stationed there by the
Sultan's government to preserve order.
No doubt the Mohammedan and other
disbelievers in Christianity make the
most of such spectacles, not knowing
that all such exhibitions are foreign
to the teachings of Him whose supposed sepulcher is marked by the
church to which so many flock in pilgrimage, and to whose memory such
violence and unseemly behavior is
false. There is need of a true interpretation of Christianity at home and
abroad-an exhibition of it in teaching and in practice, that the heathen,

including such as profess it, bu'u who
distort it, Christianity, may cease to
imagine vain things, or misconceptions of the faith of Christ.
There
. 1 .
.
a th t th
t
cer a1n Y IS growmg nee ·
a
· ose
professing it refute by intelligent m;tderstanding and wise practice of their
faith the prevailing errors that in so
many forms are exhibited as expres·
f Ch · t' 't
If
.
s:o~s ?
ris ian: Y·
. responsibillty JS coequal with enlightenment
and opportunity, the people of God
have an important work before them.
Its importance is indicated in the mis.
.
th
f b .
, jb
I<- f
s10n given em 0
emg ' e sa u 0
the earth" and "the light of the
world."
We hope to see "the faith" repre·
sented at Jerusalem, as of old, in due
time, and that the truth may appear in vivid contrast with the perversions taught and practiced in the
name of Christ, so vivid that all may
readily discern and know the truth.
We shall see it in due time, as the
faithful work of God's people shall
cause the influence and power of
truth to be more widely proclaimed
and established. A brighter day has
dawned and is now well toward its
more clearer progression.
The truth is yet to stand in opposition to medieval and oriental errors
and superstitions, as it bas come in
contact with and refuted other religious and general errors. It will have
full expression and correct interpJ;"etation if the people and ministry called
to represent it fully receive and practice the love of the truth. May the
"richer blessings" of Ephraim's children soon be carried to the sons and
daughters of Judah, at Jerusalem and
in all the world, that fanaticism and
darkness may flee before the light and
power of Christ the Savior of man.

I of

civil and religious liberty-the
rights of man:I BERLIN, Jan. 5.-Apropos of the now
known tendency of Nicholas II. toward a
liberal and Dacific regime, advices from Warsaw and other centers in Poland concur in
speaking of a marked change in the restrictive measures enforced against the people by
the authorities, greater freedom being allowed to the press and the public. The ~t.
Petersburg Novoe Vremya bas opened its
columns to advocacy of .the conciliation of
Poland, a larger degree of toleration for the
Catholic Poles, and the cessation of restrictive measures throughout those now wide
regions w~ere the Russian Government has
the adhes10n of the people.
The Novoe Vremya has long been the fierce
enemy of the Catholic Poles, and this change
of front is therefore significant. The Czar's
recent action in resisting the pressure of the
Moscow authorities to punish the riotous
university students by deporting them to
Siberia is another favorable sign of bettor
times in Russia.
J

LOSS OF LIFE BY EARTHQUAKE.

LONDON, Jan. 21.-A special from Teheran,
capital of P0rsia, says that 2,500 persons
·perished as a result of the earthquake which
occurred on Kisham Island January 11. Kisham Island is the largest in the Persian
Gulf, and is situated about fifteen miles from
its entrance. Its population is estimated at
5,000, mostly Arabs.
A special dispatch from Bombay says that
three severe eat'thq uakeshocks have occurred
there.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. F. G. PITT, Chicago, Illinois,
January 22:I am holding a series of meetings here
with good interest. Pcospects point to an
ingathering. Saints feel well and the work
is in good condition. Next week I hope to
open meetings at Joy.

A Salt Lake dispatch of the 20th
says:~

The legislature in joint session to-day took
two ballots for United States Senator. Both
of them resulted as follows: Thatcher, 21;
Rawlins, 16; Henderson, 17; Lawrence, 4;
Goodwin, 3; Nebeker, 2.

LIBERALITY IN RUSSIA.

THE following concerning increased
liberality and toleration in Ruio,sia is
of sufficient importance to justify full
insertion. It is to be hoped that the
statement is not in excess of the
truth. Some of the statements made
seem almost incredible, or "too
good to be true." Other nations that
have contended for liberty, including
America, wiil be gratified and encouraged by the hopeful indications
of the coming world-wide enjoyment

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. CRILEY requests that we call
attention to his special notice in this
issue.
From the statement of indebtedness there presented it appears
that an average of but one half of the
subscriptions due on last year's account on HERALD, Hope, and Auturnn
Leaves has been paid! This is the
ground of his appeal, which he earnestly asks all indebted to the office
to heed.
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We were not prepared to learn that
there were so many delinquents for
the past year, in the face of repeated
efforts to promote promptness in payment of accounts among the Herald
Office patrons. We are aware that
times are hard, but do not believe the
list should be so greatly out of proportion that one half of our subscribers should owe the office for the
publications of the past year. Ten
per cent would be bad enough as a
delinquent proportion, but fifty per
cent of unpaid subscriptions would
ruin any publishing business.
Bro. Criley's appeal, especially
when backed by such figures, should
be regarded by every one concerned
and be given such attention as it deserves- by remittance of amounts due.
Surely the Herald Office list should
not be left in such condition as the
figures given show.
Inasmuch as under a late ruling of
the Western Passenger Association
ministers accepting its permits are required to cease acting as booksellers,
it is hoped that the general ministry
will, as they deem necessary and
proper, act in an advisory way in urging the saints to purchase the church
publications for their own good and
the good of the work in general. Regular agents are requested to urge this
feature of church work and interests
upon the saints and friends on every
proper occasion.
Rumor states in a prominent English publication that at the celebration
of her coming jubilee Queen Victoria
will abdicate in favor of the Prince of
Wales.
We have a lengthy article in explanation of the J e vVish Sabbaths, from a
Protestant writer and designed to refute claims in behalf of present observance of the J-ewish Sabbath that
we shall publish soon, for "what it
may be worth."
The London Pall Mall Gazette in a
long leading article in its issue of the
18th warns the Roman Catholic
Church in Canada that unless it abandons its arrogant assumption of
governmental· powers and clerical
interference in politics it will endanger its existence.
Fifteen women have been admitted
to practice law before the Supreme
Court of the United States.
The Czar of Russia is said to be af-

flic~d in such way as to necessitate a
surgical operation, as a result of injuries received from an assailant
while traveling in Japan, before the
death of his father.
The London Chronicle's correspondent at Rome says the Pope has heard
of tbe signing of the Anglo-American
treaty with satisfaction, and that he
would wish the Papacy to be regarded
as a:- permanent abitrational tribunal
for all nations, but he is glad to see
the principle adopted in any form.
Many who are not unwilling to see
the Pope gratified by seeing arbitration adopted remember that the Holy
Father has an especial interest in the
growth of Roman Catholicism in
America and Great Britain and that
it is contrary to the spirit of our institutions to make the Papacy or any
other religious organization an arbiter
in our political affairs; also that the
Papacy should modestly refrain until
its services are asked for.
Sharp shock of earthquake along
the southwestern coast of Mexico,
early in January, destroying several
houses and injuring three people by
falling walls at Acapulco.
Mother Earth is displeased or disturbed in some way. In addition to
eartbq uake shocks already reported,
vibrations of unusual strength accompanied by a rumbling sound were experienced at Red Bud, Illinois,
January 18,and"a violent earthquake"
at Lalbach, Austria, same date, also
accompanied by rumbling sounds.
The disquiet increases both upon the
surface and below it, also in the atmospheric elements above.
The
cyclone, a few years ago a comparative stranger to us, is now a frequent
visitor. The earthquake visitations
are significant both in number and
destructiveness. They are unwelcome
terrorizing guests, but seemingly are
not to be escaped from unless the inhabitants of the world "repent" and
"learn righteousness."
Berlin advices state that Russia is
borrowing vast sums of money,
negotiations having been made with
Frer.: ch bankers for sums running up
to two and three hundreds of millions; German bankers also having
been sounded, because of vast sums
I alrea~y loaned by the French to
Russia.
'rhe branch at Lamoni, in anticipa-

1
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tion of tlJ.e demand for added room
for the sessions of the coming General
Conference, has begun the erection of
a gallery addition to the church,
which is estimated to add seating
room sufficient for three hundred people. It is placed at the east end
with win'gs running along the north
and south sides of the building, in
"U" shape. The pulpit has been
lowered, some of the seats at the east
or rear end of the lower floor of the
auditorium been raised, and other
changes made that will add greatly to
the general comfort and capacity of
the ''brick church." The gallery is
reached from the vestibule in the
main entrance by winding stairs
through the towers.
Much of the carpenter work has
been donated, and freely so, by the
workmen. Saints and outsiders have
contributed in willingness to further
the good work, and all is being done
in the same excellent spirit, as it should
be. The Lamoni saints hope, by this
move and by others yet to be made, to
provide every es sen ti al comfort for
visiting delegates and saints to the
next General tonference.
Official correspondence published at
London on the 21st shows that on
October 20, 1896, the Marquis of
Salisbury proposed that the ambassadors at Constantinople should formulate reforms to be enforced by the
powers. The Russian minister replied November 18 saying that the
Czar bad decided that it was impossible to agree to coercive measures
against the Sultan. But on November 25 a further communication was
received stating that the Czar would
not object to advise the Russian minister relative to coerqion should the
Sultan prove recalcitrant and refuse
to adopt reforms unanimously adopted
by the ambassadors. At the end of
December France consented to the
proposals of Lord Salisbury, to which
Germany, Austria, and Italy had
previously agreed.
The Indiana Legislature has passed
an anti-cigaret bill.
The poor health of the Pope has
caused a stir in the Sacred College concerning his successor.
There are
said to be three groups of Cardinals,
each of which desires to fill the place,
and among whom there are also many
personal ambitions; viz., the diplo·
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matic, the bishop, and the foreign J the military operations in Cuba, the 1 owa to their children; and not to their chilCardinals.
The second group is! government was prepaxed to grant dren alone, but to themselves; and last, but
.
.
.
most important of all to God who expects
t h ought to be the strongest and if reforms to that island and to submit a us t o t eac h our c h'ld
' to wa1'k in
. th e ways
i ren
successful the new Pope would prob- decree with that object in view to the of trnth and soberness.
ably be Cardinal Ferrari, Archbishop Council of State.
The work of the Daughters of Zion is a
of Milan, or Cardinal Svampa, ArchThe British Foreign Arbitration ' good one, and they have already done much
bishop of Bologna. Indications are Association has instructed an Ameri- i~ preparing the w~y for the upl~fting of.the
· or" th e 1a tt er.
t t o go t o W as ]:nng
· t on an d life and morals
sa1'd. t o f avor th. e ch oice
can d e 1egaue
. of all who have g1 ven .ser10us
,.
thought t.o it, and when the Sons of Zton also
A Constantrnople mspatch dated present a petition praying that the work to bring mankind nearer to that "ideal"
January 20, to the London Daily Mail, Senate shall confirm the Ang1o-Ameri- so far above us, our vision will be cleared,
says the Sultan firmly resists Euro- can treaty.
our gropings after nobler life be rewarded,
pean control of Turkey's finances or
It is said that Li Hung Chang took our,bodies be ~e~ter fitted ;or the.indwelling
d .. t t'
Th' d'
t h 1
home with him the news that the Czar of tne Holy Spmt and Gods blessrng be ours
a mims ra . 10 ~·
JS is pa c. a so
to such degree that Satan will be hindered
says Russia IS secretly treatmg to and probably the Czarina will visit and his power to lead astray and degrade the
obtain the use of a port on the Black China upon the opening of the Si- saints will be lessened, and the time will
Sea.
berian railway and will then visit Pe- sooner come that a righteous and pme people
Deaths from bubonic plague, week kin, Tokio, and Seoul. He will then be prepared for the coming of Christ our
King. The sooner, then, that husbands, and
January 21 • 470 • Deaths are invite the momJrchs of China, Japan, fathci,rs, and wives, and mothers fully wake
endI· na·
<=>
so frequent that it is difficult to get and Corea to be his guests at Vladi- up to the work to be done, and live the preparties to carry corpses to the Hindu vostok; this from Vienna correspond- cepts they teach, the sooner will they ·'atand Mohammedan cemeteries. There ent of London Daily News.
tain that condition which the Creator
is general fear of the disease. Certain
It is rumored that the present Span- designed for them."
I hope others will write on this subject. It
of Boin - ish ministry is tottering
to its fall and will help to make us search ourselves and be
i'nfected quarters o"'1 th<>~ c"ty
I '
~
bay have been destroyed by fire, and, will soon be superseded by another more diligent in our duties.
it is feared that many large quarters under the premiership of Senor SaYour sister in Christ,
will have to be consumed to stamp out gasta.
ELLA J. GREEN.
ONSLOW, Iowa.
the plague, which has assumed such
Asiatic, European, and American
terrible proportions that the resources cities are taking steps to guard
· · 1 offi crn_s
· l are com- agarns
· t t h e rn
· t ro d uc t'ion o f th e p 1ague I
PRAYER UNION.
o f t ,ne .mumcipa
.
.
.
.
.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
pletely overtaxed. In the native town I now ragrng rn India. It IS feared 8 R. iv~ 1 ARTHA B URKE 0 f R'l versl'd e M'lC h'1gan,
5,000 shops and hundreds of dwelling I that it will spread abroad notwith- desires the prayers of the Union for her hushouses are shut or abandoned. The standing that prompt quarantine band, Charles Btirke, that he may overcome
rapid spread of the pestilence and its measures have already been adopted the opium habit formed during a long and
virulence are causing excitement and by government authorities.
painful illness. His health is still poor.
alarm. People are dying hourly in
-----the streets. Foreign residents have
[THE following was handed us for use in
Aiitumn Leai;es, but we think best to use it
sent their families away and many
in
the HERALD, and sincerely hope that it
others have fled. This with the prewill be read by many who need just such
EDITED
BY
FRANCES.
vailing famine which is causing the
honest, straightforward instruction. If the
death of millions indicates the awful
Dear Readers:-When the interest of the Word of Wisdom was heeded by our peocondition.
fathers is aroused and they unite their efforts ple, almost the entire ground would be
· Havana advices to New York Jour- with the mothers to assume the responsibili- covered.]
A WORD WITH PARENTS.
nal, dated January 21, report addi· ties that are just as truly and solemnly theirs
as
the
mothers',
then
let
the
column
be
OU't I HEAR much said on the management of
tional horrible atrocities by Spanish
Home Column.
little children. All parents wish their littroops, who captured a Cuban hosWh~t is a home in its true sense without tle ones to grow to honest, healthful men
pital near Cienfuegos, and shot, the infiuence and help of the father sustain- and women. How shall we help them atbayoneted, and cut down the inmates ing the teaching and wise counsel of the tain such a degree of manhood or woman
induding soldiers, patients, and mother? for usually it is t,he mother who I hood? First, by bearing better babies (read
woman nurses, sparing none; not- has to see to the training of the"oli ve plants" Dr. Foote on "Bearing Better Babies," 129
surrounding their table. But God never in- E. 28th Street, New York), both physically
withstanding the surgeon in charge tended that woman should bear all the re- and spiritually. Then when they arrive at
came out waving the insignia of the sponsibility of the purity of the race. This the age .of understanding we can consult a
Red Cross Society. A sick American we know if we use with wisdom the know!- good phrenologist, and if there are any deficiencies, these can be cultivated, and if any
raised the stars and stripes which in- edge we have learned.
Man was formed first; woman was given excesses they can be restrained. Then by
furiated the Spaniards who then
for a lielpmeet, "and Adam and Eve . . . made the very best infiuence, and hygienic living,
made a general charge, with results all things known unto their sons and their they may grow to be good useful men and
as stated.
daughters." (Gen. 4: 12.) Adam and Eve, women.
Some may say, ''I do not believe in phreMadrid advices of the 21st say that at equal, don't you see?
Duties of parents are duties of fa,thers as nology." You don't? Then you miss a good
the close of the cabinet meeting of the
20th the Premier Senor Canovas del well as mothers, and I have noticed that thing. (Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly
man being honored as head of the family to be wise.) But is this blies? When my
Castello, declared that, although they is many times told plainly in the instruc- oldest little boy was about thirteen years of
had foll co11fiqence in the success of tions give11 us, of the duty they, as fa,thers, 1 age, :Prof. FowlE\r (of the fl,rm of fowler auq
0
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Welis) told me tbe state of his health when is a great help. I used to tell them stories, familiar truth that, the first impression is the
born and what to do to make him a healthy and often made up a story to fit the occasion, most firmly set. Isn't i.t important then that
man; also what occupation he would be best but they always had a good moral. This was it should be a correct one?
fitted for, and all came true. That advice I' before they were old enough to read for
In our study of literature in college it was
has been a great help.
themselves.
urged that care should be exercised in the
Much depends on the food we eat and how
selection of books to read. There are books
we eat it, also on the health-giving atmosPRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
which would do actual damage to the mind
phere. How many are there wbo call themif read before we are prepared for it, while
l'vlEMOl~Y TEXTS FOR FEBRUARY.
selves Christians who never ventilate, but
if we wait until the mind is properly develDoubt not., but be believing, and begi_n as in times of
breathe the poisonous air over and over, .and old, and come unto the L·ird with all your heart, and oped it may be read with great profit. We
soon begin to have all kinds cf ailments, and wo:k ont your own salvatwn with feat and trernbl\ng cannot get the full benefit of a book without
the doctor is called, when all this trouble hcf<Jre him. Be wise in the days of yonr probation.- previous prepara.tion. For instance, take
might have been prevented by bathing,-mas- Book of Mormon 4 : 7 ·
some popular works like Sbakespeare's. Of
sage, diet, and pure air. Sometimes they
course the young people like to appear well
die, and their friends say, "The Lord saw fit
Thursday, l!'eb. 4.-The church, its min- read so they-are eager to read these writings
to take our brother, or sister away," 0 isters and membership. Thatrighteousn.ess, and will probably begin wit.h Hamlet, or
fudge! They killed themselves by wrong love, and zeal in the work and spread of the Juli.us Cresar, or Henry VIII., while they may
living. I would as soon take poison as live in gospel may increase and to th is end the saints never have seen a brief history of Rome in
such an irregular way. A good, pure atmos- with one heart and mind bring their tithes Creoar's Hme, nor learned anything about
phere is worth more than gold; and we can and offerings into the Lord's storehouse. who Henry VIII. was; and, when you ask one
have it without money and without price.
That God will continue to reveal his mind '00 who has tlrnsread about the speech of Antony
Why so many dishonest children? Because his servants in the direction of 'ohe affairs of or Brutus, you s,re answered with a look of
they are not corrected from the very first the church.
blank surprise.
wrong. I tell you if they are stamped r·ight
Memory Verses.-Malachi 3: 10-12.
Th e fi rs t perusa1o f a b oo k.is tne
• mos t searc h and raised right, there is little to fear.
Thur~day, Feb. 11.-0ur families. Prayer ing. The first time it is new and strange
I remember while living in Buffalo, New for the members of our families by name, and ground and every energy is concentrated to
York, my oldest little boy, l\ffitty,
went to for the families of each other and those of the ·ti nd a 11 there is
. in
. it.
.
Af terwar d , 1'f we rea d
"
clerk for a firm and soon found they were dis- ministry. For the youth of the church in the same book, it is with less care and the
honest. He came running home as fast as he general.
mind is allowed to follow the line of thought
could and said, ''Mamma, do I have to work
Memory Verses.-D. C. 68:4; 90:6.
that was traced out at the first perusal. If
for a dishonest man?"
Thursday, Feb. 18.-Missions and Sunday any wrong conceptions were had, any false
" No, no! Never work for a dishonest per- school work, and the church publications. impressions made, they are more liablo to be
son."
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. emphasized, fixed more firmly in the mem'Jry
T'
.
1
Memory Verses.-Luke 6: 38; 2 Cor. 9: 6, 7. than they are to be corrected by a second
nen he w.ent rn a ~rge h~rdware hou~e I Thursday, Feb. :'.:5.-Zion, our country, its
'd 'na a
t a
reading-. I do not say that a person cannot find
Where
he
Collect
_
.e a
_epos1 e money .in we lf are an d prosperi
·
· t y, an d 1· t s speeay
'
·
pur1h
d t- t
l k d t th fi t
.,
al.l ways, and wh11e there several offered him fication by the.reception of truth. That the muc goo
ha was over oo ·e a 'e rs'
higher wages than he was getting, because scattered.remnants may be gathered in, and but the ordinary reader does not.
he was so honest and trusty. What a com- the kingdom
Christ be established.
My position is best illustrated in the pubfort that our children are all that we could
Memory Ver:;e.-Nephi IO: 1.
lie school course. A child who is properly
wish them to be!
cla~sified will be given a book adapted to
Another: Whiie at school he noticed a
------------bis mental caliber and if the teacher is wise
poor little boy watching him while eating
the first canvass of the book will he the
his dinner, 80 Mitty asked him if he bad any
most thorough. Then after a general review
dinner, and he said he had not. Then Mitty
a more advanced book is placed in his hands.
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
gave him his dinner and came running home
I have had pupils in United States His,Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
and said:tory who would come to t.he class with a puz(Send communications for this department to the Editor.
"Mam ma, there was a poor boy at school
'Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
zled look on their faces and when questioned
who did not have any dinner, so I gave him
to "Ediwrs Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")
about their trouble with the lesson, would
mine. Will you give me some more?"
say, "I can't understand it; there are so
"Certainly I will." So he ran off as fast as
THE CHILD'S RELATION TO THE BIBLE.
many big words there." That was just the
he could, and how happy he felt in giving WHILE waiting in the railroad station for a trouble. They had taken up the complete
the little fellow his dinner. ,
train a few months ago, I picked up an Ad· history before they were ready for it.. But in
My youngE,st, Willie, was playing with ventist tract, when my attention was called order that the course of study might be carsome little girls along the street. He rolled to certain passages of scripture which were ried out, their minds must be crammed full
a stone ou the pavement after the girls, and familiar to me; but which_ were explained in of confused ideas about "Articles of Confedit bounded and went through a druggist's a far different way from what I had al ways eration,'' "Emancipation," "Reconstruction,"
window. Many people were on the spot in a understood them. My remembrance of the "Nullification," "Ratification," etc.; and it
moment, and th.? druggist was very angry, incident is that I could not call to mind any- is almost as disastrous to the pupils as
but no one knew who broke window. Willie thing to show that the explanation was Grant's "hammering campaign" was to the
stepped up to him and said,
wrong.
.Rebel soldiers. Give the child a history of
"I broke the window, but am very souy."
Then came this thought: possibly a mis- his country in words that he can understand
Then he came home and told me what he take ls made in allowing children to read and and he will not say it is dry and uninterestbad done. I told him to go and tell the man commit pv,ssagesfrom the Bible, or s,ny other ing.
he would bring a man to fix it. So he paid important writing, at their own pleasure.
I used to enjoy the contest of learning
for it, and then the drugg'ist wanted to hire Further: Maybe the Bible text ought not verses to be recited in Sund»y school, but I
him because Willie was such an honest boy.
to be used without restriction, in grades can think of but one portion that I have reTo-day they are both filling very honorable lower than the Bible class.
, membered from childhood and that is very
positions. Some people are not particular
Step into a Sunday school class and see a imperfectly remembered. It is this:enough in watching every little error, think- little tot strugg-ling through the verse that
"In the beginning was the '\lVord, and the
ing there is time enough after they get it is his turn to read, the teacher pl'Onounc- Word was with God, and th., \Vord was God.
older. I think we cannot correct them too ing· almost every other word, then tell me, if The same was in the heginning with God,
soon.
you can, what the impression made upon his All things were made by him; and without
F,,eading good stories with a moral, I think, mind by tl:)at so-called reading. It is a him was m:it anything rq1J,r]e thlljt1 wi'.\s rqade,
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In him was life; and the life was the light of
men. And the light shineth in darkness;
and the darkness comprehended it not.
There was a man sent from God, whose name
was John. The same came for a witness, to
bear witness of the Light, that all men
through him might believe. He was not that
Light, but was sent to bear witness of that
Light. That was the true light, that lighteth every man that cometh into the world."John I: 1-9.
I delighted to run over those big words, but
little did I know what they meant. I did not
know what "Word" meant nor why it was
begun with a capital letter. In fact there
isn't a single thought of any importance nor
a lesson of any kind that was impressed upon
my mind.
The infant that is fed upon solid food before its teeth have appeared to indicate that
it is ready to dispose of such food will suffer
physical harm. The ambitious boy who tries
to do the work of a full grown man will surely
fail and may be stunted in his growth as a
result of overexertion.
It is certainly as true that the undeveloped
mind of the child will be injured by dealing
with those things that are adapted to fully
matured minds. Therefore I say, keep the
Bible away from the child. Don't allow it to
be used as a plaything for the wee ones even.
Don't have one of these blg family Bibles
with pictures in it on the center table. About
its only use is to catch dust anyway. I have
a notion to believe that the Bible is getting
to be too common in our time. It lies around
the house so much that we are losing respect
for it, especially its contents. It might be a
good thing if we should have a Bible famine
for awhile. We might take more interest in
it then. You remember the great Reformation, which paved the way for the latter-day
Restoration, followed just after those bonfires were made of the biblical books.
What then shall we do'.' Let us have a
simplified story of the Bible illustrated properly, one that doesn't have pictures of angels
with wings. If there isn't any published that
is suitable, let a committee of our literary
and kindergarten talent be appointed to arrange such a story, quoting such passages as
may already be adapted to the child-mind.
A book of this kind is just as authentic as
King James' or the revised. These translators gleaned the thought from other languages and wrote it in ours; you may
translate the thought from our language into
that of the child. Then this can be used in
the Sunday school Quarterly in place of the
present scripture text. I have suggested one
book of this kind. I do not mean to say that
two would not be better, one for primary and
another for intermediate grades.
Children who have bee:::i trained after this
plan will certainly have, when they have
grown to maturity, a higher estimate of and
a greater interest in the Bible proper; will
be able to comprehend its sayings much better; and will get more out of it every way
than they do under the present system.
V. W. GUNSOLLEY.
November, 1896.
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to the thinker. Bible truths that are beyond
the scope of child mind will not prove food
for spiritual growth and if presented at this
time will have lost their savor when the
mind has developed to their proper reception.
Child study is winning a prominent place in
the minds of educators, who are seeing that
they must understand the nature of the being that receives the truth as well as the
truth to be received. Could our leaders in
this latter-day Sunday school work realize
the many questions in the minds of earnest
teachers as to plans for primary work we believe that efforts would be made to oystematize the work as fast as possible and furnish in
leaflet form or through the Sunday school
column outlines for study along different
line~, but especially the primary. While we
trust our column is not barren of results we
trust that the association may make it still
more useful. More workers may be reached
through our column than in any other way;
for it is the worker who is looking for more
light. The sluggard is satisfied with what
he now possesses.-ED.

. To God be all the praise. There is a good
interest at both Wheldon and Richland, and
some are near the kingdom who I think
will soon be brought in.
Your brother,
V. M. GOODRICH.

----·--.
ilB11Br Ilepar1mam.

BYER, Ohio, Jan. 4.

Editors Herald:-Since last writing my ex-

perience has been much V!iried. I have had
seasons of joy, and seasons of grief. In July
last I buried my mother, one week later my
little son three years old, and three weeks later
my daughter twelve years old. The last two
died of that dread disease, dipbt.heria. In all
this I have tried to be faithful and to console
myself with the thought that God doeth all
things well.
For the past four months I have been
actively engaged each Lord's day proclaiming
the word, about three Sundays of each
month in our own branch, which meets in
two different places, Richland and Wheldon,
which are about eight miles apart. The
other Sunday has for the past three months
been spent with the Limerick saints and on
last Sunday I was at Wheldon, and preached
on Saturday night, Sunday morning, and at
night. The Lord was surely with us. We
had sacrament service in the morning which
was very spiritual. Three sick folks were
presented for administration. All received
a great blessing. Sr. Nancy Moore aged something like seventy who had not been able to
speak for several days, besides suffering·
other afflictions, was healed almost instantly.
She said to me that if I would administer to
her she would be able to attend baptismal
ser~ices which were to be near by. Just after
preaching services I arose and administered
to her, also to a little child, which was healed
under my hands, and then went into the pulpit. After the sermon, was rejoiced to hear the
aged sister speaking strongly and clearly and
saying, "0, I can ta.lk as well as ever!" It
was my happy lot at this juncture, to lead
my only sister and her husband to the "watery grave."
·
Thus you see the Lord is truly blessing and
giving "the increase," while "the heathen
'.i°HE truths of the above article are apparent rage and the people imagine a vain thing/'

ELLENBORO, Wis., Jan. 3.

Editors Herald:-Since preaching at Elmdale I have preached at Bunker Hill and
Union schoolhouses in Grant County. At
Bunker the attendance was light principally
owing to the mud, and partly to the prejudice
of the people, of the school-teacher especiall v. I attended Sunday school for the purpose - of announcing my meetings and. was
invited by the superintendent to take part in
the Bible class of which the school-teacher
was also the teacher; and as the rule was for
each one in the class to read consecutively, I
supposed I would read with the rest of course
as the superintendent had invited me to, but
when it came my time the teacher called the
name of the next in the class and asked him
to read. My feelings were perhaps not so
smooth as they should be, but I could not but
think that this life docs not end alL So I
composed myself and announced my meetings at the close of the school and each night
for two weeks found the 6.re either taken out
or put out when we came for evening meeting. If she got any conoolation out of it she
is welcome to it. Perhaps she will find a fire
sometime that cannot be quenched. Though
I received several invitations to preach there,
very few came to hear, and but little good
was done.
From there we went to the Union and met
the worst opposition that I ever met anywhere. It was with difficulty that I could
keep the boys still long enough to make the
others hear. After meeting, though I had
told them we had no place to go, we were left
alone in the schoolhouse and were compelled
to walk three miles to find lodg·ing. Next
night the same, only the boys blew out the
lights as soon as church wasout and hallooed,
"Love i.n the dark" and similar expressions,
and would jam and crowd, even women and
children. Next night I told the janitor that
I would blow out the lights but he misunderstanding me, blew them all out but one
which was close. to the door. I stationed
myself by it and waited for all to get out but
when they were all out but about ten of the
boys they made a rush for the lamp but I secured it and was walking back with it when
one of them jerked it out of my hand and
blew it out and then rushed out on the porch
and when I came out they were stanrling on
the porch with backs to the building. I
faced them and said: "Now, boys, I have
borne with you long enough, you have treated
me with contempt and insults, and besides
have transgressed the law. Monday I go to
Lancaster [the county seat] and you can prepare to pay your fines or go to jail. I'll do
just wLat I say." Next night the boys were
all absent and I rather feared an attack, but
resolved to do my duty if I died in the attempt! I'd rather die doin,r right than doing
wrong. Had a very peaceable meeting and
near the close the boys all came in and took
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front seats and were very quiet, and after
meeting they came to me and apologized and
asked pardon, and I agreed to drop the mattu proviaing they would behave as they
should.
I continued my meetings over two weeks
with the best of attention, the boys usually
sitting near the front. The result was I left
a number believing and some may be baptized. Thus a little firmness with God's assistance brought good out of evil. This also
is but a common experience of the elders.
On account of rain I am doing nothing but
read my history. If the weather keeps this
way I may soon start for home. Some of your
readers, especially Bro. Pender, may be interested to know that J. L. Gardner, of Advent fame, has turued infidel, according to
reports. When last heard of he was chopping
wood on Sunday. Sent his license to Elder
Sheldon with his resig·nation. Bro. Pender
remarked to me more than once that be
though Gardner was an infidel at heart.
Thus has fallen another opposer of the saints.
In bonds,
J. W. PE'.l'ERSON.
APPLEDORE, Ont., Dec. 10.

Editors Herald:-We often feel cheered by
reading the letters and editorials in the
Saints' Herald. Bro. Lake is giving this
district a visit. He was at the opening of
the saints' church at Wallaceburg at the
time Father was called to preach the funeral sermon of Bro. Ralph Mather. He
was a member of the church for some years;
~'he was afflicted with rheumatism, which
prevented him from meeting with the saints
very much. He was administered to several
times, and always received a blessing from
the administration. He departed this life
November 22, with the hope of coming forth
in the first resurrection; funeral sermon was
preached by Elder George Green at 'Gh.e Ruscom. He leaves four daughters and five sons;
Ralph, Samuel, Thomas, Maggie, and Annie,
who live near the Ruscom; Lizzie and Belle
who live in Detroit; William and Joseph who
live in Lamoni, Iowa. His remains were interred in tJ;ie Comber cemetery.
Also on December 4, Elder George Green
was called to preach the funeral sermon of
Bro. and Sr. George Thorpe's infant son,
Samuel. His little earthly tabernacle was
interred in the Wallaceburg cemetery. So
we are constantly reminded that this is not
our abiding home. We hope to prove faithful and at last meet with tho pure and the
good.
Your sister,
MARY M. GREEN.
MANCHESTER, England, Dec. 28.
Editors Herald:-We are trying· to push
the work forward here by means of tract and
lantern. For some time past we have carried the principal church tracts from door to
door. This enables us to meet and converse
v;ith people of all shades of opinion. It requires courage and perseverance to prosecute
our work in these islands. Spasmodic efforts
are of little nse. The effort must be persistent. Much of our work at present is sowing; others may reap.

caused quite ~--;;-;;-~ternation. My peaye~f~
that tho good Lord wi.ll bless my feeble efforts to his honor and glory, and lengthen
out my days that I may do something for
him who has done so much for me. Should
he spare me and my dear wife until the 18th
day of December, 1896, we shail celebrate
oue silver wedding day, and our united deBLAIR, Neb., Jan, 19.
Editors Herald:-I am in Blair attending sire is to remain faithful to the covenant we
the Scott-Adams debate at present, but last have made with him to our lives' end, ,itnd
evening was the first I attended.
finally be received into his kingdom.
Bro. Scott did nobly. He showed up his
Yours in bonds,
side of the question in a masterly manner.
EDMUND HOWAR'l'H.
The question opened last evening was: Resolved tbat the kingdom spoken of in Daniel
ALBIA, Iowa, Jan. 16.
2: 44 is still future and is to be set np at the
Editors %Ieru.ld:-I am again in Monroe
second coming of Christ. The soul sleeping County. Am holding meetings in what is
question closed Sunday evening. Those who known as the Morris schoolhouse, three
beard it say that Bro. Scott did splendid all miles southeast of Cedar mines. Have been
through.
hern since SLmday the lOt.h inst. The people
I was in :l!'remont yesterday, and by Bro. here give me a resp2ct,ful heal'ing,and come out
Min tu n's r•.'quest got th3 testimony of men- in good numbers also. vve have held meeting
bers of different churches, who attended the every night through the week so far and exSeaton-Mintun debate. The general testi-1 pect to ccmtinue s,nofoer week. I meet the
mony was that Bro. Mintun was in every re- yonng people each evening at seven o'clock
spect a gentleman, while Seaton, when he and we sing till 7: 45, then we try to tell them
found he could not meet Bro. Min tun in argu- the gospel story. The Master has stood by
ment, resorted to vituperation and ridicule. and helped me so far. I do not know what
More than one, members of other churches the results may be, but feel that all will be
and business men of the town, said if they well as long as his blessing is given in the
bad been abused as Min tun was, their temper preaching· of 'Lhe word. I am st:J.ying most of
would have caused them to resent, perhaps the time with the family of Brn .•fames Lonwith blows.
den. The pfiople around lrnre are kind and
The work goes fairly well in this district, invite me to visit them at their homes, and I
so far as I have learned. The saints are try- , do so as circumstances per·mit me. I am
ing ~o live rig~1t. There are'. of course, ex- very well r:leased with n;1Y Church History
cept10ns. 01vmg to hard times they are and sometimes I show it to those who are
nearly all financially embarrassed, so but outside of the fold telling them that it woura
little money comes in as church funds.
not only bo fair but wise to r·ead of this work
Yours truly,
as it is seen by those who have obeyed it, and
J. M. STUBBART.
whose lives have been spent therein. I a,m
here away from human help in the preaching
of God's word, and wtlre it not that the Spirit
MANCHESTER, Eng., Nov. 24.
Editors Tierald:-It is a little over a year gives me help I would be lonely indeed.
since my wife and I were baptized by Elder Pray for me.
Your brother in Christ,
T. Taylor, and we have been blessJd through
A. M. CHASE.
obedience to the gospel, with the testimony

vve-;ray that God may bless you in your
efforts to make our official church paper a
success. We think it incomparable. Kind
regards to our brethren of the office.
Your fellow servant,
W. R. ARMSTRONG.

i

I

of the Holy Spirit that the _work is true; and
I am striving to bear my humble testimony
to this fact. On Novembe'r 16 I was invited
by one of the ministers of the City mission
in this town to give them an address on the
subject of "Salvation" in their meeting room
n'1!.med Fairlie Hall. I accepted the invitation and on the night of the a,bove date J
went along with several of my brofoers and
sisters of the Northeast Manchester branch,
of which I am a member. The meeting was
opened with singing and prayer, after which
it was given into my hands. I opened my
remarks by saying that I would ·say nothing
but what I was commanded by my heavenly
Father, after which I read Matthew 1: 20, 21,
and spoke a little on these verses; I then
read Matthew 3: 13:-17 and John 3: 1-7, and
spoke as I felt led by the Spirit as to how I
understood the above passages.
I was listened to very attentively, and
wben I had finished my remarks I threw the
meeting open to all present and sat down. I
had no sooner sat down than the minister got
up and tried to disabuse the minds of the
people with regard to what I hitd said, which

--~---------

LUCAS, Iowa, Jan. 11.

Editors Herala:-After reading the good

I

letters from my brothers and sisters from the
different pB.rts of the world, and as all of
them testify to God's goodness and mercy and
the truth of the latter-day work, I feel led to
add my testimony. For surely if anyone has
more cause to rejoice than another, 1 have,
for, while I verily thought I was "walking
in the light" and doing my heavenly l!'ather"s
will by uniting l'1ith the Baptist Church and
trying to live a consistent Christian life, God
in his love and mercy permitted me to bear
the g-ospel in its fullness, and Oh! how great
and glorious was the light that the Holy
Spirit shed upon the blessed word that I
thought I had taken to be "as a lamp to my
feet" and supposed I had been following its
teachings all these years, but as the whole
triith was revealed to me, I could hardly believe I was reading tbe same Bible, and as I
read on I found that while I had exercised
faith in God, and repei:ted of my sins, I had
not been baptized for the remission of my
sins, by one having authority, or had hands
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"Behold, it is a day of warning, and not of while rnan could kill the body that he could
not kill the soul (Matt. 10: 28), and that
many words}'
Shall we not make our ministrations em- while it said that it was possible for the soul
phatic as watchman of Zion, or as ambassadors to be destroyed in hell, yet it nowhere said
1
1
of tbe warning messa,ge which God has that the soul would be destroyed.
g·iven us to proclaim to this generation?
It was shown and not contradicted: 1.
Propositions for discussion with the Utah That God is the Father of our spirits. (Heb.
representatives in this city, commencing 12: 9.) 1. That God formeth the spirit of
next Monday night, affirming the leadership man within him. (Zech. 12: 1.) 3. That
1
and succession of the respective churches there are spirit entities which enter into
have been signed, and we hope to be able to bodies, and are cast out by the power of God,
satisfy the people concerning the' stability of and that while within they at times know
the claims of the Reorganized Church of Je- more than the man, (Mark 5: 7,) and at other
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
times show greater power; all of which is
In the faith,
adverse to man's good (Mark 9: 26); also that
M. H. BOND.
they may go out and make choice to return,
and seek others to go with them (Matt. 12:
43-45); thus proving there were living entiBLAIR, Neb., Jan., 18.
Editors Herald:·-The. discussion between ties not having earthly bodies, having power
Bro. C. Scott, and Elder Almus Adams of the and intelligence; while Elder Adams claimed
Church of God, began' January 11. Have that all these passages referred to phyoical
ST. LOUIS, Mo., .Jan. 20.
Editors Herald:-What may prove the now held seven evening sessions of two hours diseases, and that the idea of disembodied
spirits, or casting out devils, was a heathen
beginning of our winter in St. Louis in the each, discussing the first two propositions
idea. 5. That there are angelic spirits. 6.
shape of a mild snowstorm is now falling both of which relate to the nature of man and
That the wicked are turned into hell (Ps. 9:
upon us. Matters of particularly local, as whether the~spirit is conscious after the sepa17), go down into the pit (Ezek. 32: 18), or
well as general church interest, which we ration from the body.
Elder Adams sought to maintain the posi- hell (Ezek. 32: 21), and are conscious therein;
may not describe, are upon us. Take heed
tion.that
consciousness belonged to man be- and that Christ visits them and preaches to
unto yourselves, and to the flock over which
them (1 Peter 3: 18-20): and that after the
the Holy Ghost bath made you overseers, is cause of the combination of the earthly
second resurrection that death and hell will
an enjoinment necessary and worthy of at~ elements of which the body was and is
be cast into the lake of fire. (Rev. 20: 14.)
tention by local ministers in the church of formed. He admitted that the spirit is the
And, 7. That the ,souls under the al tar were
God everywhere, and how indescribably sad life-giving principle, yet claimed it was nothconscious. (Rev. 6: 9-11 ).
and portentous of disaBter to me is the law- ing but the breath, and at death returned to
This presents only a brief outline of a few
God-or
up
into
the
air-who'gaveit;
hence
lessness and even opposition to discipline or
of
the many thoughts presented.
enforcement of church law almost everywh0re necessarily argued that when Elijah was
The
sentiment of the people generally is
translated
he
only
went
up
into
the
air,-not
observable.
that Bro. Scott did well; one lady who be,Church interests are improving but the "into heaven" as the:Scriptures'say.
This error was overthrown by a proper ap- lieves in the unconsciousness of the spirit beroom for improvement is still too large for
rest or relief from vigilance or offensive plication of Job 34: 14, and Isaiah 42: 5 tween death and the resurrection stated that
operations against strongholds of the enemy wherein it is shown that man possesses both she believed that Bro. Scott was able, if he
breath and spirit; and that the "breath of had a disposition to, to take a lie and prove
of the Church of God.
Considerable sickness prevails among life" (Gan. 2: 7), or "breath of the Almighty" it to be true, or at least it would take a very
saints just now, employment scarce, and hard (Job 33: 4) which gave life to the combina- smart man to meet his arguments in behalf of
service for light pay when work is attained or tion formed "of the dust of the ground" (Gen. the truth. This is one way of setting aside
2: 7), is more than the air; and that it nturned the force of evidence and argument.
retained.
Saints are feeling joyful, and much encourThe sounds of violence and report of crime to God who gave it.
aged, and some interest is being shown.
Elder Adams advocated that the knowlin this city is something fearful, and '·perilBegun on the second subject of setting up
ous times" are not a prophecy but a fact. edge man obtained and all it was, possible for
of the kingdom of God as referred to in
Money, valuables, or persons are guarded as him to obtain is through the five senses; seeDaniel 2: 44 last night.
never before, and "riches are become slippery" ing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and feeling;
More anon.
J. F. MINTUN.
as foretold by the Seer. Four St. Louis mur- but it was clearly shown, and stands unconderers sentenced yesterday, with many others tradicted that "There is a spirit in man:
KRUMROY, Ohio, Jan. 18.
on the docket. Thieves multiply in number, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth
Editors Herald:-I arrived here on the 8th
and increases in boldness, a few steal to be them understanding" (Job 32: 8), and that
caught, and put where shelter and food may will (Math. 26: 41), knowledge (1 Cor. 2: 11), inst. and began preaching the same evening
and power to choose, (Isaiah 26: 9), are at- in the Fox schoolhouse, and continued my
be had if but in association with criminals.
A woman's stock exchange organized this tributes of the spirit; and that the ability to efforts until last night, the 17th. The peoweek and fine rooms fitted up where rich receive testimony (Rom. 8: 16), to glorify pie have come to our meetings for miles
women may gamble in grain and stocks and God (1 Cor. 6: 20), or of becoming cleansed around, and one third of them could not be
endeavor to beat some other person out of from filthiness (2 Cor. 7: 1), are attributable seated, and the best of attention was given
their money by this polite way, just the to the spirit, and that "that which is born of me throughout the services, by both old and
same as men do. Fashionable reiigion, de- the Spirit is spirit" (John 3: 6), hence proved young. The good Lord greatly blessed my
votion paid more to dress, and exterior cor- the spirit a reality as much as the body, and weak efforts from the beginning to the end.
rectnesB according to the standards of man's a conscious entity instead of being altogether To him be the praise.
device.
"Lovers of pleasures, more than "wind," as the nature of Elder Adams' arguI have baptized five and there are many
others very near the kingdom. One of the
lovers of God." Surely Paul was a prophet, ment would indicate.
and the Spirit of truth must have foreseen
Elder Adams could not see but one death, five baptized was Bro. Frank Spriggle's
our day in order to describe the events and yet light showed that one could be dead wife. Bro. Spriggle has lived an upright
conditions which so trutbfl!lly portray the while they lived (l Tim. 5: 6; Math. 10: 22), life ever since he came into the church, and
state of society and the conditions of man- which was in "trespasses and sins" (Eph. 2: 1.) that is the reason why so many have such
kind as it exists to-day.
Elder Adams confounded the life or con-1 faith in the Latter Day Saints' doctrine.
"Say nothing but repentance to this gen- sciousness of the spirit with "eternal life" or Bro. Palmer lived here some years ago and
i?ration!'
"spiritual life." It was prqven 9learl;v th13;t did a good work for tb.e I'{aster. It was thi.f;\
laid on my head for confirmation, and gift of
the Holy Ghost, and I also learned (greatly
to my surprise) that the church of which I
was a member was not organi?:ed according to
the pattern as fouad in the Bible and as
Christ organized bi5 church. I cannot tell
how thankful I am that I can now say I am
a member of a church fully organized with
all the gifts and blessings Christ promised
the 'believer, and now that I have obeyed
all the principles.of the gospel, all that remains for me to do to inherit eternal life
is to "continue in the doctrine." My prayer
to God is that I may be numbered with the
faithful ones, and with them be permitted
to enter the celestial glory. May God bless
the Herald and its readers.
Your sister in the one faith,
FLORA KEPHART.

1
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I items because it is

brother who helped to sow the seed of the
It has always been a question in my mind,
gospel in theso parts. The writer preached and is yet, whether this land of salt is well
a great many sermons two miles from the 1 adapted or not to grow and nourish saints
Fox schoolhouse years ago.
Brn. Bond, \ after they are rescued from the snares of this
Powell, Pai•rish and 'williams preached in a · community.
Glancing at the condition
grove and schoolhouse two miles south five rather confirms the doubtful side. Vlhile we
or six years ago. I shall return here the lat- may do good work here in "rescuing the perter part of February and hold a week's meet- ishiµg," I am satisfied that we cannot
ing.
mo;~ than others, build much of a Zion in
Before coming here I held preaching meet- Utah. "As it was in the days of Noah,'' I
ings in Akron and baptized four there. and think would be the best policy. Many have
Bro. Powell baptiz 2 d one a few davs b~fore, been contaminated and lost already; children
which makes ten baptized into th~t branch ' especially are exposed to the withering
within the last few weeks; and the end is not blasts of apostasy and corruption. "Come
yet. On about the 27th .of December I or- out of her," and "partake not of her sins,'' I
ganiz 2 d a branch at Akron, the old Lakeview think stands good-preserve what we have
branch having about gone down, as some had first, and then save more if we can, and at as
died, and all had moved away, only a few left little sacrifice as possible.
in Akron and Canton. We have now about
I know that the plea is made to "hold the
twenty-one members in the Akron branch. saints to establish the work," etc., but in
Bro. Hugh P11lmer was orda1ned an elder, many cases this plan has sel'ved to disestaband also elected president; Bro. James Mc- lish more thiin to establish. Of course my
Connaughy priest; Sr. Wike clerk, and Sr. experiences are not very extensive among
Jenkins treasurer.
the saints; in the future I may change.
I blessed two here yesterday which makes
Bro. and Sr. Toombs are of gceat strength
forty-two children ths.t I have blessed since to the work through these parts, but cannot
April Oonforenee; hence it is that if all those always preserve all.
children grow up to serve our heavenly II I was very sorry to .learn that Bro. H. N.
Father, surely the Lord will have workers in Hansen had to go home.
this part of his vineyard to advance his grand 1
Yours, etc.,
cause Rmong the people.
J. T. DAVIS.
Notwithstanding the hard Umes, and many
other things tha1; have transpired to try the
CARROLL, Iowa, .Jan. 14.
faith of the saints w~thin the last few years,
Editors Herald: - Having· carefully read
the good Lord is abundantly blessing those Volume 1 of our Church History I am prewho are putting their trust in him. The pared to say that I like it very much. The
saints should remember that this is a day of candid and unassuming way in which the
great trial; yes, and a day of great sacrifice; claims of the Palmyra Seer and the church
therefore, much patience, implicit faith in are presented adds great strength to the
the sure promises of Goel are >1.bsolutely neces- volume. Publishing the full text of the
sary on the part of Goel 's people if they revelations in connection with the circumwould be successful in the Christian race in stances that made necessary the instruction
which they have begun, that in the encl all which they contain is grand. No one can
may be able to reach the golden strand.
fully appreciate this history unless he reads
I foel encouraged by the cheering influence with care the revelations which it contains.
of God's Spirit to contiuue in the warfare, I never read those revelations without reand to do all within my power to bring souls ceiving the testimony of the Spirit that they
to a knowledge of God and his blessed gos- are authorized of God. Praise God for the
pel. With love to all, I remain,
witness of the Holy Spirit.
Your brother in the covenant,
Last Sunday I met with the saints at DeGOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
fiance and preached for them. In harmony
·1

with the vote of the Galland's Grove branch
HOT SPRINGS, Utah, Jan. 16.
and all the members present at said meeting
Editors Hemld:-Since New Yeacs' day I I ordained Bro. Ichabod McCord to the office
have been in Salt Lake City, Ogden, Plain of priest, and the Spirit witnessE'd to me that
City, Hot Springs, Willard, and north of his call and appointment and ordination was
Willard, visiting among friends and saints. in harmony with the mind and will of the
Of course I preached in the city and at Og- 1 Spirit. He is to take the oversight of that
1
den, and am to occupy there to-morrow, if I part of the Church of God who reside at
am able to get out anywhere; over a foot o[ Defiance and vicinity and preside over their
snow last night,, and still is snowing.
meetings under the care and directions of the
I met a Bro. Jansen and his wife at Ogden, president of said branch and di2trict officers.
of the Brighamites, from North Willard, that Humility with faith and prayer and persewill unite with us, so they say.
Bro. J. verance will secure the blessings ot. God and
Toombs and I visited them yesterday. He the spiritual growth of the church.
claims he has seen me in a vision four years
I came to this city Monday and on Tue~day
ago, and that I would give him the proper Elder J. K. Nelson, pastor of the Church of
instructions. You know what I have to tell God at this place, accompanied me a distance
him and all others-to ·&urn their "Agars" of five miles and back over a very rough road
and "Ishmaels" out; but they don't hesitate to s~e the trustees about s.ecuring ~he use of
to tell that "Agar" and "her son" are not out their church for the remarnder of Ghe week.
in. the wilderness yet.. I have so.me interest- , W. e secured. the u. se of·t· heir chur·c·h and I comi.ng ~alks with friends of that side,
rnenced services Sit once. I meqtion these

I

so seldom that a minister
of any other church but our own will treat
one of our ministers with such Christian
courtesy. How I wish he could understand
the importance of our message.
All goes
well.
C. E. BU'l"l.'ERWOR'l'H.
MON'l'OUR, Iowa, Jan. 19.

Editors Herald:--Sr. Mary J. Vennell, who
is al ways wide awake to the interest of the
church, and ever anxious for her neighbors
to hear the gospol message, engaged the
Smith schoolhouse for preaching, a new
opening. Then she wrote for me to come
and occupy. I opened up on the 9th with a
fair crowd, and the congregation kept getting larger every night except when we had
stormy nights. Several are investigating-.
If the weather permits I will stay here over
three Sundaj s.
Mr. and Sr. Vennell gave me a good stopping place, and a number have invited me to
come and oee them. May the Lord bless the
seed sown here, that it may bring some into
the fold.
In bonds,
J. S. ROTH.

WEST LIBERTY, Ill., Jan. 15.
Editors Berald:-I have received the first
volume of the Church History and read it
about half through. I think it is a grand
work so far as I have read it. No one 'ubat
loves the truth and desires to be well informed in regard to the rise and progress of
the church can afford to be without this important History. All the brethren in the
tield especially should not fail to send to the ·
Herald Office at once and get this work.
Brethren, you will find it to be a great help
to you in your work. In fact every family
of saints ought to have one. When the
second volume is published I expect to forward the cash at once and obtain one. I am
busy at work in the Master's cause and desire to labor on.
I remain as ever your brother in hope of
the gospel,
F. M. SLOVER.

----------Oriuinal

THE RiVER SIDON.

WHERE IS IT'?NO. 2.

I WILI, now refer again to the places
shown on the chart where the ten
tribes traveled to at 27. On the head
of the third person is attached a water
symbol, which shows that where these
ten tribes traveled to that it was settled on and also that there was water
connected to it, and that its channel is
on the east side of the place, and runs
northward. Such being the case it is
in harmony with the location of the
ruins at.'l'ulha, as shown on the Bancroft map; it also answers to the location of the city of Zarahemla of the
Nephite account of it being on the
west side of the Sidon River. I hold.,
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therefore, that the Usumasinta an· considerable extent of territory on the lofty ites were seen approaching towards the land
swereth to the Sidon River and the heights that guard the approaches to the [city] of Ammonihah . . . . But behold, how
ruins at Tulha-:--the site of "the great Motagua Valley. -Native Races of Pacific great was their disappointment; for behold,
w

States, vol 4, p. 118.

city of Zarahemla."
And:'l'he question might be asked, If the
The ruins of the ancient Patinamit, "the
place at 27 is the location of the ruins city," the Cakchiquel capital. It is near the
at Tulha, why is it thus shown on the modern town of Tecpan Guatemala, fifteen
chart?
miles southeast of the lake [Atitlan lake]/and
It is thus shown, apparently, on account of the ancient system of using
symbols denoting their course of
travel and their place of location in a
geographical sense. Hence by those
symbols we have to trace out their
routes and locations. By the same
symbols can their history be traced,
the year when it began, and for four
hundred years by the Botturini and
Gemelli charts.
I will now refer you to the reported
ruins of cities and fortifications near
the head of the Usumasinta River,
which reads:__:_
Like Patinamit, Utatlan stood on a plateau,
or mesa. bounded by a deep ravine on every
side, a part of which ravine is believed to be
of artificial construction. The barranca can
only be crossed and the site of the city
reached at one point, from the southeast.
Guarding this single approach at a distance
of about half a mile from the village of Santa
Cruz,are the ruins of a long line of structures
·of carefully laid hewn stone, evidently in
tended as fortifications and connected one
with another by a ditch . . . . Crossing the
barranca from the fort Resguardo, we find
the table which was the site of the ancient
city covered throughout its whole extent
with shapeless masses of ruins among which
the foundations of a few structures only can
be definitely made out.-Native Races of the
:?acific States, vol. 4. p. 125.

This account of the ruins at Utat-

Ian is in harmony with the Nephite
account of the location of Manti, at
the head of Sidon River. (See Alma
22: 3-16; and chapter 26 .) The
twenty-fourth paragraph of this chapter shows that the entrance or approach to the ''city of Manti" was
from "the wilderness side," which by
reading the account it shows that the
wilderness side was southeastward;
and the wilderness referred to was
the wilderness that divided the land
of Nephi from the land of Zarahemla.
It is evident, therefore, that the ruins
at Utatlan is the site of the ancient
city of Manti.
Again:On the hacienda of Carrizal, some twenty
miles north of Guatemala [city], we hear of
cyclopean debris, or masses of great unhewn
stones heaped one on another without cement,
;J,nd forming gigantic walls 1 which cover a

forty miles north west of Guatemala. The
aboriginal town, to which Brasseur de Bourbourg would assign a very ancient, pre-Toltee origin.-Ibid. 121, 122.

And also:Fxtending eastward from the region of
Huehuetenango to that of Salama in the
province of Vera Paz, a distance of nearly
one hundred miles, there seems to be a line
of ruins, occurring at frequent intervals, particularly in the valley of the Rabinal and
about the town of that name. A map of
Guatemala now before me locates seventeen
of these ruins . . . . All the ruins along this
line would seem to belong to the class of
those occupied by the natives, chiefly Cakchiquels, at the time of the conquest, most of
them being the remains of fortresses or fortitied towns, built on strong natural positions
at the river mouths, guarding the entrance
to fertile vallies.
Opposite the mouth of the river Rabinal,
where the Pacalah empties into the Chixoy, or
Usumasinta, are the ruins of Cawinal, visited
by the Abbe Brasseur in 1856, and by him
pronounced the finest in Vera Paz. They are
situated on both sides of the stream in a fine
mountain-girt valley, the approach to which
was guarded by a long line of fortifications,
pyramidal mounds, and watchtowers, whose
remains may yet be seen.-Ibid. PP· 130, 131.

I will now quote briefly from the
Nephite records to show its harmony
with those from the Bancroft work,
that the locations of their fortified
cities nearthe head of the Sidon River,
along on the southeastward borders of
the land of Zarahemla, which were
built to protect themselves against
the invasion of the Lamanites, are
apparently identical with the locations·
of these ruins, which reads:And it came to pass that they [the Lamanites] took their camp and moved forth
towards the land of Zarahemla, in the wilderness. . . . Moroni, on the other hand, had
been preparing tho minds of the people to be
faithful unto the Lord their God; yea, he had
been strengthening the armies of the Nephites, and erecting small forts, or places of
resort; throwing up banks of earth round
about to enclose his armies, and also building
walls of stone to encircle them about, round
about their cities, and the borders of their
lands; yea, all round about the land; and in
their weakest fortifications he did place the
greater number of men: and thus he did
fortify and strengthen the land which was
possessed by the Nephites.-Alma 21: 31.
And now it came to pass, in the eleventh
month of the nineteenth year, on the tenth
· day of the month, the arlllies of the Laman-

the Nephites had dug up a ridge of earth
round about them, which was so high that
the Lamanites could not cast their stones and
arrows at them that they might take effect,
neither could they come upon them, save it
was by their place of entrance.-Alma 21: 34.
Now if King Amalickiah had come down
out of the land of Nephi, at the head of his
army perhaps he would have caused the Lamanites to have attacked the Nephites at the
city of Ammonihah; for behold, he did not
care for the blood of his people. . . . And
behold, his chief captains durst not attack
the Nephites at the city of Ammonihah, for
Moroni had altered the management of affairs
among the Nephites, insomuch that the Lamanites were disappointed in their places of
retreat, and they could not come upon them;
therefore they retreated into the wilderness
and took their camp and marched towards
the land of Noah, supposing that to be the
next best place for them to come against the
Nephites; for they knew not that Morooi
had fortified or had built forts of security for
every city in all the land round about; therefore they marched forward to the land of
Noah with a firm determination; yea, their
chief captains came forward and took an oath
that they would destroy the people of that
city. But behold, to their astonishment the
city of Noah, which had hitherto been a weak
place, had now, by the means of Moroni,
become strong; yea, even to exceed the
strength of the city of Ammonihah . . . . And
behold, Moroni had appointed Lehi to be
chief captain over the men of that city; and
it was that same Lehi who fought with the
Lamanites in the valley on the east of the
river Sidon.-Alma 21: 35.
Now behold, the Lamanites could not get
into their forts of security by any other way
save by the entrance . . . . And thus were the
Nephites prepared to destroy all such as
should attempt to climb up to enter the fort
by any other way, by casting over stones and
arrows at them . . . . -Alma 21: 36.
And it came to pass that the captains of
the Larnanites brought up their armies before
the place of entrance and began to contend
with the Nephites to get into their place of
security; but behold, they were driven back
from time to time, insomuch that they were
slain, with an immense slaughter. . . . Thus
the Nephites had all power over their enemies; and thus the Lamanites did attempt to
destroy the Nephites, until their chief captains were all slain; yea, and more than a
thousand of the Lamanites were slain; while
on the other hand, there was not a single soul
of the Nephites which was slain. There
were about fifty who were wounded who had
been exposed to the arrows of the Lamanites
through the pass, but they were shielded by
their shields, and their breast-plates, and
their head-plates, insomuch that their wounds
were upon their legs: many of which were
·very severe.-Alma 21: 37.
And it came to pass that when the Lamanites saw that their chief captains were all
slain, the;y fled into tl:ie wilderness. And it
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came to pass that they returned to the land
of Nephi to inform their king, Amalickiah,
... concerning their great loss.-Alma 21: 38.

These extracts are sufficient to
show that the cities of Ammonihah
and Noah were located on the southern boundary or borders of the land
of Zarahemla, and northward of the
strip of wilderness that divided Zarahemla from Nephi and located also
near to the head of the River Sidon.
And by the account, that the chief
captain of the Nephites at Noah, being the same captain who "fought
with the Lamanites on the east of the
River Sidon," infers that the city
called Noah was west of the river. It
is evident, therefore, that the location
of Noah answereth to the location of
the ruins at Patinamit, as shown on
the Bancroft map.
Now in regard to the strip of wilderness that divided the land of Nephi
from the land of Zarahemla, it is seen
by Mr. Bancroft's map, that there is
quite a space between the Honduras
line that divides it from Guatemala,
and the locations of those ruins, which
space apparently, more or less of it,
was the strip of wilderness of the
Nephite account, which extended
from ''the east sea to the west sea."
(Alma 13: 11; 22: 2.) And by reference
to the Gemelli chart, it shows that
northwest of the beehive figure, the
city of Nephi, such a strip of land is
shown on the chart. And it shows,
too, that it is located on a rough
mountain country like the southeast
part of Guatemala.
There are other evidences in favor
of the southeast part of Guatemala
being the location of the narrow strip
of wilderness, and that Utatlan is the
site of the ancient city of Manti; by
the ruins of an ancient bridge on the
Usumasinta River, a short distance
down the river northward, which
reads:Along a rougli descent . . . we looked
down upon the valley of the Ohixoy. The little town of Sacapulas, on the hillside, above
the right bank of the river . . . . Over the
river was a bridge of six piers with hewn
logs . . . . A short distance up the river were
two brick and stone arches of a more ancient
bridge, extending from the town sidb). Originally it was nine feet wide and about two
hundred and fifty feet long. Its age we could
not learn; but a large sand-box tree (IJ.ura
crepitans) seven and half feet in circumference had grown up in the very midst of the

paved approach . . . . The tiles used in the
arches were thin like those in old Roman
structures. Frank sketched the bridge, and
we followed in thought the river until it
became the River Pasion, then as the Usuma,sinta (the ancient river Lacandons).
Fro!Il this high laod, . . . we caught a
glimpse of Santa Cruz del Quiche, high
enough, but seemingly in a valley, for mountains like the hills about Jerusalem guarded
it on every side.-The land of the Quetzal,
pp. 113-118. Wm. T. Brigham, A. M.

The location of the ruins of this
ancient bridge to that of the remains
at Utatlan, now called Santa Cruz del
Quiche, and called also by the Quiche
natives, the "road of waters," (N. R.
P. S. vol. 4, p. 124,) is worthy of
more than a passing notice having been
connected with the N ephite history
in their journey when traveling to and
from the land of Nephi, after they had
located in the land of Zarahemla; .notwithstanding the silence of their records of a bridge having been built over
the river for the convenience of travel
from one land to the other. It is evident, however, that bridges were built
over their large streams for that purpose, as relics of bridges have been
found in other parts in Oen tr al
America, and Utatlan being also
called the "road of waters," infers
that the bridge referred to, had once
been on the main route of travel
through that part of Central America.
The course being in harmony with
the account of the Nephites when
they traveled from Zarahemla city to
the Nephite country by way of Manti;
and also when they traveled from
Nephi city to Zarahemla, etc. (See
Alma 12: 1; 15: 3-6.) And that Manti
was on the west side of the River
Sidon, (see Alma 20: 5-10.) These
references show also that Manti was
located some distance from the river,
which shows the harmony of its location with the location of the ruins at
Utatlan on the Bancroft map, and the
ancient name of the river, as quoted,
the name being "Lacandon," shows
that it has in it the roots of "Sidon.,·,
There is another group of important rums which is worthy of our
deepest consi:leration, located about
forty miles northwest of Tulha, called
Palenque, and reported to be the
most grand of all, and also that the
relics of art as found among the ruins
exhibit the most beautiful native art
of any found in America. The ruins
are located as follows:-;-
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As we go southward from the gulf coast,
and reach the boundary of Chia pas the face of
the country changes rapidly from marshy
fiat to undulating hills of gradually inoreasin~ height toward the Pacific. . . . Hao is
an earthly paradise, the charms of which
have been enjoyed with enthusiastic deli~ht
by the few lovers of nature who had penetrated its solitudes.
The natural advc:titages of this region seem to have been fully
appreciated by aboriginal Americans, iot•
here they reared the temples and palaces of
one of their grandest cities, or religious centers, which as a ruin under the name of Palenque has become famous throughout the
world, as it was doubtless throughout
America in the days of its pristine glory
many centuries ago.-Native Races of the
Pacific Sates, vol. 4, pp. 288, 289.
The topography of the regioo is not definitely marked out on the maps, and the nomenclature of the streams and mountains is
hopelessly confu5ed;
but many parallel
streams flow nortt westward from the hills,
and unite to form a brauch of the U :rnmasinta.
-Ibid., p. 297.

The location of these ruins and
their nature, infers that it is the
ruins and site of the city of Bount,iful;
yea, the location of the sacred city of
the Nephites, where Jesus Christ appeared unto them and ministered to
them in person, after his resurrection
in the year 34 A. D. For the symbolic
and representative figures as found·
among the ruins give such evidence
in the matter; as also does its location,
it being northward from the ruins at
Tulha, which answers to the location
of the city of Zarahemla, as before
shown.
The ruins at Palenque,
therefore, answers to the site of the
city of Bountiful, which was located
on the northward borders of the land
of Zarahemla, and near to the borders
of the Jaredite country, and "narrow
pass or neck of rand" which divided
the two countries.
(Alma 24: 3.)
Hence it is seen that all the country
between the two seas from the Honduras Bay, to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, constituted the land of
Zarahemla, of the Nephite account,
which was also "nearly surrounded by
water." (Alma 13: 11.) Compare our
modern map of Central America, with
this part I have described above, and
see if it is not in harmony with each
other?
And as a former name of the river
Usumasinta was called LsJcandon,
having in it the roots of Sidon, so also
is it seen that Guatemala has in it the
1 roots of .the name of the country called
Zarahemla by the Nephite records.

!
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THE STICK OF EPHRAIM.
Old and New Testaments, familiarly Ephraim pertained the chief bless-

I

W. T. BOZARTH, of Denver, Colorado, known as the Bible; but how many of ing:the different tribes are represented as I And his father refused, and said, I know it,
writes October 24, 1896:writers in the books of the Old and 1 my son, I know it: he also shall become a
BRO. COOPER:people, and he also shall be great: but truly
I see you take the ground that the tribe of New Testaments is not easily deterhis younger brother shall be greater than he,
Ephraim wrote the Book of Mormon instead of mined; but suffice it to say that all
and his seed shall become a multitude of nathe tribe of i\Iana$seh. Now will you p'ease
the records or writings accepted by tions.--Genesis 48: 19.
give me the proof, page and paragraph in the
It follows then that the writings or
Book of Mormon, that Ephraim's posterity Judah as the representative head is
ever came to this land or that they really the stick of Judah. Paul, one of the records written by or to either tribe of
wrote the Book of Mormon?
most voluminous writers of the New the house of Joseph, including the
In reply we would state that we Testament, says, "I am of the stock books of Moses or of other prophets
know of no passage within the Book of Abraham of the tribe of Benjamin;" and accepted or adopted as their
of Mormon that states in so many yet Paul, in a Biblical sense, was a polity, whether on the eastern or
words that the Book of Mormon was Jew or of the house or nation of western continent, must of necessity
written by the tribe of Ephraim or Judah, and the Book of Mormon says, be entitled "The stick of Ephraim."
that their descendants immigrated to speaking of the New Testament, that The title therefore of the Book of
this continent; neither is it declared it came from the mouth of a Jew, evi- Mormon ::ts the stick of Ephraim is
in the book that the descendants of dently signifying Judah in a national not dependent upon the uncertain
Ephraim did not make up a part of sense. But it is not declared any- tracings of the lineage of Ephraim as
the colonies that immigrated to this where in the Testaments, Old or New, its authors, but it has for its foundacontinent at different periods of time; that either was written exclusively or tion the word of God:Moreover, thou son of man, take thee one
neither does it state that all the colo- perhaps even partially by the tribe of
nizations that took place were of the Judah, or directly by J ud::i,h himself stick, and write upon it, For Judah, and for
the children of Israel his companions: then
tribe or seed of Manasseh only.
or his lineage; yet the Prophet Eze- take another stick, and write upon it, ]'or
If the fact that the Book of Mormon kiel (37: 16-20) denominates it the Joseph, [that is the whole house of Joseph,
is the stick of Ephraim or the stick of stick of Judah, notwithstanding it is both Ephraim and Manasseh,] the stick of
Joseph in the hand of Ephraim de- written to the children (tribes) of Is- Ephraim, and for all the house of Israel his
companions: and join them one to another
pended entirely for proof on tracing rael his companions. We understand, into one stick; and they shall become one in
the lineage of Ephraim through the therefore, that the stick of Judah is thine hand. And when the children of thy
immigrants who formed the different so called, not from the fact that it was people shall speak unto thee, saying, Wilt
colonies, it would probably fail, or written exclusively or even partially thou not shew us what thou meanest by
. prove as difficult a task as to prove by the direct seed or lineage of Judah, these? Say unto them, Thus saith the Lord
God; Behold, I will take the stick of .Joseph,
that the immigrants who formed the but from the fact that it is accepted which is in the hand of Ephraim, and the
different colonies were of the seed of as a standard of the faith and prac- tribes of Israel bis fellows, and will put them
Manasseh only, or that the stick of tice of the seed of Abraham coming with him, even with the stick of Judah, and
Judah was written by the tribe of through the house of Judah as a rep- make them one stick, and they shall be one
Judah or his lineal descendants. To resentative head for the tribes of in mine hand.-Ezekiel 37: 16-19.
To this agrees the word of the
prove, as is assured by some, that the Judah, Benjamin, and the half-tribe
Lord
to the Palmyra Seer in Doctrine
Book of Mormon was written '..bY the of Manasseh. We are now ready to
and
Covenants
26: 2:unmixed seed of Manasseh, tl:ie direct consider the stick of Ephraim.
Behold. this is wisdom in me; wherefore
Since the stick of Judah is the
lineage of the wife of Lehi, as well as
marvel not for the hour cometh that I will
the lineage of the J aredites and all record of the nation of Judah con- drink of the fruit of the vine with you on the
other colonists who at different periods sis ting of the tribes of Judah, Ben - earth, and with Moroni, whom I have sent
jam in, and the half-tribe of Manasseh, unto you to reveal the Book of Mormon, consettled in this land, must be traced.
taining the fullness of my everlasting gospel;
Before proceeding to answer the so likewise the stick of Ephraim, or to whom I have committed the keys of the
questions as propounded H. \7ill 'be the stick of Joseph in the hand of record of the stick of Ephraim.
well for us to consider, in a Biblical Ephraim)s the record of the whole
The foregoing prophecy of Ezekiel
sense; first, what constitutes the house of Joseph, consisting of the has a double signification, and the
stick of Judah. We will then be the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh; and Book of Mormon, as a completed recbetter able to determine what it takes as '.Judah is the representative head ord or stick, a double application.
to constitute the stick of Ephraim. of the two and a half tribes, so EphIt will be readily seen by the sixThe stick of Judah we understand raim is the representativa head of the teenth verse that a prepared stick or
consists of the writings that were in house of Joseph, as "he set Ephraim roll is without title, but when written
the possessions of Judah, Benjamin, before Manasseh:"upon, to, or for any tribe or people,
1

and the half-tl'ibe of Manasseh, and
accepted by them as the dealings of
God with the children of men from
the beginning, together with the
recorded teachings of Christ and the
apostles and other writers of the New
Testament; or, in other words, the

And he blessed them that day, saying, In
thee shall Israel bless, saying, God make thee
as Ephraim and as Manasseh: and he set
Ephraim before Manasseh.-Genesis 48: 20.

So whatsoever was written by the
seed of Ephraim or Manasseh ·and
those who may have adhered to them,
is the record of Ephraim, for unto

it becomes the stick of that tribe,
house, or people, as the word of the
prophet clearly signifies:
"Moreover, thou son of man, take thee one
stick, [that is, a prepared roll without
title], then write upon it, For Judah,
and the children of Israel his com pan-
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"Jrl8TE
ions," (that is, the tribes and fragments of tribes great or small of the
house of Israel who may have adhered
to or consorted with Judah,) and this
record now becomes the stick of
Judah.
The second signification is more
cleo,rly pointed out by the prophet
concerning the stick of Ephraim:
''Then take another stick and write
upon it, [the prepared roll or stick],
for Joseph, the stick of Epraim;" that
is, write the record or stick of Ephraim for Joseph or the house of Joseph, both Ephraim and Manasseh;
therefore whatsoever is written for
either house of Joseph is the stick of
Ephraim.
'rhe Book of Mormon as the stick
of Ephraim has a double application,
first, as a record it pertained particularly to the inhabitants of this continent; in the second place, in the latter
days it was delivered by the angel to
the seed of Ephraim by way of Gentiles so-called; and now when thy
people shall speak unto thee saying
(as they everywhere do), ''What
meanest thou by these?" (no doubt
sticks), "say unto them, Thus saith
the Lord God: Behold, I will take
the stLk of Joseph, which is in the
hand of Ephraim," or the seed of
Ephraim which has been scattered or
sifted through all nation, and join
him unto the stick of Judah.
If therefore the Book of Mormon is
a true record, it follows as a necessity
that it is now in the hands of the seed
of Ephraim whose lineage has been
lost by the way of Gentiles and they
can be known only by revelation or
by their adherence to the standard or
stick of Ephraim and the stick of
Judah combined, "for the rebellious
are not of the seed of Ephraim."
We submit the above for the columns of the Herald with the hope that
it may aw;,ken interesi:; and investigation in others who may be able to give
us the true light upon the subject, if
this is found to be incorrect; asking
the prayers of all saints for my deliverance from my cleep affliction and
helpless condition,
In gospel bonds,
Dictated.

I. N. W. COOPER.

LAnro,,_1, Iowa, December 10, 1896.

Suez Canal's annual profits $8,000,000.
Huntington, Indiana, has a woman bank
cashier.

SAINTS~
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Hsso~iations.

conference before t.he General Conference of
the church, and in order that the General
Church Recorder may be better enatied to
make a correct report of gains and losses to
the church, I therefore request t.he officJrs of
the several branches to make out complete
report of all gains and losses in each branch
since their last report and forward the same
to the district secretary, A. B. Kirkendall,
Creola, Vinton County, Ob,.io, not later than
the 25th of February, 1897.
JAMES MOLER, Pres.
LIMERICK, Ohio, .Jan, 23, 1897.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The convention of the Spring River district will meet February 15, 1897, 9: :30 a. m.,
for business. It will be election of officers
for coming year, and each school is req uesteci
to appoint delegates and instruct them in regard to election. Don't, fail to instruct them.
In afternoon thirty minutes of session will be
taken up with teachers and superintendents
normal class. Also entertainment in the
evening. Each Sunday school is to appoint
its own committee on program, and all
work for the banner and make entertainment
a success. If any Sunday schools send their
report to me, please send in time, so I can
forward them to Weir Cit.y, Kansas, (where
convention is to be held,) in plenty of time
for convention.
MRS. MIRTIE B. BROWN.
WEBB CLTY, Missouri.

Mi8BBllmrnotls Department.
SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
To the Church at Lorge:- Desiring to close
the conference year's business by Jst of
March, 1897, in looking- over the publications
of the office I find a large subscription yet
unpaid for the closing year:Zion's Hope, about ....... $1,000 short,
Herald, about ............ 4,000
"
Autumn Leaves. about .... 1,300
Now it will be impossible for the office to
prosper under these conditions, and our
hands are tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the office.
Besides our rt>gular work this last year we
got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or its members pay
up their sub3criptions and book accounts, so
as to get means to complete the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions. and accounts at once, so as to
square our books by March 1.
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keeping themselves in the background and we
would be pleased to see the color of them.
The work of the office is now hindered and
publications under way are delayed for want
of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits
cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that
they will do what they can for the Herald
Office in a general way, and urge all to take
church publications as a means of aiding both
themselves and the work. Other ministers
are asked to holp as they can, and regularly
appointed agents to look out for the Herald
Office.
FRANK CRILEY,
4-2t
Business Manager.

I

TO DISTRICT PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES.
It is necessary in the execution of the work
of the church to have a record of the territorial boundaries of every district, for the information of the Presidency and other general authorities, and for the benefit of all
concerned. District presidents and secretaries are therefore req nested to forward to
the Secretary of the Church a statement of
the boundaries of their respective districts,
by counties, being particular to designate
clearly the counties of each separate State,
where portions of two or more States are included in their districts.
Where bound:.ries have not definitely been
defined, they should be given as clearly as
possible, and subsequent actions defining
boundary lines be reported.
Prompt responses are requested that ireneral work may be faciliated. It is hoped
that reports will be received from every district in the United States, Canada, Nova
Scotia, and Great Britain, before the General
Conference of 1897; and from the Australian
districts as soon thereafter as possible.
In bonds,
RICHARDS. SALYARDS,
Secretary Reorganized Church.
LAMONI, Iowa 1 January1'1, 1897.

3-20

SPECIAL NOTICE.

HALF FARE PERMITS-LOCAL MINISTERS.
Under date of January 14, 1897, Chairman
Caldwell of the 'western Passenger Association gives notice that the "note" under Rule
No. 1, which reads, "This to include clergymen who are pastors of churches of such denominations as do not believe in a paid
ministry, provided their only other occupation is farming,'' does not appjy to ministers
of the Reorganized Church. He says: "You
will ob5erve th11t the clause concerning
farmer-pastors applies only to such denomina,tions as do not believe in a paid ministry,
and we have never classed the Reorganized
Church . . . in the category referred to, it
being our understanding that there is, in
your denomination, a claso; of workero (called
missionaries, we believe) who do receive
support from the church and, while we
understand fully that the local pastors themselves do not, yet that would not alter the
faet that they belong to a denomination
LAMONI, Iowa, January 22, 1897.
which does recognize, in a sense, a paid ministry."
NOTICES.
This interpretation denies the half fare
To the Officers of the Branches oj'thc Ohio Dis- permit privilege to all except ministers "entrict:-In consequence of not having district gaged solely in religious work, having no
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other business or occupation," and whose
names ar-e not included in General Conference
appointment lists or indorsed by general
missionaries in charg·e.
TO ALL MINIS'l'ERS CONCERNED.
Under date of January 10 the Chainnan of
the Weotern Passenger Association states
that applications have been received from a
number of minist.ers general and local whose
statements "show that part of their work is
selling church publications;" that "at the
last meeting of the Clergy Committee thti
question of the sales of books or periodicals
of any kind, religious or otherwise, was
taken up and fully discussed and the decision
reached was to the effoct that clergy C!'edentials could not properly be issued to publishing agents of any character, even where the
agents themselves derived no personal profit
from their sales; in other words, 'ohe selling
of books or publications is consid0red seculae
work, and those engaged i.n it . . . mus1,
travel in the same way 6.s do ~1g'ents of seculai·
publishing houses . . . even though such
works are entirely denonJinatlonal, v.,rould
not alter tho m11,tter; and hence we would
not feel that it would be proper for us, from
information at hand, to approve the applications to which we refer-; however, we will
await any foriher cornmunic;;.tion you, may
wish to nrnke on the subject before .taking
definite action."
After consultation with President Joseph
Smith and Bishop E. L. Kelley, who with the
undersigned were appointed a committee on
railroad permits by the GeneniJ Conference:
of 18\l6, notice is hereby given that ministers
· acceptiug half fare pen:nits will be rc'quired,
under the Association ruling, to cease acting
as ag·ents for church or other publications, or
from eng-aging in any seculal' business or
employment while holding unexpired permits; and that Chair'man Cctldwell has been
not,ified that all ministers of the Reorganized
Church holding permits !:,ave been so instructed.
Particulara have been given that all concerned might comprehend these rulings.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Secretary R2organizcd Church.
LAMONI, lowH, January 10, 1807.

3-2

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Texas Ccrntral district conference convenes
with Cook's Point branch on Saturday, February 13, at nine a. m. Sunday school associati, n Friday night before at same place at
7: 30 p. m. Would like very much to have a
report from both branches r,rrd Sunday
schools, alw a nJport of elders, priests, and
teachers, number of sermorn; preached, number baptized, confirmed, children blessed,
number sick administered to.
This is an
earnest request that each one report in person
or by letter. This, brethren, can be easily
done. '\/\Till you please report? Ali come
that can.
In bonds,
W. G. MclN'l'OSH, Sec.
The Kentucky and Tennessee district conference will convene with tbe l3'01mdry Hill
bra'lch the fourth Saturday and Sunday in
February,
C. L. SNOW, Pres.

SAINTS~

HERALD.

The conference of the. Northern Nebraska
district will convene in the saints church in
Omaha, January 30 and 31, preceded by the
Sunday rnhool convention the 29th. All are
cordially invited to attend, especially members of the priesthood. We hope to see some
of the leading officials present.
J. M. STUBBART, Pres.
J. F. MINTUN, Supt. S. S. A.
Alabama district conference wi1' convene
with the Lone Star branch, February 13 and
14, at ten a. m. We hope to have a good
representation from all tha branches in the
district. We hope the branch reports will
be made out on blanks furnished by Herald
Office for that purpose.
J. G. VICKREY, Pres.
J. R. HARPER, Sec.
Nauvoo district conference will convene at
Burlington, Iowa, March 13 and 14, 18\l7.
Come all who can and let us have a good and
profitable time. Will the branches sec that
their reports are in in t,ime. Bro. George H,
Hilliard of the Bishopric is expected to be
present. The saints will all undoubtedly be
glad to learn that by ~pecial arrangements
with the Bishopric Bro. Hilliard will make
the foliowing tour through om· district (Nauvoo) during the months of February and
March 1897, as follows: Keb, Iowa, February 6 to 12. Fat'mington, Iowa, February
13 to 19. Vincennes, Iowa, February 20-2·t
Montrose, Iowa, February 25 and 26. Pilot
Grove branch, Burnside, Illinois, February
27 to March 3. Rock Creek branch, Adrian,
Illinoie, March 4 to 7.
Burlington, Iowa,
March 8 to 14. New London, Iowa, March
Hi. Presidents of branches are requested to
take notice of dates and m!i,ke all arrangernen ts necessary for a good attendance. Come
out everybody and bring your friends, as Bro.
Hilliard is a good speaker and able to interest outsiders as well as members. Remember the dates and circulate the appointments
Yi ell.
Yours for the advancement of the truth,
4-2t
F. M. WELD, Pres.

1

instead ~lnitials when at all possible. And
give dates of marriages instead of name of
office of the one officiating, in the last part
of such blanks. Branch clerks have been
thus instructed in the pa,st by General Church
Recorder, Bro. H. A. Stebbins, in his "Suggestions to Branch Clerks" in Herald some
two years ago. If these suggestions are carefully heeded it will save yourselves and district clerk and Bro. Stebbins much extra
trouble and expense of correspondence in future to rectify mistakes. Forward reports to
me at Nevada, Missouri, in time for proper
examination before conference. All are cordially invited to attend.
A. LLOYD, Pres.
MRS, ELLA MILLER, Clerk.
1018 East Locust Street,

NEVADA,

Mo.

Conference of the Eastern Colorado district
will convene with the Denver branch. 2442
VV'ashington Avenue, February 27, at ten
a. m. All will be most cm·dially welcomed.
Branch clerks are requested to send full reports to Charles E. Everett, 2851 California
Street, D.mver, Colorado.
w·. T, BOZARTH, Pres.
CHARLES E. EVERETT, Sec.

DIED.

PARKIN.-At San Francisco, California,
January 11, 18\l7, Edward H. Parkin (brother
of C. A. Parkin), native of Yorkshire, England; ag·ed 47 years, 8 months, and 12 days.
He died in the faith of the restored gospel.
He confessed that be had not lived as he
ought but had made up bis mind to do better
and was so doing when death overtook him.
He joined the church in Nevada when Bro.
Brigg£ was there. He was ordained a deacon
and was faithful as an officer for a number of
years.
BOOKER.-In Lone Star branch, Monroi:i
County, Alabama, Martha Booker, widow of
Bro.William B. Bocker, Sr.,December 28,1896,
aged 77 ~·cars, 2 months, and 25 days. Was
born in Conecuh County, Alabama; baptized
January 22,1866. Service by Elder M.K.Harp.
MCCALL. - Eliza McCall, of Lone Star,
Alabama, branch, widow of Bro. Duncan Mc• Texas Central district conference will meet Call, January 4, 18\l7, aged 70 years, 3 months,
at Cook's Point on Satmday, February 12 and 15 days. Was born in Conecuh County,
The Sunday school association me@ts at same Alabama; baptized August 15, 1867. Service
place oh Friday evening before conference. by Elder M. K. Harp.
Let every branch and Sunday school in the
GAUGH.-At the home of his daughter,
district be fully represented. Let everybody Sr. Martha Crandall, Galland's Grove, Iowa,
who can come. Vve want to have a good January 6, 1897, Bro. vVilliam Gaugh. He
time and resolve to do more for the good was born September 19, 1816, in Greenbrier
cause than ever before in a year. Those who County, Virginia [now West Virginia.-Ed.];
come by rail, please notify us. Conveyance was baptized into the church in an early day
will be at Caldwell to bring all who come on by Elder Seymour Brunson; united with the
Reorganization in November, 1880. Was a
train.
E. W. NUNLEY, Pres.
kind and loving father, a faithful and conThe Clinton, Missouri, district conference sistent member, and died in the hope and aswill convene at Veve chapel, near Walker, surance of eternal life. One daughter and
Missouri, February 12, 1897.
All branch several grandchildren, besides other relaclerks of this distdct take notice and have tives, remain to mourn his departure. Fureports properly macie out, giving baptisms· neral sermon by elder John Pett, assisted by
and additions with attendant items in first Elder Alfred Jackson.
part of report; then leaving space before re-1 ROBSON.-Nettie Estelle, daughter of Bro.
cording removals, or losses, at bottom when and Sr. John Robson, of Sand Run, Ohio,
there is room, instead of recording them pro- was born July 14, 1894; died November 5,
miscuously. Also give full names of persons I 1896.
0
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Business Manager. R(•mittR11ce.;r. should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on ·Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do note.end checks.
.
.
Adverti~ing rates. forty .cents per inch each tnse~Uon,
subject to the following discounts: One month's insertion, five per cent~ thre~ ffiOllths, :fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditi<med on irn;ertion upon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For rea~ing notices,
(on outside pages of cover, nnles_s otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorrnl notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)

of address, etc., should be Rddres•ed to

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for th•,
'l'i·ausBaHon
in home an<!
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of ltloirmon and B(HJk of
~ovt•HaHt classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books," the
Herald Offiee management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
;;ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
!ow price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach ol
lhif!>ph·ed

au.

ADDRESS.ES.
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H gh ~b.
.Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Danver,
Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Phila,delphia, Pennsylvania.
MarkH.F oncutt, Lt!Lcni, Jurn.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. c. Briggs, No, 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
.Council Bluffs, Iowa.
3 t.
~ L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
·County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou
·County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
jlllinoia.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
MATERIAL for the first volume of this work, '
provided for by the General Confarence of
1896, to be published entire, is now in the
hands of the printers, and will be pushed to
completion as rapidly as possible.
It will be published in two or more volumes
at the following prices: Cloth binding $1.50;
half leather $2.00; full leather $2.50; per
volume.
It will begin with the rise of the church,
narrating the early history and experiences
of the ProphetJosephSmith, and include the
main and many of the minor incidents of his
life.
It is impossible now to state where the first
volume will end, as the work will be full and
complete in subject matter and detail in all
essential points, and be replete with historical and general documents connected with
the church's history and progress. No labor
I and pains have been spared to make the work
I all that its importance as a record of the past
1
and its influence upon the future, demands.
It is an impartial narration of the facts as
they were and as they are, gleaned from the
records of the past and present. Every available source of genuine and authentic information has been drawn from that no essential
fact might be overlooked.
i1 The work is the production of President
Joseph Smith of the First Presidency, and
Bro. Heman C. Smith of the Quorum of the
Twelve; both of whom have spent their lives
in the service of the church, who have made
it their business to acquaint themselves with
the leading items and general details connected with its development and vicissitudes,
and who are eminently qualified to write the
history of the church.
SPEOIAL FEATURES.
The work as written will refute the leading
It will
1 objections of opponents of the faith.
I, prove invaluable as a historical narrative, as
J a means of conversion to truth, and as a defensive weapon in meeting old and new objech
1
tions manufactured to oppose t e great
latter-day work .

sonal and general interests of the member·
ship.
BIOGRAPHICAL APPENDIXES.
Biographical sketches of the lives of lead·
ing men will be published in appendixesthose of the early church in the volumes of
the early history, those of the Reorganization
in a later volume. These biographies will be
in addition to the narrative mention of the
personalities referred to.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Plate engravings of prominent elders and
others will aborn and add value to the work.
The engravings will be good reproductions of
correct pictures of the persons, and may be
relied on as faithful portraitures of the
originals.
CHAPTERS, NOTES, AND INDEX.
The work will be properly divided into
chapters with synopses of tables of contents.
The pages will also contain "side notes" in
smaller type, for convenient reference. Each
volume will also contain a complete alphabetical index, arranged for ready reference.
For many years both the church and the
general reading public have made frequent
demands for such a history. Repeated efforts
have been made to supply those demands,
but not until of late has the church seen its
way clear to place the history in the hands of
the people. It is with pleasure that now we
are able to announce its speedy publication,
with the belief that candid readers will be
entirely satisfied with the general plan fol·
lowed and the subject matter of the volumes.
It should be in every home of the saints;
the Board of Publication desires to place it
in such homes. It will prove an invaluable
aid in disseminating the truth, in removing
prejudice, and in pushing forward the missionary and local work of the church.

I

CHURCH DOCUMENTS.
It will contain many public documents con-

l

nected with the internal and external affairs
and growth of the church, including letters
and pastoral epistles of the Martyr and his
coworkers in the First Presidency, of the
Twelve, the Bishopric, and other councils of
the church of the past and of the present
day. Official church documents and State
papers connected with the Missouri troubles
will be included.
·iP
THE REVELATIONS.
The revelations given to the church will be
inserted in connection with the narrations
and descriptions of the events and circumstances under which they were given. This
will add new interest to them, will facilitate
their study, and result in a better understanding of the word of God given to his people in
these last days -an item eHseniial \.o 1hc' P'"l'-

I

ORDERS, TERMS, ETC.
Under present conditions it will be necessary to require payment in advance. Orders
should be sent in at once, and are now solicited for the .first volume. Order through
agents when possible. Cash to accompany
all orders
LIMITED EDITION.
A limited edition will be issued; orders
should be forwarded early. Remit soon and
secure a copy. The book is valuable as a personal possession, and will also prove an acceptable gift.
The Board of Publication asks orders and
remittances in advance that the work may be
issued at once and be made immediately
available for good. Collections are close;
money is needed to place this important book
on the market at the service of the church.
The first volumes sold, the second will then
be published, then the third, should the
material require more than two volumes.
Address orders and remittances to Fr>in k
Cri!Ay, Business Manager, Herald om,,,,,
fJ1morci, 1,,.va.
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GRACELAND COLLEGE,

~

4B.9GLIJTEl.Y PIJRE
ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONL
Land for sale, situated one q narltH" to nne
rn.lf mlle south west of Lamoui; Jn three, four,
or five acre lots.
These platti will make nicti homes; etlit»bl<·
m- gardening, raising of Hm".11 fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable~ ttxa1:-> 1lD ttppHcaLion.

Address,

J. W GILLBN.
Lu\1\:10~L

lu\~.-d

FARM FOR SALE.
An 80 acre farm two miles from Graceland
College,Lamoni,Iowa; good five roomed house,
large new barn, orchard, plenty of wood and
water, and close to good school. For terms
address, MRS. MARGARET BAGULEY,
Box 81, Lamoni, Iowa.
4-4t

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZP ATRICKi

B. D. FLEET.

LAMONI,

lowA.

GENERAL MERCHA_NDISE,
LAMONI,

IOWA.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing; pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered a,t ii'xpre"'B offi"P on receipt of price.
W. E. MYEH8, n,,igg1st, Lamoni, Iowa.

HARDWARE!I

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:-..· securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &. CO.,
361 Broadway, New York,

ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

THE
WORDS AND :mrn1c.

QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure you write us and we will rPtnrn y ·ur
money •. It cures others, why not yon? You ru.r1
no risk Ill trying it. Why delay longer? S<•nd
In your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO , 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "Set.in ts' Harmony;" 250 tunes with mu~ic
itnd wm·ds together; also 50 hymns with one
bar of mu~ic above the word-<.
The pazes of t-b~ '·Saints' Harp'' and HH.armony" fr<)m which words aod music are taken
are given, th;,,t both books m:;.y be used tO·
gtJther in song service.
Cheap in nrice~ convenient in size, contain"
ing the mo~t popular words and n1nsic used
by the Si.lints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt 8dQ'89 .......... 1 25
imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, g'i.ltedges.2 50

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
I.NGINE :FOR SALE.
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Lamoni, Iowa.
similar purpose.
For sale at a bargain, because not now
Parisians pay $2,000,000 a year for corsets. using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
A machine makes four hundred cigarettes a
minute.
·
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Manchester ship canal does not pay exLamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
penses.

A strictly high-grade Falllily Sewing
Machi::u.e, possessing an lll.Odern
:hnprove1neuts.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable$ Obtain tliel:ll
fro1u your local d~aler and make
compar:asons.

ELDREDGE

Mllr~UfACTURING 00.

BELVIDERE, ILL.
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'count' to begin 'on the morrow af·

EDI~~~~~L~f thlil Work of Branches ........ 65 dfl>te of their deliverance from slavery, ter the Sabbath' began on A bib 16,

AnAnge~inWayneCounty,NewYork .. 66
Bro. David
Chambers
MOTHERS'
HOME
COLUMN:D0ad ........... 66
The Children's Plea ................... 68
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMEN'l':
'l'eachers' Institute.-No. 1. ........... 69
LETTER DEPARTMEN?':

Abib 15. On the evening of the 14th
f Ab'b
th ey 1Kl'11e d the
Ti'aypt1,
l
• 1am bi· n 12;"'·
and after midnight Pharaoh sent them
·
S
word to depart out rn haste.
o the
next morning, Abib 15, the people
~~~st~A~~~:~~~~~~~·~·
.+~ were freed and started rejoicing toORIGINAL ARTICLES:
ward Canaan. (Ex. 12.)
The River Sidon.
Whereisit?-No 3 .. 75
·
CONFERENCE
MINUTES:
FORCE OF MODERN
INSTANCES.
Southern Michigan and Northern In"We cannot celebrate the declaration
SuNn~~a~acliooL · .Assoc.rA'~~ 0:N'8:::::::: +~ of our independence on a fixed day of
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
I the week for it occurred on a fixed
Special Business Notice ......•........ 781 d t
.t'h
th
l
d
1
General Conference Ministry ·Reports .. 78 a e; ne1 er can · ,e co ore peop e
Credential~ of Delegates to General I celebrate their emancipation on a fixed
Conf,erencA
· · · · · · · · · ...........
· · · · · · · · · · ·78
78 1 d ay, b u t upon th e proper d a t e.
Secona
Quorum· · ·of· ·Teachers
"Hence, when Moses wrote the
HE FIXES THE SABBATH.-NO. 2.
I book of Leviticus (a commentary or
s. w. GAMBLE ELUCIDATES FOURTH explanation of the ceremonies taught
COMMANDMENT FOR JEWS.
I in Deuteronomy for the instruction of
"'
t
d
rr1
l
E
z
d
•
,
th
,,,.
l
l
0a ur. ay ~u.ea s xc u. ea cmo, e H1ova J e I the descendants of Vwi)
~
• in" order that
Natiire of the Day Lg Expoimded-D 1., they might properly execute the
Emil G. Hirsch and Other Hebrew Schol- fourth commandment, in its relation to
ars ·in Chicago Are Convinced of the Val1"e the special Sabbath services he wrote
of the Discovery-R1tles are cited fa Proof. the twenty-third chapter to make it
DECALOGUE IN DEUTERONOMY.
plain. He calls all the feasts 'holy
"THE ten commandments copi.ed into convocations' or •Sabbaths' because
the Book of Deuteronomy are the real as the colored people take great decopy of the •two tables,' for Moses light and indulge in feasting in comsays: 'These words the Lord spake memoration of their freedom from
. . . and he added no more; and he slavery, so did the children of Israel,
wrote them in two tables of stone and on every Sabbath, but more especially
delivered them to me.' (Deut. 5: 22.) the 'special Sabbaths,' which con'These words' immediately follow the trasted their toil, suffering, and slavten commandments and constitute a ery with freedom, harvest, and
certificate to the correctness of the fruitage.
Hence, Leviticus 23 states
copy. The ten commandments in Exo- that on 'the 15th of the first month,' the
dus 20 were written by Moses before month of Abib, they shall have 'an
he wenj up into the mount to get the holy convocation, ye shall do no servtables, hence they are not a copy of ile work therein.' (Leviticus 23: 7.)
the tables.
In verse 11 the next day is called 'the
"There is one side to the fourth morrow after the Sabbath.' Verses
commandment that is entirely over- 15 and 16 read: 'Ye shall count from
looked in the study of the question-i. the morrow after the Sabbath, from
e.: 'Six da;y s shalt thou labor.' After the day that ye brought the sheaf of
the six days of labor the seventh day the wave offering; seven Sabbaths
is to be a Sabbath. W~ will briefly shall be complete.'
discuss the reason given in this fourth
VIEWS OF BIBLE CRITICS.
commandment why they should hal"Josephus, Adam Clarke, McOlin·
low it. 'Remember that thou wast a tock and Strong, Robinson, Jamison.
servant in the land of Egypt, and that Fausset and Brown, 'Pulpit Oommenthe Lord thy God brought thee out tary'; S. H. Kellog in •Expositors'
thence through a mighty hand and by Bible'; J. G. Murphy, Bi:Jhop Elliot,
a stretched out arm, therefore the C. J. Ellicott, S. mith in 'Bible DictionLord thy God commanded thee to keep ary'; Bush, and many others of the
the Sabbath.'' (Deut. 5: 15.) Their best Bible critics, agree t.hat the
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hj3nce Abib 16 was the 'first day of
the
week'
and Abib 15 'the
Sabbath ' '
.
.
'
and Moses says (Lev. 23: 41), •It
i
•
snall be a statute forever rn your generations.' In Lev. 24: 5-9, the law of
I shew bread is explained, which was to
be put on the table 'every Sabbath
I1. ... con t'mua
.. 11'J7 . . . b.
y an e:rerl as t'mg
covenant.' •On the first day in the
\ second year, on the first day of the
month . . . the tabernacle was reared
up ' (Exodus 11 · 17 )
·
. ·
'' 'And he set; the bread in order
upon the table of the Lord , as. the
Lord commanded Moses' (verse 23).
'I'his service was performed only on
the Sabbath, hence if Abi.b 1 was a
Sabbath, then Abib 8, 15, 22, and 29
would also be Sabbaths in the second
year as they had been in the first.
"In Matthew 28: 1, the •Sabbath'
Christ lay in the grave was the 'passover Sabbat;h,' Abib 15. John 19: 3142, shows that Christ was buried on
'the Jews' preparation day,' the day
before the Sabbath of the pa.ssover,
which John 19: 31 describes, 'for that
Sabbat,h
was an high day.' It is
therefore seen that the Jewish Sabbaths at the time of the crucifixion
were on the correct dates, A bib 15,22,
29, etc.
DATES IN GOSPELS.
"Thel'three events are described in
J ohn~5: 48, and Luke 6: 1-5; and Luke
6: 6-11, according to Strong, Lightfoot, Doddridge, Newcomb, Townsend,
Gresswell, Jarvis, and Robinson, in
their 'Harmony of the Gospels' as occurring on the 'feast of the passover,
and the next two successive Sabbaths.'
Therefore, on Abib 15, 22, 29. two
years before the crucifixion.
Hence,
since Abib 15, 22, and 29 were Jewish
Sabbaths, 1wd occurred on Saturday
in the year in which Christ was crucified, there is no lunar, solar, or any
other accepted calendar that will locate the three events described above
on Saturday, but they were on the
Sabbath. The word •Sabbath' is used
twenty-five times in regard to those
three occurrences, and yet not one of
them can be located on Saturday.
T

I
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THE SAINTS' HERAU,;...
"Let us consider briefly the first re- I and earth, and all that in them is, and I designated by the absence of the
quirement of the fourth command- rested the seventh day; wherefore the manna. See Ex. 16: 16-23.
ment, 'six days shall work be done.' Lord blessed the Sabbath day and
"And from what has gone before it
Some will say, 'But these were in addi- hallowed it.' (Ex. 20: 11.)
is clear to my mind that the year ushtion to the regular Saturday Sabbath.'
COMMAND AS TO WORK.
ered in with a Sabbath. Let us run the
Let me see if I can illustrate the fal"God also instructed Moses to tell survey a little. The seven weekly
lacy of such a theory: Suppose Abib the Levites that •Ye shall proclaim on Sabbaths counted from the sixteenth
15 came on Tuesday, and Wednesday the selfsame day (the morrow after of Abib brings the seventh Sabbath
was the morrow after the Sabbath.
the seventh Sabbath, Lev. 23: 16,) out on the fourth day of the third
"Tuesday, Abib 15, and the next that it may be an holy convocation month, and the day of Pentecost, the
seven Tuesdays would be Sabbaths, unto you; you shall do no servile work fiftieth day on the fifth day of the
and Wednesday the day of Pentecost. therein; it shall be a, statute forever third month, or the sixty-fifth day of
But, while I believe there is no Bible in all your dwellings throughout your the year.
authority for it, I will suppose that generations.; Lev. 23: 21. So we
"There we make another landmark
1
Saturday, Abib 19 and the next seven learn that the seventh week of bar- on the straight line from the resurSaturd~ys wer~ Sabbaths, could you vest had eight days in it, the last two, rection day, or first fruits day, or
work s1x days m each week, and yet both being Sabbaths.
This fact Lord's day. and not Sunday as yet, alkeep Tuesday and Saturday in seven throws the first day of the week one though it corresponds to our Sunday.
of them, and Tuesday, Wednesday, day farther forward at this point in But the names of the days as we
and Saturday in one week?
the year than it was before the pass- reckon t.bem were unknown then.
WORK ON THE SABBATH.
over. "To illustrate, it is almost uni- From Pentecost we review the survey,
"I want to point out another diffi- versally conceded that the first day of and on the return to the beginning
culty. The command teaches that •on the week, Abib the sixteenth, in the corner, Abib sixteenth, we find seven
the Sabbath of the Lord thy God thou first year of the exodus, was Sunday weekly Sabbaths marked above the
shalt not do any work.' (Deut. 5: 14.) and the Sabbaths between the pass- line, and thence ba,ck to the beginning
"On Abib 10 every year they ar- over and Pentecost were on Saturday. J of the year we mark three more Sabrange d w h o s h oula ea t th e passover Admit that to be true · Then Pente · baths and conclude that the year comtogether and selected a lamb of the cost, the morrow after the seventh menced on a Sabbath. On our return
· ht size,
·' a ma1e, w1"th out spo t or Sabbath (Saturday) ' would fall on from Pentecost we. have Sivan 4, J yar
ng
blemish. (Ex. 12: 3-5.) O.n Abib 141 Sunday, but since it is also a Sabbath 27, 20, 13, 6. Ab1b 29, 22, 15, 8, and
the families had to butcher and dress and to be a 'statute forever' through- 1 as the Sabbath days.
·
t"
th d
f 11
(To be continued.)
and cook the lamb and prepare for the ou t th eir genera 10ns, e ay o owSabbath (Ex. 12: 6-11), and Abib 16 ing it would be the first day of the
Mary Boyle O'Reilly tells an absorbing
the first ripe grain was waved in the week (Monday), and by noticing the story of Canadian frontier life in The Catholic
temple and the harvest began.
fact that the •.Sabbath in which Moses World Magazine for February. The tale is
brought the two tables out of the called "On the River of Death," and it is
"These three dates would come on
furnished with some striking illustrations.
Saturday frequently, but could not mount' the Jews say was the 'sevenJesse Albert Locke, in The Catholic World
come on the Sabbath of the Lord, be- teenth day of Tbammnz,' hence the Magazine for February, dissects the various
cause all three of the things would be fast on that day every year 'to com- "Anglican Answers to the Pope's Bull" in a
a violation of the clause, 'thou shalt memorate the breaking of the two ta- very lucid and logical style. The paper is
not do any work on the Sabbath.' In bles of stone.' Ezekiel says, 20: 10- the first of a couple.
consideration of these and other rea- 13, •Wherefore I caused them to go
GIRL WANTED.
sons I conclude the Jewish weekly forth out of the land of Egypt, and
Girl wanted for housework. Age from twenty-two to
brought
them
into
the
wilderness.
Sabbaths were on fixed dates, and
thirty-five. Requisites, steady, willing, and cleanly. I
therefore on every day of the week in . . . I gave them my Sabbaths to be am a widow, two in family; live one mile in the country.
a sign between me and them. . . . No branch here. Write to New Washington, Crawford
its turn.
County, Ohio.
MRS. J. A. HAMILTON.
My Sabbaths they greatly polluted:
5-'5t
"Seven weekly Sabbaths appear
then I said, I would pour out my fury
between the 15th of Abib and the day
"upon them in the wilderness to conSERMONS.
of Pentecost. The Pentecost occurring
' on th e morrow a f ter th e seven th sume them." So the Lord sent Moses,, . Twenty-six sermons by leadinO',., ministers of
kl ) S bb th' rL
.
) y
to them, "Thammuz the seventeenth,
the Reorganized Church, formerly published
(wee Y
a av \ ~v. 23 · 16
. · . ou · and found them worshiping the golden as "supplement sermons" in the SA.INTS'
need to note an unnoticed pornt nght
lf ,
HERALD.
,
here-namely: that while the day of ca ·
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
Pentecost was on the morrow after the
THE CREATION SABBATH.
reading matter on subjects of interest to in·
Sabbath it was also a Sabbath, not only
"If the twentieth day of the second vestigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
in the year of the exodus, but per- month of the first year of the exodus
plainness
and in interesting, attractive, nar·
petually during the Levitical dis- was the 'creation Sabbath' as some ra ti ve sty le.
pensation. It being the day that the contend, the first year of the exodus
An excellent volume to circulate among
Lord on Mount Sinai delivered the ten would end on the creation Sabbath. investigators.
commandments to the people and said: This is the first Sabbath that we have
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
•In six days the Lord made heaven the account of its observance, it being 75 cents; postpaid.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth sha!! make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shaff have flOne."
Eook of Mormon, page 116.
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Business men recognize the neces-1· real attractions that none capable of
sity of working up trade by person-. appreciating good will exchange the
ally visiting their customers or by sha.llow vanities of the worldly life
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR. sending representatives to see and therefor. The preaching of the word,
R. s. 'SALYARDS
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
CORRESPONDING EDITOR.
HEMAN 0. SMITH
talk with them, to explain the merits the spiritual fellowship and communand advantages of what they have to ion in social service, the teaching and
LAMONI. loWA, FEB. 3, 1897.
offer.
Something in addition to lesson hour, the musical and literary
·
standing
newspaper advertisement is exercises, all combined into the harSCOPE OF THE WORK OF
BRANCHES.
essential. Cold type is good, but mony of a great whole, a systemized
WHERE DO YOU SPEND YOUR SUNDAYS?
warm words of friendship and sym- supply for young ~md old, should and
To THE Lovers of Temperance, Order, Good pathy must also be heard and felt. will always prove attractions stronger
Government, aud the Welfare of Mankind:The honest heart is awakened and . to the honest in heart than the world
"The Sabbath was made for man," for his
touched by contact with other true can offer.
benefit solely, not for his destruction.
and generous natures, hence the need
Men and women of true hearts and
Lounging about places of public resort,
where beer drinking, smoking', swearing, of active, personal work continued spiritually educated under the strength
gambling, or even long or tiresome rambles among the people, to bring them to and refinement of the spirit of the
upon the street or in the country are indulged hear and to feel the power of the word. gospel develop a capacity for true
in, or at home reading sensational literature
Ways of sin, and pleasure, and sen- happiness not known by the world.
are not best for you nor a safe example for
sationalism
are held up before the The worldly-min,ded have not known
your children.
masses and retouched and reclothed nor has it entered their hearts to com"Man shall not H ve by bread alone,''
neither does he when he lives at his best. to secure and to retain their atten- prehend the strength and beauty of
"The Sabbath was made for man;" a day of tion. While such forces are at work what one attuned to spiritual harmorest, and for the cultivation of the higher and constantly advertised, .the peopl~ nies has realized in this respect. It
faculties of the soul; the study of the physi- should also be informed that truth also forms the only natural basis for
cal, moral, and spiritual laws of his being.
with its power for happiness here and a social development of human nature
The school of study is the Church of God,
hereafter
is within their reach, ready and by which "the fellowship of
, where the gospel of Jesus Christ as taught
by himself and his apostles. is preached every to bless them with solid satisfaction, kindred minds is like to that above."
Sabbath at eleven a. m. and eight p. m. of which the sense-pleasing vanities
What the families of earth need is
Prayer meeting six p. m., also prayer meeting of the world are but shallow counter- this gospel organization and fellowWednesday, eight p. m. Sunday school every
feits-phantoms ofJ pleasure that per- ship that all may be taught from on
Sunday 9: 30 a. m.
Come and bring your
high, be rightly directed and normally
children. Chapel, 2518Elliott Avenue, (near ish with the using.
Error in its multiplied forms is but developed, and s:wed here and hereBenton.)
M. H. BOND, Pastor,
Residence, 2512 Slattery St.
a misrepresentation, a counterfeit, or after.
The foregoing copy of a handbill a perversion of .the true. Men and
There are many ways by which we
shows that the St. Louis brethren are women require social enjoyments and can go into the high ways and byways
alive and at work in a prac~ical way friendly communion by n8Jture, and and compel the people to come in; and
among the people, trying to turn some will seek and find such in the world if one not .to be overlooked and an imaside from the popular drift that fol- not supplied through other and legiti- portant one, is to show them that the
lows or moves with the world-tide of mate channels. If they cannot have spiritual life is normal and wholesome
human affiairs; from the limitations of the safe and permanent, they drift in its tone; that it brings prosperity
human thoughts and ways to the into the dangerous and fleeting vani- and happiness here and now, as well
breadth and goodness of the divine; ties that appear at every turn. We as hereafter.
into the channels of godliness. We repeat therefore what heretofore we
Men and women and young people
are glad always to learn that our peo- have tried to state, that our work 11 are largely trained by the circumple are letting the world know who, when properly interpreted will cor- I st·1nces of this life to judge matters
what, and where they are. There are rect these evils by offering means by from the standpoint of utility- by
many legitimate means by which thi.s which such dangers will largely if not what they can see of present iiractical
can be done, among which is a proper wholly be averted; by which eviJs benefit to them in life conditions here.
system of advertising, connected with will be unmasked, neutralized, resisted, They have been taught in such lines
other lines of effort. It is necessary and overcome by the positive forces of I that they have largely been led to
in these days of many attractions to truth. Well organized and prosper. look upon religion as something beget down among men and obtain their ous branches composed of intelligent, yond or foreign to things of earth
attention, otherwise comparatively large-hearted men and women will 1 life, hence reject i'u or put it off as a
few are reached and brought to the supply to their membership and to quantity attaching only to the far·
light.
others seeking truth and light such , away future.
The comprehensive

I
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character of the gospel is revealed in I
AN ANGEL IN WAYNE COUNTY,
I It will be rem.embered by the
our work, and reaches the whole life
NEW YORK.
HERALD readers, that some sixty odd
of man both here and hereafter- hence SISTER MARY A. HINES, of Independ- years, or more ago, ·another man saw
it appeals to men and women,' and to ence, Iowa, sends us the following cut an angel in this same Wayne County,
young people ·with life before them, from some eastern paper:-~
New York; and, not having the fear
in a double sense; in the consistent
RosE, N. Y., DGc. 1.-Recsmtly there has of ridicule, or of his neighbors in his
been considerable excitement in this, the
and naturctl sense. He is a wise min- southsastern part of Wayne County, espe- and told the people what he had seen,
ister, if not a masterbuilder, who pre· cially among those who are superstitious. It caused him a great deal of trouble,
sents and interprets it to men in the The agitation was caused by the appearance and led to his death finally; but it is
strength of its fullness and grandeur; of what was supposed to be an angel. The ol:i- possible that angels still guard holy
and they well developed in the gospel ject-whether an angel or something else- treasure somewhere in that regionwas seen on the Sunday afternoon preceding
life whose personal characters have election, but not until recently were the facts and may come to those who wait.
been rounded oi:.t by receiving the love made public, those having seen the object be- Who shall say that Messrs Newton,
of the truth to that degree that it has ing afraid of ridicule.
Everhart, and Pritchard did not see
H. E. Newton, proprietor of the Newton an angel? Why should angels not be
touched and fashioned all the powers
house of Savannah, E. Everhart, of South
and gifts of their natures.
seen?
Butler, J. Pritchard, Slyburgh, and a dozen
It is not difficult for the intelligent or. more other persons living along route
mind to grasp the thought that Deity which the s-0-called angel passed, have testL
cannot design tbe accomplishment of fied as having seen this strange phenomenon.
BRO. DAVID CHAMBERS DEAD.
less than the perfecting of humanity; Newton, it is thought, was the first person to ELDER DA YID CHAMBERS, of the High
see the vision.
also that the race has the capacity
He was out for his usual Sunday drive Council of the Church, died at his resiand must comply readily with the con- when, chancing to glance skyward, he was dence in Persia, Iowa, January 27, 1897,
ditions necess3Jry to reach a perfect con- awestricken to see, floating about 300 feet after an illness of several months. The
dition; also to admit that willingness, from the ground, an object a little larger than particulars of his life of devoted serv"readiness of mind"" to do, must ac- a man. As near as he can recollect, the ice to the church and its people are
vision was about one fourth of a mile from
company every effort to be made in him and looked like a picture of an angel he given in the obituary furnished by
the strivings for advancement.
used to see when a boy in the Sunday school Bro. Charles Derry, a companion and
We have heard that the services of papers. It apvarently had on a white robe, colaborer, which appears in this issue
many of our branches are increasing had wings that were motionless, a remar·ka- of the HERALD.
in these lines of comprehensive use· bly handsome countenance and long golden
Bro. Chambers was a man of God,
hair, which floated out behind, making a
fulness and are glad to note their weird, but beautiful spectacle as the sun's both by profession and example. His
growing power for good as lights to rays now and then illumined the wax-like life-work is an inspiration of good to
the world in this peculiar generation, face and golden tresses. Its facial features God's people. A faithful steward has
in which God has established his were plainly seen. The vision soon floated gone to his reward.
work to reveal the light and life of northward.
As Mr. Newton wiped the perspiraton from
~~~Christ to the world.
his brow he had no doubt of his senses, but
The character revealed in the Mas- firmly decided not to say anything to anyone,
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
ter's life drew the masses toward him fearing they would think he bad been drink- BRO. J. M. TERRY, St. Joseph, Mising "spirits," or was making false statements.
and he lifted them up to communion
However, be had not been the only witness souri, January 25:with himself.
We understand that to this remarkable vision. While others bad
Two-days' meeting past, Brn. J. T. Kinnathe Christ-character must be manifest seen it, but like Mr. Newton had decided to man and C. P. Faul in charge; good spiritual
in the life of his disciples if they keep their own counsels regarding the strange meetings, saints encouraged, attention to
are to reflect him and his light to the sight, James Peters, a farm band, could not word excellent, two baptized. Bro. Kinnaworld. The higher a light is raised stand the suspense of keeping a secret any man will continue meetings at Aspey mission
longer. Yesterday he related what he bad this week; much sickness; many blessings
the more widely are its rays diffused seen to a number of men congregated in the among saints; enemy awake, but saints genand seen. The higher the life of any- Newton house. He deRcribed the vision as he eraliy on watchtower. The battle is on, but
one, the wider and stronger the scope saw it. He was given the laugh, but no victory for the right assured.
of his influence for good. This is sooner had the jeering ended than Landlord
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
true in both individual and in collec- Newton remarked:"Peters is telling the truth, gentlemen. I
BRN.
G.
T. GRIFFITHS and M. T.
tive representation of the truth.
saw the same thing not a mile from here,
May our branches grow in. power about half an hour earlier than :Oeters says· Short have opened up the work at
Bellaire, Ohio, opposite Wheeling,
for goood as lights to the people that he saw it."
Intelligent people here think that if any- West Virginia, in a way that promshall burn so clearly and so steadily
was really seen it was merely a menta.l
is3s to be fruitful for good to a conthat the honest in heart shall see thing
hallucination acting upon the optical organs.
plainly the Life and the Light of men
WhMever the object was, itfioated towards siderable degree, judging from the
revealed by their unity and other Slyburgb, where it was last seen just at way the campaign has be@n carried
works for good. True men and women dusk. Inclosed is a sketch of the vision on. Handbills announce the opening
who love the truth will consecrate made by a local artist under direction of both effort of Bro. Griffiths and its conMr. Newton and Mr. Peters, although the
themselves to its interests by seeking former says no artist that ever lived could tinuance by Bro. Short, in one of the
tJ discern and to do all in their power depict the sublime beauty of the mysterious leading public halls in the city. In
addition to this advertising, Bro.
for the cause.
one's soulful face.
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Short has written four lengthy ar- j Sr. Dora Vickery writes from Gar- I the ~treets have all been changed
ticles for the Wheeling papers, in ' laud, iUabama, that she is comforted I from German to Czech on red and
which the faith and history of the by letters from the sisters and breth- white tablets-the national colors.
church, including the mission of Jo- ren and broadened in mind by the Another source of disquietude is the
seph Smith, the coming forbh of the general spirit of what appears in their progressive Russification of Bulgaria,
Book of Mormon, and t.he true faith communi0ations. She asks prayer to which since the death of Stambuloff
in contradistinction from the latter- abide faithful in the great work of has steadily gone forward, widening
day apostasy, are set forth for the gospel discipline and education.
the gap latterly forming between
information of the public. We notice
The contributions to the college Austria and Bulgaria, in spite of the
side by side with Bro. Short's articles fund as reported by the committee apparent friendliness of their relaan advertisement of "Prof. Chas. M. contained several errors in names. tions. The vexation to Austrians is
Leon," a "clairvoyant," "the faaiah A contribution from Bro. Manchester all the greater because it weakens the
of the nineteenth century," located in should have been credited to Bro. Asa military situation on the Danube,
the city of Wheeling; an all-around Manchester.
which it was hoped would be entirely
"hypnotist," "psychic medium," etc.,
ERRA'l'A.-In Bro. F. M. Sheehy's secured by the entry of Bulgaria into
etc., who announces himself ready to letter published in HERALD of the ·arrangement between Austria and
advise people on anything and every- January 20, the second paragraph in Roumania. With the command of the
thing in general. Bro. Short gets third column, page 40, should read as Bulgarian Black Sea ports, Russia is
after the wonder workers in general follows: "I have no doubt that blcod- in a position to reinforce the army of
in a sermon, also by means of a atonement is obsolete now in Utah, the principality at any moment withlengthy article on "hypnotism," which for these young Elders whom I met out risk of interruption. The reentry
appears in the Register of the 17th, in si:i,y they do not now hear it," etc. In of Bulgaria into the Russian sphere
which he makes good points against the Church Secretary's notice, same has completely modified the situation
spiritism in general and in favor of issue. page 47, third paragraph, read in southeastern Europe to the great
the truth in particular. He has sue- "facilitated."
disadvantage of Austria; and it makes
ceeded in reaching many directly by
Here is another royal butcher and Russia more than ever the master of
his pulpit work, and has no doubt wholesale slaughterer of God's crea- 'furkish affairs.
accomplished much through his press tu_res, and who showed precocity in
Legal prosecutions against George
articles. We trust the fruits of his such brutality when but fifteen years Jacob Schweinfurth, the Rockford
labors will be abundant for good to of age. Who is responsible for such messiah, have been withdrawn. The
the cause in the Ohio Valley.
early training? Who is responsible moral influence of the opposition has
The Civic Federatiou of the city of for the suppression of such teaching been such as to induce him to look up
Chicago has found many people in a and practice and the inculcation of new quarters, however; it now is
condition of starvation a,i.1d wretched- the spirit of "Glory to God, peace on stated that he will locate a new
ness and has taken systematic steps earth, kindness, justice, and mercy to "heaven" somewhere in Indian Terrifor general relief. It is also doing every living creature"? Everybody tory.
good work in the schools, where it for the latter-are they not? "Nearly
Fourteen hundred bodies have been
has succeeded in inducing the intro- half a million head of game have been recovered from the ruins resulting
duction of text books and studies de· killed by the Earl de Grey during the from the recent earthquake on the issigned to educate the rising generation last twenty years, his average being land of Kishm in the Persian Gulf.
in the principles and problems of 25,000 head a year. He was only fifPress items continue to make refgood government. ·with such teach- teen years old when this record com- erence to the declining health of the
ing and training, in connection with menced. In December, 1884, he shot Czar of Russia. He is said recently
the inculcation of the spirit of patriot- at fifty pheasants in three minutes to have swooned from nervous exism, it is hoped that the western and killed forty-nine of them.
In haustion.
metropolis will be rescued from the this immense total, which places the
Rumor says that Pope Leo will
rule and corruptions of professional Earl at the head of the sporting shots shortly issue an encyclical letter on
politieians. The latter class increases of the old world, are included eleven the question of arbitration; also that
daily both in number and in resort to tigers~ several rhinoceroses and ele- another American cardinal will shortly
dishonest and questionable combina- phants, a number of lions, bison, be created.
tions and practices at variance with Russian and Rocky Mountain bears,
Great distress is reported among
the general good of the people. It is and wolves."
the working classes of the cities of
to be hoped that all cities will introVienna advices report the steady New York, Chicago, and St. Louis.
duce a campaign of education-a cru- growth of Slav influences in Austria, Charitable organizations are aiding
sade against the ward and ring and which are causing great pertur- city and county officials in relieving
politician, with a view to the suppres- bation if not consternation among the want, but much suffering continues
sion or extinction of that undesirable German element of the empire. from poverty and the rigor of the
quantity. We profess the principle Bohemia is clamoring for independ- winter weather. Eighteen thousand
of government by "the people," which ence; th.e de-Germanization of the unemployed are said to have arranged
correctly interpreted is opposed to city of Prague has been already going to parade the streets of St. Louis on
the rule of or rule by rings.
on for some months. The names of Washington's birthday.
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The House and Senate of the United If such arrangement is desired by any f One of the apostles in the Bible, you see,
States have practically passed legis- responsible party we would be glad to Said, "Provoke not your children, lest dis1 d"
·
h
h
f
th
couraged they be."
.
1a t ion
exc u mg emigrants w o canear ~om e~.
o, how many times we have wanted to go
not read and write the English or
Berlm advices of the 29th state I To.Sunday school and church, but you said uo,
their native language, with condi- that the trip of the Czar and Czarina ,
' Simply because you had trouble we know
tional clauses concerning illiterate to Rome and London, arranged for You would not attend, neither would let us go.
aged persons dependent upon tbose April, and the visits to St. Peters- How many times you have both laid abed,
qualified for residence.
burg of President Faure, Emperor And would not get up to help dress us instead.
France and Russia are reported to William, and Emperor Francis Jo- And yet you tell us that we must obey,
be desirous of concluding treaties of seph, arranged for May, June, and vVe ask, is it right to stand in our way?
arbitration with the United States. July, have been postponed on account We need your prayers at morning and night.
Other nations also are said to favor of the poor health of the Czar and How often you neglect to do this that is right.
enterirrg upon similar agreements Czarina and their need of tranquility. Many times in folly you both do engage;
with the American government. We A prominent German writer predicts If we do the same thing you correct in a rage.
have yet to learn that European and the establishment of a regency or a 0, how often and often we have wanted to go;
Asiatic powers are considering the council of regents in Russia and a How easy it was for you to say no.
question of treaties looking to .arbi- 1 more aggressive Russian policy.
Sometimes our clothes you do not prepare,
tration of difficult political questions
Havana advices of the 28th ult. state Then of course we must fail to always be
there.
arising in the East.
that a number of Spanish officers with
We want you to see these things in our
Distress by plague and famine con- their companies, arms, and supplies
light,
tinues to increase in India.
The of ammunition have deserted to the And try in the future to do what is right.
Russian minister of the Interior at Cuban army, because tired of Spanish
St. Petersbur~ declares the whole of immorality and injustice and wishing Don't hinder us because in trouble you've

I

got;

~

India to be infected with the plague. to champion a more noble cause.
Because you don't go, don't make us stop,
One tenth of the cattle have died in
President Joseph Smith arrived But let us go on and learn every day,
some districts.
It is feared that home from Independence, Missouri, 1 The lessons that God has placed in our way.
cholera may follow the plague.
on Monday, the 1st inst.
.'\ Don't provoke us to anger lest discouraged
Smallpox caused forty-seven per
we be;
cent of the deaths in Havana, Cuba,
We know you have faults you don't want us
WE insert the following addressed to
January 22 .
to see.
.
. .
.
Bro. Joseph Smith, by permission of Don't stand in our way neither morning nor
F~mrne prevails m Rhodes~a, South Bro. Pope, that others may profit by
night,
~frica. ~housands of. emama~ed na- his example and that others in turn, But always have prayer. We know this is
t1ves besiege the native officrnls at me
. 1u a·mg th e pu bl"is h'mg d epar t men t
right.
Bul~wayo .for food. _Natives a~e ex-1 of the church, may be benefited by Don't use bad language and expect us to be
humrng cautle that died from rmder- th pa ment of outstandina amounts Free from such faults. 'Tis plain all can see
pest and which were buried six months a~: ~ HERALD subscri;tions and We will do what you do when out of your
sight.
ago. They devour these, hence a ter"t
genera1 accoun s.
.
.
We need your example if we ever do right.
rible mortallty prevails.
1
Th
t
'd
Il
t d d f
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 14, 1897.
e recen co1 spe ex ,en e rom
Dear Brother Joseph:- In looking over some Your example is of more force, don't you
the northwestern limits of the United oid records this day of memory papers, etc.,
see,
you do that which you always want us
S tates to the orange groves of Florida. I find an item of twelve shillings and three When
to be.
The blizzard swept over Great Britain pence owing by me to the church for many When in your doing you show us the way,
with disastrous results to sea and land years, and in order to settle thi.s account This gives us courage and we love to obey.
please find inclosed $3, which being placed
traffic, causing the usual distress at- tc) my credit will pay my share of the $30,- If you are selfish we see it. Don't think we
tending su::;h visitations.
000 now owing to the Htrald Office.
are blind.
By advices from Bro. J. C. HitchYour brother in bonds,
'Tis hard to deceive us. We all have a mind.
JOHN H. POPE.
When we see you are trying to do what is
cock we learn that a four nights deright
bate between our brethren in St.Louis,
We all want to help you with all of our
and some Utah elders closed in that
might.
city on January 28. The brethren
How often you scold us until we feel blue
are well satisfied with the result, and
.For doing the things we all see you do.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
the confidence of the saints is
How can you expect us to always obey
Unless you set the examble each day?
strengthened. We await particulars.
WE insert the following by request; and
We are informed that the elders in St. while the poetry is not good, there are some God gives you the power to control for our
good,
Louis stated that Elder B. H. Roberts points in it which parents will do well to
But to boss and to drive us this you never
would come to Lamoni and discuss consider.]
should.
the subject of Succession. We are
THE CHILDREN'S PLEA.
God gives you no right to abuse your own
ready to arrange with Elder Roberts 0, listen all parents, to the children's plea,
child,
And see if your faults you can more plainly
or any otner representative man of
He commands you to set the example mean.
t h e U tah Church to discuss
the issues Yousee.
tell us that we must our parents obey,
while.
both in Lamoni and Salt Lake City. i Please listen to what all the children may say. You tell us how good you all used to be.

0
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Yom· parents were better than ours, we can
see.
You ought to be better than your parents
have been,
If with you we must live and not commit sin.
We want you to help us: don't stand in our
way.
We children should then be glad to obey.
Now ·we love most dearly. We bid you goodnight;
Let us all try together to do what is right.
MRS. ELLA MYERS.
MEDINA, Texas.

Dear Home Oolurnn:-I come to you at the
beginning of the New Year, praying for your
continuance in good works as in the past. I
have been cheered and strengthened many
times, and my prayers ascend daily for those
who contribute the good lessons to othel'.'s not
so gifted or in circumstances which will not admit of their doing so. I am one of the Daughters of Zion, one of the scattered ones, and,
sad to say, I have never had the opportunity
of meeting with an organized Union, but I try
to keep the hour, and I have baen blessed
many times in so doing. I trust that we may
all grow stronger in the good work in which
we have started out, and keep our lamps
trimmed and burning and our vessels full of
oil, that while we sleep we may not be taken
unawares should the cry be sounded, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh."
Sr. Ettie Albright desires the prayers of
the Union for health a.nd strength to raise
her little one, and that obstacles may be removed, that she ma.y live for the Master
more perfectly, and I also ask your prayers
that, if it is God's will, he will remove an
affliction which troubles me much. He ha8
commanded us if we are afflicted to pray and
to pray for one another.
Yours in faith,
MRS. SOPHIA WIGHT.
SACO, Maine.

Dear 8ister:-I am one of the isolated.

I
have the church publicMions and don't think
I could live without them. I could exist,
that is all. How the church has ad vancBd
in the past fifteen years! I am trying to
keep up with her. She is putting on her
beautiful garments. When the Prayer Union
started it came to me, "This is the way the
church \vtll put on her beautiful garments."
I asked a good brother. He said, "It is one

way." Since that time I have seen other
ways. I am all there is left here. Sr. Perkins is away in Alfred, Sr. \Vood· is in the
insane asylum. She gives no trouble but is
very melancholy. She is in the best ward.
I don't forget her before the Lord.
Dear sisters of the Prayer Union, please
remember her before the Lord.
· ently wa1'tin0' the t1'me when the
I am Patl
·
"" •
Lord will rai8e up a D. eople here. There are
fine people here in Saco. The York Mills
have been shut since May 2:3. There is
hope that they will start before long. I
h ave been dep.endent on m~ youngest son,
srnce he has fan· wages and is a good son to
his mother, When I shall se13 him servinlil'
0
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t.he living God, only mothers know how glad
I shall be. But all t.hings good have to be
waited for, and I will patiently wait our
Father's time, because he gives us grace and
patience.
Yours in the one faith,
SARAH M. SULLIVAN.

Robinson secretary, J. F. Mintun assistant
secretary, Joseph Roberts chorister, George
Chrestensen usher in charge, a.nd T. W. Williams, Srs. D. W. Blair, and David Krahl to
prepare reports for local papers.
The committee on entertaining those attending, Bro. C. A. Riley and Srs. A. Stuart,
1,
Emma Beebe, and Mary Beecroft were susPatience, 0 mortal, patiellce yet awhile!
tained.
What though the man of feeble courage prates
Of d'llor and or death, joy yet shall come
T. W. Williams gave a hearty welcome to
'I'o him 'vbo W.'l..its.
the church, to the homes of the saints and
Though fierce the fight that Want and Sorrow wage
the cit,y; and urged all to feel free and at
With Man upon life's battlefield, yet fate's
home.
Grim viRege softe1u1, and she smiles at last
T. A. Hougas responded accepting the
On him who waits.
greeting accorded on behalf of the visiting
Patier:ce, O mortal, patience yet awhile I
workers, following by outlining the work of
How long soe·er thy evils here, the gates
the Institute in a genflral way, and saying
Of glory do but wait to open wide
For him who waits.
that he had come to be benefited and to benefit so far as possible, and hoping that all had
come with a like object.
PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
Short speeches were made upon the topic,
M:EMOltY TEXTS FOR FEBRUARY.
"What we have come for," by W. N. RobinDonbt not~ but be bellevillg, and begin as in times of
old, and come unto the Lr)rd wtth _all your heart, a.nd son, J. F. Mintun, D. J. Kl'ahl, Charles Fry,
wo'k 01it your own sulvution with fcur and trembling A. Badham, Frank Durfee, Joseph Roberts,
f;tfcire him. Be wlt-:e in the days of yonr prohatJon.·-·
William Landers, C. 0. Leeka, Hoy Epperson
Book of Mormon4:7.
Bro. Pratt, and Srs. Anna Salyards, T. A.
Hougas, Roxana Gaylord, V'Jilliam Landers,
Thurt<day, Feb. 11.-0ur families. Prayer Ethel Skank, D. H. Blair, and Nora Gaylord;
for the members of our families by name, and all of which bespoke an earnestness which
for the families of eaeh other and those of the was prophetic of the success of the Institute.
ministry. For the youth of the church in
vV. N. Robinson, as insteuctor, brought out
general.
the following items connected with the duties
Memory Verses.-D. C. 68:4; 90:6.
of officers of local Sunday scbools:Thursday, Feb. 18.-Missions and Sunday
SUPERIN'l'ENDENT.
school work, and the church publications.
Qualifications:Also for the poor, the sick, and sfflicted.
1. Should be a live mau; punctuality and
Memory Verses.-Luke 6: 38; 2 Cor. 9: 6, 7. promptness in all his worir proof of !He.
Thursday, Feb. :25.-Zion, our country, its
2. Should be a godly man.
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puria In every word and act;
fication by the r-eception of truth. That the
b At all times and places.
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
il. Should be an earnest man and completely
the kingdom of Christ be established.
imbued with his work. By this he would
Memory Verse.-Nephi 10: 1.
prove himself to be both a live and godly
man. Difference existed as to whether the
characteristic of life or of g-odliness should be
PROGRAM
preferred, but t,his difference existed princiFOR FEBRlJAH.Y MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS
pally because of a difference of understanding
OF ZION.
OPENING hymn, No.19, Saints' Harp. Prayer. what would be considered a live man, in conScripture reading, Romans 6. Reading from trast with a godly man.
4. Should be a competent man:
Home Column with discussion. General rea In knowledge;
marks on mothers' work. Roll call. Busib In disposition.
ness. Closing hymn, ] 92.
5. Should love bis fellow man.
6. Should be a humble,
7. Sympathetic,
8. Social,
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
9. Prayerful,
Baxoda, Berrien County, Michigan.
10, Orderly, and broad-minded man.
(Send communica'cions for this depurt.ment to the Editor.
Complement: Should be an exarnplein every
Address minutes and notices of conventitms, etc.,
good word and work.
to •'Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.~')
Duti.es:1. Should open and clo5e school on time, or
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.-NO. 1.
see that it is done.
A SUNDAY School Institute, for the prepara2. Should be in his place at least ten
tion of which a committee of three consisting·
minutes before time of opening· the school.
of T. W. Williams, J . .!<~. Mintun, and W. N.
3. Should greet the other officers, with the
Robinson was appoi.nted in September, 1896,
teachers and pupils so far as possible consistat the Woodbine reunion, met in the saints
ent w.ith his other duties.
chapel, Council Bluffs, Iowa, December 26,
4 . Should visit the class:, 1896, at ten a. m., and was called to order by
a To see whether and how the lesson is
II chairman of the committee, T. W. Williams. being taught;
Th~ organization consist~d of T. A. Houga,s
b To give suggestions;
1
j superrntendent, Sr. Anna Salyards and J. F.
c To gatheritemsconnected with general
Mintun assistant superintendents, W. N. review.

81Jndau 8Bhool Dapartment.
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5. Should direct labors of assistant super- if impossible to do so, to do so by correintendent.
.
spondence.
6. Should conduct general review, or to see
2. Should take the general oversight over
that it is done by another where he can se- the local schools.
lect another more competent.
3. Should use every legitimate means to
7. Should be in charge of teachers' meet- organize new schoois.
. t d t f .1 ,
4 . ·Sh ou ld th e l oca 1 supenn
ings.
en en m. LO
8. Should visit the teachers at their recognize his rights, be should try to gain
th
fid
d
• d
h..
b c
homes ·.e con ence an respecu ue
1m;
u"
·
t
d
•
t"
·
h
f
.
d'b
h
ld.
.
t
a T o b ecome b etter acquarn e ;
wnen ms as ate
1
1e s ou rn a qme an d
work·,
a1·,."
et manne·e a" wt hi'" .,,..,.ht
. b To encou -,·age them 1·n thei"r
·""re
, . ~~e.,
• ''S s.
· auce t1iem
'
t o atten d 1;eacners
'
,
· · t on review
.
c ·ro in
5..8 -nou1'd insrn
wor k an. d use 01,
'
kb
d
b
·
d
. t encv; i'f tinen h e
meetings.
b 1ac oar s v 1nu pers1s
" a tt en d b us1ness
·
9. Should select teachers aftee consultation f a11s,
mee t"·1ng ·,
O.t sc h oo J_an d
. rns
. t rue t"wn
with the assistant superintendent.
While s h ow va1ue or" sue h wor k , an d give
l
,
bl
\-b
.
d
d
,_
.
he may consult pupils, yet should their selec- 1ow to use
ac~ oarc1 an con ucu review
tion be an unwise or;e he should decide work.
according to his judgment. Should an agree6. Wh~re
he. sees
the need he ohould sug
h
.
ment not exist as to choice between him and ges t c anges m c1asses.
7. When it is possible he should be present
the assistant superintendent, his judgment
.
,.
should be exercised, and acquiesced in by the a t b us1ness meeurngs.
:T
school.
8 . I:ie may pay h'rs own expenses, b u t ·w h ere
. ·~· t 18
· bl, ·t h ild " , "d fc . h"
a,
d lScdC
ASSIS'r ANT SUPERINTENDEN'l'.
a e 1 S OU._ ,Jr1JVJ. e Ul '18 neca~-

I

I
I

JOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.-NO. 7.

I
I IN closrng
.
i'

. ,.

BY T.

w.

CHATBURN.

.

our last we said we were off for
,,

th~.' ?attle,, we hope Bro.

,

•

r. W.

W. will not
cr1tw1se us ooo sharply, fol'.' every eye nearly
.
. + • ad
-d
.. a .
C b
H
1
sst,u,,g1ng
u·a.
er
, is now
. . . uurna towa,
.
·
1 patr10Gs are makrng a brave and earnest fight
f
·f
d
b l"
'
h
or
ree om, and we+ e rnve nave t e
. ,
r1gnt to hope .and expecu
our
sympathy.
Can
,
.
·
we turn a~ .dear ear to che cries of those
. who
are reaenrng
out towards. us,
.
. strug·glmg to
establish a government s1m1lar to the one
.
.
,
h "ld? Th
1 w so m .
I se t up ..by t'no:e rnsp1rec
e
I sons 01 Amerrna are brave and generous;
- d Wlu
·+h th e11·
· bl oo d th eir
·
I, t'nev h, a,ve sea1e
b;.
, , h · f
v
t . d h
sl:; ,1me ,a,t .. in ree go. ernmenh aln
ulman
1 ioertv, and it seems to me we s ou d at east
brn the Cubans God speed to their sacred
.
.
.
cause.l .Our
mmd is wanderrng
and these are
t b 'h
I
mere y JO s y tc e way.
Qualifications:-sary expenses:Arriving at Bevier we found Bro. Tanner
·• as capa b',e as superm
· t encl
He should formulate circular letter,· and restlessly awaiting us with his war paint on.
N ear1y or qmve
t
where practicable, consult with the assistant
en ·
W. G. Haley, the Holiness preacher, his opDuties:superintendent before sending it to the secretar,· for circulation.
ponent, also on hand. 'rhe preliminaries were
1. On time with the superintendent.
Y
soon arranged and the battle was on, and
2. Greet teachers, pupils, and visitors.
DISTRICT SECRETARY.
for six nig·hts it raged with a rehash on the
3. Counsel with superintendent.
1. Should copy and sond out circular let- part of Rev. Haley, Bro. Tanner following
4. Lead the school in responsive reading.
tera.
out along· the church Jines that are usual in
5. He should have no classwork where pos2. Should send programs of convention such controversies, doing exceedingly well
sible for him to be free therefrom.
with blanks for school reports about one I in presenting the doctrines of the church,
1 (aod esp2cially so when taking into considLIBRARIAN.
month previous to the coDvention.
Duties:. 3. Should su~g~st !':ny nee,ded improv~m8~t ;,r·ation the fact. that. this. v:as his first eff~rt
To have cbarge of all books and papers be- m regard to sc.cietaiy work to local secrc- rn debate,) and rn sucn stnkrng contrast with
longing to the school except perhaps the class taries. Time limited any further work upon 1 Rev. Haley, that it was apparent to all that
books. Some difference existed as to whether this subject.
Rev. Haiey bad nothing to present nor could
the secretary or librarian should have charge
Sr. Anna Salyards as instructor on subject he breiJ,k the strong logical arguments of Bro.
of and distributo papers and class books to of "Tes.chers' meetings" brought out many Tanner.
teachers. Majority decided secretary should excellent suggestions some of which are the
The debate ended with the unanimous verdo this work.
following:"
diet for r,he truth, even Rev. Haley's moderAs to bow the report of the aLtendance cf
Objects:ator
finally
disavowed
all
religious
scholars should be made, was considered
1. Tea~hers to peepare les_s ~n~, mm·." _fL:l~y.
0cganizations a~d d~clarcd he would "jine"
quite at length; some thinking g should be
2. D8c1ded upon knotty quvut10ns, ,vne.Gtier Mt·. Ingersoll's cnurcn.
made from class books, others from envelopes, to use or not, and if brought up by scholar ht»v
Ou Thursday night while the Rilv. Haley
and yet others from a specially prepared list best to dispose of tbern.
wL•s mf1king an onslaug bt upon Joseph Smith,
of the names of scholars in each class, and
3. Study of U:"lhods of illustrating and fo1~.;.;Jne onr surpl"ieo to bOe our big-hearted
with pencil attached distributed to each makrng lesson of praco;rnal benefit.
John A. Robinson arise in the midst of the
teacher, and each scholar recording his own
4. To assist in pt,eparing for general re- audience, where he had been Jn biding, with,
presence, these to be gathered by the sec- view.
''lvlr. Chairman, I arise to a point of order."
retary while cl.ass book should be in charge
Preparation outside or teacher's meeting:- After the shock was over we asked him to
of librarian.
1. Lesson st,udy.
state the point of ord8l,. "Joseph Smith's
Time did not permit a further examination
2. Methods of teaching to be studied on name cannot be dragged into this question.
of the duties of the secretary or treasurer.'
night of monthly business meeting, and on a Me. Haley is affirming his church, and JoJ. F. Min tun as instructor on the subject cf separate night than tei&chers' meetings.
seph Smith had nothing to do with it, nor
district officials brought out the following
3. If teacher cannot attend teacherB' meet- should his character be assaulted at this
thoughts among others:-~ng· ~hou1d devot~ the hou:, upon which meet- juncture." This in John's own inimitable
1. District Super-indent; who should be mg~~ to be held m pr7a~:.~g ;esso.n; It was style was like a bolt of lighting from a olear
selected:concluded by the ma,oricy uha1, uhe early sky, and 80 confused Rev. Haley, that he
J. One who is best able to visit the lo- part of the week was the better time for could not recover during bis time.
cal schools of the district.
holding the teachers' meeting, giving the
Rev. lVfr. Haley assault.ed our position, our
2. Local Sunday school laborer if one rest of the work for the teachers to make local interests demanded a reply, which has
available.
special preparation for applying the lesson been amply given by our young Bro. Tanner.
3. Mirnionary if one is found willing to I to their classes.
Hastening· back to Higbee we found Bro.
assume duties, where local laborer
Turpen with matured plans for visiting
is not available.
Evaporated potatoes are a Minnesota prod Boonville, ~o which city v.~e repaired at once,
4. One who has the confidence of the uct.
[ there makrng new acquarntances and warm
schools of the a~~tric~.
_
Mi~higan has 35,000,000,000 feet of pine 1 friends by tcll~~g the gospel s~ory. The
5. One not less qualified than ne should standmg,
j "Cochnrn" fam1hes (the only sarnts we met
.
be to be a local superintendent.
Baltimore has a compulsory bathtnb m·di- I' are very intelligent and well-~~·do farmers
Duties:I nance.
.
a"id are among tbe very best citizens of the
1. Should visit each school personally, bqt
Washington claims a gum arabic mine.
country. Isolated.as they are from all branch
'I
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privileges, they are certainly gospel lights
and are letting their light shine in a very
substantial way as the Bishop's agent's books
will testify, neither do they forget the missionary's needs. May our Father bless tl:lem
is our prayer. We have our plans laid for a
thorough bombarding of Boonville in the no
distant future.
I wish in this letter to present a thought
for the consideration of the ministry. Many
of our brethren believe in life insurance as a
safe and profitable business measure, and
without some such safeguard, ofi;timos distress and wreckage occurs at the demise of a
minister, whose all is the little pittance bis
family receives. Now why not, by the consent of the Bishop, make him the President
of "The :Ministers' Fund," with an initiation
fee of ten dollars. One hundred ministers
would place one thousand dollars in his hands
to be used by him in any way he deemed wise
until wanted, to be paid to the wife of the
deceased, which would pay off the debts or
lift the mortgage from the home, thereby
keeping the wife and family from being an
extra burden to the church. After thus paying another assessment made upon the members, etc., and thus the money would be within
the church instead of insurance companies.
Contribution to this fund would be in order
from anyone desiring to do so.
I can see
many advantages, by this fund, to the ministry and also to the church and with the
proper safeguards, a power for good in many
ways that will be apparent on reflection. The
families will have an interest in such a fund
and will keep up the assessments to protect
themselves against wreckage and disaster.
(To be coutinued)

RIVERTON, Iowa, Jan. 20.

we arrived on the 28th of November at
Taiohae (Ti-o-hi), a harbor in Nukahiva, one
interest of the work in trusted to our care, of the Marquesas Islands. After a stay of
, and never felt better, or enjoyed· more of 1 twenty-four hours we continued our voyage
God's Holy Spirit. The last three weeks has and arrived here on Monday, December 7.
I been fraught with good to me. God has The saints here made us welcome and we are
graciously remembered me in my labors at home in the pgrsonage adjoining the
amongst the people, both saints and nonmem- chapel. Bro. Pai is self-installed as my
bers. And quite a number have expressed teacher; he speaks English a little and so
themselves satisfied with the truth of the helps me in learning their language. On
doctrine; but not altogether satisfied with the Sunday I spoke twenty-five minutes in the
latter-day Seer and Prophet. But we shall Tahitian language, how well I cannot say,
labor with them patiently and lovingly, as but they were all much pleased and thought
we have done in the past, feeling assured they understood me. I con,ierse with the
tb~.t God's Spirit will work with them en- natives suft1ciently to make myself understood
2.bling them to see the "true light" and obey, generally. I brought with me a small hand
that they may have "life more abundantly," press, type, paper, and ink, and hope to use
as promised by the Master.
them after our conference in Kaukura.
I am laboring as my Father g·ives me Those tracts which I brought w1·itten by Bro.
strength of body and power of mind, filling M. H. Forscutt concerning "Peter being at
all the calls I can, but fuliy realiz,3 the Rome" are very highly appreciated by the
"harvest is great and the laborers few." And brethren here.
others of this district are doing what they
I called upon ·J. Lamb Doty, Esq., the
can to spread the truth. May God speed the American consul, and also upon His Excelwork, and help us to work in harmony with lency the Acting Governor. The Consul
his will and the order and rule of his church assured me that'! would not meet any further
in humilit.y of heart, is my e:.1rnest prayer. trouble in our missionary work. The GovStill believing the right will uHimately ernor also said that perfect religious liberty
trit:mph, 1 am yours fraternally,
is to be enjoyed here, and that if we obey the
HENRY KEMP.
laws of the la,nd we should be at liberty to
propagate our faith.
(The former Governor
PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 14, 1896.
and the chief of the maritime department
Editors Herald:-About 9 a. m. of Novem- have been recalled; t.hese were the men who
ber 3 quite a number of the saints were gath- caused us so much trouble when we were
ered on pier 8 in San Francisco to bid here before; but a new order of things now
farewell to the missionaries who were to sail exists, more in harmony with the spirit of
that morning on the barkentine "City of liberty and generosity which France so de
Papeete" to the Society Islands mission. lights in being accredited with.) I then
Tb.ere was the usual pleasurable sorrow in called upon the chief of the maritime departthis which att<mds the leave-takings, but ment to obtain a copy of the record of the
after all others had spoken the good-bye, official inquiry into the loss of the Evanelia;
KALKASKA, Mich., Jan. 18.
Editors' Herald:-! again take my pen in Brother Luff 3,nd the missionary clasped but they would not permit me to copy it, but
hand to inform you and the saints of the visi- hands, and the embrace and salutation of those read it, in my heP.ring. It' st.ates that "the
tation of Mr., or as he styles himself Rev., two betokened a pure brotherly affection and loss of the Evanelia occurred because of beJoseph Musser among us. He spoke for grief at parting seldom witnessed by.mortals ing- overloaded. And although the vessel
seven evenings at Corps schoolhouse, closing on this earth, but after it there came over had been on the drydock, the topsides had
on the 14th. His effort'l here resulted in the spirit of the outward bound missionary a not been recaulked, and by reason of the
stirring up and awakening· to new life some peace and quietude of mind surpassing any- heavy cargo the topsides \Vere submerged,
that have not heretofore paid heed to any thing this earth can bestow-a high resolve which would necessarily make consirieraleakage.
And
the pumps
were
sort of teaching, while others were more to continue worthy of the esteem of his fel- bie
fully convinced of the true teaching of the low-laborers and of our loving Savior-our were not used. And that she hs,d Oil board
gospel. He succeeded in organi'zing another Master. During my few days of travel with twenty-nine tons of copra and two and one
Sunday school, to be a union Sunday school, Bro. Luff I enjoyed very much his compan- balf tons of shells and about ten tons of baltaking its !e;.;sons from the Bible, beginning ionship, counsel, and preaching. Surely God last. And that a reasonable amount of skill
with the second chapter of Acts; also a is with him, and the saints of the Pacific I might have saved the vessel as the island of
society known as the Union Christian Aid Slope will be blest if they pay he(3d to his 'rikehau was but a few hours sail away-to
Society. His speeches here were mild com- counsel, and esteem him highly for the work's leeward, if care had been used and tb.e pumps
pared with those that he made at Boardman sake. He is humble, true, and wol'thy of worked."
your confidence.
I also visited the-merchant who owned the
last winter.
But tho tug-hoat is alongside, all hands cargo. He said substantially as above about
Bro. John Hanson occupied the floor for
three nigh ts bet ween his lectures with greater ashore is loudly called out, and slowly we her loss. He did not think Bro. W.McGrath
liberty than ever before at this place, and to move away from the pier and those kind- did intention!l.1 wrong, but by reason of lack
a fair audience. The saints in this part of hearted, generous saints, and from the land of experienm:, and knowledge in handling a
the branch are firm and unwavering and feel of America. As we move out into the stream, vessel, and through an excess of zeal and amthat good will result from the stirring- up we handkerchiefs are waving, and Bro. Luff's last bition to excel, he unwisely refused to listen
have had. Yesterday some of us attended of all t.o cease waving a good-bye to the two to the native captain's urgent advice not to
the Musserite Sunday school and felt repaid who trustingly are going to toil and labor in load so heavy-and so the Evanelia, the jaded
for so.doing. \7\fe can truly feel and say that the dist.ant field. At last all faces, then the and overloaded horse, was driven to her
"all is fair and all is bright and all is well forms are lost to view, and soon we are across death.
when we do right."
the bar, the tug-boat has left us, bidding us
\/Ve have engaged passage in a trading
Praying- for the welfare of Zion, I remain good-bye, and with all sail set and a strong vessel to Hikueru, Bro. Case having left
your brother in Christ,
fair wind we proceed on our voyage.
word for us to come up at once as many of
After the usual incidents of such a voyage the saints iiire gathered there diving for
CHARLES L. SESSIONS.

Editors IIeralcl:-We are still alive in the
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I
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shells. We will leave in a few days for
that island. Emma and I are well, and enjoy the sanctifying influence of that Spirit
promised us, and hope to continue worthy
of it and to be directed by it. Peace to all
God's Israel.
J. F. BURTON.
POLLOCK, Mo., Jan. f9.

Editors Herald:-Bro. T. W. Chatburn and
the writer parted at Bevier, he to remain
and assist Bro. J. A. 'Tanner, and I came here
to assist Bro. J ..F. P0tre in the work he had
in hand. I find he has a number o[ openings
for preaching· and he says the interest is
good. So we will do oar best to tell the people the gospel stcwy. Am in good heahh and
spirits and hope to be able to convince some
· of the &ngel's m';ssago.
In gospel bonds,
M. M. TURPEN.

tions and answers, also about six weeks' work
making a complete copy of the Tahitian English Dictionary. I hope for the benefit of those
wbo may ·come to do labor here, that the

Idepartment of the Lord's work.

May God

bless you in the work.
"Oh, 'tis pleasant, 'tis reviving

J

good brethren who have taken away the
only copies of said book obtainable, will remember to please return them to the mission.
We have for two months past been among
a large gathering of people, whu had assembled for the purpose of diving for pearl shell.
They began diving the first of this month
and it is a beautiful sight to see the hundreds
of boats and canoes sail out over the lagoon
until many of them are lost to view in the
distance.
Shell seems to be plentiful. It was estimated that they dove about twenty-ii ve
tons the first day and sell it for $0. 70 per kelo

-good money.
VJ'e have been holding meetings in the
cocoanut grove, as we have no house of
PAPErn'rE, Tahiti, Nov. 25, 1896.
prayer, but being ~uthor_ized by the breth~en
Editors Heralc?:-Taking leave of my family I purchase material while here for a bmldin tbe island of Hikuoru, abo\1t four hundred I ing 3ox 72 feet, 12 feet high.
miles east of here, I arr-ived here about a week
We were in the island of Hao when we
ago; came down t::i meet Bro. and Sr. But'ton, heard of the loss of the "Evanelia." I exalso to try and adju6t some matters of impm·- pec~ed Bro. Burton to be in Pa~eete e:·e I
tance in our misbion work
couid come down, hence my delay rn furmshWas very much
ill not meet- ing your rea,ders with a foll account of the
ing Bro. and Sr. B., also to find that 8.11 my affair, the foundering of our little "gospel
mail had been sent up the group but two buat."
No one,. sav~ng those who .have
days previous to my landing, so I know btrb ls.bored here, realizes che loss .we sustain by
little about whether they are coming or not. being deprive~ of her. 'Ne feel very badly
Still we shall hope to meet them ere long;, over the ~natter, being. the ones. who have .to
as they are very much m·eded in the mis- put up with the many Inconvemences of mission. The need for laborers is great, we sion work in South Seas, traveling from is~
should have at leil,st 'r.hree good er;erg·etic land to island; it is vc;ry hard. for a white
workers. Bto. :f:wsson informs me that ho woman. Mo~t of the traders are very kind
must leave tho miesion field next spring, to us, for whrnh we are truly grateful. \Ve
and Bro. Hawkins is too old to travel. So shall try and be thankful for small favors
you see I am left alone, 1 truly hope tlrnt and make the best of it, grumbling as little
it may be but. a short time. Thif3 is an iro- as possible.
portant mission and ghculd be carfcd for.
Ever·ything belonging to the ship was lost,
In my circuit around tho islands to the excepting the sextant, compass, dishes,
eastward I find somo of the branches nearly (which, by the way, wore left in the mission
in a disorg-anized conditl.on, and It is owing house,) and six mattresses for beds. All our
to their boing n2glect<:>d so long. Our ship mail was lost. I had written a long descripis lost, but we can get passage on th•3 trading tive letter to Herald, of our trip from Manihi
schoonerp though 1,hey <trevery inconvenient; to Hao, telling about how we wero pleased
a.nd thus keep the goodly begun work mov- with the ship, her managen:te.Dt,,. comforts,
ing onward. I know the sacrifice is great, etc.
"but after the sacrifice cometh the blessing."
I give below, for the benefit of all your
There are honest-hearted people in this mis- readers, a letter written us by Bro. W. S.
sion and I for one shall do wlmt I can to help McGrath, telling all about the foundering of
them. Prospects :.1re uot very £latt8ring for t.he ship. I would say however that we
the work at present but our eil'orts have not placed the vessel in his care, with the underbeen fruitless entlr'ely, having baptized one standing that no bufa (dried cocoanut) was to
in Hao. two in Hilrneru, and three in this be taken on board her.
place on Sunday last.
To those who have expected letters from
I desired very much to counsel some with us; please remember, that we are sometimes
Bro. Bm·ton, but shs,ll sta.rt back to"'morrow for t,wo months without an opportunity to
for Hikueru, seeking the Lord for wisdom send mail, and then should it get mislaid or
and guidance and shall try and hold the fort lost it may be longer still; and to the brethuntil some one arrives to lighten the bm·- ren who have written me in regard to the urden.
ganlzation of Sons of Zion and Zion's R.-L.
On our trlp to the eastward islands, we S., in my judgment these people are not yet
were received with kl.ndness and believe tbat prepared for that work. I would gladly comuch good was done. :tvfrs. Case did a good operate with you, could I see any possible
work in setting in order tho Sunday schooi show of carrying the work on successfully
following 81·. nwore's plans of carryi.ng on among the islanda. I believe howevm· that
the work. She had a very great deal of wri.t- when we get the press aod have more printed
fl'.)~ to do on the Sunday school books of quc,.- matter that we may do something in that

T0 our hearts to hear each day

Joyfnl news from far arriving,
How the gospel \ns wits way."

I left my wife in fair health; she rejoices
that the Lord healed her in answer to
prayer, of a sore affiiction. Oar little Cicely
has never been sick a day and is dear comfort to her parents.
Your brother and coworker,
HUBERT CASE.

I

I

On board the Teavaroa,
off HIRAKI, Sept. 5, 1896.
Dear Hubert and Alice:--I suppose by this
time you have heard of the foundering of the
Evanelia, but knowiog· that it is hard to get
anything straight from the natives I take
this opportunity of acquainting you with the
facts of the case. I do not try to shove the
blame onto anybody else. I suppose if there
is any blame attached to it, it belongs to me;
but if such is the case I am paying for it; and
if it is not, so, I am in for it anyway, as I am
undoubtedly doomed to spend the rest of my
natural life paying up the debt which the
sinking of the vessel has piled upon my
shoulders. I was doing what I thought best.
I did nothing to speak of ou the way down;
no cash business at all, in fact; and things
beg·an to look rather blue. If I went into
Tahiti without uavino· ex·Jenses the first
trip it would be ~ dea~eno~· to mo, and if I
couldn't, pay expenses the first t~ip what
would I do the second?
When I arrived at Arutua I bought two
hundred and sixty doilars worth of shell,
paying· cash for it. When we left there we
got into that gale which swept through the
group about the 19th of July._ It was touch
and go whether she would l~ve through it or
not. We could not "lay to," as we had land
on our lee, so bad to work off shore. That
night off San Francisco was nothing to it.
We finally got off shore, and at 3: 30 a. m. the
wind abated; but there was a tremendous sea.
The next evening we arrived at Rairoa
(Avatoru), but found all the people were up
at the weat.her end rp.aking 'oufa. Alex.
Brander came aboard and wanted to charter
the vessel to take his bufa down to Tahiti as
the Eunice had been cast ashore in the gale
and her bottom all stove in. I told him I
wouldn't take bufa in the vessel. He said
two hundred doilars to fill her up and go
down to Tahiti, but I refLrned. He eepresented that I would have to clean and paint
the vessel down at Tahiti anyway; that I
would be under the same expense without
the bufa as with it, all the difference being to
fumigate the vessel in Tahit.i (which we
would have to do anyway or be eaten alive
with rats) and to clean her out inside and repaint her, which would make he1· just as
good as she was before, besides being about
one hundred and fifty dollars ahead. Still
I refused, tbough it was a big temptation, as
I knew that that money would belp to make
me come out square. Brander went inside
that evening. I went inside next day, but it
took t.wo days to get up to the rahui. When
I got there the people wouldn't even come
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aboard to see what we had, so all I sold was j doing it, in that time she was bows under.
about five dollars to a Catholic.
They We lowered away the sails; that is, what
wouldn't sell their bufa for love or money, so , we had time to. The foresail would not
it began to look blacker still. That evening come down all the way; the staysail was set,
I took an invoice of all the goods I had left and as she gradually sunk she swung
and the business I had done, and found I was around and the breeze caught the staysail
two hundred and seventy-six dollars and fift.y and laid her over to one side, but she was
cents in the hole, without counting the five half under water then, the water being away
days it would take us to get to Tahiti.
back of the galley. Then she stood bead
Brander asked me again if I wouldn't take first as straight as she could go. The last
his offer, and said if I wanted to come back thing· we saw of her was the end of her main
for another load or two he would like it; for boom. Healey, Antoni, and one sailor were
if I didn't they would have to charter an- in the boat; the rest of us staid by her until
other schooner, or send it down in boats, she went down, which wasn't long. Just as
which he did not like to do. I asked hi.m if I saw she going to make the final plunge I
he would guarantee me three loads. He said dove off her, and as I came up among the
he would, and would glve me freight back wreckage I noticed my chest "bob" up aimost
from Tahiti. In that r sav. a chance to get in my face. It was just going down again
square, to fix up the vessei in g·ood shapu and when I grabbed it and managed to hold it up
be a little ahead, 80 I took it. We filled her until I swam over to the boat. Besides conup, and filled up the cock pit and around it siderable provisions and stuff I lost one hunwith bags. That was on E'riday. We were dred dollars French money, one hundred and
two days going "· ·u to the settlement, on twenty-five dollars Chili money, and all the
account of calm. -·#hen we got there Narrii mail, and all my clothes. The remainder of
was there with the Henry. As we sailed by my cash was in my box, and, that's ali I
him he said that that was the first time she saved. I had been utilizing the captain's
ever looked like a vessel. Her copper was cbest for stowing articles in, and as the
about five inches under water, but her chain heavies'" things were on the top, when it got
plates were about two inches out of water. in the water, not being locked, everything
She was deep, but not, overloaded.
went down except what would float.
As
.. .
.
near as I can get at it I am about fifteen hunOn Monday
· d e bt·· I am gomg
·
· Narrn said he wrnhed we would d re d d o11 ars m
now t,o
take a couple
of tons of shell
that . came off
I H'k
t'l t h e rahu1
· · is
· o.ff 'h
.
. ,
.
i. ueru un i
" ere, w h en
the ~umce and le.ave some of toe bura. I said I 1 am to go on the "Punau" in Jack Stuart's
all right, so we did so, and at noon left. We 1
1
got out all 0. K. Prior to sailing I let down P ace.
a line with a weight on it through the pipe
The government made an examination into
where the old iron pump was formerly the affair and took the captain's license away
screwed on, and found about five inches of from him because he allowed the supercargo
dirty black bilge water, which showed that to give orders on board. 'fhey only took
she was not leaking any. The line came up his license away for six months. The old
almost as black as if it had been dipped in "rnoke" swore to a string of lies as 1?ng as
ink. We sailed along down to the end of the the moon. But as luck would have it they
island and. there had a head wind. She (t,he officials) took it for what it was worth
worked fine, never worked better. When ~,,nd the~ called m~ in and asked me to ~e;:
about five miles from the point an o1J,r ."ne~ ail ~bout it. I had Mr. M~rvrn.,,;
dropped overboard, and I, being at the ,m·otner ~s rnterpreter. I told them. n.ow It
wheel, wore ship and picked it up and then nappened, and they asked me my opmwn as
put, her in stays without slacking· off the jib to the cs.use. They tried to mlJ,ke out that
sheet. Mr. Healey made the remark, "That she was overloaded; that is the "Society
gives a good exemplification of how quickly Commet·cial" did.
a vessel would pick up a man who had
1. I said that if a vessel was overloaded
dropped overboard, providing the vessel she would not work good. The commodore
handlelll like this one.
\1\lhy, he would said that was true, whereas tbe Evanelia
hardly have time to get wet!" We stood never worked. better.
across toward Tikehau, and when about haif
2. They &aid she was leaky.
said she
way across, the wind hauled a little ahead, was not, and brought up the fact that the
so we tacked ship. She tacked splendidly, it sailors had to pour water into her and then
being unnecessary to. ease off the fly!ng jib pBmp
out. again., as she, stunk ~ike, rotte.n
sheet. About two mrnutes after tackmg she eggs with bilge watar. 'I hey said that it
began to act fnnny, as though "sleepy"-a was pt'obably after tbe load was put in her that
kind of loggy at the head. I asked Healey J she leaked in some of the seams above the
to have a look forward and he bad oniy got copper. I told them the vessel had the load
to the cook house when he turned around and in ber ·three days, and that just ~ve hours
said: "By Jove, old man, you had better before she went down I had sounded the well
lower the boat as she is going down by the 1· and found five inches of black bilge water
head! 'I'he heel of the bowsprit is under which the pump would not suck. I further
now!" I dropped the wheel and ran forward !1 rnid that bad it been a gradual leak the vesand a glance told me she was sinking at the is.el would have gone down stern first, as she
bows. I sung out to thruw overboard the was loaded weli by the stern. • 'l'he commoshell and bufa and lower the boat. Antoni [ dore said t.hat Wt'ls true.
and Healey cut away the boat, while the ! 3. They said, "Well, didn't she swamp or
rest of us slung the shell and bufa over. J capsize?" No, she did neither, as her deck
Though I don't think we were three minutes I forward was dry until she went bows under;

besides, there was no sea on at all and a
very light breeze. Then they aslrnd what I
thought made her sink. I said she mu$t
have sprung a hutt forward and the water
rushed in and she began to g·o down forward,
then the water in her rushed forward, which
also helped to set her down; and that as she
was full of bufa forward the water couldn't
:run aft very fast until she went bons under,
and then the water flowed in the fore hatch
and she went down just as fast as the water
worked through the bufo. and the' air worked
aft.
They said that was the conclusion they had
arrived at themselves, and were glad to see
that I wto had been through it held the same
opinion.
That is about all I have to tell you about it,
I think, except that they read the captain an
awful lecture. All they said to me was that
I shouldn't have given any orders, and that
if lt went into court I might" be liable to a
fine and imprisonment.
What Metuaore will do about it I don't
know, as I did not see him, he being on Tikehau. The natives say it was a judgment of
God upon u> for putting trade into her. It
has relieved the mission of an elephant, I
think all will admH, though I can't say that
I am glad.
Write· to me, and tell me wh2,t you think
about it. I expect I will bein Hikueru when
you come down, or if you don't come until the
opening I may be up there in the "Punau,''
and it is needless to say you wiil be welcome
aboard any tillle you wish to go on her.
Love to Alice ancl baby.
Yours as ever,

I

I

I

I

i:

I

WILL.

Sou'rH RAWDON, N. S., Jan. 5.
Eaitorn Herald:-Since last writing I have
had au opportunity of breaking up new
! ground. All the elders and about all your
1
readers know what th2't means as a rule, so I
need not wear our dear old English language
out over that, save to say that twentv ser!Ilons were prnached and two baptized. A
good feeling for us is obtaining· in that section. vVe next visited Amherst. There was
no waving of banners or flourish of kumpets,
but we had a few good meetings among the
few saints and the interested friends. The
cause is gaining slowly but in a peculiar, silent, sure· way, even in ths.t hyperreligious
town. The "for·t" is held by Se. Quigly and
some of her family with Sr. I'hornpson of
Fort L~wrenc.e some tw~ miles away. Home
at Christmas: found a:; well. Enjoyed the
visit home immensely, also the kind
letters and substantial tokens of remembrance that came from different parts of my
own immediate field as well as from the land
shadowed by the glorious stars and stripes.
Vve appreciate such '&hings and breathe a
I fervent prayer that the kind Father wiil
abundantly supply with all the needed blessi.ngs of life all those who sacrifice for the
ca1w:;' sake and those who are laboring
I therein. ·The cause is looking up in this
[ neighborhood. 'l'he officers are manifesting
a greater disposition to magnify theil" calling.
It is a truth that no branch can be prosper·

I

·1

I

I
I
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ous until the officers fall into line. The law and thus would the little stone grow and fill I he was on hand when he learned an elder
must be adhered ':.o before success can possi- the whole earth during the thousand years.
was to be in his reach, to render what assistbly come. And who can expect the members
Elder Adams claimed that tbc only way ance he could.
to keep the law if the officers do not?
the Devil would be "bound" would be by peo- / I remark here that although the saints in
Two weeks or more have pt1.ssed away since ple obeying the gospel, and it being impos3i- North western Nebraska are few and poor,
writing the foregoing and all goes well. 'The ble for him to overcome them, and that he they now have a movement on foot to pursaints and friends have caused the elder's would be sowing tares during the thousand chase a tent for the use of the gospel workers
heart to rejoice in more ways t,han one. 1t is years, and that the gospel spoken of in Reve- in this part of the State; a good move if they
not altogether a selfish joy that fills one's lation 14: 6 was to be preached during the can succeed. I next went to near Dakota
soul when the temporal affairs are looked miilennlum, and that Babylon will then be ,Tunction where I spoke three times to small
after by the members in an ungrudging man- put down; but, he could not harmonize this but interested audiences, and t.hence to Belner, for we know that those who do so will be with chapter 14 verses 13, 14.
mont, being conveyed and assisted by Bro.
blessed of the Lord. We are well and feelElder Adams held that t.he restitution Shepard. A~ a point near ten miles east of
ing encouraged.
would not begin till Jesus comes again, but Belmont the ice was cut and three souls were
I have just read the White-Sewell debate. Bro. Scott showed conclusively that Elias born into the 1 ingdom, Bro. J. S. Lee officiThat Mr. Sewell possesrns a goodly degree of must first come (Matt. 17: 11, 12); that this ating.
smartness is apparent, but I pity, or would gospel of the kingdom must first be preached
Bro. Irvin Mengel conveyed me from .Belpity the cause he champions were it not that "in all the world" (Matt. 24: 14); that an angel mont down herE on the North Platte River,
Mr. Sewell and the wodd with him will be would come to a young man and announce on the lith inst., and after a ride of sixty
much better off when it. is relegated to its the rebuilding of Jerusalem "as towns with- miles or more w ~were ready to rest when we
proper place, to be found only among the out walls" (Zech. 1-6); and that the former reached the home of old Bro. and Sr. Knapp
back numbers of history concerning the and latter rains would be restored (Joel 2: at about seven p. m. We were made welcome
fallen obstacles that hinder for awhile the 21-27).
as soon as they were informed who their visonward progl'ess of this g!'and latter-day
When Elder Adams could not answer argu- itors were. The next night I spoke to a few
work.
Yours,
(it being stormy) in an old sod chnrcb, and
ment produced by some script.ural passag<i,
H.J. DAVISON.
'h
c en h e wou ld_ t ry t o array some Outh er pae- on Sunday morning, although it was cold, we
started out to find Bro. J. L. Detrich's home,
sage against it and then ask Bro. Scott to
and arrived there in time to find Bro. D. W.
SCOTT-ADAMS DEBATE.
straighten it out, and Bro. Scott was so sucShirk there, and they were preparing to
BLAIR, Neb., Jan. 25.
cessful in this that it increased faith in the
start out and find the missionary, having
EcWors J:[erald:-Proposit.ions 3 and 4 re- harmony of the word of the Lord, and gave
learned from some one by mail that we would
lated to the same subject, Elder Adams the people to understand that as a people we
be on the river on the 15th. Begun meeting
affirming 'Lhat the kingdom spoken of in believed in God's word as he revealed it.
that night and have been holding all the
Daniel 2: 44 would be "sot up at the second
Many asertions were made by Elder Adams
week with fair attendance and interest.
coming of .Tesus," and Bro. Scott i1ffirming· which whould be of little value to the genI expect to continue on the river for a week
that it would be established before the sec- eral reader, but from first to last Bro. Scott
or ten days longer and then move on to Banond advent, in the last days. Three nights took positions and maintained them.
ner County, and from there work my way
each were used in these affirmations. Both
'l'he saints feel well over the results and
east for General Conference.
agreed as to the time.when the dream began met yesterday to partake of the Lord's supThe work is not flattering, yet it is in
its fulfillment., and the vari.o.u.'S governments j per, and rej.oi.ce.d much in the presence of
quite good condition throughout the mission.
that, should follow, and the times when each God's Holy Sp1r1t.
Bro. J. S. Lee bas been laboring quite acwere established, except the one referred to
I spoke yesterday in the Christian Church
in Daniel 2: 44, and no dispute existed as to at eleven a. m. Small attendance on account ceptably since about October 1, and expects
to stay in the field until April.
when the Roman kingdom was divided; and of extreme cold.
In the conflict for truth, your brother,
both agreed that the ten kingdoms would
Elder Adams is quite sick with the la
centinue till the second coming of Jesus grippe. Hb was unable to hold IJ,ny services
D. M. RUDD.
Christ.
Sunday. Considerable sickness in and near
SAN FR.ANCISCO, Cal., Jan. 18.
Bro. Scott claimed, 11,nd proved that the this place.
Editors I:lerald:-Brother Joseph Luff has
kingdom spoken of iJJ Daniel 2: 44 was to be
I begin services at Desota to-nigh'G.
been called home by telegram to the bedside
established in the last days, by Daniel 2: 28
Your brother,
of bis eldest daughter, who is reported "Just
and Micah 4: 1, 2, and would be in existence
J. F. MINTUN.
as low as can be; very little hope." The
when Jesus came to begin his millennial
brother himself was and had been suffering
reign on the earth, by Matthew 13: 24-30
MINATARE, Neb., Jan. 23.
from "grip." He was a sick man when he
with Matthew 13: '16-43, showing that angels
Editors Herald:-I left home on the 28th of left us, aud our hearts were drawn out in
would be sent to gather tares out of his king- November, after a stay of a few weeks pre- earnest prayer to God for him and his. I
dom at and before "the end of this ,world, and paring for winter, and made a stop at Clear- learned also that Sr. Penfold, of San Jose,
Matthew 24: 14, Ho,rnla.tion 14: G-lfi, Matthew wgter, where I spoke once and made the now with her daughter, Sr. J. C. Clapp, at
13:47-49, Matthew 20:1-7, and Isa,iab 24:1-6; acquaintance of some of the saints, and then Santa Cruz, is very dangerously sick,-paralyand that when he comes again he would I :i.ccompanied Bro. Mintun to Inman, on the sis of the brain.
destroy the wicked, and the natioos as na- 30th, where I remained only until the through
We hear uf sickness and death on every
tions, and thu,s preclude the possibility of its train t.hat would carry me into my field.
hand. I lost my eldest brother on January
being set up as a small stone to roli forth unI arrived in Hay Springs at four o'clock on 11, he seemed to have awakened to the necestil it fill the whole earth, or as a grain of the morning of December 1, where I was sity of living better. Would to God all could
mustard seed, and then grow tiil it became a met by a ccnveyance fromcBro. James Shep- awaken to the same necessity. We are glad
great tree, or like leaven which would by its ard's. Began meeting in the Alliance hall the kind Father still cares for us.
gradm;,l working leaven the whole lump; be- that night, and continued, preaching twenty
vVe note a change for the better in our
sides when Jesus came he would reign times at the Hall and Bro. Shepi;a,rd's home.
meetings since New Years. The most of our
supreme ovur all the earth; see Zechariah
From there, at the earnest request of Brn. people are earnest and zealous, and respond
14: 5-9 and elsewhere.
Lee and Shepard I went with Bro. S. to the when necessity calls. Times are bard,money
E!uer Adams held that as it was in t.he home of Bro. G. Heywood and spoke there very hard to get. May the Lord sustain his
days of Noah few were saved, and from those ten times and once at a schoolhouse about saints in all the world, and help them to folfew Gou repeopled the e~.rth, so from the few seven miles east. In these meetings I was I low their great Eead, Jesus Christ, and his
who would bo saved at the second coming of assisted by Brn. Shepard and Weed. Bro. true servants.
In hope,
.Jesus the whole earth would be repeopled, Weed's home is about forty miles away, but I
C. A. PARKIN .

I

I

I

I
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I promise to all those who live according to the

Editors Herald:-On Saturday and Sunday . knowledge they receive in this life if faithful
the 16th and 17th Bro. Arnold Nesser and the
writer held a two-days' meeting at Pleasant
Grove branch, near Clarksdale, Missouri.
Our first meeting convened Saturday morn·
ing, although the elements without were
agitated, the weather being so inclement that
but few were present. The writer was called
upon to speak for the benefit of the small but
appreciative audience, who had bravely come
through rain and mud to assist in making
the meeting· a success. Truly the Spirit of
promise attended us, and we rejoiced under
his divine influence.
The social meeting convened at 2: 30 p. m.
While but few in number on account of the
inclemency of the we:i,ther, we were made to
realize the truth of the statement of Jesus,
"where two or three are gathered together
in my name, and are agreed as touching one
thing, there I will be in their midst." We
had a time of rejoicing which all present
will certainly remember, and when the
Spirit rested upon Bro. Arnold Nesser he
spoke in prophecy, and it was grand beyond
description. The little house of worship
fairly shook, and "angels were hovering
round."
Bro. Nesser occupied the evening hour
and a goodly sized audience greeted him.
We were comforted by a pleasing and very
profitable discourse full of instruction and
admonition.
The Lord's Day dawned upon us beautiful and clear; the clouds had disappeared;
it was evident the elements were under
control of Him who reigns on high and doeth all things well. At eleven a. m. the
writer was again called upon to dispense
the word, Bro. 'I'. T. Hinderks offered a
prayer that seemed to thrill with the Spirit
which inspired the mind of the speaker. 0
Lord, why so blessed, so unqualified in wisdom as I, and limited in knowledge? All is
explained in the grand words of prophecy: I
will take the knowledge of the kingdom from
the "wise" men of earth, and the '·understanding of the prudent shall be hid," and it
shall be "revealed unto babes." Social service immediately after the preaching, and a
grand time was experienced. The Spirit of
God attended us, and we were made to rejoice because of the assurance we received
that the Lord was pleased with our efforts,
and the promise of better things which are
awaiting the saints if faithful. The blessed
gift of prophecy was manifested in our midst,
and all felt happy and united.
At 7: 15 p. m. the writer agc~in, by the assistance of the Holy Spirit discoursed upon
the grand and marvelous plan of salvation.
We had two days of successful meetings, they
ended with all feeling good. We could sing
by the Spirit, ''There is a land immortal, the
beautiful of lands."
While with the saints hi that locality the
writer was cared for by those who he believes are "for life enlisted in the army of the
Lord." They are those I love in the gospel,
and wish to have them my friends in this life,
and to meet them in that beautiful land
where parting shall be no more. This the

and obedient to the perfect law; such men
women of God as Brethren Head and
family, Marks and family, Babbitt and
family, and Brethren C. P. Faul, John Krahl,
and many others too numerous to mention.
It does my heart good to go among such people who love the work of the Lord. A kind
reception is always tendered those who go in
1
1 their midst.
Bro. Arnold Nesser and the writer assisted
by the Spirit of God did our best to make the
meetings a grand success; the saints were
valiant too. I think all realized a good time
was enjoyed.
Yours in gospel bonds,
GILBERT J. WHITEHEAD.
1

I and

I

I

OMAHA, Neb., Jan. 25.

Editors Herald: - The discussion held at

75
a good work there. A number of our young
brothers and sisters there, are moving· the
Sunday school work to the front, and I hope
they will thus continue.
Bro. Mintun is pushing along in his mission quite gallantly against odds, and needs
helpers. We may surely hope for good from
the labors of our young brothers, Owens and
Belleville, in time to come, if they continue
to remember that, their wisdom and strength
come from God.
For the truth,
C. SCOTT.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 25.

Editors Herald:-The saints of Philadelphia
and Camden have been cheered and encouraged by the presence and wise counsel of
Bro. W. H. Kelley the last few days.
IL H.
Roberts of '"he Brighamites is now making
an effort in this city; he had an audience of
about two hundred last night. We propose
keeping our eyes upon him. To-day I go to
Hornerstown, New Jersey, for a few days.
Some few are sick among the saints. All
feeling well in the work.
H. E. MOLER.

Blair, Nebraska, between Elder Almus
Adams, of the Church of God, and myself, beginning the 11th inst., is now a thing of the
past. '.rhfrteen sessions of two hours each
were held.
Elder Adams afflt·med for three sessions
that man is wholly mortal, and has no con·
scions existence between death and the resurrection. I affirmed the conscious existence
of the spirit of man between the death of the
body and its resurrection. He affirmed that
THE RIVER SIDON. WHERE IS IT'?the kingdom spoken of in Daniel 2: 44 would
NO. 3.
be set up at the seeoud coming of Jesus. I
I
WILL
now
refer
you to the account
affirmed its existence prior to the second advent, and would be set up in the latter days. concerning the narrow neck of land,
Mr. Adams did the best l:),e could, no .doubt, or passage, that led from the Zarafrom his stand, but I could not see that he hemla country (the same country that
sustained his positions; nor could I see that
was also called Bountiful), to the
he moved ours. I am confirmed in our views
north
country, the land Desolation:by the discussion. Bro. Di.an Carter told me
And now it was only the di.stance of a day
the saints at Blair Wlilre satisfied with the reand a half's journey for a N ephite, on the
sulh of the debate.
Bro. J. F. Mintun acted as moderator for line Bountiful, and the land Desolatlon from
our side, and did well. Different parties, the east to the west sea,; . . . there being a
including two lawyers (one the county attor- small neck of land between the land northney) acted chairman during the debate. We ward and the land southward.-·Alma 13: 11.
This text shows that the line between
were made vrnlcome among the saints and
friends at Blair during out· stay, and made Bountiful and Desolation, and the neck
beadquarters at Mr. and Sr. Frank Frank- of land between the land southward
ville's.
and the land northward, is identical
Called on, visited, and took tea with Mr.
or the same place; and also that the
Ireland and family, now resident at Blair,
land
Desolation and the land north·
who for some years lived west of Lamoni, and
ward
is identical, it being northward
are known to some of the early residents of
Lamoni, including Br>n. Dancer, Hudson, and of said line; and aJso t;hat the land
others. Was entertained royally by them; Bountiful aJnd the land southward is
they attended the debate throughout. Brn.
the same, it being southward of said
Stubbart, F. A. Smith, Cushman, Belleville,
line.
Hence it was across the neck,
Owens, of the ministry, attended all or some
or
on
that line from the east to the
of the time; also Bro. Whitman. All seemed
cheerful and encouraged in the great work.
west sea, the distance of a day and a
Brother Adams' brethren looked somewhat half's journey for a N ephite. Such
sad and discouraged as the debate drew to a
being the case, it infers that the
close. I hope they were en<i.bled to sec the
silver lining to the truth of our great neck of land was not at that time, in
message. I preached once while at Blair, by the history of the Nephites, settled
invitation of the Disciples, in their church, upon; but was held as a place of reand twice at Omaha, on the way to Blair, and serve, by them.
Mormon in his
once on my return from Blair. I see a deabridgement
of
the
records does not
cided improvement in the condition of the
work at Omaha, since I was there in 1892- state whether the distance of a Ne93. Brother F. A. Smith is evidently doing J phite journey was by walking, run.

Oriutnal RrtfalBs.
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ning, on horseback, or by riding in a' st~nces connected with war, when he
chariot. The records show, however, had to carry dispatches of the movethat it had reference to a_ time of war I ment of the armies, etc. It is eviwith the Lamanites, as seen by the dent, therefore, with this consideracontext, which reads:tion, that the Panama Isthmus does
And it came to pass that the Nephites he,d not answer to the neck of land of 'Ghe
inhabited the land Bountiful, even from the Nephite account but it is evident that
east unto the west sea, and thus the Nepbites in
t h e I sthmus of Tebuantepec does, by
their wisdom, with their guards and their
::i.rmies, had hemmed in the Lamanites on the the following account of the distance
south, that thereby they should have no more the Mexican natives traveled carrying
possession on the north. that they might not dispatches at the time of the Spanish
overrun the land northward; therefore the Conquest, as noted by Mr. W. H.
Lamanites could have no more possession Prescott·-·
only in the land of Nephi, and in the wilderness round about.-Alma 13: 12.

,
'.
.
.
.
.
Commumcat1on was marntarned with the
. t t h
1 1 th tth d'
remotest parts of the country by means of
Th IS
ex ' S · ows c ear Y . · a
e IS- couriers. Post-houses were established on
tance a Nephite could and did travel, the great roads, about two ler.gues distant
of which the record states that it was from each other. The courier, bearing his
done by some method common among I dispatches in the form of a hieroglyphical
the Nephite people, when war was in painting, ran with them to the station,
th 1 d
l th
l f l d ·
where they were taken by another messene an • anc ·, e nee;: 0 -. an is re- ger. and carried forward to the next and so
ferred to, apparently, to show by the on
they reached the capital. These- . . .
distance across it, the distance that dispatches were carried from one to two hunwas counted on by those people the dred miles a day . . . . In this way intellidistance of a day's journey in the time gence of the movements of tlrn royal armies
of war. Helarnan's record informs us, was rapidly brought to court.-Conquest of
Mexico, vol. 1, pp. 42, 43.
about forty years later in their hisIt may seem an incredible short space of
tory, that the line or neck of land be- time, considering the distance of the capital
tween Bountiful and the north country, was near seventy leagues from Cortes' camp,
that it was fortified from the west sea · · · tidings were carried by posts, in the
short space of four and twenty hours.-Ibid.
a day's journey, which was also done p. 313.

I

till

in the time of war, leaving one third
of it at that time unfortified; that part
towards the east sea, which apparently was not so much in danger of
being traveled by the Lamanite army
to get possession of the north country
because in tha.t part was located the
city of Bountiful, which was more or
less at ~hat. time.protected ~gainst the
Lamamte rnvas10n accordrng to the
records. The account reads:And in the fift.v and seventh year, they did

Now, if the Mexicans by their systern of travel could travel such a long
distance in a day, why not the NeI phites under like circumstances? Furthermore, the Nephites had horses and
chariots in their time, which they
could use for such purposes, (see
Alma 12: 24; and, Nephi the son of
I Nephi, 2:4,) whereas the Mexicans
had to make the distance on foot, as
I quoted. And without doubt, too, the
method was the same, both the Mexicome down against the Nephites to battle; can and the Nephite-the Mexicans
and they did commence the work of ,death;
.
·
h th a,t ·rn th e fif'oy an d eig~
. hth bemg descendants of the same race of
yea, rnsomuc
year of the reign of the Judges, they sue- people as those called Nephites and
ceeded in obtaining· possession of the land Lamanites.
And in regard to the
[city] of Zarahemla: yea, ani1. ::i,lso all the neck of land and the line that divided
lands [cities], eve21 unto ihe land which was Desolation from the land Bountiful,
near t.be land [city] Bountiful; and the Nethe query mi.ght be, what extent of
phite8, and the armies of Moronihah, were
driven even into th(~ land [city] of Bountiful; the neck constituted the division of
and there they did fortify against the Laman- those lands? By reference to the
ites, from the west sea, even unto the east; Bancroft map of ''the boundary line
it uei71g a day's journey for a Nephite, on the between the Mayas of the south and
line which they ha,cl fo1·iified and stationed their th N h
f th
th ,, · t · 1 t d
arinies to drfcnd the'ir north cmrnlr'.lf· . . . And
e a uas 0
e nor ' l is oca e
all thiB was done in the fifty
eighth and northwest of the Tabasco River, and
nin.th years of the reign of the Judges.- ru~s from the Gulf of Mexic.° to the
He1aman 2: 8.
, Tenuantepec Gulf, on the Pacific; and

and

This extract or quotation shows
clearly that those references, by the
records, of the distance of a Nephite
day's journey was under the circum-

I

without doubt it was the southward
part of that division of those lands in
1 the time of the Nephites.
Moreover,
it is evident by the showing of the

I

j Gemelli chart

that the line or its
vicinity, was the southward line or
part of the neck; for northwest of the
conical figure at 52, is the water symbol which answers to the location of
the Tabasco River. The conical figure
just referred to represents the same
location as at 27; and also as the location of the eagle at 31 on the chart.
· These considerations show, therefore, that Mexico proper is the southward part of the land which the
Nephites called Desolation; and that
southward of the line, on the Bancroft
map from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Tehuantepec Gulf to the vicinity of
the Honduras Bay as before staited, is
the land which the Nephites called
Zarahemla. Hence it will be seen
that when Mormon made the treaty
with Aaron, the Lamanite king, in
the year 350 A. D. (Mormon 1: 6),
which was done in Mexico, is evident;
and which at that date also it is seen
that the seat of the Nephite govern·
ment was located in Mexico.
And furthermore, that Mexico was
the Nephite seat of government at
that period of their history, and a1so
t,hat it was the country to which Mormon and his people fled from the
Lamanite army when they fled to the
north countries, from "the borders of
Zarahemla, by the waters of Sidon,"
is also evident by the following account:Aud it came to pass that in the three hundred and twenty and seventh year, the
Lamanites did come upon us with exceeding
great power, insomuch that they did frighten
my armies: therefore they would not fight,
and they began to retreat towards the north
countries. And it came to pass that we did
come to the city of Angola, and we did take
possession of the city, and make preparation
to defend ourselves against the Lamanites.
. . . We did fortify the city with all our
mights; but notwithstanding all our fortifications, the Lamanites did come upon us, and
did drive us out of the city. . . And we
marched forth and came to the land of Joshua,
which was in the .borders west, by the seashore.-Mormon 1: 3.

This account shows that when Mormon and his army fled from the
Lamanite army, who by the reading
of the context, as quoted, were located
in the borders of Zarahemla City, by
the River Sidon, fled to the west seashore, but made their first defense
against them (the Lamanites) at the
city of Angola. And in tracing out
Mormon's course, and the ruins of a
fortified town. or city to answer to
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such a city, and its location, and
name, I will now refer you to the fol·
lowing account in the work of H. H.
Bancroft:Five or six leagues from the city of Tehuan-

i dred years prior to the

time when the
war broke out among them. (See
!I Nephi the son of Nephi 1: 2-11; Mor·
mon 1: 1.) For the traditional account
, see N. R. P. S., vol. 5, p. 210.
tepee . . . in the southwestern corner of
Another account which refers to the
the pro~i?ce, ha~e be~n found t~e remains of same event staJtes:-

And now the Lamanites had a king, and
his name was Aaron; and he came against us
with forty and four thousand. And behold, I
withstood him with forty and two thousand.
... And behold, all this was done and three
I hundred and thirty years had passed away.'I
I Mormon 1: 3.
_ And it carne to pass that in the three hunan abor1gu:al fort1ficat10norfort1fied town....
AM .
d
k
th
h dred and forty and fifth year, the Nephites
. .
.
.
exrnan ocument, nown on 1y roug
.
.
·
The prrnmpal
. remarns are on a lofty h1U,. the B l:'asseur d e B our b ourg an dby h'im ca11 e d th e did
, beg-m to flee before the Lamanites and
.
cerro of Guiengola, but the fortified terntory O d
G d
f
. h'
dd't'
tney
were
pursued
until they came even to
.
.
·
.
o ex - on ra, urms es some a i 10na1 rn·
is said to extend over an area measurmg one f
t'
t'
h
th
f t'h
the land of Jashon, before it was possible to
orma 10n respec mg t e over row o
e
.
and a half by over four leagues, the outer N h
. C
stop them m their retreat. And now the
A
.
d
·
. .
h
t'
a ua power rn entra1 merrna, an espe11 b
wa
. 11 y respectrng
.
h h ouse o.f N onoua1 a 1•• city of Jashon was near the land where
. s emg v1s1ble throughout t e en ... 1re cia
t e
circumference
at
every
nsturally
accessible
th
p
d
d
t
.
.
.
.
o in
e erez d ocument as f o 11 ows: Ammaron had deposited the records unto the
1u e
pomt. Besides the protectrng walls there . "
.
.
.
'
. ·.
Lord, that they might not be destroyed.
·
f d 11'
f t
'th t
The manuscript begms with a descr1pt10n
are remams o we rngs, a 11 o s one w1 ou
f th t
t
d
f th
t 't
f -Mormon 1: 5.
11
o
e wet1 y war s o
•
.
mortar, except a cormce o:n the larger wa s. T 11
m lh' H:
·ze grea c1 ymho
And it came to pass that in this yeae [345]
.
f
o an, or .LO a,
uey m
J_ol an. . . . L e
. h ·
Th ree f ortresses covere d wit a coatrng o
·
. .
the people of Nephi again were hunted and
h d 1 t
t'
d
D't h .
author relates the events that prec1p1tated
ar Pas ,er are men 10ne .
l c es acthe ruin of the throne, occasioned by the driven. And it came to pass that we were
compay the walls and add to the strength of mmor1't y of th e 1as t Cb ane prrnce,
.
,
driven forth until we bad come northward
to
w110se
·
.
the works . . . . Several natural caves are guar d'ians h'ip was c 1al!ne
d b y two power f u the land which was called Sh0m
~
·-Mormon
·
1
.
spoken of by Arias, and one of t.hem,
~evenvy f
m lt
one ca ll e d t h e Ch'w h"imec··.._
o ecs 1: 6·
.
am1. 1rns,
feetdeep,showedtraces,accordrngt.otheGerdth 0 th th Ch'10 h'1
fN
h 1
I have now traced Mormon's~ppar0
man traveler Muller of havin been former Iv an
e
er e .
n:1ecs
. ono ua _co.
.
""
. , b't d Th
fg d
.
·f The quarrel termmated rn the rnsurrect10n ent course from Zarahemla to the west
'
mna i e .
e 1atter a 1so oun vestiges o
,_
.
.
of the, latoer . . .h. On. their
departure
from 1 sea coast, and from thence northward
1 • 'ty.
d we1.1rngs
sea ttel'e d t h roug h ou t th e vicu:n
.
T
•
. . . A correspondent of Hiitchings' Magazine Tulha, Xelhua, t e chief of the Nouonualcos, to the city of Shem. The question
.
.
·
·
went to .consult the oracle of Culbuacan
.
.
] h' h
m 1858, describes a wall of rough stones four rp 1
. . d h' t d
t,,
now IS, Where was
the city of Shem
•
•
•
•
L a enque , w IC
enJome
im o epar . .
feet th.wk a~d th1rt~ fee~ high, said to ex- Ibid. 229 .
located? Accordrng to Mormon's own
te~d ~me m:les, . This. write~ speaks also of
This account brings the matter and history it was located in the ''northbuildmgs with pillars rn their center, and of
,,
. .
.
quarries from which the stone was originally facts face to face, for it confirms even ward country, which was northward
taken .. , . On the top of a high hill, sur- the account which Mormon himself of "the land of Zarahemla" (Mormon
rounded by other grand ruins, are two pyra- gives of his age when he was ap- 1: 1), as I have before shown. The
mids of hewn stone in mortar.-Native Races pointed the chief of the N ephite peo· records show, therefore, that the city
of the Pacific States, vol. 4, pp. 368, 369.
.
.
p l e, h. e b emg
on 1y ''sixteen
years old" of Shem was i'n Mexi'co, on the gulf
J'

I

I
I
I\

•

.

,

.

L

I

Such is the. significant and remark- (Mormon 1: 3), at the time. The name,
able account of the ruins at Guien- t oo, in
· th e accounL,
~ of t h e c h'ie f ,
gola.
Xelhua, apparently refers to the same
First, it seems that their nature, person, as the twentieth or last name
and location from Tulha, they being in the Ohiapean-Tzendal calendar,
southwest of the ruins at Tulha, as that represents the twenty names of
shown by Mr. Bancroft's map, is in the rulers of the Votanic Empire of
harmony with the location of the city Central America who was called
Angola, and course which Mormon Aghual. Mormon was also the
took when he fled from the Lamanite I twentieth ruler of the Nephite governarmy to the west seashore, from the ment in Zarahemla. Xelhua being also
borders of Zarahemla.
the last Chane prince of the Empire,
Second, it is evident, too, that the which shows clearly by tradition, and
name of the place where the ruins the native charts I have quoted from,
are located is a corruption of "An· that he was a descendant of Nephi,
gola." The distance, too, from Tulha, whose symbols were the eagle and
according to native tradition, "the "feathered serpent," called "Quetzal·
rebels were followed" from a chief I coatl,'' in tradition of the Toltecs and
city, by their pursuers a distance of· Nahuas, is also in harmony with the
"sixty leagues,'' to a place called "lit· account that Mormon was a descendtle Tlapallan."
ant of Nephi (Mormon 1: 1), and also
Third, the date, too, which refers a minor and the last ruler of the
to the account of the event, it being Nephite nation, which in tradition
calculated by tbe writers that it oc- shows to have been the same as the
curred in the year 338 A. D., and which Votanic Empire. The feathered serwas also after "the Empire had been pent was the symbol of royalty.
long at peace," all goes to show the
After Mormon had defended his
harmony in data also with the Ne- people on the borders of the west sea,
phite, that peace and prosperity had for about eighteen years he retreats
been in the land for about three hun· with them northward:-

coast.
Ii:;· i's seen, too, that the account of
Mormon (Mormon 1: 1, and par. 6),
has reference to the same place, and
which infers that the city of Shem
had a hill or pyramid within its borders; it being the place where
Ammaron "did hide up the sacred
records" of the Nephites (Nephi the
son of Nephi 1: 11). And without
doubt, too, it was the same place
where Ether hid up the Jaradite records, that were found by the people of
Limhi. (Mosiah 5: 9; 9: 26).
Again, if the traditions of the Mexi·
cans have any weight in the matter
concerning the nature and use of the
city of Cholua, that was destroyed by
the Spanish army, which name means
in our tongue, a '·place of flight, or
fugitives,'' (N. R. P. S. vol. 2, p. 127),
it is evident that Cholua answers to
the location of the city of Shem; for
it is seen that Cholua .has in it the
roots of Xelhua who was the leader of
the people that was driven out of
Tulha; and the name too, which means
that it was a place to which a people
fled, as a place of refuge, shows
that it is in harmony with Mormon's
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account of fleeing from the Lamanite
army to the city of Shem, where he
fortified himself against the Lamanites and for four years defeated them
when in the year 350 A. D. he brought
the Lamanites to terms by the treaty
of peace, and divided their lands of
inheritances, Mormon 1: 6.
Respectfully submitted,
SIMON SMITH.
ST. JosEPH, Missouri, Oct. 29, 1896.

ConfBrnnGB ]VIintltBS.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN
INDIANA.
Conference convened at Galien Michi,.an
November 7, 1896; S. W. L. Scot; presid~nt'.
H. H. Robinson assistant; G. F. Weston secretary pro tern.
Rules on representation
were suspended and all were invited to take
part in proceedings. Branch reports: Buchanan 39; gain 8, absent 7. .Coldwater 124.
Clear Lake 100; loss 1, absent 17. Hartford
32; gain 1. Grand Rapids 60. Knox 42;
gain 5. Galien 118. Elders reporting: H.
H. Robinson baptized 4, E. J. Goodenough
baptized 4, S. W. L. Scott baptized 8, J.
Most baptized 2, L. B. Scott E. A. Blakeslee, R. Alcott, H. Rathbun, Jr., G. A. Smith,
and E. K. Evans: Priests J. Shook, F. Granger, J. W. Kiefer, G. F. Weston, and S.
Bruce; Teacher J. Proud. Committee held
over to audit Bishop's agent's books found
'them correct. Report received and committee discharged. Agent then reported for
five months as follows: Total received and
on hand $432. 86; expenses $il69.46; due church
$63.40.
Auditing committee appointed to
audit same, who reported it correct. Officers
were then elected for the ensuing six months:
President, S. W. L. Scott, Assistant E. A.
Blakeslee, Secretary Otto Storey.
After
customary resolutions the conference adjourned to meet at Hartford, Michigan, at
call o.f district president.

8undau 8Ghool 1ls8ociaiions.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Northwestern Kansas district Sunday
school association will meet at Blue Raoids
Friday, March 12, 1897, at two p. m. ·Ali
delegates are requested to be present for the
opening exercises. There are several important items to be voted on that our decision
can be sent to the General Convention. All
schools will please forward their reports to
district secretary, Ella M. Landers, Greenleaf, Kansas, not later than the nintb.
WM. LANDERS, Supt.
GREENLEAF, Kansas.

The Southern Nebraska district Sunday
school association will meet with the Nebraska City, Nebraska, Sunday school, February 13, 1897, to elect officers for the ensuing
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year, and whatever other business may come GENERAL CONFERENCE MINISTRY REPORTS.
before it. All the schools in the district are
Blank forms for reports of the ministry unrequested to send in a full report, as this is der General Conference appointment will be
the last session before the General Associa- forwarded during the present week to home
tion meets. We expect General Superin- or field addresses most likely to reach the
tendent, T. A. Hougas, to be with us, and brethren promptly. Reports should reach
urge upon all who can to be nresent and the undersigned from March l to 10 to insure
help make the session a succes~. Send all insertion in the "minist,ry reports" to be
reports to E. D. Briggs, Nebraska City published previous to the convening of con'
N eoraska.
J. L. DIEFENDORF, Sec. ' ference.
R. S. SALYARDS,
5-2
Church Secretary.
The Clinton district Sunday school association will convene at Veve chapel, near
~Walker, in Vernon County, Missouri, on Friday, Febuary 12, 1897, at 9: 30 a. m. Program:
moming, business session; discussion. Afternoon, address of welcome; response; address, "Ancient Israel and Modern Israel."
Evening, entertainment. Let us have a full
report from every school and superintendent,
and remember the election of delegates to
the General Convention, and also your individual part in the entertainment. Pray and
work for an earnest interest and a good attendancE-; for, if the Lord blesses the efforts
now being- put forth, we shall not go home
unfed.
VINA H. GOFF, Supt.

Mis~sllansotl&

Department

SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
To the Church at Lo,rge:- Desiring to close
the conference year's business by ] st of
March, 1897, in lookini:r over the publications
of the office I find a large subscription yet
unpaid for the closing year:Zion's Hope, about ....... $1,000 short,
Herald, about ............ 4,000
"
Aiitumn Leaves. about .... 1,300
"
Now it will be impossible for the office to
prosper under these conditions, and our
hands are tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the office.
Besides our regular work this last year we
got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or its members pay
up their subscriptions and book accounts, so
as to get means to complete the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions and accounts at once, so as to
square our books by March 1.
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keeping themselves in the background and we
would be pleased to see the color of them.
The work of the office is now hindered and
publications under way are delayed for want
of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits
cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that
they will do what they can for the Herald
Office in a general way, and urge all to take
church publications as a means of aiding both
themselves and the work. Other ministers
are asked to help as they can, and regularly
appointed agents to look out for the Herald
Office.
]'RANK CRILEY
4-2t
Business Manager.
LAMONI, Iowa, January 22, 1897.

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1897.

CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
District officers are requested to forward
credentials of delegates appointed to represent their districts in the coming General
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates
may be prepared, as provided for by resolution of General Conference, to facilitate the
organization and work of that body. Credentials of delegates appointed at fall or
winter conferences should be forwarded withdel~y, aod of those yet to be appointed,
imme.diately after appointment. It is desired
that all credentials be in hand as early in the
month of March as possible.
One certificate for each delegation, with
number of members in district and names of
its delegates, signed by the president arrd
secretary of tbe district appointing, with
ns.me of district and place and date of holding of conference, is sufficient. Individual
credentials are unnecessary.
Branches not in districts are each entitled
to one delegate and one vote.
The rules governing "representation" and
the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as
follows:"Each district shall be entitled to one delei:rate for every twenty-five members of said
district, and one vote in conference for each
delegate to which they may be entitled.
[Scattered members in districts, including
those enrolled on records of disorganized
branches, who are not recorded as members
of other districts, may be included in the
enumeration of membership.]
"The delegates present at conference from
any one district shall be entitled to cast the
full vote of the district of which they are
delegates, unless otherwise instructed by
their district conference;"Provided, that in case of a disagreement
of views among the members of said delegation, (the full delegation not being present,)
they shail be entitled to cast only their individual votes as said delegates.
"No one delegate shall be entitled to cast,
as representative in the same conference,
more than twenty votes."
In bonds,
RICHARD S. SALYARDS,
Secretary Reorganized Church.

?ut

LAMONI, Iowa, February 1, 1897.

o-2t

SECOND QUORUM OF TEACHERS.
All members of the Second Quorum of
Teachers are requested to send in reports of
the past year's work, to Bro. Thomas Stuart,
the secretary, not later than March 15. His
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address is Box 210, Lamoni, Decatur County,
Iowa. It is necessary to hear from each
member that the quorum may make a complete report to the next General Conference.
Members should. give thei~ pres~nt permanent addresses when reportrng. .tf a.ny bave
been ordained to other offices they will aid
the quorum by reporting such items. We
hope to hear from every member.
Yours in bonds,
NORMAN W. SMITH, Pres.

I

LAMONI, Iowa, January 30, 1897.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
North western Kansas district conference
will convene with the Blue Rapids branch,
Saturday, March 13, 1897, at t~n a. m., continuing over Sunday. As this is the last
quarterly conference for us before the General Conference, branch clerks are requested
to make as complete report as possible. Also
those holding any priesthood are asked to
prepare report. Reports should reach me by
the tenth. Saints are requested to attend,
all others made welcome.
ELLA LANDERS, Sec.
GREENLEAFl

Kansas.

Nauvoo district conference will convene at
Burlington, Iowa, •March 13 and 14, 1897.
Come all who can and let us have a good and
profitable time. Will the branches see that
their reports are in in time. Bro. George H.
Hilliard of the Bishopric is expected to be
present. The saints will all undoubtedly be.
glad to learn that by ::;pecial arrangements
with the Bishopric Bro. Hilliard will make
the following tour through our district (Nauvoo) during the months of February and
March 1897, as follows: Keb, Iowa, February 6 to 12. Farmington, Iowa, February
13 to 19. Vincennes, Iowa, February 20-24.
Montrose, Iowa, February 25 and 26. P,lot
Grove branch, Burnside, Illinois, February
27 to March 3. Rock Creek branch, Adrian,
Illinois, March 4 to 7.
Burlington, Iowa.
March 8 to 14. New London, Iowa, March
15. Presidents of branches are requestedJo
take notice of dates and make all arrangements necessary for a good attendance. Coml
out everybody and bring your friends, as Bro.
Hilliard is a good speaker and able to interest outsiders as well as members. Remember the dates,and circulate the. appointments
well.
Yours for the advancement of the truth,
F. M. WELD, Pres.

BORN.
WESOOTT.-At St. Louis, Missouri, October 17, 1896, to Franklin and Eliza Isabella
Wescott, a son, and named Charles William.
Blessed at St. Louis, January 10, 1897, by
Elders M. H. Bond and John Smith.
BINNS.-To Mr. C. R. and Sr. Cora Binns,
of Essex, Iowa, August 15, 1896, a daughter,
and named Eloise Henrietta. Blessed December 31, 1896, by Elder Henry Kemp.
FAIRBANKS.-Charles Bryan, was born
to Mr. James and Sr. Elizabeth Fairbanks,on
November 14, 1896, in St. Joseph, Missouri,
and was bles~ed in the church by Elders J.
M. Terry and R. Archibald.
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VANDUSEN.-To Edward and Emma Van- months and twenty-six days. :B'uneral at the
14, 1896, and on house by A. H. Parsons, assisted by W. A.
December 6, 1896, was blessed under the Smith.
name of Christopher Charles, at the church
CLEMN.-Near Pajaro, October 24, 1896,
in St Jo~eph; Missouri, by J. M. Terry and son of Sr. Lizzie Clemn, aged 13 years, 6
R. Arch1bala.
months, and 13 days. In the morning he
1
SWEE'l'MAN. - Senne Leah, daughter of · bade his mother good-bye, a well boy, and
Mr. George and Sr. Roie Sweetman, was ere night had draped earth and sky in sombre
born in Hamburg, Iowa, December 15, 1895; robes he was brought home in his casket,
blessed at Spickard, Missouri, January 12, having been run over by a special freight
1897, by Elder H. N. Snively.
train about eleven o'clock in the morning.
MoV AY.-Vera Edna, daught,pr of Mr. C .. The distracted mother, brother, and sister
W. and Mrs. Nellie B. Mc Vay, was born were well cared for by sympathetic friends.
March 6, 1893, at Spickard, Missouri. To Funeral services were heli! at the family
the same parents, Chloie Blondena, at residence, Rodirizous St., Watsonville,
Spickard, Missouri, February 11, 1894. Both California, October 26. Many floral peices
blessed at Spickard, Missoud, January 18, were presented as tokens of esteem.
1897, by Elder H. N. Snively.
"If we could push ajar the gates of life,
MARRIED.
And stand within and all God's workings see,
We could interpret all thrn doubt and strife,
KEATING-WAL'l'ENBAUGH.-Bro. James
And fvr ench mystery could find a key.
Keating and Sr. Mattie Waltenbaugh were
"But not to-day. Then be content, poor heart!
united in marriage at the bride's parents, ·in
God's plans, likP- lilies, pure and white, unfold.
Higbee, Missouri, January 14, 1897, by M. M.
We must not tear the close-shut. leaves apart.
Time will reveal the ca:iyxes of gold."
Turpen. A number of guests were present,
and many were the kind wishes expressed
LUNDWALL.-At Bozeman, Montana, Deby them for- the couple.
cember 19, 1896, Rebekah, da,ughter of Bro.
BURNS-RIOHARDS.-January 14, 1897, Mr. Martin and Sr. Hannah Lund wall, aged 13
Wm Burns and Sr. Allie Richards, all of years, 11 months, and 28 days. Funeral
Bevier, Missouri, T. W. Chatburn officiating. services at the M. E. church by the M. E.
VAUGHN - ALLEN. -December 18, 1896, Pastor. She was stricken when just bloomBro. Wm. Vaughn to Mrs. Maggie Allen, of ing into womanhood, gentle, loving, and
Huntsville, Missouri, T. W. Chatburu offici· mild. Obedient to parents, she leaves an
a ting.
example worthy of imitation. Always atDIED.
tentive to her prayers up to the last night on
HENDREOK.-At Little Daer Isle, Maine, earth, she gave evidence of her fidelity to
December 6, 1896, Sr. Elzina C. Hendreck, that God who gave her life by breathing a
aged 35 years, 10 months, and 12 days. Bap- fervent prayer.
G.
tized January 9, 1876, by Elder George W.
SCAM!VION.-At the residence of her son,
Eaton. She leaves a good, kind husband, and W. L. Scammon, on Friday, December 18,
four children to mourn. Sermon by Elder J. 1896, Sr. Rhoda F. Scammon, aged 87 years,
C. Foss, assisted by Elder J. J. Billings.
9 months, and 6 days. Funeral service at the
MANNERING.-Near Lowry City, Missouri, M. E. Church at Cherokee, Kansas, Sunday,
September 13, 1896, little Frankie, infant son December 20, by Elder I. N. White. This
of Bro. and Sr. J. Frank M:anneriug, aged 1 sister's maiden name was Carter. She was
year and 9 days. Funeral services were con- first cousin to Thomas Reed, late speaker of
ducted by Elder T. R. White at the house the house, second cousin to Mr. Sewall, who
and grave. The remains were laid to rest in ran for vice president on the Democratic
the Park Grove cemetery.
ticket in the late Presidential election. She
Unto God who is most holy
was also sister to Mrs. Phebe Woodruff, the
Purest love so meek and mild,
first wife of Pres. Woodruff, of the Utah
We have given up ourJreasure,
Church. She was married to Captain Luther
Which to us was a sweet child.
Scammon, November 12, 1837, at Scarbro,
Soon again we will beholcl it,
Maine. Soon afterwards she cast her lot
Fairer than the mo!'ning ray;
In our arme we will enfold it,
with the Latter Day Saints.
With true
When all tears are wiped away.
womanhood she rejected the "flood of iniqWIXON.-At Dennisport, Massachusetts, uity" brought ip by B. Young and company.
December 10, 1896, Luther W., son of James She visited her sister Phebe at Utah and
F. and Sr. Bethia Wixon. He was born July testified that her sister revolted at polygamy
29, 1869. Funeral sermon by Elder George and despised it in her heart, but yielded to it
W. Robley, assisted by Elder John Smith. at last to keep peace in the family. Sister
The deceased was not a member of the Scammon clung to the original faith of the
church but was held in high esteem by those L. D. S. with such a determined will that it
who knew him, as the many beautiful floral astonished her many friends and neighbors.
gifts attested.
She was baptized into the Reorganization by
DOLL.-At Hamburg, Iowa, December 9, Elder M. T. Short, about 1878. She died tri1896, Hazel Violet, infant daughter of Mr. umphant in the faith, leaving four sons,
Ed win and Sr. Emma Dull. Little Hazel was William, Samuel, Edward, and Ezra; one
born September 15, 1896. Funeral at the daughter, Mrs. Sarah Hoover, all leading
home of Grandpa and Grandma Vanderpool, and respectabie citizens living near Cherokee
December 10; sermon by Elder H . .B'. Durfey. and Columbus, K:>nsas.
William is the
HULL.-Alma Kent, son of Bro. Ellsworth only one that has ever embraced the faith
B. and Sr. Josephine Hull, at Philadelphia, of the mother in fact. During the funeral
Pennsylvania, September 24. Aged eight services the house was packed from floor to

i Dusen, a son, November
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~-allery. The M. E. pastor presided and the indubitable evidence that there is power in
Presbyterian pastor, of Cherokee, made the the gospel to lift fallen humanity up to the
opening prayer. The. M. E .. choir rendered.I high standard of .v.irtue, and plac~ it within
fine music, the selections berng very appro- the pale of salvat10n and eternal life. In all
priate for the occasion. I was at my very 1 his terrible suffering he never murmured,
best, God in his loving kindness giving me and although he desired to live for the comsuch a fiow of the Spirit for the occasion that fort of his faithful companion and the interthe words spoken during that hour can harilly ests of God's cause, yet be was perfectly
be forgotten by that people. Many com- resigned to the will of God, come life or
ments of an encouraging character were death, realizing that "his life was hid with
offered me personally; while others sent con- Christ in God, and whether living or dying
soling words to me by special friends, which he was the Lord's." Never could woman
cheered me in the knowledge that God had more faithfully perform her part of the marnot forgotten his work while in tbe hands of riage contract than did Sister Mary Chamhis un worth v servant. At one time during hers. Ever mindful of his welfare, in sickness
the service ·there seemed to be a conduit or health, in poverty or in wealth, a constant
opened up into heaven; and while under that watcher at his side, seeking to comfort and
grand and glorious infiuence a testimony was give ease, hiding the tears that gushed from
given to the speaker of tbe acceptance of the the fountain of her heart until "the silver
deceased's work, and of her glorious triumph cord was loosed and the golden bowl was
over iife's trials. I have been made to say in broken" and she was left alone to wait the
honor to the Master of this great latter-day glorious reunion where parting shall be no
work, Glory to him in the highest, and praise more. Sermon by Elder C. Deri y, assisted
to his wonderful name!
I. N. WHITE.
by Elders J, Seddon and W. A. Smith.
BARRETT.-AtHillman, Michigan, January
CHAMBERS.--David Chambers, youngest
son of David and Mary Chambers, born .June 1, 1897, wife of Bro. George Barrett, aged
16, 1841, a,t Glasgow, Scotland.
Baptized fifty-one years. Deceased was born at Urinto the Church of Jesus Christ in the year bana, New York: was baptized by F. H.
1849, at Glasgow. Emigrated to this land in Brooks, September 16, 1894, and remained
1856. Ordained an elder by Elder Charles faithful till summoned away to the rest that
Derry, February 26, 1866. United in mar- is only for those that will rise with glorified
riage to Miss Mary Ann McKee, .Juno 21, 1867. bodies in the morn of the first resurr~ction.
Ordained to the High Pri@sthood at a Gen- Funeral service by Bro. ,J. H. Blackmore.
WHITE.-At Hillman, Michigan, Decemeral Conference in Lamoni, April 15, 1890,
and set apart as a member of the Hig·h Coun- ber 27, 1896, wife of Mr. Eugene White. Decil at the same conference by President ceased was born at Canisteo, New York, June
Joseph Smith. He was appointed Bishop's 12, 1875; was baptized December 6, 1894, by
agent and acted in that capacity until his J. Davis. Funeral service by Elder George
death and faithfully discharged that duty. Jenkinson.
He acted as president of the Spring Creek
CLOYD.-At Osceola, Iowa, January 5,
branch, now known as the Persia branch, for 1897, Louisa Cloyd, mother of Green Cloyd,
several years. He was chosen by the voice at the home of her son, aged 78 years, 4
of the Little Sioux district as president of months, 19 days. Was born in South Fork,
the same, and furthet· appointed by the gen- Kentucky. Sb13 was the mother of twelve
eral missionary in charge to act as submis- children, six dead, leaving six bereaved ones
sionary in charge over said district, holding and eighteen grandchildren. After coming
these three latter offices up to his death, to this State she embraced the latter-day
which occurred on the 27th of January, 1897, work was baptized by her oldest son, in 1892.
at his residence in Persia, Iowa. Every po- She lived a true and consistent Christian,
sition unto which he was called he filled with faithful to prayer and also to her testimonies.
honor to himself and to the success of the Bore all her afflictions patiently. Sermon
cause. He labOt'ed with untiring diligence by the M. E. pastor. Her place is vacant
and unswerving fidelity and to the satisfac- here. She is resting in peace to await the
tion of the church. I believe it can be truly resurrection morn.
said of him, His counsels were given in wisSHAW.-Edith Annie, daughter of Harrie
dom, his rulings were just and merciful, his and Sr. Lizzie Shaw, born January 9, 1893,
teachings were plain and po'inted, in perfect died October 22, 1896. The little one was
harmony with the Spirit and letter of the sick a little over a week, being taken with
gospel of Christ. He was an unswerving that fatal malady, membraneous or diphthefriend to virtue and an unyielding foe to vice. retic croup. Its suffering was intense, and
A thoughtful, loving·, and faithful husband, though administered to the Lord deemed it
and although his life was not cheered by the best not to interfere. Funeral services in
prattling tongues of childhood as the fruit of charge of T. W. Williams. Just four days after
his own loins, yet his house was made the hissister,LesterJoseph succumbed to the same
home of the fatherless and the homeless, to disease. He was born January 14,1891, and died
whom he was always a kind and indulgent October 26, 1896. Though a crushing blow to
father, David was a true friend to the poor the loving parents, may the good Father
and the families of the missionaries depend- assuage their grief and reconcile them to
ent upon his care, yet always true to the in- their loss. Funeral in charge of C. A. Beebe.
terests of the church that intrusted that
HANSEN.-Sr. Bertha Mary Hansen was
care to his hanci.s. He was a man of God and born February 16, 1822, and died January 3,
a shining example of .faithfulness in all com- 1897. The deceased was born in Denmark
mitted to his trust, and his life was one more and on May 7, 1843, was united in marriage

!

I

Iwith
1

Hans Bansen. She united with the
church in 1851, and with her husband came
to :'\.merica in 1857, landing in Flo:ence or at
Wrnter Quarters. They remawed here
about three weeks and then repaired to the
Iowa side of the river, locating in Pottawattamie County where they have ever since
resided. They repudiated the assumptive
leadership of Brigham Young and on the advent of the elders of the Reorganization they
willingly obeyed. She was privileged to see
all her children except one grow to manhood and womanhood, the majority of whom
have united with the church. She was quiet
and inoffensive and if there lives one who
is her enemy we know it not. Funeral
services by T. W. Williams. Interment in
Hardin Township cemetery, Pottawattamie
County, Iowa.
HALBROOKES.-At the
home of her

nephew, William Scott, with whom she had
made her home many years, near Chesterfield, Tennessee, January 7, 1897, Sr. Hannah
Thomas-Halbrookes. She was born September 7, 1809, in Iredell County, North Carolina.
She had been religious for years before, but
after hearing the g-oapel in its fullness she
embraced the same, being baptized by Elder
John Thomas, August 15, 1888, and was in
full faith until death.
She was widely
known. Many distant relatives and friends
will mourn her death. Interment in the
Baptist cemetery near her home. Funeral
services conducted by S. Reed.
FRAZEE-Clarence E., son of Mr. Thurman
and Sr. Lucy Robson Frazse, was born at
Sand Run, Ohio, December 12, 1896, and died
December 26, 1896. Funeral December 27,
1896, in the U. B. chapel, at Sand Run, Ohio,
by James Moler.
THORPE.-On the 11 Con Chatham Township, Kent County, Ontario, the infant son of
Bro. and Sr. George Thorpe. The funeral
services w£re conducted by Elder George
Green, after which the little earthly tabernacle was interred in the Wallaeeburg cemetery.
KLINGBACK.-Master Charles Klingback,
of Emmet, Idaho, writes me of the sudden
death of his mother, Sr. Annie Klingback.
He states that "she was taken sick at one
o'clock and died at four, December 21, of
paralysis,
Her age was 41 years and 6
months." Sr. Klingback has resided in the
Payette Valley, near Emmett, since about
1863. She united with the Reorganization
there, being baptized by her husband's uncle,
Fredrick Klingback, who had the names of
those he baptized there recorded on the
Mottsville, Nevada, records. The church
has lost a zealous advocate and exemplary
member. She leaves a husband stricken
with cancer and four boys from about six to
fifteen years of age to monrn their great loss.
She was also a consolation to the aged parents of her husband, who, by reason of infirmity, have long depended upon her for
Herald news and such cheer and comfort as
her loving, sympathetic nature sought to bestow. May heaven grant the bereaved relatives that consolation that no other source
can furnish.
S. D CONDIT. ·
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THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
'J.'rausiation
in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Booli of Morn.1101111 and Book of
CovoinaHt classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing d<'mand for the "three books," the
Herald Office management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
:;ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordioary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited., The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach oJ
la&!!ipiil•ed

all.

ADDRESSES.

W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 1548 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H gh t&.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
MarkH.F orscutt, L~mcni, Icwa.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. w. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
3t.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. c. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Mi;i.gnolia, Harrison
County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield A venue, Chicago,
Illinois.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
MATERIAL for the first volume of this work,
provided for by the General ConfarenQe of
1896, to be published entire, is now in the
hands of the printers, and will be pushed to
completion as rapidly as possible.
It will be published in two or more volumes
at the following prices: Cloth binding $1.50;
half leather $2.00; full leather $2.50; per
volume.
'I
It will begin with the rise of the church,
narrating the early history and experiences
of the ProphetJosephSmith, and include the
~ain and many of the minor incidents of his
I hfe. :
It is impossible now to state where the first
volume will end, as the work will be full and
complete in subject matter and detail in all
essential points, and be replete with historical and general documents connected with
the church's history and progress. No labor
and pains have been spared to make the work
all that its importance as a record of the past
and its influence upon the future, demands.
It is an impartial narration of the facts as
they were and as they are, gleaned from the
records of the past and present. Every available source of genuine and authentic information has been drawn from that no essential
fact might be overlooked.
The work is the production of Presiil.ent
Joseph Smith of the First Presidency, and
Bro. Heman C. Smith of the Quorum of the
Twelve; both of whom have' spent their lives
in the service of the church, who have made
it their business to acquaint themselves with
the leading items and general details connected with its development and vicissitudes,
and who are eminently qualified to write the
history of the church.

I
I

I
I

I

sonal and general interests of the member·
ship.
BIOGRAPHICAL APPENDIXES.

Biographical sketches of the lives of lead·
ing men will be published in appendixesthose of the early church in the volumes of
the early history, those of the Reorganization
in a later volume. These biographies will be
in addition to the narrative mention of the
personalities referred to.
ILLUSTRATIONS,

Plate engravings of prominent elders and
others will aborn and add value to the work.
The engravings will be good reproductions of
correct pictures of the persons, and may be
relied on as faithful portraitures of the
originals.
CHAPTERS, NOTES, AND INDEX.

The work will be properly divided into
chapters with synopses of tables of contents.
The pages will also contain "side notes" in
smaller type, for convenient reference. Each
volume will also contain a complete alphabetical index, arranged for ready reference.
For many years both the church and the
general reading public have made frequent
demands for such a history. Repeated efforts
have been made to supply those demands,
but not until of late has the church seen its
way clear to place the history in the hands of
the people. It is with pleasure that now we
are able to announce its speedy publication,
with the belief that candid readers will be
entirely satisfied with the general plan followed and the subject matter of the volumes.
It should be in every home of the saints;
the Board of Publication desires to place it
in such homes. It will prove an invaluable
aid in disseminating the truth, in removing
SPECIAL FEATURES.
The work as written will refute the leading prejudice, and in pushing forward the misobjections of opponents of the faith. It will sionary and local work of the church.
prove invaluable as a historical narrative, as
ORDERS, TERMS, ETC.
a means of conversion to truth, and as a defenUnder present conditions it will be necessive weapon in meeting old and new objec.sary to require payment in advance. Orders
tions manufactured to oppose the great
should be sent in at once, and are now soliclatter-day work.
ited for the first volume. Order through
CBUROH DOCUMENTS.
agents when possible. Cash to accompany
It will contain many public documents con- all orders
LIMITED EDITION.
nected with the internal and external affairs
and growth of the church, including letters
A limited edition will be issued; orders
and pastoral epistles of the Martyr and his should be forwarded early. Remit soon and
coworkers in the First Presidency, of the secure a copy. The book is valuable as a perTwelve, the Bishopric, and other councils of sonal possession, and will also prove an acthe church of the past and of the present ceptable gift.
day. Official church documents and State
The Board of Publication asks orders and
papers connected with the Missouri troubles remittances in advance that the work may be
will be included.
issued at once and be made immediately
J>
THE REVELATIONS.
available for good. Collections are close;
The revelations given to the church will be money is needed to place this important book
inserted in connection with the narrations on the market at the service of the church.
and descriptions of the events and circumThe first volumes sold, the second will then
stances under which they were given. This be published, then the third, should the
will add new interest to them, will facilitate material require more than two volumes.
their study, and result in a better understandAddress orders and remittances to Frank
ing of the word of God given to his people in Criley, Business Manager, Herald Offic,,,
these last days -an item essential to the per- Lamoni, Iowa.
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4B~L~TEILY PIJRE
ARE YOU A RENTER?

HOMES A.T

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

MONI.

Land for sale, situated one qua.r1;er to one
-".J~~lf mne ~onthliV•Jstof La1nc.n1; i:n three~ four,

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson Lamoni,
Iowa.
'

;:~r

Live aore
~rhese

wiH 1nake nic(j hfn.not)~ suit&ble
of sm~;ll fI·uitS; etc.
Price~ 1·t~8.0unu.l:lle;
on ::",,ptJl icavion.
Addreos.
,1. W GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iovn1

'or gardenin$~:,

FARM FOR SALE.
An 80 acre farm two miles from Graceland
College, Lamoni, Iowa; good five roomed house,
large new barn, orchard, plenty of wood and
water, and close to good school. For terms
address, MRS. MARGARET BAGULEY,
Box 81, Lamoni, Iowa.
4-4t

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,

FL

LAMONI,

Iow JL

MERCHA?'1'DISE,
LAMONI,

IOWA.
TlllAil)E MliUUUlll~
DEl!m::iNs,
COPYRICHTS &c.
Anyone send~ng a sketch and descFiptio~ ma;y
quickly ascerta1n, free whether an inventwn is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patents
ill America.
We haVe a Washington office.
Patents taken through l\'lunn & Co. receive
special notice in the

THE ELLWOOD-COOPEB

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE Ott.

1

'J.'ll.e purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and ile1tvererl at exp1·er::s 0ffi an receipt of price.
W. E. MYER8, DrllggistJ Lamoni, Io~va.
1
'('

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly J terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. 8pecimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Address

ARDWAR

MUNN & CO.,
361 lllr"1ui.wnv, New York,

lft'OVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
WORDS AND l\!USIC.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "S;'\liit.s' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
ll.nd words together: also 50 hymns with one
bM· of music above the woi·ds.
.
The pages of the ''82,iuts' Harp" and "H;i.rmony" from which words mid music are taken
are given, that both books may be used together in song ~eJ"vice.
Cheap in pri.ec; convenh_~nt iu size, contain ..
ing- the most popular words and music used
by the Sa.ints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edi;es.......... 1 25
imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco • .flexible, ~riltedges.2 50

QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco hitbit. Send us $1.50 and w~
will oend you three boxes post paid nnywbere. If
it don't cnre yon write us and we will r~tnrn y:'ur
money. It cures others, why not you? Yon run
no risk in trying it. Why delay longer! Sen<l
In yonr order to-day. Addres• B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

Vfa Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
I.NGINE FOR SALE.
blanks for ministers' half fa.re permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Lamoni, Iowa.
similar purpose.
For sale at a bargaiµ, because not now
Parisians pay $2,000,000 a year for corsets. using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
A machine makes four hundred cigarettes a
Address,
minute.
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Manchester ship canal does not pay exLamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
penses.

I
A stdctly hlgh-gra<I" Family Sewing
Me.chine, I>OSIM':lSSiug au m0Ue1·n
bnprovements~

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BESi
l'l'lces very reasonable. Obtain Hmm
from your local dealeor and :make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE P~ANUfACTURING
BELVIDERE, i

I
I
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bring the ninety-ninth year next to J day. Readjust the sli'de by pushing
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the one hundredth year (the second. one place higher each succeeding year,
Nephi tu, or Angel? Which? ......... 81
Utah in the United States Senate ...... 83 jubilee), thus making the second forty- and the weekly Sabbath dates will be
Ruins Revisited ....................... 83 ninth year the ninety-ninth instead of seen to be on each day of the week in
Salt Lake City's Immorality ........... 83 the ninety-eighth year.
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HE FIXES THE SABBATH.-NO. 3.
S. W. GAMBLE ELUCIDATES FOURTH
COMMANDMENT FOR JEWS.
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•Saturday Idea Is Exclnded and the Movable
Nature of the Day Is Expounded-Dr.
E-rnil G. Hirsch and Other Hebrew Scholars in Chicago Are Convinced of the Valiw
of the Discovery-Ru~es are cited in Proof.
ROTATION OF THE SABBATH.

"In the second year we find that it
also began with a Sabbath. If the ten
Sabbaths above enumerated were on
Saturday the first year of the exodus
they would be on Sunday the second
year and on Monday the third year,
and so on: so that in seven years the
Sabbath is shown to be on every
named day of the week as we now
name them. Yet it always came on
the seventh day as they calculated.
For, as we have shown, the seventh
week after the passover every year
had eight days, the last two of which
were Sabbaths. The same law holds
in making the count for the Sabbath
of years. In every fifty years (or jubilee) period the seventh week of
years had eight years in it-the fortyninth year and the fiftieth year. This
period was followed by six years of
work, which would make the first Sabbath year of the second period come
on the fifty-seventh year, which would

GENERAL STATEMEN'l' .

FINDING WEEKLY SABBATHS.

"The weekly Sabbaths of the Jews
commemorated their freedom from
Egyptian slavery, which occurred on
Abib 15. Each week contained six
days, which were considered secular,
although one of them might be a 'holy
day or. Sabbath.' Each week contained one or two Sabbaths. The first
day of the week was the day which
immediately followed the single or
double weekly Sabbath.
"The week including the day of
Pentecost contained eight days. The
first six were secular and the last two
were Sabbath days.
"In the weeks of years the last
week, or the week containing the
forty-ninth year, and the 'year of Jubilee,' contained eight years, the first
six of which were secular, or worh
years, and the last two were 'Sabbath,
or 'rest years' to the land.

''For finding the day of the week
upon which the weekly Sabbaths occurred in any given year after the
exodus and toward the crucifixtion of
Christ: . First adjust the slide so that
the year of the exodus will find Abib
1 on Saturday. Take the chronology
of the authorized version of the Old
Testament. Subtract the given date
from the year of the exodus to give
the number of years. Divide the
number of years between the two
dates by seven. If the number is exactly divisible by seven the year
would begin on Saturday.
If there
should be an excess after thus casting
out the sevens, slip the slide up as
many places as there are units in the
excess number.
"Illustration: Usher gives the exodus as 1491 B. C., and the dedication
of the Temple by Solomon in 1004 B. C.

THE RULES.

"In the calendar appended to this
article adjust the slide so that Abib 1
will be Saturday. Read Leviticus,
twenty-third chapter, and you will
find the Sabbaths from Abib 15 to be
on Saturday to Sivan 4. Sivan 5 was
the Sabbath upon which the ten commandments were spoken from the top
of Mount Sinai, on Sunday that year,
and Thammuz 17 was the (Sunday)
Sabbath upon which Moses brok9 the
two tables when the people were worshiping the golden calf. Sunday, the
first, fifteenth, and twenty-second days
of the seventh month were weekly
Sabbaths. The year would end on
Saturday, the sixth day of the week.
The starred dates are the weekly Sabbaths.
''In the second year push the slide
up one place, and Sunday will show
the weekly Sabbath dates until Sivan
4, and Sivan 5 and the rest of the fixed
weekly Sabbath dates will be on Monday to the end of the year. The year
will end on Sunday, the sixth work-

I

PROBLEM.

1491
1004
7) 487 years.

-s9-4
being the excess after casting out the'
seven in 487 years. Slip the slide up
four places from Saturday and the
year will be seen to begin Wednesday,
and the dedication Sabbath and Feast
of Tabernacle Sabbath in the seventh
month, 8, 15, and 22, will be seen to
have occurred on Thursday (2 Chron.
7: 8-10).
JUBILEE AND SABBATH YEARS.

''In studying the Bible you will find
the jubilee and Sabbath years were to
be counted from the time the Israelit~s
became settled in Canaan.
''Six years of work were to be done,
followed by a year of rest to the land,
'a Sabbath to the Lord.'
"Count seven Sabbaths of years,
the space of which are •forty and nine
years.'
"'The trumpet is blown in the
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seventh month of the forty-ninth year, I
proclaiming the jubilee.'
[
"The jubilee was to occur every fiftieth year and to immediately succeed
the forty-ninth year in each jubilee
period. Hence after keeping the fortyninth and fiftieth years both as Sabbath years you begin the count with
the year 51 as the first of the following six work years.
''In the study of the law of Sabbath
years and jubilee years in Leviticus 25,
the chart, diagram No. 2, will show:"Always 'six years' for tilling the
land between the Sabbath years.
"The forty-ninth and fiftieth years
in each jubilee period to be together.
"The 'three years' supply' of food
given in the year preceding the year
ila which the trumpet proclaimed the
coming of the jubilee would furnish
the necessary food, at the proper time,
to last through (1) the forty-ninth, (2)
the jubilee, and (3) the year in which
the new crop was grown after the jubilee, thus meeting all the biblical requirements."
TRUE BIBLICAL CALENDAR.

Following is the true biblical calendar and rules for its use during the
Levitical dispensation, by the Rev. S.
W. Gamble of the South Kansas Conference of the M. E. Church.
DIAGRAM 1.
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HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
*
WWWt>!JWWW
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
!'""1w .................... ~1-L~g,:
•
of terminus of North Tenth Street.car line,
1--'l-Ll-L ............ ~I-'
WKIN:lWl'!lt..:i
*
W
North Atchison. Sundav school at 10: 00 a.
gzfZ~f:gtg~~
m.; social service 11:00 a. m.; preaching
...... ,.....)-4- ........... !l--'*
: : : : i§'§~
service 8:00 p. m.; Wednesday social service
OC.OOO-lO';lQ•
8:00 p. m .
...................... -.2'!:1--'Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
±i~tit~~~
of Monroe and Second Streets.
·
.! ~
OlCJ•0•
.+::-0:.l..::J...,. Oe.ooo
Boston, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
*
cr.::cr.::0101:;10101
-or:ooo-.:tcr.OT
Massachusetts.
Bradford and Beswick mission: Saints
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
.: : : : : ~
.......................................
*
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Sunda·y, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
*
2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
~~~~(2~~
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Street. Queen's Road, Manchester, in charge.
·Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
...........................................
*
::o:.o::o:ce.o:.oe.o
o:io•*"'Ct,;co ..... o
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
Council Btuffo, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
dcors west of Glen Avenue. Preaching at
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
J 2: 00 m.; Zion's Rc,ligo-Literary Society at
6: 00 p. m ; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
evening. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
*
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
~~~~~~~
..... o:ooo-l<7-0l
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
*
Sunday, 2: 00; preach i '"'" 8: 00 p. m.
~~~~~~~
I Chicago, Illinois: C1ster Post Hall, 85 S.
1"1~t!JJN;)N;l~
..
Sangarn. on Street, near \Vest Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Eld ,· F. G. Pitt, pastor,
227 Sheffield A venue.
Denver, Colorado: H 'l No. 2442 Washington Avenue. Preaching c-.t 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m. Sunday rnlL''l at 9: 45 R. m.
Pra;yer meeting Wednesd
evening. Z. R.' L. S. first and third Frida r oven in.gs of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pas · c, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
wwltc:iwww
Des Moines, Iowa: Sain'· church, corner
a~~ffi~gg~~
of Sixteenth and Des Moines ·.. t>eets, East Des
.g ~~~~~~~
Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
~-~~i{.i.-..0~00
9: 45; preaching service at 11:. 0 a. m.; social
:JG coci:i"i'twwt·:n:~
.t:!"OOe,o".0<:.0<:.0".0
service at 2: 00; young peop: 's meeting at
.,.+)-LOe,ooo-lo;Ol
5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. Prayer meet"
+
!oO
ing on Thursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
~55~§S5:$8~
cc· -+
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln ::ran, No. 265
1-Ll-L...,.,_....,....,.o
Dix Avenue, nearWestBoulev., 1; ElderW.
... +
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday servic. · s at 7: 30 p .
.:_..ei..:ic..:icococoC>:1co
...... 0<:.000-:!0'J
m. Pastor's address, No. 613 Cay ·.'ry Avenue.
_,_
East Delavan, Wisconsin: Ch•:L·ch located
fg~~fgfZft~
<:.000-:?cr,J 01 i+:>-v:.
one mile north from Williams B 1y railroad
CO~ei..:ici:iC>!ICOCO
station. August Johnson, presidirg elder.
g;~~~i:Z~2
Farnsworth, Englarid: Saints meeting
: : : : : : ~
room, No. 38a Ellsmere Street. Services,
~~2.fre~~~
lV ...... 0 ::0 00-l
Sunday, preaching 10: 30 a. m. and 6: 30. p .
++
m.; Sunday school 2: 00 p. m. Fellowship
meeting, Wednesday 7: 30 p. m. Band of
Diagram No. l shows the proper Hope and Temperance meeting second and
fourth Tuesday in each month, 7: 30 p. m.
calendar for computing the days of Joseph Harper, Southern Street, Little Hulthe week, as we now name them, upon ton, presiding elder.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
which the weekly Sabbaths occurred Division Street. Services on Sunday 2: 30 and
from and after the exodus.
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Wednesday evening.
.
.
.
Kansas City, Missouri: Twenty-fourth and
In usmg this chart cut out the list of Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
week days and move up the clipping . 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
.
' .
.
.
2: 30 p. m., Sundays.
. as directed m the detailed list of rules
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
given a few paragraphs below. The No. 125 St. Ann's Buildings, Albion Street.
Services Sunday: Preaching 10: 30 a. m. and
starred dates designate the Jewish 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school 2: 30 p. m. William
Sabbaths.
Seekins, .No. 14 Hugh Street, Long Road,
presiding eldsr.
Diagram No. 2 shows the proper
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northcorner Seventeenth Street and Madison
count of Sabbath and jubilee years east
Avenue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
from the year Joshua led the people a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p.
m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
into Canaan.
meeting, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; p.reacbing,
The starred numbers designate the Thursday, 7: 30 p. m. A special invitation is
to the traveling and local ministry.
Sabbath years and jubilee years - extended
Jos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Belleview
Chicago Tribune, December 23, 1896
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.
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Ef~ALD.
"If ye continue in iny word, then are yep1y disciples indeed; and ye shaff know the trutft, arid the truth shall make yw free. '"-.Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.'·'
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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of. The sick seemed satisfied and not
many died.
One night at the close of a long and
EDrTOR. tedious day a good part of which was
ASSIS1'AN'l' EDITOR.

tt~aiu.,

JOSEPH SMITH

R. s. SALYARDS

~~-1'.1~N_c_.__ sM~-~------~on~~_:~~~r~~ EmTon.

spent in going from place to place,
visiting and administering to the sick,
the writer, after a talk with his comNEPHITE, OR ANGEL? WHICH?
panion elders had about concluded
THE years 1878 and 1879 were years that he would refuse to go to places
of trouble in the branch of the church where a physician was employed, jusat Plano, Illinois. Business was dull, tifying himself with the saying:
the times hard; and during the fall of "They appeal to medicine, let them
1878 and all of the year 1879 there take the benefit of their appeal, or
was considerable sickness among an I suffer the consequences." Before reclasses. This sickness was of a ty- tiring to bed he told his wife that he
phoid type, with lung and throat com- had about concluded not to answer
plications quite baffling to physicians. any more calls to administer where
The branch was quite large, but owing a doctor was called. That he would
to circumstances there were not more first ask, ''Have they called a docthan three or four elders available for tor?"
And if they had to let the
visiting the sick as the law provides.
matter drop, and refuse to go.
Brethren F. G. Pitt, H. S. Dille,
With this conclusion he went to his
and the writer were the most available, room i:md to bed.
and part of the time the only ones
The house was one in which the
who could be relied on to answer calls front door opened upon a stairway
for ministerial assistance.
These leading directly to the upper part, a
calls were numerous and came at all door to the right leading to the parhours of the night and day, and it lor, one to the left leading to the dinwas quite a usual thing for these ing room. The room occupied by the
three to be out from supper time till writer was at the head of the stairnear midnight answering to requests way to the left. The night was clear,
for ministratio;n.
Nor were the re- the moon shining fairly bright, so
quests all made by those who belonged that objects in the room could be seen
to the church, quite a number of the quite easily. Immediately upon lying
neighbors and friends of the saints down and before sleep had brought
having learned of the effective bene- unconsciousness, the writer heard the
fits derived from administration, hall door below open and shut, and
availed themselves of the faith and then the walk of some one coming up
asked to be visited, which of course the stairs. On reaching the top the
was granted.
person turned into the open bedroom
One thing was annoying, and to us door, took the chair, a common
elders seemed anomalous to say the wooden bottom windsor chair, away
least of it, and that was that among from the door against which it had
many, both the members of the been set to keep it open, and coming
church and those not of the church, forward to the front of the bed placed
physicians were employed; and, some- the chair opposite and sat down, took
times, both doctors and elders would off his hat and said, ·'Good evening."
be found at the bedside of the sick at
The action was one so natural and
the same time, or following each other so characteristic of good nature that
at intervals.
no wonder or surprise was excited in
This seemed to work well for a the mind of the writer, and he had a
time, but finally became irksome in good chance to see wh3,t sort of a visthought .to the elders, and perhaps itor had come at that hour, before he
also to the doctors; though none of made his errand known.
the latter complained that we heard 1 In appearance the man was one of
LAMONI. IOWA,

:B,EB. 10, 1897.
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No. 6.
a common type, about five feet seven
inches in height, round, compactly
built, weighing about one hundred
and forty to fifty pounds; hair a little
grey, cut close to the head, but not
shingled, a rather oval face having a
full beard of apparently a fortnight's
growth, a little tinged with grey; a
pair of kind, shrewd, twinkling gray
eyes. He was clad in a suit of gray
tweed somewhat worn, a white shirt
with standing collar and round the
neck an old-fashioned stock, black,
not very wide, with a small bow at
the front.
After sitting down he put his foot
upon the front rung of the chair and
dropped his hat, a hat fashioned
something like the derby, with a
higher crown, and napless, on his
knee; and looking at the writer
said>"Your name is Smith, I believe."
To this the writer replied, "Yes,
sir."
Then followed the following con·
versation:"There is a church here in Plano
called the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, I
believe?"
"Yes, sir, there is such a church
here."
"You area member of that church?"
"Yes, sir, I am."
''You are also an elder in that
church?"
''Yes, sir."
''I understand that they believe in
the apostolic doctrines, and in the layfng. on.of hands for the healing of the
sick."
''Yes, sir; you are correct. They so
believe."
"There is a great deal of sickness
in Plano now; and has been for some
time?"
"Yes, sir."
'•You and your fellow elders are
called upon to administer a great
deal?"
"Yes, sir. We are going pretty
constantly."
''You administer to those in and out
of the church?"
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"Yes, sir."
I along all right. Now, when you a>"e 1 each case whether the power shall be
"Some of those to whom you are I called to administer 'vvhere a doctor exercised and the sick person healed,
called have physicians attending them has been called, is it the power of or, whether the power shall be withalso?"
God by which they are healed, or held and the sick one left to the result
"Yes, sir. Some do not care to the power of man?"
that may follow without the interventrust to administration of the elders
'·The power of God."
tion of divine power?"
alone."
"Where no physician is called, and
'"Yes, sir; decidedly so."
With a twinkle in his eye he then the power is manifested by the sick
"You have no means of knowing
said:being healed; by whose wisdom is it when you are called to administer
"You elders seem not to like this." directed?"
whether the issue will be recovery, or
"No, sir; we do not."
"I do not understand your q ues- otherwise?"
"You think that those who are sick tion."
"No, sir; we can only go and do
should be satisfied with either the doc"You say that it is the power of v;rhat we believe we are commanded to
tors or the elders; and ought not to God by which the sick are healed; I do and leave the result in other hands
call both?"
ask whose wisdom is it that deter- than ours."
"Yes, sir. We think it a little in- mines whether the healing power
"Well, then, believing as you say
consistent to rely, or seem to rely, on shall be sent, or exercised so that the you do, that the power by which the
both."
sick shall recover."
healing is done is the power of God;
"You would have more faith if the
"Why, I suppose that it is the wis- and that in each instance where an
elders alone were called, where you dom of God. Surely it is not mine administration is had, whether the
go to administer?"
when I administer, for I should have the elders alone are called, or a doc"Well, yes; I think so."
all to recover."
tor is also called, the healing power
"You have about concluded not to
"You believe then that in each and is sent or withheld according as it is
go and administer in case where a every case where no doctor is called decided by the wisdom of God, do you
physician is called?"
to the sick and the elders are, that it not think that it is your duty, the
"Yes, sir; I had about made up my is the wisdom of God that determines duty of the elders who believe and
mind to that course."
whether the sick one shall recover or teach the doctrine of the laying on of
Then, changing the hat on his not; as he in his goodness. knowl- hands, to go when called and adminisknee to hi,;; hands and whirling it edge, and power may decide. If he ter according to such belief and teacharound a time or two he rested it decides for recovery, the power is ing, and leave the matter in God's
again on his knee and said: "May I sent, if not it is withheld?"
hands to send the power and heal, or
ask you a few questions, and will you
"Yes, sir, I suppose that is about otherwise as he may in his wisdom deanswer them?"
the idea of it?"
cide, ·whether a doctor has been called
"If your questions are proper ones
"Now, when you go where both the in or not?"
and I can answer them, I will cheer- doctors and the elders are called, by
Somewhat reluctantly, "Well, Yes;
fully do so."
whose power are they healed?"
I suppose so."
"By what power is the healing of
"Why, you have asked me that
"I think so too. Good night!"
the sick by the laying on of hands by ·before."
The person then rose, took the
the elders wrought? is it by the power
"Have I? Well, how do you answer chair, set it back against the door
of God, or is it because of some good- it now?"
whence he had taken it, put on
ness or power in you elders?"
"l answer as before: It is the his hat, went out of the door and
'·It must be by the power of God, power of God by-which all healing is down the stairs out of the front door
1
for there is certainly no power or done."
closing it after him, the same as any
special goodness in us aJS elders by
'·In such cases where the faith of ordinary, careful visitor would. The
which it is done."
the sick one, or those surrounding writer then turned his face on his pil''When you are called out to admin- them, is not strong enough to trust in low and went to sleep. And from
ister to anyone sick, do you know the administration alone, and a doctor that day to this when called to
whether they will or will not be is called as well as the elders, by visit and administer to the sick
healed?"
whose wisdom is it determined whether has gone when he could consistently
"No, sir. I wish I did."
the power to heal shall be present and without asking or caring whether a
"When you go to administer to one exercised; the wisdom of God or the doctor had been called or the elders
who has only the elders, can you tell wisdom of the elders?"
alone. He believes the visitation was
me whether the power by which he is
"The wisdom of God, of course."
intended to teach him his duty, and
healed, if healed at all, is the power of
"You think then that in both in- incidenta1ly the duty of the elders
God, or the power of man?"
stances, where the faith is strong and generally, in the matter of administer"l have already told you, sir, that the elders only are called, and where ing to the sick and suffering, whether
I understand it to be by the power of the faith is weak and the doctor as the faith of them who were adminisGod. I make no cbim to any power well as the elders is called that it is tered to was weak or strong. He has
in man to heal the sick."
the power of God by which the sick no theory to advance whether this vis"Well, do not be impatient, just are healed if healed, and .that it is the itor was man, N ephite, or angel; he
1
answer my questions, and we'll get\ wisdom of God which determines in only knows that he was waking and

I

I
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HERALDo
in the possession of his faculties at
the time. And that he had no fear of
his visitor, and neither though'G to ask
who he was, nor whence he came, not
being impressed at the time that it
was anything out of the ordinary and
having neither curiosity nor
about it. His appearance was that of
the average citizen of a half century
or more ago; his manner quiet, plea,sant, and yet convincing. Was he Nephite, or angel?
'fHE EDITOR.
~~~~~~---~---~~
~----~--

---

UTAH IN THE UN!TED STATES
SENATE.

THE choice of the Utah Legislature
for United States Senator has fallen
on Joseph L. Rawlins, he receivina
32 votes, Moses Thatcher
I-lendei~
son 1, Brown 1. Mr. Rawlins has
once before represented Utah in Congress, and will doubtless represent
the. people in an able manner. Mr.
Thatcher was beaten, which will likely
be the cause of some complaining
among the young Democrats, a,s it is
thought he was the choice of the people as against church domination in
politics.

SALT LAKE CITY'S IMMORALITY.

A SHORT time ago we clipped some
extracts from the Salt Lake Arg'us on
this subject, and. some thought perha,ps that the Argus was too sensational to be reliable.
Since then a Rev. Mr. Lockwood,
of Salt Lake City, in a public address
spoke of these crimes in unmeasured
terms, which aroused considerable
feeling. Then the Ministers' Association of the city took the question up
and declared by resolution tbat the
denunciations of Mr. Lockwood were
abundantly justified by facts.
The A1·gus of January 23, 1897, now
criticises the ministers for condemning the unfortunate criminals alone
while they spared the men high in
, society who for the sake of gain cater
to this ·immortality and crime. The
Argus boldly names some men of high_
standing, and charges them with the
responsibility of the existing corrup~·

ulOn.

We repeat what we said before, that
the dominant church there "is only
responsible so far as its teaching or
practice condones, or encourages these
crimes." But again we are led to ask:
Can this be true?
The Argiis' charges and comments
WE have the following from the are as follows:As the Argus has repeatedly pointed out,
Librarian of the State University of
Iowa, concerning the Church History, there are sin blots on the municipal escutchvolume 1 of which was presented to eon which should be wiped out; there are
foul dens which should no'G bo permitted to
that institution and others:·• exist, and there are depraved men and women
IOWA CITY, Iowa, J£<n. 27, 1897.
Board of Publication of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Lamoni, Iowa.
Gentlemen:-The Librat'Y of the State University is in receipt of a copy of Volume l of
the History of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
A hasty scanning of the pages convinces
me that you have undertaken an important
work and that the work is well done. Your
resort to original documents and the statements of eye-witnesses for facts, is especially
to be commended.
The value of history depends upon the truthfulness of statement.
Please accept thanks for the volume.
Very truly,
J. W. RICH, Librarian.

I
I

It is on such people that the reverend critics should direct their batteries and not on
the poor devils who have been forced to drink
the dregs of degration from the cup of circumstances. Let the ministers unmask the
hypocrisy existing in high places and their
work of stamping out evil will be more than
half accomplished! Let them turn their pulpit searchlights into the consciences of the
false exponents of the same doctrine they are
paid to preach and show up the damnable
hypocrisy which permits men to preach the
gospel of Him crucified while carrying in
their pockets coins which bear the odor of sin
and vice! Let them turn their batteries of
invective on the carcasses of these moral
lepers, not on the defenseless police! Let
them launch their anathemas at the heads of
men who through sordidness have trailed
their ecclesiastical robes in the gutter of turpitude, not on citizens who are in
no way responsible for t,heir bypocri ti cal acts!
Let them begin with George Q. Cannon, the
president of the Brigham Young Trust Company, who has permitted a one-time honorable corporation to prostitute itself on the altar
of Mammon, not on the harlot who must
either sell her body or perish from starvntion!
Let them take Brigham Young, Jr., and
Bishop Clawson in hand, and let them unmask the other worthies who have eng·aged,
by proxy, in the unholy traffic in which
women's souls and bodies are bartered for,
not with the poor ignorant devil whose perverted mind makes of crime a virtue and of
drunkenness a vice to boast of! Let Rev.
Lockwood and his colleagues do these things
a;:;d the better element of the community
will be with them. But empty mouthings,
veiled charges, and wholesale denunciations,
cloaked by cowardly insinuations, will not
work out the refor-ms'needed. It will require honest work and brave work by the
hands of. c~ean .men .. ;rhe question is: Have
these mrn1sterial cntics the courage to exploit their honest convictions, or are they,
after all, mere pretenders as reformers?

in the community occupying hi'-"h
and low
0
stations, who sbo:ild be taught that they
cannot ride rough-shod over respectable peo-ple and who should fBel th~ weight of the I- Of the summer ~esort .on ~alt Lake
law's iron hand, but the existence of these known as Saltair, whwh is owned
blots and of these depraved creatures does chiefly if not wholly by men high in
not warrant Rev. Lockwood and his col- church circles, the Argus has this to
leagues in denouncing Zion as a modern
Sodom and Gomorrah or in proclaiming to say:'ohe world that thi• city is a sin-infested spot
This immorality has become so deep-seated
which needed a cleansing such as the Augean that it was recently the subject of a discourse
stables of old received. As a matter of fact, delivered by a high official of the Mormon
and notwithstanding the evils alluded to, Church. His utterances from the pulpit were
Salt Lake is one of the cleanest cities on in direct opposition to the methods employed
the continent, and what vice there is here is by the corporations in which he is interdue to the fact that men of prominence cater ested, but they interested his hearers and
to this element by renting and leasing hou~es conveyed to their minds the impression that
in which carnivals of sin can be held. 'I'ht5 he beliv.sd what he preached and not only beArgus has already paid some attention to the lieved it but practiced it. It was only andelectable gentleman who have debased their other exhibition of the ~rt of hypocrisy in
religion and perverted their sense of common which he is a past master. As a dust thrower
RUINS REVISITED.
decency by leasing for immoral purposes the into the eyes of the people he is without a
A FEW copies of this work--a scientific magnificent B. Y. Trust Company's build peer, and while delivering this phillipic it is
defense of Christianity by Elder S. F. ing on Commercial Street, and could, if it probable that in his mind there 'was no
Walker-are yet on hand and for sale desired, cite numerous others who have thought of the vice-breeding summer resort
permitted their properties to become the known as Saltair, a spot which should be
at the Herald Office. Order soon if assignation resorts and habitations of men damned for all time to come as being the
wanted, as the book will not be reis- and women who carry their heads high in most pernicious and soul-destroying within
sued. Price $1. 00.
their business and social circles.
the borders of Utah. There, in.the season 1
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immor~-:ity holds hi,g~ car~ival, .and drunk- \ in the courts for the churc~, writing
enness lb never conop1cnou~ by its absence. 1 from Glenwood, Iowa, his home,
Depraved men and women make of it a meet- J
.
·
·
. t h eir
.
anuary 28 , says.mg
p.·aco;
yout·h so f both sexes permit
.
I have just finished reading the first
·f ee 1rng
and fancies to run riot., and if cnrren t
reports are true scenes are enacted there volume new Church History and find it a
which oven a BoccRccio would hesitate to re- gem. While, as you know, I have recently
count in print. That resort is controlled by been over a large part of the ground covered,
men in high places; by men who are the still I found many things that were new enc
moral censors, religious directors, and self- ti.rely, and very many that would have been
,
coost1tutEd
political masters of nearly a quar- of service to me in my "bout" with those
ter of a million people. These facts are only women in Utah, had I then knovrn them as
mentioned in order that the ministerial well as now. And I found other matters that
municipal critics, in case they engage in a would have been admissible as evidence in
cruJade, wiU not waste all of their theologi- the "Temple Lot suit" to atlvantage of the
cal powder on the bomhardment of haunts of church if 1 had known the full facts then.
vice infested by the ignorant and the naturally But then there are so many facts that it
depraved. To b0 ('ffective they should show could not be expected for E. L. and myself to
no partiality. Any man or any clique, when- recollect all, aod use them at the right time.
ever righ teousnoSj is tbe shield, can success- But I am satisfied wit,h the history we made
fillly wage a warLirn on the vicious and in that case, and sometime all will come out
law-defying elemen which constitutes the right.
lower strata of sccie,y, but there are few who
Bro. Richard Ferris, of Oakland,
have the temerity to assail the upper California, came across one of the old
crust, for self-interest is generally the mast"'r Latter Day Saints, and whose wife
of duty.
was a sister to Oliver Cowdery. He
What the ministers do no layman knows. If narrates some items of interest obthey begin a Ci'Usade such as they should
they will find in the Argus a willing ally. tained from the brother, as follows:But no partial.Hy must be shown. A spade
While at Sacramento recently I visited the
must be called a spade no matter where family of whs,t was in early days Elder Jackfound. It is the same utensil whether it be son, and who was at the dedication of the
used in burying the skeletons of the rich or Kirtland Temple. He was one of many elders
in covering over the sins of the poor.
who, together with the Martyr, Joseph
If the men thus accused are guilty Smith, laid their hanas on bis wife's sister
they should be exposed to merited for the healing of a cancer which was on the
top of her head and which was found to be
censure and rebuke. If they are not healed on her waking up the next night, by
guilty as charged, then should the noting that it did not pain her on touching
Argus be made to feel the penalty due it. He says that all t.he elders that could
to the slanderer. But whoever may gather near enough to touch even a finger to
be responsible for this condition, men her head in the administration were called
upon. Elder Jackson's wife, who was much
who are travellng through the States beloved by those who knew her, bas been
portraying in vivid colors the crimes dead several months. She was a sister of
of the East and advising the people Oliver Cowdery. Elder Jackson is now
to flee to the purified and exalted so- eighty-two years of age, is not identified. I
ciety found in the "peaceful valleys" believe, wit.h any church. He and his family
testify to many historical facts of the church
of Utah, should cease this condemna- under Joseph the Martyr. Among other
ble practice of misrepresentation.
things they all sa.v that Oliver Cowdery ou
his deathbed called all around him and with
a heavenly light illuminating his face testiEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
fied that the Book of Mormon was true.

Bro. A. H. Parsons, Philadelphia,
January 28:-

Elder B. H. Roberts is here putting in his
best efforts. Bro. Kdley and I heard him
last night. He is an orator; his sermon was
the truth and set forth in glowing terms; but
alas! behind the screen! It is darkness,
darkness! Brn. W. A. Smith left for home
on tho 20th. Bro. Moler. is at Hornorstown,
New Jersey. Have the biggest snow of the
winter.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

SR. E. SAR'TWELL, Savanna, Illinois,
writes of prospects for the cause
there, where some now believe the
word. Elders had come in ::rnswer to
her requests, whose labors were well
received. She thinks saints should
not cease striving to get the work before the people.
Bro. Jacob L. Rust, living at Gladstone, Henderson County, Illinois,
will be pleased to have the'elders call
on him in passing. Give him a cail,
good may come of it.
Sr. Ellen Jenkins, of Byrneville,
Indiana, writes, that she is sharing
with others the sacrifice required of
an elder's wife, her companion being
in the mission field and she alone at
home. She is glad for the opportunity of making sacrifice for the
cause, though feeling keenly with
others the poverty resulting from 1jhe
closeness of the times. She commends
the local brethren in charge of the
branch at Byrnevi.lle, as faithful in
caring for the flock; who keep the
members together and in the line of
duty and thus prevent indifference
and transgression.
Bro. D. E. Tucker, writing from
Gordon, Alabama, January 26, reports
better prospects for growth in some
portions of bis field.
While some

BRO. GEORGE MONTAGUE, repor'in!!
B ro. F . G . P'tt
Ill'n:.01s,
.
were careless to the spiritu'JJ interests
" ~
i. , J oy,
his mission from Oklahoma, January January SO:of themselves and the work, others
18, closes thus:Bro. James McKiernan and I are holding were sustaining the efforts of the mjsThe work in this part of the mission is meetings here every night with good inter- sionaries.
Some Brighamite elders
p1·ogres~ing slowly but surely, and consider- est.
.
had been compelled to leave Su wan nee
ing the very few there are to prorncute the
Bro. R. C. Evans wrote of late:County, Florida, with instructions
work, and the sc:ci.ttered condition of the
I am pleased to inform you that Canada is never to return.
saints, I think there ba-i been as much ac·
complished as could be expected. Bro. Hi!fo1rd's visit was timeiy and I believe profitable
to the saints, and those that heard him were
pleaoed and will give him a warm welcome
when be comes again. There is great necessity for'local labor in all this part of the missiirn and lt takes much of the ti.me of the
traveling elder to labor with and teach the
saints.

I

P. P. Kelley, the Attorney who
conducted the case of the Temple Lot

I

now in perhaps the best condition I ever
knew it to be in. Bro. Lake is in Niagara
Falls, feeling weH after a pleasant vhlit at
home. Brn. Shields, MacGregor, Gregory,
and St John are doing good work in the field.
Branch officers are doing well in the main.

Bro. F. M. Weld was at Dry Ridge,
near Farmington, Iowa, in the Nauvoo district, on the 1st inst., holding a
series of m"eetings. He was to go
thence to Fort Madison and endeavor

Bro. F. A. Smith, Omaba,
braska, the 2d:-

to plant the work at that point.

Ne-

Our conference was a success and a fine
Bro. C. D. Freeman, residing at
time was had by all that were there. Every- Brunswick, Cumberland County, State
thing was quite harmonious and a real spit'- of Maine, desires the elders in that
itual time was had.
, State to visit him and labor at his
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home. He united with the church at of the 14th ult., which contains an ac- the gangway closed, and the ship moved
Oakland, California;, in 1890.
count of relics of American aborigines slowly from the dock. Loath to lose sight of
Tvc .7 .1 = . ld
f f r d · th Fl · d' K
the familiar faces of the dear friends, we still
Th e 0 ma1a
l
rv01on-LLe1a
,
o
..
oun .1n e
ori a eys.
"thfi xe d gaze upon t·h em as 1ong as
.
.
s t oo d w1,
January 30 and the Bee of the 31st
A dispatch from Shreveport, Lom-, we could recognizo their features, waving
publish very favorable notices of t,he 1, siana, dated February 6, states that / handkerchiefs from ship and shore. When
late session of the Northern Nebraska I thirty thousand people in the State their features were no longer distinguishable
district held with the Omaha saints I are practically starving.
A relief we knew them by their position in the crowd.
knew Bro. Luff's handkerchief when it
on the dates named above. The mm- committee reports that that number We
went up. When all the rest bad disappeared
istry in the district and the work in will have to be supplied with provis- we saw that one raised aloft for a final wave,
the State, and in the city of Omaha, ions during the unfruitful season.
and we knew that he felt far more lonely
are mentioned in a manner that preBerlin advices of the 7th state that than any in the crowd. The rc·st could resents both to the friendly considera· the Czar has been put under a spe~ial turn to their own homes but he could not.
Then I remembered of Sr. Kaighin pressing
tion of the people. The brethren and regime with a view to improving his a small folded paper in my hand, and which I
sisters of the district have evidently health, which shows a tendency to had dropped in my satchel without looking
impressed the newspaper men favor- break down under the cares of state. at until more at leisure, and went below to
ably with their efforts.
These re- The heir to the Austrian throne is a hunt it up. The note in which your gift was
peated indications of growing favor confirmed invalid. Rumor states that inclosed, Sr. Kaighin, rendered it more precious to us. Please accept, our than ks for the
in the eyes of the people widen the Emperor Francis Joseph, now in his
same, aod may you and all others who have
avenues of usefulness so favorably sixty-seventh year, will set aside the conferred like favors upon us receive the
opening to the children of God. May salic law in favor of his granddaugh- promise of the Father.
none fail to fully occupy in every line ter, tho Archduchess Elizabeth.
But we were fast losing sight of San Fi·ancieco, so I hurried on deck again. There w'as
oE duty, that the work may obtain i Bro. Columbus Scott was called
a nice breezB blowing, but the waters of the
such influence as to reach tbe bones'G I home, arriving on the 8th, because of bay were smoother than I thought they
in heart everywhere. We have the I the serious illness of Sr. Bass, mother would be. On we glided, ~rejoicing in the
glory of the morning and all the good things
best of causes and are therefore in I of Sr. Scott.
that the Father had bestowed upon us.
dui;y bound to give it alwa.ys the best'
____.._.,_ ____________
With a feeling of both gladness and sadness
of representation- an honorable miswe mentally said, "G0od-byo, dear saints.
sion surely.
Good-bye to San Fcancisco, to glint aud glitter, the noise and clang of crowded streets,
Bro. G. H. Hil1iard stopped off at
EDI~1:ED BY FRAN'CEE.
hurry and bustle of rushing to and fro, 1.1,nd
Lamoni on the 6th inst., while enroute
withal to the numerous car fares and ferry
to the Nauvoo district, where he is to
"'!1hree AngelB Phare the lot of human strife,
tickets,'' and with something akin to a sense
Three Angeis ~1orify tht~ path of 1Ife.
labor until near conference time.
of relief looked forward to days of quiet.
Lov<:·, Hope, and Patience cheer us on our way;
Late arrivals at Lamoni: Bro. I.
We passed the "Golden Gate," the swell
.Love, Hnpe, arid Patience fiJrm our spirit's stay;
LGvc, Hr:pc, an-i PatiPnce .wHtch us dny by d1Jy,
increased, and the faces of the passengers beP. Baggerly from Texas; Bro. A. IL
And bid the dc~;ert bloom with beauty vernal,
gan to look white, and they made frequent
Smith from Missouri and Kansas;
Until the earthly fadee in the eternal.~'
short trips to the rai.1, and looked deep down
Bro. R. M. Elvin from outposts of the
into the sea. The reds on either side of the
Decatur dist,rict.
FROM: THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.-NO. 1.
harbor were breaking·, sending the foaming
THE LEA VE-TAKING.
spray far up into the air or against the rocks,
Sr. Ida Brown writes from Beaverton, Michigan, of her growing faith NOVEMBER 4.--Twenty··four hours at sea. and as we neared the great Golden Gate bar
in the work of God. The branch at Yesterday morning at 7: 30 we (Joseph and I), we saw that was breaking too, but not nearly
in compm1y with Bro. Luff, left Bro. so bad as when we crossed in tho little Evathat point had not flourished since Anthony's, enro,1te for the City of Papeete, nelia two years ago. And he who stood at
Bro. J. A. Carpenter had been obliged each of us carl'ying a grip and numerous the helm could not resist, tbe temptation of
to loca,te elsewhere.
small parcels; boarded a CasGt'O Street car taking the wheel ag,ain, though t.he long
Utah elders are operating in Denver, and rode to the forry, a distance of one mile or clerical coat was rather in the way. Sail
where they have rented a public hall more, 'uhen a short walk brought us to the was being made "nd the steam tug still p•illed
mail packet, Ci l,y of Papeete by name. Pas- us along. So far we had cleiwed ail the breakand hold services every night. Dur- sengers and fr\,rnds were already collf'cting ers. Capt,ain Burton yield<od the wheel to
ing the day they visit the people and 011 board. Sr. Lulu ~Worrison and little Grace another. The gong sounded for lunch and I
distribut® trncts. 'rhey also try to were the first of our people to greet us; had went below to make ready. Other8 who
show that the Reorganized Church risen early and come from Oakiand to eee us would have gone to their rooms had they not
occupies an erroneous position. They off. \Ve appreciated the kindness and exer- felt too weak to make tbe exertion still sat
tion very much, as well as the little box of on the hatchway.
I had no more than
discredit polygamy as an item of pres- cr•ystallized fruit that Grace brought for us. reached my room than I heard a big· splash
ent practice but when pressed to it Then came Brn. Wyatt, from Berkeley, Bro. and a jingling of crockery. The curling
admit belief in that odious and de- and Sr. Kaig'hin, Sr. Knight aud daughter, top of one of the beeakers had come on board,
grading dogma.
B:ro. Shupe finds Sr. Lincoln, and Bro. Knight, all from San broken the pig pen, filled the forecastle, and
them poorly posted on church history, Francisco. The morning was clear and beau- enough went into the mate's room to wet
tiful and the coming of those kind-hearted everything there, and gave those on the forknowing little else than the 'Graditions friends added much to the brightness and en- ward part of the "quarter" a heavy shower
of their elders. They will be given joyment of our last hour in San Francisco.
bath. At the same time some of tho dishes
At the given time the tugboat came along- jumped off the table. The more we neared
the usual opportunity to meet the
side, then there was the usual running to the outer edg·e the heavier the sea got, but no
issues.
and fro, pulling and hauling, shouting and more came on board. When across the tug
Some one sends us a copy of the calling, the tearful good-byes, the "All dropped the hawser, blew three cheers from
Wheeling, West Virginia, Intelligencer, aboard!" and then the plank was hauled in, her whistle, men waved a good-bye with
·

II

·
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their hats and started back, while our good
little ship was put on her course and all went
below to lunch. But very few of the passengers were at the table; only three others besides ourselves.
The afternoon was very rough though the
wind did not blow very hard; just a good full
sail breeze, and a fair wind, too. It was evident, though, that there had been a heavy
gale off shore, and we felt the "ground swell."
H was too rough to be on deck, too cold to sit
in the cabin, so all, myself included, betook
themselves to their berths. The sun was
shining pleasantly throug-h the little window,
making the room very cheery. After a little
while of reading I closed my eyes, and while
being rocked with the ship, gave myself up
to a delicious reverie of living over again
much of the pleasant pgst and in thought
reaching forward to the future, and at the same
time hearing Joseph snoring gway in a lower
berth. So the afternoon passed away. At
supper there was only the captain, Consul
Doty, Dr. Bryant, l\1r. Burton and myself.
At midnight the sea commenced to go down
and the wind hauled more fair.
This morning was perfectly delicions. A
nice breeze, not. too much sea, the sky blue,
sun bright. A J:ittle more sail made and wind
from just the point that filled them all; that
is, as near aft as it can be and fill them all.
A splendid run off shore, sea going down
gradually, anil air not so cold, for all of which
we felt thankful.
November 6. -- For the past forty-eight
hours we have been skimming along over t.he
sea with wind almost aft and studding sails
spread. All tbe sick folks have left their
rooms and now the cabin is too full for comfort. Among them are two noisy children.
I had laid down a system of work for myself
which was: After the morning lunch of coffee and dry toast at seven I would go on deck
and study till I had lea1·ned my page of
twenty-four lines of Tahitian dictionary, s,nd
after the ten o'clock breakfast was cleared
away, - which would not be till noon, for
there were two ta.bles of passengers,-while
those TahHians were taking their midday
sleep, I would devote the time to writing till
the half past five supper, after which I would
take an outing on deck an hour or so, then
spend the remainder of the evening in reading. This was all very well while the larger
portion of the passenge»s were sick, but now
there can be no regulations, being no place
for sittinF; in the cabin except around t.he
table. Everyone in tl:ie cabin has to sit at
the table.
Some talking English, some
French, a!ld some Tahitian ·makes too much
confusion for even a partially deaf person. I
made the attetnpt to v;lrite yesterday~ but
soon took paper aud ink to our room; and 0,
the discomfoi'.'t of crouching on t,he floor and
uRing the one round stool for a writing table!
When limbs became thoroughly benumbed I
pulled out one of the drawers under our berth
next to t.he floor and tried sitting on the corner of that. But it was not at all comfortable,-both feet soon got asleep,-so I gave
up the effort and tumbled into the berth.
This morning I have got my folding chair
from the "hatch," so will be more comfort-

'l'HE

________________________

_:

able. There are nine lady passengers, (tenI forgot to count myself-including the c::;ptain's wife,) six gentlemen, and two snwXl
children. Three of the iadfos are Sisters of
Charity. So far we have bad an unusually
fine run, for which we fervently thank our
heavenly Father.
(To be continned.)
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ciate. The energ·y of those engaged in this
work in the past Wt'B very commendable, but
be r-:;jolced to see the rnore efficient methods
used now.
Others spok,J ia a similgr strain, the time
being well spent, and the presonce of the
SpfrH attested of God's pleasure in the
service.
A paper on PrimaPy work was read by Sr.
Do1·c~ Young as follows:-I t, was concluded that in no case should
books on Bible st.ori.es be used t.o the exclusion of the Primary Qnartcriy.
Ir1 the cxtttnination of the proposed amendrnents it V"fP.<iB unanhri.ously concluded that
several needed c1J~tingea should be made to
the Oonstl1,u tion and By-Laws of !;ho Association as now published, but time did not allow of an examinat;,on of but few. The
proposed amendments are to be publlshed for
I further examination before being presented
. for final action at the next General Conven1 tion.
The Intermediate class work by W. N.
Ri:;bi.J.;;;on brought. out the following' items:1. Teachers' Preps,;oation:a S·0udy the Lesson:1. l;r1teTrnerUate Quarterly.
I
2. 8.311ior (Juarterly.
3. Other helps.
b Study of pupils.
1. In school.
2. In the home of the pupil.
c Study of lesson associated with th•.::i pupuplL
Pupils' preparation:1. Opaning exercises just behind primary,
near front of room.
2, In clait:;s so as to br?:st holc1 attention.
3. 1.\-~;acher vdth h.e:c class always.
Rea.sons:-1. J_,iead clttss in responsivs reading.
20 .l~tssL~t in revie;rv vvork.
3. Lsad ela8s to place for cht>iS work.
4. Have 8pecial oversight.
Golden 'l'1ex"t and appii.ctit.ion.

TEACHERS' INS'I'fi'UTE.-NO. 2.
THE sncial meeting in charge of T. A.
Hougas at 9:30, December 27, resulted in
great encouragement. The following are
some of tbe thoughts expressed:J. F. Min tun rejoiced because of the effectiveness of the Sunday school in training the
children of the missionaries, and the cbf:;0r
brougbt to a lonely missionary to aseociilte
-with the children in tho Sunday school.
A . B adnam
-·
· · · 111
· r,J1e
- s uu d ay SC<WO,
'
i
reJmcec.
because of the 1mlued Instruction ho had
ceived therein.
vVilliam Landers had been greatly beaefited by the study of the Qiiarterlies in ancl
out of the Sunday school. It had been the
stepping stone to his spiei.tuglit,y.
I C. A. Beeb•o reioimid in the Sunday
\ school becauflo he
notieed that when
I children took interest therein they could dc:fend the doc'"rlnes of the church, aud mo8t
of them were spiritual. Those whc did not.
attend were seen on the streets sp<rndlng
their time with the wild and reckloss, s.nd
many of them were yet wlld.
Proper training must
eight years of age, e.nd V1b
best be received at foe Sunday school, m;sociatec1 with theh· parents, and wh0n they bad
been thus baptized it formed a tie that hdd
I-iieYiew 10sson.
them near the churnh.
S,::uior claGs vvork by ..1.~_tJna Salyards
Anna Salyards was not hrought up ir,- p:,·a01ict1-Jl illustrat.J.on of how to teach tho lesstructed in the Scriptur:es. In h"r casG tbe son, u~irig· lesGon 1a of (Juartcrly for October,
Lord had obosen ono whom he coulfl. ucse. Noven1b0r, and Dc.c61nb<:~r; elosl.ng with what
Was directed by the Spirit to make ber would b;:"\ GDnsider·ed a te~~chers$ revie\li.f,
home at Lamoni, gnd ae.3ist in issuing the
1'h0 evening· sessi.or:: vv!3i3 a temp"'Jrance pro"Lesson Helps." God rega,rds the Suni1ay gT<JJn1, which fit.tingly shiJPH~d the c~timation
school as a part of his great work, and will the Sunday school v;orkers ha.ve of the
sust1>,in those who engiigo '0herein as in aoy principle ol temp•2,r;.~nee.
other paet of his work, as 0xperhJnc0 llad
Dow," was read
given her evldence.
by Nlrs. Bs,llcnger, sho~,.vlng the prcn~tl]n-er1ce
A sister whose nam0 we lrn.vc'l not., s<tid thh:j rnan bas attained scch~lly and physicthat God had blessed her much i.n tlH" Suu- aJly becau[-<.e of bis viBW8 on and prt:tctical.ap~
day school. She toGk a class of chi.ldren not plicn.tion of t 1;~rnperttnce principles.
able to i·ead and now Rh•3 nijuic•cd in seeing
l~n. exceHe:nt f'ecitatiGn ~·ntitled.
them all in thf:J church. GoU h.ad spoken to was very effectively i·endet·ed by Norn. Gai.vher through the gift of prophecy ai;d shown lord showiGg in poetic otra;tnc v;,rha,t the curse
her that he:r place was to assist in t'he Su'G- of liq tHJr
done.
day ~cbool to advance his g10t·iol1s catrne.
Elder J" F. McDowell then ~rave an address,
S, B. Kibler had no ;~xperience :in 8undaJy paying· speeial utt::~.:ntiou to tho _po;.,ii ~iuu tlH.rt
school ·;.vork tiH rn~inhood. Bugan that vlork should b0 occupied by rnetnbers and m"l.rds~
in his own home, and scv0.rsJ from that effort ters of churches l'elntlnff to -~he caus8 of temwere now workers in t,h'::~ church.
p~,;r-ance.
Tb0 ev-Jning V\'as profH::i"biy spent.
J. S. Strain begun his Bunda:·· r:chool tiruJn'"I1he R~viev1,r \T\Tor·k in charge of J. F. Mining ea1·ly. Sur:day scb.-Dol
g-iven hhn a tu:'l d1:;velopsd tbe following outline. Re·
great love "for God's 'N·Urd, such that he had , -vievv:carried his Bible through the war as his asso- ! Object,:--

rn-1
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1. To impress:a Through eye.
b Through ear.
2. To call attention.
3. Examination:a Of pupil;
b Of teacher.
c Association of thoughts.
d Contrasting of though ts.
e Developing thought.
Preparation for:1. At teachers' meeting.
2. At home after teachers' meeting·.
3. During class recitation.
Two special examples were presented of a
combined review concerning which there
was much criticism resulting in the conclusion that where the general review was conducted in same room at same time, a
uniformity of lesson texts would be much
preferable.
The teachers' t1·ainiug class in charge of 'I'.
A. Hougas developed much thought; various
answers were given to the words "teacher"
and "teaching," of which the following is an
outline:-
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3. One adapted to the spc;cial work for
No one element in the; child development
which one is to be selected;
can be dispensed with any better results
4. A spiritual-minded person;
than to Clispense with any one element in
5. A lover of children.
plant growth.
Everybody should work in Sunday school
A teacher has for his duty the entire deand accept of any position to which they may velopment of the child, not only mental, but
be elected or appointed.
physical.
T. A. Hougas had charge of the above
He did not believe there existed any person
work.
who knew all &bout teaching.
Biackboard work.
"\Vhy? How?" By / He did not think the Su_ nday school had
Joseph Roberts.
any place for ooo who thought he did.
Essent,ials:A "Sunday School Newspaper" by Charles
a Prepare yonr own work.
Fry was quite interesting L'HHl will appear at
b Must be short.
a proper time.
e Must be simple.
The question about the nature of district
d Must be interesting;
convention br·ought out the following:-e Must be profitable.
Tho object of district conventions is for
f 'l'he whole school must aid.
both business 9,nd instruction.
Obj-:-·cts:It would be pt'Op8r to set apart a part of
1. 'l'o present to the senses.
the time for a literary or musical entertain2. To reviow.
rnent, providing it could he done without inA few kinds illucitrated:fringing upon the time necessary to be used
1. Blackboaed a,nalysis of lesson.
for business, or special school instruction.
2..AssociatiDg events with places.
The natut'e of the enterts,i.nment should be in
3 A new vfowlng of the whole.
keeping with the spirit of the Sunday school.
4. Formi:Jg C;utrasts.
A resolution of thanks was tendered to the
5.
Forming
eo1nparisons.
saints
11t Council Bluffs for their hospitality
Teacher-What?
The business uf tihe Institute resulted in during the institute. Truly their kindness
1. Instructor.
the passage of 1he following preamble, and will long be rombrJred by those p1·esent.
a InstrUCGOl':
resclutions:Thus closed a season of work t,hat met the
b One who imparts knowledge;
"Whereas, 'J'be Inter-State Sunday School highest expectations of the most enthusiastic,
c Leader and guide;
Institute has bsen an unqm•lifiecl success, and the benefits were such as to cause all to
d One who causes another to know.
see the need of such assemblies.
It was thought best to decide what teach- therefore he it
"Hesolved, That we 1·equest the General
\fol. N. RODINSON, Sec.,
ing: is~ then decide '\vhat, a teacher is.
Association at it.s nextiConventjon to arrange
per J. F. MIN'l'UN, Assistant.
Teaching is:for"its continuar1oe.
l. Imparting lrnowkdg·e to others.
"Hesol ved, Tb at it is the opinion of this
2. Instructing.
assm.nbly that tiJ0 Chrhitmas and New Years
3. Causing another to know.
holiday vacatlon is the most appropriate
time for holding· the next Institute.
I
4. Developing the mental powers.
.
,.
.
".Resolved, That the chair appoint a comNAN'.rYGLO, \Vales, Dae. 29.
5. Prqx.E·rng· others for nfo'.3 dut1es.
, mitk)e to repree,·nt the wishes of the assemEditors HeroJd:-It is now over a year
6. Qualifying others fol' actfon.
I1 bly tt' the next, convent.ion of the General
since I troubled your columns and I may say
It was decided by a ms,jority th1tt the best 1 As;ociation ·"
.
,
.
definition is "Teachino· is causi r:r aGn+. 1• 1• t 0
... oseph Roberts illustratea .the subJe~t of that the work of the L( -rd i.s on ward in the
'
~.
n,,,
"" ,e
"Sys'Gemat.w ;;,od Unsyscematic Teaching,"
Eastern dbit.:.·i.ct of Wales over which Elder
know, hence a teacher is one who causes an-1 by the following diagrams:A. N. Bishop presidc'S. 'fhe local offieers
otb.er to know." Qclite a large minority
v 0
iore doing all they oan under present circumthought other definitions equally as good.
~
8:
BtB~nces, adding a soul to the k:lng·dom here
Subject, of Visi.ting Committees discussed
~ P'.
0
'rj
and there, and vrn are trying to arouse the
under J. F. Mintun, instructor, resulting in
8
interest of the people at Nantyglo by firstly
the following items:Cl)
~
,....
tracting the neighborhood. Y\fe have deVisiting committees.
Of whom comlivered quite a number of tracts called the
posed:Doniad which was preps.red for the oceasion
1. 'I'eachers.
by Bro. Caffall, to Rhow that we are not
2. Officers.
Utah Mormons, and it creates a spirit of in3. Other members bGst qualified.
quiry among the
and now I think we
Numbers:shali b<l able to build fipmJy, if slow. The
us gre even asking us for fur2. Commensurate
with work to b9indone.
].
mice·intsnue1,·awtemew"mitbherms;embers
school.I
ther understanding or tracts with our faith
3. Duc,ies:and c1octr1nes, and some will csxr·y the tracts
1
1.
for us. vve cannot, demur, but seize the op2. Visit indiffereot members;
portunity with joy.
3. R8port, to superintendent.
I bad the pri vilcge to accompany Bro.
Discussion on subject of "selecting teaohBishop to the city of Gloucester on the 13th
eril" brought out t.he following items:of December to open 'oho work of the Lord
Teachers.
there; we and others held forth by the aid of
How selected:the Spirit. Bro. T. Griffiths, of Lydney,
}. By superintenden~ an.d assistant superba.ptized a young sister on the 14th, as result
intendent. Even where there has been conof the trip of one hundred and twenty miles,
sultation with the class the one selected
and I think the right man is in his place as
must be decided by the above-named officers.
1
presidFmt, a speaker of power as Peter of
2. Governed by their adaptability.
old, not, :i.fraid to declare the gospel of the
Who qualified:Son of God. The young sister received ates1. One competent to teach;
1 timony of the Spirit and was satisfied that
2. One competent to govern;
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she had come fourteen miles t.o listen to such conceived; and we feel to pray God for man_Y
repetitions of the grand scene; and may lus
a glorious gospel.
There was a meeting of the officers of the servant many times so graciousiy officiate.
Bro. Kenhart left for other labors a week
district called together by president at Bro.
Gould's house and Bro. Bevans, of Cardiff, on ago to-day·, and the 'kind wishes of God's peethe 19th and 20th December, in regards to ple follow him. He preached three times in
Yours,
the best means of getting the gospel before Des Moines.
W. T. MAI'L'LAND.
the people, and the prosperity of the district
in financial affairs. It was deemed wise to
tract and have chats while so doing, untll
HILLS, Minn., Jan. 22.
the district funds would become stronger,
Editors _fferald:-v'le are not among the
when we could move otherwise. Tithing· fortunate, to liv,3 where there is a branch,
and freewill offering was discussed and shown hence arc depdved of church privileges; but
to be essential to salvation, but it was urged I suppose the scattered condition is for the
that we would not let our own district perish spread of foe gospel.
,for lack of money, that by this ad vise of Bro.
Bro. Peter Anderson has been among us
Bishop it is thought that more could be
at different times. He has done much good
added outside the families of 1,he Raints that
here. I think a lot of prejudice is removed.
now exist. There was no motion passed
Bro. Anderson is a noble worker and is the
against tithe or freewill offering, but rather
right m<>,n for this mission, and I hope the
all the officer's of this district more fully unconference will send him to this mission
derstand the law. It was enforced by tbe
ag:ain. It takes patience to work in this
president and Bishop's agent. All business
mission but I hope the work done will show
was met satisfactory to fuctherance of the .
. '
I h
tb ·
t
b
·
.
.
rn time.
one . ,e nones ones may e
gospel. Two were ordarned at sarnts meet·
.
, .
'
·
l ·
. t ana, gatherea in.
ing
at t wo L11rty,
one to 01ffi ce o,, prrns
the other to the office of an elder, and I think
A "'.ord about the. tent: vve need a tent
our efforts of that Lord' 8 day met the ap· I here rn Souther:1 M1,rnesota and So~thern
proval of God's Holy Spirit It was present I Dakota, and 1 vnsh to say to the s~rnts of
with us in power. The spiritual gift 8 were Mirrnewta and Dakotas: Let us eacn do !J,
manifest, such as prophecy, that the Lord little and we will soon have enough to buy. a
would give power to his faithful ones while tent. I tbink oncJ for fify dollars would ne
declaring his gospel, also the gift of re vela- big enough. I think there is a certain class
tion and tongues and the interpretation of
that would go to a tf:nt meeting
1
thereo f . Every o ffi cer f e 1t to go forL11
to his that vvould not otherwise be seen at meeting.
duty with reuewed vigor. It was also advised Let us each do a little for the gospel in this
t,here and will be done to hunt up all dead field so wide before us. '.I'he harvest is gTes,t,
members and try to induce them to do their but the laboeers are few. Let, us pray for one
duty; if not, take action as the law directs, another>.
In bonds,
so that the record books can be produced t,o
0. H. MIDGORDEN.
headquarters correct. Hopir;g this will not
LANSING, Mich., Jan., 28.
be too long to publish I remaln,
Ellitors Hemld:-I closed n very inte;·r;stYour brother in Cbriut,
ing series of meetings at Webb.'rville, MichlTHOMAS JONES.
gan, last week. Baptized one imd left more
near the dom·.
DES MOINES, IowaJ., Jan. 23.
Oame here on the 23d and found a v<Jry
Editors Hercild:-'rhei·e has been much rejoicing among the faithful hero and a gr·eat faithful and united working· bil.nd of saints.
stir and rattling· of the dry bones of st:ctarian They have rented a very comfortable hall for
"hobbies" over the sword thrusts of one of one month and that means preaching bfire
truth's champions, one William H. Kephart, for me one month at - least. They a.re all
of Lucas, Iowa, a proselyte to this faith from -.vorkers. It is true that a small number of
the Baptis'" Church some four years since. faithful, united, and enrnest working saints
The brother has his own conveyance and can and vvill do more than five times as many
"sails right out amongBt them" like an "old that are quarrelling, kicking, and pulling in
hand at the busirwss," his scoce or more of opposite directions. I hope to seti a good
years' experience as a Baptist itinerant serv- w·ork done here r:;re these rneetings close.
Bro. C. H. Fish is a pusher and leaves
ing him well in his new cailing as a s~ccess
nothing undoue that can be done to make the
ful "fisher of men."
At Youngstown he preached thirteen times work move; and I may say all are earnestly
with unabated interest and good order and engag6d in the good work.
Yours in bonds,
attention, even the young staying away from
ff C. BRONSON.
a dancing party to hear the old veteran, who
will be my address for one
succeeded in holding their attention to an
month.
unprecedented degree.

·1
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His services were called for here by a
young convert from the Quaker faith, Ot'
D.Es I\l[OINES, Feb. il.
"Society of Friends;" and a more beautiful
Editors Herald:-I ret.urned to my field of
sight than the baptismal ceremony in the labM, Feb!'uary 1, after one months' absence
ciear flood of old Das Moines River unde;· a in Nebraska, where I held a deba,te at Blair
cloudless sky, the glory of old Sol beaming already referred to in Herald.
.
down in bright acquiescence in the beauty
After the debate I visited for one week at
;i,nd li,;;htness of the holy act, can hardly b0 Omaha and Council Bluff~, and by invitation

p:e~ched twice p,t the .latter place, and thrice
a1, tno form•Jr, and attended the Northern
Nebraska district conference held at Omaha,
January 30 and 31. I will long remember the
warm cordiality with which I was greeted in
both cities by officers and members of the
church, sJso by friends. Temporal needs
were also supplied. I was blessed of the
Lord in my efforts to tell the gladsome gospel story.
The Omaha daily papers treated our cause
fairly and kindly during the conference.
The conference and Sunday school convention work indicated a growth and advancement that are truly encouraging. I hope the
noble workers will not be weary in welldoing.
Bm. Fred A. Smith, 'I'. W. Williams, and
J. F. Mintun with their helpers, are corning
to, or i·ather staying at, the front, in their
respective departments and fields, and are
well liked. I am glad.
Bro. Swen Swensen, on his way to his field
among some of the descendants of the north,
stopped over at the conference at Omaha and
cheered us with good reports of God's bless·
ing on his labors.
The tri-yearly conference of the Des Moines
district convenes at this city, February 13, at
ten a. m.; Sunday school convention the
day previous.
Bro. T. \V. 'Williams, of
Council Bluffs, i.s now expected to be with
and help us at that ti.me. We are unable to
advertise other visiting brethren at this
writing, but all who may be able to attend
from ot.her fields will be welcome. Come,
brethren, help and encourage us.
Am opening a series of meetings here in
the city, and may find it es"ential to set
forth the differences between the Reorganization and the Utah positions, as three of
their elders are doing the city in their quiet
way, and withal misrepresenting to an extent.
Pray for us, saints; we need sustaining grace.
For the right,
C. SCOTT.
HEED CITY, Mich., Jan. 21.

Editors Herald:-I have just finished reading thcl "Church HJstory," vol. L I am indeed pleased with it, although I have read
much of i1; be'ore, a sketch here and a sketch
there. But to have it compiled in a volume
together with much more in addition to the
same, it makes it so much more g-raud.
It renews and adds much more to the old
story as told to me twenty-five years ago
when I first heard the grand news of the
great latter-day work. I was then but a boy
or young man, about eighteen years of age.
As they told it I believed it, and when speaking of Joseph the Seer, I did not doubt a
word; I believed it as much as I believed
Moses was, or anyone God had sent, alt.hough
I knew but little about any of them, not being able to read much.
On reading of t.he angel's message to Joseph it revives the Spirit I have so often felt
while standing in his defense, which says,
"Your name shall be had for good and evil
among all nations." O, how true! Have I
j not proven it true? Yes, so many times I
"For evil" upon
1 cannot now number them.

I
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the part of bis enemies, and ''for good" upon
the part, of his friends.
I so often think of my foolishness, how,
when I first heard the truth and obeyed it,
and received the Spirit of God and many evi.deuces of the truthfulness of the work, that
on my retu!'n to the city of London, Ontario,
and when trying to tell those with whom I
conversed what a beautiful gospel I had
found, I should be rather inclined to believe
some of those many stories told against the
prophet of God,
But I was alone, the only saint in the city
at that time, and all I heard was bad. But
after i was ordained, and commenced to
preach the same gospel that he preached, yes,
and while talking about it to others before I
was ordained, some of the like slanderous
stories were circulated abont me, and I received some of the like threats, and mobbing,
by my own relatives, and those who were
once my schoolmates and friends. Ab, yes,
when some of the same old stories that were
once told against Joseph, was told about me,
l s~id how foolish I was to believe, or partly
beheve, any of those scandalous tales. I
knew they were false about me, and so they
were of him.
Vvhlle reading on in tbe'"Church History,"
and contemplating the great work he did for
the race, the trials and t!'oubles through
which he passed from those without and
within the church, at home and abroad, and
yet how calmly and nobly be endured, my
heart rejoices. How determined for the right!
"For, as God lives, truth, justice, and innocence shall triumph, and iniquity shall not
reign." How fearless, whiie surrounded by
enemies who sought his life; when Gillium
came into the camp, and demanded to see
Joseph, who stepped forward and replied, "I
am the man!"
What an earnest desire for the elevation of fallen humanity! It seemed to be
his daily prayer to God for the blessings
mostly needed, not only upon himself and
family, but the church and the world everywhere. "May humble repentance bl"ing ns
both to thee, 0 God" (him and his brother
William). His prayer for others, "O my
God have mercy upon these men, and keep
them in the way of everlasting life, in the
name of Jesus. Amen." (Page 625.)
The reading of the Church History brings
my mind to the testimony of Elders Taylor,
Pack, and Bolton in Pratt's works. They
agree with this histo!'y. Bolton says: "I
personally know .Joseph Smith. I have lived
with him in his family; was with him morn. ing, noon, and night, early and late. I saw
him in most trying situations, with friends
and enemies; and in all the time that I remained in his family I never saw the slig·htest act nor heard one word unbecoming a
man of God-a just, upright, pt\ro, prayerful
prophet of God." One would come to that
conclusion by reading the history. No wonder these men were willing to make oath to
the truth of the above. We expect in volume 2 much more, and a continuation will be
enlightening and very instructive, and will
prove a benefit to all.
]May we as members of the Reorganization

rememb~r t~ that~God
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ma-de c-hoice of th-at-I
seer and "his seed after him" to cs,rr-y on this
latter-day work, and in them "shall the kindreds of the earth be blessed." Let us not
mistake the presen'G Joseph's work. He was
not sent to bri::ig the Book of Mormon forth;
his predecessor did that. He was not sent to
give as many revelations as t.he church at
first needed for their establishment: they c~re
given. Do not say as did Bro. \,\Ti::.tson in debate with Bro. IN. W. Blair at. Ea.st .Jorda.n,
when speaking of Joseph as successor to the
seer, "Great heavens, what did he ever see!"'
Such forg·et when they read tho revelations
already given, which they profess to balieve,
that the successor was to "come in at the
gate," as ordained of God to "teach those nve·
lations" which God had g·iven, and give more
as God directs.
The saints who met in conference in this
district at Freesoil last fall will not soon forget the evidence God gave us !'egarding the
present president of the church, when they
in a fellowship meGting sung tbe firllt verso
of Hymn No. 1071, "We as the living witnGss," when the Spirit bade me rnp 2 at the
!. second verse, which was left out of the
Harp:·"'It wns brought f01'th by ,Joseph,
rrhe prophet and the f.<eer,
Whoee blood has sealed his J.nission,
Praie0 to his memory dear.
Ria e'dest son has Laken his place
To lead G(HPs <.H.:ople through}
And we b~ar our testimony
'rhat he~s a pror>hct too."

I
I
How the Spirit of God thrilled through aJI most every one present, and caused our

hearts to rejoice in Christ our Savior! A.like
occurrence happened in Bay City some years
ti.go, which many speak of until this d21y.
Let us go forth in full assurance of faith,
holding up tho hands of the prophet of the
Lord, that Israel may prevail. T/lf 0 set' the
seed of the Martyr at 1ihe front as God directed, endeavoring to reclaim the fallen by
writing and pr·eaching to spread the nows of
salvation to the world; one tract, "The
Bible versus Polygamy" by DOJ,vid H. Smith;
~'Polygamy" by Alexander H. 8mitb; ''One
Vlife O!' Many,'' by Joseph Smit.b; Joseph's
reply to L. 0. Litt.lefield, together with bis
teaching and constant warning· through the
Herald for wandering Israel to "return and
remember the former commandments, and
the Book of Mormon, not only to say but to do
accordil'.lg- to that which ir; written," etc.
God forgive our sins, and bless and ~ave us
all. Amen.
J. J. CORNISH.

CHEROKEE, Ark., Jan. 27.
Editors Herald:-It has been some time
since anything has been said from this part.
We are here with lots to do, opening new
plaees and prrnwhing- to people that h~tve
never beard before of the restoration. Am
feeling well; walked ten miles yesterday,
came here and saw trustees of Christiau
church. Am billed to open the gospel cry
<.vi thin its_ walls this evening. Don't knov1r,
of course, how long they can endure sound
doctrine. Am feeling well in body and spfrit.
I find plenty to do by working for it; no openings only as I make them.

We are making Jots of friends, and some
are very neHr the kingdom. Ca.lls to come
iwd preach are many, from places where we
have pressed the work out into the frontier.
I see a great need fo!' all kinds of ministers.
We need men to go out on 'obe frontier and
open the wR.y, thisn we need good, solid workmen to follow up itnd build up the work. I
also see a great. need of lively, spiritualminded men to preside or watch over the
branches n.nd fosd the flocks of God, over
which the Holy Ghost has made them overseers. Brethren, how can the bof!y be alive
when t.he head i.e sick or dead?
I am here reminded of a true statement
made by Joseph Srnhh at confernnce four
years ago. Said he: "Show me your branch
officers and I will tell you just what kind of
b1·2,nches you have." 0, brethren, you who
are presiding over the different branches of
this g·rc:at Church of God, how can you afford
to be careless in the least! Lst me entreat
you, one and all, as a bmther in the rni,me of
our Lord .Jesus Christ, to seek G·1d in earnest, secret prnyGr for his Holy Spirit, then
you caa carry it into your branches, the
saints will partake of it, and then and not
until then will t.he different flocks over which
you pret1ide become lively stones in the
building. I feel impressed to thus write, and
I pray God the eternal Fll.ther to impress this
solemn duty upon every presiding elder and
priost, t.(ja{;ber and doaeon in this entire
Churoi.1 of God. I feel sure that the D.wil is
alrnost conquered on the outside~, but O! how
is it on the inside?
I feel like saying to my bret,hren in charge
of branches: Keep the Dsvil out of camp at
home ;j~n.d I wUl insure victory. Yes, brethren~ his strong·hold. on tho outside is just
about gone. The old, sta.le yarns am threadbare.
God is b1ossi::ig mo with g-re~.ter liberty of
late tl:rn,n ever before. Tllo people simply
sit and look e,nd liet.en witb a;;tonlshment at
the simple stcr·y.of -~he gospel. I never felt
~o determined by tho help of God to strive
for the lnastery a~1a_ to stri vo lli,wfu1ly, as of
late. Ti.roes :--;;,ee hard a .:::d it look:J g·loorrJy for
food and raimont for wife and children, and
cloth 1ng for the E>ldflr who ha,s gi von up all
for tbs work's sake. O, how I fe0l to bless
our wives and children at home! Nobler
rr~issionaries never 1i ved than tbe sacrificing
wife at home wit.h barefooted childri:n. May
God. hasten th3 vvork and h 1:~Jp us all to keep
p:i.ce with it.
s. VY. SIMMONS.
1

l

JOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.--NO. 8.
BY •.r. w. CHA'l.'BURN.
BIDDING· a hasty but reluctant farewell to the
saints of Booneville, and after failing to obtain a church in which we could present our
faith, we again set our faeoJS northward by
the way of Higbe8, where Em. Turpen was
billed for a marriage ctiremony, Leaving
him by the wayside we hastem;d Ge to Bevfor, where two other loving hearts wer-e
anxiously av;aiting· our coming, to pronounce
the mystic words tliat would, for weal or woe,
bind their Ii ves together.
Preliminaries
over and at eight p. m. Mr·. Wiiiiam Burn8
and Si·. Allie Richards amid a bevy of rela~
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I

tives and friends stood beneath the wedding
Missouri.
or that which may be taken from, will
bells and pledged their troth to each other
Editors Herald: - I think a few words not destroy the harmony and unity of
for future life. The wedding supper pre- [ frcm me would be proper in the way of warn- th t
.
·
.
,
a w h'ic h h as b een b e f ore wn"tt en '
pared by the bride's pe.rents was all that I rng to all lovers of the latter-day worK, as I 1,
could be desired, and viewing it with various have bad some experience in leaving the Re- I for we are assured that:emotions we finally became too full for utter- organization. J left the Reorganization for ! God do'r,h not walk in crooked paths; neiance.
a lack of a clear understanding of lineal right ther doth he turn to the right hand nor to
The groom and bride looked the picture of to office and for doubts relative to the Book the left; neither doth he vary from that which
health and happiness as they stood beneath of Covena,nts and such doubt was sufficientlv he hath said; therefore his paths are straight
the mistletoe. May our heavenly Father who strong to deb~r me from· .a f~ir inves.·ti~atio.~ 11 and his c?urse is one .e~ernal rnund.-D. 0. 2:
Lightfoot treasurer. Delegates selected to of the same, till the Hedr1ckites came m thrn 1. (Sec. 30, Utah ed1t10n.)
temper~ the wind to the shorn lambs, give part. From that, time I have given it a fair
And in conjunction with this matter
wisdom in every emergency that may strew investigation and have seen tbe beauty of its we learn that:their path way with loving flowers of success cont.en ts and am thoroughly satisfied that
Alth
h
h
" .
oug a man may ave many reve 1aand peace, is our prayer.
Joseph tim1th
waB a true prophet up to· the t"ions, an d_ h ave uower · t o d o many· m1g
. ht y
.
Here by mutual agreement we parted com- day of his death, and I have repented of my
c,
•
•
,
•
•
•
•
0
,.. ,,,,
·
· b h H d· . .
f~ +·
.
worka,
yet, if he boa~ts m his ovrn strength
1
f G d
pany with our companion and fellow Srl'vant, -.,01.uect10n wit t e
e ricnte
"c.10n. 1
d t
+
ht th
d
an se .s a,, noug
e counse 1s o
o , an
Bro. Turpen, who hath shared our joys <J,Utl bdieve them to be wi·ong and also people
,
follows after the dictates of his own will, and
sorrows incident to the missionaries' life, and who are largely stirring up strife and are
carnal desires, he must fall and incur the
whom we have learned to love and cherish causing· divisions contrary to the doctrine
vengeance of a just God upon him.-D.C. 2
because of his kindly disposition, his able we have learned. Believing after a calm in.
h •
(30) : 2.
counsel, and moral worth. This partiug be- vestigat10n that young Joseph Smit , 01 LaFrom this it is evident that the
comes necessary from the amount of territory moni, Iowa, is the legal successor of his
we wish to cover before the General Confer- father .in the prophetic office and after ob- counsel of God is imperative in its
ence; our b!'ctber going northwest by the way taining a clear understanding of the Hedrick- claims upon all those who seek his
of Pollock and through the northern part of ite position and weighing it carefully in the
approval. He is not given to double
the district, using the local help that may be balance I find it largely wanting and desire
dealing.
His way is plain.
His
accessible on the way, while we under· similar and ask forgiveness from all the brethren
paths
are
straight.
His
word,
yea
conditions will go southwest and through the who may have been offended by my past consouthern portion of the diBtrict, preaching duct and desire to warn all the brethren to and amen to those who desire to be
our way west.ward towards General Confer- be careful and not be led about with every governed according to his law. His
ence, expecting to meet Bro. Turpen again wind of doctrine.
counsel is contained in his law. It is
somewhere in the "Fai' West."
I hope that all the brethren will rwufit by therefore to that law we appeal, seeA r»anging with Bro. J. A. Tanner, district my experience a,nd not be subjected to the
president, and in company with him, we same mistakes I have of late passed through. ing that it is given for our profit and
started for "Puzzle Creek,'' fourteeu miles to
learning whereby through obedience
Your brother in t,he Lord,
the southwest. Between riding and walking
we may be justified and saved from
S. T. MALOCH.
we finally arrived on the banks of the turbuthe penalties of sin in ourselves. God
-----~·-~~·--------lent "Puzzle,'' named so because of its cirhas in that law declared the Book of
cuitous, zigza1g, unique, crooked wiudings;
Mormon
to be:-and like the crystal maze, no man has been
The fullneEs of tbe gospel of .Jesus Christ
able to keep his bearing and follow its crazy
to the Gentiles, and to the Jews also.-D. 0.
winding·s through wood and swamp that so
WAS IT APOSTASY?
densely line its shores. When vve entered APOSTASY: "Depm·ture from what a man 17 (2) : 2.
the woods from the nor· th side, we were trav- bas professed; lt is appiied to relig·ion. "And warned the officers of the
eling directly south with a stiff, cold, crisp Walker's Universal Dictionary.
church that they:-wind blowing from the north, following
Search these commandments, for they are
Shall observe the covenants and church
Puzzle C1·eek for a short distance, when we true and faithful, and tho p1·ophccies and
art.icles to do them.-D. C. 42 (13) : 5.
emerged from Hs mazy banks to find the wind promises which are in them shall all be fulThey are also charged to teach
was blowing directly from the east, and the filled. What I the Lord have spok,'ln I have
others
to do the same:sun in his hur1·y to go down had slipped spoken, and I excuse not myself; and though
Otherwise there remaineth a scourge and a
around to the north. ,The trees s0emed to be the heavens and the earth pass away, my
more crooked and the oid worm fences word shall not pass away, but shall all be ful- judgment to be poured out upon the children
seemed to be more wormy, and Bro. Tanner's filled, whether by mine own voice, or by the of Zion.-D. C. 83 (4): 8.
long nose was more to one side than we bad voice of my servants, it is the same; for beFrom which we understand that the
ever noticed before, and we were surely "puz- hold, and lo, the Lord is God, and the Spirit church is under obligation to the law
zled" to know ;juo1; where vie were "at." be&reth record, and the record is true, and
which she must obey, or suffer the
Darkness was settling its dusky hues around the truth abideth forever and ever. Amon.penalty of her disobedience. Take
us and curious thoug-hts were rushing D. 0. 1: 7, 8.
through our "puzzled" brain, when Bro. T.
The preface to the Book of Doc- the law of marriage as an example.
through the gloom espied a friendly cabin, to trine and Covenants bespeaks to every It is full. pointed, definite, and imwhich we at once repaired, where we warmed
perative without "ifs,'' or ''buts."
our limbs and soon regained our bearings Latter Day Saint most positively, the
To the Nephites it said:and were kindly directed to Bro. John 'fry- internal inspiration a,nd consequent
There shall not any man among you have
on's, where we ar·rived weary and tired with authority of tbe revelations and comsave it be one wife: and concubines he shall
the day's tramp, doing just.ice to t.he good mandrnents recorded therein which have none.-Jacob 2: 6.
sisters "pone" and fried rabbit· and after the
.
.
.
'
.
. . .
' .
are 0a1ven for tne guidance and govDisobedience to this commandment
rnvocatwn nv Bro. 'l'anner we hoi down to
amongst
others cost the Nephites,
rest in a .fourteen foot squ. 11re room with three ernment of the Church of Christ. Yet
beds and a family of ntne and amid the talk we believe that the authority by their name and place a,s a nation.
of our "buddi<:," and the urnr·mur of the chil.
_
· .
.
dren, and the "h%h" nf the mother, we drop which they were given has the nght Obedience to it obtsJined for the otheroff in to tho al· ms of morpheus to dream of the to add to or take from that which is wise disobedient, skin-cursed Larnan''.Jots by t.be wayside."
'tt
d th 8ic'" W h"lCh lS
· a dd e d to, ftes the promise of mercy.
(Continued,)
. Wrl en, an

I
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authority that caused it to be placed
therein. Furthermore, it is worthy
o f no t-e ' th a t w h en. th e b oo k was pre.
sented for adoption to the aforesaid
assembly, composed of the several
quorums and other authorities of the
church, the quorum of the "Twelve"
,
th
,
,
( amongs t wnom. was
en numoerea
Brig;ham Y~ung~ made the following
solem~ de~iarat10n to the. preface as
The same law condemned the action here given.-The testimony of the witnesses to the book
of King Noa,h:-.
h' - b
.
d

For they have not forgotten the commandment of tho Lord, which was g-i.ven unto our
fathers, that they should have, save it were one
wife: and concubines they shouid have none;
and there should not be whoredorns commHted among them. And now this comn•andment they observe to keep; wherefore,
because of this observance in keeping this
commandment, the Lord God will not destroy them, but will be merciful unto them;
and one day they shall become a blessed people.-Jacob 2: 9.

I be

assailed by those foolish tales about the
two wives, .we would say_ that no such pri~ciple ever existed among the Latter Day Sarnts
:i,nd never wlil; this is well-known to all who
1 17,re twquainted with our books and actions.
The Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and also all our periodicals are very
strict and expli~it on. that subject, indeed far
more so than tne B1ble.-Mill. Star, vol. 3,
. 7,
J

I

..

..

Ip. Ji~en so late as July 11, 1850, Elder
I .John Taylor, late President of the

Utah Church stated in answer to act•
f '
l
t
d
cusa ion
. o: po
. . ygamy,
· e c., ma e
For bd:wld, he did not keep the command- o f th e L or d 'S com1nan ments 1vJ ich e gave I
to his church through Joseph Smith, Jr.. a.gainst the church by his opponents,
ments of God, but he did walk after the desires of his own heart. And he had many who was appointed by the voice of foe church in a discussion held at Boulogne-surfor this purpose.-Jl:fill. Star, vol. 15, p. 300.
mer, France, that our views on chaswives and concubines.--Mosiah 7: 1.
Then
follows
the
testimony
of
the
tity
and marriage were those contained
The same law aJso denounced King
1
•·Twelve,"
reading
thus:In
the
section of marriage. Doctrine
Riplakish, who
We
therefore
feeling·
willing
to
bear
test!and
Covenants,
section 111 (109).
did not do that which was right in the sight
mony to all the world of mankind, to every
of the Lord, for be did have many wives and
These
.
and
other
quotations prove
creature upon the face of all tho earth, and
concubines, and did lay that upon men's upon the islands of the sea, that the Lord conclusively that up to the death of
shoulders which was grievous to be borne.has borne record to our souls, through the Joseph Smith, June, 1844, and afterEther 4: 5,
Holy Ghost shed forth upon us that. ttese wards, the marital relationship beThe same law has been renewed in commandments were given by inspiration of tween the sexes had undergone no
this dispensation; for the Lord says:- God, and are profitable for all men, and are
change whatever, but was maintained
Tbou shalt love thy wlfe with all thy heart, veei!y true. YJVe give this te.stimony unto
inviolate
in its original integrity, acand shall cleave unto her and none else.-D. the wor]d. the Lord being our helper; and it
cording
to
the ''counsel of the Lord."
is
through
the
grace
of
God
the
Father,
and.
c. 42 (14): 7.
Vl7herefo,.c it is lawful that he [man] should his Son Jesus Christ, th~~. \ve a-r£~ per1nitted If polygamy or ::my other system of
have one wife, and they tv?ain st:iall be ono to havo this privilege of bearing this t1esti- marriage. other than that implied in
ro.ony unto the world, in tihe vYhich we rejoice
fiesh.--D. C. 49 (65): 3.
the comm3Jnd, "Thou shalt love
exceedingly, praying the Lord always, that
In harmony with this law, the the children of men may be py.ofi ted thereby. thy wife with all thy heart, and
church has enacted that any of its -Mm. St,:u·, vol 15, p. 300.
shall cleave unto her and none
membership entering into the marital · The President of the church recog- else," had (as now claimed) obrelatfonship should subscribe unto the nized and honored this same laiw; in t<:JJined in the church 3Js represented
following conditions:--proof of which we submit the followthese men, then they erred before
You bot.h mutually agree to be eaeh oth- ing certificate of marriage: -the Lord and his people, and thus set
er's compa,nion, husband and wife, observing
I hereby certi.fy, that, !l{treriab'lccl t0 t,be t~/r,
''the coirnsel of God" and
the legal rights b 2 longing to this eondition; rules and regulations of t.he Church of Jesus
tbat is, keeping yourselves wholly for each
were following after the dictates of
Christ of Latter Dity Saints, on matrimony,
other, and from all others . during "our lives.
their own will and carnal desires, thus
"
were ;joined in marriage, Mr. William F.
-D. O. l 11 (109): 2.
Cahoon and Jl.ll:iss Nt>"ncy M. Gibbs, both of incurring the vengeance of aJ just God
Upon the face of this agreement it this place, on Sabba,th, the 17th inst.
upon themselves.
would be manifestly impossible for
JosEPH SMI'l'H, JuN.,
The first public intimation we have
the parties to it to marry again during
Presiding elder of the sald church.
of a departure from the marriage law,
Kn-tTLAND, Ohio, Junuary 19, 18'.16.
their joint lives without violating this
-J1ilL Sien', vol. 15, p. 596.
as stated in the Book of Mormon and
solemn covenant made before God and
These ''rules and regulations" of Doctrine a.nd Covenants, was received
the church, and sealed in the name of the church on matrimony were af- on Sunda.y, August 29, 1852, in the
Jesus Christ; for a subsequent condi- firmed from time to time by the voice tabernacle at Salt Lake City; when
tion imp0sed upon the minister offi- and action of its le8Jding ministry. On that portion of the church represented
ciating on beha,lf of the church, enacts ijhe 8th of May, 1838, the President of
Brigham Young committed a most
that after the contracting parties have the church published a series of ques- flagrant act of public apostasy in ac3inswered "yes," to the foregoing in- tions and .answers in the "Elders' Jour- cepting as they did, from his hands
terrogation, he shall pronounce them I nal," one of which was propounded and by his dictation, upon his bare
"husband and wife," in the name of and answered as follows:-say so, an instrument unverified by
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Do the Mormons believe in havil'.!g more the handwriting, or even the signaAnd this rule became a law to the wiveR than one~ No, not at thr~ same time. ture of the man by whom it was
church when the Book of Doctrine But they believe that if their companion dies claimed it, had been executed, an in.
.
.
they have s, right to marry again.-J!oiill.
and Coven3Jnts roce1ved the mdorsevol. 16 , D. 150 .
strument t,hat absolutely changed the
ment of the General Assembly at
In an editorial in the JJfillennialStar, meaning of the terms marital purity
Kirtland, Ohio, August 17, 1835. And I August, 1842, Parley P. Pratt, then and virtue, as they had been heretoof necessity must continue to be the i editor, alluding to charges mi1de by fore taught and defined by the church;
law of the church until removed from Jone Martha Brotherton, says:an instrument purportingto bea revethe statute book by the same lawful
But for the information of those who may I lation from God, commanding the
1

\

1

~
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adoption of polygamy, and concubin-) wlse among you; or if there be m1y ~:~ong
age, as the basis of the marriage re- [you, that shall make one liko unto it, then ye
.
_., h
f
.
are justified in saying that ye do not kno1v
·- ·
1at1on OL t e sexes; pro essrng to I .
tt·1tth0yaretru butiFyecan·1ottn:-:>.,keon0
repeal all "covenants, contracts ,..
.
. .
' nke unto it, ye are undm" condE-mnatl'Jn if ye
'"
obli·o·<:!"'-"o
t"'
.,
,
1
bona
• • ~, •
,..,wtil ns, oa us, vows, peran noL OfHJ.r rPcord that
tlley are true·: for y2
.
.
formances," etc., under conditions and know
that
tnpre
rn
no
'mr1ght,·0us1,ess in
~
enacted, J'ustifving
tnem; and tnat which is r1g·nteous
J
~
,cometn
,
P rovisions "ftherein
.
down from above, from the v·,1tbr-ir ol li•thts.
and sanct1 yrng that which the un, ,.~.
'1 2
, ._
changeable God had alrea,dy said was - : C. ~ • ·
.
_ _
•
1
1 hoi;,e who chMm thai) tne
re11 elation
sinful. His word to the Nephites,
justifying the practice o.f polygamy
through Jacob, was:-··
and concubinage
is from God, are
0 ;

•

1

•

Behold, D3,vid and Solomon truly had many
wives and concubines, which thing was
abort1inable before DJ.e.-Jacob 2: 6.

•

l

t~r: The-law in the Book of-Doctrin~
I and Covenants says:I By tlH•se
.
. .
.
1;hrnizs we know that there is a

I

.

''

1

•

,

,.,

•

1

: God rn h0aven wno rn rnnmte and eterna,,

-f
,
.
+
·
t'·
1 rom 0v01·1aht1rg· . . o ever 1asnng 1-10 same un,
. 1 G
.,
.
. ,
d
1,• cna.t1Z:::
er~b-0
c ~ 1 t111e rramer or 112av(~n an
t'
~
,
+' .
h"
.
.
th
11
•
earn /:nu. a ue•ng·s w Jen aro in t em. an d
1h
, l18 Cl'( ?...uBU
' " lli3,U ffitt~C.
i
uu.3.i!J
3Jn d f cma l e; a ft er
.
.
d .
,.
.1
1
, 1rn ('Wn iruag·e an rn ms
own 1iKeness
created he tl;em, _imd ~ave. unto them comm;_mdments tnnt tney snouid love 11nd serve
him the only living and true God, and t.bat
he should be the only being- whom they
l'
' ·
B · b ·h ·
Q•ion
its claims, 8 b OlLu
wo~srnp.
- lH ·Y ·c '' tt·ansgre"'
I1 o ft',nese 'no 1y ff,ws,
'
,
man b ecame sensu al a•nd
'"
to the test devllish, and became fallen man.--D. c. 17

I
I

under obligation to submit
.
. .
as we 11 a,s its compos1t1on,
I
The prohibition herein cont11in:d, of those revelations before written (2) : 4.
Now hear it, O inhabitants of the earth,
included not only Bathsheba, the wife and received by the church. By this
means
conflict
in
doctrine,
if
there
be
Jew and Gentile, Saiut, and sinner! When
of Uriah, but all others embraced in
·
.
our father Ada.m c2~mo into the garden of
the tmm, ''many wives and concu- any, ma)y be made mamfest before all Eden, he came into it \vith a celestial body,
bines." The Lord had declared in the men. We therefore present the fol- anll brought Eve, one of his tcives with him.
statutes given to Israel, that kings lowing as justifying our rejection of He helped to im.ke nnd organize this world.
should not multiply wives.
'fhese the so-called revelation:Ho i2 MICHAEL tho Arclurngel, 1,he A:t-wrnwr
OF DAYS! about vvhor.u b(J}y rn8n have w1·itten
men -- both. father and son-.-had _dis..--f-~.nd
~erily I sa_y unto you~ a.s,. I, have said
. ~ ""'
1,
.• -1
l
l
..
.
:ant1 spoken-IIE is ciur :B'ATHER and our G·OD,
obeyed this coun,;el, and like Kmgs 1 b <c ore, ue tua0 003:00 i on "1hvm,1n to lust
f
·
'f
h 11
i· l l · '
. d d a ter her, 01' l any s a" commit Rdultery in and the only (-Jod 'With 'Whorn WE have lo doa
1 .-a,
N oa:i.h an a. R -11 a :osn, a_re~:t
~J a 1lu e
theJ.r hearts, they shall not have the Spirit, . , . I ht\V•J given ycl:.i. a, fsv~1 k:ading iterns
to, had brought themselves under. but shall deny the. f~ith and shall fsa.r: upon this Gnbj~?ctj but a, .~·r2r1,t deal tnore recondemnation before God. 'l'he state- wherefore, I, the Lord, have said that the m~d.ns to b3 tuld. J:Ji:Hv re:rn.ember from this
ti.roe forth 1 and forevt;r, that J-eous Christ
ment in the polygamous revelation fearful, and the unbelieving, and all liars, '\Vas not ~Y'gotten
by tho I1oly (}bost, . . . If
'aud
whoso£3ver
lOV(~th and maketh
lle)
and
that:the Son 1.vas begot1tc:-n by the EfoJy (}host, it
<

I, ohe Lord, justified my servants, Abr!J,ham, Isaac, and Jacob; as also Moses, D'1vid,
and Solor.oon, n1y servantsj a::; toaching the
princlpie e,nd doctrine of their having many
'vi ves ;;,ml co nm:. bines. - Jllill. Star, vol. 15,
p< 5,

is in itself a sufficient refutation to
the claim for inspiratiun made in behalf of this polygamous document.
And were this the only instance in
which it could be proven to be in conflict with the already revealed will of
God, 'Ghis of itself would be sufficient
to justify every Lc:<,tter Day Saint in
rejecting the whole document as a
fraud; but when we examine subsequent clauses, and find the ,,same conflict with written law repeated, we
are then more than justified--we are
under a.bsolute obligation to the law
given to reject and resist to the utmost such transparent and baleful deceit. In November, 1831, the Lord
thus spoke to the elders of the church
touching these matters as follows:-And now, I, the Lord, give unto you atestimony of the truth of these commandments
which are lying before you; your eyes have
been upon my servant Joseph Smith, Jr.,
and his language you have known; and
his imperf,,etions you 'have known; and
you have ,gougb.t in your l«cart.s knowledge,
that you might expr,;ss bc'Jyond his language:
.
,
•
.
th•18 you aiso 1rnow: now seeK ye out of the
Book of Cammandments, even the least that is
an:wngGhem,aGdappoinLhimthatisthemost

the vvhoremonger, and the sorc:;;r01·, shall
have their part in that lake which burneth
with fire and brimstone, which is the second
deat.h. Verily I say, that they shvJl not huve
part in the ffrst n;su1Tec'fon.-·-D, C. 63 (20):
5. Given in Kirtl!md, August, 1831.
V0>rily I say unto you, if a man marry a
wife aecordlng· to my word, and they ate
sealed by the Holy Spirit of promise, acc'5rd·
ing to my s,ppoin tment, t1nd he or she shall
eomad.t any sin or tran;:;gression of the n{YtiV
and everlasting covenant vvhatev,3I\ 3,nd all
manner of bla.sphemids, and if tht\Y eomrnit
no murder, wherein they shed innocent blood
-yet lhey shall come forth in i;he first resurrection, and enter into thf:ir exalts:U.ou: bnt
they shall bG
in the flesh, and sball
be deli ver0d unto tbe buffetings of Satf~n unto
the day of redemption, saHh the Lord God._IYlill. Star-, vol. 15, p. 6.

\rVould bJ very da.Dg'f'.rou~.; to baptiz3 a.nd confirrr.1 ft~rnales, gnd §.{i 'le tbs Holy Ghost to
them~ ledt he shou1d beget chHdren 1 to be
palmed upon the elder-.a by the people, bring·ing t.IJ.e ehle:ra into grea«G dlffieul·Lies.--]fill.

SC1y:u,ny d:lvlsic•n in
turn th8h'1 wh1t.h. JI't50said P.._rnen,ever I ''.rill. And tbc:j
Mill. Star, vol. 15, p. ::;ss.
0

That Brigham Young was instruhis early
rnent3Jl for good,
adcareer in ·t.be churcb,may be
mitted. rrhat he may have been a man
of
executive and administrative
ability is very possible. But this canfrom the
not condone his
Comment here is needless; a more teachings of God's law.
glaring contradiction of the revealed
For al.thoug·h a man may have many reveword of God could not be conceived, lations~ and. have po'*iver to do raa,ny mighty
striking as it does at the root of per- works, yet, if he boasts i.n his otn/n strength,
and s0t.s at naught the counsels of God, and
petuity in the law, and the unchaJnge- follo,vs &ift.er the dictates of his own wJ]], Bnd
ability in the lawgiver, suggesting c:::1rnal desires, he mnst fall and incur the
an entire 0hange of procedure in the VE~nge.anee of a just God upcn birn,-D. C. 2
redf1mption and salvation of ma,n. At (17): 2 .
a subsequent period the fa,te Brigham
In fulminating the
of the
Young, then president of the church godship of Adam, "the only God with
"Brigham. Young
in Utah, introduced into that church whom we have to
the anti-Christian dogma of "blood denied the Lord Jesus Christ as the
atonement," and also denied the re- '·Lord who
" departing
sponsibility of man to his Maker. sub- from the
of Christ, "trans~t·t t"
.
d a,m as
, th.~ 1 u ing _
,_ e G o d o f- t b,e gresl'Jing the doctrine," and thus
I
_
human race, and the "only Go~ with bringing himself under condemnation
whom we have to do," upon this mat- For;--A.,

I
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. Whosoeve.r trnnegresseth, and abideth not ! portals. 'I'he word of the Lord is to
rn the doctrrne of Christ, hath not God.-2 i l•er to dn . a
· t
John 1:11.
,,,y, s 1•t once was
o. th e

1.:

-

In ti, 888 m"tt ·s

f
.
d lsrael of the days of Jeremiah the
·er ff marriage, an
. . h .
")
•
prop et.WOJ'S. 1p, u rn none others ( r BngStand ye in the ways, and see, and ask for th2
ham Youne'
~ stands self-convicted of old paths, where is the good way, and wai.k
apostasy, having, as we have alrea.dy therein, and ye shall find rest for your souls.
shown, chicmged the marriage cove- -Jer. 6: 16.
nant and substituted therefor a sys- I But like the Israel of that day, she
tern of sexual intercourse condemned also replies, "We will not walk
of God; and as a crowning act of his therein."
jOSEPH DEWSNUP, Sen.
infamy, seeking to dethrone the deity
MANCHJOS'rER, March 18, 1896.
in his relationship to the human
family; replacing the CreaJtor by the
one created; thus discrediting the
gospel of Christ, bringing stigma and
reproach upon the Church of God;
NOR'l'HERN NEBRASKA.
causing the way of truth to be spoken
The convention of the Northern Nebraska
evil of; fulfilling the prophetic words dlstr~ct Sunday school association met at
of St. Peter, uttered by the inspira- Ol1Ja;:a, ~ebr~~.ka, Ja.~u~r,y 29, 1:~7, at tw.o
_

11 ·'

- h'

~

•.e

~

_

•

I

I

MisGellaneotls Department
QUORUM OF APOSTLES.
1'o the Qnormn o( Apostle8; Grecting:-An-

other year has rolled round 11nd the time of
our Genel'al CooftJreuca draws nea•·. lVfany
changes have occurred during the mission
year so near its clone, changes, too~ v1bich
affect our work very seriously. JNnancial
distress in all vocations has made it hard for
the members of the church to pay tithing and
freewill offering as genei'ously as would have
been done if the shadow of hard times had
not fallen across every hea,rt):istone. D ls tress
has visited. many homes of the saints in all
the world, and still there is much cause for
thanksgiving. 'rhe dark-browed angel of
sickness and death has baen busy in the
homes of the saints, and some bt'iaht a11d
noble ones have been called to pass ~hrough
the dark valley. Our hearts have grieved at
their loss. Still the Lord has been kind, and
t'
f G d' S · 't
· ,t
h
P· m,, ,J. F. M1.,.tun, d1otrrnt supe.rntendenc,
,10n O
O s pir1 over eign ·een · un- I in the chair, Sr. Li~zie Agenstein secretary' by his Spirit has drawn a goodly number toared years ago:-prn tern. Five Sunday schools were report.ea. wards him,and their names now bWell the list
of those who remain, to bear aloft the banner
But there were false prophets also among showing an enrollrn.ent of 190 members, teachof our King, the Prince Emanuel.
the people, even as ther,~ shall be false 'oeach- ers, and officers. Tho number of Hopes taken
The financial pressure has been heavy upon
ers among you, who privily shall bring in are 60, number of QitarterUes, Senior 55, Inthe church, and our Bishop has often been
damnable heresies, even denying tho Lord termediate 51, Primary 40. Officers elected
in tryieg times, with anxiety and worry of
that bought them, and bring uuon them- for the ensuing· year, J. F. Mintun superinmind, to meet the heavy demand upon him;
selves swift destruction. And ~any shall tendent, Alice R. V\Tatkins assistant superand sometimes the ministry have been
follow their pernicious ["licentfou5"-0xford intendent, H. Vv. Belville secretary, A. L.
caller'\ upon to bear with the best patience
revised version] ways; by r~.ason of whom \ Lightfoot ~reas.ure~. Dele~a~es selected ·to
they could muster the failure to receive
the wa,y of truth shall be evil spoken of.-2 represent tne dtstrrnt association at the Genprom µtly the allowance made for their
Pete1· 2:1, 2.
eral Convention are, Arthur Bullard, J. F.
Mintun, F. A. Smith, S, F. Cushman, Sr. families; and some of them have feit justified
The claim that Joseph Smith taught Elizabeth Hollenbeck, Edward Edwards, H. in quitting the field to labor for the bread
and practiced such things is not an VI!. Bel ville, .J. M. Stubbart. Those of the that perisheth.
H has been a year of trial and sacrifice, but
answer to the charge of apostasy pre- deleg2,tes present at the General Convention
I am glad that I am able to report an advance
were=authorized
to
cast
the
full
vote
of
the
ferred against Brigham Young, and
all along the line, of good solid work and a
the Church in Utah, who have in- districi;. Evening session was occupied with fair list of newly made members. However,
an ·excellent program. Much satisfaction was
dorsed his teachings. Even if it could feH by all.who were in atteDdance at these I have to report that the changes which seem
be proven that, Joseph Smith did so sessions, and an added interest shown in the necessary in m.1ss1on appointments, and
which may arise, are of tbat nature that it is
teach, and did himself practice such S ..1nday school cause.
deemed necessary for our quorum to assemble
teaching, they were none the less
at Lamoni at an early day. In consultation
"d!lmnable heresies"; and every one
CONVENTION NOTICES.
with Pt'esident Joseph Smith, we have
The G:iJland's Grnve district Sunday school agreed that the 15th day of M11rch is the
of those who were addicted to them,
"set at naught" "the counsel of God," association will meet in convention at Dow most. suitable for our convening, giving us
City, Iowa, February 25, at 10: 30 a. m., and
and mi;rnt stand convicted as breakers continue in session two days. The General some time to rest, if we are fortunate enough
to arrange the missions ere the conference
of the l<'.w.
Superintendent, T. A. Hougas, will be there proper convenes. There is a new feature of
The question at issue in this article to instruct during the convention. The sub- mission work to be considered, if the Utah
is, did Brigl:rn,m Young publicly teach jects for consideration, "Sunday school man- Church does a~ it is report,ed she intends to do.
age1nent," "Teachers' meeting,'' '"Value of
and practice these things, as charged them," "How to Conduc'c them,'' "Blackboard It is reported some thousand or more missionaagainst him in this indictment. If he work," "How done," ''Primary class work," ries will be sent to the States the coming year,
and if so, some measure must bs arranged to
did, he taught that which was forbid- "How to use the Quarterlies," "Benefits of meet the issue and the problem of reducing
den by the faw of God, thereby dis- general review," "Question box," etc., also to our working mission force, or increasing the
qualifying himself as a minister and transact business for the district. Evening resources in the Bishop's hands to enable him
entertainment in charge of Dow City Sunday
servant of Christ; and when that pEi,rt school, February 26, 1897. We request the to overcome the difficulty so worrying the
of the church represented by him schools of the di strict to send in their reports past year, and put to silence the many complaints made against him. Hence the memadopted his teachings and pnwtices, it early. We invite all in this and adjoining bers 0f the Quorum of Twelve will please note
departed from "sound doctrine," and districts to meet with us.
they are hereby notified to convene at
WILLIAM MCKIM, Supt,,
Lamoni on the 15th day of March, 1897, to
became apostate from the faith which
transact important business which may come
had been delivered to the saints"; forbefore them. It is desired that all the memSouth Africa .mines use our machines.
feiting any previous right which he,
Virginia possesses the greatest manganese bers of the quorum in America be present;
or they ma,y have had to represent the mines.
therefore, brethren, so arrange as to be in
Church of God. As a church, "Mene,
China has to-day 26 ports open to foreign early.
It is not needful for me to remind the
Mene, tekel" is written largely over her commerce.

8tlndau School Associations.

I
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brethren that it will expedite our labor if J items, together with their indorsement of
"The delegates present at confecence from
each m~mber arrangea his rep.ort and rec.om-1 the fit.ness. of ap.pl~oants, and a statement as any one district s,~all. be entitle.d to cast the
mendat10ns to the quorum betore convemng, to where, m their Judgment, they had better I full vote of the mstrict of which th6y are
as far as is possible. Much unnecess~ry de-1 labor. f-Jl these recommendations ~nd re- del~ga~es, . unless otherwise instructed. by
lay is occasioned when we neglect tlus work quests will be respected and duly considered, theu· district conference;till we get together.
I but not al ways granted.
"Provided, that in case of a disagreement
.And while I am upon the subject of r.ep~rt,
As to the prospect for the reappointment o~ views among the ~embers 'o·f· said ~:~,l~ga
I wish to address a few words to the mission- of the present force, so far as found worthy t10n, (the full delegation not oerng pxa~tont,)
aries. When reporting to the missionaries in and efficient, I am not ad vised; nor can I say they shall be entitled to cast only their indicharge, condense your statements of labor anything concerning the prospect of new ap- vidual votes as said delegates.
done, and give more fully the particulars plicants. All will have to take their chances
"No one delegate shall be entitled to cast,
of
the
number
and
ages
of
your in this respect. It will be no use to write to as representative in the same conference,
families and dependents. There has been me concerning your prospect for appoint- more than twenty votes."
quite a lack in the reports of the past. Do 1 ment, for I cannot tell you.
In bonds,
not say, "Allowance same as last year," for
Our ministers should be men of morality,
RICHARDS. SALYARDS,
this necessitates a hunting up of the records and integrity, and wisdom; and none who are
Secretary Reorganized Church.
to learn what you can so easily furnish in addicted to the use of intoxicants, as a beverLAMONI, Iowa, February 1 • 1897 ·
o-zt
your report. Some of -our br.,3thren are so age, or tobacco, are eligible for appointment.
forgetful in these matters that we ofttimes
I am necessarily confined to the house, at ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS; ELDERS, PRIESTS,
have had to make extended inquiry to find home, and a little with the pen is all I can
TEACHERS, AND DEACONS.
out the number in family dependent, and then do for the work at present. Each year
Elders, priests, teachers, and deacons, not
go back to last year's record to learn the should find us farther advanced in wisdom members of quorums, may address applicaamount requested to maintain their families; and in the construction of true character. If tions for enrollment tot.he Church Secretary;
and sometimes the amounts have been it does not, then, clearly, the enemy is gain- who is authorized to receive all such applicachanged during the year, by consent. We 'ing an advantage over us. We are living in tions, and to present them to quorums for
desire to avoid this confusion and extra labor, "perilous times;" and they are the most their action; that vacancies in quorums may
so let every man report partlculars as above. perilous to those who do not know they are be filled, and new quorums be organized, in
Report to your missionaries in charge and here, or believing they are here, have very harmony wHh the l~w. (See D. C. 104: 31;
not direct to the Quorum of Twelve. Those vague and imperfect ideas as to where the 107: 43-46; 118: l; 120: 10; etc.)
in charge will be expected to report to the peril lies.
.Applications should include statements of
quorum, summarizing or condensing. Do not
I am your well-wishing brother and co- labor done during the year, whether in
send the individual reports made to you, but worker in the cause of truth,
branch, district, or field; also ail essential
condense a report of what is reported to you.
J. R. LAMBERT,
items of birth, baptism, and ordination, for
Some of the missionaries in reporting to
Missionary in Charge.
records Of quorums. It should be understood
those in charge make the mistake of sending
LAMONI, Iowv, February 5, 1897.
that the Secretary cannot enroll anyone in
in the reports made to them. This is done,
a quorum: quorums receive and reject as
I suppose, to save themselves a little work;
CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENthey may determine.
but it is simply foisting it upon those in
ERAL CONFERENCE.
Some applications remain over. Fowever,
charge, and is not right. The law says, ".Let
District officers are requested to forward all not yet enrolled would do well to renew
every man learn his <luty" and do it. All re- credentials of delegates appointed to repre- applications, that later labors may be known.
ports should be in the hands of those in sent their districts in the coming General Some have also been reordained-to other
charge as early as the 5th of March to enable Conference, to the Church Secretary, ai soon offices.
In bonds,
them to draft their recommendations.
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates
R. S. SALYARDS,
And now in conclusion: God has been good may be prepared, as provided for by resoluChurch Secretary.
to us in the past year. We have had greater tion of General Conference, to facilitate the
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 6, 1897.
6-2t
liberty of thought and speech; our pulses organization and work of that body. Crehave quickened, our hearts throbbed and dentials of delegates appointed at fall or
burned with delight, because of the presence winter conferences should be forwarded with- GENERAL CONFERENCE MINISTRY REPORTS.
Blank forms for reports of the ministry
of his Holy Spirit in greater power than ever out delay, and of those yet to be appointed,
before. So let us come together in prayer immediately after appointment. It is desired under General Conference appointment have
and thanksgiving, that God may aid us in that all credentials be in hand as early in the been mailed to home or field addresses where
most likely to reach the brethren promptly.
more fully organizing the church.
month of March as possible.
Reports
should be in the Secretary's hands
May the ever blessed Spirit be and abide
One certificate for each delegation, with
with us as his servants, I shall ever pray. number of members in district and names of as soon after March 1 as possible, and none
later than March 15, to insure insertion in
.Amen.
ALEX. HALE SMITH,
its delegates, signed by the president and
the "ministry reports" to be published prePresident of Quorum of Twelve.
secretary of. the district appointing, with
vious to the convening of conference.
ATCHISON, Kansas, Feb. 1, 18Y7.
name of district and place and date of holdAny who fail to receive blanks will be suping of conference, is sufficient. Individual
plied on application.
MISSIOURI, KANSAS, AND SOUTHERN ILLIcredentials are unnecessary.
R. 8. SALYARDS,
NOIS MISSION.
Branches not in districts are each entitled
6-2
Church Secretary.
The last reports of the conference year to one delegate and one vote.
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 6, 1897.
The rules governing "representation" and
come due on or before the first of March,
from those who are not in charge, and on or the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as
NOTICES.
beforn the 10th from those who are in charge follows:"Each district shall be entitled to one deleof "fields of labor." Please be prompt.
7'o the Saints and Friends of Minnesota and
In these reports state whether your desire g-ate for every twenty-five members of said Dakota:-Last year a tent was purchased to
to do missionary work for the coming year; and district. and one vote in conference for each be used in the Minnesota and Dakota miseion.
if so, state your prefer<fuce of fields, number delegate to which they may be entitled. We need seats for the same, and bave purof dependents together with their respective [Scattered members in districts, including chased material and are now making the
ages; also, what amount of support will ena- those enrolled on records of disorganized same. But we need money to pay for them,
ble you to give your time to the work. Those branches, who are not recorded as members and want saints and friends to send what
who are in charge will be expected to furnish of other districts, may be included in the they can spare as soon as convenient that a
few may not have to bear all tl:e burden.
me with a full list with all these neces~ary enumeration of membership.]
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Please send at once to T. J. Martin, Detroit
City, Minnesota.
Yours in bonds,
T. J. MARTIN.
-To All Whom It May Ooncern:-We hereby
certify that H. W. Belville has been duly appointed as missionary to labor in the Northern Nebraska district of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
during the year 1897. Signed this 30th day
of January, 1897.
J.M. S'l'UBBART, Pees.,
Octavia, Neb.
J.E. BU'l'TS, Sec.,
Decatur, Neb.
I hereby indorse the above appointment of
H. W. Belville to labor within the limits of
my missionary charge in Northeastern Nebraska.
J. F. MIN'l'UN,
General Missionary.
Dated February 1, 1897.

' James P. and Mrs. Nancy M.Cackler: March
17, 1895, a son, and named Sanford LeRoy;
December 16, 1896, a son, and named Elisha
Jennings Bryan.
Both blessed at Lipe
schoolhouse, January 31, 1897, by R. M.
Elvin.

I

REUNION NOTICES.
The Nauvoo reunion committee has decided
on holding the coming reunion in August,
1897, beginning on the 19th, at 10: 30 a. m.,
and hold over two Sabbaths, or until August
30. The location bas not been definitely decided, but will be announced at the coming
General Conference.
F. M. WELD, Pres. Com.

COLLEGE FUND.
Mary Smith ........................... $ 50
Hiram N. Pierce.......................
50
John Lawrensen.......................
50
Charles E. Hubacher...................
50
William Lawrenson .................... 1 00
G. M. Bt~St............ . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .
50
Pearl Best.............................
50
Carrie Best............................
50
George M. Best......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Above from St. Joseph, Missouri.
Mrs. Susan Creese, Economy, Pa ........ 5 00
COLLEGE COMMITTEE.
February 6, 1897.

CONFERENCE NO'l.'ICES.
Eastern Iowa district conference will convene with the Brush Creek branch, February
27, at ten a. m., sharp. We hope to have a
good representation from all the branches in
the district. See that all branches send reports. Bring the Spirit of peace with you.
c. E. HAND, Pres.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux
district wiil meet at Magnolia, Saturday,
March 6, at 10: 30 a. m. Branch clerks will
please mail branch reports early so that we
can compare and correct as necessary. It is
also the annual election of district officials.
A. M. FYRANDO, Sec.
MAGNOLIA,

BAINTS9 HERALD.

Iowa.

BORN.
CACKLER.-Near Norwood, Iowa, April 26,
1891, to Sr. Mary Cackler, a daughter, and
named Evaline. Blessed at Lipe schoolhouse
January 31, 1897, by R. M. Elvin.
CACKLER.-Near Norwood, Iowa, to Mr.

MARRIED.
WILKINSON-MAYER.-February 2, 1897,
at the home of Mr. F. Mayer, Foster, Iowa,
Bro. Wm. Wilkinson ahd Sr. Hannah Mayor,
both of Foster, were united for life, A. M.
Chase saying the words that made them one.
Quite a number of friends and relatives were
present, and after the ceremony at five p. m.
all partook of a bountiful supper. The times
may be hard, but there was no lack here.
The band testified of their e8teem by serenading them. All seemed to enjoy themselves.
May they always be faithful and never less
happy.

DIED.
HINTZ.-Sr. Mary Hintz, at her home near
Rhodes, Iowa, February 1, 1897, aged 64years,
3 months, and 15 days. She was a native of
Germany; came to this country with her
husband in 1863, and settled near Sandwich,
Illinois, removing to near Rhodes in 1872.
Their happy union was crowned by five children, three sons and two daughters. One little
daughter and husband preceded her, leaving her in 1875, with three little ones, the
youngest two years old.
She obeyed the
gospel, being baptized by Elder W. C. Nirk,
April 4, 1884. She was a firm believer and a
living epistle, and received many confirming
testimonies concerning the truth. She manifested great anxiety to the last for her offspring, that they might be able to see the
light as she saw it. Service by Elder W. C.
Nirk.
BLAIR.-At Bellaire, Ohio, January 24,
1897, was born to Sister Elizabeth and Mr.
John Henry Blair a daughter on the 27th,
She was named Mabel Irene, blessed, anointed,
and prayed for by Elders Morris T. Short
and Lorenzo D. Ullom, a few hours after
which she passed away; prayer.at the home
by Eld~r M. •r. Short.
BLAKE. - At St. Joseph, Missouri, on
January 28, 1897, Eva Gladis, the babe of Bro.
James and Sr. Emma Blake. Little Eva was
blessed on the day before her death by J. M.
Terry, from which time her suffering abated
and almost disappeared until the death angel
came and carried the innocent one to her
rest. She was 16 months and 21 days old.
Funeral sermon and interment at the De Kalb
church, twenty miles east of St.Joswh, by J.M.
Terry, assisted by Elder A. W. Head.
GAMMON.-At Provo, Utah, January 27,
1897, Bro. Thomas Gammon. Deceased was
born June 27, 1820, in Brampton, Eoglalld.
He was married to Elizabeth Day, October 27,
1840, and shortly after moved to Neath,
Wales. He and wife joined the church under Brigham Young, in 1848, and removed
to America in 1850, stopping first at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, where they remained one
year, then moved to Newark, Missouri,
where they lived until they moved to Utah.
They arrived at Provo, Utah, September 18,
1853. He became dissatisfied with the rule
of Brigham and his associates and joined the
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Reorganization September 1, 1871, being baptized by Elder W. W. Blair, at Salt Lake
City. His funeral services were held in the
Second Ward meetinghouse at Provo,
January 28, 1897, in charge of Bishop Wride,
of the Utah Church.
The sermon was
preached by Elder H. 0. Smith, of the R"organization. Bro. Gammon leaves a wife, one
son, two daughters, eighteen granchildren,
and two great-grandchildren. All of his
family live at Provo, U'Gah, except one
daughter and four grandchildren, who live
at Independence, Missouri. His obituary, as
published in the local papers, says of him:
"He was an honest, industrious, and peaceable man, a good neighbor, husband, and
father." A greater eulogy could be pronounced over no one.
H. 0. SMITH.
HAMMER.-At Runnells, Iowa, February 1,
1897, Mrs. Rebecca Hammer, aged 68 years,
11 months, and 16 days. Her maiden 'name
was Ridgeway. She was born in Peoria
County, Illinois, March 15, 1828; was matried to Jonathan Hammer, April 6, ]845.
Moved to Polk County, Iowa, in 1849. Seven
children blessed their union, four of
whom survive her. Mrs. HammEr united
with the Christian Church at the age of sixteen years, and has since tried to live a
Christian as she understood it. There was
no church of her choice here and of late
years she has attended the saints church.
The funeral services were conducted by Elder
W. H. Kephart in the saints chapel, February 2, 1897.
MANIFOLD.-At Fulton, Missouri, January
30, 1897, William C. Manifold.
Born at
Clarkson, Ohio, August 12, 1855. Married to
Sr. Ida May Hollowell, of Farmington, Iowa,
July 31, 1879. Deceased leavEJs a wife, father,
mother, four brothers, and a sister to mourn
his departure. At the request of his wife his
body was brought to Farmington, Iowa, for
burial. Short funeral services in charge of
Elder F. M. Weld at the residence of her
mother, Sr. Roberts.
After services the
Masonic Order, of which he was a member,
took charge of the body and laid it away to
rest in the old Farmington cemetery. The
saints who attended Bluff Park reunion last
August will remember him by the prominent
part he took in the music, playing the cornet. He was thoroughly convinced of the
gospel at said reunion but put off obeying too
long.
CURTIS.-On December 25, 1890. at Kibbie,
Illinois, Bro. L. B. Curtis peacefully passed
away in full hope of a part in the resurrection of the just. He always tried to live a
Christian life. He accepted the fullness of
the gospel in the winter of 1892. He had the
confidence and esteem of all who knew him.
He was an affectionate husband, a kind, indulgent father, and a good neighbor. The
same night his wife, Phoebe Curtis, died.
She was baptized the same winter as her
husband. She was firm in the faith, and told
her children just before she passed away to
send in their Christmas offering and be good
children; they will be greatly missed by the
church there and the neighborhood.
MATHERS.-At the Ruscom, Essex County,
Ontario, November 22, 18!!6, Bro. Ralph
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Mathers. 'rhe funeral services were conducted by Elder George Green, who bad been
a friend of the brother for thirty-one years.
The deceased died firm in the faith. He was
afflicted for a number of years. 'I'o him
death was a welcome messenger, 1J,S he was
prepared to depart t.his life. He lea.ves fl ve
sons and four daughters besid.es a number of
relatives and friends to mourn bis departure.
His remains were interred beside Sr. Mathers
in the Comber cemetery.
FREW.-At Youngstown, Ohio, January
17, 18\J7, Tbomas Fl'ew, Sen., aged 77 years
and 2 months. Deceased was teacher for a
number of years. He had a lingering sickness and longed for the summons to go
borne. He died in the hope of a glorious
resurrection. Sermon at the house by Elder
D. M. Stracha.n. The remains were interred
at Church Hill cemetery, Ohio.
LANN.-Sr. Luella Lr1nn was born August
9, 1866, and passed pea~cefully away leaving a
testimony of the work on Jauuary 10, 1897,
at her home in Platte County, Missouri., near
Edgerton Junction. She leaves a husband,
seven sons, one brother, five sisters. She
with her husba.nd embraced the gospe~ in
September, 1896, being baptized by Bro. \Villiam Summerfield. Bro. Lann, the bereaved
husband, is far ab0ve the average intellect of
their (the colored) race and could do good if
his circumstances temporally permitted.
By the kindness of Bro. 'r. J. Mauzey and J.
E. Moorman the remains were taken twelve
miles for interment. The funeral sermon
was preached by Eidor J. M. Terry.
GOODWIN, - At C1;11ifornia, Michigan,
.January 21, 1897, Sr. Anna Goodwin, aged
28 years and 21 days. Her husband had preceded her in death just thirteen months and
one day. Through her instrumentality the
latter-day work was enlarged in that region
by securing a Latter Day. Saint 'minister to
officiate at her husband's funen;J. She continued the investigation of the claims at the
town hall, bringing her Bible and following
the citatations, when in the halcyon month of
May, 1896, she, with nine others following,
was baptized into the Reorg:·rnized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sai:i.ts, from the
Methodist society, by Elder S. W. L. Scott.
She had anticipated the change, and with
minute carefulness had given instruction
concerning the bestowment of her property
and full directions concerning the arrangements of the funeral. She often testified of
"the great light a11d blessings" coming to
her since her obedience to the g'ospel. The
fuperal sermon was preached to a full house
in the Presbyterian church by Elder s. Vil.
L. Scott. The obsequies were conducted by
+·
,:ne L . 0 . T . M . 1 o f w b'
_1c h or d er s h e was a
respected member.
She was pure, good,
tried, and true. Sweet be her repose.
And when the kind Father shall call ns to come
She'll welcome us there to her beautiful home,
Where death ncvn comes, his black banners to wave,
And the beautiful fbwers ne'er weeµ o'er a grave.
McALLISTER.-At Columbus, Nebraska.,
January 9, 1897, in the 82d year of his age,
Bro. James McAllister. He was born October 17, 1815, at Moncton, Ayrshire, Scotland;
married Miss Mary A. Carson in 1834; united
with the church in Glasgow; came to America
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remained at St. Louis, Missoui'i, A large circle of friends and saints mourn
about two years; started V?est, and reaching the loss of a good mother, sister, and friend.
Counci.l BluffR, lived there till 1857, when he A large concourse attended her funeral Suncame to Platte County with a colony of the day afternoon, December 27. Services consaints, to make a resting place for those that ducted by Elder M. H. Bond.
Text,
cross2d the plains with handcarts. After Revelation 14: 13,
enduring all the hardships and privations
SLOAN.-Thoma.s Sloan wa.s born March 9,
incident to frontier life, in 1865 he united 1837, in Sussex County, New Jersey. In 1869
with the Reorganized Cburch of Latter Da.v he and his brother Horace moved on the
S"'ints.
The writer was intimatel.v ac- present home farm and passed through the
quainted with him for forty years. He was hardships incident to border life in uncertain
an honest, upright man in every respect. Kansas; makiag friends wherever known.
He wa.s never obtrusive with his opinions, Married Mrs. Malinda Wilkinson in 1879.
'hut. always firm in maintaining what he be- Was haptizCJd into the church May 27, 1894,
lieved to be rig·ht. The death of his wife by Henry Resch. Ordained to the office of
about two years since wa.s a seri us blow to deacon. Died January 22, 1897, leaving a
him, and from which he never fully recov- grief-stricken family of wife, three daughters,
ered. He made his home with his daughter, one stepdaughter, and one brother, who
Mrs. W. N. Hensley, who, with untiring so- deeply mourn his departure from the family
licitude, ministered to his every want until circle. A true and faHhful husband, a kind
the spirit took its departure to meet with his and loving father, a trusted brother, a conloved ones that had preceded him. He leave~ sistent Christian man, known by all as
three sons and two daughters to mourn his honest and upright in all his ways. In the
decease. The following extract from one of death of Brother Sloan the Solomon River
the local papers tersely portrays his life:branch loses one of its charter members,
"He was an honest, conscientious, upright but he has gone to reap what he has been
man, who strictly foHowed the Golden Rule sowing. Funeral services were held in the
in this life, and was universally loved and Baptist
church,
Minneapolis,
Ka.nsa.s,
esteemed by bis neighbors and acquaintances. January 24; discourse by Elder H<mry Hart,
"The funeeal services were held at the of Broughton, Kansas. Iuterment in Highopera house on Tuesday afternoon, and not- land cemetery.
wit.hstandi.ng the extreme inclemency of the
day, the attendance of friends at the last
ADDRESSES.
marked tribute of respect that could be paid
'vv.
T.
Bozarth,
3205 Ad:c>.ms Street, Denver,
the ending of his long, well-lived, and useful
life, attested the esteem in which he was Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 1548,Home Avenue, Grand
held. The services were conducted by Elder
H. J. Hudson, a friend s,nd acquaintance of Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H g·h to.
thirty-ti ve years, whoae remarks were a living tribute to the life-work of kindness, and Mastiac h usetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
benevolence, and charity, ever display, d by
Colorado.
his departed friend."
H. J. HUDSON.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, PhilaEVANS.-On the morning of January 3,
delphia, Pennsylvania.
1897, Bro. Gomer Evans, engineer on the
M:nkH Fc,nu;1t, Lrn:cni, Inrn.
Missouri Pacific railroad, wa~ killed by the
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
locomotive and train being wrecked by a
Louis, Missouri.
1.vashout, the result of long and heavy rains.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth ;street,
D0ath must have been nearly instantaneous,
Englewood, Illinois.
as he was found sitting in his cab dead with
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
his skuil crushed by wreck of car piled upon
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
the cab. He was born at Blue Ridge, St.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Louis, Missouri, July 11, 1859. He leaves a
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
widow a.nd five children, four girls and one
D. E. Tucker, Milton,
Santa Rosa
boy, a father, mother, and one sister to
County, Florida.
mourn their sad and untimely loss. Funeral
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
service conducted by Elder M. H. Bond, assisted at tomb by members of Brotherhood of Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
Locomotive Eogineers.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou
DODSWORTH. - At St. Louis, Missouri, County, Iowa.
Decem?er 23, 1896, at the home of her son.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Sr. Elizabeth. Dodsworth, aged 78 years ' 9 Illinois.
months, and 2 days. Sh~ was born in the
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
town. of. Leeds, Yorkshire, England;. w~s Australia.
baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ In
H.P. Curtis, School 7, South Flores Street,
England about the year 1853. Came to this San Antonio, •rexas.
country in company with her husband in
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
1855. She was re baptized into the ReorganDetroit, Michigan.
"'
ized Church, May 5, and confirmed May 8,
1895, in St. Louis, by Elder M. H. Bond.
Her husband died about three years ago.
More than 23,000 horses were eaten in
She leaves behind her, and living in this France last year.
country, a son, a brother, a.nd sister; and
Water rents are higher at Pittsburg than
four sisters who are now living in England. any other city in America.
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Los Angeles, California: No. 108 North
Spring Street, Knights of Pythias hall.
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
room, No.15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
Sunday services: Prayer meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching at 10:30 a. m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday in each month, 12: 30
p. m. Band of Hope, Temperance, and Improvement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8:00
p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Rusholme, presiding elder.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
:school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
each month at 2: 30 p. m. Monaay, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; Wednes:zJ r;n!y one magazine can !Je ta!een, we would sugrest the
day, branch fellowship: Thursday, Zion's
REVIEW OF1~EVIEWS, as covering- m1J1'e ground tlzan
Religio-Literary Society; Friday, music and
any otlzer magazine,"-Board of Library Commissioners
choir practice. All services Monday to Fri'of New Hampshire, 1896.
day at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
~HIS magazine is, i-n its contributed and-~~~-!
Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a.
.Iii
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
~ features, what its readers, who inelude the most noted
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
names of the English-speaking world, are pleased to call,··
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a m.; social
"absolutely up to date," "thoroughly abreast of the times," service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p.
''invaluable," and "indisp--ensable." It is profusely illustrated
m.
with timely portraits, views, and cartoon~. Its original articles
Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No.
are 0'£ immediate interest, by the best authorities on their respect1418 North Twenty-first Street.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
ive subjects. The Editor's "Progress of the World" gives a
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
clear,
rightly proportioned view of the history of the human
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
race during the current month. The " Leading Articles of the
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
Month,. present the important parts of the best magazine ai'ti":es
street.
that have been written in every part of the world. The newest
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
and most important books are carefully reviewed. Indexes,
Avenue.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of
chronological records, and other departments complete the
I
Pifth and Huntingdon Streets; preaching at
certainty that the reader of the REVIEW
11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.; Sunday school at
OF REVIEWS will miss nothing of great
10:00 a. m.
Send rn Cents I
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Avesignificance that is said or written or done
in Stamps for
nue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Specimen Copy
throughout the world.
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.;
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Roxbury, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
corner of Washington and Dudley Streets.
Services at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
THE REVIEW OF REVIE'Wi CO., 13 Astor Place, New York.
school at 12: 15 p. m. R. Bullard, pastor.
Single Copy, 25c.: Tl<ial (fi<ve months), $1.00: Year, $2.50.'
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. G. W.
Harlow president, 2426 J Street.
GIRL WANTED.
NEW TESTAMENT.
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Girl wanted for houeework Age from twenty-two to
INSPIRED TRANSLATION; LARGE TYPE EDITION.
S.eventeenth Street, north of Faraon, (take
A special new edition in pica type; a book of 374
Jule Street car,) Elder J.M. Terry in charge, thirty-five. Rrquieitee, etendy, willii.g, and cleaniy. I
preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; am a widow 5 two it: family: hve 1ine mile ln tlte country. pages, size seven by ten inches. lt is printed on susocial meeting 6: 00 p. m.; Sunday school No branch here. Write to New Wa,hinv.t,on. Crawford perfine paper; a book simi'ar in size and style of bindMRS. ,J. A. HAMIL1'0N.
ing to the large type edit,on of the Book of Mormon.
9: 30 a. m., D. J. Krahl superintendent. County, Ohio.
5-5t
Leather backs and corners, ·~iotb sides ...... , .$1 00
North mission. Eleventh and Douglass; SunRoan, sprinkled edges.. .
. ............. 1 25
day school 3:00 p. m.; preaching Tuesday
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·
1s a b00k 0 f 24 o page~, w!itten
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2 30
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e. i;es '.LY• 8 · 00 the origin, growth, and development of the Universe,
Addrel"s communications for publication to the Editors.
P· m. Yo~ng people 8 Rehgw-Literary, of human tradition and history, and the revelation,·
Bnelness lettere, eubflcrtptlons, remittances, changes
address, etc., ettould be addressed to Frank Criley,
Thursday, 8. P· .m.
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. .
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U. S. Gov't Report

ARE YOU A RENTER?

GRACELAND COLLEGE

HOMES AT LAMONI.

$30 per acre wiil b.uy a good prod:ictive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamon;, over

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
ila!f mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
good road; four.room house, SLable, frmt, and i or five acre lots.
wells; good neighborhood; school close by. I These piats wili make nice homes; suitable
Terms $200 ~ash and bala~ce 10 yearly pa.l'.'- j ·or gai·dening, r.·aising of smt:.11 fruits, etc.
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamom, , Prict's reasonable; terms on application.
Iowa.
Addreb8
J. \V. f} J.LLEN,
LAMONI, low:;.
FARM FOR SALE.
An 80 acre farm two miles from Graceland
Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
College, Lamoni, Iowa; good five roomed house, 1
large new barn, orchard, plenty of wood and 305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Miswater, and close to good school. For terms
address, MRS. MARGARET BAGULEY, souri. will send till further notice "How not
Box 81, Lamoni, Iowa.
4-4t to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.
1

B. D. FLE

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,

Iow/£,

GENERAL :MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,
!'mil ELLWOOD-COOPQ

PURE CALll'ORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and dehvered at exp1·eRs offi.r:<;~ on receipt of price.
W. E • .M.YEHS, Droggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

HARDWARE.11
ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.

Anyone sending a sketch and desc~iptiot; ma;y
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invent10n is
probably patentable. Communicati~ns· strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office~

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and BAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Br1mdway, New York,

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Bel!able goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

THE SAINTS' HYMNALu
WORDS AND .MUSIC.

QUIT-TO-BAG
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure yon write ne and we will return your
money. It. cures others, why not you? You rnn
no risk in trying It. Why delay longer? Send
in your order to-ds.y. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
and words together; also 51) hymns with one
bar of music above the words.
The pages of tbe '·Saints' Harp" and "Harmony" from which words and music are taken
are given, that both books may be used tog0ther in song service.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt ed~es .......... 1 25
imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, gilt edges.2 50

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
ENGINE FOR SALE.
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Lamoni, Iowa.
similar purpose.
For sale at a bargain, because not now
using steam power.
LICENSES, NOTICES, ETC.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Elders', Priests', Teachers', and Deacons' LicenAddress,
ses, each per dozen....................... 12'
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate Books • • • • 25
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Blank Preaching Notices; per 100... •• • • •• • • • 40

A strictly high-grade 'F3:mily Sewing
Machine, possessing all modern
ilnprovements..

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from your local de,.ler and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING CO.
BELVIDERE, BU••
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DISCIPLINE.

THERE is no better guaranty of good
discipline than a firm, even temper.
Good nature is a great power in this
world, and nowhere more potent than
in school. A cheerful teacher, who
meets the peculiarities of his pupils in
a good-natured, though strong manner, will have little trouble. Let the
teacher try for one week to wear an
unruffled face and manner, though the
storms may rage within his bosom.
Let him keep his voice even and kind,
though he feel like thundering his
commands.
No one can be a master of discipline
without a keen sense of the humorous.
A laugh in the schoolrooms seems to
some teachers gross sacrilege-a punishable offense. It is a most helpful
assistant to good discipline, a natural
vent for feeling, a proper means of
letting sunshine into the dusty atmosphere of our somewhat dusty work.
When a funny thing happens in school
and every face br·oadens into a smile
and some unlucky wight bursts into a
guffaw, how many teachers will preserve a sphinxlike aspect, frown in a
doleful way, and reprimand everybody
for that which ought to be hailed as a
Godsend. A laugh in the schoolroom
will dispel bad spirits, sweeten souring tempers, diffuse a spirit of good
nature.
Let the teacher laugh with his class.

Let him occasionally repeat some humorous suggestions called out naturally by the subject in hand. Let him
not be a buffoon, but let him be discreetly attentive to the humorous a.spects _of school happenings. He shall
enjoy the reflex effects of an occasional
merry laugh, cheering in his work,
and lighting up the dull routine of the
day and softening the asperities which
seem sometimes to be in the very air.
The teacher who can laugh at as well
as with the pupil, and do it without angering him, can never be a poor disciplinarian.
I plead for a professional treatment
of discipline and of school life generally. The law knows two great
classes of offenses -mala in se, or offenses which are crimes because they
are morally wrong, and mala prohibita,
or offenses which are crimes simply
because the State forbids them. The
offenses of the schoolroom are almost
entirely mala prohibita. Whispering,
communicating, punching, striking,
getting out of line, turning around in
one's seat, etc, ad infinitum, are none
of them crimes. They are wrong
simply because the school forbids
them. A scholar may do one and all
of these and yet be a good boy, and
perhaps, it may be said, a better boy
than he who has not enough vigor or
spirit to wish to do them. Now, it is
absurd to treat these minor offenses of
school life as crimes. I have actually
known a teacher who would reprimand
a pupil for some offense against school
law, and meeting this same pupil on
the street would cut him dead. She
took his offenses as personally directed against herself, and had not
the decency to treat this in a prQfes
sional way. Now, it ought to be possible for a teacher to correct a pupil
at twelve o'clock, and do it firmly and
decidedly and play tennis at two
o'clock with the same pupil. There is
no inconsistency here. It is simply
the natural othing to do.
I believe very few pupils are actuated by any worse motives for misconduct than mischief, the natural
attendant of good health and animal
spirits, yet I know many teachers
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j make a personal matter of all violation of their order. The pupil should
see that you are his friend, and that
you enforce your orders because they
are reasonable, and because the good
order of the school demands it. Children are not altogether stupid in these
matters. Let the teacher show that
he rules in his professional character
and he will make his labors easier and
will secure better discipline. To get
angry over every petty breach of order
is to put a strain on the nerves which
is as foolish as it is unnecessary. I
believe in making the number of prohibited offenses as small as possible.
We should allow our pupils all the
freedom that is consistent with school
order, and should do it gladly and
cheerfully. But when a thoughtless
youngster oversteps the line and transgresses a vital regulation, something
should be said or done at once to
quicken his memory and to assist him
in mending his ways.
'1.1he teacher who would be a sucessful disciplinarian should feel and exhibit a genuine interest in his pupils.
Sham will not do here. You cannot
manufacture a show of sympathy ..
Children see through you· and take
your measure more readily than you
suppose. It takes a big heart, a
wholesouled nature, a generous disposition, to make
thoroughly good
teacher.
·
The material with which we deal is
very precious and very plastic. We
hardly realize the influence on pupils
of constant contact with teachers,
their intellectual superiors, as well as
their elders. We may do much to
improve or spoil the manners and
even the dispositions of our pupils.
We need to show ourselves the genuine friends of our pupils, and they
can recognize a real friend as if by intuition. The best discipline rises into
the realm of the greatest, noblest,
Christian living, and that should be
the standard of the ambitious teacher.
Whether we should rely wholly on
moral suasion or use the rod, whether
we should ever keep in at recess or
not, whether we should compel a pupil to learn as a punishment a portion

a
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THE SAINTS' HERAU2..
of the book he studies, etc., are all
questions to be answered not cat~gor
ically, but guardedly and with due reference to the pupil to be disciplined,
the peculiar offense committed, the
effect on him and on the rest of the
proposed punishment, the teacher's
character, and, in ·short, the whole
environment.
Some teachers shout loudly for
moral suasion and decry the birch
and rattan. Well, I personally think
that the rod is sometimes, judiciously
used, what the old lady called her
husband, "a perpetual means of
grace." The teacher who worships
moral suasion is adhering blindly to
the name without a due consideration
of the patent fact that moral suasion
is often only a cover for inefficient and
Careless dl·scipli'ne.
One teacher can use the rod and it

if'there were just cause now to believe pay twenty millions of dollars taxes
tfrat the negro would still vote uni- that their children may be educated,
tedly, and thus menace the South with who make it· possiple for them to live
negro domination, it is safe to assert in comfort and ease, and often in luxthat these States would remain a ury and refinement, who labor side by
"Solid South" to the end of time. j side with them in the field or in r~he
t t
th" factory, are their best friends. V'\ ith
. t
1
d
H is
ory c ear1y
emons ra es , is
.
.
returmng confidence and affection,
truth that so long as Anglo-Saxon
'
they will be influenced as the weak are
blood feeds Anglo-Saxon hearts, so always influenced by the strong, and
long will Anglo-Saxon intellect and they will be found supporting the
Anglo-Saxon will dominate inferior party which their employers support,
races. We believe, however, that the because they will learn that the interdange.r of neg:o rule now _reall! e~ists ests of the employer and the employee
only ~n. the distempered imagmatwns are one.-"Will The South Be Solid
of political demagogues. No one _can Again?" M. L. Dawson, North American
1 produce any array of facts to convrnce
Review, for February.
the unbiased observer that the negro
vote :"ill be any mo:r:e ~nited in futu~e The Necessity
a Reorganization.
elections than the wh1te vote. Th1s
BY ELDER H. 0. SMI'l'H.
race has made wonderful strides in
.
This tri.ct sets- forth and refutes the false
recent years, and they have seized claims and erroneous doc'trines of the Utah
upon every opportunity to better their Church.
becomes an instrument of good in his
· ·
h
.
It brings to ligb t much of the teachings of
cond1t10n.
They
ave been given Brigham Young and other founders of the
hands. Another has the personality
the best schools, colleges, and univer- Utah faction, and pr'ov~s hem. :i-nd the pre~and magnetism to control by sheer . .
·
.
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
moral force. Let the one wield the s1ties, and have not neglected their organization a departure from the faith
advantages. Their moral and intel- taught by the early church and its three
birch, let the other rule empty handed:
.
h
. l standard books.
·
It also vindicates and maintains the genneither should impose his own method lectual improvement as been htt e
less than marvellous, It is unprece- eral po.sition of the Reorganized Church in
on the other. Discipline is an outd t d . th e h"IS t ory o f any peop l e. success10n.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
growth of the very essence of one's en e m
They are fast becoming qualified to which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
individuality and should be allowed
to follow the outlines of one's pecul- act, to think, and to vote for them- e!i~r:ty-three pages; two for five cents; per
selves. The time has passed for them doz., 30 cents.
iar powers.
to ever again consent to become the
RUINS REVISITED.
We should not be sticklers for par- mere tools of unscrupulous and deticular systems or methods, but each, signing office seekers. They care- A FEW copies of this work-~a scientific
in his own way, seek successful disci- fully and conscientiously study the defense of Christianity by Elder S. F"
pline. There are various avenues to issues which are involved in every po- Walker-are yet on hand and for sale
the youthful heart, various methods litical canvass, and in many insfances at the Herald Office. Order soon if
of securing obedience.
thoroughly understand them. Their wanted, as the book will not be reisDiscipline is best obtained by him leaders read political economy, and sued. Price $1.00.
who is the truest gentleman, the most neither the tariff nor the currency - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sympathetic man, the best friend of question is a stranger to them.
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
youth. If we cultivate our will-power
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
The property interests which are Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
strive to be tactful and sensible, look
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
on the bright and humorous sides of possessed by this race in the South North Atchison. Sunday school at 10: 00 a.
already exceed twelve millions of dol- m.; social service 11:00 a. m.; preaching
school-life, keep cool and even-tern- lars.
Th ey have mastered many service 8:00 p. m.: Wednesday social service
ered,
interest
ourselves
heartily
in
8: oo p. m.
P
trades, become proficient in the indusBay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
our pupils, and remember that the
of Monroe aud Second Streets.
Boston. Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
petty annoyances of t h e sc h oo1room trial arts, and sometimes prominent in
.
.
d d
h
t.
b t the professions. They need not now Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
are not hfe. an
eat ma ters, u b e t old th a t th e1r
. we lfare
. is
. msepara.
Massachusetts.
· .
.
,
·
. .
.
merely incidents to our chosen pro- bl f
h
lf
f th S . ~c
d
Branford and Beswick m1ss10n: Saints
.
.
, 1 0 f d' _ . e rom t e we are o
e outu, an
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
fess1on to deve1op its own
IS
th e t"ime w1·11 soon come,
· i"f ·'th
. . ru e
i
as no t Lane ' Bradford ' Manchester
· . · · Services ,
cipline.- Chas. O. Chapin in Jmlrnal of
d
. d
h
h
.
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preachrng; Sunday school
1
11
.
a rea y arnve , W en t ey Wl sup- 2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Education.
port with their suffrage only those Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
~
.
.
.
Street, Queen's Road, Manchester, in charge.
measures which their matured JUdgBurlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
A GLANCE AT THE SOUTHERN NEGRO. ment convinces the'm will most cer- of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
.
.
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
THE world should have been given tamly promote the prosperity of the
Council Bluff;;, {owa: Pierce Street, three
clearly to understand that the white section in which an all-wise Provi- doors west of Glen Avenue. Preaching at
.
10: 30 a. m. and.7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
people of the South, as well a:;; their deuce has cast their lot. They have 12:00 m.; Zion's Religo-Literary Society at
brothers of the North or the East or come to realize that the people who 6: 00 .P· m.; Prayer o;ie'.lting ev!'3r.y Wednesday
· evenrng. T. W. W1lhams, munster, No. 206
the West, always intended to rule, and gave them employmen~, who annually Harmony Street.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are }'e my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you fre.e. ''-.Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken ta the word of the Lord: for there shal! not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.

Lamon), Iowa, ]'ebruary 17, 1897.
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A RETROSPECT.

IT sometimes happens that men upon
venturing into new realms of labor
and duty, assuming responsibilities in
fields of thought and action to which
no previous experience had fitted them
to act, resolutions are formed and
opinions stated that after consideration and experience may either
modify or change. Or, in the case of
want of experience, the preknow ledge
sometimes attendant upon men in
great crises may unconsciously to the
main actors so shape the opinions expressed and the determinations stated,
that after years of added knowledge
and experience tend to confirm and
approve the positions taken.
On April 6, 1860, Joseph Smith, accompanied by his mother, the widow
of Joseph Smith, the Seer of Palmyra,
attended a conference of men and
women, who had been members and
officers in the church at the time of
the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, June 27, 1844, assembled at
Amboy, Illinois, in pursuance of a call
and previous appointment, and there
asked to be admitted to fellowship
upon their original baptism, they also
having been baptized into the church
in the days of the presidency of the
Seer and his brother.
The widow stated to that assembly
that her faith in the mission of her
martyred husband had not changed;
that her faith and confidence in the
gospel as it had been given by the
angel, and preached in the lifetime of
her husband, were still unshaken;
that she still believed in the latter-day
work, as she had always done, and
desired to pass the remainder of her
days in the fellowship of the people
of God; and that she wished her
name enrolled among those who, like
herself could not indorse the folly and
wickedness that had come into the

No. 7.

ranks of the believers and scattered I with many of the members present at
the faithful, destroying the faith of that assembly in Amboy, on that
many. She was by unanimous vote sixth day of April; and manifested
accepted, and her name enrolled on upon several occasions at different
the record of membership.
places, that the son of the Prophet
Joseph, the son of the Seer, upon pre- would be called and would take the
senting himself to the assembly made presidency of the church. During
an address, of which a longhand report the year 1859 such prophecies had
was made. That report, fragmentary been frequent; and it had been also
and broken as it necessarily was, was predicted that such call and coming
published in the Amboy Times, at the would occur a.t the April session of
time, and afterwards published in the 1860. Many believing these predicSAINTS' HERALD for May, 1860. From tions had gathered at Amboy to witit the following extracts are quoted:- ness their fulfillment.
Neither Joseph nor his mother had
. . . I came not here of myself, but by the
influence of the Spirit. For some time past I heard a word of these predictions; no
have received manifestations pointing to the one having ventured to acquaint them
position which I am about to assume . . . . I
with the statement of such having
have come here not to be dictated by any
men or set of men. I have come in obedience been made. A strong effort had been
to a power not my own, and shall be dictated made in 1856 to interest young Joseph
by the power that sent me . . . . I believe in in the work of the reorganization,
the doctrines of honesty and truth. The which effort had failed because the
Bible contains such doctrines, and so does the
young man had himself received no
Book of Mormon and the Book of Covenants,
which are auxiliaries to the Bible . . . . It is direction or command to connect himSuch fail·
my determination to do right and let heaven self with the movement.
take care of the result . . . . Some who ought ure had shaken the faith of some, but
to know the proprieties of the church," have strong hopes were entertained that
told me that no certain form was necessary
God would lead the son to the work
for me to assume the lei:dership. That the
p_,sition came by right of lineage, yet I knew of his father. No knowledge of prethat if I attempted to lead as a prophet by dictions and prophecies stating that
these considerations, and not by a call from he would come to the Reorganized
heaven, men would not be led to believe who Church, or be present at the April
do not believe now. And so I have come not session of conference of 1860, had
of my own dictation to this sacred office. I
believe that we owe duties to our country and reached young Joseph, prior to his
to society, and are amenable to the laws of being present at that session; and it
the land, and have always considered it my was as much aJ matter of surprise and
duty to act upon this principle . . . . I will astonishment to him and his mother
come to you if you will receive me, give my
as to any others there.
ability, and the influence my name may l;Jring,
Joseph has repeatedly stated in public
together with what little power I possess,
and
in private that he knew of no such
and I trust by your faith and prayers to be
sustained. I pledge myself to promulgate no prophecy having been uttered until
doctrine that shall not be approved by 'you, made acquainted with the :fact after
or [and] the code of good morals . . . . I do reaching the conference and the prenot care to say more at present, but will
diction had been verified. He heard
simply add that if the same Spirit which
prompts my coming, prompts also my recep- it there for the first time, the fact of
the prediction having been made being
tion, I am with you.
The son of the Prophet, Joseph testified to by several who were presSmith, was received into fellowship ent at the times of its utterance and
upon the baptism performed in the heard it.
No communication had been had belifetime of his father; and upon the
statements contained in his address tween any of the members of the Rewas given the hand of fellowship and organized Church and Joseph Smith,
by vote chosen to preside over the until near the meeting of the conference, and long after these prophecies
priesthood of the church.
The spirit of prophecy had been had been delivered, so there was no
#
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collusion or knowledge of coming
human events conveyed to and fro,
from which conclusion could have
been formed and prediction made
thereon.
There are several points in the address, to which attention is now
called after thirty-six years have
passed, to discover whether events
have justified the statements then
made, or whether the positions were
taken unfortunately, were ill-advised
and weak in themselves.

controlled in case of controversy, or
dispute. He recognized the power by
which he had been sent as the proper
one to yield credence and subjection
to. Those to whom he spoke and.
with whom he was to become-associated, understood him clearly, and
never thereafter presumed to mistake,
or to misapply the position taken.

1. I came here not of myself, but by the
influence of the Spirit.

It is perhaps needless to comment
at length on this statement. The basis is broad, and as substantial as the
word of God. Paul held to simila,r
views when writing to the Philippians.
He wrote;-

In this there is a clear, plain statement that no personal purpose for
self-exaltation, or aggrandizement, or
self-motive determined the coming to
the church work; and that the direction of the Spirit, to the dictation of
which all Latter Day Saints claim
adherence and submission, was what
led him to the step he was taking.
He was a member of the church over
which his father presided and in the
work of which he laid down his life.
He had an indisputable right to membership in the true body of believers,
·wherever that body was to be found.
He had gone to the Lord for direction
as his father had done before him.
The answer of the Spirit came to him
and he was directed to that portion
then known as the New Organization,
and called the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
He went as he wa& directed and told
the people w by be had done so.

3. I believe in the doctrines of honesty and
truth. The Bible contains such doctrines,
and so do the Book
. of Mormon. ·.and. the Book
of Covenants, which are aux1har1es to the
Bible.

Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are
true, whatsoever things are honest, whatROever things are just, whatsoever thing·s
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,
whatsoever things are of good report; if
there be any virtue, and if there be aoy
praise, think on these things.

Joseph Smith was of the same
opinion when choosing his motto:
"Truth, Diamond Truth."
If truth, honesty, and virtue are not
to be the basic principles on which
all spiritual structures and characters
are to be built to stand, then these
names mean nothing, and things are
as when the fathers fell asleep.
4. It is my determination to do right and
let heaven take care of the result.

There is in this no hint of disposi·
tion to yield to wrong dictation, or
to foster wrong in any form. Has
2. I have come here not to be dictated by this been done, and is it now being
any man, or set of men. I have come in done?
obedience to a power not my own, and shall
be dictated by the power that sent me.

There was nothing uncertain in this
statemen't. The people t'~ere assembled were well acquainted with the
efforts that had been made to build up
the church, here and there, and how
they had one by one failed. The man
then before them had known something of the efforts to dominate others
and so despoil the people of their
rights. He knew that to yield subjection to divine dictation was to be
safe, to submit to human was to fail.
He proposed to be directed by the
Spirit by which he had been told to
come to the body which the Spirit
recogni~ed as the
true believers;
hence, he at the start gave a clear
and positive statement as to the
power by which he expected to be

5. I pledge myself to promulgate no doctrine that shall not be approved by you, or
[and-Ed.] the code of good morals.

This statement was prefaced by a
statement regarding lineal right,
which had been claimed by some as
attaching in the case, and a distinct
and clear avowa,l that however strong
the claim to lineal right might be,
other qualifications must exist or the
claim must be ineffectual and unavailing. Then in the light of what he
had said before the man pledged himself not to promulge doctrine of which
they, the church, or the code of good
morals should not approve.
From a consideration of the various
claims made to succession to the
church, and the many peculiar dogmas
taught by the several leaders, it was
essential to the harmony of belief and

action that the one who should lead
successfully should give pledge to the
scattered hosts that he would not
compromise their confidence, their
spiritual interests, and church existence by the promulgation of theory
or dogma of such a character that
they could not approve of it, or that
the code of good morals would not
sanction and approve. Dogmas had
been presented which the people of
G o d cou ld no t in
· '-h
l'JO',
ht o f th e 1aw
~ e
0
and the code of good mo!als approve.
Some of these had been denounced
by the men composing that conference. They were fearful of a repetition of them, or their kind.
They
did not care to again place themselves
in the power of false theology and false
morality. They had the right to expect and to require a sufficient pledge·
to justify allegiance to rule hitherto·
precarious since the Prophet's death ..
Hence this pledge.
Joseph Smith, the son, was aware'
that men had essayed to lead and rule
responsible only to themselves. That
these men had instituted dogmas and
practices subversive of the true faith,
injurious to the peace and safety of
the church, and destructive of the
faith and liberties of the pe9ple. He
knew that men were liable to the
lures of ambition; apt to place too
high an estimate on the. attainments
and privileges of self, and too low an
estimate upon the worth, rights, and
liberties of others, and thus to become
a victim to false ambition; and knowing this he sought to identify himself
with the people upon a true and solid
basis for mutual existence and protection against lust of power and false
ambition.
Joseph Smith the son of the Prophet
knew also that more than one portion
of the people left broken and scattered by the death of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith and the events that
subsequently occurred.. had either
condoned or em braced doctrines and
practices that were quite contrary to
''the code of good morals." He had
some reasons to believe that these
dogmas and practices had crept in
privily, and were fastened upon the
people by compromise, and not by
reason of command of God, or precept and teaching of the true leaders.
He believed that Joseph Smith, his
father, was not guiltily responsible

I
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the most of these dogmas and I Church. Smith is working to unite all fact'ce
. but that they had come in · tions of Latter Day Saints in the United
1
pra~
s:
.
States, including the followers of Brigham
agamst his better Judgment and moral Young.-Oowicil Bluffs Nonpareil, January
protest, and that his father wakened 29 , 189 '!.
·
to the danger there was in them to
The above and similar rumors are
the church, too late to make success- afloat in the secular prnss about our
ful resistance to them, the mischief late visit to Independence, Missouri,
having been wrought. He believed and Atchison, Kansas.
For these
he had the right to protect himself rumors neither Bro. Alexander H.
against a possible recurrence of simi- Smith, who was with us, nor the
lar conditions, and so placed this editor, is responsible.
N 0 reporter
proposition that the doctrines he would secured any information from either
promulgate should be of that nature of us, either as to our object, or the
that they would receive the approval result; and what has appeared like
of the people, or Jacking that ap- the above is a matter of newsmongerproval should stand approved by the ing common to the daily journals.
"code of good morals."
The result of our visit to IndeMen have SOU O'ht to use th1's pledae
""
b
'
pendence bas been laid before t h e
so made to the discredit of the Proph- saints. The visit to Atchison was of
et's son, claiming that he weakly put a similar nature, to converse with
himself into the. _hands of a _set .of some, who, holding different views of
d
l
b 1d
. apostates, promismg to 0 t ieir . -· . the latter-day work, were desirous to
d~ng.. That these were. to f~s.hwn 1 see us and compare ideas in a friendly,
his v_iews, ~ormula~e his op1mons, I poaceable manner, with a view to a
and dictate hrn doctrmes. These men better understanding of the positions
for_ get what the man had already occupied by each. Surely there was
l
d
t0
said, the avowa he ma_ e as
nothing wrong about this. And unwho and what sent him there, less mischief makers intervene and
his statement that he did not come make wrong out of it none will accrue
to be dictated by man.
They to anybody.
fo r,..,O'et further that i'n tl1e very sen It ought to be understood by this
·
h' h
I · t ·
~
tence agamst w ic
comp am" is time that the good name of the church
made, the son of the prophet put up and the stability of its institutions are
·
a wall of protection and defense as dear to such leading men as enagainst the willful disregard of right gag'ed i·n th1's i'nterchange of views as
~
and the laws of morality, should an to an,1body else in the church·, and
.J
attempt ever again be made to fasten that they can as safely be trusted to
doctrines and practices upon the ta.ke care of the interests of the work
church that contradicted, contro- as anybody in the church. If they are
·
.
verted, and displace d t h e mora1ity not, it might be well to secure others
taught in the word of God. He could to represent the work at home and
have done no more, he did not care to abroad.
do less, while protecting himself from
But suppose that there was truth in
a possible departure from right on the statement from Atchison, pubthe part of the people to offer them a lished in the Nonpareil, what is there
provision of protection against him- in an effort to unite in one all the
self. The pledge was not, therefore, broken fragments of the church reweak in itself, nor an evidence of maining after the dispersion from
weakness on the part of the man; but Missouri, Illinois, and Michigan, that
was timely, strong in itself, and an is either wrong in principle or in
evidence of strength in the man. Nor itself? Jesus has said, "Except ye
can it be properly regarded in any are one, ye are not mine;" and that
other light, with reference to the lat- salvation is to be found in the "remter-day work and the conditions ob- nant.,, What wrong is done then by
taining at the time it was made.
an effort to bring about a unity among
the various divisions of this remnant?
IS THERE HARM IN UNiTY'?
vVe have been taught and.fully believe
JOE SMITH IN KANSAS.
that the object of the latter-day work
ATCHISON, Kansas, Jan. 28.-Joseph Smith, was to bring to pass a "unity of the
bead of the Latter Day Saints Church, ar.
,,
· h
h
d
· , t o- da.y t o um'tea llL a. tt er D a.y 8 am
· t s faith.
r1vea
.Henceweareneit eras ame.
factions in the city with the Reorganized 1 nor afraid of an effort to secure this

unity; no matter by whom it shall be
made.
·
f
Dogmatic dictation and a.ssertwn o
religious sanctity rmd seclusion of
right were never compa'~ible with gospel freedom, and they are as much
out of harmony with the spirit of oneness now as they ever have been; and
ought not now to be permitted to
stand in the way of spiritual progress.
They have hindered the world's progress a good while, so far as the primitive faith is concerned, an:l have been
the bone of evangelizing processes
among believers in the latter day work
ever since the death of the Martyrs;
and it seems to us that we will do well
i'f we heed what ""as
S"·i'd
"
" to the church
in 1887:That the work of restoration to which tho
people of my church are looking forward may
be hastened in its time, the eldm·s must
cease to be overcareful concerning the return
of those who were once of the faith but were
overcome in the dark and cloudy day, fearing
lest they should bring in. hidden heresies to
the overthrowing of the work; for verily, there
are some who are chosen vessels to do good,
who have been estranged by the hindering
snares which are in the world and who will
in due time return unto the Lord if they be
not hindered by the men of the church. The
Spirit says, "Come;" let not the ministers_
for ChriRt prevent their coming-.

We-are blessed if we do as the Lord
h 1
·
says; if we do not so do, t .e oss is
·
ours. No obje:;tion to such umty can
l
h' h
be valid, unless t 1e terms upon w ic
it is secured are in themselves wrong.
h
e 't
None being stated in t e reporu, 1
. . 1
should be understood that no prmc1p e
was compromised.

WHILE we were at Independence this
last month, eight of those whom the
"Church of Christ,,, the Hedrickites,
had recently baptized, gave notice to
the "Elders of the Church of Christ"
that they withdrew from that body,
giving their reasons for such withdrawal. Some of these are those of
whom the Searchlight has from time to
time made mention as coming from
theJosephites,orReorganlzedChurch.
One of these, Bro. Edward Marks,
made a statement at the Lamoni business meeting, 'I'uesday, February 2,
confessing his act in joining with the
Hedrickites and his reason for it, and
asked to be reinstated in fellowship
by pardon. This was done cheerfully
1·
d f 11
u y.
. an
,.
d
i At our :return home we ioun a
1

1
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letter from Elder Maloch, of Vera I It w~s so severe that the bell in the courtCruz, Missouri, renouncing his recent I house tapped five or six times. The shock
.
.
. .
was felt as far north as Logan.
f e.11 .owsh1p
and
" u ta, h , F v,b • 10. -I·i] t he L egb."
8 ALT L AKE,
. with the Hednclntes
.
.
givrng lns reasons for w1thdrawrng lature to-day Senator Rideout introduced a
from them, and asking pardon of concurrent resolution providing for the apthose who might have been hurt by pointment of a committee of four members of
his action in joining with them.
the House and three of the Senate for t'ie
purpose of investigating t.he charges that
We certainly feel to extend the undue influence was brought to bear upon
hand to one and all those who having members of the Legislature in relation to
been led into making such steps as their voting for United States Senator. The
uniting with other bodies of believers resolution was laid over until to-morrow.

A very pleasant surprise party was tendered to Bro. A. H. Parsons, elder of this
branch, on the evening of the 9th, it being
his fortieth birthday. Quite a number of the
saints partioipated and a very enjoyable
time ·was had by all prnsent, recreation being
had in singing and playing of various games.
Refreshments were served later in the evening.

Bro. G. H. Hilliard, Ottumwa,
Iowa, the 12th:I baptizl"d two last nig-ht at ten p. m. ir:i
the river here. They live at Keb. They di ..
vided my meetings for Keb, and had two
here; but it was a mistake, I bad a splendid.
interest at Keb.

in the latter-day work, may choose to
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
retrace their steps and return to the
BRo.
W. J. SMITH, St. Clair, Michifold.
gan, February 6:We regretted to some extent that
I have been here about two weeks, preachEDITORIAL ITEMS.
the withdrawal of the eight above re- ing every night, and three have given me
ferred to took place while we were at their names for baptism. The Methodist A LOCAL newspaper clipping, place
Independence, for the reason that it preacher here is doing all he can against us, of publication not given, sent us by
might be inferred that our coming to but is very careful tha'~ we shall not catch Bro. S. D. Payne, announces his
him at it. His cowardly, underhanded. work meetings and states that large crowds
the city may have had some influence
in berating the work behind our back is hurt- attend.
upon their action; but having had no ing himself more than it does us, boweve1',
Sr. Anna Nielsen, formerly of Neconversation with the parties before and we shall be content to given him rope a
braska
City, Nebra,ska, but for the
little
while
longer
and
then
';fetch
him
up
their notice of withdrawal bad been
standing"
by
and
by.
I
send
you
clipping
past
two
years located at Sheridan,
placed with the elders, we have no
from the St. Clair Republican of the 4th.
Wyoming,
writes of her recent rereason to feel bad about it.
Brn.
"Elder W ..J. Smith, of D3troit, has been
union
with
brethren
and sisters of the
Maloch and Marks seem to have sized holding meetings here this week in the City
city,
to
which
she
has returned of
up the situation to their satisfaction, Hall in the interest of the Latter Day Saints.
late.
She
rejoices
again in active
He
will
speak
twice
on
Sunday
next,
at
2:
30
at all events. See Bro. Maloch's letand
7::30
p.
m.,
in
the
City
Hall.
Mr.
Smith
communion
with
them
and writes of
ter in HERALD for February 10.
is an entertaining speaker and handles the pleasure experienced in their felhis subjects well. His lecture on the
lowship. Sr. Nielsen loves the work
"OF GOOD REPORT."
subject of 'Mormonism' last evening was
A PROMINENT business man of Kansas exceptionally good, the elder clearly and maintains it in earnestness of
City, Missouri, writing to Bishop E. drawing the line of demarcation between spirit.
Sr. Mary A. Pilkington, of HiteL. Kelley, on business, says in regard those of the Reorganized Latter Day Saints
and the Brighamitos. Go and hear him rrext man, Iowa, writes an account of a visito the Church History sent him:Sunday if you can, it perhaps may do you
tation received by her years ago,
1 will read it with great interest, for while 'good."
myself a member of the Methodist Church, I
which then comforted her and to
Sr. Josie V. Phillips, Dorchester,
have always admired the Church of the Latwhich she now looks back with satister Day Sain ts, for their fide Ii ty to their re- Massachusetts, February 2:faction, believing it to have been one
ligious convictions and their sturdy integrity
The work is progressing well in Boston.
and good citizenship. The general verdict Saints are feeling well in the gospel and can of those commissioned "to tarry" in
among all outsiders here is that there are no only rejoice that the Lord 11·as led them in to performing the special mission asbetter citizens, or more honorable, honest this his church when they listen to the word signed him.
people than the Latt)r Day Saint<.
which Tvioody and "Sam" Jones are at presNumerous letters are crowded out
The apostle expressed the opinion ent feeding to the starving souls of Boston. of this issue by other matter.
long ago that the saints should so live They truly have a "form of godliness" but.
Bro. J. W. Burns writes that he and
deny "the power· thereof." They use just
as to secure a good report from them
enough Bible to deceive the nnwary into be- others of the Scranton, Kansas, saints
without the church. It is a matter of lieving that they are preaching the gospel; were edified by the labors of Brn. Jowhich the saints abroad may well feel but the light which this work gives enables seph and A. H. Smith, Joseph Luff,
proud, that their fellow believers in one to see the holes there are in their teach- J. W. Hudgens, Davis, and others,
the Lord i.n the "regions round about" in2s. Two were added to our branch by bap- who recently visited that city and met
tism on Sunday, January 24;· so the good
are winning the respect of the outsidwith the branch there.
cause moves on.
ers by upright walk and conversation.
Catholic authorities deny late ru·
Bro.
Jay
Hoffman,
Kansas
City,
A good name is rather to be chosen than
mars
which stated that the church had
Kansas,
the
4th
ult.:great riches.
This leaves me feeling well in the work. removed Dr. Keane from the UniverAm doing a good deal of house-to house labor sity of Washington because of his
THERE are rumblings both under the with good results, four being baptized within liberal tendencies; also that Archearth and above its surface, in Utah, a month. Our branch is in good condition
bishop Ireland, of St. Paul, was unas the following press dispatches spiritually, nearly all bein&' alive to this
der
disfavor for like cause.
show:great work. Great blesoings are in store
BRIGHAM CITY, Uta1:, Feb. IO.-Last. night. for that servant who honors bis calling.
The Ensign has greeted us of late
this city was visited by the heaviest earthBro. George W. Edwards, Phi.ladel- donned in new dress from head to
quake shock ever experienced in this valley. I phia, Pennsylvania, the 10th:I foot, which very much improves its
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general
appearance.
The world I the mountains. However, its own
moves.
I policy w:i'll aid in its final overthrow,
The Cret::m situation is serious and I fo.r the young men now being sent out
.may open up the Europea,n conflict will learn the trutl~ and the honest
which seems likely to begin at any among them accept it.
time. The Cretans are in rebellion
Elder J. W. Wight arrived home on
against the Turks. Greece has es- Wednesday, the 10th, called in bepoused their cause and has sent a fleet cause of illness in his family.
with the avowed intention of annexing
Advices dated Sunday the 14th are
the island of Crete and thus liberate to the effect that Greece has pracit from Turkish rule.
Austria and tically declared war against Turkey
other powers have disapproved thr:, by sending troops to Crete, where
action of the Greek government. the Christians have opened fire on the
English, French, Russian, Turkish, Turkish forces. Grave complications
and other war vessels are present in are expected.
Cretan waters to watch for ·developBro. J. L. Goodrich was at Washments and to take action in restoring burn, West Virginia, on the 6th inst.,
order, as occasion may arise. A con- where he found the people interested
fiict between 'rurks and Greeks is in the doctrine and the branch united
probable.
, and alive. Bro. Jonathan Huffman,
Bro. Daniel A. Bressman writes I the branch president, was assisting
from McLeod, Oklahoma, that saints him. Bro. Goodrich has been laborthere desire labor from Bro. W. B. ing of late in West Virginia, in the
Toney and others of the ministry, counties of Ritchie and Calhoun.
'rwo are ready for baptism, others
There is much sickness in the
are interested. "Oklahoma is the best places where the saints dwell this
mission in the world," he says.
winter, said to be the result of the unA London press dispatch states that usually mild weather.
there is no foundation for rumors of
the Czar's ill health. ·
The immigration bill as amended
and passed by Congress provides for
EDITED BY FRANCES.
the exclusion of all i;,vho cannot read
the English or their native language. I
We have careful thoughts for the stranger,
However, illiterate wives and children
And smiles for the sometime guest,
But oft for •·our own''
of literate males are admitted with
The bitter tone,
them under the provisions of the bill.
rrhoug!1 'W(~ love "OUI' Own'~ the best.
Ah! lips with the curve impatient,
A published card for street distribuAhl brow with that look of scorn,
tion issued by the brethren of Phila·
''!'were a cruel fate,
Were the night to~ late
delphia announces a sermon on "Utah I
"I1o undo the work of morn.
Latter Day Saintism," by Elder A. H.
-JJfargaret E. Sangster.
Parsons.
We are informed that
!'

HomB Gollfmn.

~a~y h~ard _the effort and learned the , SELECT READING FOR MARCH MEETINGS OF
d1stmct10n between trm~ and false
DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
Mormonism, so· called. Elders of the [WE now take up the first mentioned corner
Utah Church will learn, if they have I stone on which character should be build•3d.
not already learned, ·that t,heir mis- I This is "loving faith in God."]
sionarv efforts will have but little or I How shall I lead my child to Christ? is, to
"
·
'"lless they·
.serve the pur- I many P. are. n t s, t'ne .mos t momen t ous ques t"ion
no ef'"ect
1
I o.F t h eir 1ives. It is a mosu, momen t ous ques' ' ." " .
pose of onngmg out more clearly the ti.on; one which we approach with the deeple. gitimate cha.ractor of the .Reogan- .est humility, knowing our insufficiency to
ized Church in contrast to the church answer it without Divine aid, and praying
in Utah. The "Gentiles " the Ameri- 1 earnestly for that aid. "Guide us into all
le
''l
, b '
. d b I truth" is our prayer; without that guidance
can peop . ' "." 11 noo 8 c~nve:·te
Y we may wand~r into error, where error is
an organ1zat10n whose v10lat10ns of fatal to human souls.
common law they have for years been ! How shall I lead my child to Christ? o,
obliged to deal with and compel [ parent, tender and loving as you are, is there
obedience from. Not even the rhetor- I not a cruel fall:wy in the very question, the
l I _
R , "t
i fallacy that Christ is afar off from your little
~va
e oquence
o.f B . , nTT ..
. ooer s . can
. · I, ones, and can only be found of them a f ter
cover up or exeuse tne false pos1t1on ! laborious and conscious search? Is there not
rf
ori;rnnization in the vallerYs of 1 in yo1.ir ]1e0rt h1>ck of the question and

I

1
1

I

;

0
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prompting it, the idea that your children
must go on fur a time in sin, not knowing
their blessed Savior, wandering away from
him, and only returning to him in after
years by retracing their steps through the
devious and difficult ways by which sin has
led them away from him? Is there no place
within the fold of the tender Shepherd for
little ones? Is it like him who "carrieth the
lambs in his bosom," to safely fold the sheep
and le,ave the lambs outside? And yet this is
just what we charge upon him when we believe, or act as though we believed, that our
children cannot be converted and become
really his until they reach maturity, or. as
we vaguely say, years of discretion. If they
are not bis-his who bought them with his
own precious blood-whose are they in the
interval between birth and that uncertain
period which our halting faith fixes as the
proper time for their conversion? The inevitable answer may well shock us out of our
inactivity, f(,r there are in the wide universe
but two masters of souls, God and Satan.
Do not misunderstand us as teaching that
children are all right by nature and have no
need of regeneration; that if left alone they
will grow into the beauty of holiness spontaneously. Twenty-five years' experience with
children in the schoolroom has convinced us
that such an idea is a fallacy. What we do affirm is, that it is possible, and OHght to be common, for the children of Christian parents to
grow up Christians, and never know themselves to have been otherwise. This should be
the expectation of Christian parents; we re7
joice to know that this is the expectation of
many, and we have never known this expectation disappointed, except in cases where the
disappointment was easily accounted for by
extraneous circumstances. The atmosphere
of the home into which they were born inay
not have been such as to nurture growth of
the spiritual life implanted in the infant
soul, though where there is this expectation
on the part of both parents, that is not often
the case. It may be that the church atmosphere is so cold as to freeze out the tender
shoot; its style of piety may be active and
bold, but with a certain hardness and rudeness--a piety of conquest, rather than one of
love. Worst of all, and most common, there
may be in the church a spirit of skepticism
concerning child conversions, a feeling that
the conversion of a littl0 child is of small account compared with the conversion of an
adult. We see this manifested in the way
conversions, or accessions to the church, are
often announced-so many adults "besides a
number of children." . . .
You are loving and tender of your children,
will make any sacrifice to feed, clothe, and
educate them; for their sake you gladly renounce ease, comfort, health, rest; yet amid
all your loving sacrifices for them, do you not
do their souls an irreparable wrong by dis"
trusting t,he loving mercy of your God to
them-·his longing and his ability to seal
them bis, and bring them into his fold while
still little children, ~ihe those of whom hi~
?"
Son said, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven.
we charge you by the love yo4 bear your
• chililrlln, to answer thls quei;ti.ori trnthfully
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to yourself and to God. And if the truthful
answer must be "Yes," pray earnestly,
"Lord, increase our faith," for, "according
to your faith, so be it unto you."
"You will never practically aim at what
you practically dc8pair of;" if you do not
practically believe your child can be united
to God, you will aim at something lower and
less. Con version is but the beginning of the
Christian life, not its full perfection.
A
Christi.an is one who has begun to love what
is good, for its own sake; why should it be
though'o impossible for a child to have this
love begott0u in him? He is, in that case,
only a child converted to good, and leading a
mixed life as all Christians do. The good in
him goes into combat with the evil, and
holds a qualified sovereignty; and this combat goes on, if we may trust Paul's experience, till life's close.
VVhy may not this
intermi.l conflict of goodness cover life from
its dawn as well as any part of it? . . .
Of course he cannot understand the whole
philosophy of religion, but a right spirit may
be virtually exorcised in children, when as
yet, it is not intellectually rec:'lived. They
can be put upon an effort to be good because
God desires it, ard will help them in the endeavor; this is all that, at a very early age,
they can receive, but it is sufficient; indeed, it
includes eveeything-repentance, love, duty,
dependence, faith. N2.y more, if tirn Cllristian scheme 1 the gospel, i~ really wrapped up
in the heart of ·the parent, and beams out in
. all his looks and actions, the Sphit of God
may make this liviog truth as effectual, even
before it can be taught in words, as the
preaching of the gospel itself. What manner of men al'.!d women ought parents to be in
all godly living and conversation! . . .

There is no age that ofl'ees itself to God's
truth and love, and to the influence of his
Spirit wiLh
ductile feeling and such
tender
as childhood. Its being
placed uJJder parentai autbority makes him
to see the abstract principle of duty personified in his parents, and learning to obey them
"in the Lord for this is right," is the first
step towards learning to obey God. It is for
this reason that
children obedience
to parents is of such vital importance. When
the child is brought to exercise true and loving submission to the good will of his parents, you will often sse a look of childish joy,
a happy sweetncsJ of manner, a delight in
authority, as like to Christian experiences as
anything childish c<1n be to anything· mature . . . .
The Bible is one of God's appointed instruments in religious character building.
Among the oal'liest lessons taught our children should be love and r0spoct for the word
of God. This lesson is unconsclously taught
in every home where family worship is sustained. The impressions made upon children
by seeing the whole household gather, night
and mornini;, a.round tho open Bible, to hear
it nJad by lips they love .and revere, go with
them thrnugh life. We hardly see how professing· Christians who neglect family woeship can expect the conversion of their
cbiidren. Tb is m~g·lect usually arises from
Hlack of rr.e~" the pJ;cents
But tbJ.s iB
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simply saying to your children, "Our worldly
business is more important than the service
of God." You have all the time there is in
the twenty-four hours; it rests with you to
decide what use to make of it. The natural
supposition is that you will employ it in
that which you consider of the most importance . . . .
Let the prayer at family worship be short,
simple, and couched in such language as the
children can understand. Pray for just what
you need, and feel that you need for ihat day.
I remember a prayer I once heard by a father·
whose name, if I should give it, would be
i·ecognized as that of one to whom thousands
have listened delightedly, but in his prayer
were no flights of eloquence, only the simple
asking for the grace which each one needed
for his day's work-for himself, that as he
went among men he might honor his Master:
for l:iis wife, amid her household cares; and
for his children, that at school, and especially
upon the playground, they might not do anything which the boy Jesus would not hiwe
done in their places. Such prayers are not
mere words to those that hear them, they go
with them out into the work of the day, to
help and strengthen.-Childhood: lts Care
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MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send commu:nications for this department to the Editor.
Address minutet3 and notices of convention!-\ etcq
to .. Editors lierald, I~amoni:'I Iowa.'')

A'l' the request of the writer we publish in
full the article on Uniformity of Texts.
May we hear from the other side?-ED.

UNIFORMITY OF LESSON TEXTS.

IN accordance with a motion passed at General Convention last spring, that districts
take into' consideration the question of uniformity of texts-that the lessons for Primary
Qnarterly be based on same texts as used by
Senior and Intermediate gTades-and report
their wishes to the general assembly, we took
up the subject in our first district convention
afterwards.
Wishing more time to think
upon the matter, the q ueb ti on was laid over
for further deliberation. At our last convention it was decided upon, and after general
expression of opinion from teachers and local
otl:icers, a motion prevailed unanimously in
favor of uniformity of texts.
When the question was first brought up,
some objection to the uniformity idea, giving
and Culture.
as their reasons that the Senior texts were
beyond the comprehension of children in the
THE leaflet, "Gospel Teaching in thfl H0m","
primary grades.
may be used in connection wi'ch 'ch i:o lesson.
I have learned that this objection (?) has
Latter Day Saints are instructed at what
age their children shall be baptized. Read been entertained at other places. I put the
Doctrine and Covenants, .section 68, para- question mark after "objection," for while
this argument had been brought up a good
graph 4.
What position do they occupy up to this deal as an objection, is it one? Is the snptime? See Doctrine and Covenants, section positton it implies a true one? Why, it is as
foundationless as the idea is amusing that a
28, paragraph 13.
Can it be proved that any more of those text in the Old Testament could not be simwho enter the church in childhood are un- plified as easily as one in the New Testament.
faithful to the teachings of the gospel than If ttny evidence were needed further than
reason, it is only necessal'y to use the observof those who accept it later in life?
Vvhat is binding on parents i.n order. to ing powers to notice that the primary work,
have children ready for baptism at eight only goes over the ground that the Senior
grade went over a year or two before, a demyears?
onstration
which has been going on right
Must it be a free choice on the part of the
along that the texts used for senior and interchild when he is baptized?
One sister, now grown, remembers feeling mediate uses, can be simplified to meet prihurt because arrangements were made for mary requirements.
This point seen, the question was settled
her baptism without consulting her. There
had been no talk on the subject just then, with us. It took no argument to convince
though she had. been taught the necessity of any of our teachers that the present differbaptism prior to that time. There were oth- ence of texts is a disadvantage to the general
ers to be baptized and she was told to get work and interests of the school. That has
ready and go too. She would have been 1vi.ll- been maki.ng itself apparent ever since the
ing otherwise, but as it was, she went with system started.
an inward protest.
In the first place, while it is a fine point, it
fa none the less a real one, that we lose by
this di vision, the effects that are al ways
PROGRAM
reached by united pursuance of one course, in
FOR MAR.CH MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS
interest, sympathy, and the stimulus that
OF Z~ON.
competition with one another gives.
HYMN 519, Saints' Harp. Prayer. Scripture
The line is dl'awn at the responsive reading·
reading, Ephesians 5: 6-20. Beading from where the interest or the school divides. It is
Home Column with discussion. General re- not reasonable to expect children to give atI marks on mothers' work. Boll calL Busi- tention and be interested in something in
ness. Hymn 225.
which they have no part, and do not un-----------derstand, because their teaching is upon diffment subjBcts. It is t,he same at review
"I think God works on human lives
time. Instead of thi~ being one of the most
Through human means;
enjoyable featur0c of the s0ssion, a lively,
And what men cail 'but kindly acts'
cheerful closing exercise, participated in by
'
God's lrlOVements screen."
1·
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the entire school, thus uniting all classes in
the understanding of the lesson, and sending
the children away in bright spirits; instead
of that, one half the school must go through
the dull psrformance of sitting and waiting
while the other half recites. It is pa;·ticularly tedious to the children. They grow
restless and disorderly, annoying the rest of
the school, worr.ying the superintendent or
the one reviewing, and it is a task upon the
teachers that have charge of them. Besides,
there is as much time again us"d as would be
necessary for one review, and this drags to a
tiresome length the foat,ure that should be
short and crisp.
It may be said that in some schools where
they have primary room they have separate
reviews anyhow. This is no argument
against one text; not at all. A un'iform text
would serve under such circumstances just as
conveniently, and it would accommodate the
majority of schools that have no primary department.

general convention may be prevailed upon to
take the matter up and act upon it.
We have looked at both sides of the q uestion; considered the arguments against it as
well as for it, and we have foc:md that a uniform text would have all the merits, and
none of the demerits of the present two-text
systems, and hence we want uniformity of
texts.
,·LOUISE PALFREY.

DON'TS FOR THE SUNDAY. SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENT.
BY ,JOSEPH ROBERTS,

DON''r be a superintendent for one day out of

the week and the other six be a something
else. Do you know what it means to be a
Sunday school superintendent?
Don't teach Johnny to remember the Sabbath to keep it holy and that it's wrong for
"little Johnny" to go skating with some of
the neighbor boys on that day, when you go
slcighiog and spending the time in gossiping
with neighbor Jones.
You have been told to always go before
your school looking pleasant. Don't do it
unless you feel that way. Be the same on
the surface as you are in the center. Don't
practice deception. The children will learn
it of you. If you love the children and have
the Spirit of the Maker in your heart, it will
unconsciously shine in your face. Don't be a
sham.
Don't get behind the stand and pray long
and loud· and ask for everything in existence
and then, in the face of all this, ask God to
create something else and give you.. But get
near your school and, while you are all standing with bowed heads, offer in the language,
feeling, and needs of a child, a short prayer
that the children may feel is from their own
hearts.

But nowhere do we find the two text system more vexing and troublesome than in
our teachers' meeting. It seems about impossible to make the meetings the success we
sb.ould like to have them in interest and attendance on account of it. The primary
teachers complain that they are not helped
for their work by studying· the senior text,
and naturally there is no personal incentive
to them to come. '!'hose that do attend, do
so out nf desire to help th@ meetings for the
other's sake, but derive Ii ttle practical benefit
for their own,iiuties, and vice versa, it is the
same with senior and intermediate teachers
if the primary text is studied.
In some towns the pr-irnary teachers of all
the denominational churches meet together
for the study of Lhe lesson, but in any one
school and in ou;· schools there ar;o not
enough of primary grade teachers, and of
senior and intermediat0 grade teachers to "As 'l'O primary pupils' preparation, I have
hold separate meetings. We need the ideas never bsen able to secure much home work,
and the presence of the unbroken number of so accept Has a fact that all that the majority
our te1cwhers to make the meetings of most .of the pupils get is in class-work, I teach
profit and interest. It would be inconsistent just as if the class had not previously seen
to ask two nights a week for senior and inter- the lesson. Certain ones always know their
mediate teachers to lend their presenee at lessons, but repetition pleases children.
"DORA YOUNG."
the study of the primary text, and primary
teachers to repay them by attendance when
it is the seninr's turn. So we have been compelled to resort tc alternating: study the
senior lesson one week, and the pr-imary lesson the next. It is the best way we can
ST. Lours, Mo., Feb. 3.
think of, but it is not satisfactory, for obvious
Eclitors Herald:-The long talked of disreasons.
cussion between thE Utah elders and our
We hope other district conventions have elders at this place is at last a reality. Elders
done, or will do as we have, and, acting upon Bond and Archibald opoke in behalf of the
the ad vice of the motion made at General Con- Reorganized Church, and Elders Christensen
vention last spring, take this question into and Ballard in behalf of the Utah Church.
consideration. Things are allowed to run on Two propositions were properly arranged and
sometimes, not because of merit in them, but signed before the discussion commenced; the
because they are not looked into, or H their first, our people affirming that Joseph Smith
di s<.d vantages are felt, it ~s neglected to re- the present President of the Reorganized
port, them, and they are put up with. But Church was the legal successor of his father;
we are so anxious to have the present two- and the second, the Utah people affirmed
text system changed, feeling thoroughly sure that Brigham Young was the legal successor
it is disadvantageous in our working met'.wd&, of Joseph the Seer. This is not the exact
that we would wish that district associations wording of the propositions, as I do not have
everywhere would investigate the question, them at hand, but it is the substance of them.
too, and 1mtke their wishes known, that th()
'Two evenings were 11sed on each question,
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each side to have one hour each night. The
first session was held Monday night January
25, and clo~ed Thu1·sday night January 28,
the discussion lasting al together, sixteen
hours. We presume that this discussion in
one way was no exception to the general
rule; and that is, bo1;h sides think they come
out ahead, at least we fee1 that way very nmch,
so far as our side is concerned. In view of
the fact that we have so many living witnesses, and an abundant supply of written
and printed evidence at hand to sustain our
position, we believe it only fair to admit that
it is quite possible that we would be a little
prejudiced against the arguments brought
forth by the Utah people and therefore not
give them the merit they were justly entitled to, and hence judge that we were more
than victorious. There wer~ a few in the
audience who were not members of either
factiori, and some we believe not associated
with any religious organization, and their
opinion that we have heard expressed is that
our opponents got very much the worst of it,
and the general expression appeared to be
one of commiseration for them; that they
were young and inexperienced and were
really to be pitied, as they appeared to be
earnest and honest in their endeavors to
maintain and defend the position which they
occupied, though their cause must be dragged
through the dark and cloudy times of Utah's
early history.
In Elder Christensen's attempt to smooth
over the manner in which the church in an
-early day in Utah handled their apostates, he
said be believed there were two persons in
the audience who bad been out there in
those days who were now members of the
Reorganization, and he would call upon them
and prove to the satisfaction of the audience
the points he was claiming. The first one
he called upon was Bro. J. G. Smith, a man
who has resided in St. Louis for some fifteen
or twenty years, and hao a reputation in both
business and church affairs entirely above
reproach, a man also who knows from his
own personal observation and sad though
profitable experience enough of early-day
Utahism to make a small volume for very interesting and surprising reading to the young
and middle-aged members of both churches
in question. Elder Christensen asked him
the question if he had ever heard of anyone's
life being threatened on account of their
apostatizing while he was there in Utah. Bro.
Smith arorn and asked him if he really wished
him to testify in the matter, whereupon Elder
Christensen answered in the affirmative, but
if the expressions of his face during the next
few moments bespoke the feelings of the
inner man it is safe to say that he was sorry
that he had n~t said no. Bro. Smith stated
in a pleasant, though firm way that brought
conviction with his words, that he had only
heard of it, but that his own life was threatened
for that very cairne, and that by an elder of the
Utah Church. He also related other instances of as damaging importance to them.
Elder C. then asked him if he knew that such
instructions came from the head of the
church. Bro. S. said he could not say, but
one occasion where such actions existed it
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was the result of a local priesthood meeting.
This evidence on the part of Bro. Smith,
coupled with the evidence that had just been
read where Brigham Young bad said he would
unsheath his bowie knife to take care of the
apostates, certainly made a chain of evidence
that would almost hang a man.
The other brother Elder C. referred to was
Bro. Noah N. Cooke, who was for years a very
faithful and efficient Bishop's agent in this
district, and a man whose word is considered
as good as law among bis associates, so far as
truthfulness is concerned. His testimony
was also very strong, which made it quite
apparent to all present that it would have
been far better bad Elder Christensen allowed the living witnesses to 1·emain seated.
He finally said he wanted to know the truth,
and we believe in this be was correct, but
these young men have been born and cradled
in this belief, and their faith seems to h~ve
very much tho same hold upon them that
the Catholic faith does upon its communicants, "It's the religion that my parents lived,
and hence H must be right." Neither of
them has ever been beyond the borders of
Utah until a few months ago, and it is quite
evident their experience will do them good.
There is one thing quite sure; that is, these
youni:r men have intellect and zeal worthier
of a better calling, and may our heavenly
Fat.her in his loving kindness open tbcir- es es
to the true way.
Your brother,
HICHARD B. TROWBRIDGE.

I as being very

much pleased with what they
heard. We are having a little opposition in
the cowardly bushwhackers' way; the Methodis~ pastor has appoir..ted this week as a week
of Qrayer in his church. I presume there
will be some long and loud prayers offered
that the wolf may not destroy their flock.
I spent a few weeks the forepart of the
winter in Bay City ... We held meeting in a
little church in the southern part of the city.
While there were none baptized, we allayed
much prejudice and left somo believing\ I
was associated with Bro. J. S. Keir while
there, and 1 do thank the Lord for such men
whose practical life is in harmony with their
profession. And I do thank the good Lord,
"who knoweth the weakness of man and how
to succor them who are tempted" (D. C. 62:
11 ), that he has ordered that his ministers
should go forth two and two; aud when alone
as I am at the present I often wonder, "When
will the church observe that order?" I wrote
an article entitled "two and two" some time
ago, but have not seen it in print yet. Perhaps it got lost or found its way to the wastebasket.
The worst feature that I see with a great
many of our people is that they do not buy
and read the church books and papers, therefore they are not keeping pace wHh the work
as they should. If we do not qualify ourselves
so we are able to cope with the powers of the
evil one, it seems to me it i8 only a matter of
time when he will overpower us.
The Church History is indispensable to
every one who wishes to qualify himself. I
ordered a copy of it and sold it again before I
NOR'l'H BRANCH, Mich., Jan. 27.
got it read, but at once ordered another. I
Editors Herald:-I haven't anything very only hope I may be able to sell many of them.
discouragini? to write I assure you, for prosYours truly,
pects look very bright for the preaching of
J. A. GRAN'l'.
the gospel; requests come from all quarters
to come and preach. all of which are very encouraging to the missionary, and especially
RIVERSIDE, Mont., Jan. 27.
so when it is said, "Come, and we will pay
Editors Herald:-Some time ago Ml'. Johnyour fare." Of course it is perfectly right son purchased a place that had been used for
they should do that,, BL1t mally times the a saloon, and we thought it would be a good
missionary does not receive that encourage- thing to convert it into a church; so the fe;;1
ment, but is compelled to throw his pack on saints here in the valley put our little mites
bis back and take a tie ticket (of course one together and sent for Bro. R. J. Anthony to
advantage with that kind of a ticket, it is come and occupy the old saloon house now
good on any road), and navigate himself turned to a better purpose. He had preached a
across the country. Rut will we falter by few discourses here in the hotel two years ago
the way or give up in despair- because we are and the people liked his talk; then he came
left to exercise ourselves in this way'2 We here on the 28th of December and began
say no, for our Captain whose name is Jesus, preaching on the 30th with about forty peohas said, "Follow thou me;" and we read ple, and the people liked him f~om the first
that he traveled on foot to tell the people of and the congregations increased right along.
the love of .God. We are no better than he He made everything so plain that all could
was, I am sure.
see the beauty of the gospel: at least they
Notwithstanding the severity of the weath- could see and understand the Bible better
er on Sunday last, I baptized one precious than ever before. We had sple:idid audiences
soul. May the good Lord bless those who until this late cold spell oame; bu-Git is too
have the courage to step forth in obedience cold now to try to hold meeting.
to his commands. I came to this town of
Several seem to be interested and some are
North Branch last Monday evening to hold a believing. I do wish and pray that some
series of meetiog-s in the Episcopal church, will unite with us. I have been alone here
and on arrival found the church nice and so long; it would be so good to have other 8
warm. the arr::rni;remants having been made by of like precious faith to associate with close
Bro. Tebo and son. I have held forth but at home. A few of the saints live about
two evenings and cannot say what the re-1 seven miles from here, which makes it diffisult will be, but, last evening· the audience cult to meet together more than once in a
was nearly doubled in number· over the first 1 long time. When a rnissionary comes we
twenin.g-, anr1 son1c .h~ve expn1Aserl tbemselves j are only a little spec\[, in this great
0

Bro. Anthony's preaching has removed
prejudice and people think differently of us
now. Some came out of curimity and were surprised. 'rhey thought we had a Joe Smith
Bible and all such nonsense as that, but they
found we had the truth.
After services one evening when Bro. Anthony had got through preaching an old man
stepped up tf• him and mid that was just the
kind of preaching he liked to hear. He invited him to come and see him and stay a
week with him. He said he had just come
out of curiosity and to hear what we had to
say. There have been some parties that have
asked for the Book of Mormon. Bro. Anthony has sent for them and some of Voice of
Warning.
I do hope we will have nice
weather soon, so Bro. A. can pt•each again.
We do erijoy hearir.g him speak, for it is so
seldom we ever hear one of the elders preach.
He is a splendid speaker and we hope we
can keep him herd a1Vhile, for the µeople
need to hear the gocipel. All they think of
is going to dances.
We have started up a union Sunday school
and hope it will be a success, for there are
so many li.ttla children that have never been
inside of a Sunday school. How I would love
to be where there was a large branch of the
chur<,1h where I could go to church and Sunday school every Sunday and feel that the presence of God was near.
Bro. Anfoony spoke on the Book of Mormon and every one was much pleased with it.
We do so much appreciate his coming, for
we know he is a good and ngb!e man and is
trying to do all he can. He is talking of
going to Deer Lodge soon. We hope he will
soon come again, for we will miss him. Bro.
Anthony has been very kind to stay with us
long as he has. Every one speaks so well of
him and we are truly proud of him. A Presbyterian mini.st.er from Hamilton had some
t,alk with him and asked some questions. He
knew nothing about the latter-day work.
Bro. Anthony loaned him his Book of Mormon and gave him plain poi:nters on our
work.
Your sister,
MIMA JOHNSON.
YOUNGSTOWN, Iowa, Jan. 23.
vV. H. Kephart came
into this locality, by our request the 31st
of Dscember last, and rendered efficient service for the Master for about eleven evenings,
in our schoolhouse. His preaching was well
received by the people who favored him
above other ministers in that the best of order and attention prevailed throughout.
We have reasons for believing that some
g·ood was accomplished, although none were
baptized.
There are some h•ere who are firm believers in the latter-day work, but for some reason bave not the moral com age to obey. I
know of a number of such in different places,
and cannot bat believe that they do not realize the responsibilities resting upon them as
individuals, else they would not hesitate.
I would respectfully suggest that a tract be
prepared
adapted to this class of
calllng· their at.~.ent1on to tbe fact
extent we are "our brother'il

Editors J[erald:-Bro.
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keeper,'' and that only through prompt and. participated in. The Sabbath school is in a
complete obedience on our part as individu·· progressive stage, attractive and instructive.
als can we rid our skirts of others' blood.
It is under the managoment of Brn. Ephraim
I would also beg leave to suggest that some Squires and James Cox, etc., and Sisters
method or system be devised, and adopted by \ Ella, Helen, Violet, ;md Eliza be: th Squires,
the church th11/o would in some measure fur- Anna Box, Potts, and others.
The song
nish protection to the generous, hospitahle service was very attractive. The Brooklyn
sai~ts from the rasc~lly ~umbu~B wh.o a:e branch also is progressing nicely under th.e
taking advantage of r,be sai.nts' liberality rn management of Bro. George Potts as pres1various ways. Wishing all a happy, prosper- dent, Bro. J. H. Pope priest, James Cocks
ous new year·, I am,
In bonds,
teacher, William Clark deacon, and Anna
E. 0. CLARK.
Box organist, Thomas Lester Bishop's
agent. These are supported by Em. Joseph
tiqu-ires, 'l'homa,s 'l'ruman, George Box, and
BEAVER CITY, Neb., Jan. 28.
other brethren, together with a number of
Editors Iientld:-I am preaching· four miles
active and well-grounded sisters, young and
east of the above-named place; am having a
middle ag·od. Altogether the outlook is promgood attendance and some are very much inisin,g for Brooklyn.
terested. I preach the rtatoration of the
Last Sabbath I was in Philadelphia and
gospel and the things concerning the kingdom
preached
in the forenoon in tho hall occupied
of God, and while I am making many friends
to the church, it is not done wit,hout opposi- by the saints for holding meetings, and in
tion-the preachers oppose me. Some say I Camden at evening-. There wa8 a desired inhave six wives and some eay sixteen. One of terest manifest in both services. I attended
the Methodist preachers is saying many a number of m 0 etini~s while here, visited a
bard things against me. He told the people number of the saints, aud it wns easy to note
that after I preached at the Need more school- the evidences of progress. Philadelphia is
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are the genuine Mormons in town also." They
know the difference, and some, at least, are
inclined to encourage our work as against
what they are attempting to do, and our people are held in respect-known as a respectable body. It reall.y takes a pretty cheeky
person to represent that western institution
with its terrible history this far East.
Bro. Parsons is caring for the flock in Philadelphia, and is up to time.
Fraternally,
vVILLIAM

H.

KELLEY.

LYNN, Osag·e Co., Mo., :F'eb. 5.
EcWors Hentld:-Wo can:1e here the 30th.

Have held meetings in the lit'cle chapel with
fair audiences, considering the, weather,
roads, etc. Preached in Methodist church
in town, five m~ies from here, last Vvednesday: Goo~1 audience, and am to preach there
agarn to-n.ight.
,
Someohrng of a contrast from the dust,
da~,ger~ nois~, confusion, ~nd crowde.d quarte10 of "be city to the quiet and solitude of
the wooded hills of 02age County, reminding
ono of Gray's lines:house for awhile (southwest of Beaver City) recovering from the apathy of the past and
"F,n from the mnddeniug c1·owd,ti ignoble etdft~
they locked the house and would not let me bids fair to assume her former strength and
'l1lH':ir 80ber seHSCA 11(~vcr learned to et ray.
The younger element has
preach any more, and that the µeople at the go forward.
Along th-c co:d seqneetercd vnlc of life
taken
hold
with
manifest
interest
in
both
r_rhey kt' pt the even tenor of their v1rny."
Duesen bury schoolhouse should do the same
thing; but this was proven to be false by tho branch and Sabbath school. Bm. Hull,
The beauties of "still life" in Nature's
some of the people living near the Needmore Bacon, Christie, Zimmerman, Stone, Cope- prirniti vo estates are all e,round us and reschoolhouse in less than an hour after he land, and Sisters Kate Cameron,Hull,Parsons, lease from the perils of ci viiizatioD, are apChristie, Louis, Copeland, with many others, preciated,as a pleasant and profitable change.
told it.
There are no saints nearer than thirty-five seem devot,ed to the Sabbath school work. We are comfortably cared for at the home of
or forty.mUes of fois place that I know of, Bro. Christie conducts a Sabbath school in Bro .•Tames VVilson, an old veteran, with an
but I don't lack for friends. I have pre:whed Camden each Sabbath. There are some honorable record, both in the army of. the
twelve sermons here and expect to stay for eighty-seven members in all now in the Lol'd and in the service of his country.
some time yet, then go south near Precept. branch. The success of the work in no inThis ceg·lon is the scene of former labors of
considerable measure is due to tho activity of Brn. Gillen, Bozarth, .Tones, ano others, who
I feel well in presenting the word.
Bro. A. H. Parsons, who though just now en- are all kindly remembered. Here, as elseIn bonds,
gaged in secular work keeps a vigilant eye where, the work of confusion, scattering and
SAMUEL D. PAYNE.
on all that, is g·oing on and aids in every way discord, bt\s seeming,ly to a large extent obpossible, But what is not least, the work of literatcid the once goodly prospects for the
ST. JOSEPH, Mo., Feb. 5.
Bro. H, E. Moler and Wiiliam A. Smith has ohurc'1 in this region. There s,re still those
.Editors Herald:-Please make the follow- been very effective and has strengthened the who love the truth, and whom past '1xperiing corrections in the article, "The River cause both in Broo1 lyn and Philadelphia. eoces will never suffer to be satisfied with
Sidon, Where is it?" First, in Herald for 'I"i10se brethren are well commended and en, anything else but the gospel as restored to
January 20, page 45, which reads: "VVhen deared to the saints. Bro. Smith is an
us. But there seems to be a corresponding
he left his brethren in the land of Nephi," especial favorite all along the line. As the
lack either of ability to 11pprehend the necesshould rea,d, "When he left his brethren in s;1ying· goes, "He takes the cake." Both
sities tha'o confront us, or of an unwillingne8s
the land of Lehi."
Also in Hera.la for have returned to their respective home fields
ourselves to submit; to the operation upon our
January 27, page 60, tho first reference, of labor, with the understanding that they own life and conduct of the law which James
'•Alma 22: 3-16," in curves, should read, will be active there until tbe time of General
declares to be ''perfect." Wise presiding
"Alma 20: 3-16." And also the name "Usu- Conference. Sele how generous we are toofficers, who have wisdom 11nd courage to remasinta," should be spelled Usurnacinta, to wards the West.
sist tho seductive influences either of the
be in accord with the name as quoted from
vVhile in Philadelphia I went to bear favor or frowns of those who ignorantly or
Mr. H. H. Bancroft's History of the Native
Eider Roberts, of Utah fame, as did a number willfully oppose decency, law, and order, are
Races of Central America.
of the saints. ·we listened with interest to everywhere needed.
Yours truly,
a well-delivered and forcible discourse on the
The discussion with elders of the Utah
SIMON SMITH.
pdnciples of 1he gospel. The fall and atone- Church in St. Louis, which closed after four
(Webster's Interna·uional Dlctionary spells
ment, fa,ith, repentance, baptism, laying on nights' canvass of the el aims of the respective
the river "Usumasinta."-Ens.)
of hands, authority. It was able and inter- churches, simply left us, confirmed in the
esting, etc. A real Latter Day Saint could stability oi the claims of the Reor1rnnized
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Feb. 1. safely indorse sJl that was said, except the Church. I have thought it strange that that
Ed'itors Herald:- Y esterda,y was passed closing, which was presented with raised church which was able to build costly and
pleasantly hero. The sky was clear, the sun hand and much emphasis, "1'his is what we numerous temples in the Vi est should negshone brightly, and light WB,s radiant over believe out West and this is what we practice." lect their interests or fall to guard their
city, snowdrift, and
There was a, That was just about enough to make the gods claim by sending out men as representatives
full attendance at the preaching scrvi.ces weep! But they can do but li.ttle harm, after who really seem to know so 1itt,1e about the
who seemed to be favorably impressed and all, except among silly folk", for 'Lbe people actual history of their organization. To mv
\!Vhile procuring tickets mind these are signs of change-rapid
cheered on in tho conflict. The prayer sorv- are onto t,hem.
;-i,mong
off:ici3,l8
stated; "There 1
pot of disi;:i tegTil,tion, iJiwait,ing th(l,t:
ice ~lso waR well
iuid
1
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body of people. Experiences like those in
St. Louis must, with honest and intelligent
men, inevitably lead to disquiet the mind and
doubt concerning the claims of the U~ah
Church.
Dishonesty and ignorance are poor fact.ora
to depend upon for permanent building, and
with dishonesty and ignorance of the facts of
Mormon history withdrawr:: from the ar<0na of
conflict, the union of saving element from the
partial wreck of gospel faith cannot be long
delayed. This is our hope. May Zion's deliverance soon appear, is our prayer.
The grei.t changes that have taken place in
Utah histor.v since the first missionaries of
the Reorganized Church sounded tbe call for
return "to the old paths" are to us a prophecy
of the future. The generation of men that
aided i"n or submitted to the dictation, tyranny, un-Christlike, anti-gospel methods of B.
Young & Co., are fast passing away. The
sons of thooe men, broadened and l niig·htened
by world contact, are already disallowing 'Gbe
claim of wisdom, much less of heavenly authority, for the teaching and acts of their
progenitors, and their future effort with regard to much of their past church history
will be to obliterate, raLher than to perpetu. ate. The Hooky Mountain fastnesses, no1·
the great Amarican desert no longer offer obstruction to civilization's inquiry, and the
v7hite rays of the standard of the Son of
Righteousness which tho L0rd by his Spirit
is raising up against the enemy that swept in
like a flood upon the Church of God, is
beginning to penetrate Utah's spiritual gloom
and night, and twilight that precedes the
dawn is at hand.
We have suffered much and long, but I ca.nnot but feel that a better day for the Church
of God and for her faithful ones is nigh,
and at hand.
In the year 1837 the Lord said to Thomas
B. Marsh. "Pray for thy brethren of the
twelve. Admonish them shctrply for my
name's sake, and let them be admonished for
all their sins: . . . and after their temptations, and nmch tribiilations, behold, I, the
Lord will feel after them: and if they harden
not their hearts, and sti.ffen not their necks
against me, they shall be converted, and I will
heal them."-D. C. 105: iii.
'fhe Lord does not have to wait like men
to perceive the seeds that may lie deep down
and obscured from human gaze in the hearts
of men of "lustful, covetous desires" already
among _them, and which, if not at once uprooted and banished, may swiftly germinate
and grow into speech, and into action. The
temptation did come to the Twelve, and swift
and strong-voiced pas8ion listened, and
yi:elded to, peepared the way for "much
tribulations" to which history affirms witness. Their hes,rts were hardened, and the
Lord could not, did not, has not healed them.
"Evil communications corrupt good manners:" and companionship with apostates
from the pure gospel law hinder even
naturally honest men like "Wilford Woodruff,
and shrivel i1p their spirit to the narrow
gauge of anti-gospel, onesided theology,
whose spirit is perhap8 in a word expressed
in tho shibboleth of thefaithftrlinUtah; viz.,
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I "DcJ you believe thst President, Young bas . about a year ago, and who is doing excellent
the right to dictate to you in all things both
spiritual and temporal?" Dissent from this
un-American, antigospel, and senseless dictation, strange as it may seem, is still, by the
simon pure and loyal Utah Mormon deemed
apostasy. But it don't cost as much, and
isn't as dangerous to apostatize as it was in
1852-56, and dissenters will multiply, and
the bands of superstition, ignorance, and oppression will be broken, and the captives will
go free.
Fair and open discussion of differences
through public debate cannot but serve to
enlighten the people who are anxious for the
truth. If, as Shakespeare has said, "comparisons are odious," it cannot legitimately
attach to anything save that which exposure
may reveal as being a fraud or untrue. Evidently the Lord was of that opinion when he
commanded the early elders of the church to
''call upon" their "enemies to meet" them
"in public and in private," promising that
"the foliy of their enemies should be made
manifest," etc.
President Woodruff may be old and somewhat broken, but he has sense enough left to
know that which we also know to be true,
that the claim of appointment and succession
for Brigham Young as President, Prophet,
ana lawfully called, ordaineil, and appointed
head of the Church of Jesus Christ, when
, fairly tested, will be thrown out of court by
a candid and intelligent jLH'Y of the public.
How are the once mighty fallen when darkness becomes their defense and flight their
safety! The light and facts of history, disaster, the law of God and the law of the land
are the chief witnesses against them. The
Lord hasten the day of deliverance for the
honest in heart.
M. H. BOND.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Feb. 11.
Editors HeraZd:-Ki.ndly inform our jovial
"T. W. C." that "T. W. W." has never ob-

service in this direction. 'fhe law is being
applied to all offenders and were it not that so
much of the surface element from other
branches flocks to the city. and by their actions, for a time, bring reproach on the work,
we would have more than an average branch.
Have not labored as much this year in the
city as heretofore, which has had its effect.
What Council Bluffs needs is the undivided
attention of an active minister. I have been
the most successful when thus laboring. The
district conference convenes in Council Bluffs,
February 27 and 28. vVe would be pleas('\d to
see the missionar.v in charge present.
Will be in Des Moines over Sunday and
then on to Fontanelle.
T. W. WILLIAMS.

QUESTIONS ON THE DlVIN!TY OF
THE BIBLE ANSWERED.

WILL you please answer the following
questions?
1. Do you believe the Bible as a
whole to be inspired? 2. Is it moral?
3. If so; why does it uphold slavery
and polygamy, or rather sanction it?
4. Is it merciful? and if merciful, why
in war did it raise the black :flag? for
it commanded the destruction of 3,Jlthe massacre of the old, the infirm and
helpless of wives and babes. (1 Sam.
15: 3.) 5. Did it not teach the law of
revenge; and if not, why was the
Jewish law an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth? Is this not savagery rather than philosophy? (Ex.
21: 23, 24.)
Again; let us leave the Old Testament and take up Christ.
Why
should we place Christ at the top and
summit of the human race? \Vas he
kinder, more forgiving, more self-sacrificing than Buddha? Was he wiser,
did he meet death with more perfect
calmness than Socrates?
Was he
more
patient,
more
charitable
than
Epictetus?
\¥as
he
a

jected to the use of the word "battle" when
properly applied to this latter-day work, but
bas ever contended that we are not savages
and need not resort to barbaric customs and
apply the "war paint." And though Bro. T.
W. C. states that Bro. Tanner bad "war
paint on," I challenge his statement and
leave it to Bro. Tanner to say whether he bad
or not.
Hopeful signs for the work in Council
Bluffs. Several of the general ministry have
labored among i1s recently. Bro. J. F. McDowell delivered a series of illustrated lee- greater
philosopher --- a
deeper
tures, which were well received. Bro. thinker than Epicurus?
In what reMcDowell creditably acquitted himself, im- spect was he the superior of Zoroaster?
pressing all with his ability to do justice to Was he gentler than Lao tse; more
the subject in hand. Then came the in- universal than Confucius?
Vvere his
domitable Columbus (Scott); he who, to our ideas of human rights and duties SU·
knowledge, has never been left in midocean,
but always succeeded in reaching land, except perior to those of Zeno? Did he exwhen the Second Seventy got him. He de- press grander truths than Cicero?
livered sevtwal telling discourses. Bro. Swen Was his mind subtler than Spinoza?
Swensen stopped over between trains on h_is Was his brain equal to Kepler's or
way to South Dakota, preaching once m 11'.newton's.
.T
? W
as he grander in death
Omaha.
Our branch has but little "iniquity" in it -a subl~m~r m~rtyr t?an Bruno?
due, in a large measure, to the labors of Bro. Was he rn mtelhgence, rn the force
Arthur Dempsey, who was ordained a teacher ; and beauty of expression, in breadth
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and scope of thought, in wealth of il- \fact that it has made no such claim prepared to affirm that the Bible sanclustration, in aptness of comparison, i for itself. To illustrate: It no more tions neither of these practices.
in knowledge of the human brain and I required a biblican historian to be in4. In answer to your fourth quesheart of all passions, hopes, and fears spired to record events of historical tion, permit me to offer the thought
the equal of Shakespeare-the great- interest than it did or does any other that mercy ceases where justice beest of the human race?
historian.
gins; and, wheras the Amalekites
Now then understand me, please, I
2. As to its morality, I answer that were commanded to be slain, it was
ask this for information, not through , as a standard it is supremely so. largely t,he result of a long continued
any spirit of fun. I honor man for That it records immoral transactions, strife. And the reason given for such
his honest opinion; but when I read is true; but it does not hold them up a command was that Amalek "had
of such things as happening in the as acceptable to God, or as practices laid wait" for Israel when on their
Bible, and again in the New Testa- to be either condone.d or followed; by way from Egypt.
And while the
ment, even where Christ preaches the I the fact of thus recording it makes sla,ylng was an act of justice, it was
doctrine of eternal punishment for the I prominent the contrast between t,he yet really more merciful to slay them,
sins of Adam and Eve, I canl'.).ot help good and the bad, as well as portrays "both man and woman, infant and
but doubt the truth of the fact that the weakness of man e·ren though he suckling," than to permit them to live
these men I have referred to were in be called of God for the performance and- sin thereby be perpetuated as a
all respects his equal. How do we of a special work. It also shows the result of transmission in harmony
kbow he did these miracles? Jose- honesty of the historian.
with the law of heredity.
phus says nothing about them, and he
But we believe that many biblical
5.
it does not necessarily teach
is acknowledged thegreat Jewish his- statementshavinganimmoraltendency revenge, from the fact th;;i,t the fofertorian.
are the result of transcription and ence is 'Ghat should an eye be deChrist says: "I came not to bring mistranslation. Having what we call stroyed, that the price should be paid
peace but a sword." Aga.in: "l came the "Inspired Translation of the Holy for it as an act of justice rather than
to set the father against the daughter," Scriptures," in the which the contra- revenge, as seen in Exodus 21: 26:-etc., ''and a man's foes shall be they of dictions and glaring inconsistencies of
And if a, man smite the "'Ye of his servant,
his own household,,, how can you har- the King Jam es' Version are not [not slave] or :.he eye of his maid, that it perish; he 1;/wll let him. go free jo1· his ey6'0 sake.
monize t h e loving, compassionate, all- found-this Inspired Version being
The emphasis is mine, and for the
forgiving spirit of Christ with such the result of Holy Spirit aid-you will
reason that the portion thus emphadoctrine? It teaches that if one be- at once see where and why we stand
sized is that which gives the interprelieves Christ he shall be saved, if not as we do, on this point.
tation. And we certainly should take
he shall be damned. How then is it
Fo:r instance: In King James' Ver·
the interpretation of the book rather
the perfect law of liberty?
sion it says, in Genesis 6: 6:than to use our own construction. Is
Why does orthodoxy differ so in reIt repented the Lord that he had made
· grieve
·
d h'im at h"1s it "savagery rather than philosophy"
gard to the Bible-that is the differ- 1 man on t h e eart h , and_- it
h
t
in the United States because our legisent denominations. For it seems to ear ·
me that if God wished to reveal himThe Inspired Translation says:lators have enacted capital punishself to man he would do so to all men
It repented Noah that God had made ma,n ment? "What say you?
on the earth, etc.
6. Christ occupies such position (1)
alike, and by doing so there would be
Now which is the more reasonable? Because he is the only Begotten of
no question of its truth.
And this is only one of hundreds of the Father; (2) He is the only one
Now pardon me for intruding, please.
corrected proof texts that might be "that taketh away the sin of the
Yours in kindness,
noted did time permit. At the risk of world;" (3) He is the only one of all
A. C. SMITH,
P. S.-I do not expect you to an- being prolix, one more text is, how- you have named who was raised from
swer this from the pulpit,-you may ever, submitted. 1 Cminthians lO: the dead, and thereby made possible
the redemption of tbe race.
do so if you wish. I am not inviting 24, in the King .James', says:-Let no man seek his own, but every man
As to Buddha, Socrates, Epictetus,
a debate; it is simply for information.
another's ivealth.
etc., etc., etc .. I am unprepared to
You may write your answers and give
The Inspired Translation supplies answer intelligently, as I have not
them to me if you wish to.
the word "good" for "wealth," as also read their biographies.
But granted
A. C. S.
does the Revised Version.
all you claim 'for them, it does not in
CORRECTIONVILLE, Iowa,
I 3. In your third question you inter- any way affect the question, for "God
Sept. 5, 1896.
rogatively affirm a proposition rather was in Christ, reconciling the world
MR. A. C. SMITH,
than being content with a mere inter- unto himself." (2 Cor. 5: 19.) EmDear Sir:-,In thus essaying to an- rogation. Since you thus tacitly af-1 phasize _"world," and you at once see
swer your questions, as handed me, firm, will you kindly point out wherein that there was a possibility oi these
permit rne to say that your frankness I slavery and polygamy are sanctioned 1 men, whether living B. c. or A. D., to
and stated desire to learn, rather than by the Bible? You realize that the receive inspiration to the degree of
ridicule, are really commendable.
burden of proof rests with the one quaE!';rjng them as indicated by you.
1. To your first question, as to our making an affirmation.
At least we so
for he (Christ)
be~ief in the Bible b~ing wholly in·
In th~ proper ti~rn and place, should I "was the true Lig~t, ;v1:1ic~ lighteth
spired, I answer negatively; from the , you desire to contmue, I expect to be , ever11 man 1,hat come uh HJ LO uhe world.
ii'

J
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He was in the world, and the world "he that believeth and is baptized
was made by him." John 1: 9, 10.
shall be saved; but he that believeth
In John 17: 5 Jesus says:not shall be damned"-condernned.
o Father, glorify thou me with thine own Why? Because he fails to obey,
self with the glory which I had with thee be- hence merits the punishnent of di&obefore the world was.
dience.
But that such punishment
This gives a key to "us" and "our" shall last forever, in the literal sense
as found in Genesis 1: 2: "Let 'US of the term, is not taught; but only so
make man in onr image." Genesis 6: long as disobedience shall continue.
3 declares, "My Spirit shall not alThe reason for the difference in orways strive with man."
thodoxy is that men accept their own
'I'hese and numerous other passages interpretation rather than Bible stateprove that by and through Christ, and ment. God can reveal to us only as
"my Spirit," God operates on the we are in a condition or put ourselves
hearts of the children of men, and, in the way of receiving that revelation.
therefore, the ones you named might And as 1ve are free agents, and thus
have received such operation.
have the free exercise of our own will
If so, then, by the influence of such in the matter, your question is anmen the Hindoos, Chinese, and others swered in the fact that the majority
of the race, have been benefited more of professing Christians refuse to acthan they would have otherwise been, cept or believe in plenary inspiration
is it not in harmony with the idea of by the which present revelation is
what the Christian calls God's love made manifest; therefore they do not
and mercy that he should have thus receive.
inspirationally operated with them?
God cannot reveal "to all men alike,''
Is it not merely your opinion that from the fact that by the exercise of
Shakespeare was "the greatest of the ou~.· agency we fail to do, believe, and
human race?"
will, alike. I illustrate my thought
That "Christ preaches the doctrine by taking what we can demonstrate
of eternal punishment for the sins of as a scientific fact--mathematics. We
Adam 3Jnd Eve," you will hardly find do not all understand this science
either in the New or Old Testament. alike from the fact that we have difIf so, where? As a people, we claim fering capacities and diversity of deto know that Obrist '·did these mira- sire, as well as failing to execute
cles," both by the testimony of wit- alike. But is the science of ma thenesses and by our own experience in matics at fault and to blame for the
this direction.
differences of understanding with reThe statement that Christ came not gard to it? No more is God. If you
to bring peace but a sword, was a say he has the power to make us all
prophetic one; not tpat such was the see alike, then he would make slaves
aim or object of his coming, but the of us did he so exercise.
.
result of the opposition to the truth
But please re~ember that God will
he brought as foreseen by him. Just I hold ~s responmble only so fa~ as our
so with reaard to the division of capacity may reach, and a failure to
households~aprophecy and being con- ex~r:ise .that c~pacity where the
stantly verified in our experience. It privilege 1s granted so to do.
demonstrates the prescience of Jesus
Yours for truth,
and helps to substantiate his claim, as
J. W. WmH'l.'.
well as to show the existence of the
~
power of good and evil in the world.
THE DIVINE SONSHIP OF JESUS
By the study of physiology we deCHRIST.
termine that there is a law of our be- EDITORS HERALD:-Some years ago,
ing by which we are either rewarded probably fifteen, more or less, a semior punished as we shall obey or trans- religious novel was published in Enggress that law. Just so with regard land
called "Robert
Elsmere,''
to the Christ or gospel law. And in- written by Mrs. Humphry Ward.
stead of being an imperative and vindic- You may have read or heard of it.
t1ve declaration as you infer, it was It is some time since I read it, though
merelyastatementoffactasprophetic- I I have it in my library at home.
ally
in this sense, I It attracted considerable attention
-~he:r.e never was a greater
thai:n 1 on (1ccoun1j of its literary merits.,

but more so on account of its ideas
expressed as to the birth of Christ,
claiming he was the real son of Joseph of Bethlehem, and not the divine
Son of God.
This claim is made in such an argumentative. specious manner, so very
plausible in its reasoning as to catch
that class who are so easily carried
about by every wind of doctrine; and
their name is legion.
Some time after its appearance, the
Rt. Hon. William E. Gladstone, exPr".'mier of England, wrote a pamphlet
in refutation of this doctrine. This
pamphlet I did not see, but a Mr. Addison Norman, I think of Canada,
thought Mr. Gladstone's pamphlet
should be replied to, and that ho was
the man who could and would do so.
I have read this, and have one, but
not in my possession, having 10aned it.
Mr. Norman claims that Jesus is
ti,e real son of Joseph and Mary, of
Bethlehem; that he is not the divine
Son of God, conceived by the Holy .
Ghost, as stated by Matthew and
Luke; that the account of his conception and birth in Matthew 1: 18-25,
and the annunchi,tion, as in Luke 1:
26-38, are or were interpolations by
the early heretics of the church to
bolster up
false doctrine; that the
discrepancy in the genealogy of these
two books is, to say the least, extremely suspicious; that in none of
the Epistles is any reference to his
(Christ's) divine birth, and this omission speaks volumes.
It is also claimed that .Luke 3: 23,
"And Jesus himselfbegan to be about
thirty years of age, being (as was
supposed) the son of Joseph, which
was the son of Heli," is the most
positive proof of his carnal birth.
The people supposed he was Joseph's son, and it is so
"be1'.ng, as was supposed," etc.
Now, no particular notice need have
been taken of this pamphlet with its
monstrous claim, were it not that it
has, with its specious
taken
hold of some of the sa.ints around
here, one young man in
being fully convinced that it speaks
the truth, the Spirit bearing witness
to it; so he claims.
I have preached on the
of
Christ in the heaJring of 'Ghis young
man, and so
so it was said,
! did
I
it,
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He (Jes us) is called the seed of
who had been carried away by
the pamphlet's plausibility, saw, and the woman, not the seed of the man.
still see its false assumption. I have (Gen. 3: 15.) Born of, or, "made of a
reasoned with him, showing the divine woman," not man. (Gal. 4: 4.)
· and miraculous birth of Christ to be
Isaiah 7: 14 is the prophecy of his
one of the fundmantal doctrines of
miraculous birth, of which we read its
this church, but all to no purpose.
fulfillment in Matthew 1: 21-25.
He clcJ,ims that any man of the race
I also showed that Jesus is spoken
and seed of Adam could have reof
as the seed of David according to
deemed the world, had he been good
the
flesh. (Rom. 1: 3.) That for the
enough.
I admitted t,his saving
purpose
of inheritance, of succeeding
clause. He claims that in the preexistto
the
throne
of David, he is, in the
ent world all of the spirits were on an
genealogy,
both
in Matthew and Luke,
equal footing, but that Christ came
to a higher standard by his own good- traced, both in the line of his putative
ness, or by his perfect obedience, and father, and his mother, both being of
if we, any of us, had been as perfectly the royal line of David, to that son of
obedient, we might have been as he Jesse, and is therefore the legal heir
was, a begotten son in the bosom of· to that throne.·
the Father, and the redeemer of the
Now our brother claims it is not
world.
possible to prove Mary to be of that
To him Luke 3: 23, as in the royal line. In the Cottage Bible, in
pamphlet, is the most positive proof the footnote on Luke 3: 23, where it
of Jesus' carnal birth; that the says Joseph, the putative father of
prophecy of Isaiah 7: 14 is doubtful Jesu:;;, is the son of Heli, whereas, in
Matthew 1: 16 he is said to be the son
as to its reference to Christ.
of
Jacob, we read as follows:How can Jes us be the Son of God,
Being (as was supposed) the son of Joseph
and the son of David? Our brother
does not deny the preexistence of -Joseph being his mother's espoused husband, it was of course supposed by the world,
Christ, but denies his miraculous birth. that Joseph must be his father; but this exIn proof of his divine birth I pression strongly implies the contrary. (The
showed:real father of ,Toseph was Jacob (Matthew 1:
1. The first Adam was the special 16), but having married the daughter of
Heli, and being perhaps adopted by him, he
creation of God.
was called his son, and as such was entered
2. In his first conflict with the enemy in the public registers; Mary not being menof truth he was defeated, and by his tioned, beccause the Hebrews never permitdisobedience he and all of his pos- ted the name of a woman to enter their geneaterity were condemned to die, and to logical tables, but inserted her husband as
the son of him who was, in reality, but his
remain in that state till some one, not father-in-law. Hence, it appears that St.
imder the sentence, would redeem him, Matthew, who wrote principally for the Jews,
and all. His and our patrimony was traces the pedigree of Jesu~ Christ from
also lost and could only be redeemed Abraham, through whom the Promise was
given to the Jews, to D;;vid, and from David,
in the same way.
through the line of Solomon, to Jacob, the
3. God from before the foundation father of Joseph, the reputecl, or legal father of
of the world knew what would hap- Christ; and that St. Luke, who wrote for the
pen, and he provided the remedy, Gentiles, extends his genealogy upwards from
Jes us Christ, the Lamb slain from Heli the father of Mary, through the line of
Nathan, to D:i.vid, and from David to Abrathe foundation of the world.
ham, and from Abraham to Adam, who was
4. As the first Adam was the the immediate "son of God" by creation, and
special creation of God so must be the to whom the promise of the Savior was given
second Adam, the Lord from heaven. in behalf of himself and all of his posterity.
If he, the second Adam, was the di- The two branches of descent from David, by
rect posterity of the first, of carnal Solomon and Nathan, being thus united in.
the persons of Mary and Joseph, Jesus the
birth; he was under the cilrse, in as son of Mary reunited in himself all the blood,
hopeless a condition as any, and he privileges, and rights, of the whole family of
could not, by his death, redeem himself, David, in consequence of which he is emlet alone a sin-curserZ worlcl. There- phatically called "the son of David.")-Bagfore he must be one created in a mi- ster. What may have thrown some considerathese
racu 1ous way t o, b"e f ree t o ma k e an I ble difficulty
. ·. in the way of reconciling
.
.
.
,_
. .
.
ii{enealogies is the Hebrewlaw, wluchobhged
o.ffermg accepuable to the d1vme JUS- , men, in certain cases, to marry the widow of
t1ce.
·
their deceased brothers (see Deut. 25: 5, etc.),

10\:J
to whom their children are therefore reckoned.

I have given this somewhat lengthy
quotation because it is denied that
Mary is of the line of David.
I have not given a tithe of the arguments I advanced, nor the texts
of scripture quoted, but thought it
wise to give you this much of it, and
ask if you will kindly enlarge on it
through the Herald, inasmuch as this
_pamphlet has been much read, and I
know not how much evil it may have,
done.
Any man who claims to accept the
teachings of Joseph the Seer, and
who rejects this as given, as taught
by the Seer, is unworthy the name of
"Latter Day Saint."
Such a monstrous claim is an acknowledgement that the Jews are
right in what they say of the birth of
Jes us; that is, that his was carnal, he
is antichrist, refusing to believe in the
Son of God. In 1 John 2: 22, such an
one is called a liar, as well as antichrist. A partial acknowledgment of
our dear Lord is, it seems to me, coming short of that of the Devil's, who
acknowledged him to be the Holy One
of Israel.
In Revelation 19: 10 we read of
John's attempt to worship the glorious being who was making such wonderful revelations to him, but was
forbidden, with the l';'Ords, '•See thou
do it not: I am thy fellow servant,
and of thy brethren that have the
testimony of Jesus: worship God;"
teaching him that God only was
worthy of adoration. Now in St.
Matthew 14: 33, we read that the
disciples were so impressed with the
power of Jes us over the forces of
nature, that ''they that were in the
ship came and worshiped him, saying,
of a truth, thou art the Son of God."
Also, in John 9: 37, the blind man,
who had been restored to sight, when
Jes us revealed himself to him, ''he
worshiped him," proving that inasmuch as he accepted that adoration, he
claimed to be God as well as man, and
worthy of that which the angel acknowledged that he, himself, was not
worthy of.
In bonds,

____

______
A. E.

MORTIMER.

DELHI, Ontario 1 December
2, 1896.
.._.

Cripple Creek has 1,000 organized mining
companies.
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Missouri, on Friday, March 12, 1897, 10: 30 a. Morning hour, business. Afternoon hour,
m. Song No. 126, Winnowed SongB. Prayer, two o'clock sharp. Song No. 23. Prayer.
J. 'I'. Kinnaman. Song No. 43, Winnowed Song No. 174. Thirty-minute prayer service.
Songs. Reading of minutes of former con- ' Song No. 158. Essay, "Life of Paul." Essay,
VICTORIA.
Conference held at Queensferry, January 2 vention. Address of welcome, Robert Win- "Life of Christ." General discussion, subject,
and 3, 1897; D. Mcintosh president, I. A. ning. Adjournment to 1: 30 p. m. Business. How to obtain and retain the interest of
Read secretary. Statistical reports: Has- Half past two, "Object of the Sunday school," both old and young in the Sunday school
(Discussion to continue till 4: 30
tings 74; no change. Queensferry 39; 1 died. W. O. Duncan. At 2: 45 p. m., blackboard work.
Leopold not reported. Bishop's agent's re- work by J. M. Terry. Three p. m., essay, o'clock.) After dismissing, reorganize for
Evening hour 7: 30,
port: Balance on hand £1.; receipts £33. 12s. "What the pastor, parents, and children can teachers' meeting.
IM.; expenditures £16. 2s.; in hand £18. 10s. do for the Sunday school," Florence Peek. Preaching for the Sunday school children by
The Winnowed
Hd. Audited and found correct. Priesthood Primary class drill by Gracie Krahl. Three- Elder George Hilliard.
reports from Brn. Butterworth, Jones, Mc- minute talks ,by superintendent and others. Songs will be used, so bring yours along.
In gospel bonds,
Intosh, Read. Now business: Moved tbat How to increase the attendance of Sunday
CHARLES N. CRAIG, f:iupt.
this conference agree with Sydney conference· schools, Mary Hinderks. What is the benein asking General Conference for the ap- fit to be derived from being connected with
poi.ntment of a member of the Twelve to the the district Sunday school association," Srs.
Australian mission, but does not agree to the J.C. Elvert and M. J. Head. "How the Sunalternative of a Seventy, as there are already day schools in other parts of the country are
three in the mission. On recommendation of progressing, district superintendent.
Hastings branch Bro. Kippe was ordained to
SR. M. M. PETERSON, ~
SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
T. T. HINDERKS,
Com.
the office of teacher by Brn. Mcintosh, Read,
1'o the Oh1trch at Large:- D3siring to close
C. P. PAUL, '
Jones, Wool~y. Notice of motion by Bro.
the conference year's business by 1st of
Mcintosh that district conference be held
March, 1897, in looking over the publications
balf yearly instead of every four months as at
The E1stern Iowa district Sunday school of the office I find a large subscription yet
present. Brn. Mcintosh and Read sustained convention will meet with the Brush Creek unpaid for the closing year:as district president and secretary for ensuing branch near Arlington, Iowa, February 26,
Zion's Hope, about ........ $1,000 short,
term. Adjourned to meet at Geelong, first 1897. Those who are on pr0gram will please
Herald, about ........... .4,000
"
Saturday in May, 1897. Delegates for General take notice from the following: Friday, 1: 30
Autumn Leaves, about ..... l,:300
Conference, Brn. Gillen and Wight.
p. m., Song 124, Winnowed Songs. Prayer
Now it will be impossible for the office to
by C. E. Hand. Short address, assistant ·prosper under these conditions, and our
superintendent. Reports of superintendent, hands are tied on account of the careless or
secretary, and schools.
Transaction of thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
other business such as electio11 of delegates the office.
to General Covention and Instruction of deleBesides our reg·ular work this last year we
CONVENTION NOTICES.
gates in respect to uniformity of lesson texts "'Ot out the first volume of Church History
The convention of the Fremont, Iowa, dis- in Quarterly. Discussion: What constitutes
a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
trict Sunday school association will convene a good primary teacher? Led by O. B.
compelled, to stop proceedings on thJ3 second
at Shenandoah, Iowa, 7: 30 p. m., Thursday, Thomas, followed by Lizzie Haller, Ella
volume until the church or its members pay
February 25, 18H7. The following are the Schrunk, and Russell Sutton, Pa.per: \7Vhich
up their subscriptions and book accounts, so
items of the program: Thursday, 7:30 p. m., wlll accomplish the most good, a Latter Day
as to get means to complete the work.
paper, "Some mi:itakes of a Sunday school Saint or a Union Sunday school'?
Libbie
\Ve now appeal to you to forward your
teacher," l<Jthel Skank. Discussion on same Sutton. Song 138. Dismissal. Evening,
subscriptions and accounts at once, so as to
led by Blanche Andrews.
Esaay, "Some 7: 30 p. m., Song 104. Prayer, 0. B. Thomas.
square our books by March 1.
mistakes of a Sunday school superintendent," Address, Russell Sutton. Vocal solo, Mrs.
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keepJoseph R'.lberts.
Discussion on same, Ida Emma Steckel. Recitations, Nina Brooks,
ing themselves in the background and we
Skank. Each number to be accompanied by Jesse Miller.
Select reading on Sunday would be pleased to see the color of them.
blackboard outline. B'riday, ten a. rn., Busi- school work, Grace Brooks. Recitations,
The work of the office is now hindered and
ness, reports, etc. The use of the Interme- Sadie Linnell, Cecil Eckhart.
Quartet': publications under way are delayed for want
diate Quarterly, iliustrated
by
Maude Emma Steckel, Pauline Schrunk, O. B.
of necessary means
complete them.
McClcnahan. Criticisms. How to prepare Tl:wmas, Russell Sutton. Essay; Pauline
As ministers who bold half-fare permits
the lesson frJm the Quarterly, by Charley Schrunk.
Declamations, Lena Bradley, cannot act as hook agents, it is hoped that
Fry. Blackboard outlines with eacb. At l<"rank Crawford. Recitatio.n, Ella Schrunk,
they will do what they can for the Herald
2: 30 p. m., Business, election of otTicers and Ray Goodrich.
Essay, Alfreda Linnell. Office in a general way, and urge all to take
delegates, etc. Experience meeting in charge Recitations, Effie Brooks, Hepsie Miller.
church publications as a means of aiding botb
of A. Badham and Frank Becksted. Sunday Duet, Ella and Pauline Schrunk. Recitation,
themselves and the work. Other ministers
school newspaper, Charley Fry and Ola Red- Lizzie Haller. Paper, opportunity for the
are asked to help as they can, and regularly
field. At half past seven p. m., tem"9erance saints to do good, Myrtle Harvey. Song,
appointed agents to look out for the Herald
program: Address (12 minutes), "What can "God Be With You." Benediction.
Office.
FRANK ORILEY,
tbe ministry do for the temperance cause?"
Arranged by
ELLA J. GREEN, and
Business Manager.
7-4t
H.F. Durfey. Paper, "Temperance teaching
WILLARD W. BEAL.
LAMONI, Iowa, January 22, 1897.
in our public schools," Roy Epperson. Essay, "Why teach temperance to children?"
APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL AGENT OF THE
The Nauvoo district Sunday school convenEmma Hougas. Temperance chalk talk,
BISHOPRIC.
Charley Fey.
Temperance
recitations, tion will meet at Burlington, Friday morn'I'o the Saints of the Little Sioux District,
Mamie Pace and Ora Becksted. All pro- ing, March 12, at ten o'clock sharp. There
grams to be interspersed with appropriate will be business of importance and a good at- lowa:-The removal by death of Elder David
tendance is desired. We hope all schools Chambers, Bishop's agent of your district,
music. All make a special effort to come.
will send large delegations. We also hope makes it necessary to provide for the work
T. A. HOUGAS,
~
all the schools in the district will send com- otherwise, and I have this day duly appointed
JOSEPH ROBERTS,
Com.
CHAHLEY FRY,
plete reports, as this is the last meeting be- Bro. Alma M. JJ'yrando special agent for ~he
fore the General Convention, and the dis- said district and for the purpose of settlrng
Program for the Par West district Sunday trict report should be as complete as possible. the accounts of the former agent and making
school convention, to be held in St. Joseph, The program for the day will be as follows: I out and forwarding the district annual report
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to this office for
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and to your district conference March 6, 189i.
Bro. Fyrando has authority to settle with all
branch solicitors and perform all the work
pertaining to the duties of the office of Bishop's agent until further appointment and
notice. Bro. David Chambers was faithful
in the trust imposed and we have lost a great
and good worker in the interest of the truth.
WhE;rein loss has come to us, however, gain
bas been to him, and to the wise decrees of
Him who is just and gives care to all his
children we are hopefully resigned. Invoking the blessings of the Lord in behalf of the
children of faith, I am, confidently in the
g·ospel hope,
Yours,
E. L. KELLEY,
Presiding Bishop.
LAMONI 1

IowA~
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F1·bruary 13 1 1897.

rO DISTRICT AND BRANCH CLERKS.

1

During the conforence year now drawing
to a close nearly all the district clerks have
done .well in sending branch reports to the
General Recorder promptly, and by this
method the crowding of matter at the latter
part of the season may be avoid:cd. Only
three districts in the United States are much
behind in sending reports.
But it is necessary that the February and
March reports should also be forwarded
promptly after the conferences, in order that
all the reports that time permits of may be
placed upon the General Records before making out tbs annual report of the whole
church. All who a.re concerned, particularly
district presidents and clerks, will oblige by
seeing to this matLer without delay after
their conferences adjourn.
Branch officers should also see to it that
statistical reports are made out and presented
to their branches beforn the conferences of
their distdcts convene for the final sessions
of the year.
During the year many district and branch
clerks have promptly given information and
corrections of records in reply to my inquiries. But many remain unanswered of
the six hundred inquiries made about branch
records and reports and other matters since
last March.
In sending reports please send the original
copies, and.do not mutilate them by cutting
off portions. Send the whole sheet, unless·
the report shows no changes at all. In that
case cut ttle blank on the line between "Where
Ordained" and "By whom ordained,'' anil
send me the two folds, one of which contains
the statistical data of membership, etc.
Do not m:oLke the reports into a hard roll. If
you have no large envelopes then fold the reports as usual and place them flat in some
wrapping paper and tie a string firmly around
the ends and across the package. Anyway a
piece of manilla paper and a string is better
than poor quality envelopes even if they are
large sized ones. Many poor ones are all
broken open when they arrive here and part
of the contents may be lost for all that can
be told, sometimes.
Do not send reports and other written matter at newspaper rate of postage. Pay two
cents for each ounce or fraction thereof to

2. In making out branch reports endeavor
to classify the i terns by tbemsel ves; as, for
instance, place all the new baptisms first on
the report; then put next those who bave
been received by certificate of baptism (if
any), and, third, the names of all who have
united witb the branch by letter of removal.
Afterwards give the names of those removed
by letter, and the deaths and expulsions. In
many cases these various items are badly
mixed together on reports, and not in the
order of their dates either. Names of those
baptized early in the quarter or half year are
sometimes placed after those baptized later
in the quarter, and interspersed with names
of those received, removed, expelled, and
died.

ing to law.
District clerks should have a regular
statistical account with each branch. Make
a tabular form on the back leaves of your
district recoi:d or minute book, !Ji.ere showing each quarter (or regular reporting time)
what branches reported and how many members, gains, losses, etc., each branch stated
or was found to have. Then, ~1hen the next
reports come it can be seen whether the new
reports start with the number that the last
preceding ones closed with, also if the numbers of officials agree, plus new ordinations
or minus removals or deaths of officials.
Frequently I receive reports that say that
the previous report closed with quite a different number from what it actually did close
with, as I prove by hunting the report from
the files in the vault. A branch may not report for a year or two, but if you have such
a tabular account you can turn to it and see
if the present report is in harmony with the
former report, or not.
Again, some reports do not agree with
themselves, but have quite a different footing
on the statistical fold from what is shown of
gains and losses on the face of the report.
Also they may state that so many have
been baptized, or received, or died, or havo
taken letters, and yet fail to give all the
names thus required by the report, with the
items of birth, baptism, etc., with the names
added, and statement of bow and when lost
with the names counted out as no longer
members of said branch. Therefore the necessity that all details should be examined
and compared.
When any discrepancies or errors are
found do not let such reportR pass the conferences. The reports should be corrected,
either by officers of the branch who are present, or they should be sent back to the
branch for correction, unless the district
clerk can and will make it his special business and interest to see that all corrections
are obtained as soon as possible, either by
correspondence or by visiting the branch
and obtaining items and corrections.
All this would prevent some of the daily
burden of writing to branches everywhere for
a correction of their reports and records (to
agree with themselves and with past records
and reports) which is a large part of the
labor as Recorder, by reason of carelessness
and inaccuracy upon the part of those who
baptize, or who act as clerks, or scribes, in
trying to make a record of events. Thus
there rises a constant conflict in regard to
dates and places, and the evil seems endless.
It is discouraging, after years of labor, to find
that so little interest is taken by many and
that the same ground has to be gone over and
over year after year, in the effort to have the
times and places of birth, baptism, ordination, etc., etc., agree, in the various branches
where they are recorded.
SUGGESTIONS TO BRANCH CLERKS.

1. Always have a small memorandum book
and a lead pencil in your pocket, and then if
anything occurs in branch meetings or elsewhere that should be recorded you will be
prepared to write it down, not have to trust

I
I

3. It is not needful to give the fu!i items of
those who are reported as removed, expelled,
or dead, yet there are so many of the same
given name, and so oft.en the initials are left
out by the <;ilerk, that it would be well to
write the birth date of each one thus reported lost to the branch, so that the district
clerk and General Church Recorder may be
certain as to the person thus removed, expelled, or died.
4. Always give the dates of death and expulsion, and when the branch voted letters
to the persons named, and the name of the
branch to which the letters are to be presented, if to any in particular. And so also
in recording and reporting those received
please give names of the branches from which
persons are received, as well as the dates
when they were received upon those letters.
5. Be sure to record all changes of name by
marriage, and put the same on the reports
from quarter to quarter. Often when this is
neglected the persons are reported under
other names than the church record shows,
a:id sometimes it is much trouble to trace up
who is intended, when death, expulsions, or
removals of such are reported, and the names
are not found on either Index or Record.
Give the full names of the bride and groom,
the date of marriage, and who officiated in
the ceremony ..
6. Be sure to spell all names correctly, inquiring also as to what ,the whole name is,
first name and the middle name, or initial.
Many people are called by their middle name,
and then by and by some one reports them by
another name, which, on correspondence
being· had, is found to be really the first
name, whereas they are recorded and indexed
by the middle name only. This causes confusion, delay, loss of time, and sometimes
serious error. Fathers and sons and mothers
and daughters are named exactly alike, or
the first name and the initial. Besides similar names are fo~nd all over the church.
Forty-seven by the name·of Mary Smith are
on record, thirty-six as Mary Brown, and
many Elizabetbs, Margarets, Davids, Johns,
and Williams of many common surnames.
7. When written to by the district secretary, or General Recorder, for information,
be so kind as to answer as promptly as you
may be able, not put it off as a disagree~ble
task, until it is forgotten and gladly lost
sight of. The Lord requires our stewardship
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over this matter to be as faithful as over any
other trust committed to us, or as greater
ones to others.
If the above rules were strictly and carefully adhered to it would save much of both
labor and trouble over affairs that a little
timely care would entirely prevent.
Please to consider these things and act accordiog_ly, that the work may be done as commanded.
H. A. S'l'EBBINS,
2t
General Church Recorder.

Confm·ence of the Eastern Iowa distric-&
will convene with the Brush Creek branch
at Arlington, Fayette County, Iowa, February 27, 1897; Sunday school convention
February 26. A full at'uendance is desired as
important business may he transacted.
Branch cJ;,.ks will please forward thefr reports at once to the following address that
they may be corrected before conierence.
WILLARD vv. BEAL, Sec.
Box 823 1 WAT EU.Lo), Iowa.

LAI'tIONI, Iowa, February 10, 1897.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINISTRY REPORTS.
Blank forms for reports of the ministry
under General Conference appointment have
been mailed to home or field addresses where
most likely to reach the brethren promptly.
Reports should be in the Secretary's hands
as soon after March 1 as possible, and none
later than March 15, to ineure insertion in
the "ministry reports" to be published pre··
vious to t.he convening of conference.
Any who fail to receive blimks will be supplied on application.
R. S. SALYAIWS,
6-2
Church Secretary.

The Far West district conference will convene in St. Joseph, Saturday, March 13, 1897,
ten a. m. We would be, pleased to have a
full report from all the branches in the district.
WILLIAM LEWIS, Pres.
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec.

The Pittsburg and Kirtland district conference '?Vil! convene with the BlakeMills branch,
March 6, at ten a. m. The railroad station
is New Philadelphia, about half a mile distant. J. H. Cramer, president of branch, has
informed me that due preparation is baing
made, :uid that trains will be met on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday a. m., the committee
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 6, 1897.
wearing white ribbon. Brn. E. Miller and
Roscoe Oilam, of Cleveland, will act as comENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS; ELDERS, PRIESTS, mittee on railroad rates for C. L. & 'VV. and
Valley roads, they to confer with L. D. Ullom
TEACHERS, AND DEACONS.
Elders, priests, teachers, and deaccns, not and }frs. M. Brewster, of ·wheeling, who
members of quorums, may address applica- may more directly reach the \iVheeling &
tions for enrollment to the Church Secretary; Lake Erie. Bro. Griffiths writes me that
who is authoriz3d to receive all such applica- those going over Valley railroad ebaoge cars
tions, and to present them to quorums for at Valley Junction and take the C. M. railthe'ir action; that vacancies in quorums may road to Canal Dover, where they get street
be filled, and new quorums be organized, in car for New Phiiadelphia. The delegate
harmony with the law. (See D. C. 104: 31; system being in vogue the basis of votes is
one for each six members. All branches
107: 43-46; 118: 1; 120: 10; etc.)
Applications should include statements of should send delegates, and credentials by
labor done during the year, whether in deleg·ates stating- number of members in
branch, district, or field; 2,lso all essential branch. The division of district, organizaitems of birth, baptism, and ordination, for tion of Sunday school work, also whether the
records of quorums. It should be understood district shall prepare for reunion work in
that the Secretary cannot enroll anyone in 1897, are matters that will come up and
a quorum: quorums' receive and reject as should be carefully considered by branches
and delegates instructed. A district presithey may determine.
Some applications remain OVet'. However, dent and delegates to General Conference are
all not yet enrolled would do well to renew to be elected. Let us pray fervently and earapplications, that later labors may be known. nestly for divine wisdom and guidance for
Some have also been reordained-to other our district work and the work at large. Brn.
Gi'iffi ths, Short, and others will he with us,
In bonds,
offices.
we trust. All branch reports and other
R. s. BAI.YARDS,
papers should be in the district president's
Church Secretary.
hands by March 5. Send reports to R. EtLAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 6, 1897.
G-2t
zonhouser, Blake Mills, Tuscarawas County,
Ohio.
R. E'l'ZENHOUSER, Pres.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

The Central California district conference
will convene at Tulare City, California, April
16, 1897, at ten a. m.
J•. M. RANGE, Sec.
The conference of the Fremont, Iowa, district will convene at, Shenandoah, Iowa, F<Jbruary 27, 1897, at ten a. m. The brethren
will plearn remember their reports and send
them in time. There is important business
to come before the conference and delegates
to General Conference to appoint. Hence a
full attendance is desired.
In bonds,
D. HOUGAS.

Nauvoo district conference will convene
March 13 and 14, at Burliogton, Iowa. We
hope there will be a good attendance from
abroad, as there is important business before
us; election of district officers and delegates
to the General Conference, etc. Will briwch
presidents be sure to get their reports ready
and mail to our district secretary, R. Warnock, Farmington, Iowa, or myself, 1001
8outh 10th Street, Burlington, Iowa, not
later than the first week in March. Also remember the twenty-fl ve per cent collection
that was order~d at our l.ast _spring's conference to be paid to the district treasurer, J.

I

L. Wright, 1001 South 10th Street, Burlington, Iowa, for the running expenses of the
district. This resolution you will remember
requires that all branches take up a collection once a month ::md twenty-five per cent be
paid into district treasurv. The financial
part of our work should not .be neglected.
'l'he brethren of the priesthood (this means
everybody from deacon up) wiil please bring
or send in their reports in writing. Bretbreo, come out and bring the Spirit of' God
with you that we may have a time of rejoicing.
F. M. WELD, Pres.
This is to notify the saints in the Southern
Missouri district that the time of our next
conference is now changed from March 19
and 20 to March 5 and 6.
Let all the
bra,nches take· notice and act accordingly.
This change is made to comply with the late
ruling of General Conference that provides
that our report shall be sent to Brother Stebbins early in March. VVe hope the branches
in the district will be well represented.
Come, brethren and sisters, in the Spirit of
Christ. Come pr·epared to take part in the
Sunday school association to be held in the
afternoon and evening of March 5.
C. J. SPURLOCK, Pres.

BORN'.
CURRY.-To Bro. Joseph and Sr. Susan
Curry, March 8, 1896, a daughter, and named
Mina Elizabeth. Blessed at Lee's Summit,
Missouri, }<'\;bruary 7, 1897, by El(}ers J. Arm-.
strong and G. TN. Lush.
FOWLER-At Lamoni, Iowa, September 6,
1896, to Bro. Lewis A. and Sr. Hattie Fowler,
a daughter; named Hattie Marie and blessed
January 10, 1897, under the bands of Elders
Henry A. Stebbins and Heman C. Smith.
ALLEN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 5, 1896,
- to Bro. Aaron and Sr. Nettie Allen, a daughter; named Lena L. and blessed January 10,
1897, under the hands of Elders Heman C.
Smith and Henry A. Stebbins.

DIED.
WIDEM:AN.-At her home in Sanilac Township, Sanilac County, Michigan, January 24,
l.897, Sr. Mat.ilda J. V'lideman, daughter of
Bf'o. P. W. Surbrook. She was baptized
April 18, 1878, by Elder Robert Davis. She
leaves an infant eight days old. Husband
aod nine daughters mourn. Funeral in the
M. E. church.
HORTON.-At Williamston, Michigan, December 23, 1896, Sr. Sarah E., wife of Bro.
Thomas Horton. Sr. Horton was born April
4, 1845, at Hopewell, Ontario County, New
York. Married to Thomas Horton, October
5, 188'!. Baptized in August, 1894, by her
husband. SL Horton was from the date of
baptism an earnest, faithful, and devoted
saint, always anxious and ready to do for the
work that she loved above all else. Her
house was always open to accommodate the
saints and her hands always ready to minister to their necessities. Her fervent devotion to the work of God and her loving
dispooition endeared her to all who knew
her. Husband and three children mourn her
) departure. Funeral services at the Baptist
church, conducted by Elder L. F. Daniel,
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Cheltenham, Missouri: Saiuts chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 p. m.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Eldsr F. G. Pitt, pastor,
227 Sheffield A venue.
Denver, Colorado: Hall No. 2442 Washington Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 "· m.
Pra~er meeti,ng Wednesday evening.
Z. R.L. S. first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, past'.lr, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
Los Angeles, California: No. 108 North
Spring Street. Knights of Pythias hall.
Manchester, Englrtnd:
Saints meeting
room, No.15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
Sunday services: Prayer meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching at 10: 30 a. ill. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first, Sunday in each month, 12: 30
p. ill. Band of Hopt', Temperance, and lm- J
provement S•.JCiety meeting·, Tuesday, . 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Rusholme, presiding: elder.
.
.
,
Nebraska City, Nebraska: . Second Corso,
between Sixth and Sevent.h Sfr.eets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preachrng 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
each month at 2: 30 p. m. Monday, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; VTednesday, branch fellowship: Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Society; Fdday, music and
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
Street. Preaching services Sunday3 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. 'm. Wednesdays.
Oak Hill branch~ Elder Ivor Davies; president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching .8: 00 p.
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':_If only one magazine can be taken, we wou!cl suggest the
REVIEW OF REVIEWS, as covering more ground than
any other magazine."-Board of Library Commissioners
of New Hampshire, 1896.

__

I

names of the English-speaking world, are pleased to call
"absolutely up to date," "thoroughly abreast of the times," "invaluable," and "indis'pehsab!e." It is profusely illustrated
with timely portraits, views, and cartoons. Its original articles
are of immediate interest, by the best authorities on their respective subjects. The Editor's "Progress of the World" gives a
clear, rightly proportioned view of the history of the human
race during the current month. The "Leading Articles of the
Month" present the important parts of the best magazine ai'tic;:es
that have been written in every part of the world. The newest
and most important books are carefully reviewed. Indexes,
chronological records, and other departments complete the
certainty that the reader of the REVIEW

I
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m.
Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-first Street.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
Streets.
Reg·ular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. '' J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
,
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania: Corner of
]'ifth and Hunting-don Streets; preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at

s~g;bu ::,oolJ~s~:a~t~~e~ts;

will miss nothing of great
significance that is said or written or done
throughout the world.

OF REVIEWS

Send "' Cents
In Stamps for
Specimen Copy

\

~~~~~~~~~~~.
\.P~~~~~~
-.. -~~~~~,,THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS
Single Copy, 25c.:

10:00 a. m.
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on: Second Avenue, between . Sixteenth and Seventeenth_
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.; I

8

__,_~---

~HIS magazine is, in its contributed and d0partmental
~ features, what its- readers, who include· the most noted

J3 Astor Place, New York.

Trial (fhie months), $1.00:

Year, $2.50.

GIRL WANTED.

NEW TESTAMENT.

Girl wanted for housework Age from twent,y-two to
thirty-five. Requisites, steady, willing, and cleanly. I
am a widow, iwo i:c. family: live one mile in the cOuntry.
No branch here. Write to New Wa8hington, Crawford
County, Ohio.
l\!I{S, J.'A. HAMlL'rON.
5-5t

INSPIRED TRANSLATION; LARGE TYPE EDITION.

•

Ip~~~!~~T}r~~~p~~I~~~~
0~~'~ L~r~an~z~dlE
Church at the Herald Pul>'1;Hnn Hou"e

-Guild Hall,
corn~r of Was,hrngton and Dudley Streets.
Serv10es at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
school at 12: 15 p. m. R. Bullard, pastor.
Sacramento California: Sain ts chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. G. W.
Harlow president, 2426 J Street.
St. Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
between Montgomery l'.'.nd Benton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor; residence, 2504 . Slattery
Street. S;inday sc~ool, 9: .so; preachrng, 11; 00
a. m.; so01al meetrng ~: 30, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meetrng, We.d.r;esd'.'Y• 8: 00
p. m. Y 01mg people's Rehg10-Lnerary,
Thursday, 8: p ..m.
,
. .
Salt Lake City, Utab: r;i1ss10n chapel,
Se~ond South' Street, opposite the Presbyterian church. Meet111gs every Sunday at
11: 00 a. m, and. 7: 30 p .. m. .
San Bernardrno, Cahforma~ Corner Fifth
and F Streets.
Springfield, Missouri: Hall corner of Commercial and Springfield avenues. Preaching at
11: CO a. m ..an. d 7: 15 p. m.; Sund. ay school at
9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: 00 p. m. W. R ..
Pickerfog. in charge.
,

CO~,

g
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LAMONf, DECATUR CO., IOWA.
Sent postpaid at prices named.

(Complete descriptive cat~iogue mailed on application.)
THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
.
Is a book of 2~0 page8, wdten by Elder Samuel
F. Walker. The purpose of the writer i3 to show
that the main facts of 'cientific teaching concerning
the or:gin., growth, and development of ttie Univcrseof hum!>n tradition and history, and the revelation,'
Christianity have a common origin, and are evidence~
of one design in the creation, and in the histery and
growth of the a:;es.
'l'heological conclus'ons are
reached from scien ific deductions, and by co:upari~on
with human tradition, archreology, and other soun s
of information the writer aims to present a scent fie
defense of Christia:iity. The later chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal
traditions that Jesus is the Christ and was kn-•wn and
wors~iped by the ancient inhabitants of Lhe Western
Contment.
Cloth bound,"boards, price..... .. . - ., .. ,a100

I

l

A special new edition in pica type; a book of 374
pages, size seven by ten inches. It is printed on snperfine paper; a book similar in size and style of binding to the large type edition of the Book of Mormon.
Leather backs and corners, cloth sides ..•..••. $1 00
Roan, sprinkled edges ...........•......•..•• 1 25
Seal grained Russia, gilt edges . - ......••••... 1 50

The Saints' Herald.
(.E~lubli.shed

1860.)

Published every 'Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
~ubecription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
thne months 50 cents; E<ilJgle copies 5 cents; sample

cnpkr< fr, P.
Thf~ rravd'ng ministry, di,,trlct and branch presidents,
an<i Ui1- hop's ti::ente are Tf qnet<ted to solicit subscriptions,

mfl\;;:e snkfl

(,f

church pubJ1caUons, and assist the

pub~

li!'.'hing dt.•pnrtrnent.

A ddrere communications for publication to the Editors.
Bn:-:i11eEls lette1·i:<, eube.eript•ons, remittances, chang~s
of addree.1', (-tc, should he addressed to Frank Criley,
Bu~inefl.F:l Manager.
R rn1ttance>:< should be made by
pofl.t office or ex press order8, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered l'cttcrn. Do not ~end checks.
Adverth,iug rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
~uhject t.o the followiug <liscountl'i1: One month's inser~
ti on, five per ceut ~ th re•~ monthRi fifteen per cent; six
month8, twenty-five per eent; one year forty per cent.
All advcrtbing condrLinned on insertion upon the first or
laBt pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For read~ng notices,
(on outside P";;:~~ of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)
0
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mlE SAINTS' HERALD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND

tFL EGE

~3

AB§GLIJTEl..Y PIJRE
ARE YOU A REN! ER?

$30 per acre will buy a go< d productive
farm of 80 acres five mtle8 from Lamoni, over
good road; four room hout:ie, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and halance JO yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholsoll, Lamoni,
Iowa.

FARM FOR SALE.
An 80 acre farm two miles from Graceland
College, Lamoni, Iowa; good five roomed house,
large new barn, orchard, plenty of wood and
water, and close to. good school. For terms
address, MRS. MARGARET BAGULEY,
Box 81, Lamoni, Iowa.
4-4t

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
... 11 milti ,;outhwestof Lamoni; in three, four,
·r fi VP acre lotH.
l'h•,,..e plat,,; wili make nice homes; suitable
·r ga··rl··nini<. rai~ing of smdl fruits, etc.
f'rie· , t" a·H11ahlt: "'"rm- on•application.
A.;dr··-~.
.J. W GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Mis5.. uri. will send till" further notice "How not
t,u bo oick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

eatalogue~

or further infonnatiou,

AJdre8b, D. l<' LA.v1BEl{T, Sec.,

or PROF. T. J E'lTZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low A.

B. D. FLEET.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,

!!'or·

.... THE ...

10\V A.

!'Im lllLLWOOD-OOOPD

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OU,,
'l'lle purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.!15 per
bottle; second pre••ing, pint•, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and ilf•l1v...,.reil st f·xnr,... .. R dti ... nn rt.::cd(.lt of price.
W.R. MYEU.~, U. g,,:.~~t. L1:1.rnu111, Iuwu..

HARDWARE.
l'l'OVES, TINWARE, .BARB WIRE, ETC.

TRADE MARKI!,,
DESICNS~

COPYRICHTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patents
Ul America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.60 six mont.h,s. Specimen copies and H.A.ND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Rollable goods and ri.11:ht prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUlf-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. S"nd us $1.50 and we
will Mnd you three boxes pn•t paid anywhere. If
it don,t cure yon write ns and we w11l return Y'"'Ur

money. It cures others, why not you? You rnu
no risk in trying lt. Why delny tonger? Send
in your order to-day. Addres• B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St .. Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL.
WOIW8 A~B l\IU81C.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "Sa.in ts' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
and words together; also 50 hymns with one
bar of music above the word'l.
The pages of the ' Saints' Harp" and "Har·
mony" from which words and music are taken
are given, that both books may be used together in song ~ervice.
Chf'ap in pri.ce, convenif'nt in size, containing- the most popular words itnd music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt ed!!es .......... 1 25
imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, gilt edges.2 50

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
:F..NGINE FOR SALE.
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine,
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill, or
Lamoni, Iowa.
similar purpose.
For sale at a bargain, because not now
using steam power.
LICENSES; NOTICES, ETC
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Elders', Priests', Teachers', and Deacons' LiceaAddress,
ses, each per dozen....................... 12
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Baptism and Confirmation Certiticate Books . • • • 26
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Blank Preaching Notices; per 100............ 40

A strictly high-grad.-, Family Sewing
Ma.chine, nossessinb' all lllodern

iul1>rovements.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from your local dealer and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING CO.
BELVIDERE, ILL.
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Re~uest and Apology, by Bro. James
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e\a~y of 1';1 8 ? Who Cla.im to ~a'.'e
powers keen and quick and manv of progress of the race depends. Hence
D1vmo M1ss10ns Invs.hdate Tne1r
'
Claims? ............................ 121 his occupations call for only a limited the supreme importance that every
!fxplaDS;tion · "· · · · · · · · · · ·1-,; · · · • · · · · · .1?3 use of the observing organs; so that child be instructed and drilled, at
If I Will, Saith the Lora .......... 123
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
CONFERENCE .MINU'l'ES:
systematic educat10n must provide m [every stage of his educat10n, m the
Northe~st Missouri.·· ................ 124 his case against the atrophy of these art of making an accurate and vivid
Des MoE1es ........................... 125
.
Northern Nebraska .................. 12:) faculties.
record of things seen, heard, felt, done,
Manchester ........................... 12~
For the training of this power of or suffered. This power of accurate
Alabama ............................. 12::i
SUNDAY ScHOOL AssocrATIONS:
observation it does not matter what description or recording is identical in
New s.outJ;i Wales .................... 125 subJ'ect the chi.ld studies, so that he all fields of inquiry. The child may
Orgamzatwn of Central Nebraska .... 125
.
.
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.
District Association Secretaries ...... 125 study something thoroughly in an ob- describe what l~ sees ma columbme,
MISCELL.ANrnou~ DEPAR'.J'MENT:
Special Business Notice . . . . ....... 126 servational method. If the method or in the constellation of Orion, or on
Board at General Confereuce ......... 126 be right, it does not matter, among the wharves, or in the market, or in
H!gh Co:-inci~ Notice ................. 126 the numerous subJ'ects well fitted to the Children's Hospital, and its power
High PY'lests Quorum ................ 126
.
SecoDd Quorum of Elders ............. 126 develop this important faculty, which of description may be exercised in
Fifth Quorum of ~ld~rs .............. 126 he choose, or which be chosen for speech or in writing; but for the
Second Quorum or Priests ............ 126
Fourth Quorum of Priests ........... 126 him. The study of any branch of benefit of the community, as distinNotiqe
?f 1?-mendment
of Z...........
R.-L. s. 127
. natural history, chemistry, or physics, guished
from the satisfaction of the •
Const1tut10n
and By-Laws
.
. .
To District alld Branch Clerks ....... 127 any well-conducted work with tools or md1v1dual and the benefit of his family
T?
the Second Quor?.m of Seventy .... 128 machines, and many of the sports of or associates the faculty should be
First Quorum of Priests .............. 128
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children and adults, such as sailing, abundantly exercised in writing as
MENTAL FUNCTIONS DEVELOPED BY fishing, and hunting, will develop this well as speech. In this constant drill
RIGHT EDUCATION.
power, provided thorough exercise of the conscience cannot fail to be refined
THE right method of developing in the observational powers be secured. and instructed; for to make a scruputhe mass of the population the reason- For the purpose we have now in view, lously accurate statement of a fact
ing power and general rationality it is vastly better that he study one observed, with all needed qualificawhich are needed for the wise con- subject thoroughly than several su- tions and limitations, is as good a
duct of life must closely resemble the perficially.
The field within which training of the conscience as secular
method by which the intelligence the power is exercised may be narrow education can furnish.
and reasoning power of an individual I or special; but these words do not
The next mental function which
are developed. Let me, therefore, I apply to the power. During this education should develop, if it is to
present here in some detail the main training in accurate observation the increase reasoning power and general
processes or operations of the mind youth should learn how hard lt is to intelligence, is the faculty of drawing
which sysematic education should de- determine with certainty even an ap- correct inferences from recorded observelop and improve in an individual in parently simple fact.
He should 1 vations,-a faculty which is almost
order to increase his general intelli- len,rn to distrust the evidence of his I identical with the faculty of grouping
gence and train his reasoning power. own senses, to repeat, corroborate, or coordinating kindred facts, comThe first of these processes or opera- . and verify his observations, and to paring one group with another or
tions is observation; that is to say, mark the profound distinction between with all the others, and then drawing
the alert, intent, and accurate use of the fact and any inference, however an inference which is sure in propor,all the senses. Whoever wishes to obvious, from the fact.
tion to the number of cases instances
'.· asc~rjpiin a present fact must do it
The next function, process, or op- or experiences on which it is based'.
thro~gh the exercise of this power of I eration which education should de- 'I'his power is developed by practice
. ~.b.·s· ~~v~tion, whetiher t.he fact ~ie in velop i~ the individual is the func.tion in induction. It is often a long way
~1l~ fammal, (e
ble, or mmeral of makmg a correct record of thmgs from the patent fact to the just infer'lfjl
.'
1
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THE SAINTS'
ence. For centuries the Phcenician
and Roman navigators had seen the
hulls of vessels disappearing below
the -blue horizon of the Mediterranean
while their sails were visible; but they
never drew the inference that the
earth was round. On any particular
topic or subject, it may take generations or centuries to accumulate facts
enough to establish a just inference
or generalization,-the earlier ac~u
mulations may be insufficient, the first
grouping wrong, or the first samplings deceptive,-and so the first
general inference may be incorrect;
but the method, rightly understood
and practiced, leads straight to truth.
It is the patient, candid, impartial, universal method of modern science.

ing, comparing and inferring, and expressing-may be seen in combination,
each often exhibited to high degree.
The poet's power of observation often
supplies him with his most charming
verses. Tennyson noticed that the
ash put out its leaves in spring much
later than the other trees, and this is
the exquisite use he. made of that botanical observation:·
"Wby ling-ereth she to clothe her heart with
love,
Ddaying, as the tender ash delays,
To clothe herself, when all the woods are
green?"

The poet's power of describing, and
of stirring and inspiring by his descriptions, depends on the combination in him of keen observation, rare
susceptibility to beauty and grandeur,
spiritual insight, and faculty of inferential suggestion.
In four lines Emerson puts before us the natural and
spiritual scene at . the Concord River,
on the 19th of April, 1775 :-

Fourthly, education should cultivate
the power of expressiag one's thoughts
clearly, concisely, and cogently. This
power is to be procured only by much
practice in the mother-tongue, and
this practice should make part of
every child's education from beginning to end:
So far as a good
sty le can be said to be formed or
created at all, it is ordinarily formed
by constant practice under judicious
criticism. If this practice and criticism are supplied, it is unimportant
whether tbe student write an historical narraLive, or a translation from
Xenophon, or a laboratory notebook,
or an account of a case of hypnotism
or typhoid fever, or a law brief, or a
thesis on comparative religion; the
subject-matter is comparatively indifferent, so far as the cultivation of accurate and forcible speech or writing is
concerned. In cultivating any field of
knowledge this power of expression
can be won if the right means be used,
and if these means be neglected, it
will not be won in any field. For cultivating the habit of reasoning justly,
however, there is one kind of practice
in expressing one's U10ugl, Ls which has
special importance; namely, practice
in argumentative composition-in the
logical and persuasive development of
an argument, starting from well-selected premises and brought to a just
conclusion.
Let no one imagine that I am omitting poetry from systematic education.
In that highest of all arts of expression,
the art of poetry, the four mental
functions or operations we have
now considered-observing, record-

HERAL~:...

'By the rude bridge that arched the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And fired the shot heard around the
world."

1

to

be

systematically

developed.- .

President Charles W. Eliot, in The Forum.

KNOW THE "SMALL GRACES" OF LIFE.
Young men should not get the idea that to
know the "small graces of life" is useless or
frivolous. What we call the "social graces"
are very valuable to a young m'ctn. That is
the great trouble with young fellows who are
earnest: they are too earnest, and upon all
occasions. They can have a high aim in life,
a lofty purpose, and yet not close themselves
up to all social pleasures or amenities. Girls
feel uncomfortable, and pardonably so, when
they go to a concert or any other form of entertainment with a young man who constantly
makes mistakes in little things. The small
rules and laws which must be observed on all
socfal occasions are not to be frowned down:
they are important, and a young fellow makes
a great, mistake when he considers them ben0ath him or unworthy of his attention.Ed101l• cl W. Bok 'in ll'tbniary Ladies' Home
Jou111 ii.

IT GIVES ALL SIDES.
At all ti mes Public Opinion has successfully maintained its reputation for fairness.
Every shade of thoug-h t upon all topics is
represented in its American Affairs department; not one man's opinion but the opinion
of every man who is at all representative.
Piiblic Opinion (published at New· York) is
the one journal that enables its readers to
keep posted upon the happenings in every
field of human activity. Your lo(,lal paper
furnishes information as to purely local affairs, and Public Opinion furnishes a view of
national affairs. To go outside of these two
papers, except for purposes of special investigation, is unnecessary. For $2.50 you can
be a thoroughly posted man for one year,
$1.25 for six months, 65 cents for three
months. Send for sample copy.

In twenty-eight words here are the
whole scene and all the essential circumstances,-the place and season,
the stout actors, their rustic social
state the heroic deed and its infinite
'
'
reverberation.
What an accurate,
moving, immortal description is this!
Even for logical and covincing argument poetry is often the finest vehicle.
If anybody doubts this, let him read
again the Twenty-third Psalm, from its
opening premise, "The Lord is my I
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
shepherd " to its happv conclusion
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
'
d
d,,
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
1
1
'' S ure,y goo Dess an mercy sna I of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
follo'_V me all the days of ~y life," or North Atchison. Sunday school at 10: 00 a.
let him follow the reasonrng of God m.; wcial service 11:00 a. m.; pr0aching
with Job, from the inquiry, "VVhere I service 8: 00 p. m.: Wednesday social service
wast thou when I laid the foundations l.8:00 P· m.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
of the earth?" to Job's conclusion, of Monroe and Second Streets.
'•Wherefore I abhor myself, and reBoston, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
Scr·eet, "Roxbury Hall,'' Roxbury, Bo~ton,
pent in dust and ashes."
Massachusetts.
These, then, are the four things in
Bradford and Beswick mission: Saints
which the individual youth should be meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, ~'orge
Lane,
Manchester.
Services,
thoroughly trained, if his judgment Sunday, Bradford,
6: 30 p. rn., pfraching; Sunday school
and reasoning power are to be system- 2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
atically developed,-observing accur· Street,
Queen'~ Road, Manchester, in charge.
ately; recording correctly; comparing,
Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
grouping, and inferring justly; and every
Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
expressing cogently the results of
Council Biuff,;, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doors
of Glen Avenue. Preaching- at
these mental operations. These are 10: 30 a.west
m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
the things in which the population as 12: 00 m.; Zion's R-1ligo-Literary Society at
00 p. m.; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
a mass must be trained in youth, if 6:
evening-. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
its judgment and reasoning power are Harmony Street.

ll
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"ff ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the tmth shall make you free. "'-;Johns: 31, 32.

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page

I,amoni, Iowa, :February 24, 1897.
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CONFUSION AND A CONFESSION.

BRO. A. B. KIRKENDALL, of Creola,
Ohio, sends us a copy of the Christian
Leader, for DecE:mber 15, 1896, from
which we take the following letter,
for which Bro. Kirkendall asks an insertion with comments:WAN'l'ED: A CHANCE TO GE'l' A'l' 'l'HE
MORMONS.

I have several times in the past year seen
a call in the Leader for a competent man to
handle the Mormon herel'y. .I wrote to Bro.
H. B. Neal of such a man we have in Michigan, but he never replied.
Mr. Joseph
Musser, of Beaverton, Glad win County,
Michigan, is without a doubt the equal, if
not the peer, of any man in t.he rank and file
of the disciples in the United States in
handling the Mormon question. In Michigan he is preferred before Bro. Clark Braden. Bro. Musser himself was a Mormon.
He lefG them !J, few years ago, and since then
he docs lit,tle besides going about lecturing
and debating against them. He has debated
with all their strongest men in Michigan till
they all avoid him. His recent deb;i,te near
Howell, Michigan, wa,s with a man imported
from Missouri, and it was to their utter defeat. There are but iew places where Mormons survive one of his series of lect1ues, or
a debate. Through the wickedness of Mormonism this b1·0:.her was bet'eft of his family.
He is alone and goes at call t,o any plane to
give his help. He was never polished with a
college education; and am informed that his
sentences are not al ways up to grammatical
law. But such are the damaging facts be
has against Mormonism, and such is his
mightiness in the use of the Scriptures, that
no Mormon can stand before him in Michigan. Personally I have never met nor heard
Bro. Joseph Musser; but among our 3,blest
preachers in Michigan are men that attended
his debates and lectures, and thPy without a
single exception extol hi~ ability. The M.
E.',; of Michigan have offered him one thousand dollars a ycai· if he will join their conference, and go about to rout Mormons th~.t
hurt their churchfs. But, thot1gh only a
_ dirniple of Christ for two years, nothing can
induce him into sectarian ra1Jks. I wrote
him recently whether he would go South, if
wanted. He now writes me he could go at
once if you have need of him.
He cares to
do nothing but this one thing. Send for him;
but pa;y his expenses and enough for a com-

llo.

No. 8.

i had any right to ignore the statement,
had he felt so inclL1ed.
Another statement which seems to
be questioned is the one which states
It is pitiable to notice the con- that, "It is agreed tha'G there are intemptible things so-called Christians dividuals in the different factions who
will condescend to do in their conten- hold priesthood." In this all that
tion against a religious opponent. was intended was to state that priest-·
This letter and its publication in an hood being a calling or responsibility
organ devoted to the advocacy of a imposed of the Lord, could not be
theory of religion is an evidence of wrested from the individual by human
agency, or the person called be rethis.
lieved
of such responsibility until it
This Joseph Musser may be the
.was
answered
for to the Judge in the
ablest man among the Christians as a
final
day
of
accounts,
there might be
champion for their defense, or as a
individuals
in
some,
possibly in all
sting to their opponents, but it is an
the
various
factions
who
had been
unfortunate admission for them to
called
in
the
old-time
church
unto
make that it is such a man that
the
priesthood,
who
had
not
forsecures their admiration.
In evfeited
that
priesthood
by
wickedness
ery place, with perhaps a single
exception, where our brethren have and transgression, and if so that they
any of them met this man, baptisms might now hold it.
While thinking such might possibly
have followed; and Bro. Hyrum Bronbe
the case it was not intended to say
son, who was laboring in Indiana,
that
every person in every faction that
and then in Michigan, to whom the
had
been
ordained in that faction neceswriter refers as the one "imported
sarily
held
the priesthood; or that
from Missouri," won an unmistakable
such
factions
each and all of them
victory when he discussed with him.
were
by
such
statement
recognized to
It may be that these Christians can
be
the
church,
or
any
of it; or
survive Musser better than they have
that
those
in
such
factions
as
might
Mr. Braden, but time will tell.
hold priesthood as suggested were
entitled to act for the church, and in
BORROWED TROUBLE.
the name of the church to induct
THERE is some little unnecessary flut- members into such factions and thus
ter and anxiety over two of the sev· into the church; it being understood
eral things agreed to in the late that each and every case must stand
interview between elders of the Reor- or fall upon its merit the facts being
ganized Church and the Church of all stated, and the time, place, manChrist.
ner, and actors in the baptism, call,
Please remember that the interview and ordination all to be taken into
was a purely personal one, and that consideration when the individual case
neither body of people was officially came up for hearing and decision; the
represented, and that no one' claimed rules and la1vs of the church given of
or held authority to compromise God to govern in each and every case.
Neither church, nor faction of the
anybody else; especially not the
churches to which the persons be- churcb, was recognized in the statelonged. One proposition which seems ment as being the church, nor was any
to be questioned by some; that "wher· right to be called the church affirmed
ever there are six or more regularly or denied; leaving all such questions
.baptized members, one of whom is an to be considered when the time and
elder, priest, teacher, or deacon there occasion might warrant, or demand.
Some have written requiring explais the church," was passed by the
church officially years ago, and not nation, and asking how we could deone of those present at the interview fend such and such statements. It is

mon living-he asks nothing more. Hand
him all around Mormondom in the South,
before he ·comes back, as he can stay among
you for a year.
L. W. SPAYD.
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! sisters or brothers so far forget tbcrnsel ves I duly consider the same. I did not cherish
! as to misbehave during divine worship, the the remotest thought or wioh of reflcocting on
deacon should make an exarnp 1 e of them by a any person; nor do I now cherish such a wish.
.
r
proper reproo. .
In gm,pel bonds,
I by no means advocate Pharioaical
JAMES CAFFALL.
straightness, but bdieve we ought to
evince inside and outside of the house of
TIDNALLS, Jan. 5, 1897.
Dear Bmthet C11jj'all:-I am r,,ppointed to
worship a becoming dignity, a g·ospel digI nity suggestive of a medium course. A write you by a special assembly of the offiwriter in popular quotatfons says: "Every cers of the di.strict held at C:trdiff, December
fault of the mind becomes more conepiouous 20, 1896, respecting a letter which appeared
and more guilty, in proportion to the rank of in the Heralrl of October 28, 1896, written by
the offender. Persons in h1~h stations are your£elf from Havod, South Wales, October
not only answerable for their own conduc'G 8, 1896.
The clm1sea over which we feel hurt are
but for the examples which they rruJ,y bold
out to others. This joined to their ad van- these:-tage of education ~1ggravates their vices, and
"Tbe Eastern district, South Wales, conload:l them with a greater share of respon- vened at 6 p. m. in a dark, dingy, none-too··
"WAITING PRES!DENTS."
sibility."
room x in the back slmns of
WE commend the article of Bro.
Vvhatever may be said of the above, csr- Porth."
James Carran,
entitled "Waiting tain it is that we will be held amenable to
The firat part of the above item to where I
Presidents" to the HERALD readers, God for the use or abuse we make of the affix a cross is true, though the district feels
especially those who have charge of knowledge obtained. We ti:lerefore place hlirt thst it El10uld be published, they being
ourselves under a grave respon8ibility in fully aware of the condition of the room, and
meetings to conduct them.
saying that we know, we have a knowkdge au they did their ba,,t they never expecteu to
To my mind it is a sad sp'.Cctacle, and very of the everlasting gospel, for thereby, in a
see it published.
reflective on Latter Day Saints, to see a sense, we set ourselves before the world as
rrne latter clause, Hback slums of Porth, 51
president waiting fifteen or twenty minutes beacon lights. And I may ask myself, wben
we as 3, district deny, as the building was
after the advertised time for a meeting to making this claim, if it comports with th:3,t,
1oituated in the main street of Porth and the
commence, wishing and hoping for a few to found in Hebrews 5: 12. We live and learn;
room not tnore than a dozen yards from rnain
come, that he might open the meeting. I thank God for this privilege.
street-anything but back slums.
would suggest that there is no necessity for a
And recent developments have induced mD
Webster says back slums means a foul back
president to wait over the time ad vert;sed if to resolve that whatever may have been my
skeet of a city, espedally one filled with a
there is one beside himself present at that procedure in the past, the future will not
poor, dil'ty, degr-adcd, and often vicious poputime; for Christ's promise reaches down to find me imposing· hands with ,a view to raislation~ any low neig·hborhood, etc.
the twos and threes. And as I take it, it fo ing my fellows to positions of trust wit,hout
Therefore I am req nested to ask you to
better for the pretiident to start on t,ime with some efforts to point out to the recipient tlrn
:kindly wiLhdraw through tho IJeralcl the
one, and dismiss when the one and the presi- nature of dutii;is attaching to the accepted
;vords "back slums" and give the place the
dent have performed an imposed duty, than position. Nor sh;iJl I overlook section 17,
credit due.
Yours in bonds,
to wait half an hour after the advertised paragraph 14, of Doctrine and Covenants.
T. s. GmFFITH,
time. Moreover, punctuality commenced
In bonds,
:B'or the Ecistern district.
by a president may have a salutary effect on
JAMES CAFF ALL.
the laggards, whereas should a president
REQUEST AND STATEMENT.
wait for a congregation, it might encourage
REQUEST AND APOLOGY, BY BRO.
them to practice lats attendance. Very
'I'HE Herald Offiee has sustained some
JAMES CAFFALL
much depends on examples.
considerable
unnecessary losses
Stated meetings in all regularly organized Tr-IE following request from a
from
subscriptions, because
branches, time of gathering included, are assembly of the offieers of the Eastern
decided upon by common consent; hence vot- district of South Wales, is sent us not notified to discontinue publications
to subscribers who have deceased;
ing for a meeting to open at a stated time is
by Bro. James Caffall, with a request
tantamount to a vow to be present at the
<tlso in some instances to aged brethtime voted for. A faiiure tl:erefore to be for its insertion in HERALD, with ren and sisters who have become too
present at the time, unless pl'event~d padorce which we cheerfully comply:infirm to read. In sorne such instances
of circumstances, would be a violation of sa,id
48 Rspton Street, Lime House,
the paper has run on and been either
vow. Further: I not.ice quite often that
LONDON, Eng., Jan. 25.
when a number of saints asst·mble before the
Ei!;itors 1-Ienild:-Please give publicity to received and read, or destroyed; and
time of worship, that much talking is in- the inclosed document. T\J2,t complained of, no notice been given to
sending
dulged in sometimes of a boisterous nature; 11.S the document shows, is found in the first until
repeated efforts to collect
so that in some cases it brnomes difticult for
in the letter I wrote from Havod,
amounts due have induced final reply.
the presiding officer to comm.and silence; and South Wales, October 6, 1896, published in
It
is desired that wherever possible
after he succeeds in thls, there is quite a Heralti of October 28, 1896, and runneth
the office be notified of such 1:md simichattering going on \.vhile the opeuing hymn thusly:-is being announced. Ar,d I have boen pray"The Eastern diatrict,, South Vvales, con- lar cases, that the publishing depariog myself when late comers have been 1.vait- vened at six p. m.~ in s~ dark, dingyj nonl2,- ment, and the interests of the saints
ing outside for the openiug prayer to close, too-cloan-looking room in the back slums of
to whom it
be protected
and have been annoyed beeause of the loud Port.h, for which one pound wss paid; but
unnecessary
loss
and leakage.
'talk of the waiting ones. H may be atkib- it was the only
room pr·ocurable."
, in charge of
uted to thoughtlessness, but ought L:i,tter
If my understanding does not lead me 'I'he Business
D,;y Saints, espllcially of:ficl""ls, to be thus astray, the only request of the special assem- the business interests of the office,
thoughtlcas about divine worship? I think bly is the withd1·awal cf· the term "back and ever alert to avoid unnecessary
not.
, slums," with which request I hereby comply.
drain upon its resources, and to conStill further: I believe it is tho duty oI i Should any further r<=qLiest be made visible
tribute
to its success, asks that
the deacon of a l:wunch to preserve order I in the publication of the minutes of the speduring divine worship; therefore, if young / cial assembly of ofilcers of the district, I will prompt notice be given in such cases,

unnecessary for us to attempt any
defense of the propositions referred
· t'n Iith
l
to m
e . ERALD, as . ey were
on y.
.
,
.
mtended as the expression of the md1vidual opinions of those present on
that occasion; such opinions expressed
under the conditions in which the
. t
·
h ld
I t1
in erview was 0 ·
n le proper
time and place such explanation and
defense may be offered as occasion
and demand may justify. In the meantime it is given to the HERALD readers
as an item of news.
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PEACE A NECESSITY.
If t,he German emperor finds such
that unnecessary loss be avoided, by T
the cooperation of those whose in· LONDON, January 6. - The Berlin corre- roots of bitterness a cause for men
terests are mutual in thus aiding, as spondent of the T'imes reports the following in his army taking up the sword to
is contained in the preamble by Emperor
in every proper way, the cause.
William to a Cabinet order. The Emperor destroy one another, and classes the
practice as unworthy of soldiers, what
Since the adoption of the rules pub- says:"It is my will that duels between officers shall be said of such influences among
lished to govern the transaction of
"A
Herald Office business, one of which should be more effectively prevented t,han professed children of peace?
provides that delinquent subscribers hitherto. Their occasion is often trifling house divided against itself cannot
and amenable to friendly compromise without
stand;" men who hate are in danger
be dropped at the expiration of one prejudice to professional honor.
year's time, unless good evidence of
"\Vhen they have done so through hasti- of consuming one another; spiritual
payment is offered, a better order of ness or excitement the chivalrous course is death is a too frequent and inevitable
things in this respect seems indicated. to agree to a friendly com promise. It is result of human hatred and failure to
However, there yet remains the need equally the duty of the one insulted to accept become reconciled.
the compromise so far as honor and propriety
Our message is a proclamation of
of education in promptness in pay- of conduct will permit.
''peace."
Let us carry in our bosoms
ment and in other business methods,
"My will, therefore, is that a council of
in order to place the publishing de- honor shall henceforth, as a matter of prin- ''gentle
peace,"
however great
ciple, cooperate in the settlement of affairs of the apparent provocations to indulge
partment where it ought to be.
In this connection and as suggested, honor. The ·council must undertake this in that that would seek to annoy and
duty with a conscientious endeavor to arthe following method of transacting range an amicable settlement."
vex. He who gains the victory, who
business is stated that it may be
The Emperor of Germany deserves "overci:Jmes," is he who seeks
known: All letters, including orders credit for his efforts to put a stop to strength from God and prevails
and reinittances, are first received the foolish, semi-barbarous custom of against the trying conditions about
from the mail and entered upon the dueling among officers of the army, him. We turn again to Christ the
"register" by the Editorial Depart- which so long has disgraced the Ger- Master, who, tried and tempted and
ment. Those affecting subscription man soldiery and the German univer- subjected to every form of indignity
lists are then properly indicated or sities. The principles of adjustment and insult, rose in strength and wiswritten on said lists, those elsewhere which he commends are manly, and dom above it all, and who calm and
with the peace of God in his breast
placed on the order books, or prop· contain much strong common sense.
erly credited on account books, and
It may be well to observe in this amid all trying scenes, proved himfiled in the business department. connection that the KinO' of Peace self worthy of the great station he
Th us tw.o
.
. are maae
· o f from whose teachings ""this earthly
.
' was called to occupy, and looked with
or th ree entne.s
all remittances.
Receipts are also I king evidently ha'S imbibed bis sense pity upon the weakness of men, and
sent when orders ca~not.immediately of right, has taught that men who loved the race, despite its wickedness
be.filled, t~e prompu ~llmg of .orders profess his name should live in the and perversity.
Let us have peace; first· in our own
bemg c~n.s1dered sufficient receipt.
spirit of amity and concord; that when
By tms system one deparLment offense is aiven or estrangement of hearts, then with all others, and exchecks the receipt~ or en~ries of an- any kind ~ccurs, those who profess tend the influences of peace, in branch,
other as a protection agamst errors. to follow him should prove themselves in district and everywhere. No one
Th~ effort is to fill orders by return strong men and women, above the can grow up into the measure of the
mail. All not so filled are kept track trifling littleness that would berate stature of Christ without gaining a
of and attended to as soon as possi- anoth~r or be guilty of holding malice, mastery of himself by the possession
ble. All goods not sent by return and seek one another, "be reconciled," of the Christlike nature, by keeping
mail are forwarded soon thereafter.
love of both God and man preeminent
and "live together in love."
Parties not receiving orders at once
It is a question whether men and in his na,ture.
should wait a reasonable time before
The German emperor is a war
women whose professed "citizenship
renewing.
lord,
but what he says in the interests
is in heaven," from whence they "look
It is the aim of the management to for the Savior," etc., are really "civil- of. peace adds testimony in favor of
do everything in its power necessary ized" in an earthly sense, much less in that exalted virtue, and from his
to the proper and satisfactory conduct a heavenly, if guilty of the harshness statements a lesson may be learned.
of its business relations with the and passion of hatred-who love not Peace is an absolute necessity. It is
saints.
their brethren ''whom they have of God, and constructive: while con·
tention is of evil, and destructive.
FoR the benefit of the traveling min- seen."
A word from the law of :Jod is opThese so-called "little things" reistry possibly affected by it Bro. J.
portune in this connection:-quire attention, because they are pre·
0. Foss sends the following card:My disciples, in d2,ys of old, sought occavailing "roots of bitterness" that sion against one another, and forgave not
'l'HE ONLY BOAT ON THE ROUTE.
Captain Archebell on steamer, Merr-y- stand in the way of much personal and one another in their hearts, and for this evil
coneag, leaves Rockland for Portland general good. They are among the dis- they were afflicted, and sorely chastened;
(weather permitting) Tuesdays and Thurs- cordant elements that must be elimi· wherefore I say unto you, that ye ought to
days. Returning morning, leaves Portland nated from any body of people, forgive one another, for he that fo,·giveth
not his brother his trespasses, standeth conWednesday and Friday mornings. Saturuay
religious or civil, before "lasting demned before the Lord, for there remaineth
morning leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor.'
progress" can be made.
in him the greater sin. I the Lord, will forReturns on Monday.
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give whom I will forgive, but of you it, is required to forgive all men; and ye ought to
say in your hearts, Let God judge between
me and thee, and reward thee according' to
thy deeds.-Doctrine and Covenants 64: 2.
OBJECT TO A CHURCH AT WEST
POINT.

Feb. 8.-President-elect McKinley's Secretary of vV'ar will be asked
when he takes office to rescind the permit
granted by Secr·emry Lamont for the erection of a R:>man Catholic church .on the government property at West Point, just off the
parade ground.
Protestant ministers and
laymen take the ground that no church, no
matter of what denomination, should be permitted on public propel'ty, and a movement
is on foot to appeal to the courts if tho new
Secretary of War _fails to iake ll.ction on the
matter.
The Rev. Dr. R. S. MacArthur, of Calvary
Church, West Fifty-seventh Street, is regarded as the leader of the opposition to the
erection of the churc~.
He holds that in
granting the permit Secretary Lamont e-xceeded his authol'i.ty, and that for a permanent building to be erected on government
property it is first necessary to obtain a special act of Congress.
NEW YOitK,

by updght life and conversation since they
came out here from Chatham last spring, as
refL:cted in the number and class who at.
. .
tend our meetrngs. EldPr Green. district
president, rules wisely aod well. 'calls are
coming from all quarters foe preaching. I
hear Bro. R. C. Evans has b:ien doing a big
work in Toronto.

Bro. E. DeLong, writing from
Saginaw, Michigan, February 14:-Since writing for the Hemlcl I bave hapti zed one. I am here holding mr.etings every
evening; the interest is good. La>t
the Baptist choir sarig for us, which aided us
materially. El'fectmi.l doors are being opened
for us to occupy, for which we are thankful.
One aged gilntleman, Mr. Mills, the owner
of two stores, has offered us the use of one
free. So we feel ttat the gospel is being appreciated. The Saginaw Evening· News contained the following: "The Lat tor Day Saints
held a very interesting meeting last night at
the home of Mrs. George Sugden, 641 Bundy
Street. There was a large attenda.nce and
another meeting will be held this evening."
EDITORIAL !TEMS.

BRo. H. N. SNIVELY, of Lamoni, has
been doing some effective labor of
late, in Grundy County, near the town
of Spickard, Missouri, in the Far
QUESTIONS AND ,ii,NSWERS.
He made two trips
QUES.-Is it permissible to take up collec- West district.
into
that
region
of
country, baptlzing
tions in the cburch meeting house, on the
Sabbath day, for the purpose of building two and blessing one child on the
churches, paying off church debt, etc.?
first trip, and baptizing three on the
Ans.--Yes, if that is the best and second. He reports having enjoyed
most convenient time to reach all the
liberty than ever before in
membership. If it is right to build a preaching, and in administering goschurch it is right to raise the money
ordinances.
to pay for the material and work in
Sr. Sarah Hoffman writes co~nmend
the house so builded, by legitimate ing the labors of Brn. J. 0. Crabb and
ways; and an appeal to the people di- J. W. Vvight, at
Iowa.
rectly stating the object for which the Attentive hearers greeted the brethmoney is being raised is legitimate ren - during the seve::"e we:;;,ther and
and proper.
good vvas done.
Bro. J. 0. Chrestensen reports a
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
conference of the Spring River
BRO. I. N. ROBERTS, Audubon, Min· district. Unity and large attendance
nesota, the 15th inst: --'•from far and near."
Snow so dcop can barrJly get around. Will
A dispatch from Athens dated the
finish seata for tent tu-day. The cuints h(·!'O 01 ,
th e :fi
•
e
t"rie uowers
•
.. _
.
"'" SIJ says
. eecs
01
are feelrng well.
Hc:ct a gl0\·10us prHyer
'
meetbg ]~at night.
TiJey aro taiking of I bombarded the insurgent position in
builditlg a church in town-,.ornething very tbe vicinity of Canea, on that date.
much needed in this part of the country. No details are given. The same disAll well and hopdul.
patch announC(C:S that the Grnek disBro. John Shields, Cedar Springs, patch boat Peineios has
Ontario, the 13th:shots with a Turkish frigJ,te. It is
I began meetings at tho hom3 of Elder
G
reported tha'0 reek soldiers and artilGeorge Shippy, two and oao hc1lf mlles from
the above place, and have spokeD them some lery have been landed near C01nea. Th:i
ten tlm1:is. VVe have q uitx:.l a large attendance, foreign admirals have warned Colonel
good attenLion, and incrcaslng intceest. Vassos, commander of the Greek
Elder John Shippy will be g-bd to leat'n that forces on the Island of Crete, of their
his brother Thomas and son-in-law, Mr. Mayintention to atts,ck his
with
nar-d, are reguhtr attenrlau ts. Mlly they be
four
men
of
W:lr
anchored
off
his
camp,
led to obey, is our- ;wayer. Eldet' Shippy
and wife have been lctLing their light shine should he attempt to advance to the
0

I interior of the island.
1
1

Another Athens
dispatch states that the warning of
th e f oreian
·
l
·
i
f
d to
ac,mira1s
on l y re~erre
"'
a Greek attack on Canea, and that
Colonel Vassos will continue to occupy strategic points in the interior
of the Island of Crete. rrhe Greeks
are aroused a.nd refuse to retire.
News
railway rates to
G
eneral Conference will be published
promptly on rec .ipt of news of action
of the Western Passenger Association,
which is now considering our application for the usual reduction of one and
one third fare for round trip tickets
over its lines of road. We hope to
announce said reduced rate at an early
date.
At the late conhrence of the Decatur
district; Bro. R. M. Elvin was chosen
to preside. He nominated Bro. H.
N. Snively for vice president, the
choice being ratified by the conference.

EDI'I'ED BY FRANCES.
One E'mile cau glorif_v a day,
Oi;e wor cnn hoµe nnpnrtf
rrh-~ letlrH, die.ciph; net:ri lHit 8Uy
'!'hen.--: 1lrd 110 alms to :,:sive awuy,
If iove be in Ihe heart..
-I'liwbe Cary.

FROM 'l.'BJl SOCIETY ISLANDS.-- NO. 2.
OU'l' ON 'l'HE DROAD OCEAN.

morning, NovHnbd" D-Sr.ill running do>ivn t}HJ "Lr:J.deb" b~;fore a fair wind
~tud uomfo1·t,v..bly smooth S8a.
Had
nice
fresh br0czo yesterd<1Y and a bri.ght bummer
da.y. IVIost {)f the day8 are ove1·cast in thi::3 region on acCt)unt uf che greLl.t evaporation that
ici CO:-it.iuually going on. The wind haul' d
some Saturday night so the ::stud.ding sails
w·ere taken in and tho ya;·ds bn;ccod up a
little. I hear tho.tn now brt:c1ng· the yardo
up stiH r_a,Jt•e and can tell by 1he cant and rooti1Jn of the ship that bhe in "foll t.:tnd by.n
rhe c11pi aln infunned us .Y'c-::sterdi1Y noon that
we were one thou~and miles from S:u1. Frauci2co1 which is one quarter of the distanco,
Hnd thus far• v1e have 11Hl6od bad a splendid
trip, ~rh<~ dignihu·it-:s arnong- ·~ho pas:sengers
are, Coi}Glli J. Lamb D}ty, Dr. 'VYm ..A. Bryant., of ~:L1u l1 1r'a.nc\sco, and. Eider J. IT'. Bur~~on.
.Also a lVIr. r\twater I shall nurnber
ai:oong- the dignitari2s, for he ina,intains his
dignity of char~icter and refu3es wine and all
kinds of llquee at1 sea, the only per~on on
boatd; bcs:de:s Jo~epb. and 1 9 ;vho does. Some
who do not
a pt·.au-Lic2 of irn bJ bing on
shore think it nofi w!'·o:og to <lrjnk as mueh as
is offdred to tbern at s1Ja 1 since it is a.11 included la tho passago f<J)re.
lHh.--All g_,Jes w2ll on board
and we still have much reason to be thankful
M.ONDAY

1
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HERALD,
and jay ful for tho favors
from our
heavenly H'atlrnr. Have had a splendid run
since last vvritlng-i and still the. t-:ea keeps
smooth. His marvelous how tho sc a koEops so
smooth, when for several hours at a tirr1e we
will have a ten or olevtJn knot breeze. Mond;iy evening we were treated to some music
during the ''dog watch," from a madeup
"band." A part of the crow and one or two
of the passengers g·ot togother on top of the
deck load near th(J mainmast. And right here
I will say that this native mate of the shlp
would mal:::e a splendid bouseke,:·per, he keeps
thing-s on decks in such perfect order. Thei:e
is a deck load of freight and lumber on top of
it three stops high, then the quarter deck,
but it is fixed so neat and orderly that one
mig·ht think it an improvii;ed platform for a
picnic, with seating accommodations neady
all around it. Here the crew 12athered with
accordeon, fifo, drum, two banj1Js, and bone
rattles, with wbich they entertained us
charmingly, while the good ship glided or
plowed-·she is deeply loaded-through the
slightly pulsating waters of the great
Pacific. The moon shone back of the cloude,
and a clear spot of brigl:i t shining stars was
just above us. Last evening the moon shone
out clear and beautiful. Are now nearing
the region of the doldrnms. The cardplf.yers
occupy the lower end of the t3~ble most of the
time, toth afternoon and evening, and the
captain's wife and the l<~rench people from
Tahita are piecing quilts and cutting and
making garments, at the upper end, while
one of them runs the sewing rnachine in the
bathroom just opposite. s~) far the bath tub
has not been used. It was full to overflowing
with parc8ls and small stores for the cabin,
but they are pretty well gone now. Tho air
if soft and balmy.
Have donned thinner
clothes. Have made a very comfortabl0
change in the furniture of our room. Have
exchanged the high round stool for one of tbe
small folding chairs I brought, the one I took
such cornJort in on the Evanelia, and also got
my little folding table in our room. Now I
can write and study to my heart's content.
Our poor little boat did not find any such
smooth sea as this while coming to the
islands.
Saturday, Hth.-Are now fairly in the doldrum latitude abont eight degrees north;
sailed into them about midnight Thnrsday
night between latitude 9 and 10. The thick
vapory clouds that had 'obscured the sun
nearly all tho way cleared away Wednesday
afternoon, and the evening, as well as Thursday evening, was delightful. On Thursday
evening the wind ward half of the quarter
deck was literally covered with deck chairs
and contented people. There were not chairs
enough for all, and some sat on the "hatch."
I believe it was tl11e first time that a,ll belonging to the cabin, captain'8 wife and all were
gathered in the same part of the ship at the
same time. The weather looked so clear and
settled and the ship was going along so
nicely we began to hopr3 she was going to
slip along past this much dreaded la,titude
without being deterred by contrary winds.
But about midnight we ran into a rainstorm
and it continued raining all day yesterday.
Once in awhile very heavy r<1in sqnalls, bl!t

ve1·y little wind, and the sBa smooth. The
wiod dead ahead, and continues to be. The
weather L' s'cill. getting warmer s,nd warmer.
Have dl.sp msed with all bed clothes except
the sheets and white spread. Yesterday was
very sultry, so little wind and having to have
the cabin closed up mostly on account of the
rain. But this morning it is very pleasant.
A nice breeze and doors and windows all
open. That is, it is pleasant to those who
have light clothes; but the poor "nuns" have
to keep packed up in their head and neck
gear that does not admit of a breath of air, and
heavy dresses of blue flannel, about five
widths gathered in around the waist. They
are only young girls, all of them. The
youngest and fairest, about eighteen years
old, is very delicate. She was so overcome
with the heat the other day she nearly
fainted. The next youngest, who had more
iron in hor makeup, said cheerily, "O well,
never mind: i.f you die you will get to heaven
quickel'!" And I havo thought and wondered more than onoe while looking upon
tbese young cteatures, who have given up
all the enjoyment of their youth, and even
the hope of it together with the naturalness
of their nature; t,hat is, to love and be loved,
in order to become more wholly devoted to
tbeir Savior, if indeed he did not look upon
them in greater tenderness and in pity for
them, as well as love for their devotion,
breathe into their souls a consolation that we
selfish, unsacrificing mortals know little
about.
Monday, Hilh.-Rained Saturday night
again and a calm all day yesterday. The
sailors took the opportnnity to catch some
flsb, even if it was Sunday. Canght three
large ones. I should tbink they wonld weigh
ten or eleven pounds eacb. They were not
so nice tasting as smaller ones, but it was
fresh fish. During last night they caught a
shark and passed a vessel. The latter is a
very rare occurrence. We will soon be out
of the doldrums now. Have got a fair br-erze
this morning. I do not mind if we do have
a long pasomge, so ioJg as the weather is
good; that is, the sea smooth so I can write.
We are as comfortable here as we will be anywhere, and have more time to write than I
would have ashore. It has made me lonesome sometimes to think of ourselves in the
little Evauelia away out here on this great
ocean alone in the dark and surrounded by
those heavy Equalls. It was a peculiar mission, that of the Evanelia's. Peculiar because of the apparent contending power
ag-ainst her from the time we entered her
till we left the islands-and before-speaking
for myself.' I went trusting entirely in God,
and praying more continuously than ever before, and yet scarcElly ever able to shake off
tho feeling that either we or I was under the
displeasure of the Almighty. How I would
like to have the vail !Uted that I might learn
these whys and wherefores. I have none of
those feelings on this voyage. All within is
peace, and this smooth sea and beautiful
weather is all that a loving Fa'uher could
give as tokens of his good pleasure. Blessed
be his holy name.
Thursday, 19th.-Our "nice little breeze"
th!lit we had Monday morning soon forsook;
0
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us, and from Monday afternoon till this morning there ha,; been a!most a dead calm and
raining most of the time. But still we have
drifted about eighteen milos in the twentyfour hours. Last evening, though the decks
were wet from the all day's rain, the moon
shone out beautiful. I donned my rubbers
and took my chair out on deck where Joseph
was. He goes by the title of Captain all the
time here. All the rest gathered about tb·e
table as soon as it was cleared-after our five
o'clock dinner that we do not get through
with till half past six-and set about their
favorite amusement of playing cards. When
the steward fini~hed washing the dishes and
threw the bucket of slop overboard with
pieces left from the table it was soon scented
by a shark and we-Joseph and I-saw one
come to the surface after it. He had swallowed one or two pieces when Joseph told
the boy who was at the side to throw over
the hook and catch him. It was already
baited, and it was not much more than over
till the shark swallo\ved it. Then the excitement of getting him on board brought
all on deck. He was no.t very large, over
five feet long. In a few minutes we saw
another, and within an hour they caught
three, all about the same size. This morning there was a nice little breeze, and the
sky became so clear I thought we were out
of the doldrums; but it soon dropped away
and now there is anothei:' rain squall making up, so we are here yet. I have been
busying myself this forenoon with ripping up
my sateen dress-my birthday dress, Annieand taking the iining out of it. This warm
weather makes one feel like doing away with
linings of all kinds. How glad I am that I
made up the dress goods you gave me, Sr.
Wixom, in a loose garment. without any liniugs at all. It is the most comfortable wrapper I have.
Monday, 23d.-A most delightful morning.
We are skimming along over the beautiful
blue deep with a fail' wind and a clear sky
above us. The sun is hot, but the breeze
pleasantly cool for being right at the Equator. Will cross to-day. Were in the doldrums just one week: were that length of time
drifting through the five degrees. Thnrsday
evening there was quite a gale of laughter in
the cabin. Dr. Bryant, who is the chief
ins_tigator of amusements, started a paper
and pencil to go the round of the table for
each one to draft a pig-or perhaps it was-a
horse-with their eyes shut, and the groteoqne looking figures that some made were
laughable, especially for the young folks, and
true to the old adage, thore came a "blow"
before morning, not exactly a gale of wind,
but enough to have the light sails taken in.
It, lasted till about four p. m. on Friday.
But it was the li.:Je of trade winds that we
wanted, so the good ship sped away before
it in good earnest,, All day Saturday and
yesterday there was a good whole sail breeze
bnt not a rough se11. Were it not that the
Captain has to call at the MarCJ.uesas Island
he could have been much farther on our way
by taking the benefit of the westward current
instead of stemming it. Bro. Burton donned
his white pants yesterday.
('l.'o be continu.ed.)
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8tlndau School D artmBnt.

Abimelech and his men set it on fire and
QUESTIONS.
burned them all up. But sure enough, some1. In schools which have but one room,
thing bad happened to Abimelech. A woman bow large should classes be?
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
bit him on the head with a piece of millstone
2. Should all engage in the general review?
Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. and hurt him so that he thought he was go- If not, who is exempt?
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
ing to die. so he coaxed a man to run a sword
A SUPERINTENDEN'l', Iowa.
to HEditors Herald1 I.amonij Iowa.,')
through him and kill him. It wasn't brave
Answers:to be killed by a woman. Hemember this,
1. Primary, four to seven; Intermediate,
Editor Sunday School Departrnent:-May we little boys; when you get to be men if you
five to eight; Senior, eight to twelve.
be permitted to review a few of the thoughts need killing, coax some man to do it. Now
2. Yes. Why not?
we have heard expressed upon uniformity of see how many of you can remember this beauT. A. HOUGAS.
texts? One argument used in favor of uni- tiful story. I think it will help you to be
formity is convenience, and if that is one of good this week, and it will be s.o nice to
the chief things to seek in this latter-day dream about."
QUESTIONS to be answered by anyone whose
work, then I suppose we elders will soon
Now, in sincerity, let us ask, What is the work is in this lir.e. Answers must not conhave it easier.
aim of the primary work? Is it simply a tain upwards of one hLrndred words; less preInterest, sympathy. "The line is drawn at plan to keep the children still, make it con- ferred.
the responsive reading." And why su? The venient for the teachers and old members,
Superintendents, what use do you make of
place of the text is but named in the Qua.r·· fill the minds with just as much Bible as pos- the blackboard?
terl.y and read from the Bible by the school sible, regardless of its fitness to their needs.
Primary teacher, what do you d0 with the
and why easier to read when we have uni- Is not its purpose a higher one? "Suffer little blackboard?
formity than now?. Then the review. "Chil- children to come unto me," are inspired
District superintendent, do you see an imdren cannot bs expected to be interested," words, and we believe their full meaning ls provement in your schools during the past
cannot keep still, annoy others, etc. Suppose broad. We are the guardians, the pro- year? To what cause8 do you attribute the
we had uniformity, could a superintendent tectors of the little ones, and if we same?
make a review alike interesting· to one of five would have them come to Jesus we muot
"The best reformers the world bas ever
years and one of fifty-five? Should not th~ take care that we do not block the way had are those who have commenced on themprimary teacher conduct her own review, by giving them false impressions of God's selves. "-W. H. Shaw.
whatever the text? One says, "I want to word. We keep from them strong and un"Be c1>reful in the use of symbols that you
give the children a whole Bible, not a Bible wholesome food beci~use it ietards growth do not detract from the divinity of the
with holes in it." Let us see. The same and implants the seed of future disease. We thought.
The five-year-old's imagination
rules of educating apply equally to day and keep them from hearing ob,ccrne lan,;ua>re be- can see the babe in the manger much better
Sunday schools. The day oehool teacher is cause it leaves impure impressions. We do than a wax doll in a tiny cradle C'.'n suggest
teaching the primary class numbers to ten; not permit them to read cl'iminal news, be- it."
SR. DORA YOUNG.
adding, subtracting, multiplying, etc. Mathe- cause it horrifies and tears down the walls of
matics with a hole in it. Lets teach them morality rather than building them up. Is
algebra and geometry.
ancient criminal news more wholesome than
The primary teacher is telling the children modern?
pretty little stories about Columbus and
Our aim is not to crowd the young mind
Washington. She is avoiding the horrifying with facts. This is not education. We beGRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Jan. 18.
atrocities of which history is full. History lieve that "it is more important what we
Editors Herulcl:-Though I belong to the
with a hole in it! vVhy not talk to them of make the children love and desire, than what Egremont branch, in Canada, I have now for
Henry the Eighth's kindness in murdering we make them learn." Our earnest aim some months past had the privilege oI assohis wives, or the beauties of Salem Witch- should be to teach such things and in such ciating with the saints here, and find that
craft, then go on and toll them of all the manner as to promote a heal thy spiritual though many of them are but babes in the
beautiful butcheries that historians have growth, that when the time comes that they work, they are growing in grace and knowlwritten up? They must have the whole must know the disagreeable facts of past and edge of the t,ruth. There are also quite a
truth(?).
present, they will have gained sufficient number of Saints living at Alpine, where at
Grant now that we have uniformity and strength of purpose and power of resistance present they have the use of a union church,
our lesson is the fourth one of the present that they may not be overcome nor hindered and whenever the missionary help in the
quarter. A primary teacher humbles her· from following him who taught in childlike city is sufficient, our officers, Elder E. K.
self before a class of pure little children, and simplicity.
Evans and Priest Cavanagh, go and preach
says: "Now, dear children, if you will listen
If ministers of the gospel can find material at that place, and their efforts are appreI will tell you a sweet little story of a man for a life's work in the teaching of Christ and ciated, which was shown by their giving a
named Abimelech. His father had several his apostles, cannot our Sunday school donation party for Elder and Sr. Evans last
wives. Of course God had told men not to workers find therein material for a few years' Friday evening. ·-~. large number of saints
have but one wife, but lots and lots of them primary work?
and friends assembled at the home of Bro.
didn't mind. Abimelech's mother was the
Our primary Quarterly is now gJod in an Norton, w:rnre a feast of good things was enmaid-servant or what we' call the hired girl, earnest teacher's hands, why not let well joyed by all.
and her folks lived in Shechem. Abimelech enough alone?
During the evening Elder Daniels, on bewent and coaxed his mother's folks to help
I have nothing at heart but the good of the half of the L;idies' Aid Society, presented
make him ruler, but his brothers, not bein!,; work.
Elder and Sr. Evans with two beautiful
his own dear brothers, for they had different
Ever praying for the good of the Sunday quilts, flour, fruit, vegetables, a cord of wood,
mothers, did not want him to be ruler. So school, I am,
and several other articles. Bro. Evans reYour• in bonds,
when he found his brothers were angry with
plied, thanking all for their kindness. The
H. H. ROBINSON.
him he killed all of them but one who hid
Ladies' Aid deserves credit for the way in
himself. He killed seventy of them on one
which it has been working of late, as this is
stone. Then the people made him king. SR. ARVILLA CRICHTON, secretary of Zion's the second donation party it has given lately,
Then Jotham, the brother who got away, Hope Sunday school, of Nebraska City, as- showing that the members are desirous of
told the people that something bad would sures us that their sclrnol is not on the de- doing good. A number of them do not behappen to them. So by and by God sent an cline. They have an average attendance of long to the church.
evil spirit among them and they commenced about thirty-fl ve, and a corps of earnest
An effort is being made to close the church
war upon Abimel.s0h. One time lots of the teachars who have the interest of the work against the saints there, but we hope it.will
men
yimmtn. a· .. 'nt() il, big house and I at heart, We are glarl to hef\r such re:portR.
not !:Jl.l!JCeed 1 for much good may l)e (fo.q~,
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.Elder D,wiels is laboring in this city at pres. ent and we hope he may be the means of
bringing some into the ark of safety who
hitherto have been wandering astrs,y. V./e
have a very nice Sunday school her·e and all
seem to come with the Jesire to learn. This
I love to see, though I am not pr-ivileged to
attend very i»3gularly; for if educated in
youth in God's law we will not be so apt to bo
led astray in after days by the evils of this
world.
Your sistEir,

to the powet"s of God attending this great
latter-day work.

The lady doctor_ called to see Sr. Tilton
two weeks later, and said it was a plain case
of faith healing. I am also credibly ·informed
that Sr. Sarnh Vanfleet Mills has very recently been just as remarkably healed from
a vet'y dangerous case of blood poisonine-,
under the hacds of Brn. N. Vanfleet and A.
Carmichael. To God be all the glory for
these blessings in our special time of the need
JENNIE MORRISON.
of bis help.
The statements herein written are true,
and ought to have been forwarded to you
Los ANGELES, Cal., Feb.
Editors Herald:-Inclosc'd you will find a long before now, but some things have conclipping from the Los Angeles Herold, of Au- i3pired to prev, n t.
Yours in bonds,
gust 24, 1886, giving an account of an acciR.R. DANA.
dent and injuriea received hy Sister EL L.
Tilton, of this place, on tho afternoon of
Sunday, August 23. Tho statement in detail
is conect, so far ;is known to the writer of
STILLWATER, 0. T., Jan. 29.
this article. On the
while th@
Editurs I:leralcl:-Having just read in the
saints were gathering into our place of meet- Ensign of tho encounter the brethren are
ing for Urn evening service, a strange haviog with the "l<'ollowers," or "True Folwoman, who proved to be a Mrs. Doctot' - - , lowers," as they style themselves, I thought
came to the hall with a note from Bro. H. L. I would write what l hiwe learned of them
Tilton to Bro. C. \7\f. Earle to come at once, from their own members, having lived here
saying, "Wife badly injured: ask tho saints amotig them for seven years.
to pray for her." Brn. Earle, Holt, and the
Six years ago, after hearing the first serwriter haotened to her bedside, finding the mon from them, I thought the preacher mu 8 t
message ooly too true. 0 1e was asked to be a Latter Day Saint, but after conversing
take charge of the administration as he with him I found he wanted to date their
should be led in the matter, and recomback to Christ and the .apostles. I
mended a short season of pray •.ir by each of j tried to show him that that couldn't be, actbe three elders preoent; and fO it was done. cording to D.is~.ory, and he said he knew nothAfter prayer was the a:nointing with oil, ing about hi-itory. Since then I have learned
then laying on of our hands, and an excel - from some of their leading members and eldlent praym· offered by Bro. Holt, and con- ers, though they are loth to tell it, that
tinued (by her request) by Bro. Earle, who one McDonald, fonnerly a train captain
asked the Lord tbat, if nec·,ossary, angels I across the plains to Utah, and while snowmight administer unto her also. The one bound there one winter, learned a great
anointing, asked that the blessing might be maoy thiogs about the Latter Day Saints;
of such a marked nature, that those h~.ving that afterwards he moved to Southern Kancharge of her should be amaz.sd, or wonder sas with his family and had the reputation
at the rapid return of her health, and that o[ being a very bad man, so much so that his
she should be freed from pain and suffering wife was afraid to go out walking with him
as much as possible;
words to that effect. alone, but he prevailed upon her going and,
Thank the Lord for bis g·oodness in grnnting when out in the woods along the road be said
the above united request, for the same re-1 to his wife,· "You never hear·d me pra.y, did
~nest was voiced by. each ,one of foe officiat- you?" ar'.d she answered, "No; nor never exmg elders; and to the gwry and honor of I p2ct to." He then wanted her to go off the
God we truly test.ify to the literal fulfillment road a little to pray, and she positively reof said request., for neither fever, pain, nor fused to go, being· afraid of him, so he went
sufforing to the least Extent, have b2en felt by by himself and prayed and there, he claims,
her up till August 29, the last time the the Lord spoke to him and said, "Go preach
writer saw her, save· when the attending my gospd." In a few days after he met a
physician and surgeon has been obliged to man along the road that claimed to be a Latchange tho dressing upon the woutids; :>.nd ter Day Saint and he baptized McDonald,
he has repeatedly stated that during his en- and ho then went out preaching- the Follower
tire experietice no patient of his ever had doctrine. This was about twenty or twentysuch a remarkable recovery and freedom five years ago _when their church was started.
from fever and pain; saying also t.hat he canI have sitice learned from them that the
not nnderstand the cause of it. He knows man who baptized McDonald, claiming to be
nothing of the adrnini.stration. On the 29th, a Latter Day Saitit, was John N. Burton, but
just before the writer o( this went to the house,
he was I was at a loss to know, until Bro.
she plainly a.nd distinctly fdt two haods Heman C. Smith was down here a year ago
pressed upon her head, to her them was no and told me who Burton was, and that he
other person in the ronm besides hersdf,seem- was turned out of our church. He was acitigly in fulfillment of Brn. 'Biade's req nest that cused o'. preaching and practicing free love.
"if necessary angels mlght administer unto
N,Jw if Bro. Charles Diirry, or some one, can
her." Our hearts b:we all been made to J'ejoice furnish us a history of Burton, as we at•e in
because of this confirming testimony; added to a hotbed of Fe!Jowers, i.t will be very thanktihe many others we have received in regard fully received.

I

VVbat I h1we written concerning the Followers I learned from them themselves, but
don't think I ever would have got it if they
had not had hopes of getting me to join
them. They believe in faith, repentance,
baptism, laying on of hands, etc., and the
signs following the believer; only they think
it is a command to take up serpents. They
have no organization, nor literature of any
kind; aod on all the rest of the Scripture
each one has a belief of his own.
They
think the Sunday school is of no use, as it is
too much like the world.
You can see by this that they were conceived in sin and born in iniquity. Their
very fountain head i.s of the evil one, and it
is the most perfect counterfeit I know of, unless it'is a sect styling themselves Evening
Lights; they leave off handling snakes, and
attach in its stead holy sanctification. In
fact, if there is anything in the way of an
"ism" or "ite" that you haven't got, come to
Oklahoma and you can find it.
I hope the missionaries may be able to
visit us some time this winter.
Yours in gospel bonds,
S. J. HINKLE,
TORON'l.'0,

Ont., Feb. 5.

Editors Herald:-! think this is the first
time in a year that I have attempted to write
for the Herald, but I feel that I ought to
write that the saints abroad may know I am
still trying to act my part in the great drama
of life.
During the year I have tried to answer all
demands made upon me, and I feel that the
dear Lord has blessed my labors. While
working in St. Thomas the church was well
filled, and several very nice people were baptized. One of them is worthy of special
notice bere,-Mr. Compton,-wbo for many
years has been a leading· light with the societies and at present, Grand Master of the
County Lodge of Orangemen. He bids fair
to be a useful member of the church.
On January 20 I was called to this city to
solemnize the marriage of Bro. Pinkerton
and Sr. 03bourne. The saints' nice hall was
full to the doors. V'le had a splendid time.
I have preached every' night (save Saturday)
and three times each Sunday since. The
congregations have been large, and many
lovely people are investigating. I have baptized nine persons since my arrival and exp2ct to baptize five more this afternoon, and
think more will follow Monday, who cannot
be present to-day. All those baptized are
grown, and among the nitie are five talented
persons. Mrs. Compton is a music teacher;
Grandma Seaton plays the piano with great
skill, playing at sight anything in the shape
of music. Mr. Seaton is Chief Engineer of
the Canada Bank of Commerce and has in
charge fourteen persons connected with the
bank. He is accomplished in music and a
gifted singer, as is also his wife. Miss Ware
nock has been sing·ing in the leading Toronto
J entertainments for some
time. The f~ur
12"st-named never heard a Latter Day Sarnt
sermon till I arrived here. They are friends
I of Sister Faulds, of St. Thomas, and knew of
! her condj.tion fo.r six;teen years-?, grip.pie-cc:
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and how she was instantly healed by the
power of God.
Just a word regarding· Sr . .B'aulds. On the
14th January, 1878, Sr. Faulds took sick.
For eight months she was confined to her
bed, and all that loving hearts and skillful
physicians could do, was done. All doctors
told the same story: "She will be a cripple
for life; she has spinal curvature." She was
completely powerless to help becself. She
went in an invalid chair for one year and
eight months. She then got so that she went
on two crutches for three years, then she
only used one crutch.
Her strength
increased so that by the use of a cane and
three lifts on the heel of her shoe she was
able to get around. Her suffering was awful
to bear. The spinal diseaw had so drawn
the cords that one limb was shorter than the
other. She remained in this condition twelve
years, when she heard tho gospel: but to use
her own words, "Pdde stood in my way and
I shut my ears to the truth; but during the
years of 189-1-95 more affliction came upon me
and the corus of my hip were so drawn that
I had to wear a cork sole on my shoe, one
inch and a quarter in height. My suffering
now was almost unbearable. In December,
1895, Eider R C. Evans was preaching in
this city [St. Thomae]. The gospel was again
presented to me; my prid<e still Htood in my
way. My sufferings increaoed and at last I
was administece<l to by E:d, r R. C. Evans. I
received such relief that I knew it was tho
power of God, and on. th<3 28th of February,
1896, I was baptized by Elder R. C. Evans,
and from that honr pain seemed easier to
bear. When conference convened last April,
in Kirtland, Ohio, I sent an q tiest for prayer
in my behalf, by Elder R C. Evans. On the
morning of April fl prayer was offered for
me in the temple of the Lord, while I was
here in St. Thomas. I felt the Spirit come
upon me, but did not realiz:e what it was; I
felt a strange power come upon me and I retired to my room, slipped off my heavy boot,
and laid down. Not five minutes after I laid
down, I felt a hand laid itpon the aifiicted parts,
and the cords reluxed. For a moment I felt
afraid, but pr,isently I rose from the bPd,
healed. The limb which for sixteen years
had been bad, was made wi1ole as the other.
I know the hand of an angel. was laid upon
me, and since then I have been free from
pain in my hip."
0

I have given the above from a letter written by Sr. F11ulds last week. She had written a letter to the Seaton friends; Bro. Seaton
bowed in prayer, rrquesting that if I was a
true se1·vant of God that, when l ci:me to his
home that God would let his Spirit rest upon
him and his household conffrming the gospel I preached. I came, the Spirit was upon me
the moment I entered the house, giving great
light and liborty. vVhen describing the history of Book of Mormon, I seemed to see the
waves roll over the boats with a hole in the
top and the hole in the bot,tom, I seemed at
times to stand amid the rnined cities of Palenque; my feet 'seemed to touch the moss-covered
roofs of Guatemala,. The di vine ones seemed
sweetly near us while we toid of the lonely
boy as he bowed in prayee amid the .. :·1mp

of tr.ees; now in Missouri amid hatred and
prison bars, now in Illinois a victim of sectarian malice. The darkness from lSH to
1860 seemed to come to memory, then the
sweet white light of 1860 came upon us as we
told of God's love and message to the seed
of the prophet. All were in tears, and Bro.
Seaton said, "It is enough; I wish to be baptized." I arose, addressed the mother, wife,
and Miss Warnock; aH ~aid, "We also wish
baptism." I have thought that if tifty had
been in that room under that sweet Spirit
none would have refused to obey the gospel
message. Sr. Seaton had been sick, but that
did not matter; her fi1·st outing was to go to
Lake Ontario, where a hole was cut in the
ice and she with six others was baptized.
To God be all the glory.
The calls are more than I can fill; I am at
it all day and sometimes nearly all night. A
sample: Last Saturday I talked till I was
tired out, reaching my room at two o'clock
Sunday morning. I presided 011er prayer
meeting at nine a. m., preached three sermons, then found my bed at theee o'clock
Monday morning. When I left London some
time ago crowds thought I did wrong to
leav J. When I left St. Thomas large congregations thought it unwise for me to go. Now
the people here say it is a sin to leave this
city when so many are interested; but what
can I do? The mission is largl', with few
missionaries, and all doing what they can.
Will the saints soon learn that if' tluy pay
their tithing more elclers coiilcl take the field.
Then we would not be compelled to leave
each place so soon.
I am requested to address the people on
temperance in the Pt1vilion in this city.
More than two thousand people are saia_ to
attend those meetings. Saints all along the
line, have patience; we will fill our engagements as soon as we can. Please pray that
strength be given me for my work.
R. C. EVANS.

the best citizens of that place that he, though
not a member of our church, circulated a
subscription paper for a Latter Day Sain 's'
church, and showed his faith by his works,
for opposite his signature he signed for one
hundred dollars. While at this place I saw
the inclosed clipping in the Milo paper:"G:;t your eye on that little sprinkle of
Mormonism. It has raised a little blister
over at Summerset. Some one pick it just
a little and let the water out. She will
dry up and won't leave a scar."
I then started to look after that "little
sprinkle of Mormonism,'' as I am the one
who in God's hands sowed t,he seed there,
and I am assured much of iL has fallen in
good soil. On my arrival there one of the
M. E.'s best men met me and said: "Bro.
Kephart, there has been two men here to
knife you, but both bent their knives and
left." I found that as soon as I went away
from this new field the M. E. preacher and
his colaborer came here and made an attack on me, and ":',formonism" as they called
H, as follo·'Ys: He had his reg·ular appointment after Sunday school and during a few
minutes' interm'ssion he said I was trying to
tear down other churches. Members of his
own church told him he had said more about
others in that few minutes than I had in two
weeks, and when he got ready to preach
the people had left and he had no congregation to preach to. He left an appointment for the next Tuesday evening, but
as there were but fifteen or twenty to hear
him, he told them .when he left he would not
come back again until he was sent for. He
took for the subject of his discourse JosAph
Smah, the Bible, and false prophets. I left
an appointment there for February 16, and
will use the same subject, and will give him
an invitation to atten.d.
I am now at Runnells, ar;d will stay here
until I go to conference at Des Moines. I
preached Mrs. Hammer's funeral sermon yesterday in the saints' church. Had a full
house.
RUNNELLS, Iowa, Feb. :1.
Yours in the conflict for truth,
Editors Herald:-I closed a very interestW. H. KEPHART.
ing series of meetings about January 18. I
was well cared for by Bro. and Sr. Clark,
whom I found to be live saints, and willing
ELGIN, Cal., Jan. 31.
to make a great sacrifice to get the restored
Ed,itors l'fl!rald:-Although I have been a
gospPl before the people; and I am satisfied . resident of the Dos Palos Colony, California,
their efforts will result in much good, as I for the past five years, I don't remember to
was informed by their neighbors that their have seen a line from this place in the ~Herald ..
daily walk was commendable to the world. We have a community of eastern people here,
Bro. Clark is night engineer at the coal mo tly from Iowa and Nebraska; but some
mines, and could not attend our meetings; from several other States settled on small
but he hfred a janitor and paid all expenses farms of from ten to forty acres each, taken
of the meetings, such as light and fuel. I from what was formerly a large ranch. There
also had the assistance of Bro. Merrili and are two church organizations here, the ChrisCook, of Des Moines, who attended our meet- tians and Methodists, besides representatives
ings.
of several other churches, the Dunkards,
After leaving Youngstown I returned to Bt"ethren, Presbyterians, Adventists, and
Warren County, and had the pleasure of bap- last and about least in point of numbers, Lattizing Bro. and Sr. Bare's son Bertie, aged tm· Da.y Saints. The Methodists have a
sixteen years. This was a cause of greaG re- church building but the Christians hold
joicing to both father and mother. There their services in one of the schoolhouses.
'fhere is but one member of our church
are a number more there very near the
here (Sr. Foreman) besides my family. There
kingdom.
The Christian Union Church people of this has been preaching by, our elders at occapl::we (Milo) have ag-ain refused us the use sional intervals ever since we have 1i ved
of their church, which so disgusted one of b.ere; first by Bro. J. M. Putney and then by
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v1es,tber has hindered om- work some this
winter. vv·e have had rai.n and sno'.11 till Oklahoma lands are pretty well soaked up.
CaJls come from every q Lrnrter, more than we
haVe men or time to fi1l. There are a good
rnany saints L1 Oklahon:1a bu'u scattered a f::_~w
in a placci so tba-t or·g·ani1.::a,tion is irnprac··
ticable Ht present; but with continued ofi'clrt
of the
coupled with the good examples of resident mints we may look for
grand results for th.~) Master'.:; ki.ngdorn in the
near future in Oklab.orna.
While in '"l)'l Cl1unty 9 hy voto of tho branch
J1"rank .B'. Veooman was called and ordained to the office of an elder, under the
h:mds of H. NL Maloney and tho writer. vVe
idso blessed the young skanger that has
come to bless tho home of Bro. a.nd Sr. Maloney, who bears the name of Hichat'd Mont2,gue Maloney. May he grow to be a blessing
indeed.
};~,.om here I exp2ct to make my way to
, Stillwater, P<1yne County, Oklahoma, where I
will !abo1' till time to g·o to conference.
.The minist.ry of the .StnJ.thweEtP:n missio.n
will please take notwe and adoress their
March i-eports to me at S tiil water, OklaACAMPO, Cal., Jan. 27.
' homa; and let us bave your reports in time,
Editors Hcrald:-We mourn the loss of the bret;ht'en.
Yours for life,
Gospel Boat and other things, but Jt should
GEORGE MONTAGUE.
not lessen our faith.
Remember ths.t the
Lord will have a tried people, and we must I
SCHANTON, Kan., :B'eb. 17.
be tried and tempted, one in one wp,y and an1!JcWorn 1-ferald:-Conference here 13th and
other in another.
14th inst., was not largely attended, owing to
I have had many trials I never expected to a good deal of sickness and bad roads. Rehave. I am not so overanxious to convert port from committee appointed to solicit
my friends as I was in yes.rs that are past, for money to buy tent. showed fifty-three dollars
the reason that the Lord knows the heart of subscribed, nearly ali of which is already colevery one and he will draw tbose that are lected. Committeo was continued aod anhis; he will l.ead his sheep .. V\Te ~now some o'~her.app?inted.to purchs,;; tent .. Additim1al
are to be foolish and some wise. To see both I contnbut10ns will be gl·aa1y received. Send
should only increase our faith in the work. to Bro. P. Cadwell, president committee,
Some most near and dear to me sprang up Burlington, Kansas.
like beautiful and lovely flowers, but when
Brethren will please send reports due
trials and temptations came~ accoratng 'to the r~l.Iarch 1 to me a..t 'ropeka, Kansas.
word they fell back to the paths of tbe world,
Praying that the Spirit of the Lord may
and like plucked flowers in the north wind! guide us, and that the coming General Con·
0 may our heavenly Father give us his forcnce may confer additional strength and
Spirit, and grace, and skength, and peace. success to the gospel of light, I am,
I ask in fasting and prayer th8,t we and our
Yours faithfully,
children may see the redemption of Zion.
W. S. PENDER.
EDWIN T. DAWSON.

Brn. Burton, Clapp, Farris, Scott, and last
October Bro. Joseph Luff p»eachcd fer us a
week; and although the preaching· has all
been good and the elders complirnented generally by those who heard, the people seem
very reluctant to leave their old traditions.
There have boen five lmptisms in fi vo yeare,
but three of them were children of the saints
(one family having moved awey since); one
was a beiiever before coming here and one,
only one, was converted and b1ptized from
among strangers to the faith. But it is 9, long
lane that has no turn, and as there are several interested and reading our lite1-s.ture
now, I have bright hopes for better results in
the future.
I am doing what I can by way of pti vate
talk and distribution of readit~g matter to
keep up and increase the interest, in the bast
religion on earth. Bro. Burton, who has
been here three different times is al ways
well spoken of and l'esp.>ct.ed, and Bro. Luff is
highly complimented and accredited wit.h
unusual ability. We wish they both could
come again.
Yours for the ~ruth,
J. W. 8'l.'EELE.

I
I
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KINGFISHER, 0. T., Fob. 11.

Editors Herald:-Since corniog to Oklahom&
I have labored in connection with Brethren
Macrae, Toney, Hilliard, Butler, and Maloney.
Bro. Hilliard's visit and labors were
timely and much appreciated. Such testimonies as his have not often been borne in
this land, and were very strengthening to
the saints.
For good reasons Bro. Toney returned to his
home in Indian Territory. On January 20, in
company with Bro. Butler, I wended my way
to "D" County, Oklahoma, where I met
Bro. R. M. Maloney and the resid,ont saints.
After a few days labor among them I proceeded to organize them into a branch, to be
known as the Canadian Center branch; H. M.
Maloney in charge, .and Sr. Maloney as clerk.
The branch numbsrs fifteen members wi;,h
good prospects of additions soon.
The

DO THE ERRORS, WEAKNESSES, AND
ILLITER/.l,CY OF MEN WHO CLAIM
TO HAVE DIVINE MISSIONS INVALIDATE THEIR CLAIMS?

the History of the
Church of Jesus Chdst of Latter Day

WHILE

my

has taken every
broadcast all the rec1J or
evidences
of human weakness found in the life

of its earthly founder and his colleagues, and it has paraded them
through the press and from the puland even in the schoolroom, the
college and university, for the purpose of blackening the character and
destroying the influence of these men,
that they may destroy the work they
are seeking to perform. This was
the course the Jews adopted against
Jes us the Christ and his followers
nineteen hundred years ago.
This
course is adop_tsd to-day from the
mistaken idea that whomsoever God
has called to be coworkers with him
in the redemption of the race must be
free from all the weaknesses of human
nature, i.ncs,pable of stooping to the
follies of the world, and almost infinitely above the gross evils that degrade humanity, and hence if he who
claims to have a divine mission is
found guilty of any evil, it is infallible
proof that his claim is false.
They forget that if the founders and
promoters of the conflicting systems
now passing under the name of Christianity were weighed in their own
false balance, they and their systems
would be found woefully wa~ting in
their claims as the chosen oracles of
Christ.
It is not my intention to apologize
for any wrong that may have been
done by those connected with this
work 'uhat I firmly believe God has
established in these last days, no
matter whether the perpetrator be
prophet, apostle, or layman; but I purpose to show that this rule of judgment adopted by the enemies of this
church would be equally destructive
to the claims of every prophet and
child of God that l}as lived upon the
earth, Christ alone excepted.
It is written:-·
Tbe Lord looked down from heaven upon
the childr·en of men, to see if there were any
that did understand, and seek God. They
tire all gone aside, th 'Y are c\ll together become filthy: there is none that doeth good,
no, not one.-Psalms 14; Rom. :l.

I understand this language in a
comparative sense, as Isaiah confesses, ''V'ife are all as an unclean
thing, and all our righteousnesses aro
as filthy rags," i. e., compared to the
of God.
(Isaiah 64.)
Urn re was a
righteous
a;nd in corrupt Sodom
there was a "righteous Lot," at least
comparatively so,
Among the cap-
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tives in Babylon there was Daniel,
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego;
but none of these could claim infallibility nor perfect righteousness. Nor
did the prophet of God in these last
days claim perfect righ~eousness; he
confessed his weakness and his sins in
deep humllity, which confession is a
strong evidence of the desire of his
heart to do right and only right before
God and man. But to my task.
Holy Writ says, "God made man
upright, but man sought out many inventions," wicked inventions. If any
human being should have been above
the allurements and wiles of Satan,
our Father Adam should have been
that man, with a nature uncontaminated and in a world where sin had
never shovvn its hydra head. Yet he
fell a victim to the serpent's cunning
and all humanity has felt the curse.
The history uf the earliest patriarchs
is too brief to enable us to know much
of their lives, the murderous act of
Cain is too well known, committed as
it was ere evil had brnome ra:upant
over all the face of the earth; the lust
of Lamech is not hidden and has been
the bane of humanity in all the succeeding ages.
The fact that it is
written that "Enoch the seventh from
Adam walked with God," leaves room
for the inference that even in that
early age, those who did ''walk with
God" were comparatively,few. It will
not be denied that Noah WBB called
and chosen of God as a preacher of
righteousness and prophet of the Most
High, yet in an unguarded hour after
he had beheld the wondrous power of
God in the great deluge, and his goodness in preserving him and his family
and hearing the voice of .Jehovah and
"walking"wiijh him, he is.found guilty
of drunkenness·.
Abraham, called
"The Friend of God"-The Father of
the Faithful-gave proof of his fallibility in taking Hagar to be his
concubine, instead of trusting in the
promise of God respecting his posterity. The fact that God afterward
commanded him saying, "V'{alk before
me and be thou perfect" is evidence
that he had not hitherto walked perfectly before God. .Jacob, the beloved
and highly favored of God, like Abraham, with the divine presence, and
also the ministrations of angels, was
so humo,n as to permit himself to be
riorp_e the tool of:
imposing upon

his aged and blind father in
cheat his brother out of his
blessing. Then in tum he
the victim of deception
of Laban in the affair of his
with Leah instead of Rachel 'Virhom he
loved and for whom he labored seven
years. He afterwards ·yields to tbe
envious and jealous demands of Rachel
and Leah in ro,ising up seed by their
handmaids.
I pause here to ask our enemies, Why
do they not criticise the inspiration of
the Patriarch Isaac and his inability
to detect the decei.t of Jacob? And
the same question will apply further
on.
Passing over the acts of the
twelve
we come to a ""-c'""'"·
whom the Lord raised up to be an instrument in hi.s hand to deliver Isra,el
from Egyptian bondage. There has
never been such manifestations of
power as this man beheld,
he
sinned at the waters of Meribah, i:md
his sin was so grievous that in consequence he was denied the privilege of
entering into the promised land.
Ar.ron, the brother and coworker
with Moses, and who had been eyewitness of the wondrous power of
God in the plagues of Egypt-the destruction of the firstborn, the
of the Red Sea, and the delivering oE
Israel from Egyptian
was witness of the terrors of tbe Lord
in the thunders on Mount
so far forget himself as to yield to the
people's demands and make a
cal£; and the people worshiped it and
s"'id, ''These be thy gods, 0, Israel."
Gideon, favored of God by
ministrations, and made a witness of
the Almighty power, yielded to the
lusts of the flesh and led Israel into
idolatry. David, the Lord's anointed,
and the sweet singer of Israel whose
devotional Psalms have
the
hearts of God's worshipers during all
the succeeding ages, was guilty of the
foulest crime that can stain the hand
and heart of man,-adultery and
blood guiltiness.
Solomon renowned above all men
for
and to whom "the Lord
God of IsracJ appeared
"
his heart was turned away from
Lord, he wont after
and
gods.
A man of God came out of Judah
, the word of the Lord unto Bethel and
I prophesied
the

after
his message he
hffned to ,go home
the way the
Lord had commanded
but a lying
him to

never
fails uor returns unto him void.
the
whose life was
fifteen years, and before
eyes God caused the shadow
as a sign that his prayer was
heard and
riches before the
n:rnssengers.
one of the most

of the

"I saw the
upon a throne
and
and his train filled the tern,, also
I am a man of unclean
''We are all as :::m unclean
all our
down to the time of
we find him
hurnble ::rnd unlearned fishermen to be his witnesses
unto all the -world.
'.;Ve find these
to envy and
and sometimes full o:f
behold the ompower of God rn;:;,de manifest
And :::m10ng them we
a Peter to whom God had
and soul-cheerwhich is based every
of
-· that
Jesus is the
the Son of God-is found in '0he hour of triajl
his Lord! Could human weakness be
more evident? Yet to this man it W::JJs
afterward sa,id
hls risen
''Feed my
We shall search
in vojn for
in any of the
servants of God who have lived either
in ~JJncient or modern
but we
sha,ll find a
on to that much to be desired
And m::i,ny thank God
on until they
shaJl have risen "unto '0he measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ."
none of these instances of
weaknA88 or wrong
tbe
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~the

messages that those men bore [-Ch;i~t of Latter Day Saints by the
to those to whom they were sent; nor above unerring standard.
Do not
1
do they even invalidate their testi- condemn without examination, nor
monies, nor destroy the claim that
the
stories of priests
they were honored of God to be his and newspapers, or pretended hismessengers. Neither did the fact of tories written by our enemies, but
their weakness furnish any just ex- weigh both sides and then judge a
cuse for rejecting their messages. righteous judgment for, "With wh:=JJt
Just as surely as God had spoken unto judgment ye mete to others it shall
those men, just so surely did the be measured to you again," and while
promised blessings follow obedience investigating seek the Holy Spirit's
to the word, or cursings to those who guidance.
rejected it. God did not clothe men
If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of
with infallibility, no true prophet of God, that giveth to ~.11 men lib2rally, a,nd

God ever claimed it, they only claimed
infallibility for the word of God.
This is the exact position of the ministers of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints. Neither do we
claim that the weakness of ancient
prophets is any excuse for wrongs on
our part. We bow with reverence to
·
. the word, "Be ye clean that bectr
the
·wi"th
Isai"ah
vessels of the Lord." Yet
.
we are ready to exclaim, ''1 am a man
of unclean lips;" but we believe in
striving for that '·holiness" without
which, it is written, "No man shall
see the Lord." But the charge is
made that Joseph Smith was an illiterate man! So were the Apostles of the
Lamb, and it is sail of .Jesus he neve:r:
learned letters. Paul assures that:Not many wise men after the [fosh, not
many mighty, not many noble, are called:
but God hath chosen the foolish things of the
world to confound the wise; and God hath
chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are mighty; and base
things of the world, and things w bl.ch are
despised hath God chosen, yea, and things
which are not, to bring to nought things that
are: that no flesh should glory in his presence.
-1Corinthians1: 26-29.

Gentle reader, God has not changed;
hence this latter-day work is in perfect harmony with the work of God
in all ages. Joseph Smith and his
colleagues did not come to us claiming infallibility, and God has given us
a rule by which we can test them.
To the law and to the testimony: if they
speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.-Isaiah 8: 20.
When a prophet speaketh in the name of
the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come
to pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath
not spoken.-Deut. 18: 22. (Jeremiah 28: 9.)

Again:In the mouth of two or three witnesses
every word may be established.-Matt: 18: 16.

Try the doctrine taught and the revelations received by Joseph Smith and
t,he Reorganized
of

upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.James 1 : 5 _
CHARLES DERRY.
~~
--------~-----·---

EXPLANATION.

IN "Church History" lately issued
from the Herald Office, I note the
following: -Joseph in his account of the conference
held in June, s!J,yn:On the sixth of June the elders from the
various parts of the country where they were
laboring came in, and the conference before
appointed convened in Kirtland.-P. 192.

The s·oatement of Lyman Wight is
recorded as follows:On the fourth of Jtrne, ]Sill, a conference
was held at Kirtland, Obio, represented by
all 'Ghe above-named branches.-P. 193.

While the statement of P. P. Pratt
is thus recorded:On the slxth of June, 1831, a General Conference was convened at Kirtland, consisting
of all the elders. far and near, who could be
got together.-?. 194.

To the foregoing I add the statement of Joseph Smith and Heman C.
Smith, the compilers and authors of
the
History: --

direction of a high council or General
Conference."·--D. C. p. 97. There was
no ''high council" in the church in
June, 1831.
High priests were ordained at the conference of June, 1831.
The composition of that June, 1831,
conference shows that it was a General
Conference; for ''all the elders, far
and near, who could be got together,
were met at Kirtland."
Some years ago Wheeler Baldwin,
now deceased, who was chosen and
ordained a high priest, June 4, 1831,
gave me a minute and particular account of that gathering of 1831. He
said that "the Prophet Joseph called
the elders in from their fields of labor
to meet in conference for important
business;" that "the conference was
set for June fi;" that "during the
afternoon of June 4, most of the elders
having arrived, and it being learned
that a mob was forming to prevent
the assembling of the conference, Joseph requested the elders to come together that evening.,, rrhat "they
met in a barn, and Joseph instructed
them concerning the priesthood; its
powers, privileges, and authority."
rrhat "Joseph named a large number
for the office of high priest," and that
he with many others was ordained
that night, the mob not interfering
with the proposed conference; that it
met according to appointment on June
the 6th. and that that which was transacted the night of June 4 was ineluded in the proceedings of the
conference of June 6.
This, to me, was and is ample explanation of the discrepancy in dates.
He also spoke with great earnestness
and feeling of the great power and
manifestation of th13 Holy Spirit during that meeting of the night of June
4, when the "Melchisedec priesthood
was manifested and conferred for the
first time upon several of the elders."
Respectfully submitted.

It will be observed that in the accounts
given above there is a discrepancy of two
days in dates; one, giving the date of the
convening of the conference as June 4, the
other two as June 6. The exact date is not
important, only as it concerns the correctness
of history. The difference could easily occur
through a mistake of either the scribe or tl10
typographer. .Tune 4, of 1831, fell on Saturday, and the 6th on Ivfonday. According to
the cusi;om which bs,s since obtained the conference would be the more likely to meet on '
Saturday, yet it may have been on Monday.-

P. 194.

In bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.

-

The prevailing custom of district or
quarterly conferences of the present
convening on Saturday, would furnish
no evidence that the General Conference of 1831 convened on Saturday.
I might be asked, "How do you know
it was a General Conference?" My
answer would
law of
the church
the

"IF I WILL, SAITH THE LORD."

Utah Church in accepting as divine the alleged revelation teaching
the doctrine of the plurality of wives,
and insisting upon an acceptance of
t>-n ':E;;,.i1e along with other things as
bemg necessary to salvation, stands
committed to that theory, and until
acknowledging its falsity and their
THE

I
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own error in accepting 3,nd promul-1
gating it, must either stand or fall
with its truth or. untruth, whether
t~ey_ by fore~ of mrcumstances pract1ce its teachrngs or not. Regarding
the often made claim of that church
that the words in the Book of Mormon, Book of Jacob second chapter,
"For if I will, saith the Lord of hosts
raise up seed unto me, I will command
my people; otherwise they shall
hearken unto these thi.ngs," means a

God's own phw clearly stated regarding fleshly ger1eration.
. But_ wha~ about those
"For
if I will, sa1th the Lord of
...
I will command my
It looks
to me as if the answer may be found
':'ithout much ~ifficulty,_ in something
like the followrng teachmgs under the
new covenant:But as many as received him, to them gave
he pow"r to become the sons of God, even to

raising up of seed to himself by fleshly
means, and in the very ways he had
.
lf th rou"'o-b h"is pro P h e t cnarac'
h imse
·
b
1
terized as a ominab e before him,
seems to me to be too trifling and absurd to consider seriously were it nc:.t
that it is used and has become a
favorite means on tte part. of the
Utah Church of catching the unthinking and unwary. God's law relating
to fleshly generation is clearly taught
in the Book of Mormon as follows:--

nor of the will of man, but of God,--John 1:
12, rn.

Wherefore, my brethren, .hear me, and
hearken to the work of the Lord: For there
shall not any man among you have save it be
one wife: and concubines tie shall have none;
For I, the Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of women.

Thi;:s agreeing with his will as
shown in Matthew 19: 5:-

T bis is the only way God has ever
revealed
whereby he- will. 1·:>he
up
.
-"'-~
seed to himself, except i.n the single
exception of the birth of Christ, the
only begotten son of Goel, unless Paul
was rnistaken,--the new and living
way, "the Spirit of adoption, whereby
we cry Abba, Father" (Romans 8: 16).
Not as though the word of God hatb taken
none effect. Fol' th Py are not all Is1~ael,
which are of Israel: neither, because they
are the seed of Abraham, are they all children: but in Isaac shall thy seed be calL3d.
[See a distinct recognition by the Apostle of
the monogamic principle alone as being ac·
ceptable to God.] That is, They which are
the children of the flesh, these are not the
children of God.-Uom. 9: 6-8.

Plainly, that never wa,s, never will
be, God's way of raising up seed unto
himself. But Paul continues to resr
See also Doctrine and Coven an ts son:-The children of promise are counted for
42: 7:-

Also Doctrine and Covenants 49:
3:For marriage is ordained of God unto man;
wherefore it is lawful that he should have
one wife. ana· they twain shall ba one flesh.

Why? Now comes an answer which
was evidently intended to apply so
long as the principle of iieshly gen·
eration shall continue:And all this that the earth might answer
the end of its creation; iwd that it might be
filled with th?J measure of man according to
his creation bdore th,e world was made.-D.
c. 49: 3.

We see then by this that there could
arise no need of God commanding his
people differently than by the rule he
here explicitly says is entirely adequate for the purpose and was given
that it might so accomplish God's
purpose a,ccording to the spiritual
creation before 'che world was made,
making it impossible for any change
to be made, so that the earth might
fuJfill its great destiny. 'rhus. was

-;;-~mlll-~~d·-;h~h--say~-t;-Jew

I and Gentile alike: of wc~ter and ef the
I Excc,rt
I ·' ., . ne, ~- .. enter· lnto the kingdom of
. Gc.d.-Jonn ···ti.
I Hence
obedience to God's
I .
. law no ~ne b~r~1 of wo~nan
can become a seeet or child of God,
obedience to the new and
way. But
obedience thereto
unto as mEmy as will come shall be
them that believe on his name: which weI'e fulfilled the wonderful
vision of
born, not of blood, nor of the will of the tl. sh, Patmos: __

For this carn;e shall a man leave father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and
they twain shall be one flesh.

Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart
ana shall cleave unto her and none else.

! God's

the seed.

The statement in the Book of Mormon
evidently, in the light of God's word
as given therein and in the New Testament and Book of Doctrine and
Covenants, is as much as to say,
Never mind any thought that may be
presented to you of a necessity arising of raising up a people to God
any other means than the plan I have
appointed whereby ye shall have one
wife, and concubines ye shall have
none; for if I will raise up children
unto me I will command my people
and they shall arise unto me
virtue
of obedience to my commandment, and
"not by the will of the flesh nor
the will of mtin, but
God;" even
the Genti.les become the
children of
e,nd also
whereby even the children of Abraham
who through sin have been rejected
shall also become in the fullest sense
according
the children of
obedience to
to the promise and

After this I beheld, and, lo, 1:1, great multituLle, which no rnan. cou}d number~ of all na~
·
tions 1
kLHir0ds 1 and peoples 1 and tongues,
stood beforn the throne, olothed with white
robes, and
In their hant's.-Rev. 7: 9.

GEO. H. HULJ'lms.
Pl'!'T3BURG,

Pa.., Jan. 21.

NOR'.!'HEAS'I' MISSOURI.
Conference o.f t!be :t\fortbeast Missouri
district convened at BeviGr, Iviissouri, 1Peb~
l'uary 6, 7; J. A. T:!XHl<)r lJi'esident; Louise
PJ.lfroy secretary.
Branohes reporting:
B0vier 167~ ~gain 9. Higbt=:-o 84; gain 2.
Huntsville J
gain 1. Puilock 18; ?;ain 1.
Elders repm·ting: T. vv. Chat,hurn, M. M.
Turpen, J. A. Tanner, J. T'. Vlilliams, W.
Vaughan, D. F'. Richards, E'. A. Evans, Vl.
;Vinc~nt, J. F. P0tre; :Prh_,~~t V\'. Chaprnan;
Tt~achere G. rrhor·burn, 1\ Broad, J. T. Richiid"; D2acons '0/. J. Gt·'fihhs, F'. K P2rry.
Blshop'ti ;1genVs
On lrnnd at lili;t report $·2:2 28: receiv'-'d siuc'J $75.JO; disburs_ern.ents $73.47: on hand 8»2~3.91. }3t·o. J.Ddw~~rd
E. Wdliarns, of 1\~lar·c;;:;li.ne, TVIi~suurij pre~
sented a priest's lic·:;nf.!e, vvhich cot~ference
indort3ed. Bro. F'. P.J,lfr·ey Via:3 ordained to
the 0ffice of an elder and llcsnse given h~m.
l\ resolution
1'.'.:lasc;ed as follows: I-ii;·~solved, ·
That missionaries under Gc•meral Conforence
appointment ho and are h8rery considered
ex offieios of 't.he corferences ~1nd shall have
right to voice and vote therein, and all other
resolutions conflleting with this are hereby
resciuded. Moved that this conference ped tion General Confo1-eroce to rctut'n Brethren
T. IN. Chatbnrn and M. l\!L 'I\irpen to this
district. Brn. T. V\/. Ch};tburn, M. M. rr,;rpen, George rrhorburo, 1:ind Sisters l\.. Thor~
burn 13,nd Louise Palfrey
were chosen
delegat:=s to G~nera,l Conference. A move
succeed j ng conferences after the next
ba held every six months wRs laid on the
conference. Business •.,,vas
of, and the
Wiles spent.
discu~~sing pertitv.:int qu2,s·Lic1ns. ·~rh0 speak-crs were EldtTS
T. W.
~T . . l~, 1\tnner, Brn.
rranner and rI'horburn asslsting 'With meet_
Jngs. Tbe social meeting· was sp1ritnal and
st-r•2ng~henh1g.
rrhe entJire confer·ence vvas
very sB,tisfa.ctory,
·~here ani encouraging
of increa,-;ing life and peogress in the
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HElULD.
district WOl'k that promis2 wdl for the fu- piled for use in the Manchester district and
ture. 1_"'1he uex:·J conf(-:re,nce wiH conYene at presented at the next conference. 2. That
Higbee, Missom·i, June 19, 20.
following be committee for said compilation;
-------------viz., Elders J. Duwsnup, Sen., H. Greenwood,
DES M:OINifJS
James Baty~ George I .. egg·otti, an·d Thomas
Conference mr.;t with the Dos 1vfo1nes Taylor. 8. That wo sustain the present spir-.
branch, Febru:try 1:1:. President Ni.<k pre- Html autborities of the church, general and
sidLJg, ·v'lilliarn
Johnson and Sheldon local, in their several offices and respons.ibiliArmst.rong secrctarit's.
E'ders repMted: ties. 4. That when this conforence adjourns
Col um bua Scott, J. s. Roth,
. c. Nir-k, 'vv. it does so to meet in the South Mrrnche~ter
H. Kq;hart, N. Stamm, J. vv. J\forgan, 'vVil- room, Cornbrook, on Sa1urd''·Y, April 17, 1897,
Ham Johnson; Priests N. T.
John at tht·ee p. m. The fina,ncial report showed
Barnes. Branches report.in;;: Angus,
a balance in hand of £5. 4s. 6d. (Very satisMoint'S, Des Moines Valley, Richl"1nd, Oska· fact.cry.) Sunday, fifteen-minute addresses
loosa B,, 0 ,1 oohoro 'vV~ ··ri •"·-·d
vl ·it frcm were given by Elders Sam Platts, Job Da!10y,
Br~. ~1;/.
~f ~~;u·~~il ~lu~~, vc;'r; George Baty, Samuel Fred Mather, and
much.
rrhe prcacblng: durhJg· conference I Tho:nas Brien. ~hes.e. were all without
was excellent~ Br·n. \:VilUams a~1 a I\.oth as I ce-yt1on of a soul-1nsp1r1ng and encouraging
the sprm.kers. Y!Ve lrnd an Excellent testi- character. A very good spirit prevailed and
mony meeting, a[ter which nine were admio- much liberty was experienced and taken adistered to and six children blesscd. Brn. C. vantage of in dispensing counsel, etc., to all
Scott, J. S. Roth, and IN. H. Kephar:t were assembled.
elected delegates to Gsucrnl Conference.
Moved that when this conference adjourns
ALABAMA.
it does so to meet with the Richland branch,
Conference met with Lone Star branch,
on June 12, fl,t
a, m.
Fvbruary 13; J. D. Erwin president pro tern.,
, J. R. Harper secretary. Minutes of last conference read s.nd approved. Branch reports:
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Lone Star 100. St .•Joseph 35; 1 baptized.
Conference conv. ncd at On:1aha, 1 January
Elders repm·ting: J. D. Envin
2,
80, Bto. J. M. Stubbart, dh:trlct president,
M. K. Harp, P. W. Booker baptized 1;
prcsid1ng 1 J. 1~~. Butts clc:.rk.
The sjx
Teacher J. J. Efaw kins. .J. G. Vickery was
branches Of the di.str'let W;2l'e a.H reitr"E·sented
sustained president, G. 0. Sellers Bishop's
in conf,~:rence. I3r:u=ich
Blair 25;
agent, J, It. Harper secret!l.ry. T. C. Kelley
gain 2. 0GJaJ~a 19:2; g·aiu :~. ·union 71; g'<1in
and M. K. Harp were elected delegates to
1. Colur:nbus ;35~ lo~rn l. ~rullc·y 58;
5. Lake
General Conference. Preaching by .J. D. E ·Shore ~)3: gain 3. Elders repcy·dng: J. IVL
win. Adjourned to meet with th3 Flat Rnck
Stu:bbart., F. l\. Sinith b~tptiz::~d 4 1 VJ. E.
br.arich on Sa.turday before the second SunPccak, G. \V. fl.BJley, H. J. Hudson, J. :B'.
day in June.
A fuller reprernntation was
Mintun, J. I-Iuff~
13ishop's
prevented from attending b.Y heavy rains,
agent\; rr-•po1·L:
$7fL95; cxpet1dithough a large crowd was present on Sunday.
tures $4-D 78; on band ~t~7 17. i\ g ond t0pit·it
prevailed
ou;zbcut) t-be en
bllrJiners
sest-.1on. PreEching by Brn. J. F. ~/[in;_un,
Colurnbus 8cotiJ~
Swt'<nu:n. C1·nf;,::,rcnct~
~H~;j;>Url1(-)d
to 1neot vvltb Valk·y
braLCbi Vr.:Jlcy, ~Ncbra::·kB,.
0

'·Ring Bells," chorus.
Miss L. Wright,
piano solo. .John G. Dickenson, paper on
Sunday scbool work. Srs. A. Pascoe and
Fordham, duet. Master S. Brotelle, violin
solo. Srs. A. Smith and S. Kidd, duet.
\/',!alter Haworth, "Christmas Day in the
workhouse," recitation. Sr. Minnie Blom,
song. Bro. H. Gammage, solo.
Charlie
Dickenson, "Little Jim," rEcitation. Mr.
Roadon, recitation.
Master G. Bretelle,piano solo. Messrs. F'crret, Seaburg, and
Smith, dialogue. The convention then adjourned till D.~cember, 1897.
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IUJW SOU'.I'H WALES.

the

mediate future
j t is
being D.CC{;~npUshed ir~ U1c clh~iric:G. I-l.eports
fro1n pl'esiuents o~
vJere received
and glven. l'JiJ cr,rn1Tturdcation bhvlng been
received cencc·rning the
of Bro.
Green, the sa.n.lG \Vi:.S dcfz:;1Tcd until next co:nfen nee. The conforlrnce
a lotte!' of
condolence to be~, sent to the widov7 of our lnte
brot.hcrt E:dc~-r vv·uJia.n1 Spargo. A1so Jetter
of cond~ile'1c'" to
vvith hhn in
Smith,

sustained.
the following· efiect were
L That a fimm·al service be com-

I

ORGANIZATION OF CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
A convention of delegates of the Clearwater and Evanelia Sunday schools met
at Clearwater church, at five p. m. for
the purpose of organizing a district assocfa,tion, previous notice having been
given to all the schools of the district by J.
F. Mintun by reason of authority given by
Superintendcmt of General Association. The
delegates were, Levi Gamet, of Clearwater
Sunday school, Belle vVisdom, Mae D0wney,
Jesse Leuchs, Hartman Ek, Morgan Crosser,
Ezra. Brumbaugh, and L. H. Downey, of
Evanelia Sunday school. The association
was called to order by J. F. Mintun aad after
opening by song and prayer Sr. Belle Wisdom
was elected secretary. By motion it was decided that we organizr.i an association of the
Qentral Nebraska district. Said organization was etiected by electing Sr. Belle Wisdom-Inman, district superintendent, Sr. Ella
Neece, of Men.dew Grove, assistiwt l:'uperin~
tendent, Se. Hattie Crosser, of Inman, secretary, Sr. Grace Smitb, of Clearwater,
treasurer.
The following delegates were
elected to represent the asssociation at the
next General Convention: J . .F'. Mintun and
Bello 'Wisdom. The delegates were given
authority that if either one were present at
the cunvention the foll vote of the district
should be cast. The Zlon Sunday school, of
Shelwn, Nebraska, nqm:sted to be a member of the association <1nd was accepted.

Sunday school convention was held in the
saii.1ts' chapel, Balmain 1 Sydney, on Chrh;t- 1
mlls D&y, for the purpose of organizing a disCONVENTION NOTICES.
11.ti'·Oclation. G. R. \Veils as called to
Tho Little Sioux district Sunday school
presidn and 'Walter J. Haworth was chosen
association will meet at Magno1ia, Iowa,
The following schools ~:fiiiiMarch 5. A large attendance is desired.
It·drnrtin with 76 pupiJs, 7 teacher0,
Do not forget to send all reports to the secreand an avensge atkndaoce of 55: Hamilton
ti.l.ry by Monday previous to convention.
with 86 pupils, 6 teachers, and H-n average
MRS. LIDNNA STRAND, Sec.
attendance of 50; and Nambucca with 84
I\foORHEAD, Iowa.
pupils and 5 te2.chers. Otlicers were chosen
as follows: Jos~ph Smith, sup0rirtendent;
The Chatham district Sunday school assoHenry G:unmage assistant superintendent;
Vvalter .J. lfaworth secn1tary aod treasurer. ciation will convene at the Ridgetown church
E 1ders w·ight, Gillen, and Lufl' were chosen the second Saturday in March, being the
to represent tbe district at the General Con- 18th, at two p. m. All officers of the associavention. In the
two model classes tion, a(Jegates from the different schools,
under Joseph Parkes and Minnie Blom were and visit.ors are respectfully invited to atput through their les;;ons, fully demonstrat- tend.
We hope to have a pleasant and
ing i~he value of the quarterly system. At profitable time.
Come and bring a good
night, the visitors and delegates listened to spirit with you, that our meeting together
the following excellent program: Sr. L. C. may be pleasing to our heavenly l<'ather.
Parkes, overture. BiLlm8.in school pupils,
Yours in bonds,
A. LEVERTON, Pres.
"Summer Time," chorus.
Master A. Sea-1
burg, recitation. Balmain pupils, dumb bell
GEO. GREEN, Asst.
exercise. Gomer R. Wells,address. Pur.ils,.
MARY M. GREEN, Sec,
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Convention of the St. Louis district will
convene at St. Louis, MisBouri, Saturday
. evening, March 13, at eight p. m. All the
schools of the district should be well represented by members, as well as the regul::i,r
delegates, as business of importance will be
presented for consideration. It is" desired
that each school send in its regular report as
soon as possible to the district secretary to
. enable him to make a complete report of tho
district to the General Secretary. All are
requested t.o make a special effort to attond.
THOMAS J. ELLIO~'T, Sec.

DISTRICT ASSOCIATION SE!JRE'l'ARIES.
I have sent blank reports to each district
secretary whose address I have. These re·
ports I would like to have filled out and sent
to me promptly after the last convention
prior to the General Association meetillg· on
April 3. Please have these blanks filled out
as complete as possible and be sure to put on
them the names of the officers selectwd for
the coming year together with their post
office address.
Please call the attention of the district
conveution to the proposed amendments as
found in Herald of January 6, ]897, and have
the convention instruct the delegates how to
vote.
Send me the list of delegates chosen when
you send the reports.
If you are not supplied with· blanke, you
can get both the reports from the schools to
the district association and the district association to the General' Association, also
. copies of the Constitution and By-Laws, at
the Herald Office.
Any information you desire in reference to
your reports or matters pertaining in any
way to statistics will be cheerfully attended
to if you drop me a line.
W. N. ROBINSON, Gen. Sec.
INDEPENDENCE,

)lissouri.

fni8~BllanBOU8

I

The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keep- Please state amount of labor done and where,
ing themselves in the background and we I also the present positions occupied by you,
would be pleased to see the color of them. I present desires and determina'"ions as regard
The work of the office is now hindered and , this great work. It wou Id be a pleasure to
publications under way are delayed for want meet with as many of the quorum at the comof necessary means to comp!Rte them.
ing General Conference as circumstances will
As ministers who hold half-fare permHs , permit, and especially those who are actively
can·not act as book agents, it is hoped that 1 engaged in the general ministry, or those
tlwy will do what they cari for the Herald who may desire to respond to such calls as
Office in a general way, and urg·e all to take 1 the conference may determine upon .
churnh publications as a means of aiding both i
Yours fraternally,
themselves and the work. Other min. isters
CHARLES DERRY.
are asked to help as they can, and regularly
appointed agents to look out for the Herald I
SECOND QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Office.
FRAN~ CRILEY,
On ]'ebruary 20 I mailed a blank report to
7-4t
Busrness Manager.
each member· of quorum. Should any fail to
L.~MONI, Iowa, January :t2, 18B7.
·
receive
same, 1. 1 t h ey w1'11 not1'f y me I w1·1·l
mail thun another. We would like to have
all that can meet at General Conference.
BOARD AT GENERAL CONFERIBNCE.
The committEe on arrangements for Gen- Last year there were not enough of our memeral Conference appointed by Lamoni branch bers p1·esent to hold a quorum meeting.
are ~leased to make the followiPg announce- Please answer all questions asked in blank
ment:
All missionaries laboring under report and send same to me not later than
AR'I'HUR ALLEN, Sec.
General Conference appointment will be March 30.
entertained free of charge; also as many of
~810 Wabaeh Ave., KANsAs C1TY, :Missouri.
the delegates as can be arranged for, we hope
it may be all.
FH'TH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Good board can be had at not to exceed
Members oI the Fifth Quorum of Elders are
$2.50 per week; and all who attend can he requested to send reports of labor done
amply pr·ovided for.
during the year, so that they may be received
Those intending to be in attendance should not later than March 20. A quorum resoluwr.ite the sect·etary of the committee, Dan tion pro,·ides that names of rnemberB not reAnderson, as soon as possible, so that a.rrange- porting for two consecu'dve yea1;s shall be
ments may be rnade, and as many assigned to dropped from quorum record. Several failed
their.places as possible before thdr arrival. I to repo·i·t last year. BrffLhren, let us make
State to the secretary the date on which you our report this year as complete as possible .
expeet to arrive, and with whom you expect Reports may be sent to President Frank Crito st<iy, if you have made any previous ar- ley, Lamoni, Iowa, or to the Secretary at
rangements.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres.
Ridgeway, JVIissoud. If any have failed to
8-4t
DAN ANDERSON, Sec.
receive report blanks write to the secretary.
------D. w. WIGHT, Sec.

I
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HIGH COUNCIL NOTICE

8-2t.

ilBp

SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
To the Ch1irch at Large:- Desiring to close
the conference year's business by 1st of
March, 1897, in looking over the publications
of the office I find a large subscription yet
unpaid for the closing year:Zion's Hope, about ........ $1,000 short,
Herald, about ............. 4,000
''
Auturnn Leaves, about ..... 1,300
~'
Now it will be impossible for tho office to
prosper under these conditions, and our
hands are tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the office.
Besides our regular work this last year we
got out. the first volume of Church History
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or its members pay
up tt>eir subscriptions and book accounts, so
as to get means to complete the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions and accoun1s at once, so as to
square our books by March l.

I

SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
The members of the High Council r,re hereWill 1he brethren of said quorum please
by notified that matters of appeal to that body
havo been filed in the Secretary's office for send their reports to me at Lamoni, Decatur
and 2djustment; and the Council will County, Iowa, Box 222, by April 1, if postherefore be. convened foe such purpose, sible. Those not having blanks please drop
me a card and I will send them one at once.
'fhursday, Apdl 8, at ten a. m.
S. D. SHIPPY,
All pa1·ties affected by the consideration of
President of Quorum.
the appeals, the papers in which are alrea!ly
on file in the Secretary's of'fioe; and all others
who may have appeals pending will pleaee
FOURTH QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
take notice hereof and govern themselves acPlease send in your annual reports to me
cordingly.
by the 15th of Mai·ch. It takes some means
All papers should be in the Secretary's to run our quorum. We are in arrears about
hands by April 1, 1897.
$5.65, and a little from each of the brethren
JOSEPH SMJ'I'H, President.
will help our cause. Remember the resoluALEXANDER H. SMI'l'H,
tion passed at our organization, that a memAoting Counselor.
b~.r failing to report for two years will be
R. S. SALYARDS,
dropped from the quorum. At our last reChurch Secretary.
port we had forty-three members, and last
LA:Th10NI, Iowa, Fcb!'nary 22, 1807.
8-2t
year only twenty-six m.embers reported. It
will be your own fault, brethren, if you are
dropped. Those that have not blank reports,
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM.
'J.'o the Bl'ethren of the lfigh Priests'· Quontm; I will be glad to send them to you.
In bonds,
Gteeting:-Tho members of the Hig·h Priests'
GEORGE EDW Al'?,DS, Sec.
Quorum are hereby respectfully requested to
803 ·walnut St.1 KANSAS CITY~ M1~souri.
forwai·d their annual reports to the quorum,
t:J the secretary, Elder H. A. Stebbins, Lamoni, Iowa, at the earlies!; convenience, so
NOTICES.
that he may have them all to present to the i The Eastern and Western Maine conferquorum by the 6th of April at the latest. onces have decided that the line dividing the

I

l
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SAINTS~
two districts shall be as follovvs: Tha,t VVinter Harbor, Gouldsboro,
Townships Noe.
7, 10, 22, and so on to Mattevvu,mkearr shall
be inclL1ded in the Eastern disteic'0, also the
count;y of l\.1·oostook.
Apprcved by :rv1is~
sionary in c.ha1·g·e. 1'he eastern line of E:::tstern },:Taine district is the St. Croix Bay of
Fundy on the south.
S. 0. Poss, Pres.
ADA KELLEY, Sec.
\VEST

tTONEBPOH'I\

Mt:,ine, Feh 1;! 1 1897.

If any of the eaints in London know the nddress of Bro. Joseph Tanknrd, would they
please forward sarne to :E-Ia.nnibal, Missouri,
as his son wishes news of him.
JOSEPH TANI.(ARD.
667 Olay St,,

HA:.::r:n:GAI~,

J\li5rmuri.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Southern Indfana district conference will
convene '<Ni th
new :iYfa,rion branch, Ripley
County, March 13, at ten a. m. As this is
the last q trnrterly conference before the General
braneh clet'ks are requested
to make as complete reports as possible.
Vvould like a report from every branch in
the district, as some have not report2.d for
three years. Il1eports should reach me by
March 10.
J. T. SCO'l"r, Clerk.
19 Cottu1n Avc. 1 NE\V

ALEANY1

Indiana.

Conference of the Indeper:dence district
will convene at Independence, I\1Jssourl~ on
March G, ten a. m. It is desired that all attend who can. All branches are requcBted
to report at this conference. Officers wi.11 be
elected for ~be next six n1onths; also dBlegates will be elected to represent t,he di.strict
at the General Conierence. Send all repor1;s
to A. Allen, 2210 Wabash Ave., Kansas City,
Missouri.
AR'r:tIUR ALLEN, Sec.

NOTICE OF Al\rl'll'lDMJiJNT OF Z. H. -L. S. CONSTITUTION AND HY-IdtWS.
P.lE:a~;_;e take notice that ttn a1n0ndrnent v1ill
be offorod as
Chango Article five of
Cons'&itution of Local Socktios to read
follows: After the word •
at the
second rneeti.ng on January and July~ or last
meeting in January and July.

CLERKS.
During· the
now drawing
to a close ueady all tho district clerks have
done well in som1ing br-anoh reports to the
General Reco1'der pi·omp~ly,
by this
rnethod the crovvd1ng of rnc:,tter at the latter
part of 'che season mciy be avoided. Only
three districLs in the
States are much
behind in sending reports.
But it is
that 1,he Febr·uary 1l,nd
Ma,rch reports should also be forwarded
promptly after the conferences, in or-de1· that
all the reports that time permits of may be
placed upon thee: General Hecor~!s before mi;king out tho
rcp01·t of the whole
chm·ch. All
t1re concerned,
distri.ct presid2nts and ckdrn,
seeing· to this mHtter whhout deli\y after
their conferences adjourn.
Branch officers should also see to it that
statistical reports are made out.and presented
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to their branches before the conferences of ent, or thAy should be sent back to the
their districts convene for tbe final sessions branch for correction, unless the district
of the year.
clerk can and will make it his special busiDuri.ng the year many district and branch ' ness and interest to see that all corrections
clerks have promptly given information and are obtained as soon as possible, either by
corrections of recor·ds in reply to my in- corrnspondence or by visiting the branch
qmr-1es. Bu'G many r-Bmain unanswered of and obtaining items and corrections.
the six hundred inquiries made about branch
All this would prevent some of the dally
records and reports and other matters since burden of writing to branches everywhere for
lasi~ March.
a correction of thdr reports and records (to
In sending reports plea,se send the original agree vi'it,h themselves and with past records
copies, and do not mutilate them by cutting and reports) which is a large part of the
oil' portions.
Send the whole sheet, unless labor as R'-lcor·der, by n~ason of carelessness
the report shows no changes at all. In that and i!Jaccuracy upon the part of those who
case cut t:1e blank on the line between"vVhere baptize, or who act as clerks, or scribes, in
Ocdained" and "By whom ordained," anil trying to make a record of events. Thus
send me the two folds, one of which contains there rises a constant conflict in regard to
the statistical data of membership, etc.
dates and places, and the evil seems endless.
Do not make the reports into a hard roll. If His discouraging·, after years of labor, to find
you have no large envelopes then fold the re- that so lHtle interest is taken by many and
ports as usual and place them fiat in some that the same ground has to be gone over and
vvrapping paper and tie a string firmly around over year after year, in the effort to have the
the ends and across the package. Anyway a times and places of bi.l'th, baptism, ordinapiece of manilla paper and a string is better tion, etc., etc., agree, in the various branches
than poor quality envelopes even if they are where they are recorded.
large sized ones. Many poor ones are all
SUGGESTIONS TO BRANCH CLERKS.
broken open when tqey arrive here and part
1.
Always
have a small memorandum book
of the contents may be lost for all that can
and
a
lead
pencil
in your pocket, and then if
be told, cometimes.
Do not send reports and other written mat- anything occurs in branch meetings or elseter at nevvspaper rate of~postag-e. r~ay tv·.:o where that should be recorded you will be
cents for each ounce or fraction thereof to prepared to write it down, not have to trust
make sure that the reports are sent accord- your own or to some othee person's memory.
2. In making out bt'anch reports endeavor
ing to lavv.
to
classify the i terns by themselves; as, for
District clerks should have a regular
statistical account with eacb branch. Make instance, place all the new baptisms first on
a tabular form on the back leaves of your the report; then put next those who have
been received by certificate of baptism (if·
district record or minute book, there showany),
and, t,hird, the names of ail who have
ing- each quarter (or regular reporting- time)
what beMiches reported and how many rnem- united with the branch by letter of removal.
Afterwards give tho names of those removed
ber·s, gains, losses, etc., each branch stated
or was found to have. Then, when the next by letter, and the deaths and expulsions. In
reports come it can be seen vvhetiher the neHr many cases these various items are badly
reports start with the number that i.he last mixed together on reports, and not in the
preceding ones closed with, also if the num- order of their dates either. Names of those
hers cf ofiicials agr·ee, plus new ordinations baptized early in the quarter or half year are
minus remcivals or deaths of officials. sometimes placed after those baptized later
I receive reports that say that I in the quarter, and interapersed with names
the previous report closed with q ulte a dif- I of those received, removed, expelled, - and
J'0rent number from vvhat it actually did close died.
3. It is not needful to give the fuli i terns of
with, as I prove by hunting· the report fron1
the files in the vault. A br:oi.nch may not re-- those who are reported as removed, expelled,
port for a year or ';;wo, but if you have such 01· dead, yet there are so many of the same
a t:J,bular account you can turn to it and see given name, s,nd so often tho initials are left
if tho present report is in harmony with the out by the clerk, that it would be well to
former report, or not.
write the birth date of each one thus reAgain, some reports do not agree with ported lost to the branch, so that the district
themselves, but have quite a different footing clerk and General Church Recorder may be
on the statistical fold froin what i 8 shown of certain as to the person thus removed, exg·<,ins and losses on the face of the report. . J pelled, or dieC''..
,
Also they may state tha,t 80 many have
4. Always give tbe Gates of death and exbeen baptized, or recei. ved, or died, or have- pulsion, and when the branch voted letters
taken letters, and yet fail to give 11n the to the persons named, and the name of the
names thus required by the report, with the branch to whi.ch the letters are to be preitems of birth, baptism, etc., with the names sented, i£ to any in particular. And so also
:iddcd, 9,nd 8 tatement of how and when lost in recording ttnd reporting thoHe received
with the names counted out as no longer please give names of the branches from which
members of said branch. Therefore the ne- J persons are receive~, as well as the dates
cessit.y that all de'oai.ls should be examined when they were received upon those letters.
ar,d compr,red.
5. Be sure to record all changes of name by
\Vhen any discrnpancies or errors are marriage, and put the same on the reports
found do not let such reportp, pass the confer- from quarter to quarter. Often when this is
ences. The reports should be corrected, neglected the persons are reported under
eHher-- by officers of the branch who are pres- other names than the church record shows,

I
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a:id sometimes it is much trouble to trace up son, Box 663, Indepentlex;ce,
J. D. KRAHL, Pres.
wbo is intended, when death, expulsions, or Missouri.
L. F. JOHNSON, Sec.
removals of such are reported, and the names
are not found on either Index or Record.
Give the full names of the br-ide and groom,
BORN.
the date of marriage, and who officiated in
SAMSON.-To Bro. Julius E. and Sr. Mary
the ceremony.
SBJmson, a sJn in St Jo0epb., Iv'.Ii~souri, J:\f;J6. Be sure to spell all names correctly, in~
vember Ia, 189R. Blessed
their home Feb-·
quiring also as to what the whole name is,
·
ruary 10, H397, under n11me of Andrew, by
first name and the middle name, or initibl.
Elder J. M. Terry.
Many people are called by their middle UJ.me,
'""'
'\II
.
= h nrb
.
·
vVILSON.~r artba "'t e 1 vv 11son was
rorn
and then by and by some one reports them by
.
,,
.., ..
..,
d
.November 19, 1oBG, at ha!rnr, Kanrns, to Bro.
b
another name, w 1cn, on corre,;pon ence , . d er 0 " C ,u.-1 1 .,.,,.. B' ,~.-,,a -,T
'""'
·
h a d is
· f oun d t o be re2. 11 y tlie fi rs t, 1 ·atl' "'-·
ia · " '~""·
"""~" . l'HWC'm~'-b erng
.
, ,
.
b
l. ,1
- •
d
d 25, 18}JG, at B1',lrnr, by .8:der J. Anlrn1· D.1vrn.
'
name w h ere as t "ey are re core eu ana Hl exe
'
·d •
Tl ·
.
Vvr-n~ELER. - Cl:H·ence Ab1·am \7\Theeler,
by the rn1 a 1e name on 1v,
ns causes conf ·
d
f t':
t'
bom June 9, 189-1, at B, agle, Ks.nsas, to Bro.
1
1
0
us10n, e ay, oss · ime, ana some imes and St'. A. vYhoeler. Blessed February 5,
serious error. :B'athers and sons and mothers
1897, at B6agle, Ka,nsas, by Elder- J. Arthur
and daughters are named exactly allke, or
Dew is.
the fit'st name and the initial. Besides simiPrnRCK--In St. Joseph, Missouri, January
lar names are found all over the church.
7, 1897, Bro. Hiram N, Pierce s.nd wHe, Eliz11Forty-seven by the name of Mary Smith are
beth, were mo.de tihe ha~;;-py parents, of a son"
on record, thirty-six as Mary Bt'own, and
They gave to htm the euphonious name
many Elizabeths, Mai·gaeets, Davids, Johns,
Olney Leonhard Gre.enleaf by which name he
and Williams of many common surnames.
was bless0d "''t 11he church on l!'abruary H, by
7. When written to by the district secreEiders J. NL Terry and R. Archibdld, with
tary, or General Recorder, fo>< information,
good spirit.
be so kind as to answE:r as promptly as you
DIED~
may be able, not put it off a8 a disagreeable
I-IARGER.-Near La,moni~ Iowa, about one·
task, until it is forgotten 1rnd gladly lost
9 18ll7, of
sight of. The Lord nq uires our stewardship o'clock on the morning of
over this matter to be as faithful as over any debility, succeeded by an at"rnck of la grippe,
other trust committed to us, or a.s greater .Roy George, ,;on of Bro. George and Sr. Mar·y
H'1rgm·, aged 8 years, 3 months, and 2ti days,
ones to others.
If the above rules were strictly and care- He was a gooll child, truthful and ob:Jdient,
fully adhered to it would save much of both and doubtless would have been baptiz•cd had
labor and trouble over affairs that a little ha lived until another season, f1S his
brothers and sisters were after th'?Y reached
timely care would entirely prevent.
Pleaw to consider these tb in gs and act ac- the proper age. The parents are in sorrow
cordingly, that the work may be done as com- over the loss of another boy~ only one remaining, a lad of twelv0 1 but they are
manded.
H. A. s·rEBBINS,
patient and resig·ned, be;ieving that the
2t
General Church Rscorder.
Lord will do all things well. S2 1·mon by
LAMONI, Iowa, February 10i 1897.
Elder H. A. Stebbins a~sbted by Eider A. S.
Cochran. Elder Eli Hayer offered prayer at
TO THE SECOND QUORUi'II OF SEVI~NTY.
the house before the sei-vice a·t tho chapel.
As the close of the confcirenca y,mr draws
BASS.-At Lamoni 1 atJ eig·bt o,clock a. m.,
near, the Secrotar-y of our quorum will expect Februa:ry lOi 1897, at the ri.pe,~J.g·e of 75 years
a briei report from each member, giving and 22 d<1.ys, JVlnL I.aura i\_nna Bass, relict of
brief statistical statement of official adminis- Si..-~th P. Bt.1.ssi who departed this life AprH
trations, and your intentions regP,rding mis- 15, 18}J7. Miss Laura Anna Blowers w2,s bor;1
sionary labor the coming conference year.
in Verm.ont~ and. when quite young her pr~r
The Sisters' Aid Society, of Lamoni, has ents moved to Marshall, New Yo1'k, where
kindly tendered us the use of its cozy room,; she was raised and became acquainted with
for quorum moetings during the coming Gen- Seth I). Ba::::s and they were married at th3,t
er<1l Conference.
place D~cember 14, 1813. In tho year 1848
Send all rc'ports to T. Vv. Williams, No. th2y moved to the western part of Michigan
206 Harmony Street, Council Bluffa, Iowa, and settled in LB.wrence Coun1y, and conby April 1, 1897.
C. SCO'l"l',
'Ginued to reside thorn until 1884, when they
President of Quorum.
removed to Lamonl~ Iovva. Beth he1ve now
LA1H:JNI, Iowa, February 22, 1897
passed to the other side at the full age,
honored and loved by family ar;d friends, and
FIRST QUORUM: OF PRIESTS.
confident in the hope of the saints. Sister
Brethren:-Each of you will be mailed a .Baes was the kindest of eornpanions; a worn an
blank to report labor done the past year-. of g·ood deeds; an excellent mother;
vvorthy
Should any fail to receive one, plNiso notify sister, and a noblc:-hearted friend.
She
the Sccret21ry not later th:o.n March 15. Re- leaves a, grown up fB.tnHy a::l .foHovvs: Seth Th/f.
ports .shouid reach the Secretary by March Bass~ I,a,rnoni; NirtJ. Ludelia lviunsell, Okl.a25. Let us all f8el interested and report homB.. 'I\~rritory~ Nif,,;;, .FliJca L, Sc0tt 1 vllife
whether much or littlo has bcmn done. The Eider Columbus Scott, Lamoni; Byron 0.
selection of anotber Seoret.sA-y will be needful l~ass, La;monl; Iv1rs. Anna Bra.ybI·ocks, Laas present one has been ord<i.ined to another rn.oni, ar;d ~'/lrs. I-1ulu ld. Scott, Davis Cityi
office.
Oliher rnatt0rt3 inay also co1ne up for Iowa. The funeral tcok place at the s2,ints'
;;onsideratiou. Send reports to L. F. John- I church, Lamoni, conducted by Eider Thomas
1

I

Bdl, assisted by Elder Ass. Cochran, E. L.
Kslley preaching the sermon. "I am he that
liveth and was dead," and ''because I live, ye
sball live aJso."
D;EPUTY.-Loyd, infant son of Charles and
Milrn DcJputy, born April 26, 1895; died
January 20, 18D7, vVoodbine, Iowa.
Liken, e.n11b~~n.m shone hrn presence
rrhrough. the hume he truly bleescd;
Bnt tlte lov~ ly blossom fad'~'d;
He hns gone h{1ffiC t.o bit; rest.

AHLGlcEN.-At Cresent City, Illinois, February 5, Ul97, Sr. Christi:;~na Ahlgren, aged
44 years, 4 months, and 16 days: She was
born in Brumby, Sweden. Emigrated to
Streator, Illinois, some sixteen years prior to
her death, at which pla0e she resided until a
year ago, when the famiiy moved to Cresent
Clty. Her remains were brought to the home
of her brother-in-law, Bro. John Ahlgren,
Str,cator, at v1hich place the services were
held on Sunday, F .. brmn·y 7, at two p. m.,
conducted by Elder Jacob Stanley. A large
coocourne of people assembled to pay the last
tribute of respect to one who was dearly loved
acid respoctod by bo'Lh saint and friend. Lily
of the Valley
Daughters of Rebecca,
turned out in full force and marched to the
cemetery, a distance of two miles. The ceremony was very impressive, Dc?ceased was
b;;,pt;zed at Mission into the Streator branch,
September JG, 1888, by Elder Thomas Hougas,
of which branch she was a member at her demise. Tho last time she met with the saints
in Streator just prior to her sickness she
bore a faithful testimony to the truthfulness
of the work, and as sbe lived she died, a
faithful saint. Husband, one daughter, and
four sons mourn.

I

COLEMAN. - Winnie Walter, son of Mr.
James and Sr. Emma Jane Coleman, passed
peacefull.y from 'chis lifa February 7, 1897.
\Vinnie was born Fabruary 12, 1896. The
sweet, little bud was milled home to bloom in
the paradisti of God. Funeral at the Medina
cemetery in the presence of a largo assembly
of sympa'chizing friends, conducted b.17 L. L.
Wight.
TIAYE.-At vVashington, Indiana, August
rnDo, Brn. Cnarles Raye. Deceased was
bnrn ]'VI.arch 2, 1874; was baptiz•od by L. F.
Bro. Charles was firm in the cause
tii l calbd t-i that rest that aw_ai ts the people
God. 1Ie
vvarned previous to his death,
and he told b.is brnther he '\Vas soon to pass
from this life. He was liked by all who knew
him. Hemarks by IVL R. Scott, Jr., assisted
by W. C. Maeshal and.D. 0. Stites.
Fox.-Frances Fox waa born May 17, 1860,
s.t St. Loul,,, Missouri, diced at her home in
St. Louie, F •. bruC1ry 5, 1897. She was hapti~ed by M:. H. Fvrscutt when eig:ht years of
0,ge; she
married to Vvillia
Fox, September 10, 1882. Sr. :B'ox sufl'Bred with a very
trying and pa.inful illness for
months prior to hef· death,
patiently and of!;en expressing her belief in
the divinity of the gospel as taught by our
people. She leaves a husband, three children, an aged moLher, and a number of relatives and friends to mourn their loss. Funeral
service,; from residence February 7, conducted
by J. C. Hitchcock.
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RUINS REVISITED.

A FEW copies of this work--a scientific
defense of Christianity by Elder S. F.
Walker-are yet on hand and for sale
at the Herald Office. Order soon if
wanted, as the book will not be reissued. Price $1. 00.

SENT FREE!
To any verson interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of t,he valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

1

THE NATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
NEW YORK.
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GIRL WANTED.
Girl wanted for housework Age from twenty-two to
thirty.five. Requisites, steady, willing, and cleanly. I
am a widow, two ii: family: live one mile in the country.
No brnnch here. Write to New Washington, Crawford
County, Ohio.
MRS. J. A. HAMILTON.
5-5t

" ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
1 suit for title to aod possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and. the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evi.dence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations nf the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50,

I

1'HE INSTRUCTOR.
A eompendiu.m of thA faith and doctrines
I of the Reorgan.1zed Churcn of Jesus Ch.r1~t of
I L~tter.Day Sarnts, by Eld~r G. T. Griffith?.
Historical. ai;id gene,rnl evidences from em1nent theologians paso and present are added,
a valuable feature of the book.
Cloth.················
· · · · · · · · · · · .$ 1 75
L'b
.
1 . ti
00
l rary ea rnr ................... .
I'
Flexible binding ................... 1 50

Ronraanization
o
•I
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I

I

DANISH HYMN BOOK.
Cloth, leather backs ............... $

1
1
1

75

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Je3us Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district eonferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies.
Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
1
I holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
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ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm o! 80 <:cres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

for sale, sl.tua ted
mile sou'"hwoatof
1rr five ::i,i:;1·e lots.
ri~hese platd will tnake nice horne~
1
nr gardening·,
.
of sm~U fi'ui '. ···, etc.
Prices rea;sonable;
on
Address,
J. Vv. G
L_,,\J'vl().i'-~ L

B. D .. FLEETm
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

For catalogde:::. or fur\,Ilt::!' it.LH·1:r.L._.t1 un,
Address, D. F. LAM Bl"JH.T, Sec.,
or PROii\ T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

low A.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.

W, E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni. !Jl.WI!..

HARDWAR
TINWARE, BARB WIRE, E'I'O.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
l!bl!11ble goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit, Send us $1.50 and we
will send yon three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don,t cure yon write us and we w11l retnrn Y·"'Uf
money. It cures others, why not you? You run
no risk in trying lt. Why delay longer? S"nrl
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HES FERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
nrice $1.50.

TIVl.lll!!'. MA!l!!Ullg
l:llii!SICNS,
COPYIUCHTS &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain~ free 9 whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:-..· securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICl.IUJ,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_ scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six monthso Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Address
MUNN &. CO.,
361 Br.,adway, New Y"rk.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill, or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b>~1rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
L:;;-"'loni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

high-~rra,de 'Faniily Selving
Machine, poseef'si:ns an modern

A strictly

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May4and18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamom, Iowa.
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents: per dozen ... $2 50
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25

iniprowements~

WORDS AND lUUSIC.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes
the HSalnts'
250 t.unes \Vi th
and words
50 hymns with one
bar of music
words.
The pages of the '·Sa\nts' Harp" and "Harm.any" f:rom which words and music are taken
11,re given, thi.t both books may be used together in song service.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .......... l 25
.imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, flexible, gilt edges.2 50

JP.rices very l:'easonable~ Obtain thell:ll.
frc:u:n your local dealer and make
compa.r.i§ons~
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EDITORIAL:

Questions and Answers ............... 129
A Qmstion and Answer .............. 130
Reduced Rates to Conference and Conventions ........................... 130
Peace, Lovely Peace .................. 130

Lamoni, Iowa, March 3, 1897.
; Welsh Stock, and not from the Roger
Williams movement. It always has
seemed strange to us that Roger
Williams would be put down in the
list as a Baptist, and his irregularly
constituted and short-lived organization be spoken of as a Baptist church,
when the whole thing was a kind of
historical phantasm, the passing of a
shadow before the eye, that disap·
pears forever, with no material trace
of its being, and leaving but a lingering remembrance of its flitting dark-

J

"""1
ell

t'·'~---

~;ilo. 9.

for the first Baptist church in Provi-

I dence, and on the American continI ent."

• Every reputable historian gives
substantially
the same as Benedict
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
here gives, in reJerence to the origin
From the Society Islands.-No. 3 ..... 131
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
of the first Baptist church in America
Hints from Sights .................... 132
Blackboard Outlines ................. 132
except a few partisan Baptist writers
Text: 1 Chronicles 16: 7-36 ........... 133
who hold to the dogma of Baptist
LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 133
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Church succession. Of course these
'l'be Drab Mormon Church in St.Louis.135
few
partisan Baptist writers are not
Against Vivisection .................. 138
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
recognized 2.s noted scholars, or noted
Southern Wisconsin .................. 140
historians. Here then the Baptist
N ori.heas tern Kansas ................. 140
Southern Nebraska................... 140 Dess.-Baptist Flag.
chain of succession breaks in two in
Northeastern Illinois ................. 140
REMARKS.
the vBry first Baptist church "on the
Mobile..........
. .................. 141
Decatur .............................. 141
The narrow wing of the Baptist American continent." The editor of
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
Mobile ............................... 142 Denomination holds tenaciously to the Baptist Flag can never weld this BapNortheastern Mi8souri. .............. 142 doctrine 0f Baptist Church succession. tist chain. But he tries to meet this
Decatur .............................. 142
General Con ven ti on Notice ........... 142 That is, these narrow wing Ba,ptists, difficulty by the bald assertion, that
District Association Secretaries ...... 142 claim that there is a succession of the "Baptists of this country derived
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
Special Business Notice . . . . ....... 143 regularly organized Baptist churches neither their baptism nor their church
Reduced Railway Rates to General
f-.:om Christ and the apostles down organization from the Roger Williams
Conference ........................ 143
High Council Notice ................. 143 to the present day. Of course the company." This assertion he cannot
Board at General Conference ......... 143 liberal wing Baptists hqld to no such prove to save his life by any reputaFirst Seventy ........... , ............ 143
First Quorum of Elders ............... 143 idea as Baptist Church succession. ble and nonpartisan historian.
Fourth Quorum of Elders ............ 143 They are too well informed in church
Not only was the baptism of Roger
Scattered Members ................... 143
history
to
make
any
such
absurd
Williams,
and all those who constituted
Two Days' Meetings ................. 144
claim. But the narrow wing Baptists the very first Baptist church on the
ROGER WILLIAMS AND BAPTIST
represented by the Baptist Flag are American continent, irregular and inCHURCH SUCCESSION.
great sticklers for Baptist Church valid, but Williams and his company
APROPOS to the discussion concern- succession.
The doctrine breaks were sprinkled, and, therefore, not,
ing the mode of baptism received by down with "the Roger Williams baptized at all! President Whitsitt,
Roger Williams it may be in place to church." Hence, these narrow wing the Baptist historian, and the head of
remark that the Baptists of this coun- Baptists are always trying to patch the Southern Baptist Theological
try really have but little interest in up this case, as we see in the forego- Seminary at Louisville Kentucky,
the matter as it may be considered as ing from the Baptist .Flag editor.
says of the baptism of Roger Williams:
relating to them. Nor is it a very
The indisputable facts of history "However, within the limits of the
material point as to whether the pres- teach us that "the Roger Williams' uncertainty which is freely acknowlent First Church, at Providence, R. I., church" is the origin of the Baptist edged, the weight of evidence appears
is a continuance of the Roger Will- church, or Baptist denomination, in to incline very clearly towards the
iams church, since the Baptists of America. Roger Williams was bap- view that Roger Williams was sprinthis country derive neither their bap- tized by an unbaptized man, and then I kled and not immersed at Providence
tism nor their church organization Williams baptized those who consti- in 1639" (A Question in Baptist Hisfrom the Roger Williams company. tuted and made up the first Baptist tory, page 164).
.
That the baptism and church organi- church in America. David Benedict
The editor of Baptist Flag attempts
zation were both irregular, to say the the great Baptist historian in his t'.) unhook this chain of succession
very best for them, is an indisputable "General History of the Baptist De- from "the Roger Williams church"
fact; and both would be repudiated nomination in America," pages 441, and hook on to the English and
by the Baptists of this country at this 1 442, says this of Roger Williams and Welsh Baptists. He says: "The Baptime. The,Jacts of history show that the church he founded:tist churches of this country came
therealRogerWilliamschurchwentto
"In 1639, he [Roger Williams] was from English and Welsh stock, and
naught, and has no successor; but if baptized by Ezekiel Holliman, a lay- not from the Roger Williams moveit were otherwise it would not in the / man who was appointed by the little ment." The English Baptists who
least affect Baptist history in this 1 company for the purpose. Then he were first called Anabaptists sprincountry, since the Baptist churches of I [Williams] baptized the rest of the kled up to the year 1641, then they
this country came from English and j company, and thus laid the foundation began to immerse and called them-
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selves Baptists, according to the Baptist historian W. H. Whitsitt. His
book, "A Question in Baptist History," is written to prove this very
proposition. So then, this Baptist
chain of succession is snapped in two
again when it is hooked on to English Baptists!
In speaking of the founders of the
English Baptists from which the
Welsh Baptists came, Whitsitt says
in italics: "Immersion baptism cloes not
appear to have been practiced or pleacled
for by either Smythe or Helwys' the al·
leged founder of the General Baptist Denomination in England" (Question in
Baptist History, page llJ.
So much for the erroneous doctrine
of Baptist Church succession. The
whole truth of the matter is this:
The chain of Baptist Church succession cannot, by any means, reach any
further back than the year 1600. It
is too short by sixteen hundred years
to reach Christ and the apostles!
- Church Register, Feb. 19, 1897.
THE FOUNTAIN HEAD OF THE
SOUR!.

MIS-

THE researches of Mr. J. V. Brower,
of Minnesota, at i;he headwaters of
the Mississippi resulted, several years
ago, in the final determination of the
extreme sour<;es of that river. During the summers of 1895 and 1896 Mr.
Br~wer was engaged in similar exp~orat10ns at the headwaters of the Missouri, and the compl'.3te results of his
labors, together with an excellent
chart of the region on a scale of one
inch to the mile, are first made public
in the Bulletin of the America Geographical Society, just issued. Two
government surveys parties in 1872
approac h e d w1'th'm a f ew ml.1es eas t
and west, of une uhunate sources,
lout, Mr. Browe~ says, they did not
explore Culvers canyon, through
which the parent stream flows: and
'
t
h
h
.
as llOt .. eretOfOre apt flat S ream
·
peared on any map.
.
_
It might be thought that after
reaching the district it would be an
easy matter to locate tbe fountain
.
h ead o f th e river. It was, in fact, the
work of weeks.
To identify the
headwater branch of the Missouri it
was necessary, first, to detP.rm ine the
relative importance of all the larger
upper branches.
This exploration
L]

L'

'

was in progress for twenty-two days
in 1895 before Mr. Brower was as-

sured that the stream flowing through
Culver's canyon into Red Rock creek,
which, further down, becomes known
as Beaver Head River, Jefferson Fork,
and the Missouri, was the ultimate
source of the great river. He proved
this to be true by making his way
with much difficulty up the canyon,
impeded at every step by ledges, declivities, and fallen timber; and last
summer he returned to make the careful survey of the whole district that
has enabled him to produce this map
of the towering mountains that hem
· th e m
· f an t M'rssoun· an d o f th e
m
.
'
.
tributary streams that feed it.
Among the excellent pictures which
illustrate his narrative is one of the
place where the stream has its birth,
at the crest of the Rocky Mountains,
about 8,000 feet above the sea level.
This crest forms the boundary between Idaho and Montana, and .the
river takes its rise just within the
southern border of the latter State.
The rivulet is only two feet wide and
two inches deep, drawing its waters
from the snowy uplifts that rise a
little above it. These waters, starting
for the Gulf of Mexico, are 4, 221 miles
from it. They are 2, 945 miles from the
mouth of the Missouri, which exceeds
the distance of the head sources of
the Mississippi from the Gulf by 392
miles. There is every season to be1
1 lieve that the stream, starting from
that mountain crest is the longest
1
1 unbroken current of ~unning water in
, the world.-New York Sun.

to the police in the suppression of crime must
ba considered, as also the additional comfort
afforded to citizens who are compelled to be
abroad at night, in being freed from the shocking tights and sounds which greet the eye
and ear in many portions of our city.-From
"Curfew for City Children," by Mrs. John
D. Townsend in North American Review.
An Englishman's study of the longest reign
in British history is contributed to the Review of Reviews in this diamond jubilee year
of Queen Victoria's rule by Mr. w. T. Stead,
who traces the growth of imperial dominion
and the influence of the royal family from the
point o~ vie.w. of the typic.al British subject.
The article 1s illu~trated with a large number
.
of portrai'cs of the Q rnen and of members of
her family circle. 1\fany of these portraits
a.re r~re, a1d ~re now publi5hed for the first
time rn America.

I

Cardinal Git>bon~, wi.Jen importuned for an
opinion upon tbc: <WGI·la'.lting subject of the
Sunday newspllpcr, said: "I desire to give
you, my brethren, two admonitions regarding Sunday newspapers. First, select none
but the best, such as are clean, possessing a
high moral tone, and which will give you
food without poison. Second, resolve not to
read Sunday papers till you have first assisted at divine service and hear the Word of
God. As on communion day you do not break
your fast until you have partaken of the holy
eucharist, so let the voice of your heavenly
Father be stamped in prayer on your heart
and memory before you give your attention
to things terrestrial."
You who are letting miserable misunderstandings run on from year to year, meaning
to clear them up some day,-if you could only
know- and see and feel that the time is short,
how it would break the spell!
How you
would go instantly and do t.he tbing which
you might never have another chance to do.

1

-Phillips Brooks.

KEEP THE CHILDEN IN AT NIGHT.
COLLEGE CITY BARBER SHOP,
I have been told by one of our public-school
- ) OPPOSITE ( "a;tend.ance officers,'' whose '7~rk it is to
BL AIR MERCANTILE.CO.
gavher rn the truant school cmldren. that
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies
.
.
· .
the mothers of such children are largely m hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
favor of the Curfew. .One old man said:
Iowa Ste am Lann dry in conn ct ion.
1
F. A. BLACK.
1 Indeed he should .be t?ankfu.l for ~nything
1 that would keep his children rn at mght.
1
[ Whethet· parental neglect ~r_is~~ from po:- 1 DO YOU WANT A HOlUE NEAR LAlUONI?
eroy, re;ckles~ne~t>, or natu<'al ina1fference, it
I have a farm of 7n acreo l.;-rng <>i<e >c.nd one haa miles
.
.
.
south of the incorporation that I will Eel! f<>r $32 per
is necessary to rnq u1re; probably each con- acre, or will sell JO acres for $30 per acre, or 20 acres for
! tributes
The effect upon the children how- $40 per acre. m 40 acres for $:l5 per acre. 'l'nis is excel·
'
lent land und 1n good shape.
ever, is to deprive them of the home influence.
Address A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.
which in early life is invaluable. The only
FOR SALE.
remedyseemstobecompulsoryresponsibility,
as indicated by the Curfew Ordinance. And
Stock of Furniture, U adert.akers' CToods, and
'f . .
th a t sue h pro t ec,10n
.1 it is n<ccessary
s h ou Id Musical Instruments. A good business with
be afforded to children in a city of one hun- an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
dred and fifty thousand population, how much is
a good opportunity, as I will sell rii:;;ht.
more is it desirable where the population is Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
so much greater-so large a proportion of the near saints chapel, or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
chilqren thereof having been surrounded by continued poor health of my wife, which
vice from birth.
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
Beyond the advantages to the youth and For further particulars, address or call on
right-thinking parents, the aid thus afforded CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

I

I

I
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the t~uth, and th_e truth shall m~ke you free. '"-Johns:~~· 82.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save It be one wife: and concubmes he shall have 110ne.
Book of Mormon, page 116.

I,amoni, Iowa, March 3, 1897.
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the offended one by a faithful effort I ter,. whe::--e. personal conduct is reto set the matter right. Not until he ferred to directly.
-----------------has done this is he justified in offering
It is, perhaps, permissible to make
1
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR I his gift on the altar.
an application of the principle, reaR. s. SALYARDS
AssrsTAN~' EDITOR. I
.
·
HEMAN c. SMrTrr
CORuEsPoNDrna EmToR.
The teaching in verses 25 and 26 is somng by analogy, to the operatwn
------------·
.
.
. .
of the 0o-ospel its teachino-,
obedience,
0
MA 3 1897
I an
enforcement of this prmciple; for
'
.
I
L
AMON!, OWA,
R. •
·
.
. . .
.
disregard of salvation for obedience,
11f a reconc1hat10n 1s not effected, or th
f 't f
t
I
- e 1oss o iu or neg 1ec or re f us al ,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
honestly attempted, then the cause th Lo d the Judae the Devil the
QuEs.-Will you please explain in the Herald upon which the individual might. be A~vers~ry, the pri~n~ hell or the pH;
Matthew 5: 24-27; also Matthew 8: 4?
mad~ to ans>~er at ~he law remams, the utmost farthing the punishment,
Ans.-It is difficult to explain any- and if procee~ed agam~t he must pay etc.; but we can see no warrant for
thing so plain, apparently, as t.his ~he last farthrng; or, mother words, making this a doctrine of the teachteaching of the Savior; but it takes if the cause :or. o~ense was not re- ing of the church in the word itself.
more than the number of verses re- I moved by an :ndividual effort for setMatthew 8: 4 is a personal direction
ferred to. The Teacher began his in- tlement and it was -left for formal of the Master aiven to one living unstructions at the opening of the fifth complaint and prosecution under t?e der the law, b~t upon whom he had
chapter, the first twelve verses of law, then the l~,w must ha~e its exercised his ma.rvelous healing
which teach the Beatitudes; then, ad- course~ and be w 110 refused 01 n~g- power, to go to the priest of the
dressing the disciples, be tells them; l~cted 00 come to an agree~ent with ward, parish, or portion of the city,
first, that they are the "salt of the his adver~ary, (t.he on.e havi~g cause or the synagogue where he belonged
earth;" second, that he came to fulfill, of complamt agal~st him,) while there and make an offer of the gift provided
not to destroy, t.he law; third, that was an opporturn~ty before an appeal for in the law as a testimony of his .
their righteousness should be of~ bet- was made+ to the la":.,.would be. co:-- having been healed. This will be
ter kind than that of the Pharisees, pel.led to vake the decisio~ of the Jud 0 e found by reading Leviticus 14. The
who kept the law. He then begins before whom the complamt was ~ade, man in this case was under obligation
contrasting the oldtime theories of and would not be released until the to the law of Moses, and could not
conduct with the gospel requirements, last farthing was paid, the utmost mingle with his fellows until the
·
·
condition of the decision was complied priest having charge should have cerand the subJect
o f verses 24 · 26 b egms
with verse 21, and not at verse 24. with.
tified to the fact, that he was free from
The whole tenor of the texts from
We are aware that some think and the leprous taint. In order for the
verse 21 to 26 is that no sort of offer· possibly teach that the adversary re- priest to do this the gift must be ofing is acceptable if hatred or enmity ferred to in the text (verse 25) is the fered and the ceremonies performed.
toward man was cherished in the heart. Devil, the adversary of souls; and the Jesus did not minister at the altar unIt was a contrast drawn between the prison means hell or the pit; but the der the law of Moses, but healed the
inexorable command, "Thou shalt not context does not to us justify the con- man under the gospel economy; and
kill," and its consequences, attendant clusion. The words"thine adversary," recognizing the duty of the man to
upon the "judgment," and the p:rin- indicate that it was a personal op- observe the law to which he was subciple of love for man dwelling in the ponent that was meant; and the word ject gave him direction what to do to
heart, from which no man was in dan- "whosoever" ·occurring in verses 21 get recognition of his having been
ger, and against which was no law. and22 show that it was an adversary of made free from the leprosy. It was a
If therefore a man has hatred or mal- anyone made so by just cause of com- direct and clear acknowledgement of
ice in his heart toward his brother plaint, and not the adversary of all the Savior, in action, of the principle
(his fellow man), he is not worthy to that was meant. The prison referred involved in the statement, "Render
offer a suitable and acceptable offer- to was any prison into which a man unto C::esar the things that be C::esar's,
ing, prayer, gift, donation, or song of might be cast for debt or misde- and unto God the things that be
praise, or any other act of devotion, at meanor; and they imprisoned for debt God's." It also involves the teaching
the altar of worship to God. If, there- in those times. That the teaching of the principle that he ''came to fulfore, a man remembers, even at the from verse 21 to 26, inclusive, was in- fill" not to break the law.
altar, that his fellow man has just tended to_ apply to individual personal
Q.-What would be considered due notice
cause of complaint for injury, in word conduct, under the old law and under of called meetings, as found on page 24 of
or deed, against him, he should leave the new covenant, in contrast, and Book of Rules?
his gift unoffered by the altar, and not to the final adjustment at the
A.-There is nothing on page 24,Book
straightway make reconciliation; or. Judgment day, is further seen by an of Rules, relative to called meetings.
discharge himself from obligation to examination of the rest of the chap- Reference is had to such meetings on

fQJ~\t ~ainls'
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pages 9 and 10; and if this is the reference had in view by the question,
we reply that the "due notice" required is notice given at such time or
times, and at such place or places as
will insure the attendance of all who
may be entitled to be at such meeting
and who may care to be there; such a
notice as will give everybody interested an opportunity to attend if they
wish to be present.
Q.-Have branches a right to grant letters
of removal to members living in the immediate vicinity of the branch and not intending
to move away, for any cause?

A.-It is not usual to give such letters, nor is such giving of letters provided for in any church rule.
The question as to the right of a
branch to do so turns upon the right
of a branch to make its own rules of
government and procedure.
This
right is not questioned, but such rule
would hardly be in accord with the
public polity and good fellowship of
the church.
Q.-Is itcustomary,or right, for elders of the
church to baptize persons who do not intend
to become members of said church?

A.-We know of no such custom.
Q.-Is it right, or proper for district authorities and t1·aveling elders to go into
branches and call meetings, and reorganize
them, and not adjust difficulties when they
are known to exist.?

A. -No such procedure is provided for
in the general laws of the church. It
is practicable, however, to believe
that such conditions might occur as
to ma.ke such an ac1jion on the part of
a general officer of the church necessary to protect the church from internal broil and dissension. This would
be an extreme measure, however,
justified only by an emergency.
A QUESTION AND ANSWER.
WEBB CITY,

Mo., Jan. 23.

Editors HeroLi:-There seems to be some
misunderstanding among the saints and
priesthood in this South western l'vfo,souri
country concerning the law of tithing and
the redemption of Zion. I am Batisfied that
the revelations are plain upon these subjects
aad would liko to ask the following question:
"Has the priesthood the rigb t to preach the
Doctrine and Covenants as it reads?" Please
answer in the l:lerald.
In bonds,
Z. DECKER.

['l'HERE ought not to be any question
as to this; for, if we are not to teach
the revelations to the church as they
are, how can we teaeh them at all?
for if one was at liberty to put his

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
I private interpretation on them so
should another be so privileged, and BRO. ALEXANDEH, H. SMITH arwhere would it end? IJl.Te therefore rived home on Tuesday, the 23d inst.,
in care of Bro. James McKiernan.
answer, Yes.-ED.l
He was taken quite seriously ill at
Montrose, Iowa, with la grippe, which
REDUCED RATES TO CONFERENCE
brought on a sickness similar to pneuAND CONVENTIONS.
monia.
At present writing he fa still
REDUCED rates to General Conferquite
sick,
but is resting comfortably.
ence and Zion's Religio and Sunday
Bro.
J.
R.
Lambert has been conschool Conventions, have been sefined
to
his
home
by an illness of sevcured-one and one third fare for the
.
roun d t rip.
8 ee par t·icu 1ars 1·n Mi·s- eral weeks duration. He is now able
to be out again.
cellaneous Department.
9-2t
The Legislature of the State of
Missouri has enacted a law which proc PEACE, LOVELY PEACE.
hibits persons performing the marA BROTHER writing to Bro. Joseph riage ceremony in that State who are
Smith personally from Weir City, not citizens of the United States.
Kansas, where a matter of difficulty
Presidents Joseph and Alexander
has long been pending and troubling H. Sm'tth, both of whom have been ill
the branch, says:of late, are now improving. "Bro.
I am glad to inform you that peace is re- Joseph" is up and at the office
stored in the Weir branch; all difficulties
again; Bro. Alexander is still confined
settled, acknowledgements made to all
to
'his bed.
wrongs, and forgiveness asked. 'I'his is the
spirit that now prevails. Many a tear was
Bishop E. L. Kelley made a trip to
shed~;Iast evening, tears of joy.··· Let all re- Independence during the past week
joi.ce with us. In bonds, etc.
on church business.
We take the liberty of publishing
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of the Bishopthis letter, though it was personal, ric, is touring the Nauvoo district,
and not written for publication, feel- sounding the trump in and about the
ing assured that the pleasure it gave Beautiful City.
us will be felt by all; by those ':~o
B:o. M. ~· Forscut: is serio~sly ill
have not known of trouble at Weir at his boardrng place rn Lamom. He
1
City, as well as by those who have has for some time suffered under such
known of it and felt keenly the sore a combination of ms that his condition
bitterness arising from it. We con- is regard'3d ~.s c,itical.
gratulate the saints at Weir City, one
Floods have inflicted immense damand all, upon this most beneficent re- age to property in the Monongahela
sult. May new vigor be created in and Ohio River Valleys and along the
the brarich and district and the "her· courses of tributary streams. Much
alds of the cross" arise afresh with suffering exists among people who are
armor claJd to push the victories of obliged to abandon their houses bethe truth, the truth of )he Son of cn,use of the rising rivers.
Peace.
The Cuban forces under General
Gomez have defeated the Spanish
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
troops under General Weyler in two
·
B RO. H . 0 . BRONSON , La nsmg, important battles of late.
Michigan, the 24th:Sr. Elizabeth Gibson, wife of Mr.
I am still here battling for truth. I bap- Ed ward Gibson, of Waseca, Minnetized one yesterday, an estimable lady, Mrs. sota, will be pleased if the elders in
Carrie Larkins, niece of Bro. Norman W. I that field will arrange to call on them.
Smith, and we h?pe and pray that her hus- They think a place to hold some meetband may soon follow and ot.hers that are .
ld b
d 'f
ld
near the door. I 12:0 from here to Buchanan, ings cou
e secure 1 an e er or
Michigan, next week, and will try to reach elders would come there. Sr. Gibson
General Conference.
does not know of any of the faith near
Bro. R. C. Evans, London, Ontario, them, and has not heard a sermon by
the 24th:one of the elders for nearly three
Have never been more busily engag·ed than years, and is "hungering for the word
since the new year; nearly every night on of God."
the platform.
Have baptized seventeen
p
t
l d · th
"11'
·
since January 28, and more have given their
roper Y va ue m
e mi ions 1S
names.
reported destroyed by recent floods in
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the Monongahela and Ohio Valleys.
The rivers reached the hiahest
points
0
k
·
M
l
nown rn years.
any pe~p e "\Vere
compelled to abandon their homes
and take to the hills. Latest advices
report the vYaters receding.
The Herald Office has an order from
Sr. Mary Snell to change her HERALD
address "from Bates County, to Cedar
County, Missouri." Will the sister
please give her former, also her present address, that the change may be
made.
Lord George Hamilton, Secretary
of State for India, says the government is mastering the bubonic plague
in India. The cordon of the infected
district is now effective and it i.s hoped
that the disease will be rn,dically
checked.
The Russo-Japanese treaty has
been published.
It makes those
powers dominant in Corean affairs,
instead of China, as heretofore.
The British House of Commons has
adopted legislation that brings up the
naval expenses for the year to $22, -

saints and loved ones in our beh~lf are
being heard. And those who are with us,
who think not to acknowledge the source
from which all blessings come, enjoy with us
and accept them as their right. ''Ye are the
salt of the earth,'' said Jesus to his people
many years ago, and it is as true to-day.
Thursday, 26th.-Thanksgiving Day, and
0, such a delightful day. I believe the best
we have had in every way but speed. The
wind that has been "'abeam" since last Friday, hauled last night about aft and now the
yards are squared, studding sails set, and we
are boing gently rocked along over the almost placid ocean. The large awning is
spread, s.nd passengers lounging in deck
chairs in a state of perfect comfort, some
reading, some studying, some crocheting, and
some snoozing. We expected to have seen the
land this afternoon but wind is lighter so it
wfll not be seen till the moon rises, probably,
which will be near midnight. Will have to
tell you to-morrow what we had for dinner
to-day, since it is too late to write after dinI ner-six o'clock. I treated the mate to a bit
of original poetry this morning, which made
qui'te a 'laugh. I had left 'my folding chair
out one night and there came a heavy rain
that blistered the back all up and it dropped
off, and I felt rather delicate about asking
for a piece of canvas for it, so asked in a delicate way as follows:-

J

300, 000.

th~

You see, Mr. Lnnn, I'm quite in despair
About my little foldrng chair,
Because the back is gone.
I left it out in the rain one night,
Next morning 'twas in a sorry plight,
So if you have a canvas patch to spare
The size of that:Space in the back of my chair,
I would like to tack it on.

Latest advices by cable state that
the great powers have given Greece
four days to evacuate Crete, and that
under no circumstances will she be I
permitted to annex the island. It is
Mr. Lunn said I should have the "patch"
said that Greece will decline to with- (a little later). While sitting here this afternoon I have glanced back over the past year,
draw her forces.

HomB Goltlmn,
EDITED BY FRANCES.

A mightier hand, more skilled than thine,
Must hang the clusters on the vinE\
And make the fields with harvest shine.
Man can but work; God can create;
But they who work, and watch, and wait,
Have their reward, though it come late.
-Anon.

FROM THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.-NO. 3.
THE MARQUESAS ISLANDS.
WEDNESDAY, 25th.-From Mond:,,y noon,
when we crossed the Equator, till Tuesday
our good ship had made the distance of three
hur:dred miles. To-morrow we expEct to
sight land again, but probably will no~ reach
the harbor of Taiobea till Friday. The land
is very high, so can be seen a long way otl'.
Yesterday was really cool, but to-day is
warm, warm. The captain has had an awning spread over the forward end of the
"quarter" these last two days, and all are
out under it in reclining deck chairs but me.
I wield the pen all these smooth days, trying
to get that "crying baby,'' as Sr. Page says,
off my hands. So far, there could be nothing
in the way of a sea voyage more delightful
than this has been. Surely the prayers of

recounting my blessings, and find I have very
m1ich to be thankful for. I believe it has
been the best year of my life. IE not the best
of my life, it is for the past twenty years of it.
For besides numerous other blessings, we
have this year obtained title to the place we
have been buying and paying for over and
over again for the past twenty years, (but it
was never really ours before,) and have also
obtained title to our mountain home. I have
taken a trip back East without trespassing
financially on any other year, and received
very much pleasure from '~he visit. Have
bad better health than for many years. Have
been able to supply little necessities in many
incidents that have made hearts glad. Have
also received so much of love, kindness, and
good will, ;;ubstantially, as well as other ways,
in ali our travels, that my own cup of gladness bas been full to the brim almost constantly. And· withal we have been able to
pay more tithing this year, counting from
last Thanksgiving Day, than ever before in
one year, to complete the work of sending in
the tithes of all we possess. Truly we have
been abundantly blessed. The Master might
very appropriately use these words to us:"I've done, I've done this all for thee!
What hast thou done for me 1"

In answer I could only say, ''Lord, I have
acknowledged it all as coming from thee, and
have received thankfully and been happy.
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Friday, 27th.-The breeze yesterday became
so very light that the land was not seen till
eight o'clock this morning. One island is
looming up quite clearly, but I understand
we have to pass two before we reach the one
at which we stop. The wind -is light again
to-day, making only about four and one-half
miles an hour, so we will not get in till tomorrow. It looks good to see land again,
but it is only an atom in this broad expanse
of waters and scarcely looks like real genuine
land. Our dinner was unusually plain yesterday, but good; chicken broth first, then
dressed chickens baked, with green peas,
beets, and potatoes. After that when the
plates had been changed, cold asparagus was
served, then fruit -canned cherries. Our
apples are about gone, I think. Tha asparagus is very large and tender,-is served just
as it is taken from the cans or tin boxes.
Each one makes a solution to suit himself
on his plate, of olive oil, vinegar, pepper,
a little salt, and some a little mustard. It is
eaten without anything else save a bite or
two of plain bread if one chooses. Everything else is taken off the table. Our steward
is kept on the run most of the time while
waiting on the table. The captain made a
change from having two tables, to extending
the one the whole length of the cabin, and
these sixteen have to be waited upon about
the same time. For breakfast and dinner the
plates are changed-and victnals also-three
times, after the soup, and befvre the dessert.
Monday, 30th.-Well, we have been to the
Marquesas and out again, so I have got quite
a long story to tell to-day. On account of
wind dropping away Friday afternoon we did
not get in till Saturday morning.
Could
have gotten in some ten hours sooner had it
been daylight. Got up quite near the Mekahiva Island, where the mail packet stops by
dark, but kept off till morning, and as soon
as daylight the passengers began to make a
muster to see all the land that was to be seen.
The islands are very high, bold, rocky, and
barren mostly. There is a low green ;,;hrub
that neither yields fruit nor fodder. Cocoanuts must grow somewhere besides the few
trees that were about the little viilage of
Taiobea, the seaport, for they brought off
some hundred sack8 as cargo, and there are a
few bananas, pineapples, oranges, aviotas,
limes, and Tahitian apples, also mangoes and
breadfruit, but at this season all are green
except the pineapples, and they are about
gone. We were lucky enough to get three.
Yes, and tamarinds in abundance. It was
really beautiful sailing around those high,
bluffy points into the harbor, where the eye
is greeted with new sights at every ~lance.
The hurrying and scurrying about decks,
pulling and hauling of ropes, furling up, and
lowering away of sail.s wa5 in vivid contrast
from the quiet of the bright, beautiful morning, the placid waters of the bay, and the
seeming inactivity on shore. But not long
after the City of Papeete rounded the point
the natives flocked to their boats and canoes
and came paddling out to look at the vessel
and people. But .none were allowed to come
on board. They have to be kept in rigid subjection there, for the thirst for blood and
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craving for h~man flesh still remain with the cerely desires your faith and prayers that she i h;tendent should encourage all the other
majority of them.
A French officer came \ may be restored to perfect health if it be workers, not forgetting to have a smile of
from Tahita on the Tropic Bird with us two God's will. She has been severely afiiicted welcome for the youngest child.
years ago who had beem'a policeman at these with her head all winter. Is quite deaf.
The chorister and organist are not without
islands for some years, who said be was in Also asks that the elders pray for her.
their trials, so need the sympathetic help of
fear of being eaten by '&hem all the time and
the wperintendent. Teachers who attend
the only way he escaped was by keeping them I
teachers' meetings and come prepared for
in terror of him. \Ve saw some of the wild
their work are not often troubled about keepones. They looked more like the New Zeaing up the attendance. Evidently something
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDI'I'OR.
fa,nders than the Tahitians. Faces were tatis wrong when boys and girls drift away from
Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
tooed in a mannner that gave them a savage
the school.
communications for this depnrtment to the Editor.
look. After things got snugged away and (Send
Instill the love of Christ into the minds of
Address minntes and notices of conventio1rn, etc.,
to ~'Editors Herald, Lamoni~ Iowa.,,)
cargo being dischar·ged, and some of the pasthe young. Keep the A. B. C. out. This is
sengers gone ashore, the captain a,sked us if
the work of the day school. Teachers can do
we would not like to go ashore too. Bro. Buras much good with those who cannot read as
HINTS FROM SIGHTS.
ton replied that we would like 'to very well WE have seen ten minutes valuable time with those who can. She can tell the lesson
provided we could get off again when we taken from a Suoday school and devoted to in story form, and question on what she has
wanted to, but that he would not like to promiscuous reciting of verses.
told.
have to remain ashore too hrng. The captain
Our own church Quarterlies should be used
When verses were called for, a fumbling of
said there would l;le no trouble ahout that; Bibles would commence, verses half learned by all means. Poor results are obtained
there were two boats afloat, ~rnd be would and less understood would be repeated in a without helps; nor can the best results be obsend one whenever we wished one; for us to manner to provoke merriment rather than tained by supplies picked up here and there.
come down to the landing and hail if one was nurture reverence. A day later even a par- Every live school needs a paper and the Ifope
not there. 'fbrc,e o'clock wast.he given hour, ticipant could not call t~ mind the part be finds a cheerful welcome wHh most children.
Prizes should not be granted for mental
Joseph say.iog he could n,ot, ~a,il '.~ud enough I had taken.
.
to be heard off here buu Wb wou1d be seen
We have seen a teacher take half the class superiority, but rather for attendance and
plain enough 11t the landing, so ashore we time in hearing who had committed the most good behavior.
'
went. All the principal buildings face the verses, a prize, of course, lying at the end of
If members of other churches are present,
water and there is only one little narrow the race, which prize always falls to the make them welcome; ask them to lead in
road, more like a broad footpath, along in acute memory.
pr ayer if they are persons who are in the
front of the few dwelling places until one enThis indiscriminate crowaing of the mind h!tbit of leading in public.
te1s the grade to go over the mountains, with Bible verses goes no farther toward
Let the school join in repeating the Lord's
except one shady dell where the Catholic building- up Christian character than piling prayer that the smallest child may feel that
Bishop lives, and where nearly all the fruit up of brick, mortar, and timber does toward be too is helping the work along.
is kept inclosed and for their own use. Few building a house.
indeed of the poor natives of the village get
We have seen a teacher go through with "PRIMARY work must be done largely by
any. So we sauntered along sometimes in the questions in the Quarterly, then, with a story telling assisted by the blackboard.
the shade and sometimes in the boiling sun. self-satisfied air, go over to visit, with a Sketches, not necessarily artistic, may help
I was in search of trophies, and remember- teacher like unto herself, while her class in securing attention.
Quick, rapid, suging Sr. Jessie Butterfield's weakness in that amused themselves as best they could. Juat gest~ ve work counts. Build as you talk.
Give two or thi;ee points, then review. Freline, I picked up a large pebble that had been how, is best not repeated.
washed by the ocean till it was like honeyWe have seen papers distributed in the quent repetition fix'JS facts."-Dora Young.
comb, and put it in my pocket fo« her. 'fhen midst of work where all was attention, but
Quality of work counts more than quantity.
we went into the principal store to see what attention ficJd and confusion came.
IN schools well advanced, an occasional writthey kept to sell. Very much was the same
We have known teachers to teach Sunday
that one would see in a country store in after Sunday without any record of their ten review is oot unprofitable. · Let the
America for th'" reason that they came work; have seen them band out Qiiarterlies superintendent the preceding Sunday disfrom Amedea. But I saw some very pretty without making any note of the recipients, tribute slips containing review questions.
mush, or drinking bowls. 'fbey came from and a week or two later hand out again'· to Then on review day let each class in presence of teacher write answers from memory.
France. The pattern was so odd I purchased several of the same.-ED.
Sign name to paper, place in class envelope,
two of those fop curiosities in the hope that
and pass to superintendent. Afterward let
one at least would live to go home with me.
\'\TE glean the following from an article read each teacher examine class work: This way
(To be coctinued)
at the Nauvoo reunion by Sr. H. E. Birchell, of conducting review should not be done in
of Ottumwa, Iowa:classes where one or more cannot write.
PRAYER UNION.
'l'hat a Sunday school should be maintained
SPECIAL REQUJiJSTS FOR PRAYER.
if no better place of meeting than a private THE boy who sees his father and mother still
BRO. PHYNESS Yi!:L'l'ON, of Dighton, Kansa8, house can be had.
in the Sunday school is not anxious to gradurequests t,he pray em of the U!lion, in bis beTwo rooms are better than one as the best ate himself out of it.
half, us he is greuLly 2ff1icted and desires the I results in primary wm·k cannot be had withGodfearing children: Moses (Heb. 11: 23faith ahd prayers of the saints, that the Lord out a sepa-rate room.
26); Samuel (1 Sam. 3); Little maid (2 Kings
may be pleased to restore biin to health and
The primary work being the most impor- 5: 2, 3); Jeboash (2Kings11: 21; 12: 2); Josiah
strength.
tant, requires the best teachers.
(2 Kings 22: 1, 2); Daniel and his companions
Sr. Clara J. Steele, of Addison Point,
Teaching is individual work and the good (Dan.); .John the Baptist (Luke 1: 76-80);
Maine, requests you to offer your prayers in teacher adapts herself to the individual needs Jesus (Luke 2: 41-52); Timothy (2 Tim. l: 5;
hel' bdrnlf March 11. She bus been and is a of her class.
3: 15).
great sufferer with cancer in the throat.
The most spiritual-minded is most childThe doctors gave her up two years ago and like, exercises most patience, and adapts herBLAQKBOARD OUTLINES.
now she is going to try and sec iI God will self most to individual need.
THE TEMPLE HISTORY.
heal her. We also aek the saints of the East'.l'be disposition to inspire others is a necNAME
BUILDER
DURATION
ern Maine district to fast on that day, March essary qualification for superintendent. The The Tabernacle
Moses
500 years.
11, and she will at the sanie time call the supm·iutendent who labors simply from a Solomon's Temple Solomon
400 years.
elders to administer to her.
sense of duty always has a dull school. Love Second 'femple
Zerubbabel
500 years.
Nlrs. John McHae, Ii'airbank, Iowa, sin- of work is better than sense of duty. Super- Herod's Temple
Herod the Great 90 years.

I
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SOLOMON'S TEMPLE.
LOCATION ...... On Mount Mol'iiJ.h.
PLATFORM ..... Forty Acres.
\ White Stone.
MATERIAL ..... ! Cedar and Fir.
( Gold and Silver.
FURNISHINGS .. Vessels of Gold and Silver.
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Spanish language; and God be thanked for
the light I have received in the latter-day
gospel, and by the help of God.
To my young brothers and sisters, let me
admonish you to embrace every g·ospel privilege that lies before you, and be in your
place in the house of God, for rest assured he
will hold you responsible for every privilege
you neglect.
I bave entered into the gospel with a
strong determination to obey the doctrine as
is recorded in God's holy book, and we as a
people believe, and I know not how many
times I have read over the strong admonition which has been a great blessing to me,
found in 1 Peter fifth chapter and eighth
verse. My desire is to be faithful, no matter
where my lot is cs.st; and I ""sk your prayers
that I may do all I can for the advancement
of this glorious latter-day work.
Your brother,
JOHN E. RITTER.

"Do I understand you that if you were
to die you would go at once to heaven?"
'•yes." "How do you reconcile the statement of Jesus (in the third chapter of John),
'Except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
I God?'" "I don't know." I then showed that
if we departed this life happy we would not
THE TEMPLE PLAN.
go directly to he:wen, but to paradise; or if
'l'HE WALL.··· .Forty Feet High.
sinful we would not go directly to hell, but
THE GATES .... Nine in Number.
to the pit or· prisonhouse to await the judgTHE PORCHES .. Two in Number.
·
o
S
, c • , ,,
Dl' " , . , ment day. Tb us closed a profitable meeting.
THE, Cou L•T ... Gvnt1 1o, Israc s. Priests.
I
b
"
,. .
n onus~
THE TEMPLE .. 'Porch, 'Holy,' 'Holy of
E. DELONG.
Holies.'

I

I
II

THE TEMPLE WORSHIP.
BIGLERS GROVE, Iowa, Feb. 5.
SACRED THINGS, Ark, Altar, Table, Can-1
Editors Herald:- Last October we moved
dlestick, etc.
f:om Panama
t~is place and, since that
PRIESTS .......... Offerers of Sacrifice.
I t1me wc; have tried in our weak way to serve
LEVIT.ES ; ......... Assistants,
Musicians, the Master. We helped to organize a Sunetc.
i da.y school her"'; it is small and we ofttimes
SERVICES ......... Ninea.m. and three p.m. l feel discuurag·ed. Still we know that the
i victory is not to the strong, but the faithRITUAL j
Prel~de
Singing.
ful.
I
Sacrifice
Prayers.
-.Selected.
We wer-e to have preaching each Sabbath
evening, by Bro. Dan Palmer, buj; on acTEXT: 1 CHRONICLES 16: 7-36.
count of sickness in bis family he has been
THANK t,he Lord. (Vs. 7, 8.)
unable to fill his appointment. Bro. Palmer
How? (1 Tbess. 5: 18.)
1 has bad a serious time with the sickness of
All the people praised the Lord. (V. 36.)
his wife and child. His wife is now better,
Now do it. (V. 11.)
but the child is still very low.
;i
(J er. 9 : 23 , 2":... )
I should like to relate a dream I had on
K now t h e L oru.
February
fl
I saw a beautiful valley filled
ee k th.e L or d . (v . 11 . )
'
u.

t?

S

how forth his salvation. (V. 23.)
with an abundance of small timber perfectly
ing. (V. 9.)
.
strai~ht an~ free "from_ li.mbs. To _th,e rig·ht
LET US ) make ki;own his deeds. (V. 8.) i a~d a.s.~ to ube ~;it of ~,1118 valley weie very
1talk of his wondrous works. (V. 9.) ! h1g h huls, and cnose _h11ls weni also covered
In c.ontinually seeking his face. (V.11.)
! ~ith timber, although the timber on the.hill
, s1des was larger.
Valiant to do. (V. 15.)
T~e large~t tree .I n~t1ced
.
1 seemed to be about mgh.teen inches In diameI no ff errngs
of selfubstance. (V 29 )
· .. .
ter. The bark on the trees. was, very ligh~.
Not forgetting the Heathen. (V. 24.)
1 Tho sun shone down on this va1ley and it
Give the glory due his name. (V. 29; seemed a very i~viting place indeed. At the
Prov. 3: 6.)
entrance to tlns valley stood our beloved
[A Warning, Romansl: 21.]-Sel.
brother David Chambers (now deceased), and
he smiled and waved his hand to the right
and also to the left and said, "My work lies
here; I am perfectly happy." He then began to sing and his voice was strong and full
. h ., F e b . ""
of melody. I coula. not understand what he
VASS AR, •M J.C
av.
Editors Herald:--\l\fe are having very in- sani;r, but as I awoke I could still hear tbe
teresting times. I am holding· meetings ev- singing in my ears.
ery evening. Yesterday I preached three
Your sister,
times and baptized one. 'l'here seems to be
ISABEL S. WILDER.
a real awaker.ing. And Satan is raging, and
we are battling, and the truth is shining in
SAN MIGUEJ... , Del Mezquitai, Estado
these places where we are holding meetings.
Zacatecas, Mexico, Feb. 16.
Those opposed to Latter Day Saintism are
Editors Heruld:-I want to embrace the
handing out books gotten up by our enemies, privilege of bearing my testimony that,
scraps of history all about Joseph Smith and you may knew that tbough I am not privithe Mormons, thinking, I suppose, to poison leged to meet with the saints, yet I feel
those interested; but as W. H. Kelley said strong in tho gcspel and have no shadow of
once, "The old ship of Zion will roll right doubt but th0 gospel is true. Hero an evenalong." Thank God we are being· blessed ing or two ago, a.fter retiring to my bed and
abundantly and the honest wiil obey.
I had just fallen asleep, a voice seemed to
I am thankful to say that I am being blessed say unto me, ''The time is not far distant
more with light and libert,y than ever before. ~hen the ~atte,t-day gospel will be p;oclaimed
Yesterday, in our confirmation meeting one m your m1ds1>' and for me to be fmthful, for
middle-aged woman arose and said, "I am I knew not tho work that lay before me and,
saved, I know when God saved me, if I should dear saints, you know not tho temptations
die this moment I know I would go straight that lie in one's pathway in this country; and
to heaven. I never was baptized, but I in- ., God alone knows how many times I have
tend to be sometime." I arose and asked . said to the evil adversary, "No" in the

I
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GLEN EASTON,

w.

Va., Feb. 18.

Editors Herald.·-I began preaching in this
vicinity on the 2d inst., and have held forth
every evening and each Sunday since to large,
attentive audiences. I spoke in all thirteen
times in the Nauvoo schoolhouse, and thrice
in another one four miles away.
I began here in the village two evenings
ago under favorable- environments, and last
night the house was quite fuH of eager, orderiy, courteous hearet's. The denizens of
the hamlet sing for us, and use the organ.
The young ladies lead i.n the musical departmen t cf the service.
The branch, of which Elder Joseph V'layt
I is president, is about four miles out in the
i
-1·.
T'n0, s a'in t"e a·()
rrPnerOl'S
ccu.i,iy.
r, k1··od
'-'., ,,,~
, . and
u
mostly united; but some of the brethren ~hew
tobacco and several sisters use it in tho form
of snuff, A little liquor, I apprehend, is used,
while thG snakes are dormant. 'rhe travel.
f"sti"di'ous :unbout
ing
e ld ar musll.. D011+ b e +oo
u
, ' sma1.1. a nd ~,.,i e,a'u, and
o·ender ~
a.ogs
· of ei'tbar
-.:, ~..
in the house. and. ~wound the table. Charity
·
would say,
"Be to their faults a little blind, .
And to their failiug 8 ve.ry kind."
The missionary will have a government job
on his hands that volunteers suggestions on
domestic economy and_~·conduct. The cook is
supposed to know how to salt the >;iotatoes
and sugar the tomatoes. If you are in the
poorest country you ever beheld it is unkind
to murmur and make d11maging, grievous
comments and comparisons. I have followed
in the track of some that found fault to certain secti~ns of the count·cy to their own hurt,
and to the wounding of the inhabitants of
the land. The Southern States have always
been liberal at the home circle. The g·ospel
touch warms those of the North and East, as
well as Canada and the maritime provinces
of good Queen Vic. Its mission is to lift up
I the wol'ld, eva~gelize the nations,. and unify
1 the whole family of Adam.
Its mm and object is to quell, and subdue the ferocious
beasts, render harmless and happy the finny
and feathery myriads, and all forms of life.
The cities and farms ·of tb.e land, 'ohe network of railroads, and great industries of the
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nation, the institutions of learning and
houses of worship, did not come along by
chance, or spring up in a brief while. It
took ages with sunshine and rain, storm and
tempest, for the sturdy forest trees to gain
their full development ere the hand of time
could lay them low again. The winds that
did not uproot the growing tree told the
rootlets to look <rnt for the returning blasts.
The wild waste of waters that did not engulf
the merchant's fleet bore the precious cargo
on her heaving bosom. Adverse waves bathe
some weary pilgrim's feet, and contrary
winds waft homeward many a golden argosy.
In that everything of either utility or
beauty has to come along in their times and
seasons, why should we wish to reap the day
we sow, or eat of the fruitage before the
orchard has time to bud, blossom, and bear'.'
A childlike trust, a humble heart, a resignation fraught with fortitude and unbounded
patience will soften the asperities of life and
bridge many a turbid stream. This eternal
fretting and surmising is a moth-eaten garment, and a fig leaf covering· that does not
cover. Jealousy, envy, surmising, and an evil
eye are the rotten stt·ands in a worthless
rope, and don't you forget it. A person full
of hope, alms, forbearance, and forgiveness
has an inexhaustible mine of the rarest and
richest treasures. Some people I like, both
them and their ways, while with some others
their habits, manners, acts, and general
demeanor are questionable. I do not know
ho1v to begin to look with favor upon consumption, rheumatism, or any other disease;
but the sufferer may have my sympathy,
esteem, and love. I have not altogether
mastered the secret of loving ardently an
unlovable person or thing, but tbrough grace
di vine I may yet g·et higher and see more
beauty in the African diamond after it has
been to Amsterdam. When I ask you to bear
with me in the rough and pray for me too, as
well, I know full well I ought to reciprocate.
The Lord is extending to me marvelous light
and liberty, hence my brethren should bear
with the banner-bearer.
Yours ever,
M. T. SHORT.
ROCKLAND, Maine, Feb. 10.

Editors B.erald:-I have just closed a series
of meetings at Vinal Haven. I preached
thirty-three sermons, very near the ground
where the saints held their meetings in the
old organization. I baptized two on Monday,
a man and his wiie, in the very place where
they baptized in the Seer's day' making three
that I baptized since I commenced operating
there. Others say they will obey. I told
them I should never coax them to go into
the water, but that when they made up their
minds that they could Jive to the gospel requirements, nothing would please me better
than to see them make thciir covenant with
the King of Peace.
There is a very good class of people living
there, on the islanf.I. Some are very much
prejudiced growing out of reading the book
by the wife of Brigham Young and the
stories told by one Mr. Josiah Massen, who
tells the people he was fifteen miles from
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Carthage when he heard the guns at the j
STANBERRY, Missouri.
time they shot Joseph Smith. I questioned
Ed'itors Herald:-I do not presume to corhim on his foolish statements:rect Mrs. H. B. T., but reading her letter
"Did you see Joseph Smith?"
suggested a few thoughts to me.- The luxuri"Yes, sir."
ous living of the wealthy may benefit the
"Did you hear him preach?"
middle classes, but it does not help the starv"No, but I heard him at a meeting· say ing poor. The profits derived from the sale
that what he said was just as if God himself of luxuries are not. evenly divided.
The
was present and spoke the words himself."
merchants and the manufacture1'S get to be
"I said: Mr. Massen, suppose you write millionaires, while the clerks and factory
this lady a letter, and I read it to her, would girls remain poor. What did Christ say
it not be just what you would say to hc,r if about the rich? Did he not tell a certain rich
you should app,ar before her and speak w man, "Sell all that thou hast, and give unto
her yourself?"
the poor, and come and follow me, and thou
"Well, yes; I suppose it would."
shalt hs.ve treasure in he~.ven?" If a mil.lion"Just so, my friend; so the prophet was aire is a true disciple of Christ, he will not
telling the people what God had revealed to remain a millionaire very long; and the same
him to tell them, and it is just as if God will apply to them who are less rich.
himself was standing before you himself
It is also a fact that a great many poor
delivering the same with his own mouth, people do not do as well as they might. But
and you and I will find it so in the day of there al ways has been and al ways will be a
judgment. Christ represented his Father certain class of poor which cannot help themand spoke the words of God, but the people selver,. Rent is 80 high they cannot make
w.ould n~t believe hii;n or what he said, and enough to p.ay it 2,r,d ha.ve a living besides;
killed him. They did the same to Joseph land is 80 high that they cannot buy a few
1
Smith; and you are peddling lies and slan- acres; and they have no education to enable
dering the character of as noble a man and as them to engage in anything else; the towns
good a prophet as God ever had on earth. and cities are now overrun with competent
His name is used for good and evil, as th<' people seeking posi;.ions. What is to become
angel said it would be."
of the incompetent ones. I apply all these
The old man lived at L9, H'.lrpP, Illinni~.
thing·s to myself. I am a widow with a small
"Well, Joe Smith and ot!1'''"" :',aid \b:'rn income. Suppose I should lose it, I have no
was to be a choosing day."
education; I have not enough physical
strength
to enable me to do a half day's hard
"What do you mean or understand about a
work. I would be too honest to steal, too
choosing day, Mr. Massen?"
proud to beg, and I would not commit suicide
"Well, they said four women would choose
li.ke some do under such circumstances: so I
one man, and when the day came they took
would be obliged to do like a good many othmy wife from me or she went with them."
ers have done, starve or freeze to death.
"Well," I said, ''Mr. Massen, she was just
Some one buying a rich suit or having a
as big a fool as the one who took her."
costly funeral, would not benefit me in the
"Was that done while Joseph Smith wa3
least.. Vlho is to answ·er for existing condialive?"
tions? The Bible says, "The love of money
"No, it was done by Brigham Young, after is the root of all evil."
Joe was shot."
Christ wi.ll come to reign on earth some of
"Were you a member of the church at the these days, and he will set things right. I
time your wife left you?"
think Lazarus will live with Christ., while the
"No, I never joined them."
rich man will inherit the place he has pre"Well, now tell me about the morals of the pared for himself. When the gospel of Christ
so-called Mormons about Nauvoo, before the was first preached, the "saints sold their
death of the prophet-were they a bad peo- posHessions and goods and parted them to all
ple, or did their morals compare favorably men as every one bad need, and they did eat
with the other religious church people, such their meat with gladness and singleness of
heart, and the Lord a,ddcd to the church
as Methodists and Baptists?"
"O, they were about the same. I got ac- daily."
quainted with one man by the name of GurWe saints who claim to have so much more
ley, one of the Mormon ministers; he was as lig·ht than others should do a great deal betnice a man as I ever saw. I did lots of work ter on all lines, than sectarians or the world;
for him."
but I am afraid we are like the people were
I shall look after the interest of our cau8e in King Saul's time; we want to be like
on the island till April Conference, as others others around us. If I was able to buy a
intend to obey. My health is not very good, twent,y·five dollar silk dress, I would buy a
but I feel that I have labored harder the past ten dollar wool dress (which I think is ever
year than I have any year since I started out so much nicer and more durable than silk}
in the ministry. I would to God that onr and u"e tho other fifteen dollars for gospel
cause in the East was in a healthy condition,. purposes and to help the starving poor, the
with each member doing· his duty; then the suffering Armenians, etc. Let the people of
gospel would spread through this eastern the world, who are not interested in this recountry. But I must be still and see what stored gospel, buy the silk and cos'uly furnithe Lord will do. I was kindly cared for ture; and let the saints lay up for themselves
while on the island, at the house of Bro. and treasures in heaven.
Sr. Raymond,
Yours ever,
Charity means something more than gi vJ. c. Foss.
ing to the poor; i.t means love. We should
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I What is left of it is a

humiliation to its for- ! of our Master be with you all in conference to
mer better existence, Bro. Arthur Bicker- be held. Bro. I. P. Baggerly is our deleton, recently baptfaed by Bro. Griffiths, is a gate.
I nice-spirited old man, and accepted with apWe are glad to add that we have just re·
preciation the office of teacher, Bro. Robert turned from administering the ordinance of
~---------~-Perrie being president, G. W. Hull priest, baptism to a promising young man. I beGREGVILLE, Ala, Feb. 10.
anc1 J. M. Kennedy deacon.
They have lieve many more arce near the kingdom.
Etlitors Herald:- Si.nee last writing I have rented a nice hall and start well.
Rumors of a debate with the Christians here
opened up the woni: in Greene County, MisR. ETZENHOUSER.
soon.
Your brother in Christ,
sissi ppi. I left several interested in the reH · P · CUR'L'IS ·
stored gospel.
No. 1762 Springfield Avenue,
w OODBINE, Iowa, Feb. ] 1.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Feb. 20.
I found some Brigbsmltcs thcrn. The Utah
Editors Herald: -- I was much pleased in
Editors Herald:-The work in this town is
Church h::-:J3a nurnbc1' of rrdssionarict; in ·these
woods of l\1lssissippi and Alabama. They gaining ground; new openings can be made in reading Brother R. Fenis' statement retravel by foot from Dan to Rc;ersheba, aH different parts Gf the town, and many express specting the Jackson family, and their tesover the country, two by two; "without puree themselves as ready to hear. Many are the timony respecting Oliver Cowdery; and I
or scrip" is their motto.
They baptiz? peo- requests for to bring o\,lr tent and set up in wish to state in harmony with it that while
ple to swear them in before dipping them. I aJfferent parts of the town as soon as the sea- visiting· Father and Mother Chapin, old-time
saints, and intelligent, upright people, then
would like to know what kind of an oath they son opens.
take. I know one thing; they are mighty hard
The last two seasons with the tent we made members of the Columbus branch, Nebraska,
tu ffot vut of b~n1d~_Lg-c.
many friends, who are now working in our but now passed to the blissful beyond, Sr.
I came to this place in reoponse to Bro. favor from the labors of such. I have re- Chapin, who was well acquainted with
John Amerson's csJl for me to defend the ceived two invitations from the country say- Oliver and his sister, Mrs. Jackson, told me
doctdne. The debate closed lust night. ing that they will ca.re for me just as long as that Mrs. Jackson declRred to her that Oliver
:B'our days was the agreed time, but my op-1 I can stay. I shall endeavor to fill such calls Cowdery testified upon his deathbed, to the
ponent, Brn. J. B. Hobs, concluded two days as soon as I c:w. My time is fully occupied divinity of the Book of Mormon. I am the
would be enough; therefore we used one day with the city and surrounding country. The more pleased to add this statement because
for each church. J. B. Hnbs, Campbellite, president aud priest of our branch are both the enemies of the truth have c~rculated the
came to stay six months 01· down Mormonism. absent at present, so we have to help all we report that be desired his testimony.
I will also add that another old-time saint,
He stated at. the close of OlH' debate that he can to keep the work moving.
would not remain here much longer. The
We have succeeded in arousing the feel- Elder James M. Adams, also gathered to bis
Olily point be tried very hard to make was ings of two Christian preachers and a Sev- reward, told me that Oliver Cowdery testithat the church did not exist before Pante- en th-Day Advent preacher, and prospects fied of the same to him and explained the
manner of translation of that record.
cost.; orgardzr.d first at Pentecost after the look good at present for a fight.
Yours respectfully,
i·esurrection of Christ. He seemed to think
As I had to leave my home of twenty acres
CHARLES DERRY.
the salvation of mankind hinged upon that in Howell County, to care for the work here,
love one auothel' as Christ loved us; and we
were once of the world, hence we should deny
ourselves ibat the gosp2l may be preached to
others. Lord help us to come up higher, is
my prayer.
SELLA.

error. Campeliism is not doing much in
these parts. It is not popular here like in
the Southwest.
The sai.nt.s at Flat Hock are rejoicing.
They have the truth and can stand Lhe test
against everything·. The branch is growing
rapidly, about, fiHeen additions during 1896.
Seveni,l of t,he Pleasant Hill saints were with
us dut'ing the debate, and went back home
satisfied that there is nothing better than
the pure gospel of Jesus Christ and the kingdom of God.
Bro. Hobs advanced one thing new to us
alL What do you think it was? Ah! "It
will never do to court a young lady with the
Bible. She will not listen to that.!" Bro.
Hobs is not marrfod, I presume, is the

reason.
I have another delmte on hands to come off
in ,July at Benycfa.le, Florida., wi.th Mr.
Hanes, said to be one of the Campbellite's
i1ble men, which will bu my twentieth discussion, if it comes off. I am btJsy in this great
work and expect to be all my life, but conflict within and without i;i n1y lot every place
I go. The DcJvil is not g·one out of btisiness
yet. He fights us both in8ide and outside.
In bonds,
J. D. ERWIN.

PI'l.'TSBURG, Pa., Feb. 18.

Editors Jlerald:--At tho direction of Bro.
G. T. GriffHlrn I or-g:crniz~:d a branch of ten
rnembers 3,t, Fajette City, Pennf:ylvania 9 on
the 14th. 'l'hin is the second hritnch on tArritrn-y where the Bickerton movement once
Aou r-iAhed, ,but }rnB about run ite course,

I

I will sell it to some good Latter Day Saint
on their own terms. There is a good branch
t,here and work can be had on tbe fruit farms
close by. Write me for particulars to the
address above.
HENRY SPAI{LING.

THE UTAH MORMON CHURCH
IN ST. LOUIS.

IT has often occurred to mind, that
there are plenty of people in this
world who have thought that the
Devil was not religious, or at least
was neither concerned nor interested
in churches or ministers, save in their
destruction or overthrow. But there
are churches, and churches; and so

SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Feb. 15.

Editors Herald:-The conference of the

South west Texas district closed here last
night. The seating capacity of our hall
proved insufficient for cong·regation that
gathered to hear us; many new faces, to us,
and I never have spoken to a more interested
or attentive congregation in this city. We
are greatly encouraged and are led to hope
anew for good work in this place.
-"
. .
. .
I can '"'
oof 'y sa
th a t th e prospec t s are 01- religion and mm1sters,
etc. But
eJ
y
. .
brighter tban they have been for over the Book of Mormon mforms us that
twel vo monthe. Saints are more united and His Majesty is the founder of one
mere zealous for the work. Both branches church at least, and it might prove a
of the city (Sitn Antonio and Oakwood), will difficult task to undertake to demonin the future unite their strength and, if we
strate that he is altogether unreprecan, rent a hail together in the center of the
sented
in the management of more
cit.y.
A joint priesthood meeting of both than one church.
branches will be held this coming Saturday
I do not wish to lay more to the
night. and the work will move out under charge of this already-as I believotheir direction. We hope for a great work
overcharged individual; but for the
here and beliove we have good reasons for
sake of humanity I would rather be,
such a hope.
I would havo been glad to meet you in the lieve that they are the victims of evil,
coming General Conference, at Lamoni, but rather than Us willing propagators.
it is a long way from here. It costs twenty-four
St. Paul has told us through an exdollars and fo ·ty cents from San Antonio to
pressly
spoken message by the Spirit
Kansas City by railroad. The railways in
of
God,
that in the "last days" there
Texas not grant half-fare permits, hence our
would 1 'de:part
tpweltng is more expensive, M11y the Spirit would be some

I
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from the faith, giving heed to seduc- discussion, have never considered it] The Uta,h Church has money, and
ing sp,irits, and doctrines of devils; our "forte;" but under the peculiar they have spent quite a little purse in
speaking lies in hypocrisy," etc., etc. circumstances which the Utah misrep- St. Louis in an effort whose result to
1
It seems to be a quite clearly demon- resentatives have placed us as a I date must evidently show a large balstrated fact that if a fulfillment of church, if there is one thing which we ance to be charged to the sinking fund.
this prophecy has ever taken place, have sought most anxiously and earWe congratulate them, and the citiits fulfillment can truthfully, and nestly to bring about, during the last zens of St. Louis upon the success of
without malice, be laid at the door of summer, it is an opportunity to en- their failure. We are of the opinion
that organization known in nineteenth lighten the citizens of St. Louis con- that they will never get along well,
century history as the Mormon Church cerning the differences that exist in the same neighborhood with the
in Uts,h. This church has been, in between the Utah Church and the Reorganized Church, in the proselyt·
the past summer, and is now being at Reorganization, and to present to a ing of honest and intelligent people.
least partially represented, in this jury of the public in a plea relating to
Elder Roberts is a good talker, was
city, by its missionaries.
I say the theories and practice of the re- well advertised, and supported by a
partially, because of their attempts spective churches, dating from the contingent of good singers from the
and very apparent anxiety to repress time of organization and as respec- famous church choir of Salt Lake
important fa'.3ts in which the people tively demonstrated in their histories. City, and drew quite a congregation of
who are in search of the truth are, or
Our public reply to the polygamy curiosity seekers to the fine hall on
should be, properly interested.
sermon by Elder Roberts, with chal- Olive Street for a time, and the power
As a
of faJir and honest rep- kmge to discussion not only upon that wielded by the god of this world
resentation, so far as it went, I think but upon other serious differences in- drew the attention and favor of the
I may safely refer to the open defense volving the right and title to name Republic representative; but the poof their absolute belief in the doctrine and public credit, was presented in its lygamy sermon was, we think, too
of polygamy,
Elder B. H. Roberts; substance in manuscript to the City I candid or raw for even the St. Louis
and if equal candor had been mani- Editor of the Republic, and an une-1 public; and no matter what the real
fested in explanation of what a great, quivocal promise that it shrm1d
status _of sentiment or fact_ of 1:1orals
many of his audience certainly be- pear in the following S
is.;ue as a city, tr~e nalce~ truth i.s still unlieved to be valid objections to his was given to the writer. The reasons popular, ana a fairly stripped and
position, we certainly should have for its nonappearance are not alto- 1, naked and dirty old lie as is the doc:
less or nothing to say. I sincerely gether clear. It is a fact, however, trine of polygamy, will need more
. feel thankful, however, to Elder that one of the Republic's prominent than the eloquence of Elder Roberts
1
Roberts for this much of a public at- reporters, Miss Ada Patterson, (a to persuade to a belief in the divinity
tempt at defense of their past record, lady who, by the way, before the ad- of its origin.
and the unequivocal commitment of vent of the Utah elders, including Mr.
I have credited Mr. Roberts with
himself and of his church to a belief Roberts and his well-advertised com- candor in the delivery of this sermon.
in the divinity, inherent practicability, bination into St. Louis, had fre- I may be mistaken in this; it may be
and righteousness of the doctrine of quently attended our services, and an apology for Utah Church history
plur::iJ marriojge, or of polygamy. My had reported ·us fairly) we learn only, after all. At any rate, the doccriticism begins, however, with the was once a resident of Utah, known t,rine of lust, though titled religion,
ending of his sermon. Brethren of to be favorable to the Utah propa- and submitted to by ignorance, has
the R0organized Church, some of ganda and reporting their sermons not proved a good success in any
whom were present, at its close, and showing favors betimes that ex- respect. and we are waiting for the
asked the privilege of a question, hibited what seemed to us a liberality time when that church will honestly
which was emphatically and persist- not exhibited toward us in the ser- confess to God and to the Church of
ently denied, and up to date this mons before alluded to, at least.
Christ which they have so grievously
denial has been steadily and strenuMr. Roberts has been and still is a wronged and misrepresented, their
ously persistea_ in.
prominent and strong man in the error.
The statement comes from parties Democratic party in Utah, notwithWe have no war to make upon men,
residing in the city of Cincinnati, standing the ecclesiastical powers much less upon those whose sires and
Ohio, where Elder Roberts has re- have forced him out of prospective mothers once fought .the fight of faith
cently been holding services, that he State service into church service. in defense of our angel-restored goshad reported the organization of a Newspaper circulation and patronage pel. Our hearts yearn, and our felbranch of their church in St. Louis; by people who have got the money, in lowsbip we long to test upon the
that a, number had been baptized, Utah or anywhere else (and they have grounds of the original pure gospel
among which were several of our peo· got hold of considerable of it) is de- faith, and the truth that makes men
ple of the Reorganized Church; and sirable, and the superficial showing free, and not slaves to the dictum of
that the writer had refused to go into made with Elder Roberts at the head an ecclesia,st\cal hierarchy, whose
a discussion, etc.
of affairs seemed to attract support likes, in Babylon, they once so freely
We are neither by qualification nor from a few people who may not have condemned in the day of their freedom
inclination a controversialist after the/ been interested in the facts concern- from errors that had once destroyed
manner or mode of a public religious ling Utah Mormism.
and hindered the Church of Jesus
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Christ. But loyalty to God, and the-] itself save upon terms of dishonor. ] authority denied, and it is altogether
commandment of Jesus Christ, must I If the world has been saved from, a tiresome task to attempt keeping up
not be subverted to the destructive the clutches of priestcraft and the in- with their rapid turning of corners.
influences of the so plainly and easily quisition that ·threatened Liberty's
People unacquainted with the facts
proved latter-day apostasy.
And death, it has been through an open are lia,ble to be misled by the reports
we stand with our standardbearer, the Bible and the free use of voice and given by the Republic, and statements
son of him whose memory we all pro- pen. The voice of inspiration tells that have gone out concerning Utah
fess to revere, and the knowledge of Latter Day Sa-ints that God raised up Mormon success in this city. Elder
whose high and heavenly calling so men to frame the Constitution of this Christensen and another elder who
many of us share in common, this son, country and to the end that the pure I has been s~nt to take the place of
God-appointed, and lawful heir to t'~e gospel of Christ might freely be pro- Elder Fackrell, now returned to Utah,
presidency of the church, with the claimed without hindrance, without hold meetinP's in a small hall upon
word of the Lord in his mouth, openly the prohibition of the State, or 0£ any Sundays. Their church up to date,
presented and legally tested and sup- state church; and by that sign did the , as shown by the record, which I hapported by a ministry whose calling Ch~rc~ of Christ ~o fo~th, conquering pened to have the privilege of examinand labors are so wondrously attested preJud1ce, producmg its strong rea- I ing, shows a membership of seven inby the Holy Spirit's presence and ~~n~, multip_lying its thousands, un- stead of fifteen, as given to the newspower and raising up again out of the hrn.~ered an~ unlet sav;- by the very I paper. Two only, have been baptized,
mire of just reproach the gospel metnods which the Utan Church have 1 the others are old members of the
standard against the enemy which been in the past and are yet seeking Utah Church, and are not known to
forced an entrance, and swept in like to enforce.
the Reorganized Church. Four of
a flood upon the Church of God, turnWhat shall we say of the incon- these have attended their meetings
ing growing favor and prosperity into sistency of men sent out to preach, only twice since the advent of the
ruin and just reproach, God and good with the word of the Lord in their elders here in this city. Poverty, I
men and women into enemies, fur- hand, given in the year 1831, which was told, however, by one formerly
nishing priestcraft and ignorance with says, "Wherefore, confound your ene- , of their number, prevented them.
weapons they were never able of them- mies; call upon them to meet you,. They are now "in Zion," at Utah and
selves to forge against the Church of both in public and in private; and in- are not likely to apostatize. Hellman,
Christ upon earth.
asmuch as you are faithful, their the only one of the Reorganized
We are not unmindful of the dangers shame shall be made manifest. Where- I Church baptized by them told me the
of boasting, and the perils that beset fore let them bring forth their strong other day that Mr. Craft, the painter,
those who are over-confident of the reasons against the Lord.
Verily who was baptized with him, is an honimmediate triumph of any cause. But thus saith the Lord unto you, There est, but like himself, a deceived man,
I see no hope for the people of Utah is no weapon that is formed against Hellman, the pillar and ground of
but to confess and abandon their de- you sball prosper"?-D. C. 71: 2.
their boasting, has got through with
fense of past history; and, failing in
What is the .matter with this church them, and has wrHten us a good letthis, their trials will, in my belief, in Utah if an apostasy from the faith ter in apology for his action, is enmultiply. '11 he present position con- in latter days is not foreshadowed in tirely cured of polygamy and authority
cerning polygamy is not only uncer- the word, nor a fa®t in history, why claims, by what he has learned by
tain but unsafe, and will, though no this fear to discuss? why a seal placed actual contact in fellowship with
worse result overtake them, in the upon the lips of the missionary by the them, and asks forgiveness of the
end subject them to such criticism as heads of the church? why, when church for his treatment of the church
will disfellowship them from the urged, that "the truth shall make you and of the brethren in their attempts
thoughtfully honest among all people. free" and that truth can never be vindi- to reason with him in regard to his
A tree is known by its fruits, and a cated by the simple and unquestioned association with the Utah people.
church that undertakes first to silence proclamation of dictation of any one Hellman is an honest man, and was
the voice of reason and of fair man upon earth, will these ministers the best and most promising fruit of
question by the arm of force and per- and Utah representatives_immediately their labors, which htlJS now turned to
secution and, when that becomes im- step into the rear of the procession gall; and the net result of expenditpracticable or impossible, refuses open with the priests of Rome saying, ''The ure of money and talents of Elder
court and fair competion as to :l'iwts of boss has shut our mouths, he is our Roberts cannot be especially gratifyhistory, then, evidently its claim to brains and our conscience, his will is ing to the managers of the Utah
ethical or spiritual authority is disan- superior to any written law or word Church. When I asked the reason for
nulled.
of God"?
the discrepancy between the pubIt has been in the history of the
But signs of weakness presaging lishe!l statements and their church
past no small part of tbe work of disaster seem to be at hand.
The record, I learned that all of the elders
some of the men in Utah to criticise record is denied; the most creditable or missionaries, as well as their "chief
and point out the dangers of an apos- evidence is answered as being a slan- singers and players upon instruments,"
tasy which made the Church of Rome der. Even Brigham, the or1ce infal- were included in the number although
both a fact in history and a menace, lible, even his utterances and public their membership is in Utah.
not only to human liberty, but to life statements are discounted, or their: Their meetings are now thinly at-
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tended; four or five in the morning,
to a dozen as the maximum number,
in the evening, are reported as the
I)resent Size Of their COll!:!'r8Q'atiOnS.
~
~·
Elder Roberts' last visit, though
specially announced and regularly advertised, attracted not more than
twenty people, at the evening service.
Small congregations of themselves
are no reproach, however, else were
we often
In letting out a little of the wind
·
· ·
that has been -oumued
mto the1r boom
~
I have no desire to even tell the truth
for the sake only of defeating an opponent. My criticism is against their
anomalous position, and their misrep:resentation of the latter-day work,
and the work of its founders or he:wenly-endowed
That there are many, very many,
honest and sincere people in Utah
who a.re still under t.he influence of
their onesided position is without
doubt true; but the Church in Utah
has been, and still is the greatest
stumbling block in 'Ghe way of the
Church of God that exists in the
world to·day.
"He that is of the truth" "cometh
to the light." The men who led these
people to "the salt land," left the ancient landmarks of safety, and joined
the long procession with those who in
the past have first persecuted until
liberty's voice aroused the indignation
of freeman to a successful protest,
then laid the argument of silence upon
those ostensibly sent out for their defense.
We have no compla,int to make
against the St. Louis .Republic, save in
their refusal, af'Ger giving pledge, to
give us a chance to relieve confusion
in the mind of the public concerning
the position of the two churches. The
papers in St. Louis, including the Republic, have treated us otherwise in a
courteous way, but discrimination
against the loyal, lawabiding, Oi.)en-toall·opposi.tion position maintained by
the Reorganized Church, cannot in
reason be ;justified.
We are gh3,d of Brother Hyrum
Smith's effort in the Herald. Elder
Roberts' book upon "succession" can,
and should be answered by a book or
document published by this church.
Elder Robert's sermon on polygamy
with synopsis of our
as published
i:n Ensign of October l7 gives the sub·
J..

! stance of the

reply which the Revublfo the movement for three minutes for each

i failed to publish.
\
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AGAiNST VIVISECTION.

1

CoNGB.ESS is being asked to pass 3,
law sanctioning the horrible practice
· ·
..
d .
d
l
h
o f v1v1sect10n; an m or er t mt t e
humane, Christian people of all beliefs
may see and pass judgment upon the
necessity of such a horribly atrocious
I
d 1
h ·
·
,
sen tnese, opmg m t11e
cause of the poor, helpless, suffering
animals, you will find room for them
::.t once in your columns.
Lest the readers should find it almosi; impossible to believe that such
atrocities can be carried on by men
professing to be Christians in the
nineteenth century, I have only to say
that these examples are not the worst
by fo,r, ar.:d that they are taken from
English medical magazines and other
publications:THE HORRORS OF VIVISECTION.

The following useless and shocking experiments were performed by Dr. Castex, in tbe
laboratory of Dr. Rieb et, member of the Society for Psychical Research. The language
used is that of Dr. Castex himself.
First experiment. Large watchdog extended on the vivisectio·n table on its
stomach, the four limbs and head fastened,
but not too tightly . . . . With a large empty
bottle I strike a dozen violent blows on the
thighs. The animal by its cries, more and.
more violent, indicates ihflt the bruise is
great and vividly felt.
Second experiment. Large hound. The
animal is fixed like the former. Placing myself at a certain height that my mallet, may
strike with greater force on the part to be
experimented npon, I g·i.ve with all tho
sLrength of my right arm twelve successive
blows wi.th a great wooden mallet, some on
the shoulders, some on the back, and some
in front.. As in the first case this dog indica'ws hy bis cries that the bruises are very
painfully felt, after which he falls into a sort
of sleep, broken by moans, for ten minutes,
aft.er this, again he wakes agitated, and
seems to suffer much more than the first dog.
Third experiment. Large female dog,
with large stone bottle J make violent contusions on the sides of the hips. Thirtyseven times my arm falls with all its force.
TJe anirna1 indic~,Jes by its ceies and movements that 'r.he blows 11,ffect it painfully.
}l..,ourth experiment. Large hound, fastened as the rest, upon the vivisecting table.
Amesthet:c injected into abdominal cavity.
As soon i1s the animal is half asleep I begin
to twist its limbs in the way most suitable to
sprain the :11'ticulations, and I push the movement to the degree at which I feel that fracture is imminent.. 'rho animal indicates by
i~~ cries th;;,t It
interrne p?,in. I prolong

articulation.
Fifth experiment. Large slut. I proceed
I this time wiihoict an:B,othetics, thinking they
have nullified previous experiments. The
animal is fastened on the vivisecting table,
I dislocate successively both her shoulders,
doing it with some cbfficully. The animal,
' w.h~ch app~a;a to si.tff.'r much, is kept in cond1t10n of drn10cation for about half an hour.
It struggles violently in spite of its bonds.
Sixth experiment. Poodle dog: replaced
on the table wiihmit an::ic;;thetic. I dislocate
bis two shoulders.
The a"nimal utters
scre:J,ms of 11ain. I hold him twenty minutes
I Vin'th .h', is snou ld ers a·lC'i 1ocated- an d t b. e et'b ows
tied together behind his back.-Lonclon JJfagazine of Medicine.

0, the horrors of it; the inhumanity
of it; the brutalizing power of it!
Imagine if you can, dear :reader, followers of the gentle Nazarene, the
Lord and Savior, imagine men pro·
fessing to love that Savior, comsuch atrocities! And what
for? The best medical authorities tell
I us it is of absolutely no use.
Lord Shaftesbury says:-It is an 2.bomi.nable sin.

Professor
says:-

Lawson Tait,

M.

D.,

I do not believe that vi viscction has helped
the surgeon one bit, but I know it has often
led him astray.

Sir Charles Bell, President Society
Arts and Sciences, M. D. : Experiments have never been the means of
discovery, and the opening of living animals
has done more to perpetiwte error than to confirm the ;just views t.;;ken from the study of
anatomy and natnral motions.

C., M. P., SoMr. R. T. Reid,
licitor General, says:There is no question wh3tever that the
most frightful tortures have been inflicted
upon animals and are now being inflicted uselessly.

Says Lord Coleridge, upon vivisection:The mind of Christ must be the guide of
life. "Shouldest thou not liave bad compassion upon these, even as I had on thee?"

Mind this, heed this, you M. D's,
who profess Christ.
I wish evermore the utmost success to all
protests against the inhuman prll.ctice of
vivisection. H does not bear to be thought
of. How it must excite the righteous incl-ignation of the All-mercifiil Creator! It is singnlll.rly sad that, there should need to be an
agitation on such a question, for one would
think that the least enlightened conscience
would perceive the evil of such m,uelt.y and
the most hat'dened heart would retain sufficient humanity to revolt against it.-Rev.
C. H. Spurgeon.

The idea that the poor suffering
victims are anresthetized or will be in
the~fnture, i~
misleading.
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The very fact of the vivisection is to \ posed to torture for an hour or
[ case against vivisection," by Mark
have the effect of the operation seen \ then allowed to rest an hour l1nd then I Thornhill,
when the animal is in a normal con- 1 replaced on the table to be crushed or I Skin removed from both legs: one incision
dition, save the shock, wMch of 1 torn for periods
from two to abm1•J the knee, another at joint of the foot;
·
+ b
h
·
,
m ' ~enar:,ted the skia of the lower part of the
course must b eta k en mto accounu ot 1I six nours. 1 a oles
. · .rom
f
.. 1 • tt
d th f t
I' leg·
un:io or lle upper par an
e oo .
with the dog and the man; and even I the professor in which cases of great . No aicaisthet.ic.
if chloroform is applied .it is as in t. he I pain. are distingui.shed from. those of II .'I'wet.ity-two expe.riments on one rabbit,
fourth experiment only. a half-way\ excessive
the victims of the last causiDgexcruciat_inp:~ramps .. N~ancesthetic.
thing, and only for a, few minutes. being "loaded with nails in every
Mm·ch 31. Bouy or a dog six tunes opened
When the an.imal
comes out of the of • the
body."
Now, listen to what I m·-~.fsewn
up..
. d
t·
f ,
, .
•
•
• •
.I! i ty-one aogs Ha
por .10ns o · t11e ora1n
drow_se and remain& ou~ for the re. st of this fiend m _human form says: "All bemiflplwrcs we1shed out of the head, which
the time, from a few rnmutes to hours; 1[ th.ese exp.enme~ts were perf~rmed bad been pierced in. several places . . This
for remember, reader, that many of with mucn patience and delight." i was repeated four times. The mutilated
the victims of the hellish cruelty are (Mantagassa's experiments on action I creat~res anti ~heir b~bavi?r s'rndiec: for
kept alive for days, to be experi- of pain, 1880.)
I rt1h1~n~~.s: Most of them drnd of rnfl.ammat10n of
1

I

I
1

mented upon every day or when the
devilish wish comes upon the operator.

I

A CHAPTER OF HORRORS.

Dr. Lei.<i.<'s experiments on cats at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital included a
great variety of tortures. Among
others their stomachs were opened
while the cats were pinned alive to
l;VerS
were transfixed
the t nble· t'--1e1"r
tJ
'
with needles; the stomach sewn up
and the poor suffering creatures left
until death ensued, some surviving as
long as twenty-six days.-St. BsJrtholomew Hospita,l report.
Ed" b
M d" l J
1
m urg
e ica ourna :.__,~

(j,

I

1::1

'

C•li1Jfl,

R<tbbit. fastened to a board, head pierced at
, 1-- ",_,, ·o-" .
,
, , ••.·
•• ,
, •
5: :iO p. m. It remains tied down all night.
ThG .JodJ ' 11 ' 1 '"egnan. ,, sni,, "'" poiuc of 0 "'" I At, Beven a. m. is rolp.fased and immediately
Ji very was cut op2n to observe wbet:i1er in dror:~1 over 2,nd diC:'S.
'
her dying- an"! mutilated condition she would [
·
,,.,
a . ·. t"
f
·flt"c
•
1
~.u.
0 n a • og, i:rr1La ,1ou o· sc1a. i
attempt to caress and lick her little ones.
I, nerve. D iJff gave s 1Jaro cries
.
. and
o f pain
The forehead of a dog was pierced I gs,tipc.d vtolnitly. He ~v<>s t.ben bled three
in two places with a larga gimlet, and times and after third bleeding made efforts,
MORE HORRORS. .

i

a red ho~ iron introduced .
I ~ ioler1t, to ~.sc:Ee. F1·esh ,i.n~tiatior'. I~r t~en~:
the wounds and was then thrown 5.-.x rc'.condb, c0est then opuned at1u artificial
· t '-h
· ' t
.,, t'
f 'I recpir&tion lnt.roduced: periodical initiation
ln 0 IJ _e rlVer • 0 S8e
1J. ·ne ·p0'>V8T 0
'
'"
• "l d
.· d .
•
•
•
or.. nm·ves 1.1n d 101ceu1ng
unt1
, ea tl1 ensue
muscular motion 111 s:vimmmg. w,as
Monkey's skull cut into. and various porlost. In other words, lf he would oe Hons of tho bnlin [touched?] with red hot
1
able to swi.m. (From "Torture Cham-1 iron wire.
ber of Science.")
Bracket's experiments on dogs to
Professor Goltz says:-I test their affection:---

,

1

I Dog's eye~ dug out; org2.ns of hearing deA very.livelyy~,t;ng dog. vvhich had karncd !' stroy~d; then tortured in all possible ways
Burns were produced by sponging the to shake nands w1,,n hoth forepaws, extracted to ascertain the limits of affection. To the
chests and ,bellies. of dogs
with .turpentine
the left side of the brain throug'h
two holes
~a tl" ·'
•.
. 1 d h"IS ha
as .
.
.
.
.
eo
JG uog Bt:l 1111 C.Ie
....,. n
five or ten times rn qmck success10n settrng first of December, m1usrng· lameness rn
A thHi
, .,,"
f
ale
·'og
,,
t
n
t o see i"f s he
. ..J.vr . en1
c.
un 0 pe
fire to it each ~ime; and scalds ~~ pouring I the right pa'''.· On. being· a.ak~d. for t~e left would in her agony exbihit maternal affection
over the dogs eight ounces of boiling water paw the dog irnmedrnte!y Ju,1d 1t m my nand. to the puppies cut, out of her.
nine tim\'s in quick succession. All the dogs I now dem::i.nd the right, but the creature
Six dog·R subject,ed to a partial destruction
died in from a few hours to five days. No only looks at me EOrrowfully for he cannot
of tbe brain by corrosive acids; two of them
An::est.hetics used.
move it. On my conti:rning to p1·ot1s for h,
kept a 1 ivc for other [devil~ish] experiments
Professor Mantagassa has recently investi- tbe dog· crosses the Jeft pa~w O\ler [~:nd offers two weeks lat,er.
gated the effects of pain on the respiratory it to me on t.he right side, as iJ' make amends
A_fi.ug;o.(<:::",il~L
'n t"l ., .. f•'om ·ner'
'ts illuiilltn(.1,
"
a"y
•
.
•
.•
~
" , rrr·uno··
J
~~J..
organs. "The best method he finds consists for not berng ::ule_ to g~ve the ri.gh'.. On glands, r:mslng ones, cut off; put down among
in planting nails sharp and numerous. J:crnuary 13 a second port10n of th'.3 nr·a,1n was its ypirng, mutilated, bleeding, dying, whom
through the feet of an animal in snch a way destroyed. On .1'"'ebruary 15 a third, and on it could
110 longer nurse, but only licked in
as to render the creature almost motionless, Mar·ch 6 a, fourth. This last operation caused
its dying agonies.
because that in every movement it would death.
D.ccembiY 6, 1880. The spinal cord of a
feel its torment more centrally."
Nice, Christlike work, is it not?
dog cut. Ou tbe follqwing day the lumbar
To produce more intense pain it
part of the cord crushed, and right sciatic
Mr. Bracket writes:-was found useful to employ injuries folnerve cu-c.
I inspired a dog vvith
lowed by inflammation. An ingenious
A frightfully painful atrocity.
tormen1Jing· him a,nd inflicting' pain ns often
machine (say rather a devilish one) as I saw him. [No aumstbetic.- . S.]
Kind, humane, Christian people are
constructed expressly for the purpose 'When this feeling was ca«ried \,o its height,
to have Congress pass a law
enabled the professor to grip any part so that the anim.Llil becam.e fu1·ious evc;r·y tirne forbidding 't'be devilish practice. In
of the animal with pinchers with iron he sav~r or heard me, I put out his e;fet,J. I the name of humanity let us do all we
teeth and to crush or tear or lacerate could tben appea,r before hiln without Dis can to have that law passed.
All
manifestir:g any aversion, but if I spoke~ his
.l..

I

I

the victim so as to produce pain in
every possible way. One little guinea
pig far advanced in pregnancy endured such frightful tortures that it
fell into convulsions, and no observations could be made on it. In a second series of experiments twenty-eight
animals were sacrificed, some of them
taken from their nursing young, ex-

barking and furious movements proved the
indignation which animated him. I tben de·
strayed the drums of his earn and disorg·rrnized the in~Ge.rnal ear a.s n..luch as I could.
When int.ense infi.fMnmation had rendered him
completely deaf, I filled up his eara with wax.
He could now no longer see or hear. 'I'hese
ope1·ations I afterwards perfonned on another
dog.

on a

from "'rhe

very well to say, "A doctor must have
nerve,'' but he need not seek it by
such an infernal process as vivisection. "For Oh! it hardens all within
and deadens all the feelings!" Suppose, 0 Christia,n friends, that there
was a
race of beings dwellamong us and that they regarded
i us as we
our dumb a,nin:rnls,
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and perpetrated upon us and our children the atrocious deviltries which the
vivisectionists do upon the poor brute,
how long ere we would rise in rebellion
against them and either do or d18? Imagine young infants, young maidens,
0 mothers and fathers, extended on
the vivisectionist's table and there suffering like those poor animals! Imagine your young infant, 0 parents, your
betrothed, young man, suffering those
terrible tortures! Is it any worse
than for the poor brute? Have they
not intelligence in their sphere as we
have in ours?
Do -they not suffer
pain equally as acutely as we do? If
not, why vivisect expressly to observe
the manifestations of both pain and
love?
We are the providences of our dumb
friends, as gods to them, remember;
and ''The merciful man is merciful to
his beast." Help, 0 kind, Christian
people to have the law passed forbidding this horrible practice.
"He prayeth best who lov.Jth best
All things both great and small;
For the good God who loveth us
Hath made them one and all."
DR J. J. S',"AFFORD.

P. S.--If each father or mother
·wou ld sen d a 1et.ter ,_tO th e mem b er o f
"
- .
.
.
.
.
Cone-ress
ror their district askmP'
~
"' him
to use his influence against the pass·ing o f a, 1aw sane t',1on1ng
·
·· l e
t h e h orno
practice, it would undoubtedly pre·
ven t I't fTom passmg.
J. J. S.

charge and the district, presidency. The Baillie, L. Grant Gurwell. The delegates
following resolution was adopted: Resolved were instructed to vote for General Confertbat this district may hereafter transact ence to be held at Independence, Missouri.
business by the delegate system provided R8sol ved tha'~ this conference heartily indorse
for in the Book of Rules with the following the efforts of the First Presidency in their
proviso: ADy members attending conference endeavors ,to .. unite the several factions of
from any branch in the district shall be en- Latter Day Saints. The clerk was instructed
titled to voice and vote providing they be to ascertain the traveling expenses of discounted out in the number of the member- trict president and secretary and notify each
ship of the branch to which they be- branch 'of their oortion. Phineas Cad weil
long and the number of their delegates was sustained pre~ident of district ano James
lessened according, beginning with the last j W. Burns clerk. The Bishop's ag-ent, John
chosen. Thus making it both an individual . Cairns, was sustained. Preaching by John
and a. delegate conference. The distri<ct' A. Da.vis and W. S. Pender. A vote of
clerk was made the committee on credentials thanks was tendered to the Scranton saints
for futLire conferences. J. W. Peterson, E. for their kindness and hospitality.
AdM. Wildermuth, W. A. McDowell, and F. journed to meet June 13 and 14 at Netawaka.
Hackett were chosen delegates to the General Conference. Priests, teachers, and deaSOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
cons were made ex officio members of th\C)
Conference convened at Nebraska City,
district conferences. The following resoluFebruary 15, 1897: district president, J. W.
tion was adopted: Resolved that no conferWaldsmith, in chair, A. H. Smith.assistant;
ence in the future shall vote to change any
E. D. Briggs secretary, C. F. V'voods assistaction of any previous conference 1rntil sixty
ant. Bishop's agent reported: Receipts
days notice ehall have been given through
$173.46; expenditures $171.95; balance $1.51.
the official church paper. Elder J. T. HackAudited and found correct. Priesthood rEett was recommended to the Quorum of the
ports from Elders .Peak, Waldsmith, ChatTwelve for a missionary appointment to
burn, Thompson, Peterson, Myers, Self,
Southern Wisconsin. Henry Southwick was
'd
t J T H
k
tt
.
Blodgett~ Priests Meredith, Gouldsmith,Self,
e ! ec t,e d pres1 en ., . . . ac .e, vice pres1.
.
..,,
.
r.t , d B C ~ 1 . + 1 ~k f th d',t-.
f
Briggs, Schafer, Drury, J1 remmmg, Math<irs.
d eu
' an
. . i!" \Do c e.. 0
e l~ rict or B
h
.
.
'
-~
(
·
t erm. pw,eac h"mg b y W . A . M c- b ranc
th
, e ensurng
.
. es reportmg: Fa1rfie1d o3; , report
D
11 w p R 0 b"
. d ~
p t
erng mcomp1ete w!J,s ordered sent oack for
owe ,
· · _ rnso~, an J , . "
~_,erson. correction.) Hebron 17; loss 9. Blue River
The funeral sermon or Grandma Illff was
.
. ] N , ok Ci, , -. 1 , 3 P· 1
.,
,
t
b J ·w 181 , gain .
eo,a, a ·.uy _, 3u, oss .
a preac h e d ~unuay a e 1even a. m. Y .
.
,
t f lda , h
38 ., no c h ange. -"•
B"
'
d
myra
cour.
o
e
~r~
avP eoerson.
!Snop s agent reporte : 0 n .
f
d E'da D T B.l d ,
·1
f
Np
t
b
19 , 1895 , $42 32•, receive_
• a rng . oun
! vr
• '
0 gevt gm ty 0
h aund ~-P
em er
.
.
.
I .
,
$ _
.d
t unmrn1sterrnl and immo!'.'al conduct, the con8u. 91 ; pa1 OU I
srnce up rn .1aouary 22
.. ' 1807
o3 '
.- ,, . '· ~
. n ' as.a
'
'
$llO·, on h an d J anuar.y 22 , $l 8. 23 . C . C . 1 ference
ordered ;,nau ht> be s1lvncea
m,n.
.
.
Hoague was sustained as the Bishop's agent. , 18ter. Elders.W. E. Pe~k, J_ W~ Waldsmith,
T en t comm1'ttee repor t,s a 11 rn
. d e b"ueaness
,
W. M. Self, and Sr . ..<..mma
delson
G
,-, _ f were
n
'd A,·
d t0
t t E t D 1
named as de 1.• egates to ene.a1 "'on erenve.
pat ·
OJOUrne
mee a · as
e avan, All district officers were sustained.
AdMay 15.
journed to meet at Wilber, Nebraska, at such

I

W

w

I

I

P·

I

time as district president should appoint.
Preaching by Brn. A. H. Smith and T. A.
Hougas.

J,AMONr,Iowu.

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS.

ConfBranGB JVIintlt88,
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.
Triannual conference convened at Flora,
Wisconsin, January C!O, 1891; vV. A. McDowell in the chair, J. W. Peterson clerk pro
tern. Branches reporting: Oregon, Janesville, and Flora Fountain. East· D6lavan no
report. Ministry reporting: Elders E. M.
Wildermuth, W. A. McDowell, J. W. Peterson, C. C. Foague, W. P. Robinson, 0. N.
Dutton, F. Hackett, and J. Blackbourn;
Priest J. Iliff; Teacher G. A.tkinson; Deacon
J. O. Dutton. A motion was sustained peoviding for three conferences a year to meet
the first Saturday next preceding the full
moon in January, l\lfay, and October. A
committee consisting of the president of each
branch was appointed to solicit means for
and to buy, or appoint one or more of their
number to buy, a Dew tent. They were authorized to sell or otherwise dispose of the tent and
fixtures now stored at Barneveld and apply
the proceeds on tlrn new tent 2.nd necessary
equipments. The manag·ing of the tents was
left in the hands of the submissionary in

Conference convened at Scranton, Kansas,
February 13and14, 1897, at 10: 30 a. m.; W.
~---------8. Pender president, James W. Burns clerk.
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.
Elders reporting: W. S. Pender, J. A.
Conference convened with the Plano
Davis, E. A. Davis, P. Cadwell, W. Menzies, branch, February 13 and 14, 1897; F. G. Pitt
J. Baillie, A. Cherry, VV. Hopkins, C. E. pre~ident, vV. Vickery secretary, Elmer E.
Guinand, and W. Gurwell; Priest$ J. Cairns, Johnson assistant.· Branches reporting:
W. Cairns, and J. W. Hudgens; Teacher S. Chicago 121; gain 1. Ladd, new, 14. West
J. Lyter; Deacons .T. W. Bufns, J. Patteison. Pullman 23; gain 2. Sandwich 77; gain 13.
Sta'"istical reports: Scranton 100; gain 3. Mission 137; loss 2. Plano 193; loss 2. Unity
Fanning '14; no chauge. Atchison 68; gain 1. 25. Braidwood 59. Bishop's ag·ent, F. G.
Netawaka 61; loss 1. Centralia 17; no change. Pitt, repot·ted; On hand last report $147.15:
Baker returned for correction. Topeka was received since $237.43; paid out per order of
not presented; lack of information the cause. Bishop $336.85; on hand $47.74. Officials
Tent committee, Phineas Cadwell and W. S. present and reporting were: Eiders F. G.
Pender, reported a total collection of $59. Pitt baptized 6, I. L. Rogers, W. Vickery,
Committee continued. Resolved that the F. M. Cooper, G. Scheidecker, A ..J. Keck;
district president, W. S. Pender, John Priests F. J. D. Earl, L. Houghton baptized 7,
Cairns, and Charles E. Tillinghast are hereby G. H. Henley baptized 1. A report was read
authorized to purchase a tent of such size and from Aurora reporting labor done in the city
kind as their· judgment dictates. Bishop's and asking help. Report from Sunday school
agent's report: On band $11.90; received convention read, eight schools reporting.
$53; expended $55; on hand $9. 90. Audited Treasurer's report showed $35. 90 on hand.
and found correct.
Delegates to General F. G. Pitt, L. Houghton, G. H. Henley, C.
Conference, W. S. Pender, J. A. Davis, W. Danielson, J. Midgorden, and Srs. Pitt and
Hopkins, .J. Cairns, J. McDougal, Bro. and ! Rogers were elected delegates to General
Sr. W. Peak, E. A. Davis, Bro. and Sr. H. , Convention. Bro. F. G. Pitt W1'.8 sustained
, Parker, I. McGalliard, J. W. Hudgens, J. as Bishop's agent and president of district,

I

I
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to act if he found it necessary. Request of
12. That, in case all the delegates are not
1
Greenville branch to ordain John Lovell to present from a branch, and such division of
the office of priest wl.l-s referred to the district sentiment occurs, then those present shall be
president and missionary in charge. Bishop's entitled to cast only their individual proporagent, David Dancer, reported: Received tion of votes as said delega.teo.
from tithes and offerings $807.45; from
13. That, in all routine businPss of.:conBishop Kelley $1,183. 71; paid out $1,929 82,
ference, delegates shaU vote only as indibalance on hand $61.34. District treasurer,
B. M. Anderson, reported: By balance last viduals.
report $0.71; received since $9 07; paid out
14. That all ordained ministers of the
$3 29; balance $6.49. R. M. Elvin reported church, in good standing who live within
district tent fund as follows: By balance Oc- the limits of the distrlct, whether they beI tober 23, 1896, $8.73; retumed to Bishop E. long to organized branches or not, are ex
' L. Kelley $5.00; to district treasueer $2.48: offici.o members, and shall be entitled to
MOBILE.
to Herald Office for tracts $1.25. The follow- voice and vote in the conferences.
Conference assembled February 14, 1897, at ing are the rules of representation proposed
15. That these rules shall go into effect one
eleven a. m., at Bluff Creek, Mississippi, for the district, as they were finally amended
year after their adoption.
President V'v. L. Booker presiliing, C. I. Car- and left for further consideration for one
A proposition to keep a complete list of
penter sellretary pro tern. Reports of Three year:-names and items of the district membership
Rivers and Bluff Creek branches received
1. That the basis of branch representation
aad read. Bishop's agent, Bro. G. T. Chute, shall be one vote for every six members, or was discussed and laid upon the table. The
following-ns.med members of the district
reported: On hand last report $1. 75; noth- fraction thereof.
were authorized to represent the district in
ing received or paid out; still on hand $1. 75.
2. That each branch shall be entitled to
Elders reporting were, V'l. L. Booker, S. appoint as many delegates as it may have the coming General Conference: Joseph
Cochran, G. W. Sherman, and C. I. Carpen- votes, said delegates to have voice and vute Smith, S. V. Bailey, E. L. Kelley, C. H.
Jones, C. W. Dillon, R. M. Elvin, F. Criley,
ter. Members of the tent committee present in the district conferences.
John Vvatkins, Morgan D. Lewis, John M.
reported nothing yet in hand but 13ome
3. That the only qualifications of delegates
seemed to be in sight. vV. L. Booker was shall be church membership and good stand- Hooper, D. vV. Wight, Thomas Hopkins,
William Anderson, E. Keeler, Elizabeth
sustained district president, C. I. Carpenter ing~
Blair, Joseph Anderson, David Archibald,
elected district secretary and treasurer. T.
4. That, at their last regular business Thomas Burch, Robert Moot"3, James McC. Kelley was appointed delegate to repre- meeting prior to the assembling of each dissent this district at the General Conference trict conference, or at a special meeting Diffit, W. T. Shakespeare, Nephi Lovell,
and authorized to cast the vote of the district. called for that purpose, each branch shall Duncan Campbell, W. I. Murray, L. L. Hesseguie, Hyrum Pinkerton, F. B. Blair, Elbert
Adjourned to meet a,t Three Rivers, Missis- choose its delegates.
A. Smith, Anna Salyards, A. H. Smith, S.
sippi, June 12 and 13. Bro. Booker preached
5. That, if a special meeting is called, at
a good sermon Sunday night after which one which the delegates are to be selected, then D. Shippy, F. E. Cochran, J ..J. Stafford,
John Shippy, S. K. Sorenson, Al.ice Moore,
requested baptism.
the time, place, and object of said meeting Siena Wight, Sarah Scott, A. M. Chase,.
shall be plainly announced, so that the mem- John Weedmark, N. W. Smith, A. K. AnDEOATUR.
bers may be informed of the purpose of said derson, E. Sparks, J. A. Gunsoiley, Samuel
Conference of the Decatur district met at meeting.
Ackerley, George Derry, H. R. Harder,
Lamoni, Iowa, February 19, 1897, 7: 30 p. m.;
6. That a majority vote of those present, Lewis Gaulter, J. R. Lambert, Price Mcpresident of the district, William Anderson, and voting at such branch meeting, shall Peak, W. Hudson, D. Keown, Courtland
being absent, 8. V. Bailey was chosen to pre- determine the appointment of delegs,tes.
Blakesley, H. N. S;::;ively, 1'. J. Bell, C. B.
side, assisted by Heman C. Smith; B. M. An-1 7. That, if it be known that any ~pecial or Stebbins, W. W. Scott, J. M. Brown, H. A.
derson secretary, R. M. Rl vin assistant. The important business is likely to be presented Stebbins, M. H. PorRcutt, E B. Stafford, J.
presiding lJfficer made some remarks.
The to the coderence, of which the approvs,J or B Rod~e:', D E. Daniela, E. E. Marshall, R. S ...
following branches reported: Lamoni, Lucas, disapproval of the branch may be desired, Salyards, V. Blair, George York, B. M. AnPleasanton, Davis City, Greenville, Leon, then such business shall be stated to the derson, I. A. Monroe, John Lovell, 0. J.
Wirt, Allendale, Lone Rock, Cainesville, meeting in which delegates ar:J chosen, so Bailey, Lewis Tryon, B. F. McDaniel, James
Hiteman. Ministry reporting: Elders J. that definite instruction may be given them. Allen, E. J. Robinson, Eli Hayer, J. H. Harp,
Smith, Heman C. Smith, E. L. Kelley, vV.
8. That, in cases of grave importance, af- Flora Scott. In the election of officers, R.
Anderson, R. M. Elvin, H. A. Stebbins, S. V. fecting the interests of the church or the M. Elvin was chosen president, H. N. Snively
Bailey, A. S. Cochran, J. W. Wight, C. Scott, district, the branches may instruct the dele- assistant, B. M. Anderson secretary and
I. P. Baggerly, C.H. Jones, R. S. Sdyards. gates to cast a majority and a minority vote. treasurer. David Dll.ncer was sustained BishJ. H,. Lambert, D. Dancer, M. H. Forscutt, J.
9. That the president or clerk of each op's agent. A vote of t.hanks for past services
Watkins, C. E. Willey, J. Allen, J. Vv. Loach, branch shall make out and sign a certificate was extended to Bro. William Anderson, who
P. McPeak, J. McDiffit, D. W. Wight, H. N. of appointment, giving the date of the had for some time so efficiently fiiled the
Snively, J. A. Gunsolley, E. Keeler, J. branch meeting, the names of the delegates office of district president. R1~solved that
Shippy, E. J. Robirison, Henry C. Smith, J. chosen, and the number of votes said branch when we adjourn we do so to meet at AllenWahlstrom, J. M. Brown, .J. D. Bennett, L. is entitled to, and forward the same to the de"le, Missouri, June 12 and 13 next. By moGaulter, 0. J. Bailey, H. R. Harder, E. conference.
tion the ordinations of Brn. Amos M. Chase
Hayer, T. J. Bell; Priests F. E. Cochran, A.
10. That the entire vote of a branch may to office of elder, and John H. Harp to office
M. Chase, J. Coiner, E. Sparks, C. W. Dillon, be cast by the delegate or delegates who may of priest were authorized, and were attended
W. I. Murray, 8. K. Sorenson, S. D. Shippy, be present from said branch, unless they to at the Sunday morning prayer service. A
W. T. Shakespeare, A. M. Newberry, J. have been otherwise instructed. Provided, young man was confirmed, having been bapTraxler, N. Lovell, W. E. Evans; Teachers that no delegate shall be privileged to cast tized the day previous. Resolved, that the
delegation from the Decatur district be inA. K. Anderson, J. H. Harp, J. M. Hooper, more than twenty votes.
N. Vv. Smith, J. Weed mark, J. Bogue, H.
11. 'l'hat in case all the delegates are pres- structed to cast a majority and a minority
Hayer, B. Bergerson; Daacons E. Weedmar·k, ent from any branch and uninstructed, and vote on s,11 questions on which there may be
A considerable amount of
W. C. Lanyon, C. F. Church. Request for there is a disagreement between them upon disagreement.
elders' court from Allendale branch, also any question before the conference, then business was transacted in the three sessions
Lucas branch were referred to the district each delegate shall only cast his proportion held for that purpose amid peaceful and
kindly influences. Preaching during confer·
president, and authorized to appoint a court j of the entire vote of the branch.

W. Vickery vice president and secretary.
The following were elected delegates to General Conference: I. L. Rogers a.nd wife,
Leonard Houghton, J. B. Roush, F. G. Pitt
and wife, F. M. Cooper, M. J. Danielson, Sr.
M. E. Webster, Sr. M. Lear, G. H. Henley,
and J. Midgorden. Delegates present to cast.
vote of district. Preaching by G. H. Henley,
F. M. Cooper, and F. G. Pitt. One was baptized. A very peaceful session of conference.
May the results be for good. Conference adjourned to Mission, June 12, 1897.
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ence was by Isaac P. Baggerly, President
Joseph Smith, E. Keeler, and Columbus
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MOBILE.
Report from Dcicember 1, 1896, to February
1, 1897. Number of schools reporting 5;
scho~ls in distrl.ct la~t :'~port 5.; ?r:e~en,t number 5, total memberbhlp of d1s 0 r1Cu last report 157; present membership 168; gai_n in
membersbip 11. Amount 0;1 hand last report $2.81; on hand $2.81. Summm"'ized report of schools: Number of sessions 24; total
enrollment 168; total attendance 707; average
attendance 140. Number of clt;sses: Senior
Quarterly 5, Intermediate Qiiarierly 5, P;·imary Quarte1·ly 4, Question book 3, total 17.
Number of officers 18 .. Balance on hand last
report $5. 74; total collections
dis. $:3.119; total
.
buraements $5.23; balance rn t.reasuries $4 .20;
Number of Hones
taken 10:, number of Senior
x
Quarterllf taken· 34; number of rntermediate
t kP
. number of Pdmarv
Quarte? -~ a __ n 30_'
•
1
Quarterly taken - D: number of books in
libraries 4. Remarks: Two schools held no
sesssions in January. On account of bad
weather on and preceding the date appointed
for the convent.ion no sessi.on was held.
However, the reports received from the
schools show progress in the work and we
will try once mora to hold a convention on
June 11, at Three Hivers, Mississippi, in
connection with the conference which meets
there on the 12th and 13th.
0. I. CARPEN'l'ER, Dist. Supt.
State Line, Mississippi.
W. L. BOOKER, Asso. Supt.
Van Clt:ave, Mississippi.
J. L BOOKER, Sec.
Bay Minette, Alabama.
T

I

Williams. Essay, "The spirituality
of music," ·w. J. Hichards. Essay, "The attractive power music has on 'one human race,"
J. T. Williams. Essay, "Is the use of instruments r<.n improvement in the music of the
Sucilay sc1:looJ?"
Will Thum;;;s.
Violin
duet, Mrs. Lue Bolt and Will Thomas.
Anthem by choir, "0 how excellent" Benedicdcm, T. W. Ohatburn. Sunday morning·
found a large number present. The school
was conduct~d as usual. "l'he pdmary classes
were reviewed at th~ close of.school b~ Sr. L.
Palfrey and the semor and intermediate by
Sr. Allie Thorburn. An address on "The
Sunday school work" wae delivered by T. V\7 ,
Chatburn. Adjourned to meet at Higbee,
June 18, at ten a. m. A peaceful spirit prev::,iled throughout the entire sessions, so we
may be safe in sz.ying it pr·oved beneficial to
all.

I

•
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NORTHKASTERN MISSOURI.
Convention convened at BtJvier, February
5, at ten a, m.; Louise Palfrey superintendent, M. J. Richards secretary. Reports were
received from Higbee, Salt Hivcr, and Bevier
schools. NumbtJr of schools in district three;
number of delegates present thirteen. Money
on band at last report $18.85, received since
$5.29. The morning hour was spent in a
social meeting. The business was pleasantly
and promptly disposed of. The delegates to
General Convention are, T. W. Chatburn, M.
M. Turpen, George Thorburn, Allie Thmburn, and Louise Palfrey. An essay ou "'Ihe
work of the program committee" was read
by M. J. Hichards. Discussion followed.
Moved, That consideration of: ad visabilit.y of
having a set of rules framed outlining the
work of program committee, and appointiag
committee to frame such be laid over till our
next convention. The three sessions were
interspersed with music. An address of welcome was given by Sr. Louise Palfrey. So~o,
"Throw out the life line," by Master· Davie
Evans.
Quartet, "My prayer foe thee,"
Thomas Porty. Essay, "A modern superintendent," Allie Thorburn. Solo, "The Lost
Child," M. J. Thomas. Essay, "Musk,"

Convention.
The afternoon program will
consist of the following:Paper, "How to secure attention," J. C.
Jensen.
Blackboard work, T. A. Hougas.
Paper, Sr. Georg-e Underwood. In the even•
ing· an entertainment will be given by the
Underwood Sunday school. On Sunday, at
10: 30 will be given an address on Sunday
school work by T. W. Williams, followed by
a paper, "The relation of tbe Sunday school
to the branch," by H. N. Hansen. Sunday
I school in charge of T. A. Hougas. Sunday
afternoon, normal class, T. A. Hougas. Intermediate class drill, by Sr. George Underwood.

DECATUR,
C onvene d in
. L amon1,· 1--owa, F_e b ru a ry 18 ,
t ')· - .
. ~ E . c oc h"<11.n super 1•n _
1897 , a.~- 4D p. m., l'·.
t·enc1en t i ..('"}_,
A
1.« C'
· · D . A . A n d er.H'l.,
nase assoc1ate,
.
R
t ·
.
b 'h
son secr0tary.
(cJj'.)Ot'uS were given
y i;. e
officers. They reported tvrnlve schools rn
rm:mirlg order and at least six or seven to be
either recommenced or reorganized soon.
Reports were read from the various sc h oo_l s
in the district. Teachers' meetings, c 1ass
drills, and papers on clas3 work wore leading
features of this convcrntion. On the 19th officers for the ensuing year vvere elected resulting as follows: Supt, Vl. B. Paul, associate,
020?"r Anderson, secretary, E. B. Stafford,
treasurer, I. A. Smith. 'Ihe following are
the names of these chosen to be delegates to
the Genera,! Convention: The superintendent
and his assistant from each of the twelve
schools in session, Vvm. Wilkiuson, Wm.
VVilson, Ephriam Ades, John Hards, B. S.
Salyards, I<"lon1 Scott, E. L. Kelley, Heman
0. Smith, F. E. Cochmn, A. M. Chase, J. W.
Wight, Callie B. St_ebbins, Hoxanna Gaylord,
L. L. Besseguie, Elizabeth Blair, Viola Blair,
Alice Moore, Jessie Cave, Alice Gillen, -Ella
Whitehead, Bertha Snively, Anna Rodger,
Sarah Bass, Jessie Campbell, Bro. and Sr. T.
J. Burch, B. I<~. McDaniel, M.A. \/-Vhite, .J. A.
Gunsolley, J. M. Brown, Lulu Scott, S. K.
Sorenson, Eli Hayer, \J\T. A. France, John
Hooper, M. D. Lewis, J. W. Loach, J. W.
Talbot, J. A. Evans, J. 'f. Evans, DJJ.vid Daniels, Belle Hayer, Bro. and Sr. T. R. Walters,
Sr. A. M. Chase, Sr. JVI. ·1ivalker, James Martin, Price McPes.k, Cora Ackley, D. W.
Wig·ht, Stella Adair, Mamie Allen, C. F.
Church, Itoubcn Clu1n 1 Sr. Reuben Clum, E.
B. Stafford, D. A. Anderson, B. Bergersen,
E. McHamess, D. D. Young, Alta Gaylord,
Ruth Cobb, J1,anette Blair, A. M. Bailey, D.
F. Nicholson. Alteenates, Sl". John Harris,
Sr. Fletcher, Blanche Curtis, Sr. C. Blakeslee. Adjourned to meet at call of district
officers.

CONVENTION NOTICES,
The Potta·wattamie district Sunday school
a%ociation will convene at Underwood, Mar .. h
13, at 10: :10 a. m. The forenoon session will
be.devoted to business, including the election
of district officers, and debg·ates to General

Convention of the Pottawattamie district
will convene at Underwood, Iowa, the second
Saturday and Sunday in March, 1897, to elect
officers for the ensuing year, and whatever
other business may come before it. All the
schools in the district are requested to send
in a full report as this is the last session before the General Association meets.
Please send all reports to Miss Jennie
Scott, Underwood, Iowa.
MRS. ADA DARRINGTON, Sec.
Convention of the St. Louis district will
convene for the transaction of business at
St. Louis, M:J"rch 13, at 6: 30 p. m. At eight
o'clock p. m. an entertainment will be given
by the district Sunday school.
THOS. J. ELLIOTT.

GENERAL CONVENTION NOTICE.
The annual convention of the General Sunday School Association will be at Lamoni,
Iowa, beginning Saturday, April 3, at 2: 30
p. m., closing with the evening session Monday, April 5. All delegates and members of
the convent.ion will please remember two
important questions t,o be considered, viz.:
"Proposed amendments to the Constitution"
and "uniformity of texts" for Quarterlies,
and be prepared to discuss and vote upon the
same. Look for the program in next week's
issue.
T. A. HOUGAS,
Supt. Gen. Assn.

DISTRICT ASSOCIATION SECRETARIES.
I have sent blank reports to each district
secretary whose address I have. 'l'hese reports I would like to have filled out and sent
to me promptly a,fter the last convention
prior to the General Aseociation meeting on
April 3. Please have these blanks filled out
as complete as possible and be sure to put on
them the names of the officers select@d for
the coming year together witb their post
office address.
Please call the attention of the district
convention to the proposed amendments as
found in Herald of .January 6, J897, and have
the convention instruct the delegates how to
vote.
Send me the list of delegates chosen when
you send the reports.
If you are not supplied with blanks, you
can get both the reports from the schools to
the district association and the district association to the General Association, also
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copies of the Constitution and By-Laws, at
the Herald Office.
Any information you desire in reference to
your reports or matters pert3,ining "1n any
way to sta,tistics will be cheerfully ::i,ttended
to if you drop me a line.
\V. N. ROBINSON, Gen. Sec.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri.

8~2L

SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
To the ChH·rch at Large:--D2sidng to close
the conforence year's business by 1st of
March, 1897, in looking over the publications
of the otlfoe I find a large subscription yet
unpaid for the closing year:Zion's
::i,bout ........ $1,000 short,
Herald, about ............ .4,000
"
Autumn Leaves, about ..... 1,300
"
Now it will be impossible for the office to
prosper under t.hese conditions, and our
bands are tied on account of the careless or
tboughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the office.
Besides our reg·n]ar work this last year we
got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of abont $1,500, and now we am
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or its members p:oi,y
up their subscriptions and book a.ccounts, so
as to get means to complete the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions and accounts at once, so as to
square our books by March L
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keeping themselves in the background and we
would be pleaseil to see the color of them.
The work of the office is now hindered and
publications under way are delayed for want
of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who bold half-fare permits
cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that
tbey will do what they can for the Herald
Office in a general way, and urge all to take
church publicmtions as a mei~ns of aiding both
themselves and the work. Other ministers
are asked to help as they can, and regularly
appointed agents to look out for the Herald
Office.
FRANK CRILEY,
7-4t ·
Business Manager.

the round kip. The rule is to purchase full
fare tickets on the going trip. Passengers
must, in all cases, obtain certificates with every
ticket piirchased, which certificates, when
signed by the Church Secretary and stamped
by the railroad agent at Lamoni, will entitle
purchasers to return trip tickets at one third
the usual fare; provided that one hundred
tickets are purchased: and, provided further,
that ministers holding half-fare permits are
not entitled ki this reduction; nor are tickets
purchased at fifty cents or less to be counted.
Where passcngei·s can do so, it is better to
purchase a through ticket to Lamoni and
obtain one certificate. Where several tickets are purcbii,sed, separate certificates must
be obtained with each.
Tickets on the going passage may be
lhnited or unlimited, according to the rules
of roads selling them; but return tickets are
good only for continuous passage, and not
later that three days after the 20th-to the
23d inclusive.
Purchasers should hand in their certificate8 promptly to the Secretary, that the
I local railway agent may be notified of the required one hundred being purchased.
The following lines of road will sell tickets
on the certificate plan:Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe; BurlingI ton, Cedar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago
I and Alton; Chicago and Northwestern; Chicago, Burling·ton, and Northern; Chicago,
Bnrlington, and Quincy; Chicago Great
Western; Cbicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul;
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha; Hannibal
and St. Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and
Council Bluffs; St. Louis, Keokuk, and NortbI western; Illinois Central; Iowa Central;
Jacksonville and St. Louis; Minneapolis and
St. Louis; Missouri Pacific; Rock Island and
Peoria; St. Louis and San Francisco; Sioux
Cit,y and Pacific; Wabash; Wisconsin Central Lines; Burlington and Missouri; Colorado Midland; Denver and Rio Grande;
.B'remont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley; Rio
Grande Western; St. Joseph and Grand
Island: Union Pacific.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Secretary Reorganized Church.

I

LA>toNI, Iowa, February 26, 1897.

9-2tf.

LAMONI, Iowa, J arrnnry 22, 1897.

HIGH COUNOIL NOTICE
REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL
CONFERENCE.
The Western Passenger Association has
granted reduced rates to the coming General
Conference and conventions, naming the
d11tes as requested, from April 4-20. While
the conference does not convene till the 6t,h,
the 4th is named in order to permit attendance at the Religio and Sunday school conventions.
Reduced rates are granted under the following conditions:1. Going tickets must be purchased not
earlier than three days before the first dru,e
named, and not later than three days after,
Sunday not being counted as a day in any
case. In other words, tickets may be purchased on any date from April 1 to 7, inclusive, but not later than the 7th.
2. The rate is one and one third fare for

The members of the Rig h Council are hereby notified that matters of appeal to that hody
have been filed in the Secretary's office for
hearing and adjustment; and the Council will
therefore be convened for such purpose,
Thursday, April 8, at ten a. m.
All parcies affected by the consideration of
the appeals, the papers in which are already
on file in the Secretary's office; and all others
who may have appeals pending- wlll please
take notice hereof and govern themselves accordingly.
All papers should be in the Secretary's
hands by April 1, 1897.
JOSEPH SMITH, President.
ALEXANDER H. SMITH,
Acting'- Counselor.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Church Secretary.

I

LAMONI, Iowa, February 22, 1897.

8-2t

BOARD AT GENERAL CONFERENCE.
The committee on arrangements for General Conference appointed by Lamoni branch
are pleased to make the following aonouncement:
All missiona,ries laboring under
General Conference appointment will be
entertained free of charge; also as many of
the delegates as can be arranged for, we hope
it may be all.
Good board can be bad at not to exceed
$2 50 per week; and all who attend can be
amply provided for.
Those intending to be in attendance should
write the secretary of tbe committee, Dan
Anderson, _as soon as possible, so that arrangements may be made, and as many assigned to
their places as possible before their arrival.
State to the secretary the date on which you
expect to arrive, and with whom you expect
to stay, if you have made any previous arrangements.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres.
8-4t
DAN ANDERSON, Sec.

FIRST SEVEN'I'Y.
The First Seventy will meet at the primary
room, brick church, Lamoni, at 7: 30 p. m.,
April 3. The presidents are n-quested to
meet at the same place, four p. m., same
date.
DUNCAN CAMPBELL, Pres.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, February 26, 18U7.

FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS.
I will send to each member a blank report
next week, which you will please fill out and
return to me at Lamoni, Iowa, by April 1.
Be sure and give your post, office address in
full.
V. WHITE, Sec, of Quorum.
~'OUR'I'H

QUORUM-OF ELDERS.

Members of the F'onrth Quorum of Elders
are hereby respectfully requested to forward
t.beir aunmi.l reports to the quorum secreta1·y
Elder E. L. Page, Independence, Missouri, at
an early date, so that he may hs,ve them all
to presfrnt to the quorum by the 6th of Ap1·il
at the latest.
In bonds,
A. BARR, Pres.

SCATTERED MEMBERS.
The following named members of the Richland branch are hereby _.notified that they
are requested to report within the next three
months. If not their names wili be placed
on the scattered list:George Wesley Gi:egory, Sarah Ann Gregory, Herbert A. Gorebam, Reuben Goreham,
Pauline L. Brelsford, Effa Bowen, Ida, Dunn.
\7V. I. HAND, Sec.
CHELSEA, Tama County, Iowa..

NOTICES.
At the last conference of the Bout iern
Wisconsin district, held at tbe Flora Fountain branch, in Grant County, Wisconsin,
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January 30 and 31, 1897, the following resolu-1 elders in charge and the local saints. Pertion was adopted: Resolved that no confer- mit us to suggest to the local saints at the
ence in this district shall vote to change any several places, where the above meetings are
1
action of any previous conference until sixty ' to be held, that your humble servants are
days no'Lice shall first have been given constrained to believe that it would be pleasthrough the official church paper. We the ing unto our heavenly Father, that all who
undersigned give notice=to the members of can, would make the Sabbath of these meetthe above-named district that the above ings a day of fasting, that God may grant
resolution will be brought up at the beginning unto his servants ·the Holy Spirit to the upof the next conference for a reconsideration. lifting of the work throughout this district
Said conference to be held at East Delavan, and thitt God shall graciously bless the apWisconsin, May 15 and 16, 1897.
proaching General Conference. Be it rem emW. A. McDOWELL,
bered by one and all of the household of faith
Submissionary in Charge.
that "All are called according to the gifts of
HENRY SOUTHWICK, Pres.
God unto them; and to the intent that all
may labor together, let him that laboreth in
To All Whom It May Concern:-This is to the ministry and him that toileth in the
@ertify that David J. Davis, of Glen Roy, affairs of the men of business and of work
Ohio, who was a member of the Bierly branch labor together with God fm the accomplishof the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of ment of the work entrusted to all."
Latter Day Saints, has been lawful expelled.
In view of this, the saints will see that the
He is now holding public preaching services. expenses of the ministers are met, that your
We therefore warn all tbe saints ag·ainst en- stewardship may be approved of your lawcour·aging or in any way assisting him in giver, for the word of Christ, "Thou shalt
such work.
L. L. BIERLY,
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
Pros. Bierly Branch.
with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,
JAMES Mor.ER,
and with all thy mind; a::id thy neighbor as
Pres. Ohio District.
thyself" is still applicable to the professors
of the "new and everlasting gospel."
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
Let all the affairs of life be auxiliary to the
1'o the Swints and Friends of the Decatur Dis.. work of the Lord that we may "enjoy the
trict; Greeting:-Having obtahied the cheer- words of eternal life in this world, and eterful coiiperatiou of so many of the brethren, nal life in the world to come; even immortal
we take pleasure in announcing the hold- glory."
ing of the following meetings, namely:The brethren appointed will continue the
Allendale: March 6 and 7, Henry A. Steb- meetings if the interest and their time will
bins and C. W. Dillen in charge.
justify. Let unity prevail that the peace of
Lone Rock: March 6 and 7, E. Keeler and God may abide.
Your servants in Christ,
Nephi Lovell in charge.
Green schoolhouse: March 6 and 7, Asa S.
ROBERT M. ELVIN,
Cochran and Eli Hayer in charge.
President.
Greenville: March 6 and 7, Hugh N.
H. N · SNIVELY,
Assistant.
Snively and Marcus Shaw in charge.
LAMONI, Iowa, February 24, 189i'.
Cainesville: March 6 and 7, Amos M.
Chase and H. R. Harder in charge.
BORN.
Foster: March 6 and 7, R. M. Elvin and
DUGAN.-To Bro. Chas. F. and Sr. Emma
W. T. Shakespeare in charge.
c. Dugan, at Barnett, MiEsouri, a son, and
Centerville: March 6 and 7, John W. named Gomer Wallace. Blessed February
Wight and Morgan D. Lewis in charge.
1, 1897, by J. B. Gould smith.
Pleasanton: March 6 and 7, Mark H. ForsBOWER.-To Bro. Michael and Sr. Rosa
cutt and S. V. Bailey in charge.
Bower, .January 25, 1891, at Cross Timbers,
Lipe schoolhouse: March 6 and 7, C. W. Missouri, a daughter, and named Sinia
Wiley and D. E. Daniels in charge.
Arminda. Blessed February 7, 1897, by J.
Lamoni: March 13 and 14, Heman C. B. Gouldsmith.
Smith and E. L. Kelley in charge.
MARRIED.
Davis City: March 13 and 14, Henry A.
YouNG-SENIOR.-At the residence of
Stebbins and J. A. Gunsolley in charge.
Bro. B. D. Allen, in Kirtland, Ohio, FebLeon: March 13 and 14, Frank Criley and I ruary 17, 1897, by Elder L. w. Poweil, Bro.
F. E. Cochran in charge.
James B. Young to Sr. Maggie Senior, both
Hiteman:
March 13 and 14, Wm. T. of New Waterford, Ohio.
Shakespeare and R. M. Elvin in charge.
DIED.
Lucas: March 13 and 14, C.H. Jones and
DARNELL.-At Mineral Wells, Texas, Mrs.
J. M. Brown in charge.
H. A. Darnell, only daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Wirt: March 13 and 14, H. R. Harder and Ramsey. Born at Bandera, Texas, June 23,
T · J · Bell in charge.
1869; died ,Tuly 7, 1896, aged 27 years and 14
Anstey schoolhouse: March 13 and 14, I. days. She was taken without any relatives
P. Baggerly and John H. Harp in charge.
near to administer to her in her last illness.
Andover: March 13 and 14, R. S. Salyards She leaves three little boys, the youngest
and S. K. Sorenson in charge.
two years old. Though not a member of the
Latta schoolhouse: March 13 and 14, Hugh church she .believed the doctrine and reN. Snively and John Shippy in charge.
gretted there were no saints living near her.
The first or Saturday meeting will be at She exhorted those that were not prepared to
7:30 p. m. unless otherwise arranged by the meet their Lord and come before the judg-

I
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bar of God to repent.
Her parents
mourn but not as those without hope.
WALTER.-At the home of her daughter,
Caroline Hand, near 'rama City, Iowa,
Janm1ry 27, Sr. Frances Vvalter; was born in
Bowenboyed, Elsass, Germany; her age being
about 81 years. She emigrated with her
parents to America, settled near Cincinnati,
Ohio. She united in wedlock with Mr. Ignos
Walter. In the year 1852 they came from
Ohio to Iowa; settled near Chelsea, Tama
County, where they with those that were
given to their care shared tbe trials and
hardships attached to a frontier life. Mother
Wa.Her was very sincere and earnest in her
religion as a Catholic, a lover of light and
truth; hence when she heard the gospel she
wished not to trifle with the things of God
but moved forward to receive more and honored her God by striving to keep all of his
com.mandments by obedience to the gospel
ordinances. Her life she desired to devote to
her God and those that the Lord had given
in her care and proved a friend to suffering
humanity as fa,r as her means and surroundings would admit .. vVitb bdg·ht hope that
our loss is her gain, may the Master bless
and comfort those that mourn. Service by
Elder William C. Nirk.
SWAIN.-At his home in Harlan, Shelby
County, Iowa, February 7, 1897, Bro. John
B. Swain, aged 72 years and l day. Said
brother was born in Wayne County, Indiana.
His parents were Friends or Quakers. Was
married in Indiana to Miss Irena 7lhiteinger in May, 1848, who survives him. Of this
union were born twelve children. Six are
now living. Bro. Swain settled in Galland's
Grove in 1859, where himse 1f and wife first
heard the gospel. They believed and embraced it under the hands of W. W. Blair
and E. C. Brigg·s, and were baptized by Bro.
Blair, July 29, 1861. He was ordained an
elder November 18, 1867, under the hands of
John A. Mcintosh, since which time he has
been a zesJous worker in the cause of the Master. His home vvas always a~ home for the
traveling elders. He died very suddenly.
He has been afflicted for about one year so
that he could not walk. He was feeling as
well as usual, ate a hearty supper, and was
taken into the front room and was talking
with those present. His wife was sitting by
him reading. He laid his head back and
was dead in a moment. He died in full faith
of the gospel work. Six children, twentyfive grandchiidren, and two great-grandchildren mourn.
Funeral on the 9th at the
Latter Day Saints church to a very large
congregation. Sermon by Elder J. W. Chatburn, assisted by Bro. William Booth.
SHERMAN.-At Bevier, Missouri, May 30,
1896, to Sr. Hannah and Mr. George 0. Sherman, a son. On June 4 he was named Ralph
and blessed by Elders Charles Perry and
l!-,rancis A. Evans, his grandfather. On the
foilowing day he passed away. Being the
only little bud of promise in the family circle
they were loth to part, but are able to say it
was the Lord who gave and his it was to
take. Services at the house by Priest Daniel
Edmunds and at the grave by Elder J. T.
Williams.
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HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Cheltenham, Mi~souri: Saints chapel,
·Manchester Ron_t.l. E:lder H. l·kiberts, pastor.
:Sunday school, 10: 00 a m ; sochl meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preachinz 8: 00 p. rn.
Chicago, l Llim'1": Cu~1,,_,r P1>st Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon S:.rPet, near 'Nest Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. rn.
Sunday
·school 1: 00 p m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
'227 Sheffield A rnnue.
Denver, Colorado: Hall No. 2H'.l Wa~hing
ton Avenue. Preaching at 11:00 a. m. and
·7: 30 p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 . m.
Pra:i-er meeting Wt-dnesdav evPning. Z. RL. S. first and third Friday "venings of flach
month. E. F'. Shupe, pll.st:ir, residence No.
3600 Cook St.re()t.
Los Angeles. California: Nu. 108 North
Spring Street. Knights of Pythias hall.
Manchester, England:
S:i.ints meeting
room, No.15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
:Sunday services: Prayer meet.ing 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching at. JO: 30 a, m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sun-day school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priestho0d
meeting first Sunday in each month, 12: 30
p. m. Band of Hop<>, Temperance, and lrnprovement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Rusholme, presiding elder.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
'8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
·each month at 2:30 p. m. Monday, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, \Vest suburban and
'Greggsport di.strict prayer services; l'Jednestlay, branch fellowship; Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Society; Fdday, music and
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
:Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a m.; social
service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p.

The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, De-

catur Co., Iowa.
Snbscr1ption price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 c< nts; sample
copies free.
The travf'ling ministry, diFtrict and branch prf'sid en ts,,
and Bit3-hop 's agents are requested to solicitsu bscriptions,
make sales of church pnblications, and a•si•t the publi•hing department.
Address communications for pnblicatior1 to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of addres•, etc., shou Id be addressed to Frank Criley,
llnsiness Manager. Rem1ttat1ce::1 e;hould be made by
'(IPSt office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by regietered letters. Do not send checks
Advertiedng rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
~ubject to tbe following discounts:
Or.e month's insertion, five per cent: thre13 months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty.five per cent; one ~'ear forty per cent..
AH advertising conditioned on in~ertiou upon the fit st or
hi.eJt pages of cover, will be char~ed an adva:uce of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For rettding notices,
(on outside pa~€!£! of cover, unless otherwise accepted~}
tP.n cents per line. EdHorwJ notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-cla•s
m ..il matter.)

WHAT IS MAN?
BY ELDER J R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature anr\ D'sliny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Dues it survive the
Death of 1.he Body in a Cono.cious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulis1.s Examined and Refuted. Tn two p;u·t~. Si CN1d editioi;i.
The author bati closeiy , x 1.mined the subject upou which be has wr'itten, bot.h in
Htudy and in oral dif'cussion, with those who
differ fr••m him in belief concerning the
nature ar.d deHtiny of man. Discussed from
biblical. ltistorical, and scientific standpoints
Obrist as tbe true type of man, in life and in
death; 1iis pr< exif'lerce, life, and death considerf'd; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of 1lghteous and wicked; consciousness
bet1veen death 2nd the rernrrection; the
t-econd dt"ath or future punishment; and the
final comcious cxic:,,nce of all tdter the judgu;ient: ,arn lrnding fc.ar.ures of the chapters of
tr;e vo:utne.
In paper covcr3 .................... $ 35
Cloth ................... c..........
Sf

m.

Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-first Street.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
'i.\lfasonic Temple, corner Adams and H'ulton
The
apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
.Sunday school at JO: 00 a. m., preaching at by Elder William H. Kc•lley; printed in good
1ype with neat hindiog.
Th'J work is a
U: 00. ,J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock library within itself; a book of trenchant
street.
criticism and logical deductions from historPittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth ical facto; a key to the right. understanding of
Avenue.
the Bible, and of mod,_.rn diver8e systems of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of faith and worship; it di,:cussPs present issues
'B'ifth'and Huntine-don StreetB; preaching at of theology. It may be r"<-·ad with interest
11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.; Sunday school at, and prufi t by skeptics and infidels. It treats
ilO: 00 a. m.
largely of ministerial authority as associated
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Ave- with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priest·nue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth hoods, and the ideal church of New 'l'estaStreets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.; ment times is set forth in striking contrast
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
with the creeds and f,ystems of church buildRoxbury,
Massachusetts: Guild Hall, ing since the days of the apostles. New, re·
corner of Washington and Dlldley Streets. vised, and enlarged edition.
Services at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
Cloth ...•. , ..................•...•. $1 ~;,
school at 12: 15 p. m. R. Bullard, pastor.
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
Twent.y-fonrth Avenue and K Street. G orge
;Daley president.
St. Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.
between Montgomery and Benton. Eider M..
This tri..ct sets forth and refutes the false
H. Bond, pastor; residence, 2504 Slattery claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00 Church.
a. m.; social meeting 2: 30, and preaching
It brings to light much of the teachings of
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting, V'vednesday, 8: 00 Brigham Young and other founders of the
p. m. Young people's Religio-Literary, Utah faction, and proves them and the presThursday, 8: p. m.
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
Salt Lake City, Utah: mission chapel, organization a departure from the faith
Second South Street, opposite the Presby- taught by the early church and its three
terian church. Meetings every Sunday at standard books.
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
It also vindicates and maintains the genSan Bernardino, California: Corner Fifth eral po~ition of the RBorganized Church in
and F Streets.
success10n.
Spi:ingfield, r.:nssouri: Hall corner ~f,ComA tract for the times. Just the thing with
mermal and Sprrngfield avenues. Preacnrng at which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
11: CO a. m. ~nd 7: 15 ~· m .. Sunday school at I elders.
•9:.30, ai;id s'.Lrnts' meetrngs 3:00 p. m. W.R.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
.P1ckermg m charge.
doz., 30 cents.
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RUINS REVISITED.

A FEW copies of this work-a scientific
defense of Christianity by Elder S. F.
Walker- are yet on hand and for sale
at the Herald Office. Order soon if
wanted, as the book will not be reissued. Price $1.00.

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANCE,"
the org·an of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

THE NATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
NEW YORK.
GIRL WANTED.
Girl wanted for housework Age from twenty-two to
thirty-five. Requieitee, steady, willing, and cleanly. I
am a widow, two ir. family: live one mile in the country,
No branch here. "'.,.rite to New Waf.lhingtoni Crawford
County, Ohio.
MRS. J. A. HAMILTON.
5-5t

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
ofiicials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publicatioos of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, tbe Hedricki.te faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of foe claims
of the Reorganized Ob urcb to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting t.he many misrepresentations o[ the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
.
THE INSTRUCTOR
A compendium of the faith and doctrines
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, by Elder G. T. Griffiths.
Historical and g·eneral evidences from eminent theologians past anc1 present are added,
a valuable feature of the book.
Cloth ............................. $ 75
Library leather .................... 1 00
Flexible binding ................... 1 50
DANISH HYMN BOOK.
Cloth, leather backs ............... $

75

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Je.rns Christ of Latter Dav Saints. Rules for
the government of gener-al and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies.
Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of eider's courts, ;itc., cloth bound:
price 40 cents.
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l'BE SAINTS' HERALD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment ........ l 75
Leather ............................ 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ... 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 ceuts per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E • .MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, lowa.

HARDWAREJI

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good co1.idition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at, a b'"•rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La""loni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMO

I.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to otw
tlalf mUe southwest of Lamoni; in three, four.
or five acre lots.
These piats will make nice homes; tmitsbh
'or gardening, raising of small fruits. etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on applic"tion.
Address,
J. W. GILLE~.
L ..:i..MU.0:L

For catalogues or further itformat<1on,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. PI1'ZPATR1CK,
LAMONI,

row A.

Lnva

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Jhl!able goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywbere. If
it don,t cnre you write us and we will retnrn y0ur
money. It cures others, why not you! You run
no risk in trying it. Why delay longer? Send
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HESPERIS.
The poetical workB of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
urice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare per mi ts. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamom, Iowa.
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents: per dozen ... $2 50
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25

TRADE MARIU!l9
DESIClillS,
COPYR!CHTS &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly'ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:o.· securing patents
ln America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice iu the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &. CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.
A strictly high-gTad0 l!l'a1mlly Sewing
Machine, possessing ail modern
ill.nprovements.

THE SAINTS' HYMI'1' AL.
WORDS AND lUUSIC.
A compilation of 250 hymns and tunes from
the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes with music
iii.nd words together; also 50 hymns with one
bar of music above the words.
The pages of the "Saints' Harp" and "Har·
mony" from which words and music are taken
are given, that both books may be used together in song service.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the Saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............ $ 50
Full leather ..................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .......... 1 25
Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges ......................... 2 00
Full morocco, fie xi ble, gilt edges. 2. 50

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from yon:r local dealer and mak0
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUfACTURING CO.
BELVIDERE,

mu.•
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CONSERVATIVE REACTION IN
CHURCH OF GERMANY.

THE

THE signs of a reaction against radicalism in the German church have
been detected by close ~bservers in
recent times and noted m these aolum~s. The extent of this new movement is described in the Evangelische
Lntherische Kirchenzeitnng of Leipsic,
the ablest ,representative of the conservative and confessional standpoint
amono-thechurchpapersofGermany.
b
In No 2 this i.nfiential journal contains
a sig~ificant article ~ntitled "Vexilla
regis prodeunt!" (The standards of the
King are advancing!) of wbich we
'
here reproduce the substance:At the openino·
of the present year
b
we have reasons to look hopefully into
the future. In more than one place we
see the beginnino-s of new and better
.
.
. ""
.
times · Tne hbera1 theologians no
longer present a solid closed phalanx
'
'
as was formerly the case. The "Pro·
testantenverein " once such a powerful
'
·
organization of liberal theologians and
churches, has been hurled to the
ground, and its phalanx has become
-

10,

No.

1897.

IO.

an object of ridicule. In reality even / and will as long as needs demand
.
.t h e newer scbloo l o f b e contmue
. .
d . 0 ne torng
l •
I "R'itsc hl'mn1sm,"
at 1east h as
I neological theology, exists only in been achieved in this way, namely, to
I
I
· f a 111'bl e "scient1
·
'fic "
name as yet. T h e masses t h at f or- I ro b t.rn
so-calle d m
merly crowded around the great theology of its halo, and to show that
.
.
.
.
teacher R1tschl, and swore by his a theology can be "sc1ent1fic" and at
words, no longer exist. Some have the same time evangelical.
Then
I
.
.
.
.
.
.
•.
I turned to the right and have become m another direct10n, too, pos1tive
more nositive and evanooelical in their thouooht
has made itself fe:tt to a note0
."
.
b
•
teachings and m fact are begmning to worthy degree.
In nearly all the
I be asha,med
of beina called the pupils I provincial synods of Prussia the so.
.
b
.
of R1tschl; while others have gone to called "Professor question," i. e., the
the left and already consider "the teachings of the University professors
,
last of the churcn fathers," as Har- contrary to the confessions of the
j nack calls Ritschl, as too old-fogyish church, was up for discussion, and
.
I and are searchmg for a more thorough in each case the representatives of
radicalism.
Even their influential the church decided more or less
organ, the Ohristliche Welt, is-no longer sharply against the liberalizing tenthe power that it was. The recent dencies current at the universities.
.
convention of its friends at Erfurt The Bavarian consistory went so far
showed that there exists a deep chasm as to declare that this was not a
.
between the representatives of various struggle between two schools of the/types and kinds of liberal theology ology, both of which were equally
'
and thaJ; these people are united only entitled to recognition, but between
1 in their opposition to conservative faith and unfaith.
teachings. How a rupture can be
It was high time that something
avoided in the ranks of the liberal should be done. Christ was being
hosts who differ so decidedly in prin- again crucified by those who should be
ciple is hard to see. Nor is the new His defenders.
But recent events
"National Social" party attracting have shown that in Germany the Protany great number of adherents. Its estant church is at heart thoroughly
two journals, the Hiele and the Zeit, evangelical and loves its Bible above
are both financia. lly. embarrasse~. In everything else. Indeed, all signs inother
words, the liberal and liberal- dicate that the church is preparing
1
jizing forces within the German church for a new triumphal march. Vexilla
I have in recent months lost considera- regis prodennt!
ble ground, and the beginning of the ! Th
t t
t
.
.
,ese s ,a emen s receive a smguend seems to be at hand. On the ar corro b ora t'ion froman unexpec t e d
1
other
hand, the . defense of the old source, name 1y, th e Ch ron'l!C
.-, f L . .
.
o e1ps1c,
fa1thhas , grownrnternally andexter.
f an exponen t o f''b
lth eo1ogy.
•
.1tsel
11 era
. f
nally. A1though among the Umver- T N
. h
t t"18 t"
f th
0 2
sity men there have been very few I ,_hn , · . itl furmlst. es ~ ath i~s op e
,·
I t eo10g1ca acu rns au
e nme rus wno have
undertaken to defend
the sian umvers1trns, f rom wh"ic h I"t ap.
.
olden views of the church with referl:
t'
h
. .
,
pears that tie conserva ives are muc
ence. to the d1vme characuer of the stronger numerica
. 11 y th.an th e l"b
l era1s.
Scriptures, the rank and file of the In the o ld p rusman
.
.
th ere
provmces
pastors have boldly come to the front .
,
.b .
dt
t
.
_
1
d
k
d ,
. 't are sixteen ,1 era 1 an wen y-six con
· h"
mt is goo wor , an tne anti-en .
.h
th U .
.
.
•
•
•
•
1 servat1ve
t eo 1ogians in
e
n11•
1 ical biblical literature is now greater
d . th _
th
"th b
f
.
T versity faculty, an m
e newer
an I as een. or many .years. . o provinces eig
. h t l'b
.
i era1s an d mne
counteract the mfiuence of neolog1cal
.
I h
t
.
.
.
conserv<~tives.
n t e 1as two years
teachmgs by the Umversi.typrofessors
.
·.
. t"
''l
d
fully
twice
as
many
conserva ives as
1 of theology, courses o f
ectures an
.
. t d
h .
I specia
· 1 sc h oo1s m
· th · t
t
• liberals were appom e , s owmg
e rn eres s or where the sympath"ies of th e G overnthe old truth have been success- -~,
.
.
· d
·
b
f l
mem are.--Literary Digest.
1 f u11y carrie
on ma num er o p.aces,
1
1
'
1

·1

I

I

·1

I.
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THE SAINTS' HERAU...

-THE NEW

THEORY OF INSPIRATION. ] printing a fragment of a single chapFREQUENT reference is made nowa- ter, each section of which is printed
days to the Polychrome Bible which in .a color representing the period in
is being printed under the editorship which internal evidence suggests that
of a committee of the ''higher critics" it was compiled, the composite nature
of America and Europe. This Bible, of the passage is as clearly brought
as its name indicates, is printed in 1 out as a view of a transverse section
several colors, each color standing for of the world's surface in a text-book
a certain period in literary construe- of geology illustrfJJtes the formation
tion, and every pssage in the Bible of the strata of the earth's crust.
being printed in the color of the pe- This chapter of Genesis, instead of
riod to which it is assigned by the being written off, as it were, at one
critics. In this way the composite sitting by Moses, doing dictation for
construction attributed to a book like the Almighty in the fifteenth century
Genesis stands out at once before the before Christ, is now, when subjected
eye.
to the close analysis of modern scholMr. William T. Stead, of the Lon- arship, said to have been built up by
don Review of Review1:;, publishes in a a succession of unknown editors, the
frontispiece (January) a portion of a earliest of whom probably lived about
chapter of Genesis as it is to appear 640 B. c., and the latest about 500 B. c.
in its various colors, and sets himself 'l'he evidence for this is to be found in
to explaining the attitude of the higher the structure of the language, the
critics toward the Bible, and to "make style of the authors, and all these
plain to plain men" the effect of their ' minute differences of words and alluwork upon the traditional theories of sions which would enable any schoolinspiration. We reproduce here Mr. boy-to take a simple example-to
Stead's explanation, which, aR will be pick out from a page of poetical
readily seen, is made by one in close selections what was written by Chausympathy with the new methods of cer, by Shakespeare, or by Kipling.
treatment. Mr. Stead writes as fol- The old theory of the authorship of
lows:Genesis is now put on a par with a
"For many years past so much has claim that such a Chaucer-Shakebeen said about the higher criticism speare-Kipling composite was written
and its bearing upon the Bible, that it with his own hand by Alfred the
is really time to try and make some of Great.
its conclusions plain to plain men.
"The discovery of the composite
The result at which scholars such as nature of many of the sacred books
Wellhausen, Cheyne, and Driver have and their comparatively late origin
arrived is by no means only of a nega- has necessitated a change in the theory
tive kind. It is as positive as the of inspiration.
Much of the Old
theory of evolution, and quite as com- Testament as we have it is not so
prehensible. And what it comes to is much an. original work as a kind of
this: In their opinion the whole of the review of reviews of the history and
old mechanical theory of the inspira- traditions of Israel. As it is my duty
tion of the Bible has gone by the monthly to sieve and sift the volumiboard as completely as the old me- nous mass of periodical literature,
chanical theory of the creation of the summarizing, condensing,and extractworld in a six-days' shift. But just ing in order to get the main ideas of
as Darwinism suggested an infinitely the writers into definite focus and
more marvelous and di.vine theory of
mana.geable compass, so a success~on
the creation of the world than the art- of editors are held to have dealt with
less tradition of the Hebrews, so mod- the traditions and ancient writings
ern scholarship claims to have rep laced of the Hebrew race. Ima.,.ine this
the old theory of a God-dictated Bible resent number of The Revi:w o+' ReP.
.. . .
'J
by a theory of its origin far more views
carefully reedited and condensed
divine.
a hundred years hence by another edi"The frontispiece from the Poly- tor, whose standpoint, although the
chrome Bible, with which I begin the same as mine admitted of very wide
New Year's number of The Review of divergence iii the matter of political
.
.
Reviews, illustrates more clearly than and social
perspective, and then two
any amount of description the way in hundred years later let another editor
which the new theory works. By reedit the conglomerate mass so as to
1

make it accord more closely to the
altered needs of the new time. If then
the resulting reedited recasting of the
previously twice-edited compost of
condensation and extract were to be
regarded as fixed and definite, and
were not altered for a thousand years,
we should then have a result not dissimilar to that which we are now said
to have in the first six books of the
Old Testament.
'•Where then, according to the new
theory, does inspiration come in? On
this subject it is absurd to dogmatize.
It may be sufficient to suggest in
roughest outline some leading features of the new doctrine of inspiration.
"Divine inspiration is not to be
found in a mechanical concatenation
of words and syllables. The divine
inspiration entered not primarily into
a book, but into the life of the Hebrew race. Th<?,re it germinated and
grew until it bore fruit in certain preeminently inspireci personalities, such
as Amos and Isaiah. These prophets
and holy men of old thus became the
channels through which flowed into
human consciousness the conception
of the divine character and purpose
which found its decisive culmination
in the person of Jes us Christ. Their
sayings and writings, which were
reverently collected and transmitted,
formed the raw material upon which
successive editors worked. The various books of the Old Testament mirror more or less accurately the
various phases or stages of the evolution of the God-idea. Some are believed to be comparatively free from
editorial handling or condensation.
Others, notably the so-callE!d books of
Moses, are very much edited illdeed.
But the inspiring idea of God and of
his Kingdom dominated, although in
very varying degrees, the prophet,
the editor, and the race. The sacred
writers, although inspired, were not
infallible, but whatever errors they
may have made never eclipsed the
central truth which they themselves
. often but imperfectly understood.
"Such at least may be taken as the
opinion of the more be~ieving ~~m
bers of the school of higher critics.
They may be riaht or they may be
wrong. Probably they are both. But
whether right or wrong, they affirm
as unhesitatingly as the most rigid of
the upholders of th~ old.er t.heory that
the source of the ir;.sp1rat10n of the
sacred writers was divine, and that the
soul of their teachings was the revela·
tion of God."-Literary Digest.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John s: 31, s2.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there c;flalf not any ;mm among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of J\!;ormon, page 116.
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Lamoni, Iowa, March 10, 1897.

these held at Logan, the home of Mr.
Thatcher, of which the Salt Lake
Tribune has a report in its issue for
EDITOR. February 16, in response to a request
JOSEPH S!l.1ITH
R. S. SALYARDS
ASSISTANT EDI'l'OR.
f
.
CoRREsroNDING EmTor,.
or a speec h , among ot h er t'n1ngs
HEMAN C. SMI'.l'H
__ said:LAMONI. foWA, MAR. 10, 1897.
He had voted for the anti-polygamy maniSENSIBLE CONCLUSIONS UNDER
PRESSURE.

THE campaign for United States Senator in Utah, lately terminated by the
choosing of Joseph L. Rawlins over
Moses Thatcher, has resulted in a
wide divergence of opinion among the
dwellers in the mountain State, and
some political situations that to those
of other States of the federal compact
appear peculiar and strikingly suggestive.
The decision of Mr. Thatcher, of
Logan, Cache County, a member of
the Quorum of Twelve Apostles of
the Utah Church, not to _sign the
manifesto written and presented by
the Presidency to the Twelve for
their signatures, declaring that no
leading officer of the church should
accept political office without first
obtaining counsel and consent of their
superior officers in the· church, cost
him his place in the quorum, from
which he was deposed because he refused to sign it. His reason for refusing to so sign was that the leaders
of the church, the Presidency having
disavowed intention or purpose to
interfere with the members of the
church in regard to political preferences, left him free to act as his
choice might determine, without fear
of interference, and that he had accepted the statement of political freedom thus made by the leading
authorities as having been made in
good faith.
He for this reason refused to sig:it, and his brethren deposed him.
Notwithstanding this,
Mr. Thatcher was proposed to the
Legislature as a candidate for the
United States Senatorship and was
·
defeated by a vote of 31 to 29. Smee
.
the elect10n Mr. Thatcher has been
made the recipient of several enthusi,
astic public receptions. At one of

festo although it tore his heart strings, severed family tie8 and bastardized his offspring,
but felt that 2 per cent of the people must not
endanger the peace and safety of 98 per
cent. He meant it honestly when he raised
h'ts hand voting with his quorum in favor of
religious liberty, and honor demands the
same me~tning now.
He who thinks because we are surrounded
by the walls of Statehood that it is safe to
violate obligations is mistaken. He cited
_history in support of this. He had not laid
!!.side the church for political position, but
for the honor and liberty of the people. The
Constitution, he stated, must be maintained
inviolate. God 1:i law is to abide by constitutional law.
It, is a dangerous and unlawful power which
can make man-~ Rernocrat one day, a Republican the next,n:nd a Populist the day following.
When any church undertakes political control it. reaps the whirlwind. No man can
101'.!g ride two horse,s going opposite directions at the same tim(1, He asked no man to
follow his footsteps nor say a word in his
behalf unless b':cause conscience made him.
He referred to biocks of five and six which
could be turned in the Legislature any way
and time. The people of the State were not
~,o anxious for the election of Moses Thatcher,
but foF the kiumph of the principle involved.
The great Democratic leader referred to
one who at the commencement of the fig·ht
stood fast a short time, but when the shot
and shell rained got under cover and left his
followers exposed. He ad vised the people to
choose their own political leadera, then suppart them no matter what came.

We remember meeting Hon. Moses
Thatcher at a meeting held by B ro.
R. J. Anthony and self, in the basement of the Tab3rnacle at Logan, on
the night -of September 25, 1889, on
which occasion we spoke on the marriage law as understood an d h e ld b y
the Reorganized Church. In that
discourse we made it the duty of
God's people in this dispensation as
in all others, to keep the law of God;
·
and used the quotation
from t h e D oc.
,
. .
I trme and Covenants reqmrmg the
church to maintain the constitutional
law of the land; and the further state-

I

No.

'Io.

ment that "he that keepeth the law of
God hath no need to break tbe law of
the land."
A year from that meeting to a day,
on September 24, 1890, President
Wilford Woodruff issued a manifesto
virtually abandoning the dogma and
practice of plural marriage; which
manifesto was presented to the October conference held in the Tabernacle
at Salt Lake City, and by an affirmative vote was 'ratified--no negative
vote being called.
We are pleased to note these expressions ·of loyalty to the constitutional law of the land made by Hon.
Moses Thatcher in the form reported
by the Tribune; for the reason, that it
is an indication that once free to think
untrammelled by enshackling alliances, men think wisely and straight.
STILL PURSUING THATCHER.

THE following is from the Salt Lake
Weekly Tribune for February 23,
1897:George W. Thatcher and Moses Thatcher,
who have held the positions of president and
trustee, respectively, of the Brigham Young
college at Logan for the past twenty years,
have been deposed by President Wilford
Woodruff of the Mormon Church.
Two days after the close of the S0natorial
contest each of the gentlemen named received
a letter from President Woodruff, bearing
date of January 29th, informing them that he
had been contemplating a change in the personnel of the board of trustees of the Brigham Young college at Logan for some time
past, and requesting their resignations.
The resignations were not tendered, and
some days later the gentlemen received a
second communication from President Woodruff notifying them that they had been removed and that M. W. Merrill and Orson
Smith .had been appointed to fill the vacancies
thus caused.
It is understood that an attempt was made
by the deposed trustees to hold a meeting of
the board shortly after they received President Woodruff's first communication, but
Bishop Preston of this city declined to meet
with them upon the ground that they were
not members of the board, and the contemplated meeting was abandoned.
The Brigham Young- college at Logan was
endowed by President Bdgham Young who
t
t . t 't
on July 24 , 1877 , conveyeu1 o cer arn rus ees,
named by him, about 20,000 acres of land in
cache County for the benefit of the college.
Moses Thatcher and George W. 'rhatche.r

l
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were appointed by Preside~'.t,;oung. as tr·ust~es ath ~hat ti:ie and 881 mu contmuously
smce t e1r appomtment.
. .
f ,
.
Th e prov1s10n o tne trust under which
President Woodruff has deposed the Thatchers is as follows:.
"The said trustees shall hold their office
during the will and pleasure of the said party
of the first part, his heirs or assignees, and
shall be subject at any time to removal by
him or them, or until tbe estate shall be fuliy
settled up b;: the executors of the said party
of the first part, and the executors discharged
from all responsibility connected therewith.
These said trustees shall be appointed and
hold their office d'Jring the will and pleasure
of the President of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints who believes in
and carries out all the revelations given by
the prophet, .Joseph Smith, Jr., and President Brigham Young."

THE INAUGURATION.

THE inaugural ceremonies at Washington, March 4, presents one of the
sublimest spectacles that human governments can possibly show; one
probably never equalled since the
gathering of the people at the foot of
Mount Sinai. On that day one man
who had held the reins of government
over a Nation, the like of which is
not now to be found on the earth,
voluntarily ''presented himself before
tte representatives of the people over
whom he had ruled and there laid
down the rule he had held, resigning
it into the hands whence he had received it, and witnessed the p1acing
of another in the seat of power which
he was so voluntarily vacating.
'1.'his scene, that of two citizens of
the Republic stimding in the open
air, before a venerable .Judge of the
highest court known to the Nation,
itself the creation of the Government
which he represents, there in the
presence of assembled thousands, one
to lay down, the other to take up tho
sceptre of office, the rulership of a
great Nation, is one of extraordinary
beauty, grandeur, and significance.
Of these two men neither wore an
insignia of rank of any sort. The
venerable J'udge wore the long black
gown of his office; but neither cross
nor badge. His head bore no flowing
wig of curled and powdered hair, as
his compatriots of the judicial bench
in other lands have worn; but standing uncovered in the Divine and human presence his gray hair shone in
the morning sun like an aureole of
dignity and human greatness.

*

1

.The ceremonies took
.. the
midst of massed hundreds of Cltizens
.
_. .
,
,
.
m citizens dress, the exceptions to
h
·
·
I t e rule bei~g represent~tlves . ~f
I royal courts aoroad. American c11Jlzens, whose rul~rs wore changing
, places :::md functions by their choice,
stood near and around the three cen.
tral figures of the group on th® plat-

safe shelter; but vvho seem to fail to
note that the average mind is apt to
.
.
question
anvone should hes1tate
I
·
"
·o.r fear w e.xpose a, '.
deluSlOn." After stating matter to be
affirmed by disputr,nts, Bro. S. says:-j'

I'

·· . '

form.
No armed
clad· m
glittering and bespangled uniform
stood near them. No guard of honor
or safety crowded betwt:on the people
and their sovereigns.
They \J\'ere
sovereign in their own right, every
man of them, and valued no trapp·lng
or gear of earthly pomp or courtly
preferment; but were as citizensAmerican citizens-both the civic and
military guardians of their own peace
and the nation's safety.
Such a
scene is calculated to c<rnse the citizens of the Republic to reflect with
pride upon the form of national gov·
ernment that has made it possible.
Mr. Cleveland bore his part in these
striking ceremonies in a manly and
dignified manner; sober, thoughtful,
and st.rong, doubtless weary of the
arduous labors as a public servant
which there ceased for him, and glad
that they were ended.
Mr. McKinley bore himself as one
who was neither doubtful, nor afraid;
though he must have known what
scenes of care and labor awaited him.
His confidence in the stability of the
institutions he was assuming the
of sustaining gave him 1::m appearance
of assurance which his after ex eri.
P
ence may seriously try; but he must
also feel that as t~e chosen ruler of a\
g.T~at people ~1e will demand and re-1
ceive the cordial support of all.
·with us in Republican America the
.

·

.

.

cry lS not, '•The Krng lS dead! Long
live the king!" but rather, "The citizen has ceased to be ruler! Tbe citizen is ruler! Long live the Re:publie!"
AGITATION iN WEST VIRGINIA.

M. T. SHORT has a characteristic
way, a,11 h:is own, of getting after
those that oppose themselves to the
work. We give a portion of a sample
instance, with the reply, gleaned from
a West Virginia paper. We note that
the declination is also chars,cteristic of
some who refuse to do more than to
skulk about and fire from a supposedly
BRO.

Please come to time and face the music, or
evep after hold your peac2. An honorable
war is far better than an ignominlous peace.
The terrific lightning purifies the atmospborn; the running· streams sparkle with
beauty and health; the ocean current fructifies tho British Isles; and a theological
tournament would surely stfr tho stagnant.
pools of Modern Babylon.
Remembering· what a gnat can do for an
elephant, and t.rustlng that you are not too
large to see us, and believing that a friendly,
orderly investigation of our relative claims
would be right and conduciv0 to greM good,
1
am, etc.
Editor Berald:-In your issue of February
3 tberci ls
communication from a Latter
Day Saint ths,t has recently come into Marshall County· in tbe interests of such a transprcrcnt delm-ion that I feel called upon to say
to the public by way of explanation that
under no circ 1J:·nstanceF3 could I be induced to
enter into any deb?,te. The cause that I have
tho honor to represent only requires Cb.dst
to be preached to the people. If Eider Short
believes that Joe Smith was a prophet, I·
have no disposition to combat that kind of a
delueion. If he wants a debate he will have
to look outside of Moundsville. In the future
I will content myself with treating challenges for public debate with the same silent
contempt that I have done in the past, with
due respects towa,rd all who may honestly
differ from mo.
A 'INAiL FROM THE ,O.DVENTlSTS.
TOO MANY P~EACHEHS, OR THE FIELD NOT
LAR,GE ENOUGH.

wmcH?

?N the J;i,st Sunday of 1896. we attended serv-

ice at an Adv~nt church ~n a
near Boston. The audience was quite good; the pulpit
theme
"A review of the past year and
the signs
?hrist's co~ing at hand."
~he ~reacr;;~ .~as se~~ous.and very earn~st,
ev1de?,1y be11ron~g wn~,t ne preached; 1mpress1vely and w1tb s~iemn effect he urged
upon the people the evidences of the "day of
the Lord'; as ready to break on the world at
any moment. The audience seemed quite in
sympathy with the preacher's views, and
freely resp0nded to his powerful appeals; and
all seemed to realize, more or less vivid!y,
that awful events await us in the near future.
But a singular feeling came ever us as,
looking· around, we counted four preachers,
all of the same faith, sitting in the audience
closely listening to their ministerfa,l brother's
earnest words. An Ad.vent preacher proving
from the holy word that the grea'G judgment
day is at the very doors, and four other Advent preachers, holding the same views~ and
sincel'ely believing that tho "end of all
things is at hand," simply listeners; their
voices silent! And close by we knew of three
, more Advent preachers, seven in all, in one
i locality; all silent on that holy day; and the
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· burning day of God close upon an unprepared
world.
And yet all those men, every one cf the
seven, were in geed health; well equipped,
able preachers; with ripe experience, and enjoying the confidence of the people. Seven
Advent ministers, in one locality, able-bodied
men, with nothing to do but listen to the one
man out of the eight.
Wei inly said, What does this mean? Who
is responsible for this state of things? Is the
Ad vent ministry a calling so popular and so
well supported that men are rushing into it
so rapidly that out of eight, only one can
find a place to be heard on a fine Lord's Day?
It could not be laziness on the part of those
preachers, or fullness of bread, for we personally knew that every one of those seven
idle preachers greatly desired to be at work
for God, preaching his gospel of warning and
preparation, on that day; but there were no
open doors. And yet, on that same Lord's
Day, within an area of fifty miles, there were
a large number of Advent churches destitute
of preaching.
How is this spectacle to be explained?
Mostly in one way: There is among us no
system, no· plan, no arrangement for the
employment of our preachers and the supply
of our churches.
Our country churches, all over the land
are not half supplied, while for every church
in the cities, there are plenty of aspirants.
. Our young preacherR are not specially
averse to,the more congenial city pastorates;
and our city churches, many of them, touched
with the prevailing selfishness of these times
are anxious only for their own success, n~
matter what becomes vf the cause and the
poor country congregations. And so the
aged and middle aged preachers, who bore the
burden in the heat of the day when they
were younger, no longer able to breast the
wintry storms, and lay down at night in cold
rooms and colder beds, and not much wanted
in the snug city parishes, are left without
work; although their ripe experience and
matur<?d abilities are just what are needed
for the healthy and solid prosperity of our
great work and cause; and just what would
save not a few oi our churches from divisions,
weakness, and decay.
But the grave question is: How long can
a people, never numerous or strong, manage
to keep itself in motion with so large a per
cent of its limited ministerial talent, unused,
ignored, idle? Any religious people that fails
to utilize its men and means is already on the
highway to swift decay. And the Advent
body is no exception to this tendency.
Let our wise men, the seers of our Israel
our councils and conventions, ponder thi~
matter at the opening of this new year. And
know this-if there is no remedy to be found
and applied, the decadence of our donomination is certairi and swift. Only our Lord's
immediate appearing can avert our humiliating weakness. But there is a remedy· and it
is not yet too late to apply it.
'

Some one sent us lately a copy of
The World's Crisis, and Second Advent
Messenger, an Ad vent journal pub-

lished at Boston, for January 6, 1897,
from which we clip the foregoing
wail, or at least it sounds like a wail.
There is in it a frank acknowledgement that the Advent people of that
particular branch of believers in the
second coming of Jesus is neither numerous, nor strong, and that there is
no ''system," ''plan," nor ''arrangement" for the successful employment
of their preachers, or the supply of
their churches.
To us it seems quite natural that
Boston being a sort of center from
which this band of believers radiate
in the east, it should be a rallying
center also, and a few preachers,
more or less, at a meeting to hear one
of their own number descant and discourse on the subject of their hope,
ought not to be so strange a thing as
the Crisis makes out of it.
But it is evident that the Crisis sees
a possible decadence of their denomination, and that quite near.
It ought to have been suggested to
the writer of this extract that there
might be causes aside from the desire
of young men to crowd to the city
pastorates to the neglect of the country charges, which is resulting in decadence.
The believers in the second coming
of Jes us, other than the Latter Day
Saints, are sadly divided among themselves in regard to several theories
held to be more or less essential to
denoml.national existence. There are
:F'irst-day and Seventh-day Adventists;
the age-to-come, and the soul-sleeping branches; the Christian Advents
and the Advent Christians, and possibly others, some holding one view
of the time, place, and circumstances
of the coming and some another-all
persistently holding to their respective positions, with great stress on the
particular item of faith that separates
the mass.
Some have from time to time set the
time of Christ's second coming, reasoning from the chronological data
supposed to be found in types, symbols, prophecies, and their alleged fulfill
t It
b th t h
men .
may e
a t e people
by whom the Orisis is issued are one of
these unfortunate setters of time-we
think they are-and this setting of
times coupled with the repeated failure of their prophetic calculations
, and prognostications based upon them,

14'7
has placed them in the position of having cried "vvolf, wolf," when no wolf
was either heard or seen; and has
brought the denomination into distrust with many, who believe in the
coming but are at sea as to the when
it will be.
This with the continual contest between the first and seventh day
theories has resulted in creating indifference even among the ministry,
for the contest being waged for victory makes now and again converts
both ways from the contending hosts,
and sometimes loses able champions to
either side by an utter abandonment of
the faith, both as to the coming and
the word itself. Several of such cases
have occurred.
We commend a consideration of this
wail to the elders, with a view to the
suggestion that they may profit by
the contemplation of there being
places within reach of their homes
where congregations might be found
to whom they might preach; rather
than gathering in numbers to hear
some one of their own faith, on ordinary occasions.
Apropos of this setting of time for
the Savior to come, the Christian Herald, has issued a wall calendar and
almanac for 1897, and in it winds up
by advertising a work published and
for sale at No. 20 Tudor Street, E. C.,
London, England, entitled "Future
Wonders of Prophecy," and predicts
the coming of Christ, the Second
Advent, April 23, 1908.
The Lord may indeed come on that
day; but, if he does, the Christian Herald and World's Crisis, will have to do
a much better job of preaching the
gospel between now and that day,
than they have done heretofore, or
the prophecy concerning his coming,
made by the Lord himself, found in
Matthew 24: 14, will remain unful·
filled; which would seriously endanger his reputation as a true prophet.
REDUCED RATES TO CONFERENCE
AND CONVENTIONS.

REDUCED rates to General Conference and Zion's Religio and Sunday
school Conventions, have been secured-one and one third fare for the
round trip. See particulars in Miscellaneous Department.
The Western Passenger Association
authorities have notified the Secretary
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=============;;=============-----that our reques'u for reduced rates The whole place is ~.stir ovet· "the delusion." such closing of these buildings, so the saints
would be presented to other associa- 'fhe end is not yet. I have enjoyed the stay. 3,re not involved, except it may be that when
Earnest effort and sacrifice on the part of the suit.s are tried the effort may be made to
tions. Favorable action will extend saints here with consistent lives before men, plead that ·we are not a religious people
the reduced rate privileg·e to other are telling. May they be kc'pt faithful unto within the meaning· of the contract when
territory.
Results will be duly an- the crowning day. Off to-morrow for dis- these union churches were built. I think we
tric'i; conference, and then westward.
should be prepared this year to crowd our
nounced.
Bro. D. E. Tucker, Berrydale, work to its utmost in these parts. It would
seem that the enemy is combined, from the
Florida, the 22d ult.:-EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Conference over and the ·~aints strengthened and encouraged, and wme resolved to
live better lives and to strive for a closer
wa,lk with God. Winter is now over here
and the peach and plum i roes are in full
bloom, and the field now open again for missionary work, and plenty of it to do, which I
love to see, as we can't do inuch here in the
winter season. Glad indeed to know tha
good Lord iti feeling aft.er the difforent
factions of the church, in his own way. Let
the good work roll on.

BRO. c. J. HUNT from Deloit, Iowa,
late date says:The c.onference at Dow City was a good
one; business passed off pleasantly, meetings
well attended 1md spiritual. Brn. 0. Derry
and J. C. Crabb, of the Little Sioux district,
were present. Em. J. F. McDowell and Bro.
W. W. Blalock, the latter a "Christian," are
in debate at Defiance. I hear that the
"Christians" are feeling bad over the effort
to put down "Mormonism."

Bro. Levi Gamet, Clearwater, NeThe saints will be pleased to learn
braska, writes: that our excellent brother, Joseph
The tent scheme advances nic0ly, about F. Burton, is fully alive to the intertwenty doilars being subscribed in this
locality, others not heat·d from. The inter- es ts of the Master's work. In a letter
est continues good at Clearwater. Bro. Min- from Papeete dated December 22, he
tun goes to Inman to-day, but will return states:-and continue meetings in town on Wednesday
and over next Sunday. We are having the
use of the M. E. church building; that is,
they control it, but it is owned by Congregationalists.

Brn. W. S. Macrae and E. A. Pratt
.writin 0o· from Nicely Oklahoma la to
'

'

v

~ate, state that they could use readmg matter to advantage.
They
say:-

I preached in the native· tong·ue on Sunday
morning again, occupying about forty
minutes; but using much 5cripture quotations helped me out. Yet I was able to make
my comments fairly well,-of course stammeringly,-bub in the testimony meeting in the
afternoon, while speaking tot.he natives of the
necessity of living Christ-like that we may
obtain hia blessings and te pl'epared fo~·
either death or his coming, I felt very well
indeed, and most of the time spoke as ftuently as I could desire. The brethrt'n here
said that I spoke very plainly. At least they
showed by moistened eyes aria bright countenances that they partook of the same g·ood
influence that tho Holy Spirit gave me . . . .
Emma also spoke a few words in the test,imony meeting in the Ta hi ti an language.

I
I

Please say to your readers that we can use
their surplus literatuee, sermons, Ensigns,
tracts, etc. This field is new and broad, and
only two or three missionaries to work it.
Lit0rature will do a great part to educate
the people, and prepare them for the
preached word·. If any can, send a few cents
to Bro. Frank Criiey, Lamoni, Iowa, and order some tracts sent to our address. Hopes
received also

This is good news. The Lord will
help those who put themselves into
h·.is 'service.
N o t ve t f our mont h s o f
·
Bro. J. W. Walc1smith, Lincoln, \ experience among .the Tahitians, and
Nebraska, March 1:rn.aking himself understood by them
I go from here to Diwy, Lancaster County, is an excellent record.
May God

to hoid a series of meetings; and from there
I contemplate going· to Agnew, Nebraska,
for the same purpose, Plenty of opportunity
for work, but a great deal of sickness through
the cmrntry. \Ve had a ret·ll good conference
at Nobras1.rn CHy two weeks ago. Pres. A.
H. Smith was with us.

Sr. Ella Miller, Nevada, Missouri,
late date, offers a suggestion:-I appreciate Brother Stebbins' "Instruct\ons to District and Branch Clerks" very
much and have clipped the same from Herald
an.d fastened i.n the ''.District ~ecord .." Tr.ust
otners whom i t may rns~ruct will do 11kewrne.

Bro. Rudolph Euzenhouser, Orenshaw, Pennsylvania, the 2d inst.:-The true-hearted, generous band of saints
here rejoice in the addit,ion of :our to their
number and other excel1ent friends made.

bless the missionaries. Bro. Burton
had joined Bro. Case at the place of
holding donference, in January.
·
°"' C
·
f
T
Bro . .iii. . Briggs, o the
welve,
writing from Grand Rapids, Michigan, Febru:uy 19:I have been laboring in many parts of my
mission during the year; from north to south,
the elders generally have been doing well.
T'1ken as a whole all have done well and are
alive in the work. There has never seemed
to be 60 much anxiety to hear the word in all
1
I parts as this year. Steps are being taken
this week to open to us, by law, three union
churches in this vicinity, that have been
closed against the church in the iast few
1~eeks. This mov~ment is made by t~ose out' side the church wno have been aggrieved by

I

Utah elders to the last sectarian to fight us;
and yet it only serves to help open doors
for our elders with renewed life and hope.
EDITORIAL iTEMS.

BRO. D. W. SHIRK writes that he has
located at Minatare, Nebraska, near
which he finds some scattered saints.
Bro. D. M .. Rudd's labors had inter·ested many, who commend him and
his works. Prospects good for additions to the church.
Bro. M. G. Maudsley,of Maquoketa,
Iowa, writes that he finds some good
saints in that region of country.
The club-footed man has turned up
again, this time at Galena, Indiana,
where he borrowed money to "get
home," his ''horse and buggy" having
been "stolen." Bro. T. F. Wheelor
writes suggesting that we advertise
him again. Look out for him!
We have a request for volume 17 of
the SAINTS' HERALD (for 1870). Anyone having the volume to donate or
sell to one of the missionaries, will
please notify the Herald Office.
Departures: Bro. S. V. Bailey to
northeastern Iowa, Bro. C. Scott to
the Des Moines district; arrivals:
Bro. and Sr. J. W. Peterson from
Wisconsin.
Madrid advices report over two
thousand rebels killed by Spanish
troops in battles in the Philippine
Islands.
A Delhi dispatch dated March 1
states that great mortality prevails
among cattle. in the southern Punjab
district, which adds to the distress
of the people. Forty thousand, or
twenty-three per cent of the total
number of cattle have died. The
starving Mohammedans are killing
the cattle, which causes friction with
the Hindoos.
There is scarcely a doubt that the
conditions growing out of the Cretan
trouble are such as to make the
situation in the East one of utmost
gravity. 'rhe Cretan crisis is rapidly
merging into the larger question· of
the fate of the Ottoman Empire, and
it is becoming strongly probable that
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its radical solution will speedily be
forced upon Europe. It has repeatedly been declared by Lord Salisbury
and other high :>,uthorities during the
last year that the only possible solution of this question is by the sword.
But a short time ago Mr. Balfour assured the British House of Commons
in solemn language that a general
European war was inevitable if the
partition of Turkey was attempted.
The powers have given Greece six
days to withdraw her forces from
Crete. This she refuses to do, but is
calling out 'her reserves instes,d.
Turkish troops are being massed on
the Macedonian frontier and open
war betweon the two nations is probable. King George of Greece declares
that his nation would rather be obliterated from the map of Europe than
to withdrnw and permit further massacres of Greek Cretans by the
Turks.
The editors are obliged to decline
much of the obituary verse. that is
sent in; for two reasons: lack of
space, and insufficient merit in the
lines composed. None need feel hurt
at this aetion, as it is simply a matter
of necessity and in the interests of our
readers. Were we to publish all such
matter sent us, the HERALD readers
would be deprived of much else of
value and necessary to be put before
them. As it is, much has been inserted that is not, correctly speaking,
"poetry." While the sentiments of
grief and affection are appreciated,
the worth of matter and the space at
our disposal are also to be estimated
and appreciated, as all things should
be, according to foeir merits.
The worst storm and flood since the
year 1875 visited the Mississippi
Valley on the night of March 5.
Farm property, railroads, and cities
along the river in Illinois, Ohio,
Indiana, and Missouri, suffered most.
Five inches of.rain fell in Ohio; cloudbursts occurred in Kentucky.
Turks and Arnauts are massacring
Christians in various parts of Old
Servia. How long will the fanatical
Turk be permitted to persist in his
present career?
Michigan legislators are moving
for the adoption of the initiative and
referendum--the plan now in vogue in
Switzerland by which legislation is
h
.
c oth initiated by the
people; Q.irect

and final action on questions originating in the legislature referred to them
for approval or disapproval by vote.
Terrific gale inland and along the
British coast, March 3. Much damage to property.
A Madrid paper announces general
unrest and commotion in Spain; that
the country is drifting toward an
abyss, with no definite general policy
agreed upon among her leading
minds.
Arbitration sentiment is growing.
May it soon become universal:"Christiania, March 3.--At to-day's
session of the Storthing. the legislative assembly of Norway, it was
unanimously decided to appoint a
committee of nine to consider the
question of entering into treBJties of
arbitration with foreign countries and
to submit proposals."

HomB
EDITED BY FRANCES.
\Vho sayr:, "I wiU, ''to what is right,
11
I won~t,' to what if' wrong,
Although" tender little child,
Is truly great and strong.
1

FROM THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.-·NO. 4.
A COOL WAVE.

WHEN we got to the lower end of the village
we saw a niau house,-like the fireplace conundrum, with a back, two sides, and part of a
front,,-where sat a small• woman with a baby
in her arms, and we drew nigh. But it was
to see more closely the evenly square front,
yard built up at least two and a half feet from
the ground, of rocks, and the top was leveled
off with smooth, glossy cobblestones, fiattened on the top. Most of them WPre oval,
varying in size, some as large as· two and 3,
half feet one way and one and a half the
other. The floor of the "fare" was the same
only smaller cobbles and much more glossy.
I wond0red if it was from the constant wear
of bare feet. ·we had passed two native
women sitting on the side of the road under
a large tree in front of a house, and the one
who gave us the most friendly greeting in look,
broad smile, i.rnd bow, came at once to where
we were and invited us to step upon the stone
square and sit down on the front side of the
house in the sb11de of 'ohe heavily projecting
niau eaves and get cool, which we did, she
sitting on the swnes in the sun in front of us.
She wa8 very wciable, could understand and
also speak a few words of English, but we
talked mostly in Tahitian. I spoke of the
tamarind trees in front. She said, "A too
~uch tamarin~." . She learned that we would
llke. sor~e, and. when we were re~dy to go
J agarn to,Jk a bahket and we went with her to
where t.he braucbo5 of great t,rees )',ung clear

to the ground, just loaded with large pods of
tamarinds.
They wm·ci much iarger than
any we saw in '.l'ahiti. When the basket
would hold no more we shook hands with her
and said good-bye, Joseph left a t.wenty-fi ve
cent piece in her hand, but she quickly
reached her hand out and dropped it into his
pocket again, saying, "No, no; you my
friend." We learned from the consul that
that house was the residence of the last
queen of the islands.
Fea,ring we might keep the boat waiting we
walked back, though most of the way we
could be plainly seen from the ship. Got to
the landing quarter before three, but no boat
there. The sun was very hot upon that little
jetty, but we thought they would see us in a
few minutes and send the boat. Now perhaps
I had ought to make a clean breach over all
the connecting circumsta:'.lces from that time
till this, and simply say we got off all right
in l'ime. But that would not give the saints
at home the incidents of the voyage, and our
experience during the same. For some cause;
we C(o not yet know, the captain would not
send the bo1l.t. Joseph stood there in the
blistering sun two hours. We could see them
all on deck and knew, almost, who each one
was. And they saw us, too. I could not
stand the hot sun, so walked back and forth
twice and sat under a tree at the shore; but
the sand fifes bit hard. This was a, public
snub. The natives, seeing the captain would
not send the boat in, would not take us off.
While there we amused ourselves looking at
the natives loading the copra into square
barges that they towed to the vessel with
rowboa,ts. They carried the sacks on their
shoulders through the surf up to their waists;
and when the loaded barge came to shore the
natives ran out to her, a perfect line of them,
and one stood in the barge loading the flour
on their shoulders, putting three sacks of
flour on the shoulder of each man, and they
ran in and up to the store with it. After the
last barge had been unloaded and the men
left off work and were going home, Joseph
wont up and asked an officer to send one of
the men off with us, and he did so for a Chili
quarter. As soon as we got to the vessel, the
captain and consul went ashore, and the boat
was going more or less till ten in the evening. We had retired before the captain and
bulk of 'Ghe passengers came on board, though
those of the family of French people came
early s,ud seemed more friendly to us than
ever before, but when morning came we found
a very cool atmosphere for stich a hot climate.
There seemed to be a conspiracy against us.
We were feeling dreadfully hurt ourselves
and it was a very quiet b,,,eakfast. The young
French ladies would not even look towards
me. ··rhe consul tried to stand by us by not
being ungentlemanly in his demeanor; in
fact, he, only, remained at the table till we
had finished eating. But on board 'fihose
ships it is a very independent person who
will venture to smile in the direction that the
captain frowns.
The ship was gotten under way early next
morning;. that is, Sunday morni~g. There
l was a delightful breeze and the aay was cool
l and beautiful, and the peoplf) w?re cool toQ. All
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day we were left severely alone, with the exception of just enough politeness to fill the
law. Prior to this we were as well used-and a
little better in some respects-as any on board,
although we did not take their wines or
brandies, neither sip deck coffee as all the
rest, while the gentlemen smoked their
cigars, and both sexes chatted and made
merry. We felt keenly this ill treatment,
but we, too, must study our own interests
and say nothing. These men in authority
have no competition to fear, and they seem
to like to be overbearing at times simply to
show their aut,hority. But all such things
work together for good to those who love
the Lord. vVhile thus feeling so badly, not
so much because of the present, but fearing
that the influence of these influential people
here on board would be exerted against us in
Tahiti, when we were thinking they were so
friendly, in my depression I sought out my
favorite volume, '~Afterglow" (not saying it
was the only good book I read), I had looked
at it twice in packing up my books before deciding to bring it with me. The binding was
so delicate, and it was Sr. Walker's Christmas gift to me, and I was very careful not to
have it soiled. But I remembered I had
found "heart's-ease" between its leaves many
a time, and knew there wo11ld be times, aye,
many times when I should feel just such a
need. And now this day was the first time
in more than two years that I had looked
within it. I opened it unwittingly and read
a few beautiful lines that I had never seen
before. They came home to my soul in a
way so sweetly comforting that I forgot but
what the Master was speaking those words to
me. I will reproduce them for the benefit of
many another whose burden seems heavy:"Child of my love, 'lean hard,'
And let me feel the presence of thy care.
I know thy burden, child-! shaped it,
Poised it in my own Hand, made no proportion
In its weight to thine unaided strength.
Before ever I laid it on, 1 said,
·r shall be ever near, and while she leans on me
This burden shall be mine, not hem,
So shall I keep my child within the circling arms
Of mine own love,,-Here lay it down, nor fear

To impose it on a Shoulder which upholds
The governments of worlde-yet closer come,
Thou art not near enough; I would embrace thy care,
So I might feel my child reposing on my heart;
Thou lovest me? I doubt it uot,
Then loving me, 'Lean Hard.',,
There was a power back of those words
that gave them all the force of having been
uttered by the loving Father, while feeling
his encircling arms of love, and I thanked
him for the circumstance that brought it all
about. And all I read during the day in the
Bible was as though written expressly for
that occasion, till it seemed to me that the
Lord wished us to know that be had taken
cognizance of the whole circumstance. And
I could not but think had the captain k~own
that he who shapes the destinies of men
pleads the ·cause of his saints, he would not
br.ve thus put us to open confusion. But
perhaps he is a little sorry even now,-since
the tide seems to be t~rning in our favor,for when he came on deck this mornin he
bade me a very polite "Good morning,'' :ven
touching his hat, such as I have not seen. him
do before,
(To be continued.)

NOTICE.

1

1 the search after the precious pearls of truth
in the Sabbath school and its lessons.
Now concerning the objection made about
the inconvenience some encounter at review
time. Should a uniformity be established, in
order to make himself perfectly understood
by all in the school, would not the superintendent have, after all, to question the primaries by themselves, or at least to frame
his questions to suit their small understandPRAYER UNION.
ings?
Would it not be as easily accomplished
SR. CLARA STEELE, who requested the
by
addressing
a few questions to the older
Prayer Union to remember her to the Lord
ones
and
then,
did he notice little restless
March 11, has since died, her demise being
movements
turn
and Eay, "Now primaries,"
Friday, the 26th.
and a brigh'G question about their lesson
meets with such hearty response that all the
school smiles with interest in the "little
tots."
In order to simplify the senior lessons to
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
meet the needs of the primaries it would necBaroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send communications for this depfirtment to the Editor. essarily follow that much of interest and
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
vaiue would be left out, and thua, would the
to HEditors Herald, Lamonij Iowa..")
young child have gained a clear and comprehensive study of the four or five chapters
THE TWO-TEXT SYSTEM.
which are often embraced in a senior lesson?
MUCH has been said and written of late conAnd at review time would it be reasonable to
cerning a uniformity of the 1;exts to be used
suppose that the primaries would give a perin teaching the different grades in our Sabfect and comprehensive attention to the
bath schools.
District conventions have
questions on a senior lesson of which their
considered the question, and some have arown knowledge was so fragmentary?
rived at the conclusion that such uniformity
Is not the other way after all, the better
would have all the merits and none of the deone?
merits of the present two-text system. And
.
.
a late writer said, "H is as foundationless s,s 1 As it now is, lessons are adapted to the
the idea i~ amusing that a text in the Old I children and they may take a whole lesson to
Testament could not be simplified as easily a few acts of Jesus contained entirely in a
as one in the New Testament."
few verses, and they leam, understand, and
This decision of the convention and this assimilate the small amounts fed them, and
statement of the writer at once show the though slow, their progress is a sure and safe

THE gener~l society of the Daughters of Zion
will meet during the time of the General
Conference. All local societies are requested
to furnish reports. These reports should be
sent as soon hereafter as convenient to Mrs.
C. B. Stebbins, Lamoni, Iowa, the recording
secretary.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

8tlndau 8Ghool Dapartnrnnt

I

question open to consideration upon two one.
lines; namely: Whether a uniformity be de·
Now about the teachers' study. In large
sfrable, and whether such uniformity should Sunday schools where there are a number of
be established by causing the primary lessons primary teachers, it is certainly best for
to conform to the senior texts, or vice versa. them to hold separate meetings· for studyLet us consider the first question, why are not simply because their lessons are different,
there different grades in our Sabbath rnhools? but because they need, in such a greater deIs not the fact that we do grade them an evi- gree, the helps and benefits of interchange of
deuce that we perceive that the needs 0.nd ' though ts and ideas, as to the best way of

I

capabilities of .pupils of different ~ge a~d I gaining and .holdin~· interest'. the bes~ methdevelopment differ also? All adm1 t this. ods of teachrng children, of il!ustratwg the
Then is it not also recognizable that a pri- lessen. This would be of equal benefit were
mary pupil could not keep up with the the tt>xts identical with the senior.
strides of the seniors, even should they start
Where the schools are small could not a
together ,and an attempt were made to sim- portion of the evening be devoted to a study
plify those lessons? It would be like a grown of each lesson? Is there a need for a primary
person and a child passing together though teacher to sit disinterestedly by while the
a field of flowers: The grown person gathers senior lesson is studied or vice versa?
right and left with rapidity and strength and
Vve are not children! Surely we can glean
purpose, while the little child, hurried along truth from a study of all tbi;,t is good.
by the side of the elder, would grasp here
Now then, where should this uniformity
and reach out there, but because of his small (were it desirable) be placed? Should the
,stature, because of the shortness of bis HttJe primary lessons be brought into conformity
arms, he cannot reach so far nor so quickly, with the senior' lessons as they now are?
nor carry. ~ith precision W:hathe ~.ay gather; Most emphatically do we say, No.
and he w1li b:i fortunate rndeed H when the
\Ve sun~ly know that the basis of childfield is passed he find.s one .poor crushed and teaching, and of kindergarten work, is the
worthless blossom In his weary, baffied a.p]Jlication of principles. Do not the chilfi~gers. Did he stop with .sweet childish dren learn by imitation? and are not those
le1su~e to .gath.er the beautiful, flowers, to lessons impressed indelibly upon their pliant
look in their bright faces, and w.th keen de- minds, by pe1jormance and application of
light and .appreciation.drink in the fragran'.;e those truths taught them?
and meanrng of each tiny floweret, he wollld
What then lrn,s the child to gain by a study
be left, Oh, so far, behind in the tramp after of genealogy, of prophecy, and Old Testa- ·
. treasures! This is peculiarly applicable to , ment mysteries which have often proved a

I
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stumblingblock to older people, and have
furnished all our adv2,nced men with strong
moat~ Is this for our babes? Ah no! Kc:ep
them studying the g·ospel and its pls.in teachings, which they can apply in their daily
lives. L8t them lrnrn of the Christ and nis
gentle virtues. Let them be taught of his
love, and learn to love their fellow creatures.
Let them be taught his forgiveness and learn
to forgive and be merciful to their playmates.
Tell them how Christ prayed; of his faith,
and bis humility; tell of his reverence, his
sacrifice, bis fai.thfulness to duty: and show
them how· to follow in the footsteps of tbei.r
Eider Brother.
You remember the motto on the schoolroom walls, &"V•le learn by doing;." 'which the
wise Profossor wished to modify in the intermedia,te rooms by
it, "We le;trn by
study;" and in the senior rooms, "Vie learn
by thinki.ng." This is so true of tbe
'd1e lntern_1( diitte and tho senior work in our
83,bbath schools; and tbe primaries shollld be
taught the first pduciples.
\JI/hat safer and moro firm a foundation
could you lay for a reiigious tr;;,ining?
Remember ihe building we are helping to
rear, and ITtake the foundation on t.he Rock
of Str·ength. Oh, do not tz.ke tbe little
lambs from their safo shelter in th<" howm of
the tender Shepherd, who said, "Suffer
little children to come unto me ?,nd forbid
them not!" Rather, yes, far rather, let the
intcrmedic1tes and seniors return to that close
association with Christ which a careful
study of his life affords. 'I'hat would be
best.
Let us take the primary lesson t.ext as the
standard and enlarge upon them to meet the
requirements of the older pupils.
this is more reasonable than the opposite
com·se would be.
Again do we most earnestly urg«3 upon you
to leave the little ones with Him who "took
them up in bis arms and blessed them;" and
that a most serious and irreparable injury
would be inflicted upon them should you de··
cide that the foundation of the.it religious instruction in the SP,bbath school be formed of
a curtailed, raoid, and but
study of the mysteries, prophecies, and
problems of the Old 'I'estament.
Let us be careful of the
of the
children, for it is written, "Their angels do
always behold the face of my Fa,t,her which
is in heaven."
Desiring only that which shall prove best
for all,
AUDIE ANDJDRSON.
VIOLA BLAIR.
[WE take pleasure in
the above
worthy article, w hioh was reeei ved before
Bro. H. H. Hobinson'>i article came from the
press. While the llnes of thought are somewhat similar, the lTIH.nner Df expressing the
same difl'em so widely that both should be
read with care. We 1Nill try to give each
side a chance to present its ber;t arguments.
May the right prevail.-ED.]
1

"Lifo ought not to be a, succession of bappening·s, a tuat.ter of cutward fortunes 1 but a
cumulit'cive inward growth and a cumnl1J,tlvo
power of prnJ
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NEW Hor.LAND, Ill., Feb. 26.

Editors Herald:-It may be interesting to

labored in connection with others in making
seats for the large tent, and I am glad to say
that the seats an all me.de and are in good
shape. I am ·very thankful to those wbo
have come to my assistance, both in labor and
money, to accomplish the end sought for;
that is, to have comfortable seats for the
world's people to come and hear the gospel,
and not a luxury for the saints of the Northem Minnesota district, aa has been intimated
by a former writer to church papers. We
are glad 'Go state that the large tent purchased a year ago was purchased for the entire mission, and it was so stated by the
writer when the call was made for means to
make the purchase ..
God is blessing his children up in this cold
countt·y, we are having genuine good meetings, young and old, all are taking hold with
full faith, and are having grand testimonies
of this latter-day work.
The snow is now about four feet deep on a
level where the wind does not strike it.
Other places it is drifted up to the roofs of
the houses, etc.
Trains hardly ever get
through anywhere near their regular time.
I have read the Church History and find
that a long-felt need is being given to the
church. I hope and pray that every family
of saints will have one of these histories
placed upon the center table of their sitting
rooms for inspection by those who chance to
visit with them.
I am hoping and praying for a good General Conference, and I can truly say that its
succ.e~s i~ ~ure if all come with th~ Spirit of
Chrlsu w1tn them. May God ble~s one and
all, is my humble prayer.
In bonds,
I. N. ROBER'l'S.

s:ime of your readers bow we are operated
upon by the Spirit at times.
On coming to this place in the train I felt
an anxious desire to preach the gospel. I
hiwe some very fast friends in the town. I
have sold some of them goods for fifteen
years. I am always welcome.
I had hoped for an opening of some kind.
'l'heJbell rang; :• lecture on Napoleon is the
subject. I go, iisten to an eloquent lecture
by the Rev. O'Neal. My train is delayed
next rnoniing, and we engage in discussing
the lecture, and t,hought produced questions,
until I am asked if I believe in experimental
rdigion. I ask the questioner to define it. I
begin to preach; for two hours question after
q Llestion is propounded, until I travel the
gospel road from its birth to its final triumph.
I am told by a Mr. Price that I have
given him more hope, more comfort, and joy
than
the I; aching·s of his life together.
"Tell me about your church." I do, and
astonishment i:J the expression on face and
feaLm"e and tears come to the eye and joy 'to
tho heart, the joy of a devoted father who
bad lost a son.
vvhen I showed them that the hearts of the
children would be turned to the fathers and
the fathers to the children, and the work of
redemption would go on and on, it seemed to ,
Mt". Price as if an angel of light had come
across his path.
"I surely will read your book," said he. ''I
have given you a synopsis of Mormonism
from foundation to capstone," said I. "My
home is yours hereeJter," said he.
'.rhe Spirit that is burning in my breast
WHICH IS YOUR PATTERm
while I write approves joyfully of tlie work "GOOD morning, brother; you have a fine lot
do!le.
Fraternally,
of hogs; I SBppose they will pay your rent?"
J. A. ROBINSON.
"vVell, no: the fact is, I don't know how I
can pay my rent; I will have to kill about
three more for summer meat, too. I killed
AUDUBON, Minnesota, Feb. 26.
Editors Herald:-I bade farewell to loved two, but they are about gone. I never see
ones at home on the 2d of January, arriving you butcher any; it must cost you a good
the same day at Stewartsville, JWissouri. deal to buy all your meat."
"We don't eat mnch; two or three dollars
Was met at th•3 depot by my son, .f. W. Roberts, who conveyed me to his home five would pay for all the meat we eat in a year;
miles out in the country, where I ·enjoyed a yo.u know the Lord says in the Word of
pleasant visit v,~ith him and wife. I spoke Wisdom that it should be used sparingly,
twice on Sunday in the city of Stewartsville and it is pleasing unto him that it should not
1wd had a good tlme with many of my old be used only in times of. winter, or cold, or
friends and ndg·hbors. I also spoke four famine. How is Sister Johnson this morntimes at the Pleasant Grnve church, and ing? I saw the doctor stop here.
twice at the Gorman church, baptizing one
"O, she is pretty poorly; it seems some of
at the last-named place. I enjoyed much of us are sick nearly alJ the time; why, it has
the Spiri'o wh'.le amoni:;· the saints at the cost. ~s ove: sixty dol:~~s f~r doct~r~ ~nd
above·n.arned piaces, s,~111 th.ank _them very :ne~rnme this fall 9~,nd V'. Ihter. How lS it" ou
kindly tor the manner m whwh 1 was cared 10lks keep so well.
foe. May God bless them, is my prayer.
"Vvell, I can tell you how I account forit: we
On the 22d I bade farewell to old Missouri try to keep the Word of Wisdom; we eat very
saints and: off for the north country, arriving little meat, we dri.nk ~either tea no~ .coffee,
at this ooint in due ti.me and in the mids'& of and we have no faith rn patent medwmes or
howllng- bliz;card. Found the saints and I doctors; but we always keep a bottle of coufrlends in fair health and glad to see the secrated oil in the house and use it for all
Dutchman bad;: again and ready for duty. ailments, and are nearly always blessed in
The continuous cold and stormy weather has using it."
hindornd much in holding meetings, it being I "We believe in these things too, but we
too cold for teams to st<1nd out; hence I have don't seem to have f<1,tth enough to pvt them

ail
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into practice somehow. I suppose your something better, so I bap'oized them into \ bate between a Baptist and a Campbellite
folks are g·etting ready for General Confer- the Reorganization. I asked tho. se elders to who was hired by the same peop.le that hired
ence?"
discuss the issue, but they declined, saying King to meet me in the debate referred to,
"Yes, we expect to attend most of the that they were counseled ·to shun discussion. \' and it w_i.s some;rh~t amusi~g to the writer
time and keep our share of the visitors; but
1 speak a word of warning to our scattered to note •he confiwt m teacbrng of these two
there is time enough to prepare."
b
,
d
.
t th
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. .
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"That reminds me tbs,t I owe the Herald mous Edmunds bill," which you well know \ :J.greed, and demanded an apology from m<i
prohibits the practice of plural marriage.
for· saying that he provoked the discussion,
Office six or seven dollars; but I can't pay it
The tract referred to gives dates of his- and publicly accused me of falsehood. My
just yet, it's hard to pay anything these hard
torical occurrences as late as 1889, while I authority for the statement was Bro. E.
times. Good morning, call again."
believe the Edmunds bill prohibiting plural Bl2,ir. Rev. Hall read a paper signed by two
Question: How many thousands of dollars
marriage became a law in 1882. Does that of his members to ofl'ahoot Bro. Biair's statewill we spend this coming General Conference for fine clothes and to make a show that look like they are not teaching plural mar- meut.
into the church riage now? Brethren, it does not make peo·
Since returning here I have received the
would do more good paid
ple of honorable reputation think any mol'e followiug from one of the men who signed
treasury? Remember the Lord has said,
of you to harbor these missionaries while his name to Rev. Hall's denial:"Let all thy garments be plain, and their
they plant their work in communities,
"FONTANELLE, Iowa, Feb. 18, 1897.
beauty the beauty of the workmanship of
neither does it make the way any more easy
"To all whom it may concern:thine own hands."
ALBERT.
for us. But, to the contrary, people will
"This is to certify that on the 17th of
LAMONI, Iowa, February, 1897.
look upon you as one of them and will very March, 1896, I heard Rev .••. C. Hall, pastor
likely turn a deaf ear to you when your own of the M. E. Church, state concerning Elder
missionaries visit you. Brethren, look out T. W. Williams, of the R. C. of J. C. of L.
CAIN HILL, Mo., Feb. 22.
D.S., that be 'sneaked off like a dug;' and
Editors Herald:-As I have not reported for them.
through your columns since September (I beAfter leaving the neighborhood of Den- farther: in answer to a question of Elmer
lieve), I shall not attempt to tell your readers mark, in .Jackson County, I came to Bald 1:llair's. :>,sking i.f he would meet Elder Wilof all my success and failures, but will say Knob, White County, and began to preach in hams rn debate, stated that he would meet
that I have been busily engaged when not a private house, the church doors all being Elder Williams any time and anywhere; and
prevented by sickness in my family.
closed against me. vilhile at this place Bro. 1 farther: that on the day of the closing night
In the month of December I heard of some J. M. sn:ii~h, a priest, who lives at Cato, Ar- II of Elder William's discussion with Eld~r
Utah people at Denmark,and went to see them, kansas, JOrned me. Bro. and Sr. Sands and Braden, R<w, J. C. Hall came to me and m
and found two of their elders present. The others of the saints did all they could to make haste secut"ed my signature to a paper the
elders are pleasant ybung men, very well the meeting a success, but so far as convcwt- opp0site of tho facts stated above, which
educated, full of faith and zeal for their ing the world is concerned, our meeting was when I considered their import realized ivere
cause, but altogether without ministerial ex- a failure; but the saints were strengthened, iintriie, and I hereby desire that truth may
perience. I spent. several days with them and after preaching about a week we closed. obtain and in the interests of justice volunand while there I preached five sermons.
From there I went to Lawrence County, tarily sign my narne certifying. that the facts
The elders were present at each service and accompanied by Bro. Prince, of Bald Knob, stated above are true.
seemed to be somewhat interested while I en- to a neighborhood where he thought we
"Signed,
EDWARD SCHWANEBECK."
deavored to set forth the claims of the Reor- might do some gospel work; but alas! they had
This man _was a member of the M. E.
ganization and exposed the erroneou» all the gospel they wanted in that vicinity; so I Church, but. bas since left it. One of the
doctrine taught by the Utah Church. Two, went next to Sharp County, near Center, the stewards of the church told me that Hall by
who had given their names to be baptized place where I met King, a leading Campbell- his action had incurred the displeasure of his
into the Utah Church, when they heard ite, in discussion, in January, 1896. vVhile people, and I am assured that he has ·the
:aome of t,l:i.e mistakes of Utahism desired there I attendeq the last of a font'·days' de·· contempt of the majority of t,he people. He
1·
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lacked consider:J,ble of getting his salar;y last to say, and I found that the fire was still ]
B~;~ER, Mo., Jan. 25.
year and is still further behind this year. burning upon the altar, and that fresh fuel
11Jditors Herald:-V'le m·e still trying to
The members did not desire his return this 1. had been added, and for over an hour I to.ld move the c~.~uee of Zion in tbe hill country of
year. Numbers have lef~ the Methodist them the old story. When I had finished the Ozarks or "the land of the big red apple,"
Church.
the l\1r. Gillum that had secnred the hall as it is called. 'I'he missionary force here
1
Braden has not ye'G been paid for holding arose and said th.a.t they bad heard wlrnt I 1 aee few in number, bui; by the holp of the
the discussion and has written for bis money; had to say and told them that they knew that local brethren \Ve are keeplng the leaven at
1
there is a fear that he will sell their church every word of it was gospel and 'Ghen took up work. I organized a, branch on Sunda,y, the
~nless the n:;oney is. fort~comi.ng. Surel~ it s, collection for t~e u.se of the hall and got 24t~b, at Brmwr, Christian County, Missour~.
is bard to "kick agarnst tne prwks." I thrnk one dollar and s1xtEJen cents. Many came Elrler John B.. Wedlock was chosen pres1Braden is right in insisting on his pay though. and t,ook me by the hand and among them dent, Bro. Merritt priest, Bro. William
It will be all he'll get. These people will the trustees that would not let me have the Lewis clet•k. They expect to build a church
never talk debate with the La.j;ter Day Saints church and said that, they could indorse all soon. A lot has been ofkrul for that puragain. A prominent church worker recently that and seemed well pleased with my effort. pose. 'rhis bm::ich bids fair to be a prospersaid, "We know Mr. Williams is a - - - - Some said that ·there was some power behind ous one, as it has good members and a good
man, but then he tears our churches all to that for they knew that I could not
corps of officers. Bro. Viledlock, t.he presipieces, so we'll not go to hear him." The that way of myself. I think good was done, dent, has baptized about eighteen persons
church members, espechtlly Methodists, are and shall go back again when warm weather this conference year. Is that not good
keeping their promisB; but there are many comes, and make a stronger effort, and hope fo1· a local elder~
interested who are not ceeedbound. The to reap, m· trust th<J.t others may.
Elders McGuire, C. M. Hootman, .J. H.
seed sown is not uprooted and we will re>J,p in
'l'his has been a very cold winter here and Tibbles, and s. T. May loch hr.so aided in
time.
I becnuse of snow and cold it is almost irn pos- ministu·ial labors. Eldem Sparling· ;;,nd W.
Took dinnee yesterday with a Christian [ Bible to do any work out in the country on R. Pickering lab01· in Springfield.
famil!. 'l'~ey believ_e the work as fat• as t~ey I the. .,p:·airies. The most. t~e missionaryc~,n
I wish to ~a~ to the priest~oo~ ai;,d others
have rnvest1ga,ted. When the weather abaoes do
°0 keep the fires _burm'.1g and hold that I who road this rntter, Let us rn tne ;:,outhern
several will in all probability obey. Bro. whwh we have, garned rn the w!l,rmer Missouri district push the work by using all
John Lentz baptized one recently. Numbers weather: Shall try a~d push the work fr_om the means in ollr power, financial and otherare investigating. La ~rippe hs,s been preva- n~w -~~til confere.nc". time a~d b;' thus. d~rng I wise, tha~ tf:e work rn'.1.Y prosper.. Finances
lent here, so our ~udiences have not been 1
1 will t .. ave ple,ces ieady for those ohat are ~ent
are low, 1t is true; bus we can all do somever.y larg~.
Brn .. But.l~r· and Lentz have her_c. ne~t. year. , B~·o. Peter, An~erson i~ thing; hence lbt us labor diligently now
been holdrng meetrngs rn the country, and w01 krng i:us way sou h and expect~ to be au while it is called "to·day,'' so that at the
report success.
the coming conference.
· h~.rvest we mHy "come rejol.cing, bring·ing in
My sojourn in Des Moines was ver.·y pleas- / Hoping to abide the coufl.ict, I am for truth the sbcnves."
C. J. SPURLOCK.
ant. I preached nearly every night while and right,
E. A. STEDMAN.
there; attended district conference, a.nd by
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Feb. 16.
invitation prayed for the senators in the
GOOSE Creek, V-1. Va., Feb. 24.
Eaitors I:lerald:-Last evening our district
capitol. I do think the interests or the work 1 Editors Herald:-Since writing you I hiwe conference closed hs work, and all through
call for 'an active representaMve to care for preached twice in the court house in Harris- it was profitable and im1tructive. Last Friour interests in Des Moines-one who can ville, and bad other meetings arrange(\, but day eve.nlng there was bold in the church by
devote his entire time to the work. Brn. recalled them on account of the weather and Eldei· T. A. Hougas, of Hendersonville, Iowa,
Scott, Roth, and Kephart are doing good high water. 81·, Mary Cross is very sick, a Sunday school teachers' review. Oo Saturwork in that district.
and expected to live but a short time.
day morning tho Sunday school workers held
Shall return to Council Bluffs for Sunday.
The brethren of Harmony branch, Ritchie a convention, and in the sJternoon. In the
T. W. WILLIAMS.
J County, are building a church.
They expect evening they held their entertt>inment.
to have it ready for dedication by the coming During the afternoon Apostle A. H. Smith
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Feb. 24.
summer, and want Bro. L. R. Devote to pre- and bis son, Elder F. A. Smith, came in.
Editors Hemld:-After examining my sur- pare himself for a big crowd,
Elder F. A. Smith left that evening for bis
roundings I find that I a,m back again in this
I met Brethren Godbey and Biggs at field of labor, while Apostle A. H. Smith reland of snow and blizzards. About the 10Lh Goose Creek, who had been holding a series mained and preached mm·nillg and evening,
of November last I was taken sick with I· of meetings here. They left me to con'oinue Sunday, and iast evening, three able aud
sciatic rheumatism and g·rip, and was so bad awhile, and they comme.nced preaching about powerful sermons, which were full of light
at times that I could not turn in bed, and two miles from here. On the second night and informatfon to all present. The attendwas finally compelled to go home and stop they were egged, and on the third night also. ance was good ttnd those present interested.
all g"ospel work; and now after near three Only one egg hit Bro. Biggs, on the ankle;
In the afternoon of Sunds,y, Elder T. A.
months sickness I am back again, trying to and one struck the wall behind Bro. Godb 8 y Hougas addressed the saints and outsiders,
tell the gospel story.
i and splashed on his Bible, which was open on the topics of Sunday school work, then he
On my way here I made a stop at Windom ' before him. 'fhere were from four to five left for his home that evening.
my old home and by request spoke last Sun- dozen thrown in all, and some within a few
On Monday the saints assGmbled in our
day to my old friends and neighbors there. steps of Bro. Godbey, and still he came church for conference business. In the foreA Mr. Gillum volunteerod to find a place for through the "fire" without getting- the n:ion .~nd'afternoon ;al~a?le instrnc~ions and
me to speak in and went to some of thG "smell" of eggs upon him. Some of the dueco10ns wel'e rece1vea rrom Apus,le A.H.
trustees of the popular churches but failed to eg.gers say he cannot be .hit. The parties are Smith, concerning the work. Tl..1en. the conget one for fear that some of the members known, at least some of them, and there is ference closed by his able and powerful serwould not like it. But sai.d that if he could evidence sufficient to convict them. No ar- mon Monday nig·ht. It wa8 a peaceable,
get a hall they would go and hear me. So rests have yet been made, but, I think soon I harmonious conference.
he hired a hall and I wrote three notices to will be. Brethren G. and B. are good solI felt glad to be arn.ong the saints again,
give to the pastors of the t.bree ieading diers. This is Bro. B's first experience .. and to hear the gospel preached in plainnJSS
churches for them to read at their Sunday They left this morning for Cabin Run bra,nch, 11 and power by God's chosen and authorized
morning service, but only one was read. The in Doddridg·e County. I shall start for home servant, whom I h:we not seen for years; and
pastor of the Baptist Church was man enough this evening. My wife has had the diph- it was a great p1-e!l,0ure to meet, and heai· him,
to read the one handed to him, but the others 1 theria, but is getting better.
and I felt, glad to meet his son, Elder F. A.
would not. However a good congregation
In bonds,
Smith, and shake hands with him, as this
0ame out at three p. m. to
what I had ,
,J. I 1• GoonRTCif.
w::<.s t.]le ~ecom! ti.me I haa. seen him in Ne
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braska City, i~ our church, and now he is a
minister, preaching the same gospel his
grandfather, Joseph the Seee, v.od his fathe. r,
A. H. Smith, was and is
w the
vvorld. I do rejoice to rlE'ar the seed o1 ti.le
Murt,yr proclaiming the guspel which he received from the angel to proclaim throughout the wholo earfo, and I am i.rlad thl',t I
··
have obeyed tlrnt hoiy _message and am numbered. with the saints here on earth with •~
g·lorious hope to be numbered with them in
the celestial kingdom of.God. , .
~
I m<:;t ethers of
prl:._::~~tbcon \IV001n 1 had
not seen for several years and all faithful and
true io the g·o;;pel. ;i'o me it was a very
pieasant mee\ing at this conference with the
;mints, both new and old members. Elder
wr. E. Peak will preach hem' to-night.
My pr>iyer and desire is that the Lol'd will
·
·
· · prosperity,
"
bless his saints
an d ministry
w1tn
so tb,;,t rcll may ba ahlc to help tbis work
onwanl, boLh fiua1:wially and spiritc:ally, ur1til
the end oI the world, that wu all, in return,
at the bst day, may receive etunaJ life and
glory.
Your sister,

I On February 9 I began a series of meetings
I s;c Big Cottonwood ward house. I held forth
i four nigh. ts, and here I met with the greatest

1·

I

I surprise of all, my audiences numbering from
BOOK OF DOCTRINE AND COVEI one hundred to one hundred and fifty people
NANTS.
I each night. 1 bad excr31leot iiberty in telling l MANY of the saints where I travel do
I them my message, and from reports since I I , l
d
, d'
f
0

The neople there nou iave a proper un .ers~an mg
1
th B OOK
.L
•
t
I am ' · e
Of D OCLrlne
ana.' 0 ovenan"s,
sure the seed sown will boar good results. and it is for the benefit of those who
This was the first place in all the five years desire to learn more about this book
?f my wo1~k in Utah and Idaho where anyone that I pen these lines. Not that I can
in the audience and not men.1bers of our church
~
explain satisfactorily
in i.t,
had ever offered to assist me financially. l
received at the close of my last meeting one but as I have read the book carefully,
. dollar and seventy-five cen1,s,
The house l:Hld realize its truthfulness, even as
cost a dollar per night, so it materially much as I do the truths contained in
There was the Bible, I see th fl necessity of each
1 assisted in defraying expenses.
some talk of making up a purse to pay the
e- be 0 ,, the Oh 'Ch f T..
Oh ; t
.
u1.
o_ ., es. us
r ,s
expenses of· ano th er wee k' s meetrngs,
as some n1 m r .t
waated to hear more; but it did not material- of Latter
Sam ts makmg themI iz'J in ca5h, sol l:iac1 to close.
selves familiar with the teachings of
I a,m trying now to raise money to buy a this sacred record. The book of Doctent for this mission, and should I succec•d it trine and Covenants
to conwill enable us to.rea.ch a vast number of_Peo- tain revelations from Jesus Christ,
ANNA NIELSEN.
ple that othorwrne we cannot reach. If any
.
,
. ,
..
--~-~-------~-lover of the ur,ah people-and I feel that given vhrough Joseph Sm1tn and his
1 LAK"' CTmV U"''ll .'1' •b 21
+ 1 l'IS h'ing an d
SAI
· ' '1
·
"·'
ii"'
"u' ., ... "' ·
·
II theee are many such in the church-should son J osep h , f or th e escao
Editors Hernld:--As foe missionary year see this and feel that "vhey would like to help building up of the Ohur'.3h of Christ
draws to it close I am led to contemplate the in so laudable an enterprise as purchasing a in these last
says one,
past; and looking over the r.oisDion a.ssigned t 1 ,,
• •
,
.cm, .ror m.iss10.nary worK hm·e, they mr,y How can I h"·"e
for myme I ask, I:Iave we :i:nad>:J any prog-ress in our
d
th
t
t
·n
W d
"'v
s~n rn ,· mr mi.es .o- me at nox 33· 51
oo ·
"··
·"
, ,,
b , ?
1 ,,_
work<' In Gnswm·ir;g tbe q1tostion I believe I brne, Iowa, and it will be duly credit'ld and self O~ the trutnJ.ulness Ot tn"'. OOK.
can sakily answer, Yes. vVhile some dis- very much s.ppreciated indeed. Tho s:tints In answer to this
I wiH say,
couragements a.rise, yet I h::we much to en- in Utah have responded nobly, according to the first thing you should do is to be
courage me.
their ability. Cannot their brethren outside truly anxious about the matter, and
In the past few months I have labored in b
d h 1 •
PaI'k City, Sandy, Pleasant Grnve, and Big
e as generous an
eip:'
be willing to make all inqui.ry about
Cottonwood, outslde ·of the city work I hiwe
Our ''Roligfo" Society, of Salt Lake City, ·the book; read it for yo~rself, and
held an entertainment Febrnary 15, which
done; and in that labor I find my encourageask God ~o
you to know of its
"'. At p k ., I
.,
t'
.
netted twenty dollars. The sisters, !l,S usual,.
"
1
men "
0
HY
spo .ce "m·ee imes rn were at the bottom of it, and deserve much truthfulness. Now let me ask you
· ar
November. Tbare I met my first surprise,
cre<li.t for their zeal and labor for the good this question: You are satisfied that
not, only in the cou!'tesy shown me by the
Mormon people, but by the amount of people cause. The proceeds will g·o towards paying you belong 'Go the true and
true
that came and sec•med &nxious to hear. On fol' a now organ for our little chapel here. church are you not? ,. Of course the
. " b , ., .
,
B' 1.
I The entertainment gave so much satisfaction
'
,
'fi
.
Sunday mg 11", •y inv1rnt1011 o, the rn.wp,
th t .h.
lk"· - •
.
.
answer. would be m the nf rmat1ve.
.
.
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.
.
.
a t .cy are ta ing or repeatrng lt some.
h f
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f
,
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.,
..
bnt
oy
pers1sten-u
effort
nope
to
at
last
suemust
"'t
the
same
time
virtually
acunabl e t o ge 1; access 00 1.e u11u l ng.
.
OJ
...
·
-~
.
d
T
J
fi
t'
t
ceea.
We
are
told
to
cast
our
bread
unon
the
knowledae
t'rie
'ru+h""ulness
of
th.
e
"'-n anuar·y 1 spoKe
\re 1mes fau 8 a.n Y~
_..
\
b
ti
v l
aria had a full house eaeh night, a.nd I believe water· and after many days it shall return, Book of Doctrine and Covenants as
but the heart sometimes grows weB,ry with
good was done.
the waiting and "hope deferred maketh the the church is established on the reveOn January 25 I began meetings in our little
Now
heart sick." But patience, ye brave toilers lations contained in this book.
cha,pel at Pieasant Grove and spoke thirteen
everywhere, and God will give you victory.
you
can
doubtless
see
that
it
is
imtimes. The roads were bad and the nights
H. 0. SMI'l'H.
possible for one to be true and the
dark anc1 stormy, but the house WB1S comfortably filled each night. Much p1'ejudiee
other false.
was removed from tlHi mlnds of those who
HOCKLAND, Maine, March 1.
In further proof that revelation in
attended, and thert) were strong indications I Editors Herald:-Since I last wrote you I
this
age was and is necessary, let us
of an addition to our numbern in the near baptized one more at Vinal Haven, making
future. \Rhile them I received a tslephone four at th3,t place. I see that la grippe made remember the apostate conditi.on of
lnsssag·e tb~1t Bro. 1"1hcn1u1s Gan1n1on of its appearf1nce among the vvestern people 9, the churches or sects of so-called
Provo, was de3d, and to ,;ome the next day few weeks a.go, and I then wondered to my- christendom, at the 1;ime of the organand prnach the fonernl sermon. I did so, self if the oid general would soon visit old ization of the Church of Jesus Christ
the meetiDR· b0ing held in the second ward Maine, and one week ago he arrived and
by the instrumentality of Joseph
meetinghouse; and Bro. Gammon being well commenced giving orders to many to take
known, I had a full house to speak to. The their bed. Some two hundred cases in ti.lis Smith. One said this is the wa1y, and
people gn-ve r_ae excellent attention~ and by city. I have been in doors and in bed one another this is the way, and so on;
the h0lp of the Spirit, I \vas en8.bled to tell week. JYiy wife is novv in bed, and my each
from the other, and
them some trnths in rog·ard to the purposes daughter just coming down. The squall has none of them claiming that t,he church
of the :pel'fect l?·:v and_ it:s effect; .upon m in co~e, and we'H be obliged to make the best
should be the same in
preparing m; to nve and i.n consequence pre- of it,
Yours,
1
doctdn.e,andpracticeas
was the church
us to die,
'
,J. C. Foss.
1

believe it was not in vain.

'I seem to be thoroughly awakened,
" and
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in the days of the ancient apostles. line, precept after precept, so long as
PREACH THE WORD.
This being the case, aJnd as the there is a true prophet of God in the E~ITORS .HERALD: - Paul says to
Scriptures E.Jay the wisdom of man is church. One thing we must all learn, Timothy to preach the word, and
but foolishness with God, .wha~ else 1 however, and that is this, that in or- th.en proceeds to foretel~ that ,the ~ime
could God do that man might Know der to receive more revelations we will ~ome w~en ~en w1ll no0 .ennure
the true way and be extricated from must lea,rn to live a,ccording to those souna doctrrne, uut turn their ears
the errors of Rome--gross as they already given. Let us now see what away from the truth and. b.e tur~ed to
were--and the lesser errors of the suffering the people of God have fables; and further. enJ~l~s hnn to
Reformers, but speak again from endured when they have willfully re- m~ke full
of his rmmstry. (2
heaven in plainness to :men on the jected present revelation. The peo- 'r1mothy 4.)
earth, and thus reveal his will and ple who lived before the flood, and
It is a deplorable
well-estabpleasure to man aga,in. This is not rejected what was revealed through lished fact that the ministry of the
only reasonable, but in h:1,rrnony with the prophet Noah, were destroyed. present age have been the first to
the revealed will of God to former Those who rejected the revelations as turn away from the truth and to
·day saints on the eastern continent.
given through Moses a,nd the proph- te::ijch m!l,n-maJde doctrine, perverting
For further proof of the Book of ets, and our blessed Savior, suffered the
teachings of the sacred
Doctrine and Covenants, if further greatly in many ways, according to Sc~iptures, giving their own interpreproof you seek, let us now carefull',y- '"'"
reco~d 0 f '~-J::18 B-'] O"e.
·1" I t[:~non of the text, thouP.:h
Pe1er says
luv 1·nsp;,··ed
.
H
'-"
'
examine the revefaJtions in it and see Now let us briefly examine and see I ~hat no sc:~pture is ~f any "priva.te"
if they harmonize with the Bible. what are the facts in the case relative rnterpretau1~n.
Ins.,ead of keepmg
We will begin this examination by to those who have rejected latter-day constantly tne Master's
commisexamining the principles of the gos- revelations as contained in the Doc- sion, _and preaching faith, repentance,
pel by reference to page 91:trine and Covenants SS: S:-and baptism; these cardinal principles
If you have not faith, hope, and charity,
are made a
consideration,
And your minds in times past have. been
you can do nothing.-D. 0. 16: 4.
the
fa,tter.
When spoken
darkened because of unbelief, and because
And rely upon the merits of Jesus Christ,
to of the matter they very blandly inand be glorified through faith on his name, you have treated lightly the things you hava
received, which vanity anc' unbel1"ef hat'n form 1'S th<>t the fi1·s'c pr·1·n"'1°r>les of the
an d t_h at through their repentance they
·'
' '"
~
·
"~
v F
might be saved.-D. C. 2: 6.
brought the whole church under condemna- gospel had become stale matter, and
tion. And this condemnation resteth on the
As many as repent, and are baptized in my
were matters of controversy-in fact
children of Zion, even all; and they shall re·narne, which is Jesus Christ, and endure to
had become an old song.
the end, the same shall be mwed.-D. C. 16: 4. main under this condemnation until they reWell, the dear •)eople must be
1

i

They shall receive the Holy Ghost by the
laying on of hands.-D. c. 34 : 2 .
The heavens shall shake and the earth
shaII trembI e, and the trump of God shall
sound both long and loud, and shall say
to the sleeping nations; Ye saints arise and
live: Ye sinners stay and sleep until I shall
·
D c 43 "
ca11 agam.- · · : <J.

Havingthus far examined the prin~
ciples of the doctrine of Christ, as
revealed in the Doctrine and Covenants, and finding that they agree
with the revelations in the Bible, we
shall next see if the Book of Doctrine
and Covenants teaches that we can be
saved without obedience to Christ:Behold, Jesus Christ is the name which is
given of the FaGher, and there is none other
name given whereby man can be saved.-D.

c. 16: 4.

Still in harmony with the Bible, as
you can clearly see on pages 65 and
66. We are commanded to
Search these commandments, for they are
true and faithful, and the prophecies and
promises which are in them shall all be fulfilled.-D. O. 1: 7.

Shall we obey"'this commandment
and be blessed, or shall we reject it
and lose our hope of eternal life?
Are we afraid of learning too much
about Christ? I hope not. Then let
us seek and we shall receive line upon

pent and remember the new covenant, even
the Book of Mormon and the former commandments which I have given them, not
only to say, but to do accordinir
to that
~
which I have written.

This revelation was given in
and was the means of causing m::M1y of
the saints to repent no doubt; but
others did not keep the former"'commandments as they ought, and "because they treated lightly the things
which they had received," we see that
at the death of Joseph there was
great trouble,-the church split up
into factions, many being deceived by
Brigham Young and others. But
why all this? Ah! alas! alas! The
reason is clear. It was because the
saints failed to keep the commandments given in the Doctrine and
Covenants up to June, 1844-the date
of the Prophet's death. Shall we al. t ory t o repeav'" 1·t se If, an d su1"
1OW h lS
fer in a like manner from the same
cause? God forbid. 'I'hen let each
one study God's law, till we are familiar with its teaching, and live by
every word of it. The commandments of God are not grievous, but
his yoke is easy, and his burden is
light.
c. J. SPURLOCK.

l

JoHN's MiLL, Missouri, May7.

t

pleased, therefore they set about to
find matter i;hat is not objectionable,
or sometmng tnat w1·11 tickle the ear
and be in accord with their very refined and esthetic tastes. It is no
1

•

'

wonder that men learn to speak lightly
~
of the truth.
In 1 'l'imothy 4: 16, Paul said to
Timothy, "rl'eJke heed unto thyself,
and unto the doctrine; continue in
them: for in
this thou shalt both
save thyself, and them that hear
thee."
to be properly qualified to
teach, and then continue to preach the
word, with the results above-named.
save himself and those tha/G heard
him. To cease to heed this injunction
would entail upon him t.he loss of his
own soul and the souls of them that
heard him.
Yes, the precious old @tory no
The fashionable,pleasure-seeking, sin-loving, godless multitude don't want to be told of their
sins, or of a judgment to come. "'I'ell
us about the sins of others-anything
but the
" they say. Let me
[. ask, What has the doctrine of predestination, election, tot;;iJ depravity, or
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any of these questions to do with the T!l.borville27. Lebanon44; 7baptized. Dsep- Rockland, together 'Ni.th the Islands of Mansalvation of our race? What has the water, last report 29. Butler, fa.st report 33. hattan, Staten, and Long Island, in the State
hio·her
woman's suffrae-e or Tebo, .ne·'.v branch 30. Walker, new branch, of New York. The following· offieers were
"'

+'

f

_

·

. "'. '

a,.ny O~ the unous~~~ a~? m~e abst~~ct
tneones to do vnun v.he (!jtonemunt,
with faith,
baptism, laying on of hands, or gifts and blessings
0f

. t'b

""

"l?

LB bOSDe
•
,.

V

I org-a111zed

il

eL y,.

,

V\f e reme1n oer the time wnen men
knew nothing of these ear-tickling
theories, but clad 111 their homemade
garb, their souls fired with the love of
.
truth, they went mto
an old

schoo1house filled with the simpleminded, honest-hearted
and
opening the well-thumbed old Bible
preached Christ 8,nd him crucified,
and si.nners \'Jere 111ade to

0

-God's children to rejoicf, and souls
were made
in a Savior's love.
These
men knew
of
this modern slush.
But 0, how
changed the SCEme ! NOW we see the
notice in the
-r_·,a.pier
that Rev.
'"
So-and-so will
a :;;eries of Sunda,y evening lectures on theosophy,
the social evil, vVhere is hell and
what is it? Where is heaven and\

··
what lS 1t?

too la.te to rep::ir·t. Elders -reporting: A. L!.oyd baptized 1, A. W?ite, F. C.
K ..,ck b2,pt1zed 12, D. C. White, .J. A.
Wagoner, J. B. Goldsmith baptized 4, A. M.
Bakee baptized 1, W. H. Lowe, A. I. Roberts,
J. Sterling, S. C. Andes, G. TN. Beebe, R. T.
T/F
. d. 3·, .d.
r
E·. G o ff , c . '"
,, ;11ters b apt1ze
J!. B e l!i h am;
Priests George W.Beebe,Jr., Vll.Mannering,J.
F. Mannering, L. Quick; Teacher L.B. Glick.
Alfred White, A. M. Baker, Ella Miller,D
C. White, F. C" Keel<:, R. T. Walters, C. R.
Duncan, .J. B. Goldsmit.b, William Hayden,
and Willie Mannering were chosen delegates
to the GcHieral Conference. Those attending
were empowered to cast the full vote of the
district. Bishop's agent, A. White, reporting, showed receipts since March, 1896, to
1 o,'ouv-seHi97 ' t·o b v $369. • 68·' -"'--'"•
"'11ehru"y.Y
" - m 1",.,, "v
'
ments $307.32; balance on ha.nd $62.:l6. :F'ifteen dollars of the above was received from
Bisbop Kelley. Preaching during session by
A. M. Baker, A. White, and F. C. Keck.
Notwithstanding the roads hindered many,
there were enough from the nearest branches
to make an interesting session of both conforence Ernd Sunday school conventionsai.nts cheerful and happy.
Adjourned to
meet at Rich HUI, June 12,

·
I
or Sabbat,h, etc.,

PHILADELPHIA.
,
,
?onrer:nce convened Fe~rmwy 13 and,~4 rn

etc.
I sm.pt~ cnape;, _ Broad Hive~, Conn~~uwut;
EL Kelley was callea to preswe, A.
·vvhat has this to do with repent- W1ll1am
.
.
H._ ~arsons asso:iate, E. B. Hull_ secretary.
ance?
The
in
Doctrine
and
M
'
po
trncr
Eld
w
rr K e 11 ey,
,
·
lnlSury re r · · "'·
.er·s
· .u..
Covenants si1ys to God's priesthood to A.H. Parsons, H. E. Moler, G. Potts, J.
preach "repentance" to this people; Squire, Sen., J. H. Pope, T. H. Truman, J.
and when Jesus sent his disciples on Stone, and W. Clark; Pdests V'1. Hobson and
H. H. Bacon; Teachers T. Lester and J. V.
their first mission he told them ·to Carter. Branches reporting: Phi!a.delphia
preach repentance.
90; gain 28. Brooklyn 138; gain 9. Baldwin
God forbid that the ministrv of the no report. Bishop's agent, Thomas Lester,
•h ,, J
. C'h""' t 1' v L tt
reported: Receipts $624.21; expended $188;
C-h ure,
O.L
esus ~. A- us oL
a er I on 11anQ" $ 43 n' 21 . Th e ulsorlC"
.... ,
..
,
treasure'. re1 ,
Day Sam LS snall <~ V ,~r so far
p Jrted: On naml last report $1.83; rece1 ved
their .high calling as to pander to at conference, j\,farch, ~896, $.9.69;. expended
the smful and
tastes of $6.75; on hand $4.77. '.L'ho resolution passed
sinful men. The
is the 10ower I at last conference requfring offict'rs to report
was
o_f G oa, un t o sal va t"10n, an d it o - a t - in one year's
. time
.
, . left. to district presi·
dent. G. H. Box's orarnat10n to the office of
tempt uO introduce a substitute will re· priest prior to rebaptism was declarel. null
sult in the withdrawal of the Spirit, ! and void, and his ordination to the office of
and bring a sense of shame and con - \ teacher after re baptism recognized. 'rhe
demnation. '•Preach the word."
I Philadelphia district was divided, the east-

I

chosen for the New York distdct: Joseph
Squire, Sen., president, J. H. Pope secretary
and treasurer, Thomas L3ster, tho Bls::iop's
agent of the Philadelphla district, was selected and recommended to the Bishop to be
transferred from the Philadelphia to the
1
l'T
. t , an d J o.h n z·immerman
~ ew y or,;: a·1s t ric
recommend0d for appointment as Bishop's
agent for the Pbiledelphia district. A. H.
Parsons was sustained as president, of the
Philadelphia district, also E. B. Hull secre"Lary and treasurer.
The laws now governing the Philadelphia district were ad.opted
to govern the New York district. A branch
vrns or,g-t-mlzed at Broad River, Connecticut,
to be called the Broad River branch. The
following were ordained and elected its
offi,
cers·. Elmer- D. "tone
Alder
and president
~
of '"he branch, Wm. Hobson priest, Homer
Buttery teacher, Julius Cable deacon (also
elected secretary), Rufus Buttery treasurer,
Sr. B. Cable organist. A resolution was
passed requesting the presidency at General
Conference t,o return Wm. H. Keliey to the
Eastern mission, also H. E. Moler, vV. A.
1 Smith, and Alma Kent be sent the Philadel1
1 phia and New York di~tricts.
v'Vm. H.
Kelley, H. E. Moler, and W. A. Smith were
chosen delegates to the General Conference.
\On S~nday Wm .. H ..Kelley preaclhedl\.ff b<;th
morning and evenrng rn the chape , •J.Ot10n
prevailed that the New York and Philadelphia districts convene in six months, the
f
d' t · t · B ook't
''T - y
k '"h
ormer is r1c m r
.yn, i,e,v 0 r ., " e
latter in Phils,delphia, Pennsyl vs.nia, the
date to be left to the presidents and secretaries of both branches.

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.

Convened at Clearwater, Febrnary 6, at two
p. m.; W. M. Rumel president, Levi Gamet
secretary. Elders reporting: J. F. Mintun,
W. M. Humel, L. Gamet., D. M. Rudd, D. W.
. k
d ' " E p · p · t J. F -· ·
Shir , an vv. <. ealr; ries . . L1ppenI cott. Branch reports: Everg-reen 37; 12
[ baptized, 1 receive,d, 5 re.mo. ved. C:learw_ater
I 67; no change. Etkhorn 25; 6 received, 3 reI moved, l died. Daer Creek 48; 4 baptized, 2
died. Round Park, fit'st report; organized
L
•
•
•
October 26, 1896; present number 22. Shelton, first report; branch org·anized June 23;
1896, with 15 members; present number 46.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand at last report $37.39; received $100.15; paid out $95; on
J. S. STiiAIN.
ern section to be calied the New York dis- hand $42.64. [Figures incorrct.-Ed.] LiCouNmL BLUFFs, Iowa, February 1, 1397 .
trict, the following are the boundaries by censes were granted to Elder Richard S.
-~---counti.es: :Ohiladelphia district comprises Mengel; James Shepard, priest: Leon E.
the counties of Bucks, Montgomery, Dela- Turner, 'Leacher; E. B. Knott, priest; John
ware, Lancaster,. Chester, Phila,delphia, and Nabb, teacher, and Emery Downey, priest.
York, in t.1e State of Pennsylvania; Burling- It was decided to hold next conference at
ton, Camden, Gloucester, Salem, Cumberland, l Meadow Grove, August 7 and 8, commencing
CLINTON.
Atlantic, Ocean, Monmouth, and Cape May, two p. m. on the 7th. It was decided to hold
Conference convened at the Veve chapel, in the Stat.e of New Jersey; Cecil, Harford, a three-days' campmeeting at Inman, comFebruary 13 a,nd 14. Ahner Lloyd president., including all the counties east of the Chesa- mencing June 3, at m;i.e p. m., in charge of
Ella Miller clerk, A. M, Ba,ker assistant. p6ake Bity, in the State of Maryland, also the district. president and missionary in charge.
Branches reporting: Rich Hill 134; 4 bap- entire State of :bala.ware. The New York ! A district Sunday school association was
tized, 3 rsc0i ved. Clinton ~16; 7 recei ved 1 36 district comprises the counties of Essex, effected by permission· of conference, Sr. Beil
removed. Lowry City 76; 1 baptfaod. El Union, Bargen,
and Hudson, in Wisdom being chosen superintendent, Sr.
Dor:'l.do Springs 170; 7 baptized, 4 removed. the State of New .Jersey, Fairfield County in 1• Ella Neice assistant, Sr. Hattie Crosser BecYeve
8
1 died. Nevada
the Stv,te of Connecticut; Westchest0;r and 11
aqd Sr.
E)mit,h keasure-;. The
-.,

•

L,

I

n

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
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Ibrnthren, to take part in conference.

J. S. , J. S. Strain; Priests C. C. Larson, J. Lentz,
Snively and F. M. Slover were chosen delc- 1 S. J. Roberts, F. Hansen, Teacher H. W.
gates to General Conference. Voted that Liies. Bishop's agent reported: Due agent
when this. conference a~journs it does so to las.t_ re~o~'t $19.26: collected . since $326.40;
meet a.t saints chapel, with the Brush Creek I -:-aw mrn1stry $1ti0; poor $26. 95; on hand
branch, June 12, at ten a. m. J. S. Snively . $130.19.
Auditing committee reporting
a.ddrn:se~ the. priesthood on d\jty, especially ra;o~ably, the report. was approv:d. Carson
tnc m1ss10nar1es sent out by General Confer- m1ss10n was on motwn placed rn charge of
II ence, .in a very feeli~g way, ''.xhorting. them
the district presiden'." The presiden·~ of the
to faithfulness, callrng their attention to Crescent branch bavrng· asked for a court of
facts relative to their families being sup- 1 elders to hear oases in that branch, the conpot"ted out of the general church tt"easury: ference appointed R. McKenzie, S. V. Pratt,
_
SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS.
that their time should be wholly given to the D. Parish. The
were chosen dele1
Com:,rence was held February 12, 13, and I ministry, and if fai.thfnl, God would bless gates to the General Conference, those pres14, at San Antonio; J, A. Currie, Sen.,. p.resi-1 them; if unfaithful they would come under ent being authorized to cast t.he en.tire vote
dent, W. F.L Davenport secretary. Mrnisti>y condemnation. Preaching by I. A. Morris, for the district.: J. P. Carlile, H. N. Hanreporting: Elders H.P. Curtis, J. A. Currie, , F. M. Slover, and J. S. Snively, with arrange- sen, T. W. Williams, C. A. Beebe, Joshua
Sen., W. H. Davenport. Branch reports: I ments to continue meeting over the next Carlile, Hans Peterson, R. McKenzfo, D.
Oah: Wocd 57; San Antonio 18; Bandera 38; Sunday. After the customaey resolutions Parish, Senterlow Butler, J. S. Strain, Jobn
Medin?, City no report. Resolved that the conference adjourr;ed as per resolution.
Lentz. The chairman'~ call for volunteer
boundary lines of the Southern Texas district
laborers in the district during the next quarbe more definitely described as follows; viz.,
MASSACHUSETTS.
ter was responded to by Elders D. K. Dodbeginning at the mouth of the Colorado
n R J\'TcK- ie T~I N Ha s. ~ J s
·
·
·
Conference convened at D3nnisport, Massa- ~ 0 '
•
·"
enz ' .<c •
•
~ n ed,
·
·
River, thence up said river to the mouth of
,
,
~
."
.
Sil'ain. On separate motion, J .. P. Cariile
h
c
"
'
R"
th
th
C
h
chusett~,
February
10.
2.
vO
p.
m..
F.
M.
,
.
t e
oncno
1 ver,
ence up '· e
one o
, ,
.
. .
,
was sustained as Bishop's agent and reelected
.
.,
.
Sneeny and I. M. Smith presiding, "\![· C.
'
River to latlcude 32 for north line, thence
. ,
district presidei1t J Chas J0iosen didrict
· , I ·
. .
.
·
F1sner cler 1r. Reports from vV. H. Kelley,
·
· ' ·
· -,.,
w1tn atrtude 32 to the Rio Grande Del Norte.
secretary. Adjourned to meet at Cresccn'G
thence down said river to its mr>uth, thence F. M. Sbvehy, R. Bulla, a, J. Sn:nt,i, J. Gil·
G
y
B
City, May 29.
along the Gulf of Mexico to the place of be- bert., . S. errington, W. radbury, G. H.
Gates, N. C. Eldridge, N. R. Nickerson, D.
ginning. Including the following named
counties and parts of counties; viz., part of 'l'. Shaw, J. C. Hoxie, vV. Frost, and M. Gon- 1
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Matagorda, V'lharton, Colorado Favette dolf. Branches reporting: Littlfj
., Conference convened :i/u Dow City, Iowa,
Bastrop Tr:wis Burnet Llano C;ncho. To~ J6, Brockton 35 , Dennisport 53 , North Ply- February 27, at 10: 30 a. m.; Presidents C. E.
Green Glasscock and Midland'. also co~nties mouth 29 • Fa!! River 129 • Bos~on 146 , New Butterworth and J. M. Baker in chair, Neleutire; viz., El Pase, Reeves,' Loving, Jeff Be~for~ 23 • Providence 214 ' Cranston 39, lie Rudd secretary. Branches reporting:
B rew.s t er3 p_ ecosi W ar,..,
d
Plarnv1lle 85. . Conference .recommend0d
th:J,t
Pile<IJ Rock
22 ' North Coon .1.9
Salem
67 '
Da VJ.. 8 , p rei::i, 1·d·c
1 1,
. _.
_
~
_... '
'
Winkler, Ector, Upton, Foley, B•whel, name of Sadie French F1eldrng_ (lately Cle- Camp Creek 49; gain 4. Mason'8 Grove 151;
Crockett, Irion, Val veede, Sutton, Schleicher, I ceased) ~e r~corded on Fall ~ 1 ver bra.nch gain 1. Dow City 106; gain 3. Union 55;
cl
K"im- I record with Items and death tnat her name g'·1·-u
G''O"e 289· loos
4 I-T»r•lan
. ,_ K"mney Ed wa,.u.s
"' 1 . G~ll"nd'o
w.w;,
~
~<>
M enar a M arvericn.
ble, Di:Umit, Webb, Za~all'a, Uvalde: ian- be not lost to church. Bishop's agent, R. 72; loss 1. Coalville 41; loss 1. Elders redera Kerw GilleQpie Mason McCulioc.h San Bullard, reported:
Balance due church porting: C. E. Butteeworth, W. A. Carr·oll,
Sab~, Zap~ta, Er.~ln~l, Las~lle, Frio, Medin~, March l, 1890 • , $365 · 39 ; a:nount collected John Pott, H. M. Daniel, J. :B'. McDowell, W.
. 11 C ameron,
.
_ ..
H"d
l
S't,arr, D uva,
bltlance due '"'
'cv·
1'T n,)Otb
B
12ago,
.
. exp.
- enaed
.. $1,589.'lO;
.
vv. n71Ji'ti'n"'
vv
, ~1 IJ • B•-.ows·t~w
.1...,,
G.l.,
i
. .i_~
K en d a.,
1 $1,593.52;
rr
Bishop
$369.51.
Drntrict
treasurer
renorted:
sQ·
·s"JU"Y
A
J·-ackoon
J.
111r
B~ke"
J
R
1
1
M CtM U 11 en, At
l rays,
~ aSCOFa, B exar, C orna,
l
•
•) . •
' •
. "" _ ' · '
• __
n. . ~ n, ' ·
•
.
0 a k... , K arnes, w·1
expended $9.20, bal- _._v
Pudd"~ cJ. v.
T
T..Ju••t ~--".•
A
R Cr1ppr'n J 0
1 son, G ua d eJ~ Total co,]ectwn $~6.68,
.
i .... '-L'
N ueces, L lve
1
. ' B ee, G 0_1a.......
1· i1 D ewlu•-·,
"t• G·on~ ance $17.48. W. H. Kel1ey,. F. M. Sheehy, C1·abb 1 C • De"r"
D • ;yr
Rudd·
Priests._ N- , V •
1upe, S an P a·t r1c10,
.1~
_...._,
·
'
zales Caldwell RAfugio Jack~on Victoria S. vV. Ashton, and M. C. Fisher chosen as She~don, J. GreenwoGd., J. Carlsan, W. Mc1
t w
. G enerai' C on f erence w1. th power Kim w Galland JYI B Skinner· 'r,'aclPrs
. d unammous
.
L av acca, an d C a lb.oun. C arrie
1y. u.e ega es
.
.,
.
.
~
·~
.
th
.
d
t
t
to
anpornt
otners who may be present from G A Hoisington J p Booth The name of
I . P . B agger l y was au or1ze o represen
our district in the General Conference, to the dis~rwt. :i;ex~ conference at Boston, Oc- the Camp Creek b.ranch was changed.to Aucast the full vote of the district. Resolved tc.b~r 3o. ,~'ectwn ;esultcd as follows: burn. Bishop's agent reported: On hand
that we recommend I. P. Baggerly to General' Rwnard Bu1.ard pres1.dent, F. 0. Coombs and received since last report $311.99; paid
Conference of 1897 for return to 'l'exas for vice president, M. C. l<"rnher clerk. R. Bul- out $263; on hand $.:18.00. The iiGCretary retbe coming conference year. The speakers lard. sustained as Bishop's agent and district ported $1.29 received for the tent fund. On
were Elders Crowfield Jackson and H. P. treasueer. W. H. Kelley sustained as mis- recommendation of their respective branches
Curtis. Adjourned to meet with the reunion sionary in charge. District officers were the ordinations of Y\Tilliam lVIcKim to the
at the Jett Crossing of the Medina River, changed from term of six months to one office of elder and Fred Shumate teacher
year, election coming first session each year. wel'e provided for. Two days' meetings were
Friday, August 6.
Preaching by I. M. Smith, F. M. Sheehy, provided for at Pilot Rock and Auburn, in
and .:-ohn Gilbert. A very satisfactory con- May. W.W. Whiting, C. J. Hunt, D. M.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
ference.
Rudd, C. E. Butterworth, vV. A. Carroll, B.
Conference convened at Springerton, FebSalisbury, and Beenice
were chosen
ruary 13; I. A. Morris presiding, J. D. Stead
PO'!:TAWA'l:TAMIE.
delegates to Genm·al Conforence. The pressecretary. Branch reports: Brush Creek,
Conference convened at Council Bluffs, ent district office1~s were chosen for the com_.
276; gain 1. Kibbie 58; loss 3.
Dry 11~ork February 27; John P. Carlile presiding, J. ing year. It was resolved that the Galland's
44: no change. Springerton 117; no cl:mnge. Chas. Jbnsen secretary. Branches reporting: Grove district conforsnce respectfully reTunnel Hill and .Parish not reported. Miu- Boomer 25; gain 1. Council Bluffs 251; no quest th8 Gener:;! Conference to ::;uthorize
istry reporting: Elders M. R. Brown, H. I change. Crescent H9; loss 4. Fontanelle each district to issue letters of appointment
Walker, F. M. Slover baptized 3, J. Yv. j 31; gain l. Hazel Dell 65; no change. North to the missionari~s in their several districts
SLone, J. F. Thomas, I. A. Morris baptized 2, Star 85; loss 1. Wheeler's Grove 85; loss 3, who are spend~ng their whole time and yet
J. D. Stead, J. F. Hinson baptized 12, S. D. net loss 6. Elders reporting: C. A. Beebe, not general ~1,ppointees. Prezching by J. C.
Goosetree baptized 1, J. S. Snively; Priest .T. P. Carlile, H. N. Hansen, T. W. WilliamB, Crabb and Ch;:wles De.r1·y. Adjourned to
J. F. Sims; Teachers A. Huffin, Bro. Fergu- I R. McKenzie, S. V. Pratt, J. Carlile, D. K.1 meet at. Ddoh, Iowa, at ca.11 of district presi,
son. An invitation was extended to visiting I Dodson, H. Peterson, S. Butler, D. Parish, dency.

present district officers were sustained. Brn.
J. F. Mintun, E. Downey, and Hartman Ek,
and Srs. Bell Wisdom and May Downey were
chosen delegates .to General .co~ference. W:
M. Rumel, president of d1str10t, and Levi
Gamet, Bishop's agent, were chosen as a committee to raise me.ans. to purchase a. tent ~or
the use of the distrwt. Peace and unity
c_haracterized .the meetings and all felt that
tne Father smtled upon the work done.
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~or-~,''.

Sup,er!nt:rn~;nt

EAS'l'ERN COLORADO.
1
by
T: A .. Hougas; ! recitation. (All recitations to be followed
by criticiems and questions.) Music.
'
t
D
c
l
d
F
b
u~v of the Qiki?ierhes, by Sr. May Rudd.
0 onvenea a
enver, o ora o, e ruary 1 R
.
.
Blackboard work by Joseph Roberts, ThurG'll
· .
. ...·, h·· _
[ :;;egular busrness meetrng held 2: :30 p. m.
27., J . nq
" . 1 .. en, miss10narJ< u, c arge, pre- R
't .
·. , d f
D-l ·; A b
' 1nan3 Iovva.
·a·
.
Cb•
Nl
E
E
..
,+t
P
~nl ...
B
epo1
·S
were
recmrn
.
rom
"Olv,
.u
urn,
61
i~g,
ia •. e_s. ·
vere" s~c.v.a,y.
y Galland's Grove. Salem. Harlan and Dow 2: 00 p. m., Business, election of officers, etc.
mot10n all vrn1trng members of the church
. .
·
·.
'
..
t
M' ..
,.
C1tyschools. RequestofDefianceschoolwas 7: 00 p. m., Unfinished business. Experience
a.11 oweat
_ ,o par t ic1pa e. l rn1sr.ry reporr.rng·:
,_ .
..
•
_
meeting. Music.
Eld " J W G "l • b. _ , · ·d 7 J B R, h 1 considered bu" it w:;,s found thai; it.reque.sted
T. A. HOUGAS, }
b ~-r~ d · ·
·~ c~h ,apcizJc K~~ · .Wou~ to become united with tbe General Sunday
2, · ·
VIOLA BLAIR.
Com.
ap· IzeJ Tr.r
~ ..-1 p,
· t'ion insuea
· + d 01' GTa11 an d' s G rove
K ,· E upe,
D B• ·11 ;i.
F' ,, t· 0 · Scho o l assooia
10-2
M. C. FISHER,
C a1n, , . vv. ent1 • _ ,
.1 aru, r1vS.1S · d .
b
.
'
s . H . E ye.. T,eac h er. J . F . rn01·1ct,
as was pro ably intended. The secA . W es t ,anc,
1
t
'f h
.
I C · E.l
d
B
h re ary was requested to not1 y t. e treasurer
ranc
+
S c h mu t z; D eacon . ·. ~ L.war s.
•
~
•
•
•
n
_
uO make an assessment of $15 pro rata on the
reports.
Denvo.
111,
garn
2. Ro.,k:v• Mound"ff
t
h , t d e f ray expenses 01' the
.
.
.
,
.
I eren · sc oorn o
tam32; gaml. Lan·a il4: loss 7. Eustrn29; d'18 t · t
O
t'
$l r
gain 8. Cedar 21. N6w VVindsor 15: P"ain 5.
;T n m~ ·wn · 0 as_ an assessment
't
a "3 c 0 c"1 c ,_ (d'.,. ."' . d) on tne J1arlan scnool was used to defray the
REDUCED R.AILWAY RATES TO GENERAL
C O'c onwoo , \l •
"·
ioorgamze
traveling expenses o:[ Superintendent Houree"CONFERENCE.
9. Bishop's agent's report: Receipts $220.gas. Following are the deleg·ates appointed
The Western Passenger Association has
80; expenditures $217. 09; cash on hand $3. 71.
to the General Convention: D. M. Rudd, C.
J. W. Gi.llen and J. B. Roush appointed J. Hunt, W. vv. Whiting", Bernice McKim, granted reduced rates to the coming General
Conference and conventions, naming the
delegates for this district to General ConferC. E. Butterworth, and Bro. Salsbury, who
dates as requested, from April 4-20. While
ence.
Officers electeo: W. T'. Bozarth
were also instructed to vote for a uniformity
president, J. B. Roush vice president, of quarterly texts and in case all are not the conference does not convene till the 6th,
the 4th is named in order to permit attendCharles E. Everett secretary. By motion
present or dis.agree they cast a majority and
ance at the Religio and Sunday school conCharles E. Everett was recommended to the
minority vote. The secretary was requested
Bishop for appointment as agent for this dis- to propare a list of delegates to shorten the ventions.
Reduced rates are granted under the foltrict.
Rseolution passed:
That we the work of the committee. This will require
lowing conditions:Eastern Colorado district do hereby petition
d
ere entials to be sent in early. In the even1. Going tickets must be purchased not
the First Presidency to return our Bro. J.
ing a good entertainment was given, the
earlier than three days before the first date
W. Gillen as "misf.;ionary in charge" of this
children carrying out the greakT part of the
named, and not later than three days after,
mission. Preaching by Brn. J. B. Roush,
program. Adjourned to meet on Fl'ide,y at
Sunday not being counted as a day in any
J. W. Gilkn, ·vv. T. B011a.roh. Adjo,irned
10: 30 a. m , at call of authorit.ies.
case. In other words, tickets may be purto meet in Denver, August 28 and 29.
chased on any date from April 1 to 7, incluGENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
sive, but not later than the 7th.!
Tho convention of the General Sunday
2. The rate is one and one. third fare for
School Association will convene at Lamoni, the round trip. The rule is to purchase full
Iowa, April 3-5, 1897. Following is the pro- . fare tickets on the going trip. Passengers
GALLAND'S GROVE.
gram, subject to such changes as the com- must, in all cases, obtain certificates with every
Convention met at Dow City, February 25 mittee or the convention may deem necessary. t·icket purchased, which certificates, when
and 26: .Vvilliam McKim president, Fred B.
SATURDAY, APRIL 3.
signed by the Church Secretary and stamped
Shumate secretary. February 25 and '"part of ' 3: 00 p. m., Organization, reports, appoint- by the railroad agent at Lamoni, will entitle
February 26 was devoted to institute work,
ment of committees, etc.
purchasers to return trip tickets at one third
the chief fe2.tures of which were: Addresses 7: 00 p. m., New business, "Proposed amend- the usual fare; provided that one hundred
by James Baker, R. Wight, W. A. Carroll,
ments to the Constitution and By-Laws,'' tickets are purchased: and, provided further,
awl William McKim. First seesion 10: 30
special order.
that ministers holding· half-fare permits are
a. m., second session 2: 30 p. m. __ ~'Sunday
SUNDAY, APRIL 4.
not entitled to this reduction; nor are tickets
school management;" in cbarg·o of Vvilllam 9: 30 a. m., Rngular session Lamoni Sunday purchased at fifty cents or less to be counted.
McKim. "Teachers' meetings and value of
school, and overflow classes.
V\7hern passengers can do· so, it is better,to
them,'' conduct.ed by Sr. Nellie Rudd. "Pri- 10: 45 a. rn., Music. Invocation. Music. purchase a through ticket to Lamoni and
mary class work,'' in charge of Sr. Baker. A
Paper (ten minutes), "Can Sunday schools obtain one certificate. Where several tickshort session illustrating the proper procedbe graded?" J. A. Gunsolley, Lamoni, ets are purchased, separate certificates must
ure for a teachers' meeting was held, GenIowa. Music. Essay (ten minutes), "How be obtained with each.
eral Superintendent T. A. Hougas in charge.
can we reach new and remote fields,'' F.
Those who travel over two or more differThird session, 7: 30 p. m.; topic for the evenE. Cochran, Lamoni, Iowa. Paper (ten ent roads should purchase tickets to junction
ing, "How to classify the Sunday school," in
minutes), "How can the opening and clos- points, when possible, and thus cover each
charge of Superintendent '.1'. A. Hougas.
ing exercises of the Sunday school be con- line of road with one ticket and its correLimitation of number in class was tho1'oughly
ducted most effectively,'' Sr. Louise spondi.ng certificate. Take particular nodiscussed, also classification and arrangement
Palfrey, Macon, Missouri. Music. Black- tice, that while going full fare tickets may be
of classes. The question, "Who should be
board work by William Faulds, St. Thomas, purchased at any station on roads of the
judge as to promotion?" was taken up, 1;be
Ontario.
· Western Association,some roads name special
prevai.ling theory being that the teacher and 1 7: 00 p. m., Music. Invocation. Music. Ad- jiinction points at which only, as we undersuperintendent should confer. The order of
dress, "Our Sunday school work in the stand, they will honor certificates for reduced
work, as follows, was suggested by the GenSouth Sea Islands," Sr. Ella R. Devore, fare on the return trip; hence tickets should
eral superintendent: 1 Song service, (5 or 10
Limerick, Ohio. (Sr. Devore has lately be bought to the_jimction points named by said
minutes before opening.)
2. Responsive
returned from her mission in the Society roads, which, so far as heard from, are as folreaorng. 3. Prayer. 4. Song. 5. Roll call,
Islands.) Music. Address, "Where are lows:
Missouri Pacific: Omaha, Kansas
(of teachers). 6. Class work (:)0 or 05 minwe at?" T. A. Hougas, Henderson, Iowa. City, and St. Louis. Chicago, Rock Island,
utes). 7. Review work {superintendent or
Recitation, "Vashti,'' Sr. Ruth Lyman and Pacific: Des Moines, Ottumwa, Council
one he appoints). 8. Secretary'8 report (of
Cobb, Lamoni, Iowa.
Bluffs, St ..Joseph, and Kansas City. Chicago
present session). 9. Song. 10. Benediction.
MONDAY, APRIL 5.
and Alton: Chicago, Peoria, Louisiana, and
l!'ourth sessi.on, 10: 30 a. m., social meeting, 9: 00 a. m., Opening exercises and routine . Kansas City. Certificates from the Burlingprayer and testimonies of Sunday school
business. Primary clas;i recitation, Sr. \ ton, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Road, will
benefits.
"Blackboard work" in charge of
Louise Palfrey. Intermediate class recita- . be honored for return passage at reduced
F. B. Shumate.
''Benefits of blackboard
tion, Sr. Callie B. Stebbins. Senior class 1 rate by the C. R. I. and P., M. and St. L. 1
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HERALD.
St. L. K. and N. W., C. B. and Q. and R. I.
Orchestral music. Chorus. Invocation.
and P. Rys.
For information as to best Address of welcome, J, A. Gunsolley, Laroutes, apply to ticket agents.
moni, Iowa. Response, F. M. Sheehy, BosTickets on the going ·passage may be ton, Mll"ssachusetts.
Music.
Pantomine,
limited or unlimited, according to tbe rules "The voice of Spring," Ruth L. Cobb, Laof roads selling them; but return tickets are moni.
Essay, Religious anci Historical,
good only for continuous passage, and not Louise Ps,Jfrey, Macon, Missouri.
Duet,
later that three days after the 20t,h-to the Evanelia lost, Myra Brackenbury and J, Cole
23d inclusive.
Moxon, Independence, Missouri.
Essay,
Purchasers should hand in their certifi- ~emperance. a.nd, Literary."' Music. 1:'"c.J.tacateB promptly to the Secretary, that the t10n of an or1grna1 poem by .J!,lbert A. Srmtb,
local ruilway agent may be notified of the re- Ruby Stedman, Lamoni. Song, congregaquired one hundred being purchased.
t.ion, God be with you till we meet again.
The following lines of road will sell tickets Benediction.
on the certificate plan:Each society is entitled to one delegate for
Atchison, Topeka, and 82,nta Fe; Burling- every ten members or fraction t,hereof. Gerton, Cedar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago t,ificates of delegat.es appointment should be
and Alton; Chimi,go and Northwestern; Chi- filled out and forwarded to J.C. Hitchcock,
cago, Burlington, and Northern; Chicago, 14342 Vista Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, as
Burlington, and Quincy; Chicago Great ea.rly as Mi>"rch 25, or as soon t.hereafter as
Western; Chicag·o, Milwaukee, and St. Paul; convenient.
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago,
Ample ar7angements are being made by
St. Pirnl, :Minneapolis, and Omaha; Hannibal the Lamoni local to entertain delegates.
anci St. Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and
Council Bluffs; St. f_,ouis, Keokuk, and NortbSECOND QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
west,ern; Illinois CentrsJ; Iowa Central~
If
any
of the brethren have been ordained
Jacksonville and St. Louis; Minneapolis and
St. Louis; Missouri. Pacific; Rock Island and and have not received liceuse, they will conPeoria; St. Louis and San Francisco; Sioux fer a favor on the Secretary by sending items
Cit.y and Pacific; V\T abash; ·wisconsin Cen- of oed'.natian, etc., and license will be fort.ral Lines; Burlington and Missouri; Colo- warded at once. Don't negleot thls! Thos<e
any sta tis ti.cal information will
rado Ivlidland; Denver and Ri.o Grande;
please
write
the undersigned.
Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley; Rio
T. w. WILLIA!VIS, Sec.
Grande w·estern; St. Joseph and. Grand
206 Harmony Street, COUNCIL BLUFFS Iowa.
Island; Union Pa,cific.
R, S. SALYARDS,
Secretary Reorganized Church.
THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
LAMONI, Iowa, February 2H~ 1897.
9-2tf.
Will the eldHs who are members of the
Third Quorum please forward their reports
to the General Secretary so we may have
BOARD AT GENERAL CONFERENCE.
The committee on arrangements;for Gen- them when we meet during the conference,
eral Conference appointed by Lamoni branch at Lamoni, Iowa, in April.
JOHN T. KINNAMAN, Pres.
are pleased to make the following announceCHARLES
FAUL, Sec.
ment:
All missionaries laboring under
General Conference appointment will be
entertained free of charge; also as many of
N0'.!.1ICES.
the delegates as can be arranged for, we hope I All members of the Plainville branch who
it may be all.
have been absent a long time or whose place

I

1

159
with this, J0bat there was a g·ood feeling·
among the saints favoring this location. Our
secretary desires that all the branches may
have equal chance and has requested that if
there are ul.ber locations 1 ftGd branches that
will take p11rt in 1;he week, that they shall
appoint a committee and communicat.o with
ine at tho earliest moment. Let all remember that the com.n1ittee this year intends to
have all arrangements made and announced
by the month of June. V'/e int,2nd to make
the reunion a success. Let all the saints
think about it~ talk about it, and do all in
their power to help the committee and advance the work.
We began immediately
after being chosen. Now let the saints begin
their work by ms.king t.heir plans and arrangements to att.end the reunion. Address
all communications to Dr. .r. S. Lawton,
Brockton, Massachusetts.

SPECIAL BUSINESS NO'rICE.
To the Church at .1Jtn<1c:--ut:"u
to close
the conference year's business by 1st of
March,
in looking over the publications
of the oli':io0 I fh>d a large subscriptlon yet
unpaid for the closing yes,r:Zion's Ifope, about ........ $1,000 short,
Flerrald, about ............. 4,000
"
Autunu,1 .Lewves 9 about ..... 1,300
H
Now it will be impossible for t.he office to
prosper under these conditions, and our
hands s,re tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the oli':ice.

Besides om" regular wm·k this last year we
got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of tobout $1,500, and now we are
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or its members pay
up thefr subscriptions and book accounts, so
as to get means t.o complete the wor·k.
Wo now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions 8nd accoun£s at once, so as to
square our books by March L
The $25,000 back
m·e yet keeping themselves in the background and we
would be pleased to see the color of them.
of residence is unknown, are requested to re- The work of the office Is now hindered and
port to clerk 0f the branch within three pubiicat.ions under way are delayed for w:mt
months from ·date of publication ,,of this of necessary means to complete them.
notice or they will be reported as scattered
As n1inisters who hold haH-fara permits
members.
LOT'l'IE R. WILCOX, Clerk.
cannot act as book ;:;,gents, it is hoped that
, PLArNvrHE, Mass., March 2, 1897.
they will do what they oa.n for the Herald
Oli':ice in a general way, and urge all to take
MASSACHUSETTS REUNION.
church publications as a means of aiding both
In behalf of the reunion committee and by themselves and the work. Other ministers
t
I h ave b een reques t-e d t o ma k e are asked to help as they ca.n, and regul:;rly
our secreuary,
. gs iUJ d t o w
. vne
..
a.pTJointed
. e H. ero..,.ld
3,gents to looJ.r
a report. o f· our recen t d on;
.
• out fo·,·· ·•·n'
o
•
the cooperation of all interested saints in the· Office.
FRANK CEILEY,
Massachusetts district. It has been decided 7-4t
Busi.ness Manager.
by the committee that 'Dhe reunion this year
LAMONI, fowa, ,January 22, 1887.
shall be held sometime in August. A more
---~---~
definite date will be arranged and notice
BORN.
given later. The committee has already
DOUGLAS.-Jerold Keith Douglas was born
been favored in the choosing of a location by in St.. Joseph, Missouri, October 19, 1895, to
a committee that was appointed by the Den- Bro. George and Sr. Amanda Douglas. This
nisport branch, to assist and invite the hold- bud o1 promise was blessed at his home in
ing of the reunion at that place. During the St. Joseph, Missouri,
21, 1897, by
late district conference our committee gave Ela er J. M. Terry with gssurance of divine
careful attention to the necessary inc.idents cognizance.
in relation to the matter and we found many
WIGH'l.'.-To Bro. R. H. and Sr. s. A.
I strong points in favorofDennisport; together Wight, Cedar Rill, New Mexico, April ll,

p:

Good board can be had at not to exceed
$2.50 per week; and all who attend can be
amply provided for.
Those intending to be in attendance should
write the secretary of the committee, Dan
Anderson, as soon as. possible, so that arrangemcnts may be made, and as many assigned to
their places as possible before their arrival.
State .to the ~.ecretary t_he date on which you
expeeu
to. .arrive, and with whom you . expect
to stay, if you have
J Amade
G any
· previous arrangements.
UNSOLLEYS Pres.
S- 4 t
AN ANDERSON, ec.

D·· ,

---~--

CONVENTION OF ZION'S RELIGIO-LITERARY
SOOIETY.
A general convention is hereby announced
beginning· Thursday, April 1, three p. m.,
continuing during Thursday evening, Friday,
and Friday evening. All sessions except
Friday evening will be devoted to business,
or as may be arranged by foe officers or convention.
The program for Friday evening is as follows:-

I
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1896, a daughter, and n::i,med
Annita.
Blessed January 21, 1897, by Elders J. B.
Roush and R. H. Wig·h t.
SMITH.-To Mr. J.B. and St•. Mary Smith,
Gallup, New Mexico, February 13, 1896, a
daughter, and named Mabel. Blessed September 13, 1896, by El.ders R. H. Wight and
W. Farley.
SELF.-November 21, 1896, to Elder Walter
M. and Sr. Minerva Self, a son, and named
Warren Hyrum. Blessed February 27, 1897, at
Palmyra branch by Elders J. W. Waldsmith
B,nd W. M. Self.
DIEFENDORF. - September 29, 1896, at
Lincoln, Nebraska, to Bro. I. L. and Sr.
Rena Diefendorf, and named Paul Faunce.
Blessed by Elder J. W. Wald.smith January
l, 1897.
MILLER.-To Mr.Pulaska M.and Sr. Regina
M. Miller, a daughter, near Hebron, Nebraska, and named Myrtle Rubie. Bfossed
by Elders A. J. Myers and J. W. Waldsmith
January 13, 1897.
BERYEN.-January 27, 1897, near Hebron,
Nebraska, to Ml' ..John A. and Sr. Minnie M.
Beryen, a daughter, and named ]iJunice, and
blessed Janmu·y 19, 1897, by Elders J. W.
Waldsmith and A ..J. Myers.
RAY.-To Bro. Ed 2.nd Sr. Belle Hay, of
Shenandoah, Iowa, D~cembflr 2'1, 1896, a son,
and named Franklin Amel".
Blessul Jl'ebruary 28, 1897, by Elders W. Ledingham and
H. Kemp.
LE BARRAN.-To E. s. and Sr. Lydia Le
Barran, of Shenandm1h, Iowa, November 28,
1896, a son. Blessed February 28, 1897, by
Elders Henry Kemp and Wi.lliam Ledingham.

MARRIED.
BANISTER-HAYES.-February 25, 1897, a.t
the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr.
Nathan Hayes, Cherokee, Iowa, Dwight Banister and Sr. Lulu E. Hayes, C. J. Hunt officiating. About fifty relatives and friends
witnessed the ceremony. Many costly and
useful presents were given the happy couple.

DIED.
GREEN.-David Earle, infant son of Bro.
David and Sr. Jennie 0. Green, February 6,
1897. He was born August 10, 181!6; blessed
February 5, by H. Green. He was instantly relieved from pain and remained so until he
quietly passed away. Funeral services conducted by Elders E. A. Davis and D. Williams.
· JONES.-At Lanagan, Missouri, 18, 1897,
Clara B., daughter of Bro. and Sr. George
Jones, aged 9 months and 22 days. Funeral
sermon by Elder J. W. Kent.
GRIFFI'l.'HS.-At his home in Butte City,
Montana, Febrmi.ry 11, 1897, Bro. John Griffiths, a brother of Gomer •r. Griffiths. He
was 60 years, 1 month, 11 days old at the time
of his death. He leaves a wife, thirteen children, and many grandchildren, a.n aged
mo'oher, three sisters, and two brothers. He
united with the church in Wales when but a
small boy. However, he had been isolated
from the church for many years. He was of a
quiet disposition, industrious, and beloved
by those who knew him.
G. 'l.'. G.
RoGERS.-In Calhoun County, West Virginia, December 29, 1896, Bro. John Hogers,

I He

and his brother George had resided in j consistent member of the church ever since
County ever since 1840. George he became acquainted with it. His house
was a member of the old organization, well was always a home for the elders, and many
acquainted with the· Prophet, and bore a of them were made glad by his :financial help.
faithful testimony of his moral character in His family are s,11 members of the church,
the face of all the opposition that could be and, like their father, delight in helping forbrought to bear against him.
Bro. John ward the work. His des,th was like one passwas born March 19, 1818: baptized January ing into a pleasant sleep, after a long day's
27, 1889, by Elder D. L. Shinn. He was an labor. "Precious in the sight of the Lord is
honest, upright man, ever faithful to the the death of bis saints." "And it shall come
covenant he had made. Funeral sermon at to pass that those that die in me shall not
the residence hy Elder J. L. Goodrich.
taste of de!!,th, for it shall be sweet unto
FORD.-Infant daughter of Bro. Edward them." Thus after 95 years, 8 months, and
and Sr. Mary E,_ Ford passed from this li.fe 12 da~s of earth life he passe~ pea~efully
August 26, 1896. The deceased was named away m the presence of all his family, to
Bertha Mabel, and was born May 28, 1896. await the resurrection of the just. The
Remarks by M. R. Scott, Jr.
large attendance of the people at the funeral
showed
the high esteem in which they held
MENCER.-In St. Joseph, Missouri, on Februr>ry 10, 1897, Mr. Wm. L. Mencer passed him. Funeral services conducted by Elder
peacefully away at the age of 56 years, 4 G. H. Hilliard.
WINEGAR.-At Wheeler's Grove, Iowa,
months, 25 days. Mr. Mencer was not a
church member but a good moral man. Fu- February 5, 1897, Bro. William A. Winegar,
neral sermon by Elder J". M. Terry from 1 aged 29 years, 10 months, and 5 days. He
had been sick with heart, disease for two
Corinthians 15: 22.
years, but his deat.h was hastened by an atTEMPEST.-At her home in Nebraska City,
Nebraska, January 31, Sr. Dinah, wife of tack of la grippe. Funeral at the saints
Bro. Joseph Tempest. She was born in church in charge of Elder D. Hougas. Four
Manchester, England, November 6, 1849. brothers and four sisters are left to mourn
She was baptized into the Reorganized their loss. His mother preceded him to the
be.tter land but a few months; father and
Chm·ch of L11tter Day Saint8 August 19, 1866,
two brothers some years before.
by Elder R. 0. Elvin. She leaves two sons
KING.-Sr. Ann, wife of Bro. Wm. R.
and two daughters to mourn her departure.
She was a faithful wife and mother. The King, February 14, 1897. Was born Septemfuneral was from the saints church, and was ber 12, 1833, at Merthyr Tydvil, Glamorganlargely attended, conducted by Elder James shire, South Wales. Her parents came to
Thomson. The sermon was preached three ~Lhis country when she was quite young. She
weeks after by .Elder J. Vv. Waldsmith to a resided for many years at Carbondale, Pennsylvania, where she was united in marriage
large circle of friends and relatives.
, to Wm. R. King, September 14, 1850, who,
The colcl, exacting hand of death
Our household !ms invaded,
with three sons, two daughters, and nine
And snatched from us the loved one;
grandchildren, is left to mourn. Sr. King was
Our home indeed is shaded.
a devoted wife and mother, and was loved by
Home shaded with dark loneliness;
a host of friends for ber stel'ling qualities.
Mother Emiles n0t as of yore;
Mother's ears are turned 10 deafnrsB;
She was a consistent member of the PrimiHer sweet rnngs we'll hear no more.
tive Methodist Church for some time previGod of mercy, hear the pleudiugs
ous to her affiliation with the latter-day
Of a husband's broken heart,
work. She was baptized April 10, 1892, at
And tbe wailing of the orp'ians
Angus, Iowa, by her son-in-law, Elder Wm.
As from one they're called to part.
.Johnson. It was a source of joy to the saints
With the one who felt their sorrows,
to hear her bear testimony· of this glorious
And who brightened life with Jove,
gospel. She was willing and ready to go.
May we live that in the future
We may cl well with her above.
Blessed assurance.
Sr. King was visiting
JosEPH TEMrEsT AND CmLDEEN.
with her eldest son at Fraser when stricken.
w ARNOCK.- At Farmington, Iowa, Feb- Interment ·at the new cemetery at Pilot
r 11 ary 12, 1897, William Warnock. Deceased Mound. Funeral services and preaching in
was born in Armagh, Ireland, June 1, 1807. charge of Reverend Smally, of the Evan·was of Scottish descent, and brought up in gelical Church, of Dayton.
the Presbyterian Church. He emigrated to
RoI,LE'rT.-MabelDove,daughterofBrierly
Canada West at the age of twenty-three R. and Hattie A. Rollett, February 18, 1897,
years. Was united in marriage with Mary aged 3 years, 8 months, and 27 days. She was
Scott, July 19, 1833. To them were born a scholar of the Pleasant Grove Sunday
eleven children, eight of whom preceded school. She had saved twenty-seven pennies,
their father to the next better state; and and it was her desire that they should i:o to
three, Robert, Sarah, and Susan, with their the Sunday school. She was a loving little
mother, remain to mourn their loss. He daughter to her parents and all who knew
united with the church in Canada in t~e ye~r her. Funeral a.t th~ Pleas~~t Grove chur~h,
1837. One yea1· later he removed with his February 19; discourse by .t<,lder T. T. Hmfamily to Caldwell County, Missouri.
In derks, assisted by Elder L. L. Babbit, after
1842 he moved back to Canada, where he re-1 which her little form was laid to rest in the
mained until 1871, when he brought his Pleasant Grove cemetery until the first
family to Farmington, Iowa, and li.ved there 1 resurrection.
"Suffer little children, and
until the time of bis death. He cast his lot 1 forbid t.hem not, to come unto me, for of such
with the Reorganized Chureh, and lived a 1 is the kingdom of heaven."

I Calhoun
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DO YOU W AN'l' A HO JUE NEAR LAMONI? r

SENT FREE!

The Saints' Herald.

I have a farm of 79 acree1 lying one nnd one half miles
of the incorporation that I will sell for $32 per
acre, or will sell l 0 acres for $30 ver acre 1 or 20 acres for
$40 per acre. or 40 acres for $35 per acre. This is excellent land and in goon shape.
Address A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa ..

(Established 1860.)
Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

~outh

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 crnts; sample

copies free.

POR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
near saints chapel, or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further particulars, address or call on

The traveling ministry, di> trict and branch presidents,
and Bie.hop '8 Ui;!ents are requested to solicit snbEicriptions,
moke sales of church pubJ1cations, and aeeist the publishing department.
Addrern communicatio~s for publicotion to the Editors.
Business lettere, subscrip1..~ons. remittances. changes
of addrese., etc, should he addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Rcm1tta1Jce.<>1 should be made by

post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not 1:1end checks.

Advertie.ing rates, forty cents per inch each ~nFi:ertion,
subject to the following discount@: Or.e month's inse:r-

tlon, five per cent: thrc~ mo11tha. fiftt~en per cent; six
months, twenty-fivP per cent; one :vear forty per cent.
All advertising cond1tioned on inf?!ertiou npon the th st or
last pages of cover, wiil be charged an adva11ce of twenty

~~~~;G~~~;;· ~;·;;gI~w;HOP, I

per cent upon the regular rates.

For reading notices,

(on outside PR.F:S~ of coVer, unless otherwise aceepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cente
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post ufilce, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class

mail matter.)

- ) OPPOSITE ( -

..

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.

WHAT IS MAN?

Nothing but first-class W<•rk done in our iine. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or honse, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in COJJnL·ctinn.
F. A. BLACK.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

THE SArNT3' HYMNAL.
A conipll<>tion of ab:mt 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tune,:
with music and wo1·il-. together; aJw 50
hymns with one bar of music above the wordJ.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the moeo popl1lur words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full lea th er. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1 00
:F'ull leather, gil G edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ............................. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth ............... •.·, . . . . . . . . . . .
35

,1

Man's Natm'<» anrl D2stiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Bcdy in a Conscious state? The
views of Morrn 1-Sc.mlists Examined and Refuted. In two ]Jans. Second edition.
The author has closely 'x.1mined the sub~
ject upon which he has wdtten, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning- the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious exi~tence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
5C

ADDRESSES.

W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. tl48 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H ght~.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou
County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Australia.
H.P. Curtis, School 7, South Fiores Street,
San Antonio, Texa~.
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern di verse sys.terns of
faith and worship; it discusses present issurn
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial ai<thority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••••..........•...•••.•••••. $1 3.~

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER. H. 0. SMJTH.

This tr:..ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
·
Tt brings to light much of the teachings of
Bri!rham Youni:r and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organi:::ation a <kparture from the faith
taught by tbe early church and its three
standard books.
It also vinrJicates and maintains the gener:i.l position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cents.

To any ]Jerson interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, acopyofthe ''ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

THE NATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scien >ific teaching· concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are t\vidences of one design in the creation, hnd in the history and
growth of the ages. Theo:logical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archreology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The hitter chapters of tbe
work contain evidences from American abo·
riginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inbabitants of the western continent.
Cloth .............................. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deli bera ti ve assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of eider's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
cfficials of bot.b churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three staEClard books,
and from tlici pubJicRtinns o! the original
church, the R·~urganized Church, the Redrickite fact;lon. and from those of the Ut<>h
Cnurch is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganize J Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday.
scnool teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ....................... , ...... $ 75
Library .......••.•••..••........... 1 00
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'IBE SAINTS' HERALD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U.S. Gov't Report

AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment ........ 1 75
Leather ............................ 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ... 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

1

GRACEL

:ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpooe.
For sah at a b;,\rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La".>1oni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres Eive miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
AT LAMONI.
HOM
wells; good neighborhood; school close by. 1 L~md for sale, situated one quarter t-0 >;m
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay- hslf mile eouthwestof Lamoni; in three, four,
ment·n. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni, 1 or fl ve acre lots.
Iowa.
These plats will make nice homes; suital,t,·
for gardening, raising of smt.11 fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
THE ELL WOOD-COOPER
Address,
J. W. GILLEN
LAMONI,
PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E. :MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni. !ll.wa..

HARDWARE.!!

For catalogues or fort.her inform,,t:on,
Address, D. F. LAlV!BEHT. Sue.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, IowA.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

ITOVES, TINWARE, :BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
ll!llla.ble goods and right prices. Estimates furnjshed

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAO
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes.post paid anywhere. If
It don't cure you write us and we will return your
money. It cures others, why not you? You run
no risk in trying lt. Why delny J011ger? Send
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, lilinoiB.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophe1;, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
Drice $1.50.

'll"l'IADE MAli!Kl'l~
lllli!SICNS,
CO!"'ll'RIC HTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo-;.· securing patents
tn America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SOIENTlf llJ AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Address

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York,
A strictly high-g1·,.,de Family Sewing
Machine, posaessiug an modern
hnprovem.e:ntso

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route .. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25

THE HOLY SORIPTUHES.
INSPIRED '.l'RANSLA'I'IO~{ BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ............................. $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25
Imitation morocco, giit edg·:is ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt edge,, ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binuing, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With nrnrginal references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibies, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spo.tiswoode's, The SelfPronounciog Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
:fron:1 your local dealer and make

con1par:isons ..

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING 00.
BELVIDERE, ILL.
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THE FUTURE OF THE HOLY LAND.
COULD Palestine again become, what

it was of old, a land fl.owing with
milk and honey? This is a problem
of more than sentimental interest, and
it is a pleasant surprise to learn that
there are some specialists who maintain that this is possible, and that
Palestine could easily again be made
one of the most productive countries
on the globe. That certain cities,
such as Jerusalem, Nazareth, and
others, have been enjoying in recent
years unprecedented prosperity, in
fact even ''booms," is known to the
general reader; but that by systematic irrigation and cultivation the
barren tracts once so productive would
yield a rich abundance is interesting
information. From the pen of a
German specialist, whose account is
found in the Columbus, Ohio, Zeitblatter, No: 6, we glean the following instructive data:It is easily possible that Palestine
should now again become the "South"
(the Neged), and the granary for the
entire Southeastern region along the
Mediterranean, and for Europe. In
the country west of the Jordan the en. tire level district along the coast has
the best of water-supplies and is capa-

ble of sustaining an immense popula·
tion. The conditions there are such
that oranges, cotton, tobacco, and
su~a.r·cane could be raised easily and
in great abundance. On the higher
tablelands of the west Jordan districts
nothing is necessary but the preservation of the quantities of water that
accumulate during the rainy season
and utilizing these during the dry
months. The whole region would
thus be admirably adapted for vegeta·
ble gardening on a grand scale. How
readily this end could be accomplished
can be seen from what has already
been done in this line, chiefly by the
members of the German Templar So·
ciety in Bethlehem, Nablus, Tshenin,
and other places.
The relatively
poorer success of the Jewish agricultural colonies, which have been
pl.anted there by the dozen in recent
decades, chiefly through the instrumentality of the Rothschilds and
other Jewish magnates, is to be attributed not to the- barrenness of the
soil, but to the poor work of the colo·
nists. But everywhere in this district
it is possible by irrigation to raise the
finest of oils, oranges, wine, etc., than
anywhere else along the southeastern
portion of the Mediterranean; and
there would be ho lack of markets,
especially as Egypt is so near. The
entire Ghor, or Jordan valley, could
be converted into a tropical valley.
The dates that ripen here are regarded
yet, as they were in ages past, as the
best that are known, surpassing even
those of Egypt. To this add oranges,
cotton, sugar-cane, bananas, and especially fine vegetables raised during
the rainy season, all of which grow
here under most favorable conditions.
Access to markets is easy. Jericho,
by way of Salonica, only five days re·
moved from Berlin and Central Europe, only a short distance from
Jerusalem, and some degrees warmer
than Cairo, could readily be made
again what it was in the days of King
Herod, a magnificent winter resort,
whose attractions would be increased
by the hot medicinal springs of Aines-Sultan and by the magnificent surroundings of the Dead Sea near by
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with its thermal fountains, e.g., Ain
Dshidi, Hamman-ez-Zerka, the Callirrhoe of antiquity, and centuries ago a
fashionable resort. The Jordan is
rich in fish and could itself be an attraction for tourists. In fact, the
entire valley could be made a healthresort.
The east Jordan country, in its
whole length and breadth from Moab
to Mount Hermon and the Hauran, is
naturally one vast wheat-field, than
which none better can be found.
The fruitful districts, which now,
when the harvest is over at the end of
May, become for the rest of the season a sun-scorched desert which the
inhabitants must for the time being
leave, could readily, by building reservoirs to receive the superabundant
rains of earlier months and using these
I for irrigation during the dry season,
be made inabitable all the year round,
and could also be cultivated with
abundant success during this time.
Such was its condition in earlier centuries before the Arabian Bedouins
took possession, as is attested by the
ruins of hundreds of villages and
cities scattered throughout this territory. In fact nature herself suggests
this remedy, for during the winter
months in many places natural lakes
are formed which fill up with water.
To the present day there are also
many old cisterns, open and covered,
which were used for irrigation purposes. This is particularly the case
at Bosra, the converging point of a
number of old Roman roads and at one
time the commercial rival of Damascus.
The ruins of an immense system of
aqueducts can yet be traced, the chief
of which, called that of Pharaoh, still
has a length of forty-four kilometers.
The indications are that in the fl.our·
ishing period of thiS east Jordan district an extensive irrigation system
existed and was utilized to good
advantage.
The cultivation of Palestine, surrounded on two sides by desert dis·
tricts, is only possible by careful
attention and under the protection of
a strong hand. If these are absent
the hopes that it may become again a
J
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land of milk and honey will be
doomed to disappointment. At that
time, when Palestine was governed
with a firm hand it was a veritable
garden of the gods. Under favorable
circumstances it; could become such
again, could sustain millions of inhabitants and supply other lands with
its superabundance. Whether or not
this is to be realized depends on its
political future.-Literary Digest.
THE RESTORATION OF PALESTINE.

MANY stories have been afloat during
the past year concerning the restoration of Palestine into the hands of its
former inhabitants and rulers, the
Hebrew people. It was proposed in
one quarter to raise a fund sufficient
to buy the country outright from the
Turkish Government, and another
project embraced immigration and
colonization of a sufficient number of
Jews to occupy and control Jerusalem
at least, if not a larger portion of the
Holy Land. None of these projects,
it may be said, has had the approval
of the Jewish people generally, and
none of them has received any countenance in the Jewish press. In an
editorial on "The Future of Palestine"
· the New York Observer brings up
these points for disscusion. For one
thing The Observer objects to any
scheme of restoration that seeks to
convert Jerusalem into a mere commercial center. The thought of making it
a great mart of trade, it says, "irritates
the sense of incongruity." It should
be kept apart from such usages as a
place of sacred memories and assoCiations. Farther than this The Observer
says:' 'From time to time the old notion
of the purchase of Palestine by a syndicate of wealthy Jews, or by the contributions of the whole Hebrew race,
and its reorganization as a Jewish
principality, governed as closely as
may be according to its earlier traditions, is revived. And there is proba·
bl e o b s t ac 1em
· t,h e way
bl y no msupera
of such a project, save in the lukewarmness of the Jews themselves.
The Porte is sadly in need of money,
and though Mussulman feeling might
revolt against it, with the necessary
P ressure from the powers the sale
might be made, the more easily
that it would not thwart any .!lreat
~
political design. There is plenty of

J

administrative talent among the Jews,
a large number of officers and soldiers
for the maintenance of order, and an
ample population for the new principality in the great body of poor Jews
throughout the world who would be
attracted to it. But the wealthy Jews
have never favored the scheme. They
dislike to leave the great commercial
capitals in which they are settled, and
where their power is clearly recognized; and they fear lest, in the bitter
anti-Semitic hatred now prevalent in
many countries, the reestablishment
of the Jewish nationality would lead
to their expulsion. As the great body
of the Jews are excessively poor, they
can do nothing without the rich, and
are likely, moreover, to excuse nonaction on the ground that Jehovah
will in His own way and time briDg
His people back to the Land of the
Covenant.
"A 'restoration,' then, through the
efforts of the Jews themselves, must
be the only hope. And that it will be
brought about by the voluntary efforts
of others is exceedingly improbable.
Under any notion of the fitness of
things, Palestine ought, when the
Turk is driven across the Euphrates
and the Ottoman Empire is partitioned,
to revert to the Jews. But all the
plans which have thus far been suggested to restore it to Christian control have been negatived at the outset
by the jealousy of the Russians for
the safety of the Holy Places. It was
that safety which formed the popular
Russian pretext for the Crimean war.
With passionate reverence for the
Holy Places an unchanging tradition
of lthe Russian peasantry, there is no
reason to believe that the Czar will
permit the transfer of Palestine to
any save a great power, and that
power Russia. Probably if before
the Ottoman breakup the Jews de-

JONAH THE BOOK FOR OUR TIMES.
Ancient Pharisaical Jews thought that the
predictions against the nations must be fulfilled or God could not be a God of veracity
and justice. So think some dogmaticians
now. But God is a God of grace. God
changes his decree of destruction even
though men ca_nnot reconcile such change
with divine justice and veracity. God is
sovereign in his justice as well as in his
mercy. The doctrine that God must be iust,
but may or may not be merciful, is an error
that has no basis in Holy Scripture or in a
sound ethical philosophy. God is as truly, by
necessity of the divine being, mecciful as he is
just. He is as free in his exercise of the one
attribute as the other. He reserves the right
to recall his messengers of wrath by the
swifter angels of love.
Jonah represents only too well the Jew of
Nehemiah's time, the Jew of the New Testament times, and also the Christian Church
in its prevailing attitude tu the heathen
world. If the Human C<Hbolic Church had
learned the le~wn of Jonah, its theologians
would not so generally have consigned the
unbaptized heathen world to hell fire. If the
Reformers had understood Jonah there would
have been more of them than Zwingli and
Crelius Secundus Curio, who thought that
there were some redeemed heathen. If the
Westminster divines had understood Jonah
they never would have coined those remarkable statements of the tenth chapter of their
Confession, in which the entire heathen
world and and their babes are left out of the
election of grace. The present century,
brought face to face with the heathen world,
is beginning to learn the lesson of Jonah.
Jonah is the book for our times. Though
written many centuries ago as a beautiful
ideal of the imagination to teach the wonderful grace of God in the salvation of repenting
heathen and their babes, it has been reserved
for the present age to apprehend and apply
its wonderful lessons.
The repentance of
Nineveh is a prophetic ideal.-From "Works
of the imagination in The Old Testament,"
by Prof. C. A. Briggs, D. D., in North Ameri-
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HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
San Francisco, California: Red Men's
building, 320 Post Street. Preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30p. m. Sunday school 12: 00
to 2: 00 p. m. Sacrament meeting second Sunday of each month at 12: 00 m. Chas. A.
Parkin, president, M.A. Saxe, secretary.
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northsired to buy the Holy Land, and east corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
, Europe consented, he might acquiesce Avenue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p.
on condition of a European guaranty. m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
B ut th ere is
· l'ttl
t
t o Thursday,
meeting, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; preaching,
1 e presen reason
7 : 30 p. m. A special invitation is
believe that he would consent to such extended to the traveling and local ministry.
a reversion as a part of the final par- Jos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Belleview
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.
tition of Turkey. It would seem,
West Bay City. Michigan: Christian misthen, that the hoped for 'restoration' sion church, No. 411 Dewitt Avenue, between
Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preaching at
may never come, and that although IO: 30 a. m.; Sunday school at 12: oo m.;
Palestine will again become cultivated preaching at 7: 00 P· m. on Sundays. Prayer
meeting on Wednesday evenings.
and prosperous, to the Jews it may
West Oakland, California: Montana hall,
always be a land of promise · "-Liter- Adeline
Station, Seventh Street.
San Jose, California: No. 162 South First
ary Digest.
I Street.
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"If ye continue in my word, th
ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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as they have saved."

The foregoing is sent us by a
and is cut from the Denver
A BLAST FROM WITHIN.
Times for February 3, 1897.
OAKLAND, Cal., ,fan. 27.-The Rev. Edward
The proposition that the "chamDavis prsached recently at the Central pion of truth must protest against
LAMONI, IOWA, MAR.

17, 1897.

scriptural doctrine to the theology of the
dead dark ages. Protestantism is wrong as
that against which it protests. I am glad I
can stand alone, if need be, on the truth of
God's word and fling to the winds the inhuman creeds that have daUlned as many souls

. I brother,

Christian Cb urch on "A General RoastProtestants and Romanists Especially." It
was the firat of a series of sensational Sunday
evening sermons to be delivered by him.
Re said:"The religious kingdom is not only on the
defensiv~ against the advances of the hosts
of hell; it should engage in :i,n aggressive
warfare. Christendom should make conquest of the continents and convert the
heathen to Christ. We should remember,
however, that we are heathens to those that
are heathens to us. The ultimate creed will
have demonstrated its inherent trutb; Con-.
fucianism, Brahamism, Mohammedism, Romanism, Protestantism, are being held in
the balances, and all but some one will be
found wanting. Of the world's 1,500,000,000
people, over one-half are idolators. If the
Pagan is true, I would rather be a Pag·an
than a Christian.

all error until the representatives of
the sects shall be willing to unite on
the basis of God's word," ought to be
specially grateful to the elders of the
latter-day message, coming from a
denominational, a sectarian preacher
as it does, however much he may
think and say he is standing alone.
For sixty years and more these elders
of the New Covenant have been crying into the ears of both Catholic and
Protestant, the gospel truths of God's
word, and Catholic and Protestant
alike have turned to them ears deafened by pride of sect and private
opmmn. And it is pleasing to these
men laboring so faithfully to warn the

"To Christianize the world, Christendom world, to have now and again a man
must b'" an undivided kingdom. There is among the sectaries to rise up and
truly in Christendom but one Christ, but the accentuate their message of warning
h undreds o f armies are not fighting for him, by· indorsing, unconsciously to himbut for themselves-Methodists, Baptist::, self, that message. It gives evidence
Presbyterians, Lutherans, Congregationals,
h
G0 d h
. h
f
h
Episcopalians and others of lessE>r number in t at
as neit er orgotten t e
,.
·
·
h
world
i·n
i'ts
great
need.,
nor
the
n
·
.
1 1nam b usca d e. T hese a1v1s10ns, owever, unite
in Protestantism to the Church of Rome. istry he has called into the field of
With them I protest against Rome's iniqui- religious controversy.
ties.
But the church of Prote~tantism
Let the good work of the Spirit
should not forget that they are the daughoured out on all people still go on;
ters of Rome. Romanism is the Juggernaut P
of truth; Protestantism is a tactic of the say we all.
devil. The champion of truth must protest
against all error until the representatives of
the sects shall be willing to unite on the
RELIGIOUS ITEMS.
basis of God's word. The Protestant minis- ROME, March 3.-The Pope has appointed a
try is afraid to trust God's truth without commission of prelates, whereof Bishop
using- men-made creeds for its interpretation. Keane, formerly of Washington, is a member,
Romanists answer the vapid arguments of and Cardinal Satolli is President, to study
the sectarian with vapidity. Not all the matters to be discussed at the next National
·erudition of the Church of Rome, concen-1 Episcopal Synod in the United States.
trated in the voice of Yorke, can present a
I learn on good authority that Mgr.
theology that a reasonable man can consist- Radiul Tedeschi will be Papal envoy to
eatly accept. Nor can Vvendte well repre- study the Manitoba school question on the
sent the Christian creed, disbelieving as he spot.
.
doe~ in the. divinity of Christ:ianity's author.
. The ?robabiliti~s of Archbishop Cor~iga~'s
Prooestant1sm cannot consistently protest immediate elevation to a Cardmalate is still
against Rome so long as its irihuman creeds a subject of contention, but it is still imposconsign infant souls to hell, require the bap- sible to make an absolute statement one way
tism of irresponsible children and distort I or the other.

Does Rome hope to fix upon a policy
by which she may absorb the Episco·
pal Church in America?
NEW YORK, March 3.-At the invitation
of the Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke, pastor of
the brick Presbyterian church, a number of
prominent clergymen and laymen met in the
vestry of that church and organized the
Church Service Society of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America.
The organization is the outgrowth of the
informal discussion of church matters at the
last general assembly, in 1896. It was then
determined that some movement which would
correct some of the inconsistencies of service
and worship in the church should be undertaken, and a number of prominent members
of the clergy met at Dr. Van Dyke's church
last Octok.r to formulate a plan of operations.
The following officers have been elected . . . .
OTTAWA, Ont., March 9.-The condition of
political affairs in Canada, which has made it
necessary for the Dominion Government to
ask for the appointment of a papal ablegate
to investigate the attitude of Roman Catholic
bishops toward Premier Laurier, has decided
the government to take a further startling·
step.
It will withhold the issuing of a writ to
fill the vacant seat in the county of Champlain, Quebec, until Pa,rliament meets, when
it will announce that owing to the attitude
of the bishops it will be impossible to hold a
free election under the Queen's writ.
Pariiament will then be asked to amend
the criminal code, making it a criminal
offense to exercise spiritual control over elections.
"A MISSIONARY FAREWELL."

following from the DeseretNews of
February 23, 1897, will be read with
interest, as it relates an incident which
is in harmony with a very prevalent
· Ut a h . R ea d care f u11 y, an d
cus t om m
ask: Is this a consistent way to send
out a missionary to represent the
Crucified One?

THE

I

A MISSIONARY FAREWELL.
BEAVER CITY, Utah, l<'eb. 16, 1R97.-Yesterday there convened in the assembly hall
in this city one of the most auspicious gatherings of the saints ever held in the Beaver
Stake, consisting of members of the High
Priests', Seventy's and Elders' Quorums, together with their wives, daughters, and
sweethearts, numbering in all about two
hundred and fifty persons, who had met at
the invitation of the Elders' Quorum for the
purpose of tendering a farewell party to
Brother George C. Murdock, one of the
presidency of the quorum, who leaves here
to-morrow for a mission to the Eastern States.
At one p. m. the congregation wasc called

I
I

l
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to order by First Councelor Benson, and the
exercises were commenced by singing tbe
hymn, ''We Thank Thee O God for 11
Prophet." Prayer was offered by :p;Jder William Fothesingham, followed by music by the
brass band.
Stake President C. D. White delivered an
address of welcome to all present during
which he said he thought these social reunions of the Latter Day Saints were productive of much good, tending to an i.ncrease of
contidence of one another, and a better feeling among the people. He gave a few words
of encouragement to Brother Murdock.
Recess was then taken for one hour, during
which time refreshments were partaken of
freely.
Upon being again called to order, an excellent prog-ram was carried out consisting of
songs, speeches, etc.
Bishop Mumford addressed the congregation for a short time, eulogizlng the presidency of the Elders' Quorum in their untiring
efforts to awaken an increase of attendance of
the elders to their meetings.
Remarks were made by Elder John R.
Murdock, expressive of his thankfulness that
he had a son who was accounted worthy of
performing so important a mission to the
sons and daughters of a fallen world. He
trusted that through the blessings of the
Lord his son might be able to accomplished
much good.
Counselor Benson made a few closing remarks, during which, in behalf of the Elders'
Quorum, he presented Bro. George C. Murdock with a book, Ready R"lference, and a
hymn book, as a token of the respect and good
will of hiR brethren.
Benediction was pronounced by Brother
W. J. Bikeley, and the meeting adjourned
until 7 p. m., the people to again meet at the
large room in the academy hall for the
purpose of enjoying themselves in the dance.
At the latter hour they met at the academy
hall as per adjournment, when the aged, middle aged, and the young men and maidens
blended in one harmonious throng, and
wended their way through the merry dance.
Everything passed off in the most pleasant
manner.
ENOCH E. COWDELL.

"NOT NECESSARILY CRAZY."

BRO. JOHN SMITH, of New Bedford,
Mass:whusetts, sends us the follow·
ing : A man can have revelations from God if he
wishes, :.nd not thereby give anyone a ricrht
to c.all him crazy, the Supreme Court of 1;wa
rules. The decision was rendered in an action
to recover for libel. Plaintiff had instituted
proceedings to compel a creamery to cease
operations on Sunday, announcing that he
took this action in obedience to a revelation
from God. One of the proprietors of the
creamery, therefore, cirnulated the report
that the plaintiff was insane. The sanity of
the man favored with revelations was established to the satisfaction of the court by
..
. . 10us
.
. 1 t est1mony,
me d 10a
an d th e 1DJlH
report
was adjudged to be malicious as well as unfounded and not privileged.-.Ex.
0

II

A TRIBUTE TO "MORMONISM."
that were nearly dead, but who were much
· THE Argus of Salt Lake City, is to revived by their good counsel. May the God
publish a serial on ''Mormonism: Fact of mer<'y increase their usefulness for good, is
the prayer of all the saints of Nevada.
and Fiction." Its first installment
Correction: appeared in its issue for February 13,
In the last Herald, where my statement is
1897. Though it is evidently written found respecting 0. Cowdery, I am made to
from the standpoint of an unbeliever say, "I am the more pleased to add this stateand scoffer, it contains the following ment because the enemies of the truth have
circulated the report that he desired his tessplendid tribute to "Mormonism:"timouy." The word "desired" should have
Civilization, so-called, of to-day, and for been denied. Please correct.
three or four centuries, is made up of the
CHARLES DERRY.
most savage customs and the most barbaric
idealiRms possible to conceive. Every history, profane or so-called Biblical, is all
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
founded on a stratum of semi-logical guess- BRO. JOSEPH BEDWELL, of Standley,
work, upon which is built any structure of
Indian Territory, writes of the confirP ossibilities. The way''s are too long and the
methods too devious to dwell upon in so brief mations of the truth received through
a recital as this must necessarily be, and efforts to do duty and to study the
hence it is but truth and justice to say that word of God. He rejoices in the proof all the structural creeds of the past-from. visions of the gospel for growth in
the beginn'ing to the present-none have
grace.
developed, where known, so strong a faith,
The Secretary has of late obtained
so broad a religious courage, such indefatigable labor of love, such honored trust, such the following additional addresses of
strong and indestructible fahric upon which Chairmen of Passenger Associations.
to battle for the right, as the Mormon rc- Those laboring in their territory who
ligion.
wish to correspond with them for the
purpose of obtaining half-fare perEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
mits, should write them for applicaBRO. W. M. RuMFJL, Clearwater, Netion
blanks:
William
Fleming,
braska, March 4:Chairman
Trunk
Line
Association,
Bro. Mintun has done a good work here
of late. Ten were baptized while he was New York; N. E. Weeks, Chairman
here and we exµect two more next Sunday- New England Passenger Association,
all grown people. Others are very near. Boston, Massachusetts; Joseph RichWe feel to praise the Lord.
ardson, Commissioner Southern States
Bro. I. M. Smith, Blake Mills,
Passenger
Association,
Atlanta,
Ohio, March 8:Georgia; W.
W. Kent, Chairman
The district conference has just closed at
this place. All passed off nicely. Business Southwestern Passenger Committee,
was done promptly and in a business way. St. Louis, Missouri.
The sacrament and social meeting was splenBro. W. J. Kearns, of Carsonville,
did. The saints were blessed and strength- Michigan, writes of evidences that
ened, and seemed inspired with new vigor.
confirm him in the truth. He loves
May the blessings of heaven attend them.
Bro. J. B. Roush, Eaton, Colorado, the work of God.
Bro. F. A. Smith forwards with his
the 8th:letter
of this issue some printed outI had the pleasure of baptizing two candilines
or
comparisons between the or·
dates at Flora Vista, New Mexico, a few days
ag·o. The work there is in a promising con- ganization and belief of the early
dition. Bro. Gillen did some baptizing in Christian Church and those of the
Danver yesterday, and I expect to trouble
Campbellite Church, used in a late
the waters at this place this week; so the
discussion. The latter's representawork is gaining a little in this mission.
Our conference at Denver the 27th and 28th tive retorts by a counter-comparison,
ult., passed off very smoothly. N~t a very which, however, simply shows that
large attendance but a peaceful sess10n.
names of present-day apostles are
Bro. D.R. Jones, Sheridan, Nevada, dissimilar from early ones. Further,
February 27 :"deponent saith not."
We parted with Bro. E. B. Morgan on the
Bro. G. W. Blair, Post Master at
27th of last month, when he left for his home
in Iowa. He was a congenial and pleasant Lamoni, suggests that to facilitate the
companion; he made friends wherever he handling of mail addressed to General
went. He has a humorous way of attracting Conference delegates, it be addressed
the people. He has improved wonderfully in care of those with whom they stop,
since he came here last July. He preached a
f th
f e ce
N t it thosn.
d"JScourse an d h a d a 1arge au d'1ence. or o
e con er
o e .,
sp1en d'd
i
. n .
. "'
He and John Arthur Davis did good work in who care to av01d delay and aid sat1sNevada, especially among the old members ' factory distribution.
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Sr. Ella Cator, a granddaughter of 1 Santa Cruz, had located at Tulare, me much sadness, for I was alone. I had
Bro. Samuel Powers, residing at and Ero. Scott was preaching the started in a company of a few others at the
foot of a mountain, but I alone was on foot.
Marion, Iowa, writes of her interest word.
Conference of the Central The rest were in vehicles, my husband with
in the work and inclosing a substan- CsJifornia district would convene them, and seemed to forgot that I could not
tial evidence of that interest--a check there April 16.
Saints desired a walk as fast as the horses, and I was being
for tithing, to the Bishop. She is do- large attendance;' all who come will left far behind. I was carrying a burden, but
ing what she can to teach friends the be made welcome. Letter crowded it was light, an infant child of one of the
company. With it I hastened on with all
truth, in addition to aiding the church out by extra demands on the HERALD, the speed I could make, lest they would get
work in a financial way.
by conference business.
out of my sight, and I was in great distress
The city of Wyoming, PennsylBro. F. G. Pitt writes under date of mind. How I wished they would look
vania, has suffered great damage by of the 13th from Chicago that he back; but none did. I said within myself,
the caving in of surfcwe ground over hears that that city is to be made "How well my strength would have held out
to go all the way up this mountain if it was
coal mines. The post office is now headquarters of the Brighamites the not that I had to run." But run I did; still I
twenty-five feet below its original lo- coming year; that they are to publish could not keep them in sight. There were
cation and still sinking.
a paper and enter upon an active turns in the road and soon they were lost to
Bro. John W. Kent, writing from missionary campaign. Bro. Pitt also view altogether. Then I perceived that
Trinidad, Colorado, writes a good let- writes that our people feel secure, night was coming on apace. In deep distress
of mind I fled on and on, following the wheel
ter narrating his ministerial experi- fearing nothing from the onslaught tracks until the darkness shut them from
ences in Arkansas in company with or oncoming tide, and hope to do view. Presently the road forked in three
Bro. J. W. Jackson, and alone. He good among the men sent out ways. I could not see the track. Which
found interest, opposition, kindness, by the Utah Church. It may be as way should I go? I resolved to take the one
and sickness during his labors, with Ero. Sheehy states it has been in the that led straight ahead and did so till I came
to where it terminated at a caved off grade.
the greater blessing of divine help. East, that the work of the Utah eld- Regretting my loss of time I turned and fled
He returns thanks to saints and ers has tended to bring out the true for the other one. I saw it, and how it could
friends for hospitality, and for care faith in strong contrast to that taught be more quickly gained by crossing a sb,ort
plot of withered grass. But I had not seen
during illness.
in the West.
Lamoni is located on the Grant
Bro. J. W. Gillen arrived at La- that there was a barrier to be surmounted
before it could be gained-a low barbed wire
City branch of the Chicago, Burling- moni on Saturday, the 13th inst. and fence. I laid my burden down close under
ton, and Quincy Railroad. It is two Brn. Joseph Luff and J. M. Terry on the fence where I could take it from the
miles from Bethany Junction, a sta- Monday, the 15th; the two first-named other side, but in my haste I forgot it till I
tion on the branch line running from to meet with the Twelve, the latter to got a little way along the road that was a
Chariton, Iowa (on the main line), to act on the auditing committee on the slight down grade. If I was in perplexity
before, I was doubly so now, and as I retraced
St. Joseph and Kansas City, Mis- Bishop's and Herald Office accounts; my steps I tried to think where I had left it.
souri. This for the information of so conference business has begun.
At length remembering the wire fence, I
those who have never visited the city
Brn. E. C. Briggs and F. M. Weld hastened there, and was delighted to find it
of the saints.
Those purchasing are also to be included in the list of again. But it had wakened and was crying
railroad tickets should be careful to Lamoni arrivals engaged in prepara- for its nourishment. In my despair I pressed
it to my face and commenced weeping bitterly
select the best routes; and, when two tory conference work.
myself, which ended my perplexity by wakor more roads are traveled, to buy
<&
...
ing me.
tickets to the junction points named
And now I scarcely know why I have writby some lines connecting with the
ten this. Two years ago this first day of
December we entered the harbor of Papeete
Burlington, to obtain the benefit of
EDITED BY FRANCES.
in
the little schooner "Evanelia,'' joyful and
the reduced fare on certificate plan.
yet sad. I little thought then that we would
"Do burdens press sorely? Just ask Him for grace;
See Secretary's notice.
ever wend our way back here again. How
He ll give it, and help thee "keep s'veet ;,
Bro. John H. Lake, of the Twelve,
one step leads to another. How I hope I
Let sunshine and gladness illumine thy face,
'Twill help some one else to 'keep sweet.'
arrived at Lamoni on FridsJy, the 13th
may have wisdom given me that I may not
Do tronbles oppress thee? Let God be thy stay;
either in word or deed give offense in any
inst.
'Tis easy to sigh, but 'tis better to pray;
way to the powers that be in these regions,
Thy sunshine will come in his own blessed way;
District secretaries wiJl please obwhere one will be made an offender for
SLl trustingly try to 'keep sweet.',,
serve the rule and report their total
a word.
enrolled membership· in all cases;
Wednesday morning, 2d. Still pleasant
FROM THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.-NO. 5.
when sending delegate credentials to
and beautiful but breeze light.
Possibly
THE ARRIVAL.
the Church Secretary. Some have TUESDAY, Dec. 1. - A most glorious morn- we may see the island of Rairoa this evenfailed so to do, hence this additional ing! A nice fair breeze. All sails drawing, ing, but it is doubtful, the wind is so light.
Sunday, 6.-We did not make the land till
and studding sails set also. The hallowed
request.
influence produced by the reading of those Thursday, then it was not Rairoa but one a
Sr. Mary A. Twaddle, writing from lines I referred to still remains. That to- long way up above it. From Thursday noon
Tulare, California, the 2d inst., re- gether with a dream I had, in an.swer to till Friday noon was almost a dead calm.
counts some marked cases of healing, prayer the evening before, has done much to The captain expected to make the upper end
of Rairoa and run between it and Arutua,
also some angelic ministrations en- prepare me for what may await me in the but he made it far down t0 leeward Saturday
near future. The Lord showed me in the
joyed by the sick, in answer to patient night vision the long mountain road I had to morning, which was yesterday, and so had to
t-rust and abiding faith in God. Bro. go over. Without the personal knowledge I run down to the lower end and pass between
Walter Scott and wife, formerly of received, the dream itself would have given it and Tikehau-as we did two years ago-
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which took nearly all day. It all looked very
natural, and brought tears to my eyes as I
caiied to mind the heartfelt gratitude with
whi.ch we sang, "Praise God from whom all
blessings flow!" And again my heart repeats
that song of praise. While coming through
the pass we meet quite a heavy head sea
which increased as we got farther along between the islands, and all around the horizon
had the appearance of stormy weather, and
has had for the past two days, though we
only had a good whole sail breeze and an
occasional rain squall. And this morning
as we get farther along and see what a heavy
sea there is, though it is going down all the
time, we know there bas been a bad storm
down here, and again we recognize the loving Father's care in letting the two days'
calm rest upon us to prevent us from sailing
into the storm. With the wind we had last
night we expected to have gotten to Papeete
this afternoon, but will not do so unless we
have a much stronger breeze. (Sr. Vvalker,
you must excuse this writing, it looks as if
my pen was drunk. I am perched up in the
upper berth, resting my portfolio in my lap,
and the ship tumbles about so I cannot keep
steady.) There is not wind enough now to
kee.P her steady on this heavy sea. The
rearing and plunging of the ship last
night made some of the passengers
sick, but to me it was the most restful night for some time. The wind and
tumbling of the sea made the air much
cooler. I went to sleep about eight o'clock
in the evening and slept soundly till 6: 30
this morning. I think we have had much
warmer weather than when in the "boat."
We are very sorry indeed to learn, as we
have, that Captain Salmons, the man who
bas been such a friend to our people and missionaries, has lost over seven thousand dollars by the sinking of the Evanelia. Were it
not for the implicit confidence I have in God,
who rules from the heavens, and who is able
to soften the hearts of men, and to make
good his word that "All things work together for good to them that love the Lord,"
I should tremble with drrnd and fear of taking-or being one of the number who shall
take-up the work here against such odds as
we shall have to meet. I think he is 1.oo
good and honorable a man to blame any who
are not to blame, but having lost so much, be
will not feel like taking missionaries free of
charge as be used to do.
Papeete.-D2ar 81·. Walkei·, and readers of
the Column:-It is with great pleasure I
write you all to-d:;y, Tm~sday, the Sch. We
got in the harbor early Monday morning,
but it was near noon before we got ashore.
A few of the brethren were waiting to conduct us to our new home. They had no
rEception prepared for they had been disappointed so often they <carcely expectEd
us. The hills, the harbor wit,h its surroundings, all looked as natural to me as if I bad
lived here for years. The day was much
cooler than when we landed the first time.
The saints, what there are of them here, soon
gathered about us, expressing their pleasure
at our return. My own feelings were on a
pivot. I could cry just as easy as laugh. We

had made up our minds that Bro. and Sr.
Case would be here and were disappointed in
not seeing them; and also because of Metuame, and Tuana, his wife, being absent.
We are very comfortably situated in the
missionary house. There is a round table in
the center of the room with one of the curtains of the Evanelia for a cover. On seeing
that the first day, after sitting on the porch
awhile, and while under that nervous feeling
of joy and sadness, it gave them (my feelings)
a sudden cant on the side of sadness and
started the tears, and as I put my handkerchief up to my face, when I found they were
really going to bubble over, a handful of the
front part of four wrappers went up similtaneousl:i- in sympathy with me. They, like
me, were as near weeping as laughing. But
both they and I got on more sure footing, so
to speak, after we bad let nature have its
way and drain off some of the briny tears.
They all were delighted to know that Joseph
couid talk to th"m in their own language
and wer0 not long, I assure you, in bringing in their Bibles. And how they drank
in every word be. would my! repeating it
as he spoke (not audibly), with countenances
all aglow. While some talked and listened,
others prepared our dinner.
We were
treated to beefsteak and cold boiled tongue,
baked feis and yams, with cocoanut milk to
drink, and bananas for dessert. This far
they have brought our food to us ready
cooked. I set the table and wash the dishes.
But, after this we will have our boxes up
from the vessel so I shall do it myself. ·v..re
felt as cozy at our little breakfast this morning as if we were just commencing housekeeping for the first time. So far we are
content and happy. Have been unpacking
trunks to-day and getting thiogs set in order
a little, but it is not much use for next week
we start off again to the island where Bro.
and Sr. Case are, and nearly all the saints.
It is the pearl fibhing time with them. 'l'he
house stands between a row of banana and
cocoanut trees. So also does the churcb.
Those trees shade the sun off, but being bac:k
of several buildings, we do not get so much
of the sea breez·3 as where we lived before,
therefore find it much warmer; also mofquitoes are worse here. Still it is more retired.
'fhe house is as comfortable as is needed. A
front room, front bedroom, kitchen, and
stoeeroom. But when the press is set up we
will have no room to spare.
(To be contrnued)

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA YJ<~R.

prayer is asked of the Prayer
Union in behalf of Miss Estella Laughlin,
who is bac.ly affected in mind, that if it is
God's wiil that she my be restored to health,
or benefited, that lives may not be in danger.
The request is made by her mother. She is
not a member of any church. Her parents
are Methodists. She is a nice girl ar;d well
thought of by all who know her and has been
a teacher in the public schools for several
years. So writes Sr. S. E. Laughlin, Olivet,
Iowa.
SPECIAL

I

8lfndau 8cl10ol Departnrnnt.
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send communications for thiR department to the Editor.
Address rninutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to ~'Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF UNION
SUNDAY SCHOOLS?
R. ad by Flcrence R. Peck at Far WeEt ConveuUon.
IN the first place, What is a Sunday school?
what are its objective points, the benefits it
offers, if any? From its very foundation its.
object, was the uplifting morally, spiritually,.
and intellectually of humanity. It owes its'
origin not to any sect or society, but to the,
one worthily honored individual who took
pity on the poor ignorant waifs who spent
their Sabbaths as all other days in the streets
of London, tbat great city of vice and crime,.
in play and games which bore no fruit for
good. He pitied them in his great heart and
sought to do them good by gathering them
in on the Sabbath days and instructing them
in the ways which lead to a higher life.
Othern saw his good work and did likewise.
In time it became the adopted means by
which the different church societies sought
to teach the word of God and instruct, especially the young, and gather them in
from the wiles of sin. Tlrn t it bas not accomplished its work well, no one can reasonably doubt, for there are thousands
tc-day to tell of its good work in tbemsel ves.
Our own Sunday school association owes
its standing largely to Sr. M. Walker,
the friend and leader of the young. It was
she who first took up the work and urged it
along. Our General Association is, I believe, only five years old, and it is certainly
in good condition for one so young. But the
Lord is with us in the work, blessing all who
earnestly labor therein.
I truly believe that the saint who strives
to instruct. in the Sabbath school bas just as
much.right to, and th~t it is just as much bis
duty to strive for, God's Spirit, as the minister in the pulpit. For are they not equally
teachers of the gospel and saviors of mankind?
But should saints participate in union
schools? Certainly so, if any good can be accomplished. But let us examine the question
in its phases and see. Union schools are or,;anized in communities where there is not a
strong enough force of any one denomination
to organiz0 by itself. Eii.ch one is supposed
to have ao equal voice and to be as free to
teach bis faith as another. But usually
there is one denomination that holds the
leading spirit, and anything contrary to
that is liable to make trouble. A saint in
I such a school would very likely do more
I harm than good. No true saint could hear
i anything taught contrary to their own belief without resisting, and that would make
them personal enemies and deepen prejudice
against the faith.
'fhere is in many places in the country
the habit prevailing of organizing union
i schools through the summer months as a sort
of pleasure resort. There are of course,
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some earnest ones who strive to learn the
truth. But the majority want somewhere to
go to get in a crowd, and consequently go to
Sunday school. When they get there they
proceed to visit and take no interest whatever in the lessons. I know of one this sum·
mer that had to close down because the
young people caused such disturbances. A
saint might do some one some good in such
a place; but vne would feel little inclined to
go there. But wherever we go we can find
work for the Master if we will only look
for it.
I know a brother who used to live iu a
little village in Iowa. His family comprised
the only saints there. He attended the Sunday school, talked reasonably and kindly,
presenting his faith both in the school and
out of it, and to-day there is a thrifty little
· t s WI'th a SC h 00 1 0 f t'nelr
· own 111
·
b an d 0 f sa111
that piace. This good brother probably
didn't do .it all, but it is reasonable to believe
that be accompiished some g·ood.
Vlhere there are scweral saints in one vi<11inity
could they accomplish more good by organiz·
ing a rnhool of their own and inviting others
in or by going into a union school? A saints'
school would not attract a very large crowd,
wbile a union school always does. In t~e
latter case many more would be brought 111
contact with the gospel than in the former.
We must be with the world in order to benefit
it any; but, in being with the world it requires a great effort not to become of the
world. Saints working in a union school
where their own spirit, the Holy Spirit, does
not prevail must, as we before-stated, use a
great deal of wisdom and discretion in t~ying
to bring others to a knowledge of the faith;
yet no one should falter for a moment to present and defend the faith. Saints should always strivfl to have the spirit of the work
and strive to draw others into that spirit.
If in a school bearing the name of "union"
our people held the leading part, folks would
recognize the fact, and if they objected to being led in that direction, they would object
more then tban if the saints worked under
their own name. So I think that where there
are a dozen saints or supporters of the work,
tbey should establish echools of their own,
where they can enjoy perfect liberty and expect God's Spirit to dwell in fullness. Then
strive to induce others to come.
Should saints send their children to union
schools? '.rhe teacher is liable to be of most
any faith, and will, of course, teach what he
believes, and children will believe what they
are taught.
Every parent should teach
their children to believe the truths of the
everlasting gospel, and strive to have them
shape their lives accordingly. I t,herefore do
not think _they should be placed under one
who will break down and destroy their faith.
But if your children are not in the Sabbath
scbool on Sundays, where are they? Are
they at home where you are instructing them
in that which is good, pure, and godly, teaching them to respect the Sabbath and to keep
the laws of Christ- or are they spending
their time in idleness, learning· nothing for
their good, even perhaps going into wickedness and vice? Better be in anybody's Sun-

day school than in such a condition ae this,
for there is no school but what teaches good
and aims to elevate its members.
In conclusion, if you are where it is imposaible to be in our own school and can receive
any benefit from another school, or can benefit anyone else, go.
If it is in the least possible for saints to conduct a school of their own they had ought to
do so rather than be in a union school, for
our faith and our spirit will no more unite
with that of the creeds in Sunday school
wPrk than in church organization, for we are
a peculiar people. It is our duty to teach
the restored gospel wherever we go. The
Sabbath school is a place for earnest effort,
and when anyone is there for any purpose,
other than putting forth earnest•' efforts,
their purpose is wrong. Let us send idleness
and d.isinterest from our ranks.
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GILROY, Cal., Feb. 18.
Editors IIerrtld:-The church work has
progressed slowly for a number of years on
account of scarcity of laborers and strong reI ligious prejudico. It is very ha.rd to get the
, attention of the people, especially in the
cities; the people are generally good, social,
kindhearted, but are both careless and afraid
of the restored gospel. We have, however,
quite a number of noblehearted saints in the
district who, were they able, would gladly
contribute largely to the financial interest of
the church. But the faithful ones are rich in
the spiritual blessings, and we bear the same
strong, blessed testimonies out here on the
Pacific coast that we heard thirty-seven years
ago and all along t,he way since that time
until now. So it is trne that in every land
I they that love God and work righteousness
are accepted with him.
We feel the loss of Bro. J. F. Burton very
much, notwithstanding we have bis place
very ably supplied by Bro. J. B. Price, of
Oakland. Bro. Price was ordained by the direction of an angel at the age of nineteen, ·in
England. He labored a number of years, baptized about four hundred, came to Utah, rejected Brigham, came to California, accepted
the Reorganizcttion, and bas since brought
quite a number into the church.
,
Bro. D. L. Harris, appointed by conference,
who is laboring in the southern part of the
district, is a very able defender of the faith.
Bro. A. Haws has been doing some tent
work, but the winter rains cut his work
short with tent. Bro. Walter Scott is also
1
laboring in the vicinity of Fresno. Bro.
Clapp, who is borne from bis Oregon mission
on account of ill health, is at Santa Cruz, able
t.o assist the local brethren some. The local
brethren in different parts and in branches
are keeping the faith before the people and
feeding the flock of God.
This winter is a favorable one for farmers;
a very large acreage of grain has been sown
and is looking fine. The climate is very
pleasant. We have some frosty nights and
1
J thin
ice, but vegetables grow all winter.
, Grass ba,s been good from the U1iddle of
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hardy flowers have been i;
bloom out in the garden all winter.
I lived in Iowa forty-two years. I can say
it is one of the best States i.n the union, and
I would not advise anyone to leave good
homes with a view to do better. But for
those that are able to retire from business,
on the coast in California is the place to
find comfort. I have engaged in the fruit
business; have planted out thirty-five acres
mostly in prunes, some apricots and peaches;
but I fear it will suffer the common lot of all
other business by being overdone. With
brotherly love to all the dear saints with
whom I have been acquainted and enjoyed
much spiritual comfort, I remain,
Yours in hope,
J. M. PUTNEY.
RAVENDEN SPRINGS, Ark.,
February 23.

EditoJ's Herald:-! do not know that the
mass of your reader are much interested in Arkansas, generally, but there are some facts
connected with the latter-day work that will
doubtless be of interest to all. 'Tis no strange
thing in these parts to see families living in
little old "ramshack" hovels without a window to admit a ray of God's sunlight, and
every member, mother, daughters, .!tnd infant
chewing tobacco, and not one able to read.
These, with very many not so shiftless and
ignorant, do but very little thinking; some
other beads do it for them. Could they appreciate the restored gospel if it were possible to convince them?
Many others who are cleanly and intelligent are satisfied with hypnotic influences
and assume the same to be the power of God.
I love to warn and iu:;t.ruct the latter, but
don't care to waste breath on the former. I
do, however, preach to all classes and grades,
le8t perhaps within some seedy-looking "skifferine" there beats an honest heart.
Our little branch moves on smoothly, but
we are so scattered that we can't meet as often as we wish. Two young intelligent Utah
elders stopped with us Friday i;,nd Saturday
nights. I could but sympathize with them
while I was using Bro. Smith's recent article for all there Js in it. There are twelve of
tlJ.ese young earnest missionaries in Arkansas,
and soon to be reinforced by half as many
more. I do not know whether to be conc@rned or glad. I can't bid them "God speed;"
their presence may portend evil. I may not
see clearly, but some way or another, on the
principle that "all things work together for
good to them that love God," I expect to see
as much good, if not more than evil, come
from their laborers. This army of determined workers are destined to make some
impression, even on the adamantine hearts
of "Arkansawyers;" and can it be possible
that the qnestion of authority does not occupy a conspicuous position in the mind of
every investigat.or?
' I told these young elders I should not be
surprised to know of many applying for ad·
mission into the Reorganizati.on who first
bear of the restoration through these young
missionaries. When people become inter·
! ested they will be happy to learn of the
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the bars all down (comparatively speaking), j
so that anyone of ordinary intelligence can
catch him in his attempts to deceive at every point.
At present he is preaching against every
denomination. The saints that were present
at one of his meetings, were somewhat
amused when two prominent in the Disciple
or Christian Church, after walking two and
one half miles on purpose to hear him speak,
came in just as he was combing some of the
tangles out of Discipleism. If the editor of
the Christian Herald had been present he
doubtless would have wished that he had not
wasted so much energy in extolling Mr. Musser to such aerial heights. Notwit,hstanding Mr. Musse r's mightiness in the use of
the Scriptures, we expect here in a few days
to reply to some of his statements; and as
·Mr. Musser has made a challange to meet
any man, there is a probability of a debate
here, in the near future, if he will come to
proper terms.
No branch of saints need to fear Mr. Musser, if they will be united andfaithfnl. Give
him plenty of rope and leave the results with
God.
Your brother in Christ,
TABOR, Iowa, March 2.
CHARLES L. SESSIONS.
Editors Herald:_.:.._Our district conference
P. S.-I would like to have Bro. Francis
just closed at Shenandoah was one among Smith write to me, as I do not know his adthe best. The Sunday school convention, dress.
C. L. S.
and the work done were indeed satisfactory
to all. Great credit is due this faithful
TU'l'NALLS, Lydney, England, Feb. 15.
band of workers in such a noble, elevating
Editors Herald:- Having a knowledge of the
cause.
work in Wales for this last twelve years, I
Our conference was well attended; a fair have seen the various stages of advance. At
representation from the branches was pres- the time of my joining the church, it was in
ent. The good Spirit prevailed throughout a low spiritual condition; it was very rare
the entire session. All present felt it was that we as a district go.t a recognition from
good to be there. Our choir with Sr. Belle God.
Gifford on the lead did splendidly; we may
I attended conferences in different parts of
safely say we have some of the choice and
the district only to get this impression, that
sweet singers of Israel, which is a great aid
if God did speak to his saints, that day alas,
to all in the work, inspiring us to move forhad gone! this state of things continued till
ward to duty.
the faith of the young members waxed cold,
Quite a number of outsiders were in at- and some fell away altogether. The reasons
tendence at both preaching and prayer serv- of this low spiritual condition, to my mind,
ices. 7V e all feel that the banner of gospel were in the men t,hat were supposed to lead
truth musb not trail the dust. "Long may it the church; they allowed the law of God to be
wave o'er the brave and the true." "God treated with impunity; and the reason of the
speed the right," is our earnest prayer.
persecution was, the eiders courted it. I
HENRY KEM:e.
myself have stood on the streets and have

branch or wing of the church that has
ever honored their high calling and stood
aloof from Utah nastiness and crime; who
have never trailed the gospel banner in the
dust, and thereby endangered their Godgiven authority.
I think they saw the point and partly believed" the same; for they had been telling
me of a branch of their church in Clay
County, but when I asked its exact location
they had forgotten the address. During my
twenty-Eix years of varied experience in the
church I have not before been placed where
I am at present, and I feel the need of church
literature discussing the differences existing,
especially the discussion between Bro. Joseph
Smith and L. 0. Littlefield, but I cannot
buy them. Bro. Joseph Ward, our lone missionary in this big field, is always busy:
is an earnest effective worker. We do not
often meet him.
I would like to give you some of our Arkansas experience in gospel work, but lest I
be too tedious I will close.
D. R. BALDWIN.

KALKASKA, Mich., March 1.
Editors Herald:-Being somewhat amused
over the statements taken from the Christian
Herald, in regard to Joseph Musser, I wish
to say that he has been among us, periodically, since the first of January, when he gave
the lectures, which I mentioned in a previous
letter; and notwithstanding i<n item inserted
in the Kalkaskian, that they had formed a
Christian society upon the ruins of Mormon·ism, I am happy to say that the saints are all
alive yet; not one of them is lost or asleep.
I think I have come the nearest to sleeping
of any of our number. However, I am .thoroughly awake now, and intend to stay awake
the rest ?f th~ time. Our Sunday school is
progressmg mcely.
As for Mr. Musser the saints here have no
fear of him; two or three united and faithful
saints in his meeting will cause him to leave

speak in tongues and others to prophesy. On
services;
Em. Jones and Bishop were the speakers.
Monday morning found us at the baths to
perform the solemn rite of baptism, the fruit
of our labor, the first baptism in Gloucester
by the Reorganization, I believe.
On December 19 I visited Cardiff, there
being a special assembly of the officers of the
district.
Business meeting convened at
eleven a. m., Dscember 20. A more spiritual
business meeting it had not been my lot to
attend. It was there resolved that Bro. A.
N. Bishop be recommended for ordination to
the office of high priest, as we considered
that our district is in need of such; also we
consider that our brother is worthy of the
office and the confidence of the district. I
may say personally that since Bro. A. N.
Bishop has been president of the district it
has advanced numerically and spiritually far
beyond my expeotations .. He has spared not
himself, but has labored much and spent his
own money in the work, and I am pleased to
say his labor the Lord is crowning with success. At 2: 30 p. m. we met for saints fellowship. Again our Father blessed us by the
outpouring of his Spirit, telling us in
prophecy that our morning business meeting
was pleasing to God.
Since the commencement of the year we at
Lydney baptized four young men, members
of 1he Wesleyans, also three females, which
is causing the enemy to rage; and I am expectiug ore long more to follow. I hear from
different quarters of baptisms ta.king place
all over the district, so you may see that we
in this land are working for the spread of the
glorious gosp0l of Christ, also that a brighter
day has begun to dawn. May it still continue
to grow brighter till every one in this land
has heard the sound of the restored gospel,
is my desire.
Your brother in bonds,
T. 8. GRIFFI'l'HS.

I the Sabbath we held two preaching

heard the elders ask for what they got. I
,,am thinking that if there were such preaching to-day the elder would be asked for his
license.
I will not dwell on those dark days, but will
relate the state of this Eastern district of
Wales to·day. I visited Gloucester, Decemher 5, 1896, with Bro. A. N. Bi.shop, president of district, also Bro. T. Jones, Jr., of
Nantyglo, to try and open up the work in
that town. I may say a worthy brother lives
there. By his Christian conduct he has been
instrumental in bringing one young man into
the church who, I believe, will become a
good laborer in the Lord's vineyard. We
[met at this brother's house (Bro. G. Mackay)
Satur~ay evening for a fellowship meet·
rng, and 1t seemed that before some had time
1
to bear testimony it was ten o'clock. I never
j before realized such a glorious time. The
Spirit filled each soul, which caused some to

?n
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COLUMBUS, Nebraska, March 4.
Editors Herctlc1:-I ara reminded that to-day
a great event occurs at Washington, D. C.,
at which time there is a change of the head
of our much-honored government, which under God was the birthplace of the church
that bears aloft the "ensign" of Christian
liberty, to which are invited "all the inhabits.nts of the world and dwellers on the earth."
To me there is more real enjoyment in the
thought that I am a child of the coming
King-King Emanuel-than to be the head
of the best government of earth at the present
time; for uneasy is the head that sits enthroned with the executive power over earthly
governments, but to be a child of the living God brings peace and joy of soul which is
unlawful for one to express, because there is
no law of language known among men making it possible to be expressed.
At the conclusJ.on of the debate between
Bro. C. Scott and Elder A. Adams, held at
Blair, Nebra,;ka, which closed January 23,
I began meetings at Desota, where I continued for three evenings, bavlng very cold
weather to contend s,g·ainst. Here was once
one of the most spiritual branches of the Re-
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organized Church, but her candlestick was
removed out of its place, because of false
spirits entering in among the saints. They
may have been prayerful, but they certainly
were not watchful enough, hence none remain to build up the waste places; but some
who have entered the kingdom since are trying to warn their neighbors and entertain
the ministers while they sound the trumpet,
warning the people to flee from the wrath to
come.
I attended the convention and conference
of the" Northern Nebraska district, which
was a very pleasant time, but sufficient mention has been made of it by others. At this
time I became acquainted with Bro. Swen
Swensen, who endeared himself in the hearts
of the saints by his trustfulness and spirituality. With him I journeyed to Fremont,
Nebraska, where he preached a sermon in
Danish, followed by one in English, both of
which were profitable; and on the following
day we journeyed to Norfolk, where we separated; I remaining for two evenings, and he
pushing on to South Dakota, to answer urgent calls.
On the 6th and 7th of February I attended
one of the most spiritual conferences it has
been my fortune to attend, the Spirit of the
Lord indicating that the scenes of trial and
darkness through which the saints had
passed, caused by the manifestation of false
influences, were about to be swallowed up by
a brighter era of spiritual prosperity; and it
seemed to begin immediately, for during the
series of meetings, which followed, two of
those who had been severed from the church
when the dark cloud hung over this vicinity,
renewed their covenant by baptism; and besides this, eight other precious souls, all
adults, entered into sacred covenant to serve
the living God during their lives, besides
several who had wandered away from their
first love made confession, and sought the
favor of the heavenly Father, and felt a joy
of soul they had not felt for years. Many
were left, almost persuaded, and they make
a strong defense of the work of God, not exceptiog the Book of Mormon and the mission
of Joseph Smith, who under God was one of
the human instruments in bringing into existence the everlasting gospel.
The use of the church at Clearwater leased
by the M. E. Chu,.ch, was secured for us part
of; the time, and in it I discoursed three
nights on the Book of Mormon, and the work
of Joseph Smith in contrast with the work of
Brigham Young and his following after his
death, and at the close of the last-mentioned
subject we sang, and the walls of the church
resounded with the hymn, "We thank thee
0 God for a prophet,'' and the Spirit of the
Master waB present, bearing witness of thA
pleasure of God with the expression of our
hearts.
How my heart was pained with the knowledge expressed in the heartfelt "God bless
you," "I wish you could stay longer,'' "I hope
you can come again soon," as accompanied
with much feeling on the part of some that
there were not more laborers to fill other
calls, so I could have remained longer, for it
seemed that there is much hui;igering and

thirsting after righteousness there! But I
was comforted in the thought that the work
in that part is in the hands of such noble
men as Brn. Lsvi Gamet and William
Rurnel, who will look after it.
I began services here last night, and while
but few attended, yet I felt well in telling
them of the work of Jesus the Christ, and
with what authority I came in humility to
minister to them. Saints feel hopeful of
good results from the effort now being made.
I have been associated by angelic influences
and assisted by the Spirit of God to a greater
extent in the last six weeks than ever before
during my ministerial work. Truly God's
word is truth, for the promise that angels
would go before the ministry has been verified.
Your brother,
J. F. MINTUN.
ELWOOD, Neb., Feb. 23.

Editors Herald:-As 1ve are in need of an
elder in this part of the world, I thought
this would be a good way of getting some one
of them word. I have just got home from M.
P. meeting. The minister warned the people of the winds, of doctrine. They think
the wolf is coming; they are finding out part
of what I am, as my wife and I are alone
here.
I think the schoolhouse can be had. If an
elder sees this and can come, please write me
ten days before, as we are nine miles from
post office. I will meet him at .train any
time at Elwood.
Your brother,
JOHN D. PROCTOR.
DES MOINES, Iowa, Feb. 20.

Editors Herald:-Having discovered in a
work on "detrntive and police laws" what I
deem to be a valuable legal opinion and copy
of the original affidavit of Lilburn W. Boggs,
with regard to the alleged crime of the
Prophet Joseph the first, for the apprehension of whom a requisition was made for a
governor's warrant upon Governor Ford, of
Illinois, I thought perhaps it might be useful
in the hanci.s of our field workers in defense
of truth. While debating mentally on this
thought, I nad in Herald of February 10, in
the note of acknowledgment of receipt of
volume 1 of Church History by the Iowa
University Librarian, J. W. Rich, these
words: "Your resort to original documents
and the statements of eyewitnesses for facts,
is commendable,''-this determined me to
send this to the Herald that all might have
the benefit thereof. As will be seen herein,
the facts in the case cited are known factors in
legal history, not "done in a corner," but as
Judge CPoley says to the legal worla, "the
case has gainea notority," hence is cited as
an example of injustice.
Notes on prima facie evidence of being a
fugitive from justice:"The fact that a party is charged with
crime in one State is found in another raises
the preswnption that he is a fugitive, but it is
not conclusive. If this presumption were conelusive a person might be arrested in any
&tate and surrendered to another for trial on
, the mere showing that in the latter State an
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indictment had been found or a complaint
made in due form against him. By this
means one might be punished for constructive
presence and participation in an offense committed, if' ut all, at a great distance, as was
actually attempted in the noted case of the
Mormon Prophet Smith." . . . "Such a construction would be intolerable." -Judge
Cooley, in Princeton Review, January, 1879,
page 164.
Title of Case----.

"Ex parte Joseph Smith."
Reported in vol. 3, McLean, p. 121.
"Smith applied to the Circuit Court of the
United States for 3, writ of habeas corpus,
claiming he was unlawfully restrained of his
liberty by an arrest under a warrant of the
Governo:- of Illinois upon a requisition
from the Gowernor of Missouri. Copies of
all the papers were presented to t::ie court.
The affidavit charging the crime was made by
Lilburn W. Boggs before a magistrate in
Missouri."
The affidavit read ae follows:"This day personally appeared before me,
Samuel Vveston, a Justice of the Peace within
and for the County of Jackson, the subscriber
Lilburn W. Boggs, who being duly sworn
doth depose and say, that on the night of the
6th of May, 1842, while sitting in his dwell:ng
in the town of Independence, County of Jackson, State of Missouri, he was shot with intent to kill, and that his life was despaired
of for several months, and that he believes
and. has good reason to believe from evidence
and information now in his possession, that
Joseph Smith, commonly called the Mormon
Prophet, was accessory before the fact of the
intended murder, and that said Joseph Smith
is a citizen or resident of the State of Illinois,
and the said deponent hereby applies to the
Governor of the State of Missouri to make a
demand on the Governor of the State of Illinois to deliver the said Joseph Smith, commonly called the Mormon Prophet, to some
person authorized to receive and convey him
to the State and County aforesaid, there to
be dealt with according to law."
The Governor of Missouri issued his requisition for Smith and described him as a "fugitive from justice."
The Governor of
I:linois issued his warrant for the arrest and
deli very of Smith to the agent of the State of
Missouri. The above affidavit was the basis
of action of both Governors.
The court,
upon the hearing of the return to the writ,
discharged the prisoner on the ground that
the affidavit was not sufficient to justify
the warrant of arrest.
It was not positive, but merely expressed the belief
of Boggs, and that belief relating to a conclusion of law. It did not in fact charge a
crime as having been committed in Missouri.
It did not show that Smith was in Missouri at
the time of the alleged offense. It did not
show or state that he had fled from the State.
The court said:"l'he warrant of the Governor of Illinois
recites facts which do not appear in the
affidavit. The court can only regard the
facts set forth in the affidavit of Boggs, as having any legal existence; the misrecitals and
overstatements of the requisition ~nd the
warrant are not supported by oath and can·
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not be received as evidence to deprive a citizen of his liberty and transport him to a
foreign State for trial. For these reasons
Smith must be discharl]ed."
With the wish that the above may be used
for the righting of wrong and may tend to
confirm others in the belief that our prophet
was indeed a martyr for truth's sake, instead
of a victim of his own sins, I am,
Yours in bonds,
WILLIAM T. MAITLAND.
610 East Grand, DEs MoINEB, Iowa.

DEFIANCE, Iowa, March 5.

Editors Herald:-You may wonder at hearing from me from this point, but I came here
to act as moderator for Bro. J. F. McDowell
in a discussion with a Mr. Blalock, of the
Christian faith; or, as it is sometimes called,
Campbellites. The gentleman came here as
an evangelist and finally announced he would
lecture on "Mormonism," as he called it, so
some of the brethren concluded it would be
well to have some one here to look after our
interests, so wrute for Bro.McDowell to come
up and be present, which rEquest he heeded
and came. The Mayor of the town and some
others got together and concluded they
would get up a debate between Mr. Blalock,
who had then been holding meetings here
for about seven weeks, and Bro. McD'.)Well.
They asked Bro. I. McCord if Bro. McD,)well
would meet the gent,leman, and Bro. McCord
t-Old them he would not run away. They
then went to see Mr. Blalock and he told
them yes, he would show Mormonism up and
give them enough of it. He was very boisterous and did lots of boasting and blowing
about what he would do to the Mormons.
But lo, how have the mighty fallen! In the
first proposition when our church was under
consideration he was so full of such dirt as
Braden generally resorts to that he could
hardly hold himself, and so on the second
night he let some of his perversions loose,
and then proposed to prove Joseph Smith a
false prophet. I called a point of order on
him and the chairman sustained me. I took
the ground that according to the wording of
the proposition it was not a question to be
discussed then as to whether Joseph Smith
was true or false. This seemed to take the
ambition all out of him, for that night, but
the next night he resorted to all kinds of
tricks, and finally said he could reach him
indirectly; but at last brought the same question up again, and I nalled my point again,
but the chairman reversed his decision of
the night before. This gave him full sway,
but in their getting the reversal they showed
their trickery and conniving, so all the people could see it and his effort fell· fiat, and
they lost ground by it in the eye§ of the people.
Bro. McDowell was blessed of the Lord in
a wonderful manner; the word was delivered
in power and carried conviction to the hearers. He was wonderfully sustained in spirit
and in body, his health being fine, and he
feels no weariness, even from his efforts.
And now comes the other side, and his
church was on the stand, and he was in the
affirmat-ive; and now came a hard fight for

Mr. Blalock. He started out to talk in his \
loud and boisterous manner and of course tried
to ring in Joseph S'llith 9,nd our church; but
I again called a halt and to the surprise of
Mr. B. the chairman sustained me, and he
was .confined to his own question, and from
this time on he was very tame, and the way
Bro. McDowell took him in hand was hard
for the Christians to bear in patience. Somo
of them concluded they did not like discussions anyway, who had been quite favorable
when it was our church under fire.
Well, we feel, that through the bleseing of
God Bro. McDowell has gained a decided
victory for the cause of truth. The saints
here are only strengthened in their faith
and we feel assured much good has been done
and many friends made to our side of the
question; and Mr. Blalock's bluster, bomba.st,
and perversions which he resorted t; to sustain his position, were made very apparent
and ridiculous and all the honest people
could see it, it was so thin. The saints an<!
many friends gave us a hearty support
the way through, for which we fo0l to thank
them.

meeting closed one mini;ter asked, "What
church do you belong· to?"
''T:rn La'oter Dlly Saints."
"O, you worship Joe Smith; you're Mormons; we don't w:mt you to attend our· meetings!"
Yours,
E. DELONG.
BENNINGTON, M.ich., Feb. 21.

Editor8 Herala:-Noticing the article en·

titled "The Divine Sonship of Jesus Christ"
in Herald of 17th inst., wherein the novel,
"Robert, Elsmere," is spoken of as giving
such plausible argument in favor of Jesus
being the Son of .Yoseph, reminds me of how
that same novel helped me along in my
skepticism at the time I read it.
I was raised by Christian parents of the
Disciple faith, and from a chi.ld bad great
faith iu God, and when about twelve years
old united with t.he Disciple Church. B,eing
taught it was the only true church, I was
q ui.te satisfied for a time, believing all r was
taug·ht; but often when reading the Bible
would be confused, for I never knew what I
could take to myself. When I would read
There was a deep interest manifest all the about the signs following the believer I would
way through, the house being crowded all think that was not for me, etc.
the time and standing room all occupied,
But I never could give up the belief that
Mr. Blalock's first gun, as he styled it, was angels could visit the earth now as well as in
a paper wad, so he said, which we i11close, Bible times, and often prayed that one would
marked No, 1. Bro. McDowell pu_t out two, appear to me. But as years went on I began
one at thecloseof each proposition, numbered to "murmur." After my marriage my husin their order No. 2 and No. 3. You can band joined "our" church, and was not long
look at them and see the contrast at a glance. content, although he never became as skep"So we lift up our heads and are glad."
tical as I. I began to be tossed about by everj'
May the Lord bless his servants and wind of doctrine. I iuvestigat.ed Advent.ism,
prosper hi;; cause, is our prayer.
and said once to a dear friend who was trying
Yours in the gospel,
to instruct me in it, "lam almost persuaded
FREDERICK A. SMITH.
to be an Adventist." But I read tbe Bible
night and day, and the more I read the
VASSAR, Mich., .B"eb. 23.
farther I went from Ad ventism. I read anyEditors Herald: - Yesterday I baptized , thing that came in my way, Robert Ingerthree more, and others are Interested. soll's works, freethinkers' books, writings on
Everything looks favorable for gospel work spiritualism, etc., until I read- Robert Elsin thisJocality; nine have been added to Vas- mere and became converted to its belief; and
sar branch of late. Yesterday I was calling from believing that .Jesus was not the Son of
around in the neighborhood whc:re I am hold"' God I finally believed there was no God, only
ing meetings. In one house they handed me the "God of Nature." From being spiritually
a little volume entitled "The rise of Mormon- discontented we became discontented with
ism from 1830 to 1886." This little book was our home and went to the sunny South in
carried there by the Baptist minister. As I quest of a new one, among the long-leaf pine
hurriedly read some of the pages about Jo- of the sand hills of Nor-th Carolina.
seph and his mother and the revelation that
But I, once the child of faith, became
Sr. Emma, Joseph's wife, burned, and uf homesick for my God. As I would see the
John D. Lee, and a host of others, I thought, darkies go by to church so regularly, and
"Bro. Joseph, and wife, and mother, you are hear them singing in their little log church,
at rest., and I am glad!" Jesus said, "Woe tears would come to my eyes, and I would
be unto you when all men speak well of you, wish I could have the simple faith they had,
for so did their fathers to the false prophets." once more. One evening at sunset, I took
Near the close of the little book the author my little one in my arms and sauntered down
makes this statement: "Now, I have told one of the lovely paths toward the village,
enough infernal lies about Joe Smith; I'll see and sat down on a mossy seat, to think of the
if I can tell the truth," etc.
one subject in my mind most of the time. It
The old ship Zion is moving right along. I was a perfect evening, a hush and sweet calm
notice that where a fow Latter Day Saint over nature, the darkies were singing in their
sermons are preached Joseph and Hyrum little church, across the railroad track in
have to catch it. Some of the saints attended the undergrowth, and their singing was so
some of the meetings held by the Free Meth- sweet, it secimed like angels singing to me.
odists. At the close of the service the min- I looked up at the sky and my homesick
ister said, "All who are truly converted heart cried out for its God and I was overand saved rise up;" so our brethren rose up whelmed with the conviction, and I cried
and told how they got i;;onverted. When the I aloud, "There is a God!" I had found him

all
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again, not through teaching, but in my ear"
nest search for truth. He had allowed me to
lose him awhile, that I might feel the loneli"
ness without him, and then by his Spirit revealed himself. But I could not go back to
the creeds and doctrines of men; I had
found my God, and I felt that he would lead
me to the truth.
We were strongly impressed to go back
home, and had not been home many days
when a notice was given to us that Elder
Levi Phelps, of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, would
preach in No. 7 schoolhouse 'on a certain
evening. As we were friends of Bro. Philip
Green aud wife, of Ridgetown, Ontario, who
were living here then, and had promised
them we would attend their meetings, when
they procured an elder, we went to hear
him. We recognized the Master's voice at
once! I was so glad to know that God was
not partial, but that we might have the gifts
and blessings in our day, by complying with
the gospel law. After a thorough investigation·, reading the Book of Mormon, Lucy
Smith's history of the Seer, and many tracts,
and the Bible, and being much instructed by
the elder, we obeyed. Although we suffered
some persecution,. and lost many worldly
friends, we have never reg-retted that we
obeyed the Master; and can testify that by
the manifestation of the Spirit of God we
know we are in the true church. We have
"learned doctrine."
Being among the isolated ones, we take
great comfort reading the church publicaSISTER ELLA s. THAYER.
tions.
FORT MADISON, Iowa, March fi.

Sundays. Bro. A. H. Smith dropped in and
occupied one evening, Bro. John H.Lambert,
of Montrose, Iowa, one, and Bro. Daniel
Tripp, of Montrose, three, and as a result
we had the pleasure of leading ten souls into
the Mississippi River for baptism, and a
number of others believing. I never saw a
people more eager to hear the truth. If the
work here is properly cared for, we can see
no reason why a good branch of the church
could not be built up in this city. We have
run across a number of old-time saints and
thosb of the early days of the Reorganization
who have drifted away from the church.
some placing their names in other churches
and some not. If the proper care is exercised and effort made, we will reclaim most
of them. Will be here over to-morrow (Sunday), then go to Montrose for a couple of
days, then to Burlington for conference.
To the saints that I have been unable to
call on during the past year, I have simply
this to say:
Desires have been strong
enough, but lack of time and means have
hindered. vVe have tried to improve our
time to the best ad vantage and in such
places as in our judgment needed labor the
most. We trust no serious mistakes were
made. Saints before they make their complaints should take into consideration the
fact that two missionaries in seventeen
counties cannot possibly meet all the demands. We need at least two more missionaries in this district and then the local priesthood to wake up and perform their part.
I am glad to report that the work to us
looks brighter and in a more thrifty condition
than a year ago. In bond5,
F. M. WELD.

Editors Herald:-Since Christmas I have
been very busy, preaching the word. I left
home January 8, and landed in Ottumwa,
Iowa, that night, in company with Bro. J. R.
Evans. \/Ve visited the saints th~re and in
Keb, and attended their business meeting;
the writer speaking at Keb on Sunday,
and Bro. Evans in Ottumwa. On Monday
we did more visiting and on 'ruesday Bro.
Evans took train for New Canton, Illinois,
and the wrHer went to Keosauqua, to be the
guest of Bro. and Sr. Emerson Brown that
night. Bro. and Sr. Brown are genuine
Latter Day Saints, continually on the alert
for an opportunity to do good, and to 'show
by their lives that they are worthy the name
they bear. Nfa.y God bless them in their
efforts.
The next day went on to Farmington,
where we found things in bad shape spiritually. Visited around among the saints until Sunday, when we attended 1he Sunday
school at 9: 30 a. m. and spoke to the saints
at eleven o'clock. In the afternoon walked
out into the country to Dry Ridge schoolhouse and at 7: 30 began a series of meetings
which continued until February 1, speaking
in all seven times.
On the_3d I came to Fort Madison and began at 7: 30 that night, where we h:we been
ever since. 0 ;ving to an attack of lagrippe
were obliged to give up our meetings for four
nights; other than that we have held preaching meetings every night and three times on

FLORA VIS'.rA, N. M., Feb 28.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Roush arrived here
on 3d inst., with happy surprise and greeting,
the event of which our souls were made to
rejoice. Without delay he set about his
work, which demonstrated his ambition, and
his first discourse proved his experience and
usefulness in wielding the gospel sledg·e hammer, dealing out monstrous blows with such
unabated velocity and power that it aroused
the indignation of the superstitious and set
ablaze the curiosity of the dormant and conservative among the small audiences gathered to listen to thirteen sermons delivered
during the two weeks of his stay, attendance
being small, owing to the inclemency of the
weather, rendering the roadR nearly impassable; yet the attention and interest manifested
were such that made many friends, who extended numerous and cordial invitations to
call, ·of which as many as practicable were
respond.ed to.
In response to an m·gent invitation to go to
th::i La Plata, a distance of sixteen miles,
Bro. Roush seized his grip and departed, rlilmaini.ng there about ten days, introducing
the restored gospEl to eag·er and attentive
listeners, where seats were at a premium, no
matter how frequent, making many friends,
and making as many. calls as Mme V\;Ould
s,llow.
· The 22d inst. found Bro. Roush again at
Flor'1c Vista, to fill an appointment which was
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to be held in the Methodist church building,
where previous services had been held.
Finding the door closed he retired to the
schoolhouse, where a fair audience was addressed, manifesting an increased interest;
after which Bro. Roush gave notice of the
baptism of two, (H. C. Tharp and Mary Acre,)
to take place the following day, the 23d, and
confirmation in the evening during services,
1'he baptism was well attended, also the confirmation, causing wonder and astonishment.
He cone] uded by a rousing discouse, touching upon the resurrection and eternal judg-·
meat. After benediction,a general handshake
and good-bye were heartily engaged in.
On the morni.ng of the 24th we bade hirn a
reluctant good-bye, being aware that his departure was urgent. We part with eager
hopes of his speedy return, believing his
presence is greatly needed here and that his
valuable services would be the means of bringing many hungering and thirsting souls into
the kingdom of God .
Yours in bonds,
E. N. BEACH.

I

JOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.-NQ. 9.
BY T. w. CHA'.rBURN.
WE have had a very successful attack of the
lagrippe "by the wayside," but we are glad
we can now report "on deck" and again
"ready for our rations." (T. w. w., take
notice.) Commencing a series of meetings
here on the 7th at the Gospel Hill church,
and yesterday baptized eight and many more
very near the door. The good Spirit was
with us throughout, and rested upon all the.
people, as evi.nced ·by men who had not
spoken to each other for months asking pardon and walking into the water.
Bm. J. D. Flanders and C. P. Faul added
valuable assistance. Bro. William Duncan
had charge of the music. Sister Lauria, his
wife, organist, with their sweet music and
appropriate selections added largely to uur
success, for which our thanks are due.
LEBECK, Mo.' March 6.
Editors Rerald:-Since laying down the
Herald I was reading, my mind goes back
into the dark past, my past life, the years
that should have been "golden years;"
"nothing but leaves, no gathered sheavEs!"
Two years ago to-morrow I accepted of this
blessed gospel and 0, how short those two
years have been! and still I oug·ht to have
achieved g·reater results. How weak we
are!
The other day I picked up a volume of
Aiitumn Leave8. "A testimony by William
Jordan," met my eye. The first gosIJel sermon I ever heard was preached by this dear
old brother in Calhoun County, Iowa. Many
of the Auburn saints will rem 3tnb3r him, for
he it was that sowed the good seed there.
Of course I was too young to appreciate what
was said, and my young head was filled with
hair-raising stories of "Joe Smith." I thank
the Lord that I lived to find these stories all
a myth and this latter-day work all that it
has been represented to be. The trouble is
not with the doctrine, but with us. If we do
not enjoy the Spirit, there is something
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wrong with us, and we should seek to get,
right as soon as possible.
The work here might be '.in a more prosperous condition. There ought to be acert.ain kind of work done here, something that
will have a tendency to properly enthuse the
saints and make them appreciate this work
as they should, It is discouraging to hear
saints say they have no need for prayer; also
when we hear them ridiculing the gifts as
they are manifested. It is not so hard to
bear when it comes from the outside. Surely
there ara many discouragements to meet,
and how sweet it will be when we know that
the last danger is passed and we reach the
harbor. This calls to mind Bro. and Sr.
:8urton. Ho.w lonely ~ust be 'their far-away
island home m comparison to what they enjoyed here among those they loved. What a
joy it will be to them when the voyage is
nearing its close and they can sing
"Land ahead, it.i fmits are waving
O'er the hi!ls of fadeles·i green."

Bro. F. C. Keck is telling the people of
Fort Scott, Kansas, the gospel story in a way
they will not soon forget.
Brn. R. T ·
Walters and G. W. Beebe, Jr., at Rlch Hill,
Missouri, are working kr the Master. May
the Father above crown their labors with
success.

F. 'r. BAKER.
----------CABIN RUN, W. Va., March 4.
Editors Hernld:-I came here from Ritchie
County, to where I labored from the first of
the month with the Mount Zion bl·anch and
surrounding neighborhood, where much good
bas been dooe that will develop in due time.
The West Virginia district is in tolerably
good condition, and if they could be taught
the temporal law by the proper ones, would
keep the law of tithing. While preaching at
the James Ross schoolhouse on tbe 18th of
February, a shower ofrotten egf!,"S was thrown
in at the door at us. One passed either side
of my head and burst against the wall behind
me. One struck Br·o. Joseph Biggs, from
Kirtland, Ohio, who was assisting me, on tbe
leg, and some of the bearers were hit. And
I tell you it created quite a stench in our
nostrils during the services. I had good
liberty and felt well. I supposed that would
be the last of it, but I was mistaken; for the
next night they were on the ground before
we 'got there and threw an egg at me as I
went in and I believe before the meeting
closed there were at least five dozen eggs
thrown, and hardly a person in the house but
what was hit with one, except myself. The
eggers fell out with one another on their way
borne and one struck another one an·d broke
his shoulder blade; and 80 Satan rages.
Bro. Bi;(·gs is still with me and is a good
soldier for the truth. Bro. J. L. Goodrich
has been laboring in these parts for some
time and has done a good work. There is a
goodly number of noble people that uphold
and defend the work in tbe West Virginia
district that do not belong to the church and
do not have the will to obey.
Would like ~ 0 attend G.eneral Conference,
but firJanees will no. t permn.
Yours in bonds,

G. H.

GODBEY.

i

RUNNELLS, Iowa, Feb. 26.
saints and
friends of Runnells have been cheered by the
labors of Bro. W. H.Kephart and Bro. Roth.
Meetings convened over Sabbath, January
81; also the funeral of a friend of saints, a
Mrs. Hammer, was conducted by Bro. Kephart, the presence of God'R Holy Spirit enabling him to present the grand truths of
the gospel.
Then on the :Jd along came Bro. Roth with
his cheering countenance, and services convened over the Htb with good interest and
the message in power. All feel that good
I has been 'done, but ascribe' all glory to the
Giver of all good. May the peaceful influence ~f God's Spirit ever attend their labors
and his servants everywh,ere.
Let us who are home, who confess the gospel is true, remember that we are living in a
day of sacrifice, wherein is a work for all to
do. While in this life we labor with ardent
zeal for '"be weal th of this world, but when
the great eternity is ushered in we had'better' have laid 11 p treasures in an unending
world, where we can fully enjoy tbe great inheritance, where it will last but not for a
time, as in this life, but forever.
I trust the time is not far distant when the

Editors Herald:-Again the
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field of investigation, allowing
Mr. Taylor to speak for himself in his
own language.
The controversy
shall, therefore, be between Elder
McDowell, Mr. Taylor, and his comrnentator. I begin with No. 2 of his
artides as I could not, to my disappointment, get No. 1.

McDowell.- "How did Mr. Campbell propose to effect the restoration
of primitive Christianity as a divine
organization without the intervention
of divine help?"
Taylor. - "I shall only say, Mr.
Campbell had no thought of a restoration without being guided by the

divinely revealed word given to us by
inspiration, and no man who is earnestly seeking light and know ledge
would undertake such a grand and
noble work as did Mr. Campbell with·
out invoking divine aid to guide him
in understanding the true and faithful
word of God."
Lord will move upon my companion by his
Comment. _Such is the reply of

Spirit to obey the gospel, and should such be
the case, I believe 'he will give ·heed to the this author to the above statement of
law by which he shall' aid in sustaining the Bro. McDowell. It may do very well
gospel. I believe there is more required of for those who are satisfied with a
us, dear saints, than many of us idly suppose. mere reply to a question regardless
Let us awake and have oil in our vessels that of whether it is true or not, but to
we may all be guided aright in this as in all
other ways, that we may be saved 'in the those who are not, it is utterly valuecelestial glory, is the prayer of,
less. He asserts in this paragraph,
SISTER c. TEAKLE.
first, that Mr. Campbell had no
...,, ..,..

U' - J

r1uma

Tr

1'rn' IB8.

thought of a restoration without being
guided by the "revealed word;" and

nf

second, be says impliedly that Mr.
Campbell by invocation was enabled
TACTICS OF DISCIPLES.-NO. !.
through "divine aid" to understand
BY ALVIN KNISLEY.
the revealed word. But, Mr. Author,
THROUGH the kindness of an acquaint- why would be invoke divine aid? You
ance of mine who is an active member of the so-called Christian Cbu:rch
of this place, I came in possession of
a number of copies of the Christian
Leader, which is published in Cincin-

would answer, To enable him to understand the revealed word. The only
divine aid he could get to help him
understand the revealed word would
be the Spirit or Holy Ghost.
Now

nati, Ohio, in the interest of that organization.
In these copies is
contained a continued article headed,
"Elder J. F. McDowell, a Latter-Day
Saint, Reviewed." It is written by

that is as much as to say that he
could not understand the revealed
word without this divine aid - the
Spirit. And as ljin understanding of
the revealed word would be infinitely

one J. J. Taylor and purports to review Elder McDowell's tract on "Discipleism," with which many of our
readers are acquainted. To reply to
this is the object of this article, in

necessary to the restoration of primitive Christianity, he could not, therefore, restore it without the Spirit.
And if be received not the Spirit you
are not a member of the church of

which I purpose to vindicate Elder
McDowell, and show the unfairness
of Mr. Taylor's methods, and with
what result they can be applied to his
1
1 own cause
With these few apolo
·
1 getical remarks I launch forth into

God, and unsaved. But if he did receive it, how am I to know it; and,
furthermore, how am I to know that
he was an authorized servant of God?
A merciful God will certainly not ask
me to rest in uncertainty. Suppose,
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however, that he were to receive divine enablement to understand the
revealed word, the scriptures, would
that, or such an understanding empower him to restore primitive
Christianity?
That depends on
whether there is sufficient in the scriptures to understand. If there is not,
he could not make a restoration with
them alone. I positively deny that
the Bible contains sufficient for the
restoration and guidance of the church,
and shall bring forward some of the
evidences further on. But if it is,
how do you know it, since it makes
not the least intimation to that effect?
McDowe11.--"The fact is that no
man by 'human ingenuity' alone could
ever disinter the edifice of ancient
Christianity."
Taylor.-"This is a fact, and Mr.
Campbell knew it; but be believed
the word of God, as it was handed
down to us by the inspired penmen,
to be the true and faithful revelation
of Jesus Christ.''
Oomment.--The word of God was
not handed directly to us by inspired
penmen, but by uninspired penmen.
Inspired penmen handed it to others,
who in turn handed it to others still,
ani so on till it finally reached us.
Then how do you know that Mr.
Campbell "believed the word of God
as it was handed down" by inspired
penmen when the possibility of its
being corrupted by those who intermediately handed it to us suggests
that it might not be as it was originally written. He could not believe
what is not there, inasmuch as he
could not believe what he knew nothing about.
I shall bring forward
scriptural and historical evidence to
show you that the word of God does
not exist 'in any of the oriental manuscripts, or in any of the modernly
used translations- barring out Joseph
Smith's- uncorruptedly the same as
it flowed from the pens of the original
authors.
It is proper here, sir, to observe
that you misrepresent Mr. Campbell.
Even he did not believe that the word
of God is as it was at first-designating the Bible by the "word of God."
He said, "The apostate churchBabylon the Great, the Mother of
Harlots-changed even ~he Bible itself," etc. You knew this when you
made the above statement, or else you

have read Hayden's History of the\
Disciples and the Campbell-Purcell
debate to little or no purpose, if you
read them at all.
Taylor.--"Mr. Campbell did not
have to resort to 'human ingenuity'
for the purpose of disinterring 'ancient Christianity."'
Comment.-Then he had the power
to resort to something else. Pray,
tell us what it was; perhaps inspiraUon?
Taylor.--"He had God's divinely
revealed word to guide him into all
truth, and, by the instructions to be
found therein, he found the 'edifice of
ancient Christianity.'"
Oomment.-That is it. And what
was it like when he "found" it? Did
it have apostles, prophets, and inspired men? But your use of the
word "found" is a little obscure. Do
you mean that "by the instructions to
be found therein," he founded and
afterward "found" the "edifice of ancient Christianity"? Or, do you mean
that he "found" it in the divinely revealed word? I am not particular
which it is, because you are, as I
shall presently show, wrong in either
case; but I will answer both.
If you mean the former, you should
not have said "ancient" Christianity.
Ancient Christianity was very unlike
yours. A description of it is found in
1 Corinthians 12: 27, 28. From these
passages we learn that it had apostles,
prophets, and many other things which
are absent from the organization Mr.
Campbell founded.
You may say
that those things all ceased. But
they were in ancient Christianity; and
any Christianity that is without them
now is only modern. If you meant
the latter, I reply that it is an utter
impossibility to find the edifice of
ancient Christianity, which is the
Church of Christ, in the Bible. The
Bible contains some of the lavvs of
his church, but to say it is the church
itself is to talk nonsense.
You say he had God's word to
"guide him into all truth.'' If he did,
God did not give it to him for that
purpose. There never was a state1
,· ment more false i,han that.
Such a
thing as the written word of God
guiding people into cill truth is en1
j tirely unknown t~ the_ Bible. On th.e
I other hand the B1ble is opposed to lt
! from Genesis to Revelation, both in

tenor and in defining what it was that
was to guide his people into all truth.
It says:-Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is
come, he will guide you into all truth, etc.John 16 = 13 ·

See also John 14: 15-26; and 15: 26,
where more of the office work of the
Spirit of truth is given.
Jesus was the Comforter to his disciples while on earth. He personally
delivered counsel and revealed his
mind to them. And he told them that
after he ascended he would not leave
them "comfortless," but would send
unto them "another Comforter,"
through the agency of which he would
still continue to manifest his mind to
them. (See Acts 1: 2). Thus it was
the Spirit, the Comforter, which succeeded him, that was to guide his
people into all truth. Some of the
manifestations of this Comforter were
afterward written down-but not all
-and imperfectly handed down to us
by uninspired men who held them.
To be correct, Mr. Taylor, you should
have said that Mr. Campbell had
God's divinely revealed word to guide
him into some truth.
McDowell.-"Itsprimary establis.hment was the work of divine inspiration, and so must be its reestablishment."
Taylor.-"I shall only say if Jesus
Christ had only set up an institution,
which was only temporary, and after
its removal, then it would have been
necessary for a reestablishment; but
Jesus s::i,id 'the gates of hades shall
not prevail against it.' "
Comment . ..,--The passage you quote
is found in Matthew 16: 18, and you
are not the first one in this century
that has improperly used it. In examining it, however, it is important
to determine, first, what the "gates
of hades" means; second, whether the
fact of the gates of hades not prevailing against the Church of Christ
proves there would be no apostasy or
disestablishment of the church. You
have not, of course, proven that the
thing which Jesus had in view which
should not be prevailed against, was
the church. There is a question with
some about that. Jesus said, "Upon
this rock I will build my church, and
the .gate~ of hades shall not p:evail
~tgamst it.'' Those who entertam the
question referred to, ask, "Which was

I
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it, the 'rock' or the 'church'" that
was not to be prevailed against?
Without venturing a process of rea·
soning to' establish which it is, I will
take it for gr~nted that it was the
church he alluded to-as you believe
that is what is meant.
"Gates of hades." You quote from
the Revised Version I notice.
"Hades," which is in the Authorized
Version rendered ''hell" and corresponds with the Hebraic sheol, is
scripturally the place of the unsaved
dead. Whether there is anything
specially significant about the"gates,"
I am not particular and passive, and
will untechnically grant you what
you evidently intE.nded to convey
by the use of the phrase, as I see
nothing in your
general
way
of using the text that would
interfere with our position on the
apostasy of the primitive church.
•'Prevail against."
Prevail means
"to overcome, to gain the victory; to
become predominant." A few years
ago you had a war in your country
between the Nort,h and South. Is it
not a proper question to ask, which
prevailed? Certainly it is; you would
answer, the North. Just so; but did
they prevail in every battle during
the war? You know that they did
not; thousands were slain from their
ranks by the perseverant Southerners.
Some six hundred thousand were
killed on both sides, besides about
four hundc-ed thousand who were disabled or wounded. In many engagements the rebels swept away and
routed "horse and cart" the Northern
detachments. In these particular instances they prevailed; but finally
and permanently their enemy prevailed.
So it was, is, and will be
with the Church of Christ. It was
instituted for a certain object. Finally it will accomplish it-will be
triumphant, will be the victor, and
will prevail. But is that to say that
k
t
Satan m~ es. no, momen ary. suecesses agarnst it; tnat none fall m the
.
.
.
perpetual war he is wagmg agamst
· t h at none y1e
· ld to h'is ev1.1 en t"11t;
cings, and thereby fall from the ranks
of the righteous and saved?
Of
course it is not.
I think by this time you understand
me and probably see the misapplication you have made of that fond text
of Roman Catholics. "Shall not pre-
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vail against" is to be understood in
either of the following two senses:
first, that Satan shall gain no advantage over the church whatever, momentary or final, in any place or time;
second, that he will not be predominant after the battle is over for good,
that he will not in the end be victorious. Now if it be applied in the latter sense, I do not deny it; if in the
former, I dissent. It is utterly impossible for the former to be the
proper way in which this text is to be
understood, in view of the fact that
the scriptures simply abound with
statements, both of a historical and a
prophetic character, that there was
and was to be an apostasy or extinction from the earth of primitive Christianity. Indeed, Paul says, even in
his early day:-

j the saints would

be "prevailed"
against; without question the saints
was the church as it existed forward
from the time of Uhriii;t's personal
ministry on earth. Isaiah said:The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants there9f; because they have transgressed
the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the
everlasting covenant.-Isa. 24: 5.

Amos speaks of a "famine for hearing the word of the Lord." (8: 11.)
Without worrying you, kind reader,
with any more passages from the Old
Testament, permit me to introduce
one or tvvo prophecies from the New
Testament in line with the foregoing.
In Matthew 11: 12 it is recorded that
Jesus said:And from the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent taketh it by force.

The ''kingdom of heaven" was the
church, and the violent was the power
which was warring against it as
In Revelation chapters two and prophesied of by Daniel and others.
three, is an account of the rebukes Paul warned the elders of Ephesus
administered to the seven churches of in the following touching remarks:Asia.
For J know this, that after my departing

All they which are in Asia be turned away
from me.-2 Timothy 1: 15.

Even now are there many antichrists;
whereby we know that it is the last time.
They went out from us, because they were
not of us.-LJohn 2: 18, 19.

Jude says:For there are certain men crept in unawares.-1: 4.

For similar observations to show
that the deathful clutches of apostaisy
were at that early date of inspiration
and miracles, drawing whole churches
into its cesspool of iniquity, see 1
Timot.hy 1: 19, 28; 2 Timothy 2: 17,
18; 3 John 9 and 10 verses; 1 John 4:
1-3.
These are, however, only literal fulfillments of prophecies previously
made; and further predictions were
given expression to by the authors
just referred to, in relation to the development of the revelation of the
"man of sin." In the Old Testament
we have the following. Daniel's vision
of the four beasts and the interpretation. "The fourth beast shall be the
I fDour.t.h k"rnO'b d om upon eart·h , ,, says
ame 1. It is easily seen that it represents the Roman Empire with its
divisions and subdivisions.
(S8e
chapter 7.) Speaking of one of the
horns of this fourth beast which was
diverse from all the others, he says:1 beheld aud the same horn made war with
the saints, and prevailed against them.

Here it is positively declared that

shall grievous wolves enter in among you,
not sparing the flock.-Acts 20: 29. s"ee also
2 Thess. 2: 7-12; 2 Tim. 3: 13; Rev. 12; 13:
7, 8; 17.

I think that the evidences which I
have adduced from the Bible supportive of this doctrine ought to satisfy
any Bible believer of its truthfulness.
Why do you, Mr. Taylor, deny that
the ancient church was disestablished
or that there was an apostasy when
Mr. McDowell quotes copiously from
your leading authors in its favor?
Not only this, but you have admitted
it several times yourself already, in
acknowledging that Mr. Campbell
effected a "restoration." This you
have done in the quotations I have
been making from your senseless
statements. At all events there has
either been an apostasy or else the
church has existed uninteruptedly
from the days of Jesus to the present
time. If the latter be true, which is
it? I ask. And why did not Mr.
Campbell join it instead of starting
another? Or dare you deny that he
started another? You doubtless believe that the church commonly known
as the Disciple Church is the true
Church of Jesus Christ. If you do
not, why are you defending it? If you
do, would you be brazen enough to
admit that it existed the same before
j Mr. Campbell's time?
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r W. Gilbert, .J. W. Tho;p, S. W. Simmons, I.
N. White, W. W. Shumaker, C. K. Ryan,
T ..J. Sheppard, T. S. Hayton; Priests G. A.
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
Hiser, G. W. Beebe, Jun., H. Havey, M. A.
Conference convened with the Foundry , Love; Teacher E. E. Gilbert. Bishop's agent,
Hill branch, February 27; C. L. Snow presi- J. M: Richards, reported: On hand last redent, assisted by T. C. Kelley; J. H. Winn port $3 96; total receipts $140.66; disburseclerk. Branch reports: Foundry Hill 37; ments $137.10; on band $3.56.
Auditing
gain 5. Haley's Creek 31; loss 2. Farming- committee reported an error of $1.21 in favor
ton 31. Caldwell 23. Elders reporting: C. of Bishop's agent, which leaves a balance of
L. Snow baptized 4, W. H. Griffin, J. H. $2.35 in his hands. [Figures incorrect.-Ed.]
Adair, W. R. Smith, T. C. Kelley, P. B. Sea- District secretary and treasurer, J. C. Chreston baptized 2; Priest D. W. Cook; Teacher tensen, reported: Nothing on hand last reBro. l'toss: Deacon W. F. Stephens. Bishop's port; receipts $11.04; disbursements $11.65;
agent's report:
Due church iast report amount due treasurer $0 61. He also reported
$163. 30; received since $129 57; paid out $260.- tent fund as follows: On hand last report
39; balance due church $32.48. The Bishop's $9. 88; collections since $19; total on hand
agent was authorized to sell one building $28.88. Missionary in charge and district
(given as a freewill offering by Turner Adah') president reported having organized the Tiff
to highest bidder. Whereas there is net a City branch with 18 charter members, on
perfect understanding as to the name of this January 31, 1897. I. N. White and J. W.
district, it being called by some the Ken- Gilbert were chosen delegates to General
tucky and Tennessee district, by others the Conference and authorized to cast full vote of
'Tennessee and Kentucky district, and by the district. The conference or district obliothera the Western Tennessee and Kentucky gated itself to pay the delegates' expenses in
district, etc., Resolved that we request the full; same to be collected from each branch
district clerk to ascertain by what name the in the district. J. M. Richards, John H.
district is recorded by the General Church Thomas, and A. H. Herke were appointed a
Recorder, and that hereafter it shall be committee to investigate the difficulties excalled by that name. Carried. Whereas, isting between Melvin Ross, or his heirs, and
,..
the district record of the Kentucky and Ten- E . B . M
r mun, and report to next conference.
f
·
·
nessee district does not detine the boundaries C ommumcat10m rom Weir Cit.y branch and
.
·
W'll'
H
S
S
W
of the district, and, whereas, there is not a
.
. Imrnons, recommendrng
I iam .
perfect understanding as to the boundaries Smart's ordination to the office of elder was
. .
.
of the district, and, whereas, the General rea d an d same re f erre d t o mrns10nary m
.
.
Church Secretary desires information as to c h arge, w h o, rn connectron with T. J. Shep· d
· b
)
said boundaries, therefore be it resolved, par d , or d ame said rother (February 15 as
·
d .
.
that, General Conference concurring, the per · recommen at10ns.
A commumcation
. c·
boundary lines of this district shall hereafter f rorn W· e1r Ity branch was read in regard to
be understood as follows: The Ohio River on district tent, how obtained, where to be used,
the north, the Tennessee River on the east, the etc. The chair was empowered to appoint a
.
r· .
Tennessee and Mississippi State line south. committee o· rnvestigation and report to
The Mississippi River on the weet. Carried. next conference. Committee, T. J. ShepJ
Resolved that the district clerk be requested par d , W m. F ranee, an d 0 . P . Sut h er1an d . ~·
. h d
p s
r
M
R
0
to ascertain from the General Church Secre. IC ar s,
. . utherland, and ' . J.
.
.
tary whether it is necessary to have the Gen- Sh
. eppar d were appornted a committee to
· 't D s c
1
d
t · h"
t
.
era1 C on f erence pass upon t h e b oun d ary 1me VJSI' . , . raw ey an asccr am 1s prcsen
of the district and if so, resolved that we re- feelings in regard to decision of arbitrators.
'd
't
d h
h
f
d h'
quest the district president and district ·S aI comm1 tee reporte t at t ey oun
Im
clerk to draft a resolution asking General wrling to labor in accordance with that de· ·
'f
1
Conference to pass on· the matter as soon as 01s10n, 1 re eased from the payment of $130,
possible. Carried. C. L. Snow reelected which amount he _claimed he did not justly
.
.
district president, A. J. Myers chosen secre- owe, an d t h e f o11 owrng motion was carried:
,
·
b
d
tary. Resolved that when this conference Th a t so f ar as tms o y is concermid, it readjourns it does so to meet at ti:ie Caldwell lic;ves Bro. Crawley from all obligations to
branch, Saturday before the first Sunday in th e c h urc h concerning the lot he bought in
July. Speakers, D. 'vv. Cook and T. C. Kel- Weir City for the branch of that place, and
ley. The house in which conference was recommends that the branch of Weir City
. '
d
h
d ·h
h
held was dedicated, T. C. Kelley delivering an d th e B lSnop o t e same, an t at t e
the sermon.
Bishop relinquish whatever right the church
may have to said lot to Bro. Crawley. The
following named were elected district officers:
SPRING RIVER.
0. P. Sutherland president, J: C. Chrestensen
Conference convened at Weir City, Kansas, secretary and treasurer. Sermons wm·e deFebruary 12-15; I. N. White, missionary in
!ivtred by Elders I. N. White, J. W. Gilbert,
ch11rge, chosen to preside, J. C. Chrestensen and W. C. Cather. Adjourned to meet at
secretary, J. W. Gilbert assistant. Branch
.
SJ:ierwrn, Kansas, Jv.ne J 1.
reports: Wdr City 100; no change. Blendsville 99; gain ll. Angola 79; gain 3. Pleasant View 113: gain 1. Webb City 201; gain
NODAWAY.
8. Maysville 45; no change. Columbus 50;
Conference convened at Sweet Home, Feb~oss l. Tiff City, new, 19. Elders report- ruary 13 and 1.C:, at ,eleven a. m.; William
mg: W. France, W. C. Cather, J.C. Chres-1 Woodhead president, W. B. Torrance secretensen, J. A. Graves, 0. P. Sutherland, J. tary.
Elders reporting: J. Hawley, W.

Powell, H. Kemp, M. F. Gowell, R. K. Ross,
J. Gunsolley, E. S. Fannon, C. C. Nelson, W.
Woodhead; Teacher Bro. Lane; Deacon W.
B. Torrance. Bishop's agent's report: On
hand last report $34. 85; received since $184.53; paid out $163; on hand $56.38. Report
approved. Branch reports:
Bedison 36;
gain 1. Platt 80; gain,,2. Ross Grove 38;
gain 4. Sweet Home 44. Rising Hope 20;
gain l. William Woodhead was unanimously
elected president of district until next conference; \V. B. Torrance secretary. R. K.Ross
was sustained Bishop's agent. Delegates to
General Conference, William Woodhead, R.
K. Ross, W. B. Torrance, John Hawley, M.
F. Gowell, Henry Kemp, E. S. Fannon.
Voted that secretary be authorized to purchase a new district record. Voted that the
president take up a collection with which to
purchase record, the money to be put in the
bands of the secretary, and $1.47 was collected.
Voted that we petition General
Conferer1ce to send three missionaries to labor in this district. Preaching by Brn. E.
S. Fannon, Henry Kemp, and M. F. Gowell.
Adjourned to meet wjth the Bedison branch
at Union church, June 12 and 13.

GonfBrBnGB ]VIinU1B8.

I

LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference met March 6, at Magnolia,
=
Iowa. Branches reporting were Magnolia,
·~
Persia, Union Center, Woodbine, Logan,
Little Sioux, Missouri Valley. Bishop's
agent, A. M. Fyrando, reported for "ear
J
March 1, 1896, to March 1, 1897: Received
$1,017.85; disbursements $956.56; error in
former agent's report $2.61 ·, on hand $58.59.
[Figures incorrect.-Ed.] A committee to
give special examination reported report as
read correct as shown by the books. A petition was read from Charles Heath, now of
St. Joseph, Missouri, asking for an appeal
from action of Missouri Valley branch. The
brother was granted a rehearing,·and on motion the presidents of conference appointed
A. M. Fyrando, D. Maule, and G. M. Scott a
court to hear and act, they to give all parties
due notice. A request, of the Little Sioux
branch was presented recommending Joseph
Lane to office of elder. Bro. Lane declined
to recPive the ordination, not being satisfied
to accept now, and on motion it was deferred
three months. A goodly number of the
priesthood report,ed. The following were
chosen delegates to General Conference: G.
M. Scott, and wife, W. T.Fallon, J. C. Crabb,
Charles Derry, J · W. Wight, A.M. Fyrando,
Alice Cobb, Ruth Cobb, Grace Cobb, G. E.
Erickson and wife, Thomas Strand and wife,
Arma Eades, Sarah J. Hoffman, Charles
Benson, Alice Asquith, Oscar Case, D. R.
Chambers, D. A. Hutchings, W. A. Smith,
and Mary Chambers. The president of each
branch in the district was requested i to arrange for the raisin""
" of funds for district
tent expenses. J. C. Crabb was chosen dI'strict president and authorized to choose assistants. He made choice of G. M. Scott and
D.R. Chambers. A. M. Fyrando was chosen
, district secretary. A. :M. Fyrando was sustained Bishop's agent. The following resolution was adopted:
Resolved that the
Little Sioux district conference respectfully

j
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request the General Conference to authorize
each district to issue letters of appointment
to the missionaries laboring in the several
districts who are spending their whole time
in the ministry but who are not General
Conference appointees. Resolutions of condolence in the loss of Bro. D. Cham be rs were
heartily accepted and on motion were ordered printed in J.i[erald, Ensign, and the
county papers. Preaching during session by
Elders D. A. Hutchings, and J. C. Crabb.
Adjourned to meet at Magnolia, first Saturday and Sunday following in June.

EASTERN IOWA.
Conference convened with Brush Creek
branch, near Arlington, E'ebruary 27 and 28;
C. E. Hand president, J. R. Sutton secretary
pro tern.
Branches reporting: Grove Hil.l
54: 4 received, l died. Apostolic 66; no
change. Fulton 45; 3 received. Butternut
Grove 40; no change. Brush Creek 23; no
change. Elders reporting: C. E. Hand, O.
B. Thomas baptized 5, J. R Sutton baptized
2, John Heide, M. G. Maudsley, B. F. Miller;
Priests C. S. Shippy baptized 1, L. E. Hills
baptized 2, J. X. Smith. Bishop's agent's
report read and approved. Total receipts
including amount on hand August 20, 1896,
$358.83; total expenditures $285; balance due
chm·ch $73.83. A communication was read
from mis~ionary in charge in regard to the
action of Fulton conference in regard to the
F. J.'Potter case in which the action of conference was declared null and void that instead he should have been restored to full
fellowship. Approved by conferGnce. Committee reported on the investigation of
Davenport branch that conditions were i11vestigated and it was deemed wi~dom to declare the branch disorganized, and by action
of conference, this was done. A vote of
thanks was tendered the retiring district
secretary, Bro. W. vV. Beal, Jr., for his
efficient services. Adjourned to meet with
Butternut Grove branch, September 4.

INDEPENDENCE.
Conference convened at Independence,
March 6, at ten a. m,; R. May in the chair,
Arthur. Allen secretary. The president delivered an excellent address on the duty of
the saints and the prospects of the work, also
upon the subject of tithing. Bw. Brackenbury gave us a short speech and Joseph Luff
spoke of the sacrifices made by many and of
the necessity of the church, individually and
collectively, being subject to trials. Tbe
Bishop's agent reported: On band at last report $45.16; received since $1,386,04; paid out
$1,456.36; balance due agent $25,16. This report was referred to an auditing committee.
The district treasurer reported: On hand
last report $3.21; paid out $3.00; bil.lance in
treasury $0.21. This report was referred to
the auditing committee. Elders reporting:
R. May, J. W. Brackenbury, J. And•">rson, G.
E. Harrington, W. H. Garrett,.•. H. Thomas,
R. J. Parker, E. Harrington, J. Curtis, D. F.
Winn, B. J. Scott, C.4 Depew, N. Abraham,
H. Resch; J. S. Vvagener, A. Allen, J.
Emmett, J. Hoffman, S. J. Maddel".l, S. 0.

Waddell, G. Havward, and 0. G. Gould;
Priests D. L. McCarty, G-. H. Wells, W. E.
Weir, A. E. Weidman, J. I. Young, G. Edwards, A. Z. Rudd, G. Essig, W. Smith, .J.
Tankard, and T. Newton. A report from the
Sunday school association was read and ordered spread upon the minutes. The reports
of the auditing committee were read and
adopted. The present officers of the district
were sustained for the coming term. The
following members were chosen delegates to
General Conference: R. May, E. T. Atwell,
Arthur Allen, William Crick, Joseph Luff,
T. W. CJ:iatburn; Jay Hoffman, George Harrington. Geo., Edwards, .John H. Thomas,
Alfred White, George Hawley, R. J. Parker,
J. I. Young·, E. L. Page, G. H. Hilliard,
Belle Jan1es, Sr. R. May, Abbie A. Horton,
Sr. J. A. Robinson, Rudolph ELzenhouser,
Sr. J. W. Layton, Myra Brackenbury, Sr. M.
E. Salyards, W. N. Robinson, Sr. H. H.
Robinson, Charlotta Cleveland, Sr. Joseph
Luff, Sr. Joseph Emmett, Sarah Hawkins, J.
D. White, Sr. .J. D. White, Ammon White,
J. W. Brackenbury, R. W. Davis, Nellie
Chai.burn, I. N. White, H. H. Robinson,
S. O. Waddell, 8. J. Madden, Florence McNichol~, Sr. T.
Chatbm·n, Harry Hattey,
E. L. Baskett, F. W. Barbee, Sr. E.T. Atwell, B. C. Smith, Sr. R. C. Smith, Amy
James, 0. L. Jamee, Sr. S. R. Berg, V"-1. 0.
Hand, Mary W>-'.rnky, J. 0. Foss, Thomas
James, Arthur Mille, and S. Bernice Austin.
Deleg·ates attending were authorized to cast
the full delegate vote. It wa:s moved that we
indorse the request of the Independence
branch and petition General Conference to
hold its next sessiou. after its adjournment
in April, in Independence. Resolved that
when we adjourn we do so to meet with the
Second Kansas City branch on September 11
and 12. Tbe clerk was authorized to send
the following to the General Church Secretary as the territory comprising the Independence district: Wyandotte, Johnson, and
Miami Counties, KanGas, and Jackson, Cass,
.Johnson, LaFayette, Pettis, and Salins
Countles in Missouri. Sunday morning sermon by Joseph Luff, after which a collection
was taken up for the benefit of the disti-ict,
and $5.04 was collected. A priest.ho0r1 meeting was held, Pres. R. May in charge. After
prayer Bro. Luff took charge by request of
the pre.sident. Some good advice was given,
after which it was reEolved that we make an
appeal to the committee in charge of the
mission tent to have it pitched in Ka,nsas
Oity vicinity.
W. I-I. Garrett was the
speaker of the evening.
w' •

SYDNEY.
Conference convened at Bal main (Sydney),
December 26 and 27, 189G; C. A. Butterworth
president, G. R. 'Jllells associate; George
Lewis clerk. Brnnches reporting, BsJmain,
NambucciJ,, 'l'uncurry, Ha,milton, and Wallsend. Ministry report,ing: Eld•,~rs C. A.
Butterworth, G. R. ·wells, J. Kaler, H.
Broadway, E. J. Haworth, C. Avery, J.
Wright, G. T. Ballard, R. Ellis, A. Seaburg,
J. Dickenson, T. Gregory; Priests W. Lewis,
C. A Davis, C. S. McLaren, A. Ballard, W.
Ballard; Teachers J. Smith, G. Lewis, J.

Jones, J. Argent; Deacons W. J, Haworth, J.
Holder. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing '"erm: District president,
Elder G. T. Ballard; assistant president, E.
J, Haworth; secretary, Claude S. McLaren;
assistant, Walter J. Haworth. Brn. J. W.
·wight, J. W. Gillen, and Joseph Luff, were
appointed representatives to General Conference. The following resolution was passed:
WhereasLhe field oflabor,and responsibility in
gospel word in this mission is widening and the
laborers so few, therefore be it resolved that
this conference request the First Presidency
to consider the advisability of sending one of
the Twelve to this mission at the next General Conference, or another of the Seventy if
one of the Twelve cannot be sent. Will the
First Presidency please note this request.
G. R. Wells was ordained to the office of Seventy by Elders Kaler and Butterworth, of
the Seventy. Tue confer<ince then adjourned
to meet at Hamilton, December 25 and 2G,
1897. This conference was indeed a blessed
season and was on the whole the very best
conference held in connection with the district.

I
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EASTERN IOWA.
Convention held near Arlington, Iowa,
February 26, in charge of assistant superintendent; Lizzie Haller secretary. Address
by assistant superintendent.
Butternut
Grove, Fulton, and Clinton schools reported.
Vote of delegates was cast unanimously in
favor of uniformity of texts. J. R. Sutton,
L. E. Hills, and O B. Thomas were chosen
delegates to General Convention, and were
instructed to voto in favor of uniformity of
lesson texts. Lizzie Haller, Libbie Sutton,
I and Willard Beal were appointed a ccmmittee on program and authorized to arrange a
program within three months, and to obtain
printed programs and distribute among
those who have a part on program. Convention program was carried out, after which
convention adjourned to meet with the Butternut Grove branch, near Onslow, Iowa,
September 3.

FREMONT.
Convention convened at Shenandoah,
Thursday, February 26, at 7: 30 p. m., Assist1 ant Superintendent, Joseph Roberts presiding. After the usual devotional exercises a
paper written by Ethel Skank on "Some of the
mistakes of a Sunday school teacher," was
read by Mamie Pace and a discussion of the
I ~ame was led by Blanche Andrews. This was
followed by a paper, "Some of the mistakes
of a Sunday school superintendent," by Joseph Roberts, in which he outlined the model
J superintendent,
leaving Pach individual superintendent to discover his mistakes by comparing with the model set before them. The
work was emphasized by a blackboard outline. Friday, ten a. m. The morning hour
was spent in business. Emma Hougas secretary pro tem., and authorized to prepare minI utes and send to Herald. Reading of school

I
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and teachers reports. Delegates to General
Convention, Bro. and Sr. T. A. Hougas,
Bro. and Sr. D. Hougas, Bro. and Sr.
George Kemp, Bro. and Sr. M. W. Gaylord,
William Gaylord, and Nettie Green, and all
others who may go, any number of whom being present auti.10rized to cast the full vote of
the district, delegates instructed by unanimous vote to support proposed amendments
to Constitution and By-Laws, also tmiformity
of texts. Bro. and Sr. ··E. D. Brigg·s, of Nebraska City, being present, were invited to
take part in convention work. On request
the reading of paper of Maud McClenahan
was postponed until afternoon session.
Charles Fry not being able to attend, his
paper on "How to prepare a lesson from the
Quarterly," was sent in, but for want of time
only a few points were noted and discussed.
At 2: 30 p. m. business was again taken up
apd the following officers elected: Charles
Fry superintendent, Joseph Roberts assistant, the superintendent and assistant to
choose the third. Ethel Skank elected secretary. By vote, the superintendent and assistants were chosen i>rogram committee.
The paper of Maud McClenahan on intermediate class work was read and discussed. In
the paper the successive step• of practical
teaching were plainly outlined and emphasized by an appropriate blackboard outline.
'This was followed by a teachers' experience
meeting, led by Brn. Davidson and Briggs,
in which all participated, and it was very
much enjoyed. The Sunday school newspaper edited by Charles Fry and Ola Redfield was read by Sr. Redfield. Owing to
want of time the paper was somewhat
abridged, but what was read was both instructive and practicable and was appreciated
and enjoyed. The evening was devobd to
the theme of temperance.
An essay on
"Why teach temperance to children?" was
read by Emma Hougas. Mamie Pace gave a
very appropriate recitation entitled, "Between two fires." H. F. Durfey gave a very
interesting talk on "What can the ministry
do for the cause of temperance?" in which he
emphasized very strongly the power of example. The General Superintendent having
just arrived gave a few remarks, which
closed a very pleasant and profitable convention. Adjourned to meet at the same place,
just previous to the time of next district conference.

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS.
Association met at Scranton, February 12,
at two p. m.; Sr. Parker presiding, W. S.
Pender secretary pro tern. Remarks by superintendent, presenting the idea that there
was something for each of us to do. Short
speech by Bro. Pender. R:iports from Fanning, Atchison, Netawaka, and Scranton.
Topeka not reported. Delegates chosen to
the General Convention were, Bro. and Sr.
W. E. Peak, W. S. Pender, John A. Davis,
John Cairns, Bro. and Sr. Parker, William
Gurwell, and Grant Gurwell; the delegates
present to cast the entire vote of the district.
Voted that officers hold over until the next
convention. Adjourned to meet Friday before the next conference.

GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
The convention of the General Sunday
School Association will convene at Lamoni,
Iowa, April 3-5, 1897. Following is the program, subject to such changes as the committee or the convention may deem necessary.
SATURDAY, APRIL 3.
3: 00 p. m., Organization, reports, appointment of committees, etc.
7: 00 p. m., New business, "Proposed amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws,"
special order.
SUNDAY, APRIL 4.
9: 30 a. m., Regular session Lamoni Sunday
school, and overflow classes.
10: 45 a. m., Music. Invocation. Music.
Paper (ten minutes), "Can Sunday schools
be graded?" J. A. Gunsolley, Lamoni,
Iowa. Music. E,3say (ten minutes), "How
can we reach new and remote fields," F.
E. Cochran, Lamoni, Iowa. Paper (ten
minutes), "How can the opening and closing exercises of the Sunday school be conducted most effectively," Sr. Louise
Palfrey, Macon, Missouri. Music. Blackboard work by William Faulds, St. Thomas,
Ontario.
7: 00 p. m., Music. Invocation. Music. Address, "Our Sunday school work in the
South Sea Islands," Sr. Eila R. Devore,
Limerick, Ohio. (Sr. Devore has lately
returned from her mission in the Society
Islands.) Music. Address, "Where are
we at?" T. A. Hougas, Henderson, Iowa.
Recitation, "Vashti,'' Sr. Ruth Lyman
Cobb, Lamoni, Iowa.
MONDAY, APRIL 5.
9: 00 a. m., Opening exercises and routine
business. Primary class recitat,ion, Sr.
Louise Palfrey. Intermediate class recitation, Sr. Callie B. Stebbins. Senior class
recitation. (All recitations to be followed
by criticiems and questions.) Music.
Blackboard work by Joseph Roberts, Thurman, Iowa.
2: 00 p. m., Business, election of officers, etc.
7: 00 p. m,, Unfinished business. Experience
meeting. Music.
T. A. HOUGAS, }
VIOLA BLAIR.
Com.
10-2
M. C. FISHER,

Mis~ellanaous

DepartmBni.

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL
CONFERENCE.
The Western Passenger Association has
granted reduced rates to the coming General
Conference and conventions, naming the
dates as requested, from April 4-20. While
the conference does not convene till the 6th,
the 4th is named in order to permit attend;i,nce at the Religio and Sunday school conventions.
Reduced rates are granted under the following conditions:l. Going tickets must be purchased not
earlier than three days before the first date
named, and not later than three days after,
Sunday not being counted as a day in any
case. In other words, tickets may be pur-

/chased on any date from April l to 7, inclusive, but not later than the 7t,h.
2. The rate i.s one and one third fare for
the round trip. The rule is to purchase full
fare tickets on the going trip. Passengers
must, in all cases, obtain certificates with every
ticket purchased, which certificates, when
signed by the Church Secretary and stamped
by the railroad agent at Lamoni, will entitle
purchasers to return trip tickets at one third
the usual fare; provided that one hundred
tickets are purchased: and, provided further,
that ministers holding half-fare permits are
not entitled to this reduction; nor are tickets
purchased at fifty cents or less to be counted.
Where passeng.ers can do· so, it is better to
purchase a through ticket to Lamoni and
obtain one certificate. Vvhere seveml tickets are purchased, separate certificates must
be obtained with each.
Those who travel over two or more different roads should purchase tickets to junction
points, when possible, and thus cover each
line of road with one ticket and its corrt>
spondiag certificate. Take particular notice, that while going full fare tickets may be
purcJ:!.ased at any station on roads of the
Western Association,sorne roads name ~pecial
,junction points at which only, as we understand, they will honor certificates for reduced
fare on the retum trip; hence tickets should
be bought to the}wiclionpoints narned by said
roads, which, so far as heard from, are as follows:
Missouri Pacific: Omaha, Kansas
City, and St. Louis. Chica,go, Rock Island,
and Pacific: Des Moines, 0t,1;umwa, Council
Bluffs, St. Joseph, and Kansas City. Chicago
and Alton: Chicago, Peor'ia, Louisiana, and
Kansas City. Certificates from the Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Road, will
be honored for return passage ,at reduced
rate by the C. R. I. and P., M. and St. L.,
St. L. K. and N. W., C. B. and Q. and R. I.
and P. Rys.
For information as to best
routes, apply to ticket agents.
Additional information: The Fremont,
El korn, & :11issouri Vuliey Railroads' junction
point is Omaha, Nebraska. "Agents of the
Sioux City & Pacific Railroad will, upon application, furnish delegates with certificate
receipts for fare paid to Council Blvjfs via
Missouri Valley and C. & N. W. Ry." The
Missouri Pacific expects to sell Independence,
Missouri, delegates through tickets to Lamoni. See local agent.
The Central Passenger Committee could
not grant rates, because over seven days,
its rule limit.
Tickets on the going passage may be
limited or unlimited, according to the rules
of roads selling them; but return tickets are
good only for continuous passage, and not
later that three days after the 20th-to the
23d inclusive.
Purchasers should hand in their certificates promptly to the Secretary, that the
local railway agent may be notified of the required one hundred being purchased.
The following lines of road will sell tickets
on the certificate plan:Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe; Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago
I and Alton; Chicago and Northwestern; Chi-
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cago, Burlington, and Northern; Chicago, prosper under these conditions, and our
Burlington, and Quincy; Chicago Great hands are tied on account of the careless or
Western; Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul; thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago, ' the office.
St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha; Hannibal
Besides our regular work this last year we
and St. Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and got out the first volume of Church History
Council Bluffs; St. Louis, Keokuk, and North- at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
western; Illinois Central; Iowa Central; compelled to stop proceedings on the second
Jacksonville and St. Lou.is; Minneapolis and volume until the church or its members pay
St. Louis; Missouri Pacific; Rock Island and up their subscriptions and book accounts, so
Peoria; St. Louis and San Francisco; Sioux as to get means to complete the work.
City and Pacific; w·abash; Wisconsin OenWe now appeal to you to· forward your
tral Lines; Burlington and Missouri; Colo- subscriptions and accounts 11,t once, so as to
rado Midland; Denver and Rio Grande; square our books by Marcb. L
· y 11
R'
Th $'J~ OOO b k
k
.
1•
F remont, Elkh orn, an d M 1ssour1
a ey; __ 10 .
ac. de.rnquents
are yet eep.e. ~o,
,
,
Grande w·estern; St. Joseph and Grand mg tnemselves rn tne bacKground and we
Island; Union Pacific.
would be pleased to see the color of them.
R. S. SALYA_RDS,
The work of the office is now hindered and
Secretary Reorganized Church.
publications under way are delayed for want
LAMONr, Iowa, March 15, 1897.
of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits
cannot act as book ag·ents, it is hoped that
FAST DAY.
Recognizing the existence of a strong de- they will do what they can for the Herald
sire among the saints for a day of fasting and Office in a general way, and urge all to take
prayer to be observed before the ::ssembling church publications as a means of aiding both
of conference, April 6, we have consulted to- themselves and the work. Other ministers
gether and agreed to appoint Sunday, March are asked to help as they can, and regularly
28, as a day of Fasting and Prayer, to be ob- appointed agents to look out for the Herald
FRANK CRILEY,
served by the church in its several branches, Office.
Business Manager.
and by the saints who may not be able to at- 7-4t
LAMONI, Iowa, January 22, 1897.
tend the meetings where held.
We recommend as subjects for contempla- I
tion and prayer; the general condition of the
BOARD AT GENERAL CONFERENCE.
church in its attitude to the world; the minThe committee on arrangements for Genisterial force and its labors; the financial de- eral Conference appointed by Lamoni branch
partment and its needs; the organization of are pleased to make the following· announcethe church in its several quorums, their con- ment:
All missionaries laboring under
dition, vacancies, and. the necessity that
General Conference appointment will be
they may be filled; the disturbed conditions entertained free of charge; also as many of
of the political world at home and abroad, as the delegates as can be arranged for, we hope
signs of the times indicating the soon comit may be all.
ing of the Messiah and the need of preparaGood board can be had at not to exceed
tion in holiness for that great event.
We recommend that the fast be from the $2.50 per week; and all who attend can bo
evening meal of Saturday, March 27, to the amply provided for.
Those intending to be in attendance shouid
evening meal of Sunday, the 28th.
write
--the secretary of the committee, Dan
We further recommend that the usual
Lord's Day services of the prayer and testi- Anderson, as soon as possibie, so that arrangemony meeting be devoted to prayer for the ments may be made, and as many assigned to
their .places as possible before their arrival.
objects desired.
State
to the secretary the date on which you
Let tbe saints be united in appealing to
the Lord for the aid and direction of tile expect to arrive, and with whom you expect
Holy Spirit, the light of truth and the to stay, if you have made any previous arJ. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres.
Spirit of revelation and wisdom, for the rangements.
8-4t
DAN ANDERSON, Sec.
present exigencies and the work of the incoming year.
JOSEPH SMITH, President.
NOTICES.
A.H. SMITH,
To the Saints of the Central California DisActing Counselor.
trict:- We would like to see a large attendE. L. KELLEY, Bishop.
ance at the conference to be held at Tulare
R. s. SALYARDS, Secretary.
City, April 16. All that intend coming will
LAMONI, March 9, 1896'
11-2t
confer a favor on the committee by letting
them know as soon as possible so arrangeSPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
ments can be made for entertaining them.
To the Ch1trch cit Lcirge:-D0siring to close 1 Committee, Joseph Flory, Handford; John
the conference year's business by 1st of Clark, Tipton; John 'Wiles, Tipton; Charles
March, 1897, in looking over the publications W. Deuel, Tulare.
of the office I find a large subscription yet
MARY A. TWADDLE, Sec.
unpaid for the closing year:TuLARE, California.
Zion's Hope, about ........ $1,000 short,
Heralcl, abouti ............. 4,000
"
Bro. W. W. Vvhitlng will speak in the
A.uturnn Leaves, about ..... l,300
''
I saints church, Des Moines, Iowa, on the
Now it will be impos8ible for tl:ie office to : evenings of April 1 and 2.
We would be

pleased to have the brethren stop off and
meet with us while on their way to General
Conference. All visiting brethren are cordially invited. The church is located at the
corner of East 16th and Des Moines Streets.
'l'ake the Capitol and Grand Avenue street
car and go to 16th and Grand Avenue, then
walk one block north.
SHELDON ARMSTRONG,
Secretary of Branch.

I

BORN.
WILSON.-At Linn, Missouri, October l,
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BOURGERET.-At Linn, Missouri, November 4, i896, to Mr. Joseph and Sr. Maria
Bourgeret, a son, and named John William.
Blessed at Linn, Missouri, February 2, 1897,
by Elder M. H. Bond.
LITTON.-At Linn, Missouri, May 4, 1896,
to Mr. Wiliiam and Sr. Priscilla Litton, a
son, and named John Henry. Blessed at
Linn, Missouri, February 2, 1897, by Elder
M. H. Bond.
BANKS.-Near Linn, Missouri, October 16,
1896, to Bro. Joseph and Sr. Haf'riet Banks, a
daughter, and named Birdie Rachel. Blessed
at Linn, Missouri, February 2, 1897, by Elder
M. H. Bond.
VilALTON.-In St. Louis, Missouri, February
8, 1896, to Mr. and Mrs. Walton, a daughter,
and named Dorothy. Blessed at St. Louis,
February 14, 1897, by Elder M. H. Bond.
RALSTON.-To Bro. Martin F. and Sr.
Lydia E. Ralston, at Spring Valley, Colorado, February 21, 1891, a son, named Hugh
Palmer. At New Windsor, Colorado, July
28, 1894, a daughter, and named Ella Mildred.
At New Windsor, Colorado, February 8,
1897, a son, and named Joseph Sisk. All
blessed March 7, 1897, by Elder J.B. Roush.
TURNER.-At Foster, Iowa, November 16,
1896, to Bro. Benjamin and Sr. Jennie
Turner, a son, and named William De
Marquis. Blessed at the Baptist church,
Foster, Iowa, March 7, 1897, bl R. M. Elvin.
ADES.-Dawes County, Nebraska, September 7, 1891, to Bro. Era;;tus M. and Sr. Melissa A. Ades, a son, and named Erastus
Marion. June 4, 1895, at same place, a
daughter, named Mary Elizabeth. Blessed
at Hickenlapper schoolhouse, March 7, 1897,
by R. M. Elvin.

MARRIED.
WILLE'l'TS-CABLE. -Oliver Winchester
·wmetts and Sr. Dora Ella Cable were mar"
ried January 10, 1897, by Frank A. ¥Vales,
at Poundridge, New York.
LOGAN-GOOD.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, No. 33 North Ada Street,
Chicago, by Elder J. S. Patterson, Tvlajor B.
F. Logan to Sr. Dottie L M. Good, Saturday,
March 13, eight p. m. Immediately after a
sumptuous repast the groom and bride
started for the South-- on a wedding tour,
amid the congratulations of relatives and
[ friends, the bride looking lovely in her·
brown tailor-made travelin,; costume.
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DO YOU WANT A HOME NEAR LAlUONI?
I have a farm of 79 acres lying one •nd one half miles
of tlie incorporation that I will sell for $32 per
acre, or will seJI 10 acres for $50 per acre, or _20 !'cres for
$40 per acre. or 40 acres for $35 per acre. This' 1s excellent land and in good shape.
~
Address A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

SENT FREE!

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 C<nts; sample

To any verson interested in humane mat•
ters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. _In a~dition ~o its
intensely interesting readrng, it contains IL
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the pap"r. Address,

copies free.

FOR SALE.
Iii> Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
near saints chapel, or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further particulars, address or call OIL
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

COhhR~R

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

~outh

The trav<'Iing ministry, di•trict and branch presid ente,
and Bishop's airnnts are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make salee of church publ!cations, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes

of addrese, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances shonld be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertieing rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount•: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-cla11
mail matter.)

GlfY BARBRR SHOP,
- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.

WHAT IS MAN?

Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F. A. BLACK.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: I.i it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely c xa,mined the subject upon which he has written, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features bf the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers ............••...... $ 35
Cloth..............................
SC

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tune~
with music and word8 together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the worda.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs .....-........... $ 50
Full leather... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ........... , .................. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . . . . .• • • •••
35
ADDRESSES.

W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington H ghb:;,.
Mas;;ach usetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. ,773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou
County, Iowa.
ll'. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Australia.
H.P. Curtis, School 7, South Flores Street,
San Antonio, Texa~.
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
IDetroit, Michigan.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .............................. $1 :.!.~

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

I

l

THE NATIONAL HUMaNE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
N£W YORK.
THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a.
common origin, and are llvidences of one de·
sign in the creation, and ln the history and
growth of the ages. The<tlogical conclusionS'
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archreology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ..........................••.. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of eider's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction. and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Cb urch to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.

This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
organization a departure from the faith
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
taught by the early church and its three
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the gen- Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
eral position of the Reorganized Church in ll'or the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with proper beadings, Scripture proo.f texts on the
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per 1 Cloth ............ , •••.. , .......... $ 75
Library .........•••.••............. 1 00
doz., 30 cent!J..
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WBE SAINTS' HERALD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND COLLEGEe

~

4B~L1UTEl.eY
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice seleqted poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .........................•.... $1 50
White vegetable parchment ........ 1 75
Leather ............................ 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ... 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
llottle; second pressing, pints, .65 cent's' per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E. MYERS, Druggist. Lamoui. .lo.wa.

HARDWARE.

PIJRE

E.NGU~E FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b>,orgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
L&.""oni, Decatur Co,, Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quart0r
t1alf mile southwest of Lamoni; in th Foe,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitl!.b!>e
'or gardening, raising of sm:;,11 fruit,;, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on applim;,tion.
Address,
J. vV. GILLEN,
LAMONI, I0w><.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, rowA.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Mis-

souri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB wmE, ETO.
l!lpeclal attention given to Builders' Hardware.
lll!liable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send ns $1.50 and we
will send yon three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure yon write ns and we will return your
money. It cures others, why not yon 1 Yon rnn
no risk in trying It. Why delay longer? Send
In your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

TRADE MllRIUlp
DESICNS,
COPYRICHTS &co
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly

confidential. Oldest agency fo'· securing patents
lll America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r8oeive
special notice in the

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
Drice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
.wimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest .circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
lklOK ON PATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

CO,,

361 Broadway, ,New York.

A strictly high-grade Family Sewing
Machine, possessing all modern
i1nprovements.

COTTAGE FOR SALE
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged cottage of fonr main rooms,
with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted closets,
and china closets; with sink, cupboards, flour chests,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fnel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from saints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaser may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For particnlars and terms apply to William
Anderson or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from your local d!>aler and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURING 00.
BELVIDERE, ILL.

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ...•......•.......••... $ 25
Cloth . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . • • .••
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COE!TEN'll.'§:

rifice of Calvary. Nevertheless, the
approaching close of this century and
the beginning of another impresses
men with the stern march of time, and
causes our minds to instinctively look
for some great movement similar to
those which have marked the ending
of past centuries. No more worthy
movement than this can be mentioned,
and the call and privilege of the 2'0S·
pel in permitting us to be coworkers
with God are emphasized by the rapidly a.pproching end of the century.
The waY to do this is simple enoughto set to work immediately in one's
own sphere. By prayerful effort, and
in the absence of censoriousness, to
I begm
. at home. The church needs convincing of sin; its own quarrels need
.
f
·
fb ·
· th
healmg, and con ess10n o emg m e
wrong, and requests o.E forgiveness on
the part of church-members and members of families now at variance, wm
do much to break down the barriers
that keep out the tide of pure and undefiled religion, fit each Christian man
and woman for individual work for the
souls
of others. The soul-winner can1
not be other than a thorough servant
of God; for none are so quick to detect the absence of gospel in the lives
of those who preach it as those to
whom it is preached. We sincerely
trust that this call from the risen Lord,
so powerfully accentuated by the coming of the twentieth century, will not
pass unheeded."
A writer in The Mid- Continent (St.
Louis) haR the following reference to
''The Call":''A blazing torch was lit. when Dr.
Gregory, editor of The Horniletic Review, sent forth his clarion call to the
ministry, pleading for a mighty forward movement all along the line.
From the same source in the East has
come another flaming torch, 'The
Twentieth Century's Call to Christendom,' pressing home the need of personal consecration and immediate
practical efforts on the part of every
believer for the conversion of the
world. Dr. Niccolls, speaking for the
West and Southwest, lights a needed
fire when in The Mid-Continent he says,
'We need a gospel, not of mere words,
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THE "CALL TO CHRISTENDOM."
"THE Twentieth century's Call to
Christendom" is the title of a very
suggestive article in The Horniletic Review for Oetober, which in a reprint
has been widely distr_ibu~ed a~on.g
ministers and leaders m evangelistic
work. "The Call" directs attention
to the fact that the twentieth century
is not four years distant, but is now
upon us. It is well established that
Christ was born at least four years
previous to the current date assigned
to the Christian era. Hence "~he
Call" comes to the churches for 1mmediate action, and appeals to Christendom at once to "gird itself for
world conquest." The response to
this appeal has alread~ been. hear.ty,
and gives promise of an mt.ensificati?n
of Christian effort. Referrmg to ''The
Call," ~he Chri&tia;i Int.elligencer says,
"The times certamly mvoke an earnest turning to the Lord and the seeking of greater and better things for
the church and the world."
In an editorial on the same subject,
·The Episcopal Recorder (Philadelphia)
says:"This call is for the immediate
carrying of the gospel to all the peoples of the earth; but it is not only
the call of the twentieth century, but
of all the centuries since the great sac-

I

I

u

but of power and life, a preachi~g of
of
t
righteousness, and of JU gment o
come. And this is but to say that we
need the Holy Spirit, in the powerful
and gracious exercise of
1 his ministry.'
tl
th
Dwight L. Moody be ieves iat ' e
propose.d m_ovem"ent for the
ld i_mm.edia
t
1 te
evangehzat10n OL the wor is lme Y·
He believes that there never was a
moment since the parting commission
of our Lord, that such a movement
would be out of season, and the sooner
the church is awakened to activity
the better.'
'The trumpet's voica hath roused the land,
L' ht
th b
e'
ig · up . e e.,,con pyr h. b d
A hundred hills have seen t e ran
Aud waved the ;,ign of fiec:.'
I\ "The church needs the baptism of
the Holy Ghost and of fire, from above,
I a sin-consuming, life-giving fire that
I will bring in a high state of spiritual
1 prosperity from one end of the land to
the other. As we scan the signs of
the times, we may reverently say that
the hour is at hand for an unusual and
j glorious season of refreshing."
The Mid-Continent also has an editorial note on the same topic, as follows:"The right-at-hand future is big
with events. Certainly developments
[momentous and wide-embracing await
us.
Other forces are working
mightily. Tendencies and influences
to-day flow in sweeping volume. The
solidaritv of the race is illustrated.
The work of the church too should be
at flood-tide. We need the 'sound
from heaven as of a mighty rushing
wind,' which shall 'fill all the house.'"
-Literary Digest.
~

J

I it that will convict the wo_rldd of sm,

T

I

n

-
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DANGER TO CATHOLICISM FROM REUGIOUS LIBERALISM.

THE Catholic Church in America is no
more free, apparently, from the liberalistic tendencil:ls of the day than the
Protestant churches. A note of solemn warning is sounded in The Arnerican Ecclesiastical Review (February) by
a writer who signs himself "Ho Tharseus."
The liberalism which the
writer fears most is that of the national type, which leads to the "flaunting" of the American flag in Catholic
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THE SAINTS' HERAU:..
schools, and stimulating patriotism at more by honoring the images of fluctuations of seasons so familiarly
the expense of true Catholic feeling. George and Martha Washington_ than known as spring and autumn, summer
We quote from the article:by inculcating respect for Christ and and winter. This phenomena is expe' 'Religious liberalism of the national His holy Mother? Who has the right rienced and felt by the child of tender
type is the enemy which confronts to put this thraldom on our sacred years; and yet the causes lie hidden in
the church in America, as it has convictions, or persuade us that it the background of nature's mysteries,
confronted and harassed the church need be? It has been said that Ca tho- until the wisdom of the astronomer has
within the last century in Jansenism, lie soldiers fought with marked valor solved some of the secrets of the physGallicanism, Febronianism, and Jose- in the war for American Independence; ical world. If our minds are adequate
phinism. These were in reality Prot- that our priests and religious won to such vast conceptions as follows,
estant onslaughts under the mask of glorious victory in aiding the wounded let us imagine a huge massive ball of
Catholic orthodoxy, appealing to the and dying. They were Irish, they the size of our earth, loosely revolving
state against ecclesiastical autocracy. were French, they were German, and in the unbounded seas of space that
By their side another form of liberal- their readiness to defend the glory of surround us, spinning on his axis at
ism was doing battle against the their adopted flag had not been drilled the rate of one revolution in 24 hours;
church. It was the rationalizing ele- into them by demands to make sacri- in the meantime plunging forward
ment in the hierarchy, which with men fice of their religious usages.
with unparalleled speed and moving
like Dr. Trautson, Archbishop of
"There is, if we mistake not, an horizontally and centrifugally through
Vienna, began its destructive work effort being made of nationalizing the the blue ethereal fields at the unheard
by inveighing against the scholastic church by robbing its children of the of rate of 18 miles per second, l,0 80
miles per minute, or 65.000 miles per
method in our theological seminaries, Catholic feeling and the Catholic in- hour, that he may accomplish his treand by advocating the substitution in stinct, which qualities have never mendous annual circuit around the soits place of the 'new science.' A third been a detriment to the development lar sphere in the limited and prescribed
enemy which entered the field to un- of most ardent patriotism and civic period of 365 days and 6 hours.
If the above sentence is studied and
dermine the positive teaching of the loyalty."-Literary Digest.
scanned, it shows forth conspicuously
church was the liberal Catholicism
the marvelous teachings of astronomy
represented by the gifted De Lamen- MARVELOUS TEACHINGS OF AS- as announced in the heading of this
nais. He had, indeed, no sympathy
TRONOMY.
paper. There is nothing in the expewith Protestantism or any of its doc- THE study of astronomy elevates the rience of mankind or in the history of
trinal forms; he realized the danger plane of human thought above the the world, or "in the earth or waters
under the earth,'' that can at all comarising from the false progress of the common world, and leads up to the pare in matchless speed and peerless
rationalizing school; yet he aided both contemplation of facts and conditions activity with this terrestrial ball in its
in their destructive work, and his which appear mysterious, and incom- orbital progress around the great cencaptious zeal was capable, for a time prehensible to ordinary minds. Veloci- tral solar orb. Neither the rifle nor
at least, to lead astray some of the ties, distances, magnitudes, constitute the ball, with all the dynamic forces
that can be applied, can reach an 18
noblest minds of France. . . .
a feature of 1.ihe heavenly bodies com- mile target in a single second. If an
. ''A like triple cord of religious lib- posing the universe, which has no par- expert engineer could drive his engine
eralism is visibly, though gradually, I allel among those terrestrial things one mile, or even ten milei'? in !'.!! rniuwinding itself about the church in with which mortals are so familiar. ute, he would still be more than a
America. Zealots of the most oppo- Let us take an astronomical view of thousand miles short in his race.
Suppose an observer, with a view of
site aims aid each other unwittingly in our own earthly ball as a member of testing and comparing the two mohumiliating the Spouse of Christ and the solar system, and consider some tions, were to take his stand upon the
tying her to the yoke of state worship. of its relations to that great central equator, where of course he would be
It is an idle task to prophesy to the luminary, the sun, which holds all the carried forward on the daily circle,
children who pipe and dance, but the planets in t{leir place and allows none l,OOO miles in one hour, how astonished
he would be to find that in the above
student of history may perchance to wander from their beaten tracks. short interval he had advanced upon
recognize the symptoms of an old This little earth of which we are so the solar annual course the enormous
disease stealing upori us-an intermit- proud goes spinning around on its axis distance of 65,000 miles. These are
tent fever, the spells of unrest and the as swiftly as the spindles of our grand- certainly strange things in this world,
sure decay, albeit the hectic flush, the mothers' wheels, at the same time an.d this is one of the marvels that
th 1
· t
d th h
f
.
. .
.
.
smence teaches.
e arge, mois eye, an
e ope u1 · movmg ':1th mcred1ble velocity m its
I fear that among the patrons of
promises of strength when the warmth fixed orbit around the sun. This dou- . your journal there may be some strong
of the spring returns, make the body ble motion may, in fact, be illustrated common sense .Feaders whose minds
s.eem for the moment fair.
by comparison with the revolving bicy- may .be a little. ~keptical upo_n the
"Or are there no such symptoms in cle which while rotating upon its axis startlmg propositmn <;>f '18 11!1les a.
'
'
.
.
. . ' second,' and even call m questmn the
our Catholic public life? Is there no shoot~ ahead. with amazm~ rap1d1~y, fundamental principles of the Coper·
danger that the needless flaunting of and will readily and speedily make its nican system; but I can assure them
the American flag in our schools and circuit around a common center.
that they are raising an issue-not
even sanctuaries may beget a false
The result of the first movement is against your feeble correspondentnationalism at the expense of respect the succession of day and ni ht or th but with the learned ins~itutions of
_.
.
. g .'
e the world, who for centuries have apfor religion? Can we indeed become daily alternation of sunshme and proved and adopted the theories
true and loyal to our Government shadow, whilethelatterproducesthose above promulgated.-Sel.
J
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HEFXALl).

"If ye continue in my word, th
ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8 , 31, 32 •
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife:.and concubines he shali have none."
Book of l\l;ormon, page 115.
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HEMAN C. SMITH

EDITOR.
ASSISTANT EDITOU.
CORHESPONDING ErwrOR.

LAMONI, IOWA, MAR.

24, 1897.

________-_--_-_-___
-_-_-_-_-_-_---=--.----·---A NARROW-MINDED CHRISTIANITY.
is the better, a narrow-minded

WHICH

Christianity, or an upright, feariess life?

This question in a modified form is
the text of an editorial in the Reasoner,
published at San Luis Obispo, California, a copy of which is sent us by
Bro. D. E. Lander.
Th d 1· t · l b ·
·th
t
.
e e
oria
egms ':1 · a quo at10n from a letter received from a
reader of the Reasoner.

I

"My soul is weary of my life among such
littleness, and I ask myself which is the better-a narrow, underhanded, small-minded
Christianity, such as we see about us, or an
upright, fearless life, lived for the sake of
right and righteousness. I am lost in a wil-,
derness o[ confused thoughts l<nd questionings in my own mind. Having let go some
of the old faiths, it almost looks to me as
though the Christianity of the churches does
more harm than good. The idea that God
needed a sacrifice to reconciie himself to
mankind, is inconsistent with my larger belief in the Deity. I do not know ·ohat I ought
to say larger belief, for the Creator bas aiways been my God from a child; but from the
teachings one hears all through life from t:rn
pulpit, one is apt to fall into idolaky."
There should be no question in any one's
mind as to which is the better, a ns,rrowminded Christianity or an upright, fearless
life. I imagine, however, that the question
presents itself to the correspondent somewhat
in this way: Vilhether it is better to go
along in membership with the church,
thereby, by outward appearance, making it
appear that you accept all the preposterous
doctrines and narrow conceptions of the pastor and his "orthodox" followers, or to fly in
their faces with defiance and withdraw from
fellowship with them. I desire to say that
in such a case I do not deem that either
course is necessary. Few churchea in these
days are so narrow that they Nould expel a
member for heresy because he did not believe
certain so-called orthodox dogmas and had
the courage to say so plainly, The chances
are that if you say so plainly you will soou
have plenty of company. The American peo~le, as a general rule, do not much rel.ish bemg led about by the nose by a pnest or
anybody else. Every man has a right to
·low the dictates of his reason and the promptings of his soul-that is, his religion-and he

No. 12.

has the right to express himself-nay, more prone to become excited and the more they
than that, it is his duty to do so because our expatiate the more confused and confusing
forefathers fought and died that we might th8y become. That is a natural consequence.
exercise that right for the advancement of The human intellect cannot reason out what
civilization and the salvation of humanity. ·God is. It can only reason out what God is
The preacher in his pulpit has a great ad van- not. The reason is a human faculty, and the
tage, of course, and it takes the narrow- human can have no conception of the divine
minded ones to make use of it to the torment -of God. The soul may know God, but the
and disgust of liberal-minded people, whose mind cannot compass him. And, after all,
amiability compels them to sit and listen these beliefs and doctrines have nothing
without remonstrance. That very ad l'antage whatever to do with one's religion. They
which the preacher has is a temptation to are but the theological tools of the reason.
t,he narrow man to put on the screws. But it Religion is the relationship of the soul to
is a losing policy. Let them have rope, my God, and is a matter of faith. Oue knowldear friend, and they will hang themselves.
edge, and sense, and sureness of God comes
The thought which seems to give this cor- to us through a different proc0ss than that
respondent most pain is really the one which of the reason. It is a soul sense, and whenshould bring the most joy. He is lost in a ever the mind essays to grapple with -it it
wilderness of confused though ts and question- will fall back baffled. Leave your so!i'l alone
ings, and "having let go some of the old with God. Let your mind engage itself with
faiths,'' he sees the harmfulness of much of the affairs and philosophies of this world.
the teachings of the churches. These con- "Go, stand and speak in the temple to the
fused thoughts and questionings and doubt- people all the words of this life,'' said the
ing of old faiths is the picking of your fledg- angel of the Lord to the apostles, who had
ling soul against the shell of superstition and been let out of the prison by the divine hand.
dogmatism in which it has been incubating. By speaking the words of this life-by learn~
Keep up the picking until the shell is off, ing the lesson of the fatherhood of G:id and
little one, and then preen your wings and the brotherhood of man, and trying earnestly
soar. It is one of the most cheering signs of to practice it, and trying faithfuily and joythe times that these questionings and doubt- fully to follow in the steps of Jesus, the great·
ings are spreading among the people. It teacher, we shall at the same time expand
means progress. God is too good to punish our souls, and through our soul-sight be able
people for desiring to know him as he is, and to see more, and more of God in his world.
for seeking to draw that knowledge at first
As to the littleness of it all-that is owing
hands from the original fountain. Preach- to our method of viewing i.t all. If we invert
ers and teachers aud books are good enough the telescope we shall see things very small
in their pfoc3s, but they should be considered and afar off. The thing to do is to be large
only as helpers-not as saviors. There i3 uurselves and to look largely upon everyonly one Savior for the yearning soul, and thing. Little beliefs, little a0tfons and little
that is the spirit of Christ.
people will then appear to us in the proper
The idea that God needed a sacrifice to relationship. Small minded and small manreconcile himself to mankind is inconsistent nered people, like the poor, we shall have
wW1 a good many Christians' beliefs. Do always with us, until mankind shall have
not imagine that you cannot be a Christian learned to stop fig·ht,ing and contention, and
if you cannot believe that. This, of course, to live together in peace and unity as Jesus
is the old doctrine that as the human family taught that they should. These small things
fell through Adam it was restored to its do not make Christianity small. Jesus had
former relations to God through the death traitors and fault-finders among hi3 followers,
and crucifixion of Jesus Christ. That God, but that does not lessen him in our eyes.
instead of crucifying the whole human race Christianity is large enough and broad
in punishment for their violation pf the law, enough to hold us all with our very largest
caused his own spirit to be embodied in the views. It is not necessary to leave the
flesh and then had it crucified in order that church because of its seeming narrowness.
he might reconcile his idea of justice with Let it be known that you desire broadness
his treatment of the human family. I do not and liberality and progressiveness, and you
think that many people entertain such a be- will soon find that many others desire the
lief as that at the present time. It is the same things. Jesus is better understood
fewest numbar whom I meet that pretend to than he was a century or even a dEcade ago.
such a belief, and it has been a long time His teachings are developing very rapidly.
since I have heard a preacher contend for it. Even middle-aged people may live to see
There is a great deal of misunderstanding great changes in society and great progress
~mong pe~ple when discussing such m~tters. made towards the coming of his kingdom.
... he termrnology, as the scholars say, is con-·
Th 8 ubject is an excellent one and
fusing.
Plaiu language is misconstrued, 1
e
. .
,.
.
'
especially when it is Bible language. Peo- together Wlth _the ecnt?ria~ offers to
ple who "argue" upon religious questions are i the thoughtful, consment1ous man,
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who is a believer in the mission and son it should appear that man's ! understanding. No such idea or docthe word of the Savior, a fruitful field "larger belief" should be an accept- I trine can find warrant or place in
for meditation. What the questioner ance of God as he has been revealed Christianity.
means by the term a "narrow-minded by his chosen agencies, whether all
Christianity in its especial meaning
Christianity" it might be difiicult to of the things revealed are understood is, '·The system of doctrines and predetermine, had he not pointed to the or only a part of them are com pre- cepts taught by Christ." A Chrisprofessions of Christianity with which hended.
tian, in the purer meaning of the word
he and others,-we of society,--are
The law made nothing perfect; but the is, "One whose inward and outward
surrounded.
bringing in of a better hope did, by the life is conformed to the doctrines of
.
Chri'st."
Th ere can b e no sue h th mg
as nar- . which . we draw nigh unto God.
.
row-mindedness in Christianity. If
This was the .reasom~g of Pau.l;
The doctrines of Christ nowhere inthere is any development, or exhibi- hence th~ very tbmg destre_d by this culcate the idea that God was to be
tion of narrow-mindedness in a pro- l~tter write.r, the pow_er to hve an up- "reconciled to the world." No one is
fessed Christianity it is not the result right and r~ghteous hfe w_as wrought required to believe such a theory, in
of the Christ idea, as intended t,o be by the s~crific~ of the Savior w~ether any of the teachings of Christ. The
understood by the chiefest founder that sacnfic~ is compre?ended rn the mystery of godliness was this that
and exponent of it. His idea was form and philosophy of it, or not.
''God was manifest in the flesh" in an
broad catholic and took in the world
The editorial in reply, or review of endeavor to "reconcile the world to
to be' saved. Professions less than the letter contains some good things; himself." Hence the ·Apostle Paul's
this come short of the true Chris- but there are some which, if the let- earnest appeal, "We pray you as in
tianity.
ter writer is a reasoner, will hardly Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to
The effort of the letter writer to satisfy him; and are· in the tendency God." PaUl was further impressed
sink himself into the conceptions of of the thoughts suggested by them with this view of the mission of Christ
the Christianity of the churches, or calculated to lead the inquirer away when he wrote:from rather than to the Reasoner's idea
Aud all things are of God who hath recontake what he seems to think would
of Christianity.
ciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and hath
loosen his hold on the idea of Deity
The Reasoner states correctly that given to us the ministry of reconciliation; to
would necessarily result in a sort of
wit., that God was in Christ, reconciling the
innocent idolatry on the one hand, or "there is a great deal of misunder- world unto himself, not imputing their tresunbelief upon the other. It is so easy standing among people when discuss- passes unto them; and hath committed unto
ing such matters." Why is it? And who us the word of reconciliation.
·to mistake.
is to blame for it? If not the teachers,
This confusing idea of God being
The terms "right and righteousincluding the preachers, the editors, or seeking to be "reconciled to the
ness," as used by the writer, are made
and the leading minds of society both world" removed, and much difficulty
to mean so much when used in array
in and out of professed churches?
in accepting a proper belief in the
against the Christian idea of the
The Reasoner in his endeavor to coun- ;:i.tonement is removed with it.
Deity and man's duty toward him in
teract the supposed faulty teachings
Paul was impressed that man had
a moral sense it is not wonderful that
which have given rise to the doubts of failed by wisdom to find out God; and
men become befogged. Right means
the letter writer, proceeds to base a that when this had occurred it
the opposite of wrong, in the broad
comforting argument upon one of the "pleased God by the foolishness of
sense; and a man may do right in a
most faulty of all the confusing dog- preaching to save them that believe."
conventional and abstract way and
mas of profes13ing Christians.
The effort of the preacher is made
come far short of being righteous.
The idea that God needed a sacrifice to to the mind the reasoning power of
To be righteous is to be a doer of the reconcile himself to mankind, is inconsistent
man; and the editor's effort to draw
law. The righteousness of the law with a good many Christians' beliefs.
the line between the soul and the huwas superseded in the Christian idea
Instead of disabusing the mind of
by the righteousness of faith. It is the letter writer of the idea that there man inte11ect is faulty and must be
What part of man does
Practicably useless to talk about a h a d b een an at t emp t on t h e part of confusing.
the editor of the Reasoner designate
man "living an upright, fearless life, God to reconcile himself to the world,
as the soul, to be contradistinguished
lived for the sake of right and righte- either by sacrifice of heifer, bull, or
ousness," in a life disconnected from goat, or bis Son, or himself in the from the mind, the intellect, the reathe life, mission, and burden of the flesh, the editor leads him to think soning faculty? Does he take Pope's
couplet as a guide to his idea?
Christ idea, the Christianity of the that he can be a Christian without beAnd reason raise o\Jr instinct as you can, Christ.
lieving in the dogma that God caused
In this 'tis God directs, in that 'tis man.
To measure the Deity by a man's his own spirit to be embodied in flesh
Is there any warrant for belief in
conception of himself has al ways and had that flesh crucified that he the idea that man is to be made to
failed to give the best results, and might "reconcile his idea of justice answer for the use of this highest
will to the end of time. Man may in with his treatment of the human faculty from Divine endowment, the
a sense know God; but it is in a re- family."
power to reason; and then this faculty
stricted sense. Nor will the veil
By this the impression would still be must remain in abeyance, the subject
hanging before the majesty of om- left that the promise, the reconciling of human caprice and will, a thing of
nipotence be removed until man moves, of God to mankind was in some sense , the flesh and the flesh only?
into the higher sphere. For this rea- needful. To us this is a grave misProfessor Hickox was of the opin·
1
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ion that men knew "because they became conscious of" what was brought
within reach of their observation and
powers of reasonir1g. ;To us instinct
and reason are both attributes of the
human as the result of divine enactment and gift. Both are subordinate
to God. Reason is higher in the human than the brute, because to the
h11man was given the command and
power to rule.
Being God·given,
both may be God-directed. Reason
being the higher is nearer to God,
and God-directed may reach beyond
the instinct.

And, after all, these beliefs and doctrines
have nothing whatever to do with one's religion. . . . Religion is the relationship of
the soul to God, and is a matter of faith.

No professed teacher of the confusing, mixed theories of the surrounding
churches of which the writer of the
letter complains, could have more
skillfully evaded the issue, or said
anything more calculated to increase
the restlessness, questionings, and
doubtings of inquirers after light,
than this. The refuge of the preachers has been to tell the inquirers who
were bfComing dissatisfied with dogmas, that they must not reason; that
the human reason can never reach
just conclusions; that when a man assumed to reason then he began to
lose faith; just have faith; don't read
the word, if you do you will become
lost in the fogs raised by your own
reason.
Jesus seemed to have an idea something differing from this when he
stated to the Jews who believed on
him:If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed, and ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free.
If any man will do his will he shall know
of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or
whether r speak of myself.

Paul wrote Timothy that if he continued steadfastly in the doctrine he
should not only be able to "save him·
self but those that heard him." The
"doctrine of Christ," was composed
of principles; according to Paul when
he wrote to the Hebrews; and we are
of the opinion that notwithstanding
the editor of the Reasoner may believe
that beliefs and doctrines have nothing to do with a man's religion, the
fact remains that he who would be a
Christian must be one because his life,
inward and outward, must conform to
the doctrine of Christ.
For to s,s

many as believed on him "gave he
power to become the sons of God."
It requires not only the Spirit
Christ, but the real Christ as well to
save the yearning soul.
The better life to live is not a selfish, narrow-minded sectarian so-called
Christian life, but a broad gauged,
honorable, righteous life in Christ,
not based on dogmas, or doctrines of
men, but on the eternal truths of the
doctrine of Christ. That do and man
can in due time know God, whom to
know is eternal life.
KNOWLEDGE AS PREPARATION.

ANTICIPATING possible objections to
the insertion in the HERALD of items
connected with leading general movernents in the world with comments, it
may be wen to state that leading developments and facts of our own times
are in themselves indications or records of progress, or of retrogression,
of good or of evil, as the case may be;
and that, in the writer's opinion, it is
necessary to note and keep track of
them; also to draw lessons from past
events; in order intelligently to comprehend the status of humanity socially and religiously, and to meet the
demands upon us in behalf of truth
and fellowman, in whose behalf we
are our brother's keepers. It is also
believed to be as necessary for
Latter Day Saints as for others to be
educated in largeness of heart, in
broadness of mind, away from narrowness and misconceptions, by cornpleteness of information, _if we
would ourselves comprehend the
heigh ts and depths and lengths and
breadths of the faith we profess.
While to us as a people has been
committed a trust to declare the truth
to man that all may become fellow
heirs of the divine privileges vouchsafed in the common brotherhood of
man and universal Fatherhood of
God, it is essential that our interpretations of the truth be both as wide
and as exact as the truth itself, that
in the full, the complete sense, we be
"of the truth."
Such attainment
means privilege, labor, education, responsibility, trueness, and faithfulness-each and all of these.
All who profess the name of Christ
are privileged to-receive grace for
grace and under responsibility of
making manifest the fruits of grace

in intelligent, Christlike word and
demeanor. It is not strange that the
Spirit has urged and continues to admonish and inspire to "come up
higher." Preparation is essential to
any work, especial preparation commensurate with its importance. The
children of God need the prepa·
ration of godliness in character if they
are to accomi)lish the work intrusted
to them. Possession and manifestation of the "divine nature" is logic·
ally the requirement in those who
would be both called and qualified,
and be successful; component parts of
which nature are knowledge, intelligence, experience, and sympathy.
We believe in taking cognizance of
every feature of human life necessary
to be comprehended in order that human wants may be seen, known, and
ministered to so far as in our power.
Our lives are not dissociated from the
lives of our brother man; and however
high we may go in spiritual knowledge and progress, we are under obligation to reach down and help uplift
those who need instruction and other
phases of help and encouragment. A
divine hand has been reached out to
us, directly, and indirectly by ministration of others chosen to minister to
and bless us with the principles of
God's saving word and power. The
Holy One, the Redeemer, by whom has
come to us the power of a perfect life,
himself took cognizance of human
conditions-all, bad and good, taking
human nature upon him that he might
feel the burden of human woes and
limitations, overcome them, and lead
out of and conquer evil and darkness
in behalf of his "brethren." His life
· necessary k now 1e d ge
was comp1e t e rn
and experience. He was made equal
to the work he did because he cornprehended the conditions, and rightly
applied the remedies provided for
man's redemption and perfection.
It is necessary that we perfectly acquaint ourselves with work in trusted
to us and that we faithfully perform
it if we would be perfect in our
spheres.
In becoming acquainted
with men, nations,, conditions, and
other general affairs, and in the doing
of our work, we receive benefit in increased understanding and broader
sympathies, all of which are attributes
of the Christlike nature.
We cannot reach and bless broad-
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minded, cultivated men and women,
nor properly educate others, unless
we mamfest that our education has
been sufficiently divine in its spirit to
warrant the claim made for our message-t.bat it is an authoritative
declaration of the law of the Spirit of
life delivered by commiss;on of the
Prince of Life, and that we have been
chosen to teach imd to actualize it.
QUEER WORK.

WHEN Job uttered the remarkable
words attributed to him in Job 31: 35,
"0 . . . that mine adversary had
written a book," it is evident that his
desire was that he might have the
words of the one who was his adversary, on record, that he could be sure
that he understood him and could
safely answer him.
Pres. George Q. C3Jnnon has written a book, and from it we cull the
following, taking it from chapter 56
of said book.
On page 413, paragraph 4 from the top, occurs the following statement concerning the
alleged revelation on celestial marriage:There is not one word in the revelation,
nor was there one word in the Prophet's
teaching other than purity and self-sacrifice.
The Lord said ....
Mr. Cannon then begins to quote
from the alleged revelation, beginning
at paragraph 12 preceding it with a
line of stars thus: . . . . . . . . . "
He then quotes to the close of the
twenty-fourth paragraph. Introducing a line of stars again, he leaves
out all to paragraph 61, which ends
with a semicolon, cor.necting the subject matter of it with paragraph 62,
which follows it and ends with a
· d . H e qr;o t es paragrapn
, 61
perio
; ,
down to the closing semicolon, and
without introducing stars to show
that something is left out he quotes
paragraph 66, the closing one of the
d o:rnment.
There are sixty-six paragraphs in
the document. Of these Mr. Cannon,
i't as conta1'n1'ng
afteI. i'ntroduc1'n0'
b
nothing "other than purity and selfsacrifice," leaves out the first eleven
paragraphs, quotes from the twelfth
to the twenty-fourth; skips the next
thirty-six, quotes the sixty-first, drops
. d
b
t h e nex t f our, an d wrn s up y at1
.
1
•
•
h to tne
•
t ac h mg
tne
s1xty-s1xt
s1xty·
.
.
first; thus quotmg fifteen paragraphs
out of sixty-six, and leaving the other

fifty-one to be guessed at by the reader.
Pres. Cannon did this to maintain
his statement that there was nothing
in the alleged revelation but what
was pure and self-sacrificing in its
requirements, or as a belief, or dogma;
but what assurance can the reader
have that the more than three-fourths
of the document so ingeniously left
out by the writer will so maintain
such statement? Why should Mr.
Cannon, as a historian, in making the
attempt to show the purity of the
teaching of that alleged revelation,
take only a part of it, less than one
fourth, and leave all the rest of it
out? A document for which so much
'has been claimed as for this alleged
revelation, it wili seem to the average
reader who thitlks, should have been
printed in full after so strong a statement
touching
the
purity of
its
teaching
had been
made.
A document by which the faith
and practice of a church founded
and established upon and by divine
revelation was to be changed from
one rule to another quite contrary
and opposite, should have not only
the clearest verification, but should
be extensively known in all its parts,
that no one, including those inquiring after the faiths and practices of
the church, need to misunderstand,
or be ignorant of what it contained.
Surely, the parts of the document referred to in the fifty-sixth chapter of
Pres. George Q. Cannon's book, must
have been dangerous to his assertion
as to the purity of the whole, or he
would have published it. As the matter now stands in the book it is a
clear case of effort to blind the public,
a distortion of the document, and a
deceptive blunder. (See "Life of Joseph Smith, by G. Q. Cannon," Chap.
56.)

Utah elders are here scattering tracts, as is
their custom. They have got some few people to join them, but only a few. I met the
Mr. Criddle who misrepresented Uncle Joseph so shamefully but he did not give us a
chance to talk to him. Bro. McDowell was
with me. They have very flatly refused to
meet us in open discussion here, as is their
usual custom.
Bro. N. N. Cooke, St. Louis, Missouri, March 7:0ur quarterly conference just closed; a
grand, spiritual feast; a time long to be remembered. The,. work is onward here; the
Lord be praised! Bro. William Anderson
occupied the rostrum this morning, Bro.
Bond in the evening, cheering the saints in
the warfare of life. May the rich blessing of
God be upon all such laborers. Conference
year just closes and another begins; "what
shall the harvest be"? May God bless his
people.
Bro. R. C. Evans, London, Ontario,
March 15:Just returned from city of Toronto; left
there this morning. Preaching every night
for eight days; good results in baptisms and
general work affecting the church. I have
been greatly bleesed by the Master this year.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

LATE arrivals at Lamoni include Sr.
Joseph Luff and son Alma, Sr. Green,
of Canada, Brn. John H awley, G . T.
Griffiths, W. H. Kelley and daughter
Mary.
Bro. M. H, Forscutt, who was ill at
Lamoni for some time past, has gone
to Nebraska City, his home, accompanied by Sr. Forscutt.
Aunt Katharine Salisbury, only
surviving sister of the Martyr, arrived at Lamoni on Monday, the 15th
inst., and will remain during General
Conference.
We failed to note her
arrival in last week's issue.
General Weyler has forwarded to
S parn
· f or approva1 b y th e s pams
·h
Cortes the public budget bill, which
shows a deficit of $100,000,000. To
meet this the Madrid Cortes must
decree new taxes in Spain or call for
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
· l"ic 1oan to meet t h e rnter'
anot h er put)
BRO. HENRY KEMP, Tabor, Iowa, the est on the same. Taxes are to be in18th:creased forty per cent in Cuba.
1 am still holding meetings with fair atThe Central Amer1'can Ex'pos1't1'on
tendance, notwithstanding the muddy roads.
Have been troubled some with lagrippe, but was formally opened at Guatemala,
only laid off one week. May the good Mas- March 15.
ter contin'Je to bless you in your labors as
Adam Adamicek, of Chicago, a Poheretofore is the prayer of yours truly in lander, born in Warsaw, in 1785, celebonBds.
F A S . h
h
N
brated his birthday on the 18th inst.,
ro.
.
.
m1t , 0 ma a,
ed
·
b
kh 18 ,h·
age 112 ·
9
G .ras
a,
t
B
W
E
P
k
d
F
A
1 E veryt b'rng movrng
.
. 1y h ere. I am
rn.
. . ea. an
. . S m1'th
mce
holding meetings every night now with a fair have been preach mg the word at Neinterest among' some outsiders. Some of the. braska City, Nebraska, to attentive
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hear€lrs, and in convincing plainness
and power; so writes Sr. Anna Nielsen, under date of the 15th.
Sr. Ida Kettlewell reports some interest among the people at Longwood,
Ontario, where Bro. George Hampshire and others represent the cause.
Railroad traffic in the Northwest
has been greatly interfered with by
floods and snowdrifts, the snow at
times drifting forty and fifty feet
over tracks, compelling some lines
to abandon traffic for periods of a
week or more.
The unprecedented floods in the
lower Mississippi continue. Eastern
Arkansas is largely overflowed. The
city of Memphis, Tennessee is crowded
with 3, 500 refugees, and relief steamers are constantly bringing in more.
Some lives have been lost.
Upper
rivers are also still rising and inflicting much damage.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins advertises in
this issue for some HERALDS. Please
note his card and supply him, anyone
who can do so.
Bro. T. J. Sheldon, of the Kewanee
district, who has been in discussion
with a minister of the "Church of
God," writes from Rock Island,
Illinois, the 19th inst., that he was
successful in maintaining his positions, hence made friends for the
cause among his hearers. He is feeling well over the result. He has baptized some of late. Letter crowded
out of present issue.
Pres. Joseph Smith went to Glidden, Iowa, on the 19th inst., expecting to return on the 23d.
Crowded with an over-supply of letters, we make notes of leading points.
Bro. C. H. Davis, Brush Creek,
Indian Territory, writes favorably of
the labors of Bro. W. H. Smart, who
made friends among the people and
baptized some at that point, a new
field. Other elders requested to call.
Bro. E. A. Steadman, from the
Minnesota field, is also among the
conference arrivals.
Bro. F. L. Sawley had been laboring acceptably to the people at a
point near Harrisonville, Missouri, a
new field, lately occupied by Brn.
Chatburn, Sawley, I. N. and D. C.
White, and where eight have been
added to the church and others about
to enter it. This from Bro. N. B.
Ament, of Harrisonville. They hope
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to organize a branch and Sunday age to property is estimated at
school, and to work diligently to ex- $75,000, while a score or more other
tend the light abroad.
cities report damage ranging from
"Telegraphic reports from the Mis- $1,000 to $20,000.
Advices dated
sissippi, Ohio, and Missouri Valleys Memphis, Tennessee, the 21st report
tell a story of widespread disaster as falling waters, but caused by several
a result of floods caused by heavy breaks in 1;he levee near Osceola,
rains. In the lowlands about Mem- Arkansas. Three additional crevasses
phis in thi:i eastern part of Arkansas are reported, greatly intensifying the
it is said that the loss of life has been sufferings of the peop:e in Eastern
frightful, but as the districts affected Arkansas.
The town of Marion,
are remote from telegraph offices, but fifteen miles inland, is entirely surmeager details are obtainable. No rounded by water.
estimate can be formed of the damage
Sioux City, Iowa, advices also reto property, but it is claimed to be port great damage along the upper
enormous. In Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri River and its tributaries, in
Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Illinois, Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska. The
Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Mis- Des Moines River threatens the oversissippi, and Louisfana the streams flow of the levee on the Missouri side,
have been converted into raging tor- the town of Alexandria, and the lands
rents and the Weather Bureau at for miles around.
Washington predicts destructive inunThe international blockade of the
dations in several States.
Every island of Crete by the combined fleets
effort is being made to hold the levees of the European powers, was formally
intact on the Lower Mississippi. A begun on the morning of Sunday, the
rumor comes from Burlington, Iowa, 21st.
Cablegrams state that the
that a disastrous waterspout burst Moslems in the towns are allowed to
last evening (19th) about twenty-five land what they please, except arms,
miles west of Davenport. Mississippi, despite the blockade, and that the
in the vicinity of Natchez was swept admirals have taken it upon themby a cyclone, but no lives were lost. selves to stop provisions coming to
Advices from the flooded district show the Cretans in the interior; Moslems
that heavy rains are still falling."- I have also committed repeated outChicago Tribune, 20th.
rages, escaping punishment, the
The Dutch steamer Utrecht, bound Turkish acting Governor of Canea
for Java, with one hundred people on favoring them.
Col. Vassos, the
board, is reported lost.
Greek commander, is preparing a reUpwards of one thousand killed or 1 ply to the proclamation of the auwounded in battle in the revolution in tonomy of Crete by the powers.
Uruguay, March 18.
English sentiment is strongly against
Atlantic steamers have been delayed the action of the present government
by storms, the severest known on the and the fall of Lord Salisbury's govAtlantic for years.
ernment is predicted by some. DelThere is no Sunday train from yannis, the Greek premier, is credited
Bethany Junction (two miles east) to with the following statement:
"If
Lamoni; however, delegates arriving the powers will not be convinced of
on Sunday, the 4th, will be carried to the injustice and impracticability of
Lamoni by the regular northbound the measures they have decided upon,
train, provided there are twenty. the situation will become worse and
Passengers on the southbound train probably may become uncontrollable,
arriving at 12: 15 p. m. may await ar- nor is it impossible to see the result,
rival of the northbound, about two but it will be unjust to throw upon
p. m.
Greece the responsibility of what may
Bro. w. N. Robinson, of the General follow." The gravity of this statement may be judged by the fact that
Sunday School Association, was with Delyannis is opposed to war.
the Lamoni saints of late over a SunKingston, Jamaica, advices, March
day.
20.
A terrible drought. prevails
Ice gorges and rising waters caused throughout the island and there is
.
.
.
great distress in the interior. The
11mmense damage m the Northwest m cattle are perishing and the peasantry
I the State of Wisconsin, In the are growlng riotous a,nd raidipg wa,ter
vicinity of Milw~ukee alone the dam- tanks.
·
·
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HomB Golumn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
Preach every day, everywhere, by letting Christ shine
out of every chink and crevice of your character; eo shall
your whole life be full of light. The sermons in shoes
are the sermons to convert an uiogodly world.-Ouyler.

FROM THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.-NO. 6.
THE END OF THE BEGINNING.
DECEMBER 14.-I must finish up my journal
to-day for the mail goes out, to-morrow. Our
house looks quite like living now. Have got
my dish cupboard filled up with the few
pieces of pretty dishes I brought, and a sister came in on Thursday and put up lace curtains to the windows-or to the window
frames. There is no glass, just the green
slat blinds on the outside and curtains on the
inside: The saints contii:.ue to bring our
food to us ready cooked, and I doubt if there
is anyone on the island that is living as
luxuriously as we are. Whatever is left of
the meal I give back to the one who brought
it. They take turns in providing our meals
and seem to be vying with one another to see
who shall provid5 the ·best. They get it
ready cooked at the Chinaman's. There is
a young sister living near who comes in and
makes our bed, sweeps, and carries water for
us, and I always reserve her some from our
food. I don't expect so much attention as we
now have to last always, but I appreciate and
enjoy it while it does, and in the meantime I
am getting acclimated. Joseph spoke twentyfiv0 minutes to thecm yesterday in the church
in thair language, and I am not at a loss to
make myself understood in ordinary matters,
yet I can say but very few sentences rightly,
only a word here and there, but they catch
the meaning quickly.
Our evenings are spent in learning from
them; i. e., when there are no meetings-or
even when there ia meeting it is short, and
they nearly all halt at the missionary house
for an hour or two afterwards. It is moonlight nights now, and we take our chairs out
on the porch and the natives gather about us,
fill the two long benches that set on the
porch, and the floor too, while the children
play on the green in front. It is all very
pleasant both to them and us. We have not
had to go to market yet, for the saints have
kept us amply supplied in all the fruits that
are in market now. Have had all the pineapples we could eat. No oranges yet; thPy
are green.
One of the sisters here died on Thursday
evening of consumption and was to be buried
on Saturday. I told Bro. Pai I could not go
to the funeral for I had no black dress. Be
and the sisters who were here looked very
much disappointt.d and wanted me to make
one. I told him I could not make one in one
day. He said if I would get one the sisters
would make it, for me; so off we went to
Papeete, Ahuura going with us, and got one
and they made it their own way. I put the
finishing touches on. So I went with them.
All had canopy topped carriages. It was a
b. 3a·.utifu. l drive ..as far as we drove, but O,
,such. I!· gteep, brambly hill to climb to get to

the burying ground! After the coffin is no loss of breath such as I experienced the
lowered in the grave, first the mfoistry, then other time. I thin out my clothing as much
the whole concourse of people, even to the as possible and have never taken cold, all of
little children, walk around the g-rave and which I regard as choice bleesings and foel
throw a handful of dirt in on the coffin, very thankful. Joseph is real well too, and
saying, "Good-bye." Some say more tha,n will speak for himself through the Herald.
good· bye. The sister's people did not belong
The spirit and the wording of a letter reto the church, nor did they come near her, ceived by my husband from Bro. Kelley, just
that I know of, while she was sick, but after prior to leaving San Francisco, was much
she died they-her brother and sister-came appreciated by us both. I thought when I
and wailed all one day, eating nothing. On read it that such letters as those would in·
Friday evening our people had prayer meet- spire me with zeal and courage to go to the
ing in the church, then went to the house ends of the earth that they might serve.
where.the dead body lay on the floor; that is,
I must not omit to make mention of the
the mattress was on the floor. Her head preparatioos the church or rather Sundl.ly
rested on a pillow, the long hair was drawn school is making for Christmas. The braoch
to the top of the head and braided and tied in ·president gave a rehearsal the evening we
three or four places at regular distance arrived, especi.ally for our benefit. First the
apart from the heaa with black ribbon in long whole cla.;s repeated about twenty verses of
loops and the braid coiled up on the pillow scripture concerning the birth of Christ,
at one side. The white covering was not simultaneously. Then commencing at the
drawn straight and smooth as we have them, upper end of the class the first two repeated
but there was abundance of it just from the the first verse, and the next two the second,
shop, all about her in loose folds. The neat and so on to the end, then one by one, after
coffin sat on one side of her, and two chairs which was singing. Altogether it would be
were carried over and placed on the other a royal entertainment if such could be re·
side for Joseph and I, and the natives sat on produced by the same persons at home.
the floor all over the lower end of the room, Those exercises are, I expect, a branch from
and continued the prayer meeting for more Sr. Devore's Sunday school work, for which
than an hour. We have had invitations to much credit is due her for her labor and pains.
call on several, but as yet have had no oppor- I expect we will spend Christmas with Bro.
and Sr. Case; hope to at least. The oil stove
tunity to do so.
Bro. Case was here to see us about a week I brought (not the "Blue Flame" but the
before we arrived and left word for us to come "Splendid"). is a real little gem in cooking,
at once to the island where he was, and since though I hi.ve not tried it for baking yet.
a passage up there in a trading vessel has (Your present, Sr. Blair. May our Father
been offered us, we intend to go about next bless you.)
I would say to all, Our address is Papeete,
Thursday. The influence of the good Spirit
Tahiti.
that was with us when we parted from
the saints in America still abides with
PRAYER UNION.
us, and I am confident will continue so long
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
as we are careful to walk in harmony with it.
MRS. CONSTANCE JUDI'.r DYRENG, Manti,
The Lord made himself manifest to us in unUtah, requests the saints to pray for her.
mistakable ways while oh the voyage, and I
She has been unable to stand on her feet for
do not intend it as boasting when I say that
three years. She does not belong to the
in all the voyage I had not a feeling of dread
chmch but believes the gospel. Bro. Loren
or fear. Though the vessel on which we
P. Rasmussen, also, of the same place, desires
came is scarcely safe,-her sails are old, toru,
your prayers.
and patched; her ma~ts cracked with the
Bro. Thomas Kent, of Salem, Nebraska,
sun; her booms warped, and her h.ull so old
writes that his wife became insane on the
and worm-eaten that notwithstanding the fact
13th inst. He earnestly requests a special
that she was put in the dry dock and had a
season of prayer in her behalf.
coat of copper paint just before leaving San
Francisco, she leaked to the amount of making eleven inches of water in the hold an
hour all the way across, and we knew too
that she was very heavily loaded,-still felt
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.
as S,£'-fe as a baby in a cradle. And sioce we
Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
have arrived here have still felt the effects (Send commur.ications for this department to the Editor.
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
of the loving can of our Father "b0th ours
to HE di tors Herald~ Lamonii Iowa.")
and yours," and are as happy as we could be
anywhere. Mr. Burton called on the Gov·
LAMONI, Iowa.
ernor-not the one who was here before, but MY DEAR MRS. ROYCE:.,-! went to the cona younger man,-who told him that he could vention the other day with my mamma and I
have all the liberty he desired in his work, heard them say something I could not under·
and the merchants welcomed him back, so stand about u-ni-forrn-i-ty of texts. When
with thankful hearts we enter upon our new we went homE1 Marnma told me it meant that
[ fi~ld of labo.r, praying God to bless us with some people wanted the children to study the
wisdom, patience, and all the graces th<tt are same lessons the big people had.
necessary in us to accomplish his purposes
Now it may be all right for those who are
here. I feel that our coming here has thus older to talk that way, but I don't think that
far be. en. a ble~sing to me. My h. ealth is ex· anyone wh. o has ever taught us little folks
cell<rnt; oo symptom3 of catarrh or asthma; would want to do that,
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Why, sometimes, don't you know, they take
a whole book of the Bible in one lesson and
then it is not one half so good as what we
study about. I heard my teacher say that if
she could only teach us one thing-one good
thing-to remember every Sunday she would
be happy. I expect if we have u-ni-form-i-ty
of texts she'll have to teach us about one
hundred things every Sunday, if we want to
keep up with the big people, and then we
don't remember anything.
Do you know, I just love Jesus. One time
Leslie* and I made it up between us that we
were going to love Satan. I told teacher
about it in Sunday school and I wouldn't say
my golden text for her; but when she told us
the lesson and said that Satan would like to
have me fight, and call people bad names, and
spoil the work Jesus came here to do, and
h9w much Jesus loved me, I just sai.d my text
as quick as I could and said I wouldn't love
Satan any more. Do you think if our lesson
had been in one of those long chapters, about
somebody else besides Jesus, that it would
have made me feel bad because I had been
such a bad boy? No, indeed! 0, the dear
Lord Jesus is such a good friend to the children, my teacher says. She says the children up in heaven always see God's face, and
Jesus says it isn't his Father's wi1l that any
of us should be lost. Isn't that good? I
think I can never hear enough about him, he
loves us so much. Don't you big people remember he said, "Suffer the little children
to come unto me"?
Well, then, you mustn't want to put anything in the way of our studying about Jesus.
He is our best friend. I want to be baptized
when I am eight years old, and if I have to
study u-ni-form-i-ty of texts instead of studying about Jesus, I know I won't be ready to
be baptized. I have to know about Jesus
first, because he told us all about it. My
teacher says he told us we must try to be
like him because he always did the things
which pleased God. I'd like to know how I
am going to be like him if I don't study about
him. Pllrhaps that is what is the matter
with some of the big folks, and the reason
they have so much trouble. I guess they've
been studying u-ni-form-i.-ty of texts instead
of studying about Jesus. I 'xpect we'd all
better study about him and then try to be
like him. Don't you think so, Mrs. Royce?
Yours truly,
ONE FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
*A true incident.

THE above is a sermon of no small significance, and no doubt voices the sentiment of
many a child. We are so glad that a dear
child had courage to use our department.
Children, our department stands with open
arms to receive so worthy contributions as
this.
X ENIA, Ill ., Feb. 23.
Sunday School Department:-I was much
pleased to see in late Herald of February 17
the subject of uniformity of lesson texts ably
presented by Sr. Louise Palfrey. It seems
q.uite obviolli:> tp;J,t tne te~t!> iP. t4e Primary
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i Quarterly should be based on the same scrip- happy, interested class, must, because of difture as those of the In~ermediate and Senior;
yet I do not agree with the sister in regard
to the general review, but think the primary
classes should have a simplified list of questions adapted to their capabilitie3.
While I read the article above-mentioned
with much pleasure there seemed one item of
importance overlooked, and that is in regard
to the promoting of scholars from the Primary
to the Intermediate Quarterlies.
When we promote a child from the primary
to the intermediate class, with the lesson
texts differing as they now do, we set him
down in the middle of an important subject
with all the past an entire blank.
You promote a child to-day, the present
lesson texts being the Judges of Israel, and
he knows nothing about the pecious promises
made to Abrah11m and Isaac and of their
wonderful fulfillment hundreds of years after.
Neither does he know anything of Jacob and
his twelve sons, Joseph and his brethren, the
flight into Egypt, or of Moses to whom the
Lord talked face to face, and wherein the
garments of the children of Israel did not
wax old.
I do not presume to know anything about
what is in the mind of the Board ofPublication, but suppose that when they have traced
the lineage of Christ to the babe of Bethlehem that it will then take up the life-work
of him and his apostles and in case it does,
the primary classes will then have an opportunity to study what they are now learning;
and though these be not tbe exact lines, it
will sm·ely not be very long until we are
studying the New Testament Scriptures, and
we are not likely to soon trace the lines we
have just gone over.
When I consider that this is but a brief
sketch of what the primary scholar has lost
and the awkward position in which he is
placed when promoted from the primary to
the intermediate Quarterly, I can but feel
t.hankful that the General Sunday School
Convention took up the subject of uniformity
of texts at the last convention, and shall
anxiously await the decision of that body at
it,s next convention.
In the interest of the work,
HEPPIE MORRIS.

UNIFORMITY OF TEXTS.
ONE has been heard from on the "other side,"
and the interpretation of "convenience" is a
misunderstanding of or a misconst,ruction on
any meaning that has been expressed or implied. Not personal convenience has been
alluded to, but convenience that is advanta-

geous to the work.
An incident occurring with me since last
writing makes a fresh illustration: w·hen
there are not numbers sufficient for Sunday
school organization, wherever there are
isolated families, I am trying to effect systeruatic home teaching with the Quarterlies.
·
1
One brot h er, wantrng
to ta k e up t h e pan,
writes me for advice, telling me he has three
children and giving their ages. I find two
of them would be in the intermediate
, grade and the other in the primary. That
I little ~roup of three that woµld wake a

ferent subjects, be divided into two lonesome
classes, and taught separately. The picture
needs no comment. Anyone, after a little
thought, can surely see the way the two-text
system works in home study, another a11d
important branch of Sunday school work.
"Interest and sympathy: Why should they
be divided at the responsive reading?" Simply on the principle that if you were seeking
to learn the merits or demerits of protective
tariff you would not be interested in what a
speaker would tell you about the Magna
Charta. One part of the school has learned
that the responsive reading does not concern
their lesson.
"Could a superintendent make a review
alike interesting to one of five years and one
of fifty-five?" is asked. We have not been so
fortunate as to get so many of the "old folks"
to Sunday school yet, but supposing we had,
I answer, Yes; and my experience is that if
the fifty-Jive-year-olds did not mind sharp,
the five-year-olds would be doing most
towards making the review interesting.
This does not take into consideration speculative philosophizing, but if you mean anything in the line of plain, practical gospel
truths, such as are in place in Sunday school,
I repeat, Yes.
The next objection is that there are things
in the Bible not fit for children to hear.
Granted. There are things in the Bible that
delicacy and propriety would hesitate to read
to an audience. There are things in the
Bible, historical descriptions of manners and
customs cf the times, that have no moral
value; but it is not with such that the Sun:
day school has to do. Spiritual truths and
history that brings them out, lie within the
province of the Sunday school, and those
portions of scripture having nothing to do
with basic principles, that record the weaknesses and degeneracies of human nature
merely, or human ideas. That which is not
wholesome for little onEs is not good for children of any age.
If the example cited from fourth lesson in
Senior Quarterly of present quarter were
really as meaningless and of as little spiritual
significance as it is quoted to be, then it were
a mistake to put it in the Senior Quarterly,
even. But the view taken is a surface one,
and ignores the vein of truth running through
the lesson, and positively impressed, that sin
overtakes the doer; that wicked ambition
and intrigue bring final ruin.
Theoretically, it may look plausible that
distinction should be made in subjects between the older and younger classes, but experience with children does not bear out the
idea. The quick perception of the little
ones is quite as capable of grasping the essentials of scriptural teaching, stated in their
simple facts, as are the older ones, while an
apparent difficulty may be as safely understood by childish innocence and confidence,
where the skepticism of more mature minds
might question.
Lastly, it is advised that we would better
let "well-enough" alone.
I have heard
something like this before, when tbe rl•
. vealed message W!!>s presented !l,nd i,t wits op"
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posed with the logic(?), "We have the dear
old Bible; it. ~va.s g·ood enough for Father and
and Mother, It rs good enough for me." But
I wa~ never taug~ t. to r~gard. the ide~ as b~longrng to the spirit of mtell1gence, rnvest1gation, and progressiveness that should
characterize Latter Day Saints.
Nothing that has been said in favor of uniformity of texts in the least reflects upon the
quality or ability of the primary work that
has been given us. None has appreciated it
better, or regarded it with more pride than I
have; but the committee can do equally as
well on "uniform text." I was one who at
· ·
f avore d th e t wo- t ex t I·aea,
th e b egmnmg
from abstract reasoning:, butexperience
with
_
the plan, putting it to test, has compelled me
to see the difference between the theory and
P ractice of it, and made me take the uniform
text stand.
LOUISE PALFREY.

I thority which the teacher possesses over the Ito see the bright side of life first, afterwards,
little
cuts no figure in
necessa'.7, the dark . .,
Ito believe what he says, for the impression, I As sister has wr1"ten, Let us ask our
~hildren

~nforcin~· it

if

a

how~ver

inconsistent i~ may be which it has heavenly F<J.t,he: to aid us by his Holy Spir.it
received from the readrng of the Old Testa- to underBtand hts word and lead iis onward m
ment will outweigh all the instruction of the the light, that we may teach the babes also
teacher.
how to walk in "the light of God."
The Jives these Old Scriptures portrayed
The teacher's opportunity to do good is
are out of line with the pure, unsophisticated worthy our most prayerful thought and unlife of early childhood and the story cannot tiring effort.
be appreciated by them because they have no
corroborative testimony in their own lives.
UNIFORMITY OF TEXTS.
As some one has said, the primaries are a
family by themselves. Let them then have IN con5idering the above subject, let us bear
and
their own especial room, their little chairs, in mind that there is bntone subi'2ct,
,
, . con,
t.h e1r
· own l'ttl
. separarn
, 1essons, fine our arguments to that. Tne question is,
i e songs, th e1r
1
· own revrnws,
·
. own t e a c h - "Shali the lessons in all three grades_of the
an a th e1r
aa d th e11·
ers, whose methods must of necessity be so Quarterly be upon the same text?" lf not,
f ar d'1s t'rnc t f rom th oseemp 1oye d m
. th e t e a c h - why not? Do
your subjsct, and
. not forget
·
. go
.
·
of th
or not It is
rng
· e o ld er pup1.1s o f th e S un 0- ay sc hool . to expandrng upon ,whether
.
"Fee d my l am b s " was th e comman d given
·
proper to teach
some of the
_ . small children
_
.
. c· 1
d th e same was no d o ubt 1· 0 - facts recoraed rn the Old Testament
Scr1pt
a
al
o
s
1p
e,
an
.
.
UNIFORMITY OF TEXTS.
.
th e name o·fa·IS- tures,
for you . are only• wastrng
your. time.
t en d e d f or every one b em-mg
,.
.
. _ .
BY MRS. A, A. HOR'l'ON.
· 1e, even d own 10
, our d ay. Th e wor d,,
,, 'lnat is not the
quest10n.
Uniformitlj,
mp
Jee"
.
.
, : not
AN argument in favor of the use of the Old
whcit
or where, 1s
the pornt under cons1dera. m p rucs ses us WI'th t"n e query, Of w hat k'nd
1
1·8
1
.
.
Scriptures for the older pupils, or for interand in what manner should it be given to twn.
.
.
,
.
mediate and senior grades, and not for the it,
the ve y 0
d
b
, thA Sun
Lay as1de for a moment ;,he subJect matter
, t
,r y ung anu en er 1am s 01 v
r ll
,
.
• ,
" ,. •
d b
primary classes, may be presented, it seems
1
day school? Our idea as to kind is that it o,. a, lesoons and teJ me VI hat 18 ,,,arne
Y
to us, from the fact that it requires a mashould be that which is best suited to the having two subjects rather than one. In
turer mind to demonstrate for itself in actual
what way does having simply ad ifferent lespractice the correctness or untenableness d children's age and abilities.
son benefit the child? Like Rosa Dartle,
The
sincere
milk
of
the
word
is
spoken
of
the experience or testimony of others. In
"I just asked because I want to know."
the biblical bio,!{rapby of tho o:n Testament in the Scriptures for the babes in Cb rist and
I repeat the thought, Where we are to
this
evidently
does
not
mean
study
that
rewe stuily more fully the Ii ves of men and
.take
our lessons from has no bearing upon
women, perhaps sometimes much more im- quires thought and reflection to any great the subject of "uniformity of text." 'fhe
extent.
perfect than our own, and the testimony
former is a separate question and may be
The milk of the word may be compared to worthy of consideration. If so, H too should
written concerning them we are called upon
to consider and, judge (whether openly or not) the very simplest lessons in the gospel; first be considered. Bn'G let each stand or· fall
·as to accepting or not those iives as fit for our the lesson of Jesus, the babe, then Jesus the upon its own mBrits. Do not draw one in to
emulation.
Childiike minds cannot grasp child, then Jesus the teachBr. Bro. George down the other.
the situation. Little ones must accept the Gates tells us that what is most needed is a
He who insists upon applying "subject
dictum of older heads to solve the problems greater endowment to tbe officers and teach- matter" in the consideration of "uniformity''
offered from Sunday to Sunday, and even ers by the operation of the Spirit, of love prernmes to know that tbe editor of one grade
the older ones have a task hard and unpleas- toward God, and a desire for saving of souls. of Quarterly will use a text that would be obThis last, the desire for saving of souls, jectionable to the other editors-a thing
ant sometimes to do this.
It has been written that in acquiring would lead us when teaching the primary >Yhich nobody can know till after the editors
knowledge in any direction, "the experience pupils t() begin with the Savior's work from are again appoinkd, and their work is puband testimony of others must be the fonnda- the very first, and thus we see how it is we lished, if he can know at all. He also attion for the superstructure the individual would be15in with the New Testament study. tempts to remedy a fancied defect in ''subjt~ct
The "way·" or "manner" in wh1ch we mattel'" by striking a blow at "methods of
may seek to erect." Childish minds would
not be able to draw the right conclusion should feed the lambs requires much thought presentation" cf which "uniformity of text"
when certain experiences were presented. as to their nature. How imitative they are, is a part.
They. may have been taught "right from how susceptible to i.rc fluences around them,
Hoping all wiJI give these questions the
wrong" from their very earliest years, yet how observant and retentive of impressions! thought due them, and act on each in its
not until they had been longer in the ar;ma Generally, they have no fear of the teachei' time, I am,
In bonds,
of life coidd they be competent to decide as and will feel free to enter into conversation
T. A. HOUGAS.
to whether such Jines of conduct were to be with her.
HF.NDEHSON, Iowa, March 5, 1897.
followed or not. 'fhen how necessary for the
Herbert Spencer says children should be [COULD we answet' whether best for us to
very little ones that a pe1ject character should led to make their own investigations :md to cross a river or not when we had not considbe the object lesson, the one to whom they draw their own inferences.
ered the probabie findings on the other
may look as a study and model to copy-to
To be sure, little children are very inq uisi- shore?-ED.]
feed upon and incorporate into their own ti ve and full of inquiries, but when they adlives!
vance to-the intermediate grade they can be
First imprm;sions are the most lasting; more thoroughly taught and led to devote
then how all-important is it that the study themselves to thought. It is the lack d thinkof the infant cl<tsses and primaries should be ing, OJ' as the Herald hath it, "thought in
directed to the New Testament whose promi- practical life," which puts both old and
QUIGENSFB\RRY, Victoria, Feb. 1 t.
nent figure and teachings are from the tender young to disadvantage. 'fo teach a child to
Editorj! Herald:-Having been appointed to
babe of Bethlehem up to the stature of the be thoughtful is laying the foundation of good the Australian mission at last General Couspotless Son of God.
habits, i:rood manners, and good morals; and ference, I went to work as soon as the misIf we put into the hands of the little ones a very little child can be taught in regard to sionary in charge, Bro. C. A. Butterworth,
the Old Bible much of the Old Scriptures these things and be led along in them more thought it prudc'n+, to do so, About t.he·
must be culled out and then they wonld be in- easily from lessons in the N~w Testament/ beg.inning of October be found it advisable to
~ompJet·A §J1d prove nns1l)ti9factory,
The ii,u than from thQse of tl:ic' Ol(L J,,1ttl\10n,e5 need 1 µot1fy me to go out au!), tq l!S0 lllJ own
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----·--,--tion as to whern I went. I just kept oo where
I was at the time-Melbourne-although not
being permitted to draw from the treasury
before October. I had been persistently
keeping at work in that city and suburbs. I
have also opened up the work in what is
called the Blackwood Reserve, which is now
all selected in blocks of one hundred acres or
so. Some of the saints from Hastings branch
having moved in there it gave m:e a good excuse for moving about in the settlements. I
made arrang·ements for meetings to be held
in the same house as was used by the Baptists, and Pastor Densley (Bro. Wright knows
him), of the Western Port Independent
Churches (he was di.srated by the Wesleyans
and bas started what he calls the abovenamed body), a fortnight ago while I
was preaching, interrupted and generally
made s. spectacle of himself. My turn
by arrangement would have been on the 14th
current, but I have received a note from some
who think to stem the flow of the gospel message in that region of counti'y. I inclose a
copy of the note just as it reads to show how
iniquity would like to work. The dignitaries
are led by the one calling· himself "Elder."
I have been expecting something to turn
up just like it has. I know the Lord has
some people there to be gathered in, and as
usual Satan finds his tools among the so-called
relig'ious people; but the work being the
Lord's I am confident that in his own due
time his enemies will be scattered and that
his message must prevail.
I start from here to-morrow to get around
amongst the people, for although I am shut
out of the private house, I can get a recently
erected schoolhouse by applying to the board
of advice for this school district, and they
cannot refuse the use of the building, even if
they would. Bro. Gillen's old friend, the
Rev. Potter, is correspondent, and as he has
altered his old tactics and is quite friendly,
I anticipate no trouble in that quarter. By
glancing over the Heralds which arrived today about a week late I see two letters from
Bro. Wells from Geelo11g; but since then
he has hied himself off to New South
Wales and I am left alone to do the
best I can in this wide territory. I think it
is about time the mi11istry were sent two by
two. If, ~.s I under-stand it, it is a command,
why not obey it as any other command given
of the Lord? The work in this Colony does
not get ahead as it should do. Unfortunately
for Victoria it has not been looked to to the
same extent as New South Wales of late
years. Our missionary force seems to have a
liking for New South Wales and a similar
dislike to our poor little Victoria. It was not
so in days of yore. Perhaps our poverty has
something to do with it; for, for a few years
back that has been our sad lot; but times are
mendiEg with us as is seen by the receipts of
the Bishop's agent for this district. It is
not always the case that people will not pay
anything into the treasury, but because they
cannot.
I purpose leavirig here about the middle of
next week for Melbourne, to pick up the
threads again after a few weeks absence. I
have to keep on the alert there, for the Brig·

/;}ll!mites go
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will not come out to the open. They must
"obey counsel."
J would like to see about one hundred missionaries turned loose in this country. I
fancy a corps like that would soon make
themselves felt, for there are as honest people in this land as any under the sun. But
"how then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed ? and how shall they
believe in him of whom they have not he:wd
? and how shall they hear without a
preacher?" These questions are as pertinent to-day as they were when written by
Paul. We have a population of nearly half
a million in Melbourne and suburbs; and as
we are the same race all through this continent, I am forced to the conclusion that a
persistent work must be kept on there before the church need expect an ingathering
at all commensurate with the possibilities.
Another place wants looking to: Freemantle
in Western Australia. One of the brethren
who has gone over there has found some of
the old church members having joined in
1835, aged people, hungering a11d thirsting
for the old story to be told them. Send us
help; it is much needed. There are over a
million and a quarter to each individual missionary here. Haw many are there to each
in the United States of America? Prayi!Jg
the Lord will send more laborers in this par·t
of his vineyard,
Your brother,
DAVID MCINTOSH.

have moved forward and appointed several
missionaries, sending out a large mumber of
you11g men to new fields; the elders and
priests being sent out together, observing
the pattern in the law.
v'Ve have in our district quite a number of
young men holding the priesthood that have
done their part in branches, but never have
gone out in search of places to preach, and
I look forward to the day when our district
will be able to supply the demand for preaching in the district a11d that all of the available places will be occupied by good able men
of God. Tom:;,- mind the move is a wise one,
, and may those brethren put forth every effort
to magnify their calling.
I am glad to say tbat the saints are alive
to the work. Some remarkable testimonies
were borne at our conference, of the blessing
of God. Surely the Lord is rt,membering
Zion.
vVILLIAM LEWIS.

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., March 10.

Edito1·s Herald:-Sinco last writing you I

WEST CREEK.
To Mr. _Mackintosh; Sir:-We the undersigned hereby inform you that after due
deliberation and a vote of the congregation
that there is no vacancy for your services.
Signed,
HENRY CAPEL, Elder.
ANDREW MEIKLE, Deacon.
JOHN MILES, Sec.
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., T\farch·16.

Editors Iierald:--Our late conference at.
St. Joseph brought out a large delegation.
The question of holding the conferences every
six months had been considered by the
branches and the delegates came instructed
to vote on the subject by yeas and nays, resulting in a vote of sixty-three for, one hundred and nine against; so we will still
hold our quarterly confere11ces.
While
it may be more expensive to bold quarterly
conferences, I notice that in looki11g over the
Bishop's agent's book that more tithes and
offerings came into the agent's hands at the
co11ferences than at any other time. Again,
those gatherings arc a feast to all that attend. For one I am strongly in favor of the
quarterly conferences in this district, for
usually ive can atte11d with but little expense.
I admit t:iat so far as the usual amount of
business is concerned we could get along with
one conference a year; and again, there are
matters that we ca11 hardly put off for three
months.
When we take into· consideration the good
that is done to all that attend, spiritually,
and the effect the same has on the saints in
moving them to comply with the law of tith·
ing, .it seems to me that three months is long
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have been over the g'l'ounds of my mission
field somewhat, besides looking- after the mission work in this large city. We have many
things to meet in Michigan v<rhile presenting
the gospel, such as the manufactured falsehoods of one Joseph Musser strewn o.n the
wings of 'Lhe wi11d by the aid of sectarian
priests, who_ seemingly would purchase the
most debasing falsehoods at high prices
rather ·0han take the truth as a free gift.
Musser is quoted 3.s being an "ex-priest of
the Latter Day Saints or Mormons;" and if
it was not for his once being a minister of
this church, his name, perhaps, would never
have been carried beyond the boundary lines
of bis own township.
But who is responsible for his once official
position in this church? Is it n::t the church?
or at least those who baptized and ordained
him'? Let mo :?,sk, is it poesible that Gcid
who koows tho future as well as tbe past,
ordered the ordination of Joseph Musser-a
man who was noted as a drunkard before he
entered the work as well as since he was cut
off? ·why should an all wise God place in the
hands of an irresponsible creature, who had
just been pulled out of the ditch of fallen huma11ity, the banner of King Immanuel, to so
soon be trailed in the dust? It is a little
hard for me to believe that every unwise
move made in this work is ordained of God.
Why not listen to such cou11sel as was given
:.i.t Bay City, Juniata, and other confere11ces
by E. C. Briggs, missionary i.11 charge, when
he told us that the very success of this work
lying· before us in Michigan depended on the
wise administrations of those whose busine,3s
it was to ordain and set in order other officers, a11d thus save the bringing into existence of such tools as Joseph Musser to play
in the hands of sectarianism and disgrace the
church.
But Musser is not the 011ly trouble before
us; already there is an element being crowded
through an open door (hasty baptism) into
the church tha,t will prove its destruction aR
far as its influence is felt, Think of drunkn:t
men being· baptized while the odor of the in
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men and women that seem willing to say or riage and spent the evening pleasantly.
do anything to crush the work, simply be- Song, recitation, with the clatter of tongues,
cause they are not made first in everything! sandwiches, cake, oranges, etc., was the
Indeed, it is almost impossible to correct this order, ending with music, together with a
element in some localities. Who is to be re- touching presentation speech by our Frank,
sponsible ,for tbis hay, wood, and stubble who spoke eloquently of the high regard that
(trash) that is no sooner in the building than host and hostess were held in by those who
it is on fire, smoldering and burning to the know them best; in the meantime, as a subannoyance of all who would do right?
stantial token, presenting to the embarrassed
Why not our ministers when they go into husband and wife twenty-fl ve dollars in cash,
a new neighborhood make all due inquiry as to help smooth the way for the future. Sr.
to who has a good character and who has not Bullard bowed with grace, smiles, and
and all such as liars, drunkards, adulterers, thanks, as she clung to Richard's stalwart
thieves, and talebearers be kept on the out- arm as of fifteen years ago, Richard respondside until it is positively known that thoy ing with fitting and eloquent words. We
have truly repented of all their sins?
Of were just delighted, and all went well.
course this would effect a round count someBro. Bullard was chosen president of the
what, but why reckon our work by count district also at its recent session, thus relieving our congenial Bro. Sheehy from being
alone?
Not long since I listened to one of our lead- hauled over the coals at tbe coming confering ministers fairly beg of the reople to let ence for being so presumptuous as to preside
him baptize them. Why should we get over a district when he is a traveling Sevwrought up to such a pitch, especially when enty. .Just how Bro. Richard will succeed
in another man's branch where th<i work is in wrestling with so many honors coming to
being carried on in proper manner? Is it him all at once may. need the future to reright to be constantly buttonholing the peo· veal. There is this to encourage, however;
ple, and bringing every possible available in- he possesses the staying qualities, does not
fluence to bear upon individuals to get them pretend to know it all, is congenial and
baptized? Will baptism alone save anyone? usually on time, and up and at it. The conIf not, why not preach the gospel and leave ference is said to have been one of the best,
the effects with the people? The keen ob- a reign of peace and good will.
While the Massachusetts conference was
server of the law of God soon finds where the
door to the fold is; and he who will not set in session the writer was in attendance at
himself in order and then enter the fold for the Philadelphia conference held at 'Broad
truth's sake is not worthy. Michigan is ripe River, Connecticut. This, too, was an excelready to be harvested; but remember, breth- lent meeting-all that need be desired. A
ren, there are a great many thorn~, thistles, new church was organized to be known as
and tares that must be left out in the gather- the Broad River church. Bro. Albert Stone
was ordained to the office of an elder and
ing of the golden grain.
Bro. Briggs was with us and taught some chosen as president of the branch. Bro. Wileffectual lessons. Brn. , W . .J. Smith and E. liam Hobson was chosen priest, Ero. Homer
K. Evans are moving things north at Alpine, Buttery was chosen as the teacher. He was
Englishville, and vicinity.
The Alpine also ordained, and Bro. Julius Cable was se'Union church is again open for us by act of lected and ordained to the office of Deacon.
injunction taken out by Bro. Evans and Ero. Cable was selected as secretary. Thi.s
served by Deputy Wood. Vv'hy not stand for branch bids fair to be successful. Already
they have given evidence of their zeal and
our rights as American citizens?
energy by erecting a creditable house of
Hopefully yours,
worship. May they succeed.
R. E. GRAN'l'.
The district was divided at this meeting,
the new one to be known aR the New York
TEMPLE, Ohio, March 17.
Editors Herald:-As a close to my labors of district. Ero. Joseph Squires, Sen., was chothe present conference year, I spent Sunday, sen president, Bro. Thomas Lester Bishop's
the 7th inst., with the saints in Brooklyn, agent, and Bro . .John Hall Pope secretary.
New York. The services were up to the Bro. A. H. Parsons was continued president
of the Philabelphia district. Bro. Hall as
standard and good audiences present. Saints
were well and cheerful, except young Sr. secretary and Bro. John Zimmermon recomClark, who was seriously ill, and died on mended as Bishop's agent. So a step in adSunday night following. Sr. Freeman was vance has been taken.
Much credit is due Ero. A. H. Parsons for
also quite sick. On the 8th Sr. Celia Squires,
wife of Joseph Squires, Jr., united with the the work being planted at Broad River, tochurch, passing through the cold waters of gether with Bro. Hobson. While in atten"Old Ocean." May her brightest days have dance at this maeting I was pleasantly
entertained a'o the home of a fellow soldier,
just begun.
The previous Sabbath was spent in Boston, Bro. Buttery: While enjoying other things,
where it would be an oddity not to meet we naturally live a part of the great war
cheerful and agreeable saints. The cause is over again; and both are "agin" Spain and
prospering nicaly there under the leader- for Cuba.
ship of our urbane peesident, Richard
At home at this writing. Saints well and
Bullard. As an expression of esteem held by appear interested at Sunday's services. Bro.
the saints for him and his a goodly number I. M. Smith left here this morning for a
of them met at; his house recently, the occa- month's labor in Indiana.
sion being tbe fjfteent.h annua,l of their miwWJI,I,IAM H. KEr,r,Ey,

!

DES MOINES, Iowa, March 18.

Editors Herald:-It seems quite difficult at
times in this age of rush, excitement, and
contest to compose one's self sufficiently to
write a few lines for the information of the
Herald readers as to where we are and our intentions. The memorable event at Carson,
Nevada, on yesterday will render Saint
Patrick's Day, in America, 1897, famous.
"Luck" to many, to many irn event of sadness. Public pulse unsteady to an extent almost equal to a national election. The State
Legislature here quite suspended business to
receive bulletins of the progress and termination of the contest. But what does the
event exhibit in the direction of morality?
To what a mighty extent was gambling indulged in over the affair! A number of the
fairer sex of our land graced (?) the motley
assembly with their presence!
Strange
clouds of moral variations deck the brow of
civilization of this boasted age. This is an
object. What is the lesson? Is the world
"growing better, growing better every day?"
What is Nevada's State Government thinking of? "A city set on a hill [or mountain]
cannot be hid." ·what a strang·e light this!
Is the Constitution of the United States absolutely passive on such subjects? But let us
pass on.
I was unable to attend our late district
conference at Dtls Moines, owing to illness
and death of my mother-in-law, Mrs. Laura
A. Bass, who died February 9, 1897. All the
saints attendant at conference with whom I
have conversed regarding it agree that it
was splendid, spiritual, and refreshing. I
believe I can say in the closing of the present conference year that the condition of the
work in the district is fair. Some slothfulness on the part of some of the membership
is manifest at places, but when or where has
such not been the case among God's people in
any age? Some friction of feeling appears at
times, but like getting used to hard times, it
feels easier when "we get used to it."
I believe the way, in this regard, is slowly
but surely smoothing up. Hope to-day that
we will feel better to-morrow, is what buoys
up to press on. Let us take courage, brethren. No one need strive for self-glory or
exaltation for human greatness in God's
work. It will end in a manifestation of extreme, palpable human weakness and abasement. Such is the testimony of the ages in
this respect. ·A motive or eye single to
God's glory in all our efforts in his service is
our only safety.
If some incline to criticise us because we
have done so little labor in the branches
during the year, please read again Doctrine
and Covenants 122: 7, relative to the demands
of the God's great harvest field, where we
are counselled to "push the preaching of the
word into new fields now widening before"
"the missionary quorums," and ministry.
We have in human weakness felt quite
keenly the loss by death of Bro. William
Thompson's labors in the missionary work of
the district, but we willingly bow to the divine inevitable, believing our loss to be his
glorious gain.
Missionary brethren have
done well 1 but tne twenty-fl ve counties of
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this district need more than three mission- ]
aries, in my judgment. New openings are
becoming more numerous and pressing all the
while. Our numerical gains for the last year
have been moderate, but I think this is extenuated somewhat by the effort at thoroughness and labor done in new fields. My efforts
for the last few days at Runnells was attended by numbers not of the faith yet, who
are investigating, and many are favorable to
the work.
I desire to invite the attention of the saints
of the district to the Church History being
issued from the, press at Lamoni. Saints
cannot afford to do without it, for their own
sake, and that of their children and their
neighbors. Its recital of truths, facts, and
arguments in favor of the work cannot be
lost with impunity by the brethren. It is the
necessary supply of a lonq felt want-a dernand. The history of the rise of God's kingdom for the last time on earth!
Brighamite elders advertise for public
services in the courthouse in this city for
Friday evening, the 19th inst. May be necessary to look aft11r Bro. Colvin again.
For the truth,
C. sco'l'T.
WADENA, Iowa, March 9.

EditorsHerald:-The Eastern Iowa district
conference and Sunday school convention,
now one week past, were occasions of interest
and spiritual profit to all who gathered with
the saints and friends of the Brush Creek
branch to participate in the usual line of
thought and work entertained in those assemblies.
The business sessions of each
were peaceful and satisfactory to all, so far
as the writer knows.
In the midst of the business _session of Saturday, all who were acquainted with him
were agreeably surprised by the unexpected
entrance of Bro. s. V. Bailey, of Lamoni,
whose cooperation during the conference,
and a week's meeting subsequently held, was
fraught with good counsel, effective testimony, and words of encouragement, strengthening the saints and touching the hearts of
others with a spark of gospel light, illuminating the path leading to Christ and salvation through his name.
Bro. c. E. Hand, our district president,
taking leave of us on Tuesday evening for
Fulton, thence to Clinton, left Bro. L. E.
Hills and the writer to work as we find opportunit.y. We are to open to-night, in a
proffered union church, nice and new, four
miles north of Wadena, built by a people of
whom but few are churchmembers. At the
dedication eighty dollars we,,.e left, after paying for the house, one half of which was
presented to ,the minister who officiated on
the interesting occasion, but was angered
because the entire surplus was not given to
him.
Two Utah elders occupied this elegant
church for three services about a year ago
last fall, who ignored the teachings of
Brigham Young and left a good impression.
Two evangelists from Chicago here not long
since so offended the people that the trustees
resolved not to admit any more traveling

ministry. Notwithstanding this,-we are ·favored with a cheerfully granted opportunity
to preach the everlasting gospel in their
splendid building. May the Master he] p us
to so present him as to win sonic rather than
repulse them.
Yours in tho work,
O. B. THOMAS.
_________

Oriq!nal
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I ''it" you mean to personate the church
of which you are a member which is
t b
,
tl
' I . f
no Y ~ny I~ean~ Je s~me.
t lS ar
I fro~ bemg identical with the churc.h
of eighteen hundred years ago. It 1s
sat1sfied with an outfit of nothina
but
b
elders bishops and deacons--accord1

.

'

'

.

i~g to Campbell-· while the church of
eighteen hundred years ago had not
only these but apostles, prophets,
and other officers as well. All inspired, called of God, appointed by

THE following statement of Mr. Ta,y- the Holy Ghost. See 1 Corinthians
lor, which I quote, follows the one I 12: 27, 28; Ephesians 4: 8-11; Hebrews
lastly examined in my preceding num- 5: 4, and other p3Jssages.
ber, which was the first of this series.
Taylor.-"I pity the poor, miseraTh
d
·
ble wretch who is so hrnorant of God's
.e rea er will call to mind that the
quotation referred to related to the divinely revealed will to man, as to
apostasy of the primitive church.
think that the word of God had failed,
Taylor.--"Then, what sense is there when it is declared that it should not
in talking about a reestablishment of pass away."
I Comment. -'!'his is the last statesomething that has never been pre·
vailed against; something that has ment of this author in his paragraph
never been out of existence since its attempting to reply to Elder McDowestablishment by its great head and ell's statement which I last quoted in
lawgiver?
my preceding number. It is nothing
Comment.- None whatever; but but another bare assertion which I
just as much as there is in talking- about notice this author makes his stock in
~
a "restoration" of something which trade. Indeed he could he,rdly be exhas not been out of existence since its_ celled in that particular. Of course
establishment. And you know you we do not deny that he would pity
have already applied the word restora- anyone who would think that God's
, h
f
tion to the work Mr. Campbell did. worn ad ·ailed. If there is any pro·
You also know that Mr. MuDowe11 priety in this statement, he means
quotes copiously from your leading that God's word would not fail in
authorities, where they have used or promising that the "gates of hell
acknowledged the proper use of that shall not prevail against" something
word in that sense. Why, before me wh ich he believes to be the church.
now is ai copy of a Disciple paper, There is nothing said by Elder Mcrecently issued, in which a vvriter Dowell, or believed by us as a people,
affirms; "Campbell did not try to to indicate that God's word has failed.
reform any church. His aim was to
McDowell.-"Humanity cannot unrestore the Christianity of Jesus fold divinity; the divine must do its
Christ and his apostles in all churches." own self-revealing."
Italics mine.
Taylor. -- "Is this true of us?"
But who talks of "reestablishment
Comment.-Is what true of you?
of something that has never been A little less obscurity and a little
prevailed against," or "out of exist- more sense, please. Your question
ence?" Mr. McDowell don't. He is irrelevant to Mr. McD0well's af·
talks of a reestablishment of some- firmation. Had you asked, "Is this
thing which I have already proven true?" you would have asked a quest o h ave b een preva1·1 e d agarns
· t tern- t1'on both i'ntell1°f:!:'1°ble
ana·· sens1'ble.
~rarily
and
to
h"ve
"een
out
of
We
will
proceed,
however,
and poss1· ·
Po
"'
'-'
existence for a time--so far as the bly we will learn your meaning by
earth was concerned.
further remarks you make on the
Taylor.-"lt is the same institution above.
now that it was eighteen hund't'ed
Taylor.-"We believe the Bible is
·11 :rem am
· the same / its own interpreter."
years ago, an d w1,
until the consummation of time."
i
Comment.-- You no doubt tell the
Comment.-Just so, wonderful ad- 1 truth in stating your belief; but it
I mission,
I fear, however, that by 1. does not follow that your belief is coro
u
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rect. An interpreter is one that ex- 'I Bible is besides "its own interpreter."
plains or expounds; an expositor, Tell us.
according to standard authority. His
Taylor. - "I mean the true and
explanation or exposition is his inter- faithful revelation which was received
pretation. But is it correct to con- by the chosen apostles of our Lord,
found the interpretation with the eighteen hundred years ago."
interpreter himself? Interpretation
Comment.-Your sentences are so
is ::iJlso the act of explaining or expos- ambiguous that it is rendered most
ing. The Bible contains interpreta- tedious to follow you. If one answers
tions of certain doctrines, etc. Then what you say sometimes, he is apt to
there are other parts of it which are miss your meaning; if one shows the
figurative, symbolica,l, and uninter- silliness of what he supposes you
preted, or no-t interpretations. They I mean, you are apt to say, "I did not
are in need of interpretation.
For say t.hat." As there appears to be
example: in Genesis is an account of nothing of special significance in your
certain dreams which different parties sentence I last quoted, I will only
had; they were interpreted by Joseph leave it as a sample of your argumen-some of them. They were not un- tativenbss (?) and pass to another one.
derstood, however, by the parties
Taylor. - "Thanks be to God, we, as
who had them before their interpreta- ' Christians, followers of the Son of
tion.
God, do not have to believe that false,
Let it be understood that those spurious, and malignant claim to a
dreams, with their interpretations, are new revelation of that seer, Joe Smith,
recorded in the Bible. Now suppose who was one of those false prophetsthe interpretations did not accompany a 'perverter of the gospel of Christ.'"
the dreams, how would we get them?
Comment.-"Joe" Smith, eh? A
Would it not be necessary to get them sample of your gentility, Mr.tAuthor!
by the same method through which A fine specimen of your logical ability?
they were secured? Certainly. Then, It will not do to attribute this to ignosir, if there are any dreams or anything rance, for I notice you do not forget
of similar or like obscurity in the to prefix "Mr." to Campbell when you
Bible unaccompanied by their inter- use his name. It is nothing but the
pretations, we need now that inspira- fruit of your selfish prejudice and the
tional power to understand them. impure motive with which you write.
That there are some mysteries in the I might with the greatest of propriety
Bible which humanity, unaided by in- proceed no further; an author who
spiration or supernatural instruction, will stoop to such downright partiality
cannot unfo1d, is too clear to be and vulgarism is hardly worthy of
argued.
notice. What are you worthy of but
Three things are prominently noticerebuke? You need not depend on my
able in an interpretation: First, the
trying to equal you in that groveling
thing to be interpreted; second, the
method. I have more respect for my
interpreter; third, the interpretation.
bringing up and the cause I am so
Au interpreter acts. The Bible does
happy to represent.
not act, hence is not "its own interYou make nothing but a general aspreter." We sing with you,
sertion.
I will therefore meet it with
"God is his own interpreter,
a general denial. I deny that you are
And he will make it plain,"
Make what plain? Why, his word, "followers of the Son of God;" I deny
of course.
How? Through the that Joseph Smith made a false claim
agency of his Holy Spirit acting to a new revelation.
upon the people. The action of the
Taylor. - "The
apostle
says:
Holy Spirit now, as it did anciently, 'Though we, or an angel from heaven,
is necessary to the proper interpreta- preach any other gospel unto you than
tion of the Scriptures.
When you that which we have preached unto
said the Bible is ''its own interpreter," you, let him be accursed.'"
you were perpetrating the Disciple
Comment.-Yes; what then?
wickedness of trying to shut out new
Taylor.-"Is it not a fact, then, that
revelation.
Joe Smith's revelation would be
Taylor.-"vVhat more?"
another gospel?"
Comment.-Do you mean to ask
Comment-"Joe" again. What you
wh:;i,t r:nore you believe; or what
Taylo:r,-"J\s tlw

call "Smith's revelation" is the revelation of Jesus Obrist, given THROUGH
Joseph Smith. No, my dear fellow,
it would not be another gospel. St.
John received revelations from God
after Paul pronounced that anathema;
were his revelations, therefore, another
gospel? If it does not bar him out,
why does it Joseph Smith?
Taylor. - '•Most assuredly it would."
Oomment.-Most assuredly it would
not. If it does, why not prove it and
be done with it.
Next, this author makes a quotation
-if it may be called a quotationfrom the second tlolumn of the second
page of Elder McDowell's tract. He
puts the language in quotation marks,
but leaves out the references; evidently to prevent his readers from detecting the fallacy of his opposing
remarks. I quote it as found in the
tract. In telling how Christ entered
upon the work of building his church,
we have the following from Elder
McDowell.
McDowell.-"The calling of twelve
apostles as recorded in Luke 9; and
Quorum of Seventy, as in Luke .JO;
prophets and teachers, as found in
Acts 13; evangelists and pastors, as
found in Ephesians 4; and of bishops
and deacons as found in 1 Timothy 3;
and elders, as found in Titus 1; and
these form the organic official compact."
Taylor.-"Here is what the apostle
Paul says about how it was built; it
was built upon the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ
himself being the chief corner stone."
-Eph. 2: 20.
Oomment.-If that is the case, your
church must be foundationless, as it
is without apostles and prophets. It
will not do to say that the ancient
apostles and prophets serve now as
the foundation.
A building is as
much in need of a foundation fifty
years after its erection as it is the
first day, or during the first week.
To knock out the foundation of the
building after it becomes completed
would suddenly result in its ruin.
Taylor. - "Quite a contrast in the
statements of the two men."
Comment.--As it happens, the two
men between whom the contrast is,
are you and Paul. That was an unfortunate quotaticm for you, Mr. Tay,
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firstborn never apostatized (but the
people did), there is no need for a
second calling of apostles, quorum of
seventy, and prophets now."
Comment. -- The people-of the
church, I suppose- apostatized, but
the church did not, you say. Then
the church still continued to exist
after the apostasy of the people! I
would like you to define what it took
to constitute the church. As I believe I had occasion to call your attion to this fact before; you have
been obscure from the beginning in
your use of that term. If the church
existed after the apostasy of the people, then the people were not essential to its existence.. Hence, it could
exist where there was or is no people.
Definition, please.
Taylor.-''Unless some ignoramus
desired to set up an institution of his
own calling; something like the
Church of the Latter Day Saints,
which is not the Church of Christ,
because it is not wearing his name,
and its doctrines are of men, and its
practices are not identical with the
Church of Christ as it is revealed in
the New Testament."
Comment.-This is the continuation
of that part of his sentence in which
he treats us with the bit of information that the people apostatized, but
the church did not! He says the
"Church of the Latter Day Saints" is
not the Church of Christ, "because it
is not wearing his name." From the
preceding part of his sentence one
would be led to infer that the "Ch~rch
of the Latter Day Saints" is not the
Church of Christ, because there are
people in it.
Taylor.-"The 'reestablishment' of
the institution of Jesus by Alexander
Campbell, as Mr. McDowell tries so
hard to make people believe, is a false
assertion, hatched and reared by just
such men as the one Elder McDowell."
Comment. - Here I must dissent.
Mr. McDowell does not try to make
people believe that Alexander Campbell reestablished the institution of
Jesus. On the other hand, he shows
that Mr. Campbell established an institution which never before existedbefore Campbell. He does prove that
the former was Mr. Campbell's claim
along with his compeers by many unmistakable extracts, etc., from their
writings.
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·1 pro tern., Emma Hougas secretary.

Written
reports from the Shenandoah, Elm Creek,
Plum Creek, Farm Creek, Keystone, Union,
and Hamburg branches were read. Glenwood not reported.
Verbal reports of
branches were given as follows: Shenandoah by J. B. Cline; Jlilrn Creek,
George Kemp; Hamburg, James Claiborne;
Glenwood, W. H. Wailing; Plum Creek, A.
J. Davison; Keystone, Robert Hillyer; Farm
Creek, '.l'. A. Hougas. Elders W. Leeka, W.
Leadingham, J. W. Calkin8, W. Schick, .H.
F. Durfey, J. Claiborn, J. Comstock, G. l<-,.
Walling, T. A. Hougas, W. C. Matthews, S.
Orton, D. Hougas, A. Badbam, H. Kemp, J.
C. Moore, N. L. Mortimore, A. T. Mortimore. G, Kemp, J. B. Cline, E. D. Briggs,
M. W · Gaylord, and S. P. Becksted;0Priosts
J. V. Roberts, C. Fry, W. H. Walling, R.
Hillyer, A. J. Davidson, L. D. Fredrickson,
L. C. Donaldson, F. Becksted, G. Needham,
F. Goode, F. G. Dungee, J. Claiborne, and J.
V. Roberts; Teachers C. Roberts and S. Dyke
reported, the reports showing a total of 243
sermons preached. Voted that a committee
of two be appointed, one of which shall be
located in Plum Creek branch, to take nccessary steps to procure a tent and report to
the next district conference. M. W. Gaylord and T. A. Hougas appointed committee.
Tho following were elected delegates to Gener·al Confernnce:
Bro. and Sr. T. A.
Houg·as, Bro. and Sr. M. W. Gaylord,
Bro. and Sr. D., Hougas, . :·Bro. and
Sr. George Kemp, Bro. and Sr. H. Redfield,
Bro. Md Sr. William Leeka, W. W, Gaylord,
Nettie Green, H. Kemp, any number present
empowered to cast the full vote of the district. Mirnions appointed: J. 0. Moore,
Mc P11ul; C. Fry and S. Orton, Bartlett and
vicinity; A. Badham and George Needham,
Stennett and Excelsior; G. \lv. WallL:ig,
Glenwood and vicinity; N. Mortimore, Hamburg· and vici'nity; H. F. Durfey and W.
Walling, as circumstances permit. Bishop's
agent's report read ar,d s.pproved. By vote
tbe present officers were sustained; D. Hou·
gas president, T. A. Hougas and Emma Hougas secretaries, William Lecka Bishop's
agent; Henry Kemp missionary in charge.
A motion preval.led allowing the sEcretary a
bill of $1.15 for stationery, and a collection
was taken up to pay the oame. Report of the
Sunday school association read and approved.
Preaching by N. Mortimore, H.F. Durfey, and
H. Kemp. Conference adjourned to meet at
Farm Creek at t.he call of the p!'esident. All
departed to their several places of abode feeling amply repaid for all sacrifices made to be
present at the conference.

I

Conference convened at Blake Mills, Ohio, i
March 6 and 7; R. Etzenhouser president, M.
T. Short assistant; George H. Hulmes secretary, Isaac M. Smith assistant. Branches
reporting:
Blake Mills (last report 64;
should be 70) 65; 2 baptized, 1 died. Cleveland 31; 2 baptized, 3 received, 1 removed.
Conneaut Township 24; no change. Banning
(new) 17. FayEtte City (new) 10. Kirtland
89; 5 received. Washingtonville 23; 4 baptized, 2 received. Wheeling City 142; I baptized, 2 removed, 3 expelled. Youngstown
27; 1 died. Akron (formerly Lake View) 24;
10 baptized. Sharon 35; no change. Ministry reporting: G. T. Griffiths, R. Etzenhouser, M. T. Short, J. Reese, L. W. Powell,
J. W. Burget, F. J. Ebeling, L. D. Ullom, J.
H. Cramer, A. Gordon, J. A. Carlisle, and I.
True. Bishop's agent's report: On hand
last report $6.61; received since $1,317.71; expenditures $1,322. 95; balance on band $1.37.
Delegates to General Conference: G. T. Griffiths, R. Etzenhouser, F. Steffe, John Gillespie, R. G. Smi1h, Bertha Smith, George H.
Hulmes, Alice J. Hulmes, Mary E. Hulm<?s,
Jacob Reese, L. D. Ullom, M. T. Short, E'. J.
Ebeling, and Mary Brewster.
Following
resolutions were adopted: Resolved tha'& the
district be divide.d and we so petition the
General Conference.
Resolved that G. T.
Griffiths, W. H. Kelley, and the entire delegation representing district and General
Conference, with the general body, determine as to whether it shall be divided into
two or three districts, and also as to whether
the boundary and territory be as presented
by Bro. Griffiths to us or otherwise. Resolved that George B. Hulmes act as district
preRident the ensuing term, and that the
new district or districts be provided for by
the future missionary in charge by calling
conferences or appointing them. Resolved
that we look with favor upon the organization of the Sunday school work, also reunion
work, but the pending division of district defeats present intelligent procedure. If the
future missionary in charge and respective
district president or presidents shall proceed
upon either, we pledge our spiritual and
financial support. Means for the tent to be
raised as may be provided for in future. Rosol ved that the time and place of next district
conference be left to the missionary in charge
and the district president. Resolved that a
collection be taken up for expenses of conference, and what is over nec3ssary amount be
turned over to Blake Mills branch. E. S.
FairlEy was reelected district secretary.
After returning a hearty vote of thanks to
the saints and people of New Phiiadelphia
and Blake Mills for their courteous and generous treatment of 'ohe delegates and visitors
to conference, one of the, most pleasant and
profitable conferences ever held by the district came to a close.

FREMONT.
Conference convened at Shenandoah, February 27, at ten a. m.; H. Kemp president

FLORID.A.
Conference convened at Cold water branch,
ten a.
ni., F~bruary 20; S. D. A1len
presiding, V. 's. Jernigau
secretary.
The following branches reported: Greenwood 29, Eadendaie 17, Mt. Olive 26.
Ministry reporting: Elders D. E. Tucker and
S. D. Allen. Bishop's agent reported: On
hand at last conference $34.65; received since
$10; on hand $44.65. Account audited and
found correct. Voted that when this confer
ence adjourns it does so to meet at Sal.ta;
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Rosa branch, Saturday beforn the second souri, with 29 members. - Moved that the J Whitehead, D. J. Powell, T. J. Mauzey, D.

Runday in May. S. D. Allen was sustained
district president and V. S. Jernigan secretary. Preaching by S. D. Alhm and D. E.
Tucker. At the close of the services the
minutes were read and conference !!djourned
to meet at the above-named time and place.
-------~-----

#

ST. LOUIS.
Convened in St. Louis, Missouri, March 13;
William Anderson was chosen to preside, J.
G. Smith secretary. Reports were had from
Elders M. H. Bond, W. Anderson, .J. S.
Parrish, A. s. Davison, ~T. F. Wilson, J. G.
Smith, W. Jaques, H. Bobert,s, J. Beaird, R.
Hughee, A. D. Greer; Priests .•. C. Hitchcock; Teachers J. E. Dawson, G. Elliott;
Deacon R. J. Crawford. Branch reports:
St. Louis 279; ,l received, 5 expelled, 4 died.
Belleville 57; 2 received. Cheltenham 35.
Whearso 51; 4 baptized, 1 received·. Oak J
Hill 11; 1 died. Quarterly report of Brnhop'a
agent from November 21, Hl96, to March 1,.
1897: Balance due agent $0.05; received sil'.'co
$49615; paid out $267.40; due church $228.75.
Annual report of Bishop's agent from March
1, 1896, to. March '1, 1897: Balance due
church $53.65; received $784 45; paid out
$609.35; balance due the chul'ch $228. 75. J.
G. Smith, agent. Auditors' report: Afl;er a
careful and critical examination of the
Bishop's agent's accounts we find them entirely correct and satisfactory. Signed by
James E Smith, A. D. Greer, and S. A.
Burgess. The following were elected deleg-ates to the General Conference: Brn. W.
0. Thomas, M. H. Bond, Vvilliam Anderson,
A. D. Greer, J. C. Hitchcock, J. Beaird, J.
E. Dawson, and Srs. M. 'l'homas, N. M. Bond,
and B. Greer. Those who should be preseut were instructed t.o cast the entire vote of
the district, which bas a mcm bership of 556.
Three were appointed as a tent committee,
consisting of the missionary in charge, George
F. Barracloug·h, and Joseph G. Cole, and
were instructed to get the district tent in
readiness fol' service. They were al.so fully
authorized to· take up co:lections and donations for tent work. 'l'he General Conference
was petitioned to return Elder M. H. Bond
to this district.for the ensuing year, and also
to send another missionary to this district.
Preacbing on Sunday by Elders William
Anderson and M. H. Bond. The social meeting bad ,a large ,attendance and was good.
Adjourned.to.meet in St. Louis, Missouri, on
Saturday, June 26, at 2: 30 p. m.

FAR WEST.
Conference convened with tbe SL. Joseph
branch, March 13 and 14; William Lewis and
W. E. Summerfield presid,9nts, C. P. Faul
secretary. B!'anch reporta;. Edgerton Junction 43; loss 3. DeKalb 48; no change.
Pleasant Grove 89: no change. Stewartsville 121; gain 10.
Delano 114; gain 6.
Kingston 103; gain 2. St. Joseph 351; gain
7.
German Stewartsville 74; no change.
vVakenda 48; loss 1. J. 'I'. Kinnaman, assisted by W. E. Summerfield, organized a
branch to be known as the Kinnaman branch,
at or near Spickard, Grundy County, Mis-

organizing of the above-named branch by
Brn. Kinnaman and Summerfield be ratified
by this confe1·ence. Bishop's agent's report:
On hand last report $4.37; received and on
band $388.52; paid out $213.67; on baud $174.85. Audited and reported to be correct. The
report, together with tbe agent's report, was
adopted by the conference. Ministry reporting: Elders J". M. Terry baptized 8, T. W.
Chatburn baptized 8, I. N. Roberts baptized
1, J. L. Bear, J_ T. Kinnaman baptized 1, A.
vV. Head, W. E. Summ<'rfield, J. C. Elvert,
R. A. J'vlarchant, D. E. Powell, R Archibald,
L. L. Babbitt, A. Nesser, J. N. Cato, T. J.
Mauzey, W. Lewis, B. Dice, F. M. Mauzey, J.
Davis, C. R. Duncan, M. F. Gowell; Priests
J. N. York, D. J. Krabl, G. J. Whitehead,
R. Winning; Deacon G. Mauzey; Teachers R.
Garlich, G. W. Best. In the report of Bro.
G.arlic~ _he ~tates ~e has translat;:d the B~ok
of Doctrme and Cc venants from the English
into the German language and now has the
m anurn>'ipt rC'ady to be examined by the
Board of Publication or General Conference
for their acceptance. Moved a committee of
three be appointed, Robert Garlicb to be one
of the committee, to examine the manuscript,
mid if found worthy, to report the work to
the General Conference as to the merits
of the translation. J. L. Bear and Caspar Hinderks were appointed, together
with Bro. Garlich, as said committee.
Committee
the Doctor Hamilton acco~tTn-ts
reported having .reeeived aletter from Bish-op
E. L. Kelley, which was read by the secretary of the.conference, stating b2 had examined the account of the doctor, and his
opinion was, tbe accounts should not., be paid
by the church ... This. was adopted. The
matter
Pointer
Wfnning''and. Bi7~ling~
ton came up for consideration. The matter
was reL'rred to the missionary in charge for
his decision upon the points of law ,involved
in the matter. Missions as~igned to the following brethren: R. Phillipa and William
Bryant, Bonanza; C. P. Faul and J. C. Anderson, Fairport; L. L. Babbitt and Fred
Uphoff, Antioch; D. E. Powell and J. N.
York, Frost schoolhouse; J. T. Kinnaman
and J. Friend, Hemple; J. D. Flanders and
C. Householder, Osborne and Parrin; Russell ArchibsJd and Robert Garlicb, Halls
Station; R. Marchant and Charles Hu backer,
102 river near the neighborhood of Corby
Mills: E.T. Dobson andD.J.Krahl, Amazonia;
William Hawkins and D. C. Kinnaman, East
St. Joseph, by the consent of the St. Joseph
branch; F. C. Graham and H. C. Isleib,Platte
River; Robert Winning and J. C. Garmer,
Agency: John Larrenson, Sr., and William
Gould, Matney Station. The resolution to
hold our conferences every six months was
lost. Notice was given to the conference to
have the branches instruct their delegates to
the next conference that a resolution will be
offered to hold our conferences every four
months. Delegates to General Conference,
J. M. Terry, T. W. Chatburn, C. P. Faul,
Sr. D. H. Blair, R. Winning·, J. T. Kinnaman, W. E. Summerfield, D. E. Powell, G.
Summerfield, W. Haden, L. L. Babbitt, B.
Dice, Sr. H. Burn, Gilbert J. and Nellie

on

of

vs:

J. Krahl, Sr. J. T. Kinnaman, C. Householder, Robert Garlich, J. L. Bear, and
Andrew Lewis. A majority of the delegat,es
present to cast the full vote of the district.
Preaching by Brn. John Davis, C. R. Duncan, and T. W. Chatburn. Adjourned to
meet with the Pleasant Grove branch on
Saturday, June 12. The present officers were
reelected for the ensuing quarter, William
Lewis.sustained as Bishop's agent. An appeal came from Bro. John Rounds for a rehearing from the action of the Delano and
Wakenda branches. The mar,ter was referred
to Brn. J. T. Kinn!tman, C. P. Faul, and D.
E. Powell for investigation.

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference met with the New Marion
branch, March 13; W. C. Marshall president,
M. Annie Camren clerk pro tern. Branches
reporting: Byrneville; no change. Plainville; no change. Union; no change. New
Marion, gain 6. Elders reporting: G. Jenkins baptized 2, J. D. Porter, W. C. Marshall,
and M. B. Scott, Jr.; Priest J. T. Scott.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report,
September 18, 1896, $9.45; received since
$69.30; paid out $65.60; on hand and due
church March 10, 1897, $13.15. Report accepted. W. C. Marshall, agent. The committees on Manville church organization and
indebtedness continued. M. R. Scott, Jr., E.
C. Briggs, and Guorge Jenkins chosen delegates to General Conference.
General
church and district authorities sustained.
Vote of thanks tendered saints of New
Marion branch for their kindness during conference. Conference adjourned to meet at
call of district president, notice of conference
t0 be publishE,d in Herald six weeks prior to
time of convening. Peace and unity prevailed. Preaching by M. R. Scott, Jr., J.
D. Porter, and ·w. C. Marshall.

8tlndau

8~hool Asso~iaiions.
LITTLE SIOUX.

Convention met at Magnolia, Iowa, March
5, at 2: 30 p. m. Officers present: A. M.
Fyrando superintendent, Oscar Case assistant
superintendent, Lenna Strand secretary.
Reports were received from Mondamin,
Persia, Magnolia, Logan, Little Sioux,
Woodbine, Missouri Valley, and Union Center
schools. Number of schools last report 10;
discontinued since last report I; present
number 9. Report from East Union Center
received too late. Delegates present 22; total
membership 438. On band last report $3.85;
received since last report $1.15; money expended $2.54; balance in treasury $2.46.
Topics: "Duty of parents in assisting their
children to become interested in the Sunday
school," Sarah J. Hoffman. "Items of interest and observation," J. C. Crabb. The following persons were chosen to represent the
district at the General Convention: George
Scott, Mrs. George Scott, Charles Benson,
Alice Askwith, Ruth Cobb, Grace Cobb,
Lenna Strand, J. C. Crabb, W. T. Fallon,
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Sarah Hoffman, Charles Kennedy, D. R.
Chambers, Anna Eades, G. E. Erickson, T. 0.
Strand, A. M. Fyrando, and P. C. Kemish.
By motion the delegates were instructed to
work and vote for the uniformity of texts. Friday evening a very interesting program was
rendered by the Magnolia Sunday school.
Meetings were 4eld Saturday morning and
Sunday evening. Adjourned to meet at Magnolia the first Friday in June.

POTTAWATTAMIE.
Convention met at Underwood, Iowa, March
13, at two p. m.; T. A. Hougas in chair, Sr.
George Underwood secretary pro tern., Sr. J.
E. Hansen assistant secretary. The following schools reported: Underwood, Council
Bluffs, Excelsior, and Boomer, showing an
enrollment· of 256; number of Hopes taken
102; number of Quarterlies, Senior 57, Intermediate 81, Primary 46. No report from
Crescent school. Officers elected for ensuing
year: Julia E. Hansen superintendent, Sr.
George Underwood, associate superintendent,
Jennie Scott secretary and treasurer. Delegates selected to represent district association at General Convention: H. N. Hansen,
T. W. Williams, Joshua Carlile, J. P. Carlile, D. Parri,;h, and Bertha Carlile. Literary and musical entertainment in the
evening. Sunday morning paper hy Bro. H.
N. Hansen. Teachers' meeting conducted by
T. A, Hougas. Afternoon, normal class drill
by Sr, George Underwood, blackboard work
by T. A. Hougas. The business was cheerfully and properly disposed of and a pleasant
time enjoyed. There seems to be a greater
interest taken in Sunday school work
throughout the entire district. So may the
go0d work go on. Adjourned to meet at time
and place appointed by district officers.

GENERAL CONVENTION PROGRAM.
The "Senior Class Drill," heretofore left
blank in Monday a. m. program for General
Convention, will be in charge of Bro. W. W.
Blanchard, of Maine.
T. A. HOUGAS,
}
MRS. VIOLA BLAIR,
Com.
M. C. FISHER,

FAST.DAY.
Recognizing the existence of a strong desire· among the saints for a day of fasting and
prayer to be observed before the ~ssembling
of conference, April 6, we have consulted together and agreed to appoint Sunday, March
28, as a day of Fasting and Prayer, to be observed by the church in its several branches,
and by the saints who may not be able to attend the meetings where held.
We recommend as subjects for contemplation and prayer; the general condition of the
church in its attitude to the world; the ministerial force and its labors; the financial department and its needs; the organization of
the church in its several quorums, their condition, vacancies, and the necessity that
,they may be filled; the disturbed conditions
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of the political world at home and abroad, as ! one who has them should see or bear of this
signs of the times indicating the soon com- I notice, he or she will confer a great favor by
ing of the Messiah and the need of prepara- returning the book to me.
tion in holiness for that great event.
But, in case I do not recover the book, I
We recommend that the fast be from the would like to obtain the Herald,.; for 1864 and
evening meal of Saturday, March 27, to the 1865 (either bound or unbound) and will pay a
i:rood price for them. Anyone who has them,
evening meal of Sunday, the 28th.
We further recommend that the usual and is willing to sell, please write me. I alLord's Day services of the prayer and testi- ready have the numbers for tbe last six
II. A. STEBBINS.
mony meeting be devoted to prayer for the months of 1863.
LAMONI, Iowa, March 20, 1897.
12-2t
objects desired.
Let the saints be united in appealing to
the Lord for the aid and direction of tile
SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
Holy Spirit, the light of truth and the
To the Church at Large:- Dssiring to close
Spirit of revelation and wisdom, for the the conference year's business by 1st of
present exigencies and the work of the in- March, 1897, in looking over the publications
coming year.
of the office I find a large subscription yet
JOSEPH SMITH, President.
unpaid for the closing year:A.H. SMITH,
Zion's Hope, about ........ $1,000 short,
Acting Counselor.
Herala, ah• ut ............ .4,000
"
E. L. KELLEY, Bishop.
Autumn Leaves, about ..... 1,300
"
R. s. SALYARDS, Secretary.
Now it wil' be in.ipossible for the office to
LAMONI, March 9, 1897.
11-2t
prosper under these conditions, and our
bands are tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
The attention of all persons attending Gen- the office.
Besides our regular work this last year we
eral Conference, and of our home people, is
called to the following requests and ad vice got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
from the Reception Committee:The members of the committee will wear compelled to stop proceedings on the second
blue badges bearing the words, ' Reception volume until the church or its members pay
up their subscriptions and book accounts, so
Committee."
Two members of this committee will meet as to get means to complete the work.
\Ve now appeal to you to forward your
visitors at Bethany Junction and render all
the assistance possible in changing cars, btc. subscriptions and accounts at once, so as to
When you arrive at Lamoni you will please Equare our books by March L
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keepget off on the south side, opposite from the
depot, as directed by the members of the ing themselves in the background and we
would be pleased to see the color of them.
committee.
Immediately upon leaving the train you The work of the office is now hindered and
should report at once at the Town Hall, publications under way are delayed for want
which will be the headquarters of the of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits
committee, where you will be assigned and
directed to your stopping place by the com- cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that
they will do what they can for the Herald
mittee.
The committee desires every attendant at Office in a general way, and urge all to take
conference to register at h2adq uarters, church publications as a means of aiding both
whether you have been served by ·them in themselves and the work. Other ministers
your locating or not, so that a complete are asked to help as they can, and regularly
register of names and stopving place may be appointed agents to look out for the Herald
Office.
FRANK CRILEY,
kept.
Business Manager.
The home people are earnestly requested to 7-4t
LAMONI, Iowa, January 22, 1897.
aid the committee as much as they possibly
can to carry out these plans. If you have
made arrangements to keep anyone and have
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
not reported to the committee, you will aid
The annual conference of the Manchester
in perfecting the arrangements by so doing.
district will (D. V.) be convened on the SatThe railroad company will run a special
urday before Easter Sunday, in the Saints'
train to Lamoni from Bethany Junction on
chapel, 6 Cornbrook Place, Cornbrook Road,
Sunday, April 4, provided that they have
Hulme, at three p. m. for the transaction of
twenty or more passengers for Lamoni. The
business. The Sunday services will be held
following named brethren have been selected
in the vestry hall, Hulme town hall, Stretas Reception Committee: G. W. Blair, Chas.
ford Road, at 10: 30 a. m. and 2: 30 and six p.
Bradfield, W. H. Deam, Wilson Hudson, John
m. An adjourned business meeting will be
Hougas, A. M. Newberry, R. J. Lambert,
held in the saints' chapel, Cornbrook Place,
D. A. Anderson, F. M. Smith, J. F. Gunsolley.
at ten a. m. on the Monday following.
DAN ANDERSON, Sec.
JOSEPH DEWSNUP, SR., Pres.

HERALDS WANTED.
Some person has borrowed or taken my
bound volume of Heralds that included the
numbers from July, 1863, to December, 1865, i
being all of volumes 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. If the '

District conference of Western Wales will
convene in Island Place chapel, Llanelly,
Wales, on Saturday, April 17, 1897, at six p.
m., and will continue over Sunday and Monday, Sunday session opening at ~en a. m. At
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;: 30 p. m. on the Saturday a meeting of the
BORN.
firm in the faith and was ever ready to bear
sisters of the district for considering the I BISHOP.-To. A. N. and M. Bishop, a son, her testimony to the truth of the gospel. She
formation of a Sister's Evangelical Aid So- January 25, 1897, and on February 28 was leaves a family of heartstricken children and
ciety, district president in the chair.
blessed under the name of Harold Victor at grandchildren to mourn her departure; four
Lot BISHOP, Sec.
Brynmawr by Elders Thomas Gould and daughters and two sons. She was born in
John Jones.
York State, October 3, 1814; died March 6,
HOOPER,-At Hiteman, Iowa, January 21, / 1897: and was bur_i~d ~arch,10. S~e was one
}.,PPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
189 7, to Bro. John M. and Sr. Sarah Hooper, of tne first to JOlil ohe cnurch rn Joseph
EAS'l'ERN COLORADO DIS'l'RICT.
a daughter.
Named Edna, and blessed Smith t?e prophet's day; ,.th~n joined ~he
The saints of the Eastern Colorado district March 14, 1897, by R. M. Elvin and J. w. Reorgamzed Church at Manti, Iowa, berng
are hereby notified that Bro. Chas. E. Loach.
baptized by W. W. Blair.
Everett, of 2851 California Street, Denver,
ORR.-At Hiteman, Iowa, January 22, 1897,
BIRGE.-At Independence, Missouri, March
Colorado, has been appointed agent of the to Bro. John and Sr. Iona Orr, a son. Named 2, 1897, Sr.Mary L. Nob le Birge, aged 30 years,
Bishopric of the Reorganized Church to act George, and blessed by R. M. Elvin, March 1 month, and 2 days. For some mont.hs she
in and for said district in place of Bro. James 15, 1897.
was a sufferer from consumption; but she
Kemp, resigned.
patiently bore her distress, and committed
.
B
POST. - At Leon, Iowa, August 30, h
.
All persons may write to, or ca 11 on. ro.
er spirit at length to the Author of her
1896, to Bro. Israel and Sr. Fanny Post, a
Chas. E. Everett, at No. 2851 California
gospel hope. Her remains were laid bedaughter; named Mary Esther, and blessed
Street, Denver, and duly transact such busiside those of her mother, Sr. Noble, who
March 14, 1897, by Elders H. A. Stebbins and
ness as properly relates to the financial work James McDiffett.
preceded her about three years. ·She leaves
of the church in said district, and render an
a husband, brother, two sisters, and many
HARVEY.-At Davis City, Iowa, January friends as mourner&. The funeral services
account undee the law of Christ of their
stewd.rdship in temporal matt.ers. We trust 31, 1897, to Mr. Refine and Sr. Eugenia were conducted at the home of her sister, by
that the saints and friends of the Eastern Harvey, a daughter; named Mamie Angelia, E.lder Joseph Luff.
Colorado district will remember the work of and blessed March 14, 1897, by Elders H. A.
HAMIL'l'ON.-Sr. Hamilton, wife of w. c.
the Lord, and strive to aid the same and Stebbins and James McDiffett.
Hamilton, and daughter of Z. S. and Thresa
HANSEN.-To Bro. L. P. and Sr. K.J. Hanhonor in his place the new agent.
Fenn, was born January 4, 1863, in Jackson
In Bro. James Kemp we found an upright sen, Manti, Utah, August 30, 1896, a daughter;
County, Florida, and died Januaryl5, 1897, in
and devoted agoent and the special thanks of named Eva Elizabeth. Blessed March 7, 1897, the town of Seville, Wilcox County, Georgia.
the Bishopric are hereby tendered him for by Elders S. P. Rasmussen and L. P.Hansen.
After she was taken sick she only remained a
BLAKE.-To Bro. James E. and Sr. Flora
his carefulness and diligence while acting in
few hours with her devoted husband and lovV. Blake, December 22, 1896, a son. Named
~aid office.
ing children. Mr. and Sr. Hamilton moved
Luther McKinley, and blessed February 7,
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT.
to Texas in the year 1885, and while there
18\.17,
under
the
hands
of
Elders
M.
T.
Short,
Pursuant to the action of the Philadelphia,
she joined the Latter Day Saints Church, bePennsy 1vania, district of the Reorganized L. D. Ul.lom, _and J. B. Wayt.
ing baptized by Elder A. J. Moore, at EverMAITLAND.-·To Bro. Wm. T. and Sr. Car- green, Texas, in 1887. She was loved by
Church of .Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
h dividing said district and forming two dis- rie E. Maitland, at Des Moines, Iowa, No- saints and friends universally while in Texas.
tricts therefrom, one to be known as the New vember 13, 1896, a son, and named Myron Husband, four children, a number of relatives,
York district; and in order to aid and the Benito. Blessed at Des Moines, Iowa, Feb- <J.nd a host of friends mourn.
more efficiently transact the financial work ruary 14, 1897, by Brn. T. W. Williams and
GRAYBILL.-Near Vveston, Iowa, February
of the two districts, notice is hereby given of William Kephart.
24, 1897, Floyd Edmund, infant son of Mr. and
the appointment of Bro. John Zimmerman,
DIED.
Mrs. Willis Graybill, aged 7 months. Fuof No. 610 Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, as
RossoN.-John Rosson, at his home near neral sermon by H. N. Hansen.
Bishop's agent of t.he Philadelphia district; Kenton, Tennessrn, March 5, 1897. He was
VANFLEE'.r.-At Beaver City, Utah, Feband Beu. Thomas Lester, East New· York born February 2, 1812. He did not belong to
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, former agent the Latter Day SaintA Church but he be- ruary 16, 1897, Bro. Charles VanFleet. Deof the Philadelphia district, has be.en author- lieved its teachings. Seven children, one sis- ceased was born January 25, 1821, in Cortland
County, New York. Was baptized into the
ized to act as Bishop's agent for the district ter, and a host of friends mourn.
Reorganized Church by E. C. Brand, January
of New York.
JONES.-At Lanagan, Missouri, February
We ask for these brethren, respectively, 18, 1897, Clara B., daughter of Bro. and Sr. 26, 1879. Was ordained a priest March 12,
the ready assistance, and cooperation of all George Jones, aged 9 months and 22 days. 1880, by G. E. Deuel. Interment in Beaver
City cemetery, February 18. The funeral
the officers and Saints in their respective Funeral sermon by Elder J. W. Kent.
services were conducted by Elder William
districts, and trust not one shall fail to fully
CLARKE.-At the home of her parents at
perform his or her part in helping to bear Richmond Hill, near Brooklyn, New York, Thompson, Sen.
the burdens of the work of the Lord. May March 8, Sr. Florence Clarke, third living
ODE.-At his home, near Clarksdale, Misthe grace and goodness of the Lord abide child of Elder William and Sr. Ann Clarke, souri, February 18, 1897, Christopher Ode.
with each.
aged 18 years, 2 months, and 24 days. She He was born February 2, 1841, in Germany.
THE LIT'l'LE SIOUX, IOWA, DISTRIC'l'.
had unbounded faith in the church and its He was a faithful member of the German
The saints of the above-named di.strict will ordinances, but our Father claimed her for branch. Bro. Ode had been a sufferer for
please take notice that Bro. A. M. Fyrando, anot.her and brighter world and plucked the many years and death's angel was a welcome
of Magnolia, has been duly appoini.etl Bish- rose in its bloom. A short time before the visitor to him. About two hours before his
op's agent for the same, being authorized to end she called her mother, and placing her death his pain left him, and at 2: 30 p. m.,
transact business touching temporal matters feeble hands around her neck she said, "Oh! he calmly fell asleep with the glorious hope
in behalf of the Bishopric of the Reorganized Mamma, I must leave you to go and live with of a first resurrection. Funeral sermon by
Church.
the angels." She then burst forth in the T. T. Hinderks in the German church.
The conference of the Little Sioux district gift of tongues, and calmly left us. Funeral
LEWIS.-Elder Elias Lewis, February 12,
has duly recommended Bro. Fyrando for the I services in the house, evening of March 10, at his residence, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
work and we take pleasure in commending in charge of Elder Joseph Squires; sermon at the age of seventy-two. He was baptized
him aod his special work to the saints.
by Elder George Potts, and at the grave in 1869 by Elder W. W. Blair and ordained
Respectfully submitted,
March 11, by Elder John H. Pope.
at the same time. Leaves a wife and eleven
E. L. KELLEY,
BALDWJN.-At her son's home, Sr. Luana children to mourn their loss. Funeral at the
Presiding Bishop.
Hart Baldwin passed from this world of care house; sermon by Elder A. H. Parsons, asLA>IONI, Iowa, March 22, 1897.
after many years of hard suffering. She died sisted by Elder John Stone,
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DO YOU WANT A HO JUE NEAR LAMONI?
l have a farm of 79 acres lying one··and one half miles
of the incorporation that I will sell for $32 per
:acre, or will sell 10 acres for $50 per acre, or _20 acres for
$40 per acre. or 40 acres for $35 per acre. This 1s excellent land and in good shape.
Address A. M. CHASE, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)

~outh

FOR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
near saints chapel, or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further particulars, address or call on
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

UOhhKGK ClfY BARBKR SHOP,

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 C<nts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di,trict and branch preaid ents,
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Businees Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
.
.
Advertising rates, forty cents per mch each msert1on,
subject to the following discount•: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All adv~rtising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1-at or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regnlar rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centm
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-claes
mail matter.)

- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.

WHAT IS MAN?

Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F. A. BLACK.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunee
with music and word~ together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ....... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper .............................. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . •• . •••• •. • 35

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely f x>1mined the subject upon which ~e ha~ wri~ten, both in
study and ht oral drncuss10n, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ ~ the true type of man, in life and in
death; his pnexistence, life, an~ death ~on
sidered · the nature of man; the mtermediate
state of' righteous and wicked; cons<?iousness
between death and the resurrect10n; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judg·
ment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
Iµ paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
50

ADDRESSES.

·w.

T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
'Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington
Heigh~~.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. !.773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrisou
-County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Australia.
H.P. Curtis, School 7, South Flores Street,
San Antonio, Texa':'.
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
]Detroit, Michigan.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .............................. $1 3.5

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters or who loves animals, we will send free,
upo~ application, a copy of the "AL~~ANC~,''
the organ of this E?ociety. _In a~dit10n ~o its
intensely interestmg readmg, it contai~s a
list of the valuable and unusual premmms
given by thfl pap r. Address,
0

THE NATIONAL HU~,ANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
NEW YORK.
THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are "1vidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth .of the ages. ThMlogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archre·
ology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ......................•....... $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of thf'l ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proo.t texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth .........••••••••••.... , ...... $ 75
Library .......••••••••••........... 1 00

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

This trt.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the present leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cent!,!.
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U. S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND COLLEGR.

,@I

~

JlB.MlLIJTEJLY PIJRE
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment ........ 1 75
Leather ............................ 2 00
i Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ... 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good pr<Jductive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lam'tmi, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.

W. E. MYERS, Druim;ist. Lamoni. !1twa..

HARDWARE.11

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a bwgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
. HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
L:>'>loni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMOl"'J!.
Land for sale, situated one quarter t.o one.
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in thre0, fom,_
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of sm~ll fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on applica:fon.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZP ATRIOK,
LAMONI,

row A.

LAMONI,

Dr. S, B, GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

llTOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
l!lpec!al attention given to Builders' Hardware.
llellable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure you write us and we will rot.urn your
money. It cuTes others, why not you 1 You ruu
no risk in trying It. Why delay longer? Send
in your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

RESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
nrice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
.uimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

RADE

MAllHC~g

i:ilESICNS,
COPYRICHTS &.co
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fffi' securing patents
i.n America. We have a \Vashington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCllENTIFIC AMERICAN,
beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly? terms$3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addres~

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonable.
Apply to
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

A strictly high-grade Family Sewing
Ma.,hlne, pos•essing all Inodern
bnprovements.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from yonr local dealer and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURINB 00.
BELVIDERE, Bl..L.

JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.
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Lamoni, Iowa, March 31, 1897.

EDITORIAL:
co.NTEN'Es~
of the people of Israel to their own
Some Contrasts,. .......... , .......... 193 land and the establishment of a soverIngersoll, the Apostle of Unbelief.·· .193 eign Jewish state.
Without 'Jhis latFigures of the India Famine .......... 19:1
Earthquake Shocks ................... 195 ter feature, no plan is feasible, because
Against Railroad Pools.····· .. ······· 195 history has shown that whenever the
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
Select Reading for April Meetings of
Jews migrate in large bodies to a
Daughters of Zion················· .197 particular country they there awaken
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
.
. .
The Two-Text System ............. , .. 197 I an ant1·Sem1t1c movement that preLETTER DEPARTMENT.················· .198 vents further immio-ration.
The or0
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
. .
•
•
Two Genealog-ies ................. , ... 203 garnzat10n of a new sovereign state 1s
Preach the Word ... ······: .. ··· ... ·· .203 a possibility in our days as can be
Duty to the Poor and Destitute ....... 204
'
Boo·k of Mormon Geography .......... 205 seen from the Kongo State and the
CoN&!~~:O~~..~.r~~:r.~~'. ................. 207 1 Rh~desi~ of the Chartered Company.
Montana .............................. 2071
" nor er to carry out this project, it
SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocrA'L'IONs:
will be necessary to organize two as207
Mrs~~i{~~~o"us · :DF::P~~:R~M::E;.:.r; · · · .. · ·· · , sociations, with headquarters in Lon·
Resolutions on the Death of Bro. David
I don; namely, a •Society of Jews,' as
Sp~~far~~~i~~~~ ":Nati~~::::::::::::::~~~ I an instrument for the 'moral' prop aganda, and a •Jewish Company' to
PALESrepresent the legal phase; or, in other
PROPOSED JEWISH STATE IN
words, a representative corporation
TINE.
and
a society to acquire possession.
THE agitation for the return of the
The
society is to consist of the best
Israelites to the land of their fathers
and
noblest
representatives of Judahas in recent years been growing in
ism,
the
object
being that these men
intensity, and a number of plans have
shall
make
it
a
study
how to carry on
been devised toward the realization of
this
propaganda
in
such a manner
this object. The '•Zionite movement,"
that
it
will
gain
the
moral assent of
having this purpose in view and en the
world.
As
the
negotiorum
gestor,
joying considerable popularity among
or
business
manager,
it
would
be
the
the Jews of Europe, especially those
duty
of
this
association
to
come
to
an
of strong religious proclivities, has
understanding
with
the
European
evidently become a fixed fact in modern life. The Rothschilds and other states and to secure from them the
Jewish money barons have established proper authorization of the project.
dozens of Jewish agricultural colonies Under such an authorization then it
throughout the Holy Land with at would be possible to negotiate for the
least partial success. The most ex- purchase of sufficient territory in Paltensive scheme, however, of the kind, estine in which to establish the new
looking to the establishment of a Jew- state. In return the society would
ish state in Palestine, has in recent assume a portion of the indebtedness
months been advocated by a well- of the Government hitherto in control
known Jewish legal light of Austria" of this territory, and would undertake
Dr. Theodore Herzl, and bis brochure, the development of the resources of
entitled "Der Judenstaat, Versuch einer the country, build roads, railroads,
modernen Losung der Judenfraghe" and in other ways guarantee the fu·
(The Jewish Attempt at a Modern ture of the new state.
Solution of the Jewish Question) has
''When matters have arrived at this
rapidly reached its second edition and stage, then, under the constant direcis attracting considerable attention. tion of the society,· the work of the
The outlines of his scheme are the 'Jewish Company' would begin. This
following:work would be done on a grand scale,
"The Jewish question, which, like based on the experiences and invenBanquo's ghost, will not down, must tions of modern civilization. In the
be regarded as a national and not as a first case, the land which had been
local problem.
As a national prob- secured by international contract
lem it can be solved only by a return would now be bought in accordance

J

No. 13.'1

with private rights; then the Jewish unskilled laborers, the Jewish
proletariat, would be organized ac· · 1
cording to military prmc1p es, under
the leadership of state officials, engineers, and physicians. It would then
be the duty of these unskilled laborers
to build cities in chosen localities, to
plant forests, to build roads, and the
like. A work-da.y of seven hours
even the Russian and Rumanian Jews,
long unaccustomed to heavy physical
toil, would be able to stand.
"In planning these new cities the
chief purpose would be the erection
of suitable workingmen's houses, each
of which is to have a small garden.
It is to be made possible for the workingman gradually to make this property his own by the labors of his hands.
In the meanwhile the laborers are not
to receive any wages from the com·pany, but are to be well fed and clothed
by them. In this way it is thought
that the peddling system will not find
an entrance among the new colonists.
The method of giving the poor opportunities for self· help by labor is to be
similar to the Paris Assistance par de
travail or the workingman's colonies
of Pastor von Bodelschwing, in Germany.
''These beginnings of work in the
new state will at once call into existence a market, at least of the necessities of life for the support of the
colonies; and gradually it will be
necessary to satisfy also wants that
go beyond these bare necessities.
This will make it possible to bring
into the state the representatives of
the artisan and trade and business
callings, and gradually, by the side of
the labor managed by the company,
free and independent labor will find
its place.
''The compa11y has accordingly a
double purpose: to make provision
that the properties belonging to the
Jews in the various countries where
they now live are disposed of at reasonable prices and gradually, so that
it will not be necessary to give them
away at panic prices; and, secondly,
enable the new citizens in their new
home to acquire property at reasona-
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ble rates and to establish business
and trade. In doing this the company
is not to make any profits for itself;
only in the case of large land speculations can this be done, this gain, however, to be used for the payment of the
officials and other expenses, especially
the establishment of schools of both
elementary and higher grade. That
such a scheme is feasible is seen from
the success of this plan in the case of
states in North America and in the
South African goldfields.
"The migration to the new state is to
take place gradually, in groups of
families, circles of special friends, or
even whole congregations. Everywhere in the old homes subordinate
societies are to be established in the
interests of the project. The immense
sums of money that would be needed
to realize this plan the Jewish Society, as a stock association, would
secure through subscriptions among
the people at large, as the Jewish
banking circles would probably not
lend their help. The whole scheme is
to be a popular propaganda. It is
expected that the name Palestine
and the seven-hour day for work will
win for the project many friends.
The form of government in the new
state is to be an aristocratic republic,
in which every citizen can live in accordance with his own belief or unbelief.
The Society of the Jews
would constitute the government."
These are the essential thoughts of
the Herzl plan. Naturally its critics
are many, notwithstanding the acknowledgment that it is probably the
most practicable scheme of the kind
offered, the author being an authority
in the economic and legal departments.
A comparatively complete statement
of the objections to the plan is given
in the Leipsic "Saat auf Hojfnung"
(Seed of Hope), the organ of the Delitzsch Jewish Mission Society.-Literary Digest.

who are quite as pronounced premillennialists as Dr. Pierson, who would
never think of making a great union
meeting, a foreign missionary rally,
the occasion for emphasizing views
touching our Lord's second advent.
''The theory that the gospel is to be
preached to all nations only as a witness, and that God has expressly declared that the world will not and
therefore cannot be c0nverted to
Christduringthepresentdispensation,
but that it must wait until the Lord
comes again and sets up his kingdom-this theory was strongly assertEd by Dr. Pierson. Even if this
theory be true, such a meeting as Dr.
Pierson was invited to address was
neither the time nor place in which to
emphasize it.
"In support of this theory, Dr.
Pierson has embodied in his creed this
new article: 'I believe that God is actually withdrawing his Roly Spirit
from his church, as a body.'
"The recital of this portion of his
creed startled the audience, as well it
might. It was uttered with great fervor but it failed to convince.
"It will require far more than such
an expression of belief, however solemnly uttered, to convince the vast
majority of thoughtful Christians that
the world is growing worse and worse,
and that the church of Christ has already entered into a period of decline,
and that she is fast going to decay.
"For, does any one doubt that Jesus
Obrist has more true followers in the
world to-day than at any time since
the morning of his resurrection? Is
it not true that Christianity never exerted so much influence in the world
as it is doing to-day?
''When we see on every hand
schools, and colleges, and seminaries
of learning, and almshouses and hospitals for the sick, and homes where
old age is tenderly nursed; when we
see the thousand and one agencies
which the church is employing for the
.IS GOD WITHDRAWING HIS SPIRIT. glory of God and for the salvation of
FROM THE CHURCH?
men, it is not in harmony with truth
REv. JAMES McLEOD, D. D., takes to say that the church of Christ is in a
strong exceptions to certain utter- decaying and dying condition; and it
ances made by Rev. A. T. Pierson, D. seems positively wicked to assert that
D., in the course of an address at a the Holy Spirit is withdrawing himmissionary rally in Scranton, Pennsyl- self from her. The preaching of
vania. The points at issue are thus pessimism is not the best way to fill
'
. .
set forth by Dr. McLeod in the New the Lords treasury, nor is it th~ b_est
York Observer:way to promote the cause of Christian
"There are ministers of the gospel missions either at home or abroad.

"The fact that church boards are in
debt is cause for regret, but it is not a
fatal disease; and, moreover, it can be
readily explained without scaring
folks with wild assertions, and without assuming the role of a prophet,
albeit without a prophet's authority to
reveal the secrets of the Most High."
In an editorial note in the same
issue in which Dr. McLeod's article
appears, The Observer makes this comment:"The Rev. Dr McLeod, of Scranton,
Pennsylvania, speaks his mind in the
article on the Scranton missionary
rally. Earnest Christian brethren
sometimes allow their zeal to run
away with their judgment and good
taste and Dr. McLeod's rebuke will be
considered by many good people as
called for and therefore timely. Faith
in the premi.llennial advent of the
Lord Jesus Christ is not an essential
to missionary zeal, nor have the Christians who champion that doctrine most
vigorously met with a success denied
to others who could not accept their
interpretation of Scripture. Many of
our most devoted and successful missionaries have done their work in the
belief that the world must be won for
Christ in order to insu-re his universal
enthronement, but others have labored
with equal devotion and success who
believe that they are simply saving
one and another from a sinking ship,
and that the real missionary triumph
awaits Christ's personal presence. If
all the time that has been spe!lt in discussing these contrary views had been
given to soul-saving, missionary records might be even more glowing than
they now are. One thing we should all
bear in mind, namely, that Christ bids
the church go with his gospel to every
creature.
Whether he intends to
leave the conquest of the earth to the
·church aided only by his spiritual
presence, or sooner or later to take
command of the forces himself in visi·
· ble person, makes not one iota of difference as regards the church's duty in
the premises. Therefore, when an enthusiastic premillennialist addresses a
great missionary rally he would be wise
in saying, •Brethren, you and I may
differ in certain details concerning
C~rist'~ second coming,, but we read
ahke his last co~mand .. ~hat _command, accompamed as it is with: a
promise, furnishes the church's in·
struction and largely her incentive and
inspiration."-Literctry Digest.
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ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-,Tohn s: 31, 3 ~.
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not an1 man among you-have sq11e it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

"If ye continue in my word, th-

Book of Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 31, 1897.
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LAMONI, IOWA, MAR. 31, 1897.
SOME CONTRASTS.

BRO. D. R. BALDWIN, of Arkansas,
whose letter appears in this issue,
sends us three newspaper clippings,
all of which speak favorably of the
position and work of the Reorganized
Church and its ministers in contrast
to the faith and teachings of the Mormon Church in Utah. The first, from
the Randolph Herald Pilot, of Pocahontas, Arkansas, of March 4; the
others are duly credited to the papers
from which they are extracted. We
republish them as showing the superior estimation in which the people
of those places hold the Reorganization, as they do throughout the United
States.
It is gratifying to know that the
moral sympathies of the people of the
country favor the work and position
of the Reorganized Church as against
the erroneous work of the Utah faction. If the latter has reasonable
grounds for hope to change the tide
of public feeling in its favor, we are
unable to discern what it is.
With
its own ministry silenced at every
point by the alert ministry of the Reorganized Church, what reason has it
for hope that success will crown its
efforts and a reversal of public sentiment be realized? Certainly none.
Rather is there reason for fear upon
its part that many of the young men
in its ministerial ranks will abandon
the false positions in which the latterday apostasy under Brigham Young,
and continued under the administrations of John Taylor, and Wilford
Woodruff has placed them. But here_
are the clippings:WHO ARE THEY?

"Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints;" the term "Mormon" is applied because they believe the Book of Mormon. Let
the reader judge who they are and what they
are doing in our midst.
The Latter Day Saints Church was established in New York St.ate, April 6, 1830, by
Joseph Smith, an illiterate young man, who
claimed to receive angelic visits and revelations direct from heacquarters; that he was
told where to figd the ancient history of
America, and given the power to translate
from it the Book of Mormon, and that the
long lost priesthood or God-given authority
was conferred upon him by the hands of
angels, hence, he received such high titles
as Apostle, Seer, Revelator, etc. In fourteen
years the church numbered 200,000 souls, including some of the brightest talent of th<>t
day.
At this juncture an awful calamity overtook them. Joseph Smith and his brother
Hyrum (prophet and patriarch) were killed
at Carthage, Illinois, and the church was
riven into fragment~, numbers aspiring to
the leadership.
About two years later Brigham Young,
president of the twelve apostles, located
about ten thousand of the Mormons in the
va1ley of the Great Salt Lake, Utah, where
he established a heirarchy and added to the
simple principles of their faith numerous
criminal doctrines, such as blood atonement
and polygamy, the latter being instituted in
1852.
Th~se cri.minal doctrines have been stamped
out by the strong arm of the law. Brigham
Young· is dtJad. Utah has become a State.
The Mormons no longer teach these heresies,
for the dominant church is under new rules.
We also have with us another stripe of
Latter Day Saints, distinguished from those
of Utah by the term, "Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints," presided over by Joseph Smith, eldest son of
their martyred prophet, with headquarters
at Lamoni, Iowa. They have societies at
Martin's Creek, Bald Knob, and other points
in this State. They claim to have al ways
stood aloof from the nastiness of Brigliamism, and believe that the Utah Church apostatized and lost their authority; hence, they
stand on a level with the rest of Christendom.
Their clerical men meet and part on friendly
terms; but 0 man! you ought to see the fur
fiy when they lock their theological horns on
the subject of authority and leadership.
SIFTER.
RAVENDEN

SPRrnGs, Arkansas.

From the Spring River News, Imboden, Arkansas, March 19:-

For the Herald-Pilot.
There are twelve well-dressed, intelligent
Who are those good looking, well-dressed · young Mormon elders in Arkansas traveling
:young men walking in a pair? Hush-sh- in pairs, without pul'.'se or scrip. We also
sh! They are Mormon elders. Their char- have representatives of the original Mormon
tered name under the incorporation is, the Church in our midst who are anxious that

No. 13.
our people should know that they havri ever
contended for monagamy and strongly op•
posed all the corruptions of Brigharnism.

From Mammoth Springs Democrat,
March 4, Ravenden Springs correspondent:It was an interesting episode which occurred last Saturday when Elders Copening
and Etkinson, representatives of the Utah
wing of the Latter Day Saints Church locked
theological horns with a representative of
the monogamic wing of the same church.
Each claimed the others were apostates.
They are all laboring here in Randolph
County. The latter had the vantage ground
and the former were not willing to defend
their claims in public discussion.
INGERSOLL, THE APOSTLE
OF UNBEUEF.

MR. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL has lately
appeared on the lecture platform with
a '"new lecture," which so far as we
can see is but a rehash of his old time
platitudes and tricks of speech by
which to create a laugh at the expense
of believers in the Bible, God and the
Christ. He lectured at the Columbia
Theatre, Chicago, Sunday night, March
7, to a large a~udience, occupying some
two hours, and being frequently applauded.
For us, or any other believers to
essay a criticism of his lecture, would
be to be mistaken as to intention and
be by some construed to mean a confessed fear of what the apostle of
modern unbelief might have to say;
but Rev. Henson, of Chicago, called
him a ''blatant blasphemer," and those
who pai.d a dollar each to hear him
''a parcel of idiots." This may do for
a sectarian doctor of divinity, but it
will only serve to advertise the lecturer, and cause a desire in some of
Dr. Henson's congregation to want to
hear him.
The lecture was published in substance in the papers, among them the
Times-Herald, in attractive headlines.
For these emphasizing headlines the
Times-Herald in its issue for Tuesday,
March 9, apologized in ·i,he following
editorial; which coming from one of
the great secular journals of the day,
may very properly be taken to represent the thought of the average citi-
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zen, touching the attitude of Mr. i ence offers ?o c.omfor.t or consolation to th~se
Inaersoll toward believers and the I who look with uear dimmed eyes through ohe
m:thods e 1 db h. .' h"s c _ 1 glass of the coffin lid.
. mp oye. _Y .im m i r~ I And if the youth grows into a man of resade agamst Christ.iamty. For this ftection and discernment he will soon lear.n
reason we quote it rather than to that such men as Ingersoll offer nothing to
write a screed upon the lecture itself. take the place of that which they would deINGERSOLL'S GOSPEL OF DESPAIR.
stroy, and that life to those of simple faith is
1'
much sweeter and fuller than it is to those
_Th e hirnes-1,ferald ~xpresses regr~t for the ' who have the ripest fruits of scholarship
d isp1ay eadlmes which aopeared m yester.
.
·
with doubt and unbelief.
d
ay.'s paper ~ver the repor~ 0 ~r. Inge:soll's
antiqnated tir~de ~n Christianity deh~ered
at the Columbia Tneater on Sunday mgbt.
FIGURES OF THE INDIA FAMINE.
For this affront to the people who cherish CALOU'r'l'A, March 18.-The financial statethe consolations of the Christian religion as ment just issued shows a deficit for the last
the indispensable requisites of a well-ordeced year of 19,870,000 rupees. The famine has
life there is no excuse save the excuse that is cost 60.810,000 rupees in relief work and loss
often made for those who make a study of of revenue.
writing attractive newspaper captions to
The estimates for the coming year expect
catch the public eye.
a deficit of 42,640,000 rupees, the work of reHappily the voluble agnostic who aban- lief absorbing 36,410,000 rupees of this sum.
doned an honorable profession to attack The total famine relief expense for both
Christianity for pecuniary profit is no longer years is estimated at. 56,070,000, but much detaken seriously by the people who represent pends upon the future prospects of the
the solid, progressive and intelligent ele- weather and crops. This sum does not inments of our citizenship. Only those wbo elude 8,000,000 rupees advanced to the ryots
have not yet passed the "doubting stage,'' or cultivators of the soil.
that is sometimes regarded as a concomitant
The railway program will be continued,
of true intellectual development, find any and this will necessitate a lmw of four cro:res
real mental entertainment in Mr. Ingersoll's (a crore of rupees is $5,000,000) in India and
puerile attempts to pull down what centuries $17,500,000 in England, besides $1,000,000 for
of the most profound scholarship have failed the temporary debt. The drawings of the
to destroy.
Secretary of State on India amount to $65,There is a period in the intellectual experi- 000,000.
ences of many men where the ability to
The statement concludes with expressing
"doubt" everything is foolishly regarded as the hope that financial progress will be rethe highest evidence of great mental pro- sumed when the famine and plague have gone.
fundity. The young man at college has his
little spell of agnosticism, when he thrashes
WE learn incidentally, that on Friday,
over the dry straw of unbelief under the imMarch
5, one Linsey Villers, a priest
pression that the process is an infallible sign
in the Utah Church, assaulted and
of excessive smartness.
But the newer g·enerations learn as they nearly killed Bro. P. H. Shimel, of
grow older and grapple with the problems of the Richland branch, near Chelsea,
life that the men who really believe someIowa.
thing and are anchored immovably to a fixed
'l'he circumstances are about as folfaith are the ones who have accomplished
most for civilization and humanity. The lows:reason Mr. Ingersoll's gospel of despair
Bro. Shimel had sold Villers a quarter of
makes so little head way is because it is de- beef; Villers was to pay for the beef in helpstructive, negative, and pessimistic. Un be- ing in haying, but on one pretext or another
lief is a poor mental pabulum to feed human failed to do so. A few weeks ago Bro.
nature that is constructed in sLch a way that Sbimel bought posts of Villers to settle the
it constantly builds for the morrow-and who account, at six cents each. When Bro.
can build for the morrow without faith and Shirnel went after tho posts Villers was sick,
hope?
so he helped himself to the posts. On the
The Christian religion is construe ti ve and morning of the assault they met at Bro. Jam es
optimistic. The youth who emerges sa,fely Villers, whose wife \Vas dangerously sick,
from the "doubting period" looks about him Bro. Shimel and wife having gone over to
and discerns the manifold evidences of the see if t,hoy could be of any use to them.
fact that Christianity is constructive. He Linsey Villers then accused Bro. Shimel of
sees that it not only builds character but it sorting the posts; this he denied, and said
builds great hospitals and noble institutions if Villers was dissatisfied he would haul the
of learning. He sees that it is a barrier posts back. Villers refused to have this
against those who would despoil the home- done, but demanded that Bro. Shimel pay
the corner-stone of our civilization. He finds him ten cents each for the posts; and said
that the admonitions of the Great Teacher if he did not he would take it out of his
constitute the warp and woof of our laws that hide, and took off his coat for this purpose.
are enacted for the safety of human society. Bro. Shimel did not prepare for battle,
He finds that all literature is redolent, of as he did not think Villers would hit
Bethlehem and Judea. He learns that the him; but Villers stooped down and got a
most profound philosophy will not explain : wagon neck yoke, and at once struck at
any of the mysteries of death, and that sci- ! Bro Shimel who threw up his hands

!

\

a~d war~ed

off

th~

blow;

b~t

Villers irr;-me-

Idiately Sur. uck again, knockmg Bro. Sh1mel
J

insensible, breaking his upper jaw, mashing
his cheek bone, and breaking his nose. After
he fell Villers commenced striking him in
the face with his fists. Bro. James Villers, a
brother to Linsey, was quite a distance from
them, but by this time he reached them and
pushed Linsey away and ordered him to leave.
James raised Bro. Shimel, from whom the
.
.
blood was gushmg 111 torrents. called for
water, and soon revived him and got him into
the house; sent for a doctor who found the
injuries as above-mentioned. The next day
Bro. Shimel was removed to his home, where
at the present writing, two weeks later, he is
in a serious condition. Villers was arrested
and bound over to await the findinga of the
Grand Jury, in May.
The doctor thinks
that if nothing else sets in Bro. Shimel will
live.

LATE issues of the Columbus, Nebraska, Journal and Telegram, sent us
by Bro. H. J. Hudson, contain exceedingly favorable comments upon
the preaching of Bro. J. F. Mintun,
which we append, respectively. Our
Nebraska saints and ministers have
done well to call forth such strong
indorsements of their work:We are informed that the religious services
that have been held in the Latter Day Saints
chapel in this city during the past twelve
days have been very instructive. Elder J. F.
Min tun is a forceful speaker, handling gospel
themes with convincing clearness, awakening
investigation of Bible truths, deepening religious thought in professing Christians, and
spiritual enlargement of heart of the unconverted. The elder closed his meetings Sunday night. He will return in a short time
with a tent, accompanied by colaborers in
mission work.
The discourses being delivered by Elder J.
F. Min tun every evening at the Latter Day
Saints chapel, are very instructive, and give
evidence of a thorough acquaintance with the
Bible doctrines of Christ's teachings. We
understand Mr. Min tun closes the series next
Sunday night.

WE have received from the National
Publishing Company, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, an excellent copy of
their Self-Pronouncing Sunday School
Teachers' Combination Bible.
This is an adaptation of the King
James' or Common Version to a system of footnote explanation by way
of the changes made in the text in the
Revised Version, showing how the
text would read as revised. Reference is made in the text where changes
are made, by the use of the letters rv.
and ro., the first indicating the
change and the latter where an omission of the text as found in the Com-

~
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mon Version had been made in the
revision.
There is also a system of accentuation by marks employed to indicate
the correct pronunciation of the
proper names of Scriptures, which is
very useful to the ordinary reader,
and helps all.
Bro. Frank Sheehy has been acting
as agent for the sale of this work, and
those elders who have secured and
used it are well pleased with it.
We believe it to be one of the best
helps in the study of the King James'
and Revised Versions of the Bible
that we have seen, and is certain to
be widely used.
It is with pleasure that we aclrnowl'edge the courtesy of the National
Publishing Company in sending this
combination Bible to the Herald Office.
The address of the company is,
National Publishing Co., P. 0. Box
1166, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. J.
R. Jones is President, and W.R. Vansant secretary.
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decision is on record as affecting the rights
of the people as against those of the railroads. The court holds that the transportation companies are not only amenable to the
restrictions under the inter-State commerce
act, but are also specifically liable to prosecution for any violation of the anti-trust act
of 1890, generally known as the Sherman law.
'l'he decision rendered by Justice Peckham
upsets those given by lower courts in different parts of the country and apparently forbids the formation of all railroad pools for
the purpose of agreeing upon rates, whether
there is any actual di vision of profits or not.

Railroad authorities admit that the
decision will affect both freight and
passenger associations, and some
roads have served notice of withdrawal from traffic as.sociations. The
decision is an important and farreaching one.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. I. N. WHITE, March 21 :-

I am at Spickards, Missouri, having come
here on the 5th inst. Have held meetings
every night since the 7th and good crowds
and great interest. Some opposition but the
wheels of fortune greatly turned in our favor.
We trouble the water to-day and may again
before leaving for General Conference. Bro.
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS.
MONTREAL, Que., March 23.-A few minutes Alfred White is with me and assisting in the
after six o'clock this evening a terrific earth- work. We were called here by the serious
quake shock shook the center of the city and illness of our sister, Sr. McVay. Her life
caused great consternation. Large buildings was hanging on a brittle thread and our
shook like reeds and there was a general rush anxiety for her recovery is not abated yet.
of the inmates in many instances for the We felt that we could not afford to be idle
doors.
At the Great North western Tele- even while we watched by the bedside of a
graph Building the shock was so great that dear sister. "In God we trust."
Bro. A. D. Penrod, of Stofiel, Neit was at first thoug·ht that there had been
an explosion in the building, but on investi- vada, writing lately of the death of
gation it was found that the shock had been Sr. L. E. Stofiel at that place., adds:general.
I wish we were represented by some elder,
So far no damage has been heard of. Dis- bishop, or energetic member, as trials and
patches are pouring in from all over the temptations are very great here and we seem
province and from Eastern Ontario, indicat- all but lost to our brethren out ill this wilderin~ that the shock has been very generally
ness. We trust the time of gathering in has
felt throughout the country, but no damage about commenced.
of consequence is reported.
Bro. R. C. Evans, writing from
Vandalia, Illinois, March 23.- A slig·ht
earthquake shock was felt here about ten London, Ont., March 21:Editors Herald:-We are all rejoicing in
o'clock last night. The vibration was from
London this morning over the power of God
west to east and lasted ten seconds.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 23.-Sunday just displayed in our midst. Sr. Pugsley last
morning a loud, rumbling noise was heard in November went under a dangerous operation
various parts of Rockingham County, accom- in the hospital. After weeks of suffering she
panied by a trembling of the earth, rattling reached her own home. From the day of her
of windows, and shaking of houses. It was operation ber voice began to fail, till it was
reduced to a whisper. For ten da.ys she had
thought to be the effects of an earthquake.
Reports from York County, Maine, c:mfirm not spoken above a whisper, and all hope was
this. The cable to the Isle of Shoals was af- gone that she would ever regain her voice.
fected, and communication with the island is Yesterday, hearing that I had arrived home,
she had me ·administer to her, after which
cut off.
she - received evidence that she would be
healed. We had lost all hope of her ever
AGAINST RAILROAD POOLS.
speaking loud again, for we learned that a
WASHINGTON,D.C.,Mar.ch 22.-The Supreme leading singer who was going under a similar
Court to-day handed down a decision which operation was told that the chances were that
strikes a body blow at all railroad combina- she would never speak again above a whisper;
tions and hits every traffic pool in the coun- so when Sr. Pugsley was found in that
try between the eyes. No such far-reaching condition I with others concluded that she

would never regain her voice. Some three
hours after the administration she was
reading my sermon, "Jesus from the cradle to the grave," page 34, where it says,
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me!" "Was he forsaken'? He thought he
was. No, he was only tried;" etc. In a moment the Spirit rested upon her and she was
instantly restored and her voice at once was
full, sweet, and .rich as ever. This morning
she came to meeting and with us was found
talking, singing, and praising God. We are
hoping, praying, and trying to live, so that
God may direct in the conference. 0 that
God out of his never failing fullness may supply the necessities of his church.

Bro. A. H. Parsons, Philadelphia,
March 19:I feel that a goocJ conference will be enjoyed by all who attend. May we live worthy
of the trust imposed. The work here is moving along slowly. I think the division made
in territory once known as the Philadelphia
district will be productive of good.

A handbill announcing "Lectures
on Mormonism," by A. Carlin, at
Ozark, Missouri, is sent us by Bro.
Henry Sparling; also another, announcing a reply by Bro. S. The
latter writes concerning the attack
and reply as follows, under date of
the 19th:Rev. Carlin intended to g·ive seven lectures.
The first night he had about sixty out, but
they were so disgusted that the next night he
had but sixteen. He found that the people
at Ozark had heard too much of our preaching to believe his lies . . . . After his second
lecture he pulled out. I was not at home, so
I did not heaL· of it until Sunday night following, so I sent word I would answer him if
I could get the hall. I came down and was
welcomed by a great many of our old friends
who were glad to see me; so last night I had
a good turnout and showed the people Carlin's tricky work. This place has been
neglected, for the missionary was instructed
to "keep away from the branches," and the
result is, the work here, as elsewhere, has
gone down. I am satisfied that it is a mistake to ad vise the missionary to steer clear
of branches; at least it has proven so in this
mission.

Bro. R. Etzenhouser,
Island, Ohio, March 22.

Catawba

Three excellent people baptized here yesterday, others almost persuaded.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

CORRECTION. In HERALD of March
24, article Tactics of Disciples No. 2,
the last line of second column, page
188, should be the last line of third
column, same page.
Sr. Mary Grice, St.Mary's, Ont!llirio,
wri~es that the few saints there are
striving to build up the work. She
relates an account of their efforts to
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visit and cheer the sick and afflicted, I On the 25th the Cretans attacked a ' ficially stated that Great Britain has
also of a call and social evening spent Turkish position at Malaxa, outside practically withdrawn from the prowith the family of one of the elders in of Suda, and drove the Turkish forces posed blockade of Grecian ports, and
the field. Bro. Frederick Gregory back until they gained a decided and that France is very strongly inclined
had labored acceptably of late at that important victory, and now occupy a to follow h•r action. The Sultan's
point.
strong strategic position. During the advisers are making the best of the
Sr. Ida M. Brown, of Sarepta, On- engagement the Turkish squadron situation by pointing out that Engtario, writes of blessings received in opened fire on the Cretans, but with land's withdrawal is immaterial as
answer to prayer, also when distressed little or no effect. The foreign Turkey has the support of Russia,
by sickness. She rejoices in the gos- squadron also bombarded the Cretans Germany, Austria, and other powers.
pel as the word and power of God for about ten minutes, but without
Leading Spanish officers in Cuba,
unto salvation. It is well that faith- driving them to retreat.
with few exceptions it is said, concede
ful women and men throughout the
The Cretan situation has materially that Cuba is lost to Spain.
land are blessed of God and made wit- changed during the past week. On
Advices to the London Mail state
nesses for him.
Sunday, March 21, Turks at Tokat, that Emperor William's maladies inThe notice in fast week's issue in the Sivas district of Asia Minor, at- crease to such a degree as to threaten
caus§id the return to Bro. H. A. Steb- tacked and massacred one hundred his soundness of mind; that a combins of the volume that he advertised Armenians while the latter were in bination of pain, excitability, and defor, therefore he does not desire the a church, and continued the work of pression have caused an alarming
duplicates.
murder and pillage for eight hours. condition.
The proclamation of a
Prof. Eldridge, of Montreal, who Sir Philip Currie, the British ambas- regency under the Emperor's brother,
bas traveled extensively in Alaska of st:1,dor at Constantinople and other Prince Henry of Prussia, with an adlate, claims to have discoved a buried ambassadors remonstrated with the visory council, is hinted at.
city, revealed by some recent disturb- Sultan's government and as a result
Dispatches from Alton and Quincy,
ance of nature's forces, showing art two Turkish officials at Tokat were 1 Illinois, and from Greenville and
work and civilization similar to that dismissed. This action was unsatis-1 Vicksburg, Mississippi, dated March
of Central American cities.
Paper factory and fresh representatiqp.s were 28, report that flood conditions concontaining account sent us by Bro. I. made to the Porte, setting forth that stantly become more alarming. The
N. W. Cooper.
serious consequences would follow the Mississippi is rising.
The damage
The New York State Le"'islature failure of the Sultan to really punish has already been very great, but will
has passed the bill creating the those responsible for the massacre.
be comparatively little to what will
greater city of New York, which now
The Sultan has since pursued a result if the levees break at Quincy
goes before the mayors of New York, crafty policy, evidently relying upon and at lower points. At Greenville
Brooklyn, ar:d Long Island City for IR. ussia for support and indicating to every energy is no_w being used to preapproval. Their action, it is said, his people that he had so far been vent a crevasse, with hopes of success.
will be favorable, also that of the\ supported and would continue to be While the water is above the regular
Governor, when the bill will become sustt:1,i.ned by the majority powers levees in some places, dirt, lumber,
a law. The area of the new city is of· Europe.
English sentiment is and bags of sand have been used to
317. 77 square miles and its population strongly aroused and the British gov- elevate the embankments above the
according to official estimates will, ermnent has shown substantial evi- water level. If the weather continues
January 1, 1898, be 3,400,000, making dences of yielding to it, by the strong good it is believed that the entire line
it the second largest city in the measures taken to bring the Sultan to of levees along the Mississippi side, a
world.
more decisive action in preserving continuous line of nearly four hunJ une 20 is the day officially fixed for order in his domain and protecting dred miles, will be made to hold. At
the celebration of Queen· Victoria's the Christian population.
England Vicksburg the river is but six inches
sixty years' reign.
has openly threatened to withdraw below the highest water since 1862.
A tornado swept down upon the from the Cretan blockade, and France ''The best that can be said is that the
town of;,icArlington, Georgia, March and other powers show signs of fol- levees are being held on both sides of
22, and struck the public school, ut- lowing suit.
the river under circumstances a little
terly destroying it, ::md burying puAdvices dated March 25 state that short of desperate. Government bulpils and teachers in the ruins. Nine the recent massacre at Tokat, the dan- letins to-day announcing more rains
were killed outright and a number ger of further outbreaks in Anatolia, in the upper valleys are most depressinjured.
and the action of the Porte in semi· ing."
Northern and Southern uoints con- officially pointing out to the Turkish
Arrivals not noted heretofore intinue to report widespread ruin and press and provincial officials that the elude Bro. W. A. McDowell, of
disaster results from the :floods. Lat- blockade of Crete by the fleets of the Wiscons~n, Sr. M. Walker, of Beaest advices report the waters receding. powers, etc., was a triumph for the consfield, Iowa, Bro. R. J. Anthony,
Cubans gained a decided victo;y policy of the Sultan, have had their of the Rocky Mountain mission, and
over the Spanish guerilla force in effect in showing that the Christians Bro. 0. Scott.
Havana Province of late, cutting the in Armenia are in danger of extermiA cyclone destroyed valuable prop·
Spanish force to pieces.
nation. Consequently it is semi-of- erty at Austin, Texas, March 28.
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Mothsrs' HomB Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
Be stili and strong.
man, my brother, hold thy sobbing breath,
And keep thy soul's large window pure from wrong!
That so, as life's appointment 'issueth,
Thy vision may he clear to watch along
The sunset consummation lights of death!
0

-E. B. Browning.

SELECT READING FOR APRIL MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
"FIRS'l' pure, then peaceable," is the divine
order of precedence. If we would have
peace in our lives, or in our hous.eholds, we
must first have purity. How shall we transmute the innocency of the child into the
purity of the man or woman? "Keep thyself
pure" is God's command. Purity is freedom
from all that contaminates. and defiles.
Whether it shall be secured for their children depends largely upon the caFe taken of
them by their parents. There seems to be a
close connection between cleanliness and
purity. God's way of teaching purity to his
ancient people (rather, his way of making it
an ingrained part of their nature), was by the
washings in clean water; the robes of the
priests "of fine linen, clean and white;" the
perfect cleanliness of all vessels used in his
sanctuary; the "without spot or blemish" required of every sacrifice offered to him.
Similar means will teach the same lesson in
our homes. See that the child's skin is kept
clean by bathing in pure water; that its
clothes, no matter how coarse and patched,
are clean and whole; that the dishes from
which it eats and the bed in which it sleeps
are clean. Dirt and indecency seem to be
twin brothers. Do not shock or destroy the
child's modesty by undue exposure of its person. We have seen sensitive children sob as
though their hearts would break on being undressed in the presence of strangers. On
the other hand, we see children who delight
in being naked, who dance and shout in
ecstasy if they can escape from their bath
undressed.
This is no sign of lack of
modesty, and should not be treated as such.
We saw in babyhood how the child delights
in his own body; it is a perfectly natural,
innocent delight, felt undoubtedly by Adam
and Eve before sin drove them to make a
garment of fig leaves. Instead of crying,
"Shame! shame!" to the little one when he
unduly exposes his person, and thus planting
in his mind the seeds of suspicion and impure
thought, we can teach that some parts of our
body are to be covered, not because they are
less pure than others-for why are we to call
that which God has made "common or unclean?"-but because custom so requires.
This, translated by wise mother love into his
own language, he can and will understand.
Guard your children against the contamination arising from hearing coarse jokes,
vulgar allusions, or lewd stories; sometimes,
we grieve to say, these are heard even around
the home fireside; often the danger comes
from bad associates; in the country, farm··
hands tgo Often 80\'f tl)e !3\'JeQS (>f impurity in

your boys' minds; in town the danger comes
from the education of the street,for the street
is an educator just as much as the home, or
the school, or the church; and since it is so,.
its moral atmosphere should be as pure as
either. We all know that it is not, and that
it never can be so long as one dram-ahop
opens on it, for to the dram-shop the moral
pollution of the community naturally gravitates; there is no other place where virtue is
so lightly esteemed, where lewd stories and
coarse all us.ions are so rife. There are other
dernoralizing influences beside the dramshop. Often a store is made the ra!lyingpoint of the village, where, night after night,
men-and, we blush to say it, Christian
fathers-congregate, and spend the hours
that ought to be devoted to wife and children, in smoking, talking politics or gossip,
and t,elling sue!: stories as they would blush
to have their wives and daughters hear.
They may be, in the main, well-meaning
men, but they cannot avoid being smirched
by such associations. They endanger the
purity of the home by bringing into its
atmosphere, all unconsciously to themselves,
something of the impurity of their nightly
associations. If you would have your sons
and daughters grow up pure, beware what
influences you bring into the home, as well
as what influence you expose them to outside
of it.-Childhood: Its Care and Culture.
"The first word that jars upon one's inborn
instinct of modesty must be avoided. The
story that, while not being very wrong, is
yet not such a story as one would wish to tell
one's mot.her, or one's younger sister; the
jest about matters that should be held in
sacred silence; the little things, some of
them so small that they can scarcely be mentioned, but which at first brings a blush to
the cheek and a little sens1tive feeling of
wounded modesty to the heart, all these
should be carefully avoided. The involuntary repulsion which comes at first is a danger signal, and one which ought not to be
passed unnoticed.
"If you are thrown into casual intercourse
with companions who are tempted to indulge
in failings of this kind, shun them, whatever
their other attractions may be. If a book
comes into your hands that you feel is in
ever so subtle a sense a book that will rub
off that bloom of absolute purity, no matter
if it is a book that all the rest of your world
is reading, lay it aside at once. You ca,nnot
be too careful on this score, and unless it is
deadened by abuse your instinct will be very
sensitive, and will give you ample warning.
"It is one of the fairest of old-fashioned
womanly virtues, and it will never pass out
of fashion among those who want to be all
that is true and sweet and lovable.
"You are pure, you say: are your thoughts as white
As the snow that falls with the midnight's hush?
Could you see them blazoned iu letters of light
For the world to.see, and feel no blush?
"lf you stood in the con rt of heaven, ruid swift,
Glad greetings of loved ones who know no wrong,
Conld you bare your heart to them all and lift
Unshrinking eyes to that spotless~throng?
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sometimes in the shaft of a coal mine with a
blossom of waxen purity. There it hangs in
the midst of the flying coal dust, where everything else becomes laden with grime, but
if it was protected by gla8S it could not be
more spotless. It is the nature of the petal,
its own exquisite enamel, which shields it,
even where the very atmosphere is charged
with impurity. Let your hearts be like that
waxen blossom, so pure that nothing that is
not spotlessly pure can rest within them."
The principles set forth i.n the White
Cross obligations are such as should be
adopted by every Latter Day Saint. The
obligations for men are:1. '.ro treat all women with respect, and endeavor to protect them from wrong and degradation.
2. To endeavor to put down all indecent
language and coarse jests.
3. To maintain the law of purity as equally
binding upon men and women.
4. To endeavor to spread these principles
among my companions, and try to help my
younger brothers.
5. To use all possible means to fulfill the
commana, "Keep thyself pure."
For women they are:1. To uphold the law of purity as equally
binding upon men and women.
2. To be modest in language, behavior, and
dress.
3. To avoid all conversation, reading, art,
and amusements whi9"h may put impure
thoughts into my mind.
4. To guard the purity of others, especially
of the young.
5. To strive after the special blessing
promised to the pure in heart.
Teach your children that the law of right
d8mands as much of men as of women, of
b~ys as of girls. "Whatsoever things are
pure, whatsoever things are lovely,'' "honest," or of "good report" are profitable alike
for those of either sex.

PROGRAM FOR APRIL MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
HYMN 75 Saints' Harp. Prayer. Scripture
reading 2 Peter 3: 9-H. Reading from Home
Column with discussion. General remarks
on mothers' work. Roll call. Business.
Hymn 1019.

8tlndau 8Bhool Dsuartmsnt.
MRS.

J, II.

ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.

(Send commu11icatious for this department to the Editor.
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.,')

THE TWO-TEXT SYSTEM.
FOLLOWING is an extract from a private letter from a sister-the Clinton, Missouri,
district superintendent-in 'answer to the
question by her af1sistant, as to what her
ideas are regarding the uniformity of texts:''You ask my opinion of the Quarterlies. Do
I you know the same question is up concerning

I

"The absolute.ly pure heart will re.tain its the I,nt~rn.ational. LLesson Leaves?
Well,
purity by refusrng to absorb or be soiled by what prrnc1ple musu we al.l look to as a key
J.mpurit,v. There is a little plant'that grows , for the solution of it? P<Jnaps you may ob"
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tain it for yourself if I ask you a question. In
the prophecy of Enoch we find the thought
shadowed forth that all things temporal are
in likeness of things spiritual. Taking it for
granted, then, that teaching is teaching,
whatever the field, I would ask, in secular
work which should the day-teacher consider
to be the most important, his own convenience
or the child's needs? Why not say, "What a
beautiful thing it would be to have geometry
taught in all the grades at the same time?
If there are different teachers, the superintendent could map out the lesson for each,
all at once, and it would be more convenient; if
all grades are under one teacher, he could
save multiplying the number of classes by
forcing all the children to study the same at
the same time."
"But,'' you exclaim, "tho case- is different;
all children are not able to study geometry
at the same age, and should not do so; while
with the Bible the case is surely different."
Ah! but is the case different?
What is the object of all this Sunday school
teaching? Is it not to build a spiritual structure, out of spiritual truths, with the principles analyzed, and arrang·ed in their proper
order, to serve as a standard by which the
child may test the fitness and reliability of
all other structures?
We all know we cannot t'"ach a child the
principles of fractions in such a manner that
he may iise these to moosure the things of the
world by, without having first taught him
the four fnndamental principles of arithmetic. Then how shall we teach a child the
proper analysis of the acts of God in dealing
with rebellious, crooked Israel, when we
have not taught him how God is pleased to
deal with fully obedient, righteous children?
We may throw in a few explanatory assertions of our own, and say to our consciences,
"We have completed the picture in the
child's mind." But have we done so? How
long does it take to teach a child the theory
of the pure gospel? Will a few sentences do
it? If so, then you and I should have been
perfect long ago.
The Roman Catholic says, "Give me a child
until he is eight, and I care not who has him
afterward." And does he waste his time in
beginning at the middle of his work? Perhaps you have already caught a glimmering
of my position. But while the people are in
the undeveloped condition they are to-day, I
would not dare to plead for the real truths at
the bottom of the matter in speaking before
the masses; but may I tell them to you that you
may judge righteously of the middle course?
A class is before me. They have never been
in Sunday school before, or at least under
teachers having the true light. Shall I begin
talking about Paul and his work? The
Quarterly may be treating on that subject.
Is my class ready .for it? Sr. Miller, one
child has just as much right to demand of me
as a teacher that I beg·in at the fundamental
truths of the gospel, and slowly and patiently
follow up the study of it, using such parts of
the Bible or any other Scripture as is needed
to build within him a proper spiritual structure, as any other child. And if my child
.start.s to Sunday school just when the Quar-
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terlies are in the middle of the New Testament, will it receive this.at my hands as well
as it would when the leS'sons began with
Jesus and his teachings?
Do not say the parents should have taught
these things. Why not let them do it all?
But why can we not be as rational in Sunday
school teaching as in day school teaching
after all? Establish a cowrse of study for the
assistance of those unskilled in selection, and
make BOOKS, not periodicals, to be placed in
the hands of the teachers as texts to be used
with discretion and skill.
Anyone has sense enough to know that no
one can dictate what page of a day school
text-book the various children of any certain
grade should be studying on February 16!
All will depend on the length of time they
have been at study, on the ability of the
teacher and children; and many things
hinder such a dictation.
ls it any more rational to dictate such a
thing in Sunday school work? "But, oh!
what a radical position this is, Sr. Goff! I
never could ad vacate this even though I believed it; for this would do away with the
Quarterlies, and none would accept it." Just
so; neither can I to the masses. But there is
a middle ground. The people must have
Qunrterlies to be in fashion. Can we not,
however, trust the Spirit that has already
prompted the committee whose business it
was to look into this matter and let well
enough alone? They teach the gospel to little
children first. Then afterwards the little
ones can see how naughty it was for ancient
Israel to reject this gostiel first, for they have
a standa1·d to measure their actions by, also a
knowledqe of what they lost by it.
Thinking this question has not been canvassed as thornughly as it might, and feeling
every teacher has had like experience in having new and untaught pupils come into their
class when the lessons are in the midst of
"Paul's travels" and "miracles of Jesus,"
without any previous knowledge of who they
were or from whence they came, and longed
for some one-for his own benefit and for the
benefit of the rest of the class-as teacher to
take the little tot to his knee and teach him
the "AB C's" of the gospel (creation, fall,
and redemption, etc.), as would be done for
one not knowing his "letters" in a day-school
when the least class, or grade is too far advanced for his small comprehension, I send
the above as "food for thought." Then if
the "Primary Question Books" are not suitable for this work, let us have previous lessons
of Primary Quarterlies put into book formor something better will not be objectionable.
This done, a uniformity of texts may obtain
with favorable results.
E. M.
NEVADA, Missouri, March 11, 1897.

hBUBr Department.
JONESPORT, Me., March 15.
Editors Herald:-In looking back over the
past year, as the conference year is almost at
an end, I can see I have made some mistakes;
notwithstanding I have watched myself very
closely, and as I cannot retract, I shall try to
profit for the incoming year by the mistakes
of the past.
'l'his is a grand and glorious work, and
there is so much to be accomplished, and so
many difficulties to surmount, and our surroundings by times being- anything but
pleasant, that unless one studies hard and
guards himself, his weak points are liable to
be discovered.
I can see that it is very much harder to
labor among old acquaintances and relatives
than among strangers, and this is in harmony
with Jesus' saying, that a prophet hath no
honor in his own country and among his own
kindred; no matter how good the man, how
noble his qualities, how eloquent his preaching, or refined his manners. As a rule the real
man is lost sight of. Something new under
the sun is wanted, and my opinion is that it
is better to change pulpits occasionally.
I labored the first of the winter in new
places, between the Eastern and Western
districts, to draw the two districts nearer together. I succeeded in getting a hearing
and awakening a good interest in at least
four places where the gospel h11-d not been
planted before, since which time I have
labored around the old branches. There is
great need of much labor in some of those old
places. Think for a moment, a branch of one
hundred and forty-three members with no
teacher to visit the members and instruct
them, and to see that all attend meetings
and that they all do their duty in meeting;
also no priest to assist the elder in his duties,
when there is plenty of good material that
could be utilized, and with eighty members
in the immediate vicinity of the place of
worship, and but from seven to twelve in attendance. Rather bad legislation, and the
majority think all is well in Zion. The
counsel of the district president is ignored,
hence the work moves slowly. A kingdom
divided cannot stand. I believe it better to
heed the Apostle Paul's injunction, to be all
of one mind. There should be some changes
made here, and I trust the missionary in
charge this coming year will labor to that
end.
I trust that the coming year some may
profit by the mistakes of the past, and let us
get to work with a will.
Hastily,

s. o. Foss.

FLINT, Indiana, has a new Sunday school
with an enrollment of thirty. It is christened "Rising Star." May it shed its glory
upon all who behold it.

BRUNER, Missouri, March 19.
Editors Iferald:-I have not been sle~ping;
I have tried to do whatever I could find to
do, working or preaching as required. I
have preached in four different directions
In 1895 Pittsburg imported $1,088,838 worth from home, from seven to twenty miles, and
of dutiable merchandise, and in 1896 only have talked many a sermon by the way.
$778,164 worth. The duty collected i,n 1895 This conference year I have blessed three
: was $338,842,and in 1896 $402, 782,
children, preached seventy-six times, admit\-

------------
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istered thirty-fl ve times, baptized eighteen,
confirmed twenty, preached three funeral
sermons. We have met with some opposition of couree, but I would rather meet with
a little opposition where I go. It gives one
a chance to talk and explain; others that we
did not know would want to make our acquaintance for the express purpose of learning of the gospel. Those that I have baptized
understand the work and seem firm as can be.
Would love to be with y!'m at conference.
God be with you.
Your brother,
J. R. WEDLOCK.
WEIR CITY, Kan., March 23.
Editors Herald:-As the toughest and hardiest plants are not reared in "the sheltered
garden or the hothouse, but on the rugged
Alpine cliffs, where storms beat most violently;" as the t.rees of the forest become
stronger as they are lashed by furious winds;
as "peril is the very element in which power
is developed;" so it is with this great work
that we all so much love;-those who oppose
and fight against it with their might only
afford it an opportunity to manifest its
strength and defensibility. Thus we have
learned by experience to contemplate, in
optimistic mood, the varied oppositions that
are broughto bear upon the truth.
The debate at Nashville, Missouri, between
Bro. W. C. Cather ana W. W. Blalock, of
the Disciples, we think was a grand success
in our favor. The writer, acting as moderator
for Bro. Cather during the entire discussion,
is able to bear testimony that the cause was
well defended and that the work will not
suffer from any part of the debate. Mr.Blalock,
understanding that Bro. Cather had never
debated an;y, and that he liad not even been
long in the work, thought he had only a boy
to deal with, consequently he anticipated an
easy time and in fact a walkover, and the
first evening he was rather blustery and
could not conceal the feeling that he thought
he had a bonanza; said that he would "'tend
to him" (Bro. Cather); but in our way of
thinking he grew weaker from the first night
to the last and Bro. Cather, not being experienced to begin with, waxed mightier to
the last.
On the first proposition, Mr. Bla;ock, instead of trying to answer Bro. Cather's arguments to any extent, thought he could better
"dig out Mormonism," as be was pleased to
term it, by reading from the Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covena11ts, and
other books, garbling, perverting, stopping
at commas, and twisting and misrepresenting in general. Bro. Cather would reread
and show how his opponent garbled the passages and tried to make the people think
there were things in the books that were
really not there, until it became very apparent to the people, including the Disciple
brethren, that Mr. Blalock was so grossly
misrepresenting that it was the next thing
to if not outright lying. It was obvious
which way the audience thought the debate
was going by the way they cheered b.ro.
Cather when he would show up those garbled
nadings and reveal the depth to which his

opponent would stoop in his crazy endeavor
to "dig out Mormonism." The frequent
roof-raising applause coming from thre:i
fourths of an audience of four huno red people
only told Mr. Blalock that he was losing
ground very: rapidly.
On the second proposition Mr. Blalock did
not set up much for Bro. Cather to tear down;
twelve dead apostles was about all he set up;
so Bro. Cather set his church up for him to
some extent, or rather showed what the
church was like ttat is described in the New
Testament, and then showed plainly from
the Bible, and also from books and publications of the Disciple Church, that their
church was not identical in faith, organization, doctrine, teaching, nor practice. In
proving these various points Bro. Cather
nailed thein down in a way that was convincing, and on his last speech he was blessed
with liberty more than usual, and came in on
the "home stretch" (pardon this slang) with
banner waving victoriously for the truth
amid the exultant cheers of his auditors.
Each speaker occupied his full time on each
speech on both propositions. When time
was called on Bro. Cather's last speech, there
arose a man in the audience and asked permission to speak a word, when an elder of
the Disciples arose and objected. The man
in the audience then marched up to the table
where Bro. Cather sat and emptied a sack of
money, which rattled beautifully and spread
all over the table, stating that the people of
Nashville wished to manifest their appreciation of Mr. Cather's efforts in that way;
whereupon the congregation gave a prolonged cheer. \Vhen the applause subsided,
Mr. Blalock arose and said that he did not
now believe any more of Mr. Cather's doctrine than when the debate commenced, but
he felt no animosity toward'him, and said he
wanted to shi?..ke bands with Mr. Cather and
part friends. Bro. Cather arose and shook
hands with him. Mr. Blalock further stated
that giving the money to Mr. Cather was
nothing more than right; that his brethren
paid him for doing his part of the debating,
and if those in sympathy with Mr. Cather did
not pay him for his efforts they would not be
gentlemen. "But," he said, "some people like
to make a show of their gifts;" whereupon a
man in the audience arose and said, ~.'He
[Bro. Cather] did so well I'll raise it another
one," and tossed up another dollar on the table. Then the audience roared. Another
man arose and said, "Yes, and I'll raise it
another." When the people got through
cheering Mr. Blalock had taken his seat.
The purse and all amounted to thirty-four
dollars. Bro. Cather then arose and stated
that he did not believe any more in the Disciples' Church than be did before, nor so
much, because the debate had afforded or
caused him to make a more thorough investigation of Discipleism than ever before,
hence he saw its weakness more plainly. He
also said that he thought Mr. Blalock had
been an instrument in his hands in assisting
him to more firmly plant the cause of truth
in that;place. Thus closed the debate,
The close of the first proposition was on
Saturday evening.
Mr. Blalock had an-
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nounced that he woiild not debate on ·Sunday,
and that he expected to preach on Sunday at
eleven and 7: 30. Some of our friends, thinking he ought to have divided the time with
us, went and obtained the use of the schoolhouse near the church, borrowed chairs from
the Methodist· church, provided lights, etc.,
and asked us to occupy. We therefore announced on Saturday eveninl'.' that the writer
would preach twice on Sunday. The house
was nearly full at eleven, there being three
services in a stone's throw of each other, and
at 7: 30, the house was literally packed. We
preached both times with much liberty.
Before the debate the Disciple folks told
Bro. Cather that they would not shut him
out of the house, but they would "dig" him
out; that was when they were negotiating for
the debate. But failing to "dig" him out in
their way, they voted, after the debate to
shut him out, and that at a special meeting,
after Bro. Cather had asked for the house in
which to hold a funeral service; so he invited
tlie people to the cemetery, where he
preached the funeral sermon to a large crowd.
Thus they have admitted by their own actions that they have not "dug" up which to
them is a solace to call "Mormonism."
Bro. Cather has made many zealous friends
for the cause in and around Nashville. Several have declared their intention of soon becoming" Latter Day Saints ,by baptism. But
there is no place now where preaching can
be done at that place. It would be well to go
there with a tent as soon as warm weather
sets in. It should be looked after by some
one in case Bro. Cather is sent elsewhere the
coming year.
In bonds,
J. ·w. GILBERT.
JONESPORT, Maine, March 12, 1897.
Editors Herald:-I inclose an extract from
a letter written by G. R. Lederer, Editor of
the Israelite Indeed, in June 8, 1867. It was
in answer to a question which I asked him
after reading what G. J. Adams wrote concerning Christ's mother being of the tribe of
Levi. If you think the extract would give
any light you can use it.
Yours,
M. MANSFELD.
"Brother Adams is mistaken in believing
Mary to have been of the tribe of Levi; he
thinks so because Elizabeth was her cousin.
This, however, does not necessarily lead to
the conclusion to which Brother Adams derived'. A sister of Mary's mother married a
priest; thus Elizabeth became Mary's cousin.
Had Mary been of the tribe of Levi and not
of Judah, she would not have been compelled
to go to Bethlehem to be taxed. The Romans did not respect Jewish laws, and therefore the women were not counted to their
husband's tribe.
"Peace be with you.
"Your brother in hope,
"G. R. LEDERER."
BAVENDEN SPRINGS, Ark., March 22.
Editors Herald:-I herewith forward you
some clippings from a number ot pa;pers from
whi.ch it may be seen that the distinction be,
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tween us and the Utah Church is brought in
a conspicuous manner to the notice of the
reading public. We propose to let no opportunity slip wherein we are able to give publicity to this difference; at the same time I
readily and gladly accord to these young missionaries all the privileges and _respect I ask
for myself. They bave the same right to
speak and be heard that I have, <l.nd while I
most contemptuously spurn the principles
they hold which make the distinction I have
no will, right, or desire to question their sincerity or to withdraw respect from them as
individuals.
I always feel so much better when occupying a high plane of broad, liberal views than
when I am crowded into a stingy chasm of
congestive narrowness, that you may always
expect to find me in this great social world
giving to others all, if not a little more, than
I ask for myself. The weary and footsore of
all classes have ever found a cordial welcome
beneath my humble domicile, the Utah elders
not excepted. We invite them to call, but
their reticence stands challenged.
We propose to cbase the Devil around the
stump in a most lively manner. Their uneasiness soon becomes apparent; they chafe
under the collar; they step outside their prescribed traces; and in their confusion they do
actually discuss their abandoned claims; iwd
lo, they soon feel the irksomeness of their
yoke and hie out for more quiet quarters.
0, how I thank my God that he requires the
defense of no principle we are ashamed of!
In this great world I al ways enjoy having
people attack our views in a genteel way,
granting an opportunity of defense, and
would not give a superannuated fig for any
principle, religious or political, that will not
sustain inviolate the most rigid examination.
I never yet saw a stupid ass staggering beneath an illy-proportioned load but my sympathies were evoked, and why should I not
pity my fellows when it becomes their grewsome duty to defend shameless, ignoble doctrines that, like parasites, attach to the
blessed message of peace. A wail of distress
summoned my presence where a boy bad an
ugly thorn in his foot, and when I could neither encourage by reason nor coax him, I
resolutely coerced the lad by main force
while I extracted the thorn. Feign would I
wrench from the hands of these young men
the instrument of their own torture. But
nay! God will
"In nameless.ways be good and kind
But never force the human mind.,,

Why should I seek to do more? I can force
strong, cogent arguments upon their minds.
I will force truth home in a relentless manner and be sure that people understand that
it is principles, not people, that I deal with;
then contentedly leave the sequel with God
and the hearers.
D. R. BALDWIN.
LAMONI, Iowa, March 23.

Editors Herald:-After a silence of more
than fifteen mont.hs I will venture once ~ore
to enter your sanctum, not however with the
idea of minutely writing up all interesting
items that have fallen under my observation
for the past •two yea.rs. J,et, me assure the

household of faith that "my harp" bas not
been "bung upon the willow,'' but I have
been diligent in blowing the gospel trumpet,
inviting one and all to consider the promises
of God, as contained in the divine message.
During the summer season, in company
with Bro. A. M. Chase, inhabited the "gospel tent," in telling the story of di vine love
in new places, and many hundreds of people
were saluted with the "glad tidings" by the
preached and printed word. In my humble
opinion the future alone shall reveal the
good that was accomplished. TwelvG were
added at one place, and many others continue
to investigate.
The early winter I was at Allendale, an
old gospel "stamping ground." There was
a revival wave throughout that section of
"black mud and big red apples;" neverth;iless some intere8t was had and one baptism.
I next occupied at the Latta schoolhouse, and
two were united to the family whose names
are written in heaven. Spent a month in
Lucas County, preaching in Lucas, Spring
Hill, and Lipe schoolhouses. At the first
place the attendance was fair notwithstanding snow and mud.
At a revival meeting held at Woodburn
the wife and daughter of the postmaster went
insane on the same day. The wife was sent
to Clarinda and in a few days was sent back
in her coffin. While at the Lipe the coldest
of the winter was upon us, and there was
small audience but manifest interest upon the
part of a few. Latel:,- in company with Bro.
W. T. Shakespeare, we visited Monroe
County, preaching at the Morris schoolhouse;
at Foster we occupied the Baptist church;
the attendance and interest most excellent.
At Hiteman we had some good meetings with
the attendance of the Holy Spirit. There
has lately been a marvelous healing there.
May God keep the.m humble and pure of action.
The outlook for the cause throughout this
district is quite promising, and the late twodays' meetings resulted in good with one_exception. Snowing all day, but not cold.
In bonds,
ROBERT M. ELVIN.

the Oongreg·ational Church at Adin to allow
us the use of their churchhouse, and also
announced for Bro. Daley to speak there
Sunday; so Sunday morning four carriages
were on their way through deep mud and
over rocky roads, carrying their precious
loads towards town; but while on the way
Bro. Rice was stopped by the &tage driver,
who handed him a letter which notifiefl ua
that we could not use the ch urchhouse for
preaching, as they considered us not orthodox. But onward is the cry of God's people,
so we urg·ed our teams forward with a will
and arrived in Adin at noon, and in two hours
arrangements were made for hall, and Bro.
Daley's care. The hall furnished with seats,
and warmed, people notified of change of
place of meeting, and a card of notice of
change tacked alongside of door on churchhouse; and the result of all was a large turnout, and that too by the most liberal and, of
course, best, and hy no means poorest or
smallest part of the population of Adin.
Bro. Daly remained in Adin and preached
while there, delivering six sermons ere Saturday morning, when I came to convey him
to the residence of Bro. C. A. Higgins, to
initiate Sr. Higgins into the kingdom, and
on Monday morning, Sr. Katie Higgins, making three souls which have entered in at the
gate during Bro. Daley's stay, and more nigh
the kingdom are here.
But Bro. Daley
started Monday morning to go home to his
wife who is sick in Sacramento Valley; and
thus we are again without an elder here.
But we pray there soon may be some one
here again to do this work for the Master.
Bro. Daley is competent for this country,
having allayed prejudice and informed people of some of our doctrine. We would like
to see the work pushed along. There are
many also outside of the church who would
welcome his return, but as the la~orers are
few wo readily submit to Him who doeth all
things well, hoping this country will not be
forgotten or forsaken by the laborers.
E. A. H. GU'l'ZMAN.
GALIEN, Mich., March 22.

Editors Herald:- I have been holding meet-

ings here two weeks, preaching every night
ROUND VALLEY, Cal., March 1.
and twice on Sundays, and shall .continue as
Editm·s Herald:-Desiring to help a.long long as tbe interest lasts. I have one name
the ~vork of Christ let me give a short re- for baptism and will have more before we
port as pertaining to this part of the earth. close. The saints join in saying that there
The help which was craved came along with has not been such an awakening in Galien for
Elder Thomas DaleJ and is now exerting its years as now. Yesterday (Sunday) I preached
force in a manner perceptible to those who in the morning; preached a funeral sermon
are not blind and who delight in that which at two p. m., and again in the evening. Was
is good. 'I'be saints tried to settle all diffi- quite tired when through. It is said there
culties existing among themselves before the are those who have never been known to atarri val of Bro. Daley, thus showing a disposi- tend our meetings that are now very much
tion to serve their Master. After laboring in interested.
the vicinity of the Lookout saints, Bro. Daley
Bro. E. A. Blakeslee was home from the
came to Round Valley last weeli:. Discharg- capital over Sunday and seemed wonderfully
ing his duty here, he was not reluctant when pleased to see such an interest. Buchanan
on Saturday afternoon he found plenty of· saints are calling for me, and I am wanted i.t
water fresh and at least cool, just from the Troy, and two or three other places in this
snowy mountains surrounding, to baptize part 9f Michigan. I shall not find time to
Bro. George Dar", confirming- him the same attend General Conference, and hardly think
afternoon.
I would be needed there.
_
Bro. C. Rice, of Round {alley, during the
I shall be pleased to la.bar the coming year
week had obtained consent of the trustees of 1 wherever I can do the most good i.n harmony
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with the'missionary in charge and local authority. I wish to govern myself so that my
only motive shall be to build up the work
and the salvation of souls and lose sight of
territorial rights which serve to protflct
largely those whose leading motive apparently seems to be personal glorification
against the encroachments of others, which
is clearly an exhibition of ministerial jealousy.
Yours in bonds,
H. C. BRONSON.

I share of the ~onference. Pittsburg and_ Iquick enough to
! Wheeling have long won the laurels in point I point. Ah, me!
I of

CA'!.'AWJ3A ISLAND, 0., March 23.

.Editors Herald:-Last spring Bro. Peter
Peterson came over here from Canada.

By

a consistent life, putting out the printed
word, and conversin,.,o· he had James Welsh
ready for bv.ptism; others interested. Four
have now been baptized and four more express themselves as ready soon.
How this work would spread if everuwhere
J
the saints would do as Bro. Peterson has
done. The missionary often finds his appointment but poorly advertised and from
Year to year absolutely- nothinz
" done by many
saints to warn their neighbor, which God has
made their sacred and solemn duty.
Those baptized here and those interested
are a good dass of people. The usual amount
of nonsense has gone the rounds since the
work begun here, but the fair-minded have
done much for us in moulding sentiment in
our favor. A Mrs. Bergderfer has aided me
much in directing the song service, a Mrs.
Davis presiding· at the org·an. Service
rendered so choerfolly is large help. Ladies
working for the maintenance of a union Sunday school first opened the church to me.
This time the three trustees were ail consult.ed and consented, being willing all should
hear and judge for themsel v0s, and that is
where God placed the responsibility.
A
woman is reported to have said she would
guard the church door with club so I s.hould
not enter, but she did not appear; evidently
her better judgment came to her rescue.
May that zeal yet furnish her better fruitage.
Many have vied with each other in showing
me kindness and hospitality. May the Lord
reward them.
In a few days my work will be done in the
Pittsburg and Kirtland district for this coriference year.
Where my labors shall be
next is to be determined by the conference.
The division of the district, I believe, will be
advantageous, but not all results seen at
once.
At the late conference (),t Blake Mi.lls that
busy man, George Hulmes, was placed in
charge of disti'ict. I learned to sincerely
love him by a cloBer association. v'Vould that
- he was entirely free from world.ly toil and. to
labor entirely for God. In faith, perseverance, and patient forbearance he will do what
he can.
The preaching at the late conference was
of a very high order, Bro. F. J. Ebeling,
under the blessing of God, delivered fresh
thought on old topics refreshing to all; by
humility and diligence his star will shine ou
and on. The ministrations of Brn. Hulmes
and I. M. Smith were also as manna to the
ROul. Bro. Short seemed at his
in his

financial aid, and while they still duplics.ted their past efforts, Cleveland rather
outstripped all in the last report when their
numbers and circumstances are considered as
also their heavy local expense.
Bro. L. W. Powell was installed president
of Cleveland branch a few days since. Ti:rn/&
little Welshman has invented a corn planter
for one, two, or three rows, (the machine
for three rows adjustable for several kinds of
seeds, and five rows, more or less,) that in my
opinion bi.d.s fair to take the field over others. It will be far cheaper, do more, and do
it easiar. Thoso in the line of such manufacturing have made some proposals. How
I wou ld l'k
t o see manu f ac t urrng
·
d eve 1op
l e
among the business men of the church.
Crm some of them buy Bro. Powell out and
he return to do his Mast.er's bidding in the
·
' o f t,,e
.,, L. or<"1? H"
· T emvrneyara
.
is a dd ress 1s
ple, Lake County, Oh10.
L a b orrng·
un d er B ro. G r1"filth' s ct"irec t'10n
has been blessed, and God's directing him
I mam,est.
., · ·r1. h ave enJoye
·
d tlie year o_f t. 011,
·1
being blessed of God ::.nd sustained by his
l
I b a
peop e.
n on s,
R E
, s
·· · JfZENHOU ER.
KEWANEE, Ill., March 15.

_Editors Heruld:-Since last writing I have
held meetings at Etherly, Dahinda, and
other places. I baptized one at Dahinda,
January 31, and two in Rock Island last Sunday. Last Friday evening I closed a discussion with Rev. Charles Akers, of the "Church
of God," "Evening Lights," etc., etc. I
at'firmed the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints to be in fact the
Church of God and accepted of him. My
opponent affirmed· tbe church of which he is
a member, etc., King· James Translation the
standard of appeal, the debate governed by
extracts from "Hedg·e's Rules of Logic."
It was ·held at Andalusia, Ruck Ishmd
County, Illinois. My opponent's moderator
vrns Rev. Thomas Nelson, a minister of his
own church. The Rev. Ivl:r. Wassen, of the
United Brethren, acted as my moderator on
the first proposition. When Bro. James McKiernan arrived my moderator requested
that I select him on the last proposition.
Rev. Charles Akers is a gentleman, so far
s,s language is concerned. The "two priesthoods" were quite a strain on his powers of
argument and endurance. He proved from
Hebrews what no one disputed, tbat Christ
was a priest forever after the order of Melchisedec; that he was the head of the body.
He argued that to have high priests in the
church they must continue forever.
Was
not that funnyi' But it was funnier still
when I read Hebrews 7: 3, where it said that
Melchisedec abideth 3, "priest continually,''
and that Moses, a typo of Christ, Prophet,
Priest, and King, appeared upon the mount
with Elias. (Matt. 17: 3.) Insomuch as be
ran off into i;be affirmative on this point, I
giwe him the privilege o.f proving that high
priests did not minister unto the spirits in
prison as Christ went to minister unto them.
; (1 Peter 3: 18-20; 4: 6.) Our ears were not

I

I

I

his

hear
answer upon this
that doubtful passage! At
last he concluded that if I could prove by the
Now Testament that there was another high
priest i.n the church besides Christ, he wouid
yield the point. I had repeatedly quoted
John 20: 21, "As my Father ha/&h sent me,
even so send I you." Christ was a priest, a
High Priest forever.
The disciples were
sent as he was sent. This would not satisfy
my opponent. He wanted just«one passage
from the new Testament when i.t stated in
those words that there was another high
priest besides Christ in the church. I showed
the reasonableness of his demar;d as follows:
'fhe Acts and epistles are only a few letters,
written to men or churches, who were supposed to understand 1_argely the gospel systern, and many things needed not to be
stated, but to be referred to convey the
writer's thoug·hts upon the sub:ject,. 1'hey
were in many ways ~mperfect, only a part of
the many letters' wntten, and he wanted me
to sustain a perfect•system with an imperfect
history. \'lasn't that rich? Unfortunately
for him I remembered the rule that the King
James' Version of the Bible was the standard
of appeal. He tried to confine me to the
New Testament only. The people had
grasped the position. Said they, "If you
prove your two priesthoods, the victory is
yours; if you don't your cause is lost." I took
this as a compliment.; I had gotten the issue
down to these two points. The people saw it.
This was what I bad tried for.
I referred my opponent to Zschariah 3,.
which shows that a Joshua, a "high priest,"
"should ;judge the house of God" "and keep
his courts." Verse 0 shows that the iniquity
of that land wa.s to be removed in one day;
verse 10 that every man should call his
neighbor under the vine and under the fig
tree.
I asked him to prove that this
p1•ophccy had come to pass, if he could. He
said, "We will leave that to the people."
Well, I had a high priest over the house, for
he was to judge it. Then the Aaronic priesthood. I cited Malachi 3 and many other
texts showing the Aaronic priesthood to be
fo1'ever.
But of course "forever did not
mean forever." He said that the feast of the
passover was forever, but it was an accepted
fact that all the Jewish ordinancss were
abolished. But he could hardly explain why
the "feast of the tabernacles" is to bfl kept
after the great battle at Jerusalem, which is
yet to take place. (Zech. 14: 3-16.)
Commenting· upop Male.chi 3; he had John
the Baptist as messenger of the covenant.
That prophtey referred to Christs' first coming. You can't believe how willing I was to
help him interpret the third and fourth
verses. "And he shall sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver: and he shall purify the sons
of Levi, and purge them as gold and r!il ver,
that they may offer unto the Lord an offering in righteourness; then shall the offering
of Judah and Jerus!J,lem be pleasant unto the
Lord af! i.n days of old, and as in foemer
year8." Those two verses did me good, but
H was when I showed my opponent that
the offering in righteousness that the sons
of Levi offered at Christ's first coming·
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was the causing of the people to put the to be consummated, but had not yi:it taken
Lamb of God to death; that they stirred up place.'
the people to crucify Christ. I asked him if
My opponent said that if my reasoning was
that offering in righteousness on the part of ' correct we were all illegitimate children.
the sons of Levi was pleasant unto the Lord But I quoted John 3: 16. It says Christ is
as in days of old. The absurdity of his posi- "the only begotten Son of God." Then we
tion was apparent to none more plainly than were some other kind of sons, if sons at all.
to himself. Without doubt I had established I showed from 1John3: 2 that we were not yet
the fact· that the sons of Levi (Aaronic like Christ, and from Ephesians 1 and other
priests) should 'minister at Christ's second places that we were only adopted sons of God;
coming. It did not take any weight from but that when Christ should appear we
my conclusion when I added that John the should be like Christ, for he will marry his
Baptist was an Aaronic pr1,est and that Christ church.
recognized his administration.
He also admitted an apostasy; ,he had' the
He did not get along very well with Zecha- church coming out of the wilderness in about
riah 2: 3, 4. He did not show who the young the fifteenth or sixteenth century. I showed
man was not. But I showed who he was, and his restoration was only "reformed RomanI also requested him to prove that Joseph ism" and that it did not come by the minisSmith was not the young man, who received tration of an angel. He" had it long:"before
the "angel's message." He admitted that it the restoration of Palestine, therefore he was
might be harder to prove that it was not too early.
Joseph Smith than to prove it was him.
These and other things that would "make
This he admitted, and did not deny an apos- you tired," kind •reader, he advanced. His
tasy. So I conclude that the cause of the moderator said that the reason I was carryLord did not suffer on the first proposition" ing was not because we had the truth, but
At the close of it the Rev. Wassen said, "You because I was better educated and had more
made out a better case with your two priest- wit. My opponent had seven months to prehoods than I thought you would." These are pare. My opponent wanted to close the dea few of the points advanced; you may have bate on the third speech of his proposition,
them for what they are worth:because the roads were muddy; but if the
roads were muddy the church was almost full
My opponent's proposition started by his of people every night. I agreed for it to
affirming that he belonged" to the true church close if he would yield his proposition. He
-the one body-the glorious body of,Christ. would not do it, so I told him to just keep on.
He did not take any position, only that he Then he appealed to the moderators to close
belonged to the church that Christ estab- the debate. I said, No, sir; they have nothlished. He turned to his own experience, ing to do in that; you agreed to discuss with
"then he showed that there was a foundation me, not them. His moderator (a' minister in
of apostles, prophets, Christ Jesus being the
his church) said, "You will have to debate
chief corner stone. But all his apostles and the time agreed upon." I did not see that he
prophets were dead ones.
He had their disproved my alibi or came up to it either.
writings; that was enough. But I asked him
I feel pretty well tired. I have held meetwhy he wanted living elders and deacons and ing·s up to time of debate; I am not very well,
dead apostles and prophets. He gave as rea- cold, etc., but I am living ,yet "if anyone
son for this that Timothy was instructed con- should ask." Well, the more I see of this
ce,rning elders and deacons, therefore they work and the more I participate in it, the
were standing ministers in the church. I better I like it. I learn that success in this
really felt sorry for him, but my grief allowed work comes through obedience, resignation,
me t:.i prove that besides the twelve apostles and humility. Trusting for an interest in
seven others were called, so his argument fell your prayers, as I pray for Zion I remain,
to the ground. An examination of Ephesians
Yours in the one hope,
4 showed that dead apostles and prophets
T. J. SHELDON.
would not do. At first be would not give me
anything to answer, so after his second speech
JOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.-NO. 10.
I set up an alibi. This threw him into the
BY T. W. CHATBURN.
negative, nor did he take his affirmative until
his closing speech. He took the position THERE are times when the missionary's
that Christ was the head of the church, that heart is made glad, cheered by the kindness
she had no other head; but he added, "As of saints and friends; and if there is any on
the husband is the head of the wife, so Christ earth who can and does fully appreciate
was the head of the church." And, simple acts of kindness and approbation, it is the
enough, r asked "if a wife did not have a lonely elder who gives his life and all his
head ,of her own also." He said that God ene1gies to preaching this gospel which is
added to the church. He ignored the prin- everywhere spoken evil against. There are
ciple that when men act under God's com- times when love, affection, appreciation, and
mand it is called God's work. But I showed approval seem to really absorb the man,
that the church was a mother-the mother making his happiness fully and wholly deof the faithful; so I commented that he had pendent on the actions of others, and a minchildren born without a mother, and a woman ister should study hard and continually pray
without a head, and this is his "glorious body for strength to overcome, and above ali for
of Christ." He also said the church was the that very necessary gift, "wisdom," to so
wife of Christ. I insisted that she was only conduct himself before God and man that he
the bride, the betrothed of Christ; that the may have the approval' of both, of God espechurch W!JiS on trial; that a i:µarriage was cially, and of men if by doing so he does not
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sacrifice or compromise «principle. When
one's life is barren of approval, appreciation,
affection, and loyalty, he as a minister is
very apt to become stupid and eay bitter
words so that no one will care to hear him,
and he will finally become burdened with
overanxiety, which is the poison of, life and
the parent of many sins and miseries. Why,
then, allow it when we know the future is
guided by a Father's ha;d?
On the 22 of March, our birthday, we
passed another milestone in the great race of
life. In later years they come and go so
rapidly that they are scarcely noticed, but
this time we were greatly surprised, when
on being invited to spend the day with T. L.
and James Flanders, to find that ample
preparation had been made for a birthday
dinner. We walked two miles in company
with our genial and whole-souled brother, C.
P. Faul, and on our arrival imagine our surprise to find seated in T. L's. cozy rooms Brn.
T. L. Flanders and family, James Flanders
and family, C. Stinemetz and wife, William
Flanders and wife, Enos Bray and wife, J. D.
Flanders, C. P. Faul, Sisters Jacob Taylor
and F. Drowns; also Mr. John Whitchurch
and daughter, and Mr. J. M. Harvey and
daughter; thirty-nine all told. After we had
recovered somewhat from the surprise we were
presented with some needed wearing apparel,
together with a purse of "free silver," which
was to transport us by Nahum's chariot to
the General Conference, at Lamoni, Iowa;
and of course we have now abandoned the
"'tie pass" idea and will meet our loved ones
at St. Joseph, accompanying them to the
conference. Bro. Enos Bray in a well-worded
speech expressed the sentiments of the saints
and friends in the presentation. We tried
to answer, but something arising in our
throat prevented, and we could only utter
our thanks through blinding tears of joy and
thankfulness, with a prayer to our Father,
"O Lord, help us to live worthy of this love
and confidence to the end of our days and the
glory shall be thine!" We were then invited
to the dining room, where the good sisters
had spread a rich repast, and from the solicitations and aid of our hostess ''Nancy"' as
waiter, our "feelings" were again disturbed
and we were soon too "full for utterance."
Then with song and story the day was passed,
bringing joy and gladness to all participating,
but to none more than ye missionary; and
it will pass into the woof and warp of our
history as one of the "bright spots" which
will to some extent soften the hard places of
adversity.
The next day we were invited to spend
the day with Mr. J. M. Harvey and family,
near our reunion ground, so beautiful for location, and becoming very popular from the
indefatigable efforts and energies, money and
means expended by Mr. Harvey, and who
says the grounds are ours for reunion purposes free of cost as l,ong as he lives. The
saints are first, all others secondary. "Those
that are not against us are for us," and we
"should find favor and grace," it is written.
Already Mr. H. is making preparations for
our reunion which will convene on September 3, 1897. AH other reunions please take
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notice and "govern yourselves accordingly."
To-day one more baptized here-Sr. Hannah Drake, a lifelong Baptist, making nine
more who have entered the fold here. We
are making our home with Bro. and Sr.
James Flanders, who are blessed with loving
children, with Master "Tom" bringing up
the rear at bedtime, with his never-forgotten "bawl," and ye missionaries also "smile."

Original 1lr1icles.
TWO GENEALOGIES.

THESE two genealogies both fail in
giving the lineage of Christ, but are
essential in giving the connections
from David to Joseph, as we will show
in the end of these writings. If the
lineage of Christ was not of earthly
material, on the father's side, we
must turn to the mother's· side, and
see whether it be an exception or not,
as it is only on the mother's side that
it can be traced back in the original
lineage. In St. Luke 1: 3 :It seemed good to me also, .havin~ had perfect understanding of all things from the
very first, to write unto thee in order ...
that thou mightest know the certainty of
those things, wherein thou hast been instructed.
If following Luke's instructions we
will learn there of the lineage of
Obrist, in the first place we must follow him through the lineage of Elizabeth 1: 5:And his wife was of the daughters of
Aaron.
So when John was born he was of
the lineage of Aaron, by his moth@r.
How about John's father? Now Zacharias,
According to the custom of the priest's
office, his lot was to burn incense when he
went into the temple of the Lord.-Luke 1: 9.
If we turn to 2 Chronicles 26: 18, we
read:It appertaineth not unto thee, Uzziah, to
burn incense unto the Lord, but to the priests
the sons of Aaron, that are consecrated to
burn incense: go out of the sanctuary; for
thou hast trespassed; neither shall it be for
thine honor from the Lord God.
Likewise Exodus 30: 7, 8:And Aaron shall burn thereon sweet incense every morning: when he dresseth the
lamps, he shall burn incense upon it. And when
Aaron lighteth the lamps at even, he shall
burn incense upon it, a perpetual incense before the Lord throughout your generations.
From the testimony brought forth,
it goes to show that Zacharias was a
son of Aaron. That being the case,
and as John was the firstborn son, he
}lad the right to the high priest's office,

and when he became thirty years of
age, God respected his lineage and
sent him to preach the kingdom of
heaven was at hand, and endowed him
with the Holy Spirit from his birth.
Now let us turn to Christ. The angel
appeared to Mary and explained to
her that she @'hould have a child, and
of his honor and glory, and said to
her:And, behold, thy cousin Elizabeth, she
hath also conceived a son in her old age.
-Luke 1: 36.
Here comes in an evidence that
Mary was the cousin of Elizabeth and
Elizabeth was born of the daughters
of Aaron; consequently Mary was of
the same lineage as was Elizabeth, of
the lineage of Aaron, and as John
was. And when Chris'G came to be
thirty years of age had the full right
to the priest's office, and was born of
the woman-the church that was organized by Moses in the wilderness.
And by the covenant to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, that in thy seed
shall all the kindreds of the earth be
blessed. How is he then David's son?
Now the birth of Jes us Christ was on this
wise: When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came together,
she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.
... The Lord appeared unto him [Joseph] in
a dream, saying, . . . that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost.-Matt. 1:
18: 20.

From what Matthew says Joseph did
not know that Mary was with child,
when he first espoused her, until she began to show signs of it, and when he
had the dream, he then was married to
her. Now when the child was born,
then Joseph became stepfather to
Jes us Christ, and Joseph being of the
tribe of Judah, and of the lineage of
David, Jesus Christ became his stepson. I might produce more evidence
from the Bible, but this is enough for
the present.
Yours in bonds,
INDEPENDENCE,

JAMES F. CLEMENSEN.
Mo., Oct. 27, 1896.

PREACH THE WORD.

BRO. S - - in a late Herald writes
under the above caption. The article
in the main is timely and pertinent,
yet I think some features somewhat
extreme. He asks, "What has the
doctrine of . predestination, election,
total depravity, to do with the salvation of the race?" and then answers,
"Verily, nothing."

!
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The brother is in error, for the Bible teaches predestination, election,
and foreordination. (See Rom. 8: 29,
30; 9: 1-20; Acts 2: 23; 1 Peter 1: 2;
Jer. 1: 5; Jude 4). And as the world
to-day has a wrong conception of
these subjects it is the duty of God's
ministry to expose the wrong, that
those who are caught in its meshes
may be freed.
Paul wrote on predestination to the
Romans, lectured on idolatry to the
Athenians, treated on national and
domestic questions, and especially of
the ''social evil."
At Loveland I found half the community believers in Calvinistic predestination,
and they were so
intrenched in their fateful creed that I
could not reach them with the truth
until I showed its error, and presented
scriptural predestination. Saints and
outsiders said I did more good in this
than in any other effort.
I remember that nearly a year ago I
delivered a sermon in Council Bluffs
on ''woman's place in the world."
The church was packed to the doors.
I did not deal with her place in politics, but in the church and home. I
was blessed with good liberty. I said
nothing directly about baptism, yet I
illustrated the liberty vouchsafed to
all in the gospel. I have been assured
that this sermon interested numbers
who had never before been in our
church and who have attended more
or less ever since. One brother felt
outraged that I should speak on such
a theme and said he was going to write
Bro. Joseph about it; but at the
Wednesday night prayer meeting he
told me he realized that he was wrong,
for he had received a dream during
the interval, in which he saw a woman
lying prostrate and he standing with
one foot on her neck!
I think it the duty of our ministry
to deal with ''social evils," such as
"intemperance," "lust and immorality," "pride,'' etc. Theosophy is
spreading like wildfire, and I for one
would like to hear an able sermon
against it. I do not know enough
about it to expose it, but when I do I
shall not fail to do so. I believe it to
be the most seductive and Satanic
sophistry in existence. We must be
prepared to challenge its progress.
While we should ever be ready to give
a reason for the hope that is in us,
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still we should be acquainted with the
positions of others, and thus be prepared to overthrow their argument.
While the warning of our brother
is to be considered and while it may
be possible that some of the elders do
not preach on "baptism," "laying on
of hands," etc., frequently enough,
still this does not warrant our brother
in stating that the "godly men" of
the long ago, "knew nothing of this
modern slush." Paul spoke on "predestina,tion," "election," "foreordination," the "woman question," the
"social question;" and he did not deem
it "slu8h." And suppose "Ualvinism," "higher criticism," and "theosophy" are "slush," you cannot
convert a man who belie1es that way
by telling him that it is "slush."
You must acquaint yourself with its
foibles and then kindly disclose them
to him. True, we must teach repent~wee; but repentance consists in for·
saking error; and if men are in error
we must tell them of it.
The gospel comprises the whole
duty of man to God and man, and
while the basic and cardinal principles
are those enumerated by the brother,
and should receive the fir8t and constant at,tention of God's ministry, still
there are other duties of man and
other things essential to complete
perfection. God placed the various
officers in the church to ''edify" the
''body of Christ" ''that we henceforth
be no more children, tossed to and
fro, and carried about with every
wind of doctrine." When one goes
into a new place, wisdom suggests
that the fundamental principles of the
gospel be kept constaintly forward;
but when one is located for several
years in a given point, having largely
the same audiences he could not possibly hold an audience by preaching
on faith and baptism all the time. I
find no fault with the brother's mo·
tive, but believe his position an extreme one. We should try in every
sermon to weave in as much of the
first principles as possible; but the
world likes variety and progress, and
the apostle reall.zed thi"s when he told
the Hebrew saints that having obeyed
the first principles they should go
''on unto perfection." If I have an
audience of saints it is not usually
. t
h
tl
fi
· ·
wise o preac to 1em on rst prmc1ples alone, for they have obeyed

.·

·

them, but I can warn them against
the evils and heresies of the world, as
well as point out to them their duties.
The notice of lectures in Sunday
paper referred to by the brother was.
undoubtedly by one of the city
pastors, and while the subjects may
be sensational, the great trouble is
that they make them so, 'they being a
series of platitudes and prettily arranged sentences. We must tell the
world that "hell" is not an eternal
penitentiary; that "heaven" is "not"
beyond the bounds of time and space;
that the Lord has commanded us to
observe the "first day of the week as
a day of rest." While the temptation
is strong to "pander to the sinful and
depraved tastes of sinful men" when
one permits personal ambition to dietate, yet he who exposes "theosophy"
espouses the cause of woman; and he
who "Decries social evils," is not
pandering to "sinful men" nor
preaching "slush," but is doing his
duty as a watchman on Zion's tower.
The brother's motive was pure and I
love his candor, yet believe an interchange of views is good. We do not
criticise his exhortation to preach
"repentance" but believe he excludes
some of the features of repentance.
Pledging myself to defend all truth
and oppose all error,
Yours in Christ,
T. W. WILLIAMS.
couNmL BLUFFS, Iowa, March, 1897.
DUTY TO THE POOR AND DESTITUTE.
BY sR. EMMA L. ANDERSON.
WE read and hear so much lately
about the suffering among the poor
and destitute that we are led to wonder what can be the cause of all this
evil. Surely there must be something wrong somewhere. But where
is it? and what is the remedy? I
think it behooves us as Latter Day
Saints to try to see that we are not
in any way responsible for such a
t t f th"
A d l
t fi d
s a eo
ings.
n a so O n out
what our duties are to help alleviate
the sufferings of the poor and needy,
as much as in us lies.
One writer seems to think that a
· every one ,s t ry1ng
.
.
in
to
reme d Y 1ies
live just as well as they can all over
the world. But how much would
such a course have tended to alleviate
the sufferings of the poor who were
.
.
.
. .
starvmg or freezmg m our larae cities
this present severe wmter, if those

l .

.

:'

who had means to help them had
have rushed out and bought themselves some fine furniture or expensive clothing, or even appropriated a .
few thousand dollars to get up a grand
ball for the benefit of those who were
blessed with an abundance of this
world's goods? Can it be that people are hoarding their means in a
miserly way, which is causipg so
much trouble? Was there ever a
time when so much means were expended for unnecessary things as
now? The unnecessary ornaments
and adorning of clothing, the foolish
fashions, the jewels, the adorning of
our houses and furniture, the adorning of our churches, and even the unnecessary adornment of the graves of
the dead? Methinks if the dead could
speak they would say. "Give your
money for the help of the poor or the
spread of the gospel, but waste it not
on my grave!" It cannot help the
dead, it may help the living. Jesus
said, "The poor ye have always with
you;" and he told the rich man to
"sell that thou hast, and give to the
poor, and come follow me." And he
went away sorrowing, as many would
do nowadays, if they thought they
must give up their riches in order to
follow Christ.
We read of the magnificent temples
of India and of the fabulous wealth of
the rulers in connection with tbe terrible famine that has brought death
to so many human beings; and it calls
to mind the prophetic declarations of
the writers of the Book of Mormon
concerning the very times in which
we live, and saints should heed the
warnings therein.
In the Second Book of Nephi, chapter 12, the prophet, looking down to
our day, tells the condition the people would be in:Yea., they have all gone out of the way;
they have become corrupted. Because of
pride, and because of false teachers, and false
doctrine, their churches have become corrupted; and their churches are lifted up; because of pride, they are puffed up. They rob
the poor, because of their fine sanctuaries·
they rob the poor, because of their fine cloth:
ing; and they persecute the meek, and the
poor in heart; because in their pride they
are puffed up. They wear stiff necks and
high heads; yea, and because of pride, and
wickedness, . . . they have all gone astray,
save it be~ few, who_ are the humble followers of Christ: nevertneless they are led and
. many ms
. t.ances t h ey do' err, because 'they
rn
3,re taught by the precepts of men. o the

I
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particular, and as the article of October 21 takes the stand in favor of the
Also in chapter 6 :O rmoco
.
R"iver as t h e nver
.
S i d on, I
0 the vainness, and the frailties, and the
· uoes
.;i
B u t th e sin
foolishness of men! When they are learned
no t i·ie 1·n the shall endeavor to show that the Orithey think they are wise, and they hearken wealth, but in the wrong use of it; for noco will not fill the record.
"The river Sidon ran north."
not unto the counsel of God, for they set it in Jacob second chapter we read:-aside, supposing they know of themselves.
And after ye have obtained a hope in Nearly all we touch in the record reBut to be learned is g-ood, if they Christ, ye shall obtain riches if ye seek them. lating to the river Sidon tends to
hearken unto the counsels of God. But wo And ye will seek them, for the intent to do
that conclusion. We will now turn
unto the rich . . . for they despise the poor, good, to clothe the naked, to feed the bun. . . and their hearts are upon their treas- gry, and administer relief to the sick and to our map and trace the Orinoco in
ures.
afflicted. . . .
its course from its head to its mouth.
When the word of the Lord came
Righteousness does not lay in being I perceive that the Orinoco River
unto Jacob, saying, "Get thou up poor, for in the Book of Covenants we carrii::is its name from its mouth to its
unto the temple, and declare the word read:head. I also find that it heads in the
which I shall give thee," among other
vvoe unto you poor men whose hearts are Parimas, a mountain range which
things Jac~b told them, "Ye are not broken, whose spirits are not ?ontrite, I divides Venezuela from Brazil, and
lifted up in the pride of your hearts, whose hands are not stayed from layrng hold the head of the river is in the extreme
.
•
upon other men's goods, whose eyes are full
because of the costlmess or your ap- o f gree d.uiess, an d w ·n o w 1.11 not labor with southeast corner of Venezuela from
parel." In the r~cor~ of Zeniff whe_n I your own hands.
which the river runs four hundred
the people were m sm they set their I And it seems to me that the most miles in a northwest direction, then
hearts upon riches; but those who I foolish waste of means, is the millions makes a turn and runs two hundred
repented, and turned unto God were I that are wasted yearly for strong and fifty miles north by east, its varicommanded by Alma to impart of I drink, by all classes, which is the in· ation east being about eighty miles;
their substance, according to that direct cause of much poverty, affHc- it then makes a sharp turn and runs
which he had. If he had an abun-1 tion, and crime.
four hundred miles east by north, its
dance, he should give more abunNow, may the Lord inspire those variation north of east being about
dantly; if he had but little, he would whose duty it is to teach the law to fifty miles. Thus you perceive that
be required to give but little. And explain clearly in what way we can the Orinoco River runs in a peculiar
thus they gave of their own free will rob the poor because of fine apparel, shape, forming a t!:'apezium instead of
to every needy, naked soul; and they or fine sanctuaries, or unnecessary a comparatively st::-aight course north.
were commanded. o~ God s~ to do; not I ad~rnments, so that we. as Latter Day
The main river from its mouth cona word about their mcreasmg pauper- 1 Saints may not be gmlty of any of nected with any of its main tributaries
ism, if they gave to the poor; not a these things. And whether we are will not answer the record. However,
hint that they should go and buy poor or rich let us try to so live that we will strike the lines recommended
themselves fine clothing or luxuries we may enjoy the Holy Spirit, which in the "article" and see how they
of any kind in order to help the poor. shall lead and guide into all truth. look. Starting at Cayenne, on the
In the Book of Alma we are taught
CLITHERALL, Minnesota, Match, 1897.
Atlantic or east sea, with the object
that if we do not have charity, and
~
of passing by the head of the river
give to the poor, and visit the sick
BOOK OF MORMON GEOGRAPHY.
Magdalena, we must remember that
and afflicted, that our prayers are in BELIEVING that the Book of Mormon this line must run south o(the head
vain, and we are as hypocrites who map committee are desirous of hear- of the river, leaving its head in the
deny the faith. In nearly every case ing what may be said in favor of each national land of Zarahemla, but runmentioned in the Book of Mormon, of the different opinions had in regard ning by the head (Alma 13: 11); but in
when destruction was allowed to come to the location of the leading features a few miles it must enter across the
upon a nation or people, it was be- of such a map; also that it may be line into the "strip of wilderness,"
cause they were first overcome by considered a duty, especially of those and must then run in the "strip" for
pride, and then by other sins. And who feel an interest in the perfectness a considerable distance before its final
is not this nation threatened with de- of that map when the committee shall entrance again,,into the land of Zarastruction, if the people become ripe in make a further report of progress, I hemla, to fill the requirements of
iniquity?c~In the "Book of Mormon," therefore have presumed again to of- Alma 11: 4.
These requirements
chapter 4, another prophet, speaking fer a few thoughts in review of an must be the test in striking this line
of our day says:article entitled, "The river Sidon- of the "narrow strip of wilderness,"
But behold, Jesus Christ hath shown you Where is it?" appearing in the Saints' and this line must run in a straight
unto me, and I know your doing; and 1 know Herald of October 21, 1896, -which course from the east sea even unto
thatyedowalkintheprideofyourhearts;and
b d
f th
the west sea. This line then which
there are none, save a few only, who do not may a 1so em O ~7 some ur er relift themselves up in the pride of their marks made in an article of Octo- we are now striking will be the north
hearts, unto the wearing of very fine apparel. ber
14. Having, as I believe, line of this "strip," and in running it
. . . For . . . ye do love money, and your shown in my former article, appear- from our starting point (Cayenne)
substances, and your fine appacel, and the ing November 25, that the Mag- with the intention of passing by the
adorning of your churches, more than ye
l
da ena River, as the ancient river head of the Magdalena River, we will
love the poor, and the needy, the sick and
afflicted . . . . Why do ye adorn yourselves I Sidon, answers the record in every cross the Orinoco River about two

wise, and learned, and the rich, that are
puffed up in the pride of their hearts.

with that which hath no life, and yet suffer
the hungry, and -the needy, and the naked,
and the sick, and the afflicted, to pass by
?
you, and notice them not.

1

I
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hundred and sixty mHes northwest of
its head, and reach the Pacific coast
at Majaqual Bay, in Colombia. If
we run the north line of the ''strip"
from Cayenne by the head of the Orinoco River, leaving the head of the
river as required in Zarahemla, we
will reach the Pacific coast near
Guayaquil, Ecuador; and neither of
these lines will be found to fill the requirements of Alma 11: 4.
One of the greatest troubles with
this "article" we are considering, is
that when writing of the location of
the city of Zarahemla and its surroundings the writer tries to get. the
national land of Zarahemla built up
and subdivided into its provincial
lands too early. The chief clearing
up of the Nephite lands for settlement
was· not made until the twentieth year
of the reign of the judges, when Moroni drove all of the Lamanites out of
the east and west wildernesses and
issued his command for their settlement by the Nephites. (Alma 22: 2.)
The Lamanites he had driven out
were mostly of the more idle sort.
Notwithstanding the Nephites held in
possession all of the land north of the
dividing line or "strip of wilderness,"
yet these Lamanites had occupied ·so
much of their territory and dwelling
in tents, so much so that the portion
of their lands which 'Ghe Nephites
themselves occupied was nearly surrounded by these Lamanites, and for
this reason there were no N ephite
settlements for the Lamanites to encounter in their passage of the wilderness upon the Pacific coast at the time
of the destruction~of the city of Am·
monihah and before.
(Alma 13: 11)
'Tis true there had been several sub·
divisions of the national land of Zarahemla settled by the Nephites, chiefly,
however, upon and near the river
Sidon and its tributary now known as
the river Oauca; but they had not
spread out to any great extent, especially eastward, until the time above
referred to. It appears by the
"article" that to consider the Magdalena to be the ancient river Sidon the
N ephite people would have no room
to dwell. It also asserts that the Nephite settlements did not extend to
the sea west (Pacific Ocean). Let us
see.
In giving the lines in this writing I
wish to say that I use Rand, McNally
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and Company's New General Atlas.
I make this statement because I find
many variations in different maps,
especially in names. Fully believing
that the Magdalena Ri.ver was the an·
cient river Sidon, I will again give
my opinion where the "narrow strip
of wilderness" fay, and give the point
upon the Pacific more easy to find.
Place your straightedge at Cape
Blanco on the Pacific or sea west,
then the other end at Zamora Point
upon the sea east, or Carribean Sea,
which sea, after rounding Point Gallinas, becomes an eastern sea to South
America. This line will be the northern line of the "strip of wilderness."
The width of the::strip_:can be drawn
to your own notion, no width being
mentioned. All the'.:land north of the
above line, as already stated, was the
land of the Nephites, including, as
now known the State of Panama to
the narrow neck of land which was a
day and a half's journey for a Nephite
from the east to the west sea, the dividing line between the lands Bountiful and Desolation (Alma 13: 11.) I
find, then, by measurement, that this
territory of the Nephites embraces
about 310,000 square miles, and throw
in the State of Panami:iJ for good measurement, or four and a half times the
size of the State of Missouri. Not so
badly cramped for room" after all!
This·calculation· is_ fiat surface, counting nothing for hills, valleys, or
mountains.
We will now try and locate the city
of Zarahemla in the heart or center of
the country. In doing this we will
take in what I believe to have been
the land of Manti, and leave out the
narrow strip lying southwest from
Manti along the Pacific coast, and to
partly offset this, not take into the
consideration anything which may be
left of the state of Panama, after allowing sufficient of it to square up the
main body of our lands within the
lines I .now will give.·:~7?:'.Place your
straightedge at the southeast side of
the southern island of the group at
Oharambira. Point on the Pacific
Ocean, the other end ten miles north·
west of Espada Point at the mouth of
the Gulf of Maracaibo, Caribbean Sea.
This line will divide the land of Zarahem la lengthwise. Then lay the side
of your square upon the line of the
"strip of wilderness," then let the end

of your square rest at the south corner of the small island which your
dividing line was drawn to, and draw
this line. Now draw your square
back upon the line of the ·'strip of
wilderness" until the end of your
square rests upon the south end of the
Gulf of Morosquillo on the northwest
coast of South America. The connecting point of these two lines gives
us the center or heart of the national
hmd of Zarahemla, and places the
city at that point, and the provincial
land of Zarahemla between the Magdalena and Cauca Rivers and places
the city about eighty-five miles south
of the junction of those two rivers.
If the above be correct, then Helaman would have no trouble upon his
mind while standing in the "heart of

our.,. countrs'' .·:·;;;.,: ·t1leceil£er:·~·;;f ~tlie

land" contemplating the vast extent
and beauty of his country for the
want of room, "wherein to dwell,"
especially when we remember that in
the days of Helaman emigration had
already commenced in the land northward.
We will.now pass to the next item.
The "article" states:The Nephite settlements did not extend to
the sea west (Pacific Ocean).

The"argument used to prove this ls
5: 9 and Alma 1: 13, and
11: 1-5. The first of these quotations
is :fifty .. years too early, the second :fifteen years, and the third nine years
before Moroni drove the Lamanites
out of the East'and West wilderness
where there was in those days scarcely
any Nephites settled. But seventy:five years after Limhi's men were lost
in the wilderness we have a different
picture. In the twenty-seventh year
of the reign .of the judges we read
that Moroni had established armies to
protect the South and West borders of
the land. {Alma 24: 5.) In the thirtieth year of the reign of the judges
we find a letter written by Helaman
giving an account of the war in the
South and We&t. Alma 26: 1 states that
in the twenty-sixth year he (Helaman)
and his two thousand sons, as they
were called, joined the army of Antipus, at which time he states that the
land of Manti, of Zeezrom, of Cumeni,
and of Antiparah, were fallen into the
hands of the Lamanites. When Helaman arrived at the headquarters of
Antipus he found him fortifying the
from~Mosiah
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city of Judea; and here I wish the author of the article to read this account
again, and he will find that instead of
stopping and parleying with and trying to get a battle out of Antipus, he
jbined forces with him and assisted
him, and eventually (see par. 3) they
formed a stratagem to draw out the
Lamanites from the city of Antiparah,
where the strongest forces of the Lamanites were stationed in that quarter, and Helaman and his sons were
detailed to go out and pass near the
city of Antiparah as though they were
going with provisions to the city beyond in the borders by the seashore.
his city is not named.
I wish it now to be remembered
that the land of Manti was south of
the provincial land of Zarahemla, and
therefore these cities here mentioned
must have comprised the south and
west that Moroni had provided for by
placing there Antipus and Helaman
with their armies. That these cities
were west of the river Sidon is conceded by the article. The above being the facts according to the record,
I wish the brother to tell us upon
what seashore this unnamed city was
located if it was not the Pacific Ocean?
And the provincial lands connected
with the cities of Judea and Antiparah, if no more, must have extended
to the borders of the same seashore.
The objection made that between
the Magdalena and the Pacific shore
for so many fortified cities cuts no
figure if the line of the "strip of wilderness" I have given be correct. Then
we have a strip of territory southwest
from the Magdalena River five hundred miles long and averaging one
hundred and fifty miles wide along
the Pacific shore. And when Moroni
left the south .,,nd west to return to
the assistance of Teancum in Bountiful, there were circumstances connected therewith which go to prove
that the route Moroni marched was
down the Pacific shore.
(1'o be continued)

ConfBrBnG B f11intltes.
NAUVOO.
Conference convened at Burlington, Iowa,
March 13 and 14; F. M. "Weld president, R.
Warnock clerk. Elders reporting: F. M.
Weld, J. McKiernan, H. T. Pitt, J. H. Lambert, W. T. Lambert, G. H. Hilliard, F.
J"ohnson, and J. R. Evans; Priests D. Tripp,

J. Jervis, J. Brennan, W. E. Williams, L.
Willey, D. T. Williams, and F. M. McDonald;
Teacher J. Richardson. Branches reporting: Montrose, incorrect and returned. New
Canton, first report, 48 members.
Rock
Creek 68; 1 died. Farmington 74; 2 received,
1 died. Burlington 103; 1 baptized, l removed. Keb 43; l baptized, 9 received, 10
removed. Vincennes 20; 3 baptized. New
London 51; 10 baptized, 1 received. District
treasurer, James L. Wright, reported: Receipts from March 1, 1896, to March 1, 1897,
$7.25; paid out $4.60; on hand $2.65. There
was collected during conference to complete
paying for the district tent $14.87. It was
decided to hold three conference sessions
each year; viz., the first Saturday and Sunday in February, June, and October. The
following members were chosen delegates to
the General Conference: F. M. Weld, J. R.
Evans, James McKiernan, H. S. Sargent, R.
Warnock, Hattie McKiernan,G. H. Hilliard,
James L. Vilright, and Katharine Salisbury.
Delegates attending wece authorized to cast
the full delegate vote. F. M. Weld, chairman of the delegation, was instructed to appoint other members who may be present at
General Conference to represent this district. F. M. Weld was elected president of
the district for the ensuing year, R. Warnock
secretary, H.S. Salisbury assistant secretary,
James L. Wright distr:ct treasurer, and John
H. Lambert sustained Bishop's agent. The
Bishop's agen'o reported: On hand last report $29.97; received since $220.90: paid out
$231.05; balance due the church $19.82. The
auditing· committee found an error of $10,
which made the balance due the church
$29.82. Preaching by W. T. Lambert and G.
H. Hilliard. Adjourned to meet at Farmington, Iowa, the first Saturday in June at
10: 30 a. m. This was an excellent session of
conference throughout.

MONTANA.
Conference cot.vened at Deer Lodge, Montana, March 13 and 14; called to order by
Pres. John E. Reese; A. B. Moore was chosen
to preside pro tern. Branch reports: Gallatin 106; no change. Deer Lodge; no change.
Victor 22; 2 baptized. Anaconda not report@d. Elders report~ng: A. B. Moore,
baptized 5, J. E. Reese baptized 1, R. J.
Anthony baptized 8, G. Reese baptized 1, A.
Christofferson, and R. J. Jenkins; Priests J.
Eliason. Bishop's agent reported: Received
since last report $240.65; paid out $240.65.
Report approved. The following resolutions
were read and adopted. That we request
General Conference to return R. J. Anthony
I and A. B. Moore to the Rocky Mountain mission.
That this conference sustain no one
as representative of the church who uses
tobacco 01· frequents saloons, except on legitimate business, and that all licenses heretofore granted by this conference to persons of
that character are hereby declared null and
void. J. E. Reese's resignation as district
president was read and accepted. A. B.
Moore was chosen district president. The
conference tendered J. E. Reese a vote of
thanks for past services as district president,
and requested him to labor throughout the
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district as circumstances permit. G. Reese
was sustained district secretary and John E.
Reese Bishop's agent. The appointees of the
church in Montana and all the authorities of
the church were sustained. R. J. Anthony
and Heman C. Smith were elected as delegates to General Conference. The saints of
the Deer Lodge branch tendered $23 00 to
defray delegates' expenses. R. J. Anthony,
A. B. Moore, and Gomer Reese were the
speakers. Conference adjourned to meet at
Reese Creek subject to the call of the president.

8tlndau School Associations.
CHATHAM.
Convened at the saints church, Ridgetown,
at two p. m., March 13; J. Shields was chosen
chairman, George Green assistant, Mary M.
Green secretary, Elder Coburn assistant.
Elder Shields gave a short speech on Sunday
school work. The Wabash and Longwood
Sunday schools were by vote united with the
association. Schools reporting were: Ridgetown, Petrolea, Blenheim, Wallaceburgh,
Chatham, Zone, Lindsley, Wabash, and Longwood. Number of schools represented 6;
delegates present 12; schools in district last
report 7; receiveG. since 2; present number 9;
total membership of district last report 306;
present membership 374; gain 68. Reports
showed as follows: Number of sessions 361;
total enrollment 308; total attendance 8,040;
average attendance 167; number of classes :38;.
number of officers 38. Balance on band last
report $11.90; total collections $117.60; total
disbursements $10:3.59; balance in treasuries
$31.91; amount collected for association $4.31.
Number of Hopes taken 83; Senior Quarterlies
97; Intermediate 46; Primary 51; books belonging to different schools 78. Report of
the treasurer, George A. McFadden, was
then read, as follows: On band last report
$0.45; received up to date $2.22; expended
$1.35; on hand $1.32. Report accepted. The
report of the secretary was then read as follows: Received from treasurer $1.00; expended $0. 75; on hand $0.25. The tobacco
question was then freely discussed, after
which it was resolved that as far as possible
we ad vise the officers of the val'ious schools
throughout this district to abstain from the
use of tobacco, and we further request that
the district superintendant will lecture
against the use of tobacco in the various
schools he may visit. Officers elected for
the ensuing year are: B. St. John president,
Sr. E. A. Blakely vice president, Mary M.
Green sustained as secretary, G. A. McFadden sustained as treasurer. A vote of thanks
was extended to Brn. Leverton and Green for
past duties. Minnie Green was chose::i delegate to General Convention. Voted that the
next convention meet at Blenheim the sec·
ond Saturday and Sunday in February, 1898.
In the evening short speeches were listened
to with interest from a number of brothers
and sisters. A question was asked, Who has
a right to vote at a convention~besides a delegate? the same to be forwarded to the General Convention for instructions. A session
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of Sabbath school was held Sunday morning',
preaching services at eleven a. m. by Elder
Coburn, 2:30 p. m. by Elder B. St. John,
and at seven hy Elder Coburn. At the close
of tbis service an aged brother came forward
and said he was ready to be baptized, and
many were heard to say they were glad they
were present to enjoy the blessings God Is
bestowing upon his children. A vote of
thanks was extended to all who endeavored
to make the convention a success, and especially to the Ridgetown saints for their hospitality. Adjourned to meet as previously
appointed.

Office in a general way, and urge all to take three first having died in their infancy.
church publications as a means of aiding both Three sons and five daughters, with their
themselves and the work. Other ministers mother and fifteen grandchildren, mourn
are asked to help as they can, and
their loss. His children. though much scatappointed agents to look out for the Herald tered, were with him .when he died. He
Office.
]'RANK CRILEY,
I with his wife was baptized at Plano,
7-4-t
Business Manager.
Illinois, August 29, 1886, by Elder W.
22 1897
•
LAMONI, Iowa, January
~
Vickery. He was always firm in the angel's
message, the restored gospel. Died in that
BORN.
faith at tbe home of his daughter, Mrs. Ida
TEUS.-To Bro. Frank C. and Ida J. Teus,
Goodrich, in DeKalb, Illinois, March 8, 1897.
at Des Moines, Iowa, August 29, 1896, a
Fnneral services at the M. E. chapel, Sermon
daughter, and named Ada, Velma. Blessed
by Elder F. M. Cooper, of Chicago, Illinois,
at Des Moines, February 14, 1897, by Brn.
assisted by the pastor of said church.
TvVm. Kephart and J. S. Roth.
HAYER.-At her home in Head Grove, near
BRADFIELD.-At their home in Graceland
College, Lamoni, Iowa, January 5, 1897, to Eagle Grove, Iowa, Sr. Emma J. Hougas
Bro. Frank and Sr. Ruth Bradfield, a daugh- Hayer, wife of Bro. Oliver Hayer. She was
RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF BRO.
ter; named Graceland Marcine, and blessed born March 7, 1858, at Mission, Illinois; bap. DAVID CHAMBERS.
I March 21, 1897, under the hands of Elders H. ti.zed into: the Reorganized Church July 14,
'Whereas, it has pleased God in his infinite A. Stebbins and ;;. A. Gunsolley.
1867; married to Bro. Oliver Hayer, March 7,
wisdom, to allow the removal by death of our
~IIARRIED.
1878, and died March 7, 1897, her nineteenth
beloved brother, David Chambers, therefore
HUN'I'-DUCKID'I'T.-At the home of Mr. wedding anniversary. Husband and four chilbe it resolved, t.ha'G as a conference of the Samuel Duckett, the bride's father, Glidden dren, two daughters and two sons, father,
·
a· · we thus express rn
· Township, Carroll County, Iowa, March 21, mother . six brothers, and two sisters, besides
L itt1e S10ux
c rntr1ct
feeble words the loss we feel, of a wise and 1897, Pres. Joseph Smith officiatfog, Bro. I a large circle of friends, mourn. She was
loving brothm·, an efficient district president Charles J. Hunt and Sr. Etta Duckett were well known and highly respected in the comand Bishop's agent, and that we ever wish to united in marriage. The family and a guest muni.ty where she lived. After a short serremember with pleasure, his example of or two were the witnesses to the solemn but mon a'G -the saints' chapel the remains were
firmness and effort, and the rnsult of such pleasant contracting ceremony.
.
taken to her father's (Bro. Thomas Hougas)
effort; and while we sorrow in the loss, we
GAYLORD-JONES.-At the home of the in La Sall.e County,_IIlinois, by her husba~d,
rejoice that his death was that of a saint and bride's parents near Hamburg Iowa Feb- and brotner, Damel Hougas, for burial.
soldier of the cross; and we believe his rest ruary 25, 1897,' Bro. Alma Gaylord a~d Sr. Elder F. A. Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, preached
·
1 ·
d our 1oss h"is e t erna1 garn.
·
· officiating. the funeral sermon. The body arrived at
lS g or10us, an
Anna Jones, Bro. Henry Kemp
~'l 'h
·
d
th
t
W e pray
a G o may n1 o e vacancy 111 Many useful presents were presented to the Mission, Thursday morning, March 11, and
. t-r1ct,
· · com f or t th e w1'd ow, ana, bl_ess bappy couple and a good time enjoyed by was taken to the church, where funeral servour d IS
us who remain to sustain the work our friends and relatives.
'ices were conducted by Elder F. G. Pitt. A
brother loved and labored for.
GAYLORD-RHODE.-Marcb 4, 1897 , Henry large company of friends and neighbors attended.
J.C. CRABB, Dist. Pres.
Kemp officiating, Bro. Fred Gaylord and Sr.
ViTHITE.-At Galien, Michigan, March 19,
A._ M. FYRANDO, Dist. Sec.
Pearl Rhode, a'o the home of the bride's parents, Strahan, Iowa. Many useful presents 1897, Bro. Clinton DeWitt White. Bro.
SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
were presented to the happy couple by the White was born at Veteran, New York, OcTo the Chnnh at Large:- Desiring to close friends and relatives. Long may they live tober 25, 1861; baptized May 3, 1880, by Elder
G, 'I'. Griffiths. Bro. White had been an inthe conference yeiJ,r's business by 1st of and be happy.
tense suffHer for over eight years. Over
DIED.
March, 1897, in looking over the publications
LYLE.--On March 17, 1897, near Butler, seven years he has been confined to his bed.
of the office I find a large subscription yet
Missouri, Sr. Jennie C. Lyle. Deceased was Rheumatism was the cause. He longed for
unpaid for tJrn closing year:born June 30, 1866, at Athens, Ohio, and came the time to come when he might depart and
Zion's Jiope, about ........ $1,000 short,
to Missouri while small, where she has since be relieved from hi.s suffering and be with
Herald, aiJ• u t ............ A, 000
resiried. She became a member of the church Christ. ]'uneral services at the Latter Day
Auturnn .Leaves, about ..... 11 300
H
Now it wiP be impossible for the office to February 21, 1895, being baptized by Elder E. Saints' cburch, conducted by Elder H. C.
prosper under these conditions, and our' T. A tw'ell. She lived a faithful, diligent Bronson before a large concourse of people.
hands are tied on account of the ca.rele!'s or life since her conversion to the faith, ~how- 1 S'l'OFIEL.-At Stofiel, Nevada, Sr. Lydia
thoughtless ones to meet their obligaHons to ing· that there was something that she ex- E., wife of Walter Stofiel, and daughter of
pected in the fntnre that woulrl reward her' Bro. and Sr. Emanuel Penrod. Sr. Stofiel
the office.
Besides our regular work this last, year we for all the diligence she had taken to live a was born Christmas Day, 1848, in Southern
got out the first volume of Church History better life. When any of the ministry came Illinois. Vvhen eight years old she crossed
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are that way they always found a welcome at 'ohe the plains with her fat,her on his second trip.
compelled to stop proceeding·s on the second home of Bro. and Sr. Lyle. Deceased leaves She has since resided in Nevada. She 1vas,
volume until the church or its members pay three small children, husband, father, mother, at the age of seventeen, married to Jesi;e
up their subscriptions and book accounts, so and numerous friends to mourn her departure. Atwell, and to them one child was born.
The funeral sermon was preached at the Subsequently she became the wife of Walter
as to get means to complote the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your home of Bro. Lyle by Harry M. Atwell, after Stofiel, and by him the mother of three chilsubscriptions and accounm at once, so as to which the procession wended its way toward dren. Husband and four daughters, tothe last resting place of mortality. The gether with others of her father's family,
square our books by March L
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keep- large procession showed the respect in which mourn. Her a,ged father, in the absence of
any authorized minister in the church, coning themselves in the background and we deceased was held.
CALHOON.-Abner H. Calhoon was born to ducted the funeral service, reading from 1
would be pleased to see the color of them.
The work of the office is now hindered and Andrew and Eleanor Calhoon in Monroe Corinthians 15; Nephi 6: 5; Alma 8: 10; 19: 7;
publications under way are delayed for want County, New York, Februll"ry 19, 1827. I-fa and Doctrine and Covenants 7: ::0-27, and
was married to Miss Betsy Renwick, daugh- speaking a few touching words of the charof necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits ter of Walter and Mary Renwick, Septem- acter and life of his daughter. She was
cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that ber 20, 1852. To them were born eleven strong in the faith. Interment on the hillthey will do what they can for the Herald children, four sons and seven daughters, the side near th.e home.
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THE SAINTS' HERAJJ)..
FOR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
:i<n increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
'llear saints chapel, or a nice 4 roomed cottage
:near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further particulars, address or call on
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

BOhhHGH CITY BilRBRR SHOP,
- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
lllair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F. A. BLACK.

The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 c<nts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di,trict and branch pres id en ts,
and Bishop's af.!ents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittanres, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following di•counts: One month's inser·
tion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion npon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent npon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centu
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, lows, as second-claBS
mail matter.)

COTTAGE FOR SALE

WHAT IS MAN?

NEAR SAINTS' QHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
imoms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
tuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaeer may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containfog the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ...... : ......... $ 50
Full leather....... . .. . . . . . • . .... ,, 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ....•....... 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ...............•...••••.•..... $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. .• • . .••••••
35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia .............. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 25
Cloth..............................
75
WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ....................... $ 25
Cloth . • • •• • ••• .••• •• • •. . • •• • • •• •••
35

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Boay in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely f x01mined the subject upon which he has written, ooth in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his prdixistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between dea·th and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judg·
ment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
.5C
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from his tor·
ical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial aitthority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church build·
ing since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth ............................-•• $1 2.~

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
Southern people who have followed the interesting series of articles on General Robert
E. Lee in Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly, will
be pleased to learn that a splendid colored
lithograph portrait of the great Confederate
is offered by the publishers of that magazine
for twelve cents in stamps.

THE PROBLEM OF ISAIAH.

·-~

April issue of the Church Uniori wilfcQ;.
tain the third of the critical articles by •Dr.
Henry Preserved Smith. The subject of the
article will be the Prophecy of Isaiah. The
problem of its structure and authorship will
.'be carefully considered.
THE

BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; lper
doz._, 30 cent;i.

I

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANC:ll?,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to 1te
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by tbe papT. Address,

THE NATIONAL HUM~NE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building-,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a.
common origin, and are ~ividences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Thecilogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth .............................. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district con·
ferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of alder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ........••.••••••••.. _. , ...... $ 75
Library ............................ 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite fact,ion, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many mis·
representations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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'IBE SAINTS' HERALD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

~

AB~OLIJTE~Y
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .....................•........ $1 50
White vegetable parchment .••..... 1 75
: Leather ..........................•. 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ... 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm orSO acres live miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and halance 10 yearly payments. Write to D, F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. :Ill. ll!.YERS, Druggist. Lamoni. Iowa..

HARDWARE.

PIJRE

E?~GINE

FOR SALE.

A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudi t!on, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b>,,rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La"1oni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
l1alf mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or ft ve acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; Bui table
for gardening, raising of sm:::.11 fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, row A,

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

ITOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
llpedal attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Estimates furnished

•ue.ble goods and right prices.

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. H
It don't cure yon write us and we will return your
money. It en res others, why not yon? Yon run
no risk in trving it. Why delay Ion ger? Send
In your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
urice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have re®ived supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
,_,imp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

TRADE MARKSg
DES!CNS,
CO!"Vl'IECHTS &00
Anyone sending a sketch and description ma_y
quickly ascertain, free 9 whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communicatiof1:s strictly
confidential 01dest agency fo>,.· securing patents
1.n America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAN:o
BOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addres~
MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New YOTk,
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR ·SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonable.·
Apply to
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

A strictly high-grade Family Sewing
Machine, posses•ing all modern
improvements.

GUARANTEED EQUAL TO THE BEST
Prices very reasonable. Obtain them
from your local deale1· and make
comparisons.

ELDREDGE MANUFACTURHHl CO.
BELVIDERE, ILL.

JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Bookbindery is prepared ·to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.
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WORKINGMEN AND THE CHURCH.
SOME months ago The Methodist Recorder, of London, offered three prizes
to bona-fide workingmen who gave the
best and fullest answers to the question, ''Why do not the working classes
go to church?" More than a hundred
workingmen responded. The Recorder
publishes in full the three prize essays with selections from the rest.
The attitude of the workingmen toward the church is thus expressed in
the in trod uctio.n to the first prize essay:
"The workingmen are not universally
opposed to Christianity; they have no
fault to find with Jesus Christ, neither
would they take up any directly hostile attitude toward the Christian
Church. The simply go their own
way, ignoring the church as completely as though she did not exist at
all." We give in condensed form the
reasons for this as extracted by The
Methodist Recorder of Pittsburg from
the letters in its London contemporary:"1. The caste system in the churches,
which marks social and class distinc·
tions. 2. The form of service-too
much machinery, lack of spontaneity
and fascination. 3. Pew rents. 4.
The coldness of the churches. Instead of being full of zealous Christianity, hot. with the gospel, full of
glad tidings, the churches are cold.
5. Changed style of preaching-sin

toned down. 6. Christian inconsistency. 7. Sheer spiritual indifference.
8. The counter-attractions of places
of entertainment and pleas~re.
9.
The necessity for rest.
10. Bad
preaching. 11. The entertainmentproviding propensities of the church,
impressing the public mind with a decreasing belief in the power of the
purely spiritual forces supposed to be
resident in the church. 12. Prejudice
and the spirit of the age. 13. Lack
of a proper consideration of workingmen for church offices. 14. Lack of
sympathy with the workingmen in
their friendly societies or trade-unions.
15. The comparative indifference of
the church to the impoverished condi·
tion of the masses; that is; the
neglect of the church to speak out on
the pressing social problems which
affect the working classes of to-day."
In an editorial, commenting on the
published essays, The Christian Commonwealth (London) says:'•It is a melancholy fact that only a
very small proportion of workingmen
are found on Sunday in a place of
worship. Why is this? Chiefly because of sheer indifference. But indifference is an effect rather than a
cause, and what we have to get at is
the cause of indifference. The essayists assign many reasons for the nonattendance of their fellows at church.
They do not overlook the faults of
workingmen, but, after indicating
these, they are pretty well agreed that
the onus of responsibility lies at the
door of the church. Their grievance
may be summed up in one sentence;
the church is not doing its duty by
them; is not discharging its mission;
is not true to its Master. Complaint
is made of the pew-rent system and
social caste (great prominence is given
to these); the inconsistencies of professing Christians, particularly employers of labor; the aloofness of
ministers; lack of visitation; unattractive services; t~hat the church
interests itself in workingmen on only
one day in the week, and concerns
itself with only one side of their nature, etc. If these letters represent
the true state of matters infidelity is
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/not so rampant among workingmen
as is generally supposed. Again and
again the writers declare that workingmen are not hostile to real Christianity, still less to Jesus Christthough it is probable some of them do
not fully realize what submission to
him involves. We have no hesitation in
saying that if this symposium makes
one thing clearer than another, it is
that the closer ministers and Christian workers follow in the footsteps
of their Master the more nearly will
they be brought into touch with the
working classes and an who are at
present outside Christian influences."
The same subject receives editorial
treatment in the colums of The Central Christian .Advocate (St Louis).
The .Advocate quotes from the first
prize essay, wrii:iten by Mr. William
Hunter, a workingman of Hull. According to Mr. Hunter the church has
taught to the workingmen the doctrine of "the divine fatherhood" which
involved also a universal brotherhood.
"For the signs of this brotherhood
they very naturally looked into the
church, where they had been taught
to look up to God as their Father, but
they looked in vain; instead, they
found that caste, social, or class distinctions were just as marked in the
church as in the world, that precisely
the same gulfs separated the classes
one from another in church as out of
it, and from that time the sympathy
of the working classes with the church
began to wane."
Moreover, when they began to crave
and struggle for higher and better
conditions of life, the church, he says,
ought to have placed itself at the
head of the upward movement, and
adds that, if this had been done,
''many labor wars, with their attendant evils, might have been averted."
Among the other reasons given why
many of this class do not attend
church is that the ministers, as a rule,
are "absolutely out of touch with the
larger life of the workers."
The insatiable greed for wealth on
the part of some laymen of the church
-a greed which shows itself by resort
to devices to cut out the workingmen
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-and the tyrannical spirit of certain helpfulness toward all, which at the cial means of the church are contracted, and
employers and foremen who make same time does not attempt to ignore necessitate the purchase of only a few books
profession of Christianity are shown these laws, which are operative in all at a time."
to be responsible in large measure for strata of society? There is no conTHE GIFT OF APPRECIATION.
the alienation of the laboring classes cealing the fact that the influence of
There
is perhaps no other natural gift that
from the churches, while the system the church suffers greatly on account
brings so much genuine pleasure to its posof pew-renting and the individual ap- of the selfishness and lack of consid- sessor as does the keen sense of appreciation.
propriation of seats in the sanctuary eration Jor employees by those who It teaches us. or points out to our understandare stated to be distasteful to the same pretend to be followers of the Master. ing, the beauties of Nature that are all about
classes.
But it is illogical, to say the least, for us, gilds the commonplace, and emphasizes
The following passage is also quoted one to ignore the cause of Christ be- the joys of life and of living. Appealing to
us through all our senses, the pleasures that
from Mr. Hunter's essay:cause of the presence of such persons it brings are ceaseless and unfailing. Seen
"Of the immense majority who do in the church, as we are all to be through appreciative eyes the beauties of life
not go to church, it may be said of one judged according to our own lives. overshadow and eclipse the homely, rough
class that they have become so steeped Unfortunately, however, logic does places. There is an attractive side to everyin sin, they are such absolute slaves to not count for as much as it should thing, and this an appreciative mind will see
first, and longest remember.-February Lathe most degrading vices, they have . when it comes to the matter of church dies' Home Journal.
given themselves so completely to the association. "-Literary Digest.
devil, and they so glory in their deThe editor of the Review of' Reviews passes
pravity that, of all places in the world,
.SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES
suggestive comment on the latest phases of
the church has the least attraction for MANY OF THE BOOKS ARE PERNICIOUS AND Greco-Turkish question. He holds that the
them. . . . The fact is, the atmos- AN INSULT TO THE INTELLIGENCE OF YOUNG only reasonable solution of the Cretan diffiPEOPLE.
culty is to place Crete definitely in the keepphere is too pure, the standard of
Ed ward W. Bok has been making a careful ing of Greece. His theory is that Russia is
morality preached there is too high, and comprehensive examination of Sunday playing a waiting game, and that the other
their darling sins are denounced in school libraries, and in the February Ladies' great powers are playing into her hands.
such unmeasured terms that they sim- Home Journal he confesses himself disgusted The Review reproduces a portion of the
ply won't go. There is another class with the literature thus placed in the hands Athens Ephemeris of recent date, containing
who seem to be carried away in the of our boys and girls. A less complete inves- war news and comment printed in modern
tigation, Mr. Bok says, would not have made it
together with several striking carmad, whirling rush after worldly possible for him to .believe that the libraries Greek,
toons showing the Hellenic point of view.
pleasures. So absorbed are they in of our Sunday schools were stocked with such
the pursuit of passing amusements piles of rubbish-"wishy-washy literature,"
It may not be generally known that there
that they have not a thought to spare as he terms it. He quotes the titles and is cruelty in the keeping of gold fish. Half
for anything else; not only their lei- gives the themes of a number of books heob- of such captives die from sheer want of rest.
tained from Sunday school Ii braries, and these
sure hours on the week-day, but Sun- seem to completely warrant his conclusions. As fish have eyes so formed that they cannot
day as well, must be given to the "Such books," he contends, "are an insult to endure the light, in a glass vessel they are in
gratification of their passion for play." the intelligence of the young people, and have an entirely wrong place, as is evident from
the way in which they dash about, and go
Commenting on these passages The a pernicious influence. Instead of being round and round, until fairly worn out.
healthy books they are decidedly unhealthy
Central Christian Advocate says:in tone and teaching. Surely we are culti"There is force in all the points vating a dangerous taste for reading in the
ADDRESSES.
made in this essay. The ministry young when we feed them on such rubbish."
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
might with great advantage come into
Mr. Bok unhesitatingly lays a part of the Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. l:l48 Home Avenue, Grand
closer touch with the workingmen, blame upon the Publication Boards and Soand yet it must be admitted that it cieties, which are influenced by a denomina- Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington
Height&.
understands him better, is more anx- tional spirit that narrows their choice of
books. Then, again, it is shown that the Massachusetts.
ious to reach him, and is giving more most mediocre sort of "talent" is employed to
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
careful and general attention to labor write these books, and at beggarly prices- Colorado.
A. H. Parsons, 2925 Rosehill Street, Philaproblems to-day than ever before. less than $80 per book-are paid. A share of
The church might have aided him responsibility, Mr. Bok asserts, rests upon delphia, Pennsylvania.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
more in his struggle for a livelihood, the men who purchase Sunday school libraries, who, as is most frequently the case, are Louis, Missouri.
but the no inconsiderable aid it has not qualified for the task, and whose object is
E. C. Briggs, No. ,773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
rendered in this respect, and the diffi- to secure a library as cheap as possiple. Mr. Englewood, Illinois.
culties involved in such service, should Bok warmly urges that the selection of Sun- . Alma Kent, Clay.Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
not be overlooked. With regard to day school books be left to women, who "inthe brotherhood of man it may be stinctively know and feel the kind of a book Council Bluffs, Iowa.
which a boy or girl will read and enjoy." He
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
asked: Does this mean that among insists that women should be given carte
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
those who worship the universal blanche to make the selections so far as the County, Florida.
Father the laws of affinity, attraction, prescribed amount of money will go. "A
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
and environment are to count for hundred good books," Mr. Bok concludes, Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
naught, and that all are to be brought "are far better than five hundred books of
indifferent interest," which are bought simJ. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrison
to the same level, social and iintel- ply because they are cheap. "A :sunday County, Iowa.
lectual as well as spiritual? Or does school library cannot be created in a day, and
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
it mean an attitude of sympathy and no discouragement should be felt if the finan- Illinois.
J
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ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John s: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you ha11e save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

"If ye continue in my word, tlr

Book of M-0rmon, page ll6.
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ZION'S RELIGIO-UTERARY SOCIETY.

THE General Convention of Zion's
Religio-Literary Society convened in
the saints' church at Lamoni, Iowa,
on Thursday, April 1, 1897, at three
p. m., President J. A. Gunsolley, of
Lamoni, in the chair, J. C. Hitchcock,
of St. Louis, secretary. The weather
was cloudy and quite cool, and light
showers and heavy rains occurred
during the day. Nevertheless an audience of about fifty or sixty assembled at the opening session, ready to
watch the current of business to be
transacted and to aid in every necessary way the general proceedings.
The usual opening exercises were
had, Bro. Gunsolley offering prayer.
After some general suggestions a
committee on credentials was appointed: Brn. F. M. Sheehy, T. W.
Ohatburn, and J. A. Gillen. A question arising concerning admission of
delegates under the provisions of the
constitution, led to a motion to suspend the regular rule, but a substitute prevailed providing that all who
satisfied the credentials committee
that they had manifested an interest
in the Religio work be admitted to
voice and vote in tile proceedings.
Short speeches were then called
for, and Brn. M. H. Bond, W. H.
Kelley, E. D. Briggs, and Srs. McNichols and Maggie Blair responded. The credentials committee
then reported and was continued.
Bro. Russell Archibald, treasurer,
reported: Total receipts $351.19; disbursements $241. 95; balance $109. 24.
Referred to an auditing committee:
J. J. Billinsky, J. B. Roush, and J.F.
Mintun. Adjournment was then taken
to the evening hour.
At 7: 30 p. m. the convention resumed its sessions.
"Redeemer of
Israel" was sung, and prayer offered

by Secretary Hitchcock. The minutes
were read, also a report from the
committee on credentials. The auditing committee reported the treasurer's
report correct.
The reports of the President, Vice
Pres id en t, and Secretary were then
read.
We publish each entire.
From them, especially from the Presfden t's report, the HERALD readers
may get a clear idea of the present
condition of the Religio and learn the
problems it is seeking to solve. We
present them herewith in the order
named:To the Members of the Z. R.-L. Society:-It is
usual in such reports to recast the past and
to forecast the future, and in so doing to note
wherein we have need to make improvement
and changes.
The past two years has been a period of
slow but apparently permanent growth.
New societies have been organized, and with
the formation of them new needs have been
brought to light. With the coming to light
of these new needs, new thoughts have been
advanced and new propositions have been
submitted for investigation.
The new
thought and investigation has enlisted the
attention of some who have hitherto been
silent with reference to the work of our society.
All this may portend good; and if we shall
arise to the necessities of the occasion an
advanced step will be taken which will place
us farther along toward the point of ultimate
and recognized success.
If there be a supply for each demand, then
we need expect no demand to exist where
we shall not be able to find the supply. If
we need new measures and new men, or
women, they should be forthcoming; and
whether they shall be depends upon our willingness to have the proper thing done
whether it shall agree with our notion of it
or not.
Many can and do testify that the Holy
Spirit was in the inception of this work, and
if it was approved of God in the beginning so
it must be now, if we have not served the object of our creation or drifted so far away
from this as to be beyond reclaim. If eitbe"'
of the two conditions exist and the Spirit of
God can no longer approve of further efforts
along these lines, then it is to the interest of
everyone to know and feel that it is so; hence
for our action looking toward future work we
want the guidance of the Holy Spirit, or else
in this the time of great necessity we may be
unable to cope with the needs which seem to
exist.
It is thought by some that we have drifted
away in great part from the work originally
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intended to be done-that instead of confining
our effort more to heart work and that which
has to do with the real life of the individual,
we have directed our energies all toward the
head, or to the development of the literary
and intellectual faculties and tastes.
It
would seem that this thought is worthy our
attention.
Again it is claimed that our work is too
scattering in its field, and as a result a great
lack of concentration. For instance, we have
in fact four dititinct departments and eight
distinct programs. It does not matter what
the intent'\on was in creating the two grades
of programs for each department, it is the
effect that we have to deal with now. Not
only have we had eight programs each
month, but each succeeding program in the
same department has been entirely different
and apart from the rest, in many instances,
instead of following out consecutively any
regular line of work. This has made diversity more di versified.
As a lack of this concentration and continuity it has been in some cas0s next to impossible to keep up the interest to a good
working temperature; and the complaint
comes, We have so many who do not take
part, and who seem to have but little interest.
This scattering cannot be charged to the
superintendents altogether, for it has been
but the legitimate fruits of our plan. I doubt
if eight more faithful persons could be found
than those who have labored in this work for
the past two years. It requires no talent to
find fault or to criticise at random their
work, but to take up the pen and do even so
well as they have done is quite another question.
. The Program vent~re, while not a failure
by any means, has not proven the success
many hoped for it. This is due to several
reasons.
Our subscription list declined
nearly one half, thus reducing the revenue
but not lessening the expense materially.
Then our subscribers, some of them did not
pay. Some societies and some individuals have
not paid a cent for the nearly two years they
have taken The Program, be it sa,id to their
shame. Some societies found that they could
not use them, and so discontinued, as they
had a right to do, of course.
The argument has been urged, and not
with0l1t some degree of propriety, thi.t our
work is too widely separated from the gospel
work; or rather it does not partake enough
of the peculiar features of the latter-day
work; that instead of trying to please those
outside of the church we should try to educate those inside the church: in other words,
we should not try to make converts, but to
" train those converted; being but supplementary to the Sunday school and filling an apparent gap between the church proper and
the Sunday school. As a result of this wide
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separation from the spirit aud genius of the
latter-day work mfl.ny of our young members
are not attracted by it, and not brought into
the society work at all.
Having said this much about points wherein
our present plan seems to fail to meet the demand,-there are others but of less importance,-we will notice briefly some suggestions for remedying these defects.
It is urged by some that we ought to take
up the White Cross work in connection with
our plan-that we need to get more directly
at the Soda! Purity wol'k among our members-that this is a part of the heart work
needed.
Another would like to see morn of t.he reli.ef work done, such as helping the poor and
needy, the sick and a.ffiicted.
Still another would have the members get
out among the people and distribute tracts
and put reading matter into their hands and
thus create an interest in the latter-day
work.
Others would have our entire plan changed,
so that, as they believe, to get more closely
in touch with the real gospel work. These
would have us consecrate our efforts more
upon church work, drawing in largely our
scattered forces by providing but one main
line of work instead of four, or eight, as now.
They would have us take up as .the object of
our study the church books, havrng the work
outlined by a committee, and this outline to
be published in .Atitumn Leaves, thus dispensing with the ProQram and the heavy expense
of printing it, at the same time giving to the
magazine a strong·er ~upport. It .is u:ged by
the supporters of thiS plan that it will meet
nearly all the demands as they seem now to
exist-that when by. a close study of t~e gospel work, the heart is reached more directly
tban can be done in any other way, and that
.
f"
.,,
w h en once reac h
e dthed orng o
service
will be a natural resuit.
Briefly sketched, this is the work of this
convention. And what an important work it
is! This is the crisis period of our existence
as a society, for by the measures adopted by
this convention is our future success or failure assured, "for by our works we stand or
fall." If we shall succeed in meeting the
present exigency with the help of our heavenly Father, our possibilities are without
measure, while on the other hand if we fail
our end is sure and not far off. If we shall
have the aid of the Spirit of God in what we
do, the Religio, with the Sun<lay scbool,
ought to be training young men for the acthe
work of carrying the gospel to the nations,
and the young women for the equally g·reat
work of raising up a people whieh shall serve
the Lord in righteousness-both working together for the establishing of Zion tbe pure
in heart. There is no greater woek than
this-there is nothing can be compared to it.
The question is shall we b,3 able to rise up
to the needs of the hour. If it be the Lord's
good pleasure to work with us, and we shall
put ourselves in condition to work with him,
we shall. Now the thing for each one to do
is to put himself in a proper frame of mind to
receive the light of the Spirit of truth. If
we have come to this convention with a de-
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termination to have our way prevail, we shall print 500 copies, and but $14.00 for 1,000
be a. clog in the way of progress instead of a copies.
help. We must be willing to let the best
This made a large difference between the
light have sway although it may run contrary receipts and expenditures in favor of the latto our own wise conclusions in the matter. ter, and so it came about that the Treasurer
If each one shall be willing to give up his had of late to assess the locals to pay the
plans for something better, if such should be printing bill.
presented, we are not likely to make a :J'.'.isI may add that this work of care for the
take.
lists and the correspondence made necessary
There is no room for selfishness or jealousy by it bas not always been conducted to my
in the work of the Lord, for jm;t so sure as entire satisfaction, but I do have a consciousone entertains this spirit, tho Spirit of God ness that I have done the best I could under
will take its flight, for it cannot keep com- the eircumstances.
pany with selfishness and jealousy. When
I have answered a number of inquiries rethe time comes that some other's service or garding the organization of local societies
plans will serve the cause better, it is to our and have done what I could to promote the
interest as well as for the illterest of the general organization.
work at large that we should give way; and
In the work yours,
F. E. COCHRAN.
we ought to be willing to do so, without the
LAMONI, Iowa; April 1, 1897.
least feeling of injury or malice. In honor
we ought to prefer one another.
Owing- to the fact that two years has
Because some one or some plan has done
good service, is no reason they should be con- elapsed since holding a convention, and
tinued when we are satisfied that a change therefore two years since report was made, to
would be better. We must have no favorites go into detail would make the report so long
in persons, or pet theories, which we are not as to become wearisome, hence we endeavor
willing to give up if we shall see that there to make the same as brief as possible.
If our progress is to be measured by our inis something better for the cause. Anyone
who is not willing to step down and out of crease in numbers, perhaps our report would
the way when the time comes where he can tend to discourage rather than encourno longer serve to the very best interests of age. If we have the correct understandthe work he represents, is not worthy to be ing of out· aim, however, it is not
trusted either in bis own services or in any alone to place long lists of names upon various srnall books and call them Religio records,
plan he' may propose.
The true philosophy of our work consists but rather to improve the talents of those
in conforming to the direction of the Spirit who have become members, and increase our
of light-in seeking to do those things which membership as circumstances warrant. Our
our Master did, who is our perfect example. membership at last report, two years ago,
May the spirit of grace, mercy, and truth in- about 1,410, is at present about 1,750, showspire us t~ humility and meekness that we ing an increase of 340. vVhile our membermay be led into the sunshine of God's favor, ship has not increased proportionately as
to emerge at last upon that condition of celes- rapidly during the past two years as it did
tial joy and bliss is the prayer _of your cola- during the two years previous, this may be
.
'
accounted for largely from the fact that at
borer,
J. A. GUNSOLLEY.
the end of the fi"ot two years of our existLAMONI, Iowa, April 1, 1897.
ence, a large majority of the branches
To the President and Oonvention:-When within the church where the membership
the ProQram was enlarged, nearly two years was sufficiently large to sustain a Religio had
ago, it was found necessary for some one near been supplied. Ou,. work in the way of
to, or in connection wHh, the Herald Office, forming new societies and increasing memto take charge of the mailing lists, receive bership during the two years just past has
subscriptions, etc. This part of the work been from the moderate increase where sofell to my lot. The amount received by me cieties were already formed, and the formaand paid, through the treasurer, to the Her- tion of societies where such action had
ald Office, will appear in the treasurer's re- heretofore been looked upon as impracticaport.
ble. This number, added to the number who
I may here incidentally explain that when attend the meetings and often take part who
the ProQram was enlarged, it became neces- are not members of the society, will give us
sary to enter it for transmission through the an idea of the ones being reached by our
mails at second-class rates to save expense. work.
This forced us to place upon it a subscription
Efforts to get some one sufficiently interprice, and it was fixed at 25 cents per single ested in the English mission to start this
copy or in packages of three or more at 20 work there has not been so successful as we
cents each. This price was based on the might wish, though considerable correspondprobable cost of issuing and on the fact of ence has been bad with that end in view, and
having a subacription litit numbering 1,000 it is quite possible something can be done
along this line a little later on. One addior thereabouts.
'!'his issue of 1,000 at the start has steadily tional society has been formed in Australia,
decreased, until now we mail about 500 copies, making a total of two in that country. Considerable interest is manifested among our
possibly a little less, each issue.
While the number now issued is about half people in Canada, though not as much as· we
what it formerly was, the price of each issue had hoped for, though believe the work will
is not, ca.nnot be, correspondingly decreased, start thm·e a little later on. Within the
it costing the society about $12. 00 per issue to United States societies have sprung up where
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it was least thought they could be organized,
and have prospered more than societies
where from a ca~ual observation we would
think otherwise. ·with these facts before us
we think it quite possible that there are
many other plaees where societies might be
formed if the proper interest could be
aroused. There is one drawback in some localities, that is impossible to hold meetings
during the farming season, or in times of bad
wes,ther. Our peoplo are scattered, and it is
inconvenient for them to get together in
busy times, or bad weather at night during
the week. \Ve beiieve this could be remedied very matc.orially if programs were soarranged as ·co be used on Sunday evenings, and
that such societies hold their meetings on
Sunday evcmings prior to preaching services.
Pursuar.'o to action of the last convention
have assisted what we could in editing the
Program. Conditions have been such that
we have not accomplished what we could
wish for along this line. In our judgment,
however, the effort in this direction has been
all the circumstances warranted, we acted as
instructed by the convention, and though
may have fallen short of the mark, did the
best we could. Owing to the depressed condition of financial affairs, together with other
circumstances well known, believe it to be to
the best interest of all concerned to discontinue the Program in its present size, not
that the end desired shoujd not be reached,
but believe it can be reached by other means
with less effort. Opinions are so di versified
as to what course should be pursued in the
event 0f its discontinuance, do not think it
wise to offer any suggestions in this report.
While the financial part of our work is
covered by our treasurer's report, it is so
closely allied with the Program work we
mention it briefly here. Financial matters
have been close during the past two years,
but in our judgment not so close as our reports would indicate. '.l.'he financial support
received in behalf of the Program is somewhat in the same nature as the number of
our membership, where we had expected
least, we received greatest, and where we had
anticipated subst,antial help secured disappointment. We do not make this as a complaint, merely a statement of facts.
During the two years have written and
mailed about 900 letters. This includes some
circular letters. In September, 1895, prepared a circular letter addressed to all our
missionaries asking that they look after our
work in their mission. A great many appeared to be interested, and several have assisted very materially in forming nnd carrying
on societies, (but the fact that less than fifty
per cent even replied at all, shows that a
great many are not interested.)
The demand for our working is becoming
greater daily, the reports from our miesionaries through the HM·ald certainly indicate
the want of such work. Something that will
enable us to educate ourselves after uniting
with the church, until we can tell what we
believe and where we stand, something that
will interest our young people, keep them
within proper bounds, and teach them to
walk in that way that leads to eternal life;
viz., being spiritually minded.

We have learned some lessons from experience, our needs are better understood now
than four years ago, and though we may not
be able to fully satisfy them just at present,
it is to be hoped some improvement may be
made. We should carry out our motto "Onward and upward."
J.C. HI'.l.'CHOOCK.
ST. Lours, Missouri, March 30, 1897.

A petition was read from a local
society at Miller, Illinois, asking that
provision be made for the wearing of
a distinctive badge by members of the
Religio. The petition was denied,
there being a strong sentiment against
the widespread tendency now generally prevailing among so many organizations in the world.
The President then outlined the
business to come before the convention: A proposed amendment to the
by-laws, changing the time of election
of local officers; character of work to
be entered upon in aiding the spiritual and general development of the
young people by the Religio, and the
methods to be devised for its execution; and the election of officers.
The session then adjourned, to meet
at 8: 30 a. m. in prayer service, that
direction concerning the work to be
provided for might be realized. A
good spirit has prevailed throughout.
Friday, the 2d.--The assembly met
at 8: 30 a. m. and devoted about two
hours to prayer, as provided for in
yesterday's session.
Following this, short addresses
were made by those who look with decided favor upon the Religio movement.
The general trend of the
statements made was, in effect, that
the society had a mission, that it
should learn just what it was, and
then occupy to the best possible
advantage.
A brief intermission was then had,
which was occupied in informal conversation, after which the transaction
of business was resumed. A committee of five were then appointed;
viz., Brn. J. A. Gunsolley, J. F. Mintun, M. H. Bond, and Srs. Louise
Palfrey and Maggie Blair, who were
instructed to consider methods of procedure for the coming year's work, to
report as early in the afternoon as
practicable.
A
resolution was
adopted providing that rules for the
expulsion of members be orovided for
by the general officers.
Business resumed at 1: 30 p. m., the
usual opening exercises. The report
of the committee appointed at the
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morning session was read, and adopted
by sections, as follows:Minutes of committee to draft plan of
work. . . . First a general discussion was
had, resulting in the following resolution:Resolved, that our programs be published
in the Autumn Leaves, and if needs demand,
print duplicate copies at the expense of the
locals desiring them; and we further recommend that a copy of Aiiturnn Leaves be furnished free to such locals as are found, on
satisfactory evidence furnished the executive
committee, to be unable to pay for them.
Resolved, that there be one superintendent
appointed to represent each department into
which this society is divided, they given entire jurisdiction of said department, subject
to the advice of the Executive Committee.
The above superintendents be requested to
outline a continuous course of study under
his department.
As a suggestion under Religious, Book of
Mormon archrnology; Literary, Travels and
such other matters as may be required; Temperance, Music and temperance in all things;
Historical, that the Qhurch Histor_y have especial consideration.
We have in mind many important matters
which have not been given time to properly
consider; hence we ask the convention a continuance that we may mature in our minds a
course of action to be suggested, and made
known through the proper departments of
our publications for consideration during the
coming year.
J. A. GuNsor,LEY,
J. F. MINTUN,
LOUISE p ALFREY,
M. H. BOND,
MAGGIE BLAIR,

l

Committee.

A further action provided that the
selection of an editor of Department of
Correspondence in Autumn Leaves be
left with the officers and editor of
Autumn Leaves.
A fund, accumulated for literary
distribution, was ordered loaned to
the Presiding Bishop for one year,
without interest.
The constitutional provision for the
election of officers of local societies
was so amended as to fix the election
time the second meeting in January
and July.
The election of officers was then
proceeded with resulting in the reelection of the former incumbents;
viz., J. A. Gunsolley President, F. E.
Cochran Vice President, J. 0. Hitchcock Secretary, Russell Archibald
Treasurer.
A vote of thanks was tendered those
who had superintended the general
work, including issuance of the Program, since the last convention adJ journed.
j
The evening exercises concluded
. the convention. The program was
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well rendered before a large and ap- 1 reaching for good would be realized
preciative audience. It is as fol- in the business transacted.
Th h
, 'A I
ld'
f th
1ows:e ymn,
m
a so ier 0
e
1. Octet, R. W. Scott, F. M. Smith, V. cross?" was sung, followed by prayer
Blair, Alta Gaylord, Roxanna Gaylord, by the Superintendent, another hymn
Audie Anderson, David Anderson, and followed, "Gospel bells," and the
Oscar Anderson.
convention was opened.

Canada 16 flourishing; Far-off England has
caught the spirit of the work, and while not
fully in line with the association methods
there, they contemplate use of our Quo.rter' lies; will try them. From the society
Islands Sr. Devore at the late Woodbine reunion, reported an interesting and glowing
account of work established there. It is
The Superintendent in his opening hoped Sr. Devore will be present speak of
remarks dwelt upon the necessity of it more fully. During the past year had
dependence upon the One who only visited seven district conventions; some well
was able to inspire and direct aright. established, some comparatively new-a
The chairman being so authorized, ap- greater determination we have never seen
expressed; great improvement is being made,
pointed a committee on credentials: also visited three other schools. Have
Brn. M. 0. Fisher, of Boston, Arthur visited three reunions in the interest of the
Ballard, of Omaha, and T. W. Chat~ work-at 'rhurman,Woodbine, and Montrose,
burn, of Independence. Bro. J. F. Iowa; at ail of which workers were found
Min tun and Sr. Belle Robinson James ably qualified, al_l of whom wei;-e ~treng.thened
·
d b
h
h · t
. t and generally aided by association with one
were appomte
y t e c a1r o ass1s another.

2. Invocation, Elder F. G. Pitt.
3. Address of welcome, J. A. Gunsolley.
4. Song, "I want to play ball with you,

to

Papa," Master Willie Pitt.
5. Response, F. M. Sheehy.
6. Duet, "Evanelia," Myra Brackenbury
and J. Cole Moxon.
7. Pantomime, "The Voice of Spring,"
Ruth Lyman Cobb.
8. Essay, Religious and Historical, Louise
Palfrey.
9. Vocal solo, Mrs. V. Blair.
10. Essay, Temperance and Literary, R. B.
Trowbridge.
11. Duet, "Evanelia Lost," Myra Brackenbury and J. Cole Moxon.
12. Music, Le Petit Orchestre.

I

the Secretary for the time bei~g.
Addresses were called for, pendmg
report from the credentials committee.
13. Recitation of an original poem by El- Responses were made by Bro. F. G.
bert A. Smith. "'.l.'he Hill Cumorah,"
Pitt Sr. M. Walker, Brn. T. W. WilRuby Stedman.
.

14. Song, ecngregation, "God be with you
till we meet again."
15. Benediction, Elder J. F. Mintun.
16. Music, Le Petit Orchestre.

The Religio workers enter upon the
work of the coming year feeling that
prospects are brighter for them in the
arrangements that have been made to
more perfectly develop the features of
the work to which they are giving
attention.
THE GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL
CONVENTION.

THE seventh convention of the General Sunday School Association of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints opened its ses·
sions at three o'clock on Saturday,
April 3, 1897, in the lower auditorium
of the saints church, at Lamoni, with
Superintendent T. A. Hougas in the
chair, W. N. Robinson, the Secretary.
Many had come during the day to be
present at the opening session, and
th 1
b
f · · ~
d f
e arge num er 0 minis,,ers, a,n
brethren and sisters of the laity, witnessed the widespread character of the
interest in the proceedings to be
entered upon. The basement was quite

°

well filled when the audience was called

to order. The excellent spirit manifest
among delegates and visitors was apparent. A more friendly spirit could not
well be realized for it was a unity of
th
· 't · th ' b d 0 f
e. spiri 1 ~
e on s
?eace-one
which furmshed substantial ground
for the expectation that results far-

IStates-~reat p~og:ess and much being done:

'

hams, J. H. Lake, Srs. Anna Salyards,
0. B. Kelley, Maggie Blair, Brn. F.
M. Sheehy, J. F. Mintun, R. 0. Evans,
Sr. Mina Hart, Bro. G. W. Robley.
d
· 1
.
h
A t t h is
juncture. t e. ere entrn s com.
.
m1ttee brought m its report, which
was quite lengthy, showing a large
number of delegates appointed. rrhe
report was received, the committee
continued. The report showed 1 027
.

'

dele~ates appomt?d alre.ady.' representmg 10,606 pupils,38 districts, and
some schools.
The Secretary was authorized to
select his assistants. He continued
B
J F M' t
d S
J
ro. ·
·
m un an
r. ames.
Bro. A. M. Chase was appointed
chorister, he to select an organist;
Bro. S. M. Bass, janitor of Lamoni
·
h
b
t.
h t
I ranc , o con mue m c arge.
Reports of officers were the next
features of business. Bro. 'r. A.
Hougas reported verbally. We give
, the substance of it, as follows:-

Th s d
h 001
k h d
d th
e. un ay sc
wor
a passe
e
experimental stage; some had once regarded
it as an experiment but it. was now an established feature of church work. Live schools
and live branches go hand in hand. The
schools are forces that aid to strengthen
the work everywhere. Schools started in
private houses had caused the work to extend with prospects of branches of the
church being organized. Many similar occurrences could be mentioned of the good
done by the Sunday schools and school work.
I The work in general is onward. In the· East
I they are hopeful, doing well, and building;
in the South, where before comparatively
unknown, one district had been organized
and work rapidly advancing. In the Central

I1

1

I

I

An innovation, it might be termed, was
the Sunday School Institute at Council
Bluffs, during the holidays. It was, briefly
stated, a three days' gathering for study of
th
t'· i
d
1f t
f S d
e me ucc.s an genera ea ure.s _o un ay
school work; about seventy-five visitors present from various States, districts, and newly
organized territory who took home a
greater measure of the spirit of the work.
At last convention the officers were empowered to act on blackboard work. Were
d'
.
d .
h'
d f
t
f
isappomte rn t is regar ; u 11 repor o
efforts later. As superintendent conducted
sixty sessions of Sunday school, and been
connected with about fifty other sessions in
general work. Had written about four hundred letters, answering questions requiring
much thought, and some research. Had
furnished free Q·uarterlies to but two schools,
all others being able to pay.

I For benefit of school literature found in
I HERALD, Hope, and Leaves, had tried to
make improvement. Believing there was
I Jar
much undeveloped talent, had issued circuletter asking for names of those who
I could contribute as writers for the papers
named. Responses had not been as numerous as anticipated. The work may be continued. A demand for a Christmas program
for the schools had been apparent. The
Primary Committee had prepared one, the
Senior and Intermediate Committee another,
which were published gratis by the association. The measure of success of this movement has not yet been fully learned.
A feature that it is believed would be beneficial is that the Superintendent have all his
time to devote to the association. The time
may not be now; but it should be kept in
mind and one selected who can devote his entire tJme if the present superintendent cannot.
Work at reunions should be continued,
that children be benefited and devote some
of their visiting time to improvement, with
the adults. Wby not three or four session
be held out of the many for school work? It
should be done.
Provision should be made for more than
one year's issue of the Quarterlies.
Committee to select editors should be authorized
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to appoint editors for a term of five quarters
-to keep the work ahead.
Another necessity, what we might term a
''Home Department." There are many isolated families denied church and school
privileges. Something should be done to
keep these people alive-to introduce school
work in single families if necessary. The
ministry could aid in this. Our brethren in
the ministry cannot show too much interest
here. Think the good of the work demands
the constant interest and aid of the ministry.
They are very bus;', but could do much here
to ad vantage, while among the isolated
families would find many who would take
hold in the homes. It has been done in
many instances.
Glad to be able to do what we can do; glad
to see the work move, and pr:.yer is for its
continued growth.

The Assistant Superintendent presented a written report as follows: To the Sunday School Oonvention:-I cannot
report work done by extended travels, as my
duties do not permit me to be absent from
Lamoni much of my time. I was therefore
compelled to forego the pleasure of responding to the invitation of the Superintendent
to be present and assist in the Sund1ty school
work done at the various reunions accessible
to the saints of these States. I cannot therefore speak advisedly of the Sunday school
work done there, of which, however, I have
heard excellent reports.
My one visit of the year, however, was in
attendance at the Council Bluffs Sunday
School Institute. Of the nature of the work
done there I can speak my hearty indorsement. It was in consideration of the practical work to be done in our o;·dinary Sunday
school work. In my opinion it is very necessary that attention be given to work of this
kind and that it cannot but result in good.
Whether or not such work is being done or
can be done at our reunions, or whet,hor the
Institute for this purpose is necessary, J cannot say; but I repeat that such work as was
done in the Institute
necessarv to be done
The General Association has done anothe~
little piece of work this year that may have
more importance attached to it than a casual
glance might discover. It issued programs
for the Christmas entertainment. I mention
this because I remember that three years ago
I was requested to prepare a paper on the
subject of the character and object of
Sunday school entertainments, from 'Nhich I
gather that some one saw that unworthy performances were brought into Sunday school
entertainments, antagonistic to the spirit of
our Sunday school work. I have heard of such
thiags also through district officers, from traveling elders, and have noticed letters upon the
subject in our columns. Well-arranged programs issued by the association in ample
time for adoption in the schools, could exert
an educating, refining, uplifting influence.
I believe that the issuing of the Christmas
program for our Sunday schools was an advance step that should be maintained, and I
also believe it.is one of.the. apparen_tly small
factors that will exert m time a widespread
and good influence in the church. I hope the
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time may speedily come when the the character of the entertainments we offer to the
public shall speak the purity of our tastes,
our love of the good and the beautiful, the
noble and the true.
I have another suggestion to make-a suggestion, not a complaint. Some simple system of reporting scorns to me to be necessary
by which the general officers should be regularly informed concerning the condition of
the field of our Sunday school labor. This
seems to me to be necessary in order to maiatain an intelligent oversig·ht of the work.
So far as I knovv there is at present no provision for· this, and though I have been two
yean in the office of Assistant Superintendent, and my predecessor was four years
the same position, I have very little knowledge of the general condition of the field of
labor, and am satisfied that this was true
also with the previous incumbent of the
office; further, i.t will continue to be the case
until there com3 at stated times reports that
shall give the necessary information. There
can be no intelligent conception of the needs
of the work, and in consequence attention
cannot be given, without a system of reporting, simple as it may be. The simpler this
can consistently be the better.
I offer you now my plan of work as Editor
of the Senior and Intermediate Quarterlies, as
it may not be amiss to consider it in connection with some of the questions to be discussed at this convention.

fu

Five years ago the Quarterlies took up the
life of Christ. Two years were spent upon
that and one year upon the Acts of the Apostles. Two years ag·o, after consultation with
others, I took up the study of Hebrew Hist·Jry. We have traced it down through the
Patrfarchal Period and the Period of the
Judges to the establishment of the kingdom
of Israel. If this study is not interrupted
and I should be continued, the history of the
Hebrews will be traced down to the coming
of Christ, which, with the Acts of the Apostles, will then be taken up and revised, after
which, if the association deemed it advisable
those revised lessons could be stereotyped for
1
permanent use in the schools. Junior classes
could then study in the New Testament or in
the Old Testament, as deemed wise by those
having work in charge.
But there should be a progressive course of
study for advanced classes leading out into
new fields, and I am satisfied in my own
mind that, the Senior Grade lessons should
go on, briefly covering the apostasy of the
1
primitive church and the period of thereformation, and leading up to the restoration of
the gospel. Here with propriety may be
introduced a study of the prophecies pointing to the restoration; and can you not see
the field of knowledge broaden and widen as
we advance? Can you not see how we may
all labor together' as coworkers? Can you
not see that when the committee on American Arclneology have completed their work
1 they give to us an invaluable aid?.
Do you
not see that in a time to como we shall study
the Book of Mor:non as we study the Bible?
Do not regard this as the dream of an e.nthusiast. It is but the height we may attain by

I

I
I
I
I
I

l

careful, protracted effort. Five years ago
the doubtful ones looked for failure when
our Quarterlies were au experiment. By the
blessing of the Lord their success exceeded
the expectations of the most hopeful. Ana,
our work i8 but begun. A b1·oad field invites
us. Steadily, carefully, trustingly we should
go on. God chooses weak instruments, but
he gives grace and strength sufficient for the
day, for the hour, for the duty at hand.
When this plan of study unfolded to my
mind the question immediately following
was, How far then may we have uniformity
of lessons? I submit the question to you.
One year ago, without previous intimation,
the subject of uniformity was presented to us.
My first thought was that it should prevail.
I have expressed to you the question that has
arisen in my mind since then, and I have
told you my mental outline for future work,
if it is not interrupted.
I am reliably informed that some effort (I
do not know how strong a one) is contemplated to interrupt the plan of the Senior
lessons, and to bring about uniformity, by
putting us all into the New Testament; and I
desire to ask, How long will you keep us all
there? And if we ever get out again, will
uniformity still prevail and take us all into
the Old Testament? If so, it would be wiser
to study there now; for the seniors are interested there and the primary children have
been five years on the life of Christ.
But, since the q llestion of uniformity will
come up for discussion in its proper time and
place, I leave it to be decided by the wisdom
of this body.
I have presented my plan of study and
have suggested that it should not be interrupted. I :remember, however, that I am but
one among you, and when this question has
been carefully canvassed and a decision has
been reached, I shall cheerfully submit to
that decision, whatever it may be. And I do
not think we shall be wise or just in impugning the motives of any if the sentiments expressed in debate do not accord with our own.
Progress and development are in the pathway of that free man or woman who says in
independence of spirit: "I will say what I
think to-day, if I contradict all I said yesterday." Shall we stand where we did yesterday if we see more clearly to-day? This I
say in defense of tho.
who may honestly
think differently and
· ess themselves differently from what they did last year.
With a hope and confidence that an overruling Hand will be made manifest in our
work, I am,
Yours faithfully,
ANN A STEDMAN SAIN ARDS.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 3, 1897.

Adjournment was had till the evening hour.
The evening session opened with
the usual exercises, prayer being
offered by Bro. Columbus Scott.
After an additional report from the
credentials committee, the business
announced for special consideration at
this session the proposed amendments
to the Constitution and By-Laws,
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published in the HERALD of January its sessions at eleven o'clock, the Su6, 1897, was taken up. The first, perintendent in charge, Bro. A. M.
providing for the appointment of one Chase, chorister. After the regular
or more assistant superintendents, opening exercises of song and prayer,
was adopted; also another providing an item of routine business was transfor the office of Librarian; another acted, it being necessary, under the
providing for election of officers at circumstances, to facilitate the transevery general convention; providing action of business; viz., a committee
for reports from the secretary at of five was appointed to whom was
every convention, in place of the referred all the proposed amendments
provision for "Annual" reports, as to the Constitution-those adopted
conventions will probably be held and those to be considered: Brn. E.
regularly preceding General Confer-\ L. Kelley, T. A. Hougas, F. M.
ences; and changing the duties of the '3heehy, J. F. Mintun, and Heman C.
secretary into those of a twofold char- Smith. The music and literary proacter, of Corresponding and Record- gram was then rendered as follows:
ing Secretary; also changing the Music; Paper, "Can the Sunday
statement of the duties of the Super- school work be graded?" J. A. Gunintendent.
Besides
these
other solley; Music, solo, Grace Cobb;
amendments were adopted, which we Paper, "How can we reach new and
will not attempt to report in detail, as remote fields?" F. E. Cochran; Paper,
they will be duly published in the ''How can the opening and closing exrevised Constitution. The amend- e::-cises of Sunday school be conment granting authority to the Super- ducted?" Sr. Louise Palfrey; Music.
intendents to place others at work in The blackboard work feature was
the field in Sunday school work. a,lso omitted, Bro. William Faulds not havto furnish funds to meflt their ex- ing arrived.
penses, caused considerable discusAt 2: 15 the saints met in sacrament
sion, and the question coming to a m0eting, in which many took part.
vote resulted in a call for the yeas One, baptized during the day, was conand nays. The vote was in the nega- firmed. Prayer was asked for a numtive and the amendment was denied. ber of sick, who had sent requests to
As the execution of one of the amend- be remembered by the conference.
ments adopted was dependent upon
The evening exercises were of a
the adoption of the one denied, the musical and literary character, Bro.
situation was rendered somewhat W. N. Robinson in charge. After a
complex, for the time being. How- number of excellent renditions by the
ever the hour being I.,.te, adjournment choir, Bro. F. G. Pitt offered the
was taken until the opening of the opening prayer.
Sr. Devore being
regular Sunday exercises, leaving it absent, Bro. J. W. Gilbert made an
to later sessions to solve the problem. address on the work in the Society
Sunday, April 4.-The First and Islands. After another musical numSecond Seventy, about forty present, ber, Bro. T. A. Hougas addressed the
held a prayer meeting at eight o'clock. convention, his subject, "Where are
The season was one of satisfaction to we at?" A vocal number by Sr.
all present.
Viola Blair, followed by a recitation
At 9: 30 the regular session of the "Vashti," by Sr. Ruth Cobb, closed
Lamoni Sunday school was held in the the evening program, Bro. M. H. Bond
lower auditorium, in charge of local dismissing the audience.
officers. Another Sunday school was
Monday, the 5th. - The morning
held in the upper auditorium in charge session was opened at about 7: 30 in
ofBro.WallaceN. Robinson. Visitors the usual manner, Elder G. W.
were formed in classes and taught by Robley offering prayer. Minutes of
ministers and other workers. The previous sessions read, approved.
local Book of Mormon class was held Additional report from committee on
as usual in the gallery in charge of the credentials.
regular teacher, Bro. E. L. Kelley;
The report of Bro. Wallace N.
so that there were three stories of Robinson, the industrious secretary
Sunday school classes in session- of the association was the next feafrom basement to gallery.
ture. It was listened to with close
The Ge11eral J\_ssociat!.on resumed atJ;ention. It was general and statis-

tical. Its leading general features
will appear in full ih our next issue.
It showed 40 district associations and
8 schools in the General Association;
new districts added during the year,
5; new schools, 2; total membership,
12,310; net gain 1,805.
The report of Sr. C. B. Kelley,
treasurer, was read, also report from
the auditing committee, which found
it to be correct. The report "summary" is as follows: Summary; amount with Herald Office last report ..................... $ 324 45
Editing Quarterlies.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565 00
Paid Herald Office fol' work ....... 1,401 80
Amount donated to church by association.............................. 400 00
T. A. Hougas, postage............
10 80
W. N. Robinson, postage..........
6 25
W. N. Robinson, expenses........
20 00
E. A. Blakeslee, per ord.or. . . . . . . .
46 40
W. N. Robinson...................
18 00
Total expenditures ...............-$2, 792 70
Balance .......................... ~9~8
Total.. ..................... $3,718 9S
RECEIPTS.

Balance last !'eport ............... $1,356 71
Receipts ........................... 2,209 80
Due from Herald Office ........... ; 152 47
Total. .......................$3,718 98
---

The report of Sr. J. H. Royce,
Editor of the Sunday School Department of the HERALD, was next read.
It will appear next week, with other
proceedings.
A letter from Sr. Devore explained
her inability to be present, as announced for Sunday evening's program.
The committee of the Sunday School
Institute presented a petition for continuance of Institute work.
A resolution asking appointment of
committee to revise minute and record books and provide them at reduced cost, was read; also one
providing that the incoming Superintendent be elected with the understanding that his whole time be
devoted to the work. Also resolution
providing for creation of a general
library to be located at Lamoni;-these
matters and others to be considered
in their turn.
Three o'clock was fixed upon for the
consideration of the' 'uniformity" question.
The committee on amendments reported as follows:To the General Convention of the Sunday
School Association:-We, your committee, appointed by your body to examine the proposed a,mendments to the Constitution and,
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By Laws and to suggest legislation necessary
to meet present exigencies report as follows:After prayer was offered by Heman C.
Smith, E. L. Kelley was selected as permanent chairman, and J. F. Mintun, secret~.ry.
The committee first examined into the
legality of their appointment and concluded
that while we were not fully satisfied that
our appointment was made in the regular order, but as the matter was presented as an
emerg.Jncy question the committee thought
proper to proceed with their work, the result of which is at the option of the convention.
E. L. KELLEY, Chairman.
J. F. MINTUN, Secretary.
Report of Committee on Proposed Amendments to Constitution and By-La,ws, as to the
work done:We your committee suggest that the number of assistant superintendents as provided
for in Article 4, Section 1, as amended, be
limited to two.
We further suggest that we strike out "if
more than one is elected,'' and pluralize the
word Assistant Superintendent where it occurs in Section 2 of Article 5.
We suggest that in Section 3 of Article 5
the word "assembly" be stricken ·out, and
the word "convention" inserted in its stead.
He shall draw all orders on the treasurer.
The committee is of the opinion that Section 4 of Article 5 is sufficient as it stands,
except omitting- the word "annual,'' for the
reason that each convent.ion may make appropriation for the expenses of the ensuing
year as thought expedient by the convention.
.
.
We recommend that Section 2 of Article 6
be reconsidered and amended so as to read,
"The expenses of the association shall be
vided for, as found necessary, by the association."
We recommend that Article 8 be amended
as proposed.
We suggest that the first three lines of
Article 13 be amended to read "District associations shall, so far as practicable, adopt
both topical and general," the remainder of
the section remaining ~ch~nged.
.
We recommend that 1:>ect10n l of Article 4,
page 10 be amended as proposed; also Section
3 of Article 4 on same page be amended as
·
proposed.
We recommend that Sections 1 and 2 of
Article 5 on page 11 be amended as proposed.
We recommend that Article 8 on page 12
be amended as proposed.
We recommend that Article 9, as proposea.,
shall read as follows: "All acts or resolutions passed by any District Association in
conflict with or contrary to any of the laws
and rules of the General Association shall be
inoperative and void."
We suggest the adoption of proposed
amendments to Sections 3 and 7 of Article 11
on page 13.
We suggest that Article 3 on page 14 be
amended to read, "Persons may become
members of the Sunday school by enrollment,
but they shall have no voice or vote in the
affairs of the school until they shall have
been in attendanc.e fou..r con. secutive sessions,.
!'lJWept in the organfaatjon of new schools,
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All members of the school under eight years
of age are prohibited from voting. An absence of three months without sufficient
cause will forfeit membership and thereby
lose right to vote."
We recommend that Article 4, page 14 remain as it is except the change of "must" to
"should" in the first line.
We recommend the adoption of proposed
amendment to Article 6, page 15.
1
VVe recommend that Section 4 of Article 7
on page 16 be amended by adding, "pertair:ing to the duties of their office"-also add the
1
following paragraph:"Special business meetings either of the
schools, or of the 'officers, teachers, and
visiting committee' may be called at any
time by the superintendent, or shall be
called by him upon request of five voters of
the school."
We recommend the adoption of the proposed amendments to 8ections 5 and 6 of
Article 7 on page 16.
We recommend that Section 9 of Article 7
on page 16 be amended by inserting, "When
assessments are made" before "Each" on first
line.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
E. L. KELLEY, Chairman.
J. F. MINTUN, Secretary.
Briefly stated, the recommendations
1

I
I

of the committee were adopted; also
other amendments of the list published in HERALD of January 6 which
do not conflict with the committee's

pro-1
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report, and adopted as a whole. They
. b
bl" h d t
1 d t ·
Wl 11
e. pu lS e . a . an ear Y a e in
the revised C~nst1tut1on ~nd By-1:'aws.
Our report is necessarily abridged
because the HERALD is printed on
Monday.

had none; for ye are called and chosen to do
the Lord's work.
The ''full meaning" of the text is,
that if an unmarried man who is engaged to be married is called unto the
ministry, and the young woman to
w horn he is engaged shall be of full
age, and request him to keep his
promise of marriage he should do so
and would be blameless in marrying
his promised bride; notwithstanding
the admonition of the apostle that such
as were called should remain unmarried.
Advantage has been taken of the passage as it is found in the King James'
Version, as if that verse sanctioned a
species of loose moral dealing. But
the passage should not be so construed, even as found in King James'
Version; for the apostle's whole writ-·
ings are opposed to such construction.
The Inspiroi,~ Version, however, shows
that it was written to the ministry,
those who were actively engaged in
preaching in the field. To them the
apostle wrote enjoining abstinence
from marriage because it was calculated to hinder men in their itinerant
work. But, in order that a man who
had become espoused to a woman
should not fail in proper duty to her,
by failing to keep his promise of marriage, he should be subject to the
woman's condition of life and request,
and they should marry. There is no
warrant in the passage for even the
shadow of sanction for wrong doing.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

I QuEs.-What is the full

I

meaning of verse 36
TO FIND THE ORIGIN OF THE
of chapter 7 of First Corinthians?
!ND!ANS.
Ans.--We would not answer this THE following will interest many if
t"
•t
t th t th
·
qu:s ion. were 1 no
a
ere .1s not all our readers:quite a drfference between the text m
THE JESSUP EXPEDITIONS TO INVESTIthe King Jam es' Version and the InGATE THEIR ALLEGED CONNECTION
WITH ASIATIC TRIBES.
spired Translation.
In the Holy
Cambridge, Mass., March 13.-Details conScriptures the text reads as follows:cerning the expedition to be sent to NorthBut if any man think that he behaveth
eastern Asia and Northwestern America
himself uncomely toward his virgin whom he show that it promi.ces to be the most imporhath espoused, if she pass the flower of her tant to modern science since the days of Livage, and need so require, let him do what he ingstone and Stanley. Morris K. Jessup,
hath promised, he sinneth not; let them President of the American Mnseum of
marry.
Natural History of New York City, is the
The Apostle Paul, who wrote the originator of the expedition, and will pay all
epistle to the Corinthians, stated in the bills connected with it, which during the
the 29th verse of this chapter, a. we six years of its continuance will reach considerably over $50,000. Prot. F. W. Putnam
have it in the Holy Scriptures, that he
of Cambridge, who is curator of the anthrowrote it to the ministry:pological department of the American
But I speak unto you who are called unto
the ministry. For this I say, brethren, the
time that remaineth is but short, that ye
s.h. all be. s. ent forth unto. th. e minis.try. Even
they who have wives, sl;l1,1,ll be as though they

I

Museum, and also of the Peabody Museum at
Harvard, has the general direction of the expedition, but bis work here prevents him
from going himself.
TJ:le principal point t,o be deterIP,ine{l by
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the explorations is whether or not the primeval American Indians and Esquimaux came
from Asia originally. '!'his is a question of
the greatest importance to the ethnologist,
and has been superficially treated by many
writers, who hold that the American race is
very closely allied to the Mongolian. 'l'he
expedition which will undertake to solve this
problem will be in two parts, one to go to
Asia, the other to investigate the American
side.
The latter section will start about the 1st
of May, with British Columbia for its first
objective point. Dr. Franz Boas bas been
chosen to lead this party on account of his
long continued investigations in that vicinity,
his wide knowledge of ethnology, and his
special attainments. His chief assistant will
be Harlan I. Smith of New York City. With
them will go several specialists in various
branches of research.
The Asiatic branch of the expedition will
not start from this country until September,
and its leader has yet to be selected.
The collections to be made by the expedition will all find their way to the American
Museum of Natural History in New York
City, and will make the institution the center of interest to the world's anthropologists
and ethnologists for many years, until the
problems they illustrate shall have been satisfactorily settled.

GREEK VALOR.

1N the Peoples' Column of the Chicago Tribune for March 27 occurs the
following which pretty fairly represents the feeling of the average
American as regards the struggle for
human liberty and political freedom
now going on in Crete, Greece against
Turkey.
England has withdrawn
from the union of powers of Europe
and her example is now followed by
Germany. Which next?
THE CRETAN WAR.

Chicago, March 23.-It looks like war in
Europe. Let it come. The cause for which
the Greeks contend appears the most just of
any casus belli in Europe for the last hundred years, and if Christianity and its aims
be not a gilded sham it's worth of fighting
for. Let that pest-house of brutality, the
Turkish Empire, be wiped out, or let socalled Christian Europe burn its Bibles and
close its churches, and turn its attention to
the old-time human sacrifices of the Roman
arenas. There are times when men should
fight, and die if need be., for the right, and if
this world has grown so full of dollar-chasing
cowards that they cannot get up enough courage to right this wrong the sooner war is
forced upon them by this brave Grecian King
the better for the race of men. It is a sight
for gods and a study for students of history
to see Europe threatening the Greeks in
their attempt to suppress this butcher of the
Orient. It begins to look as though public
opinion might yet force some of these kneespavined royal bulldogs to take sides,;with

the Greeks for the safety of their own positions. If war does come it must be looked
upon as the will of him who has waited in
vain for his children to do their duty, and
his acts in. their ultimate results are just.

The water is spreading over the territory
from Perthshire, Mississippi, to a point ten
miles north of Vicksburg and back from the
river thirty or forty miles. Already the loss
of cattle has been enormous. The corn that
was planted and growing is under water
and preparations for cotton planting were
THE FLOODS.
well under way. The plowed earth will be
EXTENSIVE rainstorms continue swept into 1he Yazoo and thence into the
throughout the Middle Statss and Mississippi. It is difficult to estimate the
loss. A thickly settled country containing
the Northwest. Rivers are rising an area of about 4,000 square miles, dotted
and general damage is reported, with farmhouses, negro cabins, and small
caused by swollen streams, ice gorges, villages will be flooded. Labor will become
and washouts. News to date from the demoralized and negroes cannot be securecl
Lower Mississippi is given in the fol- in sufficient numbers to cultivate the crops
when the water subsides. The Yazoo and
lowing dispatches:Mississippi Valley railroad will have 150
Greenville, Miss., March 31.-Last night miles of track under water before the flood is
the levee broke at Sellas Landing, running over.
wild in Bolivar County, between Rosedale
and Gunnison. The levee there is about fifteen feet higher and the crevasse is now over
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
1,000 feet wide. This crevasse will submerge BRO. J. F. MINTUN, Laurel, Nea number of plantations. There are now four
braska, March 25 :breaks on the Mississippi, pouring torrents
I am enjoying a perfect pioneering experiinto this fertile valley. Thousands of live
ence in this part. Some of the roughest exstock are drowned and in some instances the
periences I have ever endured, but now the
fleeing people had narrow escapes.
clouds are lifting. Friends have been made
Passengers arriving here by boat from
to the cause.
Rosedale report that town now under water.
Paul Tremblay, Owyhee, Malheur
All telegraph and telephone communication
above and below is cut off.
County, Oregon, March 19:Gunnison was under water when heard
Do you suppose you could send an elder
from last and nothing new can be heard from into this part of this country? We are in
there. The flood has already submerged need of an elder very badly; I have had a
nearly all towns between here and Australia visit from Bro. Levi Wilson for a little while,
north, and Rolling Fork south.
which I very much enjoy. I would like to
The following towns are now under water: see some more of that kind of work in this
Australia, Round Lake, Deeson, Concordia, part of the world. I was baptized by Bro.
p,arthshire, Stafford, Gunnison, Bolivar, W. W. Blair, February 23, 1871, and Bro.
Mound, and Huntington, in Bolivar County. Levi Wilson is the first Latter Day Saint I
Below here Avon, Wayside, Pettit, Refuge, have seen since Bro. Blair left me. I am
Glendora, and Swift Water are all under still a Latter Day Saint, and if it is God's
water, and the water is in sight of Arcola, will, shall be until the end of time. I have
Cooks, Estelle, and Hallondale.
had a hard road to travel, but my Redeemer
In order to comprehend fully the area of has helped me thcoughout, so I am still a
country threatened by the overflow take a Latter Day Saint.
point just south of Rosedale, Mississippi, on
the east bank of the river in Bolivar County,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
and thence south to the Yazoo River and
west as far, and in all probability, beyond the CONFERENCE arrivals have been too
main line of the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley numerous to mention. Many are alrailroad. This large scope of country, the
ready present attending the Religio
finest cotton lands in the world, and containing estates or plantations rivaling in extent and engaged in preparation for the
many small kingdoms of the world, is seri- Sunday School Convention and Genously threatened and already an immense eral Conference.
amount of damage has been done.
The clubfooted man is still abroad
The scene is one of great desolation, the
in
the land, swindling those who aconly signs of life visible being flocks of poultry gathered on the roofs of the houses or cept his pretensions and trust him
upon such floating debris as remained in the with loans. Bro. T. F. Stafford joins
humble little places, horses, mules, cows, and others in eloquent descriptions of the
pigs having sought refuge on the levees and swindler. See his letter.
followed pedestrians about to all appearances
Bro. W. W. Blanchard, of Maine,
mutely begging prott.ction and shelter.
The plantations which are inundated up to was taken with the measles while on
the present time by the crevasse in Lake Lee the train enroute to Lamoni. He is now
levee are Deerfield, Refuge, Hollywood, confined to his boarding house, though
Swift Water, Glen Mary, Belmont, Hartford, resting as comfortably as his condiand La Grange, all very extensive tracts of
rich lands and under a high state of cultiva- tion permits.
General Ruis Rivera, the welltion.
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known Cuban leader, has been captured by Spanish troops after being
seriously wounded in an engagement.
It is supposed that he will be executed
by the Spaniards.
Washington advices dated March 30
state that Spain is again making overtures for peace in Cuba through the
United States government; offering
the insurgents practical autonomy
under a merely nominal Spanish suzerainty. Negotiations are again on
foot at the State Department to this
end. The Spanish government is
hopeful of success through the present effort, but it is thought that the
insurgents will reject anything but
entire independence.
Frost has done great damage to
California fruits during the past ten
days.
The town of Chandler, Oklahoma,
with a population of 1,500, was struck
by a cyclone on the night of March
30, and almost completely reduced to
ruins. Twenty were killed outright
and fully 170 injured. Of the latter it
is thought ten will die, while others
are in a very serious condition. The
storm came suddenly, without warning, demolishing the business and
residence districts, fire adding to the
terrors of the visitation, in iJ, general
conflagration.
Many could not be
rescued or taken from the ruins until
the morning of the 31st. Adjoining
towns have rendered aid.
The Cretan situation, up to the 31st,
remained practically unchanged. On
that day the Cretans advanced against
the Turkish outposts near Izeddin,
determined to drive them back. At
this juncture a Russian war ship
opened fire on the insurgents. The
British and Austrian ships a]so took
part in the bombardment, each taking
turns, and occasionally all firing together. Shells exploding in the insurgents' ranks forced them to haul
down their flag and abandon their position in haste.
Letters received
from Col. Vassos' camp state that the
Greek troops intended to storm Fort
Soubashy the very day it was occupied by the international force. In
consequence of to-day's proceedings
the admirals no longer consider it
necessary to place European troops in
Izeddin, but will improve the defenses
of the fort on the land side.
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The shelling of the Cretans is declared by newspaper correspondents
to have been pitiable in its i.nhumanity,
after their surrender of the fort, at
Izeddin, and whi.le the white flag still
waved from it.
German sentiment is said to be
strongly against the Kaiser's policy
of action with the powers.
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that upon him, and his use of his manly
powers depends any part of the honor, virtue,
health, courage, and value of the race. In
his mind the whole question of sex is covered with a veil to be lifted by unclean
hands, Hs mysteries to be investigated with
impure thoughts and glances."
A pure, innocent boy is just as pure and
just as innocent as a pure, innocent girl, and
his purity should be guarded just as carefully.

I read of a beautiful young boy being ruined
by a woman, wealthy and esteemed by his
parents, he having been put to sleep at the
foot of her bed when she went there to visit,
in consequence of which he never took any
EDITED BY FRANCES.
more pleasure io school and innocent amusements, and lived a long life of wickedness
"A cup of water timely brought,
An offered ea~y chair,
~md debauchery. This made such an impresA turning of the window blind
sion upon my mind that I thought I must
'fhat all may feel the air,
warn mothers to be more watchful. Do not
An early flower bestowed unuekcd,
le3,ve them alone with anyone whom you do
A light and cautious tread,
A voice to svfteat whispers hushed
not thoroughly trust, and never put them to
To spare an aching l1ead1sleep with a girl or a servant girl, as is some0h, things like these, though little things,
times done when there are visitors, and there
'l'he purest love disclose,
is scarcity of sleeping room.
As fragrant ato1ns in t.he air
Reveal the hidden rose."
We should take our boys into our confidence when they are very young, telling them
THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG BOYS.
the tbing·s they ought to know, answering
I WAN'r to give you some thoughts that have questh•ns that they ask, so far as we can, and
come to me about the care and instruction of saying that when they are older they can
young boys, for I foel that many are not care- understand better and can be told more.
ful enoug·h to keep tbem from evils that will But that they must always come to Mamma
surely ruin their young lives. I think that and Papa, for information, and not go to other
boys, as a rule, are not watohed over as care- boys. Then when they are older, reading
fully as they should ho; at any rate there is and talking with them, and warning them
not the attention paid to them that there is that there are evils in the world that must be to little girls.
shunned. Thus may we hope to keep their
Phy5icians agree in saying that the boy :7.s young feet in paths of right.
well as the girl needs great care during the
I handed some good books to a mother to
developmental period, Di·. Daniel R. Brower read to her boy. When she brought them
in a recent article in a Chicago paper having back she said that she had read them but
said that he advises parents every day to take that she did not feel that she could give
out of school children from the age of 12 to them to him to read. If not tbe parents,
15, and if he had his way neither boys nor who then shall instruct the boy in things
girls should go 'to school then.
They th~t shall benefit him all his life long?
would, however, need occupation and exerI take this from the "Philanthropist":cise for mind and body.
"Tho close sympathy which ought to exist
Dr. Mary Wood-Allen says:
"Parents between parent and child, will enable the fausually comprehend that the girl at this thcr to know how to deal with his son, espeperiod needs especial care and watchfulness, cially if he recalls his own early experiences,
even if they do not give her special instruc- and continually seeks the guidance of the
tion; but few parents recognize that the boy Holy Spirit, as to how and when he should
needs as much sympathy as the girl, indeed speak to him on this peculiarly delicate subeven more, for the internal forces are ject. (Jgmes 1: 5-8.)
stronger, and work with greater energy,
"Bearing this caution in mind, we desire
while the temptations from without arn more to express our conviction that it is almost alnumerous and powerful. One can scarcely ways the duty of a parent to overcome his
wonder that the boy falls into immorality, natural reserve, and to speak plainly to his
when we recall these two facts, and add to children individually, at a very early age, so
them the fact of his ignorance, and the com- that they may learn from him the main facts
mon idea that he is not to be held to the concerning the formation and functions of
standard of absolut,e purity that is raised for their own bodies, and concerning the mangirls.
ner in which they were brought into
"To the boy trained according to the ordi-1 the world.
In some cases it may be
nary methods, the endowment of virile power better t,ha'o boys should learn these facts
means only an added means of personal en- I from '"heir mothers; but we are persuaded
joyment, and he is led to believe that he is that, unless one of the parents undertakes
most the man who can soonest call into ac- this duty the information will very speedily
tivity the new power. He has never heard· ·,.e communicated to the child by a sensual
of the sacredness of manhood. No one has companion, and that the very fact that these
ever suggested to him that the new forces things a,re spoken of in secret, will increase
are his as a trust for future generations; and the virulency of the poison tenfold, ;besides

I
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at once creating a barrier of reserve which
must hinder or even destroy that intimate
friendship between parent and child, which
is one of our heavenly Father's choicest gifts.
"The early age at which evil is thus imparted, even to those who live in guarded
Christian homes, is astonishing and painful,
and it is partly on this account that we would
encourage parents to take the matter into
their own hands without undue delay,"
I think that the parent who does not follow
this very excellent advice, is falling far short
of his duty, in withholding from his child a
knowledge of those things which it is his
right to know; and without which he may
some day be a wreck, body and soul.
God help us all to do our duty by our children.
HORTENSE SELLON CRAMER.
------

8tlndau

8~hool

MRS. J.

H.

I should never

Department.

ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send communications for this department to t,he Editor.
Address minutes and n0tices of conventions, etc.,
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.'~)

IN behalf of the Sunday School Association
we thank the editors for the amount of space
given us for the "uniformity" discussion, but
just now conference news will demand so
much space that we feel that ou,· department
may be omittea for a time without loss to us.
-ED.
.

DBpartmBm.
LUCAS, Iowa, March 27.

Editors Heralcl:-Bro. J. S. Roth preached
three discourses here; closed last night.
The attendance was large and increasing.
His efforts gave good satisfaction; his forceful and entertaining manner impressed many
very favorable to his preaching. He left
here this morning with the good wishes of
all.
Bro. W. H. Kephart will preach here tonight and to-morrow night, it may .be that
services will ~ontinue into next week. The
branch will observe the fast day to-morrow.
E. B. MORGAN.

Edito1·s Herald:-On page 152 of the Herald
of March 10, I have read a reference by
"Albert., to secret societies, to which it is
my desire to make a brief reply; not specially
a defense or condemnation, but rather to call
attention to a few facts that are generally
overlooked.
Whenever the saints are so far advanced
in righteousness that we approximate the
manner of life that Jesus designed we should
live, there will be no necessity to censure
any brother because he belongs to a secret
society, for none then will join them, because
the motive that now impels many will not
then exist.
It is God's will that his saints should contribute of their wealth in tithes and other
offerings in such abundance that the families
of the ministry an(l the poor of his people

lack for any of the necessities
of life. The poor and unfortunate Christ
shqwed a special care for, and so did his
early followers, and especi!;lly his ministry,
of which there is abundant proof in both the
New Testament and Book of Mormon: and so
long as many of the saints spend more money
for tobacco, beer, and whisky than they give
for the church, as directed in the law of God
that they should give, to expect his blessings
and waste both time and money in other useless ways, many of his people will continue to
join secret societies. It is a matter of protection for themselves and families in times
of distress.
The writer does not belong to any society
save the church of Jesus Christ, but my observation teaches me the r0ason why some of
the saints do. A few circumstances might
make the matter clear to those who have not
g·iven the subject very much thought, I recall to my mind the sad condition of a sister
whose husband died and left her three girls
to care for, She did her best by washing and
sewing to provide for them, but was unable
to do so; they could no longer attend school,
but must go out into a cold and heartless
world to battle for life. The youngest was
unfortunate in that she fell among those who
cared not for her welfare, but only that they
mig·ht profit by her ruin. God only knows
the sorrow and aching heart of that fond
mother when she knew that her child was
ruined. And how often when she had toiled
at the washtub and ironing board all day she
had been put off with "I will pay you next
week;" and "next week" never came.
Another one with a small home; her husband is sickly; he goes the way we all must
go; the home soon passes away; sickness
and death have borne heavily on their
finances, and she too must leave many of her
pleasant associations and go wherever circumstances will make it possible for her to
find shelter and food to eat. Another family,
father, mother, and children doing all they
could to pay for a small home, always helping
the church and Sunday school, and would
not join any secret society because he could
not make his mind satisfied on the subject.
Sickness comes, it makes extra expense in
the home, extra care for wife, no money
comes in because the father is sick and cannot wo.ck, and thus for several years be may
have to toil incessantly and go without many
comforts in his home; saint or sinner has no
special interest in him, and the "sick committee" does not call with a weekly allowance
because he does not belong to the "lodge."
And these are samples of every-day occurrences.
But let us turn to the other side and see
what these awful secret societies do that
some of the saints seem to have such a dislike for. A fellow laborer is returning home;
he mee'Gs with an accident, his leg is broken.
A wife and children are dependent on him
for support; winter is just ahead, and he
works no more for about five months. Extra
expense and extra care for his wife. How
shall the family be provided for? The societies to which he belongs pay him his
I weekly allowance 1 and thus every expense i~

met, and when springtime comes and he goes
to work again, he is free from debt, and all
have been well provided for.
Again we call to mind the case of a young
woman with three children. Her husband is
a railroad man, exposed to all the dangers
incident to such a life; but he does not forget to make provisions for those dependent
on him, and he joins a society to which men
of like occupation belong. He is killed while
in the performance of his duty. His companions bear the burden of all funeral expenses and, according to the stipulation of
the order, she receives in money three thousand dollars.
One more circumstance will be sufficient; a
sister with several children. Her husband
does not belong 'to the church, but goes to
"lodge" and pays his dues. He becomes
afflicted which results in his death. His
brethren pay all expenses for. the funeral and
his widow receives a sufficient sum of money
so that if any debts on their home are unpaid
there is sufficient and some to spare.
Let us not be too harsh in our criticisms of
our brethren in these matters, but rather
seek to remove the cause that make> it nece~~
sary for them to protect those dependent
upon them. Many of the members of such
societies very seldom attend the meetings,·
showing thereby that it is more from necessity than from choice that they belong.
PAUL PARKER.
BAY PORT, Mich., March 26.

Editors Herald:-We are alive in this
branch yet, though there are some that do
not show much life, for it seems that with all
we can do we cannot get them out to church.
Bro. C. E. Grant and the writer have visited
the branch or nearly all of it, and tried to
get them out to the meetings, and to have
,them take the church papers; but it don't
seem as though we accomplished much, in
fact nothing in the way of subscriptions.
We had a good conference last fall, and as
the minutes do not show the number of baptisms I thought I would give them now. On
Sunday the writer led three prec~ous souls
into the waters of baptism; and on Monday
Bro. David Smith baptized one more.
This winter I visited my parents at Akron,
Tuscola County, Michigan, and found them
quite well and still in the faith. They are
quite old, Father being eighty-four and
Mother eighty-two years of age; and while
there I had a long talk with some of my old
schoolmates and friends on the gospel.
I have not done much preaching this winter. I went with Bro. J. A. Grant one week,
and was called home on account of sickness
in my family; and again went to the Baker
schoolhouse, two and a half miles south of
Elkton, and commenced meetings and was
well blessed in presenting the gospel; and
Bro. C. E. Grant came to assist me, but the
roads were so bad we were compelled to take
our grips and take a thirteen miles' walk
through the mud to our own firesides. But
by the way, while we were in the abovenamed place we had quite a battle with an
old man by the name of Scott, of the Swedenborg faith, and of all the men I ever met he
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is the cap, and I think Bro. Grant is of the 1 morning, Bro. Curtis at night. This lattersame opinion. Mr. Scott was well pleased day work is not in as prosperous a condition
that the roads got so bad that we conld not in this part of the vineyard as ought to be
teach the people such foolishness, but as deeired; something seems to be ouJ" of joint;
some of his family and others are believing but we hope ere long for a moving out and a
the work I expect to go back there soon; renewing or building up, as it were, of waste
and, dear saints, I hope you will remember places.
us in your prayers. I wish the time had
The more I see of J;he true workings, the
come that I could spend my entire time in inwardness of this great work, the better I
1
the field.
am satisfied with it and the better I can see
Since writing the above our branch has the fallacies of "Churchianity,'' as Churchibeen caused to mourn the loss of our beloved I anity and a desire for popularity S'.lem to
sister, Sr. Wyman. She passed away leaving j ~rnlk hand in haul. and agree that the Latter
a husband and six children, the youngest Day Saints are not orthodox, while Latter
three weeks old. On account of the bad Day Saints know they are in harmony with
roads the funeral sermon was preached in j God's revealed truth.
the M. E. church, near her home, J. A ..
Yours in hope,
Grant officiating·.
Your brother,
W. H. DAVENPORT.
1
WILLIAM DOWKER.

I
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Kenney, at Plainville, encouraged me. The
scholastic lore and egotistical epithets of
Babylon is not doctrine.
"Evangelical" or
"orthodox" is not gospel in its ancient purity
or simplicity and will not stand the test
agai.nst that which is received by revelation.
This fact is demonstrated when saints send
word, "Come back as soon as possible. Some
are ready for baptism!"
I am holding forth at Correct churchhouse.
This is where we were shut out when T. F.
Wheeler and M. R. Scott, Sr., came to Ripley
O•}tmty to the Scott-Sherman debate and
witnessed the Campbellite "fizzle." I will
continue evenings till the 24th. I go tomorrow to speak at the courthouse in Versailles. On the 25th, nothing preventing, I
will open up at a hall in Osgood, which is
furnished for four nights by friends to the
, cause. I am well and at work.

CORRECT, Ind., March 20.
GREEN'S LANDING, Maine, March 23.
Editors IIemld:--Quite frequently I am inEditors rierald:---I came here on Satur- 1 terogated as to why I don't write to the Herday, and foun~ ~ene:~l Lagrippe. la~ing;
cil~ oft0n. While i~ is a pleasure for the
people low by h1s. m1g h ty .~ower, nLne 110.ve 'j saints to hear from tne elders how the gospel
passed away. It is preva1lwg· all over sev- wins its way, I don't understand it to be a
eral towns along· the coast of Ms.ine, and the I duty 'to report debates, baptisms, new open.doctors have more then they can attend to. I ings, bow many miles we have walked, etc.
There are scarcely enough well persons to I 'I'he work of the ministry is not all suncare for the sick. Brother U. W. Greene shine; the gospel is not accepted by all who
is in bed. Uncle Tom and Aunt Chat feel hear it; we are opposed nearly everyvery much better. Beo. Asa Candage is where -.Ne go. This is true of Southern Inout in his store again. I administered to diaoa; for me to report all is well and the
his wife twice. She said to-day, "I slept ' work prospedl.lg would be beyond fac~s relawell last night, and I feel so much better; by tive to the status of the work in this district.
the help of God, I am going t,o try and live \lVhen I reflect over the past and think of the
better." It may be a very good thing that work under the management of W. W. Blair,
the grip calls around occasionally anc1 says to W. H. Kelley, T. W. Smith, C. Scott, and J.
prufessed saints and sinners, ''Do your duty." W. Gillen, and consider how the work prosI have administered 1;o several with very pered under their labors, then compare the
good results.
Bro. Henry Robbins' and past with the present, I am forced to the
Grandmam Ames' families have been very \ conclusion that the work is retrograding. At
sick, but better to-day. I shan stay by the our district conference held with the New
sick a few days longer.
Marion branch only four branch reports were
Yours truly,
received by the secretary of the district,
J. C. Foss.
showing a gain of six in the New Marion
branch, and seven or eight branches failed
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, March 19.
I to report, while four of the elders and one
Editors I-Ierala: - Our district conference \ priest reported. What is the matter?
was held here about a month ago, an account \ Where is the wrong?
of which has already been published in the . I have been well cared for by saints and
Hera.ld. Since then we have been doing \ friends where I have labored this conference
what we could in the way of preaching, Sun- I year. I was well pleased to note the interest
day school work, and prayer meetings, Sun- ta,ken while I was at the city of Louisville,
day school and prayer meetings in charge of Kentucky. It was encouraging to see the
Bro ..T.P.Neal. A district priesthood meeting preachers and others of the congregation use
having been appointed by our worthy presi- their Bibles and follow me. This made me
dent, Elder J. A. Currie, Sen., was held on proud to think I was repr0senting a work
the 13th inst., the object of which was to dis- 1 which could be vindicated. This called to
cuss the interests of the· work in this part of mind, "That system which is too secret to
the vineyard. The tithing question received investigate is too ridiculous to believe;"
attention, also the duties of the priesthood of "Prove !J,ll things; hold fast to that which is
the district. v1/e had a good and :interesting good;" "Produce your cause, saith the Lord;
meeting. The president contemplates hold- bring forth your strong reasons, saith the
ing a priesthood meeting once in every two King of Jacob." This I did with liberty and
or three months, or as often as practicable. I plainness. The pastor informed his congreThis is the first district priesthood meeting ! gati.on that what I had preached was "biblithat has been held since Bro. Currie has been cal" and that he believed God had sent me to
president of the district. We see the need of I enlighten them. I hope Bro. J. T. Scott will
these meetings more than before.
continue his good begun work in that large
Bro. H. P. Curtis, ye scribbler, and Bro city, and I am satisfied good will accrw~
Crowfield Jackson, have been breaking the therefrom.
bread of life for those that came to hear
My religious combat with the Seventh-day
iately. Bro. Jackson preached last Sunday , Adventists in the person of Rev. M. M.
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M. R. SCOTT, JR.
TIFF CI'l'Y, Mo., March 22.
E(Utors Herala:-I was called to this place

on the 14th to preach the funeral of our
young brother, Isaac Depue, son of Bro. and
Sr. E. W. Depue. He passed quietly away,
leaving an encouraging testimony of his acceptar;ce with God to console those who
mourn. The Methodist brethren kindly gave
up 'Lhefr regular eleven o'clock hour and the
use of theh· chapel for our benefit; house full
and splendid attention.
By invitation I have remained over here,
preaching every night since to small but
attentive audiences. I shall return here
within a few days and continue the effort..
May God bless his s.ervants and his work.
Yours in hope,
T. J. SHEPPARD.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo., March 19.

E!litors Iferald:-I am, in my weak way,
trying to do God's will, but find it very hard
sometim0s, for I am very weak in spirit; but
I pray that God may give me of his Holy
Spirit to guide me through this world of trials.
0 how I long to do the Father's will.
I have had mimy blessings from God, and,
dear saints, how I long to be of some service
to him. I have come far short of doing his
will, but my desires are that I m::iy ascend
the ladder and not stop until I have reached
the top.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the
saints in my behalf; I am striving to overcome the weakness of the flesh, and I know
that the latter-day work is true, and I have
a testimony of the work. I know it is true,
thanks be to God for his loving kindness and
the gift of the gospel.
May the blessings of God be and abide
with each of his dear children is my prayer.
Pray for me that I may not faint by the way
but that I may put my trust in God, the giver
of all we enjoy.
MRS. IDA POST.

v ASSAR, March 29.
Editors Herald:- Yesterday was a day of
rejoicing as well as of fasting with us, as I
led four more precious souls down into the
sparkling waters to be buried with Christ by
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baptism. We are having a little persecution; just enough to keep things moving
along nicely. The roads are very muddy and
bad just now, but we feel that evct"y sacrifice
we make in this world will bring to us good
rewards in the next.
Our Church History contains a feast of
good things. I wish every lover of truth had
one. Our little Alma, only ten years old,
every evening as soon as supper is over will
say, ''Now, Pa, you read the Church History;" and I believe if I was to read until
midnight his eyes would sparkle. This is a
grand work. Surely it turns the hearts of
the fathers to the children and the hearts of
the children to the fathers.
I should like very much to attend General
Conference. I think I will sometime. May
the Lord bless all.
Yours,
E. DELONG.
HARTFORD, Mich., March 29 ·

Editon Herald:- I am here in the midst of
a series of interesting and larg.;ily attended
meetings; prospects for ingathering, good.
Weather, mild and beautiful. Yesterday
(Sunday) we wended our way to Paw Paw
River and while thG brightness and warmth
of day lent cheerfulness and peace, we baptized a young man of good promise into the
fold. Others are near.
I am in the peach belt, and there are prospects of a big crop, nothing preventing,
newspaper reports to the contrary notwithstanding.
Truly in hope,
S. W. L. 8COT'l'.

Oriqinal 1lr1iclss.
BOOK OF MORMON GEOGRAPHY.
-NO. 2.

WE will now pass to another point
which will also in a, measure strike the
Tehuantepec idea. The author of the
::trticle we are now considering, in
writing of the approximate nearness
of Manti to Nephihah, says:Here the writer speaks of Nephihah as being east of Sidon, not much north of the
boundary line, and as if not 80 very far.

The article concedes that Zarahemla and Manti were west of the
river Sidon, and that this river was
the boundary line on the east of
Manti, which agrees with the record.
The land of Gideon lay upon the east
side of the river Sidon parallel with
the provincial land of Zarahemla.
(See Alma 4: 2; 1: 10.) The land of
Manti lay south of the land of Zarahemla, and the Sidon was the east
line of both these lands, the Sidon being also the west line of the land of
Minon, which lay along that stream
parallel with Manti. (See Alma 1:
9-11.) In this we find that after the
battle which was fought upon and

near th€ "hill Amnihu, which was
east of the river Sidon, which ran by
the land of Zarahemla," and was
therefore in the land of Gideon, and
the Awlicites fled and the Nephites
pursued them all that day, and when
they could pursue them no farther
they pitched their tents in the valley
of Gideon and Alma sent spies to follow and watch them. On the morrow
the spies returned and reported that
''in the land of Minon, above the land
of Zarahemla, in the course of the land
of Nephi," etc. This last clause, "In
the course of the laud of Nephi," I
understand as meaning that the southern line of the land of Minon was on
and ran parallel with the dividing line
between the national lands of Zarahemla and Nephi, the "narrow strip
of wilderness," and therefore lay in
its course. I understand then that
the lar:d of Minon was bounded on the
west by the river Sidon, on the north
by the land of Gideon, and its southern line was bounded by the ''strip of
wilderness," giving the land of Minon
a right-angled triangular shape. Nephihah must then have been still east
or northeast of the lands of Minon and
Gideon.
We will now see if we can locate
the lands of Nephihah, Lehi, Morianton, Omner, Gid, and Mulek. I understand that these cities and their
lands were located upon the land
which before Moroni drove the Lamanites out into their own lands,
which were south (not west) of the
land of Zarahemla, was then known
as the east wilderness and that these
lands lay side by side in the order in
which they are named on the east
border8 by the seashore (Alma 24: 8),
or at the time of the building of Lehi
it was said,
And they also began, in that same year, to
build many cities on the north; one in a particular manner which they called Lehi, which
was in the north, by thi;i borders of the seashore.-Alma 22: 3.

'I'his particular city, Lehi, was one
of those captured. This point of the
compass would· be correctly made by
a person in the city of Zarahemla and
the expression above, "The east
borders by the seashore," would also
be correct of Lehi, either from the
land Bountiful or Panama, or under
the same rule hereinafter explained.
It will be remembered that the
j people of Ammon were located upon

I

the land of Jershon (Alma 15: 7), and
that the land of Jershon was on the
east by the sea, and that it also bordered upon the wilderness south
(Alma 16: 11); also that this people
departed out of the land of Jershon
and came over into the laud of Mulek
to give place to the armies of the
Nephites (Alma 16: 31). This land of
Jershon occupied, I believe, the same
location which was afterward known
as the land of Moroni. The first city
we will notice is the city .of Moroni
and its provincial land. Its location
is given as follows:And it was by the east sea; and it was in
the south by the line of the possessions of the
Lamanites.-Alma 22: 3.

Methinks I hear the Tehuantepec
idea repeat this quotation and tell me
it was the south (not iaorth). We will
see if there are any reasonable reasons for that mode of expression. If
the wording of the record upon this
point as we have it abridged by the
Prophet Mormon be the same as used
by Alma in the full historical plates
of Nephi (and Alma had his home in
the city of Zarahemla.-Alma 10: 16),
then the point of the "strip of wilderness" being upon the "east sea," as
heretofore explained, I find that it lay
northeast from the city of Zarahemla;
but "in the south" is the trouble.
The "strip of wilderness" I find is
thirteen ·hundred and seventy-five
miles long "from the sea east, even to
the sea west." I also find that eleven
hundred and fifteen miles of this was
south of the city of Zarahemla, and
the Nephites knew this "strip" as the
"south wilderness."
How natural
then for Alma to have written, "And
it was in the south by the line of the
possessions of the Lamanites."
But we will try again upon another
line. The Book of Mormon is an
abridgment of the original records
written by Nephi and others, and this
abridgment would be written, in good
part at least, in Mormon's own style
and language. In reading Mormon's
own book I discover that at the time
he was ten years old he and his father
were living in the land northward, or
North America, and a prophet named
Amaron came to him and commanded
him that when he should attain to the
age of twenty-four years he should go
J to the hill which should be called
Shim where he, Amaron, had depos-
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ited unto the Lord all the engravings I In the year 361 they came and the
concerning this people (the Nephites). Nephites beat them back for two
At the age of eleven years Mormon years. Their success so elated them
was taken by his father to the land and stirred up their pride that they
southward (South America), even to swore by the throne of God that they
the land of Zarahemla. At the age of would take the aggressive and go up
sixteen he was placed in command of to batt'le against their enemies. When
the Nepbite armies.
This was in this occurred Mormon gave up the
the year A. D. 326. In the year 327 command of the Nephite armies.
the Nepbites were driven toward the This took place in the land Desolation,
land northward, and finally to the in the year 362, and he did not take
land of Joshua, which was in the bor- command again until about the year
ders west by the seashore, which 377. Between the year 362 and 379
would be not far from the entrance to the Nephites were continually being
the present state of Panama, and slaughtered and driven forward tohere they gathered in their people ward the place of their final destructhat they might get them into one tion around the hill Cumorah.
body. In the year 345 they, the Ne- Mormon seeing that the Lamanites
phites, began to flee again, and Mor- were about to overthrow the land,
mon could not stop them till they went to the hill Shim and took up all
came to the land of Jashon, which the records which Amaron had hidden
was near that land where Amaron had up unto the Lord.
deposited the records unto the Lord,
I have drawn these notes from the recthat they might not be destroyed. ordtoshowthatitwasinthelandnorthThe evidence is plain, to my mind, ward from the ''narrow neck of land"
that this was in the land northward a which united the two continents that
long dist::i,nce.
However, there is the hill Shim from which Mormon obother evidence sufficient to show that tained the plates of Nephi was located,
this was the case, but I shall not stop and also to show that after he had
now to produce it, as it would extend obtained the plates of Nephi until the
this article too much. And Mormon time of making the treaty dividing the
went and got the plates of Nephi upon continents his mind and the great part
which he wrote the record of his times of his time had been absorbed in war,
as he had been commanded to do. and after the treaty and they had setThe same year they were driven again tled themselves in their new home in
by the Lamanites. In the year 346 a the land northward he had been so
war commenced which lasted until the much occupied during the ten years of
close of the year 349 in which the Ne- peace in superintending the preparing
phites drove the Lamanites until the their lands and getting his people
Nephites had obtained possession of fully armed against the time of battle,
their own land again, the land of Zara- and keeping up his records upon the
hemla. In the year 350 the Nephites plates of Nephi and preaching unto
made a treaty with the Lamanites in his people, and also building up and
which the Lamanites gave to the Ne- fortifying a large city in the land
phites the land northward; yea, even· Desolation near the narrow pass, then
to the narrow passage which led into war again for two years, so that we
the land southward, (not eastward,) can readily understand that he had
and the Nephites gave to the Laman- but little opportunity to commence
ites all the land southward. After and write much of the abridgment
this treaty there was no more war for from the plates of Nephi which we
ten years, but the time of Mormon now possess until after he threw up
was occupied employing his people, his commission as commander of the
the Nephites, in preparing their lands Nephite armies, and that the fifteen
and their arms against the time of years during which he was out of the
battle. During this time also by com- command was his opportunity to take
mand of the Lord, Mormon had done a observations of passing events, keep
great deal of preaching among his peo- up his record upon the plates of
ple. In the year 360 from the coming Nephi, and write up this abridgment;
of Christ the king of the Lamanites and whatever was written of this
notified Mormon that the Lamanites abridgment was written in the land
were coming to battle against him. northward. (See B. of M. Chap. 1.)
(To be continued.)

TACTICS OF DISCIPLES.-NO. 3.
BY ALVIN KNISLEY.

THE following sentence of Mr. Taylor
follows the one I last quoted in No. 2
of this series, where he denied that
Alexander Campbell reestablished the
"institution of Jes us." Speaking of
the "restoration" Mr. Campbell did,
we have this from him.
Taylor.-"The restoration was the
calling apostate men and women back
to the primitive teachings of Jesus
and his chosen apostles. Was that a
reestablishment of the institution of
Christ?"
Comment.-Let me respectfully remind you again that Mr. McDowell
did not make any such an admission,
that Mr. Campbell reestablished the
institution of Christ. On the other
hand he disproved it, but shows it to
be the clairn of your leading authorities by copious extracts he produces
from their writings. He shows that
they claimed to do what they did not.
In your utter powerlessness to prove
that he missapplies . those extracts
you set yourself up as authority in
preference to your brethren. Why do
you ignore them in telling their own
claims, speaking their own minds?
'raylor.-"They invited men to forsake their creeds and doctrines and
accept the word of God as their rule
of faith and practice- stand on the
word of God and it alone--- accept it as
the truth unmixed with error and the
traditions of apostate men."
Comment.-By the "word of God"
I suppose you mean the Bible; as the
motto of the paper containing your
article reads, '•Where the Bible
speaks we speak; where the Bible is
silent we are silent." Also, "We are
built upon the Bible, and the Bible
alone;" as one frequently sees in
your writings, or the publications of
your people.
But whoever authorized Mr. Campbell to stand on the Bible and it alone?
The Bible contains many laws for the
government of the church, but it nowhere informs us that it contains all,
or that no more were to be given. If
it were to be the only rule for us to
stand on, why does it not say so? It
is infinitely important to find out. In
view of the importance of such information, the fact of its silence in regard to it is a denial of its sufficiency.
"Truth unmixed with error and the
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traditions of apostate men." ·How do l Taylor. - "Not another establish- ! "witnesses of Jesus" in these days.
you know it;is unmixed with error alld I ment of the kingdom of Christ, which I Having examined No. 2 of Mr. Taytraditions? 'fbink a moment, and see thing, according to God's word, is im· lor's articles, I now pass on to the next
what your answer would be-if you possible."
'one, No. 3. He stnts out by stating
have any. In. fact, you do not.know
Comment.-Because "the gates of that his preceding article was a "slight
it; you only assume it. Apart from all I hell shall not preva,il agains'" it," I review of how Mr. McDowell thought
evidences it is certainly . ·not an im- suppose, as you have already quoted the Church of Christ would have to
possibility for the Bible to hiwe been and misapplied! It is not necessary be supplied with an official compact,"
mixed with error. Although origin- to repeat the reasons here which I and charges Bro. McDowell with tryally written by inspired men, it has gave for dissenting from that position. ing to maintain the idea that the
not been in the hands of such good
Taylor. -- "But the Latter Day Church of God had apostatized, which
men ever since being written. On the Saints claim a reformed church of he declares to be an impossibility,
contrary, it has been for many cen- Jesus Christ."
I He then, evidently to fortify himself
turies in the hands of those whom you
Comment.-"Reformed" has more I against the doctrine of apostasy, repeople are always ready to denounce than one meaning. It is used to de- fers to Ephesians 5: 25-27 to show that
as apostates.
note those who separated from Luther I Christ sanctified and cleansed his
There are many ways by which on the doctrine of substantiation. It church, and that he is to present it to
error might creep between the lids of may also be properly used in the sense himself without spot or blemish; to Hethat sacred book since written. The of formed anew, etc. Without surmis- brews 12: 23 to show that the "general
original manuscripts are not now in ing I pass on.
assembly and church of the firstborn,
existence, not, even claimed to be in
Taylor.-"In order for such a refor- which are written in heaven;" to Reveexistence; tha,t is, they, are not acces- mation as that it would sure enough lation 21: 9, and says: "The church
sible, not known to the religious take a new revelation, and we have of the Lord Jesus Christ is his bride,
world. And of course those now in no record of any revelation being his wife."
existence, none of which antedate the given to fallible man direct from God
Whatever those passages to which
third century, must have been copied since the days of the chosen apostles this author refers inculcate, they are
from the originals :or perhaps from of our Lord Jesus, who were to be surely foreign to the result he used
some that were copied from·, them. witnesses of him."
them to accomplish. Not one of them
Upon learning this the question imComment.-Yes, we have; there are gives the shadow of a denial of the
mediately arises, "Who were the records certifying that revelations d_octrine of the ~postasy of th~ primicopyists, and were they honest men?" have been received direct from God as I t1ve ch~rch. This author contmues as
It will not do to say "yes" unless you late as the nineteenth century, by one I follows.-know it to be true. Neither will it do Joseph Smith. There are also recTaylor.-"His institution was 'built
to beggingly assert that God would ords in existence which purport to upon the foundation of the apostles
not permit his holy book to be muti- have been written durinO' the first I and prophets, Jesus Christ himself
lated. We have no record of any cer- two or three centuries aft:r tht.: apos- I being the chief corner stone.' (Eph.
tain"display of his power to protect it tles' days, which bear testimony that 12: 20..)"
during the last eighteen hundred years revelations direct from God were still
Comment.-·Yes, very much unlike
tha·~ I am aware of.
'rhose possibili- received. Notably among these are: a modern institution "built upon the
ties, I suggest, upon these alone if Justin Martyr, who wrote about fifty Bible and the Bible alone.'' Inaswe were to reason to an end which is years after the apostles; Irenaeus, much as it is necessary for a real
not called for here, we would surely who wrote somewhat later; Cyprian, foundation to continue with a buildinvolve the faultiness, yea, the fallacy who was beheaded in 259 A. D. Hence ing, those officers are still necessary
of your theology. Let me here tell you, you are mistaken about the nonexist- in a living condition. Dead ones will
sir, that there are voluminous evi· ence of such records.
not do. If you say they will, then I
dences that the Bible has been perTaylor.-"Therefore the founders reply that the institution which was
verted to a certain extent. Some of of Mormonism could not be witnesses built upon their foundation will do
those I may bring forward farther on. of Jesus because they never saw him now in the same way. The apostles
A disputant is not bound in following and talked with him."
and prophets of that day died; so did
the retreat of bare assertions of his
Comment.-Youhavenotyetproved the members of what you call the "inopponent, to disprove them, when not that what you call the "founders of stitution," with the exception of some
the phantom of an effort is made to Mormonism," did not see and talk who vv:ere possibly translated. Now
substantiate them.
with Jesus. You base this on your if the former is sufficient for us toTaylor.--"This is the kind of resto- other assumption that there is or that· day, why not the latter? Many pasration Mr. Campbell advocated."
"we have no record of any revelation sages of scripture might be cited in
Comment. -- Yes, a restoration of being given to fallible man direct this line, but yet I withhold them.
something which had its origin with from God since the days of his chosen\ Taylor.- "He sent the Spirit of
Mr. Campbell, and never existed be- apostles," which I have shown to be i truth, another Comforter which the
fore he did. Such a thing as "stand- untrue.
world could not receive, and this
ing on the word of God and it alone"
Your statement is equal to a direct Spirit was to guide into all truth, and
is entirely unknown to the Bible.
admission that there is no need of any was to abide with the apostles or their
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word forever. (John 14: 16, 17; 16:13.)"
Comment.-The portions of scripture you refer to do not say that the
Spirit was to abide with the apostles'
"word" forever; it says it was to
abide with them. I call attention to
this, not to be too technical, but because some of you people have a vague
notion about the Spirit existing in
the written word of God.
Taylor.-"Then, if thisSpirit was
to abide forever with the apostles, it
is dwelling in the Church of God today, guiding us into all truth when
we are willing to hear his words and
obey his commands."
Comment_- Just so. Indeed, it is
dwelling in the Church of God to-day
and guiding the obedient into all
truth. A very liberal admission, sir.
But I fear you do not understand what
you said. It does not harmonize with
your other teachings; for, you say, if
the Spirit abode with the apostles
forever, it is dwelling in God's
Church to-day, guiding them into all
truth. Then I say, Will it not guide
them by the same method and means
that it did the apostles, which was by
supernatural ''gifts" and impulsions
as described in 1 Corinthians 12 and
in other places? If not, how then?
It must be by revelation. You are not
strictly in accord with Mr. Campbell,
who said, "There is a special impulsion, or operation of the Holy Spirit,
which all the apostolic or ambassador
class felt, that no man on earth now
feels or has felt."-Millennial Harbinger, series 4, vol. 4, p. 309.
Taylor.-"This is why the disciples
/
of Jes us Christ do not believe Joe
Smith's revelation, because it is in
open violation to the word of God."
Comment.-The revelations which
you vulgarly call "Joe Smith's revelation" are the revelations of Jesus
Christ given through Joseph Smith.
The disciples of Jes us Christ do believe and obey them. Those revelations are true, and those who believe
them not are not the disciples of Jesus.
Taylor.-"Next in order we will
consider the question of ordinances
and religious rites as found practiced
in the New Testament accoding to
Mr. McDowell."
Comment.-Very well; we await
with intense interest your consideration.

Taylor.-" 1. 'Faith, repentance,
baptism by immersion for the remission of sins.' This is in harmony
with God's word.''
Comment.-Of course; the Disciples believe that.
Taylor.-"2. ·Laying on of hands
for the gift of the Holy Spirit, as
taught in Matthew 28, as found in
Acts 2, Romans 6, Colossians 2.' Not
one word is said about the laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy
Spirit in the Scriptures referred to
above."
Comment.-Here, Mr. Taylor, I
charge you with downright trickery.
It is so visible that no one can mis·
take it for anything else who reads
Mr. McDowell's tract after or along
with your criticism which equals anything I ever saw for unfairness.
I
produce Mr. McDowell's language as
found in the tract.
McDowell.- "Faitb,repentance, baptism by immersion for the remission
of sins, and laying on of hands for the
gift of the Holy Spirit, as taught in
Matthew 28; as found in Acts 2; Romans 6; Colossians 2; Acts 8: 15-17;
9: 17; 19: 6; 1 Timothy 4: 14.''
Comment.-You reproduce the first
four references and then exclaim that
there is nothing said concerning the
laying on of hands "in the scriptures
above referred to." It is true that ordinance is not mentioned in those
passages; but why do you stop so
soon? · Why do you not, like an honest
man, quote his references to those
passages in which it is mentioned?
Mr. McDowell does not say that laying
on of hands is mentioned in the scrip·
ture you refer to.
He argues that
laying on of hands with faith, repentance, and baptism are principles
of the gospel, and gives a collection of
references to where they are taught,
just as your own writers do. He
neither says nor means that one of
those principles is taught in all the
portions of scripture he refers to; nor
does not specify the portion which
teaches any specific principle. He refers to them in a general way, leaving
the reader to ascertain what is taught in
each. Then you put a period after
the third principle, where he has no
period, and then quote the fourth one,
laying on of hands, separately, attaching to it the part of the references
which do not relate to the laying on of

f

j

ha;:;ds, and then with the unprincipled
work of a trickster say, "Not one
word is said about the laying on of
hands . . . in the scriptures above
referred to." You knew you were
writing to your own paper where comparatively few of your readers, if any,
would detect your misrepresentation.
I had occasion to call attention to a
similar method of yours in a preceding number, but it was not so
glaring as this. I wish I could account for it in some other way than I
have, but I cannot. I do not desire to
believe anything b::td about you or any
of your people where I can avoid it,
neither do our people.
I wish Mr. McDowell or I were permi.tted to reply to you through your
paper. In justice to him, after treating him as you have, will you not
repentantly intercede? I am sure I
have no objections to you or any of
your compeers rehabilitating your
smirched character through our paper,
if our editors see fit to honor you in
that wise.
But no danger of you
making such an attempt. I hope,
however, that you may see this, read
it, and repent. I intend to continue
following you.
--------------- _

I

n .

8B1BCrBd nr1rnlB8.
WONDERFUL THINGS THAT ARE
NEAR.

THE Philadelphia Press foreshadows
the coming of the millennium as follows:Flying is solved. The principle is
known. A mechanical expedient is
all that is now needed to make it suecessful. Practical flight is to-day not
more than five or ten years off.
A glow worm makes light with
about one three-hundredth part of the
force used in ordinary articial light.
W~nmookoow~w~m~e~hl~

cheap, streets and homes will be as
light as day for a mere fraction of
what light now costs. This is near.
Vacuum illumination without incandescence is already in full operation,
and in a year or two should cut down
the price of light to a sixth of its current cost, and in five or ten years
light may be, like water, turned on in
, every house at will.
I Compressed air has long been
I known to be the best way, theoret-
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ically, to store force for use in trans- ciation report read and accepted. The folportation. There is no waste and no lowing resolution was passed: Resolved that
when this conference adjourns it does so to
deterioration. The need is a cheap meet with the next reunion to be held in
and efficient motor to apply com- Northwestern Kansas district. Time and
pressed air to city transportation. If place to be arranged by reunion committee.
this can be done, first the trolley poles Moved and carried that a request be sent to
and wires will come down, next the General Conference asking that Brn. I. N.
Rob(wts and W. S. Pender be sent to our
horseless, compressed air motor car- district for coming year. Moved and c.arried
riage will do all the work of city de- that W. S. Pender,. C.R. Duncan, and Alma
livery.
Kent act as our delegates to General ConferWhen these come the only use for ence. Moved and carried that district presigas will be for cooking-if this is not dent appoint a two days' meeting when
notified that the churches, one at Blue Rapids,
done by electricity. Factories, also, and one at Minersville, are ready for dedicabefore many years, will be run by tion. A. Kent was chosen speaker for the
transmitted electric power. This has evening. A vote of thanks was given to the
beg1m to be done and in five or ten citizens of Blue Rapids who kindly aided in
years will be completed, and the the building of the church.
factory fire and boiler will be a
SOUTHWESTERN .. MISSOURI.
thing of the past.
.
Conference convened at Burnham, MisThe city of the future, and no very souri, March 6, at ten a. m~; President C. J.
distant future, will have no trolley 1 Spurlock in chair. Elders reporting: C. J.
poles or wires and no horses. All Spurlock, H. Sparling, C. M. Bootman, J. H.
movements will be on rail by silent Tibbles; Priest E. Coose. Bra,nch reports:
·
b h
1
·
Ozark 32; loss 14. Vera Cruz 79; loss 4.
air motors
orse ess carnages
W d 'd
.
w es t Plams
.
., or y
.
oo s1 e ,35 ; no cnange.
o~ 8 ;
equally suent. All pavements will be gain 1, loss 1. Springfield 45; gain 11.
asphalt. Unlimited light .will be as Burnham 39; no change. Wiilow Springs,
cheap as unlimited water is to-day. no report. C. M. Bootman was elected presiNo coal will be delivered at private dent, C. J. Spurlock vice president, and Don
houses and no ashes taken from them. W. Schofield district clerk. Motion to s us With no horses, no coal and no ashes,
street dust and dirt will be reduced to
a m1mmum. With no factory fires
and no kitchen or furnace fires, the
· w1l
· 1 be as pure in the city as m
·
air
the country.
Trees will have a
chance; houses be warmed and lighted
as easily and cheaply as they are now
supplied with water.
A city will be a pretty nice place to
live in when the first twenty years of
the twentieth cenlury are passed.Scientijic American.

ConfBrsnBB JVIimJtBs.
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.

tain present Bishop's agent carried. 0 0
Sunday at the close of prayer service Bro. c.
J. Spurlock was ordained to the office of
seventy by Elders H. Sparling and Joseph
Ward. The rnlxt conference to be held at
Bruner, Missouri.

---·--AssoGiations,

Stlndau

S~hool

NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.
Convention conveJJed at, Blue Rapids, FI'i
day, March 12, at two p. m.; William Landers
superintendent, Ella M. Landers secretary.
After the usual devotional exercises the
superintendent gave a talk as to object and
good we hope to accomplish by this association. Schools reporting: Scandia, Goshen,
Minersville, Elmira, and Minneapolis. Blue
Rapids and Gaylord not t•eported. Treasurer's report read and accep'Ged. C. R. Duncan
was chosen delegate to General Convention
to cast entire vote of the district. The vote
was unanimous for uniformity of text, also
for change in Constitution and By-Laws.
Moved and carried that the offfoers of our
local schools be elected for one yeae and that
this election take place on some week day as
appointed by superintendent.
Committee
chosen to arrange program for next meeting,
Sr. Ina Bivens, Laura Kent, JI'. E. 'faylor,
·same committee to confer with reunion committee as to having one day for Sunday
school work. Adjourned to meet at call of
district superintendent.
0

Conference convened with the Blue Rapids
branch, March 13 and l~; H. Hart president,
Ella Landers secretary. Branches reporting:
Blue Rapids 77; 6 received. Goshen 82; no
change. Homestead 24; no chang·e. Solomon River 15; 1 died. Scaudia 18; no change.
Rural Dale sent back for correction. Elmira
not reporting. Elders reporting: A. Kent,
H. Hart, T. E. Thompson, L. F. Johnson,
W. Landers, V. F. Rogers, J. A. Davis, J · S.
Goble; Priests W. H. Bivens, A. J. Hager,
A. Smith, N. Lund, J. F. McClure; Teachers
D. S. Marple, C. D. Carson, B. F. Lee. Bishop's agent'sjreport read and approved: On
hand November 14, 1896, $1.92; received 1 Counting all classes of reserves Germany
since $56. 75; total expenditures $48.55; due 1. can in twenty-four hours raise an army of
church $10.12. District Sunday school asso- j 4,000,000 disciplined men.

MisBBllaneotls Department
COLLEGE FUND.
Thfl following-named brethren contributed
to the college fund at the time of the college
dedication, the amounts affixed to their
names, but by some oversight their names
did not appear in the published list of contributors:Ole Madison, Bedison, Missouri ........ $5 00
William B. Torrance, Bedison, Missouri. I 00
Laman Kjrasner, Bedisori, Missouri.. . . .
25
COMMITTEE.
LAMONI, Iowa, March 30, 1897.

SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE.
To the Olmrch at Large:-Desiring to close
the conference year's business by 1st of
March, 1897, in looking over the publications
of the office I find a large subscription yet
unpaid for the closing year:Zion's Hope, about ........ $1,000 short,
Herald, a~-ut ............. 4,000
"
Autiwnn Leaves, about ..... 1,300
"
Now it wiP be irupossible for the office to
prosper under these conditions, and our
hands are tied on account of the careless or
thoughtless ones to meet their obligations to
the office.
Besides our regular work this last year we
got out the first volume of Church History
at a cost of about $1,500, and now we are
compelled to stop proceedings on the second
volume until the church or Its members pay
up their subscriptions and book accounts, so
as to get means to complete the work.
We now appeal to you to forward your
subscriptions and accounts at once, so as to
square our books by March L
The $25,000 back delinquents are yet keeping themselves in the background and we
would be pleased to see the color of them.
\ The work of the office is now hindered and
publications under way are delayed for want
of necessary means to complete them.
As ministers who hold half-fare permits
cannot act as book agents, it is hoped that
they will do what they can for the Herald
Office in a general way, and urge all to take
church ptrblications as a means of aiding both
themselves and the woek. Other ministers
are asked to help as they can, and regularly
appointed agents to look out for the Herald
Office.
FRANK CRILEY,
7-4t
Business Manager.
LAMONI, Iowa, Jannary 22, 1897.

DIED.
BARTER-At Green's Landing, Maine,
March 20, 1897, George F. Barter, aged 30
years, 4 months, and 11 days. Funeral services by Elder J. C. Foss.
HARVEY.-At Davis City, Iowa, March 27,
1897, Mamie Angelia Harvey, aged 1 month
and 27 days, the infant child of Mr. Refine
and Sr. Deborah E. Harvey. Funeral services
held in the saints chapel, which was full
with sympathizing relatives and friends.
Sermon and service at the grave by Elder R.
M. Elvin. Another darling of the home circle has gone to develop in the kingdom of
our God and his Christ.
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BLAJH

l\'.I~:::RC...--~NTILE

CO.

Nothing but firr::-t·cla!-.s wi.rk done in onr line. Ladied,
h:tif cleauiug at ~hop or hou~t>, t>xcept Sa;u:ciaye.
Iowa Steum Laundry in conn ctivn.
F. A. BLACK.

FOR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
:an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
:near saints chapel. or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further particulars, address or call on
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 crnts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di•trict and branch pres id en ts,
and Bi•hop's agent• are reque•ted to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church pub!Jcations, and assist the pu~
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
BusinMs Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month's inser·
tion, live per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-live per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the lltst or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside p&ges of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-live centa
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-claBB
mail matter.)

COTTAGE FOR SAL

WHAT IS MAN?

NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
?ooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaser may obtain one or two lots,
11s desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely tcX'1mined the subject upon which he has written, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers ............••...... $ 35
Cloth..............................
SC

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and worde together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ...... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ....•....... 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ..... , .......... 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ........... , ...•...•••...•••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . •. . .• • • •• • 35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia .............. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges .....• 1 25
Cloth..............................
75

-- . - WATSON..:.BLAIR DEBATE.
' The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ....................... $ 25 '
Cloth • • ••• •• ••• • • • . • . •. • • .• • ••••••
35

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. 'l'be work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial aiithority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .............................. $1 2.~

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHETIC MIRSION VINDICATED AND
'l'HE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MORMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New aad revised
"di ti on, 200 pages.
Paper c<?vers ............ · ...... • .. $ 35
50
Cloth, limp .....................•..

BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

This tri..ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
~tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doi;,_, 30 cent1?.

I

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters or who loves animals, we will send free,
upo~ application, a copy of the '' AL~~ANC~,"
the organ of this Society. In add1t10n to its
intensely interesting reading, it contai~s a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

THE NATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building-,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are !lvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. The11logical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ........•••......•.......••.•. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth .... _.................. ,. ..... $ 75
Library .....•.••••••••••.........•. 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U.S. Gov't Report

GRACELAND COLLEG&

•

~

.AB.9GLlJTEJLY PORE
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
:handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment •••••••. 1 75
Leather .....................•....•. 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges .•• 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
lllottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W, Jll, 111YERS, Druggist. Lamoni. l!iwa..

HARDWARE.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten hors.e power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b'..<rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Lamoni, Decatu~Co., Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of smc.ll fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
. LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

ftOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
l!!lpeclal attention given to Builders' Hardware.
1111.eHable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send na $1.50 and we
will send yon three boxes post paid anywhere. If
ii don't cnre you write ns and we will return yonr
money. It cnree others, why not yon? Yon rnn
no risk In trving it. Why delay longer? Send
In yonr order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

TRADE MARK.9DES!CNS,
COPYlUCHTS &.o.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency foA· securing patents
&n America. We have a Washington office.

Patents taken through Munn
special notice in the

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
vrice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

&

Co. receive

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any~scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
months. Specimen copies and BAND
SOOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

Sl.50 six

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York~

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SAll

Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
Good property for present use and will
I have received supply 1897 application advance in value. Price and terms reasonApply to
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call able.
R. S. SALYARDS,
early, as it takes.some two or three weeks to
Lamoni, Iowa.
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald. Publishing House and Book·
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
bindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
.wimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfacINTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
torily executed at reasonable prices. BusiLimp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50
ness solicited.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low A.
NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, designed especially for Sunday schools; sal'.ll$
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 Olli
Seal grain russia ................... 1 25
Seal grain russia, gilt edges •..•••.• 1 5@
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's edl-o
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. {smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to suppl7
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH:.
Cloth .•....•.••••...... , .•......•.. $1 00
Sheep or library binding .....•...•. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..••.. 1 75
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low~
priced editions: With marginal references.
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spoctiswoode's, The Self~
Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.
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CONTENTS:
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CHRIST AND THE OLD TESTAMENT.
IMPELLED, doubtless, l)y the effect of

Dr. Abott's series of sermons on "The
Bible as literature," Rev. Dr. A. J. F.
Behrends (Congregationalist), also
of Brooklyn, had been delivering
a series of addresses designed, apparently, to counteract the effect
of Dr. Abbott's conclusions upon
the public mind. Dr. Behrends is
credited with occuping a position midway between the literalists and the
liberals in Bible interpretation, and
though he was of those who united in
passing a resolution deploring the effect of Dr. Abbot's teachings, he deplores equally the wholesale charges
of irreverence and infidelity with
which some have assailed the "higher
critics."
In a sermon preached by Dr. Behrends and revised for publication in
Christian Work (February 25), he defines the terms ''lower criticism," and
"higher criticism," and regrets their
use. The "lower criticism" should
properly be called textual criticism,
its object being, by comparison of
manuscripts and versions, to reproduce as nearly as possible the original
text. The "higher criticism" should
be called literary and historical criticism, its object being to determine
when and by whom the various books
of the Bible were written and whether
they are independent treatises or
drawn from older sources.
The first criticism made by Dr.
Behrends upon the "higher critics" is
that in many cases they depend too
much upon mere literary analysis,
being wanting too often in exact and
comprehensive historical knowledge,
and minimizing the results of archeology. The treatment accorded by
them to the Pentateuch, tradition being entirely silenced, leaves us in a

hopeless muddle. There is always a I troversy. The debate for the most
kernel of historical truth in tradition, part concerns the period between
and it must be given due weight. The Ezra, 450 B. c., to Moses, 1491 B. c., a
burden of proof is upon the one deny- little over a thousand years, whose
ing. He must show that in detail and contemporaneous memorials have peras a whole the traditional view is ished in the ruthless wars of the capfalse.
tivities and in the destruction of the
Dr. Behrends i~ impressed with temple by the Roman soldiers. But
"the industry, learning, sincerity, and it is equally clear that long before the
reverence" of many of the higher birth of Christ the present books of
critics, but impeaches them as often the Old Testament were regarded as
lacking in the judicial temper. He Scripture and inspired; were read
hails with joy the return to this r 2gularly in the synagogs; were
temper shown by Professor Buhl, of classified as 'Law, Prophets, and
Leipsic, in an extract quoted in the Psalms,' bound up in rolls and jealsermon to the effect that the Jews ously guarded, and were studied with
must be held the best authority on the a veneration bordering upon superstiquestion of the. Old-Testament canon, tion. The evidence is ample, massive,
and that the frequent charges of and overwhelming. Soon after the
serious corruption are discredited by destruction of Jerusalem the learned
the acceptance of the books of the Jewish rabbis established a colony
present canon not only by the scribes and organized a famous school at
but by the people themselves as a true Jamnia, which continued in existence
reflection of their spiritual life. Dr. for sixty years; and here, soon after
Behrends then comes to the attitude the year 70, the present number and
of Christ toward the old Testament, names of the books of the Old Testawhich he treats as follows:ment were formally and officially pro"There is one fact which remains mulgated. The list names twenty:fixed and historically assured in the four books and includes every book in
bewildering debate, and which is of our present collection; and it includes
supreme and decisive importance to only these. The difference between
the Christian believer. Canon Driver our list of thirty-nine books and the
is most emphatic in the statement Hebrew list, which contains only
that the same canon of historical criti- twenty-four, is accounted for by the
cism which •authorizes the assumption fact that in the Hebrew list I. and II.
of tradition in the Old Testament for- Samuel appear as one book, I. and IL
bids it in the new,' and that 'the facts Kings as one book, I. II. Chronicles
of our Lord's life on which the funda- as one book, Ezra and Nehemiah as
mental truths of Christianity depend one book, and the twelve minor
cannot be anything else than strictly prophets as one book. The difference
historical.' But the New Testament, is purely one of numerical notation;
and even the first three Gospels alone, the actual contents are identical.
will give us the present Old Testa- · "Josephus, writing sixty years after
ment with our Lord's indorsement of Christ's death, about the year 90,
it as Scripture. That will be enough gives the number and the classes of
for the plain Christian. He will con- the Old-Testament books, and speaks
clude that he cannot do better than of them as long recognized and into use his Old Testament, as Christ spired. The passage bas often been
used it, and that be need not hesitate quoted and is found in his tract against
Apion, the eighth chapter of the first
to do so.
book.
. . . The passage is worth in "The substantial identity, I am preserting.
pared to say practically absolute
"'For we have not an innumeTable
identity, of the present Hebrew Old
Testament with the Old Testament as multitude of books among us, disChrist knew it, is. one of the clearest agreeing from and contradicting each
outstanding facts in the critical con- other (as the Greeks have), but only
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twenty-two books, which contain the
records of all past times, which are
justly believed to be divine. And of
them five belong to Moses, which con·
tain his laws, and the tradition of the
·origin of mankind until his death.
The interval of time was little less
than 3,000 years. But as to the time
from the death of Moses till the reign
of Artaxerxes, King of Persia, who
reigned after Xerxes, the prophets,
who were after Moses, wrote down
what was done in their time in thirteen
books. The remaining four books
·contain hymns to God and precepts
for the conduct of human life. How
iirmly we have given credit to these
books of our own nation is evident by
what we do; for during so many ages
as have already elapsed no one hath
been so bold as either to add anything
to them or take anything from them,
·or to make any change in them; but
it is become natural to all Jews, immediately and from their very birth,
to esteem these books to contain divine doctrines, and to persist in them,
and, if occasion be, willingly to die
for them. For it is no new thing for
our captives, many of them in number,
and frequently in time, to be seen to
endure racks and death of all kinds
upon the theaters, that they may not
be obliged to say one word against
·our laws, or the records that contain
them; whereas there are none at all
among the Greeks who would undergo
the least harm on that account; no,
nor in the case if all the writings that
are among them were to be destroyed.'
"Josephus here speaks for himself
and for the nation. He certainly
could not be mistaken on that point.
He was the most learned and influential
Jew of his time, and he was anything
but a strict constructionist. It may
· a f orgery, an d I't
·b e th a t th e B I'bl e is
may be that the Declaration of Ameri·
.can Independence is a forgery,· but
the statement of Josephus proves con·
h
Old T
clus1vely t at our present
estament was regarded in his day with
such veneration that men were prepared to die for their faith in it, and
.
b e f ore h'is
that for many genera t 10ns
time it had not been tampered with.
The nation, according to his testimony, as early as his own birth in the
t d th b 00 k
year 37· ' accep e
e
s as we now
have them, regarded them as inspired,
and affirmed the integrity of the text.
'•We can go back fifty years beyond

Josephus. Philo, a learned Jew, writing during our Lord's life and immediately after, quotes from nearly every
one of ·our present b oo k s, an d accor d s
them inspired authority."
The Greek translation of the Old
T t
t (th S t
· t)
d b
es amen
e ep uagm • ma e Y
the Jewish colony in Alexandria, was
:finished 150 years before Christ and
was "accepted and authoritative."
· ·
N one of t h e present b ook s are mISsmg
in it, though others (Apocrypha) are ineluded. Dr. Behrends quotes Professor Sanday in a passage which is
termed an impressive "concession," as
voicing- ''the verdict of sober scholar· t · Th e passage IS
·
. " on th'IS porn
s h Ip
as follows:·
" Th e canon Of t h e 1aw was pract1cally complete at the time of the promulgation of the Pentateuch by Ezra
and Nehemiah, in the year 444 B.C.,
and that of the prophets in the course
of the third century before Christ.
As to the closing of the third group,
there is perhaps more room for difference of opinion. A common view
is that the recognition of these books
as Scripture would be no later than
100 B.C. All the books are quoted as
authoritative in recorded sayings from
Hillel on ward."
And Hillel, Dr. Behrends adds, died
four years before the Christian era.
This makes inconi:irovertibly clear
that the Scripture to which Christ
appealed is our own Old Testament,
which was read in all the synagogs
then as now, spoken of as Scripture,
regarded as inspired, accepted and
quoted by Christ as authoritative.
And Dr. Behrends adds:"The so-called higher criticism is
mainly popgun business. I simply
want to emphasize the fact that if men
will use their Old Testament as Jesus
Oh rist
· use d H'is, w h'ich-was th e same
as our own, to find their way to God
. way
an d h eaven, th ey may go on th eir
rejoicing, while the critics fight over
·
· their endless and profitless task. It
is safe to follow him who gave his life.
.
.
to save us."-Literary Digest.
H o USE s OF WO RS HIP.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
DivisionStreet. ServicesonSunday2:30and
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Wednesday evening.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, president. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p. m.
Roxb1ry, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
corner of Washington and Dudley Streets.
Sarvices at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
school at 12: 15 p. m. R. Bullard. pastor.

Bradford and Beswick m1ss10n: Saints
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
2: 30 p. m. ·Fellowship, Thur,day, 7: 30 p. m.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Street, QL1een's Road, Manchester, inchar!!'e.
Des Moines, Iowa: Saint: church, corner
of Sixteenth and Des MoinPs E:•reets, East Des
Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
9:45; preaching snvice at ll:CO a. m.; social
service at 2: 00; youn!!' peopls's meeting at
5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. Prayer meeting- on Thursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Dix Avenue, near West Boulevard; Elder W.
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p.
m. Pastor's address, No. 613 Cavalry Avenue.
Council Bluff.,, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doors west of Glen Av•·nue. Preaching at
JO: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
12: 00 m.; Zion's Raligo-Literary Society at
6: 00 p. m.; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
evening. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
D :nver, Colorado: Hall No. 2442 Washington Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 a. m.
Pra:i.er meeting Wednesday evening. Z. R.L. S. first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
of Monroe ao.d Second Streets.
St,, Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
bet~"Pen Montgomery anrt B~nton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor; resid.,ric,,, 2512 Slattery
Street,, Sunday school. 9: :30; preaching, 11: 00
a. m.: social meet.iog ~::JO, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Pr~yer meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m.
Young people's Religio-Literary,
Thur,,da•·. 8: p. m.
Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-first Street.
West Oakland, California: Montana hall,
Adeline Station, Seventh Street.
sn" 13 rnardino, California: Corner Fifth
a r'"' 8' Streets:
Los Angeles, California: No. 108 North
Spring Street, Knights of Pythias hall. .
San Jose, California: No. 162 South First
Street.
.
South Manchester, England: ~arnts chapel,
6 Cornbrook Place, Chester Road, Manchester. Presiding officer, ElderJamesBaty.
Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at n: oo a. m.
Cleveland, Ohio: Wieber Hall, No. 485
Pearl Street. Sunday service3 at 11: 00 a. m
a1d 7:00 p. m.; Sunday scbool at 3: oo p. m.
South Salford, England: Saints meeting
room, No. 97 Ellesmere street, Regent Road,
Salford, near Manchester. Presiding officer,
Elder Thomas Taylor, No. 99 West High
Street, Cross Lane, Salford.
Farnworth, England:
Saints meeting
room, No. 20 a E1le8mere street, Farnworth,
near Manche;it< ,._ Presiding officer, Elder
Joseph Harper, No. 43 Southern Street, Little
Hulton,
near Kansas:
Buiton. Saints chapel, Church
Netawaka,
Street. Preaching services Suo.days 11: 00 a .
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: oo p. m. Wednesdays.
North Manchester, England: Saints chapel,
Collyhurst Road, near Queen's Road, Harpurhey, Manchester. Presiding officer, Elder
Henr.y Green~ood.
.
Ph1ladelph1a, Pennsylvama: Corner of
Fifth and Hunting-don Streets; preaching at
11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.; Sunday school at
lO:OO a. m.
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Avenue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Streets. Sunday services at 2:00 p. m.;
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
North Atchison. Sundav school at 10: oo a.
m.; social service 11: 00 a. m.; preaching
service 8:00 p. m.; Wednesday social service
8: 00 p. m.
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"If ye continue in my word, th·

ye my disciples indeed; .and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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ASSISTAN'r EDITOR.
CORRESPONDING EDITOR.

LAMONI, IOWA, APRIL

14, 1897.

AN exchange furnishes the following
expressive of its opinion of some
movements in U tab:The resolution for investigation of the
methods by which the new Senator from
Utah was elected has been defeated in the
Legislature. It was openly charged, and the
evidence is convincing on that point, that the
opposing candidate was defeated as the outcome of resentment by the Mormon Church,
which he left some time since, and that it
used all its influence in favor of the successful candidate. There was ample cause for
investigation, but the church had sufficient
strength in the Legislature to defeat the
resolution. All of which goes to show the
folly of admitting Utah to Statehood while
the Mormon Church still retained its power
over politics. The folly of that proceeding
will appear in still clearer light in the future,
when the Mormon church regains control of
Utah, as it will, slowly but surely. The
snake was only scotched.-Ex.
THE GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL
CONVENTION.

MONDAY, April 5.-The report, general and statistical, of the Secretary,
Bro. Wallace N. Robinson, is given
herewith:My report for the past year is that I have
been working most of the time that I could
spare from business duties in the Sunday
school work, and from various sources
have obtained the information that the
work is progressing rapidly and has become a strong factor in the general church
work where branches and school.s are organized. During the past year I have written
several hundred letters, and besides devoting
considerable time to the clerical work have
attended two reunions and the Sunday school
Institute at Council Bluffs. At the Bluff
Park Reunion I assisted Bro. Hougas in
holding meetings every day, and found there
that reunion work was very profitable. Our
meetings were very well attended and on every
hand there seemed to be a spirit of inquiry
for more perfect methods of work and a general desire to be engaged in it. At the
Woodbine Reunion we found Bro. Mintun in
charge of the committee on arrangements and ..
I assisted him and Bro. Hougas. There was
the SJtme enthusiasm that was noticed at the
first reunion mentioned shown in attendance

No. 15.

Iowa, April 14, 1897.

there, notwithstanding the fact that on
some days we held two meetings which took
up about all the time that was to be
found between the prayer meeting and the
preaching.
These meetings were carried
on with enthusiastic workers present.
Perhaps the greatest success of the year
was the Sunday School Institute, held at
Council Bluffs during the holidays. This
meeting was arranged for Sunday school
workers especially, and during the three

days that we were in session we covered
in a general way most of the work of the Sun·
day school, both in the school and district
and the General Association; and while we
were in session almost continually from nine
in the morning until 9: 30 at night, still at
the close there was an unflagging interest
and unanimous expression for another to be
held this year.
The statistical report which I have pre·
pared shows as follows:-

STATISTICAL REPORT OF GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION FROM APRIL 5, 1896,
TO APRIL 3, 1897.
DISTRICT.

MEMBERSHIP.

SCHOOLS.

1896 1897 Loss Gainl 1896 1897 Loss Gain
1

Chatham, Ontario,
Clinton, Missouri,
Decatur, Iowa,
Des Moines, Iowa,
Eastern and Western Maine,
Eastern Iowa,
Eastern Michigan,
Far West, Missouri,
Fremont, Iowa,
Galland's Grove, Iowa,
Independence, Missouri,
Kewanee, Illinois,
Little Sioux, Iowa,
London, Ontario,
Manchester, England,
Massachusetts,
Nauvoo, Illinois,
Northeastern Illinois,
Northeastern Kansas,
Northeastern Missouri,
Northern California,
Northern Michigan,
Northern Nebraska,
Northern Wisconsin,
North western Kansas,
Ohio,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pottawattamie, Iowa,
Southeastern Illinois,
Southern California,
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana,
Southern Missouri,
Southern Nebraska,
Spring River, Kansas,
Texas Central,

7
6
13
10
6
4
6
8
6
8
8
4
9
15
9
12
6
7
4
2
6
15
5

9
5
14
9
7
4
4
10
7

4
2
5
6
4
3
4
3
4
6
3

6
6
5
5
2
5

I

I

1

1
1
1

2

1

1

1
1

2

2
1
1

9

8
4
9
17

2

12
7
8
5
2
6
15
5

1
1
l

2
4
1

2

2
2

5
4
7
3

1

306
230
710
321
300
102
235
381
323
327
646
204
536
511
440
461
270
329
130
125
160
675
150

374
195
910
303
273
102
190
526
324
357
696
189
438
529

116
91
204
376
209
216
154
60
160
395
104

186
70
213
122
209
5
322 54
104 105
44
260
100
170
453
109

38
105
26
125
80
37

100
100
36

84

168
213

452
385
334
188
432
182
649
210

68
35
18
27
45

15
98

200

145
1
30
50
18

9

26

115
5
58
307
22
60

40
10
58
5

SCHOOLS.
Blake Mills, Ohio,
Denver, Colorado,
Pleasant Grove, Utah,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
River View, West Virginia,
Salt Lake City, Utah,

1
1
1

1
1

1

2p

20

1

NEW DISTRICTS.
Mobile, Alabama,
New So uth Wales,
Nodaway, Missouri,
St. Lom's, Missouri,
Central Nebraska,

5
3
4
5
4

1
l

5

2
4
4
4

168
129
111
193
110

111

212

405
110

NEW SCHOOLS.

I

I

I

I

48

I

48

Honolulu, Ohio,
Hawaii,
Iii
Kirtland,
1111
61 1
61
B_ir_m_in--=.g_h_a_m~·-E~n~g_la_n_d~,--~~-------"--~-=-'-~~--="-~1 ~~--4_7~~~-4_7
Recapitulation,
228 267
7 4610,664 12,362 458 2,310
Net gain in schools 39; in membership 1,852.
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The report of Sr. J. H. Royce, made with no offense to me. I desire simply ven tion, "uniformity of texts," was
editor of the Sunday School Depart- th.at which. is best for the work. I do not then taken up.
ment of the HERALD is as follows·--- wish to shrmk from any duty that the conA resolution providing for uni.
'
.
•
;.
; . I vention may deem mine to do, nor do I wish
Oowo1
kers
of
the
Sundciy
School
1Ww
in
Oont
d
h
t
th
·
ht
d
11
formity
of texts in all grades of les.
,
.
.
.
o o poor 1y w a some o er m1g
o we .
vention Assembled; Greeting:-It is natural 1~ It rests with you and I pray that wisdom sons was moved and seconded:us, on the eve of the close of any
· period of
our labors to pause and look backward to
measure the ground of our progress. No
doubt every one of you has asked, "What have
I done for the work since we last met?" And
what fallible opinions of our own labors we are
often possessed of! Premature fruits are the
natural heart's desire. Too often are we
found searching for ripened fruit simultaneously with our planting.
We forget that
days and days of cultivation must follow, that
the ground may not lose its power of capillary attraction; that the roots may reach out
in all directions to gather the elements of
life and strength; and that possibly just on
the eve of maturity we must protect from the
blighting frosts, or much of our labor is lost.
So, too, we do not alwaye arrive at a proper
analysis of the ground or of the conditions of
the plant below surface. We fear there is a
lack of root and instead of loosing the ground
we pull at the plant to see if it has strength
below ground.
To-day, let us not ask ourselves so much
concerning the fruits of our labors as "what
of our efforts?" "Were they well directed?"
"Have we studied to know the true principles of cultivation?" "What are we seeking
for, a forced hotbed plant or a healthy
growth?" Have we kept to the row or
worked a little all over the field?" As for
me my work has been promiscuously directed.
Many letters have assured me that some help
has been gathered from · our department.
One writes, "I always open to the Sunday
School Department first." Another says
"The Department is appreciated by us all."
Another says that so many long articles have
appeared that very few read. Nor is the
criticism an unkind one. Oftentimes it takes
some space to contain just what we wish to
say but where we can arrange by subtopics
the editor can paragraph and publish all at
one time or at several as wisdom may direct.
The experience of us all has taught us that
we sit down for a minute and look over the
short paragraphs, and often one short, paragraph leads us to read another and another
where we would not attempt it were it all one
solid article. In many ways are we convinced
that our workers are anxious to preserve the
life of our department. The recent discussion
has shown that they are thoughtful of the
best plans for enhancing the interests of the
work. Individually, your editor does not
favor uniformity. Years of experience in
the International work as primary teacher,
intermediate teachtir, Senior teacher, and
as superintendent all went to convince me
that I did not favor the system. But., whatever my preconceived notions of right may
be I am open to conviction and I have taken
pleasure in publishing arguments pro and
con. I can see mistakes that your editor has
made during the past year, and no uoubt she
has made many others that others see and she
does not. Should the convention desire a
change of editors rest assured that it can be

"'
may b e g1· ven accor a·mg t o your neo d s.tl I nesire to thank all who have so kindly assisted
me in my labors. Though we have not met
face to face there is a bond of union between
us that we trust will grow- stronger and
stronger until we see eye to eye in the kingdom of Him for whom we sre now trying to
labor.
Yours in bonds,
MRS J. H. ROYCE.

The Monday afternoon session was
opened promptly at two o'clock. The
prayer was offered by Bro. G. H. Hilliard. Minutes were read; credentials
committee reported.
The regular order-the election of
officers-was then proceeded with.
Brn. F. E. Cochran, T. A. Hougas,
and W. N. Robinson were placed in
nomination. At this juncture a motion was offered, providing that a
superintendent be elected with the
understanding that his entire time be
given to the work and expenses met
by the association. The motion was
tabled. The vote resulted in the
choice of Bro. Hougas. The choice
was made unanimous.
Bro. F. E. Cochran, Sr. Anna Salyards, Bro. M. C. Fisher, Srs. Pearl
Price of California, and J. H. Royce,
of Michigan, were placed in nomination for First Assistant Superintendent, the choice resulting in the election
of Bro. Cochran, the choice being
made unanimous. Brn. M. C. Fisher
and W. N. Robinson, and Srs. Anna
Salyards and Pearl Price, were nominated for Second Assistant Superintendent. The first vote did not elect;
the second resulted in the election of
Bro. M. C. Fisher. Bro. W. N. Robin·
son was deciared the choice for Secretary. Srs. C. B. Kelley, and B. C.
Smith, of Independence, were nominated for the office of Treasurer. Sr.
Kelly was elected and the choice made
unanimous.
Nominations for Librarian were next in order: Sr. J. H.
Royce, Bro. B. M. Anderson, Bro. A.
H. Mills, and Sr. Belle James, of Independence, Bro. Samuel A. Burgess,
of St. Louis, Sr. Rudolph Etzenhouser,
of Independence, Sr. Marnie Allen, of
Lamoni, Brn. M. H. Bond, Robert
Winning. Bro. Anderson declined.
Sr. Mamie Allen was elected and the
.

.

choice made unammous.
The leading question before the con·

Resolved, that we believe the use of
the same lesson text in each of the three
Quarterlies now being issued is practicable
and advisable.

A motion to defer till next convention was lost; also one to limit the
speeches to three affirmative and
three
negative.
Speeches
were
limited to five minutes. After lengthy
and spirited discussion, it was moved
to refer the matter of improving the
Quarterlies to a committee of five, to
report to the evening session:Resolved that a committee of five be appointed to consider the question of improvement of Quarterlies, and that to them
be referred the question now before us, and
they requested to report the first thing at
the evening- session.

It was sought to amend this by
providing for report at next convention. The amendment and motion to
refer were lost, and the assembly
proceeded to vote on the original mo
tion.
The yeas and nays were
called, and the delegations gathered
to conclude upon their votes. The
result of the vote was 521 for uniformity to 264 against, hence it pre·
vailed.
The evening session of the convention
was opened at 7: 30; Bro. John Chisnall offered prayer. Minutes were
read.
The revising committee made report, as follows: To the General Sunday School Association:W e, your Board appointed to select Editors
for Quarterlies and to revise lessons, beg
leave to report:Board met on May 7, 1896, members present
R. S. Salyards, J. A. Gunsolley, and Duncan
Campbell, the latter being appointed by
Superintendent Hougas, upon suggestion of
the other two members, to fill the vacancy
caused by death of Pres. W. W. Blair.
Board org'anized with Salyards President,
and Gunsolley, Secretary.
Board continued editors of Primary Quarterlies Sisters Lucy Lyons Resseguie and
Viola Blair, allowing them one hundred
dollars each as compensation.
Sister Anna Salyards was continued editor
of Senior and Intermediate Quarterlies at
thirty-five dollars per month.
May 9, the following communication was
received:"Brethren of the R.evising Committee: I
wish to voluntarily offer a reduction of my
salary to thirty dollars per month. Christiana Salyards, Editor."
I This reduction of five dollars per nionth by
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Sr. Salyards was willingly allowed by the
Board.
The Board has tried to do the revising as
best they could under the circumstances.
R. S. SALYARDS.
Committee, DUNCAN CAMPBELL.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY.

amounts: Sr. J. H. Royce $5.00; T. be an aid in studying the Bible as a whole.
A. Hougas $34.00; Sr. O. B. Kelley Second, they are to assist in teaching the
$1.50; College City Chronicle $2.00; W. gospel as found in the three standard books

Librarian of the Association.
Previously thereto I had secured three
complete files of each of the three different
grades of Quarterlies, also one of the Teachers' Helps. Have since that time kept on
file eight copies of each.
Respectfully,
B. M. ANDERSON.

traveling expenses of those attending
the Institute be not paid hereafter. A
petition from a committee of the Institute was read:-

N. Robinson $29.50.
A motion to allow W. N. Robinson
amount ~xpended for railroad fare to
LAMONI, Iowa, April 3, 1897.
The convention then proceeded to the Institute at Council Bluffs and to
choose the Revising Committee for the General Convention-$10. 77, was
adopted.
the coming year. Brn. Heman C.
A substitute was then adopted fixSmith, E. L. Kelley, R. S. Salyards,
Duncan Campbell, J. A. Gunsolley, ing the annual appropriation at $125;
J. M. Terry, and Columbus Scott, also a resolution "that it is the underwere placed in nomination, and Brn. standing of this body that traveling
Smith, Kelley, and Salyards were expenses are included in the approchosen, the choice being made unani- priations just made." The sum of
mous.
$7.50 was allowed Sr. Anna Salyards,
The Librarian's report was read expense of attending the Institute in
answer to call of the other executive
and adopted: To the General Sunday School Association:- officers.
A motion was adopted that in future
At your last session I was appointed to act as

1

To the Officers and Delegates of the General
Sunday School Association in Convention Assembled; Greeting:_ We the committee apLAMONI, Iowa~ April 3, 1897.
pointed by the late Teachers' Institute held
The Music Committee reported: at Council Bluffs hereby petition your honTo the Sunday School Association in Conven- orable body to consider the propriety of
tion Assembled; Greeting:-We your commit- holding future Institutes and that provisions
tee on Sunday school music, respectfully be made for the same, believing as we do that
report, that we have received no additional this is one of the best means for developing
contributions during the last year. Some teachers and officials and securing general
·
parties have rEquested their contributions cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
be returned to them unless there is some
T. w. WILLIAMS.
prospect that they be published in the near
J. F. MINTUN.
future. Upon this point, we your committee
would be pleased to have some instructions.
Consideration was deferred till next
F. G. PITT,
conveJltion.
L. L. RESSEGUIE,
A communication from the superinCommittee.
LAMDNI, I:owa, April 5 1 1897.

The committee was continued and
authorized to return such music as
had been requested returned and to
use their judgment as to publishing
music contributions in the Quarterlies
or Autumn Leaves such music in hand
that would be suitable for use in the
Sunday schools.
Bro. Arthur H.
Mills was added to the committee.
A resolution was offered providing
that fifty dollars be set apart to be
used as the superintendent and executive officers may see fit, for the good
of the work.
It was sought to amend by inserting "one hundred dollars" instead of
the amount named. Further consideration deferred till bills were presented and passed upon.
The following \Yere, on motion, allowed, and the secretary instructed
to draw orders for the several

tendent of Pittsburg Sunday school
was read, spread upon the minutes,
and referred to the Revising Committee:As one of the Sunday school workers, interested in all that will be for the advancement
of the Sunday school cause, I wish to make
some suggestions that probably have been
thought of by others present and perhaps
may have been presented, but being unable
to meet with those engaged in like precious
cause, I wish to present some views in regard
to the Quarterlies that I hope are shared in by
those who are alert as to the present requirements of the work.
The excellent, systematic work the Quarterlies are accomplishing, the influence they
are exerting toward Bible study, and the
masterly manner in which they are edited
are sufficient reasons why they don't need to
ba apotheosized; but it is not a question of
their being good, but can they be better. I
don't think they are fulfilling their high,
holy mission. It seems to me there are two
general views that can be taken as being the
object of the Quarterlies. First, they are to

and teach the young to revere the three books
jointly.

If the first view is correct I think the
Quarterlies are fufilling very successfully their
mission. If the second view is right, they
are not the instrument in the hands of the
association they should be. I believe the
second view is correct and think they, especially the smaller ones, should have more of
the gospel of Christ in them as taught in
former and latter days, and believe they
should be edited with a view to teaching
clearly, and persistently the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
We have the truth as found in the Bible;
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants. As the time of the teacher in the
Sunday school is so limited and there is so
much that is of eternal importance to accomplish in the few moments often only
weekly p;ivcn, this precious time should
largely be devoted to teaching BASIC PRINCIPLES and not so much to generalties.
These basic principles are found in the
three books and the Quarterlies should teach
from these books the gospel direct.
What have the young people learned about
the gospel from the Quarterlies in the last
ten or twelve months? In our school here at
PittsburO' we have scholars who, at the close
"
of the school, immediately proceed to a sectarian school. So far as the Quarterlies are
concerned, what are they taught different in,
the one school than in the othn? Both are
teaching from the Bible along the same general lines.· Our Quarterlies should be distinctively Latter Day Saint Quarterlies. As
parents too often neglect teaching their children heaven's most important truths, the
Quarterlies should give no uncertain sound.
Of course I don't for a moment think they
should continually harp on the first principles but they should deal with the broad
principles of the gospel and its mission and
results. The mission of the school should be
more to make gospel believers than Bible
students. It should be the place where the
young will have indelibly stamped upon their
minds and hearts, lessons that will have a
tendency to create reverence for the all
three books. The Quarterlies can do this and
I believe under the present editorial force.
This latter-day work must not be treated
as a side issue in the Sunday sehool and the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants should be given place with the Bible.
Instead of putting advertisements on the
cover of the Quarterlies, would suggest that
the epitome of our faith, as arranged in the
booklet of "What we Believe" be placed on
the cover.
The suggestions offered are more especially
for the Intermediate Quarterlies than the
Senior Grade but. would like to see the latterd01y work taught more in both. The lack of
this in the Quarterlies has been so keenly felt
by the writer that he takes from five to ten
minutes at the close of the school and
teaches, with the blackboard, what the
. church believes and teaches.
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We have an artist in the school which
makes this possible and he is the means of
entertaining and instructing by his pictures.

I day and the class of

0. ED MILLER,

Supt. Pioneer S. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

The assembly then adjourned.
Benediction by Bro. Hougas.
Tuesday, the 6th.-Met at 7: 30 a.
m., prayer by Bro. F. G. Pitt. Minutes read, approved.
The following, as to the time of beginning uniformity of lesson texts,
was adopted:Resolved, That the time at which to begin the
use of uniformity of lesson texts shall be left
discretionary with the editors of the three
Quarterlies with the advice and counsel of the
General Superintendent, Assistant Superintendents, Secretary, and revising board.
.T. F. MINTUN.
F. G. PITT.

A motion prevailed in effect that
the action providing that future expenses to Institutes be not ailowed
be understood as not applying to officers of the association.
A balance of forty-one cents reported by the treasurer of the late Institute was on motion turned over to
the Institute officers.
A resolution to provide Book of
Mormon Quarterlies was referred to
the revising board for their consideration, the Book of Mor:.non Quarterlies
to be published if they deem advisable.
A resolution providing for a library,
and for purchase of books for sale to
the schools, was laid on the table.
A resolution providing "that a committee of three be appointed by the
chair to consider the propriety of revision of Sunday School Record and
class books and the lessening of the
cost of Sunday school supplies," was
a d opte d ; B rn. T . A. Hougas, F. E.
Cochran, and J. A. Gunsolley so selected.
It was provided that the program
committee for next convention conSist of Super1"ntendent HouO'as and
-

o ·

two others to be appointed by the association officers; also that next convention convene prior to next General
Conference, the time to be named by
the general officers.
The following on entertainm.ents
also prevailed:Resolved: That while as an association we
favor enlivening our entertainments with
that which will attract, entertain, and please,
as well as educate; we do not favor such renditions or exercises on the Sabbath day that
would have a tendency to lead us from a
proper appreciation of the sacredness of that

matter that should engage our attention and thought according to
the revelations given to us.

President Smith offered some words
of counsel to the assembly, advising
the exercise of care that none be
H. 0. SMITH.
wounded; also to avoid taking offense
M. H. BOND.
The assembly then adjourned, sing- at whatever might be said or transing hymn 212, the benediction being pire. The session was likely to be
pronounced by Superintendent Hou- taxing because of the nature of some
of the business. He then formally
gas.
made the usual opening address, which
we present herewith:THE GENERAL CONFE.RENCE.
Tbe year has been a fruitful one in good
THE morning of Tuesday, April 6,
dawned clear and bright, after a suc- fortune as well as misfortune. Death has
been busy in our ranks and stricken from
cession of cloudy days and cold. The them some of the ablest and most foremost
air was bracing and invigorating, yet of the workers. And at the same time there
not too cool for the season of spring, has been an influx of element that is encourwhich seemed to have dawned with aging, young, and strong, and spiritual, and
the day and to have asserted her from all parts of the field there comes, too,
the testimony that, at no period of the minislawful right to possession. April 6
terial career bas there been a greater acwas official, therefore, in a twofold know ledgmsnt of the Spirit in presenting the
sense; and as Nature prepared to truth. It io not bard to perceive from the
enter upon a season of vigorous experience of the year, as well as the experigrowth, to end we trust in abundant ence of other years, that the position we
occupy is calculated-and I believe I speak
stores of rich fruitage, so the church advisedly when I say largely calculated-to
entered upon what we trust will make even spiritual men heady. The conprove a marked year's work in the templation that a man occupies a secure place
hastening time of the spiritual devel- in his confession of faith and in his profession
opment that is to advance the inter- of religion is calculated to make them austere, in one sense of the word, to intrench
ests of the work of God.
The
a man in bis own good opinion. The very
attendance at the Sunday school con- fact that he recognizes a degree of invulneravention had been very large and sub- bility against that that is brought to bear
sequent arrivals had so increased the upon him as affecting his faith is sufficient to
throng of ministers, delegates, and excite in him over-confidence. While it is a
fortunate thing for us that the Master has so
visitors that it was probably the larg- ordered that he does not tolerate at any
est gathering that ever assembled at great length of time a self-sufficient man, he
an opening session of the April Gen- manages in some way to discipline him, and
eral Conference of the Reorganized the disciplining is hard; it crushes some so
that they scarcely rise again, while others it
Church.
Promptly at ten o'clock President improves. .Tust like the polishing of the
silver and the gold make them shine, so does
Joseph Smith called the assembly to this disciplining make a true servant of the
order and the audience proceeded to Master increase in usefulness and make him
quietly :find seats in the lower floor or shine. And I believe we are told somewhere
in the gallery, as preferred. The that the servant that returns with his
auditorium was well filled above and sheaves shall shine as the stars in the firmament. Now we ought to be warned, sincerely
below.
warned against the possibility of becoming
A permanent organization was too self-assured and thereby causing the loss
effected by the choice of President of spiritual power. As we gain prestage, reJoseph Sm,_itb, and Alexander H. nown, and place we ought at the same time
Smith of the Twelve Presidents, R. to gain in spirituality and meekness. And

though we may feel self-approval because
that we feel the Master's approval, bis approval should be the fir8t in our consideration.
I do not pretend to say what the year may
bring forth, but I anticipate a busy one
in the field, a busy one in the home
prayer for the blessing of God upon ranks. Conditions point to them, and
the conference, in which the entire in running over the reports of the ministry
audience manifested a hearty assent.
as published I notice that there are 1,840 bapThe President, so authorized, nomi- tisms in the ministerial reports alone, saying
nated a committee on credentials: nothing of the increase at the branches, unB
J W w· ht J B R
h A C der local ministrations; and I presume that.
rn. · · ig '. · · . ous ' . · ·• 1 there may be as many more. That, however,
Barmore, who retired with the list OL will be shown by the Recorder's report, when
i credentials to make up their report. , it shall be read. This indicates that the·

S. Salyards Secretary, authorized to
name tis assistants. The favorite
hymn, ''Redeemer of Israel," was
sung, and with spirit and life, and
Bro. W. H. Kelley offered a fervent

I
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word is being received, and it is being received in places where hitherto the ministers
were excluded; that circumstances have been
controlled in such a way that in places where
ministers were not received cordially they
are now being welcomed. There may be
places, and in the experience of some of the
ministers I doubt not there are in fact, where
effort has fallen fruitless, where the doot·s
are closed. Now where this 0ccurs to any
extent in the field of any man after he has
made a faithful endeavor, he should leave it,
as suggested more than once by President
Blair, and pass on to some place where they
will hear, where they wish to hear.

I believe it to be due us not only from our
numbers, but more especially from the rosition that we have occupied in this controversial field.
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endureth to the end." While we adopt the
maxim of the society, "Onward and Upward,"
grand in its character, I believe that supplemented by this, "He that endureth to the
end," will fortify us very largely against conditions that we are compelled to meet.

I congratulate the brethren upon one thing,
and that is, that during the year past we
have been under no necessity for revising or
I may say that I have been under feelings
retracting any of the positions taken by the of-I cannot say apprehension-but, of mental
church. I have heard some things of indi- distress for months, as to the issue of the
viduals that I would not defend; but if they present conference; but within the last ten
can, from their standpoint, as an individual days that has been removed, and I feel that
worker, I ought not to object; but if they whatever may transpire so far as any dealing
have ?.ssu m•"d to defend from grounds that of God with us is concerned directly, or
are not taken by the church, and have pre- whether be leaves us' alone to plod along as
sented individm1l views as the views of the we have and may do, the issue will be a good
Another item of interest to us all, and I church, they must necessarily recede from one to the main principles of the church and
think one that we should take cognizance of: them; the church will expect it. While the for the great body. I am aware that men
Our friends in the West have been having an largest liberty is accorded to individuals, disappointed frequently make mistakes in atactive ministry abroad, in some places quite private opinions the church has nothing to tributing their disappointment to somebody
a number of them. And our people have met do with; men must answer to God. Minis- else beside themselves; but if we will as indithem vf course, in a more or less hostile at- teri.al presentations the church has a right viduals and as a collective body reflect that
titude, but as a rule with cheerfulness and to inquire into, and if men presume to say the work is the Master's, and if after
good will, a kindly spirit; still with no dis- that this is the faith of the church, and pre- that we find fault with conditions that
position to compromise what we believe we sent their own opinion as such faith, the are controlled by him alone, it is finding
have. What may have been the result upon church has a right to inquire into it; from fault with him; and as the history of the
some of these we do not know, but we have the President down; and if they fail to do past has shown, he does not allow any hudiscovered that many of those who are sent that, they fail to take advantage of the means man instrumentalities to intervene between
out are ignorant of the church history; they of defense which is given to the church to him and the accomplishment of his purpose,
do not know what the books contain and as a prevent undue encroachment, undue liberty. whether the men are with you or with me,
So far as the treatment of the church to me so we ought to understand he will continue
consequence they are not prepared: and as
one brother has represented it, "The authori- as its presiding officer during the past is con- his work; and while we would praise him for
ties cautioned their ministry not to debate cerned, I have no complaint to make at all. anything which might be given to us by
with us, they assign it as a reas0n to them, I have tried to labor as I could, and have which we should be enlarged or helped, at
'You are only boys in their hands.'" I do been very co:·dially received everywhere, the same time we ought to be willing to say,
not know how you may feel about it who .are where I have been, and have been strongly "Thy will be done," and bow even to the
in the field, but I will tell you how I feel: I supported by my coworkers. I have labored stroke of the rod, if he has need to apply it;
never played a game with any body in my under some difficulties, as you must all be and I presume he knows whether he has su~h
life, of any sort, whether it were in sport or aware; but that is neither here nor there. A need or not.
reality, but what I always liked to see my op- man that has not, I would like to look at him
I have always been averse, was when I .was
ponent make a go0d fight. And if he beat me and see how hG has stood it. I know bow a boy and am yet, to casting my failure to acfairly I could take it good-naturedly; if he some have stood it; they have been sur- complish what was expected of me upon
did not ro:sort to undue and improper meas- rounded and environed by difficulties and somebody else, making him to bear the burures to defeat me, I always gave him the burdens hard to bear; I know it because I den of m.i- fault; and I did not when I was a
credit for his victory. I feel just thi.s way have become acquainted with them, and boy shirk from the rod when the schoolmasnow, that I would like t'.) see that people know something about their conditions, and ter applied it when be thought it was necesmake a good defense, the best they can- tbe manner in which they have conducted sary, by endeavoring to \)lace the rod upon
make a good fight, and if we cannot stand it tbemsel ves under these trying circumstances: somebody else; and I feel in this work a good
we will be content to be defeated.
and I certainly feel to congratulate them deal as I did when a boy. I remember a cirI have been told, and I apprehend that it upon the spirit of regard for men and love for cumstance that occurred when Howard S.
Corey was teacher-I do not know but what
was approximately true at all events, that it God and humanity they have exhibited.
There is ample room for the exhibition of some present may know him. I had a comis the intention of the authorities in the
West to send out something like ten or the finest qualities with which man is possi- rade by the name of Allred, commonly called
eleven thousand ministers this spring. They bly endowed in this work of ours. While it Jack-I don't know as be ever had any other
are probably convening in conference at the is calculated to increase the hope and en- name. He and I were tardy one day and
same time we are; their methods are differ- hance the value of the human soul in the when we got in the master sent us out into
ent from ours, and it is not only possible eyes of the proper thinker, I am sorry to say the swamp t,o get a hazel switch for the purbut probable that they will send out a great that it also has a faculty of revealing man in pose of inflicting punishment upon us; and we
army of them, and we will be under the ne- the lowest and most contemptible phases to went out into the brush, and I remember
cessity of defending our works against them which humanity can eink, until sometimes a that I got a good, fair-sized hazel stick such
aggressively; because I doubt if they will be sensitive man is almost asiiamed that he be- as I thought I would like to use if I were the
any better prepared or any more willing to longs to the humaa race; and were it not for master. Jack hunted around and found one
enter into the field of discussion now than the hope that bye and bye all these untoward of the slender sprouts, very tender, and he
they have been in the past. I hope, however environments will be removed and men be cut that. When he got into the house the
(though sometimes it is said, ''Hope deferred emancipated from them, there is many a one master examined them, and he took my
maketh the heart sick), I still hope that they that would simply say, "I have failed of the switch and whipped Jack, and took Jack's
will be compelled by some power, by some object to which I set out," and quit work and and whipped me. The result of it was that I
condition, to meet tbe issue. It seems to me become a hermit in sentiment if not in fact. had to answer to Jack outside for having cut
that they ought to do it. And, I don't see I hope, howev<or, that this will not be the th3 bigger stick. That is only a boyish incihow they have so long escaped it; and I hope case with any of us during the year that is dent, but it had its influence upon me. It is
that their younger element coming up among to come. I hope that the axiom, "He that the same principle that made the Psalmist
them will crowd that spirit of distrust a.nd endureth to the end," will become the sec-1 say that be would rather fall into the hands
fear, if there is fear, to, m'easure swords with· ondary watch word of the ministry; to the of an offended God than to trust his enemies.
home-"Re tl:ui,t I believe tha,t is ju~t the positio1:t 1,V!J ~PcO\lld
~JS 11s antagonistf:l on t)le fields of qiscussion~ !Diuistry 1J;Uc1 the lJ1ell
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occupy, that we would rather place ourselves,
faulty as we are, without attempting a single
excuse, into the hands of Him that knoweth
the motive as well as the deed. Many of
our motives are all right, and if all are we
shall have no especial fear that we shall be
submerged in the consequences, whatever
they may be.
I feel now to ask you, as it is probable there
may be some change in administration in the
year to come, and some possible change in
methods, that we shall be prepared for them.
The financial conditiOJ'.1$ call for some change,
and it is probable that they will have to be
met. It is best for us to be cheerful, all of
us, and do the best that we can; and if for the
time we are hindered, let us take it as within
the providence by which our work shall be
finally made more possible and our good conserved.

The President then called for addresses from the brethren named, to
which each responded. We also give
their addresses herewith.
W. H.
Kelley, of the Twelve:It affords me great pleasure, as it does to
you, to be here this morning under such
favorable circumstances, and inspired with
the hope and the faith that is plan ti din us
in the gospel, and the gospel hope. ln viewing the work so far as it has come under my
observation during the last year, there is a
hopeful side to it, there is that to encourage
all the time rather than discourage. Although there are burdens, they have not
been greater than they have been in the past,
so far as my experience has been, taking it as
a general rule, and in point of prejudice
there has been a means to retard our work
greatly in the past; but it is not so great today as it was many years ago. The work is
really making friends. People that didn't
use to consider us scarcely worth noticing begin to think that there is something good in
our organization and people. It is not an uncommon thing to hear people say that our
folks are good citizens, that the believers in
this faith are good neighbors, endowed with
good principle. While we have been aware
of that all the time the world is learning
that and they are beginning to feel that we
really have a place in society, a right to existence where we are best known, so far as
my observation goes. And in regard to
representing the work personally, when
called to defend it or speak in its favor, I .do
not know as I have ever been sustained better than in the past year. I think that is a
hopeful sign, and that is true in regard to
my co-associates. They have felt well in
their ministerial labor. As I understand it
in the proclamation of what we call the latter-day work, which is the latter-day gospel
as well as the former-day gospel, which is to
be preached under the inspiration of our
heavenly Father, the specific statement is
made that they should preach by the inspiration of the Spirit and not without it: that so
long as our heavenly Father is with us in our
ministerial labors, emphasizing- and sustaining the word presented by the laborers that
go out and cheering an(l comforting those
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that are home, we can well afford, it seems
to me, to be content in holding up the banner and going forward whether our expectations are met in time or not. Where there
is a great light it is turned on under some
circumstances that we cannot solve. Of
course, being in the East, there are not so
many people belonging to the church as
there are in the West, not so many laborers.
A few years ago there were but few places
comparatively speaking in the F.ast where we
received a welcome. Now we have so many
openings that we cann_ot fill them: The constant cry is "More laborers." N :JW it is a
good thought, especially when we contrast it
with many larger organizations in the world
that have more laborers than they can sustain; some of them scarcely know what to
do with them. We have not enough. So
this indicates a growth, an enlargement, not
only sustaining the few identified with our
organization, but interesting others. As
long as we grow and develop in the right
direction, there is no question about our
success. It seems to me that we are making
friends, that we are gaining. The indications are that the work is to triumph and
accomplish that for which our heavenly
Father has sent it into the world. I believe in the work. I llim hopeful of its
success; and I believe confidently, as much
so as a person can, that God intends that this
work shall win, and all that we have to do is
to keep in harmony with it. If in our conferences or meetings, or Sunday schools difficulties arise we should remember that we all
belong to one household, and so settle
difficulties there. We should stand on deck on
the old ship, and when we get wrong, get
right. There is no greater light, there is no
better school, there is no place that has ever
presented itself to my mind where an individual can get a better understanding of
what he ought to do in this world, to be a
proper citizen, to be a Christian and to be
prepared to enter heaven when he may be
called upon, than in this work, and that is
the reason that I am in it. There is discipline here, and there is light. There is a
chance for every man and woman to use all
of their powers, an opportunity for them to
use their talents and ability in the best way
possible and to the accomplishment of the
highest and grandest results.
God bless us and his work, is my prayer.
Amen.

E. C. Briggs, of the Twelve:I am glad to meet with you. Since sitting
here and hearing- the t peeches of the present
hour, indeed it is gratifying. Perhaps I feel
as much moved upon in gratitude to my
heavenly Father for the present hour and the
circumstances surrounding us at this hour, as
any man in divine pr0sence. This work is
everything to me. It is one I have been
interested in all my-lifo since I can remember
anything touching God or his work from
the standpoint of truth and holiness, and
there has never been a time when the work
and its progress seemed brighter and more
glorious than to-day. I had the privilege of
attending the first conference in 1852, and
have attended a great many since, and have

looked down to this very time in which _the
work should have such a glorious presence as
it now seems to open before us. If ever I felt
glad and hopeful in the triumph of the work,
it is to-day. The obstacles that have been in
our way to me have long since passed away,
arid the difficulties that now confront us are
matters that do not agitate me to feel so
much wrought up in feeling that I am afraid
that there will disasters get in the way and
stumbling-blocks that will retard this work.
I have no such fear. This work is onward
and upward, as affirmed in 1852. God holds
the reins in his own bands, and he will continue to marshal on the hosts until Israel is
made free. I believe he to-day has the reins
in his own hands, and that he will work wonderfully to the development of this cause.
The position that we have occupied in the
past, etc., are matters of but little importance
in comparison with the difficulties that may
be in the future, and if we are prepared, and
I feel to meet those issues frankly and
plainly, these oppositions to the work are
matters of little importance if we stand together, united and strong. And the spirit
that move~ in opposition is the same spirit
that moved upon those members that fought
their father Nephi, and Samuel, you remember. That same opposition is now abroad in
this apostasy. That we Il!ay have to meet,
and as the Nephites were, I trust we may be,
more devoted, united, and engaged, realizing
that God and his work will be onward and upward, until the final triumph and this Reorganization will be known and celebrated
throughout the entire earth.
May God bless you.

Joseph Luff, of the Twelve:The past year has been, to me, one of study
rather than of actual work. I have been so
conditioned physically that it has been impossible for me to do more than a tithe of
what was in my mind to do when I attended
the last conference. My faith in the work is
stronger than it was then. I thought then it
couldn't become much stronger than it was;
but I think I have reasons for saying
that I feel safer to-day than then. I attribute this feeling to the experiences that
have come to me while I have been under
severe trials, though to others they might
have been but trivial had they been called
upon to endure them. I have been made to
understand that God's d~sciplinary program,
as ordained for individuals, is best, and, if
accepted, in its details as it comes to us
without any ability to foresee its coming, will
do more towards our perfecting than anything else. When regarding the general
work and its outcome, I entertain no fear
whatever. If God in his wisdom should
ordain that the ending of my physical career
to-day would be a better contribution to the
building up and extending of his cause than
for me to live for twenty years, I feel more
like putting forth my hand and welcoming
the decision than ever before. It is the work
that concerns me most, and I am satisfied in my
mind that God makes no mistakes,and though
fears have been entertained by me that sometimes there was a little more of the human than
j of the Divine in some of our proceedings my
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mind has been relieved in that regard, and I
have been made during the past year to feel
sorry, numbers of times for attitudes that I
have assumed, though not for the motives that
prompted me to assume and maintain them;
but for the awkward way in which I assumed
them, by reason of which I have failed to
voice my motive in my attitude, and there
have been times in the year, when thoughts
running along these lines have come to my
mind in quiet and solitude, and I have felt
even glad at times that the conditions were
such as to compel me to think a little deeper
than I had before thought, and to take my
soundings and measure myself. There have
been times during the year when I have gone
to my knees and asked the Lord why he had
forsaken me, and I feel that even these experiences have been sanctified even in the
short time that has followed since, to my
spiritual good.
My sympathies have been deepened; my
hope in the gospel and assurance in the wisdom of God have been confirmed and my c'.lmprehension of the character of God and his
work has been widened to some extent at
least. I cannot say, like the majority of the
brethren, that I have experienced in my
preaching work a greater measure of the
Sprit than ever before. I have labored under
a disadvantage but notwithstanding this, am
able to report truthfully what I have already
stated. I feel hopeful as to the future, but I
have been led to bel:eve that when the enemy
marshals his forces more strongly, directs his
attacks more ingeniously, and adopts new
methods of attack, that he is making the discovery that that which be is attacking is
stronger than it used to be. When I find
him adopting new methods in reference to
me, I feel ·that he bas found the old ones
won't succeed any longer, and that I have at
least so far outwitted him. If we can be but
faithful and retain our humility, put our
trust in God for the exigencies of the ever
present, we will under the grace and favor of
God compel the adversary to be continually
adopting new methods.
I have felt to repeat frequently since coming to the town, what I have heard from
several of the brethren, "It is good to be a
Latter Day Saint." Those who live in harmony with God will always be satisfied with
this work and only in departing from Him
will doubt concerning the work come into our
mind. I want to perform so far as I may, the
work that belongs to the office I hold, that
when the answering time shall be ushered in,
I shall, without fear, be able to stand and
present my life course and work to divine inspection, simply asking that the motive that
prompted my . service shall be considered
alongside of it, and I believe I will be contented with the judgment that shall come.
J feel anxious that while we are together
in these conference sessions, we shall not only
enjoy, in an ordinary sense, the peace and
blessing that comes as a rule from such association as this, but that we shall have such
tokens of Divine favor as shall inspire us in
the effort to double our diligence and push
us along. May the Lord so bless us that
each of us ·may be able to a.nswer at last for
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the privileges that were ours while here, oc- I knuw what would have been my destiny,
cupying in the space allotted or appointed us what would have been my path, further than
in the wisdom of God in such way that the that it was the vicissitudes of the work that
space assigned us may not fail in evidence of caused my father and mother to meet and I
love and consecration on our part. If we can do not know where I would have been or
but at last present before the Lord a life what I woula have been without it. I am
rounded out, a character well filled with good ~atisfied as I said before that all we have to
motives and works of love for humanity, we do is to be cautious, and careful, and to mainshall need no better certificate to offer to tain our integrity in the work. The work is
God than that we love Him.
going on whether we do or not, and either
Heman 0. Smith, of the Twelve:- here or hereafter we will witness its triumph;
and I trust we shall all be faithful to what
My experience of the past year, as a consewill be required at our hands. As to the
quence of the work I have been engaged in,
future, I have but little anxiety. As an inhas been so diff, rent from that of the years
dividual I do not care what capacity I may
that have passed that it seems impossible for
fill; I do not care what work God may appoint
me to make a c.Jmparison. As you all know
me to do; if he finds that there are others
I have not been in the active ministry, but
betier capable to occupy the place that I now
engaged in other work, and it is quite possioccupy, and he wishes me to do something
ble that I·may not be as much alive to preselse, just so he approves of what I do is all I
ent issues as others are. I have become more
ask.
acquainted in my work with individuals who
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishoµ:were prominent in the work in the beginThe year just passed has been one of anxning, than I have been conversant with the
labors of my brethren at the present time. iety in the department where I work not only
But even in this, I. have received strength with myself, but I believa with all the agents
and I am more thoroughly convinced than that are working directly in the interest of
ever before that our fathers builded better church temporalities; and there have been a
than they knew; and that the work they did number of times during the year, had it not
was of a more permanent character than been for the fact that I knew that. I could
they thought. I have also b<Jcome more trust the Master that I would have felt like,
thoroughly convinced than ever before that and would have thrown up my hands and said,
the destinies of the work have been ruled and "It will not do to risk going forward any
overruled by di vine providence. I do not be- farther." From a worldly standpoint, conlieve that mistakes have not been made. I sidering the critical times, no individual
am convinced that they have; but even when would have undertaken to accomplish what
we become impressed with the fact that men bas been done; and in doing what has been
have made mistakes, and that notwithstand- done in the department in which I work .it
ing those mistakes the work has been has been only from the standpoint tba.t bedirected higher, and into better conditions, lieving without doubt tbat Christ sent these
it is more evidence than ever before that ministers in the field ana that he would meet
God is in it. There have been mistakes the issue sooner or fater. He bas done so,
enough made, not only by ourselves, but by and it has not been your speaker, nor any inthose who preceded us, to have overthrown dividual. It has been Him who has promised
any work in which God was not engaged; to sustain if they go forth and trust in him.
and the very fact that the mistakes have not While this is true, it has required on the
had the effect to overthrow the work is evi- part of the ministry, and in many instances
dence that higher power than our own has on the part of their wives, on the part of the
been governing and directing in this matter. Bishop and the Agents, the exercise of conI have no doubt when I look over the past stant and continued trust in Him. And those
and see how God bas overruled, and that out who have done so have not failed to my
of every emergency he has found a way of knowledge in any place.
By reason of this added evidence I am conescape and bas led his people through all the
difficulties which we may be placed in, that fident in the work; confident in the future of
in the present or future, if we are only faith- the work;and I stand to-day as I have throughful to the truth as we have received it, they out the year, and have repeatedly so stated to
will be equally as triumphantly met and that my heavenly Father, that if I can work anthis work will go on, whether you and I con- other place better I will be thankful to him
tinue in it or not. We may fall out as others to place another where I have been standing.
have done, but the work is of God, and it will He knows that I do not ask to stand where I
am when I am not properly performing the
triumph.
duties of the office. I prefer to work where my
As has been expressed by my brethren bework will be approved and knowing that the
fore me, I am yet in the faith. If there is
Lord knows this I have been content whatanything better than this latter-day work, I
do not know what it is, nor arn I competent ever may have been the criticisms of men, to
to appreciate it. All the good there is in me risk the results in his hand. No one knows
is the product of this latter-day work; all the the perplexities of the past year more than
failings that I have are simply the efforts of our President. We have bad burdens by reathe adversary to hinder the progress of the son of the undertaking of this body some
work. We have heard some of the brethren three years ago of raising means for the
say they would have been this, that, or the building and starting of a college; this that
· ·
b
.
we may have an educational institution where
other, if it had not een for this lat~er-day our children might have access to the ways
work; that they would have been unbelievers, . of knowledge without being placed iri tQi:.
Bkeptics. I frankly confess th~t I do riot ! paths of sin.
·
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We have had the burden of building the
Home which was also ordered by the body;
and the other numerous cares have been such,
that I have not been able to attend to personal matters during the year, preferring not
to leave my post of duty for pecsonal business. These matters in the end, however,
were adjusted by others, so all are safe.
I have confidence in the work, in those who
are engaged in the work, and trust that none
of us will put forth a slacking hand in the
undertakings for the ensuing year.
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ram in the faith to-day, and my hope is
stronger and brighter than it has ever been
before as I learn more of the latter-day work
and my brethren every day. I am confi.dently
lookipg for its final triumph and I feel assured that my triu::nph will be such if I continue faithful. My hope is in it; otherwise I
would be nothing.

A d on of the High
W 1·1r
mm
n ers '
Priests:I have been thinking while I was listening

Charles Derry, President of the with pleasure to my brethren that I have
tried in the past and expect in the future to
High Priests' Quorum:! am glad to be with you. It does me good
to hear the testimonies of my brethren with
respect to the wo~k. I am glad to tell you
that I still am in the faith of the Lord Jesus
Christ. When I put my hand to this work
it was with the intention never to take it
back. That determination still remains. I
have been blessed in the little labors I have
performed, but I have not done as much as I
would have been glad to have done, but I
realize that God has been with me to bless
me in my efforts. I have seen times when it
seemed to me as though I could serve the
interests of the cause of God better to let
some one else tell the gospel story than myself; also for the developm<>n1; of those who
are entering into the work, hence have not
occupied as many times perhaps in declaring
the truth of God as I might have done. As
for my faith as to the issue of this work I am
glad to say I am with my brethren. I realize
that this work is in God's hands, and while I
. have not perhaps the most implicit faith in
the wisdom of humanity, I have an abiding
faith in God. I realize that he will accomplish his own purposes, and that there is
power in this work to make men better,
nobler, and lift them nearer to God. I thank
him for that. May God help us all to continue faithful to this work, willing to tru.st
Him where we cannot trace him, is my
prayer in Christ's name.

J. C. Crabb, of the High Priests:! will say that I have implicit confidence in
the triumph of this work. I have been at
ease so far as disturbances might arise touching the progress of the work. During a conference held at Independence years ago, I
was fully convinced that this work was in
God's bands, and that he would take care of
it.
During the last year, I cannot say that I
have always been made to rejoice, that is, at
all times. I have bad some dark hours. Yet
while trying to present the gospel, I believe
that my mind has never been clearer than
during the past year. 1, therefore, ask an
interest in your prayers that I may continue
in the work; having been made to realize, as
remarked before, that the work is of God.
And therefore ask the blessings of God upon
this conference. I am of the opinion that we
will receive blessings during the sessions that
lie before us.
May our prayers be to this end in the name
of Jesus Christ. Amen.

Duncan Campbell, Senior Presi<lent
pf the 8~veµty:·
·
· ·

be myself. In some respects the work never
appeared brighter or better. I don't think I
was ever more satisfied in my mind that God
is in the work. The past year bas been a
very busy one with me, ;,nd in some respects
very satisfactory; in others very trying. I
cannot say that everything has looked as
prosperous and promising as I have seen in
the past, yet I am conscious that I have had
a better understanding of the work and better
opportunity to know tbe work than I have in
the past. I have felt though that there was
a good deal of hu.manity manifested by us as
a people in carrying on the divine plan; that
God has blessed me while he has permitted
me to be tried, and severely tried, and to-day
I might repeat the sentiments that have
been expressed here to-day, that God is in
the work and that he will bring it to a triumphant end; and I believe that there is a
great deal of room for improvement.
It seems to me that my mind has been led
to realize that we have greater opportunities
than we have taken ad vantage of, but I can
say I have been led to test the promise of
God, that I have had to have faith and trust
in God when otherwise I have seen my way
clearer. I have no disposition to murmur or
feel that that I have not been blessed and
sustained by my heavenly Father and my
brethren and the church in a general sense.
I can say of course that in the present as in
previous years I have not done a great deal
of preaching; that I have tried to be useful
to this church wherever my lot has been
cast. I never had greater evidence of God's
Spirit caring for me and being with me in my
efforts, weak though they may have been, to
represent the work, than in the past conference year.
I feel satisfied in my mind the plan of work
for me; that is, to do the very best I can to
cast in my mite to repl'esent this truth and to
let God take care of the consequences.

R. J. Anthony, President of Seventy:It has been stated here and at other places
that a man laboring in a certain line always
has his mind fixed there and can hardly refer
to anything else. There have been some
thoughts presented h~re this morning that
have caused me to look back over some of the
years of the past, and I think I may state
right here that all have known of some ?f
the bad things that have grown out of this
latter-day work or what the people are
pleased to call "Mormonism." And the experience of all who have labored in the field
is that those things have been the means of
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raising up st~mblingblocks. Since I have
heard some th1~gs that have been expressed
here this morning I am almost co.nverted to
t?e fact that it has been~ go~d th~ng. I beh~ve that out of all or this wrong go0d
will come to the work.
.
The President in J:\.is remarks stated his
hope and belief that the issue must be met.
In looking over the past history of the work
I remember that the idea was to preach the
gospel to the people that were once Latter
Day Saints, I mean to the people in Utah.
And somehow or other it was thought that I
ought to go there with some others to talk,
and we bad great hopes we could talk kind
words, and ail these things would accomplish
a great deal; and it was said that the gospel
was the means to accomplish all this. I have
been told by some good brethren that I have
pursued the wrong course. We have talked
plainly, there have been a great many t?ings
done that tb 13 Reorganized Church believed
were wrong, and I was of the opinion that it
was proper under certain conditions and at
the proper time to tell the people and explain
to them where the wrong was; but others
differed from me and were of the opinion
that we should present the gospel just like
we were preaching it to people that have
never heard of the latter-day work.
I found in my work that the only course for
me to pursue was to meet the condition that
confronted me right there. I know that people can stand away off sometimes and guess
upon something and see it, O, just as clear as
the sun! But if they were placed right directly there where they had to come in.direct
conflict with the issue, the probability is that
they could not see quite so clearly. When a
man is fighting the battle let me tell you that
right there are his energies, and there is
where he has got to meet the conflict.
It was said that the church should be organized agreeably to the law of the country.
I discovered in my warfare there that it was
just as necessary to call the people's attention
to the fact that Latter Day Saints should be
the best citizens in the world as it was to
preach faith and repentence and a belief in
God and Christ-just as necessary to get the
people to know that they were under obligations to the authorities and powers that be as
they were to worship God; and I feel proud
of it that the Reorganized Church has been
the means and the power in the hands of
God in giving the nation light in regard to
this wonderful work. I know that it was
through the ministration of the elders calling the people's attention directly to the laws
of the land that the gospel should be in harmony with them, and that their lives should
conform to all that is good. I know that the
people, when they come to see this, had
something then upon which they could fight
the battle.
I remember writing a number of articles in
my weakness for the benefit of those who
were fighting the political issues there. Governor Thomas, of Utah, at one time invited
me to his office, laid the case before me, and
asked me to make a clear statement to him
in writing of all the difference that existed
between the J),eorganized Church an(]. t)f()
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church in Utah. I did it to the best of my
ability and that was put in the hands of the
senators of the United States and of congressmen, until with that -that others had
presented the people began to know something of this latter-day work; and it was
through this and by these means that finally
the people were compelled to abandon one of
the chiefest dogmas of the church.
When Bishop Kelley was in Utah and took
the depositions from the people of the Utah
church for the Temple Lot Suit, it caused
people to see again and understand more
clearly the relation the church held to the
government, and to all that was good, and
was the means of reflecting light eve1·ywhere
throughout the land. And right here the
fact indeed is presented that there is going
to be an army of missionaries coming up
from the Utah church in that land all over
the country, the United States, and Europe;
and it will be just as necessary that elders
should be prepared to meet the issues as it is
that the work should go on. Good will come
from that. I can see in my own mind, and
my way of looking at things that it is one of
the grandest and best methods for the Reorganized Church that they could possibly
make. The more sent the better; the line
must be drawn clearly. People can't help
but see, and themselves doing this will force
the issue sooner or later. It cannot be
avoided; it will come just as sure as the
world stands.
I am not prepared to say that we are going to make converts from that people by the
thousands or anything of the kind; but it
will remove stumblingblocks, it will be the
means of preparing the way for the preaching of the gospel everywhere. To my mind
it is a good thing. I believe that good will
come out of all this. I think now that the
people are in better condition to fight the
battle with what is published, and with what
they can gather; and the work that has
been presented to us in the Church History
that is now before us is one that will
strengthen the defenses wondrously. The
history is going to be a good thing, and we
can use it in a way that will be very good.
We have all talked about our hope and
confidence in the work. I am confident that
the work will roll on. We can all look back
a good many years when we were only a
speck on the earth; that is about all that we
are to-day, but the influence is widening. I
discovered in my field this last year that people feel more kindly to us than ever before;
they know and understand that there is a
difference between the people yonder and here;
and one thing I want to say is this: When
the elders talk plainly to the people they accomplish the most good, that is a fact when
they told the story just as it was. I know I
heard one of our ministers in conversation
with a man from Utah, about the first thing
he said to him was, "Adam-God and Bloodatonement." He was a young man and he
didn't know anything about it. It has been
said here that they don't know anything
about the history. That is true. The young
man was hurt; he didn't know anything
!)<bout it; he didn't believe that anything of
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son, F. G. Pitt, A. M. Chase, T. A.
Hougas - they to choose organists;
ushers:
Brn. C. F. Church, John
Gillespie, J. L. Williams, R. C. Elvin,
0. B. Bergersen, and E. S. Allen.
The doxology was sung and President Smith dismissed the assembly.
The afternoon business session was
opened at two o'clock sharp. "Hail
to the brightness of Zion's glad morning" was sung, the choir comprising
the entire audience, and Elder M. T.
Short offered prayer.
The committee on credentials made
their report. It was quite lengthy,
showing a large list of delegates appointed. Several brethren requested
their names stricken from some district delegations that they might represent others not so strongly or not
at all represented. The chair granted
the requests, there being no objection.
A number of districts were stricken
from the delegate list because of failure to appoint delegates.
Sr. Belle James was appointed
stenographer for the conference.
Bro. J. S. Snively was added to the
Southern Illinois district delegation.
Brn. J. W. Wight and J. W. Gillen
were authorized to represent the Aus:
tralia districts. Further changes in
the credentials list were referred to
the committee.
The Quorum of the T:welve reported
the following action on the
All received the close attention of
death
of
President William W. Blair
the audience who had hearing ears
deceased:and, we believe, understanding minds,
1'0 the General Oonf'erence:being in close sympathy with the
Resolutions on the death of Pres. W. W.
speakers.
Blair. Adopted by the Quorum of the Twelve,
The presiding officers were author- Lamoni, Iowa, March 22, 1897.
\Vhereas, in the providence of God t,he reized to fix the time and character of
moval
by death of our esteemed brother and
meetings and appoint speakers and
colaborer, President William Wallace Blair,
those to have charge.
has been permitted, during the past year;
The President stated a wish to ex- and
pedite business, but not to hurry it,
Whereas, the life and labors of our deand appointed the time for business parted brother have held a conspicuous place
sessions at two o'clock. He urged in the history and development of the Church
of Christ since its reorganization; and
promptness, as one of the chiefest of
Whereas, his literary, moral, and social
the virtues, and announced the ses- qualities, and the untiring zeal with which
sions to open at the tap of the bell.
he em ployed his _powers in helping to advance
Prayer meetings were fixed for nine the church from its conditions of feebleness
o'clock in the morning, or earlier if to those of prestige and power in the world,
under the blessing of God, have won for him
found better to so arrange; brethn,n our respect and admiration;
in charge to allow twenty minutes for
Resolved, that in his death we recognize a
changing audiences at the close.
loss to the church of a man of intellectual
Preaching services were fixed at ability and moral worth, a brother loyal to
the faith, and a minister whose delight was
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
The organization was completed by to serve well fae great cause which had secured the consecration of his energy.
choice of the following additional offiResolved furt,her, that while we deeply recers; Choristers, Brn. B. M. Ander- gret the need for his remov;i,l from tl:J(3

the kind had ever been said. I have never
charged them with that directly, but when I
get into the fight and that comes up, then I
tell them about it. I want to say this; I
don't know whether my saying will be of any
benefit to anyone or not: You meet them
men, and just as sure as you live t.hey will
draw you right in, and bdni; out all that you
need to say; they can't keep out of a certain
channel to save their lives. I don't care
what you talk to them about, they will tell
you that they believe in polygamy, before
tbey get through: That is a sure thing, and
when they do that, then you have a chance
to tell them about all the bad things that
came along; and polygamy was the very root
and foundation of "Adam-God and Bloodatonement." It means the very thing that a
man pledges himself to; that rather than
divulge any thing of the kind he will have
his throat cut from ear to ear. It means
what it says; and as he doesn't like to do it
himself, consequently somebody had to be set
apart and ordained to do it, under those
principles taught in Utah.
I believe in the gosp0l of Jesus Christ; it
is the best that there is in the world. It is
good. But now I believe that that work out
there should be represented with the largest
defense that we can engage to get people to
see. Every once in awhile you will find a
man that begins to see. It helps the cause
a little anyway. So far as conv;o;rts is concerned, it amounts to nothlng. I feel proud
of the work that has been done, it has been
the means of removing prejudice everywhere.
I feel glad when the brethren tell me
about the good that has come to the work
abroad. I am satisfied the Lord will continue
with bis people. I am confident that the
work will accomplish all that God essayed
to do.
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The auditing committee on Herald
Brn. F. T. Bradfield, G. V. Brown,
Office accounts next reported; Brn. and E. Weedmark were added to the
R. M. Elvin, F. M. Weld, and J. M. list of ushers. Srs. Roxanna Gay lord,
Nellie Chatburn, and Belle James
Terry:Summary:--Total 'receipts $24,262. 76; ex- were appointed organists. Adjournpenditures $22,560.66; cash in hand February ment, benediction by President Smith.
27, 1897, $1, 702.10. Assets, present value
The evening service was in charge
$37,727.00. Liabilities $23,740.19. Net loss
of
Elder J. M. Stubbart, Elder E. C.
past year $6,249.01. During the past year
Briggs
preached the sermon.
there had been a falling off on subscriptions
to HERALD, Hope, and Autmnn Leaves; nlso
Wednesday,~the 7th.-The Sunday
0~:saTe8-0f I:Iari:),-I:Iarillcifil:Y~·n0Cit'riueaiid school district officers met at eight
Covenants, Book of Mormon, Scriptures, and
o'clock in the basement and particiVoice of Warning. There had been an increase in sale of Hymnal. That with the pated in an hour's session in institute
sale of Church History made the business work. The meeting was reported as
The action was
unanimously done equal that of the previous year. The very interesting and instructive. This
heavy net loss reported was because "the
adopted by a rising vote. The report estimate placed upon machinery and tools of work is to continue every [morning
of Bro. R. S. Salyards, Church the bookbindery, the machinery, tools, and while the workers remain. Various
Secretary, was read. It contained, type of the press department, are invoiced at quorums also announced sessions at
among other matter, lists of appli- present actual value, while electro and different places throughout the city.
The prayer service at nine o'clock
cations from elders, priests, teachers, stereotyped plates are invoiced at less than
the original cost and some ... at their metal was in charge of Brn. J. M. Brown
and deacons for enrollment in quo- value."
rums, and will appear in full in the
The committee also '.urged that the and L. D. Ullom.
At ·the eleven o'clock preachillg
regular minutes. The Secretary was duties and privileges of the auditing
serviae
Elder M. T., Short addressed
authorized to receive and insert in- committee be defined.
the
assembly,
Bro. W. A. McDowell
formation concerning
subsequent
Brethren appointed in 1896 to orassisting.
changes in the applications sent.
dain various brethren to the office of
At two o'clock the usual opening
The report of Bro. H. A. Stebbins, high priest reported having so or·
exercises
were held. The prayer was
Church Recorder, was read, and will dained.
The
President
stated
the
action
of
a
offered
by
Elder Charles Derry, an
also appear in full in the regular
council
of
President,
Twelve,
and
earnest
plea
for divine wisdom necesminutes. We extract the following
Bishop
in
appointing
Bro.
J.
F.
Bur·
sary
for
the
work before the conferfigures from the statistical list: Total
ton
to
the
Society
Islands
mission;
ence.
membership in 1896, 34,814; baptisms
since last report 4,161; number "re- also recognition by the council of
The credentials committee further
ceived" 1,637; number "removing" by Pres. A. H. Smith, President of the reported.
letter 1,260; expelled 368; died Twelve by his appointment as Acting
A report was read from Bro. Fred635; gain 3,564; net gain 3,538; Counselor in the Presidency; which erick M. Smith, Church Librarian.
new ordinations 398; marriages 352. were indorsed by the body.
The report was adopted with an
A request from the Little Sioux dis· amendment that instead of the amount
Total membership to date 38,352. The
largest net gain of any previous year trict, requesting "the General Confer- mentioned, the sum of seventy-five
was 2,400. Over one third of the ence to authorize each district to issue dollars per year, already provided for
losses by death and more than one letters of appointment to the mission- purchase of books, be hereafter exhalf of losses by expulsion were re- aries laboring in the several districts pended by the Librarian with the
ported from the Society Islands and who are spending their whole time in advice and consent of theFirst Presifrom reports covering a period of the ministry but who are not under dency. The report will appear in full
several years. Largest gain from So- General Conference appointment," in regular minutes.
ciety Islands branches, because some was adopted.
Bro. Smith also reported as Church
The following concerning fasting
reports, forwarded through Bro.
Historian,
stating ·progress to. date.
Devore, cover periods as long as six and prayer was adopted:For
fun:report,
see minutes.
Resolved, that we record our approval of
and ten years. Iowa is next with a
The
committee
on revision of the
the a(Jtion of President Joseph Smith and
gain of 371; Missouri 353, Michigan others,
in appointing a day of fasting and Voice of Warning reported; in effect
303, Illinois with 272, etc. The sis- prayer for the entire church, prior to the
that after due consideration it was not
ters had rendered valuable aid as convening of conference.
deemed
advisable to revise that work,
Resolved further, that as a body, we conbranch and district clerks, taking the
and
radically
change the work of P.
lead in efficiency. Many of the breth- tinue our earnest supplication to God regardPratt,
the
writer; but that if anP.
the objects by them placed before us, and
ren had done well as secretaries, and ing
that we thus uphold our President in seeking other work of the kind be needed, it
work in that department was becom- further revelation bearing upon the present
should be prepared.
ing better, improving upon the diffi- needs of the. church.
Two reports were read from the
cult times of the past when efficient
Two reports from ministers not
Board of Publication:clerical help was not so readily ob- under general appointment were reTo the Genernl Conference in Session:-The
tainable. Forty new branches bad ferred to the presidents of their re- Board of Publication to which was referred
been organized and reported,
spective districts.
the m<J.tter of getting out Church Eistory at

church militant, we nevertheless bow with
reverence to the will of our heavenly Father,
and record our expression of profound sympathy for the widow and family, so terribly
bereaved by his death, together with the
assured hope that the church triumphant
has gained to the full measure of our lose,
and that our brother has found deserved
and eternal rest.
Resolved further, that a copy of these preambks and resolutions be presented to Sister
W. W. B 1 air, also that our action be submitted in Quorum Report to the General
Conference, at as early a period after its convening as possible.
Presented in behalf of the:: Quorum of
Twelve,
HEMAN c. SMITH, Sec.
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last General Conference would respectfully
report that early after the adjournment of
conference we took the matter under consideration and arranged for the work by
securing the services of Brn. Joseph Smith
and Heman C. Smith to write and compile
the History.
These brethren entered upon their work at
once and the result has been the issuing of
the first volume, which is now in the hands
of a great many of the saints.
The manuscript of the work entire is now
almost complete and the second volume is of
such importance to the church and the work
as an aid to the saints and missionary
force, that in the judgment of the Board it
should be issued at the earliest practicable
time.
The Board of Publication further report
that they selected as Historian under the
resolution refen ed to us, Bro. Frecierick M.
Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, at a meeting of the
Board May 1, 1896.
Very respectfully submitted,
,
E. L. KELLEY.
JOSEPH LUFF.
DAVID DANCER.
FRANK CRILEY.
ASA S. COCHRAN, Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 7, 1897.

The Board of Publication respectfully prebent the following as their report,, During
the financial year just closed, the periodicals,
HERALD, Hope, Autumn Leaves, and Sunday
School Quarterlies have been published; the
first volume of the Church History has been
published and placed on sale, and the manuscripts for the second volume are ready to
place in the hands of the compositors as soon
as we can see the way clear financially to do
so; the boiler and engine and steam heating
apparatus have been changed for a gasoline
engine and stoves; the Board, in connection
with the Auditors, have made a new inventory of the book plates, machinery, and type
used in the Herald Office and Bindery, and
placed the value of the same much lower
than heretofore.
The plates for the Tullidge History to
which the i>ttention of conference was called
by the Auditing Committee in their report
under date of March 17, 189~, together with
the steel plates from which the cut.s in it
were printed were reduced from $2,080, to
$50, the supposed value of the metal they
contain. To this reduction, with that on the
Harmony and other plates, and machinery,
and type, and depreciations of values, is attributable the decrease in the amount of
assets as shown by the auditors' report for
the past year.
Notwithstanding the fact that the receipts
for books and publications for the past year
have been $1,000 less than for the previous
year, had former values been maintained and
additions for new History plates, and type,
and gasoline engine credited, the gain would
have reached fully $500 for the year.
E. L. KELLEY.
DAVID DANCER.
FRANK CRILEY.
JOSEPH LUFF.
ASA s. COCHRAN, Sec.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 3, 1897.

The action of the Board in appointing a historian, also the compilers and
writers of the Church History, was
adopted.
President Smith announced the
names of members of the High Council present, stating the existence of a
vacancy caused by the death of Bro.
David Chambers, and that Bro. C. E.
Butterworth, of the High Priests, had
been selected to act with the Council
in cases to be considered during the
present conference.
A resolution authorizing the Secretary to permit Zion's Ensign represen·
tative to have access to conference
matters passed upon, was adopted.
Manuscript for a German edition of
the Book of Covenants, translated and
prepared by Bro. Robert Garlich, of
the Far West district, was referred to
the Board of Publication. This, if
found worthy of publication and issued
in its time, will prove a necessary and
valuable addition to our literature;
and for which our German brethren
will look, with desire for the interests
of the truth among the German speaking people of the world, so largely
represented in the various missions.
No doubt their anticipations will be
realized as the Board finds it possible
and expedient.
The report of the archaeologic~l
committee was made the special order
for Thursday at 2: 30 p. m.
The President answered some questions; one that if the State Legislature of Iowa had passed a law
against the "faith cure," it did not affect the practice of the elders of the
church in administering, but should it
so be claimed, the courts must determine the matter.
President Smith also announced
that President A. H. Smith would act
as Acting Counselor to the President
in cases to come before the High
Council during the conference.
Announcements were made and the
assembly stood adjourned; benediction by Bro. James Mc Kiernan.
Preaching at 7: 30 by Bro. W. H.
Kelley, Bro. J. C. Clapp assisting.
Thursday, the 8th.--Prayer service,
now appointed at 8: 30 a. m., in
charge of Brn. F. J. Ebeling and S.
W. Simmons.
Preaching at eleven o'clock by Bro.
A. M. Baker, Bro. I. N. Roberts
assisting. The writer has not yet

been privileged to attend the prayer
or preaching services, hence cannot
well do more than state that they
were held.
The business session at two o'clock
was opened with the hymn, "All hail
the power of Jesus' name;" prayer
offered by Elder J. H. Lake; President Joseph Smith in the chair.
After the minutes were -read the
President stated the time limit for introduction of new business-the next
day, two o'clock.
A letter from Elder James Caffall,
now in Great Britain, was read, and
ordered spread upon the minutes. It
urged sufficient sacrifice to admit of
financial aid to the Board of Publication, that it be relieved of present
conditions caused by neglect of some
to pay accounts on subscriptions,
orders, etc.; also that General Conferences and reunions be less frequent,
because costly, and that the conference adjourn to meet at headquarters
April 6, 1901, or subject to the call of
the President.
The spe.cial order of the day was
the report of the committee on American Archaeology. Elder J. W. Gillen was called to the chair by President
Joseph Smith. The remainder of the
session was occupied in reading a
lengthy report from the committee.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy pointed out the
localities referred to, on two large
maps provided by the committee, on
which Book of Mormon lands, cities,
migrations, etc., were indicated. The
report-that read and an additional
one yet to be presented, were ordered
published in the minutes. They will
also be published in special pamphlet
form. We will not dwell at length
upon the excellent report of the committee. It will speak to the reader as
to its worth, and for the labors of the
brethren who prepared it.
The hymn, "Book of Mormon," No.
741 was sung, and Bishop Kelley dismissed the assembly.
Bro. J. H. Lake preached at the
evening service, Elder J. T. Davis assisting him, in charge.
Friday, the 9th.-Prayer meeting
wws opened at 8: 30 in charge of Brn.
G. E. Harrington and George Kemp.
:0 reaching at 10: 30 by Elder L. F.
Daniel, Bro. G. W. Robley in charge
of the meeting.
Business was resumed at two o'clock,
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Pres. Joseph Smith in the chair;
prayer by Elder J. W. Wight. Minutes read, approved.
The Third Quorum of Elders and
Third Quorum of Priests reported.
A matter involving boundary lines
of the Pittsburg, Kirtland, and Ohio
districts was referred to members of
the Ohio district delegation present
for report to this conference.
Items of new business were read.
A resolution fixing the final adjournment to meet April 6, 1898, followed by an amendment naming 1899,
was deferred till Monday afternoonthe 12th.
In answer to question President
Smith stated that Doctrine and Covenants 17: 13 was understood by the
church to refer to district conferences.
A resolution providing for a convention of the ministry of the General Conference, to discuss tent work
and other matters connected with
general missionary and local labors,
was disposed of by a motion providing for such a meeting on Monday,
the 12th, from eight a. m. to noon.
The requests of the priests, teachers, and deacons for ex officio rights
was taken up. A resolution with a
view to amend the Book of Rules to
so provide was presented and discussed.
Pending consideration adjourned.
Preaching at 7: 30 p. m. by Elder
Heman 0. Smith, Elder 0. P. Faul
assisting.
Saturday, the 10th. - Morning
prayer meeting at 8: 30 in charge of
Elders J. T. Kinnaman and H. E.
Moler.
At 10: 30 preaching by Elder S. W.
L. Scott, the minister liberally endowed with initials as well as ability
to preach well, and commonly known
as "Leonard," who was assisted by
Elder Andrew Barr.
The usual business session was
presided over by Pres. Joseph Smith.
Prayer was offered by Elder John
Hawley.
The minutes were then
read and adopted.
Privilege to correct its report was
granted to the Third Quorum of
Elders.
The Secretary's ex officio list was
read and completed by adding the
names of all such present.
The Fourth Quorum of Elders reported, A report from the First
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Quorum of Elders was next presented.
The matters deferred from yesterday's session, the motion ''that priests,
teachers, and deacons be allowed
voice and vote in General Conferences
when present," and the substitute
therefor, '•Resolved, that the Book
of Rules, page 158, chapter 16, section 175, be amended by inserting
after the word 'elders' in third line
from the bottom, the words 'priests,
teachers, and· deacons' was taken up,
and speeches limited to five minutes.
The first paragraph of the first
drdift of the Rules of Representation,
reported to the General Conference
of 1881, was called for and read, and
later, the second paragraph. Discussion followed, and an incidental motion permitting ·priests, teachers, and
deacons to take part in the discussion,
was adopted.
A motion providing that instruction
on the matter be sought through
prayer an<;l revelation was laid on the
table.
A motion to defer until next General Conference, that districts and
branches might instruct their delegates upon the matter, was also lost.
The substitute was then placed
upon its passage and lost; also the
9riginal motion, the vote being 61 for
to 138 against on the latter.
President Smith made the following statement concerning the representation question, in connection with
past and present actions thereon:-

and private acts and character, I have never
denied the right of a human being to his
speech and his action untrammelled by any
action of mine. I have never attempted to
hypnotize a man, I do not know that
I know how, I know that I could not
many that I see before me; neither have I
ever asked a man to yield his manhood on
my account, I would not do it before God or
before the Devil. I believe my history bears
me out in this statement. I am wonderfully
pleased at the good nature of the representation here. I believe, as was stated by one
brother, that we have never met in conference with a better spirit prevailing than we
have now.

The following memorial on the
death of Elder David Chambers, was
presented by a committee of that
body.,, It was adopted, and a copy ordered sent to his widow.
Whereas, it has pleased God in his good
providence to remove from our midst our
worthy brother and co-laborer, David Chambers; and
Whereas; in him we recognized a
good and efficient member of the High Council, as also an efficient, faithful worker in
every department of the church wherein he
was called to act, be it
Resolved, that we as President, and members of the Standing High Council of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints take this means of expressing, so
far as our meager language can, our deep regret at the loss from our number of this our
departed brother; but while we mourn our
loss, we rejoice in the blessed assurance afforded in the gospel that our heavenly Father
doeth all things well, and that our brother
has, in infinite wisdom, been taken to th~
paradise of God, preparatory to his receiving
a glorious reward, which is laid up for all
those who love the appearance of the Lord
Jesus Christ; and we hereby extend our
deepest sympathy with his bereaved but
faithful widow, praying that God may bless,
comfort, and sustain her through life, and in
the end give unto her an abundant entrance
into the rest that remains for the people of
ASA S. COCHRAN.
God.
CHARLES DERRY.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 10, 1897.

I suppose it may be accounted an unfortunate thing that the history of the past is not
familiar to the greater number of those present; and you will some of you be surprised
when I make the statement that I have never
been heard in discussion on this proposition
and was ruled out by a good large minority
The following from the High Counat the fall conference of which one of our
brethren spoke. Therefore I have kind of cil, nominating Bro. Charles E. Butkept quiet. I have done this because it has terworth to fill the vacancy in that
been said by some inconsiderately, "I think body, was unanimously adopted:that Pres. Smith had too much power and
LAMONI, Iowa, April 10, 1897.
that men voted because he was in favor or
To the General Conference; Gteeting: - A
against a proposition." But I believe that vacancy having occurred in the High Council
has been exploded, however, by the action of through the death of Bro. David Chambers,
the bodies of the church in the past; but I this ls to give due notice that the President
would dislike to see what I fancy sometimes of the High Council has nominated High
I have seen that some men think it a virtue Priest, Charles E. Butterworth, to fill the
and that they are entitled to credit for vot- vacancy. The Council ratified the nominaing against Pres. Smith without the merit of tion and requests that you provide for the
the case being taken into their favor.
ordination.
In gospel bonds,
It is just as broad as it is long, in my thinkROBT. M. ELVIN, Sec.
ing, and you ought not to think that a man
The Ohio district delegation to
of my temperament would keep from being whom was referred the question of
J now and then touched at either of these
propof:lition~ bec<J,use I believe, in my official . boundary lines of the Pittsburg, f(irt,

!
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land, and Ohio districts reported;
recommending that it be referred to
the Ohio district for approval, or action of committees appointed by each
district.
This was denied, as were various
motions growing out of the question,
and the Pittsburg and Kirtland district's committee report was finally
adopted.
The Daughters of Zion were grant~d
an evening session in which to present
their work to the conference.
Appointments were made and the
assembly adjourned.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard spoke at the
evening service, Bishop E. L. Kelley
assisting.
Sunday, the llth.-The Sunday
services were largely attended.
Preaching at the church at eleven a.
m. by President Joseph Smith, Bro.
J. A. Robinson assisting. At 2: 30 p.
m. a prayer and testimony service,
Brn. F. G. Pitt and G. M. Scott in
charge.
At 7: 30 p. m. preaching by Elder
R. C. Evans, assisted by Bro. I. N.
White.
Services were also held in the
chapel at Graceland College; Brn. W.
H. Kelley, G. T. Griffiths, Heman C.
Smith, and J. W. Gillen being appointed to provide therefor.
College meeting at 11:00 a. m.
Preaching by Elder T. J. Sheldon,
Bro. W. H. Kelley assisting. At 2: 30
p. m. preaching by Elder A. C. Barmore, assisted by Bro. G. T. Griffiths.
Overflow meetings were held in the
basement of the brick church.
Preaching at eleven o'clock by Bro.
W. A. Smith; social meeting at 2: 30
in charge of Brn. Roderick May and
C. H. Jones; preaching at 7: 30 by
Elder W. S. Pender.
Monday, April 12.-As the HERALD
goes to press immediately we state
very briefly the leading feature of the
day's business. A full report will appear in next issue or in the regular
minutes.
The meeting for the discussion of
tent work, methods of:preachirg, etc.,
was held at 8: 30 and continued till
near noon in charge of;i President
Smith.
The afternoon business session was
a memorable one in the history of the
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Reorganized Church.

The revelation
.h
received by President Joseph Smit
was presented and unanimously
adopted, by a rising vote and the
brethren named were ordained according to its provisions. The scene
was solemn and deeply impressive
throughout, the Spirit of God resting
in rich abundance upon the large assembly.
The revelation is as follows:l. To the Brethren of the Twelve, the Seventy, the High Priests, and the Elders and
all the Holy brethren in Conference assem-
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Quorum of Twelve, and his choosing be approved by the Church; and in like manner
they may fill any other vacancy that has or
may occur; such selection and appointment
to be made in the spirit of prayer and supplication and wisdom, and to be approved by ,
the Church.
9. It is according to the vision that the
Seven Presidents of the Seventy shall preside
over the whole number of the Seventy when
assembled in council together; the senior, or
chosen President of the Seven Presidents,
shall preside over the six o~her prcisidente in
their councils as presidents of the Seventy;
and when either quorum is sitting in council
as a quorum, then its chosen president sha.11
preside over its sittings. When any quorum
of the Sevanty may b3 sitting, any one, or a 11
of the seven presidents, may at th air request,
or by invitation of such quorum, be present
and take part in the deliberations of such
council, but the president of such quorum
only shall preside, except by consent of the
quorum obtained by vote properly taken.
lO. The sons of my servant the President of
tl'ie Church, the sons of my servant William
w. Blair, whom I have taken to myself, the
sons of my servant the Biehop of the Church,
and the sons of my servants of the leading
quorums of the Church are admonished, that
upon their fathers is laid a great and onerous burden, and they are called to engage in
a great work, which shall bring them honor
and glory, or shame, contempt and final
great loss and destruction; as they shall in
uprightness, faithfulness and diligence dis~
char"'e ,their duties acceptably to God, or
shall,,in carelessness, slothfulness, or wickedness fail in their calling and ministry therein;
and to their sons shall come honor, or shame,
as they shall approve, or disapprove themselves to God. These sons of my servants
are called, and if faithful shall in time be
chosen to places whence their fathers shall
fall, or fail, or be removed by honorable release befot•e the L)rd and the Church.
11. The Spirit saith further unto the
Church, Be of good cheer. It has pleased the
Father to accept many of the sacrifices of his
people; and, notwithstanding some have
fallen while engaged in their work; some
have been tried, and are still tried; some
have been and are affiicted, yet the Lord has
seen the affiiction and trial and will accept
and bless, and no man shall lo3e bis reward.
12. Brethren of the ministry and members
of the Church; my soul has been cheered,
my spirit and body have been strengthened
and my heart made exceeding glad by the
blessed and holy influences of the Spirit
which was with me, and still is with me as I
write; causing me' to give praise, honor, and
glory to God and the Lamb, to whom honor
and glory belong, and with whom are might,
power and dominion evermore. Amen.
JOSEPH SMI'l'H,
President of the Church, your
servant for the Christ's sake.
LA>10Nr, Iowa, April Q, 1897.

bled; Greeting:2. By the Grace of God and the Lord Jesus
Christ I am permitted to write unto you and
the Church, in answer to Prayer.
3. On the night of the seventh of April in
the year of our Lord 1897, and on the morning of the 8th, I was in the Spirit and was
commanded to write, and say uato the Elders
and the Church:4. Thus saith the Spirit of your Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ; Your fasting and your
prayers are accepted,and have prevailed.
5. Separate and set apart, my servant Alexander Hale Smith to be a counselor to my
servant, the President of the Church, his
brother; and to be Patriarch to the Church,
and an Evangelical minister to the whole
Church. Also, appoint my servant E. L. Kelley, Bishop of the Church, to act as counselor
to the President of the Church, for the Conference year, or until one shall be chosen to
succeed my servant W. W. Blair, whom I
have taken unto myself; he to sit in council
with his brethren of the P1·esidency and act
with and for them and the Church; thoug<h
he shall still be and act in the office of his
calling of Bishop of the Church with his
brethren of the Bishopric,
6. •rte Quorum of Twelve, my servants,
may choose and appoint one of their number
to take the place of my servant Alexander H.
Smith, and if they shall choose William H.
Kelley, from among them for this place it
will be pleasing unto me; nevertheless, if directed by the spirit of revelation and wisdom
they may choose another.
7. And, that the quorum may be filled and
be prepared to stand as a unit in the councils
of the Church, in equality with the Presidency and the Seventy, choose and set apart
to act as apostles in the Quorum of Twelve,
my servants L N. White, J. W. Wight, and
R. C. Evans, for they are called unto this
office and calling. And, if these will accept
this appointment and remain humble, faithful and diligent, they shall with their brethren be greatly blessed in ministering the word
and bringing souls unto me. Let the Quorum be not doubting but believing and I, the
Lord, will bless them.
8. My servants, the Presidents of the
Seventy, may with the consent and approval
of their brethren of the Seventy sitting in
council together, select from their brethren
one to take the place of my servant I. N.
White, if he accept the appointment to the ,

Particulars and other business in
t
k' .
The HERALD now
nex wee s issue.
goes to press.
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not soon forget; he 'was paving the way for
Bro. Hilliard, and got the minds of the people in a condition to receive the truth. We
feel that much good has been done.
We must not forget our worthy president:
he is doing all he can, but he must earn his
bread by the sweat of his face, so his mind
must be occupied during the week with
worldly things, so he cannot give as much
time to prea-:;hing as he would like; yet he
will certainly receive a great reward for
keeping this branch together for so many
years.
I. hope the Lord will ever keep and protect
su~h men as Brn. Hilliard, Evans, and JohnWe are in favor of visiting the camp at
son, for they have done good work here.
once ere Mr. Donnelly stops the sun in midThe people here think that Bro. H. surely is
heaven and makes our working days of many
a teacher sent from God.
hours duration.
I love this work and hope to be faithful to
the end, that I may be permitte.d to live with
WE are in receipt of a piece of music the pure and the good. We have over one
hundred members and a good many young
with words, "If she would only come people. \Ve hope to gain soon. We have a
back to me," from Lyon & Healy, very nice Sunday school. It has been a long
Chicago, Illinois, successful dealers time since you have heard from the Burlington branch, but it is still alive and we have
in music and musical instruments:The prettiest little song of all is "Sweet some good workers.
M. S. WRIGHT.
Eileen." Castel Brydges, the wonderful
tenor, introduced it, and now hundreds are
singing it. If you want to make a really
TWO SUGGESTIONS.
fine addition to your collection send 20 cents
Editors Berald:-With the present system
to Lyon & Healy, Chicago, for an introduc- of providing for the families of the missionatory copy. (Regular price 40 cents.)
ries, some receive thi:iir monthly allowance
promptly, while others go two and even four
months without. In conversation with two
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
of the missionaries on their way to conferCORRECTION.-In HERALD of April 7, ence, I learned that the church was behind
near top of third column, page 220, six months. What is the cause of this? The
"land of Mulek" should read "land of answer is, No funds. How is it that some
are supplied promptly? Why not all the
Melek;" Bro. William Hawkins' arti- families be served alike? I answer, Too
cle.
many paymasters. If the families were all
supplied directly from the Bishop the above
injustice would not exist. Let all the Bishop's agents remit monthly to the Bishop, 1<.nd
let him alone send out the amount due each
family. It seems to me that no one will obBURLINGTON, Iowa, March 26.
ject to this. If the Bishop had charge of
Editors Berald:-Bro. G. H. Hilliard has this matter alone, it would not be needful for
just closed one of the best meetings that has the Bishop's agents to write to the Bishop for
been held here for years. He had good in- funds to supply the demands made on them.
terest and good congregations all the time, I presume that all the agents try first to supin spite of bad weather. On account of bad ply those placed in their charge; and if the
roads we got the time that was allotted to district does not furnish sufficient means,
the New London branch, which gave us six- then they call on the Bishop not knowing
teen grand sermons. The branch has been that the Bishop is short of means to help.
greatly benefited, and we certainly know As one that has served as Bishop's agent in
our duty now, whether we do it or not; we Far West district for years, and with very
will be left without an excuse.
few exceptions have been able to take care of
Some of the outsiders told Bro. H. that if all in charge, and send some to the Bishop,
he would stay another week there would be while it is pleasant to act as Bishop's agent
five or six join the church. We think the in a district that comes to the support of the
weather and water kept them out, but if they work and be able to pay promptly the amount
are honest they will come in. We had sev- due the families I would prefer to remit to
eral baptisms of the Holy Spirit during the the Bishop monthly, so that all families be
meeting.
treated alike. The Bishop's agent could still
Our conference also convened during the have the care of the poor, and have an undermeeting which added greatly to our pleasure. standing with the Bishop as to the amount
Dear old Sisters Salisbury and Newberry to be paid.
gave us grand testimonies on Sunday afterAgain, I believe that if the Bishopric will
noon.
appoint traveliDg agents to labor in harmony
Bro. Evans also held a series of meetings with the local agents that much good would
here early in the the winter, which we shall result from those labors. This department

Donnelly claims to be a prophet,
the only one who understands the
Bible, and the only one authorized to
interpret it. He rules the camp by
force, and has control of the men,
women, and children, and uses his
powers of control to his be~efit.
The editor thinks that the camp
should be investigated; as Mr. Donnelly says that he will soon have
Governor Robinson was a firm believer in
power to command the sun and moon.
the immortality of the soul and one evening
a short time before his death related to Gen- The editor says:BELIEVED IN IMMORTALITY.

THE following incident, related by
Goverr;.or Charles Robinson, the first
Governor of Kansas,
clip from an
account of the life of the narrator, published in the Kansas City World, of
January 31. It adds to the long list
of evidences in favor of immortality
and of consciousness of the spirit
when separated from the body:-

we

eral Sears the following remarkable incident
which confirmed him in his belief. While
he was in California a serious conflict arose
between the settlers and the local authorities
of Sacramento. A pitched battle ensued on
the streets one day, in which Governor Robinson was shot through the br!last, near the
heart. He was left for dead by his friends,
but later some people living near by discovering him to be alive, carried him into the
house. He laid there several days lingering
between life and death, but at all times in
the full possession of his senses. About the
fourth day he began sinking and he experienced all the sensations of death.
At
last he felt that he was leaving his own
body and finally appeared to be completely
separated from it. He expressed to General
Sears the sensations he experienced as follows:"I stood beside my dead body and looked
down upon it as it laid there cold and stiff
and white. I remember everything as vividly
as if I had been looking down upon the dead
body of some other person. Suddenly the
thought came to me that this was death and
I realized that I must get back instantly or it
would be too late. By a supreme effort I
rushed back into the body and the two identies immediately became one person and I revived. From that moment my recovery was
rapid. This experience left a vivid impression upon my memory and convinced me beyond all doubt of the immortality of the
soul."
PLAGUE IN INDIA.

BOMBAY, March 31.-According to the official list published to-day the total number of
deaths in this city for the week ending last
Friday was 1,111. Of these 455 were due to
the bubonic plague.

BRO. JAMES FARLEY, of Bisbee, Arizona, sends us a clipping from a local
paper containing an editorial account
of a man named Samuel Donnelly, an
expelled member of the Salvation
Army at Los Angeles, who has by
dint of preaching and persuasion, or
intimidation secured a following of
some twenty or thirty persons, and
has established himself in Sawmill
Canyon, in the Huachuca Mountains,
fifteen miles from Fort Huachuca.

l1B11Br IlBpartmem.
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THE
of the work must be kept constantly before
the minds of the saints; and before this is
done we see the result. Well, says one, if
we have traveling Bishop's agents and they
come into the district where there was an
agent he would think that the Bishop did
not have confidence in him; hence it would
not work well. That kind of reasoning will
not do; for the district president and all the
local elders might say the same to General
Conference when they appoint missionaries to
those respective fields. There is another objection to travaling agents; no provision in
the law. Let me say to those that hold to
this idea that it is traveling Bishop's agents
the church wants, not standing agents, that
will get out and visit all the branches in
his district. If this was done, there would
be much more means come in to the treasury. If we had traveling Bishop's agents
they could consult the local agent as to the
best plan to proceed; and, if convenient, let
thE two go together. If any means is paid in
to the traveling Bishop's agent let him
turn it over to the local agent. Well, says
one, why not send it tu the Bishop? My
reason is, that if turned over to the local
agent, the district, as well as the party paying, will get proper credit and will be so reported at the district conferenee; whereas, if
sent direct to the Bishop it would only appear to the credit of the person paying. And
as the Bishop's report gives all the districts
credit for all moneys received, it seems to
me that the local Bishop's agent should have
a record of all money paid in his district;
whether it is paid to the Bishop, or his
Counselor, or this traveling Bishop's agent.
Again to my mind, all persons living in a
district where there is a Bishop's agent
should remit to him for the reason given
above, and that he be honored in his calling.
I read in section 117, paragraph 10; Book of
Doctrine and Covenants that the "Bishop of
my church may also choose and appoint
Bishop's agents." As a rule the district
chooses or removes, but here is a statement
that the Bishop may appoint, and, if he so
wished, he could appoint any of the traveling
missionaries or others to labor as Bishop's
agents, local or traveling. In this same section and paragraph we read that when "it is
wisdom in me to ordain other Bishops in the
districts and large branches." I .have reasons
to believe that this time is even at our doors.
"Well," says one, "if that time comes, will
it nut be in conflict with the suggestion offered above?" I answer, No. For if we had
to-day six bi.shops, there would be a head
and that the present one, or his successor,
and they would have a proper understanding
of all matters pertaining to their work; and
all would move along to the advancement of
this cause.
Again, I say that in order that the work
may continue to move on this department
must be kept abreast with the other. Unless
it is, there will not be the success t:rnt there
should be. To my mind, it is the keynote to
the redemption of Zion.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM LEWIS.
STEWARTSVILLE,

Miesouri, March

30, 1897.
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LEWISTON, Ill., Mar. 3.
Editors Herald: - Will the Herald and Ensign kindly warn the members of the church
of another fraud, calling himself a saint and
professing to know so many of the prominent
ones in the church, and claiming to live in
Keokuk, giving his name as Patterson and
having one club foot. He borrowed five dollars of me last Saturday with the promise of
returning it on Monday. Since ho left I have
found him to be a fraud. Let tbe saints look
for a club foot and that will be enough. He
was so sorry at Bro. Blair's death, and that
Bro. Joseph and Alexander had been afflicted.
Beware of him, for he is about as complete a
fraud as can well be found. He has made the
business of swindling the saints a study and
has his lesson well learned.
It may cause trouble for an honest man
coming this way, unless one we are acquainted with.
Yours as ever,
THOMAS F. STAFFORD.

the semicolon
sentences:-

dividing

the

two

And it was by the east sea; and it was in
the south by the line of the possessions of the
Lamanites.

Accepting this as the true solution
we will now proceed to locate the
city and land of Moroni.
And the Nephites began the foundation of
a city, and they called the name of the city
Moroni; and it was by the east sea; and it
was in the south by the :ine of the possessions of the Lamanites.

If the line I have before given as
the north line of the ''strip of wilderness" dividing the lands of Nephi and
Zarahemla be correct, then the land
and city of Moroni occupied what had
been before the land of J ershon and
what we now know as the Gulf of
Maracaibo, and the best proof I have
to offer is found in the Book of Nephi
4: 6, where it is written,

CONIFER, Col., March 29.
Editors Herald:- I held a series of meetings
And behold, that great city Moroni have
at this place last week and had good liberty in I caused to be sunk in the depths of the sea, and
preaching the gospel. I baptized one precious the inhabitants thereof to be drowned.
soul into the kingdom of God, and I believe he
And following again I read:
will make a useful man in the church. So
''And behold, the city of Gilgal have
the work is moving on slowly in Colorado.
I caused to be sunk, and the inhabitYours for the right,
JAMES KEMP.
ants thereof to be buried up in the

'* -

Oriqinal 1Ir1iBIB8.
BOOK OF MORMON GEOGRAPHY.
-N0.3.
WHEN Mormon had advanced in his
abridgment and came to write of the
location of the city of Moroni and its
lands he wrote,

ADd it was by the east sea.

But as the east sea or Atlantic
Ocean and its tributary was an east
sea to both the land northward and to
the land southward, he wished it to
be understood by us when those writings should speak to us out of the dust
which of those lands he was writing
of, and he wrote,
Aud it was in the south by the line of the
possessions of the Lamanites.

That line is described by Alma as
running in a straight course from the
"east sea, even unto the sea west,"
and "by the head of the river Sidon."
And I believe "it does not require an
educated man to see clearly" that this
second expression used by Mormon is
the proper one associated with the
above considerations by which we can
understand the quotation we are considering; and it appears to me to be
more fully established by the use of

depths of the earth; yea, and the city
Onihah, and the inhabitants thereof,
and the city of Mocum, and the in:
habitants thereof, and the city of Jerusalem, and the inhabitants thereof,
and waters have I caused to come iip in
the stead thereof," thus forming a lake,
which I believe to be Lake Maracaibo.
The city of Gilgal escaped the watery
element perhaps because of occupying
higher ground and was located where
once was the city of the Zoramites,
and the land of Gilgal had been what
the Zoramites called Antionum, bordering upon the "strip of wilderness"
and south of the land of Moroni as
Antionum had been south of Jershon.
I am aware that I am liable to be
met with the idea that Jerusalem was
in the land of Nephi. To this I answer, 'Tis true there was a city called
Jerusalem in the land of the Lamanites, but to my mind it would not be
strange to find a city in the land of
Zarahemla by the name of Jerusalem,
seeing that the two nations sprang
from the same family and from the
same city Jerusalem in the land of
their fathers. If then the city of
Moroni occupied the site where I have
placed it, then the cities and lands of
Nephihah, Lehi, Morianton, Omner,
Gid, and Mulek lay in the order named

I
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from the land of Moroni to the mouth
of the state of Panama "on the east
borders by the seashore," the city of
Mulek being located in the entrance
to the now state of Panama and having its western bounds upon the eastern side of the range of wilderness
named upon the map as S. Del Darien
(see Alma 24: 9), the then provincial
land Bountiful occupying the greater
part of what we now know as the
state of Panama.
I wish to throw out a few ideas
farther and hope I won't intrude. In
regard to the location of "the land of
Melek," the article states after quoting Alma 6: 1, 2,
This shows that the land of Melek was west
of the land of Zarahemla, and the wilderness
was west of Melek.

We quote the text:And it came to pass in the commencement
of the tenth year of the reign of the judges
over the people of Nephi, that Alma departed from thence [Zarahemla] and took bis
Journey over into the land of Meiek, on the
west of the river Sidon, on the west, by the
borders of the,wilderness.-Alma 6: 1.

From the reading of the article the
conclusion arrived at is badly strained.
If when Alma went over upon the east
of the .river Sidon into the valley of
Gideon is sufficient to convey the fact
that Zarahemla lay west of the river
Sidon, then it was superfluous to tell
us that Melek was also west of the
river Sidon if it occupied a position
west of the land of Zarahemla. Better far for Alma to have stated that
fact rather than what we now have.
But I do not so read the quotation;
let us examine it:Alma . . . took his journey over into the
land of Melek.

The article says "over into," (over
the mountain range). My idea is that
he went over the river Cauca into the
land of Melek, and also that the land
of Melek lay north and northwest of
the land of Zarahemla; that is, the
east end of the land of Melek was
partly bounded by the river Sidon,
and that the western end rested in
the borders of the wilderness formed
by the Sierra S. Jeronimo range,
which extends northeast to within
fifty miles of the Magdalena River,
thus the land of Melek was ''on the
west of the river Sidon, on the west,
by the borders of the wilderness."
Again; that the land of Ammonihah
to which Alma traveled three days

upon the north side of the land of
Melek was bounded upon its northern
end by the land of Mdek, its northwest side by the river Sinu, and its
southeastern side by the river San
Jorjie; that when Alma and Amulek
departed from Ammonihah they' 'came
out even to the land of Sidom" and
when they had finished their labors
in the land of Sidom, "Alma took
Amulek and came over to the land of
Zarahemla and took him to his own
house." (See from Alma 6: 1 to 10:
16.) Thus then I gather that the land
of Sidom was bounded on the west
by Ammonihah, the river San J orjie
dividing them, and upon the east by
the river Oauca, and that this river
was that over which Alma took Amulek
into the provincial land of Zarahemla
to his own house; and thus the land
of Sidom, instead of Melek, lay west
of the provincial land of Zarahemla.
There are two other cities mentioned in this western part of the
national land of Zarahemla; they are
Noah and A::iJron. Of the first, N oaJh,
it is said:They [the Lamanites] had destroyed the
people of Ammoniah and also some around
the borders of Noah, and taken others captive
into the wilderness.

Of the coming in of the Lamanites
it is said:There was a cry of war heard throughout
the land; for behold, the armies of the Lamanites had come in on the wilderness side
into the borders of the land even into the city
of Ammonihah.

This city then was their objective
point and, as we have seen, the land
of Ammoniah lay in a northwesterly
direction from the city of Zarahemla.
The Lamanites coming in and destroying the city and going out as they did
is proof sufficient that it was down
the Pacific coast they came, and returned in the west wilderness; which
is further shown by their crossing the
river flidon in the south wilderness
and being met by the Nephites upon
the east side of that river. The land
of Noah then adjoined the land of
Ammoniah on the southwest, its borders being on the Lamanites' route
from the latter on their way to the
wilderness west or Pacific coast.
In regard to the city of Aaron, I
gather from the record that this city
and its lands lay southwest of the
land of Sidom, bounded on the east

by the Cauca River and on the west
by the land of Noah. The direction
in which this city lay I gather from
the following: He (Alma) departed
thence (from Ammonihah) and took
his journey towards the city which
was called Aaron. After Alma had
received his message from the angel
of the Lord he returned speedily to
the land of Ammonihah and he entered the city by another way, which
is on the south of the city of Ammonihah. (Alma 6: 4-6.) I presume then
that Alma, having traveled on the
north side of Melek, entered the
city of Ammonihah upon its north
side, and when he left it was also upon
that side, and traveled in a southward direction toward the city of
Aaron, but returning he came by an other way and entered the city on the
south.
This would show that he
traveled in a southward direction,
and that the city of Aaron lay in that
course. But I am aware that some
one will say the city of Aaron adjoined Moroni. Granted; there was a
city and land of Aaron that adjoined
the lands of Moroni and Nephihah.
The land of Moroni was by the east
sea, and Nephihah was upon the:east
borders by the seashore and adjoined
Moroni. The expressions used in regard to the location of these two
lands, although they adjoined each
other, is material proof of that which
I have before stated, that after rounding Point Gallinas the Caribbean Sea
was considered . an east sea by those
living in South America; and especially would this be so by the Nephi tes whose home was in the northern
part of that continent. The lands of
Moroni, Nephihah, and Aaron which
adjoined them, all lay northeast from
the city of Zarahemla, while the cities
of which we have been treating--from
Melek to Aaron-lay from north to
southwest of the city of Zarahemla
and upon the Pacific side of the continent, and several hundred miles distant from the city of Aaron whose
land adjoined the lands of Moroni and
Nephihah; so that there must have
been two cities of the same name in
the national land of Zarahemla.
And now I will leave this for the
brethren to study.
Your brother for the truth,
WILLIAM HAWKINS.
Voms, Missouri, January 8, 1897,
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UOhhHGH GlfY BRRBHR SHOP,
-)fPP,>':-ITE(-

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but fir~t-claF.R w"rk done in our Jinµ. Ladies'
h11.1r cl·~anmg at to.hop or hotl~P. Pxcept Satu:·<iaye ..

Iowa Steum Laundry iu cotm ct ion.

F. A. BLACK.

FOR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 roomed modern residence
near saints chapel. or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland College.
Cause of sale,
continued poor health of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further part.iculars. address or call on
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 ccnts; sample
copies free.
,
The traveling ministry, dietrict and branch presidents,
and Biehop's nents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and a•si•t the put>
lishing department.
.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittance" should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount!il: One month's inser~
tlon, five per cent; three mouths, fifteen per cent; six
montbs, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1at or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices
(on outside pa;<es of cover, unless otherwise accepted.)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at poet office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-cla111
mail matter.)

COTTAGE FOR SALE.

WHAT IS MAN?

NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
Tooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
elosets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
'Cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
eonvenient home. Purchaeer may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyarde, Lamoni, Iowa.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely < x tmined the subject upon which he has wdtten, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judg·
ment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers ............•....... $ 35
Cloth..............................
SC

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and wordB together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
'QY the saints.
-Cloth, leather backs .............•.. $ 50
Full leather..... . . . . . . . . . . . • ...... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ...••...••.. 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges .....•.•.•••..•• 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ..........• , ........••....••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . •. • ••. ••• • 35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia ........•..... $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 25
Cloth..............................
75
·-WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ••.•••....•••.•••.••••• $ 25
Cloth • • ••• • • • •• • •• • • •• . • • •• . ••• •••
35

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issu<0>s
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .............................. $1 2.5

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHE'i'IC MISSION VINDICATED AND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MORMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.
.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New and revised
edition, 200 pages.
Paper covers .....•...•............ ,$ 35
Cloth, limp........................
50

BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

This tr&ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the present leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
do_z._, W ce11tE?.

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters or who loves animals, we will send free,
upo~ application, a copy of the 11 ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

THE t1ATIONAL HUMANE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building-,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAl\iUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a.
common origin, and are flvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. The<l1Jogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archae·
ology, and other sources of informatien the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American abo·
riginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped, by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Clo~h ..........•...•.....••......•. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for a.U
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;.
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ........••..•••••••.•.. , ...... $ 75
Library ............................ 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testi·
mony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
oi the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many mis·
representations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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GRACELAND COLLEGE.

AFTERGLOW.
' A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment .•.•.••. 1 75
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ..• 2 50

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 casb t\Ed halnnce 10 yearly paymrout.R. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The

purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per

l)ottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.

Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E. :!ti.YE.RS, Druggist. Lamoni. Unva.

HARDWARE.

Absolutely_ Pure.,
Celebrated for its great leavening strength
and healthfulness. Assures the food against
alum and all forms of adulteration common
to the cheap brands.
CJ
:Royal Baking~Powder Co., New York.

&TOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.

HOMES AT LAMONI.

Specie.I attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of sm~ll fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; term8 on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
It don't cure yon write us and we will return your
money. It cures others, why not you? You mu
no risk in
·
Why delay lon!!Pr? Send
In your orde
ress· B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 H
· Illinois.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "Row not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

RESPERIS.
The poetical works of David R. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
T~e book cont~ins 194 pages.
Elegantly
pr~nted, bound m cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
Dr1ce $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT C. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good coudition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b;;,rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING ROUSE,
La".Uoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing Rouse and Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

RADIE MARIUS,
DESIO NS,
COPYRIOHTS &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:.: securing patents
iil America.
We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r"oeive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a yearg
$1.50 six mouths. Specimen copies and HAND
!WOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addresa

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonable.
Apply to
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA..
NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, p:Jcket size edition, designed especially fur Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE 'I'YPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia .................•. 1 25
Seal grain russia, e;ilt edges •......• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi.c
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
THE ROLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth .........•••...............•.. $1 00
Sheep or library binding .........•. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt edge8 ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low~
priced editions: With marginal references.
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without;
references, two sizas, 30 a.nd 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised.
Version, Eyre and Spottiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnioheu on a11plication.

PRLMARY QUESTION BOOK.
.uimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTEU~1EDIATE QUESTION BO.OK.
Limµ rnuolin, ?,.5 cents; per dozen ... $2 50
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CLEAVAGE AMONG
BAPTISTS.

THE

"THE Distinctive Principles of Baptists" is the general title to a series of
articles which The Standard, of Chicago, has been publishing from the
pens of leading Baptist di.vines. In
the issue of February 27 appeared, as
one of the series, an article on "The
Baptist Outlook," by Rev. Dr. Eri B.
Hulbert, dean of the Divinity School
of the University of Chicago, and in
the issue of March 13 appears a reply
by Rev. Dr. J.B. Jackson. The subject of both articles is, in a word, the
inroads which the "higher criticism."
has made in the Baptist denomination.
Dean Hulbert has been regarded
as fairly conservative; but he
recognizes that rapid changes are taking place in the church, and that in
future time ''Baptists will differ from
us even more than we differ from our
fathers." This transformation, which
he obviously advocates, is "breaking
our Baptist brotherhood into parties"
and '•already the line of separation is
becoming so definite and fixed that
preachers and churches are arraying
themselves or being arrayed on one
side or the other." The line of separation does not, he thinks, divide the
church on what are commonly accepted as its distinctive principles,
nor on the great fundamental, saving,
and moral truths of Christianity; nor
is the line as marked as in some other
denominations.
Nevertheless it is
real, and the names already assigned
to the two parties, Conservatives and
Progressives, indicate the nature of
the division. The following is his
diagnosis of the trouble:' 'The marvelous progress in the
domain of natural and physical science,
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the recently promulgated theories of in heaven. They have a new concepevolution, the philosophical and theo- tion of man, of his creation in God's
logical speculations imported from. image, and his boundless possibilities
Germany, the reconstructed apologet- of growth in the likeness of his
ical literature adapted to present-day Creator, Father, and Savior. They
exigencies, the discoveries in the ruins have a new conception of the Bible.
of ancient Oriental dynasties, the They have ceased to believe that it
studies in comparative philology and was dictated in a mechanical way, and
in comparative religion, the new way that its chief design was to furnish
of conceiving and writing history, the proof-texts in .polemical theology.
new canons of literary criticism, the They have parted with many of the
new outlook in the realm of ethics, traditional notions of the authorship,
the new science of sociology, and the structure, and purpose of the sacred
new humanitarian activities-this new books. They maintain that no theory
world of new thought in the midst of of inspiration has yet been advanced
which we are living has profoundly . which covers the facts, and that their
moved some of our Baptist brothers. reconstructed Bible is a book more
It has not merely changed their point human and more divine, more consistof view, given them a new center of ent and rational, more helpful and inobservation, it has well-nigh revolu- spiring than the traditional volume.''
tionized the very substance of their
Nearly all the rest of the article
thinking. They do not look at things consists of a plea for a tolerant spirit
as they once did. Mere modification between the two parties. If they are
of conception has passed over to rad- to "fight" out their differences, "Satan
ical transformation. They are not able will deservedly get them both in the
to analyze the process by which this end, and, perforce, the denomination
change has come about. It certainly will go to the devil." If the evil
has not been in the main by a conscious, spirit is exorcised and a Christly
deliberate dropping of old ideas, but spirit to take its place, each party
rather in the main by an unconscious can help the other to reach the
passing over into a new world in fuller truth. He wants free discuswhich the old ideas cannot survive. sion and open debate, but each side
Notions for which they would once should recognize the honesty and
have laid down their lives are notions ability of the other; and the result of
for which they would not now lift a such controversy will be a better Bible,
finger. . . . There is not a time- a better theology, a better education,
honored belief which must not submit a better ecclesiasticism, a better misitself to fres]l scrutiny."
sionary endeavor, a better sociological
That Dean Hulbert does not look activity, a better young people's infl.uupon this change as regrettable is ence.
apparent from his further description
Dr. Jackson, in his reply, expresses
of the Progressive:very considerable surprise over the
"They have a new conception of description given by Dr. Hulbert of
God, of his goodness and glory. His the Progressives and of the radical
sheer sovereignty and decrees fall nature of their purposes. While reinto the background, and his moral pudiating for himself the title of Conexcellence, beauty, and common servative, "in the sense of feeling
Fatherhood fill the v1s10n. They called upon to hoot at everything new
have a new conception of Christ as and to make a fetish of everything
the express image of ~is Father's per- old," he does believe that the past is
son and the perfect revelation of his "the mother of us all,'' and that "any
thought and love; and of Christ's scheme which breaks abruptly with
work in man's behalf as designed to the past must prove ephemeral." He
meet the necessities and aspirations calls Dr. Hulbert's article an irenicon,
of his entire being-body, mind, soul and predicts for it the fate of so many
-for time and eternity, in earth and other irenicons which lie strandedon
'I

II
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the shores of time.
"Not peace,"/ be tested anew before even to it our
he writes, "but a sword." The chasm I friends in quarantine as aforesaid can
cannot be closed.
subscribe, Credo."
Quoting a part of the first extract
T~e genesis of the new: movement
we have given above from Dr. Hul- ,1 as given by Dr. Hulbert (m the same
bert he calls the statements therein extract), Dr. Jackson observes, makes
dist~rbing as first read and startling scant reference, in fact no explicit
on a second perusal. The Progress- reference at all, to the Scriptures,
ives are therein described as having which Baptist authorities have held
•'the very substance of their thinking to be the one paramount source of
well-nigh revolutionized." Then Dr. Christian doctrine. He dwells upon
Jackson asks a question or two:this point:"Neither the decrees of councils,
"The question arises, and it is of
nor
the teachings of church fathers,
profound and most practical moment:
nor
the unverified theories of scienIf there is not a time- honored belief
tists,
nor the philosophical speculawhich must not submit itself to a
tions
of theologians, nor the wild
fresh scrutiny, to be of course cast
conjectures
and crude inferences of
aside if it do not bear the test of the
critics,
higher
or lower, must be al.i
'new learning,' what are our progresslowed
to
usurp
the throne hitherto
ive ministers meanwhile to preach?
occupied
in
our
Baptist
kingdom by
Can they in consistency deal out to
the
word
of
revelation.
Yet no one
their hearers anything but negations?
can
fail
to
notice,
as
already~ reYet these never saved, and never can
marked, how small a place, in fact no
save, a soul from death."
distinct place at all, is assigned to the
Continuing in the same strain he
Bible in Dean Hulbert's account of the
says:influences and forces which have in"How long, I say, will it take for stigated and pushed forward the stuthe old gospel to be displaced by the pendous revolution, with whose
new? In other words, how long will fortunes so many of our ministers
the Progressives need to abide in the have seen fit to identify themselves.
theological quarantine wherein, poor In this he is, I begin to fear, only too
souls, they now find themselves? well justified as a historian. But his
Pitiable indeed is their present state; complaisance toward the movement
and pitiable it must remain, until they as thus set forth is a different thing."
can with safety pass to the terrafirma
Reviewing the effects of such teachof a brand-new set of positive and ing, Dr. Jackson concludes his article
working beliefs. However rapid the as follows:transformation now going on-a trans"I repeat, I do not fear for the ultiformation that takes in the entire creed, mate and glorious triumph of Christ's
and extends to its very roots-mani- kingdom. But I do fear, and I fear
festly quite a period must elapse be- greatly, for the well-being of souls
fore that 'better theology than we now alive, and for those who may
now possess,' which we are kindly come immediately after us. On this
informed, nay, assured, the Baptists point, if it is proper for me to make
are to have, will get fairly on its such a personal reference, I confess I
legs. Meanwhile, souls are passing have thoughts that move to tears."by thousands into eternity, with no Literary Digest.
hope but that which is held out by the
gospel of Christ. At least so the
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Conservatives think. And so likeGrand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
wise thought 'Our progressive breth- Division Street. Services on Sunday 2: 30 and
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Wednesday evening.
ren, until seized by the •new theology,'
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, presior the 'new learning'-it makes but dent. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p. m.
little difference which; for each, service
Springfield, Missouri: Hall corner of Comthough extremely nebulous, perhaps mercial and Springfield avenues. Preaching at
CO a. m. and 7: 15 p. m., Sunday school at
rather because it is so, seems to have 11:
9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: 00 p. m. W. R.
a wonderfully hypnotic power over Pickering in charge.
San Francisco, California: Red Men's
those who dally long therewith. But
bi..ilding, 320 Post Street. Preaching at
this conviction respecting the doom 11: 00 a. rii. and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday school 12: 00
of unrepentant and unbelieving sinners to 2: 00 p. m. Sacrament meeting second Sunday of each month at 12: 00 m. Chas. A.
is itself a belief, and therefore must Parkin, president, M. A. Saxe, secretary.

Bradford and Beswick m1ss10n: Saints
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
Street, Queen's Road, Manchester. in char!!'e.
Des Moines, Iowa: SaintB church; corner
of Sixteenth and Des Moines i:Otreets, East Des
Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
9:45; preaching- service at ll:CO a. m.; social
service at 2: 00; youn!! peopL 's meeting at
5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. Prayer meeting on Thursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Dix Avenue, near West Bouleva:-d; Elder W.
J. Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p.
m. Pastor'saddress, No. 613Cavalry Avenue.
Council Bluffa, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doors west of Glen Avenue. Preaching at
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
12:00 m.; Zion's Religo-Literary Society at
6: 00 p. m.; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
evening. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
D·.rnver, Colorado: Hall No. 2442 Washington Avenue. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and
7: 30 p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 a. m.
Pra:i-er meeting Wednesday evening. Z. R.L. S. first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
of Monroe and Second Streets.
St. Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
between Montgomery and Benton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor; residirnc•>, 2512 Slattery
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00
a. m.; social meeting 2: 30, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting. Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. Young people's R~ligio-Literary,
Thursda.~. 8: p. m.
Omaha, Nebraska: Saints chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-firs.t Street.
West Oakland, Califor.nia: Montana hall,
Adeline Station, Seventh Street.
San Bernardino, California: Corner Fifth
anr1 F Streets.
Los Angeles, California: No. 108 North
Spring Street, Knights of Pythias hall. .
San Jose, California: No. 162 South First
Street.
. t h
l
South Manchester, England: ~am s c ape ,
6 Cornbrook Place, Chester Road, Manchester. Presiding officer, Elder James Baty.
Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
. _
. .
Cleveland, Ohio: Wieber Hall, No. 4$5
Pearl Street. Sunday services at 11: 00 a. m.
and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at 3: 00 p. m.
South Salford, England: Saints meeting
room, No. 97 Ellesmere street, Regent Road,
Salford, near Manchester. Presiding officer,
Elder Thomas Taylor, No. 99 West High
Street, Cross Lane, Salford.
Farnworth, England:
Saints meeting
room No. 20 a Ellesmere street, Farnworth,
near 'MancheFteor. Presiaing ,,fficer, Elder
Joseph Harper, No. 43 Southern Street, Little
Hulton, near Bolton.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
North Manchester, England: Saints chapel,
Collyhurst Road, near Queen's Road, Harpur·
hey, Manchester. Presiding officer, Elder
Henry Greenwood:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of
Fifth and Huntingdon Streets; preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at
10:00 a. m.
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall on Second Avenue, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Streets. Sunday services at 2: 00 p. m.;
Sunday school at 3: 15 p. m.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
North Atchison. Sunday school at 10: 00 a.
m.; social service 11: 00 a. m.; preaching
service 8:00 p. m.; Wednesday social service
8:00 p. m.
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"ff ye continue in my word, th·
ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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THE GENERAL CONFERENCE.

the 12th. - The meeting
provided for by action of the 9th for
the discussion of tent work, methods
of preaching, missionary, and pastoral
work, was held from eight a. m. to
about the noon hour, in charge of
President Joseph Smith. The main
points presented by the brethren, so
far as the writer was able to obtain
them, are given herewith:-

MONDAY,

1. Best modes of preaching; 2. The best
way to carry on tent work; 3. The best way
to carry on city work; 4. The best way to
carry on work in rural districts; 5. Debates;
6. The attitude we should assume toward the
world; 7. The use of slang; 8. The use of
sensationalism.
1. Best modes of preaching. The speaker
should be humble and secure the Holy
Spirit. The Spirit will guide the same person to present the same idea in different
ways. Be sure to present the doctrines of
Jesus Christ. Show that Jesus Christ is the
author of the work we represent. Do not
treat upon speculative ideas, or spend time
in presenting your own opinions. Treat
principally upon the first principles of the
gospel with the associate truths of the existence and character of God. Preach affirmatively as a rule, using but little .negative
argument. Present at least two scriptural
evidences to sustain each point advocated.
Do not present a point unless you have the
evidence at hand to sustain it. Use simple
language. Appeal to the intellect. Speak
in a humble, loving manner, not boastfully.
Seek to build up, not tear· down. Predicate
what you preach upon the truths, and present needs of the peopl<.> where you labor,
seeking to ascertain their condition by
proper inquiry with prayer. Sarcasm and
ridicule should not be resorted to; avoid offending. Present ideas with seriousness,
thereby impressing the people with the
sacredness of the truth; use but little levity.
Refer but little to your personal conditions
past or present. Be original, and thus show
your individuality. Do not speak of the unpopularity or the dark side of the churc)l.
Make it plain that we have llll'Q sympathy
with Utah Mormonism. Avoid politics as a
theme. The use of charts and blackboards
is to commended. Show in a humble yet a

firm way that the work represented is defensible. It is a mistake to take the corpse
at a funeral service for a text from which to
preach a doctrinal sermon. There should be
a systematic and definite manner of conducting funeral services.
2. Tent work. Seek a pleasant and attractive location near some thoroughfare for the
location of the tent. Locate the tent where
it will get the morning sun. Make it look
cleanly and homelike without and within the
tent.
Arrange the seats neatly, having
backs to them. Advertise with printed circulars well distributed, and a large notice on
outside of tent. Be present at the tent most
of the time to converse with inquirers, and
to invite their attendance at the services.
Two brethren of nearly equal ability, one of
whom should be a married man, whose wife
will travel with her husband, should be. associated in labor. It would be well if the sister
was an organist, and one who could and would
defend the work in meekness. The people
should be visited and tracts distributed to
them. The tents used should be well made,
and not too large. Some one should be with
the tent night and day to care for it, and that
which is associated with it, so that neither
designing persons nor storms would do so
much damage. It would be well at times to
publish the subjects to be treated upon ahead.
It is well to have a small tent to sleep in and
keep books, etc. Every district should have
at least one tent. Should be well secured
with strong guy ropes, and should have double
blocks in hoisting tent on center poles. Two
ropes should be used at each s1de pole, one
longer than the other, and the stakes
to which they are attached fastened together
at the top with a strong wire. Tent should
never be taken down when damp. In transportation the tent should be protected so as
not to come in contact with any substance
that will wear holes in it.
While some thought that tent work was
expensive and required much work, yet it
was generally conceded that it was a benefit,
and could be made very successful in reaching people who could not be reached by
other means.
3. The best way to carry on city work.
There should be a located pastor who could
spend all his time in religious work. Men
selected for city work should be adapted to
such work; a man should thoroughly inform
himself on current events, and seek advice to
give relating to them when necessary.
4. The best way to conduct work in rural
districts. One should be common, plain,
willing to adapt himself to circumstances,
and not too critical. Should be sociable, and
visit and converse with the people at their
homes. Study to adapt language to the
understanding of the people. Show ourselves helpful.
5. Dabates. We were advised by the word
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of the Lord to "confound your enemies; call
upon them to meet you, both in public and in
private; and inasmuch as ye are faithful,
their shame shall be made manifest."-D. and
C., page 203, par. 2, hence concluded that at
times debates were necessary, and result in
good. Should not make assertions unless
proof is at hand.
Always be courteous to
opponents.
6. Our attitude towards the world. We
should be discreet, and not too critical. Give
them credit for all truth believed.
7. The use of slang. It is questionable
whether slang should ever be used. There
might be an exceptional case when a point
could be understood better, or made more impressive by the use of a slang phrase in common use.
8. The use of sensationalism. Is permissible
in calling attention to time and place of service, and subject to be treated in special cases.
Should not be used as a rule, as it does not
appeal to the intellect.
One brother who had once been associated
with the errors of Utah Mormonism, but had
been saved therefrom, said that we should
treat that people kindly and seek to show
them their errors. He further said that the
representatives of that people were very ignorant of the standard books of the church,
even the Bible, and cited as proof that at one
time in conversation with one of them he
cited to evidence to prove a certain point and
said it was found in the book of Jeremiah or
Nicodemus, he did not know which.
The session was quite beneficial, and better
qualified many of the ministry for their
future work.
J. F. MINTUN, Secretary pro tern.

The usual business session opened
at two o'clock, in charge of President
Joseph Smith. The hymn, "0 for a
faith that will not shrink," was sung,
and Elder Charles Derry offered
prayer. The minutes of previous
sessions were read and approved.
The principal item of business before the conference was the revelation
presented to the church by President
Joseph Smith. Bro. F. G. Pitt, of
the High Priests, was appointed by
the President to preside during its
consideration.
The revelation was read by the
Secretary. After receiving the formal
reports of the Twelve, the Seventy,
the High Priests, the Bishopric, the
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons, they all arose to their feet, as
did also the delegates and the entire
assembly, in token of their acceptance
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of the revelation. The vote was from
the assembly entire and was unani.
:tnous. Th e w h o1e congrega t 10n was
. .
deeply moved by the Holy Spirit,
which was poured out richly in attesstation of the truth of the comm unication given to the church.
The
congregation then sang, "Praise God
from whom all blessings flow."
A motion providing for the publication of the revelation in the Doctrine
and Covenants was adopted.
Following this a resolution making
provision for inserting the revelation
of 1894 in the Doctrine and Covenants,
was also adopted.
President Smith was authorized to
provide for the ordinations of those
named in the revelation.
The brethren named, with the exception of Bro. W. H. Kelley, of the
Twelve, each made a statement; action concerning the ordination of
Bro. Kelley as President of the
Twelve being deferred until the
changes provided for by the revelation were made in the Quorum of
Twelve.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith's statement is given herewith:In answer to the question of Pres. Joseph
A'exander
sllli. tb ' "Brother
·
'
' do you accept
the appointment?" Bro. Alexander Smith
said: "I accept the appointment and will
say that to me the appintment was not altogether unlooked for, for intimations of the
past for a number of years have directed my
mind i"n that direction
T wi"sh to cay that I
have never felt to fully give myself into the
hands of the Lord for this appointment until
this spring. There was that bond of affection for the quo1·um over which I presided
that I felt that I wished to remain with
them; but since it has been made known that
it is the Lord's wish that I should labor elsewhere, I am willing to do the very best I can,
using my powers in doing the Lord's will so
far as he shall give me stl'engtb, leaving the
result in bis hands. All that I have, all
that I am, all that I ever expeet to have or
to be, is put into this work. I have given
myself wholly to the Lord.
0

·

,

•

i

Bro. Edmund L. Kelley's statement
is as follows:I can say to the conference that having always stood ready to do whatever the Lord
shall call me to do, I am ready to pnrform
wha~ is my duty so far as I am able to do so
in the present calling. I have ever been
willing to work in whatever position my
heavenly Father wanted me to work; that
being my belief of duty with reference to the
position of all workers in the church; and
when I was working in the Priest's Quorum,
I was just as earnest and satisfied with my
work as I have been since I have been in the
Bishopric, and possibly I shall be no better

*

I

satisfied with the.new work placed upon me
than I _have been rn the past.
.
. Po:sibly some of you may wlSb to know
.
h
whether this matter has been before broug t
to my attention; and I may state in this connection that seven years ago there was presented to me in vision President Smith with
a revelation in his hand and the statement
was that I should act as one of the counselore,
and then the question was asked, "What
about my work in the Bishopric?" and the
statement was made that I was to act also in
the Bishopric. I never made this statement
to any individual or person in the world,
until after this n,velation was presented. I
was puzzled because I never heard tell before
of ona individual acting in both places at the
same time. I suppose it is something as an
emergency, and I only present this to show
that God is like himself in his revealments.
He gave the evidence, I suppose, so that I
would be satisfied when it should come.

Bro. Isaac N. White stated as follows:! realize what an important position this
is, and how much wisdom it demands above
that which I have had in the past in other
quorums of the church. I am not at sea in
reference to the added responsibility that
will be imposed upon me by accepting the
position in the church that this revelation
calls me to. A revelation amounts to no thing to me unless I havo faith and confidence
that it is from God. This revelation says:
"And, if these will accept this appointment
and remain humble, faithful, and diligent,
they shall with their brethren be greatly

blessed in ministering the word and bringing
souls unto me.,, I am prepared to believe
this revelation is from God, with all my
heart. I have good reasons for 80 believing.
When I was at the Kirtland, Ohio, conference
one year ago I had an open vision while Brn.
Luff was at prayer during a prayer service participated in by the Quorums of Twelve, High
Priests, the two quorums of Seventy, and the
Bishopric in the upper room of the Temple.
In that vision I saw a fountain and was told
that from that fountain God would send forth
a revelation to fill some of the important
quorums of the church. I was given to understand that at this General Conference it
might be expected. One or two very important things have been fulfilled that were
shown to m 3 in that vision; things, too, that
were least expected by me.
Some three yes,rs ago the Lord showed me
that I was to go to the Quorum of the Twelve.
It passed into my daily journal, and that
journal was carefully stored away in one of
the drawers in my secretary, among private
papers where few hands but my own find
their way. I was aware of the occasional
"crank" trying to climb into "Moses' seat,"
and for the good of the work and to protect
myself I kept my own counsel, not even revealing what I had received to my own wife,
who generally knows all my secrets. I left
home on March 5 to visit my sister who was
lying at the point of death. While there on
the night of the 25th of March, 1897, I had
i very peculiarfeelings before retiring; Ifelt to
! pray and did so at my bedside, and the room

I se.erned to fill with the Spir~tof God .. I plead

with God t~ pass by all my imperfections and
fit and qual!fy me for the work that was before me. I retired, and presently I was
wrapped in vision.
In the vision I was
aboard a large ship headed towards the
north. On my right or to the east no land
could be seen; but on my west I saw we were
1
t th l d p
tl I percei'ved Bro
c ose 0
e an ·
resen 3
·
Joseph Smith standing in the front end of
this immense ship, seemingly directing her
movements. Three large windows were in the
front there for the purpose of light or places
to look out to see how to direct the ship's
movement a 11 d from which to see the breakers that might lie in the way. I was standing about midway .of the ship and noticed
that Bro. Luff was tipping my elbow on the
right. I noticed that Bro. Joseph Smith
was the only man in the front and he was
pacing backward and forward in the front;
first passing this window then that. Presently he stopped and looking towards us said
in a loud voice: "I. N., do you know that.
there had been a revelation received regard-

ing filling the quorums?" I turned to Bro.
Luff and when catching his eye saw at once,
that be knew something about it. Joseph:
cried out again: "Don't reveal this until it.
is presented to the General Conference." At.
once I saw a canvas hanging from the loweJ:"
part of one of the three front windows and ont
that canvas were three names. The first
was "President Joseph Smith." Then I perceived a window on either side of the ship
about midway, right where Bro. Luff and I
stood. On one of these windows was a similar canvas to that I had i'ust seen in the
front, only the first name on this last one
was, "I. N. White;" then followed two other
names. At this juncture I heard a voice saying, '·Your responsibility will be increased
in place of being lessened;" and the voice of
the Sp1"rit said: "Look out for breakers!"
My duty was to watch from this side window
and also look ahead through the front windows for breakers, and I felt the responsibi!Hy so heavily and my anxiety for the
safety of the ship seemed to be magnified a
hundredfold.
During this anxietv the vision passed
away. I cried out to God: "O Lord, I am
not worthy to be called even a servant of
thine; drop me back to the office of au
Aaronic priest and I shall be satisfied and
will promise thee that I will not even make
one complaint." But the Spirit of my office
was upon me.
This revelation that is now before us is
as much a revelation from God as it was a
revelation from God when he spoke to Moses
in the calling of Aaron. It would not be any
more a revelation of God to me if Christ
stood by me to-day like he did when he
stood upon the shores of the lakes of the
eastern continent and spoke to his brethren
there saying: "Follow me, and I will make
you fishers of men." This revelation is the
"In the mouth of two or
1 voice of God to me.
three witnesses every word shall be establisheL:." These witnesses have testified to
me that this revelation is of God. Under
. these circumstances I cannot reject this call
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that I heard aright. All I can say is 1 were presented to me for years of surroundthat I try to feel the weight of this great re- ing myself with certain classes of men have
sponsibility that is thus placed upon me.
often and always presented themselves before
For some two years I have felt a change me; and one of the strong pleading causes
coming .over my life, and I know that God was the fragmentarv condition we were in. I
has been assisting me and helping me to im- realized that among what was c&lled latterBro. J. W. Wight made statement, prove along lines wherein I needed improve- day Israel to a certain extent, whether this
as follows:ment; and I here and now say that I fully was a proper name or otherwise, we were
Were I simply consulting my own feelings believe that God has spoken, and while I laboring under a disadvantage; but I had no
this afternoon I would refuse to accept the recognize that my acceptation of this office reason of my own to serve, and I thought
position, but did such refusal come from me at his hands may call from me the sacrifice that if God through Christ could not take
it would be virtually saying one of two of a life, but before you, my brethnn, and care of bis work, I could not; and if he was
things; either that I did not believe the before God this afternoon, I wish here to say willing to bless us in our fragmentary condirevelation to be from God, or else that I re- that I willingly consecrate my life to his tion, it was because of the faithfulness of the
service. I know to some extent what this people rather than the completeness of their
f use t o l a b or w h ere he calls. On Saturday
just before retiring to rest there came into may mean, and shall pray that God will help organization; and the language of the law
my soul, by the Spirit's power, the evidence me and ask you to remember me that I may which says that the majority may act where
.
h
in deed and in truth do the work intrusted to it is impracticable or impossible that there
th a t th e reve 1at10n t at would be given to
the church would affect me; but as to how I my care with an eye single to his glory. should be a whole, has been our shelter; and
did not know, neither did I know until I Amen.
whatever God bas commanded to do, t.hat he
heard it read in the quorums yesterday
The brethren named were then has always given in his command the enactmorning. In 1880 when Bro. J. c. Crabb called forward for ordination. Presi- ing clause or what is called the empowering
no
d th
d' t'
f
or enabling clause; and for this reason we
Pro unce
e or ma .ion ceremony o an dent Joseph Smith selected Brn.
elder over my head, he predicted what is behave gone forward. No man has mourned
ing fulfilled to-day, with. many other things William H. Kelley, Joseph R. Lam- more than I the disadvantage that was put
that have been fulfilled along the line on bed, Edmund C. Briggs, and John H. upon my brother. It would have been an
different occasions. The predictions have Lake, of the Twelve, Brn. Charles easy thing for me to have followed him to his
come concerning the position I am thus Derry, President of the High ·Priests' grave in comparison with what I have borne
·
·
·
f G d
in reference to his condition now·, and when
c all e d t o occupy; th
· e msp1rat10n o
o 's Quorum, and Bishop E. L. Kelley, to
Spirit made it manifest to me when I was in
I was charged with unkindness and with
Bro. want o f sp1r1
· ·t l't
fa1-off Australia; and before leaving that act wit.h him in ordaining.
ua 1 Y as th e 1ea d"mg reason
country to come here I felt the prompting-: Alexander H. Smith was ordained wLy the church was thus visited, or he was
of that Spirit, impelling me to come and pre- Counselor, Patriarch, and Evangelical visited {because it cannot be accounted a visipare myself; and I believe that had I not Minister to the whole church, by tation to him when he does not realize it), it
come when I did to meet with the conditions President Joseph Smith and the was grievous.
I have met since coming during the three brethren named.
Bro. Edmund L.
Prior to the receiving of this document
last years of my life that I would not now
which you have accepted (and I believe it was
have been prepared to have been called. Kelley was appointed and blessed to given for the purpose of overcoming my obThese conditions have been of that sort that act as Counselor to the President for jections arising from conditions that it is not
I believe God bas been preparing me for the 'uhe conference year, or until a succes- necessary for me to recite) I saw the organiposition, and yet I say honestly before God sor to Bro. W. W. Blair is chosen, by zation. I realized what was said in the visthat I shrink from the duties I am thus
ion.
I saw the quorums of the church
called to assume, and ask that your prayers Bro. 'Edmund C. Briggs and the breth- marching, and I may state the order in which
shall ascend to God in my behalf that I may ren named.
they moved; it may aid some of you and may
remain humble, faithful, diligent, and earnest
Bro. Isaac N. White was ordained overcome some possible objection, mental obin the work whereunto he has called me.
an apostle in the Quorum of Twelve, jection. I saw in the lead of this army the
Bro. R. C. Evans stated thus:by Bro. Joseph R. Lambert and the Twelve in line, and next to them the Seventy,
l"res"de t a d B th
I
the two quorums, each Seventy moving by it11 "'r
_iu •
· ' n
,n
re ren:- may say brethren named; Bro. John W. Wight
briefly that when I was confirmed into the
self, its president in the lead. Then came
church in 1876 by Joseph Luff and J. J. Cor- was ordained to the same office by the Presidency, thr•Je of them, the Bishopric
nish it, was then presented through Bro. Bro. William H. Kelley and those and then the High Council; after that, the
Cornish that I would occupy a promineut named; and Bro. Richard C. Evans High Priests, then the bodies of elders, each
position in this church. For years I strug- was ordained to the same office by in their organization, and so on until the
gled on, and finally in 1882 was ordained to Bro. John H. Lake and those named. whole army, priests, teachers, and deacons

without jeopardizing my salvation. I accept
the situation and ask the earnest prayers of
my brethren and sisters that I may be qualified for the important offic'3 and its duties;
and that I may live humble and faithful, and
never betray your trust. Amen.

the office of a priest under the hands of J. II.
Lake, and under the Spirit's influence then,
he predicted that I wouid yet fill a position
in one of.the leading quorums of the church.
I was ordained an elder in 1884 and again the
promise came.
In 1886 I was ordained
to the office of Seventy and once more the
promise was given that I would occupy a
position in the Quorum of the Twelve. Since
then from several the prediction has come, so
that I have not been altogether surprised.
During this convention it ha8 been presented
to me through others that I would occupy a
position in this quorum, but I can say 'to you
this afternoon that when I was 'called to the
Seventies meeting yesterday morning to consider the revelation and when I heard my
name read for the first time, notwithstanding
all these predictions, I could hardly believe

Following these ordinations Presi- followed.
dent Joseph Smith assigned the newly
ordained apostles to places among
their brethren of the Twelve.
President Smith then addressed the
assembly at length, his statements receiving the close attention of the assembly. He said:It may be advantageous for the ministry to
know certain things before they go from
here, in connection with what has taken
place to-d~y. There has no one among you
realized to any greater extent the broken or
fragmentary character of our organization
more than I have. There is no one among
you that has been more anxious; and I need
I not remind you that the opportunities that

It seems to me that this was typical, and I
realized that whatever may have been
my prejudice or objections against filling· these quorums thus leaving vacancies provisionally for what might take
place, we should have the opportunity
for filling; and for the first time the
leading quor- 1ms of the church can act as a
whole through the providence of God, the
Bishop acting as a Counselor. I cannot say
why there was a re~ervation in this, though
I believe I have reasons satisfactory to me.
It is not necessary now that I should state
them, for it is possible that they may be suggested to you from the language of the document itself in one particular.
I am pleased, I am more than that, for as I
told you not long ago, I bad looked forward to
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this conference with some degree of regret,
but no fear; for I believe that fear of consequences has but little to do with the man
who is thoroughly impressed with the thought
that he will do his duty and let the consequences take care of themselves; but, we
have passed through a great number of
peculiar exigencies which have ~happened to
the church, and it has only been by the intervention of God's providence, through the
ministration of bis Spirit, that we have been
more than once kept from being overcome by
internal dissension among ourselves. This
was as I predicted to you years ago, and some
of you will remember it, that which the adversary purposed as the entering wedgetbat he would create dissension in the councils of the church, and thus prevent our onward progress. And you will bear me witness
that I warned you against it time aµd again,
that that which we had so desperately fought
would not again entangle the elders of the
church; but if there was a disruptton it would
come from disse!lsion among ourselves.
The last year has given us an ample token of
the acceptance of God in our labors, and
whatever of prejudice I may have bad hitherto
against the entire filling up of the quorums,
so far as I am personally concerned they are
set aside, and I welcome these brethren
gladly.
I may state that last spcing while at the
conference at Kirtland I had a dream or
vision that I told numbers of the brethren.
Bro. Griffiths will remember me telling it at
his dinner table. I found myself with some
few of the brethren near a heavily-loaded
wagon, , having a pair of horses hitched
to it and climbing a difficult hill; it seemed
to me that it was loaded with matters pertaining to the church, or materials belonging
to the church. Right near the crest of the
bill was a very difficult place, one of the
horses seemed to be weaker than the other,
and all at once he faltered in his steps and
came near falling; the other horse pushed on
and did the best he could. I was walking on
the left hand side of the team and
I looked around me and just up at the right
of the bill I saw Brother Alexander and
Brother \'Villiam Kelley, and just to tbe left
of me and a little back I saw the Bishop; but
I could nowhere see Bro. Blair. I said to
them, "Boys, we'll have to give this team a
little help." Bro. William Kelley, Bro. E.
L., Alexander, and myself got around the
wagon to push. I got bold of a wheel and
the weaker horse struggled to bis feet with
the stronger one, and we got over that difficult pass and up the bill. I told this and it
was interpreted by Bro. Griffl tbs. I did not
accept the interpretation, but unfortunately
it proved afterward to be true.
I may say further than this, that I should
have been warned, but was not. ·vvhile Bro.
Blair and myself were in the office, and the
day before we started to Independence, he to
go to St. Louis, I to return and then go on to
conference, 'which occurred in April (this
was in March), in discoursing about his condition and laying out, or trying to lay out the
work for the year, he was purposing to take
one direction and I another; part of our route
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to lie together; he was telling how well he
felt. I said to him I could not see but what
from the circumstances he had twenty years
of life and labor yet in him, and he said that
he felt strong; that be came of a long-Ii ved
race, and that he purposed to do what he
could. He spoke of something he was thinking to do, spoke of it quite confidently, and
all at once the room turned dark before me,
and I heard a voice speaking to my spirit,
saying: "You will not live to accomplish it;
it will not be done." I turned it away as I
have sometimes done; I would not receive it,
and hence when Bro. Lake and myself passed
the door of Bro. Steffe's house in Kirtland
and were called in to see him as I well remember, we found Bro. Blair suffering; and
then and there while administering to him I
suffered all the pangs of separation from him
that it could be possible for my friendship to
suffer.
It is an unfortunate trait of the
family so far as I know, to have these peculiar
prescient feelings concerning our own relatives and near friends, and we frequently
mourn for them ere they are departed, and
with all the poignancy that it is possible for
grief to have; and so when those conditions
occur by which death ensues and we are separated from them, for some reason a portion
of the shock is taken away, because we havJ
already suffered it. I speak this fo explanation.
I have labored under extreme difficulty
during the past year, such difficulty as you
may imagine, and I hope that no one of you
has ever experienced the like. I feel that to
many of you the way will open this year
brighter, give you a more successful ministration than you have had the year past. I
foresee that some of you will suffer a great
deal, but God will give you grace and power
to come off conquerors.

The brethren of the Twelve expressed a desire to extend the right
hand of fellowship to the new members individually. Bro. E. C. Briggs
arose and addressing the brethren on
behalf of the Twelve, said:-

and in behalf of this great work in which
you are now engaged.

The brethren of the Twelve then
followed, greeting their newly ordained fellow ministers and extending
the right hand of fellowship. President Smith in greeting them said:We welcome you on behalf of the church.

President Charles Derry arose and
said:The brethren of the High Priests' Quorum
greet you in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

Bro. Columbus Scott, of the Presidents of Seventy, said:I desire to say in behalf of the Seventy, we
congratulate these our brethren, believing
they are called of God; and they have our
prayers for their success, and we hope to al ways
be able to trust them for their integrity and
honesty in the service of God and in behalf
of bis church.

The entire assembly then arose and
sang one verse of the hymn, "We
thank thee, 0 God, for a prophet."
The entire proceedings were attended by the spirit of love and
solemnity, in keeping with the character and importance of the occasion.
It was an era in the history of the
Reorganized Church. The people of
God rejoiced and worshiped before,
him.
The conference proceeded to consideration of matters before it. A request for the organization of another
quorum of Deacons, together with
applications for enrollment in quo·
rums, in the Secretary's hands, from
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons,
was referred to a committee consisting
of Brn. Heman C. Smith and G. T.
Griffiths, of the Twelve, and Charles
E. Butterworth, of the High Priests.
'l1 he committee on credentials re·
ported.
The Presiding Bishop's report was
read:-

I congratulate these my brethren that
have been chosen to occupy the place in behalf of these my brethren, and as one, too,
that has looked forward to this great time
for forty years and more. I feel to congratulate you and in the name of Jesus Christ welcome you-welcome you not only to this
To the President and Saints in Confe'rrence
quorum, but to the great work that lies be- Assernbled:-In submitting my annual report
fore you. May God, the Infinite One, who I would respectfully call attention to the folestablished the sacred office to which you lowing items which it seems might be
have been called, give his angels obarge con- remedied to the advantage of the church.
cerning you! May you realize that your
First: I suggest that the reports of
strength lies in humility, and meekness, and Bishop's agents be settled the first day of
longsuffering, patience, and diiigence; and January of each year instead of the first day of
we will give you the right band of fellowship March, as at the present. And that the Bishin the name of Jesus Christ, our Lord. op's report close the first day of January inAmen. May God bless you; may be be your stead of the 15th of March, as under the
help, your high tower and your deliverer!
present rule, so that ample time will be had
And we say to the Patriarch of the church, to complete report and have same audited by
0, may God the Infinite One who hath or- the first of April.
Second: The printing and sending out
dained that Israel's good shall be carried on,
his people shall be recognized by the Most circulars known as "Ministry Reports" has,
High, may God bless you, dear brother! And together with the publishing of conference
we welcome you in the name of Jesus Christ minutes for the year, amounted to the sum or
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$197.12. It is a question of whether we can
afford to pay for this matter each year an
amount almost sufficient to keep an elder in
the field for a year. If the reports necessary
to the transaction of the business of the conference were made by those in charge of missions, with the provision that in case of any
dissatisfaction on the part of any laborer in
the field he should have the privilege of
presenting his objections to the President of
the Church or General Conference for consideration, it would answer the purpose as
completely as does the present, and save the
expense to the church.
Third: Be.sides being expensive, it is of
doubtful propriety at the present time to
publish an itemized account of the receipts
and expenditures of the Bishop and agents.
Many who contribute to the fund request
that no publication be made, or if so without
the use of their names. Tithes and offerings
for the present year amounting to more than
$3,000 have been made in this way. With a
careful auditing committee there is no more
danger of loss than if items are published,
and each member can send and get statement
in writing of his or her account at any time;
and this many have to do when the account
is published. The publication of such report
for last ye<i;r cost $113.21. Each year the expense increases instead of diminishing. I
make the statement touching the matter so
that all may at least think over it during
the ensuing year.
Fourth: It is necessary in order to properly
keep the accounts of the department and preserve the books and papers of the office to have
another room at least in which to do business.
It is hoped that action may be taken at once
to supply this need as it will save sufficient
to the church in a short time to more than
meet the outlay now required; besides, make
it possible to have the work better done.
This may be accomplished by addition to
present building, or erecting a new one on
the church lots adjoining.
Owing to the illness of the bookkeeper,
Elder M. H. Forscutt, we have lacked help
in preparing the report for the auditing committee to pass upon, and the committee ha5
been compelled to take the items and help
make up parts of the report. While this
gives it a good opportunity to find errors, if
any exist, we recognize the fact that the
members have done much work which we
could not in propriety have asked them to do.
Trusting however this has been a freewill
donation, we take this opportunity of extending to them the thanks of the office.
Very respectfully submitted,
E. L. KELLEY, Bishop.

The f9llowing was then adopted: be slightly changed after final report
Resolved that we accede to the request of
from auditing committee. For comthe Recorder that one be appointed to assist
plete summary, see regular minutes.
him.
The Board of Trustees of GraceThe selection was left with the
land College made its annual report:Bishop
and First Presidency.
GRACELAND COLLEGE.
A rising vote of thanks was ten During the past year Graceland College
has been completed, January 1, 1897, it was dered Bro. Stebbins for his past
dedicated with appropriate ceremonies and services as Church Recorder, and for
about $500 was donated by the visitors in at- which he expressed appreciation.
'tendance as a dedicatory offering.
The Third Quorum of Priests reSince then school has been held In the new
The chair announced that
building with about fifty students in attend- ported.
Tuesday evening would be occupied
ance, and more are needed.
Graceland Addition, upon which the col- by the Daughters of Zion in a prolege is located, consists of sixty-six acres. gram presenting their work.
These acres are surveyed into 145 beautiful
Announcements were made and the
residence lots, with drives and shade trees
memorable
session was brought to a
bordering them.
In building this institution of learning the close by singing the following hymn,
Board of Trustees have had to run in debt, composed for the occasion by Elder
and it is from the sale of these lots and pri- Joseph Lu:ff:vate donations that they expect to pay the
debt.
Prices have been placed within the reach
of all; and it is to every family of Latter Day
Saints that we appeal now, to purchase one
or more lots, that Graceland College may be
free from any incumbrance. Prices of lots
are from $150 to $250.
There are two trustees to be selected to
succeed Pres. Joseph Smith and William
Anderson, whom terms of office have expired.
The Treasurer reports as follows:Cash on hand April 1, 1896 ..... $ 238 00
Received since for building ...... 7, 779 76
Received since for tuition . . . . . . . 588 00
Paid out on building ... $7, 953 38
Paid out for running exp. 865 93

$8.605 76
·

$8,819 31
Overdrawn ................ , .$213 55
WILLIAM ANDERSON, Treasurer.
D. F. NICHOLSON, Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 10, 1897.

Tbe figuref> way

A SONG OF GLADNESS.
(TUNE:

'·Rescue the Perishing.")

Hark! from celestial spheres
Comes a glad message,
Filling our hearts with a heavenly flame;
It is the voice of God,
For the blest Spirit
Bears solemn witness in Christ's holy name.
CHO.-Hail to the truth divinePraise to its A.uthorGlory to God on high! loudly proclaim.
Darkness no longer reignsDoubt has departedLight! Glorious light! shines in splendor
around;
Now let all fear depart,
Dread apprehension
End, and the notes of our triumph resound.
CHo.-Swell now the anthem loud8ing hallelujah!
God and his people in union are found.
Behold the Quorums now

The First and Fourth quorums of
Stand in their places
Priests and the General Sunday School Filled with the men whom our Lord doth
approve;
Association reported.
Ready to bear abroad
The following additional communi·
Salvation's tidingscation from the Church Recorder was Glorious message and mission of love.
read:CHO.-Angels before them go!

Brethren in General Conference:-A.fter long
consideration of the matter I have decided to
ask to either be entirely released as Church
Recorder at this session, or, if I am continued
for another year, that some one be placed in
the office during the last part of the year (at
least), both to assist and to learn the routine
order needful before he takes the entire
The auditing committee's report charge of the office. It is with the conference
and the summary of the Bishop's ac- to release me in full or as suggested. My
counts were also read, but permission health bas failed so much that I can no lonwas granted to withdraw them for a ger endure the close confinement of the office;
and though I do not think that the work of
time. The summary showed receipts the coming year will be as tedious as that of
for the year, including balance at last the past one, yet I would be glad of some arreport, $31, 650. 38, expenditures $30, - rangement for partial or entire release, after
538.16, balance $1, 112. 22; assets $54, - twenty-th:'ee years of labor io this departRespectfully yours,
951.90, liabilities $16,875.24;
net ment.
H. A. STEBBINS,

assets $37,876.66,
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LAMONI, Iowa, April 10, 1897.

God be their rearward!
Jesus upon them pour life from above!
See now the spacious field,
"White unto harvest,''
Waits for the sickles now glistening here.
Thrust in with might and main,
Reap while the day lasts,
Gather the sheaves ere the night doth appear.
CHo.-Forward! for hast'ning timeSwift day of warning,
Tells that the coming of Jesus is near!
Church of the living God,
Rise now in grandeurW elcome the signal that waves fro~ th\l
skies;
Prophet and PatriarflhQuorums and Councils
Answer the summons: Arise! Saints, arise!
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CHo.-Israel, thy light behold,
God gives thee glory,
Rise in thy majesty-Zion arise!
President Joseph Smith then pronounced the benediction.
The sermon at the evening service
was delivered by Elder T. W. WilIiams, who filled the appointment first
made for Bro. James McKiernan, the
latter being excused because of quorum business. Bro.F.G.Pitt assisted.
Tuesday, the 13th.-The young
people held a prayer meeting at 7: 30
a. m. in charge of Bro. A. W. Ballard,
of Omaha, Nebraska. The regular
prayer meeting at 8: 30 was held in
charge of Brn. J. H. Peters and J. S.
Snively.
At 10:30 a. m. Bro. F. C. Keck
preached the sermon. He was assisted by Bro. J. R. Sutton.
Business was resumed at 1: 30 p.
m., Pres. Joseph Smith in the chair,
assisted by Counselors A. H. Smith
and E. L. Kelley. The minutes were
read, when the following communication from the Twelve was presented:To the Gonference:-The quorum met at the
residence of Elder A. H. Smith at 7: 30 p. m.
April 12, 1897.
Bro. John H. Lake was chosen to preside
until a permanent organization should beeffected. Bro. William H. Kelley was unani1 chosen pres1'd en t of t he quorum, an d
mousy
a resolution was passed requesting the conference to provide for his ordination at as
early a time as practicable.
Bro. Heman 0. Smith was unanimously reelected secretary of the quorum. Bro. Joseph
L ff
·
d
A ·t t s
d
u res1gne as ss1s ·an
ecretary, an
Bro. John W. Wight was chosen to succeed
him.
The following resolution was adopted regarding Bro. A. H. Smith our retiring President:LAMONI, Iowa, April 12, 1897.
Resolved, that we tender to President A.
H. Smith our thanks for his excellent service
as President of this quorum; and that while
we regret our loss of his services as a member and quorum President, we nevertheless
rejoice in the fact of his promotion to the
offices of Patriarch, and Counselor to the
President of the Church. And further:
That we hereby assure him that our love for
him shall continue, as well as our prayers,
that God may graciously bless him in his
new relations and inspire him unto service
therein as acceptable to God and the church
as his work with this quorum has been.
Attest i JOHN H. LAKE, Pres.
1 HEMAN C. SMITH, Sec.
The ordination of Bro. William H.
Kelley as President of the Twelve
was approved and ordered provided
for.
The rnat,ter deferred. from thf.' SJth

concerning the time of holding the
next conference was taken up. The
amendment inserting 1899 for 1898,
was considered. A motion to further
amend by adding "or at the call of
the President," was offered and discussed at length. Both amendments
were defeated and the motion to meet
April 6, 1898, was adopted.
The place of meeting was then provided for. Independence, Missouri,
Boston, Massachusetts, Lamoni, Iowa,
Sacramento, California, and Sydney,
Australia, were placed in nomination.
An invitation from the Independence
delegates to meet at Independence
was read. The vote was in favor of
Independence and was made unanimous.
The committee to whom was referred applications from elders,
·
priests,
teac h ers, an d d eacons reported. The report was received,
spread upon the minutes, and the
Church Secretary authorized to enroll
in proper numbers and publish in the
HERALD. A number of additional applications were also so provi d ed for.
The Fifth Quorum of Elders reported.
A joint council of the two quorums
of Seventy reported.
The report
presented the nomination of Bro. F.
M. Sheehy for ordination as a Presi. h
dent of S eventy, wh1c
it h ad ap·
proved. It also reported a form of
license for the Seventy and asked
that the Church Seal and attestation
of the Church Secretary be ordered
affixed thereto.
Consideration of business was suspended at this juncture, announcements were made, and the assembly
dismissed.
The evening hour was occupied in
presenting a program of the work of
the Daughters of Zion, Bro. F. M.
Sheehy in charge. The program consisted of music, addresses, and an esSlY read by one of the sisters.
Wednesday, the 14th.- Young people's prayer meeting at 7: 30 in charge
of Brn. C. P. Faul and H. W. Belville.
Prayer meeting at 8:30 in charge of
Brn. D. Hougas and Arthur Allen.
Preaching at 10: 30 by Bro. M. H.
Bond, Bro. J. T. Kinnaman assisting.
I Business session at 1: 30 p. m.,
: PreRid.ent ,Jor:;;eph Smith in th€l c:P;;i,ir;
1

prayerbyBro. JohnShippy. Minutes
read and approved.
The item deferred from the 13threquest that church seal and attestation of Church Secretary be affixed to
licenses of the Seventy-was taken up.
A motion to refer to the Presidency and
Twelve was lost. A motion striking
out of the joint council's report that
portion referring to the seal and attestation of the Church Secretary, was
adopted. The form of license presented was then approved. That
portion of the report referring to the
ordination of Bro. F. M. Sheehy was
indorsed, and the President authorized to provide for the ordination.
The First Quorum of Seventy reported: 67 members, 38 present, 65
reported; 604 baptisms. Three ordained to the Quorum of Twelve, one
selected for a President of Seventy.
The following named, selected for
seventies by the presidents, were accepted for quorum membership, and
their ordinations asked: Hubert Case,
David Smith, A. V. Closson, W. H.
Kephart, George Jenkins, and Gomer
Reese.
The Second Quorum of Seventy reported: 27 present, 42 reported; sermons6,201,othermeetingsparticipated
in 1,840, baptisms 537, confirmations
665 , ordinations 61 , children blessed
305, marriages 41, administered to
sick 1,832 times. Request renewed
for ordination of Brn. Swen Swenson,
C. L. Snow, and H. J. Davison,
selected at last conference. Asked
ordination of A. C. Barmore and F. J.
Ebeling, selected by Presidents and
approved by the quorum. Resolutions on the death of Bro. William
Thompson and Bro. M. P. Madison
and wife were also presented. See
complete report in minutes.
The Second Quorum of Elders reported.
Ordinations asked for in quorum
reports were then taken up, and approved, and provided for, after those
named for the Seventy present had
signified a willingness to accept, all
of whom had received intimation of
the call to the office of Seventy. The
list of requests for ordinations approved, in addition to those named in
the reports of the First and Second ,
Seventy, are as follows: Bro. H. N.
Snively, Second Counselor to President First Quorum of Elders; Bro,
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Joseph Seddon President, John Wahlstrom and Frederick Hansen Counselors, Second Quorum of Elders;
Bro. 0. P. Sutherland Second Counselor
to President Third Quorum of Elders;
Brn. J. M. Brown and J. W. Gilbert
Counselors to President of Fourth
Quorum of Elders; Bro. George Edwards First Counselor to President of
Fourth Quorum of Priests.
The ordination of Bro. Case was
referred to Bro. J. F. Burton, in
• h S
c h arge o.c t e ociety Islands mission;
that of Bro. Reese to the missionary
in charge; of Brn. Swenson, Snow,
and Davison, to missionaries in charge
of respective fields where laboring;
also that of George Edwards to missionary in charge of Missouri and
Kansas.
By request of the Second
Quorum the ordinations of Brn. Seddon and Hansen were referred to Brn.
Charles Derry and J. C. Crabb.
Those prEsent of the brethren
named were then called forward and
assigned to seats upon the platform.
The hymn ''0, reapers of life's harvest," was sung, and President Joseph Smith offered prayer.
The
brethren were then ordained as follows: Bro. W. H. Kelley as Presid en t o f t h e T we1ve b y B rn. A. H.
Smith, Joseph Smith, E. L. Kelley,
and Charles Derry.
Bro. F. M.
Sheehy as a President of Seventy by
B
J
h S 'th A H S . h E
rn. osep
mi '
·
· mit ' ·
L K 11
d Ch 1 D
.
e ey, an
ares
erry. Bro.
Charles E. Butterworth as a High
Counselor by Brn. A. H. Sm 1'th,
Joseph Smith E
L
Kelley and
'
·
·
'
Bro George J
k'
C harles Derry
. .
.
en ms
a Seventy by Brn. E. C. Briggs and
James McKiernan. Bro. F. J. Ebeling a Seventy by Brn. Joseph Luff
and R. J. Anthony.
Bro. H. N. Snively Second Counselor in First Quorum 'of Elders by Brn. G. T. Griffiths,
I. N. White, and Col um bus Scott.
Bro. W. H. Kephart a Seventy by
Brn. James McKiernan and E. C.
Briggs.
Bro. A. V. Closson a
Seventy by Brn. R. J. Anthony and
J
h L ff
B
J
osep
u ·
ro. ohn Wahlstrom
First C ounselor in Second Quorum of
Elders by Brn. White, Griffiths, and
Scott. Bro. A. C. Barmore a Seventy
by Brn. Briggs and McKiernan. Bro.
.
.
J.M. Brown First Counselor in Fourth
Q uorum o f E lders by Brn. Luff and
Anthony.
Bro. 0. P. Sutherland
Second Counst)lor in Third Quorum of
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Elders by Brn. Scott, Griffiths, and Twelve by the First Presidency were
White.
Bro. J. W. Gilbert Second presented and approved:The Presidency to the Conference Assembled,
Counselor in Fourth
Quorum of
Lamoni,
Iowa, April 14, 1897; Greeting:-We,
Elders by Brn. Anthony and Luff.
the Presidency of the Reorganized Church of
The first named was speaker in each ;esus Christ of Latter Day Saints, upon the
instance.
subject of missions, ask leave and report:We have coumelled together and agreed
Bro. William H. Kelley, as President of the Twelve, made a statement to the following appointments for your number. The following named are understood to
as follows:be in charge of the fields indicated:! have very little to say in assuming this
1. James Caffall; European mission until
position this afternoon. I try to feel its im- August, with permission to return home
portance and realize its worth; at the same after the conference of the mission in ,August.
time I cannot conceive that it is very far re- Thereafter for the year, Eastern Nebraska,
moved from the responsibility that has been North and South Dakota, Iowa, and Minneupon me hitherto, and that borne by my asso- sota.
ciate brethren. What I wish to say is that
2. J. H. Lake; Northern Illinois and Wisin the performance of the duties of this office cousin.
1 hope to have the confidence, faith, and
3. E. C. Briggs; Michigan and Indiana.
prayers of my brethren and sisters, for I need
4. W. H. Kelley; New England States,
them. I shall endeavor to do right, and if Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, New Yor k ,
I do not do perfectly so, it will be an error of New Jersey, East Pennsylvania, Delaware,
the head instead of the heart, and I will be Maryland, and District of Columbia.
open all the time for correction, and willingly
5. J. W. Gillen; Colorado, Eastern Wyomso.
ing, Western Nebraska, and New Mexico.
My experience teaches me that the higher
6. J.R Lambert; Eastern Nebraska,North
one goes the worse it is for him if he chances and South Dakotas, Minnesota, and Iowa.
to fall. I don't mind falling off a stoop, that
7. Heman C. Smith; European mission
doesn't hurt; but when we climb up pretty after July.
high and then chance to fall, it is apt to
8. Joseph Luff; Pacific Slope mission.
9. Gomer T. Griffiths·, vVestern Pennsylh ur t . Id on 't wan t t o d o th a t ' or t ·o d o anything that will bring reproach or disrespect vania, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia, and
upon me or my colleagues or upon the work Nort h eastern K entuc k Y·
in any form, and shall put forth effort not
10. Isaac N. White; Missouri, Kansas, and
to do so. I have already been admonished, Southern Illinois.
as I conceive, that I may expect darts and
11. J. W. Wight; Rocky Mountain miscriticisms from sources that I would least ex- sion.
12. R. c. Evans·, the Oanadas.
pect; that I will be more a target for others
We recommend that the Quorum subdivide
than hitherto, and some trusted ones may be
among them. 1 hope this won't turn out to their fields, putting competent men in charge
be correct.
as soon as practicable.
There is one thing about it. If I know myDone at Lamoni, Iowa, April 13, 1897.
Your brethren in Christ,
self, I never aspired to any office in this
JosEPH SMITH, ~
Of the
church but one. I wanted to be an elder and
preach the gospel away back here when I
EALLExKH. ~~1i'H, Presidency.
· · EL
' of the High
The appointments
was in the State of Iowa. I don't think I
would have been satisfied without that, and
d f
Priests, Seventies in charge, an o
I was satisfied with that; and I think the
one of the elders in charge, by the
Lord knew it, so at my first ordination they Pres1"dency and Twel"e were also apdidn't ask me anything about which I de,
sired, but they ordained me a seventy. I proved. They are:never asked for anything else. So far as asThe following are the appointments jointly
piring to this position, or to a position in agreed to by the First Presidency and the
the quorum, I can safely say I believe that I Quorum of Twelve, and are hereby presented
never had the least aspiration for it. I rec- for the consideration of the Conference.
ognize that it is one of worth and one that
HIGH PRIESTS.
an individual may well be proud in filling,
1. J. C. Crabb; Little Sioux district.
and such as that. I appreciate that and that
2. C. E. Butterwvrth; Galland's Grove
if it be properly filled a person is en- district.
titled to credit, and that the church is will3. Charles Derry; Iowa.
ing to give him credit for it. I believe that
4. William Anderson; Nauvoo and St.
and hence it is an incentive that whatever Louis districts.
may be the position, that one shall discharge
5. F. M. Weld; Nauvoo district.
the duties of the office acceptably to God, and
·
unti'l
6. F. G. Pitt; Northern I llino1s,
when it is acceptable to him it must be ac- after July; then European mission.
ceptable to t~e churc~i.
7. J. s. Snively; Nauvoo district.
I cr~ve an rnterest m your prayers and fel8. J. M. Terry; Far West district.
lowsh1p; and may God bless us together in
G
c d
lf
t · ·
, our work in the few years that is still allotted
9. George reen; ana a, se -sus ammg.
10. James Moler; Ohio, Western Pennsylto some of us, that all may be well in the end,
vania and West Virginia.
is my prayer. Amen.
ll. G. H. Godby; West, Virginia, and,
. The following appointW:ents of thE) l Nort.heast Kentucky.
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12. R. May; Independence district.
13. R. M. Elvin; Decatur district.
14. M. H. Forscutt; released for the present on account of ill health.
15. S. J. Jeffers; Ohio district, self-sustaining.
SEVENTIES IN CHARGE.
1. George Montague; Southwestern mission.
2. T. C. Kelley: Southeastern mission.
3. C.A.Butterworth; Australasian mission.
4. J. F. Burton; Society Islands mission.
ELDER IN CHARGE.
1. G.• J. Waller: Sandwich Islands.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
Secretary of the Twelve.
J,A>IONI, Iowa, April 15, 1897.

The Quorum of High Priests reported:Summary: 58 members, 29 pre~ent, 27
others reported, 2 not reported because of
illness; 3,000 sermons preached, 274 baptisms,
spokesmen in 308 confirmations, 40 ordinations, and in 244 children blessed, officiated
in 56 marriage services, 2, 760 administrations
to sick; 15 under missionary appointments
the past year, many presiding over branches
and districts; 3 died; sessions pleasant and
profitable; 13 presented to Presidency and
Twelve for general appointment.

The Presidents of Seventy made
report, as follows:'l'o the Presidency and Brethren in General
Conference Assembled; Greeting:-The Presi-

books. The report contained certain
recommendations which were disposed
of when the recommendations in the
Bishop's reports were reached. The
Bishop was authorized to correct two
items in his summarized statement.
The committee appointed to revise
manuscript of Church History reported:To the Conference Assembled:-Your committee on revision of Church History respectfully reports that upon notice that the
manuscript for the hietory was ready for examination met and organized by the election
of Joseph Smith chairman; all present except Elders Charles Derry and W. H. Kelley.
The committee pro.ct•eded to read carefully
and pass upon the matter prepared for the
first volume of history and part of second
volume. The remainder of the second volume is now ready for the committee, if it is
thought wisdom by the body to continue tiie
same for this purpose, either by selection of
a new committee or continuing the present.
President Blair was formerly a member of
the committee and if the same is continued
it will be for the conference to say whether
another member shall be chosen in his place.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH SMI'l'H,
Chairman.

The Board of Directors of Graceland
College
reported:dents of Seventy have held eight meetings
since the 3d inst. to date, all devoted to busi. ness.
Six of our number have been present and
acted, till Brother I. N. White was released
from our council by being called of God to
occupy in the Quorum of the Twelve. Those
present are Duncan Campbell, John T. Davis,
Robert J. Anthony, James McKiernan, and
C. Scott, and Isaac N. White till his release.
Brother Frank M. Sheehy was chosen and
recom:::::ended for ordination to fill the office
of President of Seventy, to fill the vacancy
in the Council caused by Brother I. N.
White's promotion.
In connection with other work, a number
of names of elders were considered for ordination to the office of Seventy. They were
recommended and their ordination will be
requested, as approved by the Quorums of
Seventies.
We feel profoundly grateful to God for his
recognition of our wants and the light given
to us at this General Conference, and in the
transaction of business relating to our department of his great work.
DUNCAN CAMPBELL, Pres.
c. SCOTT, Sec.
LA>roNr, Iowa, April 14, 1897.

The Third Quorum of Elders, the
Second Quorum of Priests, the Fourth
Quorum of Priests, the Second Quo·
rum of Teachers, and the Second Quorum of Deacons, each reported. See
minutes for reports.
Th
d"t"
"tt
d
e au 1 l~g ~om mi ee m~ e report of examma.t 0u of the Bishop's
1

making the total number now in the library
824. There are also in the town ready for
delivery to the Librarian, the complete
works of the later Bancroft, consisting of
thirty-six volumes, which will make the total
number 860 volumes, a very acceptable beginning for what it is hoped will some day reflect honor upon the college and all who have
assisted in building it up. Many of the volumes in the library are the gifts of those
who have taken an interest in founding this
indispensable adjunct of successful college
work; and we beg leave to respectfully state
that donations of this character are always
held to be in order, and are always thankfully received.
An election will be needed to fill vacancies
occurring in the Board by the expiration of
the terms of office of Alexander H. Smith, J.
R. Smith, and D. F. Lambert.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH SMI'l'H,
President of Board.
D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary.

Remaining items of business were
stated, and adjournment followed;
benediction by President Joseph
Smith.
Bro. W. H. Kephart addressed the
congregation in the evening hour,
assisted by Bro. F. M. Slover.
Thursday, the 15th.-Prayer meeting by the young people at 7: 30 a. m.,
in charge of Bro. G. W. Robley; regular prayer meeting at 8: 30, Brn.
George Montague and J. R. Evans
presiding.
Preaching at eleven o'clock by Bro.
F. M. Sheehy, Bro. G. W. Robley assisting.
Business session at 1: 30 p. m.,
Pres. Smith in charge, prayer by Bro.
T. W. Williams. Minutes read and
approved.
The following appointments by the
Quorum of the Twelve were presented.

Report of the Board of Directors of Graceland College to the General Conference of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, convened in Lamoni, Iowa, April
6, 1897.
A college faculty was hired by the Board
fo1 the current year, consisting of the following: M. H. Forscutt, Dean; T. J. Fitzpatrick,
Professor of Mathematics, Botany, and Geology; J. T. Pence, Professor of Greek and
Latin; Mrs. T. J. Fitzpatrick, Professor of
German and French; J. A. Gunsolley, Principal of Commercial Dcipartment; Miss Ruth
Lyman Cobb, Professor of Elocution: Miss
Nellie Davis, Professor of Instrumental Mu
sic; Mrs. Viola Blair, Professor of Vocal
I am instructed by the Quorum of Twelve
Music.
to present the following list of appointments
The enrollment for this year has been as for the consideration of the conference.
SEVENTIES.
follows: Collegiate department, 17; Prepar1. J. C. Clapp; Rocky Mountain mission.
atury department, 10; Commercial depart2. James McKiernan; Rocky Mountain
ment, 20; total, 47. Deducting those counted
twice which is four, leaves a net total of 43. mission.
3. D. L. Harris; Southern California.
This does not include students in music and
4. H. L. Holt; Oregon and Washington.
elocution.
5. Thomas Daley; Central California.
The cost of running the college this year
6. J. Arthur Davies; Nevada.
has been approximately $2, 760. This in7. John Davis; Far West district, Missouri.
eludes only the salaries of professors and jani8. F. A. Smith; Omaha and suburbs.
tor, and the cost of fuel.
9. J. F. Mintun; Northeastern Nebraska.
It is estimated that the cost of running the
10. W. E. Peak; Southeastern Nebraska.
college next year will be at least as great if
not greater; and hence it will take at least
11. C. Scott; Des Moines district, Iowa.
one hundred students each paying full tuition
12. J. S. Roth; Das Moines district, selfto make the institution self-sustaining.
sustaining.
13. C. J. Hunt; Galland's Grove district,
Within the current college year, there
have been exriended for li?rary purposes Iowa.
14. J. F. McDowell; Galland's Grove dis$93.33. One hundred and eighty-three volumes have been added to the library by pur- trict, Iowa.
15. J. W. Peterson; Eastern Iowa district,
1 chase and donation since June 15, 1896,
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16. J. R. Evans; Nauvoo district, Illinois.
68. D. E. Tucker; Southeastern Mission.
69. J. D. Erwin; Mississippi and East
17. Henry Kemp; Fremont district, Iowa.
18. Peter Anderson; Nodaway district, Louisiana.
70. J. W. Jackson; Arkansas.
Missouri.
19. M. F. Gowell; Nodaway district, Mis-.
71. Joseph Ward; Arkansas.
72. S. W. Simmons; Indian Territory and
souri.
20. I. N. Roberts; Minnesota.
North Arkansas.
73. I. P. Baggerly; Texas.
21. E. A. Stedman; Minnesota.
74. John Kaler; Australia.
22. Swen Swensen; North and South Da75. Gomer Wells; Australia.
kotas.
76. T. J. Sheppard, North Arkansas and
23. C. H. Burr; Wisconsin.
Indian Territory.
24. W. A. McDowell; Wisconsin.
77. 0. B. Thomas; Colorado.
25. E. M. Wildermuth; Wisconsin.
78. E. B. Morgan; Des Moines district,
26. T. W. Williams; Pottawattamie disIowa.
trict, Iowa.
27. F. M. Cooper; Northern Illinois dis79. J. C. Foss; Ohio and West Virginia
trict.
districts.
80. Samuel Brown; Canada.
28. D. M. Rudd; Western Nebraska.
81. H. 0. Smith; Galland's Grove and Little
29. C.H. Porter; We.stern Nebraska.
Sioux districts.
30. S. D. Payne; Western Nebraska.
82. V. D. Bag·gerly; Southern Illinois.
31. J. B. Roush; Colorado.
83. James M. Scott; Kentucky.
32. John Shields; Canada.
84. W. H. Kephart; Des Moines district,
33. R. J. Anthony; Rocky Mountain misIowa.
sion.
85. A. V. Closson; Wisconsin.
34. John T. Davies; Rocky Mountain mis86. David Smith; Southern Michigan.
sion.
87. Alma C. Barmore; California.
35. H. N. Hansen: Rocky Mountain mission.
88. Gomer Reese; Montana.
36. S. D. Condit; Rocky Mountain mission.
89. F. J. Ebeling; Western Pennsylvania,
37. George Robley; Eastern mission.
Ohio, and West Vfrginia districts.
38. F. M. Sheehy; Eastern mission.·
90. George Jenkins; Southwestern Indiana.
39. H. J. Davison; Eastern mission.
40. I. M. Smith; Eastern mission.
LDERS.
1. Wm. Gibson; Southern California.
41. H. E. Moler; Ohio and West Virginia.
2. Albert Haws; Central California.
42. U. W. Greene; Eastern mission.
3. Wm. Newton; Northern California.
43. W. W. Blanchard; Eastern mission.
4. w. A. Smith; Northea,stern Nebraska.
44. R. Etzenhouser; Ohio, Pennsylvania,
5. c. E. Hand; Eastern Iowa.
and West Virginia.
6. T. J. Sheldon; Northern Illinois.
45. D. L. Shinn; West Virginia.
7. Daniel McGregor; Canada.
46. J. L. Goodrich; Ohio, Virginia, and
8. Benjamin St. John; Canada.
West Virginia.
9. Fred Gregory; Canada.
47. M. T. Short; Western Wisconsin.
10. A. E. Mortimer; Canada.
48. L. R. Devore; Ohio and West Virginia.
11. s. w. Tomlinson; Canada.
49. S. W. L. Scott; Mtchigan and Indiana.
12. Andrew Barr; East Michigan.
50. J. J. Cornish: Michigan.
13. William Davis; East Michigan.
51. R. E. Grant; Michigan.
52. L. F. Daniel; Northwestern Indiana.
14. J. A. Grant; Michigan.
53. H. H. Robinson; Southwestern Michi15. J. F. Henson, Southeastern mission.
16. J. D. Stead; Southern Illinois.
gan.
17. F. L. Sawley; Clinton district, Mis54. M. M. Turpen, Northeast Missouri and
souri and Kansas.
Decatur districts.
18. W. C. Cather; Spring River district,
55. E. A. Davies; Northeast Kansas disMissouri and Kansas.
trict.
19. Alfred White; Clinton district, Mis56. C. R. Duncan; Oklahoma.
57. J. Alfred Davies; Spring River district, souri and Kansas.
20. A. B. Moore~ Montana.
Missouri, Kansas, and Indian Territory.
58. W. S. Pender; those counties in Kan21. F. C. Smith; West Virginia and Ohio
sas not in Spring River, Clinton, and Inde- districts.
22. S. 0. Foss; Eastern mission.
pendence districts.
23. C. I. Carpenter: Alabama and Florida.
59. T. W. Chatburn; Kentucky and Ten24. R. M. Maloney; Oklahoma.
nessee.
25. H.P. Curtis: Southwestern Texas.
60. M. H. Bond; St. Louis, Missouri, and
Southern Illinois districts.
26. E. W. Nunley; Central Texas.
61. F. M. Slover; Southern Illinois dis27. L. L. Wi~ht; Texas.
trict.
28. W. S. Macrae; Oklahome,.
29. A. M. Baker; Eastern mission.
62. F. C. Keck; Southwest Missouri.
30. Alma Kent; Philadelphia district.
63. Henry Sparling; Springfield, Missouri,
31. J. w. Gilbert; Colorado.
and vicinity.
64. C. J. Spurlock; Southern Missouri dis32. A. M. Chase; Oregon and Washington.
trict.
33. R. J. Parker; California.
34. A. M. Fyrando; Little Sioux distric~
65. R. W. Davis; Nevada.
Iowa.
"•
66. R. T. Walters; St. Louis district, Mis35.
L.
F.
Johnson;
Kansas.
souri.
36. M. R. Scott; Jr., Southern Indiana.
67. C. L. ·Snow; Kentucky and Tennessee.
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37. J. S. Keir; Northern Michigan, selfsustaining.
38. S. J. Hinkle; Oklahoma, self-sustaining.
39. Henry C. Smith; appointed to labor as
the First Presidency may direct.
40. J. W. Rushton; England, under direction of missionary in charge.
41. J. D. Jenkins; Wales, under direction
of missionary in charge.
PRIESTS.

1. Joseph Biggs; West Virginia.
2. W. H. Mannering; Missouri.
3. L. F.. Hills; Eastern Iowa.
4. Frank Granger; Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan.
5. George W. Bebee, Jun.; Spring River
district, Missouri and Kansas.
6. Samuel Wood; Northeastern Nebraska.
7. H. W. Belville; Eastern Nebraska.
8. W. E. Haden; Missouri.
Respectfully submitted,
HEMAN C. SMI'l'H, Secretary.
LA>IONI, Iowa, April 15, 1897.

Tbe report was adopted and the appointments approved.
The Second Quorum of Seventy
presented an additional report. Tbe
first portion of the report was concurred in by the First Seventy, and
was adopted by the conference. It is
as follows:-\Vhereas, the action of yesterday's business
session regarding the license of Seventies
leaves'. them without anything to show that
we are general officers of the ·church: and
Whereas, their ordination is by direction
of the General Conference; therefore be it
Resolved, that we petition the body for a
license signed by the President and Secretary
of the church showing our ordination and
authority as Seventies in the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

The second portion of the report referring to appointments made by district presidents was amended by
striking out the word "presidents" in
the preamble. The following substitute was then moved and adopted:Resolved that districts be required to consult with and secure the consent of the missionary in charge before making such
appointments.

A resolution that the Board of Publication be instructed to compile and
publish a complete concordance of the
Book of Mormon as speedily as possible, was adopted.
The suggestions in the Bishop's report were taken up.
Suggestion No. 1, amended, was
d t d It
·d th + th
t
a, op e ·
provi es au e repor s
of Bishop's agents be closed December
31 of each year, instead of March 1,
as at present; and that the Bishop's
report close December 31 instead of
·
March 15 as at present, that ample
time may be had to complete report
and have it audited by April)..
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No. 2, providing that the publication of ministry reports be dispensed
with, and that those in charge of missions make necessary reports; with the
provision that in case of dissatisfaction on the part of any laborer in the
field he have privilege to present his
objections to the President of the
Church or to the General Conference,

I whereabouts

was also adopted.
No. 3, referring to dispensing with
publication of Bishop's itemized report,
was deferred to next conference for
consideration.
No. 4, concerning providing additional room for the Bishop's offices,
was referred to the Presidency and
Bishop, with power to act.
The report as amended and clause
deferred was adopted.
The Bishop was authorized to provide blank forms for financial reports
of the ministry.
A recommendation from the auditing commmittee, that funds deposited
by the Bishop be indicated as church
funds, was denied, after a statement
made by the Bishop.
A committee was appointed to define duties aIJ,d privileges of the auditing committee on Herald Office and
Bishop's books; viz., Brn. J.M. Terry,
R. M. Elvin, F. B. Blair.
The missionary division of the State
of Illinois was referred to the First
Presidency.
Announcements, and adjournment
to nine o'clock in the morning followed, benediction by Bishop Kelley.
Preaching at 7: 30 by Bro. J. F. Mintun, Bro. J. S. Roth assistant. Three
baptized during the day were confirmed.
Friday, the 16th.-Young people's
prayer meeting at 7: 30 a. m. in charge
of Bro. J. W. Peterson.
Business session opened at nine
o'clock, President Smith presiding,
prayer by Bro. J. W. Wight. Minutes
read, approved.
A resolution providing that vacancies in the quorums of elders, priests,
teachers, and deacons may be filled
by unanimous action of quorum officers, applications for quorum membership to be obtained from the Church
Secretary, and members so enrolled
to be subject to ratification of members of quorums, was adopted.
A motion providing that parties
oori:miitting criminal offenses whose

is unknown be cited to
trial through the HERALD, was denied.
The following, from the First
Presidency, concerning the mission
division of the State of Illinois, was
adopted:_:_

The Presidency, to whom was submitted
the matter of the Nauvoo district and the
boundary line between the Northern and
Southern Illinois districts, hereby report:That the Nauvoo district has never been
considered as belonging to the Northern
Illinois district, although the line of division
between it and the Southern Illinois district
runs south of Hancock and Adams Counties
in Illinois, which counties are in the Northern Illinois district, as are Brown and Pike,
the latter being in the Southern district.
Part of the Nauvoo district lies in Missouri; the larger part of the district, however, lies in Iowa. We therefore recommend
that the district be under the joint jurisdiction of the missionaries in charge of the
Missouri and Southern Illinoie, the Northern Illinois and Wisconsin and the State of
Iowa; the three to confer and agree as to
which one of the three the authorities of the
district should report to, and. have immedi-ate charge~ and. in case the three fa~l to
agree, the Presidency will then decide; and
appoint accordingly, subject to conference
action and approval.
JOSEPH SMITH,
~Of th
ALEX. H. SMITH, p
·ea
E. L. KELLEY,
resi ency.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 16, 1897.

The Quorum of Twelve presented
some additional appointments, which
with the changes suggested were approved:I am instructed by the Quorum of Twelve
to present the following additional list of appointments:ELDERS.
1. William Summerfield; Northeast Missouri district.
2. W. W. Whiting; Galland's Grove district.
3. J. T. Kinnaman; Kewanee district.
4 ..J. R. Sutton, Eastern Iowa.
5. S. V. Bailey; Decatur district.
PRIEST.
1. Leonard Houghton; Northern Illinois.
The quorum desire permission of the body
to make changes in the appointments of Brn.
A. C. Barmore and S. W. L. Scott, and that
Bro. Barmore be assigned to California and
Bro. Scott to Michigan and Indiana.
Attest: HEMAN c. SMITH, Sec.
LH!ONI. Iowa, April 16, 1897.

The following, defining duties of
auditors, was adopted:We your committee to whom was referred
the defining of "the duties, powers, and privileges of the auditing committee," beg leave
and report as follows:In our opinion it is the duty of the auditing
committee to examine carefully all accounts,
compare the several entries with the corresponding vouchers, and to determine as to
the real possession of the balance on hand, if
an,v, ~f accuracy l)e
t<;> so 0ertif,y; if

otherwise, to point out errors to the body
appointing.
It is the privilege of such a committee to
determine the value of all stock, machinery,
tools, and other appurtenances of the Herald
Office plant, bringing to their aid such expert
help as may be required. to insure correctness,
so far as possible. It is expected that they
treat with courtesy the employees of the
Herald. and Bishop's offices, as they may expect from them the same, with such aid as
can be bestowed by them without undue interference with duties otherwise imposed.
The time and place of the work be left discretionary with the committee; provided,
however, that the work be completed in time,
that the duly certified report may be presented to the ensuing General Conference.
Respectfully submitted,
J.M. TERRY.
R. M. ELVIN.
FRED B. BLAIR.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 16, 1897.

A resolution was adopted providing
for the reconfirmation of the ordination of Bro. George Rogers, son of
Bishop I. L. Rogers, to the office of
elder, the record of his ordination
having been lost. The President was
authorized to provide therefor.
The general organization of the
Sons of Zion reported:To the President and Brethren in Geneml
Gonfei·ence Assembled, Greeting:-The organization of Sons of Zion met in the basement of
the church, Thursday, April 15, 1897. On
motion, J. A. Gunsolley was chosen to preside,
and T. W. Williams as secretary.
The following were selected as an Advisory
Board: J. A. Gunsolley, T. W. Williams,
M. H. Bond, A. C. Barmore, and C. R. Duncan.
The following officers were selected for the
ensuing year: J. A. Gunsolley Chairman, T.
W. Williams Corresponding Secretary, J. F.
Gunsolley Recording Secretary.
Respectfully submitted,
J. A. GUNSOLLEY, President.
T. w. WILLIAMS, Secretary.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 15, 1897.

The President and Secretary were
authorized to issue licenses to all the
general officers of the church.
Bro. Heman 0. Smith was elected
Church Historian for ensuing year.
Being authorized to nominate an Assistant Historian, he named Bro.
Frederick M. Smith, eldest living son
of President Joseph Smith, and the
nomination was confirmed by a unanimous vote.
Brn. Joseph Smith and William
Anderson were reelected to membershi p in the~ Board of Trustees of ·
Graceland College; and Bro. D. F.
Lambert, Mr. I. W. Allender, and
Bro. J. R. Lambert, of Lamoni, were
elected members of the Eoard of

Directors.
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The committee appointed to complete the compilation of General Conference acts binding upon the body,
Brn. E. L. Kelley, H. A. Stebbins,
and R. S. Salyards, was continued.
Bishop Kelley presented the names
of Brn. William Leeka, .F. B. Blair,
William Anderson, and Daniel Anderson, from which to choose to fill the
vacancy in the Board of Publication.
The first vote did not elect. The two
highest were then voted on, the result being, for Bro. Blair 73, for William Anderson 68. The choice of
Bro. Blair was made unanimous.
The other members of the Board,
Brn. E. L. Kelley, David Dancer,
Joseph Luff, and Frank Criley were
sustained.
The Bishopric, the First Presidency, the Twelve, the Patriarch, the
Standing High Council, the High
Priests, the two Quorums of Seventy,
the Recorder, the Secretary, the
Librarian, the Historian, and Assistant Historian, and the Quorums of
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons, were sustained.
The auditing committee-Em. R.
M. Elvin, F. M. Weld, and J. M.
Terry were reelected for the coming
year.
The committee on Revision of
Church History was sustained; also
the various organizations, Zion's Religio Society, the General Sunday
School Association, the Daughters of
Zion, the Sons of Zion, and the Sisters Mite and Aid Societies, were
also sustained.
A request from the Fourth Quorum
of Elders for publication of a pamphlet in reply to Elder Roberts' work on
"Succession," was referred to the
Board of Publication.
The committee on American Archmology was continued.
A vote of thanks was extended to
Lamoni saints and friends for hospitality, also to the ushers, choristers,
and organists.
Provision was made for blessing
those appointed to foreign missions.
The assembly then adjourned to
meet according to previous appointment.
The hymn, "Triumphant
Zion" was sung, and President Smith
invoked the divine watchcare and
benediction, in the spirit of love and
in the bonds of peace, and to which
the hearts of all responded:
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The conference throughout was
characterized by the spirit of unity
and brotherly kindness. The brethEDITED BY FRANCES.
ren were closer to one another than
"Dig channels for the stream of love,
ever before, and it was manifest that
Where they may broadly run;
the general feeling was for growth
And love has overflowing streams
'l'o fill them every one.
and continuance in all that was
"For we must share if we would keep
necessary to still closer union and the
That good thing from above;
general interests of the work. All
Ceasing to give we cease to have,
Such is the Jaw of love."
separated with hearts and minds
better prepared by coassociation and
communion for the work lying before
WHEN?
them, and will doubtless carry the
When will he come?
spirit of the conference into the
Will it be when April's laughter
church abroad and among the world. Rings in the song of the woodland brook
The following, r~ceived from the
And the gusts that follow after?
Twelve on the morning of the 17th, is When the apple-boughs are like pale, pink
flames,
added:President Smith:-Elder Senterlow Butler
was appointed to Pottawattamie district, but
through mistake his name was omitted from
the list. If you approve please order the
name published with the list.
Respectfully submitted,
HEMAN C. SMITH, Secretary.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. I. M. SMITH wrote from Fremont, Indiana, March 31. He was
laboring for a time in that region of
country where he had labored in
former years. He reports well of the
labors of Brn. Barmore, Daniel, and
others.
Bro. W. M. Keck reports a Sunday
school at Joy, Illinois, with an attendance of forty to sixty, with prospects
for growth. The HERALD publishes
statistical reports as sent, hence those
reporting should be looked to for corrections.
Bro. George Green preached at the
Sunday evening service of late convention and conference of Chatham,
Ontario, district; not Bro. R. Coburn;
error in report. Four baptized of
late at Ridgetown and much good accomplished.
Bro. George McKnight writes from
Au Gres, Michigan; Bro. David
Smith had been laboring there with
good effect among the people gen erally. Bro. McKnight relates manifestations that confirm the truth of
the word he has obeyed.
Turkey has declared war against
Greece and several severe battles
have been fought in Macedonia. The
Turks are the strongest in land
forces; the Greeks have a superior
fleet. It is expected that the struggle
will prove a desperate one and that it
will involve some of the great powers

the confl,ict,

·

·

And in wooded field and fallow
The dandelions' stars of gold
Shine in each dimpled hollow?
When will He come?
When the tremulous summer skies
Are braided with tangled wreaths of stars,
And all the dusky, odorous g-loom
Is a-glitter with fire flies?
Through the darkness and the dew
Shall I hear his solemn voice"Lo! a message I bring to you,
Lift up your heart, rejoice!"
When will He come?
When the autumn leaves are falling,
Through the drip, drip of the rain on the
pane
Shall I hear Him calling, calling?
Will He come alone to me then,
Or will come also those
Whom years ago I kissed with anguished
lips,
Whom neither suns nor snows
Nor any fear or doubt shall vex or grieve,
Over whose calmed souls,
All sweet tranquillity shall brood in peace,
Though years eternal roll.
How will He come?
As a deliverance from days of pain
Or nights of anguished throes?
A touch of healing, or a breath of balm
To hearts surcharged with woes?
Or, in an instant like a swift, sharp sword
Sudden, and sure and keen,
A quick transition from this world I know,
To that new world unseen?
When He shall come
It matters not, nor can our doubts or fears
Change, or make smooth the vath that He
hath made.
I am content, if, gazing on His face
He fills my spirit with His wondrous grace
That I be not afraid.-Union Signal.
HONOLULU, Hawaiian Island.
Dear Sisters:-Allow me to write to you
who are in the faith of our Savior Jesus
Christ.; showing the grace of our Lord, how I
came a member of the true church. Many
years ago, I was a member of the Protestant
Qhurch (Calvinist) with my husbanq. In.July
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15, 1889, he was ordained to be a minister under contract with the Protestant Church for
three years. When the Queen of our island
was "dethroned" many of our members joined
in different religions. But for myself I stay
at home and did not go to my church. vVhile
I was thinking to join in the other churches,
I was afraid they will not preach like the
church I was taught in. October 3, 1895,
that evening I was worrying for myself to
get the true church, asking with tears to our
Lord to have mercy on me, to show the way
of truth and rig·hteousness. By asking with
faith I was showed in a dream to be baptized.
After my dream I went to the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
While I was listen Elder G. J. Waller preaching, my husband came in and sat beside me.
I have not heard the starts of his preaching,
but I heard his voice of warning to his members to have faith in the gospel of Christ so
as to have eternal life for their souls, explaining the immersion in the water of baptism, and he spoke so many precious words in
that service. I was pleased to hear him
preaching, and thank God of showing me the
truth church. After the service was over
Elder G. J. Waller came right to us and
shook hands. We were very pleased, because
in the other churches I have seen the pastors
do not come and shake hands with their
members. When he was standing with us I
told him I like to become a member of the
church. He was not in a hurry to answer
but afterwards he warned me in the Scripture
of our Savior. That day I was baptized. I
- thank the Lord for bis kindness and mercy,
to show me the way of truth and righteousness in his blessed gospel. After I was a
member of the true Church of Christ, my
faith was tried in different sickness, but
through laying on of hands by Elder G. J.
Waller the Lord save me in a· short time from
my afflictions.
From seeing all my trials and afflictions in
sickness the laying on of hands of the elder,
my husband who was sick with rheumatism at
the same time (he had that sickness for fifteen
years) came to understand the verses in
the Epistle of James 5: 14, 15. He told me to
send for the elder to come and lay hands on
him. By laying on of hands of the elder he
got all right and he came in a member of our
church. He is more than a year in the truth
Church of Jesus Christ. I have not seen him
lying in bed of sick for more than seven
times, but before he had it three or four
times a month, but now he is all right. His
father and mother both came into the church
afterwards.
This is a great change to him in his afflictions in the true light of the gospel. I am
happy that we are in the same pasture of
Jesus Christ, enjoyin~ the work and obeying
the teaching of our church. The works of
our Savior among us natives are improved by
the strength and faithfulness of Elder G. J.
Waller, showing the gospel and telling us
members to have faith in the Lord, and ask
him to have more •aborers in our field.
Praying with faith before our Lord, our desire was granted by our Savior Jesus Christ.
Two of our brothers called qnd ordained to
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help t,he work of our church, Bro. Ed Ingtam for an elder and Bro. G. Poepoe a priest.
When our presiding elder was absent in
United States, for nearly three months, the
work was left with our yoimger brothers, laboring with us in harmony and love. I love
the works of our true church and desire to
help my brothers, sisters, and children in
the true work of our Savior. I have stronger
faith and light from the teaching of our
church, Sunday school, Book of Mormon,
Doctrine and Covenants, enjoying myself to
read in Saints' Herald, Zions' Ensign, Auturnn
Leaves, and Zion's Hope, seeing the work of
our Savior published in all these papers in
different places of the world.
Remember us Hawaiians in your prayers.
With greeting, your sister in the faith,
MARIA NIAU.

lieUsr IlBpartmsm.
LONDON, Eng., Feb. 26.

Editors Herald:-The white wings of your
ever-welcome little bark come floating towards us once more from across the "vasty
deep,'' freighted with a precious cargo of
spiritual aid and moral and mental encouragement in the eternal, never-ending strife
against Satanic powers. Week by week, as the
welcome mail arrives, your pages are hastily
scanned to find either old and familiar names,
like some well-remembered faces looming
upon us from the fire and warmth of the social and joyful hearth; or new and unfamiliar
names, but evidencing plainly enough, the
old and soul-thrilling Spirit of bygone days
so comforting to my dear wife and myself.
The London branch has never forgotten
and will never fore-et the debt of gratitude
she owes her beloved American brethren who
so nobly and so generously responded to her
appeal for needed funds to raise a house of
prayer and of gospel propaganda in this, the
Babylon of the eastern hemisphere, where
alas! it and many more such tabernacles are
supremely needed. Money is very scarce in
this end of the town indeed; and the committee are but themselves working men who
find it very hard to make ends meet; but I
understand an installment is on its way to
Bro. Woods, or is about shortly to be dispatched to him. My deepest and most painful regret is my inability to help in any other
way than by giving the branch my services
as organist and clerk.
Bro. Caffall left us last Friday for Leeds,
as I understand; and I can with confidence
assert that the day will be far distant when
we shall as a branch, forget his lucid and
masterly discourses upon the Book of Mormon and the prophetic mission of Joseph
Smith. Strangers too were appreciably edified and permanently enlightened.
Discourses of this character tend to cement the
brotherhood, not simply of men but of nations;
while books, whether scholastic or otherwise,
which by willful and deliberate suppression
or distortion of facts tend to alienate from
one another those whom Almighty God has
"made of one blood for to dwell on the face of
tb.e earth," are in no small degree responsible

for the terrible and disastrous wars which
from time to time ensue as the direct result
and outcome of years, nay generations, of
mutual misunderstandings and baseless assertions. For instance, the eloquent and learned
Dr. Page Hopps, in his eclectic and world-renowned treatise uron America and the Americans, after paying a high tribute to the
"sterling worth and noble qualities of the
American people" (which I will not here reproduce, for fear of flattering my readers),
proceeds to wonder at and deplore their "widespread spirit of acerbity and animosity towards the English as a people, so completely
at variance with the" brotherly and cordial
sentiments manifested towards the Americans during his entire lecturing tour in
Great Britain. He was "intensely puzzled
to divine its cause, till happening, upon his
American tour to hear a class in school reading from an almost universally used American compendium of national history, he was
equally pained and surprised at the numerous
perversions and distortions of fundamental
facts which he then heard for the first time
in his life!
The most glaring and prominent, not to
say diStinctly mischievous distortion and fabrication was a statement attributing the entire war of independence in America to the
"hatred and oppression of the Americans" by
the "British nation,'' as such, when any English child in the first grade of political
economy at school, could have informed the
writer of that book that the English people,
(as such) bad no more to do with the affair
than the Yahoos, or theCanniballslands; the
matter being entirely forced upon the English people by the' king and his cabinet ministers.
"But· even, supposing,'' says Dr.
Hopps, "merely for the purp0se of the argument, that a bare majority of the English
nation were talked or cajoled into an acquiescence, where is there either sense, justice, or
righteousness in still fanning and perpetuating the flames of discord and animosity
against the present generation of English
men and women who °;~ver had the question
placed before them, and who, had it been,
would have unquestionably and strenuously
opposed it?"
Your brother in the hope of truth's final
triumph,
F. R. TUBB.
DOWNS, Oklahoma, April 5.

Editors Herald:-People here are considerably agitated over the terrible work of death and
devastation of a cyclone which visited the city
of Chandler, Oklahoma Territory, Tuesday,
March 30. In the short space of a few seconds a town of 1,500 was completely destroyed,
only two buildings being left. To add to the
horror, fire broke out in the debris, and many
who were confined and unable to extricate
themselves, perished in the flames. Neighboring towns are coming nobly to the rescue,
and sending relief in money, etc., to the distressed.
The prospects are encouraging for the
work in Oklahoma Territory. As a result of
labor at Nicely, with the assistance of Bro.
T. P. Powell who lives there, and Bro. E. A.
Pratt who is trll}veling with me, two were
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baptized and a pro1msmg saints Sunday
school organized.
Notwithstanding Bro.
Powell is farming and practicing medicine,
he has appointments nearly every Sunday.
We next visited Blain County where the
mother and two brothers of Bro. W. E. Peak
live, and held a two weeks meeting. Rev.
J. M. Austin, of the Dis.ciple Church, was
present at a few services and thought it his
duty to give us a "rounding up."
We
answered him, and the congregation manifested their approval of our position audibly.
The skirmish ended by him challenging to
discuss the differences of our respective
churches. He affirms the Christian Church
(now called Campbellites) was established
on the first Pentecost after the ReBurrection
A. D. 33, and is in harmony, etc. We to
affirm a similar one.
Leaving there for Downs, we stopped at
Okarche, where Bro. H. K. Rowland, the
genial president of the Oklahoma branch,
and Miss Anna Ratcliff were made one. We
find Bro. and Sr. Geo. M. Hiles, who live
near Downs, alive in the work, but living
where a great deal of prejudice exi~ts, and
few come to hear.
Would like to hear from Saints in Oklahoma, who want preaching in their localities.
Have felt the Spirit to a marked degree in
my labor here, which encourages me to continue.
My permanent mission address is Nicely,
Oklahoma.
In bonds,
W. S. MACRAE.
BEDISON, Missouri, April 5.
Editors Herald:-Another church year has
to-day its end, and not having written the
Herald for some time, I feel like expressing
to some extent my thoughts, looking backward over the past as well as forward hopefully to what the future may develop, having
the assurance that God has done and will do
all things well. But my experience has, to a
great extent, been one of peculiar trial; not
that I would now complain at all, but rather
rejoice in the refining process, and in the
fact that I have been enabled to endure to
accomplish some good by the way, and by
the grace of God to gain something in spiritual strength.
Leaving Colorado the latter part of November, I have labored in the Nodaway,
Missouri, district during the winter past,
and have realized that God has blessed me
to a greater extent than in any previous experience, though I am yet far from realizing
my own ideal or being perfect in my sphere
of action. And while I have felt to rejoice
much in the degree of the Spirit which has
been granted me of late, especially since
·coming into this field, my labors ended yesterday with one of the saddest of sad e:xp(lriences, the dread but undefined premonitions
of which bad been hovering over me for sev.era! weeks.
The death of Bro. M. P.Madison by light'ning stroke last August will be remembered
by Herald readers. He was at his post of duty
when so suddenly called away, and was making every effort to promote his Master's
work, which as a seventy he seemingly gave
every promise of being useful in.

And yesterday the young wife whom he
left to mourn was laid away beside him.
meeting her death also through a most
shocking accident.
At about noon last Friday, the 2d inst.,
and while at Bro. Ed Fannon's house, I heard
some one cry out, '"!'here's a woman in the
road on fire!" and presently Sr. Fannon came
in crying- and saying it was Hannah Madison.
Ere I reached the spot, Sr. Hannah had been
taken into Bro. Froyd's, whither she had run
for succor, her clothing having been completely burned off from her body, excepting
a few shreds, and, as a brother said, she was
not simply burned, but roasted, much of her
flesh being a complete crisp. She had been
heating varnish on the stove; it had run over
and got afire. In trying to take the varnish
off and put the fire out her clothing caught.
She ran out and down the road, the blaze
flaming upwards, and being fanned by the
wind. When opposite Bro. l!"'royd's, and just
ready to drop, she was met by Mary Froyd
with a blanket and shortly by others.
Though at first she implored Bro. Fannon to
kill her, when placed upon the bed, she determinedly resigned herself to God and her
fate, whatever it might be, and without
screams, outcries, or murmurs endured the
suffering, which she said was impossible for
tongue to describe, until death ended all
about eight hours after the accident.
Knowing something of her zeal and devotion to the church, her burdens and trials in
being left alone to care for and manage the
home and farm which had been left her, and
of her brave spirit in the midst of affiictions
unmentioned by the writer, her ending
seemed unspeakably sad and calculated to
try the faith of some.
She had been blessed of the Lord from her
fifteenth year with the gift of prophecy,
which she often exercised to the edification
of the saints. But three weeks before the
accident I was present in one of tbe best
prayer and testimony meetings which I ever
attended, and she spoke by the Spirit to several, the writer included, then to all present,
saying that trials and dark clouds were hovering over, ana exhorting to stand in holy
places.
She was a great help in the Sunciay school,
and a veritable pillar in the work at Bedison,
though not twenty years of age. To say that
she will be missed expresses it mildly. I
leave for conference with sad reflections, yet
kind and pleasant memories so far as this
part of the vineyard is concerned, and filled
to 80me extent with that love for the brethren which is shed abroad in the heart by the
Holy Ghost. Like ot:rnrs I can realize that
I have made some mistakes in the past, but
if at any time I have thought unkindly or
judged harshly of others, I have no such
feelings now, and hope to be able so to walk
in love that it may be sufficient for enemies,
if I should have them, as well as friends. I
would fain make mention of many who have
assisted and encouraged me in various ways
whose z3al and devotion to this good cause I
admire and wish to encourage, but I must
not trespass too far on your space but leave
other thoughts relative to the work for an-
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other time. Desiring to press onward and
upward, ana ever be in line of duty, I remain,
Your brother,
M. F. GOWELL.

Original Il.rtfalcs.
GIFTS AND CALLINGS.

THE gifts and calling of God are without repentance.-Rom. 11: 20.

The above is an axiom with God, as
Paul here lets us understand, hence
Israel may be saved irrespective
of repentance without any injustice to the Gentile world.
With the foregoing view before
us it is easy to account for the manifestations of supernatural power,
healing, v1s1ons, etc., outside the
Church of Jesus Christ, and still retain the idea that every good gift cometh from God. Jeremiah had the
gifts and callings of a prophet before
birth, surely rather early for repentance. Officers in our church are ordained according to the gifts within
them.
Now if this position be correct, we
can also account for the seeming inconsistency in spiritual manifestations
among our own people. We often see
persons exercising gifts of tongues,.
prophecy, or healing, whom we have
good reasons to believe are not so
moral, or penitent as others who seem
to have little spirituality. All this is
because those gifts are inherited the
same as the gifts of music, and come
from God, the author of all good, although it does not necessarily follow
that God is going to prompt their use
on every or any occasion.
If a saint who is ill sends for an
elder and is healed through administration, it of itself is no proof that
God d~rectly had anything to do with
the healing. It would simply show
that the saint had within. him the gift
of faith to be healed, or that the elder
had the gift of faith to heal, or that
both had their gift, and that Satan,
who was the prime cause of the disease and every evil, did not prevent or
had not the power to prevent the
healing.
The gift of healing comes from God
with life itself, and is born in all persons in varying degrees, universally
as is music; but while we see few expert musicians, so we rarely meet
great healers; though as there are
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many dabblers in music, so in propor- they are found, and how much slower
tion as it becomes a fad we see dab- they develop in some than others.
Occasionally these gifts are found
blers in healing.
in
an almost abnormal condition, and
Just now healing is becoming popusuch
subjects are liable to become the
lar under the renown of Francis
medium
of deceptive spirit communi·
Schlatter. Healing is always a goodly
cation.
In the world they often bework, but that he is healing through
come
mediums
of spiritism and
the warrant of the Holy Ghost we canretrograde
as
they
are controlled by
not concede. He is just exercising the
bad
spirits;
but
in
the
church, if carepower that God gave him with life,
and Satan in many instances cannot fully protected, they become the
interfere, or for certain reasons will mouthpieces of the Holy Spirit, inasmuch as they purify themselves unto
not interfere with the healing.
We can now see why even Spiritual- repentance.
In all ages the world has produced
ists number healers in their ranks.
Satan knows the efficacy of healing persons remarkable for prophetic and
under the auspices of the church, and inspirational powers, such as Conin order to duplicate it he allows the fucius, Buddha, and Mohammed,
virtue of the inherent gifts in indi- though perhaps the brighter example
vidual Spiritualists to develop. This of a natural prophet was Swedenborg.
gives an impetus to his own ranks; He was not only a man of exceptional
and besides he zealously contests inherent prophetic genius, but was
every case of administration in the also an example of a learned man with
church, hence even in the exercise of an almost inexhaustible fund of
their own rightful ordinance, Latter knowledge before there was turned
Day Saints are handicapped, unless upon him the dazzling vision of a
they get the Holy Spirit to offset the spirit world. Who can wonder at the
opposing influence of Satan when mistakes of the man, great and good
healing would naturally result; but in though he was, as he vainly endeavored
extreme cases of disease, where even to reconcile his preconceived ideas
nature itself is exhausted, healing with the myriads of deceptive spirits
· would be impossible without the power in their mazy circles around the world
yet unseen by the ordinary mortal.
of God.
John the Divine knew of the preThe Rev. Spurgeon had the gift of
cocious
aptitude in some to interpret
healing to a remarkable degree, yet he
spirit
mind,
hence he gave the rule to
never understood it and could not
try
the
spirits
by the record estabsafely advise others of his own faith
lished
by
the
carefully
approved and
concerning it.
Christian scientists
tried
prophets.
practice faith-healing with some sucJesus knew that those gifts were
cess, yet they fail to properly explain
natural
and the liability of some of
it.
them
to
be cultivated by the world,
We notice that on visiting the sick
therefore
he never applied them as a
some persons will make the patient
means
of
conversion.
feel almost well while others make
G. CLAUS.
him worse, yet the former may never
,~
discover that they have the gift of
TACTICS OF DISCIPLES.-NO. 4 .
healing. Again, we see many persons
BY ALVIN KNISLEY.
whomdiseaseaffects but slightly, while MR. TAYLOR after omitting Elder
o'~hers are prostrated for days or McDowell's references
from their
weeks, yet the former may never dis- proper place, as charged with in our
cover that within them and irrespec- last number, does manage to give
tive of repentance, there lies a gift them further on. He then proceeds
which if properly brought out would to comment as follows.
be faith to be healed.
Taylor.-"If Mr. McDowell only
The gift of tongues in a person in- knew how to rightly divide the word
dicates a very fine sense of the hearing of truth, he could then understand
of spirit voice word for word, as does how to place it."
the gift of prophecy show the faculty
Oomment.-How to "place" the refof imbibing spirit ideas, ofttimes word erences which you have taken the
for word; yet here again are we struck liberty to garble from him, I supwith the varying degrees in which, pose?

Taylor.-"The gift of the Holy
Spirit was only imparted for a special
purpose. This one suecial purpose
was to forever shut out the lights of
all false and deceptive seers, and the
new revelation of fallible men."
Oomment.--You assert that the
Holy Spirit was imparted and what 'it
was imparted for. We allow that it
was imparted, but cannot allow that
it was imparted for the purpose which
you assign to it, exclusive of any
other. Even were you correct in the
purpose which you assign to its impartation it does not follow that it is
not needed now. On the contrary, it
is 'absolutely necessary to enjoy that
blessed influence to-day, even if your
assertion in relation to its object be
true. ''False and deceptive seers"
are not altogether a thing of the past.
If it was by t.he enablement of the
Holy Spirit that ancient saints detected the imposition of certain ones,
by what other means are they to be
detected now? The Holy Spirit was
promised to all who would believe
and obey the gospel.-Acts 2: 38.
This promise was confirmed.-Acts
5: 32; 8: 14-17; 9: 17; 19: 1-6; 1 Cor.
12: 3. A description of its office work
is to be found in the following passages: John 14:26; 15:26; 16: 13;
Romans 8: 14, 16; Ephesians 1: 13.
Taylor.-"! would love to see Mr.
McDowell manifest his power of the
gift of the Holy Spirit imparted to
him by the laying on of hands."
Oomment.-Perhaps you would.
You are not the first one to express
that desire. Suppose you were permitted to see tbe manifestation you
ask for, what better would be your
condition? We have a few instances
in the New Testament where similar
expressions were made, but it happened, however, that they were invariably made by a very inferior class
of people. The first one is described
in the fourth chapter of Matthew and
his name is said to be Devil. Another
notable character who would liked to
have Jesus show a sign for him to
behold was Herod. Luke 23: 8. In
the former of these two cases the
I Devil was rebuked; in the latter Jesus
refused to answer Herod in anything
he asked of him. Of course we can
/ scarcely disprove your statementthat you would love to see a miracle.
j We only call attention to the com·
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pany you put yourself in when you his gift as a gift or gifts if they were f 11
express yourself thus.
.
o owing chapter we have these
M D
gn:·en to you by somebody-and that words:-c owell.-"We
the is
reader
to Acts
2: 37-39. refer
Therein
the is possible. If the man were to be
And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost
given to you he would be as much oi fell on them, as on us at the beginning.
promise of the Holy Spirit as a gift
Al
by way of being an abiding comforter awagift
that he might afterso versethen
17:--as God gave them the
d as. anything
t
Forasmuch
i
e
git
as
he
did
unto us, etc.
and instructor to the bapt1"zed bel1"ever
r give o you. It would have been z·k f
without limitation as to time, or age, well if you had defined what you underThese statements were also made by
or place."
stood or misunderstood to be the gift of Peter. They were made to them , 'of
Taylor.-"Let us see if there is any the Spirit as distinct from the Spirit. the circumcision" in Jerusalem who
difference in the promise of the Holy This you neglected notwithstanding called in question his work in the case
Spirit as a gift, and the promise of the pains you have taken to show that of Cornelius and household. He says
the gift of the Holy Spirit. The first the gift is not the Spirit. Whether God gave the Gentiles the like giftmakes the Holy Spirit the promised Paul's definition which we have cited speaking of the Holy Ghost-as he
gift, while the other is somethinO' would suit you we are uncertain, but did unto them (the apostles.)
promised as a gift of the Holy Spirit.~ consider it extremely doubtful from
The above ends our criticism on No.
Comment.-We notice the distinc- the effect it would have upon your 3. We will now begin with No. 4.
tion you are endeavoring to make be- argument if admitted. Its validi.ty, He begins by making a quotation
tween the gift of the Holy Spirit and let me say, is not dependent on your from Elder McDowell relative to 1
the Holy Spirit itself. The gift of admission. A truth is no more true Corinthinans 12, to which he devotes,
the Holy Spirit, however, may be if believed by everybody; and it is none I believe, all of the present number.
either the effect of the Holy Spirit or the less true if believed by nobody. A The quotation is rather long, but I reit may be the Spirit which produces little more on the subject.
produce it for the convenience and
the effect. In either case it is neces·
Taylor.- "So Peter expressed him- satisfa::tion of the reader who may
sary for the Spirit to be present with self, 'Receive the gift of the Holy not have the tract in which it was
or rest upon the one who has the gift. Spirit,' and not, 'Ye shall receive the originally contained.
In the twelfth chapter of 1 Corin- Holy ~pirit as a gift.'"
McDowell.-"We call attention, in
thians Paul enumerates some nine
Comment. - But did not Peter re- this connection, to 1 Corinthians 12.
different things which he character- ceive the Spirit on the occasion of his This chapter is a portion of a letter
izes as "spiritual gifts" or gifts of the discourse from which you quote? You written to the Christian Church at
Spirit. They were the several effects admit that he did. And was it not Corinth, and if the Bible alone is to
which the Spirit had upon those pos- given to him? Yes. Then it must be a rule of faith and practice, and
sessed with it. But let me call your have been a gift to him. If Peter we are asked to accept and stand upon
attention to the fact that when they then received it as a gift it is proper the Bible, and the Bible alone, for
enjoyed those gifts they had to be in and in keeping with good usage to Christian teaching, what is there to
possession, in actual possession of speak of him as receiving the gift of hinder the acceptance of the instructhat holy influence whose operation the Spirit. We commonly speak of a tion herein contained as necessary for
effected them. Hence, when Peter gentleman making a lady a "present the direction of Christian people to·
said, ''And ye shall receive the gift or gift of a nice gold watch and chain," day? For have not their chief auof the Holy Ghost," whether he meant etc. And such phraseology is not thorities informed us that they were
the effect of the Holy Ghost or the foreign to the scriptures. In Acts 2 aiming at the restoration of pure,
Holy Ghost itself, helps your case not we have an account of the descent of primitive, apostolic Christianity, in
the least; for in either case those who the Spirit upon the apostles and the letter and spirit, in principle and in
received the gift had to receive the marvelous effect which it produced. practice?"
Holy Ghost. Though it is more than In Acts 10 is contained a report of the
'l'aylor.-- "I would have Mr. McDowprobable that Peter in using the above sermon Peter preached to Cornelius ell to understand that the Apostle
language meant more particularly the and his household. I quote verses 44 Paul wrote this letter as a reminder
Holy Ghost as a gift as we shall see and 45:of what it took then-the time of
further on.
While Peter yet spake these words, the which he was speaking-to perfect
Taylor.-"For instance, a man has Holy Ghost fell on all them which heard the the saints, and to thoroughly estabsome present be wishes me to have. word. And they of the circumcision which lish in the minds of men the instituI
.
believed were astonished, as many as came tion of Chris'u's."
receive· that gift of the man, and not with Peter, because that on the Gentiles also
C
the man received as a gift.''
was poured out the gift of the Holy Ghost.
omment.-It is a pity that you
Comment.-Your i"nference
·s
that
H
,,
d
did
not
give your readers some infor·
_ 1
ere we un , first, that the Holy
the man represents the Spirit, and the Ghost fell on all those who listened mation relative to how you found out
"ft f th
th
h'
the above which you assert.
You
g1 o
e man, at w, ich the Spirit to Peter's sermon; second, that the
gives or produces. This compar1·son Jews who acco mpame
. d p e t er were should
not
expect
intelligent
and
cand"d •t·
b r
does you poor service; it is only astonished to see the ''O'ift of the Holy l . cr1 ics to e ieve what you say on
another way of assuming that the gift Ghost" poured out on the Gentiles as so important a ma.tter.simply _because
of the Spirit is not the Spirit itself. well as themselves.
Notice it i you say so. Turn mg w 1 Cormthians
·
b th h
11
.
.
s 1 l: 2 we read these words:t e man and ca ed gift. Then m verse 15 of the 1 u n t o th e c h urc h of God which is at CorY ou could receive o

I
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8tlndau 8Bhool Hssocia1ion8.

inth, to them that are sanctified in Christ
Jesus, called to be saints, with all that in
every place call upon the name of Jesus
Christ our Lord.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.

This passage of scripture shows to
Convention met in Nebraska City, Febwhom the epistle under consideration ruary 12, at 7: 30 p. m. House called to order
applies. Not only to the Corinthians by district superintendent, M. J. Schafer.

Teachers' meeting with General Superintendent, T. A. Hougas, instructor. Saturday 9: 30,
E. D. Briggs was appointed secretary pro
tern. Superintendent Hougas then gave the
successful plan of conducting a Sunday
school. A thorough understand.ing. of the
proposed amendments to Const1tut10n was
t10n it might come. That there are gained and delegates instructed to favor
portions of it which are specially di- same. Reports of superintendent, assistant
rected to the Corinthians is admissible, superintendent, secretary, and treasurer,
but such portions are to be determined were adopted. Four schools reported: Zion's
or distinoouished to be such by the con- Hope, of Nebraska Cit.y, 55; Fairbury 30; Un"'b·
-h
.
ion Band, vVilber, 65; Prairie Flower, Paltext or y t e port10ns themselves. myra, 20 . The question box was a very
I may address a letter to a firm or iDteresting feature of the afternoon session.
company in whose interest I may be Martin J. Schafer, Union, Nebraska, was
acting; in that letter I may write a elected superintendent for next year, Ed win
few words to a particular one of the D. Brigg~, Nebraska City, Nebraska, assist.
imt superrntendent and secretary, Walter M.
company which apply not to the Seif, Bennet,t, Nebraska, treasurer. Jacob
others. In this case it would not be Anderson and Emma Nelson were chosen
right for them to apply it to them all. ' delegates to General Convention. At 7:30 p.
Why? Because it is perceptibly di- m. a very interesting literary program closed
rected to a particular one. But if the convention, to meet in Wilber, Nebraska,
.
h"
b
h' h .
b June 11 and 12.

is it addressed, but to the sanctified,
with all that in every place who would
call upon the name of Jesus. The
epistle in general applies to all the
people of God under whose observa-

· · ·

I

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Saints of Eastern district, South Wflles,
Thomas Gould, Bishop's agent and book
agent, has removed from 38 Carmarthen St.,
Canton, to 84 Wyndham Cresent, Canton,
where all communications will be received in
future. I desire to than.k the saints for their
past support, but hope to have greater in the
future. Don't forget your freewill offerings
and tithing. The Lord's storehouse is empty.
Please send in your mites as the Lord has
blessed you, also your orders for books, J-Ieralds, etc., which will receive my prompt attention.
I remain your servant,
THOMAS GOULD.

BORN.
ANDERSON. - December 18, 1896, to Bro.
Dan and Sr. Annie Anderson, of La:moni,
Iowa, :a son, and named Andrew Kenneth.
Blessed April 14, 1897, by Elders H. Kemp
and T. J. Bell.

MARRIED.

MOSER-SOHRUNK.-Sr. Ella c. Schrunk
was married March 31 to Mr. John Moser, at
the home of the bride's parents, in Osterdock,
Iowa. It was a happy time for all present.
Many of the guests were fine musicians, so
both the piano and organ did duty on this
memorable occasion.
Mr. T. F. Schrunk
favored those present with his favorite song,
t h ere is not mg y w ic it can e
....
and many others followed in song, and such
shown that there is any portion
a time of rejoicing one seldom sees. May
which applies not to them in general,
God bless them with a long, happy, and useful life, 1.s the wish of all their many friends.
it would be disorderly for one to apply
Mr. Moser and wife started south on their
to himself or to another one any porOKALAHO:i'vIA SAINTS.
wedding trip, intending to stop at Marion,
tion of it. So in the epistle of Paul.,
Oklahoma saints, look! read! respond!
Iowa, a day or so to visit Srs. Hills and
Th~ first chapt~r. contains a repr~of We w.ant to reach one ~undred thousand peo- Cater, also to visit Lamoni during General
which he adnumsters to the Corm- ple with the gospel this summer. Only two Conference.
th·
h . h f
t ·
f th ·
·
missionaries in the field. Will you assist
DIED.
ian C urc ~r cer am 0
eir mis- them? When'? Now. How? There are
TURNER.-At her home near Daloit, Iowa,
deeds. He sa1d he had heard by them thousands of copies _of Heralds, Ensigns,
which were of the house of Chloe that Aittiirnn Leaves, Hopes, sermons, etc., which on the morning of April 4, 1897, Sr. Sara C.,
wife of Bro. James T. Turner. Sara Cathathere were contentions among them. the saints wi:l send just for the asking.
rine Childrees was born in Waterloo, MisIf
you
had
them,
could
you
not
distribute
And he goes on and reproves them
them among your neighbors, or when you go souri, February 8, 1844, where she grew to
because some of them said they were to town take a roll of them and put one in womanhood, and July 31, 1861, was united in
of Paul, others of Cephas, etc. Now the farmers' wagons? In ten minutes you marriage to Jam es T. Turner. They reall Christians are not necessarily guilty can distribute a hundred. Do this every moved to Deloit, Iowa, in 1871, where they
of that mistake, hence we know that time you go to town for one month or as long have since resided. The deceased united
with the Latter Day Saint Church February
it is not applicable to all. But with as your supply lasts, and you will reach as 1, 187), since which time she has been an
many with the gospel as the elder in a series
the twelfth chapter of this epistle it is of services. Will you not help us in this earnest, consistent worker, and was at times
quite different. There is nothing in way, and also help those in darkness? The wonderfully blessed with the gifts of the gosit, after it, or before it to indicate writer was brought to the light by a tract pel. Her patience and gentle kindness durthat it is exclusively applicable to the given him by Bro. John Kaler. If you will ing- her last lingering illness of eighteen
months showed forth the true Christian
primitive Corinthians. Paul is there assist in this scheme, drop me a card with spirit which characterized her life. Ten
your name and address, and you will be sup_dealing with a principle which was plied with literature. Don't put it off, now children were born to Bro. and Sr. Turner,
universally believed in and enjoyed is the time to act.
eight of whom, with their father, are left to
mourn the loss of wife and mother. A
W. S. MACRAE,
by the church at that time.
16-2t.
daughter,
Maud, died January 26, 1890, at
We will follow you up in our next NrnELY, Oklahoma.
the age of twenty years, at Deloit, Iowa, and
ins~allment and disse~t y?ur inteq~reNOTICES.
one child died in infancy.
tat1on of tha~ verse m tne follow:ng
'.!.'he building purchased by the saints of
MONROE.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, April 3,
chapter which says prophecies, the Hamburg branch of the Fremont district 1897, Anna Elnora, infant child of Bro. Isaac
tongues, and knowledge would fail, by request will be dedicated on Sunday, May A. Monroe, aged 4 months and ] 5 days. This
cease, and vanish away.
2, to the service of the Lord for gospel work. sweet little bud has gone to join the mother
We hope the saints of other branches will in the spirit realm· of rest. Sermon at the
residence by R. M. Elvin from Revelation
take notice and attend, as many as can.
----.-.---~-22: 1, to an attentive audience. Interment in
D. HOUGAS, Dist. Pres.
Promptness is one of the leading virtues,
Rose Hill Cemetery.
HENRY KEMP, Missionary.
and its possession the exception.
~~~~-..-,~'1"'

~~~

Mi8CB1lanaous Depar1mBni.
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COhhHgH ClfY BARBHR SHOP,
- ) ' PP">ITE ( -

BL J\.. J: T? 1\'.IEHCA:;:>;;TJLE CO.
Nothing but fi.nol.t·cias~ w,.rk done in our 1;ne. Ladies~
b.Air clE'aning ~'t ~hop or hottlO.P. t->X~ept Satu':dayr:i.

Iowa 8team Laundry in covn ction.
F. A. BLACK.

FOR SALE.
Stock of Furniture, Undertakers' Goods, and
Musical Instruments. A good business with
an increasing trade. No old goods. To some
brother who wishes to locate in Lamoni, this
:is a good opportunity, as I will sell right.
Will also sell my 7 room"d modern residence
near saints chapel. or a nice 4 roomed cottage
near Graceland CollPge.
Cause of sale,
continued poor heal th of my wife, which
makes it necessary for me to go out of business.
For further TH\'"t'culars, address or call on
CHAS. F. CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 crnts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di•trict and branch presid en ta,
and Bishop's aJZent• are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church pnbllcations, sod assist the pu~
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editor&.
Business letters, subscriptions. remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittance• should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount•: One month's insertion, llve per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the ll1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pa;::es of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-llve cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at poet office, Lamoni, Iowa, ae second-cla111
mail matter.)

COTTAGE FOR SALE.

WHAT IS MAN?

NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
rooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaeer may obtain one or two lots,
~s desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, lowa.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely 1 x<tmined the subject upon which he has written, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judg·
ment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .........•..•••..•.. $ 35
Cloth ...................... _. . • • • . . 50

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ......•..•...•.. $ 50
Full leather ....................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges...•••..••.. 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper .............................. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
2.5
Cloth.................. . ••. .•• • •••
31>
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia ...••.•••.•.•. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..•••• 1 25
Cloth..............................
75

- WATSON_;.BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ••••••••••••••••••••••• i 25
Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • 35

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library .within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; iii discusses present issui:>s
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• $1 2.5

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4! inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
JHIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED AND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MORMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New and revised
,sidition, 200 psges.
Paper covers .........•.....••....• -$ 35
Cloth, limp........................
ISO

BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
Tt brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the present leaders to be at variance with and their
orll",anization a de]Jarture from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorgani:i:ed Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
dQ?b .::lO ce1:1t~..

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,\
upon application, acopyofthe "ALLIANCE,
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the papa. Address,

THE NATIO~Al HUM~NE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Buildin~,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
<!'

BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are vvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Theological conclusion11
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, arch•
ology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American abo·
riginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth.·.· ••..•.••..•...••.••••..••.. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district con·
ferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch. records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ........••••••••••••. _. , •..... $ 75
Library ............................ 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testi·
mony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrlckite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth1
$2.50.
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AFTERGLOW.
' A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
ilandsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment .••••••• 1 75
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges .•• 2 50

The Royal-White and P11re
as the Driven Snow.

GRACELAND COLLEGE,

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre wiil buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

.Absolutely Pure

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
ll@ttle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.

l!'acked and delivered at express office on receipt of price.

ROYAL. BAKING POWDER CO., tf~W VORK.

W. E. M.YERS, Drnggist. Lamoni. ll!wa..

HOMES AT LAMONI.

HARDWARE..
f!OVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Bpecla.I attention given to Builders' Hardware.
ll!allable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send yon three boxes post paid anywhere. If
It don't cnre yon wr!ie us and we will return your
money. It c
why not you f You run
no risk in
y delay longer? Send
in youro
ss B. F. ORDWAY &
00., 228
a., Illinois.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to ""'"
hruf mile southwest of Lwnoni; in three, four
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitabl"
for gardening, raising of sm~ll fruits, etc.
Prioes reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
vrice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
•
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b1;.rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La"lloni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

TRADE MAl!i!Kll!I,
DES BC NS,
COPYRICHTS &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patents
&n America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. reoeiff

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
iklOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonApply to
able.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA..
NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, designed especially for Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 25
Seal grain rusaia, g-ilt edges •...••.• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi·
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; thei
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ............................. $1 00
Sheep or library binding .........•. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, g-ilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With mi.rginal references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bioles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spoctiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex·
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.
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SHOULD MINISTERS HAVE A COLLEGE
EDUCATION?

BISHOP JOHN H. VINCENT, of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, founder
and sustainer of the Chautauqua
schools, is urging now, .with charac·
teristic zeal, a scheme for "A Non·
Resident School of Theology." In
The .Methodist Review (March~April) he
presents a four-year curriculum for
such a school, and follows it with a
vigorous plea for an educated ministry. In the course of this plea he
uses some vigorous language about
uneducated pulpit boors and vulgar
lay officials which he has before used
in addresses before conferences, and
which has at times aroused intense indignation. He begins his plea by
claiming that the early apostles were
trained from boyhood in the best
literature of the world-that of the
Old Testament. They had a special
course of training under the greatest
of all teachers-Christ.
They had
"the highest result of a thorough education," and, unlike the rabbis, had
"a vital knowledge of Old-Testament
history."
The early Methodist preachers
"were not unlike the early apostles in
their preparation, their power, and
their effectiveness." They "did not
gain their power by being students,
but because of power they became
students." The apostolic and early
Methodist method has, the Bishop
thinks, been perverted. He says:-

j

"There are young men in the ministry of the church who have come
from farm and shop with little or no
knowledge of the EDglish language as
to its construction, its value as a
vehicle of thought, and the enlarging
and refining contents of its literature.
Such men are neither readers nor
thinkers. Under the pressure of a 'revival,' through an ambition to be ministers, and to be at once in the field
'saving souls,' they drop plow or
plane and seek, by the shortest possible route, professional recognition.
. . . Once in the annual conference
they are in for life, to receive to the
day of death something toward personal support-not much, but often
too much, in view of what they are,
and of what they do, and of what they
have failed to do. This low standard
in the conference results in the filling
up by these 'pastors' of official boards
with men of their own. compantively
low type, who as stewards, classleaders, and trustees degrade the
church by their lack of taste, unworthy ideals, narrow prejudices, and
parsimonious spirit.
We cannot expect cultured men and women, nor
even the schoolboys and schoolgirls
of the day, to be interested in a church
where boors pretend to preach and
where such laymen as we have indicated have official place and control;
where sensational devices are resorted
to for filling up and building up the
church; where sentimentality of a
very weak sort is substituted for
spirituality; and where ecclesiastical
authori~y becomes a humiliating tyr·
anny."
Bi.shop Vincent does not, by any
means, assert that men can be educated only through the seminary or
the college, but he dwells upon the
advantages of the college course for
all ministers, whether they enjoy
seminary advantages or not. Among
the considerations urged by him are
these: the college man commands the
increasing respect of society; every
minister should know, through college
training, just what science does and
does not teach: the college-bred man
can better inspire the youth of his

fTB·
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congregations to pursuit of an educational course. He continues as follows:' 'There is also a type of manhood
fostered by college training which the
ministry needs for the sake of its
greatest social influence. Why is it
that in so many universities students
in the theological department are
looked down upon, sometimes with
ill-concealed contempt, by the academic students? Making all due ~al
lowance for the prejudices which
spring from what is called 'the natural
heart' against the spiritual kingdom
and its representatives, there is too
often something in the typical minister and in the 'theologue' which repels
strong, stalwart, genuine men in college and in society. The theological
student is often a dependent, educated
by charity. This itself is not at all
ground for his disparagement; but
there are a few ministers who were
once theological students supported
in this way, by individuals or by so·
cieties, who up to this day have never
paid even the interest on the loan by
which they were able to take their
theological course.
What is still
worse, they seem to have no conscience
about it. They marry, they have
childreq, they buy books, they ride
bicycles, they take summer vacations,
but seem to have no ethical sense
which makes imperative the restoration of the funds by which they were
educated for their profession. There
is among a certain class of ministers
and of candidates for the ministry
a tone of servility which perhaps these
processes of professional education
promote; a readiness to accept gifts
of money; the habit of soliciting discounts because of their office; and
consequently the cultivation of the
tramp spirit and habit among men
whose office stands for the highest,
most independent, most manly type of
manhood. Life in the modern college
tends to prevent this false and unfortunate estimate of the ministry.
''The theological student who has
never taken a college course is al ways
at a disadvantage. The foundations
of his culture~ have been neglected.
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He is all the while in danger of building on the sand.
He is doubly in
danger of overemphasizing certain
branches or departments of truth.
The man of limited education is, other
things being equal, in greatest danger
of being a crank and hobbyist. He
sees in part the. world of learning.
He studies a little New-Testament
Greek, but he knows nothing about
Greek as Greek. He studies Hebrew
a little, but he knows nothing about
the Semetic languages in general,
their relations to history, and the underlying forces in the Semitic civilization which have affected the historic
development of the world at large.
Men thus hurried into the ministry too
often marry in haste. They lack the
power of wise discrimination. Their
wives, picked up in the immature
years, are in many cases unqualified
to fill the parsonage and help the
pastor.
"We plead, therefore, for a symmetrical training of the men who are
to represent the Christian Church in
this enlightened age, and who are to
impress society with the nobility of
Christian manhood. Let men wait
before entering the ministry. There
l.s plenty of time. Jesus at twelve
years of age astonished the leaders in
the temple. In our time, if we could,
we would have made him a 'boy
preacher' and sent him through the
land as a flaming herald. He, with
divine wisdom, retired to Nazareth
and remained in its quiet for eighteen
years ·subject' to his parents, a
student of nature and of the Holy
Scriptures, and waiting for the ripening of character which should prepare Him at thirty years of age to
go forth on his mission. The ministry
of the age may learn wisdom from His
example."
The Bishop then proceeds to speak
appreciatively of the many organizations for non-resident theological sti!dents, such as the Itinerants' Club and
summer schools of theology, and
expresses the hope that the church colleges may institute a sort of universityextension plan for the especial benefit
of young ministers.-Literary Digest.
The April number of the North American
Review contains among other note-worthy
features an article from the pen of The Marquis of Dufferin and Ava on "How India
Fights the Famine." Lord Duffer in, formerly

Viceroy of that Eastern Empire, describes
the famine as being as dire a calamity as ever
visited the human race. Three millions of
the population are being kept alive through
the efforts of the Indian government, which,
however, can only provide its clients with
just sufficient nourishment to keep body and
soul together. The work left to be performed
by public charity is almost illimitable, and
Lord Dufferin makes an eloquent appeal to
Americans in behalf of the sufferers. The
editor of the North American Review announces that he will take pleasure in recei ving for transmission any contributions sent
him for that purpose. Even a shilling, Lord
Dufferin says, will keep a poor widow or an
orphan for a week.
A noteworthy feature of the May issue of The
Church Union will be an article by William
Dd Witt Hyde, the President of Bowdoin College, on the progress made by a practical federated union of denominations in the State
of Maine. Dr. Hyde shows how, by the
formation of an interdenominational commission, work in the rural districts of that
State has been conducted systematically and
unitedly.

MIXED DIET A NECESSITY.
FLOUR AS NOW MADE IS ROBBED OF PART OF
ITS BEST PROPERTIES.

Mrs. S. T. Rorer, the famous instructor in
the science of cooking and domestic economy
generally, in the Ladies' Bcme Journal (for
February), for which magazine she will hereafter write exclusively, gives this advice concerning mixed diet, etc.: "As all things have
been given us by Nature for some good purpose I have always advocated a mixed diet.
If Nature had intended us for meat eaters
only we would have had meat teeth alone,
but we have grinders for the masticating and
the grinding of grain, which teaches us at
once that a mixed diet is necessary.
''People are rather conservative in matters
of change, especially regarding food, looking
back upon what their grandmothers did and
upon what they lived, forgetting that their
grandmothers were much more active in domestic duties than they are, and were obliged
to take such food as they had at hand.
" Bread was then the staff of life, and
rightly, too. It was made from Nature's
wheat, containing all the phosphates, the
muscle-forming food, and heat and force food
necessary for feeding. Now, this wonderful
grain, in our manner of preparation, has been
robbed of the phosphate~ and a portion of its
muscle food, and as the poorer classes depend
more upon bread than the middle or upper
classes, they have suffered most."
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Denver, Colorado: Hall 22d and Araphoe
Streets. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30
p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 a. m. Prayer
meeting Wednesday evening. Z. R.-L. S.
first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of
l!'ifth and Huntingdon Streets; preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
9:30 a. m.

Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
277 Sheffield A venue.
Wf'st Bay City. Michigan: Christian mission church, No. 411 Dewitt Avenue, between
Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preaching at
10: :;o a. m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
preacblng at 7: 00 p. m. on Sundays. Prayer
meeting on Wednesday evenings.
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 v. m.
Salt Lal'<'..:i City, Utah: mission cbapel,
Second South Street, opposite the Presbyterh n church. M Petings every Sunday at
ll: OOa. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
St. Anns Buildings, No. 1~5 Albion street,
Leeds. Pr,osiding ofticcJr, Eider James Moir,
St.. James' Hall, Kirkgate, Leeds.
RoxbJry, Mas~achusetts: Guild Hall,
c0roer of Wa~hingt,on and D,idley Streets.
S rvices at 10: 30 a m. nnd 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
,chrml at 12: 15 p. m. R. BuliRrd. nastor.
Bost-On, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
Massachusetts.
East Delavan, Wisconsin: Church located
one mile north from Williams Bay railroad
station. August Johnson, presiding_ elder.
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
Platt Lane. Presiding officer, Elder William
Spargo, No. 34 Schofield Lane, Wigan.
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. George
Daley president.
Kansas City, Missouri: Twenty-tourth ana
Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
2 : 3o p. m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
each month at 2: 30 p. m. Monaay, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; \'Tednesday, branch fellowship; Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Society; Friday, music and
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
room, No.15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
Sunday services: Prayer meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching at 10: 30 a, m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday in each month, 12: 30
p. m. Band of Hope, Temperance, and Improvement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8: 00
P· m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street
Rusholme, presiding elder.
'
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northeast, corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
A venue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p .
. m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
meeting, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; preaciling,
Thursday, 7: 30 p. m. A special invitation is
extended to the traveling and local ministry.
Jos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Bellev 1ew
Avenue, Kansas Cit:r, Missouri.
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints · chapel,
Seventeenth and Faraon Streets, ( ta~e Jule
Street car,) Elder J. M. Terry in charge.
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.;
social me,, tine- at 6: 00 p. m.; Sabbath school,
Bro. D. J. Krah! superintendent, at 9: 30
a. m. Prayer meeting Wednesday nig-ht.
Aspey mission, Fourth and Doniphan Avenue;
prayer meeting Tuesday night; preaching
Friday night; Sunday school at 10:30 a. m.
R. Garlich, superintendent.
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"ff ye continue in my word, th'

ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31 , 32•
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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THE CONFERENCE.

THE intervening of the annual April
session of conference, with its attendant care and labors, has prevented
the editor from acknowledging the receipt of the many letters addressed to
him, as also from attending to the
various matters sent for HERALD consideration. We hope that no one has
been seriously inconvenienced by the
delay and lapse of time, which will
necessarily make replies to some letters out of date, and displace former
matters for the HERALD by later
ones. This will be inevitable, and
we hope no one will take offense because of it, as none is intended.
We congratulate' the saints upon
the remarkably harmonious passing
of the session of conference.
No
more peaceful and, we think, profitable session has even been held by the
church; and lt is to be hoped that
those of the fellowship who were not
at the conference were visited by and
enjoyed the presence of the good
spirit which was with those assembled
to do business for the Master, and in
behalf of the cause dear to all alike.
The business sessions were marked
by a unity of feeling and a decorum
worthy of praise. No hasty, or indecorous speeches were made, and no
bitterness engendered, that came under our observation.
The preaching services were well
attended and the Spirit was with the
speakers in an excellent and marked
degree, the sermons quite up to the,
standard of those delivered at the annual sessions. The prayer services
were, most of them, seasons of spiritual refreshing, though the large
number in attendance did not give so
.

good an oppo:tumty to all .as many
would have wished. The gifts were
manifested in some of the prayer and
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testimony meetings, and seemed to
leave good results.
There were fewer sick during the
session than is usual; which is notable because of the almost continuously
bad, damp, and windy weather experienced nearly the whole time. We
heard of no very severe cases, and no
deaths occurred.
The baptisms reported for the year
aggregate in number about one eighth
of the whole membership, leaving a
net gain of nearly thirty-five hundred;
a most remarkable and gratifying result for the year's labor. It should
form a strong incentive to increased
activity and persistent effort for the
present year.
Let us all take renewed courage
and with energy and devotedness
''press onward."

or branches had overcome the root, in sin
and wic~edness, and the only way to cleanse
and purify it was, to disorganize it, and in
due time, the Lord would reorganize it again.
There were many other things suggested to
my mind, but the lapse of time has erased
them from my memory. A few days after
this occurence, I met with Brother Joseph.
He said that he wanted to converse with me on
the affairs of the Church, and we retired by
ourselves. I will give his words verbatim, for
they are indelibly stamped upon my mind.
He said he had desired for a long time to
have a talk with me on the subject of polygamy. He said it eventually would prove
the overthrow of the Church, and we should
soon be obliged to leave the United States,
unless it could be speedily put down. He
was satisfied that it was a cursed doctrine,
and that there must be every exertion made
to put it down. He said that he would go before the congregation and proclaim against
it, and I must go into the High Council, and
he would prefer charges against those in
transgression, and I must sever them from
the Church, unless they made ample satisfaction. There was much more said, but this
"MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING."
was the substance. The mob commenced to
IN the hopeless contest being made gather about Carthage in a few days after,
against the Reorganized Church, by therefore there was nothing done concerning
it.

many in and out of the several factions,
portions, or fragments into which the
church was broken at the death of
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, and those
which aft.er that date sprang into existence, much use has been made of
statements made by Pres. Wm. Marks
and Elder Isaac Sheen, and published
in the first number of the HERALD,
issued January 1, 1860. Our purpose
now is to present the :points claimed
by those who use these statements as
being proved by them, and offer some
comment; for the reason that the arguments hitherto made with these
statements as a basis are being revamped in certain quarters, with
animus in those using them.

'

About the first of June, 1844, (situated as I
was at that time, being the Presiding Elder
of the Stake at Nauvoo, .and by appointment
the Presiding Officer of the High Council) I
had a very good opportunity to know the
affairs of the Church, and my convictions at
that time were, that the Church in a great
measure had departed from the pure principles and doctrines of Jesus Christ. I felt
much troubled in mind about the condition of
the Church.
I prayed earnestly to my
Heavenly Father to show me something in
regard to it, when I was wrapt in vision, and
it was shown me by the Spirit, that the top

Whatever else bas been charged
against the prophet Joseph Smith, we
do not recollect that he was ever
charged with being a fool. "Knave,"
''charlatan," ''mountebank," ''impostor," ''fanatic," ''blasphemer," ''enthusiast," and "deceiver," have all been
loaded on the memory of his name,
but '•fool" was never applied.
Let us see.
William Ma,rks was
noted for upright and direct dealing;
and fearless discharge of duty,:in the
day when it is said that this occurrence took place. He was president
of the High Council of the stake, and
of the stake (the branch at Nauvoo)
as well. As such officer be bad an
opportunity to know something of
the affairs of the church, as he states.
Whatever be knew, and however
wrong it was, bis personal knowledge
of it was not of sufficient definiteness
to implicate the wrong-doers. In his
distress of mind, his want of definite
information as to who and where the
wrongdoers were, he sought the
Lord who revealed to him that the
''top or branches had overcome the
root," and his convictions were that it
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(the church) should be reorganized.
After this he met the prophet and
that now celebrated conversation took
place. In this talk the prophet stated
to President Marks that unless ''po·
lygamy was put down" it would prove
the •'overthrow of the church."
Nothing is stated by either one as to
the extent of the evil spoken of nor
of the persons implicated in it. It
does not appear that President Marks
knew who the wrong-doers were, nor
does Joseph Smith state who they
were.
The latter, however, does
state that measures should be instituted to "put it down;" and he him·
self pointed out the methods of
procedure. They were; First, that
he, Joseph Smith, the President of
the church, would present accusations
to the High Council against those of
whom he had information that they
were transgressors in the evil com plained of, and that William Marks,
the presiding officer of both the stake
and the council should '•sever them
from the church," unless they "made
ample satisfaction." Second, that he,
Joseph Smith, the Prophet and President of tho church, would "go before
the congregation and proclaim against
it," that it was a "cursed doctrine."
If Joseph Smith was the originator
of that ''cursed doctrine" and one of
those "in transgression;" the methods
proposed by him for the purpose of
putting that doctrine down, were the
very ones calculated to betray his connection with such atrocious doctrine
and such evil practice, if they existed.
For, if he was known to Pres. Marks
and to others as the chief of sinners
in such "transgression," those who
had been misled by him into such evil
belief and practice would have been
the first and surest ones to denounce
him and show his connection with
both teaching and practice. Can any
sensible man believe from the statement of William Marks that Joseph
Smith would have'' done a thing so
foolish as that? Not even a "knave,"
shrewd as the world gives Joseph
Smith the credit of being, would have
shown such an exhibition of folly as
that would have been. A man who
knew himself to be in transgression of
the kind referred to, and also knew
that others knew it, proposing to go
before a council over which a man like
William Marks presided and make

charges there against other men involved in like wickedness as himself.
No man in the exercise of common
sense would so far forget the commonest measures of safety to himself if he
was guilty.
Again, no man would dare to openly
go before a congregation and there
declare against a doctrine and practice so evil as the ones referred to,
himself being. a guilty teacher and
practicer of them while he knew that
there were men in that congregation
who knew that he was a partner in
their crimes, if they were guilty.
Such action would be moral and religious suicide, if not worse. For if
they were guilty all knew that the
laws of the State had been infringed
and broken, and that open prosecution in the courts of the land would
bring out all the facts and make punish~ent sure, for Joseph Smith as
well as others. Whatever the connection of Joseph Smith and Hyrum
Smith with the teaching and practice
referred to may have been, it i;,; not
shown by this statement of Pres. William Marks. Nor does that statement
implicate Joseph Smith as a participator in either teaching or practice of
the evil complained of. All that can
be taken from it is that whatever the
teaching and practice may have been
he had some knov;rledge of them and
who were the persons involved in it;
that it was a ''cursed doctrine" and
must be put a stop to. That is all
that the strictest rendition can make
of it.
The Reorganized Church has not
shown any fear of the truth as to the
question at issue.
The Publishing
Committee at the time HERALD number one was issued, was composed of
William Marks, Isaac Sheen, and W.
W. Blair; and the fact that these men,
or any one of them, permitted such a
statement to appear is evidence that
they held no fear of the truth of it.
Neither could have supposed that
those who preferred to believe evil of
a man rather than good could possibly
have so distorted what Pres. Marks
wrote.
We had no connection with the
ffERALD at the time, January 1, 1860,
and was not identified with the church
until April, three months after the
issue, and therefore cannot be made
responsible for the statement, be it

good or bad; we have a right, from
long and intimate acquaintance with
the men, to know what the estimate
was that they put upon the statement.
Had those men had the least idea
that because of that statement, they
and the church were to be held as indorsing the origin, practice, or continuance of spiritual wifery, plural
marriage, or polygamy in any sense,
they would have guarded against
it, by leaving it out, or by personal
explanation.
In examining this statement of Pres.
William Marks we do it on its merit,
without either denying, or affirming
guilt, or innocence as those who attack the Reorganization affirm. The
statement as evidence proves nothing
claimed for it by them. Those who
make the affirmation that it does,
either willfully misstate it, or are ignorant of the plainest rules governing
evidence and so 'misapply them.
The claim based upon the statement
of Isaac Sheen in same issue of the
HERALD, made by this same class of
men who attack the Reorganization is
even worse, and has less foundation
than the other.
The statement is a contributed news
item first published in the Cincinnati,
Ohio, Saturday Evening Post, for
October 9, 1852, and written at that
date by Mr. Sheen, not then connected with any faction of the church.
He had not been at Nauvoo during
the Prophet's lifetime, and had not
known him, having united with the
church sometime in 1844. He knew
nothing personally about the subject
on which he wrote. That portion of
the statement which those who attack
the Reorganization take as the basis
of their argument is as follows:The Salt Lake apostles also excuse themselves by saying that Joseph Smith taught
the spiritual-wife doctrine, but this excuse is
as weak as their excuse concerning the
:Incient kings and patriarchs. Joseph Smith
repented of his connection with this doctrine, and said that it was of the devil. He
caused the revelation on that subject to be
burned, and when he voluntarily came to
Nauvoo and resigned himself into the arms
of his enemies, he said that he was going to
Cartbage to die. At that time he also said,
that if it had hot been for that accursed
spiritual wife doctrine, he would not have
come to that.

From this statement it does not appear what Joseph Smith's "connection" with the doctrine was, whatever
that doctrine may have been; but, if
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entitled to any consideration, the
statement at the least should be allowed as a whole, and not portions
only be given credit. 'rhis would not
suit these extremists, however, because that whatever the connection
of Joseph Smith with the doctrine referred to was, the statement is that
he repented of it, and said that "it
was of the devil." Further, the statement gives the title of the doctrine
that was in question, and it was "that
accursed spiritual wife doctrine," and
not polygamy.
There is something peculiar in the
reasoning of those who so misuse this
statement of Elder Isaac Sheen as
proof of the guilty connection of Joseph Smith with Utah polygamy as
teaching and practicing it. If he
_"caused the revelation to be burned,"
no better evidence of hostility to the
doctrine which might be in the revelation could have been given by the
man. But, Pres. Brigham Young declared on August 29, 1852, that it was
Emma Smith, the wife of the prophet,
who burned the revelation, not Joseph
Smith. If Joseph Smith burned or
caused the burning of the so-called
revelation then Pres. Young was
wrong; if Emma burned it, then Isaac
Sheen was wrong. Which these men
will have as correct we do not know.
If they were as honest in using the
statements as they assure others that
they are, they would quote the editorial following the statement of Isaac
Sheen on page 24 of the HERALD for
January 1, 1860. The opening of this
is as follows:It therefore seems that the Salt Lake Mormons, if Mr. Sheen be correct, and he quotes
the very words of the "Book of Mormon,"
are acting not only in opposition to common
decency and mornlity, but to the explicit
commands of their own "holy book," and to
the dying testimony of Joseph Smith, their
founder.

The effect of the statement upon
men outside of the church, who had
no faith in Mormonism of any kind,
was that it exonerated rather than
implicated the Prophet in the guilt of
teaching and practicing the evil referred to. It remained for whilom
believers to distort the statement to
suit their own notions; and in the lack
of direct evidence to use implication
by presumption, the lowest and most
. .
.
susp1c1ous sort of evidence known.
The Reorganization has neither

feared, nor hesitated to give the whole
of the statements as they were made;
leaving those who hesitated, feared,
or were malicious enough, to either
misunderstand, or misinterpret them
as they might see fit to do.

battle field of mammoths.
In the high
prairie country of Choteau and Teton Counties where Mr. Mumbrue is now working,
there are acres of land covered with the same
kind of bones he has sent to the SurveyorGeneral.
Among the bones was one thirty-two inches
long and at the largest end three feet in cirENGLAND TO RETURN THE LOG OF cumference, evidently the thigh bone of a
creature which, if it stood upright, would
THE MAYFLOWER.
have been able to look into the third story
LONDON, March 25.-In consequence of the
windows of houses. Besides this are a score
efforts of the Government of Massachusetts,
of others, from the size of a hat to a man's
the American Antiquarian and Massachufist, evidently vertebrm.
setts Historical Societies, the Pilgrim SoIt can be seen that the substance is really
ciety of Plymouth, and the New England
petrified bone, and in some instances the
Society of New York, backed up by the d€pitted structure, particularly noticeable in
sires of the Archbishop of Canterbury and
partially decayed bones, can be plainly disthe Bishop of London, the Consistory Court
tinguished. One of the vertebrm has a small
of the Diocese of London assembled to-day
clear moss agate firmly attacked to it.in the old chapel of St. Paul's Cathedral in
Chicago Tribune.
order to determine the question of the restoration 0f the log of the Mayflower to the
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES ARE
United States.
UNITED.
The Chancellor of the diocese, Dr. Thomas
H. Tristran, Q. C., presided in wig and gown. LONDON, March 27.-The work of binding
The Chancellor asked if New England was the Australian colonies together is in full
part of Ms,ssachusetts,. and counsel and Mr. progress. The Australasian fed3ral convenLee were unable to answer the qestion.
tion met at Adelaide this week. The colonies
Thereupon the Chancellor said:of Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania,
"Is there nobody peesent able to answer South and Western Australia sent delegates.
C. C. Kingston, Q. C., M. P., the Premier of
that question?"
The question was then answered by a rep- South Austra_lia, was elected President. At
resentative of the Associated Press, who the invitation of the conference the New
said that Massachusetts was a part of New South Wales delegate, Mr. Barton, submitted
England.
resolutions embodying the principles of the
The Chancellor asked if Plymouth was in new constitution, which provides that the
Massachusetts, and the Associated Press rep- powers, privileges, and territory of the variresentative assured him it was.
ous colonies are to remain intact. The exLater the Chancellor said, after hearing clusive power of imposing and collecting
the arguments:customs and excise duties anfl military and
"I order, on the unilertaking given by Mr. naval control is to be vested in the Federal
Bayard to place the log in a fit place where Parliament.
Trade intercourse between the federated
persons concerned can have access thereto,
and a proper certific:tted copy being· depos- colonies is to be absolutely free. The Parliaited at Fulham, that the original be given ment, which will be established, will consist
up to Mr. Bayard for transmission to the of a Senate and a House of Representatives.
President of the United States, and that the The executive will consist of a Governor-Gencopy of this judgment under seal be sent with eral, appointed by the Queen, and the Suthe book whenever Mr. Bayard or some one preme Federal Court, which will also be the
else of the United States Embassy can attend. High Court of Appeal of the colonies.
In the meanwhile it will remain in the diocesan strong room."
After these proceedings Dr. Temple said: WE notice in the San Remo Times,
"I am glad the book is returning to America. Hent us from Australia, a notice of
It will be another evidence of our sinceri1y, our church service there, as follows:admiration. and love for America and our
Divine service will be held at the hall,
desire to draw the two nations closer to- Queensferry, every Sunday at 2: 30 p. m. by
gether."
the elders of the Reorganized Church of JeThe Bishop of London will deliver the book sus Christ of Latter Day Saints. All are
to Mr. Bayard personally.
welcome. No collection.
FINDS ACRES OF MAMMOTH'S
BONES.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Surveyor, who is now in Northern Montana
at work on government lands, has sent a box
to Surveyor-General Neill of a most interest, ing character. It includes many bones of
j' mammals that during prehistoric ages
roamed over the country.
F rom wh a t h e wr1'tes i't wou ld seem th a t
that section must at one time have been the

Bro. Titus, of Alpena, has been here for
the past month and preached several excellent sermons and married two couples, not of
the Latter Day Saint Church. Bro. Titus is
always welcomed by the Hillman saints and
does good whenever he comes, and sometimes
has the pleasure of making the sectarian
preachers feel restless.

ST. PAUL, Minn., March 28.-D. P. Mum- BRO. M. MORAN, Hillman, Michigan,
brue, United States Deputy Mineral Land April 15:-

I
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Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn.

that is, cool for these parts, and if the same
continues that we have had we will reach our
destination on Tuesday. The cook bas given
EDITED BY FRANCES.
us quite a variety in the way of food. For
each meal we have had canned beef, both bot
"ln lawful pursuits, whatever yon doand cold, and canned salmon. But we were
Building a mansion or mending a shoeinformed at bt'eakfast this morning that
Be honestly earnest in all of your work,
there was no more canned salmon, so after
Never attempting plain duty to shirk.
Do everything well; as well as yon can,
this we will only have one change. The capNo more is expected by God or by man.
tain and all the crew are natives. But Mr.
No less wEI suffice Jor your own self-respect
Railton,
who gave up bis room to us, is a
Or save yon from eting of willful neglect.
white man and speaks both languages.
The purest of pleasures can only be found
In virtuous effort, healthful and sound.
January 14.-We arrived here at Hickueru
This truest of maxims cherish and nnrseon Tuesday, the 5th, as we expected. Found
~work is a blessing, and ease but a curse.'''
We were anxiously watching and praying
Bro. and Sr. Case quite well, but looking
for the blessings of God to come to the
rather thin in comparison with the numerous
church and were all made to rejoice on refat natives that were all around them. The
FROM THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.
ceiving the last Herald which contained part J ANDARY 3.-Dear Sisters:-On this first natives are here in swarms. There is a large
of the minutes of the conference, also the Sunday in 1897 I find myself perched upon a lagoon about this island where the pearl
revelation. Mi;.y God help us all to move on pile of pulu pillows crosswise of our bed on shells grow, and when it was open to the
more faithful and with renewed energy. I board the Teavaroa, bound from Papeete to public they came from all the surrounding
have been battling away up in this part, and Hickueru. Left Papeete last Sunday morn- islands to share in shell gathering. There
Kalkaska, also Fife Lake, back of Kalkaska. ing, leaving many ·tearful faces behind us. are about two hundred of our church memMusser has succeeded in having the school- The saints meet at eight o'clock for meeting, hers here, some from nearly all the branches.
house closed to us, but open to all others.
and since that was the hour we were to leave The merchants give them a good price for
Bro. Alvin Knisley, from Selkirk, the house they met at our house a half hour their shells but charge them a bigger price
or so previous and had singing and prayer be- for all they have to buy. One of our brethOntario, April 18, wrote:My heart has been gladdened to read of fore we left. On Wednesday morning, early, ren gave fifty-two dollars for a cane hat for
the successful convention our people are hav- we were off Makatea where we made the saints himself and wife. The same hats could have
ing in your town. No doubt some changes a snort call of about three hours. I will tell in been bought for eight or ten dollars each in
have taken place and new conditions necessi- the Hope what a wetting we got in landing. Tahiti. Of course they could have gotten
tated by that grand and comforting revela- According to instruction w8 brought our bed- cheaper ones, but these natives do not deal
tion, which are only peculiar to this ding along, and expected to have slept on in cheap articles, especially wfien they are
latter-day work. All, however, will be well the cabin floor or on deck, but have been getting a good price for shells.
As I look out from the uplifted sides of our
with the trustful, believing, and obedient. very agreeably disappointed. One of the
My faithfulness is indeed encouraged to ob- owners, who goes with the vessel on account small niau house on the lagoon I see a large
. serve what God is doing for his people; and of her valuable cargo, very kindly gave us sail boat just starting across for the pearlmy ministerial power of late I think is in- his room and put bis mattress on cases of fishing ground. A good fresh breeze fills
goods, extra sails, and various other things her sail and she is fairly bounding over the
creased.
in the storeroom off the end of the cabin, the waves, making the white spray fly far out
walls of which are lined with dry goods, and from each side as her bow strikes the water.
on
the floor are no less ·than six new sewing It looks very pretty and I would like to have
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
machines. The room we have is larger, some of the breeze. We are so surrounded
SR. W. W. JONES, of Plymouth, Penn- cooler, and far more commodious than those by niau houses and cocoanut trees that we
sylvania, offers to give fifty dollars on the mail packets that go from San Fran- only get the breeze from one direction. Sr.
towards the purchase of a tent for the cisco to Papeete. We do not sleep in a berth Case's house is in a much cooler location
work in the Wyoming Valley the com- under decks as usual in a vessel, but on a bed- than ours. The natives bad the frame of
stead out in the clear air with the cool breeze this one put up for themselves, which frame
ing summer. See letter.
blowing on us from two windows all the time. consists of six-foot stakce driven in the
Bro. L. P. Hansen, of Manti, Utah, But the bed is not soft by any means. The ground, making a room of perhaps 12 x 14,
writes that he has been laboring as bottom is smooth boards like the' floor; and and a lumber frame for a roof. When they
circumstances permit, on the Sabbath one of those thin mattresses from the heard we were coming they made the niau
and other days, among the Utah peo- Evanelia-well flattened-is not much of an matting for walls, roof, and floor. Each
improvement on wood. But when one side house has two or three feet of dry branches
ple. He had baptized two since Bro. aches too badly we turn over and let the off the cocoanut trees, stripped of their
. H. N. Hansen left; others were be- other side take a turn at it.
leaves, and nailed on the stakes two or three
lieving; but much prejudice existed.
We do not seem to be getting used to it feet up from the ground to keep ho.rs and
He desired the saints to remember the very fast; i.n fact, I ache worse every night. dogs from coming in. The dogs here are
Scandinavian people in the United But I dare say we will get over that in time. well educated. I have never known one to
The only really unpleasant feature is the come in the house though the door sill is
States and in the fatherland.
copra or bufa weevil and roaches that line only two feet high, and there is no door. I
Bro. A. E. Woodworth, of Council the walls and do not keep out of a person's like my little niau house if it were not so
Bluffs, Iowa, writes, expressing the bed nor off their body. Their bite is not so public. We have to have all the air possible,
opinion that membership in fraternal bad, but their crawling is unpleasant. But and when our "trap doors" at the sides are
.
.
.
.
those are not all that is in this room. We raised, there is no nook or corner in the
orgamzat10ns does not mterfere with are surrounded by unseen wealth. There is house but what is as plain to view, as the
lines of duty in the church; this in no less than eighteen thousand dollars of outside. One of the brethren made us a nice
answer to a statement in a recent ar- 1 money boxed up and deposited in this room large table,-Joseph furnished the material,
ticle signed Albert. We state his ex-1 ~o buy pearls.hells w!th when. they get to the and another had just purchased a new box-matpression of opinion without opening islands. Besides this there is twenty thou- tress, a r~re luxury, and he brought that
sand dollars worth of other goods. So there for us while here. I have a goods box on
up discussion on the subJ' ect of is a valuable cargo on this vessel-ourselves I one end of the table for a dish cupboard,
I included. We have had cool, lovely weather; and the few pretty dishes we brought from
''secret societies."

The brethren of the ministry have
gone from the conference session prepared for a renewal of the conflict
against error and in favor of the truth,
in renewed courage and strength.
The brethren who remained in their
fields feel the impulses of renewing
life, and are responding cheerily to
the good news that reached them.
Bro. J. J. Cornish, that indefatigable soldier, wrote us a card dated
April 19:-

I
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home areanged in it, with a nicely fixed up
bed gives the place a home look.
This niau village is located on the margin
of the lagoon, in the prettiest cocoanut grove
I ever saw, for the trees are all young and
quite bushy. The lower branches of many
can be reached while standing on the ground.
But under foot is not nice at all. It has the
appearance of not being long out of the sea,
and is one continuous mass of charred and
broken coral rock. It is like walking over
strewn burnt bones, and is most destructive
to shoe leather. There are also all the little
troublesome insects that make life uneasy,
flies, flees, mosquitoes, ants, and roaches. The
saints here have been very kind to us, have
provitl id liberally for us, and the sisters have
made me several nice presents in shell work.
Sr. Ca>oe has given the charge of the sisters'
meetings over to me, and I find it very, very
disadvantageous having to speak through an
interpreter and not knowing what is said in
reply. So my many dear friends in America
must not feel slighted by not receiving personal letters, for I must give more time to
studying the language. So far, my writing,
entertainin;r, and packing and unpacking and
sewing have occupied all my time.
Bro. Burton will tell about the new church
when he writes. Day before yesterday he
married two couples in the roofed over yard
our people now hold meeting in. The brides
both looked real nice with the exception of
one having rather too much pink ribbon.
Her dress was made by one of our nearest
neighbors and she was dressed at their
house. Each bride had three bridesmaids,
but there were no "best m::n." They first
went to the Governo1"s house and were married according to the French law, then came
to the "pure fare," and were married according to the law of the church. Notwithstanding the thin, gauzy dress and rich white lace
that the bride that was dressed near us wore,
when she left the house she was barefoot,
but had nice slippers when she got to the
church. Expect she bought them on the
road and put them on in the shop. It is
their custom here to collect money from
whoever will give, to make the wedding
feast. They had a barbecued hog and some
fowls and bread enough to feed a small
regiment of soldiers. Only the select ones
are or were invited to the feast, and all the
provisions that is left of the feast must be
equally divided among those who contributed
to it. One table was set separate from the
rest for us five white folks. Some of the
leading native men were already seated on
one side of the other table when we went in
and the bridal party sat themselves down on
the ground outside, but were called in to eat
at the table. At first both the brides and
grooms sat down, but when the six maids
came in the two bridgrooms were crowded
out of their places, since that side of the
table would only hold eight and none that
were seated offered their places, so they had
to wait till the rest were done. They wandered about looking as forlorn as you please
while the wedding feast was going on. They
were not at all at home with the knives,
forks, and spoop~. One of the brlder> let

them alone and ate with her hands as usual,
while one of her maids tried to eat soup with
a fork. She ate all that could be lifted with
the fork and took up her plate and drank the
rest.
Last Saturday evening our people gave a
grand concert. I believe it is the order of
every Saturday night.
There were five
branches represented. The singers of each
branch sat in separate groups on the ground
right here near our house and no two
branches sang together, though one director served for all, but each branch had its
own chorister. It keeps us out later than I
like to be on Saturday night, and the singing tires me dreadfully, but we must always
be there and stay till it is over, for it is to
the missionaries they sing, and if there was
not something to keep them together they
would be apt to get off to some of the gambling
t1bles or somewhere where their money would
be gotten away from them. Saturday night
is the only evening that there is not meeting
of some kind. There is a fine gathering at
church on Sunday and a large, interesting
Sunday school. All do not remain beneath
the roof, I think only two classes. '.rhe others sit in small groups in the shade of the
cocoanut trees nEar the meeting place. It
was a good work to get those Sunday schools
organized, and there is still much work for
Sr. Case to keep them going and do the
amount of copying lessons for them, but she
is a ready writer and does it much more
quickly than many another one could.
More anon,
SR. EMMA.
PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
BRO. ROBERT SAXTON, of Kingsley, Michigan, aeks your faith and prayers on his behalf that if it please God his health may be
restored to him; and Sr. Saxton asks that
she may have from God the special blessing
her heart desires, if it be his will to grant it
to her.
Sr. Minda Slavins, of Foster, Oregon, asks
your prayers that she may be able to overcome the desire to use tobacco. The habit
bas a very strong hold upon her and she feels
that only God can enable her to overcome it.
Bro. John B. Roush, of Illinois, requests
your faith and prayers in behalf of Sr. Emma
M. Johnson, of Mission, Illinois, that God
may relieve the terrible pain which she is
suffering. All human aid has failed and she
earnestly asks that you will plead with God
on her behalf.

DUNKERTON, Iowa, Feb. 25.

Editors Herald:-I have not seen any word
from this part of the district for a long time.
We belong to the Grove Hill branch, Eastern Iowa district, although we live in Blackhawk, County, which is in the Des Moines
district. All the work ever done in this
part of the ·d. istrict has been done by Ea.ster.n
Iowa mi$sionaries, as we are ;just over the
line,
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Our branch is in a very scattered condition, but ·we meet once in two weeks for
prayer services. We do not have the pri vilege of hearin~ much preaching, but are trying to put our trust in our heavenly Father,
and do the best we can. I cannot tell how
much comfort the faith I have in my Savior
is to me. Before I heard the gospel preached
I was always afraid to die, even the idea I
had of heaven was not much comfort, but
ever since I heard Elder Roth preach the
first Latter Day Saint sermon I ever listened
to, I have felt as though all will be well
with me if I only try and do my part, and I
am sure God will never fail in fulfilling bis
precious promises to me and all who put
their trust in him.
I would like to say to some of the brothers
and sisters, that when everything goes
wrong and you are discouraged, just try to
do the best you can. Remember that God
will be sure to try us, and be patient; go to
him in prayer, and then trust it all to him,
and all will be well. I have found it so, but it
is very hard at times to follow the advice I
have given you. But it always turns out
best in the end.
We would be glad to have any of the elders
who can call on us, and give us a few sermons
if they can. My prayer is that all may be
brought to enjoy the blessings of the gospel
of Christ.
Your sister,
MRS. BELLE GOODRICH.
HAYWOOD, Neb., March 29.

Editors Herald:-The first and second days
of the new year I held forth in the Howley·
schoolhouse .. This is eight miles southeast
of the town of Bellmont, Dawes County,
Nebraska. Then I returned to the Evergreen
and held two services; then obtained the
Baptist church in Bellmont in which four
services were held, Bro. Rudd speaking one
night. I returned to Howley and held four
services, and on January 12 baptized three in
Willow Creek, three miles east of Howley.
Went to the Bacon schoolhouse and held
three services, thence to the Clure and held
one service and Marsland station on the B.
and M. railroad and held five services, when
I returned ,to Hay Springs to administer to
the sick. I remained two days with the Elkhorn saints and went thirty· five miles to Bro.
Haywood's and held eight services. While
here the "grip" took hold of me and I guess
be found a tough stick, for I am all right
and have lost no time. My friends here sent
me to the railroad with Bro. Russ. Haywood,
with strict orders for me to take the train for
Crawford, and I will tell you how those orders
were obeyed: I went to the station and
found I had to wait four hours for the train
and I took the track and paced otl' sixteen
miles, and somewhere on tl).e road I lost the
"grip" or the "grip" lost me,-it is hard to
tell which,-but this I know: that I saved
enough cash to get me a nice lot of certificates of baptism and confirmation which I
needed. I arrived sound and well at Crawford, but did not get a house to hold forth in;
so I returned to Howley and on February 18
baptized George Hollibaugh, Susan Hollibaugh, and :Sirtis ffol.Hbaugh 1 in WiHow
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Creek. Then by request of Bro. Rudd I took
a flying trip to Minatare and Bayard. While
there I spoke four times in the Redtop
schoolhouse and seven times in the Grout
schoolhouse and eleven times in the Bayard
schoolhouse, and on the 17th of March I baptized ,Ada L. Hanson, Nancy Rutter, Mary
Lyman, Wilburn Roberts, and James C. Hanson, and with those named I confirmed Phillip 0. Knapp who was baptized by R, M.
Elvin March 1, 1875; certificate of baptism
was given in Nebraska City, March 29, 1875.
Bro. Elvin will remember the circumstance.
Br(l. Rudd did a good work while here, and
the people were anxious to hear when I arrived, and I left them in great excitement.
On the 18th I formed the saints into a
temporary organization, D. W. Shirk as
elder, J. L. Detrick priest, and Wilburn Roberts teacher. It is to be known as the Bayard branch. This step was taken by advice
of the saints here interested and because of
the apparent necessity for the good of the
work. What was done can be sanctioned by
the missionary in charge or changed as the
Spirit may direct him.
While, at Bayard a minister of the Methodist persuasion delivered a rousing discourse
on false prophets and "Joe Smith" got his
share of the mud. He gave notice of his
intentions in the newspaper published at
Bayard. I invited my congregation to attend and hear him which they did, and I was
there also.
Then I took two nights to
straighten out his crookedness, the house being crowded to excess.
On the 19th returned to Howley and held
four services, then one in Evergreen, and on
the 24th baptized Elizabeth J. Shove and
Minnie M. Hollibaugh in Willow Creek. On
25th assisted the Evergreen branch in its
business meeting, in which George Hollibaug,h was ordained teacher; then returned
to Bro. Haywood's where I held two services,
and now for home. I have been treated with
the greatest respect and kindness by both
saint and sinner, and I feel truly grateful to
those who have assisted me in the work don;:i,
and shall ever pray that the good Master
may bless the saints for their kindness to me.
J. S. LEE, The Hunter.
DENVER, Colo., April 3.
Editors Herald:-The worst storm of the
season visited this locality last Tuesday and
Tuesday night consisting of wind and snow;
the railroads were blocked in all directions,
and still more snow yesterday, making it
very bad getting about.
By letter from Lyons, Colorado, I learn
that the brethren can have the use of a
church for preaching if an elder could go
there. I would have gone up for Sunday,
the 4th had I got word in time.
We will change our place of meeting about
the 10th inst.. We think we have struck the
right place this time. We have secured the
entire control of a church building on the
corner of 22d and Arapahoe Streets at a very
low rent, and taking all things into consideration we think it a very desirable change.
It being a church and on a corner, and a good
deal nea,rer to tl:J.e city, I think it much bet-
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ter than the hall where we are at present..
The Religio Society will give an entertainment in the Plummers' Hall some evening
soon to increase the finances of the society.
Last night the two noted fighters, Fitzsimmons and Corbett, gave exhibitions in the
different theaters of the city and I suppose
drew large crowds; anything, even to a dog
fight, will draw a crowd in this city except
the preaching of the gospel. People must
have pleasure, but their future welfare is of
little consequence.
One of the popular ministers of the city,
Rev. T. A. Uzzell, is running for alderman
this spring. I wonder if he will be able to
improve .the city government if elected;
there is surely room for improvement.
E. F. SHUPE.
RIDGETOWN, Ontario, March 29.
Editors Herald:-It being a long time since
I have written to your columns I thought I
would try and do so once more. I have felt
comforted and cheered by Si~ter Thayer's
letter in late Herald and it reminded me of
the time when we in our feeble way first tried
to teach them the gospel. And now I mus1;
tell you of the grand times we have been
having here. Our Sunday school convention
of this district met here on the 13th and we
had a spiritual and profitable time. Elders
lead the Bible class, and the preaching was
by Elders Coburn, St. John, and Green.
Elder Shields has been with u3 since, and
last Sund~y my father and mother were
baptized by him; my father was one of the
most prejudiced against this work in Ridgetown. The saints came together in fasting and
prayer that morning and we had one of the
most spiritual meetings we have had for a
long time, and several bore testimony who
had never spoken in meeting before, and
last Wednesday we had another good prayer
meeting and all who bad been in trar:sgression apologized and now our branch is in the
best condition it has ever been in from the
first. On Monday evening last another was
baptized by Elder St. John. We have had
good outside attendance since our meetings
begun and more are coming out all of the
time and we expect more to be baptized.
We had full house three times Sunday 28th
and good meetings. Bro. Shields baptized a
young lady and another woman wanted
to be baptized, but her husband forbade her
and some who would be are still hanging
back. 'l'he branch desires Bro. Shields to
remain another week as the interest is still
good and more strangers coming out every
meeting; but he has so many calls he hardly
knows what to do. I feel to rejoice more
than ever in the gospel.
Yours in bonds,
FANNIE GREEN.
FAGUNDUS, Pa., March 1.
Editors Herald:-My wife and I are all the
saints there are here, and we feel very lowly
at times and long to hear a good sermon.
We are trying to live as saints should live,
but sometimes I think we get more blessings
than we are worthy of, and we are trying to
Hve more humble and be more worthy of

God's blessings in the future than we have
been in the past. We would very much like
to see an elder come through here, but the
Lord will send one in his own good time, and
we pray that it will be soon.
If any of the elders do happen anywhere
near here they can find our latchstring hanging out, no matter what hour they may happen along, or any other of the saints.
Fagundus is on the county line between
Warren and Forest Counties, and one and
one half miles from railroad. W., N. Y., and
P., is the name of the road, and Trunkeyville is the nearest railway depot. If some
of the elders going from Ohio to Brooklyn,
Philadelphia, or New Jersey, would look
over the map I think they could see a route
that would not be much out of their way, and
not cost much, if any more; for it is only
about fifteen miles from here to the P. and
E. road, running from Philadelphia to Erie.
We are very anxious to have an elder here,
for the people have never heard a Latter
Day Saint, and do not know anything about
them, only what we have told them and what
they have learned from reading our papers.
The saints from different parts have sent
us quite a lot of papers, which we have scattered, and I tell you we ourselves did enjoy
the sermons that came; and all that have
read them think them very nice.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the saints
that we may prove faithful to the end, and
we will remember you all in our prayers.
Yours in bonds,
GEO. H. PARKER.

Editors Herald:-It is with an earnest desire at all times to do the will of my heavenly
Father that I i:nay have his Spirit as an abiding Comforter.
Some of the leading ministers of our city
are agitating the Sunday question. When I
was asked what we as a people thought of
the Sabbath, my reply was that we believe
in a prophet at the head of our church, and
that when we went humbly in fasting and in
prayer to our heavenly Father, he would reveal his mind and will to us through our
prophet; quoting from section 92, first verse:
"I give unto you a commandment, that you
should call your solemn assembly; that your
fasting and your mourning might come up
into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth, which
is by interpretation, the Creator of the first
day; the beginning and the end."
Again in section 95, paragraph 1, we are
given to understand "in everything give
thanks, waiting patiently on the Lord."
On April 11, 1887, section 119: 7, "The
church is admonished that until further revelation is received, . . . the saints are to observe the first day of the week commonly
called the Lord's day, as a day of rest; as a
day of worship, as given in the covenants
and commandments,"
I do not feel I am capable to discuss this
question, but I will express the thought that
came to me. We read in Deuteronomy,
chapter 28, of the blessings that God would
bestow upon the Jews if faithful, and the
curses for disobedience, and now we are liv) ing in the age that, from history informs 148
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that most of all these curses have been fulfilled; and the teaching of the Apostle Paul
are accepted by all Christian churches. If
Paul observed the first day of the week to
preach and break bread, and our heavenly
Father suffered it to be kept as.a day of rest,
surely why need we contend and trouble ourselves when Paul says he was taught by no
man, but by the Spirit? In reading Josephus
we observe that the Jews were very strict to
observe the seventh day, and our Advent
friends lay great stress upon the keeping of
the seventh day; but the thought comes to
me that when the times of the Gentiles are
come in there may be a change. Buo however bard man may try to bring about a
change, all efforts will fail, until our heavenly
Father in his own due time will bring about
the condition that people may worship in
peace the day they choose to observe.
And in conclusion perhaps we may see the
day of rest restored again when the 'femple
is built and Zion redeemed?
JULIA R. SHORT.

them to the praise, honor, and glory of our
heavenly Father; but how often do we grieve
the Spirit in many ways. Paul says (1 Thess.
5: 9, 20), "Quench not the Spirit," and "Despise not prophesyings;" and, dear Saints, do
you realize how often you persecute Christ
afresh when you criticise the gifts of
prophecy and do not take heed to the admonitions that the Lord's Spirit sees fit to
say through those who are striving diligently
to love him and keep his law?
Our little branch has been greatly blessed,
and scarcely a meeting passes but what we
have those gifts manifested; and how the
Lord speaks to us in our sisters' prayer union
and where two or three are gati1ered tog0therl Dear saints, this gospel is worth
living and making a sacrifice of worldly
pleasure for. And I will tell you, that I was
told to do a certain thing, and after considerable doubting I did it, but felt I had done
wrong; but the Lord's ways are not our ways,
and I was greatly blessed, for I was spoken to
by three different sisters withili a week that
what I did was pleasing to the Lord, but to
be more watchful; therefore I realize if we
RAVENWOOD, Mo., March 7.
Editors lferald:-Our little branch has been ar,e not living very faithfully to keep our
almost dead, on account of a few bad fish that heavenly Father's commandments, we are
got into the net, seeking offiees which they very apt to doubt ourselves, and by doubting
were not capable of filling; but, thanks be to we grow careless or indifferent to what the
our heavenly Father, the hindering cause is Lord would have us do; so therefore let us
removed and our branch is reviving, and we ever be watchful and come often in prayer
think it will prosper in the future as it never that we may exercise those gifts pleasing to
bas before, if all will attend strictly to their our heavenly Father, although our relatives
or neighbors may call us cranks on religion.
business.
The people of Ravenwood have been treated But let our conversation be a godly one; for
to something new of late in the way of a the Spirit of God cannot dwell in unholy
series of lectures by a Catholic priest, in temples. and if our thoughts are of goPsip
which he completely demolished Protestant- and worldly scandal remember what Paul
says in 2 Thessalonians third chapter and
ism.
Notwithstanding the M. E. had theL" min- especially verses 7 and 8.
JULIA R. SHORT.
ister stationed in town, they came for Elder
Jas. Thomas to reply, paying all expenses of
hall. Bro. Thomas accepted, was blessed
SARGENT, Mo., April 13.
with great liberty, and held the ,people spellEditors Herald:-For about six weeks I
bound for one hour and twenty minutes.
have not been able to travel and preach the
His lecture was very highly commended. glorious gospel, being troubled with nervous
One old gentleman (a Catholic) said he had prostration, as I suppose. My love for the
known Mr. Thomas so long and loved to hear truth, however, does not fail, and I sincerely
him speak so well that he had to come to hope that by the time I learn of my appointhear him speak that night; also a Methodist ment for this year my health may be much
lady was heard to remark, ·'You need not improved. I have already learned some
fear about a crowd, the house will be packed good things by reason of my sickness, and
if Mr. Thomas is speaker;'' and a great many hope to profit by them. I find that by
more commendable remarks.
patiently enduring the bitter things of this
The people are after him again to deliver a life we .are better prepared to enjoy its
series of lectures in the hall, free of charge, sweets.
which he has promised to do sometime in the
Though changing th 3 subject somewhat
near future. It seems he has removed a abruptly, I wish to say that Abe Carlin, who
mountain of prejudice, and the people are made such a failure in his endeavor to
getting interested, and we believe good will lecture against so-called Mormonism, at
l'esult from the lectures.
Ozark, had a better attendance at Sargent.
Your sister,
Bro. Ward took notes after him at this place.
SOPHIA POWELL GUNSOLLEY.
It seems not to please the Baptists of Sar-

EditoYs Herald:-Our heavenly Father has
given us a gift and all should seek deligently
to live worthy to receive that gift: and in
order that we receive those gifts we
must be diligent, faithful, humble, and
watch ourselves, in order to receive
those gifts, and I believe it is the desire of
~11 the sainttJ to ]J.<J,ye those gifts !l,nd. e:irnrQi§e

gent because none of the saints were converted by the lectures, as it rather
strengthened their faith.
Carlin next
stopped at Willow Springs, where· we have
some good saints. Although he got a large
I hall in which to lecture and only charged
i twenty-five cents, admittance, only about
three persons came out to hear. Carlin has
a slick way of perverting the trnth, ;t\fay
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God have mercy on him, and help us not to
fret because of evildoers, is my prayer, in
Jesus" name.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the
saints that my health may soon be good.
Your brother in Christ,
0. J. SPURLOCK.
PLYMOUTH, Penn., March 25.

Editors Herald:-Please insert in the Herald that I will give ($50) fifty dollars towards
buying a tent for the Wyoming Valley, for
this next summer. Who will be the next?
Yours,
MRS. W.W. JONES.
COLDWATER, Mich.,

April~-

Editors Herald:-When I wrote you last I
was at Hartford in interesting services, and
had baptized one, a very promising young
man. On :Vvednesday we again wended our
way to the river and baptized another bright
young man. We have hopes for a useful
future before them. A number seem almost
ready to step over in the fold, at that point.
Saints in line and hopeful. East winds tearing up wheat on the sand plains.
S. W. L. SCO'l'T.
JONES MILLS, Ala., April 4.

Editors Herald:-This leaves me well,
busily engaged in the work of my life. I ran
into a Utah Mormon church near this place
last Sunday night, preached five times, and
lo and behold, they closed me out, after
promising the church to me for a certain.
time; went back on their word and closed
me out. Poor, deceived people, they are in
a bad fix. They had two preachers here. I
challenged them to debate, but they refused
to discuss with me; but every night after I
would finish up my meeting they would call
the people together and keep them quite
awhile, trying io answer what we said. The
last night I was allowed to use their church
they called the people together and detained
them three hours, until midnight, to shut
me out from all chances at them. I left a
challenge for any man they would bring
forth.
They have about twenty members at this
place, or their settlement near here. They
picked up some of our former members who
had been excluded from our church. They
claim two hundred men in Alabama. They
go into the backwoods, among the uneducated and ignorant, to get their converts. I
find them to be the most noted liars we have
in this age of the world, some of them at
least. I don't say they are fill bad people.
The last night I preached in their church
they all got mad and left the house and would
not listen to me in my closing remarks.
The elders run around and tell the people
we a• e coming over to them fast and that our
church history says that William Smith
taught polygamy, that Joseph Smith taught
polygamy; but they have quit it. I gained
many friends by exposing their false doctrine. Several told roe that they would
never do anything more. Some of their
flock said I rnined their chi.:m;h,
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I find a great work to be done in these
parts. Brethren, post yourselves on Utah
Mormonism; look out for them. I will continue in these parts for a week or two. I
want to attend the Utah Mormon conference
in May, if I can.
In bonds,
J .. D. ERWIN.
KEOKUK, Iowa, April 12.

Editors

Herald:-Has the "club-footed
man" the Herald warns us about one club foot?
and does he call himself Mouton (I think)?
If so, he has been here and got quite a bit of
money from the saints who had not read
of him in the Herald. The saints who don't
read the Herald carefully should be warned
of him in some way, as what money we have
to give should be given the worthy.
Yours in bonds,
MRS. GEO. WARLICK.
PLEASAN'l' GROVE, Utah, April 8.

Editors Rerald:-We took in a little of the
conference Sunday and Monday at the afternoon meetings. On Sunday hundreds were
not able to gain admittance to the Tabernacle, or to the Assembly Hall where an
overflow meeting was held. On Monday
afternoon President Cannon very forcefully
deplored the present division in the church
and emphatically urged the awfulness vf the
thought that the priesthood could lead the
people astray. The fact remains, however,
that the people are not at perfect ease. On
two occasions of late we have witnessed their
chafing under the order that they must not
discuss. On each occasion we- were challenged to discuss the issues, and of course accepted, as they were representative men.
The only alternative then was for them to
disobey counsel or withdraw the challenge.
They chose the latter, one man giving the
reason as above, but insisting that they were
not in bondage. However, there was something restraining them that was a little gdling.
We wish to say that we have seen the good
resulting from the kind treatment of their
missionaries from our people; on more than
one occasion we have been hospitably entertained and had a good hearing in consequence.
We would suggest to our people that they
continue to treat them hospitably, but not to
forget to feed them the bread of life as well.
In bonds,
S. D. CONDIT.
QUEENSFERRY, Victoria, March 11.

Editors Herald:-Since I last wrote I have
been engaged in the work in the regions
round about. Since the receipt of the letter
of which I sent you a copy, there have been
great "ructions" among the "very good" people of the Blackwood. The Rev. Densley,
by using his influence to have me debarred
from preaching in the private house of which
I wrote, simply made a rod for his own back,
as he has only been allowed to occupy one
Sunday since; and after a regular bit of Billingsgate having been indulged in, he was
told not to go back again, in languagE, I have
been told, more forcible than polite.
J got pe~ !l')iBsioq from the :Board of Ad vice

to use the state school on the 28th of February, and from the teacher for the 7th of
this month. Not many turned out on the
7th, but it rained all day, and in such rough
country it is not to be expected the people
can come out in such weather, although
some rode six miles in the rain and mud to
be present. I found that although we were
few in number the Lord was present by his
Spirit, and that to bless. I have arranged to
hold meeting there once a month, or rather
when possible every fourth week. There
are some kind friends about there who pulled
all the posters I had put up off the trees
they were tacked to. I rather take that to
be a hopeful sign than otherwise, as it shows
there are some on whose religious corns I
must have trodden,or the trouble would not be
taken to remove them. So far from doing
harm that piece of meanness has been
bruited abroad far and near; so the party or
parties have defeated their own object; another proof to me that God is quite able to
defeat all the machinations of the enemy, no
matter how cunningly the archenemy goes
about his nefarious work.
I intend going to Melbourne in a few days
to remain there about three weeks. The
work moves slowly, but it moves.
Your colaborer,
DAVID McTNTOSH.

Editors Heralcl:-On page 218 of Herald for
April 7, Bro. Paul Parker seems to try to excuse the saints for joining secret societies. I
would like to offer a few remarks on the subject.
In Genesis 5, Inspired Translation, we find
where these secret combinations were first
instituted, and it says, "Their works were
abominations." In Book of Mormon, Nephi,
speaking of our times, says: "And there are
also secret combinations, even as in times of
old, according to the combinations of the
Devil, for he is the foundation of all these
things."-2 Nephi 11: 14. Also Mormon,
speaking of the time when the Book of Mormon should come forth says: "And it shall
come in a day when the blood of the saints
shall cry unto the Lord, because of secret
combinations and the works of darkness."Mormon 4: 3. And there are many other
passages I might quote, but where is any
excuse for saints joining anything of this
kind?
Again the brother says: "Let us not be
too harsh in our criticisms of our brethren in
these matters, but rather seek to remove the
cause that makes it necessary for them to
protect those dependent upon them." Now
which is the better way, to pay our money to
these societies and take their promise of help
in time of sickness and death, or pay our
money to the Lord's work and take his promise of "a blessing that there shall not be
room to receive it" (Malachi 3: 10)? This is
a command in temporal things, and I understand that the blessing will also be in ternporal things.
And also in the Doctrine and Covenants, in
the Word of Wisdom: "And all saints who
remember to keep ancl do these sayings,
walking ill ol:JecUenGe to the gon;imandments,

shall receive heal th in their navel, and marrow to their bones, and shall find wisdom and
great treasures of knowledge, even hidden
treasures; and shall run and not be weary,
and shall walk and not faint; and I, the Lord,
give unto them a promise that the dest,roying
angel shall pass by them, as the children of
Israel, and not slay them. Amen." -D. C.
86:3.
Which is the best promise, help in time of
sickness and death, or help with health, and
strength, and life?
Let us exercise more of the first principle
of the gospel-faith, and have more confidence
in God and his promises, ever striving to
observe all his commandments and instructions, and we will never need to look for help
from any other source; and let us go to with
a will, whether minister or member, and do
what we can to help roll this work along, and
God will bless us.
ALBERT.
ROXBURY, Va., April 12.

Editors Herald:-! am trying to do what I
can for the work in this part of the vineyard,
but I cannot write very encouragingly for
this field.
I have spent three weeks in
Hampton; tried to get a place to preach in,
got a hall and could not get anyone to speak
to. They are set in their ways and will not
come to hear. I came to this place and have
spoken twice to small crowds. Those who
are interested are western people; none of
the eastern people are interested.
It is very good for the saints to talk, "Do
not get discouraged;" but I am certain if
they were in my place, and could not get anyone to preach to, and then read of the calls
for preaching in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana,
and Ohio-I am sure they would say as I feel,
"Let me go where I can work." There are
no calls for preaching in Virginia.
The
saints in the valley are going west, to Missouri or Iowa. Bro. Landes and Bro. John
Moneymaker have sold and are going in September. Bro. and Sr. Herrick are going
soon to Boston, and Bro. Barnett's folks are
going as soon as they can get rid of the place.
Tte children are having chills and fever this
soon in the spring, also Sr. Barnett.
I feel glad to hear of the onward progress
of the work in other places, and am sorry
people ai:e so stiff-necked and prejudiced
against the truth in this part.
In hoods,
F. C. SMITH.

Oriqinal 1IrHcles.
OPPRESSION OF THE POOR.
MANY prophecies of the Scriptures

indicate that the times immediately
preceding the second coming of our
Lord will be marked by oppression of
the poor and the meek, the hireling
and the stranger, the widow and the
I fatherless Some of them are here

I

·

pres~~ted:-

".And I will

CQIDe near to
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judgment; and I will be a swift witness against the sorcerers, and
against the adulterers, and against
false swearers, and against those that
oppress the hireling in his wages, the
widow, and the fatherless, and that
turn aside the stranger from his right,
and fear not me, saith the Lord of
hosts."-Malachi 3: 5.
"Go to now, ye rich men, weep and
howl for your miseries that shall
come upon you. Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are mothea ten. Your gold and silver is cankered;
and the rust of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your
flesh as it were fire. Ye have heaped
treasures together for the last days.
Behold, the hire of the laborers who
have reaped down your fields, which
is of you kept back by fraud, crieth;
and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered into the ears of the
Lord of Sabaoth. Ye have lived in
pleasure on the earth, and been wanton; ye have nourished your hearts,
as in a day of slaughter. Ye have
condemned and killed the just; and he
doth not resist you. Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the coming of the
Lord. Behold, the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth,
and hath long patience for it, until he
receive the early and latter rain. Be
ye also patient; stablish your hearts;
for the coming of the Lord draweth
nigh."-James 5: 1-8.
"But with righteousness shall he
judge the poor, and reprove with
equity for the meek of the earth; and
he shall smite the earth with the
rod of his mouth, and with the breath
of his lips shall he slay the wicked."
-Isaiah 11: 4.
"Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write
grievousness which they have prescribed; to turn aside the needy from
judgment, and to take away the right
from the poor of my people, that
widows may be their prey, and that
they may rob the fatherless! And
what will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the desolation which
shall come from far? to whom will ye
flee for help? and where will ye leave
your glory? Without me they shall
bow down under the prisoners, and
they shall fall under the slain.
For
~11 thi& bis an~er iEi nqt tur:p.ed ~way,

his hand is stretched out still."Isaiah 10: 1-4.
"The Lord will enter into judgment
with the ancients of his people, and
the princes thereof; for ye have eaten
up the vineyard; the spoil of the poor
is in your houses.
What mean ye
that ye beat my people to pieces, and
grind the faces of the poor? saith the
Lord of hosts."-Isaiah 3: 14, 15.
We learn from John 12: 48 that the
word of the Lord is to be the standard
of judgment at the last day.
The
same word clearly defines the relations
which men sustain to each other in
God's sight, the obligations under
which he has placed them to one
another, and the duties imposed upon
them because of the order of things
established from the beginning. That
which was from the beginning is
stated in the following texts:"Brethren, I write no new commandment unto you, but an old commandment whhh ye had from the
beginning. The old commandment is
the word which ye have heard from
the beginning. "-1 John 2: 7. "For
this is the message [margin, commandment] that ye heard from the
beginning, that we should love .one
another."-Ibid 3: 11.
"But whoso
hath this world's good, and seeth his
brother have need, and shutteth up
his bowels of compassion from him,
how dwelleth the love of God in him?
My little children, let us not love in
word, neither in tongue; but in deed
and in truth."-Verses 17, 18.
These quotations show us that the
commandment to love one another is
an original one, is from the beginning.
They show us, further, that love, the
love of God, is more than a mere word
of the tongue.
It is attended and
marked by active benevolence, when
such is possible. It is a spiritual
principle with an outward and substantial manifestation. It is like
faith. Faith without works is dead.
That love without works is dead, is
equally true.
Dead love is not acceptable with God nor profitabh to
men. Love is cold and dead when the
hand that is able to do so, will not relieve the brother's need.
Such an
one's faith is dead likewise.
James says:"What profit is it, my brethren, for
a man to say he hath faith and hath
not works? Can faith i;;~we him?
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Yea, a man may say, I will show thee
I have faith without works; but I say,
Show me thy faith without works, and
I will show thee my faith by my works.
For if a brother or sister be naked
and destitute, and one of you say, Depart in peace, be warmed and filled;
notwithstanding he give not those
things which are needful to the body;
what profit is your faith unto such?
Even so faith, if it have not works is
dead, being alone."-James 2: 14-17.

I. T.
Living faith and living love are
known to be present when the hand
is opened freely to minister to the
neighbor's need. When the hand of
compassion is shut up the love of God
is not there. "And this commandment have we from him, That he who
loveth God love his bropher also."-1
John 4: 21.
One of the questions tha't confront
us at this stage of our discussion is,
How am I to determine when my
brother's or my neighbor's need is
such that I am called upon to relieve
it? To what extent does responsibility rest upon me to grant succor?
By what standard shall I measure the
demand upon my assistance? What
rule shall I observe in order that I
,may be acquitted in the day of reckoning?
We have already observed that the
word of the Lord is to be the standard in the judgment.
James says:"If ye fulfill the royal law according to the scripture, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself, ye do well;
but if ye have respect to persons, ye
commit sin, and are convinced of the
law as transgressors. "-2: 8, 9.
I am, then, to love my neighbor as
myself. The degree in which I love
myself, is to be that in which I love
my neighbor. The estimate I place
upon my own needs, is the estimate I
am to put upon bis. The things I
consider necessary for my good, I
am to consider necessary to his, or an
equivalent thereto. I am to regard
him as entitled to as much of this
world's good as I think desirable for
myself. In this as in other things
there is no respect of persons with
God. The text just quoted says,
"If ye have respect to persons, ye
commit sin, and are conviqced of the

l?iw
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It must be keut in mind that we if it were to Christ himself.
The J that the righteousness of God is altoare considering ~this subject in the I service is to be rendered "as to the gether different from that of men:light of God's Jaw. We are not look- , Lord, and not to men." The masters
"Except your righteousness shall
ing at it in the light in which men re- are exhorted on their part to observe exceed the righteousness of the scribes
gard such things. It is by the law the same rule; that is, they are to and Pharisees, ye shall in no case
and word of God that we are to be render to the servants as unto Christ, enter into the kingdom of heaven."tried by and by; not by the standards "do the same things unto them," Matt. 5: 20.
that men set up. The principle upon exercise equal faithfulness, truth. and
Paul enjoins masters to give their
which the judgment is to proceed is conscientiousness as required of the servants that which is just and equal
thus laid down by the Savior:servants. They are to remember that for the reason that they too have a
"With what judgment ye judge, ye they have a Master in heaven with Master in heaven; that is, they are
shall be judged; and with what meas- whom there is no respect of persons. servants of Christ, and, hence, must
ure ye mete, it shall be measured to A Master who will deal with them as consider themselves on an equal footyou again."-Matt. 7: 2.
they deal with their fellowmen, even ing with his other servants. What
"For with the same measure that if they are but hirelings.
they decide as being just and right for
ye mete v7ithal it shall be measured to
The wants and the needs of the the other servants, they are bound to
you again."-Luke 6: 38.
hireling and servant are just as pre- accept as being just and right for
"The Lord shall come to recom- cious in the sight of the Lord as themselves, for there is no respect of
pense unto every man according to the wants and needs of the master. persons with God. This first verse of
his work, and measure to every man The food, the clothing, the shelter, Colossians 4 must be studied in conaccording to the measure which he the general good of the servant and nection with verses 22-25 of the prehas measured to his fellow-man."- hireling is just of as much interest to I vious chapter.
D. C. 1: 2.
heaven as that of the man who em-1 Paul is here addressina the church
It is very important, then, that ploys him. If it is a want and need of Christ. In Christ all a;e brethren:men should be careful how they treat of the master that he be possess~d of
·'One is your M.1ster, even Christ;
and deal with their fellows, for it is and have access to books, magazmes, and all ye are bre~hren."-Matt. 23: 8.
this that will determine their award newspapers, and the general means
Brethren ought to fare alike.
in the judgment.
of enlightenment and information, it
"For behold the beasts of the field,
The different relations and condi- is equally so with the servant. If it and the fowls of the air, and that
tions which lead men to show respect is a need before God that the master's which cometh of the earth, is or. to one above another, will cut no children be educated, developed men- dained for the use of man, for food,
figure at all with God. With men of tally, morally, and spiritually, so and for raiment, and that he might
the world it is thought to be the cor- with the children of the hireling. The have in abundance, but it is not given
rect thing that there should be quite minds, the hearts, the souls, the spir- that one man should possess that
a difference made between master and its, and the bodies of the one are just which is above another; wherefore
servant, employer and employee, in as precious, just as valuable, just as the world lieth in sin."-D. C. 49: 3.
the matter of compensation for serv- worthy as the other. If these advanThe law of God does not permit one
ice as well as in social consideration. tages are for the best good of the one, man to possess above another in the
Such respect of persons does not ob- in this world and the next, so they sense of personal appropriation, even
tain with God. Paul thus discourses are for the other; and the master who if one is an employer and the other a
of that relationship: "Servants, be takes the means needed to give these hireling.
The stewardship of one
obedient to them that are your mas- advantages to his own family and may be vastly more extensive than
ters according to the flesh, with fear withholds them from his faithful serv- that of the other, because of the great
and trembling, in singleness of your ant defrauds that servant, and will difference of ability, but their needs
heart, as unto ;Christ; not with eye- be held accountable therefor in the must decide what shall be taken for
service, as menpleasers; but as the day of judgment.
the personal use of each. Because of
servants or Christ; doing the will of
The apostle uses much the same the differences in appropriation the
God from the heart; with good will language as above-quoted in writing world lies in sin. Those who have
doing service, as to the Lord, and not to the Colossians, only that his words the goods of this world in possession
to men: Knowing that wh2.tsoever are more expressive as to the duties forget the fact that the only right
good thing any man doeth, the same of the master. He says:they have in relation to them is that
shall he receive of the Lord, whether
"Masters, give unto your servants of stewardship. The real owner is
he be bond or free. Ana·, ye mas- that which is just and equal: knowing God. When we say God is the real
ters, do the same things unto them, that yealso have a master in heaven." owner, we do not mean it in some
forbearing threatening: knowing that -4: 1.
vague, sentimental way, but in a sense
your Master also is in heaven; neither
Justice and equality are insepara- that gives him the absolute right of
is there respect of persons with him." bly linked together in the Christian saying definitely how the goods shall
-Ephesians 6: 5-9.
economy.
. be disposed of and appropriated.
Let it be noted that servants are
Let us carefully consider the latter
A steward i~ "a superintendent of
here enjoined to be as faithful, true, quotation in the light of God's right- another's affairs," of the goods or
i;i!nd conscientious i.u their 15ervice as eousness. And let it be remembered I property of ;;i,nother man. He is justly

I
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·entitled to the wages agreed upon take for his hire in his stewardship? enly things; for if ye are not equal in
between himself and his principal, if The answer is, Enough for his sup- earthly things, ye cannot be equal in
obtaining heavenly things; for if you
he is faithful. He has, hov; ever, no port.
other claim upon the estate or prop"Thou shalt stand in the place of will that I give unto you a place in
erty. If he takes for his personal use thy stewardship; thou shalt not take the celestial world, you must prepare
more than this he is considered guilty thy brother's garment; thou shalt pay yourselves by doing the things which
of embezzlement and liable to the pun- for that which thou shalt receive of I have commanded you and required
ishment prescribed in the law for such thy brother; and if thou obtainest of you."-D. 0. 77: 1.
offenses. God will hold men strictly more than that which would be for
From the foregoing it is clearly to
accountable for their stewardship.
thy support, thou shalt give it unto be seen what the Lord requires of
The following passages show the my storehouse, that all things may be every man, and what he is justly enclaims of God upon temporal things:- done according to that which I have titled to for his hire in the service of
•'The earth is the Lord's, and the said."-D. 0. 42: 14.
bis stewardship. The Seventy is to
fullness thereof; the world, and they
And what rule shall guide the stew- receive for his family just the same
that dwell therein."--Psalms 24: 1.
ard regarding the amount that he shall proportion for his family as the Apos''For every beast of the forest is take for his support? The answer is, tle under whose direction he labors,
mine, and the cattle upon a thousand Just the same as is allowed the poor receives for his. The manual laborer
hills. I. know all the fowls of the man, the minister, the laborer with is to receive for his household an
mountains; and the wild beasts of the an equal family.
equal benefit with the steward of the
field are mine. If I were hungry, I
"Think of your brethren, like unto property and under whose direction
would not tell thee; for the world is yourselves, and be familiar with all, he labors, their families being equal.
mine, and the fullness thereof."- and free with your substance, that
If the proceeds of the property or
Psalms 50: 10-12.
they may be rich like unto you."- stewardship will not permit the
"The silver is mine, and the gold is Jacob 2: 16 (large edition).
laborer more than a specified amount,
mine, saith the Lord of hosts."-Hag"And again I say unto you, let ev- the receipts of the steward for pergai 2: 8.
ery man esteem his brother as him- sonal use must be restricted to an
''For the earth is the Lord's and the self; for what man among you having equivalent. This is the law of God;
fullness thereof. "-1 Cor. 10: 26, 28.
twelve sons, and is no respecter to it is eternal justice. The poor and
"And ifye judge the man who put- them, and they serve him obediently, the needy who are not able to labor
teth up his petition to you for your and he saith unto the one, be thou must also enjoy an equal benefit, but
substance, that he perish not, and clothed in robes and sit thou here, all must labor to the extent of their
condemn him, how much more just and to the other, be thou clothed in ability.
will be your condemnation, for with- rags and sit thou there, and looketh
In the following words we have a
holding your substance, which doth upon his sons and saith, I am just. comprehensive statement of the law
not belong to you, hq.t to God, to Behold, this I have given unto you a of God regarding stewardships and
whom also, your life belongeth; and parable, and it is even as I am: I temporal benefits:yet ye put up no petition, nor repent say unto you, be one; and if ye are
"Behold, this is· what the Lord reof the thing which thou hast done."- not one, ye are not mine. "-D. 0. 38: quires of every man in his stewardMosiah 2: 18 (large edition).
5, 6.
ship, even as I, the Lord, have
"l, the Lord, stretched out the heav"And let every man deal honestly, appointed, or shall hereafter appoint
ens, and builded the earth as a very and be alike among this people, and unto any man. And behold, none are
handy work; and all things therein receive alike that ye may be one, exempt from this law who belong to
are mine; and it is my purpose to pro- even as I have commanded you."-D. the church of the living God; yea,
vide for my saints, for all things are 0. 51: 2.
neither the bishop, neither the agent;
mine. "-D. 0. 101: 2.
"Verily I say unto you, the time who keepeth the Lord's store-house;
As the logical sequence of these has come, and is now at hand; and neither he who is appointed in a
claims we have the following strong behold, and lo, it must needs be that stewardship over temporal things;
words in the paragraph last quoted: there be an organization of my people he who is appointed to administer
''Therefore, if any man shall take of in regulating and establishing the af- spiritual things, the saine is worthy
the abundance which I have made, fairs of the storehouse for the poor of of his hire, even as those who are apand impart not his portion, according my people, both in this place and in pointed to a stewardship, to administo the law of my gospel, unto the the land of Zion, or in other words, ter in temporal things; yea, even
poor, and the needy, he shall, with the city of Enoch, for a permanent more abundantly, which abundance is
the wicked, lift up his eyes in hell, and everlasting establishment and or- multiplied unto them through the
being in torment."
der unto my church, to advance the manifestations of the Spirit; neverWe have good reason, then, for cause which ye have espoused, to the theless, in your temporal things you
thinking that the Lord will hold men salvation of man, and to the glory of shall be equal,and this notgrudgingly
to a strict account for their steward- your Father who is in heaven, that otherwise the abundance of the maniship.
you may be equal in the bands of festations of the Spirit shall be withThe question may be asked, How heavenly things; yea, and earthly held."-D. 0. 70: 3.
much does the L0rd allow a man to 1 things also, for the obtaining of heavThis i~ to be under~tood in the light
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of the paragraphs going before, in
which it is said, "An account of this
stewardship will I require of them in
the day of judgment;" and also, "Inasmuch as they receive more than is
needful for their necessities, and their
wants, it shall be given into my store·
house. This residue "shall be kept
to administer unto those who have
not, from time to time, that every
man who has need may be amply supplied, and receive according to his
wants."-D. C. 42: 10.
Moreover, those who have thus
paid the accruing residue into the
storehouse of the Lord and wish to
covenant with the Lord by sacrifice,
"shall pay one tenth of all their interest annually," or in other words, one
tenth of the hire of their stewardship.
This is the law of the Lord in regard to temporal things. These are
some of the conditions to be observed
in seeking a place in the celestial
kingdom. They are the conditions
as to temporal things. "He who is
not able to abide the law of a celestial
kingdom, cannot abide a celestial
glory." Those who fail to observe
· these conditions must suffer the consequent loss.
By transgressing these holy laws,
men become carnal, sensual, devilish;
they oppress the hireling in his
wages, the widow and the fatherless;
they defraud the laborer of his hire,
grind the faces of the poor, turn
aside the needy from judgment, and
take away the right from the poor;
they nourish their hearts as in a day
of slaughter, heap treasure together
for the last days, and prepare slaughter for their children.
God has winked at the ignorance of
past times, but he now commands all
men everywhere to repent. He commands the elders to go forth with the
warning voice, "to reprove the world
of all their unrighteous deeds, and to
teach them of a judgment which is to
come," "setting forth clearly and understandingly the desolation of abomination in the last days," "the days of
wickedness and vengeance," the days
"that shall burn as an oven," when
''all the proud, yea, and all that do
wickedly, shall be stubble," it is promised that,
On the other hand, "He who doeth
the works of ri~hteousness, shall re-
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ceive his reward, even peace in this More blessed will they who have
world and eternal life in the world to charity, be in the day of judgment,
come."~D. C. 59: 5.
for charity is the pure love of God
DUNCAN CAMPBELL.
and cometh only unto those who have
been strict to keep the commandTHE JUDGMENTS OF GOD.
ments.
Charity will abide 'when
REJOICE, 0 young man, in thy youth; and faith is lost in knowledge and hope
let thy heart cheer thee in the days of thy
gives place to sight.
youth, and walk in the ways of thine heart,
and in the sight of thine eyes: but know thou,
Beside the judgment that cometh at
that for all th<,se things God will bring thee the last day, there are judgments of
into judgment.-Eccles. 11: 9.
the Almighty that fall upon men in
These words of the preacher reveal the days of their probation in the
the truth that unto every man God shape of floods, winds, fire, earthhas given freedom; before him is quakes, pestilence, and famine, beplaced that which cheers the heart; cause of their iniquity, and to awaken
of many trees he may eat; good and them from their sleep of death that
evil he may choose. One is sweet, Satan may have no more power over
the other bitter; one brings joy and them; and also that they may repent
peace, the other, while it may appear and the Lord heal them, and they be
to bring great joy, is in reality the be- restored to their proper order as the
ginning of sorrow; and for all these sons and daughters of God.
things God will bring man into judgThe wicked and rebellious who will
ment. In that day those who have not hearken to the voice of God nor
done good and desired good in the his servant, are cut off when their
days of their probation upon the iniquity is full, and their spirits are
earth, will have good measured out confined in prison to await the final
unto them; on the other hand those resurrection and ji1dgment.
who have desired evil all the days of
There is a judgment that cometh
their probation will have evil meted upon the church:unto them, thus all will have a just
And your minds in times past have been
recompense of reward and every man darkened because of unbelief, and because
will receive joy according to his you have treated lightly the things you have
capacity. Those who obeyed the gos- received, which vanity and unbelief hath

brought the whole church under condemnation. And this condemnation resteth upon
the children of Zion, even all; and they shall
remain under this condemnation until they
repent and remember the new covenant, even
the Book of Mormon and the former commandments which I have given them, not
only to say, but to do according to that which
Therefore remove sorrow from thy. heart, I have written, that they may bring forth
and put away evil from thy flesh: for child- fruit meet for their Father's kingdom,hood and youth are vanity. -Eccles. 11: 10.
otherwise there remaineth a scourge and a
The youth who will have faith in judgment to be poured out upon the children
God and repent of his sins may have of Zion; for shall the children of the kingthem remitted in baptism and thus dom pollute my holy land? Verily, I say
put away sorrow and evil. In child- unto you, nay.-D. C. 83: 8.

pel and were true to the covenant
made with God in the waters of baptism will receive a fullness of joy and
abide with the Savior in his kingdom.
The preacher in his talk of judgment says unto the youth:-

hood and youth many know not the
The word of the Lord says fur.
h
d
ther:-,.
gospe l , but m later years ear an
Behold, the Lord requireth the heart and
obey; then cometh the evil one tu a willing mind; and the willing and obedient
overthrow and destroy, the struggle shall eat the good of the land of Zion in these
is then to put away the evil thoughts last. days; and the rebellious shall be cut off
and desire that crowd upon them. By out of the land of Zion, and shall be sent
the prayer of faith they are delivered away, and shall not inherit the land; for,
and receive strength to overcome.
These are they who having passed
into life before the judgment, have no
fear of condemnation.
Blessed are those who in childhood
are taught the principles of the gospel of Christ and obey the same, they
will have knowledge to escape many
of the evils that b17fa,ll the young ..

verily, I say that the rebellious are not of
the blood of Ephraim, wherefore they shall
be plucked nut.-D. C. 64: 7.

The children of Zion did not repent
and because of this judgment came;
the few who were "willing and obedient" remained to "eat the good of
the land of Zion in these last days."
The word of the Lord to Israel as recorded i11 the :Qr8t chapter of Isaia,h
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will apply to latter-day Israel in her
wanderings from the Lord.
We must remember the success of
the Reorganized Church in the years
to come depends on each individual
doing his part whether great or small.
It is a truth we should all remember,
In unity there is strength; if we are
of one heart and one mind, the pressure of the evil one from without will
only make us more firm and steadfast in
keeping the commandments of the
Lord, and as a church we will avoid
the rocks upon which the old church
was wrecked and the judgments that
came upoR her leaders.
JONAS H. DRURY.

ConfBrBnG B ]Vlintl1B8.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference convened at San Francisco, 10:
30 a. m., February 26, and continued in session until the evening of February 28. J. B.
Price was chosen to preside, C. A. Parkin to
assist, and M. A. Saxe secretary. Reports
were received from the following branches:
Sacramento, Stockton, Santa Rosa, San Francisco, Walnut Creek, Alameda Creek, Lower
Lake, Oakland, and West Berkeley. The
following ministry reported: Elders G. S.
Lincoln, J. B. Price, T. Daley, W. Hart, C.
A. Parkin, S. B. Robinson, S. Wyatt, and W.
Newton; Priests, J. A. Saxe, T. J. Lawn, J.
A. Anthony; Deacon C. H. Wyatt. The
Bishop's agent's report was read, audited,and
reported correct. Joseph Luff was chosen
delegate to General Conference. The following were chosen district officers for the
ensuing year: William Newton, president,
S. B. Robinson, assistant president, C. A.
Parkin, Bishop's agent, and M. A. Saxe secretary. J. A. Anthony was ordained an
elder. Preaching by William Newton, J. B.
Price, C. A. Parkin, and J. C. Clapp. Adjourned to meet with the Santa Rosa branch
at the call of the district president.

8tlndau 8Ghool 1lssoeiations.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Massachusetts district Sunday school convention will be held at Providence, Rhode
lsland, May 8 and 9. Program: May 8,
7: 30 p. m., business session. May 9, 9: 30 to
10: 30 a. m., Regular session, "A Sunday
school in full blast," by the Providence
school; 10: 30-10: 50, General discussion, criticisms, etc.; 10: 50-12: 30, Trumbull's teaching
and teachers. Review first part, pages l to
238, and study Part 2, remaining part· of
book.
Discussion conducted by F. Orin
Coombs. At 2: 30, Short essays by superintendents of the various schools of district;
3: 30, General discussion; 3: 50, Teachers'
training class in charge of superintendent of
district; 7: 30, Music, recitations, etc., by

Providence Sunday school; 8: 00, Gleanings
from the General Convention delegates. It
is desired, yes, it is expected that every
superintendent in the district be present at
this convention. If we have ever had a
profitable and instructive convention in the
past it is expected that this one will be
doubly so. We have had the years of the
past to profit by. Everybody come.
E. H. FISHER, Supt.
F. ORIN COOMBS, Asst. Supt.
ORA v. HOLMES, Sec.

MisGBllanBotl8 DepartmBni.
PASTORAL.
To the Saints of the Rocky Mountain Mission;
Greeting:-After consultation and deliberation
I have concluded to address you relative to
matters of general interest to the above mission.
It is thought best to divide it into the following subdivisions, or "missionary fields":
Montana, R. J. Anthony in charge; Idaho, J.
T. Davies in charge; Utah and Western
Wyoming, James McKiernan in charge. Of
the others of the missionary force Gomer
Reese will labor in Montana, J. C. Clapp in
Idaho, and Brn. H. N. Hansen and S. D.
Condit in Utah. Any special work desired
or required can be reported to those in immediate charge or to me at Salt Lake City.
In all cases one of the peculiar facts to be
considered is that the rail ways will not carry
these brethren free but are sufficiently generous to do so at half price. If you need
their labor be at least as generous as the
world and supply the means for the other
half. "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me."
"The work now lying before" us is of sufficlent magnitude to require sacrifice on the
part of ail that we may become "laborers together with God." And the conditions incident
to that field are such as to require an extra
sacrifice on the part of all who labor and
dwell there.
Something like half enough funds for the
purchase of a tent to be used in that mission
are already in hand, and it is to be hoped
that by additional subscriptions this enterprise will be accomplished and will prove
effectual for good. Doing rather than saying
will accomplish the work.
The ministry; will please observe the following resolution adopted by the Quorum of
Twelve: "All ministers who are not in
charge, are required to report on or about the
first day of the months of July, October, January, and March, . . . to the minister who is
in charge of the 'field of labor' where the
work is performed. All who are in charge
of such 'fields of labor,' are required to report
on or about the tenth day of the above named
months, such reports to be made out and
sent to the general missionary in charge."
The March reports of all should be for the
year. Your financicil reports go to the Bishop
and hereafter.conclude with the year.
j With a Patriarch now in the church and
the leading quorums filled we are better
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qualified to prosecute the work in that mission than ever before in the history of the
Reorganization. In view of such fact let us
put forth extra effort, and pray as well as labor to the end that the accomplishment
thereof may be in harmony with God's will
that divine approval may be had.
I am in hopes of reaching you not later
than the 15th prox. May peace abide.
Yours in bonds,
J. W. WIGH'I'.
LAMONI, Iowa, April ~o. 1897.
WESTERN NEBRASKA, NOR'l'H AND SOU'l'H
DAKO'l'A, MINNESOTA, AND IOWA
MISSION.
Having been duly placed in charge of the
above-named territory, and feeling keenly
the grave responsibility thus placed upon
me, I earnestly req nest the prayers and coi:iperation of all the ministry and saints throughout the mission.
Should my health permit me to travel
and preach, I shall only be too glad to occupy as time and abiiity will permit; but
should conditions continue as they now are,
this part of my work will have to be omitted.
Bro. James Caffall has been appointed to
the same mission with the understanding
that after his return to America we are to
make such division of territory and other arrangements as we deem necessary and
advisable. I am pleased to make this announcement.
The spiritual influences which characterized our late conference, together with the
filling up of the first two quorums of the
church, also the calling and setting apart of
a Patriarch to the whole church, will, we
trust, give additional impetus to the cause we
love, and prove to be a strong incentive to
duty upon the part of all saints. And in this
connection,· I may be pardoned for the expression of the thought, that we might have
rece1ved a much greater blessing had we
been more worthy and better prepa1·ed.
Tho rni nistry, local and traveling, cannot
be too anxious to fulfill the duties of their
calling as outlined in the law, "Preach the
word," "Warn, expound, exhort, and invite
all to come to Christ;" but do not overpersuade, or baptize hastily without due regard
to fitness and that preparation demanded in
the gospel. True fwith and repentance precede baptism, and these two words faith and
repentance are both significant and comprehensive. (See D. C. 17: 7.)
In harmony with the instruction given to
our quorum in 1888, by the First Presidency,
and renewed again this spring, also our practice for the past nine years, we di vi de our
missions into "fields of labor" over which we
place others as our assistants in charge.
You are therefore asked to acquiesce in the
following appointments:Southeastern Nebraska, W. E. Peak;
Northeastern Nebraska, J. F. Min tun. The
dividing line between these two fields will be
the Platte River, wliich, I am informed, is
also the line between the Nort!S.ern and
Southern districts. As before, the longitudinal line No. 99, will be the dividing line
between Eastern and Western Nebraska.
l All things considered, so far as known, these
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divisions are thought to be the best; but I
trust the brethren will not be too fastidious
about lines. If you see a piece of work that
needs to be done, and you can do it, and there
is no one else to do it, do the work by all
means and report it to the one in charge of
the "field of labor."
Minnesota and the Dakotas will be in
charge of I. N. Roberts; Little Sioux district,
Iowa, H. 0. Smith; Galland's Grove district,
Iowa, C. E. Butterworth; Pottawattamie
district, Iowa, T. W. Williams; Fremont
district, Iowa, Henry Kemp; Des Moines
district, Iowa, C. Scott; Eastern Iowa district, J. W. Peterson and C. E. Hand; reporting to be done to Bro. Peterson and
through him to me. Bro. Hand is acquainted
with the situation, has done good work, and
will, therefore, it is hoped, be a valuable
help to Bro. Peterson.
The Nauvoo district contains eight counties
in Iowa, six in Illinois, and three in Missouri. By agreement with Brn. J. H. Lake
and I. N. White the district will be considered to be in the Iowa mission. Should
Brn. Lake and White desire to perform any
labor in the district within the conference
year, they will, of course, meet with a hearty
welcome and due respect in their office and
calling. F. M. Weld in charge. Ministers
located where no assistant in charge has been
appointed will report direct to me. All are
supposed to be familiar with the rules governing. ministerial reports; but if any are
not, they are referred to the supplement to
the Rerald containing the conference minutes
for April, 1893, page 68.
When public debate is thought to be necessary (and it should not be engaged in unless
it is), let the framing of propositions, time
and place of holding the debate, who shall be
the disputants, etc., be referred to the one in
charge. This we have found to be necessary,
and it does not cripple anyone inasmuch as
the work can be defended, when necessary,
without a joint discussion; and in case a
proper challenge should be made it can be ac·
cepted in a general way, and upon the true
issues, without naming them, referring all to
the assistant in charge for final arrangements.
Let us hope, and labor, and pray that the
coming year may be one of success to the
great cause of truth, notwithstanding the
fact that in our midst, and all around us, "all
things" are "in commotion,'' and men's hearts
are failing them with fear. May God help the
saints to be pure, and full of faith.
Your coworker in Christ,
J. R. LAMBERT.

Brethren and Sisters o_f the Lake .Mission;
Greeting:-Through the grace of our blessed
Master, we are again permitted to be associated for another year in the great work of
the Lord. And with the view that this may
be our last year to gather in the golden grain
before us, what is the question for each to
answer? ¥.. new page is disclosed in life's
history. Shall it be filled with bright letters
attesting our loyalty, and that we have all
done the best we could, with not a single
erasure, nor stain to mar its fair, priceless
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purity? This is the question each one should
answer, and be moved to a determination
nerved by the inspiration of holiness and
prophecy, that will give us the aspiration and
sacrifice necessary to consecrate our lives
entire, in following Christ, in being he! pers
with God in the ''Restoration of all things"
spoken by the prophets of old. I congratulate and praise you for earnest, faithful service to the cause of truth, during the last
two years or since I saluted you and called
for a united effort. You have done well.
Praise the Lord, 0, my soul. Lights and
shadows have succeeded each other over your
horizon, until now the Lord of Israel has
again spoken from on high, to gladden every
heart of the hosts of.'Jacob's children saying:
"The Spirit saith further unto the church,
Be of good cheer. It has pleased the Father
to accept many of th0 sacrifices of his people." This is spoken to the church, collectively.
Can we each say in truth, "I have
sacrificed so I can appreciate the foregoing
word of the Lord to me." If so, all can indeed say: "I am happy, 0, so happy, and I
will do more the coming year than even before for surely the Lord Jesus. who never lost
a battle, is our commander and leader."
For nearly forty-five years, or since. the
church was reorganized by the command of
God, we have watched and prayed to see the
leading quorums filled with apostles, prophets, evangelists, bishops, elders, teachers, and
deacons, as we were promised that it surely
would be done, in the due time of the Lord.
I can say indeed for one, I have not ''fainted,"
nor have I doubted the promise during these
long, weary years of toil and anxiety. It is
now accomplished. Praise the Lord, 0, my
soul!
It is with pain I observe how few there are
of those who began in the Reorganization
tha.t are now with us. Like Joshua and
Caleb, there were only two of us at the late
conference that assembled with the scattered
remnant at tl: e first conference of the Re'lrganization, June 12-and 13, 1852, at Newark,
Rock County, Wisconsin, near the beautiful
city of Beloit. Some have fallen with armor
on, shining brightly. Others have grown
weary and sleepy, and some, I fear, have lost
all interest in the work of God, and will lose
their reward.
But all of these things should assure us,
like the wheel within a wheel as seen by
Ezekiel. The experiences of both the outer
and inner wheel, says, "Truth is mighty, and
will prevail,'' or in other words, The rejected church and tbe Reorganized Church
attest the fact that righteousness alone will
be sustained, and ultimately crowned at the
end of the race. Will we be there to share
in the great day, when all the pure. the upright, and the good will receive the "Welcome home,'' and "well done, thou hast been
faithful"? Count the cost quickly now, my
dear brethren; decide at once, on which side
are you enlisted, for a short work, a decisive
action is near, even at our doors. Will we
lend a listening ear, and be found in the
victorious army of the Lord? U so, your attention is directed to the fact that your field
officers are our brave leaders, Elder R. E

Grant, 848 Holms Avenue, Grant Rapids,
Michigan; Elder J. J. Cornish, Reed City,
Michigan, is Bishop's agent; Elder Andrew
Barr, Eastern Michigan, address, Forester,
Michigan, Bishop's agent; Elder S. W. L.
Scott, of Cold water, Michigan, Southern
Michigan and Northern Indiana field, and
Samuel Stroh, of Coldwater, Michigan, as
Bishop's agent; Elder George Jenkins, of
Byrneville, Harrison County, Indiana, Southern Indiana field, and William C. Marshall,
of \IVirt, Indiana, as Bishop's agent.
All these brethren are duly appointed to be
your servants. Will you heed their counsel
and assist them all you can by your faith,
prayers, and means? Send the agents your
names and often as you can, of what the Master has blessed you with, fill up the storehouse of the Lord with tithes and offerin~s
and see if you do not receive a blessing you
cannot contain, as the Lord has promised in
the scriptures of truth. (Mal. 3: 10; also stick
of Joseph.) The darkness is past and the
light is shining brilliantly upon the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints now. Let us all be humble and faithful and see how much we can do to move the
cause of Zion along. Send in your mites,
dimes, dollars, fives, tens, twenties, fifties,
hundreds, and thousands, and surely the Lord
will bless you. And the elders, teachers,
deacons, and members are all called upon to
assist with all their might, and I will promise
you, if you seek unitedly in pr~yer, as Jesus
commanded and in everything give thanks,
you shall be directed in your work and the
labor of your hands shall be prospered and
your hearts filled with joy and gladness.
Servants of the mission, please be prompt
and report quarterly to your field officers
first day of July, first day of October, first
day of January, and the fifteenth of March.
Have your reports so arranged that the
number of sermons shall be at the top of the
first page, left hand corner, in figures, and
baptisms in right band corner. In this way
the mission work may be summarized readily, and we may all see what we are accomplishing froni time to time. And the
missionary in charge can make his report
briefly and readily show statistics for the
encouragement of the saints, and thus preserve the record of the work done.
I also wish to suggest that your usefulness
and worth to the church are not measured by
number of sermons preached or baptisms
registered, but by the real substantial good
you are doing. Hence no rivalry is aimed at
to run a race for the number of sermons and
baptisms. Genuine conversions and teaching
is the only guide marks by which the minister
is measured. Sobriety, candor, diligence,
and zeal are al ways noticed and praised.
Triflings, light-mindedness, and lack of dignity in a minister are always painfully observed by the saints, and spreads abroad to
the discredit of the church, and like perishable material, hay, wood, and stubble, is
burned, and the one who thus trifles away his
time must suffer loss. In plain words whoever idles away his time is known. The horrible practice of speaking disrespectfully and
depreciatively of each other is dishonorable

I
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and inexcusable. Jealousy is the offering of
an evil heart and is sensual and devilish, and
the practice of spreading difficulties and by
slighting remarks or innuendo of a fellow
minister of Christ is such a beeach of Christianity that whoso is guilty of such disgraceful act should be silenced after the second
offense, and be remanded to a discipline that
will release the church of such burden, that
the church suffer not through such evils.
Members and officers should report all such
offenders to their presiding elders.
There is a law to which all the members of
the church are amenable, and can be dealt
with in an honorable way. But the low, sly,
cunning, crafty hypocrite who rolls slander
under his tongue, is the vilest enemy the
church has ever bad. He should be pitied
and his acts despised. Of such the apostle
spoke truly and plainly: "Slow bellies, evil
hearts, whose mouths should be stopped."
I will be in the mission as soon as opportunity will offer.
With much love and
gratitude to God, and prayer for the welfare
of latter-day Israel, I am,
Your colaborer for Christ's sake,
E. C. BRIGGS.
Headquarters, No. 773 Sixty-sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 20, 1897.
MISSOURI, KANSAS, AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MISSION.
By the appointment of the First Presidency,
and the indorsement of the late conference
held at Lamoni, Iowa, I have been placed in
charge of the above mission. I enter upon
this important work with my co-laborers,
feeling the great responsibility attaching
thereto. I can but trust in God and ask the
assistance and cooperation of my brethrenboth the General. Conference appointees and
the local force in the branches and districts
-throughout the mission, to assist me in
making a success in this new department of
work your unworthy servant and fellowlaborer has been called to.
The following named brethren have been
appointed to take charge of "fields of labor,"
and I trust they will be found worthy of the
confidence and support of the saints and ministers, located in their respective charges:
Peter Anderson, Nodaway district, Missouri;
J. M. Terry, Far West district, Missouri;
R. May, Independence district, in Missouri
and Kansas; Alfred White, Clinton district,
in Missouri and Kansas; F. C. Keck, Spring
River district, in Missouri, Kansas, and
Indian Territory. Henry Sparling, the city
of Springfield and South Missouri district,
Missouri; M. H. Bond, St. Louis district, in
Missouri and Illinois. F. M. Slover, Sou thern Illinois, except that portion that belongs
to the Nauvoo and St. Louis districts. W.
S. Pender, Kansas, except that portion
which lies in Spring River, Clinton, and Independence districts. The Northeast Missouri district will be under my own charge
for the present.
I call special attention to the action of the
Twelve on reporting; and that all the missionaries may more fully understand their
duty in that department of work, I herewith
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II submit
the resolution adopted by the quorum: I. the missionaries will be there to present
"Resolved, that by the adoption of the fol- the word. It is the desire of the committee
lowing resolutions and declarations we call
the esjJecial attention of all ministtrs who 1
are under General Conference appointment
to the necessity and importance of reporting
their laboes to those who are in missionary
charge: 1. It is the opinion of this quorum
that a prompt and conscientious compliance
with a suitable system of reporting has become an important necessity in missionary
work. These reports should be brief, but
sufficiently explicit to indicate, as plainly
as possible, the labor performed, time spent
in actual ministerial work, prospects,
etc.
2. All ministers who are not in
charge are required to report on or
about the first day of the months of
July, October, January, and March; these
reports to be made out and sent to the minister who is ln charge of the 'field of labor'
where the work is performed. All who are
in charge of such 'fields of labor,' are required to report on or abou.t the ter:.th day of
the above-named months, such reports to be
made out and sent to the general missionary
in charge. 'I'he reports of those ministers
who are not in charge need not be so leugthy
as those who are, from the fact that they
have nothing but their own labors, results,
and prospects where they have labored, to
report. 3. In the March report, all items
required by the quorum as a prerequisit.e to
missionary appointment, must be furnished.
It should be the duty of the missionary in
charge of a 'field of labor' to secure proper
reports from all General Conference appoint,ees in his field, summaries of which, together with his own report, must be sent to
the missionary in charge. 4. In all cases
where assistance from those in charge is
needed, reference should be had directly to
the one in charge of the 'field of labor,' and
if furtl'.>er counsel or help is required, it
should be applied for, by him, to the general
missionary in charge."
Dear brethren, the fisld is white beforo u<c;
let our motto be, "In God we trust!" Push
forward, for the victory is ours in Christ
Jesus. I feel prompted to say: It will not
be all sunshine; our joy will often be followed
by grief; yet the clouds will have their silver
lining, and the year will end prosperous to
many. I am your brother and fellow servant
in Christ Jesus,
I. N. WHI'l'E.

REUNION NOTICES.
To the Saints of JYlinnesola and the Dakolas:The reunion will begin on Saturday, the 19th
day of June, at Fergus Falls, Minnesota, and
will continue over two Sundays. We hope
to meet all the saints on the above date
promptly. That we may have a good time,
come one and all, bring the Spirit of Christ
with you, and a good and joyful time will be
had. 'l'bose who have tents, bring them
with you and camp on the ground. Those
wishing to board will please write T. J. Martin, Detroit, Minnesota, or the writer, Audubon, Minnesota. We ask you to do this so
the committee may secure suitable places for
you and at a price to suit the times.
George H. Hilliard, of the Bishopric, and

to make this meeting a success in every particular,
Tell your friends, invite your
neighboes, tell all to come and meet with the
people of God.
Dear saints, let us all labor together as one
that success may attend. Let no trivial thing
keep you away from this meeting. Remember the words of the poet, "Our aim mankind to bless." Sr. Fidelia Hawley and Miss
Nora Ochsner will preside at the organ.
I. N. ROBERTS,
Chairman of Com.

OKALAHO:MA SAINTS.
Oklahoma saints, look! read! respond!
We want to reach one hundred thousand people with the gospel t.his summer. Only two
missionaries in the field. Will you assist
them? When? Now. How? There are
thousands of copies of Heralds, Ensigns,
Autumn Leaves, .Hopes, sermons, etc., which
the saints wi'.l send just for the asking.
If you had them, could you not distribute
them among your neighbors, or when you go
to town take a roll of them and put one in
the farmers' wagons? In ten minutes you
can distribute a hundred. Do this every
time you go to town for one month or as long
as your supply lasts, and you will reach as
many with the gospel as the elder in a series
of services. Will you not help us in this
way, and also help those in darkness? The
writer was brought to the light by a tract
given hi.m by Bro. John Kaler. If you will
assist in this scheme, drop me a card with
your name and address, and you will be supplied with literature. Don't put it off, now
is the time to act.
W. 8. MACRAE.
NICELY,

Oklahoma.

16-2t.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Eastern Maine district
wiJl c"nvene at South Addison, Jun0 12, and
will continue over the Lord's day. We pray
that all interested in the progress of the
Lord's work in this part of his vineyard will
come prepared to help by faith and works
that we may have a profitable season.
A. s. KELLEY, Sec.
The next conference of the Southern Wiscousin district will convene at East Delavan,
Wisconsin, May 15, at 10: 00 a. m. Branches
will please send their reports to Henry
Southwick at East Delan.n. Be sure and
elect delegates and send to the conference, as
there is some important business before us.
Brn. F. M. Cooper and M. T. Short are expected to be with us.
H. SOUTHWICK, Pres.
J.T.HACKE'l'T,Vice Pres.
Galland's Grove district conference will
convene at the saints' chapel, Deloit, Iowa,
May 29, at 10: 30 a. m., continuing over Sunday. Officers will please see that their
branch reports are in the hands of the district secretary in good time. We hope every
minister in the district will favor us with a
report., and a good representation is looked
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for. A cordial invitation is extended to all
and everybody will be made welcome.
C. E. BUTTERWORTH, l Pres'ts.
J, M. BAKER,
f
Dow CITY, Iowa, April 20, 1897.

SCATTERED MEMBERS.
The following members of the St. Mary's
branch will please take notice that unless
they report within three months to the secretary of said branch, they will be reported
as scattered members. Srs. Lillie Walkinshaw, Annie Rainey, Lucinda Sheldon, Ellenor McCulloch, Minnie McGregor, and Brn.
George Hopkinson and John W. Rainey.
G. c. TOMLINSON, Pres.
LOUIE OLIVER, Sec.
Box 539, ST. MARY'S, Ontario.
NO~'ICES.

All saints at Dimondale, Williamston,
Webberville, Belding, and other places, no
difference where, who know themselves connected with or members of Lansing branch
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, are hereby notified to be
sure and attend the conference or business
meeting' at the Lansing branch to be held
at Lansing, May 8, 1897. Meeting will
open at 10:3() in the forenoon. We emphasize-please attend without fail.
HIRAM RATHBUN, SR., Pres.
CHARLES FISH, Sec.
500 Logan St., LANSING, Mich., April 20.

BORN.
WA'l"I.'S.-At Charlotte, Michigan, blessed
by L. F. Daniel, January 4, 1897, and named
Letta Marie, daughter of Harry and Hettie
Watts.
WHI'l'EHEAD.-To Bro. Gilbert J. and Sr.
Nellie Whitehead, a son, January 5, 1897,
and named Gilbert Bur. Blessed at their
home March 21, by Russell Archibald, assisted by Elders Dobson and Burlington.
J ACKSON.-To Bro. R. W. and Sr. Isabelle
Jackson was born February 15, 1897, a son.
They gave to him the honorable name of
Robert David, under which name he was
blessed at the Latter Day Saints' church in
St. Joseph, Missouri, on Sunday, April 18,
1897, by Elders J.M. Terry and G. W. Robley.
FERGUSON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, July 24,
1896, to Mr. Herbert L. and Sr. Ethel G.
Ferguson, a son; named Julius Harold, and
blessed April 7, 1897, by Elders H. A. Stebbins, Henry Kemp, and George Kemp. Sr.
Ferguson is a daughter of Bro. and Sr. John
Scott, formerly of Plano, Illinois.
TAYLOR.-In Harrison County, Missouri,
March 14, 1897, to Bro. Samuel and Sr. Mary
L. Taylor, a son; named William Henry, and
blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, April 11, 1897, by
Elders H. A. Stebbins and James Whitehead.
Sr. Taylor is a daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Daniel Strong, formerly of Buffalo Prairie,
Illinois.
YARRINGTON.-At Princeton, Missouri,
.Tune 4, 1896, to Bro. C. J. and Sr. Mary C.
Yarrington, a daughter; named Edith Ida,
and ble~sed at Davis City, Iowa, April 18,
1897, by Elders H. A. Stebbins and E. J. Robinson.

DIED.
PHILLIPs.-Sarah E., at her home near
Pilcher, Ohio, on December 28, 1896. She
was born January 9, 1846. She became a
member of the Latter Day Saints Church
September 3, 1876; was baptized by Rev.
James Craig, at Lampsville, Ohio. After
the disorganization of the church at this
place the records were transferred to Wheeling, West Virginia, where she was recorded.
Owing to her isolation from any branch of
the church she did not have the opportunity
of attending church services, but she believed in the doctrines and principles of the
Latter Day Saints and was ever ready to defend ,her belief. Before dying she expressed
herself as being ready to go. She left a husband and four children. The funeral services
were conducted by Rev. Manley of the JVI. E.
Church, who conducted the funeral very
nicely and made mention of her as a member
of the Saints Church.
GIVENS.-April 3, 1897, near Oxford, West
Virginia, Bro. John W. Givens. Deceased
was born June 24, 1845, in Monroe County,
Ohio; baptized August 6, 1881, by Elder B.
F. Drake; ordained to the office of teacher
September 26, 1883, by Elder H. H. Robinson.
Wife and nine children, four sons and five
daughters, besides a host of relatives and
friends, are left to mourn. Bro. Givens Ii ved
a consistent Christian life, was always ready
to make any sacrifice for the work he loved so
well, and died strong in the faith. Funeral
services conducted by Priest B. Beall. Interment at the Cabin Run graveyard, Doddridge County, West Virginia.
FARLEY.~At the home of Bro. and Sr.
Farley, Gallup, New Mexico, a son was born
Febuary 23, 1897, and named John. He lived
but a short time, the Master calling him home
March 6. Funeral on the 7th, conducted by
Isaac Bailey.
GIFFORD.-Mrs. Savilla M. Gifford died at
her home at Mormon Springs, Illinois, April
2, 1897, aged 72 years, 8 months, and 9 dhys.
Sr. Gifford was born in Oswego County,
New York, July 25, 1825, and moved to Nauvoo in 1838. Her maiden name was Savilla
M. Durfee. She was married to James S.
Gifford at Nauvoo, October 22, 1850, and resided in Nauvoo until 1879, when they moved
to Mormon Springs, where they have resided
ever since. She was baptized in her childhood and has al ways lived an earnest, consistent Christian life, and has been loved by
all who knew her, for she always tried to do
unto others as she wished to be done by.
She leaves a large circle of friends, together
with her husband, and six children, to
mourn. Funeral sermon, at her late home,
Sunday morning, at eleven o'clock, by Daniel
Tripp. Burial at Nauvoo, Illinois.
ALEXANDER. - At Harris Grove, Iowa,
March 29, 1897, Sr. Latina Alexander, aged
78 years, 4 months, and 2 days. Said sister
was born November 27, 1818, in Simsbury,
Connecticut. Removed from Connecticut to
Nelson, New York, in August, 1823, and
from there to Spafford, New York, in 1826.
Soon after she joined the M. E. Church, of
which she was a devoted member until 1832,
when she united with the Latter Day Saints

Church, of which she remained a faithful
member until death. In February, 1838, she
was married to Stuart Alexander. To this
union eight children were born, four sons and
four daughters. Two sons and two daughters
have preceded her, also her husband eighteen years ago.
The funeral sermon was
preached by Elder J. A. Donaldson in the
Union church, in Harris Grove, Iowa, from
the text of her own choosing, 2 Timothy 2: 19.
WILLSON. - March 18, 1897, At Epsom,
Indiana, Sr. Lizzie Willson. Deceased was
born September 26, 1844; united with the
church October 19, 1890, being baptized by
Elder L. F. Daniel. She lived a faithful,
diligent life since her conversion to the faith,
showing that there was something that she
expected in the future that would reward her
for all the diligence she had taken to live a
better life. Three sons, mother, and many
friends mourn.
FRY.-At St. Joseph, Missouri, April 3,
1897, Mrs. Jane Fry, mother of Sr. Fairbanks,
aged 70 years, 3 months, and 9 days. Funeral
services at the saints' church. She was laid
to rest in Oakland cemetery, Gilbert J.
Whitehead officiating, assisted by David J.
Krahl.
THOMPSON.-Sr. Cynthia Thompson, wife
of Mr. C. W. Thompson, died at their home
near Lake City, Iowa, April 15, 1897, aged 56
years, 7 months, and 5 days. Sr. Thompson
was baptized into Christ by Elder Charles
Derry, January 27, 1870, since which time
she has been a worthy member of the RAorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. Funeral services were conducted at
the union church near Lake City, Iowa,
Saturday, April 17, 1897, by Elders W. W.
Whiting and Charles E. Butterworth, the
latter pronouncing the discourse to a crowded
house of attentive and sympathizing relatives,
friends, and neighbors. Many of our ministers have found a home with Mr. and Sr.
Thompson, who will.remember her as a sister
of Bro. Benan Salisbury. She died as she
lived, strong in the faith.
KLINGBACK.-Bro. Jacob c. Klingback, at
his residence near Emmett, Idaho, March 15,
1897, aged 84 years and 6 months. Bro.
Klingback was a native of Denmark and removed from there to Utah in 1858, and to
Idaho in 1868. He settled in the Payette
Valley and remained there till the time of
his death. The last sixteen years of his life
he was called to pass through much bodily
suffering. His wife and two sons survive
him. They need the prayers of the saints in
their present hours of affliction, as they are
passing through other sorrows.
WEITLICH. - At St. Joseph, Missouri,
March 29, 1897, Tine, daughter of Bro. and
Sr. Frank Weitlich, born January 21, 1891.
Funeral preached by T. T. Kinderks in the
German church. The remains were laid to
rest in the cemetery of the German branch.
May God bless the bereaved.
FOSDICK.-At Ableman, Wisconsin, April
9, 1897, in the eighty-second year of her age,
Sr. Ann Fosdick; who died in th"I faith, and
in the language of Mr. O. Ward, who wrote
of her death, "She was a good Christian."
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To any person interested in humane matters or who loves animals, we will send free,
upo~application, a copy of the "ALLIANC'?,"
the 0rgan of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paJPr. Address,

BL AJ:R MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing lout first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Satu1:days.

Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.

F. A. BLACK.

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
rooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets,

and china

closets;

with

sink, cupboards,

etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaoer may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns' and
tunes from the "S<1ints' Harmony;" 250 tune,,;
with music and word~ together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather....... . . . . . . . . • • ..•• ., 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ......•.•... 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ........... , ...............•.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . •• • .•• • • • • 35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia .............. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ... : .. 1 25
Cloth..............................
75

(Established 1860.)

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di,trict and branch presidents,
and Bishop's aizents are reqneBted to solicit snbscriptione,
make sales of chnrch pnbl!cations, and assist the publishing department.
Address commnnications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes

of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remitta11ces should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount•: One month's inser-

tion, five per cent: three months, :fifteen per cent; six

months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.

All advertising condit.ioned on insertion upon the fi.1st or

last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regnlar rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centa
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-elasa
mail matter.)

WHAT IS MAN?
BY ELDER J, R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conrnious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely 'x1mined the subject upon which be has wdtten, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and d'estiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Obrist as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
5C

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ....................... $ 25
Cloth • • • •• . . . •• . •• . • ••. • • .. . ••••••
35

FRUIT FARMS.
~.

I have five twenty acre tracts of choice fruit land for
sale. This land lies in the same community of these
large fruit farms in Howell County, Missouri, one mile
and a half from a railroad town, and in a branch of saints.
Two of the tracts have houses and bearing orchards on
them now, with fine prospect for crop this year.
For further particnlars send stamp and address,
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.

.JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHE'l'IC MISSION VINDICATED AND
'l'HE DIVINB ORIGIN OF 'l'HE BOOK
OF MOHMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

By Eldn W. W. Blair. Nev; aud revised
200 p1ges.
Paper covers ...... , ............. •. $ 35
Cloth, limp........................
50

~di ti on,

I

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial aiithority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and ~ystems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re•
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••.•.•.........•.••••••••••. $1 2.~

The Necessity for a Reorganization
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

This tnct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
Tt hrings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance wi.th and their
organi:.mtion a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
~tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the' arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cent§.

THE NATIONAL

HUM~,NE

ALLIANCE,

410-411 United Charities Building,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are tlvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Thei>logical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient;
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth .............................. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ........ ', .............. , ...... $ 75
Library .......•••••••••••.......... 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
churcb, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction. and from those of the Utah
Clrnrcb is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganizcod Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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IUE SAINTS' HERALD.
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
bndsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment •••••••• 1 75
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges .•• 2 50

GRACELAND COLLEGE

The Royal-White and Pure
as the Driven Snow.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm or80 acres live miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, btable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
'llottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
faeked and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. B. MYERS, Druggist. Lamonl, hlwa..

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., N~W YORI<.

HOMES AT LAMONI.

HARDWARE.
ftOVES, 'l'INW ARE, BARB WIRE, :E'I'O.
l!lpec!al attention given to Builders' Hardware.
!Bollable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobaeco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure you write ns and we will return your
money. It cures othilrs, why not you? Yon run
no risk in trying !t. Why delay longer? Send
In your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
C(J., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.,

Via Burlington Route.""' January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale; One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good co11dition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b•.. rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La"'Uoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House a.nd Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly a.nd satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

catalogue~ or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low A.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

I
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HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
Drice $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.

For

Land for sale, situated one quarter to oo.c•
b.a.lf mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, foux·.
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable·
ror gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on applicatio!i.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa

TRADE

MARIUI~

DE SIC NS,
CCl!"VRICHTS &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency fo':i.' securing patents
tn America. We have a Washington office_
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r~ceive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beantifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_ scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
111.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
Bi)QK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLA1'ION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ............................. $1 00
i:lheep or library binding .....•..... I 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edg·~s ..•... I 75
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible bi:1aing, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' 1'RANSLA'l'ION.
Four sizes of Americt>o Bibie Society's lowpriced editions: With marginal references,
two sizes,. 60 and 80 cent:> each. Without
references, two siztis, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spo tiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King Jam es' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadwav, New York.

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood A special, cheap, pJcket sizco edition, deHeights, near Graceland College, Lamoni; signed especially for Sunday schools; same
well located, on high ground, that I wish to type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
advance in value. Price and terms reasonSeal grain russia ................... 1 25
able.
Apply to
Seal grain rus::iia, gilt edges. . . . . . . • 1 50
R. S. SALYARDS,
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Lamoni, Iowa.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's editions; cloth binding:MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or $1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex·
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price $1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per l,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
other styles, as ordered.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
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THE SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENT FOR IMMORTALITY,

THE man who can say something positively new in regard to immortality
does not, in all probability, exist.
The most we expect on that subject is
a restatement, in clearer and more
modern terms, of what has already
been said. Mr. L. C. Poore, in an article on "Llfe," in The Westminster Review (March), describes life, for man,
as an "endless changing of the combinations of things already brought into
existence," in which combination two
properties stand clearly out, without
which there could be no life. These
two properties are Individuality and
Immortality. No two of the many combinations that constitute life are just
alike. '•Each. combination has something that no other combination has.
. . . This is individuality." After
enlarging on this point, the writer
takes up the argument for immortality
drawn from the conservation of force
(which argument, of course, as has
often been remarked, applies to all
animals as well as man), and restates
it as follows:' 'Life for man, as we have already
seen, is an endless and constant
changing of the combinations of
things already brought into existence.
For man there is no end, as there has
been no beginning. From the stars

Lamoni, Iowa, May 5,
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far away to the midges we brush off
as we write, from the blue mountains
that lie upon our horizon to the eyes
that behold them there is no exception.
When a change comes it is a result of
the separation of the factors as they
form other combinations. The very
fact of a change shows separation, and
separation shows fresh combinations.
We have learned when the tree decays
and the flower fades, when hollows
are formed in the sides of hills and
snow melts, when a storm goes out
and a man dies, we have learned that
these things are due to the nature of
life. Something is divided, something
is gone, and something is left. But
even in the act of separation the factors are forming other combinations
in accordance with the spirit of life,
its endlessness or immortality. When
a fire burns, we know that the coal is
undergoing separation under the influence of heat and air and we have
learned that the ashes are not the only
fresh combination formed. The combination coal has gone, but all its substance will be found as factors in
fresh combinations.
"Though it is only in very simple
matters that we can restore the former combination, yet we never put
down our inability to the annihilation
of any of the factors. We cannot recover them, we say, but we never
doubt that they are still in existence.
"But though the immortality of the
objective world is acknowledged, it is
a subject of great doubt in the subjective. Living in the body here, we
grow to think our body is us, and the
endless cases in which we are more or
less influenced by the body helps to
strengthen this feeling. But, indeed,
though the body, being the most intimate objective part to us, naturally
exerts a proportionally strong infiuence, still it is an influence and not a
creator. This is seen at death or the
ceasing of the combination of the soul
and body. When a man dies is there
any factor unaccounted for in f;he
change that comes upon him? His
body still exists, but the rapid falling
to pieces that comes upon it shows
that that has gone which held it to-

J
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gether. He has gone, the subjective
part.
"l labor under the great disadvantage of ignorance, but I believe I am
right when I say that the factor which
represents me cannot be placed. I stay
in my present manifestation, as we
call the union of the subjective and
objective, as long as I can, but when,
in obedience to the nature of life, separation comes, it is because all the
factors are forming fresh combinations. The very fact that the body is
forming new combinations shows that
something has left it. Now, until I
can be shown differently, I shall hold
that this something is the subjective
part of the combination, that it is 'l,'
that it must in accordance with the
nature of life be forming a new combination also.
"The fact .that when we die, as we
say, we are still in the same universe
as this, appears to some people absolutely blasphemous. Yet it is difficult
to see why. The present world has
been enjoyed for so short a time, the
knowledge we have gained of it so
small, that it is hard to see why we
should have been awakened to it at all
if at death it is done, and still harder
to see why what is good in one portion of eternity should not be good in
another.
"So, for man, life is immortal or
endless, as in the objective world so
in the subjective.
Life cannot be
without immortality, for it is immortality; immortality, moreover, of indi·
viduality."-Literary Digest.
GRATITUDE A RULE OF LIFE .

No LESSON is more appropriate than
the divinely emphasized duty of being
grateful. The religion of the Bible is
a religion of praise.
A thankful
spirit is one of its essential elements:
not only the feeling, but the expression of thankfulness is its explicit
and reiterated demand. The exhortation to thanksgiving perpetually on
the lips of psalmists and prophets and
apostles has been called "in a sense
the alpha and omega of the Christian
life," because thankfulness should be
in perpetual operation in our hearts,
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and because it may be truly said to
ieadto-·every Christian grace. In
fact, gratitude toward God, taken in
its broadest scope, covers the whole
religion of man. It means an abiding
sense of God's goodness. It means
prizing and accepting his great gift of
salvation in Uhrist, and his daily renewed mercies. It manifests itself
not only in words of acknowledgment,
but in service joyfully rendere:l "unto
the Lord for all his benefits." "Help
us, 0 God," was the prayer of a wise
and devout man, "to show our gratitude toward thee by acts of kindness
and love, as well as by words of
thankgiving and praise."
It would seem a natural and easy
thing to be thankful, but it is not so
simple even when there is everything
to lead to it. It is not a mere spontaneous instinct, like the buoyancy of
animal spirit rising~with the increase
of oxygen in the air. Gratitude to
God requires thought, humility, faith,
reverence.
The old minister was
right who said when some one lightly
cried, "Oh, I am so thankful." "No,
you are only glad; it is a great thing
to be thankful." Often it would seem
that gratitude is rarest where there is
the largest reason for its exercise.
Those who have most in God's world
are apt to be those who thank him
least. The Giver is forgotten in the
very abundance of the gifts. Reluctance to take and acknow lege a freely
bestowed blessing is what keeps men,
more perhaps than any other cause,
from becoming Christians. It is a
strange and significant fact that the
sorrows of life bring many to God
who are never brought to him by its
prosperities.
"Hands that the preacher could not move,
by wayside graves are raised,
And lips saj, 'God be pitiful,' that ne'er
said 'God be praised.'"

forget what has been done for us,
and what we owe to those who qid it,
is a selfish tendency against which we
have need always to be on our guard.
It is not only disloyal to the benefactor,
but degrading to the recipient. Let
the forms of expressing thanks- even
the most conventional- be scrupulously observed, and let the spirit of
honest gratitude toward God and man
be always alive in our hearts.-Ex.
Whence is life? and what of its mysteries?
are interestingly discussed in an article of
great sqientific merit, by William Seton, in
the May issue of The Catholic World Magazine.
Dr. Seton is doing for American Catholic
literature what St. George Mivart is doing in
England. With deep scientific knowledge he
joins a reverent faith.
ADDRESSES.

Peter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri.
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington Heigh~&.
Massa.ch usetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, Clay Center, Kansas.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
L. F. Daniel, Whitestown, Indiana.
3t.
D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiana. _
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Min tun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrison
County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Australia.
H.P. Curtis, School 7, South Flores Street,
San Antonio, Texa~.

Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan.
We owe to each other as we owe to
Elder L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe
God, the ready sense of favors be- County, Ohio.
Stowed and the frank utterance of · I. N. Roberts, Au d u b on, B ec k er Coun t y,
thankfulness.
There is a strange Minnesota.

perversity about this in human nature.
It takes generosity to receive as well

HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Denver, Colorado: Hall 22d and Arapahoe
as to bestow, and men seem to think Streets. Preaching at ll: 00 a. m. and 7: 30
·
t
d
t h at b y ungracious accep ance an p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 a. m. Prayer
niggardly thanks they somehow lessen meeting Wednesday evening. Z. R.-L. S.
first and third Friday evenings of each
. t•ion the Y inc U r • Noth'mg month · E · F · Sh upe, pas t or, resi'd ence N o.
th
· e O bl iga
does more to mar social and family rela- 360 Cook Street.
T
Springfield, Missouri: Hall corner of Com·
. d
tions t h an t h e wan t O f gratitu e.
O mercial and Springfield avenues. Preaching at
have a thankless child is an affliction 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 15 p. m., Sunday school at
9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: 00 p. m. W. R.
"sharper than a serpent's tooth." To Pickering in charge.

°

Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
277 Sheffield A venue.
West Bay City. Michigan: Christian mi.ssion church, No. 411 Dewitt Avenue, between
Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preaching at
10: :;o a. m.; Sunday sehool at 12: 00 m.;
preachlng at 7: 00 p. m. on Sundays. Prayer
meeting on Wednesday evenings.
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
Sunday 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 D. m.
Salt :i_,ar.:e City, Utah: mission chapel,
Second South Street, opposite the Presbyterian church. Meetings every Sunday at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
St. Anns Buildings, No. 125 Albion street,
Leeds. Presiding officer, Elder James Moir,
St. James' Hall, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Roxbury, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
corner of Washington and Dt1dley Streets.
S"rvices at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
~ch0ol at 12: 15 p. m.
R. Bullard, nastor.
Boston, Massachusetts: No 67 Warren
Street, "Roxbury Hall," Roxbury, Boston,
Massachusetts.
East Delavan, Wisconsin: Church located
one mile north from Williams Bay railroad
station. Au_g:ust Johnson, presiding_ elder.
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
Platt Lane. Presiding officer, Elder William
Spargo, No. 34 Schofield Lane, Wigan.
Sacramento, California: · Saints chapel,
Twenty-fourth Avenue and K Street. George
Daley president.
Kansas City, Missouri: Twenty-rourtn ana.
Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
2: 30 p. m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 P· m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
each month at 2:30 p. m. Monday, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; Wednesday, branch fellowship; Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Society; Friday, music and
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
Manchester, England: Saints meeting
room, No.15 Dickinson Street, Albert Square.
Sunday services: Prayer meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preaching at 10: 30 a. m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday in each month, 12: 30
P· m. Band of Hope, Temperance, and Improvement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, ,Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street,
Rusholme, presiding elder.
Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northeast corner Seventeenth Street and Madison
Avenue. Sunday services: Preaching, 11: 00
. 1 meeting
.
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; socia
2 : 30 p.
. m., and Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
meeting, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; preaching,
Thursday, 7: 30 p. m. A special invitation is
extended to the traveling and local ministry.
Jos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Bellevlew
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Seventeenth and Fara.on Streets, ( ta:i:e Jule
Street car,) Elder J. M. Terry in charge.
h'
Preac mg at 11:O0 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.;
social me<etin!! at 6: 00 p. m.; Sabbath school,
Bro. D. J. Krahl superint.endent, at 9: 30
a. m. Prayer meeting Wednesday night.
Aspey mission, Fourth and Doniphan Avenue;
prayer meeting Tuesday night; preaching
Friday night; Sunday school at 10: 30 a. m.
R. Garlich, superintendent.
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"ff ye continue in my word, th
ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John a: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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Lamoni, Iowa, May 5, 1897.
months: and she went with her companions,
and bewailed her virginity upon the mountains. And it came to pass at the end of two
months, that she returned unto her father,
who did with her according to his vow which
he had vowed: and she knew no man. And
it was a custom in Israel, that the daughters
of Israel went yearly to lament the daughter
of Jephthah theGileadite four days inayea.r.
--Judges 11: 34-40.

13. The offering to the Lord was to
be a burnt offering. Could any other
be substituted, and the vow be kept?
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
It must be remembered that the
R. S. SALYARDS
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
times were semi-barbarous.
That
HEMAN C. SMITH
CORRESPONDING EDITOR.
men of blood, warlike men were often
LAMONI, loWA, MAY 5, 1897.
not learned or subject to other control
than their own ambitions. Jephthah
JEPHTHA'S DAUGHTER.
This is the history as told in the was evidently a superstitious, or over
WE are requested to give an opinion
book. In examining it to determine devout man, and in his zeal to overas to whether Jephthah, the Gileadite,
what was the fate of the girl, it is come the children of Ammon and so
offered his daughter as a burnt offerwell to inquire who Jephthah was; gain the lead of the hosts of Gilead,
ing, in accordance with his vow, or
he made a vow to offer to the Lord
and what sort of a man he was.
not.
whatever thing came out of his house
1. He was the son of a harlot.
So far as the history .of Jephthah
2. He was driven from his father's to meet him. There is nothing in the
and his actions in contending against
text as we have it to indicate that the
house by his half-brothers.
the children of Ammon, as related in
3. He fled to the land of Toh where sacrifice was to be anything but a
Judges may concern us of the latterhe became a kind of outlaw, and burnt offering. The vow was rash,
day work it is immaterial whether he
gathered round him a following of exceedingly rash. One that only a
did or did not offer his daughter ?iS a
zealot, or a madcap warrior would be
men like himself.
burnt offering. All that would be
likely
to make. That Jephthah was
4. When sought after as a fighting
wrought by an absolute decision in
one
or
the other of these, may be in man, the chief of a corps of border
regard to it would be the satisfaction
ferred.
Would such a man hesitate
warriors and requested to come back
one might be supposed to have frore a
to
carry
into execution a vow, how.to Israel and take up the combat
knowledge of the transaction as it ocever
rashly
made, the execution of
against Ammon, he stipulated with
curred.
•
which
was
within
his power? The
the elders that he was to be the head
The record in Judges is quite plain.
custom
of
the
times,
the tradiover them of Gilead.
In both the King Jam es' version and
tions
likely
to
affect
such
a
man, the
5. This the elders agreed to.
the Holy Scriptures verses 30 and 31
reputation
for
integrity
in
keeping
6. When the king of Ammon failed
of chapter 11 read alike:his
word
all
point
to
the
presumption
to allow what he demanded Jephthah
And J,,phthah vowed a vow unto tbe Lord,
that he would not withdraw from. a
and said, If thou shalt without fail deliver then proceeded against them in batvow made by him under such condithe children of Amruon into mine hands, then tle.
7. Before doing this Jephthah made tions, however rash the terms of the
it shall be, that whatsoever cometh forth of
vow might have been.
the doors of my house to meet me, when I re- the vow as recorded.
turn in peace from the children of Ammon,
The record further states that Jeph8. This vow is distinctly a promshall surely be the Lord's and I will offer it
thah's daughter submitted to the
ise
that
whatevE:r
came
out
of
his
up for a burnt offering.
house to meet him it should be the terms of the vow, asking only the
Verse 34:privilege to "go up and down upon
And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his Lord's.
9. The promise of Jephthah was, "I the mountains," with her companions
house, and, behold, his daughter came out to
"bewailing her virginity."
This
meet him with timbrels and with dances: will offer it up for a burnt offering."
and she was his only child; beside her he had
10. This promise or vow was made Jephthah granted. And for two
neither son nor daughter. And it came to upon condition that the Lord would months the young woman went "up
pass, when he saw her, that he rent his
deliver the children of Ammon into and down the mountains, bewailing
clothes, and said, Alas, my daughter! thou
hast brought me very low, and thou art one of his hands; that is, that he should be her virginity."
At the expiration of this time the
them that trouble me: for I have opened my permitted to beat them in battle.
mouth unto the Lord, and I cannot go back.
11. The record states that Jephthah daughter returned, placed herself at
And she said unto him, My father, if thou was successful and did beat the chil- the disposal of her father~for the
bast opened thy mouth unto the Lord, do to
dren of Ammon, slaughtering a great fulfillment of his vow, and he "did
me according to that which bath proceeded
out of thy mouth; · forasmuch as the Lord many of them and capturing twenty with her according to his vow which
he had vowed."
hath taken vengeance for thee of thine ene- cities.
mies, even of the children of Ammon. And
12. The first thing to meet him was
Take the record as it reads and
she said unto her father, Let this thing be his daughter, coming with some of we can draw no other conclusion than
done for me: let me alone two months, that I
her companions to greet him with~ that the vow was kept, and it was
may go up and down upon the mountains and
bewail my virginity, I and my fellows. And. song, music, and dancing as a con- that Jephthah would offer her "as a
burnt offering."
he said, Go, and he sent her away for two queror.

I
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Our opm10n if we had one would
not change the cold letter of the
record. It must stand as written, so
far as we know, until different light is
thrown upon it to what we now have.
The compilers of the Senior Quarterly have introduced in Sidelights
the ingenious work of Doctors Clarke
and Hales by which the translation of
the text is doubted, suggesting that
Jephthah simply devoted his daughter to the service of God in the temple; and cite verses 36 and 37 to
sustain the idea. But nothing contained in the verses cited refers to the
temple service in any form.
These further suggest that by the
vow Jephthah condemned his daughter to continued single Jife, and cite
verses 34 to 39 as evidence. But these
verses show only what already appears, excepting the words, "And she
knew no man." Verse 39.
This is an inference only. The
term, ''And she knew no man," can
only be made to mean that she not only
was not married, but that she had remained uncontaminated and died a
virtuous maiden.
Dr. William Smith in his Bible
Dictionary says:That the daughter of Jephthah was really
o'ffered up to God in sacrifice-slain by the
hand of her father and then burnt-is a horrible conclusion, but one which it seems impossible to avoid.

The same writer says further:-Joseph Kimchi simposed that, instead of
being sacrificed, she was shut up in a house
which her father built for the purpose, and
that she was there visited by the daughters
of Israel four days in each year so long as
she lived.

Would this be "a burnt offering?"
And how will this supposition tally
with the one of Drs. Clarke and Hales
that Jephthah gave his daughter to
the service of the Lord in virgin celibacy instead of the "burnt offering of
his vow"?
To us, horrible as it may seem, it
appears better to take the record as
it reads and let it go at that. It
would be the act of a rash man to
vow, as Jephthah did. It would be
the act of a loving father to be grieved
and hurt when the rashness of his
vow appeared to him by his daughter,
his only child, becoming in her innocent celebration of her father's victory
the victim of the vow. It would be
the act of a woman knowing the customs and traditions of her people con-

cerning childless women, to mourn also a banker, that we could not safely and
her unhappy fate. And it would be properly attend to the matter by mail, and as
the act of a brave, z~alous, devot~d
man and fearless warrior to carry hIS
rash vow into effect. Abraham was
in intent as bad as Jephthah when
raising the knife to slay Isaac. And
.

.

the papers in the case were all in a safety
City, to which we only held
the key, we decided to act on their advice.
To those who have paid in advance for the
paper for this year we will say, that if the
paper is not revived within the year their
money will be refunded.
It is not likely that if the paper is revived
we shall edit it, for we think it would likely
be best for it to be in charge of some one not
in any way connected with the trouble which
has arisen; hence we here extend our sincere
thanks to those who have so kindly aided us
in our efforts to make the paper a success.
We bad hoped that from our little ba.nd,armed
with truth and good will to men, might
i:!'row a work that would prove a practical
temporal, as well as a spiritual blessing to
men; but it has developed that many lack
both good wlll and a comprehensive grasp of
the things n<'cessary to benefit themselves or
others, hence until this defect is remedied,
no further progress can be expected. With
good will to all, including those who have
wronged us, we bid you all farewell.
C. A. WICKES.

I vault in Kansas

.

it IS usually believed that A~raham
would have completed the sacrifice of
Isaac had there been no intervention
by the command, "Stay thy hand."
No such interference occurred in
J hth ,
A d t
'bl
't
ep
& s case.
n
ern e as 1
seems to us in these days of peace and
humanitarian sympathy and kindliness, it is not strange 'Gaken with an
understanding of the times in which it
is said to have occurred, nor unlike the
men of those times. And, as the hope
and life in Christ are not a.ffected by
the incident, whether the life of
Jephtha's daughter was taken in
sacrifice by the knife and the al tar
fires of a mad father's vow; wasted by
life-long imprisonment in a house
prepared by the same father, or
despoiled by condemnation to life-long
deprivation of her crowning glory as
a mother in Israel by virtue of the
same mad vow made by the same
father, we are content to abide by the
record until such time as the Lord
may correct it if wrong, rather than
to waste time and energy in hunting
for or inventing ways to e.rade the
plain words of the record itself.
THE "RETURN."

THE Return, the paper hitherto published for the ''Church of Christ"
(Whitmerites) by Ebenezer Robinson,
deceased, and later by Charles A.
Wickes, for December, 1896, reached
us during the first week of conference,
the leading editorial dated Davis City,
Iowa, March 27, 1897. From this
issue we quote the following:·with this number the Return will be
suspended for the present. We are not able
to continue it without aRsistance, and the
trouble raised by our exceeding·ly charitable!
brother prevents the fund being used for that
purpose at present.
Elders Snyder and Clark refuse to pay
from the fund the expense of the last issue
and this one, also the expenses of the editor
to Richmond last December to arrar:;ge for an
extension of time to Bro. Schweich on bis
note of $950 which feil due at that time.
We suppose it may be considered by some
as a proof of "charity" to act as these brethren have done, but we must be excused for
taking a different view.
As we were advised by our attorney who is .

An editorial published in the same
issue on the Sabbath question, closes
with the following two paragraphs
whftih we quote from page 13·:We have always professed to have the
courage cf our convictions, and to be ready
to discard an error when known, and for the
present we shall return to the obRervance of
Sunday. It will be remembered that the
person who visited Bro. Leabo, of Oregon,
when asked, "What day should we keep?"
replied, "For the present keep Sunday."
May we all come to the full knowledge of
the truth, and a unity in the Lord Christ;
and until that time let there be no co;:itention over differences of opinion, for in contention lies the evil, not in the difference.

The conclusior:. of the editor of the
Return to keep Sunday as the rest
day, we believe to be traceable to the
articles on the subject published in late
issues of the HERALD under the caption, '•He Fixes the Sabbath." See
HERALD for January 27, February 3
and 10, which the Return cites.
FRANK CRANE DEFENDS THE BIBLE.
DR. B'RANK CRANE of Trinity Methodist
Church yesterday at noon delivered the first
of four lectures in defense of the Bible at
Association Hall. The lectures are made at
the request and under the auspices of the Y.
M. C. A., because of recent criticisms by
prominent ministers in the East. Dr. Crane
took for his theme, "The Bible Tested by
Common Sense."
Dr. Crane said he did not believe in the inspiration of every Hebrew vowel point and
Greek "de" and "kai," nor even that which
stretched its authority to every word selected
in King James' Version. He held that the
reasons for believing the Bible to contain
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God's messagr; are sufficient to convince any Valley with resistless force, wreaking J
reverent mind seeking only the truth.
terrible destruction to life and property
Some of the striking points in Dr. Crane's
whereveritreached. Dozensofhuman
lecture were:" While each Bible writer teaches the same lives are known to have been sacrilesson the individuality of the authors is dis- ficed-how many may not be known
tinct.
for weeks. Hundreds of houses were
"Common sense demands that a revelation wrecked in the twinkling of an eye.
from God shall be clear.
For miles farms were completely
"There are enigmas in the Bible, but they
ruined. Bridges and tracks were
are never about the immediate duty.
"Thera are clouds that cluster around the washed out and rail way traffic in every
Bible's giants peaks, but they never get be- direction is at a standstill.
tween the earnest soul and God.
"Guthrie, Ok., April 29.-To-night
"Its. commands are explicit, its promises
it
seems a certainty that the loss of
definite, its warnings vivid as lightning.
life
in yesterday's deluge will not ex"The Bible treats of the loftiest ideas the
ceed
twenty. All day missing people,
mind of man can entertain.
"Common sense demands the Bible shall supposed to have been drowned, have
answer the moral demands of human nature. been found clinging to bushes or drift"You do not have to hunt for the moral
wood down the stream, on the west
excellencies of the Bible as you would search
bluffs or scattered in farmhouses for
for gems in an ash heap.
miles.
"It is not superstition or tradition, but it
is the common sense of mankind, that gives
"For miles along the scene of devthe Bible its great influence. The hard sense
astation
1,500 people, homeless, half
of the common people will preserve this book.
ill
from
exposure
and hunger, :passed
"The Bible has taken the poor and the unlearned-the little children of the world-up a miserable night, and morning found
into its arms and blessed them.
most of them too weak to give much
"We cannot think that the Father of men assistance either to themselves or othwould communicate his will to them in such
ers.
a way as to leave common sense in serious
"Five hundred homes have been
doubt as to its genuineness.
"The poison of unbelief cannot penetrate t.o swept away, 150 houses wrecked, and
any crevice where it cannot be found by the twenty stores devastated, leaving
Holy Ghost.
1, 000 people homeless and half as
"The Bible sweeps the whole gamut of human need. The dying hold it to their bosom many destitute.
'•The damage to property will be in
and whisper its priceless promises as ihey
step into the mists of eternity.
the neigborhood of $100,000, while
"Above the closed grave no orator can utter that sustained in crops may equal or,
sentiments that sound so sweet to the ear of
perhaps, double that amount.
the widowed and bereft as the words of him
"Natchez, Miss., April 29. -There
who is the hero of its song and story, 'I am
the resurrection and the life.' "-Chicago is a growing uneasiness now for the
Tribune.
safety of the Largent levee in the
DESTRUCTIVE STORMS, ETC.

PRESS of other work bas prevented
us from giving a complete statement
or summary of the calamitious events
reported during the past few weeks.
W e give the following items, to some
extent descrh;itive of the terrible
character of the visitations now frequently coming upon the people.
Already such events are so frequent
that it is impossible to even note
them all:"Guthrie, Okla., April 28. -At sunrise this mornin.g a mighty wall of
water, from six to eight feet high and
a mile wide, broke upon West Guthrie
without any warning, crushing houses,
sweeping away property, and drowning people by the score. Every movable thing was swept before the wave,
which passed on into. the Canadian

lower part of Tensas Parish, and one
of the largest and most important embankments in the district. It is re·
ported to be in a decidedly shaky
condition. Should it break: it would
inundate all of Concordia, and a considerable portion o! Tensas Parish in
a few hours.
"Keokuk, Io., April 29. - The
breach in the Hunt levee is widening
and deepening every hour, and it is
only a question of a few days when
the water will stand from five to
twenty feet deep all over the district.
At Gregory, Alexandria, and through
the Hunt district the day has been
one of deep gloom. The heavy clouds,
steady downpour of rain, and cold
weather greatly increased everyone's
discomfort.
"Alton, Ill., April 29.-The water in
the Missippi is over twenty-three feet

I

above low water mark to-night and
has risen two feet within the last
twenty-four hours. Mayor Breuggemann received a message from the
weather bureau this evening asking
him to warn the people in this portion
of the valley that the river will advance another two feet to-night and
to-morrow. The warning has been
circulated as generally as possible."
A tornado struck El Reno, Oklahoma, April 28, doing much damage
to property and stock.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY letter from Bro. J. W. Waldsmith,
dated Nebraska City, Nebraska, the
26th, we learn that Bro. M. H. Forscutt was sufficiently recovered to attend and take part in the saints'
meetings.
Bro. J. D. Erwin wrote from Jones
Mills, Alabama, March 31. He was
having grave debate with some elders
from Utah, who strenuously deny the
statements made by Pres. B. Young
and others, as found in Journal of Discourses and other works.
Correction. An error occurred in
the late "Ministry reports," published
under date of April 7, 1897. The
second paragraph given under the
name of Bro. E. DeLong, on page 31,
is part of the report of Bro. S. W.
L. Scott, and should appear under
Bro. Scott's name on page 30.
Bro. D. A. Hutchings, of Elmo,
Missouri, thinks that preaching might
be done at the point where he lives, if
it was wisely directed. Brn. Gowell
and Anderson might call, one or the
other.
Bro. D. W. Shirk reports a branch
of fourteen members at or near Bayard, Nebraska, temporarily organized
by Bro. Joseph S. Lee, the Hunter.
They were all at work according to
circumstances, striving to establish
the truth.
The following named brethren departed for their various fields of labor
during the past week: Bro. A. M.
Chase, Portland, Oregon; Brn. I. N.
Roberts and E. A. Stedman, Minnesota. Bro. J. W. Gillen, Colorado;
Bro. J. W. Peterson, Eastern Iowa;
and Bro. J. S. Snively, Nauvoo district.
The progress of the Turco-Grecian
war has steadily been in favor of the
Turks, who, though the Greeks have
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gained some success in Epirus, have
steadily advanced into the heart of
Greece. The victorious Turks have
taken Trikha]a and Volo, and all
Thessaly is virtually in their clutches.
A Turkish army is on the way to
Janina under command of Osman
Pasha, the Turkish hero, and will
doubtless drive the Greeks from
Epirus. The Turkish army has outnumbered the Greeks and proved
superior in discipline and equipment.
The Greeks have compelled King
George to form a new cabinet, with
M. Ralli, leader of the opposition at
its head. Prine~ Constantine has
been deposed from the command of
the army, under the new regime, and
reorganization of the army is expected. However, it is not supposed
that the onward march of the Turkish
troops can be stayed, unless the great
powers intervene, which it is said
they favor doing, though the Sultan
will demand considerable from Greece
as a basis for settlement; viz., a large
cession of territory and a heavy
money indemnity to pay the expenses
of the war.
It is said that Turkey will grant
autonomy to Crete; also that Russia
will demand ·control of Suda Bay, if
not of Crete itself. A mob threatened
the palace of Kinl2'
Geor!2'e
at Athens·,
~
~
the populace compelled the chan!:!'e in
~

the cabinet. It is not unlikely that a
republic may yet be proclaimed. It
is believed that the powers will not
permit the Sultan to be too severe
in exactions from the Greeks.
"Elder J. W. Wight, of Lamoni,
delivered two fine discourses at the L.
D. S. chapel Sunday. Elder Wight is
'l'
a man o f a b "ity, an eloquent and
fluent talker, and impresses his audience with his earnestness in the cause
he represents. He has been doing
missionary work in Australia the past
few years and is one of three recently
appointed apostles of the Quorum of
Twelve. We understand he will
shortly go to Utah to try to reclaim
some of the erring Brighamites."Davis City (Iowa) Rustler, April 27.
Bro. J. F. Min tun writes from Magnolia, Iowa, that saints there were enjoying much of the Spirit as bestowed
during the late conference. Others
write of the diffusion of the confe
• •
Ci'
_
•
re nee
sp1r1t amono the branches, m added
good that has come to the church.
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CHARITY.
BY E. A. RHODES.

Charity faileth never, 0 no!
She is humble and gentle, nor vaunteth
herself;
No arrogance haughtiness cometh you know,
Where sweet dove-eyed charity lendeth
her help.
Charity suffereth long and is kind,
She beareth the evil and doeth no wrong;
In love she ne'er faileth to speak out her
mind
When the good of another has loosened her
tongue.
Faith is the first of the fair sisters three,
And she dwells with the true saint wherever he be,
Hope comes the next; let our covenant be
With these sisters united by sweet charity.

Molhsrs' Homa Boltl'mn,
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"An ear that waits to catch
A hand upon the latch;
A step that hastens its sweet rest to win;
A world of care without.
A world of strife shut out
A world of love shut in."

SELECT READING FOR MAY MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
TEMPERANCE.

"B
11 " w· h t t
UILD we .
it ou emperance no chart
b
d
T
acer can e pure an strong.
emp.erance,
in the wide Bible sense, means control of all
the appetites and paosions, the persistent
subjection of all "fleshly lusts which war
agal nst the soul." It is one of the fruits of the
Spirit; the golden sheaf cons:sts of "love, joy,
peace, ··long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, temperance; against such
there is no law." Temperance is the band
binding the precious sheaf together-it unites
the virtues into a symmetrical character;
without it they would all crumble into dust.
r.Know ye not that your bodies are the
temple of the Holy Ghost? Whosoever defileth the temple o1 God, him will God
destroy." Because this beautiful .temple of
God is defiled through gluttony, through
drl' nk and tobaC"O destruct1'on i's com1'ng t 0
~ '
'
thousands to-day. This is no arbitrary law,
but one based in nature, and therefo:·e immutable. The body was made for purity;
the law written in its members by its Makel'
is violated by every impure act, by all ex·
·
Cesses
' • a!ld th A~ penalty of t'n1's v1·01ated la w rs
death; death from the destruction of the
tissues, the disordered action of its organsa self-inflicted death.
All poisons do not act alike; some kill instantaneously, like a stroke of lightning;
others lead to death through long torturous
ways of agony, as the leprosy does, and others
1
through just as torturous ways, but their
1
; agony is dulled by stupefaction; this is the

case with tobacco. Against nothing does the
system revolt more stoutly than
ae-ainst tobacco. This is shown by the deathly
sickness which accompanies all first attempts
to use it. "But papa and ot.her men smoke
and chew; it must be manly, so I'll learn,''
thinks the boy, and be does learn. The habit
once fixed, is harder to break up than even
the drink habit. And what does it do for the
boy after he bas formed it? If he is young it
tends to stunt his growth and decrease muscular strength. Germany strictly interdicts
the use of tobacco to all youth, and bases the
prohibition on the fact that "tcbacco lessens
the future capacity of service to the State,
especially in military life." If it deserves
interdiction because it unfits for military
duty, it surely deserves it on higher grounds.
It tends to produce cancerous afl'tictions of
the mouth and throat.
Senator Hill, of
Georgia, a man honored and respected by the
nation, died from this cause; General Grant
died before his time from the effects of his
cig·ar.

I human

Concerning this vice, as concerning drunkenness, the first safeguard parents can throw
around their children is to keep themselves
pure. Next to parental purity and a right
inheritance, we rank as a step in temperance
character building such living and training·
as tends to secure to your children healthy
bodies; over such, temptation has little
\}Ower. See that all the conditions of health
are fulfilled in your household; let cleanliness
and fresh air reign there. Especially see to
it that your children have plenty oI wholesome, nutritious, simple food, at regular
times, and are not pampered with dainties.
Keep from them condiments, highly-seasoned
foods, tea and coffee. Such foods unnaturally
stimulate the digestive organs and thus
arouse or create a craving for something
stronger. Tea and coffee tend to nervousness, and disordered nerves sometimes open
the gateways of temptation.
Next to physical health, cultivate self-cont!'ol in your children. He that ruleth his
own spirit is stronger against temptation
than he that taketh a city. Alexander conquered the world, but he could not conquer
himself.
The hoy who in childhood has
every whim humored and is indulged in fits
of passion, is much more_ likely to become a
drunkard than he who early learns obedience
and self-control. While fortifying your children against danger by these means, do not
neglec'" direct instruction. Teach them the
well-established facts concerning the action
of alcohol and tobacco.
Commence this
wilile they are little, and continue it, varied
to suit their advancing age, till they become
thoroughly rooted and grounded in the truth.
We emphasize cc.mmencing with the little
chi1dren:, they understand much more than
we give them credit for_, and this subject may
he so presented that they will understand it
and profit by it.
In teaching· and training for ter.qperance,
1
stories and incidents have a place, but do not
, depend upon them for laying foundations. I
think a mistake has been made just here.
The staple of so-called "temperance talk"
: used to be stories illustrating the evils of
·1

I
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hard drinking, often showed up in ridiculous
light. The world is growing wiser now concerning this matter, and is striking down to
bed-rock foundations. A few stories as illustrations may not be amiss, provided they are
illustrations and not caricatures; but the investigations of Christian and phi!a.nthropic
scientists like Dr. Benjamin Ward R.ichard80n and Dr. Carpenter, of England, Axel
Gustafson of Sweden; Dr. Willard Parker
and Dr. N. S. Davis, of America, have shown
us a more excellent way. They have brought
to light facts and principles concerning the
physiology of alcoholics and narcotics which
lay a firm foundation for temp;:irance teaching, and have given the results of their investigations to the wol'ld in such simple,
inexpensive form, that every family can both
purchase and profit by them. Dr. Richardson's Temperance Lesson Book, which can be
procured in its best binding for half a dollar,
and in paper covers for a quarter, studied
around the winter fireside would lay temperance foundations not easily shaken.
Says Dr. J. G. Holland, whose wise words
as '·Timothy Titcomb" have benefited thousands: "It is a cruel thing to send a boy out
into the world untaught that alcohol in any
form is fire, and will certainly burn him if he
puts it into his stomach. It is a cruel thing
to educate a boy in such 2, way that he has
no adequate idea of the dangers that beset
his path. It is a mean t,hing to send a boy
out to take his place in society without understanding the relations of temperance to
his own safet,y and prosperity, and to the
safety and prosperity of society.
"What we want is to do away with the
force of a pernicious example and a longcherished error, by making the children
thoroughly intelligent on this subject of
alcohol. They should be taught the natural
effect of alcohol upon the processes of animal
lifo. (1) 'l'hey should be taught that it can
add nothing whatever to the vital forces or
to the vital tissues, that it never enters into
the elements of structure, and that, in the
healthy organism, it is always a burden or
disturbing force. (2) They should be taught
that it invariably disturbs the operation of
the brain, and that the mind can get nothing
from alcohol of help that is to be relied upon.
(3) They should be taught that alcohol inflames the baser passions, blunts the sensibilities, and debases tbe feelings. (4) They
should be taught that an appetite for drink
is certainly developed by those who use it,
which is dangerous to life, destructive of
health of body and peace of mind, and in millions of instances ruinous to fortune and to
all the high interests of the soul. (5) They
should be taug-ht that the crime and pauperism of society flow as naturally from alcohol
as any effect whatever naturally flows from
its competent cause. (6) They should be
taught that drink is the responsible cause of
most of the poverty and want of the world.
So long as six hundred million dollars are
annually spent for drink in this country,
every ounce of which was made by the destruction of bread, and not one ounce of
which has ever entered into the snm of natio;n!lil wefilth, having nothing to show for it~

I cost but diseased

stomachs, degraded homes,
destroyed industry, increased pauperism,
and aggravated crime, t.bese boys should understand the facts and be able to act upon
them in their first responsible conduct."
We echo this sentiment heartily, but would
add "or girl" to his "a boy." The alarming
increase of drunkenness and opium-eating
among fashionable women shows there is
work to be done on that side of the house.
Even if there were no danger of girls becoming drnnkard9, they need the instruction to
save them from the sadder, if not so hopeless,
fate-that of drunkards' wives.
If girls
really knew the danger there is in the first
glass, they would never offer lt: if they at rtll
comprehended what will be the harvest from
a sowing of wild oats, they would never dare
link their lives with men engaged in that
kind of agriculture.

o,

youths who are Rowing wild oats, do yon know
That the terrible seed yon are so"'ing will grow?

The physiological effects of self-indulgence
are not the only ones to which you should
direct the attention of your children. There
are others growing out of them which should
be kept ill mind, as they have to do very
largely with success in life. Bad habits shut
the door of lucrative, honorable employment.
If a boy applies for almost any position with
a cigarette in his mouth, he will be refused,
even though the one refusing will have a
quid of tobacco in his mouth.
Another argument which appeal.• to boys
is the economic one. "Can you afford to
spend your mon"Y on either liquor or tobacco? E5pecially, can you afford to fix upon
yourselves habits which will eat up a large
part of your earnings, without leaving any
good thing to show for it, and which, once
formed, are so difficult to break?" Give the
children such examples as these to figure out
around the fire on winter evenings: How
much land at ten dollars an acre could a man
buy with the money be wastes on tobacco by
smoking three five-cent cigars each day,
from the time he is twenty-one till he is fifty?
Vary it to illustrate the waste by drink.
Show them that this is a low estimate, as
self-indulgence grows with what it feeds
upon, and exacts constantly increasing offerings at its shrine. 'l'hen ask them which
they would prefer to have, tobacco and
liquor, or the money they cost invested in
something to make life better and happier?
Thus, here a little, and there a little, by
example, by precept, by incentive, you are
building temperance into the character of
your children. Thus builded, it becomes as
a house founded on a rock, against which the
storms of appetite, the waves of temptation,
dash in vain. In this building, ever remember that you are to build up yourselves and
your children upon holy faith in God who is
able and willing in every temptation to make
a way of escape. Being rooted and grounded
in this faith, go on to that most glorious sum
in addition, "Add to your faith virtue; and
to virtue, knowledg·e; and to knowledge,
temperance; and to temperance, patience;
and to patience, godli!1ess; and to godiiness
. brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness,
charity."-Okil.;i!'wod; lt.Y Oar~ ana Cultwr~,
. ·
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PROGRAM FOR MAY MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
HYMN 475 Saints' Harp. Prayer. Scripture
reading, James 2: 1-26. Select reading from
Home Column with discussion. General remarks on mothers' work. Roll call.
Business. Closing hymn.

BRUSH CREEK, Idaho, 1897.

Editors lierald:-My husband, two daughters, and I were baptized and my two youngest children blessed October 16, 1896, by
Elder R. J. Anthony. On the Sunday following our baptism we went twenty miles to
Little Blackfoot to attend meeting. Bro.
Anthony preached a real good sermon and
had good attendance.
I am quite deaf and had no idea that I
would hear the sermon, but to my great joy I
heard it distinctly, which did me more good
than I can tell you.
I am very thankful that we are members of
the church, and ask an interest in your
pt·ayers th11t we may continue faithful and
endure to the end.
I pray that God will bless you all, dear
saints, and if we are not all privileged to
attend meeting and .enjoy each other's company, we can at least bci greatly benefited
through reading the Herald and other church
publications.
I hope Bro. Antl>ony or some of the elders
may soon come this way, as I wish to be administered to. They will find us located
eight miles north of Blackfoot City, on the
main road, near Snake River. Praying that
this g·lorious gospel may spread and prosper,
I remain,
Your sister in Christ,
JANE HEATON.
T AKAROA, March 1.

Editors Herald:-On February 26 we left
the island of Hickueru bound for Kaukura
on the schooner "Teavaroa." On Saturday
we stopped at a little island, Taiaro and got
from there some "bufa" or dried cocoanut.
A man and bis wife are the only residents of
that isl~,nd.
From there we shaped our course for this
place, ancl arrived last night, and as there is
a pass through which vessels may enter the
lake here, we are all ashore-some sixty
natives ancl we five missionaries: Bro. and
Sr. Case, Bro. Janssen, Emma, and myself.
Vie leave again to-morrow morning, and after stopping at three other islands we will
stop at Kaukura for conference.
The saints are preparing for a grand feast
there which will begin April 1 and last until
conference ends. They have a very long
building made in which forty-five tables will
be placed in two rows. They expect to expend three hundred and fifty dollars for each
table. I have seen some of the dishes: beautiful, heavy, gilt-edged platters and fine cut
glass dishes-everything very nice.
They make extraordinary wages while at
the shell islands. The largest I heard of
I was three htrndred iHHl §eveuty-fi ve dollars
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in two days. When the restriction of the
government is first removed they make
easily fifty dollars a day, but after a few
months it is reduced to from five to ten dollars per day, and food is very dear. These
shell islands are more valuable than gold
mines for the people, for every two or three
years they are open for diving, the shells
grow so fast. Our people built a chapel in
Hikueru; cost about seventeen hundred and
fifty dollars or a ton of shells. It was paid
for and sixty-five dollars on hand more than
enough, the day of dedication. Many of
them are in debt to the traders, al though
they make such big wages, as they do not
seem to know anything at all of restraining
their desires, and buy the best of everything
they can get. You may see sisters dressed
in fine silks, satins, and velvets, who live in
niau huts, and in some things are somewhat
behind in civilization. They are very kind
to the missionaries and try to make them
comfortable. According to the secretary's
book here _there are fifteen hundred and s~v
enty members of the church here on twentythree islands, and generally seem to be very
kindhearted and generous.
Bro. and Sr. Case speak the native language nicely and are very much respected
and beloved by the brethren and sisters.
We all are fairly well.
In P<'he10,
J. F. BUR'l'ON.

GALLAND'S GROVE, Iowa, April 3.

Editat·s Hemld: - I am interested in the
work, for I know it is the work of God. We
as a family have received maoy blessings
from him in time of great need, and for this
I could never doubt the work.
I think that we as young people ought to
be more prayerful. We ought to be thinking
of what lies before us and trying to live to
meet our God. Did we ever stop to think
that we are in this life laying the fouadation
of character for eteroity? The Bible says
the seed we sow, that we shall also reap, and
don't you thiok we ought to be sowing good
seed and showing to the outer world that we
are preparing for the life to come-that we
should live pure and upright lives so that
when our Savi9r comes to claim his own we
may be among them?
We do not realize now as :we will by and by
that we are makiog a daily record as boys
and girls, young men and young women, and
one that is being read daily by those around
us. They can see whether we are shapiog
and modeling our lives for the good or for
the evil. By what we say, we are known as
being truthfui or untruthful; by what we
speak as being pure or impure; by the acts we
perform as being honest or dishonest, noble
or mean. God is watching us continually,
and when we do or say auything that is not
right we know it, and so does he; so we ought
to be very careful never to do or say things
that we would be ashamed to have him see or
hear.
Young saints, we must remember that the
olli are fast passing away.
We know not
when our time will come, and we ought to be
preparing ourselves so that when we are
calle(1 W<:l WiH [le readef' ;;tng Willing to i{O; !'11nd
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to do this we will have to put forth more of
an effort to serve God.
Dear saints, let us press onward and upward until we reach that great prize of eternal life that our dear Savior has bought by
the shedding of his precious b1ood. Let us
do to-day what our hands find to do, with
patience and with care, for the unknown tomorrow may, not be ours in which to work.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all, for I
am both young in years and in the work.
Your sister,
RENA BJ~ACK.
EUREKA, Utah, March 23.

namely, Journal of Discmirses, vols. 1, 2, 3, 4,
7, 8; Millennial Star, vols. 10, 15, 16, 17;
Dcseret News, vol. 6; and "A discourse by
Abraham H. Cannon," Salt Lake City, October, 1894, Daily News.
If the brethren will make a short reply
they will greatly oblige. I would not bother
them only I know not where to get the different works referred to.
Respectfully,
JAMES SHEEN.
GUILFORD, Mo., April 10.

Editors Herald:-! do not want to flatter the
Herald, but must say as sure as the day

comes you are here with all the news one can
following questions in your columns, so that carry. I have been reading the Herald for
the brethren may see and reply. By 80 doing twenty-five years, now going on twenty-six
years, and in that many years you have
you and they will do me a great favor.
I have been crossing swords somewhat with taught me many good things and gospel
one of Brigham Young's followers, and I truths, and I think I have been well paid for
cornered him tighter than he could stand, so your visits. And I wish every saint would
he gently called me a liar. But the end is tell you to come.
There are now 31,814 members in the
not yet. I referred him to the books and to
the teachings of the so-called leaders, giving church you represent. If even one third of
him chapter and verse. He asked me where that number would read your news it would
our temples were. I pointed him to where make over 11,000; and if that many could
the Lord had a say so in temple building. take the Herald and read the news it brings
At the same time I asked him if he believed I thiok they would be well paid.
I have never heard of anyone that has ever
Orson Pratt to have beon a truthful man.
He said he had always u.1derstood him to be lost any money in reading the news you
a reliable man. I recited to him what Orson bring. The two dollars you cost I think is
Pratt said in regard to the temples io Utah, well spent, and I would lik0 to see the time
in the seventeenth ward meetinghouse, Salt that all members would take the Herald and
Lake City, December 10, 1876, and President see what it has to say. I know you could do
Joseph Smith to L. 0. Littlefield, page 8. better, and those who read it would feel betHe replied by saying he did not believe a ter and be more advanced in the church.
I find many things in the Herald that I
word of it, or that he made such a statement.
like,
and sometimes it brings news I don't
Other points also came up, and I again referred him to his leaders, and where to find like. I found one article in Herald of April
such and such things. He asked me if I had 14; the heading of it is, ''Two Suggestions."
the works referred to. I am sorry to say that It suggests new ideas to wbat the Lord has
I had to say no; but I told him that I gath- said. If the Lord wanted a different way or
ered them from reliable sources, and gave form I believe he is able to speak. Let not
him the names, that he might inquire of the foot say to the head, "I have no need of
them for himself. He said such items had thee;" but the admonition is, Let everyone
been refuted time and again, through the work in the calling whereunto they are
Deseret News, but he neither told me what called.
Now, if the Bishop shou.ld make a mistake,
volume or date, so that I could see the refutaI am sure I don't have to answer for it; but
tion for myself; io I doubt his word also.
Now, the questioos are these, to the fol- there is one thing that I and many others
lowing brethren; namely, R. J. Anthony, will have to answer for, and that will be for
Peter Anderson, and R'. Etzenhouser: When not placing money in the Bishop's hands so
you took notes as you have quoted in that he can do. I believe we have Bishop's
"Crooked Paths," and "Utah Mormonism," agents enough to the money that is had.
May the Lord bless all his saints that they
and the "Books in Contrast;" as also, "Mormonism, the true and. the false," as written may see aright, do right, think right, and
in Ensign; did you actually see and handle live right, and the reward is sure.
Yours for truth,
the following publfos,tions, from which you
ROBERT NELSON.
have frequently quoted, as given in the
above articles; to wit, Historical Record; Millennial Star, vol. 15; Deseret News, July 1,
GORDON, Ala., April 4.
1874; The Seer, published by Orson Pratt;
Editors Herald:-! wish to say a word to
Times and Seasons, vol. 3; "Representative the saints through your columns, and espeWomen of Deseret," Millennial Star, vol. 21; cial!y to those of the Alabama district.
Times and Seasons vol. 5; "Orson Pratt's
I come with shame, confessing my sins and
Works;" Millennial Star, vol. 10; Salt Lake unbecoming conduct before the Lord and the
City Weekly Hw11ald, of February 9, 1882; Jour- saints; and as I have fully resolved to live a
nal of Discourses, vol. 14?
better life and try to do some good, I ask
The above works are frequently quoted in forgiveness of all thoae who know me, and
"Crooked Paths" as written by Brethren especially the saints, as my influence may
Anthony and Anderson. The following quo-1 have been felt for evil. I am sorry for havt3itions are ta;ken by Bro, R. Etzenhouser; ing giv~ng way to tb,e tem,pter 1 aind. trust an(l,

Editors Herald:- Will you kindly insert the
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pray and ask all the saints everywhere to
pray for me, that I be faithful and do some
good while passing through this vale of tear8.
With hope of final redemption of Zion, I
am,
Yours in hope, for truth,
A. J, VICKERY.
WESCOTT, Neb., April 20.
Editors Herald:-It is with feeling of gratitude to God that I drop you a line this
mordng. I am just home from a point near
Arcadia, where I have been contending for
the truth periodically all winter, and must
say that the means resorted to by the enemies of all righteousness have been of a very
low tspe, trickery and falsehoods being the
principal weapons. We have been aggressive,
hoping to raise them to a more honorable
issue, but they persist in keeping in the old
ruts; but notwithstanding all this, God is
with us and is blessing our labors, crowning
our efforts with shining sheaves.
The thinking, intelligent part of the community give us credit for teaching the truth.
It is "certain lewd fellows of the baser sort"
that make trouble, being full of zeal of a Congregational ,type. We have baptized some
of the very best of the community and more
are believing. We baptized one there last
Sunday and three the Sunday before. These
are all married people and we expect and believe they will be a great support to the
work there.
I am glad to say God has been with me
during the past year, manifesting his parental
care for me, blessing me at times with information that he alone could giv2. All praise
k> God be given for his great condescension
in answering the prayers of bis dear people,
giving directions for the filling of the quorums of the church, so that she may shine
forth as she did when Paul said, "Now ye are
the body of Christ." Thanks be to his holy
name, he doetb all things well.
Through the mercy of God I can say I am
in the faith, and as I look back over the work
of the past year I feel a thrill of satisfaction,
realizing that the work has moved forward
with tremendous strides. I have on the gospel armor for life, and though John Eaton
may write and other he;;,then may rage, and
Utah send on her ten thousand, I expect to
be found standing under the banner of King
Immanuel; nor do I expect to ever see or
hear of that banner being hauled down to
any of these forces, for I feel assured the
great hastening time has come and the great
march of the people of God is onward; no
time now for halting or surrender. God is in
the work and if we humbly and persistently
strive to stand in our station victory is ours.
The saints here are doing well as a rule
and are very earnest and hopeful.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
C. W. PRETTYMAN.
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., April 21.
Editors Herald:-This afternoon I write to
you, because twenty-five years ago this afternoon I went and was baptized into the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. 'I' bat day has al ways been kept and
reJJ1e1n,bered b;;r rne as a holy and saorecl (lay, as

I then believed I was making the most sacred
vow of my life, in that I should henceforth belong· to God alone and walk in newness of life
while my life should last upon this earth. And
upon that day God baptized me with fire and
the Holy Spirit, that I can feel its influence
burn within me now when I think of its effects
upon me that same hour I was baptized, here
in this city, April 21, 1872.
I rejoice that my life bas been spared to see
this twenty-fifth anniversary, which brought
such joy and innocence to my soul, that I was
hardly able to contain myself from singing
aloud before the others who were along to
witness the baptism of my departed husband,
Neils Neilsen, and myself. Truly God bad
heard my prayers and brought me into his
sacred fold and kingdom, and that I had not
been deceived by joining this church.
I was young and ignorant of the things
pertaining to spiritual gifts, conseeiuently
had no lrnowlGdge of the Spirit of God or its
working, as I had never felt such a power
working upon me as I did after being baptized into this uhurch; therefore it gave me
a witness for life that this was God's power
alone bestowed upon me, and that I could
comprehend it. and was not afraid .or beside
myself, but innocent as a child in that moment. And I have never regretted I made
that covenant to serve God the residue of my
life, and I have kept true to that vow up to
this day, and I have been blessed and upheld
by God according as I have conducted myself:
and I have never made another vow to draw
me away from the church for m bow to the
shrine of the world for those things thatglitter or shall be so beneficial to human beings
in cases of sickness or poverty. I have bad
full belief in the gospel, that God would
provide for me both temporally and spiritually, according to my need here, and so far I
have received from God's hand all there was
needed of both, so I never have bad any need
of joining in with the world for temporal
help; and if I have bad any money to pay out,
this church bas been the first to get a share
of it, and none else, for the purpose I should
get t<>mporal remunerations in return when
some relations might die from me. I have
believed in the gospel as it teaches that God
will provide for all our needs here, and eternal life hereafter, when I comply strictly to
his law.
I felt glad to be at our late General Conference in Lamoni, Iowa, to seA such a concourse
of saints as there were from all parts of this
country and hear them sing, pray, testify,
and preach of the power of the gospel of
Christ the Son of God. Many I had not seen
or heard for several years, and all true to the
gospel, which made me glad. I for the first
time saw and heard Sr. Salisbury, the sister
of the· martyr, bear her testimony to this
latter-day work; and I talked with her. She
is a tall lady, aged about eighty-four years,
and possesses all the faculties of mind and
shows tha;t the hand of God has been over her
to preservo her, as she is not weak and helpless looking, but could help herself, and
looked as if sho could yet live many years.
i I also witnessed the ordination of the marI tyr's son, Apostle Alexande: H., §mith, to
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Ichurch;
the office of the first Patriarch in this
also the ordination of three of the
elders to be apostles, others to be seventies. I
had never seen any ordained to apostles before. The Spirit of God was present and that
vast congregation arose as one to their feet to
sanction the revelation there had been received from God by the Prophet, and which
was read by the Secretary. It was a grand
conference all through, and it was said the
largest this church has ever held.
The saints were kind and loving one
towards another wbile there, and I felt glad
and proud to see the great numbers there
had joined during these past twenty-five
years of my life in this church, and that I
with tbii saints there could also bear my testimonies of the truthfulness of this glorious
latter-day work, as it was nearly fifteen years
ago when I first born test.imony at the General Conference, held in Lamoni, in 1882never been there since till this conference. I
felt, gfad to see we have as noble and intelligent a ministry as any can show up or present,
as a church, and I pray the Lord will bless
his work till the end of time.
Your sister in the gospel,
ANNA NIELSEN.
BRADFORD, England, March, 1897.
Editors Herald:-It is some time now since
I wrote to our beloved I{erald, but to-night I
feel drawn to my beloved brothers and sisters
more than usual. I want to tell you of a
dream I had about a week ago, and which
has been present in my thoughts very often.
Please give the interpretation if possible.
I thought I was in a church where I had
never been before, and I stood up with the
congregation to sing what is called the
Te Deitm, a psalm beginning with "We
praise thee, O God, we acknowledge thee to
be the Lord," etc.; but instead of singing
that, all the people began to sing, "God
save the Queen." I lifted up my bead in astonisbment and eaw where the communion
table usually stands a throne chair with
Queen Victoria sitting thereon. Beside her
on the wall was a bracket with a large bust
of the Queen, on the other side a very large
picture, also of the Queen. I thought in my
dream, "Well, this is st.range; I came here
to worship God, but instead they are worsbiping a creature unto themselves!"
While I pondered some one touched me on
the shoulder and said, "You are one of those
who have to get the dinner ready." I followed the guide but did not see him. We
passed the end of a number of dirty narrow
streets, each of which had a bridge spanning
it in a slanting direction. We came to one
and the guide said, "Down here."
We
passed along this street, dirty like the rest,
and on the left hand I saw shops. The first
was full of old iron; the second contained
broken clocks, old shoes, and clogs, and other
useless rubbish; the next had old clothing of
all kinds in all stages of dilapidation; not
one thing did I see which I could have worn.
I Here occurs a gap in which I knew nothing.
I then found myself coming back along this
same street, carrying a lar~e dish containing
I the dinner; still the mystenous presenqe W!\s
' wi.th me, thougJ:i I sa,w hil\1, n,ot,

I
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possess God gives us. Should we not appreciate his kindness by returning our just dues?
This world belongs to God; we are simply
renting our portion of it. If the tenth part
of what we accumulate on our portion is our
rent, are we paying it? If not will we not
have to answer for it? God is just. While
men may exact rent whether we accumulate
anything on their property or not, God does
not demand of us when we have nothing,
but I do believe that of what we have as
our property, providing we have not paid
tithing previously, the tenth part is
justly the Lord's, and afterwards the tenth
of our surp1 us.
To make our duty in this respect more
plain, let me call your attention to the fact
(and pardon me for it) that while some of us
frail mortals have more than o'~hers, who
gave it to us? If God does not give us health,
and strength, and faculty of mind, how many
of us are able to get it? And while some of
us are not thus blessed is it our fault? GJd
metes out to the children of men according to
his abundant wisdom, as is for their welfare
here below. And are there any of us that
dare to point the finger at a brother or sister
because they are poor, when they cannot
help it (drones not included)? In the Book
of Mormon King Benjamin informs the peo·
ple thus: "Behold, are vrn not all beggar6?"
Let us have brotherly kindness; let those
that have not so much pay of their small
means, and thoae that have more, of their
abundance. If we all do our part according
to what God has blessed us with, God will reward us, and his work will prosper. And as
a suggestion to the young saints, which
I feel confident is approved of the Lord, In
whatever vocation you undertake to make a
living honestly, let your eye be single to this
one thing, Of my earnings, I will observe
the law of tithing, to forward the work of the
Lord throughout the earth. I believe our
effo1'ts will be crowned with gr.oat success;
CRESCENT Iowa,.--.
we have his promises for it. Let us comEditors Herald:-In contemplation of the mence and trust him.
various ways we may individually forward the
Your brother,
work of the gospel, under our various circumA. E. MADISON.
stances that may be our lot, I resolved that
it would be a noble effort for me to heed the
law of tithing. While I am but young in the
work, and young in years, I believe that to
commence while young to observe the laws of
REPENTANCE AND OBEDIENCE.
God is far better than in after years. We cannot take upon us to do good too young. •It is MAN was placed in this world to do
written, "Remember thy Creator in thy youth" good; our mission in life is to bring
and also: "Obedience is better than sacrifice" this mortal man, this "outer man,"
and to hearken to the law of the Lord, than
in subjection to the laws of life,
the fat of rams, and it is written, "Whatsoever
a man soweth that shall he also reap." I un- the laws of life and the laws of the
same.
When
derstand that the forwarding of the work of gospel being the
the Lord cannot be accomplished but by tem- "law" is mentioned, whatever others
poral means. Shall we that are engaged in may refer to, I have reference to
temporal work neglect our duty, and let the
that law which was formed and fixed
few poor servants that have sacrificed the
comforts of this life go ahead and do it all? in the council of heaven before the
When the day shall come when our Master worlds were created, to which man
shall inquire into our stewardship, can we must be obedient in order to . obtain
justly demand the same reward that these few happiness in this life and salvation
ministers have arduously earned? Beloved .
Saints, life is but short;. "penniless we came m the next.
. ~l~?ple are gen~ra.lly
into the world and penniless we leave the annoyed by criticism, they don t hke
world.," Wb!!>t we possess ang what We
i to be criticiseq., Man's natqre i~ such

We met a man who told us it was no use,
as the dinner was not wanted. I asked the
reason, and he said, "She has gone." I said
to the man, "How is that? she should have
bestowed honor on the mayor by knighthood."
He said, "No, she has done nothing but grumble." I asked, "What for?" He said: "She
bas lost the center jewel out of her pendant
and is greatly troubled!" I said, "Did she
not seek it?" He said, "No, she did nothing
but grumble." I then said, "Well, I think
it is better to look diligently till it is found,
and not waste time in complaints." The
guide said, "Yes." I awoke and immediately
I thought, "Why, the Queen corresponds
with the church; all the people were praising the church instead of her Master and
King, the jewel was the manifestations in
large measure of the gifts and blessings of
the gospel, and if we have them not we should
search diligent.ly in prayer and fasting until
the favor of our almighty Friend be restored
to us.
Our conference is near at hand. 0, may
God in his infinite goodness stoop down to ids
weak, wayward children and take us in his
arms of love and mercy, comfort us, and send
on our way rejoicing. May he put far from
us pride, vain glory, and hypocrisy, and
cleanse the hearts of all his people in order
that he may speak peace tn 011r '"JU1H. Mny
God grant this prayer, whieh has ri6en iu my
heart many times that God will send upon
our bishops, priests, teachers, and deacons
the healthful Spirit of his grace; and that
they may truly please him, to pour on them the
continual dew of his blessing-, that they remembering whose servants they are may
walk before him in holiness and lowliness of
life to the honor and praise of his holy name
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Your sister in the gospel,
ELIZA A. RHODES.

Oriqinal 1ir1icles.
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that he regrets to be found in the
wrong. He not only regrets to be
found in the wrong, but he so often
refuses to yield when he discovers he
is in the wrong. This very principle
is what the Lord told Joseph Smith
to "preach to this generation."
The world had wandered so far
from God that it was necessary for
him to send his only Son into the
world, endowed with the powers of
heaven, clothed with humility and
meekness, walking in perfect obedi·
ence and in the most trying ordeal of
life, bow iri submission to his Father
and say, "Thy will be done." He
came not to do his own will, but the
will of him that sent him. As he was
the great teacher he taught the prin·
ciple of repentance so perfectly that
he refrained, "turned away from,"
sin during his life.
He also taught obedience to the extent that he stood like the Rock of
Gibralter against all inducement to
disobey.·
When the opportunity came for him
to be tried, he stood so firm, the
mighty magnet of temptation so
strong, that it drew from .him "great
drops of blood." But yet he never
yielded. He was our example. After
Jesus, the Christ, had finished his min·
istry, he could look back and say, "I do
always those things that please my
Father." Had he not had the disposition to repent, he would no doubt
have changed the statement. If he
had not been clothed with humility,
meeknes:s, and obedience his effect
upon the world would not have been
proper.
"As my Father hath sent
me, even so sen,d I you."
Paul says, "I have begotten you by
the word of truth."
How can we in this age of the wo!'ld
expect men and women to be begotten
sons and daughters of God in any
other way? And how can we be in
possession of the truth unless we are
willing to repent of our mistakes and
bow in submission to God-clothe
ourselves in humility and meekness?
I do not pretend to say that I have
reached that standard. It would seem
very inconsistent in a critic to expect
one to refrain from teaching until
they had accomplished all there is
revealed in the law of perfection.
But I do say this: According to my
belief <iind knowledge ot this latter,d<;JJy
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work, that the time has come when like to be discovered in his trickery.
the servants of God, from the leading
When a man is in the right, and he
ones in charge down to the most has the evidence of it, he has no fear
humble ones in the rank of the minis- of investigation. When a man has
try, should clothe themselves with\ the truth and he meets with opposihumility and meekness; living in per- · tion, he has no disposition to puff
feet obedience to the mind and will of himself up and get angry. He is in
God and learn as our Master did to the wrong who does that. And the
say, "Father, thy will be done, not remedy is the golden principle of remine."
pentance, and except ye repent ye
According to my way of thinking shall perish.
we will reach that point when we find
We may hide our thoughts from
ourselves willing to ;<become a fool," men and our acts be unknown to morthat we may be taught of God, and tals but "He who searcheth the
not be contending for our own way heart" and the very motive of the
in the matter. "Be ye reconciled to mind will gave us our just reward.
God" is a glorious thought!
Man cannot reach that condition of
My heart has been pained to see humility and meekness without the
and hear of the discord among the gospel ladder.
In that ladder.
servants of God. God will bear me is the
round of "inspiration"
witness that I have wept and prayed which alone can enable us to
till my eyes have sent forth streams discover what is truth and what is
of tears, because of the inharmony not. No matter if we be in posseswhich I have seen among the breth- sion of the best brain that was ever
ren. I consider the manner in which inclosed in human skull, if we lack
I handle this ministry of everlasting inspiration we will fajl.
importance, not only to myself, but to
That inspiration comes only to those
humanity in general.
who haive obeyed the gospel of Christ
As my Father hath sent me so send I you. and then been devoted to God, and
I came net to call the righteous but sinners prayed the prayer- 1'i"ved the prayer ,
to repentance.

I cannot call sinners to repentance and acted it in the affairs of life.
unless I am willing myself to repent
Father, thy will be done.
when I am in the wrong.
When you think that sermon, whenIt is very noticeable most every day ever it was delivered or whoever
to hear people speak of the way other preached it, was not intended for you,
people live. While on the way from but for your neighbor, you are in
preaching we hear people say, "0, need of some one to lead you; for
. d peop1e nee d gm"d es. y ou nee d
didn't it make Brother - - squirm!" bl rn
"Wasn't it a scorcher on Sister C- !" to repent. I cannot, since having a
"Didn't he make it plain, looks like knowledge of this latter-day work,
anyone could see that?" Others will afford to lose "so great a salvation,"
say, "I wish I could do more to carry just to cherish my own mind.
I
on this work. Yes, I'd be willing to realize perhaps as well as others, the
make any sacrifice in the world, just I great trial it is to surrender a point
to see this beloved cause prosper. after it has once been established in
O, I do love this work; yes, I do." the mind. But it is evident that some
At the same time they have their one is mistaken. And each one in
bodies stinking with tobacco and if turn says, "It is not me." Well, it is
you notice the Bishop's agent's book some of us just as sure as gospel.
their names are not there.
I speak for myself; I am willing to
At other times you may hear them ''become a fool" that I may find out.
quarreling with their neighbors, and Repentance of heart and soul seatheir own families and brethren. And soned 1;Vith meekness and humility
if some of their manners of life are will be a good indication that we are
referred to, they look injured and willing to be united and work in peace
say, "0 you stop; you're finding and love with one another, so that
fault with me and you ought to know God's Spirit may do its work within
that is not the Spirit of Christ." It us and the victory gained for the latis Satan's purpose to intimidate the ter-day work.
servants of God by just such squeak- 1 As teachers of men--as "saviors of
iI,J.g songs !JJS that, TJ+e evil one don't j men"--!or one,
hope to laibor 9!c-
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ceptably unto God, so that my ministry may meet with his approbation.
For the world has a great attraction
for people; pride and popularity. seem
to be in the way of many. Tbe angel's message calls on men to repent
and turn from evil. And according
to the case so must the remedy be.
In this late age when the kingdom has
been established for the hst time
(Daniel 2: 44), and the promise of God
is that it shall roll forth and fill the
whole earth and "consume these other
kingdoms," we can look for people to
come to us; knock at the door of the
church in this the "hastening time,"
asking for admission as did the people who came to John the Baptist.
(Matthew 3.)
When this church becomes more established in different parts of the
world and gains prestige with the
people, men will come forward to join
us who will not need to make any sacrifice so far as popularity is concerned,
and who will join us for the same reason and motives that many join other
churches, simply to "join a church."
And the Lord added to the church daily
such as should be saved."

All men are not fit to join the church
simply because they will not repent
before coming in nor after they get
in. And to be on safe ground it seems
quite plain to me that it would be
well to be on the watch for just such
people.
Now I do not think to be premature in my judgment, but I do think it
well to preach repentance before baptism and if a man will not repent, tell
him it is in violation to the gospel of
Christ to baptize him unless he does
repent.
I have known persons to be baptized
who were tinctured with Spiritualism,
and where it took two elders to baptize them and the sequal proved tha1l
they should not have been baptized,
not then at least.
The elder should have the spirit of
his office with him, so he can understand his business; and the church
will prosper notwithstanding his list
of baptisms may not be so great. I
write this because I know the time is
short, when the church is to be robed
in righteousness, so she may be accepted by the Son of God. I have the
testimony that the.God of heaven is
[ruling this work; aind ;:i,!:) one of his
·1·
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servants laboring in the name of hi.s
Son I hope to be up and doing what is
for me to do and do it in humility.
Notwithstanding some may have
made many efforts to break away
from the evils of life and have fallen
back into the ways of discouragement
and doubt, there is sweet relief found
in repentance and obedience to God,
for he has promised to bless us if we
only try. Though effort after effort
has failed yet there is consolation in
the gospel anchor; for,
Hope is a shining· j<Jwel,
Given to us by God,
To cheer us on our pathway,
While through this li!e we trod.

After we have reached the summit
then we will be able to glance back
and see the valleys and swamps,
r-0cks and hills, the canyons and
gulches that have marked our pathway and wonder why we did not
select a smoother road; but while we
are now in the valleys and "bad
lands" of our journey, let us give attention to our friendly guide who
says,
Oh weary soul arise and see,
Shake off thy foars and come with me;
I'll guide thee to that peaceful rest
vVhere you'll ever be a welcome gest.
The way that leads to that abode

Is not the wodd-the broader road;
The path is clear though very straight,
You cannot enter but by the gate.
The gate is guided day and night
By angels from the throne of light,
And if in 1,hel'E) yol1 would be found,
You must first provide a golden crown.
Arise, and I will help you mould
That crown from gems of shining gold,
'fhen when the race of his is rl1n,
You'll find the victory you have won.
Yours in hope of eternal life,

R.

M. MALONEY.

NOR;\lA.N, Okla. 1 July 18, 1805.

AUTHORITY AND ITS LIMIT.

WE frequently converse with people
who are apparently unable to comprehend this subject, as applied to the
latter-day work.
"Having been commissioned of
Jes us Christ," says the minister of
onr faith when about to immerse the
candidate; and some who witness the
ceremony do not give this portion of
it a second thought, simply because
they do not realize its import or its
reality, which to us is so full of meaning and binding power.
Webster says "to commission" is to
'·empower or a,1~thorize,"
out

HERA~llJ.

with a charge." So if it can be shown
that those who taught the gospel anciently were sent before so doing, and
those who were not sent were not
recognized in that capacity, our
position will be recognized as the
only one which can be occupied
as being in conformity with the
practice of the church of formerday saints.
As proof that Jesus sent his disciples,
we find recorded in Mark 3: 14, the
ordination of twelve by Jesus, that he
might "send them forth to preach,"
also in Matthew 28: 19, Jesus sends
his disciples to teach and baptfae. And
this particular passage is referred to
by some of the popular ministers of
our day, as also another one in Mark
16: 15, as being their commission.
Why do they not quote from Luke 9:
1, 2, instead of the former, seeing
Jesus was speaking to the same personages upon both occasions; simply
because in this place, they were commissioned to do more than man is
capable of performing; neither would
they care . to take nothing for their
joiirney. It is singular that none of
the disciples, anciently, took this
method of being called; it certainly
was easier. VVe find, however, there
were seventy others who did not attempt to construe tbis commission as
referring to them, but however much
they may have desired to be sent,
they waited until the wisdom of the
divine Master directed. (Luke 10: 1.)
Whenever a person took this honor
unto themselves, their work was ineffectual, as seen in the example of
Apollos, who was a fervent man and
taught diligently the things of the
Lord. However, when Paul, a commissioned minister of Christ, came
among them, he found it necessary to
baptize them in thenarne of Jesus; and
our dictionary informs us, "in the
name of" means, "by the authority
of." Apollos had to be instructed
more thoroughly the way of God,
after which, ·Ghe disciples received
him. (Acts, chapters 18, 19.)
Again, it is not always those who
desire to be called, that succeed, as
we find evidenced in Matthew 8: 19-a
certain scribe wished to follow the
Lord, but was given plainly to underI stand that he was not wanted; and
, yet, when a certain disciple asked for
1
even a temporary releajse, it was re-

J
1

fused him. To officiate in a divine
office requires a divine calling, hence
Paul sa,ys, "No man taketh this honor
unto himself, but he that is called
of God as was Aaron," (Heb. 5: 4,)
and we find an instance recorded in
Acts 19: 14 of seven sons of chief of
the priests, who attempted to take
this honor unto themselves, and used
the name of Jesus without authority,
attempting to cast out an evil spirit,
but were compelled to flee naked and
wounded.
In order to have ratified in heaven
that which is done on earth, we can
see the necessity of direct commission
from Christ, who has declared that
he will build his church, which statement leaves man to act only as directed by him, and this makes plain
the promise to Peter by Christ, that
"whatsoever thoi1 shalt bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven;" because
his acts would be by divine authority,
and it cannot be said this referred
simply to Peter, as we find this promise repeated to all the disciples upon
another occasion.
(Matt. 18: 18.)
Having been commissioned of Jesus
Christ, we are enabled to act for him
in the building of his church, and the
acts thus done under his direction will
be "bound in heaven."
"How can
they preach except they be sent," says
Paul, for "He whom God hath sent
speaketh the words of God," and if
man shall live by "every word that
proceedeth from the mouth of God,"
we see the need of some one called of
God to deliver the words that may
emanate from him, unless he has
ceased to reveal himself to man, in
which case he has ceased to act, for
the prophet Amos 3: 7 says:Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but
he revealeth his secret unto his servants the
prop bets.

Therefore, if God works, it must
be according to the faith of men, that
he may reveal it through prophets.
From this consideration, we know of
no reason why it should be considered
a marvelous thing that God has spoken
again in these days; and if the revelations to us foretell certain events to be
brought about by God, is it not in
harmony with his method of dealing
with his people in the past?
"Enter ye in at the straight gate,"
must apply to the present as much as
the past, if God is unchangeable; and
1 how "Btraight" and ":p.arrow" indeed
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is the way that leads to life; and
how "few" indeed there are that a-re
willing to enter in by being "born
of water, and of the Spirit." Bap·
tized by one called of God that it may
be "bound in heaven." But if we did
not teach this, it would be because we
were not sent of God, for Isaiah 8: 20,
says:-

283

I perfection, keeping in mind the state-

what will be his reward, in the final
judgment day, when Jesus has said
\ That which is governed by law, is a~s~ pre- the words he spake should judge us,
Eerved by law, and perfected and sanct1tied by in the last day? And not only the
85 8
the same. (D. C. : ' l A. B. PHILLIPS.
millionaire, but the men of thousands
down to those who have only their
hundreds?
"DUTY TO THE POOR AND

I ment:-

If they speak not according to this word, it
is because there is no light in them.

If we examine we shall find that
although Jesus gave his disciples
much power, he did not upon any occasion give them authority, save it
was to do and to teach whatsoever he
had commanded them; and John says,
if anyone brings not ''this doctrine,"
''receive him not." Paul more emphatically states, "Though we, or
an angel from heaven, preach any other
gospel,'' "let him be accursed," knowing that even he with all his power
and authority, would bring upon himself the anathema of God, should he
deviate from that which Jesus taught.
Even Jes us, the scriptures inform us,
took not the authority of himself,
but was called of God. Yet some dare
attempt to officiate for God, who do
not claim to have been commissioned
of him, and who would look with indignation upon anyone attempting a
like fraud upon the civil government
of our land.
The miracles performed in the times
of the apostles, we find were not performed by the will of man, but Paul
says, God bore them witness "with
divers miracles," according to "his own
will." (Heb. 24.)
Previous to the diffusion of light
into the world in the meridian of
time, the record informs us, "There
was a man sent of God,'' and ringing
in beautiful harmony with that statement in these last days, the world has
again been startled with that sublime
declaration. Both were sent to reveal
God's will, and work pursuant with
law; and both, while performing that
mission, were recognized of God.
Does anyone question the result if
they had refused to work by their
commission?
We might multiJ_Jly infallible proofs
that man must not only be called, but
even then can legitimately act only in
harmony with law. But, having the
law, and believing it sufficiently plain
to every honest soul, let us go on unto

DESTITUTE."

AN article in a late Herald on the
above subject has awakened thoughts
in my mind, and in harmony with the
views of the writer, and as a continuation of those thoughts, I wish to express my ideas if I may be enabled to
make myself understood. When we
view the works of nature, throughout
the earth we can readily see that the
wise Creator did not allow a necessity
without creating a means for supplying the demands of that necessity, for
instance; for thirst, there is water;
for hunger, food in abundance and in
great variety; for cold, material for
clothing and waterials for making
suitable shelter. and also the '.means
whereby these materials and foods
may be continually produced from
one year to another, whereby our
needs may be continually supplied.
Then if God has so abundantly provided the -earth with all things for
the comforts of, its creatures, why is
it that some have such an abundance
of the things of this life and others
are so poor and destitute? I will tell
you the cause: it is the selfishness of
man with his fellow man. In Paul's
letter to Timothy, we read these
words:This know, also, that in the last days
perilous times shall come.

Why, Brother Paul, should perilous
times come in the last days any more
than in any other period of time?
For [because] men shall be lovers of their
own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, . . . lovers
of pleasures more than lovers of God.

Now take into consideration the
words of Jesus in that great and
grand sermon where he seemingly
summarizes the whole matter by the
word "therefore" in that oft-repeated
and I think but little understood
golden rule,
Therefore all things whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so to
them: for this is the law and the prophets.

When the millionaire looks upon
the suffering thousands whom his
wealth might relieve by giving them
employment, and he greedily holds
his gold, to obtain still greater gain1

Freely ye have received, freely give.
The Lord love th a cheerful giver.
He that giveth to the poor lendetb to the
Lord.
MRS. D. E. WOOD.
SANDY, Utah, April 'I,

18~7.

COPY OF A LETTER.
NEWPORT, N. s., June 26.
DEAR FRIEND:-You asked me once
why we deemed it necessary to accept
the Book of Mormon as a part of the
''fullness of the gospel" or the restored Christian faith. I do not know
whether I made it clear in the brief
reply that I made you, or not. This
morning I feel like stating a few of
our reasons for it, for your consideration.
First, because the book itself bears
unmistakable evidences, in fact has
proved itself to be, an inspired history of a part of God's people, in
which is contained the words of God
to man, especially to the former inhabitants of this continent; nevertheless largely applicable to mankind in
any age of the world and in any condition of life. It is precisely like the
Old Testament in that it was written
primarily and essentially in the interests of the Hebrew people of Asia.
Notwithstanding, those books ,which
record the dealings of God with that
ancient people in which is made a
revelation of himself and his precepts
to man, are profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction in righteousness, that the man of God in any
age of the world may be thoroughly
furnished to every good work. Thus
no book coming to us bearing evidences of divine inspiration can be
rejected with impunity, no matter to
whom it was originally written.
The proof of the divinity of the
Book of Mormon consists in the character and effects of its teaching, its
fulfillment of prophecy, and its harmony with archmological research.
It matters not as to the number of
books that we accept, nor as to the
time of their presentation to us; as
the mandatory words of the angel of
Revelation 22: 18 refer not to God
coutin-qin~ to revea,1 hirµself to -man 1
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but rather to man altering, that is, doctrine. The true believer will exadding to or taking from, that reve· pect the reader of that book to have
lation when it is presented.
I their minds wonderfully enlightened
God has set no bounds as to the upon doctrinal matters which in itself
number of books that should be writ- I is essentia~ to salvation. See 1 T~m.
ten by his dictation and offered to 14:16. Isaiah furthermore prophesied
man for his profit; but to the con- as to the time when this book should
trary has taught most distinctly that come forth; viz., "a very little while"
man should e:xpect ·line upon line, prior to the restoration of the Holy
precept upon precept, here a lit,tle Land to its former fertility, which
and there a little, and also that man event began to take place upon the
should live, grow, and develop by return of the regular rains in the year
every word that proceedeth (con- 1853. The truo believer will not look
tinues to proceed) from the mouth of for that prophesy to be fulfilled in the
God. It may be true that one could future, after that date.
by the study of the delicate, perfect
Hence our position. We cannot be
beauty of a flower, or the wonderful true followers of Christ without being
mechanism displayed in the construe- in line with him. We cannot be in
tion of the human anatomy, be led to line with him without accepting "the
believe in God; but only as a creator. prophets." We cannot accept the
One might read the book of Matthew prophets without accepting their preand become a believer in Christ; but dictions. The Book of Mormon fills
as the growing, developing child calls the predictions of the twenty-ninth
for more than the on0e sufficient chapter of Isaiah as nothing else posnourishmentfrom the maternal breast, sibly can at this date. Therefore we
so the growing, expanding soul makes cannot be true believers in the fullness
a demand that can only be supplied of God's works since we know this
upon the principle of line upon line, without accepting and incorporating it
etc. Only by feeding upon green into our system of faith.
pastures that may spring up in any
Third. We find all the way through
part of God's footstool, and drinking the Old Testament and also in the
of the water of life whose streams New, especially in the eleventh chapare being directed in numerous chan- ter of Romans, the doctrine of the
nels to make glad the dry and thirsty gathering of the Hebrew family into
regions, can one be thoroughly fur- the gospel covenant distinctly taught,
nished to every good work. The sim- and the instrumentality to be used for
ple message that Christ can save is their conversion is the Gentiles.
gospel so far as it goes; but the full- Nearly nineteen hundred years have
ness of the gospel and true Chris- elapsed since the rejection of the Jews
tianity is more, yea, easily more than took place, and with the exception of
that. Who, how, when, and where an occasional individual case, the work
are all necessary information to the of converting that race has been a
reclaiming of the race.
failure with the means at our disposal;
Second. It is a part of true Chris- that is, the parts that have come down
tianity to believe the prophetic decla- to us of the Old Testament scriptures
rations contained in the Old Testament together with the New. The reason
Scriptures, since Christ himself in- for this is, The New they totally
dorsed them and enjoined the same reject, the Old they, in their blindupon his followers. Isaiah predicts ness, have so "spiritualized" that the
that a book shall come forth (Isaiah plain and vital teachings which it con29); true believers should expect one. tains are buried deep in mystical obHe also predicts that it would come scurity, and the light of life which it
forth in a peculi.ar way; true believers holds is shrouded in darkness which
ought not to expect it to come in any indeed can be felt.
ordinary way, but a "marvelous work
This darkness was only to remain,
anda wonder." He further prophesied however, until "the fulness of the
that in the reading of the book the Gentiles be come in" (Romans 11: 25).
eyes of the blind should see out of The very language itself indicates
obscurity; also they that erred in that the Gentiles should at a certain
spirit should come to understanding; time accept more than they had
and they t4i:iJt murmur $houJd Je11:rn hitherto received; or1 tn othw

words, they should allo ;v something
of importance to '·come in" which
would .,constitute or complete their
fulness. Now this fulness of the Gentiles could not possibly have reference
to their reception of truth at the hands
of the apostles in the early years of
the Christian era, as that was the day
of the Jews' rejection and not of their
acceptance. And, besides, we learn
that Jacob shall be roused to the truths
of redemption by this ''marvelous
work" of the latter days in connection with the reading of the '•sealed
book" of the 29th chapter of Isaiah.
Now since it is the intention of Jehovah of Israel to redeem him through
the "fulness" that should first come to
the Gentiles, you can readily see how
indispensably necessary it is that the
Gentiles should permit or admit of
their "fullness." So that with a
threefold cord they may be able to
draw the wandering Jew to his
father's house. These are some of the
reasons why the Book of Mormon becomes a part of our faith.
I might enlarge but perhaps the
foregoing is sufficient for the present.
Yours truly,
HOLMES ,J, DAVISON.

8s1Bc1Bd ArticlBs.
THE ISRAELITES IN EGYPT.
SKEPTICISM AGAIN CONFUTED
THROUGH RECENT DISCOVERY.

winter, Professor Flinders
Petrie, that most successful of excavators, made a discovery the importance of which, to biblical students,
can hardly be overestimated. On the
western bank of the Nile, at Thebes,
he disinterred the ruined temple of
Meneptah, the son and successor of
the great Egyptian Pharaoh, Ramses
II. Ramses II reigned for sixty-seven
years over the valley of the Nile,-according to Dr. Mahler, from 1348 to
1281 B. 0.
Canaan and Ethiopia
obeyed his rule, and he covered Egypt
from one end to the other with his
buildings.
Among the cities he
founded, as the excavations of Dr.
Navilie have shown, was Pa-Tum, the
Pithom of Exodus, and Egyptologists
have agreed to see in him the Pharaoh of the oppression.

LAST

Tne temple clisii:+te+red by Professor
0
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~e~;ie lies a litt~~ to the

south of the
'•Ramsesemn," or temple of Ramses
IV. It has long been supposed that
it was erected by Amenophis III, of
the eighteenth dynasty. But Prof essor Petrie's labors have shown that
this supposition is a mistake, due to
t,he fact that Meneptah dismantled the
temple of Amenophis III, and used
the stones he brought from it in building his own sanctuary. Among these
stones was a large slab or stela of
granite more than ten feet in length,
upon which Amenophis had given a
history of his architectural labors.
Meneptah built the stela into the wall
of his temple, with its inscribed side
turned inwards, and upon the uninscribed side of it he engraved a new
inscription of his own.
This consisted of a hymn of triumph
composed by some court poet, and
celebrating the overthrow of the Li by·
ans, who had invaded and overrun
Egypt in the fifth year of the king's
reign. At the end of it the poet rap·
idly sums up the other successes of
the Pharaoh. It is in these lines that
the Israelites are mentioned, and it
is the first time that their name has
been found upon an Egyptian monu·
ment. The name is written I-s-(y)r-a-e-l-u, and is followed by the
determinatives of "man" and "woman," showing that they were a tribe,
and not a settled people.
The first copy of the text was made
by Professor Petrie and Dr. Spiegelberg under unfavorable conditions.
It is not, therefore, always right, and
the translation of it published by Professor Petrie in the Contemporary
Review will, accordingly, have to be
corrected in several points.
The
stela, however, has now arrived at
the Gizeh Museum, where it can be
studied at leisure, and excellent photographs of the inscriptions upon it
have been taken by Brugsch-Bey.
Hence it is now possible to tell what
it really does say about the children
of Israel.
The passage in which the reference
to them occurs reads as follows: ''Vanquished [?] is the land of the Libyans,
the land of the Hittites is tranquilized;
captured is the land of Pa-Kana'na
[Canaan] with all violence [?]; carried
away is the land of Ashkelon; overpowered is the land of Gezer; tbe land
of Innuam [in the north of Palestine]

Iis br~ught to ~~thing;

the Israelltes
are minished [?] so that they have no
seed; the land of Khar is become like
the widows of Egypt; all the world is
at peace." The land of Khar was
Southern Palestine, and the name is
identified by Professor Maspero with
that of the Horites of Scripture.
The word rendered ''minished [?]"
is felct, which has not been found elsewhere. But the determinative of
"smallness," "badness," is attached
to it, so that it seems to signify "minishtid.'' or something similar. And
Dr. 8piegelberg remarks upon the
word translated "seed" that it is used
.in the sense of "offspring."
Now there are two facts which
strike us in reading the text. The
first is that the name of the Israelites
alone is without the determinative of
"land" or "city." Either, therefore,
the Israelites were a wandering tribe,
moving from district to district, and
consequently without any fixed habitation, or else they were settled in the
land of Egypt itself. There is no
other alternative.
The second fact is the striking
parallelism between the language used
of them by the Egyptian poet, and
what we read in Exodus 1: 10-22.
Here, too, we are told that the
Pharaoh ordered his people to ''deal
wisely" with the children of Israel
"lest they muUiply,'' that the midwives were commanded to kiU all the
male children, and that when this
order was evaded the king ''charged
all his people, saying, Every son that
is born ye shall cast in to the river."
The parallelism between the two
narratives could scarcely be closer.
So far as 'we can see at present,
therefore, there appears to be a direct
allusion in the words of the Egyptian
poet to the events which took place
just before the exodus. In the usual
spirit of Egyptian flattery, the efforts
made by the Pharaoh to exterminate
the Israelites are enumerated among
the successes of his reign. Whether
or not the exodus had already occurred we cannot tell. Over that
event the court poet would naturally
draw a discreet veil of silence. Like
Sennacherib, who, in hi.s account of
his campaign against Hezekiah, makes
no allusion to the disaster which drove
him out of Judea, and describes only
his defeat of the Egyptians, the pres-

er;. ts he had received from the Jewish
king, and the spoil he had obtained in
Judah; so too the stela of Meneptah
speaks only of the measures that had
been taken to destroy the "seed" of
Israel. But, in the light of the Book
of Exodus it seems more probable to
suppose that the ''Israelites" were
still in Egypt when the inscription
was engraveJ.
At any rate, the theory which saw
in Meneptah the Pharaoh of the
exodus has received a confirmation.
The theory was supported by the witness of Manetho, the Egyptian historian, who has left us the Egyptian
legend of the expulsion of the Israelites out of Egypt. The Egyptian
legend ascribed the event to Meneptah's reign, though the story is largely
mixed with fable. Moreover, the rash
dogmatizing of "criticism" so called
has received another check. It has
been said that the name of "Israelite"
was unknown in the age to which the
exodus is assigned, and that the
Israelites themselves were never in
Egypt. But once more the monuments have risen up to confute the
skepticism of the nineteenth century.
-Sunday School Times, July 11, 18.96. ·

-----·
Confersncs ]VIintltB8.

QUEEN'S CoI,LEGE, Oxford, England.

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.

'

Conference convened at T7'ilare City, April
16, 17, and 18. J. M. Putney president,
Mary A. Twaddltl secr8tary. Branch reports: Lone 44, Jefferson 24, San Benito 55,
Santa Cruz 62. Deer Creek branch declared
disorganized on account of death of the president and moving away of officers and most of
the members. President and secretary of the
district were instructed to issue letters of
removal to the members.
Albert Page,
Bishop's agent, reported:
Cash on hand
March 28, 1896, $111; received $329.44; paid
out $412.50; due church $27.94. Elders reporting: D. L. Harris baptized several, W.
Scott baptized 1, E. Holt, J. Flory, D. Brown,
J. M. Putney, E. S. Burton, J. H. Lawn;
Priests L. Cook, J. E. Clark, C. W. Deuel;
Teacher M. Clark; Deacons A. Page, and J.
Clark. Preaching during the session by E.
Holt, D. L. Harris, J. M. Putney, and E. S.
Burton. Three children were blessed and
seven sick and afflicted were administered to.
The presence of the Spirit was felt. The
ministry were requested to be diligent. Eugene Holt was elected president of the district, J. M. Range sustained as district clerk.
Adjourned to meet in April, 1898, with the
Jefferson branch, at San Benito, subject to
call of president.
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8tlndau School AssoGiations.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Sunday school convention and district conference of the Northern Nebraska district
will be held May 28, 29, and 30, near Waterloo,
Nebraska, with the Platte Valley branch.
Convention begins at two p. m., the 28th, and
the conference at ten a. m. of the 29th.
Convention program: Opening exercise, two
p. m. Report of officials; report of Sunday
schools; appointment of credentials committee; report of teachers; short speeches: business and instruction.
Evening exercise,
seven p. m. Literary program by the Platte
Valley Sunday school; instruction by district
superintendent.
.J. F. MINTUN, Supt.
J.M. STUBBART, Pres.
The Galland's Grove Su:iday school association will convene at Deloit, Iowa, May 28, at
10: 30 a. m. There will be election of officers
for the coming year. The afternoon session
wi!Fbe devoted,·to 'Sunday school work, and
in the eveniDg an entertainment. We hope
each school will be reported and represented.
WM. MCKIM, Supt.

MisGellaneotls Department
HIGH COUNCIL.

"Whereas, it has pleased God in his good
providence to remove from our midst our
worthy brother and colahorer, David Chambers; and
"Whereas, in him we recognized a good and
efficient member of the High Council, as
also, an efficient, faithful worker in every
department of the church wherein he was
calleil to act, be it
"Resolved, that we as President and members of the Standing High Council of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints take this means of expressing, so
far as our meager language can, our deep regret at the loss from our number of this our
departed brother; but while we mourn our
loss, we rejoice in the blessed assurance
afforded in the gospel that our heavenly
Father doeth all things well, and that our
brother bas, in infinite wisdom, been taken
to the paradise of God, preparatory to bis receiving a glorious reward, which is laid up
for all those who love the appearance of the
Lord Jesus Christ; and we hereby extend our
deepest gympathy with his bereaved but
faithful widow, praying that God may bless,
comfort, and sustain her through life, and in
the end give unto her an abundant entrance
into the rest that remains for the people of
God."
President Joseph Smith nominated High
Priest Charles E. Butterworth to fill vacancy
caused by the death of Bro. David Chambers.
On motion the Council affirmed the nomination and requested the General Conference to
provide for the ordination.
April 14, in open conference High Priest
Charles E. Butterworth· was ordained a
member of the High Council under the hands
of Patriarch Alex. H. Smith, President Joseph Smith, Bishop Edmund L. Kelley, and.
Charles Derry, President of the High Priests'
Quorum.
Present roll of the High Council according
to age, stands as follows:1. Charles Derry.
2. David Dancer.
3. James C. Crabb.
4. Calvin A. Beebe.
5. James H. Peters.
6. William Anderson.
7. John A. Robinson.
8. John Chisnall.
9. Asa S. Cochran.
10. Robert M. Elvin.
11. Charles E. Butterworth.
12. Frederick G. Pitt.
On motion adjourned, subject to the call of
the president.
JOSEPH SMITH, Pres.
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Sec.

Held four meetings at the residence of
Alex. H. Smith.
The peace and unity of God's Spirit made
the sessions a blessillg to the council in the
transaction of the business. Present Joseph
Smith, President, and Bro. Alex. H. Smith
Acting Counselor to the President, Charles
Derry, David Dancer, James C. Crabb, Calvin
A. Beebe, James H. Peters, John Chisnall,
William Anderson, John A. Robinson, Asa
S. Cochran, Robert M. Elvin, and Frederick
G. Pitt, also High Priest Charles E. Butterworth to fill the place of Bro. Dwid Chambers deceased.
After drawing numbers, patient attention
was given to a case, the papers were found
to be all ex parte and the case was left awaiting further evidence. The Secretary authorized to write the parties.
Southwest Missouri district, through C. M.
Bootrnan, president, Henry Sparling, secretary pro tern., asked for action in relation to
Elder S. T. Maloch and others uniting with
the "Church of Christ" and returning.
The answer and action of the High Council: When persons are expelled from the
church for cause and desire to r.:iturn, they
are rquired to receive baptism. See acts of
PASTORAL.
the General Conference: Herald, vol. 26, p.
To the Ministry and Saints in Western Ne139, also Herald, vol. 31, p. 299, Minutes of braska, Colo1·ado, Eastern Wyoming, and New
General Conference for 1892, p. 69. As no Mexico; Greeting:-Having been continued in
official action was had in the case of Elder S. charge of this mission, I earnestly desire the
T. Maloch, therefore thesu rules cited do not hearty cooperation of all; but especially of
apply to him.
the traveliDg and local ministry throughout
Counselors Asa S. Cochran and Charles the entire field. And in order that there
Derry were appointed to draft resolution on may be a proper understanding, and the work
the death of Bro. David Chambers. They carried on systematically, and the best results
prepared the following:obtained I have placed D. M. Rudd in charge

of Western Nebraska, and 0. B. Thomas in
charge of Colorado and New Mexico. The
ministry in their respective fields are urged
to give prompt attention to their reports as
required by the conference of 1893, and for
the benefit of those who may have forgotten
thosa rules and have not the conference minutes for that year, I will submit them. l.
. . . These reports should be brief, but sufficiently explicit to indicate, as plainly as
possible, the labor performed, time spent in
actual ministerial work, prospects, etc. 2.
All ministers who are not in charge are required to report on or about the first day of
the months of July, October, January, and
March, the reports to be made out a!ld sent
to the minister who is in charge of the "fields
of 1:1bor" where the work is performed. All
who are in charge of such "fields of labor,''
are required to report on or about the tenth
day of the above-named months, such reports
to be made out and sent to the general missionary in charge. . . . 3. In the March report all the items required by the quorum as
a prerequisite to missionary appointment
must be furnished. (See Herald for June 4,
1892.)
It should be the duty of the missionary in
charge of a "field of labor" to secure proper
reports from all General Conference appointees in his field, summaries of which together with his own report must be sent to
the missionary in charge. 4. In all cases
where assistance from those in charge is
needed, reference should be had directly to
the one in charge of the "field of labor," and
if further counsel or help is required it should
be applied for, by him, to the general missionary in charge.
Let us earnestly labor, hope, and pray, that
the present year may be one of unparalleled
success to the cause we so dearly love, in
which we are enlisted for life.
Your colaborer in Christ,
J. W. GILLEN.
SOUTHWESTERN MISSION;
It has pleased the church to again appoint
your humble servant in charge of the mission,
and while we realize the responsibility of the
position we also realize that he whom we
serve is able to give the wisdom necessary
to the success of the mission.
I greatly desire the earnest cooperation of
all the ministry and membership of the mission. In unity there is strength, and if we
labor earnestly and zealously and so live as to
receive the approbation of the Master we
shall succeed. While we have not a~ many
missionaries as we could desire, yet there are
more in some parts of the mission than we
have had, and the demands are urgent and
frequent. There is much opposition to be
met of various kinds and the servant of the
Lord needs to 'be humble and watchful and
avoid the very appearance of evil. I hope for
good results by those in the field this coming
year. Brethren, let us see to it that no more
time is wasted, but that each moment that
can be, is used to forward the Master's work.
Bro. I. P. Baggerly will take charge of the
work in Texas and Western Louisiana. For
the present the brethren in Arkansas, Indian Territory, and Oklahoma may report to
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me in person. May a loving Lord bless the
diligent workers. Hoping· to hear from you
all, I remain,
Your brother and fellow laborer,
GEO. MONTAGUE.

\'J

J

apply him or herself to the discharge of that
God
and Christ. In short, let us do all we can to
advance the cause. This, of courlle, will
make a dNtft on our financial store as well as
our time and literary talent. This is a day
of sacrifice, a day of self-denial, and our love
is seen in what w·e do. If we love little we
will do little; but if our love is akin to
Christ's, we will tax ourselves to the extent,
of our a.bility, and our means and talents will
flow forth for the maintenance of the object
of our affection. If the Bishop has not received from us what the law justifies him in
expecting, le'G us act so that the law may no
longer condemn us. We cannot truthfully
say that we are not hindering the intended
progress of the work, if we have been and are
withholding the tithes and offerings due the
church under the law given. Let us be not
Oiily teachers of and believers in the gospel
law. Let us be doers from henceforth. Let
every saint resolve and act this year, so that,
whatever failures occur, the blame will not be
theirs.
My address ,for the present is Independence, Missouri, from whence all mail will be
forwarded to me till I settle upon a mission
add res~after removing into the fleld assigned.
I hope to move forth in a few days.
Hoping that we may be found true to every
trust confided of God, and :that peace and
good will may abound, I am,
Yours in gospel hope,
JOSEPH LUFF.

I obligation, as in the immediate sight of
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William Johnson, Angus, Iowa. Brethren,
let us meet bringing the Spirit with us.
VILLIAM JOHNSON, Sec.
\

1

The Northeast.ern Kansas distric'G confe.rence will convene the 12th and 13th of June,
1897, at Netawaka, Kansas. We pray that
all that can will attend, and all officers will
report their labors. Would like to see reports from all branches. Praying that we
will have a r;ocd at.t<mdance and the Spirit of
the Lord,
PHINEAS CADWELL, Pres.
JAMES w. BURNS, Clerk.

PACIFIC SLOPE MISSION.
By the wisdom of the body I have been
returned to the above-named mission, and,
in accordance with instructions received,
have sul;Jdivided the territory into "fields of
labor," over which the following named
brethren are placed in charge, to-wit:
Washington and Oregon, Hiram L. Holt;
MARRIED.
Nevada, J. Arthur Davies; Southern CaliVAIL-SMITH.-At the home of the bride's
fornia, David L. Harris; Central California,
parents, at St. Joseph, April G, 1897, Bro.
Thomas Daly; Northern California, A. C.
William L. Vail and Sr. Louh;a M. Smith,
Barmore.
Elder William Lawrenson officiating.
All concerned will please notice aud act in
DIED.
harmony with the above appointments, and
PRUYN .-M11rgaret Mather was born Febrender all possible aid to make the new con·
ference year one of excellent record. The
ruary 28, 1819, Northumberland, England;
died April 23, 1897, at her home, Davis City,
brethr·en named will please, at as early a date
Iowa, after a short illness, passing· away
as possible, publish their mission addresses
in the Herald and Ensign, so that all wishing
without a struggle. Her first husband was
to correspoud with them, may be able to
Dr. John Gibsc,n, a native of Scotland. Afreach them readily through the mail. If
ter bis decease sho remained a widow until
saints in whose localities t,here are fair prosThanksgiving DJy, 1891, when she was marpects for getting the gospel before the peoried to Bro. Ma'othew Prnyn, who still lives
at the advanced age of eight.y-three years.
ple, or where schoolhouses can be obtained,
will notify those in charge, they can thus
Being dissatisfied with a previous baptism,
help to make the work lighter on the misshe was rebaptiz•od by Elder M. H. Forscutt,
sionary.
February 25, 1889. Though religiously inExcept when otherwise instructed by the
clined from childhood she never united with
missionary in general charge, it will be well for
any church until as above. Of a "meek and
those under general conference appointment
quiet" disposition she had a very large circle
ROCKY MOUNTAIN MISSION.
to confine their labors within the subdivisions
To Whom it May Ooncern:-As noted in the of friends. Of her it can truthfully be said
assigned them as far as practicable.
list of ;:1ppoi11tments Bro. A. B. Moore will that she was a model of womanly virtue and
Where necessity exists for labor within labor in Montana. As the failure to mention moral excellence. "Precious in the sight of
branches, let due respect be shown to those Bro. Moore's name in the late pastoral was an the Lord i8 the death of his saints." She
in local charg-e, that the work may proceed oversight, I take this means to correct it.
wB,s the eldest of a family of twelve children,
without friction. Let the local workers renseven of whom survive her. The funeral
Hopefully,
der all the aid possible.
services were from the saints' church, Davis
J. W. WIGHT.
The church presents a stronger front to
City, Iowa, April 2·1, Elder J. W. Wight
LAMONI, Iowa, Aprll 30, 1897.
the world than ever before, since the work
preaching- the sermon from Revelation 14:
of the Reorganization began.
The influ13. Members from 1.be Methodif't. and saints'
NOTICES.
ences going out from the late General ConThe general reunion of the Reorganized choirs rendered tho music and tho prayer
ference will be manifest to the great
Church of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Sain ts to was by Elder Bailey.
advantage of the work, and if the general
JENKENS.-Sr. Mary Ann Jenkens was
be held at Woodbine, ·Iowa, will convene Sepand local workers will combine their forces
born
at Marion, Indiana, October 16, 1828;
tember 3, 1897, at ten a. m.
By order of
and diligently apply themselves, with a view
baptized Octobsr, 1842, at, Kirtland, Ohio, by
the committee,
to purification within and proselyting '!17ith~
Elder Alex. Badham; baptized into the ReS. C. DIGGLE, Secretary.
out, the present year will eclipse former ones
organized Church October 7, 1860, by Elder
and present cause for universal rejoicing at
John A. Mcintosh, at Galland's Grove, Iowa;
its close.
died February 17, 1897. The funeral occurred
SISTERS' AID SOCIETY REPORT.
In prosecuting missionary work, let us
Report, of the sisters' aid society, of Gal- February 19, 1897, consisting of prayer at ttle
earnestly seek to convert men and women be- land's Grove, Iowa: During the last three house by Elder 0. E. Holcomb, when her
fore baptizing them.
This is frequently years we have met forty-three times. Have mortal remains were laid away in the church
easier than to convert them afterwar-d, and held two sociables, thfl,t cleared $75. 69. Pieced cemetery at Galland's Grove, Iowa, there to
much more in accord with the character of and quilted two quilts, made twenty-eight await the call of her Creator to come forth in
our work. This is not dictatorial but sug- yards of carpet and done considerable charity the first resurrection. There was no sermon
gestive. We work not for the praise of men, work. Srs. M. A. Jenkins president, Ellen preached because of sickness of the near
but the dory of God, and God is not glorified Crandell vice president, Martha Black secre- relatives. To Sr. Jenkens were born three
so much in the number baptized as in the tary and treasurer, Lenora Crandell assistant. children. One died in infancy in Texas.
Two survive her, a son and daughter; the
number saved.
My present intention is to visit the several ·
son, Eider R. H. Wight, reslrles at Durango,
States composing the mission, during the
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Colorado; tbs daughter, Sr. A. Crandall, reyear, if possible, and my hearty cooperation
The Des Moines district conference will sides at Galland's Grove, Iowa. In the loss
in all work being done regularly may be convene on the second Saturday in June, at of Sr. Jenkens from our midst, where she bas
safely counted on.
Richland Creek, at ten a. m. Let all the resided since August, 1860, the church has
Let every saint consider the character of 1 branches be represented, as important busi- lost a faithful woi'lrnr and one that al ways
the obligation assumed by him or her, when I ness will be transacted. It. is the time to elect stood firm and unshaken in the faith, yet in
receiving baptism or ordination, and then I district officers. Please forward reports to a modest, unassuming way. She had no
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enemies, but was loved and respected by all, 1 clothing caught fire, and no help being at
both in and out of the church, by old and 1 hand, she was terribly burned, death resultycung, and with the children she was an ing in eight hours after the accident. She
especial
favorite.
She
was
untiring was a faithful Latter Day Saint, but made
in her efforts to alleviate the care of perfect, doubtless, through hec final sufferthose that were sick and in trouble. ings. Funeral sermon by Elder M. F. GowWhere duty called and danger she was ell, at the Union church, Bedison.
never wanting there. Her place at church
OLSEN.-April 21, 1897, John E. Olsen,
was never vacant only when sick, or caring of Decatur, Nebraska, aged 27 years, 8
for others in distress compelled her absence. month8, and 13 days. He united with the
After the diEruption of the church at the church in March, 1895, and was a faithful
death of the martyrs she with her parents member until death. He had many friends
went to Texas, following· after the fortunes of and was loved by all. Funeral services at
Lyman Wight. She returned to Iowa in the M. E. church; sermon by Geo. W.
1860 and her heart was again cheered and Walter.
made glad to hear that God had not deserted
RIOHTER.-Sr. Lydia C. Richter, wife of
his people, but that a legally appointed suc- Bro. Adolph H. Richter, died at her late
cessor had taken his place, and that the work home on Sunnyside Avenue, Burlington,
began by his father was being completed by Iowa, March 21, 1897. Her illnes8 was short,
his son. The call had no uncertain sound being of only eight days' duration. Lydia
and she readily accepted and devoted the re- C. Richter was born in Germany, Septemmaining part of her life to its service. About ber 13, 1849, and was married to Ad. H.
the year 1864 or '65 she became united in Richter in Burlington, December 7, 1871.
marriage to Elder· R. Jenkens, who, in his They celebrated their silver wedding last
old age (which i:tt present writin;l' is 81 years), December. 'rhe funeral service was held
is left to mourn her departure. They had Tuesday afternoon, March 23, at two o'clock,
traveled life's pathway together for thirty- at the residence. She was bu-riect at Aspen
two years, and when the separation came and Grove cemetery. She was the motiher of
he left aJone, he was lonely indeed. How- thirteen children, of whom six died when
ever, Bro. Jenkens feels that what is his loss small. Seven of them, Marie, Johanna,
is her gain, and he calmly awaits the pale Frederick, Adolph, George, Rudolph, and
reaper's summons to come to the other side Enoch, are at home. She died firm in the
and receive his reward. Her life was not all faith of the gospel, and in the hope of a
sunshine; the blight of sorrow and trouble glorious resurrection. Funeral conducted
often crossed her pathway, yet she bore it by G. H. Hilliard and C. Swanson. Sermon
patiently, and when the grim monster, death, by G. H. Hilliard.
called a halt, she went peacefully to her rest
LINOH.-At the residence of his daughter,
without a murmur, and now awaits the
in Dorchester, Massachusetts, March 29, 1897,
trump of God to call into being her spiritual
Mr. William Henry Linch. Dilceased was
body and she be crowned and enjoy the rest
born in the t,owa of Cherryfield, Maine, Febprepared for God's people. Sainted one, rest
ruary 11, 1826; married Miss SharlottA B.
in peace. Written by one that she has
Kelley forty-eight years ago, to whom were
rei:tred from early infancy to manhood and
born six children, throe of whom survive
who reveres her memory.
R. WIGHT.
him. He followed the misfortunes of G. ,T.
Moss.-At Cresent City, Iowa, April 27, Adams in his expedition to the Holy Land,
1897, Bro. Jacob Moss, after a long, lingering there learning the deception practiced by
illness. He was born in Vermillion County, Elder Adams. He became dishear~rnGd, re_ Illinois, in 1834; was baptized in 1859 by Bro. turned to his former home and occupation,
W.W. Blair in Decatur County, Iowa. He faith forever lost in religion, but believing
died in hope of a glorious resurrection. there was a kind and a loving God who
Wife, one daughter, and four sons mourn, would reward all men according to their
Funeral sermon by C. G. Mcintosh, to a large works. He was much respected by all who
and attentive congregation.
kmiw him. Funeral services were conducted
GINN.-At Lucas, Iowa, March 27, 1897, by S. 0. Foss, at Indian River, Maine, April
Hazel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William 4, 1897.
Ginn, aged 3 years, 10 months, and 7 days.
DERBY.-Nettie, wife of Elder M. F. Derby,
Funeral sermon by Elder W. H. Kephart.
of Selkirk, Ontario. Sr. Derby was born in
BENTLEY.-AtSt. Thomas, Ontario, March Selkirk, Ontario, March 3, 1865. Rticeiving a
29, 1897, Bro. James Bentley, aged 76 years. good education, and being of a kindly dispoBro. Bentley was a native of England; was sition, she won the respect of all who knew
baptized twenty years ago April 14, and was her. She married M. F. Derby, January 9,
one .of the first to start the work in St. 1883. The result of this union was a life of
Thomas. Wife and four children mourn. happiness and peace. She was a prominent
There was a large funeral March 30; services member of the Disciple Church for years:
conducted by Elder Phillips and Priest but she heard the way of the Lord more perSherman.
fectly, and as a result was baptized by Elder
MADISON.-At Bedison, Missouri, April 2, J. Shields, January 29, 1892. After an illness
1897, Sr. Hannah E. Madison, aged 19 years, of three weeks, on the morning of March 21,
6 months, and 8 days. Deceased was baptized 1897, she touched the hem of the Master's
when eight years old. Married to the late garment, and was made whole from that hour.
Elder M. P. Madison, February 20, 1895. Her She died as she had lived, honored and remaiden name was Hannah E. Jensen. While spected by all who knew her. Elder R. C.
preparing some varnish on the stove, her Evans preached her funeral sermon in the

Disciple church. He was assisted by Rev.
Mr. Tricky, of the Baptist Church. Many
were unable to obtain even standing room.
Husband, five children, one sister, and her
fat:rnr mourn their loss.
WYMAN.-At her home in Bay Port,
Michigan, March 21, 1897, Sr. Elizabeth
\Vyman. Sr. Wyman was born at Hartland,
Michigan, October 11, 185R; baptized into
the Reorganized Church in 1887; ma,.ried to
:Mr. Charles Wyman, November 9, 1881.
Husband and six children, mother, one
brother, and two sisters, besides a large circle of friends, mourn. She was well known
and highly respected in the community
where she lived. Funeral services at the M.
E. chapel; sermon by Elder J. A. Grant, assisted by :Elders William Davis and William
Dowker.

THEOSOPHY IS PLAYED OUT IN INDIA.
J. M. Thoburn, Bishop of the Methodist
Church in India, said today:"Theosophy is a thing of the past in India.
It. was dropped there about the time it was
taken up in America. The native papers denounced Blavatsky in the most decisive way
in the hope that she would sue them for libel
and thus give them a chance to expose her
in court, but she never would sue, and when
finally they got a case in court where they
could force her to the witness stand she fled
the country. They were prepared to prove
from her own lips that "she never was in the
mountains of India gathering wisdom, as she
claimed, but that at the time she claimed she
was there she was in fact keeping house in
Egypt. Blavatsky's telegram miracle was
simple. You can by paying double rates
have a telegram sent 'urgent' and calculate
to, within a minute when it will be delivered.
I am in Bombay. I write to you in Calcutta
saying that next Sunday at 8 o'clock I shall
be at dinner party here and at 8:10 I shall say
so and so. The statement will be com batted,
and at 8:15 I shall say so and so in support of
my position. It is the simplest thing in the
world to time the telegram supporting my
position to arrive at the critical moment."-

Ex.
More than a year ago orders were issued
that prohibited smoking in the corridors and
elevators of the senate wing of the capitol in
Washington. This applies to every floor in
that wing. Of course, smoking can be indulged in in committee rooms and cloak
rooms. The disgusting cigarette habit had
become so prevalent in that wing of the Capitol and many complaints had been made, that
a strict prohibition had become necessary.
The rule was enforced with great strictness,
and the improvement was so apparent that
Speaker Reed, who rules the remainder of
the capitol, decided to institute the reform
in his domain. Within the past ten days,
notices have been posted in the corridors and
elevators and Statuary hall, stating that
smoking is positively prohibited.
Habits formed in special matters extend to
general features of life.
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COhhHQH CIYY BRRBHR SHOP,
- ) CPPOSITE { -

BL AIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our Hne. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Satui..·days.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connt ction.
F. A. BLACK.

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
~ooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two in closed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to de) from under cover for
ffuel or water.
Location two blocks from mints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchaeer may obtain one er two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HY.MN AL.
A compilation of about ll50 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" ll50 tunes
with music and word~ together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containftng the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ......•......... $ 50
Full leather....... . . . . . . . . • • ....•. 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .....•..•.•. 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ......... ., •••••• 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ..••.........••...........••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . •• . .• •• •••
35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
ldoroccograin russia ...•....•..•.. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..•••• 1 25
Cloth..............................
75
WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ••••••••••.•••••••••••• $ 25
Cloth ....... •••••• ••••.••••••••••• 35

FRUIT FARMS.
•. 1 have five twenty acre tracts of choice fruit land for
aale. This land lies in tbe same community of these
large fruit farms in Howell County, Missouri, one mile
and a half from a railroad town, and in a branch of saints.
Two of the tracts have houses and bearing orchards on
them now, with fine prospect for crop this year.
For further particulars send stamp and address,
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED AND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MOBl\iOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New al'.ld revised
edition, 200 p:i.ges.
·
Paper covers ..........•....•...... $ 35
Cloth, iimp........................
50

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Snbscr1ption price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00·
thr~e months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sampl~
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dietrict and branch presidents
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptionS:
make sales of church publlcations, and assist the pnt:.
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Crile;y
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
b;y registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount•: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fit st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on ontside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centB
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as eecond-claaa
mail matter.)

WHAT IS MAN?
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely 1 xamined the subject upon which he has written, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from pim in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; bis preexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth ...... _. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 50
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issue's
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••• $1 2-5

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the paper. Address,

THE NATIOf~Al HUMa,NE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building-,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and development of
tb'e universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are ~ividences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Theological conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ..•••...••.•........••••.••••. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district con•
ferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and · branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth .............................. $ 75
Library ................. , .......... 1 00

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testi·
mony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
and from the publications of the original
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of church, the Reorganized Church, the HedBrigham Young and other founders of the rickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres- Church is presented in support of the claims
ent leaders to be at variance with and their of the Reorganized Church to be the sucorganization a departure from the faith cessor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
taught by the eariy church and its three
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the gen-· the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
eral position of the Reorganized Church in
and laity; useful in refuting the many mis·
succession.
representations of the early church and its
~ tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
do7;,, _30 cent§.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
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l'BE SAINTS' HERALD.
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $! 50
White vegetable parchment .•••.••• 1 75
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges. • • 2 50

The Royal-White and P11re
as the Driven Snow.

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, btable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
ilottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
tacked and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
'GJ, E. lll.YEBS, Druggist, La.moll!.. Lllw11.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

HOMES AT LAMONI.

HARDWARE.
ftOVES, 'l'INW ARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
l!lpec!o.l attention given to Builders' Hardware.
!lllmlable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
It don't cure you write ns and we will return your
money. It cures otbers, why not you? You run
no risk in t
y delay longer? Send
In your order
ress B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Han
ria, Illinois.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, fom> .
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of sm11ll fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
pr!~ted, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
vr1ce $1.50.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a b;,;.rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low};.,

TRADE IVIARIC~,
DES!ClllS,
COPYRICHT8 &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:;.· securing patents
tn America. We haVe a Washington officea
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
!WOK ON p .A.TENTS sent free. Addrese
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth .......••••................... $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........••. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...•.. 1 75
Morocco, gilt edge~ ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low~
priced editions: With :marginal references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spoctiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

·co.,

MUNN &
361 Broadway, New York.

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, deI have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood signed especially for Sunday schools; same
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni; type as the 50 cent edition.
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Good property for present use and will
Seal grain russia .......•.......•..• 1 25
advance in value. Price and terms reasonSeal grain russia, gilt edges. . . . .. . • 1 50
Apply to
able.
R. S. SALYARDS,
. KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Lamoni, Iowa.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi·
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or $1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An excellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price $1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low pri~es.
other styles, as ordered.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
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IS THERE HERESY IN THE CONG REGATIONAL CHURCH'?

THERE is not a drop of ecclesiasticism
in me; but I believe in historical Ohristianity.
I believe there is such a
thing as apostolic doctrine, firmly
rooted in the New Testament scriptures. And, if I have read aright the
history of Congregationalism, especially in New England, it has always
been the stur:iy advocate and expounder of a thoroughly scriptural
faith. The Westminster Confession,
in its origin and history, is as much
our own as it belongs to the Presbyterian Church. We have freely criticised and dissented from some of its
phrases, but we have never repudiated
it. But, unless my eyes and ears deceive me, we are drifting far away
from its great landmarks. The doctrine of the Trinity is reduced to a
form of logic. The incarnation is so
formulated as to reduce it to the pantheistic statement of a universal indwelling of God in all men. Inspiration
is reduced to intuition. Atonement
dwindles down into a rhetorical expression. Expiation and propitiation
have become figures of speech. Our
ranks seem to be honeycombed with
universalism and annihilationism. The
reality of the fall is boldly denied, and
the most extreme doctrines of natural
evolution are openly advocated in our
pulpits. Sin is declared to be only the
remnant of our animal ancestry, which
we are gradually sloughing off. The
revolutionary theories of Wellhausen
are invested with infallible authority,

forgeries.
Such seems to me the present situation. Meanwhile, what is being done?
Nothing. There is a good deal of
restlessness. There is no sharp challenge from those to whom the people
have a right to look for guidance. We
·
+h
com f or t eac h o th er b y saymg
" a t i't
will all blow over, and that the good
·
A n d I b e l'ieve
old B oo k w1·11~survive.
that. But I also believe that the good
o Id B oo k an d th e goo d old gospe1 may
survive by swamping us. Congregationalism cannot live on its past. Its
past history is associated with the
most vigorous defense of the historic
faith.
When that historic faith is
abandoned the grave of Congregationalism will have been dug. And the
old faith will march over that grave
to final and glorious victory. Others
will rally under the banner which we
have deserted and in the triumph we
may have no share. The gospel can
do without us, and our decadence and
disappearance would not be an anomaly in history.
We are urging
increased activity along denominational lines.
Our most imperative
need is a revival of evangelical doctrine. A scriptural faith will make us
mighty, and without that we shall
waste away, slowly but surely. Is it
only an eddy, or is it more? I cannot
help asking the question. I hope that
it is only an eddy, and that my fears
are groundless. But sometimes I fear
that it is more than an eddy, that it is
a rising and destructive flood, not for
Christianity but for Congregationalism, for Congregationalism seems to
have yielded most to doctrinal vagueness and disintegration.-Rev. A. J. F.
Behrends, in the Congregationalist, Boston.
We are aware that there are reasons
for apprehension. But we believe we
have good evidence that the essentials
of Christian faith are not less tenaciously held to-day than they were a
generation ago; that the incarnation,
the atonement, the resurection, the
judgment of all men by Jesus Christ.
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, his

J

f;;;

No. 19.
indwelling in the church and in the
individual believer, the revelation of
God through the scriptures, bis providential government of the world and
guidance of his children, are vital
realities with many millions of believers in this country. We do not believe
that these truths have less weight
with Congregationalists than with
th Ove
"' o f o th er d enomma
· t'10ns, nor th a t
the conception of them is changing
· th er re l'ig10us
·
more among us th an mo.
bodies led by thinking men. We trust
th a t our 1ea d ers w h o w1'11 preva1·1 m
·
shaping the thought of the church are
seeking to be led by the Holy Spirit,
and that they will not seek in vain,
and we wait with interest, but not
without confidence, the answer to the
question, Is it only an eddy or is it
more?-Congregationalist Boston.
That the statements of Dr. Behrends
describe in general the condition of
things in some particular churches,
no discerning person doubts; that the
existence of the looseness indicated·
lowers the tone everywhere is also
true. It is along time now since a clean
Unitarian or Universalist has found it
difficult to have a council so constucted
as to ordain him or install him for a
Congregational pulpit. But we still
maintain, notwithstanding these humiliating exceptions, that the body
of the Congregational churches is doctrinally sound and stanch. Nevertheless we have no right to treat lightly
warnings that come from so respectable a source. Dr. Behrends cannot be
accused of forming his judgments under some· premillennial bias, nor of
lack of knowledge and spiritual insight. The occurrence of his warning, therefore, may properly lead
us to serious reflection.-Advance
(Cong.), Chicago.
A RECONSTRUCTED THEOLOGY.

NOT long ago we sat at table with a
distinguished scholar, a theological
professor in a school of unsuspected
orthodoxy; and he said, in perfect
keeping with the general course of his
remarks, "Unitarians ought to feel
v~ry happy in these days."
''Why
so?" was asked; and he replied, "Be-
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cause everything is going their way."
If not everything, a great many things.

In Biblical criticism there is no line of
demarkation between Unitarianism
and the other sect,s. Individuals differ as they have always differed; but
they differ as individuals simply and
purely, and not as Unitarians and
Episcopalians, and so on. Whether
the enormous changes which have
taken place in Biblical criticism portend much, or anything, of theological change is a matter of much interest.
Those who are inimical to these
changes no doubt exaggerate their
theological importance. As time goes
on, men find a modus vivendi under
changed conditions which at first
seems impossible. But, if those inimical to this criticism are too pessimistic as to the effect of its conclusions,
even the most obvious of them, on the
traditional theology, surely those who
cordially or grudgingly accept these
conclusions, in their wide significance
from the first book in the Old Testament to the last book in the New, are
much too optimistic when they assure
us that rot one jot or title has in any
wise passed from the traditional theology. It would be very strange, in. deed miraculous, if this were so. If
you should take the letters that make
up the several words that indicate the
several doctrines of the traditional
theology, and diligently shuffle them,
and then throw these letters on the
table only to find them spelling, just
as before, ''supernatural revelation,"
"infallible inspiration," "Biblical authority," "trinity," "deity of Christ,"
"the fall of man," "original sin," "vicarious atonement," "election," "reprobation," and ''eternal punishment,"
this wonderful phenomenon would not
begin to be so strange as it would be
to find that the immense disintegration, displacement, rearrangment,
which has resulted from the scientific
criticism of the Bible, bad left all the
old meanings exactly as they were at
the outset of the process, all ~he old
inferences as secure as ever. The prophetic soul of the old-school theologian, brooding on things to come, was
much wiser in its fears and doleful
threatenings than is the progressive
orthodoxy of the present time, assuring us that the Bible as critically understood, means just the same, or just
about the same, as the Bible of infallible inspiration. Nothing is plainer to

I the

unprejudiced mind than that it
does not.
Meantime the new theology is miserbly handicapped for the race it has
to run, with reason and with science,
by the whole tenor of the defense of
the Bible and the traditional dogma
heretofore. Said a great orthodox
writer, who forty years ago was
hailed more rapturously by orthodox
people than Kidd or Drummond or
Balfour latterly, "Never was there a
book which presented greater obstacles to its recognition than the Bible,
morally and intellectually." As with
the Bible, so with the creeds. We
were assured that their substance was
superior to reason or devoid of reason,
and that, nevertheless, we must accept
them because of their inherence in or
inference from the supernatural authority of Holy Writ.
How then?
Do all those doctrines which had no
rational foundations, so long as they
were supposed to have a supernatural
sanction, suddenly become intrinsically rational when the supernatural
sanction is forever swept away? If
not, those who propose to hold fast to
the traditional dogmas have a big job
upon their hands,-nothing less than
to prove the rationality of a whole
system of belief which, until recently,
they flaunted as irrational, and by
that sign, more certainly, a thing of
God.-Christian Register (Unit.), Boston. Condensed for Public 02Jinion.
BOOKBINDING.
All kinds of bookbinding, including rebind·
ing, done at reasonable rates. Orders so·
licited; prices furnished on application.
SPECIAL BINDINGS.

I THE
I

THREE BOOKS

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
'ii'1'aH!ilatiou in home amt
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of ~Iormon and Book of
CoveHant classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books,'' the
HeraJd Offiee management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books ar,:i all well bound and printed
on good paper:, the paper and plates being the
~a~e as used rn higher priced editions.
'Ihey are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years .. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
•ow prwe of 65 cents for either Book of Mor·
mon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach ol
Jh1!!iph·ecl

u.11.

MANUSCRIPT FOUND.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spalding; a verified
and certi.fied copy of the original now in
Oberlin College, Ohio, of which so much has
been said anu written in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon the chief ~roui.idwork and
material from wbich to write the Book of
Mormon. The work, suppressed for years by
enemies of the Latter Day S;i,ints, is a complete refutation of the cbarge made that it is
the basis from which the Book of Mormon
was written.
In paper, 15 cents; ten or more, each.$ 13
Cloth, limp, 25 cents; ten or more,each 20
A VOICE OF WARNING AND INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEOPLE.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE FAITH AND DOC·
TRINE OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LA'l'TER DAY SAINTS.

This work, in its graphic review of the
prophecies and history of God's deali~gs
with his people in past ages, together with
the abundant proofs concerning the work of
the latter days, the gathering and restoration
of Israel to their ancient home in Palestine,
is a book for the times. The author presents
the prophAtic eviderces of the restoration of
the unopd in "the dispensation oft.he fullness
of time." s:iowing r,he evidences in favor of
a restoration of urimitive Christianity and the
organiz2,tion of the apostolic church with its
apostleship and priestbood-its authorityits powers and gifts. This publication has always been a favorite one among inquirers for
the truth.
Paper covers, each 10 cents; per doz.$1 00
Cloth, limp, each. . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . ...
20

Special styles and new designs in any book,
executed as ordered.
The Bible, the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants, or any ~ork desired,
will be bound in flexible covers, and with
blank pages for memoranda, on order, Orders
for blank page insertions should state the
number and arrangement wanted, and whether
ruled or unruled paper is preferred.
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Herald volumes; library leather backs
and corners, paper sides ................ $ 75
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
Leather backs and corners, cloth sides. 1 00 of divine origin, and are its teachings enAutumn Leaves; leather, cloth sides .. 1 00 Litled to the respect and belief of all ChrisImitation morocco backs and corners. 1 25 tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Morocco backs and covers ............ 1 50 · Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Gilt edging 25 cents extra per volume.
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
Books of similar size at same rates. (The ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
cost of transportation both ways, on books Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
bound must be borne by the sender.) Names the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganstamped on books in gilt, 15 cents per volume. ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him?
ORDERS AND REMITTANCES.
Cloth, 396 pages, price ......•...... $1 50
Address orders to Frank Criley, Business
Manager, Herald Publishing House, Lamoni,
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
Decatur County, Iowa.
.wimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
Remittances should be made by money or
express orders, or drafts. Do not send local
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
checks. Registered letters accepted when
orders cannot be obtained.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50
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ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. ··-J.ohn s: 31, 33.
"Hearken to the word of the lore!: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

"If ye continue in my word, th·

Book of Mormon, page 116.
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THAT NEPHITE.

WE sometimes see references in letters
and articles sent to the HERALD, to
Bro. Leabo, and the alleged visit of
Nephi to him, as stated by him. And
in connection with some of these references, we have been appealed to by
letter and in person by brethren asking what we thought about Bro.
Leabo's statement and the appearance
of Nephi as claimed.
The only reply we could make, or
ca:i now make is, that we know nothing about the affair more than was
stated by letter from Bro. Leabo, as
published, and do not presume to express an opinion as to whether Nephi
or one of the three Nephites had
really appeared to Bro. Leabo or not.
We have patiently waited for developments, believing that if it was a genuine visitation intended for the good of
the work, it would be soon confirmed
by succeeding events; and we have
not yet changed in that belief.
It may be as well, however, to
state that Brn. I. N. White, of IndeP endence, Missouri, and John H.
Lake, of Temple, Ohio, agreed with
each other on an inquiry to be
prosecuted by Bro. White. The latter began a correspondence, the conclusion of which was that there

silence was the result of fear of loss
of prestige, place, or power, entertained by some. It ought to be needless for us to make a disclaimer of
any such fear on the part of ourself,
or any other of the brethren. For
we are, all of us, just as willing
that the three Nephites, believed to
be still keeping the life of the flesh,
or Nephi, or any other of the prophets
of the Book of Mormon times, should
be sent on missions of love from God
and the Master to men, as we
are to believe that Moroni came, as
the history of the faith shows.
But, . there have been, and are
now so many men wandering· here
and there representing themselves to
be .one, or the other of the men of the
past, including Jesus Christ, that it is
the part of proper wisdom to be quite
sure of the evidences of identity
before building much of a fabric of
belief upon an alleged appearance of
one of them.
It must be understood that we do
not in this writing either affirm or
deny Bro. Leabo's statement, or the
identity of Nephi, as stated.
DEFY THE CHURCH MARRIAGE RULES.

ST. Lours, Mo., March 30.-Exclusive society folk of St. Louis are agitated over a decided disposition on the part of certain young
men and women to lead a revolt in the Catholic Church along matrimonial lines. Four
prominent couples have within the last few
weeks defied the church and· incurred its severest sentence-excommunication-by marrying contrary to its decrees against the
consent of Archbishop Kain. Here are the
names of the four society girls who have disregarded the church regulations: Miss Joseshould take place at Kirtland at con- phine Rowley, now Mrs. Will L. Whipple;
ference there a year ago this spring, Miss Fannie J. Homes, now Mrs. Max R.
such a manifestation as would be sat- Orthwein; Miss Birdell DJyle, now Mrs.
isfactory to all. No such manifesta- Willia~~· Corby: Miss Lalitta Bauduy, now
.
.
th . "t f N h'
Mrs. W1lham M. Reedy.
t1on, concermng e VlSl o_ ep l, or · Three of these were Catholics Miss Rowthe testimony of Bro. Leabo occurred ley, Miss Homes, and Miss Ba~duy. Miss
there. And, if anybody is still curi- Doyle was not, but her husband was.
ous about it, Bro. I. N. White may be
Miss Bauduy's was the most serious case.
inquired of by addressing him at In- Mr. Reedy who is a Catholic, was a divorced
.
.
man. Such persons cannot marry in the
dependence, Missoun.
Catholic Church while the other party to the
We refer to this as we learn that divorce lives.

No.19.
and furnishes additional ground for
belief that the Catholic Church must
relax t,he rigor of some of its rules or
be defied by the growing liberal element possessing the American spirit
in the Catholic Church.
If the Catholic faith was the true
faith-the faith pure and simple, a
recommendation to its membership to
avoid intermarriage with those outside its communion might be justifiable and advisable; but even then more
than this would amount to practical
dictation and be beyond its proper
province.
She has been able to control the
relationships of her devotees in this
respect to a large degree in Catholic
countries, but will find it difficult to
pursue such a policy in free America.
She will hardly dare to execute the
threat of excommunication should the
practice of disregarding her counsel
in the matter stated become widespread.
It is well that the people are disposed to resent efforts to restrain
them from the exercise of lawful
rights in religious and social as well
as political matters. The principles
of liberty ·are sacred and the same
whether running through church or
state. Properly interpreted they interfere with neither, though. they do
test the character and undermine the
foundations of institutions based upon
principles foreign and antagonistic to
both national and personal liberty.
L. D. HICKEY DEAD.

BY letter from Bro. C. G. Lewis, who
writes from Spring Prairie, Wisconsin, April 29, 1897, we learn of the departure from this life of the last
survivor of the Twelve Apostles under the leadership of James J. Strang,
the prophet and king of Voree, Wisconsin, and Beaver Island, Michigan,
Lorenzo Dow Hickey, who died at his
home in Coldwater, Michigan, April
25, last, at 9: 45, a. m. He was born
at Palmyra, New York, Februrary 15,
some unnecessary comment is being ·1 The foregoing indicates the grow- 1817; married his second wife, Sarah
made upon the silence of the HERALD ing tendency toward independence of Linnel, in 1852, on Beaver Island,
on the subject, to the effect that such . church dictation in personal matters, Michigan, who with thirteen children
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survive him.
The funeral services 1 men can dodge the idea of the unity
were conducted at the house, Tuesday of "Christ's body," and accept the
afternoon, April 27, by Rev. H. P. idea that a man may break loose from
Collins.
any and all churches called the body
These items were taken from the
Coldwater, daily, Reporter, and we give
them place in the HERALD for the
reason that Elder Hickey was connected with the latter-day work in
some form from 1842 until his death.
He was a singular and positive character, and opposed the Reorganization,
as a whole, while admitting the right
of the President of it to hold the presidency. He was a man of impetuous
impulses, often rash, and at times
bitter in the denunciation of what he
opposed. He clung to his adherence
to the claims of the prophet J. J.
Strang to the last; and at his last
visit to Lamoni, roundly denounced
us because we declined to assist him
to present Mr. Strang's position and
claims to the people of our congregation here.
He was fearless in presenting his views, regarding neither
man nor place, when opportunity was
offered him; being loyal to bis convictions.
His steadfast devotion to
bis views of Mr. Strang's claims and
persistence
in
advocating
them
through so many years of apparently
adverse fortune, are worthy of commendation, no matter what opinion
we may hold as to the correctness of
those views and the rightfulness of
the claims of Mr Strang.
Bro. Lewis adds at the close of his
letter, "Thus passes away the last of
the apostles of J. J. Strang."

WE see by the issue of the Dreadpublished at Springfield,
Nebraska, by the one-time AdventChristians, or Christian-Advents, that

naught,

our old time friend and occupant of
the Advent pulpit at Leon, Iowa,
Elder F. 0. Watkins, has decided to
change bis name.
In refuting what
the Christian Advocate has evidently
published about him as regards his
faith and having "joined the Campbellites,'' he writes thus:I have dropped the name Adventist, and
henceforth will be known only as a Christian
-a memher of Christ's body. My membGrship is still with the church at Springfield,
Nebraska, where I was last pastor.
"Straws show which way the wind
. bl
·
d 't ·
l'ttl
f
is
owmg; an i is a l · e com ort.
.
mg to us lookers on to see how easily

*

of Christ, and exist as a "Christiana member of Christ's body," and yet
stand alone in belief, on an idea or
two, of dogma or theory. Well, we
wish success to Elder Watkins in
seeking for the truth, though it may
possibly lead him from his present
anchorage.
SENATOR BLAKESLEE.

BRO. E. A. BLAKESLEE, of Galien,
Berrien County, Michigan, who was
elected to the upper house of the
Michigan Legislature, by a late action
of the Senate in which he bore a part,
has won pleasant opinion of many of
the lawmakers, both in the Senate
and House, and with the people of the
State at large. The story is told in a
pleasant way in a copy of the Galien
Advocate, for April 23, which reaches
us incidentally. We give the extract
below:When House Bill No. 148, intro:l uc: d in
the lower house by Rep. Stewart, late candidate for mayor of D<itroit, reached the senate,
it passed into the hands of the committee on
State Affairs, was recommended favorably by
that committee and seemed a very ordinary
measure, until it went to the committee on
Finance and Appropriations.
The committee on finance and appropriations, for some reawn or other, have contracted a habit this session of carefully
dissecting all measures that look like drafts
upon the people. Upon its face the Stewart
bill bqre no evidence of an appropriation of
public moneys, but when it again appeared
before the senate it bore the stamp of disapproval of the Finance committee and the
startling disclosure that it asked for the
small sum of $66,000 to assist in the establishment of a marine hospital at Sault Ste Marie,
for the care of sick and disabled seamen.
The amount asked for was the surplus accruing from the operation of the Saint Mary's
Ship Canal while the property of the State
of Michigan and placed in the state treasury
at the t,ime of the transfer of the canal to the
United States by the state. The iiveliest
discuBsion followed the final reading of the
bill, and resulted in tbe development of the
greatest number of orators of any measure
that has come up before the senate during
the session.
Senator Mason, of Gladstone, championed
the bill and spoke for over two hours in favor
of its passage. He took the position that
the money was placed in the treasury in
trust and did not belong to the State, and its
withdrawal would not necessitate its consideration in the general tax levy for 1897-8
H'is appea1 111
· th e 111
· t eres t of t h e sea-faring·
I people, in whose interest the measure was

created, was eloquent, and portrayed a noble
and patriotic character. His speech was a
masterly effort and very effective. He was
heartily congratulated at the close of his remarks.
Several forceful arguments were presented
against the passage of the bill by some of the
most able men in the senate, but to the young
statesman from Berrien, Senator Blakeslee,
is due the credit of making the most eloquent
and by all odds the most logical speech of the
occasion. Senator Blakeslee is a member of
the committee on Finance and Appropriations, and is always alert when any measure
is up calling for an expenditure of public
money. He began by calling attention to the
great demands made upon the people for the
maintenance of tha various State institutions
and the regular running expenses of the
State govarnment. He said the people stood
ready to meet every obligation in that direction, but they protested against any unnecessary outlay of money.
Owing to the
distressingly hard times they had experienced
during the past two or three years they were
compelled to caution their financial agents,
the members of the legislature, to exercisti
the closest economy in the distribution of
regular appropriations. The farmers of the
State, who bear a larger share of the burden
of taxation demand an economical administration of their affairs, continued the senator,
and I for one do not propose to go to them
with an extra draft for $68,000.
Senator Blakeslee then referred to the cleverness of Senator Mason in trying to make it
appear that the money was simply held in
trust by the State. He could not understand
why the State should place in trust $68,000 of
the people's money.
The facts are, he continued, that this
money is a surplus accrued from tolls collected while the canal was the property of
the State, and at the time of the transfer of
the canal to the United States was turned
into the treasury as the result of a paying
business enterprise. He said from what he
had heard some of the senators say, he was
of the opinion that they did not fully understand the situation. He cautioned them
against entering into any agreement that
they did not fully understand. The proposition of Senator Mason that no future demands
would be made upon the State for the maintenance of the institution might be made in
good faith by the senator, but his responsibility was simply a moral one, and in case
the $68,000 was appropriated, and future demands were made for appropriations Senator
Mason could not be expected to pay the
freight.
In closing, Senator Blakeslee called attention to the fact that the finance committee
had carefully considered the bill and had
unanimously decided to report adversely to
its passage. He further called attention to
the fact that the condition of the State finances at this time would not warrant the
withdrawal of so large an amount of moneyfrom the State treasury, particularly in the
face of the urgent demands of the people to
confine to the minimum the expenditure of
public moneys. At the close of his speech
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the senator was loudly cheered and heartiiy
congratulated upon the effort he made to
turn the tide of popular favor which followed·
the able address of Senator Mason. A roll
call of tbe Senate was then taken on the passage of the bill and it failed to pass by a
large majority vote. The Warner resolution
to transfer the $68,000 in question to the general fund was then taken up and passed, thus
securing to the State the undisputed possession of the money.
BERK,
Those of the saints who know Bro.
Blakeslee will be pleased to ,'read of
his success. It is not often that a
man is taken from among the people,
and without p:!'evious political aspirations, training, or preferment chosen
to the high office of State Senator;
and that Bro. Blakeslee was so chosen
is very much to his credit, and shows
the high estimate placed on him by
his neighbors. It is for us to hope
that Bro. Blakeslee may ever be
equal to the emergencies in which he
may be called to act.
"BARLEY FOR MILD DRINKS."

PERSONS interested in obtaining for
and furnishing their families with a
nourishing and palatable table drink,
and a worthy successor to tea and coffee will find "unhulled" barley just
what they want.
Browned but not burnt, and ground
and steeped, it furnishes a wholesome
and palatable drink, and with good
cream or milk has a decidedly rich fla·
vor. Get the unhulled, not the pearl
barley.
It commends itself to Latter Day
Saints because suggested to them for
such use in the Word of Wisdom. It
is the basis of health foods prepared
for infants and invalids by physicians
and physiologists, because of its peculiar adaptability to human physical
needs. It thus has both divine recommendation and scientific indorsement.
Use the unhulled barley, brown it
well, use good cream, and you will
find its flavor rich, appetizing, and
health-giving, and be in harmony with
the counsel of the Lord in the Word
of Wisdom, given for the physical and
spiritual salvation of his people. It
is both good and cheap, and superior
to the manufactured substitutes for
tea and coffee.
Your miller or your grocer can furnish it cheaply.
This is suggested in answer to the
inquiry, "What shall we substitute
for tea and coffee at our tables?"

The question of proper food or
drink is an important one; so much
so that the Father of· the people saw
fit, in his wisdom and condescension
to speak concerning it.
We have,
therefore, thus written concerning a
portion of it, believing that it, with
''every word that proceedeth from
the mouth of God" should be heeded,
that in the fullest sense God's people
may say, "In him [God] we live."
THE LATE REVELATION.

COPIES of the late revelation, printed
in proper size for insertion in the
Book of Covenants, may be had on application, accompanied by a two-cent
stamp to cover cost of publication and
-postage. Address orders to Frank
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE names of Hubert Case and wife
were unintentionally omitted in the
list of appointees presented to conference at the late session. The pardon
of Bro. and Sr. Case is asked, and
they are hereby notified that their
mission is sustained.
The church will also take notice of
such appointment and sustaining of
the mission of Bro. Hubert and Sr.
Alice Case, to the Society Islands
field. They are noble aids to the
work there, and Bro. Joseph F. Burton will find them efficient helps in
the work there.
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white or starchy part of it. Latter Day
Saints are to be the light to the world; then
let us lead in reforms of every kind.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Business Manager directs us to
say that owing to the pressure of the
conference minutes and the History,
there has been a delay in getting the
tracts in the Scandinavian language
into print. And that the manuscripts
are in hand and will be got out as
soon as practicable, and all orders will
then be filled. He is receiving letters
asking about the tracts and why they
are not sent, and cannot fill the order
for the reason stated above, delay in
getting them printed.
Patience,
brethren, all will come in its time.
The reunion at Woodbine, Iowa, is
set for September 3-13 inclusive.
Bear this in mind those who are arranging the times for reunions, provided you desire to accommodate
· h'mg t o a tt en d th ose h e Id
o th ers w1s
by you and this one too.

The Merced, California, Express, of
April 30, contains a half-column article written in defense of the faith
by Bro. Albert Haws; a good article
and written in a spirit of fairness and
candor.
Departures for the missionary field
during the week of, the 2d include the
following-named brethren:
I. P.
Baggerly, Texas; A. C. Barmore,
California; E. C. Briggs, Michigan;
F.
M. Weld, Nauvoo district.
JOSEPH SMITH,
ALEX. H. SMITH,
Bro. John Gillespie and daughter
E. L. KELLEY,
Mary, of Cleveland, Ohio, left LaOf the Presidency.
May 7, 1897.
moni for home, via St. Louis, on the
5th. Bro. Gillespie will be rememEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
bered by many as a model usher; havBRO. C. G. LEWIS, Spring Prairie, ing had years of experience in
Wisconsin, late date:providing for the comfort of his conI feel to rejoice more day by day in this I ooregations at Pittsburg Cleveland
the Reorganized Church, and think I can say b
•
'
•
'
I am proud of it. r was made to rejoice in no at t~e Kirtland Ternple, and with othe~s
small degree while reading the late Herald durmg the late conference at Lamom.
and Ensign of the doings of the conference;
A clipping from the Aylmer,
while reading the speeches of Elders E. C. Ontario, Express (date not given) inBri~gs, A. H. Smith, J. W. Wight, I. N. forms us tha,t Bro. S. W. Tomlinson
White, and R. C. Evans I thought myself in
.
divine presence at the conference. Thanks was holding meetings in the Catholic
be to God for his favor.
church and seemed to ''draw the
Bro. C. J. Spurlock, of Missouri, crowd."
sends us an article on diet reform, of
Bro. Thomas Daley announces himwhich he says:self ready for work in the Central
I send you an article from the Mammoth California district, his appointed field.
Springs ~emocrat on the necessity of using He baptized eight persons in April.
whole gram wheat for bread, which I hi~hly
.
.
.
indorse. When the Lord said in the Word He wrote from Irvmgton, Cahforma,
of Wisdom that "wheat" was for man, I for the 1st inst.
one believe that he meant more than the I Bro. Robert M. Elvin, president of
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Decatur district, reports fifty baptisms dred were burned to death. It is now I
in the district during the past five estimated that there were about 1,200
weeks. Somebody is ''hearing and persons in the building when the fire
EDITED BY FRANCES.
obeying" certainly. Let the good broke out, about one half of whom es"'Let us gather up the sunbeams,
work go on.
caped unhurt. The dead are estiLying all around our path;
The Tennessee Centennial and In- mated at 143. The affair is regarded
Let us keep the wheat and roses-J
Casting out the thorns and chaff.
ternational Exposition was opened at as the most terrible of its kind that
Let us find our sweetest comfort
Nashville on Saturday, May 1. The ever befell a European city. The
In the blessing of to-day,
VVith a patient hand removing
Exposition is almost national in im- Bazaar was under the patronage of
All the briars round the way."
portance; but is of especial interestto the Duchess d' Uzes. The Duchess d'
the entire South. Many great organi- Alencon, a sister of the Empress of
DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
zations throughout the country will Austria and many others of the most AT the business meeting of the general
hold their sessions or conventions at distinguished families of France per- society of the Daughters of Zion held in Lathe Exposition, now the White City of ished in the flames. All Paris and moni on the 10th of April, some amendments
many of the European capitals are in were made to the constitution, and provision
the South.
made that it be published in the Home ColThe late British-American arbitra- mourning. The details of the disaster umn, as revised. Those holding copies of the
tion treaty, negotiated under the are appalling.
constitution would do well to note therein the
The Maysville, Missouri, Pilot, of changes.
Cleveland and Salisbury administraA motion prevailed that the clause in the
tions, has been rejected by the United April 29, sent us by Bro. 0. P. Faul,
constitution making the payment of dues
has
good
words
for
our
people
in
that
States Senate by a vote of 43 to 26.
obligatory be stricken out, and that hereIt is said that this action will lose or region, whom it designates as some after contributions be voluntary and that
nullify England's recognition of the of the best citizens of the State.
when necessary the general society shall
Elder Columbus Scott departed for make a call for funds.
Monroe doctrine, so strongly reasIt was also resolved that no one within the
serted by President Cleveland, which the Des Moines district on the 7th
limits of a local organization can withdraw
inst.
was practically recognized by Great
from the local society and still remain a
Henry 0. Havemeyer and John E. member of the general society.
Britain in her agreement to enter
upon a general arbitration treaty, and Searles, respectively President and · The following officers were elected: Sr~.
under which the Venezuelan dispute Secretary of the Sugar Trust, must M. E. Hulmes, B. C. Smith, Hattie Griffiths,
was to be passed upon. The defeat appear in the Federal Court at Wash- Audie Anderson, and B. A. Greer, advisory
committee, Sr. C .. B. Stebbins, recording secof the treaty was followed by the in- ington, May 17, to be tried for refus- retary, Sr. Viola Blair, treasurer.
troduction of a resolution which pro- ing to furnish required information to
CONSTITUTION.
vides that arbitration treaties be an investigating committee of the
ARTICLE !.-NAME.
concluded with all nations. It has United States Senate in 1896.
The name of the organization shall be
not yet been acted upon.
The third annual session of the Daughters of Zion.
Gay Paris, the city of pleasure, has National Municipal League-for the
ARTICLE u.-OBJECTS.
been sorely afflicted by a terrible visi- reform of city governments opened at
The objects of the organization shall be:tation which bas caused the death of Louisville, Kentucky, May 5.
First, To unite for mutual benefit and to
some of her ~rightest society lights,
Chicago has contributed twenty-five increase love for the sanctuary of home: to
study to educate our children in the principeople of rank and national fame. car loa d s of corn and $10,000 in cash pies of the gospel, to prepare them to resist
Between one and two hundred persons, for relief of the India famine sufferers. the evils .,f the world, and to become active
mostly women, were killed and many
Great loss of life, caused by earth- agents for good.
more injured in a fire and panic at quakes, is reported, in the Leeward
Second, To promote social purity and teach
four o'clock in the afternoon of Tues- Islands.
the sisters the great responsibility of motherhood, that they may be mothers indeed,
day, May 4, in a crowded charitable
The Turkish army has steadily con- gual'ding the interests not only of their own
bazaar in the Rue Jean Guujon, pre- tinued its series of successes, defeat- children, but of the children of others.
sided over by the leaders of Parisian ing the Greeks and pressing them
Third, To extend a helping hand to erring
Society. The building was a tempor- backward in retreat. Valestino has ones and to do all in our power to win them
ary one constructed of wood and other been occupied and burned, Volo has to paths of righteousness.
Fourth, To be ready to sustain every good
inflammable material and poorly pro- been taken, and the Turks are press- work, that our influence may assist in the esvided with exits and protection ing forward to Domokos. The Greeks tablishment of Zion, the pure in heart.
against fire, and filled with booths and under General Smolentz have fought
ARTICLE rn.-OFFICERS AND ELECTION.
exhibits that burned rapidly, once well and in some battles have with·
The officers shall consist of an advisory
they were ignited. It was densely stood the Turks for a time. Media- committee, a recording secretary, and a
.
.
treasurer, to be elected at each General Concrowded and the fire progressmg very t10n by the great powers is expected. ference time. The advisory committee shall
rapidly reached the roof, heavily im- It is said that in the settlement of the I consist of five members and shall choose from
pregnated with tar, which burned dispute "Turkey will certainly claim among themselves a chairman and a correfiercely and fell in upon the impris- 1 a fair allowance of the rights of a sponding secretary.
oned people struggling and tramplina victor, and in this claim she will be
ARTICLE IV.-DUTrns OF OFFICERS.
one another in a frenzied effort to es~ supported by Russia and Germany."
Advisory Oomm~ttee.-ln this comn:ittee is
.
vested the executive power of the somety,and
cape. The b.azaar _became a burmng I The resources of Turkey have aston- they shall have general supervision of the
sea of flame m which over one hun- i ished most of the statesmen of Europe. 1 work. The chairman shall also be chairman

Moihsrg' Homs Coltlnm.
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of the organization. She shall preside over
all general meetings and shall prepare a report for each general assembly.
The advisory committee shall provide a
program for each meeting of local organizations.
Corresponding Secretary. -This secretary
shall furnish necessary information and advice to those desiring to form local societies
and to persons desiring to enter the general
organization. She shall also seek to awaken
interest in those not yet engaged in the
work.
Recording Secretary.-This secretary shall
keep a record of the organization by reports
from the local societies and prepare a report
for the general assembly. She shall also
keep the minutes of the general meetings.
Treasurer.-The treasurer shall receive and
account .for all moneys of the society and
shall report the same to the general assembly. She shall expend funds only by order of
society, or with the consent of the advisory
committee.
ARTICLE V.-ELIGIBILITY.
For Q[Jice.-Latter Day Saints in good
standing who are members of the society
shall be eligible to the office of chairman.
Members who are not Latter Day Saints
may hold other offices.
For Membership.-All women and girls who
desire to increase in wisdom and usefulness
shall be eligible to membership.
Those remote from local societies may become members by being received in the nearest local society, as per constitution.
ARTICLE VI.-LOCAL SOCIETIES.
Offictrs.-The officers of a local society shall
consist of a chairman, a secretary, and a
treasurer, who shall perform the duties belonging to the offices named.
Admission to Local Societies.-Candidates for
membership shall be received upon presenting their names for membership.
Time of Meeting.-Local soci()ties shall meet
monthly, the day of meeting being determined by themselves.
Young Daughters of Zion.-The classes formed
among the young sisters and know as"Young
Daughters of Zion" shall be considered members of the local branches of this society and
shall be shall be so enrolled. They shall
have a voice in the business meetings of the
society, Their leader shall be elected from
among the Daughters of Zion.
CALLIE B. STEBBINS, Sec.

dear hu~band, and have sometimes felt that I
sink under my afflictions, but the "Father of
all" has been merciful and has sustained me so
far, and will if I continue to trust him.
I realize I have much to be thankful for.
I have friends kind and true, and the comforting words I have received from them, as
well as through letters from those absent,
though none the less dear, have been like
"balm to the bleeding heart." I truly thank
you all, and God bless you all, is my prayer.
I want to tell you that I rejoice in this latterday work and know it is the work of God. I
feel that there is nothing that could shake
my belief or turn me from it. I have bad
too many evidences of its truth. I ask you to
continue to pray for me, that I may be sustained and held by his hand.
I am as ever your sister,
MRS. PAULINE RUBY.
PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAY ER.
BRO. HENRY HANNA, of Virginia City, Minnesota, requests your earnest prayers in
behalf of bis wife who is very ill and not
likely to live unless the Lord sees fit to raise
her up. Please remember bis request.
Sr. A. L. Davis, of Leighton, Iowa, writes
in behalf of her husband, D. J. Davis, desiring the prayers of the union that should it be
pleasing unto the Father he might be relieved of the disease now afflicting him.
Please pray for me that my sins may be
forgiven, that I may overcome evil with good;
and 0, dear sisters, that God will be pleased
to grant the i\esire of my heart!
Your sister in Christ,

Dapartmsm.
KEWANEE, Ill., April 29.

Editors Herald:-Elder John Davis paid us

a week's visit after the close of the General
Conference, to see his loving, aged mother
and two sisters, Watkins and Willets, mothers of large families of children, and in the
faith; and who have become residents of ours
for quite awhile now. Bro. John kept the
restored gospel bell ringing during the whole
of bis stay, dealing out inspiratively some of
its soul elevating pearls, that none but those
that have put on Christ at the regenerative
waters of baptism can fully appreciate. Indeed his manner of reasoning was grand
ANGUS, Iowa.
Dear Sisters of the Prayer Union:- Will you in portraying to the outsider the unchangeaopen your doors and let me have a place with bleness of God-the narrowness and straightyou once more? I have been one, of your ness of his way to gain an entrance into the
members for a long time, but will confess celestial glory of Christ. Contrasting it so
that I have been very slack in my duty. I beautifully, almost beyond description by my
have many times thought to write you, then feeble pen, with the fabulous, nonsensical, and
the thought would come that I bad nothing ridiculous views of sectarianism, the more
to say that would be edifying, and so would proper term given by the inspired recordlay down my pen. But I have tried to keep spiritual Babylon. The conclusion of many
the day with you, and have many times felt being that God can make preachers out of
the comforting, holy influence of God, and coal miners, as well as tax gatherers, tentwas made to feel that our spirits communed makers, and fishermen. Come again,Brother
together though we were far apart. I have John.
passed through the greatest sorrow of my
The city of Kewanee has proffered us some
!ife within the past year, in the losing of my oµe t.housand dolhi,r11 and a lot in exchange
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for the one we occupy, if we will move our
church edifice, so that Tremont Street can be
extended farther north, improving the looks
as well as being a benefit to all concerned.
The saints, ever ready to admit and help improvements, have consented. Our Sabbath
school is in line with the other flourishing
schools of the saints. J. H. Harris on the
lead, with the watchword, "come," and not
go. Our branch preaching officials are about
to branch out in pr@aching tours or circles,
for the ensuing summer. Which may God
grant is our ascending prayer.
JOHN D. JONES.
ELDON, Iowa, April 25.

Editors Hera7d:-I first heard John H.
Lake, Mark H. Forscutt, and Jason Briggs
preach the gospel; that these signs should
follow them that believe. I thP-n commenced
to fast and pray to know that God bad a visible church and kingdom on earth, and said,
O, Lord God, if thou bast the church, let it
be Catholic, Methodist, Baptist or Campbellite, what ever thou dost show me, that will I
JOlD.
I kept up this fasting and prayer for
eight months, and there was pointed out to
me in a vision a house twenty miles distant
from Farmington, near a body of water and
boats on it, and there appeared something
'like a white lake. The house that I saw was
a very pecular one, with the door cut out in
the side, situated on the bank of the Mississippi River, at the town of Montrose. The
white lake was the Mississippi River, frozen
over with ice about eighteen inches thick.
Well, there was a man going down to:,Montrose; I started down with him, and when I
got to the town, there I saw the very house
that I saw in the vision, and I knew it was
the same. In that house there was preaching, and I arose for baptism. They chopped
a hole in the ice and I was buried in baptism,
arose from the liquid grave, as my blessed
Redeemer rose from his literal grave.
While I was fasting for wisdom to know the
truth of God's visible church a voice spake
in audible tone, and said, "When thou fast,
anoint thy head." I immediately went to
search for the passage of scripture on fasting, and found it to be correct, as the voice
had said. After I joined the church. I was
raised to my feet by an unseen power, my
eyes were closed, and these words were put
into my mouth, "Joseph Smith of old was a
prophet of the most High God." I then
dropped back into my seat, and another
vision appeared in the manner of a warning
voice from heaven. Two persons were to
approach me:with a book, saying, "Read this
and be convinced•of this infamous doctrine."
One sat on my right hand and the other on
my left. Both appeared as dark omens. I
said, No.
The book was ridiculing and
stamping the latter-·day work as infamous and
polygamous in its nature; but God, not man,
warned me not to heed to its t9acbings.
I believe the book was entitled Annie Lee;
anyhow, I was warned that it was a book of
the Devil. After I bad joined the church,
for three days I saw the Devil just as plain as
midday; half bent, making f\1!1 of prayn
with a, grin, and his teeth showed plain. He

l
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was dressed as beautiful as any young man; its flight-life was no more. Sr. Mary E. ald of the progress of the work in different
his hair was dark; clothes dark and beauti- Wadsworth was born August 2, 1842, in Cof- parts of God's vineyard. My prayers are conful. This continued for three days, and then fee County, Alabama; was baptized by Elder tinually for the church, and especially for
J. D. Erwin, April 26, 1896, near Gregville, Brother Joseph, whom God has called to be
disappeared.
Look, dear brethren, and learn and be wise, Alabama. Her remains were laid to rest at leader of his people. I feel that we cannot
for these angels of the bottomless pit are fast Flat Rock, by brothers, sisters, and friends. be thankful enough to God for the ble~sing
depositing their blasted seed in the hearts of -we ask the saints to remember Bro. Wads- bestowed upon his church, and I find in readthe fallen race of man, trying to stop the worth in their prayers, as his health is very ing the Doctdne and Covenants in all the
mighty depths of God's love to fallen man; low. Pray for him, saints, that he may have revelations given to our brother and prophet,
and if :you keep in mind and heart the depths, strength to overcome his trials and troubles. Joseph Smith, we find him obedient in everybights, widths, and breadths, your names That the Spirit may dwell richly in him is thing and leading his church and people as
he directed; and my prayer is that God may
will stand on the statute books of life in the the prayer of your sister in Christ,
still continue to bless him with health and
S. I. AMERSON.
world to come.
strength and spiritual wisdom.
B. S. SHAUP, M. D.
.Trusting that you will remember me in
SAC CI'l'Y, Iowa, May 5.
your
prayers, I am
Editors Herald:-Since last writing have
SAN FRANCISCO, April 27.
Your brother in the gospel,
Editors Herald:-All the saints as far as I had the opportunity to discourse in eight difJOI-IN E. RITTER.
can learn are highly pleased with the news ferent places, thirty-five times in all. Have
of late General Conference. Our hearts were many times realized that more than human
made to rejoice as we read the new revela- power dictated these words (uttered by Bro.
INDEPENDl':NCE, Mo., May 4.
Editors Herald:-It may be interesting to
tion, and were brought to realize more than J. F. McDowell, God's mouthpiece, speaking
ever that God's loving watchcare is over the individually) if faithful and very diligent know that the written debate I had with
work, and that he still chooses th·~ men he "your tongue shall be loosed, making you Elder C. W. Sewell, of Dot, Texas, through
desires to have as his representatives. It able to declare the truth." Many have list- the Saints' Iferald and the Gospel Advocate,
may be encouraging to my brethren and sis- ened patiently while we tried to tell of the of Nashville, Tennessee, has created quite an
ters to state that away off here, in this part blessings that accrue to those in the king- interest among the readers of the Advocate.
of the Lord's vineyard, the Holy Spirit bears dom. Have also realized to our sorrow that I had a written contract by letters from both
testimony to the saints of the truthfulness of we are mortal, liable to make mistakes. God Elder Sewell and the editor of Advocate bethe revelation, and that it was of God. I help us to arise to the standard of perfection. fore entering into the debate to the effect
have read it several times, earnestly and May we have mercy for each other, seeing that the debate would be published in their
prayerfully, and every time the Holy Spirit' that we need the same from above.
church journal at Nashville, provided our
Jos. CARLSON.
has come upon me in power, filling my entire
church journal wouid publish the same. I
being with that heavenly infiuence, and bearlaid the matter before the editor of the
ing witness to my spirit that it is of God.
Herald and got a reply to send the manuSAN MIGUEL, Del Mezquita! E>tado,
Others of my brethren here testify to the
script and it would be published. It came
Zacatecas, Mexico, April 26.
out
in the early numbers of the Herald for
same. So we heartily concur in all that was
Editors Iierald:-It has been some time
done, and we rejoice with you that the quo- since I last bore my testimony in regard to January; but, for some reason, better known
rums are now full, and we congratulate our the truth of this latter-day gospel, and I was to themselves, the editor of the Advocate saw
brethren who have been called of God to fill pleased to know that while I was deprived of fit not to publish the debate till along up in
them. We are thankful that we have the hearing the gospel proclaimed during con- April; and then not until I had written Elder
honor of representing the church of which ference by those appointed of God, that it Sewell twice-asking reasons why, and urgour Lord and Savior is the head, and to was having its desired effect upon those in ing a compliance with the agreement. Howwhich God, our heavenly Father, condescends attendance; some obeying the gospel and ac- ever, tardy as it is, it is out; and letters of
to speak. We are thankful for a prophet's cepting the truth, and others renewing their inquiry are pouring in from parties in Iowa,
voice, and that we live in the day of present obligations to God, with a desire of doing Mississippi, and Tennessee.
revelation.
One lady, (presumably a member of the
more in his service, and during all the sesAll is moving fairly well with us. Our sions of conference my prayers were with the Church by the way she writes,) sends about
branch is all right; we hold two preaching saints, that much good might be accom- twelve large pages of manuscript, closely
services and Sunday school every Sunday; plished; and I am thankful to heaven that written, and commences it by saying: "I
also prayer meeting and literary and prayer my prayers have not been in vain, and feel have read, read with interest the discussion
union, during the week. There are always that I cannot be thankful enough for the in the Advocate between yourself and~ Elder
some strangers present at our services, as a blessings bestowed upon me, and at many Sewell, and I feel prompted to write you a
rule, and they appear to be interested. One times since coming to this country, have felt line, although a stranger,-! must say that I
young man was baptized here recently, so God's Holy Spirit striving with me.
feel somewhat strengthened by the discuswe are gathering souls into the fold ocDear brothers and sisters, I feel strong in sion." Further along she says: "But what
casionally. The faith of the saints here is this glorious latter-day work, and have occu- I feel most rejoiced over is this: to know
strong, and the future looks bright before pied more time in reading the Doctrine and that others believe, in regard to the Spirit,
us. Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, Covenants and Bible than ever before in my as I do, and have al ways claimed; but I did
Yours in bonds,
life; and more that, I can understand them not know (except by faith) that there was
GEO. S. LINCOLN.
better-everything seems clear to my mind, anyone in the wide world who believ~d as I
and I have thought many times since coming do in regard to the gifts, reception and workGREGVILLE, Alabama.
here, if I could only hear a gospel sermon ing of the Spirit."
Editors Herald:- Death has again visited once in a month I would be satisfied, and it
She further states of being severely critiour community of late, taking two of our sis- seems hard for one who loves the services of cised by others for her belief on the points
ters from our midst. Dear old Sister Wads- God's house and its privileges to be deprived named, and while pas~ing through such trials
worth complained for some time, but seemed of them; and from oue who feels that we are she had the following vision or dream:to be improving until the 17th of April; she in possession of the true gospel, and who has
''I saw a ladder, one end standing on the
was about her daily duties as well as usual, had evidences of the truth of the work, let earth, the other went up past the clouds and
when about eight o'clock she called to her me admonish you while you are where you into the sky. I saw a concourse of people
husband to come. He looked and saw her in can enjoy the priviieges and blessings standing at its foot; all, it seemed, hesitated
the yard; before he reached her she fell to of God's house that you use every possible to climb it; it was a dangerous looking ladder,
the ground. He carried her to the house opportunity of doing good: and it affords me very narrow, and it had stood for ages.
and summoneil help, but her spirit had taken g·reat pleasure to read the letters in the Her- Many of the rounds were already gone wher~
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other parties had attempted to ascend, and
from some cause had fallen. When I discovered myself I was near the foot of this
ladder, and I cannot say for certain that
some one from behind did not give me a
shove and have me to climb; but anyway I
said that I would climb the ladder; I knew
that some one in that crowd would climb
successfully, and before I hardly knew what I
was doing I was considerably up on the ladder; there was little peril at first and I got
on quite rapidly; butatlength I found myself
in the midst of great danger, and hard work
it was to keep a footing, and the further I
went the more perilous it seemed; in some
instances the rounds were gone entirely for ~
great distance; and those that remained,
many of them, were weak and looked unsafe.
"I remember to have looked down on the
people every few steps till I was a great distance from the earth. The people seemed
all looking at me with intense expectation;
at length the task became so hard, and it was
fraught with'such danger, I wondered that I
should have undertaken it; but soon I decided to stop looking behind and fix my eyes
on the other end of the ladder. So I gazed
aloft and above me, never looking down except to get a firm footing, and so I climbed
up, up until I came to and passed through
the clouds; it made me shudder when I
thought of what I had undertaken-to climb
a ladder like that, and did not know what the
object was, only that it was a ladder that
someone must climb.
About this time I realized that I was doing
a work for others, and a thrill of happiness
passe~ through me, and I understood that I
would reach the top, and that my success was
due to three things mainly-first, to patient
perseverance; second, I looked neither to the
right nor the left; and, third, I kept my eyes
heavenward. I reached up to get another
hold; the way I climbed was by pulling myself up by main strength; it was a hara pull,
too, and sometimes I felt almost exhausted,
but I found that whenever I could get my
consent to make the effort, the necessary
strength came; at length tired and almost
exhausted I reached for the last round and
drew myself up; when I did so my fingers
went to work to untie a knot (it seemed by
intuition), I knew not what it was for; but
when I had untied it, a most beautiful ladder
like the one I had ascended on, except this
one was new and perfect, rolled out and down
beneath the old one. As soon as I saw it I
understood that the new one was to take the
place of the old one, and that all might
ascend on this one who wished. When tbe
people at the foot of the old ladder saw the
new one coming down they raised a great
shout and I awoke."
To say the least, this dream is a very significant one. I have written this lady giving
her some light in regard to her dream; also
sent her my sermon on "What we believe and
why we believe it," and also a copy of the
Voice of Warning.
I have just received a letter from a young
student in Tennesee, saying: "Dear Sir; I read
with interest the discussion in the Advocate,
1Jetwee11 orou !J,.n~ Mr, Sewell 1 11n(l J tl(lf.l there

is a difference between you (the Reorganized
Church, I believe) and the Utah Mormons on
the very important subject of marriage; one
teaching that monogamy is the divine plan
while the other contends tbatpolygamy is the
'celestial law'. Now, both sides claim that no
scripture is of 'private interpretation'. The
Utah Mormons quote scripture to prove their
system to be right, while you do likewise: so
the question arises: How am I to know which
is right? (if either). I also understa.nd that
you have twelve apostles which direct the
affairs of the church. Now, I want to know
if both sects are subject to the same set, or
do each sect have a different set of officersapostles, prophets, etc."
These very significent questions . have been
answered by me-with many more. I also
sent this young student three tracts-"One
wife or many;" "Bible vs. Polygamy;" "Was
polygamy a tenet of the church,'' etc. Also,
"What we believe,'' etc. Others have written, asking questions upon the Book of Mormon, Inspired Translation, etc., etc. All of
this takes time to answer; but I would not
dare to discourage such. I would rather
wear oiit than to rust out. The work is of
God; this I do know.
Elder Sewell and myself are still corresponding, and be bas continued to ask me to
furnish him an apostle to debate with. Well,
the Lord has furnished one, and Elder Sewell
writes of him (after having read in the Herald
of our late conference): "By the way, I notice
you have been called to the apostolic office.
Accept my congratulations. I also feel like
congratulating Uncle Joe. I doubt if he
could have found a more wily assistant among
your 'whole fraternity.'"
Well! It is some consolation at times to be
noticed, though it is only in an ironical way.
I will try patiently to endure such and such
things that I cannot help. By the way, Elder
Sewell has agreed that the following question is all "O. K." and can he secure oDe of
his church journals (one in the north preferabb he says, which will suit me as wellJ, we
will possibly debate through our respective
journals the following; to wit: "Is the
Church of Christ (commonly cailed Christian
or Campbellite Church) the true church 0f
God, and identical in organization, doctrine,
and practice with the church of Christ as
described in the New Testament Scriptures?"
I have also agreed with Elder Sewell
to debate the following sometime in the
future, after his church question is debated: "Is the canon of Scripture full?"
Should Mr. Sewell be successful in securing
one of his church jouenals to carry him in the
debate, I shall feel at liberty to ask for the
same honor from ours. som:etime ago I made
similar arrangements with Elder J. H. D.
Tomson, of the Christian Church, to debate
church questions. He agreed to furnish one
of his journals and I was to furnish Zion's
Ensign. The editor and publisher of the
Ensign entered into a written agreement to
givfl us ten affirmatives with their negatives
of fifteen hundred words each, for each
church proposition; but, Elder Tomson and
the editor of his journal (The Primitive
()hristian) both flew the track and had the
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audacity to offer to furnish their journal for
three affirmatives and their negatives of
about eight hundred words on each proposition! The editor then wrote me that I could
accept this or '"we shall pay no more attention
to you."
I feel thankful, happy, and glad that I have
the honor bestowed upon me from God to
represent the TRU'l.'H that need have no fear
to appear in any respectable church journal
side by side with the tact and talent of its
enemy. Let Elder Sewell and his editors
take notice.
Yours in ddense of the gospel work,
I. N. WHITE.
LAMONI, Iowa, May 5.

Editors Herala:-In answer to Bro. James
Sheen's question in H~erald of May 5, I will
say that all the q notations in "Crooked
Paths" were copied directly from the books
and papers cited. We were in possession of
all those works, and we feel sure they are
correct. Bro. Peter Anderson copied the
manuscript, and we carefully compared the
quotations to be sure they were correct, before we sent to the Herald Office.
I bave bad similar experience to that of
Bro. Sheen. I have met men in Utah with
the books in my hand containing the utterances of their leading men, but they remained
steadfast in their traditions. The Deseret
News has never refuted those statements, nor
can they. The position occupied by the Reorganized Church is impregnable. It is in
harmony with the revelations of God and the
true history of the latter-day work, and will
stand till Jesus comes.
Anyone may use those quotations with
safety.
Yours in bonds,
R. J. ANTHONY.
ST. MARY'S, Ont., April 19.

Editors Herald:- I arrived borne on the 10th
after a three months' tour in my mission
field - Walsingham and vicinity. I made
three new openings, one at Vienna, which we
feel will prove successful. I will inclose a
clipping from the Aylmer Express. By the
assistance of Bro. Isaac Pearson, of Hough ton,
I secured the Catholic Church there and had
it well filled for seven nights, and left a splendid feeling. Was cared for whilst there by
some of the wealthiest citizens of the town,
Mr. z. H. Balcome and Sons, who carry on an
extensive business, a saw mill, sash and door
factory, and furniture store, and also undertaking. They are fine people and made me
as one of their own, with a strong welcome
to make my home there when I return.
Many friends were made towards us while
there, and I think quite a number will embrace the gospel. I propose to return there
in May to resume my labors.
At Houghton Center I secured the English
church, from Squire Aulton, and made quite
a number of friends, with the promise of the
church whenever we needed it. Truly God
is fulfilling his promises, wherein he said he
" would send his angels before his servants
to open the way.
I also labored at Watson Center, and vi' ~inity,, Nine werlO J-Japti?.ed there; fi ve b;y
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the branch officers and four by the writer. and felt like singing, "Praise God from whom time, showing that they were caring
One old brother I baptized was supposed to all blessings flow." We feel there are great simply for this world. When they
be dying with cancer, which had eaten the blessings in store for the faithful. I leave
went to the sacramental service it was
under part of his jaw clear around from ear to-morrow for Norwich. Will labor there
for the purpose of eating to be filled,
to ear, nearly tlirough to the wlndpipe. The some, then on to my field.
or drinking to satisfy the natural
Asking
an
interest
in
the
prayers
of
God's
odor from it was so disagreeable I could
scarcely endure it while preaching and would people in my behalf, for the work's sake, I thirst. They had become almost gorYours truly,
get out as soon as possible after the service remain,
mands under the idea that this was
S. W. TOMLINSON.
was over. After the priest of the branch
the
work of the kingdom of God to
and the writer had held several meetings
satisfy
the earthly nature and all that
there the old gentleman demanded baptism,
TEMPLE, Ohio, May 6.
belonged
thereto, in contradistinction
and we secured Bro. H. Thompson's team
Editors Herald: - Brn. I. M. Smith and
and sleigh and proceeded to the water. George Robley have just started for Fagun- to the idea uttered in the language of
Many outsiders said he would never come dus, Pennsylvania, and Bro. W.W. Blanch- the text.
out of the water alive. "Why,'' they said, ard for East Pharsalia, New York. Bro. F ..
' The text is comprehensive in very
"they are just going to murder the poor M. Sheehy will leave here to-morrow for
many
things. It includes the work of
old man!" "Oh," I thought, "bow little Cohocton, New York. Bro. G. T. Griffiths
righteousness;
the righteousness of
faith they have in God!" We muffled the and self intend reaching Detroit, Michigan,
old gentleman up with bed covers, as it was next Monday; anyway by Tuesday morning. God, as it is revealed in the gospel to
a cold night, being the 5th of March and
Excellent meetings here last Sunday, Brn. the human family. This is fullfilled
he had not been able to be out of the house F. M. Sheehy and George \V. Robley occupyunder the work of the law of the spirfor several months, and we got him in the ing the stand morning and evening, Brn.
sleigh and drove to the water. The team Lake and Griffiths assisting. Saints are itual kingdom known as the gospel.
and sleigh were driven right into the water feeling well in the work. Bro. Lake is ailing The kingdom of God certainly has
and I lifted the poor old man out and buried physically, and is at home yet. The gentle laws to control and direct those who
him with Christ in the cold watery grave. breezes of spring are blowing, and gladness become attached thereto as members,
He arose praising God. That evening- I con- is manifest all around.
and those who officiate in its offices.
firmed and administered to him according to
WM. H. KELLEY.
These and all of them of whatever
the injunctions given in James 5: 14. Three
-----~.
class or condition are partakers of it
days afterward he walked four miles to see
some of his friends, and when I returned in
from having drank into the spb~itual
two weeks to fill my appointment in his house
and for having performed the works
the aged brother exclaimed, '·Thank God,
of righteousness revealed in the law
THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
Elder, God is healing rne; my cancer is most
Sermon delivered by Bi•l10p E. L. Kelley, at Lamoni, rather than for having followed their
all healed!" This he said in the presence of a
Iowa, March 11, 1894.
goodly number who had just come to meeting; IT has been very difficult for me to own selfish or peculiar inclinations, or
and that unpleasant odor was entirely gone.
wrought for works, those things of
o, bow r felt to praise God for his marvelous select a passage of scripture as a basis
their
own choosing. In the language
work and a wonder!
for the evening's remarks that was
of
the
Apostle it is the
I also baptized a gentleman at Bookton, even satisfactory to myself. However,
good works, which God hath before ordained
who was given up by the doctors. They said I will call your attention to a familiar
that we should walk in them.-Ephesians
they could do no more for him. Elder Long- text, a statement made by the Apostle
2: 10.
burst and the writer administerEd to him
Th e 1'd entity
· o f mem b ers h"ip m
· th e
twice before his baptism and the writer twice Paul regarding the kingdom of God:For the kingdom of God is not meat and
a f ter, and on the fifth of this month, Elder
church or kingdom is not one of forR. c. Longhurst and the writer called to see drink; but righteousness, and peace, and joy
in the Holy Ghost.-Romans 14: 17.
mal union by the profession of the
this brother and found him able to be up and
~rhe apt discourse this morning- called lips, or the handing of the name for
around. We again administered to him and
~
felt blessed. His wife and daughter promised our attention to the fact of the culmi- record, if it is a membership in the
to obey in the near future.
nation of certain events in the near fu- true gospel sense; but the candidate
I was called from Walsingham Center by ture relative to the work of Christ and must have thrown off the ways of evil
telegram to conduct the funeral servicei of the church. And, possibly, it may not in which he walked, accepted the mesSr. Eddie Wyett.
be out of place this evening to touch sage th a t se t f or th a b e l'ie f an d h ope
On March 31 I was called to Vanessa to
.
f h
k
d d"
in the risen Christ, performing for
conduct the funeral services of Miss Nellie upon portions o t at wor , an
iscuss
Smith, an adopted child of Bro. and Sr. in our own minds some things that par- duty the works enjoined by this Christ
Coats. This dear girl died very suddenly. ticularly distinguish it from any other under the law that he may receive
She was not in the church, but was a constant work that may be found in the world; the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry,
attendant of the saints' Sunday school at for if we should fail to properly com- Abba, Father.
Vanessa. She was a good, kind girl, and
Full compliance with the law reprehend just what the work of God is
was beloved by all. Whilst there I was
vealed for our adoption is the means
·
care d f or b y our wor t'ny d"is t net
pres1·d ent, to be in the last days, we may fail of by which we may change our state,
Bro. R. C. Longhurst and his wife. I was being partakers therein, as truly as
quite under the weather while there, but did the Jews in their time fail in be- and having thus changed, become
have nicely recovered. Since r have been commg
.
"d
'fi d wit
. h th e k"mg d om o f citizens and partakers of the spiritual
i ent1 e
home I have visited and talked with some
condition indicated in the language of
God sent to them.
outside the church and preached for the
the text, "Righteousness, and peace,
· t h
d
For the kingdom of God is not meat and
sarn s ere an assisted the president of the
and joy in the Holy Ghost.,,
branch, Bro. George c. Tomlinson, in caring drink; but righteousness, and peace, and joy
for the sick, and have been greatly blessed in in the Holy Ghost.
The Apostle Paul, speaking with
our labors here.
This language of the Apostle to the reference to the work of righteousness

Oriuinal HrHclss,

I was pleased to learn through the Herald
of the church being more fully organized, .

saints was occasioned by reason of the places it under the work of the gospel.
actions of certain brethren in that 1 He says:-
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For I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek. For therein is
the righteousness of God revealed from faith
to faith: as it is written, The just shall live
by faith.-Rom. 1:16, 17.

ting up of the kingdom as understood
by the churches of the world has been
on account of the fact that they have
misunderstood or misinterpreted the
prophetic statements of Daniel that
are found in the second chapter of the
Book of Daniel. It is there clearly
shown that the kingdom of God would
have place and existence in a certain
day and age of the world, and in the
interpretation of the dream Daniel
says:-

The same thbught that is expressed
in the language of the text, "Not meat
and drink." Not things that we may
take hold of after the desires of
natural life here; the kingdom of God
is not received after that way nor so
realized. And if we have been lookAnd in the days of these kings shall the
ing for it in that manner we have God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall
doubtless overlooked it. It did me never be destroyed .-Dan. 2: 44.
In the interpretation of this text,
considerable good this morning to
hear our President state that the work men, theologians, have tried to interpret the setting up referred to, to
of the Reorganization had been to
have taken place in the time of the
present the law of this kingdom to the
Savior's personal ministry in the first
Gentiles, with all its promises and
century, and from the fact that Daniel
blessings to the Gentiles, as well as to
says it should never be thrown down
the Jews or the adopted children
or "left to other people," the arguthemselves, if the Gentiles would do
ment bas been drawn that it must
the works of righteousness and accept
have conti:µued down unto the present
the conditions. This is the special
day.
work of the kingdom of God, and if
If you will turn to the twenty-first
we have been so building we ought to
chapter of the Gospel of Matthew,
take assurance by reason of the signs
and t;he forty-third verse, and read,
of the times and the conditions of soyou will note that the statement of the
ciety in the time in which we live.
Savior is so contrary to this view that
The time of the setting up of the it need not be argued at length at all.
kingdom of God spoken of here bas He says:been variously placed in the first, and
Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of
the nineteenth centuries, and during God shall be taken from you, and given to a
the millennial reign, by individuals as nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.
But Daniel said that the kingdom to
they have understood certain texts in
which
he referred touching the time
the Bible; some claiming that it never
of
the
setting
up or establishing should
would take place until after the ushering in of the millennial reign; others not be left to another people. So that
that it was set up in the time of the setting up as having taken place in
Savior or soon afterwards, and it was the time of the Savior collld not have
never to be overthrown; that this been that which was spoken of by the
kingdom has been in existence from Prophet Daniel. And here has entered
the days of John the Baptist and has one of the leading errors that has
not been overthrown but has continued been preached in the world for the
right along on down the history of last three hundred years by many
the world to the present. While still ministers, and which has been taught
another class claims that the kingdom for the last twelve hundred years by
of God, as it was set up in the begin- one of the leading societies of the
ning of the Christian era was by the world known as Christian. Jesus,
wicked taken by force and that there when speaking with reference to the
was an apostasy therefrom, many kingdom of heaven in his time, said:From the days of John the Baptist until
being turned from the faith and fornow
kingdom of heaven suffereth viosaking the organ~zation, certain fea- lence,the
and the violent take it by force.-Matt
11:
12.
tures of the organization, the seed,
It was a prediction of the Master
going into the wilderness, and that a
restoration had to, and did, take place himself with reference to the end of
sometime after such~postasy.
To that state of things that had begun
the latter class belong the people that with the preaching of John the Bapare represented here this evening.
tist. It was a statement that was
Confusion in reference to the set- eminently prophetic with reference to
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the results of the setting up of the
work in his own time, and the history
of the world proves conclusively the
truth of the prophecy; how that by
violent hands the early disciples were
taken and put to death and that the
prediction was literally fulfilleil. That
kingdom was taken by force. If there
were no other texts in the Bible to
show the condition and state of the
kingdom of God in those early times,
and what became of it, except these
two from the lips of the Savior, it
ought to be sufficient for thinking
men and women. That is, that the
kingdom of God was set up, to acertain extent, in the time of the Savior,
as represented there, but was overthrown by reason of the wickedness
of the people; and you turn to the
nineteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel,
and to the twenty-second of Matthew's
Gospel, and read the parable with
reference to a certain king who.made
a marriage for bis son, you will see
further evidence of the manner the
kingdom was rejected, and those to
whom it had been sent would not consent for the king's son to be ruler.
It may be truly said, as illustrated
in the parable:What will the king do with those wicked
servants? He will send and he will burn
their city, and destroy it, and scatter them.

It was literally done with reference
to the people to whom the kingdom
came in the days of the Savior. Their
city was burned and the people destrayed or taken captive.
So that the settling up of the kingdom as represented first by the
preaching of John the Baptist, who
was the sower that went out to sow
good seen in the field, teach the word
of God as Jesus represents, the kingdom of heaven unto a "sower who
went forth to sow,'' was not the work
or the time spoken of by Daniel.
This kingdom was preached, bowever, by John the Baptist at the beginning. Afterwards it was added to
in the personage of Jesus; and later
he began the organization by the
calling of the twelve, and after they
were sent the seventy were called and
commissioned so that the kingdom began to take form at that early age, but
soon went into apostasy, and the results are known to the readers of the
nineteenth century.
r:i:'he apostasy qccurred more th::i,n

I
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any other one thing on account of the
fact that the people did not understand the nature of the kingdom.
'rhey were looking for a temporal
kingdom. They could not rise to the
plane upon which is based the statement of the Apostle Paul.
They
were not living according to the spiritual kingdom. They were looking
for ease and indulgence in this world.
They vrnre longing for a selfish triumph here over their enemies; a triumph that God has never permitted
his people to have as yet in this
world, and we really have no right to
think that we shall ever have such a
triumph as that of selfishness and ambition either in this world or in the
next; that is not the work of the
church in which we are engaged today. We ought not to wish, we ought
not to seek for these triumphs here.
Pray that, "Thy kingdom come, thy
will be done on earth as it is done in
heaven." Pray for the spiritual light
and blessing, for this is what proves
salvation unto the people. The kingdom of Christ is for the purpose of
saving\men and women from their
sins and is what we have been called
to do in our work in the nineteenth
century. Not the building of a temporal kingdom, nor the setting up of
something of an earthly nature, that
will enable us to overcome somebody
else in this world. Do we undertake
to do that, what different is our work
to that of others of whom it may be
truly said, "They lord it over each
other as do the Gentiles?" But instructing his disciples with reference
to the work that should claim their
attention, Jesus says:I t shall not be so among you.

It is very easy, then, to determine
whether a person by his work is in
line with the kingdom of God or not,
by noticing what he does and what he
says. It is not enough that we claim
to be in line with the building up of
Christ's work that actually makes
true buildlng; that which is in harmony with the word of God; that
which is founded in "righteousness,
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."
The kingdom of God is to be built up
of these principles and essentials, and
he who undertakes to build and does
not work accordingly fails, and must
f)ver fail because God ts J10t with bii:p,
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nor can he be unless a change'.is made
to God's plan of work
It is singular that so many persons
permit themselves to be deceived
touching the examination of the character of the kingdom; its character
and work is as clearly marked in the
world's experiences if we may believe
the history, as that of any civil government. There is no other like unto
the kingdom of God. It ought not to
be surprising to us, here or hereafter,
if we are condemned for a failure on
our part, to receive and become citizens therein; for it is easy to distinguish the works of righteousness and
peace from those of sin and hostility.
It is impossible for men and women
to have place in the kingdom of God
and be acceptable to the great Ki.ng,
who is the head, unless they live
strictly according to the law of the
kingdom, which is the Gospel. And
there is no one in the church or kingdom, or out of it, who can break or
violate the law without putting himself at variance with the great head
of the church and Creator of all, of
the greatness and glory of whom the
Apostle says:For in him dwelleth all the fullness of the
godhead bodily. And ye are complete in
him, which is the head of all principality
and power. In whom also ye are circumcised
with the circumcision made without hands,
in putting off the body of the sins of the flesh
by the circumcision of Christ.-Colossians 2:

9-11.

We are complete in him. How? ''He
is the head of the church; he is the
one who supplies to the church its
nourishment.
In whom all the building fitly framed together groweth unto a holy temple in the
Lord.-Ephesians 2: 21.

And hence it is that we look to him,
as a people and as a body, for that
peace and comfort, the Holy Spirit of
promise, which is mentioned by the
Apostle as being especially characteristic of the kingdom.
Further
speaking of this same head of the
church the Apostle says:Let no man beguile you of your reward in
a voluntary humility &nd worshiping of angels, intruding into those things which he
hath not seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly
mind, and not holding the Head, from which
all the body by joints and bands having nourishment ministered, and knit together, increaseth with the increase of God. Wherefore if ye be dead with Christ from the
rudiments of the world, wily, as though living in the world, are ye subject to ordijl;>,nces1 which p,re after thf:l doctri11es ('li!Jd,

commandments of men, who teach you to
touch not; taste not; handle not; all these
things which are to perish with the using?Colossians 2: 18-21. I. T.

This thought brings us a little
higher. The Apostle has reference
to the kingdom of God in contradistinction to the kingdoms of this
world. We are not to look at it as
some earthly thing in which we are to
do as we please, and then expect
commendation of this great one, who
is the head. We cannot be supplied
with that nourishment that fills all
and supplies every part which is in
keeping with the law, if we live according to the things of this world
and of which, the Apostle again gives
warning:Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world,
and not after Christ.

Beware lest any man spoil you
through philosophy. The philosophy
of this world is not al ways in the road
of understanding and wisdom. A
short time ago I happened to hear Dr.
Snow, Chancellor of the University
of Kansas, lecture before a class of
several hundred in Kansas City, upon
the development theory. And this
passage occurred to me. Those who
listened to this lecture and viewed
the illustrations by a magic lantern,
really thought that they had gained
something that was wonderful and
doubtless many felt wise, when in
fact they had only seen something
they did not understand or comprehend. Of course they thought that
they did. And I will give you an
illustration to show more particularly
what I mean. In describing the development from the star fish, the dog,
and man beginning with the egg life,
it was shown that this development
occurred gradually, until one came
out a star fish, another a dog, and another a man. "Originally," the lecturer stated, ''the egg life of these
are alike; but what makes one come
out a man we cannot tell. Why the
other will come out a fish we cannot
tell. Why it ts a fact that one will
come out one kind of a star fish, and
another will come out another kind
of a star fish, we don't know that.
But this development is wonderful."
A gentleman in the audience sent
up this question, or as near as I am
!l,ble to Btate from i:uen:ior;:y; "Sh:ic~
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you conclude that mankind originally
developed from egg life and that the
race exists by reason of this evolution,
how is it that in the egg life of the
human being we have different races
from the same egg; particularly, the
African; European; the Malay, and
the American races?"
"0, that is easy enough," the lecturer explained; and he asked, "Why
is it that, in the development of the
bovine, the buffalo of Europe is so
different from the buffalo of America?
Do you not know that there is a wide
difference between them?"
"Why, yes."
''Well, in the same way mankind
may differ."
This was 'the best answer the lecturer could give; but who knew in
fact any more after his answer than
they did before? The why as to the
difference was just as far lacking in
the explanation touching the bovine
kind as was the first regarding the
diversity of the human race. This
should lead to the conclusion that the
development theory in many phases
is not only wrong as to the man, but
in its application to the lower animals
it is likely to come short also. It was
easy to see that the people thought it
was wonderful. And I thought of
what Paul said:Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world,
and not after Christ.-Col. 2: 8.

The great object and aim of the
lecturer seemed to be to follow the
line of those who had essayed to account for the origin of man in some
other way than had been revealed by
the Creator. I do not believe that
every feature of the development
theory is so vague as to be easily torn
to pieces, but very many of them are;
but I do not propose to stop here and
discuss that.
The kingdom of God is the principal thing that men and women have
had their attention called to all along
the ages, and it is that which you and
I ought to think of in shaping the
first a'.:lt in life as it is first of all that
is profitable to us~ Now I like to
represent this heavenly kingdom, its
orders and powers, for the reason that
in this there is no disparagement of
worth and merit, but each and all
have justice and equity meted from
~he basis of a correct judgment.
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There is no possibility in that kingdom of one man treading on the toes
of another, as the saying is; everyone
must have his rights. - The safety of
one is the safety of all and the wisdom
and justice of the kingdom must recognize this. If the great head of the
church could not violate any laws of
this kingdom, certainly you and I
could not.
The agency that was
given to. the human family at the beginning forms one of the laws of this
kingdom. The people are free.
Men and women often wonder how
it is that God does not put forth his
hand and save this one or that one
whether or not; why he is the head
of this kingdom, the governor; and as
such it ought not to be expected that
he would transgress the law or interfere with the rights of any member of
the kingdom. If the president of the
United States, because he is president,
should assume to send out an order
contrary to our liberties, demanding
that the people of the United States
obey, without the sanction of the two
houses of Congress, you know how
quickly we would shoulder our mus·
kets and go up to Washington. And
it would not be for the purpose of sustaining the president, either.
And
who would not approve of such a
course who loves liberty and right?
It ought not to be expected that
even with a finite ruler who is liable
to err and be misled that a violation
of the law by him will often occur.
His duties as well as those of the
humblest citizen are made clear, and
the rights of each are guaranteed.
But how much more is this true in the
kingdom of God. And I was pleased
with the decision of the court touching the case that was called to your
attention this morning, in the fact
that the judge gathered this idea so
readily as to the action in this church;
and although acknowledging the fact
of a governing head, he says:-

of the President of the church, or
the Quorum of Twelve, or the Quorum of Seventy, or the Quorum of
High Priests, or any other quorum of
the church, trampling upon the rights
of the people of this church unless
they go so far as to disregard and violate the constitutional law .• That is
where all the trouble lies. There is
no possibility so long as we keep
within the bounds of the law of the
church, of any one of these individuals or quorums, or all, injuring you,
or interfering with your rights, or
liberties, or property, or life, or anything else. It is impossible. So I
have never been alarmed, as I have
heard some express themselves. I
know there was such a thing done in
the past; but it was done by reason of
a violation of the law and constitution
of the church; it was done by usurpation; it was done through setting
aside that law we are bound to obey
and follow if we would have acceptance with God; and there can be no
lawful substitution for this either by
a new law adverse to what we have or
by a "living priesthood;" for God
cannot change, neither his law. He
does not leave his children to be
guided by the caprice of men, but has
called them to obey his law which is
certain and true. There is no man
who has ever lived to whom God has
said that we should follow. It was
taught, Follow me as I follow Christ,
by the great Apostle; but God never
placed himself at the disposition of
humanity here below.
If God should say to an individual
in this world, "You follow that man,"
then whatever the man did would be
to compromise God and thus God
might be compromised with evil.
Don't you see the reason of it? God
deals in principles; fixes the standard
in truth and asks us t.o think. And
when a few years ago I heard persons
who used to belong to what was termed
com- the Original Church of the Latter

The rule of action in this church is by
mon consent in the church, and nothing could
be imposed upon the members of this church
without their consent.

That is a truth embodied in divine
law, and is well set out in the :findings
of the Federal Court. The people of
this church, the membership, need
not be scared or afraid that somebody
will trample upon their rights, if they
will only look to the law and to the
testimony. I have never "been a,fraid

Day Saints, get up and testify that
they knew that Brigham Young was
a prophet, it was a puzzle to me until
I discovered the secret of their error.
The secret of it was simply that they
had forgotten God's law and looked at
the man, having closed their eyes to
the law; and if an individual does
that in the Church of Christ, he shows
, hiJ:llself (1n unworthy member. of that
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great body, because we are not cited
to men; but the truth. We are to be
judged by the law. Whoever shall
overcome and keep this law,-he it is
who will stand approved in the last
day. No wonder that we are instructed
by the Apostle to
try the spirits whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into
the world.-1 John 4: 1.

How shall we try them, you ask? I
answer, By the word of God, the law
which we have received.
If any man think himself to be a prophet,
or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the
things that I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.-1 Cor. 14: 37.

In other words, let his teaching be
in harmony with the law. Not adverse as was this man's to whom I
have referred.
I am aware that many think that
the leading men of the Reorganization
are not so strong as those of the old
organization. I do not so read them.
I look at the First Presidency of the
Reorganization as abler men in many
ways than the First Presidency of the
old organization.
They are more
careful and considerate as well as
spiritual men. They may not be as
gifted in certain directions, in revelations and prophetic utterances; that
may not be their work as it was with
some of the First Presidency in the
old organization; but in other ways,
in the understanding of the law of
Christ, and correctness of interpretation, I do not think the original
Presidency was any further ahead
than the present Presidency of the
church. And so it is with the Quorum of Twelve. Tb.ere has never
been a stronger Quorum of Twelve
Apostles in the nineteenth century
than those that belong to the present
Reorganization of the church, mentally, morally, or spiritually. Never.
I say it without fear of contradiction,
and without any desire to compliment
the present Quorum, either; because
what they are they have gained by
reason of hard work and labor, and
the blessing and favor as well as the
chastisement of the hand of God from
time to time when they did not live as
they should have lived. The honor
is the Lord's. The honor is due to
him who is the great Head of the
church. I may say the same with
reference to the Quorums of Seventy.
There were good men in the Quorums
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of Seventy in the old church; and
when we say but few were the equal
of the Seventy of the present day, it
is all that you can say in fact in my
opm10n. I have been privileged to
converse upon the religious question
with these men, and have had the
privilege of meeting some of the
Twelve of the old or original organization, and comparing them with the
present ones. The Twelve that are
now living that belonged to the original organization do not near compare
to-day with many of the Seventy of
the Reorganization. Do not compare
mentally or spiritually witb. the Seventy of the Reorganization. I only
refer to this because there has an idea
been entertained of some superiority
of those of the old among the people,
and it is a deceiver.
There is no danger to the body if we
will move forward without hesitation
and perform the work the Lord has
asked us to do, push the preaching of
the gospel in all the world and "live
by every word that proceedeth from
the mouth of God." Now I want
somebody to begin to think about
these duties and not think somebody
else is in apostasy, and that he is
about ready to fall, and that another
has about given up the faith because
he does not happen to indorse our
hobbies. Just give due credit to your
brother or sister as you would have
them give credit to you in this great
work of the Reorganization, and trust
that He who has guided the work thus
far is able to continue, and the work,
if we will but adhere to the principles
that should govern, will overcome by
and by, and salvation and redemption
will come and the kingdom Of
God will be here. And when it comes it
will not be in that we are rejoicing
over the downfall of the Gentiles. I
am glad President Smith made the
statement touching that this morning;
but when this time comes the Gentiles
and everybody else will be heard saying, "Honor, and praise, and glory
forever and ever to Him who sitteth
upon the throne, and who hath redeemed us." Why, salvation is not
just for this people, but it is for all
peoples. It is not for us to say that;
we will isolate ourselves, and that we
are going to do this in our way, and
go to heaven according to our plan.
We must be willing to tel:1ich and wtll-

ing to hear. Be ready to do good to
all men, and so perform without respect of persons.
A few mornings ago a brother rode
hastily up to the sidewalk, jumped off
his horse, and said,
,
"Brother Kelley, I want to ask you
a question."
"Well, all right:'
''I have heard a great many statements as to what parties had heard
and I thought I would ask you. A
brother told me yesterday that you
said that you could interpret revelations as well as Brother Joseph Smith,
and that you had just as good a right
to receive revelations as the President of the church."
You may imagine my surprise, for
I had never thought of such a thing,
let alone saying it. The canvass of
such an idea had never entered my
head. It had never entered my mind
that I could interpret a revelation at
all. In thinking over it since I am prepared to say that I have no recollection of ever canvassing the thought in
my own mind that I could interpret a
revelation better than or equal to
Brother Joseph, or Brother Cochran,
or any other brother or sister before
me. God knows I never had that
thought in my mind. I have this in
my mind, that neither Joseph Smith
nor myself can interpret a revelation
properly unless we have the Spirit of
God to aid or. qualify us for the work.
It is a matter which does not belong
to man, but to God, and man may only
properly act as he is qualified by God's
Spirit.
For this cause and for many others
it is necessary that men should become citizens of the kingdom of God
and abide its conditions:Righteousness, and peace, and joy in the
Holy Ghost. So let us abide and work,
tcusting in the Lord for help to overcome.
PROPHETS VINDICATED.

IN an able article on "Men who claim
divine missions," in Herald, page 122,
current volume, we find two items
made to do duty in a manner which
we think if carefully weighed by the
good brother would not have been so
used.
The first item referred to is the case
of Jacob represented as a deceiver imposing upon his aged father Isaac, and
fraudulently disr,ossessing Esau of }J.is
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birthright ;which, if carried to its legiti- to call attention is the reference had
mate issue, must of necessity implicate to the character of the prophet that
Rebekah in the practice of deceit upon lived near Bethel, as found in 1 Kings,
her husband, and wilfully defrauding chapter 13, verses 7 to 19, of whom it
her eldest son Esau out of his paternal is said, he was a false prophet. The
blessing, and placing it unjustly upon eighteenth verse of said chapter
the head of her younger son Jacob, King James' translation reads as folwhich has been done by many persons lows:He said unto him, I am a prophet also as
through mistaken zeal or misunderthou 3rt; and an angel spake unto me by the
standing of the texts.
word of the Lord, saying, Bring him back
This line of argument would lead to with thee into thine house, that he may eat
the unhappy conclusion, not only that bread and drink water. But he lied unto
the Prophet and Patriarch Isaac was him.
From the reading of this chapter
deceived, notwithstanding he was in
from
the seventh to the thirty-second
possession of the spirit of prophecy
and revelation, but might be damaging verses inclusive, if nothing else was
to all other prophecies; and still given upon the subject, we would be
further, it would make the Almighty driven to the conclusion that the
a party to the transaction, and if car- prophet, calling t.he man back was not
ried to its legitimate conclusion would a false prophet, for he not only holds
bring the Almighty down to the level the prophet from Judah in great revof capricious and intriguing man, and erence, but he :;i,lso prophesied in the
overturn the whole theory of divine name of the Lord concerning him sayinterposition in the affairs of men, as ing:Thus saith the Lorii, Forasmuch as thou
well as take the very foundation from
hast disobeyed the. mouth of the Lord, and
the plan of salvation revealed from hast not kept the commandment which the
Adam to Christ.
Lord thy God commanded thee, but earnest
The fact is the story of Jacob and back, and hast eaten bread and drunk water
Esau is a beautiful allegory, in which in the place, of the which the Lord did say to
thee, Eat no bread, and drink no water; thy
no injustice was practiced upon Esau carcass shall not come unto the sepulchre of
or deceit upon Isaac, and neither de- thy fathers.-1Kings13: 21, 22.
ceit nor fraud practiced by Rebekah
All of which literally came to pass.
or Jacob; but that the purpose of God It is evident, however, that a mistake
might stand as was declared, that somewhere exists. By turning to the
''The elder shall serve the younger." Inspired Translation we find it deIf not so that Jacob was designed by clared in the eighteenth verse that he
the Almighty to fill the station that he was directed by the angel of the Lord
did in life, even to the manner of his to try or prove him, and he so informs
birth, why was he not born first? and him of the fact. But the prophet from
thus avoid the necessity of a visible Judah no doubt thought the test was
manifestation of an election or choice ended when he refused to turn aside,
on the part of the Almighty.
or to eat by the way, and felt himself at
We are informed in Doctrine and liberty (after proving himself to the
Covenants, section 2, that the works, prophet) to turn aside before his
designs, and purposes of the Almighty journey was completed, which we
never fail; therefore, that man might think will appear from the deterlearn to bend his will to the decrees of mination of the prophet, as at first
heaven this and other allegories in the shown, to fulfill the word of the Lord,
Scriptures were given. We might and from the eighteenth verse, acfurther reason, why was a Reuben cording to the Inspired Translation,
first born to Jacob, and why was he which reads thus:He said unto him, I am a prophet also, even
displaced by the seed of Joseph?
Surely his life was foreseen by the Al- as thou, and an angel spake unto rne by the
word of the Lord, saying, Bring him back
mighty. As to the seed of Joseph, we with
thee unto thine house, that he may eat
might ask, why was Ephraim set be- bread and drink water, that I may prove
fore Manasseh? We have in the case him; and he lied not unto him.
I. N. W. COOPER.
of Jacob and Esau endeavored to give
Dictated March 6, 1897.
our views briefly in Herald, Septem- . LAMONI, Iowa.
'
ber 16, 1896, and will therefore riot
further enlarge upon it here.
The just are true and right; the right are
The second item to which we wish just and true.
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81Indau School 1lssocia1ions.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Members of Des Moines district who contemplate attending Sabbath school convention, June 11, to \Je held at Richland Creek,
will be met at Chelsea, on the Northwestern
from the east; and at Long Point, from the
west on the C. M. & St. P. They will be
met at Gadstone from the Rock Island road.
Bro. Lyke will meet all tha·t come on that
route; the first station east of Grinnell. This
program will be carried out to those attending district conference as well, which convenes on the 12th of June.
WM. JOHNSON, Sec.
The Little Sioux district Sunday school
convention will convene at Magnolia, Iowa,
June 4, 1897. Schools please see that delegates are appointed, as we have our annual
election of officers.
MRS. LENN A STRAND, Sec.
The Nauvoo district Sunday school convention will meet at Farmington, Friday morning, June 4, at 10: 30. The program for the
day will be as follows: Morning hour business session. Afternoon, 2: 30, essay, How
our bodies influence our souls, Daniel 1: 8-21.
Every delegate present is expected to read a
verse from the Bible, Book of Mormon, or
Doctrine and Covenants on the subject.
Bring your Bibles, Sunday school Quarterlies,
and Winnowed Songs with you, as you will
need them in your work. We hope to have a
teachers' meeting during the time, that all
may be benefited, and that the Spirit of God
may direct us. There will be preaching at
night by some one of the missionaries, to the
teachers and Sunday school workers.
In gospel bonds,
HATTIE MCKIERNAN, Supt.
The Kewanee district Sunday school association will meet at Millersburg, Illinois,
June 4, 1.S97, at two p. m. We hope each
school in the district will be fully reported
and represented. Please send reports to secretary, so his report may be made representing the strength and number of schools of the
district. 'fhe officers as per last resolution
are preparing an entertainment, and instructive papers will be read in the evening.
s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Secretary.
KEWANEE, Illinois.

Mi&GBllaneotls Department
PASTORAL.
ILLINOIS AND WISCONSIN.
To the Saints of the Nm·thern Illinois and
Wisconsin Mission; Greeting:-Having been
placed in charge of the above mission, I take
this means of forming a better acquaintance
with all the saints and friends in the mission.
Dear saints, there has a new era dawned
upon the history of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, that I
and many others have hoped and prayed for
so many years. It was witnessed ou the 12th
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of April in the conference at Lamoni, Iowa,
that the church was no longer a remnant;
the leading quorums were filled, and the
Spirit of God resting on the congregation,
bearing witness to many that God was well
pleased with his servants and the position
they occupied before him. And it is to be
hoped all will take new courage and arise
and shake the coals from our garments, and
seek to do something that will help to move
the cause of Zion, that the mission year before us may be a successful one, and many be
added to the church. To that end I shall
labor, hope, and pray. Those who have been
appointed as laborers with me in the mission
are strangers to each other in mi.ssion work;
but I trust our acquaintance will be pleasant,
and for the good of all. I have no personal
feelings to be gratified; all my desire is that
all should be respected and dealt with in
mercy and in accordance with the law and
order and usages of the church.
I have placed in charge of Wisconsin Bro.
W. A. McDowell; all laborers in that part of
the mission will please report to him and he
to me, as rules of reporting demand. Bro.
F. M. Cooper will have charge of missionary
work in Northern Illinois district, devoting
as much time in the city of Cnicago as circumstances may demand or wisdom direct.
All missionary laborers in the above-named
district will please report to him. Bro. T. J.
Sheldon will have charge of the missionary
work in the Kewanee district, and all of
Northern Illinois that may not be included in
above-named district; all associated laborers
to report to him.
We ask for the cooperation of all local
laborers of the districts and branches, saints
and friends, to assist in the great missionary
work now before us, that much goGd may
come to the church. I expect to be in the
mission as soon as circumstances will permit;
hope to meet with the saints at as many conferences as I can and become better acquainted
with the saints and mission. I do not expect
to locate at any one place, but travel and
labor in the mission as the Spirit and wisdom
may direct.
Daar saints, let us labor together as one,
that success may attend.
Your servant and fellow laborer for final
triumph,
Jmm H. LAKE.
T.EMPLE

P.

0.,

Ohio, home address.

WES'l'ERN PENNSYLVANIA, OHIO, E'l'C.

'l'o the Officers and Members of lVestern Pennsi;lvania, Ohio, Virginia, West Yirginia, and
Northeastern Kentucky; Greeting: - Having
been reappointed in charge of the abovenamed mission, I herewith invite your hearty
support and cooperation during the current year. The recent General Conference
and its grand results is indeed very gratifying and comfortin,r to those of us who for
many years have been fasting and praying
and looking forward with anticipation to the
day when our heavenly Father would complete the organization of the church by
filling up the vacancies in the leading quorums. The fact that our prayers have been
answered and the desires of our hearts have
been realized, should infuse new life in us and
inspire us to sacrifice and labor with greater

diligence to bring our fellow men to a knowledge of God and his Christ through the
preaching of the gospel.
Truly the field is white and ready to harvest. Therefore, let us thrust in our sickle
and reap wit~ a will to gather in the golden
grain. We sincerely hope that the local
officers will ably second the efforts of the
traveling ministry, that together we may be
colaborers with Christ. The traveling missionaries are hereby admonished not to interfere with local affairs, only when directed to
regulate district and branch affairs by the
proper authorities. Let us all strive to work
in harmony with the divine injunction which
says, "The work now lying before the missionary quorums of the church is of such
increased magnitude and importance-the
field so white unto the harvest, and the need
for laborers so great-the Twelve and the
Seventy, under their direction, together with
such High Priests and elders as can travel
and preach as missionaries, shall be free to
wait upon their ministry in gospel work,
leaving the branches and districts where
organization is effected to the care and administration of the standing ministers."Book of Doctrine and Covenants, page 355.
It will require temporal means to successfully ciarry on the work committed to our
care; hence, send your tithes and free-will
offerings to the Bishop's agents in your
respective districts, as the Lord shall prosper you. The most of you have done nobly
in the past, but let us all try to do better the
present year. The following faithful brethren have been assigned to labor in the mission: R. Etzenhouser, J. C. Foss, James
Moler, L. R. Devore, D. L. Shinn, H. E.
Moler, J. L. Goodrich, G. H. Godbey, F. J.
Ebeling, F. C. Smith, S. J. Jeffers, and Joseph Biggs. The missionaries and the missionary in charge have labored harmoniously
together in the past, and we hope that the
pleasant relationship will continue in future.
I shall expect a report from the ministry as
heretofore, once every quarter. All those
who desire preaching, notify me by 'addressing me at Temple, Lake County, Ohio.
Dear saints, let us all labor with renewed diligence the present conference
year, and let us pray earnestly that great
success attend our weak efforts.
Yours in the conflict,
GOMER

T.

GRIFFITHS.

NORTHEAST AND NORTHWEST KANSAS.

1'o the Ministry and Saints in Northeast .and
Northwest Kansas Districts; Greetinq:-Ha ving
been reappointed in charge in the above mission, I wish to call the attention of those
concerned to a few matters of importance
pertaining to our work.
First, you will notice by report of annual
conference that the number of General Conference appointees has been reduced to three,
Brn. E. A. Davis, L. F . .Tohnson, and the
writer. This weakening of our ministerial
force is partly and happily condoned for by
the generous offer of Brn. J. W. Hudgens
and N. S. Dunnington ~o put in their entire
time in the work.
Second, respecting the purchase of a tent

by and for the Northeast Kansas district,
this will be impracticable at the present
time, for two reasons: first, the amount donated, $50, is insufficient; second, the number
of laborers assigned us is too few to conduct
tent work. By another year, we may hope
the tent fund and the numbers of workers
may increase so that we may procure and use
a tent.
Third, Brn. E. A. Davis and J. W. Hudgens
will be associated together in Northeast
Kansas district, with the understanding that
Bro. Davis shall continue, as previously
arranged, to labor in Atchison and vicinity,
and that Bro. J. W. Hudgeris hold himself in
readiness to respond to requests for preaching in the various parts of the district. Bro.
P. Cadwell, president of district, and others
interested, will please note. Bro. J. W.
Hudgens' address is Baker, Kansas.
Bro. N. S. Dunnington and the writer will
reach the Northwest Kansas district as early
in June as possible, with the expectation of
working with the tent. We wish to use it
where the labor done will be most effective.
We wait determination of this until consultation can be had with Bro. H. Hart, president
of the district, and further information is received as to what place or places would
best be worked.
Bro. L. F. Johnson will be left at liberty to
continue his labors in Northwest Kansas district and answer such calls as may be made to
him for preaching in that district.
April 19 the writer came to Maysville,
Missouri, at the solicitation of Elder J. M.
T"rry, to defend the cause against the attack
of Mr. William Kirby. To-night we begin a
debate of nine evenings in the Latter Day
Saints' church near Maysville. This detention from my own field seemed unavoidable.
In justice to the saints and faith here, a
defense was demanded. I hope, however,
Missouri, in the matter of ministerial aid,
will accept the doctrine of "reciprocity" and
practice it, by giving us help sometime.
Mail sent to Fanning, Kansas, any time,.
will reach me.
Very truly,
W. S. PENDER
FREMONT DISTRICT.

'l'o the Saints of Fremont District, G1·eeting;
Dear Brethren and Sisters in the Lord:-Having been returned by the direction of the
leading authorities of the church to labor
with you in the interest of this great work
that is so dear to our hearts, and that we so
much love, I greet you again with joy, and
call upon you once more in the name of our
loving Master, to come forward to the help
of his cause; let us labor together in love
and unity, as in the past fourteen years.
God has wonderfully blessed us, and poured
out his Spirit upon us, filling our hearts with
joy, and has added many precious souls to
our number, who have nobly and willingly
stepped out and assisted us as best they
could, both by precept and example to move
the work along.
There has never been any conflict or iar
between us and the authorities of the district. We have labored harmoniously together all these years; and trust that in
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future there shall not anything take place to
mar our peace; nothine- interdictory to hinder the onward march of the work; and to
this end let us labor together in the spirit of
the Master. And when we pray, let us pray
from the heart, as the great preceptor taught,
saying, "Father forgive us our trespasses, as
we forgive those that trespass against us."
What we have done in the past has been in
all ''good conscience before God," and toward
all; having in view only the good of the
work, and the general good of all my brothers and sisters. Thanking you for your support in past years, still trusting that I may
through the grace of God be able to merit
your confidence and love in the corning years.
And I herewith tender my sincere thanks to
the dear saints of the Nodaway district, and
shall ever remember the good times had with
you in heavenly places in Christ Jesus, for
your good desires towards me, and liberality
in administering to my temperal necessities.
May God our Father reward you both here
and in the hereafter, is my earnest prayer.
We met Bro. D. Hougas, the president of
this district, with Brn. W. N. Gaylord and
James Roberts, of Shenandoah, with Elder
William Leeka and wife, of Thurman, here
yesterday, Sunday, May 3, to attend the dedication of the church bought by the saints of
this place. Some of the leading brethren of
the branch, with the ad vise and consent of
all, have assumed the responsibility; and
have a clear deed to the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. And
many, by their works and good intentions
manifested yesterday, showed that they were
determined to stand by these brethren, and
thus help to shoulder the burden.
The sermon in the morning was by Elder
D. Hougas; it was timely, fitting, and opportune.
Dedicatory prayer by Elder H.
Kemp. The Spirit of the Master was present in power. In the afternoon fellowship
meeting; all seemed to be imbued with God's
Holy Spirit, and as they rose one after the
other, and spoke of the goodness of God to
them, tears of gratitude coursed down the
cheeks of nearly all in the house, thanking
our heavenly Father for his matchless goodness and infinite wisdom in opening up the
way for them to get a house in which to wors:1ip the Lord their God. Many not of the
church rejoiced with us, and congratulated
us in being so fortunate, and expressed them
selves better satisfied with our work, and
hoped to know both us and the work better
in the future.
Thus the work moves on. God is moving
amidst the people by the power of his spirit;
and we are hopeful for the work in this place.
We shall stay and do what we can, preaching
the word in this house.
God will speed the work in all the land and
nations of the eaath.
Yours most truly,
HENRY KEMP.

To the Saints of Decatur District; G?'eeting:Beloved in the Lord, permit me to salute
you in the grace of our blessed Master, and
to assure you of my deep anxiety for the
spread and establishment of our holy cause
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in righteousness. I felt at the time your
vote was given, and still feel the weight and
grave responsibility of the office of pastor
over such an important charge as this district; and especially so on coming into touch
with all parts or sections of the district, and
discovering so much that is of an unfavorable character to prosperity, demanding immediate attention in regulating that the ill
may be removed and the good have ample
opportunity of developing. My success in
accomplishing the needed work in this district will largely depend upon the liberty
and privileges granted in the discharge of
duty and the assistance and cooperation of
both members and officers within the limits
of the district, and the guidance of the Holy
Spirit.
I feel somewhat keenly embarassments not experienced by my predecessor in
office; however, I shall seek to freely, earnestly, and humbly give to this important
work my undivided time and the full benefit
of my long and active service in the cause of
Christ.
The Lord having kindly spoken to us in the
law concerning the care and government of
branches and districts as follows: "In the
meantime, branches and their officers, and
districts and their officers, are to be considered as provided for by my law to carry on
the work of the ministry- in caring for the
membership of the church, and to relieve the
Twelve and Seventy from the vexation and
anxiety of looking after local organizations
when affected."-D. C. p. 347.
Again: "In matters of personal importance and conduct arising in branches or districts, the authorities of those branches or
districts should be authorized and permitted
to settle them."-D. C. p. 349.
I cheerfully assent to the provisions of the
law, and if "permitted" will trJ to faithfully
comply with its requirements. When ministerial assistance is required by the branches
(or other locs.li ties of the district), and
timely notice is given me, I will make the
effort to supply the needed help promptly
upon the application.
All local ministers are respectfully urged
to thoughtfully and carefully consider the
necessity and importance of employing their
time in teaching and preaching the g·ospel in
their several localities, that their friends
and neighbors shall have ample opportunity
of hearing the angel's message and prepare
themselves for the kingdom and coming of
the Son of God.
'I'hose who have been chosen as branch
officers will find it of great benefit in their
labor of love that they shall avoid hasty or
harsh expressions, so that in all their ministrations they shall be kindly disposed and
considerate of the feelings of all, even of
those who need to be chided for folly, or
those whose acts have to 'be rebuked for sinful actions. Those having the watchcare of
branches will seek to be diligent and selfsacrificing in providing for all the regular
meetings, and to see that proper persons who
are prompt, faithful, and spiritual are in
charge; that whenever the celebration of the
sacrament is to be observed, that bread and
wine, as required, be provided, and that a
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qualified officer is present to administer.
No branch officer should neglect his duties and
requirements in his branch to fill outside calls.
Let me impress upon the attention of branch
officers the paramount importance and great
responsibility that rests upon them to see
that the household of faith shall be constantly and fully taught in all the principles
of the gospel, as also the necessity of the several duties required of the individual member. There would be consistency and wisdom
in those ministers who teach, either in public or in private, that they should be examples of purity and cleanliness; for the Lord
hath counseled: ''Be ye clean that bear the
vessels of the Lord."-D. C. p. 137. This includes all pertaining to mind and body, act
and conversation. We cannot be too careful
about this matter, for lately the Lord said:
"Be clean."-D. C. p. 346. In the rise of the
church the Word of Wisdom was: "And
again, strong drinks are not for the belly, but
for the washing of your bodies. And again,
tobacco is not for the body, neither for the
belly, and is not good for man, but is an herb
for bruises and all sick cattle, to be used with
judgment and skill. And again, hot drinks
are not for the body or belly."-D. C. p. 245.
The latest word of advice to us reads, ''Men
of God, who bear the vessels of the Lord, be
ye clean in your bodies and in your clothing;
let your garments be of a sober character and
free from excess of ornamentation. Avoid
the use of tobacco, and be not addicted to
strong drink in any form, that your counsel
to be temperate may be made effectual by
your example."-D. C. p. 344. I assure one
anl: all that it is pleasing to our heavenly
Father that we hear him in all things and
abide his counsel and instruction.
Ordination is not a badge of reward for
dress parade exhibition, but is a means of
usefulness to the uplifting of humanity and
doinl2" good in the church of the living God.
Should there arise misunderstanding, observe the following: "Let not the sun go
down upon your wrath."-Eph. 4: 26; see also
Matt. 5: 21-26. In this connection observe
God's direction: "I, the Lord, will forgive
whom I will forgive, but of you it is required
to forgive all men."-D.andC.p.192. In trouble
have not confidants;talk first with the offender
plainly but kindly, if you are not successful
of amicable settlement, call in another {the
teacher) to aid you: if still no adjustment,
you may lay it before the elders; but it is
both unwise and unlawful to spread one's
trouble. Be not guilty of doing that which
you are commanded not to do; and be equally
sure that you do not omit to do that which is
cJmmanded you to do.
I feel the premonition of the Spirit, that
the promise-the hastening time is near, yea,
very near; and that the saints are beginning
to be obedient to the invitation, "Come up
higher." I would therefore exhort that one
and all seek to have part in the Lord's WODderful work; "faith without works is dead."
All can be helpers by sending your tithe or
freewill offering to David Dancer or E. L.
Kelley, Lamoni, Iowa, or hand the same to
me; it would be an exhibition of our confidence in the work, if the two thousand names
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of this district should appear upon the
Bishop's report for this year. Do not hesitate on account of the smallness that shall
appear opposite your name, so that the gift
is all that you can afford, and it is done with
an eye single to the service of God.
It would be advisable that all meetings and
ministrations in branches be with the consent
and knowledge of those in charge; however,
let not there be too particular straining for
authority; let not the work suffer because of
red-ribbon practice or iron-clad rule; but
adopt the ancient usage "with love; in honor
preferring one another," for all are "equally
honorable."·
I heartily indorse the fifth paragraph of J.
R. Lambert's "pastoral" in Herald, for April
28, 1897, and trust that none will go contrary
to instruction as to "fitness and preparation"
for baptism; trouble and shame can be saved
to the church by being careful and obedient.
To all saints let me urge: "See that you
love one another; cease· to be covetous; learn
to impart one to an.other as the gospel requires; cease to be idle; cease to he unclean;
cease to find fault one with another; cease to
sleep longer than is needful; retire to thy
bed early, that ye may not be weary; arise
early, that your bodies and your minds may
be invigorated; and above all things, clothe
yourselves with the bonds of charity, as with
a mantle, which is the bond of perfectness
and peace; pray always, that yoi.. may not
faint until I come."-D. C. p. 242.
We are entitled to the blessings of God
only on condition that we keep his law, not
otherwise. Let the men of the church avoid
familiarity with females, likewise let the
women of the church avoid familiarity with
men; then the church will be saved mortification by lapses from virtue, and the sin of
the world rebuked. Vie not with each other
in what is done for place, or praise of men,
but the reverse, that you may please God,
and like Moroni, say in your soul, "I seek
not for power, but to pull it down." Let the
uplifting and sustaining of "all truth" be the
sole object of your labor. As a servant of
Christ I bid you God speed.
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Dist. Pres.
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first. Because none knew the contents of
that paper, they kicked it from side to side
of the sidewalk, and when she picked it up,
knowing what it contained, they cried, "April
fool." But who was fooled? And that is our
position to-day spiritually; we know what we
have. Proper investigation would have revealed the contents of the "straw paper"
SURE, and so with this work of God. "If any
man will do his will he SHALL KNOW." We
have-a work to do to acquit ourselves before
God.
We need funds to supply the ministers'
families, and also the needy, worthy poor.
Let us not act like the world, let us walk in
the light of our Father.
I have been placed here by the Bishop of
God's true church to look after the poor
among us, and also the families of the ministers. Will you help me to do so?
I thank you for the response you have made
to my appeals before, and I now urge you to
aid me in the performance of this solemn
trust.
May God bless and prosper you, and give
you needed grace to walk as he would have
you.
In bonds,
CHAS. A. PARKIN,
Bishop's Agent.
3010 16th St., SAN

FRANCISCO,

Cal.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

Birmingham district, England, annual conference will convene in the Mi_ddle Class
schoolroom, Priestly Road, Birmingham,
Saturday, June 5, 1897, at 7: 30 p. m. All intending visitors are requested to notify Bro.
T. Taylor, the Grove, Bournbrook Road,
Selly Park, one week before conference convenes. Elders and priests (otherwise than
presiding priests of branches) should report
by letter or in person, if by letter inclosing
their license for indorsement, Brethren are
hereby reminded of notice given at 1896 conference, that as many of the brethren had become lax in giving in reports and forwarding
licenses for indorsement, that such action
next year (this 1897) be dealt with strictly
by law of said district, and will not be indorsed unless rules be complied with. ReLucAs, Iowa, May 5.
ports and licenses to be sent secretary,
Brighton House, Institute Road, King's
Heath, Birmingham.
BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICES.
C. H. CATON, Pres.
NOR'L'HERN CALIFORNIA.
c. WALTON, Sec.
'l'o the Saints in Northern District of" California; Greeting:-No doubt you are all rejoicThe district conference of Montana will
ing over the complete organization and our convene at Reese Creek, Gallatin County,
Father's love and watchcare. You may justly Montana, on Saturday, June 5, 1897, at eleven
feel proud of the church, and more so that a. m. Come all that can, and bring the
you are members of the true and only true Spirit of peace, and we will have a spiritual
church "upon the face of the whole earth." time. Branches will please have their reI rejoice exceedingly with you that God ports ready and in the hands of the secretary
heard our prayers, respected our fasting, and on the aforesaid date. We are expecting
granted that which we sought. Do we ap- some of the brethren from the east to be
preciate enough our privilEges? While present.
A. B. MOORE, Dist. Pres.
thousands are in doubt and uncertainty,
wrapped in midnight darkness, we are perThe Spring River district conference will
mitted to bask in his true light and listen to convene with the Columbus branch at Sherhis guiding voice.
win, Kansas, June 11, at eight p. m. Branch
While the wor1d cries, "Delusion,'' "False presidents and clerks will please take notice,
prophet," we are like the old lady who have your branch reports properly filled out,
dropped a bundle of bills wrapped in "straw" and in time, lest they be returned for correcpaper on Broadway, New York, on April tions. By looking over the heading of your

blank reports you can readily see what is re·
quired to make the report complete. Be
sure to have the correct date and month of
birth, baptisms, ordination, marriage, place,
and by whom, when received or removed,
died or expelled; also remember your quarterly collections in favor of district.
Branches that have not already responded
will please take notice, that the district owes
seventeen dollars on the district tent, and
are requested to collect 8ix dollars as per
resolution. Forward all moneys, reports,
and communications to me, at Jasper City,
Missouri, or hand them to me on the llth or
morning of the 12th, so as to give me ample
time to make out my own report. Come and
bring the Spirit of the Master with you.
J.C. CHRESTENSEN 1
Clerk and treasurer.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux
district will convene at Magnolia, Iowa, on
Saturday, June 5. Send your reports as
early as possible.
ALMA M FYRANDO, Sec.
0

The conference of th 3 Fremont, Iowa, district will convene at the Farm Creek chapel,
Henderson, Iowa, Saturday, June 12, 1897, at
ten a. m.. The Sunday school convention to
meet eight p. m., Thursday preceding. Elders, priests, teachers, and deacons please remember their written reports. Send all
reports to the secretary at Henderson, Iowa.
Come one and all for a good and profitable
time.
D. HOUGAS, Dist. Pres.
The Kewanee district conference will convene at Millersburg, Illinois, June 5 and 6,
1897. This conference will be the time for
election of officers, and as many as possible
should be in attendance, so that the district
will be fully represented.
s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Sec.
KEWANEE\ Illinois.

The Mobile district conference will convene
June 12 and 13 with Three Rivers branch.
Branches will be provided with blanks upon
which to make their reports. Branch presidents are requested to see that reports are
properly made out and sent to conference by
delegate, or if no delegate goes, send report
by mail to district secretary, C. I. Carpenter,
at Escatawpa, Mississippi, after June l. It is
hoped that every branch may be well represented, as officers are to be elected and
important business to be done. Come, everybody, and let's have a good time.
w L. BOOKER, Pres
c. I. CARPENTER, Sec.
0

0

The Clinton, Missouri, district conference
will convene at Rich Hill, June 12 and 13.
Remember this i~ the conference at which
new officers are chosen. Send all branch
reports so they may reach my address not later
than June 9, and as much earlier as possible.
Fill out blank reports, as conference does not
accept any other. Let us have full attendance. Come with the Spirit of the Master
and we shall return home rejoicing.
The Sunday school convention convenes
the 11th.
A. LLOYD, Pees.
ELLA MILLER, Clerk.
1018 E. Locust St., NEVADA, Mo.
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(Established 1860.)
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Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

BL AIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class Wtirk done in our Jine. Ladies'
hair cleaning a.t fl.hop or houE<e, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in conn~ction.
F. A. BLACK.

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged ((ottage of four main
rooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;

cistern for 1nside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
.fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purchai:;er may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about ~50 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunee
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, coutainilng the most popular words and music used
by the sain-ts.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather ....................... l 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ..........•••... 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper .........................•.... $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . .. . . . • . • • • 35
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.)
Morocco grain russia .............. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 25
Cloth..............................
75
WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers .•••••••••.••..••.••••. $ 25
Cloth • • ••• . • • •• ••• ••••. •• •••••••••
35

FRUIT FARMS.
I have five twenty acre tracts of choice fruit land for

sale. This land lies in the same community of these
large fruit farms in Howell County, Missouri, one mile
and a half from a railroad town, and in a branch of saints.
Two of the tracts have houses and bearing orchards on
them now, with fine prospect for crop this year.
For further particulars send stamp and address,
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.

J

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 C< nts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dirtrict and branch pres id en ts,
and Bishop's a.gents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church pnbllcations, and assi•t the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Business letters, eubscriptlonsi remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Rem1tta11ceH should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per lnch each insertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month,s insertion, five per cent; three :months. fift.een per cent; six
months, twenty~.fi.ve per cent; one vear forty _per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion npon the Ii.1st or
last pages of cover, wili be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. Fur reading notices,
(on outside pa~es of cover~ unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centa
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-claBS
mail matter.)

I
WHAT IS MAN?
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. 'l'he Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of Hie Body in a Conscious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Exa.mined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely < x 1mined the subject upon which he bas written, both in
study and in oral discu,,sion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and a·estiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his pnexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are lea<ling feaLures of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
5f.
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issue's
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial aiithority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re·
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••••.•••....•••••••••••••••• $1 2.}

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.

JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED AND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF 'l'HE BOOK
OF MORMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

:yr.

By Elder
W. Blair. New al'.ld revised
edition, 200 pages.
Paper covers .........•............ $ 35
Cloth, limp........................
50

BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

This tr:.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of tho
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the "eneral position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
do?'., .30 ce11 t11.

SENT FREE!
To any verson interested in humane mat"
ters, or who loves animals, we will send free,
upon application, acopyofthe "ALLIANCE,"
the organ of this Society. In addition to its
intensely interesting reading, it contains a
list of the valuable and unusual premiums
given by the pap·2r. Address,

THE NATm~!Al Hll~1 NE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building,
:N\,tW YORK.
THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show tha.t
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are ~widences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. The<1logical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archa3ology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient.
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth .............................. $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district conferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth .............................. $ 75
Library ............................ 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many mis·
representations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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AFTERGLOW.
' A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
llandsomelyillustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .•••. ·......................... $1 50
White vegetable parchment .•.•.••• 1 75
Leather ......................•...•. 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges .•• 2 50

The Royal-White and Pure
as the Driven Snow.

GRACELAND COLLEGE!

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
fa.rm orSO acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close bv.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pa)'ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

Absolutely Pure

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, qnarts, $1.25 per

ilottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. & MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni. !owa..

fl:OYAL.BAKING POWDER CO., NSW YORK.

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with
name and address, or place of worship and
ftOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.- hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An exlllpecl&l 11ttention given to Builders' Hardware.
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price
lieliable goods snd right prices. Estimates fnrniehell
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
LAMONI HARDWARE CO. $1.00
othfilr styles, as ordered.

HARDWAREB

QUIT-TO-BAC
Cures the tobacw habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes.post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure yoo write ne and we will return your
money. It cures others, why not you? Yon rnn
no risk in trvin!l it. Why delay longer? Send
in your order to-aay. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges;
»rice $1.50.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to on<!
h&lf mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, foi.n·,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suits.bk
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN.
LAMONI, lowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ENGINE FOR SALE.
A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
For sale at a bc.rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La"Uoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Bookbindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Ste ...eotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work pl.'omptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low A.

TRADE MARK.t.11DESUC lllS,
COPYRIClHTS &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patents
tn America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly. terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BoQK ON P .A.TENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &. CO.,
361 .Broadway, New York,

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonable.
Apply to
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH,
Cloth ..... , •..•••................... $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........•.. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges .....• 1 75
Morocco, gilt edge8 ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With marginal references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spo;.tiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.
NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, de·
signed especially for Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth; leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia .•................• 1 25
Seal grain russia, gilt edges •......• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's editions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-a.gate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stoc$: to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
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AZTEC WRITINGS IN IOWA.
ANOTHER MANUSCRIPT LEFT BY THAT
HISTORICAL RACE.

THE archreological museum at the
Ohio State University has been enriched by a find of great rarity and
value. A fortunate chance has placed
it in possession of an Aztec manuscript, the fifth so far as known in
existence in the entire world, and the
only one now in America, the others
all being in European museums.
The story of the unearthing of this
remarkable relic and the manner in
which it came into the hands of the
university is highly interesting. On
September 2 last [1896], J. T. Griffith,
a laboring man of Fairfield, Iowa., in
the employ of the water works of that
city while engaged in excavating,
brought to light what was apparently
an ordinary chunk of wood, except
that its surface was encrusted with a
coating of pitch. The object was
found about three feet below the surface, the dimensions being a foot in
length by eight inches in width and
five or six inches in thickness. A
stroke with the pick caused it to break
open, revealing a space that had been
scooped out of the center, in which lay
a shell of birch bark, covered on one
side with strange looking hieroglyphics.
The laborer was intelligent enough

to realize that the find was of some
value, and refrained from the vandal·
ism of which many uneducated workmen might have been guilty. He
carefully preserved the curious object,
and later it was brought to the attention of Miss Emma Clarke of the same
city, who became interested in having
scientific judgment passed upon it.
She laid the matter before Professor
Edwin Sparks of the University of
Ohicago. The latter gentleman, knowing of the valuable collection in the
possession of the Ohio ArchaiJlogical
Society and the State University, and
of the zeal of the curator of the same,
Professor Warren Moorehead, to secure additions to the museum, referred Miss Clarke to him.
From the description which the lady
sent to Professor Moorehead, he coneluded that the find was nothing less
than an Aztec manuscript, and with
the instinct of the true archreologist,
his fingers itched to get hold of the
treasure. Several letters passed between the curator and Miss Clarke,
with the result that the relic was finally forwarded to the Ohio Archaiological Society, being received at the
college a few days ago.
The bark is of extreme thinness,
and is of the character which was or·
dinarily employed by th~ Aztecs in
their writings. The hieroglyphics are
made with reed pigment, and remain
fresh and distinct. The natural color
of the bark is also well preserved.
The three pieces into which the manu script is divided are from three to four
inches long and from two to three
inches wide. The edges are broken
in two or three places; impairing a
portion of the writing. As soon as
Professor Moorehead received the relie he telegraphed to Mr. Griffith,
asking him to dig again and see if he
could not find the missing fragments.
The latter replied that he had made a
search for them at the time of the discovery, but without success.
The wooden case in which the m1nuscript was inclosed is in a fair state
of preservation. It is of hickory and
the inside is charred. It had been
rudely fashioned with a stone ax. But

£;;;
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/ for the coating of pitch it must have
long since gone to decay and its precious contents with it. Accompanying
the relic were two photographs of the
spot on which it was found.
The
scene is an open prarie, evidently the
extreme suburbs of the little city. All
doubt is set at rest as to the character
of the relic. Its Aztec origin was
speedly determined upon examination
by Professor Moorehead, whose extensive researches in archaiology in
connection with the Smithsonianlnstitution at Washington, D. 0., makes
him familiar with the signs employed
by this race in their writings. Lest
any suspicion should attach to the
genuineness of the manuscript a letter
was received with the latter, signed by
a number of prominent citizens of
Fairfield, testifying to Mr. Griffith's
veracity and trustworthiness. This
is unnecessary, however, as the relic
on the face of it is what it purports to
be. In order to haveperpetralred ;;;uch
a fraud Mr. Griffith must have been an
Aztec scholar. There are but three
works extant upon this branch of
archreological science, and the copies
are very rare and expensive. It is
unlikely that any laboring man would
have had the knowlege of the existence
of these books let alone access to
them. However, this point does not
need to be discussed, as imposture is
remove:l beyound the bounds of possibility.
Many interesting questions are
aroused at sight of this fragmentary
reminder of an extinct people. The
one that most naturally suggests itself
is in regard to the translation of the
strange characters. What does the
writing say? The most learned
scholar is obliged to shake his head at
this inquiry. The sad fate of an
eminent archreologist of Philadelphia
is recalled. Dr. H. D. Cresson was a
graduate of two schools of medicine
and a painter of rare ability, who bad
exhibited and won recognition as an
artist in Paris. He was also interested in other branches of science and
art, and was connected with the
Smithsonian Institution at the time
Professor Moorehead was there. The
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doctor tookup the study of an Actec
manuscript and spent years in the
vain attempt to decipher it, Too close
application to the work finally unbalance his mind, and while suffering
from mental aberration he shot himself in Central Park, New York, in
1884.
Professor Moorehead will send the
manuscript to the Smithsonian Institution and have it passed upon by the
archreological authorities there. He
does not expect. though, that they will
be able to read it, as this feat has not
been accomplished in the case of any
of the other Aztec manuscripts in ex·
istence. He believes that the time is
coming, however, when they will give
up their secret. It will be remembered
that it has only been wi~hin recent
years that scholars have been able to
read the Egyptian hieroglyphics. Dr.
Daniel G. Brinton, of the museum of
the University of Pennsylvania, the
greatest living Aztec student, gives it
as his opinion that instead of consisting of an alphabet the language is
phonetic, like the Chinese, each character signifying an idea.
A gleam of light is thrown upon the
manuscript in question by Professor
Moorehead. It is no doubt of religious
significance.
The circle of spots
which surrounds the human figure is
known to be the sun symbol. The figure is evidently meant to signify a
priest of the sun or a chief protected
by the sun. On the upper fragment
is a house-like figure, which denotes a
temple. The semi-circle of spots
above it shows that it is a temple of
the sun.
As to the probable age of the manu-

1
1

scene of the old Aztec civilization was
no nearer to the spot than the present
boundary line of Mexico. This might
be accounted for in two ways. It was
either carried by an expedition of
Aztecs into the present territory of
1
Southern Iowa, or was captured and
borne away by Indian tribes during
their wars with this semi-civilized nation. In whatever manner it came to
the location in which it lay buried for
centuries, it must have been carried a
distance of not less than 2,000 miles.
The Indians employed picture writing
in recording their deeds, using for the
purpose buffalo skins, bark and other
substances. The Aztec manuscript is
not to be cor.fused, however, with this
class of relics, as it belongs to a higher
civilization, and in the discerning eye
of the archreological scholar has nothing in common with Indian records.
The find is in every way a unique
one, adding, as has already been
stated, a fifth Aztec manuscript to the
possessions of the world. The others
are all larger than this one, although
Professor Moorehead regards it as a
very fine specimen. The characters
are the same as the manuscripts in
possession of the famous Trocadero
Museum at Paris, the Vatican Museum at Rome, and the Berlin Museum.
This new piece of Aztec writing is
placed under an air-tight glass and
I inclosed in a frame. In this manner
it will be sent to the Smithsonian Institution, and after its. return will be
preserved in the archreological museum of the State University at Orton
Hall.-Oolumbus Dispatch.

USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT
GREECE,

script, it cannot be less than 400
years. At the time· of the Spanish
conquest, in 1500, the Aztec civiliza- IT had a population of 2•187, 208 at the
tion in Mexico was stamped out, census of 1890.
their records were destroyed by the
It is called '•Hellas" by its people.
The mean temperature of Greece is
fanatical priests and no vestige of
· na t"10nal"t
11
d t o remam.
·
64° Fahrenheit, but it is hot there in
th eir
1 y a owe
All the literature, as far as known, . summer.
except the few fragments of which
No part of Greece is forty miles
mention has been made, were sacri- from the sea or ten from the hills.
Ab t
h If f th
l t"
ficed. No writing was done by the
. ou o~e- a o
e popu a 10n are
Aztecs after they were crushed by the agriculturists and shepherds.
Spanish conquerors. How much the
It has an area of 25,000 square
D)anuscript in question may have ante- miles, or less than half that of Illinois,
dated this event is a matter of con- with about the present population of
.
1
I n d iana, or ess. .
jecture.
,
Another question that may be asked
The Greek :flag is a white cross on
is as to how the manuscript came to be a blue ground-the Bavarian colors
found as far north as Iowa, when the and the Greek cross.

Greece has few rivers and many
hills. None of the former is navigable, and many of the latter are fortified.
Its boundary limits were determined
by an arrangement among Great Britain, France, Russia, and Turkey,
concluded at Constantinople on July
21, 1832, but the Turks never surren·
dered all of the territory that treaty
calls for by 5,000 square miles and half
a million of Greek people.
Only about 70,000 of the inhabitants
speak any language other than Greek,
and only about 20,000 profess any
religion other than the orthodox
Greek Church.
The chief characteristics of the
average Greek are his inquisitiveness,
fondness for excitement., love of discussion, desire for knowledge, an
aptitude for learning, and aggressive
patriotism.
The climate has two striking peculiarities-the heat in summer and the
cold in winter are far more intense
than those of any other country in
the world lying in the same latitude.
Gell once remarked that in traveling
through the Morea in March he found
''summer in Messenia, spring in Laconia, and winter in Arcadia, without
having moved beyond a radius of
fifty miles."
Greece is now engaged in a war
struggle with her deadly enemy, who
outnumbers her more than twelve to
one in population.-Ex.
CHARITY IN JUDGING CHARACTER.
Hasty judgment of the actions of others is
dangerous and often unjust. We measure
too much by some superficial appearance, and
condemn hastily, when, if we but knew and
understood the motives and reasons, we would
warmly approve. We sometimes say of some
one, "That pain, sorrow or loss has not deeply
aff~cted him." But we do not know. It is
like the death of a few of the soldiers in front
of a regiment. The broken ranks close up
again into the solid phalanx and the loss is
. not apparent. There may be no disorganization, no surrender, no craving for pity, no
display of dispair. It is like the calm, dazzling pla~ of the waves warmed by the morning's sun after a night of storm and disaster.
There is no sign of the wreck; the tide has
carried the debris away far out on the ocean;
the treacherous water has swallowed all signs
and tokens of the night's awful work. We
.
·
see on 1y t h e f a1rness
of th e mormng,
no t th e
suffering of the night. Let us be charitable
in our judgment and condemn not when we
do not know.-Ladies' Home Journal.
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"If ye continue in my word, th

ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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OLIVER COWDERY.

OLIVER COWDERY was called of God,
and by choosing and ordination, was
an elder and an apostle in the church;
which office and calling we suppose
he would have continued to hold, had
he remained faithful, to the end of his
life.
In June, 1829, the Lord by revelation said to him and to David Whitmer: "By the way of commandment;
. . . I command all men everywhere
to repent, and I speak unto you, even
as unto Paul mine apostle, for you are
called even with that same calling
with which he was called."
The Lord here called Paul his ''apostle," and states quite clearly that both
Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer
were called to the same calling.
In section seventeen, Doctrine and
Covenants, paragraph one, it is
stated that both Joseph Smith and
Oliver Cowdery were called apostles;
Joseph to be the first elder, and Oliver
to be the second elder of the church.
Section nineteen, paragraph three, it
is stated of Joseph Smith that he
should be ordained by "Oliver Cowdery, mine apostle," that each having
been ordained under the hand of the
other, by the grace and command of
Jesus Christ, should be an elder unto
the church. In section twenty-seven,
paragraph three, the revelation states
that Peter, James, and John had been
sent to Joseph and Oliver, thus:-

directed to engage in some other work,
which was to do selecting, writing,
and printing books for the church.
(Sec. 55, par. 2.) Afterward he was
to assist W. W. Phelps in that work.
(Sec. 57, par. 5.) Still later, he w~s
connected with Bishop Newel K.
Whitney, assisting him in the temporal affairs of the church.
At the organization of the High
Council, in 1834, Oliver Cowdery, with
others, was chosen one of the standing Hig-h Council of High Priests;
hence he was then an high priest, as
well as elder and apostle.
The revelation of 1841 states that
William Law was put in the place
once occupied by Oliver Cowdery.
From all this we conclude that Oliver
Cowdery was an elder, apostle, high
priest, and counselor, acting in places
of trust and usefulness in the church;
but was never one of the Twelve Disciples, or Quorum of the Twelve. He
was a preacher, scribe, historian,
printer, and recorder, and labored in
the Bishopric as an assistant. By
command of God he with David Whitmer were associated in selecting the
Twelve. Martin Harris acted with
them, but by what authority is not
stated. This command to choose
other apostles did not affect the calling and auth~rity which Joseph~and
Oliver held as apostles, special witnesses, sent of God. They were commanded to select twelve to form the
Quorum of Twelve, the Traveling
High Council.
NAUVOO REUNION.

No. 20.
Nauvoo, the beautiful city. All who
attended last year were delighted with
the scenery and surroundings and
well pleased with the ample accommodations and general facilities afforded
for quiet and healthful recreation.
The visits of the saints and the preach·
ing of the elders had good effect and
left impressions far-reaching for good.
We trust that the Bluff Park reunion
will 1·eceive a fair share of the patronage of those who contemplate spending a portion of the warm season of
the year in attendance at some of the
reunion camp meetings. Room will
be provided in abundance, in tent or
cottage, and all who go may be assured of a good time. The scenery
from the Bluff is among the finest on
the continent, and one never tires of
the magnificent view afforded by the
wide~ sweep of the winding river basin
surrounded by hills on every side, and
render"ed doubly interesting by the
sight and history of Nauvoo.
The committee's announcement will
appear in due time. Look out for it.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

QUES.-Please harmonize Book of Mormon,
chapter 4: 8, where it is written "that none
other people knoweth our language, therefore
he hath prepared means for tbe interpretation thereof;" with the statement found on
page 19, Church History, where c, Martin
Harris said Anthon gave him a certificate
certifying that the translation was correct
and offered to translate the book, evidently
believing he could do so from the characters
he had seen and examined the translation.
In Isaiah the learned is to say, when asked
to read the words of the book, "I cannot;"
but according to Harris be did.

WE are advised by Bro. F. M. Weld,
President of the Nauvoo district and
.Ans.-We see nothing in the passchairman of the Nauvoo reunion com- ages cited calling for an attempt to
mittee, that the Bluff Park reunion reconcile them.
By whom I have ordained you and con- grounds have been obtained for the
The statement in the Bonk of Morfirmed you to be apostles and especial witnesses of my name, and bear the keys of your coming Nauvoo reunion, and that it mon, is to the effect that at that time
ministry.
will be held from August 19 to Sep- there were none except the people
Oliver Cowdery was for a time a tember 2, at Bluff Park, Montrose, whom the prophet represented who
writer for Joseph Smith, as well as an Iowa, opposite Nauvoo.
knew the language. It is in the presassociate elder and minister in preachThe committee has done well in ent tense.
Notwithstanding this,
ing the word. By revelation given selecting a location for this reunion. there was to be a ''means prepared"
March, 1831, John Whitmer was se- ·1 The grounds are well located, high for the interpretation of the plates
lected to be the recorder and historian, and dry, beautiful for situation, over- when the time came. Professor Anand Oliver relieved of that duty, and looking the Mississippi River and thon stated that the characters were a
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composite of four, - Egyptian, Chaldaic Assyrian and Arabic and that
'
. '
. '
the translation shown him was more
correct than any he had seen. The
plates were written in the reformed
Egyptian by the recorder. Professor
Anthon's statement corroborates this.
The Prophecy of Isaiah does not
say that the learned man should not
know the nature of the characters,
the hieroglyphics of the book, but
that he could not read a sealed book.
Martin Harris states on this same
nineteenth page of the history that
Anthon said to him, ''I cannot read
a sealed book."
With the motive of Mr. Anthon in
requesting Martin Harris to bring the
"book" to him, or make the presumption that he could have read the book,
or that he believed he could, we have
nothing to do.
We do not know that things which
have occurred could have been different, or that what did not occur, might
have been. The providences of God
have shaped the world; but. we finite
beings have no means cif determining
. why such and such things were not
different. We may speculate about
them, raise queries about them, worry
and fret over them, but they remain
unexplained and inexorable just the
same. To us it is evident that the
part performed by the visit of Martin
Harris to Professor Anthon, was one
of the things referred to in the Book
of Mormon as included in the things
called ''means" named in the passage
referred ta, with that we are contented, because we see no way now to
believe it otherwise intended.
DISASTERS.

STORMS, earthquakes, plagues, etc.,
are added to the news of war, intrigue,
commotion, and general disaster,
and of which we can make but very
incomplete statements in passing
notices. Who and what shall be able
to stand-to abide the tests that are
to determinate the character and fate
of men and their :nstitutions?
Lo.ndon, May 13.-The continent is suffering severely from a heavy snowfall, frosts,
and storms. In all the mountain districts of
Austria and Germany the damage to fruit
trees has been very great. On Tuesday a
heavy snowstorm swept over Hamburg,
Cologne, and Nancy. Widespread injury has
been done to the vineyards in the districts of
Bordeaux, Angouieme, and Burgundy. In

*

\ most of these sections the temperature this
season has been 11 degrees below the average.
Paris May 13.-A dispatch from Auxerre,
th
· t'er of th e wllle-growlllg
.
. d'is t rm
. t f th
· e.cen
o e
Department of Yonne, says there was a general and sudden frost last night and the
night before, destroying the crops of vines,
fruit, and vegetables. The amount of damage done in the Department of Yonne is estimated at 20,000,000 fmncs ($!,000,000). The
inhabitants are in consternation.
London, May 13.-A dispatch to the Daily
Mail from Bombay says that the bubonic
plague is making fearful ravages in the
Cutchmandvi district, where there have been
2,000 deaths in a fortnight. Half the population has fled.
Melbourne, May 10.-A severe seismic
disturbance took place to-day in South Australia and Victoria. The shock was intermittent, and continued for s• v ;ral minutes.
Simla, British India, May 10.-A British
officei· and thirty coolies have been killed by
an avalanche on the Sprinagarleh road.

I shepherds to lead them

into the true
fold and to feed and care for them.
.
.
.
His heart
is turned
toward bis brethren
.
.
and sisters in Europe, and he would
gladly go and teach them the true
way, were it possible for him to do so.
We trust that Bro. Hansen's desires
for the good of his brethren abroad
will be realized; and we doubt not that
again the truth will spread among the
Scandinavian people abroad. Truth
crushed to earth in America bas risen,
phCBnix like, from the errors that
seemed for a time almost to destroy
it. We doubt not that we shall see
Scandinavia again alive with faithful
shepherds and abundant :flocks of the
sheep of Israel. God will bring it to
pass in his own good time, we believe.
Bro. Hansen's request should be
heeded and prayer be made that the
Lord may prepare the way and again
HOWEVER widely we may differ with
establish the work in the lands where
doctrines taught by Utah Mormon
once
it was triumphant.
elders, we agree with them in belief
Bro. F. M. Weld wrote from Montthat they have rights in common with
others under the law; also with rose, Iowa, the 13th. He had been
Governor Johnston, of Alq.bama, who looking after some Utah elders, of
has promised them protection under whom he would write later. It seems
the State Constitution. He has quali- that with them as with others the
fications for the office that some. battle is on. Success for our cause
and defeat for them is in their favor,
governors have not had:Montgomery, Ala., May 4.-0ne night last because we bring them truth.
week some residents of Jackson County carBro. R. J. Anthony started for the
ried into the woods, stripped, and severely Rocky Mountain mission on Tuesday,
whipped two Mormon elders. The elders
subsequently appealed to Governor Johnston the 11th, going directly to Salt Lake
for protection, saying that they had been City, Utah. Bro. Anthony located
threatened wit.h death if they remained in his family at headquarters early in
the State. The Governor has promised to April, just previous to the late conferprotect them, and has instructed the sheriff ence, hence his permanent address is
of the county to make them his special
charge. The Governor says the Constitution now Lamoni, Iowa. We are glad to
of the State guarantees religious liberty and welcome him and his family to citizenship in the city of the saints.
that the Mormons are entitled to it.
Bro. J. W. Wight left home on the
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
14th inst. for his field, the Rocky
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH left home Mountain mission, going via Western
on Wednesday, the 12th, for East Dela- Iowa points, where he will make brief
van, Wisconsin, stopping enroute at stops enroute. The good wishes of
Plano and Sandwich, Illinois.
many go with and follow him into the
Bro. L. P. Hansen, of Manti, Utah, difficult mission over which he has
writes that we did not give his mean- been given charge.
ing correctly in stating in HERALD of
From the Maysville, Missouri, Pilot,
the 28th that he desired the saints to of the 6th inst, sent us by Bro. C. P.
pray for the Scandinavian people "in Faul, we learn that Bro. W. S. Pender
the United States and in the Father- was successfully defending the work
land." Bro. Hansen thinks the people from attacks upon it by Kirby, the soin Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, called exposer of Mormonism. The
who have not one ministerial repre- editor thinks Mr. Kirby has a task
sentative of the church and who have before him in his undertaking to place
been sorely deceived by the Brigham- the Reorganization in the light in which
ites, need to be especially remembered he seeks to place it before the people.
before the Lord, that he may send / But some men are persistent for a
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long time, even in the face of repeated the country covered by his jurisdiction presiding." The name Smith was
series of failures, so persistent indeed who are starving to death. It is said erroneously omitted by the typesetter,
that the conclusion that enmity actu- to be President's McKinley's plan to and overlooked in proofreading.
ates them seems sometimes hard to provide for prompt relief in the manB'ro. H. A. Stebbins is with the
resist.
ner described. The Spanish Minister saints of Beaver, Wichita County,
Bro. J. D. Erwin was at Steadham. at Washington has intimated that Texas, where we understand he is to
Alabama, last writing, May 6, and Spain would not object to relief being deliver a number of lectures on the
was feeling well in the work. He furnished those not supporting the Book of Mormon and do other minisstates that the Utah elders in that re- Cuban cause. On the other band it is terial work.
gion flatly refuse to discuss the issues said that General Weyler and bis
In response to the request of the
with our representative men, which is troops would resist any effort to dis- Greek government the powers have
curious to Bro. J. D. who thinks tributed relief except through the agreed to undertake arrangement of a
somewhat as we do that if their cause specific agency of Spanish military basis of settlement between Greece
was defensible, they surely ought to authorities. President McKinley bas and Turkey. The Sultan's troops
delayed final action until Monday, have steadily advanced and now are
stand by it.
Brn. W. H. Kelley and J. H. Lake pending later reports from Consul Lee concentrating upon Domokos, a
had slight attacks of the "grippe," and other American officials in Cuba. natural stronghold, occupied by the
after conference, owing largely to the Latest reports state that General Greeks. Advices dated May 16 state
reaction after the session closed. The Fitzhugh Lee's reports of Spanish that the Porte has replied officially to
tension of feeling during conference atrocities have incensed General Wey- the note of the Powers and declines
was great; many were affected by re- ler and his associates to that degree to agree upon an armistic until conthat it may be necessary to send a ditions are accepted providing for the
action.
Bro. R. G. Evans stopped ~ver Sun- war vessel to Havana to protect the annexation of Thessaly, an indemnity
day in Chicago, on his way returning United States Consulate. Altogether of £10,000,000 (Turkish), and the perto Canada. He thinks judicious care the Cuban situation is serious and may manent keeping open of certain Greek
will rasult in·a good work being done involve the United States and Spain ports for vessels with food supplies
for Turkish soldiers. The reply has
there. Bro. Evans also spoke three in diplomatic if not in open conflict.
General Gomez, the Cuban comman- occasioned great surprise to European
times in De1.roit, staying there over a
Sunday, also. He reports prospects der-in-chief, states, in an address to statesmen, and it is expected that it
favorable for successful work in his the American people, that Weyler's will be dijficult to induce the Sultan
field; and feels much encouraged. atrocities are equal to the butch- to, modify his demands; failure to
The wave of spiritual uprising and eries by the Turks in Armenia, and do which would cause serious dipadvancement so richly enjoyed at con- that if his warfare was long continued lomatic difficulties and possibly rupture, imperiling the peace of the
ference reached the Queen's western the island would be depopulated.
General Garcia and his Cubans Balkan states.
dominions also. May the good Queen
live long, and her subjects become gained an important victory of late
the subjects of the Prince of Peace, over General Lono, commanding the
Spanish troops in the Manzanilla
in due time.
Washington aJ.vices oflate date state division. The battle is considered the
that President McKinley has about most momentous of the war.
A YEAR AGO.
China has borrowed $80,000,000 from
decided to send a message to Congress
a
British
syndicate;
whether
for
peacerecommending an appropriation to
BY E. M. FIFER.
provide for distribution of supplies ful improvements or for war material
among the starving noncombatants in is not stated.
Calm Night unfolds her sable wings
Bro. Edwin S. Allen, of Chicago,
And spreads them wide from east to west
Cuba, who under the war policy of
employed
by
an
elevator
manufacturDeep
quiet reigns o'er all the land
General Weyler, the Spanish coming
company,
and
who
will
be
rememAnd
weary day has gone to rest.
mander; have been driven into and
bered
by
many
as
one
of
the
ushers
Fair Luna robed in splendor bright
kept in the cities, that he might devFloats proudly on through clouds of foam,
astate the outlying districts in order at the late General Conference, lost While myriads of }!littering stars
to cut off the supplies of the Cuban his life by falling down an elevator , Like gems bedeck Heaven's azure dome.
insurgents. Under this policy large shaft in the city of Chicago, about '.rhe hills lie bathed in tender light,
numbers of people have been huddled two weeks ago. His skull was fracAnd in the quiet town below
in Cuban cities, where starvation and tured, causing death, after he had Hundreds of lights like mimic stars
Flash brightly out with radiant glow.
Spanish barbarities have caused the lingered about a week in an unconFair Mississippi's waters broad
scious
state.
His
sorely
afflicted
death of thousands. Reports from
Lie icebound 'neath a silvery sheet,
United States consuls are said to be family have the sympathy and prayers While over on our sister shore
the basis of these statements. It is of saints and friends.
The hills and blue sky seem to meet.
CoRRECTION.-In the late conferstated that of 10,000 people concen.
O lovely Night, my senses, rapt,
trated at Sancti Spiritus, 5, 000 are ence mmutes, pag~ 21, para~raph ~'
Drink in thy beauties sweet and rare;
absolutely in want; while Consul Brice under date of Friday, April 9, Jt I The wind that murmurs soft and low,
at Mantanzas reports 7,000 people in should read, ''President J osepb Smith i An inspiration seems to bear!

Oriuinal Poetru.
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0, calm, fair night, a year ago
You wore a darker, sterner mien;
You had not then this balmy breez 3
Nor fairy moonbeam's silver sheen.
O, what a change has come since then:
That gloomy night, how dark and drear!
The sleet beat pitilessly down;
The winds weird wail was sad to hear!
But yet within our little home,
Safe sheltered from the bitter blast;
We heeded not the night's wild wind,
Nor dreary shadows darkly cast.

'I'HE

SAINTS~

HERALD.

Mo1hsrs' HomB Column.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
The mind has a thousand eyes,
And the heart but one,
Yet the light of a whole ltfe dies
·when love is done.-Bourdillon.

Bradshaw had to answer a knock at the door,
and I took up a Saints' Harp that lay on the table and opened to the seventy-seventh hymn.
As she returned I exclaimed, Sr. Bradshaw,
here is something for us; I read it through,
and we both felt the inspiration of the
Spirit. The cloud was lifted, we bowed before God in prayer, and we can both truly
testify that our spiritual strength was renewed, and we parted reJoicing in the hope
of a brighter future. This hope is now being
realized; we have six sisters added to our
number, and are having some very happy
times.
Shortly after the above mentioned prophesy
in our sisters' meeting, the Lord spoke in a
branch meeting, saying we should build and
build again; and the same promise has been
repeated under the roof of our new building.
I think we have good reasons to believe that
God is about to move upon the hearts of the
people in this city. May his richest blessings attend the efforts of Brother Caffall, who
is to begin a series of discourses here about
the middle of January. We hail his coming
with no small degree of pleasure, as we have
benefited ·so much by his able teachings
while with us before, and he always seems to
have a supply of fresh food, wherewith to
feed the hungry. The last Sunday he was
here he explained the law of tithing in a way
that I had never heard it. I have often.
prayed the time would come when I could
live by that law, little thinking the poorest.
can live by it. We have need to be tbankfuL
that God has sent us such an able and faithful exponent of the pure gospel as our aged
brother. Ever praying for the welfare of the
cause of Christ,
I remain your humble sister,

29 Bromehead Street, Commercial
Road, LONDON, England.
Dear Sisters:-It is a long time since the
London sisters paid a visit to the muchThe firelight gleamed upon the hearth,
loved Home Column, but we have not been
A ruddy, cheerful, pleasant glow;
asleep for all that, and now I fear we shall
Diffusing light and warmth around,
want to tell you more than we shall be able.
Defying winter's sleet and snow.
Our hearts are so full, yes, full of love and
Within the cosy roorn we sat,
gratitude to our Father in heaven, that he
My husband dear, both he and I;
has given us the desire of our hearts. It is
And while he read I swiftly wrote;
just a year since our Ii ttle chapel was dediThe truant moments fast did fly.
cated to God, by our beloved brother Caffall;
Within a little chamber snug,
since which time we have had many glorious
In childhood's slumber, still and sweet,
meetings in it, notwithstanding the fact that
Our darlings lay, their bright eyes closed,
the branch has had to pass through a severe
And quiet little hands and feet.
trial; but praise the Lord, he has· brought us
0 what a pretty sight was that,through, and now we are rejoicing in bright
Three little faces, fresh and bright,prospects for the future. As we have a
Three bonny Utt.le heads, that pressed
testimony to bear regarding the above-named
With loving touch the pillows white!
building, we send it to the Column to inYes, we were happy on that night,
terest and encourage some of the si~ters'
Though owned we neither lands nor gold;
societies, who are seeking in various ways
Yet in those little children's love
the general interest of the cause we love.
Our hearts were blessed with wealth untold.
When the building fund was started, the
We "recked" not of the bitter woe
branch entered into it heartily, and we sisThat future days might to us bring;
ters decided to let our weekly donations go
We little knew life e'er would sfem ·
to swell the fund. All went well for some
To us a worthless, joyless thing.
time, but within two years and a half some of
the members of the branch became somewhat
But ah! alas! but three short months
weary in well-doing, some, who had supported
Had drifted on and joined the past,
the fund, had left us, and matters looked
ESTHER FURNESS,
Ere death bereft our hearts and home,
very discouraging; so much so that some
Secretary of the Sisters' Mission.
And we in sorrows deep were cast.
strongly urged the advisability of letting the
Oh, deep and bitter was the cup;
whole scheme fall through,-the contribuWhich Heaven decreed that we must drain! tions to be returned to the doners. A church
Deal" Sister Walk:er:-Having just returned
Oh, piteous thought, but one frail link
meeting was called to decide the matter, home from choir practice, aad wishing to
Is !eft us e>f our broken chain!
meanwhile the sisters had made the matter read a short time before retiring, I took up
a subject of much prayer and fasting, and the the Saints' Herald, of January 27, and proceedOur little boys, their loving hearts
Lord spoke to us in one of our meetings and told ing in my ieading, gladly fastened my eyes
Knew naught of sin nor sorrows dark.
us to doubt not, for there should be a house upon what appeared \lnder the caption "MothBright, fair and stainless were their lives;
built to his name, and we should worship ers' Home Column," for we know there is alDeath ever seeks a shining mark.
therein; with many other words encourag- ways to be found something interesting to its.
Yes; they are gone. It was not theirs
ing us to go on in faith, assuring us that our We are indeed to be congratulated that it
To win renown or worldly fame;
sacrifices were pleasing and acceptable unto devolved upon our sister with the clear inTransplanted by the Father's hand,
him, and that none of our prayers were un- sight to notice that the ''Column" should be
In paradise they praise his name.
heard, O, what a blessed privilege to be thus supported as well by the the strong arm and
He called them home to that dear land
spoken to and cheered; but, during the time ready pen, the help and sympathy of the
From whence their spirits bright were sent; between the promise and its fulfillment,tbere brethren ,as by us.
We must not murmur, for we know
was much that was calculated to cause doubt,
Be assured, Sister Green, that your letter
They were not given, but only lent.
-many times of darkness and perplexity. The will be appreciated by many, and among
0, may their spirits watch our feet,
sisters' mebtings were almost deserted; Sr. them some of these noble brethren who have,
Through "pastures green," by "waters Bradshaw being almost tempted to give up the since the organization of the Daughters of
still,"
meeting.s; sometimes one, or perhaps two or Zion, been always ready to speak and labor
That purer though ts be in our hearts,
three would attend, and sometimes more. The in defense of the "sanctuary of home," and all
And better deeds our short lives fill.
writer will never forget one night. I had the pure and hallowed influences that should
not been able to attend for a few weeks be- cluster around that sacred name and place.
0, Thou, in whom we safely trust,
cause of sickness, and when I entered, Sr.
There are some very pleasant memories
In pity look upon our woe!
Bradshaw was very much cast down; no one connected with the beginning of the organGreat Searcher of our inmost hearts,
el8e came, and as the meetings had been un- ization mentioned, and one is that one of the
May we thy sweetest mercies know.
attended for some weeks, she expressed her originators was a brother; and another
Help us to say "Thy will be done;"
intention to give them up entirely. Branch l happy thought is that when we first started
0, lead our souls through this dark night,
affairs were under a cloud at the time; we out on the mission of arresting the attention
Though tempest-tossed on grief's dark sea,
both gave way to murmuring and wondering of the mothers in the work of discovering
May faith be still "our beacon light."
FoitT MADISON, Iowa, Decemher, 1880.
why these things should be. Just then Sr. the best and proper method of "raising" their:
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children, and of preparing them for the
arduous duties of life, several of the brethren
stood bravely in readiness to support and
strengthen the good work. These are unassuming brethren, and so we wiil not mention names, only Bro. Joseph's.
We are all aware that he is not only a defender and exponent of every good word and
work, but also is well used to see his name in
print. May that name, to his life's end, continue to be associated with everything that
is pure and good both in religious ant:' social
life.
We have faith to belit<ve that the many
young men, also older ones of the church
wlio are using much of their energy to establish principles of purity of lifo and conduct
among the Sons of Zion, are instruments of
good to themselves and to the homes which
the faithful mothers and daughters are trying to make a "little heaven on earth."
These thoughts presented we are aware are
all harmonious with our highest hopes-that
the good Lord would raise up brethren among
us whose sympathies would be in unison with
the movement of the Daughters of Zion.
They strike a cheerful chord; but to complete
the simile, according to the ways of the world
(and a Supreme Intelligence permits it), therti
must be sounded forth both within and without the sacred fold the minor note, the sad
refrain, and even the strain discordant and
harsh.
We sometimes hear, even in the homes of
the saints, of discontent and fault-finding;
and the gruff, unrefined, and unkind words of
the conscrupulous church member we refuse
to listen to, and we turn away.
The little tender babe at its mother's knee
listens and looks wi~J.;t widE-open eyes, the
boys and girls with shamed faces try to hide
from the scene, and the sons and daughters
go out into a world full of the enticements to
sin and wickedness. But we join in the responsive: "All this is not for us: domestic
life has shown for us no failure like this; in
these sacred relationships, the sowing and
the reaping in our life's endeavor has been a
success: in knowledge, and wisdom, and love
to rear, direct, and lead our children to true
happiness below, our minds are content and
satisfied." So may it be with all; and we desire that to our faith, knowledge, and all its
power to bless may be added; and God's people abound in temperance, virtue, brotherly
kindness, and charity. As Sister Green intimates, th.ere is much for fathers !s well as
mothers to do, and let us watch, and labor,
and pray that the Spirit of truth may lend to
our earnest devoted lives its holy aid and influence.
The sisters' idea that the father's efforts
should be united with the mother's in training the child is in accordance with the
teachings of Trumbull. which have with few
exceptions been generally indorsed. These
exceptions have been among good sisters too.
This class is no doubt in the right in cases
where the father's influence and example are
baneful-who right in the face of teaching
from the sacred desk, and of the testimonies
of the saints, speak lightly of the Word of
Wisdom, spea1': reproachfully of tl:wse in a,u-

thority. Before their families they are generally morose, complaining, contrary-minded,
addicted to bad habits, and do not scruple
even to use words profane and decidedly unrefined; make no attempt towards obeying
the temporal law, and decline to ask blessing
before meals, or to engage in family prayer.
We think the sister would not be in favor
of asking such to unite their efforts with the
mothers in training the little ones around
them. She asks, "What is a home without
a father's influence?" What is home with it
in such a case as has just been described? But
where both parents are faithful and strive to
discharge thefr duties, at church and home,
no one could with reason oppose their mutual
authority in the household. and their united
and parental care. Because the father is the
stronger and more robust, should he be ignored
in the education of his children, and in all
those kindly ministrations which in sickness
and health are necessary?
Sister Green says she hopes others will
write on this subject, and after this humble
effort in looking at the home as it is, it seems
to point to the conclusion that some of the
most effectual steps have already been taken
to the end in view, namely: the organization
of the Sons and Daughters of Zion, the establishing of Sunday schools, where both parents
and children rl cei ve such helps to the perfecting or developing of character through the
study of "the books,'' and through the ministrations of loving, prayerful, and efficient
teachers. Then there are the prayer meetings and educational societies.
Colleges and schools we must have, and
the sooner we begin to establish them without the evils commonly attendant, the better.
As a general thing we older ones have not
had the needed privileges of education in its
fullest sense, but the children nowadays are
better provided for. After knowledge, follow
meditation, then a consciousness of higher
possibilities, and in all our righteous attainments we have the promise of the Holy
Spirit's aid.
Your sister in the faith,
ABBIE A. HORTON.

NOTICE TO DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
FOR the use of those locals which do not find
enough in our regular line of work to occupy
the entire time, an addition has been made to
our programs for monthly meetings. This
feature will be an instructive series of topics
for thought and discussion; and in order that
tbe Advisory Committee may make such selection as would be of the greatest service to
the majority,invitation is hereby extended to
each local to send in lists of such questions or
topics as it would find most interesting.
Any local society desiring further alteration in program or which have anything of
value to suggest concerning the line of study
to be pursued, or anything else pertaining to
the work of the Daughters of Zion, will confer a favor upon the Advisory Committee by
corresponding with them as they will at all
times welcome any helpful criticism or suggestion. Address,
AUDENTIA ANDERSON,
Corresponding Secrl:ltary,
LAll!ON,, Iowa, Mriy 17,1897.
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8tlndau 8Ghool DBpartmBnt.
MRS. J.

H.

ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien County, Michigan.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes •nd notices of conventions, etc.,
to uEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.',)

AF'l'ER a somewhat lengthy vacation we feel
that our department should again return to
duty. Many good thoughts have found their
way into our columns during the past year,
and we feel that many more are waiting to be
clothed upon with words. We trust that we
may soon be overrun with good articles and
Sunday school notes.
Who will be the first to contribute?
What are some of your ways of making
temperance Sunday interesting to the primary class?
Bro. J. F. Mintun, please
answer.
In what ways do you vary the opening exercises? F. G. Pitt, answer.
Do you have any set form of primary
class prayer?
\Vhy?
Sr. Dora Young,
answer.
Amy D. James says:"In beginning the primary lesson do not
always say, 'What was last Sunday's lesson
about?' Children like a change.
"2. Use the blackboard. If the lesson is
about the wise men, draw a star as you talk.
If about the crucifixion, draw a cross; something to hold attention.
"3. If they act tired, give them a little exercise or a motion song.
"4. Be animated; a dull teacher seldom
holds attention. Children like life. Even a
small baby likes a noise, lively company, and.
bright colors.
"5. Love your work, and you will have little trouble in making the children love it."
Mrs. W. J. Semelroth, State Superintendent of primary work of Missouri, at a convention held in Kansas City, delivered an address
on "The six points of preparation." She illustrated by means of a wheel. The teacher,
the hub f'rom which radiate five spokes:
"Approach," "Lesson study," "Teaching
Plain," "Questions,'' and "Testing.'' These
she holds firmly to the hub by a rim called
"application." She has a Bi.ble which she
calls a knock-down Bible, because it comes all
to pieces. The big book, representing the
entire Bible, is a shell, arid in it two smaller
shells-the old and the new testaments. Then
the books in pamphlet form she groups acco:-ding- ~s they belong to history, law, etc.
Thus she gives the class an idea of the construction of the Bible.
Extracts from Sunday School Quarterly Review, of Independence, Missouri; Mrs. Abbie
Horton, Ed.
One year ago the association gave the
church $400.00, last year $1,000.00 was gathered by the penny collection for the noble
cause for which it was used. There is still
$1,000.00 on hand.
Some may think we could not get a person
who would devote his entire time to the
work. I believe our present incumbent,
who has our utmost confidence, would be willing to drop everytl,:lin~ el(le 1 !!Jnd ·go &s an
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elder goes, in the interest of the work. He
suggested a similar thought in his first report.
Our association has an enrollment of 10,000
scholars, all of whom would be filled with
nbw energy by a visit from the Superintendent.
Were our Superintendent traveling he
could get out into those districts where there
is no organization, and by a little work cause
enough more to fall in line to offset his extra
expenses on the association.
We frequently say we want to do more for
the Lord, and is there not opportunity along
this line? What say we all?

the vineyard as long as the day (our probation) continues. If we cease to work we
have no assurance of pay. Do we not know
that we all (none excepted), rich or poor,
great or small, the ones that have ten talents
and the ones that only have one talent,have something to do in raising this great
building? Illustratively, some may weatherboard, some may shingle, some may plaster,
some may lay flooring, and some may carry
water and food to others while at work. By
so doing, a united effort and the building
will soon be completed, and we receive an
inheritance, the fruits of our labor.
Let us be careful and have our names on
the committee's book, as participants in this
In relation to the subject of a "traveling great work. One may say, "I am doing all I
general superintendent," Bro. F. J. Ebeling, can for this great work." If so, then you are
of Wheeling, West Virginia, wishes to pre- all right. Query, Are you a minister, laboring to bring souls to Christ? ·
sent the following thoughts:Answer, "No."
No society can reach its highest possibiliAre you a priest of a branch?
ties and have its chief executive incumbered
"No."
by work foreign to its planning.
Are you teacher?
While attending the late convention we
"No."
heard such expressions as these from
Do you attend your meetings?
tboughful, conservative men: "The church
"O, yes, when its not raining or too dark
is largely dependent upon the Sunday school."
"The Sunday school is but a stepping stone or nigh ts too short."
How much have you given this year to
to the church," etc. Now if the school is of
such importance, should we not deem it wise support the elder's family while he is taking
to support at least one with a constant eye to the gospel to some other one?
"O, I have all I can do to feed my babies;
the needs of the work?
The expense wor..ld, no doubt, be the great- the elder is no better than I am; let him
est objection raised by many; but could not work."
the greater part of his expenses be raised the
Are you sorry you heard tbe gospel?
same as an elder's, by the community in
"O, I'm so glad."
which he labored? Would not any school
·where did you first hear this that makes
gladly raise a small sum for the benefits de- you so glad?
rived from a visit from the Superintendent?
"Bro. A. prt>acbed over here at the schoolCould not the association afford to pay the house"
lacking amount?
Well, don't you think he bad better have
been home working for his babies?
So dear saints, you see the consistency. If
all stay at home, how many will get the
bread of life? So, dear saints, take courage.
WIRT, Ind., May 2.
To the saints of the southern Indiana
Editors Heralcl:-Good news has reached district, I would say: In making my report
these parts, of the love, joy, union, peace, to the bishop I found some improvement over
harmony, and the blessings of God's Holy the previous year; still there is room. Some
Spirit that attended the dear saints at our branches have done fairly well, while others
conference session. We feel to praise God have done nothing scarcely. Let me kindly
from whom all blessings flow. We trust the and firmly ask you, Can't we all give somesaints in general will heed the lesson and thing this year, much or little, and show to
warning there given, and renew their energies, the world that we are determined to let our
be more faithful, more humble, more closely light shine? We are aware this is a mardevoted to God's work, more obedient to the velous work, but is not enough so to be
law of the church, and put on the whole proclaimed altogether without some means:·
armor of God, that we may be able to under- We all know that; accordingly let us work
stand the fiery darts of the wicked.
together. Brothers, can't we give one dollar
Do we realize the importance of being a of that ten we have in our pocket? God is a
saint, not only professedly, but possessedly. good landlord; all he askes is one tenthCan we rejoice that our names are recorded much more liberal than our fellowman.
in that book of life, according to knowledge? When we sell our corn can we not give one
If not, why not? Have we believed in vain? bushel from every ten for his work. That
Did the angel not bring the gospel or are we leaves you nine. Would you have had that
neglecting our duties, living beneath our if God had withheld the dews and the
privileges, not showing our faith by our showers? When we sell our pigs, can't we
works? Remember, it is not the hearers of give one tenth of that? When we get one
the law that are purified, but the doers. dollar for a day's work, can't we give ten
Let us bear in mind and cease not the con- cents? There are many ways that we might
flict, "till the summons home be heard.''
aid if we so determined.
When we enter the waters of baptism, we
Sisters, you are abo on the list, when you
cove1rnnt (<NQ~ract) with t,b,.e I~ord to work ill ~ell your ohiokens, b~tter 1 eggs, etc., can'~

you give one tenth of that to the Lord. The
answer sounds, the echo rings, "Yes, we
surely can do that much." I think so.
Then I trust and pray God that we may.
V!e want to leave our missionaries without
excuse; they know what Bro. Hilliard's instruction to me is, "If they idle away their
time at home, their allowances stop." And
also the missionary in charge ha.s written
me, if anything of that ch»racter takes place,
to notify him. The missionaries will understand and also the dear saints that I will
endeavor to carry out instructions given me.
I will not be able to visit many of the
branches before autumn; will have to raise a
crop to supply family needs. I design to
visit the entire district during fall and winter.
I hope to hear from many of you before that
time.
I request branch presidents and collectors to
work in this line energetically. Have your
weekly contributions every time you meet
(and meeting together should not be neglected), hand your five cents, your dimes,
your quarters, your dollars, to the collector,
and the solicitor will forward to me from
time to time. Will you please do this'~
Then our elders can go, our light will shine,
the gospel will spread to the ends of the
earth, and Jesus Christ will come to reward
the faithful, and theu we shall all gather
home where parting will be no more, all
toils and trials shall have ceased, and we
shall walk the streets of the New Jerusalem
praising God forevermore. Amen.
Your servant for Christ's sake,
WILLIAM C. MARSHALL.
0

MONTICELLO, Ill., May 10.
Editors Herald:-Fol° the encouragement
of those who may be drooping in spirit, and
for the active elders in the field I write.
Eleven years ago I preached one sermon at
Argenta, Illinois. I came back for the first
time on Friday. Many remembered me and
at once began to discuss with me the merits
of that eleven year old sermon.
I was invited to preach again. I accepted
the invitation and did so on Saturday night
and Sunday. If ever God stood by bis servant he did so Saturday night. I wondered
afterwards wby it was I should have such
unusual liberty and power, but I learned
last night the cause. Men came declaring
that they were enlightened as never before
At the close of the discourse a Christian
minister announced that be would review
me.
On Sunday night I by special request
preached on the final restoration of all things.
This morning the Christian preacher came,
confessing it was the greatest, most profound
discourse he had ev1:1r h0ard. He could not
sleep, and now he has no desire to review
me.
The seed sown in weakness and by the
Spirit of truth eleven years ago God did not
permit to die, although I thought it was
gone "wasted". Now I hope to see someone
gath~r the fruit.
Fra~ernally yours,

:hBUBr Departmem.

;

,J,

.A. HOBIN SON'
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OSKALOOSA, Iowa, May 9.

Editors Herald:-I expect to close meetings
here to-night and go home to-morrow. It is
three months and nine days since I left home.
The Lord has truly bless' d me in my work.
By request I stopped at Hiteman from April
17 to May 5; preached about twenty-five
times, baptized eleven, and several more are
ready, but don't know what they are waiting
on. There is a noble class of saints there;
they don't forget that an elder can't ride on
the cars without money, even at half fare,
and several of the outsiders remembered me
kindly in the same line.
I got to Beacon on the 5th inst.; arrived at
good old Bro. and Sr. Kramer's just in time
to stop Miss Sylvia, one of the seven noble
daughters of Bro. and Sr. Kramer, from
wondering "whue Mr. Roth is, for I want
him here to-morrow sure." Just then, unexpectedly to all, I stepped into the house, to
the great joy of all and the sure relief of
Sylvia's mind. I soon learned that she wanted
me the nExt day to speak the solemn words
that would make her and the one of her
choice (a Mr. Madison) one for life. At 8: 30
the next day a large crowd of relatives and
friends witnessed the ceremony. Some said
it was a nice ceremony.
The saints here have a good Sunday school,
and this afternoon we had a very spiritual
testimony meeting; the holy influence of God
was made manifest in holy joy. At the close
nine were administered to and some were
wonderfully blessed. Will they all lie?
Brigham's statement made November 9, 1856,
as recorded on page 38 of "Books and Utah
Mormonism .in contrast:" "We have the
greatest and the smoothest liars in the
world," has been proven true again.
Two Utah elders, James D. Ccon and Myron
Holgate, were bumming around here. They
would tell the people that they were "elders
of the reorganized Latter Day Saints church,"
so they could get lodging and food.
But
when their trickery was exposed, they left;
so you need not answer the question, for the
saints here and at Beacon say that they
(Coon and Holgate) did lie; and I believe that
if I should ask our worthy brother, P.
Shimel, of Richland, he would say that be
believed that the villain or "Vilers" that
nearly killed him witb. the neck-yoke will
lie, and murder too, if he gets half a chance.
I hope Bro. Shimel will get over it, for he is
too fine a man to be slaughtered by a villain.
May the Lord open their blind eyes.
I am still in the faith,
J.E. ROTH.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., May 10.
Editors Hemld:-Leaving Lamoni April 17
for Shenandoah, Iowa, and bearing with us
most pleasant memories of the great church
conference of 1897, across the prairie-a new
experience for Sr. B.-in carriage conveyance
to Beaconsfield, twenty miles away, thence
by train to the old scenes of our first gospel experience in Western Iowa, where we were received with a warm welcome among the old
friends and relatives, and from whom it
proved so bard a tas!r to get away the follow·
ing weeJ.s.
·
·

Meetings had been appointed, and ministerial work for the coming year was begun in
the saints' chapel that night.
On Sunday-Easter day-with songs and
flowers and Spirit accompaniment and power,a
glad day was spent; preaching every night
during our stay.
The following Thursday found us on our
return homeward via St. Joseph, where we
were met at the station by Bro. Robley, of
Providence, Rhode Island.
On Sunday, by invitation of our congenial
Bro. Terry, we occupied the stand in their
beautiful church in St. Joseph, speaking to
good audiences morning and evening.
Tuesday, on to Independence, carrying
with us more pleasant memories of the kind
hands and loving hearts we met in St. Joseph. Tarrying in Independence, the city of
future hopes, beautiful indeed for situation,
where there are slowly gathering, as at Lamoni, many of the salt of the earth, pleasant
people to dwell among, inspired with the
greatest of hopes and stimulated toward high
endeavor by the great latter-day revealment.
Sunday, May 2, found us back among the
saints in St. Louis, and with our good welcome, good attendance, and excellent spirit
all day, left us at the close of the day's labor
in grateful frame of !l)ind toward the Father
of all mercy aod all good. Yesterday was a
repetition of the Sunday before, with the
addition of three by baptism, one of whom
was a Bro. Sylvester Bartlett, who came
from Beardstown, Illinois, yesterday morning
one hundred and ten miles to be baptized,
and went away, like the eunuch of old, rejoicing in the new-f0und light. This conversion was due chiefly to the faithful efforts
of Bro. Shoemaker, of Beardstown. Bro.
Bartlett who was a respected member and
officer of the Congregational society, having
heard but two Latter Day Saint sermons; one
by Bro. John Robinson, of Independence, and
one by Bro. Stafford. Beardstown will hear
more of the gospel hereafter.
If the spiritual aid given since the very
first ministerial effort subsequent to close of
our Annual Conference may be considered as
an indication or prophecy of the coming
year, we may look for the fullest and best
results ever experienced. May the good
Lord strip us from every unhallowed, and
untoward influence, every sinister, selfish, or
u!lworthy motive, and enable us to form and
maintain such a character as shall meet the
aprrobation of and finally merit association
and fellowship with our great Master and
Leader, Jesus Christ, is the prayer and daily
petition of
Your brother in Christ,
M. H. BOND.
MILTON, Fla., May 10.
Editors Herald:-Our quarterly conference
closed yesterday and was one of the best we
have had for many years. The saints were
made to rejoice, and all were built up and
strengthened. There was a marked tendency
toward progressing and "coming up higher,"
and we can safely say the district is entering
upon an era of healthy growth.
A~ two o'?lo(lk p. !Xl· i as BrQ,
E, 'fw:.ik;~r

:p.
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and a large concourse of people wended their
way to a neighboring stream to attend to the
rite of baptism, the writer hitched team
and started for home, more than twenty
miles away, to be with loved ones who were
unable to attend conference. There were
two applications for baptism, with a strong
tendency for others to follow.
Bro. Tucker is doing a good work, and the
district is fortunate in having his services,
also the services of some recently ordained
priests, teachers, and deacons, who are alive
and energetic in their duties. We desire
the prayers of the saints tb:o:t we may continue to grow in humbleness, purity, and
spirituality.
In bonds,
S. D. ALLEN.
CORRECT, Ind., May 6.

Editors Herald:-When I last penned you I
was here, holding forth in a union church.
Splendid interest prevailed throughout.
Since then I have labored at Auter Village,
Foltz, and Canaan. At Foltz I was sent for
to meet a Campbellite divine who had attacked every organization, but when I answered the challenge in person the reverend
gentleman informed his congregation ("a
vast throng of people") that he knew too
much to meet the Latter Day Saints, commonly called "Mormons." This has thrown
the prestige of the people in our favor. He
held up a tract with the portrait of the Utah
temple on the back thereof, and said, "there
is the doctrine of that people;" they and our
church are "one." I kindly informed the
congregation that if Mr. Harrison ascertained
through fair investigation of that '•tract"
that those it represented and his order were
one, to give the congratulation to the Brighamites' Heterodox, for we of the Reorganization denied the divinity of either, and that
I considered them as Heterodox, that is, contrary to an acknowledged standard.
At Canaan we held forth in the high school
building. I was assisted by Bro. J. D. Porter. He has informed me that the M. E.
people bad challenged us for a religious
contest. Arrangements are being made for
the debate. At this place some are absorbed
in deep meditation and are giving our claims
a critical investigation.
I was called to the Olive branch on the 4th
inst. to look after Utah workers. They
worked among the saints, announced themselves as harbingers of a better way, as messengers of a true successor in the prophetic
office and presidency of the church, and
contend yet for polygamy. They have several
of their presbytery in.Indiana, and a number
of others will soon join them. They still labor
under a guardian, and consider priestly rule
superior, higher, greater, preferable to law.
They prefer to abide the behest of their high,
and lofty presbytery and obey their mandate,
"Don'tdebatewith the Josephites." If I was
laboring for an institution too secret to investigate, and the leaders thereof would not
allow me the privilege to grant criticism, I
would be forced tc ~he conclusion that something was wrong. I love to see the divine
test applied. ''Prove all things; hQl\l f;i.st that
wb,iQh fa gorn;V'
. . . ..
•C

.
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I have made the Utah claims a study since
my early training, and now I can see the necessity of my parental instructions. The
privilege of reading the publications of the
Reorganized and Utah churches are proving
beneficial now. And while they may increase
their number of preachers, unless they change
the mandate, one Josephite well informed,
laboring under the influence of the Spirit of
God, can by law and testimony put to flig"h t
all their workers in Indiana. In nothing is
the wisdom, goodness, and greatness of God
manifested to his saints more clearly than in
his showing to them the future, the things
that are to come, pointing out with unfailing
accuracy what should happen, declaring to
them events, their time and nature, before
they spring forth. Such are God's dealings
with his people. We may therefore look
into the prophetic revelation of God to his
people and find facts relative to the latterday apostasy. His revelations will prove a
lamp to our feet and a light to our path.
"Search these commandments, for they are
true and faithful, and the prophecies and
promises which are in them shall all be fulfilled. "-D. C. 1:7. We can see readily that
as a logical sequence, the prophecies and
promises with reference to the status of the
church shall be fulfilled.
The question of lineage as set forth in the
Doctrine and Covenants, Book of Mormon,
and Bible prove clearly the right of•the one
who presented himself to the conference
April 6, 1860, at Amboy, Illinois. He said:
"I came' not here~of myself, but by the influence of the Spirit." God worked like himself, sent the proper one whom he had
previously spoken of: "I, the Lord God, will
send one mighty and strong, holding. the
scepter of power in his hand, clothed with
li,;:ht for a covering, whose mouth shall utter
words, eternal words, whi:e his bowels shall
be a fountain of truth, to set in order the
house of God." This is so grand. It portrays that the Lord God would do the sending, and the one who,was sent did not get.
exalted in himself, was meek like others
whom God had• sent;:for instance, John and
Christ were willing to do God's will rather
than the will of self or men. Note the eternal
words, "shall be dictated by the power that
sent me;" and again, "I do not propose to
assume this position in order to amass wealth
out of it; neither have I sought it as a
profit." Why did he go to Amboy, Illinois,
April 6, 1860? Because the Spirit directed
him. "Hath God said and shall he not do
it?" "God works by means best known to
himself." The one sent had the right by
lineage, had come in at the gate, was the one
prophesied of, and in order for God to make
the prophecies and commandments good,
must work by means and send the one spoken
of.
This God has done.
Praise the
Lord, 0 my soul!
Let us of the Reorganization take courage
and keep pace with the general march of the
church, and come up higher; and while we
may be encompassed by Brighamites this
year, let us keep ourselves posted so as to
show their heterodoxy or heresy.
Ltit U5 w;i,j;qh thi:i movement>i of the:tJtah
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church, test their actions and doings by what
is written. Let their ministry know we are
ready to meet them privately and publicly,
tell them such history of their doings as what
took place the sixth day of August, 1847, of
Brigham rebaptizing'his body of men in City
Creek, and of Heber C. Kimball baptizing,
confirming, and ordaining Brigham. Let
them know you are acquainted with their
Adam-God and blood-atonement doctrine,
which to some are "eye openers. •1 Such testimonies as Lyman Wight's, Charles Derry's,
William Clayton's, W. W. Phelps', Arthur
Milliken's, Sr. Lucy Smith, and others who
spoke in relation to the man of God who
would lead the church; are soul-cheering,
and would prove before any court of jurisprudence the authenticity or genuineness of the
official position of the present president of
the Reorganized Church.
Why in the light of history and all that has
come to us by way of observation in the light
of all that has furnished us information or
knowledge in regard to this great latter-day
work should we not be encouraged?
In line and at work,
M. R. SCOTT, JR.
HIGBY, W. Va., May 5.

Editors Herald:-! came here last evening
to miuistel' to Sr. Moore, and she is much
better this morning, and she requested me to
write to the saints through the Herald and
ask them to fast and pray to the Lord that
she may be restored to health. Sr. Moore is
a faithful saint and her house has been the
home of Brn. Moler, Matthews, Shinn, and
all the elders that have labored in the West
Virginia district.
There seems to be a desire in all the saints
that I have talked with since General Conference to get up higher. It seems that the
holy influence that was present there has
spread everywhere, and I hope that it will
continue to spread until its divine influence
is felt by all.
I will start in a few days to visit the
branches of the district, which covers a distance of about two hundred miles.
Your brother,
G. H. GODBEY.
JOHNSTOWN, Wis., May 11.

Editori3 Herald:--'I am now in my field of
labor, looking up the interests of the work.
I have visited Hanover and Limer to ascertain if possible whether there was sufficient
interest to justify us in setting up the gospel
tent again in these places. I find quite a
number at ea.ch of these points who seem
very much interested, and I believe some
more will obey the restored gospel of Christ.
Some were baptized at each of these places
last year and quite a number of others were
almost persuaded.
I regretted very much that I did not have
the means to attend the recent General Conference, but my heart was there, and when
the day of fasting and prayer came my wife
and I observed the fasting and sought the
Lord earnestly in prayer that he would hoar
the pleadings of his prople and speak through
his prophet, and give ;;;uch instructions tq

the church as would enable them to complete
the organization. The question has often
been asked me by outsiders as well as by
members of tbe church, "Why do you not fill
up your leading quorums of your church? If
a complete and perfect organization is necessary to con~titute the body of Christ-the
church, why do you people lack in this
point?" This question was not always easy
to answer to the satisfaction of the questioner, but now, thank God, we can with
pride point to the true Church of Christ as a
perfect body lacking nothing in its organization.
Like my old brother, E. C. Briggs, I am
one of the charter members of the Reorganization; was with it in its beginning and first
movement, and have long looked and prayed
and labored for this result. 0, how my heart
did bound with joy and thanksgiving when I
read the glad news, that the Master had
spoken and pointed out the men who should
fill these responsible positions! My heart
went out in prayer to God, for these my
brethren that they might be faithful to the
trust whereunto they have been called.
And when Elders C. H. Barr and W.
A. McDowell, who have been associated with
me in the ministry for the last five years,
called on me at my home at Plano, Illinois,
on their return from the conference, they
seemed to bring that same spirit with them
that characterized the conference. I felt like
doubling my diligence and pushing out with
renewed energy to gather souls into the kingdom of Christ. Brethren, it is the Lord's
work, and we will be held responsible in the
great day of judgment for how we perform
the part of this work that he has intrusted to
our care. May God bless his people.
In gospel bonds,
E. M. WILDERMU'l'H.
NEBRASKA CI'l'Y, Neb., May 12.

Editors Herald:-I arrived in my field on
the 8th inst., and find plenty to do; but the
laborers are few. However we hope to do
the best we can, and ask the local brethren
to make a special effort this year to
strengthen the branches and do as much
missionary work as possible.
Elder J. T. Davis left home for the Rocky
Mountain mission on the 6th inst. The evening before leaving be led three of his grandchildren and E. A. Davis' stepson into the
waters of baptism.
My oldest daughter,
Maud, was among them. It did us good to
see them have a true desire to enter the
church so young. The Spirit witnessed at
their confirmation that they were accepted.
Our prayer is that they may grow to be of
use in the church.
I was appointed to a mission that was several hundred miles from home when Maud
was a little over a year old; before I started
Sr. Hart prophesied that her life would "be
spared to be a comfort to her mother and she
will grow up to be an honor to her parents.
I am holding meetings here at present and
expect to work my way to the western part
of tb.e i;Ii,strict soon.
Yours truly,

W, E. PEAK,
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FAGUNDUS, Pa., May 10.

Editors Herald:-At present writing Bro.
Robley and myself are trying to sound the
"glad tidings of great joy" in the vicinity of
Fagundus, Warren County, Pennsylvania. It
is a drea1y, desolate, forsaken looking country, but we find some liberal-minded, generous-hearted, intelligent people here who are
willing to hear, and who insist on thinking
for themselves. And, on the other hand, we
find here, as elsewhere, that class of people
who insist on thinking for the entire community, not willing for the people to hear
anything outside of their own creed.
Some of our friends here asked for the use
of the Methodist church, but their minister,
although quite gentlemanly, seemed to have
the idea that if he could not reach and save
the people here, it would be better to let
them go to hades than to give us a chance to
do something for them. He attended our
meeting in the afternoon yesterday and listened to me, for an hour or more, on the organization of the Church of Christ. And,
after the meeting was over, he stayed and
talked for quite a long while; seemed to
think it strange that we could not recognize
the Methodist Church as a branch of the
Church of Christ, and him as a minister of
Christ; said he could recognize us as being
saved, and a3 ministers of Christ, even
though he thought our judgment at fault,
and was willing to fellowship us. That is,
looking at it from our standpoint, he could
concede that a man might be saved, might
be a minister of Christ worthy of Christian
fellowship, might be fit for the kingdom of
God and for heaven, and yet not fit to preach
in the Methodist church. Funny, isn't it?
He was quite gentlemanly all through our
conversation, and seemed to want to do right,
but it was easy to see that .he was afraid for
the members of his church to "prove all
things" as commanded by the Apostle Paul.
The church that has the truth, and knows it
has the truth, is not afraid for its members to
hear anything that comes along. I am glad
that I belong to a church that says to its
members, "Hear all, and if you find any new
light, any new truth that you don't find with
us, accept it." Truth has -nothing to fear
from investigation, while error always dreads
to have the light turneil on.
We are making our home with Bro. George
H. Parker and wife, who obeyed the gospel
somewhere in the Far West district, Missouri. They are alive in the work, and willing to make any reasonable sacrifice to get
the glad tidings before their neighbors,
friends, and relatives. Bro. Parker's father
and mother, although not of our faith, and
old in years, are willing and anxious to do
their part towards keeping up the incidental
expenses of the meetings, and in making them
a success.
I feel to rejoice with my brethren and sisters over the grand outpouring of the Spirit,
and the great work that was done at our late
conference. I feel to go forth to the battle
this year with renewed zeal, greater confidence, and a stronger determination to help
push the work on to success and victory.
for tbe first few m,oµths of tl:ie se11son my

work will likely be in Western New York
and, as there is no branch of the church anywhere in the western part of the State, my
wor&: is likely to be where it should be--to
the world.
While Bro. E. C. Briggs was away from
his field, attending General Conference, I
slipped over into Southern Michigan and
Northern Iadiana aud put in a month's work,
baptizing two at Clear Lake, Indiana. The
visit was a pleasant one, to me, and I trust
that good was done. The saints there are
brothers and sisters to me, indeed, and it
filled my soul with joy to have the privilege
of once more taking them by the hand and
getting another look into their homJst faces.
May the kind Father's care be over them!
Not only are they brothers and sisters, but
many of them, both at Clear Lake and South
Scott, are my own children in the g·ospel.
Bro. E. C. will please forgive me for trespassing on his territory during his absence.
May the Lord bless his people everywhere,
and hasten his work in his own good time.
Yours in gospel bonds,
ISAAC M. SMI'l'H.

deemer liveth aud will answer my prayers.
I wish this presented to the church, and I
wish an answer. I bad a dream or a vision, I
hardly know which, it was so real, and I will
relate it; may it be of interest to some of the
saints.
I had been searching the Scriptures to see
if I could not find something to enlighten me
on the Sabbath question, but was not satisfied, and I asked God to show me the right in
his own due time; so I went to bed contented,
and I dreamed that I stood in a field, when
all at once I looked to the northeast and saw
a queer shaped cloud about as big as a man's
hand, and all at once it took the form of
a man and his face was as bright as the sun.
As soon as I saw the cloud I said, There is
the Son of Man, and I started to run and was
lifted off my feet into the air, all the time
singing. I was taken up over the housetops,
and looking down saw one stood gazing at
,the sight, and immediately I was on my feet.
But no pen can describe the happiness I experienced when I was raised from the ground.
Immediately I was awake, and something
seemed to tell me that if faithful I would
take part in that great event. I ask the
prayers of all the saints that I may.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, May 10.
Respectfully,
Editors Herald: - Church work onward;
EDS. FRANKLIN.
interest increasing. With three weekly
prayer meetings, history class, choral and
sisters' aid societies,' together with our SunDELOIT, Iowa, May 11.
day services our people are kept busy. Our
Editors Herald:-After the close of General
boys and g·irls are acquitting themselves Conference, in company with my wife I visnobly in t)e song service. The social serv- ited my brother-in-law, L. Robbins and famices are more spiritual than of late, the Lord ily, near Duden ville, Jasper County, Missouri.
confirming with signs following. Cottage While tbPre an effort was made to secure a
prayer meetings are a success.
cburchhouse fol'.' the writer to preach in, but
Yesterday, by invitation, I addressed a the trustees said, ''No; you are not orthodox!"
patriotic association of this city. Am ex- Being accustomed to that kind of an answer,
pected to repeat the effort. Several requests we secured a good sized schoolhouse near by
for memorial services have been received; and held four meetings, with good attendcannot say aye to more than one.
ance and interest. The first evening I gave
I go to Harlan to-night, by special request, permission to hand iu written questions on
returning Thursday. Indications are bright doctrine, etc. The result was that thirtyfor a busy and prosperous year. Expect to seven questions were presented durlng the
reap some of the seed sown in Fontanelle ere meetings.
long. Health has been very poor for someIt would have been a pleasure to have contime; am slowly recuperating.
tinued longer, but we were there only for a
Fraternally,
few days. I will write Bro. I. N. White, the
T. W. WILLIAMS.
one in charge of that mission.
The good results of the late conference are
being
realized by all the branches I have
FLINTVILLE, Wis., April 25.
c. J. HUNT.
Editors Herald:-I was brought up by Lat- visited.
ter Day Saints, that is, my parents were
saints and their teachings always remained
· h
I
·11 l
h
wit me.
wi a so say t at I am in the
dark; there used to be a church of the saints
here, but a good many have gone to rest, but
as I was young at the time I am still left to
fight the battles of life. I never had a chance
to be baptized, but feel that the Lord will
give me the opportunity in his own due
time.

STILLWATER, 0. T., May 2.

Editors Herald:-We arrived home from

conference all safe. There have been terrible
floods here from the recent rains, which have
done much damage. West Guthrie was
nearly all washed away, and one hundred
and fifty are reported drowned.
We hope Bro. C. R. Duncan will reach us
by the 9th; also Bro. W. S. Macrae. We
I wish to ask the saints one question: Are expect some to be baptized then.
they keeping the day that G~d commanded us I
In bonds,
to keep? If we are not, why didn't the Lord in- 1.
s. J. HINKLE.
,....
struct Joseph Smith concerning it when he
organized his church? .The Adventists claim
we are keeping the wrong day.
"Our doubts are traitors,
And make us lose the good we oft might wiil 1
Well, friends, I have had my prayers anfearing to attempt.,,
swered i:p1J.ny times so I !;;now th1J,t my RiEl' I

____ ______
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cides; and we now, having it in contemplation soon to reorganize the church according to
the original pattern, with a First Presidency
and Patriarch, feel that it will be the privilege
WAS IT DISORGANIZED?
"OU'l' of their own mouths shall they be of the Twel ve,ere long, to spread abroad among
the nations, not to hinder the gathering, but
judged."
The array of testimony presented, taken in to preach the gospel, ~nd push the people,
connection with the law of the church as the honest in heart, together from the four
given in the revelations of God, clearly quarters of the earth.-Epistle of the Twelve,
demonstrates that the Church of Jesus Christ from Council Bluffs, December 25, L847; Mill.
of Latter Day Saints was not disorganized at Star, vol. 10, page 86.
the death of the prophets Joseph and Hyrum,
We have evidence that this "conthat such a thing was never contemplated in templation" was carried out, for we
the work of God in this dispensation, and learn from the "compendium," pubsince the church has never been disorganized,
any organization claiming to be the "Re- lished by Franklin D. Richards in
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 1857, page 227, that in December, 1847,
Day Saints" is a counterfeit, and writes fraud a First Presidency of the church, conin the very title of it.-B .. H. Roberts.
sisting of a quorum of three was reor-

The foregoing is copied from page
99 of a work entitled "Succession in
the Presidency of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints," by Elder
B. H. Roberts of the Utah Church.
The writer therein assumes that there
has not been a disorganization of the
church since its organization on the
sixth of April, 1830. Consequently
the position oftbe Reorganized Church
represented by Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, is an abortion, devoid alike of
spiritual life and authority, apparently
oblivious of the fact that the church
represented by himself is the outcome
of a reorganization affected under the
auspices of the late Brigham Young,
during the period comprised between
the latter portion of 1847 and the
beginning of 1849, as the church history of that period will abundantly
confirm.
Walker, the English lexicographer,
defines the word ''disorganization" to
mean ''the act of destroying organic
structure, or connected system, the
act of destroying order." ''Reorganization," he defines "to organize anew,
to reduce again to a regular body, or
to a system." That the former condition obtained is evinced in the fact
that the followers of Brigham Young
proceeded to act upon the· alternative
contained in the latter definition, and
"organized anew," the proof of which
will be found in the following extracts
taken from their own church documen ts.
Since the murder of President Joseph
Smith, many false prophets and false teachers
·
·
d
h ave arisen, and tried to eceive many, during which time we have mostly tarried with
the body of the church, or been seeking a
new location, leaving those prophets and
teachers to run their race undisturbed, who
/:}aiye dieq U<J1tl]r&l a,e~tQS 1 QC c,1n;u:i:~it~\;(\ St~i-

ganized.

down or given to another people,"
with the accentuation placed upon the
latter sentence. Oblivious of the fact
that even this promise-if it be a
promise-is like all other promises of
the Lord, conditional upon obedience
to the law and commandments, the
Utah people seem to assume that any
reconstructing process must come
through themselves. That they are
the people alluded to, consequently
they must be the church, forgetful of
the fact that obedience and loyalty to
the law of God constitutes the only
legal .claim to the membership of the
Church of Christ, and wherever there
is wilful disobedience to the law of
God, rejection and punishment inevitably follow either the church or
the individual guilty of the same.
Joseph Smith writing of the church
in Zion, on the 11th of January, 1833,
said:-

And we further learn that,

on the 12th of February, [1849], the Presidency and thosJ of the Twelve who are here
[Salt Lake City], met in council and proceeded to fill the vacancies of that quorum.
Elders P. P. Pratt, John Taylor, and A.
Lyman were present; and Charles C. Rich,
Lorenzo Snow, Erastus Snow, and Franklin
D. Richards were ordained to the ApostleI send you the olive leaf which we have
ship, and numbered among the Tw-elve, in- plucked from the tree of paradise, the Lord's
stead of the three who were called to the message of peace to us; for though our brethFirst Presidency, and Lyman Vilight, of ren in Zion indulge in feelings toward us,
Texas, who was disfellowshiped. This ac- which are not according to the requirements
cession increased the members here to a of the new covenant, yet, we have the satismajority, and enabled them to act as a quo- faction of knowing that the Lord approves of
rum. They were then .instructed to assist in us, and has accepted us, and established his
reorganizing the different quorums here, and name in Kirtland for the salvation of the
in establishing righteousness. They met nations; for the Lord will have a place from
with the presidency and others almost daiiy whence his word will go forth, in these last
and proceeded to organize and ordain the days, in purity; for if Zion will not purify
pres~dency of the High Priest's Quorum,
her9elf, so as to be approved of in all things
viz.: John Young and his counselors, also in his sight, he will seek another people; for his
Daniel Spencer as president of this stake, work will go on until Israel is gathered, and
and bis two counselors, David Fulmer and they who will not bear bis voice must expect
Willard Snow. They also ordained and set . to feel his wrath.-Mill. Star, vol. 14, page 346.
apart a High Council.-Mill. Star, voi. 11,
The sentiment contained in this expage 246.
tract was afterwards approved of by a

From the foregoing it is self-evident
that the followers of Brigham Young
were duly impressed with the fact of
the disorganized condition of the
church. Therefore they proceeded
according to their understanding to
reorganize the same. This is fully
borne out, not by the statements of
"J osephite history," but by the statements of those who affect to despise
the action of the Reorganized Church
in these matters; and who having
themselves essayed to do the very
thing that they charge upon us, have
not the common honesty- to admit it.
For according to their own showine~
.,t best but an
the Utah Church l·s ""
t d
. .
f h h
att,emp e reorgamzat10n o t e c urch
disorganized at the death of Joseph
Smith and others. ''But 0," say they,
"the church has been set up in these
1 !a!i:?V days neVel_; ffiQre tq be th!'OWt'.l

Council of Twelve High Priests, who
noted the foregoing paragraph, as
follows:-<
There is one clause in Brother Joseph's
letter which you may not nnderstand; that is
this, "If the people of Zion did not repent,
the Lord would seek another place, and another people. Zion is the place where the
temple will be built, and the people gathered,
but all people on that holy land being under
condemnation, the Lord will ciit off, it' they
repent not, and bring another race upon it that
will serve him. The Lord will seek another
place to bring forth and prepare his word to
go forth to the nations, and as we said before
so say we again, Brother Joseph will not
settle in Zion, except she repent and serve
God, and obey the new covenant. With this
explanation the conference sanctions Brother
Joseph's letter.-Mill. Star, vol. 14, page
359 _
II

We may here ask what constitutes
the Church of Christ.
The law
says:-
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ise are the representatives of the
2. To increase love for the sanctity
Church of Christ, in perpetuity is of home.
false in fact, lacking foundation in
3. To promote social purity.
either gospel, law, or equity. If as
4. To teach the responsibility of
Therefore, the adoption of the church Elder B. H. Roberts claims:parenthood.
by Christ is dependent upon the faithThe array of testimony, taken in connection
5. To save the rising generation
ful discharge of the duties devolving with the law of th~ cliurch as given ,in the
upon her membership individually and revelations of God, clearly demonstrate that from vice and ignorance.
collectively; wilful and persistent neg- the Church of Jesus Obrist of Latter Day
6. To aid the erring and encourage
Saints, was not disorganized at the death of
lect of duty must result in her final the prophets Joseph and Hyrum; that such a the fallen.
rejection as a body, and the acception thing was never contemplated in the work of
7. To do in fact what the Y. M. C.
and adoption of those only who live God in this dispensation.-page 99.
A. is doing in the world at large.
Why did the leaders of his church This will in time we hope mean-' 'open
according to the law. The church
has no promise guaranteeing the ac- proceed to reorganize it, for if the reading rooms, gymnasiums," etc.,
ceptability of her administrations ex- statements presented in this short for our young and middle-aged men.
cept so far as they shall be performed essay, as taken from their own official
As yet but few are acquainted with
in agreement with the law and com- journals, are of any value whatever, our society. Where at all possible we
mandments of God. This claim is they prove conclusively that the por- would like to establish local organizaclearly established by the foregoing tion of the church that went out to tions, and we hope that some one in
as well as the following declaration to Utah under the leadership of Brigham each of the various branches of the
the church:-Young did in word and deed attempt church will interest themselves and
But, behold, at the end of this appoint- to reorganize the church, thus by their write us for direction. Eight or ten
ment, your baptisms for your dead shall not own act they admit, perforce, that the
members are enough to start a sobe acceptable unto me; and if you do not these Church of Jesus Christ, as organized
ciety.
As it will be impossible, howthings at the end of the appointment, ye shall
on
the
6th
day
of
April,
1830,
was
ever,
to
have local societies everybe rejected as a church with your dead, saith
disorganized by the death of Joseph where, we invite every man young
the Lord your God.-D. C. 107, {103) ll.
The apostacy of the church in its and Hyrum Smith, and the subsequent and old to enroll their names on our
collective capacity does not of neces- 0onfusion, division, and apostacy that general i·ecord and th us, through
sity destroy the work of God. Men ensued. And furthermore it can be written or printed communications,
and women individually or collectively proven by the laws of God, and the we can not only assist you in underare but instrumental in the consum- history of the Church of Jesus Christ standing self and God's laws as applied
mation of the purposes of Jehovah. of Latter Day Saints, that all this was to the physical being, but also to
They have an agency of their own; foreseen and predicted, as well as enlist your services in instructing and
the power is with them to will to do, provided for in the aforesaid law.
reclaiming others.
Therefore, we contend thatthe claim
either good or evil; but their doing
Many objections are urged:either the one or the other does not made by Elder B. H. Roberts, "That
1. "Too many societies." Possibly,
and cannot bring to naught the works the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter but when· the church or any other
and designs of God, only so far as Day Saints, was not disorganized at society will take up and push the work
those works and designs effect their the death of the prophets Joseph and we herein propose, we will gladly
own individual salvation. Therefore, Hyrum Smith," is disproven by facts disband. Until then we will observe
the authority of that body, called the that cannot be controverted. There- the motto: "Whatsoever thy' hand
church, to act in the name of Christ, fore, in the disorganization of the
findeth to do, do it with thy might."
and acceptably administer in the or- church, from the causes named, we
2. "It takes money which should go
dinances of his church, will always have ample evidence that the church in to the church treasury." There will
remain dependent upon implicit and in Utah, represented by the author of be no expense for sometime, save for
lawful obedience to that which he ''Succession in the Presidency of the
literature along these lines, which we
has commanded to be done in his Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day can put in the hands of men and boys;
name. The unfaithfulness of men Saints," is not what he has repreand these they should have· whether
does not alter the purposes of God, sented it to be, and is therefore "a there is a society or not.
counterfeit, and writes fraud in the
for
3. "Unless care is used you may do
the works, and the designs, and the pur- very title of it." For out of their own
more harm than good." True, and
poses of God can not be frustrated, neither mouths are they judged, and out of
can they come to naught, for God doth not their own books do they stand con- we propose to use care; but as no
overt act has ever yet been committed
walk in crooked paths; neither doth he turn demned.
to the right hand nor to the left; neither
by us, and no evils resulted from our
JOSEPH DEWSNUP, Sen.
doth he vary from that which he hath said;
effort, it is best not to anticipate. It
therefore his paths are straight and his
PARTICULARLY FOR MEN.
will be time enough to raise this obcourse is one eternal round. Remember,
Society
of
the
Sons
of
Zion
was
jection when you find the wrong.
THE
remember, that it is not the work of God
The advisory committee are J. A.
that is frustrated, but the work of men.- organized during the General ConferD. C. 2: 1, 2.
ence held at Independence, Missouri, J Gunsolley, Lamoni, Iowa; M.H.Bond,
C. R. Duncan,
The claim made by the members of in 1895, its objects being:1 St. Louis, Missouri;
1, :N,J:utu<!il iroproven:i~nt,
j
IV,J:issouri; l>:· 9, Barmore,
the Utah Ch1.lrch th!lit they by pro:i:n-

the same is my church; whosoever declareth
more or less than this, the same is not of me,
but is against me; therefore, he is not of my
church.-D. C. 9 {36:)16.
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California; T. W. Williams, Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
J. A. Gunsolley is the president and
located at headquarters. Any communication will readily reach him and
will meet with prompt attention.
Bro. J. F. Gunsolley, of Lamoni,
Iowa, is recording secretary; and
those desiring enrollment or information relative thereto, will write or
send their names to him. Those desiring information as to the organization of locals, or any direction, will
address me, at the address given below, and I will send all needed instruction.
If those engaged in this work will
endeavor to be discreet and careful,
we can but expect increased interest
in our undertaking, which will eventuate in lasting good to many souls.
Sincerely yours,
T. W. WILLIAMS,

Corresponding Secretary.
206 Harmony St., COUNCIL

8BlBB1Bd

BLUFFS,

Iowa.

1lrti~lB8.

DIET REFORM.

A SEASON or so ago there visited
this country a stalwart Englishman,
Mr. Herbert W. Hart, who was interviewed by a representative of the New
York Herald. Mr. Hart has been for
many years an earnest advocate of
diet reform, making investigations
especially into the bread question.
"There is," he says, "no question of
social economics as important as that
of bread reform," and, he adds, ·'that
applies particularly to America."
In showing the important relati©n
of food reform to the health and well·
being of all civilized communities, he
quotes from Brillat-Savarin, who
said, "The destiny of nations depends
on the manner in which they feed
themselves.,,
He made the startling announcement that "the scourge of all civilized
countries is white bread," and went
on:"1 will go so far as to predict that
unless there is a revolution in the
bread-eating custom of this country
the physical and mental condition of
the people will get worse, and the
children that are brought into the
world will be inferior in type, weight,
and physique, by reason of the defici!;)ll.CY of ltrµ.e and ~ile:J1: iq tb:e food,

which are absolutely essential to the
normal growth of the bones, skulls,
and teeth of the rising generation.
''If people are to be rendered
healthy, first of all they must eat
bread made from the whole grain of
wheat, the same as eaten by the apostles, and which chiefly sustained them
in their arduous work-the only kind
that was capable of sustaining their
bodies and brains in their task of impressing the multitudes of the truthfulness of their righteous cause.
"Bread made from the whole wheat
was the kind of bread eaten by the
ancient Romans, Greeks, Gauls, and
Britons. Without this kind of bread
the greatest men that have lived before or since the Christian era could
not have accomplished what they did.
The proper kind of bread should contain all the properties of the wheat,
including lime, iron, and silex, absolutely necessary to make pure, healthy
blood, and for want of which the
American people employ thousands of
dentists to supply imperfect teeth,
which would grow to perfection if
nature were not handicapped by the
ignorance of the natural laws of dietetics.
''The great poet Shakespeare ate
the whole meal bread, for it is put on
record by himself that he used to take
the wheat grain to Lucy's mill to be
ground for family use, and it would be
well for the civilized communities of
the world that all families discard at
once and forever the sophisticated and
adulterated white, spongy starch, socalled bread of the present generation, and partake of only that kind on
which the great nations of the world
chiefly relied for their strength, and
which produced the greatest architects, poets, artists, and generally the
strongest and most handsome men and
the most beautiful and accomplished
women."-Phrenological Journal.

ConfBrnnBB

~intltBs.

EASTERN DISTRICT SOUTH WALES.
Conference met at six p. m., April 24, in the
Board schoolroom, Porth. Bro.Caffall called
to preside, Thomas .Jones secretary. Elders
reporting: A. N. Bishop, T. Gould, J. G.
Jenkins, J. D. Jenkins, J. Jenkins, D. Davies,
J. Lewis, T. Jones, J. Jones, J. 0. Evans, T.
S. Griffiths. Priests: D. Edmunds, D. Morris, J. Salathiel, C. J. Williams, E. J. Trapp,
:ij. E.llis. Teacher: :p. .Jones. Peacon;

Hyrum White. Branches reporting: Nantyglo, Nantymock, Penygraig, Cardiff,
Aberaman, and Lydney. A recommendation
was sent from Nantymock branch that Bro.
E. Morg·an be ordained an elder; deferred
until next conference. Recommendations
received from Lydney branch, and concurred
in, that Bro.H.Ellis be ordained an elder, Bro.
Hyrum White a priest, Bro. Charles Kellsley
a teacher, Bro. Powell a deacon. A letter
was read from secretary of Western District
of Wales, and tabled. Bro. Caffall submitted
his report. At this juncture correspondence
between Bro. Caffall and Brn. A. N. Bishop,
Thomas Gould, and J. D. Jenkins was read.
Moved that we sustain Bro. J. D. Jenkins as
missionary, on the distinct understanding,
that the Penygraig and Ogmore branches
pay half his allowance, and that Bro. CaffalI
write Bishop Kelley asking him to instruct
his agent, Bro. Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham, to pay the other half. Bro. A. M.
Bishop tendered his resignation as secretary
of the district, was accepted, and a vote of
thanks g-i ven him for his past labors. Elder
A. N. Bishop tendered his resignation as
president of the district, was accepted, and a
vote of thanks give:::i him for the labor performed. Elder A. N. Bishop was presented
with a Bible as a token of esteem and
regard for his services as president
of the district for the past three years.
Preaching at eleven a. m. by Elder Caffall.
At two p. m. H. Ellis was ordained an elder
and H. White a Priest and C. Kellsley
a teacher. Elder Thomas Griffiths was
chosen president of district, with Elders
Thomas Gould and J. D. Jenkins as assistants.
Elder Thomas Jones chosen secretary and H.
Ellis treasurer. A mot.ion prevailed that the
traveling expenses of the president and incidental expenses of the secretary and half the
expenses of conference sessions be paid out of
the district fund. Moved that we sustain by
our faith and prayers all the authorities of
the church in America and Elder J. Caffall
as president of the European mission. Adjourned to meet at Lydney the Saturday and
Sunday preceding the first Monday in November, 1897.

MANCHESTER.
Annual conference of said district was held
April 17-19 in the saints meeting room, Manchester, illngland. Sabbath services held in
the Hulme town hall. Presidents of conference, James Caffall and Joseph Dewsnup, Sr.;
James Baty secretary. Leader of singing,
John Foden. Deacons for conference, all the
deacons of the several branches, under the
supervision of Simon Clarke. Auditors, J.
Dewsnup, Jr., and George Baty. The
solemnization of marriage between Bro.
James Clark and Sr. Emily Baggoley, was
performed by Elder J. Dewsnup, 8r. The
following elders reported: James Caffall, J.
Dewsnup, Sr., H. Greenwood, James Baty,
W. R. Armstrong, S. F. Mather, Joseph
Harper, James Moir, G. W. Lelgott, James
Baty, Thomas Taylor, James Spargo, David
, Hope, W. A. Seekins, Tom Roberts, Job
Dalley, Thomas Paxton, J. W. Rushton, W.
Eccle~top, W. R,. ~oberts, Tho!l;las Brien,
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J. Dewsnup, Jr., W. H. Greenwood, Thomas
Mills, C. H. Barton, Fred Bruton, George
Baty. The following recommendations were
presented for ordination and upon thorough
examination were confirmed: For elders:
Priests Edwin Nixon and George Towers.
For priests: Albert Hall and Arthur Mayne.
For teacher: George Bolton. For deacon:
Fred Clark. A letter from President Joseph
Smith was read, acknowledging receipt of
letter from the district offering condolence
under his recent bereavement, etc. It was
ordered to be spread upon the minutes.
Financial secretary's report showed a balance
in hand of £5 4s. 6d. The Sunday services
were of a very inspirational character. Preaching in the forenoon and evening by Bro.
Caffall. 2: 30 p. m., fellowship and testimony;
the testimonies were numerous, quickly succeeding each other, and all very elevating
and encouraging; a very happy spirit prevailed. Business of conference resumed
Monday morning. The chairman drew the
attention of the elders to Rules of Order,
section 25. The president of the district
tendered his resignation, so as to test the acceptance of his policy in the past or rejection
of the same. It was unanimously resolved that
we continue to sustain the president of the district. During its discussion much confidence
was expressed and sympathy evinced in the arduous tasks which had in the past fallen into
his hands. The elders of the district assured
him that he might depend on them for their
loyalty and support. The following resolutions
were passed: l. That as a district we affirm our
unabated confidp,nce in the authorities of the
church, and pledge ourselves to so support
them in ev@rything that may be lawful and
conducive to the righteous advancement of
the work of the Lord. 2. That the thanks of
the conference be accorded to the South
Manchester branch for the use of their meeting room during the sittingt; of the conference;
and also to the officers and members comprising the several branches for the financial and
other aid given, which has contributed
largely to the success of the annual gathering. 3, 4, 5. Resolutions thanking the sisters
for "catering to the physical wants of the
people during conference;" the "choir for
1.heir very efficient services;" and "the deacons
for their good work," were passed. 6. Resolved that the best thanks of the meeting be
tendered to our respected missionary in
charge, Elder James Caffall, for his kind and
efficient counsel and assistance which bas
been so ungrudgingly placed at our disposal
during the whole of this conference. 7. Resolved that we express sympathy and condo!ence with Bro. and Sr. Taylor, of the South
Salford branch, in the loss of their eldest son,
and commend them to our heavenly Father
for his consolation and peace; also referring
them to the glorious hope which we entertain under such circumstances, through the
gospel of Jesus Christ. The condition of the
Leeds branch was considered, and it was
i:l.ecided to refuse to indorse the licenses of
Elders W. H. Seekins and Tom Roberts, also
Priest William Rudd, and Teacher Henry
Warren, until a court of elders had fully
-examined specific charges laid against them.
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The branch was shown to be in a very un- will be given in the evening. Come and bring
settled condition, despite the repeated efforts the Spirit of the Master, and an enjoyable
of the missionary in charge and the president time may be had.
C. I. CARPENTER, Supt.
of the district to effect peace and harmony.
J. L. BOOKER, Sec.
Despite the fact that some of the conference
business was very irksome and trying, a very
Northeast Kansas district Sunday school
good spirit prevailsd throughout; much instruction was to be obtained, and all parted association will convene at Netawaka June
fully prepared to exercise themselves as 11 at half past ten a. m. All Sunday schools
diligently as possible during the conference in the district will swd delegates, as there
has to be an election of officers. We would
year.
like to see every school represented.
MRS. SARAH A. PARKER, Supt.
FLORIDA DISTRICT.
MRS. MARY HUDGENS, Sec.
Conference convened with Calhoun branch,
May 8; S. D. Allen presiding. Branches reTo the saints and others of the Northeastporting: Calhoun 24. Coldwater 68; gain ern Illinois district Sunday school association,
15. Edendale 18. Pleasant View 23. Green- notice is hereby given that our next convenwood 29. Elders reporting: D. E. Tucker, tion will be held with the Mission school,
S. D. Allen. Priests: V. S. Jernigan, John June 11, the day previous to district conferP. Calhoun, C. Dixon. Teacher: J. L. ence. Business will begin promptly at two
Rice. Deacon: B. L. Jernigan. Bishop's p. m.; and in the evening at 7: 30 will be
agent reported: On hand last report $44.65; given an entertainment, devoted to the inreceived since $12. 79; paid out $45; on hand terest of Sunday school work. We kindly
$12.44. Audited and found correct. On invite all to come; bring your Winnowed
motion the license of Elder J. N. Hawkins Song books.
was revoked. Adjourned to meet with EdenLEONARD HOUGHTON, Dist. Supt.
dale branch the first Saturday in October,
1897, at ten o'clock a. m. Preaching by D.
E. Tucker, V. S. Jernigan, and S. ff Allen.

MisGBilanBolis IlBpar1ment

8undau 8Ghoo1 HssoGia1ions.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

Northeast Missouri district conference will
convene with the branch at Higbee, Missouri,
CONVENTION NOTICES.
June 19, at nine a. m. for prayer service.
Convention of the Decatur district Sunday Business session to begin at ten a. m. prompt.
school association will convene at Allendale, Conference to continue over Sunday the 20th ..
Missouri, on the evening of Thursday, June We would like to have a full attendance; the
10, continuing over Friday, the 11th, previous election of officers will take place at this
to district conference, which convenes Satur- meeting. Bro. I. N. White, of the Twelve,
day, the 12th. We would like to see as good will be with us. All reports should be fora representation as possible. Will the secre- warded to district clerk, Louise Palfrey,
taries please report their schools to the dis- Macon, Missouri. We have set the 13th day
trict secretary on blanks furnished by him. of June as a day of fast and prayer, for the
Please make your , reports as complete as success of our conference and the work in
possible. See program next week.
general throughout the district, and we
WILBUR B. PAUL, Supt.
kindly ask all who consistently can to observe
the day set apart.
J. A. TANNER, Dist. Pres.
/ Sunday school association of Southern
Michigan and Northern Indiana will hold its
Decatur district conference will convene at
semiannual convention at Hartford, Michigan, June 4, beginning at ten a. m. All parts Allendale, Missouri, June 12, ten a. m., conof the district should make an effort to have tinuing over the 13th. Branch presidents and
their best workers come prepared to assist in clerks will please take notice and see that
making this a profitable meeting. Hartford their branches are correctly reported. A
workers need our help, and we need theirs. good representation is desired.
B. M. ANDERSON, Sec.
Can we not afiord to make some sacrifice of
time, even in this. busy season, if the work
Nodaway district conference will convene
will be strengthened thereby? Shall we look
the second Saturday in June, at the Union
for you there?
church, Nodaway County, Missouri, at ten
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, Dist. Supt.
BARODA, Michigan.
a. m. It is hoped that a g·ood representation
will be in attendance, not only to renew acMobile district Sunday school association quaintance, eat pie and cake, but for devout
will meet, in convention at Three Rivers, worship.
Mississippi, at two p. m., Friday, June 11.
WILLIAM WOODHEAD.
The election of officers and other important
business will come bafore the body, so it is
Conference of Chatham district will convene
quite important that every school be repre- with Buxton branch June 12 and 13. Officers
sented. Superintendents and secretaries will ' of branches will please see that their branches
see that their schools are properly reported to are represented and reported, also that
the district secretary on blanks furnished by their reports contain all necessary items, and
him. It is expected that an entertainment in this way save time and expense afterwards.
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We have not had word from the president of
the mission, but expect he will be present
with us. We hope the spirit of peace and
love will prevail throughout.
GEORGE GREEN, Pres.
RICHARD COBURN, Sec.
The officers and members of the Pittsburg,
Wheeling, Glen Easton, Fayette City, and
Bannings branches, are hereby notlfied that
a special conference will be held at Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, on June 19 and 20, to organize
a new district. We sincerely hope that all
the saints who are interested in God's work
will put forth a special effort to be present.
GOMER T. GRIFFI'l'HS,
Missionary in Charge.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
district conference will convene at Hartford,
Michigan, June 5 and 6, at 10: 30 a. m.
Branches will please send in full and complete reports. Arrange such i terns of business as pertain to the conference that they
may be properly presented and considered.
The missionary force is expected (as appointed), missionary in charge, et al. Come
with a view to aid in the good work, to help
as well as be helped, that benefit may accrue
in bL<siness, spiritual, and moral lines.
S. W. L. SCOTT, Dist. Pres.
Eastern Michigan district conference will
be held June 12 and 13 in Huron Center
branch, town of Huron, Michigan. Branch
officers and clerks, please send full reports
addressed to William Davis, Grindstone City,
Michigan. President of the mission, E. C.
Briggs, is expected to be with us. Let us
come together bringing the Spirit of the
Master with us, and we will be blessed.
A. BARR, Dist. Pres.
The Nauvoo district conference will convene at Farmington, Iowa, June 5, 1897, at
10:30 a. m. A large delegation and full
reports are desirable.
By order of President,
F. M. WELD.
R. w ARNOCK, Sec.
The saints and officers in Northern Ohio
and the Sharon and Conneautville branches
in Pennsylvania, and are hereby notified '"hat
a special conference will be held at Kirtland,
July 3 and 4, to organize a new district.
Business will begin at ten a. m. Saturday.
We will expect delegates from Toledo, Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, Washingtonville,
Blake Mills, Sharon and Conneautville.
We would be pleased to have the scattered
saints at Neshannock, Catawba Island, Diamond and Loraine to attend the conference.
There will be low rates on all roads running
into Cleveland, July 3, 4 and 5. Electric cars
leave Cleveland public square every hour for
Willoughby and Painsville; return fare fifty
cents. We desir.e that all those who expect
t,o attend the conference to send word to Bro.
Frank Steffe.
GOMER T. GRIFFI'rHS.
Missionary in charge.
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AN APPEAL.
Having now on hand about one half enough
to purchase a tent for the Utah mission, and
believing that by its use we can reach more
people and to better advantage tban under
present conditions, I take this means of appealing to all to assist in raising enough to
assure the purchase.
Fifty, by sending one dollar each, will do
the work. Five hundred, at ten cents each,
or one thousand, at even five cents each, will
make it an accomplished fact. Send in your
muckles and your mites then, and clo it at once,
and thus confer on that mission and people a
lasting favor, by thus showing your faith by
your works. Do not be backward in sending
small amounts if you .cannot afford to do
more.
Please remember that delay on your part
means a delay in gett,ing the tent at work,
::md it should be in use now.
Two things should be remembered; viz.,
that it is difficult to get places in which to
preach the word in Utah, because of the opposition of the church leaders, and that our
people are few in numbers and should be
aided financially to sustain the work. Hence
the necessity for a tent and the reason for
asking contributions. Please aid us in the
good cause and help to reach the people of
Utah.
Send contributions to the undersigned, addressing me at No. 532 East Second South
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT,
Pres. Rocky Mountain mission.
May 13, 1897.

PASTORAL.
To the Saints of the Canada Mission, Dear
Brothers and Sisters:-Having been appointed

tions under which we may obtain the prom•
ised blessings.
For the present it is thought best that the
missionaries remain in their present fields of
labor assigned them by Elder Lake; should. it
be thought wise to effect any change, this can
be arranged at the June conferences of each
district. It is deiired that the missionaries
will push out into new fields, so far as practicable, leaving the burden of care in branches
to the local authorities. In your labor for
the Master, exercise unbounded confidence
even in the midst of danger, and look to the
Lord Omnipotent when no means of escape is
manifest. We should look for his protection
and fear no evil when walking in the sunny
way of duty; always remember that you are
on God's errand, and that not even a spar"OW
in the dell falls without your Father, and
that the very hairs of your head are numbered. No difficulty need heavily oppress us
if carried to "Our Father." Al ways honor
God's claims upon you; see that the law is
observed, and yet pity the weakness of those
who go astray. "Deal gently with the erring
one." Be; patient and kind in your administration of the Jaw, weighing matters before
God ere you act before men. Work, work,
work, the time is short, the end is near, the
coming of the Master draws nigh; sound aloud
the gospel trump, that the people in every
hamlet and city of this Dominion may be
warned.
Now a word with regard to tithing and offerings. There are a number of elders and
priests who have offered themselves for the
mission field if they can obtain partial support from the church for the loved ones at
home. But the Bishop had to warn the
Twelve not to send any more to the field, for
there was no money for the support of their
families. No one, who was not present in
those councils can know the feelings of the
Twelve and Bishop when compelled to inform
those men that they were unable to put them
in the field. Canada has several good men,
among them two who were formerly prominent Baptist ministers, who have made application for a mission. Will the saints arise
to dut.y and do their part in "the work entrusted to all," by putting forth an effort to
pay their tithing, and thus bring great blessings upon themselves, and help to open the
way for an increase of the missionary force.
Start now; send in your mite at once. Do not
wait till you can pay a large amount; send
what you can to the agents of your respective
districts.
I hope you wiil remember me at the altar of
prayer, that I may do my part, and with you,
at last be permitted to dwell with Christ.
Those wishing to write me may send all
mail to 474 Adelaide Street, London, Ontario.
Your fellow laborer,
R. C. EVANS.

to labor in Canada I embrace this opportunity to address you through the church paper. As a servant of God, anxious for the
peace and happiness of this mission; eager to
promote its welfare and greatness, and to see
all its saints laboring together in unity and
good will, I request your hearty cooperation, that "the work intrusted to all" now
before us to perform, may be accomplished
in that peace that follows work done according to the law.
I am glad that God and the church has
permitted me to return to my native Jandand to the people for and with whom I have
labored in the dear dead past; may uninterrupted concord, firmly grounded on mutual
affections and respect between missionaries,
local officers, and laity, ever reign.
On bended knee I thank God that I find
the mission in so good a condition-that
there is no burning questions to disturb our
peace or strain our relationship as saints.
This happy condition is, in a great measure,
'l'oRoNTO Ont., l\iay 10.
due to the prudent guidance of our venerable predecessor, Apostle John H. Lake; may
To all the Saints of the Southeastern Mission;
sweet peace be his, now and ever. In losing Greeting:-I see by the list of appointments
Elder Lake this mission has met with a great that I am to be associated for another year
loss-this his successor feels deeply; but be- in laboring for the great cause of truth, in
lieving that God has promised additional this part of the Master's vineyard.
In
light, wisdom, and strength to the faithful , entering upon the labors of another year I
toilers, may we struggle to attain to condi- feel a little more hopeful as to the success of

I
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the work in this mission, as I think I can
see some improvement along the line; but let
us remember that we are invited "up higher,"
a~d that unless w.e ~ive heed ~o the invitat10n, and accept it rn a practical way, we
will be very liable to fall below our present
standing, which we can not afford to do.
The opportunities for preaching the gospel in new places are constantly increasing,
and calls are heard in different directions
from the people, asking for the "bread of
life." Is there one who realizes what this
work is, who can or will fail to do his or her
part, in giving the people a chance to hear
the message of truth? Is there one who has
received the priesthood who will "come
under my condemnation, by reason of neglecting to lift up their voices in my cause?"
If so "for such there is tribulation and
anguish."-D. C. 116:2.
Brethren, do not bury your talents, but
use them righteously, and your reward shall
be great. And that the good that may be
accomplished by the elders and others holding the priesthood be not hindered, let all
the brethren and sisters, be diligent in using
every legitimate means to assist them, inasmuch as the work is "entrusted to all." No
one can afford to fail in doing his or her
part, for the reason that it will entail a correspond~ng loss on them in the day of
awards.
In the late revelation to the church, the
Lord tells us that "many of the sacrifices
made by the church have been acceptable" to
him. This is encouraging. But to whom
does the encouragement belong? Undoubtedly to ~hose who have made, and not to those
who have not made the sacrifices referred to.
Who receives the benefits of baptism? 'l'hose
who are baptized, evidently. Who receives
the benefits of faith? Those who exercise it,
certainly. Who receives the benefits of confirmation? He who is confirmed, is it not?
Now who has been benefited by the sacrifices which the Lord says have been acceptable to him? There can be but one answer,
Those who made them. "Gather my saints
together unto me, those who have made
covenant with me by sacrifice."-Psalms 50:5.
If any have failed in doing their part, will
they now take courage and at once commence
the work thus far neglected? Who can say
no?
To the brethren who have been appointed
to do mission work in this field I feel to say:
God bless you in your labors and give you
abundant success. I trust that none but the
kindest feelings toward each other may have
place in our hearts, and that each and all of
us may so live and labor as to receive the
approbation of our Father in heaven. P]ease
don't forget your reports at the times required by the Twelve.
Bro. D. E. Tucker will have charge of the
work in Florida, Georgia, and the following
counties in Alabama: Henry, Geneva, Dale,
Barbour, Pike, and Coffee.
Bro. T. W. Chatburn will be in charge of
the work in Tennessee and Kentucky.
All labor done in these subdivisions by
others of the missionary force should be
reported to the brethren named, and not to
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me. Also calls for preaching, propositions
for debate, etc. In short anything that
should be reported to the missionary in
charge, report it to them, and not directly
to me. I think I can safely recommend Bro.
Chatburn to the saints of Tennessee and
Kentucky as an efficient laborer, and worthy
of their confidence and support. Also Bro.
J. F. Henson, who will likely spend most of
the year with them. Bro. Tucker is already
well known in his field, and therefore needs
no recommendation there.
Will branch officers please see to the settlement of any difficulties that may arise in
the branches without calling on the traveling
missionaries when it is not an absolute
necessity for them to assist? I think it unwise, to say the least, to appoint the general
missionaries to sit on elders' courts, etc., in
the settlement of branch or personal difficulties, when local elders may be secured just as
easily. Why should this extra burden be
laid on the missionary, thus hindering him
in his work? Doctrine and Covenants 122: 7
says that, "The Twelve and the Seventy
under their direction, together with such
high priests and elders as can travel and
preach as missionaries, shall be free to wait
upon their ministry in gospel work, leaving
the branches and districts where organization is effected, to the care and admini.stration
of the standing ministers, high priests, elders,
priests, teachers, and deacons," etc. Do "ye
all" see?
Again: "In matters of personal importance
and conduct arising in branches and districts,
the authorities of thoee branches and districts
sh0uld be authorized and permitted to settle
them; the traveling councils taking cognizance of those only in which the law and
usages of the church. are involved and the
general interests of the church are concerned."-D. C. 120: 7.
This is plain enough. The local authorities are invited to make special efforts to
assist in pushing the work into new fields or
places during the year. Sometimes an elder
or even a member can work up meetings in
adjoining neighborhoods, where they are
acquainted, to better advantage than the
missionary who is entirely unacquainted.
There is room for all who will occupy wisely.
The work is worthy oi the best efforts of all
to sustain and extend it. The Lord does not
demand unreasonable sacrifices of any. None
can afford to refuse to make what he does
demand. Let us have a united effort and
push the work with vigor. Victory is waiting for all the faithful. "The willing and
obedient shall eat the good of the land of Zion
in these last days. "-D. C. 64: 6.
"Perilous times" are here. Hard times is
the cry from every quarter. Plagues and
pestilences are abroad in the land. War and
famine are taking off their thousands.
Storms and tempests, with the "fierce and
vivid lightning," are making themselves felt
and feared, and causing terror among the
people. Earthquakes are causing "groanings in the midst of her." The "sea and the
waves" are "roaring," and "upon the earth
distress of nations with perplexity." These
with other "signs of the times" indicate the
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fact that the time of the coming of our Lord
".is near, even at the door."
"And take heed to yourselves, lest at any
time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of this life,
and so that day come upon you unawares . . . .
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye
may be accounted worthy to escape all these
things that shall come to pass, and to stan<l before the Son of man.''-Luke 21:34, 36.
Saints, are we prepared to "escape" these
things? Are we able to stand should the
Lord come now?
My permanent address is Independence,
Missouri. If any wish to write me and do
not know my whereabouts, if they will write
me there, letters will be forwarded.
T. C. KELLEY.
HARDIN, Ky., May 8.

As Bro. J. W. Gillen has placed me in
charge of Western Nebraska again, I would
like to say to the ministry and saints of the
mission that my permanent address is Dow
City, Iowa, and that I would like to hear
from any in the mission who desire labor
done in their locality. · When you write
don't forget to say what the pospect seems as
to getting a place in which to preach and a
hearing on the part of the people. The missionary force is small and we are anxious to
do all the good we can.
For the present Brn. Porter and Payne
wi.11 labor in the southeast part of the mission.
Brethren, the harvest truly is great and
the laborers are few, therefore let all the
local laborers do all they can. Don't wait for
the missionary, but do what you can. What
is of as much worth as the gospel and the
salvation therein promised? What you can
do to you may seem but little; but if you do
that as well as you can God will bless you in
so doing.
Your brother and colaborer in Christ,
DAVID M. RUDD.

To the Saints and Friends of Oreqon and
Washington; Greeting:-Bro. A. M. Chase and
the writer having been appointed to labor in
the above mentioned field, desire the cooperation of all saints and friends in the work
lying before us-the preaching of the gospel
as far and widely as we can. All wishing us
to labor in thPir neighborhoods please let us
hear from them.
Bro. Chase is a fine singer and will be
greatly ap\)reciated as a worker in the cause ..
We have a tent that can be used if it is
thought best. We want to hear from the
saints. We are desirous of doing a good'
work this coming year; and we feel and fully
realize that we must have the help of the
saints. We will begin work at Drain, Douglass County, Or0gon, and will be governed
by calls and the promptings of the spirit
from that on. Let us hear from you at that
place. Yours to labor for the spread of the
work.
HIRAM L. HOLT.

REUNION NOTICES.
There will be a reunion at Mt. Eden, Indiana, June 6, of the family and relatives of
John Scott, deceased, who was one of the
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couraging words fpom Brethren Joseph Smith
and E. L. Kelley that (no preventing providence) they will be with us, and several others of the elders; so there will be plenty of
good talent to make the occasion instructive
and profitable for the cause. So we give you
all a cordial invitation to be with us when the
first church building im·the district is dedicated to the service of our God.
On account of the extremely close times
and the small number of saints in Minersville I would suggest to the friends to come
with wagons and tents, all who can, so as to
be prepared to care for yourselves. The
saints there will do all in their power to accommodate visitors. Bring with you the
Spirit of the Master and all will be right.
We hope our submissionary in charge will be
INMAN REUNION.
A reunion of the Central Nebraska district with us, too; so come.
HENRY HART, Dist. Pres.
will be held at Inman, Holt County, Nebraska,
BROUGHTON, Kansas. May 15, 1897.
June 3 to 6 inclusive. Inman is on the Black
Hills line of the Fremont, Elkhorn, and MisBORN.
souri Valley Railway, about 185 miles from
MILLER.-At Ridge Prairie, Illinois, to
Missouri Valley and Omaha. The place Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Miller, February 6,
where the tent will be pitchecl is in a grove 1897, a daughter. Blessed March 7 by Elder
about one fourth of a mile east of the town, M. H. Bond, and named Irene Jane.
where will be found suitable placES for campROBERTS.-At Alma, Illinois, November
ing. Fuel, hay, and pasturage will be free; 3, 1896, to Hiriam and Minnie Roberts, a
corn and oats fifteen cents per bushel. One daughter. Blessed March 7 by Elder M. H.
of the Bishopric, with several other promi- Bond, and named Henrietta.
nent ministers will be present, which assures
CORBIER.-At Alma, Illinois, October 19,
a pleasant and instructive reunion. Keep 1894, to Mr. Charles and Sr. Lucretia Coryour eye on the date, and arrange your bu.si- bie:-, a son. Blessed March 7, 1887, by Elder
ness so as to spend a few days in the associa- M. H. Bond, and named Robert.
tion of saints, and in the enjoyment of a
CORBIER.-At Alma, Illinois, to Mr.Charles
spiritual feast.
and Sr. Lucretia Corbier, November 13, 1896,
J. F. MINTUN,
a daughter. Blessed March 7 by Elder M.
W. M. RUMEL,
H. Bond, and named J osephene.
Committee on Arrangements.
ARCHIBALD. - At St. Louis, Missouri,

first settlers of Southern Indiana; he raised a
family of eleven children, nine boys and
two girls; six boys and one girl are living; all
of whom at one time belonged to the Christian Church. Old Mt. Eden was first occupied
by the Baptists, second by Christians, and
third by Latter Day Saints. The day will be
spent in religious service discussing the
prominent religious questions of the day
interspersed with oriental music. Robert,
James, and Harbert, will occupy the forenoon,
and Wesley, David, and M. R. the afternoon.
All are cordially invited; a large crowd and
a good time is expected.
M. R. SCOT'l', Sl'l,.
Ensign please copy.

FOURTH QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
At our late General Conference, the Fourth
Quorum of Priests, at one of their sessions
held there, Bro. George Ed wards asked release from the office of secretary, which was
granted.
Bro. Ed wards was afterwards
elected to the office of First Counselor to
succeed Bro. F. J. Ebeling. Bro. Edwards
has since been ordained to that office. A
vote of thanks was tendered to Bro. Ed wards
for his services, and the work done by him
was very highly appreciated. Bro. F. M.
Pitt was elected secretary, and the members
of the quorum will please remember to send
reports or letters to him at the following
address, F. M. Pitt, No. 277 Sheffield Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
F. M. PITT, See.

NOTICES.
1.'o the Saints of the Northwest Kansas District,
Greeting:-You will see by the minutes of our
last district conference, that it was made the
duty of the district president to appoint a two
days' meeting at each of the following places:
Minersville and Blue Rapids, whenever notified that their respective church buildings
were ready for dedication. Now to carry out
my instructions, I will appoint June 12 and 13
for the meetings at Minersville, as I have
been notified that that building is ready; and
I am very glad to inform you that I have en-

January 16, 1897, to Bro. Russell and Sr.
Pearl Archibald, a son. Blessed March 14
by Elders M. H. Bond and William Anderson, and named Clarence Lincoln.
CRANE.-Blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, April
14, 1897, a son of Bro. and Sr. D. F. Crane, and
named William McKinley. Blessed by Elder
Alexander H. Smith.
SMI'l'H.-Blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, April
14, 1897, a daughter of Bro. Don A. and Sr.
Zenetta Susan Smith, and named ¥elora
Belle. Blessed by Elder William H. Kelley.
SMI'rH.-Blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, April
14, 1897, a son of Bro. Don A. and Sr. Z. S.
Smith, and named Carlos McAllister.
Blessed by Elder Heman C. Smith.
SMITH.-Blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, April
14, 1897, a daughter of Bro. Don A. and Sr.
Z. S. Smith, and named Beatrice Adell.
Blessed hy Elder Alexander H. Smith.
Box.-At Hiteman, Iowa, August 8, 1892,
to Mr. and Sr. F. C. Box, a son, .and named
Freddie. Blessed April 28, 1897, by J. S.
Roth and Wm. Loach.
Box.-At Hiteman, Iowa, December 28,
1894, to Mr. and Sr. F. C. Box, a son, and
named Charlie. Blessed April 28, 1897, by J.
S. Roth and Wm. Loach.
Box.-At Hiteman, Iowa, January 18,
1896, to Mr. and Sr. F. C. Box, a son, and
named Daniel. Blessed April 28, 1897, by J.
S. Roth and Wm. Loach.
ZIMMERMAN.-At Hiteman, Iowa, July 18,
i 1891, to Mr. D. M. and Sr. Amelia R. Zimmer-

man, a daughter, and named Genevie Magdaline. Blessed April 21, 1897, by J. S. Roth
and Wm. Loach.
ZIMMERMAN.-At Hiteman, Iowa, November 29, 1893, to Mr. and Sr. D. M. Zimmerman,
a daughter, and named Gracie. Blessed
April 21, 1897, by J. S. Roth and Wm.
Loach.
GRIFFITHS.-At Knoxville Junction, Iowa,
September 21, 1895, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Griffiths, a daughter, and named Amelia.
Blessed at Hiteman, Iowa, April 25, 1897, by
J. S. Roth and Wm. Loach.
Thomas Daley, 746 Pervost Street, San
Jose, California.
NEWBERRY.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December
14, 1896, to Bro. A. M. and Sr. Stella Newberry, a son; blessed April 25, 1897, by Elders
H. A. Stebbins and A. S. Cochran, and
named Arthur Benjamin.
HALL.-At Creston, Union County, Iowa,
March 19, 1897, to Bro. Owen M, and Sr.
Hattie H. Hall, a son; blessed at Lamoni,
Iowa, May 5, by Pres. Joseph Smith, and
named Willie Hudson.
BENEDIOT.-At Terre Haute, Indiana, May
7, 1896, to Mr. Louis P. and Sister Effie A.
Benedict, a daughter. Blessed at the home
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Adams, Logan, Harrison County, Iowa, by
Elder Charles Derry, on the first of April,
1897, and named Esther Amy.
VAN BRUNT.-At Ludington, Michigan,
March 21, 1897, to Bro. Albert P. and Sr.
Elizabeth L. Van Brunt, a son, and named
Albert Lewis. Blessed April 11, 1897, by
Elder C. G. Lewis.
GROSSETT.-At South Arm, Michigan, December, 1896, to Bro. and Sr. RobertGrossett,
a daughter, and named Alice Mary. Blessed
February 27, 1897, by Elder C. G. Lewis.
SHTELDS.-At Ludingt~n, Michigan, February 23, 1897, to Mr. Peter and Mrs. Lena
Shields, a son, and named William Alexander. Blessed April 8, 1897, by Elder C. G.
Lewis.

MARRIED.
BLAOKMAN-HUDSON.-At the house of
Bro. W. W. Scott, ·Lamoni, Iowa, May 5,
1897, Mr. John W. Blackman, of Humeston,
Iowa, aged 27, and Sr. Minnie L. Hudson, of
Lamoni, aged 19, fourth daughter of Bro.
Wilson Hudson. President Joseph Smith
celebrating tile rite in the presence of a small
company of the families of the contracting
parties.
SHURWOOD-HODGES.-AtHartford,Michigan, May 3, 1897, at the residence of the
bride, on West Main Street, Bro. Harlon S.
Shurwood and Sr. Matilda Hodges, both of
Hartford, Michigan. Ceremony performed
by S. Bruce, priest.
MADISON-KRAMER.-at Beacon, Iowa,
May 6, 1897, by Elder J. S. Roth, Mr Milton
Madison to Miss Silvia B. Kramer. A large
number of relatives and friends were present
to witness the happy occasion.
DIED.
WYATT.-At Vanessa, Ontario, March 28,
1897, Miss Eddie, daughter of J. Wyatt, and
adopted daughter of Bro. and Sr. Coats, of
Vanessa. Funeral services by Elder S. W.
Tomlinson.
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COhhRQH GlfY BilRBHR SHOP,
- ) { PPOSITE ( -

BLAJ:R J'\IERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at e.hop or houBe, except Saturdays~
Iowa Steam Laundry in conn'. ction.
F.A. BLACK.

CO'fTAGE FOR SALE.
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.
A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
room•, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two well lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from faints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. Purcharnr may obtain one er two Jots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about ::!50 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and wordB together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges .....•...•.. 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ..............•..••...•.•.•... $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. .•. . .•• • •••
31.1
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Words only.}
Morocco grain russia .......••.••.. $1 00
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..••.• 1 25
Cloth..............................
75

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers •••••••••••••.••••••••. $ 25
Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • 35

FRUIT FARMS.
r I have property in Pomona; Fruit, Grain, and Stock
Farm•, in the heart of the Fruit Belt of Southern Missouri and Northern Arkansas, to sell cheap. I think I
have variety sufficient to suit all who wish to bny, both
in land and prices.
This is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscious Peaches.
For further particulars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 crnts; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dietrict and branch prcaid en ts,
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Edi tore.
Business letters, snbscriptiona, remittances, changes
of addres•, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discount•: One month 'a insertion, five per cent; three months, :fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. ·For reading notices,
{on outside pa;;:es of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-elanm
mail matter.)

WHAT IS MAN?
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Death of the Body in a CoDEcious state? The
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted. In two parts. Second edition.
The author has closely 'xamined the subject upon which he has written, both in
study and in oral discussion, with those who
differ from him in belief concerning the
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
death; his pnexistence, life, and death considered; the nature of man; the intermediate
state of righteous and wicked; c.onsciousness
between death and the resurrection; the
second death or future punishment; and the
final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
Cloth..............................
50
PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern di verse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, re•
vised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• , •. $1 ~~

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per· dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25, 1.000 $12.
JOSEPH THE SEER.
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED A.ND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MORMOM DEFENDED AND
MAINTAINED.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New and revised
edition, 200 pages.
Paper covers .........•............. $ 35
Cloth, limp........................
50

BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

This trhct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the IDtab
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-tb.ree pages; two for five cents; per
dQ,l!l" 339 cen~§_.

SENT FREE!
To any person interested in humane matters, or who loves animals, we will send fr:8.\
upon application, a copy of the "ALLIANCE,
the organ of this Society. In addition to itl!I
intensely interesting reading, it contai!1s a
list of the valuable and unusual premmms
given by the pap r. Address,
0

THE NA Tlm~AL HUM NE ALLIANCE,
410-411 United Charities Building-,
NEW YORK.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show tha'
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and. development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are tlvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Theclogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ........... :-....•.........•... $1 00
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
A manual of parliamentary practice for all
deliberative assemblies of the Church o1
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for
the government of general and district OOJ:loo
ferences, branch business meetings, and
other assemblies. Instructions concerning
general, district, and branch records, the
holding of alder's courts, etc., cloth bound;
price 40 cents.
·
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
For the use of the ministry and Sunday
school teachers and scholars; compiled by
Elder H. A. Stebbins and Sr. M. Walker.
For the use of higher classes; also for the
ministry and others. It contains, under
proper headings, Scripture proof texts on the
various principles of the gospel, also much
other valuable historical and general matter.
Cloth ....................... ,. ..... $ 75
Library. . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • . • • 1 00
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
church, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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AFTERGLOW.
' A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
'1.ndsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .•.•..•....•...••....•.•••••.. $1 50
White vegetable parchment ........ 1 75
Leather ......................••...• 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges .•• 2 50

The Roya1-White and Pure

as the Driven Snow.

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit and
wells; good neighborhood: school clos~ by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson Lamoni,
Iowa.
'
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

Absolutely Pure

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
'!'he purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts,

$1.25

per

lilottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.

fa.eked and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W, :I. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni. Iowa.

HARDWARE!B
lfOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
l!lpecial attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Mil!lble goods and right ·prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
QUIT-TO-BAC
Cnres the tobacco habit. Send us $1.50 and we
will send you three boxes post paid anywhere. If
it don't cure yoo write na and we will return your
money. It cures otbiore, why not you? You run
no risk in trying It. Why delay longer? Send
In your order to-day. Address B. F. ORDWAY &
CO., 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Illinois.

HESPERIS.
The poetical works of David H. Smith,
youngest son of the Prophet, Joseph Smith.
The book contains 194 pages. Elegantly
printed, bound in cloth, stamped, gilt edges·
nrice $1.50.
'

- ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. Au excellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of sm::.11 fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

HARVEST EXCURSION.
Via Burlington Route. January 5 and 19.
February 2 and 16. March 2 and 16. April 6
and 20. May 4 and 18. To most all States and
Territories, final limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. One fare plus $2.00.
I have received supply 1897 application
blanks for ministers' half fare permits. Call
early, as it takes some two or three weeks to
get permit.
AGENT c. B. & Q.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may

:ENGINE FOR SALE.

confidential. Oldest agency fo.- securing patents
1.n America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken tbrougb Munn & Co. receive

TRADE MARl<l!!I~
DESBCNS,
COPYRBCHTS &o.

quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly

A good ten horse power Stationary Engine
in good condition, suitable for a sawmill,or
similar purpose.
ror sale at a b(.;rgain, because not now
using steam power.
Will sell away below actual cost price.
'Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
La-noni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
JOB PRINTING, STEREOTYPING, ETC.
The Herald Publishing House and Book·
bindery is prepared to do Job Printing,
Stereotyping, and other work in the line of
general publishing. Estimates furnished on
application. Work promptly and satisfactorily executed at reasonable prices. Business solicited.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, low A.

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scient1flc lournal, weekly, terms $3.00 a Year;
$1.W six mon bs. Specimen copies and HAND
B(;QK ON PATENTS sent free. Addrese
MUNN &. CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

ONE OR TWO LOTS FOR SALE.
I have two adjoining lots, in Elmwood
Heights, near Graceland College, Lamoni;
well located, on high ground, that I wish to
dispose of. Will sell separately or together.
Good property for present use and will
advance in value. Price and terms reasonable.
Apply to
R. S. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ........••................... $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edg0s ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLA'l'ION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With marginal references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spoctiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.
NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, designed especially for Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners .•. $1 00
Seal grain russia .•.........•...•.•• 1 25
Seal grain russia, gilt edges •...••.• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's editions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. lsmaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools a.nd other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
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EDITORIAL:
E. D. Howe's Work, "The Manuscript

21.

"probably" is a rather indefinite j which have accumulated the crude and

t erm t o use as th e b as1s
. of sue h- impro b ab l e variations
. .
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sweeping claims as he puts forth.
Hcwever, here is proof upon one vital
aud Current Events.····· · · · · · · · · .3 22 point: There was such a state of litBISHOP'S ANNUAL REPORT .............. 823
h
SUNDAY ScHoor, AssomATIONS ........ 339 erature as would educate men w o
M1scE:LLANH1ous. DEPAl~TMENT:
could produce the Bible records and
340
Inman Rcrnnwn. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
such a state· of advanced civilization
· - - · - · ----------HOLDS BY BIBLE LORE.
as would produce a people capable of
CHICAGO CLERGYMEN WRITES IN DE· the social, political, and religious
FENSE OF SACRED HISTORY.
economy of the Israelites.
IN the i 1ribune of Sunday, in the
PRIOR DATE INFERENTIAL.
review of ''A history of the warfare
Professor White mentions the fact
of science with theology," Professor that the Chaldean inscriptions contain
A. D. White's new book, appeared accounts of the creation, the tree of
what seems a very formidable im- life, the Sabbath, the deluge, the
peachment of the Bible as viev;ed Tower of Babel, and other events, and
from the evangelical standpoint. Will that these long antedate the Bible acyou allow a brief reply to the posi- counts. Now, to begin with, this is
tions claimed by Professor White? I confirmatory evidence of the truth of
ask this to show that there is a suffi- the (alleged) facts stated. Professor
cient reply possible from a conserva- White's claim that the Bible accounts
tive evangelical standpoint.
are copied from the Chaldean, or deProfessor \.71/hite's argument is, in rived from them or from those who
brief, that inasmuch as the ancient inscribed them, is wholly inferential.
monuments of Assyria, Babylonia, and There is nothing of this kind stated in
Egypt, and the sacred books of the either record. 'rhe fact that the one
Persians and others contain accounts may antedate the other is not of itself
of the events of the Bible and doc- sufficient evidence that the latter is a
trines somewhat similar, therefore copy of the former. There is another
the Bible accounts are taken from supposition possible-namely: that
these ancient monuments; that the both were derived from the same
narratives are mostly myths, and the source, or were records of the same
doctrines the result of a natural evolu- general knowledge prevalent at the
tion of belief. He brings in support time in some form. If one is a copy
of these positions the claimed results of the other an examination and com·
of higher criticism that the books of parison of the two should show this.
the Bible especially the pentateuch, The original would show clearness,
are of far later composition than the prtcision, and consistency, while the
times claimed for them, and still later other would vary in these and other
than the events and records of the respects. Now, this is the fact. The
monuments and sacred books. I think records of the Bible show high literI have stated his position fai?ly.
ary excellence, insomuch that t,hey are
As to the Chaldean inscriptions, he among our literary standards to-day.
states they long antedate "the time
The two records, when placed side
assigned in Genesis to the creation." by side, show at once the most glarI quote his words. Now, there is no ing contrast. The biblical accounts
date assigned in Genesis to creation. are precise and consistent, and, as
The Bible simply states: "In the be- compared with the puerile and grossly
ginning God created the heaven and grotesque narrative of either the.
the earth.'' He furthes says: "Proba- monuments or the sacred books o~
bly 2,000 years before the scriptural the heathen, simple and credible:
date assigned to the migration of The Bible accounts read like carefully
Abraham from Ur of the Chaldees prepared and preserved records, while
this Chaldean civilization had bloomed 1 those of the monuments and sacred
forth in art, science, and literature." books of the ancients read like stories
0
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mitted traditions.
CONTRAST OF ETHICAL STANDARDS.

This contrast also appears when the
Bible is compared doctrinally with the
sacred books cited. There is little
dispute as to the high ethical standard of the Bible. The Bible, and not
the sacred books, is the source of our
modern ethics. The results of the
adoption of the Bible, either by an individual or a people, are too well known
to need argument, while the nations
which have the so-called sacred books
are as they were or worse than centuries ago. Professor Max Mueller,
when asked why he did not translate
certain parts of the Shastas, replied,
"They are too indecent for publication." It is not denied that the monuments and the books both contain
much truth. The Bible represents
mankind as beginning with the truth
and as afterwards losing it.
This
agrees with the facts as shown by both
monument;;; and sacred books. Why
should not such early records show at
least traces of this original knowledge, both historical and ethical?
Mankind all once knew about these
early events, such as creation, Eden,
the deluge, and preserved this knowl·
edge by tradition.
The dates and chronology of these
ancient inscriptions are not at all of
such established certainty as to warrant the w0ighty conclusions Professor White places upon them. It is
to be borne in mind that 6,000 years
is a very long time-nearly 200 successive generations-and this is the
period claimed for the earliest events
by Professor White. This is principally calculated from a single inscription made by _N abonidus, 554 B. c. It
is as follows, as translated by Professor Sayce: "I dug down [for] L10
foundation.ii stone of Naram-Sin, the
:sbn of Sargon, which for 3,200 years
,no King my predecessor had seen."
: Np\JV, this is from one of the self-glo'rif.Y,i.:ng monuments by which all these
anc~ent monarchs delighted, after the
·manner of Belshazzar, to, magnify
their doings and importance. They
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especially delighted in long ancestry!\ better for all their sacred books than\ Revell, p. 561.) He also adds on the
and dynasties, as is seen in the ridicu- they were centuries ago.
I same page: "The cuneiform inscriplously extended ages claimed by the
The account which the higher critics tions have restored the historical
Chinese and Egyptians, and although give of the origin of the Pentateuch is credit of certain passages of the Penthis monarch was one of the most incredible from any literary or histori- tateuch which had been resolved into
accurate, as Sayce shows, yet he is in / cal standpoint. Here it is as given by myth," and we may confidently expect
this record magnifying to the utmost the school of Wellbausen: the same testimony will yet be found
his greatness. In view of all this is it
In the fifth century, a thousand to much more of the scriptural record.
not unsafe at least to cast aside rec- years after Moses, the priests comAs to the denials of Professor White
ords so long received and so well ap- posed the laws which are found in of the truth of the books of Ezra and
proved in other respects as the Bible Exodus and Leviticus, weaving into Nehemiah testimony just published is
narratives for those of such a charac- them such rudimentary laws as the at hand. In the Expository Review
ter? YetthisiswhatProfessorWhite TenCommandments,orapartofthem for March is an article by Professor
asks us to do. Surely such reliance which they found current among the A. R. S. Kennedy of Edenburg Uniupon so poorly attested records savors people, and which some of them allow versity upon a work recently published
of credulity.
were made by Moses. In order to by Dr. Eduard Meyer Halle, author
give
the composition a savor of an- of "History of Antiquity," a standard
"TWO BROTHERS" LATER THAN
tiquity the priests used occasionally work. Both these scholars are of the
.TOSEPH.
words and phrases of the age of Moses, critical school and of the highest rank.
As to the Egyptian story of the and to further commend it to the peo- Dr. Meyer writes: "The documents
"Two Brothers," which Professor ple interlarded it with the legislative preserv";i
1'n the books of Ezra and
White declares was the basis of the part the bistoi·ical
·
· h are [su b s t an t'ia 11 Y] genume
·
narrative of Israel's N e h emia
biblical story of Joseph and Potipber's descent into Egypt, life there, and de- official documents and the chronology
wife, Professor Sayce states it no liverance, and the subsequent life and of the chronicler is correct in every
older than the exodus, and other wanderings in the wilderness, and particular. Ezra embodies: as scarcely
Egyptologists say a thousand years conquest in the land of Canaan, and another of antiquity, the very cornerlater. The first date is several cen- history there. They injected into the s t ores of h'1s t ory roya l rescr1p
· t s an d
turies after Joseph's time. It also narrative such miracles as the plagues gover·nrrne,nt
a:rch1'ves
"
'" u
•
bears all the marks of a carelessly of Egypt, the opening of the Red Sea,
The same magazine above referred
transmitted and exagrrerated
tradition the destruction of the Egyptians, the t 0 conta'ns
a rev'e
of a wo r k b Y
~
I
i w
and is full of crudities and grotesque miracles of the wilderness, and the Professor Harnack of Leipsic, a
1
narrations.
crossing of Jordan. They placed the scno l ar of w1'd e an d grea t repu t a t'10n
Professor White objects to the bibli- name of Moses at the top as the au- of the critical school, "The Cbrocal story and doctrine of the fall, as tbor of the whole composition and nology of Ancient Uhristian Literado also Mr. Savage and Dr. Lyman gave it out to the people as his work. ture," translated by Dr. Sanday. In
Abbott and indeed all the so-called It was received by the Jews as being this occurs this passage: "There
liberal school. But the fall is a fact, ac- of olden time and the work of Moses. was a time-the great mass of the
count for it as we please. Manis a fallen They swallowed the whole forgery, public is still living in such a time-in
race. All sin, sorrow, and suffering and have continued to believe through- which people felt obliged to regard
attest this. Savage races are races in their whole history that this is the the oldest Christian literature, includa state of decay and not of advance. veritable and inspired law of God and ing the New Testament, as a tissue of
The earlier peoples were more devout true account of their past. Even so deception and falsification. That time
than their descendants. 'l'he primitive great students and critics as Hillell, is past. For science it was an episode
Romans and Greeks were more pious who lived but a comparatively short in which she learned much and often,
than the later generations. 'rhe an- time after, and Gamaliel, his great and after which she has much to forcient civillzations appeared at their follower, received it as true. The get.
The results of the following
best at or soon after beginning. The most careful scrutiny of the Jews, who investigations go in a reactionary divery inscriptions and ancient books, counted every word in their sacred rection still further beyond what may
to which Professor Whi~e. so confi- writings, did not discover the forgery. be cctlled the middle position of the
d~ntly app~als as the orig1~ of the Now, all this is simply l.ncredible. criticism of the day. The oldest litB1ble, are m themselves evidence of Fa,r more so than the old view.
erature of the church is in the main
the early state of knowledge of divine 1
. points and in most of its details from
truth. The descendents of these peo- ' STATEMENTS OF PROFESSOR SAYCE. the point of view of literary history
ples would have been incapable of
Professor White appeals to Pro- veracious and trustworthy."
such thoughts or records. No race fessor Sayce in support of his theory. CHRIST RECEIVED THE OLD TESTAhas ever lifted itself from the shte of Let us bear what Sayce writes of,
MENT.
savagery save by an impulse from the testimony of archrnology to the
Christ himself received the Old
without and the present high state of claimed results of higher criticism: Testament as true and quoted from it,
civilized man is traceable, as all admit, "The evidence of Oriental arch:;eology preached from it, said of the law:
to the religion of the book which Pro- is on the whole dL;tinctly unfavorable "One jot and one tittle shall in no wise
fessor White so antagonizes. China to the position of the higher critics." pass from the law until all be fuland India and Persia are to-day no I (Higher Criticism and the Monuments,
Continued on page three of cover.
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"If ye continue in my word, th

ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.

Vol. 44.

. covery, and well they may. They assert that
it was clearly an interposition of providence
to protect their sacred book from its vilifiers. They regard it much in the same way
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR. as they do the fact that the temple at KirtASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
land, during the almost half century that it
HEMAN C. SMITH
CORHESPONDING EDITOH.
stood without an occupant, did not receive a
crack in the walls or a bit of damage from
LAMONI, loWA, MAY 26, 1897.
frost or weather except that the shingles rotted away.
E.

D.

HOWE'S WORK, "THE MANUSCRIPT FOUND," ETC.

THE following clipping is from the
Cleveland, Ohio, Recorder, of May 18,
sent us by Bro. J. W. Burgett, and
will prove readable and useful to the
ministry, as showing what some, practically on the grounds where the
"Spalding Story" originated, think of
the whole affair.
I was greatly surprised to see in the World
of Sunday a long article on the Mormons, in
which the old and long sinca exploded theory
that Solomon Spalding wrote the Book of
Mormon is again exploited. That theory
was put forth by E. D. Howe, .of Painsville,
many years ago, in a book which was called
"Mormonism Unveiled." The book was a lie
from beginning to end, and it is now pretty
certain that Howe knew that it was a lie
when he published it. At any rate he had
in his possession at the time, Spalding's silly
story in manuscript and yet told a gauzy yarn
about that manuscript having been lost in a
printing difice in Pittsburg. Howe's book
stood as the history of the subject for many
years. But about a decade ago, President
Fairchild, of Oberlin College, while in Hawaii, discovered among the papers left to the
daughter of Howe, who lives there, the original document. Knowing its great historic
importance, President Fairchild brought it
home with him, and it is now in the library
at Oberlin College.
The Mormons, in collaboration with President Fairchild, have published the ''Manuscript Found."
There is not the least
resemblance between that and the Book of
Mormon. There is not a line or expression
in the one book that is even similar to the
other. There is not even an idea that is
similar. All this is well known to anyone
who has examined the subject and who has
enough information in regard to the matter
to ·make anything that he writes worth a
moment's attention. The World was evidently imposed upon by some careless pennya-liner.
Of course this discovery of Solomon Spalding's stupid book d?es n?t. explain ho;v the
Book of Mormon did origrnate. It simply
demonstrates beyond question, that it did not
originate in the way Howe and all who have
followed him have asserted that it did. Tile
Mormons have made a great deal of the dis-
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The clipping seems to be taken
from the editorial correspondence columns of the Recorder; but of this we
are not certain. The writer speaks
positively and. evidently because he
knows whereof he affirms. We present his statements, evidently those
of a live newspaper man, and one
accustomed to getting at facts and
quick to see points in evidence, and
probably as well qualified to state
them correctly as are the enemies of
the latter-day work.
·

I who have

imagined vain things, and
of those who in the present love to
t th
repea
em.
As the work is to increase the more
opposed, we may look for continued
opposition in the "hastening time."
WORK AT NAUVOO.

WELD, Evans, and Snively,
laboring in the Nauvoo district are
having busy times in and active campaign against Brighamite elders, in
Nauvoo and vicinity, and principally
in Nauvoo itself. It appears that the
old city and the outlying districts
have been fixed upon by a large force
of Utah missionaries, who are seeking to impress the people with their
peculiar philosophy and claiming to
be the proper and legal representatives of the faith taught by the Seer,
but in such a way as to mislead the
public upon many points which mark
the lines of distinction between the
Reorganization and the church of
Utah.
The Nauvoo press has called attention to the labors of both churches.
The brethren have set up the district
tent and are at work in good form and
evidently with a determination to
draw the lines of distinction so
plainly that all may see them, judging
from their handbill, which we reprint, as follows:-

BRN.

In addition to the fact and circumstances of the discovery, of the ''Manuscript Found" of Solomon Spalding,
which exposed the scheme of E. D.
Howe, Hurlbut, and others, who tried
to make it the basis of the Book of
Mormon, it is well known and has
been stated repeatedly by old residents in and about Kirtland, Painesville, and Willoughly, Ohio, that Howe
himself confessed that there was
nothing in said theory, and that the
Book of Mormon could not be accounted for upon that ground. Indeed
TENT MEETINGS.
he is on record in a written statement
In thb city of Nauvoo, corner 13th and
practically to that effect.
Knight Streets, Elders of the Reorganized
One would think that the discovery Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
of the "Spalding Manuscript," the will hold a series of tent meetings, beginning
evening, May 18, 1897.
complete refutation of the theory of Tuesday
The object of the meetings will be to set
which it was made the basis, by the forth the faith of the church: Also, to show

elders right at Kirtland and all over
the country, together with the proofs
presented of the divine authenticity
of the Book of Mormon, would put a
stop to further efforts to connect it

the distinction between the Utah Church under the presidency of Brigham Young and his
successors, all of Salt Lake City, Utah, and
the Reorganized Church under the presidency
of Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, son of the
martyred Joseph.
Special invitation is extended to Elders O.
0. Richins, M. M. Stookey, George A. Hill
and Ezra Christianson or any other Utah
elders, with privilege to occupy half the time
as long as they wish. Everybody is cordially
invited.
F. M. WELD,
·
Missionary in charge of Nauvoo district.

with the Spalding Story. However,
it is probably well that the threadbare tale is occasionally retold, as it
I ser. ves to bring out the facts concerning the oriG'in of the Book of Mormon
d h d"': · ·
f
h
l
d
I an t e c ivrn1ty o t e atter- ay
Judging from this effort and from
work. The opposition is helping to
j correct the statements of those -past what we hear of evasive and other
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questionable methods employed by
the Utah elders in the region of country named, it seems that the true position of the church is to be brought
clearly and strongly to the attention
of Nauvoo and its people. The Utah
people will doubtless learn, if not
already learned by them, that the
statement of the angel that the work
would ''increase the more opposed,"
has an application to all forms of
opposition to the truth, including their
misrepresentation of Latter Day Saintism.
The reaction against their efforts
will help the work of the Reorganized
Church at Nauvoo and all through
that region of country, if results are
similar to what they have elsewhere
been when the elders of the Reorganization have presented its ·work in
contrast to Utah Mormonism. The
letter, and spirit, and methods of the
two are so different that the people
cannot but see, and feel, and learn to
know the superiority of the truth in
contrast to the perversion of it. Success to the brethren in standing for
the right. We believe the Lord will
stand by them with abundant help in
their work of maintaining the faith of
the Master. Kirtland, Independence,
Far West, Nauvoo, and adjoining
regions have been occupied and the
gospel standard replanted by the Reorganization, while the forces of the
apostasy have been driven in and almost compelled to cease mission work
in the States for years. There is no
good reason to believe that their present efforts will result in anything but
repeated repulse and defeat. There
is hope, however, that the honest in
heart in Utah will learn the causes
of their trouble and abandon error for
truth and find deliverance.

of the Leaves, and carry to its readers
the matter formerly sought to be conveyed in the Religio Program.
The Program has been discontinued
and the Religio department in the
Leaves substituted therefor, and placed
inthe editorial charge of Sr. Louise
Palfrey, of Macon, Missouri; who,
with the several department editors
appointed, has undertaken to supply
religious, literary, and general matter
required for the Religio-Literary
wants of the young people composing the Religio organization.
The first installment of the work of
Sr. Palfrey and her associates appears in the June number of the
Leaves, and will be appreciated by
those who realize the value of such
efforts in behalf of our progressing
young people. The work so well begun will be extended arid improved as
the appreciation of it increases the
demand therefor. It is worthy the
hearty support of every family, and
we trust will meet with prompt and
genuine encouragement in subscriptions to the publication. The young
and older ones will find in this department a fund of valuable information
connected with the general study of
the latter-day work; will find it presented in desirable and in systematic
manner and method. The energies
and talents of many will be devoted
to exploring the vast fields that have
been but partially examined for confirmatory proofs of the work of the
last days.
In addition to this improved feature
still another important one is to be
added, beginning with the July number. Bro. Duncan Campbell is to edit
a department devoted to "current
events,'' in which the leading items of
importance connected with the passing events and history of our own
times are to be given. This will
AUTUMN LEAVES - "RELIGIO'S
prove both valuable and interesting.
ARENA," AND CURRENT
Bro. Campbell has been assigned from
EVENTS.
WITH the forthcoming June number fourteen to sixteen pages for that
of Autumn Leaves its readers will find purpose, and will no doubt fill the
some features that add considerably space with such matter as will prove
to the value of the magazine as a pub- very helpful to the student of world
lication for the young people, and in- affairs connected with the work of the
deed for all classes of readers. We church and the individual work of its
refer to the changed and enlarged de- membership.
partment devoted to the general ReIn order to place the magazine with
ligio work, which under the heading of its added attractions within the reach
"The Religio's Arena" will henceforth of all-Religio workers and othersoccur~· ftom fourteen to si0Cteen pages I the management has decided to make
1

*

the following offer: Autumn Leaves
will be mailed in packages of five or
more to any address at $1.00 per year,
payable in advance; or if preferred,
any five or more persons may have
the magazine sent to individual addresses of one post office at $1.00
each, if paid in advance.
Besides
this, the offer of the HERALD and
Leaves to one address at $3.00 per year
in advance is open to all.
Subscriptions solicited; address
Bro. Frank Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. F. G. PITT, Chicago, May 17:I am kept very busy; last week at Sandwich, in the city Sunday, this week Piper
City, and Peoria next Sunday. I baptized
four at Chicag-o, Sunday, May 9. Four more
have given their names for baptism for Sunday, May 30. I have enjoyed excellent liberty in presenting the word. Am trying to
visit most of my field before I leave for Europe. I expect to leave Illinois about June
22, and board ship which leaves New York
July 17. Am feeling well.

Bro. T. W. Williams, from Council
Bluffs, Iowa, the 18th inst., gives notice of the coming conference of the
Pottawattamie district, etc., as follows:Will you please state in your next week's
issue that the Pottawattamie district conference convenes at Crescent, Iowa, May 29 and
30, and a large attendance from the district
is expected. If any of the brethren enroute
west could stop off and assist us then it would
be fully appreciated. All goea well here.
Visited Harlan, Tabor, and 'fhu!$illan saints
last week. At Tabor I preached a funeral
sermon in the congregational church, receiving di vine aid and hum an appreciation.

ED!TORlAL ITEMS.

THE HERALD readers will find a study
in finances in this issue-the Bishop's
itemized report of receipts and expentures. This leaves but little space for
other matter, in the present number.
However the statement of willing
offerings received and of limited expenditure for the am.aunt of work
accomplished, will be found encourag·
ing and profitable by all lovers of the
work.
Bro. Quincy Anderson, of Ozark,
Missouri, writes of his interest in the
work. As an indication of it he subscribes for the HERALD, to keep
posted on church movements, that he
may be acquainted and in touch with
Continued on page 339.
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BISHOP'S ANNUAL REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS,
For the year ending March 15, 1897.
SUMMARY STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS BY BISHOP.
Cash on hand at last report ....................... $ 584
Received in tithes and offerings .................. 13,182
"
account with Herald Office..............
565
"
on account G. H. Hilliard...............
300
"
from bills receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601
'~
interest..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142
"
from Bishop's agents.................... 4,541
from bills payable ....................... 10,360
estate sale..........................
100
" real
"
"
rents.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
120
"
"
"
tax returned... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
"
by sale of live stock, produce........ . . .
99
"
28
" labor....................................
Sunday School Association . . . . . . . .
400
" from
23
" from Kirtland Temple fund . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total. ..........•.................... $31,650

01
06
50
00
07
79
22
87
00
05
12
49
20
00
00
38

EXPENDITURES BY DISHOP.
accounts payable per report of 1896 ............ $ 3,500
bills payable.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,519
interest....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622
Bishop's agents for elders and families........ 3,061
poor.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,009
real estate.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
554
''
'' taxes...............................
192
expense, Bishop's Office................ . . . . .
48
''
Church Secretary's Office . . . . . . . . . . . .
27
"
Recorder's Office. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
"
press, Society Islands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
"
archmological committee.............
5
postage from July to March...................
41
exchange.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
book-keeper .................................. $ 350
stenographers................................
301
G. H. Hilliard account.......................
300
Herald Office in account......................
225
elders' families ............................... 11,115
" clothing and expenses................. 2,649
balance on hand.............................. 1,112
Total. ................................ $31,650

00
15
69
55
61
29
40
30
45
50
33
00
12
37
00
00
00
17
87
36
22
38

ACCOUNTS WITH AGENTS.
RECEIPTS.
On hand last report .............................. $ 3,923
Received from Bishop ....................... ,.... 3,061
Tithes and offerings .............................. 30,421
Total.. ............................... $37,406

14
55
69
38

EXPENDED BY AGENTS.
Paid amount due agents last report ............... $
60
Remitted to Bishop............................... 4,541
Paid elders' families, elders, and poor ........... , • 29, 931
Balance due church....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,873
Total. ................................ $37.406

25
22
66
25
38

By
"
"
"
''
"
"
''
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

EXPENDED.
For traveling expenses and clothing .............. $11,654 58
Balance due church..............................
500 33
Total.. ............................... $12,154 91
ASSETS! TITHE AND OFFERING FUND.
March 15, 1897.
Cash, Bishop's account ........................... $ 1,112
Cash, agents..................................... 2,873
Bills receivable.................................. 9,166
Abstract of evidence.............................
319
Transcript of evidence...........................
18
Library books....................................
13
Boat fund account................................ 1,004
2,000 bushels of corn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320
Live stock, (cattle}...............................
210
Hay..............................................
30
Four horses.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
135
Farming utensils.................................
145
Real estate last report, less $600 sold ............. 37,600
Contributed, W. N. Ray..........................
450
"
S. V. Bailey.........................
125
"
.. Sarah J. Bailey.....................
125
"
C. F. and Ellen B. Hayer...........
200
"
Eli and Belle Hayer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400
Due from clerk of courts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200
Due from Temple Lot account....................
304

22
25
97
50
00
00
18
00
00
00
00
00
57
00
00
00
00
00
00
21

Total. ...... ,, ....................... $54,751 90
LIABILITIES.
Bills payable, less $1,600 omitted. in former report$16,875
Net assets ........................................ 37,876
Total. ................................ $54,751
Net assets last report ............................. $37 ,930
Net assets present ................................ 37,876
Decrease during year ................. $
53

24
66
90
01
66
35

SAINTS' HOME AND RESERVE FUND.
Balance due church March 15, 1896 ............... $ 6,802 03
Donations received............................... 1,029 99
Total. ................................ $7,83202
Expended building ............................... $ 6,971 77
By balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860 25
Total. ................................ $ 7,832 02
TEMPLE LOT SUIT FUND.
Balance last report .................................. $235
Omission former report .............................. 106
Receipts for year.................................... 27
Due church ......................................... 304
Total. .................................. $ 673
Expended .............................. $ 673

REPORT OF G. H. HILLIARD, COUNSELOR.
RECEIPTS.
Tithes and offerings, itemized report ............. $ 356 67
From Bishop.....................................
247 43
Total ................................. $-60410
EXPENDITURES.
To R. May, agent ................................. $
18 50
Traveling expenses...............................
198 00
Elders, families, and poor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
387 60
Total. .............................••. $-60410

19
77
75
21
92
92

INDEPENDENCE CHURCH FUND.
On hand last report .............................. $ 754
Collected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 2, 700
Total.. ................................ $3,454
Paid on account ........... , ....................... $1,400
Balance .......................................... 2,054
Total. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. • . ............. $3,if54

REPORT OF ELDERS.
RECEIPTS.
Offerings and donations ............................ $ 7,491 34
From Bishop and agents.......................... 3,967 92
Balance due elders...............................
695 65

06
00
06
00
06
06

LAMONI, Iowa, April 6, 1897.

Total. ................................ $12,154 91
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RECEIPTS.
A Brother, Io., t ........ $ 5 00
A Brother, Io., .......... ~O 00
A Brother, Io., t ....... 2,748 26
Adams, Arthur H.,
Minn., t............... 5 00
A Friend, Bevier, Mo., t. 25 00
Agensteine, Susanna,
Neb., t ................ 35 00
Agensteine, Susanna,
Neb., J. ............... 300 00
Ahlstrand, S., Neb., t ... 25 00
Alabama dist., Geo. O.
Sellers, Azent., ........ 55 00
Allen, Miss Mamie, Io., t 30 OrJ
Allen, T. R., Io., t....... 7 50
Allen, James. Io., t ..... 43 64
Allen, Anna E., Io., t .... 10 00
Allen, Asher, Wash., t .. 5 00
Anderson, Anna C , Io., t 14 OU
Anderson, Anders B.,
Wash., t.... .... .... ...
50
Anderson, Andrew K,
Io., t ................. 25 00
Andereon, Oscar, Io., t .. 49 00
Anderson, Serena, Cal., o 25 00
Armstrong Sewing Society, Kan., o .......... 75 00
A Sister, o., o ........... 10 oo
A Sister, o., t ..........
5 00
A Sister, Me., t ......... 1 oo
A Sister, Cai., t .......... 15 00
A Sister, Minn., t..... .. 1 20
A Sister, Kan., t ........ 20 00
A Sister, Kan., t ........ 25 00
A Sister, Kirtland, 0., t. 1 00
A Sister, Neb., t
23 00
A Sister, Neb., t ......... 20 00
A Sister, Neb .. t ......... 10 00
A Sister, Neb., o.... .... 2 OU
A Sister, Io., o...... .... 1 00
A Sister, Mo, t ......... 50 00
A Sister, Pekay, Io., .. .. 1 00
Atkinson, James, Sen.,
Io., o...... ... . .... .. •
50
Atkinson, James, Jr.,
Io., o.... .... .. .. ......
25
Atkinson, Susannah,
Io., t...... .. . . ....... 1 10
Atkinson, Levi, Mont., t 20 00
Bagley, Sr. L. M.,
Mich., t.... ..... .. .. .. 5 00
B•iley, s. v., Io., Real
Estate
$12 5 oo
Balley, s,i;,ib_' J°.: ·Io.,
Real Estate
$125 00
B .
S V '["'
100
1
B a'iey,
s' 'h
lOO 00
OO
Bai ey, ara I·• o., t ..
.iley, ~arra, Io.!i_;''t" .. 14. 00
~aijey, M._D.,E. M .t .. 2~ 00
B'1 ~ ey, M1.ss L Vf 1 ., t.. 3i::: 50
B a.der,_ i,s. ·•
re ., 0 00
~l win, Susan .,
..
Ark• t...... .... .......
2o
Baldwin, David M.,
Ark., t............. .... 2 80
Bandy, Laura, Mo., t.... 3 50
Banks, Almeda, Mo., t .. 10 OU
Barker, Dora, lo., o ..... 25 00
Barr, Chas. H., Io., t .. 29 00
Barrett, W. H., Io., t . . . 2 00
Barrows. Ethan, Utah, t 10 00
Bartz, Maria, Mich., o...
25
Bartz, Willie, Mich., o..
05
llartz, Peter, Mich., o...
50
Beach, E. N., N. M., t ... 20 00
Beaman, Ella, Colo., o.. 3 50
Bean, J. W., Ill., t ....... 320 00
Bedwell, Joseph, I. T., t 6 00
Benjamin, Mrs. A. L.,
Ill., t .................. 7 80
Bevier, Mo., Branch,.... 2 32
Bickford, Sr. N. M.,
Ill., t ................ 8 1:l
Bills Receivable, Allen
contract, ...... $500 00
Bills receivable, Mary
Hawkins, .... .. . .... ..
30
Bills receivable, Cooper,
I. N. W., .............. 287 00
Bills, receivable,
K., .............. $4! 10
Bills receivable, Norton, ................. - 25 00
Bills receivable, Chas.
E. Everett, ............ 60 00
Bills receivable, Ferguson, 0 L., ............. 25 00
Bills payable, K., ....... 25 00
Bills payable, S., ........ 400 00
Bills payable, T.,. ....... 500 00
Bills payable, F., ..... 2,500 OU
Bills payable, C., ........ 300 00
Bills payable, Bk., ...... 625 00
Bills payable, C., ........ 500 00
Bills payable, A., ....... .485 47
Bills payable, D & S., .. 6UO OU
B!lls payable, Bl<., ...... 300 00
Bills payable, K., ..... 1,000 00
Bills payable, C., ........ 450 00
B~lls payable, K,, ....... 25 00
Bills payable, B., ........ 200 oo
Bills payable, B., ........ fiOO 00
Bills payable, W., ....... 7li9 40
Bills payable, J.,. ....... 100 00
$

.J'• f' · ···
J:·•
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Billingsly, Mrs. R. C.
Davie, Bro. and Sr. John,
T<"x., t.... .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3 00 Waehington, t ......... 25 00
Beirley, Martha J., Mo .. t
65 Davis, S. A., Iowa, o. ...
10
Blakeslee, Emma, Io., t. 5 00 Davie, R.H., Kan., o....
50
Blair, F. B., Io., t ........ 40 00 Da"is, Priscilla, Kan., o.
50
Blair, Geo., Io., t ........ 20 00 Davis, Emily J. and
lllair. Sr. E. J., Io., t .... 25 00 Thos. B., Missouri, t.. 5 00
Blackmore, Mary A.,
Decatur district, Iowa,
J\iich. t... ..... .. . ... .. 1 00 D. Dancer, agent,. .... 196 71
Boden, Ann, Io., t....... 7 00 Denver branch, Col., .... 13 15
Boston clrnrch fund,
Dorry, Chas .. Iowa, t .... 24 56
Mass., ................ 78 00 Des Moines district, W.
Boston branch. Mass., ... 13 00 C. Nirk, agent, ........ 318 47
Bosworth, Sr. L P, o., t 5 00 Deuel, Caroline. Kan., t 10 00
Bosworth, Sr. Lizzie P.,
Devore, Sr. L. R., Ohio, 35 15
Io., t ................. 10 00 Dillon, C. W., Iowa, t ... 22 50
Boyd, D. S., Colo., t •.... 26 25 Dixon, Sam., Iowa, t.... 7 00
Brackenbury, Ella,
Dupree, C., Iowa, o.. ..
l 00
Mich., o....... .... .. .
10 Etistern Iowa district,
Brackenbury, Louise,
John Heide, agent, .... 520 00
Mich., o...............
10 Ecart, Sarah, Mo., t ..... 46 00
Brackenbury, Lester,
Edwards, I. 0., Col., t.. 6 50
Cal., o ................ , 5 011 Edwards, Mary, Col., t..
50
Bradfield, Sr. M., Io., t.. 4 30 Elliott, A. D., I. T., t ... 62 3tl
Bradfield, F. J., Io., t ..... 8 50 Elson, Geo., Iowa., t.... 9 95
Brennan, Mary Louise,
Elvin, R. Jli., tent fund
Io., o................ .
50 ret., .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . 5 00
Brand, David. Ill., t ..... 15 00 Elvin. R M., Iowa, acct., 40 00
Brannon, Sr. E. L.,
Emerson, Sr. H.B.,
Colo., t................ 3 20_ Tenn .. t ............... 10 oo
Breen, John, Minn., t ... 21 00 Enge, N. C.~ Wa.;;h,, t... 3 00
Brennan, John, Iowa, o.
50 lfoglrnh, F. L, Mo., t ... 2 00
Bray, Caroline, Neb., t .. 9 00 English mission error,
Brittian, Mary, Kan., t .. 10 00 excll.,.... .... .. .... ...
03
Bryan, ,James W., Tex., o 3 75 English mission, Thos.
Broad, Thos., Ohio, t.... 3 00 Taylor, agent, church
Brown, H. Edmund,
funds, ................ 418 82
California, t ......... 31 20 English mission, Thos.
Brown, M>trtha F., Mo., t 3 00 Taylor, agent, H.
Brown, Emerson and
and H .................. 68 18
Jliary, Iowa, t ........ 10 00 Epperly, Nellie. Ill., t... 3 50
Brown, George V., Ia., t.200 OU Erickson, Carl,!.!;., Cal., t 4 00
Br°'vn, Nelson, Neb., o.
50 Etzenhouser, Rudolph,
Brunson, J\iinnie,
Mo., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 6 00
lliiciligan, o...... .... .
25 Evans, J. A .. Iowa, o ... 1 oo
Bullard, Sr., S. J., Io., o. 1 00 Eye, Sr. Jli. E., Col., t .. , 10 00
Bullard, W. D., Iowa, o. 1 Oil Fairhurst, Fannie, Ill., t. 1 oo
llnllard, Belle, Colo., t .. 15 oo Farmer, John, Io., acct.,. 6 50
Burlingame, Mrs. JoFaul, Catharine, Mo., t .. 13 50
S<'ph, lllass., t ........ 27 50 Faur, E. S., Jlio., o......
50
Burlrng"me. Mrs. JoFender, Lilly, Kan .. t... 5 00
sepb, lviasH., o ......••• 7 35 ~ender, Miss A., Kan., t 1 00
Burlrngtun, IQwa,
• F,ender, Phoebe, Col., t. 5 00
branch,...... .. ...... 10 oO .Bender, E~., ~n., t ..... 20 30
Burnam, Chas., Iowa, t. 1 00 Fender, J\irns liay.,
Barton, Jos. F., Cal.,
.Col., t .. :·: ........... 10 00
0
ret ..................... uO
00 Fisher, Philip C., N.
Butler, Sentedow, Io., t. 28 3.3 Y., t ................... 14 20
Butler, Francis M., Io., t 5 OU Fleet, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Caffall, James, English
D., low.a. o ............ 20 00
Mission, t ............. 19 48 Florida d:strict, S. D.
Cairns, Wm, Kansas, o.
50 Allen, agent, .......... 25 00
Calhoun, Pauline,
Forshey, Bro. and Sr.,
Tenn., t.... . .. . .. . . .. . 2 00 Ore., o.... .. .. . . . .. .. .. 2 00
Carr.;on, Alice, I. T., t....
50 Forshey, 0., Ore., t ...• 20 00
Carpender, s. P., Iowa, t 120 00 Fulks, C. M., I. 'r., t .... 4 50
Cather, Cora, Mo. t..... 2 00 Gastros, M.chael, Ia, o. 1 OG
Cay, Sarah and Robert,
Gaylord, Eleanor B.,
Utah, t ............... 10 00 la., t .................. 30 00
Central California, disGeingar, Tilly, Tex., t .. 20 00
trict, Albert Page,
G•bbons, John F.,
agent, ................ 340 00 Minn., t .............. 5 00
Central Nebraska disGravee, Sr. E. M., Mo., t
25
trict, Levi Gamet,
Greek, A., Oregon, t.... 1 20
agent, ................ 20 00 Greenwood, Sr. A. A.,
Chapman, Mary G.,
Iowa, t ............... 1 00
Nebratka, t ........... 7 45 Grinclst.aff, Jacob, I. T.,t 11 40
Chapman, Johll, Jr.,
Grilli tbs, Thos., Iowa, t.
25
Iowa, o..... ... .... .. . .
50 Gooa, S. C .. lll., t ....... 50 00
Chatburn, J\iary, Iowa, t 5 00 Goodson, Bro. and Sr. R.
Chew, Margaret, Kan., t 25 00 J., 'l'ex., o ............. 4 50
Church, C. F., Iowa, t ... 6 00 Gordon, .T. C., S. D., o ..• 5 00
Clark, W. I.and Maggie,
Gordon, May, Minn.,o...
10
Kansas, o..... .... .... 2 00 Gunsolley, J. F., lo., t .. 13 91
Clark, S.S., Iowa, t ..... 5 00 Hall, Mary E., Ill., t .... 7 00
Clark, Etta, Kansas, o..
25 Hanna, Anna W., 0., o .. 1 00
Clum, L L., Iowa, t..... 5 00 Hanna, Henry, Minn., t. 4 50
Clum, C. L., low~, t.. .. . 5 00 Hansen, Erick, Iowa, t .. 10 00
Cobb, Huth, L., Iowa, t. 4 OG HaDsen, Dr. J. H., Io., t 22 90
C<Jle, Amy D., Wash., t.. 1 OU Hansel'!, Hans N., ret.,
Collection at Guilford,
Iowa, .................. 15 00
Missouri,..............
85 Hansen, H. I., W"eh., t. 15 00
Colorado district, James
Hansen, Agnee, Iowa,..100 oo
Kemp, agent, ......... 85 61 Hansen, J\iattie M., Io., t 5 00
Cone, Conrad F., Io., t.. l 50 Hansen, F're, Ut.ab, o .. ,
25
Cooper, R::1ther C, Io., t. 7 00 Hansen. James, Mo .. o..
15
Cooper, IL 'l'., Iowa, t ... 20 00 Hansen, Jacob, Mo., o..
25
Cooper, Daniel P., lo., t. 2 25 Hanover, Geo .. I. T., t .. 28 00
Cook's Point, Texas,
Harder, H. A., Io., acct. t 25 97
S. S., o.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 4n H,uding, Eva N., Io , t.. 3 75
Covert, Len., Nevada, t. 20 00 Ilurp, F. M., Iowa, t.... 1 00
Crabb, J. C., Iowa, t .... 13 42 Harp, Chas., lowa., t.... 2 oo
Crawford, A. M., Iowa, t 50 00 Hartshorn, An ca, Io., t.. 1 oo
Crowson, Sr. E. H.,
Hartshorn, L·oe, Iowa, t. 1 00
lllinois, t ................ l 30 Haverhill, J\iass., S.S., .. 4 57
Culver, Chas. E, Ill., t .. 20 00 Hawaiian mission, G. J.
Currie, Robert, Iowa, t . 8 00 Waller, agent, ......... l~O oo
Cnrtis. Uro. and Sr. F.
Hawkins. Mary, Nev., o. 20 00
W., Missouri, t. ... .. .. 2 GO Hawkins, Mary. Nev., t. 30 00
Daly, I. M., Cal., t ....... 10 00 Hayer, Oliver, Iowa, t ... 20 00
Daley, Bro. and Sr. Geo.,
Hayer, Hans, fowa, t .... 60 00
California, t ........... 20 00 Henderson, A. F.,
Dancer, Al~cc, Iowa, t .. 49 00 Minn., t.... . . . . . . . . . . 1 70
Dancer, Allee. Iowa, o .. ilOO OU Herald Office, Iowa, ..... 565 50
Davis, John T., Ariz., t. 29 60 Hershey, .Benj., Iowa, t. 4 30
Davis, J. 'l.'., M. fund, ... 2 MJ Hieks, 'l'. A.,'wash., !. .. 50 oo
Davis, E. A., Kan., ...... 35 00 Hill, Wm. R., Iowa, t .... l 00

Hildreth, 0. H., Iowa, t. 2 00
Hines, Mary A., lo., o .... 4 30
Hiser, G. A.,.Mo., t...... 1 00
Hilliard, Geo. H., Mo.,
acct., .................. 300 00
Hinkle, Bro. and Sr., S.
J., Oklailoma T ........ 50 00
Hiles, Bro. and Sr. G.
H., Oklahoma, T., t... ll 50
Hiteman branch, Io., o.. 3 65
Hicks, W. T.and Martha,
Oregon, t........ .... .. 5 00
Hines, Mary E., Iowa, t. 3 00
Hopkins, Thos., Iowa, t. 2 00
Honts, Wm., Mo., t..... 1 00
Hoffman, Alex., Idaho, t 5 00
Hoffman, Sadie, Idailo, t 5 00
Hoffman, Jessie, Idaho, t 1 25
Hoffman, Henry, Idabo, t 1 25
Hoffman, John, Idaho, t 1 25
Hoffman, Orton, ldailo, t 1 25
Hougas, Mary J., Iowa, t 10 00
Hopkins, Hannah, Io., t 1 6U
Howard, Sr. A. D., Io., t. 5 00
Holmes, Donna, Wash., t 1 90
Horne, F. H., Iowa, t... 2 05
Hopper, Ida, Col., o .. .. 3 50
Hougas, John, Iowa. o .. 10 00
Hoynr, S. P., I. 'r., t ..... 23 (iO
Hogue, Freddie, I. T., t. 1 uo
Howard, Serena, Miss., o
50
Howard, Hiram, Mlss., t
50
Howard, Andrew, M.1ss.,t
25
Holmes, Nettie B., Io., t 5 00
Hogue, Z. B., I. 'r .. t .... 1ll 00
Hutchings, W.W. Sr.,
Utah., t.. .... .. .. .. ... 5 00
Hubbard, Charlotte,
Col., o.................
50
Hudson, Sarah, Neb., o. 5 00
Hynden, Anton, J\iinn., o 1 00
Independence district,
Mo., R. l\iay, agent .... 18 64
Interest, bills receivable 32 89
Interest, error, J. Note. 36 UO
Interest, bills receivable 25 00
Interest, bills receivable 23 90
Jacoboon, Andrew, Mo..
25
Jackson, J. W. and
Belle. Ark., t .......... 30 00
Jarvie, I~aac, Iowa......
25
Jacob:~, 0 i_en, Iowa, o ... 100 00
Jacobs, Alice, Iowa, t.... 5 50
Jewell, James W., Ark..
50
Jemison, Sr. M. E.,
C?l., t............... .. 1 00
Jeflirds, Bro. and Sr. J.,
Ohio, t ................ 15 00
Jeppeson, Amanda M.,
Iowa, t.... ... . .... .. .. 1 80
Jenkinson, Geo.,
Mich.,o ............... 1 Oil
Jenkinson, Lottie,
Mich., o .. . . . .. .. . .. •
25
Jensen, Andrew, 1do.,...
25
Jensen, Lars, Iowa, t ... 5 00
Johnson, Sr. C. A., Ill., t 3 60
Johnson, G. Well, Io., t. 2 00
Johnson, Robert, Kan., t 5 00
Johmon, C.R., Iowa, t. 10 00
Jones, Abraham, Ill., t.. 5 00
Jones, 'l'hos., 111.,t ...... 10 no
Jones, Daniel, Iowa, t .. 100 00
.Jones, Catharme, Io., o.
70
Jones, C. H., Mo., t ..... 10 00
Julian, Louisa L., Cal., t 12 00
Julian, J. S., Cal., t ..... 95 34
Kelley, E. L., Iowa, t ... 51 75
Kelley, Winfred B., Io., t 2 00
Kelley, E. L. Jr., Io., t.. 6 25
Kelley, Richard C, lo., t 1 00
Kelley, P. P., Iowa, o ... 40 00
Kennicntt,Ernest,Mo.,t 5 00
Kennedy, M., Col. ...... 37 97
Kennedy, Eva E., Col. .. 10 07
Kennedy, JessieM., Col. 9 40
Kennedy, G. 0., Col. .... 43 St\
Kennedy, Thos. H.,
Mo., t...... .... .... .. .. 6 00
Kennedy, Perry A.,
Col., t ................ 20 20
Kennedy, Earnest L.,Jr.,
Col....................
20
Kennedy, l\1erch lli.,
Col., t......... . .....
25
Kennedy, Sr. Wm.,
Col., t ..... : .. .. .. .. .. . . 5 00
Kennedy, Geo. 0. Jr.,
,
Col., t...... .... .... .. •
2"
Kennedy, Earnest L.,
Col., t. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .
10
Keifer, John W., Ind., t. 10 00
Keck, W. M., 111., t ...... 11 00
Keith, Drusilla. Iowa, t. 3 25
Keith David, Iowa, t ... 4 00
Kennicutt, Alfred B.,
Mo., t ................ 5 50
Kennicutt,Mrs. Wm.,
Mo., t......... ... .. .. . 1 25
Kempster, Ellzabeth,Io. 50 00
Kirtland temple fund, 0. 23 00
Knipschild, Fred., J\io., tlOO 00
Knowles, Wm., Mo. o. .
~5
Knudson, Cris, Mo .. o...
25
Layland, A. J., Idaho, t. 8 50
LaRue, Rachel, Iowa, t. 10 00
Laughlin, Sr. s. E., Io., t 8 00
1

Lancaster, Sr .. Mo., t ... 1 00
LaChapelle, Mrs. M.,
S. D .... .... .. . .. . . ... . 5 00
Lambert, Anna E., Io., t 2 00
Lambert, Bro. and Sr. J.
R., Iowa. t ............ 24 00
Lance, Sr. S. C., Mc., t.. 3 00
Larson, Andrew P.,
Utah, t ................ 25 00
LaFrnunce, Joseph, Io., t 10 00
Lawrenson, Kas., J\io ... 11 50
Lambkin, Edwin, Mich.
50
Lambkin, Martha B.,
Michigan..............
50
L9.mbkin, Byrne, Mich..
25
Lambkin, J\iary, Mich...
25
Lambkin, Curtis C.,
Michigan ............ e..
25
Lambkm, Pina, Mich...
lO
Lambkin, Bertie, Mich..
05
Leythan, Richard, Io., o.
50
Lewis, l\lary Ann,
Iowa, acct ............. 83 00
Limpns, Frank, Neb., t. 14 7'5
Livestock, sale of, Io .... 96 rn
Ligilt, Hattie, Neb., t.... 2 UO
Ltpprncott, Bro. and Sr.
J. S .. Neb ............. 2 oo
tloyd, DN., Iowa, acct . .. 3 oo
ovell, ephi, Iowa, t... 5 no
Lovell, John, Iowa, t .... 60 00
Longfield, Dr. J .. Mo., t.120 00
LovPjoy, Sr. H. E.,
Mo., t... ... .... .. .. .... 4 90
Loan, K., Io'!a......... 20 no
Loan, T., Mame ......... 100 oo
Loan, P., Cal. .......... 350 00
Lnli, J. J. and Bernice,
Iowa .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 Ot1
Ludorf, Hans, Mo., o. ...
20
J\ianly, Sr., Iowa.........
30
Martale, John, Iowa, t.. 5 00
il!ather, Sr. lliay., Io., t .. 10 00
j\fassacbusetts di•trict,
Richard Bullard,
agent ................. 642 27
J\iark, Mary A., Iowa, t.. 5 oo
Madison, Ole, Mo.......
5@
Mason, Henry D.,
Montana, t
.. .. .. .. 2 50
Marks, E.W., Io., ret.... 6 72
Manly, John, Iowa·:··· 15 00
J\icArthur, Jame•, Mich.
25
McArthur, Ellzabeth,
Mich.... . . .. .. .
25
J\icClai~, Sr. E. J.,
Texas, t............... 1 00
McCla!n, J.E .. Texa•,..
50
McClam, Hy. 'l' .. I. T., t. 10 40
McCord, Hale, fowa, t..
35
McCord, Sihyl, Iowa, t .. 15 00
McDonald, F. M., Io., t .. 5 oo
1\ilc~owell, Simon,
Miss., t....... . .. .. . 5 00
Mc:Elroy, Clara P., Io ... 2 50
McGallrnrd, Isaac,
Kansas, t .............. 25 00
Mcintyre, ,J. R., Cal., t .. 20 00
McKenz'e, Maggie M.,
Ohio, t ............... 10 00
McKitrick, Mrs. R.,
Neb., !. .............. 529 91
McKindzy, Margaret,
Kansas................
50
McNntt, Lena, Kan., t.. 5 00
J\icNutt, F. J., Kan., t ... 5 GO
McPeek, Price, Mo., t ... 76 10
Mc Witty, Bro., Col., t.... 5 00
Messick,, HatLie E., Ill.. 7 00
JVletzger, Jane, Ore., t... 1 00
Milks, Jane, Mich.......
10
Miller, John, Estate of,.100 oo
Midgordon,O. H., Minn. 11 uu
Minor, May, Oro., t ...... 10 00
Miller, Robert, Scotland, t ................. 4 86
Minnesota district, W.
W. McLeod, agent, .... 150 00
Mink, J.M., Iowa, t.. .... 50 00
Miller, Elmira, Kan., t.. 8 35
Mintnm, Lucinda J.,
Ill., t .................. 5 00
Midgordon, Mary, Minn. 1 00
M:idgordon, 8ill~s, Minn.
50
M.ornn, John, Mum.. ..
25
Ivlobile districr, Ala.,
G. 'l.'. Chute. agent,... 2 95
Morris, 1. A., Ill., o ..... 11 43
Morris, I. A., Ill., t ...... 10 00
Morgan, David John, Io.
25
Morgan, J. W., Iowa. . .
2&
Montague, Geo., Io., t.. 8 00
Morris, Thos., Minn., t .. 15 00
J\iontaua district, J.E.
Heesre, &gent .......... 217 00
Morgan, ,John G.,
Mich., t .............. 5 00
J\Ioore, Mattie L., Ala.,o
25
Nauvoo district, J. Fl.
Lambe1·t,agent ........ 90 00
Newton, Wm., Cal. ..... 20 00
Nevada district, D. I.
Jones, agent ..... ~ .... 20 00
Newberry, Sr. J. W.,
Iowa, t ............... 10 00
Newberry, Eliza A.,
Iowa, o ................ 10 00

2
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Newberry, Master D.,
Schivington, Mary, Io., t
25 Weld, F. M., Iowa., t ...... 37
Iowa, o... . . .. .. . . .. .•
25 ~chroeder. Sarah E., Io.t 1 00 Wheeler, Jos., Wash., t... s
Nelson, Carl C., Mo., t .. 10 50 8eddon, Joseph, Io...... 1 00 ~h~.eler, 0. J., Mich., t ... 1
Needham, E. H. and
Seidenfa~en, H.L ,Neb, t 2 50 ~ h!•ehead,Mrs.Ella.Io .t 50
Jul!a, Iowa, t ......... 10 00 Shaw, Eliza, Io., t ....... 21 50 Wh~tehead, James, Io., t. 25
Ne~march, James,
Shaw, Clark and Belle,
White, V .• Iowa, acct ...... 28
Mich...................
30 Iowa, t ................ 2 50 ~hitman.Sr. G.A .. Neb.,t
Newl!larch, Thompson,
Shaw, C. A., I>., t. .. .•.. 9 00 '\heeler.Mrs C A.,Kan ,o 10
Mich ........ ···: . ..... 1 00 ~h'?rt, John, Mo., t.... ..
50 Ii\ he.eler,Mrs 9 A .K~n .t 15
Newmarch, Maggie,
1:')l11rk, D. W, Neb., t .... 25 00 ~V~ll~~ms. Daniel, ,qhio, t.
Mich ................... 1 00 Sherrill, E. A, Tenn, t. 2 20
!lh.tms, Joseph I., Io ,t 2
Newton, Ohrtlla J.,
Short, Elli•, I. T., t ... 1,350 00 \\'.1lhams, Nl. B., Iowa ...... 6
, Cal., t ............... 30 00 Short, l\L T, Ill., t. ••••.•• 11 13 W.'lhams, D. T., Iowa,....
~ ewlln, J. A., Iowa, t ... 2~ 00 8henogle, Mary, Mo., t . 4 00 \-\~ll~ams, E. r_;.i., Iowa......
N~lsson, Jons. Utah, t.. 6 00 Shaw, James and Aisha
W~lliams, Josie, Iowa......
Nixon, Emma, Mo., t: .. 3 00 K., Oreg. t
. . . . . . . .. 2 00 \\'.~!hams, Ell_en. Iowa......
Niles, G. T. and Fanme,
Shupe, E. l!'., Col..... .. 8 oO ~ 11l!arns, Elizabeth, Io...
Texas, t . ·...... ·:..... 1 00 Shinnick, John A.,
w~lhams. Dannie. Iowa...
Northes•t M1Reo~ri d,sMich., t . . . . . . ...... 5 00
ilhams, Emma, Iowa···
trict, J. T. Williams,
Sheuogle, Bro. and Sr.L.
~illrnms, Edd;e R, Iowa
agent ................. 174 00 F., Mo. t . . . .. .. .... 5 00 Willrnms, W. E Iowa.....
North Nt.'hrR.Etka dis·
Sisters, The, Drain,
Wilhams, M. ~,Iowa.....
trict, J.M. Stnbbart,
,
Oreg. o .
...
. .... 1 10 llharns, David, Iowa.....
agent............... 130 00 Sister•' Aid Society, Ill. 3 00 W~lhams, Joseph. Iowa...
North Dakn1a distrirt,
Sioters' Sewing Society,
)y, 1JIIams, Sr. E. E., Io, t 2
Thos. Leitch, age'lt ... 88 oo Bevier. M"···· .... .. . . 6 oo ''.'.lhanrn, Phcebe, Iowa, t 2
Nodawav di•tr1ct, MisSkank, Inn, Io., t ....... 14 10 ~ ~lhs, ~- J., .Mo · ..........
sonri, R. K. Ross,
Skank, Ethel. Io., t .... 11 5n ,' 1118 • ' yrtle, 1110...........
agent.... ...... . .. . ... 90 00 Sl<inner. Cordelia, In., t. l 00 ~ iH 8 , J anbe, ~1o,;····;········ ,
Nuckles, Rebecca C.,
8mi!b, Gen. A, !\r 1 z , ... 33 95 \Vie~ lJ1J'{ ranV-u., Kan"ll. 2?
Ark., t
............ 30 on Smith, J.B., returned!.. fi 00 W 1g t, D.tvid \ ., Mo., o "
Nnckle•, I. A' Ark' t ... 20 on I ~mith, c. D' Mo., t. .. . 2 40 wlght, ~vid w., M~., t. 8
Nnck]Pf'l, A Ii. Ark., t .. 20 00 ~mlth, Fred A, Jo., acct. 2fl , 5 t-.. sunk I ro. and Sr.
Oilcll, W. U, W. Va., t .. 20 ~01Sm~th, Clara C., In., t ... 1 51l Wil~au 'Gow~:/ ':t(b ...... 43
02ard, ,JameR P. Neb .. ,
oO Smith, Chas. E., I<>., t.. 1 00 Wll "on, WeoA I , ~ ...... 1
Ogden branch. Utah,
Smith, Henry C., Io., t .. 3'l 69 Wilson, C · ·Jl,r · 1 ........ 2
per :5r. N. D Cooner.. 3 00 Smith, A.H., Io.. t ..... 20 00 Wllwn, c· 0c" ~lo.,!.. ...... l~
Ol•on. Ellen, Kan., t.... ;; 00 Smith, Wm. C .. Mo., t.. 1 OJ W son, A ., ~o • t .. ····· 0
Orr, John, I<?,, t . . . .. . . . 2 00 Snrth, .Te•sie, J 0., t .... 19 00 j_1so~, t nna '1argaret,
Page, Eliz~ h, To., o .... 10 00 Smith. ,Joseph, Io., reJ·······u-···
~
T'a~c, F,Hz•G., To.,t .... 7 20
turrnd . . . . . . . . . . . 3·>, 531w 1 drn, aneB lah, t ····· o
Page, El "" G. I<>., l. ... 200 on Snider, Sr .•T II. Kan.,+. 15 00 w11ctom, "';; J e 1 e, Nfb.,t 10
Patten, .T F., S. D , t.... 4 00 f\ollenherge•, L M . P• .. t ~o 00 W i If er~,0J
ll.,t 10
Pat.ten, I F .. To ...... 12 60 Spau1r1 ng, F. G., N. D, t 5 00 \Vo ~} ~
Voloi, t.. 5
PM.ten, Mrs. N. l\I., S.
Snauldin.,., C. J .. N. D., t 2 00 W 00 ~or ct' Hr~i'· r~., o ... 20
D.9 t. ...... ............. 11 00 ~par1'-i=i. Sr. M., Io., t.... 2 00 ~-...0° 1d 0 ~ ' a HJ: ., 1o.,t 2
P~rk, Po"l;nR, Io .. t .... 10 00 Steel J. W .. Cal.. t ...... 20 00 Wood, S~mu~ 1• lwa......
P•rk Bluff Reunion Com,
Stewart. Nellie. Texas, t 10 00 W 00 ct~' epwen, M,acct. 49
Iowa.
~ 2o Stone. Sophi•, S. D . t... 2 00 W 00 l.J~eL0
o......
T'nrks, Uohert, 1~ .•.o .... 5 oo Stodrlaril, Wm. A .. Neh.,t JO oo Wrig • ~ca, o., t ........ 13
P"ks. G 0. II, P'nn., t. 3 75 Stran•, Sr. M .•T., Io., t.. ~ 90 Wrmk 1~· Ef··n~yJliyh....
Park~r. Ge_". H. Penn., t 1 25 ~t.ePle, W R., TTtab, t ... 12 00 y~~f~gion, 1J~a: re.t, i~.~: 1
Pet.re, Christopher,
Steele. Arthnr, I';;. t ..... 5 00 Youn.;. Martha,Estr.te oflUO
Mo .. t. ................ RPO 81.ranrl. 'I'. 0., N rw•v, t o 00 y
·
. ld h
a o, t .... 40
"Pet.re, R. E .. Mo,, t ..... 30 40 Stowell. Mrs. S., N. D., t. 5 00 oungson, .L.,
Petre, l\L. Mo ........... 2 50 Straus. Je,,nette. Iowa, t. 5 25
$ 30 350
Petre. J. F .• Mo .. t.. .. .. 8 on Rtewart. Ida, "Miss .. t ....... 5 fiO
'
Pe>ik, Sr. W. E., Kan .... 30 00 Stedman. E. A .. Iown.. t ... 37 30
Philadelphia district,
'·t. Lou's District, John
EXPENDITURES.
Th<>m"• Le•t.er, n<rent..519 21
G Smith. agent ............ 250 CO Antho y R J f
•
Pickle, El'zobetli. To, 1. 80 00 Sunday School AssociaAnthony' R. i' ""i'""'• 122
Pike. J.M. and E. L.,
tion ............................. 400 00 Arch ; 1 '. · C ace ........ 50
Wis .. t ............... 11 00 Swensen. Mr. and Mrs
Ande"rsigw_i;1t om ........... 5
l>lninvllle h1'11nch, U..... 4 00
Swen, Mo . t .. ...... ....... 170 00 Ande . n, pet er.. f.......... 25
p,.,t, .Tobn H., In, t ..... 2r; OR Rwensen, Geo. L .. Mo .. t .. 5 00 Ace ~· 0tn.l' e e~,l .. s."i:f" 54
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E.~,.Mi'ln .. t .... Jn()~ SwPnseu, Minnje.July A.,
Pr,,ston. M . y .T.. lo., t... l 5, Mo., t ..........................
Prema, P. W .. Mont., t. 10 00 Tarrnnt, .T. D . Oreg .. o ....
PrPmS, Anna L.,
rrate. D. "\V .. 0 rr .. t. .......
Mont., t.... ...... .....
~;; 1'avlor. Phrebe L. Oreg...
Prire. J. B , Cal., t ...... 180 oo 1'aylor, Dorn. Wash., t ...
Pt·0dncA acconnt..... .... 2 70 T:ixesretnrned ................
Qnnlntaince, Beatrice,
Tenkle, \'nrH. Iowa. t ......
K·m................ .. •
25 Tennery, T. C. 0 T .. t ...
Releton, Augusta,
"'eale. Susan, Iowa. t .....
Col. o ................ 1 2~ 'l'emrileton, Sr. M. E.,
°RH.V, W. N . .,Io., 1 ....... 70 oo
Iowa,t..........................
Rahidian. Mmna, "lo., t. 20 00 'l'hom,son, H. M. Iowa, t
Revmond, Mary, IL,
.'l'hom•s, D. W .. Mich. t ..
Mo. t .................. 10 OOITJ1urman Reunion Com.,
Real estate, ••le of land.100 00
Iowa ............................
Real pot~+e, W. N. Rev
Thornton, Rusa,n, Iowa, t.
and '\Vtfe, Io ....... $450
Trehegan, R.H., Towa....
Real e>t•t.e, r 0 11t, L. ..... 2S SOl'l'hatcher. W. B. Kan, t ..
Roal est•te, EP and
'J'ilby ..Tohn. Ark .. t .........
Belle Hayer, I<> ... MOO
1'itns. Israel, Mich...........
R"'al rstnte. C. F, nnrl
'l'illery, Wm., Mo., t ........
Ellen B Hayer, Io.$200
'l'<>nks, Alfred. Ill............
Real e"t.ate, rent, J ...... 79 n0 1'racy, Hannah, Oreg......
R.eo! estat.e, rent., B ..... 10 00 1'ripp, Almedn. Wash.....
Real eetate. rent, K ..... 1 7:\ '!'rout. ,J. W.W. Va .. t ...
1
Reed, W .. Io.,...........
oOl1'ypewritcrribbo10.saleof.
Redmond, Wm., I. 'I' .... 1 nO Vnnlewan, Sr., Div. 0.
Redmonr\. M•gl!ie, I. T..
50 Enoch .........................
Reese. A. W .. Io., t..... 2 50 Van Eaton ..T.H .. Wash.,t.
H•iese. Rallie. In......... 1 00 Van Meter. ,Ta•per Io., t..
Tl.ee•"· Hanna. Io .. t.. .. . 2 !\O Vohland, Mary, Neb .. t...
Ri!<g•. Dr. o. H., o., t ... 200 oo Wallace.Bro. Ji!:. A .. Ill. t.
Ricbarclson, J•ahello. Io.
50 Wallin;<. G. F .. Iowa, t,'...
Richardson, James, Io..
50 Walling, IL, Iowa ..........
Ritchey, Margaret,
Wahlstrom, John, Iowa,
Orel!., t... . . . . . . . . . . . 3 oo acct .............................
Robertson, W. H.. Ind ... 10 OOIWntcrman. Mrs. M. A.,
RogerP. S. A
... Neb., t.... 8 on I Utah.............................
Ro•s. R. K. Mo., o.... ..
25 "'atkins, .Tohn, Jowa ......
Robinson. E7.ra. To., t... 5 00 Watkins. Sarah. Iowa ......
RogerEl, ~ .... E., Miss., t..
~O WnllPr. G. J, Honolulu,t
Rnssell, Zylpha A.,
WaJterg. Andrew. Ohio ...
Okla .. t. ................ JO 00 Ward, Joseph. Mo .. t ......
1 7 r1trous. Mi:iryE., l\font.t
R.nsh, Celestine. Oreg., t iO 001\;\
RVAT"On, M. J., lfl' t .... 10 001· Wann burg. S. A. Utnh, t
8alisbury, Marv, Ill., t .. 25 00 Wewer, J. W .. Ill., t......
Saxton, Robert, Mich...
Ooi Wells. A., IJl . t ..............
Saxton. Hannan, Mich..
20:Weerlmark, Nnthan. Io.,t
Schmid, M. L, Col., t ... 1 OOIVVe0dmark, Mrs. M.A.,
l'\chede, Wm., Cal., t ..... 10 00, Towa. t. ........ ...............
Schmutz, Jos., Col., t ... 15 00 1Webster,Mary E., Wash.,t
Prall, O.

fi

15
21
1
1
2
5
10
5

on
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on
oo
oo
12
oo
on
00

:B-,~ .. ~.~.....~.~~ ... ~.'.... :... 3 , 500
Bills P· bl
Bri·'g:It Ce, f8 ............... ~0~
Baker 'La
'V""""'"'""""
~
Bagge;·Jy yap ., a ........... ~l
Blan -htrd
'\yx ........... ~
l3ill ·1.\;. \y ·N ., ex ...... I"!
Bon~ M.Yt1 ·e, ···········"'-'~?
Burt~,; j :F' ex ...............
12W
Blail' Sr

W

Closson, A. V., f .....•.•.•.•.. 105
Chute, Geo. T., f,. ...........• 45
Cather, W. C., ex ............ 15
Church Historian, ex....... 1
Cooper, F. M., ex ............ 31
Chase. Amos M., ex......... 7
Carpenter. C. !. ................ 9
Chase, Amos M., f ...........106
Coffman. Isaac, f .............. 15
Cahforniadistrict,North .. 160
Condlt, ~[•ss J.A.,a ......... 15
Curtis, H. P, f ................ 60
Chrisman, Sr, a .............. 311
Closson, A. V., ex ........... 15
JO Cochran, Asa S .............. 40
50 Chatham district, Ont......
lll Crabb, J.C., ex ............... 13
05 Davis. Wm If················· 25
1~ Dan' el, L. F., f ................. 240
~o Duncan C.R., ex ........... 35
oU Davis, J Aithur, ex ........ 45
2:, Decatur District .............. 987
10 Davis, R. W., ex ............ 15
2~ Davis, J Arthur, f ...........175
7o Davis, John T, f ............. 80
00 Davis, E A., f. ............... 155
50 Davis, John, (Wash.) f .....105
?O Denio, John, a ................. 5
ol Davison, Mrs. II. J ........... 69
l)(\ Duncan, Mrs. C.R .......... 55
UU Devore, L. R, f .............. 65
\Ju Derry, Mrs Chas ............. 30
Der1y, Chas., ex .............. 24
eo Expense acct, Bishop's
0 office ............................ 48
?U Erwin, J. D., ex ............... 37
011 Elvin, R. C., a ................ 20
00 Elvin, R M, f ................. 260
~~beling F J ex ............ 10
00 Evans, J. R, f ................170
00 Exchange ........................ 2
00 Emsley, George, a .......... 47
<10 Elvin, R M, ex.............. 5
00 Expense acct., Secretary's
00 1.ffice............................. 27
50 Etzenhouser, R., ex ......... 3
50 Expense, Church History.. 1
50 Exoense, Recorder's
25 office............................. 4
UO Farmer, John, a .............. 192
10 ~"orscutt.
M. H., bkpr....... 350
1
~~ l! oss, ~· C .. ex ................. 4f)
OU ~os~. ~· 0., £.................... 50
J!re1gLt on type, S.S. Is00 lands........................... 6
"~Far \\est district, Nlo ....... 00
I
Foss, J. c., f ...............•...200
Fowler & Lasley,!. .......... 20
Gallop, Agnes, a .............. 4U
Gillen, J. W., ex.............. 74
00 Gregory, Frederick, ex.... .'l
0 Godbey, G. H., ex........... 25
Goodrich, J. L., ex .......... 10
00 Gregory, ~'rancifl, ex........ 5
00 Garrett, W . .EL, ex ........... 10
26
00
50
00
00
20
50
OU
00
20
UO
25
iiO
50

g°

3

g

Barm"o~·e·

·w·•wx..............
Ai '(j'"'f""''''"iU~
°

1 OOIBurio J- l!'mf ., .........
r; oolllagg'nl 'y 'b ................3~
13 00 Blak~\:" A j' ex .........
Boz "~heeW · ,p··;,........... ~
JO 00 Bagar .1• 1
:i.' "'········· t.·~
25 no Bur ~e~£;
i ·{ .............. 1 ~
50 Hen1'Ect a~ es 1 .,"ix......... .~
5 on Bru~ 8·01 ·• secre ary ...... 1 ?0
1 00 Pill
molJ a ........... ~4
1
10
20 Bags '?a Me,
20 oo Bi!lge;.Y• b{s.K · .,. ..... ~~
5 00 Hills p.''~bl "'c .............. l~O
5 00 Bills p~Ja ble, Bk······
.,
50 Hills p~Y\ e, Bk ..............6" 5
1
20 oo B ~h ayaWe,
............ o\JO
75 1/ 0 ~':·.M 'mj""i:)'""""" 2
Bel~n~. · b~s. s· ., a ....... 11
40 00 B\ 8 I.Jay~ ~, \,V""i"" 600
22 oo B ~c '~ •M · · ·• ........ 45
50 Bf ker,I · E
10
1 oo Ba es 0jl· · ·•ex ......... l?
7 20 Br;fgfi '·. 0 \!x ..
2»
~ 05 B\l 8 p ece~1a c"'
......... 319
1 25 B1
e, ............... 120
Bu~ ' S y' a; ................ 5
50 50 B ~\'°~·
bl., ~x.............. 9
B 8 ~.ya
····"j\("""·400
25
eybl "'jS:.8" ·• ex.. 5
2 00 ll~lls Payable, l' ............... ~5
1 oo B'., 8 Raya. e,bl ... M:..$"i)o 2n0
96 flfi l3 1118 ttetei!aG e, ·· 1 ·
5 60 B~l~r\,' obi ]'5' ,!.. ....... 25
26 06 1 t~ ';fa e'i .............. 600
2 no 8 u. er, Jeiter ow, ex ....... ~s
0
0 ,1,n\'i':····"·'·
fl 20 c~mer,
·228
;, oo l'l'atDuJn'c · '.,ex ......... 18
2 110
ci·1 i'·ex..M........... 7'.
1 00 C '{~tun
net, o ......... lo
Ca onni_, ohn ................ 1?6
2 40!C 00I1e\ ' .PM., f ............... oO
3 60 nrtrs, -1 · ., ex .............. 40
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p. i
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v"D ........
00
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··;x.............
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00

00
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ctpp, J

325

~~e~ne, U. W., f .............. 10!
00
. Gillen, J. W., f ............... 272
30, Go_dbey, G. H., f .............. 215
6S 1 Gnffiths, Gomer '11., ex ... 25
8~ Go"'.ell. M. l!'., ex ............ 12
o Hilhard, Geo. II., acct ..... 300
00 Hooks, Sr. F.,a ............... 4
50l1Haws, Albert, ex ............ 65
00 Hilli'.'rd, Geo. II., f ......... 200
00 Higgms, Sr .. Dora ............ 20
00 !fogue, Abbie, a .............. 2
~01Hansen, Hans N., ex ...... 35
01Herald Office .................. 225
0o Hmds, Peter. acct ............ 3
50 Hansen, H. N., f .............. 100
00 Han.sen, John F, f ........... 40
60 Hrlliard, Geo. H., ex ........ 31
0 Hedges, Mrs. J., a...........
llO Jnterest .......................... .'131
Ou Independence district ... 1,560
00 I. 'l'. and 'l'exas district.... 25
UO Jordan, John D., reporter 8
00 Judson, Arthur,!............ 3
00 Jackson, J. W .• f .•.••....... 155
00 Jenkms, Geo. f ............... 70
00 Jenkins, Geo, ex ............ 30
00 Jessiman account ............ 3
14 Kelley, T. C., ex ............. 29
00 Keck. F. C., f .................. IGO
UO Kelley, W II., ex ........... 82
00 Kelley, W. II., f .............. 33
72 Kelley, E. L .. f ............... 600
uo Kent, Mrs. Alma .............. 50
89 Kelley, E. L .. general ex .. 200
00 Kenison, A. J., a ............ 10
00 Kel1ey. P. P., att"y.......... 40
uo Keck, F. C ....................... 15
00 Lloyd, D. G., labor ......... 7
45 Labor acct., J.B. S ......... 17
00 Lambert, J. R, ex........... 44
Ou Lewis, Mary Ann, acct ..... 140
Lambert, J. H. .• f ............ 242
00 Livestock, Vety. &ur. ex..
00 Luff, Joseph, ex.............. 50
33 Lamoni Hardware Co ...... 2
18 Lane, John, a .................. 51
00 Little Sioux district ......... 16
00 Lanyon, W. C., a ............ ..,;
00 Moler, James, ex ............ 30
95 Moler, H. E., ex .............. 10
00 Min tun, .J. F., ex ............ 20
00 Mills, A.H., ex ............... 5
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94
50
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18
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00
50
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00
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45
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00
00
35
00
75
14
00
00
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00
00
00

Moore A B f
20 oo
McDo,;,eli.
oo
Maloney, R. M., f ............ 90 oo
Maloney, R. M, ex ......... 15 oo
McDowell. W. A., ex ....... 25 oo
Morgan. E B, ex........... 25 oo
Mortimer, J. L., f •..••••.••• 32 00
.MorYan, Mrs. E. B. .......... 20 oo
Michigan, E. district........ 50 00
Ma!ne, E district ........... 40 oo
Mame, Western dtstrict ... 100 00
Montague, Geo., ex ......... 18 oo
Miller, Jane. a ................. 10 oo
Mintun, ,J. J:I""., f ......•........ 20 oo
Morris, I. A., f ................. 81 43
Marks, E. W., J.. .. .. .. .. 6 72
McKiernan, James ex . 4 oo
Montana district ...'... :..
35
MacCrae, Mrs. Edda, .... 25 oo
Nova Scotia district..... 27 00
Nova Scotia district
error ......... .... : . . .. 3 00
Newton, Wm., ex .....•.. 22 85
Nunley, E.W., f. ..... ,.105 oo
N. E. Kansas district ... 18 00
Oregon district .......... 25 oo
Peterson, J. W., ex._,.. 32 oo
~ayne. Mrs. EA ........ 60 oo
1 eak, Warren E., f ...... 210 00
Peak, Warren E., ex .... 16 50
Payne, S. D., ex ........ , 15 00
Peterson, J. w., f ....... 80 00
Poi:!tage ...... ............ 41 12
Porter, C.H., ex ........ 15 00
Pickle, Jllrs. I., acct ..••. 15 00
Pender, W. S., ex ........ 20 oo
Pa~km, Chas. A., acct ... 13 28
Price, J. B., f. ........... 180 oo
J:'age, El!zu tl., acct..... 6 10
J:'nelps, Levi, ex ......... 5 00
Real estate, per. N. E.
L. and T. Co ....•..... 66 15
Robley, Geo., ex ......... 13
Robertt-3, I. N., ex ....... 47 00
Real eotate, deed and release ................... 1 25
Real_ estate, int ........• 10 00
ltobrnson, II. II., ex ..... 15 00
ltoger•, Mrs. M., a ....•.. 60 oo
Ray, W. N., returned, 1.. 60 oo
Heal estate, Mo., prop ... 5 00
~~ai estate, 8an D~ego.. 2 16
~i;•t•te, mower reP s ................... 1 2o
Real estate, taxes, Park
Addition...............
53
Real Estate, I. c. B. and
Loan Association ..... 115 20
Real Estate, improvements, Kansas prop ... 25 00
Heal estate, recording
deeds ................. 3 25
Ruberts, I. N., f ......... 25 oo
lt1chey, M~s .. c. A., a.... 5 oo
liatnbun, R. H, f ....•... 15 Oll
~~:} estate, N., ......... 200 UO
estate, R., mort·
gage ...... : ............. 10 GO
Rt:!al estate, 1mprovements., ................ 53 5o
Revel, Elizabeth, a...... 5 oo
Hew, Ora, a .............. 1 25
Rew, Mrs. Chas., a......
2G
Hath bun, H., Jr., a ..... 10 00
Hudd, D. M., ex ......... 27 84
R~al estate, C. B., foreclosure ................. 61 00
~nutil, Alex. H, ex ..... 12ti 40
~mitb,_Tbos. ,J., f. ...... 50 OU
~cott, M.oses R, Sen., a. 32 oo
8n~vely, J osepb S,, ex .. 20 00
~hippy, John, a ......... 56 51
~cott, Columbus, ex ..... 25 00
Smith, Alex. H., f ...... .4Ul 25
~Cott, Harle A., Sec ..... 136 OU
~htelds, John, ex........ 5 00
~hinn, D. L., f ......... 120 00
~mith, Joseph. ex .•..... 448 44
~hmn, D ..L., ex......... 6 50
8cott, 8. W. L., ex ... .• 5 00
Smith, Willard J., ex ... 5 00
Sheehy, F. 111., ex ......• 20 00
Smclair, W. H., ex ...... 4 00
Smith, Ieaac M, ex .... , 6 00
Scott, .M. ii, Jr .. ex ..... 20 oo
Smith, Willard J., f ..... 60 00
Stedman, E. A .• ex ...... 47 30
Smith, Fred A., f. , ..... 330 65
8cott, Col nm bus. f ..\:·····120 00
Sheppard, T. J., f ...... \..... 125 00
Smith, H 0., ex.............. 35 00
Stebbins, H. A., f ............. 350 00
Sm-th, W. A., ex ............. 22 50
Smith, l!'. C., £................. 35 00
Smith, Joseph B., !.. ......... 6 00
Stedman, E. A., f ............ 133 00
Smith, :B'rederick A .. ex ... 5 00
Snively. Jos. S., f. ........... 172 00
Sawlcy;E'. L., ex ............. 5 00
Simmons 1 Sr. S. W ...........240 00
Squirer:, Mrs. M. L., a...... 5 oo
8cott, James M., L .......... 90 00
Southern Illinois district.. 50 Ou
Smith, Albert, a ............... 10 00
Smith, Heman C., f ......... 82 50
Smith, Hem<>n C., ex........ 30 50
Smith, Isaac :M., !............ 65 00
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Smith, Henry C., f ........... 50 00 Ella R. Devore ............... 2 16 Stamps to Secretary ........ l 00:50 sheets bond paper,
Petrolia branch, o ............ 1 20
Scott, James G., a ............ 10 00 Andres Neilson ............... 5 OU Binding fur Secretary......
50! Bishop ................. •
25 Gus. Deppe, 0 .............••.•• 1 00
Scott, M. H..,Jr.,f ............ 55 00 Laura E. Bell.................. 2 oo fiOO Envelopes. Bishop ..... 1 00!50 letters appointment
Emma Woodsworth, o ....• 1 00
Smith, H. O., f ................ 5 OD Wm. M. and L. E. Ayler.. 8 00 500 Letter heads, Bishop.. 1 30! Mssn. and 400 Do.......... Z 50 .r. W. Hoyd,
50
Slover, F. M., f ................. 50 00 C. A. Johnson................. 2 GO 800 Letter heads, Bishop.. 1 251 Circulnrs for Recorder..... 1 75 Thos. Matthews, o........... l 00
Smith, W.R., f ................. 40 00 Laura Cook .......•............ 3 00 l\linistry reportsf:'.nd Con500 envelopes, Recorder .. 1 11 1 David Williams. o..........
50
Suits, John A., a ........•..... 15 00 Ella Baird ...................... 2 00 ference.Minutes .......... 197 12;50 large envelopes~ ReV\r. C. Marshall, agent.
Smith, W. A, f ............. 16 00 S Zenor....................... 5 00 300 Note Circulars, HisI corder.......................... 25 Indiana ........................ 5 00
Swens~n, Swe;i, ex ........... 2~ 49 Margaret Kyte................. 1 00
tor_ian ................... ""'."" 1 5J i '('r~ct Fnnd ..... : .. : ............ 79 ~8 Andre~ Boyd_.
1 00
Sisters Mite Society ....... 2o 00 E.C ..Judkms.................
50 250.t-oteHeads,Histonan l lJOIStampstoPresid.nt.........
60 J. ohn'l. Curtis, o ...........
l Oil
Swensen, Swen. f ............ 200 00 D. Dancer .......................196 71 600 enve'opes, Hlst'Jrian.. 1 On
- - - L.B. Curtis, 0................. 1 00
Southwest Texas district .. 50 43 Ann Watson .................... l 75 500 letterheads, Historian 1 30
$1.857 72 David lane, 0 ................. 1 00
Smith, Miss Clara, a ........ 2 25 M • .M. Au~tin .................. 5 00 Joseph Rmith, wages ...... 45 00
=
Charles Lane,
50
Squire, Joseph, Tex ........ 1 00 J. N. Perkins .................. 1 00 Record for Secretary........ 2 00 REPORT OF G
U F. M. Lane,
2;
Simmons. S. W., ex ......... 15 00 W. H. Rush ............. °' ...... I 00 Two letter files.Secretary
25
•
,John L!lne, o.... ...... ..
50
Sheldon, T. J., ex ............ 10 00 Elizabeth Beemer ............ 1 50 Stamps to· Librarian........
12
HILLIARD, COUN- Sr. J. R Gauger, t ...... 38 50
Southern Nebraska dist ... 3 60 Mrs. J. Gault .................. 13 00 1.000 drn.fts to Bishop ...... 3 00
"'ELOR
B. H.. Taylor, t ........... 5 Oo
Thomas, Mrs. o. B ........... 25 00 Mrs. John Tilden............ 2 60 100 letter hsads, Bishop...
30
"'
•
Martm R. Brown, t...... 2 00
Turpen. M.M .. f ............... 1~1 68 C. Stant.s ........................ 1 00 Bish?p'sreport, ......._. ....... 113 21
Receipts.
Nancy Swan, o.. ........
50
Thompson, Mrs. Wm ....... 110 00 C. A. Jllmer.....................
50 100 circulars, L1brarrnn....
40
Joseph H1mley, t.... .... 5 OQ
Tax Account................... 192 40 A. M. Dempster............... 3 00 250 envelopes, Secretary..
50 East Delevan branch,
Lum Lowry, o... ••• .... •
21'
Thomas,J.H.,ex ............ 2 51l EL. Kelley. Bishop ........ JO 00 Joseph Smith.wages ....... 45 00
Wis .................... 2 50 John A. Bensing, t ...... 5 00
Talmadge, Sr. I. M., a .... 21 Oil Augusta Ralston............. 2 00 Parley Pratt's AutobiogChris Jensen ............ 1 00 Frank B0 nsing, t ........ 5 00
Temple Lot case .............. 174 77 II. Hansen ....................... 5 00 raphy, library ............... 2 69 Flora L~mnis, t...... ....
40 Lizzie Ellis, t....... ... .
51}
'l'emple Lot suit, costs ...... 200 00 L. J. Mintun.................... 5 00 Stamps to Presidency...... 1 15 John Quandt, t ......... JO 00 W . .I\'[. Beaman, t ........ 10 00
Tuncurry district, Aus.....
26 JamPs and Agnes Parks ... 5 00 Papers to English Mission 55 25 Theodore Lr1omia, t .• _..
15 ~Iary Howes, t......... .... 1 50
Tabler, Mrs., a ................. 7 00 E Eickhorn ..................... 1 00 Freight on letter file ........ 3 11 ~·rankie Loe.mis. t .. :....
10 Nellie Howes, t.........
50
Tract Fund..................... 2 25 8arah A. :Omith............... l 00 Stamps to Presidency...... 1 00 Emily J. Whitaker, t.... l 00 Z. Stephenson, t ........ , 12 30
Van Meter, Jasper H., a. G5 50 M. LaChapelle.................
50 Joseph Smith. wages ...... 45 00 Thos. Chatman, o . .....
50 .J. F. 'l'rout, t ............ 10 00
Van Meter. J.B............... 2 18 E. '!'rimbly....................... 3 00 Brnhop's report, 1895 and
0. A. Warren, o.. .. .. .. .. l 00 M. P. Rousse, t..........
25
Wolfard, Hattie E., ! ........ 20 00 E S. :B'annon.................... 3 00 1896 .................. 70 40 Wm. Livingston.........
50 Sr. E. A. Marshall, t..... 1 50
White, I. N., ex .............. 20 00 Wm. Franklin .................. 1 00 75_0 envelopes, recorder.. 1 2·, Hulda Livingoton. ... . ..
JO Emma Whiting, t ....... 10 00
Waldsmith, J. W. ex ...... 10 0·1 Mollie C Breese .............. 1 00 Tissue paper, Hecorder..
10 Jesse Beath.............
25 Charlotte Morrison, t ... 10 00
Woodburn, Mrs. E., a ...... 4 00 Nora Gibbs ..................... 14 35 50 statements. Bishop...
05 G. W. Longsdorf........
25,Sr. B. Griffi\ho, t.... .... 1 oo
Whitman; G. M. L., f ...... 36 4. 7 Dm.1iel Jones.................... 3 oo l,uoo noteheads, .mshop. 1 7~ O. D. Ganoe.............
25 ~,ohn Cav·:naugh, t.... .. 5 oo
Wlnteaker, Sr. A. L ......... 45 00 A. D. Sly.......................... 10 00 7oU envelones, B1Rnop... 1 3o Knox branch, Ind....... 1 40 .I! ern Griffiths. t.... ..... 1 50
Wheeler, U. A., f ............. 245 00 E. F. Shupe ..................... l 00'1,000 e_nvelopes, Bishop. 2 60 Jennie Lundin .......... 1 50 Sr. Henderson, t ........ 1 50
White, Valentine, !. ........ 33 70 M. Kvte.......................... 1 00 Tract m Tahitian !anE. L. K<;i!ey, Bishop ..... 247 43 Sr. Long, t. .. . . .. .........
30
Weld. F. JI.I., f ................. llO 34 Lot Bishop....................... 1 25 .guage .................. 20 00 Sr. Powers.... .. .. .. .. 3 EO R. May, agent.... .. .. . .. 1 40
Wight, J. W., ex .............. 11 00 C. E. Snarks .................... 4 38 Bmdmg pampbleL.... ...
10 Bro. Emmett............
35 Joseph Rohedau, o......
50
Williams, M. B.. l ............ 43 SCI C. M. Gabler .................... 4 5(J Numbering receiuts..... 1 3·, Ho!<ien branch.......... 2 95 Hiteman branch ....... ~ 2 00
Wight, J. W .. f ................108 2:J David Wheatley .............. 7 40 Making ~eceipt Books..
9'1 CV!.. V. Owens, o..... .... •
55 Wm. Evans, t... . ... ... 1 00
White, Mrs. M.A .. !.. ....... 7 50 Elizabeth Green ............... 5 00 NnmberrngCheckBooks
15 James P. Ogard, o.... ...
50John111. Hooper, t ...... 1 oo
Williams, Miss Nettie, I... 2 00 M. H. Spurgeon .............. 3 50 Stamps to HiHorian....
31l Bro. ond Sr. Warner, o..
75 John Orr, t........ .... .. 1 00
V\i.,.eir City branch: Kans.,
.I.i. H. Trowbridge ............ 16 00 Stamps to President ..... 2 00 Mr:-. Pollock, o.... .. .....
50 Lucas hranch, o. .•. ....• 3 30
returned .................. 126 85 harah P. Carrell..............
50 1 ream typewrit·:r paper. 1 00 Sr. H.J. Hudson, o......
50 A. W. Moffet, o. .... .. . ••
50
Woods, S .. acct ............... 49 oil Frank Spriggles............... 1 50 'l'ype, etc., for Societ_v
Sr. Gill, o........ ... .. ..
~5 Da•oid Morey. o...... . .. 1 00
Weld,.!<'. M., ex ............... 12 76 w. ~1. Ayler ..................... 58 60 Island Miss10n, J.
Mrs. Philips, o.. ... .. ..
50 Alex. F. Lambert, o..... 1 00
Williams. Mary E., a ....... 5 OU Ett<t Clark ....................... 1 00
F. Burton...... . .. .. 45 35 Morgan WaUdns, o......
50 II. K. Howland, t.... .... 5 00
Walling, Eli,abeth,a....... lU 00 A. Greek..........................
70 500 Jett.er heads to Re-.
H J. Hudson, o ........ 1 00 H.B. Spencer, o ......... 1 00
7
"\\ f!r:i, ,Jot-?eph, ex ............ 2ll PC
.\.lu;~Jnienft Hepburn ...... 0 2 40
corder ................ l CO i.V ..T, ArmM.rong, o,....
1 DO Blendville branch ..• H . .
llO
\Vest Virginia district...... z o;~ ,J, 11 ,Jacobs.--.................. 6 00 Joseph Smith, wag0s ... 45 01J Si· H. A. Setterfi~ld, t ... 20 00 .r. W. R')lJin'8on, t .....• 30 00
- - - ,J B. Graham................. 1 50 Stamps to Presidency... 1 00 W. M. Sett.erfteld, o..... 2 00 Fannie Lee, t . . . . . . . . ..
5 00
Total ................. $2n 6,rn 17 Eber McKiernan .............. 3 00 Stamps to Record3r..... 2 00 Nel~on Brown and wife,t 5 00 Henry Currcn.marriage,o 5 00
A. M. Markland ............... 5 no SLamps to Pre·idency ... 1 00 rn,therBrydon, t ......... 5 00 Keb branch, o ........... 5 l~
'l'.PORT OF HER- S. N. l\Iatthews ............... 5 00 ,Joseph Smith, wages .... 45 00 A Friend, o.. . .... .. ..... 1 oo Robert Warnock, o.... •• 1 00
R.•..,,
.John H. Wise..................
oil 1,000 letter beads, typeW. F Seward, t....... • 2 00 Ellen J. Sargent,
5 0()
Albert Gray ..................... 1 00 writPr ............... 2 50 A. L. L1ghthouse, t ....... 1 00 H. 0. Sargent, o ......... 2 50
ALD O.l<'FICE.
A Sister ........................... 2 oo 200 leiter heade, Mrs.
Sr. Wm. Ballinger, o ..... 1 00 Montrose'branch, o ...... 1 77
J\1ary E. rrurner,..............
75
Fitzpatrick............
75 ,J. Suttles, o.. ... . . . . .. • 1 00
--Receipts.
C. l:larjahann .................... l 5U 200 envelopes, Gitto.....
60 O. Jo"es, o.. ............
50
Total. ............ $604 10
W. H. Farr. t ................ $ 2 50 L. M. Oliver....................
50 St.amps 'o President ..... 1 00 J. A. Pra!.t......... .... ..
25
E
.r
G. F B'rraclough, t ........ 25 00 Mary Hiatt ....................... s 00 Pens to Bl8hop.... .... ..
10 J.E. lfon,on....
.. .. 2 00
xpenu1tures.
Margaret Kyte, t ........... 1 00 c. D. Poling .................... 3 00 Stamps to Secretnry. ....
65 John 1\lcMurtry, t ....... 10 llll Mrs.RB. Hilliari ...... _300 00
Laura J. Cook................. 2 00 Christmas Oil'edngs ...... 1,069 72 500 letter beads, Presi'L Radel ff, o.... .... .. . .
2f, R. E. Grant, family . . . . 65 60
C. C. Hurd..................... 5 00 Home Column Fund ........ 32 95
dent............ ... .. . l 50 Bay Port branch, o...... 4 40 Pno s ·
Ill
r.: flO
Nancy Martin ................ ~
60 J. N. Perkins................... 4 00 500 envelopes to Presi·
Mary Hunter, o........ ..
75 r.;~~ Mr, 1~rrn~erton,
··· ~
Ii 0 w s 'th
4 lJO
de
t
1
00
c
l
.
L
a
th
2'
.
I . c oper.. . . . . . .. .
oo
1
3 ~~ Jo~e~h··smith··w·a·ges··· 40 on ,;; Co[/s~~~
8 · V.B 3 i!ey. ············ 1 oa
L Br~~~~b~~................. i oo ~- Fh~a~~i ....
c: Jll.'Prenw ... :".::::::::::::::: 1 00A;;::~n~~11e~,;;,;~;~;;~·:::::: ; oo St~n:-'.us to Pre'sident.:::
50 fsab.el P~t'.d~e. :::... ~.-.~:
10 '*· H. !Iilliard, ex ....... l 98 OQ
Millie Pope..................... 1 Oil Ella Cator ....................... 12 50 History to L. L. Wight.. 1 80 R. M. Coddington, o. . ..
2' ·r. C. Kelley, ex.··· .... • 10 00
M
J o h nson, t .............. 5 00 Christmas Offerings......... 4 77 R ecor d t o B'lS b op........ 2 70 .s nrah T u1etH\
· · o.........
Kelley,
5 00
2 ~~ 'l\
'I ary
H. C.
May,
agB:ntfam1ly.....
.......... 18
50
0 :v
Geo. A. timith 1 t.............. 5 00 rl\::mple Lot suit............... 2 oo Record to Bishop... . . . . 1 50 :BJlenor B_arss, o...... .. .•
50
Paul Luhn.( .................... :J Oil Boat E'und ....................... 4 50 3 records to Secretary ... 1 15 Neal Whitney, o..... .. ..
Total. ............ $604 rn
1
10
Th·oR. W. lewis, t............ 6 Oil Cash ................................ 13 46 Stamps to Recorder..... 5 00 Joseph Barsa, o ........ .
W. :M. Ayl''l', t ................ 5 00
- - - ,Joseph Smith, wages........ 45 00 Albert Lt:dsworth, o.....
15
:Mrs. J. A. Monroe........... 1 00
$1,857 72 Printing postal cards,
John Breckie, o......... 1 Oil
ACCOllNTS WITH
Berth•. J. Serrill .............. 1 00
Recorder......................
35 Wm. Bartlett, o...... .. ..
25
Virginia Hay..................
70
D. C. and B. of M to H.
:IL McDonald, o.... .. .. •
40
A. Hay. t ........................ 5 Oil
:l!:xpenditures.
C. Bronson .................. 2 25 Joseph Coddington, o...
50 BISHOP'S AGENTS.
Ardella M. Clark ............ 10 00
Stamps to President........ 1 20 Mr. Whatliu<!, o.........
2o
ALABAMA.
J. EL 1\1 ............................ 5 00 Stamp:;;i. Church Re·
Map for Library.............. 1 00 Mrs. ""\Vhatli11g, o ...••. , ••
25
G. F. Barraclough, t ........ 30 00 corder ......................... $ 5 00 H. li. Guide. to Secretary..
48 John Morgan, o..... . •
50
J. F. Il11ton .................... IO CO Canada money................ 21 40 Joseph Smith, wages ....... 45 00 Peter Givens, o . .. .... •
10
ALABAMA DISTHICT.
J;. H. Trowbrid~e............ 5 00 Stamps to President........
50 75 sheets linen paper.......
70 Jam-'.:!B ~tickney, o..... •.
25
G. o. Sellers, Agent.
Pauline Calhoun ............ 2 on Hooks, Stnte University ... n 20 Paper for Church ReRobert. Leighton, o.... .•
40
Eittie Hauber. t.............. 1 00 fkoks t • '!.'. J bi1eldon... 3 25 corder ......................... 17 40 Miss B·,ll, 0 ... .... .. .. •
JO
Heceipts.
John Campbell, t............ 2 Q!) PoRtage OH Elders' ReStamps to President........ 2 00 Albert B11r-sti, o...... .. ...
15 Due church Mar. 1, 1896 $ 17 85
A Brother....................... 5 00 po1ts. ........................... 1 25 ~tamps to Secretary........ 1 00 Sr. Le-icrbton, o.... .... ..
20 H.B. Booker ................... 20 00
A Sister.......................... 1 50 f'leaning rooms .............. 2 fJO Binding Church H.ecords. 6 65 Wm. I-I~nter, o.... ... ....
30 .J. G. Barrow .................... 2 00
Wm. H .Tones, t.. ............ 2 70 Stamps to Pr:•sident ........ 1 01 Stamps to A.H. Rrnith ...... 50 Geo, Clark. o . . . . . . . .. .. 1 Oil Mrs M. A. Harper ........... 2 00
,J. N. Perkim.................. 4 110 B. of ,\l., I. N. Hoberts..... 1 80 Pens, Bishop'R Office ....... ' 10 Sr. Wm. Hick•, o . . ... .
2'\ J. R. Harper.................... 3 00
Snmuel Holmes ............... 4 82 Stamps to Secretnry ......... 2 00 Heralds and Hopes to EngSaint8 at Amador~, o .... 1 rn Mrs S. A. Harper ............. 1 Ou
:Mary !Hatt..................... 4 <'O ;,oo let er heads, Bishop... 1 00 land ............................ 55 2'\ St Thomas branch, Ont.. 2 41 James Miller.................... 5 00
H.onse Pierce ................. 5 00 Prin'ing postal cards........
25 Canada Money ................. 25 50 Harriet Proctor, o............
25 W. A. Odom ................... 2 00
Bertha J. Nerrill.............. 1 00 27.1 certificates appoint5 Histories ....................... 10 00 1\1.artha Timbrell, o......... l on Vil. A. Sell rs. ................. 1 00
Amanda LeSeur .......... '° •• 2 00 ment ............................. 1 50 C~sh ................................ 200 00 Rr. Divine. 0 ................... 1 on J. L. Sellers ..................... 2 00
'\Vm. C.lark..................... 1 7.i Da;ptismal Certificate, C.
History, to W. R. CalLilly \Vard. 0 .................. 1 00 J. D. Sel,ers .................... 7 25
l\fary Wisk ....................... 1 00
H Porter.....................
23 houn ............................. 1 50 Isaac Taylor, 0................. 1 00 Nancy Scrogin ............... 1 00
Ella. Baird....................... 5 00 Books. A. !\I. Baker......... 7 40 History to A. H Smith..... 2 00 Aiex. Cl<ttk. o ................. 1 00 J. G. Vickery .................. 19 00
R..: D. Cook ..................... r> 00 Sundri<~s from illcC1urg,
~Joseph Smith, wages ... ,. .. 45 00 King Cooper, 0................
25 A. J. Vickery .................. 30 00
VVm.1\1. Ayler ................. 10 on
Secrct3ry ..................... 4 00 EnvelopestoA.H.Smith..
10 Garafra.xa branch ............ 1 20-Mrs. Dora Vickery ........... 1 00
John Ji'. Gibbons ............. f1 00 Stamps to President ........ 1 00 75 circulars to Bishop ...••. 2 00 Mary Tarswell, o............
25 VV. A. \Viggins ................ 5 00
"\V. il. Guthrie ................. 3 filJj' Bind ng vol. Cot ference
~ Printing postal cards,
Walter Itridge, o .............
25 J.E. Wiggins ................. 2 00
A. M. Emmons............... 5 00
~linntcfi, 1-'resident .....
... Secretary.....................
60 Masonville branch, o...... 1 81
John Padis ................. "'.. 1 75j Bindlng 3 volumes HisHistory to Detroit LiM
Geo. Buschncl, o.............. 1 00
Total. ....................$121 10
Mrs. John \.V"arden...........
50: torical Hecords. ... ......... 3 75 brary ...... ..................... 1 00 Luke Grice, t
2 00
Am'.l;nda HalsL·n............. 1 ~1!) b.t.amps to. Pr(··sid~nt........
50 <:~sh_ to Bishop. ..... ........
35 Geo. C~ Tomlinson, t ....... ; 00
Exp8nd1tures.
A ~1.eter........... ............... 1 1J 1li1story of Utah, hbrary... 4 50 Bmd1ng Herald, .Bishop's
Mary Gr.ce, t
D 00 [
Paulme ~nlhoun ............. 2 OOIPos~:1ge on Conference
Office ........................... 1 OOIAlici-; Gregory, t.. .... .....
50IO I. Carpent 8 r ............ $ 5 00
L. l'll. Oliver.................. 1 00
lllinutes ....................... 3 01 CaRh ............................ 340 00 R. C. Evans, Bi•hop's
J D. Erwrn . . . ........ 50 oo
Hertha •.J. Serrill............... 1 00 Stamps to Historian......... l 00 Stamps to A. H. Smith.....
60
agent . .. ......... ....... 10 00 E. L Kelley, Bishop ....... 55 OO
.Tulrs. A. Hays.................. 5 00 ~tumps to Recorder ......... 3 00 Joseph Sm1th 1 wages ....... 45 00 8r. Geo Green, o ........... 1 lh)I
--Jennette Monroe ............ 1 50j'B. of M. and D. and C.,
• 500 envelo es. Bishop_. .... 1 ro Ermly Walton, o.. ...........
50
Total ................... $UO 00
J. N. Perkrns .................. 2 00 W. E. Peak.................. 2 2e> JOO large envelopes, Bish..
611 Harriet Walke!, o ...........
501
--James Graham ........ ..... Ii Oil Postage on book, J. C.
200 report blanks Bishop. 1 60 1Anne Poiter, t ....... ......... 5 00
Due church.......... $ 11 10
;R· Ballent.yne .................. 10 liO Clapp ...... , ............ , ••• ,.,.,
17 500 envelopes to See......... l ooj ~lary Grnen, 0..................
W
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MOBILE DISTRICT.
N. California district ...... 50 00 L. R, Devore and wtfe ... 250 00 A Brother and Sister .... 120 00 .ToJm E. Meredith ............ 92 53
G T Ch t Age t
- - - ,T, W. G\lbert ............ 38 00
- - - Ada A. Meredith ............ 24 35
· ·
u e,
n ·
Tofar. ................... $452 50 Sr. A. Haws ............. 180 00
Total ••.•.•••.... $1.350 31 Beatrice A. D. Meredith.. 24 35
Receipts.
h
" Sr. W. F. Nelson ....... 48 00
=
Frank Swan.................... 14 61
Bankester, Edwin A., t ..$ 1 00
Due c nrch ........... $ 15 Si Wm. Newton ..........•. 50 00
Expenditures.
~'rank E<1wards ............... 8 52
Bankester, Sereptha A.,t. 1 GO
=
Jos._ Vernon and wife,. .. 6~ 09 Sr. Neilie Holt ........... 375 00 Frai;icis Munslow............ 3 23
"Bankest 8 r, Geo., t ...........
50
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Wilham l;'ottcr and wife.196 60 Betty Harris ............ 400 00 Matilda Ne~ey ............... 2 44
Bankester, Geo. W., t......
50
Jrseph I,aff .............
09 Eliza Gibson ............ 180 00 Mary Ann Gallows..........
98
Bankester, Mary E., t...... 1 Jf
C. A. Parkin, Agent.
Expense, postage, etc ... 12 9o Agent, expenses ......... so 00 Joseph Mathews..............
61
Cunningham. :::.amuel, t ... 1 00
Receipts.
- - - Wm. Gibson ............. 18 00 Wm .. M. Arm~!r?ng ......... 24 35
Howard, Sister. t ...... ......
25
Total ........ • .. $2,133 65 Overcho.rge in last report. 6 00 Edv:m and J>hzabeth
Howard. Hiram, t............
25 Duo church, l\lar.1, 18gG.$324 63
$
Poor .................... 26 90 N1rnn .......................... 15 59
41 _
76 J.B. Price............... 12 oo Th.omas Taylor ............... 45 29
Miller, Powhatan, t......... 3 50 J. A. Anthony................. 39 30
Due church. · · · _ _
Miller, Mary E, t... ........
25 .fames Askew .................. G2 00
- - - H. L. Holt............... 6 00 Elizabeth Baty................ 4 87
Miller, Joel, t .................. 1 O'i ,fames Henry Askew........ 50 OO
SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
Taxes, church. property. 35 70 ~ary.J. Baty................... 1 30
P·irker ,Jack t ................ l 50 Mrs ,T. A. Anthony, o..... 5 00
_ _ _ E red Tapprng.................. 4 87
s~arcliff, Fra'nk P., o ........ 2 l 00 Christina W. Blair........... 4 00
Charles Baly, Agent.
Total ............ $1,139 60 E!izah~th A Rhodes........ 1 95
'l'illman, David, t ............ 3 uo Essie Cockerton. ... . ...
50
R c' t
- - - John Smith ..................... 1 2 2
- - - Rhoda Cooper ........... 100 00
,ec. ip ·8 •
Due church ............ $ 210 71 Elizabeth Knott ...........•... 1 46
Total ................... $ 35 90 Josie Bardwell .......... 15 00 Due church Mar. 1, 1896 $ 55 16
=
Mary E. Downs ............... 5 36
= S r . H.P. Brown .......... 2 00 Aune, Egbert G ........ 10 00
COLORADO.
Be.njarnin Green ............. 24 35
Expenditures.
Sarah .T. Ualderwocd., .. "5 00 Aimee.,¥·~ ............. 1 00
EhiahAbbott .................. 6 09
.
"'
John Cockertonand wife oO 00 Aimee, .Rssie.... .... ....
50
COLORADO DISTRICT.
Henry Sharpe ........•........ 3 90
Bro Kmg....................... ., 2 50 Ida i\lav Da1ev ........... 10 00 Aimes, Ollie............. 1 50
James Kemp, Agent.
James Hoberts ................. 3 65
55 EmilyCnlp .. : ........... 550Adarn,Hermrna,Sen .... lOOO
Chute.G.T .. starnps .......
.
·
James IV. Hushton ......... 244
Vrs. G. T. Chute ............. 24 40 Wm. H. Bloom and wife. 5 00 Adam, Hermina, Jr..... 4 15
Receipts.
Yorkshire ........................ 14 61
Erwin, ,J. D ... B._ ............... ~ ~O W. L. and M.A. Douglas 9 25 B111ton. Ann«.......... 4 GO Brannon, Ella L, t .....•• 11 75 William Eccleston .......... 7 79
E. L. Kelley, ishop........
"Roy Douglas ............. 8 60 Bet1s,Mary .............. l 25 Bullard, Mary E., t ...... 10 00 Francis Eccleston ............ 1 22
Toto.1. .................... $ 35 90 John Driver and wife .... 23
Best, Flora ............. 3 OQ Bullard, Fenner D., t .... 3 00 Henry and Mary Booker.. 3 65
_ _ _ Mehe•a Dehaven ........ 1 UJ Be"t, Sr. Charles ....... 3 00 Eye,MariaE., t .....•.... 10 00 .Toseph M. Greenwood ..... 12 48
- - - Sr. L. R. Devore.........
60 Best, Cleora............. 1 20 Everett, Chas. E .. t ..... 11 00 John Dycke......... ............ 6 33
AUS'l'RALIA.
V.a.ry ,J. D;iv1s ........... 1 ~" Brown-. Abb\e..... .... ..
75 Edwards,Iveres C., t .... 1l 00 ~·Hafford Mite Fund ......... 4 09
·
Laura A. Frakes .......... 6 oO Bozartn, Sr. II ........... 2 50 Fishburn, Lout•a, t ...••• 1 00 Joseph Naylor ................ 9 74
VICTORIA DISTRICT.
Richard Ferris .......... 170 011 Booren, Bro. and Sr.
Farrar, Hemy L., t ...... 13 UO Geo. H. and Eveline
David Craig, Agent.
Ellen Ferris............. :3 50 Samuel. ............... 75 00 Gault, C.,Ht ......F.. ·t··· •• 1~
Holmes ........................ 11 4:;
Ella Ferris .. . .. .. .. .. •. 7 75 Bedford, Annie.......... 1 00 Hamlion, enry .. . . .
"imon itnd Emily Holmes 6 09
50 Mary J. Houland.............. 4 87
Receipts.
:-1 ora Gibbs .............. 10 00 Bedf >rd, Be58ie .. c....... 1 00 Hartley, Abraham L., t..
Due church .................... $ 4 SG K11te McGee ............. 11 50 Bacchu,, Joseph.........
60 Hopper, Ida, t... .. .... .• 7 00 Richard Clift................... 2 44
E. Ande son, 0 .................
02 E. A.H. Gutzman ....... 2;; 00 Clark, Geo. A ............ 10 75 Hu board, Charl'>tte, t. .• 3 00 Angelina Ciift................. 2 44
W. Baxter. o .................... 2 4c; Sylo111 Higgins .......... 5 00 Carmichael, Albert ...... 34 OU Jamrnon, Mary E., t ..... 3 00 Ellen Oakman ................. 3 17
S
c lig t
14 5 0 William Hart...... .. .. .. 2 00 Craw, Sr. Cuarles...... .. 5 00 Ray. Mary, t ............. 4;) 00 A Friend.......................
49
\\~~ 8drai~. r.' ... ::::::·.::::::::".:: 4 61 Sr. S. F. Ga1leher .... ... ~ 50 ()rumley~ Vim ............ 2 00 Shupe, Edward F., t ..... 26 20 London branch ................ 4 50
;.;r. A. Cuthbert, t ............ 2 4:1 ~·ranees M. Hurt ........ 2 00 Clapp, Ruth ............. 1 35 Tabor, AdelmonE., t .... 5 00 Jo,eph Arber .............•...• 14 61
J D C ig t
9 7·; Nettie Jargensen ........ 10 00 Chimes, Sr. E ........... 5 00 'l'omlineon, David B., t .. 15 00 Ester Furness................
24
Dsr· (F:·roa•i;.rtge~rt. .'.....:_:_:_:.:.:_:_:.:.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:.:_:_ l 21 Heuietta Knight ... .. . 1 00 Casteel, J. 0.. . .. ... . . . .
30 Walters, Henry, t. .... ..
50 Henry Hoole ................... 12 18
_ _ 0
til
6 1 .Tane Knight............ 6 00 Damron, Andrew J ..... 15 00 Wells, W. A., t .......... 50 00 Thoruas Gill....................
H. Griffiths, t .................. 83 ll E. L. Keliey, Bishop .... 253 28 Davidson, Nettie........
50 Wight, Rollyando H., t..
75 Ann Gil!..........................
61
G ., H. iley t
s 2(: John Kefer .............. 10 00 Freemau, Addie.........
25
~
"O ,John Schofield ................. 45 90
J~~es'.'t .... '. ... ::::::::::::::: 1 2J John Alfred Ligntowler. 20 00 Freeman, Clara... .. ....
25
Total. ...... ···· .. ,·2·39 1 Joseph Bennett ............... 4 87
Max Kippe, t .................. 48 6(• Martha Lightowler ...... 200 00 Freeman, Jeunid ........ 2 00
=Elizabeth Middolls...........
73
H. Leyland. t .................. 4 SI' James Lawn ............. 12 85 Faburn, Elsie...........
50
Expenditures.
Susan Boynes..................
73
Bro. Mackie, t ................ 2 81 Annie S. M.1llgate ....... 12 00 French. Enoe .T. . ....... 45 OD Due agent Mar. l, 1896 .. $ 21 59 Elizabeth Downs..............
49
J. c. Prosser. t ................ 4 2t: Olive iVl. Billingsley ..... 10 00 Greenman, Brv. and Sr.
cnatburn, Frank J ...... 15 00
--W .•J. Trembath, 0 ........... 6 7\: Lulu Morrison ........... 21 00
Hany .................. 20 00 Dllncan, Chas. R ......... 15 00
Total. ................... $518 32
A. Wiffen. 8r., t ............... 3 40 Sister"!\!..''. ............ 10 00 Grant, Sr ................ 10 00 Gillen. Jsroes W ......... 23 50
w. J. Wiffen, t ................ 9 72 Mary Nethercott.... .... 25 Gilb' rt, Hannah......... 2 00 Goweli, Milton F ........ 24 00
Expenditures.
A Wooley, 0 .................... 9 7~ Chas. R Wyatt .......... 10 00 Green, Sarah............ 2 00 !£. L. Kelley, Bishop..... 85 61 ,folm j\L Gibbs ............... $ 48 70
•
- - - F'. W. :N"ieman...... .. .. . 1 00 Hendrickson, Sr. G.... .. 2 50 Kemp, James ............ 20 00 p,. 0 r ................................ 13 51
Total. ................... $223 21 Wm. Newton ............ 40 P(i Howland, Sophie........ 4 50 Miscellaneous........... 5 00 Postave ........................... 1 7G
S M. Ni~htengale ....... 15 Oil Howland, lfobbie.. .. .... 1 50 Roush, John B ............. 11 00 Money orders .................. 3 65
Expenditures.
Pauline Napier ......... 1 0~ lfihlretb, Ada...........
50 McGee, Sarah ........... 13 011 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... .418 82
$
Sr. R. Z. McKee. . . . . . 5 Ol Johnson, Mrnta ......... 2U (1U Nutt, Catharine......... 6 00
Sr. Butterworth............ G5 23 Sarah Price .............. 15 00 .fohdson, Vada.......... 1 00
Total. ................... $486 44
Sr Mcintosh ................... 4~ 39 ~fary Parr ............... 1 00 Kaufmau. S .............. 2 UO
Total .....•..•.... $23V 711
G. R. Wells ..................... la 79 Aibert Page ........... 50 00 Loo!!lis, S. P .....•••.••• 7 00
Due church........... $ ill 88
D. Mcintosh .................... 4 St· Lo;,tie 111. Price .......... 15 00 Ltµµy, '"· E ............. 1:) 25
DAKOTA.
- --.., Sr. J.M. Parks ..........
5 OU Lippy,Frank ............ 1 75
0
'l'otal .................... $l33 Ni Sr. I. Rnssell ........... 11 fiO Lytle, Urissa ........... IO OU NORTHERN DISTlUCT.
HERALD AND HOPE ACDue cliurch ........... $ 89 94 Emma Rolands ........ 11 00 L1.vingston, KP •....•.. 10 00
Thos. Leitch, Agent.
COUN'l'.
_ _ _ Clara Rolanda...........
50 Mills, Sarah.............
70
. t
- - - G J. PrPston and wife.. 2 50 Moore, Sr. G.. ... . .•. . .. 1 00
Recaps.
Thos. Taylor, Agent.
CALIFORNIA.
Nettie Richardson ...... 3 40 llfotntws, Jenme.... ....
15 Andereon, l\L C., o........ $ 20 00
Receipts.
:-<et.tie Frllzier . . . . . . . . . • 5 uo Orth, Bro. and Sr ........ 30G 00 Hart, Geo., o ..................
25 D
h . h
h
$
1
4
CENTRAL DISTBIC'l'.
Sr. M. ,J. P.1mroy.. .. .. .. 3 00 Pankey, Magf!i·-........ .. 2 00 Hart Reinia, o............. .
25 Hue ur 111 arc 1, 1896'l 52O O
Fra11ci...., P. S~tth ........ 1 00 Porter, Eha~ B .... n . . •• 1 00 bow~ry, Geo., o..............
2~ r/:ra : or year ............... ~O
Albert Page, Agent.
Sr. A. M. St,1vers .... .... 10 00 Paulson, Nelbe .... ...... 9 30 Howery, Mattie, o...........
2o opes or year.................
2
Receipts.
Geo. A. Smith .......... - 14 40 Penfoid, Stephen •....... 20 00 Howery, Samuel J., t ...... 20 00
Total ................... $1 62 72
H.o~e Sides.............. 5 00 Poole, Sr. E........... .. 5 OU Howery. Rnseta, t........... 5 00
Due church March 1,
.r. W. Steel.............. 25 Reynolds, Wm.......... 5 00 Leitch. Thos., o ............... 10 60
Expend'!
1 res
18\16 ........................... $136 O;, ,tl. Stiv-·rs .............. 140 00 Heynolds, Louisa........
50 Nelson. Arch, o .............. 1 00 M' .
~·
u
.
Danielllrown,t ............... 15 OOIF. A. Severy ............. 2 50 Reynolds. ~·reddie.......
05 Perchie Fred,o ............... 1 001 1 'ssion onference ........ $ 27 27
Hulda Blackleach.. t ......... 5 00 W. 0. Skinner ........... 15 00 Roberts, Mary... . ...• .. 1 10 Perchie: Jane, o .............. 1 00 BEroL. Caffall ...... ;······ ........ 13 6·!
Nathaniel Uarmichael, t.. irn 00 Sr. W. 0. Stinner. .. . ... 5 00 ltowen, Sr. Cllarles.. .... "I 50 Smith Jcseph, o............
511 <. ·Kelley, Brnhop ....... 68 18
'l'imothy Cook. r .............. 15 00 E. E. Hice.:............. 1 00 Rogers, Dan............. 1 50 Smith; Mary, o ....... ····•···
25
T t 1
$l0 9 09
Amelia Cook. t ................ 5 10 Pearl U. Price ........... 10 00 Roberts, Sarah..........
50 tlmith. George, o.............
10
a · ..................
·
Charles Cook, t ............... 1 75 Sr H. R. Tupper....... 30 00 Rent ..................... 30 t<O Stowell, Bro. Salie, o......
25
D
h
h
$ 53 63
John B. Carmicho.el, o ..... 10 00 B. F Taylor ..........•.. 10 on Rupert, James .......... <O OU Stowell, Hannah, o.........
25
ue c urc ...........
Eve.line Carmichael. t ..... 20 00 Sr. Ursenboch.... .. . . .. •
50 Schnell, Sr. E ............ 31 00 Stowell, Joseph, o...........
2!\
Alroy Davis. t ................. 58 40 Ann Vernon ............• 1 00 Slotterbeck, Mamie ...... l'i 65 Stowell, John, o...............
25
FLORIDA.
Luis Dagner, t ................. 5 00 John B. Hanley ........ 10 00 Slotterbeck, Katie ....... ;J 25 Stowell, Maggie, o...........
25
Bro. and Sr. Asa Davis, t. 13 00 Sr. Wooley.............. 5 00 Slotterbeck, Harry...... l 05 Stowell, Frank, o ...........
25
FLORIDA DISTRICT.
Emily Davie, t................. 1 GO B'. W. Wine and wife ..... 55 00 Sellon, R. V ............. 39 oo Stowell, Dolla, o.............
05
Celestia Etzenhouser, t ... 11 70 Bro. Shillings ........... 2 00 Schade, \Vm..... ....
12 DO Stowell. Edwin, o............
05
S. D. Allen, Agent.
1
:: :: : _::
Receipts.
Sarah Headrick, t ............ 3 95 Susan M. White ......... 10 00 Sparks, G. W ............ 40 00 Stowell, Gracie, o............
0;) Balnnce reported due
D. 'l'. Harris .................. 5 00 Har. in JllL Williams..... 5 00 Scott, J enhtha.... . . . . ..
~5 Spaid win, Addy, o...........
25 church l\1arch I, 18V6 ... $ 2 01
)ra Lytle. Bro. and Sr., t. 1 00 Gu.star Emil. B~lchner.... 3 50 Thompson, Nettie....... 3 ou >'paldwin, Charlie, o........
~? ~;e~~Jn g· A~len ............ 71 29
Sr. M. M. Moses, t ........... 30 00 FnPnfi nf Tithing ....... 20 00 Thornton, Hugh..
3 5(1 Spaidwin, Mabel,, o.........
2n G my. ·
iuun ..............
OO
Rosanna Morss, t ............. 12 20 Sr. Willey............... 5 00 Thompson, S:....... .. ..
60 Spuldwin. Bahie Addy, o.
05 J '1, 81 ~ 0 Aunh .............. ~ ~g
Vira .te. Putvey, t ............ 5 00 A,rinie S. l\~1l1gate.... .. . 4 00 'l'reff~ren, B~o. and Sr .... 11 00 'rhompson, J?_ln~, o ········ 1~ 00 A~ J~ Vick~r ~~--~~.:::::::::: 25 OO
Mary Root, 0 •.....••••.•......• 1 00 0 .ve M. B1llmgsley.. .. . 3 00 Tucker, Sr......... . . . . .
25 Thomp•on, v\ illiam D., o. lo 00
Y
.John Swenson, t .............. 17 50 Ward Lea....
.. ...... 10 00 va~fieet, Bro. and Sr.
I
--T t l
$ 95 30
Anna :Smith, t ................. 5 on. Claus C. Joehuk ........ 2U 00 Nelson ................ 40 00
Total. ................... $ 88 00
a ................... _ __
Mary Stone, t.................. 5 00
- - - Var.fleet, Cora ........... 35 00
.
Ex enditures - - Mary A. Twaddle. t ......... 21 '/:/
Total·· • .. · · ·· .$2,175 41 Vanfleet, Roberta.......
f,5
Expenditures.
P
·
Surepeta Walker, t.. ....... 5 1io
Expenditures,
Westphal. Katherine .... 12 70 ,E. L. Keilep, Bishop .... $ 88 00 By error balance report of
,John E. Walker, t .......... 2 00
Walker. Geo...... . .... 5 001
- - - 18Uu........................ $ 2 01
Hattie Willi!., t ............... 4 00 .Joseph Burton ......... 269 05 Woods, Trueman B ...... :; 001
Total ................... $ 88 00 Due agent March 1, 189G..
99
Anna Yates, t .................. 7 00 Ann B'>tton ............. 73 00 Wixom, Anne ........... 1
J.M. Baggerly ................ 32 30
- - - Alben Bo11ch ........... 36 oo Wixom, Jasper .......... 1 001 ENGI,TSH MISSION. c. I. Carpenter ............... 15 oo
Total. ................... $468 37 Sr. L. 1\. Barnes ......... 72 00 Wixom, Geo.............
50
E. L. Kelley, Bishop........ 25 00
=
ilr. J F. Burton .......... 140 00 A Sister.................. 6 UO
Thos. Taylor, Agent.
--Expenditures.
Thoe. Daley, (Mrs.) ...... 180 00 A Sister.................. 14 00
Heceipts.
Total. ................... $ 15 30
D. L. Harris .................. $ 20 oO .I. C. C!apo and family ... 456 00 A Sister ................. 10 00,
D
$0
Albert Haws.................... 2 50 •rnos. Daley ........•.•.. 14 00 A Sister ................. ~2 50 Due church March 1,
ne church........... 2 00
]:. L. Kelley.................... 380 00 Edwin T. Dawson ....... 18 00 A Sister ................. 110 5ol 1896 ............................ $ 23 68

49
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328
IDAHO.
IDAHO DISTRICT.
H. R. Eva~s, Agent.
Recet ts
P •
Due church March 1,
1896 ........................... $ 10 00
A J. Layland.................. 2 50
Elizabeth Grimmett ......... 2 00
W. L. ,John and wife........ JIJ Oil
C. L. Albertson ........ : ...... 20 00
S. D. and J. A. Condit ..... 10 00
James Thomas ................ 10 00
--Total. ................... $ 64 50
--.
--Expenditures.
S. D. Condit, f ............... $ 64 50

ILLINOIS.
KEWANEE DISTHICT.
D. C. Smith, Agent.
Receipts.
Due church Mar. I, 1896..$ 35
J. H. Morris and wife...... !l
Wm Morris ..................... 2
Bennie Sumption and
wife, ............................ 9
M. A. Atkinson................ 5
Samuel Garland, Sr ......... 10
Thomas Wise ................. 10
Elizabeth Minteer............ 4
Carrie M. Holmes............ 1
Marinn Arnold ................. 1~
D. C. Rmith .................... 12
Hannah Ho "erts.............. 1
Elizabeth 'l1harp ......... ..... 3
Edward Tharp................. 2
Maria Grice ..................... 33
Wm. Richards and wife... :l
,John Wi1liams ................ 25
Wm. Hiley....................... 5
Sr. J aCkson Despain........
Donation ...... ............... ... 5
Sr Hjgginson...... ............ 2
J.B. Atkinson................ 9
,J. J. Watkins................. 1
Wm. E. Larue anct wife... 1
Henry Morrh;i and wife..... 3
J. Hi chards .................... 1
Elizabeth Miller..............
V\t. . m. C. 'l\ rnple .............. 33
C. D. Clark...................... 2
Hester Young................... 2
.Jemima Jones ................. 2
,J. Brid!!eman and wife..... 5
Thoma!'\ Emanuel.. .......... 20
,John Chisnall .................. 25
Sr. Robert Kilgors........... 4
Sr. Jennie McLeland ........ 5

01
1f

2{
OC

01
01

0(
CO
Oil

75
O;

00
5U
00
0
011
00

00
50
lJt

()\)
00
00
00
00
OU

50
00
115

30
00
(jO

110
Oil
50
Oil

Total .................... ~;lll5 45
Expenditures.
Sr. Short ........................ $250 00
T. J. t:iheldon .................. 15 00
Total .................... $265 00
Due church ........... $ 40 45
NORTHERN DIS'l'RICT.
F. G. Pitt, Agent.
Receipls.
".nCe Arie church

B".l ._.

\l

~ ............ ~2\.3 ii 0
AlM1 ena.rcEbdl.18~1
' wrn 8 ............. · · ;.,0 1 1 11

l

Bauer, Fred...................
Burlrnrt, "A"illiam............
lHakel,v, Nellie...............
B·onson, ~[. !>.. ...............
Bronson, II el, and wife...
Bronson ~ 8.
. . •
JJ~rokns7n:c~tm. ~: ::::::.:.::.
J a
e y, , u1s
..............

3 00

Dalton .•Johnna ................

3 UO

J 50

7 00
2
3
4
1
5

l,1::
1
00

oo

00

m::~~:yy: g~ ~lo~n3l:;'yi~e.:.'.'. 2 ~b
•i·t<'.r l'lia.". D .............. G·' 110
C ,~
- .,
...
llonielso·•, C .................. 211 1111

1

De.mpster, ~\my...............
50
~nck~~n. C:irolrne .......... ~? 00
~farl, .B :·imc1s ,J. D............ :~ l ~~(J
l orct, Em!~a ....................... 1 ;O
~ort·•n, "'.,,1lson, and wife. 4 .iO
Gregson,C. N ................... ~
Hevener, Nt;t 1e ............. 2: GO
Heyener. Al.ice ............... ~ 00
Boie, Ha~krn ................. <> 00
Howard, 8r. La:Tnne ........ ~~ 00
Hev~ner, l\'1€'.lvrna. ............ 2l1 00
Harri~. M_i;rrut ................. .,1 00
Hong,is, I hos ................. ,)o 00
Hayer, A111trew .............. 10 uu
Hayer, Lorerrno .............. l~ 00
Hegwood, ,~ary ............... D 00
.Johnson. Lrw~~a.
1~ 00
Johnson, }}ertirn. ............. 4.J 00
Johnson. 1.i.llen ................ JO 00
JJoo~'.u"'soonn,_ (E;hr1riicst·i·n··"· ...... ·.·.·.·.·...... 120 0108

2y

u

Keck, A. ,J., nnd wife.......
Kahler, Bnrbara ..............
Lewis, Hattie ..................
Lowe, Mary E ..................
Lear, Mary .......................
Manchester, Asa ..............
Morgan. H.......................
Midgorden, John .............
Olson. Cora.....................
Pitt.]'. M ........................
Pitt, Clara C ....................
Pitt, Willie.....................
Partridge, Mary ...............
Pomroy, Paul..................
{luick, Mary ....................
Housh, J. £ .....................
R
L
ogers, 1srae 1 ...............
Rogers. Silas D ...............
Hogers, 8r. S. D ..............
Hussell, Sr. Burt..............
Rathburn, Jennette .........
Rogers, L;1cy..; ... :............
Strange, Sr. Wilham ........
~ha"'., C. E .......................
Scheir'ecker, Geo.............
Selle, Sadie.....................
iefkin Mary....................
Thompson. 8r. E A.........
l'homas, D. W. a11d L. L ..
!'?ale, t'<tb!na .................
Vickery, V\entworth ........
Vickery, Augusta............
Vandrm, Kate .................

;~~{~~:;'1~/~;J ~~·a.·s~

....

g ,
·
·
Wm ..............................
Weld. Mary .....................
Webster, 8r. M. E............
Walrath, W. H., and wife.
\V1Jsey, J., 0 ....................
Sister - -..................

G 75
11 00
10 O<J
f2 00
00
60 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
9 00
1 00
10
40 00
07
1 50
5 00
"O 00
"
5 00
3 75
1 50
3 00
2 10

Expenditures,
J. F. Hensen .............. $189 45
W.R. Smith ............ 65 50
F. M. Slover ............ 75 60
___
Total .............. $330 55
--Due church ....... $ 6 :l5
_____

INDIAN TERRITORY
AND NORTHERN
TEXAS DISTRICT.
T. J. Sheppard, Agent.
.
Receipts.
John D. Kelley, t ........ 18 25
Ellis Short, t ............ 80 00
Chas. M. Fulks, t.. .... .. 2 40
Frank H. Cowan, t...... 1 00
~Iary J. 8beppard, t..... 1 OU
Nancy E. Sheppard, t...
75
David Carney. t ......... 28 00
Florence A. McKnight, t.
50
John Bowman, t.........
30
E. L. Kelley, Bishop..... 25 oo
Sherman Strickland and
wife, t.... .... . ... .. . 5 00
Girtie Kelley,...........
10
Susie E, Kelley, t........ 2 50
t{obert Payne, t......... 7 50
Mis._ E F, Clarke, .t.... 2 5~
Abbie Ch1lders, t........
5o
~usan J. Henson, t......
50
Julia Ballanlin, t ........ 1 oo
Mrs. L. E. Henson, t.... . 20
tlrs. E. A. Sheppard, t... 2 95
--Total ............. $180 00

4 OC

10 OO
5 00
5 og
2Cl
25
16 ,65
~?
3

g

~

1 0.
1 :lo
2 OO

20
10
1
15
5

00
00
04
35
00
24 00

Total ................... $1,065 17

Wilson, Elizabeth, t ........ i 00 Salyards, Anna............... 5 00
Mount Eden Branch.
Smi~h Elbert A., and
.
l OO
wife .............................. 20 00
g~~::~· ~;."~:;a~;"·i::::::
~
Staggers, Hannah W........ 2 UO
00
1
;
~ 'ranner, Amy A ............... 2 00
2 Woods, Stephen .............. 10 00
Barksdail, Jacob. t...........
Scott, J_arnes G .. t ........... 1
Wight, 8r J. W ..............
20
Scott, tfamu,el M., t.........
15 White, Bertie L...............
05
R9berts .n. 8nul, t .......... 1 00 Walters. Henry...............
10
l'i,heeler, Thomas.F .. t .... 5 00 Young, Martha ................ 15 00
v\heeler, Sr. Nancy A., t. 10 00 Post, John H .................. 12 45
Wheeler, Amie, t............
l~ E L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 987 30
Wheeler, Eddie, t ...........
O.i
Total ............... $1,861 64
Byrneville Branch.
K pl
w at
a oo
e ey, . oo , ............ ..
Kepley, Jonnie.
1 00
Expenditures.
Kepley, Harbin H, t ...... .
75
Sappenfield, Charles, t..... l 50 Baggerley, I. P .............. $130 00
H
B
h
Elvin, R. M ...................... 40 00
ope ranc ·
Gillen, J. W .................... 85 00
Cumming, John, t...........
25 Lambert. J. R ................. 22 00
Eyrea, Robert, t.. ............
70 Roberts, I. N .................. 190 Ou
Glen, Mollie,\................. 1 00 Scott, C ........................... 165 00
Union Branch.
Smith, F. A ..................... 116 70
·
OLl Stedman, E. A .................127 00
Ford, Jabob, o................. 2
Snively, J. S ................... 50 00
Marshall, Wm. C., t........ 5 00 ~nively, J. S,, ex ............ IO 00
Marshall, Eletha J., t ..... 2 00 Thompeou, Wm .............. 55 00
Leavenworth.
Turpen, M. M .................. 135 00
Slaughterback, Eli, t ........ 2 OC Wight. J. W .................... 232 41
- - - Weld, F. M .....................105 66
Total.. .................. $ 88 90 Chase, A. M .................... 31 60
Coiner, John ................... 9 00
Expenditures.
~armer, John .................. 2 5U
Shoem,ker, H ................. 7 00
Scott, M. R,,Tun ............ $ 12 00 Hooks, Frances ............... 143 06
Scott, Mrs. James M ........ 36 15 Gallop. Agnes ................. 8 00
Hilliard, Geo II .............. 5 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 196 71
Briggs. E. C .................... 5 25
Jenkins, Geo .................. 2 00
Total. .................$1,861 64
Eyres, Robert, register
letter...........................
20
Expense of agent ............ 15 oo· DES MOINES DISTRICT.

o8

t..............

=

Expenditures.
Mrs. S. W. Simmons ... $ 13 60
'l'otal .................... $ 75 60
S. W. Simmons ......... 10 00
Due
church .............. $ 13 :JO
T.
J.
Sheppard
..........
20
00
Sr. C. H. Burr ............... $180 00
Sr. l!'. M. Cooper.............. 200 00 Mrs. T. J. Sheppard..... 136 <0
B'. M. Cooper..................
85
Total. ............ $1811 00
IOWA.
Sr.. Geo. Henley ............... 25 00
Clara C. Pitt ................... 3110 01,
T. J. Sheldon .................. 37 OC•
INDIANA.
DECATUR DISTRICT.
Alex. H. Smith............... 2 6(J
SOUTHEHN DISTRICT.
D. Dancer, Agent.
E. M. Wildermuth ........... 15 01
Sr. E. M. Wildermuth ...... 180 Oil
James M. Scott, Agent.
Receipts.
Poor ............................... 6 00 ,
Receipts.
Atkinson, Susannah ...... $ 3 61'
Stat onery, postage.......... 5 3C Balall~e due church
Anderson. B. M., and
. wife ............................. IO 00
Or) Anderson, John E ............ 25 oo
T otal .................... $ 951 75
F'ebruary 29, 1896......
Due church.......... $ 113 42
Byrneville Branch.
Anderson. An •rew IL...... 5 00
Kepley, Mortha, t........
60 Angell Geo. 'l'., and wife. 5 Oil
Hazzard, Melvin A., t....
20 Allen, John R .................. 11 00
SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
Schamel, Elizabeth. t. .. I 00 Braby. Dessie .................. 18 00
W. A. Kelley, Agent.
SappeLfield, James P., t. 5 llJ Blair, Viola ..................... 10 00
Sappenfield, Charles.... 1 oo Blair, Chas. E .................. 1 00
.
R ecetpts.
Mount Eden Branch.
Bergerson, C. B.............. 4 00
R b t O Id tt t
$ 10 00
Blakesley, Omer ............ · 1 OU
A~c~rSimumoc~s,'t.'.'.'.'.'.'.. 1 00 Barksdale, Pheliz, t... .•
25 Burch, 'rhcs J ................. 25 00
w. R. Smith, t.......... 5 oo Scott, Lou H., t.......... 25 Bailey, Celia................... 72
R. Y. Smith, t........... 5 25 Scott, Clara 0., t.
25 Cook, Thos. A................. 5 110
Sam Webb, t............. 1 00 Scott., Electa, t..... ... ..
35 Cook, Cora......................
25
Andy B~yd. t ............ 10 00 Scott, Alth.eda, t...... ...
25 Cobb. Al·ce ..................... 10 00
Philip Gala•py, t..... ... 5 60 Scott, Louise A., t.... .•
5~ Cooper. Pauline...............
m
Mary H-mley, t ......... 2 Oil
New Marion Branch.
Cave, Jessie.....................
25
I/Lary JWts. t............. 1 25
Cave. Lucina................... 1 OI•
.John 8mith, o........ ...
511 Voiles, 8r. Jeruiab, t.... 2 50 ~ochran, F E .•and wife ... 25 :J;i
carohne Burklow, o ..... ·· 50
- - - Cochran, Asa 8 ............... 10 00
Wm Burklow, o.........
50
Total. ............. $ 12 31 Cochr;tn, Wilbur P...........
02
.Jane Burklow, 0 .. .. . ...
50
E
d't
Criley, Frank .................. 20 Oil1
A. J. Mathi~, 0 .......... 1 oo
xpen 1 ures.
Duckworth, .Jennie .......... 2 0
Dan 1Vebh 0
no Scott James M
$ 12 3l Dancer, David ................ 297 42
GordenerMo~e:·~: .. :::::
05
'
·
...... ·
France, W.A.,andwife ... 38 Oil
0. W. Casey and wife, t. 2 50
SOUTH EHN INDIANA
Fri. nd ............................
02
B B dl
DIS'rIUCT
Glidd«n, Volney T...........
45
•0 0
· ra ey, 0 · · · · · · ·· · · · ·
Gnylord, E. H .................. 1 00
•
0
R. \Vehb, ·· · · · ··· ···· ··
no William C. Marsh ail, Agent. Gayiord, Roxanna ........... 15 00
~· ;':1~~ \~~~,,~:::::::::: 1 g~
Receipts.
Gaylord, AJtaN .............. 1 00
Ellzll.bi~th Ki·llc.v, o. . . . .
New Trenton Branch.
Gray, 'rhos.()..................
50
10
E 1 1 !\I \I ,
Goodwin. N A.................
05
2 ..
~~ .nJ. "n:u~d 1 ~;~~~: .~:: '.:::
2~ g~~~~~~~~: ~~~a,:l:\~: 22 ..600 Hansen, Eric.................... no
.John Boner, o..... •.•• •.
0 ~1 Cbappelow, Jo~eph H., t. 5 Or. Hnuli~r .. Kit~ie ................ 0 5 6U
Poter ltohert.B, o.. ... .. ..
Oo Chappelow, Emma A.... 2 50 Hopkrns, .Elizabeth A ......• o Oil
~an Elrn']re, o........ .••
JO McCullev
.. Bessie, t.... .. 1 ~ 5 Herrick Catharine ........... 10 Ol;
Ch I r m 0
10
~ iJ(l Hawley, Eber P............... r, 00
'['
'S"m~~h, r.d.'V.:fr~··~·
40 Rudicil, Edward, t ....... ~ 00 Hawkins Ma;y A ............ < 20
·
,,;a
Bmith~,L~
......
~
..
.°
lO
Rudicil,
]'lore~ce,
t
..
····
Heathman, ]rancis.........
10
0 11
,J. T. Kelley rmd wife, o.
New Marion Branch.
Heathman, Florence........
10
50
P. G. M l\1ahR.n, t........ 7 2;J Camrin, PriFicilln, t.. . . . l 00 Keith, David...................
50
It. L. Kl-'ll··y. Blti:hop•... 50 OO 1 ·amrin, M. Annie, t .......
50 1\h;yhew, Chan................
01
Fr oJ1CI!'l ".\{ D_tvlri. ........ HO 00 Carnrin, .Tennie E • t ....... l 55 .\'lather. Mrs J \V...........
25
\lelvinn J:Lult~on ........ gJ 00 Jolley, Phillip 8q t ........ 1 90 Hartshorn, S. 13 ............... 25 00
Ste:ihen JJ. G iosetree ... 10 00 .Jolley, .lane C., t............
70 ,!\-lather, May .................... 10 50
.\ltify <+a .. r-b iger ......... 5 00 Miles Elizabeth. 0 ...........
10 Mader, Mary A ................ 5 00
,J. F. 1-:IAn~im.. ....
o
OO
l\Iiles,
Li
lie,
..........
...•
10
Mader, Minnie ................. 30 42
0
2
.JumP,B \\T. t4luver......... 5 00 Voiles, Br. Jerujah, t .....
10 Nichols, .John, ................ 100 00
l>dumhu~ L •wry .... ,... 3 on Voi1es, Sr. Flora. t ........
JO Nelson, Carrie R............. 4 00
.\'lif'l-sonrt .J\liiier.. .... ....
50 vrilliams, Jennie M, t.....
25 Manly, Lillie....................
26
l'alvm 8nmmers und
Plainville Branch.
Preston, Robert...............
50
wife ,
r 00
Pres ion, M. J ..................
07
:.\Iary ]{ 1 ~~l:·y.....
. ... ~ rio' C!,h:n~1her~'n: ~r. Latica, t. 50 Heynor, Geo. E............... JO
\1.ilet:i G. l'uwell ........ 5 PO t1ett1c, ~~JZz1~. t .........,......
15 Howley. 8arnuel ............. 1 00
Andrew R. B iyd .... .
77
10 OO ~arnstr~te. J;ro a.nd _kr .. t 1 00 H.eed, ~r U. W ...............
H.iby Goof'etr~e.
....
1ol Harl:strite. earl1e. t ......
25 Roberts, Luvenia~ ............ 10 25
Elizabeth S,over . . .
,lO
1 rmg\-'f (_ olonc , t.
..
2
00
Resseguie,
Lucy
L
...........
16
94
2
Perrin er, J\la1tlrn, t ....... 1 75 Stebi1ins, Callie B...........
25
Total.... . . .. .... $336 !JO S~ttii:trees',· JA)baog.a' ti, t .·...·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.
151 Sanders, Addie ............... 8 57
30 1Salyards, R. ;:, ................. l 00
Expenditures.

=

1

U

1

IP

!

I

W. C. Nirk, Agent.
Receipts.
Armstrong, Sheldon .... $
Armstrong. Clara............
Armstrong, Edith............

9 00

1 00
l

00

~::,"~s~r'.A~, ~~~::::::::::::::::::

i gg

Bukley, Joseph...............

8 00

1

~~~~~~.' ~~~':,~.~:::::::::::::: ~ gg

Batty, Fannie E..............
:JO
Bare, Hobert ................... 10 oo
Batten. Parley................ 2 00
Boatwright, v ................. G 90
lloatwright. Ema A........ 4 50
Clark, E. 0..................... 5 50
Chandler, Brederick........ 2 70
Cook, Marcus H.............. 2 111
Cook, 'l'ilomas.................
50
Do>s, Lucy C .................. 2 00
Emslie, G. 0....................
25
Fr, el, Ancil ................... fi 00
Gunsolley, V. W.............. 1 110
Hartshorn, H. A .............. 70 06
Hughes, 'l'hos G .............. 10 00
Hughes. Matte............... 3 00
Harvey, Lena ................ .- 1 15
Harvey, Alexander ......... 1 00
Hand, Chas. E ............... 30 00
Hand, Willi•m ! .............. 24 40
Hawley. Adel..................
50
Hrntz. Mary ..................... 5 00
Hiatt, Sarah and Samuel. 3 10
.fohnson, G. W................. 25 00
,Jemison. Rebecca........... 2 25
.Jones, E. J ..................... 10 OtJ
•J{~hns~!1· WilliaRm ............ 3 35
rng. "illrnm .............. 2 50
Leeton. Lars ................... 35 00
Longdon, Emily...............
56
Lewise, Hichard .............. 20 00
Loughlin, H.E ................. 6 22
L'hommedieu •. Fr·ank ...... 25 00
McHarness, Vina ........... 2 00
Martin. Pern-Iope J......... 3 50
:v.rc~)irnie, 8~m_uel........... 5 00
Ma1tlaud, Wilham ........... 12 59
\tiller, Ehzab\•th ............. 2 50
l\fowery, Maud.................
50
11owery, II infred...........
50
'.\Towery, Peter, W ........... 5 00
Mowery. Mary A .............. l 50
Myers. Joseph W ............ 11 89
Martin, Nelly..................
75
'.\1organ, J. W .................. 1 00
Needham, Dir.ah ............ 1 35
Needham, John..............
75
Neeriham. Alfred..........
25
Nirk, Anna and \\rm. C .•. J7() 71
Park, Robert ................... IO 00
Park, Nancie P ............... 10 00
Park, Willi~m ............... 37 30
Pyles 1 Jennie M.............. 3 80
Prosser, James............... 4 00
~ratt. Henry.................... 10 00
Hussell, L. P .................. 20 00
Robinson, Thns .............. 5 00
Reams, James C .............. 25 00
Russell, If' rank A............. S 00
Sheeler, Elizabeth ........... 16 35
Sayer, John ..................... H 00
Shalhart, Emeline........... l 00

1
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!ltewart, Mary.................. 2
Shackley, 'l'hos ............... 10
Shae.
Sarah A........... 55
A
t:>i kley,
t
s er..........................
Shim el, Jessie................. 4
'Jhomason. Osmond ......... 40
Wasson, Melissa.............. 10
\Vright. Annie.................
Westerley, Geo ............... 1
Young, Joseph ................. 1
Total .................... $827

00 Goode, Frank and Cat00
rie, t ..................
00 Goode,
Charles,
td .......
00
G
N
·
s arah
recn, ettte an
00 Hills......... . . . . . . . . . .
00 Green, Nettie, t .........
llll Green, F'rank, t ..........
5G G., Bro.,t ...............
00 Hillyer, H. S., t ..........
00 Hills, Sarnh, t ...........

Jedediah M. and Martha

329

Expenditures.

20 00
F'r£1nk1in, t ••.................. 41 20 Anderson, Jacobine .... $ 75
10 00 .Tohn Pett, t .................. 15 00 Allen, Andrew .......... 11
"<IE'~ orden W. W,lnhng. o .... ~ og Butler, Sarah J .......... 138
3 " • hz:ibeth B. Edson, t ..... I 2o Boren A B
2
fi 00 Frank F. and Mary E.
C·trad,
1so

'"

..

Eliia::::::::::::
Schafer, t ·; .................. 20 00 Gladwin. Eliza J ........

,Jos. Merchant.................
00 Carrie A. Emmrrson ....... 2
30 R,· ·;, · G unso ll ey..............
00 :Br~d Mefford ................... 1
00 A Sister .......................... 14

oo

19 oo
20 00
1 Jonatha11Bu_1_lard,o ......... 1 oo Jensen, Elsie ............ 5 00
; L0
4,, 00 Geo .. L. Sweet. t ............. 2 00 .racobson, Sr. l\1. ........ 11 00
10 001 Dav1d Brewster, t ............ 10 00 Pruden L M
5 w
64 ~~:::pp,. ~:~;~~.st~··.~::: 1lg
AJolelIEiaslklints, t ............... ~ ~00 Palmer,'J~hn.Ii.::::::.:: lU
..
va. a • .................... 2·~ " Roberts, Samuel.... . .. 5 o.i
Lentz, John, t ........... 1 00 Nelhe Hall, t ..._. .............. 2o ?,O Will!ams, May ........... 815 oo
Expenditures.
Leadingham, W. D., t... 5 00 Dav1d and Emelme Hall,tl84 .5 Williams, 'l'bomas w ... 15 OO
Balance due agent, l\farch
Leeka, R. B' t. · · ·· · · · · · · 5 Oil
- - - Swan burg, Alfred....... 1 35
29
lL, 181{.16 .......B.. :··········· .. $18 03 t ec:'r~f~:'.".A'.~r:,"i::::::: ~
Total.. ................. $992 94 Poor .................... 1 OU
,.,
..
e
ey,
ishop
.......
427
61
Moore,
ElizaJ.,
t
........
1 11
E
2 00
Francis J. Kephart ........ 1Go 00 Moore, J.C., t .......... lll 00
Expenditures.
Total ............. $ 795 30
Wm; H. Kephart.............. 33 00 Roberts, Lucy A., t.. .. .. 1 00
. .
___
C. 1;cott.......................... 37 00 Robert• Joseph t
Due church .... $ 145 HJ
00 Worden W. Whttrng .... $ 5 00
10
D. M. Rudd ..................... 10 00 Ros~ E'mma t ' ·· · ·· ·· 1 00 John A. Mc.lntosh....... 1 oo
=
N. Stamm ........................ 2 50 Roh~rts, Jam'e8a;{ci""""'
,John W. Wif!ht ......... 5 oo
Wm. Thompson ...............122 00 Clara t
OO .. ,"enh F. McDowell ..... 21 oo LI'rTLE SIOUX DISTRICT.
21
Mrs. Wm}'hompso?, per
Redfield, Vi~la"."
William Gangh.. ........ 7 oo
Frank Lhommedieu ..... 10 00 Stephens, Jennie, t... ... 1 00 Mary Woodcock ......... 20 50
David Chambers, Agent,
50
Mother Parmenter........... 2 50 Vanderpool, Mro. W.G.,t. 3 00 ~art ha Battery .. : ....... 20 oO
Per A. M. Fyrando.
- - - Wilcox, E. Franklin, t.. 2 00 Sr. ~yrum 0. Smith.··· 380
Receipts.
Total. ................... $827 64 Wilcox, E. s., t .......... 30 00 ~r.Cha~. E. Bntt.erworth.2nl Ol
.
,
Wilcox, Mrs. s. s, t ..... lO oo t;r. David M. Rudd ..•.... 165 oo Maria C:. Scott.................
oO
W u·
W H t
2 00
- - - Lena Strand .................... S 40
EASTERN DISTRICT.
a mg,
· " .. · · · · · ·
Total........ . .... $886 oo Ernest Outhouse and wife 20 00
John Heide, Agent.
Total. ....•....... $6U:i oo
___ ~nn llutler ........_. ............ 16 ~O
Receipts.
.
Due church ...... $106 94 Chapman, N<phr T ......... 11 ,,o
E
d t
Anr; J~hnson .................. 36 ~Q
Due church Mar. 1, 1896.$154 38
xpen 1 ures.
B. F. hen son................... 1 , ;)
.Jam~s Bri:dley, t ........ 10 oo Mrs J. D. Wiltfong ..... $ 5 00 POTTAWA'rTAMIE DIS- Josie E Chambers ........... 5 0"
Carrie Balley............
25 Sr.SarahKemp .......... 185 00
Jane Ballantyne~ ........... 1 00
Charley H. Brooks ...... 10 01 'Ir. o. B. Thomas ....... 250 DO
TRICT.
Geo. B:rllantyne and wife JO 00
5. ~r. E. B. :Morgan., ...... l6 5 oo
rrt10mas Thomas ............. 15 00
N athan S. Brooks .....
Brush Creek branch, o.. 1 oc.
J.P. Carlile, Agent.
Alice Asquith ................ ~ll on
W.W. Beal, t ..........•• 5 DI
Total
• 60 • 00
Receipts
Wm Davidson and family 5 00
Francis Breeden......... 5 oc
..... · ........ ., u
"
•
Emma Berry .................... 1 O(l
Celia Beal............... 2 o1
=
Due church Mar. 1, 1896.$146 29 Henry Garner .................. 311 110
0. H. Bailey ....•........ 3 OU GALLAND•S GROVE DIS- Allison, Thoe. H., t ..... 12 00 Delos R Lytle ................ ;i Oil
Frank Crawford, o... •• ••
50
TIU CT
Adams, Si. E., t........
5 00 B.ose \\ illiams ................. 10 00
J~ne Crane, t.... .. ... .. 3 rn
•
Adame, Bro. and Sr.
Isaac Jarvis ..................... 5 oo
C. G. Dykes ........... 10 OU
John Pett Agent
John, t. ·· .......... 17 50 John Denson .................. 5 oo
Milton Dewalt ........... 20 on
'
.
Anderson, Ant0n G., t .• 12 DO B'rank Hill ....................... 10 oo
M. E. Eckhart............
70
Receipts.
Anderson, Peter, o... .
50 Deborah Chapman ........... 20 011
Susan Green............. 5 55
Allison, Sr. E. A., t.....
:~ 15 Chas. S. Kennedy........... 4 00
JLillie Gorham........... 2 O(i lue chureh Mar. 1, 1896..$ 68 9J Beebe, Emma, t........ 39 on Lillie A Wi! iams............ 5 GO
I{). E. Green .............
GI' ;eo. Riehm, 0................. 5 Ol 1 Butler, Valine•, t.. .. . .
2 QO Betsey Peasley............... 3 00
40 0(,
1Hchard and Agnes Jordi~
R. M. Green .....
Riley~ Clarence A., t ..... 45 00 ,Jame- Beachman ............ 2 fl!)
MF yrtle Harvey........... 10
14 Oli
son, t......... ................. 5 OG Bardsley, Bettey, t.. .. .. 16 00 A A. Baker..................... 3 50
.<rank Horn .....•.......
Bcnan Salisbury,! ........... 50 O\! Beebe, Sr. C. A., t ...... 20 OD Wm "·Bullard .............. 4 oo
Mary E. Hines........... 75 50
\. c. Hoffman and wife ... 70 51)
00 Belle E. Leise, t.............. 5 00 Boyd, Jane, t..... .. .. .. 105 00
Amos Heide............. 1 OO Samuel Dixon, t............. 10 on Christen.Ren, George, t..
00 Burt II'ry ......................... 1 00
,1 [da M. Butterworth ......... 10 Ull Carlile, Bro. and Sr.
Arthur Heide .... ,,......
Sarah }{ 88 ... ................. 2 65
Lizzie Haller ........... 96 551 , Atta Duckett ................... 5 00
Joshua, t .. . . . .. . . . . . 32 50 Chas. Benson .................. 2;; 7f
M. E. Horton.... .. ....
.Jas. and O. S Emmerson. 10 00
75 Henry M. Davis, t ........... 3 00 Carlilej Bro. and Sr. J.
,John Hodges............
'u
,Joseph Booth, o ............... 1 OU
P., t .................. 40 or Sr A. E. Balla1 tyne ....... G'1 00
John Heide .............. 30 0 Josephme Ford, o ............ 2 00 Christense11. Crise, t .... 2fl OI Richard F\trmer ............... 10 oo
George Jackson ......... 2~ 00 ~aryCarlson, o ............... 1 ~'5 Chapman, Wm., t ..•...• 4 00 !.£Ila Harrington .............. 1 75
1\.L M. Kelsall ............ 1~ on J ohn ~~ruog, o ................ 1 0(' Cnrtstensen 1 ,J11mes J. t. 4 00 Ole Amundson ................. 25 00
1
Mary and Wm. Keyport. 2 00 Fredric
Cro•s, o..............
50 Christensen, Helen C., t. 20 Oli .J. c Crabb and w·fe ....... 21l oo
Allie Linnell............. 7 70 George and Ruth GunsolChristensen, Bro. and Sr.
\{rrtha Spauswick .......... 1 2.:i
John McRae ............. 13 00 ley, t .....................:······· 19 35 M. W., t .............. 10 00 S. B. Kibler and wife ..... 23'1 50
Aug. J\i<>neon ...... ·-·· .. 2 25 Oliver E. and Lizzie E.
ri'.lRwek, Bro. and Sr.
Priscilla. Warsencroft ..... 2 G5
Phebe McRae............
Holcomb, t, .................. 20 OC
Marion, t .............. 100 00 Herbert s. Lytle..............
50
50 Alva
M. G. Maudsley, o. .• .. •.
Rounds,
1 55 Frederickson, Bro. and
Alice K Cobb ................. 10 oo
1 0
Louisa Myatt, t...... .... 9 oo Ab'•ie Rounds. t .............
31
Sr. P. W., t ............ 30 on .Joseph Lane and wife...... 5 oo
Norah Nichols...........
5o Mattie A. Holcomb, t ..... 1 00 Foote, Samuel C., t ...... 10 00 A. J. Yar ington .............. 35 on
Joan K. Palsgrove..... . . 1 11 Hom Pr C. Holcomb, t...... 1 IJO B'inn, Myrtle. o.. . . . . . . . . 1 00 Sarah Parker................... 1 Oii
D. L. Palsgrove..........
Lehi Clothier, t ............. 15 00 Heywood, JonathanD.,t. 50 oo Pearl Mefford................. 1 oo
.Mary M. Robbins........ 35 00
oo .\ilary Sweet. o........ ......... 51 1 Hanson, Hans, o... .. . . . . 8 00 t':iarah 'rhompson............. 7 7!J
Ezra Robinson .... °" .... 2 50 Hlirmon C. Holcomb, t ... 25 00 Han~on, Joh~nna, o.....
50 Aggie Outhouse ............... 1
Manha Roush........... 2 50 Albert and Nellie Cran~alhday. Al11ce, t ....... 10 00 Wm Stuart .................. 15 40
Ella Housh, o.. . . . . . . . . . .
2o dall, t........................... n 00 Hough, Cecdela, t ....... IO 00 }1 ary It. Mefford............. I oo
George Sutton, t ....... 2o oo l~rancis T. Dobie, o......... 1 00 ansun, Ai;nes, t ........ 10 00 Geo L. Bens<m............... 5 00
Lucy Schrunk ........... 24 oo I hos. F. and Emma
H'J°f:i'iii;;i:rot andd Sr. ..,. "O ~a rah Chase ...................
6?
1
~~ 1~.si~i~n;:.:::::::::::: ~ 8~ nt~~~:,,·n1 ···~;;a"'""li~·;1h~· 5 00 Hansen, J:cob~t .. ~::::: ·~ ~I{~ 1Ntiri~~~~:.".'.::::::::::::: 5
Anna Sntton ..... ... ...• 5 Oll
Wight,\ ........................ 4 00 Hanson, Julia, E., t. .... 5 00 R A. Ballantyne ............ 25 00
J. R. Suttmi. ........... 10 oo B'loy Baughman. t ........... 5 50 Hoyt, Sarah, t.. .. .... ...
50 E L. I\elley, llishop ........ 4G 00
Mary F. Stoll ............ 10 oo '.\felson V. Sheldon and
Jensen, Lars P., o..... ..
oO Ladies' Aid Society........ 2 00
Milton Teeple ........... 28 oo wife, t .......................... 10 00 .Jone•. Hannah, t and o. 8 00 Geo. W. Clark .............. 2 25
Etta Teters. .. .... .. .. .. 3·75 Lulu Heoycs, \ .................. 5 00 Key, Betsey, t ........... 10 00 Wilma Erickson ............. o 00
Unice Wilson............
50 Carl ,J. Carlson, Jr.,
5 00 K.oupal, J ..B., t........ .. 5 00 Ricrinr t Chatburn........... 5 00
Mary F. Waldren........ 1 oo F:e~ Shumate, ! .............. 3 GO !,Iles, Harns M., t.... .. . 2 00 w. 'r. Fallon ................... 17 OIJ
John Wier............... 2 Oii L1lhe A. Schafer, t .......... 35 Oll Lapworth, Charles W., t. 2 00 Wary L :\fay .................... 3 00
Charley Wright..........
Hendall_. t .............. 1 00 Lapworth, H. R., t ...... 20 00 Lenna M Clark .............. 1 00
50 Beryl
___
\lary A. Jenkrns, t .......... s oo Lapworth, Agnes, t ..... 5 00 Eliz ibethRtoekwel!.. ....... 1 00
Total. ....•....... $644 iJ& Fr~dric N. and .Mary A.
Larson, Bro. and Sr.
Anna Davison ................. I 00
=
:Shaw,! ........................ 13 10
Chas. C., t and o ....... 10 50 Frank Case .................... 1 00
Expenditures.
John M. Shaw, t .._. .......... 1 00 l1cMulle_u, Alice, t ....... 11 45 Alice Blackm:m ............... 5 oo
EL Kell
Bi h
~""O
C.LandS.A.Carm1chael,t 10 00 McKenzie, Robert, t .... 3 50 Elizabeth Johnson ........... 4 50
o' B Th ey, B op ... . ~u.-. 00 ~.,rank M. and .\manda
Ma~lrnnE=en, Jane, 0.. ...
50 E.,red Hansenl (Interest) ... 6 oo
. .
omas ............ 15 00 Sheldon, t ..................... 5o 00 Parish, L. J., ~-... .••• .. 5 oo F. L Hupp .................... 1 011
Total...
$"3" 00 Sally ~1yers, ! .................. 15 00 Ppotier,,Freder1ck, t ...... 35 00 Woodbine branch, o ......... 1 35
• • • • • • •• 0 0
Oliver/\. Hounds. t......... 7 oo ratt, Charles F., t...... 2 50 Pearl Van Eaton.............
50
Due church ....... $log
Abbie Rounds and son, t. 1 O? Rusmus~~n! Chrietena,o . • 50 Be~ky Mc\lillan ............ 1 u.l
GO
33 Lenora Crandall, t .......... 2,So Shaw, Lrnz1e,o .......... 2 00 Arlie Hoffman.................
John G. Lewis, o ............. 2 45 ~tewart, ~ola M.~ o ..... 5 85 Asa Hight and wife.:'. ...... 25 00
FREMON'l' DISTRICT.
Wm. M. Hendall, t .......... 6 00 ~tewart. James D., t.. .. 5 or1 Eddie Hight.................... 1 Oil
Cha_s J. Hunt, t: ............. 20 so Terrey, E . .J., t....... .. .. 1 oo Mattie Eight................... 1 on
Melissa E. Jordan, t ........ 5 oo Underwood, Bro. and Sr.
]\fay Hight....................... 1 00
William Leeka, Agent.
.John 'J'easdale, t ............. 15 00
si:mnel, t .... , ........ 10 00 Freddie Hight ................. 1 00
Receipts.
Em. I. and Sarah Pett, t ... 69 00 Whitmore, Christenna,o. 6 00 Joseph Seddon................ 5 oo
Woodworth, Carrie, o ... 4 50 \i\Tm. A. Stewart.............. 1 25
Badham. A., t ........... $ 5 00 'rhos. U. and Hulda M.
Brancb,Elm Creek, Th.,o. 7 30 Dobson, t ..................... 17 50 Wood, Amanda, t. .. . . ... 2 25 '!'hos. Strand ................... 2 OD
L. D. s. Aid Society........ 5 Oil
Colon, Nettie, t ......... . 2 50 James 'l'. •rurner, o ......... 2 00 Transferred from deleCline, J.B., t ........... . 5 Oil Abel H. and Mary Rudd,t 25 00 gate fu?d...... .. . . . . . . 5 60 Marcellus Parker and
wife ............................. . 2 75
Comstock, James, t ..... . 8 00 ,John R. Hudd, t ........... 15 00 Thanksg1vmg offering of
Dani, Emma, t .......... . 1 00 Romab L. and Mary D.
Council Biuffs branch. 42 40 Mary Turman ................. .
Dungee, F. G., t ........ . 19 00 Young, t ....................... 15 00
- - - Sr. Uulow ....................... . 1
Total ••••••..... $ 940 49 A. M. Fyrando................ . 5 00
&av\dson. A. J., t ...... . 2 00 Rasmus P. and Ingar Peay ord, Lenora, t ...... . 20 00 tersen, t ....................... 20 00
=
Elsie Fyrando ................ . 5 Oo

1

00

gg
gg

i:::: ::::

09

=

u

......

00

g

5

t...............

2

ooj

oo

60

t......

===

8J

50
00
""
"'

oo

Go

.---,-

Tota].. ................ $1,017
.
Expenditures.
Balance due agent March
1, 1896 ......................... $ 7
Sr. J, F. Mintun ............. 225
Sr. J. F. McDowel!........... 130
Sr. E. H. Derry ............... 195
·r. J. C. Crnbb ............... 140
Sr. lVlargaretMontague .... 120
Wm.Cowlcshawnndwife. 44
8r. Wm. A. Smith ............ 72
Pol3tage, exchange, etc .... 4
Worthy ll. Clark ............ 1l
Mary A. Darnes .............. 10
J. W. Wight ................... 5
Error ............................... 2
T
$
ota!. ................... 959
Due church ........... $ 58

85

89
00

00
Oil

00
00
If)
00
(il
00
00

00
61
26

59

IOWA AND ILLINOIS.
NAUVOO DIS'l'RICT.
J. H. Lambert, Agent.
Ba1ance due church
March l, 18116 ............... $
Brown, Emerson and
wife. t ..........................
Pitt, H. rr, 0 ...................
Hichards, Lucy, o............
Javis. H.J~, t ................
.Jarvis, II. E, o...............
Broman, ]'red, t ..............
Kestner, Henry, t ............
·wright Maggje, t............
\Varnock, Sa·an, t ...........
Lambert, Geo. P., t .........
Newman, Ellen. o ............
Brown, 'I'hornas, t............
Willson, Sarah. t ............
Winter, iWary. t...............
Ke-tner Dorothy, t..........
A ~ister ...........................
Willson. Annie, t ............
McK1ernan, Jr.mes, t .......
Lewis, Evan.! .................
Hock Creek Branch,
Thank o . .....................
Wallace, M. A, t .............
Williams 1 D. 'I1., t ............
Davis, Sr. S. A.,! ............
t'arre1, Sarah P., t ..........
~frennan, .Jolrn, t ... ~ .........
Heese. D. '!'., t .................
Williams, R. R., t.. .........
Parry, Evan. 0................
Morgan, John W.,t .........
Evans, Sarah. t...............
Williams. g, D., t ...........
Richardson, James..........

7 97
13 00
5 00
6n
57 \JU

2 50

17 Oil
17

on

5 00
50 00
75 (HJ

1 oo
1 00
4 00
5 00
o 011
1 00
10 00
H GO

5 00
25
5 00

6

1~{ 00

2 00
2 75

J2
60
5
1
2

40
00

oo

00

20

7f1
5 Oil

3 25

'l'otal .................... $4lf> 17
Expenditures .
Mc Kiernan James
family .... '. ...........'........ $276
Lambert, .r. H., ex .......... 1
Weld, J!'. M , ex............... 6
Smith, A. H., ex............. 6
Kelley, l~ L., Bishop ...... 9?

95
gO

65

00
00
50

Omrn, Geo ....................... lo
Total ................... $397 00
Due church ........... $ 18 17

KANSAS.
NORTHEASTEUN
DISTRICT.
John Cairns, Agent.
lleceipts.
Buckley, James ........ $
Cairns, William.........
Dunnlllgton, Noah s
Gurwell, William ........
ld't··· ........
urw; • ·
· · .. · · · · ·· ·
Guin,1nd, Charles E .....
Green, Henry ............
JohHson, Jl)hn T ........
Ketchum, George.......
Munm, Lillie, ..... '" ....
Menzie,, W1!11am........
Menziee, Janet .... ······
r:'ierce, Frank J .. · · · · ••..
~pragu~i Ahce. ··· ......
Scramon Mite Society..
Wise, Annas .. ····· ... ··
Total. .••........ $

gurwen,

1 00
50
20 00
15 00
1105

i

5 00
2 50

3 45
5 00
10 25
2 00
25
1 00
2 00
2 00
3 50
76 70

Expenditures.
Balo.nee dne agent,March
1, 1896 ....••....•••••. $ 1 55

'l
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HERALD.

THE

330
Davia, John T ........... 5 00
Davis, Evan A ........... 50 15
Davis, John Alfred ...... 5 Oil
Peak Warren E.. ... . .. 10 UL\
Pender Wills
5 oo
'
......... _··--.Total
$ 76 70
· .......... ··

L. H. McCnll end wife ...... 11 Oil
R II. Davis .................... 5 00
Rarah Hen.dra ............... 5 00
J<tmes M. Robinson ......... 20 00
Ellen Black ...... :........... ..
7i>
Wm. 'l'homas .................. 10 00
Pleasant View Mite So•
ciety .............: ............... 5 00
___
Total .................... $317 28

E<pendituree.

Delano, Rose, t ......... 2 Oil •roaobs,E. A., t ............... 5

.

~r0 . ~·0 0.8 Foss···· .... $2~6

Sylvia C., t.... 2 ~5 Toaobs, Ates and Edna, t..
gg Eldridi:e,
F!1ll River branch, o ..... 2: 47 Tll;ayer, H•irvlyn. t ..........
F~sher, Mvron C .• t ......102 00 w;1xom, Thankful, t .........

·
.. • •• •••• .. ••••
"
U. w. Greene ..d........ · 9 O0
W.W. B,anchar · ...• , .. 9 00
I. M. Smith .. ·· .. •••· .. " 5 00
J; S. Walker .... · ....... · 20
Expeoses ................ 3 6T t I
$:l11
0 a · ... "· .. · ...
12
D
h
- - ;1-2ue churc ... .... .... .....
0

qg

NORTHWEST DISTRICT.
Arthur Smith, Agent.
R
· t
E
d"t
1
ece1p s.
xpen ures.
Abraham Sears, t ...... $ 15 00 Dne Agent, March 1,
=
Margaret Kelley, t ....... :lll 00 1896.'............................. $ l 23
WESTERN DISTRICT.
Silas Transue, t..... .... 2 OU Omission of balance, 1892 10 36
W. G. Pert, Agent.
~d. FenWll.ehr, t1.......t. .... 5 g~ John 1Jfred Davis ........... 1~2 e~
Receipts.
.,imon
ee man, .. . . .
A. C. uart.......................
Edwin Sandy, t. · · · · · ·· · 3 OO R. M. Maloney .............. ., 15 00 Due church llofa.rch 1, 1896 14 91
Wm and Ella Landers,t. 2? 00 Evan'\· Dav s ................ ¥9 GO E. 1•. Kelley. Bishop ....... 205 oo
Eleanor ~elson, t ...... · 2 ~O ·w .. c. C:ither ................... 30 00 8r. G. H. Blanchard ......... 45 00
M.el!ssa C. Knapp, t ....... 7 ,5 ,J. W. Gilbert ...................
00 Mark E. Billings.............
50
Anna Kent, t ............ 10 00 Sister c5otts ....................
Horace Newman..............
15
--.-,-George
ones..................
Harold Newman..............
15
0
Total. ............ $ ~ 25
T t 1
·
$ 315
Florence Newman...........
12
o a .....................
Lucy Newman.................
12
Expenditures.
D e church
$184 Abbie L. Calby................ 2 75
Due agent Mar. 1, 1896 .. $ 1 :l3
u
...........
' ll_annah E. Eaton............ 3 00
Anna Kent .............. 71 75
Walter Holman ............... 1 00
Alma Kent.............. 5 no
MAINE.
.Tennie Holman...............
30
W. S. Pender............ 2 13
Eugene l<J. Holman .......... 14 20
c. D. Carson............. 1 12 EASTERN DISTRICT. C. c. ~'ainter .................. 10 00
L. F. Johnson ........... 6 00
J. S. Walker, Agent.
Julia A. 'l'homas ............. 15 80
John Alfred Davis....... 2 00
Receipts
Martha Murry.................. 5 00
Expressage on coat......
:w
·
·
R Abby Newton .................. 4 00
Incidentals..............
5U Due church i\lar. 1, 1896.$
Edwin Blastow ................ 30 00
1
- - - Ames, John N .• t.... .. .. 0
,John ,T. Tow! Jr ............. 2 00
Total. ............. $ 90 13 Beall, Alonzo M., t. ·· · ... 2fi Oil Wm. D. Haskoll.............. 1 00
- - - Boal, Hannah B., t ...... 2~ 00 Freman Haskell.............. 3 00
Dnechurch ............ $ 5 1~ Beal, Cnlista. t ........... 2 00 A. o. Candage ................ 5 00
Beal, Chriet\nnn, t ...... · 7 5g s. G. Cunning~am........... I 00
SPRING RIVEH DIS'l'RICT. Beul, Fr_eeman, o .... · ...
;. Herbert Cunningham ...... 1 00
0
Beal, Elrnabdh, o.... ..•
.Jonathan E. I~aton .......... 3 oo
J.M. Richards, Agent.
Real, Susrn A., o... .. . . .
o0 f'arrie Gerrish ..-. .............. 13 00
Receipts.
Beal, Su•ie A., t. ··· · ··· · 1 ~O Mary A. Harvey ............. 3 00
Armenia Sutherland ...... 4 25 Beal, Lucin~a, t ...... ···· 1 ">O .foe! Powers ................... 1 00
Richard Bird and wife ..... 10 00 Brvant. Emily, t .... · · · ·'
'o Nathan Eaton................. I 00
z d" Sa ders
6 Oil Beal, Fred G • t .... ··· ·· 1 5 1 Ida~·. titanley ................ 3 00
wr:.eSan~ers a;;d·;,;if~-_·::: IO 00 Crowley, Irving .... ····· 1 ~~David
s_ Seavey............. JO 00
D w. Snider .................. rn oo Cochran, M,ary, .o · · · · · ·
M. K R1chardoon ............ 10 oo
M~lisa Ross ..................... 1 oo Chandler, Cecelrn, o. ....
5~ Ralph W. Terrill.............. 1 00
Francis Ross................... 1 oo Cummmg~, Mary A., t. ·
~~
--A H H" ke
4 oo Calor, Cor , t. · · .. · · · · ··· 1
Total. ................... $410 00
S~m~s L~ Ji~~;:::::::::::::::.: 15 00 ~rowley, Deloert, t...... g~
D ·d
d Ida Davis
5 00 Carr, J. n, t. · · · · · · · · · ·
Expenditures
war•
Pnfe
'
....... 12 50 Doooin. Eliza G., t...... 2 00
.
1
18
A er G ~£...................
50 Abbie E. Greene ............ $2li 50
50 Doyl~, Lillian B, t.. .. ..
WnnaB {;: ··········· ........ "O Oo DriRko, Hannah, t.......
30 U. W. Greene .................. 2 00
H~· PaB ........................ ". 00 Danthme•, L'zz\e, t .... 1 00 Sr G. S. B!a.nchard ......... 172 ;;4
c/la Il 0~;n................. ~ OO Dobhin, A<la, t . . . . . .. .. 2 00 Sist~r Dunham ................ 10 00
R'aha dr d M...... ~( ·i· ·· ,, 50 F~lkinahnm, EJ1zo t . . .
2:\ Stat10nery nnd postage... 2 93
A~n:E.~irk -~-~:. ....~~-~~ 2 Oo F()'.)te, :nlizaheth, t ... ~. 6 ~~
Total .................... $ 404 97
Curtiss Randall.............. 2 Oll ~,;irnsv; orth, Anrn.nda, .
n0
---

!O

i6 gg

g0

g

i

i:::ir!sJ~n:!~'.~..".":::::::::::::: ~~ ~g ~~:~: ~~tt~~ t·•

0

=

25

Fisher, Edmund H., t ....
Frost, Wm. F., t ..........
Fairclough, Mary J., t ...
Fairclough, Mabel, t.....
Gandoff, Mathias and
Ellen, t ................
Gandoff. Mabel, t. ... . . ..
Gates, Geo. H., t . . . . . . .
Glover, Julia A., t ....•.•
Glover, John and Eva, t.
Granger, Ann, t ........
Gavitt, Benj. N, t .......
Gerrish, Clara D., t . .....
Goff, Georgie, t ..........
Grumell, Ella, t .........
G~rfield, Salome, t.... ..
G!lbert, John, t. . .. .... .
Gilbert, Milton J., t ... .
Hemmerley, Henry E.,
and Clara, t ...........
Han~on, Mad P., t .......
Hoxie, Chas. A., t.. .....
Holmes, Nellie E., t .....
Holmes. Ora V., t ..... .,
Henwai;d, Alm!ra, t._. ...
Haverh1ll Sewmg Circle, o........ . .. .... ..
Heap, John and Mary, t.
Jay, Mabel. t ............
Jov, Elthina, t .. .... ..
Johnson, Mary, o ....: .......
Kenty, Alex., and wife, t.
Linney, 'l'birza, t .............
Lewis, Lizzie, t ................
Lawrence, Mand II., t ......
Lelanrl. Benj. W., t .........
Leland, E. A., t................
Lonsdale, Jenme, t .........
L~ather, A!'na, t .............
L~ppett, Ellza, !.~ .............
L1ppett, Albert ...............
L!ppett, Celia. t ...............
Lippett, Lya, t .................
Leckney, Anna, t ............
Moore, Thos. I~., t ...........
Moore, Catharrne, t.........
Mo~tgomery, Ira and
wife, t..........................
Monk, Wm., 0.................
Mort!mer, Sarah, o ..........
Mortimer, Sarah .J., o......
Mortimer. Mary E., o......
McPhea, Clara, t ..............
McLaughlin, Mabel, t ......
Munroe, ChristopherL.,o
Merrill, A. Mq o..............
Nickerson.NehemiahR ,t
Newcomb Owen Ln and
Hannora, t ...................

i ;g

H

~;;~~:~: ql~:::t~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ~ ~~ 1~[~~!rE~1~icki:::::::::

00

il!•rv.

9:

n'.,

'R"

:Bishop::::

=

s'., ;;·.:

oo

75
oo
70

90 00 \\ aterman. Lucy, o.........
oo
17 75 Whalley, Wm. and ~nn, t
(IO
12 00 Wholley.E!len and Alim·, t
00
56 Whi.ton, M~ry C., t and o.
60
White, Alice, o...............
7;
5 50 Wa~d, Ab;;tm, t ............... 2 00
1 50 Whipple. I hos. G., t........ :i 79
9 00 Wylie, Wm., t ................ 15 00
2:3 50 Wilkinson, Phoebe, t...... J Oo
2 80 Young, Chas. W., t ......... 7 Oil
3 00 York, Geo. W., t .............. 2 00
10 00 McKee, Myria, t .............. 1 00
16 00
T t l
~
1 30
o a .................. ~J,908 91
20 00
2 00
Expenditures.
3 00 E L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 659 27
1 20 U. W. Greene .................. 13 08
w. II. Kelley .................. Sil !\IJ
19 52 Mileage Hooks ................. 40 th)
5 00 Anna Robley ................... 294 oo
7 00 Amy Thornton ................. 20 4;,
10 00 o. Vickers ....................... 5 oo
~ 00 Stationery and supplies... 6 37
3 00 l!'. M Sheehy .................. 6! 9!)
w. w. Blanchard ............ 13 00
2 00 G. W. Robley .................. 53 oo
5 00 Orilla Sheehy .................. 300 oo
9 20 R Bullard, traveling ex .. 29 74
7 00 Althea Hedler. ................ 7 00
1 35
--18 00
Total ............... $1,589 40
5 00
6 00
Due church.......... $:J69 51
20 50
2 30
"''ICHIGAN.
4 65
m.
1 00
2 00
EASTERN DISTRIC'r.
5 00
A. Barr, Agent.
5 00
.
10 00
Receipts.
68
5 OO Due church, Mar.1, 1896...
5 00
B
1 00
.uell Branch.
5 00 George Hic~s, t .............. $ 1 oo
, .JoseµhLev1tt,_t .............. 1 oo
3 2o ~llzabeth L~v1tt, t........... 1 oo
25 Grace Mclnv, t.. ............. 4 oo
35 O? .Tared L. l!weet, t ............ 16 oo
1 2<> Isaac Levitt, t ................. JO 00
50 Geo. c. Lev.tt, t .............. 3 50
30 50 Mary Mc.nis. t ................ 10 00
8 50 Nancy A. Hicks,t ...... ..... 1 oo
1 00 Elizabeth A. Sweet, t ...... 13 oo
1 00 Margaret Mclnis, t.......... 3 00
17 55 Lizzie E. Smith, t............
25
\te~rgeSmith,.t ............. 2 50
3~ oo ~ehna Baum, t................ 1 50

.'.'.. ·:. ·.:
Due church .............. $503 00
2 OJ Foss, Georg'C w., o.. .. .. 1 on
- - - Nich?ls. P~11a_. o ....,.......... 1 ~o
Charles Myers................. 5 00 c:rav,
Hattie,
0..........
5
25
MASSACHUSETTS.
Off~r~ngs. Friends ........ 1 vO
~:!arah A. Lamb...............
s5 Fos 0 • Samuc,I 0 • t ....... 10 02 ~
Ph!ll!ps, Cha~. W, t ........ 6 ~O
S L J Hisle
10 00 Gnwe-. Cyren", t .. . . ..
"
MASSACHUSETTS DISPh1lhp•, Louisa M., t...... 4 <.O
J~h · M ·'!'horn~~.............. 5 oo Hall, Rehecca S.. t....... 1 00
Phillips. Arthur and
Hos~ S~ider ...... :::::::::::::. 2 00 Johnson, S~rah H., t ··· 5 110
TRICT.
Josie V., t .................... 41 ?O
Wm France .................... 5 llOl'Tobnson, Miry, t ... . ...
75
R. Bullard, Agent.
Petty•. Amanda 111 .. t ........ 9 25
Anna Wortman ............... 16 30 Kelley, Ada S.,&
. . . 14 20
Pearce. Joseph B. and
Cora Catlm..................... 7 50 K"iley, Aaron
.. t . . . . 3 ~g
Receipts.
Martha C:.' t ................. ~ 07~
Ivan Hichards................. 2 15 Kelley, Uriah M., t ·· · ·" 11 .~ B•lance due church
Pearce, J,etbe. t ............ ·· o "
Richard and Pearl Davis. IO 00 Kelley, Hen.ry A .• t.. .. ..
~O March 1. 1896 ......... $165 39 Purcell, CI:arlotte, t ........ 2 0[1
W. T. and Minnie Strick·
~e;Jey, ~ vdia ~" ~- · · · ··
Arnold, Henry W., t.. . 44 50 ~ufcell, ~hza,1 ··;;··· .. ···
4 ~5
!in ................................ 5 00 e ev, 1{'cy. ·;., .. .. . .
~;; Aoorcrombie, Ralph W.
a mer,M ma ., ........... • 0
Rebecca Det,ue...............
50 L't!Il~on, izz,f'. · · · · · · ·
and Ii::nhclla, t ......... 22 00 Pat~er,. 1 ary, t................. 2 00
Ida M. Randall............... 1 00 J,e1g-bton. G' rtrnd;, o...
~n AoercrCombie,Naomi S.,t. 1 00 Plamv11le branch .. o ......... ~ O?
Cora E. :Randall.............
45 Len:fit01.telr. Svlyrn . .; . . . . ..
:iO :\rrlerson. rrhos., t... ... 1 88 Raymond, Franklin P., t .. 6 2:J
John W. Thorp ............... 1 on Man•fie.n, L•ns W. S' t. 14 llO A•hton. S. W., and
R. D., t ........................... 14 oo
,Joun Short ..................... 1 00 ~an•fiel<l, Ma.ry, t ....... l 00 L"vina, t .............. 25 00 Rogers, MaryE 't ........... 5 00
F. L. English .................. 2 00 .l{e"ly, ,T~re1,lltah, t.. .. .. 1 00 Angell, Alma, t.... .. . ... 1 00 Rogers, Fred, t ............... 15 50
Nellie Hai ton.................
40 Murrey, ~aima,
t · · · · · · · · 2 ~O R0•ton Mite Society, t ... 11 60 Reumert, Geo. and Han·
0
Sr. Lancaster..................
23 McKeon, J hn J., t .. ·· · 1 ~o Br\et•man, Ferdinand, t. 11 00 nah, 0 .......................... 2 00
Mary English .................. 1 60 Merchant, Eller, t .. ·· ·· ·
"O Blo0d, Kate E, t ........ 13 50 Rogerson, John E., o....... 1 00
Minnie Stofer.................. 5 00 '.'lorton, Ada, t_. .. · · · · · · · 3 Oil Brailt, John H., and
Roberts, 0 ....................... l GO
C. C. Wilson ................... 5 Oil 'for,ton ..Jer,,m,•h.R., t. · ;J ~n Clara, t and"· ......... 20 20 Ro~~:ts, Asa~ .. t ............ 5 OC
Max Steffms.................... 3 oo N1c·terF10ri, Chr1F1t.1ana, t. l ( ~ Borlingq,mr., Ruth A., t .... 115 00 Sch.1.1ne, Louise, t........... 1 00
Conrad ~evarien ............. 1 00 Nortor, Lucy A .. t . ...... 6 o~ B~an. Ellen M., o....... 7 00 Smith, Geo. H. and
70 Booth, Sarah, t. ... .... .. 2 50 Florence, t ................... 20 00
Arthur Bird ..................... 1 80 Norton, Eva, o. · · · ·· .. ··
Sallie E. Randall............
511 Pray. Acta, ~· ........... 17 00 Booth, Nellie, t.. . . . .. . 3 00 ~m!th, John and Mary, t.107 42
Olla Richards..................
50 Parker._ Patience A• o...
50 B >wers, Alfred W., and
Smith. Delmont, t ........... 10 00
Clarall. Richards ............ 1 00 Richarnson,
J., t .. 2 50 Martha, t .............. 22 17 Snow, Hepsebeth J., t ..... 4 50
Ella Richards..................
50 Richard•on, N~ttie, t. · ·· 10 OO Rrown, L<>t.t.ie, t.. .. . . . . . 5 30 Shaw, Dan!. T. and
Sister Huth.....................
50 ~•nhorn,_Robe ca R., t. · 5 O~ Brown, Elmer, t.. .. .....
10 Al!ce A• t .................... 17 45
M. '1'. Frink..................... I o:, Sm~th. L'zzlf, R.., t. · · ·.. 1 Ol Brown. Charlie, t........
05 Sutt:ll, Mary, o...............
50
5 OO Rrown: Eddie, t..... .. . •
Zachariah Decker...........
50 Rm.ith, 1,,f enry, t.
05 Suthll, John, t ............... 8 10
1 • HanThh, 0 ···d·r,·:·· 1 OO
Warren Decker...............
50 ~mi.~~·
i;."th~r,
~·
~
g~
Rnl'ard.
Diok.
o..
..
.....
1
O:J
~~t\;1
Joseph Anderson............
50 \!ll 1 · · tan ' · · · ·· ··
Rulhud, Hn.rold, o.. ... . 1 00
':: cross,
os. an
Izw
G W. Hobart.................. I 51! ~!mpeon, Clef>t. · · · · · · · · 5 OO Bullard. Richard and
zie, 0........................... 2 00
·
p
S
th
81mpson,
ni·
St ap1es, H a tt'ie E .. t ......... 9"" "O
d
0. . u er 1an ...... ........ 1 O0
'f t H1l, ert D. and 5 00
I'~ izah e th ' t . . . . . . . . .. . ,..i g·
• D
•1
w. Sut!'erland............ 50 s:i\~; D~h~·riili,'t: :::: :: i 2;, R•tty, Nancv, t .......... 3 Oil Staples. Idella F., t ......... 20 00
S:ster Rambolt...............
40 Rtinson. Henrietta, t . . . l 00 Bradbury, Wm., t........ 4 00 Staples ~dna J\.I., t......... J 00
Sister Bloom...................
50 W tt p
t
6 00 Rle.nchard, Susan, t ..... 5 00 Staples. Eva S., t............ 1 00
Sisters Wise and TomlinW~od;_·ai"r~:e·ma;; ·;,:.: 't.". lO 00 Harker, Llewllyn G., t... _ 35 ~taples. Ella, t.................. I 00
son .............................. l 00 w ll ce The 0 d 1 sia D t 1 00 Burnham Gen., t ....... 3o Oil ,,;weeney, ~1zzie t ........... 5 JO
Sister Tomlinson ............. l 2(~ WD•~n.'Joe]
t . ... : .: 1 00 Chose, Mary R., t.
4 50 Sheehy, Onll":. t .............. l3 ~~
Sister VanHoose..............
ol Wh't e Sn•ia 0
2 ; Chase, Ro•a, t ........... 4 10 Sheehy, Ruthie M., t ...... 10 '"
w. H. Martin .................. 1 00 r din
h, 'ii" 0... 3 00 Coombs, Carrie, t ....... 3 35 Sargent. Jessie, t ............ 5 20
HenryHicldeson .............. 1 3(1 n rnn iver raTic ' ··
Coombs Harriet S t
6 16 Sanford 4del1a B tanclo 14 00
Sister Hinkle..................
40 G~eat c~cl~s ~,•land sew50 Coombs: Sarah B.
3 35 8anford. JJ'lorence,' E' t ... 10 00
A. J. Hinkle...................
10 E.'1~ K~lley,
40 oo Coombs, F. Orin, t...... 5 00 Searle Ransom J, t......... 3 00
II. E. Jones..................... 1 50
Crocker. Arthur L., t .... 40 00 Searle, Lllhan, t............. 5 00
D. J. Bradford...............
50
Total..
$ 312 32 Clark, Adelia M., t...... I 00 Sinclair, Wm. A., o.........
50
Melissa Hobart...............
25
' .. · ... ·
Chedell, Ellen L., t..... l 00 Toaobs, Dilphina, t ........ 2 60

Alfred Sanders ...............

1
1
1
35
10
2

MTatilda. Hicks, t . ............

VI m. Ihcks. ~..................
Su•.anah Levitt, t ............
,Juba Hicks, t..................
Martine Hicks, t..............
Mar:rLevitt, t ..................
Lottie Levitt, t ................
Agnes• Levitt, t ...............
Fremont Branch.
Maggie Harvey, t ............
~obert Paton, t...............
: ary Paton. t..................
Geo. Clark, t ....... .........
Elizabeth Clark, t ............
Geo. Paton, t.:................
Mary Ellswor:.h, t ............
Jennie Powell, t ..............
Mar:r Harvey...................
Dame! Powell, t... .........
Geo. W. Fleming, t .........
Mary Stephens, t ............
Sarah C. Bradford, t .......
Stella ,J. Paton, t............
Mary IL Paton, t.............
Laura E. Paton, t............
A.lbert Cline, t ................
Frederick !'tephens, t .. , ...
John Grice, t..................
MaryCarpenter,t ...... ,.....
Sisters Help....................
Chas. A. Burleigh...........
Martha Burleigh..............
Helen Paton, t .................
Delaware Branch.
El' b th R .
iza ":
~~:nnson, t.....
Catharme \\
ismer, tt ........
Zach"riah
V'ilismer

Z~

3
1 00
1 50
50
1 25

GO

2 00
1 00
2 50
2 00
3 f>O
50
25 00
6 25
3 00
1 45
1 68
25
2 00
2 00
5 25
1 00
25
25
25
5 on
5 00
75
50
35
50
25
2 CO

5
22
S~di;F'ath;ringto~,
1
Moses Robison, t.............. l

i::::::

50
00
00
00
OO

Reese Branch.
Robert McCary, t ............ 2 51
Sr. Ro_bert McUary. t ....... 2 50
Christian Hansen, t ......... 1 00
Forester Branch.
John Provost, t...............
.John A. Stoute_nburgh.....
E. L. Kelley, Bishop........
Wm. Conklan, t...... ........
MelissaRushton,t ............

1
2
50
3
l

00

oo

00
50
00
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Sarah J. Rushton, t ......... l 00 Emma Brackeubury, t .... 5 751A. P. Dewolf..................
05 Anness, Geo. W., t ........... 2 00 Donley, Jennie, t ............ 1 25
Rosilia Smith,
25 Ellen Du teller, t.........
50
German Branch.
Anness, Rebecca H .. t......
50 Doty, H. A.,
10
Andrew Barr, t ............... 9 80 Ellzabet.h Perry,
2 O~ Christian Stark, t ........... 2 OO Atk!nson. Cynthia,
40 Drake, Wm. E., t ............ 2 14
Catharine A. Barr, t........ 2 62 Rachel Dowker..........
2o Otto l!'etting,
Atkinson.
G<;o~ge,
4
75
Dudley.
Leonard,
2
00
5 50
Sarah E. Barr..................
50 John Brackenbery, t ........ 1 55 August Fetting, Jr, t ...... 6 00 Aylsworth, bndet, t........
25 Du<)Jey, Caroline,
25
Louis Conklan, t ............. 2 50 Wm. H. Dowker, t ........... 3 00 August Fetting. Sen., t ..• 3 00 Badder, Henry J., t.. ....... 1 85 Dutton, Wm. C., t ........... 1 75
Sigel Branch.
Elizabeth Jewell, t .......... 2 00 Herman Stark, t .............. 10 OO Badder, Thomas. o..........
80 Eagle, Sarah J., t.. .......... 2 00
Matilda Gager, t ..••..•.• 2 no Ed"'.in Smith, t ................ 5 00 Frederick Schoff, t .......... 8 00 Badder. Hannah, o..........
26 Eagle, Sarah J., o...........
95
Olive Gager
5 Oil Eckhardt, Geo., t.............. l 50
5 00 Ba~tz, ~eter,
50 Lomsa Dutcher, t............. 3 3~ Wm. J!'etting,
John 'ruorgan','i.'.'.'.":.'.'.':.' 23 50 MLovica Bodi, t ................. l 25 Amelia Ricket.................
50 Baily, Samuel S., t .......... 5 00 Eckhardt, Geo .• o............
50
Jane Mor an t
ary Letsoll, t.................
40 Wm. Stark......................
25 Baily, Jobn J., t .............. 2 25 Eckhardt, Jennie A., t ..... 5 10
1 00
Caleb Mo~ga~ i;'" ...... 1 00 John A. Grant,
50 Jeanie Fetting,
51)
5o Barron, Charles, t ............ l 00 l£ckhardt, Jennie A., o.....
' ........ •
Bert Mccreedy................
10 ,John Paton, t ................. 3 00 Bark, Celie, t..................
50 H:Jlis, Lucian E., o,.........
10
Pidgeon R Branch.
Eliza Harder,
50 Richard Smalldon.. .........
Barkley,
James,
o............
10
Ellis,
Stella
K.,
t.............
25
50
Mary J. Corbett, t ....... ·10 00 John Jewell, t ................. ~ 00 Henry Ricket, t .............. 17 25 Barkley, Mary, o.............
JO Ellis, Stella K., o.............
20
Christopher Warren .... ,
75 Robert Perry, t............... 2 OL1 Emma Bettcher...............
15 Elmes, Mary A., t............ I oo
25 Barkley, Anna, t..............
Del!'ria Bates, t.... .... •
50
Cass River Branch.
Augusta Fetting, t.......... 3 00 Barkle~, Anna, o............
05 Elmes. Sarah, t............... 5 oO
Juhus Carr..............
25 Gertie Bonny
Catharine Catlow. t......... 1 00 Bars. \\ m. J., o...............
15 Em ans, \iVm. H.,
5~
25... Geo.
Nancy Welch, t... .. . ....
75
.
.. ..............
:Schoff, t ................. 1 oo Bartlett, Enoch, o...........
25 Emans, Wm. H., o...........
"
2 2"
.
Aggie
Brown,
t...........
....
M
E
h
o L'
E
J
1
James Pangman ............ ~. 1 01 Louisa 8choff, t...............
50 Bartlett, rs. noc , o...
3 l!.lmans, liza ., t. •.•.....
00
J uniata Branch.
Fanny Baxter, t.... .. ..•
75 WJlhelm ~choif, t ............ 1 OO Barber Jane, t .. ; .............. l 00 ~mans, Mary A., t........... 1 00
70 8arahPangman...............
Charles Boyer, t.. .... .. .
:;o
Richard Schoff. t............ I oo Beaman, Mrs. Wm., t ...... JO 00 Ernans, Mary A., o...........
10
25 Mattie Davis.................
Lottie Cole..............
50
5 Elizabeth Sample, t ......... 2 uo Beckley, ,James R.,t ......... 1 JO ~mans, Andrew, t...........
05 Martha Bonny.................
Elihabeth Boyer, t.... ...
George
Pangman.............
Dora
Stark,
t
..................
1
oo
Beckley.
Nancy
A
..
75
Emans,
Annie,
t..............
25
75
25
Clarence R. Covill, t.. ..
15 Margret Parrott, Sen..... 1 00
Vassar Branch
Berve, Amos and wife, t..
50 Emans, Charlie, o...........
10
,Jam es Laur.............
05 Margret Parrott, Jr.........
75 Ida II k 11 t
,
0 0 Beck,
'l""i"""'""'" 2 25
50 :sse'.tine, :st!~\ t......... 1 ~~
Levi Phelps,
1 50 Jane Simmons, t.............. 2 25
oc ne ' ............... 2 0 Beck, ucy ., .. .. .. ...
erg1son, ara ' .......... .
Wm. Hartnell,
JO Beck, Fred, o .... :.. .....
10 Fergison, Sarah, o...........
25
2 50 ,John Simmons, t ............. 3 50 HenryHocknell.... .........
Polly Hartnell, t......... 2 50 Revenah Parrott............ 1 15
St. Johns' Branch.
~~ck, ~~~can~ wife, t... 1 0 ;ior~cAiflnJ~ E., t........
~~
Manon Rich, t........ ...
50 Abraham Parrott, t......... 2 30 Minnie Sher
t
s 00 me,
y, "" •· "···
ran '
re • .............. .
Elizabeth Hartnell,t .... 4 30 Enos Gilbert, t ............... 4 00 Cl . SI ffma~, ...........
00 Blue, Nancy,o...........
25 ~'rank. Orlando, t............
10
aria ie er, .............. 3
Blood, Jessie K.,
2 oo Fuller, Elizabeth, o.........
30
0
John Hartnell, t ......... 4 20 Ira Kilborn.....................
..3 Hugh Ci;mpbell, t............ 5 00 Blackmore, Esther D., t. I 25 Fuller, Eliza J., t............
25
Agnes Sloat.............
15 John Henry.....................
50 Henri; S,heffer, t .............. 3 UO Blackmore, Mary A., t... 1 oo Gardner, Orma, t.............
65
Warren Phelps, t.... .... 1 55 Lizzie Larmer..................
50 Maggie, Sherman,
1 00 Blackmore, Edward c. t. 1 50 Gardner, Orma, 0 ............
50
H1chard Hartnell, t.. ••••
5J David Larmer.................
50 Chas. Sherman, t ........... 1 00 Blackmore, Edward c.,o.
30 Gardner, Geo. M., 0 .........
20
25
Lillian Hartnell, t.. .....
50 Wm. J. O. Brian..............
St. Gideon Branch.
Blasdell, Bc.ssie, t.... ... 4 cO G,ardner, Fero, o..............
01
50
S•d1e Reeves, t...... ....
28 Thos. 0. Brian.................
Bl d 11 M t 1e t
1 uo G d e F
k
01
8nRan Kilburn, t .... ·~"· 1 25 Vincsom Case..................
45 Robest Shiers, t ............... 1 00
as e ,
ir
' •••• •• •
ar n r, ran ' o .......... .
Benjamin Kilburn, t....
60 Uhristiana Gilbert, t ........ 5 45 Eliza Davis.....................
51 Blasdell, Frank, t ........ 3 50 ~:irry, Eva, o..................
05
J!'rank H. Baxter, t......
70 ChristopherPangman......
25 Thos. 0. Brian, t.............
5u Blas~el), [r~!lk, o.... ...
~g g~J?erJ, ~f·Ti 10/" t ........ 2 ~~
Evergreen Branch.
~lorence Bonny...............
25 James Davis, t.. . .. .. ..
25 ~las ke N y ie, t .. •.. ...
2· G111'" ct' M \ '1 t'""""""'
25
. .
Charles Badgro, Sen........
15 Anna B. Davis...........
08
adc E•-1 ora, o. .. .... ...
Oo5 G: a~ , Sa \ , .............
0"
Mmam Clause, t..... ... 2 50 Charles Badgro, Jr..........
08 Bo 1,
vira, o.... .... ...
as aw. ara , o............
"
04 Henrietta Davis
O•ro J. Haun, t .......... 32 00 H:llen Badgro..................
Scattered
Saints.
Brown,
Hannah
M.,
t....
3~
~off,
Abbie,
t
..................
2
25
21
Emil Mehllseh, t........ 3 00 .Joseph Simmons, t.......... 2 00
Brown, Ida, t...... ... . ..
9o boff. Abbie. 0..................
JO
ltooert S. McDonald, t .. 10 00 Uhristena !ienry..............
, Emma Beaman, t ........ 1 00 Bro.,vn, ,Johu W., t ....... 6 ·50 Goodman, Cora, o............
30
00
Saratl Mclms, t.... .... .. 1 oo
F'
L k B
h
Lucretia Cornish, t...... 6 00 Brown, John W., o......
50 Goodwin, Christine M., t. l 00
John L. Roark, t .. ~.....
50
ive a es ranc .
Louisa Gamble,.........
11 Bi·own, Mary, o. .. ....•
25 Goodwin, Edward A, t ... 1 00
~nn ~· ihab...... ...... 2 oo
eJki~son, t ..
6 go fa~"c~r~~;~'\......... .
~~ Brac~~i~~ry, Fred S.
"O G~~~e~~¥:ht' Calvin C. 1 00
m . . <or es..........
65. ar a en mson, ......... 6 OM
B k. • ........... 6
Bank b .... L........ t..
o".,• G'reen, i wr'a"'i"'"""""
5 2'·
James Stickney, t., ...... 40 oo Hiram Avis ................ "°"" 3 75
ary ee er, t ......... 31 57 rac en ury. ov1se. ..
, ............
v
J. A. Shinnick, t ........ 3 OU Geo. Jenkinson, Sen ........ 2 45 Zome M. i:ltephenson, t. 1 1'5 Brackenbury, Ella, L ...
07 Green, Mrs. Sarah, t........ J 10
Jo~eph Dexter, t.... ....
50 Geo. Jt·nkinson, Jr..........
25 Eaos Morell...... .....
25 Bronson, .Mo~etl, t ....... 5 OD Graves., l<~rance"', t ........... 1 50
Synthia Cline, t.... ...... 1 50 James Wolfington............
35 Wm. 0. Harrifl.on, t ...... 7 oo Burtch, Charley, t.......
2?. Gr,1ves. France~. o. .........
25
Geo. Cambridge.........
2r:i Elizabeth Jenkinson........
75 Anna McGeachy, t.. .. .. 1 00 Burtch, Emma, t... .... ..
15 Gr nnells, Lo etta, t.........
50
Mary Mathews, t.... ....
50 Chas. 'fedford, t ............. 2 50 L. S. Whitford.... .. . ...
50 Burtch, Edith, t.... .... .
02 Gul!enbo, Joon, 8en .. o .. 2 00
Lincoln Ward, t ..... _ • 6 oo Mary Tedford, t ............... 3 25 Geo. R. McConcba, t.... 2 00 Burtch, D"vid, t......
1 50 Gullenbo .•fohn, Jun, t... 1 OU
William Watson.........
25 Sarah Chubb...................
10 Grace Dempster, t.
1 11 Burtch, Gaf1iel and
Gu•tin, Wm. L., t .......... 5 05
Edward Reeves .........
25 Jane Depers....................
60 Ann Summors. t.... . . .. . i 00 wift!, t.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 l Hackett, Charles E., t.. ...
99
Mority Laur..............
05 Lena Hastings.................
75 Tennyson Summers, t.. 1 00 Burt.ch, Jamee, t........
50 Hack tt, Charles, t.........
00
Hnroa Center Branch.
Ja~esJenki?son.............
25 Chas. Whitford..........
50 Burdickvllle branch, o .. 3 50 Hackett, 8arah M., t .......
16
. L
Var10n Hastmgs, t ........... 1 50 Elgin Blain, t ............ 5 00 Burrs, N{'llie, t ...... ~ ... 5 30 Ha.ger,Jcssiei o...............
25
Calvm edsworth, t ..... 5 25 Asel Armstrong...............
20 Wm. Collms, t .......... 11 oo Bartlee, Wm., t...... ....
b ff1gec. lennie. o..............
25
W1ll•am Coddington, t.. 1 ~O Martha Wolfington..........
20 Chas. H. Robertson, t... 2 Qf1 Bracy, Wm., t......... .. . .
50 Hager, Phrebie, t.............
50
Murdock McDonald, t ... 20 oO Sheldon Hastings............
30 Sarah C. Robertson, t... 2 Or Bracy, Eliza, t...... ... .
75 !iager, Mrs. John, t.........
75
John Breakie, t... . . . . .. 3 75 Lesley Hasting-s...............
10 Stella Whitford.........
2; Hyce, Anna. t............ 2 on Hagt:r, Mrs. C. M., t.........
25
Wm.,_Bartlett, t .......... 6 00 !!'rank Hastings..............
25 Mary J. Young . .... ..
7r •;ampbell, Mary J., t..... 1 JO Hall, Peter, \..................
00
Hattie Hew1.tt, t.... .....
50 George Dalgleish, t ......... 5 00 John Cornish, Sen., t... 5 OL Campbell, Mary J., o....
10 Ila •son. John E, t ......... 11 5U
Rosannah Richards......
25
St Thomas Branch
Uichard Cornish, t...... 5 ~5 Campbell, Rich. B., t .... 25 01 Hanson. John E., o ........
60
Mary Hunter, t .......... 2 00
·
·
James Reeves ........... 10 00 Campbell, Rich. B., o...
2fi Hanson, illary, t.............. 1 75
Arley Hann.............. 1 75 Thos. Rawson, t .............. 14 23 Mary Terry, t. . ..... .. .. 1 00 Campbell, Elizabeth
lfo11so11, Ellen, o............
60
Enoch Ledsworth.... ...
50 Neil C. Whitney, t .......... 3 65 Lizzie Allan, t...... ..... 5 co A., t...... .... .. .... .. .
5; Hanson, Etta. o...............
60
Mabel Stickney, t ....... 2 00 Samuel Brown, t ............. 1 35 Mary West, t............ 7 55 Campbell, Willie, t . .. .•
51 Ha,rper, rrhos. E, o.........
10
Elizabet~ Breakie, t... .. 1 00 Richard Rossor, t.......... 7 00 Amelia P. Hmds, t ...... 21 oo Campbell, Lewie, t......
5(1 Harper, Hobert, t............
15
Robert Taggart, t........ 2 00 Laura Hosser. t............... 6 50 Thos. Dempster.........
5U Campbell, Malcom, t....
2;. Harper, Eliza, t...............
JU
Ellen Coddington, t ..... l 00 Lewis Bmder. t ............... 8 00 ,Josephine Cline.........
:l(l Cammel, Hugh, o.......
5r 1 Hastings, .Fred D., o........
25
Mary McDonald, t.... .... 2 90 Alfred Tucker,
50 Albertie Cline............
20 Carpenter, Jame• A., t..
21' !lastings, Carrie, o .........
25
Albert Ledsworth, t ....• 16 25 Hannah Tucker, t ....... u•·•
25 Geo. Cline; t........... ..
50 Carpenter, James A., o..
OD Hastings, ~Htharine J,, t.. 2 OU
Emma Ledsworth.. .....
25 Frederick Volz, t ............ 20 50 Mary Terry, t.... .... .... 1 00 Uarpenter, Ja•. A. aud
lleimsch, Loretta, t.........
~O
Minnie J:lreakie.... .....
25 Jacob Bugle....................
75 F. M. Cooper............
50 wife, t.... .... .... .... •
7:1 Uerron, Aruy, t...............
05
Wm. Hunter, t. ... .... .. 5 00 Alexander Trescott,
5 70 Wallace Diem ...... _. ..
02 Carpenter, Frances, t...
20 Hill, Jos•. ph, 0.................
50
Sr. James Watling, t.... 1 00 Emma Whitney...............
10 Frederick Diem, t. .. .. . 5 oo Carpenter, Wm., t.... ...
25 Hoag, Mary, t.................. 2 00
Jeanie Ledsworth, t ..... 4 00 Chas. Rawson, t ............... 1 75 Geo. Fralick, t. . .. .... .. 1 00 Casleton, Lizzie, o......
20 Hoffman, Busan, t ........... 1 00
Elizabeth Taggart, t.. .. 2 00 Mary E. Rawson, t .......... 3 50 Lost Registered Jetter
Carleton, Jolln, t.. .. ....
10 Hoffman, Grace, t ............ 1 00
John Stocks.....................
25
found .................. IO 00 Carleton, Lizzie, t.... ...
10 Howard, Henry ............... 14 OU
Applegate Branch.
Jerry Moran, t ................ 3 71
- - - Ulark, l:iugb, t ........... 6 Oil Holme•, Lottie. t............. I 90
50
Joseph
Rawson
.....
,.........
02
Total.
............
$1
018
4~
Conway,
Vict<,ria,
t......
15 Hollibaugh, Jonathan, t...
50
Phebe Benedict ........ ..
Coons, Augustus, t......
05 Hollibaugh, Maigret, t.....
35
Andrew Benedict, t .... . 2 Oll Cl aria Binder, t............... I 00
2
50
Isabella
Nye....................
25
Expenditures,
Coons,
Amelia,
t........
JO
Hollibaugh,
Harry
and
Clark Vincent, t ...... ..
75 Magdaline Binder, t ......... 2 JO E. C. Briggs ............ $ 20 05 Cooper, Philip, t .... _...
50 Lida, t .......................... 18 49
Ada Vincent, t ........ ..
~1 lf1. M. CoOµer............ 5 07 Cooper, Ph1l~p_, o...... .
51 Horton, Eva J ., o............
45
Cora Brown, t .......... . 2 oo ~meha Trescott...............
uO H. C. Bronson........... 5 00 Cooper, Ph1hp and
Horton, Wm.B.and wife,t 5 00
Calvin Blake, t ............ . 5 50 Lena Volz.......................
1
oo
Susannah
Boyle...............
10
John
A.
Grant
...........
wife,
t
..
.,
..............
1
00
Hugill,
Rich.
W.,
t
..........
3
03
Sister Susie Mills ..... ..
222 15
10 Wm Davis
Cooper, Elizebeth, o....
49 Hugill, Josephine, t ......... 20 50
Emma Benedict, Sen .. .. 1 oo M;rron Boyle...................
50 E n'eLong "" ........ 243 48 Chase l>1aoch, o ......... 1 74 Hugill, Ina,
05
Peter Surbrook, t ....... . 2110 llhchael Yager.................
35 Chisem, Donald,
40 A. Barr
............. " 222
50 Hull, Dean A., t ............... 5 00
Wm. Sur brook, t ...... .. 2 25 Albert Barss....................
221 00
5
50
Lettie
Barss.....................
?5
R:
E.
G~a~t'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:
Coddie,
El!zo,
t.
..
....•
25
lnslee,
Wm.
A.,
t
..........
1
50
John Mills, t ........... .
69 70
25 Stationery and Postage.. 1 98 ~oddte, Eliza, o.........
50 Inslee. Wm. A .• o............
10
E. M. Mills, t ........... . 1 50 Lorenzo Yager.................
50
MapleValleyBranch.
_
_
_
Cole,NellieP.,t
........
05lnslee,Nelie,'t
...............
25
Minnie Maxwell ........ .
Total ........... $1.010 75 Corn~•h, John J., t...... 1 50 Inslee, Nellie, o..............
JO
Abraham Burr, t ........• 2 00
Amanda
Young...............
12
____
Cormsh,
Mary
J.,
t...
....
1
50
Inslee,
Pauline,
t............
1
00
0
Isabella Montgomery. . .
1
60
50 Wm ..Hchell ................... u
Due church •...... $ 7 65 Corn~sb, Wm .•J., t.. ....
50 Inslee, Pauline, o .. u•·······
25
Effie Cudney, t ......... .
40
Corm sh, Bertha, t.......
40 Inslee, Daisy, o...............
15
Annie Cudney, t ........ . l 00 Emelme Koy!..................
25 Joseph Koy!....................
40
Cornish, Berth•, o.. .....
25 Inslee, Even E.,o............
03
Jane Sur brook, t ... -. ... .
25
C.
E.
Pearson..................
35
NORTHERN
DISTRICT.
Corni•h,
Alma
J
..
o....
.
35
Jack,
George,
t...............
5
00
Pearl Surbrook, t ...... .
25 Julia Schell.....................
55
Crawf rd, Catharine, t ... 4 50 Jamison, Mattie, t...........
25
Lydia Wideman, t ..... ..
Thomas Young, t ............. 7 76
J, J, Cornish, Agent.
Crane. Vine. o.. ..............
10 Jankrnson, Geo., o ........... 2 50
Bay Port Branch.
Jeanie Powell..................
50
Receipts.
Crane, Bertbn. t
25 Jankinson, Lottie, o ........ 2 25
Adeline Grant, t ....... .. 3 77 Mathinas Schell..............
75
Crouse. Blaucl1, t ..... ......
10 Johnston, Alvah, t.......... 2 00
Harve Dntcher, t ...... .. 3 00 Adie Vanduzer................
25 Due church Mar.1, 1896..$ 73 60 Cummings, Jlr . ,fohn, t .. 5 00 Joice, Chas. B .. t ........... 1 UO
15 Anna McKernan, t ........... 12 45 Adams, Catharine E., t ... 3 oo navis. ,J. mes o...............
20 Joice, Chas. B., o............
25
Nevada Harder.. . .. .. ..
1
Frederick Miller ........•
10 John Cake, t...................
75 Aldrid. Charles, o............
05,Davis,
Frank, o ..............
35 Joice, Alta, t...................
25
25 Estella Schell..................
James Thompson, t .... .
15 Aldrid, Perry, o...............
lOiD .. vi•, Maila, o .... .........
20 Joslyn, Alice M., o .......... 6 00
Anna Petty, t ......... .. 225 8usanKoyl .....................
50 Aldrid, Caroll,t .............. 1051Dolson, Wm.L,t ............ 51CO Joslyn,EdnaB.,o ...........
25
Pearl Dutcher, t ........ . 6 75 Tena Schell.....................
50 Aldrid, Wesley, t............ 1 OO!Dolson, E.lizabeth, t ........ 10 0.0 Joslyn, Howard, o..........
25
25 Aldrid, Wesley. o............
25 Donaldson, Lizzie. o........
02 Joslyn, Millard, o............
25
Hannah Dowker, t .... .. 1 60 John Schell.....................
Wm. Dowker, t ......... . 2 00 Cora Johnson..................
10 Ammerman, Geo. W., t ... 2 00 Donley, fuaggie, o. .........
10 Jubinville, Alice,
20

t...............

t.......

t..............
t................

t.................

t.......
t.........

t................

t..................

0..................
t..........

t.........

t.............

t...........

n

1

H

5

iVm

t...........
t..... ....

t........

2g

t.......

t...........

°}fn'tt

t ........

w·i·

0

0

t..............

t......

=

00

t.......

0..................

=

t...........
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,Jubinville. Alice, o.........
10 Peck. Girty, t ................ ,.
Kaplinger, tlacob, t ........ 7 50 Peck, G-irtr. 0...................
~aplin9er,J1ar~rte£ At, t .. 2 g~ ~eek,. Afb£~ Mi'i?···*'~ ... i..
1

K:~~~n:Rob~~~ ~nd ~ii~·:t ~

QD P:~~~~~ ja~r~~ rl~.~... .'.:~ .. ::
KPys1John,o.................
2!5 Peters,JamesH.,o .........
Kjng, Mary, t .................. 2 35 Pforcc, HamuelE., t .........
King, Mary, 0..................
55 Pierce, Samuel C , t.........
Kirby, Joseph, t ............ 12 0(1 Pilbeam. Geo. B., t.........
Kirby, Francis, t. ............. 1 75 Pinder, Susan, t...............
Ki8sn.ck, Wm. a., t ......... 5 00 Polack, Thator, t .............
Kissack, Wm. H., o ......... 10 00 Polack, Theodore,t .........
Koyle, Geo .. t .................
60 Polack, :Matilda, t ............
Kayle, Lucindn, t............
20 Polack. Matilda, o. ... . . .
Ladies' M•te bociety, o .... 23 00 Pollard, Adam, o. .•. ....
Lake, Emma t................
10 Pontius, ,T ihn, t ... ,. . . .
Lake, Flora. t..................
20 Pontius, Rachel, t ......•
Lake, Eliza E. t..............
05 Powers, Royal, L, o ....
La(Ilb!dn, Curtis C, t......
75 Praut, Mary, t.... .. .....
Lambkin, Martha, B., t ... 1 llO Priest, Kittie, t .........
Lambkin, Mernie S, t...... 2 57 Priest, Kathi, t.. .. .. . ....
Lambkin, Maryi t ........... l Ori Price, .Jos. Peter, t......
Lambkin, Pina, t.............
10 Pri<>r, s'rah, t.. ... .. . . . .
Laman, Pruda, o..............
05 Pyer, Fred E., t.... . . . .
Laur Clarence, t.............
48 Pyer, Silas L., t.. ... ....
Lauthers .. John. t ............ 4 Cl Pyer, S;rab, t............
Lee, Fr·•nklin E, t..........
1 Proper, Nancy, t.... .. ..
Leslie. Hus'on, t .............. 3 00 Proper, Samuel, t. .... ...
Lest~rn, 1£liza A, t .......... 8 01 Proper, Samuel, Jr......
Lewis, Charles G. t ......... 26 3<i Ramsey, Clinton, o......
Lewis, Mrs. G. M., o........
36 R11nn, Eliae-, t.... .. .... •
Lewis. Marv, t ................. 1 25 Rcdclift, Margret, t .....•
Lusk, Charles, t ........•...... 2 88 Redclift, Nellie, o. ......
Lusk, Charles, o ..............
10 Reems. Elizabeth, t... ..
a

25\Thompson, Anna L., t..
1:~omi1son, Maggie, t. ..
~~~us, {~rae_l, o.... .. ....

1

. J?
3
25

g?

li?j

Scn.ttcrcd Saints.
Stroh, Alta L,. t ..............
2~ E. C. Br'.gg~, hr tent. ... 12 90 Stroh. \Vi1lie, t ........•.•••
~;, InterflH oll ll1tli.!t:J' in
~~ro~, ~thel#., tt ............
1

il a5

25

u

1

o0 T~~:~s, j~~ :~: ~.'.':.'.:.: ."

10 00 Towers, Elizabeth, t....
1 25 ·rowers, Elizabeth, o ....
3tl Tucker, Elizabeth.......
25 Tucker, John, t... .. . ... .
IO 'l'urner, .J Ed.and wifr,t..
5 00 Tuttle, Aden, t ..........
2 00 Ulman, Richard, t.......
7 00 Ulman, ~Iar.v A., t.......
25 Van Rrnnt, Albert, t. .....
2 25 Van Bmnt, Libbie, t....
1 fi5 Van Brunt, ll!l.a, t...... ..
1 50 Van Brunt., Georgie, o...
l 00 Vauguan, Eliza, o.. .....
50 Wadl,iu, Liley A., t ......
10 Wadkin, Lucy, A., o.....
1 011 Walters, Samuel and
1 !H
wife, t.............. .. .
10 Walt.ers. J. E., t
2 oo Wadington, John A., t...
2 00 Ward, Gilbert D., and
11
wife, t ...................
1 :Jo Ward, Mar1lda A., o.....
25 \WVardh,bV10laG. t.... .... .. .
21;
as urn, eo., t..... ..•
51 Washburn, Bell, t.. .. ....
1 05 Washburn, Bell, o.h••· ••
1 CO Walrutn, Chas. M., t ....
~."~ Walruth, Ltlrnh M., t. ...
#alters, Henry A. t. ...
3

1
1
5
8
1

1

9
1

10
1

•25 Watkins, Julia, t
M.
00
1 arcellne lhrncli.
Oil
;ZO Goodenouc:b, C. E., o...
00 Headley, P. F., o,.
85 Headley, Mary, o........

1 00

75 F,risbee. E ,\; ........... ~5 1:0 ~hum'lker Chas.,o.........
50 Shumaker. Scuah, o .........
• Sperbeck, 11.,lora, o...........
Smith, Joseph, o.............
10 Smith. Cora, 0 .................
15 :Smiih. Frankie, t ............
35 Simmons, Jane, t ............
6~
Dimondale Branch.
'l'homas, Annie, t ...........•
Carpenter Lau a t
'l'homa6, Jacob, o ...........•
50
E "J r • ·· · · ·· l1 00
OO Whaley, Eva. t ............... .
15 ~ ey, mi Y• t. · · · · · · · · · ltl
W:~aley, E~ward, o.........
00
1
1
JO i<ish, Ctias.
., t .. ···· •·
• Willard Vma, o..............
21J Grant, ~arah J., t....... 3 "o0 W.llard, Bell, o...............
00 ~r!nt, ""'L~fb. .T .. o. ···· -- ~ ~O \Villard, Grace, o............
05 K~ll~~: Ma~~·t~:::::::::·:
q
Galien Branch.
K
D V
(5 Al tt R lJ t
00 _e 11.ey, · ., t · · · .. · · · · 1 IO
co , , o er : o ............ ..
25 W bite, M.A., t .......... 13 05 .\lcott, Catharme, o.........
50
Buchannan Branch.
B~al<eslee, Lydia, t ·········
Bevilhymer John. o.....
60 ~i"~esiee, ~~1rn,
00 Bevilhymer' M. o.. ....•
35 Cl~ :•Led. t e ., 0 •••••
40 Babcock, ~largaret, t. ... 3 60 Cl!~k'. L~ct~!: ~:::::::::::::::
00 Babcock 1 Mar,!!aret, o.. ..
~5 Cornell, Chrtstina, o.......
50 Goodenough, Zale, o. ...
20 Glover, Dora, t ............
tiO Keiffer_, John.• o.. .. . . .. .•
50 Glover, Dora, 0 ...............
10 L1stenourger Amos o..
30 G
s h
00 Listenbnr er' Sarah 'o...
lO reen. ara ,o ...............
JO Most Jon~ ~
•
1 O» 3reen, ghas., 0 ··•••·•••••••••
38 M t' s
h ·· ···· ·· ·· · 2~ ,reen, ora, o .................

c·ll

1.........

00

1

gg

03 .E.b~~ ti~1~ .-,~:,;,,: f ·,~··t·ent: 19 ~~ ~t~gh; M:~y. ;.:: .. :::::::::::::

5
6

oo

50

60
1 25

1 25

7 50
7 50
2 00
50
8 60
1 00
10
10
10

2 25
5fJ
26 00

~

g3

00
{5 25

o

5
2fi
1 50
1 OO

~ ~g

1
t~~:: ~:~~: ~~·::::.:·:::::.'.".".'.". 2~~ iifli!1a~1Jl:~:,j~8~~~~ ~.,\: 3~~-' Jr~!~~rr8 '~]~)i!~ '\· .:: 1~6 ~~t~nil!s!·~i'.".".:".".".'.".: ~~ ~~=:~: g~~le~-~~.".".":.·.::·::::.·· • ~i
.Mallor,Lettie,o..............
r~ig~e.,DonaM .. o ·····.
P<>hBtf'~ J~aacD 't
17;:; proud, T
'
175
1• Harner,Permeha,o ....
Maynard, Elizabeth, t ...... 2 2' lfobertson, Charles, t ... 1 (iii Webster: Abbie W. o::.:
fi" p""\1• Jan<;. o...........
O Hooper, Ma~y, o ······•····• 9 00
.Marteeny,Lloyd?t........... 2 51 Ftnbertson,Lela, t ....... 1 Q,1 \Y,-.lJtlt,er,Chester.A .. o..
2;) Hr~~a;u~~s~ieir .A··o····
~~ ,Jackson,Da s.'(,o ............
25
0

····••H••

li

]II

-.u ..

0

9; llnbinson, Charles, t.. ... 2 00 \\Tp]('h, Mrs. ~.,rank D. 1 t.
51 ~ohin,eon, Leah, t.. .. .. . 2 oo Welch. Rr..chel, t........
Jt Riek, Christena, t.... ...
75 ~v 1 h, D' .. 00 'nv 0 , L..... ..
2. Rouse, Wellington, o.. ..
75 Welch, Rachel, o.... ....
1 s~ ~oxbu r y,JSarJnh A., t .... lO 0 o~ \v"e"l'c· h"• J"a::eu.,r1E1. t.t ......

Manuel, Rose, t...............
MMatterson, Lizena, t........
ar'inda1e, Ed. J., o.......
McArthur. Alex, o .........
~c8oom~s, :tt;a, t ...........
.M~C~~:b:: 11 ~:·:.:·:::.:·:
McClain, Wm. A., t.........
:Mc0la1n, Wm. A., o ........
McClain, Clara t .............
McClain, Claudie, o........
McCulluch. Marriah, t.....
McC011och. Bertha, t........
McCuaig, Farquer D., t...
Mccuaig. Eva M., t.........
McGuire, Thos., t ............
McGuire, Thos., o ............
.Mcintosh, Alex, t ...........
Mcintosh, Alex., o...........
Mcintosh, Catherine, o.....
Mcintosh, Annie, t ..........
Mcintosh, Mary, t ...........•
Mcintosh, Mary, o..........
:Mcintyre, Dougless H., t.
Mcintyre, Addie,
McKinzie, George, t.........
McKinzie, Lue, t..............
McKnight, Agnes, t .........
McKnight, John,t ...........
McMahan, Fannie M., t...
McNeil, John W.,and
wife,
Mc Wain, Elmyra,o.........
Melosh, Geo. E.,
Melosh, Geo. E., o...........
Melosh, Zella, o...............
Methner. Fred. F., t ........
Meyers, 'l'heodocia,
Meyers, James, o............

5 00 RusnelJ, Minnie, o.... .•
I 80 Russel, Wm., t ..........
6 20 Husse1, Carrie, t . .. ... ..
05 Russell, Marion F., t. ...
25 Russel, Unice, t....... .•
2 25 Saunders, Gro., t........
1· 00 Saunders, Kit tie, t......
05 Saunders, Florence, t...
7 00 Saxton,
t ....
1 00 Saxton, Robert, t.... ....
5 00 Sedar, Jacob W., t... ....
10 Seemont. Sophia, t.... ..
6 75 Session, Chas. L., t. . . .
1 00 Session, Chas., L., o. ... •
6 00 Shannon, Pherris. t... ...
3 00 Shannon, Pherris, o... ..
1 OU Schreur, John. t .........
50 Schreur, Dirk. t ..........
65 Shaw, Eliza J'l t...... ..
41 Shaw. Minnie F., t ....
1 00 Shelley, Buell, t.. .. . . .. .
1 00 Shelley, Buell, o..... ...•
10 Sherman, Chas. H., t....
Shultz, Tacie, t... .. ....
60 Shultz, Edward, t.......
IO Shultz, Mary J., t... ....
1 00 Shultz. Mary .r., o.. .. .. •
IO Sloan, Samuel, t....... ..
10 Sly, Ida May, t.... .•.. .•
1 55 Smith, Agness, t.... .....
25 Smith, Hyrum, t. ... ....
12 Smith, George, t .........

eyers, Gva~, o..............
M eyers, ertie, o............
Miller, Chas. W., t...........
Miller, .Annie, t...............
Miller, Catherine C.,
Miller, Mary, 0.................
:Millard, Eleanor, t..........
Mitchel, Husan, o............
Miller, Benjamin,
Mogg, Mary, t..................
,Mogg, Ilortensie, t ...........
:Mogg, John, t..................
Morran, John, o ..............
Morris, Caroline, o...........
Morris, Phoebe,
Morris, George, t.............
Maurey, Herbert, t ..........
Moxon, John W., t ...........
Mozealous, Carrie, o.........
Mozealous, Effie, o...........
:Mozealous, Isabelle, o.....
Musser, Anna, t ...............
Munroe, Wm., t...............
Naab, Wm. :M.,
Naab, Susan, t .................
Neil, Annie, o .................
Nephew, Emily M., o .....
Nephew, Martha I., o......
Nephew. Lewellen J., o...
Newmarch, ,James, t........
Newrnarch. Ma~gie,
Oliver, Henry, o ..............
Oliver, Orinda. o..............
Oliver, :Mary P., o............
Palmateer, Margret, t......
Palmer, Grace B., t .........
Paul, Charles,

Smith, Arthur, t. ... .....
Smith, Sarah, o... ... ... .
3
Smith, Alvin H., t .......
1
Smith, Anna, o.... .•.• .•
Slight, Chas., t.... .... ..
Slight, Emily, t...... ....
Soams, Jacob, t.... .. ...•
5
Soaper, John K. and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
8
Son th Arm S. S., o.. .. ..
1 lf> SonthBoardman branch,
50 o.... .. . .. ..... .. . ......
1 25 Stover, Carrie, o.. .. ....•
07 Stover, Georgie, o . . . . . •
2 00 Stover, Cecil, o...... .. .•
2 00 Strange, Fred, t...... .. .
2 00 Stocking, Deloss R, t...
10 00 Stewart, John, t..... ....
05 Spicer, Henry, t ........ n
05 Spicer, Lottie, t.... .....
05 Sychle, Webster, t.... ...
2 G.>,Stehooly, Lovina, t ....
25 Taggart, l'eter, t..... ...
1 35 Teel, Geo. P., t . . . . . . . .•
2 IO Teel, Geo. P., o.... .... ...
30 Tee], Rhoda, t.... ..... .. .
25 Teel, Etta, t..... ... .....
15 Tesman, Chas., t.. .... ..
1 93 Thayes, Anna, o. . . . . . .•
50 Thomas, Geo. W., t ......
10·Thomas, Geo. W., o.....
20 Thomas, Mary, N., o....
20 Thomas, Earnest, t.... ..
05 Thomas, Eliza, t........
25 Thomas, Emma, t.. .. .. .
2 50 Thompson, Chas. R., t..
87 l Thompson, Chas. R., o..

n'::,

t...........

0..........................
t..........

t.......

s:;~~:: i~~~: ~:::::::::::::::

t.....

t.........

t............

t.............

t......

t...............

3
11
5 ~; [i~~~=u: M r~. H ~·.;:: :: ::
0

Hannah,

g~ ~:(ig; ~~~~~~ t:. ~:: :::

12
02
25
25
50
25
25
00
50
66

H

~. 1 •

10

l~ D\'

Wei.ch; Ja;:;;e~ E.: o:::: ::
1 00 VVh1te 0 .Josephrne t... ...
25
00
on
Of'
40
2·
6'~

2·
67
5r

7 7:,
2r:
1 or1
5r
10 or
10 0(1
2 50
2 50
1 oc
20
10
25
2 2;:.
I 5
3'
2 Vl
~5
10
25
20 .QO

l

4

Oil

2:1

9
10
2
1

4

White: Zabie, o .. '... ....
01
Whitford, Thos, t ..... .'.. 2 7:)
Whitford, Elizabeth, t..
20
Whitford, Elizaheth, o..
25
Wiltsie, Alfred H., t..... 2 :J5
Wismer, Ambrose, t.....
25
Wismer, David, o.... .. ..
20
\\Trinkle, Sidney, t.... .. 2 00
Wrinkle, Sidney, o.. ....
35
~rinkle, Jane, t ......... I Otl
v\.,.ooden, Ainer, t........ 5 00
Yager, David R., t ....... 20 o~
'{ager, Harrito, t. ... ....
11
Youngs, James, t ........ 5 Ot
'{oungs,Bro., o.... .. ....
2.·
Youngs, Albert, t. ... ....
51
Ze1gJer, Jame~, t. . . •. . . 1 2t
·-';eigler, Levi~ t.. .. . ... .. 1 O
Z•ei!!ler, B~tsey, t. ... . ...
5·
Zeigler, Wm., t .......... 3 00
___
Total
$1 u5u <Jc'1
... • •
Expenditures
•
Jy correction last report.
. ......•.. $ 10 81
E. C. Briggs .............. 5 00
J. J. Corrnsb ............ 300 00
Levi Phelps ............. 240 00
u

• • • •

g~ r~\,~n~i~::::.·:.
w·

•

'

=

Joh~. t

5 nc .':)hook,

1 00 White Edward S.° t ..•.• 17 60

oe

O&

2 11 Rich~rdson' Jelln~tue·o:

00
1 oo

1
1
2
3
5

1

'

·o·· ·· ···' .

')hook Martha
~hook' Carrie '0 ·••• · · · ·
~p~rro'wk, LeDa,: (;:.. ·.-.-.:
~i~~~to~ady~:sn'o~::: ::
, ". L'
'
rer_tl,
Weston, · ., o .... · · ·
Clear Lake Branch.
Baker, Julia, t. . . • • • •• ...
Bailey, Amanda, t .... ••o
Bailey, Jacob, t........ .•
Bailey, Ellen, t . . . . . .. ••
Bailey) E., Jane, t ...........
Ba~ley, E. Jane, o...........
Bailey, ~nrah, o ..............
Bailey, Peter, o ...............
Bailey. Floy. o.. ..............
Benjamin. Allen, o... ..•
Davis, Ella A., o ...........•
Davis. linoch, o..............
Emerick, .Johnathan. t....
~merick, Johnathan, o....
1:merick, Mary, t............
t•,aulk. Alba. 0.................
,;'elkey, Lewis. o.. ..........•
lousman. Will•d W, o.
Housman, Annette, o......
,lousman, J:teoecca, o......
Landis, Annie. t........ ......
wybarger. America, o ......
::ltory, Otto H., o ..............
Story, Jennie, t...............
Shaub, Wm., t... ..............
Smith, Percilla, t .............
Smith, Adam, t ..............
Smith, Iona. t .................

E,\r·· ..........

:: ::::2i~ g~ ~:~~~: ~:r~~~'~n.:.'.::::·:::::.::

25
05
00
25
00
00
40
35
18

D. Era nt ......•.•.••.. 150 00
. . 11is.............. 7 00
Robert Davis............ 6 00
Poor .................... 12 50
Postage orders, etc...... 6 26
J. J. Cornish, ex ........ o2 9;;
Total .....•.•.... •l,O"'' ·'
<
"" ., 2
--Dne church.··········.$ 24 92

20
10
05
05
00
85
00
10
10
25
10
00
25
05
25
10

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

=

Samuel Stroh, Agent.
Receipts.
5
Dne church Mar. 1 , 1896 .$ 152 58
4
3
Hartford Branch.
Bruce, Solomon, o.. . . . .
19
Bruce, Nellie, o..... .....
19
Conolly, Israel. o.. .......
28
Hodges, Matilda, o.... •.
34
2
Hatch, Orlando, o.......
25
Hodgson, Nin~. t..... .. . 1 00
Manee, Semantha, o. .. ..
95
Robertson, Francis, o...
25
Robertson, Anna, o......
25
5 oo Robertson, Maggie, o.. .•
25
10 Trumble, Levi, o........
40
6 00 Trumble, Lucy, o. ... ....
25
25 Trumble,Earl, o........
20
10 Trumble, Lena, o. .... .. •
15
1 00 Trumble, Mand, o.... •. .
25
1 00 Trumble, Caroline, t .... 10 00
10 Tnrnonr, Jules, o.. .. .. ••
70
5 00. Turnonr, Jennie, o.. .... 1 60
50j Turnour, George,
11

t......

Smith, Lewis, t................
•mith, Lewis, o... ...........
Smith, Filena, o..............
'l'eeters, Bent, t ...............
Teeters, Susanna, o........
Teeters, Vina, o..............
Coldwater Branch.
Birch, Chas., t ................
Birch, Chas., 0.................
Corless, Pbeba, o ..........•.
Corless, Bradford, t .........
Corless 1 Ann E, t ............
Corless, Hiram, t . . . ......
Carles,, George, o...........
Corless, Mary, t...............
Corless, Mary, o..............
Corless, Starr, t...............
Corle~s, Starr, o..............
Corless, Minnie,o ............
Corless, Ida, t ................
Corless Elizabeth, 0°
]'ay. Elenor, t ...... c••••••••••
Locke, Dudley, o..............
Fay, Lorenzo, o ............. °'
Locke, Ann, o ................
Leggett, Beatrice, t .........
Leggett, Beatrice, o.........
Leggett, Maud, o.............
Lockerby, Cornelia, o......
Rice, Amy, t ..........•......•••
Rice, Amy, 0..................
Reynolds, Wm. H., o......
Reynolds, Mary J., o......
Sinclair, Lou, t................
Stroh, Hugh, 0 ................
Stroh, Samuel,
1

0 ···...

09

t..............

1( ~ackson, A?ahne, o .......
~i:::· Nr~!k' oo..............

~~

u

6 OI

1

!)('

1

'

'

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ll ~oyce, ~ 0 )]• t ...............•.•

1 00

i gg

2~, !t~~~:: D~ .• 'o.~::::::::::.::.:.·. l oo

l,(ho~ce, JoMhmt·e1_, o..............
2
, earer, a ie, 0 .....
l1 ~ 1,1" rston, Cyrus, t ........... 39
...,. lp.ur·ton, Cyrus. o ........... 9
v\ heaton, Emma, o.........
7:· .Vh-. aton, Reuben, 0 ·••••••• 1
9;..,
Knox .Branch.
7o Prettyman, Mary, t......... 2
ll· Prettyman, J.B., 0 .•.•••••• 5
3 01
R
15
Grand ap~ds •
50 Beaman, Wm., t ............ 13
1 00 Gregory, M., o.............
3
l1l George, E., o..... ............
3t1 Griffith, Fern, o .............•. 2
1 Oll tlenderson, ~I. L, o.........
50 Henderson, Mattie, o.......
23 Hawes, Mary, o...............
50 Hawes. l\Iellie, o ... .. ......
1 25 Long, A., 0.....................
65 De'l'roy, Geo.,o...............
15 Whitney, Emma, o ......... 3
3 55
Total.. .................. $662
2 10
25
3 00
Expenditures.
1 20
5 25 E. C. Briggs .................. $ 53
50 A. C. Barmore ................. 1
~5 V. D. Baggerly ............... IO
6 ~8 Daniels, Leonard, f ......... 64
f5 0 ~~~/~;6n~·l\:c:::::::::::: !~
2 '1 5 Mott, Leonard, f ............ 114
5
2
. Smith, Willard J ............. 5
D' t
10 St h S
10
ro ' amue 1•per is ··· 3
8 05 Poor................................ 30
95
Total. ................... $ti25
85
Due church........... $ 37

3:

00000

u

u

••

05
25
70
00
75
75
50

oo

00
25
75
00
25
25
30

25
25
53
00

85

9o
50
OO
25

~&

OO

~~ ~:;;W1i~Wi~~r~·i:·r:.::::: 2~~ g~

10
1
5
5
7
7
8

00
00
00
00
00
07
60
7~

4 7o
75
5 00
1 25
7 07
30
35 70
3 75
8 00
3 00
1 00
50
50
65
3 00
75
50
25
3 15
l 12
3 ii5

OO
11
60
51
34

MISSOURI.
CLIN'l'ON DISTRICT.
A. White, Agent.
Receipts.
Andes, Samue~ M., t ...... $ 7 00
Anderson, Jedrnh R., t.... 2 00
Andes, Benjamin D., t ..... 14 00
Anderson, Emily, t........... 5 OU
Anderson, Ellen A., t .....• 5 00
Andes, J. W., t ............... 2 00
Atwell, Willard A.,
50
Atwell, Harry M., t.........
50
Bennett. ~lintie, t............
25
.Beebe, Geo. W., Sen, t ... 38 85
Beebe, Geo. W., Jr., t ..... 3 00
Belkham, C. F., t ............ 5 00
Baker, F. T., t ................. l 00
Budd, J.C., and Jennie,t. l 00
Bozarth, J. W., o............
50
Berringer, John W.,t ...... 3 57
Crismas, Elizabeth A., t .. 1 00
Crayne, Wm. P., o........... 1 00
Crayne, Wm. P., t............ l 50
Etzenhou~er, Rudolph, t.. 1 00
J;'aler, Christopher C., t .... 2 16
Golf, Henry E.,
7 00

t.........

t.............

lO

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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tlouidsmith, Maude B., t.. 5 00
(~off, Ammon A., o ..........
50
Gabler, Sr. c. M., t ........ 7 56
Glick, Reuben, t .............. J 00
Harding. Sr. Belle, t........ 2 51
Hubricht. R. E., t............
15
Houts, Alma, t ................. 10 00
Hutchinson,Rivers.t ...... J 00
Jordon, Nancy A, t......... 1 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 15 00
Keck, Ida May, t ........... 3 00
Lloyd, E.W., 0 ...............
20
Lloyd, E. w .. t ............... 8 JO
Lanning,.Toel, t ............... JO 00
Uoyd, Abner, and wife, t. J2 00
Lockling, Alice M., t....... 1 45
Lyon, L.A., 0 .••..••...••••..•• 2 00
Lyon, L. A, t .................. 8 00
J,ucas, Sr. E. L.,t ............ 1 Oil
Leaton, M. M., t .............. 5 00
Mauds'ey, Carrie M., t ..... 21 JO
Miller, Amy Ellen. t ........ 9 80
Mannering, Sr. S. P .. t..... 2 50
Maun.-ring, 'rma, t ......... 3 Ou
Mannering, J. F., and
Wife, t .......................... 15 OU
McDaniels, Boone and
Mary, t .................. /.....
50
Mannering, Maggie, t ...... J 00
Phipps. Martha J ., t... ...... 1 50
Palmer, Daniel, t ............ 3 OU
Quick, Lee A., t ............. 5 Oil
~uick, Jos.,ph F., t ......... 7 00
Reynolds. Robert S., t ..... 12 05
Roberts, Alonzo l., t ....... 13 011
Riggs, Jennie, t ............... 3 00
Roberts, Ira W., t ............ 3 00
0
~~':,aJ~~,!~'. sa1i\i~tA.;;;;:··i:: 4
Sharrock, F. M., and
wife, t.......................... 6 00
Silvers, J. A., t .............. 3 00
Swenson, Geo. L, t ........ 4 30
Spurgeon. J. L.,
25
Sterling, Joseph, t ........... 3 00
Tousley, G; W.W., t........ 1 ?O
Wagoner, Corless, t ........ 3 oO
W'.'lker, Jobn1 t ............... 10 00
Wil!rnms, S. C., t ............ 5 00
White, D. C., t ................ 26 80
~bite, Otis A., o ............. J 00
We~don. Sr. S. J., o.........
50
White, John D., t ............ 2 50
--Total.. ................... $384 20
Expenditures. - - -
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Betbnia Craven .......... 10 00 Harvey, J. J .................... 23 00
Chelsea Park Branch.
NORl'HEASTERN DIS.
C. J. Craven .......... · · 4 50 Hatty, Sr. M. E ............... 14 40 Anderson, E. P., o ........ 5 00
TRICT.
Kingston branch, thanks
Hawley, Gilbert and
Branch Oblot'on .... , .... 11 58
J. T. Williams, Agent,
oft' ................ ·.··· 6 85 Maggie ......................... 5 00 Hequenb irgh, John ..... 45 00
.
Harry Pearce............ 3 75 Hendericksoo, James ...... JO 00 Hoffman, Jay .... ,....... 4 oo
Receipts.
G. F. Baker .. ·· · · · · · · · •· 2 50 Herman, A. B.................. l 50 McKelney, W. E ........ 13 Oil Balance due church
Ann Summerfield ..... ·· 3 00 Herman, Sr. L, t ············ J 50 Sayers, Gen, W., o.... •..
SQ
March J; 1896 .............. $ 13 41
Wm.C. Flanders ........ l 00 Horn,.Mary,t ................. JOU Wooden,Chas.,t ........ 200 Adkins, Geo 0 ................ 100
J.C. Anderson.......... 5 00 Hilliard, G. H .. (Church
Young, J. I.............. 2 50 Burnett. Mary .........•....... 4 0()
E. Hovenga.. . . . . .. . . ...
25 fund) ........................... 18 511 Second Kansas Cit Branch. Brond, Thomas ............... 2 00
T. H. Hinderks. ... .... .. 1
Independence branch col·
.
Y
Bevier Sisters' Sewing
H.J. Friend ............. 9 So lect1on .......................... 3 SO Julia Koehler .......... 10 00 Society......................... IO 00
A. W. Head ............. 1 0(1 Innman, J; N .................. JO 00 Anme I« ohler . . . . . . . 5 Oil Cochran, Minnie ........
50
J. N. Cato............... 1 00 Innman. Geo ................... 2 50
- - - Cochran, Hose ........... 182 OCJ
G. W. Mauzey........... 5 00 ,James, Belle. L ······ ........ 8 25
Total. ........... $2,858 n Cochran, Ellen........ • 6 00
0. Johnson .............. 10 00 Kenney, Emily:·········· .. ·· 5 60
=
Cochran, M.A........... 3 oo
B. 0. Johnson........... 1 00 E. L. Ke~ley, Bishop ..... l,2l0 00
Expenditures.
Cochran, Sarah.......... 1 5o
J. T. Kinnaman and ,
Kelley, 'I. C ···················· J? 09 Geo. H. Hilliard ........ $ 1 4o Chapman. Wm..........
50
wife ... · .... ··········· ·~ OO Lnmg, J. Bw····················· H 7o Sr. Joseph Luff .......... 480 00 Davie•, Margarett.......
50
Carrie M. Lewis ......... 4o ~9 !'ayton, J.
. ................. 6 00 Sr. I. N. White .......... 302 32 Edmunds, Daniel........ 7 00
J. W. Hoberts .......... · 22 ·1·' ,,each, J. F ..................... 1 00 Sr R Etzenhouser
300 oo IMmunds, Charles......
75
W. B. Constance ...... ·· 17 00 Lmtell, Wm .................... 25 87 sr: H". II. R•>binson".°.°.". :·.lSO 00 Edmunds, Miles... . . .. .
50
C. W. Flinn............. ~ 00 Luff, J · W ....................... 20 00 Sr Alice B·>zarth
110 Oii Evans, F. A.............. 1 2&
Peder Christianson......
00 Lull', Tohn ....................... 11 04 sr: 'I'. W. Chatbu~~:::: ::300 OG Frye, Mag~ie ........... 14 75
S. H. Constance ........ · 12 80 May, R. ........................... 50 00 Sr R w Davis
11 00 Gibson, H. C.... .. .... ..
10
Zilla Moore......
2
Mosel!, Hulda................. 5 00 sr" T. c Kelley ......... 3605 00 Gibson, P. A............ 1 0:1
,J. W. Miller .............. 1 2" Munro, Sarah E ............... 1 50 J. "n.°Thomas, Slst~;:: ::
OO
Gibson.
M·;rgarett
.......
1
00
103
L. Neidorp........ ... . .. 5 00 Murphy, W. H ................ 22 00 Sr T W Smith
J·oues, RR.............. 2 50
00 Jones, D. M.............. 20 00
W. II. Hughes...........
50 'cYlullen. Mary .............. 5 00 Sr°E. T~ylor
......... 45 OO
Cyrel E Ran.dall. . . . . . . . 2 15 Newton, A. L ....... .. ......... 1 CO C · 8 t. C 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · 20
Kel•o Margarett.... . . . . 2 50
Franklin Il1llrngs ........ 5 ?O P<rners, J.C. and chi!Ed. Marl~;~::::::::::·::: 10 00
Lilly,'Lavii,a............
50
5 325 Lilly, John ............. 4 00
C. A. Bacus..............
oO
dren.·····:·····
67 J H Neisewanger
J S. Co.>nstance .......... 15 00 Peak, L~dta A ........... 1 25 T·. J.' Franklin ........ :.:::.:.: 103 5 Mussell, F. 'r ............ 1 50
73 Mnthewe, W. T.... .... .. l 00
John Gardner, Jr ...... ·· 2 00 P.·n•e, ~ m. II ........... 10 UO Richard Martin ............... 5 09
Sr. L. Neidorp.
~ z~ TI:~~g· ~re;tas ......... 110 0000 Willis Tousley ................. 973 oo M~s•, Edward, Bro. and
C.H. hleib .......... ·
- , , •·
.. ···· .... .
John Munson
IO n
Sr ..................... 1 80
Ida Pearson ........ ···~ }~~~~~~~nWw°:N·· .... ···n~ ~~Sam Olfson ... :::::::::::::::::: GOO Moss, Hemett.... .... ..•
55
'.l.'otal. ......... $ 8HH 18 Ribinson: ,J.
oo H.J. Se.ely ...................... 4 oo ~~\~~ng~1:6sMary A .....
~g
6
1
.
=
~udolph, Carl. . . .. .. ...
50 ~;· ~ ~fvgebn~sh ............... ~ ~O Perkf~s, H.
25
Expenditures.
8alyards, Sr. M. E., o.... 1 00 sr: o.° K. Erri~k;~~::::::::: 14
[{ogere, Catherine . . . . . .
50
S 1rah Ti pain ........... $ ~ 00 ~cotr, R J., t .... · ... · ... 1 UO Sr. Ella Ballanger........... 4 17
S'I Hichards, W. J.. ... . .... 7 50
Thos. Revel.. ............ 3-> 00 SSrarfchdff,JSrh. E., t ........• 6 00 James I. Young ............... 23 (IO Richard•, M.A .......... 2 00
Sr. J.M. Terry ........... 2~0 00 ea or , OE n and Wife .. 5 00 E. L. Page....................... 5 72 Richards, Carrie......... 6 25
J.M. Teiry .............. 120 oo 8 Impson, mma, t ...... ! 00 :s. W. Hou~e ................... 5 76 Rudkins, Mary ......... J 00
Sr. E. Cowden ........... a;i 50 Smith, Emma C., t ...... 3o 00 Sr. M. Balker .................. 1 55 8nmdge, l\iaria....... .. . 1 25
S. Brooks....... .... . 12 10 ~ly, Hannah............. 2 00 John Olson ..................... 2 oo
Trotter, M.A ........... 15 00
Ann Summerfield ....... 105 03 ~omes, Mrs. T. L ... .... 7 00 Cyrus Blanton ............. .,. 6 2o 'rhorburn, Geo .......... 14 00
Sr. Hayts ......•...... -.. 1 ~O lankarl, James, t .......... 67 50 J.B. Holmes .................. 4 86 Thomas, Margarett ..... 2 00
A. D. Fifer............... 9 oO :i;ankard, James, o ....•..
00 G. H. Wells .....................
D. W. .... .. ... . 1 00
00 'rhomao,
Sr. Honn ............... 2 00 lhomae, J. I~., t ......... 2 00 Ellen Cook ..................... 52 oo
Vmcent, W. H .......... 1 00
,Joseph Luft'.............. 5 <>O '.\Orrence, J. r., t.. . . . .. ~ 00 Marshall Gilmore........... ;i no Knipsch1ld, Fred A ..... 50 00
J. L. Bear................ 47 00 1 homas,on, F. 0., t.... .. o 00 Annie Newton ................ 2 00 Cochran, Cammie....... 5 00
T. w. Chatbnrn ........ 15 GO T<>tty, Susan, t .......... 13 80 c. H. Hurlburt ................ 2 Oil Waltenbaugh, Jacob... 12 90
Ida Jopnson ..... ··•····· ~ 50 Unknown Party ........ •
75 Ellen Britt....................... 2 00 Waltenbaugb\Sarah. ... • 1 oO
Wm. SuI'1.merfield ....... Jo OU ~~~d~}i' JS J ........... 11 20 Geo. Hicklin ................... 68 oo. Will!am•, .J. 'I........... 1 00
Mary Lewis ............. 75 00
' · 0 .... .. ..... 6 00 Joseph Luff ..................... 65 50 W1!11ams, T. D .. .... ..
50
Dalance due agent March
S. Alcott................ :J 00 v~arukey, F. C. ·· · .... ··· 11 00 .r. H. Thomas .................. 1 35 Loan, Heturned ....... ~
1, 1896 ......................... $ 4 82 Bro. Myers.... . . . . .. . . . . • 6 00 ~ abtrous, Mary .... ······ 4 50 A. H. Smith.................... 5 oo
Total ........... $ 25:J 11
Mannering. Wm. H ......... 18 90 Blank~.. ·:............... 5 00
e. ster, Sr. L ......... ·· 18 50 R. May ........................... 41
Keck, EmmaJ ................ 144 20 De!rnSmtth .............. 1fi 00 W:h~te, W.A.0.,t ....... 3 50 Weighingscales .............. 10 77
25
Expenditures.
Sawley ' I<' · L ···················· 22 ·50
White,
I. N · · · · ··· ·· ··" 7 Oll S"d
·
·>
Total. ............ $<54 68 White. Ammon
.......... JO 24 i ewa II'• 'I' emp1e L 0 t •·•·· 19 10 E.L. Kel;e.1• .. B1shop.
... $182 ""
Duncan, May·················· 55 00
- - - White; A. D ........... • 5 08 1;'ele_g>ams ....................... ' ~~ Marth~ Gr1fhths........ 19 00
Swensen, Celia ............... 35 00
D
h
h
$141 5· Weeks Sr W
5 00 Stat10nery and stamps ..... 2 '" Jane Evan• ............. 20 110
Walters, Elizabeth .......... 64 25
ue c urc ..... ·_ _ _" Winn b F ............ 5 00
. - - - lli•trict tent expense .... 7 00
3
INDEPENDENCE DISWright, ·sr.":M.'Ji:·::::::: 1 75
Total. ................ $ 2•835 52 'I'. W. qhatburn ........ 8 00
WI11•t e, Alf re d ................. !t' 53
Zion's Ensign.. . . •.. . .. • 16 15
D u e ch urc h .........._...,
~__
2""_
21 M.
M. 'lurpen
............
rrRICT.
Bisbop,s
agent,
inciden~ 8 00
Total. ................... $:~34 20
R. May, Agent.
Armstrong Branch.
- - - tals ................... 4 75
Receipts.
Allen, Annie............ 4 00
NODAWAY DISTRICT.
Total. ............. $
249 07
Billinsky, LydTa.. .... ..
50
R. K. Ross, Agent.
FAR WEST DISTRICT.
Due church Mar. 1, 1896..$ 69 01 Berg, Dora...............
35
R
.
Due chnrch ....... $ 4 04
Wm. Lewi•, Agent.
~dams, Mary .................. lU no llerg, Augusta........... 1 00
eceipts.
Receipts.
~kins, R......................... 2 50 Banard. Pet C ........... 15 50 Balance due church
Austin, U. A ................... 4 85 Clow, Robert ............. 35 00 March 1, 1896 ...........•... $ 14 5!l
ROUTHERN DISTRICT.
Due church Mar. 1, 1896.$114 32 Austin, Bernice........ ...... 7 00 Daugh t.ers of Zion . . . . . • 8 00 Jensen, Andrew.............. 5 00
lleury Sparling, Agent.
Jesse Lewis ............. 20 OIJ Allen, Arthur t ............... Ill on i<Mwards, Jane .......... 8 5J Hawley, Al.. ................... 5 Olli'1
H
· t
II. G. Schmidt ........... 50 Oil Allen, Arthur, o .............. 7 50 In worth, Elizabeth..... 3 00 Leaverton, Bro. and Sr.
eceip 8•
R Bohn ................. 9 15 Bellmore, Wm., t ............ 2 50 Edwards, Minerva........
75 Albert .......................... 13 00 Balance dnechnrch
Sr. 8. P. Hindley ........ 4 01• llaggs, Elijah, t .............. 5 9B Gerber, Henry ......•.... 13 50 Hawley, Bro. and Sr.A.B. JO CO March 1, 189(1. ........ $136 45
F. Heckendorf ........... 5 00 ll1tllenger, Henry C., t ..... 5 00 Hawkins, Ann, t ....... 18 011 Jacobsen, A .................... 10 00 Ander.on, Quincy.......
30
G. W. Be,t .............. 9 ()(1 Bartholomew, W. II., t .... 2 GO Hawkin•, Henry, o ...... 4 (10 Keen, Bro ....................... 2 OOIBishop, J . () ...........• 1 00
Selina Pearson.......... 8 51 Barron, S. M" t ............... 4 50 Hawkins, Henry, t.. .. .. 4 OG Kalstrop, Christian ......... 5 00 Boatman, Mary..........
25
,John L•wrenson ......... 37 5c Blakesley, A. J., and
Harrington, Edgar. t .... 6 80 Anderson. C .................... 25 OOIIlrooner, Henry .......... 20 15
Sr. M. J. Head ..........• 7 65 wife, t ......................... JO 00 Harrington, Edmund C. 1 75 Black, Elizabeth ............. 9 35 Brooner, A. D. ... . ... .. . 6 10
M. E. Head . . . . . . . .. . . ..
JC B»zarth. W. •r, t ............ 25 00 Harrington, .Tohn, t.... .•
50 Fannon, E. S .................. 10 00 Davis, A. T. ... . . . .. .. .. .. l 00
S. J. Head...............
10 Boyse. Mary, t ................. 3 00 Hepworth, Geo .......... 2 00 Ross, Isaac i\L................
Gil Depue, Hebecca. ... ... .
50
Lupe Hovenga, t.. .. .. .. 1 011 Boyse ,Joseph. t .............. 1 50 Hawkins, Geo........... 5 00 Nelson. Jacob ................. 10 00 Depue, Melve! E .... ....
50
Lupe Hovenl(a, o . . . . . . 4 00 Brand. Sr. M., t............... 5 oo Holland, lliargret........ 4 00 Ford, Bro and Sr. John T. 50 00' Frisby, Philemon........ 5 00
Chas. E. Hubachcr ...... 10 00 Bushnell, 0 ......•...••••••..••• 21 CO Hicklin, Geo........ ... l 50 Hansen, Jacob ................. 5 oolGrey, Jennie............
50
C. P. Sherard ............ 15 Ot Bowin, D.S., t ................. 5 00 J.ohnson, Gusta A, ..... 15 00 Burk. ,Jane ..................... 20 OOIGrey, Josephine ........ 1 00
Sr. T. A. Bacus .......... 1 HO r~owin, Clinton, t ............ 1 00 .Johnston, BesE<ie. ... ....
50 Casner, Lehman .............. 10 00 Grey. Charley E ........ 2 00
Wm. Hawkins........... 8 00 Cain, Martin, t ............... 15 00 Loomsmare, Maria.
l 01· Madison, Ole .................. 50 00 Grev, Sydney N..... .. . . 1 75
L. Christianson ......... 1a 00 Cheney, Levi. o...............
50 Mooney. Thomas....
5!1 Larenson, Ras................. 5 00 G1 dfrey, Wilham F ...... 10 00
.J.E. Lewis .. ." ........... 83 t;O Clear, Mary, t ................. l 50 M1lott, Alfonso...
: 00 koss, Robert K.,,Jr.........
75 Goofrey, Asel B. .......
50
R. Flinn ................. 90 00 Ulark. Ann, t .................. 11 50 Oberz, Andrew....
ill 110 Knowles. Sarah H ........... 2 O(l Godfrev, Start E........
50
Sr. Lupe Hovenga ....... 2 25 Clawson. Bro. and Sr.
Oblatwn, Armetr11 1
'Porrence, W. lL ................. IG 0(' flnlJ, Addie .........••... 2 00
J. H. Parker ............. l 00
Wm., t ....................... JO 00
branch.........
33 7'1 Hill. W. T ....................... 1 on Lanning ••Tocl...... ..... 5 00
Anna Ehlers.
. .... .... ~on Clemensen, ,James F ....... 3G 00 Pease, W, H., t.. ..
1 on Woodhead, William ......... 1 011 ~!einicke, Jnlia.D........
~5
E. J. Drown ... ......... 5 00 Clements, Mary, t ............ 5 70 Sister, A. t.... . . .
1~ 00 Froyd, W1J1iam............... 1 30 V1cGnire, A. M. .. . . . ... 2 u
W.W. Head ............. 1 50 Cox. Andrew ................ 1 fO 8Lratton, J. II., o...
1 f)lJ Ross Grove branch offer'.'fox, Joseph P.... ......
25
.Tohn Krah!.............. I 00 Caffill. H. J°. ...•••.•.•••..•.••• 38 00 Stratton, Maggie, o.
l 50 ings............................... 7 88 Sancl", II ugh ............. 100 00
E. B. Mullen. .. .... ....
15 t 'ook, Carrie................... 6 00 Skinner, Sarab..
5 00 Ross, Hobert K, Sen ....... 30 or Spurlock, C. J..... .. . ....
80
Minnie J. Isleib......... 7 00 Cook, Ella....................... 1 30 Tucker, John....
11 50
s,, ft'er, Mmme.... .. .... 5 00
Sr. E. Fairbanks ......... 6 50 Currey, Susan .................. 5 00 First Kansa< C't·· Brnncb
Tota! .................... $319 38 Simpton, .Jessey ........ 5 82
H. D. Ennis ............. 50 00 Currey, Henry ................. 3 00
, · -'
·
Wedlock, Etba.. .. .. . ... 4 50
Carrie E. Pointer........ 2 00 Curtis, Josiah ................. 18 70 Branch Oblation ......... 16 20
Expenditures.
Wedlock, John H.. .. .... 1 20
,Joseph Ilnrr and wife ... 7 50 Davis, R W .................... 15 00 Edwards, Geo., t ........ 2 IJO S
p M· a·
$
Ward, Joseph and wife .. 70 00
30 00 W1ls.on, C. C .. :··· ..... 5 00
Sr. M. E. Eldredge ...... 8 Oil Drowns, J. H .................. 10 00 MeLeran, o .............. 12 00 i'L111 ·K · ·1 l~ 0 ~········· 9
,J.C. Gardner ............ 4 50 Etzenhouser, Bro. and Sr.
:Ocott. B. J. t ............ I Oil ~ p t e 11,\'Yd 18 op ······· 0 00 Wilhams, B 0 ss1e..... ...
50
D. C. Kinnaman ...... , 8 00
Henry .......................... 10 00 S!Pcnm, G. B., t .......... 5 00 / · e }) wn·lt~rson ......... 189 00
OO Srnolield, W. H ......... 12 00
5
E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... 50 00 Flanders, Lucinda ........... 7 00 Seaforth, John and
ames · i ong ...... _...___
P1ckenng. W. R ......... 200 00
E. L. llioorman.... .... .. 3 00 !<'rick, Geo ....................... 28 65 wife, t. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . 5 oo
Tobi
$Sl4
[{arnholt, lliarriah.. .. .. . 5 00
Estate of T. F. Seigfreid. 5 50 Gerber, Fred ................... 60 OO!Wiun, D. F, t ........... 10 oo
' ···················_·_ _ Hodd, Rosy..............
40
001
A. J. Inman..............
50 Guld, Sr. C. J .................. 1 25 WiJ!n, Eunice, t ......... 1 Oll
Due church ........... $ 5 38
Total. .... , ........ $607 5?
Coleman Snyder ......... 10 00 Hands, W. 0 ................... 61 00 Wright, Sr. C. S... .... .. 2 00

68

09

?

0

??

00

•••••••••••••••

A.::::::::: 2o

i::: .".'.': .'.".'::

t............

19

0

~W!~: ff~~:.~.~~-~.:::::::::::: ~ ~g

5

=
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Expenditures.
Sister Ward ............ $265
Sister Sparling .......... 280
,J. A. Graves, Bishop's
Agent .................. 10
Feed..................... 4
W. C. Cather............ 1
Henry Sparling clothes. 28
Stationery and Postage. 5
Traveling expenses ...... 12

MINNESOTA.
82
17

MINNESOTA DISTRICT.
W.W. l'llcLeod, Agent.

oo
Receipts.
oo \ d
L . E t
oo · n erson, ·ewis, .,

~

·-~

00 J\;nders~,n. E. B., t...........
79 Elliot, EvaB., t ...............
79 Gould, Leon, t .................
Gould, W. M ' t...............
Total ............... $ti0
Go.uld, W.W., t ....... : ......
7 57 Gnffin, W. C .. and vyife, t
Keith. Chas. and wife, t.
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT.
Luhm, Paul. t ..................
McCleland, Chas. and
wife, t ......... :........... .....
John G. Smith, Agent.
McLeod, Addie, t............
Receipts.
McLeod,,W.W,
wife,t
W t :,; c .•c and
t

=

Due church March 1 1896$ 53 65
'
·
Alma branch ................... 3 05
race Anderson, t............
50
G
Joseph 1~. Betts, Sen., t ..• 30 00
Joseph E Betts Jun t
35 00
John Bea'.ird..... :.'. ..... :: .. :::
50
J. August Beestrum,
13 00
John J. Billinsky, t ......... 43 00
Jobn Brocker, t .............. ; 22 00
Nellie M. Bond, t............
6 85
Samuel R. Burgess .......... 10
00
Evaline Burgess, t ........... 17 oo
Cheltenham ::>unday
h 1
8
Sac
"''k''"t'''''"'''''••··· 5 04
ra
oo e, .................
75
Josephine Cooke,
3 00
Lizzie Crawford, t... ......... 2 00
Eliza H. Crowson, t ....••••• 20 00
Annie Crudis .................. 1 00
,Joseph G. Cole,
3 00
Elizabeth Cole, t .............. 1 00
.1£1iza Cowlishaw, t. ......... 2 00
Archelaus ::i. Davison, t... 2 60
Ivor Davies, t.................. 3 00
Bertram _G. Dawson, t ....• 10 oo
Geo. Elliott, t ................. 5 oo
Sr. U.E ........................... 2 oo
Jacob F. Gall, t ............... 42 OU
Sarah Jane Gray, t ........... 2 011
.Jobn E. Hitchcock, t ....... 25 oo
Richard Hughes, t .......... 1 00
Margaret Hughes, t ......... 12 00
Wm. H. Jemmett............ 1 00
f'atharine Johnson, t ...... 11 Oii
Thomas Jones, t ............ 5 OO
Mar~ha Lane.................... 1 oo
Dame! Lehman, t ............ 5 00
David Lehman, t ............ 5 00
Jacob Lehman, t .............. 10 OO
Emma Lehman, t ............ 2 00
Catharine Lloyd.............. 1 00
Geo C. Ma1kwick, t ......... 3 oo
Sophia Martin ................. 2 25
:Sr. ll. M..........................
20
Wm. and Mary May......... 7 00
John McFarlane, Sen...... 2 00
Wm. il'JcMurray,t ............ 2 00
E1izabeth Molyneaux......
25
JN~hn MJ ohre, t................. 3 oo
iels . C. Olson............. 1 oo
Mary M. Owens, t ............ 10 50
Sophia Owens, t.............. 5 oo
Lillian Parrish................
75
Maud Parri•h..................
511
Edna Peat. t .................... 11 60

t......

;;i:c

t..........

t............

~.:'tt~~R~ct?i~J\~.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. i ~~

Chas. J. Hemington, t...... 3
Henry Ho erts, t ............. 7
James E. Smith, t............ I
John G. S'!'it.h. t ............ 18
F!hzabeth Smith, \ ........... 3
Emma Smith, t...............
Jloseph -:1· 8~ift, t........... s
~homasma Scott.............. 1
S1st~rs' Mite ::lociety....... 10
J~•sie Taylor, t............... 6
Wm._ 0. Thomas, t ........... 200
A~n1e Thomas, t............. 1
Rwhard B. 'l'rowbridge,
Int..........._...................... 7
~ary Whi~1ng, t............... 1
lhomas ~~illiams, t ......... 10
James Wild, t .................. 100

oo

Oil

50
25
2G
31
00
OU

Oil

oo
uo

00
30
00
00
OU

Total. ...........•...•... $838 10

W~st~'
';i_ · W., an
., d...
=f' ..t
1 mg,
wi e,

5
1
1
1~
~
10
45
1

50
OO

9°
oO

Oil
00
40
00
2 00

2 00
42
30. 00
oo
3 7'
,J

Way, H., \....................... 5 00
•rabbut, Andrew, \.......... 5 00
___
T t l
$ o
82
a ................... _._2_3 _
Ex endi'tures - - p
.
Anderson, Peter ............ $ 7 00
E. L. Kelley, llishop ........ 150 00
Roberts, I. N .................. 10 00
Swensen, Swen ............... JO 00
Stedman, E. A ................ 3 00

°

Total .................... $180 00
___
Due church ...........$ 23 82
___
---

MONTANA.

MO-:"!TANA DISTRICT.
J.E. Reese, Agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church, Mar.
1. 1896 ........................ $ 95 65

Dodge, II. H ...................
Esgar, Frank ...................
Emmons. James ..............
Evans, William ............ ~.
Esgar, Robert, Sen ..........
Esgar, Robert, Jun..........
Eukes, Michael J., and
wife ..............................
Harmon. Mary E .............
Harris. Dan. R .................
Harris, Jennette R .........
Johnson, John ....... : .........
Raymond. Mary II ...........
Reese, John E .................
E. L. Kelley, Bishop......

5 00
10 00
JO 00
2

oo

20 00
9 00
25
2
20
5
7
10
20

00
00
UO
00
00
00
00
35

---

Total .................... $241 00

=

Expenditures.
B" h
s' A e11~yMis op ...... $217 00
r. mos · oore .......... 24 00
Total. .................. $
241 00

E L K

NEBRASKA.
CENTRAL DISTHICT.
Levi Gamet, Agent.
Receipts.
Due church March 1,
189G ........................... $ 2n 74
,T ohn A. Davidson ........... 36 O&
Lewis H. Downy ............. 40 00
.Tacob L. Deterick...........
50
ll:llen Holland..................
75
Lorinda Lewis................. 5 00
.John P. Larsen ............. 51 00
Richard S. Mengel ......... 10 on
Mary Porter ................ _
20
Daniel w. Shirk..............
45
Mrs. Daniel w. Shirk......
10
Millie D. Sh;rk ...............
111
Ollie D. Shirk..................
2o
Charlie A. Smith ............. 10 oo
Anna M. Turner .............. 2 50
Charles E. Williams and
wife .............................. 1 00
---.Total.. .................. $187 b4
.
Expenditures.
Sr · E A · p ayne. ...... .......•135· oo
E. L. Kelley.................... 20 00
E. A. Payne .................... 15 00

Expenditures.
Due agent March 1, 1896.$ 3 02
Mrs. G; M. L. Whitman ..• 18 45
J.M. Stubbart................. 1 00
--Total. ................... $ 22 47

=

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

Expenditures.
J A th D .
• r ur avies ............ $ 64 00
Receipts.
E • .B. Morgan .................. 89 00
Agenstine, John, t ......... $ 60 00
--Agenstine, Sarah, t ......... 10 00
TotaI. ...................$153 00
Armstrong. W. J., t ......... 5 oo
Due church........... $ JO 80
Belville, II. W., 1.:.......... 1 oo
Bilyne, Marcus,
2 00
NOVA "'COTIA
Edwards Ann t
50
"'
Edwards,'Ectdi~.t:·.··.·.·::·
..·.·.· 1 25 NOVA SCOTIA DISTRICT.
•
Edwards. Lottie, t. ......... 2 5500
J. W. Di'mock, Agent.
Gardner, Emma, t .. .,........
Omaha branch o
, , , , 't ............. 2 15
Receipts.
0 wens, v1 • 1 ., ............... 5 00 c
R b
it1> 18
2
Rumel, N., t .................... 5 UO Aarr:i~ro}j_
b'? inson, t ...... ., 16 ~1
10
0
Satterfield, Rachel A., t. 2- 00 re
mson, t ...........
7
Sampson, Allee May, t ..... l~ 00 Emerson Robrnson, t ....... 15 39
~eward. W. F., t .............. 2 40 Charles Robllls?n, t ......... 8 94
S~aft, Mary, t............ ..... 6 OU E ..L. Kelley, Bishop........ 27 88
WI\ lutman, G. M. L........... 1 00 Lorn Graham, t................ 3 00
man~e, Srs .................. 5 00 Mary L. Lawrence,
1 00
J.M. ::itubbart, o ............. 13 91 Ada Sanford, t ............•..• 192 00
- - - ii~~·.'i>~i~~:,Ur!'~~t~··i:.: 7
Tetal .................... $159 21 Fl
. 8 df d t
'
,
.ossie an. or ' ···•······ 1i OO
Expenditures.
Michael Lai~. t ............... 20 00
E. L. Kelley Bishop
$130 00 FCreemGan Quigley,
2 00
p k
, •
......
Jara ates,
4 00
, ea • W. E ·:................... 2 28 Lizzey Sweney, t .............. 10 63
Sr: A.R. Ba;mger ............ 5 00 LanderJohnrnn, on note. 2 00
Mm tun, J · F .................... 2 45 Geo. Gates, t ................... IO 37
J.M. Stubbart ................ 16 41 Solomon Lawrence, t ....... 10 O\
Total. ................... $156 14 Etta Film
ore, t................ 9 00
Alfred\'7ood,
1 00
Due church ........... $ 3 07 Har~y >yood ,t................. 15 00
_ _ _ J. W. Dimock,
1 83
- - - Cora Davison,
5 cu
SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
·
--Totar. ................... $222 lS
J. W. Waldsmith, Agent.
R
. t
Expenditures.
. eceip s.
Due Agent, March 1,
Balan_ce due church
1896 .............................. $
79
March 1, 1896 ............... $ 7 79 Mrs. H.J. Davison ........••. 210 34
Bray, Ca~oline, t.............. 6 :JO II. J. Davison .................. 10 00
llurt~n, 8arah, t .............. 5 00 Jane Mason.....................
50
~rollrnr, Samuel, t .......... 15 55 Expenses........................
50
Clawson, John, o ............. 10 Oil
--Christy, Mary A., o ......... 1 tlO
Total ................... $222 13
Christy, Mary A., t .......... 5 15
Duncan, William A., t ..... lGO 00
OHIO
Duncan. Mary A., t......... 1 30
•
Drury, Jonas H, t ......... 3 50
ORIO DISTRICT.
Everett, Annie, t ............ 5 00
s. J. Jeffers, Agent.
Fisk. Mary, t.......... ......... 1 00
R
.
E'remming, II. C •• t .......... 25 00
eceipts.
Gouldsmith, Claud L., t... 8 40 Balance due church
Graf, Adaline, t.. ............ 5 oo March!, 1896 .............. $ 53 33
Greenway, Reuben V., o.. l oo Angle, Orfa M., t.............
50
GrVeenway, :Sr. Heuben
BAngble, JEames M.,
6 00
., 0.............................
03 ar er, mma. C., t ....... "° 2 00
Hill. John, t .................... 5 oo Barton, Adaline, t ........... 32 00
Hillman, Ed. R., t............ 1 00 Barstow, Levi, o ............. 1 00
Hughs, J_.ena 1 o...............
25 Barstow, Mary, o ..........
50
Hoover, Nancy, o ............ 1 oo Barstuw, Carrie, o...........
50
,Jarad, Elizabeth. o......... 2 50 Ba.rstow, Addie, o............
2n
1
J.M. Stubbart, Agent.

t..............

t. ......

gg

t.........t.........
.........

t.................
t...............
t...............

t..........

°".

t.... ....

Lambert, Wm.,
Moler, Hiram E. .•. •....
Mol~r, Myrta M., t .•..•.•
M1mstenal money .••••••••
Mathews, Thos., t ..•••••
Mathews, Rachel, t.... ••
Miller, Ebenezer, t ..••••
Morgan, Mary. o.. •. . . . .•
McLain, Elizabeth, t....
Moler, James and w1fe,t.
Martin L nvis t
Miller,'Ro'iiert,~'.. :::::::
N II 8 J h W
•
p
n t ·• o .• ·• ··

2
6
S
24
13
7
10

oo
50

oo

08
75
00
50
25

1 00
3 20

3 00
1 00

eU J°
50
P:at~~se:e~~·ha«".".'.".:::: ~ gg
05

Roberts, Isaac N., o.. ...
Holer, George,
H l
M
o er, ary,
o...........
Rhoadee,
Minnie,
t.. .. ••

o...... ...

25

25
1 58
Rhoades, Allie C .... • ••. 10 00
Robson John o
10
'
" .... •••·•
Spann, Annie E., t ...... 10 00
Smallwood, Lewis, o. •.
10
Smallwood, Myrtle, o....
35
Skeen Mary E t
1 50
Skeen' Mary i;' .... •• •• •5 00
Verno~ Isaa'.c
4 00
Wren Thos R ......... 15 00
Wren' Edith 0° ••••••• •• 10 00
Wren' Edith' t .......... 5 00
Wren' Eli~abetii"i··• .. • 5 00
Ward:T'1os_.,o .. : •• :::::·. 1 oo
Ward, Carrie, o.... .... .. 1 00
Williams Daniel
"<l
Yingling' A L t ........ 70 'o
Olferings . ., .... .••• 1 30,
• • • .. • .. • • • • • .. ·
"
T
I
-514
-41
ota ............. $
·
Expenditures •

t....... ..

James Moler ............ $144
II. E. Moler, f .•••.•••... 135
H. E.Moler .............. 27
~· L. Goodrich, f .........170
. L. Goodrich.... • .. • • •• 1
~- •r. Sb.ort ...•.•.••••••. 10
. T. Griffiths ........... 10
F. J. Ebeling............ 8
S. J. Jeffers.............. 2
Postage and express or-

o~

06
Oli'

oo

00
OCI
00

nJ

65

Pi~;~.:: ·.: :: :".:::::::::: :. ~ ~g
Total.. ........... $514 45

ONTARIO.=
CHATHAM DISTRICT.
J. H. Tyrrell, Agent.
R
eceipts.
Balance due church, Mar
1, 1896 ................ $181
Atkinson, Henry, o... .•..
Atkinson, Maggie, o.....
Atkinson, Charles, o.. ••
Atkinson, Mary, o.. .••.•
Atkinson, Earnest~ o.. .
Atkinson, Sarah, o.... .•
Bennett, Walter, t.. .. .. . 4
Bennett, Wm and Elizabeth, t ...•..••.......• 3
Bennett, Ray D., t.. .... . 1
1
4

34
25
25
20
20
10
50

oo

30
50

i~~~~; fi~i~~~t~.'.~.'."~:::::::: 11 ~~ ~~1"1~r7'L!~%~r~.t:::::::::::: gg :~~~~li: !~~~?:, ~:::::: ~~

-farad, _D. B .. 0................
50
Knapp, Frank E .• t ......... 5 00
Moore, barah J., t...... ...... 5 00
.llyers, Josephtl., \ ........... 13 00
~yers. A,ndrewJ., o ......... 1 00
«lorey, Chas. E., t ........... 11 00
Nielson, Ann~, t ............. 50 00
Osborn. Amelia,\ ............ 11 oo
Porter, Chas. H., t .......... 50 00
Prestoo, Emma, o...........
20
1:obertson, Porter R, t ... 2 011
~elf, Robert~ .. t ............. 55 oo
'w,chafer, M:irtm J., t ........ 30 00
oolsey, Emm~, t ........... 30 00
E. L. Kelley, Bishop........ 3 60
--Total ................... $490 27

=

Expenditures.
Mrs. E. Waldsmith ......... $ 215
Ex enditures
Mrs. Chas. H. Porter........ 218
P
•
R. c. Elvin ..................... 2
Nancy Acker................. $ 4 00
David M ~ tber s.. .............. 1
James Thompson for
M. ~- Bond, f.. ................ 276 00
Neille M. Bond ............... 2i) oo
Delilah Buchanan ....... 1
M. II. Bond ..................... 4" 00
J. W. Waldsmith ............ 46
W.W. Blair.................... 20 00
Total. ................... $170 00 Stationery and postage ... 5
Gc·o. W. James ...............
OU
Total....
$
Effie M. James ............... 15 oo
Due church........... $ 17 64
................ 490
Chas. II. Jones, f ............ 2 oo
15
U. H. Jones ................... 15 oo NORTHERN DISTRICT.
NEVADA.
Express charges..............
35
NEVADA D
Mite tiociety, St. Louis ... 10 oo
G. M. L. Whitman, Agent.
ISTRICT.
Jane Ward ...................... 82 00
Receipts
D. I. Jones, Agent.
.E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 250 00
.
'
Receipts.
_ _ _ Marcus M. Bily~e, t ....... $ 1 00
.
Total. ................... $
E. Butts and w~fe, t ......... 5 00 ~.ober~Tnmmar ............ $ 50
35 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 16 47 E1
_759
__
runmar................ 50
Due church••...••.... $ 78 75
- - - J .h anr<?····· .................. "° 5
Total. ................... $ 22 47l 0 n Snuth:····
2
Ella and Alis Yallam...... Ii

=

0

zir

=

T. R. Hawkins................. 18 00
Sr. George Hawkins....... 5 00
Sr. A. Walmsley.............. 8 80
John Walker................... JO 00
E. l'enfod ........................ 10 00
--Total.. .................... $163 80

00 • • · · . . . . . . . . . .

00
70
00
50
50
57
00
27

00
00
00

OU
OU

Buhler, Annie, t ............... I 00 Buck, Robert, o.... .••.•
Buhler, Chester. o...........
10 Buck, Charles, t .........
Blanchard, Sarah, b.........
50 Babcock, Francis, t......
Blackford, Sarah, t ......... 3 00 Blake~y, N. L., and
Boyd, John, .t.................. 1 00
Mana, t ....... _. ._ ...•..
Branch of Mlddleton, o.... 2 98 Badder, John W1llrnm, t.
Branch of Highland, o .. u.
1-H-1 Ba~der, Jane, o........ .•
Burnham, Chas., t........... 1 Q,; Baader, Margaret E., t..
Burnham, Ma;y, t............ 1 00 Badder, John Wesley, t ..
Barstow, LaFayette, o....
15 Badder, Charles, t .......
Bar~tow. Joseph, o...........
50 Bacon, S ll., t ..........
Cecil, Adon, t .................. 6 00 Blackamore, Joseph, t..
Cooper, Wm, o ............... 1 20 Blackamo!e, George, o..
Cooper, Chas., o............... 1 50 Booth, J obn and Eliza, t.
Cooper, May.................... 1 50 Burr, Martha. t.... •• •••.
Cook, Jane,
25 ~arless. Walter, o........
Cooper. Enos. o.. ............
25 Carless, Betsey, t ........
Duff~y, Catharine, o........
25 Curless, Rosi.e, o........
Davis, ~Im,
25 Carle•s, An me, o..... .••
Davis, ary E., t ............ 3 25 \arless, E ..J.,o. ... .•.. ••
gow.nard, Mar10~,
1 40 CarJess, Ah~e M., o......
,avidson._Naom1, t .....•••• 2 O? ~lark, Nettie, o .........
Foss,
Clark,
Robert, t ........ .
F ss Lizzie,
St ll t .................. 2 17o Cl
k R
G~odricbe Vf~c .. ·;M · ·t · 65
Dar 'chobirt, o...............
Goodrich' Jero en"L "t · 0 00 Den~, Var es, t ...............
G d . h' El"
h .... 1
Den ' , e.rnove, o............
Gob ric
iza et ' t.... 10 00. ent. Ehzabeth,t............
GI so~, illiam L., t.... 8 00 Dent, Carolme, o............
Ga~n~ • M.Tohn, o.... .... •
35 Dent, Edith, 0.................
I so ,
ayg1eret, t..... 4 00 Dent, Joseph,
~reei~Dame. S., t ...... 2 oo Dent. John c., 0 ..............
Till, m. M.,o..........
05 Dent,Pearl,o ................ '°
hannah. Donald J., o.... 1 50iDenr, Emma, o...............
II~~nab. Mary, o ........ 1 501' ent. John, o ..................
Hi yn, Mary, t. · · · · · .. ·· 7 OIJ' DnHlop, Anni~, o ........... "°
,Jefter8. D~lnwnt H .• t... 1 5f) .Degraw, YVilham, o.........
Jtlf""· Ei1z11bc·th S., t .. 18 (10 Elwood, Mary, t ..............
J dl -~r,~~ .?'\n' n~ !_;J ..••••• 22 3~ 1~:itzthomas, Edward, o....
,Jont~!", h.O<)~~L::,. ->.... ••
4;:> ~owler, Johannah, t ........
Jackeou. W1Ji; .. "1, t...... 2 00 l!'owler. Johannah, o........
Kreible, AIJfoil<lill W •t •Vo 'a. 00 !JJ
"'1·nn ' W • "'
n
.J.•,,v••n1>ou
..••uoo......

0..................

t.................. ?
t.........

w· be

o3

t...............

1 oo
7 5;
2 2o

34 50
29 oo
20
1 oo
1 5:;
10 oo
5 oo
3 00
~5
60
9 00
50
10 00
50
5?
2a
2:1
1 75
1 00
3
OO
5 00
10
50
20
25
50
5o
10
50
1 00
50
I 00
10 13
20
2 00
1 oo
o<
~i}
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'fHE SAINTS' HERALD.
Glasier, Geo., o ............... l 00 Wellington, NL, o.......
25\Goheen, Geo., t ............... 10 OOISherman,Oscar ......... :.....
25 Motteshed, Sister.......
~
Glasier, James, o.............
5C Wellington, Edward, o..
15 Hardey, Wm. A. and
Sherman, Isaac and w1fe,t
35 More, Edward .......... .
Glasier, \.Ym .• o...............
50 Welling-ton, E., o...... ..
10 wife, t ........................ 2 00 i Simpson, Harry and wife1t
55 More, Mary Ann.··• ..... •
25
1
Glasier, Earnest, o ........ ~"°
25 Welll:agton, Richard, o..
25 Harrison 1John and family
She.rman, Lewis, t ........... 7 00 Panwns, Alonza H ...• •• 10 00
Green, Kezia, t ................ 3 25 Wellington, R., o........
2i>
t ................................... J6 00 bherman. Laura, t .......... 3 00 Perry, D. 0 .............. ~
Green, Mary, M, t ........... 2 25 Walker, Harriett, o.... ..
25 Ilattey, Thomas, ::-Jen., t .. J 80 ~1nclair. George, t ........... 4 00 Potts, George ..... •0. •• ••
Green, G. F. and Esther
Walton, Emily, o........
25 Hiller, August and wife, tlOU ()0 'l'aylor, .John H. t ......... 5 19 Pope, John H .......... • I 30
A., 0.............................
50 Williamson, James, o...
50 Hurlburt, Wm., t ............. 5 00 'l'arywell Robert W. and
Stone, Eliza ............. 3 00
Green, G. F. and Esther
Total ............. $ 748 64 HHoowey e, tEt!,i ,;s..• t . ..r.d... B
...... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 10 00 wife, t.'......................... 4 30 Stone, Albert E ... · .. ·• 35 00
A., t ............:................ I 20
5 00 Timbrell, Clara, t ............ 10 00 ~quires, Joseph, Sen .... 19 10
1
1, 10 11 3
Green, Philetus and
Exnenditures. =
Hill';<. Sr. 1.. ~ndon............ 2 00 Taylor, Isaac and wife, t .. 15 00 8~uir~ s, Joseph and
Fanny, 0.......................
~
HunL, Lomsa, o .............. 1 00 Toronto branch, o............ 6 45
am1 Y. · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... . 3 50
75
Green, Minnie, t..............
25 Jeanette A. Shields ...... 34:3 00 Hanley, Charlotte, t........ 1 00 'l'aylor, Bertha. t............. 2 00 ~quires, Ellen............ 2 00
Green, Frank A., t............ 5 25 Catharine J. rromlinson.244 00 Hanley, Francis, t ..........
21 1l£iylor, Howa:rd, t............
05 Squ~res, Ephriam .. ··•••
25
Green, Frank A., and
l3enj. St. Jnhn .......... 18 50 Hannen, Hu.gh, t .............. ! 00 \hompson, David H., t .... ~ 50 Sqmres. Ma_ry ... · .......
~
8r.,t............................. 5 oo JohnH.Lske ............ 11 00 Hatty.Chanes t ............. ·o 00 1aylor,Jaco_b,t .............. o 00 Tuttle, W1ll1am E ....... 10
10
Green, Geo, t .................. 10 00 John l:ihields ... .... .... 3 00 Holeman, Dolly, t ............ 20 00 'l'hompson, .John, t..........
25 Tyson, Ella..............
03
Gragg, Wesley, 0 ............
oo Samuel Brown ........... 8 00 HiUis,John, t .................. 5 00 Tomlinson, Geo. C. and
'ryson, E~hel .... ······•·
Hampshire, George. o ...... 1 uO Agent's expenses .... ,... ti 91 Hysted, Mary, t............... 1 00 wife, 1,.............. .......... 2 00 Ty eon, Elizabeth........ 1 00
Hampshire, George, t ...... 16 64
- - - Hill, Hannah, t .............. 5 00 Vasbender, John and
Truman, Ann ............ 1 00
Hampshire, Geo, J., t .... :.
25
Total ..•..........$036 41 Hamilton, Charles, t........
50 wife, t .......................... 2 00 Wnite, W11liam E .... ···• 5 00
Hampshire, Dorcas, o ...... 1 00
- - - Hempheers. Edwin, t.... 1 00 Windham Branch ............ 16 4!\ Whitnell, Elizabeth .. •·· l 50
Hampshire, Dorcas, t ...... 9 95
Due church ....... $112 23 Herr, Cecil, t...................
03 Wilson, 8r. John, t.........
33 Zimmerman, John ...... 310 00
Hampshire, Hannah E.,o.
48
Herr, <lister, Sen., t.........
10 Willing, Owing W., t ....... 15 00
Hampshire, Clrns. W., t ... 4 00
LONDON DISTRIC'l'.
.Jolmrnn, Benj. and wife,t 1 00 Wilson, Minnie .............. 1 00
Total.. ...••.•.... $629 21
II< ckley, A. E., t ............. 25 Q(1
R. c. Evans, Agent.
Johnson, Lizzie, t............ 3 25 Whitehead1 Sr. C ............ 1 00
Hockley, Eulalur, o.........
51
.
Johnson, Jeoeie, t...........
Bo Woods, Charles ............... 2 00
Expenditures.
Hockley, Eulalur, t ......... I OU
Receipts.
Judkjns, Levi, t ............. 1 00 Wilson, Sr. S. L ............... 2 00 Gunn Andrew R D
$ 10 00
Hanson, Leah, t...............
;35 Due cburcti Mar. 1.1896.$ 34 30 John~on, Geo., t;.............
3~ Withro, Robert H ............ 5 00'Kelley, BiHhOP E: L:::: .. 519 21
Hanson, Mary, t ............
2 .. Arnold, V\ m. J. and
,Jenkms, Sister, i:len., t.....
2o ~l'att. John...................
~5 Kelley, Wm. H ........... 35 00
Huston, Robert, t ............ 5 4"
wife, t ................. 1 00 Johnson, i:itella, t ...........
32 I\ ~ngerove, Alonzo ......... 1 .0 Moler, H. E ............. 37 50
Hildreth, Mflggie, o.........
4() Arno~d, Bow_ley, t ........ 2 oq ,Johnson, ~.pmuelJ., t ...... 5 0~ W~ngerove, Pea~~·:······...
50 Smith, Isaac M .......... 5 00
Irving, rrhomas and
Arno1d, Marrn, t.
. .... 2 01 ·~ohnsoo, Ea~.l.' t. ............. • \3 ~Inkerworth, \\:1lllam....
~0 Smith, Wm. A ...•.•..... 17 50
Elizabeth. 0 .................. 10 Or• Anderson, Mary A., t . ..
5ti tJord~n, H?s1he, t ............ 2 LO ,\ aterho?se. Carry ......... 1 31 1 Warren, Sister.......... 5 oo
Johnston, Lillie, o .......... 2 OU Anderson, J\11'1rga.ret A.,t. 7 OU Judkms, l\'.i.ary A., Sen., t
5U Yerks,.Nhthas .................. 5 00
Johnston note, interest on () ()(. A.ndersun, ·wiJlium, t....
2·b Jewell, M'aggie, t............
30
Tots,l. .......•... $629 21
Jenkins,C., 0 .................. 1 0(1 \rmstrnng:, Wm., t ...... 5 o ~for,' an, \'Vm., t ............... 2 00
Total.................. $1,413 84
Jacklin, Harriett, t.......... 1 10 Arthur Sabbath Hchool,o. ;J 11 Jordan, >-r. Wm., t ........... l 32
PENNSYLVANIA
Kelley,0harles, o ............ 1 0\ Braden, Amelia, t ........ ;) Q(l Jewe]l, Lena. o...............
17
Expenditures.
Kyle, David. t ................. l 2f il<entley, June, t ... .... . 5 or: Jewell, Edd.e, o..............
17 Geo. u. Hilliard ............. $ JO 00
AND OHIO.
Kellemur. Martha, o ........ 1 OL Hrown,Emuy, t ......... 1 01, Judkms. ~ohn, \.............
0~ ,Tohn H. Lake ................... 17 30 PITTSBURG AND KIRTKlienstiver, Able. t.........
b' Brov?n, Clern.y, t... .. ....
~11 Judkms.,Sarah E., t.........
Oa R C. Evai.s .................... 45 00
Kittlewell, Geo., Sen .. t .. 75 01 .Jent.ley"Llll1 ', t ........ 4 ~O .Jewell, Fanny, t ............. 1 00 John Shields ................... 18 00
LAND DISTRICT.
Leverton, Frederick and
B, rownE; s r. Jtumes, t .....
?l0 • ~udk ms, J.M ahrny A.L_ .. J .un:, t
&o John C. J!'oss .................... 25 00
L. W. Powell, Agent.
Elizabeth, t .................. 12 O! 1-> 11.ur, ,.11a, . . .. .. .. ..... 2 u 1 .~n:s ey, 0 ,
., 1 ···· ... 3 00 A. E. Mortimer ............... 67 10
Levertoni :H1rederick, t ..... 7 U\ ~1rd, 1 \\.-1Jl~um, t ......•.. 3U ~O u..n1sley, Alce... ~~··········· 1 O~ Daniel l\1acGreg0r ........... 1 30 Balance on hand last
J,everton, Marv, t ............ 21) 01, Buc)l,en. Geu, t ........ b4 1> Longhur!'t, Robe_t C., t... ~ <K Frederick Gr.-gory........... lO 33 rep.art ............... $ 6 61
Leverton, Arthur, t ......... 5 on BJa.zey, Sa:_ab, t_. •.••••.. )\ 00 L?~don ?ranch, o ..•....•...• 2.t:1 56 Samuel 'l'omlinson .......... 10 oo Rece1ve.d from branch
Leatherdale, Jane, t ........ 4 4G Brown, Rouert, t ......... :l8 O'.l L1kms, 8~rah M., t.......... 3 9ll lfartha G. Lake ............... 198 34 sohctmg ............. 1,209 96
Leatherdale, Henry, t...... 1 83 Burger, Ro!Jert, t........
l<l Lmch, Wilham, t............ 7 00 Lizzie Evans .................... 300 00 1Personal. .••.••••••.....•107 75
McB'adden, George, o......
25 Barrett, EHe, t....... ... 2 00 Law, Anna, t....................
25 Al' G
v
--216 67
0
McLoud, Mary, o ............ 1 0 Buchlen, Charles H., t..
2~ Longhur~t, James,t ......... 5 00 Lo~i~a ~~~J~h~::::::::::::::: 2 1J 70
Total receipts .. $1,324 32
1
0
~~~t~~g; ~:~l'.e~.~:.::::::::: ~~ ~~~~/~~: i~~~ie\
b{ fa ~~~~n~sr:.d"&~~i;, ;;~: ~ 8~ Emily Brown................... 60 oo Total expenditures ... $1.32~ 95
McLoud, \Villiam, o........
50 Barrett, Chai· Jes E .• t...
5 00 ,\forrison, Lizziei
5 00 Postage, etc ..................... lO 37
~
McLoud, Ethel, o............
25 Brnughton,>. Sister, t .... ,
50 Maso_nvil!e branch, o....... 4 OU
Total.. ................ $1, 201 11 Due church.··· ........ ~
McKinley, Archie and
Bird, Ch11rj1e, t ........
17 Mort1mei, James L. and
--Myrtle, o......................
12 Brown, Sr. John, t......
25 wife, t .......................... 1 00
Due church ........... $212 73
Receipts. (Branches.)
McDonald, Loughland, o .. 1 00 B11chlen, Carrie, t ....... 10 00 Martin. Richard J., t ...... l 50
Pittsburg branch ....... $657 83
McKinley, Susttn, o.........
05 Crake, Martha R., t ...... 9 41 Morrison, Maggie, t.... ..
50
OREGON.
Kutland branch ....... .,156 53
McKinley, Dalbert, o.......
05 Cambridge, 8r. John, t.. 5 00 Madge, Itichard, t............ 3 00
Wh r g City branch 196 27
McKmley, Arthur John,
Corni•h, Sr. John
Marchment, Harry, t........
25
OREGON DISTRICT.
C!e~~l~~d branch .••.. ::: 80 50
o. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ...
15 (Elizab'eth), t.... .... ..
60 Mathison, Agnes,
50
Alma Morris, Agent.
Fairview branch ......... 44 03
Metllin, Men is, o •.. ,.....
50 Cooper, King, t ............... 18 00 :liartin, Mina, t...............
50
Recei"pts.
Blake J11ills branch ... ,,, 34 05
:Mefilin, Annie, o.... ....
2:i Campbell, Jane, t ............ 10 00 ~[orrison, Jennie, t......... 5 00
Conneautville branch ... 25 75

gg

0

1

u

1

..'.'.".'.".

1

0

t............

OG

=

t.........

~\ll~~: ~~!; i.'."." .'.".'.' .'.':

1

~~ 8~:;f~~i¥ ~e~~yf;~ti~~;·;;:.: f ~~ J\I~~~:Ut~~~· ~:~~~~ ~~~...

~~P~~f~~~s~:~:.:.'..~~-~~::~ g ~~ ~~rus~~~tl~~v~ .~~~~-~~:::: :15~ ~g

..
..
5 00
1 er,
m. ., t.... ... 6 00 Clark, I abel, t............... 1 OfJ Martin. Albert E. and
Lina Hale, t .................... 15 01' Balance on hand last reWiller,
D., t........ 4 on Clark, Ada, t........... ....
50
wife, t. ......................... 4 06~ Nelly Mccully, t............. 8 01
port ............... "... 6 61
eacoc , ebecca, t.....
6F> Clark, Alexander, t ......•.. 20 Oo Martin, Geo., t ................'
, Minda Slavens, t............. 2 or
Peacock, Rebecca. o.. ..
25 Calvert, Sr. Wm,, t ......... 5 55 Minor, Eliza, t ................. 4 Oil Hannah Tracy, t .............. 5 01
Total ............ $1,324 32
Pe~ritt, James,
5 o~ Clark, ~r. Alexander, t... 5 £~· ~1cKibbon, JoJ;n. t .......
5 O? Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ta.ya
Poiter, Jane, t .... ······c
7, Clark, l'orbie, t .............. 3 10 ll9Lean, Adelme, t ........ ,.
Gn lor, t ........................... 5 00
Receipts.
Porter, Andrew, t.......
75 Cline. Wm. and wife, t..... 4 00 :l!cLean, 8r. Charlie, t.... l 00 Osker E. Ensley, t ........... 21 10 Due church Mar.1, 1896.$ 6 61
Ross, Wm. L., t ......... 16 00 Cooper, R, t.............. ..... 2 00 "cBrain, Wm., t.............. 5 00
--p· h
B
h
Rae, Alice, o... .... .. ..
50 Campbell. Mennie, t........ 1 00 Newburry, John, t ........... 15 QO
Total. ................... $ 88 73
it ts uri; ranc •
Reed, Thomas, t ......... l 00 Clayton, John. t..............
20 Osbourne, Joseph, t ......... 16 00
=
Mrs. Sedden ... ......... 2 75
Reynolds, James, o......
251Clayton. Edna, t..............
20 Oliver, Alice,t................. 5 00
Expenditures.
Sarah C. Tnomas ........ 11 75
Sm1 th, Maria, t..........
90, Constable, Wm and wife, t 10 15 Osbourne, Harriet, t........ 4 00 J h D .
$
Bettle Hallam.... .. • ... .. 1 75
Sm1tlI, Richard and
I Clark, James, t ............... 9 00 Oliver, Louise, t .............. 4 00
dn avis.................... 85 80 Geo. H. Hulmes ......... 24 00
0
77
Catharine ....... ,,... .. 1 00, Campbell, Thomas, t........
25 Procktor, Harriet, t ......... 12 00 Jr Cerci'"""""'"'"'""'""'""""'"" 2 16 Thos. S. Hadfield........ 2 90
Smith, Thomas, o.... ...
~O Campbell, Wm. t .............. 5 00 Perrin. Joseph, t ............. 90 00 ' •
app.....................
No name................ 2 50
Smart, Frederick, o.....
50 Clark, James V., t ........... 2 75 Pew. Alice ,J., t ............... 6 00
Total
$ 88 7 3 Margaret Steele.........
25
i:lmart, Nellie, o.... ......
05 Cooper, Hannah, t...........
50 Perry, Charles D .. t ......... 7 50
................... _.___
Mary Steele..............
25
Smart, Allie, o...... .....
05 Compton, Edgar, t...........
50 Place, Wm. and wife, t .... 230 00
J - - - Mrs. May Reese.........
75
Smart, Ida, o.. ... .. .. ••
25 Cameron, D., t................ 5 00 Plato, Jason, t ................. 15 25
PENNSYLVANIA, Frank J. Reese ......... , 1 50
Swainson, John and
Cameron, 'r. D , t........... l 00 Proton Branch, o ............. 10 78
H
DE PHI\ DIS
J. M. Kennedy .......... 15 00
.Margeret.............. 1 75 Derby, Mllle•d l!'. and
Phillips, Thos. A. and
P ILA
L
~
Alex. Gillispie........... 5 75
Side, A., o...............
25 wife, t .......................... 10 00 wife,!...........................
10
TRI CT.
Sr. Rodgers..............
50
St. John, Abner and
Davis, Aifred W. and
Pearson, Lorne, t............
20
Anna Shafer........ .. .• 10 20
Carrie ........ , . .. . .. . • 1 00 wife, t... ........ ............... 9 00 Philiips, Joseph, t...........
01
T. Lester, Agent.
l\ire. E. E. Omohondro.. 8 00
St. John, Catharme, o...
25 Dickout, Gracie, t............
05 Philiips, Mabel, \............
05
Receipts.
0. L. Martin ............. 11 55
St. John, Samuel G., o..
25 Dutton, Jlfay t.................
03 Phillips, Jennie, t............
06
C. Ed. Miller.:.......... 4 75
Shaw, Agness, t. ... .. .. . 3 OU Duscling, John, Sen., t.... 1 Oil Quick, 'l'illie, t ................. 4 05 To balance dne chnrch
Geo. and Lncy Barrett ... 35 00
Shaw, John and Matilda,
Dickout, Cora, t...............
05 Q,u'ck, Mary A.,\ ............ 12 00 l\iarch 1, 1896 ......... $ 52 70 Nettie Morgan.......... 9 50
t...... .. .... ...........
15 Dickout, Bessie, t............
05 Quick, Sarah E., t ............ 1 00 Archibald, Angus D ..... 10 00 W. H. Forbes ........... 43 02
Schrader, John, t........
25 Digman, Mary Jane, t.....
20 Hiley, Clarence, t ............ 1 65 Broadriver branch ....... 3 87 Mary Perry .............. 4 00
Sharrow, Rebecca, t ..... 10 00 Dutton, Ethel, t ..............
OJ Russell, R. C. and wife, t. 55 OJ Buttery, Sarah .......... 30 00 Jennie Russell.......... 6 50
Sharrow, Antony, t ...... 10 00 Egremont branch, o ......... 4 GS Russell, Sr. L. P., o...... .•
50 Box, Geo. H. .. .. .. .. .. •
75 Peter Ramsey ........... 23 50
Traxler, Moroni, o.......
50 Evans, Hichard C., and
Hadley. Sarah,' t.............. l 00 Box, Sarah A. E.... .... •
50 Mrs. T. Sheehany ... . . •• . 1 00
Traxler, Moroni, t ....... 11 52 wife, t .......................... 15 00 Rodwell, Geo., t ............. · 25 Carr, Harry ............. 36 15 J. F. and Amy Oliver .... IO 85
'l'omlinson, J. R., t ...... 4 50 Evans, Lizzie ii.,., t............
10 Rodwell. Thos. E. 1 t........ · 25 Carr, E. L...... .. .••. .. . 5 00 Chester Martin.......... 1 47
Tomlinson, l\iary Jane,t. 2 50 Eaton, Essie. t.................
95 Reader, Nellie, t ............ 1 oo Cable, Julius E .......... 30 00 Inez M, Benner ........ 10 2'~
Tomlinson, John and
Else, Eleanor,
50 Rushton, Herbert, t ......... 5 00 Cocks, James ........... 1 25 Special Collections ...... 16 33
Mary Jane, t.... ....... 6 00 Eager, Sarah.
1 00 Ridley, Samuel,\............ · 10 Cocks, Jane.............
50 Mr. and Mrs. W. I. lliC·
Taylor, Nellie, o...... ... I 00 Else Gordon, t................
05 St. '.rhomas Branch, o ...... 10 n Copeland, Asa........... 5 00 Dowell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 42
Taylor, Charles, t ....... 15 00 Elshimer;, Brother, t ........ 1 00 ~nell, Martin L., t ............ 6 00 Clarke, Ann..............
~l Ralph G. Smith._ ....... 45 50
Taylor, John, t ........ 15 00 Faulds, Y>m. and wife, t .. 1 00 Snell. Henry, t ................ 10 70 Clarke, Wm. Jun........
oO II. S. and Maggie WarTaylor, William H., t .... 9 40 Grice, Annie, t ................ G 00 1Shepherd, John R., t ...... 1 08 Clarke, Florence........
05 nock .................. 33 50,
Tyrrell, James lL and
Grice~ Eliza,
25 Sherman, Arthur P. 1 t ..... 5 50 Clarke, Wm., Sen.........
15 Sr. Creese .......•.•..•.• 12 00
Elizabeth" t .......... 13 50.. Gr!ce, L~ke, t.................. 1 00 Small, Harriet. t..............
80 Fowl~r, Jo~.hna P.. .... • 4 00 J. W. Shannon.......... 7 00,
,Tyrrell, Levi H., o.... •• •
Ofi Grice, L1zz1e, t ................. 11 00 Smith, Alexander, t ......... 20 00 Hopkms, Sarah.... .. • • . 5 00 Janet Irvme.......... •• • 1 00
,Tyrrell, Roderick .A.., o..
06 Grice, Ma>y, t .................. 8 00 Shannon, Louisa. t .......... 5 00 Hull, E. B .............. 10 00 Robt. Campbell ......... 6 32
.Tyrrell, Janey, t ......... 4 62 Gozzard, Wm. and wife, t 1 50,St. Mary's branch, o........ 7 87,Hobson, William ........ 5 00 Alice Hulmes ............ 25 00,
,-Vince, Mary A., o.... ....
85 Garafraxa branch, o ......... 1 OOjSinclair, Alexander and
· · Harrison. William H .... 20 75 Sr. M. E. Hnlmes ........ 170 00,
...V1nc~,;hos.,.Se.n., t ...... _ l O? Gre~ory, Frederick and ' . . ,
iyife, ~ .. ··.·:·· .. ········••u••·:. ~ 00,Lest.er, Agness .........• -· 50. EmmaOrr ...... _........ 1 ~~·
J!~..~~n,,John,o.....
:la ;iv1fe,t ........................... ,7 5.0 i:)l;;l!lner,JJ;llza..................
oo·Lest9f,Thomas .......-' .. l ~OE.Daw ................. l •"
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Mary Gillispie...........
Martha Scott............
Guy Bortle..............
Thomas Gillispie........
BEerEtha Muhrdocdk ...••....
. . 0 mo on ro... •• •. •
E. Alma Thomas........
Sr. W. S. Bortle.........
Nellie Gilliopie.... •••• ..
Abe Morgun ......•..••..
A. I. Long...............
Amelia Forsythe ... . . . .
Ella W. Murray ...•..••.•
Iii. J. Thivet........ .••.•
Sr. Richardson..........

~~;Y.~J~~:aX~Be;;n~~::

Sr. E. Evans ......•.....•
Chas. Bortle ........ ····•
HarryThomas ..........•
Thos. Davis and mother.
John Shotton.
Wm. Shotton ..••
Mary Irvine.............
Miss L b
am . . . . . . •• . . . . ••
E. Anna Thomas •••••. ••
B. Herbert Thomas .•. ••
E. Harry Thomas .... ···•
Kate Thrunas...... .. ..••
E. J. Farley and wife...
C. Ed. Miller and wife ..•
Sr. Uncafer ........•.....
Clifford Rogers........ . .
Millie Russell...........
Sr. Lewis.... . . . . . . . . . . ••
Geo. H. and Alice
Hulmes........ . . . . . . . .
Balance from last quarter.......... .. . . . . . .• .•
Kirtland Branch.
. .
J o h n G '. 11 ispie
...........
Mary Gilhspie. ··• · ··· · ··
~ben Curry ......•.••. •..
B aFnfi Ctry.... . • •• . . . .
E. . ~/'tes ....•......•
F m°t:aSt lffmes.. .• . . . . . .
Rr~ S
e... .. ........
C. j· te e.:.......... .•
J aro me t-llrnth...... ....
ane Abbott ..••......•..
M.A. Wehner .... ·······
EL via RGichffin~hr.... .•.......
u u ri • s..... .. . . ..•
HEabttieMG_r1i1fllths.. . ... . . . .
en I er .............
Maggie Miller .... ·······
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••

0

00

0

000

ff

tt~?lla~~l~~.° Loi°iis" c"a:Jd~-

J weie. ·s·t· .... ·t··· .......•
e•s
ewar . . •• • • • . ..
Mary Lewis .... ··········
Lizzie Crawford .... ····.
Ellen Kelley.············
John Abbott .... ········•
Chas. Lake.·············
Joseph Briggs ..••.... ··.
Martha Briggs...........
Belle Kelley .. ···•····•·•
Mary Kelley. ·· ···· · ···•
D. H. and Dollie Proper.
Jennie Powell.··········
D. H. Proper .. · .. ········
Emily Torrence..... ..
Irvin Holt ...... ···· · · · ·
Jennie H. Holt..........
Dessie Holt.............
Chas. Holt .... ········•••
James Holt..............
JGennie 1H., o11tt. · · · ·•·· · · · · •
omer ~o . . .. •. •. .. •. .
Hattie Hol~1·1·· . . . . . . . ..
Belle llfcM1 m .... •··•••
Hazle llfcMillin ........ ·•

~:~_gl:\\ti;~~~::::::::::::

W. C. and Mary George..
Edna George.... . . . . . . . .
L. W. Powell .• ··•·······
Joel Allen .... •·········•
Geo. Kelley..............
:Martha Lake ..••........
Cordelia Skinner.... . • • .
Naomi Briggs...........
Edna Curry..............
Anna Edwards...........
Frank Brockway·········
Eddie Miller .... ········•

~~i.m:~li~~t~~ank. · · •

1 25 J. F. A. and A. E. Smith 24 21
Expenditures.
Teanini, t ...••.•......... 10 20 Sr. Alice Case ...•....••• 70 50
2 25 Louis and Amelia Serig .. 19 00 Sr. G. T. Griffiths ...........:i:446 00 Tau tu, t ••.•••.••••••••••• 12 00 Herman Jenssen ••••.... 59 10
JO Wm. Lewis.............. 2 00 Sr. w. H. Kelley.............. 46 0 05 Tautu, o. .... .••• •.•• .••.
JO
80 L. D. Ullom ............. 15 00 Sr. w. H. Garrett ............ 100 oo Tohu tautu, t .. , .......•. 12 00
Tota!. •..•.•.•.••. $1,168 70
50 sr. Mh. ES. LB.retwster ...... 23 8'o' w. H. Garrett .................. 33 oo SiAsters' dbonat1hons,
Due church •.•.... $
380 90
14 00 8 ara
. is on.. . . . . . . 2
G. T. Griffiths .................. 52 50 T manbu ranc .. .. . • .. 10 80
25 J. E. and Maggie EhelA H .Mills
149 oo ane tu oro. t .......... . 2 00
3 00
ing. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . •• 1 50 Iii·. T: Short::::::::::::::::::::: 10 oo TS~ia, r~pde for ~vanelHia .• 10 00
TENNESSEE AND
55 Sarah E. Gill. ....•...... 1 00 R.Etzenhouser..............•. 18 oo rnters
onat10ns, ao
KENTUCKY.
22 50 Harry Gill............... 1 00 F. J. Ebeling ...............•.. 17 oo b~anch ................. 47 50
.E
1 50 Dena Ebeling ........•........• 1 00 D. L. Shinn ....................• 7 00 Farma, t.... .. ......... .. 2 70 TENNESSE AND KEN1 JO Wm. Liston.....................
50 I. M. Smith ..................... 14 oo Tema~a, t..... . • . • . • .• . 4 ~O
TUCKY.
5 00 Sr. M. J. Teagarden ........• 2 00 Postage and stationery .... 2 75 Tekari, t .•..•.••..••••••. 2 10
D. w. Cook, Agent.
35 David Lewis................... 2 00 Poor, Pittsburg............... 9 15 Tevavaro, o.... .•.. .. . . . .
50
R
. t
2 00
Cleveland Branch.
Poor, Kirtland................. 2 00 Teupoo, o. • . . . . . . . .. . ..•
50
eceip s.
50 Balance due church
~
J. w. Burgett .......•.......•.• 7 75 L. W. Powel! ......•.....••.•• 1 65 Tereva, o ...•........ ····
3 oo Ed. Schmidt:-············ .. ···· 3 35 J. :B'. A. Smith ..•.•.........~ ~~:t~~~,o.d.oll"~tion8;
50 M'.'rch 1, 1896 .............. $153 35
10 C
Mary
k.em ob•.an ch . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 Adair,
Adair, Turner
Mary L..•....••••.•.•...
......•.•.••..... 605 70
th Gillispie................
. H
8 10
35
Total. ....•...•.••.•.•. $1,322 9o.
00
05 ,a erme anna•............
7'
---'I~aikara,o ...............
1500 Adair,MaryH ..........•......
3U
35 Sr. W. Woolson...............
"
D
h
h
37 ·opatari o
w
Emma
Lutz.....................
1
85
ue
c
urc
..........
$
1
.
T
h'
'
.....
•
..
..
.
.
••
50
Cook,
David
••............
50
00
2 (Jo
00
=
ea 10• 0 ·· · ··•• •··· • ••
Cook MaryE
2 00
2 00 t-lr. M. Hilliard................. 1
SANDWICH IS
Tumatau, o.
1 oo c k' W"ll" 0················ 1 25
1 oo Wm. Rushton.................. 1 00
r
•
Kimitoma, o..... •. •• •. ••
50 C~~k' E \ah Iii················ 1
40
21' Anna Hanna.................... 36 00
LANDS.
Turepu, o.... . . . . . • • • . •
50
' u
···••··•••••••••
04 John Gillispie Sen......... 3 00
K .
1 00 Du.n!ap, Ed..................... 1 OU
04 Mary Gillispie' Sen......... 2 50
G. J. Waller, Agent.
~ ~lp.~a, o........ ••••....
40 Gnffin, Nan~y.................. 4 5a
'
.
c'e <.va, o...... •• ..•• ••••
Griffin, Hellie .................. 1 oo
O~ Henr! Culp.....................
50
Receipts.
l'ane puatau, o ....••.• ••
30 Heathcoat, James M.......• 5 00
5 Due church Mar. 1, 1896 $357 91 Tereana, o ..... ·· · .•.• •••
06 ~enme Culp....................
50 Heathcoat James Iii
5 ~o ~~11~'i(l'~1M~l~~i:;················ 2
Hoapili. J. G., o...............
50 'l'ai_huka, o.... •. ••.• .••••
50 f w 0 .•••• '. .•••••••.•..•• .".'. •••••• 5 00
3 oO J B G"ll'. . . ................ l OO Baker, H.P., o ..............• 2 50 Va1pouri, o.... .... •••• ••
50 Johnson, Messer W ......... 20 oo
2 00 S~ M iG~i~~··;:~············
Kauhane,
0.....................
50
Punua,,o
......
,..........
2J
Rossen, William .............. 11 oo
25 Mahuka, John, o. ..........• 9 00 Sisters_ donat10ns,
JO <' · • •
P ···········•
Rossen, Fanny A •..........•. 11 25
35 Ed. H. Garret.t ................. 9 00. Wahinealii, D. M., o ........ 1 25 Rarorn branc1!···· ..... 21 00 Roberts, Anna E .•.•......... 1 20
1 00 Branch Oblation ........ ······ 1 2o Wahinealii, Tu! rs., o......... 1 25 Christmas offerrngs of
Roberts, Ella N ............... 1 oo
Fairview Branch.
Kahaunaele, Mrs., o ........ 7 00 the ~h1ldren gathered
Snow, Charles L .....•.•..... 1 2 00
5 00 Amos Dobbs................... 3 oo Julia, o... ......... ............... 2 50 .at H;kueru : .......... 50 70 Snow, Hosa M................. 3 2U
,Joseph B. Wayt......... 3 25 Kualaku, G. w., t ............ 45 00 S1st_ers donations from
Snow, Eliza A ................. J 25
2 OS Wm. H. Dobbs.. . .. .. . . 2 95 Ingham, Ed., t ................. 22 50 ,.H1ku~1·u ..... _. ......... 14 20 Sory, M. L., (returned).... 1 97
Anna E. Dobbs........... 3 60 Mahog, S. K., o...............
25 Sisters donat10ns, TauB. Wayt......... 3 oo Mahog, Nohea, o.............
25 er_e branch ...••••••••.• 7 60
Total. ................... $353 37
25 Jasper
11
11 "•~
Flora E. Wayt........... 3 00 Maluae, o........................
05 Hmga, ~···· ..••......... 11 50
Jas.
B.
Dobbs...........
1
35
Ah
Su.
0 ..•..••••••••••••••••.•••• 1 00 Paupuh1, t .... ···· ··•• ··• 11 50
Expenditures.
88 22 Susan Threadway....... 1 00 Mahuka, Minnie, o..........
50 Teaua, t ......•..••••.... 11 00 S Eth B
tt
$ 10 00
6 ~3 Mary E. Birch...........
85 ~,to bro~, Robert, o...........
50 ~efau _tTu~, ~-. "i .... •• .. 3i ;o 'Aos.
K:l~~;. ~;;::::::: .. 30 OU
5 50 Arabella Redacar ........ 2 25 lell, Wm., o...................
25 eaga~ a u a, .... ···•
. 0 Chas. L. Snow,family ...... 120 00
4 00 Flora V. Blake.......... 1 ~5 Tell, Sr., t........................ 2 00 Tepof, t........ .. .. . ...
~U Chas L Snow. ex............ 5 00
2 00 Caroline Wayt........... 8 n5 Niau, J' o.......... ............ l 00 T~ua '; t .... ·: .... .. . .. .
ll William R Smith family 125 00
1 50 Mary E. Harris...........
60 Niau, Maria, o................. 2 25 S1.sters donatwns, ManWilliam R. Smith' ;x
. 15 00
l 75 James E. Blake ........ • 1 90 8crimgeour, R. S., o ........ 1 00 1h1 branch .....•••..... 52 10 Daniel E Tucker' ex:······ 20 00
1 0 Tbomas Wayt........... 2 28 Waller. G. J., t ................ 45J 88 Tane terau, t.... •. •.•. •• 7 50 p t
.
'
.....
39
~ Effalmda Wayt..........
;;5 Sales of Book ofD. and U. 6 00 Kan":ho, t ....•..•.•....•• 3 00 os age...........................
·
60 Jarad F. Dobbs ......... ,
25
-.--- Rauri, ~ ......• ., ••••..... 2 00
Total.. .......•.•.......... $325 39
~O A Friend................
15
Total ..................... ~916 84 Tuhaga10, t.... .• .. •••• •. 2 00
Wm. H. Richmond...... 1 85
.
=
Moeava, t..... .• .. . . . . •• • 2 00
Due church .....••....$ 27 98
00 Anna
87 00
B. Clark...........
20
Expenditures.
Temarama, t ............ 2 00
Lottie
Richmond........
25
G.
K.
Poepoe
.................
$178
50
Tapea,
~···
·•··
•·
·•••
•·
•
~
~g
TEXAS.
1 50
Amos C. Dobbs.... . . . . . •
50 G. K. Poepoe, old acct ..... 39 00 Tupaka_ e, t. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Wm.
Carr...........
•
.
.
.
1
oo
Kalai,
Sr
.........................
96
50
Ruarag1,
t
....
;
....
·
.....
13
50
77 70
i\O Nancy Harris............
75 Kauhane, Sr .................... 43 00 T_agata; dt .... :· ····T···k·.. 10 00
E. Bates, Agent.
1 00
Blake Mills Branch
Hoapili, G. J ···················· 65 15 Sisters onat10ns, a ·a0
R
. t
· ,
Kaaukuu......................... 2 00 boto branch .........•. 10 7
eceip s.
1 60 Robt. Rohson.... •• . . . . • 1 25 Kamakaia, s. K ..............• 60 00 Taurua, t_.......... . . . . • 4 00 Due church llfar.1, 1896.$ 5 25
3 10 John H. Cramer ......... 1 25 Aiu, J ............................. l 00 Tutamahme, t ........... 3 00 Hiram R. Stephens .......... 10 oo
1 50 Cedora J. Cramer ..•..•. 1 25 Barnes, ]}frs., fare to
Roo, ~··········· ··· ·'-··· 3 00 Sr. L. T. Carroll .............. 3 00
2 25. Thos. Darst.. . . ... . .•.• 1 25 Ca!Iforma and old acct .. 92 50 Mauri, t ....•••.....•• ••• 1 00 Adam Nunley .......•..••••..• 1 00
1 2 V. S. McKinz.ie.:...... .• 1 65 Loan Book D. and c.,
Tahuri, t.... .... .• .• . . . .• 1 00 Sam R. Hay..................... 5 oo
~ Mary J. McKmzie. .••• •• 1 JO ba!. print ...................... 22 23 :11ere, o .. ,. : . .. ••••. •.• •.
Sallie A. Hay.................. l 50
3 Margaret ~eM11Jm...... 10 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 216 96 rekehuar1k1, o •••. •••••• 50
50 Virgel A. Hereon ...........• 5 50
65 Mary A. Wilcox.........
45
Patuora, t ..............• 1 00 J!'rank Sanders ................ 1 00
1 30 James Carlisle.......... 6 00
Total ................... $816 84 M.aifano and wife, t .....• 17 00
--~O Elizabeth Carlisle. ••••• 6 00
!'aria, t.... .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 1 00
Total. ...........•.•.....$ 32 25
1 0 Alex. Gordon............
95
Due church ........... $100 00 Haki, t.. .• •••. •••..... •• 3 80
26 oo Agnes Gordon...........
3(1
Maheata, t.... .... .... .. . 5 00
Expenditures.
25 Jane Gordon..... . . . . ••
25
SOUTH SEA ISTara, t.... ............ .. . 5 00 Sr. B. A. Nunley ............ $ 27 40
25· Anna Darst .........•.. ·.•
70
Marama, t.... .... ... . .. 6 OJ1 A
t'
JO Rosabelle Strickmaker..
25
LANDS MISSION. llfaheitau,t ......•....•• 4 40 oge_n .s exf~nfes ........... . 3 70
Hector Robson..........
25
Te~arohi, o.... •.•• .... ••
50 M::~~n~ 18 ~t~~~.........
95
Fred Cramer.............
10
lll.ANIHI DISTRICT.
Ga.agi, o........ ...•..••
20
10
Wm.
A.
Hinkle..........
7
10
Hotu
Agent.
Tearere,
o.....
..
.
.
.
.
.
••
•
20
Total. ..............•••.. $ 32 05
05 Edward Steinbaugh...... 1 ~g
Receipts.
Teuru, o. •• . •••• •••• .. . .•
20
055 Bessie Darst .•...••••••• •
Due church ..•.•......$
20
Cramer ••••••••••.• 1 00 Balance due church
Total. ........... $1,424 60
0~ Chas.
Sarah Whitmin..... ... .•
10 January 21, 1896 ....•. $620 10
WEST·ERN DISTRICT.
~55 Mary Senior..............
25 Tarava, t ........••.... 20 60
Building fund collected
25 Tefaito, t.... .••. .... .... 5 50
April 6, 1896.
L. L. Wight, Agent.
a.rnn.e..••.·.·.·..·..·.••.·.••
70 BChe1a1se.MEc.'"J"i_
"
m 111
25 Gake, t ............•••..• 12 90 A
b
h
$
R
· t
25 Albert McMillin...............
50 Karoarlki, t.......... •• .• 8 \lO naa ranc . . . . . . • • • . • . 14 00
ece1p s.
1 0 Ada Hostetlar..................
25 TTamariki, t ............• 10 JO /f:~e~!atr~1ii°cb.::·::~:::. :: ~
Balance due church, Mar.
5 0
BO
Uonneautville Branch.
eata, t .... ···· ••·• ••••·• 8 50 Takaboto branch ......•• 18 00 l, 1896 ·· ···: ·:·· ···· .. $ 7 25
Marn take, t.... •. . . . . •. .• 1 40 M .h. b
h
Curtis, t-lr. L1drn, t....... 5 00
5 00 John G. Holman .............. 15 00 Tefau, t ..............•..• 5 00 am 1 ranc ........... 74 00 Edwards, Elizabeth, t ..• 4 10
2 00 Bro. and Sr. J · B. Judd... 1 25 Tetope, t.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00 fr~~~!~~ b~::;chti:::::::: : ~ ~~ Ferguson, Sophia, t. . . . •• 1 00
85 Ed.!'!· G~rrett ................• 2 50 Puatua, t.... .... •••• .••• 1 40 Taega branch............
Gifford, Geo. L., t. ... .. . 7 50
3_
00 Gifford, Ruth, t ..•.••••.. 2 50
50 Vama Mickle ....••.•......•••• l 00 llfaiti, t ..••..••....•..... 2 20
__
25 L. S. Holman ..............•••• 6 00 H1oiti, t. ... ..... ... ... . . 3 60
Total. ............ $125 00 Hay, Virginia, t......... .. 1 00
25
Youngstown branch.
Mitihoro, t.. •. •••..• •••. 1 20
•
_ _ _ Johnson, O. D., Amount
~~ By Sr. F. E. Richardson .. 15 00 'liahua, t ..... ·•• ···• ···· 20 DO
Total receipts ... $1,549 60 received of._.····· • ··· 6 50

Brockway .. ············
Isaac Richardson .. ·····•
Wheeling City Branch.
o. J. Tarry .............. 15
Maggie Ebeling......... 4
Branch Oblat10ns .......• 22
Louis Serig ............•. 22
Joseph E. Ebeling...... 3
Anna E. Smith.......... 4
A. M. Thom_as .. . . . . .. . . • 7
J. F. A. S_m1th ..........• l
Chas. Noice ......_....... 5
J. F. and Amy Oliver.... 2
J. W. l\fartm.. . . . . . . . . . . 11
Catharine Linabarger ... 1
Sr. R. S. Hughes........ 1
Alva Logsdon •••••••••• 2

;g

"M:a:

0. 0

••••••

0000

io?

C

5

J.'

i

5

1

0

rn

g

gg

it~~~~l~po;

Personal.
"t".'.".".".".: ·:: ·::
'
50• Isaac True .....................•. 7 00 Tenka, t ...........•....
2o tlr. Geo. Masters .....•.....•.• 5 00 Puah1, t.... .. ••••.••.••
Ella W. Murry ....•.......•...• 5 00 Paea, t ........•....••.••
00 F. llfay........................•..• 1 oo Moterauri, t ...•.•......•
00 Chas E. Warner............. 2 00 Teuu, t ...... : ·.· .........
13 John Groff ...........•........ 10 00 Tahuka tama1t1, t ........
25 Ed. H. Garrett................ 7 50 Tea ta tahnka, t ........•.
00 Henry and Mar;y: Winship JO·OO Faukura, t. ... ..... ... ...
38 Geo. and Ann Wallwork .. 12 00 Tena, t ......•••...•..•.•.
00 Ifa M. Hull........... ......... 5 OC Pou tena, t ...•.....••..•
00 G_eo. W. ~ull •.................• 5 00 RogMoga, t. ..• .••. .... ..
50 LillyMartmdale...............
25 T~sia, t...... .••••... ••••
30 Adolp~us H. D. Edwards.. 3 00 M1tuaro, t ...............
00 Catharme Hanna............ 10 00 Ho tu, .t............. • • • • • • • •
oo J.A.Hamiltou ....•..••...... 10 00 Pupun, t ...••...........
50 Lemuel Curry ..............••.. 10 00 Tetua, t........ . . . . •••••
oo Sr. c. A. Lucas•.•••••••.••••• o OOjP11ta, t, ••••.••.••••••.••.

1~ ~g

22
20
1
1
13
11
11
6
13
13
4
4
48
12
3
2
10

70
00
00
00
80
50
50
50
50
50
40
90
00
30
00
40
40

~~~te.J,uIT!v1.~tt. ~~:

0

~Z

Expenditures.=
·:.::: .:
.
.
Wight, L. L., t .......•... " 5 v
Paid debt on Evanelia .. $220 00 Wight, Sopbia, t ......... 16 50
Recoppering Evanelia ... 500 00 Bishop E. L. Kelley Per
'l'hreebooksforEvanelia. 1 DO H. o ................. 10 43
Food for Ev~nelia ...... 24 30 Kelley, Bishop E. L ...... 40 oo
011 and parnt for
--Evanelia.... . . . . . . . . .• 6 60
Total ••.•.•..... $ 138 48
Sail cloth for Evanelia.. 5 70
Rope for Evanel!a ....... 40 50
Expenditures.
Oakum, .etc., Evanelia ... 62 00 Curtis, H.P., ex ....... $ 2 00
Paid sailor, W. S. McHay, Julia, aid.......... 1 00
G:ath ....••..........•. 10 00 Wight, Levi L., ex ....... :15 oo
Vmamu ..............•.. 11 00 Wight, Sophia, f....
93 88
Tau tu . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 10 00
T t
$ l3J
88
1
Pou ............... , ...... 30 00
a············-·--Paid debt on land ID
Balance due church •.... $ 6 60
Tekaroa .•••.••••••••••• 118 OOI

°

=
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THE SAINTS' HERAU:.
UTAH.

VIRGINIA.

UTAH DISTRICT.

NEW HOPE DISTRICT.

H. 0. Smith, Agent.
Receipts.
Pauline Higgins ........ $ 7 00
'}ugnstaSoderberg ...... l~.oo
B Brown
'80
·
~ · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· ··
Myra. Clark ............... ~ OO
~·-H. Steele ........... 2. 00
arnh Smith ...... · ...... 10 00
A Sister... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 50
Ogden ~ranch ........... :2 no
,Jamel"1 rcombs .... ...... 20 00
Mary Linsen .... ........ 2 00
Enoc_h Lar•0n ............ 1 00
,art.m Larson ........... 1 00
Sr.,B. Alhm .............. 1 00
Urrnh 6olemnn .......... 2 00
He1~ry Hadmal ........... 5 00
C; E. Ster_rett .. ......... 5 00
Jar:-,e Pe,tt1t .... ......... 5 00
J. F. I'\ eston ............ 3 OU
W R Stt'ele
8 00
· ·
·
· ·..........
J. ~eaver ............... 18 50
A S'ster. · ...... · · .... · · · 14 50
James Warde! ........... 20 00
............. lll Oil
JSarah
D Smith
·
. . Wilson ............ 20 00
Geo. Woodhead ........ 6 80
Total
$''18 10
" .... · .......... ~

faaac Coffman, Agent.
Receipts.
Bowman N ah

·$ 20 00

Barnett,'Ch~,.ii::::::'.

100
E
H
arnett, i.mma A.
. ... 2 15
Coffman, Isuac .......... 78 70
Coffman, Mug~ie S ...... 6 35
Coffman, Arna A ......... 1 50
Cleveland, 0. E......... 3 00
Ilerricl<, L. M ............... 2 on
Herr1ck~ 8arnh S .... . , .. 2 00
Hill, Annie E .. . .. . . . ..
80
Kelley, E. L., Bi•hop .... 15 OtJ
Lnnders, H.eOecca J ...... 15 00
Monneymaker, John .... ti5 00
Monncymaker, FranciA .. 1 20
Monneymaker, Sallie K. 3 35
1\1onneymaker, Lucy E .. 1 25
\Vine, Samuel. .......... 2 00
--Total. ........... $220 30
=
Expenditures.
B

Ebeling, l!'. J ........... :!;· 20 00
Smith, l!'. C ........... 58 21
F. C. Smith, f ........... (i'l 60
~
Total.. ........... $1:34 SI

Expenditures.
Dne church ............. $ 85 49
Sr. R. J. A.nthony ...... $157 60
R.J.Anthony ........... 550
WAI,ES.
H. 0. Smith ............. 18 55
EASTERN DISTHIC'r.
Poor..................... 1 45
'rhomas Gould, Agent.
'l'otal ............. $ 178 10
Heceipts.
Dne church. · · · .. $ 40 OO On hand March J, 1S96 ... $ 36 40

;!

Expenditures.
OdelJ, Mary, t ........... 8 oo
James CaITal! ................. $ JO 96 ~dell, Wm. R • t ........ · 8 00
John D. Jenkins .............. 5S H
nssell, James B., t. . .. 1 00
Postage, etc.....................
71 Russell. James B., o....
~g
~iuley, ~bas. G' t ...... .. 12 0
Total.. .................. $ 70 11
n ey, ictoria, t ........
?,
2.
Hnley, Charles A., t.....
Duechurch ........... $23 3;; nnle.,,Chttrl.-sA .. o .....
25
Hogers, David, t...... ...
20
Hogers, Mariah, t.. .. . . ..
10
WESTEHN DISTHICT.
Bogero, Elihu, t.... ......
10
Smith, Sophia, t ......... 3 00
John R. Gibbs, Agent.
·
Smith, Louella, t...... . 2 Oil
Receipts.
Sinnett, Wm., t ......... 2 CIO
Balance on hand last reSaunders, Cinthia A., t.
or,
port ........................... $
57 Saunders, Sarah, t .... ... 1 28
Sr. Rose Edwards............
oc; 8aundere, Bennett, t.... 4 39
Arthur Edwards..............
12 Smith, ThomaP, t....
15
Sr. E. A.I.loyd................
OG '!'rc,nt, John W., t ..... 28 OU
Sr. U. 'rreharne...............
12 \Villiurne, Lucinda, t .... 2 00
John Edwards................
12 Wil11ame. Clara L, t.... 1 Oil
Lot Bishop ........ :·············
12 Wilson, Ella, t .... ...... 1 00
Sr. J. Edwards, Sen.........
12 \\Til?'.mi, Brncl', t...
..
62
Sr. E. Treharne...............
lt E. L. Kelley, Bi•hop .... 2 O°"
El
'r h
--eanor re arne............
J2
'l'otal... . ....... $ 98 91.
Margaret Thomas............
Oc;
Heceived of'l'.Taylor,B.A. 4S 70
Expenditures.
Llanellybranch...... ......... 6 34
Pontyeates branch .......... ·~ ""
o '-',J G 'r G ffith
" · xrJ
s .. · · .. · · $ ·"> OU
"O
G. H. Goclbey ............ 5 0
'rota! ................... s' 64 22 D
J L · Gtiodr1'ch
Sh'
· · · ...... .. 2 411
~ · 1~·
I~n. ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ~ 'i'O
Expenditures.
Sr G. H. Godbey, ......... 32 Oil
Llanellychapeliund ...... $ 48 70 Sr.D.L. <lh\n.n ......... 27'.5
- - Bro.and Sr.Jonu Leason. 11 62
Total.. .................. $ 48 70 l!ro. and Sr.John Rugern. 5 00
Due church ........... $ l5 5~ Sr. llfary E. Gray........ 5 00

WEST VIRGINIA DISTlUC'l'.

U'l'AH DISTRICT-.---- f~~:: ~~~l~~f~.~:.(~.~:~.'.''.
~f
B. Beall, Agent.
J. Anthony, Agent.
A. N. Bishop, o...............
61
Receipts.
6
Robert Lloyd, o............... ~ 5 Due cburch Mar. l, 1896.$
Receipts.
Dan Dav1~s, 0 ..................
0~ Beall, B·-uonet, t ..... ... .
Balance due church
Evan Lewis, 0 ·····•············ ;t 40 Beall, Baronet, o .. ..... .
24 Beall, l\1ar.v J., t ....... ..
March J, 1896 ........ $ 7 35 Th_os. Jones, o.................
Edward Burrous ......... 10 00 A!~ceJones, o..................
2~ Beall, Mary J. o ........ .
Ehzabeth Grimnett..... 3 00 ~hzab~th Jones, o...........
UG Carpenter, John, t ...... .

9

Ham-1 I-IanEten .. ......... 30 00 ]rederICk Bevan, o.........

Waltei; T. Gould, o..........
John 'lhomas, o...............
W. V. Cox,_o...................
Reese Jenkms, o.............
~dward Jofmson, o.........
Expenditures.
Sr. M. A. f!h<?mas, 0 ·······
Hannah J enkms, o ...........
Sr. H.J. Anthony ...... $ 64 50 John Jenkins, o...............
Poor ..................... 10 oo 0. A. Thomas, o..............
R, J. Anthony, ex ........ 11 85 Penygraig branch, o ........ 1

=

Total ............. $ 86 35

13 Carpent.er, Marv E, t .. ..

f

9
Ferrell, lrnna, t ........ ..
Ferrell, Marv, t .... ..... .
Giveiis, Flofa, t ........ .
Hoffman Jonathan H t 2
2.1 Hoffman' Mary t
" '
12 Henders~u G~o
·t· · ~
30 Jeffreys. M~ry A.', t.:·.• ::

49
18
!3
37

Tota! .................... $ 93 46

·w"

g:~~~; ~~~\~~~; ~·:::.·:.::

Receipts from
Individuals. Bp. & Agts.
Anderson, Peter,
65 05
32 00
11 S5
114 50
Anthony. R. J .. ,
SJ 05
44 70
Baggerley, I. P.,
35 00
17 40
Baggerley, V. D .,
9 00
5 90
Bailey, S. v.,
10 00
32 40
Baker, A. M.,
1 50
32 67
Barmore, A. C.,
Barr, Audrew,
4 64
Bear, J. L.
50 00
40 61
Blanchard, W. W.,
15 uo
49 75
Bond, M. IL,
109 20
14 30
Briggs, E. C.,
8 00
22 45
Brown, ::_.;amuel .
8 47
2S 33
Butler, Senterlow,
72 00
llutterworth, C. A.,
62 00
Butterworth, U. E.,
24 60
102 76
Caffall. J arnes,
117 50
127 65
Case, Hubert,
16 OU
55 07
Cather, W. C.,
9 74
34 91
Chase, A. M.,
18 00
70 82
Chatburn, T. W.,
15 00
18 25
Closrnn, A. V.,
71 65
Condit, S. D.,
13 42
45 09
Crabb, J. C.,
15 00
9 00
Davis, R W.,
JOO 10
14 00
Daley, '!'hos.,
40 60
Davis~ E. A.,
52
55
Davis, John,
7 00
Davis, John Alfred, 16 00
46 40
94 00
Davis, J . .\rthur,
21 75
Davis, John T.,
10 00
102 08
Davison, H. J.,
4 20
DeLong, E.,
24 56
16 95
Derry, Charles,
95 uo
108 80
Devore, L. R.,
50 87
31 65
Duncan, C. R.,
40 55
Daniel, L. F.,
55 00
33 30
Ebeling. F. J.,
4.1 04
Elvin, H. M.,
21 85
153 03
Etzenhouser, R.,
45 00
S7 2S
Evans,R. U.,
23 10
Evans, J. R.,

Balances due
Totals
Ex. Church. Elders.
Rec.
G 01
103 06
97 05
3 85
J30 20
126 85
125 75
125 75
27 40
25 00
52 40
6 70
21 60
14 90
10
42 30
42 4Q
34 17
34 17
42 10
42 10
57
5 21
4 64
26 98
90 (;1
117 59
23 (jQ
41 15
64 75
55
122 95
123 50
13
30 5S
30 45
36 80
36 80
4 so
G7 20
72 00
22 61
84 61
62 00
122 00
5 36
127 36
245 15
245 15
3 65
67 42
71 07
3 42
48 07
44 G5
88 S2
88 82
33 25
33 25
71 (ifi
71 65
5S 51
58 51
10 10
34 10
24 oo
21 40
92 70
114 10
3 04
43 64
40 60
14 20
66 75
52 55
1 00
24 00
23 00
10 40
130 00
140 40
22 00
43 75
21 75
12 50
99 58
112 08
12 80
17 00
4 20
41 51
41 51
258 so
253 80
JO 19
92 71
82 52
40 55
40 55
24 25
64 05
SS 80
20 92
64 96
44 04
21 37
153 51
174 88
114 05
JS 23
132 28
3 53
26 63
23 10

$ 1 oo
Wm .......... 1 00
10 Edwards,
Edwards, Mart.ha....... 10 UO
50
O" Greenleaf, Jnhett.... . 5 00
Hayes, Geo. D .......... 49 40
L•nge, C. W .. .. . .. . . 5 oo
05g rrhompson,
l\frs. Susan .
no
6 Whiteaker, A. L......... 3 50
50
90
Total ..............$ 76 00
25
50
E
.
=
o
xpenditures.
5
oo A. V. Closson ......... $ 65 00
A. L. Whiteaker.. .. .. .. 10 oo
'l'otal .................. $ 75 00
10
00
Due church .......... ~lOO
00

50

2 Ferrell, Thos. I{., t .... ..

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF ELDERS
FOR 1896 AND 1897.
Names.

~ ~~ Bail':r~~ f.ufs9th~_r_c_h ..

24 Carpenter, John, o .... . .
~~ Enoch, Frank, t ....... ..

4

1

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
C
. C. Hoague, Agent.
Receipts.
Due church March l,

Al~9G .. S..... h............... $2489

s ~m, ara , t .... .... ·•
Ball, Fred M., t.... .... ..
Ball, Frank A., t ........
Barnes, Wm. 'l'., t .......
B
J
arnes, ane. o . . . .. .. ..
Burr, Chus. H., t ........
Oar~iugton, Martha, t ...
Dav1E1, Chas., o .... ......
Delap, Sr. Anthony. t...
Dowse, Richard, t .... ...
Dutton, Jasper 0., t...
Dutton, Jnlrn N., t ......
Mare, ;ames, ~.. i'... . .
Har~ Qanc1s .. . .....
Ho~, µo. A., t . .
oague,C. C ,and w1fe,t.
Hoague, Mary, o.... . . . .
Johnson, Bro. and Sr. E.
H., t ..................
Johnson, August, t ......
K
b ll w
tm a '
alter.
··
Lockw.ood,
Henry,t .....
t ....
Nev1.!J,,, Retta, t.. ...
J>.o b mson, Wm. P., t.
8perry, C.llas. N. and
wife t

gg

Receipts from
Names.
Individuals. Bp. & Agts.
60 O\l
SB 66
Foss, J.C.,
68 29
Foss, S. 0 ..
47 48
92 50
Griffiths, G. T.,
23 00
Gibson, Wm. M.,
40 uo
85 50
Gillen, J. W.,
52 97
33 00
Gilbert, J, W.,
35 03
Grant, J. A.,
54 ~w
5 00
GregC:ry, Frederick,
34 00
J7 00
Godbey, G. IL,
15 42
12 40
Goodrtch, J.-L ..
64 24
Grant, R. E.,
64 10
28 oo
Gowell, M. F.,
114 84
11 00
Greene, U. \V,,
~2 05
Hansen, Hans N.,
35 oo
49 3(;
Hand, C. E.,
77 65
Harris, D. L.,
Hawes, Al ~ert,
58 30
67 50
38 50
Henson. John J:I..,.,
28
5G
Hunt, Charles J.,
rn 35
30 oo
Jenkins, Geo.,
15 00
Keck, F. C.,
32 80
Kl'lley, T. C.,
67 00
39 20
Ke!ley, W. H.,
5 75
lU6 00
80 55
Kemp, Henry.
33 00
Kephart, V\T. H.,
31 2U
5 00
Kent, Alma,
48 09
61
05
28
30
Lake, J. H.,
61 11
44 93
Lambert, J. R.,
Montague, Geo.,
53 90
J5 00
53 46
MacGregor, Daniel,
10 05
J"tilacrae, \\T. 8.,
Maloney, H;. M.,
31 14
15 00
Mannering, V\T. II.,
11 8!\
18 90
McDowe!l, W. A.,
39 73
25 00
4 00
147
09
McKiernan, James.
5 00
Mills, A. H,
7 50
22 45
?tlintun, J. F.,
98 77
74 00
Moler, H. E.,
68 56
35 44
36 60
Moler, James,
Morgan, E. B.,
55 45
114 00
Moore, A. B,
30 50
6 00
35 95
Mortimer, A. E.,
3() 50
21 00
McDowell, J. F.,
32 90
72 85
Newton. VVm.,
15 00
Payne, S. D.,
27 85
5g S6
22 13
Pender, W. S.,

7· (10
8 2:1

11 86
3 oo

l

3

l

2

4o

30 00
4;3 00
50
5 00
l 00
1 00

gg

5
5 00
5 68
l 88

5 00
20
5
8 OO
UO
85
2 00

rn

4 00
Sperry,Ch~~:N-:;;:.:::'.'. 150
Sperry, Ida. t ........... 4 till
Vail, William, t.... .. .. .. 5 oo
Wildermuth, D. R, and

Total. .......... $ 98 97 Wwl1d'fe, t ...h...... D
........
1 ermut , Sr . H., t.
Wildermnth, J.B., t ....
'VISCONSIN.
Wildermuth, H. S., t....
NOHTHEftN DISTHICT.
Wildermuth, Susie, t....
Wildermuth, Jerome, t..
G.D. Hayes, Agent.
Wilder part of Janesville
Heceipts.
Wbl~anch, oE. ... .. .. .. . .
1 tams,
va, t.. ..... ..

WES'!.' VIRGINIA.

I{.

W.R. Stcf"! ............. 16 00
Jefferson D. Wilson ..... 20 00
,
--'.J:otal.. ............. $ 86 35

387

;fl/i:::::: t:~::: ~ :::::

Woodstock,'Marion, t...
Woodstock, Charlie, t...
Woodstnck, Archie, o...
White, Ellen, t......

10

oo
50

~

00
9 no
~ 00
8 00

.~ 0000
,,
1

~~

50
1 40
25

5 00

Total.. .. ......... $249 S3
Expenditures.
Mrs. W. A. McDowell .. $160
Mr•. J. W. Peterson. '. .. '10
C.H. Burr............... 4
Total ............. $ 234

00
00
50
50

Due church ............. $ 15 33

Totals
Balances due
Ex. Church. Elders.
Rec.
143 66
H6 63
2 97
68 29
68 2!J
10 (l()
139 93
149 93
23 00
3~ 00
9 00
125 50
125 24
26
85 97
85 97
35 03
71 17
36 14
56 09
3 20
59 29
35 00
51 OU
16 uo
50 rn
27 82
22 34
64 ~4
67 48
3 24
92 10
S7 34
4 76
125 S4
118 32
7 52
57 05
56 27
78
49 36
42 91
6 45
7·7 65
77 65
lt5 so
J25 80
47 37
38 50
8 87
49 30
28 56
20 74
49 12
6 77
42 35
47 30
39 25
8 05
106 20
112 76
6 56
·J71 75
178 59
6 84
so 55
so 55
7:l 70
G4 20
8 50
81 71
53 09
28 62
8 (JG
89 35
98 31
lOG 04
106 04
71 HO
58 51
13 39
4 16
49 30
53 46
19 05
18 70
35
46 14
71 14
25 00
;.l4 45
30 75
55 20
64 "13
64 7:l
151 09
166 25
15 16
12 50
12 50
121 22
136 07
14 85
152 11
142 56
9 55
5;3 44
ls 60
72 04
34 41
169 45
135 04
11 00
19 50
30 50
41 95
41 95
10 50
47 00
57 50
105 75
104 15
1 60
42 85
42 85
Sl !lq
74 04
7 95
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Receipts from
Names.
Individuals. Bp. & Aets.
Peterson, J. W.,
48 96
32 00
71 03
Phelps, Levi,
5 oo
209 27
Pitt, F. G.,
Price, J.B.,
25 00
15 00
42 118
Porter, C.H.,
78 04
30 03
Peak, WE.
57 OU
Roberts. I N ..
'17 86
30 13
55 50
Robinson, H. H.,
87 27
63 00
Robley, Geo. W..
Roth, J. S.,
35 35
157 50
11 00
Roush, J. B.,
Rudd, D, M.,
47 44
37 84
113 72
62 00
Scott, Columbus,
2 GO
12 31
Scott, James M.,
40 75
84 99
Sheehy,]'. M.,
62 00
88 38
Sheldon. T. J.,
10 85
18 20
Shinn, D. L.,
~hart M. '!'_,
fJG 29
20 00
51 70
Slover, F. M.•
120 78
140 00
Smith, Alex. H.,
5 00
i:lmitb, Fred A.,
134 78
4(; 50
51 20
Smith. Heman C.,
50 00
ti 90
8mith, Henry C.,
120 30
48 55
Smith, H. 0.,
14 00
Smith, Isaa,c M.,
!Gil 60
40 00
75 41
Smith, W. A.•
75 60
37 90
Snively, J. S.,

'l'otals
Balances due
Ex. Church. Elders.
Rec.
80 96
80 96
76 o~
79 91
3 88
209 27
213 03
3 76
25 00
25 45
45
57 98
69 35
11. .'l7
108 07
82 90
25 17
134 86
134 86
91 37
85 63
5 74
150 27
6 40
143 87
26 22
35 35
61 57
168 50
190 20
21 70
85 28
85 28
175 72
H'5 72
14 91
5 55
9 36
125 74
127 04
1 30
150 38
140 82
9 56
12 10
29 Ob
16 95
76 29
76 29
51 70
51 70
260 78
25 74
286 52
<JO
139 78
139 38
97 70
109 45
11 75
5li 90
56 90
168 85
168 85
183 60
192 50
8 90
115 41
11~ 74
2 67
113 50
113 50

A. J eseiman, Labor on Acct.,

G. A. Whitman, Neb.,
Sr. Emma Beebe, Neb,
II. W. Hatty, Mo.,
H. F. Dehart, Iowa,
Mary Clements. Mo.,
81.

Sr. Ann Boden, Iowa,

David Dancer, Iowa,
Chas. Rew, Iowa,
Home laborers and team,
Wm. Gaulter, Iowa.

Lime sold to E. L. Kelley,

Boston Mite Societ.v. Masi;.,
Sr. Rhoda Hunter, Minn,
Correction freight charge,

$6,802 03
1 ro
17 50
25
5 00
10 00
5 00
4 00
25 00
917 56
38
2 00
2 50
8 92
20 00
~ 00

s 88

$7,832 02

Total

EXPENDITURES.

TEMPLE LOT SUIT ACCOUNT.

SAINTS' HOME ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance dne church March 15, 1896,
Mrs. W. H. Raymond, Mont.,

Receipts from
Balances due
Totals
Bp. & Agts.
Ex. Church. Elders.
Rec
46 58
s5 rn
85 13
Spurlock, C. J .'
15 38
15 38
14 38
1 00
Swensen, 8wen,
50 93
3~ 49
84 42
84 42
Stedman, E. A.,
7 75
50 30
58 05
58 05
St. John, Benjamin,
42 50
18 50
61 00
66 65
5 65
Smith, F. C.,
123 40
123 40
5 49
117 91
bhielde, John,
55 12
28 00
83 12
73 29
9 83
Scott, M. R., Jr.,
16 55
20 00
36 55
29 30
7 25
Scott. S. W. L.,
69 87
5 00
74 87
46 57
28 30
Smith, W. R,
23 00
15 00
52 50
38 00
14 50
Sawley, F. L.,
30 oo
27 50
57 50
60 oo
2 50
9() 32
Terry, J.M.,
96 32
96 32
23 03
'fomlinson, S. "\V.,
9 00
32 03
4'1' 00
14 91
90 61
Thomas, 0. B.,
15 00
105 61
105 61
rrncker, D. E.,
27 85
20 00
47 85
43 87
3 98
rrurpen, M. M.,
41 70
41 70
51 86
10 16
Wa!dsmith, J. W.,
45 46
87 26
82 '12
82 72
Walters, R. T.,
10 00
10 55
26 64
37 l!l
Ward, Joseph,
39 85
26 06
Gf"> 91
65 91
liG 17
'Velrl, F. M.,
19 S6
85 53
85 53
'Vhite, I. N.,
114 18
20 00
134 18
21 71
155 89
Wight. J, W.,
134 03
16 00
150 03
150 03
'Villiams, 'I'. '\V.,
106 77
15 00
121 77
106 '17
15 00
W'ells, G. R.,
147 60
163 3Q
148 21
15 18
15F'/9
$3,9li7 92 $11,459
~7.491 34
26
$11,654
58
$500 33 $695 65
--- --Names.

Individuals.
Sparling, Henry,
38 55

EXPENDITURES.
Paid out for building material and labor,$6,971 77
$ 860 25
Balance on hand,

DIED.
SAYER.-Elder John Sayer died at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Sheeler, near Monroe, Iowa. He
was born in Birmingham, England,
December 15, 1815; died May 3, 1897;
aged 81 years, 4 months, and 19 days.
He was married three times, but each
of his wives preceded him in death.
His first wife and two children were
lost at sea. In the second union two
daughters were born to him who still
survive. In the third union no children were born to him. He heard and
joined the church in England, emigrated to America in 1853, to go to
Salt Lake, but the kind Father had ordered otherwise, for which he was ever
thankful. He united with the Reorganized Church and was ordained a teacher
and afterwards an elder.
Was always
liberal in assisting the cause he loved.
His remains where laid away in the
Des Moines cemetery. Funeral service
by Elder Wm. C. Nirk.
MARSHBANKS.-At her residence in
Red River Couuty, Texas, April 29, Sr.
Nervesta Marshbanks. She was born
in the State of Tennessee, September
25, 1849; was baptized by Bro. A. .T.

RECEIPTS.
Amount on hand March 16, 1896,
$ ·285 19
Lake Shore branch, Neb.,
3 00
E.W. Depue,
1 00
Rebecca Depue,
1 00
Isaac Depue,
28
Melvin Depue,
25
James Depue,
05
Sr. PerlEy Detiue,
15
Sr. Erie Depue,
05
Rhoda lll.itchell,
10
Minnie Stricklin,
1 00
Charlie Stricklin,
12
Roy Stricklin,
12
W. S. Stricklin,
88
Clinton W1lliams, Mont.,
25
Alabama district., Geo. O. Sellers, Agent,
1 50
'rhos. Conner, Mo.,
10 oo
Joseph Tousley,
1 00
G. w. Wilcox, Mo.,
5 oo
Penygraig branch, Wales,
2 00
Southern California district,C'1as.Baly,Agt., 27 00
Far West Mo., district, Wm. Lewis, Agent, 74 7"
W. S. Loar, error last report,
5 00
Total
. $M9 71
Balance due church,
$ 304 21

Moore, July 31, 1893. She lived a saint
in deed as well as name. She died earnestly contending for the faith, and in
h.er last moments said that the grave
would not hold her long, and spoke of
the coming of Jesus Christ to reign
with his people. She leaves ten· children and many friends to mourn; her
husband died last fall; he was a true
friend to the gospel.
'
HARN.-At Hay Springs, Nebraska,
April 12, Bro. Alfred Harn, aged 39
years. In his last moments he was
calm and undisturbed in regard to
death. A wife and one daughter are
left to mourn his loss. Rev. W. P.
Pease of the Congregational Church
conducted the funeral exercises at the
home.
BROWN.-Samuel Brown was born in
Livingston County, Kentucky, June 12,
1814. At the age of seven years he
movEd with his parents to Mississippi,
where his father died. When he was
ten years old his mother moved with
her children to Ohio, where in the
year l 832 he wai:• married to Anna
Meek, by whom he had three children,
and where his wife died. In the year

Costs,

Church Fund,
Attorney, Smith McPherson,
Costs,

Total

$ 191) 15

200 00
100 00
174 77

$ 67:3 92

SOCIETY ISLAND BOA'f FUND.
Due church last report,
RECEIPTS.
Charlotte Hubbard, Colo.,
Due church, March 15, 1897,

$1,004 88
70
$1,004 18

CONSECRATIONS-TEMPI.iE
FUND.
November 4, A Brother, Mo.,

16 00

E. L. KELLEY,
LAMONI, Iowa, April 6, 1897.

Bishop.

1845 he was again married, to Nancy
Levingston, and in 1849 they moved to
Lee County, Illinois. Four children
were born to them. He leaves three
children, nine grandchildren, and six
great-grandchildren.
He died at
Dixon, Illinois, April 27, 1897. He
was baptized November 2, 1887, by Elder
\V. Vickery, at Plano, Illinois, _and
died firm in the faith. Funeral at the
house; sermon by Elder Vickery,
April 29.
DYRING. - Mrs. Constance Judith
(Hagelin) Dyring, was born in Norw&.y, Europe, February 18, 1857. Died
at Manti, Utah, May 5, 1897. She left
her husband and two little eirls; she
lost four children, whom she has gone
to meet on the other side, after much
sickness and suffering. She passed
away believing the gospel. Funeral
services were conducted at the residence, May 8, 1897, by the Brighamites. Mr. Dyring is reading our papers
and tracts, and listening to the gospel.
May God bless him and his children.
He is very thankful to the saints for
their prayers in behalf of his wife. ·
L.P.H.
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has not yet concurred in the resolution
the developments in church work, and but has passed the bill appropriating
thus be qualified for his personal $50,000'for relief of distressed United
States citizens in Cuba.
work as a member of the body.
Recent dispatches from Melbourne,
Religio workers will recognize their
opportunity in the reduced price of Australia, state that no less than
.Aittumn Leaves, offered to lists of five ninety earthquakes shocks have been
or more subscribers. See announce- felt in South Australia from May 11
to 14. They were particularly severe
ment.
at
Kingston, where buildings were
Bro. I. N. White reports success in
damaged
and the inhabitants were
his late debate with one Rev. Leonard,
living
in
tents
for safety.
of the Christian Church, at Scammon,
A
seventeen
days' armistice bas
Kansas. He was especially blessed
been
arranged
between
the Turkish
in his efforts and gained the good will
and
Grecian
armies.
This
was done,
of the people, notwithstanding the
it
is
said,
through
the
influence
of the
abusive methods and misrepresentations of his opponent. Bro. White is Czar of Russia. While the Sultan
feeling well over one of the most firmly insists upon his demands for
significant victories he has been per- indemnity, it is thought that througb
the influence of the powers they will
mitted to win.
Bro. R. M. Elvin, of the Decatur be modified.
Much matter of importance has been
district, came in from Lucas, Iowa,
and adjacent territory, on Tuesday, held over for next issue. Pastorals,
letters, etc., delayed, will appear in
the 18th.
Bro. and Sr. Henry C. Smith, of our next number.
Lamoni, left home on the 20th for
their mission field, New Mexico,
where they will locate in the interests
of the general mission work.
Bro. William Anderson left home on
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Saturday, the 15th, for his field of laThe Des Moines district Sunday school conbor, the Nauvoo and St. Louis dis- vention will be held at Richland Creek, June
tricts, expecting to visit Kansas City 11, at 10: 30 a. m. Morning session will be
devoted to business pertaining to district.
en route.
Afternoon to discussion of the following qr.esCORRECTION.-On page 338 of pres- tions: (1.) What should be the primary obent HERAT_,D, in receipts and expen- ject of the Latter Day Saints Sunday school?
ditures of the elders, the footings Opened by Brn. W. T. Maitland, W, J. Morshould read as follows: Individual gan, G. Shi;';ll.mell, S. Armstrong, W. H. Kepreceipts $7,491.34; received from hart, and J. S. Roth. (2.) What else (if anything) should be taught besides the principles
Bishop and agents $3,967.92; total of the gospel, or the life and doctrine of
receipts $11,459.26; expenditures $11,- Christ. W. Johnson, Sr. M. Hughes, Breth654.58; balance due church $500.33; ren H. A. McCoy, ;John Park, Bro. Morgan
balance due elders $695.65. Several (one of the missionaries) and C. Scott; if any
hundred HERALDS were printed before of those named cannot be present, please
write a paper and send it to be read. Everydiscovery of errors.
one is invited to take part. I am authorized
The following resolution, acknowl- to say that on Thursday, June 10, trains will
edging the Cuban insurgents as be met at Long Point, going east at 10: 20 a.
belligerents, was passed by the United m.; going west at 8: 35 p. m., and ·on FriStates Senate by a vote of 41 to 14: day at 3: 40 p. m. going west. This is the
C. & N. W. road. The Milwaukee train
"Resolved, by the Senate and House of at Gladstone, going east only at 1: 50 and 7: 34
Representatives, that a condition of p. m. Those going to conference on Saturday
public war exists between the govern- had better notify either H. A. McCoy, Chelment of Spain and the government sea, Iowa, or C. E. Hand, Chelsea, Iowa.
proclaimed and for some time main- Trains will also be met at Chelsea, Iowa.
which is on the C. & N. W. road.
tained by force of arms by the people
MRS. ETTA SPRINGER, Dist. Supt.
of Cuba, and that the United States of
Sunday rnhool convention of the Fremont
America shall maintain a strict neudistrict
will convene at Henderson, fowa,
trality between the contending powers
June 10, at eight p. m. Program as follow0:
according to each all the rights of
Address, Why Sunday school conventions, C.
belligerents in the ports and territory Fry. Paper: Libraries in our Sunday
in the United ~Hates." The I!ouse schools; (a) necessity of, (b) kinds ()f l)ooks,

8lfndau 8chool 1lssociations.
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(c} how obtained, by Ethel Skank. Discussion led by Emma Ross and Ida Skank. Sunday school newspaper, editors, Blanche
Andrews and Clara Badham.
Friday 10 a. m. Business. Reports of officers; teachers, etc. Teachers' training work
-in charge of general superintendent. (Bro.
Hougas will suit this work to the needs of
the district.) Two p. m. Discussion on Sunday school system: (a} Arrangement of
classes; (1) in opening, (2) in recitation, (3)
in review, H. F. Durfey. (b) Classes in
marching, Mary E. Pace. (c) Number of
pupils in each class, Blanche Andrews. (d)
Time given to (1) opening, (2) recitation, (3)
review; Ida Skank. (Outline of above developed and placed upon blackboard by district
superintendent.) Paper: Sunday school picnics; (a) nature of, (b) benefits derived from;
by Emma Hougas. Discussion by Mary E.
Pace, Nettie Greene, and all. Eight p. m.
Temperance. Essay: Gamblers and gambling, Roy F.pperson. Song, choru~. Essay:
Influence of associates, Emma Harrington.
Vocal solo. Temperance Address, Elder H.
Kemp. Recitation, Nora Ga3lord.
Quartet. Chalk talk, C. Fry. Committee on
temperance music, Sr. Belle Gifford and Sr.
Emma Hougas.
CHARLES FRY,
~
EMMA HOUGAS,
Com.
JOSEPH ROBERTS,
Clinton district Sunday school association
will convene at Rich Hill chapel, Friday,
June 11, at nine a. m. promptly. Program:
morning: business session, including the annual election of officers. Afternoon: class ·
drills, methods, object work, etc. Evening:
music, recitations, addresses, Bro. W. N.
Robinson, of the General Association is expected to be with us, and district workers are
already preparing for interesting and instructive sessions. Come, praying that the
wisdom and comfort of the Holy Spirit may
be with us.
VINA H. GOFF, Dist. Supt.
Program of Decatur district convention, to
be held at Allendale, Missouri: Thursday June
10, 8 p. m., teachers' meeting. Friday,
June 11, 9 a. m., prayer meeting. At
10 a. m., business session. Afternoon,
meeting at 2 o'clock devoted to class work.
Sunday school experience meeting at 7: 30.
WILBUR B. PAUL, Supt.
The next convention of the Spring River
district association will convene at Sherwin,
Kansas, June 14, at9: 30 a. m., for business.
Let us have a report from every school and
each superintendent of the district. Send
them to Sr. Lillie Taylor, Sherwin, Kansas, as
per resolution of convention, in time so no
delay will be occssioned. There will be some
important questions to be discussed and a
teachers' normal training class in the afternoon. In the evening a literary program will
be rendered by several of the schools. Let us
come together with a desire to learn, bringing the Spirit of the work that we may have
a profitable time. Let each and all of the
officers and teachers and Sunday school workers of the distriQt :realize thv,t we come to~
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gether to learn; so bring all your new methods
and difficulties with you, that we may all
profit by a discussion of the same. Part 1 of
"Teaching and Teachers" by H. Clay Trumbull, will be used as text book in the teachers'
normal class.
MRS. MINA E. HART, Supt.

R. will be met at Sandison, and those driving
will please drive to place of meeting, (Town
Hall,) and horses will be provided for in the
immediate vicinity. Those coming by rail
are reeiuested to notify J. A. Hackett, Box
55, Buxton, Ont.
JESSIE A. HACKETT, Sec.

Sunday school convention of Eastern Michigan district will convene at Huron Center,
June 11, at two p. m. There will be election
of officers. The evening will be devoted to
Sunday school work. Rt·ports of the different schools may be sent to Sr. Addie Grant,
Bay Port, or Grindstone Clty.
WM. DAVIS, Supt.

Conference of the Nevada district will meet
on June 20, at eleven a. m. in the Mottsville
schoolhouse, Carson Valley. We hope the
saints and all who may be interested will attend, and also the President of the Pacific
Slope mission, if convenient, so that there
will be a profitable session.
T. R. HAWKINS, Prcs.

The conference and reunion of the northNortheast Missouri district convention will
convene wi'Gh the Sunday school at Higbee, ern Minnesota district will be held at Fergus
Missouri, June 18, at nine a. m., for prayer Falls, Minnesota, June 19; and we want to
service. Busines~ session to begin at ten a. see every saint and friend that can possibly
m. prompt. Vfe would like to have a full at- come, there. Those that have small tents
tendance; ·the election of officers will take can bring them. We will have the large
place at this meeting. We kindly ask all tent for setting- tables, and also for sleeping.
who have been studying the Quarterly to Arrangements will be made for those desirbring them along, also your Winnowed Songs. ing to board; and I wish those intending to
The program for the afternoon will be: 1, board would write so we can make arrangeDiscussion of questions. 2, Paper, "How can ments for them.
Superintendent make best use of his associate
T. J. MARTIN, Sec.
officers." 3, Echoes from General Convention. 4, Blackboard work. 5, Normal drill.
Southeastern Illinois district confernnce
The evening program will be a literary en- will be held June 12, 13, in the Saints' chapel
tertainment.
in the Brush Creek branch. Branch clerks
M. J. RICHARDS, District Sec.
are requested to send full reports.
ISAAC A. MORRIS, Dist. Pres.

Mis~ellanBolf s

Dspar1mBnt

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
A special conference will be held June 19,
20, at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Business
will begin at 1: 30 p. m. on Saturday. It is
desired that all the branches; namely,
Wheeling and Glen Easton, V'fest Virginia;
Bannings and Fayette Cit,y, Pennsylvania, be
represented by delegates at the conference.
':lour in gospel bonds,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
The Northeastern Illinois district conference will convene at Mission, Lasalle County,
Illinois, June 12, at ten a. m. Please forward branch reports to W. Vickery, Plano,
Illinois, in time to reach him not later than
June 9. Inasmuch as Mission is located some
distance from the railroad, all those who expect to come by rail should notify Elder
Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illinois, as soon
as possible, giving date and whether you intend coming via Sheridan or Seneca. Sheridan is on the C. B. and Q. railroad. Seneca
on the Rock Island railroad. Elder J. H.
Lake and Bishop E. L. Kelley are expected,
and everybody is cordially invited.
F. G. PITT, President.
22-2t

Chatham district conference will convene
with Buxton branch, at Raleigh Town Hall
Middle Road, two miles east of South Buxton,
and three miles west of Charing Cross·
Those coming by M. C. R. will be met at
North Buxton, and those coming by L. E. D.

To the Saints living· in the Ncmvoo District;
Greeting:-There are a great many Utah elders sent out through the States this season
and of late a number havo been working in
diffc•rent places in this district, and getting
favors on our credit, because of not making a
proper, if any distinction. Within the last
few days some of the missionary force of the
district have met four of them in the city of
Nauvoo and found it necessary for the advancement of the truth and the good of the
public to spend some time in showiDg the people the differences; at the eame time extending to the Utah elders the use of our tent,
with equal privileges of time, etc., -to canvass
the differences; which they have refused.
It will therefore make it necessary for us to
pursue the same course all over the district.
Will the branch presidents and scattered
saints please take notice, and see that all
such elders make a proper explanatfon of the
differences between them and us, also to notify me at once of their presence, that proper
steps may be taken.
Those of the scattered saints who may not
know the territory included in the Nauvoo
district, will say it comprises the following
countifs: Davis, Wapello, Jefferson, Van
Buren, Lee, DesMoines, and Louisa, in Iowa;
Hancock, McDonough, Adams, Schuyler,
Brown, and Pike, in Illinois; and Clark,
Scotland, and Schuyler, in Missouri.
Yours for the advancement of truth,
F. M. WELD,
District President and
Missionary in charge.
Home address, Lamoni, Iowa.

Conference of Northern Minnesota district
NAUVOO, lllinoiE, May 20, 1897.
will be held at Fergus Falls, Otter Tail
County, Saturday and Sunday, June 19, 20.
Branch clerks are requested to procure blanks
INMAN REUNION.
for their reports. These may be obtained
Central Nebraska district reunion will be
from the Saints' Publishing House, Lamoni, held at Inman, Holt County, Nebraska, June
Iowa, at the rate of three for ten cents. 3 to 6 inclusive. One of the Bishopric, F. A.
The conference is to be followed by a saints' Smith, H. 0. Smith, and other prominent
reunion, to continue over two Sundays. ministers will be present, nothing preventPres. Joseph Smith, Bishop E. L. Kelley, ing, and this assures us a very instructive
and the missionaries are expected to be pres- session. One afternoon will be devoted to
ent. Let all the saints come prepared to do Sunday school work, which we hope will be
their part toward making this conference and a very pleasant feature. As many as can
reunion a grand success. All who feel an in- will bring Winnowed Songs and the three
terest in the cause of Jesus Christ and liis Quarterlies with their Bibles; the latter being
gospel are cordially invited to attend.
needed in the preaching services as well as
G. L. JONES, Dist. Sec.
the Sunday school work.
Fuel, hay, and pasturage will he free; corn
and oats fifteen cents per bushel.
Inman is on the Black Hills line of the
NOTICES.
To the Saints of Soiahern California District: Fremont, Elkhort, and Missouri Valley Rail-Once more I will invite your attention to road, about 185 miles from Omaha and Misthe fact, that the office of Church Historian souri Valley. The place where the tent is to
for this district has simply been in name, be pitched is in a grove about one fourth of a
only one article having been handed me for mile ea,st of the town, where there is a pleasrecord during the two and one half years ant plaee for camping.
Remember the date and arrange your busisince my appointment. I take this method
to inform you that I expect to be present at ness so as to be present that you may receive
the coming annual reunion, and hereby re- growth in the knowledge of the truth, and
quest that articles for record may be handed additional spiritual grace to maktJ proper
me there. Unless there is more attention application of that knowledge. Come praypaid to this matter between now and our Oc- ing that God by his Spirit may be present to
tober conference, I shall resign as historian, cheer and encourage the saints, and convert
j and use my influence to have the office abol- the sinner.
J. F. MINTUN,
1 ished.
Respectfully yours,
W. M. RUMEL,
R. R. DANA, Historian.
Committee on arrangements.
University P. o., Los ANGELES, May 16.
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~ eth you receiveth me.,, Jes us is
filled." He verified the account of J therefore personally responsible for
creation, the story of the murder of I the whole Bible. The most profound
Abel, the flood, Abraham, the destruc- i argument for the Bible, the most simtion of Sodom and Lot's wife, Moses , ple, satisfying to the wisest, yet comand his miracles, Elisha and his mira- prehended by the child, is this: We
cles, David and the Psalms. Christ know the Bible is true because Jes us
affirms the truth of Daniel's prophe- said so. ALEXANDER p ATTERSON.
cies, and makes the story of Jonah a
cmcAGo, l\farch 25, 1897.
type of his own resurrection, and in
one verse affirms the canonicgy, auThe Royal-White and Pure
as the Driven Snow.
thenticity, truth, and inspiration of
the whole Old Testament. (Luke 24:
44, Rv.). "All things must needs be
fulfilled which are written iu the law
of Moses, and the prophets, and the
Psalms concerning me. Then opened
their minds that they might understand the scriptures and said unto
them: Thus it is written that the
Obrist should suffer and rise again
from the dead the third day, and that
:repentance and remission of sins
should be preached in his name among
Absolutely Pure
all the nations." Here Christ makes
this, which the Outlook recently
sty led ''a collection of anonymous
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., N!::W YORK.
oriental writings, composed at various
times and in seveml places, altered
The Saints' Herald.
and amended by many persons"(Establishell 18fW.)
Christ takes this as the basis of all Published every 'Wednesday, nt Lamoni, Dehis work, rests his claims upon it, and
catur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
sends his disciples out with this to af- t.hree
months 50 cents; single copies 5 c< nts; s~mple
free.
firm their g0spel. If Professor White, copies
The travt~ling; ministry, di"trict and branch presid enb!t,
BiFhop's ag:ents are requested to solicit sn bscriptions,
Drs. Savage and Abbott are right, fmd
me,ke suleR of church publ1caticns, nnd &ssiet the pn~
dc.partment.
Jesus Christ was either mistaken or a ashing;
Addrees communicatious for pnbHcation to the Erlitors.
letters, trnbscript:onsc remittanres? chungee
guilty partaker in the most gigantic of Butiiuess
addrese, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Manager. H1~mitta1·c0·-, should bi: made by
fraud of all history. Either of these Busiuce.s
post office or exµress orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
registered letters. Do net f_;eud chf·cks.
suppositions is utterly at variance oyAdverti~'ing
rates, forty cer-:t.A rer il::ich each insertion,
subject to the following dL'lrountfY,: One month s inserwith his universally admitted charac- tion,
five per cent: thre~ muDths~ fifteen pt:r cent; su:
months, twenty-five per cent; one .y,rnr forty per cent.
ter for wisdom, candor. and holiness. All
advortiRing conditioned on insertiou npon the :that or
pages of cover, will be charged an ad.va11ce of twenty
The issue narrows itself down to this: liM1t
per cent upon the regular rates. F,1r reading notice!3,
outside p&;2'3B of cover:i uulrsa othetwi.e:e -fl~ccepted,)
Who is right, these latter-day critics (on
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twent.y-five cents
line; discount as above.
or the whole mass of Jewish testimony per(Entered
at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-claaa
from the fifth century to our own day, mail matter.)
backed by the express testimony of
WHAT IS MAN?
Christ and his apostles and the whole
BY ELDER J, R, LAMBERT.
Christian church, Catholic, Greek, and
Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or
Protestant? It further is condensed Poul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the
Dc·at.h oft.he Body in a Conscious state? The
into this: Who is right, Jesus Christ views of 1\fori.al-S:mlists Examined and Reor the higher critics?
futed. In two par·ts. Second edition.
The author has closely Examined the subJesus is an admitted fact by al]. jr;ct
upon which he has written, both in
His character is acknowledged by all. ~t.udy and in oral discussion, with those who
from pim in belief concEirning the
His testimony is therefore good. -It dlffer
nai ur0 and destiny of man. Discussed from
has never been impeached.
This biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints.
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in
matchless witness then stands between cl0ath
bi$ p1·cexis1,ence, life, and death con: the nature of man; the intermediate
the Old Testament and the new. He
st<:.tc c( rig-bteous and wicked; consciousness
places his hand upon the old and af- 1w1 WPPU d•,•!Hh i;nd the resurrection; the
firms its authenticity, its truthfulness, E€CODd death Or future punishment; and the
final conscious existe nc-0 of all after the judgand its inspiration. He sends out his ment; are leading features of the chapters of
disciples aud authorizes them to speak the volume.
In paper covers .................... $ 35
in his name, saying: "He that receivCloth..............................
50

_ PR,ESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, acd restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
1ypc with neat bitJding. Tbe work is a
ltbrary within it.self; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right undent;i,nding of
the Bible, and of modcTn di vei·se systems of
faith and worship; it di;cc;.rnsps present issuc,s
of theology, It may b'J nad with interest
and profit by skeptics and iufidels. It treats
largely of mirdsteriul cmthoi-1t1J as associated
with the Melchisedek and ,\nonic priesthoods, and the ide<>l church of New 1'estament times is set forth in strikinl7 contrast
with the creeds and f,y::items of chu~ch building- since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•• , ••.......... , ....•.••••••. i1 ~-~

=================

The Necessity for a Reorganizatimt
BY ET,DER H. 0. SMITH.

This tnct sets forth and refutes the fa]gn
claims and erconeous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young- and other founders of the
Utah faction, and prov(·S them and the present leaders to be at variance wltb and their
organiz.>tion a de part,ure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet tne aI"guments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cents.

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
Tntmilatiionm in home allll
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of B•tok oi l'II@rnnon and B@@~i oli
Cov~·H<Uolt classes being formed in vi.wiou8
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books·,, the
Herald Office management has decid~d to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper:, the paper and plates being the
~ame as used rn higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the ~ach ol
Inm"pen~d

1

a.U.

l

MANUSCHIPT FOUND.
This is the notorious "Ms,nuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spalding; a verifi< d
aod certified copy of t,he original now in
Oberlin College, Ohio, of which so much has
been said and written in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and
material from which to write the Book of
Mormon. The work, sunrirE"sed for years by
enemies of the Latter Dtty Saints, is a complete refutation of the charge made that it is
the basis from which the Book of Mormon
was written.
In paper, 15 cents; ten or more, each.$ rn
Cloth, limp, 25 cents; ten or more, each ~v
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l'BE SAINTS' HERALD.

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
$15
• 50 • grass land situated 31; miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres brnke. This offer ~ood for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

GOhhRGH CPfY BARBHR SHOP,
-)·PPO!-ITE(-

TII~

A IH

J\l[X~~nCANTlLE

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascert.ai.ni freei whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:._· securing patents
4n America. We have a VVasbington office.
Patents taken through JWm1n & Co. receive:
apecial notice in the

SOIENTlflO AMERICAN,

CO.

~q:hing bnt fir•t-t-claRR Wt1rk. d•"ine hi (:llf rw~. Ladie~,
h'1ll' cJ.:.an1ng llt l"l10p (Jr hon~<~, t-'XCPpt S~11U:"da:lf"-.

Io,va :Ste1:1m Laundry in coLn ctivll.

F. A. BLACK.

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
~OK ON P .ATENTS sent free. Address

MUNN & CO.,
361 Bro:mdway, New York.

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
NEAR SAINTS' CHURCH, LAMONI.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA.

A roomy and well arranged cottage of four main
rooms, with hall, dry cemented cellar, two weli lighted
closets, and china closets; with sink, cupboarde,
etc.; modernly arranged. Also two inclosed porches;
cistern for inside use; well, under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnecessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from eaints' church, Lamoni. A
convenient home. PurchaEer may obtain one or two lots,
as desired. For parUculars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN''LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena,'' occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.
THE LATE REVELATION.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$.30 per acre will buy a good productive
1arrn of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

•«>Od road; four room house, btable, fruit, and

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

OR NO PA"i'.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50, No bad effects from
use of Quit-'ro-Bac., It is a gren,t nerve tonic. \Vhy
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No «'ure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

FRUIT FARMS.
I have property in Pomona; Fruit, G•ain, and Stock
]!'arms, in the heart of the Fruit Belt of Southern Missouri and Nort.hern Arkansas, to sell cheap. I think I
have variety sufficient to suit all who wish to buy, both
in land and prices.
This is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscious Peaches.
For further particeJarJl senrl stamp aud address.
J'OSEipH WARD,
.}"9i;nona, Howell Co., Missouri.

'"~'lls;

good neighborhood: school close by.
l'erma $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payJ.lt'nts. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
'"nwa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per boUle.
l'acked and delivered at express office on receipt of p'.rice.
'if. & M.YEBS, Druggist. Lamoul. !J.l.11¥11.

HARDWARE.11
t!OVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRJl, ETO.
l!!pec!al attention given to Builders' Hardware.
goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

~!llllle

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
COPIES of the late revelation, printed
FO.R·SALE.
in proper size for insertion in the
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
Dr. S. B. GOWELL,
Book of Covenants, may be had on ap- inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Misplication, accompanied by a two-cent
souri. will send till further notice "How not
stamp to cover cost of publication and
HOMES AT LAMONI.
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.
~ostage.
.Address orders to Frank
Land for sale, situated one quarter to m,.
:ialf
mile
southwest
of
Lamoni;
in
three,
foi:n
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni, :rr five acre lots.
THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
These plats will make nice homes; suitabl.
Iowa. •
MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, witb
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, pric ..
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5l inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.
AFTERGLOW.
A book of choice selected poems; 265 pages,
handsomely illustrated and beautifully bound.
Cloth .............................. $1 50
White vegetable parchment •••••••• 1 75
Leather ............................ 2 00
Morocco, red or black, gilt edges ••• 2 50

'or gardening, raising of smr.11 fruits, et.c.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, low&

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
'Jhrist, and identical in faith, organization,
''rdinaoces, worship, and practic0, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reoritanized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him?
Cloth, 396 pages, price ............. $1 50

WORLD-STORY RE'rOLD.
ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.
The purpose of the writer is to show that
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are ovidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. The(llogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to pr1lsent a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth .............................. $1 00
BY
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conclusions as is the sole exercise of j I am not advocating the promulgaany. one of the faculties likely to lead tion of a system of religion in the
s a s t ray. Th e e m ot1'onal nature must sense of worshiping
the unknowable-,
u
~
Select Heading for June Meetings of
be called into adivity and the will or in personifying the unknowable, to
Daughters of Zion .................. 3'14 I
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1
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Notice to D<tnghters of Zion Locals ... 346 1 power so cu iva e as o give ir - ma rn
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LET'rER DEPARTMEN•r .................. ;3461 tion and purpose to our energies.
multitudes. No religious system can
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h
.
AiJp~i~t~e'n1; of '-rn~hJ:.p's Ag('nte ..... 352 ~f mankind cannot content themselves me amsm; nor is any sue system m
P~~tora1,-vy~. 0 H-,Kelley ........... 3~2 with merel knowing that some doc- demand. Butcerliainly, as man exists
Jam('., Oaffal. ............. 3b3
.
Y
h
d ·
· 1b ·
-h th
h
"
J. :F'. IVJ:intun ............. 355 triue or system is false, they want to
ere an is a socia emg, e en as
0
W. ·Er:~~~tr'.~:::··:::::jgg feel that they know what is true. We need of social and moral principles to
'~
~J. :r"1. Terry .............. . 355 can hardly understand bow; anyone guide him. It is no just criticisn1 on
"
o. B. ThomM. · · · · · · · · · · ·.·~~~ . can cling to erroneous beliefs when the foregoing argument to say that we
IS LIBERALISM ADVANCING?
··- I they are, themselves, almost satisfied might, in building, incorporat.e just as:
FOR fifteen years I have be.en identi- I of their falsity. Yet, nevertheless, many great errors as we are now enfied with, and interested in, liberal they do feel that. they are at sea with- deavoring to destroy. The scientific
work I watched carefully the meth- out compass or rudder, and they will acquirements of the present day have
ods employed in carrying on the work, cling to what they have rather than given us truth sufficient for a grand
both by the press and the rostrum, forsake their f;:i,ith for nothing. Man's structure if we are hut guided by
and upon the whole, the results are noti(;ms are not based upon an accurate philosophy in the construction. No
not what I hoped to have seen by this knowledge of objective realities; but doubt but we might incorporate some
time. I hope this will not be taken as they are his interpretations, and are errors, but we fulfill our duty if we
the wail of disappointment, for I ara therefore subjectively true to him. build the best we know. With the
as much interested the work as ever. I Socie~y will only move from its posi- advancement of science and philosoPerhaps I have not that burning en- tion by a process of evolution-as it phy future generations would correct
thusiasm to turn the religious world, advances intellectually and can there- our errors, as we correct the errors of
upside down and play havoc with I fore safely lay aside its old forms of the past. Perhaps the time is not
men's cherished opinions that I had a faith for new and more accurate opin- ripe for constructive work; perhaps a
few years ago. I confess to a consid- ions-it will do so. I say safely lay I philosophical system may attract but
erable ''change of heart" in regard to aside the old fa.ith, because the old I the few. But it is evident that the
methods of spreading the gospel. faith has been the daily guide of the ancient faith is losing its hold upon
What is the reason of this general multitudes for generations, and the minds of men and that liberalism
apathy among liberals? It seems to whether true or false, it has a ten- is gaining nothing. The history of the
me to be obvious. We have proceeded dency to hold in ,check the vices and world shows that at such times men
on wrong lines of work. Our work , crimes of men. Then to ~trip this even lose sight of the principles of
has been almost entirely negative. faith from the masses before the men- morality that the faith, which is no
Our entire energies are spent in show· tal development is such. that some- longer their daily guide, has given
ing what is not true, rather than in thing better can be grasped, and them.
Society becomes corrupted.
showing what is true. The assertion regulated according to reason and A general decay of civilization follows
of our opponents t.hat there is nothing. experience, is not safe. I do not con- for a time. Can we not trace here the
in a negation to bind men together, demn criticism, it is absolutely neces- cause for the rottenness of our present
nothing for them to rally around, is sary at times. But why so much social fabric? It seems that the need
perfectly true, and the history of free- criticism with so little constructive of the time .is a work of remuneration
thought organizations during the past work? For those who think the days that will lead men clear of the pitfalls
twenty years should convince us all of of image-breaking are not passed, I into which the history of the world
that fact. There is nothing in the would say, let the work be done more shows they have ever fallen when the
mere intellectual conviction that a humanely, and according to the rules social fabric under which they have.·
certain theory is wrong to make men of evidence that our criticism do not lived has given away. Why may not:
put forth a prolonged or heroic effort. degenerate to mere denunciations. this be the work of liberalism?-Geo~.
The mete exercise of the reasoning Why use the. invectives that we so H. Dawes, in the Independent Pulpit,
powers in the line of criticism is just often see printed? . Malice is not Waco, Texas. Condensed for Public
as likely to lead us to unwarranted argument.
Opinion.
EmTORIAL:

GONTEN'E!'!:

How is This? ........................ 341
Di vine Retribution.················· · 342
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:

I

'.:
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IT is probable that Mr.· Dawes had in I higher criticism school of thinkers is graph, but a far more sensitive pho1

mind only the idea of advancement in I doing much to destroy superstition nograph than Edison's ordinary model.
the direction of organization. I am . and bring rationalism into public A battery of one cell to sixty, accordconscious of the fact that in this direc- favor. To all this it may be said, ing to the degree of deafness, is used.
tion we have made but litt1e progress, ''but these people are not liberals." 0£ course, the apparatus is useless in
though, I do not think we have lost They do not so call themselves I the case of absolute deafness, but such
any ground, in fact, we have never grant, but what does that amount to an infirmity is far rarer than is susyet had much to lose. I do not re- if, as is the case, they are liberal? pected.
Ninety-five per cent of sogard organization, except in the mat- and if, as they do, they are liberaliz- called stone-deaf persons can be made
ter of local clubs, as being very ing their congregations, the churches to hear and understand by Dussaud's
important. In our present stage of to which they belong and the general invention. You speak into the phono·
development, organization is of doubt- public? We can do no more, and I graph; you make it repeat the words
ful utility, and, unless wisely managed, doubt if we can do that with 1:1"s much which are transmitted by a sort of
ev6n local clubs oftener bring peril success as are they. We do not seek microphone and speaking tube into
than success to a struggling move- to destroy the churches, but only to I the deaf ear. Prof. Dussaud is prement, not well understood by the rationalize them, and that is what paring for the 1900 exhibition an apgeneral public. If Mr. Dawes or any these men are doing. Whenever the paratus which will enable 10,000
other despondent liberal will call to churches abandon superM,turalism people who may all be deaf to follow
mind the character of opposition it and throw open their doors to the a lecture.
had to contend with fifteen years ago truth the fighting period of liberalism
an:l compare it with that of to-day, he will come to a close.-Independent PulThe latest exploit with the Roen twill find ground for encouragement. pit (editorial).
gen rays is reported from Lisbon. It
Then a liberal was ostracised on every
~~
was at the instance of the Queen of
hand, now he is not. Then a liberal
GOOD ADVICE TO THE CLERGY.
Portugal, who takes a keen interest
idea rarely ever found its way into the IN one of Dr. Burton's Yale lectures in s01ence, that the ladies of her court
secular press, now the press is full of the following advice was given to the submitted themselves to the searching
liberalism.
The Universalists and young ministers: "When trouble is action of these vibrations. The ladies
Unitarians were regarded as danger- brewing, keep still. When slander is I have been startled at the sight of
ous heretics, now they are reinforced getting on its legs, keep still. When J their distorted ribs and bones, the reby hundreds of liberal preachers. If your feelings are hurt, keep still, till sult of tight lacing. Henceforth they
the life of the church depends upon you l'ecover from your excitement at have determir1ed to be free women.
the perpetuation of traditional the- any rate.
'I'hings look differently Corsets are to be cast aside.
ology and Biblical supernaturalism, through an unagitated eye. In a
then it is doomed. But may not the commotion once I wrote a letter and
Queen's Empire-A Retrospect of Sixty
church, as an ethical institution, live sent it, and wished I had not. In my Years," by W. T. Stead, in the June Review of
on and thrive after these have been later years I had another commotion, Reviews, throws many sidelights on the rerepudiated? I am one of many who and wrote a long letter; but life had markable growth of the British Empire since
Victoria ascended the throne.
believe that it will, and in that case rubbed a little sense into me, and I
·the church will be a liberal institution. kept th;::tt letter in my pocket against I
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
;whenever the church repudiates su- the day when I could look it over
''h ou t· ag1"t·t'
SanFrnncisco,Oalifornia: No.997Market
pers t l.t u t"ion an db ecomes b roa d enoug h wn
.a 10n ,ana, w1•th ou t t ears. ' St.reet,
corner of Sixth Street. Preaching
to cherish the truth on all subjects I was glad I did. Silence is the most at "11: 00 a. m. and 1: 4.5 p. m .. Sunday school
its moral aims and purposes,
·
th"
· bl
t"
at 12: 00 m. Sacrament meeting the second
affectl.nr!
~
massive u ing conce1va e some ·lmes. Sunday of each month. c. A. Parkin, presiit will be broad enough to take in It is strength in its very grandeur. dent, M. A. Saxe secretary.
liberalism with all for which it now It is like a regiment ordered to stand
Los Angoles, Oallfornia: No. 427 San
contends, and he must be blind who st1"ll in the mid-fury of battle. To Pedro St. Joseph Chester, pastor, Fourth
1

and Central Ave.

cannot see that its tendency is in that
direction.
Fr~m th~ ~acific to th~ ~tlantic
heretical m1msters are sprmgmg up
on every hand, and liberal ideas are
bel·n~~ uttered i·n un1"vers1"t1"es, newspapers, and ministerial associations.
The simple fact that such ideas can
find utterance in an orthodox pulpit
and be discussed, even with their disapproval, by orthodox ministers· of
,high standin~ . goes to show that lib~
ceral ideas are insinuating themselves
into the churches, and in that proportion orthodox superstition is being
repudiated. What is now called the

plunge in were twice as easy. The
Rock Island, Illinois: Rall, Fourteenth
tongue has unsettled more ministers Street and Fourth Avenue. Services at 2:30
than small salaries ever did, or lack p. ;~adford and Beswick mission: Saint,s
of ability."
meeting room, No. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
I
-~
Lane, Bradford, Manchester.
Services,
II
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school

I

TO ENABLE DEAF FOLK TO HEAR
. 2: 30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
WITH EASE.
Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scroptop.
· Street, Queen's Road, Manchester, in chari.re.
A DISPATCH from L on d on says: I tis
Des Moines, Iowa: Sainto church, corner
announced from Geneva that Prof. of sixteenth and Des Moines E:tre0ts, East Des
Dussaud of the university there has Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
9:45; preaching service at 11:(.0 a. m.; social
invented an apparatus to enable the service at 2: oo; youn<-r peopk's meeting at
deaf to hear. The microphonograph 5: 30; preaching at 7: 30 P· m. Prayer meeting on Thursdays at 7: 30 p. m.
he has just issued magnifies the human
Springfield, Missouri: Rall corner of Comvoice in the same way that a lens mercial ana Springfield avenues. Preaching at
ma~nifies. It is simply a telephone ll: GO a. m. and 7: 15 P· m., Sunday school at
~
9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: 00 p. m. W. R.
connected electrically with a phono- Pickering in charge.
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"If ye continue in my word, th·

ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-Johns: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 2, 1897.
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HOW IS THIS?

1. WHAT is the mission of our Savior during the millennium? Will the saints need
any teaching to perfect them?
2. Will the righteous departed dead that
die from now on receive their bodies in the
morning of the resurrection and at once have
a perfect understanding of all things; and
have an equal knowledge with God and
Christ and be above teaching?
If so how can we harmonize such a theory
with the written word in Doctrine and Covenants? It says, if I understand it correctly, that
they who are quickened by a portion of celestial glory will then receive of the same, even a
fullness. I can see how a righteous spirit can
receive an immortal and purified body, and be
in harmony with the written word; but I cannot see how it can have a perfect understanding of all things as they exist and be above
teaching, when it is only quickened by a portion of celestial glory. If so, that would be
creating or making intelligence with the
body, which would not be in harmony with
the word, as I understand it; for it. says in telligence, or the light of truth, was not created
or made, neither indeed can be. I believe the
body will be given its God-given faculties for
the spirit, or inner man to enter in and occupy and develop, th 3 same as he does in the
body we now have, by observation and study;
and by keeping the commands of God or having kept them, receive light. and truth until
he is glorified in truth and knoweth all
things.
3. Do the leading quorums of the church
believe that faith is the moving power of all
action, both in heaven and earth; and that it
was by it that God worked in the beginning,
and without it he would cease to exist? .

And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say
unto you, That ye which have followed me,
in the regeneration when the Son of man
shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye.also
shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the
twelve tribes of Israel.-Matt. 19: 28.
He shall be called great, and shall be called
the Son of the Highest; and the Lord God
shall give unto him the throne of his father
David; and he shall reign over the house of
Jacob forever; and of his kingdom there shall
be no end.-Luke 1:32, 33.
And they shall multiply and wax strong,
and their children shall grow up without
sin unto salvation, for the Lord shall be in
their midst, and his glory shall be upon them,
and he will be their King and their lawgi ver.-Doc. and Cov., •Sec. 45, par. 10, closing portion of paragraph.

From these texts and their kindred
passages to be found running all
through the Bible, prophetic and descriptive, we conclude that the mission
of Jesus Christ, the Savior, during the
Millennium will be the necessary and
pleasurable work of a King and Ruler;
fulfilling the statement found in Jeremiah 31,.and Hebrews 8, that he would
be to the Saints their God, and they
be to him a people.
It is evident that this work of the
King of Saints, will be to administer
the things of the Kingdom righteously,
meting out justice, observing the demands of mercy, teaching and instructing through those whom he will
appoint as priests and kings those
who shall be finally found worthy of
eternal life in the perfected kingdom,
over which he will be appointed to
reign, after the Millennium and the
"little season," which reign will continue forever. Any of our readers

who may desire to "search the scrip1. We apprehend that the mission tures" topically on this subject, will
of the Savior, during the millennium, find a wonderful mine of things of
will be to reign and rule.
beauty and grandeur depicturing the
And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, peace, pleasantness, happiness and
that with it he should smite the nations; and joy of the reign of the Lamb of God;
he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he from the ushering in of the dispensatreadeth the winepress of the fierc~ness and tion to the building of the beautiful
wrath of Almighty God. And he hath on
his vesture and on his thigh a name written,

KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.-

Rev. 19:15, 16.
Blessed and holy is he that hath part in
the first resurrection: on such the second
death hath no power, but they shall be
priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign
with him a thousand years.-Rev. 20:6.

1.

city of which the Lamb was to be the
light and glory thereof.
2. We have believed that not only
those who •'die in the Lord from now
·n · e · th
· g f th
on, Wl r1s .m
e mormn o
e
first resurrection, but all who have
thus died in the Lord from the resur,,

No. 22.
rection of Jesus unto the morn of the
first resurrection will rise. But we
cannot conceive that those who thus
rise will be so far perfected in mental
and spiritual growth that they will be
blessed with all knowledge, wisdom,
and power in the fulness in which
these qualities are held by the risen
Redeemer and the Father.
There evidently will be degrees in
knowledge and wisdom among those
who are resurrected, as there are differences here in the same qualities;
although there may be an equality, so
far as the ability and opportunities to
progress are concerned; and that
equal facilities to acquire knowledge
of infinite things will be accorded to
all. If this is conceded, and we believe
it to be correct, then the resurrected
saints will need instruction; either
from their own number in inquiry and
research, or from those designated by
the King as priests who shall minister
unto them. That they may finally
come where Christ and God are, we
believe; but that they will ever attain
to supremacy in the sense that God
and Christ are supreme we do not believe. Men on the earth all breathe
the same air, move in the same presences, of earth, sky, sun, moon, and
stars; are all subject to the same general laws of life, and of death; yet
differences exist as to knowledge,
wisdom, and power-physical, moral,
and spiritual. In that world in which
the resurrected men shall live, move,
and have a being, the trammels in
which the spirit here is held and circumscribed preventing the progression to which the human aspires, will
be removed; the spirit be disenthralled, and the boundless worlds of
space be opened to inspection, comprehension, and mental grasp, the
infinite placed within his reach.· Ac·
cording to the apostle men shall then
''know as they are known, comprehend as they are also apprehended."
We cannot write confidently as to
whether the leading quorums of the
church hold that faith is the "moving
power of action;" never having learned
whether the quorums had passed upon
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the topic. We think, however, that
the general opinion is in accordance
with the Apostle Paul in his statement
to the Hebrews that
through faith we ~nderstand that the worlds
were framed by the word of Gc-d.-Heb. 11: 3.

The account given in Genesis is to
the effect that "God said, Let there be
light: and there was light." Each
successive step in creation was of the
same sort; "God said, Let there be a
firmament," "Let the dry land appear;" and each measure followed the
command; power was brought to bear
upon matter existing in chaos and that
power wrought the succeeding stages
of evolution until all were accomplished.
God undoubtedly had confidence in
himself, and knew that he had power
to accomplish his will. He knew that
he had but to command, exercise his
will, and all the latent forces lying
concealed in the world of chaotic material would be set in motion to work
out the designs of his will. If such
confidence in himself may be called
faith, then he had faith; but if there
was force, power in action, set in motion by command-the word-then the
confidence which God had in himself
was justified by the works that followed, and were not of faith but of
knowledge.
Man's faith moves on finite lines,
God's on infinite lines. Man's faith
enables him to accept the works of
God, while yet unable to comprehend
them.
God's works indicate goodness, wisdom, will, power, and confidence in himself, differing widely
from the trust that man must put in
things which he ·sees, but neither
understands, nor their origin, nor
why they are.
We think that the greater number
of the ministry are hardly prepared to
accede to the deduction drawn from
the passage quoted from Hebrews
11: 3, as found in the Lectures on
Faith, in Doctrine and Covenants
1: 14-17 inclusive; that faith is the
principle of power which being exercised by God, produced the world,
put the planets in their places, and
prescribed their orbits, and gave the
laws of their continued existence.
For reasons which follow.
In every instance named in Heb1'ews
11, it was the power of God that
wrought the things spoken of, and in
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I most of

them the nature of· the faith
exercised by man was that of. trust
without knowledge; confidence, m the
nature of "evidence of things not
seen." The things which God wrought
were all of them known by him before
they took place to be the result of
power resident in him to will, direct,
command forces outside of his person;
but within his control which accom·
plished the work designed. The elders
take the view stated by Alma, as the
same is found in the Book of Mormon,
Book of Alma, chapter 16, paragraph 20, of the smaller Lamoni
edition; verses 129 to 134 inclusive, in
the large type edition.

1

have a confidence and trust of things
not seen. .
.
We believe tl:at the abo~e :airly
represents the views of a maJority of
the eldership, hence present it for examination, thinking it possible there
may be some who may not hold belief
in that way.
DIVINE RETRIBUTION.

following is a clipping from the
Sacramento, Cal., Bee; sent us by a
''brother."

THE

HOLLISTER, (Cal.), April 21.-"May God
strike me deacil if I am the murderer of Bernardino Asseuro!" cried Joseph Ciscado in.
the court room here yesterday. The last
word had scarcely left his lips when, with a
shriek, he toppled forward and fell heavily to
the floor.
The terrorized officers and most of the
spectators st'.lod aghast for some moments, at
what appeared to be a startling manifestation
of Divine retribution. Then several rushed
to the prostrate man and sought to assist him
from the floor. There was no response to
their orders, or their efforts. Joseph Ciscado
was dead.
The man was a Portuguese and had been
arrested on a charge of having murdered
Asseuro, a Mexican rancher, whose dead
body was found last Saturday morning in his
cabin in the Cleveland district.

Now I ask is this faith? Behold, I say
unto you, Nay; for if a man knoweth a thing,
he hath no cause to believe, for he knoweth.
And now as I said concerning faith. Faith,
is not to have a perfect knowledge of things;
therefore if ye have faith, ye hope for things
which are not seen, which are true.

The argument is, that God had a
perfect knowledge from the beginning
of all things; hence, he was not in the
condition of one hoping for things as
yet unseen. He knew what the result
would be, and his condition was as
one who had had faith before the
things hoped for had occurred, and
had lived to see the things hoped for
accomplished facts; hence faith was
ended irfknowledge, which knowledge
had superseded faith. When the work
of faith is perfected, knowledge has
been obtained and faith ends, its office
work being completed.
We can quite !'eadily comprehend
how it is that through our faith "we
understand that the worlds were
framed by the word of Godj'' but we
cannot understand that it was through
God's faith that the "worlds were
framed."

The object of the brother in sending
it was, evidently, for the moral of it;
which put in few words is to this
effect; that there is a limit to the
blasphemy of man beyond which it is
not safe for him to go.
It is a fearful thing for a man to
call God as a witness to his thought,
purpose, or deed. The intelligence
of God take cognizance of things in
their absolute sense. There is no
warrant for asking God to take cognizance of, or bear witness of what is
wrong, evil, or false. The man who
does it indifferently, or carelessly is
inexcusable; and he who being guilty
does it wilfully, puts himself into posi·
tion to be reproved, rebuked, or possibly destroyed, as was the man in
the instance given in the slip sent us.
In the course of our life we have
heard of a number of instances in
which a blasphemous calling of God
to witness has been signally rebuked
in a similar way to the one given above,
and it should teach man this lesson,
that the Savior's words direct the better way:-

Faith exercised by man in regard to
things beyond his knowledge and con·
trol is sublime; but, the exercise of a
quality in himself by which a man
knows he can accomplish what he designs would not be called sublime, nor
that quality be called faith but knowledge. In a like manner God being
endowed with goodness, wisdom, will,
and power exercised the creative force
not by virtue of faith, but by virtue
of knowledge. In the language of
Alma, Is that faith, I say unto you,
Swear not at all.
Nay, for "faith is not to have a perLet your communication be yea, yea, and
feet knowledge of things;" but is to; nay, nay.

I
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A man guilty of crime may call approval upon the professing native ChrisGod to witness to his assertion that he tians who come from foreign lands to solicit
is innocent; but for such wickedness money either for their own education or to
develop Christian enterprises in their native
he must answer to God, sooner or land. One convert to Christianity from the
later, and liable to be at once made to Jewish faith went to England from Persia to
suffer the penalty for outraging the be educated: When he returned to Persia
right and truth.
"God knows my he wore a black broadcloth suit with a low
heart,,, are words too frequently cut waistcoat, showinir a broad expanse of
shirt front, in the middle of which was a
heard, too frequently used, even glass diamond. His collar reached nearly to
among saints; and sometimes in the his ears. He wore a red necktie, patent
presence of others with whom serious leather pumps, kid gloves, and a silk hat.
doubts concerning the sincerity of the He was so far above his people that he could
not sit on the floor and take his food in his
one using them, are engendered by fingers as formerly.
their use. He who is conscious of right
He returned to-England, made an address
motives for his action, can afford to there on the need of Christian work in Perwait until he is accused of wrong be- sia, and received $5,000 from some benevolent
fore he enters upon denial or defense. Englishman. He is soon to return to Persia,
and expects to build a fine residence for himThere is a proverb to this effect:self in the capital of that country.
He that is first in his own cause seemeth
just, but bis neighbor cometh and trieth him.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

THE conservative theology of oldsty le Presbyterianism has its friends,
as may be seen by the following press
item. It may be that the extreme
positions assumed by the higher
critics and rationalists will cause a
reaction to the other extreme, in
favor of the creed of Calvin:Charlotte, N. C., May 26.-Tbe Southern
Presbyterian General. Assembly resumed the
Westminster celebration to-day. Dr. S. M.
Smith of Columbia, S. C,, delivered an address on Westminster standards. His defense
of the conservative theolog-y was popular and
well received.
THE Valley Oracle published at Ferndale, California, in its issue of April
20, sent us, presumably by some good
brother, contains an article "An old

, .

. .

BRO. J. J. CORNISH, Reed City, Michigan, May 24:All goes well here; some are obeying the
gospel, etc.
Bro. J. W. Burget, Cleveland,
Ohio, May 18:I am pleased to say that we are progressing
and making friends to the cause of Christ in
this place. Our meetings are quite well attended, and at times a good interest is manifested, and we are hopeful of a greater
awakening to the truth of the restored gospel
in the near future than heretofore, and that
the efforts of the saints may be crowned, and
many be added to our number who will be an
honor to the cause.
Bro. A. H. Parsons, Philadelphia,
May 24:The work in these parts moves very slowly;
one addition since General Conference; two
oth~rs almost ready. B.rn. Kent and Baker
arrived last T~esday .mght, ready for tent
work. 'rhey will set it up next Wednesday
in Camdem, New Jersey, near where Bra.
Smith and Moler held fo,·th last year. They
gave us two rousing sermons each Lord's day.
Since Brn. Smith and Moler opened the
work there (Camden) and at Germantown we
have held forth once a week at each and twice
in the city. All well.

I

tragedy recalled m which it denounces the murder of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith in this language:Even those who sanctioned the deed at the
time ·and still sanction it agree that it is
the blackest spot on the pages of the
history of Illinois.
Time brings compensations. ''The
==========
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
blood of the martyrs is the seed of
the church." They rest from their THE Williams Bay, Wisconsin, Oblabors, but the good they wrought server, of May 20, has a good and
lengthy article setting forth the faith
abides and endures.
of the church, written by Bro. E. M.
WE extract the following from a press Wildermuth. It makes mention of
account of proceedings of the Presby- the late conference of the Southern
terian General Assembly of May 26, Wisconsin district held May 15 and 16,
at Eagle Lake, Indiana, which serves and the presence of President Joseph
to show that the wily Jew or Heathen Smith at said conference. Williams
sometimes becomes more Christianized Bay is a popular resort where many
in appearance than in fact:I recreation seekers gather during the
At the request of the foreign missionaries summer season.
It has tw.o import~nt
the assembly to-day put the iron heel of dis- features worthy of special mention

I
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! among minor ones; viz.: the saints
!

have a neat chuech near by, and the
1 b t dy k
1
th 1
ce e ra e
er es te escope,
e argest and latest improved instrument of
the kind in the world, is located
there; a happy combination for those
who would learn the truths of the
h
Id
I .
b h
d
eaven1Y wor ·
t IS to e ope
that while many of the world of science and learning gathBr at the Bay to
learn the lessons of the starry heavens, and to measure their modes and
distances, they will also learn of and
embrace the faith revealed by the
Maker of the spacious :firmament on
high ''whose constellations light up
the spacious avenues between this
world and the unseen." Is it scientific
to ignore the facts and measurements
of the law of the spirit and devote investigatious entirely to the physical
world about us, and which cannot
bring man into direct communion
with their Author? We think not,
but that men must seek him with the
heart, the whole heart, in addition to
se'arching his works through the mi·
croscope, the telescope. When men
become the children of God and receive
his Spirit which teaches the things of
God, they will be better qualified to in·.
terpret the works of his hands. May
the church at Williams Bay prove a
light to many.
Elder J. W. Wight on his way to
Rocky Mountain mission reports having crowded houses at Little Sioux,
Iowa. In first week after leaving
home he had preached eight sermons,
baptized four, blessed two children,
and administered to sick a number:of
times. He also forwards eight dollars for college aid. That is right;
let the elders be alive to every enterprise of church work and peace and
good will come to men.
Sr. L. M. Richards writes a touching
account of the death of her little
daughter "Joyie," caused by the bite
of a rattlesnake during a visit among
friends near North Platte, Nebraska,
recently. Bro. and Sr. Richards have
!1;i~fo:~athy of many in their sore
The Hamilton, Ontario, Times, of
May 24, contains an interesting and
lengthy account of work being done at
that point by Brn. Hiram Dickhout,
George Virgin, and others of the ReI orga~ized Chur?h in that. vicinity.
I The item describes a baptismal and
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confirmation ceremony in which the
brethren with others took part, and
has good words throughout for the
church, its faith and its work. The
influence of this excellent statement
of the Times will doubtless be far·
reaching for good.
A year or two ago Bro. R. M. Elvin
was obliged to stand the fire of a very
severe attack upon the faith by one
Rev. Irwin of the Holiness movement, at Lucas, Iowa; which, however, resulted in favor of the truth
and did no harm to anyone but the
Rev. Mr. Irwin. The Des Moines
Leader of May 27, handed us by Bro.
Elvin, contains a lengthy account of a
late effort made by this same Rev.
Irwin, at Centerville, where he became so bitter and abusive of the people and the churches that the Mayor
of the city notified him to leave the
place and the people aided his early
departure .by letting down his tent.
W e are sorry to be obliged to chronicle the mistakes of Mr. Irwin. We
are glad, however, to note that our
work gains steadily both at Lucas and
at Centerville, where Bro. Elvin and
others of the ministry continue to
preMh the gospel, no man preventing
them. May our representatives continue to deserve the good will of the
people now so generally being manifested toward them and their work
of truth and right.
The San Antonio, Texas, Press, of
May 16, in an article descriptive of the
coming "Poineer festival of the Mormons," which is to be held in Utah,
July 24, also included many erroneous
statements concerning Joseph Smith
the martyr and his work. Bro. H. P.
Curtis, located at San Antonio, corrects said errors of statement and puts
the work and character of the Martyr
in their true light in the same paper
for May 22. Bro. Curtis has done
well in his statement. It is written
in forcible language, but iscandid and
moderate in tone and successfully
refutes the misleading statements of
the former writer. Itseemsthatevery
movernent of the Utah Church is but
serving to bring the truth unsullied
before the people; and that, though
the church and the Martyrs have
suffered misrepresentation and shame
because of the latter-day apostasy,
compensation now is coming, and
coming rapidly in widespread diffusion

of knowledge of the faith of the church
established under the ministry of Joseph Smith and others. The Utah
people celebrate their jubilee commemorating settlement of the State
or arrival of the pioneers in July, 1847.
But a few years more and they with
the general public will more generally
recognize the c.haracter of the movement made under the apostasy and
exodus from Zion to the salt.land.
Lieutenant R. E. Peary, of the
United States navy and of Arctic
fame has been granted a five years'
leave of absence to resume explorations in the Arctic regions.
The United States Senate has
adopted the Chandler resolution authorizing the sending of supplies to
the famine sufferers in India by any
suitable ship.
The German Reichstag adopted a
credit for 30,000,000 marks for rearming the German artillery with improved field pieces. Herr Richter,
the Radical leader, stated "that in the
matter of artillery what is spared in
iron we might perhaps have to make
up in blood."
A copy of the Minneapolis Tirnes
dated May 5, sent us for notice we
suppose, contains a lengthy account
of the experiences of one W. A. Laufman, a well-known traveling man,
who asserts and gives particulars of
an experience in his life when his
spirit left his body and he was laid
out for burial while conscious of and
able to see and note all going on about
him. The account is remarkable and
similar to others told by parties personally known to us. Mr. Laufman,
it appears, is not a spiritualist nor
given to visionary experiences and
was as much surprised as his hearers
could well be by what he experienced.
Elder 'l'. A. Hougas, Superintendent
of the General Sunday School Association, visited Lamoni over Saturday
and Sunday, the 29th and 30th on
matters pertaining to Sunday school
work.
He addressed the Lamoni
saints at the Sunday morning preaching service.
Montreal, Quebec; also Whitehall,
I Elizabethtown, Rome, Watertown,
Saratoga, and other places in New
I York report severe shocks of earthquakes during the past week. Buildings were perceptibly shaken causing
occupants to flee in terror.
1

1

I

Elaborate measures have been taken
at Athens to prevent a popular uprising against the present dynasty in
Greece. War ships and troops are
ready to suppress manifestations of
discontent.
Lower House of Prussian Diet rejected a motion providing for police
suppression of meetings threatening
safety of state and public order.
Bro. J. C. Clapp, who has been
laboring since conference in Kentucky,
arrived at Lamoni on the 31st ult.
He has sent for his family, now in
California, having concluded to make
his home in the city of the saints.

Mothsrs' HomB
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EDITED BY FRANCES.

•·I count theEe things to be grandly true:
That a noble deed is a step toward God,
Lifting the Eoul from the common sod
To a purer air and a broader view.
"We rise by the things that are under our feet,
By what we have mastered in greed and

gain~

By the pride deposed and the passion slain,
And the :vanqmshed ill we hourly meet.
~'Heaven

is not reached by a single bound,

But we build the ladders by which we rise
From the lowly earth to tbe vaulted skies,
And we m0u nt to its summit round by

round.,~

SELECT READING FOR JUNE MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
IMAGINA'l'ION.

THERE is no faculty whose right training
has greater influence upon character than
imagination, yet none whose cultivation is
more neglected. We often act as though we
thought God made a mistake in giving us
imagination, or that the world had outgrown
all need of it. . . .
What is the imagination? Webster defines
it as the power to create or reproduce an
object previously perceived; to recall a mental or spiritual state before experienced; to
reconstruct or recombine material furnished
by experience or apprehension, for the accomplishment of an elevated end or purpose.
1.'his latter power distinguishes it from fancy,
with which it is often confounded. The two
are near of kin, but imagination is the
higher . . . .
Being the creative faculty in man, imagination allies us most nearly to God. By it we
perceive God. It is the germ of faith, of
noble purpose, of enthusiasm whose literal
meaning is "God in us." The world's best
work is always done by enthusiasts, no matter
how much utilitarians scoff at them. They
do this work because of their deep, true,
heaven-born belief in God and that it is his
work, which having given them to do, he
will give the ability to perform. Such a
conviction is not to be hammered out of cold
reason. It comes only through imagination
taking hold upon the unseen and spiritual
forces. To rise, we must reach up and take
hold on something above; we cannot be pushed
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up by forces from below; and that something
becomes real to us only through the imagination . . . .
Those who have builded the ladders best on
which to reach heaven have been men and
women of strong imagination. Such men
:and women are the best workers. Castlebuilding precedes real building. Every great
achievement lives first in the imagination of
its doer. This faculty is the soul of. all
philanthropies; for by it we are enabled to
put ourselves in the place of wronged, sinning,
suffering men and women, to feel their sorrows, and through thus feeling them, be
moved to relieve them. By it Howard put
himself in the place of the prisoners, and
thus was moved to inaugurate prison reform.
Florence Nightingale and Mary S~anley put
themselves in the place of suffering soldiers,
and wrought out their relief in imagination
before they could work it out in reality.
Making the woes of the drunkard, and of the
drunkard's family, their own, led Mrs. Thompson and her noble co-laborers into the Temperance Crusade whose fruits are now blessing
thousands. It is the basis of all sympathy
with joy as well as with sorrow. More than
any other faculty it distinguishes man from
the brutes and allies him with spiritual
natures.
Often imagination in its highest, noblest
development, exists in those we are wont to
consider only pro.mic workers. If their work
is well done and bas a lofty aim, we may be
sure it bas its root in imagination, no matter
how little of this appears in blossoms or
fruit . . . .
We have the clear testimony of God in
Revelation, in Nature and in History that
there is no power of the mind through which
he works so irresistibly for the uplifting and
salvation of man as through imagination . . . .
The ideals of Greece and Rome deify the
brute forces-strength, courage, feats of war.
Inspired idealism illustrates the reactive
virtues-the cultivation of the human soul,
the development of its faculties to their
highest perfection. In your home erect the
statue of the perfect man, all glorious with
truth and beauty in their highest conceivable
perfection, and say, "Behold the man! Behold
the model of your life and thought!" It rests
with parents to decide what ideals they erect
in their own households. It behooves them
to decide carefully, for their children's lives
will be moulded to the model of the ideal
thus erected. If your highest type is Crresus,
your children may gain wealth, but bring
leanness into their souls, and so on through
all the catalogue of ruling passions. It is
only when the perfect Christ is the family
ideal that the noblest family life is possible.
Combined with this you can keep before your
children the lives of noble men and women,
and these ideals become insensibly wrought
into the fiber of their being; herein is the
great good of pictures and statues of grand
men and women in the home. In my study
bangs a picture of Agassiz. I never came
into the room tired out with a bard day's
work in school, without heing rested and
refreshed by looking into the noble face of
him who so gloried in his life work that he

counted it his proudest distinction to write
his name "Louis Agassiz, Teacher." In my
bedroom bangs a picture of Lucretia Mott.
As it greets my opening eyes in the morning
the strong, sweet face bids me "good cheer,"
and I go to the labor of the day with greater
cour.age from thinking of the eighty years of
mlble work she did . . . .
To this principle Roman Catholicism owes
much of its power over the masses. Pictures
of Christ and the saints adorn not only cathedrals and churches, but even the humblest
horn.es. Around them gather the sweetest
ideals of the household. The pictLred images
become living friends to them, rejoicing in
their joy, sympathizing in their sorrow . . . .
Bring biography and incidents of noble
deeds to aid in forming your children's ideals.
The world is full of them. If newspapers
would take as much pains to record them as
they do to give the records of revolting crime,
the world wouid be much better. The imagination would be fed on worthy food, and
would grow pure and strong instead of groveling in the mire. All history is full of incidents whose tendency is to lift us to a higher
plane of living. What an inspiration to
self-denial bas been Sir Philip Sidney's passing the untasted cup which his own dying
lips so craved to a· wounded soldier dying
beside him, because "bis need is greater than
mine." It is matched in our own time by the
magnanimity of Albert Sidney Johnston. A
minie-ball wounded him in the leg-, cutting
an artery from which the life blood was
rapidly flowing. Scarce realizing the danger
in bis anxiety to have his wounded soldiers
and the prisoners attended to, he sent bis
surgeon to attend to them saying, "These
men were our enemies a moment ago, now
they are our prisoners; take care of them."
The surgeon went, not dreaming of bis
general's danger, and in a few moments
Johnston w2s dead.
The cholera was raging in Naples. The
whole city was in a panic, which but increased the fearful ravages of the foe. King
Humbert and his beautiful wife undertook to
allay this panic, and did so at the risk of
their lives. Going to the plague-smitten city,
whence all bad fled who could escape, the
young king literally took his life in his hand
and periled it for the protection of bis people.
The monarch gave place to the philanthropist;
he went about among the stricken people, bis
very presence allaying their fears and thus
increasing their chance of life. '.!;'he priest
who first accompanied him soon fell a victim
to the cholera, and then the heroic queen,
whom the king would have kept from the
contagion if he could, took bis place beside
her husband; it was as though Queen Victoria
and Florence Nightingale had united in one
person. History shows no brighter example
of heroism-a king and queen, in the very
meridian of life, happy in all relations public
and private, periling their lives, not for their
crown, but for their suffering people.
But does some busy parent. ask, "Is it
raally worth while, in this hurrying life we
must live, to take time to tell such deeds to
our children?" Yes, we answer unhesitatingly, if you would have your children emu-
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late them. Children are natural-born hero
worshipers; better to s3t before them noble
heroes, around whom a pure imagination
may twine, than leave them to bow at unworthy shrines. Imagination will be busy;
supply it with pure mater:al upon which to
work . . . .
Look, now, on the other side of the picture.
Neglect to fill your child's mind with noble
ideals; let his imagination grovel in the dust,
as it assuredly will if you give it nothing
upon which to climb; let the materials of
which it builds be furnished by the daily
papers' showing-up of crime; by the dime
novel, or by lewd stories told on street-corners; or, not to descend into such depths, let
its materials be drawn from frivolous gossip,
carping criticism, or sensational literature,
and what an ideal is set up in the heart of
your child! You can not touch pitch without being defiled. Such images once impress0d upon the mind go on doing their
deadly work-their work of vile insinuations,
of sinful suggestions, of promptings to evil,
all through life. John B. Gough said he
would give all be was worth could he cleanse
bis imagination of the vile pictures impressed
on it during the years of his dissipation; but
there they remained, starting out vividly at
unexpected moments, often when be most
longed for purity. Who bas not bad somewhat similar experiences, images of evil,
formed, perhaps, long ago by listening to
some story or cherishing some impure
thought, springing into life at the very
moment we most desire their destruction;
coming, perhaps, between us and God as we
kneel in prayer? However parents may
neglect its culture, Satan never fails to make
use of the imagination. If it be true, as
before stated, that all the world's great
achievements liv3 first in the imagination, it
is equally true that all sin against God and
crime against man find there a starting place.
An evil thought or suggestion gains entrance
into the mind; it is repulsive, but is not repulsed; imagination dallies with it, dresses it
up in fair colors, dwells upon the pleasure or
the gain which will come of the wrong doing,
lulls conscience ,to sleep with a siren song;
meanwhile, desire grows strong, passion,
overpowers reason, till the imagination of
the heart becomes the outward act whose
consequence may darken a lifetime. It was
because every imagination of the thoughts of
men was only evil continually that God repented that be made man, and destroyed the
race by the flood.
Chri~t continually appeals to the imagination, "Without a parable"-a little story
formed in bis imagination, appealing to the
imagination of bis bearers-"spake be not
unto them." Tbe child-hunger for "Arabian
Nigh ts," "Hans Christian Andersen," and
fairy tales is Heaven-sent. The imagination
which transforms a soiled rag-baby into a
princess, or erects and furnishes a palace out
of some old boards and bits of broken crockery, should be used in making Christ real to
children. Tell the~. the story of Jesus as it
runs from Genesis to Revelation, not as dry
details of something dead and gone, but made
by your imagination speaking to theirs, in·
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stinct with life and feeling. Make them see
Jesus as he takes little children in his arms
and blesses them; as he forgives the penitent
child seventy times seven times; as he, from
the scant store of a little lad, feeds the multitude; as he raises Jairus' daughter to life.
Help them to know God through that most
beautiful idealization, the father of the prodigal son. Let their imagination take strong
hold upon the fact that God is their Father,
that he loves them as no earthy father can,
that his care is continually around them.
Sow seeds of faith; seeds of doubt are in every
breeze. There is no danger that the child's
imagination wiil picture God as too faithful,
too mighty, too loving. They and we are
saved by faith, not by fear. But "faith is the
substance of things hoped for," and this substance is apprehended only through the
imagination.
Another thing: make your child acquainted
with Heaven through the imagination,
which is the Bible way. Many children die;
all children are liable to do so, and there are
few children to whose minds this possibility
is not present. I well remember how my
dwn childish thought brooded over death. I
believe this is true of most children. It is
certainly natural that it should be so, for
death presents just the materials upon which
.
.
.
.
the imagrnat10n
seizes-mystery
that no one
•
1
can fathom, a weird strangeness unKnown
to
everyday life; its attendants, hushed v01ces,
.
darkened rooms, the strange putting
away of
the dear form under ground,all appeal strongly
to the imagination. Left to itself the child's
imagination builds from the materials not a
beautiful ideal, but one of terror. Thus left,
many a sensitive child in a home where death
has entered, has suffered tortures from the
terrors its imagination conjures up, and no
wonder, for all the accessories of death, the
stillness and coldness of the form they had so
lately known full of bounding life, the dark
desolation of the grave, all are most repugnant to child nature. It i.s cruel to leave the
child a prey to these imaginings. I have
known children to sob as though their hearts
would break because the storm was beating
on "poor little brother out in the graveyard,"
and beg piteously to have papa "bring· brother
in out of the rain." We should teach them
from the first, not that they have souls, but
that they, themselves, are the souls which
have bodies to live in, and from which they
can go out when God calls them, just as they
can movti out of the house in which they live,
and that when God calls the soul away, it has
no more use for the body, and we lay it away
in the grave just as their mamma lays away
their outgrown clothing in the drawer. Do
not let their thoughts linger in the grave,
but lead them straight up to Heaven along
the shining way an inspired imagination has
laid, from earth to the "many mansions"
Christ has gone to prepare for us. For nothing is there more abundant material in the
Bible than for thus building the Celestial
City in the minds and hearts of the little
ones. The brightest imagery of earth is
·
· t'10ns paw
· t a
use dby G od t o h e 1p our imagrna
picture of Heav.en-the pure river of the water
gf life, w~Qs~ !)a,nkR are lined with beautiful

.

trees bearing twelve manner of fruit, and
whose leaves are for the healing of the nations;
balmy, health-giving air, for none of its
inhabitants ever say, "I am sick;" streets of
gold and gates of pearl, in walls made resplendent with all manner of precious stones.
"But,'' you say, "these are only figures; you
don't suppose the streets are real gold and
the gates are real pearl?" Yes, or something
better than this; figures they may be, but the
thing prefigured by them must equal or
exceed them in beauty, or they violate all
true use of language, and this God never does.
He is striving through these figures of tre
most beautiful and precious things on earth
to paint in our minds a picture of that home
whose beauties "eye hath not seen, nor ear
heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man" to conceive; make your children feel at
home in this beautiful place by picturing it
to their imaginations in ways they can understand. The figures used in the Bible may
give no definite picture to their minds,
because they are not comprehended; uso,
then, such figures as they do comprehend.-
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Dapar1mem.
p ARIS, Texas, May 19.

Editors Herald:- I reached this city on the

17th, and found a family of saints living here
by the name of Sapington, formerly from the
state of Illinois. They settled near Manchester, Texas, became acquainted with the
church, and united with it. They are striving to hold up the light of truth to their
neighbors. We are making- arrangements to
get our claims before the people of this city.
I go from here to Shawnee, Texas, for a few
weeks, when I intend to return and do what
we can to open up the work here.
I stopped at Standley for a few days anc in
company with Brn. Short and Toney preached
at Hurd's Mills and at Antler, a place where
the United States holds court for the territory. The interest at both places is fair. I
was pleased to note that the interest of the
church is increasing throughout that part of
the territory, due largely to the untiring
labors of Elders Ellis Short and E. D. Bailey.
Childhood: its care and culture.
They have now the aid of our energetic
young elder, Bro. Toney, recently from the
ranks of the Christian Church.
PROGRAM J!'OR JUNE MEETINGS OF DAUGHThe saints at Standley held a two-days'
TERS OF ZION.
meeting while I was there. At the close two
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Nora Short assisted me in a financial way, as
0 11 ca 11 ·
happy.
usrness.
ym
·
far as my wardrobe was concerned. The
Lord alone can reward her for her many acts
of kindness to the saints and others.
NOTICE TO DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS.
I will say to the saints and ministry of the
THE secretaries of local societies are hereby
req nested to send a full report of their meet- church in Texas, that the church has again
ings, progress, attendance, or other matters associated us together for another year, and
of importance each quarter, beginning with trust that all will be inRpired to make an
May. Items of interest and extracts from extra effort to push the work in the several
localities of the church. I desire to be
reports will be published.
notified of the needs of the church everyAUDEN'l'IA ANDERSON,
where in the state. Will try to meet all
Corresponding secretary.
calls as much as possible; and to the end that
the work may prosper. Let all the saints
remember their covenant to build up the
PRAYER UNION.
kingdom by paying their tithes also. I do
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
hope and expect the saints to do better this
SR. J. E. UNCAFER, of Apollo, Pa.: "I re-· year than they did last.
quest the prayers of the prayer union in
The traveling ministry can address me
behalf of a friend that is very sick, that if it (and others also,) at Shawnee, Red River
is our heavenly Father's will, she may be County, Texas,. until further notice. Brethrestored; also in beLalf of myself, that I may ren, please remember to be punctual in rebe healed of a great affliction.
porting your labors the fi t·st day of each
I ask the faith and prayers of the Prayer quarter.
In bonds,
Union in my behalf, that I may receive rny
I. P. BAGGERLY.
health once more which was taken from me
the 10th of last September. As ever your
FAGUNDUS, Pa., May 10.
brother in Christ.
JAMES FULLER.
Editors Herald:-After enjoying fifteen days

. I

Please ask that the Prayer Union earnestly Pray i· n behalf of my daughter ' that if
it be His holy will to restore her to health
and incline her to obey the true gospel, that its
blessings may be hers to enjoy.
M.A. CHRISTY.
Sister Kate Smith, of Alpha, Oklahoma
Territory, earnestly desires the prayers of
Pra,,er
son ' Stephen ,
" Union in behalf· of her
,
who is g. reatl~ affiicted 1 l:lhowing signs of
acute consumption.

l

of social and spiritual life in the quiet town
of the saints, named after the ancient King
Lamoni, I boarded the train for St. Joseph.
The last good-bye is said, the last handshake
given, and Bro. "Frank,'' loyal to his friends
t,o the last, jumps from the moving train. It
is sad to part from such kind friends, but the
battle. of life. mu~t be fought; and it is storms
and difficulties
a1ter all that makes
us men..
.
.
A~ the train slowly moves rnto the Umon
statwn at St. Joseph anQ. I leave the car I see

l
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a familiar face, and in a moment am shaking
hands with Sr. Isleib. We cross the street
and seating ourselves in a carriage, are off
behind a good horse. Three of us in a small
carriage makes room not too plenty, but we
manage.
What a change has been wrought in the
city since I saw it last! Nineteen years
nearly have passed since I entered this city a
boy, without home, or friends, or experience;
but I had not been in the city many years
before I had at least rnme frirnds, and a good
deal of experience. However, St. Joseph is
not like it was fourteen years ago, when I
left the west. Then it was inclined to be a
little wild and cow boyish in its nature, but
now seems to have settled down to be as staid
and respectable as one could wish. What a
crowd of memories hover around me as I
walk .the old familiar streets; memories of
long-forgotten faces come up as this or that
object or incident call them to mind. It is a
joy to meet old friends, but al ways tinged
with sorrow because there are usually some
faces absent that can never be seen again in
this life. Ah me, time changes us all!
I met with the saints in their fine brick
church, and had the pleasure of addressing
an intelligent and appreciative audience on
the go:spel theme. What a change from the
past, then we climbed up-I hardly dare to
say how many fiights of stairs-and went
into a small room with from ten to a dozen, or
fifteen perhaps, to worship, and sometimes
not that many. And in those discouraging
times it was told that Bro. Mark Forscutt
had said as the word of the Lord that in time
to come God would do a great work in St.
.Joseph. Then it seemed from a human standpoint impossible, but thank God it has come
to pass; and who shall say where it will end
if the saints are faithful. I was entertained
by saints and friends while in the city, and
enjoyed my stay very much; making my home
with Bro. Henry Isleib, who, by the way,
has a little daughter that plays and sings very
nicely.
On Friday, the 23d, I said good-bye to the
saints and went to Independence. Here also
time has been busy with changes, and the
Independence of to-day seems to blossom like
the rose. I was kindly entertained at Sr.
J. A. Robinson's and enjoyed being in Independence greatly. The town was thick with
elders returning from general conference,
and meetings every night were in order.
The weather was fine, climate delightful,
saints hospitable, and withal it was a joy to
live.
On Sunday morning the writer was called
on to preach and responded as best I could
under the circumstances.
Somewhat reluctantly I boarded the train
for Chicago on Thursday night and arrived in
Kirtland on Saturday. The storm raged out
side, but we found a welcome and home at
Bro. Wm. Kelley's. Sunday morning Bro.
F. M. Sheehy was the speaker, and the
writer occupied the stand in the evening.
On Thursday Bro. I. M.Smithand the writer
left Kirtland for Fagu nd us, Pennsy 1vania.
From Oil City to Trunkeyville the road follows th;, windings of the Alleg:heny River

Iand

the scenery is very picturesque and
grand, while in a half hour's ride you may go
in nearly all directions, north, south, east
1
and west. Fagundus is about two miles
from the station, and we began the ascent; a
hill when we started, but a mountain before
we got to the top. It was all right for the
writer, but rather hard on Bro. Smith.
However we arrived without mishap, and
found a home with Bro. and Sr. Parker. As
neither church nor schoolhouse can be obtained, we are holding forth in Bro ...Parker's
house and are h:wing good audiences and
good liberty. We don't know what the outcome will be, but from present indications
there will be a little excitement-just enough
to keep the blood in circulation.
Good-bye,
GEORGE W. ROBLEY.
DETROIT, Mich., May 18.
Editors Herald:-Bro. William H. Kelley
and I arrived here on the morning of the 11th
inst. to look after church matters: hence we
have been here a week, and the probability is
that we will be here for some time to come.
I hope the saints in my mission will be
very patient. I will attend to the matters that
require my attention just as soon as I can get
away from here. We are quite busy day and
night, but hope to get through with our
work in this city the latter part of this week.
vVe crossed Lake Erie on the grand
steamer City of Cleveland, and we enjoyed
the voyage very much, as we experienced
smooth sailing. Datroit is a very beautiful
city especially this time of the year, with its
shady streets and lovely parks .
Hastily,
G. T. GRIFFI'l'HS.
LITTLE SIOUX, Iowa, May 22.
Editors Herald:-Leaving home the 14th
inst., I arrived in Des Moines same night in
time to talk to those who had gathered at
the church, Brn. C. Scott and G. W. Johnson
meeting me at the station and seeing that I
was cared for during the night. Thanks to
all. Left for Perry next morning and found
Sr. Martin waiting my arrival. Was pleasantly and profitably entertained by her and
her sister, Chloe Hawley, she not forgetting
that it requires money to travel. Thence to
Defiance, where a visit ·with Bro. and Sr. I.
McCord was much enjoyed. Bro. Gid Hawley
conveyed me thence by buggy to his home,
where a warm welcome awaited. Who has
more reason than the traveling elders to appreciate such welcomes?
The following day, Sunday, two sermons,
two baptisms, two confirmations, two children
blessed, and administering to the sick, comprised the labor done. The Galland's Grove
branch seems to be in a good spiritual condition. They also realized that the preacher
could not travel without assistance.
A Miss Dollie Dick and a little daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Shaw were the parties baptized.
The former is a school teacher and dates the
beginning of her conviction to the reunion at
Woodbine.
I certainly enjoyed my visit with relatives
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and old friends here as well as at Woodbine
and Moorhead, and next day a half brother
took me to Dow City, whence I departed for
Woodbine, where three sermons brought out
an increasing audience. Here a warm welcome was extended and one night was spent
with those not in the church.
Thence to Moorhead, where two sermons
were delivered, the house being packed.
Two baptized there this morning, after
w.hich, by the kindness of Bro. 0. VI. Blackman, I reached this place and am billed for
"memorial" at l l a. m. to-morrow and
preaching at night. Monday morning leave
for my mission field via Omaha and Denver.
Bro. Scott, of this place, still has a long
knife, but pumpkin pies are unseasonable.
Believe Bro. C. Scott could do a good work
at Perry.
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.
SCAMMON, Kan., May 22.
Editors 1-Ierald:-The debate with Rev. G.
W. Leonard, at Scammon, Kansas, from the
11th to the 18th is a thing of the past. I feel
satisfied that he failed to count the cost.
The animus of the man was expressed in his
the first speech. If I counted correctly he used
words "Joe Smith" seven times in ten minutes
during his first half-hour speech. "Joe was a
sheep thief," and a "liar," and the "prince of
liars," was the kind of tirade used to meet my
argument upon the prophetic calling of
Joseph Smith. It was even said of my second
speech, That "Leonard is down; he can never
answer that speech." I don't think I ever
felt better in all my life while defending our
claims regarding the claims of Joseph. Mr.
Leonard used the harsh word "liar" so often
that the good people of Scammon became
disgusted at his manner of meeting me. The
editor of 1'he Scammon Miner, in his issue for
the Hth wrote of the debate:
"The debate between Elder I. N. White
and Elder G. W. Leonard has been in progress
at the opera house this week and is drawing
large crowds. The question under consideration is, 'Was Joseph Smith a true prophet
of God?' The manner in which the discussion
is carried on is, in our opinion, not in accordance with the established rules of etiquette.
Gentlemen should not pass 'the lie' in presence of ladies. In Gome parts of the country
when one man calls another a liar they begin
shootingatonce. Why not use such language
as will edify the audience and glorify God?"
This is a local paper and. the editor could
do me no harm in using such strong terms to
express his disgust for such language used in
debate. Mr. Leonard felt the smarting lash,
and the paper had scarcely gotton upon the
streets before he accosted the editor and
tried to get him to retract in his favor. But
no; the editor stood his ground and told him
he wrote as he saw the matter. Leonard
turned upon his heels and muttered: "Your
paper is nothing but a little nasty sheet
anyway." I had used every courtesy known
in an ordinary debate, and felt thankful to
God that I had embraced a cause that called
for nothing else but true manhood to repre·
sent it. The debate went on and creMed
J great interest and considerable excitement,
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The same editor writes of the debate in his
issue for the 21st as follows:"THE DEBATE.
"The second proposition of the religious discussion between Rev. I. N. White, and Rev. G.
W. Leonard, of McCune, began at the opera
house Sunday evening. Rev. Leonard affirmed
that his church, known as the Christian
Church or Disciples of Christ, is 'identical
in organization, doctrine, and practice as
described in the New Testament.' It is the
general verdict of the public, not including
members of the Christian or Latter Day
Saints Church, that Rev. White was several
knots ahead in the argument. Accordi~g to
the proposition Rev. Leonard was compelled
to compare the church of the New Testament
and the Christian Church, and show wherein
they resembled each other; this he failed to
do. He spent his entire time on the foundation, as he called it, on which to build his
arguments.
"These religious debates are a very meager
way of preaching the gospel to nations.
They stir up feeling between neighbors and
the disputants are prone to grow personal
and use language unbecoming to ministers.
Some place in the good book it says, 'Blessed
are they that do hunger and thirst after
righteousness;' and we have failed to find the
place that says anything akmt spotted pigs,
except those that, were full of the devil and
ran down a steep place into the sea.
"The debate furnished food for the head and
not for the heart. It entertained the audience
and at times called forth hearty applause.
In expressing our views on this debate we do
so without fear or favor from either side.
We are also well aware that there are some
serious objections to our remarks last week,
but this week we publish the news as we see
it and offer the use of our columns to anyone
who feels that we have not treated them
fairly. We are not all members of the same
church, not all members of any church at all,
but we do claim to be gentlemen."
In regard to the "spotted pigs" the follow~
ing·explanation is probably necessary: During
the debate Mr. Leonard got so crowded that
he thought to have a little fun at my expense.
This was next to the last night and while
debating his church question. He wanted
me to obligate myself to heal a cripple or
two that he had brought for the occasion;
and if I would not do that he then desired me
to obligate myself to put his ear on as the
Savior did when Peter cut the ear from the
servant. Mr. Leonard said, "Do it; and I
will obligate myself to make two spotted
pigs and make them squeal." He made such
demonstrations over this and it seemed to
tickle his clerical assistants so well I thoug-ht
the better way was to answer a fool according to his folly.
When I arose in answer I told Mr. Leonard
that I felt satisfied that he could make
"spotted pigs" and make them "squeal",
better than he could make an honorable
public speech in debate. I was unable to
hold the house. Orders came in the next
day for Leonard's "spotted pigs;" but they
wanted to be sure that they would "squeal"
hefore payin~ f9r tl:lem. It seems lill:e going
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from the sublime to the ridiculous to even
write of such a transaction, but to let the
readers of the Herald know of the kind of
argument used by these reverend gentlemen
to down the truth, I write it.
The victory on our side seemed to be so
complete that I am met on all sides with
congratulations. I leave it with God and feel
to give him the honor for the truth and aid
that gave us victory. I have preached once
here since the debate, and Bro. Keck once.
Some are interested. I go to Fort Scott
to-day, and on to Redfield to answer Rev.
Carlin's effort against us, leavin€: the cau~e
in Bro. Keck's hands at Scammon'.
Hurriedly yours,
I. N. WHITE.

a Mr. Young defended the claims of Brigham
Young, and Bro. F. A. Smith so conclusively
showed the false positions he took, and the
evil teachings of Brigham Young, that he
did not care to make any further effort to
sustain his positions.
Arrived at Lamoni, April 1, going by way
of St. Joseph, where I attended prayer service
at their beautiful chapel, and enjoyed the
hospitality of Brn. Best and Krahl and their
families. From the beginning of my stay to
its close, although very busy, the most satisfactory and profitable time was enjoyed that
I have ever experienced in the same length
of time, and some features of that experience
superior to anything before realized. What
joy, what supreme joy, to know that one is
considered worthy to enjoy communion with
God! What rest to the soul to know that one
is numbered with the people of God!
Upon my return home, although physically
ill fiom a severe cold contracted on my journey hither, I was called upon and did speak
to the saints under the enjoyment of the
blessed Spirit in wondrous power, and it
filled the house. From tbe announcement of
the opening hymn to the close the Spirit in
wondrous power attended, giving evidence to
the saints there of the advanced step the
work had made through God's gracious recognition of his people's prayers.
Arranged home affairs, sought to give
counsel and comfort to wife, and instruction
to children, and obtain added information
that would assist me in my ministerial duties
until 14th inst., when I started to Plymouth
County, by way of Smithland. At the latter
place I held three preaching services, confirmed two, and administered to two. In
Plymouth County I baptized two, confirmed
two, blessed four children, and rejoiced to
see the spirit of reconciliation manifest.
May God help to remove all that unreconciles.
On the 20th I blessed the babe of Bro. and
Sr. J. C. Woodruff at Onawa, and preached
at Mondamin at night to a very attentive audience. I came to this place on the 22d, and
on yesterday held two services at the Christian Adventist church, and was greeted by a
fair audience at both services. I rEmain
here till Wednesday, continuing services
each night at the same place. I look forward
to the time when there will be an ingathering here, and trust it may be ere long. Here
is a noble few, who are trying in their weakness to uphold the banner of King Emmanuel
by word and deed.
The prospects for an advancement all
along' is marked by most of the letters received, and association with the saints.
Begging an interest in the prayers of all,
and trusting in hope, I am,
Your brother,
J ..F. MINTUN.

SPRINGFIELD, Neb., May 24.
Editors Herald:-In looking over my journal I ascertain that it has been some months
since I have penned a communication to you,
and to begin with confess that I have been
neglectful of doing- that, which I enjoy having others to do, and that when done makes
the church paper what it should be.
Since last communication I have labored
at Columbus, Nebraska, where I believe is as
earnest, devoted branch of the church as I
have communed with in many a day; but a
difficulty exists, which is the most of those
composing the branch are aged, and some of
them getting quite feeble; so that there is
need of assistance being rendered, that a
younger element may be gathered in for the
perpetuation of the work. Several there
who have learned of the work in years agone
showed an interest that portends an increase
to the little flock in numbers, and the character of those interested give evidence of the
stab{lity and added in.fiuence of such .increase.
While there I met Mr. W. K. Lay, whom
the He1·ald readers have heard of in former
years; and by request of Bro. H. J. Hudson
and himself I took his writing and examined
his claims and teachings, and ascertained that
his claims were spurious, and many of his
teachings false, and so informed him. One
thing can be said of him, and that is he
showed himself a gentl0man, and especially
in that he has and does defend the reputation of Joseph Smith, against whom so many
false charges have been made.
From Columbus I went to Laurel, in Cedar
County, where I enjoyed(?) a shut in condition for severiJ.l days by reason of a local flood
and mud, yet I held services with fair attendance each night, which increased in numbers
and interest till the close, and many urgent
requests for my return. Bro. D. W. Albertson has made a zealous effort to interest his
neighbors in the gospel message, and I believe will be rewarded for his labors by seeing some gathered into the church of God.
Great kindness was shown me here by all,
but especial mention should be made of Dr.
Williams, where I found a home during most
BELOIT, Kan., May 7.
of my stay.
Editors I:ler0,ld:-There is a small band of
On my way from there to General Confer- saints in this place; yet we have that blessed
ence I stopped one night at Tekamah, where promise and assurance which Jesus gave,
, I addressed a few who in spite of the rain that where two or three meet in his name,
gathered to hear the word; and one night in there wm he be also. With this thought in
Om<tha, where,.I v,ttendec1 services, in whicll view 1 we ;i.,re pressing f()rward, trying to
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attain to perfection with our Sabbath school,
prayer meeting, and bible reading. We
rnmetimes almost grow weary and become
discouraged; but with the thought of Jesus
and his mission here on this earth, we rally
and try to walk more perfectly in his footsteps, bearing our cross with meekness and
patience, doing the duty which lies nearest
us.
We have much to discourage us, for the
enemy is up in ;trms against us, armed with
the tongue of slander, which is able to kill
the spirit, but not the body. Those who
were once our friends, are now our enemies,
because we are trying to serve God and his
only begotten Son, whom to know is to have
life eternal. Pray for us, that we may prove
faithful.
It is with joy we greet the arrival of an
elder in our midst, as we are denied the
pleasure of the same to some extent. The saints
and those who have recently obeyed this gospel are left entirely too long without hearing
the voice of the "good shepherd." The Spirit is
strong, but the flesh is weak, and the feet
are prone to wander in by and forbidden
paths of sin and folly. Christ said, "Feed
my sheep, and feed my l!J.mbs."
It was with pleasure we greeted our esteemed Elder Alma Kent last Saturday afternoon. Appointments for that evening and
for Sabbath morning and evening were given
out, and quite a number were present at the
services. On Monday morning he left us for
his mission field. He had been gone but a
short time when one of the sisters drove up,
accompanied by a precious soul, the mother
of eight children, who wished to be buried
with Christ in baptism; but she was too late.
How sad it was; all we could do was to say,
you are too late. Bro. Kent is gone, and will
not be back for a year; possibly never, who
can tell? I sometimes wonder why it is
that people will put off doing their duty until
it is too late.
Your sister in Christ,
BELLE F. GROUT.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May 17.
Editors IIerald:-In answer to the brother
in issue of May 5, on reliability of quotations,
will say, the matter found in "Books and
Utah Mormonism in Contrast,'' both in its
first and present issues, is reliable. In the
main part it was taken direct from the works
cited; in all other cases from well certified
productions by others. The parts objected
to most by Utah Mormons has been tested
again and again and will stand their fire till
the crack of doom, as well as accomplish their
doom.
In bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
MARION, Iowa, May 26.
Editors .Ilerald:-Elder J. A. Seaton, of the
Discipie Church of this city, has attB,cked
our faith through the Christian(?) Index, of
Des Moines, also in the Marion Sentinel. It
will run in the Sentinel, for nearly four or
five months.
I am writing a reply, which the editor
thinks he cari. do usl the justice to run
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through the paper. The Sentinel has quite ~ trying to secure places in which to preach?
circulation, as Marion is a city of five thouAt present writing I am assisting Bro.
sand inhabitants, and Cedar Rapids, only Sheehy near Cohocton. Hearing quite good,
four miles distant is a city of twenty-five considering the busy time, short nights, etc.
thousand population. Should any of the Expect to return to Greenwood in a few days,
saints desire to aid in the circulation of the if nothing occurs more than I know of now.
defense of the Book of Mormon, the editor of Left Bro. Robley at Fagundus, Pennsylvania.
Senti~el, will let them have the paper during He baptized one there before I came away,
the run of the two articles, nearly six and others seemed near the kingdom.
months, as Elder Seaton and myself will be
In bonds,
heard each alternate week. The Sentinel is
ISAAC M. SMI'l.'H.
an eight-page, seven-column weekly. All
the numbers fm· fiftv cents! Address the
COOKES POINT, 'l'exas, May 11.
Marion Sentinel, Marion, Iowa.
Editors Herald:- I am still growing stronger
Seaton's first No. is the Sentinel for Thursin the faith as time passes by. There are
day, May 13, 1897.
Bl'o. L. E. Hills resident here, is standing some things I believe, and some I know; and
by the good cause. We expect to begin this latter-day work I know to be true,-if I
preaching here to-morrow evening, the 27th. did not I surely would have quit it a long
time ago, because it is so contrary to the flesh
In the fight.
to be engaged in it, for that of itself proves it
C. SCO'l"l'.
to be the work of God.
The interest is better than it has been.
Many calls for preaching, from those not of
HEARNE, Texas, May 13.
Editors J-Ierald:-We are thankful to you the church; more than can be answered by
for the blessed tidings that you bring us every the present laborers. We will try and do the
week, and of the g·lorious news of th3 feast of b0st we can under the circumstances. I am
fat things enjoyed by those present at tho an- <'xpccting Bro. I. P. Baggerly in this section
nual conference. When we read the testimo- about July. I am very anxious to see. him.
nies and letters, and tho revelation that was 1'here is a debate on band in my section, a
given at that conference, it thrills us with joy Campbellite preacher wants to have one with
and thanksgiving to God most high, for we us in Hunt County. I guess he can be aocomfelt like we were almost with them in their modated if the demand is sufficient to justify
it; and if not we shall pass it by.
meetings.
I baptized two ladies into the kingdom last
We lilre here among outsiders, do not see
the saints often; but remeruber to pray al ways, Sunday; one of them a married lady, the other
and hope never to faint by the way. We are was not. Prospects are bright; others seem
also thankful for the church history; thank- to be near the kingdom. I expect to go to
ful to read and peruse its teachings. O, I Rodgers in Bell County this week, to hold a
feel that the Lord has greatly blessed us in series of meetings there, and then to Grimes
these latter days, and I hope that the saints County to hold some meetings at a new place
will remember me in the Prayer Union, th at my -interest good there I hear. I preached
health may be restored to mA again, so that I some there last year.
The local brethren in Texas Central district
may do some more good while in this life, if
it is God's will. We are also patiently wait- are doing well as a rule in the work; in fact
ing to see Bro. I. P. Baggerly come ·again, as we expect to do better this year all around,
we will not have to inquire of him who he is both officers and lay members.
Yours, in bonds,
if he comes this time. Our prayer is for the
welfare of this church and the spread of
E.W. NUNLEY.
the gospel.
Yours in bonds,
BRO. AND SR. W.W. SQUIRES.
CLA y CENTER, Kan.' May 23.
Editors Berald:-l thoughtafew lines from
GREENWOOD, N. Y., May 27.
these parts might be of interest to your many
Editors IIerald:-Please say to the scat- readers, especially to old friends, and to Bro.
tered saints in Western New York that R. L. Ware. I have moved into the neigh·Elders F. M. Sheehy, W. W. Blanchard, borhood where he preached some four years
G. W. Robley, amd myself are now in the ago, two miles south of Morganville. Myself
western part of the State, laboring for the and Bro. George Bolly obtained the use of the
cause of truth. I do not know how long schoolhouse and left appointment for the next
the other brethren may remain in this Sunday eve. I wrote Bro. Hart, district
State, nor how long I shall remain myself; president, who with his two daughters came
but I shall be glad to hear from any who may and assisted in the singing. Bro. Hart did
desire preaching in their vicinity. Write me the preaching, and we left appointment for
at "Greenwood, Steuben County, New York,'' one week, when I held forth; had good full
for the next few weeks. Tell me what the house each evening and left an appointprospects are for getting a house in which to ment for tonight. Many inquired for Bro.
preach, and also as to getting a hearing. It Ware, who wanted to know if he was coming
seems that the time bas certainly come for to do any more preaching. The people seem
the elders to push out into new placeo, and to be interested, bringing lamps, building
open up the work where it has not yet been fires (when needed), etc. I shall endeavor to
presented. Will you help us, by giving us bold forth there as long as the people desire
the information you have of the needs of me to.
Yoqrs in gospel bonds,
labor in your respective localities? also by
V. F. ROGERS.
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THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.

SOME time ago I wrote an a1·ticle for
the Herald on the above subject, in-

to both young and middle aged, to the
effect that they should live to see the
Savior, by men approved of God;
many of whose predictions I have seen
fulfilled; and I am loth to think so
many in reference to Christ's coming
s h ould b e found untrue.
Generally all statements made by
prophets, ancient and modern, regarding Christ's coming, have been associated in our minds with his final, last
coming, for some reason it being usually supposed that his next coming
will be his last. A greater mistake is
seldom made.
The many different
times his coming is spoken of cannot
possibly refer to any one time, but
must refer to several times; and he
may come more times than is spoken
of.
We read of his coming in the clouds,
when the dead awake and rise to meet
him, at wh icb every eye shall see him.
Also of his coming to Jerusalem to intercede in behalf of the Jews; which
certainly is another time than the one
when he comes in the clouds, at the
time of the end; for we are told that
for seven years implements of war
had in this great battle will be used
for fuel.
In Malachi 3, we are told of his
coming to his Temple, which is not
likely the time spoken of at Jerusalem; but the work done there and at
the temple may be done at one visit
to the earth.
We are more interested in his visit
to the temple than to Jerusalem, for
we may be in attendance.at the former.
We are clearly told his object in coming to Jerusalem; but his purpose in
coming to the temple is not quite so
plain; further than purifying the
priesthood,-just how that will be
done we are not told. The reference
of his coming to the temple and the
marriage supper, (Matthew 25,) refers
to the same time, and refers to the
promised endowment, which if never
received, means failure to the whole
scheme. Is it an unreasonable idea,
or an unscriptural one, to look for
Christ to come in person, and make
arrangements for his final coming? I

tending to continue it before this, in
which I took the position that according to prophecy, both ancient and
modern. Christ will come in this generation; reckoning a generation to be
one hundred years; and that the present dates from 1830, leaving a little
more than thirty-five in which to
wind up the work, supposing him to
come at the extreme end of the gen·
eration.
Many consider thirty.five
years entirely too brief a time in
which to do the work they consider
must be done before he comes; and
therefore have lost faith in his coming in this generation, so can have no
fixed idea regarding the matter at all.
While I am aware that saints should
do right for the lovo of right, I am
also aware that Christ has offered
them considerable encouragement to
do so, in the way of holding out to
them the certainty of reward. "Feed
my sheep," signifies encourage my
·people; not by telling them continually·
of duty unperformed, but of the blessings awaiting them at the coming of
the Lord. Such hope has encouraged
the people of God in all ages of the
world.
Therefore it is not wise to
dim the brightness of that hope, and
cast a shade over the path of the
struggling saints; but far better to
increase the belief, and thus lighten
the burden and gladden the hearts of
our Father's children, not by creating a false hope; for, although the
object might be good, it would surely
result in injury. As stated, the main
argument made against Christ's corning within the next thirty-five years
is, that the work cannot be done that
is clearly stated must be.
I suppose the greatest work still to
be done is preaching the gospel to all
nations, which surely must be done
before the end, I admit; but that it
must be before he comes I deny. A
distinction should be made between
h·
·
d
is next commg an the end. I see think not. He came to give power
nothing to prevent his coming within for the setting up of his kingdom; and
the next year to the church unless it 1 more power being necessary for the
is the necessity of a general assembly final consummation of his work, it is
of the church, For the last nineteen but reasonable to suppose he will
years I have heard prophecies made come and give it, Of course he could

I

give it otherwise, if it was his way of
doing business; but like a wise builder
he prefers to be here in person on
important occasions.
In Matthew 25 we are given an idea
of his coming to give the endowment.
I It is set forth under the figure of a
marriage supper-a :fitting symbol.
Let us notice some of the leadinO'
features of it. Under pi·oper circum~
stances it is an occasion of great joy,
-a time when those present receive
physical food to strengthen and increase their physical powers, as a
reward for the past, and a preparation
for the future. An endowment of
God's Spirit is precisely that. It is ·
1 an occasion of great joy, as all saints
know. What joy and strength for
coming days a small measure bestowed
at a prayer meeting gives. Let the
statement be made by the watchman,
whose right it is to know that he is
corning; and all tbe ministry will haste
to meet him. But half will not be
ready to meet him; they will have
their lamps (the theory of the gospel),
but not the spi:!:it of it. If he should
come this year, mari'y of us would be
in that condition,-would be found.
with an understanding of the gospel,
and testifying to its truth, but nothing
more.
This is not his final coming; for the
foolish went away to get oil, and re·
turned, but were too late. Too late
to take part in the great and grand
events of the last days. They are not
called wicked, but foolish, virgins;
nor is it said they were punished.
Foolish, because they did not avail
themselves of the splendid opportunity to partake of this power, and take
part in the stirring events of the end;
when God's power will be so wonderfully displayed, and angels be our
companions in preaching, binding up
the testimony and gathering the saints.
Yes, many will regret then that they
had not been more faithful.
Many
are called now; then comes the time
of choosing. Then the great work of
preaching to the nations will be done,
and not until then. On page 24.6 D. C.,
we read, speaking to Joseph:As also through your admini~tration the
keys of the school of the pr·ophets, which 1
bave commanded to be organized, that
thereby they [the elders] may be perfected in
their ministry for the salvation of Zion, and
of the nations of Israel, and of the Gentiles,
as many as will believe, that through your
administration, they may receive the word,
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and through their administration, the word
may go forth unto the ends of the earth, unto
the Gentiles first, and then behold, and lo,
they shall turn unto the Jews, and then cometh the day when the arm of the Lord shall be
revealed in powE;ir in convincing the nations,
the heathen natfons, the house of Joseph [Indiansl of their salvations.

I and

blessing to be poured out upon them.
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McDowell; vice president, W. P. Robinson;

This was to be given after the wait- clerk, J. 0. Dutton; C. C. Hoague, Bisho]J's
ing time through which we are now agent. Some of the gifts were manifested in
passing, that Zion is not redeemed, the prayer and testimony meetings, which
. .

.

and that we are wa1tmg for are P.amful facts; but at the end of the "little
season," above-mentioned, "tarrying
For it shall come to pass in that time," the promised power comes.
day, that every man shall hear the
In the Book of Mormon we read:fullness of the gospel in his own
And it cam_\3 to pass that I, Nephi, beheld
tongue, through those who are or- th e power 0 f· t h e L am b 0 I G 0 d , th a t 1't d escended upon the saints of the church of thEl
dained to this power. If a school of Lamb, and upon the covenant people of the
prophets was necessary that the first Lord, who were scatterEld upon all the face of
elders might be perfected, it is equally all thEl earth; and they were armed with
so now. It may be urged that that righteousness and with the power of God and
1
1 N ep h 1. 3·· 50 •
received by the first elders is sufficient grea t gory.th
l d
· t
.
N ot ice
for all time. Reason teaches to the
ese were a rea y sam s,
contrary; and the above positively so. and of course had received a portion
For when at the time the gospel goes 1 of the spirit, but now received an
to the Jews, then cometh the day of additional degree; and that before the
1Jower, showing that_prior to that time gathering, while they were still scat-

encouraged all to press on in the work of the
Lord.
Preaching during conference by
President Joseph Smith and Elder M. T.
Short. Adjourned to meet with the Janesville branch, September 24, 25.

WESTERN MAINE.

Conference of the above district convened
with Deer Isle branch, May 15, Wm. G. Pert
pres1'd'mg, w . D . H as k e 11. c 1erk pro t em.
Branch reports: Green's Landing 74: 10 baptized, 1 died. Deer Isle 52; 2 died. Bray's
Mountain 33; 1 baptized-: Brooksville 37; l
baptized, 5 died, 1 removed. Elders U. W.
Greene, J. 0. Foss, S. 0. Foss, J. W. Blastow,
W. G. PElrt, J. J. Billings, S. S. Eaton;
Teacher Alonzo Hutchinson reported. BishI op's agent's report: received $222.20; paid out
$224.54; due agent $2.34. Hosea B. Eaton
recommended by the Deer Isle branch to be
ordained a deacon; »eferrEld to thEl Ellders of
tered.
c Jnforence in council. Wm. G. Purt we.s rcSo I conclude, before very mu~h is leased as prElsident of district, and W. W.
done the endowment must be given; Blanchard chosen instead. W. G. Pert rebut admitting such to be true, what signed as Bishop's agent, and W. W. Blanchd .
h
. ..
?
W . ard reccommended to Bishop as agent.
shall we o m t. e meam1me.
a1t Evening preaching by s. o. Foss. Sunday
for this more favorable time? No; morning Hosea B. Eaton was ordained a
for if we do, we will not be of the wise deacon; and preaching by U. W. Greene, J.
virgins. Now is the time appolnted C. Foss, and S. O. Foss. Adjourned to mElet
to prove us· any of us would be w'll- with the Green's Landing saints September
'
•
11
d 12
ing to go into the service then, at that
an
·

it is not a day of power, which all
elders ought to know is a fact. A
measure of power is in the church,
and out of it too for 'that matter; but
· t
the day of power is in t h e fu ure.
Then our blind will see, lame walk,
dumb speak, and the teeming millions
I
of heathendom hear the glad sound of
the gospel, and the saints lift up- their
heads and rejoice. 'ro make this
grand truth doubly sure, see Doc- day. All will be willing to share in
trine and Covenants:tha harvest; but all are not willing to
Behold, verily I say unto you, for this share in putting in the crop.
May
cause I have sent you that you might be God aid us all to realize that this is
obedient, and that your hearts might be prepared to bear testimony of thEl things which
are to come; and also that you might be
honored of laying the foundation, and of
bearing record of the land upon which the
Zion of God shall scand; and also that a feast.
of fat things, . . . of wine on the lees well refioed, that the earth may know that the
mouths of the prophets ~hall not fail; yea, a
supper of the house of the Lord, WElll prepared, unto which all nations shall be invited. Firstly, th8 rich and the learned, the
wise and the noble; and after that cometh the
day of my power; then shall the poor, the
lame, and the blind, and the deaf, come in
unto the marriagEl of thEl Lamb, and partake
of the supp2r of the Lord, prElpared for the
grElat day to come. Behold, I, thEl Lord havEl
spoken it.-D. C. 58: 3.

The above is too plain to need commenting on. It is the same supper as
that spoken of in Matthew twenty-five.
On page 286 Doctrine and Covenants
we read:Therefore, in consequencEl of the transgression of my people, it. is expedient in me
that mine elders should wait for a little season for the redemption of Zion, . . . and this
cannot be brought to pass until mine elders
are endowed with power from on high; for
behold, I have prepared a great endowment

the day of preparation in getting
ready for the supper.
HIRAM L. HOLT.
SAN BERNARDINO.

GonfBrBilBB JVIinutes,
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.
Conference convened at East Delavan, in
the saints' church, May 15, 16, at ten a. m.
District president, H. Southwick in the
chair, E. M. Wildermuth secretary pro tern.
Branches reporting: Janesville, East Delavan, Oregon, Flora Fountain. ThEl following
ministry reported: ·w. P. Robinson, C. C.
Hoague, E. M. Wildermuth, W. A. McDowell, J. •r. Hacket, H. Southwick, 0. N. Dutton, and C. H. Burr. Priests and teachers
failed to report in writing as the district
requires. Deacons J. Edgington and J. 0.
Dutton. The Bishop's agent's report was
read, audited, and reported corrElct. The
delegate system adopted at the January conference was reconsidElred and referred to a
committeEl of five, who recommended that
further consideration of the system be deferred one year, which recommendation was
adoptEd. The term of the district officers
was chaoged from four months to one year.
, District officers chosen; PrElsident, W. A.

8tlndau

8~hool

1lssoBia1ions.

SPRING RIVER.
Convention of Spring River district was
held at Weir City, Kansas, February 15; E.
E. Gilbert secretary pro tern. Committee on
credentials: Bro. I. N. White, Srs. Nellie
Frick and Ollie Richards. The officers
and superintendents reported the work done
in the past quarter; their reports wern encouraging, and gave promise of good in the
future. Six schools rElported: V'.7eir City,
Angola, Blendville, Webb City, Columbus,
Pleasant View.
Seligman school report
came in too late for the convention. Reports
show a membership of 453; 35 classes, 45
officers, 108 1-Iopes taken, 98 Senior Quarterlies, 83 IntElrmediate, 92 Primary, and 12
books in library. The present method of securing the district program will be continued.
The question of uniformity of texts was
bro~ght up and decided against. The election of officers rnsulted in Sr. Mina Hart being chosen as superintendent, Bro. C. w.
Sutherland assistant, E. E. Gilbert secretary
and ~reasurer. J. W. Gilbert and wife and
Sr. Hart WElre chosen delegates to General
ConvElntion. Bill of expense of 25 cents to
Sr. Brown and of 50 cents to Sr. Hart were
allowed. Vote of thanks was tendered to the
officers for the service of the past year. By
resolutioH it was agreed that each school,
when visited by the district superintendent,
shall see to conveying her to the next school
she desire to visit. (SuperintendElnts take

I
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note as this work will devolve upon you.)
Superintendents' and teachers' normal training class was organized by Sr. Mina Hart,
an instructive session was held. Let all the
superintendents and teachers attend next
convention with the idea of taking part, and
of being benefited in this class. In the evening a pleasant time was had; the program
was rendered by Pleasant View and Weir
City Schools. Tl'>e judges awarded the banner to the Pleasant View school.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Program of Southern Nebraska district
Sunday school association to meet in Wilber,
Nebraska, June 18, 19. Friday evening, 8
p. m. officers and teachers meeting.
Saturday, 9: 30 a. m., business meeting.
10: 30 a. m., round table in charg.e of superintendent. 2: 30 p. m., business; reports
of officers, schools, and delegates; ratifying new constitution, and all other business that may be presented. 3: 30 p. m.,
round table and question boxes. Eight p. m.,
exercises by Union Band Sunday school.
All schools and officers of schools will please
send complete reports to Martin J. Schafer,
Wilber, Nebraska, not later than June 7.
Bishop E. L. Kelley expects to be wit'1 us.
Everybody invited to come to all meetings.
E. D. BRIGGS, Dist. Sec.
Sunday
Michigan
June 18.
schools in

school convention of Northern
district will convene at Alpena,
Would like a report from all
the district.
C. B. JOICE, Dist. Sec.

Southeastern Illinois district Sunday school
association will meet at the same time and
place as the conference, at Brush Creek
branch, June 12, 13. Saturday night will be
devoted to exercises and discussions on Sunday school topics. It is hoped that all will
come ready to help, and that the work may
be got into better shape. Secretaries of
schools please bring or send reports to me.
ARTHUR H. BURROUGHS, Sec.

Mis~Bllaneous

Depar1mBni.

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGE;NTS.
To the Saints of Indian Territory:-Please
take notice that Bro. Ellis Short has been
duly appointed Agent of the Bishopric for
and in behalf of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, for Standley, Indian Territory, and such other portions of said Territory as the said agent may
be able to look after in his work.
This authorizes him to act for and in behalf of the Bishopric in its work in the receiving and disbursement of donations and
contributions of the saints, and to receipt
authoritatively for all tithes and. offerings
coming into his hands, and to perform such
work as the law empowering Bishop's agents
provides.
Commending Bro. Short to the saints and
friends in this special work and asking that
he be sustained in it, and that the saints
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will remember and bless the work as the
Lord shall prosper every one, and that each
may be blessed and rewarded in his or her
efforts therein, I am,
Very respectfully in the truth yours,
E. L. KELLEY.

Be strong- in your all-surpassing faith, for we
have not followed "cunningly devised fables,"
but are witnesses of the grace manifested to
the sainti.

But neither past labor or received blessings
will suffice, for the responsibilities of service
to the cause are still upon us. The harvest
To the Saints and Friends in Ulah; ·Greet- field is ripe and the end is nearing. We
ing:-This is to inform you that former agents should not falter, and only dream of ,advance
for the Utah district of the Reorganized and triumJYh. The conflict is on, and we
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, should support the cause with becoming zeal
Brethren R. J. Anthony and H. 0. Smith at every point. The chief reward is at the
having resigned their positions as Bishop's end of the race, which can only be obtained
agents by reason of removal to other fields of by sacrifice and efforts. Not only is your solabor, Elder J. W. Wight has been duly ap- cial and moral support needed, but your
pointed and authorized to act as Bishop's financial and personal effort. In these times
agent for the Reorganized Church of Jesus this means much. Personal sacrifice in the
Christ of Latter Day Saints in said district interest of the work is implied, a response to
of Utah.
the requirement of the law of offerings, by
Commending Bro. Wight to the favorable which means is secured to carry on the work.
consideration of all saints, and asking for him From the cheerful support given by many in
all the aid that is possible to be given for the the past, confident reliance may be had in
good of the work, I am, in behalf the Bishop- this regard in their faithfulness in the future.
. ric and hopeful in the faith and work of A void jealousies and -strifes, and come to the
Zion's redemption,
Yours,
support of the work of the "hastening time,"
E. L. KELLEY.
and "let the dead bury the dead."
Read the excellent addresses lately sent
To the Saints ancl F1 iends of the Mobile, Ala- out by a number of the leading brethren in
bama, District of the Reorganized Church of charge of the various fields of labor. Note
Jesiis Christ of Latter Day Saints:--Please the general principks found i.n their ad vice.
take notice that Elder W. L. Booker, of Van- In the main they are equally applicable to
cleave, Mississippi, has been duly authorhed all of the saints, and may be perused with
and appointed Bishop's agent for the Mobile profit by any desirous to l.iarn their whole
district of the Reorganized Church according duty. "United we stand, divided we fall."
to the rules and usages of the same. He will Can we not renew our resolutions for good
therefore represent the Bishopric of said all along the line, aad unite for the best
church in the Mobile district as agent and year's service we have ever given to the
cause?
perform the work of such.
Asking for him the ready and courteous
As in the past, the appointments made for
help of all the saints in said territory, and the east this year were few; and for the presurging upon all to put forth an effort to fulfill ent, the division of "field labor" are as folthe law of Christ touching the duties of saints lPws: Brn. A. Kent and Baker in the
in temporal matters as well as spiritual, I Philadelphia and Naw York districts, to
am, in behalf of the Bishopric,
advise with Brn. A. H. Parsons and Joseph
Very respectfully for the truth's sake yours, Squires as to the best methods of labor. Bro.
E. L. KELLEY,
F. M. Sheehy in the state of New York (exPresiding Bishop.
cept that part included in the New York
LAMONI, Iowa, May 28, 1897.
district), the Wyoming district and State of
Vermont. When laboring in the Massachusetts district .the general missionaries will
PASTORAL.
To the Saints of the Eastern Mission, Greet- advise with Brn. R. Bullard and 0. Coombs
ing:-On entering upon the duties of another and tbe missionary in charge. U. W.
conference year, it is most gratifying that we Greene in tho state of Maine and New
can do so with brightened hopes and assured Hampshire. H. J. Davieon in Nova Scotia.
confidence in the justice of our cause. That Brn. G. W. Robley, W. W. Blanchard, S. O.
the truth borne by us is indeed the message Foss, ar,d I. M. Smith wiil be expected to
of peace and glad tidings borne to man from support the work in these various fields as
opportunity may offer and wisdom direct.
Christ the Lord.
Already you have learned of the felicity en- All of these named, except Brn. S. Foss and
joyed by those in attendance at the recent H. J. Davison, are now in the State of New
General Conference, and you no doubt have York and active.
joined in those felicitations by reason of the
On account of the paucity of our numbers,
glad news received. Peace and unity pre- it seems necessary at present to deviate from
vailed in all of the councils and sessions had, the usual course puraued in providing perand the most cordial feelings were manifest sons from the general ministry to take
in the social relations among the saints. charge of the Massachusetts and New York
God's goodness and favor manifest gave districts. But knowing all concerned, it _is
great confirmation and comfort to those pres- safe to say that they will move along in harent. The feelings of estacy inspired have noc muny and for the best.
been magnified. We were all cheered on in
The general missionaries should endeavor
the marvelous work, and so take great pleas-1 to work in harmony with district and branch
ure in sending congratulations to the saints , authorities, giving them proper recognition
abroad, and urge in the fullest confidence: ande consideration; ai1d, branch and district
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officials should not fail to cheerfully support
the efforts of the missionaries, when in their
midst. We are laborers together.
May
God bless our efforts for good.
W)\i[. H. KELLEY,

In charge of Eastern mission.
TEMPLE,

Ohio, May 19.

To the Saints located within the limits of the
European mission, Greeting; Dear Brethren and
Sisters:-Three years will have elapsed July
8, 1897, since I left the bosom of the church,
and my family too, as per action of General
Conference of 1894, to cooperate with you in
ministerial work on this side the Atlantic.
Arriving in Manchester at Bro. Joseph Dewsnup's, Sr., July 21. My reception being of a
character that is always stimulating to missionaries when far from home, and whether
in England or Wales, my reception has been
of the same stimulating character; but my
appreciation for this uniform kindness is all
I can offer for the same, for to God must we
look for a reward for deeds done in his great
name. The pang of regret felt in a failure to
please everyone is made tolerable in the assurance of having injured none through design or aforethought. I have always been
approachable, and ready to hear complaints
from those who may have thought themselves
injured by any of my ministerial acts. i am not
aware of having cherished a desire to evince
officiousness, or a wish to evade law prescribed duties; and certainly not to evade
duty by any strategetic movement to leave
that to others that might be unpleasant, for
I would think in the course of human events
such crookedness would be detected by some
shrewd, sober thinker, in whose confidence I
could not expect to live. And that which
prevents Latter Day Saints living in each
other's confidence and affections is alike effective in preventing brotherly love and
saintly fellowship.
However perplexing the meagreness of
success may have been, it has never appeared
a justification for inactivity. Nor do I think
that any Latter Day Saint who has testified
to the validity of the latter-day work, can
justify himself in inactivity; for if inactive in
duty, we must be active in something which
may destroy a love for duty. For inactivity
is not possible in the strict sense of the term;
but while blessed with a sound mind, we are
responsible for our activity, whether good,
or bad. But having set to 0ur seal that God
is true, the necessity for a concession as to a
realism of the gospel is made apparent, which
concession involves a necessity for a practical
demonstration of a rectitude evincive of a
corresponding i:ealism.
It is a source of great consolation to learn
that the good Lord has directed Bro. Joseph
to designate brethren to fill vacancies in the
leading quorums of the church; may these
brethren be fully qualified for the important
work, and live long to battle for the right.
They have been long and favorably known in
the front ranks, and though in another sphere
they are still of and for the church. For
worldly fame, etc., the brethren might have
done better in the popular world, as could
many othecs of their kind; but thirsting for

the recompense of 1·eward, as Moses of oid, onward and onward they marched unto vichave no desJre for the kind of fame that tory, and as a resµlt of this persistent, sysnecessitates a divergence from the old paths. tematic, and continuous labor, there's a
Long may they survive. This interposition Salford branch of twenty or thirty members,
of God's power, at this juncture, is another and a Salford Sabbath school of over a hun()vidence the Reorganization has come to dred membars, with good prospects; while
stay. I should suppose that the president the distribution of tracts under a well reguhas neither forgot the tune, or lost the time lated system continues from street to street.
of "Redeemer of Israel;" but should he per- And on hearing a report of the progress and
chance be defective in either, I may en- prospects of the Salford Sabbath school my
lighten him next August. Ahem.
mind reverted back to the time when our
The barriers that exist to stay the progress "Herald had scarcely assumed its swaddling
of the work should stimulate all concerned to banas," a plea for the little ones was heard;"
a continued, persistent, and systematic ef- and despite the limitedness of the facilities
fort. At the preaching services at the Man- the plea was not unheeded. No; but the
chester district annual conference, April 189-, dripping of the tiny drops of water continued,
my attention was called to the presence of the petitioner for the little ones in the front
two or three young women, who for some all the time, through evil and good report,
time had been scholars in the Salford Sab- adding stroke after stroke, and the opposers
bath school. I learned on a previous oc- to Sabbath school movement grew less, its
casion that two or three of the Sunday school advocates increasing-and 0, what a grand
scholars had been baptized. On my arrival victory has been achieved!
in Manchester, May 21, 1894, the work in
From one or two isolated Sunday schools
Salford was in its incipient stage; the out- under the auspices of branches of the church,
look not flattering. A small mission room have grown district associations, going on
had been secured, which was reached by as- and on. Now a general Sabbath school assocending one flight of stairs, not "back slums" ciation, which can occupy a day or two in the
however, because you entered from the front, capacity of a general Sabbath school convenfrom of the cause way (or side walk).' If it tion in the discussion and examination of
had been, it would not have been the first questions evincing the effects of natural
time the blessed gospel had been preached in and acquired ability that would be no dis"back slums." I have done it, and shall do credit to any worlaly parliament consisting
it again, if an opportunity offers. For the of the most cultured men of the age. And as
renovating infiuences of the gospel is just as I read the reports of Sabbath school conveneffective on "back slum" men and women as tions, I find the Sabbath school boys and
those emerging from back or front parlors. girls (notably the latter) of twenty years ago,
Christ was not a pharisee because he preached the men and women (intellectually) of the
to or taught them, nor a horse because being to-day's Sabbath school. Some giving inborn in a manger. As per request I preached contestable evidence of the pen being
in this small upper mission room, morning mightier than the sword. How inspiring
and evening-outdoor service being held an the spectacle! And how stimulating the
hour before assembling for the evening serv- thought, that some of our best teachers and
ice. One of our young elders, who at the advocates of the Sabbath school have been
present bids fair to become a mighty man in true to their convictions received in the SunIsrael, shouldered an instrnment of music, day school in boyhood and girlhood days;
another one carried a chair, and presently passing through youth's slippery paths, and
there was "music in the air." •The young are now proving tbemsel ves such competent
musician was the preacher; but his auditors workers in one of the best of systems among
were few and far between; for while a few men; and if such big results dating from the
were within easy hearing, some stood afar time of the plea for the little ones was beard,
off; a few peeped through the windows; one what pen can describe or tongue tell the
or two ventured to open the door, but held gigantic resul'Gs that will come with the syson to it that it might easily be closed if find- tematic work being done by our present Suning the sound of the preacher's voice too day school workers in ten years?
obnoxious. A few had to take the middle of
We ought never to overlook the fact that
the street or come pretty close to the knowledge is power, and if our young men
preacher to pass; some did so, with a kind of evince a willingness to bring their powers of
a one sided glance. Nothing daunted how- minds into requisition to aid Zion in any of
ever, the preacher evinced the gift of endur- her departments, they should be encouraged
ance, closing in tirpe for the indoor service by all means.
at 6: 30, when the writer preached to one
It is just possible I may be a little fanatistranger and about a dozen saints, maybe a cal. But I have thought that since 1830, culfew more·
tu re and refinement have kept abreast, if not
1
No; the prospects were not at all flatter- ahead of the progress of the latter day work,
ing. But a Sabbath school and a systematic and a love for the simplicity of the gospel
method of tract distributing were inaugura- I has decreased in the same ratio. If then, in
ted. Young brethren and sisters come to the wise order and providence of God, culthe front; they believed it was the constant tured young men are raised up that shall
dripping of the tiny drops of water that wore more successfully cope with the exigencies
the soiid rock, and so entered into the good created, by this increase of culture, and dework; and when.a feeling of discouragement crease of love for the simplicity of the truth,
came over them, the constant drippings of as it is in Christ, so much better for the cause
the tiny drops of water proved a stimulus and we love, and none of our predecessors who
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battled long, in the front ranks of the latter
day work, and have gone to their rest, will
suffer loss; nor will those who are still laboring with less mental ability than some who
are coming to the front, with many more that
.
may yet come, or so it is to be hoped.
What of our young brethren in Australia.
How loyal, how zealous, how persistently
they push on; what credit they reflect on
themselves and the cause they represent,
who, in riper years, could have done better,
with the same barriers confronting them?
Bro. Joseph once said, we are not all eq ua1ly
intelligent; but we may be equally zealous
and enduring, and win the prize.
Why
should not this fact prove sufficiently stimulating to all, despite degrees of intelligence,
gifts and callings of God unto us-and rise
above all that is ignoble and undignified.
Christ has vividly protrayed the dn•ad consequence of a divided house and kingdom.
And nothing was more effective in preventing this division than a practical observance
of 104: 44,Doctrine and Covenants, for when all
are acting with diligence in their respective
appointed spheres, there is no room for
friction or division; for such diligence preeludes the consumption of time that might
be used in one brother seeking occasion
against another brother, and the dilig-ence
thus evinced will, if evil exists, lead to a
legitimate procedure to meet and adjust it.
And Christ's revealed method of adjudication
to the sober thinker and God fearing official,
is of such a character as to at once convince
him as to the wrongness of any act that
would culminate in accusing the supposed
wrongdoer. Sitting in judgment on his acts,
or publishing him as a tra·nsgressor, before
the law imposed preparatory steps are
taken.
And if any officials are ig"norant of these plain reflecttid law imposed duties, they ought to be released
from official duties until they give ample
evidence of an understanding as
to
how a wrong-doer is to be dealt with. For
he that evinces ignorance of law, m· a willful disregard of the same, is capable of doing
much mischief among quiet, unsuspecting,
God-fearing Latter Day Saints; and the
sheep ought to be protected from the ravages of the wolves. A sensationali~t, or a
willful violater of known and accepted law
is generally deceptive, though withal very
pious; and a great claim to Spirit direction
has a wondrous effect with many, so that it
becomes not difficult to form an affinity, and
so enlist sympathy in opposing that which
the violator of law may designate as tyranny
or despotism, etc. It is a grave matter for
anyone to substitute impulses, etc., for a
guide in view of given and accepted law,nevertheless it is possible. But I have use for no
claimed manifestation that conflicts with
given and accepted law. For that which is
governed by law is preserved by law. Nothing could be more effective in revealing the
necessity for law than that found in 38: 7
Doctrine and Covenants; and the following
serves to show that the elders who are appointed to watch over the church, are to see
that my (Christ's) law is kept (41: 2; 46: 7, D.C.)
A failure to do with the sinner as the scripture

Idirect is offensive to him who is our lawgiver I citement,
(64: 2, D. C.) The above also forbids one
bro.ther see~ing an occasion aga:inst anothe:,
V:hile he .(8.o: 7, 8, 9) a~ord~ the bes~ ~xposit10n of sp1r1tual law, with tne most v1v1d portrayal of consequences to follow the act of
becoming a law unto ourselves. Since the
demise of the apostles; besides all this, the
twenty-third paragraph of section forty-two
gives the most lucid det:Jiil as to the procedure of one who is offended with another, and
to cap the climax, the Book of Rules positively pr'ohibits the offended party from proceeding against the offending party until a
reconciliation has been sought as law directs,
which preventive is of a binding character,
from the facts that it is in perfect harmony
with Christ's teachings. (Matt. 18: 15-17: B.
M. page 535.) And any official that should
be so ignorant or willful as to consume his
time and the time of others in arraigning a
brother: accusing and passing judgment
upon him, and be know nothing of it, not
present to offer a word of explanation or defense in the blaze of the above instruction,
which forbid such a dispicab!e procedure,
would be unfit and unworthy to hold a niembership in Christ's Church; much less to act
as a representative of that church, until
coming down in the valley of humiliation,
recant or offering reparation. It is a thousand pities that any innocent, well-meaning,
God"fearing Latter Day saint should be 80
influenced as to look on such godless procedure with favor.
What conception could any official have of
the grave responsibility assumed in the acceptation of a legally tendered position of
the church of the living God, which is tantamount to making a covenant with his God to
acquit himself of duties attaching to the
accepted office that would allow himself to
so transcend the dignity of a servant of God?
If we love not our brother whom we have
seen, how can we love God whom we have not
seen?.
The greatest criminal in the law is not
denied the right of self-defense. Nothing is
more evincive of mercy and justice than
Christ's method of adjudication, when practical.ly ob~erve~; and nothing r::iore.sub~ersive or
lunderrng 01 both when violatrng it. I respectfully sugg·est to my young brethren to
study to render themselves familiar with the
above law, for the light radiating therefrom
must prove our polar star through this dark
maze, with a corresponding study to discriminate between natural impulse and Spirit impression, and know assuredly that God's Holy
Spirit will never lead to a violation of God's
revealed law. Paul ad vised those who exercised the gift of tongues, if there were no interpreter present, (1 Cor. 14: 28). How
suggestive of the thought that by right !iving and proper striving we are so to discriminate that we be not deceived. (See also 46:
7, D. C). And we learn that God promises discernment to elders appointed to watch over
the church, etc., if striving for it. And in
Y.our studies on this point, don't overlo~k sect10n 50, nor paragraphs 4 and 5, sect10n 52
pattern on all things.
I The world is full of sensationalism, wild ex-

undue impulsiveness, etc., and
I greedily the masses feed thereon; in view of
l which fact the Lord has spoken to his serv1 ants in their weakness, after the manner of
their language (D. C. 1: 5) that we may come
.
'
.
to understanding, and not be deceived. Shall
·
· t'ion of th e over t ures
we evrnce
our apprema
·
·
of h'is mercrns,
or su ff er ourse1ves t o b e mveigled in the meshes of sin and delusion,
and blast our prospects for futurity? Let us
think on the thing.
Brethren and sisters should sustain branch
and district authorities, and they in turn, by
diligence and godly z'lal, should show themselves worthy of confidence in their ministration; but if they fail in this, giving evidence
of but a partial interest in the great latter
day work, they must not feel surprised if evidence of a lack of confidence becomes visible:
and diligent, God fearing Latter DJ.y Saints
look for, and are stimulated by diligence, and
persevering officials, and made correspondingly sad if officials are negligent and undecided, etc. It were better therefore to be
zealously engaged, than just hanging on
merelytoretainafoothold. Better give all our
strength and service to God, or concentrate
our strength elsewhere, for if this great latter
day work is not worth everything, it's worthless; why then should we trifle with it?
Husbands and wives, fathers and mothers
should always be studious to make home a
sacred spot, endearing, attractive; and never
by any means permit their homes to be
desecrated by the tongue of the slanderer, or
idle gossip; know and understand this, that
our method of adoption provides for appeals
from one recognized church tribunal to
another, if those whom these tribunals decide against have the least pretext to think
they have been dealt with unjustly, therefore
there can be no justifiable pretext for anyone to oppose the legitimate operation of
revealed and accepted law; therefore do not
sanction, berating and abuse of constituted
authority by any means, frown it down,
especially if done in your homes, which should
always be peaceful. When the enemy comes
in like a flood, constituted authority must.
place their hands behind them, their tongue
between their teeth, say nothing or do less,.
however threatening the aspect; or in the
dignity of their calling step to the front,
expound, defend, enforce the law for the
vindication of the innocent, punishing the
guilty, and fostering the fair fame of the
church; and God will ever and comfort and
bless the officials who with an eye sin()'le to
his glory give such evidence as to their"' faith
in the Supremacy of his divine law; otherwise there were little inducement to bear the
contradiction, persecution, etc., of sinners.
But this zealousness in the defense of the
law, will always prove effective in the advocacy
that the law is a praise and comfort to them
that do well, and only a terror to the evil
doers. Admit that the Supreme Being is
unbounded in goodness, infinite in wisdom, it
must of necessity follow, that he is inflexible
in justice; hence justice continueth his course
I and claimeth its own; we therefore become
proficient in expounding and enforcing God's
laws as our conception broadens, and en-
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largeth of God';; justice. Hence there is
peace and satisfaction in living God's law;
but shame, confusicn and distress in its
violation. Let us be loyal to God's law and
be happy.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.

P. S.-The mission conference will convene
at Manchester, England, at six p. m. Saturday evening preceding the first Monday in
Au~ust, 1897. Elders, please remember.
It
is not likely the secretary will find it practical to notUy every individual elder. Place
for meeting given later. It is expected that
the newly appointed missionaries, Brethren
H. C. Smith and F. G. Pitt will be present.
Both have been long and favorably known in
the latter-day work; their births were announced later than the writers, so they
doubtless will skip around rrtOre lively, increasing while the writer will decrease. I
expect to cease hostilities about three or four
days before the August conference, looking
westward-pending the discussion of conference rules. No reports expected but from
districts, presidents, and isolated branches;
and elders (if any) not known to districts.
District presidents will please present their
licenses for indorsement.
This does not
mean elders in organizea districts, but it
does include elders (if there are any) not
known in districts and elders in isolated
branches.
J. C.

SAINrrs~

HERALD.

blessed, and bless the work. Bro. J. M.
Stubbart is Bishop's agent of Northern Nebraska district, and Bro. Levi Gamet is
Bishop's agent of Central Nebraska district.
Remember also that the missionary is dependent upon you for his necessary expenses,
and when you correspond with him see that
he has postage for reply, and when you wish
his labors see that his expenses are met. I
can assure the saints and friends that the
laborers in this mission are worthy, and will
be as economical as possible and do efficient
work.
The hastening time is come, and the watchword of all should be, "ready;" ready for
labor; ready to sacrifice; if needs be ready to
repent; al ways ready to forgive; and that
you may not need be overcome; but ready to
meet the devil and the world with all their
allurements successfully, and all afflictions
patiently, watch and pray always, and thus
be ready to meet the Master when he comes.
I trust that the saints may so labor in their
temporal affairs, that they may feel that God
will bless them in all their undertakings,
and to this end I shall ever pray. Be careful
not to contract debts if you can possibly avoid
/ it; but above all things, don't go in debt
more than you are assured you can pay; but
should you meet with failures, so that you
cannot fulfill promises made, be honest with
your creditor, and apprise him of your failure and assure him that you will pay as soon
as it is possible, and do all on your part to
make it possible. Try to satisfy all your
honest debts, before making any move. Do
all things to the glory of God. Keep yourself clean from that which God has told you
is not good, and use the amounts thus saved
to advance the work of the Father.
I desire to be remembered by the saints
when in prayer, that I may be wise and humble; patiently enduring, yet wisely controlling all that appertains to my work.
Your brother and fellow-laborer,
J. F. MINTUN.
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former record in tithes and offerings, as you
can justly be proud of the same. Bro. H. W.
Bellville will be in the mission by the first of
June, and we hope he shall receive the support and confidence of the saints wherever he
labors.
I feel to make a special appeal to the saints
to make a greater effort this year thao ever
to reach that condition spiritually which will
enable you to enjoy; more of the Spirit, and
thus develop within you those gifts which
God has given. The branch officers should
do all in their power to enable those under
their watchcare to "come up higher," and
preach the word in new localities as much as
possible. This mission is large, and it is impossible for the missionaries to keep the
work moving as it should, without the undivided support of the local officers.
The
year opens with good prospects before us; so
let us make a united effort, each working in
his respective position, and none "shall lose.
his reward."
If anyone seeing this has E. D. Howe's·
"Mormonism Exposed," John Corrill's "Brief
History," or Professor Turner's "Mormonism
of all Ages," that would dispose of them,
please address the undersigned at Netawaka,
Kansas.
Your brother in Christ,

W. E.
BENNETT,

Neb., l\fay

PEAK.

20.

To all who can teli the gospel story, though
simply, and all who love the work in the Far
West, Miseouri, district; Greeting:to you by appointment as your servant, and
Having placed upon me by the general
submit to you the following as missionary in
missionary in charge, the responsibility of .
charge.
looking after the missionary work of the disWe enter upon this year of service with
trict, I address you.
brighter prospects than ever before, and
The inactive, and careless ones are fast bewith a stronger desire to see the work ading relegated to the unpopular minority, in
vance. Our labors together during the past
the rear; while the self-denying workers are
has been, in a general sense, pleasant, and I
moving aggressively, conquering, and to conknow of but little to discourage now.
quer. No heights have yet been attained,
The mission as now outlined is that part of
but above them towers other3 higher, within
Nebraska lying north of the Platte River
the possible reach of man. "We are workers
and east of the ninety-ninth degree of longitogether with God"-a co partnership in
To the Saints of the Southwestern Mission;
tude, as will be seen by the Pastoral of Aposwhich we must do our part, if we would
Greet'ing:-After
prayerful
thought
I
have
tle J. R. Lambert, general missionary in
obtain our portion of
the
heavenly
charge.
All saints and friends desiring decided to requt>st Bro. C. R. Duncan to take treasure. None are exempt from responsiwork, or having suggestions to offer for the charge of the work in Oklahoma. Bro. T. J. bility, though it may differ in kind and degood of the work, will correspond with me, Sheppard will please take the active over- gree. If it be found small and lowly, be sure
addressing me at Box A, Magnolia, Iowa. sight of the work in Indain Territory and that it is fully met; for which honor will
Bro. F. A. Smith will have special care of Arkansas. I hope this arrangement will be come to you from him who noticeth the fallthe missionary work in Omaha and suburbs, satisfactory to all concerned. The brethren ing sparrow. We need such a consecration
but will no doubt gladly respond to any ur- of the ministry will please report promptly, to the work that will lead us to improve the
gent calls for him in the mission. Brn. W. so that our report may go to headquarters smallest opportunities to do good. Small
A. Smith and Samuel Wood will for the on time. My mission address will be, till duties outnumber the large ones, and need to
presont labor together, and occupy their further notice, Medina, Texas. Praying be sharply looked after,-the larger ones are
time in Northern Nebraska district. I will that God's blessing may be with the faithful easily seen. If you cannot turn a wheel yourspend most of my time during the early part workers, I am your brother in bonds,
self, lay to with some other and help them.
GEO. MONTAGUE.
of the summer in that part of Central NeBy conjoint, harmonious effort, the work will
braska district in my mission, but will hold
move with rapidity. Let all, both district
myself subject to any special calls so far as I
To the Saints in Southeast Nebraska Mission, and branch authorities; the local eldership,
can.
Greeting:- Having been reappointed in charge the priests, teachers, deacons, sustained by
I desire to keep in correspondence with of this mission, we hope to be able to accom- the essential help of the membership, asthe presidents of Northern and Central Ne- plish more this year than last. We desired and sisted by the general missionaries, labor tobraska districts, so as to keep in touch with hoped to have more assistance this year, but gether, and with one grand united and
them and their work, and thus mutually. la- in this we have been disappointed. Bro. J. universal effort, push the gospel into every
W. Waldsmith will not labor as a missionary unoccupied part of the district.
bor for the cause we love.
Do not forget the needs of the wo;--k in a this year, but will devote his time as district
The missionary in charge expects to labor
financial sense, but send in your tithes and president and Bishop's agent. We desire to in harmony with the district and branch auofferings as the law directs, and therein be see the saints in this mission sustain their thorities, without jealousy or strife. Re-

To the Saints of Northeastern Nebraska JYlission; Beloved in the Lord:-Once more I come
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gardless of holding the priesthood, let those ested will take notice and govern themselves
who can look up appointments in new fields, accordingly. All are invited to come and
get out appointments for some of the ministry participate in these meetings. I am very
to fill. By so doing you will share their re- sorry the church at Blue Rapids is not comward, quite probably the larger share. If pleted, so that it would be dedicated at that
any field opens up with no one to occupy, let time. With prayers for the success of the
me know and I will go or send. If any desire work in this place, I remain your brother in
to labor, all or a part of the time, with no Christ,
HENRY HAR'l', Dist. Pres.
BROUGHTON, Kansas, May 27.
field before them, correspond with me. In
case of debates, the missionary in charge
should be consulted before permanent arCONFERENCE NOTICES.
rangements are entered into. Let every
The Far West. Missouri district conference
word be tempered with wisdom, and a due will convene with the Pleasant Grove branch,
consideration for the feelings of o'vhers. three miles east of Clarksdale and five miles
Charity is a beautiful mantle, beautifyir:g all north of Stewartsville, on Saturday, June 12,
who wear it-a panacea for many of the ills of ten a. m. Let all the secretaries of the sevlife-a prevenient for many· more-let us all eral branches send in the branch reports and
wear it.
delegate credentials several days prior to the
May there be a general uprising and push- convening of conference so that the district
ing outward from every center, until like the secretary may have the reports ready at the
measures of meal, the.Far 'west district shall beginning of conference.
be leavened with gospel truth from center to
WM. LEWIS, Pres.
periphery. May the spirit of earnest labor
C. P. FAUL, Sec.
rest upon each, strengthening the strong,
Northern Michigan conference will be held
and moving into activity the dormant ones,
is my prayer. My permanent address is, 904 at Alpena, June 19 and 20. We hope to
have reports from all branches and officers of
Woodson Etreet, St, Joseph, Missouri.
the district. Any of the ministry or memYour servant and colaborer,
bers of other districts who can come, we will
J.M. TERRY,
be pleased to meet with them. As usual, a
Missionary in charge, Far West district.
grand good time is expected.
J. J. CORNISH.
'l'o the Saints and Friends in Colorado and
New Mexico; Greeting:-Seeing by late Herald
Conference of Southern Nebraska district
that Bro. J. W. Gillen has placed me in
charge of the missionary work in Colorado will convene in Wilber, Nebraska, Jun;; 20, at
and New Mexico, I desire to say that I am in eleven a. m. Business session the 21th, at
the field, ready for work. Any requests for nine a. m. Branch officers will please have
labor or other communication from the saints, full reports sent to J. W. Waldsmith, care
friends, and co-laborers will be received at of Oscar Savage, Wilber, Nebraska, not
address below till further notice. Will be later than June 8. Bishop E. L. Kelley is
glad to hear from all who desire correspond- expected to be present.
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec.
ence.
0. B. THOMAS.

I Illinois,

WRAY, Colorado.

NOTICES.
The Latter Day Saints, of Western Maine
district, met in conference the 15th and 16th
of May, and while there authorized the following resolutions of thanks to be written:Be it resolved, That as Bro. William G.
Pert has been released from the office of
Bishop's agent, and president of the vVestern
Maine district, through lack of physical ability to perform such duties as are required of
one holding such offices; that the saints of
said district extend to Bro. Pert their most
hearty thanks for such valuable services as
has been rendered by him during the fifteen
years in which he has so faithfully discharged
his duties.
Be it further resolved, That a copy of this
resolution be sent to the Herald for publication.
RALPH w. FARRELL,
Committee of Resolution.
Ensign, please copy.

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
In my notice to the saints of the North western Kansas diBtrict I failed to state that Brn.
Joseph Smith and E. L. Kelley would be in
Blue Rapids, June 5 and 6, to hold a two days'
meeting, while en route to Minersville to
dedicate the church at that place. All inter-

London district conference opens on Saturday June 19, at ten a. m., in the town of St.
Mary's, Ontarlo, and will continue over Sunday the 20th. The Sunday school association
will convene on Friday preceding the conference, at two p. m. Let every one come who
can, and bring the Spirit of the Master, that
it may be said, "St. Mary's conference was
the best I ever attended." All trains will be
met Friday and Saturday. Accommodations,
as usual, will be free. It may be that railway
rates will be lowered about conference time,
as the Jubilee will be on hand.
MAGGIE CAMPBELL, Sec.
Kentucky and Tennessee conference will
meet with Caldwell branch, Saturday, July
3, at ten a. m. All saints and especially all
those holding the priesthood are requested
to attend if practicable. Branch officers will
please see that reports from branches are
made out and forwarded to the district clerk,
Bro. J. H. Myers, Rock, Kentucky. Brethren, please be in time. All elders, priests,
teachers, and deacons who cannot attend,
please send written reports.
C. L. SNOW, Dist. Pres.
KIRKSEY, Ky., :May 26.

The Northeastern Illinois district conference will convene at Mission, Lasalle County,

June 12, at ten a. m. Please forward branch reports to W. Vickery, Plano,
Illinois, in time to reach him not later than
June 9. Inasmuch as Mission is located some
distance from the railroad, all those who expect to come by rail should notify Elder
Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illinois, as soon
as possible, giving date and whether you intend coming via Sheridan or Seneca. Sheridan is on the C. B. and Q. railroad. Seneca
on the Rock Island railroad. Elder J. H.
Lake and Bishop E. L. Kelley are expected,
and everybody is cordially invited.
F. G. PITT, President.

BORN.
MILES.-At Hiteman, Iowa, March 26,
1897, to Bro. Jacob and Sr. Maria Miles, a
son, named John. Blessed at home, May 16,,
1897, by Elder R. M. Elvin.

MARRIED.
JOHNSON-COBB.-At the home of the
bride's mother, in Lamoni, Iowa, in the evening of May 18, 1897, Bro. Frederick H.
Johnson, of Sedalia, Missouri, and Miss
Grace M. Cobb, of Lamoni, Bishop E. L.
Kelley acting as master of ceremonies Bro.
Fred H. Johnson is a son of Elder Fred Johnson, of Burlington, Iowa, and a young man
of excellent reputation. He wins a bride of
grace and worthy accomplishments. M~y
their lives be of that ueeful and beneficial
type, which shall bring to them happiness
for having done their part fully in life's battle.

DIED.
ALLEN.-At Chicago, Illinois, May 11,
1897, from a fall of sixty feet down an elevator
shaft, from which he never regained consciousness, Bro. Ed win S. Allen. He was
born October 6, 1853, at Lymington, England, and came to this country in infancy.
He was married to Alice M. Orsborn, March
10, 1875, who died June 29, 1882; to them
were born four children; his daughter Grace
the only one living. Was married~to Phoobe
Weld, March 29, 1885; three children were
the issue from this union, who with their
mother, and sister Grace live to mourn the
loss of their loved one. Was baptized by
Elder H. A. Stebbins, August 17, 1879, and
confirmp,d by Elders F. G. Pitt and H. A.
Stebbins; and ordained a deacon by Elder
M. H. Forscutt, July 11, 1880. He was a
kind husband and father; a faithful worker
in the church, also in the Sunday school; he
had charge of a large Bible class of young
people. Both branch and Sunday school
recognize the great loss they have sustained
For years Bro. Allen has been known as a
faithful doorkeeper in the house of the Lord.
His funeral was attended by a large company
of friends and relatives. Funeral sermon at
bis late residence by Elder F. G. Pitt. The
remains were laid to rest in the cemetery at
Plano, Illinois.
MASON.-At South Rawdon, Nova Scotia,
Janpary 24, 1897, Bro. James L. Mason, aged
86 years. Funeral on the 26th, J. W. Dimock officiating.
Funeral sermon on February 14, at the saints' chapel, by Elder H.
J. Davison.
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THE TH

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TR.\:\'SLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A speci.al, cheap, poc;<:.ot ~iz0 edition, designed c6peeially )or '"nuday echools; same
type as the 50 cent edi 'on.
LA.RGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather b;wks nnd cnrners ... $1 00
Seal grain nE3L1 ..................• l 25
Seal grain rns.iiu, g-il t ed.;;:'"~ •......• 1 50
KING JAMES' 'l'IUNSI... ATION.
Three 5)z:!~; A1Ii•:l'b~n Bible Scciety's edi·
tions; el0th binding:Brevkr Ty pi, 1S mo. :26 cents each net; the
same rate p1c.r {[,.z.
Agate typ0, 32 mo. (en:ialler), 15 cents each;
$L60 per doz. n1Jt..
Pearl-ag&te typ0, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books ard kept in strJck to supply
schools and other patron8 witb good, cheap
New Testaments at ve!'y low prices.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical fa~ts; a key to the right understanding of
th.e Bible, and ?f ~od~ro di.verse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses nresent issues
of theology. It may be rev.d with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial cmt!writu as associated
with the Melchisedek and A{'ronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New -Testam~nt times is set fortb in striking contrast
with the creeds and ~ystems of church building since the days of the apostles. New revised, and enlarged edition.
'
Cloth .•••••................•.•••••. $1 ~.5

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER. H. 0. SMITH.
1:'his tr1.<ct sets forth nnd refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
I_t brings to light much of the teachings of
Br1g·bam Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the p!'esent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It alsc; yindi.cates and maintains the general pos1t10n of the Reorg·anized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
'": mch to meet the arguments of Bdghamite
eiders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cents.

EE BOOKS

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for thl

.lh&~ph·~~d
'l'nuuihHii.on in home an1!
alas~ study in general and in Sunday school

worK, also because of the increasing number

of n"~Oti of ;'l!l@rmolllll. and :Book ol!
Cov'f-H<;.Uct classes being formed in various

bran~hes of the church, and the consequent
growrng ,1, mand for the "three books " the
Herald Otliee management has decid~d to
lssue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
on good paper:i the paper and plates being the
Music and Hymns combined.
,;ame as used rn higher priced editions.
The Harmony contains all the hymns in
Thoy are g~od and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of the Ss,int.s' H;i,rp, alw 555 pages of music,
years .. They are bound in cloth and sold at the comprising about 720 tunes, with full instruclow prwe of 65 cents for either Book of Mor- t'ons on choir <>nd :mthem music. Leather
mon or J?octrine and Covenants; the Inspired backs, cloth sides, $2.00. With music only,
THE SAlNT8' HYMNAL.
$1.25.
Translat10n at $1.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
Orders solicited. The three standard books
THE HARMONY IN FANCY BINDING.
tunes korn the "82"!.nt.s' Harmony;" 250 tunes of the church are oow within the reach of
The
regular edition in extra binding. Red
with mu.sic a.nd wo~~a:4 tog-ether; a-lso 50 , !ill.
backs and corners, red cloth sides,
hymns with one bar of music above the worda. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - morocco
with gilt edges entire. Price $2.75.
MANUSCRIPT FOUND.
Cheap i.n price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE. TEl\1PLE
by the saints.
written by Rev. Solomon Spalding; a verified
LO'.r SUIT.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
and certified copy of the original now in
Full leather ....................... 1 00
An abstract of the sw9rn testimony of both
Oberlin Colleg·e, Ohio, of which so much has
Full leather, gilt edges ............ l 25
been said and written in connection with the Plaintiff's and Defendall't's witnesses in the
Flexible, gil'u edges ................ 2 00
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and suit for titie to and possession of the Temple
Sidney Rigdon the chiflf ground work and Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testiWORDS ONLY.
material from which to write the Book ol mony of old Latter Day Saints who were
Paper .............................. $ 15
Mormon. The work, suppressed for years by with the church in its early days, and who
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
enemies of the Latter Da.y Saints, is a com- are now in the Ueorganized Church, and in
Cloth.................. . . . . .• . . . • • 35
plete refutation of the charge made that it is the Utah Church, besides that of leading
the basis from which the Book of Mormon Gfficials of both churches, and the testimony
WHAT IS MAN?
of members of the Hedricldte organization, is
was written.
·
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.
given.
In paper, 15 cents; ten or more, each.$ rn
Evidence from t.he three standard books,
Man's Nature and D·.stir:y. The Spirit or
Cloth, limp, 25 cents; ten or more,rnch 21.i
and from the publications ,of the original
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it rnrvi ve the
church, the Reorganized Church, the HedDeath of the Body in a Conrnious state? The
THE GOSPEL QUARTERLY.
rlckite faction, und from those of the Utah
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and ReSENIOR
GRADE.
Church is presented in support of the claims
futed. In two part.s. Ssccnd edition.
A
Sunday
School
Quarterly
containing
lesof the Reorganizpd Church to be the sucThe author has clmwl y E XJ.mined the subject upon which he has wdtten, both in sons for each Sunday in the year; prepared cessor of the original church.
by
the
Senior
and
Intermediate
Grade
Lesson
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
study and in oral diecussion, with those who
differ from him in helief concerning the Committee of the General Sunday School now in print, accompany the Abstract unti.l
Association;
designed
for
the
use
of
both
the supply is exhausted.
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. teachers and scholars.
Price
8
cents
per
quarter;
25
cents
per
year.
and laity; useful in refuting the many misChrist as the true type of man, in life and in
representations of t.he early church and its
death; his preexister:ce, life, and death conINTERMEDIATE GRADE.
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate
The lessons of the Senior Grade in simpli- ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argu·
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness fied form and for corresponding dates.
between death and the resurrection; the
Price 5 cents per quarter; 15 cents per year. ment in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
second death or future punishment; and the
PRIMARY GRADE.
:final conscious existence of all after the judgment; are leading features of the chapters of
A Lesson Qi.larterly prepared by the PriIN COMBINA'l'I,..,N
mary Grade Lesson Committee.
~-~·- '-.!'.. •
the volume.
Paper covers· price 5 cents per quarter- 15
The SAINTS' HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES
In paper covers ........•..•••...... $ 35
cents per year.'
'
$3.00, if paid in advance.
Cloth..............................
50
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GRACELAND COLLEGE,

SAINTS' HERALD.
FOR SALE.

160 acres good rolling blue
• 50 • grass land situated 3t miles
$15
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. R-oasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
L'lmoni, Iowa.
Anyone se:c_dfng a ·s1rnt0h rrnd de:lZ"ription may

COhhR~K

quickly ascert.<:!1 r.. free, ';'bethc~· an invention is
probably pu.:tunt<A:.,;s. CmrnT:un~m1Jions strictly
confidential. OldcBt. a.;zency fff,_' securing patente
tn America. We fmve R \\Ta:;bin~tcn office.

Gl'fY BARBRR

Patents taken

-)!PPdHTE(-

Nothing but fi"~t-r.;a~~.s. w-~·Ik done in our lin":!· Ladies'
ha.ir ch;anrn.g l:lL p;hop or hoU-"P, E-'Xc1~pt Su.t1r:dnys.
Iowa Steam Laundry iu co~~n- ctit:.n.
]'. A. BLACK.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OU NO

PA~.

Bro. B. F. Ord-..yay, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantee:3 three box~s of ''Quit-To-Bac to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-'l'o-Bac. It is a great nerve, tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundredsj why not you?
Remember,-1'\To C«1J.~e~ No Pay., Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.
1
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of the late revelation, printed
in proper size for. insertion bi the
Book of Covenants, may be had on application, accompanied by a two-cent
stamp to cover cost of publication and
postage. Address orders to Frank
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
Iowa.
MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An excellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price
75 cents per 250, $2.50 pev 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.
PRIM.ARY QUESTION BOOK.
.uimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

r~ceive

II

0

.largest circulation of

.Bi,QK ON PATENTS

sent free. Addres.!i

MUNN &
Jan~iuadwuy,

CO.,
New York,

ARE YOU A RENTER?
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neig·h(1orl;;;od: school close by.
·Terms $200 cash and h dance 10 yearly paymAnt.s. V'lrite to D. F. Nicholson, Ls,moni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
'.file purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.. 25 pe!"
~ttle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottleG

FRUIT FARMS.
I have property in Pomona; E' rnit, Gr11Xn, and Stock
Farms, in the heart of the Fruit .Belt uf Sout.hern Missouri and Nort·hern Arkansas, to sell cheap. I think I
have "variety sutlicient to suit all who wish to buy, both
in land and prices.
This is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Bigged .A:pples and·Great Luscious Peaches.
For further particulars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WAJ:D,
.
Pomona, Howell Co.,. Missouri.
1

THE LATE REVELATION.

COPIES

Co.

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm or80 acres firn miles from Lamoni, over

NEW DEPAR'l'MENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single suoscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

<);;

$f.Kos~fin~~~-fgi_rnaJp':~i~~ t~~;~:~g~ ~l~1;i

A roomy and well arranged cottage ot ftmr n1ain
rooms_, with hall, dry cemented ceilar, tYt/O vreU lighted
closets, and china 'cloEtets; with sink, cupboards,
etc.; modernly arrnuged. Alsq two iwlosed porches;
cistern fo·r inE<ide use; well, ·under cover; communicating
fuel house; unnt.cessary to step from under cover for
fuel or water.
Location two blocks from saint5' church, L'.lmoni. A
convenient home. Purchat:er may obtain one c,r two lots,
as desired. For particulars and terms apply to Mrs. M.
Walker or R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.

h'i unn

SOllE~Tlfm lllMER!CAN,

beautifully illustrated

361

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. Fl'I'ZPATRICK,
LAMONI, IOWA.

tbro~1~:;;h

apecial notice in tl1e

Jf:H,A][H J'\1:1\cGHCANT!LE CO.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, .Iowa.

HOMES AT LA.MONL
Land for sale, situated one quarter to on~
half mile southwest of Lamoni; 1n three, foiu,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitab!'c
.ior gardening, raising of sm&ll fruits, etc.
Prioes reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J .. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa,
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
of divine origin, and are its teachings entit,led to the respect and belief of all Chris'tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter D.>y
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him?
Cloth, 396 pages, price ...•• .'••..•.. $1 50

ft'!!oCked and del!verecl at express office on receipt of price.
W.
MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni. !111n.

:m.

HARDWAR
ftOV:ES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO,
l!lpecll!.l attention given to Builders' Hardware.
goods and right prices. Estimates furnlshe4t

~!able

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
Dr. S. B, GOWELL,
305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not.
to be sick" for 12 cent~; former price 50 cents.

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show th&t
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning J;he origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have &
common origin, and are ovidences of one design 'in the creation, and ln the history and
growth of the ages. The<llogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information th&
writer. aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the·
work ·contain evidences from American abo··
riginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ.
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ....••.•••••••••.••••••••••••. $1 00
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CO.N'EEl\l'Jr§g
"Selection means the choice of a
EDITORIAL:
Accusation by Revelation ............. 357 living agent. The skilful breeders of
Questions and Answ.jrs. · · · · ·: · ·; · · · .. 3~~ doves and dogs and horses were, in
To Send More Jews to Palestrne ...... 3u8
·
Slaves Freed in Zcrnziba1 ............. 358 this phrase taken as the type of naHealed by Prayer· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3~8 tu re in her production and in her
Earthquake Shocks .................. 308 1
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
guidance of varieties in organic strucLittle Things.······················ .361 ture.
Darwin did not cons~iously
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMEN'l.':
v
How I Endeavor to Instruct My Class.361 choose this phrase because of these
LETTER DEPARTMENT:
tacit implications. He was in all ways
It Is False ............................ 36w9
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
simple and sincere, and he no more
God Is_Co~siste.nt. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·?~6 meant to impose upon others than on
Decept10n s Re1gn.-No. 1.. .......... 868
CONFERENCE Mrnm;Es:
himself when be likened the operaPottawat,tamie. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .370 tions of nature in producina new speSUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
"'
Galland's Grove ....................... 370 I cies to the foreseeing skill of the
MISCELL-;\N.F?OUS DEPARTMENT:,
breeder in producing new and more
To District and Branch ClerKs ........ 371
Fifth Quorum of Etders .............. 371 I excellent varieties in domestic animals.
Pas~?ral,-L. F. J~l:rnsou. · · · · · · · · · · · ·371 I Nevertheless, as a fact, this . implicaT. W. Chatburn ........... 371
. "
M. H. Bona .............. 372 tion is indelible in the phrase, and has
Reunion Notices.··················· · 372 always lent to it more than half its
strength and all its plausibility. DarDOES EVOLUTION IMPLY GOD?
win was led to it by an intellectual
THE Duke of Argyll has for many I ~nst~nct wh~ch is insuper~ble; viz., the
years been locking horns with the mstmct which sees the highest expla·
mechanical ovolutionists, and in a I nations of nature in the analogies of
couple of articles in The Nineteen th , mental purpose and direction. The
Century (March, April), he ranges I choice by Darwin of the phrase natrapidly over the whole field of contro- ural selection was in itself an excellent
versy in a review of Mr. Herbert example of its legitimate meaning.
Spencer's work. The articles were He did not invent either the idea or
written (all but the last few pages) I th~ p_hrase of selec_t~on. He found ~t
before the completion of Mr. Spencer's I ex1stmg ~nd familiar.
He took it
latest (and last?) work, being called I from the literature of the farm yard
out by the latter's article in 1895 on , and of the stable. He told Lyell that
Lord Salisbury's utterances regarding it was constantly used in all books of
evolution.
We cannot follow the breeding. It was his own intellectu::.l
Duke here in the wide range which he nature that made the choice, selecting
covers; but the central thought and it out of old materials. These materipurpose of his articles, as indee::l of als were gathered out of the experience
. all his writings on the subject, is to of human life, and out of the nearest
demonstrate that neither Darwin's analogies of that rn1,tural system of
theory of natural selection nor Spen· which man is the highest visible expocer's theory of organic evolution does nent. But Darwin neither saw nor
away with the necessity for God, but admitted its implications."
rather presupposes him clearly and
Darwin assumed that the processes
necessarily. Mr. Spencer, indeed de- of selection were accidental, the result
nies that his reasonings are material- of fortuity or mechanical necessity,
istic (or spiritualistic either); but says simply because he did not know any
the Duke, while the attitude of pro- law governing their occurrence. His
fessed neutrality may be the true one ''fanatical followers" have gone furfor his own very subtle mind, it is ther and assumed that the rule of accicertainly not true of the effects of his dent and mechanical necessity had
presentations on the minds of others. forever excluded the agency of mind.
The Duke of Argyll finds a teleo- Yet there can be no doubt that the
logical argument in the very name result of thirty years of discussion has
adopted by Darwin for his theory- shown more and more clearly that this
natural selection:theory of mechanical evolution cannot
·1

I
I

S3AINTS.

f;;~~~~~--~~~

No. 23.
account for the facts. "Selection,
as we know it, cannot make things; it
can only choose among materials already made and open to the exercise of
choice. Therefore selection, whether
by man or by what men are pleased to
call nature, can never account for the
origin of things."
Spencer substitutes for Darwin's
phrase another; namely, "survival of
the fittest,"vvhich, the Duke thinks,
"means nothing but a mere truism"that the creatures fittest to survive do
survive, but explains nothing and tells
us nothing. 0 f Spence rs wider generalization, org·anic evolution, we are told
that it is nothing more than "the general idea of development in its special
application to organic life"; and all
Spencer's great heads of evidence
from Geology, Classificatiori, Distribution of Species, Embryology, Rudimentary Organs, are merely proof
that "nothing that we can see or know,
nothing that we can even conceive, is
produced at once as a finished article,
ready made without any previous
processes of growth." Still circling
around this point of the origin of
things, the Duke of Argyll says further:"W e know as certainly as we know
anything in the physical sciences, that
organic life must have a definite beginning, in time, upon this globe of
ours. If so, then of course that beginning cannot possibly have been by way
of ordinary generation. Some other
process must have been employed,
however little we are able to conceive
what that process. All our desperate
attempts, therefore, to get rid of the
creation, as distinguished from mere·
procreation, are self-condemned as.
futile. The facts of nature aud the
necessities of thought compel us to
entertain the conception of an absolute
beginning of organic life, when as yet
there were no parent forms to breed
and multiply.
"Darwin, as is vrnll known, recognized this ultimate necessity. He
ciotheJ the conception of it in words
derived from the old and time-honored language of Genesis. He spoke
of the Creator first breathing the
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breath of life into a few, perhaps only the evolution of mind and will; ofpurinto one single organic form.
His pose and intention . . . . I quite agree
followers generally seem to regard with Mr. Spencer that most men when
this as a weak con.cession on the part they talk of separate or special creaof their great master. They never tion do not realize, or •visualize,' what
dwell on it. They never realize that I what they mean by it. But exactly
without it, or without some substitute I the same criticism applies to the lanfor it, the whole structure of what I guage of those who are perpetually
they call organic evolution is without explaining organic structures as dea basis-that it represents a chain velopments governed by the absolute
hanging in mid-air, having no point of necessities of external adaptations.
attachment in the heavens' or on earth. They do not really see the necessary
It is as certain as anything in human implications of their own language.
thought that, when organic life was If the organism is to live at all, they
first introduced into the world, some- frequently tell us, such and such dething ,was done-some process was velopments must arise. Quite soemployed-differing from that by but who is it, or what is it, that
which those forms do now simply re- determines that the organism shall
produce and repeat them'Selves.
live, and shall not rather die? The
''But the moment this concession needed development will not appear
has been fully, frankly, and intelli- of its own accord. The needed pergently made, another concession nee- ception of its necessity must exist
essarily follows; namely, this, that somewhere; and the needed power of
we cannot safely conclude that the meeting that necessity must exist
first, and more strictly creative, pro- somewhere also. Moreover, the two
cess has never been repeated. Yet must act in concert. Those, therethis is the assumption tacitly involved fore, who talk about that combined
in all the current materialistic theories perception and power existing in
of evolution.
It is arr assumption nature are using words with no meannevertheless in favor of which there is ing, unless by nature they mean a
assuredly no antecedent probability." conceiving and a perceiving agency.
· Later on (in his second article) the It is on this principle alone that we
writer presses the point still further:- can explain very clearly why some
"If the processes of ordinary gen- apparatuses are common to all living
eration have never been reinvigorated things."
by a repetition of that other processMr. Spencer very briefly replies, in
whatever it may have been, in which the May number of The Nineteenth
ordinary generation was first started Centu1·y, to several points (not reproon its wonderful and mysterious course duced above) in which he thinks the
-then all the more certainly must the Duke of Argyll has misapprehended
whole of that course have been fore- him; but does not enter upon any
seen and prearranged. It has cer- general argument because, as he says,
tainly not been a haphazard course. of ''the small amounts of time and
It has been a magnificent and orderly energy remaining" to him.-Literary
procession. It has been a course of Digest.
continually fresh adaptations to new
spheres of functional activity. We
ADDRESSES.
deceive ourselves when we think or
talk, as the Darwinian school perpetuPeter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri.

vV. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
' R. E. Grant, No. ti48 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington Heightb.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent., No. 2925 Rose Hill Street,
purpose Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
. .
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony:Street,
but it is Council Bluffs, Iowa.

ally does, of organs being made or
fitted by use. The idea is, strictly
speaking, nonsence. 'I'hey were made
for use, not by use. They have always existed in embryo before the use
'bl
d
ll th
was poss1 e, an ' genera y, . ere are
many stages of growth. before they
can be put to use. Durmg all these
ittaO'es the lines of development were
str~tly governed by the end to be at-

I
I

tained,that is to say, Dy tne
to be fulfilled.
"This, indeed is evolution;

I
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D. E. Tucker, Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
A. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
Indiaca.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrison
County, Iowa.
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Australia.
H. P. Curtis, No. 915 South Presa Street,
San Antonio, Texa•.
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan.
Elder L. R. Devore, Graysvill&, Monroe
County, Ohio.
I. N. Roberts, Audubon, Becker County,
Minnesota.
David M. Rudd, Dow City, Iowa.
William C. Marshall, Bishop's agent, Wirt,
Indiana.
J, S. Roth, Grinnell, Iowa.
J. B. Roush, No. 2851 California Street,
Denver, Colorado.
HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer Post Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
277 Sheffield A venue.
West Bay City, Michigan: Christian mission church, No. 411 Dewitt Avenue, between
Jenny and Thomas Streets. Preaching at
10: :;o a. m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
preaching at 7: 00 p. m. on Sundays. Prayer
meeting on Wednesday evenings.
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m,; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 v. m.
Salt L<i.!ta City, Utah: mission chapel,
Second Srmth Street. opposite the Presbyteria:1 church. M"etings every Sunday at
11: 00 a. ill. anu 7; 30 p. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
St. Anns Buildings, No. 125 Albion street,
Leeds. Presiding officer, Elder James Moir,
St. James' Hall, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Roxbury, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
corner of ·washington and Dudley Streets.
Services at IO: 30 a. m. MJd 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
school at 12: 15 p, ill. R. Bullard. pastor.
East Delavan, Wisconsin: Church located
one mile north from Williams Bay railroad
station. August Johnson, presiding_ elder.
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
Platt Lane. Presiding officer, Elder William
Spargo, No. 34 Schofield Lane, Wigan.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: No. 67 Fourth
Avenue.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
each month at 2: 30 p. m. Monday, priesthood meeting; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; \"Tednesday, branch fellowship; Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Societ,y; Friday, music and _
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
South Manchester, England: f!laints chapel,
6 Cornbrook Place, Chester Road, Man·
chester. Presiding officer, Elder James Baty.
Burlington, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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ACCUSATION BY .REVELATION.

following from the Chicago Tribune for May 24, if true, is quite
significant, and is not altogether unexpected by us.

THE

Battle Creek, Mich., May 23.-.B'or the last
fourteen years Archibald R. Henry has been
prominently ident.ified with ttle Seventh-day
Adventists, whose headquarters are in this
city. Mr. Henry has held many and various
positions of tru,;t connected with thu relig·ious
and commercial interests of that denomination. Before becoming an active member of
the Seventh-day Adventists be served eight
years as president of a national bank in a
western State, and his ability and business
experience, combined with religious zeal, at
once placed him in the front rank of prominent workers in the faith. The sensational
announcement made a few days ago that Mr.
Henry had broug·ht suit in the Circuit Court
against the Adventists for $50,000 for defamation of character was as startling as a clap of
thunder from a clear sky.
At the last session of the general conference of the Seventh-day Adventists Mr.
Henry was relieved of the various positions of
trust held by him in the denomination, among
the•n being that of treasurer and general
manager of the publishing association, which
position he had held for ten years. He
declares that this action of the conference was
the result of a series of "visions" and inapired
writings by Mrs. Ellen G. White, who bears
the relation to the believers and followers of
the creed of a prophetess inspir-ed from God.
The "inspirations" were received and written
by Mrs. White at her home in Australia, and
are dated "Norfolk Villa, Prospect street,
Granville, New South Wales." Following
are a few excerpts:"I do not find rest in spirit. Scene after
scene is presented in symbol before me, and I
find no rest until I begin to write oat the
matter. I think we will institute once each
day a season of prayer for the Loed to set
things in order at tho center of the work
(Battle Creek). The general conference itself
is becoming corrupted with w<rong sentiments
and principles.
CHARGES UNJUST
DEALINGS.
.
Men c?nnect~d with the. w?r~ of God have
been dealing unJustly, and it is time to call a
halt. The holy principles God has given are
represented by the sacred fire, but cannon fire

"

has been used in place of the sacred. The not fitted to undertake. When men like A.
plea some are so ready to urge, 'working in R. Henry and Harmon Lindsay refuse to be
behalf ~f the cau:e of God,' to justify them- worked by the Holy Spirit, and yet consent
~elve.s rn presentmg robbery for burnt offer- to accept i.mportant responsibilities, Satan
rng, is an offense to God. We accept no such takes possession of their minds and plans and
transactions; prosperity will not attend these devises for them. When Elder Olsen linked
movements. The Lord of heaven does not himself with these men he perverted his
accept the strange firn offered to him. Let spiritual eyesight and saw things in a strange
men be connected with God's work who will light. ":rhe men who have been connected
represent his character. 'l'hey mav have with the greatest interests upon this earth
much to learn in regard to business manage- have tainted and corrupted the work of God.
ment; but if they pray to God as did Daniel- Brother H. W. Kellogg was not proof against
if, with t.rue contrition of mind, they seek the representations of A. R. Henry and some
that wisdom which comes from above-the others.
He accepted their propositions,
Lord will give them an understanding heart. which meant act after act of complicated
Read carefully and prayerfully the third robbery-robbery which was clothed in angel's
chapter of James, especially verses 13-16. garments. My guide cautioned me in no
The whole chapter is an eye-opener if men case to accept propositions coming from the
wish to open their eyes.
Board of Directors of the publishing house in
"No man should have a responsible connec- Battle Creek, for they meant robbery-robtion with our institutions who thinks it- no bery of those dependent upon the talents and
important matter whether he has a heart of abilities which God has given them. Again
flesh or a heart of steel. I have borne abun- and again I have been taken by my guide to
dant testimony, setting forth the fact that hear words and assertions with reference to
the ability to write a book is like every other authors and their books, and in regard to
talent-a gift from God, for which the pos- money and how it should be used. This
sessor is accountable to him. This talent seemed to be a subject upon which Brother
no man can buy or sell without incurring A. R. Henry was crazed, but his enthusiasm
great and dangerous responsibilit.y. Those was the inspiration of Satan, and by the inwho labor to bring about changes in the p<ub- fiuence of the tempter the moral depravity
lication of bo ,ks, to place the books wholly has spread till there is danger that it will
under the control of the publishing houses or corrupt every right principle in the life of
the conference, know not what they are talk- Brother Henry.
ing about. The effort3 made to turn all the
''Harmon Lindsay is no more pure in his
profits derived from the talents of writers integrity than is A. R. Henry. I have seen
into the hands of the conference or publishing different ones come from interviews witu them
houses wiil not proven success, for the plan dazed and bewildered."
isnotjustandequal. Prom thelig·htgivenme
MRS. WHITE'S ROYALTIES OUT DOWN.
by God, the efforts made in this direction by
Mr. Henry says that when he became genthose at the heart of the work are not heaven- eral manager of the publishing house Mrs.
inspired.
White, who is the recognized prophetess of
''When men connected with the publishing the denomination, was receiving yearly a
business make decisions and transactions as large sum of money as royalty upon the pubthey have done and propose t.o do in Battle lications of so-called ''visions," testimonies
Creek they give evidence that changes should and "inspired" writ.ings. He regarded the
be made as soon as possible, for God is not in royalties as excessive, and during his mansuch a plan.
agement of the association he greatly reduced
"Some will urge that in dealing with these royalties. As a result of these reducsharpers-those who have no conscience-one tions and from other causes Mrs. White
must conform in a large degree to the cus- became angered, and for five years past she
toms that prevail; that should he adopt a has written and distributed among the people
course of strict integrity he will be compelled who believe in these visions and are members
to give up his business, or fail to procure a of the denomination certain so-called visions,
livlihood. It has not been after God's order in which she charges him with a great numto center so. much in Battle Creek. The< ber of crimes and misdemeanors, and breach
state of things now exists that was presented of faith, confidence, integrity, and duty. M._•,
before me as a warning. The Lord gave Henry believes that Mrs. ·white, in sending
warnings to prevent this demoralizing condi- out these testimonies, was actuated by malice
tion of things, but they have not been heeded. and a desire to injure and degrade him in the
This state of things must change. Uncon- estimation of the believers in the creed; that
verted men must no longer be managers and she took advantage of her position and the
·
· so important
·
·
·
directors
rn
and sacred a work. I way she was reg.arded .m
the mrnds
of the
I
"ROBBERY IN ANGEL'S GARMENTS."
: followers and believers m that faith to bring
j "I presented no false visions before the men ] him into public scandal and disrepute. For
i in Battle Creek when I said that some were . this reason he claims that he has been injured
I handling responsibilities which they were J and has sustained damages to the extent oi

I
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general phenomena, a sign of the
near approach of the time prophesied
f
W h
h
d
ld
l ld
o ·. . e ave ear . some e ers
,, 10
.
that it was the veritable star-.Lallrng
time; and we suppose they so believed. We believe that it is now and
again referred to as one of the signs
of the times. It is hardly so wide a
fulfillment
of the words concerning
1
the falling of the stars as would be
expected to fill the prophecy.

$50,000. The case will come up at the Sep· ]
tember term of the Calhoun County Circuit
Court The Seventh-day Adventist general
•
%~
conference
officials
here and those at the
publishing house refuse to make any statement in regard to the case. They claim that
it will result in "no cause of action" without
much effort on their part.

The temptation to run all the affairs of the community is strong in
most human natures; and it has been
a source of some wonder to us, if
sooner or later, this desire on the part
of the leading spirit in the Battle
Creek movement, as at present consti·
tuted, would not crop out in a direction to interrupt the harmony of the
current of events and create some
dis.tress to many if not contention and
division.
It would appear from the above
that the business methods of Mrs.
Ellen G. White, were not altogether
in accord with those of business men
educated in business schools. It appears that some men of this sort have
been chosen to assist in the financial
affairs of the Battle Creek establishment, and have come into contact
with Mrs. White, in a pecuniary way,
and that she proposes to ge'G rid of
their ways by getting rid of them.
Mr. Henry seems to think that if his
ways have been irregular, an investigation in a businesslike manner would
serve the purpose of either proving it
or giving him an opportunity to disprove it.
It may be possible that the ''love of
money," may have proved a fruitful
source of contention in this religious
household as it has done in others.
We wait the result.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

QUES.-Is it understood by tho church that
tlle revelation in regard to the stars falling
from heaven before the wiming of Christ,
was fulfilled in the groat meteoric shower in
1833.

.Ans.--We believe it to be understood
of 1833,
that the "met,eori·c sho'ver"
'
bears some such relation to the
prophecy concerning tbe falling of
the stars, and the moon being turned
into blood before that great and notable day in which the Lord will come
that the falling of the Spirit on the
one hundred and twenty disciples on
the day of Pentecost had to the
?rophecy of Joel .r~garding the pou;rmg out of the Spirit upon all flesh m
the last days, It was a part of the,

TO SEND MORE JEWS TO PALESTINE.

NEW YORK, May 6.-(Special to the Chicago
'l'ribvme.)-A meeting was held last night at
Liberty Hall, at which the question of forming a colony for the Jews in Palestine was
discussed. Ex-Coroner Ferdinand Levy presided. The speakers were Dr. Mayer Koppstein and Rabhi Klein.
"The obj<0ct of this meeting is to choose
several delegates, who will represent the
Jewish race at the meeting which is to be
held in .Munich on August 25. Delegates
from all over the world will be present, and
the plan of establishing a colony for the
homeless and persecuted Jews of Europe will
be finally launched. For many months the
Jewish population in this country bas been
silently working on this plan. We hope to
obtain the aid of all the churches and large
societies in America. New York must take
the first Rtep.
"This great city has a larger population of
Jews than any other city in the United
States, and it is through the efforts of this
city that the colony in Palestine would be
established. The present idea is to form a
home for the Jews in which they may live in
peace and govern themselves without being
subjected to the tyranny and despotism of a
powerful government. We ask the help of
this land of freedom and its generous people."
[The rich Jews of the world ought to buy
Palestine from the Turks. It is of but little
value to them, while the money they could
get for it would be of great use to them in
helping their credit and paying their debts.
-ED.]

----------SLAVES FREED IN ZANZIBAR.

GREAT Bri'tai'n 'nas ada'ed to her fame
as an emancipator of the slave by
.nO'
forcl
"' tb1 e Sultan of Zanzi' bar to i" s · t'ion proc 1ama t'ion.
sue an emancipa
The Anglo-Saxon says, Go free; the
Arab merely submits to what he is
powerless to prevent.
Washington, D. C., :May 27.-United States
Consul Mohun at Zanzibar has informed the
State Department that the Sultan, Hamaud
Bln Mahomed Bin Said, on April 7 last issued
a proclamation abolishing the legal status of
slavery in the Islands of Zanzibar and
Camba. The Consul says:''It was thought by many persons that tbe
effect of freeing the shw0s would be to throw
many thousand negro.!s on their own re-

i sources,

::md that great sufferings and priva-

I tions would_ ensue for three or four y~ars, but
1
1

from what I can see not one person w1.ll suffer
. h test d egroe. Th e -~ra
·
A b s rece1· ve d
rn
t h e s 1ig
the news with submission. The town was
absolutely quiet, although sailors and marines
were prepared to land from the British manof-war in the harbor."

==========
HEALED BY PRAYER.
CLEVELAND, 0., May 12.-Mrs. Joseph Morris of Ashtabula bas suffered several years
wit.h a cancer. Two weeks ago she was at
the point of death, when she was induced to
try faith cure. She appli.ed to Zion Church
in Chicago for treatment. The people wrote
her at what hour each day they would offer
prayer for her and iostructed her to pray
simultaneously, which she did. Mrs. Morris
avers that her pain eeased with the first
prayer and never returned, and in a week's
time the cancerous growth went away. The
patient is now able to take her meal~ at the
table.

EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS.

THE repeated shocks of earthquake
throughout the United States and their
noticeable increase in other countries,
are significant, and indicate, we believe, that speedy and repeated disastrous visitations of that nature will be
seen and felt in various parts of the
world where such calamaties have
practically been unknown heretofore,
at no distant day. The shocks are
ominous:-RICHMOND, Va., June 1.-Earthquake
shocks have been experienced in Giles County,
Virginia, nightly since the 25th, and people
are moving out.
An eruption is expected in the mountains
near Pearisburg, Virginia.
It is said that in t.be distl'ict that seismic
disturbances hiwe caused a fissure a mile and
a half in length.
WASHINGTON, June 1.-·All t,he states along
Mason and Dixon's line trembled under tho
shocks of an earthquake Monday afternoon.
The disturbance extended from the Atlantic
to the Mississippi and from Lake Erie to
South Carolina.
h
The self-recording inskumen·t at
t e
weather bureau shows that th.e seismic tremo rs beg· an at 1: 58: 15 o'oiock and lasted five
minutes.
Tho movemont here was from south to
north. The vibrations caused chandeliers to
sway and floors to tremble perceptibly. It
was noticed a'L the capitol, in the telephone
exchange, and several of tho high buildings.
In the Associated Press office in the Post
building the vibJ"ations were felt very distinctly. R<2ports from other localities show
differences in direction and duration .. There
is no report of loss of life.
A strange freak of nature was noted at
Caledonia, Illinois, Monday, which may have
been a forerunner of the earLhquake. A seetion of the villag-e sank to a depth of fifty foot
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or more. The piece of sunken ground is
about, one hundred and fifty feet long by sixty
feet in width. A few moments before the
movement of earth began the villagers heard
a rumbling noise. One vacant house stood
on the sinking ground. The people of the
neighborhood are much alarmed. Caledonia
was for ye2xs the capital of Pulaski County,
Illinois, and is on the Ohio River.
·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. J. D.. ERWIN wrote from Manti,
Alabama, May 31 :-This leaves me well, busily engaged in this
great work. Several new openings made of
lP.te. Harvest is great, l!J,borers few indeed.
\liJ'e are expecting a glorious good conference
at Flat Rock June 12 and 13.
Bro. C. A. Parkin, San Francisco,
California, May 26:W e are all rejoicing in the restored gospel.
On Sunday, the 23d, I went to West Berkeley
and preachea for the branch there, and tried
to show that the gospfll is the only way that
perfection can be attained, it being the "perfect law;" that all the "vain philosophy of
the world" will not do. In the evening Bro.
G. S. Lincoln gave us a sermon on the same
line. On the morning of the 16th Bro. A. M.
Chase preached for us from John 10: 9 "If
any man enter in by me be shall be saved,"
and then showed the manner of entrance.
Bro. Chase is a clear, logical speaker; one
who to be known will be loved. The California saints are striving to staud in the front
ranks as representatives of the restored gospel, knowing that in the end it must win.
Our meetings are pretty well attended. We
have some skangers most of the time. VVe
hope to be among the faithful.
Brn. Parker and Barmore have
begun their work in California by a
protracted effort at Los Angeles, see
the following reprint of their hand
bill:NOTICE.

Come and hear the gospel in its fullness
and purity.
427-San Pedro Street-427
Elders R. J. Parker of Ind.;pendence, Missouri, and A. C. Barmore of Oakland City,
Indiana, representatives of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
will do the preaching.
The meetings will be held at 7: 45 p. m. for
two weeks, beginning Wednesday the 26th
inst.
'£he word Reorganized is emphasized to enable the people to distinguish b2t ween it, and
the people centered in Utah, for it has no
connection with them. In speaking of it
Bishop John F. Hu!'.'st of the M. E. Church
say": "It is guileless of the crimes that
st.ain the reign of Brigham Young."
Bro. George Montague, Standley,
Indian Territory, June 1:I am again in the afield; .iind thing·s here in
good shape; saints a vancrng in spiritual life
and favor with God. A wise, energetic, live
ma.n at the head of a branch is a grea,t blese-
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ing. Am in hopes to organize a branch at 1 to date in methods and facilities. BeCoalgate soon, and maybe another at Wilbur- 1 sides this she has had quite a wide exto~. ~ feel muc~ encoura~ed in the work. / erience of a
ractical character
Will likely remam here till latter part of p
P
Juno, or in the vicinity, and then push on among fellow members of her profesto Texas.
,
sion. We regard her as a capable,
Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., Louisville, conscientious practitioner, and as such
Kentucky, May 29:commend her to the patronage of
I am holding forth in Louisville, Kentucky, those who need hygienic and medical
Interest fairly good, one gave his name for ! advice or treatment.
baptis~. I am to. open up in a Chri~tian
The committee on Bills and OverAd vent1st church rn New Albany, Indiana,
the 1st of Juntl, I secured quite an item in i;ures of the Southern Presbyterian
the Versailles UepublitJpn, of Riply County, assembly. in session at Charlotte,
relative to the claims of our people and Utah. North Carolina, recommended a resoThey have several workers in Indiana.
lution forbidding
preaching by
Elder John S. Roth, Oskaloosa, women.
Iowa, June 2:The Sultan of Turkey has agreed
0n May 29, I delivered the decoration address for the CL A. R. at Vandalia, Jasper to an additional armistice to last two
County, and preached the memorial sermon weeks from May 30. The Greek govon the 30th. AJ! seemed to be weil pleased. ernment denies that an anti-dynastic
I will preach in Beacon till next week, then movement against King George and
go to Richland conference.
his family is on foot.
Bro. Alma Kent, Philadelphia,
Mr. C. P. Ritchie, President of the
Pennsylvania, May 29:London
Board of Trade, has introI desire to inform my friends through the
duced
a
bill
in the House of Commons
Herald that my present address is No. 2925
Rose Hill Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. to legalize the metric system of weights
I am engaged in tent work with Bro. A. M. and measures.
Baker in Camdon, New Jersey. We made
A March number of the San Remo
our first effort last evening, a fair congregaTimes,
having its circulation in
t.ion greeted us with the best of order and at''Cowes,
Bass,
Corinella, French
tention, and the best of all the Lord was
present to assist in the dispensing of the Island, Grantville, Flinders, Hastword. We need one million of tracts to dis- ings, Kilcunda, New Haven, Powlett,
tribute among the people, but alas r poverty is Queensferry, Rhyll, Stony Point,
a withering blight that cannot be avoided.
Ventuor, Inverloch, Wonthaggi, Jumbunna, and Western Port," Australia,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
contains two editorial local notices of
BRO. JAMES FARLEY sends us a copy meetings held by Bro. David Mcinof the weekly Orb of May 23, pub- tosh and others ''of the Reorganized
lished at Bisbee, Arizona, in which we Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
find an account of the indictment of Saints," and of which it affords us
one Donnelly, who posed as "the pleasure to make mention. Our readSavior of man,,., in the camp in the ers must not get tired of press notices,
Huachucas.
The Orb charges him and we presume they will not, inaswith serious crimes and thinks his de- much as they show the sympathy and
aid of that power for good-the public
ceptive career is at an end.
President Joseph Smith arrived press-toward our work, and that the
home from Wisconsin and Illinois on gospel is being preached far and wide
throughout the lands where missions
Tuesday, the 1st inst.
President A. H. Smith departed for have been established, and from which
Blue Rapids, Kansas, on Thursday, it is to spread abroad throughout the
the 3d.
world.
Sr. Bertha A. Greer, M. D., HomeoProfessor Andree, the Arctic balpathist, formerly of Pleasanton, Iowa, loonist, has left Gothenburg for Spitzand late of St. Louis, Missouri, and bergen, whence he will renew his
well known to many of the HERALD efforts to reach the north pole, or
readers, has begun the practice of rather to pass over it by balloon.
medicine in the city of Lamoni, where Three scientists accompany him.
she expects to reside permanently. They hope to reach Spitzbergen June
Sr. Greer has devoted herself closely 1 a,nd start on their aerial voyage
to an exhaustive study of her p:rofes- June 20. They take carrier pigeons
.
.
.
.
s10n and has graduated from an mst1- with them, and are sf!Jngmne of f1W>
j tution of recognized standing and up cess.
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Tacoma, Washington, advices dated manufacturing and commercial cen- ! tually forcing the acceptance of her
1
May 31: 'I'he Northern Pacifi.uc steam- I ters of the United States. It is ex- [ officers as instructors after the cabiship Mount Lebanon, which arrived I pected that closer reciprocal trade net had decided to abandon thE; proto-day from China and Japan, brings relations between the republics of the! posal.
All the ministers, who had
news that prolonged earthquake three Americas will result.
opposed l\,ussia's plans, have resigned.
shocks were experience.d at Magane, 1 Healer Schrader was driven out of
The Fren.ch government has subJapan, the night of May 6. A pro- Clayton, a suburb of the city of St. mitted to the powers proposals for the
fessor from the imperial university Louis, Missouri, by a mob, on May 31. autonomy of Crete. 'rhey comprise
and several assistants have gone to
Cheyenne Indians have gone on the the enrollment of a foreign gendarKimi Taki, a district where repeated war path and are said to have killed merie and a loan to pay them and to
seismic movements have recently been five white men, near the Lame Deer provide for the initial expenses of the
felt.
agency, in the soutkern part of Mon- administration of affairs. Russia supHeavy frosts, accompanied by light tana.
Troops have been sent and ports and it is believed Great Britain
fall of snow, prevailed throughout the stockmen have armed for defense.
favors the proposals.
State of Wisconsin, on the night of
Madrid advices dated June 2 report
By order of the Emperor, Count
May 30. Fruit and vegeta,bles were that Premier Senor Canovas del Crw- Badeni, the Premier and Minister of
destroyed; ice formed in many places. tillo has tendered to the Queen Re- the Interior, has declared the session
In the northern part of the state all gent the resignation of the Cabinet, of the lower house of the Austrian
crops above ground were destroyed owing to the difficulty the ministers diet closed because of opposition to
and must be replanted.
Northern experienced in carrying on the gov- the government. This extreme measMinnesota, Iowa, Ohio, and the entire ernment in view of the parliamentary ure is the result of excitement throughNorthwest report much damage on situation caused by the refusal of the out Austria and disorderly scenes in
that date.
Liberals to take part in the delibera- the lower house during discussio:u of
Votes taken among the French peo- tions of the Cortes. This attitude of a motion to impeach certain ministers
ple by the Paris Gaulois on the sub- the liberals is due to the personal fOl' violating their ministerial powers
ject of Emperor William of Germany encounter between the Duke of Tetuan, by a issue of a decree authorizing ofvisiting Paris during the exhibition of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and ficial use of the Czech language in
1900 agree that his visit is inadmis- Professor Comas, a Liberal senator, Bohemia.
sible as long as the question of Alsace on May 21, when the Duke slapped the
Planted crops in entire counties of
Lorraine exists.
face of the senator after a heated de- the State of Wisconsin were destroyed
'rhe Rev. Charles Plummer, a dis- bate on the Morgan belligerency reso· by the frost of May 31. The whole
tinguished graduate of Oxford Uni- lution adopted by the United States State, with the exception of the southversity and a well-known authority Senate.
The Queen has sent for ern tier of counties, suffered severely.
on ancient English and Irish history, Marshal Campos. form€c:r commander Fruit crops in Michigan will be rehas discovered, to his satisfaction, of the Spanish troops in Cuba, and duced to one half or one third the
that Erin's favorite hero, St. Patrick, Senor Sagasta, the Liberal leader, average yield.
never had an existence; that the con- and it is expected that the latter will
At the conference of "the radical
ception of such a character is founded be commissioned to form a new Cabi- United Brethren Church" in session
in a historical error concerning an- net as Premier, and that Campos will at Dublin, Indiana, June 1, the comother individual of noble birth. The be sent to Cuba, to relieve General mittee on revision of the discipline
opinion is held by some that higher Weyler and to inaugurate reforms, recommended sixteen changes. The
criticism may not henceforth be popu- under the policy of the Liberals. changes indicate more ample provilar in Ireland.
Excitement is said to be intense both sions for the care of the poor and
The flood situation at many points in Spain and at Havana.
for perfecting various organizations
in the South is still serious, especially
Constantinople advices dated June within the church. The word "obey"
at El. Paso, rrexas, where government 3: The first sitting of the peace ne- in the marriage ceremony was disaid is being rendered to the people.
gotiations was held this afternoon . . . cussed, but was not stricken out, alThe Vienna Neue Freir Presse pub- between the ambassadors of the pow- though a large number of women had
lishes a dispatch from Canea, Ore1e, ers and the Turkish minister for for- requested it.
June 1, saying that fighting occurred eign affairs. It is understood that ~he
Cyclone at Utica, New York, June
on May 31, near Canea, between result was that the Russian ambassa- 4; two lives lost.
bashi-bazouks and Christian immr- dor will prepare a memorandum as to
Decorah and Lansing, Iowa, experigents, in which twenty Christians the ratification (or rectification) of the enced shocks of earthquake, accomwere killed.
frontier, the French ambassador a panied by rumbling noise, June 6.
A convention of manufacturers and memorandum as to the capitulations
Severe shocks of earthquake lasting
merchants of North, Central. and in the case of Greek subjects in Tur- twelve seconds and of sufficient force
South America was opened at Phila- key, and the British ambassador a to displace articles in building, at
delphia, June 3, at which there was mem~rand~m as to indemnity; final I Helena, Butte, Bozeman, and Deer
also a large attendance of represent,a- cons1derat10n Saturday next.
Lodge, Montana, June 6.
tive Pan-American statesmen. The
Another Corean crisis is reported,
A cloudburst caused the River
convention will visit the leading caused by the action of Russia in vir- : Morge in France to suddenly rise
1·

I
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twenty feet, doing great damage to
the towns of V oiron and Moirons,
June 6. One life lost; property loss
10,000,000 francs; 4,000 factory operatives thrown out of employment.
Citizens of Urbana, Ohio, attacked
the county jail on June 4, for the purpose of taking the life of a negro,
charged with a serious crime against
a prominent lady. The militia fired,
killing two and wounding ten persons. The mob afterwards succeeded
in killing the prisoner.
The rage
and brutality manifested by the citizens are reported as almost unparal..1
leled.
Constantinople ad vices dated June 6
report that armed Bulgarian bands
have crossed the frontier near Kossanna. A large force of troops has
been sent to that point.
Schlatter ''the healer" is dead. His
body was found in the Sierra Madre
Mountains in Mexico, greatly emaciated, supposedly by self-imposed starvation.

----'I>'
Mothsrs' Homa Goltlmn,
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"'Tbrrc are lonely heart'!! to cherish,
While the days are going by;
There are Wt ary ones '.-vho perisb,
While the days are going by.
If a smile we can renew,
As our journey we pursue,

Ob ! the good we all may do,
As the days are goiug bj.''

LITTLE THINGS.
A good-by kiss is a little thing,
With your hand on the door to go,
But it takes the venom out of the sting
Of a thoughtless word or a cruel fling,
That you made an hour ago.
A kiss of greeting is sweet and rare,
After the toil of the day,
But it smooths the furrows out, of the care,
And lines on tbe forehead you once called fair,
In the years that have flown away.
'Tis a little thing to say, "You are kind,"
"I love you, my dear,'' each night,
But it sends a thrill through the heart. I find;
For love is tender, as love is blind,
As we climb life's rugged height.
We starve each other for love's caress,
We take, but we do not give;
It seems so easy some soul to bless,
But we dole love grudgingly, less and less,
"l'ill 'tis bitter and hard to live.
- Union Signal.

Dear Home Golumn:-Perhaps others, like
myself, have noticed how few the letters were

becoming, all the time resolving in our own
minds to send something soon to help; but
putting it off, not thinking but that others
were at their posts, and there would be
plenty, if we did fail to do our duty. It seems
a little thing in itself to do, so little that we
insist on putting it off for a more convenient
season; yet can we imagine what our feelings
will be if in the day of accounts we fail to receive the reward we have been striving
for? and no doubt learn to our great grief
that it was lost by our neglecting the little
things. Hi:ve we not all been cheered and
strengthened ru;1ny times on turning to the
Home Column, and finding something from
the p0n of som8 one perhaps thousands of
miles from us, a 1swering- some question that
has been troubii.:ig UB sorely? seemingly written just for us. Then why do we hesHate to
write'? When it may be our letter that will
chee1· and give et1·ength to some poor struggling soul. Let u3 try harder to do the little
things, tb::i,t we may be prepared to do
greate;r when tho opportunity offers, I sometimes think when I feel I am neglecting, to
quickly heed the promptings of the Spiri1; to
write, that it is no use trying, for I cannot
write anything that will benefit anyone, and
I do not know that anything I have written
ever did b~nefi t anyone, and perhaps never
will know in this life. But I do know that the
Lord. requires thil effort at my hands, and it
grieves me when I calmly think upoq,it, that
I am so slow to improve the talent the Lord
bas given me.

8tlndau

S~hool

Department.

MRS. J. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien Co., Michigan.
(Send commur1ications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes nnd notices of conventions, etc.,
to HEditors Herald, J_,,iamoni, Iowa.'')

IN Sunday School Department of May 19,
the article on a traveling general superintendent is all from the pen of Bro. F. J.
Ebeling. The part first printed should have
succeeded the second, and have been printed
as one art,icle.-ED.

HOW I ENDEAVOR TO INSTRUCT MY CLASS.

0

I become very much discouraged at times,
owing to ill het>lth. My surroundings and
circumstances often appear to me, as if I
could not endure the trials, that seem to be
upon me only to destroy me. But when all
thing8 seem so d:i,r-:r, I have always been led
to look for the silver lining to the cloud.
I felt much stren'gtbened after reading,
"The Dangers of Discouragement," in Herald
of late date. How many times I have been
led to say, in the last year, surely the sifting
time has come; and then ask myself the
question, Shall I be able to stand the test?
N um be rs of times have I thought of something·
Sr. Burton said. in my hearing, during her
first visit at our place, several years since.
It was to the effect that our trials would come
I to us in our most tender and sensitive place.
j I know it is so in my case. But in mv calm
I moments I can say the Lord knows best what
is best for me. He knows what to withhold,
and where to apply the test to remove the
dross from my nature. In looking back over
the shaping of events in my life, I can now
see where the Di vine hand led me, although
I did not realize it at the time, and often
struggled to be free. I cannot understand
why I am called to bear much that I am;
yet I feel tbat God does understand, and will
make it known to me if it is necessary for mo
to know. It is my earnest plea that he will
give me strength to stand steadfast in the
faith whate'er betide, and give me strength
of purpose to be doing that which I ought to
do, that I be not accounted a slothful servant.
Yours hopefully,
CLARA D.

I
I

.!<~ROM

my own experience I realize that the
pupils as well as the teacher must be interested, to obtain the best results. In teaching,
I first endeavor to obtain the undivided attention of every mem bor of the class, and impress upon them the necessity of faithful
attendance, strict adherence to the study
during the hour, and tha'G they can be a help
to the teacher, as well as she to them, by advancing their own ideas on the subject matter discussed. A Sunday school teacher's
work is, oftentimes, more than simply the
teaching of the lesson on Sunday.
If there should happen to be one or more in
the class who are inclined to pay little or no
attention to attendance, my first effort would
be to devise som:i means by which they could
be attracted. I try to work up an interest in
them, by first gaining their respect for me,
and never tire in my efforts in trying to
keep them thus interested. Having accom- ·
plished this, I can soon lead them on little by
little until I have gained that for which I
was striving. I find that sociability, with
the class tends to draw teacher and scholar
nearer together. I invite them occasionally
to sp•3nd their evenings with me. If friends
are invited to meet them, I select those that
I feel would have the best influence for good
with them. When the lessons seem to be
neglected, I select some good book that is in
harmony with the lessons, and spend one
evening in each week reading and discussing
its merits. We would soon have them payiog strict attention to the lessons assigned,
in order that they may be as well informed
as the other members of the class, on the
regular reading night, as the previous lessons
should also be discussed at that time.
I let each individual meniber of my class
feel that I am personally interested in him.
If in trouble I let them feel that my sympathies at"e with them. If absent on account of
s'.ckness, or from any other cause, I let them
know that they were missed, and that their
particular place could be filled by no one else.
If at any time they seem to be negligent or
indifferent, I let them know that I notice it,
I Perhaps a word or a look for some will be
sufficient for them to understand that I notice
II the seeming neglect on their part, and if I
have their confidence and respect, this will
be sufficient to incite them to put forth a
greater effort.
I In teaching every lesson, we should enI deavor to impress some one or more divine
\ truths so vividly upon the mind, that they

I
I

I
I
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will not be easily forgotten. 'J\Thile we
should endeavor to teach. nothing but truths,
yet we think by giving more prominence to
some few, it will tend to impress them upon '
the mind and be retained. Vlithout this
special effort the matter presented might all
be forgotten, and we think one truth pre·
sented in a manner to be rememberEod, would
be better than ten truths presented in a
manner to be forgotten.
I watch the attendance of the class. If
members drop out and cannot be persuaded
to return, I fill the vacancies by others from
outside the school, who have not been attend·
ing; for a full class creates.an interest that a
small class will not.
It is not absolutely necessary for persons
to be thoroughly familiar with the Scriptures
to make a successful teacher. We have
known of instances where the teacher of this
kind seemed to forget that the ones being
taught were not able to comprehend many
things which were presented by him. It is
easier for some teachers to put themselves
on familiar terms with their scholars than it
is for others, and alsu scholar with teacher,
but whatever the ditllculty tbiscfamiliarit.y
must be to secure cowork in the class.
And when you have brought yourself down
to the plane of your scholars, and are at ease
with th"lm, then set them at something
which they can do in the line of co work with
you.
You may not be able to become expert as a
teacher, you"may lack skill in questioning· or
explaining, but if you possess love for Christ,
you will have power with your scholars in
behalf of Christ.
In this work there are many agencies and
helps to make a success; but the greatest of
these is love.
JEANNE'l"t'E.

Department.
LAMONI, Iowa, June 3.

IT IS FALSE.
FROM: a letter written bv Sr. Rosa L. Sides.
dated May 11, 1897, at Potter Valley, Cali'.
fornia, which was written to Elder Joseph
Luff, who :is in charge of the Pacific Slope
mission, and by him sent to me, I learn the
following:That Elder F. C. Watkins, of the Christian
Adventist Church, had been holding a long
series of meetings at Potter Valley. That he
stated to one of his converts, "that after the
debate held between him and Bro. Lambert.,
be took five of our ~.... embers into his church."
This will certify to all saints and friends
wbom it may concern that l held a public de·
bate with Elder Watkins in .fanuary, 1891, at
Leon, Iowa. There were but few Latter Day
Saints residing iu Leon at the time, but up
to the present time not one of them has gone
into the Adventist Church.
In order to test the sincerity of Elder Watkins in making the purported statement, I
respectfully challenge him to furnish the
proof, in writing, and submit it to my inspection, that he has ever taken into the Adventist Church, as a result of the debate held
with me, any person who was at the time a

member of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, either at Leo'n
or anywhere else.
The debate was a success, so far aa we are
concerned, and it was and i-i so regarded by
all, so far as I know, except the memb~rs, (J{'
a majority of the members, of the Christian
Adventist Church. One thing is certain,
that Elder Watkins' influence in Leon waned
very fast after the close of the debate, and he
soon found it necessary to rrimove to Spring·
field, Nebraska.
Last year he preached for the Christian
Church at Mondamin, Iowa, because, as some
of his brethren have said, h•3 could do better
financially! He has announced over his own
signature, I un;;l.erstand, that he has not
changed his belief nor merr; bership, but bas
dropped the name Adventi8t, but has retained the name Christian. So his church is
now the Christian Churnb, or· Church of
Christ. I wonder which "Christian Church,"
or does he represent all of them?
Reopectfully,
J. R. LAMBERT.
TOPEKA, Kans., June 1.

Editors Herald:-The following digest of
labor performed since Geueral Conference
may be of interest. On April 18, the
writer' spoke, by invitation of Bro. J. M.
Terry, at St. Jo8eph, Missouri; April 19, at
.b.ro. 'l'erry's request, and in harmony with a
revelation of the Holy Spit-it manifested in
the social meeting the day before, went to
Maysville, Missouri, to refute an attack upon
the faith in that vicinity, by William Kirby.
I areived in time to hear a sample of Mr.
Kirby's lectures against us, delivered in the
M. E. church at Weatherby, Missouri, A·pril
19. At the close of his lecture 1 asked for
the use of the house to reply the next night.
No one being present who felt authorized to
grant my rEquest, a Mr. Riggs kindly offered
the use of his hall; announcement was made
accordingly and the evening following I had
probably twice as many hearers as did Mr.
Kirby the night before. His chief effort had
been to prove there had been no apostasy,
and therefore the claim of the saints of restoration could not be true. This gave opportunity to preach one gospel sermon in
\.veatherby, which excited some interest,
some observiog that they believed, we
"would come out all right.''
The day after his lecture at Weatherby,
Mr. Kirby went to his home in Doniphan
County, Kansas. He had excited consider·
able feeling against. our people and faith by a
long-continued effort in a church east of
Maysville, a mile distant from the saints
church. He bad succeeded in convincing
quite a number o.! people, before his departure, that be was 'folly competent to demon·
strate the fallacy of the doctrines of the
Latter Day Saints. So fully were the people
where he had lectured imbued with this
idea, that they clamored for a public discus·
sion. Under this inspiration, and fretting, no
doubt, over the effect of lectures which I
was nightly delivering, in defense of the
prophetic mission of Joseph Smith, they tele·
graphed :Mr. Kirby to return to Maysville. I

I

was informed that they defrayed his expenses
and hired a man to work on his farm in his
absence.
In private conversation and before the pub·
lie I had refused to debate with Mr. Kirby,
in~isting that his admirers should secure a
minister who represented their own faith
and whom they were willing to endorse as a
representative man. Concluding that the
best means and probably the only means to
convince his friends that his efforts to destroy
"the faith once delivered to the saints" would
be as futile as the efforts of others in that
direction had been, would be to give him an
opportunity to present his claims in public
discussion, we offernd to debate with him, so
soon as lrn secured the signature of twenty
adults in the neighborhood, to the following
indorsement:-"We, the undersigned, attach
our names hereunto as evidence that we have
seen and examined Mr. William Kirby's book,
'Mormonism Refuted' and that we believe it
contains reliable information respecting the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and that the i·eligious system taught therein
is in harmony with the Bible, and that its
author, Mr. William Kirby, is an upright,
Christian gentleman."
This endorsement was signed by thirty·
four perwns. The following prnposi tions
were debated, in the saints' church, four
miles east from Maysville, Missouri:-"Re·
solved, That the book entitled 'Mormonism
Exposed' by William Kirby, is erroneous and
false in its statements, certain assertions
contradicting othera, and as a book, illogical,
unscriptural, misleading, deceptive, and un·
true.'' "Resolved, that the Book of Mormon
is of di vine origin and entitled to respect and
belief of all Christian people."
Four nigh ts were devoted to the first q ues·
tion, and five to the second. Mr. Kirby made
but little attempt to defend his unreliable
book.
The arcbreological evidences and biblical
proofs of tlrn divinity of the Book of Mormon
he made no attempt to answer.
Beside the nine nights' discussion, I delivered sixteen discourses in the month spent in
DeKa1b County, Missouri.
On May 22 I came to Atchison, Kansas,
and found great improvement had been made
in the spiritual condition of the branch
there. As a result numbers are being added
to the membership. Six were baptized May
23, and another on the 26th.
Bro. J. W. Hudgens officiated at the baptisms, Bro. C. E. Guinand and the write." at
the confirmations; Bro. E. A. Davis, president
of the bt'anch, not being in the city.
Last winter, I met Eider Hyatt, Seventh·
day Adventist, and missionary in charge of
their work in Kansas, at Topeka. As they
have a church building in Topeka and we
have none, and as we have a building in
Atchison and they have none, I proposed to
Elder Hyatt that we "exchange pulpits,'' he
occupying ours in Atchison, and we occupying theirs in Topeka, with the understanding
that each "tell it all" and so give both congregations an oppol'tunity to "hear the conclusion of the whole matter." But, no; he
would not consent. But just now they are
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;anvassing Atchison with tracts quite thor-1 until the June conference. Bro. Stead and I II
oughly, and have a representative thete. So I came to Springerton; we arrived here the 13th
I took occasion to announce in the Atchison and commenced meetings wHh good crowds
dailies the following:and good liberty. Here is quite a branch of
"'fhe Sabbath; Jewish or Christian, which? the church, and a very nice house of worship.
The above subj·~ct will be discussed in a series The saints, as far as I have got. acquainted,
of three discourses, etc. All are cordially seem kind and good. Here we met Bro.
invited to attend these services, but the Stone, wbom we had not seen for twenty-five
speaker extends a special invitation to those years; he was then in the Christian Church,
who may be muddled over the Sabbath q ues- preaching for them; now he is in charge of
tion, or who conscientiously believe Christian the branch at this place. We talked of the
people should observe Saturday as a day of past, and felt to rejoice in this glorious gosrest."
pel. \J\lhat a grand thought it is to know
The Adventists have evidently learned that that Goel recognizes us as his servants. May
thel'd is nothing to be gained for them in we be worthy of his blessing, and live pure
discussion of their favorite theme, the "Sab- and holy before him.
bath."
I find Bro. Stead to be a kind and humble
The Atchison branch, at a business meet- servant of Christ, al'.'d a fair representative
ing held May 24, showed its appreciation of of the faith. We will remain here till the
the services of Bro. E. A. Davis, as president 20th, then move on to a place six miles west,
of the branch and missionary in the city and and then as the way opens. May the saints
vicinity, by reelecting him to the presidency live humble andfaithful,and prayerful thatthe
of the branch without a dissenting voice or gospel may have access to the honest in
vote.
heart, so that they may rejoice in Goel our
May 29 I came to Topeka. Began services father, is the prayer of
the 30th at Pauline. Bro. N. S. Dunnington
V. D. BAGGERLY.
is with me and we will continue at Pauline
and Berryton, in the vicinity of Topeka,
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, May 31.
until conference at Netawaka, Kansas, June
Editors Hera!d:-Tbe work here opened up
12, 13. Immediately nftee this conference
somewhat auspiciously last night, there bewe will go to the North west Kansas district.
ing a goodly number out. Among those
So, "In your patience possess yo your souls."
,
present were John 'I'. Caine, S. W. Richards,
"The harvest truly is plenteous, but the and Samuel H. B. SmHh. The latter took
laborers are few."
especial pains to introduce me to the two
Your brother,
former, and he is very friendly. So far
WILL S. PENDER.
rather than a feeling· to antagonize, it seems
to me if there were ever a time and place
SPRINGERTON, Ill., May 18.
needing "first principles," it is now and
Editors Heralcl:-I started to my field of here.
labor, southern Illinois, April 28, and labored
In gospel work people are to be won by
some on my way at Buckeye, and at Westfork, kindness rather than attacking their peculiar
Indiana, with some degree of success. Found theory. And so far I feel as did General
some at Buckeye that will unite with the Grant, likes "fighting it out on this line if it
church ere long. What fow saints that are take all summer."
at thoso places are firm in the faith and are
Bro. Luff stopped a week, baptizing one,
trying to tell the people of the restored and the saints enjoy0d his se>journ. I had
gospel.
the privilege of a twenty-four hours' visit
On the 8th of May I arrived at Dryfork with him, and at parting felt sorry he could
branch; commenced to hold forth in their not remain with me.
chapel, with small congregr~tions. I enjoyed
And now Mr. Editor just a word about the
some degree of liberty; formed the acquaint- tent "appeal." While responses are coming
ance of the saints; there are good saints at in, I cannot but feel that did all understand
that place, but are scattered over a good deal the real situation we would now have sufficiof territory, they are trying to do their duty. ent in hand to purchase. When it is rememBro. Walker is in charge there. I visited berecl that we are to send as far as to Omaha,
with father and mother Green; they are get- likely, to make the purchase, and all the deting very feeble, not able to be around much; lay incident thereto, and that we should have
the gospel is their 01;ly conversation; they the tent now, there will be seen the necessity
still bear a faithful testimony of the truth of of prompt action on the part of all who may
this work; it was confirming and strengthen- choose to respond.
In a letter received last night from four
ing to me. May God bless and protect them
is my prayer. I met a good many of the sisters in California, they say, "We are
saints, formed their acquaintance, and spoke working women with a small supply of pay,
some four times.
but send our little." In combination they
Bro. F. M. Slover and J. D. Stead met me sent one dollar and sixty cents. Who'll "do
here on the 10th; Bro. Slover was on bis likewise?" I am afraid that some think that
way home from a preaching tour in Hamil ton what little you could afford would not amount
County. Bro. Stead came in from Arlington, to anything. Your nickle or clime might
where he had been holding forth for two or be the one to complete the necessary amount
three days. Found them to be very agreeable to purchase, and without which such purcompanions, having the cause at heart. We chase fails.
counciled together, and it was thought best
When a man of the Utah Church sees and
that Bro. Stead and I should labor south gives expression to such necessity-"! have
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often wondered why your people did not get
a tent and work in the settlements of these
valleys"-what will we do? Surely everyone
can send a nickle. Don't think, "0, well,
there is sure to be enough without mine;"
but send it right along. If we get more than
requisite to the purchase, remember we can
use it as a "tent fund" for expenses. Now
bow many will act immediately on reading
this?
Remember that the cht.rch has sent us
here, and if you would help to untie our
hands to the accomplishment of the greatest
good, here is one way to do it. We don't expoet to baptize many of their leading men, at
least not soon; but do hope for a healthy
growth. Please help us.
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.
P. S.-We are not very enthusiastic; but
we do hope to hear from Maine to California
as well as England, Australia, and the Islands
of the Sea. To all who will enclose a stamp
we will gladly return you an autograph receipt, and you know that is worth something.
J. W.W.
No. 528 East Second South Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

MANTI, Ala.' May 31.

Editors Herald:-State to all saints in Alabama and Florida, that the long talked of
debate between W. J. Haynes and myself
will begin on July 6 at 10 a. m., at Berryclale,
Florida. W. J. Haynes is said to be an able
man of the Campbellite order. 'fhe debate
will last four days. The two Churches are
the subjects for discussion. Come one, come
all.
In bonds,
J. D. ERWIN.
HARRISBURG, Neb., May 25.
Editors Ilerctld:-On the 6th inst. I left
home for my field of labor and began preaching in the saints church, near Maxwell, the
same night. Bro. Knapp took me from his
place about twenty-five miles north to the
Whittier table, where I spoke three times in
a schoolhouse, with good liberty, to a very
attentive congregation. This is a new point.
Bro. Porter will please remember this point
when he gets that far west. Sister Josie Jensen lives here and we found a home with
them. She had not heard a sermon for ten
years. Mr. Jensen is quite favorably inclined
to our work, although never having heard a
sermon before.
From Maxwell I came on to Kimball, and
had the good fortune to meet Bro. R. J. Anthony on the train. At Kimball I spoke
eleven times in the courthouse to small but
interested congregations. I am assured that
a number there are balieving, and I cannot
understand why they did not obey. I think
ofttimes that I lack in ability to get people
into the water. I can get them to believe,
but to obey is another matter. I came here
yesterday and began meetings in the courthouse last night.
• There will be a reunion of the saints in
Northwest Nebraska at Bro. G. A. Heywood's,
I about eleven miles southeast of Gordon, June
; 23-27. The saints in that part of the State are

I
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very scattering and it may require an effort
on the part of some to attend. L-et all come
that can, and bring the Spirit with you. If
you come by train, write to Bro. Heywood, at
Gordon, telling him what day you will arrive.
We hope to have assistance in the preaching
from outside the mission.
In gospel bonds,
D. M. RUDD.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., May 27.

Editors Heralcl:--The interest continues
good; the hall was full to the door Sunday
evening, notwithstandir.g a gcspel tent has
been set up by the Mennonite people near by.
Some are being baptized into the fold of
Christ, while others are still near.
The
Baptist pastor, Snashall by name, collided
with a street car while riding his wheel last
Friday and died three hours later from the
effects, his skull being broken. Mr. Snashall
was doing more to misrepresent us than ali
the opposers tog·ether in the city.
R. E. GRANT.
Dow Cl'l'Y, Iowa.

Editors IIerald:-Here are a few items I
have "picked up" that might be of interest or
use to some.
Bishop John F. Hurst, in the Northwestern
Christian Advocate for January 13. 1897. pag-e
11, gives the number of members of the M. E.
Church as 2, 766,656; a gain, he says, for four
years of 474,042. This would give them an
annual gain of a little less than four and
three tenths per cent.
In the Christian Evangelist, April 8, 1897,
page 210, a writer who signs himself B. B. T.,
gives an account of the Christian Church in
Iowa. (They perhaps, have made the largest
gain of any church in the state, as the writ.er
claims.) He places their membership now
at 49,500, and one year ago at 47,196. This
gives them a gain of 2,304 or a little less than
four and sixty-five hundredths per cent.
According to the recorder's report to our
last conference, the Reorganized Church has
a membership of 38,370; a net gain for the
year of 3,556, or a little more than nine and
twenty-six hundredths per cent.
According to these figures our percentage
of gain is very near double that of the Campbellite and more than double that of the
Methodist Church. Latter Day Saint gain
9.26 per cent; Christian (Campbellite) gain
4.65 per cent; Methodist Episcopal gain 4.30
per cent. I would like to see this comparison
carried farther. If some of the brethren can
supply items a,s to numbers and gain of other
churches I would like to secure them.
I also clip the following from Bishop
Hurst's article:"CHRISTIAN UNI'l'Y.
"We devoutly thank God with you that we
are in the most friendly relations with all
other churches. We believe that the intense
longing of the heart of Christ, as expressed
in his great high priestly prayer, 'That they
all may be one, as thou, Father, art in me,
and I in thee, that they also may be one in us,'
is being fulfilled. Our message of love means
oneness of spirit. Though there are difference;; of operation, it is the same God who

worketh all in all. We neither want other J
churches to accept our episcopate, nor sur- '
render anything of their own. We are not
talking about unity because we are not
conscious of any diversity of Christian purpose. We say to any church that goes back
to Christ and reproduces the early church, in
its faith, in its ordinances, and life: 'Your
heart is a.s my heart, give me your hand.'
We have always practiced these four great
elements of Christian unity:"l. A recognition and acceptance of the
members of every evangelical church on the
presentation of letters of membership, and a
commendation of our own members to other
churches.
"2. A cordial welcome of membera of other
churches to the holy communion of their
Lord as administered by us, and a glad going
to the communion of our Lord as administered
by them.
"3. A free and cordial exchange of pulpit,;.
"4. A practical cooperation with other
churches in all Christian work. We know no
rivalry, except such as one army corps feels
for another to do the quickest, bravest, and
most effectual work against the common foe.
Our ideal is not organic union of churches,
but fraternal union of spirit. And this we
believe to be the only unity known to the
apostolic and post-apostolic churches.
"While we rejoice in these blessed fraternal
relations with all churches in Christ, we
especially appreciate and reciprocate all evidences of Christian fellowship and cooperation from our sister Methodist churches
throughout the world.
"Bi.shop Merrill, ia his remarks at the
close of the General conference, on behalf of
the board of bishops, wisely and wittily said:
'We wish to express our profound interest in
your proceedings, and our satisfaction very
largely with what you have done, and to
invoke the divine blessing upon all that you
have done, and upon all the good things
which you have allowed to remain.'-The
Independent."
D. M. RUDD.
MOUND CITY, Mo., May 31.

Editors Herald:-Having occasion to visit
relatives near Leavenworth, Kansas, I stopped to call on the fevr saints there at the
suggestion of Bro. Pender. I was made welcome by Bro. Willis Bowlby and wife, and
through their efforts held nine meetings in
private houses. The attendance and interest
manifested were more than we expected.
Some are near the kingdom. The hranctl
once in existence became disorganized and
scattered, but as Bro. Buckley expressed it,
"the gospel bell had again been rung," and
the indications seemingly are favorable to a
revival of the work if it is looked after. As
the common saying goes, "It. is a long road
that has no turning;" therefore do not be
discouraged, brethren, neither weary in welldoing.
While in Leavenworth I had an invitation
to preach in a church for the colored people,
and should have accepted it, but calls from
my own district prevented.
Yours ever,
M. F. GOWELL.

SEDALIA, Ky., May 27.

Editors Heruld:-After a visit of a little
more tl1an a month in this field, the old veteran "soldier of the cross." Bro. J.C. Clapp,
left us yesterday for Lamoni, where he expects soon to locate his family, so his cl ii ldren
may have a better moral and spfritual atmosphere in which to grow than formerly. I was
sorry to see that Bro. Clapp's health had
failed so much since I was privileged to meet
him a few years ago in Southern Illinois. The
climatic conditions of the mission to which
he is assigned are in some respects detrimental to his health, he says; and on that account thinks he would prefer to labor in this,
the southeastern mission.
Will the First
Presidency and others whose right it may be
to consider the advisability of making such a
change, please excuse my presumption in offering the suggestion that they do so.
Some of Bro. Clapp's relatives were conGtrained to acknowledge that the doctrines of
the Latter Day Saints has much more of good
in it than they had ever thought. I pray
that bis labors among them mRy be for good
to them and to others as well.
The work moves slowly here, but we look
for better things than these by and by.
T. C. KELLEY.
Dow CITY, Iowa, June 2.

Editors Herald:-Whi!e at Sac City last
month Judge Eugene Criss furnished me the
use of a hall free of charge, but the room had
to be seated and lighted. I borrowed a hundred chairs from the Christian Church
through the kindness of their paster, Elder
G. W. Burch, and their trustees. I procured
an organ from a friend, and had everything
in good shape for meetings. A number of
ministers in the town made an effort to keep
everybody away from my services, and succeeded to some extent, for my meetings were
not well attended. Howevn, I enjoyed good
liberty in speaking to those who did attend,
and feel grateful to those who so kindly
assisted to make my meetiogs a succc,ss. Mr.
and Sr. Thomas Lane were very kind to Bro.
C. J. Carlson and the writer while we were
at Sac City, in that they furnished us a home
and permitted us to preach in their house
before we procured the hall.
I found the saints of Pilot Rock branch
alive in the work, and enjoying the spirit in
their services. Their influence for good is
felt in the n,9ighborhood. The two days'
meeting held in the branch was fairly well
attended, and was enjoyed by all.
Our district conference and Sunday school
convention held at Deloit, from the 28th to
the 30th were well attended and quite spiritual. The Sunday school entertainment,
Saturday evening, was good.
Business
passed off quietly; prayer services were enjoyable; and the preaching was excellent, the
sermons being delivered by Elders .J. F. McDowell and H. 0. Smith. The saints at Deloit have repaired their church on the inside,
which makes it look neat and clean, as the
Sunday home of God's people should always
look. On Sunday, the 30th ultimo, the church
was nicely decorated with "Old Glory" bunting, small flags, plants, and flowers, and at
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eleven a. m. union services were held in
honor of memorial day and the nation's dead.
Ten old soldiers honored us with their presence, among whom was Father John A.
Mcintosh, with his snow-white hair. The
object bad in view in holding memorial services was to impress upon the minds of all
who should att,end, that the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
is loyal not only to God and Christ and the
gospel, but to the nation in which they live.
The saints, when laboring in unison, for
the advancement of the truth, are surely the
happiest people in the world. Implicit confidence in the gospel of Christ as the means
of salvation; knowledge that the work in
which they are engaged is divine; the manifestation of God's power through the Spirit;
the consciousness that God is on their side;
the fact tha'u he still lives and reveals his
will to his children, all tend to inspire them
with confidence, and give them hope; and
they know that if they know that if they endure in faith unto the end they will be
crowned with glory in tLe presence of God
and his Christ.
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
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take the field, and many a soul now hungering and thirsting after righteousness will be
filled.
Let us not forget the traveling ministers.
L•"t us be as courteous as the world is; they
pay one half of our car fare; cannot, you then
pay the ot.her half? We think so. The
elder cannot stop preaching to go to work to
make the money. If he does, his ministerial
labor stops, and then the work suffers loss,
and the progress of the work is hindered.
When we are on our knees asking God to
prepare the way before the eldt1rs, to open up
the way before them, that the kingdum
might be built up, let us think, "What have
I done that my prayers may be answered?"
I am greatly encouraged to go on in .this
great latter-day work. My address is Byrneville, Harrison County, Indiana. Anyone
wanting my labors can address me there. I
BEALL. Ind., May 23.
will come to your assistance; but don'~ forget
Edit.ors Herald:-I came here last week, the white metal,-the conductor wants it for
began preaching in Bro. Roae's house: from tickets.
G. JENKINS.
there we went to the schoolhouse, could not
at first occupy, as school was in operation;
LUCAS, Iowa, May 31.
the teacher not being willing. When his
Editors Hera,ld:-On my return to my field
time was up, and the key given to another, of lab,ir in Warren and Polk counties I found
we were then permitt, d to occupy the school
the saints active and feeling greatly encourbuilding. There is splendid interested mani- aged since receiving the reports from General
fested. If the work is kept up it will do Conference. I have done but little public
good. We have so many calls for preaching; preaching du.ring the week. Owing to the
truly the harvest is great, but laborers are
backward spring the farmers are obliged to
few.
work hard early and late, and could not
Saints, let us go to with our might, and attend the meetings; but I kept on visiting
help to roll on this glorious work. May the and talking with them at their homes, which
local laborers come to our assistance; let all see I believe will result in making many friends
how much they can do, and not how little. for the church.
Let us take care of the local organizations.
On my return to Summerset, where I had
as far as we can, so that those who are sent left a good interest, I found that a Holiness
as missionaries will be free from looking after preacher from Des Moines had been there and
local work. They then can push the work abused us and badly represented Mormonism
into new fields, where the standing minister on tho blackboard as a den of serpents. I do
can not go, and thus keep in harmony with not think it will result in doing us much
the revelation of 1894. Let us all see how harm. One lady that had given her name
much we can do for the Master this year. for baptism became sinlessly saved and said
Let us do something each day, so when the she did not need baptism for the remission of
time comes for us to stand before the Judge sins, as she did not have any sins; and God
of all men to receive our reward, that there had baptized her with the Holy Ghost withmay not be any days that are blank, but out her obeying the ordinances, and I could
something be recorded there each day that not ask the Lord to do more for her than
we have done, that we may receive our that; so after showing them how unscriptural
reward. There is a great work for the mem- such a profession was, I left them, in hopes
bers to do. They can untie the Elders' hands they would soon discover their folly.
by giving aid in paying their portion that
I then went to Runnells and held two servthe law nquires of them,. to keep the minis- ices, and had the pleasure of leading Sister
ters in the field. There are hundreds of Taylor into the Des Moines River and buryministers who ought to be in the field to roll ing her with Obrist in baptism. I then reon this work, but who have to stay at home turned to Milo and Liberty Center, and on
on account of there not being means enough my arrival at Liberty Center I found a letter
paid in to supply their families, so they can from Bro. E. B, Morgan calling me home
go. Who is to blame? God has done his that my wife was very sick. I hurried home
part; be has blessed you with all you have; . and found my wife very bad. But my work
given you health and strength, and blessed did not suffer, as Bro. Morgan kindly went
you in barns, houses, and lands, money, and and filled my appointments. On the 30th I
the things of this life; yes, and the gospel of went to Liberty Center and held two services
your salvation. So you see it is our fault and baptized a noble young lady, daughter of
and not God's. Let us at once do our duty; Bro. and Sr. Poriden Cole, and at the close
let us have this work in view first. Bishop of the services another gave his name for bapKelley said in conference that he would rather tism. Eco. Morgan and myself will hold
suffer to go down financially, and suffer loss services at Runnells next Saturday and Sunthat way, than for the church to suffer. Let day, June 5 and 6, and from there will drive
us all look at the work t,hat way, and then it to Richland Creek to attend conference.
will be an easy matter for us to give; and then j
Yours in bonds,
those whom God bas called and qualified will
w. H, KEPHART,

right and please God in all things. We are
told in the good book that it would have
been better for us not to have known the way
of righteousness than after we have known it
to turn from the holy commri.ndmeut delivered unto us. (See 2 Peter 2: 21; also Book
of Mormon, page 73.) "But woe unto him
that has the law given; y;ia, that has all the
commandments of God, like unto us, and that
transgresseth them wasteth the days of his
probation; for awful is his state!" Then we
cannot afford to be careless. This I say then,
"Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill
the lust of th0 flesh. "-Gal. 5: 16. May God
help us all to do right. I expect to move on
north and attend our district conference in
June.
Yours for truth,
DAVID SMI'l'H.

0

WES'l' BRANCH, Mich., May 25.
Editors Herald:-On the 14th of this month
I arrived at this place, then moved on north
six miles, where I met with Bro. Joseph
Roservier and wife, also Sr. Eliza Goff and
Lucinda Squires, making four saints in this
place. They were pleased when they learned
I had come again to tell them about Christ
and the gospel. Preparations were made to
preach in the schoolhouse the follow\ng
evening. Since then I have preached twelve
times to crowded houses, and three have
offered tbemsel ves for baptism. I gave them
to understand that I was not here for any
other reason only to preach the gospel and
receive thoee who are willing t,o let go the
world and live as near God as they possibly
can, for if they are baptized and then continue on in their evil way, it would be better
for them, and also for the cause, if they
would remain where they are. I am glad to
say that although I have been absent from
this people for nearly a year, I find them just
as strong and firm in the work as when I
went away. I shall be very particular about
receiving those who ask for baptism. We
want those who will do right. I have
learned in my experience that it is best to
give candidates plenty of time to consider.
I have noticed the man or woman who wishes
to obey to-day, if they are really converted
to Obrist, and determined to serve God
while life lasts, will still desire baptism
until they are baptized, if it is for months
afterwards; and will show repentance by
living right. There are others who will ask
for baptism, and if they are not waited upon
at once, will, when a few trials come, change
their mind and say, "I guess I won't obey it
at all now." If they had been baptized they
would not have lived worthy of the Spirit,
and would have been a hindrance to the
cause instead of an honor.
Dear saints, although we have all made
mistakes in the past, let us atrive to live
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Oriqinal JlrHcles.

whosoever shall call upon the name of the
Lord shall be saved.-Rom. 10: 12, 13.

II

That God will force no man to heaven.

Again our brother says:-

There being no difference between
Jew and Greek, gospel obedience is
EDITORS HERALD:-your issue of as imperative upon Jew as Gentile.
April 21, contains an "original article" In speaking to Israel, God, through
entitled, Gifts and Callings, the writer Isaiah, shows how they are to be
using the following text:saved:-

Officers in our church are ordained according to the gifts within them.

The gifts and calling of God are without
repentance.-Rom. 11: 29.

Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the
ends of the eartb.-Isaiah 45: 22.

From which, I believe, many readers
will gather a wrong idea concerning
God and his dealings with the human
family. The text is one over which
predestinarians have stumbled for
centuries, and it has been left for
inspiration to solve the mystery and
properly interpret this profound utterance of the Gentile apostle. The
writer in commenting on the text
says:-

Salvation comes from looking, and
this implies seeing and doing. I now
turn and quote the context to that
used by the brother:--

Every elder, priest, teacher, or deacon, is
to be ordained according to the gifts and
callings of God unto him; and he is to be ordained by the power of the Holy Ghost which
is in the one who ordains him.-D. C. 17: 12.

GOD IS CONSISTENT.

Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God; on them which fell, severity; but
towards thee, goodness, if thou continue in
his goodness; otherv;ise thou also shalt be cut
off. And they, also, if they abide not still in
unbelief, shall be grafted in.-Rom. 10: 22, 23.

This may, or may not be true,
according to the application made by
the reader. The passage upon this
point reads thus:-

And speaking to the Twelve, God
says:-

~nd beholi!, you a.re t~ey who are, ordamed of me to ordam prie.sts and teacners
to declare my g-ospel, a~cor~rn!4 to the power
1
1 of t~e Holy Ghos~ which 1S. m you, and accordmg
th~ callwgs and gifts of God unto
entirely , men.-Ibid 16 · 5.

Their grafting depends
· b e l'ie f an d o b e d'ience. God ,
upon th eir
.
The above is an axiom with God, as Paul speak mg t o J osep h s mi'th , D av1·a
· J une,
here lets us understand, hence Israel may be Wb11•t mer, an d Ol'iver cow d ery, in
saved irrespective of repentance without any
'd·1829' sa1 .
injustice to the Gentile world.
Behold the world is ripening in iniquity,
This language, unqualified as it is, and it must needs be, that the children of
would convey the thought that salva- men are stirred up unto repentance, both the
tion, both as to time and eternity, Gen tiles, and also the house of Israel.would come to the descendants of Sec. l6: 2·
Abraham without any effort on their
In speaking to James Covill, he
part. So far as Israel's salvation in a says:gospel sense is concerned, God will
Thou shalt preach the fullness of my
deal with them as he does with the gospel which I have sent forth in these last
days; the covenant which r have sent, forth
Gentiles; for, Peter says:to recover my people, which are of the house

t?

The call of
. God is. paramount, and
.
that call will come
. .m harmony with
the capacity of ind1v1duals to. respond.
.
A mistake is made by some m behevd'
· ·
d
·
ing that foreor mat1on an election
bas to do with man's eternal desliiny;
and that Paul taught that some were
foreordained, or elected to be eternally
saved or damned, according to the
prejudices of the Almighty.
God has called, foreordained, and
elected men to work, to labor, to

Go ye unto all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature. He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved; and he that
believeth not shall be damned.-Mark
16: 15, 16.

fill certain stations in this world, and
as they fill these positions they will
be acquitted or condemned. All things
are known to God from the beginning.
He knows men's capabilities ere they
are born, and as "where much is
given, much :s required," and vice
versa; men are placed in certain positions in life, to do as they are qualifled therefor. God knew Jeremiah
before he was born, and foreordained
him to be a prophet; but that did not
determine as to his salvation. Salvation is the result of action, not election
or foreordination.
Officers are ordained in the church
in harmony with the revealments of
God's Holy Spirit, which discloses to
the church those whom God desires,
I or may have previously ordained to do
a work for him.
The writer continues:-

For there is no difference between the
Jew and the Greek; for the same Lord over
all is rich unto all that call upon him. For

We often see persons exercising gifts of
tongues, prophecy, or healing, whom we have
good reasons to believe are not so moral, or
penitent, as others who seem to have little
spirituality. All this is because those gifts
are inherited, the same as the gifts of music,
and come from God, the author of all good,
although it does not necessarily follow that
God is going to prompt their use on every or
any occasion.

Of a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of persons; but in every nation he
that feareth him, and worketh righteousness,
is accepted with him.-Acts 10: 34. (See also
2 Chron. 19: 7; Romans 2: 11; Eph. 6: 9;
Col. 3: 25.)

While God will fulfill his promises
concerning Israel as a nation; and,
when having suffered sufficiently for
their sins, they shall be liberated
from bondage and oppression, and
restored to their rightful possessions;
yet in order to possess eternal life
they will have to pass muster in a
rigid examination along gospel lines;
for Christ said to the wardens of his
kingdom:-

of Israel.-Sec. 39: 3.

Th us Israel is to be redeemed by
the Gospel covenant. It would be a
violation of the previously quoted
passages for God to save Israel, irrespective of repentance, and consequently would be an injustice to the
Gentile world. As righteousness is
an absolute pre-requisite of salvation,
Paul tells where Jew and Gentile can
attain thereunto:For, I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ; for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the Jew
firat, and also to the Greek. For therein is
the righteousness of God revealed from faith
to faith.-Rom. 1: 16, 17.

So the gifts and callings of God are
without rep~ntance; but salvatio_n
never!
Christ came to save his
people from their sins, and this would
be impossible unless they knew the
Paul says:consequences
of sin and the laws of
Though the number of the children of
Israel be as the sand of the sea, a remnant reintrenchment, and from choice would
shall be saved.-Rom. 9: 27.
''cease to do evil and learn to do
Not all, but a remnant shall be saved. well." Agency and salvation are inAgain:separable, as the poet bas said:Know then that every soul is free,
To choose his life and what he'll be;
For this eternal truth is given,
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This position is erroneous and mis-] Holy Ghost to know-that Jesus Christ is the museum in Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
leading. Not one of the spiritual gifts 8.00 of God, and that. he was m:~ci.fied.for the
The brother states:h" h G 0 d 1 d 1. th h
h
f
I
srns
of
the
world;
uO
others
1"
IS
given
to
The
gift, of tongues in a person indicate8
W lC.
P. ace ~ e ? urc ' or 0 I believe on their words, that they also might
the signs which Christ said should fol- have eternal life, if they continue faithful. a very fine sense of the hearing of spirit voice
for word, as docs the gift of prophecy
1ow t h e believer, are inherited. If men I And again, to some it is given by the Holy word
lty or- im
. b'b'
· 't ·a
ft
.
.
·
s h ow th e rncu
i mg s1.nr1 i eas, o mhent and possess them naturally, G:host to.kno;v the differ~nces of administra- times word for word; yet here again are we
without having faith in God, then twn, as it ~ 111 be pleasrng ~nto t~; san::e I struck with t.he varying degrees in which
why should Christ say, "And these Lord'. accoram~ as the Lord wil'., .suitrng his I they are found, and ho.•v much slower they
.
mercrns accordrng to the cond1t10ns of the d
·
h
signs shall follow them that believe?"
. ,, .
·
. .
eve 1op rn some tban ot ers.
ch1ld .. ea of men.-D. C. 46.5, 6.
Th"
· ' t
.i.h
1 ·
f t
f
Where the evidence of Divinity?
We here note that these aifts are
. iis v10rn es ". e P. am ac s o
· ·
·
the experience
of aaes.
Wh ere th e d.1stmct1on
•
, ,
b
i"f th ey f 0 11OV\ given unto the church, not tob men at scripture and
n
4
others? If inherited , where would the b.1rth·, an d men enJOY
.
·b
b
"' f
On
pente,,ost
uhere
"as
no
develop·
t em ecaus_, o .
b t .. 1
t
l"k
f
efficacy of faith come in in securing
b
h
b
h"
fi
"th
,,
rng,
u
·
c
oven
ongues
i e as o
1
~ c urc mem ers ip "to pro t wi a ;
fi ,,
f
b
d " t
what one alread"
possessed. In enu- or " t l1at a 11 may b e pro fit e d t'nere b y,·"
reh came
an
J
f throm ,,a ove
, th
"sa upon
11
.
th
·
·t
1
'ft
p
1
.
.,,
.
H
eac
o
.em;
ana
ey
were a
mera t mg
e spin ua g1 s,
au that said gLLts are given by the oly fill d "th th H
Gh t
d1
says, , 'For to one is given by the Ghost, not ''born in" men. A . .
e w1
e o1y
. os ' an oegan
· gam .- to speak with other tongues, as the
Spirit,''-not by birth; and, "God
"Verily, I say unto you, there are those
hath set some in the church," etc. Paul among you who seek signs, and there have spirit gave them utterance."
says, "Covet earnestly the best gifts." been such ever from the beginning; but beAs a rule those who possess the
Why covet a thing if we already have hold, faith cometh not by signs, but signs gift of tongues are not natural linfollow those that believe. Yea, signs cometh gu 1'sts
· · The Y a r e s1"m P le -be ar t e d ' Gye t
P ossessed the same frol:n birth·, and if by faith, not by the will of men, nor as they
not, then
we cannot get 1·t, because please, but by the will of God. Yea, signs earnest, men and women whom od
•
these gifts are inherited? The Lord in ccmeth by faith, unto mighty works, for condescends to bless. If Christ was
these latter days said:without faith no man pieaseth God: !l;nd with inspired as we aver, 'Ghen "Buddha
r will show miracies, signs, and wonders, whom God is angry he is not well pleased;, and Mohammed" were not p·ersons
unto all those who believe on his name [none wherefore, unto such he showoth no signs, "remarkable for prophetic and inspiothers]. And whoso shall ask in my name, only in wrath unto their condemnation.rational powers," but were dominated
53 3
in faith, they shall cast out devils; they shall Do c.
: ·
b
·1
d
h
d. d b tb
1 d
The brother continues·.Y evi · an ens rou e
o sou an
heal the sick; they shall caus;i tbe blind to
mind in a cloud of night.
T

•

J_

rAcei ve their sight, and the deaf to hear, and
the dumb to speak, and the lame to walk;
and the time speedily cometh that great
things are to be shown forth unto the children of men; but without faith shall not anything be shown forth except desolation upon
Babylon, the same which has made all nations
drink of the wine of the wratb of her fornication. And there are none that doeth good
except those who are ready to receive the
fullness of my gospel, which I have sent forth
unto t.his generation.-~. C. 34: 3.
, .

If a saint who is ill sends for an elder and

I~s healed thr~ugh admi?istration, it of it~elf
no proof tnat God directly had anythrng
to do with the healing.

1s

The spiritual gifts cannot be exercised save throuah the influence of the
H
Gh t
0 1Y
os ' an no man was ever
healed according to God's plan by
any man acting independent of God.
If elders fulfill the law and administer
to the sick, God will raise them up.
Men have no more power to heal the
sick than to forgive sins. The follow1 h::w statement is also wrong and contr:ry to the teachina of 'scripture
ancient and modern:-'"'

d

Jesus knew that the gifts of the
gospel were not natural, but spiritual,
and there was no ''LIABILITY OF SOME·
OF THEM TO BE CULTIVATED BY THE
WO"'LD,,,

~·
although he knew that
devils and designing men would seek
to conterfeit. We then conclude:1. To be saved all men must "repent and believe the gospel."

This forever setvles the quest10n.
2. Foreordination and election, as
The gifts and blessings came alone
used by Paul, applies to grants and
through faith, and not by natural
privileges given in this world to labor,
birthright. They can only be enjoyed
and not to fateful decree which makes
by those who are willing "to receive
God a respecter of persons.
the fulness of the gospel."
The g'ift of healing comes from God with
3. 'I'he "gifts of tongues, prophecy,
Again:life itself, and is born in all persons in vary- and healing" are not "inherited;" but
Wherefore, beware, lest ye are deceived, ing degrees.
are given of God to his obedient chiland that ye may not be deceived, seek ye
Francis Schlatter is referred to, dren as it best pleaseth him.
earnestly the best gifts, always remembering and the statement made that "He is
4. If saints are healed through the
for what they are given; for verily I say unto just exercising the power that God administration of God's servants it, of
you, they are given for the benefit of those
gave him with life;" but that he is itself, is "proof that God directly
who love me and keep all my commandments,
and him that seeketh 80 to do, that ail may not "healing through the warrant of had" something "to do with the healbe benefited, that seeketh or that asketh of the Holy Ghost."
ing."
me, that asketh, and not for a sign that he
Francis Schlatter was anti-Christ in
5. If men have power beyond that
may consume upon his lusts. And again, teaching and practice, and if he pos- of the ordinary natural man, they reverily I say unto you, I would that ye should
always remember, and always retain in your
minds what those gifts arn, that are given
unto the church, for all have not every gift
given unto them; for 1here are many gifts,
and to every man is given a gift by the
· 't f G d t
"t.
.
d t
Sp1r1
o
o ; o some 1 is given one, an
o
some is given another, that all may be
profited thereby; to some it is given by the

. .

,

•

sessed any sp1r1tua,1 or healmg power,
I it was not from God. I am credibly
informed that the man is now in a
I California insane asylum as conserva·
·b .
d h"
'
·
t1ve men
e1ieve, . im to be. msane
at
.
.
the time of ms ~enver. epis~de.
Shrader, the healer, is now m a dime

I

ceive it either from God or the Devil,
and as God is consistent with himself,
no man can receive power from him
unless he obeys his commandments.
6 Th
'f f
.
e gi to tongues,
or any, other
.
.
.
gift, m a pe~son ev:1dences .Gods love,
1
I and the mamfestat10n of his power.
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The above has not been written in a
contentious spirit to provoke controversy, not to questim:. the sincerity of
the brother. He views certain things
in one way, I in another. Each has
presented his views-let the reader
judge.
T. w. WILLIAMS.

fore it be accepted as true. Sham / dangerous condition the world is now
and empty display has been the order I in. Jesus foresaw this, and is it any
of the world largely. And the more / wonder he gave the great warning?
transparent t~e show, the more g~r-1 ··Take h~ed that no man deceive you."
geous the glitter, the more readily , Deceptions began to be practiced
the superficial-minded world has been 'early in the history of the race. By
content to follow on, bewildered by deception the beautiful garden of
the royal deception.
Eden was invaded and transgression
IGNORANCE AND SUPERSTITION.
of divine command effected. Says
Paul:Ignorance and
superstition
on the
A n d Ad am was nou, d eceive
. d , b u t t h e wo.
.
part of man is the domain of decep· man being deceived was in the transgression.
tion's reign, the citadel of its throne,
Timothy 2: 14.
the palace of its kingdom, and the
And from that time all along the
field of its undisputed reign and ages till now, sin has ever been the
triumph, -of its most successful opera- handmaid and twin ally of deception.
tions and its trophies. Mankind will
The agents of deception are cunnot investigate religious matters, will ning, and deception is subtile. It
not learn. They are content to ac- 1 works where least expected, in modes
cept what happens along, and besides, I least understood by man. The agent
their disposition is to readily take to of man's deception is as liable to be
the marvelous in religious things oneself as any other.
without a thorough examination into
Let no man deceive himself. If any man
its nature, and so they follow on in among you seemeth to be wise in this world,
blindness to final ruin.
let bim become a foo1, that he may be wise.-

DECEPTION REiGNS.-NO. I.
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.

there shall arise false Chrh;ts, and
prophets, and shall show great signs and
ders; insomuch that, if it were possible,
shall dective the very elect. Behold, I
told you before.-Matt. 24: 24, 25.
FOR

false
wonthey
have

1-l

This prophetic statement of our
Lord is by himself classed with the
utterances setting forth the strange
and miraculous events to t,ranspire
just prior to and at his second and
glorious coming, that unparalleled
event that brings this world to a final
end, and ushers in the wonderful
"world to come."
The warning, "Take heed that no
man deceive you," is characteristic, They know not, neither will they under- l Coriothians 3: 18.
The agency of deception referred to
of our heavenly Father in all past stand; they walk on in darkresR: all the
ages, as well as in the present-his foundations of the earth are out of course.- here by the apostle has been and is
one of the most fruitful sources of dewatchcare over his children. He Ps. 82: 5.
They are of those that rebel against the ception that has ever cursed the reknows our danger, so gives us to unlight; they know not the ways thereof, nor ligious world.
It instigates all the
derstand, and bids us '·take heed," for abide in the paths thereot-Job 24: 13.
The
agents
of
deception
work
in
arrogant
religious
assumptions that
man is to be the visible agency of the
do
and
have
occurred.
d:mgers deceptive which beset the darkness, and "Men loved darkness
It is the disposition prompting man
world. Unusual devices, wonderful rather than light.,, Man loves,·- is
and supernatural in character, are to disposed,-to darkness. Darkness is to propose to be instrumental in saving
·
. 1s
. bis fellows. ., by means of human,
be used with which to captivate and ignorance
o f th e t ru th ; an d· h. erem
.
·
,
"th
d
d
.
.
worldly w1saom. It assumes to delead us astray. Religious guildings d ecep t 1on s power w1
an
omm10n
"The
k
t
"th
clare
some of the principles of Christ's
will enshroud those devices, and in over man.
y ~now no . ne1 er
·11
th
d
sta
a
,,
A
d,
t
gospel
nonessential, and substitutes
the hands of "false Christs and w1
ey un er n .
n s range I
rophets" perform wondrously, and as i•t .may appe a r, th
f
th
itself
instead
thereof. It is to this
, .e power o · e
P
carry the unprepared multitudes of great deceiver extends into the borders 1 th~t ~os~ of, the church orga~izat~ons
mankind with them to darkness, and of the kingdom of light. Its influence I existmg m tne w~rld owe th~ir bemg;
disappointment, and woe.
may overtake even "the elect.,,
and the theologies on which they
Shall we pass by unheeded the
My people are destroyed for lack of knowl- stand are Vf~ry largely composed of
divine and prophetic warning without edge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, worldly wisdom, which with God, is
being benefited? Shall we sleep on, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no foolishness.
discerning not the deceptive dangers priest unto me: seeing thou hast forgotten
Jesus never assumed to lay the docthe law of thy God, I will also forget tby
that beset us on every hand? The children.-Hosea 4: 6.
trinal foundation of the church and
perils herein referred to that await
Because they received not the love of the then build thereon of worldly wisdom.
us are such as relate to the soul's truth, that they might be saved. And for He first received authority of his
everlasting welfare,-- religious perils, this cause God shall send them strong delu- Father to do that work, and then re-not those merely that imperil this sion, that they should believe a lie: that ceived the doctrine from heaven (See
they all might be damned who believed not
life only. Their consequences extend the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteous- John 7: 17, 18) by revelation direct to
into the never ending ages yet to be. ness.-2 Tbess. 2: IO, 11.
himself, and then, like Moses was
How important, then, to all the world
God will not protect those profess- told to do (Hebrew 8: 5), "see that
is the investigation of this subject!
ing to be his own, who are negligently thou make all things according to" the
One of the greatest difficulties that I or willfully ignorant of the truth and 1 divine pattern; for it was after this
stands ~n the world's. w~,y,. to~chin~ are indisposed to lovingly observe its ! pattern that .Moses, a type of Christ,
the subJect before us, is its md1sposi- precepts. But are, as we see, left to i worked.
1
tion to investigate. It takes too much I grapple alone with the damning! The outlines of Christ's Church patfor granted that ought to be analyized, i power of strong delusive influences. , tern are seen in the ,New Testament
looked into, weighed, and tried, be- 1 How plainly, then, is it to discern the model, and its organic structural out11
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1in es are given by Paul in 1 Corinthi- J
ans 12: 13-29, and Ephesians 4: 11-13.
Who then are these great and worldly
wise who assume to build religious institutions without receiving authority
from God, who manufacture theologies togovern, and then christen them;
"The Church," "Church of Christ,"
or "of God"? Do they come by authority of God, or in their own name?
D o they receive their authoritative
honor from God? See John 5: 41-44;
Hebrew 5: 4, 5. What is this that
self-deception is leading the world to?
Reader, pause right here and consider
for a time, seriously. Never unite
your eternal fortune with any church
t,ill you have diligently inquired into
.
its doctrine, its organization, its origin, and whether builded by divine
authurity. Compare all these features
faithfully with the Scriptures.
Be not deceived, God is not mocked.
For many deceivers are ent,ered into tho
world, who confess not tliat Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an
antichrist. Whosoever transgresseth, and
abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath
not God. He that abideth in the .doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son.
-2 John 7, 9.

Christ's doctrine is the infallible
test of the truth and of men's claims
to authority to act for God. The
first principles of Christ's doctrine are
severally named by Paul in Hebrews
6: 1, 2, and are seven in number. We
need not be deceived either by ourselves or by false prophets.
Infallibility- under the name of
"sanctification," is becoming to be a
fruitful source of self-deception in our
day, and the deceived ones are on the
increase. Sanctification does not con.
h "d
f b .
. h
tam t e l ea o
erng wit out sin
.1
h
d
necessan y, or, t at men o not or
cannot sin, as is claimed by many at
present.
''Sin is the transgression of the law."
(1John3:4.) And man will ever be
liable to trang.ress so Jong as his
knowledge is finite. He will not know
just what is always right till he becomes infinite in knowledge; till then
he is liable to do wrong-transgress;
and anything short of this is not
infallibility. Until we arrive at that
stage we should not assume that we
are absolutely without sin. We should
notassumethatwehavenodisposition
to sin, for the disposition to sin may
be with us till we come to know all

the ;fght law, and are disposed to
observe it all.
Paul, having obeyed the gospel
been set apart to the service of God,
and called an apostle, after ym:xs of
experience as a saint, a sanctified one
and a minister of Jesus Christ, wrote
to the Roman Saints thus:If then I ao not that which I would not
allow, I consent unto the law, that it is good;
and I am not condemned. Now then, it is no
more I that do sin; but I seek to subdue that
sin which dwelleth in me.-Roman 7: 17 , 18 ,

r. T.
Likewise the Apostle John in his
address to the church, to those who
had already obeyed the gospel, says:If we say that we have no sin, we deceive
ourselves, and the truth is not in us.-(1 John
1: 8.)
For there is not a just man upon earth, that
doeth good and sinneth not.--Ecclesiastes 7: 20.

Sanctification primarily signifies to
''be separated unto;" set apart to a
special service, or purpose. 'I'hus the
priests under the law were sanctified
toministeruntotheL'Jrdinthepriest's
office. (Exodus 28:2, 41.)
Also,
Keep the Sabbath day to sanctify it, as the
Lord thy God bath commanded thee.-Deuteronomy 5: 12.

Here the children of Israel are commanded to sanctify the Sabbath.
But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts;
and be ready al ways to give an answer to
every man that asketh you a i·eason of the
hope that is in you with meekness and fear.
-1Peter3:15.

By this saints are to sanctify the
Lord in their hearts, to set him apart
as the only object of their worship or
service.
Paul wrote:Unto the Church of God which is at Corinth, to them that are sanctified in Christ
Jesus, called to be saints, with all that in
every place call upon the name of Jesus Christ
our Lord, both theirs and ours.-1 Corinthians 1: 2.

Now while Paul addresses the Corinthian saints as having been "sancti-

Though sanctified, they could not
in truth declare that they had attained
to such a high state of Christian perfection that they did not sin nor had
not sinned for years, nor that were
not liable to sin. To have done so
I would have been presumption, and
presumption is itself a sin. See Deuteronomy 18: 22. It is self-exaltation,
pharisaical (Luke 18: 10-14).
S
·
anct1fication
implies likewise the
process of cleansing--purification; but
this is done not all at once, but is a
conjoint work on the part of both
man and the Lord, and is progressive.
The gospel is the means used in doing
the work:We are laborers together with God.-Corinthians 3: 9.

Man must do his part of the work:Wash you, make you clean; put away the
evil of your doings from before mine eyes;
cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, plead for the
widow .--Isiah 1: 16, 17.

Man cannot ''learn to do well" all at
once. From the childhood given us
at our regeneration, and Christ is
formed in us, the work of development to mankind in Christ is a gradual and progressive work. ''The word
of truth" being the foundation of our
faith in God and Christ, we are begotten by that word. (James 1: 18;
Matt. 13: 18-23.) Ceasing to do evil
and learning to do well, follows; that
is, we ''bring forth fruit meet for repentance," and this is followed by the
next step in the regenerative process,
and we are "born of water, and of tbe
Spirit;" in doing which we purify our
souls and become newborn babes in
Christ.
Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth through the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye love
one another with a pure heart fervently:
being born again, not of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible, by the word of God, which .
liveth and abideth forever.-1 Peter 1: 22, 23.

fied," or separated to the special
service of God by the gospel, he does
Peter here places the word of truth
not address them as those who were in the same relation to the regeneranot liable to sin. They had no doubt tive work that James and the Savior
been cleansed or forgiven their past do in the passages above-cited-the
sins, at the time of their obedi3nce to relation of the :;;eed sown to the harthe truth, and at that time were justi- vest to follow from it. As the seed
tied from all previous sin; yet they has germinal life in itself, so the word
were addressed as being in some re- of God is ''spirit and life." (John
spects "carnal" (see verse 3), as liable I 6:63.) By the divine word, then, man
. to self-deceptions (3: 18), "puffed up" I is "quickened," "begotten," induced
J-boastful (4:19); not yet free from I to believe and ob-ey. But who that
. the "old leaven" (5: 7); and as being, understand nature would contend for
1, "proud" to an extent.
; a moment that the life in the seed
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sown is all the life force that is neces-1 like Paul, we subdue our sinfulness.
sary to the development of the harvest And in this work we have the aid of
expected? Such an idea has no I the Holy Spirit which "helpeth our
analogy anywhere in the universe, so infirmities." And while thus adding
far as understood. A sea,sonable life the graces required, we "learn" of
· d
·
Oh · ·
b b .
.
.
f rom t h e eart.h , air, ay, mg ht, sun,
nst, to e o edient children of God,
dew, and rain are essential. The life- learn the Christian way, and "learn
forces communicated through all these to walk in th~ high w~y of "holi~,ess."
agencies are essential to the develop- And by doing--lceepi~g-the
holy
ment of the harvest. Nor iwe they commandments", attam unto a holy
all brought to bear at once, but as de- life, a holy condition. And thus,
velopment, growth, progress demand, likewise, "goon unto perfection." We
first the blade, then the ear, .after must learn how and then put into
that the full corn in the ear.
"As practice the requirements of the holy
newborn babes," says Peter, "desire law, if we would be pure and holy.
the sincere milk of the word, that ye So Jesus teaches:may grow thereby. "-1 Peter 2: 2.
It is written in the prophets, And they

angel of light, but he ventured too
far. Of him God says:Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day
that thou wast created, till iniquity was found
in thee.-Ezekiel 28: 15. See Isaiah 14: 12;

I

But after that the kindness and love of God
our Savior tow11rd man appeared, not by
works of righteousness which we have done,
but according to his mercy he saved us, by
the washing of regeneration, and renewing· of
the Holy Ghost; which he shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Savior: that
being justified by his grace, we should be
made heirs according to the hope of eternal
life. This is a faithful saying, and these
things I will that thou affirm constantly,
that they which have believed in God might
be careful to maintain good works. These
things are good and profitable unto men.Titus 3: 4-8.
Jesus answered and said unto bim, Verily,
verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Nicodemus saith unto him, How can a man
be born when he is old? Can he enter the
second time into his mother's womb, and be
born? Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, Except a man be born of water and
of the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of
God. Verily, verily, I say unto thee, we
speak that we do know, and testify that we
have seen; and ye recsive not our witness.John 3: 3-5, 11.

shall be all taught of God. Every man therefore that hath heard, and hath learned of the
Father, cometh unto me.-John 6: 45.

From this statement of Jesus we
are led to the conclusion that those
who refuse to "come" to Christ in the
way pointed out, just like the believers
did on the day of Pentecost,-by ret
d b t'
"f th "' p_en anfc~ an,, hap isri: h 0 ~,h- e r~~lSs10n o sins,
ave neit er
e:ud nor
"learned" of the Father. "By their
fruits ye shall know them."

.

.

Leam of me; for I am mrmk and lowly rn
h
.
d
h . fi d
. ~
eart, an ye s al 1 lil rest to you, sou 1s. Matthew ll: 29 .
'

Man cannot do what he does not
know; he cannot learn all of his duties
toward God in an instant. He can do
h l
A , f Ifill th , l
as e earns.
s ne u
s · e no y
.
.
. ,
law of truth Ill hrn life 8 work, by the
truth he becomes sanctified and holy,
because doing this he enjoys the sanetifying influence and guidance of the
Holy Ghost
Pause right here, you religious ones
. . ·
.
,

who find so many nonessentials in the
gospel, and weigh carefully the last
verse quoted; especially you who deny
the necessity of being "born of water."
Are you not able to see ths,t the words,
"Ye receive not our witness," mean
you? Why is it the skeptic does not
receive and obey the words, "Repent
ye, and believe the gospel"? You
reply, "Because he dges not receive
the testimony-"witness"-of Christ.
Just so. Why, then, do you reject
baptism in water? Where is the difference between you and the skeptic?
Regeneration and sanctification,
then, are progressive processes, to be
gradually attained to. After having
been ingrafted into Christ, we partake
of the divine nature, the old impure
nature as gradually di.es out of us, as

John 8:44.

I

('l'o be continned.)

ConfBrsncB JVIimJtBs.
POTTAWATTAMIE.
Conference convened at Crescent City,
Iowa, May 29, J.P. Carlisle presiding. Reports were read from all the branches showing no char.ge, except Council Bl,1ffs, ioss 1.
·wheeler's Grove, gain 6; total gain to the
district, 5. Priesthood present: Elders J.
P. Carlile, D. Parish, H. N. Hausen, S.
Butler, J. s. Strain, T. W. Williams, S. V.
Pratt, C- G. Mcintosh, D. K. Dodson, Hans
Pctc,raon, P. C. Anuerson, J .. J. Ch;istiansen, C. Carstensen, F'. A. Smith; Priests S.
I Underwood, C. C. Larson, John Evans,
I P<1ul M. Hansen, J. A. Yochman; Teachers
L Carlile, Jr., J. T. Ander&0n, 0. W. Jon1os,
I A. K Madison; Deacon 0. W. Lapworth. SunI day school association reported four schools
I .,h
t £
t k'
,, =
I WH an enro 11 men· o ·25 o, .a ing 10:, Li.Opes,
Q t r
n
•
5'" I
d.
81 p .
.uar er .ies, :se~10r •, nterme iat~
, rimary 46. Julia E. Hansen Superrntendent,
Mrs. G. Underwood assist:wt superintendent,
j Jennie Scott secretary and treasurer. BishI op's agent, reported _on band last repo~t
$148 19, ba1ance $149 ::iO, total $297.69; paid
t
· 'ot
$.
$! 2 ~ 0 tot,al $ 172 50
o mllllb ry i 60 , poor
.o ,
.
. ,
balance on hand $125.19. Referred to a committee and found correct. A call for volunteer labor met with response from D. K.
Dodson, I. Cariile, Jr, H. N. Hansrm, C. G.
Mcintosh. On recommendation from North
::Otar
branch, Bro. I. Carlile, Jr., was ordained
1
an elder by .E'. A. Smith and H. N. Hansen.
Adjourned to meet with Wheeler's Grove
branch, August 28.
·

I

I

n

I

Sanctify them through tny trutn, thy word
is truth.-John 17:17.
Bui; ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in
the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit I
of our G id.--1 Corinthians 6: 11.

For the reasons here assigned, and
because the revelations of God nowhere reveal that sanctification is a
special gift of God to man, given by
the Holy Ghost instantly, and thereby
placing him where he does no sin,
nor is not under the liability to sin
while yet in the mortal body, and
thereby rendering him infallible; we
reject this dogma as a dangerous deception and calculated to blind men to
their true condi.tion before God. It is
'j a professed condition to which even
the angels of God have not attained.
j They still have to guard against rei hellion and sin. Lucifer was once an

, •He abode not in the truth·" he deceived himself. "If we sa 'that we
have no sin, we deceive our:elves, and
the truth is not in us-.,, "Be not deceived."

8tlndau School

Ilsso~iations.

GALLAND'S GROVE.
Convention assembled at Deloit, Iowa, May
28, at 10: 30 a. m.; Superintendent William
McKim in chair, .Fred B. Sbumate secretary.
Schools reporting: Salem, Dow City, Benan,
Harlan, Galland'd Grove, Deloit, Defiance,
Auburn. No reports from Pilot Rock and
Coal ville. Secretary was ordered to make
correction in regard to statement in minutes
that Defiance school was not received as one
of the district. Report of treasurer accepted.
Delegates prnsent 39.
The question box
served as an interesting feature of the afternoon session, V.Tilliam McKim was elected
superintendent for ensuing year; R. Wight,
assistant superintendont; Fred B. Shumate,
secretary; Emma R. lfai,ine, assistant secre-
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tary; Lora Duckett, treasurer; James Pearson, chorister. At eight p. m. a very
interesting literary program was given, closing the convention; which adjourned to meet
at Galland's Grove at call of authorities.

SAINTS~

HERALD.

Let us rejoice that God has given us such
injunctions as this: "Behold the field is
white already to harvest, and lo, he that
thrusteth in his sickle with his might, the
same layeth up in store that he perish not,
but bringeth salvation to his soul; and
faith, hope, charity, and love, with an eye
single to the glory of God, qualifies him
for the work. Remember, faith, virtue,
TO DISTRICT AND BRANCH CLERKS.
knowledge, temperance, patience, brotherly
The b ranch reports from a few districts
.
.
.
. .
. .
'll
k'
d
I
,
h
h
are s t 1 1ac rng, an
nope t at a 11 w o krndness,
,, godlmess, charity, humility, dihhave reports in their hands will forward I gence. -D. and 0. sec. 3.
them soon, that the work may not be hin-1
A copy of this letter together with
dered. Also forward the May and June names and addresses of members will be
reports as soon as you can after said confer- ·1 mailed to each member in due time.
ences. Much correspondence remains unan··
Trusting that the blessing of God may
swered by branch and district clerks, my 1 be with you during the present year and
inquiries for corrections in dates, places, and \ all time, we remain,
ite1?s omitted in pre~ious rep.orts or letters. I
Your brethren in Christ,
I will be glad to receive replies, so that the ,
FRANK ORILEY, President.
General Church Record may be properly and
T J B
I
promptly corrected as necessity requires.
J.· A·. G~NL~OLLEY, \Counselors.
Kindly attend to these matters and oblige
D. vV. WIGHT Secretar .
the church and your brother.
'
Y
H. A. STEBBINS,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
General Recorder.
LA.MON!, Iowa, June 5, 1897.
Conference vf Chatham district will be
held in Buxton, June 12 and rn. Date was
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
omitted in previous notice.
Dear Brethren; Greeting: - The many
J. A. HAOKET'l', Sec.
changes in quorum membership during
Conference of Southern Indiana district
the past year seem to demand a renewal
will convene with New Marion branch, Ripof our circular letter. We are glad to say 1 c
t s t b 4
10 30
we
ey oun y, ep em er , i•t :
a. m.
that the work of the quorum durinbo· the h ope t o h ave a repor t f rom a 11 th e b ranc h es.
past year has been very encouraging. We A grand time is expected. Brn. E. C. Briggs,
have cause to be thankful that the work is S. W. L. Scott, G. Jenkins, and others of
movingonward with increasing power, and the ministry a,re cordially invited and exwe should earnestly strive to keep pace pected to be present.
with its progress. In order to discharge
WILLIAM C. MARSHALL,
our duties as servants of God, it is highly
Dist. Pres.
necessary that our work be inspired by a
spirit of great humility and a careful obPASTORAL.
servance of every injunction given by the
To the Saints of Northwest Ifonsas:-Elder
divine Master under whose direction we W. S. Pender, subrnissionary in charge, has
assigned the above district a& my field of
are.
Let us be energetic and diligent.
·
Th
f th
f
th
labor for the conference year. Should any
1
1
0
11
ose
e oca or:e, as we as
ose saint or friend wish preaching in their
under conference a_PpOm~ment, s~ould feel neighborhood, and who in their judgment
the burden of thelI' callrng restrng upon think good could be done, I shall be pleased
them, nnd lose no opportunity of getting to correspond with them regarding the
the truth before the people. In order that matter. I trust that our district may not
we may keep a systematic account of work come behind in the accomplishment of good
done during the year, it is specially re- by reason of the limited number of church
quested that every member report an- appointees this year. Saints and local minnually.
Blanks for this purpose will be istry should. labor harder, and strive to ma~e
sent to each member in time for reports up the defi~rnncy. We sho~ld n.ot f~rget tne
t b
· d b M
h
A
f
law gover111ng finance, placmg 111 the hands
0
e receive
~
arc 15 ·
care u 1 of the Bishop the necessarv means to carry
observance of this request will produ~e on the work successfully ·through the disexcellent results. The work before us is trict. I would be pleased to receive Beralds,
great. If you cannot occupy your entire E<isigns, and tracts for distribution.
My
time in the work, it is desirable that you mission address will be Minneapolis, Ottawa
preach Sundays, or whenever or wherever County, Kansas, care of B. F. Lee. May the
opportunity presents.
Spirit of the Master prompt each to move
Brethren, let us labor together in the forward for the accomplishment of great
· · o f 1ove and h umility for the good of good-• to
sp1nt
- +11e
" · l:1onor- and glory of ou~' God , i's
my prayer
L F JOHNSON
the Master's cause, upholding each other_
· ' ·
· ·
·

Mi8~sllansotls

Ilepartmsnt

371
Since getting on the ground and hastily looking over its necessities, I have felt to ask the
following brethren under appointment to
take immediate charge, as follows: C. L.
Snow, the western half of Kentucky; J. M.
Scott, tbe eastern half of Kentucky, except
that portion presided over by Gomer T. Griffiths. J. F. Henson, the eastern half of Tennessee; and M. L. Sory, the western half of
Tennessee; calling such local help and ass!stance as in their judgment may be wise.
I shall try to be with each of you a part of
my time during the year. The only thing I
urge is to remember that we miistforce the battle; it will not come to us. This I ask at your
hands, and should you get into serious
trouble, notify me; I will come at once to the
rescue and help you out.
I ask all the saints who have or know of
favorable localities for preaching in the misshn to correspond with me. Praying that
the harvest will not find us barren of sheavtJs
for the garner, I am,
Your brother and servant in bonds,
T. w. CHA'l'BURN.
P. S.-My address will be for the present,
Sedalia, Kentucky.

1'o the Members of the St. Louis district:Having been commissioned with the oversight or charge of this district during the
conference year, will say to all properly interested in the advancement and promulga· o f t h e latter-day message, that we desire
t10n
to cooperate in every practical way and by
every legitimate means, with everybody, laymember, or those who have submitted to an
ordination that calls for special ministerial
action and deportment; that we are ready for
any or every plan or work that has for its objest the perfection of saints or the warning of
the world.
Local organization or branches having a
name as such should, in our judgment, seek
first to establish the work of something like
discipline and respect for law and order as
defined in the law, which reason tells us
should be as binding upon us, as are the first
gospel principles in reason binding upon the
world, to whom we are, as qualified and
legally commissioned ministers sent.
Inattention and indifference in regard to
the obligation imposed by the commandments
of God upon us, either as laymembers or ministers in regard to the good that may or is dee
signed to come from attention to and the
safety and growth of branches, by attendance
at business meetings, and also the business
service of our district conferences is to be regretted, and if possible amended.
Saints everywhere are urg·ed to remember
that the work of reaching those who are out
in the world and still waiting to bear the
voice of the "Good Shepherd" is still largely
committed to their trust, care, and energies.
Openings for both local and the general
church missionary may be greatly aided by
those of the earnest workers in the ranks of
the laymembers, and their reward is as cer·tain as is that of any under any appointment
in this the Church of Christ. All are comTo the-- Saints of I[ent-ucky and Tennessee; missioned to "warn their neighbor" by the
Gret-ting_·-You are doubtless aware that I distribution of tracts, church papers, perhave been placed in charge of this mission, . sonal interview wisely and fa,ithfully sought

I

I

and all of God's servants in our prayers;
and God will abundantly bless our labors
and give us joy when our work is finished.
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and conducted and the procuring of opportunities for preaching the word by the local
or general ministry. Brethren Anderson
and Walters, appointed by General Conference to labor in this field, together with myself, with the local ministry, are the
dependencies for new openings or the filling
of regular appointments as well as the genera! supervision of the work or special serv-1
ice where the legal demand makes it a duty.
I wish also to call especial attention to the fact
that anything like a full reward or satisfaction can never, by the terms of God's law, be
administered to us at the last day if the law
of tithing or offering of our temporal means is
ignored by us. The gospel that bas brought
so much of good into our lives though free to
us then, cost somebody a denial or sacrifice
to bring it to our doors. One tenth p&rt of
our increase-not income-is by bis own declaration the Lord's. "Will a man [or saint]
rob God?" and in offerings:' "The liberal
soul deviseth liberal thing;;." Make yourself happy and secure by opening an account
with the Lord through the district agent,
Bro. Gordon Smith.
For correspondence, regarding labor and
the interests of the work, my permanent address is, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St. Louis,
Missouri.
Yours in the work of God,
M. H. BOND.
0RCHARDSVILLE,

Illinois, June 5.

REUNION NOTICES.
Southern California Reunion will assemble
at Downey, Los Angeles County, Friday,
July 2. The opening service to begin at ten
a.- m. The camp ground is close to, and just
back of the S. P. R. R. depot. We have
been credibly informed that two of the General Conference appointees to Northern California, are now in Los Angeles under instruction from Bro. Luff to remain thereabouts
until after the reunion. We also hope and
have reasons 'to expect the presence of Brn.
Luff and Hilliard. Bro. D. L. Harris will also
be present to bear his part in the preaching
services, as well as other local elders.
The committee will supply good water on
the grounds for drinking and cooking; also
feed for animals at the lowest prices possible.
Come saints and friends, old and young; and
as the hallowed influences of the Holy Spirit
overshadowed God's people at the last General Conference, let us hope and pray that,
like the waves caused by the pebble -which
dropped in the water, we too, may feel its
same gentle influence.
By order of the committee.
R.R. DANA.
JEPTHA ScOT'L'.

ding food on the grounds and a possible
commissary is in view by the committee.
Those who prefer to occupy such vacant
houses as may be at the disposal of the committee are also 1·eq nested to notify them as
soon as the first day of July. Railroad fares are
as follows: To North Harwich and return,
from Attleboro, $2. 75; Providence, $3.25;
Fall River, $2. 75; Fairhaven $2.10; Brockton$2 50; Boston $2.90; tickets good for the summer season. Let all come bringing temples
fit for the ind welling of the Spirit and a good
time is assured before we meet. The committee will try to do all that is needed for
your physical welfare and will trust you to de
all that you can for their financial success as
a committee.
The "Cape" is a lovely portion of God's
garden, and has features that will compensate
for the effort to go there, aside from the
natural beauties beheld by the early riser as
he greets the ascending "orb of day," over
the ocean's vast expanse.
C. D. GEh'.RISH,
s. w. ASHTON,
J. S. LAWTON,
Of the committee.

BORN.
GRANT.-Eddie Eugene, son of Robert E.
and Mary Alice Grant, was born at Grand
Rapids, Michigan, April 1, 1897. Ble~sed
May 13, Elder Hyrum Rathbun, Jun., officiating.
HARTSHORN.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, January
6, 1897, Ella Bea, daughter of Sherman B. and
Hattie J. Hartshorn; blessed May 30, 1897,
by Elder Asa S. Cochran.
BECKMAN. - Henry Oscar Beckman was
born in St. Joseph, Missouri, May 6, 1897, to
Bro. and Sr. Joseph 0. Beckman. He was
blessed at the church in St. Joseph, Missouri, May 23, by Elders J. M. Terry and R.
Archibald.
WELTY.-In St. Joseph, Missouri, to Mr.
Charles and Sr. Estella Welty a precious
"charge to keep" was given on March 17,
1897, a darling little girl. She was blessed
under the name of Gladis Estella, at the
church, May 22, by Elders J. M. Terry and
William Lawrenson.
TURNER.-At Indianola, Iowa, March 18,
1897, to Mr. H. 0. and Sr. Susan Turner, a
daughter, named Daisy Marie. Blessed May
11, by Elder vV. H. Kephart.
TURNER.-At Youngstown, Illinois, May
24, 1890, to Mr. H. 0. and Sr. Susan Turner,
a daughter, named Lista May. Blessed at
Indianola, Iowa, May 11, 1897, by Eider W.
H. Kephart.
JAMES.-At Flagler, Iowa, December 26,
1896, to Bro. D. C. and Mrs. L. J. James, a
son, and named Earl Clifford. Blessed atOskaloosa, June 2, by Elder J. S. Roth.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Massachusetts reunion will be held at
Dennisport, beginning August 14 and ending
MARRIED.
August 23. Those who intend to occupy
ROBER'J'S-SMITH.-On May 4, 1897, were
tents are requested to send their orders to joined together in holy matrimony Sr. F.
Mrs. C. D. Gerrish, 129 Center St. Dorches- Smith, of Oronogo, Missouri, to Mr. John
ter, Mass., on or before July 1. Prices for Roberts, of Opo!is, Ki:msas. The marriage
the use of tents are expected to be the same took place in Yvebb City, Missouri, at the
as last year. No tents will be provided after home of Sr. Maude Van Hoose, the bride's
July 1. There will be no restaurant this daughter. Elder W. C. Cather performed
year. Arrangements will be made for provi- l the ceremony.

j

MONTGOMERY - EUBANKS. -At Lamoni,
Iowa, .May 26, 1897, Mr. George Montgomery,
of Wagner, Indian TBrritory, to Miss Lizzie
Eubanks, of Lamoni. Mr. Montgomery is a
well-known "cattleman" of the Territory and
made use of good judgment in coming to Lamoni for a wife. Miss Eubanks is an adopted
daughter of Mrs. M. A. Wickes and a worthy
young lady. Ceremony performed by Elder
E. L. Kelley before a goodly number of their
friends.
NIOOLL--JOHNSTON.-At the residence of
the bridti's sister, Mrs. Brooks, 2411 Angelique
Street, St. Joseph, Missouri, May 18, 1897,
Bro. Jno. E. Nicoll and Sr. Ida M. Johnston,
Elder W. S. Pender officiating. Tho bride
bas a host of friends in St. Joseph, who anticipated the interesting event; but the marriage, as planned and consummated, was a
surprise to most of them. The bddeg'!'oom
has lived in St. Joseph but a short time, being
formerly a resident of Topeka, Kansas. The
young people will make their home at 2411
Angelique Street, St. Joseph, Missouri.
WILLMAN-JOHNSON.-At Canton, Iowa,
May 20, 1897, at eight p. m., Edwin \lllillman
and Sr. Hattie Johnson were uniteu in marriage, Elder J. S. Roth officiating. A large
number of guests were present to enjoy the
happy occasion.
DIED.

SMITH.-At bis home, Vinton, Iowa, on
Tuesday, March 13, 1897, Mr. Heman Smith
(uncle of Elder Heman C. Smith), at the
advanced age of seventy-seven years. When
a young man he heard the gospel as preached
by the Latter Day Saints, and was quite
favorably impressed, but some evil reports
concerning them turned him from further
investigation. So far as we know he never
made any profession of religion, but be was
one of the honorable men of the earth,
respected and loved by hundreds who knew
him well. He leaves an aged companion
patiently awaHing the summons that will
call her hence; also a daughter, with her
husband and family, who feel deeply the loss
of bis fatherly counsel.
FRIOK.-Orion Lewis, son of Martin S. and
Eliza Frick, at the home of his father, in
Blendsville, Missouri. He was born October
17, 1875; baptized March 28, 1897, at Joplin,
Missouri, by Elder James A. Gravas. Funeral sermon in saints' church, by Elder W.
S. Macrae. Though in the bloom of young
manhood he was willing to go. Was confined
to bis room only about one week.
WEIR.-Bro. James Weir was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, November 20, 1851; died
May 5, 1897, aged 45 years, 5 months, and 15
days. For a long time he was not able to
leave the house. He was justice of the peace
at Milford, Iowa, when he was called home.
Funeral services by S. McBernie and H.
PratL, at the house.
McGREGOR.-In Kern City, California, November 8, 1896, Sr. Olive McGregor, daughter of Bro. W. W. Hutchings of Beaver,
Utah. She leaves a uusband, and a son six
years old. She was baptized into the Reorganized Church, March 22, 1885, by Bro. R. J.
Anthony. Her age was 31 years, 10 months,
and 26 days.
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Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Absolutely Pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0, 1 NEW YORK.

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED 'l'RANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket ~ize edition, designed especially fur :Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE 'l'YPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia ..................• l 25
Seal grain russia, g-ilt edges •....•.• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's editions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. {smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
·
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of ab:rnt ~50 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and word8 together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular worda and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.
Paper ..........•................... $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . .. . .• • • • . .
35

SERMONS.
Twenty~six

sermons by leading ministers of
the Reorganized Church, formerly published
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTE.'
HERALD.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
:plainness and in interesting, attractive, narrative sty le.
An excellent volume to circulate among
:Investigators.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
15 cents; ,postpaid.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration
by Elde;· Will lam :i:r. Kelley; printed in good
typu with neat bmding. 'l'he work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
?riticism and logical deductions from historwal fa?ts; a key to the right understanding of
th.e Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issucis
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
ia_rgely of mi!iist.erial authority as associated
with the Mernh1sedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testam.ent times is set forth in striking contrast
:nith _the ere• ds and systems of church build1'?g srnce the days of the apostles. New re•
vised, and enlarged edition.
'
Cloth .••••....•.•..••••••••••••••• .IU ~.S

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00 •
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sampl~
copies free.
The.traveling miniRtry, di·,trict and branch presidents,
and B1shop,s ilf!ente are r, qnei;i.ted to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publ!cations, and aosist the pn~
lishing department.
·
Address communications for puh 1icntior1 to the Edit.ore.
Business letterf:I, 1:1ubscript·ons, renuttances, chanies
of f1:ddress, etc., e.hon1d. he actdreae.ed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. R('m1tta1:ce.-,; Ethnuld be made by
post o~ce or expr0ss order~. drttft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not '-end ch:·cks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per rnch each insertion,
subject to the following dir:icount.::i: One month's insertion, five per cent: three moMhs. fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty.five per cent; one )'ear forty per cent.
All advertising cond1tionf-'d 011 lilflertion rlpon the that or
laet pages of cover, will be ch~irged au advance of twenty
per cent. upon the regular rares. Fnr re1-1ding notices,
(on outside pe.ges of cover, unless otherwif:;e accepted)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty.five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post ofilce, Lamoni, Iowa, aa second...claaa
mail matter.)

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER R. 0. SMITH.
tnct Eets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
ft, brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Ut.ah faction, and proves them and the presPnt leaders to be at variance with and their
nrgani:r.ation a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It als~ yindicates and maintains the general po~it10n of the Reorganized Church in
success10n.
~ tract for the times. Just the thing with
wh10h to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cents.

~bis

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for th,
.lusph·ed Translation in home and
class study in general and in Sunday s~hool
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of. ;f.lormou and Book. of
Coveuant classes being formed in various
bran~hes of the church, and the consequent
growrng demand for the "three books " the
Herald Office management has decid~d to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
~n good paper:, th~ paper !l;nd plates being the
• ame as used rn higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. . They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or J?octrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translat10n at $1.
.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach ol

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
Music and Hymns combined .
The Harmony contains all the hymns in
the Saints' Harp, also 555 pages of music,
comprising about 720 tunes, with full instructions on choir and anthem music. Leather
backs, cloth sides, $2.00. With music only,
$1.25.
THE HARMONY IN FANCY BINDING.
The regular edition in ext.ra binding. Red
morocco backs and corners, red cloth sides,
with gilt edg·es entire. Price $2.75.

all.

MANUSCRIPT FOUND.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spalding; a verifi· d
and certified copy of the original now in
Oberlin College, Ohio, of which so much has
been said and written in connection with the
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon the chief groundwork and
material from which to write the Book of
Mormon. The work, suppressed for years by
enemies of the Latter Day Saints, is a complete refutation of the charge made that it is
the basis from which the Book of Mormon
was written.
In paper, 15cents; tenor more, each.$ 13
Cloth, limp, 25 cents; ten or more, each 20
THE GOSPEL QUARTERLY.
SENIOR GRADE.
A Sunday School Quarterly containing lessons for each Sunday in the year; prepared
by the Senior and Intermediate Grade Lesson
Committee of the General Sunday School
Association; designed for the use of both
teachers and scholars.
Price 8 cents per quarter; 25 cents per year.
IN'l'ERMEDIATE GRADF.].
The lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified form and for corresponding dates.
Price 5 cen~.s per quarter; 15 cents per year.
PRIMARY GRADE.
A Lesson Q'JfWterly prepared by the Pri·
mary Grade Lesson Committee.
'
Paper covers; price 5 cents per quarter· 15
cents per year.
'

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE. TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
r·fficials of borh churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from th,, publications of the original
c!Jurcb, t,he RcJorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction. and from those of the Utah
Courch is presented in support of the claims
of the R"nrganized Church to be the succes~or of the original church.
·
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is «xhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; u,,;eful in refuting the many misrepresent,ations of the early church and its
ministry and' membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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TheSAINTS'HERALDandAUTUMNLEAVES
$3.00, if paid in advance.
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l'BE SAINTS' HERALD.

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
• grass land situated 3t miles
from LB.moni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raisiog. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer g-ood for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BL~IR,
Lamom, Iowa.

$15 50

Anyone sendln):f a sketch E.nd deCTcrlption m.aY

COhhH~H

CI'fY BARBHR SHOP,
- ) fPPOl"ITE ( -

:BL Al fl, Mll£HCANTILE CO.
Noching but fir!:"t.·cla~t-1 \\'(1rk done lll our line. Ladies'
hn;r C'1 1:uning nt ~bop or hon.,,t·, E=xccpt Sar.u:"days.
Iowa !:Heam Laundry iu coi·n ction.
F. A. BLACK.

6~~~~1?i;sg~,t~~\jl~-lS~~a·c~~~-(ii;~ ~~·j ,:~~f,1 ~~~0~t~Yctf;

confidential. 01desi_j a.g·tmcy io:,: securing patents

m America. "t\"'e have a Wa~hington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r~ceiyst
Gpecial notice in the

SCIBJTIFIC

MUNN &

PR.OPH!c'J'lC MlSSION \'l"1LH:ATED AND
'l.'HE DlVl'\fJ<J ORIGIN 01" 'l'lll-: BOOK
OF ~fOllrtlOl'vI DEPENTILD AND
l\f~.\_INrl'AIN 1-:D

Bv Eidc·r \V. W. Blair.
For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAitlONI, low A

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Auturnn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.
THE LATE REVELATION.

COPIES of the late revelation, printed
in proper size for insertion in the
Book of Covenants, may be had on application, accompanied by a two-cent
stamp to cover cost of publication and
postage. Address orders to Frank
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
Iowa.
MINISTRY: AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with
name and ad lress, or place of wor~hip and
hours of ser\ ices on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An excellent aid. Two sizes: 21x4 inches, price
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
.wimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozc'n ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

CO.,

361 Brcadway, New York,

JOC::Ji:PH THE Sl':ER
HIS

AM~.RmtUJ,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
.&J.OK ON P .ATENTS sent free. Addresi:

Nev1 aad revised

i:,ditfon, 200 pe;eB.

Paoer cov,or·s .................... · · $ 35
C1~th, limp........................
50

WATSON..:.BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ••••••••••••••••••.•••• $ 25
Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • •• • 35

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

O.R NO ll:"A'i'.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantee8 three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for.$1.50. No bad eff~cts from
useofQuit-'fo-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Clure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
oRDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

I

FRUIT FARMS.
I have property in Pomona; . Frnit, Grain, and Stock
Farms, in the heart of the Fruit .Belt of Southern. Missouri and Northern Arkansas, to sell cheap. I thmk I
have variety sufficient to suit all who wish to buy, both
in land··and prices.
This is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscions Peaches.
For further particnlars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miies from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, &table, fruit, and
wells; irood neigh bur-hood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and hp,Jance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa..
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
l.lottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
PIMlked and delivered at express office on reoelpt of price.
W. B.114.Y.lla~S, Druggist. Lamoni. ill.wu.

HARDWARE.1
STOVES, TINW A.RE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive. Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.

Dr. S. B. GOWELL,

HOMES AT LAMONI.

305 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. will send till further notice "How not
to be sick" for 12 cents; former price 50 cents.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorg-anized Church of J6:sus. Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with himi'
Cloth, 390 pages, price •..••••.••••• $1 50

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.
The purpose of the writer is to show tha.i
the main facts of scientific teaching concern·
ing the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation of Christianity have a
common origin, and are flvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Thealogical conclusion11
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. The latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••. 81 00
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CON'.l..'E:N'.l..'s:
cism,' simply because tradition is right
EDITORIAL:
Commencement Exercises at Lamoni. 373 in its estimate of the literature. The
The Wicked ........................ 373 significance of this verdict appears,
Correction.··························
·375 when it is remembered that the asThe Church History, Second Volume.378
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
sumptions of the Wellhausen school,
378 in the treatment of the Old TestaWork
and
Play.···········
..
·······
·
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT .......... 379
LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 380 ment, are identical with the assumpORIGINAL
ARTICLES:
Deception's
Reig-n.-No. 2............ 384 tions of Baur, which Harnack
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
emphatically discredits and repudi387 ates. Significant is the confession of
Little
Sioux.··········
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
Galland 's Grove ...................... 387
MrscELI,ANEous DEPARTMENT:
a Dutch theologian, to whom Harnack
Appointment
of Bishop's
Agent
...... 388
f ers w1"th ou t nammg
·
h'im, th a t h e
southern California
Reunion
.........
88
re
3
To District and Branch Clerks ........ 388 had been 'compelled to believe in the
-., supernatural origin' of Christianity.
HAS THE CALL FOR RETREAT OF THE 1 Harnack will not stand alone.
He
"HIGHER CRITICS" SOUNDED?
will carry the younger scholars with
ACCORDING to the view taken by Rev. him. And the Old Testament critics
Dr. A. J. F. Behrends, a call for re- will have to follow. 'l'hat hajs been
treat of the "higher critics" all along the order for two hundred years. In
the line has come from Berlin, from five years, the retreat now begun may
a no less influential scholar than Pro- become a stampe:le.
fessor Harnack. This call, Dr. Beh"In the body of the work, the most
rends finds in Harnack's first volume remarkable thing is the discussion of
on "Chronology of Old Christian the chronology of the life of Paul. It
Literature," just issued from the has come to be generally accepted
Leipsic press. "Nothing more note- that six years intervened between the
worthy," says Dr. Behrends, "has ap- death of Christ and the Martyrdo~ of
peared in a hundred years." After a Stephen; and Paul's conversion has
few introductory sentences in regard been located in the year 36. Holtzto Harnack himself, as "the bright mann and Blass had placed it four or
particular star of the University of five years earlier. Harnack sifts the
Berlin," "the idol of Germany," one evidence bearing upon the date when
who ''in minuteness and breadth of Festus became governor of Cesarea-;historical learning" "has no living the crucial chronological point-and
equal," Dr. Behrends proceeds to de- decides emphatically, with Eusebius
scribe the new book as follows (Christ- and Tacitus, that this took place in
ian Work, April 17) :55 or 56. Paul had, at that time,
"Not the least remarkable part of been a prisoner for two years; so that
the book is the preface. In it, Har- his arrest in Jerusalem falls in 53 or
nack sketches the present state of 54. Combining, now, the data furNew Testament criticism, and an- nished in Acts, and in Galatians, it
nounces the general conclusions to appears that twenty-four years must
which his studies have led him. He be allowed between Paul's conversion
declares that the attempt to sketch and his arrest in 53 or 54. This lothe origin and development of Chris- cates his conversion in the year 29 or
tianity, by assuming that the New 30; the year of the crucifixion. And,
Testament books were a 'tissue of as a result, every one of the Pauline
deceptions and frauds,' and late in ap- epistles is crowded back from four
pearance, has utterly broken down. to six years; Thessalonians to 48;
The school of Baur is dead. Tradi- Galatians and Oorin'thians to 52; Rotion has been vindicated as true and mans to 53; Colossians, Ephesians,
trustworthy.
Interest in literary Philemon, and Philippians to 56-58;
criticism is waning and historical the Pastoral epistles to 59-64, in
studies are displacing it; 'the prob- which last year the apostles suffered
lems of the future lie in the domain martyrdom.
of history, and not of literary criti"The most startling fact, in this
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Icriticism,

is the date of Paul's conversion. It had been assumed that
the events recorded in the first nine
chapters of Acts covered a period of
six years. According to Harnack, the
time must be measured by six or nine
months! The death of Christ, and
Paul's conversion, are separated by
less than a year! What a picture this
gives us of the ferment of that time!
No wonder the Dutch theologian was
·
compe 11e d t o b e l'ieve m
a ' supernatural origin' of Christianity! Harnack propounds no theory. He makes
no note or comment. But he plants
himself squarely upon these early
dates; which, so far as I know, he
has been the first to suggest. And
we are surely getting very near
Christ, when the man who wrote Galatians and Romans was converted in
the year when Jesus was crucified!
For one, I am waiting to hear what
European scholarship will have to say
in reply. Harnack has done a bold
thing; but as I have read his pages, I
have not been able to see where he is
I vulnerable; and the man who challenges his verdict on a matter of histors had better do a good deal of
thinking before he writes!
"This book has stirred me to the
depths. It seems to me that it marks
the beginning of the end."-Literary
Digest, April 17, 1897.
----PROFESSOR HARNACK'S "CALL FOR
RETREAT."

WE published April 17 an article from
the pen of Rev. Dr. A. J. F. Behrends
on Professor Harnack's latest book
("Chronology of Old Christian Literature"), which Dr. Behrends interpreted as a call for retreat of the
"higher critics" all along the line,
and of which he said, "nothing more
noteworthy has appeared in a hundred
years." That the conservatives will
follow this lead and make the most of
the admissions in the book appears
certain from the nature of the utter·
ances already appearing in the church
papers, and was to be expected from
the importance of Professor Harnack's
place in the theological discussion.
He has been generally regarded as
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THE SAINTS' HERAU...
the leader of the so-called rationalistic I points, could be accepted by all his hundred years, nevertheless have felt
school of German theologians and surviving friends; or, as if the reminis- that, if it could be proved that a gap
biblical critics. He is usually con- cences which General Horace Porter of a century intervenes between the
ceded to be one of the most daring, is now publishing of the campaign of events and the writings, the New
powerful, and brilliant Christian Grant in Virginia, which culminated Testament lacks a first-hand authority
scholars and investigators of the day. in the capture of Richmond, were which it is in vain to attempt to imHe makes no claims to orthodoxy; he only a collection of legends with a part to it, tout de force, by a high
is, in fact, often regarded as the sma11 residuum of truth. Men may, theory of inspiration. We do not
champion of unorthodoxy. In his in their unwillingness to accept a doubt that God could have inspired
own country he is known most widely supernatural religion, befog them- men to describe events that took place
for an assault delivered on the Apos- selves with a self-contradictory phil- a century before they were born, but
tles' Creed. On scholars he has con - osophy; but plain men of ordinary such a theory of inspiration we all
ferred an immense benefit by his sagacity will inevitably conclude either feel would be prompted by a desire to
"History of Early Christian Litera- that the records being false, the writ- secure the authority of the writings.
ture," and by the promise of a com- ers knew that they were false, or else From this point of view, it is a matter
plete series of well-edited "Early that the records are true because it is for intense satisfaction when we find
Christian Texts." Each new work incredible that such men could have that a scientific critic, like Harnack,
from his hand is received with intense written them if they were not, or whose competency is thoroughly adinterest by thinK:ing men throughout could have foisted them upon a com- mitted by the most revolutionary
the religious world. The Expository munity of people who for thirty or theorists, and who has no prejudices
Times (London) declares Professor forty years had been taught some- in favor of the traditional view, gives
it as his deliberate conviction that thJ
Harnack's latest volume to be "the thing quite different."
most significant event in the study of J The Watchman (Baptist, Boston) evidence does not allow us to separate
the New Testament which the present dwells at length on the great triumph the New Testament writings from the
generation has known.''
to orthodox Christianity of Professor apostolic age. "-Literary Digest, May
The same note of satisfaction that Harnack's conclusions concerning the 1, 1897.
was sounded by Dr. Behrends is heard dates of the New Testament writings.
in The Living Chnrch (Protestant Epis- It says:THE USES OF FRUIT,
copal, Chicago). It says:"Persons of little scholarly training OF all the classes of Nature's edible
"Professor Harnack and his school can see at a glance that, if the books productions, that of fruit is most pleasno:w admit that the books of the New were not written by the men to whom ing to the senses. That fruit alone
Testament are the genuine produc- they are attributed, .and were not will not sustain life for a prolonged
tions of the Apostolic Church and, composed until a full century after period is true, but that the organic
generally speaking, of the men to the events which they record and in- salts and acids of fruit are necessary to
whom they are attributed, and that terpret, they have a very different the maintenance of perfect health is
their writers intended to speak the authority than that which attaches to eq~all;y_ correct. ~r~f. A. R. Elliot,
truth and thought they were speaking the testimony of men who were con- (D1etet1c and Hyg1emc Gazette, Nothe truth; yet they reject the most temporaries of the persons and events vember) summarizes the uses of fruit
momentous facts they record as un- of which they write.
as follows:worthy of belief. We are asked to
"More than this, a successful vindi1. To furnish variety to the diet.
assume that, within thirty or forty cation of the traditional dates of the
2. To relieve thirst and introduce
~years, while many of the most emi- New Testament books cuts the very water into the system.
nent persons, familiar as eyewitnesses, ground from beneath the tendency
3. To furnish nutriment.
or as intimate associates of eyewit- theory of Baur, or the mythical theory
4. 'l'o supply organic salts essential
nessess, with all the facts, were still of Strauss. It is necessary for a ten- to proper nutrition.
living and actively engaged, as they dency to have opportunity to crystal5. To stimulate the kidneys, inhad been all along, in teaching the ize, and for a myth to have time to crease the flow of urine and lower its
things which had been accomplished grow. Thus it was necessary for the acidity.
among them, the facts had become so Tubingen critics to remove the New
6. To act as laxatives.
intertwined with legend that an en- Testament writings as far as possible
7. To stimulate and improve appetirely new and false color had been from the events to which they relate. I tite and digestion.
imparted to everything; that a false Make it clear that the earliest of the . 8. To ac~ as antiscorbutics.
history had been cons•ructed · and Gospels did not take its present form
Concernmg the mode of prepara.
"
'
.
.
tion ripe fruits as a rule do not need
that th1s was accepted on all hands, until a.full century after the ascens10n to be cooked, and are much more
even by the apostles and founders of Christ, and you have secured ample palatable and equally nutritious in the
themselves, as undoubtedly true. It space for the operation of all kinds of uncooked state. The proper time to
is as if we were asked to believe that vagaries and myth-makings. Thou· eat fruit is either at the beginning of
an account of the life of Lincoln, sands of Christian believers who like the meal or between meals, when they
.
'
'
aid digestion and exert the greater
somewhat more than thirty years ourselves, do not believe that the New laxative effect. Taken at the compleafter his death, which was quite un- Testament could have been evolved tion of a meal, they dilute the gastric
true, not simply in minor details, but from intellectual tendencies or myth- juice and tend to embarrass digestion.
in its main incidents and great turning making propensities in five times a I -Scientfiic American.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of :Mormon, page 118.
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may perfect be." A. R. Judson; sub- i turn his attention to other pursuits.
ject, "Knowledge advances civilizaThere was a tone of sadness in it all
tion."
Audentia
Ellen
Hansen; which hushed every one into feeling
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR. subject, "The home and the State." silence at the close of it, which reR. s. SAi.YARDS
AssrsTANT Enl'rOR.
A. Pearl Marie Jones; subject, "Labor, mained until the benediction was said.
HEMAN C. SMITII,
{ CORRESPONDING EDITORS.
JOSEPH LUFF,
wide as the earth, has its summit in
The High School Diplomas were deheaven." Arthur H. Smith; subject, livered to the class by Bro. John H.
LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 16, 1897.
"What mean those stars and stripes?" Hansen, whose daughter Andentia
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AT
Maude May Lambert; subject, "Is was one of the graduates. The good
LAMONI.
polite society polite?" Besse Cym- Doctor's manner was simple and unafTHE high school at Lamoni this year belline Allender; subject, "Nature's fected, his words few, well chosen,
had a graduating class of ten, three languages."
and earnest, derived in each instance
boys and seven girls. The exercises
Interspersed among these orations from the subject treated of by the
which closed the school session and there were vocal solos by Sr. Alta graduate and kindly tempered by his
released these scholars from the Gaylord and Sr. W. A. Blair; and knowledge of each one as he in succharge of the public school authori- musical treats played by Mrs. W. E. cession handed them the paper certities, were held in the church, in Myers, and Miss Nellie Davis, the fying to their success as students.
charge of Bro. D. F. Lambert, who last-named being the teacher of music
Sr. Mamie Allen, a granddaughter
has been connected with the Lamoni at Graceland College.
of Bro. James Whitehead, and who
schools as a principal, and as superinOf this commencement we have this has been principal of the East Side
tendent, for several years past, serv- to write: From beginning to the end school for the past year occupied a
ing in the latter capacity for the last it was thoroughly enjoyable. It will seat on the platform, thus emphasiztwo years. The house was filled; and be seen from the subjects treated of ing her interest in her departing
seldom has a graduating class been in the several orations that the aim scholars by her presence. Her presmet by so appreciative an audience.
was high; each graduate did well, so eiace was the more affecting as she
An excellent program bad· been ar- well that it is hard to make compari- goes from the Lamoni schools to a
ranged, and artists in the way of song son to determine which was the bet- place in the schools at Leon, the
and music lent aid to the school exer- ter. 'fbe attitudes and manners of county seat of Decatur County; a
cises.
the orators were natural and easy, place won by steady, careful study
The bell was rung at eight o'clock, and clearly showed the forming mind and faithful work in her profession as
and at its stroke the class marched and teaching of Sr. Ruth Cobb, teacher.
into the already crowded room. When teacher of elocution for Graceland
We have noticed this commenceall were gathered on the platform, College.
ment thus at large, because it will
Mr. I. W. AIJend.er gave a piano solo
The class honors- were due James show to the readers of the HERALD,
of two parts, from Opera 14, No. 3, B. Barrett. The song selections by that Lamoni is abreast with the onPaderewski, and the Bohemian Car- Sisters Alta Gaylord and W. A. Blair ward march of intellect and brain denival, De Kontski; both of which were good, and were well received by velopment and advancement in the
were appreciated, Mr. Allender being the listeners. Sr. Blair is teacher of educational forces of the country.
a local performer of reputation. Bro. vocal music and voice culture in
Lambert then asked the audience to Graceland College, and while teaching
THE WICKED.
stand and an invocation was offered is herself a student, believing that THE writer of the book of Job, supby Elder S. V. Bailey, one of the standards of excellence are only won posed by some to be one of the oldest
Board of Education, which was feel- by care and study.
books in the Bible, writing in regard
ing and appropriate.
Bro. D. F. Lambert gave the class to the fate of the wicked, states:The class program was an oration address, which was very excellent,
And do ye not know their tokens, that the
by each of the ten graduates, as fol- abounding in good sentiment and ad- wicked is reserved to the day of destruction?
lows: Alice May Atkinson; subject, vice to the outgoing students; some They shall be brought forth to the day of
"Our lives our records." James B. portions of it being feeling reminders wrath.-Job 21: 28, 30.
The Psalmist wrote of the same
Barrett; subject, "Our watchword, of the final breaking of the ties which
class
thus:Onward and Upward." Martha Made- had bo~ stu d ent to student and stu.
. .. God is angry with the wicked every
line Jones; subject, "The reward of dent an teac h er d urmg the schoo.l day .-Ps. 7: 11.
one duty is the power to fulfill an- career. He also feelingly referred to
The wicked shall be turned into bell, and
other." Ida May Bradfield; subject, ' the exercises as not only severing his all the nations that forget God.
"In small proportions we just beau- relations with the class, but as closing
The Savior speaking of the same
ties see, and in short measures life in connection with the schools, to. event, as stated by Matthew, said:-..
lf..1
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then will ye say that there is no God? Then
Nevertheless, I, the Lord, am with them,
will ye longer deny the Cb rist, or can ye j and will come down in heaven from the
behold the Lamb of God? Do ye suppose that I presence of my Father, and consume the
ye shall dwell with him under a consciousness ! wicked with unq uenchabk" fire. And behold
of your guilt? Do ye suppose that ye could this is not yet, but by and by.-Doc. and Cov.
The time when this is to occur is be happy to dwell with that holy being, when sec. 63, par. 9.
There is reason to believe that final
not so definitely set, as we understand your souls are racked with a eonsciousness of
that ye have ever abused his laws? Be- I
d t t 1
t'
f th
· k d
it, that the period may be accurately guilt
hold I say unto you, that ye would be more an
a separa 1?n
~ WlC e
determined, so far as the word indi- miserable to dwell with a holy and just God, from God and Christ will taK:e place
cates revealment on the subject.
under a consciousness of your filthiness before at sometime in the period of God's
That it is to be at the end of the him, than ye would to dwell with the damned des,ling with men on the earth. Reveworld, and when the Son of Man shall souls in hell. For behold, when ye shall be lation points it out as follows:brought to see your nakedness before God,
come in his glory, is st;,ited: And again, verily, verily, I say unto you,
and also the glory of God, and the holiness of
When the Son of Man shall come in his Jesus Christ, it will kindle a flame of un- that when the thousand years are ended, and
glory, and all the holy angels with him, then quenchable fire upon you. 0 then ye unbe- men again begin to deny their God, then will
shall he sit upon the throne of his glory; and lieving, turn ye unto the Lord; cry mig·htily I spare the earth but for a little season; and
before him shall be gathered all nations; and unto the Father in the name of Jesus, that the end shall come, and the heaven and the
he shall separate them one from another, as perhaps ye may he found spotless, pure, fair earth shall be consumed, and pass away, and
a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats. and white, having been cleansed by the blood there shall be a now heaven and a new earth;
for all old things shall pass away, and all
. . . And these shall go away into everlast- of the Lamb, at that great and last day.
things shall become new, even the heaven
ing punishment; but the righteous into life
And assuredly as the Lord liveth, for the
and the earth, and all the fullness thereof,
eternal.-Matt. 25:31, 32, 4G.
Lord God hath spoken it, and it is his eternal
But, the same august personage had word, which cannot pass away, that they who both men and beasts, the fowls of the air, and
before this, in answe:· to his disciples' are rigllteous shall be righteous still, and the fishes of the sea; and not one hair, neither
mote, shall be lost, foe it is the workmanship
inquiry about the ''end of the world," they who are filthy, shall be filthy still; of mine hand.
wherefore,
they
who
are
filthy,
are
the
devil
stated this:But, behold, verily I say unto you, before
and his angels; and they shall go away into
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my
the earth shall pass away, Michael, mine
everlasting fil'e, prepared for t,hem; and their
words shall not pass away. But of that day
arch-angel, shall sound his trump, and then
torment is as a lake of fire and brimstone,
and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels
whose flames ascendeth up forever and ever; shall all the dead awake, for their graves
of heaven, but my Father only.-Matt.
shall be opened, and .they shall come forth;
anrl bas no end.--2 Nephi, chap. 6, par. ().
24: 35, 3G.
yea, even all; and the righteous shall be
It is also declared that a judgment gathered on my right hand unto eternal life;
Isaiah declared this passing away
of the earth prophetically. (See Isa. day has been appointed, the time of and the wicked on my left hand will I be
which has been set by the Almighty, ashamed to own before the Father; wherefore
51:6.)
to
whom all must render an account, I will say unto them, depart from me ye
Mark records the statement of Jecursed into everlasting fire, prepared for the
sus regarding the day when the end regarding which as to the time when, devil and his angels.-Doc. and Cov. sec. 28,
should come, a little stronger than much inquiry has been started. The pars. 6 and 7.

So shall it boat the end of th•o world; the
angels shall come forth, and sever the wicked
from among the just, and sh::i,ll cast them
into the furnace of fire; there shall be wailing
and g-nashing· of teeth.-Matt. 13: 49, 50.

°

Matthew, for he wrote it thus:-But of that day and that hout' knoweth no
man, no, not the angels which are in heaven,
neither the Son, but the 1<'ather .-Mad;: J:l: 32.

Answering the disciples concerning
the restoring the kingdom, Jes us
practically affirmed what is stated by
Matthew and Mark, as given above.
He said:It is not for you to know the Umes or the

seasons, which tho :B'athor hath put in his or. n
power.-Acts 1: 7.

following may seem to help some to
be contented to do what opportunity
affords a chance to do, in order to
escape the penalty to be inflicted for
unbelief, or wicked disregard and disobedience 0£ the laws by which men
may have life; and thus avoid the necessity for knowing either the time,
or the details of the destruction of the
wicked:-

Behold, verily I say unto you, that, these
are the words of the: Lord your Go1; whereThat the Lord will destroy the fore, labor ye, labor ye in my vineyard for
wicked is stated by the Psalmist:the last time-for the last time call upon the
The Lord prescrvetb :111 them that love inhabitants of the earth, for in my own due
him; but all the wicked will he destroy.-- ti me will I come upon the earth in judgment.;
Psalms 145: 20.
and my people shall be redeemed and shall
To this agrees 2 Thessalonians 2: 8:-- reign with me on earth; for thE great MillenAnd then sbail that Wicked be revealed, nial, which I have spoken by the mouth of
whom the Lord shall consume with the my servants, shall come; for Satan shall he
spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with bound; and when he is loosed again, he shall
the bdghtness of his coming.
only reign for a little season, and t.hen cometh
From the Book 0£ Mormon, B. of M., the end of the earth; and he that liveth in
chap. 4, par. 5, Lamoni edition, righteousness, shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye; and the e:icth shwass away
small type; we gather that the wdter so as by fire; and the wicked shlri go away
of that book understood that the into unquenchable fire; and their end no
wicked and unbelieving should suffer man knoweth on earth, nor ever shall know,
until they come before me iu judgment.punishment; we quote:Yea, in that great day when ye shall be D. C. sec. 43, par. 7.
Again:brought to stand before the Lamb of God,

°.

By the same authority of revelation
we may learn that the wicked, or a
residue of them, how large or how
small not known, are to be sent into
punishment at the jud'gment of the
"great day," and that this day is set
to "come at the end of the earth."
But behold, the residue of the wicked have
I ker,t in chains of darkness until the judgment. of the great day, :whieh shall come at the
end of the earth.-Doc. and Cov., sec. 38, par. L

This agrees with the statement of
Jesus found in Matthew 25: 41,
Then shall he say also unto them on the
left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels.

The voice of revelation again states
that Satan and his works are to be
destroyed:! having accomplished and finished the will
of him whose 1 am, even the Father, concerning me; having done this that I might
subdue all things unto myself; retaining all
power, even to the destroying of Satari and
his works at the end of the world, . . . which
I shall pass upon the inhabitants thereof.Doc. and Cov., sec. 18, par. 1.

We also quote a part of section 74,

tli
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paragraph 4, of what is known as the Lord referred to when he shall I son without his proper knowledge
"The Vision":come to be glorified in his saints, and I and consent having been definitely
These are they who shall go away into the to be admired of all the earth in them obtained, and some annoyance and
lake of fire and brimstone, with the Devil that believe. It does not seem to us disappointment has occurred. Please
and his angels, and the only ones on whom that the coming of Jesus in which it avoid this for the future.
the second death shall have any power; yea, is declared that the wicked are to be
It will be well to notice further, that
verily, the only ones who shall not be redeemed in the due time of the Lord, after the destroyed is that coming at which the in no instance will President Joseph
sufferings of his wrath.
first resurrection and the ushering in Smith dedicate, or assist in dedicating
From the texts quoted from the of the millennium take place; and as any house of worship, where claims
three books, Bible, Book of Mormon, there is a series of events written of are properly held against building, or
and Doctrine and Covenants, it will be in the Scriptures, which must occur lot, for unpaid amounts of money for
seen that they agree as to the general previous to either event, we are of grounds, material, or labor. By bearfact that the wicked, those who are the opinion that several specific com- ing this in mind brethren desiring his
finally unreconciled to God and Christ, ings of the Lord are intended to be attendance and service in dedication
will be punished or destroyed. Paul presented, the time and separate con- will be saved useless correspondence
was impressed with this thought when current events to determine each com- and trouble.
he wrote to the Thessalonians.
ing.
And to you who are troubled rest with us,
If the wicked are to be destroyed at
CORRECTION.
when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from the opening of the millennium, then IN a letter from Bro. Charles Sheen,
heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming they must rise with those who are acfire taking vengeance on them that know not counted worthy of that first resurrec- Highmore, South Dakota, found elseGod, and obey not the gospel o.i our Lord
where in this number, will be found a
Jesus Christ; who shall be punished with tion, which has been commonly statement correcting an error made
everlasting destruction from the presence of believed not to be the case.
by us in a late issue in an editorial
tho Lord, and from tho glory of his power;
We believe the three books to be in headed, "Much ado about nothing;' ,
when he shall come to be glorified in his agreement on the subject, when what
saints, and to be admired in all them that is written in them is correctly under- which we cheerfully submit, not havbelieve (because our testimony among you
ing any desire to misrepresent the
was believed) in that day.~2 Thess. 1: 7-10.
stood. We believe further, that to memory of Bro. Isaac Sheen who
It appears to us, however it may take any one isolated passage and long since entered into the joys of a
appear to others, that the final deter- build a theory on that, may involve good man's reward.
mination of the fate reserved for the one in difficulty to harmonize other
Our mistake seems to have been in
wicked is not made until the sitting of passages constructively different; but the date of Bro. Sheen's uniting with
the judgment after the first resurrec- when the whole is taken together it the church, it being 1840 instead of
t10n, the Millennial reign, and the seems to us we can get at the mean- 1844. We believe our other state·
little season are past. At the end of ing quite near enough; especially as ments to have been substantially corthe Millennium the Devil is to be our salvation does not depend on rect; as we think Bro. Sheen was not
loosed, and is to go out and tempt the knowing when, exactly, the end of connected with any division of the
nations, during the little season, then the wicked may come, and the details church in 1852. And as we were
cometh the end, when the cleansed of what shall take place then, but closely associated with him in official
and redeemed earth is to be made the does depend on being ready, let work from 1863 to 1874, the year of
final residence of the redeemed people Christ come when he will.
his departure from this life, a great
of God; and Christ, now Prince of Life
----part of that tim(;l living on the same
and peace shall then be declared IT will be well for the brethren in block, and occupying the same office
"King of kings and Lord of lords," charge of reunions, protracted meet- room with him, frequently conversing
and to the rule and dominion of his ings, conferences, etc., and committees with him on the topics involved in
kingdom there shall be no end.
for the same, not to advertise Presi- our article, we are persuaded that our
The judgment of those who have dent Joseph Smith, Bishop E. L. understanding of the case does him
not part in the first resurrection but Kelley, and other publlc officers of no injustice, and is correct. He was
sleep during the millennium cannot the church, without first obtaining not a resident of Nauvoo any length
take place until the second or final the consent of those who 8're to be of time, and from the nature of his
resurrection of all occurs, then those advertised as "expected to be present," surroundings was not intimately acwho are contented to refuse allegi- with day and date expressly stated I quainted with the prophet. and could
ance to God and Christ are to answer and stipulated; as it is both annoying not have known personally tl;e things
to the judge of all the earth, and the and distressing to those advertised of which he wrote in the news item
final and great award of eternal life who have not been properly consulted, I published in the Cincinnati Evening
and glory to those who have endured and is vexing and disappointing to Post, referred to by us. The arguand won their right to them; of eter- those wh6 atteS.d such meetings, re- ment of our article "Much ado about
nal shame, contempt, darkness, de- unions, and conferences expecting to nothing," however, was not based on
struction, the second death, to those see and meet the men advertised in the thought whether Bro. I. Sheen
who shall be found subject thereto, the program.
did or did not know the prophet inshall be decreed.
. The editor has already been adver- timately, but was made upon tbe
We believe this to be the coming of tized in two or three places this sea- merit of the statements made in the

I
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Post and subsequently inserted in
HERALD. However, we accept the
l
Sh n
Correctl.on of B ro. Ch ar..es
ee ,
and apologize for the error, inadvertently made by us.
HIGHMORE, South Dakota, May 20.
Editors Heralcl:-I see in Heralcl of April
28 an article under the head of ''Much ado
about nothing," an item I wish to call your
attention to, in regard to Isaac Sheen. It is
stated: "The statement is a contributed
news item first published in the Cincinnati,
Ohio, Satnrclay Eveni11iJ Post, for October 9,
1852, and written at th3,t date by Mr. Sheen,
not then connected with any faction of the
church. He had not been at Nauvoo during
the prophet's lifetime, and had not known
him, having united with the church sometime in 1844; he knew nothing personally
about the subject on which he wrote."
In Herald dated Plano, Illinois, April 15,
1874, page 240, is the obituary notice of Isaac
Sheen. It states: "In 1840, in the city of
Philadelphia, he first heard the doctrines
taugb t by the Latter D<ty S<ti nte; and be received them with all readiness of mind, and
in the same year was baptized and confirmed
by J<::rastus Snow." "In 1841 he was ordained
at Kirtland, Ohio, by Elder: Zebedee Coltrin,
to the office of an elder-','
August, 1842,
be went to Nauvoo, Ilhnms, and thence to
Macedonia, Hancock County, Illinois, where
himself and family remained until January,

'.'In

1846."

How do you reconcile the two statements?
find that be was personally acquainted with
the prophet, as l have talked with those that
knew of his acquaintance with him. Hoping
to bear from you I remain
Yours in gospel bonds,
CHARLES SHEEN.

I

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

WE are pleased to note that one of
our young sisters has honored herself
and her family and friends by devotion
and ability in her school work, as the
following, a,ddressed to one of the
editors, indicates:S'r. Lours, Mn., .Jnno 7.
Dear Brother:-Sr. Flm·"nce BurgesP,
daughter of Br·o. and Sr. S. 11. Burgess, has
;just completed the four year course in th8
City High School at this place, and having
nceived t,he highGst grade has been chosen
valedictorian of t,be ciaQs. It b the only High
School in the city and thcr;:i arn one hunilred
thirteen in the class, hencd Sr. Fiorence
may well feel just a little prouLl of tho recorn
she has made, especially when taking into
consideration the fact that, sho was forced to
be absent some two months or more during
the last year on account of sickness. We
are all pleased to know that oirn of Zion's
daughters should be thus successful in a four
year's race.
Very hastily,
J. c. HrTOHcocK.
Bro. Alma Kent, Camden, New Jersey, June 8:Weather very unfavorable for tent work;
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Icold and damp, congregations small.

Buried
one l~st ?~bbath beneath the liquid wave, a
very lt1te11Jgent German lady. Her husband
. no t f ar from
.
k'rng d om; so t h e wor k
is
the
moves along, and they come by the ones and
twos.
Bro. C. W. Prettyman, Wescott,
Nebraska, June 3: I am feeling well in the work and am doing
what I can; pres2ing calls for preaching,
more than I can answer to.
Good news from Chicago branch;
letter from Bro. William Strange,
June 7:-Six more baptized yesterday week; four by
Elder Pitt, two by Elder Strange. The.work
is onward here, and we see no reason why it
shoulil not continue if we will pr0ve faithful
in that which is committed unto us.

PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH left home
on the 10th intendino·
to visit a number
0
.
. '
, of porn ts lll Eastern Kansas.
Bishop E. L. Kelley went to Mission,
Illinois, the same day, for the purpose
of attending the conference of the
Northeastern Illinois district.
.
At last advices, June 5, Bro. Alexander H. Smith, of the Presidency,
was preaching at Blue Rapids, Kan
sas.
The reunion of the Sout,hern California district will be held July 9, one
week later than the former date an.
nounced. This we learn by telegram
from Bro. A. Carmichael, President
of Southern California district.
Bro. Albert E. Stone, of New Ca·
naan, Connecticut, writes that the
branch of saints there are blessed by
the presence of the Spirit in their
assemblings. They rejoice and are
confirmed in the truth.
It is evident from the increasing
number of inquiries received by mall
concerning the faith of the church
that our work is attracting greater
and more widespread attention. It is
noticeable too that the late missionary
efforts of the Utah Church have developed an interest in the minds of a
number concerning the Reorganization, for among those writing for
tract literature are some who desire
to know the true facts and doctrines
of the latter-day work; and some of

ure in supplying their wants, so far as
in our power. By these tokens it is
manifest that in many ways doors are
being opened for the preaching of the
elders, and that many will find effectual openings made for them by the
forces at work under the infiuences of
the good providences that are preparing the way, 'fallowing the fields
for the sowing of the gospel seed.
The good work is widening and extending.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins, who has been
laboring for a time in the State of
Texas, returned to Lamoni on Mon·
day, June 7.
Sr. I. E. Dorner, of Holden, Missouri, writes testifying to evidences
received which confirm her in the
faith. She asks prayer that her husband may be led to obey th'3 word.
Bro. A. B. Purfurst, formerly of
Germany, and lately of Guatemala,
Central America, was baptizEd at Lamoni on Sunday last, the 6th inst.
Bro. Purfurst comes to us from the
Utah Church, as a result of hearing
and examining into the faith taught
by our people in California and elsewhere.
Dr. P. P. Starke, of Richmond,
Virginia, who became interested in
the faith through the work of Utah
elders in that city, paid Lamoni a
short visit, and after making an examination of the faith of the church
returned to his home, apparently
pleased and encouraged to continue
his investigations.
Miss Ida Coats, of Mitchellville,
Iowa, desires to learn the whereabouts
and to hear from Mrs. Lettie A. Dunn.
Address as above, care of C. F. Brown.
"Summer's Heat Cooled,'' an ad,
of the Medical Electric Co., of New
York, which appears in our present
number, presents to our readers one
of the valuable .sources or instrumen ts offered for the comfort of those
who suffer in the heated term, but.
who may be cool, and keep cool,
without personal exertion, thanks to
the electric fan. The monarch of oldtime had his slave to fan him, but any
sovereign citizen to-day may have his

whom have written 0£ their willingness to see tbe Reorganization cor, rectly represented, in contrast to what
has been ~tated by Utah elders; so
favorably has the Reorganization impressed them. We have takenple::ts-

fan, in his room and at his desk, and
at a nominal cost, thanks to modern
discovery and inventiveness.
See
advertisement.
Orders are being received at the
I HeraldOfficeforcopiesoftheamended
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constitution of the General Sunday\ wheat crop is enormous. Drought
Scho"ol Association.
These orders' prevails in Northern Taurida.
cannot be filled for the reason that a
The town of Lyle, Minnesota, was
new edition has not been ordered; nor struck by a cyclone on the evening of
is it possible to issue it without in- June 10. Several people were killed
structions from authorities of the as- and injured and much property destrayed. The town of Kandiohi was
sociation. Please take notice.
Bro. Frank Criley, our Business also visited and damaged by cyclone;
Manager, left Lamoni for Chicago on reports meager.
Tuesday the 8th inst., returning on
Dispatches from Verona, Italy, anthe 11th.
nounce that a terrible cyclone, accomBro. G. J. Waller, of Honolulu, panied by hail, devastated the valley
wrote May 31, that he had baptized of Caprino on the evening of June 9.
three more since his return to Hawaii. 1 All the crops, including the mulberry
Some good people of the white popu- crops, were destroyed, entailing a
lation were interested and he hoped to 1 great loss of silk worms.
get the work planted among them at
Famine in India is followed by
no distant day. Plantations inland famine in China. Oriental advices
were suffering from drouth.
received at Vancouver, British CoIt is suggested that persons who lumbia, June 10, are as follows: "The
come late to church should make it a fatality from famine and plague iri
part of their religion not to disturb China is appalling. The famine north
the religion of others.
and east of Szachuan is causing many
A sea armistice was signed by the deaths. A traveler who hll,S just reTurkish and Greek delegates at Ath- turned from there reports having seen
ens.
numbers of dead bodies lying about
The opinion is held at Constanti- unattended to. In one large town
nople that Russia and Germany are half the population had perished from
getting closer together.
A new starvation and the fever that follows
league between the three emperors- in its wake. The government has
of Russia, Germany, and Austria--is sent 120,000 picules of rice by way of
hinted at.
relief, but grain cannot be got to the
Insurgents defeated Spanish forces sufferers beyond certain parts owing
under General Castellanos, in the to sections made impassible by
Province of Puerto Principe, Cuba, swollen rivers. Along the route to
of late, in a four hours' battle.
smaller towns numbers of bodies lay
Cholera is epidemic at Bangkok, decomposing while the sky was black
Siam.
with vultures."
Sr. Julia Reed, of Arkansas, we
News of the Turko-Grecian settlesuppose, writes of her faith and in- ment has for some time past been to
terest in the work, and which her the effect that stormy scenes have
husband, Bro. J. C. Reed, is preach- occurred at the meetings of the aming in the State.
bassadors of the powers, because of
June 10. From all parts of New the determinsJtion of the Sultan's repEngland come reports of damage resentatives to demand the cession of
wrought by overflowing rivers. For Thessaly or its control by Turkey.
several days past it has rained and It has been stated that Turkey was
yesterday's supply was a perfect down- sustained in this demand by Germany.
pour. Rivers burst their limits and and persisted in her demands until
did great damage to property. West Russia and other powers joined Great
Concord, New Hampshire, is partly Britain in the position that Christians
flooded and is still endangered by the should not be put under Moslem rule.
overflow of Lake Penacock. Land- The Greeks are in a state of suspense
slides and washouts have caused and recognize that should negotiations
wreck and delay on railroads.
,by the powers fail to csJre for their
"Torrential" rains have fallen in interests, they may have to fight for
the district of Taurida, Russia. inun- their existence as a nation. The Turks
dating a portion of the province. are angry at the alleged brusque deeMany persons have been drowned, laration of the British ambassador
the rivers are overflowing and ruin· that England will never permit Chrising the crops, and the damage tg the 1 tian§ to return to Turki~h ruJe. DeJe-

gates were to meet at Armyro, Crete,
June 9, to discuss the proposedautonomous form of government for the
Cretans.
Delegates from western
districts of Crnte are willing to accept
autonomy if the Turkish troops depart.
Washington advices dated June 11:
It is rumored here that should Turkey
refuse to comply with the diplomatic
suggestion to quit Greek territory
forthwith, Russia will use force to
compel her. Private dispatches to
the European legations to-day show
that Russia, France, and England are
acting together in refusing to allow
the Turks to hold 'I'hessaly. Bulgaria
and Servia are reported to be mobilizing a large army on the Turkish frontier in obedience to a command from
Russia, while Russian regulars are
said to be marching to the Balkan
States. 'I'he question of indemnity
has been settled by the Ambassadors
of the six powers,
'I'he sum is
believed to be nearly $10,000,000.
Russia is to receive the money in lieu
of Turkey's debt to her. Diplomats
here interpret this to mean a Russian
financial protectorate over Greece
similar to her political ascendancy in
the Balkans, and with a view to deaden
English influence in Greece.
Heavy storms in Southeastern Colorado June 10.
Natives of India, actuated by a
fanatical hater of the British, massacred two officers and twenty-five privates of the British army, also twenty
camp followers, in India, near the
northern frontier bordering of Afghanistan. The British force was obliged
to retreat.
The Ossovcdore Romano, organ of
the Vatican, publishes an official note
in respect to the duties of Catholics
towards various governments, declaring the Pope has no preference for
the monarchical form, and Catholics
ought, therefore, to respect every
government which respects their
religion.
A cyclone at Macon City, Iowa,
June 10, injured eighteen people, six
of whom cannot survive. The property
damage was $50,000. Another cyclone
at Weseca, Minnesota, same date destrayed houses and outbuildings of
! two farmers, injuring one mc::.n.
\ The Indian war scare in the vicinity
i of I 1ame Peer· Agency, Montana, is
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subsiding since troops have arrested
a number of the Indians without meeting with resistance.
Uruguay is making war on Argentine. Troops have been landed and a
gunboat of the Uruguayan navy has
sunk a vessel flying the flag of Argentine.
The members of the General Council
of the Reformed Episcopal Church, at
New York, after discussing the question of the wearing of clerical robes,
adopted a resolution prohibiting the
use of the white surplice in parishes
where it is not now in use. As a result of this action Bishop Cheney, of
Chicago resigned. The action may
cause a split in the church. At the
second day's session of the Council
Bishop Samuel Fallows, of Chicago,
told of the part he took in the ordination of Ballington Booth as a minister
some months ago. His action was indorsed with but one dissenting vote.
Madrid advices.-The Queen Re·
gent has confirmed Senor Canovas,
the Premier, in his ministerial powers,
and the cabinet will remain in office
with policy unchanged. All the leading Senators and Deputies, also the
Marshals consulted by the Queen have
advised the recall of Captain General
Weyler from Cuba.
A bomb thrower attempted to assassinate President Faure, of France, at
Paris, June 13. The President escaped
unhurt.
A terrific wind and hailstorm damaged buildings and crops at and near
Caldwell, Ohio, June 13.
A hurricane caused large loss of
life and great damage to shipping and
property at St. Vincent Island, J amaica, June 13.

This history should be in the each book, saved to those ordering.
houses of all saints and friends of the
Please let us hear from you at once.
work of Christ in the last days; its As ever, confidently in the truth and
importance as one of the prime agen- working for its advancement,
E. L. KELLEY,
cies in disseminating the truths and
President Board Publication.
correct positions of the church in the LAMONI, Iowa, June
10, 1SU7.
nineteenth century can hardly be
overestimated.
The Board of Publication was instructed by the Annual Conference of
EDITED BY FRANCES,
1896 to issue this work, and it has
"The truth the English poet. saw
moved forward under many difficulties
Two centuries back is thineto accomplish the same, and should
Who sweep• a room as by God's law,
Makes room and action fine.
have the hearty cooperation of every
And in thy quiet ministry
member and friend now in spreading
rro wants and needs of ours, I see
How grace and toil may well agree."
the news and giving the people an opportunity to understand the faith of
WORK AND PLAY.
the Latter Day Saints as it is.
The church has suffered in the past A RIGHT understanding of the nature and of
the relations of work and play bas much to
on account of having been represented do in character building. Some elements of
in a large part by its enemies and character can be developed only through
those who have been ready to malign wor:C; others, only through play. The finest
characters are those where these elements
their faith.
exist in beautiful equipoise, Many characters
There is nothing more important become dwarfed or unsymmetrical because
than that we should present to the their development bas come solely through
world our own faith and organization work or solaly through play. God's way is
as well as the work of the church to combine the two. As Horace Bushnell
since 1830, and if we fail to do this, says: ''No creature lives t,hat must not work
may not play." This universality prov .as
we are not active as becometh our and
that both work and play have important
high and holy calling as servants of offices to pecform. To understand these
the Lord.
offices we must learn to distinguish clearly
"Work is activity
The second volume of the Church between work and play.
History will contain about 700 pages for an end; play is activity as an end." The
difference between them collsists not in acts
and is delivered at the low price of performed, but in the principles controlling
$1.50, postage prepaid, to any address the acts, the will governing work; impulse,
instinct governing play. The boy really puts
in the United States or Canada.
The office is in need of means which forth as much physical exertion in skating
in sawing wood, but this is work, that,
it has necessarily expended in getting as
play, because one is done under compunction,
out this volume, and it is urged upon the other is done just for the fun of it.
the saints that they send in their Doings things for the fun of it constitutes
orders promptly and thus be able to play.
But what i,; the use of doing things just
assist the office, as they at the same
for fun? What is the use of play? Rather,
time assist in disseminating the true has it any use? If it had no use we do not
work and positions of the church believe a desire for it would have been so
among the people.
firmly implanted in our natures, and in the
An earthquake visited Calcutta,
Nothing is more worthy and com- nature of every living thing. Lambs frisk
India, June 12. There is scarcely a mendable than an effort in this direc- in the pasture, the hig h-spi rited horse prances
and g;i.mbols from very exuberance of life;
building in the city without cracked t'ion; an d 1e t us no t wa1't un t'l
l we may
walls, as a result. The sewerage I thus aid without feeling that it is the birds, those children of the air, play with
system was damaired,
which is likely something of a sacrifice, for great their voices in ravishing trills and quavers,
~
or with their wings as they dart from tree to
to cause sickness.
good comes to the people when they tree, chasing each other in abandon of joymake true and devoted sacrifice in ousness. The first few years of a child's life,
order
to forward any great and true if he be good for anything, seem spent almost
THE CHURCH HISTORY, SECOND
work.
wholly in play. Nothing gives us more un-

Mothsrs' HomB Column.

VOLUME.

THE Board of Publication are gratified to be able to announce the completion at an early time of the second
volume of the Church History. Alreadv
" plates are made for 400 pages,
and. the boJk will be ready for delivery m July.

Send all orders and contributions to
Fr;;wk Criley, Business Manager;
Lamoni, Iowa; and where parties at
any one point desire to get a number
of the books, they may be sent by ex1
press, and the postage .which will be
.1 from twenty-five to thirty cents ou

easiness than to see a child who does not
play. We consider it a sure sign of sickness,
either of body or mind. Growth is the primary use or play, and this is as true of intellectual and spiritual growth as of physical.
Thus we see that growth, developement, is
th e m1ss10n
. .
. 1me,
.
t rammg,
. .
th e
o f p 1ay; d'isc1p
mission of work. Confining our thoughts for
I a time to the child's body, i,t ii;; evident that
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as he advances, the relative importance of
development and discipline gradually changes
and the necessity of the discipline of work
gradually increases. Indeed, were development the only office of play, necessity for it
might cease wben the body at.tained its full
growth. But play is equally necessary as
"tired Nature's sweet restorer," a means of
rest and recuperation. Our language shows
that recreation is but re·creatfon-creating
anew the worn-out faculties. This use of
play must continue just so long· as work continues. There are many kinds of weariness
that can be restored only by play. It is
because people forget this that we have so
many physical and mental wrecks; the finest
steel subjected to long-continued, heavy
pressure, will snap at, last.
Work and play have mutual relations, and
each is necessary to produce its own results.
·work is necessary for the development of a
strong, self-reliant, reliable character: the
rnore regularly and systematically work is
·-done the greater is the value as a means of
·discipline. "There is no excellence without
'labor,'' is no more trite than true. Nothing
ibut vrnrk puts us in complete control of our
·own faculties, of either body or mind. Impulsive play makes them grow strong; work
alone gives control of that streng-th, and
directs it into useful channels. The child
grows s t rong b y romping in the sunshine,
and this is a vital necessity, but 00 amount of
romping or of any other aimless action will
make him a good mechanic, able to turn the
strength thus gained to useful purposes.
Work, so planned as to bring the muscles
uri d er control of the will and to train them to
execute the will's mandates accurately and
quickly, must do that. The giant's strength
is worthless unless it can be well applied. It
is worse than worthless if it be directed to
ignoble ends, and the counterpart of this is
seen in character.
A character may be
strong and yet be powerless for good because
its strength is frittered away upon trifles; or
it may becomo potent for evil through misdlrection of its forces. The ri1rht kind of
work rightly done tends to con.~entrate the
powers upon worthy ends. These powers
will be active, either for good or for evil. A
young man of strong vitality if not tra'nad to
work is almost sure to sink into vice. Illustrations of this truth a!'e seen on every hand.
The old Jewish polity teaches many lessons
in social science. Not the least important
of these is that taught by their law requiring
every boy, be he rich or poor, to learn a
trade. The effect of this is manifest in the
sturdy strength of character for which that
race was noted, and it may have something
to do with the fact that to-day that ntc•_', cu0cast and down-trodden for centuries, presents
no beggars and few criminals. Leaming a
trade requires carefulness, accuracy, thoroughness and patience. The daily exercise of
these virtues strengthens them and weaves
them into the very warp and woof of character. Mastery of a trade gives self-reliance.
In this country no man or woman with a
g~od trade well mastered, need ever be long
without. e_mploym~nt, by which. to earn an
)lonest hvrng. This m&kes them rndepenqeµt;

they can follow out their own convictions of
right. Nothing so fosters the servile spirit
as the feeling that we are not in command of
any certain means of making a living. The
class who are either not able or not willing
to work, but feel that "the world owes them
a living," is al ways and everywhere a dangerous class; out of it communists and
criminals are made. ·wise patriots count as
one of the dangerous signs of the times the
fearful increase of boy criminals. I lately
sat in the chapel of a States Prison where
were seventeen hundred prisoners. As I
looked into their faces that which impressed
me most was, how many young faces! Remarking it to the warden he replied, "Yes,
thirty per cent. of them are under twenty
years of age." Reflecting a moment, he
added, "That may be a little too high, but I
am quite sure thirty per cent. are under
twenty-five when they are admitted." A
variety of caust:s lead to this result. Promineut among them are the drink habit and
reading impure literature. But connected
wHh these, perhaps underlying them, is the
fact that a very small proportion of these
convicts had received any systematic training for work. Careful examination showed
that in some wards the proportion of. those
thus trained for honest self-support was as
low as two per cent. This lowest per cent.
·waQ found amo11g women cr1"1n1"nals Amo g
~
'
·
n
the boys and younger men it was found almost
as low.
'l'he decay of the apprentice system in
America is deplored by those who note the
evils resulting therefrom to our industriesthe lack of thoroughness, the great increase
of "shoddy." He who cares for the souls of
men must deplore it even more on account of
its effect upon character. The three years'
steady application required of apprentices,
the learning to make every part of an article
well, and to so make it that it shall be in
harmony with every other part, the regular
hours, submission to proper control, to say
nothing of the skili required, form valuable
preparation for life work. This system is a
thing of the past, and probably can never
return, owing to the change wrought in our
industries by machinery. But something
must be done in the way of industrial training or the interests of the nation, material
and moral, will seriously suffer. The realization of this fact is resulting in industrial
training schools of various kinds. May their
number and efficiency increase.
Systematic, productive labor tends to develop a wise economy. The value of money
is never 80 well learned as by earning it. If
it comes without labor, it is spent without
thought. The spendthrift son is very apt to
be the bad son; the money which he spends
but does not earn leads him into many temptations. More important even than economy
in the use of money is economy of time, and
this is never learned in idleness. What busy
worker is thore who has not been exasperated
I almost beyond endurance by interruptions
caused by some idler whose own time being
of little value, he never scruples. to consume
any amount of his neighbor's time.-Ghildhood: Its Care and Culture,

PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
SR. FANNIE GRAYDILL desires your faith and
prayers that if it be God's will she may be
healed and bl'l spared to hLr family to raise
and instruct them in the right way.
The prayers of the union are earnestly
requested in behalf of Bro. Luke Storey, of
Myrtle Point, Oregon, for recovery from a
cancer in the motlth; or for strength of spirit
to hear the afl:iiction if not appointed to recover. Please remember hi.m.
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H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrlen Co., Michigan.
(Send communications for this department to the l!~ditor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.'')
'

MOSHEIM: states that Slrnday schools were in
existence as early as the first century, blit
we can find no definite account, of any until the year 1781, when they were apparently
founded by one Robert Raikes, a printer in
Gloucester, l<~ngland. Business leading him
into the suburbs of the town, inhabited by
by the lowest class of the people, he was
struck with concern at seeing a group of c'nil~
dren, miserably ragged, at play. He was informed that "on Sunday the street was filled
with a multitude of wretches, who having no
employment on that day, spent their time in
noise and riot, playing at chuck, and cursing
and swearing·."
To check this deplorable profanation of tho
Lord's day, he engaged four women, who
kept dame schools, to instruct as many children as he should send them on the Sunday,
in reading and the church catechism; for
which they were to receive one shilling each.
In a short time a visible improvement was
effected, both In the man.:iers and morals of
the children, who came in considerable numbers. They attended church with their mistresses, and a great many learned to read and
say their catechism. Such was the origin
of the Sunday schools. Numerous schools,
formed on the same model, sprang up in all
the different towns; and a society, under
high patronage, was formed in London, in
1785, for the establishment and support of
Sunday schools throughout the kingdom;
which in fourteen years expended £4,000 in
payment of teachers. This was the first
stage of the Sunday school. The great impediment to its prosperity was the expense of
hiring so many teachers. Even in Gloucester, the birthplace of the Sunday scihools,
after Mr, Baikes' death in 1811, all the Sun.
day schools were closed for a time, owing to
want of funds·
Whoever first conceived the idea of gratui·
tous instruction has nearly as great merit as
Mr. Raikes himself; but probably it was suggested by necessity, to many minds, in different places at the same time. It was the
means of starting Sunday schools o. n. a. new
career of success, and the idea spread so rap,
idly th:i,t by the yeat" 1800 the teaching was

I
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almost universally gratuitous. A higher
class of teachers offered their services. The
schools ceased to be filled by the very poorest
alone; handsome buildings were erected, in
connection with the different churches and
chapels, or l:>y general subscription; and that
system was organized which covered the land
with schools. The secular teaching which,
in many instances, included writing and
arithmetic, was not of a very high order;
but it placed the key of knowledge in the
hands of the multitudes who would otherwise have been unable to read, and the religious instruction with which it was combined
has molded the character of some of the best
men in England.
In 1803 the Sunday School Union was
formed, which, by its numerous publications,
its traveling agents, and its connection with
branch societies in every part of the kingdom, has exercised great influence on the
Sunday school cause.
Within the last
twenty years the Sunday school has entered
upon the third stage of its history. Theimprovement and muHiplication of weekday
schools obviate the necessity for teaching
reading in Sunday schools, so that they have
gradually become restricted to rPligious instruction. This for a time threatened to
affect their popularity; but as the teachers
were earnest men, they cultivated the art of
teaching with considerable success.
Sunday schools were introduced into New
York in 1816, through the exertions of some
benevolent ladies; from which they have
spread through the several States. They
are now to be found wherever the English
tongue is spoken.
Then as now, there existed some opposition to this work, although it had its origin
in the desire of men's hearts to do good, and
we feel assured it has the approval of One
who said, "Suffer little children to come
unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is
the kingdom of heaven." And I have heard
the testimony of those who say they have
experienced as much of the Spirit of God in
the sessions of Sunday school as they have in
other of the services of God.
The Sunday school work in our church was
of a scattered and irregular order until 18!)1,
when the General Association was organized
at Kirtland. There has been considerable
prejudice to overcome, and little yet remains, perhaps, in some places; but the work
has progressed rapidly the past year. The
statistical report states that in that time
eight new districts have been formed, three
new schools outside of districts; the total
number of schools in the Association being
228, a net gain of 55 over the previous year.
The total membership reported now is
11,669, a net gain in one year of 2,328. The
Association is entirely out of debt and have
a fine balance in the treasury.
I feel we have much to encourage and little to discourage; so arouse, each and every
one, and let us see if we cannot do more
efficient work the coming year than ever before; and let it be done with full purpose of
heart, and to God bs given all the prai2e, the
honor, and the glory.-'fhe historical da,ta
glea11ed front Q~a,,m.oerf!' ;E]ncyclopedia 1

l

ileiter Depar1msm.
LYDNEY, Wales, May 17.
Editors Herald:-! dare say you will be
interested to know how the work of God is
progressing in England, perhaps I had better
say Welsh Mission, over which Bro. Caffall
has charge. Myself and three other brethren
were strong Wesleyan Methodists five
months ago, and advocating their cause to
the utmost of our abiHty; but we were interested to know what the Latter Day Saints
believed different to what we did. Bro.
Caffall had preached in Lydney a few times
previous to this, and Bro. A. N. Bishop had
commenced coming amongst us. I had heard
the saints preach about five times altogether,
and was fully convinced in my mind that
they were a great deal more right than any
one else. However, not wishing to do anything- hasty, I did as Christ commanded,
searched the Scriptures. I soon found I was
a long way from the kingdom of God, according to the plan which the Savior had brought
from his Father.
Being honest with myself, and knowing
that I should have to stand on my own merits
in that great day when he whose right it is to
reign shall come, I determined to join the
church of the living G:id. I co11ld not rest in
mind, body, or spirit. So seeing an ad vertisement that Brn. A. N. Bishop and T.
Gould would be in our littla town again to
hold meetings, I resolved to go and induce
some to go with me who had been my companions in tribulation at the Wesleyans.
Well, four of us did go, and I bless and
praise God for the day. We heard what
shall I say, a gospel; No, the gospel in its
virgin purity as taught by Christ and his
apostles. None of us were so .sure of getting
into heaven when we came out as when we
went in. Well, in short., I may say that none
of us found rest till we had been buried
beneath the liquid wave for the remission of
our sins, to be buried with Christ in baptism,
and to rise with him to newness of life.
The next ordinance was to have the hands
of the elders laid on our heads for the gift of
the Holy Ghost. The saints gathered together
for this purpose on Sabbath, the third, in
January, and Brn. A. N. Bishop, T. Gould,
aud T. S. Griffiths administered in this ordinance; and as we had been told by the
elders, we received the Spirit of God in
power.
Three weeks later three sisters came down
into the depths of humility to fulfill all righteousness. Again has God blessed the seed
which has been sown in our midst, and three
more have come forth and volunteered to
follow in the footsteps of their King; and
God has in his marvelous goodness blessed
with a baptism of fire and the Holy Ghost in
each case.
We have experienced some grand times of
late; God has blessed this branch of his vineyard in a wonderful manner. The gifts of
the gospel of Christ are showered on us in
abundance; surely this is the day of his power.
On the past Sabbath, May 15th, heaven came
down to 1Jarth, and the power Q.f God filled, th~

place where we were sitting. I could write
and relate instance upon instance, one blessing after another, that I have been an eyewitness to. No doubt it would interest some
of your readers, but I must not intrude too
much on your space. Asking an interest in
the faith and prayers of all the saints of God,
I remain your brother in the Lord,
HENRY ELLIS.
361 Eighth St., MANISTEE,
Michigan, June 2.
Editors Hemld:-I see by the Herald that
L. D. Ricky is gone to rest; and when I think
of him I also think of his first wife, who took
her children and left Beaver Island when L.
D. was gone, all becau5e she did not believe
in polygamy. Then he married Sarah Linnell under the law of Strangism. Sarah was
a nice girl, and I liked her; but what a mistake she made in marrying in that way? And
who could blame him or any other person for
trying to believe in Strang? What could he
tell his wife and children and the world?
That he was living in adultery? Not he.
I thank the Lord that I was never led so
far astray as that. Now that I have got my
eyes 0pen I will try to ksep them open.
My father and mother came into the
church under Strang; were baptized by John
E. Page. We went to Voree, Wisconsin, then
to Beaver Island. I was taught to believe
that prJ]ygarny was the order or the church:
that Christ came down through a long line of
polygamists; that Mary and Martha were
Christ's wives.
I saw Strang crowned king. My father,
Royal Tucker, made the scepter that Strang
had. It was made out of a knot of wood and
finished up nicely. I can see it now in my
mind.
Then again, the Sabbath was restored, and
the earth was the Lord's and the fullness
thereof, and we were his people and could
take the spoils of the Gentiles, and consecrate
them to the Lord.
My father's property never left the church;
we could apostatize, but not our house and lot,
or father's tools. Call that the o:rnrch of
Christ? No, never! But for all that we
lived, and bslieve in the true gospel of Christ
and his kingdom.
I have seen them married and sealed for
time and eternity on the Island; but for all
of that I always believed that Joseph Smith
was the leader of God's people. Sometimes I
think we were led to Beaver Island to try our
faith. Be that as it may, I stand firm as a
rock in this latter-day work.
My father and mother were baptized over
again by Uncle William B. Smith and received the gifts and blessings that are given
to the true Church of Christ. They are both
dead now; they died full in the faith of this
latter-day work. I joined the Reorganized
Church some three years ago, and rejoice in
the knowledge of the true Church of Christ.
Sometimes I am told that all are alike; that
is, all three of the churches, Brigham
Young's, J. J. Strang's, and the Reorganization; but I know better, for "by their fruits
ye shall know them."
I am <1;P old wom!).n n,ow - sbct~-one ~e&r§
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old. I see lots of names of people I used to
know, in the Ensign and Herald. The honest
in heart will be sifted out, and I hope to be
one of them that will stand the test and be
worthy to enter into the celestial kingdom.
Yours in the faith and hope of the first
resurrection.
SARAH WINSTAFF,
(Daughter of Royal and Catharine
Tucker.)
CEDAR GROVE, Tenn., May 23.

Editors Herald:-I sit here sad and lonely
to-night with my sick husband, not knowing
how soon he may be taken away from me, as
he is very low. He has been very poorly
all winter with la grippe, and now dropsy
has set in. He is very low, but I hope and
pray that God will rebuke the des0ase that
is preying upon his frame, and grant unto
him health and strength again; and I humbly ask the prayers of all the saints in his
behalf.
It is hard times for us here, as we did not
get here last year in time to raise a crop, and
he has been sick so long; but it is my earnest
•prayer that God may send some elder that is
nea.r here to ad minister to him. Brn. Snow
and Kelley came through here about a month
ago; they stopped all night with us. I wish
we had had them administer to him but he
was some better then. I hope some one will
send me more papers, as they drive away
dull care. ,The saints have sent me Heralds
some time ago. I was very thankful for
them, and hope they will send more, as we
are alone in our belief. I will now close by
asking the prayers of the saints everywhere
in our behalf.
Your sister in the faith.
MRS. L. M. HINKLEY.
PORCUPINE, Wis., May 25.
Editors Herald:-A word from the northern
Wisconsin hills. On the 21st of April (at the
close of one of the best conferences the
church has ever held) in company with Bro.
A. V. Closson and family left Lamoni for
Porcupine. Arrived on the 23d at Pepin, a
town on Lake Pepin. 'fhe seenery all along
the route was beautiful. I enjoyed our stopover at Dubuque, and many places of interest
I could mention, but think it not .wisdom.
We found Bro. Hooker waiting for us at Pepin with his team to convey us fourteen miles
over hills, through the valleys, till at last we
reached our destination. A kind sister had
supper ready for the hungry travelers, which
we appreciated highly, as we expected to
have to prepare the same ourselves.
On Sunday, the 25th, met a little band of
saints sixty-eight in number, in their neat
little chapel situated in the Porcupine Valley, about one half mile from Brother Closson's residence. Porcupine is a small hamlet
surrounded by hills with a creek passing
through it, which also bears the same name.
It is supposed that the name Porcupine was
given because of the many animals bearing
that name that roamed the forests when the
country was first settled.
The saints are warm-hearted, kind, and
~ei1erou.s, wit\:!: tJ:i:e f<_"!ye Qf t4e wor~ a,t :tleii,rt.

They are g·reatly attached to Bro. Closson's
family. They were thankful that he was sent
back to them. I feel well here, never felt
better spiritually. I am trying- in my weak
way, with the help of the Master to do all I
can, assisting in Sunday school work and
song service; have organized a Sunday school
teachers' meeting, commenced blackboard
exercises and various other helps. I never
so fully realized what the Lord could do for
those who put their trust in him before. I
feel to praise his holy name for his goodness
and mercy to me, one of the weakest of God's
children. I feel a measure of that blessed
spirit of light, joy, and peace which permeated the hearts of the saints on that memorable afternoon when the word of the Lord was
read to hundreds of his children, given
through the seer and revelator of latter-day
Israel and the leading quorums filled, which
fully equipped "the ship of Zion" for the first
time since its reorganization. I shall never
forget that conference. It was another day
of pentecost to the saints.
Brethren I. N. Roberts and E. A. Steadman were here a few days on church business,
preached twice in the chapel, which was
well received and enjoyed by all who heard
them. Brethren come again. The saints
would have been glad could they have stayed
longer; but we had to say the sad word,
"Good by;" perhaps never to meet in this life
again (at least some of us) until we meet in
that grand reunion where partings never
come, for we shall reign with Christ our king
if we are faithful.
Your sister in the faith,
MARY A. WHI'l'E.
SYDNEY, N. S. W., May 10.

Editors Herald:- We are anxiously awaiting
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ing the room. She staid all night at Bro.
Seaberg's, (where I stay) and was delighted
the next morning when she arose to read a
lett.er received from her mother some time
previously, without tho least straining.
I then went with her to the doctor, who examined her eyes with surprise and delight.
He remarked: "I can't tell you how much
better your eyes are. You must have been
following my directions very closely." He
told her that she need not come but once
more and then she would be able to go back
to work. Sr. Anna was amused, but said
nothing (as we are commanded). She informed me that she had given up his directions several days before, preferring to trust
God, and because, too, the oculist acknowledged he didn't understand the case. I then
took her to the top of the General Post Office
clock tower and she feasted her eyes on a
magnificent view of Sydney and suburbs, including one of the finest harbors in the world.
]four days later she paid her last visit to the
doctor who said: "That salve has done its
work well! Your eyes look blooming!" (and
nearly one week had passed since she had
touched salve or lotion.) Little does the doctor know what salve it was that did the work.
But a curious thing happened her two days
after the administration. About ten o'clock
in the morning her voice was suddenly affected and not one word could she utter audibly until she was again administered to. lt
then returned gradually. Upon this occasion
the same healing influence was felt and one
lady, not a member but an investigator,
states that she received a touch from "the
hem of His garment" by which a long-standing trouble was removed by silently requesting it while we were engaged in administering
to Sr. Mather. This same lady was not long
since turned out of the hospital "incurable"
and her husband feared to see her baptized
on account of her delicate condition; but your
humble servant had the pleasure soon after
the above event of leading her and another
lady through the waters of regeneration.
This reminds me of another sister (Parkes)
who was a sufferer from a tumor and could
scarcely drag herself to the water's edge.
She came up out of the water "every whit
whole,'' and remains so to this day. ('I'his
was about eighteen months ago.)
These cases and others I might mention,
have been great strengtheners to the new
saints in Sydney.

the arrival of conference proceedini;s, but
must wait some three weeks more. This
great dis.tance from headquarters is greatly
felt at times. Have never got entirely reconciled to it, though we have had over three
years of it. Time has been so thoroughly
occupied that you have not heard from "I"
for sometime. Would like to have related
to you, while its memory was frosh, a remarkable case of healing that occurred about
a month ago or more. Through over-straining her eyes in preparing for an examination
in the education department of New South
Wales, Sr. Anna Mather lost her eyesight,
and was forced to come to Sydney from Kempsey (where she was serving as a ''pupil
We have lately held an "all-week mission"
teacher") for medical treatment. For several here. A bad cold in the voice-box completely
days she was blind indeed, the rest of the disabled the writer, which was not according
time partially so, and none of the time able to our calculations. But happily Elder Butta read even the largest print. The occulist terworth was on hand to take up the work
who took the case acknowledged he did not and preached every sermon of the series; and
quite understand it, and changed his treat- he did it well, too. For over three years I
ment for better results.
She seemed no have been listening mainly to myself, and .it
better. Upon her request the branch here was a treat to hear for the first time our
came together one Wednesday night fasting·. worthy chief in a series. We are more than
She was present, as was also the healing ever impressed that he is a workman that
power of the Great Physician. We adminis- needeth not to be ashamed.
tered in the usual way. Five minutes after
It was our special privilege this week to
she arose and testified to having been re- hear a speech from the Rev. John Clifford,
lieved. Had been able to read the number of London, the leader of the Baptist Church
and first line of the hymn s\lng after she was in Great Britain, and a prominent figure in
!\;UOinted 1 som0t]linf{ el:le couldn't \l,o qn eµter- ~ocial ~na,. c::iducational question~ it\ tl}&t
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great metropolis. When his name was announced at a public meeting in London to
protest against the government's attitude in
Cretan affairs (just before his departure), the
audie~ce gave him such an ovation as not
even Mr. Gladstone received. Upon hearing him, we quite understood the secret of
this. Notwithstanding he has more letters
following his name than there are in it, one
would never see any self-consciousness of
that fact in his manner or style. And such
a style is badly wanted among ministers as
a rule. It was conversational, earnest, and
emphatic. Earnest words never die, while
affectation and stiltedness seldom if ever
reach the heart.
Dr. Clifford thoroughly believes in what
he says and devotedly advocates it. He is
a thorough Protestant, and launched out
fearlessly on the question of religiou$ liberty,
the attitude and mission of the Free Churches
and established Church in England, and the
relation of both to the Church of Rome.
The sacerdotal spirit in the Anglican, or
Established Church, had caused a great gulf
to grow between her and the :B'rce Churches
(Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodists, and Congregationalists). ThE former had regarded
the latter as no churches at all (because they
have no "orders" and hence no apostolic authority). This only created greater unity
among the Free Churches. The English
Church had been anxious (that is, the dominant High Church party) that Rome would
recognize her orders. But the Pope had the
consistency to declare them invalid. "We
want no orders," said the doctor ironically,
"other than is found in the command, 'Go ye
unto all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature'" (and his :F'ree Church brethren on the platform responded with a
hearty "Amen").
The doctor rejoiced in the glory of"Greater"
Britain. There once was a Greater Portugal; she is diminished as the mists before
the morning sun, a Greater Spain; but she is
gone, too. Where is Greater Holland and
Greater France? All gone. Was there ever
to be a day when Greater Brit.ian would
follow Greater Portugal, Spain, Holland and
France? What were the Australians going
to do for the Great Britain of the future? It
had been remarked to him by a young Britisher that Britain was ordained to rule the
world, and the reason was because they were
the justest nation. He hoped that was true.
The Romanists could not make the Greater
Britain of the future. Let the British Empire go over to Romanism and Greater Britain would go after Spain and France. The
Free Churches who stood for liberty of conscience-that liberty that secured all the
rest-would make Greater Britain permanent,
extensive, universally and gloriously victorious. She must carry this light into the
realm of the Czar and the Turk. He closed
with this peroration: ''Be men of faith, of
loyalty, of conviction, and as we go from step
to step in our history as a people, trusting in
God who has made us what we are, we shall
prepare the day when all men shall brothers
be, and rejoice in the fact that they are
children of qne God, who thi:ou~h his :?on,

f seeks their salvation, and by his Spirit seeks

Father, that we might not stand in the way
of sinners.
At Bungay we secured the Newlights
church to hold a series of meetings in, but
t.he first night we found the keyholes of the
doors filled with wood; but after some little
difficulty we made an entrance, and the writer
preached the first and only sermon that was
ever preached by our people in their house.
The people must have imagiued a vain
thing, and some raged, and informed us that
the Mormons could not preach in their
house; giving as a reason, if they let us
preach some of their own number would
burn down tbe house. The better class of
the people did not like the way we were
treated; said there was no Christianity in
such conduct, hence a division among themselves. A number were heard to say they
would not stay in such a church. Thinking
it an opportune time to preach to the honest
in heart, we secured an old log church in the
little village of Bungay, and preached more
THACKERY, Ill., June 1 .
Editors Herald:-On April 24 I started in than a week, baptized two, and left many
more near the kingdom. Some expressed
my field of labor, stopping with the saints at
themselves as believing all we preached, and
Green schoolhouse, preaching over Sunday;
thence to Kell, a new opening, where I met their intentions were to join the church i~
Bro. and Sr. Fanve-, strong in the faith, the near future. May they act on the courage of their convictions and receive the
kind and generous, with whom I shared their
blessings that are for the obe.dient. At
hospitable home. I did not succeed in getting out large audiences until Sunday, when Thackeray we expected to remain over Sunday, and then on to distl'ict conference at
they filled the house; on week days most everybody was busy planting or preparing their Brush Creek. branch, where I expect to meet
ground for corn. I do not think this effort my wife, this being near the point I started
was in vain, and if followed up when people out from. Everywhere I go I find people of
inquiring minds, and anxious to learn more;
are not so busy, good will come to them. I
while others feel quite satisfied with what
went to Arrington; this is the place where
they have already received, and think to
Bro. I. N. White held a discussion with Rev.
accept anything taught by our people more
Moore, of the Missionary Baptist Church. I
than they have already received would be
preached three discourses there and felt
adding to God's word.
satisfied there will be an ingathering at this
The saints generally I think have the
place; if Bro. White could arrange to hold a
spirit of progression, not being satisfied to
series of meetings at Arrington I believe he
stand still, believing there is higher ground
would be better received than most anyone
yet for them to occupy. May they move
else.
onward and upward, until they have reached
I went to Dry Fork and there met our genthe mark and prize of their high calling in
era! missionary from Indiana, V. D. Bag- Christ Jesus, is the p;-ayer of your humble
gerly, and F. M. Slover missionary in charge.
servant,
J. D. S'l'EAD.
After conferring together it was agreed that
Bro. Baggerly and I labor together until
June Conference. At Springerton we labored
LOOKING GLASS, Oregon, May 31.
a week, doing what we could to encourage
Editors Herald:-At last I am in my field
the saints, publicly and privately, to a more and at work. Coming vi~ Sacramento with
active discharge of duty. This branch is in privilege of running into San Francisco, I
the condition that all branches are sure to took the opportunlt.y of getting acquainted
get when the law is not enforced, and the with the saints there and seeing the city of
branch officers are inactive. There are some the "golden gate." Here I enjoyed a week's
good and true saints living here, doing the stay and labor with a good deal of sightseebest they can under existing conditions. My ing mixed in.
prayer is that God's people and his cause will
As I came through I stopped off a week in
not always have to suffer because of injudici- the"Valley," speaking once in Salt Lake City,
ous advocates. When will the saints learn ' once in Ogden Cit.y, and once in a schoolwe are to be perfected through obedienco to house near Ogden known as Riverdale.
a perfect law, and the officers learn they are Here, in Ogden, I met a friend of my childcalled to execute this law? Whatever harm hood days, or rather two friends, in the permay come to this body through a failure of sons of Bro. S. D. Condit and his sister Adda.
duty of any member, whether laity or officer, Bro. C. was preaching at Riverdale and it
just to the extent they have failed to comply was his appointment that I filled there. The
with what is required of them, just to that following Sunday I spoke once in San
extent condemnation rests on them. I would I Francisco, and once in Oakland, where I met
to God every one could awake to a realization 1 Bro. H. L. Holt.
of the responsibility resting on them, and
Saturday, the 22d, found me on my way to
rµov~ with tl;te will and wishes of our heavenly 1 Sacra,rµento, wh(_)re I spoke twice ()n Sunday

to bring them into blessed harmony with
himself and his revelation.
This is a high and exalted ideal which he
thinks the British nation has been ordained
of God to realize. What a fruitful and interesting train of thought this arouses from our
standpoint!
But I will not trespass on your space
further, but leave your readers to think on it.
(By "our standpoint" I mean the standpoint
of a representative of the kingdom of God.)
I suggest as a starting point Daniel 2: 44.
During the address Dr. Clifford admitted
that Christian Socialism is spreading throughout Christian communities. Worldly forms
of socialism had received a check; but Christian Socialism was a fact.
The doctor is on a tour for his health and
will visit America before his return home.
GOMER WELLS.
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and once each on Monday and Tuesday even- faith," being for tho time denied us; with memorial sermon by the writer, the crowd
ings. Leaving there at midnight Tuesday I the added importunities of friends to "fly being unable to get in to the church, in spite
reached this point Thursday noon, and that from ills we have, to those we know not of," of threatening weather. Our theme--"Our
evening was met by a house of nearly a hun- by venturing into experimental fields neither country; past, present, and future." Remidred, and have spoken each evening since warranted by reason, the facts of history, or niscent tribute to our country's defenders-and twice on Sunday. My appointments are the word of the Lord to us. These all made the scarred living, and the honored dead,
out for over next Sunday.
the threatened dangers all the harder to duties done, and duty still before us; dangers
I feel that the Lord is blessing me here. I bear; but when matters seemed to have gone past, and dangers threatening still our belook for Bro. Holt to-morrow. I have found far enough-and the point of a crisis had loved country. Trait~rs dead, with issues
friends and seem to be making more for the been reached-the Lord reached forth his that created them. The living patriot has
cause.
Your brother.
hand, and in the administration of those still a duty to perform. The enemies of freeA. M. CHASE.
means which His wisdom alone has ap- dom and of human rights, of constitutional
pointed, and by his spirits' power said unto inherent and God-given right, not yet all
us-"it is enough"-and the persistency of dead; conditions of peril may confront us,
SHEFFIELD, Eng., May 22.
the
prayers of faith and of a trust when we possibly obscured from the gaze of the preEditors Herald:-It is a pleasure to me to
read the glad news that salutes our ears from may not always trace him with fleshly sight occupied masses. The insolence, the ignofar and near. The Herald is ever a welcome prevailed, and the Lord, according to prom- rance, overconfidence, and assumption of the
guest; and I cannot understand how that ise, has raised her up from a natural death- Slave Oligarchy, that threatened to choke
those who call themselves Latter Day Saints bed, for which we feel profoundly grateful to the life of our nation, and struck in its death
can really do without the dear old Herald. I him whom we still hope to trust, even though tqroes ten thousand northern, as well as
know those that say they cannot afford, and we may come to a place where our fatth-or sonthc-rn hearthstones with death, is no more;
yet they do afford to take daily and weekly rather desires or ·petitions may be forced to but th<il principle still lives, of rebellion
papers. I am of th& same opinion as Brother submit to a denial, death must come to all, against a government that God designed, and
Caffall, that if I can only afford one paper, it sooner or later. May God help us not only Abraham Lincoln on the battle field of Getshall be the Saints' Herald. I am glad to say to live but to die consistently, and not by un- tesburg prayed for--"A Government of the
that God has blessed me during the past warranted method se(lk to interpose or stay- people, and by the people, and for the people."
May the ballot of a great people, a
years, manifesting his parental care for me, or rather take the greater chances of hastenblessing me at times with information that ing the event we seek to postpone. by reach- people designed of heaven for equal use of all
comes alone from the Giver of all good and ing after the "hand of an enemy," blindly his bounties-loaded with the conscience and
groping in the dark for chances that in my intelligence of the people preserve unto,
perfect gifts.
and for the use of the whole people their inAll praise, honor, and glory be given to our experience have proved so fatal to success.
I have never yet seen a person die without herent constitutional and God-bequeathed
heavenly Father for his condi;iscension in giving directions for the filling of the quorums drugs, or the "orthodox" doctor, save by acci- right "to iife, liberty, and the pursuit of
of the church. While such great strides are dent or violence. I have seen and have happiness." The musket is laid aside-by
not made this side the Atlantic, we are known many, very many, under their advice not only the boys in blue, but the boys who
pleased to see that the little stone is rolling and treatment to pass away. We expect, wore the gray-let us hope, forever; so far at
so steadily in other lands. I have been sooner or later to die, with or without a doc- least as internal strife is concerned, and to
blessed by the news of such a grand confer- tor we trust, unless some new light dawns-- make matters sure, let the Grand Army of
ence. I hope we shall heed the advice given to be able-so far as present current methods the Republic take up tl->e bloodless, but no
us by Paul, '"Wherefore let him that think- or practice is concerned to die without one. less effectual weapon-the freeman's balloteth he standeth, take heed lest he fall," We are already handicapped by too many in- dra w a bead upon the man who seeks to deknowing that the time is but short. May we firmities; ills enough we have, inherited or stroy or corrupt its integrity, or pervert its
be wise and work while the day lasts.
acquired, transgressors of law through our- design for personal or unpatriotic or selfish
I am sorry to say the work is but slow in selves or our progenitors--already _great use. Beware of the professional politician,
this branch, only a few evincing a desire to enough, without adding insult to injury. no matter what his party badge; and remember that the man who seeks by caj )lery, by
labor; nevertheless the Sunday school is pro- "Have faith in God"--why not?
gressing very well. May Zion's cause prosI feel, at this writing, thankful to God for misrepresentation, by falsehood, or by inper and the honest in heart be gathered in. a companion possessed of grit, and with a timidation to pervert or turn aside a freeWith hope of final redemption of Zion, I am, goodly measure of confidence in God--a confi- man's will in this regard, is a traitor to the
Constitution, and a rebel against his country.
Yours in gospel bonds,
dence that expresses and emphasizes itself in
The man who sells his vote is a fool, and
J. ARBER.
shadow as well as sunshine; in storm or in
should be disfranchised. The man who buys
calm; in trial or in repose. Also, desirous of
it is a knave, and should be imprisoned. Let us
ORCHARDSVILLE, Ill., June 4.
expressing thanks to the brethren, sisters,
study the declaration of our forefather8 again
Editors Herala:-Since our return from friends, and to our lady friend and physician,
and again-and with them and with that gloconference, and prior to our leaving home. Mrs. Dr. Skinner, who not only put up with
rious patriot, Abraham Lincoln,-with hands
we have had visits from Bro. Gillespie and our "fanaticism" in refusing stimulants or
stretched over the graves of our fallen
daughter Mary, of Kirtland, Ohio, Brethren medicines; but put in a heroic day and night's
heroes, to-day renew our vows, that "a govKent and Baker, on their way to the Eastern service of good nursing; and although she
ernment of the people, and by the people,
mission field, and Bro. T. W. Chatburn, who failed in "converting" us from "the old
and for the people, shall not perish from the
stopped a few days on the way to his field in paths"-it ii our satisfactwn to believe that
earth." . . .
Kentucky and Tennessee, and whom we left the faith of the saints received additional
In speaking we were helped, and applauded,
with appointment for last Sunday in St. credit with this, I believe, honest woman.
Last Saturday and Sunday was principally and congratulated by ministers and all, at
Louis.
Our trip to Southern Illinois was delayed spent at Orchardsville, with T. B. Lee post the close. Friends were made for the church,
fortunately or unfortunately, by the very G. A. R., of whom BPo. M. G. Powell is com- and we felt and feel that opportunities like
severe sickness of Sister Bond; she being mander. Decoration day--a day of beautiful this referred to, may be by carefulness and
taken violently ill on the 17th. Of the trial sunshine, ancl of scattering flowers in profu- wisdom made to subserve the interests of the
of our faith we are not disposed to speak in sion upon the graves of our fallen heroes. kingdom and government of God, and the
detail. Administrations, and all that care Three cemeteries visi1ed where repose the cause of the ideal citizen, Jesus Christ.
Sunday and Monday evening spoke at the
and good nursing, or "the use of that which" ashes of our country's defenders-memorial
the highest wisdom we were in possession of service in afternoon--speeches by Rev. Mc- Helm schoolhouse in the neighborhood of
"directs," seemed to fail in bringing relief. Minn of the Baptist Church, Prof. Branson , this writing; since when we have been hold'''.!.'he spirit qf P,.e;:tlinl$ from the ~orq in Qf noril1al Qolleg-e, and the writer. Sunday- i ing forth, every evening i)l th~ Baptist churc:\l
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in town, being the first time our gospel has
ever been preached in that place; the result,
in a measure, of Sunday's memorial service,
and the work of the Grand Army boys.
We are indebted to Mr. J. L. Scott, a
prominent Baptist and temverance worker
and merchant of Orchardsville, for use of
and preparation of church, choir assistance,
and many courtesies. May his shadow increase with his love of justice, fair play, and
as a consequence liability to learn of the
truth that makes men free.
We go to Xenia for Sunday and meetings
during the week, thence the Saturday following to Brush Creek and their district conference.
In bonds,
M. H. BOND.

THE SAINTS1 HERALD.
I am made to rejoice every day of my life
that I have been permitted to receive the
glorious message. Pray for us that the good
cause may roll on.
W. B. TONEY.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., June 3.

Editors Herald:-I had a pleasant time at

Santa Rosa on Sunday, May 30; spoke for
them in their neat church at eleven a. m.
with good liberty. We had an intermission
of fifteen minutes after which we partook of
the sacrament a~d a pleasant and profitable
hour was spent in prayer and testimony.
There is a general good feeling all through
the church and gladness over the filling of
the quorums and the appointing of a Patriarch. The grand outpouring of the Spirit
at the late conference has been felt to an exOSKALOOSA, Iowa, June 7.
Editors Herald:-The work at this place is tent throughout the coast. The Lord grasteadily moving forward, and saints rejoic- ciously manifests his approval when we try
ing in this work at the blessings they are re- to walk according to the gospel rule.
Every year has brought experiences to me,
ce1vwg. Bro. J. S. Roth has just closed a
series of meetings at Beacon, two miles west which I think make me more capable of enof here, awakening an interest among the durance; that is, I think it would take more
people, a result which is sure to follow the to overthrow me now than in times past; and
labors of such able and faithful laborers as many others express themselves similady.
May the Lord bless all who are striving for
Bro. Roth.
In bonds,
The able and fearless manner in which he the victory.
c. A. PARKIN.
handled the principles of the gospel of
Christ; also greatly strengthened the saints,
they receiving more light on some of the
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, June 9.
principles of ,truth than they bad ever
Editors Ilerald:-Our conference a~ Cres·
learned before. The local ministry are put- cent was a treat to all present. The good
ting forth such efforts as circumstances will Father i!(raciously ratified the effort. The
permit, aided by the prayers and assistance business passed off without any friction, and
of the saints, God is blessing us and we are the prayer session was exceptionally good.
steadily increasing in numbers. We have a 'l'he Sunday morning hour was occupied by
Sunday school which is an aid in the work. the writer, and in the afternoon Brn. Carlile,
The sisters have a prayer union, which is a Butler, Mcintosh, and Lile were the speaksource of much spiritual strength to them.
ers. Adjourned to meet at Wheeler's Grove,
We are rich in the blessings and comforts August 28 and 29. We anticipate good rewhich the Spirit brings, though not pos- sults from our series of two day meetings
sessed of many of the riches of this world. throughout the district. I expsct to hold
We hope that by living faithful we shall see forth at Crescent next week, and will then
a great work done at this place, and many commence tent meetings here in the city, to
precious souls brought into the kingdom.
continue most of the summer, providing I
C. B. BROWN.
can get the tent.
Recently the Sisters' Aid Society of this
place secured a storeroom, and for two days
STANDLEY, I. T., June 4.
Editors Herald:-The second week in May served meals, ice cream, etc., and in conjuncI was holding a series of meetings at Tuska- tion had a counter well laden with useful
homa, Indian Territory, the capital of the articles for sale. It was lacking the usual
Choctaw Nation. I was called upon to admin- "bazaar objections," and in all was a success.
ister to an infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Cox. Some fifty-six dollars were realized above
The child was in the third week with bronchi- expenses, and the sisters now propose to cartis, and gastro-intiritis. The doctor had de- pet the church, and assist financially in paintspaired of all hopes four days before. Being ing the outside. One encouraging feature cona physician, and seeing the child was in the nected with this was, that they secured the
throes of death, I proceeded to administer at storeroom free; the gas company put in the
once. The child was relieved at once, and gas for nothing; the water company made
healed in a few minutes; is now sound and water connections to suit without any extra
well. The mother came to Standley and was charge,-a favor the other churches do not
baptized three weeks later; also an old man generally get. But each company represenby the name of Collins near here, and a Mrs. tative stated they were only too glad to
Nicolas has also been healed by the power of accommodate them, for said they, "We have
God. To God be all the glory. All these never before been called upon by your people
for a favor, and we will be pleased to do anyare not members of the church.
Time would fail me to tell of the goodness thing you ask." Every business man visited
of God to his people at this place. We are seemed pleased to assist. It was not always
.
.
doing all we can for the spread of the glorious this way; but constant and persistent labor,
gospel of these latter days. The people are added to square dealing and exemplary lives
waking up to its tniths a,11 over thi.s countr~. on tj:ie part of a majority of the meml:>ership,

has strengthened us in the minds of the people.
There has been considerable sickness here
this spring, and we have been quite busy at
times attending to administrations. Sr. Kay
iA suffering with dropsy and heart trouble.
Bro. Bassett has been stricken with paralysis.
Bro. Hall is quite _feeb'.e. The above are
among the oldest. sarnts 111 the branch, and
are among Council Bluffs charter members.
Our genial brother, Doctor Thomas Allison,
of Crescent, is suffering with dropsy and
kidney trouble. The physician gives him no
hope of recovery; what the Groat Physician
will do remains to be seen. Sr. Ada Darrlngton (nee Scott), daughter of Bro. Thomas
Scott, died in childbirth recently, the funeral
sermon being delivered by Bro. H. N. Hansen.
Bro. Senterlow Butler has been busying
himself at Crescent and Hazel Dell since
conference. A certain skeptic saw fit to
attack the Book of Mormon, in the columns
of the Shenandoah TVorld, recently; we replied, and he confessed that he gathered his
information from a "Mormon Exposure," but
thought it was correct. He will be sure he
is right tho next time, I trow. 'fhe work is
brightening here as well as in the district,
and if we are blessed with health, we hope to
report greater progress.
Yours with Chris1,ian love,
1'. W. WILLIAMS.
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DECEPTION'S RE!GN.-NO. 2.

BY ELDEH. COLUMBUS SCO'rT,.
MISAPPLICATION OF THE
SCRIPTURES.

THE misapplication of the Scriptures
and their perversion thereby is one of
the leading causes of the religious
deceptions of the present age. A failure to "rightly divide the word of
truth" and a consequent perversion
and misapplication of the truth, have
led to the vortex of deception, blindness, and hopeless and final overthrow
of many of earth's children from first
to last.
The light and guidance of that same
Spirit that originally gave or revealed
the word of the Lord is absolutely
essential to a right understanding and
application of the word. The Christ
understood and taught this truth:Howbeit when he, the Spidt of truth, is
come, he will guide you into all truth.-John
16: 13.
Then opened he their understandings, that
they might understand the Scriptures.-Luke
24: 45.
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the word of God. And worse yet, I believed me; for he wrote of me. But if ye
when God sends men endowed with believe not his writing8, how shall ye believe
my words?-Jolm 5:46, 47.
the Spirit to comprehend his words,
May not the condition of a great
and authorized to teach and apply
many of this age be the same as has
them, a majority of the people are so
been that of the Jews for the last
blind and so deeply traditioned in
eighteen hundred years?
error, that they will not hear, nor
According to this statement of
investigate, nor., suffer themselves to
Christ people are sometimes so debe delivered from their deceptions.
ceived that they do not in reality
The Jewish nation, almost wi1hout believe the word of God, when they
exception, were under a cloud of de- think they do. How is it that people
ception, so dark that they did not can be so misled, blinded, deluded, so
understand their own prophetic writ- dreadfully deceived?
ings, at the time Christ was sent to
Any system of religion that begets
redeem them. So blind and deceived prejudice in the hearts of men against
were they that instead of receiving those who differ from them, or even
with joy and thanksgiving their Sav- allows blinding prejudice to exist in
ior of "whom Moses and the prophets" the mind, is not of God. His truth
had written, the nation, with their enJoms ''godliness" and ''charity."
deceived leaders, rejected him as an Prejudice is the opposite of godliness
impostor, deceiver, and criminal; as and charity. No, we are justified in
such had the sinless Christ, put to the conclusion that such a system of
death. Strange condition that to be religion, js itself a gross deception,
in, putting darkness for light; so and should be abandoned because
grossly deceived that they would not blinding, misleading, and utterly deeven investigate his claims, but con- ceptive.
demned him to death, and slew him,
Even the divinely inspired prophets
without a charge being sustained or
needed the inspiring and revealing
even justly found! He was prejudged,
Spirit of God to enable them to undercondemned, and slain without a hearstand their own revelations. We read
ing! What an awful condition relithis:giously to be in! What a strange
Of which salvation the prophets have indeception that was! We may lay it quired and searched diligently, who prophedown as a rule, that when individuals sied of the grace that should come unto you;
or societies are found in a condition of searching what, or what manner of time the
mind averse to investigation of that Spirit of Christ which was in them did sigwhich does not accord with their reli- nify, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should
gious belief or traditions, and oppose follow
.-1Peter1: 10, 11.
that that differs from their religious
Understandest thou what thou readest?
notions, without investigation, they And he [the eunuch] said, how can I except
some man should guide me?-Acts 8: 30, 31.
are deceived, deluded.
And who, in the economy of God,
Thus the Jews prejudged, conare
the men to guide us to an underdemned, and slew their Savior, withstanding
of God's word and the right
out ever investigating his claims.
application
of it? Answer,
What but a deceived condition of
For the priest's lips should keep knowlmind could have induced them to be edge, and they should seek the law at his
so rash? .Their deception blinded mouth: for he is the messenger of the Lord
them to the sense of their Scripture, of hosts.-Malachi 2: 7.
For ho whom God hath sent speaketh fnot
"They be blind, leaders of the blind,"
only
hath spoken] the words of God: for God
says Jesus. Paul's statement is::B'or they that dwell at.Jerusalem, and their
rulers, because they knew him not, nor yet
the voices of the prophets which are read
every Sabbath day, they have fulfilled them
in condemning him. And though they found
no cause of death in him, yet desired they
Pilate that ho should b'.l elain.-Acts 13: 27, 28.

But the Jewish nation was so
grossly self-deceived that they did
not really believe the Scriptures,
though stoutly averring they did.
For had ye believed Moses, ye would have

giveth not the Spirit by measure unto him.,John 3: 34.
Then said Jesus to them again, Peace be
unto you: as my Father hath sent me, even
so send I you.-John 20: 21.
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ceiveth whomsoever I send receiveth me;
and he that receiveth me receiveth him tbat
sent.-John 13: 20.

Paul writes:How then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed? and how shall they
believe in him of whom they have not heard?
and how shall they hciar without a preacher
[an authorized messenger, a witness]? And
how shall they preach [bear witnessj, except
they be sent?-Romans 10: 14, 15.

Reader, do not become weary with
the consideration of so many texts on
this subject, for they illustrate a
principle that may save you from dire
deception. The authorizing and sending of ministers by the Father to do
his will among men, is inseparably
connected with his kingdom or church;
and such ministry are so authorized
and sent by revelation of God to them,
-present-day revelation,-and such
will teach in harmony with those similarly sent by our Savior while here.
Of those who assume to go among
men as ministers, without being sent
of God, and will deceive the people,
Jesus sa,ys :Many will say to me in that day [day of
judgment], Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast
out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto
them, I never knew [acknowledged, author~
ized, sent] you: depart from me, ye that work
iniquity.-Matthew 7: 22.

Some of these false prophets and
apostles made their appearance in
Paul's day. Of them he wrote:For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles
of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.-2
Corinthians 11: 13, 14.

Of the ever-increasing numbers of
these "workers of iniquity" and "deceitful workers" and their multitudes·.
of deceived followers, it is prophesied'
by Paul:Preach the word; be instant in season, out
of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with aU
longwffering and doctrine. For the time•
will come when they will not endure sound:
doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they
[the deceived peoples] heap to themselves:
teachers, having itching ears, and they shall
turn away their ears from the truth, and'
shall be turned unto fables.-2 Timothy 4: 2,.
3, 4.

Here are the two classes of minis'l'o the Seventy whom Jesus sent, ters presented in contrast. Which are
he said:you following? One class is sent of
He that heareth you heareth me; and he God. they declare unto you the word
that despiseth you [your message] despiseth , f
L d
d t
h
d d t ·
me; and he that despiseth me despiscth him 0
e or an eac soun
oc rme
that sent me.-Luke 10: 16.
of Christ.
To the apostles Jesus said:Who are the "many" "deceitful
Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that re- workers,", "workers of iniquity," these
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teachers "heaped" or called and sent
by the people? Can you distinguish
them from those authorized of God?
If so, how? If not, how can you determine but what you may be deceived by
them, and blinded to their false teaching and deceptions? Your eternal interests are of too great importance not
to be able to settle this question. Remember these workers of iniquity are
to be rejected and condemned of God
at the day of judgment!
These "many" "workers of iniquity"
who are pretending to do so many
•'wonderful works" ''in the name" (by
authority) of Christ, have many followers. Who are they? Where are
they? Can you point them out and
inform us who they are? Of one
thing we may be certain; that is, they
are religious teachers. They pretend
to do their iniquitous work in the
name of Christ, God's Son. Awful
presumption that! And Paul says,
when speaking prophetically of their
work in the last days, that it will be
productive of ''perilous times." They
will be, rather are, self-lovers, moneylovers, boasters, proud, bargainbreakers, "false accusers, incontinent,
fierce, despisers of those that are
good. Traitors, heady, highminded,
lovers of pleasures more than lovers
of God; having a form of Godliness
but denying the power thereof: from
such turn away." (2 Timothy 3: 1--5)
Here, dear reader, are some of the
characteristics by which the false and
deceptive teachers that lead people
astray and deceive them are known.
The fact that the prophecies of the
Bible abound with statements pointing out that deceptions will be so
wide-spread, and will be advocated
and headed by false teachers, ought
to arouse the world to an active and
solemn investigation of its present religious condition. Mankind to·day
are averse to the idea of investigating
religious matters for themselves. On
the contrary there is a morbid desire
to see religious wonders, something
supernatural. Deceivers will pander
to this morbid taste, and will pretend
to do in Jes us' name ''many wonderful works." But Jesus warns us beforehand that he will not acknowledge
them, and in the immediate connection, proceeds to point out that the
wise, the undeceived man, is the one
who labors to understand, to discern

the truth, who "digged deep," (Luke
6: 48), and builded his house (hope of
eternal life) on a rock. "Therefore,"
says Jesus, (please give special attention to the word ''therefore" used in
this connection,) ''Therefore," because those "workers of iniquity" will
seek to push their deceptive schemes
among the people by ''wonderful
works,"
therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of
mine and doeth them, [not some false teacher's interpretation of them] I will liken him
unto a wise man, which built his house upon
a rock-Matthew 7: 24.
It pleased God by the foolishness of preaching [not showing signs,-wonderful works;
yes, by preaching, hearing, and doing
Christ's sayings--the gospel] to save them
that believe.-1 Corinthians 1: 21. (See also
Romans 1: 16, 17 .)

God's word is the standard by
which we detect and try false doctrines, deceptions, and those who advocate them.
If there come any unto you, and bring not
this doctrine, rec __ ive him not into your
house, [as an authorized teacher,] neither bid
him God speed: for he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds.-2 John
10, 11.
If any man teach otherwise, and consent
not to wholesome words, even the words of
our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine
which is according to godliness; he is proud,
knowing nothing, but doting about questions
and strifes of words, whereof comet,h envy,
strife, railings, evil surmi.sings, perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing that gain is
godliness: from such withdraw thyseH.-1 Timothy 6: 3-5.

of Christ, reply 'l;o their solemn
inquiry, "Men and brethren, what
shall we do?" "Then Peter said unto
them, Repent, and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost"? Acts 2: 37, 38.
Why do they not so instruct their
great multitudes of hearers in the doctrine of Christ as the Evangelist
Philip did the people of Samaria, so
that like the Samaritans, of whom it
is written:"But when they believed Philip
preaching the things concerning the
kingdom of God, and the name of J es us Christ they were baptized, both
men and women,'' (Acts 8: 12) they
might realize it to be their duty to
God to be baptized? Why do not
these modern teachers feel under the
same obligation now to enjoin on
penitent sinners when they are inquiring the way to be saved as
Ananias did to the penitent Saul?
And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be
baptized, and wash away thy sins, calling on
the name of the Lord.-Acts 22: 16.

Strange, is it not, that the foregoing gospel requirements are omitted
from the theories of these modern
teachers?
To leave out some of the principles
of the gospel is to change and pervert it, and a perversion of it leads to
deceptions. How prophetic the state-

The foregoing illustrates how that ment,
perversion of the scriptures, and a
And they will deceive every one his
refusal to abide the doctrine of Christ,
brings delusion, blindness. and deceptions.
Surely deception reigns
almost supreme, and almost to an
universal extent. But again; it will
be observed that almost invariably,
when going about the work of "converting sinners," as they term it, many
teachers fail to invite the attention of
their congregations to those scriptures which inspired men of God taught
and applied to sinners in Bible times,
but on the contrary, with their mistaken theories, they nearly always rerefer unconverted seekers after religion to scripture which inspired
men addressed to church membersthose converted, in Christ. For example, How many of the popular
teachers will, like P_eter, on Pente,

.

costs day, when he was answermg
the inquiry of sinners, those yet out

neighbor, and will not speak the truth: they
have taught their tongue to speak lies, and
weary themselves to commit iniquity.-Jer.
9: 5.

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them
which cause divisions and offenses contrary to
the doctrine which ye have learned; and
avoid them. l!,or they that are such serve
not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own
belly; and by good words and fair speeches
deceive the hearts of the simple.-Roman 16:
17, 18.

False and deceptive teachers not
only omit some of the principles of
the gospel, thereby deceiving the
people, but will apply to those not
yet brought into Christ the following
language which inspiration addressed
to members in the church, to those
who had obeyed the gospel:That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth,
the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine
heart that God hath raised him from the
dead thou shalt be saved. For with the
. heart man believeth unto righteousness; and
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with the mouth confession is made unto salvation .-Romans 10: 9, 10.

With this and other texts of like
character, it is sought to make ''seekers" after religion believe that faith
and confession is all that are required
to secure salvation in Christ, and
justification from past sins.
The
preachers fail to inform the penitents
that this language was addressed by
the inspired apostle to baptized believers in Christ, (See Romans 6: 3, 4,)
and who were dead to the sins of their
life previous to that time. As those
who had been taught the gospel, Paul
says to them:The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth,
and in thy heart; that is, the word of faith
which we preach.-Verse 8.

How can it be affirmed that the
word of faith which Paul preached is
in the mouths and hearts of those
who have never heard it, and who do
not know as yet what they ought to
believe? The idea is simply preposterous, and the application is a perverted one, and therefore false and
deceptive.
In the same manner the scripture
found in Ephesians 2: 8, is misapplied,
which reads:For by grace are ye saved through faith;
and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of
God; not of works, lest any man should
boast.

This passage, too, is addressed to
baptized believers.
Moreover, the
"grace" referred to here is the gospel
of Christ, even "The gospel of the
grace of God," (Acts20:24), which is
to be "believed" (Mark 1: 15), and
obeyed (2 Thessalonians 1: 8), under
penalty of destruction; and if obeyed
faithfully to the end will save. (Romans
1: 16, 17.) And besides, Paul immediately adds:-For we are his workmanship, created in
Christ Jesus unto good works, which God
hath before ordained that we should walk in
them.-Ephesians 2: 10.

In a similar way is some of the
language of Lhe beloved Disciple tortured into making people believe that
some of the requirements of the gospel are not essential; notably, baptism,
and "the laying on of hands" for the
gift of the Holy Ghost. And, hence,
parts of texts are quoted as follows:If we confess our sins, he is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness. And the blood of
Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all
sin.-1 John 1: 7, 9.

Here, it will be observed, only part
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fice of an elder. Bro. G. E. Cohrt was also
Ig ' we ave e ows Ip one Wl ano er. recommended and ordained an elder. The
Is it not peculiar that God's word is name of Bro. Thomas Worsencroft was reso perverted and misapplied? And is ceived for ordination to priest's office; but on
it any wonder that we are warnedthe brother's request, the matter was laid
That we henceforth be no more children, over to next session. The branch presidents
tossed to and fro, and carried about with of the district were continued as a committee
every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men to solicit moneys for 'district tent expenses.
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in A request of Bro. W. T. Donaldson was read.
On motion the request was "not granted;"
wait to deceive.-Ephesians 4: 14.
John's language above-quoted is and on motion James Donaldson, J. C. Johnwritten to the church; hence he ad- son, and D. R. Chambers were appointed a
committee to wait upon said brother. On modresses them as, "my little chil- tion Bro. W. D. Bullard was granted liberty
dren," (Ibid. 2: 1;) "brethren," (verse of laboring in our district as desired. Also
7;) as those who had "overcome that Bro. J. F. McDoweli, was invited to labor as
wicked one," and this matter is set at opportunity offered, consistent with his other
labors. The devotional exercises of conferrest by the words:ence were: one social service, and preaching
I have not written unto you because ye
by Brn. J. Carlson, C. Derry, J. C. Crabb,
know not the truth, but because that ye know
and J. F. McDowell. Two day meetings
it, and that no lie is of the truth.-Ibid.
were appointed as follows: Big·ler's Grove,
2: 21.
June 19, 20; J. A. Donaldson in charge. PerThe foregoing examples are suffi- sia, July 10, 11; Joseph Seddon in charge.
cient to enable us to cleady see Jones rnhoolhouse, July 10, 11; G. itL Scott in
where the origin of religious decep- charge. Moorhead, July 17, 18; Mark Jensen
tions often lie, and how they are de-, in charge. Six Mile Grove, July 17, 18; S. B.
veloped; and just how they get Kibler in charge. Little Sioux, August 7, 8;
Joseph Lane in charge. Missiouri Valley,
control of the multitudes of the August 14, 15; D. R. Chambers in charge.
blinded and deceived.
The brethren in charge are expected to inProve all things, hold fast that which is vite 'such speakers, and complete arrangegood.
ments as they may deem necessary. This
Take heed that no man deceive you.
was the ,most largely attended session of
Faith is said by one "to be an in- many yearo and all enjoyed it. Adjourning
vestment in the promises of God." to Moorhead, October 16.

of the ninth verse is quoted.
first part of the verse reads:-

Th~ I last sessi?n. was taken up,

But, what wm such an investment
GALLAND'S GROVE.
amount to without an equal investConference
convened at Deloit, Iowa, May
ment of faith iGod' s command29, 1897; C. E. Butterworth and J. M. Baker
men ts?
He that hath my commandments, and
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me.-John

14~2;d I

know that his commandment is life

everlasting.-John 12: 50.

Our life eternal, then, is enfolded in
God's commandments. It will not do
simplytobe"trustingin the promises."
(To be

c<mtirrued.)

GonfBrBn~B
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LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference met at Magnolia, Iowa, Saturday, June 5. A. M. Fyrando secretary.
Branches reporting: Persia, Missouri Valley, Little Sioux, Logan, Woodbine, Union
Center, and Magnolia. A goodly number of
the ministry reported. Bishop's agent, A.
M. FyPando, reported from March I to June
:3: Amount on hand last report $58.59; received $419.18; expended $±42.40; amount on
hand $35.37. Auditing committee reported
the same correct. The "court of rehearing"
appointed last session, reported; report ac- ·
cepted and court discharged. The matter of
Bro. J. W. Lane's ordination deferred from I

presidents, Nellie Rudd secretary. Branches
.
U n10n
. 55 . S a 1em 6 . p i 1ot Roe k
reportrng:
7
22. Galland's Grove 291; gain 2. Coalville
43; gain 2. Deloit 155; gain 5, loss l. Benan
47; loss 2. Dow City 105; loss 1. Auburn
49; loss 1, gain 1. Harlan 71; loss 1. Elders
reporting: C. J. Hunt, C. E. Butterworth,
J. T. Turner, J. M. Baker, J. H. Young, W.
W. Whiting, B. Salisbury, J. W. Wight., W.
A. Carroll, J. F. McDowell baptized 2, A. R.
Crippen, John Pett, D.Brewster, W. McKim,
A. Jackson. Priests: R. Wight, N. V.
Sheldon, J. Carlson, T. N. Franklin. Teachers: F. P. Taylor, F. B. Shumate, J. G.
Myers, J. 0. Booth, G. A. Hoisington. $6.31
was received by branch donations for the
tent fund. Bishop's agent reported on hand
and received since last report $299. 74; paid
out $193.45; balance on hand $106.29. The
names of the following branches were
changed: North Coon to Benan, Mason's
Grove to Deloit. Bro. John Pett was released from acting as Bishop's agent, and
C. J. Hunt chosen in his stead, if it met
with the approval of the Bishop. The following resolution was adopt.od: Whereas,
This conference has, on account of his age
and home cares, released Bro. John Pett
from his duties as Bishop'" agent; Resolved, 'I'hat we tender him our earnest
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thanks and appreciation for his long and
faithful services in that office. A committee
was appointed to purchase a new tent, and
instructed to not purchase the same till the
funds were in their hands. The president of
the dist,rict was requested to petition the
reunion to locate in the Galland's Grove district in 1898. Preaching by H. O. Smith and
.J. F. McDowell. Four were baptized. Adjourned to Galland's Grove, October 9, 1897.

SAINTS~

HERALD.

Trusting and asking the saiats that none will
take offense
Yours in bonds,
JOSEPH CHESTER,
Of the committee.

1

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
A series of Two Day meetings will be held

in Pottawattamie district, Iowa, as follows:Boomer, June 26-27. Carson, July 10-11.
Loveland, July 17-18. Hazel Doll, July 2425. Underwood,.July 31, Augus11. Crescent,
August 7-8. Council Bluffs; August 14-15.
Wheeler's fl-rove conference August 28-29.
Brn. John Carlile, H. N. Hansen, S. Butler,
and others of the local ministry are expected
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT.
to assist. We trust that tho brethren in the
'To the Sair1ts of the Galland's Grove, Iowa,
various places will do their utmost to make
JDistrict, of the Reoraganized Ohurch:-:At the
these services a success.
meeting of your last district conferenco Elder
T. W. WILLIAMS.
C. J. Hunt, of Deloit, Iowa, was recommended
for appointment as Bishop's agent in said district in place of Elder John Pett, resigned.
TO DISTRICT AND BRANCH CLERKS.
This is to notify you that in accordance
The branch reports from a few districts
with the recommendation of the said district, are still lacking, and I hope that all who
I have this day appointed Bro. C. J. Hunt as have reports in their hands will forward
:agent of the Bishopric of the Reorganized them soon, that the work may not be hinChurch in and for the district of Galland's dered. Also forward the May and June
Grove, Iowa, and that he is duly authorized reµorts as soon as you can after said conferto perform such acts as belong to an agent ences. Much correspondence remains unanunder the law in and for the said tcrri:ory.
s werod by branch and districb clerks, my
In commending Bro. Hunt to the saints for inquiries for corrections in dates, places, and
support in the work as agent, I also feel a items omitted in previous reports or letters.
pleasure in extending to the retiring agent, I will be glad to receive replies, so that the
Bro. John Pett, tho grateful acknowledgment General Church Record may be properly and
of the Bishopric for his consistent and de- promptly corrected as necessity requires.
voted work as agent for so many years in the
Kindly attend to these matters and oblige
past. Bro. Pett in his work has been faith- the church and your brother.
ful in his accounts, and has rendered good
.H. A. STEBBINS,
and lasting service to the interest of the
General Hecorder.
church and the cause of Christ. We trust
that now in bis more enfeebled condition, the
BORN.
blessings and Spirit of the Lord may attend
BARRETT.-At Hardy, Nebraska, Apr.il 13,
him, and that he may be sustained in hia
work as he shall be able to travel and per- 1895, to Mr. Marion and Sr. Jennie Barrett,
a son; blessed at Council Bluffs, Iowa, Sepform the same.
Trusting that the special blessings that tember 21, 1895, by Elders H. N. Hansen and
have been promised under the law of Christ - - Strain, and named Marion Vernon.
BARRETT.-At Hardy, Nebraska, May 13,
may be extended to all saints who conform to
and fulfill his law, both in things relating to 1896, to Mr. Marion and Sr. Jennie Barrett,
a son: blessed at Hardy, June 6, 1897 , by
temporal as well as spiritual duties, I am,
Elder c. H. Porter, and named Vinton Eli.
Your servant for the gospel's sake,
REED. -At Hardy, Nebraska, March 3,
E. L. KELLEY,
1897, to Bro. George and Sr. Chloe Reed, a
Presiding Bishop.
son; blessed at Hardy, June 6, by Elder c. H.
iLAMONI, Iowa, June 8.
Porter, and named Ernest Eugene.
REED._ At Angus, Nebraska, November
NOTICES.
15, 1889. to Bro. Beajamin and Sr. Rachel
Will Bro. S. F. Babcock (De Puy) please
Reed, a daughter; blessed at Hardy, Nesend his address to No. 3010 16th Street, San
braska June 6 1897 by Elder c. H. Porter,
Francisco, California? Any of the saints who
and na:ned Rachel L~ella.
may know such address will confer a favor by
so doing.
c. A. PARKIN.
MARRIED.
c REESE-BRINDLE.-At the residence of
the bride's uncle, Mr. D. Sanborn, on WednesSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REUNION.
day, June 2, 1897. Bro. Samuel L. Reese, of
Los ANGELES, Cal., Juno 7.
Editors Herald:-As I learn you have been Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, to Miss Maude L.
informed that the reunion of Southern Cali- Brindle, of Kirtland, Ohio; ceremony perfornia is to begin the 2nd of July, and that formed by Elder John H. Lake.
Sweet their union, pure their pleasure
there is no time left for me to commune with
Heart with hand to each they give,
the chairman, (for he is out on the desert,)
Each one's heart, the other's treasure,
May they thus forever live.
I am obliged to inform you to change the
DIED.
date from the 2d to the 9th of July, for we
WEBB.-Martha J. Webb, born November
cannot have the grounds on .the 2d. Therefore please make the change without delay. 29, 1847; married to T. Webb, April 15, 1880;

Miscsllansotls Department

baptized and confirmed by J. W. Gillen,
December 15, 1890; departed this life April
30, 1897, aged 50 years, 6 months, 11 days.
Sister Webb leaves a husband, three sons,
and many friends to mourn her loss. She
was a devoted wife, a loving mother, and a
humble Christian. Her dying words were,
"I will soon be over," as with tearful eyes she
looked into the faces of those whom she
loved best. She had been an invalid for
years, but was perfectly reconciled to her
fate.
PHILLIPS.-At her home, 725 Pleasant
Street, Brockton, Massachusetts, Easter Sunday, April, 1897, Sr. Martha T., wife of
Walter C. Phillips. She was born at Bridgewater, Massachusetts, April 13, 1851; baptized April 25, (Easter Sunday), 1886, by
Elder I. L. Chace and confirmed by I. L.
Chace and N. R. Eldredge. She leaves to
mourn her departure a loving, devoted, and
faithful husband, and two daughters. Funeral
services were held at their home, sermon by
Elder Richard Bullard.
MARCROFT.-Catharine Marcroft, aged 72
years and 6 months lacking three days, died
February 26, 1897. Funeral services conducted by T. W. Williams, at Council Bluffs.
RINGSTROM.-Wilhermina Ringstrom, born
January 4, 1826; died April 25, 1897; aged 71
years, 3 months, and 21 days. The deceased
had been compelled to undergo an operation
and was seemingly recovering.
Funeral
services at the residence of her brother-inlaw, C. G. Alquest, 511 North Twenty-third
Street, Omaha, Nebraska; T. W .. Williams
delivering the funeral sermon.
HATCHER.-At her son's home in Bursmills, Belmont County, Ohio, Sarah A.
Hatcher departed this life June 18, 1894; she
was born November 28, 1819, at Creagers,
Fredrick County, Maryland; was baptized
October 31, 1877, at Lampsville, Belmont
County, Ohio, by L. R. Devore. She left
twelve children; husband and one child preceded her in death. Funeral. conducted by
Van Sutton of the Lattei:. Day Saints' Church.
ELLISON.-Isaac Ellison died Thursday,
April 15, 1897, at the home of Edward Hougbton, Six Mile Grove, Harrison County, Iowa.
Father Ellison was born June 2, 1807, in Monroe County, Virginia; united with the early
organization about 1837, and with the Reorganized Church in 1860; came to Kanesville
in 1850, and to Harrison County in 1853. The
morning of his death he ate a hearty
breakfast, and suddenly expired while walking in the yard. Eight children survive:
Alma Ellison, of Lamoni, Sr. S. B. Kibler, of
Woodbine, Lehi Ellison, and Sr. Houghton,
being members of the church, and faithful in
the work their father loved. The funeral
services at the home; sermon by Elder A. M.
Fyrando, assisted by J. F. McDowell. Interment near the home.
MANN.-Sr. Susanna, wife of Mr. John
Man~, was born June 28, 1861; died May 11,
1897 ; baptized October 6, 1878, at Moorehead,

I

Iowa, by J. J. Conyer, She leaves a husband
and five children to mourn her early death.
Faithful till death; rests in hope of a crown
of life. Funeral services by Elder George
Montague.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Snbscrtption price $2.00 per year; six months Sl.lltl;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, district and branch presid entz,
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the pul>l!shing department.
Address communications for publication to the Edltom.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, cbangea
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
poet office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
b:r registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month's Insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; sill:
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fiut or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
{on outside pe.gee of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cent111
per line; discount ae above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-cl1111&
mail matter.)
ROYAL 9AKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIR.ED TRANSLATION.
Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, designed especially for Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.
LARGE TYPE EDITION.
Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • 1 25
Seal grain russla, gilt edges •....•.• 1 50
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi·
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
$1.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
.lusph·ed Translation in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of ll.lormon and Book of
Covena11t classes being formed in various
bran~hes of the church, and the consequent
growmg demand for the "three books," the
Herald Office management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good pape:r:, the paper and plates being the
i;ame as used m higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordiaary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach ol
all.

A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
•
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ oO
Full leather ....................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt, edges ......•..... 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.
Paper .........•..............•..... $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. . • •. .• • • •• .
31.1

SER MONS.
Twentv-six sermons by leading ministers of
the Reo;ganized Church, formerly published
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'
HERALD.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
. The principles of the gospel set forth in
plainness and in interesting, attractive, narr;i ti ve sty le.
An excellent volume to circulate among
investigators.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
75 cents; postpaid.

MANUSCRIPT FOUND.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,''
written by Rev. Solomon Spald,in_g; _a verifi~d
and certified copy of the or1gmal now m
Oberlin College, Ohio, of which so much has
been said and written in connection with the
theory that it furnished .Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and
material from which to write the Book of
Mormon. The work, suppressed for years by
enemies of the Latter Day Saints, is a complete refutation of the charge made that it is
the basis from which the Book of Mormon
was written.
In paper, 15 cents; ten or more, each.$ 13
Cloth, limp, 25 cents; ten or more, each 20

JUVENILE BOOKS.
THE SILVER THIMBLES.
This is the first volume of the Birth Offering Series, a book for young children
at home and for Sunday school juvenile
libraries. The story of the Silver Thimbles
is from real life. It relates how a little child
learned to overcome selfishness and do good;
cloth, price 20 cents.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated;
Walker. 50 c.ents per
four, five, or six to one
per year; in packages
cents each.

edited by Sr. M.
year; in packages of
address, 40 cents each
of seven or more, 35

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
type with neat binding. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from histor·
ical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testa·
ment times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creEds and syst.ems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••••.•.....•.••••••••••••••. 81 2-S

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.
This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the early church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
- J\. tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 30 cent!!.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
Music and Hymns combined.
The Harmony contains all the hymns in
the Saints' Harp, also 555 pages of music,
comprising about 720 tunes, with full instructions on choir and anthem music. Leather
backs, cloth sides, $2.00. With music only,
$1.25.
THE HARMONY IN FANCY BINDING.
The regular edition in extra binding. Red
morocco backs and corners, red cloth sides,
with gilt edges entire. Price $2.75.
ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaiatiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title to and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testimony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the publications of the original
cburch, the Reorganized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of the Utah
Church is presented in support of the claims
of the Reorganized Church to be the successor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
now in print, accompany the Abstract until
the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and its
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's argument in separate binding), $3.00; in cloth,
$2.50.
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GRACELAND COLLEGE.

FOR SALE.
acres good rolling blue
, 50 • grass land situated
miles
$15
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
160

3~-

or fruit raisiog. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer g-ood for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BOhhKGH CIYY BilRBHR SHOP,
- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BL AIR 1\'l:ERCANTILE CO.
Nothi.ng but first-class work done in our 1ine. Ladies~
hair cleaning at shop or hou~e, except Satu1:days~

Iowa Steam Laundry in co1m,·ction.

F. A. BLACK.

TRADE MARl<a,.
DE SIC NS,
COPVRICHTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain~ free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patents
tn America. '\Ve have a Washington office4
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
beautifully illustrated, largest circulation Of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
&OK ON P A'rENTS

sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

JOSEPH THE SEER.

CO.,

36:1. Broadway, New York,

HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED AND
THE DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BOOK
OF MORivIOivI DEFENDED AND
MAIN'l'AlNED.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, lowA.

SUMMER'S HEAT COOLED ~1eJr?~ ~!~~~
Cost of operatingi 15 cents for 50 hours. Instructions for
8

use easily followed. No danger from electric shockG, no
matter how carelessly handled. Motor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.

By Elder W. W. Blair. New and revised
edition, 200 pages.
Paper covers ...................... $ 35
Cloth, limp........................
50

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE.
The book contains 244 pages, neatly bound.
Paper covers ....................... $ 25
Cloth ............. ................ 35

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OltNO PAY.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. Itis a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Clm1.•e, No Pay. Address, B. F.
oRDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

FRUIT FARMS.

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will ventilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.

Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
l'llEDICA.L ELECTRIC CO.,
607 Vanderbilt Building, N. Y.
Agents "Wanted.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.
DANISH HYMN BOOK.
Cloth, leather backs •••••••••••.•••• $ 75

I have property in Pomona; Fruit, Grain, and Stock
Farms, in the heart of the Fruit Belt of Southern Missouri and Northern Arkansas, to sell cheap. I think I
have variety sufficient to suit all who wish to buy, both
in land and. prices.
Thi~ is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscious Peaches.
For further particulars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE.
Full volumes of Heralds from 1883 to 1890
inclusive.

Address Box 365, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm orSO acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, i.table, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
fte purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
lllottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. Ji. MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni. faw11o

HARDWARE ..
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
Liimp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25
INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... $2 50

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.
The purpose of the writer is to show thr.~
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the orig-in, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
and the revelation of Christianity have a
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon common origin, and are evidences of one de<:>f divine origin, and are its teachings en-. sign in the creation, and in the history and
titled to the respect and belief of all Chris- growth of the ages. Theological conclusions
tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I, are reached from scientific deductions, and
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of by comparison with human tradition, archaaChrist, and identical in faith, organization, ology, and other sources of information the
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by Christianity. The latter chapters of the
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorgan- work contain evidences from American abo·
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day riginal traditions that Jesus is the Chri11t
Saints in fact the Church of God and ac- and was known and worshiped by the ancient
cepted with him?
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth, 396 pages, price •.••••••••••• U 50
Cloth .............................. 81 00
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PROFESSOR HARNACK'S "CALL FOR
RETREAT." (Concluded.)

WE give also an expression of opinion
in which an entirely different interpretation is placed on Harnack's utterances. It comes to us in the form
of a letter from Professor W. B. Smith,
of Tulane University, New Orleans.
Professor Smith writes under date of
April 20, as follows:"Editor of The Literary Digest:-The
passage you quote from Dr. Behrends,
under date of the 17th inst., would
seriously mislead opinion touching
the attitude of Harnack, as disclosed in his monumental Geschichte
der altchristlichen Literature bis Eusebius. There is nothing rich or strange
in his rejection of Baur's doctrines;
he is the most brilliant disciple of
Ritschl, whose energetic protest
against Tiibingen has divided German
Liberalism against itself since 1857.
But he jumps from the frying-pan into
the fire who flees from Baur to Harnack, for the Ritschlian is quite as
radical in his own way as even Steck
or the authors of •Verisimilia.' Witness the resolution of the Apocalypse
by Vircher, likened by Harnack to the
'egg of Columbus.'
"Dr. Behrends very gravely misun-

derstands the unnamed •Dutch theologian'· this gentleman did not 'confess'
'he h~d been compelled to believe in
I the supernatural origin of Christianity'; what he did say, as quoted by
Harnack was this· 'He who accepts
'
.
· .
. .
h
the framework rn which trad1t10n as
set the early Christian documents
thereby renounces the attempt to
sketch a natural history of Chris·
•
tianity and is compelled to believe m a
supernatural origin.' It is evident
from the context that this 'hollandischer Theologe' does not accept this
b
framework, but is most proba ly an
ultra-radical of the school of Loman
and Pierson. In the next sentences
Harnack rejects strenuously this contention ..of th~ Hollander, insistilig
th.at 'thirty to forty years' were quite
enough to ... 'generate the historical
precipitate concerning the words and
deeds of Jes us,' that the pro cesses
were mePely mo[e rapid than we are
wont to imagine, that in the extraordinary intellectuality and spiritual
tensttm of the epoch lies the key ,,to
the mystery, that we must recall the
suddenevolutionof Protestantism from
1517to1567, that Bauer and the Dutch
have overlooked the 'universal force
of two factors,' 'the enthusiasm and
the enormous spiritual wealth of the
age.'
"Harnackmayormaynotbejustified
in his divergence from Tiibingen and
Leyden-I express no judgment in
the matter-but to represent this divergence as a 'retreat' is to trifle with
one's readers. "-Literary· Digest, May
0

1, 1897.
SIGNIFICANCE OF HARNACK'S LATEST
UTTERANCES.

THE discussion in religious circles
over Professor Harnack's ''History of
Early Christian Literature," to which
extended reference has already been
made in our pages, gives no promise
of a speedy ending. Writing. in The
Universalist (Chicago) of the book
itself and of the debate which has
been going on about it, President Atwood, of the Can ton Theological
School, says:"The incidental question that has

No. 25.

j attracted our atten~ion is the depe.nd-

ence of all parties on authority.
The controv!;rsy between Dr. Behrends and Dr. Abbott, for instance, is
little more than an array of names.
A careful catalogue has just been
d
f th
b
t" l
ma e up o
e num ers, respec ive y,
of 'advanced' and 'conservative' critics
· G
d H 11 d It h
m ermany an
o an .
s ows a
comfortable balance on the conserva·
'd
d th
1 f tb f f 1
t1ve s1 e, an
e sou s o. .e ear u
are reassured. But a headlong follower of the advanced school of critics
exclaims, 'Holtzmann and'. Pfleiderer
d J l' h
'd '
d
an
u ic er are on· our s1 e ; an
mention of these authorities throws
the traditionalist into spasms again.
Who are these critics that we should
pin our faith so firmly to them?
Learned men and experts, but quite
1 bl
Th
f
fa li e.
ey are successors o
other men once quoted with equal
confidence; they will be succeeded by
still other men who also will have
their day. The truth is, in our limitless ignorance w:e must have authorities for our opinidns. Harnack is
to-day a high authority on the early
literature of the church. But a:qy one
who reads him will discover that he
is often arbitrary and capricious. To
follow him blindly, whether in his
conservative or in his radical leanings, is to go on a road which will
often have to be retraced."
The Standard (Baptist, Chicago) is
also of the opinion that more value
and significance have been attached
to Professor Harnack's utterances
than the case wholly warrants. It
quotes a note which Dr. A. J. F. Behrends appends to his recent volume,
"The Old Testament under fire," summing up what he deems to be the true
significance of Harnack's early dates
for some of the New Testamen·t books ..
Says Dr. Behrends: "Baur is discredited by the most commanding·
voice of our time. Scholarship comes
back to the faith of the nursery. The,
great have surrendered to the lowly.,
The foolishness of Gou 'has triu..mphed'.
The cottages have conquered the universities.
The firm foundation of
God standeth. For the critical postulates of the school of Wellhausen
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are identical with those of the school
·of Baur. They have been discredited
in the region of the New-Testament
literature, which emerges unharmed
from keen dissection."
On this The Standard says:
••We are afraid the distinguished
preacher and author above quoted, together with a number of other readers
of a part of Harnack's book, has over·
estimated its importance as a contribution to
apologetic literature.
Harnack is not an apologist, nor is it
wise to take his opinions as to the
general trend of criticism apart from
his own conclusions, some of which
are anything but conservative or orthodox.
We wonder whether the
writers who with good reason, welcome
his protest against the excesses of
some higher critics are mindful of the
fact that Harnack himself attributes
the fourth gospel and the three epistles of John in their present form to
John the Presbyter, not to the apostle? Have they noticed that, while he
speaks of 'genuine writings of Paul
underlying the Pastoral Epistles, 'he
says those epistles in their present
form date from 90 to 110; and received
additions still later? Are they willing to accept the dates assigned to the
Epistle of James (120-140) and to the
Second Epistle of Peter (160-175)?
If Harnack is to be set up as a champion of tradition and orthodoxy by
admiring friends on this side the Atlantic, one would wish to ask him a
few simple questions . to make
sure he
.
b
would not spea k out m meetmg at t e
wrong time and spoil everything."
Speaking in an editorial note of the
admitted conclusions of Harna.ck's
work, The Chiirchman (New York)
says:"It may not display a scientifiJ ternper of mind, but it is a splendid tribute
to Harnack's accuracy of methods,
that on all sides men accept the general conclusion arrived at in his latest
work before having examined bis
reasoning. Of course many of those
interested have held this same conclusion under the authority of tradition
without regard for what criticism
might say, but now, without a detailed knowledge of his argument,
they feel assured that it is the conclusion of criticism. simply because Harnack says so. The preface of a book

I is naturally its key. And before the stant state of productiveness.

Ivolume

itself is accessible to English
1
readers the notable conclusion registered in the much-quoted preface to
Harnack's work on the chronology of
early Christian literature informs the
theological world of his ripest thought
and indicates the contents of bis book.
Epoch-making achievements are rare,
but Sanday would seem to be speaking
sober truth in ascribing to his brilliant German contemporary the distinction of opening a new era in
New-Testament study."-Literary Digest.
THE CANAL OF JOSEPH.

All
this, with the exception of the tradition that Joseph built it, can be verified to-day, and it is not mere
supposition or rumor.
Until eight
years ago it was firmly believed that
the design bas always been limited to
an irrigation scheme, larger, no d.oubt,
than that now in operation, as shown
by the traces of abandoned canals,
and by the slow aggregation of waste
water which had accumulated in the
Birket el Querum, but still essentially
the same in character. Many accounts
have been written by Greek and Roman historians, such as Herodotus,
Strabo, Mutianus and Pliny, and repeated l·n monk1"sh leaends
or por o
,
trayed in the maps of the middle ages,
which agreed with the folk lore of the
d"istnct.
·
Th ese tales
·
· d th a t
exp l ame
h
l
d
b
th
·
t
t e cana ug y e anc1en I srae l"t
I e
serve d to carry t h e surp1us wa t ers of
.
.
1a k e 1ymg
.
t h e N"l
i e mto
an extensive
south of the Fayoum, and so large that
i•t no t on 1y mo d"fi
i e d th e c l"ima t e, t em·
th
"d
· d s of th e d eser t an d
permg e ar1 wm
t'
th
· t th e b a1my airs
·
conver mg
em mo
which nourish the vines and the olives
into a fullness and fragrance unknown
in any part of the country, but also
added to the food supply of the land
such immense quantities of fish that
the royal prerogative of the right of
piscary at the great weir was valued
at £ 250, 000 annually. This lake was
said to be 450 miles round, and to be
navigated by a fleet of vessels, and the
whole circumference was the scene
ofindustryandprosperity.-Engineer.
ing.

How many of the engineering works
of the nineteenth century will there
be in existence in the year 6000?
Very few, we. fear, and st1"ll less those
that w1·11 cont1"nue i·n that fa ...' -off age
to serve a useful purpose. Yet there
i·s, at least, one great undertak1"ng
conceived and executed by an engineer
wh1"cb dur1"ng the space of four thousand years has never ceased i"ts office,
on wh1"ch the 11'fe of a fert1"le prov1·nce
absolutely depends to-day. We refer
to the Bahr Joussuf-the canal of
Joseph-built, according to tradition,
by the son of Jacob, and which constitutes not the least of the many
blessings he conferred on Egypt
during the years of his prosperous
rule. This canal took its rise from
the Nile at Asiut, and ran almost parallel with it for nearly two hundred
and fifty miles, creeping along under
the western cliffs of the Nile valley,
with many a bend and winding, unt_il
at length it gained an eminence, as
compared with the river bed, which
Professor Von Voit, of Munich, Gerenabled it to turn westward through many, has investigated the nutritive
a narrow pass and enter a district value of extracts of meat, and now
which was otherwise shut off from the announces as the result of his refertilizing floods on which all vegeta- searches that such extracts have very
tion in Egypt depends. The northern little nutritive value, if any, and that
end stood seventeen feet above low their action is almost entirely a stimuNile, while at the southern end it was lating one, being due to their contents
. at an equal elevation with the river. of alkaloids, such as creatine and
Though this cut ran a perennial. creatinine.-Prometheus.
stream, which watered a province
President William R. Harper, of the Uninamed the Fayoum, endowing it with versity of Chicago, thinks that teachers of
fertility and supporting a large popu- Sunday schools stand in as much need of trainlation. {n the time of the annual ing as other teachers, and that much of the
flood a great part of the canal was present incompetent teaching does positive
harm. Having been chosen superintendent
under water, and then the river's cur- of the Hyde Park Baptist church school, he
rent would rush in a more direct will try to put his ideas into practice. His
course into the pass, carrying with it scheme includes an experimental school and.
the rich silt which takes .the. place of study
a normal course, the lat~er to comprise a
of methods of teaching and to be tested
manure and keeps the soil ma con· I intheexperimentalschool.-Lit.Dig.,June12.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 116.
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SURE ENOUGH.

WHAT IS THE MATTER?
THE United States, as a whole, is blessed
above all other nations in its great fertility of
soil, vast mineral resources of all kinds, that
are easy of access, and no nation on the face
of the globe has as much business push and
capacity according to the number of its inhabitants.
The church and s;ihoolhouse were the
foundation stones upon which this nation was
founded. The soil and mines have yielded far
more than enough to supply the liberal demands of our citizens. Our schools have
tu·rned out some of the greatest men of the
age, and science 3,nd inventive genius have
reached their greatest height upon American
soil. Religious sentiment has pervaded the
very atmosphere. Ministers of the gospel
have followed the earliest frontier settlements
and planted the religion of Jesus Christ.
Church spires point heavenward from every
city, village, and hamlet. But notwithstanding these great advantages, financially, we
have been gravitating downward for several
years. Manufacturers and laborers, mercantile men and mechanics are, with few exceptions, bordering upon financial despair,
though they are still clinging to the tantalizing delusion of the peosperity that was to
come with the election of McKinley.
The churches, religiously and financially,
are upon the verge of bankruptcy; missionary
work is being limited and restricted, salaries
are being cut down, and the spiritual life and
infiuence of the church are on the decline.
God evidently is hiding his face and teaching
this nation that the way of the transgressor
is hard, a~d that the only road to prosperity
is a cheerful and willing obedience to God's
laws.
The history of the race reveals the fact
that whenever a nation has turned its back
upon God and continued to disregard his injunctions, that it has invariably by a slow
process been ground to pieces and swept from
the face of the earth.
As a nation the people are guilty of peopling hell with the victims of the licensed
saloon, and while our public coffers are
filled with the silver and gold received for
license, our bands are reeking with the
blood of millions of our citizens who have
been sent down into untimely and dishonored
graves. As a nation we still refuse to put
away this great sin.

The subtle influence of the saloon has
corrupted and bribed the church, which
to-day is in complicity with the liquor traffic
to such an extent that it controls, in a large
measure, the policy of the church, and
because of this fact the church is shorn of its
power.
Dr. Pierson, editor of the Missiona1·y Review of the World, says: "I believe the Holy Spirit is withdrawing
from the church of God as a body. There is
a supreme crisis in foreign missions. It is
the most alarming that has confronted the
church in the last century. Surely the
situation is desperate when is considered the
difficulty of getting money, or even to get
audiences to listen to missionary appeal."
D. L. Moody says:"A dead cold has come over the church."
Bishop Fowler, the Demosthenes of Methodism, says:"When a church reaches a state where she
cannot furnish missionaries, she has nothing
worth propagating."
Commenting upon Dr. Pierson he says:"This deadness rests upon all the great
churches.
Their m1ss10nary funds are
exbausted and they are deeply in debt." But
the most fallacious reason for this state of
affairs is given by Dr. Pierson when he
says:"It is the baneful, the appalling spirit of
evolution and science. The attention of the
civilized world has been turned aside by a
whirlwind of science and Evolution."
"Bosh, doctor, bosh. That is not the
seat of the disease, at all. It is because
the church has gone after strange gods."
Dr. Crafts, of the National Reform Bureau,
says:"Perhaps there has been moral progress in
the world at large since 1867, but it would be
hard to prove moral progress in the United
States since that date. The consumption of
liquor, the divorces, and murders have multiplied three times as fast as the population."
Rev. J. G. Hogan, of Forest City, Pennsyl·
vania, says:"Itis not science and evolution so much as it
is saloons and devilution-a profane attempt
to sanctify some political and social sins, and
it is time that Dr. Pierson and the pious political sinners in the pulpits and the pews of
this country were made to understand that
the holy Spirit can work through a saloon or
a brothel just as well as he can through a
church that consents to them."
Why should the world or even the church
membership be interested in missions when
this professedly Christian nation is sending to
the heathen countries continually, liquor
enough to send them all to hell? Why should
, the world at large be interested in the
church when it is responsible for the existence of the saloon, and when it even persecutes its members and ministers for

denouncing thls infernal traffic. The action
of the church upon this issue is such that the
world wants nothing to do with its hypocrisy.
No man, no party, and no church can bring
prosperity, financially or religiously, until it
recognizes God in its actions and life.-Oshkosh Signal.

The foregoing was handed us by
Bro. James Campbell, of Geneva,
Wisconsin, during our late visit to
East Delevan, Wisconsin, conference.
This apparent indictment against
the dominant Protestant churches is
terrible, and seems to justify the
statement made by the angel, "None
of them is right."
Unless there is a direct and radical
change in the methods of the churches,
to say nothing about their doctrines,
the decay suggested by Dr. Pierson,
and attributed by Bishop Fowler to
be a "deadness" which rests upon all
the great churches, must continue until even the '•form of godliness" will
be lost; and the churches will have
"gone after strange gods" sure
enough.
While we concede to the awful-correctness of the charge by Rev. J. G.
Hogan that it is the saloon and
"devilution" (what a word!) that is
sapping the vitality of the churches,
and give these two elements their full
value in the deterioration of the :religious movements among the churches,
we cannot escape the conviction that
if the churches would but turn to and
accept the doctrines of the ''man
Jesus who iscalledtheChrist,"thelatter element, "devilution," would be
eliminated from the list of destructive
forces, and the saloons would follow,
they being but one of the working
tools of the master of "devilution."
The saints ought to be much encouraged in reading the foregoing by
the thought that the Reorganized
Church bas been from the beginning
the open and avowed advocate of the
saving power of the doctrines of
Christ, and an equally open and
avowed foe to the liquor traffic. There
has been no halfway, hesitating, or
vacillating compromise with the
.

. _

evil; but a steady, persistent, and un, :flinching opposition all along the line,
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out my Spirit upon all flesh and so~s and
daughters shall prophesy and old men shall
dream dreams.' "
. C
b
d
um er1an
P rop h e t J ones was b orn rn
county, Virginia, July 18, 1854. He began
preaching in May, 1883. Though he had
never had the slightest education, he says
God gave him the power to read the Bible.
"My first visions," he said, "was on April
16 , 1884 . On that day 1 saw New York
shaking and staggering and I predicted an
earthquake. It came August 10 of the same
year. The earthquake at Charleston I foretold six months and eighteen days before it
occurred.
"In 1884 I walked four times from Pittsburg
to Johnstown to tell the people of a great
flood that was coming upon them. It came
in 1889. In 1893 I was in Cincinnat.i. One
"HE SEES THINGS,"
night in my sleep I saw a great storm strike
"LOTS" of people are seeing visions St.. Louis. I saw the buildings torn to pieces
and assuming prophetic roles in these and the dead lying in the streets. I went
days; so many indeed that we are there in April, and again in December, and
told them of the coming calamity. They
unable to place on record all reported
heeded not my warning and the storm came.
to us. However, here is another,
"God's patience with the people of this
the Rev. Andrew Jones, a colored country is exhausted and if they do not mend
minister, who predicts woe and disas- their ways they will be swept from the
ter upon the city of Chicago in par- earth. The famine which was put upon the
Egyptians will be visited upon the United
ticular, and upon the United States
States in 1905. The most of the inhabitants
entire, We are not informed further
will die. But again I warn Chicago. The
than what appears in his present buildings will fall and the dead lie in rows
statement, concerning his predictions like the yellow grain after the reaper's
of past calamities. We take the ac- sickle."

so far as the church is concerned,
based upon the statement of the Savior, "No drunkard hath eternal life
abiding in him." To be drunken is to
be lost, to be lost. is to be damned;
and we can neither afford to be
damned ourselves, or to suffer others
to be damned because we fear to denounce evil.
The charge of these men whether it
be that the church favors the saloon
and "devilution," or has gone after
strange gods, does not lie against us.
Let us see to it that it never can.

count from
May 8:-

I took
j

'

*

'

·

greeted. our brother and coworker, A.
H. Smith, Brn. A. Hart, Arthur
Smith, William Landers, and a lot of
others, men and women from all over
the district, at the gospel tent, we
·
d
d
t
·th
were m goo moo ' a peace ':i
ourselves and all men; and so Editor
Davies left us to return to his daily
task, we to take up the roles prescribed for us by President Hart and
required by the demands of the occasion.
The story of the dedication will
likely be told by some one of the local
force, so we are contented with stating that, so far as the editor can
judge, all passed off pleasantly, the
preachers enjoyed the spirit and the
occasion; the saints were pleased, edifled, and strengthened, while t.he Master was served and the Father
honored in sobriety, meekness, humility and the comfort of the Holy

the Chicago Blade of

" A great catastrophe is hovering over this
city, and unless the people of Chicago repent
of their sins a terrible calamity will befall
the city in the near future."
These words were uttered by Rev. Andrew
Jones, the colored evangelist, and, as he
claims, the especially appointed prophet of
God. He was preaching in the Providence
Baptist Church on the west side. Since 1884
Prophet Jones has been predicting the wrath
of the Almighty. He claims to have predieted the Johnstown flood, the earthquakes
in New York and Charleston, and the St.
Louis tornado. To all of these cities he
went immediately after h.is vision and spent
some days in each place exhorting the people
to flee from the wrath to come.
"I can't just tell the natures of the calamity that is coming to Chicago," he said, "but
it will be something that will hurl the tall
buildings to the ground. In a vision I have
seen the structures tumbling and the dead
and dying lying in the streets. It may be an
earthquake or a tornado that is corning, but
whatever it is it will be something awful. I
cannot set the time definitely, but it is in the
near future, if the people here do not renounce
their unholy ways.
"I have been appointed the prophet of God.
He comes to me and speaks with me, telling
me the name of the city upon which his
wrath will be visited and commanding me to
go forth and urge the people to repent.
These revelations are according to the second
chapter of Acts, 17th verse: 'It shall come
to pass that in the last days that I will pour

his team and carried us over to
Minersville eiaht miles north of Con.
'
"'
.
.
.
cordia, where the dedication services
were to be held. The day was a
typical one in June, the country beautiful to look at, the ride enjoyable;
and as a consequence when we

THE saints in the Northwest Kansas
district have been successful in securing at Minersville the first church
building to be dedicated to the worship
of the Lord in the district.

Ghost.
The house of Mr. and Sr. Williams
was the local center, the hospitalities
were dispensed under the care and
management of Bro. William and Sr.
Ella Landers, of Greenleaf, and all
were duly cared for.
Several meetings were held, the
preaching being done by the brothers
Alexandiw and Joseph Smith. The
sacrament was administered Sunday
afternoon and the testimony meeting
after was pleasant and spirited and
enjoyed by all.

Through the kindness of Sr. William Williams, and her husband, they
donated a building and plat of ground
on· which it stands, to the church,
quite large enough for the purposes
of the saints at Minersville and its
vicinity.
At the request of Bro. Henry Hart,
the president of the district, Brn.

Joseph and Alexander H. Smith visited the district and were present and FIRST IN THE NORTHWEST KANSAS
assisted in the dedication services.
DISTRICT.
The editor arrived at Concordia, ON Sunday, June 13th just passed,
Cloud County, the evening of Friday, there was a notable gathering of the
the 11th, and was made the guest of clans from Deloit, Goshen, Scandia,
Mr. Gomer T. Davies, whose wife is Minneapolis, Broughton, Greenleaf,
the sister of Bro. L. W. Powell, of Concordia, Hollis, and Minersville,
Temple, Ohio, and a member of the Kansas, branches, at the hamlet of
church. Mr. Davies is the publisher Minersville, where, at eleven a. m. a
of the Kansan, a paper devoted to the church building, the gift of Sr. Wilinterests of Kansas and the West gen- liams and her husband, and the donaerally, published at Concordia, and is tions of the few scattered and poor
among the leading business and politi- saints in the district for ·repairs and
cal men of the county. He treated preparations, was dedicated, with due
the editor and preacher very courte- observance of time and ceremony.
, ousJy, and on the morning of the 12th
The services were in charge of

!
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Elder Henry Hart, of Broughton,
Kansas, president of the district; the
sermon was by President Joseph
Smith, and the prayer of dedication
by President Alexander H. Smith, of
Lamoni.
It was a decided success.
The brethren had pitched the district tent near the building, and servi·
ces were held in it, the house itself
being too small to hold the large crowd
in attendance.
Two were baptized and confirmed at
Lamoni, June 5 and 6; which incident
is confirmatory of the way in which
the spirit of inquiry commends the
gospel to those seeking truth. One
was a young man raised and living
near to Lamoni, an earnest, soberminded man, trying to begin life in a
correct way. He heard and obeyed,
and publicly took his place with us as
a disciple. The other is a man past
middle life, an extensive traveler;
who, in visiting Los Angeles, California, on his return to the United
States from a visit and sojourn in
Guatamala, heard Brn. A. C. Barmore
and Robert J. Parker, and others of
the faith there, and came to Lamoni
to join the church at headquarters.
He is much pleased with the truth.
THE INDIAN EARTHQUAKE.

CALCUTTA, June 15.-Telegrams with earthquake news, the echoes of the subterranean
disturbance of Saturday last, are pouring in
from every station north of Madras. The
heavy rains of the last two days are increasing the damage done. Thousands of
poor Europeans and Prussians are homeless
and are Ii ving in the open air.
Calcutta, June 16.-Further reports of the
destruction caused by the earthquake of last
Saturday show that great damage was done
at Dacca, Jamaltur, and Murshidabad. At
the latter place the Nawab had a miraculous
escape.
Great injury has been done to the plantations of Assam, Cachar, and Duaro. A number of factories and machine houses have
been wrecked at the three places named. At
Krishnagar, Myendingh, and Silkot all the
courts and treasuries have been demolished.
Terrible reports are coming in from
Assam. At Shilong everything has been
leveled to the ground. There have been
many deaths in the public offices, in the military lines, and in the bazaar.
The official records have been buried at
Gauhati, where the roads are now crossed by
wide chasms. The railroad has vanished in
that vicinity, and at Coalpara a tidal wave
bas destroyed the bazaar and all the other
buildings and the adjacent country is cov-
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m·ed with fissures which are spurting mud has already made it a dead book to multiand sand.
tudes of people." And, again, "But we have
Numbers of buildings have been destroyed evidences of a continuous revelation in the
at Dhubri, where the river bank has sub- world to-day." "Human souls are the word
sided, flooding the country and ruining the of God, and always have been." "It (the Bicrops.
ble) is not a chart to guide men to some
There has been heavy loss of life at Coal- world removed from ours; it is not a promise
para and Dhubri.
to bless in some other state of existence."
Several of the shaken districts have not
Specification No. 2. He Raid: "The nature
been heard from, but isolated roads have and laws of the humail spirit are just the
been broken up by fissures, bridges have same as the nature and laws of the Holy
been destroyed, and the telegraph lines have Spirit, with the exception that in .the human
been broken down almost throughout Assam. these are an unfolding life, and the Divine is
revealed in proportion to the capacity and de·
velopment of the human."

WE were also lately visited by Dr. P.
P. Starke, of Richmond, Virginia,
who is seeking the truth; and who
has been sedulously securing information concerning the church. We
gave the Doctor all the opportunity
for investigation that we could; and
after staying with us over Sunday,
June 5, he returned to his home, via
Cincinnati, Ohio. We have hope that
the result of his inqui.ry will be to
lead him into the fold with us.
We believe in affording to those in·
quiring the fullest opportunity for investigation, without being over anxious
about the result, whether favorable or
unfavorable to our claims. The issue
of every man's inquiry and action is
between himself and his Lord; we
can neither make, mar, nor change the
verdict the Lord may pass upon such
conviction and action as follow inquiry
and investigation; every man standing or falling for himself. Hence
while we may earnestly wish every inquirer to find the truth to be as we
have found it, we ·feel it to be a duty
to give every facility for inquiry and
leave the result with the Master.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Ministers' Bibles, by which strictly firstclass editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 8ix6i mailed postpaid at $2. tlO
per copy.
''The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps to 1896. Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 8ix6 mailed postpaid at
$1. 50.

These Bibles are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading publishing houses and may be relied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley,
HERESY, IS IT?
ONE Rev. George E. Cunningham, of Business Manager Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
Kirksville, Missouri, a pastor of the
Methodist Episcopal Church is in
trouble among his brethren, being BISHOP CHENEY, of Chicago, who
charged with being guilty of heresy. withdrew from the General Council of
The following are the two specifica- the Reformed Episcopal Church in
tions upon vvhich he will answer, and session at New York, because of the
likely be deposed from the pulpit, if action of the council in what is now
not expelled from the church.
called the "vestment contest,'' or the
Specification 1. The said George E. Cun· difference as to church "millinery,"
ningham holds that "the Holy Scriptures of
is thus quoted in an interview pubthe Old and New Testaments are not the only
lished
in the Times Herald of June
and sufficient rule, both of our faith and practice." At a district conference of the Kirks- 18:-

ville district, M. E. Church, held in
Lancaster, Missouri, January 26-28, 1897, the
said Cunningham did assert and maintain the
following:"The theory that the Bible, as we have it,
] is an infallible and final authority in religion

I wish it to be understood that I favor no
particular garment or church vestment, but
I am opposed to any particular garment or
robe being prescribed. If we are restricted
in what we shall wear we shall be told what
we must sing, or eat, for instance.
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I was opposed to any restriction being put
upon our Christian church liberty. Dr. Ashburst, a layman of Philadelphia; precipitated
the difficulty by offering a resolution prescribing a black robe, and that only, as the
clerrnal dress for church services. The
white surplice and black scarf were decried
as Roman Catholic, and the bishop's robes,
which I only wear in the discharge of some
episcopal office were denounced. I contended
only for the fullest liberty in choice of vestmen ts.
My resignation of certain chairmanships of
committees and trusteeships, the gifts of the
General Council, does not mean separation
from the. church. There is no question of
secession involved. The synod of Chicago,
which backed me in the position I took of
fullest liberty, will not separate· from the
church, but the result may be that the synod
may feel indifferent about representation in
the General Council in the future, or when it
meets three years hence.

Thus another theological storm
center is generated, and which may
result in permanent separation as an
"independent" communion. Modern
theology is at sea without chart,
compass, or permanent reliable steering gear. It is in "commotion" with
the general elements and tossing to
and fro. Note the passing changes
and the signification of them in the
developments of the times.
EXTRACTS FROM LET1ERS.

SR. E. A. PAYNE,
braska, June 9:-

Maxwell, Ne-

We are still alive in the work, and striving
to teach the gospel to all that will listen.
\Xfe have a nice Sabbath school at half past
ten, and prayer meeting at eight in the evening. Bro. Porter did a good work here last
spring, and we are looking for him soon
again. I wish some would send me old Heralds, Ensigns, and Autiirnn Leaves, as there
are so many traveling past, and I have a good
chance to scatter the good seed, by sending
out the church publications. My desire is to
do all the good I can; yes, to spend every
moment of my life in the service of God. I
desire the prayers of the saints that I may be
faithful.

Writing of the general attitude of
affairs in Kansas, Bro. William Cairns,
of Scranton, says:We have a brother Davis here preaching,
but his hearers are few. Talk as they may,
there is a growing spirit of indifference to
all things of a religious nature.

Bro. I. P. Baggerly, Shawnee,
Texas, June 8:I came here the 2d of May. Have been
quite busy. Four were baptized last Sunday,
and others are near. Many are becoming
interested, and the work is opening up
gradually, even beyond my expectations.
Prejudice that has been so stubborn in this
cJuntry is giving away, and the call for
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preaching more than can bG filled.
from here to Bagwell this week.
Anon.
'

I go
More

Bro. C. J. Hunt, Cherokee, Iowa,
June 17:For the past ten days I have been assisting
Bro. W. W. Whiting in tabernacle meetings
in this city. Attendance and interest quite
good; the saints in this locality are alive to
both the temporal and spiritual interests of
the church. Em. N. V. Sheldon and A. R.
Crippen occupy in the neighboring schoolhouses on Sundays.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

OCCASIONALLY the editors receive
letters complaining of the character
of missionary or local work being
done, also those of a personal character. The HERALD does not publish
such complaints. Those desiring to
enter complaints should do so formally to the missionary in charge or
others having jurisdiction.
Brn. Joseph Smith, A. H. Smith,
and E. L. Kelley, returned home on
Tuesday the 15th, Brn. Smith from
Kansas, Bro. Kelley from Illinois.
Bro. A. H. Smith departed again on
the 17th for the Minnesota reunion;
and Bro. Kelley on the 18th, to
attend the Southern Nebraska district conference at Wilber.
Bro. J. W. Whitley, of Douglas
County, Washington, is anxious to
have the elders visit him and preach
the word to the people who have received what he has taught them and
wish to learn the truth more perfectly . . His post office is Toqua. He
lives on the south side of the Columbia
River, eight miles below Bridgeport.
He asks prayers of saints and help
from elders in the field to aid him in
the cause. Perhaps Bro. Holt or Bro.
Chase can respond.
The Xenia, Illinois, Press, of June
10, has two items advertising the conference of the Southern Illinois district. Good. As public interest wanes
in the faiths of the fathers of Protestantism (as affirmed by many ministers
themselves), we hope the truth will
not escape the attention of the people,
now that it has been vindicated and is
receiving more public notice.
Bro. J. C. Foss, who has been confined to his bed at Rockland, Maine,
with bilious fever, for the past twenty
days, wrote June 5 that he is improving slowly. He hopes to be up in a
few days and go to Ohio, his field of
labor.

Bro. J. W. Waldsmith reports that
Bro. M. H. Forscutt, who had been
improving in health, had fallen down
an unlighted cellar stairway, carelessly
left open, and had sustained severe
injuries. He was improving as rapidly
as could be expected. Letter dated
Nebraska City, June 13.
Bro. E. DeLong sends us a letter
received from a gentleman at Grayling, Michigan, who refers to former
preaching some years ago by Bro. D.,
and asks that he return in behalf of a
sick lady to administer to her and
preach the gospel. The writer offers
to pay the minister's expenses. Bro.
D. will go and report results.
Bro. C. Christen commends the
labors of Brn. William Woodhead and
Peter Anderson, at Barnard, Missouri,
of late. He sends a local paper containing a favorable notice of a temperance effort by Bro. Woodhead.
Sr. Ida Stewart, of Agricultural
College, Mississippi, asks the address
of Bishop John F. Hurst of the M. E.
Church. Who can furnish her with it?
Bro. Green Cloyd, an aged and
faithful colored brother living at
Osceola, Iowa, writes that the Lord
blesses the few who hold their Sunday
meetings at that place.
Sr. Addie David, wrote from Lotus,
California, in March, relating dreams
received by her in testimony concerning the work and the church, which
were sufficient to satisfy her and
fortify her against being led to accept
the Utah philosophy, urged upon her
attention by her sister and others.
We have not room for the dreams,
and as they were to her rather than to
others, we could more readily refrain
from publishing them, The Lord
seems to still answer the prayers of
the inquiring.
Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., secured insertion of a lengthy article defensive
of the faith in contrast to Utah Mormonism, in the Versailles, Indiana,
Republican, of late date.
It will
doubtless reach many.
Bro. C. N. Townsend of South Tacoma, Washington, writes that he is
anxious that an elder come to that
place. He says he has a room all
fitted for church, can be had for $1
per month, and a good many anxious
to hear.
Will ·the missionary in
charge please make note of the request.
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We have received minutes of the
reunion of Central Nebraska district
at Inman, Nebraska, which opened
June 3. A good. time was had all
around, in preaching, Sunday school
work, social enjoyment, etc.
We
omit publication of regular reunion
minutes because of crowding demands
upon our space.
Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., wrote from
Osgood, Indiana, June 9; he had visited and labored at Louisville, Kentucy, where be found a working
interest_ He had labored also in New
Albany, Indiana. He found some
things of a discouraging character in
the Southern Indiana field, also some
encouraging features. Those who desired to take up the work in Louisville should address J. T. Scott, No.
19 Cottom Avenue, New Albany, Indiana.
A Lamoni brother writes for the
HERALD, suggesting that the ministry
address the saints more in the line of
encouragement by picturing or describing conditions to be realized by
the fulfillment of promises made and
to be realized; that hopeful anticipation is preferable to much admonition,
etc. We note the suggestion, not
having space for the letter. It is
probable that the instruction to speak
as moved "by the Holy Spirit," is the
rule by which the ministry are seeking to be governed.
Late Cuban news contains reports
of signal victories by the Cubans
over the Spanish soldiers. The general trend of press dispatches is that
the patriots are pressing the Spanish
troops in the provinces, also in close
proximity to Havana. Madrid advices state that with the exception
of military and office-holding classes
and the aristocracy, the Spanish people are weary of the Cuban conflict
and its resultant taxation, and would
welcome an honorable cessation of
hostilities by intervention of the
United States. President McKinley's
policy is said to be one of firm insistence that Spain accept American
intervention on terms yet to be agreed
upon, and that the new minister to
Spain, Stewart Woodford, of New
York bas been chosen to initiate
diplomatic overtures with that end in
view.
The ambassadors of the powers
have presented the scheme drawn up
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by the military attaches of the ambassies. It gives to Turkey the mountain
crests on the frontiers of Thessaly,
but the Turks are not allowed to retain
any of the villages of Thessaly. The
Turkish foreign minister has submitted it to the Sultan and his cabinet.
The Turks are fortifying positions on
neutral ground between them and the
Greeks.
Results of the late election to the
States General of the Netherlands are
strongly in favor of , the Liberals
against the Catholics. The election
was held under the reform act of 1896,
which confers the franchise on all
male Dutch citizens not under twentyfive years of age.
A heavy cyclone swept over Arequipa, Peru, June 6, but no serious
damage was done.
A popular demonstration organized
by army officers, was held at Brussels,
June 13, with a view to reorganizing
the Belgian army.
Cuban successes too numerous to
report in detail are reported from the
seat of war. Two Spanish battalions
have refused to accept paper money
from the government.
Famine is
now being folt in Havana, under the
pressure of war conditions. General
Rivera, captured by the Spaniards,
has been sentenced to death. General
Gomez has declined to treat with
General Weyler, the Spanish com·
mander.
For the first time in centuries Italian
cardinals are in the minority in the
sacred college and correspondents
point out the possibility of the election
of an American pope. It is supposed
however, that Pope Leo will provide
for the emergency by the creation of
other Italian cardinals.
The north of England and Scotland
were swept by a severe storm June 16.
Much damage to shipping, crops, and
other property.
At Alguiza, Cuba, a town of 3,000
souls, 178 persons died in May last,
from hunger and destitution.
Cuban generals say that recognition
of Cuban belligerency by the United
States is all that is necessary to insure
Cuban's freedom; that intervention by
the United States is therefore unnecessary.
A treaty providing for the annexa·
tion of Hawaii to the United States,
negotiated and signed by representa-
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tives of the two governments, and
favored by President McKinley,
awaits ratification or rejection by the
United States Senate. Action will
not be taken for some time yet.
Waterspout and heavy hail de·
stroyed crops near Humboldt, Illinois,
June 15.
A peculiar and severe electric storm
prevailed in Chicago during the evening of June 16. Electric plants, lines,
and appliances became centers of
danger by the vividness and strength
of long continued lightning flashes.
One person was killed, a number injured, and property destroyed.
Recent seismic disturbances in
Northern Wyoming have left chasms
a quarter of a mile in width and of
great depth.
June 17.-Earthquake shocks were
felt at Mexico City, and in all Southern Mexico from Acapulco to Vera
Cruz; both vertical and horizontal
shocks are reported. Advices from
Tehuantepec indicate a continuation
of the shocks; the inhabitants who
have not fled are living in tents in the
open air.
Calcutta, June 18. - Almost the
whole of the Province of Assam has
been devastated by the earthquake.
The ruin is appalling. The courts,
treasuries, jail, and hospitals have
collapsed. The loss of food supplies
is enormous. The crops are mostly
ruined and great scarcity of food is
expected. All traffic is difficult, as
numbers of the roads have been
completely demolished. Earthquake
shocks still continue to be felt in the
Province of Assam and much alarm is.
felt, especially as renewed shocks
have been reported from various
places in Bengal. Heavy rains are
immensely increasing the damage.
It is reported that representatives
of the governments of Guatemala and
Costa Rica have signed the treaty
which makes them a part of the
Greater Republic of Central America.
These two governments were the last
to come into the union. Salvador,
Honduras, and Nicaragua have been
in the confederation some time. ExPresident Cleveland recognized the
confederation last December.
London advices state that Queen
Victoria is almost blind and that her
infirmity will result in a regency under the l?:rince of Wales, or that she
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will abdicate in his favor, after the
coming jubilee celebration of her
sixty years' reign. The report concerning her blindness is both repeated
and denied.
A storm of unusual severity, partaking of the character of a cyclone
or tornado, according to reports from
some places, swept over half a dozen
States on Thursday night and Friday
morning. Its general direction was
from points in Nebraska, Iowa, and
Kansas eastward, across Illinois and
two-thirds of Indiana, taking in Louisville and the northern part of Ken tucky. The property damage was
large in the aggregate, Louisville
being the greatest sufferer perhaps.
Four persons were killed and six
injured at Lincoln, Illinois. Much
property was swept away at other
points. The lightning was unusually
vivid aud severe.
Spanish correspondence states that
a succession of cyclones and fierce
hailstorms have destroyed the crops
and vineyards in the Province of
Valladolid and Guadlaruja. In the
district of New Castle, houses have
been flooded, hundreds of cattle
. drowned, and a number of lives lost.
On June 18 the city of Paris, France,
was visited by a cyclone which caused
serious damage. Twelve persons were
killed and fifty injured. Factories
and dwellings were leveled to the
ground. Near by towns also suffered
severely. A cloudburst in Central
France resulted in loss of life and
property. On the same date the
Province of Sagovia, Spain, was
swept by hailstorms and floods.
Crops were ruined, houses flooded,
and cattle and goods carried away.
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lost by the earthquake disturbances
which have recently visited the province of Assam.
OAXACA, Mexico, June 20.-There
are reports of a continuing earthquake
at Tehauntepec.
Every house is
destroyed and 15,000 people are living
in tents.

Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn.
EDITED

BY

FRANCES.

GOD

GIVE US MEN.
"Men whom the lust of' ifjce cannot kill:
Men whom the spoils of office will not buy;
Men who have opinions and a will;
Men who have honor; men who will not lie."

day schools, as we have not one of our own
here. I often ask myself, "Am I doing right
in letting them go," for we are told that we
"should not bid them Godspeed." But we
cannot send them without giving them a
penny or fivo cents each Sunday, and that
seems like bidding them Godspeed.
I ask the sisters to pray for us in this part
of the vineyard, that the time may come
when God will stretch forth his arm in love,
and gather many into his fold in this place.
Let us ever strive to know God's will and
live to all his commandments, so that we
may reach that higher plane to whkh it is
the privilege of the children of God to attain. Ever praying for the welfare of Zion.
Your sister,
MARY STRANG.
GARLAND, Ala.

ISLAND, Ill.
Dear Sisters of the Horne Colurnn:-It is with
a sad heart that I note the few letters in the
Home Column of late. Why is this? Have
our dear sisters lost the interest or love they
once had? I hope not. Has God ceased to
bless them? I don't think be has. My
prayer is that they may embrace these privileges of writing spiritual letters, that the
weaker ones of the flock may l..i ;.t;>,.ngihened; for I know, like my ~~~J, li.U.:.:y d ~t~m
watch with anxious eyes for the Herald each
week. I can say that this gospel is dearer to
me than life, and I love it better each day.
Like a jewel, the more we study it the more
briiliant it appea1·s. God has blessed us as a
family more times than I can mention, for
which I praise bis name, and I know if we
live lives becoming saints he will continue to
bless us and answer our prayers. When we
pray it should not be a formal kind of prayer;
God will not hear that prayer; and when our
prayers receive no aoswer, we blame him,
and we ourselves are to blame. We should
pray having faith io God, as though we
wanted bim to hear U3.
I remember hearing a story of an old
woman who read in the good old book that
if we have faith as a grain of mustard seed
we could command that mountains be removed, and it should be done. She prayed
that the hill at her back door might be removed. When she came and looked, there
The people are panic stricken.
was the hill. She said, "Just as I had exThe severest shock of earthquake pected;" and according to her faith it had
experienced for many years prevailed been done. We should have faith that God
throughout the State of California, will hear and answer our prayers; and I
June 20. At Hollister every brick know if we ask according to the mind of the
spirit that he will. My heart is made to rebuilding suffered, and in the court- joice when I read the many reports of the
house the walls and ceilings lost most Sunday schools. I thank God to see the
of their plastering. Other damage is older ones take so much interest in the
reported. Gilroy and other places re- young; for soon those who have grown silverhaired in the service of the Master will be
port much damage to buildings and called home to rest, and the grand work will
other property.
rest on the shoulders of our children; and if
The celebration of the diamond jubi- they have not been taught to love and reverlee of Queen Victoria began at London ence their Creator, and show a willingness to
and throughout the United Kingdom, serve him, I think the condemnation will be
on June .
upon our heads. I would like to have some
20
.
.
.
one, or more, write their. thoughts on sendAd vices from Simla,. India, June 19, i. ng. our children to sectarian Sunday schools.
state that over 6,000 lives have been, I have three little ones who attend other Sun-

Dear Sisters:-This morning my mind is

ROOK

led out to you. I have enjoyed your letters
so full of love, sympathy, and good advice,
and I thought a few words from my pen
might not be out of place.
Let me ask, mothers, Are you doing your
whole duty toward your children? Are you
preparing your children to make good neighbors, to be friends, and have friends? Are
you raising them to make good husbands and
wives? I sometimes view the world over in
my own mind, and think of what I have
heard and seen; it seems that many children lack reverence for age, for their fathers
and .their mothers, their brothers, sisters,
schoolmates, al'd friends; and most of all,
they lack reverence for the church and their
Creator.
Can it be that we mothers are to blame?
yes; the blame must rest largely upon us.
Fathers; we need your assistance in helping
to train our children. That a purer and better generation may grow up. The minds of
both parents should be interested in training
the children. Some will say, "I never have
time to spend with the children." God pity
the children of such parents! For what purpose were children given into their care?
Many fathers take time to go to town and
spend half the day talking of things of little
benefit to them, while they can never have
time to spend in teaching one of their children a Sunday school lesson. Sometimes we
mothers will take time to ruffle and puff our
little ones' clothes, and scrub the floor from
once to twice a week, or oftener; but our little ones must be put off and neglected, because we have not time. Now dear mothers,
let us put our shoulders to the wheel, and try
to teach our children the way of truth and
righteousness. Let us take time since this
is our first duty.
Love to all, and success to the Home ColSISTER DO.RA.
umn.
THURMAN.

Dear Sister Frances:- I am not one of the

II

isolated ones. We have a nice edifice to
worship in and a membership of about one
hundred and seventy-five. We have a good
Sunday school, teachers, and local preachers.
Henry Kemp is district president. I take
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Saints' Herald, Ensign, and many of our
church books. I read, study, and pray; and
I know there is no faith like our faith nor
any true but it. I was a member of the
Christian Church for thirty years. I was
honest; and as enthusiastic as I am now, but
was starving for spiritual food. I had read
the Bible, and it seemed no one was right.
Before I was a member of the Christian
Church I made a vow that if ever I saw a
people that was nearer to the ways of God
and his Son, that I would turn my back on
all that I loved; for I DID LOVE the membership. But time went on, and I heard many
speakers preach, smart men people called
them, too. I heard sermons by the saints
and still I could not see. I told Bro. A. J.
Cato, so he explained all he could, and I told
him I was honest, but I could not see. He
said he hoped the time would come when I
would see; but when I did, it was through
fervent prayer to be8t of Fathers, who made
it known to me the saints were right, and
this why I am a Latter Day Saint.
I have been united with the saints nine
years. I have never regretted the step
taken, nor ever can express the joy and
sweet and silent delight to know that the
most High has lead me aright! I feel that I
am one who lets the cares of this world take
up the precious God-given time; but my
prayers are for all the saints; my sympathy
goes out for all t)le saints. I am alone in
the church, as far as relatives are concerned,
as I know of none who are members. I ask
the prayers of the saints, that God may be
good to them, and lead them aright, that we
may live in union and work in union.
ALICE A. GREENWOOD.
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BLACKBOARD EXERCISES.
NO. 1.
BEY.

OD.
OOD.
LAD.

AVES.

G O

RDINANCES.

S

PRECIOUS.

OUL.

RO MISES.

J

OSEPH.
ACOB.
OSHUA.

~

ANAAN.
HRISTIAN.
ELESTIAL

E
H

ONOR.

S

Baroda, Berrien Co., Michigan.

IN the given chalk talks we will give a brief
explanation. In each especially urge the
smaller and middle classes to answer. In
No. 1 ask, What do the larger letters say?
Ans.-Gospel. Then take first letter G and
first word attached, and ask, Whose gospel?
Ans.-God's. Q.-Who is good? A.-God.

U

NION.

EEK.

S

AVIOR.

NO. 3.
RULE.

EA VEN.

ISRAEL.
SON.
TEACHER.
SAAC.
AVES
NHERITANCE.
'
lGHTEOUS.
NSPIRATION.
OLDIERS.
RIUMPH.

NO. 4.
OOD.
LORY.
REAT.

G

BEY.
RDAIN.
MNIPOTENT.
MNIPRESENT.

O

RICHLAND, Iowa, June 14.

(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to ''Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

mM.

ARAH.
INAI.
AB BATH.
UNDAY.

GYPT.
NTER.
NE MIES.

hsUsr Department.

MRS . .T. H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

IFE.

flvERLASTING.

NO. 2.

Q.-What is good? A.-Gospel. Q.-Why?
A.-Because it is perfect law of God. Q.What is the difference between the words
"God" and "good"? A.-One o. Q.-What
makes us glad? A.-God and gospel.
Second letter. Q.-What is it? A.-0.
Q.-Represents what? A.-Obey. Q.-Obey
what? A.-Ordinancesof gospel. Q.-What
are they? A.-Blessing of children, baptism, etc.
Third letter, S. Q.-Saves what? A.Soul.
Fourth letter, P. Q.-What is precious?
A.-Gospel. Q.-Gospelof what? A.-Promises. Q.-Wbat are some of them? A.-Joy
here and hereafter; temporal, physical, spiritPROGRAM FOR JULY MEETINGS OF DAUGH- ual, etc.
TERS OF ZION.
Fifth letter, E. Everyone-what about
HYMN No. 475, Harp. Prayer. Scripture it? A.-Gospel saves everyone who obeys
Reading, 27th Psalm. Select reading from and continues in the gospel. Q.-EverlastHome Column with discussion. Reading and ing-what is?
A.-The gospel.
Q.discussion of short article in Home Column Brings what? A.-Everlasting life.
on Care of Wastes, by Dr. Greer. General
Sixth letter, L for love. Q.-Love what?
remarks or questions on mothers' work. A.-Good, gospel, God, friends, enemies,
Roll call. Business. Hymn No. 1080, Harp. eachother. Q.-Life-Whatofit? A.-God
gave it, gospel blesses it, and we never die.
In No. 2 we have the Primary and Senior
PRAYER UNION.
lessons
blended.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
J. Joseph-what of him? How did his
BRO. GREEN CLOYD, of Osceola, Iowa, requests your prayers in behalf of his wife, Sr.
Cloyd, who bas been stricken by paralysis,
that she may be healed if the Lord wills.

8tlndau 8Bhoo1 nsuarimsnt.

L

OVE.

l]vERYONE.

Editors Herald:-The Des Moines district
conference held here the 12th and 13th instant was quite well attended, notwithstanding the busy season. Business was transacted
in splendid good feeling, and a joyful time
was had. One lady sixty-six years of age was
baptized, and Bro. C. B. Brown, of Oskaloosa,
was ordained to the office of priest. The
social service of Sunday forenoon was marked
with great spiritual power, and great joy in
the gospel was received by the saints. We
were reminded of similar sessions at the late
General Conference. Bro. W. C. Nirk was
sustained district president and Bishop's
agent for another year, and Bro. W. Johnson

IVINE.
IRECTS.
AMNS.

D

CT'l'Y.

work agree with Jesu~'? Jacob-what of
him? Joshua-what of him? These three
worked to one end, of gaining God's promise,
etc.
E. What of Egypt? Enter-what? Canaan, by Joshua; heaven, through Jesus.
S. What of Sarah? Of Sinai? Sabbath
under one? Sunday under Jesus? etc.
U. Urim. Union. Show union of children
of Israel in Canaan, and children of God in
earth and heaven.
S. Seek. What? Jesus. Why? Savior
-who is? Jesus. How? etc.
We might enlarge upon these, but space
forbids; and we only wish to have you grasp
the idea, and not only give enough, but what
you give let it be orhdnal in presenting your
thoughts. One of these words should be sufficient for one Sunday, and you can use so
many different ones. If you will study it,
how you can enlarge upon them - new
thoughts, etc. Let the children answer
every question if within their study and
range. We have found this the best exercise
we have ever used in our district. Make
letters plainly and y~u will be surprised at
the interest of little ones.
A. M. FYRANDO.
MAGNOLIA,

Iowa.

secretary.
The General Cor.ference appointees to the district were all present and
are alive to the interests of the work, or
mostly so at least. Preaching was spiritual,
the services well attended.
The district tent will go to Perry, Dallas
County, from here next week, and from there
to Oskaloosa, then on as .may be arranged.
Will the saints of the district remember the
"tent fund" with their mites occasionally?
Some incidental expenses must be met; they
cannot be met without collateral. Guess the
warm season is here in all its glowing glory,
judging from the way we get "warmed up"
to the ''subject."
Notwithstanding some
difficulties existing in this district, the saints
are courageous .and very hopeful. All pray
for us.
Your fellow servant,
C. SCOTT.
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MON'l'ROSE, Iowa, June 12.

the Utah people.

There has been a number

eleven o'clock yesterday.

After services I

Editors Herald:-The work in this district of Utah elders playing around in this district baptized a young man who had been well inis onward and upward. Truly the members
have partaken of the same Spirit that was so
noticeable at the last General Conference,that desire to spread the good news and do
all they can to help, and not get discourag<Jd
by the many little disappointments that go
to make up life. To be sure there are exceptions, but am thankful I can report that
the majority are beginning to enter into and
enjoy the Spirit of the gospel; and especially
among the young men and a few of the older
members of the local priesthood is this a
fact.
Bro. John Jervis, of Keb, Iowa,
has volunteered, self-sustaining, to assist
with the tent during tent season; Bro.
Brennan and Bro. Williams, of Keb, and Brn.
McDonald, Willey, and McComas of Mt.
Pleasant are doing well locally and in adjacent schoolhouses.
We have eBtablished regular services each
week at Fort Madison, Corner Union and
Santa Fe avenues; preaching at eleven a. m.
and 2: 30 p. m.; prayer service and preaching
at 8 p. m., in charge of Brn. Dan Tripp of
Montrose first Sunday of each month, W. T.
Lambert of Adrian, second Sunday, H. T.
Pitt, Powell ton, third Sunday, and George
P. Lambert of Adrian, fourth Sunday of
each month. These brethren live from ten
to fifteen miles distant frvm Fort Madison
and have volunteered their services; and still
there is room. Who else will follow their
example? We hear of other local men doing
good work and who will get their reward.
We just closed one of the best conferences
it was ever our lot to attend in the district.
The Farmington saints had spared no pains
in providing to make the outer man comfortable, and had set aside the previous Sunday
for fasting and prayer that the Lord would
bless the inner man and be with us in our
conference session. All present bore testimony to tlie fact that the Lord heard their
prayers. The Spirit's presence was comforting to the saints to know that their work was
acceptable, while we had a good attendance
from the start. I wish the entire membership of the district could have been present
and enjoyed the blessings of the occasion.
Especially in the afternoon business session
Saturday, was the Spirit's presence felt in
great power.
Rock Creek branch by resolution requested
the ordination of Bro. George P. Lambert,
and when the clerk of the meeting read this
request the Spirit came in power and bore
testimony to the divinity of the call. Some
who had not an evidence before, then and
there received a testimony, and anyone who
had the privilege of being present at the
time will not doubt the call.
Let me urge the necessity the saints attending the conferences, and to be there at the
opening of the session. It is important and
absolutely necessary to get the intended
good. Remember our motto, saints, "Onward
and Upward;" no time now for reposing.
The missionary force of the district of late
have been compelled to spend some time in
showing the people of Montrose, Nauvoo, and
other places the di:('t;erenqes betwt;ien qs and

the last year, and in order to get favors have
been sailing under our colors; they avoid
telling who they are as much as possible,
but go about telling they are Latter Ddy
Saints, preaching only the first principles,
never mentioning those terrible things contrary to the books and reason. Brn. Snively
and Evans have presented these differences
in such a plain way that the people that want
to can and do see them. We are credibly
informed that they go around, honeying the
membership, telling them they are treated
well by the saints, but that the elders they
are a bad set: that they insult them in nearly
every instance. We are prepared to deny
the charge. I will tell you "what they call
insulting them-for one of our elders to call
for proof of some of their statements, or ask
them why they don't tell the people the
differences between them and us; or ask them
in public if they believe in polygamy, bloodatonement, Adam-God, or any of those many
abominable doctrines they have taught and
now believe, but don't tell their converts until
they have them; or even for one of our elders
to challenge them to defend their faith, and
when they refuse, which they will invariably,
to expose their position by readinir from their
own works and accepted h>iel1in~,;. This
Brn. Snively and Evans did and away they
ran with the pitiful cry, "They have insulted
us;" trying to work on the sympathies of the
people. God help them, the more one investigates their history and claims the more
evident is the great latter-day apostasy.
At Montrose and Nauvoo we did all in our
power to have them meet us and discuss the
differences; offered .them the use of our tent
free as long as they wanted to divide the
time and if they didn't want it, to any other
elders they might bring; but no, the old, old,
cry, "We don't want contention, don't believe
in it," etc., etc. Neither do we believe in
contention; we are always ready and willing
to give a reason for our hope.
The tent will go to La Harpe this week, and
that part of the district will be thoroughly
canvassed. Any desiring work in theirlocality, write me at my home address, Lamoni,
Iowa, and state all the conditions as far as
you can and we will do the best we can for
you.
Yo.ur brother,
F. M. WELD.
HILLS, Minn., June 7.

Editors rierald:-I have been here since
May 19. I commenced meetings at the house of
Bro.O.H.Midgordon, May 23, and in the evening at the opzra house in Hills to about two
hundred attentive listeners. On the evening
of the 26th I spoke at Steen, the next town
east of here, with fair attendance. On Sunday at 2: 30 at Steen again, then Satan came
also in the shape of a book with the usual
threadbare story of Joseph Smith. Our
brethren got the better of them. I am certain good can be done there if we have an
' opportunity to talk to them again. One of
their number came over here, a distance of
four miles, on foot, to hear us again. I spoke
!Il the schoolhouse one mile east of Hills at

formed in regard to the work. We all went
to the bank of Mud Creek and there I had
the pleasure of immersing him in the waters
of baptism, a new man in Christ Jesus, before
about sixty people who had never seen baptism in that manner. While it was perhaps
amusing to some, others were quite affected
by it and it was evidently food for thought
for some of them. One lady came to the
young man who was baptized and shook
hands with h_m in a way to encourage him in
the step taken. There were some attentive
listeners out last evening also. I think a
good .work can be done here in time. The
old, hide-bound, creed-bound Lutheran faith
is beginning to loosen :J,nd give away. I
beard some of the people tell that their pastors
should have said that they could do nothing
with the people of Hills any longer. I suppose Bro. Peter Anderson has been telling
the true gospel story, from what I can learn.
The saints here are letting their light shine,
and it is noticeable by all the people. Would
to God that all saints could do the same.
Truly it can be said as recorded by John 13:
34, 35, "A new commandment I give unto
you, That ye love one another; as I have
loved you, that ye also love one another. By
this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another." There
is a lot of work to do here and the way seems
to open quite encouragingly. Next Sunday
we shall try and make an effort on the Iowa
side of the line in a small town called Lester,
a new place where our faith has never been
presented. Hoping good may be done, and
hoping God may speed the right,
Yours in the faith,
ELI HAYER.
CHICAGO, Ill., June 16.

Edilms Herald: - Since the General Conference I have been very busy in my effort to
cover as much of my present field as possible
before leaving for Europe. I have succeeded
in visiting nearly all the branches, and other
places where the work has been started, and
have been greatly blessed in my labors,
though there are some places I have not been
able to reach; and to these I would say, It is
not because I desired to slight any, but it has
simply been impossible in the short space of
time to do all that I desired.
I was permitted to attend the Millersburg
and Mission conferences. Both were excellent; the Spirit of God was with us in power.
Many were cheered and comforted. It seems
to me that the outlook was never so bright.
More money bas come into my bands, as Bishop's agent, than ever before in the same length
of time, and people seem to be more easily
reached with the truth. I have had the
pleasure of baptizing fifteen; many others are
fully convinced.
I am safe in saying the work in Chicago
was never in better condition. Meetings
have been well attended. Ten have recently
been baptized; others are near the door.
Our branch now numbers one hundred and
thirty-three members, besides the attendance
j of a number from other branches who have
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not yet presented their letters. All the old
troubles have ceased, we hope never again to
be revived. Some of our local brethren have
believed that ihe work could be best served
by placing the work in their charge, thus
relieving the missionary from the burden of
branch cares. We hope their views may
prove correct, as the burden of this work
now devolves upon them, and the branch will
have abundant opportunity to prove their
ability to care for themselves. We feel assured, however, that they will gladly welcome their share of assistance from the small
missionary force left in the district.
The last two weeks I have been associated
with Bro. John H. Lake. It would have
been a pleasure for me to have remained
with him did not duty call me elsewhere. I
can bespeak for him a pleasant mission in
Northern Illinois. A kinder people I have
never met. To part with them seems like
parting with my own kindred. May God
bless them.
If I comply with all requests for personal
letters I shall be kept busy, but I promise to
do the best I can. I am now busy packing
up. I expect to leave Illinois on Tuesday,
June 22. I hope to meet the saints in Philadelphia on Sunday, the 27th. The week
following I go to Brooklyn to remain till
July 17, then take the steamer Campania for
Liverpool.
At first I dreaded this new responsibility,
but after being assured it is God's will, all
dread has been dispelled, and I look forward
to this mission with a degree of pleasure,
though I am assured severs trials await me.
The parting with loved ones will be no easy
task, but with them is manifest God's goodness. Everything is being so adjusted that
they can now get along without our care. I
am thankful to say they are all within the
fold. Our youngest entered last month. He
will soon be of age. All have work, so that
wife and I can be associated together without
neglecting our children. Letters addressed
to No. 277 Sheffieltl Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
will be forwarded to me. I will publish my
address as soon as I am located.
Craving an interest in your prayers, I
remain,
Yours in bonds,
F. G. PITT.
NEWCASTLE, New South Wales,
April 13.
Editors I-Ierald:-We have a branch at
Hamilton West, two miles from New Castle,
of whom it may be said, "See how they love
one another." It is a pleasant sight to see
them come together to speak of the goodness
of God in sending his servants among them
with the covenant of peace,and exercising the
gifts of the Spirit bestowed by a compliance
with the laws of adoption as Jesus authorized his ministers to freely give, having
freely received. I can truly say I have freely
received of the blessings promised according
as I live up to the light; and may God the
Father through his Son help me to live
"nearer my God to Thee."
On March 23, about two a. m., God in his
kindness gave me a vision to see into paradise; I had for my guide an angel on my
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right hand. The angel said, I will draw J been praying that God would bless you all at
aside this vail, and you will see a beautiful the conference with his Holy Spirit, so that
being. He did so, and I beheld my mother, all things might be done to his honor and
clad in a beautiful garment, her face was lit glory, through his Son our Redeemer.
up with a smile as she looked upon me, she
Yours in Christ,
appeared to be in the prime of life; she took
GEORGE D. WRIGH'l'SON.
my hand, but never spoke. My mother has
been dead ten years, and was a Primitive
HENDERSON, Iowa, June 14.
Methodist for thirty years; she was a woman
Editors Herald:-Our work is moving
that lived up to the light she had; she told
me, a short while before she died, that she along very nicely; our preaching services in
bad prayed for thirty years for me, and the the different localities in the district are well
Lord told her last night that her prayers attended; good attention and intere;it maniwould be answered, and I should be saved, fested by a number who are very favorable to
our cause. By ones and twos they are comand should meet her in the promised land.
The angel then led me further on, and ing into the church. Two more were added
said, I will now take the vail from your eyes. to our number at Bartlett, and five here yesHe did so, and my sight and brain became terday by Bro. D. Hougas. Last night
extraordinary clear, and I could see the gos- closed our district conference and Sunday
school convention. Everything passed off in
p~l from Genesis to Revelation; I there saw
things that which is impossible for me to fine order, and in the best of feeling-, highly
describe; I saw the small stone rolling and seasoned with God's Holy Spirit. All hearts
growing larger as it went on. The angel were made to rejoice fo the goodness of God,
said, This is the true gospel, which you be- as was testified to by many. Our friends
lieve in. I said to the angel, I do not now turned out and seemed to be one with us in
wonder that Joseph Smith stood the perse- spirit, and enjoyed 'themselves with us. It
cution that he did, if he saw all that I now will be a time to be remembered by all. The
faithfulness of the saints in this branch in
see.
making preparation and caring for the visitThe angel said to me, Stand fast in the
ing saints and friends is truly commendable.
faith, and then left me. And still in my viMay God's grace be sufficient for all is our
sion, as I thought, I was walking home, I was
earnest prayer.
singing and praising God and preaching
Yours as ever in bonds,
to the people on the road; for my brain felt
HENRY KEMP.
so clear that it was no trouble to preach. My
companion said the people will think you are
mad. I said I cannot help but preach the
word of God, for he has revealed his gospel
unto me. I awoke by shouting Hallelujah!
Hallelujah!

-----Driqinal 1IrliB1B8.

DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 3.

All the day I felt tbe Spirit of God overshadowing me, and it has never left me. That
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCO'l'T.
night I asked God, in prayer, if there was any
A MISAPPLICATION O:F' THE WOH,D
interpretation to my vision, to give it me,
OF GOD.
and at about the same hour, two a. m,, the
angel took me and showed me a country, to A MISAPPLICATION of the word of God
which I had been traveling before I joined is one of the most successful ways of
this church. The country was very dull; no building up religious deceptions that
sun shining on it, and no activity in it. The can be conceived. We cannot be too
angel said, Look to the right, and I looked careful and watchful of such moveand saw a beautiful country, lit up with the
h ·
sun, and full of life and activity; and as I ments-t e1r origin, rise and progress.
looked still further to the right, the country
The Devil once made an effort to
became more beautiful and full of the glory of mislead our blessed Lord, during the
God, which I am unable to describe; but I can period of his temptation and trial, by
see it yet, full of the glory of God. The angel a misapplied use of scripture. (Matsaid, This is the true gospel, which you now
h
4 6) I
believe in, and the closer you live to it the t ew : ·
t is not charged that all
more you will go to the right, for you can see who do this kind of work do it intenthe further you go to the right, the bri,l(hter tionally, or dishonestly; but the work
is the glory.
done is no less harmful, and the deI could see that between the country that I ception wrought no less blinding and
had been traveling to, and the country that I destructive because it may be executed
am now traveling to, there was a dividing · ·
I
line quite plain to me. Since I had the vi- m ignorance.
tis this that ought to
sions I have felt such a peace of mind that I warn men to wait till they are satisfied
never felt before. Jesus said, "My peace I that what they propose to their felleave with you."
lows as religious truth is approved of
Bro. Broadway is our elder and Sunday God and in harmony with his will, his
school superintendent, which is too much for
divine purposes and character. As
him, as he has to work at his daily labor all
day. We pray that God the Father will observed before, work of this characraise up one amongst us to assist our brother I ter does not end with the present life,
to preach tbe everlasting gospel. We have l but extends on into the never-ending
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eternity! What fearful, what awful 1 the Apostle Peter (See 2 Peter 3: 3-7) lutely "abolished," "done away,''
consequences, then, are involved in/ the movement thus begun, because of ''blotted out!" Hence it is sought to
the issues here considered! Will God,. perversions associated with it, has embosom the "ten commandments" in
be compromised to that which is false not yet been abandoned. On the con- the gospel economy.
and deceptive just because one may ' trary, several stages or phases of deThe law given through Moses to
be honest in its advocacy? Will he ception have developed connected with Israel, including the decalogue, was
pallia~e our criminality'. and just~f7 the advent movement, so-called, . to I a civil-religious, a politic ecclesiastical
our sm because we claim to be sm- the present. The arts of decept10n . law. It constituted Israel a religious
cere? It may be that the character of. seem to be inexhaustible, and when nation among nations. Its adminisour deception is such that we would the mind is under the darkening influ- tration and the execution of its penalnot permit him to correct and deliver ence of one phase of deception, the ties were in the hands of the nation's
us if he would. Friendly reader, transition to other phases is easy- officers, priests, and ;judges. (Numbers
whoever you may be, we request you sometimes quite irresistible.
15: 32-36; Deuteronomy 19.) It was
in all the earnestness of our soul to I Following closely on the track of given to and designed for Ismel only,
seriously consider these questions, as the time-setting deception and failure, and to no other people or nation.
you value your eternal welfare.
so sad in its consequences to so many (Deuteronomy 5: 2-4; 33: 1, 2; Psalms
The world will not soon forget the confiding souls, was the introduction 147:19, 20.) Its design was to lead
sad, sorrowful consequences to many of the claim to consolidate the "ten Israel up to Christ and his gospel, and
thousands of good and honest souls commandment" law, or "decalogue" then end, the completed and fulfilled.
that originated with the misapplication with the gospel, declaring that such Matthew 5: 17; 23: 1, 2; 2 Corinthians
of the "Prophetic Periods" of the an arrangement is necessary to salva- 3:7-11; Galatians 3:19-25; 4:21-31.)
books of Daniel and John's Revelation.. tion. Thus the "Seventh-day Advent It never existed as a code, nor was it
It was sought by the ''Prophetic movement" is the second prominent binding till Israel came to Sinai. (GalaPeriods to tell the time to the year, and phase of deception in the series.
tians 3: 17; Romans 5: 13, 14; John
in some instances the month and day
This was developed in 1845 to 1857, 1: 17.) Its rewards and penalties were
of our Lord's second coming in glory. principally by Mrs. Ellen G. White all temporal, related to this life only.
The periods referred to are the "two and Elder James White, her husband. It could not secure life eternal to
thousand and three hundred days" of It, like the preceding move, was anyone. (Acts 4: 12; Romans 4: 13, 14;
Daniel 8:14; the "seventy weeks" accomplished by assumption; that is, Galatians3:21.) "Everytransgression
(Daniel 9:24); also the "time, times, by taking for granted unproved and and disobedience" done underthatlaw
and a half,'' and "the thousand three untrue grounds for the groundwork.
while it was binding, "received a just
hundred and five and thirty days," of
It is assumed that the ten command- recompense of reward" (Hebrews 2: 2),
Daniel 12: 7, 12. These periods were men ts are God's moral law. A further and died without mercy, under two or
all understood to terminate at the assumption is, that the decalogue is I three witnesses (Hebrews 10: 28),either
same date, whatever their beginnings, an unchangeable law. It is assumed at the hands of God or his ministers.
and their ending was sure to bring the in the third place that the ten comDeath was the penalty for breaking
second advent, the end of the world, mandments, in and of themselves, in- either one or all the ten commandand the overthrow of all earthly gov- dependently of the code of law of men ts. (2 Corinthians 3: 6, 7; James
ernments, and the ushering in of the which they are the basis, are a perfect 2: 8-11.)
glorious millennial reign! And, al- law. But we deny that either of the
Under that law no pardon for sin
though the time for these great and three foregoing assumptions can be was provided for in reality. It could
wonderful events to transpire has been shown by scripture to be either true not justify from sin against God. The
set many times since the years 1843- or a fact.
sinner must die where it is binding.
44, these periods and the events supA law without cause (inducement) And it follows, therefore, as a logical
posed to be compassed by them being for operation, or result, or effect, is a consequence if that law that kills
used as the basis of chronological philosophical obscurity, and contrary all transgressors "without mercy" is
computations; yet time, that inexor- to all application of law either nat- brought over and incorporated into
able corrector of mistakes and exposi- ural or spiritual, and that is precisely the gospel where all penalties are
tor of deceptions, has proven false all what the "ten commandments" are eternal, that all who now become
efforts hitherto made to determine the when detached from the code of which transgressors of it, will die eternally.
time of Christ's glorious coming. The they were and are a part. For, with- Nothing can intervene between God
consequent disappointments, loss of out the statutes connected with them and his broken law! Pause here and
confidence, and deception have been there is neither inducement to encour- grasp this idea. How many have
so grievous, that all attempts to fix age their observance nor penalty at- sinned? "All have sinned, and come
the time for our Savior to return have tached for their transgression; so that short of the glory of God." (Romans
been largely abandoned. And, al- they were inoperative. Now it is 3: 23.) And it follows, hence, that all
though the great evil developed from strenuously and persistently main- will die the eternal death! A univerthe movement in bringing the doctrine tained that all the other enactments sal damnation of the race. Is the law
of the second coming of Christ into of law or statutes defining what it was just (Romans 7: 12)? Yes. Would,
disrepute with many, and roused into to keep them, or the penalties for then, an infinitely just God let anyone
activity the "scoffers" referred to by transgressing them, have been abso- come in and intercept the penalty of a
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just law, and procure pardon from duced a new arrangement now, and
justice? Infinitejusticefail! Answer, whereas he did not pardon transye who can. How can the ten-com- gressors of the law under the Mosaic
mandment law be binding and yet its economy, he does grant pardon under
penalties fail if broken? It is not the the Christian, on condition of repentcase with any other law if honestly ance, through the merits of a crucified
administered. All penalties are duly and risen Redeemer. But this arrangexecuted. It is a "ministration of ment implies another change, not only
death" (2 Corinthians 3: 7). It could in the relation of that law to man, but
not justify anyone before God (Romans likewise in the God of the law! Is
3: 20). Repentance is impossible where this change in the nature of an imit is of force. The blood of the trans- provement in. God's work?
gressor was demanded. A typical
Ah, kind reader, if God and his law
substitutional offering to take the which he ordains for any specific purplace of the one who transgressed pose in any given economy is immuignorantly, or "trespassed," was pro- table, and there was no pardon for
vided under the law, but no such pro- the breaker of the d4ilcalogue under
vision was made for the breaker of Moses, there is no pardon for its
the ten commandments or anyone of transgression under Christ, if it he
them (see Leviticus 5); but "the soul still in force; hence, as all have sinned,
that sinneth, it shall die," (Ezekiel all will have to eternally die! All go
18: 4), is the inexorable doom under into eternal unconsciousness, and
the decalogue. "He shall surely die; death be an eternal victor, and the
his blood shall be upon him" (verse work of Christ for the redemption of
13). Christ, God's angel, was not to man is thereby nullified worlds withgrant pardon for transgression of that out end! To this conclusion Paul
law. See Exodus 23:20, 21. He will also came, provided that law is yet in
not pardon under it yet if binding, for force as a religious code. He says:he is ''the same yesterday, and to-day,
! was alive without the law once, LWhat
and forever." (Hebrews 13: 8.)
law? See Romans 2: 17-23]; but when the
commandment came, sin revived, and I died.
But it is constantly and determinedly -Romans
7: 9; see also verse 10, 11.
affirmed by the Seventh-day AdvenAnd it was just in these respects
tists and other Sabbatarians that the
that the inspired apostle saw that the
decalogue is the identical law that
law was contrary to us and was
Jes us was to ''magnify" and make
against us; and for these reasons
''honorable," and, hence, he came not
Jesus came and blotted it out, took it
"to destroy," but "to fulfill" (Isaiah
out of the way, nailing it to his cross.
42: 21; Matthew 5: 17, 18); that is,
(Colossians 2: 14.) At the cross the
blend it with the gospel; and "write" it
law, so far as being a religious guide,
in the heart of every believer in Christ
was nullified by Christ, and by his
(Jeremiah 31: 31--34), and by it and the
blood "the law of the Spirit of life,''
gospel judge and condemn sinners in
(Romans 8: 2) was ratified, that by our
the judgment day! By it is the
obedience to it we might be saved, and
knowledge of sin? Yes. What is the
at the same.time,
penalty? Death. How many have
By means of death, for the redemption of
sinned? For that all have sinned, the transgressions that were under the first
"both Jew and Gentile" (Romans 3: 9). testament, they which are called might
Is that law immutable? Absolutely receive the promise of eternal inheritance.so; infinitely so. Cannot in any sense (Hebrews 9: 15.)
be changed? No. What is the penWhen God abrogated that law by
alty for breaking it since Christ came? which death without repentance was
Eternal destruction.
Since ''all" administered, the higher law--the
"both Jew and Gentile" have sinned, gospel-became the religious standard
what is the result to be? But to of thought (Matthew 15: 16-20); of
change the. penalty attendant on the words (Matthew
5:27, 28, . 33-37; 1
.
transgression of the law, from tempo- Peter 4: 11); and deed, or life, (Matral death under the Israelitish com- thew 5: 16; 1 Peter 2: 11-15). Notice
monwealth to death under Christ, is a Hebrews 9: 15 once more and we learn
·
bl 1
d ·
h
· · b
f d h
h
eat , t at
c h ange of an immuta ,e aw, an im-1 t at it is y means o
plies a change in the immutable God! Christ atoned for those who sinned
How is that? 0, well, God has intro- I under the law, showing conclusively
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that there was no pardon provided in
the decalogue for transgression. We
have dwelt on this point at some
length, that the blinding deceptiveness
of this deception might be made plain.
It is brought about largely by a palpable misapplication of the Scriptures.
Under the ten commandment covenant (It is called a covenant Exodus
31: 16; 34: 27, 28) and by its very
terms God visited the sins ''of the
fathers upon the children unto the
third and fourth generation of them"
that hated him, that transgressed; and
it would be impossible for that law to
be of force and the principle not be in
operation. (Exodus 20: 5.) A law
while binding operates on the principles involved in it, otherwise law is of
no value, and a legal principle ceases
to operate only when the law embodying it is abrogated. Even a law so
severe in its operations as was this
did not always curb the passions of
ancient Israel. Now it is promised
that this visiting the iniquities of the
fathers upon the children, would not
be a part of the new-gospel- covenant;
but would be done away (Jeremiah
31: 29-34; Ezekiel 18). But if it be
argued that the principle ceases while
the law embodying it remains in force,
it will be observed that this is another
change in the law said to be immutable.
But if, under the gospel this principle
does operate, where is the pardon
that is promised? Here is another
two-horned dilemma, What is the
retreat of my Sabbatarian friend
here? Either there is no pardon yet
under the decalogue, for God visits
the iniquities, or the immutable law,
so-called, is changed. Which is it?
Need we wonder that Paul said that
that first covenant was not faultless,
and God found fault with it, and
therefore he sought a place for the
second? That that covenant waxed
old and was "ready to vanish away"?
(He.brew 8: 7-13). The gospel law
being the divine standard in all things
that pertain to life and godliness, we
leave the law just where Paul said
the gospel taught that it belonged;
. tl h d f th
name 1y, m
· 1e an so
e o ffi cers o f
. ht
thl
.. 1
t
11 rig ear. ; ~r civ\ gover~men sd
ah

w efrel,l as ~tJu.s aw:t. can e tused
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. ~~ :hs t~~~/es a mims ere ·
! imo y · (To be continued.)
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DIVINE RETRIBUTION.

IN the Herald of June 2, page 342, is
a startling account of how outraged
justice caught and punished Joseph
Ciscado, the Portugese murderer of
Bernardino Assuero, the Mexican
rancher.
The wonderment of my
mind is that such cases are so few
and far between. The antediluvian
world, Sodom and the cities of the
plain, Pharaoh and his host, the
powerful army of Sennacherib,Nadab
and Abihu, Korab, Dathan, and
Abiram, and the two hundred and
, fifty rebellious princes, the fourteen
thousand and seven hundred murmurers that fell in death from the
plague, Eli, and his wayward, debased
sons, Hophni and Phineas, as also his
entire house, Jannes, and Jambres,
Ananias and Sapphira, Judas Iscariot,
and thousands more, the fates of whom
are chronicled in holy writ, are set
forth as monumental examples.
Several years ago, while I was in
Jopl;n, Missouri, a Mr. Manlove that
lived in that vicinity was killed by a
shaft of lightning. Awhile after the
tide of war had subsided and peace
and prosperity began to smile over
the border counties and the western
frontier, a rich strange drover mysteriously disappeared. His horse,
bridle, and saddle were found, but no
trace of the unfortunate man further
was brought to light. Manlove was
poor, but soon after the dark deed
purchased and equipped a fine farm.
Suspicion rested upon him, but the
rather unsettled state of society and
the lack of proof, etc, with no friend
or relative to push the investigation,
the affair blew over. Years after he
defiled his wife's sister, a young lady
sojourning in the family. He threatened vengeance upon this unfortunate
victim of his brutal, unscrupulous lust.
With burning oaths, and fierce imprecations this terrorized, and forlorn
maiden went from his door; but was
overtaken at Center Creek, murdered,
and thrown in the. water to hide the
appalling crime. A few days after a
man in crossing the swollen stream
discovered the prospective young
mother floating around among some
driftwood.
Circumstantial evidence
pointed to the criminal; but corroborative proofs, and positive testimony
to fix and fasten guilt were lacking at
the first trial. In the court he pro-

tested his innocence and called on
the Supreme Judge to strike him
dead if he was guilty. The murdered
woman had some plain, and rather
unique marks on her head, throat,
and chest; all of which indicated foul
means from other save her own hands.
The inquest and physician's verdict
were duly obtained and properly certified to according to law. I saw the
small cloud, and the zig zag lightning
flash, and heard the peal of thunder,
when the mule and his rider lost their
lives together about a mile away. It
was said that a duplicate of the marks
found on the former person were all
reproduced upon the man that was out
on bail and liable to baffle the courts
of the land; and, hence, go all unwhipped.
Sr. Ann Davis, nee Scott, who was
born in Armaugh, Ireland, in 1805,
embraced the faith in Canada a few
years after the church was organized
and set in motion. The family were
in the troubles at Far West, and fled
to Illinois for safety. She told me
that a Captain Bogart, a Methodist
preacher, vowed death and destruction upon Joseph Smith especially
and the saints in general, if they did
not all clear out by, or before the 5th
of April, A. D. 1840.
This instrument of cruelty, injustice, and slaughter boasted that this
decree had gone forth, and should
not return to him void, and that the
buzzards should feast upon the
prophet, etc. It is said "man proposes, but God disposes." This
would-be hero and self-appointed inquisitor general of archheretics, with
this sanguinary threat all unfulfilled,
but still in his heart, shot a man with
a pistol, at an election, by the name
of Beatty. He lingered from this
mortal wound, and passed away in a
few days. A thousand dollars was
offered for Bogart's apprehension,
whereupon he fled in wild dismay, a
vagabond ar:.d a fugitive from stern
justice. In crossing the Missouri
River the horse and rider were
drowned. He was afterwards found
on a sandbar where the vultures had
eaten his eyes out of his dishonored
head, and picked the rotting flesh
from his once proud, prompous, and
stately body. "Curses like chickens
come home to roost."*
George C. Cookman, another M. E.

divine, was United States chaplain
when Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon,
and Elder Foster were at the seat of
, govenment in 1840.
These brethren were sent by the
church to seek redress for grievances
and allay national bias. They were
making apparently fair headway in
obtaining good hearings, till the
above-named character turned the
tide of growing favor and merited
justice.
He caricatured the committee,
boasted of overwhelming the prophet,
scandalized the faith, clogged the
wheels of progress, and invited persecution on the already impoverished
household of faith.
The Seer prophesied that this
wicked man would be cut off from the
face oi the earth, both root and
branch. On learning of this prediction the reverend gentleman made
sport of it, and set up the threat as a
capital joke and the butt of ridicule
and additional irony. When the prediction was publicly proclaimed in a
large assembly, high officials, including senators, made notes of the same,
whereupon the speaker repeated the
warning cry and told the auditors to
note it well and write it to the States,
for if God ever spoke to and through
him, this was his word and it would
surely be· fulfilled, or words to this
effect. Shortly after this affair there
was a call on this country from Eng·
land to send a clergyman over to
London to assist in bringing abou.t
more unity among the churches. The
United States chaplain was the
selected man, and he thought it would
be a nice outing and a good thing to
take his entire family back to his
native land, and combine pleasure
with his business. They embarked
all on the steamship President of the
Cunard Line, which was thought to
be seaworthy. That company has
kept afloat a regular line of elegant
packets for fifty-five years, or since
they launched in 1842, and this unfortunate vessel has never landed, or
been found since that eventful, calamitous voyage.
*This is a mixing of events, names, and dates. The
saints were out of the State before the date given. Bogart, the Methodist preacher, lived to see the saints
banished, and the last account we have of him he was in
Texas in 1845 or 1846. The man who was drowned in
crossing the Missonri Hiver was James Campbell. This
occurred in June, 1834. An account of the incident may
be fonnd in Church IJ;istory, vol. 1, p. 498.-Historian.
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Myself nor any other predicted the
ruin of a Campbellite preacher named
Norton, whom I met in debate at
Jacksonville, Kansas. He became so
incontinent and drunken, however,
that his wasted life became unbearable, so he took the vital spark away
by his own hand. Adverse theological opposers of the truth, virulent
persecutors of God's children; seditious mobocrats, and apostate heretics,
and the likes may run well for a
transitory season; but sooner or later,
either, in time or in eternity, they
will get under the wheel. When their
grist gets between the upper and
nether millstones of the Lord's wrath,
which is simply the curse and penalty
of his broken laws, the grinding is
rapid and fine.
Angels, under special instruction,
will pour out the vials of woe and fell
despair upon the incorrigible. The
Lord in person and by selection will
come forth as a swift witness against
the perdition of ungodly men. In his
fiercest display of wrath, mercy holds
a glorious equipoise. Awards and
rewards will be meted out in love, for
the All-father does not afflict willingly; but, behold! he cannot look
upon sin with allowance. When thousands desecrate the great :resurrection
day in viewing a Spanish bull fight,
or the railroads are jammed with the
profane, vulgar, drunken hosts that
resort to see Sullivan, Corbett, Fitzsimmons and Company in the detestable arena, to say naught of the fields
of sport and retreats for aaming and
0
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azaars . o as ion, opulence, envy, and pnde,-I say when
such evils and ten thousand wrongs
,:,tbound on every side, turn, and angle,
it makes the man of God shudder and
fear for the inevitable fate of all such
work.
As the evil is rushing in like a flood,
and spreading like a cancer, the God
of Israel has the old Jerusalem gospel
banner unfurled to the breeze, and the
standard bearers are on the mountain
heights. Let not the ensign be furled;
nor yet the standard trail in the dust
till victory crowns the fiag.
The
achievements of faith are incalculable,
and the avenues of success are available, and the supplies of grace are
forthcoming and adequate for an imposed duties.
Let us get in the
current of mercy and the onward

Isea.
stream will carry us into the jasper
Having sensed that the Lord is gracious, pitiful, and powerful, let us
abide in his care, and trust him for a
glorious outcome. His general providences are uniform, but his special
dispensations are many. The cherishing fountain, from the deep wells is
ever overflowing, and the bread of
heaven is meat indeed.
M. T. SHORT.

Conf BrBn~B ]VIimJtes.
DECATUR.
Conference of the Decatur district met at
Allendale, Missouri, in business session at
ten a. m., June 12; president of the district,
Robt. M. Elvin, in the chair, B. M. Anderson, secretary. Bro. Elvin made a brief
statement of tbe work throughout the district. By motion, voice and vote in the
conference was granted to Bro. M. C. Fisher,
of Boston. He was also chosen to assist
the secretary. Minutes of last confe~ence
were read and approved. The following
branches reported: Centerville, Hiteman,
Lucas, Lamoni, Lone Rock, Greenville,
Allendale, Diwis City, and Wirt. Ministry
reporting as follows: J. R. Lambert, R. M.
Elvin, George Derry, H. A. Stebbins, A. S.
Cochran, C. H. Jones, R. S. Salyards, John
Shippy, J. A. Gunsolley, T. J. Bell, John
Watkins, D. W. Wight, M. Shaw, S. V.
Bailey, Price McPe.ek, Samuel Ackerley, J.
D. Bennett, James Ritchie, H. N. Snively,
Robert Vvhite, J. H. Harp, E. Sparks, A. M.
Newberry, M. 0. Fisher, A. E. Shaw, George
York, John Weedmark, William Birk, .Joseph
Bogue, H. E. Pinkerton, Edward Weedmark.
. A. M. Chase resigned as a member of the
organ committee, and 'l'.•T. Bell and D. W.
1
' Vlligbt were added to the committee. The
tt f
th L
h
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e ucas branc was reporte
as having been referred to the Bishop's court
by advice of missionary in charire. The
Allendale trouble was partially settling
itself. A report was submitted by the Bishop's Agent, per A. S. Cochran. By motion
the chair was authorized to appoint speakers,
time of meeting, chorister, organist, and
ushers.
He appointed D. A. Anderson,
chorister, Sr. R. E. Gaylord, organist, and
those appointed by the Allendale branch as
ushers. By motion the paper presented by
Bro. Cochran was referred to a committee of
three appointed by the chair, with power to
prepare and publish a statement as contemplated in the paper presented, said statement
to be approved by Bishop and his agent.
Committee are J. A. Gunsolley, C. E. Blair,
D. A. Anderson. H. N. Snively was by
motion appointed a traveling missionary in
the district. The resolution concerning a
diskict record was taken from the table, and
lost, by vote. The district Sunday school
association ~eported their work as in a prosperous cond1t10n. A request from the Greenville branch that John Lovell be ordained to

the office of priest was authorized. Moved
and seconded to take up the recommendation
from the Lamoni branch concerning the
ordination of some. Carried. The following
paper was presented by J. R. Lambert,
missionary in charge.
LAMONI, Iowa, June 10, 1897.

To the President and Members of the Decatur
district conference, in session at .Allendale, Missouri; Greeting:Dear Brethren:-On the evening of the 1st
inst., at a business meetine- of the Lamoni
branch, it was decided to present the names
of Brethren Fred B. Blair and Fred M.
Smith to this conference for ordination to the
eldership, and George W. Blair to be ordained
a teach3r. This action was had upon the
strength of a communication from Bro. R. M.
Elvin, president of the district, which sets
forth that on the 9th of last April, and since,
he received spiritual direction to this end.
The reading of this paper was the first intimation I had that a,nything of the kind was
on foot. I opposed the adoption of the paper
upon the grounds that I was not prepared to
indorse, and in the absence of any spiritual
evidence in support of the proposition, I was
compelled to regard the movement as premature. This view met with strong opposition.
I then moved that the whole matter be deferred for one month, or till the next business
meeting. This also was strong-ly opposed, and
voted down.
During all this time, no one thought to
ask, or ventured to ask, as the case may be,
whether the missionary in charge had been
consulted concerning the proposition, notwithstanding the fact that it was proposed to
ordain two young men (whom it will be conceded, have not been _active church workers
in the past) to the important office of elder.
I now address you officially, as your missionary in charge by appointment, and your
servant in the office to which I have been
called and ordained, both of which positions
were unsought by me; but the duties belongiug thereto, I am, of com·&e, under obligation.
to perform to the best of my ability.
Since the business meeting, referred to
above, I have made this matter a special sub ..
ject of thought and prayer, and have arrived
at the following conclusions:1. I am willing to indorse the recommendation concerning Bro. George Vv. Blair, and
d 0 so WI·
·th P1easure.
2. With the favorable action of the branch
and district, and the consent of the other two
brethren, I will not oppose their ordination
to the office of priest, but, should conditions
remain favorable, will heartily indorse it.
This, of course, will require that their ordination be deferred for a season, at least. I
am opposed to their ordination to the eldership, at the present time, believing that such
a movement would not be for the best interests of the church, noc the brethren themselves.
The gener::.l rule has been to ordain to the
lesser priesthood first, especially in the case
of young men, and they are promoted when
found faithful, ?ompetent, and worthy. This
general practrne has been commended by
President Joseph Smith through the Herald.

I
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It is conceded that there may be exceptions
to the rule, but we know of no good reasons
why these brethren should be made an exception. However, the burden of proof rests
with those who favor the proposition which
is before you.
The spirit of undue haste, which seems to
have characterized this movement, to some
extent, is not, I think, well founded; and for
the following reasons, among others that
might be mentioned:1. The purported divine manifestation upon
which the proposition to ordain is founded,
was given on the 9th of last April, only one
day after the revelation to President Joseph
Smith was completed, in which revelation the
will of God concerning the sons of the leading
men in the church is plainly and quite fully
set forth. It was, too, before said revelation
had been seen or acted upon by the church.
Had there been need of great haste in the
matter, why did not the Lord say that these
two brethren were already approved of him
and should be ordained as elders at once?
2. Paragraph 7 of the revelation of last
April applies to the sons of President Joseph
Smith, W. W. Blair, the Bishop, and of those
belonging to the leading quorums of the
church; all of whom are "admonished.," instructed, and upon conditions of faithfulness
and the approval of God, they are to enter
into the ministry and occupy. This suggests
the necessity for a proper amount of time,
also the wisdom of conferring the Aaronic
priesthood first.
3. The following was adopted by the church
in April, 1886:"Resolved, that in organized districts, no
one be ordained to the office of an elder, without the voice of the district .or conference be
had ordering such ordination, or by sanction
of the missionary in cbarge."-Herald, April
24, 1886, p. 253.
Now, if great haste was needea, why was
not the sanction of the missionary in charge
.sought, at once? and the manifestation of
April 9 presented to the branch in May, so
that these brethren might have been ordained
at once, provided the effort met with a favorable response?
That I am not assuming anything outside
, of or contrary to the duties of my calling, it
is sufficient to direct your attention to the
following statements found in the New Testament and Doctrine and Covenants: D. C.
104:30; Titus 1:5; D. C.16:5; 17:8: 117:3.
I am not justly responsible for auy degree
of unpleasantness which may have resulted
from this public conflict, for I had no opportunity of seeking to unite with the president
of the district on what was proper to be
recommended to the branch. Evidently the
district president and missionary in charge
should have conferred together upon this
matter before it was presented to the brethren or the branch.
This oversight I reg-ret, and especially so
because the president of the district is one of
my missionaries.
Another mistake (which made the mat,ter
worse) was for the branch to virtually refuse
to give the missionary in charge any time
for investigation, thought, and prayer upon
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so important a matter. D. C. 118: 3; 120: 4.
I wtsh it to be distinctly understood that this
is no personal affair with me, and were it not
that there is an important principle at stake,
I would not mention these things. For me to
see these brethren step forward and properly
occupy, will always, I trust, be a source of joy
and satisfaction; and to help and encourage
them, in common with others who are making
similar efforts in the same good cause, will, I
trust, ever be my aim and effort.
Whatever may be the fate of this paper, I
request, first, that you receive it and order it
spread upon the minutes; and, second, in
case you fail to adopt it, I kindly request
that you order it published in its proper connection, with the minutes of the conference.
Your brother,
J. R. LAMBERT.
Moved and seconded that the paper be
received and spread upon the minutes. Carried. Moved and seconded that the ordinations be ordered and provided for. Carried
by a vote of 17 for, 9 against. Moved and
seconded that the paper presented by Bro.
Lambert be published with the minutes, as
per request. Carried. A request for license
was granted to Joseph A. Anderson. Licenses
were aut.horized issued to those to be
ordainul, also to Brn. J. L. Ritchie, and
Joseph Bogue. Place of adjournment was
takeri up. It was decided when this conference adjourns, to meet at Lone Rock, Octo
ber 9, next. The preaching was by Brn. C.
H. Jones, J. R. Lambert, S. V. Bailey, and R.
M. Elvin. At the Sunday morning prayer
meeting a very profitable time was had; Bro.
John Lovell was ordained to the office of
priest, under the hands of R. M. Elvin and
H. N. Snively. The services were well
attended to the last, and a very enjoyable
time was had, sixty-five being in attendance
from Lamoni.

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS •
Conference convened at Netawaka, K~nsas,
June 12, 13, Phineas Cadwell, president.
James W. Burns, secretary. Business sessions were instructive, interesting, and spiritual. Branch reports: Atchison 74, baptized
6; Scranton 100; Centralia 16, died l; Fanning
75, baptized l; Baker21, baptized 3; Netawaka
66, baptized 5; Topeka 17, received by letter
1, baptized 2. Bro. Baker's ::-eport was
corrected. Henry Green was appointed a
committee on music. Sr. Lizzie Wolfe, of
tent fund soliciting committee, on request
was released and Sr. G. G. Chapman appointed. The spiritual condition of branches
was ou the upward move. Tent fund on hand
$52.40. Committee reported price of tent
about $100. Noah S. Dunington was added to
tent fund soliciting committee. Tent purchasing committee discharged and soliciting
committee to report next conference. The
funds were turned over to Bishop until enough
is collected to make purchase. Ordination
of J. W. Hudgens and A. L. Gurwell to
office of Elder was considered; J. W. Hudgens being present was ordained. Wm. Gurwell was appointed to attend to A. L. Gurwell's ordination. Resolved, That the presidents of all branches in district be requested

to make a special and persistent effort to
secure the names of each member of their
respective branches to forward to the Bishop's agent to be placed upon his books,
together with such donations, either titbings
or freewill offerings, as each may feel disposed to give. Reports of ministry: High
Priest, Phineas Cadwell. Seventy's: W. S.
Pender, E. A. Davis. Elders: J. B. Jarvis;
J. Baillie, H. Green, W. Hopkins, W. Gur•
well, D. Williams, W. C. Cadwell. Priests:
J. McDougal, N. S. Dunington, H. Thomas,
W. B. Thatcher. Teacher: H. Boston;
Deacon: J. W. Burns. District president
and missionary in charge were authorized to
correspond with North west district in reference to uniting with them this fall in a reunion. District president Phineas Cad well
and clerk J. W. Burns were sustained.
Preaching by J. W. Hudgens, W. C. Cadwell, and W. S. Pender. Adjourned to Centralia, October 9, 10.

NAUVOO.
Conference was held at Farmington, Iowa,
June 5, 6, 1897. F. M. Weld president, R.
Warnock secretary, H. S. Salisbury assistant, Marjorie Wright organist. Pres. F. M.
Weld report.ed Utah elders put to flight by
district tent workers, District treasurer reported a balance on hand. Branches reporting: Farmington, New London, Keb, Pilot
Grove, Burlington, Vincennes, Rock Creek,
and Montrose. Elders reporting: J. S.
Snively, J. R. Evans, J. McKiernan, F. Johnson, H. T. Pitt, and W. T. Lambert. Bishop's
agent's report received. Priests reporting:
D. Tripp, G. Cameron, L. Willy, D. T. Williams, J. Brennan, J. Jarvis, W. E. Williams,
F. M. McDonald, and G. Cameron. Collection of $6.35 made for district tent. G. P.
Lambert was ordained a priest. One baptism,
two children blessed, 23 testimonies given.
Elders F. M. Weld, J. R. Evans, and J. S.
Snively preached. A large number of saints
were present, unity and good will prevailed
throughout, and the reports showed an advance in the work. Adjourned to Rock Creek
church, near Adrian, Illinois, the first Saturday in October. District Sunday school convention met June 4.

NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at Waterloo, Nebraska, May 29, at ten a. m. J. M. Stubbart,
district president, in the chair; James Huff
secretary pro tern.
Branches reporting:
Omaha, gain 12. Union, loss 7. Blair and
Platte Valley, no change. Ministerial reports: J. F. Min tun, J. M. Stubbart, W. A.
Smith, Samuel Wood, George Galley. H. J.
Hudson, J. E. Butts, G. M. L. Whitman,
James Huff, Nelson Brown, E. H. Boulson, J.
P. Ogard, W. F. Steward. Priests reporting
H. W. Bellville, William Owens. Bishop's
agent's report: On hand last report $27 .17
received $100, 11, total $127. 28; paid out $127 .28.
Auditing committee reported the account
correct. J.M. Stubbart was sustained as district president and Bishop's agent.
R.
Brown chosen secretary of district. Preaching on Saturday evening by Samuel Wood.
Sunday morning prayer service at 9: 30.
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Preaching at eleven a. m. by J. F. Mintun. in missions of the priesthood as he deems
A recommendation came from St.
Sunday school at 1: 30 p. m. Preaching in best.
the afternoon by J. M. Stubbart; after service Joseph branch, to have Brn. G. J. WhiteSr. Margaret Belyne was baptized by S. head and H. D. Ennis ordained Elders; orWood. Preaching in the evening by W. A. dained under the hands of John Davis and J.
Smith: coufirmat.ion after service by G. M. M. Terry. Committee appointed to present
L. Whitman, W. A. Smith, and ;r. M. Stub- the matter as found on the district and St.
bart. Adjourned to Blair, Nebraska, October Joseph branch records, in the case of Pointer
9, 10. Sunday school convention at two p. m. vs. Burlington-Winning, reported having
presented the facts to I. N. White, general
on the 8th.
missionary in ·charge. Bro. I. N. White
gave his decision, which was accepted by the
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
conference. W. Lewis was rEelected presiConference convened at Saint's chapel,
dent, A. \/V. Head vice president, C. P. Faul
Brush Creek branch, June 12, I. A. Morris in
secretary, W. Lewis Bishop's agent. Preachthe chair, J. D. Stead clerk. Branch reing by Elders J. M. Terry and I. N. White.
ports: Springerton, Dry Fork, Brush Creek,
Social meetfog in charge of D. E. Powell and
Tunnel Hill. The latter sent back for corJ. S. Constance.
Adjourned to Harvey
rection. Parish and Kibbie not reported.
Grove one mile east of Maysville, September
Net gain in the district, since last report, 5.
4. The conference will be held in connection
Elders reporting:
I. A. Morris, M. R.
with our reunion, which commences on FriBrown, J. Y. Mason, F. M. Slover bai:,tized 5,
day, September 3, and continues ten days.
S. D. Goosetree, H. Walker baptized 1, J. F.
Hinson, V. D. Baggerly baptized 2, J. F.
Thomas, M. H. Bond, J. D. Stead baptized 2;
Priest: M. G. Powell; Teachers: J. Brown,
J. Stover. A communication from E. Curtis
was read asking forgiveness of the saints of
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN
Southern Illinois for the wrongs be had done
INDIANA.
them, for which the saints voted to unite to
Convention met at Hartfora, lviicbigan,
forgive him. President of district in connecJu11e 4, at 10·. 30 a. m. Called to order by Sr.
tion with tent committee to direct in the use
of district tent. Moved this conference rec- J. H. Royce, superintendent. Sr. Maggie
Fair, secretary pro tern. Bro. S. W. L. Scott
ognize the necessity of holding a reunion in
assistant secretary. Schools reported as folthe district some time this fall. Adjourned
lows: Galien, enrollment 50; Coldwater 35;
to meet at time and place oI the reunion,
Hartford 42; Knox 53; Clear Lake 80; New
time and place to be determined by reunion
Troy 21; Buchanan just organized. Report
committee with the consent and agreement of trea,surer read, audited, and accepted. Inof district authorities. The reunion to de- teresting blackboard exercises were given by
vote one afternoon and evening to Sunday Bro. G. F. Weston, Sr. Ole Green, and Sr. J.
school work. Preaching by M. H. Bond and H. Royce. Interesting papers were read by
V. D. Baggerly.
Sr. Jennie Turnour and Mrs. Parsons, also an
excellent talk by Elder H. H. Robinson on
FAR WEST.
"Graded System of Work." A resolution
Conference convened with the Pleasant was carried to raise a fund by a collection
Grove branch, on Saturday and Sunday, June every two months in each school, to be placed
11, 12; Brn. I. N. White and Willfa,m Lewis in the hands of the treasurer, to be drawn on
presiding, C. P. Faul secretary. Branches: by the superintendent, by consent of the secStewartsville 129, gain 8. Kings'fion 97, loss retary and treasurer, for necessary expenses
6. DeKalb 50, gain 2. German Stewartsville, in visiting the various schools of the district.
no change. St. Joseph 362, gain 11. Pieasant Sr. J, H. Royce was elected superintendent
Grove, referred back to the branch for for the ensuing six months, s. w. L. Scott
correction. Elders reporting: I. N. White assistant superintendent, G. F. Weston secrebaptized 2 in the district, \V. Lewis, J.M. tary, John Shook treasurer. Adjourned to
Terry baptized 2, W. Hawkins, J. Davis, A. meet at place and day before the next disW. Head baptized 1, · J. T. Kinnaman, R. trict conference, at 10: 30 a. m.
Archibald, A. Nesser, B. Dice baptized 4, J.
Snider, J. C. Elvert, J. W. Cato baptized 4,
R. L. Ware, L. L. Babbitt, R. A. Marnhant,
NETAWAKA.
D. E. Powell baptized 1, T. T. Hinderks hapConvention of Northeast Ka.nsas district
tized 1, A. St. Lew·is, J. D. FJa.nders, A. J. convened June 11; Superintendent Sarah A.
Seely, S. Smith. Priests: C, Hubackar bap- Parker in chair, Frank J. Pierce secretary
tized 2, W. C. Dur,can, G. J. Whitehead, H. pro tern. Schools entitled to 21 delegates.
D. Ennis, C. Householder, D. Schmidt, F. Schools reporting: Netawaka, enrollment
Uphoff, J. N. York, J. W. Roberts, J. S. 46, total attendance 493. On hand last report
Constance, M. Bryant, TN. Haden, H. Wilke, 70 cents; collections $5.05; disbursements
'I'. Curtis, D. J. Krahi, C. A. Bacus. Teachers: $3.63; Hopes taken 15; Qnarterlies 46; Mollie
C. Cravens, R. Garlich, J. Lamb, L. Ho- Davis superintendent, Lora Green secretary.
venga, J. Friend. Committee in the John Fanning 49, attendance 419. Collections
Round case reported: We find by investiga- $3.72; disbursements 3.72; Quarterlies taken
tion that the action of the Dela.no branch was I 52; Frank J. Pierce superintendent, Daisy
legal according to the law of the church. Price secretary. Atchison 57, attendance
Report adopted and committee discharged. 522. On hand last report $1.43, collections
President of the district to make such changes $7.52, disbursements $6.48, in treasury $2.47;
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Samuel Trombley superintendent, Mamie
Brittain secretary. Scranton 47, attendance
758. On hand last report 40 cents, collections $6.13, disbursements $3.59, in treasury
$2.54; Hopes taken 12; Quarterlies 28; John
Cairns superintendent, Janette Cairns secretary. On invitation by the chair the following persons addressed the meeting: N. S.
Dunnington, W. S. Pender, James Burns,
Mollie Davis, Harry Boston. Superintendents reporting in writing 1, F. J. Pierce, of
Fanning. Treasurer's report: On hand last
report $4.32, received from Scranton Sunday
school 50 cents, on band June 8 $4.82. Resolved that the expenses of district superin.tendent and secretary be paid from treasmy
fund; carried. Officers elected for ensuing
year: N. S. Dunnington superintendent; W.
S. Hodson his associate. F. J. Pierce secretary. Lizzie Wolfe treasurer. Vote of
thanks returned to retiring officers. An
interesting essay upon Sunday school work
by Sr. Ida Tickner, of Atchison, was read by
Sr. Parker. At night a literary program, to
which the various members had cheerfully
contributed, was nicely rendered, and an enjoyable time was bad. Thus another convention has ended, and many expressed a desire
to double their diligence in so worthy a
cause. Adjourned to meet the first Friday
preceding next conference.

MisGBllanBolfs DBparimBnt.
PASTORAL.
To the Saints and.friendsinFlorida, Geoi·gia,
and Henry, Barbour, Pike, Geneva, Dale, and
Oo:ffee Coiinties, Alabama; Greeting:-You
will notice from the pastoral of our missionary in charge, Bro. T. C. Kelley, I have been
placed in charge of the work again in the
above described territory. It has been nearly
one year since I came among you, and
whether our efforts have pleased everyone or
not, by looking ovar our labors the past
year we can see that some progress has been
made in various ways, for which we feel to
say praise the Lord, 0, my soul. Some of
you have been .good aud kind to me in a
financial way; while all have been, in every
other way. Bro. A. J. Vickrey at Gordon,
Alabama, presented me with a horse and
buggy, to convey me from place to place.
And while it furnishes a little less funds to
purchase oil for Nahum's chariots, it saves
some $hoe leather for the writer, and lightens
the burdens to some extent of those who
would willingly convey me from place to
place. Bro. Vickrey did not do this because
of ability to do so, but because he wanted to
do something for the work, aiding me in a
financial way beside. From his letters to me
since, the Lord has been restoring him fourfold. May bis crown grow brighter and
brighter till the perfect day.
Bro. C. I. Carpenter will be associated
with me part of the time at least, and I bespeak for him your cooperation, faith, and
prayers; and any other aid and assistance you
may be able to render him. Let us enter
upon our mission this conference year with
I renewed energy, zeal, wisdom, and vigor;
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and above all with greater love, that we may
IMPORTANT.
accomplish more this conference year than
Permit me to tell your many readers a short
we did last. And if we will all do this we but pleasing story. We are often stimulated
will see our efforts have not been in vain. by expectation, and as we look forth to some
Avoid working up public discussions when pleasing events our hearts bound with joy,
unnecessary and uncalled for. That is not and we prepare to get the most enjoyment
what we need in this field. But the preach- and benefit from it possible. The coming
ing of the gospel and a more righteous living event which is casting its joyful expectation
upon the part of some, and more spirituality before hand to the saints of north Missouri is
upon the part of all. Let us li.ve righteou~ly the Maysville Reunion, to be held in the
and the reward is ours.
beautiful and noted "Harvey's Grove," two
Any saints or friends residing in the above miles east of Maysville, Dekalb County, Misdescribed territory who are isolated from souri, coming September 3 next, and continue
,any branch of the church who desire labor ten days. The chief attractions of this meetin their vicinity will address me at Milton, ing will be the enjoyment of God's Spirit, the
hearing the beautiful gospel by able expoundFlorida.
]'raternally,
D. E. TUCKER.
ers, and that peculiar refreshing and strengthening· influence arising from that social
P. S.-Since my report to the annual conmingling together in peace and unity known
ference I have baptized and confirmed eleven,
only to true Latter Day Saints. No lines are
the most of whom are adults, and we hJJpe all
lald down beyond which we invite not. Let
will make good saints. My mission address
them come from Kansas, Iowa, North Misis Milton, Santa Rosa County, Florida.
souri, and spend ten days of a rich spiritual
D.E. T.
repast.
A boarding house will be on the ground,
with
very reasonable charges. A tent can be
1'o the SaintsinMontana; Greeting:-Having
been appointed by the missionary in charge procured by writing to C. P. Faul or A. W.
of the Rocky Mountain mission to look after Head, Clarksdale, Mis~ouri. Eminent and
the interests of mission work in this State, I able elders will be in attendance to deliver
appeal to your goodness now to a~sist the tho word. Special invitations are extended
missionary force appointed to labor in this to Nodi: way, Northeast Missouri, and Northfield, in every legitimate way. To faithfully east Kansas districts, to come and join with
prosecute tte work I shall hope for and ex- us to make the good effects of this meeting
pect a hearty cooperation from all officers be felt throughout the whole region. To get
anu members in the State. And further re- the full benefit come at the beginning, pitch
.quest members and officers living isolated your tent on the third or before, begin at the
from branches to corre::ipond with us, giving beginning-and absorb all the good possible.
:siich information of surroundings and pros- Our quarterly conference convenes on the 4th,
pects for getting tbe gospel before the peo- on the camp ground, which we trust will but
:ple, as you see and understand it; by so doing add to the interest of the meeting.
Special particulars as to speakers, tents,
'We will be better prepared to labor together
for the spread of the good news. Brethren railroad facilities, music, etc., will be an:and sisters, you who are scattered abroad, let nounced later. Keep a close watch. Don't
:us hear from you; we want if possible forget the date of beginning, September 3.
to take advantage of the most favorable op- Bro. F. M. Weld will please excuse us for
:portunities, and without your full, free, and drawing on his crowd, by holding on same
ihearty colipei·ation we will fail. You can date.
Your brother for the Spread
correspond with myself or Gomer Reese. My
of the glorious gospel.
:address will be Box 41, Deer Lodge, Montana;
J.M. TERRY.
Gomer's will be box 819, Bozeman, Montana.
Chairman Reunion Committee.
Bro. Gomer Reese will look after tbe inteST. J OSEPII, Miesouri, June 16.
rests of the work on the east side, while I
will look after the west side. Bro. A. B.
NOTICES.
Moore is president of the district, and will
Notice is hereby given that Laird, Colorado,
travel and labor under general conference branch have lifted their hands against Samuel
appointment as well, wherever duty calls. H. Workman, and excommunicated him.
Elder J. E. Reese, associate president of the Done June 5, according to findings and recomdistrict, and Bishop's agent, will also travel mend of court of elders held June 3, 1997.
throughout the district, teaching and inA. E. TABOR,
struct,ing the saints and friends in the way of
Clerk of Branch.
life, and receive such tithes and offerings as
they may have to give. We shall expect all
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
elders and priests to preach the gospel in
St. Louis district conference will convene
their respective localities, informing the
district authorities and missionary in charge at No. 2518, Elliott Avenue, St. Louis, Misof their work. I am aware Montana is not souri, on Saturday, June 26, at 2: 30 p. m. All
J. G. SMITH, Sec.
as inviting as some fields, but we who are are invited.
called to labor must do our duty, and trust
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
all to him who does all things well. May the
Lord prosper you in all your labors, spiritTwo days' meetings will be held in Galually and temporally, and by his divine hand land's Grove district, Iowa, as follows:Auburn: July 10, 11, in charge of Elders J.
and wisdom guide for evermore.
R. J. ANTHONY.
M. Baker and J. T. Turner.

Harlan: July 10, 11, in charge of Elders C.
J. Hunt and W. D. Bullard.
Galland's Grove: July 17, 18, in charge of
Elders C. J. Hunt and J. M. Baker.
Salem: July 24, 25, in charge •of Elder C.
J. Hunt and Priest R. Wight.
C. E. BUTTERWORTH,
J.M. BAKER,
Presidents.

CAMP MEETING.
The annual camp meeting of the Fremont
and Pottawattamie districts convenes on the
grounds owned by William Leeka, one mile
east of Thurman, and three miles east of McPaul, on the K. C.R. R., commences August
6, holding over two Sundays, closing August
16. Able speakers will be present. Tents to
rent will be furnished to all desiring them at
actual cost. All orders for tents must be in
by August 1. By order of committee.
WILLIAM LEEKA, Chairman,
Thurman, Iowa.
J. F. GREENE, Secretary,
Tabor, Iowa.

REUNION NOTICES.
MASSACHUSETTS.
The committee wish to announce the time
August 7 to 15. This change is to afford
opportunity to those that have vacations at
this time. Now let all come and bring
others with them. We will do all we can for
those who come. Now is the time to make
your arrangements; don't delay the matter.
Write us at once; tell us what you want,
whether it be a house, tent, or board. Write
to Mrs. C. D. Gerrish, No. 132 Center Street,
Dorchester, Massachusetts.
We hope to
secure the attendance of Elders I. M. Smith,
W. H. Kelley, and as many more as can be
arranged for.
J. S. LAWTON,
For the Committee.

MARRIED.
RIEDELL-BURLING'l'ON .-At the home of
the bride in St. Joseph, Missouri, Sr. Elizabeth Riedell and Bro. William Burlington
were united in marriage on the evening of
June 2, 1897, by J. M. Terry. The wedding
was a quiet one, there being but few of the
relatives and friends present. This estimable couple, both of the fold of God, will
remain as residents of St Joseph. May
peace attend them.

DIED.
WILLIAMS.-On May 31, 1897, Girtie, infant daughter of Bro. J. A. and Sr. E. K.
Williams, aged 2 months and 20 days. Funeral at the home of the grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Fasnacht, Randolph, Iowa,. by
H. F. Durfey.
BAILY.-Susan Baily, was born December
5, 1844, at Gilford, Medina County, Ohio;
baptized at Clear Lake, Indiana, March 3,
1881, by Elder Gomer T. Griffiths. She de[ parted this life May 1, 1897, and leaves three
brothers and two sisters to mourn their loss.
Since her union with church she has lived a
devoted Christian life. Funeral at saints'
chapel, Clear Lake, in charge of Elder George
A. Smith.
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THE SAINTS' HEB.AIJl

The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious,

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elde_r William ~· ~elley; printed in good
type with neat bmdmg. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ·ministerial authority as a.ssocia ted
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the cref ds and "Ystems of church building since the days of the apostles. New revised, and enlarged edition.
'
Cloth .•••••..........••.•••••••••.. Sl ~~

(Established 1860.)

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; eix months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, district and branch presidents,
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscription111,
make sales of church publications, and assist the pul>o
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editom.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changee
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
lly registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
nbject to the following discounts: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; ab:
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent..
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the ihst or
!&at pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
{on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered 11t poet office, Lamoni, Iowa, 118 second-elu11
mail matter.)

Absolutely Pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NE'.W YORK.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. 0. Sl\iITH.

This tnct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
I.t hrings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the present leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
~ tract for the times. Just the thing with
whwh to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
do_z,, _30 cent!!·

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.

NEW TESTAMENTS.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

0loth sides, leather back, 50 cents each.
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net.
A special, cheap, pocket size edition, designed especially for Sunday schools; same
type as the 50 cent edition.

CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
Translation in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of Mormon and Book of
C)oveuant classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books," the
Herald Office management has decided to
lssue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
!!ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church a.re i:ww within the reach of
lllil.

Iu!!!pired

LARGE TYPE EDITION.

Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00
Seal grain russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 25
Seal grain russia, g-il t edges. . . . . . . • 1 50
KING JAl\iES' TRANSLATION.

Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi·
tions; cloth binding:Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the
same rate per doz.
Agate type, 32 mo. (smaller), 15 cents each;
$1.60 per doz. net.
Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each;
U.00 per doz. net.
These books are kept in stock to supply
schools and other patrons with good, cheap
New Testaments at very low prices.
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50
Full leather....... . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.

Paper ........................ "..••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25

Cloth.................. .•. . .. . . . . .

35

SER MONS.
Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers of
the Reorganized Church, formerly published
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'
HERALD.

Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
plainness and in interesting, attractive, narrative stvle.
An excellent volume to circulate among
investigators.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
75 cents; postpaid.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
Music and Hymns combined.
The Harmony contains all the hymns in
the Saints' Harp, also 555 pages of music,
comprising about 720 tunes, with full instructions on choir and anthem music. Leather
backs, cloth sides, $2.00. With music only,
$1.25.
THE HAR:l\iONY IN FANCY BINDING.

The regular edition in extra binding. Red
morocco backs and corners, red cloth sides,
with gilt edges entire. Price $2.75.

MANUSCRIPT FOUND.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,"
written by Rev. Solomon Spalding; a verifiEd
and certified copy of the original now in
Oberlin College, Ohio, of which so much has
been said and written in connection with tho
theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon the chief ground work and
material from which to write the Book of
Mormon. The work, suppre~sed for years by
enemies of the Latter Dtty Saints, is a complete refutation of the charge made that it is
the basis from which the Book of Mormon
was written.
In paper, 15 cents; ten or more, each.$ 13
Cloth, limp, 25 cent~; teu or more,tach 21)

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEMPLE
LOT SUIT.
An abstract of the sworn testimony of both
Plaintiff's and Defendant's witnesses in the
suit for title t.o and possession of the Temple
Lot at Independence, Missouri. The testi·
mony of old Latter Day Saints who were
with the church in its early days, and who
are now in the Reorganized Church, and in
the Utah Church, besides that of leading
officials of both churches, and the testimony
of members of the Hedrickite organization, is
given.
Evidence from the three standard books,
and from the p:_iblications of the original
church, the Revrgauized Church, the Hedrickite faction, and from those of t.he Utah
JUVENILE BOOKS.
Church is presented in support of the claims
THE SILVER THIMBLES.
of the Reurganizdl Church to be the sucThis is the first volume of the Birth Ofl'C:r- cessor of the original church.
The arguments of counsel for Complainant,
ing Series, a book for young children
at home and for Sunday school juvenile now in print, accompany the Abst.ract until
libraries. The story of the Silver Thimbles the supply is exhausted.
A valuable volume of evidence for ministry
is from real life. It relates how a little child
learned to overcome selfishness and do good; and laity; useful in refuting the many misrepresentations of the early church and itll
cloth, price 20 cents.
ministry and membership.
Price, bound in law sheep (counsel's arguZION'S HOPE.
ment in separate binding), $3.00; in clothe
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for $2.50.
" children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Walker. 50 ~ents per year; in packages of
IN COMBINATIOli.
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
The.SAI~T~ HERALDandAUTUMNLEAVES
cents each.
$3.00, if paid rn advance.
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IEE SAINTS' HERALD.

GRACELAND COLLEGE

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
grass land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 , ·5 Q,

COhhR~R

CIYY BARBRR SHOP,
- ) .r ppnsrTE ( -

TIV\DE 1'>1Ali!Kil,
!llESICNS,
C01'"'i'RICHT8 &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and d2:scription may
quickly ascertain, free. whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest a!'rency fo:.: securing patente
t.n America. Vie have a \iVasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r13ceive
special notice in the

BL AIR J'.\'IETICANT.ILE CO.
Not.hiug but :fir.i.:.t~cJut-1" work d<Jne in our line. Ladies~
hHir cl•:anlng 1H ,..hok ()f l1vu~ •. P.Xcept Saturdays.
""
Iuwa Steom Lan ndry in c1111n er.ion.

F. A. BLACK.

SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
Bl;QK ON PATENTS

sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, Iow A

SUMMER'S
HEAT
COOLED ~1ec~r?~s~~~~~
Cost of operating,
cents for hours. Instructions for
15

50

nse easily followed. No danger from electric shocks, no
matter how carelessly handled. Motor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.

CO.,

361 Brcadwny, New York,

Will sell tickets to Erie, Pennsylvania, for
meeting of Knights of St. John to be held in
that city June 24-27. Tickets good on any
one of the fast express trains leaving Chicago
dai.ly at 10: 35 a. m., 3: 05 and 10: 15 p. m.
Good returning to and including June 28.
Call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois;
H. Thorne, G. P. & T. A., 111 Adams Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
No. 14.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

WATSON..:.BLAIR DEBATE.

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm o!80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

The book contains 244 eage,§, neatly bound.
Pa.per covers •••••••• ;; ............. I 25
Cloth • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •• • 35

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO PA"F.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively

guarantees three boxes of

"Quit~To~Bac"

to perma·

I

good road; four room house, i;,table, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa..
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.

nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Cure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
oRDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, 31.25 per
t;ottle; second pressing, pint•, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at expre•• office on receipt of price.
W, L MYERS, Druggist. L11mon1. lliwa.

FRUIT FARMS.

STOVES, TINWARB, BARB WIRE, ETC.

I have property in Pomona; Fruit, Grain, and Stock
Farms, in the heart of the Fruit Belt of Southern Missouri and Northern Arl<ansas to sell cheap. I think I
have variety sufficient to snit al! who wish to buy, both
in land and prices.
Thi~ is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscious Peaches.
For further particulars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

HARDWARE.
$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will ventilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.
Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
HEDIC&.L ELECT.RIC CO.,
607 Vanderbih .Building, N. Y.
Agents "Wanted.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

"The Religio's Arena,'' occupying ·from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted tb Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
paid in advance; or mailed to single adPropositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
dresses at the same post office.
divine origin, and are its teachings enAlso both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves of
titled to the respect and belief of all Chrisat $3 per year, payable in advance.
tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Subscriptions solicited.
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Business Manager,
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
Lamoni, Iowa.
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of J€\sus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and acDANISH HYMN BOOK.
cepted with himi'
Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 75
Cloth, 396 pages, price ...•••••••..• $1 50

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK.
mu:;lin, 15 cents; per dozen ... $1 25

~,imp

I:NTER~1EDIATE QUESTION BOOK.
Limµ mubliu, :~5 cents: per dozen ... $2 50

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE
WORLD-STORY RETOLD.
BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER.

The purpose of the writer is to show th&l
the main facts of scientific teaching concerning the origin, growth, and development of
the universe, of human tradition and history,
and the revelation. of Christianity have a
common origin, and are flvidences of one design in the creation, and in the history and
growth of the ages. Theofogical conclusions
are reached from scientific deductions, and
by comparison with human tradition, archaeology, and other sources of information the
writer aims to present a scientific defense of
Christianity. '.rhe latter chapters of the
work contain evidences from American aboriginal traditions that Jesus is the Christ
and was known and worshiped by the ancient
inhabitants of the western continent.
Cloth •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 81 00
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M~~;~~:~t~;;·i11i~~i~.' ...'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.".·Ji~ betterment, as for the forgiveness of feel toward him as we ought. This
416 sins can break the connection of cause is all that our prayer to God can
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M10h1gan and Northern In'
diaua .............................. 416 and effect, so as to avert the natural rationally imply. It is complete in its
Eastern
Maine.·····················
.4l7 consequences of any breach of physi- expression of the, return of a waySUNDAY
SCHOOL
ASSOCIATIONS:
Clinton ............................ .417 cal or moral law."•
ward will to loyalty and obedience."
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'l'he chief aim of the article is to Professor Tyndall's prayer-test is
Southeastern Illinois ................ 417 show how the efficacy of prayer may be needless. The efficacy of prayer is
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417 recogmze
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these fa,llacies. Thus prayer for di- of mankind; by its close relation to
Pastoral,-A.
c. Barmore ........... .4181 .
.
.
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.
.
t b e- +he
moral po . wer
p1'oneers
"
F. c. Keck ....... , ...... , ...us vme assistance is e cac10us, no
"
' of +hose
"
"
T. J. Sheldon ............ .418 cause it changes the divine purpose, who have wrought most in:fl.uentially
but because it "serves to focus our for the moral progress of the world.
WHAT THERE IS IN PRAYER.
will in that line and to engage us more
The writer then proceeds to a more
J AMES M ORRIS W HITON un d ertakes
actively in pursuing it." Yet the ef- construe t·lVe i·me OL,, t'nou 0a'!1 t as r·o,l ..
to. set forth ~ theor: of pray~r that feet cannot rightly be said to be sim- lows:.
. .
.
will answer ~he demands of t111s ana- ply a re:fl.ex effect upon ourselves. I ''Prayer, as Colendge rns1sted, is a
lytic ~nd ~ationalistic gene:ation .. "Of course, th~ primar~ effect of the very different_ thing f1:0~ s~ying
He begms with. a ?eneral. defense.. ~f I prayer for uprightness is a reflex ef- prayers. It is an act1vny of the
prayer from scientific analogy as 1.01- I feet upon the man who prays; but it whole man. Real prayer engrosses
lows (The Forum, May):II does not end there; something more
and focuses feeling and desire,
"The fact revealed by the spectro- ensues.
The reflex e.ffect in him thought and will, for the direction of
scope, that the physical elements of passes directly outward into an objec- the whole self upon its object. Here,
the earth exi~t also in the s.tars, s~p-1 tiv~ :ffect produced by the uprightne~s undeniably, .a real force is apparent,
ports the fa, th that a moral natLre . wh1cn the prayer has promoted. This as much as rn any movement of our
like our own inhabits the universe. 1 effect is extended to other men, and will upon the external world. It is
That the moral nature which is above to what they do. It influences the the force of an ethico-spiritual nature,
the world is a supplicable nature, course of human affairs in ever-w·id- not isolated, but related to nature of
equally with the moral nature embod- ening circles."
the same kind, both seen and unseen.
ied in m~n, is a thoroughly reason.ab~e
The prayer to God to heal the sick To deem it futile, 'a chimera buzzing
assumpt10n.
Prayer therefore. is is efficacious in certain cases, the in a vacuum,' is to escape one diffigrounded in reason, and needs only a writer thinks, not because it causes a culty by rushing into a greater-at
rational development in thought &ind , miracle to be performed, but beca,use least for any one who remembers that
in expression."
its effects "the substitution of a action :md reaction are inseparable.
The writer thinks with Professor psychological for a physiological
''The records of the Society for
Joseph Henry that the whole progress cause of cure." The prayer for rain Psychical Research abound in fully
of physical science is due to ''prayer" even should not be declared irrational, verified instances of communications
for knowledge, the prayer of the in- because we know that our own wills, sped from friend to friend, in a mo·
tellect, even as in religion we have working by certain physical methods, ment across hundreds of miles, in
the prayer of the heart for moral re- may effect changes upon the climate, some supreme crisis which called into
generation. The petitionary prayer and no one can say positively that momentary action some previously
is but one form of prayer, even in re- there are no invisible intelligences su- latent energy of the spirit.
Such
ligion, and that a form likely to grow perior to us whose wills may accom- cases suggest the yet undiscovered
less and less important.
plish the same end and who may be possibilities and limits of prayer, conMost of the objections urged to moved by our supplications. Sus- sidered simply as a mode of psychical
prayer, we are told, are really urged pense of judgment is necessary at this force moving upon an unseen psychi·
against outgrown fallacies.
These point.
cal environment, through which, as
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through the physical, divine forces are
ever energizing in the interplay of
action and reaction. That religious
enthusiam dwells closer to the springs
of this mysterious force than our
present science or philosophy is
thoroughly credible. The saying attributed to Jesus, that, if he chose he
could by prayer summon myriads of
spirits to his aid, is not to be thought
the idle fantasy of one unique in spiritual insight and energy. Much more
reasonable is it to suppose that men
in an embryonic stage of moral and
spiritual development are as incapable of employing such a force intelligently as are savages of using
mathematical instruments . . . . What
John Stuart Mill observed of justice
is true of prayer. An interest of personal apart from general welfare is
an element of impurity in it, and therefore an element of weakness.
The
Lord's Prayer significantly conforms
to this law of efficiency. How notably
is its reference to the personal and transient subordinated to and uplifted by
its interest in the universal and eternal! . . .
"The question which some still
think it worth while to ask, 'Why does
a loving God, who knows our needs,
require us to petition for their supply?'
both reveals the fundamental misconception and brings into contrast the
fundamental truth in regard to the
whole subject.
Dr. Edward Caird
· 1 f th
e
h as no t e d . as as t range surv1va o
pagan mode of thought among Christians, that some of them still concei·ve
of prayer as an attempt to get God to
·
' wi·11 , ra th er th an as an asp1d o mans
ration to get God's will done by men.
Jesus has expressly cautioned us not
to think that either he prays or we
pray for the purpose of informing
God about our needs or inducing him
to supply them. What end, then, is
served by petitionary prayer for the
things God knows we need, and that
he wills to bestow? Surely no thinker
. unaware th a t ver b a1, expression
. h as
is
much to do with both clearness of
thought aud the concentration of attention and will. It is reason enough
for engaging in petitionary prayer,
that the confession in words of our
wants to God enables and pledges us
in a clearer consciousness to work out
more reverently and patiently the divine conditions of their supply."-Literary Digest.

HERAll~..

ANOTHER GREAT ASIATIC RAILROAD. price.
With British aggression seekTALK about a British railroad to India ing new worlds to conquer, and British
increases in both volume and earnest- capital seeking investment, the project
ness. The Russian railroads across is one which the most practical-minded
Siberia and China and through Cen- man may well consider.-New York
tral Asia to the Chinese border greatly Tribune.
provoked it, and an additional stimulus has been given to it by the new
enterprise which Russia is pushing
GREATER CENTRAL AMERICA.
post-haste of a branch from her Oen- THE report comes from Tegucigalpa
tral Asian line through Persia south that the governments of Guatemala
to the Persian Gulf. What effect pres- and Costa Rica have finally signed
ent complications in the Eastern Medi- the treaty that makes them a part of
terranean will have upon the scheme the greater republic of Central Ameris not apparent, but if, as many be- ica. The confederation was formally
lieve, the British flag is ultimately to recognized by the United States last
be raised over Crete that will be an spring when it was formed by Salvaadditional reason for carrying for- dor, Honduras, and Nicaragua, and it
ward the great work.
will be greatly strengthened by the
Kurrachee is spQken of as the In- addition of the two other republics.
dian terminus of the road. Its Medi- According to the census returns of
terranean terminus is a matter of more 1893 the republic of Central America
doubt. The coast of Palestine would has the following population and area:
afford the most natural point. Two
Pop.
Area.
or three lines of railroad already ex- Guatemala ................ 1,364,678
63,400
23 0
tend thither, to or toward the Tigris- Costa Rica.··············· 2431·, 123°07 ·, 2°2~v
Salvador.................. 65
Euphrates Valley; but they are under Honduras ................. 396,048
43,000
French control, and there is a common Nicaragua...... . . . . . . . . . . 380,000
49,200
feeling that when the breakup of the
Totals ............... 3,035,061 185,825
Ottoman Empire comes Palestine and
This population is slightly greater
all Syria will be apportioned to than that of Chile and only slightly
France.
less than that of the Argentine ReAt any rate,
there
is
little
prospect
· mad e up a t presen t
,
.
.
pu bl'ic. It is
of England s be~ommg mistress there, I largely of Indians, but the proportion
so another termmus must be sought. of E uropeans
.
an d th ose o f E uropean
It _is ~robably to b~ fou.nd at Alexa~- descent is steadily increasing. These
dria, m Egypt, which is now pract1- I
.
. , . . . .. .
d
l'k
t
. countries were umted once before,
ca 11y an seems i e1y o remam
h
.
permanently British soil. Thence the w en as a _umt they br~ke aw~y from
d
. ld
N th
A b'
the sovereignty of Spam, but Jealousy
road wou crotshs
orth ern
rta mf, I and other causes of dissension resulted
an pass a1ong · e sou ern coas s o .
h
.
.
.
p ersia
· an dB e1ooc h'is t an t o K urrac h ee. I m t e split up mto mdependent govAll the way it would be in territory I ernm~nts. ~ow. that they have ~o~e
which is either British or under Brit- to.get er agam m a new ~epubhc it
ish influence, for the latter may be v;111 ·be able to command ser10us attensaid even of Southern Persia, and t10n and respect fro~ other nations
most of the way it would be so near and amount to so~ethmg. Its. power
the sea as to be under the protection i and resources "'.111 be sufficient. to
of the British fleet.
ward off a~gression. from th.e outside
The scheme is a gigantic one, and and avert msur~ections which ~ave
the execution of it would be enor- bTe~bn so frequent m the past.-Ghicago
I expensive.
.
ri une.
mousy
It would be no
more arduous an undertaking, howTHE LATE REVELATION.
ever, than the Canada Pacific'railroad
and not to be compared .;ith that COPIES of the late revelation, printed
across Siberia. Its advantages~would in proper size for insertion in th0
evidently be great. It would proba- Book of Covenants, may be had on ap·
bly soon be pecuniarily profitable as a plication, accompanied by a two•cent
trade route, while its moral value as a stamp to cover cost of publication and
connecting link with India would be postage. Address orders to Frank
inestimable. As a strategic route in Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
case of war it would be above all Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for tilere shall not any man among 1ou ba11e save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, June
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STATEMENTS CORRECTED.

HOLLISTER, Cal., June 11.
BRO. A. H. SMITH:-I was talking with one
of the Utah elders by the name of Peterson, a
few days ag·o, and I asked him why the Utah
Church did not accept the inspired translation by your father, if he was a Prophet, and
they believed in him as such. He said that
it was because the manuscripts had been
changed by the committee, and that you bad
said so. He then read a written statement
by Mrs. Neal, of Sacramento, California, in
which you are made to say in her presence
that the committee changed the manuscript.
He also stated that our position that there
was between a hundred and seventy-five and
two hundred thousand in the church at the
death of your father was not true. And be
brought the evidence of W. 0. Clark and
other old saints to prove it. So I wish you
or someone that knows would state through
the Herald whother these statements are
true. If you stated any such thing before
Mrs. Neal, own it, or deny it; because they
are making capital of it. And please have
the committee make a statement of just what
changes were made, and how many there
were in the church in 1844.
I am with the district tent. Brethren
Farris and Newton Julian are with me, but I
have to do all the preaching. My health a
part of the time is very poor, and it is very
hard for me to keep up; but I just get up and
go, and then I just keep going. I hope this
will find you all right in health and every
other way. We are having quite an interest
here for any place in California, as there has
been an average attendance of about thirty.
We will probably go from here to Salinas
City; and from there to Monterey, during the
watering season. I am blessed with good
liberty, and the best order in our tent; so
good that it has been remarked by outsiders.
This is one of the places that it was objected
to my going with the tent, as it was such a
bad place; but I have had the same respect
and good order everywhere I have been with
the tent. My folks were all well whe-11 I
heard from them. My home address is No.
922 Third Street, Oakland, California.
A. HAWS.

We are authorized by Pres. Alexander H. Smith to state specifically
that there is no truth in the statement
that he said in Mrs. Neal's presence,

cO,

1897.

or in the presence of anybody else
whatever, that the committee who
were entrusted with the duty of publishing the Holy Scriptures (the Inspired Translation) "changed the
manuscript."
He further states that he was not
one of the committee, had nothing to
do with the work when it was being
done, and then knew nothing of any
changes being made, and now knows
of none having been made.
The statement made by us of the
members in the church at the death
of Joseph and Hyrum Smith has
always been made upon the autho,rity
of estimates made and published by
Joseph Smith, the Martyr, himself.
In a work published by I. Daniel
Rupp, in 1844, called "History of Religious Denominations in the United
States," is a chapter furnished by
Joseph Smith, of Nauvoo, Illinois, in
which, on page 409, occurs thi~ statement, which we quote verbatim:There are no correct data by which the
exact number of members this now extensive,
and still extending Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints ean be known. Should it
be supposed at 150,000, it might still be short
of the trutb.-Joseph Smith to Rupp.

No. 26.
ment of numbers in the church in
1844, we are not responsible for that
error. If Elder Peterson and his
comrades choose to say that Joseph
Smith, the martyr, and Pres. John
Taylor made false statements when
writing in 1844, upon the say so of
''W. 0. Clark and other old saints,"
we cannot help them, they must answer for it by and by.
The committee who secured the
publication of the Inspired Translation, were Joseph Smith, son of the
martyr; Israel L. Rogers, of Sandwich, Illinois; and Ebenezer Robinson, late of Davis City, Iowa. The
latter is now dead; but I. L. Rogers
and Joseph Smith live yet. On behalf of the committee living and dead,
it is hereby stated that the manuscript was.not changed in any sense,
by anyone, nor all of the committee,
but was given to the public in word
and substance, as delivered to their
hands; and any statement that changes
were made in the manuscript before
or after publication is untrue, and this
the committee will meet here and
hereafter.

On May 13, 1844, Joseph Smith
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,
wrote Hon. Henry Clay a letter reply- THE prices on the second volume of
ing to the proposition of the latter to the Church History are the same as
move the church beyond the Rocky for the first volume, as follows:Mountains, in this fashiori:Wby, Great God! to transport 200,000 people through a vast prairie; over the Rocky
Mountains, to Oregon, a distance of nearly
two thousand miles, would cost more than
four million.-Joseph Smith in 1'imes and
Seasons, vol. 5, p. 547.

Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...... 2
Full leather, ........................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
To this we add the statement of when ordering.
4-t
Pres. John Taylor, now dead, but
editor of the Times and Seasons, FebA LIE, OR ERROR, WHICH?
ruary 1, 1846. In an editorial of that
date President Taylor wrote thus:THE following reaches us from the
It is reduced to a solemn reality, that the Society Islands. We hope for the
rights and property, as well as the lives and sake of consistency that it is an error,
common religious belief of the Church of
resulting from misunderstanding;
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, cannot
though
the statement is clear and
be protected in the realms of the United
States, and, of course, from one to two hundred explicit.
thousand souls must quit their freedom among
free men, and go where the land, the elements, and the worship of God are free.1'imes and Seasons, vol. 6, p. 1114.

If there is any error in the state-

Elder Jensen, a church historian of Utah,
told us in Tehopea's house, on this island,
in March, 1896, as interpreted by Elder Frank
Cutler, of the Utah Church, who spoke this
Tahitian language fluently, "That Joseph
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Smith, the Martyr, laid the corner stone of
the temple in Salt Lake City."
TUTEIRIHIA, an elder.
PUTOA, an elder.
TEHOPEA, an elder.
KAUKURA, April 8, 1897.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

My mercy sheds abroad for you,
Be faithful I will share.
"Be prayerful, O, ye saints of God,
The time is closing, nigh,
To dwell with you upon the earth,
As King of Kings, 'tis I.
"Then all the hosts of Satan's force,
Is bound a thousand years,
I'll heal your wounded hearts of gold,
And wipe away your tears,
I'll charge your hearts with grace divine,
And drive away your fears."

LETTERS are numerous, hence sum·
maries are necessary. Though some
are disposed to complain at the practice of making such extracts, our
Spoken: '·You must be tried as quartz, by
readers may readily see that our limfire, if gold you still remain. If pure in
ited space requires it.
heart, you I'll require, thus saith the Lamb
Bro. C. J. Spurlock, writing from t'was slain."
Michigan, Missouri, June 12, says:Brighamite elders are at work in
Since my health has permitted me to labor the city of Philadelphia and surroundin the ministry again I have preached at Cain ing districts. Brn. Alma Kent, A.
Hill, where I found some five or six saints,
M. Baker, and A. H. Parsons are doa~sisted by nonmembers of the church, ening
what they can to withstand their
gaged in the Sunday school work, and using
our literature. May God bless them in their efforts and to push the work before
effort. While there I had the pleasure of the people. Bro. Kent, writes from
uniting Mr. Elmore Frisbie and Miss Lula Camden, New Jersey, the 19th inst,
Jones in the holy bonds of matrimony. I am
now holding meet.ing at Boze Mill and stop- as follows:ping with Bro. Snodgrass, who came here
from the Pomona branch. The time for
our district conference is to be set by our
worthy president, 0. M. Bootman. It is to
convene at Bruner, in Christian County.
We hope to see a good attendance.

Bro. John H. Lake writing from
Mission, LaSalle county, Illinois.June
21:There were three baptized at the conference. So far, I am well pleased with the
mission. What we need is more laborers;
and, dear brother, I appeal to you for help,
and you will try and get some man to come
into the mission. . . . I have been blessed
in a marked manner since the conference at
Lamoni; will not attempt to describe it now;
but will say, there is much for the servants
of God to do.

The work is moving along slowly with us,
the weather has been unfavorable for tent
work: our congregations have been fiuctuaing,some are investigating and inq airing after
the truth: I baptized a very intelligent German lady on the 6th. I think her husband
will follow; another has presented herself
for baptism. Elder A. H. Parsons was over
from the city last night and gave us a rousing
discourse that gave us courage to continue.
Our young brother, A. M. Baker, the boy
preacher, is with me and a noble boy he is.
He meets with favor from all, and almost
makes one feel as though they would like to
be a boy again and grow up in the work as
calves in the stall.

Bro. G. M. Jamison. president of
Des Moines Valley branch, Ford.
Iowa, June 22:Please state in the Heralcl that we wish it

Bro. J. M. Hetbcoat, South Pitts. understood that the ministry are invited to
the Runnels branch to preach as circumburg, Tenn., June 21:-

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. ALEXANDER SMITH wrote from
Fergus Falls, Minnesota, that the re·
union meetings were opening auspiciously. He would likely stay a few
days in the district to fill appoint·
ments. He was feeling quite well.
Bro. Joseph Luff baptized one at
Salt Lake City, Sr. Vera, daughter of
Sr. Dr. Higgins; and at Huntington,
Bro. James and Alsha Shaw, aged 73
and 72, respectively, and Miss Deloria
Chaffee, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Chaffee, of Fontanelle, Iowa, and sister of Sr. Dodd at whose home in
Huntington Bro. Luff was staying, so
goes the work.
Bro. Henry Hart, of Broughton,
Kansas, p.resident of the Northwestern Kansas district, wrote from his
district that the result of 1;he meetings
at Minersville were productive of good
to the cause in the district.
The Marion, Iowa, Sentinel of several dates has reached us with articles on Mormonism by Rev. .J. A.
Seaton, also one reply by Bro. Colum~
bus Scott. Bro. Scott, so far, has
combined in his reply a plain presentation of leading points of the
faith, and will doubtless succeed in
getting it before the people while he
destroys the false assumptions of his
opponent. It is a "way" he has of
doing in discussion.
The "Morning Star,'' a barkentinerigged vessel with auxiliary steam
engine, owned and maintained by the
American Board of Missions, will sail
with a crew of missionaries-for a
tour among the Cannibal islands of
the South Pacific ocean. May its

missionary work prepare the way for
others to enlighten and exalt the
dwellers of those lands by the preach·
ing of the gospel in its fullness.
Bro. Fred A. Smith, writing from
Bro. E. A. Erwin, Manchester,
Sr. J. A. Eckhart, writing from Kal·
Omaha, June 21:Texas, June 20:kaska, Michigan, recounts her experiThe work here is alive and doing vary
We are having the pleasure of being with ences in finding the truth and the

The good Spirit is working with our little
branch here, and we all rejoice; threo baptisms of late.

nicely. Three were baptized two weeks ago
and we have the names of somo for the corning Sunday. I expect to commence tent
meetings here about tho 6th of July with
Bro. W. A. Smith to help me. We had a
very pleasant time at tho reunion at Inman
the first few days were a little cold, but we
had a very nice session.

He sends the following, which may
interest the HERALD readers:Given in tongues on the evening of May 6,
1897, at the saints' chapel, Omaha. Sung.
"My little flock, you've sought for me,
And I have beard your prayers.

stances may admit. Do not pass us by, but
call when convenient, especially you of the
Des Moines district; and please remember it
is our purpose to please you.

Bro. I. P. Bagg·erly. He has been busy,
telling the wiople the glad tidings. We were blessings she has obtained by obey.
with him the first Sunday in this month in ing it. Her husband and children are
the eastern part of the county. We had the with her in the good cause, in which
pleasure of baptizing three noble young she rejoices. They are teaching the
ladies and one young man. We have just word in the Sunday school, trying to
returned from Blossom Prairie where Bro.
in evidence that they
Baggerly did as fine preaching as I ever do somethirnr
~
beard. We worked upaconsiderableinterest. love the work.
There are good people to come in out here.
Sr. Mary Topli:ff, writing from
The outlook for the gospel in this country is I Chatham Center,
Ontario, relates
splendid. We begi~ at ~anchester July~· . manifestations of the Spirit in dream
All 'Ghe scattered saints will please attend 1f
•
•
•
prn;sible. Bro. Baggerly will help, then we and m healmg power by which. she
anticipate going to Vanzant County.
. has been led from darkness to hght,

1'
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comforted, and healed, also others of
her family, of affliction. Her statements add to the list of evidences that
God regards and blesses his people.
Bro. W. 0. Wetherbee, Clayton,
Adams County, Illinois, wants to rent
a farm in Southwestern Missouri,
where there is a community of saints.
Will some one oblige him by writing,
if knowing of such an opportunity.
Bro. Nicholas Stamm writes good
news from Haven, Iowa, the 24th inst.
The late conference of the Des Moines
district was a session of peace and
unity throughout; one was baptized.
Brn. Scott and Morgan continued
preaching in the tent and five more
obeyed the word. Those brethren
were to go next to Perry, Dallas
County, with the tent. Saints were
rejoicing in the good cause.
Bro. R. E. Grant, at work in Michigan, is having an experience with one
Lyman H. Johnston, who is editing a
paper called the Stumbling Stone, at
Toledo, Ohio, who has undertaken to
destroy the influence of the work being done in Bro. Grant's field by issuing an article called "The Mormon
Imposture," in his paper, and circula ting it among those attending the
meetings. The article is a series of
picked quotations from the work of
one "Elder Bradden, of Missouri,"
whoever that may be; and is a dirty
piece of work indeed, and we do not
wonder that Bro. Grant should be indignant; but, we counsel patience, for
the reason that sooner or later all
these evil doings must pass away and
those who make and love a lie will
have received the merited award for
their evil doing; and the truth-loving,
truth-holding saints can afford to be
patient and wait.
"Sr. Estelle" sends us notes of the
dedication of the first church building
in the Northwest Kansas district, at
Minersville, June 12 and 13, at which
Presidents Joseph Smith and A. H.
Smith were present, and which has
already been reported, though briefly.
It is replete with good things, but we
are obliged to omit it. We wish we
could publish more that the deep interest of many prompts them to write.
However, we try not to omit any essential items.
The Gos13el Quarterlies have all been
mailed, for the quarter comprising
the months of July, August, and
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September. The issue was delayed Baron Dhanis, which was operating
somewhat by causes for which the in the Congo ]free State and in conHerald Office is not responsible. It nection with the British in the Soudan,
is expected that future editions will has been massacred by a revolt of the
be issued earlier and all delays natives.
avoided.
Archbishop Hennessey, of Dubuque,
Bishop E. L. Kelley arrived home Iowa, one of the most conservative
on Thursday, the 24th, accompanied and able prelates of the Roman
by his brother, Attorney P. P. Kelley, Catholic Church in America, severely
Esq., of Glenwood, Iowa.
denounced the American public school
Portions of Illinois, Iowa, and Wis- system, in an address delivered at
consin were visited by a severe Dubuque, June 24.
electric storm oi:i the 23d. Lightning
Two earthquake shocks at Hopkinsdid considerable damage, killing stock ville, Kentucky, June 24.
and striking buildings. High winds
Discontented Brahmins have seand floods aided the work of destruc- cretly assassinated a number of British
tion.
officials in India, as a manifestation of
Bro. Albert Haws was at Hollister, their hatred of British rule.
California, June 13, doing tent work,
'l'hirty thousand poor and maimed
assisted by Brn. Richard Ferris and of the London slums were fed by the
Newton Julian.
Their audiences Princess of Wales during the late juaveraged about thirty. In addition bilee festivities.
to tent work they were reachin~ some
Bro. R. C. Evans, London, Ontario,
by calling at their homes and talking June 24: "Chatham and London dis
with the people on the streets. They trict conferences just closed were two
would go thence to Salinas and Mon- of the largest and best conferences I
terey. "It is very hard to reach the ever attended. Peace and unity prepeople of California, and growing vailed in business sessions. The sweet
worse every day," Bro. Haws writes. Spirit was in the prayer meetings.
Bro. Henry Hoole, of Walkley, One little girl lately baptized arose
Sheffield, England, wrote under date and spoke in tongues. The preaching ·
of June 8, expressing his satisfaction was solid, wise, and full of love.
with the church and a desire to be Much good was done; several were
active in its behalf. A flourishing baptized; all were cheered, and the
Sunday school at that place is doing outlook for a great work never was
much good for the young and older brighter."
members. He exhorts the local minLate Yokohama papers received at
istry to activity, and all saints to dili- Tacoma, Washington, June 26, pubgence.
lish advices from the Philippine
President Joseph Smith accom- Islands rebels dated May 18. The
panied by Bro. P. Purfurst, went to writer asserts that during the camStewartsville, Missouri, on the 26th, paign just ended the Spanish have
to remain over Sunday, the 27th. lost no less than 4,700 men killed and
Bro. Purfurst will return thence to mortally wounded. The rebels started
Los Angeles. He is well pleased with but nine efficient guns, while
with his experiences as a member of now they have nearly 10,000 captured
the Reorganized Church, and leaves Mauser and Remington rifles. Three
many warm friends among the saints important towns had just risen in
of Lamoni.
rebellion; one in Tamba1es, another
A cyclone did much damage to in Tayahas, and one in the Isle de
property at Rich Hill, Missouri, J:une Negros.
24. Other places in that State, also
Bishop Kelley left home again on
various cities and towns in Illinois, the 25th, going to Ohio in response to
Iowa, Kansas, and Colorado, were call.
visited by destructive rain, lightning,
The Turkish army in Epirus hav·
or hailstorms.
ing occupied several positions overBro. Charles Brewer, Vassar, Michi- looking Agrapha, thus threatening
gan, is thankful that he obeyed the, the Greek retreat in the event of a
gospel. He advises those convinced resumption of hostil.ities, the Greek
I not to delay.
go.vernment has decided to occupy
The
entire
Belgian
expedition
under
1 Karpenisi with a strong force.
1
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THE CHURCH HISTORY, SECOND
VOLUME.

THE Board of Publication are gratified to be able to announce the completion at an early time of the second
volume of the Church History. Already plates are made for 400 pages,
and the book will be ready for delivery in July.
This history should be in the
houses of all saints and friends of the
work of Christ in the last days; its
importance as one of the prime agencies in disseminating the truths and
correct positions of the church in the
nineteenth century can hardly be
overestimated.
The Board of Publication was instructed by the Annual, Conference of
1896 to issue this work, and it has
moved forward under many difficulties
to accomplish the same, and should
have the hearty cooperation of every
member and friend now in spreading
the news and giving the people an opportunity to understand the faith of
the Latter Day Saints as it is.
The church has suffered in the past
on account of having been represented
in a large part by its enemies and
those who have been ready to malign
their faith.
There is nothing more important
than that we should present to the
world our own faith and organization
as well as the work of the church
since 1830, and if we fail to do this,
we are not active as becometh our
high and holy calling as servants of
the Lord.
The second volume of the Church
History will contain about 700 pages
and is delivered at the low price at
which the first volume was sold; viz.;
at $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00 per
volume postage prepaid, to any address in the United States or Canada.
For styles of binding see advertisement in this number of HERALD.
The office is in need of means which
it has necessarily expended in getting
out this volume, and it is urged upon
the saints that they send in their orders promptly and thus be able to
assist the office, as they at the same
time assist in disseminating the true
work and positions of the church
among the people.
Nothing is more worthy and com mendable than an effort in this direction; and let us not wait until we may

thus aid without feeling that it is
something of a sacrifice, for great
good comes to the people when they
make true and devoted sacrifice in
order to forward any great and true
work.
Send all orders and contributions
to Frank Criley, Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa; and where parties at
any one point desire to get a number
of the books, they may be sent by
express, and the pos1,age which will
be from twenty-five to thirty cents on
each book, saved to those ordering.
Please let us hear from you at once.
As ever, confidently in the truth and
working for its advancement.
E. L. KELLEY,
President Board Publication.

--,----

LAlWNI 1 Iowai ,June 10 1 1897.

Coltlmn,

EDITED BY FRANCES.

As REGULARLY year by year the list of
names from the Islands comes to us, showing
what the sisters in those far-away realms of
the earth are doing for the spread of the gospel, we wonder why it is that the zeal of
those upon this side of tbe ocean has reiaxed.
What is hindering those who once contributed
to this fund from keeping up their contributions we know not, but are led to hope that
in some way, perhaps through some other
channel, it finds its ws,y to the Lord's treasury. It seems a pity, however, that for the
sake of encouraging those who are looking to
us for an example (as for instance these island
saints are) that it is not continued with more
energy and zeal. Not long since Sr. Montgomery, of California, sent in fifteen dollars
to the· fund, and asked the question why so
few contributed. Would it not be well,
sisters, when our birthdays come around, to
bring to the Lord an offering? Think of it,
sisters, and may thinking lead you to act
upon it.

DONATIONS OF THE SISTERS IN THE SOUTH
SEA ISLANDS l\HSSION.
From April, 1896, to April, 1897.
Teknrohi,
Tcrava,

l\Iaheata,
'l1eragi,
Anitonii
'rukaka~

Gahono,
Mure ta,
A lite,

AMANU BHANCIL
$1 10 'l'elmva,
$ 20
60 'raratna,
80
80 '1\:•n1ni.
80
1 oo Kuramcn,
50
2ll r:remaru,
30
JO Oileka,
10
80 :Matapuni,
GO
10 rratehanl
10

Tekapaa,

$ 80

Tefona.ko,
Vairca,
Pimato,
Tcuru,

50
40

Tancpa,
Hald,
'l'ekura,

30

Total,
Kailrnva,
Temarnata,
'I1otal,

'l'eua
'reroro.,
Anitoni,
Temebau,

I

20
20
20
80
10

$11 10

APATAKI BHANC!L
$ 30 Vahine,
$ 40 Tenini,
10

$1 40
2 40
30
20

1

Hata,
Tikamotn 1
Tcknra,

Tepurotu,

Temanatu,
Gana,
Hinono,
'.Ceihoariki,
Taha,
'riairoa,
A lite,
Kahuragi,

'l1evavaro,

50
10
30

10 Taerere,
20 Poroariki,
10 Kapua,
60 Patuhua,
40 Teno,
20 Tematogi,
40 Ruaragi,
1 60 Roto,
10 'l'ematahora, 10 Taputea,
10 Talrna,
10 Maeava,
10 Haunni,
10 Kaihara,
1 10 Tekarohi,
10 Papahau,
1 00 Taitua,
70 Manuia,
40 Tutaki,
30 Mahiaragi,
20 Ilubete,
10 Terouru,

40
30

30
10
10
20
20
10
$25

Kalrneho,
Nohonma1
Kantaka,
Mare ta?
Anitoni,

'l'AUERE BRANCH.
$ 80 Atanua,
$1 10 Temanutai, $1 10
10 ~Iauuia,
90
10 Kcaha,
10 Gahono,
10 Viviragi,
50
30 'repuratu,
r'/O 'J.lcigo,
20
40

Total,

Matahiapo,
i:renanui,

'_rcurnia,
'l'otal,

$6 60

TAKABOTO BHANCH.
$ 40 'l'ogi,
20 Tepogi,

$2 10 Tafira,
50 Tevaha,
10

$ 50
10

'l'AHONA BRANCH, IN PAP.EETE, TAHITI.
Tcumia,
$ 70 Ella,
$1 20 Manuia,
$2
rruane,
20 Hio,
10 Mahia,
Tutamahine,
\JO Heiura,
20 Tapairu,
Hana,
2 70 Rcreao,
40 Teheura,
1
Ahuura,
1 50 Matahira,
50 Tatehau
Otare,
10 Ragitake,
10
Bellais,
Hagahua,
40 Tekura,
10 Temehau,
Alite,
30 Tegaki,
20 'l'eroromate,
'l'ugaue,
10 Vahinearii, 1 10 'l'eato-vahine,
Faurae,
1 30 Tutamuhine
Tatehau,
Otare,

so

10

tar a,

30
20
10

20

10
10

20
10
10

?0

Total,

$16 20

TAHITI BRANCH, R.AIHOA.
$
$ GO Tahuri,
$ 70 Mani,
40 IIauata,
40 Topeura,
10 'l'ehetu,
20 Hatevahine,
Mureta,
10 Tekare,
10
$3
Total,

Ilinuu,
Pnturuu.,
11 umaria,

50
20

20
50

The sisters gathered at Hilrnern during the months of
September, O~tober, November, December, January, and
February:rreare,
$ 80
;£ 70 Hirako,
$ 30 Hau,
1 00 Punau,
40 Mareta,
10
Vaiari,
10
•reravu,
20 Kapua,
60 Hata,
20
1 10 Tiniatua,
40 Tina,
Teupoo,
10
Tenini,
30 Gakura,
10 Gana,
1 70
1 30 Tena,
70 Alite,
Matahiapo,
10 Teohu,
20
1 00 Telma,
10 Papahau,
10
Teuru,
30 Vairea,
90 Tarotua,
10
!Iiriata,
90 Haumea,
1 00
50 Teroro,
20 Huauri,
Teroromate,
1 00
1 70 Tutohu,
Taitua,
70 Tapairu,
40
40 Tafai,
10 Tafira,
Tearai,
40
90 'l'egaki,
1 40 Vehia,
Tatahi,
50
20 Taha,
30 Tevaha,
Apua,
1 20 Marutake,
70 Tena,
80
'l'eaua,
10
90 Tuhiata,
1 oo He1tere,
Teata,
40
80 Tumataio,
40 Ave,
Ema,
1 00 Tahunui,
20
10 Fainar,
Ilio,
20 Tekahu,
50
Kon ea,
30 Teumere,
40 Hura,
20 Tauepa,
20
Hahera,
30
10 Teupoo,
50 Raroun,
Mani,
50
10 Teeva,
40 Tekeu,
Paa ta,
10 Haro,
30 Pura,
10
Tetare,
30 Ruaragi,
30 Poimata,
50
Roiti,
90 Teuanui,
40
40 Tutamahine,
Nuupure,
10 Tenrarea,
20 Karoariki,
10
Teapehu,
10 liivaroa,
30 llfotaroro,
30
Tcmarama,
10 Piri,
10 Teura,
GO
Teupoo,
40 Turera,
GO Huiroro,
20
Tauruo,
20
'l'epogi,
$41 30
Total,

$ 50
$1 30

HAO BRANCH.
Tepogi
$2 70
Kapmoro,
1 50
Temorigo,
10
Tepori,
2 80

Teniniko,
Tane,

$1 00

NIAU BHANCH.
$ 5G Unu.
$ 50 Jeremia,
'l1eapehu,
1 00 Fainau,
50 Apna,
Hnaran 1
1 00 •
'reupo,
50 Korikorl,
Total,

$ 40
50
$4 90

90
1 40

40

Talrnri,

AVATORU BRANCH IN RAIHOA.
$ 40 Hana,
$ 40 Vehia,
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$

10

THE
1

l1eohn,
Nohorae,
Hinau,

Hoiti,

20 Tutohu,
60 rrematai,

40 l!'akahotu,
40 Tehui,

20
10

20 Mareinau,
10 Pani

20 l\iarae,
30

30

Total,

Fain1ano,
rrare vahine'
Fanaj
Huauri,
'l1emaru,

Paa ta,
'reua,

Heitere,
irrotal,

$ 50
1 oo
20

1.'arava,
Punau,
Huaragi,

'feua
Mataigo,
1

Oue,
Otare,
Oma ta,
'repogi,

50
I 10
30
10
60
10
10

rretope,

20
10
20
lO
40
2 90
90

'l'emata,
Teumia,
Temehau,
Teurarea,

Teio,
Tenpoo,
'l'etua,
Hereao,
Ahuura)
Gaki,
're ata,
'reagai.

50

Tatehau,

2 50
Pokiroa,
1 00
Alite,
70
Maui,
2 00
Tutamahine, 50

$5 50

$ 80

'l'atahi,
l\..tanuia.,

'rutohua,

Terika.
Matahiapo,
Maria,
Hinauhate,
10 Teeva,

Tcmataha,

:JO

rrematai,

Vaiari,
Raroua,
~Peupoo,

10 Tekeu,
10 Puatua,
30 Teanini,

Teuraj
Hinagaro,

Kapua,
Huiroro,
Repetu,
Tcgake,
Temaruata,

10 Manava,
10 Tutamahine,
10

Marei,

10 Vahine,

10 Matarau,
10 Huihoa,

'reupoo,
Paa ta,
Ave,
'rearo,
Tnrou,

10

Naehu,
'reuru,
Tehui,

Ahn,
':Puahau,

'repoc,
'l'ahuri,
'rematai,
Teapua,
'l1ini,

'fohu,
Poriri,

Mataroro,

20 Vehia,
10 'rekare,
10 Vahine,

20
10
50

10 'rapairu,
10 Marutake,

JO
70

1 20
20
10
50

Hota,
'rogi,

Huarei,
20 Mataua,

GO
10

10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

60

10
10

rraerua,

llfauarii,
Hnauri,
Temaruata,

Tenini,
Kaikava,
rrereu,
One,
Vctea,
Tckahu,
'rorai,
Puahi,

10

Teohu,
10 Tepoe.

10

10

'fceva,

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Tafai,
Hai,
Pani,

10
10 Maui,
10 Tutobn,

Hoiti,
Tiniatua,

10
10
10
10

20

40

Reitere,
Piri,

50
~o

20
10

Mata,
Nohorae,

Hatouri,
Temehau,

Tuhiata,

10
10
10

JO
10

10

Vaiari,

20

Roiti,

10

'fauepu,
'reeva,
'l'ekanapa,
Matahiapo,
''.Peaua,
Hio,

Total,

Marae,

10
10

Konca,

TAKAlWA BRANCH.
10 'fetia,
$ 10 'l'ekonea,
$
10 Alite,
10 Teroromatc,
20 Haumea,
60 'rumataio,
80 'I1iniatua,
!30 Tutamahiue,
60 Tenpoo,
80 Tena,
60 '.l'aha,
70 Maui,
50 'reumia,
60 Tafai,
50 Kapua,
40 r.raueva,
20 '.l'egaki,
10 '.l'epogi,

TeuannhJ,
'l'etara,

Paupau,
rraurua,
Terava,
Ahn po,

10
10
10
IO

'.rekae,
Gakura,
10 Erena,
10 'fauepa,

'reupoo,

Mataua,

10

10

20 'l'atahi,
10
20 '.l'eare vahine, 10

Mave,
Maui,
'.rurou.
'fepepe,

1e
10

$44 10

'I'eato vahinc, $
Poimata,
'rcmatuha,
Huauri,
'.renini,
Erena,
Ave,
Gakura,
Kanoho,
1
I'uhagaia,
Raroua,

10

10 ll!arae,

Total,

Kapna,

211

30
50
50

Ihnau,
Hau,

10
10
10

'repiu,

20

Terai vahine, 20

10 Maui,
10 Maheue,
10 Tetua,

Teupoo,
Apua,
Mauava,

70
2 20
40
10
10

GO
20
10
40

20
50
10
30
10
20

30
10
20
20

20

$13 50

KAUKURA BHANCH.
$ 50 Aroatua,
$ 10 Hau,
1 10 Tekava,
20 Oue,
10 ~tiahunui,
40 Paia,
10 Tehcura,
30 Tekahu,
30 '11 euru,
20 Mahue,
50 Rota,
40 '.l'eapai,
10 Ema,
60 Terea,
20 Vetea,
20 Teare,
10 '.l'cohn,
20 Haroatea,
40 Orai,
10 Kaogo,
10 Anitoni,
20 'retua,
10 Puiai,
30 Poriri,
10 Tena,
20 'rehuihui,

$ 30
1 10
20

10

w
?0

20
20
20
10
50
10

10

rrcupoo,
Murei,
'fepoe,
1-'ani,
Pokiroa,
'I'nrava,

IO

Pun au,

Tapairu,
rrafai,

70

IIio,

1()

Ahunra,

rreua,
reua,

1

IIapai,
MANIHI BHANCII.
$4 so Puahi,
$~ 40 Karoariki,
60 Hiriata,
GO Teaua,

Maria,
Kailrnva,

'I1egu.ki~

Marutak~.

ARUTUA BHANCH.
$ 60 Harou,
$ 10 Mataroro,
1 40 Kaono,
80 Poimata,
'lO 'l'are vahine
30 Heiatua,
20 Teahio,
10

10
10

20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Teat a,
rrana,

409

Taio,
.Munava,

IIinau,
Tahuri,

Korikori,
Mabia,
rl'atclrnn l
R•ffeao,

10 rraueva,

10

10 Poinmta,
10 rrenini,
10 'l\nnata1
10 Teara,
10 Ptrntua,
10 II1riat11,
10 Kapna,

10

10
10
10
10
20

10
10

10 'l1ehuira,
10 liaumea,
10 rrutohu3
10 Ovehi,
10 Onnu,
10 rrnano~
10 Hrna,
10 Alite,

'rota1,

10
10
10
10

10
10
10
$1G 50

NOTICE TO DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
The ]Jerald of June Hi, contained the regular reading for July meetings en tit.led "Work
and Play." The heading was omitted through
mistake and tho short article bv Dr. Greer
on "Wastes" mentioned in July program will
be used for August meetings and will appear
in connection with the reading for that
month.

n
PAPEETE, Tahiti, May 8, 1897.

Editors llerald:-We left "Hikueru" on
the schooner Te-ave-roa on Friday, February
26, for Kaukura and conference; Brother v,nd
Sister Case and child and Bro. Johnson
with us. After stopping· for bu.fa.at Tariaro,
an island where a man and his wife are the
only inhabitants, we went on to 'I'akaroa
and Ahe, then on to Kaukura, where
we arrived on Friday, March 5, Bro. and
Sr. Case going on to '.rahiti, and in tho
latter part of the month the saints began
coming in for conference in boats and vessels
until five hundred and fifty-six had arrived.
The b1·anches of Kaukura, Niau, Arutua,
and Apataki made a feast for the conferoace.
For this purpose they built a large house 120
feet long by fifty wide with two roofs,
all made from the coacoanut tree. The
trunk of the tree made the posts rafters
etc., the stock of the long leaves ~Jade th~
wall around the building, about three feet
high, and the loaves woven h1to mats made
the roof-water tight-and mats for carpeting. In this building were about forty-five
tables, at each of which about twelve persons
could sit.
The feast commenced on April 1, and finished on the 19th, nearly three weeks of
feasting-; three meals a day of nice food generally nicely cooked, of fowls, pork, fish, with
some canned food, fruit, butter, milk, and
cheese. It was supposed that each table cost
for food and dishes about throe hundred dollars; some cost much more than this.
Before the feast began theso four branches
furnished flour, pork, coffee, and sugar to all
the visiting saints; and at the close of conference tP.oy made an "aroha" of upwards of
fifty barrels of flour, several tins of lard biscuit, many pigs, and coffee and sugar for
these brethren to have to eat on the way
home. Flour cost them $18.50 per barrel.

The Tubuoi saints came in a schooner which
they had chartered for five hundred dollars.
This also was paid by these branches, helped
some by the brethren at conference. By a
computation made by a man who thought he
knew whereof he spake, the Tubuoi saints,
about twenty of them, cost the four branches
and their relatives about $2,800.00; but they
brought a few potatoes, dried bananas, and
oil with them.
All the missionaries have tried to stop
such extravagance, but it seems almost impossible; nevertheless we got a resolution
passed at conference with but few dissenting
votes, to do away with the giving away of
such large quantities of food, and will try
next to equalize the burden of caring- for the
conference visitors, so that the few will not
be so heavily burdened.
After conference Emma and I with Bro.
Hawkins went on board the "Tapioi" for
Tahiti to try and get the press to work.
There were about one hundred natives on
board. \'Ve were four days going down, light
winds all the time. The first night out juet
about sundown the heavens became black
with heavy clouds, and the thunder began to
roll and the lightning flash heavily. Then
came the hour for the evening hymn and
prayer. While they were singing- I thought
of tho great discomfor~ there would be that
night when the rains which seemed so near
now should desceLtd; for all the after part of
the vessel was so closely packed with men,
women, and children that a person could not
walk forward but must climb on the rail or
skylight. The cabin was full and many in
t.he hold, and while my mind was busy with
these thoughts, and was feeling sympathy
for those peoplo. the singing ceased and they
called upon me to pray; and the spirit of
supplication rested upon me and I asked God
to have compassion upon us; and although I
knew I was asking much of him, yet I desired
that he would command the clouds that they
should not pour forth their rain upon us during this trip, and although I was but an imperfect man, he bad hitherto heard such an
one, and the heavens retained their rain for
a much longer time than I desired it. And
I felt it would be done, and that God had
heard; and I always know that God will do
right so my anxiety ended when I had perceivod that he had heard me; so I went to
our room, a comfortable berth in a room between the cabin and hold, my feelings filled
with a peace and gladness not easily told.
And no rain foll on us on that trip. We left
Kaukura on the 19th of April and arrived at
Papeete on the 23d.
About midnight one night during conference time Bro. Case came to our house and
woke me up, and told me that Bro. John
Hawkins was dying· and had sent me word
that he wished me to forgive him if by any
means he had offended me. He had called
all his relatives in and had bidden them
good-bye, and was suffering from an affliction
that has troubled him for years, but now the
attack was so severe he felt he must go. I
went immediately to him; he was groaning in
, great agony. Bro, Case and some of the
native elderl'l :;i.n(l I :prayed again that God

i
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would spare our brother to us and rebuke his
suffering, and in a few seconds he ceased his
groaning, and in a few minutes his pain had
all ceased, and the next day he said he felt
better than he had for a long time. He was
healed by the power of God and bis heart was
made glad and softened. I speak of these
that you may know that God's loving hand is
over all his people for good wherever they
may be. Praise the Lord, 0 my soul, and
all that is within me praise his holy name.
We are trying to get our printing press in
operation. W. McGrath volunteered to help
me, and I gladly accepted, and we are in a fair
way to get out our first number of the Orometua
next week. Mr. I. Henry does our translating.
Emma and I are well and enjoy our blessings,
and are so busy we have not time yet to get
lonesome.
The saints just before conference got quite
uneasy, as Bro. and Sr. Case could not apparently get to conference, as she was taken
very sick with a chill and fever about the time
the vessel left for Kaukura; but she shortly
recovered and they g-ot a passage up, and there
was much joy when the saints learned that
Hu bi ti and Alite had!arrived. They were in
time for the Sunday school convention and
conference, after which they were to go to
Arutua and so on up to the westward to their
field of labor.
May peace be with them and with all the
Israel of God.
J. F. BURTON.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, June 7.

Editors Eierald:-We have just concluded a
very profitable conference in this place, also
Sunday school convention. Elders J. C.
Crabb and D. R. Chambers presided over the
conference. There was a very good attendance at the business sessions, and the preaching services were crowded. I never saw
greater unity in the transaction of business;
in fact the president facetiously complained
that ho could not arouse any opposition on
any question before the house. The setting
apart of Elder Joseph Seddon as President of
the Second Quorum of Elders, and also of
Elder Frederick Hansen as Second Counselor
to the president of that quorum was duly
attended to, as ordered by the General Conference, under the hands of High Priests
Derry and Crabb in the order named.
Priests Joseph Lane, of Little Sioux branch,
and Bro. Court, of Moorhead branch, were
ordained elders as per recommendation from
their respective branches, and as we verily
believe by the direction of the Holy Spirit.
Bro. Hurst, of Missouri Valley, was ordained
to the deaconship. Reports from the several
branches and members of the priesthood
were generally encouraging, and a general
determination to sow the seeds of truth in
their respective fields and branches was
manifest, and we hope to see a good work
done between now and the October conference of this district.
Several two-days' meetings were appointed,
as per request, under the direction of branch
presidents, where branches existed, and the
local officers who labored in the vicinity of
such meetings, with the r,rivilege of calling
to tlwir a,!d_ ~1!:C;4 nelp <!1~ may lJ© av1.1.ilable,

The Sabbath morning prayer meeting was
largely attended and an excellent time was
enjoyed, the Holy Spirit's influence being
manifest in a very large degree. The young
of both sexes bore humble but faithful testimony to the blessings received through obedience to the gospel. The middle-aged and
those of gray hairs gave evidence of the
power of the gospel to bless and ennoble
mankind. During the conference the bread
of life was broken· by Elders Carlson, Derry,
Crabb, and McDowell in the order named.
The choir, under the leadership of Elder
Kibler, did excellent service in the offering
of our songs of praise.
Elders J. C. Crabb and H. 0. Smith intend
to commence work with the tent in Dunlap,
in the near future, and continue through the
summer in different places. I learn that our
former brother, D. H. Bays, is on the war
path, under the auspices of the Christian or
Cambellite Church, determined to annihilate
the Latter Day Saints Chm·ch, or make a little money out of his attacks. While I am
sorry to see the course he has taken, I have
no fears as to the result. God has said respecting his work, "No weapon that is formed
against thee shall prosper." This work has
withstood the opposition of the whole of the
powers of darkness from the beginning and it
still stands and proudly waves the banner of
eternal truth and will do when our· erring
former brother and his mightiest efforts are
lost in oblivion. My worst desire for him is
that he, like many others who have taken a
similar course, may yet see his error and return to the fold of God. It is amusing to see
how eagerly the sects of the day and especially the "Christian" sect avail themselves of
the doubtful aid of those who have turned
away from the truth, to use them as tools to
destroy this latter-day work, they having exhausted all their talent and cunning to destroy it in vain. Can there be any greater
evidence of their weakness? Our duty as
saints of God is to strive to imitate the divine
Jesus, who, "when he was reviled reviled not
again." Let us not be betrayed into the unsaintly practice of hurling slander for slander.
Blackening the character of our opponents
will not help the cause of truth nor render
us more pure, either in the sight of God or
man. ''The weapons of our warfare are not
carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds; casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth
itself against the knowledge of God." Still
believing and hoping in the promises of God,
I intend by divine help to perform my duty
and endure to the end.
CHARLES DERRY.
MYRTLE POINT, Oregon, June 14.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Chase and the writer
are hard at work holding meetings nightly.
Yesterday (Sunday) we held four, two in a
schoolhouse in the country. We are having
a fine interest; over a hundred out every
night, most of them thinking people, notwithstanding the churches combined against
us, refusing us the use of their meeting
houses, and on() mitii§ter refqsed to !J.J:Jt)Qnpce
\ fll}t' ll!e~tings,
. . .
. .

The work was first established here some
twenty years ago, by Bro. Clapp, who baptized some six or seven and left a good impression, which still exists, as our well-attended meetings prove.
We return the last of this week to Looking
Glass, where we held meetings before coming here; had a good interest there, attendance from fifty to one hundred, and an
excellent feeling among the people. We expect to do some baptizing there on our return.
We are the guests of Bro. and Sr. Gilges
and family, a splendid family. On my way
here I stopped at Los Angeles, Tulare City,
Modesto, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose,
San Benito, and Sacramento. Spoke at all of
these places, and it is needless to try and tell
how I enjoyed myself. If it is good to be a
saint, it is indeed good to meet them and
preach for them. The branches all seem to
be in a fairly good condition; the Sacramento branch I think the best I have ever
seen it in.
At Oakland I was pleased to meet Bro.
Chase, who got some concessions from the
railroaa that enabled him to come that way.
I am much pleased with him as a traveling
companion and minister for Christ; an allround fellow, ready to sing, preach, pray, or
work; a true servant of the Master.
I am hopeful of a good summer's or year's
work; plenty of calls for preaching, which we
will respond to just as fast as we can.
Our plan now is to work this part of Oregon
this summer, Washington and Eastern Oregon this winter. We want to do as much
work and as little traveling as possible. ·For
a time we expect to be atDrain and Lebanon.
Some have written requesting us to fetch the
tent. It requires a little money to handle it,
which we have not got; can only move it as
the way opens. But the tent is by far the
best way to open up the work.
Our address will be as before: Drain,
Douglas County, Oregon. Will be pleased to
hear from saints and friends.
HIRAM L. HOLT.
COALVILLE, Utah, June 2.

Editors Herald:-It is four years in August
since Bro. Hansen was here, and eleven since
Bro. Anthony was here. I think the elders
neglect some parts of their work, and forget
those that are in the fold, to seek new and
strange ones. Sr. Smith and I are alone here
in Coal ville. I am getting along in years,
and have poor health; sometimes think I won't
be privileged to see many years more nor to
hear the blessed gospel. I have only broken
bread twice since I came from Farnsworth,
England, thirteen years ago, where we used
to hear the word of God spoken, and enjoyed
the blessings "that follow; but cannot tell of
the heartaches I have here alone, and so
neglected.
Sr. Smith has been very sick this week,
and Bro. Smith was sick three months almost.
When Bro. Hansen was here we did all we
could to make him comfortable. H. 0. Smith
was here, but he did not preach. Why is it
we are left alone? Bro. and Sr. Robeson are

teu mUes from here,.so we don 1t meet oftei:i,
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They are getting old, and ought to be permitted to hear the truth soon, and partake of
the bread and wine, as.also had we.
There was once a flourishini;; branch at
Henefer, but through neglect, some have
joined the Brighamites, some turned infidel.
I feel to thank God that my faith is
strong yet.
This
gospel delivered to
our dear martyred prophet is the dearest sound
on earth to me. I rejoiced at the great
blessings bestowed on the saints at the late
conference. May we hear soon that blessed
gospel of the Son of God. My husband is a
Mormon, and sore trials have I bad in defending Bro. Joseph and the Reorganized Church;
but the more I am persecuted the brighter is
my path. God has been good to me in leaving me that much light amid such utter darkness. Many times I have to bear my testimony to the work of God and this lattet'-day
work, in which we are engaged.
Your sister in Christ,
MARY A. LIVESY.
8'l'ILLWATER, Okla., June 7.
Editors Herald:- It has been a long time
since I contributed anything to your columns
concerning my personal labors and experiences in the ministry. I wish to say that I am
not idle if I have been silent. I left General
Conference for home, making the trip with
team, driving southward through Gallatin,
Hamilton, Kingston, Richmond, Lexington,
Holden and home to Lebeck. I found the
natives usuall.v willing to lodge me over nigh~,
and quite ready to charge me all they thought
I would pay next morning. In many places
I found saints to stop with, but as I had been
accustomed to stopping with strangers in
Kansas, and paying my way in preaching, I
thought I would pursue the same course with
the "inhabitants of Zion," but the harder I
preached the more they seemed to charge.
I reached home in due time and had a general visit with the saints for ten· days. It
was a great pleasure to see home and friends
once more, a f ter an absence of nearly a full
year. I left home May 5 for my field of labor,
in compaay with Bro. G. W. Beebe, Jr., he
going to Spring River district and I to Oklahoma. We certainly came very close to the
apostolic plan of going "without purse or
scrip," as I had only eight cents in my pocket
when I left home and Bro. B. was about as
well off as my8elf. We drove to Montevallo,
sojourningovernightwithBro. Failor. Next
night found us near Lamar, at B!'O. Souders.
By the way our pockets "jingled" the next
day one would guess that Bro. Souders' folks
were ''free silver" people. We tarried over
night with Bro. Miles of Nash ville, thence to
Weir, Kansas, to take in the White-Leonard
debate at Scammon, near Weir. The writer
was installed as moderator for Bro. White,
and the conflict began. It was really pleasant to occupy my old place as "right hand
man" for Bro. I. N. once more. It brought
to mind experiences at El Dorado Springs
and Blendville. We tried to catch every
point of importance on both sides, and we
left feeling well paid for the time spent, and
believing that the gospel was better under
0
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future will develop a harvest at that place. / two days behind Bro. Macrae, who had been
We are inclined also to believe (judging from ' there holding meetings; that I had about
countenances) that there are several Camp- seventy-ti ve miles to drive through a wilderbellite preachers in that locality who will ness, where a white man could scarcely be
not be anxious to defend the Campbellite found, and where there was only an occasional
Church in public debate.
Indian cabin. The roads were hard for a
I bade adieu to saints at Weir and drove to stranger to find. It was an unpleasant task;
Blend ville, where Brn. English and Houts but I set out, taking provision with me to
made some very necessary repairs on the last me through, which Sr. White kindly
missionary buggy. I then drove to Fairland, prepared. I drove several miles out of my
Indian Territory, arriving at Bro. Hilen's way the first day, not being able to follow the
place on Saturday night, May 22. On Sunday "tt'ail," there being so many roads leading
I drove to Echo, expecting to hear Bro. off in various directions. Finally I succeeded
Shepard preach; but on reaching the home of in overtaking some teams hauling freight to
Mr. and Sr. Duncan of that place, I learned Cushing, Oklahoma, which was on my way.
·that he was "across the river," 80 I did not I explained my circumstances to them, and
see him. I had a pleasant sojourn over night they kindly invited me to share their bed
with my Lamaoite namesake, and departed with them, as the Indians would not talk to
on my way early next morning for Catale. me at all when I asked to stay over night
Two miles north of Ca tale I found a family of with them. We built a big, beightcampfire,
Lamanites named Dicks, who are kindly dis- spread a quilt on the ground, and pulling anposed toward the church, and who very other over us, we considered ourselves "in
kindly kept me over night. I talked Book bed." This brought to mind some of our byof Mormon to them till a late hour, they gone experiences in the far west, when we
manifesting a great interest in hearing me "camped out." As one of the company was
read from the same and explain to them the quite talkative, we lay and. chatted on gospel
history of their ancestors. Next day I drove themes until a late hour. I stayed with the
to the home of Bro. David Beck, a Lamanite company next day and enjoyed with them
brother, and found a royal welcome. Here their sports of hunting and fishing while the
I had the pleasure of greeting a "full blood" horses rested, or as game was sighted near
Lamanite, Sister New. Several of the neigh- the trail. Toward evening we reached the
bors gathered at the house of Bro Beck, and line of Oklahoma, and once more partook of
I talked to them on the Book of Mormon, the comforts of civilization, reaching the
using my maps, wl,ich Sr. Davis of Weir, home of Bro. S. J. Hinkle the following day.
K:i,nsas, had assisted in making while I was I found Brn. Macrae and Hinkle at work,
there. I find that many of the Lamanites and an excellent interest manifested on the
are prepared to understand the gospel, and at part of the people. I consider this about as
no great distant day a great work will be fine a field for gospel work as any I have
done among them; and I should not be sur- visited. Everybody you meet is "on the war
prised to see that the "full bloods" make the path" in a religious sense. They are sifting
best Latter Da.v Saints. There are many of everything in the light of the word and
them, however, that care little for anything reason. Good will certainly come from it.
elevating; but the same can be truthfully This is a much better country than I had
said of their white brother. Bro. Macrae expected to find. My health is quite good
relates a story of a Larnanite who offered to now and has been for sometime; I am very
be a "heap good Jesus man for three dollars." thankfui for the same.
Yours in the conflict,
Leaving Bro. Beck's place, I drove toward
Catoosa, crossing the Virdigris River on a
C. R. DUNCAN.
ferry. After paying the charges, thirt.v-five
COLESBURG, Iowa, June 11.
cents, I found that I had only twenty-three
cents left. Here I was between two rivers
Editors Herald:-Since leaving home I have
and not a Latter Day Saint between them been busy most every day and evening p;:eachthat I knew of, and not enough money to ing and otherwise defending and advancing
cross either way, as the charge over the Ar- the latter-day message. Leaving Lamoni I
kansas was fift.v cents, and not only that, but proceeded to Radcliffe, in Hardin County;
night was approaching. Well, I moved on, but finding it unfavorable to hold service, betrusting in the Lord. I knew that if he sides being refused the churches of the town,
wanted me on the other side of the river he I thought it not wise to put ·~he saints to the
would in some manner open the way. I expense of hiring t,he opera house. I took
stopped at Catoosa and called on Mr. Denbo, train for Bro. C. E. Hords', near Chelsea, in
whose name I had learned from Bro. Beck. Tama County. Having to lay over four
He treated me very kindly and lodged me hours in Tama City, I inquired of several:
over night. I learned from him that a Sr. parties concerning the Latter Day Saints livHill resided in the town, and next morning I ing between Haven and Chelsea. It did me
called on her. It was almost like meeting an good to hear how they were prnised by their
One man whom I afterward
old friend, as I have long been acquainted neighbors.
with her mother, Sr. Tate of Perkins, and learned the saints had considered an enemy,
Sr. Hinklu of Stillwater, her sister. She said, "no better citizens or finer people ever
very kindly supplied _me with the means to lived." This is excellent, coming· from an
• cross the Arkansas River, and I proceeded on enemy (an enemy to the doctrine). In this
my journey. Next night I reached the home neighborhood~near Chelsea, is where Bro.
of Bro. C. V'lhite, near Red Fork, in the Philip \ShiIJ1mell was struck on the side of
a wag0l1 peck yolse lJ.y !lJ
I
I here lea,rn<;ld ths,t. T
JuBt
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hamite. He was arrested and was in jail waiting his trial when I was there. Hav'nt
heard yet how it came out; but almost every
one I talked with seemed to think Brighamite prejudice lay at the bottom of the affairs.
Bro. Shimmell bears an excellent reputation,
and is said to be the most peaceable, quiet
man in the neighborho,1d. I was prevailed
upon to preach to the saints and friends in
that part, several times, though I was not
yet in my field, I hope Bro. Scott will forgive
me by returning the compliment, if I was
found trespassing.
Coming out of Des Moines I got in conversation with a Disciple preacher, who had
just graduated from one of their colleges,
and he gave me the Christian Index to read,
which contained an article from an Elder
Seaton, of Marion, on "Mormonism." Of
course this introduced the subject of religion.
He informed me that he was a graduate, and
asked me if we had any colleges. I told him
that we were highly in favor of education,
and had schools and a college for that purpose; but did not believe in theological educations only as they were received from the
Lord and which I thought was much the
better way. He replied that if I would
show him a minister that ever amounted to
anything who did not have a theological education he would be much otiliged t,o me. I
asked him how Peter and St. J·ohn would do.
He said they lived in the miraculous age of
Christianity. I told him that made no difference. He asked me to point out the man;
and I did so; and his striving to evade it only
made me think that he was convinced.
I always hold a man to one point at time,
till one of us is beaten; and I like to inform
them that an effort to talk about another point
shows they are convinced in their own mind.
We then had a long talk about the unchangeability of God and the gospel, and he became
so excited that he tried to prove that God
was changeable, and that baptism was no part
of the gospel, because I had proved that baptism was known in Moses' day. He talked so
loud that a great many came near to listen,
even from the smoking car. When we got
to Ames his knees were so cramped that he
had to get out and walk the platform for exercise. After that I could not get to talk
with him.
Since arriving in my field I have preached
a week at Amber, and three weeks at Edgewood. Began here the next night after the
Catholics killed the Devil. But I can certify
that they did a poor job. Think perhaps
they may have frightened him, so that he
took refuge in this town. Set up the tent
the 9th. Commenced meeting the 10th; but
owing to a great deal of disturbance by the
boys, (which by the way generally show what
they hear at home,) had a poor meeting and
a very poor sermon. Saw some of the leading
men of town yesterday, also the council and
Mayor, and informed them that if there was
any more disturbance they might have their
town disgraced by hearing of a wholesale
arrest. That I already had the names of
nine boys, sons of some of the leading men.
That if I could not catch them for what they
might do, I coulg for w4at the;v had alread;y
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done. Well, the effect was electrical. The
Mayor and councilmen saw a number of the
boys, and last ni~ht we had almost a tent
full, and I never had better order. Many of
the town officers were out, also the editor of
the leading paper. I called on him and
explained the difference between us and the
Brighamites, and our position. He asked me
to write an article to that effect for his paper,
which I did, and he published it yesterday.
The editor of another paper has also asked
for an article. Expect to be here two or
three weeks. My permanent address is Lamoni, Iowa. My field address will be Center
Junction, Iowa, care Wi.llard B. Thomas. If
any of the saints wish preaching and have a
place, please let me know, or inform Bro. C.
E. Hand at Chelsea, Iowa. Bro. Hand and I
are associated together for the good of the
work, and desire the cooperation of the
district.
J. w. PETERSON.
EAGLE LAKE, Ind., June 18.

Editors Herald:-Left Derby, Indiana, June
13, and came via Louisville, to this place arriving here June 15.' I am here attending
the Indiana State Sunday School Convention,
which has just closed. I was sent as delegate
from the Perry County Sunday school association. Most of my gospei work this spring
has been along Sunday school lines. By this
means I have brought the church bef1:>re
many distinguished people who otherwise
would not have known of it. This convention placed me on one of the leading cornmi ttees, and also requested me to give an
address, which I did. Winona near by, is
the most beautiful summer resort in Indiana.
From here I go to Michigan to do gospel
work, having been appointed by Bro. E. C.
Briggs.
My address will be Coldwater,
Michigan.
Very faithfully, yours in the truth,
JAMES M. BAGGERLY.
BUNGAY, Ill., June 9.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Stead and I have
been laboring in Thackeray with some success;
we got the school building there for a week;
we had good attention, with some few investigating. Have been holding forth every
night and twice on Sunday since April 25.
The calls are many, but the laborers are few.
The people want to hear, and we desire to do
what we can for them. At McLeansboro we
were refused a house to preach in. We will
see if we cannot take the district tent there
in July or August; the sheriff says we can
pitch it on the public square.
We returned here last Monday; preached
in Springerton Monday night; and last night
spoke here, and to-day baptized two promising young men. Will speak here to-night,
then on to district conference.
Yours in the conflict,
V. D. BAGGERLY.
If aught good thou canst not say
Of thy brother, foe, or friend,
Take thou, then, the silent way,
Lest in word thou shouldst offend.

--"Anon.

Oriuinal :ArtiBles.
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 4.

BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCO'l"L'.

"THE THREE ANGELS' MESSAGES."
THE two basic deceptions connected
with the "Advent movement" so far
referred to herein have the association of a third, which is equally as
well founded and supported by Scripture perversions, misapplications,
also assumptions, as the first and second have proved to be. This relates
to their position in regard to the
three angels and their missions, as
prophesied by John the Revelator in
the fourteenth chapter, verses 6-12.
The text reads:And I saw another angel fly in the midst
of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to
preach unto them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people, saying with a loud voice,
Fear God, and give glory to him; for the
hour of his judgment is come: and worship
him that made heaven, and earth, and the
sea, and the fountains of waters. And there
followed another angel, saying, Babylon is
fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she
made all nations drink of the wine of the
wrath of her fornication. And the third
angel followed them, saying with a loud
voice,· If any man worship the beast and his
image, and receive his mark in his forehead,
or in his hand, the same shall drink of the
wine of the wrath of God, which is poured
out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with
fire and brimstone in the presence of the
holy angels, and in the presence of the
Lamb: and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever: and they have
no rest day nor night, who worship the beast
and his image, and whosoever receiveth the
mark of his name. Here is the patience of
the saints: here are they that keep the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus.Revelation 14: 6-12.

That the foregoing prophetic statement of John refers to the latter-day
work of Hod and its related events,
we most fully believe. That "the
everlasting gospel" - the same as J es us preached and delivered to the
church eighteen hundred years ago,
the identical one that Paul preached
at Galatia (see Gal. 1: 6-12),-was to
be brought to earth again by an holy
angel and published to all nations in
these latter days, is truly believed by
us. That the great work here predicted by John involves the work referred to by Peter in Acts 3: 19, 20,
the great "restitution of all things,
which God hath spoken by the mouth
of all his holy prophets since the
world began;" and that it is included
in the "restoration" "of all things"
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as predicted by our Savior (Matt. 17:
10, 11) when foretelling what was to
take place just prior to his second advent. In fact it will be necessary for
the gospel to be restored before it can
''be preached as a witness to all nations" before the end of the world
comes, as foretold by Jesus (Matt. 24:
14). More especially is this apparent, as we become aware of the fact
that the gospel consists not of ''word
only," but also of authority or ''power,
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
assurance." (1 Thess. 1: 5.)
The three latter elements of the
gospel, here stated by Paul to be parts
of it, have not been possessed by
men on earth since their return to
heaven, as was seen by John, during
the time of the great apostasy of the
church during the fourth and fifth
centuries after Christ, (Rev. 12: 5,
6,) under the figure of "a man child."
And the church, as an organization,
was left to be carried into "the wilderness" of apostasy, to be fed with
the "doctrines of devils" and "seducing spirits," "from the face of the
serpent," (1 Tim. 4: 1-4; Rev. 12: 13,
14,) till such time as the people were
willing to be ;placed in possession of
the gospel, not "in word only," but
also in "power, and in the Holy Ghost,
and in much assurance," again,
through the medium and mission of
the angel, as seen by the revelator,
John.
That there is a necessity for the
restoration of "the everlasting gospel"
is made painfully manifest in the fact
that when we go to the popular religious world and offer to them the
identical claims of the gospel of apostolic times, in all its principles, authority, spiritual powers, gifts, and
blessings, they immediately object,
saying, "We need no authorized apostles and prophets now; they were only
intended for the setting up of the
church, then to be done away. We
have no use now for inspired and divinely authorized pastors, teachers or
deacons. We can select such as we
we like for ourselves!" Paul prophesied that the people would think to do
just that, in the apostate history of
subsequent time. (See 2 Tim. 4:4, 5.)
"We have," say the popular religionists of these days, ''no need of the
spirit of revelation, or the spiritual
gifts now; we have the written word

of God, and college-bred theologians
to preach it!" Yes. So had the Jews
when the inspired and authorized John
the Baptist (Jol).n 1: 6; Luke 7: 27, 28)
was sent unto them; and so have those
who are under the ban of deception
ever con,tended. But the gospel of
Christ comes not "in word only; but
also in power, and in the Holy Ghost,
and in much assurance."
This is the gospel Paul was sent to
preach, (1 Thess. 1: 5.) He was ''not
ashamed of" this gospel. ''It is the
power of God to salvation." (Rom.ans
1: 16, 17). And he promises the curse
on any man or angel who should
preach any other (Galatians l: 6-9).
Therefore, if the angel that John saw
"having the everlasting gospel," or,
any set of men who claim to be fulfilling the angel's message, bring not the
gospel as it was presented by Jesus
and the apostles anciently, they should
be rejected. In fact they are not authorized to come; for the angel will,
if he has not already done so, bring
that gospel. There is no other sent of
God.
Now that the reader may understand
what the deception is in connection
with this subject that we refer to, I
quote from a work written by Ellen
G. White, entitled "The Great Controversy Between Christ and Satan,"
pages 222, 223, as follows:The prophecy of the first angel's message,
brought to view in Revelation 14, found its
fulfillment in the Advent movement of 18401844. In both Europe and America, men of
faith and prayer were deeply moved as their
attention was called to the prophecies, and,
tracing down the inspired record, they saw
convincing evidence that the end of all things
was at hand. The Spirit of God urged his
servants to give the warning. Far and wide
spread the message of the everlasting gospel,
"Fear God and give glory to him; for the
hour of his judgment is come." Wherever
missionaries had penetrated, were sent the
glad tidings of Christ's speedy return. In
different lands were found isolated bodies of
Christians, who, solely by the study of the
Scriptures, had arrived at the belief that the
Savior's advent was near. In some portions
of Europe, where the laws were so oppressive
as to forbid the preaching of the Advent doctrine, little children were impelled to declare
it, and many listened to the solemn warning.
To William Miller and bis colaborers it was
given to preach the message in America, and
the light kindled by their labors shone out
to distant lands.
The testimony of the Scriptures pointing
to the coming of Christ in 1843, awakened
widespread interest. Many were convinced
that the arguments from the prophetic pe-
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riods were correct, and, sacrificing their
pride of opinion, they joyfully received the
truth.

A strange interpretation is this!
Truly a great excitement was created
by the cry of "William Miller and his
colaborers" in 1840-44, by declaring
the advent of our Savior due, according to the Scriptures at that time.
But the Scriptures were misapplied,
the message was false; time proved it.
And yet Mrs. White asserts on page
225 of the "Great Controversy," that
in the greatly excited meetings where
this deception was being practiced on
the people, innocently though it may
have been, "the presence of holy
angels was felt in these assemblies,"
thus contending that God was compromised to the deception then advocated! She admits, (page228,) that:The time of expectation passed, and Christ
did not appear for the deliverance of his
people. Those who with sincere faith and
love bad looked for their Savior, experienced
a bitter disappointment.

Just so. But this was only one of
many disappointments that have been
experienced since 1844 down to as
late as 1866, by many who have been
deceived into expecting the Savior to
come in glory at a number of periods
intervening those mentioned, who have
blindly followed this so-called advent
movement; but has proved a huge
deception.
It is Satan, not God, who uses
scripture to deceive. Baptism in
water of penitent believers in the gospel, for the remission of sins, is a
gospel principle, a divine truth; but
how has it been used to deceive and
mislead! The second glorious coming
of Jes us to resurrect the dead, to reward and reign, and at the end of the
world, is a gospel truth; and like
other truths, a perversion of the
scriptures has made it a subject of
strange deceptions and disappointment.
A loving Savior had said a long
time before William Miller began the
time-setting agitation, that neither
men nor angels knew the day or hour
when Christ should come, (Matt. 24:
36,) No, not even .the Son himself
(Mark 13: 32). And in view of this
we wonder why Mr. Miller and all
those careful students of scripture
should have been trying to make men
believe that an angel had told the
Prophet Daniel the time of Christ's
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advent! See Daniel 8: 13, 14; 9:
20-27.
And it is more strange yet, in view
of the utter failure of the claims all
along the line, that Mrs. White should
claim before a thinking world that the
men who were so deceived and misled,
and who so deceived their fo.llowers,
were in fact the angel of Revelation
14 ! God the author of such a move-

sume a basis for our theories and we
can prove most any one equally as
clearly as the above is shown to be.
If the angel that John saw was only
a symbol how do we know but what
,
' .
tne everlastmg gospel he had was a
symbol also? And the nations to
whom if was to be preached were not
literal nations, but symbolic,-figurative,-nations !

ment! If this be true, what kind of a
being is he? She says, "The Spirit
of God urged his servants to give the
warning." What was "the warning"?
The Savior is coming. When? In

Under the blinding spell of this delusive and deceptive spirit and scripture perversion, they pursue their
onward course, hence, writing in
reference to the angel that John says

the autumn of 1844!
"But" says Mrs. White, (Controversy page 228,) "God designed to
prove his people. His hand covered
a mistake in the reckoning of the pro-

declared the downfall of Babylon
(Rev. 14: 8), Mrs. E. G. White
writes:-

phetic periods." And yet his Spirit
was urging his servants to give the
"mistake"-n "warning"!
But following along the crooked
path of the story as told by this writer,
we wade deeper and deeper into

This message was understood by Adventists to be an announcement of the moral fall
of the churches in consequence of their rejection of the first message. The proclamation.
"Babylon is fallen," was given in the summer
of 1844, and as the result about fifty thousand
withdrew from the churches.-Controversy,
page 232.

According to the foregoing the first
and second angels follow each other

the ditch wherein the blind have fallen;
for on page 250 she tells us:in close, very close succession; so
Of all the great religious movements since close, indeed, that the one angel dethe days of the apostles, none have been more clared both messages. The same class
free of human imperfection and the wiles of of false teachers who declared the
Satan than that of the autumn of 1844!
coming of Christ in 1844, and the cry
A strange claim is this. A pre- prove d false, and because the Prottended warning to all the world of estant denominations refused to besuch gigantic magnitude as the coming 1ieve the fa 1se alarm, they sat in
of Christ to destroy the wicked, to JU
. d gment on t h e c h urc h es, dee1aring
dissolve all earthly governments, they were now ''fallen" and were
raise the righteous dead, change the "Babylon," and they are, says Mrs.
righteous living, immortalize both, White,
introduce the eternal state of his
Those churches that cling to the doctrines
kingdom, and the Millennial reign,- and traditions of Rome and follow her
all this and much more, all in the worldly practices, and whose fall is anyear 1844 of the Christian era; and all nounced in the second angel's message.prove to be a lie, because of a now page 233.
admitted mistake in the time-reckonWhile it is true that Protestant
ing; and yet Satan is not in it! He churches have largely sprang off from
is the one who tried to make scrip- the Roman Mother Church, and they
ture lie on the mountain (see Mat- reverently refer to her as the "Mother
thew 4: 6) by misapplying it.
Church," yet those "fifty thousand"
The leading assumption underlying who left t h e c h urch es under the
the subject under consideration is deceptive so-called midnight cry of
that the angel of Revelation 14: 6 is 1844, found themselves only in a worse
not an angel at all, but a number of deceived, deluded, and "disappointed"
Adventist preachers who declared condition for their sacrifice than
that Christ would come in 1844.
before. And worse than all, most of
The angel that John saw, accord- them have never been able to deliver
ing to Mrs. E. G. White, was a "sym- themselves from the snare into which
bol," and symbolized William Miller they were entrapped.
and a host of other mistaken, erring
According to this profound inter·
reachers!
Profound,
isn't
it?
What
pretation
o f prop h ecy, the ''th ird
P
proof is offered supportive of this as- . angel" would symbolize a class of

trnmption?

us to

,

1

Adventi.t,;;~~i

no

I so it proves to be.

I

It is a well-woven

piece, as follows:-

The scripture which above all others had
been both the fou~dation and cel:itral pi~lar
of the Advent faith, was the declarat10n,
"Unto two thousand and three hundred days;
and then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."
(Daniel 8: 14.) 'l'hese prophetic days had
been shown to terminate in the autumn of
l844. In common with the rest of the Chl'istian world, Adventists then held that the
earth, or some portion of it, was the sanctuary, and that the cleansing of the sanctiiary
was the purification of the earth by the fires
of the last great day. This they understood
would take place at the second coming of
Christ; hence the conclusion that Christ
would return to the earth in 1844. But the
appointed time came, and the Lord did not
appear.-Controversy, page 258.
With earnest prayer they reviewed their
position, and studied the Scriptures to discover their mistake. As they could see no
error in 'fiheir explanation of the prophetic
periods, they were led to examine more
closely the subject of the sanctuary.-Page
260.
At the termination of the 2,300 days, in
1844, no sanctuary had existed on earth for
many centuries; therefore the sanctuary in
heaven must be the one brought to view in
the declaration: "Unto two thousand and
three hundred days; then shall the eanctuary
be cleansed."
But how could a sanctuary in heaven be
cleansed? Heaven need cleansing?-Page 262.

One thing we must credit the writer
of this lang-uage
quoted with, and that
~
is the disposition often to confess the
errors and mistakes. But how firmly
does deception !!rasp
its victims.
~
Error does not like to die, nor yield
its ground. The mistake was made.
It is confessed. But if the event so
1
con fid en tl Y exp e c t e d "d·d
no th appen,
0, something else did. It thundered,
or I heard some other noise! Well,
what was it that did happen in the
autumn of 1844, since the Savior did
not come?
Important truths concerning the atonement may be learned from the typical service.
A substitute was accepted in the sinner's
stead; but the sin was not canceled by the
blood of the victim. A means was thus provided by which it was transferred to the
sanctuary. By the offering of blood the
sinner acknowledged the authority of the
law, confessed his guilt in transgression, and
expressed his desire for pardon through faith
in a Redeemer to come; but he was not entirely released from the condemnation of the
law. On the day of atonement the high
pries'~, having 'oaken an offering from the
congregation, went into the most holy place
with the blood of this general offering, and
sprinkled it upon the mercy seat, directly
over the law, to make satisfaction for its
claims. Then, in his character of mediator,

upon

and
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from the sanctuary. Placing his hands upon
the head of the scapegoat, he confessed over
him all these sins, thus in figure transferring
them from himself to the goat. The goat
then bore them away, and they were regarded
as forever separated fromcthe people. Such
was the service performed "unto the example
and shadow of heavenly things." And what
was done in type in the ministration of the
earthly,is done in reality in the ministration of
the heavenly. After his ascension, our Savior
began his work as our high priest. Says
Paul, "Christ is not entered into the holy
places made with hands, which are the figures
of the true; but into heaven itself now to appear in the presence of God for us," (Heb.
9: 24.) In harmony with the typical service,
he began his ministration in the holy place,
and at the termination of the prophetic days
in 1844, as foretold by Daniel the prophet, he
entered the most holy to perform the last division of his solemn work,-to cleanse the
sanctuary.-Controversy, pp. 265, 266.

Thus it is plainly seen that to bolster up a cause that is falling from its
own intrinsic falsity and deception,
another huge assumption is siezed
upon to let it down easy. Where, in
all the realm of divine revelation is
there the most distant hint that Jesus,
our great High Priest, never entered
the holy of holies in heaven in the
interest of penitent sinners, till the
year A. D., 1844?
In the text cited above by the writer
(Hebrew 9: 24), Paul says:For Christ is not entered into the holy
places made with hands, which are the figures
of the true; but into heaven itself, now to
appear in the presence of God for us.

That was more than eighteen hundred years before the time set for
him to do that work by Adventists.
Norevelation coming at this late date
that contradicts Paul's statement
should be received. The remission of
sins and the justification of sinners
repentant, was the object of Christ's
atonement, and of such Paul wrote to
the Corinthian saints more than
eighteen hundred years ago:Such were some of you [sinners as previously
described]; but ye are washed, but ye are
sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of
the Lord Jes us, and by the Spirit of our God."
1 Corinthians 6: 11.

If Paul is here correct these Corin thian saints realized the benefits of
the atonement of Christ long prior to
1844. Now while this theory teaches
that ''our sins are in fact, transferred
. to the heavenly sanctuary by the blood
of Christ." (Controversy, page 266),
there is not an iota of scripture anywhere to show that the sins of the
peqple, under either t4e 9lq

Covenants, were transferred in figure
or in fact into the sanctuary. Such
an idea is not the most distantly
hinted at. As the high priest under the
law confessed the sins of the people
on the head of the scapegoat, which
goat never entered the sanctuary
(Leviticus 16: 6, 7); after which he is
sent by the hand of "a fit man" into
the wilderness, (verse 22), so under
the new covenant Christ's blood was
shed "without the gate" (Hebrews
13: 12), and when sinners turn to God,
their sins are blotted out, through the
merits of Ch:dst, by their obedience
to the truth (1 Peter 1:22). "And
their sins and their iniquities will I
remember no more."-Hebrews 8: 12.
Strange, is it not, that having blotted
out, or forgiven the sinner his sins on
entering the new covenant, and God,
promising to "remember them no
more," finally concluded to institute
an "investigative judgment," (Controversy, page 266), to refresh his
memory on the subject, and so began
that work in 1844.
That a "record" of the lives of men
is kept in heaven we may believe; but
that men's sins are taken there, we
have yet to see the proof of.
It is further assumed that the sanetuary that Daniel 8: 14 speaks of is
necessarily the one in heaven. But
this is all assumed; no proof is adduced to show such to be the case.
The careful reader of the chapter will
notice that the fourteenth verse is the
answer to a question that is propounded in the thirteenth verse, and
therefore the sanctuary of verse 14, is
necessarily the sanctuary of verse 13.
It is also the sanctuary of chapter 9:
26. The "sanctuary and the host,"
were "to be trodden under foot" of a
desolating power for a long period,
and the vision, as Daniel saw it,
troubled him. It related to IsraelDaniel's people.
They were at that time in captivity
at Babylon. Daniel desired to know
when that captivity would end. After
seeing the vision, he learned "by
books the number of the years"
of that captivity.
But that was
not the only captivity that was to
overtake Israel. In placing the four
leading successive universal governments of the world before the proph·
et's vision, - Babylon, Medo-Persia,

Greecei

~ud

-it :plea1sed
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Lord to let him see that during the
rule of the fourth kingdom-Rome, Issael, their land and city, would go
into captivity (chapter 8: 10-14), for a
period of at least 2,300 years less the
490 years of chapter 9: 24-27, during
which Israel were to remain in their
land, reject the gospel, crucify their
Savior, and go into darkness, be rejected of God, and then be "carried
captive into all nations" and "the sanctuary and the host" be trodden down,
"until the times of the Gentiles befulfilled" (Luke 21: 20-24). And when
the prophetic period shall have terminated, "the sanctuary," that land set
apart as the inheritance of Jacob,
(Deut. 32: 7, 8; Ex. 15: 17; Ps. 78: 54,
55), will be cleansed.
One of the most important elements
in the visions of Daniel; viz., the history, vicissitudes, and latter-day salvation of Israel, has always been
omitted, in their consideration by
those who have been so anxious to
have our Savior come before his time!
This is one of their grievous mistakes.
Here is one of the secrets of them.
Before passing on to other topics,
let us refer once more to the theory
that is used to support this assumption that relates to the sanctuary,the typical service, and ask the question, What was the object of the
high priest in going into the holy of
holies on atonement day? Was it to
institute an "investigative judgment"
in any sense whatever? Was his entrance "within the veil" essential to
the atonement at all? Was his going
into the "most holy place with blood
on that day a part of the work of the
atonement?
Could the atonement
work, or act, or requirement have
been complete without it? If not,
then the high priest could not have
performed the complete and perfeet atonement without entering the
most holy place. Very good. Then, if
it required the entrance of Christ into
the most holy place in the sanctuary
in heaven to complete our real atonement, and he never entered the most
holy place there till the autumn of
1844, every one can see without further argument that the atonement
r made by Christ was not complete till
! or since 1844! But, under the law,
the sins of the people were not officially confessed and separated from
l

the people till

~f;ter th~

high prieist
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had come out of the most holy
place (Lev. 16: 20-22.); and if this
modern theory be true; the sins of
God's people have not yet in reality
been pardoned, and is a matter of the
deepest interest to know when our
Savior will come out of the holiest
place and send our sins into the wilderness by the antitypical scapegoat!
Sure enough, here is the solution of
the mystery.
("Controversy," p.
267) :-

HERAI~D.

B. Jacobs and Zina D. Huntington aries in Montana; A. B. Moore district presi-

were married in Nauvoo, March 7,
1841, by John C. Bennett, then Mayor
of Nauvoo.
We also called on the clerk of the
circuit court in his office, and in company with him examined the divorce
records from 1834 to 1857, and found
no divorce was ever granted said
Zina D. Jacobs.
In "Representative Women of Deseret," page 12, we read:-

dent; G. Reese as secretary; J. E. Reese as
Bishop's agent; J. E. Reese vice president of
district. J. E. Reese was ordered to labor in
the district, with the consent of sub missionary in charge. Sub missionary in charge and
district presidency were ordered to put in the
field any available material. Ordination of
Gomer Reese to the Seventy. Preaching by
R. J. Anthony, Gomer Reese, an·d A. B.
Moore. Adjourned to call of sub missionary
in charge and district presidency.

When Christ, by virtue of his own blood,
Sr. Zina was married in Nauvoo, and had
removes the sins of his people from the two sons; but this not proving a happy union,
heavenly sanctuary at the close of his minis- she subsequently separated from her hustration, he will place them upon Satan, who, band. Joseph Smith taught her the principle
in the execution of the judgment, must bear of marriage for eternity, and she accepted it
the final penalty. The scapegoat was sent as a divine revelation, and was sealed to the
away into a land not inhabited, never to come prophet for time and all eternity, after the
again into the congregation of Israel. So Sa- order of the new and everlasting covenant.
tan will be forever banished from the presIn the Historical Record, page 233,
ence of God and his people, and he will be we read:_
blotted from existence in the final destrucZina D. Huntington, afterwards tho wife of
tion of sin and sinners.
President. Brigham Young, sealed to the
If all this be true, why is it there prophet, October 27, 1841. Dimick B. Hunthas never been any revelation of it to ington officiating.

Convened with Mission branch, June 12,
13; Bro. F. G. Pitt presiding, W. Vickery
and W. Strange secretaries. Present: J. H.
Lake of the Twelve, and Bishop E. L.
Kelley. Reports from 8 branches showed a
gain of 25, loss 4; net gain 21. Bishop's
agent had on hand last report $47. 74, received
$994. 74; total $1,042.68; paid out $776.53, including $425; forwarded to Bishop, leaving
on hand $266.15. Ministerial reports: F. G.
Pitt baptized 12, C. G. Lanphear, W. Vickery
baptized 1, W. Strange baptized 6, G. H.
Henley baptized 1, F. M. Cooper. Preaching by L. F. Daniel, E. L. Kelley, F. G. Pitt.
F. M. Cooper elected district president and
Bishop's agent, W. Vickery vice president and
secretary. A peaceful session was enjoyed,
three baptized by Bro. Pitt. Adjourned to
Sandwich, October 9, 10.

God's servants of Bible times? They
used to think they bad "received the
atonement," (Rom. 5: 11), over eighteen hundred years ago. And that
sins once pardoned would be rem em bered "no more" (Jer. 31: 34). We
think they were right, for as under
· the typical service the high priest
never entered into the most holy place
till after the offering was slain, so
under the antitypical service our offering for sin was slain, and the offering made in the outer court of the
sanctuary on earth, before he entered
the most holy place, ''heaven itself,"
which he did more than eighteen hundred years ago, and did appear there
'•in the presence of God for us."
In reality, then, there is nothing
save deceptive theory in the so-called
sanctuary outlet from the admitted
mistake of 1844. Let us then pass on
to the assumed ''Third Angel's Message."
(To be continued.)

ANOTHER CHAPTER OF CROOKED
PATHS,

ON June 10, in company with Don
C. Salisbury, we went to Carthage,
Illinois, to engage the court house for
holding a series of meetings; while
there we called on the county clerk,
in his office, to see what date the
records gave of the marriage of Zina
D. Huntington. The county clerk
assisted us in our search, and we
found in Book A, page 40, tha.t Henry

Now what have we learned. 1. Zina
D. Huntington married to Henry B.
Jacobs in Nauvoo, March 7, 1841.
2. As a faithful wife bears her husband two sons (no claim made for
twins) in less than seven months and
twenty days after her marriage, as
she was sealed to the prophet October
27, 1841; and this is not allowing any
time for the publishing of a notice for
a divorce. We are informed the law
requires thirty days notice before a
divorce can be granted. 3. That no
divorce was ever granted her.
Oh! . ''Consistency thou art a jewel."
F. M. WELD.

"* - -

GonfBrenGB NimJtes.
MONTANA.
Conference at Reese Creek, June 5, President in the chair. Branch reports: Gallatin 104; baptized 2; removed 4. Officers
reported: Of the Seventy, R. J. Anthony.
Elders: J. E. Reese, A. B. Moore, J. Barnber, W. D. Kelley, J. H. and Gomer Reese.
Priest: T. Harris, J. Eliason, R. Esgar.
Resolved that inasmuch as there are forty or
more members of the church in and adjacent
to Bozeman, who are without the comfort
and benefit of a branch and Sunday school;
be it resolved that it is the will of this conference that a branch be organized at Bozeman, when the saints are ready for it; and
that the organizing be left in the hands of
the sub missionary in charge and district
president. The authorities of the church
were sustained: J. W. Wight as president
of Rocky Mountain mission; R. J. An. thony.,
A. B. Moore, and· Gomer Reese as mission-

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.

DES MOINES.
Convened June 12; W. C. Nirk in the
chair, W. Johnson secretary. Branches reporting: Angus 49; died 1. Oskaloosa 39;
gain 6. Newton 55: loss 1. Richland 74;
loss 1. Des Moines 135; gain 4. Boonsboro
46; loss 4. Des Moines Valley 117; gain 1.
Elders reporting: C. Scott, J. S. Roth, W.
H. Kephart, E. B. Morgan; J. W. Morgan,
N. Stamm, W. Johnson, W. C. Nirk; Priest
G. Jamison. Bishop's agent's report audited:
received to date $104.09, expended $83; on
hand $21.09. C. Scott and J. S. Roth were
given charge of the district tent. The morning prayer meeting was a spiritual feast.
Preaching by Brn. Scott, Roth, and Kephart.
Bro. Scott baptized one. Bro. C. B. Brown
was ordained a priest. Adjourned to Run·
nells, October 9 and 10.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN
INDIANA.
Convened at Hartford, Michigan, June 5,
Bro. E. C. Briggs chairman, S. W. L. Scott
assistant, 0. H. Storey and G. F. Weston
secretaries. Branch reports: Knox 41; ·loss
1. Grand Rapids 71; gain 12, loss 1. Marcellus 15; gain 2. Coldwater 124. Buchanan
39. Clear Lake 147; gain 49, loss 2. Hartford 39, gain 7. Galien 118; gain 1, loss 1.
Ministry reports: Elders E. C. Briggs, S.
W. L. Scott baptized 8, H. H. Robinson baptized 2, R. E. Grant baptized 9, H. Rathbun
baptized 4, E. K. Evans baptized 2, R.
Alcott, H. Richardson.
Priests: J. A.
Cavanaw, S. Bruce, G. F. Weston, J. Shook,
F. Granger, J. W. Kieffer, J. Emrick. Teachers; D. B. Teeters, F. E. Robertson. Bishop's
agent's report: On hand November 3, 1896,

I
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$324.96; paid out held in the district. The Rich Hill saints
Audited and found we found to be hospitable and kindly discorrect. A communication from Lansing re- posed, who spared no pains in trying to make
questing that a new district be formed, known our stay both pleasant and profitable.
as the Central Michigan district, was referred
to the president of mission. Missionaries in
LITTLE SIOUX.
charge were instructed to provide for twoConvention of above district met at Magdays' meetings. S. W. L. Scott sustained as nolia, Iowa, June 4. Officers present, A. M.
district president, E. A. Blakeslee assistant, Fyrando, Superintendent; Oscar Case, assist0. Storey secretary. F. Granger was recom- ant Superintendent; Lenna Strand, secremended as Bishop's agent to release Bro. S. tary; N. C. Ballantyne, treasurer. Reports
Stroh. Preaching by R. E. Grant, E. C. received from following schools: Woodbine,
Briggs, S. W. L. Scott. Vote of thanks ten- Persia, Mondamin, Little Sioux, Missouri
dered Hartford Saints; and a very enjoyable Valley, Pleasant Valley, Magnolia, East
and profitable time passed. Adjourned to Union Center, Union Center. Pleasant Valmeet at Clear Lake at call of president.
ley (Smithland) and Meadow Brook schools
were received in association. Officers for
ensuing year: A. M. Fyrando, SuperintendEASTERN MAINE.
ent; S. B. Kibler, assistant superintendent;
Conference at South Addison, June 12, S. 0.
Lenna Strand, secretary; and N. E. BallanFoss in the chair, A. S. Kelley secretary.
tyne, treasurer. Topic: Should appointed
l<Jlders reporting S. 0. Foss, U. W. Greene,"
ministry be actively engaged in Sunday
and E. C. Foss. Priest U. M. Kelley. Deaschool work? Discussed by A. M. Fyrando,
con John McKeown. Bishop's agent's reJ. C. Crabb, Sr. L. McDowell, S. B. Kibler,
ceipts $24.62, expended $24.62. Action in
J. F. McDowell, and Charles Derry. Topic:
reference to di vi ding line between Eastern
Has our Sunday school association proven
and Wes tern Maine approved bv conference
profitable to the church? In what way? by
and missionary in charge, secretary was inS. B. Kibler. Topic: What proofs have we
structed to send a copy to the church rethat God's favor attends Sunday schoot work?
corder. Vote of thanks extended to Bro. J.
by W. D. Bullard. After a profitable and
S. Walker for services as Bishop's agent in
spirited session, adjourned to Friday previous
years past. Bro. U. W. Greene elected presito next conference.
dent of district, Ada S. Kelley secretary.
Place of next conference left to district presiSOUTH SEA ISLANDS.
dent; time first Saturday and Sunday in
Sunday school convention met according to
September. U. M. Kelley appointed agent
Tapu chosen to preside.
to solicit means to purchase tracts for free adjournment.
distribution in the district and he to appoint Opened by native singing and .prayer by
Petro chosen assistant president;
helpers as needful in different localities. Tapu.
Preaching by E. C. Foss, U. W. Greene and Teuira, and Sr. Burton •secretaries. Tapu,
Report of
S. 0. Foss. Social anll. sacrament services assistant president, repor.ted.
instructive and comforting. · One baptized Hikueru Sunday school read: Anaa 18 scholwho has been on the borders of Jordan for a ars, Arutua 59, Mohu-Tubuai 40, Tiputa Tubuai 33, Makatea 76, Niau 77, Avatorn 78,
long time.
Takapoto 38, Kaukura 94, Apataki 42, Manihi
113, Tarona-Papeete 48. $1.50 (Chilli money)
handed in by the Anaa branch for Christmas
offering. The branches to choose their superintendants the first Sunday on reaching
CLINTON.
home after conferences. All teachers to reConvened at Rich Hill, Friday, June 11. V. port the work of their class3s to this convenGoff superintendent, F. L. Sawley secretary. tion. All officers of the Sunday school to
All officers present,also W.N.Robinson,secre- report to this convention.
tary of general association; with delegates
Saturday convention opened by native singand visitors from six other schools. Fore- ing and prayer by Tapu. Christmas offering
noon and afternoon sessions were taken up in $6.30 from Kaukura branch. Christmas ofbusiness. Bro. Robinson gave instruction fering from Tarono branch $4.40. Sr. Burton
and counsel which was timely and to the spoke in relation to the work of the children
point; his work and assistance being appre- of America for the spread of the gospel, of
ciated by all present. Intermediate and pri- how long they had been striving to place the
mary class drills were conducted by Bro. F. sum of one thousand dollars in the hands of
L. Sawley and Sr. J. Oliphant. Interesting the Bishop; told how they earned their offerwork and speeches were rendered by Sisters ings, and exhibited the two "blue Hopes."
Phips, Goff, Miller, and Oliphant; Brethren Bro. Case was interpreter-he and Sr. Alice
Beebe, Goldsmith, Sawley, and others. Sr. having arrived from Papeete during the foreGoff was reelected superintendent, Sr. Miller noon-Bro. Case spoke in the native language
assistant, F. L. Sawley secretary and treas- on the same.subject, holding the "blue Hopes"
urer. In the evening a carefully prepared to the view of all. Report of Sr. Alice Case
program was rendered by Rich Hill school, read and accepted.
under the supervision of Sr. E. A. Miller,
Sr. Alice Case was sustained as superinwho is one of our most earnest and devoted tendant of Sunday School Association; Tapu
workers, not alone in Sunday school work, as assistant; Petro as second assistant; Teuri
but in whatever her hands find to do. This as secretary; Hubert Ci>se foreign secretary.
closed the most interesting convention ever "Ella's" Question Book to bt1 used in the Sun-

$63.40; received since
$331.69; on hand $56.67.

8tlndau School Ilssocia1ions.
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day schools during the coming year; meanwhile the saints make themseves acquainted
with the Gospel Quarterlies, in view of introducing them in the near future. Singing by
native members, prayer by Bro. Case. Adjourned to Monday for class exercises. The
entire morning and afternoon session of Monday were devoted to singing and recitations
by the various classes from the schools repre·
sented; all acquit.ted themselves well; but the
children of .Tarona, Papeete, excelled :them
all, and retired amid a whirl of hand clap·
ping. Hikuere Sunday school Christmas offering $50. 70. Adjourned to April 2, 1898, at
Takaroa.

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.
Sunday school association convened at
saints' chapel, Brush Creek, June 11; Superintendent I. A. Morris presiding. Bro. M.
II. Bond discussed the topic, ''Responsibility
of parents to children," followed by brethren
Baggerly, Stead, Powell, Burroughs, and
Morris. Reports were read from Kibbie,
Charity, and Zion's Hope; and referred back
for correction. Treasurer reported $1.40 on
hand. A short program rendered on Saturday night by Zion's Hope and Charity schools.
The outlook for the future is somewhat better.
ARTHUR II. BURROUGHS,
Secretary and Treasurer.

FREMONT.
Convened at Farm Creek, Iowa, June 10.
The time was devoted to: l. "Why S. S.
conventions?" by Bro. C. Fry. 2. "Libraries
in our Sunday school," by Sr. Ida Skank. 3.
"Sunday schoot Newspaper,'' Editors, Srs.
B. Andrews and C. Badham. Each was
followed by discussion. District superintendent C. Fry gave his report orally, following which the reports of schools, teachers,
and superintendents of the district were
read; also report from assistant district
superintendent Bro. J. Roberts. Bro. T. A.
Hougas gave report of work being done
throughout the districts. Blackboard work
by Bro. T. A. Hougas. The subject "What
teaching is," was discussed with quite an
interest. "Sunday school system." "Arrangements of Classes," II. F. Durfey.
"Classes in Marching,'' Sr. M. E. Pace.
"Number of pupils in Classes,'' Sr. B. Andrews. "Time given for school," Sr. E.
Skank. Each followed by discussion. Essay,
''The Sunday school Picnic,'' by Sr. Emma
Hougas, followed by a lively discussion.
Remaining reports were read. The following
'Temperance program was rendered: Song
No. 182 Winnowed Songs. Prayer Bro. D.
Hougaey,. Song, "Touch not, taste not, handle not." Quartet, "Temperance Greeting."
Essay, "Gamblers and Gambling," by Bro. R.
Epperson; solo and chorus, "'.l'he World, the
Flesh, and the Evil One,'' by Sr. B. Gifford.
Temperance address, Bro. II. Kemp. Duet,
"Temperance Ship, Ahoy,'' Brn. T. A. Hougas and II. Gamet. Recitation, "Lost,'' Sr.
N. Gaylord. Essay, "Influence of Associates,"
by Sr. E. Harrington, read by Sr. E. Hougas.
Chalk Talk, ''Facts and figures, by Bro. C.
Fry. Quartet by Srs, E. Hougas and E. L.
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Skank, and Brn. T. A. Hougas and H.
Gamet. Benediction, Bro. J. Lentz.

MisBBllanBotls Department

MOBILE.

PASTORAL.
To the Saints and Ministry of the Northern
California District; Greeting:-By reference to

Sunday school association convened at
Three Rivers, Mississippi, June 11; district
superintendent C. I. Carpenter presiding,
assisted by assistant superintendent W. L.
Booker; F. P. Scarcliff secretary pro tern.
Some progress in the work and prospects for
the future reported. Five schools reported
membership as follows: Van Cleave 23; Three
Rivers, 37; Escatawpa 30; Bay Minette 36;
Theodore 39. Total 165, using 60 Quarterlies.
One school not in session this quarter.
Superintendent's expense bill amounting
to $1 was approved ·and ordered paid.
Secretary authorized to supply schools with
new constitutions and report blanks, and
himself with record book and report blanks.
An assessment of one cent per capita was
levied on the membership of the schools, for
next quarter. Present district officers sustained for one year. An interesting entertainment was given by Three Rivers and
Escatawpa schools at night. Adjourned to
Theodore, Alabama, October 8.

will work the best in the end. Our tent
meetings at Oronogo were a success; for a
number of nights many could not get into the
tent. We have so many calls for the tent,
we cannot fill a tithe of them. Any wanting
preaching, let us know. Lebeck, Missouri,
is my permanent address. I will be at Nashville for three weeks. My health is good
and I never felt better in the work than
now. The prospects are encouraging all
over this district. May the Spirit of love,
peace, and unity be with all of God's people.
F. C. KECK.

Bro. Luff's pastoral letter you will see '•hat
the writer was placed in charge of the missionary work in the region named. However,
I have been required to labor here until the
Southern California reunion, which will be
held at Downey, July 9. On account of this I
may not be able to reach you for more than a
NASHVILLE, Mo., June 18.
month. We ask the full cooperation of both
the ministry and laity. We desire all the
information we can obtain, so that we can
To the Saints of Kewanee District:-Will the
enter and occupy with a good understanding scattered saints who know of openings, or are
of the necessities of the work.
desirous of having meetings held in their
Now, saints, see how mau"y letters you can neighborhood please communicate with me?
send stating the needs of the work in your Be careful to state whether there are railvarious lucalities. Let every one who has roads where you liv.e, and what are the prosany suggestions to offer write me immedi- pects for meetings. If you are careful in
ately after reading this notice. Let us make these things it will save much inconvenience
a united effort to be successful. "Let noth- and assist us in the work. Also, if any of the
ing separitte you from each other, or the brethren hear of any openings we shall be
work whereunto you have been called."-D. glad to hear from them. Let all interested
c. 122: 17.
respond, so that our effort may be put forth
Address all your communications to No. to the best advantage. If any of the brethren
3010 Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cali- have a few weeks at their disposal, and can
CONVENTION NOTICES.
assist us in the field this summer, I shall be
Program of the seventh annual Sunday fornia, in care of C. A. Parkin.
A. C. BARMORE.
glad to hear from them; the calls are many
school convention of the Eastern Iowa disand
are increasing; this district is promising.
trict, to be held near Onslow, September 3,
Who can help us a few weeks? Address all
1897. Friday afternoon, 1: 30: Devotional.
To the Saints of Spring River District:-HavScripture reading. Prayer. Address, dis- ing been appointed submissionary in charge commurications to No. 69 Henderson Street,
trict superintendent. Transaction of general over above district, I desire your cooperation Galesburg, Illinois. Yours in the one hope.
T. J. SHELDON. ·
business in charge of district superintendent. in the work God has instrusted to our care.
Song, No. 1 Hymnal, Butternut Grove Sun- The Spirit that brings love, unity, and zeal
day school.!l\liPapers, The relation of the Sun- for the work of God was with us in conference
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
day school to the nation, Belle Goodrich, to a marked degree. The Spirit admonished
The West Virginia district conference will
Samuel Heide, Myrtle Harvey, Alfrida Lin- the priesthood to push out on Sundays and
convene with the.,, Buffalo City branch at
nell. Recitation, Gracie Rhue. Eastern preach the word and develop yourselves and
Sand Hill schoolhouse on the 28th of August,
Iowa Sunday school paper, Editors Ella J. spread the work of God. We have more misat ten o'clock. All that come by rail will get
Green, Lizzie Haller. Editorial, Notes on sionaries in the district this year than last,
off the Ohio River road at Mill wood Junction,
Sunday school work from different schools, and I hope at the end of the year we can reon the 26th. There are two trains a day from
contribution by Elder John Peterson. Queries .port a greater number brought into the
Millwood Junction to Jackson C. H., where
on Sunday school work. Poems by--. church. It was with some reluctance I left
they will be met with teams on the evening
Music, congregational singing. Discussion, Clinton district, having labored there from
of the 26th and come out on the 27th. ArHas our Sunday school been a benefit to our the time I was ordained, but I am already enrangements have been made at the Vance
branch spiritually? Russell Sutton, Reuben deared to tj;lis district, I have received such
Hotel for the night's lodging for thirty cenLs.
Green, Mary Ekhart. Papers, How we may a good reception every place I have been.
All that expect to attend will please send me
best reach the absent scholars, Ella J. Green, May God bless the saints everywhere, espea card to Bell Grove P. 0., West Virginia, so
Willard Beal, Ella Moser, Libbie Sutton. cially the sacrificing ones.
We are all
I will know how many teams to send. Attend
Recitation, Ethlyn Shippy. Song. Adjourn- coworkers in the one faith. Those that don't
to this without fail.
preach can pay their tithes to supply the
ment to 7: 30 p. m.
G. H. GOODBY, Pres.
Friday evening, 7: 30. Song, Onward needs of those that do.
BALOS, W. Va., June 2G
Marching, Butternut Grove Sunday school.
Remember, brethren, to report the first of
Prayer.
Address.
Recitations, Pauline July; I want a report of how many sermons
Schrunk, Amos Heide, Helen Cator. Decla- preached, and if you have not preached
NOTICES.
mation, Samuel Heide. Music, L. E. Hills. many I want to know the reasons; so I can
To Whom It May Ooncern:-The saints and
Essay, Nina Brooks. Recitations, Lottie report to Bro.· I. N. White, missionary in members of the Plano branch of the ReorJohnson, Stanley Green, Arthur Heide, Irv- charge. I noticed at quarterly conference ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
ing Green. Duet, Ella Cato, Nellie Hills. some did not report the number of sermons. Day Saints, scattered abroad, are hereby
Recitations, Roy Shippy, Cecil Ekhart, Ella Brn. 0. P Sutherland and G. Beebe will labor notified that the Plano branch is on decline,
Roush, Lena Bradley. Music, Helen Gladys together, and Bro. J. A. Davis will labor for and may in a few months be disorganized. I
Ca tor, Ellen Louise Hills. Address, L. Willie the present in western part of district. Bro. would advise scattered members to call for
Frank. Recitations, Lydia Heide, Ollie Cather and I will labor in tent in north part letters and unite with some branch near you,
Bradley, Louise Hills, Grace Green. Solo, of district until August. Brethren, be humble and thus comply with the law and save yourPauline Schrunk. Reading, Mrs. L. E. and faithful, that God's Spirit may use you selves and church secretaries and conferences
Hills. Recitations, Lovell Green, Mamie to the honor and glory of his work. Be very troubleingrantingyoulettersafterthebranch
Rhue, Pearl Sutton. Oration, Williard W. careful in presenting the gospel so as not to goes down. We are reporting 193 names, and
Beal. Music, L. E. Hills. Recitations, hurt the feelings of Christian people, and yours with about 99 others are absent from
Florene() Green, Grace Brooks, Lena Frank, when they revile you and shut you out of J the branch. We do not hear from you nor
buildings, don't retaliate; you will find it see you, and if you are in the faith you should
Libbie Sutton. Adjournment.
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attend to this; and if you are not, you should
either get in the faith or have your name removed, and placed where it should be.
Earnestly yours,
W. VICKERY,
President of Plano branch.

BORN.
HARTSCHEN.--At Lone Rock, Missouri,
December 17, 1896, to Bro. John and Sister
Hartschen, a son. Blessed June 6, by Elder
H. N. Snively and named Orrin Nephi.
DELONG. - Near Eagleville, Missouri,
March 16, 1897, to Bro. J. and Sr. G.DeLong,
a daughter. Blessed at Greenville branch,
June 20, by Elder H. N. Snively, and named
Anna May.
BROWN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 25,
1897, to Bro. George V. and Sr. Victoria
Brown, a daughter, named Alta Lorina.
Blessed June 20, by Elders R. M. Elvin and
S. Ackerly.
CURRIE.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 8,
1896, to Bro. John L. and Sr. Mary K.Currie,
a daughter and named Ruth Hazel. Blessed
June 20, 1897, at home by Elders R. M.
Elvin, Asa S. Cochran and H. N. Snively.
'NOVINGER.-To Bro. Frank and Sr. Orra
Novinger, of Bartlett, Iowa, April 13, 1897,
a son. Blessed May 2, by Elder Henry
Kemp, and named Fred.
PARSONS.-Edward Wilson, son of Mr.
William and S. Martha Parsons, was born
at Los Angeles, California. April 20, 1897;
blessed June 6, by Elders R. J. Parker and
A. C. Barmore.
CATHER.-Lucile, daughter of Bro. W. C.
and Sr. Dollie Cather, waR born at Webb
City, Missouri, May 29, 1897. Blessed June
10, Elders Keck and Hobart officiating.
ENNIS.-Hollis Herbert Ennis was born in
St. Joseph, Missouri, February 2, 1897, to
Bro. H. D. and Sr. Ella Ennis. This promising bud and beautiful boy was blessed at the
church in Saint Joseph, Missouri, on Jnne
16, 1897, in the arms of Elders J. M. Terry,
R. Archibald, and R. A. Marchant, with
strong assurances of .a useful future.
CRACRAF'l'.-Leathea Lear, daughter of
Harvey and Sr. Emma Cracraft, born June
7, 1897; died June 12, near Grimes, Iowa.
Funeral service in charge of Calvin F. Merrill, discourse at McDivvitt M. E. church, by
W. 'I'. Maitland. Volunteer song service by
organist of the M. E. Sabbath school.
GORE.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 16,
1897, to Bro. Isaac N. and Sr. Clemmie Gore,
a daughter; named Edna Bell, and blessed
May 2, under the hands of Elders H. A. Stebbins and R. J. Anthony.

MARRIED.
RANEY-BUTTERFIELD.-At the borne of
the bride's parents, San Jose, California,
May 28, 1897, Bro. James Raney, of Oakland,
California, formerly of Canada, to Sr. Nellie
Butterfield, of San Jose, California, Elder
Hiram Holt officiating. Bro. Raney is a
yoi:ing man of excellent reputation; a host of
friends wishes him success on life's matrimonial journey; he wins a bride his equal.
The happy couple will make their home in
Oakland. May God bless the union and their
happiness remain.

DIED.
STi~WART.-At

the house of Bro. John
Weedmark, Lamoni, Iowa, June 17, 1897, Sr.
Margaret Stewart. She was born at Greenock, Scotland, March 11, 1810, and was at her
death 87 years, 3 months, and 7 days old.
She married a Mr. Martin in her early
womanhood, who went to South America to
seek a _fortune, intending to send for his
wife when able; but instead took a fever incident to the country and died there, leaving
his wife a widow with one child, a daughter,
now Mrs. Congden, of Oswego, New York.
She afterward married Thomas Stewart,
December 25, 1841. They joined the church
in Scotland in the spring of 1843; emigrated
to America in 1856, landing in New York in
July. Thence via Chicago and Iowa City, by
rail, and the'llce by handcart to Utah. The
company in which they made the journey
suffered much hardship; but Bro. and Sr.
Stewart, with their four , children, were
among those reaching the valley. The family became dissatisfied with Utah and removed to Colorado, where in 1876 the parents
and part of the children united with the
Reorganized Church, under the administration of Elder F. C. Warnkey. Later the
husband died, and soon after Sr, Stewart
and her son Thomas removed to Lamoni.
She was a sturdy woman physically and
mentally, and retained her faith unshaken to
the last. A broken hip joint, the result of a
fall, made her a helpless cripple for the last
three years and a half, and she rests from all
earthly woes in Christ her Lord.
YOUNG.-Mrs. Frances Edith, wife of Bro.
Edwin Young, was born in Weeping Water,
Nebraska, December 18, 1878; died near Lamoni, June 17, 1897, aged 18 years, 5 months,
and 29 days. She was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Stackhouse, and was married to Bro. Young on December 23, 1896.
While laboring in her household duties she
was overcome by the heat and said that she
felt faint and blind; and in thirty minutes
after the attack she breathed bee last. The
services were held in the saints' chapel in
Lamoni, Bro. H. A. Stebbins preaching the
sermon, Bro. A. S. Cochran assisting him.
Her parents were present, also the many
relatives and friends of Bro. Young, who is
the son of Bro. Frank D. Young, formerly of
Alameda County, California.
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Once more death robbed her of her companion. Since which she has battled the world
alone. Her life has been an exemplary one
-a web interwoven with patience, forbearance, and kindness, and her trans:t from
time to eternity was calm and serene, without a struggle, murmur, or a sigh of pain or
regret as befits the end of a righteous mortal.
Funeral service was conducted by Elder John
D. Bennett at the M. E. church, Rev. G. E.
Mitchel (her pastor) of Davis City, pronouncing the discourse. Her remains rests in
Rose Hill cemetery.
WOOLSEY.-Bro. Isaac William Woolsey
was born in Anglaze County, Ohio, April 9,
1852; was drowned in White River, near
Golden, Missouri, March 31, 1897; his body
was found April 6 and buried on the 7th. A
few words were spoken and prayer offered by
a member of the Baptist Church, as no elder
could be had. Age at death 44 years, 11
months, and 22 days. He was married August
27, 1876, to Miss Rachel Oakley; .was baptized January 30, 1873, at Liberty, Cass
County, Nebraska, by Elder Thomas Nutt;
was ordained a teacher December 11, 1890.
He and his family removed from the Shenandoah, Iowa, branch, June 22, 1893. He leaves
a wife, two sons, one daughter, an aged
mother, three sisters, and three brothers,
with many relatives and friends to mourn
their loss. He was a kind and faithful husband, a tender and loving father, true and
faithful to his covenant in the gospel until
death.
Dear brother, thou art go'le to rest,
We will not weep for thee;
F'or thou art now where oft on earth
Thy spirit longed to be.
Dear brother, thou art gone to rest,
Thy toilR and cares are o'er;
And sorrow1 paini aB.d snff'ring now
Shall ne'er distress thee more.

McCLANE.-Near Norwood, Iowa, May 20,
1897, Miss Jenny May, daughter of Sr. Sarah
McClane, aged 20 years, 7 months, and 2 days.
She was sick but a few days, her birth and
death were on the same farm. She was a believer in the gospel. Funeral in the M. E.
church of Liberty Centre, Iowa. Interment
in I. 0. 0. F. cemetery, beside her father.
Sermon by Elder R. M. Elvin to a full and attentive house.
We loved her, yes I we loved her,
But the angels loved her more,
And they have sweetly called her
To yonder shining shore.

COSHOW.-At the home of Elder James L.
The pearly gates stood open,
Richey, Lamoni, Iowa, May 18, 1897, Mrs.
A gentle voice said Hcome,'l
Sarah Ann Coshow, born December 17, 1828,
And with farewell unspoken,
in Tennessee. At two years of age she
She calmly entered home.
moved with her parents to Southwestern
.
BUTLER.-At
Neshannock, Pennsylvania,
Illinois. At the age of thirteen years she beJune
14,
1897,
Sr.
Butler, aged 68 years. She
came a member of the M. E. society; since
which she has ever remained a consistent, was a noble sister, and passed away rejoicing
faithful member. January 1, 1846, she was in the truth, from which she received so
joined in wedlock to Isaac Miller, who died much comfort during life. She was born in
May 26, 1852. This union was blessed with Wales and was baptized by Elder George
three children. The first died in infancy. Powell three years ago. Obsequies at the
Mary Margaret is-the wife of Elder Richey; house by F. J. Ebeling. She leaves six sons,
John C. went to Calfornia long since, and has two daughters, and a number of grandchilnot been heard of for many years. April 27, dren to mourn her departure.
1856, she was joined to Robert Coshow, and
DEPEW.-At Tiff City, Missouri, Mai'Ch 12,
this union was also blessed with three chil- 1897, Bro. Isaac Depew, aged 20 years, 6
dren-Frank and George B. (residents of months, and 11 days. Funeral sermon by
Missouri) and Christina who died in Illinois. Elder T. J, Sheppard.
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GRATES.-Mrs. Sarah Grates, beloved
companion of W. H. Grates, died May 15,
1897, at her home near Liberty Center, Iowa,
Deceased was born April 19, 1837, in Knox
County, Tennessee; married to W. H. Grates,
November 30, 1:856, at Liberty Center, Iowa.
She was a good Christian woman, and a kind
and devoted mother, honored and esteemed
by all who knew her. She leaves a husband, ,two daughters, and six sons. Funeral services at the M. E. church, Liberty
Canter. Sermon by D. E. Daniels, assisted
by Rev. Fitzgerald of the Christian Church.
A large number of friends and neighbors attended.
PERRIN.-Merilis Perrin, daughter of Bro.
Daniel and Susan Perrin died May 3, 1897, at
West Branch, Michigan. Sr. Merilis was
born January I, 1877; baptized April 5, 1896,
by Elder David Smith. She bore her trials
patiently till the last, and often exprm1sed
her belief in the divinity of the gospel as
taught by the saints. Before she died she
called her people to the bedside, and exhorted
them all to be kind to all men, to attend the
prayer meetings regularly, and prepare .to
meet her at the resurrection of the just.
Then she selected the hymns to be sung at
her funeral, also desiring St. John, chapter
14, to be read. Just before she passed away
she sang in a loud, clear voice the first verse
and chorus of that beautiful hymn, "The
Spirit of God like a fire is burning." She
was a noble saint; she leaves a father, mother,
two brothers, two sisters, and a host of
friends to mourn their loss. Funeral service
in the M. E. church conducted by Elder
David Smith.
TAYLOR.-At her home in the township of
Zone, county of Kent, Ontario, Elizabeth A.,
beloved wife of John Taylor, April 27, 1897.
Deceased was born June 10, 1832, in the town
of Woolage, England; baptized April, 1871,
near Louisville, Ontario, by Joseph Snively.
Her afflictions were borne with a great deal
of patience, in hope of gaining a crown of
celestial glory.
The funeral sermon was
preached by Elder B. St. John, assisted by
Elder George Green.
HORTON.-At his home in Plano, Illinois,
June 4, 1897, Bro. Schuyler M. Horton. He
was born in Duchess County, New York,
November 25, 1824; came with his parents to
Southern Illinois in 1840; was united in marriage with Miss Eliza Downey, May 7, 1843,
at Nauvoo, Illinois. There were born to
them ten children. He united with the
church in 1844, at Macedonia, Illinois. He
was not a very active member, but he never
gave up his faith-was firm to the last. He
leaves a wife, two brothers, seven children,
and twenty grandchildren, and two great
·grandchildren to mourn his loss.
REUMERT.-At Providence, R. I., May 30,
1897, Bro.George Reumert in the sixty-seventh
year of his ago. After a lingering sickness
of four months he said, "If my time is come,
I am ready to go." After forty-fl ve and one
half years of married life, Sister Reumert his
widow, and Sister Yerrington his daughter,
are left to mourn the loss of a loving husband
and kind father. Services at the house, conducted by Elder John Smith. The next day
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the body was taken to Dennisport, for interment.
LEAR.-At her home in Plano, Illinois,
May 6, 1897, Sr. Mary, wife of Bro. Joseph
Lear. She was born May 1, 1827, near Newcastle, Ontario; united with the church at
the place of her birth, about the year 1843,
and with the Reorganization in 1867, being
baptized by Elder D. H. Smith. She came
to Kendall County, Illinois, in 1865, remaining a few years, when she removed to Southern Iowa, returning to Kendall County,
Illinois, and to Plano in l871, where she resided till called by the pale messenger to the
other shore, at the age of 70 years and 5 days.
Sr. Lear was firm in the faith of the gospel;
so firm that no wind of doctrine ever moved
her in the least. With her husband, whom
she accompanied in his movings, she made
her home a home to the elders of the Church
of Christ; many of whom enjoyed their hospitality. She will be remembered by many
saints who visited the General and other conferences held at Plano. Her funeral took
place Sunday afternoon, in the saints chapel,
sermon by Elder W. Vickery to a large assembly of saints and friends. She leaves a
husband, two brothers, and three sistecs, two
sons, and several grand.children to mourn.
The remains were interred in the ·Plano
cemetery to await the call of him who is the
resurrection and the life.
POST.-At Davis City, Iowa, June 10, 1897,
Sr. Lulu Maud, daughter of Bro. James J.
and Sr. Marietta Post, aged 14 years, 11
months, and 8 days. During her four months
illness she was very patient, and was always
a good child; obedient, kind, and of a sweet
and loving nature. She was baptized May
20, 1894, at Leon, Iowa, by Bro. John Denio.
By her req_uest her funeral sermon was
preached by Bro ..H. A. Stebbins. Bro. 0. J.
Bailey assisted in the services. She was
taken to Leon and laid by the the side of her
mother, who died January 5, 1894.
BALKA.-At his home near Bartlett, Iowa,
May 2, 1897, Bro. Hanry Balka. He was born
in Germany, August 24, 1829; baptized July
20, 1873, by ElderW. H. Kelley, at Hillsdale,
Iowa. Bro. Balka was an honest,faithful man,
highly respected by all who knew him; he died
in th.e faith, and in hope of the resurrection
of the just. He leaves a wife and a host of
friends to mourn. Funeral sermon by Elder
Henry Kemp to a large audience.
BRADURY.-Bro. Joseph Bradbury died at
Boston, Massachusetts, May 31, 1897, from injuries received in an accident. Bro. Bradbury was born October, 1851, in Staley bridge,
England; came to this country with his parents in 1860; was baptized last February by
Bro. R. Bullard. The remains were taken in
charge of by the Cross and Crown commandery, A. I. 0. K. of M., of which he was
highly beloved by all. Elder John Smith
conducted the services, Elder Richard Bullard assisting. Bro. Bradbury was 45 years
of age last October; his wife deeply mourns
her loss. The funeral service was held at the
EncampmentHall,No. 724 Washington Street,
Boston; his remains were laid away in the
MountEHope cemetery. He was the only
brother of Elder William Bradbury.

EDWARDS.-At Belleville, Illinois, May 30,
1897, Sr. Ann Edwards. She was born May
23, 1838, in Merthyr, Wales; emigrated to
America about forty years ago, spending the
greater part of that time at Birkner, Illinois.
Her home was destroyed by cyclone, May 27
1896, after which she removed to Belleville.
She leaves two daughters and several grandchildren to mourn. She was baptized at St.
Louis, October 8, 1893, by Bro. N. N. Cooke.
Funeral conducted by Elder J. E. Betts, Sen.
DARINGTON.-At her home in Boomer,
Pottawattamie County, Iowa, Sr. Ada Darington, wife of Bro. William Darington, and
daughter of Bro. Thomas Scott of Underwood,
Iowa. She was born September 16, 1873 and
died May 31, 1897. Was baptized July 25,
1886, by Elder H. N. Hansen. Was married
to her now bereaved husband April 8, 1896,
whom with an infant babe, together with
her parents, her brother and sisters, _and
many friends mourn her early death. We
will sadly miss her, especially in the congregation of the saints, where during life she
rendered valuable aid in the song service.
Her life was consistent with her profession.
and if worthy we hope to meet her in the
better home. We laid her remains to rest in
the Walnut Hill cemetery at Council Bluffs,
to await the resurrection day. Service by
H. N. Hansen.
DENIO.-Elder John Denio was born July
15, 1826, at Leroy, Jefferson county, New
York, and died at Lamoni, Iowa, June 21,
1897, aged 70 years, 11 months, and 6 days.
His final illness lasted eighteen months,
asthma and consumption being the diseases.
In 1850 Bro. Denio united with the people of
James J. Strang, and he lived on Beaver
Island from 1848 to 1855, then on Drummond
and St. Joseph islands till 1872, when he removed to Jackson county, Wisconsin. About
1880 he became satisfied from the books that
the true leadership laid with the posterity
of Joseph Smith, and in 1883 he came to Lamoni and was baptized by Bro. H. A. Stebbins, and Bro. Denio was ordained at confirmation by Brn. Joseph Smith, H. A.
Stebbins and Peter Harris. He returned to
Wisconsin and baptized some there, then removed to Iowa, in 1887 and lived in Davis
City, Leon, and Lamoni, until the end. He
presided over Leon branch for four years,
and otherwise served the cause. His life was
one of great integrity and faithfulness, without stain or reproach of any kind. He was
married three times and was the father of
fifteen children. His first wife died in 1856,
and the second in 1867. The third, who
toiled with unceasing vigilence during his
long and helpless illness, is left with four
sons and one daughter, the youngest thirteen
years old. They have tender memories of a
good and worthy husband and father. By
his request the funeral sermon was preached
by Bro. H. A. Stebbins. Pres. Joseph Smith
assisted in the service.
ADDRESSES.

T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S. S. Association,
Henderson, Iowa.
W. N. Robinson, Sec. Gen. S. S. Associa·
tion, Independence, Missouri,
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Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William H. Kelley; printed in good
iype with neat binding. Tbe work is a
library within it.self; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from histor·
ical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the cre<'ds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
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AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autwmn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
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Address, FRANK CRILEY,
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Lamoni, low~.
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THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald Office has arranged to
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
b andle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and MinisBecause of the increasing demand for thl
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first- .l11H!p~red . Translation in home and
class editions are offered at greatly class study m general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
reduced prices, as follows:of Book of l\l.lormon and Book of
Covenant classes being formed in various
"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday branc;hes of the church, and the consequent
School Teachers' Bible," the same as growrng demand for the "three books " the
Herald Office management has decid~d to
the '•Oxford Bible," with ''helps" and lssue popular low-priced editions of each
maps, in good large print, bourThe books are all well bound and pri~ted
on good paper:, th~ paper a:nd pla~es being the
geois type, with marginal references; tiame as used m higher priced editions.
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
size 8~x6-!- mailed postpaid at $2. 00 years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
per copy
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mor1
•
1 mon or Doctrine and Covenants· the Inspired
"The Comprehensive Teachers' Translation at $1.
'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
Orders solicited. Thethroostandard books
of the church are oow within the reach ot
and revised helps to Bible study, new all.
concordance, and an indexed Bible - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JUVENILE BOOKS.
atlas, new maps to 1896. Flexible
THE
SILVER THIMBLES.
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
This is the first volume of the Birth Offertype, size 8-!-x6 mailed postpaid at ing Series, a book for young children
at home and for Sunday school juvenile
$1. 50.
The story of the Silver Thimbles
These Bibles are marvels of cheap- libraries.
is from real life. It relates how a little child
ness in price, but are excellent in learned to overcome selfishness and do good;
quality of workmanship in binding, cloth, price 20 cents.
etc. They are issued by leading pubARE YOU A RENTER?
lishing houses and may be relied upon. \ $30 per acre will buy a good productive
Address orders to Frank Criley, f.;,.rm orSO acres five miles from Lamoni, over
road; four room house, Eotable, fruit, a~d
Business Manager Herald Office, La- good
wolis; good neighborhood: school close by.
'rerms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay:moni, Iowa.
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,

I

Iowa..

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
-of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of J!ilsus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God! and ac·
.cepted with him?
.
Cloth, 396 pages, price •..•••••••••. $1 50

FOR SALE.

acres good rolling blue
I $15 .50 . 160
grass land situated 3t miles
Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
Ifrom
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Rea-

HARDWARE.
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
IN COMBINATION.
The SAINTS' HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES
$3.00,jf paid in advance.

sonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

COhhR~K

CIYY BllRBKR SHOP,
- ) <'PPOSITE ( -

BLAJ:R MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair clerming at shop or house, except Satur.days ..
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F. A. BLACK.

EXCURSION TRAIN JULY 3, 1891.
Leaving Lamoni 8: 20 a. m., arrive at Leon
9 a. m.; returning leave Leon 9 p. m., arrive
Lamoni 9: 50 p. m. Sixty cents for the round
trip.
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ............•... $ 50
Full leather ....................... l 00
Full leather, gilt edges ...•........ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.
Paper .........•..•••......••.••••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. ...........
35
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RADE llVllAl'lil<~~
l:JlESICllllS,
COPYRICHTS &.00
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
Q.uickly ascertain, free. whether an invention is
probably patent,ablo. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:;.· .securing patents
lll America. \Ve have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recelv~
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERilH\N,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

any_ scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a yea:r;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
!WOK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &. CO.,
861 lllil'oadway, New York,

('>UMl\.!!fll't:'

ONE PC:H.JND OF: THIS STARCH Will Gil
AS FAR AS APOUl\Ul.AND A flALF
- -Df ANf OTKERSTARC.i:L

1'1001

Llli:llT ls
rn by Noiselesss
!VI 11 ~) 1111...~
l [IJ Electric Fans.
Cost vf 0;;.Jcrd.tl11;.!,"i 15 CLhl!.'3 ~d oU lh..-Ufo. Instructions for
use ear;;iJy follow2d N .. dnnger fr.- m electric shocks, no
matter how carelessly hanol cl. l\lotor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemica\s all complete w•th each order.
.J

II

1

fi\.~r,Al:.TIJR~ t'INI..)" ifl"f"

.C.HUBINGER BROSf C€1
·NEWHAIIM.CD
ELASTIC S'l'ARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is v. ithout doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedent- d number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have hacl years of prar-.t1cal experi·
ence in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to iinen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly h'rmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a bab) powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO ll"AY.

GRACELAND

Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
l, 1'J[llllDIC.llLl<
ELECT.Rl!:C CO.,

Bro. E. P. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois1 positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit~To~Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco1 or will
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for_$1.50, No bad eff~cts from
use of Quit-To-Bae. Itrn agreat nerve tome, Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No (Juire, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois,
1

1$07 Va:au~erbilt Building, N •.Y.
Agents -Wanted.

ANTED reliable men (saints especially)
to handle a good business for us in
W
every State and Canada. Not a cent of
capital required. We start you. No risk on
your part. Address (with stamp) Mrs. H. P.
Cu!'tis, Secretary, No. 915 S. Presa Street,
San Antonia, Texas. o~~

FRUIT FARMS.
I have property in Pomona; Fruit, Grain, and Stock
Farms. in the heart of tlte Fruit Belt of Southern I>'lissouri and Northern Arl<ansas, to sell cheap. I think I
have variety sufficient to suit all who wish to buy, both
in land and prices.
ThiR is a Mild and Healthy Climate and is called the
Land of Big Red Apples and Great Luscious Peaches.
I<'or further particulars send stamp and address.
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOmSALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamom, Iowa, three squares from the business center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three closets,

and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter honse, and has good vent'latiou for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are
the corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated. one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$1LOO will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will v~ntilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,~ Iow A.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.26 per
llottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bot~
'&eked and delivered at express office on reoelpt of price.

W, & MYBlBS, Dxuggist. LamoW. 112wa.
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for daily climbing, and what you can J Religion in its last analysis is simply
"The God of Mormonism," .......... .421 do to cheer your fellow travelers on the spirit of the Christ. The man
Methodist Laymen Protest ......... .421 their upward way--that is a great/ who has that spirit is God's own child,
The Children's Home Society ........ .422 deal better and vastly more profitable. by whatever religious name he may
1
War Footing of the United States ... .422
Calamitous Events ................... .422
Here we are in a strange world. We I be known. It will broaden his outMOTHERS' HOMJ<J COLUMN ............... .424.
came in a mysterious way, and we go look, deepen his reverence a,nd so in SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
To the Sunday School Workers .... _.425 in a way equally so.
Science has crease his power that he will be
LETTER DEPARTMENT .................. .426
done
some
good
work
in
the
solution surprised at himself.
The world
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Deception's Reign.--No. 5 ........... .429 of the problem, and is so well armed knows nothing a,bout the real Christ
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
South Sea Islands .................... 434 for research that it is likely to do still as yet. He is a theological proposi·
Mobile .............................. 436 grander work within the next few tion to most of us, f!J dead Christ, not
MISCRLLAN:l<~OUS DJ<-;p ARTMEN'l':
E&stern ~~inistry ................. ·- .. 436 years. It ha,s already startled us by I a living Christ. He worked miracles
Pastoral,-J. T. Davis... . .......... .436 its psyc~ological .discove~ies, and. we and said "greater thing~ tha~ these
are commg to beheve that a soul is a 1 shall ye do," but who believes it? He
THE SIMPLEST THING IN THE
much more wondrous thing ~han we I gave str_ength to. the h~fi:rm,a~d heal~h
WORLD.
have heretofore dreamed. The body I to the diseased, 1mplymg tnfH all d1s"Now, concerning spiritual gifts, is gradually assuming a secondary , e3Jse is some form of sin, and that
brethren."-1 Cor. 12:1.
place, as the mere instrument on when men become spiritually Godlike
Man~in~ speciall! ~tan~s in need of which t~e rni~d plays its symphony or I they. will necessarily become whole
two thmgs-a rehg10n that can be sounds its discords. 'l'he grandeur physwally.
We catch a far away
easily understood and a religion that and authority of the 1nterior man, the glimpse of that fact in our hours of
can be used for every day purposes.
invisible man, the man inside the man, exultation, but as a general thing we
It used to be the custom to regard re-1 are slowly being discovered.
are too dull to catch its meaning.
ligion solely as a means of preparation , The religion of the future, therefore,
The spirit of Christ is all that anyfor the future. To-day was given that., will come down from the clouds of one can need. In that sunshine, in
we might get ready for to-morrow. theological discussion and tell us what that dew, we grow and bear fruit. We
The purpose of faith was to fit us for the various incidents of life mean, and are at present so tangled that we canacceptance with God by and by. The how we can best use them to our not see this, but in very truth the spirit·
present was thought of only as a vale spiritual advantage. We have strug· of Christ is the spirit of power. He
of tears from which we should emerge gles which we cannot explain, experi- who has it lacks nothing. He has noat death to enter an eternity of blessed- ences which are a sore and serious dread of the ~resent, no fear for the
ness or woe.
puzzle, sorrows and partings, the future. He will not go to heaven at
There is some truth in this a§pect I meaning of which is hidden from us. death, because he is in heaven now.
of religion, but not the whole truth. We are oddly ignorant about these His eternal life began long ago, and
The future is certainly very important, matters, but our appetite for knowl- with broad shoulders and briwe heart
and we ought to be properly equipped edge is insatiable. Is there any way he faces the throne and smiles even
~or it, but the _pr-esent is of ev~n more in which to make our lives satisfactory, when the tears fall from his eyes.
importance, smce character is what and, if so, what is that way? Setting
'I'he New Testament must be opened
decides a man's fate, and we are lay- 1 aside what is going to happen to us , for another and a more intelligent
ing the foundations of character here_ by and by, we want to know the reading.
,
_ ,
and llOW ·
•
• h
•
(,_IL HEPWORTH, 1ll New York Herald.
meanmg
o f w h a t is
appenmg
now,
The best kind of religion is one and, until that matter is settled, we
~
which takes your eyes away from the ! shall continue to be restless and un- NEW CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLIC,
future, giving you only occasional happy.
QUIFJTLY and nnostentatiously the
glimpse~ of it by way of comfort and
The time_ is not far distant when greater republic of Cent~al America
consolation, and fixes them on the religion will assume larger propor- ~as become an accomplished fact.
best means of making this little life tions than in the past and occupy a The first step was taken a year or
beautiful, because we may lay it down very much more important position in more ago, when Salvador, Honduras,.
as a safe rule that if a man does not the community. It will be stripped and Nicaragua united in a confederago wrong here he cannot possibly go of all human theories and of alJ the tion for mutual defense. Now Costa,
wrong hereafter.
dogmas which have their origin in Rica and Guatemala have joined and
Thinking of what God will do to such theories. It will be as necessary the new republic is complete. It
you and for you when the sum of your to every human being as the air we would have been still better had the
years has been counted, is well enough breathe and the food we eat, and we confederation been established half a
in its way, but thinking of what you shall want it just as we want air and century ago and thereby developed
can do to make your path more easy food and for the same reason.
the resources of the five countries as

I
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they should have been and also pre- ! sources of the new republic, they assist the office, as they at the same
vented a score of miserable civil wars should be greatly developed under the time assist in disseminating the true
and revolutions brougM about by new management. If it have no other work and positions of the church
ambitious and corrupt military ad- rE.sult than to put an end to the inter- among the people.
venturers. They naturally should be minable revolutions and civil wars in j Nothing is more worthy and comunder one authority so far as their that section it will be a blessing.
mendable than an effort in this direcnational policy is concerned, and now
·
_
tion; and let us not wait until we may
that this has been accomplished there
thus aid without feeling that it is
THE CHURCH HISTORY, SECOND
is little doubt it will ~end toward condiVOLUME.
something of a sacrifice, for great
tions of peace and order in domestic
good comes to the people when they
THE Board of Publication are gratiaffairs.
make true and devoted sacrifice in
fled to be able to announce the comThe new republic will possess cont"
t
t"
f
'h
d
order
to forward any great and true
.
.
p 1eo10n a an ear1y ime o 1i e secon
f
s1derable
strength.
Its
population
th
Ch
h
H'
t
Al
work.
•
•
•
•
1 vo1ume o
.e
urc
is ory.
will be a little over three m1lhons, of
d
t
d f
Send all orders and contributions
1 es are ma e or 400 pages,
rea y pa
. h G
w h ic
uatemala has nearly one half.
d
th b k . b
d f
d .
to Frank Criley, Business Manager,
.
.
an
e oo w1 11 e rea y or e 1ivTh e area will be 185,825 square miles,
. J
Lamoni, Iowa; and where parties at
1
divided as follows: Guatemala, 63,- ery m u y.
any one point desire to get a number
400; Costa Rica, 23,000; Salvador,
This history should be in the of the books. they may be sent by
·
,
Honduras,
,
.
,
and
Ni'carhouses
of all saints and friends of the express, an d t h_e pos t age w h"ic h w1. 11
43 000
7,225
agua, 49,200. As compared with South work of Christ in the last days; its be from twenty-five to thirty cents on
American States Chile has 293,470 importance as one of the prime agen- each book, saved to those ordering.
square miles of area, Peru, 463, 747, cies in disseminating the truths and
Please let us hear from you at once.
and the Argentine Republic 1, 778, 195, correct positions of the church in the As ever, confidently in the truth and
though the population of the latter is nineteenth century can hardly be working for its advancement.
only about 917,000 larger than that of overestimated.
E. L. KELLEY,
the new republic. Compared with
The Board of Publication was inP.resident Board Publication.
,,
LAMONI, Iowa1 June 10, 1897.
Illinois, its area is about three times s t rue t e db Y th e A nnua l Conl.erence
of
as large, while its population is about 1896 to issue this work, and it has
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES.
a million and a half less. The Central moved forward under many difficulties
THE prices on the second volume of
American population is largely made to accomplish the same, and should
the Church History are the same as
up of native Indians and mixed races, have the hearty cooperation of every
for
the first volume, as follows:but the Europeans and those of Euro- member and friend now in spreading
Cloth
bound, ........................... $1 50;
pean descent are steadily increasing.
the news and giving the people an opCloth, leather backs and corners,. . . . . . 2 00.
The arrangement of the new federa- portunity to understand the faith of Full leather, ........................... 2 50.
tion is both wise and sensible. The the Latter Day Saints as it is.
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3 00.
individual States retain complete
The church has suffered in the past
Don't forget the different styles of
autonomy and absolute control of their on account of having been represented binding and separate prices of each
domestic affairs. Outside relations, in a large part by its enemies and
when ordering.
4-t
treaties, commercial and industrial those who have been ready to malign
relations with other nations are man- their faith.
aged by a sort of congress which
There is nothing more important
THE LATE REVELATION.
meets in the various capitals at stated than that we should present to the COPIES of the late revelation, printed
times and which is regularly elected. world our own faith and organization in proper size for insertion in the
Representation to foreign govern- as well as the work of the church Book of Covenants, may be had on apmen ts also proceeds from the authority since 1830, and if we fail to do this, plication, accompanied by a two-cent
of this body. In a word, the relations we are not active as becometh our stamp to cover cost of publication and
of the greater republic to the outside high and holy calling as servants of postage. Address orders to Frank
world are practically managed as ours the Lord.
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
are, and the rights of the States to
The second volume of the Church Iowa.
control their own affairs remain un- History will contain about 700 pages
touched. Undoubtedly one of the and is delivered at the low price at
The American Monthly Review of Reviews
impelling motives to this union, was which the first volume was sold; viz.; . for July contains a variety of important conthe fact or the fear that Mexico had at $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00 per tributed articles. Among these we note
its covetous eyes on those States ad- volume postage prepaid to any ad- Edward Cary's able and interesting character
· · ·
h
h
b
d
d
· th U •t d St t'
C
d
sketch of President Seth Low, Dr. Gould's
JOmmg er own sout ern oun ary,
ress m e m e
a es or ana a. exposition of the plans of the City and Suburwhich has had the effect to expedite For styles of binding see advertise- ban Homes Company, of New York City, for
this fusion of the five States. The ment in this number of HERALD.
a model suburban settlement. Baron de
union will give the republic an army
The office is in need of means which Coubertin's vivacious account of "The Reof about 175,000 men, regulars and it has necessarily expended in getting vival of the French Universities," General
Greeley's survey of "Higher Deaf-mute Edumilitia, which will be sufficient for all out this volume, and it is urged upon cation in America," and Sylvester Baxter's
ordinary purposes of defense. As to the saints that they send in their or- sympathetic review of Edward Bellamy's new
the commercial and industrial re- ders promptly and thus be able to book.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken

to

the word of tile Lord: for there shall not any man amcng

Lamoni, Iowa, July 7, 1897.
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JOSEPH SMITH
R.

S. SALYARDS
HEMAN
SMITH,
JOSEPH LUFF,

c.

you /Jave save it be one wif$1:

EDITOR.
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
{ CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

LAMONI, IOWA, JULY

7, 1897.

"THE GOD OF MORMONISM."

THE Kansas City Journal, for June
13, 1897, has the following editorial
based on the statements of the Rev.
David Utter.
A Topeka gentleman, who has been as'Signed the task of discussing Mormonism be"fore a literary club, asks the Journal for an
,explanation of the Mormon belief in God.
'To many readers it has perhaps never
'Occurred that the Mormons hold ideas of the
Deity which are distinguishable in any
material manner from those of Christianity
the world over, but upon investigation it
will be found that the difference is quite
marked.
The first article of faith in the Mormon
church reads in this wise: "We believe in
God, the eternal Father, and in his son, Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost." On its
face this does not indicate any difference between Mormonism and orthodoxy, but a
deeper investigation reveals that Mormonism embraces more gods than one, each having his degree and place. In a recent article
explaining and defending Mormonism Professor David Utter says:
"The Mormons believe not only in one God,
but in many gods; that God is in form like
man, and has a natural body which may be
touched and handled; that God is of two persons, Father and Son, who are one only in the
sense of being in harmony; that as a person
God can only be present at one place at a
time, though he can be present anywhere by
his Holy Spirit. It is freely said that God
occupies his exalted position as a result of his
intelligence. He has attained his eminence
through a process of evolution. 'As a man is
now, so God has been; as God is now, so man
may become.' This is a favorite expression
with the Mormon bishops, and it necessarily
implies a pantheon of gods of different orders
or degrees of power and virtue, and such indeed is the belief of most, if not all, of the
Mormon people. The God who is spoken of
in the singular number as the object of our
worship is regarded as the one who has
charge of our planet and the human race.
He is spoken of everywhere as 'our father.'
He is identified with Adam, the progenitor of
man. Joseph Smith did not teach that Adam
was a god, but this doctrine was set forth
with vigor and emphasis by Brigham Young.''
Having accepted the theory that God ex-

isted in the flesh and that man was his
natural progeny, the Mormons had to remain
consistent, which they did by supplying God
with a wife. One of the favorite hymns,
which may be heard sung every church day
in Salt Lake City, contains the following
verse:
"I have learned to call thee- Father
Through thy spirit from on high,
But until the key of knowledge
Was restored, I knew not why.
In heaven are parents single?
No; the thought makes reason stare!
Truth is reason; truth eternal
Tells me I've a mother there."
According to Mormonism the residence of
the God who has to do with our planet and
people is in a star named Kolob, entirely unknown to astronomy, but apparently well
known to Joseph Smith, as he states . that it
is "near the throne of God" and that it revolves on its axis once in a thousand years.
Here the gods are supposed to beget and
bear the spirits that are to take possession of
human bodies. After their mission is fulfilled upon earth these spirits not only return
to bear the gods company, but to become
gods on their own account.
In another direction the Mormons throw
down an open challenge to orthodoxy. The
second article of the creed is as follows: "We
believe that men wm be punished for their
own sins and not for Adam's transgression."
We quote again from Professor Utter:
"In the catechism for children we are told
t,hat Adam and Eve rejoiced and praised God
because of their transgression, since it was
one of the great steps toward eternal exultation and happiness. This view of the fall of
man is set forth in the liturgy as follows: 'In
that day Adam blessed God and was filled,
and began to prophesy concerning all the
families of the earth, saying, "Blessed be the
name of God, for because of my transgression
my eyes are opened, and in this life I shall
have joy, and again in the flesh I shall see
God." And Eve, his wife, heard all these
things and was glad, saying, "Were it not for
our transgression, we never should have had
seed, and never should have known good and
evil, and the joy of our redemption, and the
eternal life which God giveth unto all the obedient." The paradox of obtaining by disobedience that which "God giveth unto all the
obedient" seems to pass unnoticed.'"
By what right Rev. David Utter,

and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page

11~

No. 27.
non, of Salt Lake City, Utah, who is
publishing a paper there, and who
would be amply qualified to make an
authoritative statement of the belief
of himself and his fellow churchmen in
regard to the Deity.
The Journal
man gives a second hand relation
from an evidently biased opponent of
Mormonism.
This going to outside sources for
the belief of a people is becoming decidedly irksome and tiresome to those
who are being constantly misrepresented by it.
The system is vicious
and ought to be abandoned by otherwise bright minds.
Would the Journal be content to have the Times
answer an inquiry as to what Kansas
City republicanism was? Or would
it consider itself to be the proper and
best exponent of that degree and sort
of political faith?
METHODIST LAYMEN PROTEST.

THE theological microbe which has
wrought such havoc in the Presbyterian Church and in others seems
now to be busy among the Methodists,
as the following indicates:Indianapolis, Ind., June 24.-Revolution
threatens to overturn things at the next
General Conference of the Methodist Church.
Prominent laymen from all parts of Indiana
met here to prepare for the laymen convention to be held in this city September 15.
They took an open stand against the existing
order in the Methodist Church, and propose
to fight to the bitter end.
Judge Grubbs, of Martinsville, said: "We
want it to go out that we are loyal Methodists, who desire representation in the General Conference. We should not be too
radical, but if we cannot obtain our rights by
peaceful methods, then I am in favor of revolution."
Colonel Ritter declared peaceful measures
had been used until it was useless longer to
consider them.
T. A. Good win said: "'The heavenly trust
must be smashed' is the common way the
existing condition of affairs in the Methodist
whoever he may be, or whom he repre- Church is alluded to.''
sents, has to define what the belief of
c. c. Bentley, of Richmond, declared the
Mormons in regard to the Godhead church was one hundred years behind the
may be is not easy to understand. It ~imes. "The cry is for $1,000,000 a year for
seems to us that the Topeka gentle- foreign missions," said he, "and every church
' that raises its quota is assessed a larger sum
man cou ld h ave f oun d a b e tt er expo- th e nex t year. ,,
nent of the Mormon theory had
After an exchange of opinions the laymen
he wriMen to Pres. George Q. Can- appointed a committee to go before each con~
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ference in the State and present the subject. Average number children in nursury
during month ................ , ...... .
There are about four hundred ministers in
Indiana, and they have seven votes in the Adoptions completed during month .... .
General Conference. The ninety thousand Special contracts completed during
Methodist laymen are given two votes, and
month ............................... ·
their two delegates are chosen by the minis- Children in nursery April 1 .......... .
Children in field April 1. .............. .
ters.
Children registered ................... .
Children returned to nursery .......... .
BRN. HOLT AND CHASE are evidently Children reported for replacement ..... .
making a favorable impression upon
Total ........................ .
the people in behalf of the church, as
PROVIDED FOR.
may be seen from the following clippings from the Roseburg, Oregon, Children placed ...............•........
Review. The spirit of our work ought Children replaced from nursery ........ .
Children replaced in field .............. .
to impress favorably.
Nothing can Returned to guardian .................. .
exceed its power for good and it will Deaths ................................ .
reach the people wherever correctly
Total ........................ .
interpreted and rightly presented:Elder Holt gave a very interesting and
instructive lecture on "Prophecy" to a full
house on Saturday evening.
The basket dinner in the grove at the
schoolhouse was a feature of the Sunday
church service and was enjoyed by a large
number. The song service immediately follow!ng was well attended, as was also the
service in the afternoon.
Elders Chase and Holt closed their meetings Monday night and departed for Myrtle
Point on Tuesday, where they will preach
for a time, going thence to Drain. Their
meetings here have been largely attended, a
most favorrtble impression created, and much
prejudice removed in regard to the Church
of Latter D:ty Saints.

The society has done a great work
and is still doing it. The State is districted; and as fast as possible able
and qualified persons are being secured
in every place to aid in the work. A
paper called The Children's Home Society is being published, the Iowa supplement of which is published at Des
Moines. The May number is laid on
our desk by Rev. U. B. Smith, Assistant Superintendent, of Ottumwa, Iowa.
The report of the State Superintendent for Apri.1, 1897, is asfollows:Children registered May 1, 1897 ......... 1,326
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TO BE PROVIDED FOR.

Children in nursery... . . . . ........... .
Children in field ....................... .
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Total ........................ .
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1

WAR FOOTING OF THE UNITED
STATES.

THE CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY.

THERE is a work being done in Iowa
and elsewhere that partakes largely
of the character of a well directed
charity, doing a great deal of good.
· t h e Ch"ld
' H ome S ociety, of
1 ren s
I tis
which S. F. S mith, of Davenport,
Iowa, is the President of State Board
of Managers, for Iowa. The headquarters of the society is at Des
·
I owa. It is
· a some
· t y f oun d e d
M 01nes,
and conducted for the purpose of se·
.
curmg homes for orphaned children,
and those whose parents cannot or
will not care for them.

the chief of the Shah's ministers to interfere
33 and stop the outrages. That official prom6 ised to do so, but according to the report the
persecutions continued until after the officers
0 sent to protect the helpless victims had ex33 torted all their money.
2
Constantinople, June 28.-A fresh attempt
17 on the part of the Sultan to secure Germany's
2 support of the retention of Thessaly has met
2 with refusal and the advice to conform to
Europe's wishes on the subject.
56
An incident typical of the situation occurred here on Tuesday. During the panic
16 caused by the salute fired in honor of the
2 jubilee of Queen Victoria the Mussulman
2 troops ran into the streets armed with bludg2 eons and asked the police whether the Greeks
o or the Armenians were to be attacked.

I

THOSE who may think it wise for the
government to precipitate the nation
into war with Spain or any other nation, will do well to examine the following statement of its standing
army, and it will then be easier to calculate what a war would mean to this
country, so far as the human contingent of the armies to be employed
might mean:The diminutive character of the military
force of the United States does not seem to
appeal very strongly to those who continually
talk of the nation going to war. Uncle Sam's
army o, f 26 ,000 men appears very sma11 comared with the vast armies of Europe. The
P
largest standing army is that of Russia, 800,-1
000 men; the next in size that of Germany,
592 ,ooo; the third that of France, 555 ,000; the
fourth, Australia's, 323,000; after which come
Ita1y, wi"th 25~u, OOO·• B r1·tarn,
·
w1"th 210 .OOO ;
Turkey, with 160,000, and Spain, with j45,.
000. The United States is great in a military
. l"ts possi'b"l't"
. some reway on 1y in
i l ies, an d in
spec ts these are dou btful.-Nauvoo Rustler.
MOHAMMEDANS and Jews are moving
on in manifest destiny, the former to
suppression and political dissolution
as a nation, the latter to his own land,
under the pressure of events moving
him in that direction:Washington, June 28. - According to advices just received at the State Department
from the United States minister to Persill,
the Mohammedans in Teheran, Persia, recently invaded the Jewish quarters of that
city and inflicted the most shocking maltreatment upon the residents. United States
Minister McDonald, learning of the persecutions, appealed in the name of humanity to

COMMENTS by a secular editor, who
belongs to a class of men whose business it is to scrutinize everything in
the moving world about him:The St. Joseph minister who gave statistics showing the supremacy of his denomination, failed to mention whether the founder
of Christianity was a member of that body.
The Christian Endeavor convention at San
Francisco will cost, in the aggregate, $4,000,000. No wonder the missionary boards of the
various denominations are deeply in debt.
CALAMITOUS EVENTS.

MANILA, June 29. -The volcano Mayn has
been in a violent state of eruption, and the
flow of lava has done great damage in the
Province of Albay, particularly to the village of Libon, where the tobacco crop has
been completely destroyed. There has been
considerable loss of life.
Calcutta, June 30.-A serious riot has occurred at Chatpur between. Mohammedans
and Hindoos, the. trouble arising from the
alleged profanat10n of a mosque by the latt
Th
r
bl t
u tlie
er·
e po we were una e 0 q ue
fighting, and it was necessary to c~ll upon
t~e troops to restore order. The riotrng contrnued at interval~ . throughout t~e. day.
Many European
d d officials and some mvilians
w~elwoun Re .
i
J
30
T
. l
a atz,
ouman a, une
·orrentrn
rains
have fallen here, causing, the rivers
to
.
.
rise and in. some cases t? ov~"rflow their banks.
Lake Bratisch, near this city, became madly
swollen, and to-day the waters burst out and
deluged a part of Galatz. Sixty soldiers and
many women and children were carried
away by the torrent and drowned. Great
damage was done to property.
St. Petersburg, June 30.-The lower Danube has overflowed its banks and flooded a
vast section of country. The town of Kilia,
in Bessarabia, on the river Kilia, the north
arm of the Danube delta, thirty miles from
its mouth, is submerged. The terrific current has already destroyed 400 houses, and it•is
feared that the whole town, whose population
is 7,000, will be wiped out unless the flood
quickly subsides. Six feet of water cover the
streets, and locomotion is confined wholly to
boats. The inhabitants have taken refuge on

11'
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the roofs of the houses remaining intact, or
are camping out in the fields. Already the
people are suffering for the want of provisions, and there is danger that starvation will
be added to their other dangers.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. J. W. PETEHSON, Colesburg,
Iowa, June 28:We closed our tent meetings here last
night with fair interest. Four or five may
be baptized in the near future. Move to
Olewein to-morrow. If the saints at Independence should see this, we would be glad
to have them attend occasionally.

Pres. A. H. Smith, Fergus Falls,
Minnesota, June 27 :Our reunion here is proi<ressing nicely;
will close to-night. Baptisms this afternoon;
Bro. G. H. Hilliard is on the boards this
afternoon at 2: 30; myself to-night at eight
o'clock. Have had a real good reunion. It was
decided to have another next year at Wadena,
Minnesota. Bro. I. N. Roberts is quite
poorly; my health not as good as when.I left
home.

Bro. F. E. Cohrt, Smithland, Iowa,
June 28:The Lord is favoring us. "Onward and
upward" is our aim. Yesterday we led four
precious ones into the waters of regeneration.

Bro. George Montague, Coalgate,
Indian Territory, June 28:I have been busy since coming into the
field; closed my effort here last night, just
one month from the time I bade the loved
ones at home good bye. I feel truly thankful
for the fav0r of the Master and the peace and
joy that has come to me. Looking over the
work of the past month I find that I have
preached twenty-six times, organized two
branches, and two Sunday schools; one
branch at Wilberton, Elder Peter Adamson in
charge, ten members; one at Coalgate, Indian Territory, Elder C. M. Fulks in
charge, fourteen members, with others that
will no doubt join, swelling the number
to twenty or more; baptized three yesterday, adding three more to the number.
There is a good field for missionary work
here; this place claims a population of six
thousand, and within fourteen miles are two
other cities each with an equal population.
The saints here have been very kind to the
missionary, remembering to minister to his
financial wants. May the Master prosper
them in all good things. I expect to start
to-morrow for San Antonio, Texas. I know
not what is before me, but trust that whatever it may be, a loving Lord will give the
needed grace and wisdom that success may
crown every effort made in righteousness for
the forwarding of the work of God.

Bro. Richard Coburn, writing from
Blenheim, Ontario, June 27:The conference passed off pleasantly and
was a success. V'7hen the work first, started
in Buxton and vicinit.y it met with considerable opposition, but time has wrought a change
in the feelings of the people and the saints
were treated kindly.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. WILLIAM LEWIS pronounces the
late conference of the Far West district a pleasant and successful session.
Judging from present conditions he
thinks the next ten years will find
that district and Northwest Missouri
the home of thousands of saints, not
from emigration, but because the
young and middle-aged brethren are
earnestly proclaiming the good news.
Bro. I. N. White's presence and counsel were timely. Bro. J. T. Kinnaman, long a resident and worker, was
to leave for his appointed field, with
the good wishes of all. Far West
district reunion near Maysville, September 4-12. Bro. J.M. Terry chairman, Bro. C. P. Faul secretary, and
who would with others work hard for
its success. Some of the German
brethren had gone into Arkansas
prospecting. Having good farms,
good schools, good society, being out
of debt, and located in the regions
round about, according to the counsel
of the Lord, he wonders why those
brethren should desire a change, and
hopes they will conclude to remain
where they are, in the district. He
refers to the labors of Brn. Ohatburn,
Turpen, and Summerfield, who have
made many friends. Brn. Turpen
and Summerfield are expected to attend the coming reunion and are requested to bring saints and friends
with them.
Bro. E. H. Smith, of Sacramento,
sends us clipping from the San Francisco Bee of June 21, which gives
opinions of leading San Francisco
Jewish Rabbis on the Zionite move·
ment, started with a view to the erection of a Jewish state in Palestine.
There is to be a convention held to
consider such a movement, at Munich,
Bavaria. Auxiliary meetings will also
be held in American and other
European cities.
The former Review ancl Reviews has
been changed i.n name to the American
Monthly Review of Reviews, a more
comprehensive designation for that
excellent periodical, inasmuch as it
contains not only a review of the contents of the leading publications
issued throughout the world, but also
publishes much excellent original
matter, and from an American standpoint. It continues well to deserve
another descriptive name, "The busy
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man's magazine." We like the Review
and cheerfully commend it to our
readers. It is a valuable publication.
Bro. James McKiernan, writes from
Ogden, Utah, June 21. I-Je left home
May 25 for his field of labor, going
via Independence, Missouri, and Denver, Colorado, finding many friends
at both places, who supplied his wants
and cheered him on his way. The
branch at Denver was prospering.
The saints now occupied a church
building vacated by the Lutherans.
He would write later on from his new
field.
The Cherokee, Iowa, Herald of June
25, announces "Latter Day Saintsnot Mormons," and preaching from
the tent every evening during the
week by Brn. W. W. Whiting and 0.
J. Hunt. A question box in the
tabernacle inviting friendly criticisms
and a request to patronize it, completes
the aggregation. Good.
The steamer Aden from Yokohama
for London wrecked off the east coast
of Africa June 9, eighty persons
missing.
It is reported that Schweinfurth,
the Rockford messiah, has purchased
two thousand acres of land in Arkansas on which to establish a "heaven."
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of the Bishopric, stopped at Lamoni over the 1st
and 2d enroute home from Minnesota.
M. Droz, ex-President of Switzerland, has decided to accept the governorship of Crete, recently tendered
him, provided the appointment is
made provisional at first.
The Spanish government has instructed General Weyler to push military operations in Cuba to the greatest
possible extent. It is said that no
quarter will be shown by either Span·
iards or Cubans and that the close of
the season's campaign will be a most
sanguinary one. Twenty thousand
Spanish soldiers are now sick with
yellow fever and other disorders; besides this Spain's daily expense in the
campaign is $200,000 per day. Under
these conditions it is thought that the
war will soon be concluded.
Musselrnen and Christians became
involved in sharp fighting near Canea,
Crete, on the 26th. The trouble was
caused by the former trespassing upon
the neutral zone.
The Mayou Volcano, in one of the
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Philippine Islands, which has been 1\ raiders and Ottoman troops near l or excitement in their lives they have to
inactive since 1617 has become active Metzovo, in which the former were i make the most of such an occasion. The
wind was blowing fresh and the sea rolling in
of late. The eruption, accompanied defeated.
pretty heavily on the ledge. I confess that
by an earthquake, has caused the death
London advices say that some imthe scene, the confusion, and the thoughts of
of one hundred and twenty people.
portant lines of inter-colonial policy going out over those breakers made me feel
A volcanic eruption is reported at have been agreed upon since the weak. The Teaveroa would stand as near
Bainbridge, near Chillicothe, Ohio, colonial premiers have been in attend- in to the shore as was prudent when the boat
J une 30. Rumbling s_ounds were fol- ance at the celebration of the C~ueen's left her, and as tht>y pulled in she would tack
lowed by large openings in the earth jubilee; viz., a proposition for penny ship and stand outward till she saw the boat
leaving the shore, then she would stand in
from which large volumes of smoke postage within the limits of the British again, and meet the boat to get its load. This
issued. The disturbances lasted an Empire, the establishment of a naval was kept up steadily for two hours before it
hour.
Smoke continues from the reserve in the colonies, and military was our turn to go, and an hour or more
earth fissures, which are of great cooperation with England on the part afterward, during which time we had a good
depth.
of all the colonies. Colonial repre- opportunity to see how the boat was handled,
and judge of our chances for getting wet.
We note that on June 24th the genial sentation in the House of Commons is But she was taken successfully over each
secretary of the general Sunday School also being discussed.
time. Once only on an outward bound trip
she met a curling wave just at the ledge,
Association joined the ranks of the
which raised her bows so high, I thought for
married men, by taking as a wife
a moment they were all being spilled out
Louise Isabel Alcorn, of Kansas City,
backwards.
Missouri. May their happiness be
EDITED BY FRANCES.
Thme was one touching instance in this
great.
parting scene, that of a woman giving away
"l think the force within can never cease,
'rhat He from whom it came,
her child and leaving it behind her. In loadBrn. William Summerfield and M.
From earthly fetters can releDse
ing
the boat the people never detained her by
M. Turpen are holding tent meetings
The imprisoned flume,
corning to the gl'Ounds for a second armful. A
And,
after
trial,
give
His
perfect
peace~
at Higbee, Missouri, and are having
swarm of men, women, and children gathered
HThat like white bird, whoe;e tireless wings descend
good attendance and attention by the
np what they could carry, and those who'm the
From far np in the sky,
people; and the Lord is blessing with
things belonged to went with it. And when
Skim thil dull earth, then backward bend
Their flight on high,
it came the turn for this woman to go who left
splendid liberty in preaching. Will
The soul to life, stoops from eternity.ii
her little boy, she threw her arms around him
move from there to Moberly, no preand cried as if her heart would break. The
venting providence. Those of the
KAUKUR.A, March 14.
woman to whom be ha<l been given, kept a
saints or friends desiring their labors
Dear Sisters:-Since it is impossible for firm hold of his arm for fear at the last moment
can address them at Higbee.
me to write to half as many as I wish to, J the mother would repent and carry him off.
The Evening Owl, of Salinas City, deem it the best way to use the medium of The little fellow was about two years old, and
California, for June 24, reaches us the Column, and thus reach all. We left was entirely unconscious of the cause of his
February 26, on the "'.l'eaveroa" mother's sonow, while she crouched on the
with a rousing defense of the faith by Hickeuru
bound for Kaukura. I would like to describe ground and hugged him; but when she started
Bro. A. Haws, in which he deals a the scene of our leaving, but it would have to off without him, he mingled his cries with hers,
hard blow to somebody for grossly be seen to be appreciated. At one ond of and a half dozen of us women folks cried too.
misrepresenting the church.
Good the road that leads across the island (which When she got in the boat the little fellow
is not more than one quarter of a mile,) is stretched both arms out towards her and
for Bro. Haws!
One hundred and fifty thousand where the boats come ashore, although there screamed as if he would go into fits, for a few
is no real landing; but this seems to be the minutes it seemed too hard to live through.
bituminous coal miners, of the United best place to get on and off the ll:'dge, which But the thoughts of all were soon diverted
Mine Workers of America, located in extends some distance from the shore. When in another direction. There was a clattering
different States, have gone out on a the tide is at its highest, boats that are not and shuffling noise behind us, and turning to
heavily loaded can float right up to the end look we saw a sloop gliding along across the
strike for higher wages.
of the road. But the morning of which I island, in the middle of the road, with sails
S€lvere storms and cyclones in Minspeak the ledge was dry when we first went furled. She sat upright on her keel, and was
nesota, July 3. Nine persons killed. down, which was about half-past six. There drawn along by man·power only. The dress
Loss at Duluth, $750,000; heavy losses were a number of natives leaving for Kaukura and appearance of the natives that had hold
and intervening islands, on the same vessel, of the l'Ope at her bows, reminded me of picat other points.
Edham Pasha, commander of the about sixty men, women, and children, with tares I have seen of the natives of India drawTurkish troops in 'l'hessaly, has re- all their moveable property, including cats, ing the juggernaut car. But this one was not
dogs, hogs, fowls, and one or two turtles. on wheels. There was a line pending from
signed his command, stating as a Joseph and I bad twenty different parcels or the mast-head on either side, and held to by
reason his inability to control the pieces of baggage, and they were done up men to keep her from falling over either way.
Turkish troops in Thessaly, who de- snugly to what some families of natives Two other sail boats-not so large as this one
sire to push forward and occupy were. So you may imagin_e the appearance -had been stripped of their spars and rigging
additional strategic points. Tewfik of a large arena near the landing. In this and hauled across the island, and now they
muddle were sewing machines, two iron bed- must be gotten down the bank across the ledge
Pasha will announce to the ambassa- steads, a rocking chair, other chairs, a spring into the sea, to make room for this one, but
dors of the powers that the Turkish mattress, a nice table, a ha by buggy that were not till all were well filled with baggage, for
cabinet maintains the indefeasible extras. the rolls of bedding, boxes, baskets, all were to go. Those launchings were watched
right of 'l'urkey to retain Thessaly by pans, kettles, and demijohns are not to be with eager interest, till all were at anchor a
virtue of conquest. The Constanti- mentioned. And nearly all the natives on little way from the shore until the vessel was
the island come to see their friends off; and if ready. Bnt during this time, the ship's boat
nople papers of July 1 report that a they had no friends leaving, they would have did not cease to come and go with her cargo of
battle has taken place between Greek come all the same. There is so little of change I parcels and people.

No1hsrs' Home Coltlmn.
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Among those who came to bid us good-bye
were the three Utah missionaries. They
called on us soon after our arrival in Hickueru, and had been very friendly. I felt an
especial interest in the youngest of the three,
a Mr. Neff, who seemed to be a very nice
young man. I was not backward in telling
him where I believed he rightly belonged,
and in a home-like cordial way urged him to
look up his position and see if he was really
in it. I do not think he is very firm in his
belief in the tenets of the Utah Church, for
in one of his talks with Joseph these were
his words: "If I did not believe that the
revelation on plural marriage was given to
the church by Joseph, I would not stay in the
Mormon Church." But here I am wandering
off on doctrine, and the boat is on the ledge,
and bundles being tumbled into her. Mapui
says for the missionaries to go on board; the
wind is rising and the sea swelling on the
ledge. "Good-bye, Bro. George Lewis, (of
Australia), verses Mr. Neff; make haste and
come home!" No time now to feel any nervous tremor about going in the boat. Kihoura is sailing- off with Alice; the water is
now knee deep on the ledge; Hubert has his
baby; Joseph is wading through the water;
some one picks me up, judging doubtless by
the size he did not count on so much of
"avoirdupois," and was glad enough to drop
me in the boat, where I scrambled to a seat
as best I could, while the boat bobbed and
tumbled about. The rest have been seated
and wedged in with bundles of bedding. The
boat is loaded. Here comes the big roller!
It breaks with a crash a little at our bows,
and in a moment the white surf is boiling
and bubbling almost into the boat. Then
comes the shouting of "Shove off! pull quick!"
And the half dozen or more of men that held
the boat lent their assistance-as they always
do-by running and pushing until the water
is up to their necks sometimes, and as the
boat passes from the ledge into the deep blue
water, they still hold to the sides and scramble in as she rears and plunges over the
incoming rollers. We all hold to as many
parcels as we can "hover,'' and instinctively
duck our heads down with the expectation of
a plnnge bath; but she goes over all right.
Poor baby screams with fright, and shoulders
are put together to prevent her from seeing
the water. The sea is rough and we have a
long pull to reach the vessel. Being put in
the boat last, I was consequently sitting in
in front of the rest and had to get out first.
As we went alongside, Joseph leaned forward
and said, "Give me your parcels, Emma, and
watch your chance. When the boat rises
on the sea jump into that network of rope
hanging over the rail." And I must say,
sisters, that I felt a little proud of the sailorlike agility with which I sprang into that
rope, clearing the boat without a slip or a
stumble. "That's it!" said the men on board,
and helped me over the rail. But, 0 dear!
almost every foot of deck room was occupied
with natives and what few parcels they
would want on the passage: We squeezed
around, stepped over, and wended our way
through them to the cabin, which was fuller
than the deck; not of people, but of boxes

and bedding. By this time Alice was so sick
she laid right down on the cabin floor, the
first place she came to. Hubert was attending to her with the baby on his arm, sick too,
and crying. I rendered him what little
assistance I could by caring for the baby
while he got the bed and cleared out sufficient to get a place for Alice to go to bed.
She is not sick when lying down unless it is
very rough.
When all was ready for sea they had on
deck, besides the water tanks and all that
the ship carries, including her big boatthose two sail boats and three canoes. The
sloop was towed behind, two men remaining
in her to stear. 'fhe first day was pretty
rough for the little boat. I used to like to
watch her making her way over and around
the waves. Towards evening it began to get
smoother.
Next day, Saturday, about noon we stopped
off a small Island that only two old people
live on, and got cocoanuts and fish, also
some bufaa from a small vessel there, which
kept us till near eight o'clock in the evening,
and got to "Takaroa" Sunday evening, only
just had daylight enough to enter the pass.
Here vessels lie at a wharf. What a treat!
The first I have seen. Several of our brethren and sisters who were on board were to
stop here. Here also is the fine residence of
"Mapui," the owner of the vesrnl and of a
large portion of the island, and here the vessel was built and manned for the "channel"
as we would say; but they call it the "pass."
It is a broad, deep channel between two
ledges. This one leads on up into the lagoon.
I do not know how long it is, but the longest
of any among these islands. As she pulled
up to the wharf and the saints landed, they
did not scatter bere and there at once, but
all remained on the wharf till a hymn was
sung and a prayer of thanksgiving for our
safe and favorable passage. Who among the
Christians or saints of America would be
thus mindful of their allegiance to their
heavenly Father?
We four missionaries were taken to a nice
house close by owned by one of the sisters
who was on the vesssel. She had left it in
the care of a man, and he was away. But before going he took the precaution to lock up
everything. What a time we had getting in
the bedrooms. I guess she borrowed all the
house keys in the neighborhood; at length
we got in, then had to put up bedsteads and
make beds. But when all was done we each
had a good cool bedroom and a spring ma tress
to sleep on, while the lady of the house
spread a piece matting on the floor and slept
on it in anothe1· room. We staid there until
Tuesday, got rested u:r- and filled up on chickens. Bro. Case was our cook; Alice and I
rustled around and set the table(?) and that
was not all, we went in bathing and had a
lovely time. Takaroa is the prettiest island
I have seen yet. Not simply the island or
portion of it where we landed, but the makeup
of it. Its broad deep lagoons, or rather long
deep blue-watered lagoons with belt, points,
and strips of land well wooded with the
cocoanut trees, makes it look like a miniature
archipelago,
.But it was much warmer
\ there than here in Kaukura. ·

I
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Wednesday evening we landed again at
"Ahe," where again all stood on the landing
and had prayer, song, and where we left
several more passengers. Staid there one
night. Left there again in the afternoon of
Thursday and landed here in Kaukura in the
forenoon of Friday.
(To be continued.)

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUES'l'S J!'OR PRAYER.
SR. JOSIE SUDDETH, Rushville, Illinois, requests your faith and prayers tbat she may
be healed of serious lung trouble, also that
she may be blessed in spirit as God will and
be confirmed in the faith.
Bro. A. E. Bailey asks the faith and
prayers of the Union that he receive health
and be a faithful worker in the vineyard of
the Lord.
Sr. Alice M. Joslyn, of Greenbush, Michigan, sincerely desires the prayers of the
Prayer Union and the saints in behalf of her
sister, who is afflicted, that she may be restored to health,
Sr. Cora Wilson, of Jonesport, Maine, requests the prayers of the Union in her behalf,
as she has been greatly affiicted for several
months. Being one of their best workers,
she is greatly missed by the saints, and they
hope God will be merciful and spare her to
her family and the church.
Sr. Ella Baird requests your faith and
prayers that she may receive health to perform her duties,

8tlndau
MRS.

8~hoo1
J.

Dspar1msnt.

H. ROYCE, EDITOR.

Baroda, Berrien Co., Michigan.
(Send communications for th!B department ~o the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

TO THE SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS.
WHAT are some of your ways of making temperance Sunday interesting to the primary
class?
The above question having been referred to
me I will by the help of God, whom I know is
interested in this department of church
work and this principle brought in question,
try to answer.
I would interest the primary class in much
the same way that I would the other classes
were I teaching in Iowa or Nebraska, or in
any other State in which physiology and
hygiene were being taught in the primary
schools. I would try to simplify by use of
such language suited to their comprehension,
and, by simple illustrations, pictures, and
charts.
I should ascertain how much knowledge
the child already possessed of the effects of
narcotics and stimulants by study and observation, and if they had not been impressed
with the true nature of that which they were
already somewhat acquainted I would seek to
unfold to them its true nature by calling
attention to what they had read and seen. If
they had seen a drunkard it would be easy to
interest them by calling their attention to
l some of the peculiarities of such a one. If he
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had been profane or cross or silly or staggered or was helpless I would try to impress
upon them what a damage it was to the individual to be thus; and then how unpleasant
it is for those who associate with them, and
then what condition the world would be in if
all were effected like them. I would also
show how careless it made those who use
either narcotics or stimulants in regard to
dress or their facial appearance and breath.
I would use pictures and charts quite freely.
I would also use such simple illustrations as
these: Draw a large white mark on the
blackboard; touch it ever so lightly with
colored crayon and it destroys its whiteness;
or use a clean white paper or cloth and the
least touch of anything that discolors soils it
and thus destroys its pure appearance; or
take pure clear water and pour even the
slightest bit of lluid, even if it be coffee or
wine, into it, and it loses somewhat of its
pureness: so likewise the use of that which is
filthy or poisonous affects the life and body
of a child.
Then take a small amount of water and
put a little tobacco juice into it and ask the
children how many would like to have to
drink water poisoned in that way, and then
if one would like a slight taste of it, it would
be a very effective illustration of what goes
into the stomach of a man who uses tobacco
when be drinks water. The smell of an old
pipe compared with the smell of a rose, or of
rose perfume, would happily illustrate the
contrast between the breath of one who uses
tobacco and one who does not.
While I have in mind some illustrations
when I go before a class, yet I hardly ever
use the same illustrations twice, but am
governed by that which is suggest6d to me
while before the class.
Trusting that some one may be benefited
by these suggestions, I am,
Your coworker and brother,
J. F. MIN'l'UN.
LONDON, England.

Dear Editor:-Vve have a Sunday school in
connection with the London branch just over
one year old. On the anniversary day it was
agreed that we send a few words to the Sunday school columns.
We commenced this school on Sunday,
March 15, 1896, and many are the pleasant
times we have had with the young. I felt
quite happy myself yesterday (Sunday) when
among the children and trying my best to
make them feel happy to be at Sunday school;
for I realize there is happiness in trying to
make other people happy.
I sometimes think there is more to be
gained from Sunday school work than perhaps most people think of. For instance,
some twelve years ago we had a school and
from that school we can now number mauy
memberd of the London branch. One scholar,
now a sister, brought a friend among us and
she is now a sister; the same sister's mother
is to be baptized next Sunday week. Another
one of our sisters who was a Sunday school
scholar, introduced her friend among us and
she ~snow a member of the church. Another
Sunday scho<:>t sqholar'. who is now a member

of the church, brought her cousin among the
saints of God and he is now a member, and
many others I could mention as direct or indirect fruit of our Sunday schools. So I think
you will !lgree with me that we have been
repaid for our work in the Sunday school.
Our school numbers at present seventyfour scholars with Elder J. Gerrard superintendent, W. Gerrard assistant, W. Gerrard
secretary, Sr. H. Bates treasurer, and a staff
of five teachers. Moneys collected from all
sources is £6. 10s. 9~d.; expenditure £5. 3s.
3d.; balance £1. 7s. Md.
We have had many pleasant social meetings
in connection with the Sunday school, and I
think that it must have done much good.
We are working in a very poor part of London
and a rough neighborhood, but not so bad as
a few years back, and I hope in a few years'
time that many may see the true light.
It is our desire if possible to take about
sixty of our regular scholars about fifteen
miles in the country on the Queen's Jubilee
day entirely free to the children, so have
written to our Lord Mayor of London for
assistance, as they have lately collected
£30,000 and more for the poor of London.
Hope be will meet our wishes. You see it is
our wish that the people may know that we
are here for their good, and we cannot do
better than commence with their childrLn.
Trusting that much good may continue to
be accomplished I am.
Yours faithfully,
W. GERRAHD.

of our doctrine. I do not hold any office in
the church; but I can and do distribute tracts
and give my testimony. The people are
friendly and kind and seem to want the
truth. I came from Douglas County, Missouri, near two months ago. I think there
are some saints not very far north of me, and
I will be very glad if they will write and tell
me how I can find them, and I will go and see
them, for I cannot do anything but work for
the good Master.
A faithful brother,
COHNELIUS EDWARDS.
EUCLID, Ark, June 21.

Editors Herald:-The work is moving slowly

but firmly in this part of the field. I have
more calls than ever before. Some few have
been baptized of late and others have given
their names for baptism. Debates are expected along the line. One proposition signed
between Bro. J. L. Reed and a Campbellite
friend to begin the first Monday in July, at or
near the Cove, Arkansas.
I have made some openings that ~ave a
bright lining: I was preaching in private
houses a few weeks ago when by chance the
M. E. circuit rider came out to hear me and
he was so well pleased that he told the porters
to open the doors of the chapel and let me in
to set forth my claims; so I walked into a
nice building. One was baptized and two
more gave in their names; so this was an
effectual opening.
It is funny to think bow easy it was for the
people to work up a singing at Pike City in
order to sing me out, and it worked like a
charm.
I will say to all that want my labors in
Arkansas to be patient and I will respond as
S'L'ERLING, Kan., June 8.
In bonds,
Editors Herald:-A few lines might interest soon as practicable.
J. W. JACKSON.
your many readers, and especially the ministers traveling through Kansas. I am located
on South Broadway; my place is just outWES'l' POWLET, Vermont, June 15.
side the city limits, and we want every LatEditors Herald:-To-night will be my sixth
ter Day Saint to call who can; we will be discourse here. This is the first of Latter
glad to see them, and give them as good as Day Saint doctrine in this section. I am
we have. We are poor in this world's goods; having attentive listeners and as yet no apbut rich in the Spirit, for we think we found parent oppo&ition. That will doubtless come
a hidden treasure that is worth everything later on. There is a daughter of Bro. G.
when we found this latter-day gospel; there W. Galley, of Nebraska, living here, the
is no sacrifice too great for me to make for wife of Mr. John Butten, with whom I am
the good of t,he work. If an elder can come staying and at whose request I came. It is
and open up the work, I will do all I can to too soon to attempt a diagnosis other than
bring him here and give him a home. I have people so far are willing to hear.
a team, and would go a hundred miles after
I came here from Norwich, Chenango
an elder any time if they will let me know County, York State, when in connection with
when they can come. I think a good work Bro. Blanchard a season was spent in preachcan be done here with a tent. I cannot say i.ng, resulting in the baptism of six. The
how long we could get the use of a house.
gospel was first carried there last fall and a
The Utah elders are preachin~ all through union church obtained to preach in. We
this part of the country, and I think our intend to continue there during the coming
elders can do as well or better than they. I autumn.
heard two of them preach a few miles west of
Before going to the latter place I spent a
here about a week ago. They are traveling few weeks near Cohocton, where I encountbrough the country by school dis_tricts, tered those Brighamites last winter. You
going to every house giving the people will remember, as I indicated in a former
tracts, and preaching in the schoolhouses. letter, they denied the charge I brought
They have a branch organized at Raymond, against them of teaching "Adam-god,"
twelve miles west of here, and a church at ''blood-atonement," "obey-counsel," and other
St. Johns. I don't like to see them getting forms of heathenism, and challenged me for
ahead of our people that way.
proofs other than those contained in such
I am dohJ.14 all I can to let the people know , extracts as are published by the Herald and
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Ensign, which they graciously called "Josephite lies." The leaders have a very suecessful way of teaching them that everything
not to their liking, running counter to them,
is persecution, thereby arousing a species of
fanaticism unfitting them for calm and serious
investigation. This time I went prepared
with Nos. 1 and 2 of the Journal of Discourses,
published by themselves under sanction of
their Presidency, who at that time were
Brigham Young, H. C. Kimball, and W.
Richards; also a tract containing an" Address
delivered in the Twelfth Ward Assembly
Hall, Salt Lake City, Octob;ir 12, 1884, by
Elder Charles W. Penrose," on the subject of
"blood-atonement as taught by leading elders
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints," in which he concedes in the following language all that we charge them with;
viz.:"I admit that the doctrine has been
preached, that men have committed sins for
which they were worthy of death-sins for
which they could not get forgiveness short
of shedding their blood;" but continues on by
saying that the law was not enforced, and
gives as a reason the following quotation from
Brigham's sermon in vol. 4,.Journal of Discourses:''The wickedness and ignorance of the
nations forbid this principle's being in full
force, but the time will come when the law
of God will be in full force."
"President Young and Jedediah M. Grant
preached this doctrine to the people at that
time, because there was a necessity for it in
consequence of the transgressions of the
people, and it worked upon them in the same
way that the instructions which Jesus Christ
gave to his apostles acted upon the people in
his day, and have a similar effect in this day,
that is, by the principle of fear. . . .
"Now Bro'l!Jedediah M. Grantand Brigham
Young, because of the transgressions of the
people, spoke as I have quoted. This was
the time of the reformation, and the fears of
evil doers were worked upon to induce reform,
and hence the strong language used at that
time. Do we need the same language now?
I hope not; but if there was any need for it,
it wouldbejustasapplicablenowasthen . . . .
"'These are some of the ideas entertained
by tha Latter Day Saints on the subject of
blood-atonement. After baptized persons
have made sacred covenants with God and
then commit deadly sins, the only atonement
they can make is the shedding of their
blood. At the same time, because of the
laws of the land, and the prejudices of the
nation, and the ignorance of the world, this
law cannot be carried out; but when the time
comes that the law of God shall be in full
force upon the earth, then this penalty will
be inflicted for those crimes committed by
persons under covenant not to commit them."
The above is Mr. Penrose's own language.
It is late as 1884. He defends Young and Grant
in what they taught, and says when the law
will allow it they will practice it. Judging
from what was done in Utah when they had
things their own way, it does not require
much sagacity to see what they mean.
In Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, page 103 in

the case of one "Howard Egan for the murder
of James Monroe" tried "before Hon. Z.
Snow, Judge of the first Judicial District
Court of the United States for the Territory
of Utah":-"You see by the law, the crime
must be committed within the places over
which the United States has the sole and exelusive jurisdiction. You will look to the evideuce given you in court for the facts of the
case; if you find the crime, if any has been
committed, was committed within that extent
of country between this and the Missouri
River, over which the United States have
the sole and exclusive.furisdiction, your verdict
must be guilty. If you do not find the crime
to have been committed there, but in the
Territory of Utah, the defendant, for that
reason, is entitled to a verdict of not guilty."
Strange law that would not allow a man to
be committed for murder because it was done
in the Territory of Utah, while outside of
that territory and under United States jurisdiction it was murder.
On page 219 of the same discourse this is
also found:"The time has been in Israel under the
law of God, the celestial law, or that which
pertains to the celestial law, for it is one of
the laws of that kingdom where our father
dwells, that if a man was found guilty of
adultery he must have his blood shed, and
that is near at hand. But now I say, in the
name of the Lord, that if this people sin no
more, but faithfully live their religion their
sins will be forgiven them without taking
life."
Whew! nothing small about Brigham. At
the coming Jubilee they intend to have out
there in commemoration of their advent into
Salt Lake Valley, some choice nuggets culled
from the prophet's inspired utterances ought
to be carried in the procession. Their Jubilee will not be complete without them. In
the preface to vol. 2, Journal of Discourses,
we have this:"The second volume of the Journal of Discourses needs no recommendation to make it
interesting to every saint who loves to drink
of the streams that fl.ow from the fountain of
Eternal Truth. It is made up of the choinest
fruit that can be culled from the tree of
knowledge, suited to the tastes of all who
can appreciate such delicious food. It contains the principles of the gospel of salvation
to this generation. By the rules and precepts found in it, he that reads with the
light of the Holy Spirit may measure himself
and the progress he has made in the way of
eternal life. Like a mirror it will reflect upon
the souls of the meek and humble the beams
of light which emanate from the presence of
the Father."
Here are a few samples:"Jesus Christ was not begotten by tbe Holy
Ghost. . . "
"If the Son was beg-otten by the Holy
Ghost, it would be dangerous to baptize and
confirm females and give the Holy Ghost to
them, lest they should beget children, and be
palmed upon the elders by the people, bringing the elders into great difficulties."
"When Adam came into Eden he 'brought
, one of hi$ wi1J~ll with him. . . .'"
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"He is our father and our God and the only
God with whom.we have to do."
''I say, rather than that apostates should
flourish here I will unsheath my bowie knife
and conquer or die."
"I want you to hear, Bishops, what I am
about to tell you. Kick these men out of your
wards. "-Brigham.
"They may break us up, and rout us from
one place to another, but by and by we shall
come to a point where we shall have all the
women and they will have none."-Orson
Hyde.
"The Savior found it his duty to be baptized
to fulfill all righteousness, a command of far
less importance than that of multiplying his
race."-Orson Hyde.
"If an elder has borrowed from you, and
you find he. is going to apostatize, then you
may tighten the screws upon him, but if he is
willing to preach the gospel, without purse
or scrip, it is none of your business what he
does with the money he has borrowed from
you. "-Brigham.
"If Joseph had a right to dictate me in
relation to salvation, in relation to a hereafter,
he had a right to dictate me in relation to
all my earthly affairs, in relation to the
treasures of the earth, in relation to the earth
itself. He had a right to dictate in relation
to the cities of the earth, to the natives of the
earth, and in relation to everything on land
and on sea. . . .
"If he did not have that right, he did not
have the priesthood of God."
"The priesthood is a power we should
respect, reverence, and obey, no matter in
whose hands it is."-J. M. Grant.
"Who gives me power, that at the pointing
of my finger the hosts of Israel move, and at
my request the inhabitants of this great
territory are displaced; at my command they
are herel"-Brigham.
"If Bro. Brigham tells me to do a thing it
is the same as though the Lord told me to do
it. This is the course for you and every other
saint to take."-Heber C. Kimball.
"When I want any of that done I call on
Bro. Heber, he is my prophet, he loves to
prophesy and I love to hear him."-Brigham.
''I would say there are men and women
that I would advise to go to the President
immediately, and ask him to appoint a committee to attend to their case; and then let a
place be selected, and let that committee
shed their blood."-J. M. Grant.
There are others that one could easily
include, but space forbids. I might, however,
include this stanza of their favorite hymns
upon the subject of God having a wife:"ln heaven are parents single,
No, the thought makes reason stare,
Truth is reason, '.L'ruth eternal,
Tells me I have a mother there."

In the face of the books-their own publications-these Mormons still deny. Denying
seems to be a fad with them I learn; for instance they all say they are not to teach
polygamy, and deny that they do it. Among
the twenty or so of the members they have
in Cohocton I have not met one but who admits a belief in it, and more than one has
argued in favor of it. Strange thing, if these
elgQr~ th~t IJir(;l f?evt out do not teach it, that
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their converts are found believing it! One
Elder Wilsey told that "it is the purest and
holiest part of the doctrine."
I learn that there are thirty-two missionaries in New York State, six of them in
Steuben County. At a place called Wallace,
where they were permitted to use a Union
church, I was informed by leading citizens
that they were passing themselves off for
"not being of the Young party, but of the
Smith party." I obtained the church for one
Sunday -eve, the local minister yielding his
appointment for me while I succeeded in removing the mask. I went to another place
where they are trying to do something, but
were having so Httle influence with the people that I did not consider it worth the effort
or spend time just then to reply to them, but
may later on. The prospects for the true
gospel in York State are excellent. Openings
are abundant. Bro. I. M. Smith has been
associated with me in Steuben County. He is
now in Greenwood where an interest was
aroused by him on a previous visit there and
they were anxious for his return.
Anxiously in the conflict for Zion's righteousness I am,
Sincerely yours,
F. M. SHEEHY.
McGRAW, Pa., June 19.
Editors Herald:-When I wrote you last
Bro. I M. Smith and myself were holding
meetings in Bro. George Parker's house, in
Fagundus. Bro. Parker and wife were the
only saints in this part of the country. We
held services until May 21, baptizing Bro.
Parker's motlier. Others were interested, so
it was thought best for the writer to stay for
a few days and then join Bro. Smith, who left
for Greenwood, New York, on the 21st.
I continued preaching over Sunday, but
was taken sick and had to stop until the following Saturday, when, although weak,
started in again and continued through the
week.
On Sunday, having obtained a Union
church at McGraw, a place some five miles
from Fagundus, I began services amidst the
thickest kind of prejudice, caused by some of
the good (?) Christian people circulating false
stories about me and the work. But first a
few came out to hear, and when they saw
that I did not have any of my "wives" with
me, thought perhaps I could not kill them
with one sermon, so concluded to listen. The
audience increased in size until the church
was packed. I close a two-w<ieks' series of
meetings there to-morrow night. Prejudice
is breaking away and many doors are open to
me.
The trustees of the church here are noble
men; they have stood by me, and have tried
to get the people to listen to reason. Mr.
Willis Sampson, one of the trustees, kindly
invited me to his pleasant home, and both he
and his noble wife have done all in their
power to make my stay pleasant.
On Monday night I go to another place,
called Excelsior, and begin a series of meetings there. Then there are two more places
where the people are anxious for me to
preach to 1jhern, So although Si>itan is up
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and about his business, the Lord is not
asleep, and if we are not mistaken the Lord
will do a work among the people in this
~·icinity and bring joy and peace to many
souls; and if we do not reap now, we trust
others may. Last night a preacher in the
United Brethren Church was out and assisted
me in the service.
I have preached twenty-three times in
twenty~one days, and expect to keep it up at
that rate for some time to come. Have
answered a misstatement in the local paper
here to-day, and will not be surprised if the
enemy sends along someone to try and overthrow the work. However, I am here on the
ground and by the help of God I intend to
hold the fort. Will baptize the head of a
family to-morrow if all is well.
In the fight,
GEO. W. ROBLEY.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, June 18.
Editors Herald:-I have just returned from
Pipe Creek; preached fourteen discourses
and had large attentive congregations. Bro.
G. W. Wallis was with me, and I think the
work he did was excellent. I look for many
profitable campaigns with him in the future.
Pipe Creek has had much work done there in
times past, and I look for some of the seed
sown there years ago to bring forth among
the young people. I shall endeavor to do all
I can for the work there.
Bro. Franklin Hodges will be a great help
to the people there. Upon leaving I could
not help giving him words of encouragement,
for it seemed that the Spirit indicated that
there was a line of duty laid out for him
among that people.
I will start with Bro. Neal to Wilson
County soon. In spite of the many dark
clouds that have overshadowed our work
here, I cannot help but feel that the work in
this district will yet improve. I am well as
usual. May the Lord prosper his work
everywhere.
Your brother,
H. P. CUR'!.'IS.
SANDWICH, Ill., June 20.
Editors Herald:-! stopped off here the 8th
and have continued meetings until to-day.
Six were baptized as a result of the meetings
and the saints are rejoicing to see the work
prosper. Bro. F. G. Pitt was here and did
the baptizing. He arrived last evening and
returned to-day noon. The meeting will
close this evening and I will return home
to-morrow morning for a stay of five days,
then I go to Seatield, where we will labor for
a while. I understand some are waiting
there for baptism. We have had the best of
liberty in presenting the word and are
encouraged at results of labor perfo;:-med.
Bro. I. L. Rogers and wife have made me a
home, as well as Bro. and Sr. Hart, and
others.
The saints here are alive and
encouraged. Two went down from here to
Mission and were baptized on the 13th, making eight in all, and I think twenty-one
inside of one year; so they have a right to
feel encouraged. The saints are very generI ous in helping the elders with means to pay
: car fare, for which please accept thanks.

I feel indebted to Illinois saints for their
kindness to me as I passed through going
and coming from conference.
I have met J. H. Lake, F. M. Cooper, E. L.
Kelley, Leonard Houghton, and others who
are battling away in this good cause. '.rhe
two former brethren we left at Mission. We
haven't heard the results of their labors
since the conference closed. We had one of
the most happy and peaceful conferences I
ever attended; the large tent was full and
running over-something over six hundred
in attendance, and the Mis~ion saints did
wondrously in caring for the congregation.
I hope they may continue to live faithful and
receive the reward of their labor.
I wish to say to Bro. Joseph Lambert that
I preached in Pierre, South Dakota, and
south and west of Madison, and south and
west of Woonsocket, South Dakota. Had
good liberty, but small congregation at the
last-named place.
The two first named
places had a fine congregation and good
liberty.
May God bless the labor and speed the
plow.
L. F. DANIEL.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
Miss., June 23.
Editors Herald:-! write to ask that if
there are any saints, or of the traveling ministry near Clayville, Virginia, they will hunt
up Mrs. Alice R. Gorson, and instruct her in
the doctrine. I have been sending her papers
and literature for more than two years, and
she now writes me that she is interested.
Your sister,
MRS. IDA ETEWART.
BURNSIDE, Mich., June 19.
Editors Herald:-The June conference of
the Eastern Michigan district was a very
pleasant and enjoyable season. The Spirit of
the Master was richly felt; the business
passed off without a jar, and the preaching,
and social meeting-s were grand.
On Sunday the chapel was dedicated. Bro.
Briggs preached the dedicatory sermon, and
Bro. Cornish offered the prayer. The building is surely an honor to the Lord, and a
credit to those who reared it. There were
nine baptized; so the honest are being
gathered out from among the wicked.
Bro. William Davis and the writer were
appointed to conduct the tent meAtings in the
district, and accordingly came to the abovenamed place, day before yesterday, reared the
tent yesterday, and in the evening Bro. Davis
discoursed to quite a fair and attentive audience.
We solicit the prayers and the assistance of
all the saints in the district, that we may be
able to accomplish much more this year, than
in any previous year. Save your Ensigns,
Heralds, and .Autumn Lea.ves, and send them
to us to distribute to the people of the world.
Those wishing to send papers, please write
me a postal to my home address, Bay Port,
Michigan, and I will inform you where to
send them. As we will be moving from place
to place, in this way we will avoid mistakes.
Yours ever,
J. A, GRANT.
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ALVA, Ok., June 20.
Editors Hemld:-I have been greatly encouraged by the good news coming through
the Herr;,ld; it brings satisfaction and assurance that God is with us as a people and
directing the affairs of his church. The
pastorial address by Brn. E. C. Briggs,
Joseph Luff, T. C. Kelley, J. W. Wight, and
the one from over the sea, James Caffall, also
others of our own land, have been enjoyed
very much by your co-worker in Oklahoma.
These writings being evidence to me that
God has blessed those men with much power
and inspiration; and while I see how faithful
others are, how the Lord has been with them,
my own self and labors remind me of the
prodigal son.
My time during the past few months has
been given to preparing a home for myself
and wife, consequently I have not been solely
engaged in the ministry. I have thought it
needful to do so, in order to be better prepared in the future to give my time to the
work of the Lord. At present I am working
at my trade-bricklaying, but have consent
to use the Congregationalist church, which I
wi.11 do, providence permitting, and tell the
people of Alva about the restored gospel.
The people here have treated me very kindly
and many have expressed a desire for me to
hold meetings with them. They think it
very strange that a "preacher should work,''
especially at bricklaying, but I am glad I can
turn my hand at work that will assist me,
the Bishop, and the saints in meeting the
expense of the family.
The outlook for a good hearing in this
town is very favorable. Our gospel has
never been preached in this part of Oklahoma. The country people are so busy with
their wheat harvest that it would be useless
to expect them to attend meetings now.
Yours for truth,
R. M. MALONEY.

Oriqinal 1lrHBIB8.
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 5.
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.

THE ASSUMED THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE.

WE WOULD note in passing that tJ:ie
old mistake of placing ''the tarrying
time" of the virgins after "the midnight cry" was made, is not yet detected and abandoned; whereas Jesus
places the tarrying of the bridegroom
before the midnight cry was made.
("Controversy," p. 243.)
"'While
the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept.' " ''The widespread
movement under the proclamation of
the first message, answered to the
going forth of the virgins, while the
passing of the time of expectation, the
disappointment, and the delay were
represented by the tarrying of the

bridegroom." No such arrangement
of events as the above is represented
by our Savior in the parable of the
ten virgins. (Matt. 25: 1~13), as all
can see who read. The order there
is: The ten virgins take their lamps,
vessels, and five of them take oil, and
all go forth to meet the bridegroom.
While the bridegroom is to tarry, all
the virgins fall asleep; "at midnight
there was a cry made, Behold the
bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet
him." The virgins then arise and
trim their lamps. The cry here is not
made by the virgins, it comes to them;
they are awakened from sleep by it.
In this the Advents made a mistake.
'rhey, as the virgins pretended to
make the "cry." Nor is there any
"tarrying time" represented by our
Savior after the cry is made. This is
another mistake they made; but they
seem unable to see it. Nor are the
virgins to be "disappointed" about
the coming of the bridegroom either.
The foolish virgins, however, are to
be taken by surprise in that they are
not prepared for the bridegroom, nor
are they able to get ready ere he
arrives. They are not ready to enter
into the marriage supper. Here was
their disappointment, not in that the
bridegroom failed to come when expected. Thus it is plain that the
movement is all too premature, and is
a strongly woven medley of deceptions from beginning to end.
Who believing the Bible to contain
the word of the Lord could be induced
to accept the idea that the angels of
Revelation 14 would make so many
and grave mistakes as appear in these
strange interpretations of them, and
are not in any way misled? The third
angel is to announce the judgment of
God against all who "worship the
beast and his image, and receive his
mark in his forehead, or in his hand."
(Rev. 14: 9). It is assumed that because in verse 12 it says, "Here is the
patience of the saints: here are they
that keep the commandments of God,
and the faith of Jesus," that the commandments here mentioned are the
"ten commandments," and that because the Adventists keep the Sabbath of the decalogue, they, forsooth,
are the saints there referred to, and
are now fulfilling the message of the
third angel. It will be observed that
they play the double role of angel

(declare his message), and make
themselves the people referred to by
the message. Surely they "do many
wonderful works." Also, it will be
further observed according to the interpretation here given, that inasmuch
as it is the angel that proclaims the
message, the message in part is, '•Here
is the patience of the saints,'' and the
Adventists are declaring the message,
and at the same time are "the saints"
here referred to; that the angel, therefore, is the Seventh-day Adventists,
and that John's three angels symbolize
saints, that is, Adventists.
Well, if they succeed as well with
the third message as they have with
the first and second, we shall hear
more apologies for mistakes made,
and misapplications of Scripture. If
the "ten commandments" were the
only commandments of God, we might
bear with the assumption here made
by these claims. But God made Jesus
Christ his ''commander" and law-giver
to the people (Deut. 18: 18; Isa. 42: 4),
and for the acceptance and rejection
of that law and those commandments
are we, since Christ came, held
amendable (John 12:46, 47, 48; Acts
3: 22, 23).
That the claim made that the commandments of God mentioned in
Revelation 14: 12 are the decalogue is
an assumption, is made certain by the
following considerations.
The object of the divine law is to give everlasting life; is the means whereby
life is attained. The ten commandment law never was designed to give
life.
This Jesus and Paul made
plain:I am come that they might have life, and
that they migbt have it more abundantly.John 10: 10.

No eternal life, then, without
Christ, and "his law." Mark this.
In the letter to the Romans, Paul
enters into a lengthy argument with
these Jewish converts to Christianity,
who insisted that ''the law" should
be kept as well as the gospel. (See
Acts 15: 1-24.) He says concerning
this identical law and question:Behold, thou art a Jew, and restest in the
law, and makest thy boast of God, and knowest bis will, and approvest the things that
are more excellent, being instructed out of
the law.·-Romans 2:17, 18.

What law?

Answer,

Thou therefore which teachest another,
teachest thou not thyself? thou that preachest a man should not steal, dost thou steal?
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Thou that sayest a man should not commit
adultery, dost thou commit adultery? thou
that abhorrest idols, dost thou commit
sacrilege?-Romans 2: 21, 22.

It cannot honestly he denied that
the subject of Paul's dissertation here
is the law of which the ten commandments are a part, and the constitional
basis of, and includes them. Of this
law Paul argues in the second and
third chapters of Romans, that it will
not be the standard in the judgment
day (2: 14, 15, 16), but "Jesus Christ"
-that is, the gospel; that as compared with the gospel, even the man
who keeps the law and the gospel at
the same time, as a religious guide of
of life, become "guilty before God."
"Therefore, by the deeds of the law
[doing the law], there shall no flesh
be justified" (verses 19, 20, chapter 3);
that all, without respect to persons,
who obey the gospel, whether Jew or
Gentile, are to be justified by Jesus
Christ.
(3: 26.) Also. ''Therefore
we conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the deeds of the law."
(Verse 28.)
Moreover, God based the promises
of eternal life and the future inheritance on the gospel, as it was accepted
and preached by Abraham, four hundred and thirty years before the law
was given or enjoined.
Now to Abraham and his seed were the
promises made. He saith not, And to seeds,
as of many; but as of one, And to thy seed,
which is Christ. And this I say, that the
covenant, that was confirmed before of God in
Christ, the law, which was four hundred and
thirty years after, cannot disannul, that it
should make the promise of none effect. For
if the inheritance be of the law, it is no more
of promise: but God gave it to Abraham by
promise.-Gal. 3: 16-18.

Abraham is ''the father," not only
of the circumcision, but also of those
Who also walk in the steps of that faith of
our father Abraham, which he had being yet
uncircumcised. For the promise, that he
should be the heir of the world, was not to
Abraham, or to his seed, through the law,
but through the righteousness of faith . . . .
Therefore it is of faith, that it might be by
grace; to the end the promise might be sure
to all the seed; not to that only which is of
the law, but to that also which is of the faith
of Abraham; who is the father of us all.Rom. 4: 12-16.

By a careful study of these passages
of scripture it will be plainly discerned
that Paul teaches: firstly, that the
law is not the standard of God's final
judgment; secondly, that none, either
Jew or Gentile, can be in the gospel
or moral sense justified by it; thirdly,
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there is no promise of the life hereafter, no "inheritance" by or through
the keeping of ''the deeds of the law;"
and fourthly, God has ordained that
the promise of eternal inheritance
should be by grace, even "the gospel
of his grace," by taking ''the steps of
that faith of our father Abraham," to
the end "it might be sure to all the
seed," all who obey the gospel and
live it faithfully to the end, whether
they do or do not keep the law. "Not
to that only which is of the law, but
to that also which is of the faith of
Abraham." So Paul teaches.
That the law is in no sense the
source or means of obtaining life
eternal, we learn from Paul, thus:-

in the same condition. Seeing, then,
that the ten commandments do not
contain the requisite ''righteousness,"
even if observed, either to justify,
give life, save or secure the inheritance, but that by the gospel all these
ends are reached through the forbearence of God, surely we may safely
conclude that they are not the commandments of God referred to under
the third angel's message of Revelation 14: 12. This surely sets aside the
claims set forth in the so-called Advent movement, and justifies the statement that that claim is an assumption.
God has given us commandments unto
life through Jesus Christ, in the gospel.

Is the law then against the promises of
God? God forbid: for if there had been a law
given which could have given life, verily
righteousness should have been by the law.Gal. 3: 21.

But is now made manifest by the appearing
of our Savior Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death, and brought life and immortality
to light through the gospel.-2 Tim. 1: 10.
He that loveth me not keepeth not my sayings: and the word which ye hear is not
mine, but the Father's which sent me.-John
14: 24.
It is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh
profiteth nothing: the words that I speak
unto you, they are spirit, and they are life.
-John 6:63.
He that rejecteth me, and recei veth not my
words, hath one that judgeth him: the word
that I have spoken, the same shall judge him
in the last day. For I have not spoken of
myself; but the Father which sent me, he
gave me a commandment, what I should say,
and what I should speak, And I know that
his commandment is life everlasting: whatsoever I speak therefore, even as the Father
said unto me, so I speak.-J ohn 12: 48-50.

Paul further shows in this same
chapter that "the law" was added
''till the seed should come," and that
Christ having come, gospel believers
and receivers are no longer bound by
the law,-no longer under it. And in
chapter 4: 5, he shows that Christ
came to redeem those who were (not
are) under the law.
The ten commandments neither
justify nor give life. Wherefore then
serve them? What their purpose?
They were a schoolmaster to Israel,
to lead up to Christ. They were a
"ministration of death, written and
engraven in stones." (2 Cor. 3: 7),
and their leading elements have a
proper place in right civil governments; that is, according to the gospel (1 Tim. 1: 5-17). Christ came,
therefore, and while gradually introducing the gospel, he "fulfilled," completed, brought to an end, by
fulfillment, "the law and the prophets." (Matt. 5: 17). All the prophecies
that had been uttered previous to his
coming that pointed in any manner to
his first mission, being fulfilled, had
an end in him; the law also having
served its purpose ceased to be binding as a religious guide, at the cross;
hence, "Christ is the end of the law
for righteousness; to every one that
believeth" (Rom. 10: 4). The Jews
could not see this truth in the apostolic age because they could not let go
qf the law and take hold of the gospel
(2 Cor. 3: 7-14); and it seems that
others who turn to that law are found

God's words spoken by Jes us Christ,
the commandments contained in the
gospel, "are life everlasting." Eternal
life being brought to light through the
gospel, would necessitate the removing out of the way, "taking out of
the way," or the abolishing of that
which stood in the way of and opposed
to life, and became the essential reason
why Jesus should "abolish" "the
ministration" of death, that law which
kille·d the sinner; that he might partake of life. (2 Cor. 3; 7-13.)
And by the foregoing statements of
Jesus and Paul, his holy Apostle, we
are doubly assured that the Decalogue
is not identical with "the commandment of God" of Revelation 14: 12.
To substantiate that assumption, it
would nullify the statements of scripture uttered by Jes us and Paul.
THE MARK OF THE BEAST.

It is assumed that the "mark of the
beast" is this:The change in the fourth commandment is
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the change pointed out in the prophecy, and
the keeping of the counterfeit Sabbath is the
reception of the mark. But Christians of
past generations observed the first day, supposing that they were keeping the Bible
Sabbath, and there are in the churches of today many who honestly believe that Sunday
is the Sabbath of divine appointment. None
of these have received the mark of the beast.
. . . The test upon this question does not
come until Sunday observance is enforced by
law, and the world is enlightened concerning
the obligation of the true Sabbath.-"Controversy," pp. 281, 2.

Is not this a strange statement, setting forth a peculiarly strange idea?
''The change of the Sabbath is the
sign, or mark, of the authority of the
Romish Church," says the writer.
The keeping of the first day of the
week is "the mark of the beast." The
Roman Church made or constituted
this mark. But "not until the issue is
thus plainly set before the people,
and they are brought to choose between the commandments of God and
the commandments of men, will those
who continue in transgression receive
the mark." (Page 282.) Here, then,
we have the idea fully set before us.
.Reduced, it is this: Those who in the
past ages and who in the present or
future, have observed, or do observe
Sunday as the Sabbath willingly, have
not received the mark, nor do they.
But it will be receiving "the mark of
the beast,"
When the churches of our land, uniting
upon such points of faith as are held in common by them, shall influence the State to enforce their decress and sustain their
institutions, then will Protestant America
have formed an image to the Roman hierarchy.-Page 278.

How does it come that the enforcement of Sunday observance by
Protestant churches and the United
States combined is the receiving of
"the mark of the beast," while the
enforcement of the same observance
by law "for more than a thousand
years" ("Controversy," p. 276), by
the Papacy, was not the reception of
the mark? All honest keepers of
Sunday are by this writer excused,
even those "of past generations."
"None of these have received the
mark of the beast,'' "not excepting
the Roman Catholic communion."
Herein is an exception to the rule
that has hitherto been held to be good
both in natural and spiritual things;
namely, that like causes operating
will always produce like results under
like circumstances.
The circum-

stances in both cases are alike. It is
the enforcement of the identical religious rite on mortal men, by civil
enactment and authority. This assurned third angel's message does
develop some anomalous things.
Those who are forced to observe Sunday or Sabbath, and cannot help
themselves except on penalty, are to
drink God's wrath "without mercy,"
while those who are not so forced to
keep Sunday and yet keep it are to
go scot free! ,This is not consistent.
It does not sound like an heavenly
angel's message.
This Adventist construction of "the
mark of the beast," that it is the substitution of the first instead of the
seventh-day as the Sabbath, is an
assumption for which not one word of
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under the
law, was
"circumcision" (Rom. 4: 11); and the antitypical sign, seal, or mark of saints
under the gospel is the "seal" of the
Holy Ghost, which he gives to them(Eph. 1: 13). And is invisible, save
in the emblematical act of "laying on
of hands" for the gift of the Holy
Ghost (Acts 8: 14-17; 19: 1-6; Heb.
6: 1, 2). The mark of the beast is an
enforced obligation of some kind; but
the most sacred sign or mark that we
can now remember, as contradistinguishing Roman Catholics, is the
sign of the cross. It was under that
emblematic sign that the converted
I Roman Emperor was to subdue the
world. Constantine
caused a group of waxen figures to be
publicly exhibited before the windows of the
imperial palace in his new city of Constantinople, representing himself beneath the
protection of the cross, trampling under foot
the dragon of idolatrous superstition.-Lives
of the Popes, p. 23, London Religious Tract
Society, and American Sunday School Union,

Bible proof exists. The uncontradieted proof of this assertion, is the
fact that not one' word of Bible proof
is presented to show to the contrary.
This so-called mark of the beast, the
observance of the first day· of the vol. 1.
week, the Lord's day, existed cenThe children of Catholics make
turies prior to the existence of the the sign of the cross over their forebeast.
head and heart whenever they see the
lightning's flash in the dark and
A ''mark" is a distinguishing
ominous cloud. Without the sign of
"sign,'' by which persons or things
the cross made with water in the
marked may be distinguished from
baby's forehead, by the priest, there
other persons or things not so
is no salvation for it; so they teach.
marked.
God "set a mark upon
Cain, lest any finding him should kill In his , 'Vision of the Ages, page
270, Mr. B. W. Johnson, writing on
him." (Gen. 4: 15.)
He also had
the mark of the beast says:placed, ''a mark upon the foreheads
It is remarkable, however, that a mark on
of the men that sigh and that cry for the forehead converts a person into a Roman
the abominations" that were practiced Catholic, and without this mark none are rein Jerusalem at one time. (Ezek. 9: garded as heirs of salvation. If the little in4.) The "mark" may be visible, as fant should die without this mark it has no
was evidently the case with Cain, or, chance of salvation; but if the priest makes
to man, invisible, as in Ezekiel. The
Sabbath was a "sign," or seal between
God and Israel before the gospel was
offered to them by Christ, under the
law (Ex. 31: 16, 17); but it was not a
visible mark on them. The mark of
the beast can be placed either in the
forehead or in the hand. The beast
has also a "name,'' and a "number,"
and the number is the number of a

upon its forehead the sign of the cross with
water, it is safe forever. Jesuit priests upon
the fields of battle have gone around among
the wounded and dying savages, who had
never heard of Christ, and made this sign,
the mark of the beast, upon the foreheads of
the dying pagans, and thus converted them
, into good Catholics and heirs of eternal bliss.
In Mexico and Peru, pagan nations, doomed
to execution, have had this mark made upon
them by zealous priests, the language and
meaning of which the unhappy victims could
not understand, and whose object they could
not, then, (as soon as baptized?) know, then
were sent out to die as converted Christians.
That mark that makes the infants, the
heathen, the infidel, all subjects of Rome.

man. (Rev. 13: 17, 18).
The name of the beast as given by
this writer is the "United States." I
should like to see the name of this
government in an'y of its forms, transAgain, the same author says on
posed or spelled out into 666, the page 271.

It is next stated that traffic was forbidden to

number of the name of the beast, by all but the servants of the beast. It has
any mode of computation whatsoever. been common for Catholics to be forbidden
The visible mark, or seal of Israel, to patronize those who were not loyal to the
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Pope. At least three councils are named;
those of Tours, of Constance, and the
Lateran, which have expressly forbidden
business intercourse with heretics.
T~ &mM ~uroh ~ ~ci~y

called the Latin Church, to distinguish
it from the Greek Catholic Church.
The sacred books of this church are
written in the Latin language. Its
religious services are in every land
celebrated in the Latin tongue. All
its sacred councils and conferences are
convened and conducted in the Latin,
which is the sacred language of that
church. It received its "power, seat,
and great authority," (Rev. 13: 2) from
the Latin goverment, and that government was, it is claimed, founded
by Lateinos ! The name of a man.
And the name of the man is a number,
and that number is the number of the
beast! Take the Latin mode of computation; that is, by attaching a certain
value to each letter, as at the head of
the chapters in the commonly used
Bibles, and thus computing the number of the name Lateinos and what
have we?
L equals 30.
A
"
1.
T
"
300.

E
I
N
0

"

s

"

"
"

5.
10.
50.

70.
200.
Lateinos 666.

And we have 666 as the number of
the name of the beast.
"And his
number is six hundred, three score
and six" (Rev. 13: 18). Now it is
shown that the second or two-horned
beast of the chapter cited is to cause
those under its control to receive either
"the mark" of the first beast of the
chapter or his "name," or "the number of his name" (See v. 17). The
first beast is evidently a union of
church and state, and such was the
Latin church for a period of twelve
hundred and sixty years-from 540 A.
D. to 1800 A. D.; that is, from the
time of the going in to effect of the
famous edict of Justinian, the Roman
Emperor, to unite all men in one faith
at the peril of death or banishment,
till the separation of church and state
was declared in the year 1800. But
since the separation in 1800, where
and what is the first of those two
beasts? We can identify one element
of that beast; that is, the religious,the church, the woman,-but where

now is beast on which the woman sat?
(Rev. 13: 1-8; 17: 1-8.)
That beast, government, is now
doubtless gone "into perdition,"
where the Revelator saw him go; so
that now the wrinkles on his "ten
horns" are numerous, and which cause
them to appear of great age. Now if
the two-horned beast was to cause
"the earth and them that dwell
therein to worship the first beast"
(Rev. 13: 12), he surely would have to
exist during the time of the existence
of the "ten-horned" oeast. This is
evident. It could not force the people
to worship that which does not exist.
The Catholic Church separate and
apart from the earthly government is
not ''the beast." In Daniel's vision
the church element is not the beast
(See chapter 7: 8); but a "little horn"
among the ten, and that was only part
religious. Only the ''eyes" and the
•'mouth speaking great things," even
of the little horn, stand to represent the
religious element. If, therefore, the
"first beast" of Revelation 13: 12 has
in reality no existence now, how can
it be assumed that the "United States
and Protestantism," combined, united,
symbolize the two-horned beast of
that chapter? The facts of past history regarding this subject condemn
this claim as false, and the assumption
as being unfounded in fact.
And for these plain reasons the
claim that because the Adventistsseventh: day-assume that they are fulfilling Revelation 14: 9-12, declaring
that" Republicanism (United States)
and Protestantism" united will constitute the two-horned beast; and that
this supposed beast will enforce Sunday worship as a day of rest; and that
the day so "enforced" constitutes
"the mark of the beast;" is a bundle
of assumptions, for which, in reality,
not a word of scripture or a sentence of
history exists as proof.
The angels and their messages as
foreshown to John are matters that
God's hands are to deal with, and
disclose the progressive order of his
latter-day work, and no uncertainty
or mistakes will characterize the
accomplishment of it.
When the
time for the angel having "the everlasting gospel" to be restored had
arrived, he came. He delivered his
message; men became witnesses to
the fact of his coming, and of the

verity of the message. It was not a
new gospel; but by the new revelation men were ordained and duly
authorized to preach the same old
gospel, if you please, that Jesus and
the apostles had declared in former
days. It is the gospel not in "word
only," but also "in power," or authority, "and in the Holy Ghost; and in
much assurance" (1 Thess. 1: 5).
Let me here digress for a moment
to point out the grave and radical
mistake that has been made by all
the church builders from Constantine
the Great, 325, A. D., clear on down
the ages to D. L. Moody, of the last
half of the nineteenth century.
That grave and radical and awful
mistake, is: The assumption that
"the written statute" gives authority
to men to act in the name of the Lord
as ministers, in building up his kingdom. This assumption has been at
the base of every religious movement
in the world,-the Christian world, so
called,-since the days when revelation direct from God ceased in the
second and third centuries of the
Christian era, till the present. But
this assumption is not true, either in
politics or religion. The written law
or statute gives no man primary,
officialorministerialauthority. "Written statutes" constitute no man an
officer of government, either religious,
social, or political. A written precedent is no source of primary official
authority to man to act in any
capacity whatever. The written statute or legal precedent is all-powerful
authority to the already authorized
man, in directing his official actions,
in the carrying out his previous calling. The power that gives authority
to man is prior to, and behind the
written statutes. The power ,that
gives the writt~n statutes power and
life is the power that authorizes men.
For man to presume to take the execution or administration of the law, or
the written statutes, into his hands
without being authorized previously
to do so, constitutes them presumptuous. The apostle Peter said that
such men "despise government; presumptuous are they, self-willed" (2
Peter 2: 10). The "will" of the great
Ordainer of the kingdom of heaven is
just as supreme in the determination
of who shall be officers of that kingdom
as it is in regard to what shall be the
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entitle him to act authoritatively in and an ordination by those in the
his respective calling.
(Ex. 3: 11- church holding divine authority to so
15; Acts 26: 16-18). Jesus Christ put ordain. (Se8"Acts 13: 1-4; Mark 3: 13,
Paul into the ministry (1 Tim. 1: 14; 1 Cor. 12:28, 29). The divine au12). He did not assume this au- thority or power of the gospel is in
thority. Timothy was ordained an the ''hands" of Jesus Christ. And it
evangelist because of the reveal- therefore stands to reason that every
ments of prophecy designating his one that receives of this authority to
calling (1 Tim. 1: 18), and not because act in the name of Jesus must somethe church or some of its members how have access to his ''hands" to rethought he ought to be a preacher, ceive it:and were ready to vote for it. TimoAll power is given unto me in heaven and
thy was solemnly warned' 'before God, in earth.-Matt. 28: 18, 19.
and the Lord Jes us Christ," against
To whomsoever he will, he holds
the doctrine that God's ministry could the right to say, "Go ye, therefore
be chosen by the vote or voice of the and teach all nations, baptizing them
people. (2 Tim. 4: 1-4), Such pro- in the name of the Father, and of the
cedure was not sound doctrine then; Son, and of the Holy Ghost." "In
such is not sound doctrine now. Such the name of" is by the authority of.
was not the order under the shadowy And such as he authorizes to go can,
Israelitish institution (Heb. 5: 1-4); like Peter. say, "We ought to obey
much less is it the order of God in the God rather than men." (Acts 5: 29.)
substance, the Christian economy. "And be commanded us to preach
Titus of old was empowered to act unto the people" (Acts 10: 42); or like
in the work of the ministry through Paul, '•And hath given unto us the
the Holy Ghost, which had been shed ministry of reconciliation." (2 Oor.
But we preach Christ crucified, unto the upon him abundantly through Jesus
5: 18.) It is not true, then, according
Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks
Christ, (Titus 3: 5, 6). And at the to the foregoing that every one that
foolishness; But unto them which are called,
both Jews and Greeks. . . . Christ the close of John's revelation to the reads the Bible and history, and that
power of God, and the wisdom of God. Be- seven churches of Asia, that revela- can speak :fluently, is called of God or
cause the foolishness of God is wiser than tion which God gave to him; for the has authority to go and proclaim his
men; and the weakness of God is stronger benefit of the world, God says that
ideas, presuming that the Bible, or
than men.-1 Cor. 1: 23-25.
only those who "hear" "the Spirit the written statutes, authorizes him
But the natural man receiveth not the
things of the Spirit of God: for they are and the bride," or church, are au- to preach and build a church or
foolishness unto him: neither can he know thorized to say "Come" (Rev. 22: 17). churches. Had our Adventist friends
them, because they are spiritually discerned. But it does not read, "whosoever been apprised of this, which they have·
-1 Cor. 2: 14.
will," let him say Come!
had opportunity to have been apprised
God says of those who deviate from
The voice of the people, and not of, they need not have been guilty of
the directions of his will:the written statute, is the sovereign the awful assumption of claiming to
For my thoughts are not your thoughts, primal authority of the man chosen be fulfilling the divine missions asneither are your ways my ways, saith the
for office in republics and other human signed of God to his three angelic
Lord.-Isa. 55:8.
Their authority is messengers of Revelation 14: 6-12.
Let me ask, in reply to the fore- governments.
therefore
human.
The voice of God They need not have perverted the digoing of the worldly wise, Is it a fact
by
revelation
direct
from heaven, and vine word and assumed that the three
that God is committed to all the renot
the
written
Bible
statute, is primal angels were but "symbols." They
ligious confusion now prevailing in
authority
to
men
chosen
for office in need not have assumed that "the
the world? The word answers:the
kingdom
or
Church
of
God. Their mark of the beast" is Sunday enforced
For God is not the author of confusion.authority is therefore divine, coming by Protestantism and Republicanism
I Cor. 14: 33.
There is not an example in aJl the as it does from the divine source. united, in the United States." Or
Bible of any man being constituted The written statutes of the States, or assumed that "the commandments of
an authority in the things of God- the United States, do not constitute God" there referred to are the decaan authorized minister, by the writ- men officers-sheriffs, governors, or logue, and of the observance of
ten statute, nor by any precedent. presidents, but the voice of the people which by followers of Christ, James
It did not follow that because one immediately by ballot expressed, says, "to whom we gave no such
man, Noah, was called of God a thus elected to office. So the written commandment" (Acts 15: 24). But, on
prophet, that therefore Moses was a word, or statutes of the Bible, do not the contrary would have been able to
prophet too, or because Peter and constitute men deacons, teachers, or see the moral necessity of real angel's
James were apostles that therefore elders, evangelists, or apostles in the coming to restore the gospel, not •'in
Paul was an apostle also. No, Moses Church of God; but the direct revela- word only, but also in power and in
and Paul had to be called of God, tion of God by angels, or prophets, or the Holy Ghost, and in much assureach independently of all others, to the revealments of the Holy Ghost, ance," as indicated in the prophet's.

laws that are designed to govern in
that kingdon. And if men who have
been so busy building churches for
God, as they say, had gone to the
Law-Giver for authority to act, instead
of to the law only, as they claim, the
name of Christ would not have been
disgraced with the numerous differing, contradictory faiths and unauthorized, divided, contending churches as
it is to-day. But, like the saints at
Antioch, would have waited, and with
fasting and prayer would have "ministered to the Lord" till the Holy
Ghost had said, "Separate me" Wesley
and Knox, or Luther and Calvin. or
Campbell and Miller! (Acts 13: 1-4).
"So they being sent forth by the
Holy Ghost," went, etc. ''O !"exclaims
the great and wise of the world, with
uplifted hands, "0, horrible!" All
our wise and learned men so mistaken
as all that! And their work all done
without authority from God? "How
foolish to us to do like the saints at
Antioch!" Well, Paul says:-
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word, and as demanded by the fact of
the apostasy of the ancient church, and
the consequent cessation of revelation
from God for more than twelve hundred and sixty years.
This the
Protestant and Catholic world does
not deny, but does deny that any
revelation has been received since
God gave the revelation to John on
Patmos.

-------fAim.rtB8.
(To be continued.)

GonfBrnn~B

SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.
Conterence convened at Panau Kaukura,
April 6, 1897. Bro. J. F. Burton called the
assembly to order and the exercises were
opened by singing "The Spirit of God like a
fire is burning," when prayer was offered by
Bro. Pohemiti. A permanent organization
was effected by choosing Bro. J. F. Burton
president, Bro. Hubert Case assistant president, Bro. Petero Derrien secretary, Bro.
Pohemiti assistant secretary, also Sr. Alice
M. Case English secretary, Bro. John Hawkins interpreter.
The following named
brethren were appointed ushers, Tumatau,
'Tetaku, Pai, and Tahania. The letter of
:appointment of Bro. J. F. Burton to the
Islands Mission was read before the assembly
:as translated into the Tahitian language.
It was moved and seconded that we receive
~and sustain Bro. Burton as president of the
mission.
Motion carried
unanimously.
Minutes of conference of 1896 were read.
Some objections were made and the president
recommended that those concerned counsel
over the matter during the noon intermission.
A short address followed from Bro. J. F.
Burton concerning the work of the mission.
Adjournment was then taken until 12 o'clock,
a hymn was sung, and Bro. Burton pronounced the benediction.
The afternoon·
session opened at the time appointed. A
.hymn was sung and Bro. John Hawkins
offered prayer. Minutes of morning session
approved. Report of Elder J. F. Burton
read, as follows:
Since his arrival had
preached a number of times; baptized 11;
csolemnized five marriages; blessed 2 children;
visited the islands of Tahiti, Maka tea, Hikueru, Takaroa, Ahe, and Kaukura. Report of
Elder Hubert Case read as follows: During
the year had preached 85 times; baptized 15;
confirmed 9; solemnized 2 marriages; blessed
3 children; administered to the sick 288
times; assisted in 4 elder's courts. Bro. John
Hawkins reported that he had preached and
taught every week, but owing to his age and
weakness bad baptized none.
Report of
Elder H. Janssen was read as follows: Had
preached 35 times; confirmed 9: ordained 2:
blessed 7 children; administered to the sick
153 times; assisted in 5 elder's courts. Report
of Elder Tapuni: preached 57 times; baptized
5; confirmed 3; administered to the sick 12
times; blessed4children. A brother Tetauru
by name, came before the assembly, desiring
to repent and be received again into fellow-

ship on his former baptism. On motion he
was so received. The report of secretary,
Petero Derrien, was read. In Tahitian
division 891; loss by death 18; expelled 67;
new members 36; present number 842; net loss
49. In Fakarava division, loss by death 5;
expelled 1; added members 4; present number
865; net loss 2; total loss 51. Number of
members at present 1,707. The following
eider's reports were presented: Tetuaitevai,
preached 73 sermons, baptized 3, confirmed 1,
blessed 2 children, administered to sick 8
times; Araiaiti, preached 74 sermons, confirmed 4, administered to sick 13 times.
Temanava, preached 40 sermons; Peretei,
preached 54 sermons, baptized 6, blessed 5
children, administered to sick 7 times; Paia,
preached 42 sermons; Tuahiva, preached 40
sermons; Hi ti, preached 8 sermons, administered to sick 1 time; Moko, preached 27
sermons; Taihia, preached 7 sermons, administered to sick 5 times; Maihea, preached 14
sermons, administered to sick 2 times;
Mauriitera, preached 63 sermons, confirmed
1, administered to sick 2 times; Mahana,
preached 50 sermons, baptized 2, administered
to sick 6 times; Tamahaukura, preached 90
sermons, administered to sick 3 times. Sixth
quorum of elders reported, Pofatu secretary,
"To t.he conference assembled: The sixth
quorum of elders has held 4 sessions, 44
members present. Loss by death 4, received
4 new members. Reports aggregate as follows: number of sermons preached 1,484;
baptized 27; confirmed 53; marriages 8; children blessed 46; administered to sick 622
times." The third quorum of deacons also
reported, Hiti secretary, To the conference:
The third quorum of deacons has held three
sessions. Received one new member. The
president of the quorum having been expelled
for transgression, a successor was chosen,
Bro. Turatahi, formerly the secretary of the
quorum, Bro. Hiti was chosen secretary.
We request the conference to ordain the
president chosen." A petition was read from
the Arutua branch for the ordination of Bro.
Parapu to the office of deacon. It was moved
and carried unanimously that he·be ordained.
A petition from the Kaukura branch, that
the yearly collection of $1.20 per capita be
given to them to assist in the expenses
incurred by the feast, was left for further
consideration. The following resolution was
adopted: "Resolved that the saints in the
South Sea Islands mission request President
Joseph Smith to visit the islands and meet
with the saints. And that the saints here
shall raise the money to pay his expenses in
coming and returning, and that the money be
deposited with the bishop's agent in Papeete.
The indebtedness for recoppering the ship
Evanelia was considered. The amount remaining unpaid was ascertained to be $359.38.
On motion the bishop's agents were authorized
to pay the debt. A committee, composed of
Brn. Louis Bellais, Pohemiti, and Tufaunui,
was appointed by the chair to examine in to
the loss of the ship "Evanelia" and report
causes. A report was read from the committee appointed at conference of 1896 to
investigate the matter of buying the land
upon which the church stands at '.ramarie,

I

Anaa. The land might have been bought,
had the committee acted promptly. But
owing to neglect of duty on the part of Brn.
Hotu and Pohemiti, the opportunity was
lost. The land is still in dispute, neither
party having a clear tiUe. A committee
consisting of Brn. Maevatua, Pou and Ioane
was appointed by the chair to investigate the
bills and papers relative to the printing
press, and report to the conference. The
president also appointed Brn. Hubert Case
and Metuaore to officiate in the ordinations
previously approved. An elder's court was
appointed composed of Elders Kehouri, Taneterau and Pori, to investigate some cases
which had been presented.
The eight o'clock session, April 7, was
opened by singing,and prayer by Bro. Tevaea.
Viriamu, president of Fakarava di vision, and
Louis Bellais, president of Tahitian division,
each reported that owing to press of temporal
work no labor had been done by them in
their respective divisions. The third quorum
of teachers, Nui secretary, reported: "The
third quorum of teachers has held two sessions with 21 members present. Total number of sermons preached 211." The fifth
quorum of priest<>, Teufi secretary, reported:
"The fifth quorum of priests bas held four
sessions with 15 members present. Received
one new member. The number of sermons
preached 438; baptized l." A petition that
Bro. Tefau be reordained to the office of a
priest was read. The ordination was approved. The brethren appointed to officiate
in the ordinations approved at previous session, reported the work finished. Report of
committee on printing press was read. They
recommended that we authorize the Bishop
to pay the bills for the press.
Also that
those branches of the church here who had
not collected the sum previously agreed upon
should be requested again to do so. On motion the report was received and adopted.
Also a motion that the branches collect the
money for the fare of Bro. Burton and wife
from California, and return it to Bishop
Kelley, was approved. A petition from the
deacon's quorum was read, asking that a new
quorum be formed, as the present one already
has admitted the requisite number of members. The organization was approved. A
petition from the Takaroa branch was read,
asking· that the conference of 1898 be held at
Takaroa. On motion it was so agreed. A
committee appointed at the conference of
1896 to visit the son of the late King Pomare
in regard to the church building at Papaoa,
presented their report. The Prince was
quite willing that the church should remain
upon his land, or if we chose to remove it, he
would not interfere in any way. The subject
of the printing of a paper was then introduced. Bro. Burton made a short address
through interpreter Hawkins to place the
subject before the people. The subject was
discussed at length, and laid over until next
session, the time for adjournment haviug
arrived.
The afternoon session opened at the time
appointed, a hymn was sung and Bro. Metuaore offered prayer.
The subject of the
printing of a paper was resumed. On motion
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it was resolved to commence the work during
this year, and that a tax of $2 per capita for
males, $1 for females, and 50 cents for baptized children, be levied upon all members
for the purpose of carrying on the work. A
committee consisting of J. F. Burton, Metuaore, Pori, Pohemiti, and Hotu, was chosen
to oversee the work of printing the paper.
This committee chose Metuaore treasurer,
and the presidents of the various branClhes
were instructed to collect the money and forward it to him; also that they should make a
correct list of all heads of families in their
respective branches, that each family may
receive a copy of the paper monthly. Moved,
seconded, and carried, that we move the
Papaoa church building to Papeete to be
used as a printing office. The following resolution was adopted: Resolved that the
church buy the portion of land in Papeete
known as the Tarona lot, which adjoins the
church property. The price of the land was
ascertained to be $2,000 (French coin). It
was moved that the money be raised by equal
division among the various branches. And
the church secretary was requested to inform each branch the amount of money to be
collected by them for this purpose. Brn.
Metuaore, Pori, and Petero Derrien composed a committee to purchase the land.
After further consideration it was resolved
to borrow, if possible, $1.000 of the purchase
money this present year, and the remainder
the coming year, in order to give the church
more time to complete the work of collecting
which is necessarily slow, owing to lack of
means of communication. It was further
moved that we add the names of Pohemiti
and Ioane to the committee on purchase. A
petition from the Kaukura branch for the
ordination of Bro. Mahinui to the office of a
deacon was read. The ordination was approved. Also a like request from the Niau
branch to ordain Bro. Roo to the office of
deacon. Also a petition from the Anaa
branch for the ordination of Bro. Tepui to
the office of teacher, and Bro. Taina to the
office of deacon. These ordinations were approved and Bro. Hubert Case was appointed
to" officiate in the work of ordination. A
committee composed of Brn. Tevaea Tapuni,
and Tahererau was appointed to audit the
books of the bishops.
Adjournment was
then taken until 8 a. m., benediction by Elder J. F. Burton.
During the night of Aprilpg,the ship,
"Punau," was wrecked on the Kaukura reef.
Owing to the desire of the people to assist in
removing the cargo from the wreck, and the
law of the islands which demands the assistance of the entire population in such cases,
no sessions of conference were held April 8
and none in the morning of April 9.
Resumed business at 1 p. m., April 9, after
singing, and prayer by Bro. John Hawkins.
A petition was read from the fifth quorum of
priests, asking that Bro. Tefau be reordained
to the office of first counselor, from which he
had previously been expelled. The ordination was approved. The auditing committee
reported as follows: The books of Hotu,
bishop's agent for Fakarava division, were
found correct, with a balance on hand of

$776.90; the books of Metuaore, bishop's
agent for the Tahitian division, were also
found correct with a balance on hand of
$1,120.56. It was requested that the bishop's
reports be read in full; but the request was
not approved. It was moved that the bishop's
reports be printed hereafter in the paper.
Report of the findings of the elders' court
previously appointed, was read, on the first
charge against Viriamu, president of the
Fakarava division. It was charged that he
had caused presidents of districts to be appointed in his division after such office had
been annulled by the conference of 1894. The
court found the charge to be true and recommended that Viriamu repent of his fault and
that the conference declare the appointments
thus made null and void. The report of the
committee appointed to investigate the loss
of the "Evanelia" was read as follows:"First cause, That the conference of 1896
allowed the ship to hecome a trader. Second,
That the captain and Bro. McGrath violated
the contract made, which provided that no
'bufaa' should be carried on the ship. Third,
That she was overloaded, her cargo consisting of 17 tons of bufaa, 2t tons of pearl shell,
besides her 7 tons of ballast, and the ,.ship being only 19 tons burden. We therefore condemn the action of the captain and Bro.
McGrath, both in violating the contract and
overloading the vessel, believing these to be
the chief causes of the loss of the ship.
Lours BELLAIS,}
POHEMITI,
Committee."
TUFAUNUI,

On motion the above report was received.
Report of elder's court on the second charge
against Viriamu was read; viz., That he had
received $40 of the printing press fund from
the branches of Hao and Amanu, and had expended $20 of it to pay his fare from Tauere
to Fakarava. The court found the charge to
be true and recommended that Viriamu refund the money. On motion the report was
received, but it was afterward moved that
the Bishop refund the money. Report was
then read of elder's court on the third charge
against Viriamu; viz., That he had re baptized
and reordained one priest and one deacon of
the Amanu branch, both members already in
good standing. The court found the charge
true. Viriamu attempted to prove the correctness of his work, and after much discussion the matter was returned into the hands
of the court to reinvestigate during the
coming year and report at the next April
conference. Bro. Metuaore reported the appointment of Bro. Tetua Itevai as Bishop's
agent for Tubuai and adjacent isles; also of
Bro. Tahua Bishop's agent for Rairoa, Tikihau, and Makatea. The conference sustained
the appointments. The brethren appointed
to officiate in the work of ordinations approved previously, reported that work completed; also that an organization of the new
quorum of deacons had been effected, and
officers chosen. Brn. H. Case and Louis
Bellais were appointed to ordain the officers
chosen.
Evening session was opened by singing,
and prayer by Bro. Louis Bellais. The
president then explained that the resolution
of previous session, authorizing the Bishop to
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refund the money used by Viriamu was out of
order, as Viriamu was not under conference
appointment. Bro. Hotu then offered to
refund thR money, as a free gift from himself
to Viriamu. The offer was accepted. Report
of the elder's court in the case of Sr. Taurua
of Anaa, was' read: She claimed to be the
owner of a tract of land in Anaa; a court was
appointed there who investigated the case
and decided against her. She appealed the
case to this conference and the court here
approved the action of the first court. Report
was sustained, received, and approved. The
secretary announced that the amount of the
tax to be levied on each person ·for the
purchase of T!ilrona lot would be $4 (Chili
coin); he reasoning that of the 1, 707 members
only about J ,000 would pay the required
sum. Objections were made, as the resolution
had called for an equal division. Therefore
it was moved that the division be made
among the total number of members. Moved
as a substitute that $2 per capita be paid this
year, and the same next year. This subject
was discussed for some time and laid over
until next session.
Morning session of April 10 opened by
singing, and prayer by Bro. Hotu. Resumed
business by reconsidering the collection of
money for the purchase of Tarona lot. The
motion, made at previous session, that $2 per
capita be paid this year and the same next
year, prevailed. It was also provided that
the presidents of branches collect this money
and forward it to Bishop Metuaore. Appointments of missionaries as follows: Hubert
Case, Fakarava division in charge, (and on
motion Tane-terau was appointed president
of the Fakarava division for the year);
Maevatua Hururau to labor in Fakarava
division; Tepoaitu to labor in Fakarava
di vision; Tehopea was appointed president of
the Tahitian di vision; and also to labor as missionary in that division. Petero Derrien to the
Tahitian division in charge; John Hawkins,
Tubuai and adjacent islands Jn charge;
Tapuni to Tubuai and adjacent isles. A
short address followed from the president on
the marriage question, instructing the people
who have hitherto been unable to marry that
the time had now come when all would be
able to free themselves from entanglements
and difficulties, and that it was their duty to
set themselves right before God and man.
He also said that no more agreements to
marry would be given, and the elders were
instructed not to receive into the church any
who were not legally married. Bro. Hubert
Case then addressed the assembly, giving the
reason for his late journey to Tahiti and the
result. He had consulted with lawyers there
and learned that divorce could be obtained
in cases of separation for transgression for
$100 French money. Therefore it was within
the reach of all those who had previously
signed the agreement to marry. The cost
has hitherto been so great ($600) that it was
impossible for them to obtain divorces, but
that obstacle is now removed. It was moved
and seconded to do away with the yearly
feast on account of the great expense incurred;
-motion lost. Moved again to supply the
tables but to do away with the custom of pur·
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chasing a great amount of food for free dis-]
tribution at the close of the conference.
This motion prevailed. A committee, com- '
posed of Brn. Petero Derrien, Haroatea and
Pou Tuarau, was appointed to urge the claims
of the Reorganized Church, and to purchase
still if possible the land at Tamarie, Anaa.
On motion the furniture of the Papaoa
church was given to the Raroia branch to
furnish the new church there. A request
was read for volunteers to move the Papaoa
church. None responded; and it was afterward agreed that the brethren of Tarona
and Tubuai branches should do the work and
if expense should be incurred the bishop
Metuaore should assist them. It was moved
to reconsider the resolution passed previously,
that the branches should collect the money
for the fare of Bro. and Sr. Burton from
California to Tahiti. Owing to the amount
of money for other purposes to be collected,
it was resolved that the bishops here refund
the money to Bishop Kelley. The request of
the Kaukura branch for the money collected
at this gathering (i. e., the $1.20 per capita
before mentioned) was reconsidered. And
on motion the money was left with the
branch. The brethren appointed to officiate
in the work of ordination, reported the
ordinations attended to. The report was
received. A petition was read from the
president of the Manihi branch, asking that
the money collected at that gathering in
1896 be returned to the branch, as it was
placed in the hands of the bishop and no
disposition made of it. A motion to return
. the money to the branch was lost. Resolution
was passed to sustain President Joseph
Smith, the quorums of the twelve, the
seventy, high priests, elders, priests, teachers, and deacons, also to sustain Bro. J. F.
Burton as president of this mission. Also
moved to sustain the missionaries, the bishops, and the secretaries in their work. A
vote of thanks was tendered the Kaukura
branch for their kindly reception of us and
generous entertainment. Adjourned to meet
April 6, 1898, at 8 a. m. in Takaroa. The
minutes of the sessions were read and approved, and after singing, the benediction
was pronounced by Bro. J. F. Burton.
ALICE M. CASE, Sec.

amount on hand $26.68. Report approved. he will be able to reach the field, I know not;
That the president ap- but I hope it will be soon. Bro. Condit is
point a committee of three or more to confer president of the district, and Bro. H. R.
with the authorities of the Alabama and Evans is Bishop's agent; they should be
Florida districts to arrange for holding a re- supported in their positions, that the work
union of the three districts in October at should not suffer in any department. My
Bay Minette, Alabama, in our Gospel tent. mission addre8s is Elder J. T. Davis, Malad
Those appointed were Elders C. I. Carpen- City, Idaho. May the Lord strengthen and
ter, F. P. Scarcliff, and G. W. Sherman. support our hands in our various duties, and
That the district president be requested to crown our efforts with success.
I am your brother,
appoint two days meetings in each of the
J. T. DAVIS.
branches during t,he quarter, he to determine
dates and appoint those to take charge.
Election of officers as follows: W. L. Booker
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
president, F. P. Scarcliff vice president, C. I.
Conference of the South Missouri district
Carpenter secretary and treasurer, W. L. will be held July 24, 25, at Brunner branch.
Booker Bishop's agent. Evening, preach- Brethren and friends coming by rail will get
ing by Bro. F. P. Scarcliff, Sunday, 9: 30 a.
off at Rogersville, and some of the brethren
m., Sunday school in charge of C. I. Carpenwill meet you there with team on the 23d and
ter. Chart exercise at 11 a. m. by C. I. Car- 24th. The Sunday School Association will
penter, sacrament service in the afternoon
also convene at same place on 23d at ten a. m.
and baptism by F. P. Scarcliff. Preaching
c. M. BOOTMAN, Dist. Pres.
in the evening by Bro. W. L. Booker. Thus
closed a very peaceful and profitable conference. The good spirit was present in all the
FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
gatherings, and notwithstanding the intense
Brethren:-I want the names in full, time of
heat, every one enjoyed themselves. Ad- birth, when baptized, when ordained to an
journed to Theodore branch, October 9, 10.
elder, where ordained to an elder, and by
whom ordained, together with the permanent
address of every member of the Fourth
Quorum of Elders. All you who know yourselves to be enrolled in the fourth quorum,
please respond immediately, as many of these
EASTERN MINISTRY.
items are not on the record, and I want
Will all the ministry that can attend the to get them all straightened up. I take
Massachusetts reunion at Dennisport, from this method of finding out where you all are .
August 7-15 piease send me word with their I have written to some, and the letters have
present address. Bro. William H. Kelley, come back to me.
will you be there to help us? Bro. I. M.
Last, but not least,; all who have not paid
Smith, you are wanted and requested by the their dues of twenty-five cents this year,
Cape people. Ono sister out of the church please send same to me at No. 2851 California
will give you board while you stay. Breth- Street, Denver, Colorado. I was authorized
ren, come and render us assistance in the to make this request by the quorum at the
Lord's service in this part of the vineyard. last General Conference. We are badly in
Send an communications to
need of funds, as there has not been as much
DR. J. S. LAWTON,
paid in dues in the last four years as should
Brockton, Massachusetts.
be paid in one year. So all who know themselves to be so indebted, please respond by P.
0. order as soon as possible.
PASTORAL.
The following names were added to the
'l'o the Saints in Idaho; Greeting:-Having
been called to labor and help in the great quorum at the April conference of 1897: John
work of God in this State, and to take the F. Hanson, L. F. Johnson, Wm. H. Pease,
oversight of the missionary work in this Marcus H. Cook, D. R. Baldwin, William
particular field, I take this way of asking Davis, Alonzo E. Jones, W. A. Smith, Bowley
your cooperation in carrying the gospel to Arnold, A. J. Myers.
Yours for the progress of the quorum,
the needy. Appointment to a position alone
J. w. GILBERT, Secretary.
will not feed the flock nor "rescue the

I Resolutions passed:

MOBILE.
Assembled at Three Rivers, Mississippi,
June 12. President W. L. Booker presiding,
C. I. Carpenter secretary. Secretary reported membership of district as 361. Treasurer received $3.35, paid out $1.14, on hand
$2.21.
Branches reporting: Bluff Creek,
ThrEe Rivers, Pascagoula, Theodore, and
Perseverance. Ministry reporting: Elders
W. L. Booker, F. P. Scarcliff, C. I. Carpenter, G. W. Sherman, and J. W. Mizelle.
Priests R. M. King, T. W. Smith, D. H.
Carpenter, J. S. Faulk and Louis La Pree
Teachers D. W. Tillman, D. Goff. Tent
committee reported received and on hand
$75.60; approved, committee continued, and
authorized to purchase a suitable tent when
sufficient amount of means is obtained. Bishop's agent reported: Received from former
agent $7.45, Tithes and offerings $19.23,

Mi8GBllane01J8 DBpar1mBn1.

2851 Calif. St., Denver, Colorado.

perishing;" but we must have activity in
each position, and be coworkers with God to
DIED.
bring about the purposes of God. And for
DELONG.-At Juniata, Michigan, June 26,
these and other reasons I invite the attention
of the official part of the fold, to see to it 1897, at 8: 40 p. m. Elder Edward Delong,
that the flock be in a healthy and thriving loved and esteemed by all. He was sick for
condition, so that our heavenly Father may some months; was administered to by Brn.
add to our number daily those that will be Levi Phelps and A. McKenzie on the 19th;
saved. Not being acquainted with the con- was taken suddenly worse on the 25th, and
dition and needs of the field, I hereby invite passed on the 26th. He leaves a wife and
correspondence from .branches and scattered three sons, who deeply feel their loss.
members throughout the State, that we may
CooK.-Freddie Bryan Cook waB born Debe able to supply the needs of the work in cember 13, 1896, died May 17, 1897, aged 5
the most efficient manner.
months and 4 days. Funeral services were
As you can see, our worthy brother, J. C. conducted at the house near Council Bluffs,
Clapp, is to occupy with me; but just when Iowa, by T. W. Williams.
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ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cent!!
per line; discount !Ill above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as eeoond-elau
lllll.llil matter.)

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

AT POPULAR PRICES.

Herald Office has arranged to
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and MinisBecause of the increasing demand. for tht
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first- In!iiplired Transliation in home and
study in general and in Sunday school
dass editions are offered at greatly class
work, also be-0ause of the increasing number
:reduced prices, as follows:of B0-0k of lflormoo and Book of
Covenant classes being formed in various
"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday bran~hes of the church, and the consequent
School Teachers' Bible," the same as growing demand for the "three books " the
Herald Office management has decid~ to
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and issue popular low-priced editions of each
The books are all well bound and pri~ted
maps, in good large print, bouron good paper, the paper and plates being the
geois type, with marginal references; same as used in higher priced editions.
They are g?Od and durable, and with ordiprinted on thin paper, flexible binding;
1 nary care will last the nooessary wear of
size 8~x6-i mailed postpaid at $2.00 years. . They are bound in cloth and aold at the
!ow prwe of 65 cents for either Book of Morper copy.
m-0n or J?octrine and Covenants; the Inspired
"The Comprehensive Teachers' Translatwn at $1.
solicited. Tbs three standard books
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new of Ordel'S
the church W'6 now within the reooh oi
and revised helps to Bible study, new 111.lL
·concordance, and an indexed Bible
JUVENILE BOOKS.
atlas, new maps to 1896. Flexible
THE SILVER THIMEILES.
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
is the first volume of the Birth Offertype, size 8-ix6 mailed postpaid at ingThisSeries,
a book for young children
$1.50.
at home and for Sunday school juvenile
The story of the Silver Thimbles
These Bibles are marvels of cheap- libraries.
is from real life. It relates how a little child
ness in price, but are excellent in learned to overcome selfishness and do good;
quality of workmanship in binding, cloth, price 20 cents.
etc. They are issued by leading pubARE YOU A RENTER?
lishing houses and may be relied upon.
$30 per acl''3 will buy a good productive
Address orders to Frank Criley, farm orSO acres five miles from Lamoni, over
Business Manager Herald Office, La- good road; four room house, etable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
moni, Iowa.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payTHE

ments.
Iowa.
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
·Of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
,Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it wa.s left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ. of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and ac·-Oept.ed with him?
.
Cloth, 390 pages, price ...••••• , ••• ,$1 50

Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,

HARDWARE.
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETQ.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
IN COMBINATI01f.
The SAINTS' HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES
$3.00, if paid in advance.

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration
by Elde_r William~· ~elley; printed in good
type with neat brndmg. The work is a
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from histor·
wal facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems of
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
and profit, by skeptics and infidels. 'It treats
largely of ministerial authority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testa·
ment times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New revised, and enlarged edition.
'
Cloth .............................. $1 2.5

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPAR'l'l\IIENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
• grass land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 50

COhhRGR mYY BilRBRR SHOP,
- } OPPOSITE ( -

BL AIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first·class work done in our line .. Ladies'
hair cleaning at 'hop or house, except Saturoays.
fowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLACK.

WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inehes,'
20 pages, with a. statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents. 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A oompilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with muaic and words together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, oontaining the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cl9·th, leather backs...••.••.•..••.• $ 50
Full leather ....................... l 00
Full leather, gilt edges ...••• , •••••• l 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.
Paper .............................. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. ...........
35

I
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TRAl!U;

MARK~

!llESIC!'.IS,
COl'"lfiUCHTS &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free~ whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patents
m America. VVe have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co, receive
special notice iu the

SGIENTIFIO IU'i!ERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journuJ, weekly. terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BC.OK ON p .A'l'EN~'S sent free. Add.rest=!

MUNN &

CO.,

~61 .lll.-<>a<h"'''!'' N®w Yo.-k,

I use
§o~t~f~p~K§g,
"~~I f<~PoQl~.D 1:~:£~1¥::s~~g:
easily followed. N •) d<lnger from electric shocks, no
matter how carelessly nandl~d. 1\hnor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.
,._ ..:.,J

ELASTIC STARCH bas been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch in"vention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by mw who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a be.mtiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic 1 alum or any other substance injurious to lineJ, and can be used evGn for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

OR NO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three b }Xes of "Quit-'1 o~Bac" to permanently take away aU desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere f.>r $1.50. No bad effectt5 from
use of QuitfiTo~Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Cure., No Pay .. Address, B. ],.

i
I
I
,

1

GRACELAND COLLEGE! I
I

1

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will ventilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.
Send cash with order nr stamp for catalogue to
JJIEDICA.JL JEI,EC'll'RJ[C CO.,
60~ Vant!.erbil.t Building, N. Y.
Agents "V'Vanted.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

DO YOU WANT A HOME?
I have fruit, grain and stock farms in Howell and adjoining counties m ~11ssouri, to sell cheap; tracts of !60
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres, and from
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sdll for from $1,000 to $3,000.
1 also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in lots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acre.

·"·-,,,,~~'·"'""~

CJJFOmSALE:AT A BARGAIN.',,,,_
~...

iL

. -··-

UZC!M>

A house in Lamoni, Iowa, three squares from the business center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three closets,
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent'lation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach ti·ees on the two lots, which are
the corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

For further particulare, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or fl.ve acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,

rowA.

PURE C.U.ll'ORNIA OLIVE OIL.
fte purest In America. Vil'gin oil, qnarte, fl.Sa per
~; second pressing, pl.llts, 65 cents per boUJ.e,
fr.ell:ed and delivered at exprees office on reaelpt ot pdoo.

tr, a. Kl'.lilBli. DrWl&iat. Lam.om. ma.
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THE GREATEST LANGUAGE.

THE New York Tribune says that according to news from Pekin, received
in London, an imperial edict has been
issued making the teaching of English
compulsory in all the higher schools
of China. This shows an appreciation
by the Chinese government of the
wonderful advance English is making
in the direction of becoming the uni
versal tongue.
From 1801 to 1890
the English-speaking population of
the world gained more than five-fold,
and the language which in 1801 was
only fifth among European tongues in
the number of people who spoke it,
was easily first in 1890. The following table shows the number of people
speaking the different European languages in 1801 and 1890:People by whom spoken.
1801.
1890.
English ............. 20,520,000
111,100,000
French .............. 31,450,000
51,200,GOO
German ............. 30,320,000
75,200,000
Russian ............. 30,770,000
75,000,000
Spanish ........ , ... 26,190,000
42,800,000
Italian .............. 15,070,000
33,400,000
Portuguese ..... ·,; ... , 7,480,000
13,000,000

English has gained rapidly on other
languages on account of the rapid
gain in population of English-speaking
countries, and the gain will be much
greater during the next ninety years
than during the ninety included in the
statistics published.
By 1980 the

(_

United States will have at least 400,- j Cristianity by the sword. Let us see
000,000 people. Our country would what this Christian Europe is made of
have nearly twice that number if it to-day. There is, first and foremost.,
continued the percentage of growth of Russia. The trinity which rules there
the last ninety ye:>,rs. By 1980 it is is the knout, whisky, and the priestprobable that the British Isles will hood. Its work bas been chiefly to
have 70,000,000 people.
Australia destroy Poland and a dozen other na60,000,000 and British North America tions, to persecute the Catholics and
will have 20,000,DOO more. This will the Protestants, and to drive the Jews
make 550,000,000 English-speaking out of the country.
Next we have
people, not counting the possibilities England, whose Christian work conof the spread of the language through sists of the coercing and enslaving of
India and South Africa.
Irehmd and the spoliation of India,
The German race is one of the most the garden of the world, where, though
prolific in the world, but a large part the, most richly endowed by nature,
of the German increase is absorbed by three millions of people are left to
the United States and becomes Eng- J starve. Christian France massacred
lish-speaking.
By 1980 probably thousands of workmen because they
150,000,000 people will speak German. believed in the liberty and equality
The French language, spoken more promised by the Republic, while the
than any other at the beginning of bourgeoisie steal millions. Germany
the century, will not be spoken by has her anti-Socialist laws and her
80,000,000 people eighty years from militarism; Austria the cat-and-dog
now. By 1980 the Spanish language I life between her several nationalities.
will be next to the English the most Italy rejoices in the hunting down of
widely
of any European the Socialists and robbery, both at
that time a quarter of a home and abroad. Spain slaughters
billion people will use it, and more her starving subjects and revives the
people will speak Portuguese than torture.
Frencb.-Ex.
'''By their fruits shall ye know
~~
them,' says the Bible.
_
"Let us review what Christian EuSOM E WHOLESALE IN
ENTS OF 1
h
d
'th
d
h
CHRISTENDOM.
rope as one w1
regar to t e
Orient: Instigation of rebellion.in Turof the German
THE "central
key, resulting in the Cretan revolt
Socialists, the Berlin Vorwarts, which
and the Armenian atrocities. Chrishas advocated the cause of Greece durtian Europe certainly provoked these
ing the late struggle, explains that it
has not done so because the Greeks things.
Christian Europe demands
reforms in Turkey, but will not grant
are Christians, but only because Turreforms at home. Christian Europe
key is ruled mercilessly by an autoset Turkey and Greece by the ears,
crat.
Christianity, says the paper,
and tries hard to poison Turkey.
is no guaranty of freedom and prog·' ·By their fruits ye shall know
ress, as Christian
lulls con- them.'
science to sleep. Hence humanitarians
''The fun of the thing is that nobody
should be extremely suspicious when- gains anything by this Christian civilever a Christian nation poses as the ization. Everywhere glitter thousands
protector of a weaker race. Reviewing of bayonets close to thousands of barthe deeds of Christian Europe from a rels of gunpowder. The most amusSocialist point of view, the paper ing part is, however, that the Turk
says:seems to overcome the poison in tended
"The friends of Greece should be to put him to sleep forever. Heathen
especially suspicious of the word Turkey must certainly have as good a
'Christian.' The term Christian Eu- digestion as the countries ruled by
rope it should be remembered, origina- the Christian churches, for she is evited when the crusaders, led by praying dently stronger and healthier than,
and cursing monks, began to spread before, in spite of her physicians."

I
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Curiously enough, a Japanese paper
has arrived at similar conclusions. In
its English columns, the Yorodzu
Gholw, Tokyo, says:''In the long history of Christendom
we know of not a single case of a
country saved by it. With Montezuma's Mexico and the Inca's Peruvian empire the course of Christendom
was absorption, destruction, annihilation. It has killed India, politically
at least. It has killed Burmah and
Annam. It has killed Hawaii, after
keeping it alive some forty years. It
has killed Madagascar, and it will yet
kill Abyssinia, Egypt, and Morocco.
.
.
What security have we that Christendom will not kill China, Korea, and
even Japan if the opportunity offers?
Christendom does its destructive work
b ut by
not only by guns and bayonets,
.
means much more fonmdable. - It
kills non-Christian countries by its
rums and whiskies, by its foul diseases, by its atheism, nihilism, and
· ·
C ·
d
other
destructive
rnms. . hnsten
.
.
. . . om
is bound, by its elderly civ11Jzat10n: to
help heathendom as the elder brother
is bound to help the younger. Till it
can do this, Christendom does not deserve its own name."-Literary Digest.
THE CHURCH HISTORY, SECOND
VOLUME.

THE Board of Publication are gratified to be able to announce the completion at an early time of the second
volume of the Church History. Already plates are made for 400 pages,
and the book will be ready for delivery in July.
This history should be in the
houses of all saints and friends of the
work of Christ in the last days; its
importance as one of the prime agencies in disseminating the truths and
correct positions of the church in the
nineteenth century can hardly be
overestimated.
The Board of Publication was instructed by the Annual Conference of
1896 to issue this work, and it has
moved forward under many difficulties
to accomplish the same, and should
have the hearty cooperation of every
member and friend now in spreading
the news and giving the people an opportunity to understand the faith of
the Latter Day Saints as it is.
The church has suffered in the past
on account of having been represented

HERAU~.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,
in a large part by its enemies and
those who have been ready to malign THE prices on the second volume of
their faith.
the Church History are the same as
There is nothing more important for the first volume, as follows:than that we should present to the Cloth bound,. .......................... $1 50.
world our own faith and organization Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...... 2 00.
as well as the work of the church Full leather, ........................... 2 50.
since 1830, and if we fail to do this, Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3 00.
Don't forget the different styles of
we are not active as becometh our
high and holy calling as servants of binding and separate prices of each
the Lord.
when ordering.
4-t
The second volume of the Church
History will contain about 700 pages
The Catholic World Magazine never concedes
and is delivered at the low price at too much to the demand for "seaside light
which the first volume was sold; viz.; reatdJinlg ~n its su~me; nbu~d~ers'.thThe p_res<11?1
<II?
<11?2
d <11?3 00
en u Y issue star s o o Y w1
a nineat 'IP .50, •v2.00, 'IP .50, an v ·
per page article by Rev. David Moye~, D. C. L.,
volume postage prepaid, to any ad-Jon the '·Development of Dogma," continues
dress in the United States or Canada. with "Blessed Richard Whiting, the Last
For styles of bindin"g see advertise- Abbot of Glastonbury," by Ver~ Rev. F. Feli.x,
ment in this number of HERALD.
0. ~· B.-o~e of tho.se finely illust_rated h1stor1cal studies of which the magazrne makes
.
The office is in need of means which a specia
. 1ty-an d fi na11 y breall:s
· 1ances w1'th
it has necessarily expended in getting Miss Guiney in a critique of her study of James
out this volume, and it is urged upon Clarence Mangan. The patriotic flavor dethe saints that they send in their or- manded by the month is given to the number
ders promptly and thus be able to by papers on "Edmund Burke, the Friend of
Ruman Liberty," by Rev. George McDermot,
- an d th e R.evo1ut'o
assist the office, as they at the same c . s . p ., an d "C ath. o110s
i n, "
time assist in disseminating the true by Francis T. Furey. The latter is profusely
work and positions of the church adorned with portraits of Catholics who took
among the people.
prominent part in the struggle for American
Nothing is more worthy and com- independence.
mendable than an effort in this direc-----'-----In
a
recent
issue of The Young Mari, Protion; and let us not wait until we may fessor A. R. Sayce
says: "I have come to disthus aid without feeling that it is believe thoroughly in the so-called critical
something of a sacrifice, for great view of the composition of the Pentateuch.
good comes to the people when they I believe that substantially it is the work of
make true and devoted sacrifice in the Mosaic age, and of Moses himself."--Lit.
order to forward any great and true Dig., Jime 12 ·
work.
,
----------
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ADDRESSES.

Send all orders and contributions 1 J. c. Clapp, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa.
to Frank Criley, Business Manager,
John Kaler, Tuncurry, New South Wales,
Lamoni, Iowa; and where parties at Australia.
any one point desire to get a number
R. P. Curtis, No. 915 South Presa Street,
San Antonio, Texas.
of the books, they may be sent by
Willard J. Smith, No. 485 Campbell Ave.,
express, and the postage which will Detroit, Michigan.
be from twenty-five to thirty cents on
Elder L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe
each book, saved to those ordering.
County, Ohio.
I. N. Roberts, Audubon, Becker County,
Please let us hear from you at once. Minnesota.
As ever, confidently in the truth and
David M. Rudd, Dow City, Iowa.
working for its advancement.
William C. Marshall, Bishop's agent, Wirt,
E. L. KELLEY,
Indiana.
President Board Publication.
J. S. Roth, Grinnell, Iowa.
LAMONI, Iowa, June 10, 1897.
J. B. Roush, No. 2851 California Street,
Denver, Colorado.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
THE LATE REVELATION.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
COPIES of the late revelation, printed
D. E. Tucker, Milton, 'Santa Rosa
in proper size for insertion in the County, Florida.
Book of Covenants, may be had on apA. C. Barmore, Oatsville, Pike County,
plication, accompanied by a two-cent Indiana.
R. Etzenhouser, Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
stamp to cover cost of publication and
J. F. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Harrison
postage. Address orders to Frank County, Iowa.
Criley, Business Manager, Lamoni,
F. G. Pitt, 277 Sheffield Avenue, Chicago,
Iowa.
Illinois.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there sbaJ! not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of :Mormon, page 116.
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i parture from just grounds of belief
IQ];•!ll ~atU S ,,,,· l(lttltu~ become apparent in specific cases.
2. The Winnowed Songs
JOSEPH SMITH
R.

S. SALYARDS
HEMAN
SMITH,

c.

JosEPH

LuFF.

-

-

{

-

was se-

EDITOR. , lected from a number of song books

ASSISTANT EDITOR.

CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

LAMONI, loWA, JULY

Master. ''He will take care of his,
be not afraid."

1

1

14, 1897.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

1. ARE the Quarterlies that are being sent out
by the Sunday School Association accepted
by the head authorities of our church as being good literature for Sunday school work?
2. Are the Winnowed Songs now used by
the Sunday School Association accepted by
the head authorities of the church as being
all right to be used in our Sunday schools till
we get one published from our selection of
songs?

3. Is not choir work highly recommended
for preaching meetings and Sunday school
work by the authorHies of our church? II so
in what w:i,y should they be conducted; if not,
why not?
4. Is not the work of the Sunday School
Association recogni2led by the authorities of
the church, and that it should be appreciated
by all who claim to love Christ's work?

•
.
b
for use m the Sunday Schools, y a
competent committee, of which the
"head authorities" were not one, and
have been accepted by the latter in
the same way that any other books
would be under similar conditions.
It is a good musical work; and until
the Sunday school officers see fit to
create a new one of their own, may
properly be used. We ought to have
one of our own, but our song and
music writers seem to be slow to get
at such work. It is better to have
Winnowed Songs, or some work like
it, than not to have music taught in
the Sunday school.
3. Yes. The best way known to
practical singers. Don't know, "why
not," ''if not."
4. The work of the Sunday school
workers is to be highly commended.
It is in places doing a world of good
for all; and should be appreciated,
which it is by the great mass of the
saints. If any object to such good
work it might be suggestive to think
of a line of an enthusiastic revival
song: ''Get out of the way Gabriel
and let the gospel chariot roll along."
The ''head authorities" indorse the
Sunday school work, schools, teaching, and association precisely as the
same authorities do the work of the
eldership, priests, teachers, and dea·
cons; trusting all to the Master's

Q. Did Christ when preaching in the wilder·
ness have choirs?
.A. We do not read of them; but we

reckon that the angels sang for him,
and that there are choirs in heaven,
we fully believe, and that there v; ill
be again.
"And they sang a new song unto
God and the Lamb, saying, Thou art
worthy, who hast redeemed us out of
every kindred, tongue, and nation."
Get your song books and harps ready,
all ye singers, and join in the song of
Moses and the Lamb. They had
choirs in the tabernacle, and in the
temple, and the Lord commanded us
to sing; let us therefore sing, and let
those most capable lead the songs.

Editors Herald:-Our Savior said to the
Nephites-"Blessed are ye if ye have no disputations among you." And as misunderstanding is too often the chief cause of the
evil mentioned, will you give a few thoughts
as a help to the reconciling of the following
apparent conflict. The Master made the
divine statement that the Lamanites upon
We are not much inclined to favor
one occasion were baptized with fire and the
the answering of such queries as the
Holy Ghost, "and they knew it not," while
some of our elders positively assert that one
foregoing; for the reason that we do
and all that truly repent and are baptized by
not attach the importance to the issue
water for the remission of sins and, upon resupposed in them that some do. But,
ceiving the baptism of the Holy Ghost will
as there seems to be a need for some
know it at the time fully as much so as they
reply or an explanation we write.
knew that they had been baptized by water:
there being no exception to this gospel order,
1. The Sunday school work is being
unless the parties alluded to had not fully
done by those who have time to devote
repented-Simon Magus like.
and ability and liking for that work.
The writer of this "inquiry" is acquainted
with Latter Day Saints who state that they
The "head authorities" of the church
never felt the power of the Holy Spirit to
have given assent, encouragement,
such an extent, and who at the same time
and sanction to their work; and having
are fully satisfied that they· have passed in
confidence in them, have permitted care.
and through the new spiritual birth. Is
them to conduct the schools and their
It would be an impossible work to there not a medium line or rule to go by?

association as they have been directed,
without attempting to control, or to
supervise the work of either teaching,
or Quarterlies, authoritatively; being
assured that unwarranted interference
would retard and cripple the work,
discourage and dishearten the workers,
and spoil the schools. Therefore, the
Quarterlies are ''accepted" by the
"head authorities,'' whoever may be
meant by the term, the same way that
the sermons preached by the elders
are accepted in a general sense; none
being objected to unless defect or de-

supervise every preacher's doctrine,
It is recorded by John 8: 31, 32, that
manner of speech, way of presenting the Lord said:views, opinions, and arguments; and
If ye continue in my w0rd, then are ye my
were the "head authorities" to try it, disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth,
· t f
d
ld and the truth shall make you free.
th ose w1'th w ho m th ey m
er ere
wou
It 1. s a 1so s t a t e d in
· J o h n 7 : 17 , th a t
•
rebuke them
or
lay
down
their
weapons
If
. d h"
. · h
h
k
.
.
any man w1 11 o is w1 11 e s a 11 now
1
and quit the field. So with the Sun- of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or
day school literature. So long as the whether I speak of myself.
work is in the hands of competent,
These, with the promises made in
spiritual minded men and women, the I the revelations to the church, as
"head authorities," who are engaged recorded in the Book of Mormon and
to the extent of their timeand powers, ·I Doctrine and Covenants, form the
will be contented to let the good I basis on which the elders referred to
workers be free in God under the i as having made the statements said
II
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to be in apparent conflict rest for
support. There is no very easy way
to dispose of the clear· statement,
"they shall know." The difficulty
lies in determining the time and manner in which the knowledge may, or
does reach the individuals to be
affected by it.
There is no conflict, for the reason
that the case referred to is an instance
and was not given as a rule or precedent to govern in all the subsequent
life of the church. Saul, of Tarsus,
was stricken with blindness and conviction at the same time, but it did
not become a rule to be rigidly followed by all subsequent conversions.
Cornelius and his household were
blessed, as stated by Peter, by receiving the Holy Ghost, as did he and
his brethren, at the beginning; but
this was not followed after as a precedent for the conferring of the Holy
Ghost. Nor does it now follow, that
because ''some of the elders" teach
that all who truly repent and are
baptized shall know of their receiving
of the Holy Ghost, as certainly as
they do of their water baptism, and
the Book of Mormon records an
instance where a number received the
baptism of fire and the Holy Ghost
and ''knew it not," therefore there is a
conflict between this teaching and the
record. The exception, if there is one,
does not disprove the general rule.
The church cannot in any justifiable
sense be held responsible for the sep·
arate and individual utterances and
personal views of all and several of
the eldership. Coming as these elders
do from all classes of thinkers and
various ranks of believers differing
widely from each other in environments and consequent teaching, they
are as diversified in views and opinions
as they exist in numbers; and, all being engaged in a probationary work
and career of education, it would be
inconsistent to expect all to be fully
in accord, each with every other, until
the educational processes and probationary conditions should have fully
wrought the unity desired. For this
reason there must continue to exist
these apparent conflicts, which time
and a keeping of the "unity of the
spirit" alone can reconcile, until the
unity of the spirit shaH bring about
unity of the fai'~h.
The experience of many years

has demonstrated that knowledge of/ birth and give consciousness that
acceptance with God, does follow j Jesus was the Christ that are not
honest conviction and obedience in I always perceptible to the believer, or
such perceiva.ble plainness that the visible to others. The gifts of wisdom,
accepted believer does know of hi.s knowledge, faith, by the Spirit, are
acceptance; and it is as real to the I not always visibly, or notably discernconsciousness a.s the fact of water. ible, and yet those who receive them
baptism is to the senses. That there are as certainly accepted of the Lord,
are some who have been received in as are others who are so visibly
baptism and the rites of laying on of affected by the Spirit's visitation that
hands who did not at the time of the they prophesy, speak in tongues, disimpact of the hands of the eld:ership, ; cern spirits, interpret, or work mirareceive a visible emotional conscious- / cles by healing, or other outward
ness of the baptism of fire and the Holy manifestation. We counsel moderaGh~s~, but who. did afterwards beco.me tion and carefulnes~, as the gold~n
sa,t1sfied (conscious of) of the passmg mean; but cannot direct, or restram
through the door into true disciple-1 by assertion the free Spirit of the
ship, may be true; we know of some. Master.
But this does not disprove the rule.
It only shows that until the Spirit
COLLEGE! COLLEGE!
takes cognizance of the condition of WE hope that the readers of the
fitness to receive on the part of the HERALD will pardon us for again obbeliever, the witness of the Spirit is truding the subject of the College at
not given.
Lamoni upon them. But, it is really
It may be that some elders in their not a matter for which any apology
zeal to make converts have so dwelt ought to be either offered or exupon this one topic, that they have in pected.
their presentation of the gospel,
Graceland College has now been
shown a forgetfulness of all its cor- running for two seasons, with only a
relative parts, and thus unduly im- I moderate support; and the many good
presse~ ~his, conferring. of knowledge I wishes that have been expressed for
too stnkmg1~ upon their hear~rs, ~nd I its success have not yet been coined
thus have given cause for arawmg I into cash.
improper conclusions by those who i We heard this morning, (July 1,) of
heard them. If so, it teaches the ! a little college in Missouri that last
forcefulness of our advice given years I year had five hundred students; and
ago to the elders, "A void the riding / we found ourself verging on the marof hobbies." However, we cannot see / gin of breaking the commandment
any s.erious wrong to result from such ! not to euvy, if there is such a comcourse, so far as the onward course of I mandment, being almost envious of
the truth is concerned.
eit.her the good luck of the college,
The Savior gave the criterion in his or the good sense and good will of
?onversation with Nicodemus, in which I those who are interested in the college
he stated:I itself and its success.
The wind bloweth whete it listetb, [',nd
V! 8 have not yet had an endowment
thou ~l;:;ur·0hst the. sound t'.1,;r-;mdf, ~11.b hean~~ or sold a life scholarship, in aid of the

I

/I

I

I

not tel w ence l t cometn, an w fill er n
g-oeth; 8·0 is every one tbat is born of the
Spirit.-John 3: s.

I

.

.

.

fund, and it begms to look as if the
saints did not share in the enthusiasm
It may be better, or it might be of the Lamoni'Ges, or rejoice with
more in unison with the spirit of them in the possession of an educamoderation to give the promises as I tional institution within reach of the
they are in the word, and being care- church membership.
ful to avoid extremes, leave 'uhe
It will be a good time this fall to
Scriptures to their own effectiveness, test the good feeiing the saints may
to the disciple, rather than to predi- have for an institution of our own.
cate too strong human promises, as to The test will be the sending of
fact, time, place, and manner, For it students, if nothing further. There
is certain that Paul in teaching to the ought to be a hundred saints who will
Corinthians, shows plainly that there buy lots in Graceland, to help pay
were evidences, or witnesses of the out on the building. There ought to
Spirit that would testify of the new. be a hundred who will send students
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to the school the ensuing year. We
need a hundred and would welcome a
hundred and a half.
"Let us be up and doing," as we are
so frequently exhorted in regard to
other matters, in this great enterprise.
~

BRO. EDWARD DELONG DEAD.

WE learn with regret of the sudden
death of Elder Edward DeLong, of
the Second Quorum of Seventy, who
departed this life at Juniata, Michigan, June 26, 1897.
Bro. DeLong is the fourth member
of the Second Seventy who has
passed away, and like those of his
quorum who preceded him, while on
duty in the field.
He leaves his wife and three sons,
to whom the HERALD extends sympathy on behalf of the church.
~

THE editor in chief of the HERALD is
a queer sort of a man, judged by the
papers: On June 26 he left Lamoni,
in company of Bro. A. B. Purfurst to
visit the Stewartsville branch, and
introduce Bro. Purfurst to some of
the German brethren resident there.
He spent the day among the brethren
of the German branch, four miles
north of town, spoke to them in
the forenoon of the 27th, and attending their Sunday school in the
afternoon, and speaking to tp.e Stewartsville saints in their chapel in town
in the evening, returning to St. Joseph on the 28th, and home on the
29th. The Patriot, of Lamoni, and the
Ensign, oflndependence, published the
statement that President Smith went
to Kirksville, Missouri, quite a number of miles away from where we
were on that day. Surely the newspapers are peculiar retailers of news.

nople have been instructed to inform the
Porte that the powers are determined to
terminate the insupportable situation.
CoI]Stantinople, July 6.-The Sultan now
shows signs of yielding on the question of the
rectification of the Turkish frontier in the
direction of Greece, and the ambassadors
expect negotiations for peace will be resumed
to-day or 'l'uesday, when it is hoped everything will be settled in accordance with the
views of Europe.
Calcutta, July 6.-The uneasiness caused
by the recent killing· of officials and the rioting of the natives at Chitpur continues,
although outwardly everything is now quiet.
Spies inform the polic'J that further outbreaks
are being organiz3d.
Isolated assaults,
especially upon European women, continue.
The native casualties during the recent
riot are said to have b'.len very large. A low
estimate places the number of killed at 600.
Paris, July 6.-The Budget committee of
the Chamber of Deputies has adopted without
discussion a credit of $100,000 to cover the
expenses of the approaching visit of President Faure to Russia.
Madrid, July 7 .-A dispatch from Havana
to the lmparcial says that during April and
May in four towns whose aggregate population was 30,000 there were 5,648 deaths from
yellow fever and other disea.ses.
Columbia, S. C., July 6.-A conference of
Mormons, led by eleven elders, was held
yesterday in their church in Fairfield County,
the only Mormon church in the State. At
midnight a party of men applied the torch to
the church in several places, burning it to
the ground.

Her Majesty's ship Wallarree has
hoisted the British flag on Russell,
Bellona, and Stuart islands of the
Solomon group, and, it is said, with
the consent of Germany.
The bituminous coal miners throughout the country are divided in sentiment on the question of striking, and
it is possible that the order to strike
may be recalled. Prominent representatives of the miners and operators
are negotiating to reach a basis of
settlement.
The storm at Duluth and other
points in Minnesota July 7 has been
followed by others in the State.
ITEMS OF NEWS.
Fourteen people are known to have
ATHENS, July 6.-Two thousand Turks and been killed, and the property loss will
Albanians besieged the town of Kalabaka reach one million of dollars.

last Thursday. The Greeks defended the
place until they were overpowered, several of
the attacking force being killed in the fighting. A majority of the Greeks fled to the
mountains for safety. The remainder were
massacred or imprisoned.
It is alleged that the Turks captured all
the young women in a village near Karditza
and . . . they were mistreated by their
captors.
It is stated that in consequence of the protests of Greece the ambassadors at Constanti-

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. F. T. BAKER, Lebeck, Missouri,
July 3:I wish to ask if there are any of the brethren that know where I could go with a good
well drill and find work. I have a good machine and can go to a depth of three hundred
feet if necessary. If some brother will write
me if they know of a locality where I can get
work, their kindness will be appreciated. .
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James M. Baggerly, Knox, Indiana,
July 5:I am holding meetings here; though the
beat is intense. Preached last evening in
the saints' chapel to a large audience. The
effort was highly commended by members
and non-members. The saints here had had
no preaching for some time. I may go from
here to Coldwater, Michigan.

Bro. J. A. Grant, Valley Center,
Michigan, June 29:William Davis and the writer closed tent
meeting at Burnside Sunday last. While
there were no baptisms, yet we made many
friends, and a number have said they intend
uniting with the church. Our last meeting
was by far the best attended. Could not all
get in the tent. So everything looks encouraging all along the line.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. ALEXANDER H. SMITH was at
Cormorant, Minnesota, June 30,
would go thence to Audubon and
Detroit, for service.
The Editor preached at Norwood,
Iowa, nine miles north of Lucas, in
the grove of Bro. Crookes, a very
pleasant and convenient place. The
morn of the 4th was threatening rain,
so that the forenoon meeting was but
small. The afternoon meeting was
quite large, and the attention and
good order all that could be asked for.
Bro. Crookes, though not yet a member, was devoted, kind, and hospitable,
many eating at his table during the
dinner hour. One was baptized, a
brother Henrickson, Elder C. E.
Willey performing the rite.
Bro. 0. E. Cleveland, writing from
Annex, Virginia, recounts the labor
done for the past twenty-three years
in the Old Dominion. Prospects at
the present time were not very flattering in a missionary way. He desires
to continue faithful, however slow
may be the growth of the work in the
adjacent country. He thanks brethren who have sent him the HERALD.
Bro. George Hitchcock, route agent
in the mail service between Kansas
City and Council Bluffs, requested baptism and was inductedinto the church
by that rite by one of the Lamoni
brethren on Sunday, the 4th. Thus
men from various callings and walks
in life are pressing into the kingdom
of God.
Bro. Ethan Barrows and wife, of
Salt Lake City, Utah, who have been
visiting relatives and friends at Lamoni, returned to their home in the
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West on the 7th inst. Bro. Barrows
is hale and hearty atthe age of eightythree. He preached once for the Lamoni people during his stay.
Bro. F. M. Weld, of the Nauvoo
district, returned home on the 8th for
a brief visit and rest, after an active
campaign against Utah representatives, whom he reports as now scarce
in the Nauvoo district. Brn. Weld,
Snively, and Evans made it a point to
follow up the Utah elders, so far as
possible, hence the people were made
acquainted with the positions of both
churches.
Bro. G. H. Godby writes of labor
done in the West Virginia district by
Bro. J. L. Goodrich and himself. The
work was being planted in some new
places, and prospects were good for
additions to the church. Some had
been baptized at various points.
There was a demand for the labors of
Bro. L. R. Devore in the Mountain
State.
We shall be under the necessity of
curtailing obituary notices hereafter.
The number is so increasing that
long as they are they very seriously
encroach upon the space of HERALD.
A few lines is sufficient in almost all
cases, as the only object of publication is that it may be as a sort of running record, notice to all concerned.
Bro. Peter A. Flinn reports that
most of the saints at Baker, Kansas,
are making an effort to keep alive
their interest in the branch and Sunday school. He thinks all should be
careful to obtain and exercise an influence for good in behaif of the cause.
Saints there would be pleased to receive a visit from the missionary in
charge.
We are indebted to Bro. James Caffall for a copy of the London Chronicle
of the 23d ult., containing much information concerning Queen Victoria's
diamond jubilee.
Prof. J. T. Pence is authorized to
canvass for students for Graceland
College for the school year to begin
September 14, next.
All the youths and maidens who
contemplate attending college this
coming year will do well to take
Graceland College, Lamoni, into consideration. Catalogues will soon be
ready, send for one. D. F. Lambert,
Secretary, or J. T. Pence, Acting
President, Lamoni, Iowa.
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The Gold Creek News for Thursday,
February 11, 1897, is sent us by some
one. It contains a flattering notice of
Bro. E. Penrod, of Gold Creek, now
seventy years of age. He was the
real discoverer of the famous Comstock mine. Some members of Bro.
Penrod's family have been led to the
truth and life in Christ by dreams,
opportunely given; so states Sr. S. C.
Yancey, to her uncle, Bro. Penrod,
and cousin, Mrs. Stofiel.
Bro. R. M. Elvin, reports a number
baptized at Lucas; Iowa, a day or two
since, making nine in the Decatur district of late. One was baptized at
Norwood, nine miles north of Lucas,
Sunday, the 4th, and one at Lamoni,
the 8th.
The attitude of the Sultan is one of
opposition to the powers, who, including Russia and Germany, refuse to
yield to a modification of the terms of
settlement between Turkey and
Greece.
The republics of Guatemala., Costa
Rica, and the Greater Republic of
Central America have formed a union
patterned after the United States.
The treaty was signed on June 15 and
will be ratified by the respective congresses before September 15. The
treaty states that it has for its purpose the hastening of the absolute
union of the Central American republics. Peace between the States is to be
guaranteed. Any outside interference
will be resented by the combined
forces. Church and state will be
separated, and the liberty of the
press will be the rule. After five
years under this government, or sooner
if possible, a national assembly will
be convoked which shall adopt a constitution and cement the confederation
into a compact union.
Severe fighting has occurred in
Uruguay between revolutionists and
government troops.
Bro. W. S. Pender, writing from
Hollis, Kansas,· July 10: "Bro. Dunnington and the writer close a series
of ten days' meetings here to-morrow
night. In consideration of hot weather,
busy season, and short nights attendance and interest have been fair. We
were invited and entertained here by
Bro. W. H. Morgan, whom we hope
.

.

.

to see ,agam ~ctively engaged m ~he
Masters service. We go next with
tent to Beloit, Kansas."

Mothsrs' Homs Coltlmn.
EDI'l'ED BY

FRANCES.

''Beyond the night, the eternal soul awakes
To other, brighter day,
Death is but sleep, that gently takes
Life's load away,
And fits our powers renewed, new parts to play."

BRO. CASE was going OD to Tahiti, and Sr.
Case concluded to go with him, so we parted
company. On landing here we were most
kindly received; the saints had a nice house
prepared for us,-that is two houses; one for
each family, but I speak only of the one we
occupy. It is high, roomy, and airy. If
there is a breeze from any quarter of the
compass, we can have the benefit of it. Porch
and veranda on back and front, plenty of
windows and doors. There are a sewing machine, table, and rocking chairs, a bed on the
floor, and two arm-chairs. The floor and
walls are only of plam:d boards, but it has
two rooms, and we am just as happy in it as
there is any need for. Just back of the house
a few rods, is the broad ocean. The food is
the greatest drawback to Americans. On
board the vessel I was hungry most of the
time. Could only eat just enough at a time
to take the wire edge off, but not to satisfy;
and the same here till the saints began to
come in from other islands and brought some
fruit and potatoes. The saints were liberal
with their chickens. But one cannot live on
chickens all the time, and then it would be
bread that ls of poor flour and always soggy
and sour, and canned meats.
Conference is drawing near, and the saints
are gathering in rapidly. Day before yesterday two vessels and three bo<1ts arl'ived.
One vessel from Tubuai with fifty saints, and
one from Hickuar-u wiLh one hundred and
ten. The vessel Pnnau had stopped at several
intervening islands gathering up the people,
and from the last island only a half day's run
from here the poor creatures only had standing room, before that they could sit with their
feet drawn up chin on their knees fashion
both day and night; and those in the small
boats the same way. One other vessel 'is due
from Tahiti, and three large boats from
Rararoa. Joseph will tell of the preparations
for conference in his letter. There is so
mnch of it, it makes me tired to think of it.
I respect and esteem many of this people just
as much as if they were not of a dark skin.
You should have seen us yesterday when the
Manihi branch was here, and some from
another branch, making near fifty; of course
we had not° chairs for all, and after the orofa
business was over, I gave the governor my
chair and sat on the floor with the sisters, but
not so gracefully as they. If I had had half a
dozen hands, all would have been claimed by
the sisters; but as it was I only had two, both
of which were held in a firm clasp. The
Tubuai branch of 50, had made. their call in
the morning with their offering of oranges,
dried bananas, and cocoanut oil, but I fear I
am making my letter too long.
The power of t.lrn Spirit has been with us
/ both in the gift of healing in a marked degree,
1 and the Pather has blessed us with fair winds
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and good weather almost alway3 when on the
water.
I have never seen a time so propitious for
boating over the ledge rrs were the days the
vessels came. Both the "Teavaroa" and
"Punau" came within a stone's throw of the
ledge and anchored. And as the tide came in
they did not row around to the usual opening,
but came straight in across to the sandy·
ridge. How beimtiful it all looked that day.
The friendly looking vessels, the calm sea,
the boats going rapidly back and forth over
the white water, and the activity on shore of
both men and women carrying parcels and
cargo back and forth to abiding places. It is
something so unusual for a vessel to come up
close enough to anchor, all hailed with delight the favorable opportunity.
April 8.-0ur conference session did not
meet this morning, because the "Punau"
went ashore on the reef last night, and the
law requires that everyone, both men and
women, must go to the rescue when a vessel
comes ashore and the bell rings. It was
unusually calm last night and this morning,
but to drift on those coral reefs is like entering the jaws of a shark, everything is soon
craunched to pieces. \"Tith only the pulsation
of the ocean, in eight hours the ''Punau" was
all broken to pieces. Drifted on bows first
about midnight with the wheel tied and
everybody on board fast asleep. The natives
will sleep in the night. They do in every
vessel, and it is wonderful how so many escape
since they will sleep, and never put up their
side lights, that they might see a coming
vessel between their naps.
The conference here is progressing finely,
and we cannot help letting our thongbts
wander over the deep to that othEr conference
that is now in session, and wonder what it
will bring to pass. We are still well and
enjoying the favor of our bountiful Father
in many ways, especially in the gift of healing. On the night of the 2d inst,, Bro. Hawkins was very near death's door. He thought
he would pass away, and called his family
about him-those who were in this placeand bade them good-bye. But when Joseph
and Bro. Case laid their hands on him, iramediate relief came, and be was able to be at
conference the next day and fill his place as
interpreter.
The old gentleman is very
feeble. I have only cited one incident, but
numbers are relieved and healed daily by
administration.
Will our friends please remember that
double letters will require double postage.
Letters must only be half the weight of those
that travel abont America. Do not write
me any less words, sisters, bnt select moderately thin paper, and fill up the unruled
margin at the top. We have not been overburdened with letters since we came here,
yet we have paid nearly two dollars of extra
postage. We do not grudge it at all, but
know our friends in America do not wish us
to pay postage both ways. All letters are
duly appreciated if not answered. I will be
more at leisure by and by I hope. Please
keep on writing. Yes, Sr. Nightingale, we
found the book you referred to; thought it
came from Sr. Bloom.
Thanks for the
same.

Papeete, May 11.-Since writing the above,
we have come to Papeete for a permanent
abode for some length of time. The printing
press is being gotten into operation, and
Elder Burton will now have to attend to the
duties of "editor" as well as that of a missionary. It is a restful sensation to know that we
can unpack our valises and settle down for
awhile to quiet life. I enjoy it fully, and
more so, because now the air is comparatively
cool and so pleasant, and will continue to be
for a month or two while the king of day is
on his annual tour up north. Several have
expressed themselves as being desirous of
knowing the cause of the change of feelings
manifested towards us on the passage out
here. We too would very much like to know
that same thing, but never learned. I will
here give a "sequel" to that circumstance,
which I intended to have given before closing
ur. the journal of the voyage. But time
would not permit. We made Point Venus on
Sunday afternoon near sundown: but there
was five miles to make yet before reaching
the harbor. Though we were in sight of the
pilot station before sundown, the captain rnn
up the ensign and stood toward Papeete,
never dreaming but what the tugboat would
come out for him, especially as the tugboat
was owned by one Mr. Martin, whose wife
and most of his family were on board coming
home from a six months' visit in San Francisco. Mr. Martin is also the ship's consignee and principal owner. But dark came
before we reached the mouth of the harbor,
and no tugboat or pilot. When right opposite Papeete the captain told tbe steward to
make ready the torchlight, a signal that is
seldom ever disregarded. The captain
swung that till his arms got tired and his
patience too. Then the doctor took it part way
up the main rigging and swung it for half an
hour or more, still no attention was paid to it.
I could not but wonder if he and the mate
did not call to mind a similar circumotance
only one week previous, when another man
stood waving and waving a white handkerchief, but ~as taken no notice of. At length
the captain became disconraged and so annoyed that he conld scarcely contain himself,
sent the torch below and gave ordbrS to stand
.off shore for the night, which meant at least
fifteen more meals out of pocket for the ship,
i. ~·, one meal for fifteen persons. All the
passengers went to the cabin rather moodily,
except our two selves; we had no special interest in the matter either way, were simplJ
watching the current of events, but took our
places with the rest around for a Sunday
evening read. Presently tbe captain came
down, and thinking to seek surcease from his
harrowed feelings in a game of "poker,'' took
out the cards and sat at the lower end of the
table. But instead of gathering around him
as usual, the card piayers seemed very busy
reading, which seemed to convey a significance, and he said rather curtly, "Come,
Doty, let's have a game!" Without lifting
his eyes from his book, the consul replied in
a low tone, "I never play cards on Sunday."
"Good!" cried the c;:i.ptain's wife, and several
pairs of hands-female hands mostly-clapped
lively, which increased the captain's ire, and

he hurled the words, "Ain't you good!" at Mr.
Doty in a tone of withering scorn. "But we
can do without you. (These words were
taken no notice of by Mr. Doty, except that a
deep flush overspread his face for a moment.)
Come, Doctor and Atwaters, let's have a
game to ourselves." "Not this evening, captain," said the Doctor, (though he had played
the Sunday evening before,) and he too received a clapping of hands. "What!" exclaimed the captain, "have you all deserted
me! Atwaters, where are you? surely you
will stay by me!" "I'm in bed,'' came a
comical sonnding voice from Mr. Atwate,r's
room. "In bed,'' the captain repeated, "and
not eight o'clock. Well, the like of this has
never happened to me before,'' and when he
seemed to feel humiliated, Mr. Atwaters got
up and came out, tried to play, but after
shnffiing the cards awhile tossed them aside
and went back, saying he could not play that
evening. But I must not forget to say that
before this the captain had become as friendly
to us as before and I think even more friendly.
E. BURTON.

8tlndau 8Ghool IlBpartmBnl.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

SALUTATORY.
As WE take up the work of the department1
we feel that its snccess depends upon the
efforts of its patrons as well as those of the
editor. The editor can arrange and write,
but the reader too must contribute as well
as to receive.
Send in questions which you wish answered
through the department, and they will receive proper attention; also your papers you
have prepared for Sunday school conventions.
We may not have space for all of each of
them, but we can use extracts from them to a
decided ad vantage. Short articles, paragraphi, sentences, etc., are more often read
and appreciated than long, heavy articles.
Suggestions for work in any line in the
local school, in the district association, or in
the General Association, are always in order.
Do not think they must be new and strictly
original. Few things we know but have
been many times told. They may seem "old"
tons but they will be "new" to many.
We repeat, The success-usefnlness and
attractiveness-of the department depends
largely upon its contribntors. Who will be
first to put in his "mite"? Let the department be indicative of the progress we are
making. What are you doing? How are
you doing it? Report your work. Many
who now are doing well would do better could
they know that what they are doing was for
the best. They make the most progress who
move out and exchange views with others
engaged in the same line of work. This is
one of the ways of moving out and exchanging views.
The Herald management, feeling a deep interes~ tq tin~ ;velf~rl:J of the Sunday school
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work, have kindly granted us valuable space
for our use. Shall we not use it to the best possible advantage? May the Spirit of him who said
"Work while it is day" ever buoy us up and
bear us onward in a definite line of work, to
make the work of the department attractive
to the careless and refreshing to the weary, a
source of information and encouragement
to all.
Yours for the work,
T. A. HOUGAS.
The times for the several reunions is fast
approaching. The Sunday school work will
be represented. Will you be there? Come,
it will do you good. Bring with you Bibles,
Quarterlies, and Winnowed Songs.
Activity is contagious; an active superintendent has an active school, an active
teacher an active class.
The Sunday school can find abundant material for good teachers. It is not often
difficult to enlist a sufficient number to meet
all wants. If it were only for two or three
weeks, the whole church would join in the
work. But the number who will stay by
their classes, and maintain their interest
and zest through the entire season, are few
and far between. Teachers run well for
awhile, and then they grow weary. They
become fitful in their attendance, or indifferent in their preparation. Success in teaching depends more on steadiness than on
native gifts or learning. A teacher who is
al ways present, and al ways prepared, will
never fail of an attentive class. But a
teacher, however gifted, who is variable in
attendance or preparation, will demoralize
the best class ever gathered.

Department.

and we appreciate the sympathetic interest
he has taken in our needs.
The tent was set up at Higbee after conference, and it was the intention to continue
meetings for awhile.
The points to be
vtsited next are under consideration. There
are calls that would keep the tent in use
every day till cold weather, and then only a
portion of the work wanted could be done.
The tent will be in charge of Brn. Turpen
and Summerfield.
To-day Bro. White goes to Salt River for a
day or two, where, we understand, the
organization of a branch is in view. Bro.
White has also visited the Bevi@r branch,
preaching two nights to full houses and
receiving good attention.
How we need bim, and wish we could keep
him; but we understand, of course, ho·N
limited and especially burdened is his time,
and that he can but visit briefly, direct the
machinery, give .a boost, encourage here and
there, and then he must be on his way to
others crying for him.
Bro. White came to us from the Far West
conference at Stewartsville, in good spirits
and reporting a good time, and he leaves the
saints in this district much strengthened and
encouraged.
LOUISE PALFREY.
RAVENDEN SPRINGS, Ark., May 7.

.Editors Herald:-! recently had an interview with Rev. E. S. Curry, of Christy,
Missouri. This gentleman has studied Indian
tradition, and the Indian languages, till he
can read their traditions engraven on stones
in different parts of America. By reading
the characters on a stone in one place, he
gained much information relative to the
ancient inhabitants of America, and is shown
where one or more other stones bearing the
same kind of characters may be found. He
has found and read enough of their characters
to gain much valuable information relative
to the ancient inhabitants of this continent.
He has this information now in manuscript
form and expects to have it published. It is
to be in five volumes, I believe. He treated
me very kindly and appears to be free from
prejudice.
He says that he and Le Plongeon are the
only two persons who can read these characters. He aesires to correspond with Le
Plongeon, but does not know his address.
Curry has sometimes given public lectures
on Indian tradition, charging a small admittance fee. He is well respected in bis own
neighborhood. When he lectures people say
to him "That's Mormonism. You must have
been reading the Book of Mormon." He
says he has not read the Book of Mormon,
but would like to do so. He stated that he
expected to obtain a copy, so I told him
where to write for it.
He says the Indians gave an account of
creation and of the fiood, and that their account agrees with that given by Moses. I
send you some of the things that he told me,
and will give his exact words as follows:"I have slowly but surely been reading
Indian tradition four years."
"Cain married his sister, whose name was

MACON, Mo., June 26.
Herald·.-Our dr'str1·c t con ference
Ed,.tors
•
at Higbee on the 19th and 20th was cheering
t o a 11 th e ac t'rve, earnes t a nd strengthen'ng
1
hearted Ones Who desl. re the work t o move
onward i'n th1's d1'str1'ct . The r epo r t s th a t
came in, the general indications, and the
character of the fine spirit that was present
from the opening song of the first business
session bespoke hopeful possibilities for the
future. The membership shows more progressiveness; the interest awakened by Brn.
Chatburn and Turpen last summer proves to
be a permanent and growing feeling, and
there is only regret now that the increasing
demands of our large district, comprising
nineteen counties, are not sufficiently provided for, but we hope for the future.
There are, perhaps, no more generous and
tithing observing people, considering their
circumstances, with but few exceptions, nor
a district that does better in this respect
considering the number, ye~, lack of temporal means, the general depression, hinders at
present.
The presence of our missionary in charge,
Bro. I. N. White, and his wise counsel, his
executive arid systemizing direction have
giveu great stimu,lu~ anq encouragement, . .i\ri~ana."

"The people on this continent kept the
Mosaic law."
"Anciently the people on this continent
bad the power of a king, but kings were
elected to office."
"Garden of Eden is in the center of the Pacific Ocean."
"Christ once appeared in Peru."
"America waa in darkness at the cruc~fixion
of Christ.
"When the flood came there were people
on the Western Continent who were not
destroyed."
"The north pole once tipped suddenly at
the time of the deluge, and the north temperate zone became the north frigid zone."
The dates he gives do not agree with those
given by Archbishop Usher, as found in the
Bible. Of course much of the Indian trs,dition is false, yet much of it agrees with the
Book of Mormon, and I believe if Mr. Curry's
book is published and put in the hands of the
saints, it will be a valuable aid in establishing the truthfulness of the Book of Mormon.
I believe the Lord aids scientists in the
development of corroborative evidence relative to the divinity of the Book of Mormon,
and that we should use the same when at all
practicable. I thought that it would be a
good thing to irive you a knowledge of these
facts, as I wish to do what I can to let the
people know that the Book of Mormon is as
much inspired as the Bible. I thong ht proper
to give you his address so you could correspond with him, if you think it best. His
address is E. S. Curry, Christy, Oregon
County, Missouri. My permanent address is
Pomona, Missouri.
Yours in the one faith,
C.J.SPURLOCK.
LOOKINGGLASS, Oreg., June 21.

Editors Herald:-Bro. H. L. Holt and I are
at this point for a few days. June 6 we
closed a series of meetings here that had
been well- attended. Leavin!!'
them with the
~
promise of a ~hort stop on our way back, we
started the mJrning of the 7th for M.yrtle
Po1'nt, where Bro ..J. C. Clapp had in former
years organized a branch·, which is fiftythree miles from this point. We were fitted
out with a light wagon and team-the joint
property of Brn. 0. H. and L. Buell. The
road is very rough; those who have traveled
over mountains and through rocky canyons
can imagine how rough. But the team was
gentle and steady, and the scenery grand.
The first day we made about half way, and
by invitation stopped with one who had been
with the church in the early days, but who
through his experiences with the work in
the times of trouble at Utah, and his experience with Brigham Young, Morris, and
others, now stands as an infidel. His name
is James Laird; he may have lost a portion of
his faith, but he was very kind to us as God's
ministers.
We arrived in Myrtle Point and found a
welcome with Bro. Daniel Giles, whom Bro.
Clapp baptized years since. There had been
I no preaching here by our elders for about
ll seventeen :i-ears.
'.l'he next day we secured
the use of Dixon Hall, and though the Rev.
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I

Blair of the Presbyterian Church refused will soon be added to their number. Believe reply to be made by Mr. Walker, Bishop's
even to read a notice of our meetings, yet we I can soon organize a branch there with counselor,-desired me to go with him to
were so advertised that when on the evening [ eighteen or twenty members. All who at- hear the reply. So via North Ogden we
of the 10th we opened ou meetings there, we tended this reunion were made glad, by hear- drove over the mountain into Ogden Valley
were greeted by a well filled house. VI e j ing Bro. J. W. Gillen. He was with us and called at Mr. Campbell's, and had supcontinued preaching each night and Sunday through the meeting, and together with the per, and got promise of schoolhouse for meetat eleven a. m,, till the evening of the 17th. writer did all the preaching. There is a lit- ing later on. Men now busy making hay.
Our meetings were well attended throughout, tle band of <i"s noble, pure heart<:Jd (if I prop- After supper we drove to "Eden," found the
and the best of attention was given to the/ erly judge) saints at "Pine Oliff" as ever I schoolhouse lighted up, but no audience. As
word. While the writer was holding the met. May their light radiate and have a there was no angel with flaming sword to guard
fort here, Sunday the 13th and Tuesday the saving effect on others.
the entrance, we entered. It was 9: 15 when
15th, Bro. Giles and Bro. Holt moved out on
I go to Hay Springs, and Bro. Gillen to a few had gathered and the meeting was
what is known as Kitchen Creek to a school- Wescott next Wednesday. Attendance has opened. From that to 11:30 we listened to
house, where Bro. Holt spoke three times, not been larg& in any of my meetings this a prosaic effort to prove Brighamite rights,
having good audiences and liberty at each summer, but inte1·est bas been good.
and doctrine. About 10: 15 many of the aumeeting.
Thursday, the 17th, two were
In gospel bonds,
dience arose and left, but Bro. Condit and I
"born anew" at Myrtle Point; both are
DAVID M. RUDD.
were in for the war. So we endured it
daughters of Bro. Giles, and are estimable
through and asked the privilege of using the
young ladies.
house to answer his
OGDEN, Utah, June 30.
. reply, and were ·inEditors Herald:-Arriving iu Ogden, I came formed emphatically that "they" had decided
While here we visited with and administered to a Bro. Story, who lives near the direct to Bro. Olrnse'B home and found a glad the matter had gone far enough, and the
town, and who is suffering from cancer. I welcome, and als:; Bro. s. D. Condit awaiting people had heard enough to decide, and
think the Lord blessed him, and ask the me. He gave me much valuable instruction "further discourse might lead to debate, and
saints to pray that he may be entirely healed. and insight in regard to the mission. Next that they were counseled to avoid;" so we
He is an elder, and a man of worth, has only day we were made glad by the arrival of Bro. had to submit.
been here a short time, and I feel that he is J. T. Davis, to whom I am indebted for much
At the close of the meeting we failed to
needed in the work. We administered to information and wise counsel.
get an invitation to lodge with any, and as
him the 10th, and as we came by the 17th,
Having plenty of help we made arrange- we were not prepared to camp, we had to
stopped to see him and found him much ments for two meetings on Sunday, Bro. take a moonlig·ht excursion of fourteen miles
improved. After praying with him, we again Davis to preach at el0ven at Bro. Chase's down Ogden Canyon against a cold, strong
administered to him and bade him good-bye. residence. Sunday school at one o'clock, and head-wind that carried so much dust and sand
I feel that the Lord will reward his faith.
I to preach at the pavilion in Lester Park at that much of the time we had to keep our
Coming back overt.he road we went out on, four. After writing notices for po~ting and eyes shut, opening them at intervals, to get
we stopped again with Mr. Laird, who was publication, Bro. Condit took me a tOllr to a glimpse of the road ahead, and trusting to
as kind to us as a saint could well be. We North Ogden, and to Bro. Tombs' near Hot Providence and the horse for the rest,
were sorry to leave Myrtle Point so soon, as Springs, Bro. Tombs came in from his work About three a. m. we arrived at Bro. Chase's,
all seemed to be hungry for the word. The quite sick. Bro. Condit and I administered chilled and weary, got him out of bed to let
prospects are if we can return there ere long to him with tho assurance of speedy relief. us in, where we were glad to lie down to
that several. will obey the work there. In the morning he arose well and went to his rest. Next morning we had many hearty
Arriving here the 19th, we were greeted by work thankful for the Lord's help.
laughs over our night's adventure. It seemed
a well filled house, and yesterday held servOn Saturday, the 5th, we passed through far more amusing by daylight.
ices morning and evening, and will probably Hot Springs and took a sup of water of naOn the 8th, Brn. Davis and Condit started
continue till Thursday evening, when we will ture's boiling. Tradition says Jt tastes like in the latter's buggy for Idaho, leaving a
move on toward Drain. Our health is good, chicken brotb; but like most traditions there lonesome place in the heart of those who reand prospects are bright iu the work.
is a large amount of lie in it, at least it is a main. May the Lord prosper their labors.
A. M. CHASE.
great slander on Iowa chicken broth, as I
Your brother,
have sampled it. "They say" this water is
JAMES MCKIERNAN.
very "healthy." It ought to be, it's strong
1509 Washington Ave., Ogden, Utah.
BELMONT, Neb., July 3.
Editors Herald:-Since writing from Har- enough. "They say" it is good for the
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, July 1.
r is burg I have held meetings in Gering, rheumatism. Well, maybe it is, but it is
Editors Herald:-Oon vey our hearty thanks
Scott's Bluff County, with quite fair interest. horrible for the patient. ''They say" it has
Also at Bayard, Cheyenne County, where I made the lame to walk. Well, I should say to all who have assisted in bringing tent
effected the organization of a branch and it would. I know I would have to be very fund up to $121.28, and say to them "it is
Sunday school on June 20 with Elder D. W. lame indeed if I didn't walk right away from enough."
We expect to dedicate tent, week from
Shirk president of branch, and a full corps there after getting the first taste i.f there
of officers to assist him; and Sr. Fairbrother was no speedier method of going. But I Sunday and use it constantly till cold
superintendent of the Sunday school. The presume that to people who have had their weather.
We expect to hold reunion at Pleasant
branch decided to take the name "Olive " taste educated to "polygamy,'' "blood atoneand the Sunday school "Rising Hope." 'I ment,'' etc., ·such water might be palatable. Grove, Utah, September 18-26. Let all
hope they will prove for themselves that they Here is a large hotel, bath-house, and dance interested take notice. Further notice will
Hastily,
are indeed an "Olive branch" of God's own hall. A motor line connects with'tbe Ogden appear.
J. W. WIGHT.
electric cars and other roads.
planting. I baptized five while there.
Field address, 528 E. Second South Street,
From here we drove over to Plane City and
According to appointment I met with the
saints at Bro. Heywood's (Pine Cliffs), eleven made calls at Bro. Miller's, Bro. Coy's, Salt Lake City, Utah.
or twelve miles from Gordon, on the 23d, to and Sr. Taylor's (the latter not at home),
REED CITY, Mich., July 3.
hold the Northwest Nebraska reunion. The then on to Far West, where we staid for dinattendance was not what we had hoped for, ner at Mr. Littlewood's cozy home; thence'
Editors Herald:-We are so busy and so
but the meetings were not a failure. Monday back to Ogden. On Sunday we had a pleas- many things to attend to that I have not had
morning after reunion closed, I had the pleas- ant and spiritual t,ime, the meetings carried sufficient time to write for the Herald.
ure of leading eight souls into the Running out as previously outlined.
When you consider a district of over forty
Water or Niobrara, ·and there buried them
Monday, 7th. Bro. Condit having received counties, and only one other appointee in it,
in baptism, and now hope that they may all an invitation to attend a "reply" to one of and the care of the district, and the Bishop's
walk in "newness of life." I believe more his previous discourses in "Eden,"-said ! ageµt'i;; work, an,d also the running of the,
II
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district tent put upon one man, you may
think he has about all he can do. Well,
such is the case with me. I like to have all
I can do, but sometimes I think I have more,
and some work which ought to be done is left
undone because I cannot do everything.
Well, I am doing about all I can, and wish
to continue, and I am of the opinion that
when my life's work is ended I will not feel
that I did too much for this grand work.
Our district conference was at Alpena,
away on the northeastern part of our district.
It was a very good one; it did our brethren
good, the most of whom never had the
privilege of attending a conference before.
We lrad Bro. E. C. Briggs with us, and we
think several of those not members as well
as members of tbe church were edified and
strengthened in the faith.
I also attended the eastern district conference
held at Huron. I enjoyed myself very much
with my brethren there, some of whom I had
not met for years. It was in Sanilac and
Huron counties that I first did my. preaching
in Michigan, nearly twenty years ago. At
that time there were but few saints in
Michigan, especially in that part. While
looking over the congregation of saints in
Huron and in their new church then to be
dedicated, and hearing the many testimonies,
my heart was made to rejoice. Sc:imil of those
testimonies were given by men and women
who at the time I first labored in that part
did not obey the gospel, but afterwards did.
One testified, "When Bro. Cornish first
preached in our schoolhouse about eleven
years ago, I went to hear him out of curiosity.
The text was 'Why call ye me Lord, Lord,.
and do not the things which I say'?' I was
convinced then that it was the truth. I did
not obey then, but those words rang in my
ears for years, and I often wished I had
obeyed it then. But when Bro. Grant came
along I wa8 ba!Jtized. I love this work, and
know that it is true," etc. Many such like
testimonies were borne.
One brother said the words of that text
were so vivid in his mind now as if
uttered but yesterday. I do not remember,
but at that discourse I likely had a good portion of the Spirit, and that was what did the
convincing. I thought while in that meeting, and listening to the many testimonies
borne, how true the words, "Cast thy bread
upon the waters, thou shalt gather it again."
I baptized two there, who said they had
waited for me for years.
One thing might seem strange to the readers of the Herald when I say that, as near as
I could learn, every member present except
Bro. E. C. Briggs, president of the mission,
was either baptized by me or by those whom
I had baptized, hence you see they were all
my children or grandchildren in the gospel.
)' ou would not wonder then at my rejoicing
arnong rny children, would you?
The grand old "everlasting gospel" is rolling on and :i am glad I am in it, and aithough
I have made some mistakes in the past, as
fast as I see them I try to repent and do them
no more. May God assist me always.
We put up the tent in Traverse City next
week, a new plaoe, If tJ;iere are any out of

THE SAINTS' hERALD.
the many elders irt the West and who have
nothing to do, and who wish to spend the
summer in Michigan where many come for
their health, and fish and hunt, and boatride
over our beautiful lakes, etc., come to
Traverse City. But you must preach for the
people and help us out all you can, or we
won't show you the good places for fishing. I
wish to do by you the way I would have you
do by me.
In the faith,
J. J. CORNISH.
ROGERS, A:-kansas, July 3.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Simmons and myself came to this place on the 1st, to answer
a call for preaching in the Ensign by Bro.
F. D. Mitchell. We began meetings last
night; will continue over Sunday and next
week if interest demands. Will go from here
to Blackburn, Wasbing·ton County, and other
points in that section. All parties living in
Northern Arkansas and Indian Territory who
wish to assist the church in tithes and offerings may address me at Maysville, Arkansas,
my home address.
Yours in gospel bonds,
T. J. SHEPP ARD,
Bishop's Agent.
RENO, N,,.,-., June 30.

Erlitors Herald:-We are pleased to state

TUNCURRY, N.

s. w.,

June 4.

Editors Herald:-The anxiously looked for
news of General Conference has arrived, and
our hearts are made glad to realize that "the
Lord is remembering Zion, and bringing her
comforts once more;" and I feel indeed to rejoice in the knowledge that the saints are
participants of the refreshing that is forthcoming from the presence of the Lord. It is
a day of great wonder and power, as the Lord
says, "I will once more cause them to know
my power," and this will be by "speaking
peace to bis people and to his saints."
It seems strange to think of the great sacrifice that is being made by so many religtous
people to carry their ideas to the heathen
nations, and to overlook the truth that it is
better to "hearken to the voice of the Lord
than to offer sacrifice," no matter how great
it may be. But whether it seems strange or
not, it is a well-known truth, that "many will
seek to enter, and shall not be able," ,1 mply
for the reason that the striving and efforts
will be unlawful; for a man is not crowned
unless he strive lawful. I am afraid there is
too much of this g·oing about to establish
one's own righteousness without "submitting
to the righteousness of God," "for many will
say unto me in that day, Lord, we have done
many wonderful things in thy name," etc.;
but the fact is apparent that the Lord never
sent them to act in his name; but like the
Pharisees, they "said but did not,'' and the
sham is seen in the sheepskin to cover up the
wolf; for the Lord who sees beneath the wool,
eays, "depart, ye workers of iniquity, I never
knew you."
I am very thankful that, although we may
be loc'rnd upon as false prophets, teachers,
etc., that one day we will get our just dues,
and a reward for all our labor of love.
Now that the main quorums are filled I imagine like this, when at war and imminent
danger is on every hand, or at sea and when
fearful storms are coming on every man is
stationed at bis post of duty by the captain to
insure safety or victory; so now, as the captain
of our salvation bas set his officers in their
place of duty, I look for war, not against flesh
and blood, but against principalities, powers,
and spiritual wickedness in high places of
"high seas of humanity" over which we must
ride to anchor safely in the harbor of rest.
Now as the battle is on, may our weapons be
spiritual, our strength the strength of the
Lord, and our aim "mankind to bless," is my
prayer. We are not discouraged at not receiving aid from home during this year, but
are laboring on with "the bright reward in
view." The missionaries are laboring faithfully, and the work prospering slowly. Hoping for prosperity all along the line,
I am as ever, in bonds,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.

that things are onward, the outlook as good
as could be expected. We have been well
received by the saints and those not of the
church. The Master has blessed with good
liberty in preaching the word. Our first
work was at Stofiel and Gold Creek. Bro. E.
Penrod and family and others did all that
could be asked, in their efforts to build up
the work.
At Tuscarora the M. E. church was given
for our use; the people did their part in coming out to hear the gospel. Interest good, as
far as we were able to judge. A minister,
Riddle by name, the editor of a temperance
paper at Elko, staid over one day to hear our
claims; he expressed himself as well pleased.
He said "That is the gospel." The question
is, What will he do with it? We met several
saints here. Bro. and Sr. Stauts, the wife
and three children of Bro. Covert, of Ruby
Valley, also the sons of Bro. Haws. They
were all very kind to us; did all they could
to make our labors profitable to the church.
On account of the sickness of Bro. R. W.
Davis I was compelled to go to conference at
Mottsville alone. We had a very good time.
Saints present expressed themselves as alive
in the work. Bro. T. R. Hawkins thought
that on account of haying time it would be
best to defer work till later on. Sr. J. Gault
procured the use of a church building for me.
I shall see what can be done.
The Lord is blessing us as far as good libPENYGRAIG Branch, South
.erty in presenting the word is concerned, and
Wales, June 23.
we are hopeful that good will be done. We
1
1
Editors Herald:-We beg to have a short
are here to do our part and leave the results
space in the worthy Herald in reference to
in the bands of the Lord.
My address wlll be Stofiel, Elko County, Bro. Caffall, that we as a branch here are up. holding him in the work of God, and that be
Nev&da.
has done some wonderful work here in our
Your brother for truth,
t
midst. And when he gave the last farewell
J. ARTHUR DA VIS.
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meeting we all felt very sorry of his departure assumed, Daniel tells us in verse 27
from us, because we do know he always had a that this ''one li.ke the Son of Man" is
portion of God's Spirit with him.
"the Most High," who is not a symbol,
He and Bro. J. D ..Jenkins have aroused
but
our Redeemer and Sovereign. If
the people out of their slumber in this part
one
of these persons in that series of
of the vineyard.
Our earnest desire is that God will keep actors is a glorious and real person,
him faithful to the end of his journey, and to then the other six are, and we are, by
do a lot more work for the Master, is our
the divine word justified in the conearnest prayer in the Penygraig branch.
clusion
that the angels of Revelation
We passed a vote of thanks here for his good
are
not
symbols,
but angels-messenworks while here with us.
Your brother,
gers of God; and that the claims of
DAVID MORRIS.

Original HrHcles.
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 6.
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.

MRS. E. G. WHITE'S REVELATIONS.

the foregoing examination of
the Advent movement, so called, it is
apparent that the "testimonies" or
"revelations" of Mrs. Ellen G. White
are very vague and uncertain in their
character. In her discourses on vari·
ous topics in ''The Great Controversy,"
she frequently remarks, "It was seen
that," etc., evidently referring to what
she saw in vision at various times.
But as we have before seen, the leadings are_ to assumptions and now
confessed mistakes. Now if the first
three angels of Revelation 14: 6-9 are
but symbols, then the three angels of
verses 15, 17, and 18 of the same
chapter are but .symbols, and not
angels at all. And by the same line
of interpretation the personage of
verse 14 is but a symbol, not a glorious and real being.

FROM

Adventism based thereon are false
and a deception.
THE EARTH TO BE DESOLATED, ETC.

The earth to be desolated at the
first resurrection and left with no inhabitant but the Devil, and he the
solitary ruler of chaos! All the righteous in heaven; the wicked in nonentity.-(Great Controversy, pp. 470475).
This is a strange idea to a Bible
reader and believer; but it is another
of those strange subjects that form
the aggregate of Adventism. It looks
like another assumption. We venture
the statement that it is an assumption;
that it rests on the perversion and
misapplication of the Scriptures. The
first text used supportive of the position is Revelation 18: 8-11:-
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guage used implies a gradual consumption and overthrow of Babylon.
It is "death, and mourning, and
famine." A famine of one literal days'
duration would be rather brief for the
accomplishment of much. What is
the use of '·famine," if Babylon is
''utterly burned" in a literal day's
time? Again, it appears from reading
the text and its connections that kings
and others are left to mourn, ''bewail,"
and "lament" over their great loss of
riches and merchandise after the burning of Babylon. Who are those people who are left to bewail Babylon
after she is "thrown down?" And
besides all this, the ' 'one day" of the
text, is called "one hour" in verse 17.
We find then nothing here to show
that the earth will be desolated during the one thousand years intervening the first and second resurrections.
The vision of Ezekiel is next pressed
into service to prove that the earth is
to lay chaotic, dark, and without inhabitant during the thousand years,
as follows: Slay utterly old and young, both maids and
little children, and women: but come not
near any man upon whom is the mark; begin at my sanctuary. Then they began at the.
ancient men which were before the house.
-Ezek. 9: 6.

Therefore shall her plagues come in one
day, death, and mourning, and famine; and
Reader, can you see any reference
she shall be utterly burned with fire: for in this passage to the subject in hand?
strong is the Lord God who judgeth her.
The inspired application of the text
And the kings of the earth who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with reads:Ah, Lord God! wilt thou destroy all the
her, shall bewail her, and lament for hflr,
when they shall see the smoke of her burn- residue of Israel in thy pouring out of thy
ing, standing afar off for the fear of her tor- fury upon Jerusalem? (See verse 8.)
ment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city
The entire chapter relates to the
And I looked, and behold a white cloud, Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour is
children
of Israel, while yet living
and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son thy judgment come. And the merchants of
of Man, having on his head a golden crown, the earth shall weep and mourn over her; under the law where the iniquities of
and in his hand a sharp sickle.
for no man buyeth their merchandise any the fathers were visited on the chilOnly a symbol? "like unto," but not more.
dren. God showed to the prophet how

in reality the Savior! Well, Daniel,
too, beheld ''one like the Son of Man,
come with the clouds of heaven" (Dan.
7: 13, 14); but was not really Christ,
only a symbol of him! Yet to this
symbol of Christ, which means of
course, a class of angels or men, preachers,-Adventist preachers (?)
was given "dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom, that all people, nations, and
languages, should serve him; his dominion is an everlasting dominion, and
his kingdom that which shall not be
destroyed!" High prerogatives for a
symbol. But after all this extra visionary interpretation, manufactured
as the basis of the assumption& here

There is not a word said in this
passage about the coming of the Lord,
t,he desolation of the earth, or the
survival of the Devil at the end of the
world. To make this text prove anything to the point in hand it must be
assumed that Babylon here mentioned
includes a,ll the wicked who are not in
Christ, and who are not therefore
caught up into the clouds to meet the
Lord. And then it must be assumed
that all the mighty destruction pre·
dieted by the language quoted will
take place suddenly, and at Christ's
second advent.
Not one of these
assumptions, however, is stated here
~not one.
On the contrary the lan-

grievously Israel had sinned at
Jerusalem and in the land of Judah,
and how he would surely punish the
guilty, and including "little children"
of the guilty in the war to follow, "I
will bring a sword upon you, saith the
Lord." (Ezek. 11: 8, 9, 10.) Also how
he would spare those who "sigh and
that cry" for all the abominations that
were done in Jerusalem. God then
shows the prophet how he will
remember in mercy after the war and
captivity is over, as there foretold;
and that he would "gather" them
"from the people; and assemble them
out of the countries" where "they
have been scattered," and give them
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"the land of Israel." (Ezek. 11: 17.)
This very prophecy relating to
Israel is at the present time beginning
to be fulfilled. They are gathering
back to the land given to their fathers;
the land is again yielding its strength
to Israel. This prophecy is now being
turned into history, and when they
turn to the Lord again (Mal. 4: 5, 6;
Rom. 11:25-28), and the Lord makes
the new covenant with them (Jer. 31:
31, 34; Ezek. 11: 18-20; 20: 33-42; 36:
21-38.)

THE SAINTS) HERALD.
lem, and in the remnant, about the
time the "voice from heaven" calls to
God's people to come out of Babylon,
that they be not partakers of her
plagues, which are "death, mourning,
and famine" (Rev. 18: 4-8),-they will
find safety and deliverance "in Mount
Zion and in Jerusalem," and in ''the
remnant," whom the Lord shall call,
"as the Lord hath said." Here it will
be said to the saved,

Come, my people, enter thou into thy
chambers, and shut thy doors about thee:
hide thyself as it were for a little moAnd it shall come to pass in that day, that
ment, until the indignation be over-past.
the Lord shall punish the host of the high
For, behold, the Lord cometh out of his place
ones that are on high, and the kings of the
to punish the inhabitants of the earth for
earth upon the earth. And they shall be
their iniquity: the earth also shall disclose
gathered together, as prisoners are gathered
her blood, and shall no more cover her slain.
in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison,
-Isa. 26: 20, 21.
and after many days shall they be visited.
Turning, then, from Ezekiel's
Then the moon shall be confounded, and the
sun ashamed, when the Lord of hostR shall prophecy, from which, as we have
reign in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and seen, nothing is to be derived supbefore his ancients gloriously.-Isa. 24: 21-23. portive of the chaotic condition of

And when is this to be? After the
Lord has gathered Israel, brought
them into the covenant, poured out his
Spirit upon them and all flesh. (Joel
2: 21-29.) Already has Palestine received its early and latter rains preparatory to the return of its children.
(Joel 2: 23.) The restoration so often
sung of by the prophets of old has
been ushered in (1846-1853; Joel 2: 25),
and now the Jews await "the fullness
of" the "times of the Gentiles" (Luke
21: 24; Rom. 11: 25-27), to receive the
gospel as restored by the angel of
Revelation 14:6, which was accomplished in A. D. 1830. And after
receiving it Israel's blessings from on
high will descend (Joel 2: 28, 29).
And then will the Lord

show wonders in the heavens and in the
earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke.
The sun shall be turned into darkness, and
the moon into blood, before the great and the
terrible day of the Lord come. And it shall
come to pass, that whosoever shall call on
the name of the Lord shall be delivered: for
in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the Lord hath said, and in the
remnant whom the Lord shall call.-Joel 2:
30, 31, 32.

earth during the thousand years following the resurrection of the righteous, we notice next that the thirteenth
and fourteenth verses of Zechariah's
fourteenth chapter is pressed into
service under this head. That the
verses there quoted describe events
closely connected with the second
advent, we most assuredly believe; but
that they show the earth to be and
remain desolate during the thousand
years, we fail to see the most distant
hint of. The entire chapter relates to
events to transpire on the earth, both
before, at, and after the second coming of Christ, as may readily be seen
by reading it with its pretext and
context.
It opens up with the description of
the gathering of the Gentile nations
against Jerusalem, after they have
gathered out of the nations with great
riches, as described in the prophecy
of Ezekiel, chapter 37, and for the
fulfillment of which preparations are
now being made among Gentile nations; and which, in its results,
arouses great envy and jealousy on
their part. (See Ezek. 38 : l-l 6.) The
evil Gentile thought is, "to take a
spoil, and to take a prey," of gold and
silver, cattle and goods. Gog and
Magog with other nations marshal
themselves, a great army, "with all
sorts of armor." "It shall be in the
latter days." No such numerous combination of nations have ever in any

Mount Zion and Jerusalem are by
the prophets represented at separate
and distinct places. Not Mount Zion
or Jerusalem, but Mount Zion and
Jerusalem. This is all important and
should be well understood in this connection, inasmuch as it is at these
places that "deliverance" is to be
found in these last days of trouble.
And as Joel represents deliverance to past age simultaneously declared war
be found in Mount Zion and J erusa- against Israel hitherto as is predicted

to occur at the time indicated. They
are to succeed in capturing half of the
city of Jerusalem; but "the residue of
the people shall not" go into captivity.
That great army, then, becomes divided; one part of it turns, enraged,
against the other, caused by a tumult
from the Lord. ''Every man's sword
shall be against his neighbor." (Ezek.
38: 19~21), for,
Then shall the L ... rd go forth, and fight
against those nations, as when he fought in
the day of battle.-Zech. 14: 3.

Of the day of battle here referred to
it is said:And it came to pass, as they fled from before
Israel, and were in the going down to Bethhoron, that the Lord cast down great stones
from heaven upon them unto Azekah, and
they died; they were more which died with
hailstones than they whom the children of
Israel slew with the sword.-Joshua 10: 11.

Of this latter-day battle Ezekiel
says:And I will plead against him [Gog and his
bands] with pestilence and with blood; and I
will rain upon him, and upon his bands, and
upon the many people that are with him, an
overflowing rain, great hailstones, fire, and
brimstone. Thus will I magnify myself, and
sanctify myself; and I will be known in the
eyes of many nations, and they shall know
that I am the Lord.-Ezek. 38: 22, 23.

"Many nations" it seems, will survive this war of wondrous termination, and in due process of time. The
Savior comes and all the saints with
him. He proceeds to assume his
dominion over the nations. (Daniel
7:13, 14, 27.)
And the Lord shall be king over all the
earth; in that day shall there be one Lord,
and his name one. All the land shall be
turned as a plain from Geba to Rimmon south
of Jerusalem. . . . And men shall dwell in it,
and there shall be no morn utter destruction;
but Jerusalem shall be safely inhabited.Zech. 14: 9-11.

And after thus carrying the mind
forward to the introduction of the
reign of Christ over the nations, after
his coming in glory, the Prophet
Zechariah returns to a further description of the divine dealings in judgment
against the nations who shall fight
against the Jews at Jerusalem in the
mighty Gentile gathering against
them yet to transpire. He says:And this shall be the plague wherewith the
Lord will smite all the people that have
fought against Jerusalem. Their flesh shall
consume away while they stand upon their
feet, and their eyes shall consume away in
their holes, and their tongue shall consume
away in their mouth. And it shall come to
pass in that day, that a great tumult from the
· Lord shall be among them; and they shall lay
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hold every one on the hand of his neighbor, hath spoken it." Already is Judah
and his hand shall rise up against the hand of beginning to "eat the riches of the
his neighbo,.. And Judah also shall fight at
Gentile,'' and in their "glory" to
Jerusalem; and the wealth of all the heathen
round about shall be gathered together, gold, "boast themselves" (Isa. 61). His
and silver, and apparel, in great abundance. financial countenance glows already
And so shall be the plague of the horse, of with healthful ruddiness, as he draws
the mule, of the camel, and of the ass, and of financial ''milk" from the bosom of
all the beasts that shall be in these tents, as
Gentile commonwealths (Isa. 60:16).
this plague.-Ezek. 14: 12-15.

These verses describe the finishing
touches of this final struggle between
the Jews and the Gentiles, before the
coming of Christ in glory to resurrect
the righteous dead, change the righteous living, and reign "on the throne
of his father David," as said the angel
of glory to his Mother. (Luke 1: 32.)
Of these nations, thus gathered
against Jerusalem and the ancient
covenant people of God, he says:For, behold, in those days, and in that
time, when I shall bring again the captivity
of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all
nations, and will bring them down into the
valley of J ehosbaphat, and will plead with thern
there foi- rny people and for my heritage Israel,
whom they have scattered among the nations,
and parted my land.-Joel 3: 1, 2.

Judah has been a slave, a captive to
Gentile rigor and boastful rule {Luke
21: 24) now for more than eighteen
hundred years. His land has been under Gentile heel; this service has been
rigorous and long!
How long shall be the vision concerning the
daily sacrifice, and the transgression of desolation,
to give both the sanctuary and the host to be
troddsn under foot ?-Dan. 4: 13,

is a question that Daniel the prophet
was greatly agitated about, and one
also over which our Savior wept, when
considering its lengthened sweep and
dire consequences. (Luke 19: 41-43).
But Jesus answered the question thus:
"Until the times of the Gentiles be
fulfilled." But remember, that divine
justice slumbers not forever.
God
will call tae Gentile nations to account
for unjust rule over his people Israel.
They went not from Egypt empty
handed from a two hundred and fifteen
years' rigorous service. Think you he
has bowed his neck to the Gentile yoke
of tyranny for eighteen hundred years
for naught? Nay. Judah is now beginning to ''possess the gate of his
enemies,'' the Gentiles (Gen. 22: 17.)
"Gentile times" of rule over Jacob
(Joel 3: 2, 3) are closing. The servant is assuming the prerogatives of
master; the ruled is now ruler commercially. The chattel slave rises to
the rightful ownership of his former
master (Joel 3: 5-8), "for the Lord

Judah's shackles of iron and brass are
now sundered that were forged by
Gentile powers, and his chambers
glitter with silvery ornamentation,
and his tables are decked with gold!
(See verse 17.) Nations that but recently held over Israel the rod of
authority with haughty looks and
proud demeanor, now humbly and
reverently do him homage, and in
humility say, "We are your plowmen
and your vinedressers."
This final struggle between Jews
and Gentiles will be the time of Jacob's trouble (Jer. 30:1-7); "but he
shall be saved out of it," "and strangers shall no more serve themselves
of him." God promised, away back
in Abraham's day, to be the God of
Abraham and his seed, throughout
their generations (Gen. 17: 6, 7), and
to this day God has ever remained
true to that promise. He has preserved a distinct, a separate people,
among the nations; "Lo, the people
shall dwell alone, and shall not be
reckoned among the nations" (Num.
23: 9); moreover,

God's immutability is the ground.
here assigned by himself, why he will
not destroy Israel with the rest of the
nations. Such is not his reason for
saving his saints.
Having thus taken a general view
of the subject matter of Zechariah,
chapter fourteen, and verses twelve
and thirteen, with some other scriptures that relate to same subject, we
find no intimation that God will desolate the earth at the time referred to
in the passages cited to sustain the
assumption. On the contrary, both
Ezekiel and Zechariah state that a
remnant of people will not be destroyed at that time of trouble. To
Gog and the many nations associated
with him in this great slaughter, he
says:And I will turn thee back, and leave but
the sixth part of thee, and will cause thee to
come up from the north parts, and will bring
thee upon the mountains of Israel.-Ezek.
39:2.
And it shall come to pass, that every one
that is left of all the nations which came
against Jerusalem, shall even go up from
year to year to worship the King, the Lord
of hosts, and to keep the feast of tabernacles.
. . . This shall be the µunishment of Egypt,
and the µunishment of all nations that come
not up to keep the feast of tabernacles.Zech. 14: 16, 19.

Why should these last statements
be overlooked or excluded in this investigation? They throw great light
on the following statement of the
God is not a man, that he should lie; neither Prophet Micah, who when speaking,
the son of man, that he should repent: hath evidently, of the reign of Christ on
he said, and shall he not do it? or hath be earth, said: -

spoken, and shall he not make it good?Numbers 23: 19.

Yes, he will yet cause Israel, unbelieving Israel it is now, to pass
under the rod of his correction (Jer.
30: 11), and will not make a full end
of them; though it cost a complete
end of all other nations; but will
bring them into the gospel-the
"everlasting covenant," a "covenant
of peace" (Ezek. 37: 26); and having
been brought to see the Messiah in
Jesus of Nazareth, will accept his
c0ming in the name of the Lord. And
all this will he do because having
pledged his eternal word, he changes
not, hence, referring to the very time
that it is urged that God will desolate
the earth, and leave it chaotic and
void, except for the Devil; he says:For I am the Lord, I change not; therefore
ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.-Mal.
3;6.

And he shall judge among many people,
and rebuke strong nations afar off; and they
shall beat their swords into plowshares, and
their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall
not lift up sword !lgainst nation, neither shall
they learn war any more. But they shall sit
every man under his vine and under his fig
tree; and none shall make them afraid: for
the Lord hath spoken it.-Micah 4: 3, 4.

Also the following:The heathen raged, the kingdoms were ,
moved: he uttered his voice, the earth
melted. The Lord of hosts is with us; the
God of Jacob is our refuge. Selah. Come,
behold the works of the Lord, what desolations be hath made in the earth. He maketh
wars to cease unto the end of the earth; he
breaketh the bow, and cntteth the spear in
sunder: he burneth the chariot in the fire.
Be still, and know that I am God; I will be
exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted
in the earth. The Lord of hosts is with us;
the Goel of Jacob is our refuge. Selah.-Ps.
46: 6-11.

At this time, the kingdom having
been restored to Israel (Isa. 9: 6, 7;
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Ezek. 21: 25-27), the v1s10n of the the judgment." In order to the judgment, John says the dead, small and
Prophet David will be realized:I was glad when they said unto me, Let us great, are to "stand before God."
go into the house of the Lord. Our feet shall ''For as in Adam all die, even so in
stand within thy gates, 0, Jerusalem. JeruChrist shall all be made alive. But
salem is builded as a city that is compact
together; whither the tribes go up, the every man in his own order." So now
tribes of the Lord, unto the testimony of all that are in the graves, in the sea,
Ierael, to give thanks unto the name of the and the spirits dead in sin, come from
Lord. For there are set thrones ofjudgment, the their dark abode in hell, "for death
thrones of the house of David. Pray for the
and hell delivered up the dead which
peace of Jerusalem; they shall prosper that
love thee. Peace be within thy walls, and were in them, and they were judged
every man according to their works."
prosperity within thy palaces -Ps. 122: 1-7.
And the kingdom and dominion, and the (Rev. 20: 12, 13.)
greatness or the kingdom under the whole
When the Redeemer takes the rule
heaven, shall be given to the people of the
of government on the throne of his
saints of the Most High, whose kingdom is
an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions glory, he continues toreign till all the
wicked are delivered from that death
shall serve and obey him.-Dan. 7: 27.
Thrones of judgment! "He shall that they are appointed "once to die,"
reign in Mount Zion and in Jerusa- ''for he must reign, till he hath put
all enemies under his feet. The last
lem."
And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say enemy that shall be destroyed is
unto you, That ye which have followed me, death." And death remains an enemy
in the regeneration when the Son of man shall
as long as there is one of Adam's race
sit in the throne of his glory, ye [apostles]
left
in his cruel embrace; and should
shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the
one soul be returned to his domain
twelve t ibes of Israel.-Matt. i9: 28.
When the Son of man shall come in his after the judgment, this last enemy
glory, and all the holy angels with him, then would remain the conqueror, and
shall he sit upon the throne of his glory.Christ's mission wquld be a failure,
Matt. 25: 31.
The foregoing scripture statements and he would be yielding the keys
seem to plainly set forth that which that he once so gloriously took as a
·precedes and that also which follows trophy when he vanquished him and
the coming of Christ in glory, as to returned from the conflict crowned an
the glory that shall characterize the eternal victor.
The next passage of scripture introearth during the millennial age. As
duced
by this author to prove the
to the remnants of the nations "who
earth
void
and desolate during the
are left" at the second coming of our
thousand
years,
is as follows:Savior, they are to increase during
the thousand years ''in the four quarters of the earth," and being the
remnants of "Gog and Magog," they
are still recognized by these names
after that age (Rev. 20:7, 8); and
during the little season, Satan-who
was bound during the thousand yearshad been bound, "that he should
deceive the nations no more, till the
thousand years should be fulfilled,"is ''loosed out of his prison," goes
among the nations of Gog and Magog,
and he deceives them; gathers them
to a final contest for the supremacy of
the earth. In the struggle fire comes
''down from heaven and devoured
them." The Devil is "cast into the
lake of fire and brimstone." At the
conclusion of the little season, after
all the race of Adam have suffered the
appointed penalty passing upon all
from their federal head, Adam,-for
"it is appointed unto man once to
die [the physical death], but after this

Behold, the Lord maketh the earth empty,
and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside
down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants
thereof. And it shall be, as with the people,
so with the priest; as with the servant, so
with his master; as with the maid, so with
her mistress; as with the buyer, so wit.h the
seller; as with the lender, so with the borrower; as with the taker of usury, so with
the giver of usury to him. The land shall be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled: for the Lord
hath spoken this word. The earth mourneth
and fadeth away, the world languisheih and
fadeth away, the haughty people of the earth
do languish. The earth also is defiled under
the inhabitants thereof; because they have
transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant.
Therefore hath the curse devoured the earth,
and they that dwell therein are desolate:
therefore the inhabitants of the earth are
burned, and few men left.-Isa. 24: 1-6.

Isaiah is counted among the chief
prophets of all time, and this prophecy
is of the most majestic and sweeping
I in its scope, taking within its folds
the entire time intervening between
the first and second coming of the

Lord Jesus. The closing events here
foretold seem to synchronize with
those set forth in the eighteenth chapter of John's revelations, in their fulfillment. The everlasting covenant
here referred to can be no other than
the gospel covenant. The one ratified by the blood of the Savior. (Heb.
13: 20.) The inhabitants of the earth,
as such, have participated in no other.
They could break no covenant that
they are not participators in. That
was the covenant.designed of God for
the acceptance of the inhabitants of
the earth. (Matt. 28: 19, 20.)
It was evidently broken when the
church, under the representation of a
pure woman, forfeited her right to
the endowments of the covenant,
ministerial authority, represented by
the "man child;" the inspirational
gifts and enlightenment of the Holy
Ghost, emblemized by "the light of
the sun;" and left the foundation of
the seven ''principles of the doctrine
of Christ," on which. she stood, symbolized by the moon (Heb. 6: 2), and
fled into the wilderness of apostasy;
to be helped by ''the earth," and to be
"nourished from the face" (not away
from) "the face of the serpent." .And
after breaking the everlasting covenant, or apostatizing from the gospel,
became married to the kings of the
earth; and her nourishment, instead
of being from heaven, was found in
the "golden cup,''· seen in her hand.
Rev. 12: 1-16; 17: 1-7). Some object
to the idea that the nourishment of
the church should be derived from
the face of the serpent, because it says
the woman fled to "a place prepared
of God" for her. Well, he prepared
a place ''for the Devil and his angels"
(Matt. 25:41); but it does not necessarily follow, from that fact, that God
designed Lucifer to fall from heaven,
or man to follow him to his "prepared"
place. The woman clothed with the
sun, is the Church of Christ before
she broke the everlasting covenant;
the woman on the scarlet colored
beast is the church supported by the
earthly governments, for twelve hundred and sixty years, after the covenant was broken. The man child, or
the Christ by his divine authority, was
not with the church in the wilderness.
Neither was the light of "the sun" of
righteousness with her there. Nor
was the gospel of peace, with which
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she had been shod, and on which she the thousand years of Revelation
20 2 5 7
had stood (Eph. 6: 15; Heb. 6: 1, 2),
: , ' ·
(To be continued.)
the sandals of the woman in her place
________ .,
in the wilderness. The time for the
M1'n1r1Q<I,
renewal of the covenant thus broken '!
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was signalled by the coming of the
angel with "the everlasting O'Ospel " I
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as seen by the Revelator John (Rev.
14: 6, 7), and is the means by which
a people will be- are being we should
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wilderness. (Rev. 18: 1-4.)
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"And even so will I gather mine elect
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ALABAMA.
Conference met with Flat Rock branch
.
June
k
J · '
12
J. G. Vic ery president, . R.
Harper secretary. Elders reporting: J. D.
Erwin baptized 2, M. K. Harp. Priests: c.
T. ·wadsworth, J. E. Miller. Teachers: J.
A. Amerson, G. 0. Sellers. Bishop's agent,
G. O. Sellers, reported on hand $lO. 15 ; received $62.85; paid out $35: balance on hand
$ 38 .60 . Ordered that B~tler branch be
disorganized and letters of removal be
granted tha~remainingmembers might unite
with o~her branches
Flat Rock branch
recommended for ordi~ation to office of elder
C T W d
th· W D Cl k t ffi
r'
. .
a swor ,
.
.
ar
o o ce o
priest; B. C. Barlow to office of deacon.
Ordinations ordered. J. G. Vickery was
sustained president of dictrict; J. R. Harper,
t
G
B' h ,
S
~ere ~;y; b. J 0 G. ;.11 ~rs,
i~ ;P~ :ge~t.

Conference at Higbee, Missouri, June 19;
President J. A. Tanner in the chair, Louise '
Palfrey secretary. Branches reporting: BeII vier 175, giJ,in 8; Higbee
92, gain 8; Pollock
19, gain 1; Missouri Biver 31, loss 1; Carrollton 10; Huntsville 12. Elders reporting:
.
M M T
1
Apostle I. N. White; Kders
. . urpen,
W. Summerfield, J. A. Tanne'." .M. A.
I Trotter, vV. J. Vaug.lmn, J. T · Williams, J.
f
F. Petre, W. H. Vmcent, C. Perry, T. D.
rom the four quarters of the earth." Williams, R.R. Jones, F. A. Evans. Priests,
So lonO'
as people deny
the necessity T . R . W'll"
mg Y · · ic ery an · · h· rwm.f
0
i iams, M. . s urr1'd ge, F . T . M usse 1, Mreac
·
f
G d•
l
'll
. K . H arp an d J . G . v·w k ery m
c arge o
f
1
o reve at1on rom o ' so ong WI
W. Chapman, D. Edmunds, J. Waltenbaugh. sacrament service. Adjourned to Pleasant
they remain under the broken cove- Teachers; G. Thorburn, T. Br?ad · , Deacon~, Hill branch, Saturday before second Sunday
nant. For by divine revelation was W. J. Griffiths, W. Kelso. Bis?op 8 agent 8 in October.
.
.
.
.
report: On hand $23 91; received $148.10;
it first brought mto effect, or mst1- disbursements $!58.40; on hand $13.61. Questuted; and by continued revelation tion laid over from last conference in regard
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
was it maintained; and when revelation to holding conference every six months lost,
Conference at Alpena, June 19. Elder E.
from God ceased, along in the second and it was moved that present order continue, C. Briggs chosen to preside; Elder J. J.
and third centuries of the Christian namely, every four months. Secretary re- Cornish associate president, C. B. Joice
ported having found counties comprising the
era, the darkness set in, the everlast- district as follows: Putnam, Sullivan, Linn, secretary. Branch reports: Wilson 14;
South Boardman 85; Kingsly 43; Whittemore
ing covenant was broken.
Chariton, Carroll, Adair, Macon, Randolph, 38; Coleman 130; W. Bay City 93; Freesoil
And in so far as their relation to Howard, Boon, Knox, Shelby, Monroe, Au- 132; Reed City 28; Alpena 50; Beaverton 35;
divine administrative authority is con- drain, Callaway, Lewis, Ralls, Pike, Marion. Chase 55; Boyne City 57; Brinton 19; Kasson
In the matter of recommendations offered for
cerned, all,-both priest and people, ordinations it was referred to district presi- 33; Inland 59. Elders' reports: R. E. Grant
baptized 7, J. J. Cornish baptized 18, C. G.
buyer and seller, lender and borrower, dent and missionary in charge. The follow- Lewis, W. D. Ellis baptized 2, J. S. Kier, J.
-have occupied a common level, ing brothers agreed with the decision of H. Peters, J. R. Beckley baptized 2, R. W.
without the power to administer the the committee and were willing to accept Hugill baptized 3, D. Smith baptized 8, E. B"
rites and ordinances of the everlast- the offices to which they were called and Blackmore, J. A. Carpenter baptized 7, R..
were ordained; G. Thorburn, elder; W. Kelso, Davis baptized 7. Priests: J.E. Hanson, A.
ing covenant. "Because" of this "the priest. Brn. R. Thrutchly and H. c. Gipson De Wolf, J. Davis baptized 2, F. S. Brackenearth mourneth and fadeth away; the not being present, their ordinations to the bury baptized 2, J. P. Titus, G.D. Washburn
world languisheth and fadeth away; offices respectively of priest and teacher were baptized 5, A. Berve, J. Fennels. Teachers:·
the haughty people of the earth do left to the wisdom of district president and R. C. Russel, J. H. Blackmore, T. Rea, J.
languish."
missionary in charge, when they shall deem Schuer. Bishop's agent's report: Received
it practicable to organize a branch at Salt $782.18; disbursed $740.93; on hand $41.25.
And because the people will not in- River. Thomas Broad having been called J. J. Cornish elected president of district
vestigate the truth, nor recognize the first to the office of priest, afterwards to be and Bishop's agent, C. B. Joice district seceverlasting covenant when renewed an elder, it was decided that God meant for retary. Preaching by Elders E. C. Briggs,
nor turn from their creeds and human him to labor in both offices, and since it had J. J. Cornish, and J. A. Carpenter. Adf
·
.b t t
t · th
k
been neglected to ordain him to first named journed to South Boardman.
con e~s10ns,- u rus 1 ~
e wor s office, it was deemed wise that he labor in
of their own hands; that IS, churches I the office oE priest first. W. Chapman was
NODAWAY.
founded by human wisdom alone, on admonished to continue faithful and diligent
Conference with Bedison branch, June 12,
the ''creedified" theologies of poor / in his calling of priest till the voice of wisdom
weak man , 'the earth also is defiled and revelation more fully demanded his 13; President W. Woodhead in the c<lair, W.
Branch reports:
d th .' h b't t th
f ,, "th
ordination to office of elder. Seven were B. Torrance secretary.
un er em a 1 an s ereo ;
ere- baptized and confirmed. J. A. Tanner con- Bedison 37; gain 2, loss by death 1. Platte
fore, the inhabitants of the earth are tinued as district president, Louise Palfrey 78; loss by letter 2. Ross Grove 38. Sweet
burned," at Christ's second advent, as secretary declined, and G. Tryon was Home 42, loss by letter 4. Rising Hope 19.
"and few men left" (2 Th es. 1: 7-9,). , elected in her place. Conference will meet Reports of ministry: E. S. Fannon baptized
But Isaiah like Ezekiel and Zechariah October 9, at Bevier, Missouri. District tent 2, W. Powell, R. K. Ross, J. Hawley, O.
'
. ' given in charge of M. M. Turpen and W. Madison, A. Jacobson, M. F. Gowell, P. Anhas a remnant, even at the burmng Summerfield. The conference was one of the derson, J. C. Anderson, R. M. Jeffries, R.
time. It is then that the moon will best attended and most spiritual ever held F. Hill, R. Lorensen, A. Jensen, H. Froyd, J.
be confounded, and the sun ashamed, in this district, and was particularly charac- Nesson, W. B. Torrance. Report of First
and our Savior will commence his terized by a spirit of promise for the future, Presidency concerning case of Bro. J. Thomas
glorious reign in Mount Zion and in and in the promising conditions and new vs. J. 'l'. Ford. Bro. Thomas made a plea,
interest manifested, the saints remember, reviewing proceedings of elder's court,
Jerusalem (Isa. 24: 21-23).
with gratitude, the aggressive and energetic Bishop's court, and action of First Presidency.
So there is nothing in this text to efforts of Bro. T. w. Chatburn, last year, Reading of findings of Bishop's court called
indicate that earth will be void during under whose direction the work was.
for. A statement was made that Sweet Home
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branch disapproved of suggestions of elder's
court. Moved and seconded that Bro. James
Thomas be released from any further requirements. Amended, that we adopt the findings
·of the courts in this mat,ter. 'fhe amendment was adopted, after which the original
motion carried. Request and invitation to
take part in Maysville reunion presented by
P. Anderson. Moved and seconded that we
accept the invitation, and permit them the
use of the tent in the reunion. Amended:
To leave this matter discretionary with the
missionary in charge and district president.
Amendment and original motion lost. Afterward: Were permitted use of tent provided
expenses to and from reunion were paid. R.
K. Ross, Bishop's agent, reported on hand
$56.38; received $104; total $160.38; paid out
$153; on hand $7.38. A recommendation for
ordination of W. T. R0ss, Jr., to office of
teacher, presented by Bro. M. F. Gowell,
tabled. W. B. Torrance was elected secretary, W. Woodhead president, R. K. Ross
Bishop's agent. Secretary to purchase a
book to record minutes in; also to correspond
with J. 'I'. Ford concerning the last year's
tent fund. Bro. P. Anderson tent treasurer
for present year. Collection of $1. 76 received
for tent treasurer. Preaching by D. A.
Hutchings, P. Anderson, M. F. Gowell, R. K.
Ross, and W. Woodhead.
Adjourned to
Ross Grove, at call of district president.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.

Chatham 86; gain 3. Dentville 33; 1 died.
Lindsley 50. Longwood 28; gain 6. Petrolea
62; gain 7. Ridge town 53; gain 8. Tilbury
49. Wabash 39. Wallace burg 46; gain 8.
Zone 54; loss 2. Elder J. H. Lake reported
by letter. Elders G. Green, R. Coburn, B.
St. John baptized 20, J. H. Tyrrell, G. Hampshire, J. Shields, S. Brown reported. Priests
R. Brown, J. Williamson, A. Miller baptized
1, and W. H. Taylor reported. Bro. G.
Hampshire had notified Bro. F. J. Marr, and
the matter left with a committee to examine
and report to this conference. Committee
S. Brown, J. H. Tyrrell, and N. L. Blakely
recommended the matter be left with Petrolea
branch to deal with as the law directs.
Resolved, that letters of removal be not
given to parties when leaving a branch, but
I that they be sent by the secretary of the
branch they leave to the secretary of the
branch they remove to.-That the advertising
of the conference be left with presiding
officers of the district, and the expense of the
same be paid out of funds in district treasurer's hands.-That R. Coburn be paid 80
cents, being amount of his expenses as secretary. R. C. Evans was sustained as missionary in charge; G. Green, district president;
J. A. Blackemore, vice president; R. Coburn,
secretary; G. Hampshire, district trea~urer;
J. H. Tyrrell, Bishop's agent. An address
was read from Elder J. H. Lake, former
missionary in charge, and a committee
appointed to make suitable reply. Preaching
ST. LOUIS.
Conference in St. Louis, Missouri, June 26, by R. C. Evans, G. Green, and Arthur
1897. Elder M. H. Bond chosen to preside, Leverton. Adjourned to Wallace burg, Octoassisted by Elder William Anderson, J. G. ber 9, 10.
·smith clerk. Reported: Elders M. H. Bond,
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
William Anderson, R. Archibald, J. S. ParConference at Wilbur, Nebraska, June 21;
rish, A. S. Davison, N. N. Cooke, J. G. Smith,
J.E. Betts, Sr., J.Beaird, W. Jaques;PriestJ. Elder J. W. Waldsmith chairman. Bishop's
C. Hitchcock, and Teacher G. F. Barraclough. agent reported: Receipts $139.66; balance due
In appeal case of Bro. G. A. Forbes, action agent 85 cents; audited and found correct.
of St. Louis branch was sustained by confer- Elders reporting: .J. W. Waldsmith,J. Thomp·
ence. Proposed ordination of Bro. J. E. son, W. M. Self, C. H. Porter, W. E. Peak,
Smith was on motion deferred. Election of F. J. Chatburn, T. Nutt, J. Huff, W. Savage,
officers: J. S. Parrish president of district; A. J. Myers. Priests: J. Drury, R. 0. Self,
Ivor Davies, vice president; J. G. Smith, E. D. Briggs, 0. H. Brown, S. Brolliar, M. J.
secretary. Branch reports: St. Louis, 282; Schafer, H. W. Bellville. Branch reports:
6 baptized, 1 received by letter, one restored Blue River, 183; Hebron, 17; Palmyra, 38.
on evidence of membership, 3 expelled, 2 The missionaries were given the use of the
died. Belleville, 55; 2 died. Cheltenham, district tent for the season. A resolution
38. Moselle, 10. Oak Hill, 12. Whearso was offered for the consideration of next
failed to report. Bishop's ag·ent, J. G. Smith, conference, providing for a business meeting
reported: Due church $228.7h; received tithes in June ofeach year for the election of district
and offerings $246.85; total $475.60; paid out officers. Officers elected for four months:
$366.25; balance due church $109.35. Report district president, Elder J. W. Waldsmith,
audited and found correct. Preaching by district secretary, C. F. Woods; assistant
Elders William Anderson and M. H. Bond. secretary, J. Huff; Bishop's agent, J. W.
Adjourned to St. Louis, Missouri, Septem- Waldsmith. General Conference appointees
were sustained. Vote of thanks tendered
ber 25.
Bro. M. J. Schafer for his work as president
the of district Sunday school association,CHATHAM.
Conference in Raleigh town hall with a report from which was read and ordered
Buxton branch, June 12, 13; R. C. Evans and spread upon the minutes. Held one social
G. Green presidents, R. Coburn and S. Brown service and three preaching services, preachsecretaries. Bishop's agent, J. H. Tyrrell, ing by Bishop E. L. Kelley. Adjourned to
reported balance $132.98; received $456.05; Palmyra at call of president.
paid out $435.48; on hand $153.55. District
treasurer, receipts $13.13; paid out $11.84;
balance on hand $1.29. Reports audited and
found correct. Branch reports: Blenheim 53;
gain 2. Buxton 18. Battle Hill 27; loss 4.

8lfndau School Associations.
EASTERN MICHIGAN.
Sunday school association convened at
Huron Center, June 11; Addie Grant district
secretary. Called to order by district superintendent. Hymn No. 60 Saints' Hymnal,
prayer by. Elder E. C. Br.iggs. Schools re·
ported: East Fremont, St. Clair, Buel Center.
Officers reported: W. Davis, Addie Grant,
A. E. Hicks. Election of officers: Superintendent, W. Hartnell; secretary, Addie Grant;
treasurer, A. E. Hicks. Treasurer's l"eport:
On hand last report $3.46; received $2; in
treasury $5.46. Schools represented: East
Fremont, entitled to seven delegates, three
present. Bay Port four, all present. Adjourned to one day previous, and at the place
where next district conference shall meet.
Remarks on Sunday school work by E. C.
Briggs and J. J. Cornish.

NAUVOO.
Sunday school convention at Farmington,
Iowa, June 4; called to order by assistant
· superintendent Bro. C. N. Craig, Sr. Marjorie
Wright secretary. Schools entitled to 20
delegates. Schools reporting: Star of Hope,
Montrose, enrollment about 30. Farmington
43. Keb about 80. Rock Creek 35. Burlington about 80. Bro. C. N. Craig and Sr.
Hattie McKiernan reported verbally; also
Brn. D. T. Williams and T. Simpson spoke
on Sunday school work. A resolution, that
the traveling expenses of superintendent and
assistant superintendent be defrayed by the
association to extent of our collections, was
carried. The first chapter of Daniel was
read, after which Sr. Hattie McKiernan read
an essay bearing on the substance of that
chapter. Song, No. 121, Gospel Hymns was
sung; followed by the members in general
responding with quotations and discussion on
the same subject. In the evening Brn. J. R.
Evans and J. S. Snively spoke on Sunday
school work. Adjourned to Friday preceding next conference and at same place.
HATTIE MCKIERNAN, Supt.
MARJORIE WRIGHT, Sec.

Mi8BB11airnotls Ilspartmsnt
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
To the Saints in Mobile District, Greeting;
Beloved Brethren in the Lord:-The Lord has

made it possible for all of us to do something
to "establish the righteousness of his kingdom;" we can all serve him, and we are all
commanded to obey him. Let us see to it
that we bring into the Lord's storehouse all
our tithes and offerings. We need a larger
missionary force; the demands of the work
cannot be met; calls for preaching are going
unheeded.
We withhold our tithes and
offerings, and rob God, hence people are
robbed of the privilege to hear the gospel.·
We are a poor people, yet there is a great
'Then, each one in his own place, we must deal owing the Lord by the saints in this
give light to other lives, and make the one district. Pray to the Lord; he is willing and
] little spot in this world that is close about us able to help you out of the bondage of .this
brighter and happier with love and grace." debt; for in not paying your tithing you are
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bound, hindered, prevented from doing the
good which your means might accomplish if
it was placed where it belongs. Nine tenths
of your property will do you more good under
God's blessings than ten tenths will under
the blight of his displeasure.
If you cannot pay all you owe at once, make
an effort and do something, and the field of
your usefulness will widen out before you
with righteous living,-the possibilities of
life will be appreciated by you, and through
the Holy Spirit you will" taste of the powers
of the world to come."
Send money by registered letter or money
order to Vaq.cleave, Mississippi.
In gospel bonds,
W. L. BOOKER.
Bishop's agent, Mobile district.
P. S.-Some of you who have about payed
what is due the Lord, have done well. A
few have done more than required, such
willing workers will be blessed, and continued opportunities for doing good will
present themselves, and they will "enter
into the joy of their Lord."
W. L. B.

vAN OLEAVE, Miss .. June 28.

cents per separate meal; dinners on Sundays,
35 cents.
Lodging can be be had at the lodging
house.
Those lodging there must bring
sheet, pillow case, and towel. Room, cot,
springs, pillow, mattress, and blanket will be
furnished for $1.25 for the session.
Those desiring cottages, write to Daniel
Tripp, Montrose, Iowa, and inclose stamp for
reply; Cottages that will accommodate from
four to twelve persons rented at from $4.00 to
$10.00, depending on furniture they contain,
etc.
Those wishing tents can be furnished on
application to F. M. Weld, chairman of committee, at Montrose, Iowa, inclosing stamp
for reply. Wall tents 7 x 12 and 2t feet wall,
$2.75; family tents 9x14, $4.25; ditto 12 x 19,
$4.75.
A good attendance is hoped for that this
reunion may be made one of the permanent
reunions of the church, which it should be,
because of the great amount of good that
may be done by it.
In bonds,
28-2t
F. M. WELD, Chairman.

BLUFF PARK (NAUVOO) REUNION.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

At the Semicentennial Reunion appointed
by the General Conference of 1896, and which
was held at Bluff Park, Montrose, Iowa,
August 21-September 1, 1896, it was decided
to hold another reunion to be known as the
"Nauvoo reunion."
The committee appointed begs leave hereby
to announce that all necessary arrangements
have been made to hold said re union at Bluff
Park, from August 19 to September 1, next,
and hereby extends a cordial invitation to all
saints and friends to be present.
Bluff Park is a favorite resort, situated on
a high bluff opposite Nauvoo, aud commands
a view of the river, the islands, and the surrounding country. The grounds have been
refitted for the coming season and are in excellent condition. A mineral well, operated by
an reromotor, will furnish cottages and others
with an abundant supply of medicinal water.
The grounds are high and dry, the location
conducive to quiet recreation and health.
The Park is situated three fourths of a mile
from Montrose, Iowa, and food supplies will
be delivered on the grounds by the merchants. The reunion will be held during
the fruit season. Come and eat the fruit
of the goodly land.
The ferry between Montrose and Nauvoo
will run on both Sundays, to accommodate
visitors. A cheap steamboat excursion may
be provided for, during the week.
The Western Passenger Association has
granted a rate of one and one third fare round
trip, on the usual certificate plan, provided
one hundred tickets are sold exceeding a cost
of fifty cents each. Buy your tickets to;;,Montrose, Iowa, and don't fail to get certificate
with each tic~et.
Those coming by team will find hay and
grain at reasonable prices on the grounds;
plenty of room for teams.
Bro. Elmer Reed will be in charge of the
large and commodious boarding house. Good
board by the week at $3.00 per week, or 25

Central Nebraska district will hold their
next conference at Meadow Grove, August 7,
commencing at, two o'clock p. m. It is hoped
that a pleasant and profita.ble season may be
had.
LEVI GAMET, Sec.
Conference of Eastern Colorado district
will convene with Denver branch at their
church, corner Twenty Second and Arapahoe
Streets, at ten a. m., Saturday, August 28.
A good representation from the different
branches is desired. Come and bring the
good Spirit with you, that we may have a
time of rejoicing together. Please see that
your branch reports are made out, approved,
and sent to the district secretary, C. E.
Everett, No. 2851 California Street, Deriver,
Colorado, in time to reach him at least five
days before the convening of conference.
J. B. ROUSH, Vice President.
c. E. EVERETT, Secretary.
Conference of Ohio district will be held
with Highland branch, in their chapel, Highland County, beginning September 4, at 9: 30
a. m. It is tlesired that as many officials of
the district as can attend will be present.
Important matters will be brought before the
conference. We expect Apostle Griffiths and
a number of missionaries present. All come
on Friday the 3d without fail. The president
of branch will give notice as to trains and
conveyance from same.
JAMES MOLER, Dist. Pres.

PASTORAL.
To the Saints of the Nodaway District:-No
doubt ere this you are all aware that our
general missionary in charge, Bro. I. N.
White, has placed me in charge of this part
of the field for the present year; and now that
the busiest part of the season will soon be
over, enabling you to give more time and
; attention to church work, will you please
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look around inyourrespective neighborhoods
and ascertain what are the opportunities for
preaching; find out what schoolhouses or
churches can be had, or suitable places for
the tent. Inform me, and Bro. Gowell or I
will attend to the work as soon as practicable.
The scattered members especially can render
us much assistance in this way, and save us
time and means. We desire to preach the
word in new places. In many places where
preaching has been done by the elders in the
past, little or no interest is manifest. The
gospel much be preached to all. It is our
privilege to present it to them; theirs to
accept or reject.
Saints, let us put forth a united effort to
reach out after those who have not as yet had
the chance to hear. Let the local ministry
assist the missionaries in making and filling
appointments as much af:i possible, and let us
all labor diligently and faithfully in the calling and station wherein we have been
placed.
I would also state that our late conference
appointed me treasurer of the tent fund. It
requires some money to run a tent, besides
several things are needed in order to fully
equip us for that work. Will you please send
. to me the means that you may be able to contribute for this purpose, to Box 539, Stanberry, Missouri.
Yours in the faith,
PETER ANDERSON.

INDIAN TERRITORY CAMP MEETING.
The saints in Indian Territory will hold a
camp meeting ou Grand River near Echo, or
Cary's Ferry, beginning August 6, and continuing till the 16th. All the saints and
friends who can attend this meeting are
cordially invited to come prepared to camp,.
and remain to the close of the meeting.
This meeting is gotten up for the purpose'
of gathering together scattered saints in
Indian Territory, that we may get better
acquainted, and assist one another in building up and establishing gospel truth among
our neighbors.
Many saints in Kansas,
Missouri, and Arkansas have said, "we are
coming to that Indian Territory Camp Meeting."
The meeting will be held in a beautiful
grove on the farm of Bro. John Kelly, one
mile northeast of Cary's Ferry, on Grand
River. Those coming from Kansas should
come by way of Fairland, then twelve miles
south to camp ground. Those coming by
way of Tiff City, Missouri, should cross Cow
Skin River, then take road running west
along the Seneca line to camp ground.
Those coming by way of South West City,
Missouri, should inquire for Grove, then
three miles northwest to camp ground.
The place selected is eighteen miles east of
Venita, Indian Territory, twelve miles south
of Fairland, Indian Territory, and twenty
miles northwest of South West City, Missouri.
Brn. F. C. Keck andO. P. Sutherland have
promised to be with us, and all the missionary
force of the district is expected to come and
help to make the first camp meeting in the
territory a success.
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The district tent will be on the ground for
the benefit of the meeting. Good pasture
for teams can be had near by the grounds at
reasonable rates. Come one and all; the trip
will do yoli good; bring the Spirit of the
Master with you, and your presence will bless
others.
The river abounds with fish and the springs
with pure water. Don't forget the date,
August 6.
Yours for truth,
T. J. SHEPPARD.

A GLORIOUS TIME.
·One of the best conferences in the London
•district was held at St. Marys, June 19, 20, 21.
·The blessing of God was poured ou'~ upon his
people from the start of the Sunday school
convention until the close of conference.
The gifts were manifest in nearly every ses:sion to the encouragement of all, and especially to the sick, for it was declared that
the time of a great endowment was near at
hand, and as a result "your sick will no
longer languish." Alfred Davis, of Stratford,
was called to the Melchisedec priesthood.
The business sessions were profitable, and no
ill feeling was cherished in the discussion of
resolutions. We are glad to remark that
the saints are coming up higher in this respect. The report of district secretary
showed a decided increase of church membership, while the report of Bishop's agent
was very encouraging. We hope the time
may soon come when more missionaries will
be sent to Canada. The attendance of visiting saints was said to be the largest that
ever has been, and the good reports that
were brought by them serve to show that
God is about to perform a marvelous work.
Many elders were present.
The Sunday school meeting was excellent,
the best ever held. Everybody is alive to
that important work. A resolution was
passed that this district accept the decision
·Of the deacon's duties as declared by President Joseph Smith some time ago.
We must not forget to mention the divine
manifestations borne by some to the calling
of R. C. Evans to apostleship. Thus closed
one of the most profitable and we may say
the most spiritual conferences ever held in
London district.
D. McGREGOR,
}
G. A. PHILLIPS,
Press Com.
A. E. MOR'l'IMER,
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see that the county papers contain an item of
news in this line. Give the meetings all the
publicity you can by both pulpit and press
notice.
All services begin Friday night.
S. W. L. SCOTT·
Per resolution district conference.
By conferring with the branch presidents
and missionary, J. F. Mintun, we have decided
to hold two days' meetings, in Northern Nebraska district, as follows: Fremont, August
7, 8; Columbus, August 14,15; Lake Shore,
September 25, 26; Omaha, October 2, 3.
J . M. STUBBART, Dist. Pres.
There will be two days' grove meeting,
August 14 and 15, held at Bro. John McKenzie's, lot 22, seventh conce ision, Blenheim,
one .mile east of Blandford Station on C. P.
R., three miles west oi Drumbo Station on
the G ... T. R. and C. P. R. Meetings in
charge of Brn. R. C. Evans, president of
Canada mission, and R. C. Longhurst, president of London district. Those who can do
so bring your baskets and some empty strawticks and sheets, as there is only one family
of saints. With some help we hope to be
able to care for all. Trains will be met at
Drumbo on Saturday, if those coming will
drop me a card. It is hoped that all who can
come will do so, and have a spiritual feast.
We look for a good time. All who intend
coming please drop me post card.
JOHN McKENZIE.
BLANDFORD STATION,

Ontario.

Two-days' meetings near Beloit, Kansas.
A meeting of two days duration will be held
with the Elmira branch, four miles southeast
from Beloit, Kansas, in the district tent,
Saturday and Sunday, July 31 and August 1.
The ministry and saints in the western
part of the district, and all others who can
do so, are invited to attend.
WILL s. PENDER, Minister in Charge.
H. HART, District President.

THE SOUTHWEST MISSOURI REUNION.
The above reunion will be held at Nevada,
Vernon County, Missouri, from August 27 to
September 5, 1897. Saints and friends all
along the line are asked to take notice and
make their arrangements accordingly. Full
particulars will soon be published in Herald
and Ensign.
TWO"DAYS' MEETINGS.
I. N. WHITE,
Two days' meetings will be held throughout
F. C. KECK,
\ Committee.
the South Michigan and North Indiana
H. SPARLING,
district, as follows: Michigan: July 31,
August 1, Marcellus; August 7, 8, Lansing;
BORN.
August 14, 15, Grand Rapids; August 21, 22,
CHRISTIENSON. -At Eagle Grove, Iowa,
Hartford; August 28, 29, Buchanan; Sep- February 9, 1897, to Bro. Peter and Mrs.
tember 4, 5, Galien; September 11, 12, Knox, Christienson, a son, and named Clarence
Indiana; September 18, 19, Coldwater, Michi- Peter. Blessed at Eagle Grove, Iowa, June
gan; September 25, 26, Flint, Indiana; October 21, 1897, by Elder Eli Hayer.
2, 3, South Scott, Indiana.
PENROD.-Elvin Alexander, born August
Elders James M. Baggerly, David Smith, 24, 1896, at Stofiel, Nevada, to Bro. and Sr.
R. E. Grant, L. F. Daniel, H. H. Robinson, Alexander Penrod. Blessed June 2, by
Francis Granger, and S. W. L. Scott will Elders R. W. and J. Arthur Davis.
endeavor to conduct the services as convenPENROD.-Ruth Elizabeth, born March 23,
ience will admit.
1892, at North Fork, Nevada. Blessed May
Local officers and committeemen, please i 30, 1897, by J. Arthur and R. W. Davis.

l

PENROD.-Chester Franklin, born February
29, 1896, at Stofiel, Nevada, to Bro. and Mrs.
James Penrod. Blessed May 30, 1897, by R.
W. and J. Arthur Davis.

DIED.
HALL.-At Pleasanton, Iowa, June 26, 1897,
Sr. Emeline Hall, aged 78 years, 8 months,
and 18 days. She was born in the State of
New York, was married in Bates County,
Missouri, to Bro. William Hall, July, 1843.
From 1846until1877 they lived in Lee County,
Iowa, then moved to the neighborhood of
Pleasanton, in which vicinity Bro. Hail died
April, 1888. Sr. Hall was a faithful member
of the Latter Day Saint Churgh for over
thirty years, and several of the missionary
elders will remember with much appreciation the kind hospitality of her home in days
when the membership of the Reorganization
numbered much less than it does now, and
the communities in which the weary and
footsore elder found a welcome by a saints'
heartstone were few and far between. She
leaves five sons. Funeral services were conducted at the saints' church, Pleasanton, by
Duncan Campbell and A. W. Moffet. Interment in Hamilton cemetery.
COPELAND.-At the home of his parents,
near Pleasanton, Iowa, June 23, 1807, Joseph,
son of John and Mary Copeland, aged 5 years,
8 months, and 17 days. Funeral services at
saints' church, Pleasanton, by Duncan Campbell. Interment at Hamilton cemetery.
GLADWIN.-Sr. Eliza J. Gladwin was born
October 22, 1819, in Clinton, Connecticut,
died May 22, 1897, at Council Bluffs, Iowa,
aged 77 years and 7 months. She was the
widow of Horace G. Gladwin, to whom she
was married October 20, 1834. She was an
old-time saint, and was persistent in her attendance upon Divine service. Funeral sermon by Elder T. W. Williams.
LONG.-TempeRt Long was born December
13, 1878, at Tabor, Iowa; died May 13, 1897,
aged 18 years and 5 months. She was the
youngest daughter of James and Sr. Mary
Long; was very ambitious, and while for
over a year consumption had been undermining her system, yet she continued to teach
school, and even this spring signed a contract
for spring term. She leaves four sisters.
brother, father, and mother to mourn. It
was the longing of her soul that she might
recover sufficiently to be baptized, but the
good Father ruled otherwise, yet evidenced
consideration in blessing her in administration. Funeral in the Congregational church,
Tabor, it being her expressed wish Bro. T.
w. Williams conducted the services. There
was a large audience, and the Holy Spirit
came blessing the speaker, comforting the
bereaved, and giving meat in due season to
those assembled.
HARDING. - Don. C. Harding was born
February 26, 1870, near Crescent, Iowa; baptized December 20, 1896, at Council Bluffs,
Iowa; died March 28, 1897, at the home of
his father, Benjamin Harding, near Crescent,
J Iowa.
He was uncomplaining to the last,
leaving his case solely in the hands of God.
II Funeral services were held at the saints'
church, Crescent, Iowa, T. W. Williams of.
ficiating.
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Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Absolutely Puro

The Saints' Herald.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six JilQnths $1.116;
thr~e months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dlstr~ct and branch presld ents,
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the pu~
lishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editon.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Crile7
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or ·lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion.,
subject to the following discounts: One month's insel'
tlon, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; sill:
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent..
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fust or
la;t pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
r cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
n outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
n cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centll
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, ae second~IU!ll
mail matter.)
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ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

THE THREE BOOKS
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Ministers' Bibles, by which strictly firstclass editions .are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
the "Oxford Bible,'' with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, :flexible binding;
size 8ix6-!- mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy.
'•The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps to 1896. Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size Stx6 mailed postpaid at
$1.50.
These Bibles are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading publishing houses and may be relied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley,
Business Manager Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
THE

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: l. Is the Book of Mormon
-Of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of J1i,sus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and ac·
11epted with him?
Cloth, 396 pages, price ............. $1 50

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD.
The .apostasy, reformation, and restoration
by Elde; William?· ~elley; printed in good
type with neat bwdmg. The work is 11
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from historical facts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modern diverse systems ot
faith and worship; it discusses present issues
of theology. It may be read with interest
aqd profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial aiithority as associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal church of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the crefds and systems of church building since the days of the apostles. New revised, and enlarged edition.
'
Cloth .•••••...•............•••••••. 811 25

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for tht
Inspilred Translation in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of lVlormou and Book of
Covenant classes being formed in various
bran<:hes of the church, and the consequent
growrng dPmand for the "three books " the
Herald Office management has decid~d to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
:<ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordi·
nary care will last the necessary wear of
years. . They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low pr10e of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or J?octrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The U:iraestandard books
of the church are oow within the reach ot
&IL

JUVENILE BOOKS.
THE SIL VER THIM tJLES.This is the first volume of the Birth Offering Series, a book for young children
at home and for Sunday school juvenile
libraries. The story of the Silver Thimbles
is from real life. It relates how a little child
learned to overcome selfishness and do good;
cloth, price 20 cents.
ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm orSO acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, e.table, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

HARDWARE.
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB wmE, E'l'Q.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
&liable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
IN COMBIN.ATIOli.
TheSAINTS'HERALDandAUTUMNLEAVES
$3.00, if paid in advance.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to si:Kteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
.•
• grass land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 50

GOhhHGR GlfY BRRBHR 8HOP,
- ) <"PP08ITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladieil'
hair cleaning at shop or houoe, except Satu•daya.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connectiun.
F. A. BLACK.

WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A .small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents, 100 $1.25. 1.000 $12.
THE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A· compilation of about :l50 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tunes
with music and word~ together; also 50
hymns with one bar of music above the words.
Cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs ...........•...• $ 50
Full leather ....................... 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges. . . • . • . • • • • • • • • . 2 00

I

WORDS ONLY.

Paper .•.•........•••••••••••••••••. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.. • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • .
25

·Cloth.................. ..•........
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MARIUll~

DESICNS,
COPYIUCHT8 &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain1 free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patents
m America. We have a VVasllington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. rBoeive
apecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a yearg
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
&OK ON p ..A.TENTS sent free. Addresrt

MUNN &. CO.,
361 Brmulway, New York,

I

ISUMMER'S

um cootrn

M~ .1;- ~: :~

Cost c•f oper-Lting 1 15 cents for 50 houre.. Instructions for
use easily followed. No danger from electric shockr.;, no

matter how carelessly handled. Motor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.

~l

ELASTIC S'l'ARCH has been before the people of the Un.ited States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch inventi<•n of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its s~les reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy 1aundrying. It makes ironing easy, reetores old summer dresses to their natn ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to line:J, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HA.BIT CURED,

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of 11 Quit-To-Bac" to perma~

GRACELAND

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will ventilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.

Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
lllEDllCA.lL .EJLJECTJRIC CO.,
60~

nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
useofQuit-To-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, N@ Cl!!re, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

DO YOU WANT A HOME?
I have fruit, grain and stock farms in Howell and adjoining counties in Missouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres, and from
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sell for from $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in lots of 80 acres up, at from $3

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, three Eqnares from the busi
ness center. It has six room~, a hall, and three closets,
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter bouse, and has good ventilation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are
the corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

to $5 per acre.
For further particular•, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
hall mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Vaimlliell."bilt Bniilding, N. Y.

Agents VVan.ted.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBERT, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,

lowA..

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
fte purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per·
~e; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle;
f!l.llked and delivered at express of!lce on receipt of priee.
W, JI!. MYEBS, Druggist. Lamoni.. Wllli'llm
.
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HERBERT SPENCER'S "INFINITE AND
ETERNAL ENERGY."

THE appearance of the last volume in
Mr. Spencer's series on "Synthetic
Philosophy" has not, of course, passed
unnoted by the religious journals.
The passage that has for them the
most interest is the following paragraph, the final one in the first division of the book on "Religion":"But one truth must grow ever
clearer-the truth that there is an
inscrutable existence everywhere
manifested, to which he [the thoughtful observer] can neither find nor conceive either beginning or end. Amid
the mysteries which become the more
mysterious the more they are thought
about, there will remain the one absolute certainty-that he is ever in presence of an infinite and eternal energy
from which all things proceed."
Commenting on this passage, The
Christian Intelligencer says:''This is an important admission by
an important man. The man who has
reached such a conclusion cannot stop
there, he must consistently and logically go one step farther. He must
acknowledge a personal, almighty
God, 'by whom and for whom are all

Lamoni, Iowa, July

21,

1897.

------No. 29.

things.' If the result of the infinite J His fundamental statement is that
and eternal energy is man with mind "if a man who is born 0f healthy parand heart and conscience, or, in other ents and is himself healthy at birth
words, is a being having intelligence, becomes seriously disabled in health
reason, morality, and affections, then before the age of from sixt,y-five to
those qualities were in and proceeded seventy, b-:trring accidents or infectious
from the energy. But those attributes disease, it is solely because he has not
constitute a person, distinguish a per- 1 lived properly." Dr. Purdy practically
son from a thing, and the energy must ' skips the period of youth when parental
be a person, an infinite and eternal control can determine absolutely the
person. The conclusion is inevitable." essential features of children's lives
The Christian Worlc takes much the and counteract any natural tendencies
same view:to commit serious errors. He pre"As, just before the close of his life, supposes that the parental duty has
light seemed to be breaking from been faithfully performed, although
the heavens upon Shelley, and as the probably the truth is that the average
idea of intelligent design behind na- individual reaches the age of discreture seemed to be climbing into the tion with most of the popular errors
soul of Darwin, and finding a'perma- . of living in full operation.
neut abode there, and as Romanes
His first contention is that the tenfound the fuller light, so the idea seems dency in America is toward a sedentary
to stand forth and obtain recognition, life and that the vast majority of
that there is something beyond the people take practically little exercise.
'unknown' and the 'unknowable.' . . . Without going into the ramifications.
These [the words already quoted] are / of this detail nor the causes for the
very nearly the terms used by Charles practice, but accepting it as generally
1
Darwin, with whom Spencer had many true, it is particularly instructive to
conversations, and who might have note the serious errors in living in
infl.uenc8d the great writer in assum- which this class indulges. They are
ing a teleological view of the universe largely in the matter of eating, and
of mystery and fact that surrounds can be summarized as follows:us."-Sel.
Eat too much meat.
Eat too much food containing sugar
"POPULAR ERRORS IN LIVING."
and starch.
Eat too much food generally.
DR. CHARLES W. PURDY discusses
The
matter of excessive drinking of
''Popular Errors in Living" in the
course
can be eliminated from a discurrent number of the North Americcm
cussion
of the acts of some people.
Review, and although he does not treat
Meat
provides the nitrogen in the
the subject exhaustively, he furnishes
human
system and comparatively
a very acceptable guide to the applilittle
is
needed.
The excess of meat
cation of ordinary common sense. It
eaten
therefore
goes
to waste, overis impossible to set up absolute rules
taxes
the
delicate
organism
that disof living for the use. of all. If all men
poses
of
this
waste,
and
results
in
were born with the same physical
time
most
frequently
in
forms
of
apoconstitutions, or if they could be prevailed on to take just the requisite plexy, Bright's disease, and heart,
amount of the best exercise, it would failure.
be a comparatively easy task to lay
Sugar and starch when taken in
out their daily scheme of life. But excess into the system clog the organs
when these essential factors neces- and the disarrangements become mani sarily vary so widely, the best that fest in dyspepsia and diabetes. The
can be done is to outline general tendency to eat too much of all kinds
principles, and this Dr. Purdy has of food is especially pronounced among
done in a manner that is convincing, the rich, where food is prepared in so
even though it may accomplish no many inviting varieties. The entire
special reforms.
internal mechanism of man is of course
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overworked by this stuffing and wears 1. greatest factor towards longevity is I School Teachers' Bible," the same as
out under the strain.
being acquired as a national trait. the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
It requires the liberal exercise of 1 Perhaps in time the various minor maps, in good large print, bourcommon sense to overcome these factors will also be added to theAmeri- geois type, with marginal references;
errors. When the human machine can regimen.-Exchange.
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
resorts to proper exercise many of
size 8~x6t mailed postpaid at $2.00
the evils are to a large extent counter- I
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,
per copy.
''The Comprehensive Teachers'
acted. The laborer can eat more meat
and requires more than the nonexer- THE prices on the second volume of Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
cising student, and in fact he requires the Church History are the same as and revised helps to Bible study, new
more food of every kind, because the for the first volume, as follows:concordance, and an indexed Bible
waste of tissue in his case is so much Cloth bound, ........................... $1 50. atlas, new !i:J.aps to 1896. Flexible
greater. Between these two extremes Cloth, leather backs and corners,······ 2 oo. binding, thin tinted paper, minion
exists a graduated series of equations, Full leather,··························· 2 50 · type, size 8!x6 mailed postpaid at
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3 00.
the necessary food supply increasing
$1. 50.
Don't forget the different styles of
with the increase of exercise. It is
These Bibles are marvels of cheapobvious that the most difficult road to binding and separate prices of each ness in price, but are excellent in
4-t quality of workmanship in binding,
reform is through the regulation of when ordering.
etc. They are issued by leading pubthe food supply. All the environments of our daily life, and, in fact, of
lishing houses and may be relied upon.
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.
the civilization of the times, tend to THE Herald Office has arranged to
Address orders to Frank Criley,
encourage man in overeating, and it handle a special line of bargains in Business Manager Herald Office, Larequires a much greater exercise of Sunday School Teachers' and Minis- moni, Iowa.
caution and self-constraint to resist ters' Bibles, by which strictly firstthese tendencies than the average class editions are offered at greatly
REPORTS.
Blank statistical reports of Sunday schools
man can hope to put forth. But if reduced prices, as follows:to District Association; per dozen 10 cents.
the practice of overeating seems too
"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
The same for districts to General Association; per dozen 10 cents.
deeply planted to uproot, the same
cannot be said of the tendency to a
sedentary life. The evils of overeating can be greatly diminished by ex. ercise, and it seems that to exercise
man must look chiefly for his deliverance from premature death.
Dr. Purdy holds that horseback
PRICE~
riding, bicycle riding, and walking are
the best forms of exercise in the order
Recognizing the closeness of the times and with a desire to place the
given. Doubtless many experts would
church paper within the reach of every member, the Board of Publication
change that order somewhat and place
has decided to offer THE SAINTS' HERA:L,iD at a reduced price for one year
bicycle riding first, and Dr. Purdy
from the date named, as follows:himself admits that it .is "an ideal
On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD will be fixed at $1.50 per year,
form of exercise." It is very enpayable in advance.
couraging, therefore, for the future of
This reduction applies to both old and new subscribers, on the following
the race that ''an ideal form of exerconditions:cise" has taken such a strong hold on
Cash must accompany all orders for new subscriptions, as stated.
the people. In the last few years
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who pay up on old subscriptions
women, students, professional men,
and renew one year in advance, will receive the benefit of the reduction in
and business men who never before
price from the date named-July 12, 1897.
knew what it was to take regular
.
d
h
Those who have already paid in advance will receive the benefit of the
exercise to any a. equate
. m
. price
. at the d ates o f exp1ra
· t'ion o f presen t su b scrip
· t'10ns, an d f or
h extent, . ave
d reduction
been drawn out mto t e open air an .
.
.
.
.
.
· d th h b't f the year followmg said dates, if renewmg m advance .
h
d
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent, both in the price of the church
.~:e gra ua11Y ;cqmre d e ~ih ~
1
ri mg se_v~rabmi
esbevery . ayb. d ?the paper, and of the revenue derived from it. It is therefore necessary that all
comm um ties ave ecome im ue wi
.
.
·a d th ere avail. themselves
of the new departure and greatly enlarge the list of new
t h e w h o1esome d es1re tori e an
.
.
th t th subscribers; and also that those indebted pay up all past due accounts.
.
b r
is everyhreason t~ ~ ieve
e · Branch book agents and the ministry who can do so, are respectfully asked
customh as ~om\ 0 ~ ay..
oh can to second the efforts of the Board by obtaining new subscribers for the
say, tken, t lat t e mtericadns tha~e HERALD and working in the general interests of the Herald Office-the
not ta en a ong step owar s
eir h
h
bl' h'
t
rescue from premature decay? With c urc pu is mg P1an ·
In bonds,
the exercise problem solved or in I
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
process of solution, the admittedly
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shaf! know the truth, agd the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32•
..Hear/ten to the word of the Lord: for theNJ shall not any man among you have 8a¥e it be one wile: and concubine@ he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 11'-
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was dominated by the direction of the
church officers, Pres. Young first, the
bishops next. It furnished all something
to eat, but made all labor, and
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
permitted
Pres. Young and some
HEMAN 0. SMITH,
{ CORRESPONDING EDITORS.
JOSEPH LUFF,
others, all leaders, to get wealthy.
Whatever the advantages the system
LAMONI, IOWA, JULY 21, 1897.
as applied were to the poor, the will·
ingly able to labor, and the necessarily
IS THERE REMEDY?
indigent, it permitted an opportunity
Two articles upon the labor topic,
to those in whose hands the direction
and thoughts suggested by its conof affairs and decision of disputes
sideration will be found elsewhere in
were vested to take good care of
this issue. We give them insertion
themselves.
without a thought as to their political
This may have been the fault of the
complexion; but as a tribute of readministrators rather than the system,
spect to the motive by which the
the basic principle of which was,
writers are evidently incited to write.
"there shall be no poor among
It is estimated that the movement you."
contemplated by Mr. E. V. Debs will
There was none, we suppose, in
require $7,000,000 to put it into opera· the sense that none perished with
tion; and Mr. Debs is confident that cold, or hunger, or absolute need of
he can raise all the funds needed. He wherewithal to sustain physical life;
states that he already has a large but, measured by the condition of the
contingent of both clergymen and leading men there were many poor, in
lawyers, enough to found a colony of comparison.
each, besides thousands of applicants
Mr. Debs visited Utah in his search
of all classes. In the meantime, Mr. for a locality in which to try bis
Debs has an office in Chicago, with colonization scheme; and, upon his
secretaries, type writer, and messenger return he was willing to say that the
boys at a salary of $1,200 per year to system was the most perfect he had
enjoy while he works out the coloniza- seen, if carried out as originally ins tition scheme. We are waiting to learn tuted. It does not seem, however,
the details of the plan, thinking it that he proposes to model after the
possible that the hitherto hindering original system in his colonies.
causes to successful cooperation may
One brother expresses the thought
have yielded to political sagacity.
that "surely there are men of means
All the plans for cooperative asso· enough in the church to purchase the
ciations hitherto advocated, so far as land;" meaning, of course, la,nd for
we have seen them, require the col· farming and gardening purpose-s, for
lecting of a sum sufficiently large to the sustaining of life. There may be.
found a town, township, or State. It would depend upon how much land
This is the feather that has broken would be required, how much would
the back of the labor camel, time after be deemed necessary.
time. The possible putting together
This brother also expresses the
of many small fortunes did not make. thought that there would be found
the individual stockholders any the plenty of those willing to labor, if the
richer, though the aggregate of the labor was provided for them. This
small sums looked large, of itself.
may be, also, and we hope it is abunPresident Brigham Young bad a dantly true, in regard to saints. But
successful way of providing men with would labor on the land, however well
a chance to work; but it was not by a life might be sustained, be satisfactory
cooperativesystemofwhich the people .. to all? The subject is worthy of
were the originators, benefactors, thought.
managers, and beneficiaries; the whole 1 The church in the past has been
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the participant in several cooperative
attempts, all of which, so far as tried,
failed to answer the expectations of
both those who promoted them and
those sought to be benefited.
The only one that clearly appears
to be pointed out in 'Jhe church books;
has not yet been given a fair trial, in
a universal sense of application. So
far as it has been, it works well,
though some find objection to its
administration; possibly with more or
less cause. Can it be remedied?
The church now has some lands in
different localities, which the Bishop
would like to see occupied; but, because he is not in condition to furnish
all the improvements and appliances
for an already successful occupation,
tenants of the sort willing to "labor
and to wait," are difficult to find. By
far too many are like a carpenter we
know, who is quite willing to work
when he "feels well,'' provided he
can get carpenter work to do, and get
old time good wages, but will not
work for less, or do other work than
carpenter work, though repeatedly
offered him; he says he prefers not to
work than to work for less than be
used to get, and don't care to do common labor. Of course this is a single
case, but it illustrates a class. Does
a land system comprehend work for
this kind of men, and a great host of
others, of similar inclinations of
numerous trades?
The plan, or plans proposed by the
Lord, so far as found in the law, all
seem to contemplate a good deal of
self-sacrifice, and do not point out a
dead level of equality, any more than
the equality of the beautiful city
means that it is to be fifteen hundred
miles high; though the description
states that "the length and the
breadth and the height of it are equal."
A good number of the socialistic, or
communal societies that have been
tried, were for a time successful on a
small scale, and during .the vigorous
lifetime of their originators. But in
not one of them that we have ever
seen the account of, was there an absolute equality; and if anyone thinks
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there has been, or is now one in exist·
ence, we shall be glad of an account
of it, with a copy of its by-laws, rules,
and regulations; including, of course,
its working details.
vVe want it understood that we are
not opposed to social and domestic
cooperative associations; but quite to
the contrary we are well disposed
toward them. And in the absence of
any divinely directed scheme the
working details of which have been
arranged by divine wisdom, we are
trying for light and knowledge regarding such institutions devised by
human wisdom-and are willing to
learn. With us the question is like
Atlas' problem of lifting the world;
give him a fulcrum, and a place to
rest it, and he could easily have done
it. Give several of our brethren the
means sufficient to a full fledged
colony and they could "touch the button" and do the rest.
That "there is something wrong,"
may be sadly too true; but we fancy
that the centre of the disease social
has not been accurately located, nor
the adequate remedy discovered, aside
from full obedience to the "Law of
the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus," by
which men are made free from the
law of sin and death.
This is not written with regard to
any view of politics, or with reference
to any-~party in the political strife,
and we hope no reader will make the
mistake of thinking so.
A LABOR PROBLEM,

THE industrial world is facing the
labor problem again in the strike
phase.
The following~:.will show to some
•
extent what the money cost will likely
be. Question may a,rise, can an already "impoverished" band of workers afford the cost?

school celebration of the 4th of July on the
3d, at Wolf's Grove. Ministers of other denominations were there. I was called on to
make the opening speech. I speak of this
only by way of encouragement and to show
that ignorance and prejudice are giving way
before light and knowledge.

business and industrial paralysis throughout
the country.-:Philadelphia 1'imes.

In connection with the foregoing it
is estimated by some writer that the
Queen's jubilee expenses, direct and
indirect, will foot up to a hundred
millions, or more, and that the Christian Endeavorers will expend over
four millions in the visit to San Francisco to have a good time. Are any
of them of the laboring classes, is a
wonder with some.

Bro. and Sr. A. M. Crofford, address
given below, write as follows:To the elders that are laboring in Oklahoma Territory: You are cordially invited
to visit A. M. Crofford and wife, where you
will find a welcome home-two and one half
miles north west of Pond Creek post-office;
railroad station Round Pond. Pond Creek i >
the county seat of Grant County, Oklahoma
Territory.

THE HERALD AT $1.50.

OuR readers are requested to take
special notice of the advertisement
which appears on the second page of
the HERALD cover, announcing a re·
duction of twenty-five per cent in the
price of the church paper. A further
statement, of causes leading to said
reduction, etc.,-also of the expectations of the Herald Office in increased
subscriptions, will appear next week.
It is to be hoped that the response
to the aQtion of the Board of Publication will be both hearty and prompt,
as it is made in the interests of the
saints, as servants of whom those
placed in charge of the publishing
department are acting.

C. A. Parkin, San Francisco, July
12:We had one of the most peaceful meetings
I have ever witnessed in this branch on Sunday last, at the sacramental service. We had
a joyous time indeed. No outward gifts, but
an ind welling of peace and joy.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Denver Diskuverur, for June 30
last, contains two friendly notices of
our work and the branch of saints in
the Colorado metropolis. From it we
learn that "the Latter Day Saints
(Reorganized Church) have a mission
in Swansea Addition, and the Latter
Day Saints (Apostate Church of Utah)
are starting a mission in this city;"
also that "Pastor E. F. Shupe, of the
Reorganized Church and his wife cele·
brated their twentieth anniversary of
late," receiving substantial tokens of
regard from the church; and that
"there was a full house. and a jolly
good time." Paper sent us by some
friend.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

·
BRO . C . A . P ARKIN, S an F ranc1sco,
July 5:To me this great latter-day work grows
brighter and brighter. I put in rather a
lively week for a "local:" on Wednesday
evening joined in marriage Sr. Henrietta
Knight and Thomas E. Hoffman; on Saturdav
two p. m. preached funeral sermon over M;.
William Young of West Berkeley; on Sunday eleven a. m., preached at Irvington
thirty-five miles from home, also conducted
sacrament meeting; at 7 : 45 p. m. preached
at home with the most marked liberty. I
was in a flood of light, so to speak. o, how
I thank God for his Spirit! I wish the saints
could appreciate our privileges.

By letter from Bro. W. G. Allen, of
Paige, Texas, we learn that he is yet
contending for the faith. He writes
that he preaches somewhere nearly
every Sunday and has recently opened
two new places in Lee County. He
has met some elders from Utah recently. Of them he say"s: "They
claim to know nothing but the first
principles of the gospel, and when I
sprung the 'Adam-God,' and 'blood
atonement' on them, they knew noth·
ing about it." Bro. Allen also informs

Bro. M. R. Scott, Sr., Galena,, IndiIt is now estimated that 125,000 coal miners ana, July 10:-

are engaged in a strike. Assuming that
their wages averaged $1 per day the weekly
loss to these miners would be $750,000, and if
the strike shall last ten weeks the loss to
1a bor alone woultl be $7,500,000. If the strike
shall last ten weeks and the miners then
gain the increase of 18 per cent demanded,
it would require them to work for fifty-five
weeks at the i.ncreased rates to restore the
loss they sustain by ten weeks of idleness.
·
t ·h
. · ·
bb
f
'l'h'is is
no " eory, lt is stu orn acts and
~~ures _which should_ be most carefully and
a1spass10nately considered by those who
engage in a strike when there is universal

The "Scott's reunion," which was held at
Mount Eden, June 6, was a grand success.
Some estimate the crowd at one thousand. I
was permitted to see a letter from Charles
T.
·
Russel, of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, author
of the "Millennial Dawn," which was written
to parties in Louisville, in which he attacked
the faith of the chureh; and among other
things he said, we believe in the "doctrine of
transmigration of souls." Elder Russel is
.
not ignorant of the doctrine of the church,
and we are sorry to think he would willfully
misrepresent. His letter will be replied to
j in the future. There was a Union Sunday

I

us that Bro. John C. Wilson, for many
years a staunch defender of the faith,
and who rendered the saints much as.
sistance as an instructor in vocal music,
1
1·s dead . B ro. All en h as b een f a1'tbf
, u

.

.

through much a~ vers1ty and s~cnfice.
May God bless his labors, and m them
may he have joy.
1
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1n this issue of the HERALD will be I is the question of eight hours for a
round announcement of the retirement day's labor.'
of Sr. J. H. Royce, former editor of
Great Britain's increased naval
the "Sunday School Department;" force: A bill passed the House of
and who now relinquishes the editor- Commons, second reading, on the
ship to Bro. T. A, Hougas, the Super- 14th, providing for the "est::!Jblishintendent. Sr. Royce has labored ment of naval works at Dover to
zealously and faithfully to make the cost £3,500,000; for an inclosed space
department a success. We bid her of 610 acres, with berthing accommogodspeed in her future efforts in the dation for twenty battleships, besides
Sunday school cause, which we are smaller vessels. The Gibraltar hargratified to know will be continued. bor would be rendered absolutely
Bro. Hougas, the new editor of the secure and enlarged by ninety acres,"
department, is well known to our etc.
readers as the Superintendent of the
Rain is again falling on parched
General Sunday School Asso'.:liation. India. A good supply has fallen in
We welcome and bespeak for him the Burmah, on the west coast, and in
same assistance and courtesy extended southern Bombay and Mysore; also
to his predecessor.
in the central provinces, parts of
President Joseph Smith left home Bengal, and the northwest provinces;
for points in Western Iowa on Tues- but Bombay (northern), De Cena, and
day, the 13th inst.
Madras are yet without it. If the
Late arrivals at Lamoni include monsoon again advances the damage
Bishop E. L. Kelley, from Ohio, and will not be very great, but the situaFather James Whitehead, and grand- tion is serious where large areas have
daughter, Sr. Mamie Allen, former been sown.
Principal of Lamoni public schools,
Constantinople advices, July 16.from Alton, Illinois.
On the 14th the ambassadors of the
Andree, the Arctic balloon voyager, powers requested Tewfik Pasha, Minleft Dane's Island, Spitzbergen, July ister of Foreign Affairs, to state
11, on his balloon voyage 'for the definitely whether Turkey would renorth pole. Lieutenant Peary, the sume peace negotiations on the basis
arctic explorer, does not regard the of proposals made by the powers
project with favor and expects little regarding the establishment of a new
or nothing of success from it.
frontier; adding that if negotiations
Violent shock of earthquake at were not resumed on this basis they
Laibach, Austria, a city of 30,000 would be compelled to inform their
population, July 14. The inhabitants governments that there was no alterwere thrown into a state of panic; native but coercion. Today Tewfik
scarcely a house in the town remains Pasha joined the meeting of the amintact. Eighty chimneys, including bassadors and declared that the Porte
several factory stacks, fell. Museum accepted the principle of a strategic
collections were thrown together, frontier; reiterates its intention to
pell-mell. Great cracks were made send reinforcements to Crete, and is
in two church steeples.
making preparations therefor. WideIf we have failed to note any essen- spread disease among Turkish troops
tial items forwarded of late by corre- in Thessaly.
spondents, it has been because of a
Good preaching by Bro. F. L. Sawrush of work incident to closing up ley at Harrisonville, Missouri, accordthe second volume of the Church His- ing to reports forwarded by Bro. N.
tory, which has kept the entire Her- B. Ament, July 12, four baptized, a
ald Office force unusually busy for general good impression among the
some time past.
people, with prospects for a branch in
A great labor struggle is now going the near future.
on in Great Britain, where the "AmalRio Janeiro dispatches of the 9th
gamated Society of Engineers," 100, - state that the fanatical insurgents
000 in number, are on a strike. Both have been successful in conflict with
sides refuse to arbitrate the questions the government troops.
at issue and the contest is likely to be
Turkey has presented an ultimatum
prolonged and disastrous to business to Persia, demanding withdrawal of
interests. The leading point at issue Persian troops from Turkish territory.

I
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It is stated that Russia will back
Persia in refusal to comply.
International rumors .are afloat that
Spain and Japan have formed a league
offensive and defensive against the
United States, growing out of the attitude of the latter toward Cuba and
Hawaii. The report is discredited in
many quarters.
Redfield, South Dakota, July 16
advices reported the sun obscured for
a half day by swarms of grasshoppers
passing southward. Sections of the
hill country for miles have been devastated by the pests.
Bro. A. B. Hanson, of Detroit,
Michigan, and formerly a resident of
Lamoni, returned to the city of the
saints on the 17th to accept a place
on the Herald Office force.
A goodly number of the Lamoni
saints assembled at the home of Bro.
and Sr. J. H. Hansen on Friday evening, the 16th inst., to tender a reception to Bro. and Sr. J. C. Clapp and
family, who lately arrived From
California to locate in the city of the
saints. Bishop Kelley welcomed the
new comers on behalf of those assem bled, presenting some useful household articles as expressions of the
good will of saints and friends among
whom they are to make their future
home. The affair was a surprise and
a very pleasant one throughout.
The overtures of Spain, of autonomy
for the Cubans and the failure of the
United States to recognize them as
belligerents, are causing many Cuban
leaders and soldiers to abandon the
war for independence. While General
Gomez is determined to continue the
war and is meeting with successes, an
early settlement with Spain on a basis
of home rule is looked for.
The great strike of the bituminous
coal miners continues to spread.
Efforts for settlement by arbitration
have failed, and prospects indicate a
coal famine with consequent high
prices and damage to business interests.
Bro. I. N. White wrote from Springfield, Missouri, the 18th inst., where
he was holding a discussion with a
Baptist minister. He says: "So far
this is one of the most signal victories
I have ever gained. It is a public
debate, sure enough, wide reaching
and the excitement immense. Springfield is a large place, forty thousand
inhabitants."
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ADDRESS TO THE SAINTS.

been felt to the remotest branch of
the church.
The Quorum of Twelve, now filled,
will be in condition to more actively
push the general work in the field;
and there should be a cordial and
Resolved, that a committee of three com- effective support given to this quorum

AT the close of the late April session
of conference, _a session of council was
held between the Presidency, the
Twelve, and the Bishopric, .at which
an agreement was had as follows:-

posed of one of the First Presidency, one of
the Twelve, and one of the Bishopric, be
appointed to write an address to the saints.

in its ministry. It is due to the
progress of the general body that the
The committee chosen by the coun- leading ministers should receive the
cil were Joseph Smith, of the Presi- full moral support of all.
dency; W. H. Kelley of the Twelve,
The Seventy is increasing in numand E. L. Kelley of the Bishopric.
hers and in moral and spiritual excelThe following is the result of the lence; and its members are well
effort and contains a consensus of 'prepared to hold to their part in the
agreement, so far as it was found onward work now before the church;
practicable to procure in the scattered and also to act in their places as the
condition of the members of the third quorum in the three holding
council:equal right of decision in protecting
To the ministry and membership of the the people from false doctrine and
chnrch:-We your brethren and fellow aspiring spirits, should such ever
workmen send greeting. The day of present the occasion for action. The
fasting and· prayer appointed for the second quorum is being rapidly filled
Lord's day, March 28, seems to have by the wise choosing of the seven
been observed by the saints univer- presidents, from the young and rising
sally. Such observance was recog- men among the elders, and will soon
nized of God, and the result has been be, if indeed it be not already the
assuring and satisfactory.
equal of the first in the efficiency and
The change of conditions wrought availability of its membership.
by the direction to fill up the leading
The quorums of elders to the num. quorums of the church has removed ber of five, have made a good report
doubt and provided an answer for the of labor during the year, and are
eldership to the criticism based on the worthy of praise for zealous activity.
hitherto fragmentary condition of
The quorums of the lesser priesthood
those quorums named. This change have also shown a like commendable
of conditions indicates that the time zeal; and though their number is
for the pursuit of a more aggressive comparatively small, they are working
policy in propagating the truths of the for a better understanding of duty and
gospel and the general work of the an increased usefulness.
church has come. Such time has
The calling and choosing of a
been predicted, and none should re- Patriarch marks an epoch in the
gret the fulfillment of the prediction, church that will stand in the history
or hesitate to take respective part in of the Reorganization for all years to
the forward movement. For, while come; and while it may not now be
added responsibility is incurred, needful to attempt an enumeration of
reason as well as hope declares that a11 the pri\'ileges and duties pertainadded wisdom and power will be given ing to that office, it will suffice to state
to meet the added burdens.
that he is to be an elder having the
The unity of purpose and spirit that qualifications of an evangelical minischaracterized the late session of con- ter. The right to confer spiritual
ference was remarkable and is fraught blessings upon the members of the
with great promise of good to all, church by the laying on of hands
during the coming year. And if it is belongs to the Melchisedec branch of
but fostered by the leading ministry, it the priesthood; and has been held by
must continue and permeate all classes the traditional teaching and practice
in the church, and affect to a greater of the church from 1830 to the death
or lesser degree those without with of Joseph and Hyrum Smith to be a
whom the work of the church may~ peculiar province of a patriarch, who
bring its members into contact. This 1· is by name and calling a father of the
unity was greatly enjoyed by all at- people; who is by spirit and qualificatending the session, and must have 1 tion capable of sympathizing with the

I members of the family

in their trials
sorrows, and to advise with them
in their difficulties, as a father might
do; and to confer blessings upon the
children of the church.
It will also be within the line of his
duties to hold meetings in the branches
in which the spiritual strength of the
saints may be revived.
In addition to the office and work of
Patriarch, Bro. Alexander H. Smith
will, as a member of the Presidency,
be a helper in the general field and fill
such appointments as will be found
practicable.
The missionaries in charge of the
various fields will make special effort
to get into their fields, taking charge
and organizing their forces for the
year's campaign.
To meet the aroused demand for a
more active, and for that reason a
more successful gospel campaign this
season, it will be needful that the
treasury be sustained, in order that
there will be no necessity for any one
of the few sent out to return from the
field to look after home interests.
The church ought to look after the
families of those spending their whole
time in its service. To enable the
representatives of the church in this
department-the Bishopric-to carry
out the wishes and will of the body in
this work, the membership as individuals must not only be strongly
desirous that the gospel shall be
preached, but they must measure their
desire by some commensurate need of
performance; indeed, they must let
their ''actions speak louder than their
words." If this is not done, neither
the general officers of the spiritual
line nor the Bishopric can do the
work, or be responsible for its failure.
We therefore exhort the church to
remember to devote of their labor and
substance to the purpose of carrying
on the work of the last days.
The elders and priests who are sent
out with the traveling force, will all
go with the authority of the church to
present in the name of the Master the
gospel of peace; and so long as they
shall present the truth in sobriety
and the spirit of' 'good will and peace"
to men, the church is underobligation
to extend the same kind, courteous,
and loving welcome and moral and
spiritual support to them that are
accorded to others in the field.

I and
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We entreat the saints to receive
those appointed to the several :fields
and missions, in charge, and assist
them by a careful consideration and
cordial support, to raise the standard
of their respective districts higher in
moral excellence and spiritual development.
Rivalry to see which district or
person may report the greater number
of baptisms should not be indulged.
Let your striving be to secure peace
and harmony of effort. The effort of
the districts should be, not for numbers, but for moral standing and
spiritual grow~h.
The report of the ministry taken
with the report of the Recorder show
that of the entire number of baptisms
about op.e half were the work of the
local authorities, which is a creditable
showing, and indicates activity and
faithful perseverance on the part of
the local brethren, including presiding and laboring officers of every
calling. We commend these officers
and express the hope that the coming
year will show an equally creditable
work done by local men. We are
"workers together with God;" let us
not be unfaithful or discouraged.

July 12, 1897.

JOSEPH SMITH, }
w. H. KELLEY, Com.
E. L. KELLEY,

Mothsrs' HomB Boltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"Only a little longer let me stay,
For much remains undone,
Of victories, planned at break of day
Few, few are won,
And now life's ardent noon fades fast away."

ORIGINAL AND SELECT READING FOR AUGUST
MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
WASTE MATERIAL ABOUT THE HOUSE.
DEAR SISTERS:-With the thermometer 90°
in the shade I have, for my comfort and
solace, a glass of cold water, not ice water,
and a lovely red rose to lend its beauty and
fragrance for this occasion. I will try to
give you a few homely yet practical hints on
everyday life and how to keep well this hot
weather.
Our first care, after arising in the morning,
should be to thoroughly ventilate our sleeping rooms, separate the bedding and expose
to the fresh air. After we bathe and dress, all
soiled clothing and waste water should at
once be removed from the sleeping rooms.
We should next visit the kitchen and inspect
the cupboards, and if we find any tainted
food, just as soon as a fire has been lighted,
burn it. If this cannot be done, bury it.
Don't allow anything to remain about the

house that will decompose and cause dis·
agreeable odors.
Slop buckets should be closely inspected
and kept clean. All such buckets should be
thoroughly painted, inside and out, thus
rendering them less liable to retain fetid
odors. Empty often and keep them covered
to prevent swarms of flies gathering nrar the
house.
Soiled clothing must not be put away in
closets and allowed to remain until they
smell badly. I remember visiting a family
as a friend. The children had the diphtheria.
One child had cl ied and another was sick.
In passing through the house I discovered a
closet in which was stowed away clothing
and, seemingly, a little of everything. When
I inhaled the odor issuing from it I was surprised and wondered that all the family had
not taken the dread disease.
Don't allow dirty dish rags to accumulate;
no! not even one. Rags are cheap. Burn or
thoroughly wash all dirty rags.
The back yard is, generally, the repository
of all the slops from the kitchen, and in many
of these same yards you will find the people
habitually, empty all their waste water and
slops near the well! How dangerous this
habit, but few stop to consider! From fifty
to one hundred feet should be the limit, or
even farther would be better.
Waste vegetables, bread, etc,, we oiten
find scattered about the neglected back yard.
All such refuse should be burned or buried
as, after decay sets in, disease-breeding
odors are spread abroad, signaling the death
of both old and young all over our broad
land.
Keep a quantity of lime, in some dry
place, and use freely in the water closets,
hen houses, etc. Wood ashes are also a good
disinfectant. Use both to keep down disagreeable odors. This precaution may save
you a doctor's bill. If you value your health
and that of your little ones, burn or bury all
waste material, drink plenty of pure water,
eat a light diet, take t.he allotted time for
sleep and rest, and you will do much towards
securing good health and happiness.
DR. BERTHA A. GREER.
"AMUSEMENTS IN THE HOME.
"Amusements in the home should have
these characteristics: they should unite the
family, deepen children's love of home, and
guard them against temptation. To accomplish the first 9bject we need recreations in
which parents and children can join. Here
at the very outset we are met with a difficulty,
the irrepressible conflict between children's
noise and grown folks' nerves. Love of noise
seems innate in every child, certainly it is in
every boy, and not only is the love of noise
innate, but the noise itself seems to be in him
and must come out. Noise seems to radiate
from him as heat does from a fire and does
not seem to be at all dependent upon outside
conditions. Let him be shod in velvet and
treading upon thickest carpets, his heels will
make a noise every time his foot comes down,
and though he be trained to speak never so
softly, he can scarcely open his mouth without emitting sounds like a watc.hman's rattle.
If this be done in the green tree wh~t shal!
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be done in the dry? If it is all our nerves
can stand to live in the house with him when
he is under represRion, what will become of
us when he is let loose in the abandon of
play? It is a hard question, but we believe
we can better afford to bear his noise at home
than to let him go away to make it. And if
we are in the midst of the making, the noise
does not trouble us half as much as if we
stand outside and listen. Then a good hour's
romp with the children every day will
strengthen the nerves and sound a truce in
the irrepressible conflict with noise.
"How many of you now look back with delight to the game of blindman's buff played
in your mother's kitchen with father, mother,
and perhaps grandpa too, joining in it? If
such a picture hangs on your memory's wall
I am sure you would not exchange it for any
specimen of high art you can purchase at
Goupil's. This same kitchen brings up memo·
ries of nut-crackings, candy-making, cornpoppings, apple and chestnut roastings and
all the fun that accompanied them, father's
stories, mother's songs and happy talk and
bubbling laughter. Such musses as we used
to make! and the fact that we knew we must
clear them up, leaving the kitchen in good
order, did not detract from our pleasure, for
we managed to extract a deal of fun out of the
clearing-up process. These kitchen romps
usually came early in the evening, right after
the chores were done; later, came the quiet
hour in the sitting-room, with music, work,
and reading aloud. I well remember such
evenings in my own home. Lewis' and Clark's
'Explorations,' and D' Aubigne's 'Reforma- ·
tiou' seem sacred books to me because my
father read them aloud to us during the
evenings of the last winter he spent on earth.
Reading aloud in the family circle cannot be
too highly commended; the reading should
be in turn hy all who can read.
"Music is invaluable as a means of recreation. There are few families in which there
is not one member who can sing well, and
others passably. Sing together, even if you do
sometimes make discords. The more you
sing together the more harmonious will you
grow in more senses than one. An instrument of some kind aids greatly in the family
music, and they are becoming so common
that few families are without them. We
believe that in no country on earth, not
excepting music-loving Germany, are there
found so many pianos and organs in homes
as in America. If you have neither of these,
a violin, a flute, or an accordion will aid
greatly.
"We know a family in which 'taking" journeys' was a favorite pastime for the winter
evenings. Some place was chosen as a destination that father, mother, or some member
of the household had visited, and an imaginary
journey thither taken.
You will better
understand how pleasant this may be made
by the recital of such a journey as actually
taken in a family of my acquaintance, During the preceding summer the father and
mother had visited Iron Mountain, Missouri,
and this was chosen for their first trip.
Imagine the family gathered around the
table, oii which stands a bright lamp, around
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it clust~red specimens of minerals brought
from Iron Mountain. Each child had his
school atlas, brought home for the purpose.
The mother sat by with her knitting, which,
however, was not so engrossing as to prevent
her taking part in the conversation and helping little Billy find places on the map when
he could not find them for himself. 'Now let
us play it is summer, it is so much pleasanter
traveling when the trees are green, the
flowers in bloom, and the birds singing everywhere. Where shall we go first'?' 'To Peoria,
and down the river to St. Louis,' said one.
'To Burlington,' said another; 'To Quincy,'
said a third. 'Yes, either way will do, but I
think we will go to Peoria, and then we can
ride on two rivers; what two?' •Illinois and
Mississippi.' 'Yes, now find Peoria.' Soon
on every map Peoria was hidden by a chubby
finger. 'Now we will go down the river.' and
each finger moved slowly down toward its
mouth. 'Where are we now?' 'On the
Mississippi.' 'And what city are we passing?'
'Alton, where the State Prison used to be,'
they answered. 'And here is the Big Muddy,
flowing right into the Mississippi,' exclaimed
Harry, entering into the play enthusiastically.
'But the waters of the Missouri are a beautiful color, if they are muddy,' says mother.
'Just the color of a cup of delicious coffee
with the rich cream in it, or of your auntie's
watered silk dress. It pours its great volume
into the Mississippi, but for miles the brown
stream and the blue stream flow along
without mingling.
Here we are at''St. Louis,' the children inserted in her
pause. 'See the crowds of boats, some loaded
with corn from Illinois; some with wheat
from Minnesota; and some with cotton from
New Orleans. Now we are at the pier; the
beautiful blue and brown tints are all gone,
the water looks black and dangerous. So it
is-the captain says-twenty feet deep here,
with under currents that would suck you
down to death if you should fall overboard.
But there are little children, some no bigger
than our Nannie, clambering over the slippery docks, springing out upon the rafts,
holding on with one tiny hand, while with
the other they reach far out to catch the
floating driftwood which is all the fuel they
have. It makes me shudder to look at them,
for one slip would be their death.' "-Childhood: Its care and culture.
(To be continued.)

PROGRAM FOR AUGUST MEE'rINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
HYMN 165. Prayer. Scripture reading-,
Galatians 6: 1-10. Reading from Home Column, with discussion. Reading of short
article by Sr. Greer, with discussion. General remarks or questions on mothers' work.
Roll call. Hymn 200. Benediction.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
THE prayers of the Union are requested in
behalf of Bro. and Sr. A. P. Rockwell, of
Colorado City, Colorado, who are aged and
affi!cted, that they ma.y be restm·ed to
health.

8undau 8Ghoo1 DBuartmBnt.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

ANNOUNCEMENT.
To My Oolaborers in the Sunday School
Work:-Our work has assumed such proportions that concert of action is needed, and
that unity may prevail your superintendent
should speak to you often. The best medium
for such communication is through our department. It has, therefore, seemed wisdom
that the superintendent direct said department. We take pleasure in introducing to
you one now known to you all as thoroughly
initiated into the mysteries of the work-our
worthy brother, T. A. Hougas. We bespeak
for you an efficient editor and beseech you to
give him your hearty support.
In retiring we thank you all for your aid
and kindly treatment while trying to. serve
you. May God bless you all and his work
everywhere, is the prayer of your sister,
MRS. J. H. ROYCE.
As the season of picnics and cutings is nO\V
on, we present in this issu:.i a f..; w excelJen t
thoughts upon the subject of Sunday school
picnics, from the pens of persons experienced
in this line of work. Do you have Sunday
school picnics? Your children like all others
must and will have amusement. A child is
worthless that will not. If yoii do not furnish
them amusement, the world will. Which do
you prefer them to have, the allurements of
the world or the influence of the home, the
church, and the Sabbath school?

SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS
ARE of more value than Christmas entertainments, especially where the deception of
"Santa Claus" is practiced. . . . This is the
time of the year for picnics . . . .
TWO SPECIAI... FEATURES
should al ways be considered at these picnics.
The first is singing, the second is social talk
between the teachers and scholars about
what they see, and les5ons drawn from that
seen.
DISTRICT ASSOCIATIONS
should arrange for picnics at as appropriate
places as can be found to accommodate the
greatest number of schools . . . .
MAKE AS LITTLE DISPLAY
as possible in preparing for picnics so that no
members of the school will feel they cannot
go, or cannot enjoy themselves if they do
go. . . . Make the
OBJECT
of the picnic the encouragement of all in the
Sunday school, but especially those who have
a disposition to think you are not interested
in them and are easily discouraged.
Urge all the school to be sufficiently interested in the welfare of the school as to make
such gathering of special enjoyment to those
easily discouraged, and those who have not
pleasant homes or loving associates at home.
'J'eaoh the children that they leave their

pleasant homes, such as have them, to associate in these gatherings for the purpose of
giving added enjoyment to others.
Picnics are not nor should not be considered
for selfish purposes. . . .
When food is to be eaten a
BLESSING
should be asked upon it. This ought not to
be neglected. If each class prepares food
separately, the teacher should return thanks,
but if the food is all together the superintendent should offer prayer.
Yours in Christ,
J. F. MINTUN.

SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS.
SR EMMA HOUGAS.
Prepared for Fremont, Iowa, district conventiorr.

l1 Nature of.
l2 Orderly.
l 3 Marching.
2 3 Music.
3 3 E:.ch class under its own teacher.
4 3 All teachers under the direction of
the officers.
22 Sociable.
32 Program.
13 Short.
2 3 Music, recitation, songs.
3 3 Talk to the children.
4 2 Dinner.
5 2 Recreation.
2 1 Benefits derived from.
1 2 School advertised.
2 2 Day of recreation.
3 2 Better knowledge of children obtained
by teacher.
4 2 Teachers and officers become better
acquainted.
5 2 Promotes the interest and growth of
the school.
WE notice on our outline the first topic is
"Nature of" and the first essential under that
is order.
ORDER
is necessary to the success of everything we
undertake, and since the picnic is under the
auspices of the Sunday school, it should bear
the stamp of dignit.y and reverence due the
organization. To obtain this everything
must be systematized, even the going to the
picnic grounds. This system must be fraught
with life that the children may be made to
rejoice not only in the gladsomeness of the
day but to praise the Beautifier of all nature.
We know of no way to fill the souls of both
old and young with joy and love equal to that
of listening to good
MUSIC,
and we would suggest that if at all possible
a band be obtained; or in places where there
is an orchestra in the sci:.1001, that might take
the place; but in case neither the band nor
orchestra can be had, the singing of the
school's most familiar songs will suffice. The
school should assemble at the regular place
of meeting and be formed in a line to proceed to
the grounds; if within walking- distance,
marching to music; if too far to walk, arranged in vehicles, so that all unmanly and
boisterous conduct may be restrained. In
either case each class should be under the
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of its teacher, and all teachers under the
direction of the officers.
SOCIABILITY
and jollity should reign, but undue hilarity
should be avoided. The question of whether a
PROGRAM
be prepared or not is unsettled, as some
advocate the idea, while others discourage
it. We would suggest, however, the rendition of a short program consisting of song
and recitation by the pupils and a talk to the
children by the superintendent or some one
whom he may select. This talk should contain the idea of the conduct the children
should try to maintain throughout the day,
and impress the thought that we can have a
nice time and please God at the same time ....
Then comes
DINNER,
the most important feature of the picnic, and
we would suggest from a personal standpoint
that here again comes the teacher's duty to
take charge of her class. When dinner is
spread the teacher should ask the blessing
herself, unless she has some pupil in the
class who will do so. The picnic dinner with
the .class will afford the teacher an opportunity of getting nearer her class that cannot
elsewhere be found. The teacher can gain a
better knowledge of the child than she could
in several visits to the home . . . .
AFTER DINNER,
or when the time comes for the rambling in
the woods, seekiug pleasure in the bidden
nooks, the teacher shollld still keep the
COMPANY
of her class, or at least be the director of
their play, and their advisor as what is best
to do. She may play games, row, or whatever comes up she must be their protector or
guide as the case may be. We do not mean
the classes be kept apart from each other,
but that the teachers have oversight, as
mothers do over their own children. Of the
BENEFITS
we are at a loss as to what to say. In a
sense it advertises the school. Parents will
take their children to a Sunday school picnic
who cannot be persuaded to take them to
Sunday school. The children become interested in what they see others enjoying. . . .
"All work :?..nd no play makes Jack a dull
boy," and if you would keep the children
contented and happy they must have something to relieve the monotony, and the picnic
can be made the most innocent of entertain-·
ment. It gives the children an outing they
very much enjoy and will look back to in
after days as an oasis in the desert of life.
By the spirit of joy a•nd pleasure and sociability to permeate the very atmosphere in
the balmy breeze of the shady wood, the
teachers become better acquainted with their
classes, the officers with their teachers, and
with each other, That which serves to bring
unity and harmony into the school promotes
its growth and interest and is good. THE
benefit of all is the demonstration that we
can serve God even while out for pleasure,
and this should be impressed on the minds of
the young.

DETROIT, Mich., July 6.

Editors Herald:-I arrived home from General Conference anC. my field April 17. Spent
the time very busily at home till June 17;
reached St. Louis in time for commencement
exercises of the high school on the 18th,
which was indeed a pleasant affair. I think
I never saw so fine a stage display. Eightysix young ladies dressed beautifully in white,
and bedecked with flowers, and twenty gentlemen in black, marching to music, getting
into position; it was beautiful. My chief
interEst, however, was in Sr. Florence Burgess, whom among other little folks, I baptized when laboring there.
She has
outstripped one hundred and six who succeeded and seven who did not graduate,
winning laurels with unusual energy. All
her friends felt proud of Florence and her
work. May she succeed as well in using her
attainments to benefit herself and others
along· life's path way.
Learning should not, but often does, lead
to vain pride, haught,iness, arrogance, while
it should, as expressed in President Joseph
Smith's address at opening of Graceland
College, lead in the opposite directionhumility and the realization that at most
man can know but little. Paul said, "'Not
many wise, not many noble, not many mighty"
were called; it evidently was not because such
were not useful or desirable, but signifies that
but few, very few of such would be meek and
humble enough to do God's bidding. He had
to use those possessing these qualities, hence
chose the fisherman of Galilee.
Education has spoiled many; wealth more;
and the two combined yet others.
"Man, know thyself," is an all-important
proverb. Meekness, humility, and all other
gospel graces are necessary virtues, without
which eternal life cannot be obtained, and
therefore apply to all and not to ministers
alone. To develop the mind and worthil v
use it in any avocation in life is honoring
our Creator. This is done in a large sense
by many who are ignorant of the restored
gospel. Those who do so, fulfilling the gospel's requirements, enlarge the glory to God
and eternal life to themselves.
I was defeated by lack of time in visiting
Bro. and Sr. Riggs, of Cincinnati; am willing
to be forgiven. Spent a pleasant day with
saints of Middletown, Ohio, who with a
brother in St. Louis helped me onward
liberally. May the Lord reward them.
I reached Kirtland to confer with brethren
W. H. Kelley and G. T. Griffiths in reference
to n.iy changed appointment on the 23d, and
the pleasant city of Detroit the 27th. After
being installed several days, finding there
was to be quite an exodus of saints to Kirtland for conference, because of a twenty-five
cent steamer rate to Cleveland, rather than
be lonesome and practically out of business, I
joined the party. All seemed to enjoy conference. Detroit people returned delighted
with the trip, especially the warmth and
hospitality of the Kirtland saints. They
vow the weather clerk turned on too much
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w~rmth, however. Our voyage was quiet
and uneventful, unless it was that in returning with two thousand seven hundred aboard,
quite a sprinkle of lads and their best girls
tarried on Put-in-bay Island too long, despite
an abundance of waming by whistle and bell,
and got left. Other warnings fail as well as
gospel warnings. Later in the day a slight
squall and rainstorm induced the captain to
call us all off decks, when the good "City of
Cleveland" afforded too much warmth, but
still riding steadily. Strangely enough to
me it was about as hot crossing the lake as
ashore-really suffocating anywhere out of a
stiff breeze.
With Bro. E. C. Briggs I was over to
Windsor, Canada; my first time off the land
of "stars and stripes." Things earthly seemed
about the same; something in the air as here
makes a fellow hungry, but a stop at Bro.
Couser's restaurant fixed that when we got
back.
Detroit saints have received me well, and I
am here with opportunities for work. Those
in Ohio and Pennsylvania who expected my
services will please write Bro. Griffiths.
My address for some time is No. 365 Grand
River Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
R. ETZENHOUSER.
GRAND BAPIDS, Mich., July 7.

Editors Herald:-We are still alive over
here. Bro. S. W. L. Scott favored us with a
few of his lovely sermons last week; and they
were appreciated by all. I attended a picnic
and grove meeting at Coleman, Michigan, on
the 3d and 4th ult. A very pleasant time
was had by all. Bro. J. A. Carpenter baptized a Methodist preacher (Erwin by name)
on Sunday afternoon. It seems Bro. Erwin
ran his gospel schooner out of the Methodist
fog as he made Beaverton port, and a flash
from the old beacon light convinced him that
his chart was wrong; so he like many others
bas concluded to steer by the sun. He seems
like a very candid young "man, and it is hoped
may reach others of that faith who are looking for some place to go.
On the 5th I was callea to Ludington in
behalf of church business. On my arrival I
met Brn. Cornish, Caplinger, and Scheuer.
A large celebration was.on, and most everybody seemed happy, as they thought of their
once sweet freedom.
The town being
thronged with people from every quarter,
with now and then one whose legs would
tangle, it was hard to tell which way he was
going.
A nice little dining hall was run by the
saints, which netted them about $40 for their
trouble.
R. E. GRANT.
BELL GROVE,

w.

Va., July 8.

Editors Herald:-After writing from Balos,
West Virginia, I baptized two more there,
one man eightv-one years old. He was a
member of the M. E. Church South sixty
years, a local preacher fifteen years; was
deputy sheriff of Logan County for six years
and a justice of the peace in Calhoun for
seventeen years, and is as vigorous in mind,
&il iii ma~ 9f forty.
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I mention these facts because I consider it quite as big as a mountain, but sufficiently
a great advantage to the church to get such large as to bring into existence a mental
men and their influence for the church. '.rhe restraint, and we forbear. But we did tell
other one was a granddaughter of the old him to bring the best man they had and we
man; and her husband told me he was com- -the church-would be only too glad to meet
ing in, but was not ready right then. There them. And to show that we meant it we
are several others near the kingdom at that requested the individual to inkoduce us to
place that I fully expect to trouble the waters the said B. H. R. and remain long enough to
see which was the coward. This was agreed
with in the near future.
to, and the next afternoon set as the time
Your brother,
and Mr. R's office as the place of such provG. H. GODBY.
ing, with the express understanding that we
meet at Bro. Larson's shoe shop that he
THE OTHER SIDE.
might take David up to the presence of
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, July 3.
Goliath! A wait from 1: 30 to four and he
Editors Herald:-Having read the last came not. An Elder Pierce came, however,
Herald and seeing the many good things and after learning how matters stood, profwith which it is freighted, it occurred to me fered to do the introducing, but suggested
that perhaps it might be well to give the
by way of condoning the want of courtesy
"other side," to help the reader to maintain shown by the other that he had likely been
an equilibrium by keeping to the "golden "counseled" not to come. Would they really
mean."
"counsel" a man to break his word-lie?
To travel the hard sidewalk day after day This Elder P. claimed to have held a debate
through the heat, (and I know ·one elder, years ago with Bro. W. W. Blair and immewhose diffidence prohibits the use of his diately afterward organized two branches in
name, who did so to the extent that when the vicinity-Western Iowa. Strange they
night came it was necessary to put his ach- are so afraid to debate with us now! Well,
ing feet into cold water that he might obtain we went, only to find Elder R. gone, and so
repose,) hunting for those who once had a little David is still at liberty to roam the
name and standing in the church and with streets unmolested, with his sling-the goEthe hope of rekindling the old fire, to find
pel.
that some have gone back to the "old"
The Utah people may be summed up about
church, some to Christian Science, some to as follows: The leaders who seem to care,
infidelity, and some into the unenviable posi- more for the pelf than aught else; those who
tion of a grumbler, so that when the time for care less for what these leaders have said or
preaching comes he sees from fifteen to thirty done than for the gospel, which they cling to
out, is not very likely to inspire a very great with a tenacity born of conviction, and with
amount of enthusiasm.
the awful doom of tho "apostate" menacing
The writer found one man who had joined them they actually fear to investigate;
the Reorganization some years ago in Mis- those who care more for pleasure than resoul'i, but moving here had changed the ligion, and the many, many disgusted ones
theological raiment and now manifests such who have turned into the way of infidelity!
a filial affection for the "mother"-Utah Boys and men, very often the drunkard,
Church that the "Reorganized" is c01:r)Pared swearer, and all-around tough are sent out on
with the church of his present choice as the a mission! And yet my heart bleeds for
sucker growing oitt from the tall cocn! latter-day wayward Israel, really "scattered
Query: Is it right for materfamilias to so and peeled," and I still feel that the better
hate her offspring?
way to reach those who are really susceptible
This same individual has learned since his of being reached is by kindness. And while I
affiliation that Joseph F. and "our Joseph" perused Bro. Derry's letter, especially that
had a theological bout in the tabernacle portion referring to a recalcitrant brother, I
publicly, to the uttec discomfiture of the could not help responding a hearty amen,
fatter and the consequent victory of the while the tears came welling up as the sa.me
former! How is it, Bro. Joseph, veracity or Spirit, which surely must have possessed the
"whole cloth"? I propose to fathom it and if writer, bore witness to my soul. Which is
better, to air our "spleen," as one of my
so deep I can't wade, will try to swim.
A native of Scandinavia and by-gone pub- eiuorum expressed it in a recent communicalisher engaged in a controversial way with tion, or to show to the erring ones that we
the writer recently and after some two hours have "been with Christ?"
of it said we did not dare meet any of their
But with a desire to season "the other side"
representative men in discussing "living a little we will turn to a more pleasing pieissues"! This was certainly the biggest ture before closing.
shock our theological sensitiveness had yet
Since writing most of the above I have atreceived. When sufficiently recovered we tended choir practice, dined with Dr. aad Sr.
meekly requested the naming of a "living Higgins, rode with them in their carriage
issue" and were politely told that we did not ov.er a goodly portion of the city and up to
dare to meet B. H. Roberts on succession. the cemetery, enjoying both the hospitality,
Having inherited a good sized bump of com- drive, and sights. And while the writer has
bativeness, and with the courage born of been thus led to depict the darker side, leavinvestigation and conviction, we didn't ex- ing out ofcourse his trials incident to baching,
actly tell him to "trot out his man," for he nevertheless feels that here and in other
whenever anything of a slangy nature comes parts of Utah are some as noble self-sacrificing
into the miod Bro. 'r·
W, looms up-n9t saints as C)an be foul1d. Good reports are

w.

coming in from my co-laborers and will be
duly forwarded.
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.
["Our Joseph" (the son of the Martyr), the
present President of the Reorganiz@d Church,
never had a discussion or "theological bout"
with Joseph F. Smith, one of the presidents
of the Utah Mormon Church,in the tabernacle,
Salt Lake City, publicly, or privately; nor in
any other place in Utah, or out of it. Neit.her
did "our Joseph," ever have a public discussion with any elder of the Utah Church,
in Utah or elsewhere; although ready and
willing at all times and places, to state and
defend his views and positions. -Editor
Herald.]
LONDON, England, June 21.
Editors Herald:-Please say that conference
will convene July 31 at six p. m.; closing on
Monday, August 2, in the north Manchester
branch room, Collyhurst Road, Manchester,
England. Time will be granted for Sabbath
school exercises on Saturday night and Monday morning.
"Jubilee" is heard everywhei·e. Anticipation of the grandest display to-morrow ever
known, runs high. The preparation in the
erection of stands, for seats at every available
spot on the streets along which Her Majesty
will travel from Buckingham Palace to St.
Paul's church, where a religious ceremony is
to be held, decorations, illuminations, bonfires,fireworks,etc.,are on a gigantic and costly
scale indeed. Yesterday(Sunday) was observed
as a day for special national thanksgiving in all
the churches and chapels; and though we
were not invited to participate, we nevertheless met in our little chapel. The writer
preached twice with excellent liberty, attended the Sabbath school at three p, m.,
and as per invitation gave a short address and
participated in a social meeting at the close
of the evening preaching service. From the
inception to the close of the day's services a
gospel peace obtained and the stimulating
effects of good fellowship were enjoyed, and
· t e d . F e w 1·f any of the mem muc h apprec1a
bers were led to absent themselves from the
Sunday services to participate with the
masses, in that which some of the papers
designate as a "strange Sunday;" "unwonted
scenes along the route." Saying, "London,
so far as the route of the procession and its
vicinity were concerned, partook largely
yesterday of the character of a huge fair.
The cyclists commenced the day. They
arose early in their many hundreds and
cycled up and down the route before breakfast, obtaining both an appetite and much to
talk about at the day's first meal. The good
folks from the East End were next on the
scene, arriving in their milk carts, their
donkey barrows and the like, and in the big
break, which again drove over the course of
the whole of yesterday. By noon every kind
of vehicle imaginable was to be seen, including the carriages from the West End, behind
their pairs of handsome horses, usually con· taining his lordship and her ladyship inside,
and outside a couple of tattered, barefooted
boys cheering the Queen from the rail at the
back!
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have confronted them. They are sons of toil
only, and of necessity have to move slowly in
financial matters. Should they ever have a
similar project, they would be able to guard
against some trouble that has confronted
them. They stand ready to carry out any
instruction of the Bishopric to secure the
property to the church.
About a dozen have been added since the
opening of the chapel, in December '95. A
very respectable and intelligent gentleman,
availed himself of speaking in or.r social
meeting Sunday evening, June 13, stating
that he was pleased to know we had no
affinity with the Salt Lake Church. A very
fine appearing•young lady bas been attending
the meetings and applied to Bro. Gerrard,
for work in the Sabbath school. He gave
her a class. The same person offered a very fervent prayer on the above Sunday evening,
praying for light, etc.
The branch at present is at peace and
united, evincing activity, with a few exceptions.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
Should my friends think the finding myself
in the world's metropolis at this particular
juncture to witness (as some claim) an unLos ANGELES, Cal., July 7.
paralleled event in the world's history a
Editors Herald:-Since reaching this part
fortunate happening in my life's history, I of the Lord's harvest Bro. Parker and I have
would suggest that I witnessed a procession labored at San Bernardino, Santa Monica,
of soldiers on Saturday which I suppose was Garden Grove, Warm Creek schoolhouse,
not a circumstance to the scenes to be wit- Riverside, and here. Bro. P. was not with
nessed on jubilee day; but nevertheless the me at Santa Monica and Riverside, and I was
jostling, the pushing, the being hurried along not with him at Garden Grove, We have
by the crowds, the stoppages from the same resolved that both of us will occupy at the
cause, the unpleasantness arising from inhal- same time if the places are not far enough
ing the breath of smokers-wine, beer, or apart to separate us too widely. I left him
whisky drinkers, etc., proved a very cogent at San Bernardino the 3d. It was his intenreason for deciding to keep very far from the tion to preach at Colton before the rebig throng that will assemble to witness the union.
royal procession on jubilee day.
We have not had very large audiences anyI witness the same pleasure and satisfaction where and very poor ones at some points; but
in duty's path at any other point of the we hope some good has been done. At
compass as in the world's metropolis; am in Riverside we preached in a schoolhouse on
no particular hurry to get out of this world, the west side, almost three miles from the
but knowing I will have to go sometime, I city. We were refused the courthouse, and
want to get a good ready, and the proper there is no hall available for which we could
utilization of time which God grants me is afford to pay the rent required. We must
one essential work to that end. 0 yes; Lon- not omit to mention that Bro. Lester Brackendon is a place for sights, but sightseeing bury was active, to the extent that his businecessitates the consumption of both time ness would permit, in the effort to secure a
and money; and I never thought the church place of meeting.
sent me to see sights, but to work in its
We have found in this region a splendid
nterest. Saints do well to live their religion country, an excellent climate, and some exat any point of the compass, but especially in
emplary Saints.
London. But Vanity Fair has no attraction
We had the pleasure of hearing Hon. W. J.
for Latter Day Saints, if they cherish no love
for Vanity Fair. For where the treasure is Bryan's speech delivered here the 5th inst.
·For brilliancy and soundness of thought, conthere will the heart be.
I am authorized to state, that the brethren secutive arrangement and excellent delivery,
and sisters of the London branch, England, it was the best I ever heard.
In bonds,
duly appreciate the kindness and suggestions
ALMA C. BARMORE.
of the Bishop, the consideration of Bro.

The streets were phenomenally crowded
and the staid West End streets looked strange
indeed with barrows of oranges and stalls for
the sale of ginger beer and hokey pokey (ice
cream) at their select and fashionable corners.
The general jumble of omnibuses, brakes,
smart carriages, and fish carts, with members of the best sets of turbaned Indians,
Rajahs wondering Dyaks, and hilarious sightseers, all along of one another, formed one of
the strangest spectacles a London Sunday
has ever produced, and amid all the pleasuremaking, the tap-tap of the jubilee carpenter,
and the groans of his rip saw, everywhere to
be heard. To what huge offers the employers had had to go, one can only estimate from
a knowledge of the state of the wage market
at the end of last week, when men were
earning their seven or eight pounds weekly,
etc.
The above will furnish the reader with a
partial conception of the scenes of London on
the Sunday preceding the jubilee day (Tuesday).

Woods and the Lamoni branch; and I on my
own individuality and responsibility state
that as a branch they fully purpose and
design to refund the means so kindly loaned,
enabling them to rear a house of worship
under the auspices of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in the
world's metropolis; and would have made a
remittance ere this; but for the cruel, unjust,
and altogether unlooked for exigencies, that

MILTON, Fla., July 10.
Editoi·s Herald:-The debate between Bro.
J. D. Erwin and Rev. W. J. Haynes, at
Berrydale, came to a close last evening. It
was a masterly effort, on each side, and from
the smiles and pleasant looks upon the faceg
of the saints it was plain to see they felt their
cause victorious.
1 In justice to Mr. Haynes, I must say that
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he is a profound scholar, an honest, Christianhearted man, and a gentleman.
Each disputant affirmed his church to be
identical in origin, faith, name, and practice
with the church Christ established eighteen
hundred years ago; Elder Haynes affirming
first. Bro. Erwin, in a masterly way, showEd
the error of Elder Haynes' positions, which I
sum up as follows: That the church never
existed until Pentecost; that it never ceased,
but continued in the gospel seed, the word
of God, till now; that the organization, gifts,
and blessings were limited to that day, and
were not to continue; that the pronoun them,
in Mark 16: 17, 18, referred to the Apostles;
that God did not call or approve Matthias.
He renounced Alexander Campbell as the
founder of his church, and would not accept
or defend any of their standard books published at St. Louis. He acknowledged that
be knew we did not approve or practicl':l
polygamy; and while he made some attack
upon the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine .and
Covenants, and the Inspired Translation, he
was too honest and gentlemanly to stooi:- to
the level of Clark Braden.
Bro. Erwin showed in his affirmation that
the gospel was preached before Pentecost;
that a great apostasy was prophesied of and
did take place; that the church was to come
out of the wilderness, by angel visitation and
revelation. He then presented the restoration
in a clear, masterly manner.
In his closing speech on each proposition
Bro. Erwin presented a summary, which was
masterly and convincing. He has, in this
debate, met one of the strongest men of the
age, and proved his ability to defend the
faith under any circumstances. The debate
was so quiet and orderly that friendship has
increased between the two churches, and the
spirit of forbearance and brotherly love prevailed throughout. The saints are strengthened, friends are made to the cause, and all
goes fairly well. With fervent hopes and
prayers for the early triumph of the truth, I
am as ever,
In bonds,
S. D. ALLEN.
SALINAS, Cal., July 8.
Editors Herald:-! have been in the tent
since April 15, having Brn. R. Ferris and
Newton Julian with me. We have done what
we could and what we thought for the best.
We have reached and prenched or talked to
about fourteen hundred people who are not of
our faith, besides the saints, giving them
tracts also.
It is becoming harder and
harder to reach the people, especially in
California, wherever the Utah elders have
been, because in many places they claim to
be Josephites, and that the churches are all
the same, with only a few minor differences, and
that they hope we will all beonechurch soon;
and when they are pinned down as to their
being Josephites, they say they believe in
Joseph Smith as a prophet as much as we do,
and that he taught and practiced polygamy;
and in this way they are injuring the truth
by shutting up the minds of the people, leaving us without an opportunity to either reach
them or the people, because they will not
meet us before the public; and if we draw the
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day came, and the only time that all six of the locate the speaker politically, it was found
Cary's had ever been there. They did not the Populists claimed him a Populist, the
count the cost. Their scheme worked to a Democrats a Democrat, and Republicans a
charm, until the ballots were counted, when Republican; thus showing not that the speech
H. E. Brown was elected. C. A. Cary declined lacked point or force, but that people of all
to come any more; but on the next Sunday he parties alike, are and mean to be patriotic.
was there, made his apology, and has since The speech was all right."
Sincerely yours,
withdrew himself and family; none of them
T. W. WILLIAMS.
come now but the daughter. Three out of
the four Presbyterians have left the Sunday
school entirely. After election the ex-secretary wrote to the Santa Rosa weekly DemoST. HELENA, Cal., July 1.
crat
that the election of Pine Mountain was
Editors Herald:-One and a half years ago
the people of Pine Mountain school district, over; all the old officers were· sustained in
CO-OPERATION IN BEHALF OF
Sonoma County, California, knew little of the office. Another communication appeared in
OUR POOR.
the
Santa
Rosa
Republican:-the
people
of
Latter Day Saints. A Union Sunday school
PERHAPS if we could get one hundred
Pine
Mountain
had
organized
and
observed
was organized; Professor Morton (Advent)
was chosen to preside; ex-lecturer Cary (also Lincoln Day; officers were Williams, Cary, dollars for every one that calls me a
Advent) chosen assistant; two of the teachers Brown; all of which there is not a word of crank before they get through readwere Adventists-Union Sunday school with truth in. The prediction was made that the ing this article there would be suffia vim. I took a back seat in Bible class No. school would soon go down. We have an cient means accumulated to establish
I; was appointed by the teacher as assistant. average attendance of about 36, net gain of
the plan.
We had a good deal to say, from time to time, 14, according to my memory.
Saints, I know this work is of God. If we
The condition of the poor man is
that did not suit the Adventists.
They
claimed to teach the Bible as it read, and will work faithfully,-bear the cross, we will indeed getting to be a serious one,
said that the Bible meant just what it said. get the crown. Put your hand in your pocket, and more especially so, where he h~s
We had to remind them occasionally to teach open your mouth, go and do according to a family, in our large cities. We do
the Bible as it was, not as they wanted it to your ability in the position God has seen fit
not attempt to solve the problem for
be. That did not set very well; we were to put you in. Be content in that station,
your
labor
will
be
rewarded.
My
endeavor
the world, but for our own people.
practically ignored by them; so we kept
studying and praying, knowing our time will be to work for Jesus whenever and where- We do not wish to take opposite sides
ever opportunity is afforded. I live away off
would come if we were faithful.
with those who believe legislation
In a short time the question came up, in the mountains, fourteen miles from any properly administered would relieve
Shall we send delegates to the Sunday school branch. We have now eight Latter Day
the condition. Itis possible that such
convention at Healdsburg? Not knowing Saints in Pine Mountain. May God bless us
all
from
Brother
Joseph
to
the
last
one
that
action might help some, but that it
anything about the convention, we voted for
will assist to any great extent there is
it. We have been credibly informed since has been baptized into the kingdom.
H. E. BROWN.
that we were reported as an Advent Sunday
little hope. The Master said, "The
school. The next move was for the ex-lecpoor ye will always have with you;"
ELLIOTT, Mich., July 12.
turer to bring down his chart of heads and
Editors Herald:-William Davis and the and should such calamities come upon
horns and commence lecturing. The Methodists stopped the lectures. All this time writer pitched the gospel tent at the above- the world as are talked of, and there
we were preparing the way by distribut- named place on Saturday the 10th, and up to. is every reason to believe they will, it
ing literature and whatever other means we date have held three meetings with increas- is only fair to presume the outlook for
had at our diaposal. We thought the time ing audiences. Last evening the seats were the poor man in securing employment
had come that we should act, so we drove all filled with attentive listeners. We are
will not grow bright very fast. (Beover to Santa Rosa and got Elder William blessed with good liberty in presenting the
lieving
that church and state should
Newton. He preached nine sermons, bap- word, so prospects look bright at present.
May God add to his church daily such as be kept absolutely separate, and that
tized two; six others handed in their names
for baptism but backed out. The Advent shall be saved.
a Latter Day Saint should take but
J. A. GRANT.
lecturer pitched into Bro. Newton, but he
little part, if any, in political affairs, if
wished he had not before he got through
any have thought that what has been
with him. Things moved along for awhile,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, July 16.
said points that way, it is not our
and we got Elder Thomas Daly here; he
Editors Herald:-Our ·two-days' meetings
preached five or six times, baptized two are a success; increased attendance at Carson; intention.)
more.
baptized two. Tent meetings progressing
'l1here is no use to try and ward off
Then the adversary and his agents came nicely here. Brn. F. A. and W. A. Smith facts as they exit; it is better to meet
out in full force; some of the neighbors went rendering valuable assistance. Expect to them and do what we can. It might
from house to house demanding the Mormons baptize some shortly. Delivered the fourth
should be stopped. Persecution commenced; of July oration at Panama on the 3d, and at have been correctly said at one time,
we moved along; paid no attention; kept Little Sioux on the 5th, and could have been that the man who could not or was
praying and working, until it was time for the principal speaker here on the 4th, but not working, was too lazy to work if
our annual election or reorganization of the declined, it being the Lord.'s day.
he had a chance; it cannot be now.
school. The Presbyterians and Adventists
The Editor of the Little Sioux Independent, Many of our people are now out of
formed a combination to down the Mormons. has this to say of my effort there-paper
employment; and while with some it
Their plan was to have Professor Morton issued July 10:"The speaker was a remarkable man and is possibly caused by lack of ambition,
decline renomination; nominate the writer,
H. E. Brown, for a blind; elect Cary and turn seemed to belong to a class not very numerous we cannot attribute all to this cause.
it into a Presbyterian school. They had the in this country. He occupied the hour, or a Ambition, from a worldly standpoint,
promise of material help from the Presby- little more; was watched narrowly by the .
.
1
terians of Santa Rosa. The;y thought they most astute politicians of this section. And ~ by no means a nec~ssary q:1ahficacould accomplish that move easily, because when at the close friend asked friend what t10n to make a good samt, nor is every
Cary had six votes in his family. Election was thought of the speech, and attempted to ; man who lacks ambition in this light,
lines between us and them they cry out
"persecution,'' and say that is not preaching
the gospel. But they do not have any scruples to misrepresent when it is for their
benefit.
I am still in the faith and have been blessed
with great liberty in preaching, but the Lord
only knows the results, as I have not seen
much of them.
In bonds,
A. HAWS.

Original

1lr1i~lss.
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lazy. A great many men work hard
all their life, and yet are poor; not
because they have not worked hard
enough, but because they have been
lacking in definite purpose or management.
:?articular mention is made of the
poor in the city, because living expenses are so much higher, and the
opportunities for securing employment less. The question is, What
shall we do? My answer would be,
secure a large farm. Here is where
you are attaching the epithet mentioned above to me. You say provision has been made for taking care
of our poor through the Bishop;
to this we readily agree, and our plan
would be to have the Bishop look after
this also, or have it under his jurisdiction. Again, the Bishop cannot
help if he hasn't something to help
with. It is not our intention to be
presumptuous, or intruding upon the
perogatives of others; we give this for
what it is worth, working on the
hypothesis that "necessity is the
mother of invention." In our judgment, a step in this direction without
divine guidance would be decidedly
unwise; but we have often been told
the Lord would not reveal things
until his people were in a condition
to receive. Would it not be well then
for us to agitate this subject a little,
and prepare our minds?
It is quite a large undertaking; but
others have been successful at this
co6perative plan, why not we? If the
rich prosper by combining their eforts, why not the poor as well? Regardless of how far we may be from
carrying this out in the future, it
works very well on paper now. Take
for example: a man has a family in a
large city, with three or four children,
himself, and wife, and no work. Can
you appreciate what a terrible condition this is? The child asking for
something to eat and nothing to give;
you say, no Latter Day Saint is in this
condition; don't be too sure about that
until you have investigated a little.
There is another side of the question
right here. What can he hope for the
future? He has no profession; and
can only work as a laborer, perhaps
make one dollar or one dollar and
twenty-five cents per day, and perhaps then not work more than three
days in the week, even if he co:uld get

a place at all. It would require the
strictest kind of economy to get along.
His place of living would necessarily
not be what a saint would like to have,
and above all, his surroundings not at
all conducive to either living properly
himself or ever raising his children
in anything like a proper manner.
Would not this man be better off on a
farm, working by the day; and would
not his children be ten times better
off? From a moral standpoint I k~ow
they would.
A thousand acre farm could be run
in such a manner as to give employment to a great many men, and yet
not be a :financial failure. It would
not be the intention to make it any
great financial success. If it would
but keep even, and a little more, it
would or should be considered quite a
success. It might do more than this.
How are we to obtain the thousand
acres? As stated above, our idea
would be not to secure it until we had
received instructions from ~ divine
source, and then it could be done.
Half the money that it takes to keep
these people in the city would keep
them on a farm. Instead of being a
continual drain upon the funds of the
saints, it would soon help. They
should be able to produce more than
sufficient to live on during the year.
Why could not the surplus production
be given to the elders' families.
In our judgment an attempt just
now to establish what many of us are
looking forward to, the "Order of
Enoch," would not be successful. The
reasons for this are apparent, and call
for no explanation. While it is true
the plan outlined above would be
something on the same order, if I have
a correct understanding of the "Order
of Enoch," the mode of operation
would be somewhat different.
Our idea of operating the farm
would not be to have all things in
common, but to have it under the
supervision of the Bishop, and run
largely as an individual concern. Pay
those who labored by the day or ~our.
Have places arranged for them to
live, they to pay a stipulated 3,mount
for rent, also pay for what they used
for their families at a given price.
This plan would not place anyone in
a condition where they were forced to
remain there if they did not wish to,
longer than until they had paid the
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expense of their removal. At the
same time it would give the ones who
went there an opportunity to get in a
condition so they could go to some
other locality and start independently
in life again if they so desire. It would
require the practice of economy, it is
true, but no more so than to merely
keep even in the city. By paying a
man by the hour or day, would show
who was worthy of assistance, and
who was willing to work if the opportunity presented itself. If a man only
wanted to work two or three hours
per day, pay him for that time and no
more. Two or three acres of ground
could be set aside with each place of
living for a garden, supplies, such as
could not be raised on the farm, to be
supplied from a general supply at as
low a price as possible. This would
enable even a man with a family to
live quite cheaply. It is quite an undertaking, it is true, and one that
will no doubt work more smoothly
theoretically than in practice; but this
does not argue that it is not a possibility. The very fact that the plan of
cooperation has proven a success with
others, proves the possibility of such
a move. Some of the most conserva- ·
tive men in the country are to-day
shaking their head with an approving
nod concerning the plan which Eugene
V. Debs is seeking to establish, to
better the condition of the poor man.
From a moral standpoint, it needs
no argument to convince those who
know the conditions, of the value of
this plan. The opportunities for edueating the children would be equally
as good, if not better, in ·a general
sense; and from a spiritual standpoint,
a hundred fold better. The want of
funds force him to live in the city,
surrounded by a community that he
would otherwise not do; his children
associate with the children on the
street that never hear a moral sentiment at home, and the child of the
saint is soon found doing as the child
they associate with.
It not infrequently occurs that, viewing the
pride of the nineteenth century,
Latter Day Saints in this condition
imagine their children are not
properly clad to attend Sunday school
or church. Under these conditions
do you think the child is going to
request baptism at eight? No, nor at
, twice eight, and perhaps never. It is
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easily said that they should. receive
home training to protect them under
these circumstances, but sad examples
of the past tell the story only too
plainly.
There are objections to this plan,
some that from a casual observation
appear insurmountable, but after considering them fora time grow smaller,
and the plan becomes more feasible.
Before rendering judgment, kindly
think the situation over, if you have a
better plan, or which you doubtless
can, patch up the defects in this, let
us hear from you. It is a stubborn
fact that something should be done.
If we get our minds in a proper condition, and the Lord would give us a
little instruction along this line, the
funds would, in our opinion, be forthcoming. If we could not purchase a
thousand acres, possibly we could
secure five hundred, until the plan
could be tested, if not that much it
could be tried with less. It is not
expected that this will be inaugurated
at once, but an effort looking toward
this end cannot do any harm, and the
thought may comfort some who will
be most affected by it.
Trusting that we may advance
steadily, and be blessed of the Almighty, until Zion shall be redeemed,
I remain,
Yours hopefully,
ST. Lours, Mo., June 23.

J. C.

HITCHCOCK.

co-OPERATION.

IN these "perilous times" our minds
are constantly turning to the one
absorbing question-the labor question. How are the poor of our land
going to obtain those things necessary
to sustain life, is the vital question at
present. It seems to me that it does
not require much of an effort, on the
part of any of us, to see that there is
something wrong with our industrial
system, when strong men cannot find
employment sufficient to support their
dear ones. It will not do to use the
oft-repeated accusation that men are
idle from choice, as it is too apparent
that men cannot obtain employment.
There is nothing in the future to inspire us with hope-viewing the matter
from a worldly standpoint. The question then forces itself upon us, what
is to be done?
Already a few minds are trying to
solve this question; but it is a laimen-

table fact that the great majority have
joined the vampires,-the crowds that
go to make up the two old political
parties, who are fattening on the products of the labor of our toiling
millions.
The conditions that are upon us
have been pointed out to us, we have
been warned that they were sure to
come, and what has been the result?
Has anything been done to evade
them? Certainly not. It is true that
the ruling classes have been expending millions of dollars of the people's
money in perfecting arrangements for
killing off the poorer classes when
their wrongs have made them desperate. I at one time was very enthusiastic in advocating the principles as
set forth in the Omaha platform of
the Populist party, and I still believe
that document second only to the one
of 1776; but like that one, it does not
mean what it says.
Since having accepted of the gospel
of J esuis Christ, I have been able to
see the futility of trying to bring
peace and p:r:osperity to the sons and
daughters of earth by any other
method than that taught by our
Savior.
Now for the thoughts that I
wish to present to the saints in the
way of bettering the condition of the
poor and laboring classes of our number. We see all around us efforts are
being made by men o:f brains to
organize labor; colonies of socialistic
tendencies ·are being brought into
existence.
The Ruskin colony .in
Tennessee, organized four or five years
ago, is a success thus far. Eugene
V. Debs is at this time at work trying
to organize something similar. Why
cannot something of the kind be tried
among the Saints? Surely there are
men of means in the church that
would purchase the land, and there
are hundreds of good brethren who
would gladly furnish the muscle. The
trouble is not that men will not labor,
but that they cannot find opportunity
to apply their labor. Let a colony be
organized where we could produce
everything we needed, and there
would be no such thing as want known
among us. This could not be anything but successful, for I certainly
believe the Lord would prosper it;
and if the members were faithful, God
I would~reveal his will to that extent in

temporal matters that peace and
plenty would certainly follow.
I sincerely hope that the saints will
think over this matter, and that action
will be taken along this line. There
is certainly a great need of something
of the kind, as there are those in the
church that are destitute, when if
they had a chance to labor would
support themselves and leave a profit
in the treasury. I have not much in
this world's goods, but stand ready to
put in what I have together with a
good supply of muscle, whenever
there is an opening of this kind offered.
Ever hoping and praying for the success of Zion, I am your brother,
F. T.

BAKER.

EARLY BRIGHAMITE TEACHINGS
ON SUCCESSION.
BY ELDER J. F. BURTON.

IN December, 1873, I united with the
Reorganization, and shortly after
began traveling in the missionary
work, and have thus gone from Humboldt County on the north to, the
Mexican line on the south; and in the
valleys and mountains of California
have met many of those who were
members of the church in the days of
Joseph the Martyr. From them, I
very many times heard the statement
that Joseph the Seer, before his
death, had blessed young Joseph and
ordained him to be his successor in
the presidency of the church. And
being desirous of learning how the
elders of the church who were here
from 1844 to 1860 taught concerning
the successorship, I made some inquiry, and received the following
statements:! was baptized in Tahiti by Elder Grouard
in 1844, and remained a member of the
church until the year 1856. During this
time Bro. Hawkins traveled in the Paumotus
as a misi;iionary, and baptized about 1,500
persons, and married about 500; for before
those days the natives did not marry, and
none of those who were living as husband and
wife were to be taken into the church unless
they were married.
In that year a vessel arrived in Papeete
with a number of persons from Australia
bound for Utah. Then for the first time I
came in contact with the practice and doctrine
of polygamy. The elders among these passengers taught it, and also gave me a volume of
Zion's Watchman, a paper printed by them in
Sydney, Australia, containing extracts from
Brigham Young's sermons, teaching that
"Adam is our God,'' and that Jesus was not
begotten of the Holy Ghost-all these things
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made me stumble, for I had been taught very -God has revealed it."-Translated by Elder
differently by Elders Grouard, Pratt, and John Hawkins.
KAurrnRA, April 8, 1897.
Noah Rogers-these men always taught us
On the return of Elder Addison Pratt from
out here that young Joseph was the true
successor of his father; and I have heard Salt Lake City, in about 1849, he brought
Elder Rogers tell repeatedly that Joseph the with hi~ a missionary of that church-one of
Martyr blessed and set apart his son Joseph their Seventies, James Brown, who taught
to be his successor in office and President of us that young Joseph was to succeed his
father in the PresH'lency of the church, and
the church.-John Hawkins.
that Brigham Young was only holding that
KAUKURA, April 8, 1897.
Elder Hanks (a brother of the Elder Hanks office until Young Joseph should come of
who died on the ship, on the passage to these age, and this was commonly taught to the
islands, in the spring of 1844), a member of saints of these islands.-Elder Mahana.
I certify that this statement is true, for I
the Utah Church, and a missionary from
Salt Lake City, and who left here in 1858 for also have often heard it made by Elder Brown.
·California, repeatedly taught that young -John Hawkins, Interpreter.
PAPEETE, April 25, 1897.
Joseph was to be the successor of his father,
In 1849 Elder Addison Pratt came from
and also that Joseph the martyr blessed and
ordained his son as his successor in office in Tubuoi to this island, and in this same year I
the church; and on the following Sunday he was baptized by him here. The Elders
told the church that his work was :finished, Pratt, Grouard, Hawkins,and others, always,
and that he was going to rest-and pointing when in this vicinity, made their homes with
to his son, said, "Here is your president."- me at my house, and Elders Pratt and Grouard
always taught us that young Joseph was to
John Hawkins.
succeed his father in the Presidency of the
KAUKURA, April 9, 1897.
church, as soon as he came of age.-Elder
It was, and still is, a custom in these
Mahana. John Hawkins, Interpreter.

islands for the American elders to
write in books for the native elders,
items of doctrine, church government,
and history, as the natives had no
printed matter excepting the Bible
and a small protestant hymn book. I
found the following in an old book as
the writings of Elder Hanks, the
missionary before referred to:'l'HE ANOINTING OF JOSEPH BY.HIS
FATHER, AS HIS SUCCESSOR.

God commanded Joseph the martyr to set
in order and straighten out the church-the
kingdom of God-which he did by setting in
order the quorums according to a vision shown
to him as follows: The quorums of Deacons,
the quorums of Teachers, the quorums of
Priests, the quorums of Elders, the quorums
of Seventies, the quorums of the Bishopric,
the quorums of High Priests, the quorum of
Twelve and the High Council, and the High
Council of Zion, and the First Presidency of
the church, and the Quorum of Council of
the Kingdom of God of fifty in number, this
is from the law of Zion-and no law is to be
given to this church unless sanctioned by
this quorum of fifty.
Joseph the martyr said, in this gathering,
that he was commanded to anoint and ordain
his son, his firstborn, a prophet and re vela tor
to the church in his stead. He then anointed
him and ordained him to the office spoken of
above. Joseph and Hyrum and Whitney
ordained him; Whitney held the oil and
poured it on the head of young Joseph-after
this was done Joseph tha martyr said, "My
work is finished-I am going now to rest; my
brethren in the holy priesthood, I place the
kingdom of Goa on you to bear it in the name
of the Lord." On the next Sabbath, after
the preaching was finished, Joseph the martyr said to his son Joseph, "Come here by
me;" and said to the people, "My office work
as a prophet is finished-this is your prophet
-my son Joseph, who now stands in my office,

PAPEETE, April 25, 1897.

By these testimonies it will be seen
that in this island mission, as well as
in California, it was a matter of common report among the leading missionaries and church members generallyfrom 1844 on until 1860 at least, that
young Joseph had been divinely appointed through his father to the presidency of thechurch and to succeed him
in his office-and that some of the leading elders were present at a time when
young Joseph was thus anointed and
blessed by his father.
PAPEETE, Tahiti, May 5, 18U7.

ConfBrsn~B

Nintl1B8.
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White chosen district president, Sr. Ella
Miller reelected secretary, Bro. Alfred
White sustained as Bishop's agent and
chosen assistant district president. Preaching by D. C. and A. White, and E.T. Atwell.
Prayer meeting Sunday morning and sacramental and social service in the afternoon.
The spirit of unity prevailed throughout the
sessions.
The Rich Hill saints did their
part so well in entertaining visiting brethren
and sisters that one who enjoyed thEir
hospitality inoved to hold next session there,
which prevailed by a large majority. Adjourned to Rich Hill, second Saturday in
January, 1897.
-----------

EASTERN MICHIGAN.
Conference with Huron Center branch,
June 12; Elder E. C. Briggs chosen to preside, A. Barr assistant, W. Davis secretary,
C. K. Green assistant. Branches reporting:
East Fremont, 37; Bay Port, 98; St. Gideon,
42; Applegate,;~33; Juniata, 78; St. Thomas,
36; Pigeon River, 26; Forester, 28; Vassar,
36; German, 23; Huron Center, 70; Cass River,
39. Elders reporting: A. Barr baptized I,
Levi Phelps, W. Dowker baptized 3, W.
Davis baptized 6, J. A. Grant baptized 2, E.
DeLong baptized 16, A. McKinzie bapt,faed
2. Priests: P. Surbrook, T. Rosson. Teacher,
T, Obrian. Bishop's agent reported: Moneys
received, and on hand last report, $722.31;
expenditures, $695.98; balance $26.33. Audited and found correct. Officers of district,
sustained: A. Barr president, W. Davis
secretary, A. Barr Bishop's agent. On Sunday the chapel of Huron Center branch was
dedicated. E. C. Briggs preached the sermon; J. J. Cornish offered the prayer. Nine
were added by baptism, and E. Durand, of
Detroit, was ordained an elder by E. C.
Briggs and J. J. Cornish. Conference was a
peaceful and profitable meeting to all present;
business passed off without a jar; the prayer
service was truly a spiritual feast, the preaching was grand. E. C. Briggs, J. J. Cornish,
and A. Barr, did the preach~ng. Adjourned
to Buel Centre branch; at call of president.

CLINTON.

PITTSBURG.

Clinton conference convened at Rich Hill,
Missouri, June 12; district president A. Lloyd
in the chair, Ella Miller secretary, F. L.
Sawley assistant. Number of branches in
district 12, containing a membership of 725.
Those reporting were: Lowry City 77. Nevada, 42. Taborville, 27. Lebanon (Ks.), 45;
4 baptized, 3 removed. Deepwater, 23; 5 removed, 1 expelled. Tebo, 30. Walker 19.
Ve Ve, 98; 14 removed, 1 death. Eldorado
Springs, 160; 2 baptized, 10 removed, 2 died.
Rich Hill, 135; 1 certificate of baptism, gain
by letter 5, 2 removed. Elders reported: A.
Lloyd, D. C. White, A. White, T. R. White,
F. M. Sharrock, E. T. Atwell, W. "V. Rowland, F. L. Sawley, C. F. Belkham, H. E.
Goff, A. J. Roberts, J.B. Gouldsmith, G. W.
Beebe, S. C. Andes, W. H. Lowe, H. L. Kinning. Priests: W. H. Mannering, H. M.
Atwell, G. M. Shearer, L. Quick, A. S.
Leeper, J. A. Silvers. Teacher: M. M.
Leaton. Alfred White, Bishop's agent, reports: Received since March 1, $164.85; paid
out, $147.73; on hand $17.12. Elder D. C.

Conference in saints' hall, Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, June 19. C. Ed. Miller president, E. S. Fairley secretary, L. D. Ullom
treasurer. L. D. Ullom was recommended
as Bishop's agent. On motion, all branches
in district to be assessed per capita tax to defray expense of district president when visiting
in an official capacity. On motion, conferences to be held semiannually, in March
and September. A committee of six were
appointed to solicit funds for purchase of tent
to be used in district missionary work. The
committee composed of G. H. Hulmes, C. E.
Miller, L. D. Ullom, J. Moxon, J. Wayt, and
- - - Hull. Following rules of representa·
tion were unanimously adopted: Resolved,
that from and after the passage of this
resolution, the basis of representation and
the rules governing the same shall be as
follows: First, That each branch of this
district shall be entitled to two classes of
delegates; viz., delegates, at large for the
organization, and delegates of representation
based upon the number of members in good
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standing. Second, that the number of delegates shall be, one delegate at large for each
branch organization, also that each branch
shall be entitled to one delegate of repre"
sentation for each six members in good
standing. Third, the delegates of representation shall be elected at the branch business
meeting at which the branch report to
conference is adopted; and further, that both
delegates at large and delegates of representation shall be provided with creqentials,
attested by the branch clerk; and also that
said credentials shall only be transferable to
properly elected substitutes or alternates
who may be elected at the same meeting as
the delegates.
Fourth, the members of
branches in good standing or the traveling
ministry only shall be eligible as delegates
of representation, provided that no such
delegate shall be accredited as the representative of more than one branch. Fifth,
that the president of each branch shall be
ex-officio the delegate at large for that
branch. Sixth, the traveling ministry shall
be accepted-when present-as delegates at
large without specific representation, unless
having credentials from some branch.
Seventh, each elder of the district in good
standing shall be a member ex-officio of the
conference without specific representation,
unless having credentials from some branch
as delegate of representation. Secretary was
authorized to purchase necessary minute and
.record book. Adjourned to Wheeling, West
Virginia, first Saturday and Sunday in September next.
NO'.l'E.-Up to the present time $85 has
.been paid in towards purchasing a tent, and
only a few heard from. We would be pleased
to hear from each branch in the district in a
substantial manner as soon as possible, in
order that the tent may be purchased and
work commenced in it at as early a date as
possible.

WESTERN WALES.
Conference at Latter Day Saints' chapel,
Saturday, April 17-19.
E. R. Dewsnup
president, L. Bishop secretary. Elders reporting: J. Edwards, D. Lewis, J. Gibbs, R.
Jenkins, D. Thomas, E. R. Dewsnup; Priests:
L. Bishop, E.
Williams, J.
Morris.
Branches reporting: Pontyeates, Morris ton,
Llanelly. Committee chosen to consider the
advisability of printing a paper in the interest
of the church in Wales, for the two districts
combined. Elder E. R. Dewsnup chosen to
represent our district at Mission Conference
in England. Elder J. Gibbs chosen vice
president of district. Sunday morning a
sacrament and prayer service was held in
charge of Elder J. Edwards, president of
Llanelly branch; a good time was enjoyed by
all. Forenoon meeting opened by district
president. Short addresses by Elders R. Jenkins, D. Thomas; Priests L. Bishop, E.
Williams, J. Morris; Teacher J. Phillips.
Preaching by Elders E. R. Dewsnup, R.
Jenkins, J. Edwards. On Sunday evening
outdoor services was held in two portions.
The speakers were Elders R. Jenkins, J.
Edwards, E. R. Dewsnup. Adjourned to
September, at Latter Day Saints' chapel,
Llanelly.

Pinkerton, D. A. Anderson, Sr. d. H. iones,
F. M. Smith, B. M. Anderson, S. V. Bailey,
J. A. Gunsolley, and C. H. Jones. Resolved
that the Cainesville school be dropped from
SPRING RIVER.
Convention of Spring River district Sunday the list of .Sunday schools in the district, as
school association at Sherman, Kansas, June per request. Resolved that the program
14. E. E. Gilbert clerk. In accordance with committee for next convention consist of
a recommendation from the secretary a the superintendent and his assistant with a
committee was appointed to examine the third to be selected by them. Time and
statistical reports of schools and point out place for holding the next convention was
errors if any. One superintendent reported left with the district officers. The convenaccording to the rules. Bro. W. France tion was a success, and an enjoyable as well
delivered a talk on Sunday school work. as profitable time was had by all in attendCredentials committee reported 21 delegates ance. The meetings were characterized by
appointed. Schools reporting: Columbus 3 a spirit of peace and harmony, and prospects
votes, Seligman 4, Blendsville 11, Angola 5, seemed encouraging.
Weir City 5, Webb City 11. The secretary
reported having prepared a district statistical
record which was presented for consideration.
On motion H was adopted by the district.
Treasurer reported: Receipts $5.60, expense
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
$1.27, on hand $4.53. Sr. Hart presented her
resignation as superintendent. A motion to
NORTHERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT.
accept was lost. C. W. Sutherland tendered
The saints and friends in the Northern
his resignation as assistant superintendent. Illinois district of the Reorganized Church of
A motion to accept carried. A motion was Jesus Chri~t of Latter Day Saints will please
introduced to do away with the literary take notice that Bro. F. G. Pitt has resigned
program and district banner. The superin- the office of Bishop's agent in and for that
tendent vacated the chair for discussion on district, in consequence of his appointment
the question. Question was decided in the and removal as a missionary to the British
negative. Reports of schools were read. Isles, and that Elder F. M. Cooper, of No.
Committee appointed to examine reports re- 583 Fulton Street, Chicago, Illinois, has upon
ported. In Webb City report appears an the recommendation of the district conference
error in balance on hand oJ $17 .07. In Blends- of Northern Illinois been duly appointed and
ville report appears an error in date, also authorized Bishop's agent of the district.
error of $1 in balance on hand. These were
We commend Bro. F. M. Cooper to the
referred for correction. A motion to recon- saints and friends of the Northren Illinois
sider resignation of superintendent carried. district, and trust that they will honor and
Resignation then accepted. Vote of thanks aid him in this work, and fulfill the law of
tendered Sr. Hart for past services. Bro. the gospel, and conform thereto as the Lord
Herke chosen superintendent, Bro. Beebe shall bless each one.
assistant. A motion introduced to do away
The work of Bro. Pitt as agent has been
with district banner. Convention adjourned
highly
commendable, and for the brother's
with motion pending. The banner was conefforts and interest in this department, while
tested by Columbus and Webb City schools,
engaged in other duties, we are greatly
the latter securing the same. Adjourned to
obliged, and extend to him sincere and grateMonday· after district conference at Webb
ful thanks. We are confident that he will
City, Missouri.
be blessed, and able to do good work in his
new field; and we also feel assured, that with
DECATUR.
the cooperation of the membership and friends
The twenty-first meeting of Decatur dis- of the Northern Illinois district, the new
trict Sunday school association convened in agent will be able to do a good work.
sairts' chapel, Allendale, Missouri, at eight
PITTSBURG, PENN., DISTRICT.
p. m., June 10; called to order by Bro. Wilbur
The
saints
and friends of the Pittsburg,
Paul, superintendent, F. M. Smith chosen
secretary pro tern., David A. Anderson Pennsy 1vania, district of the Reorganized
chorister,Roxanna Gaylord organist. Schools Church are hereby notified that, in consereported as follows: New Buda, enrollment quence of the provision made by the proper
137; Greenville, 58; Andover, 30; Evergreen, authority of the division of the Pittsburg
48; Band of Hope, 42 (about); Lone Rock, 50; and Kirtland district, and at the recommendaDavis City, 60; Pleasanton, 52; Banner of tion of the district conference of the new
Liberty, 51; Star of Bethlehem 375 (about); Pittsburg district, Elder L. D. Ullom, of No.
Morning Star, 28. Papers were read by Bro. 4728 Jacob Street, Wheeling, West Virginia,
G. W. Blair, Sr. Ruth L. Cobb, and Sr. Eliza has been appointed Bishop's agent of the
Chase, and were discusBed by the convention. district of Pittsburg, and all remittances and
Class work illustrated by Hiram Harder, of funds for the use of the church, in said disLamoni, and Sr. Ackley, of Allendale. In trict, should be forwarded or handed to Bro.
the convention the following persons gave Ullom as hereinbefore directed.
short addresses and experiences in Sunday
We trust that the new agent may be susschool work: Superintendent Wilbur Paul, tained, and the new district move forward and
Assistant Superintendent Oscar Anderson,G. accomplish great good for the Master's cause,
W. Blair, Sr. Ackley, John Lovell, Bro. and trust that the Lord may bless to this
Whorlow, J. A. Bogue, M. C. Fisher, H. E. end.

8undau 8Ghool 1lssoGiations.
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building up of the same. To this end and
KIRTLAND, OHIO, DISTRICT.
The saints and friends of the Kirtland, purpose may the Lord greatly bless and
Ohio, district of the Reorganized Church prosper each one.
will please bear in mind that Bro. L. W.
In behalf of the Bishopric, I am very
Powell, former agent of the Pittsburg and respectfully your co-worker in the cause of
Kirtland district, in the division of the the Master.
district into two, remains Bishop's agent of
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 16, 1897.
the Kirtland district, his address being
Temple, Lake County, Ohio. Saints and
friends of the cause in said district will please
PASTORAL.
forward contributions, tithes, and offerings
To the ldaho Saints; Greeting:- You will
to Bro. L. W. Powell, at Temple, Lake observe in Herald of July 7, pastoral of Bro.
County, Ohio, and we trust that the new John T. Davis. Those who are in official
Kirtland district may make renewed efforts capacity will note his appeal to them and
to move forward in the work of the church recognize the necessity of compliance thereto,
financially as in spiritual matters, and ac- as the missionary must have the cooperation
complish much during the year towardR the of the body if he is successful. He will have
spreading of the truth in the said district. many disadvantages to labor under; among
To this end may each and every one work which will be the absence of a district presiand pray.
dent to assist him by laboring with the fold
EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
to bring it to that healthy condition. As it
To the saints and friends of the Eastern is, the oversight of the fold will necessarily
Maine district of the Reorganized Church.
devolve upon him also, and the saints will
You are hereby notified that the former need to sustain him in our stead in that
agent, Bro. Joshua S. Walker, has resigned capacity until other changes are made. We
his position as Bishop's agent of said district, feel truly grateful for the support given us
and that Bro. Uriah M. Kelley, of Indian while laboring with you in Idaho, and hope
River, Maine, has been appointed Bishop's it will be in our power to do as much and
agent as per recommendation of the district more for Bro. Davis, that the w·ork may
conference held on 12th day of June, 1897.
make corresponding advancement. We conBro. Walker has been agent for a great gratulate you on having received so efficient
many years, and has done good and faithful a missionary, and trust your appreciation of
service in the office of Bishop's agent, both the appointment will be manifest in your
in soliciting and caring for the funds of the hearty cooperation with him in the great
church. His age seems to prevent him from work engaged in.
being active as he would otherwise do in the
We hope your prayers may be with us in
office, and for this reason he has laid down our labors in Utah.
the same, for others who may be better able
In bonds,
to travel among the saints. We take pleasure
S. D. CONDIT.
OGDEN, Utah, July 10.
in commending his work of the past, and extend to him the thanks of this office for his
faithfulness to duty in the same.
THE GENERAL REUNION.
We are also able to commend Bro. Uriah
In accordance with notice in Herald of May
M. Kelley to the consideration of the saints, .5, and editorial of May 12, the general reunion
and ask that he be sustained by the hearty of the church will convene at Woodbine, Iowa,
cooperation of all in th9 district. Let all September 3, and continue to the 13th.
move together in the sacrifices that are
Woodbine being located on the main line
necessary to be made for the work, as well as of the Chicago and North Western Railroad,
in the participation of its joys and benefits, between Chicago and Omaha, makes the
and there will be no lagging of the work in place of easy access. The Woodbine reunion
the district. We hope and trust the Lord grounds, with respect to the city and railway
may bless to such a consummation.
depot, are most conveniently located, and are
WESTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
covered with towering timber, which affords
We have to call the attention of the saints abundant shade. They are retired, attracof the Western Maine district of the Reor- tive, and inviting; and while they have every
ganized Church, to the fact that Bro. William feature necessary to make a meeting of this
G. Pert, former agent of the Bishopric, has kind agreeable and pleasant, thereare no outresigned, and that W. W. Blanchard, of side attractions to draw the minds of the
Canton Point, Maine, has been duly recom- people away from the real object of the
mended and appointed Bishop's agent of the meeting.
Western Maine district.
It is admitted by those attending last year
To the former agent, Bro. William G. Pert, that the accommodations at Woodbine are
the Bishopric take pleasure in extending much better than any that have ever been
thanks and acknowledgments for his faithful offered to the general reunion, and the citiservices in the office of agent in the past, and zens of Woodbine are anxious to extend the
trust that his work may be successful in other accommodations, and will spare neither funds
duties, comforting to him and to the good of nor time in making every feature all that
the work of Christ. We trust also that the could be desired. Woodbine iE a city free from
saints will remember the new agent, and the saloons, and consequently largely free from
work that needs to be carried on in the that element that so frequently occasions dis- Wes tern Maine district as well as so many turbance at camp meetings. We are assured
other places in the world, and make all of the same good order that we experienced
possible efforts in the strengthening and the last year.
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We earnestly solicit your attendance, and
we promise to do our best in making the
meeting pleasant and profitable. A detailed
statement relating to car fare, board and
lodging, tents, fuel, water, hay, and grain,
will appear in Herald later.
c
j s. B. KIBLER, Chairman.
om. I S. C. DIGGLE, Secretary.

CONTRIBUTORS FOR TENT IN UTAH.
P. Sterrett,
E. Sterrett,
H. J. Radm•l,
D. Thomas,
J. Allen,
M. Larson,
M.Lari;ion,
A. l'. Larson,
B. Brown,
Z.Allen,
N. D. Cooper,
H. Webb,
C. Dodds,
Jane Wilkins,
J. Weaver,

TO H. 0. SMITH.
$1 00 A. Sterrett,
1 00 H. B. Sterrett,
1 00 W. R. Steele,
50 J. McLain,
1 00 W. Coleman,
1 50 E. Larson,
1 00 Geo. Hickman,
5 00 Jas. Toombs,
2 00 J aue Chase,
50 J. Cunningham,
1 50 Aid Fund,
50 E E. Erick~on,
1 00 S. White,
1 00 J. B. Smith,
5 00 Dr. Riggs,

$1
1
5
4
2
1
1
2
1

00
00
00
00
00

00
00

00
00

50
3 50
50
50
1 00
1 00
$48 50

Total,
TO J. W. WIGHT.
E.Sorenson(prH.O.S),$ 35
Wilma Erickeon,
1 00
J. T. Johnson,
io
Wm. Thompson,
1 00
Sr. S. Woods,
1 00
Norman Moses,
50
Dora Stout,
10
A. Mcintyne,
1 00
John Wood,
5 00
A. Condit,
50
C. Hubbard,
50
J. W. Bean,
1 00
A. Knox,
10
D. F. Nicholson,
1 00
A. Graf,
25
S. A. Wannberg,
5 00
Josie Anderson,
1 00
M.A. Hughes,
10
W. C. Temple,
22
F. C. Warnkey,
25
P. Sterrett,
1 25
P.A. Sterrett,
1 00
Ida Sterrett,
10
A. Philips,
50
M. Spanswick,
26
Tbos. Reese,
1 oo
A.H. Adams,
1 oo
Bro. and Sr. D. S. Blackwell,
1 00
F. P. Scarcliff,
1 00
D. H. Smith,
25
1 00
E. Larson,
50
M. Coleman,
50
U. W. Best,
R. J. Ross,
1 00
Mary Ross,
25
10
M. F. Gowell,
50
E. Smart,
10
M. Davis,
20
Mr. and Sr. G. Reeves,
15
Rose L. Sides,
15
J. L. Currie,
25
W. Brolliar,
25
d. E. Blair,
25
J. M. Franklin,
H. M. Baughman,
25
25
C. Hendrickson,
10
Ida Hendrickson,
50
A Friend,
25
C. A. Peake,
50
Mattie Paulson,
25
A. Wixom,
25
B. Wixom,
50
E. J. Davidson,
25
M.J. Wixom,
O. Lytle,
25
25
C. Holt,
Wm. Gibson,
50
25
J.F. Gamet,

Jane Ballantyne,
$ 50
Unknown,
1 00
W.W. Hatchings,
1 00
Bro. S. Woods,
1 00
Sr. Lewis,
1 00
Clara Moses,
50
H. Blackleach,
50
J. R. Mcintyre,
1 00
Lundee,
65
A. Sodaberg,
1 00
C. Snook,
50
Jas. Knox,
10
W. F. Beseegger,
10
C. E. Sterrett,
1 00
J. Wheeler,
1 00
Lizzie Gammon,
1 00
E. Pierson,
1 00
G. W. Blair,
1 00
F. J. Pierce,
10
H. B. Sterrett,
1 00
Etta Sterrett,
50
F. P. Sterrett,
10
S. Sterrett,
05
F. Philips,
50
S. Jewkes,
10
E. R. Evans and wife. 1 00
J. A. Beggs,
1 00
E. Burrows,
50
A Sister,
1 00
J.M. Severance,
50
Mary Larson,
1 00
Martin Larson,
35
J. F. Allen,
25
A. M. Stivers,
2 00
R. J. Ross, Jr.,
25
E. Black,
10
Emma Pike,
1 00
E. Jones,
05
A. P. Larson,
2 00
J. H. VanEaton,
50
-Ward,
1 00
W. A. Blair,
10
II. A. Stebbins,
25
D. E. Holcomb,
25
Floy--?
25
A. B. Sanford,
25
R. R. Dana,
50
R. Wixom,
25
Henry Peake,
25
Nellie Fuller,
25
Hy D. Rabel,
50
M. Roberts,
25
T. Austin,
25
C. Kelley,
1 00
Grace Kelley,
25
Mochmon,
1 00
E. R. Davis,
10
D.Gamet,
20
D. Stuart,
10
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Bro. W. Stuart,
Miss M. Laughrey,
Geo. w. Clark,

Sr. W. Stuart,
15
10 Keokuk, Iowa, Sunday
25
School,
1 00

20

Total to date,
Expended for tent,
Leaving for expenses,

~121

53

78 00

$43 53

BLUFF PARK (NAUVOO) REUNION.
At the Semicentennial Reunion appointed
by the General Conference of 1896, and which
was held at Bluff Park, Montrose, Iowa,
August 21-September 1, 1896, it was decided
to hold another reunion to be known as the
"Nauvoo reunion."
The committee appointed begs leave hereby
to announce that all necessary arrangements
have been made to hold said reunion at Bluff
Park, from August 19 to September 1, next,
and hereby extends a cordial invitation to all
saints and friends to be present.
Bluff Park is a favorite resort, situated on
a high bluff opposite Nauvoo, and commands
a view of the river, the islands, and the surrounding country. The grounds have been
refitted for the coming season and are in excellent condition. A mineral well, operated by
an 33romotor, will furnish cottages and others
with an abundant supply of medicinal water.
The grounds are high and dry, the location
conducive to quiet recreation and health.
The Park is situated three fourths of a mile
from Montrose, Iowa, and food supplies will
be delivered on the grounds by the merchants. The reunion will be held during
the fruit season. Come and eat the fruit
of the goodly land, and also partake the
bread of life.
The following-named brethren will be
present, no hindering providences preventing: Joseph Smith, A. H. Smith, E. L.
Kelley, J. R. Lambert, J.H.Lake; also others.
The ferry between Montrose and Nauvoo
will run on b(lth Sundays, to accommodate
visitors. A cheap steamboat excursion may
be provided for, during the week.
The Western Passenger Association has
granted a rate of one and one third fare round
trip, on the usual certificat.e plan, provided
one hundred tickets are sold exceeding a cost
of fifty cents each. Buy your tickets to Montrose, Iowa, and don't fail to get certificate
with each ticiret.
Those coming by team will find hay and
grain at reasonable prices on the grounds;
plenty of room for teams.
Bro. Elmer Reed will be in charge of the
lare-e and commodious boarding house. Good
board by the week at $3.00 per week, or 25
cents per separate meal; dinners on Sundays,
35 cents.
Lodging can be be had at the lodging
house. Those wishing lodging there must
bring sheet, pillow case, and towel. Room,cot,
springs, pillow, mattress, and blanket will be
furnished for $1.25 for the session. Parties
desiring lodging at, the lodging house had
better drop Bro. Elmer Reed, Montrose,
Iowa, a card to that effect, stating length of
time you expect to be there and the day of
your arrival.
Those desiring cottages, write to Daniel
Tripp, Montrose, Iowa, and inclose stamp for
reply. Cottages that will accommodate from

four to twelve persons rented at from $4.00 to
$10.00, depending on furniture they contain,
etc. Apply early.
Those wishing tents can be furnished on
application to F. M. Weld, chairman of committee, at Montrose, Iowa, inclosing stamp
for reply. Wall tents 7x12 and 2J feet wall,
$2.75; family tents 9 x 14, $4.25; ditto 12 x 19,
$4. 75; with partitions. All applications must
be made by August 10 in order that the tents
can be ordered and on the ground in time.
Montrosb (Bluff Park) is just opposite
Nauvoo, in Iowa, and on the St. Louis, Keokuk & Northwestern road of the Burlington
Route system. Trains due there as follows
each day: Passengers going north from St.
Louis and Quincy 3: 03 a. m., 9: 02 a. m., and
6:35 p. m. Going south from Burlington
8: 29 a. m., 4: 15 p. m., and 10: 52 p. m. All
trains stop at Montrose.
Mr. James Cassidy will meet every train
with a good hack and convey all parties to
the camp for fifteen cents each, and twentyfi ve cents for trunks. Will the saints give
him their patronage, as he has agreed to
meet all trains night or day, rain or shine,
and deserves our custom. He will also take
companies of ten or twelve across the river
and drive all over the old city of Nauvoo and
bring you back on the grounds for thirty-five
cents each.
Let the saints of the Decatur, Des Moines,
Eastern Iowa, Kewanee, and Northern Illinois districts bear in mind that they are, or
should be, as much interested in this reunion
as is the Nauvoo district, as it was first
ordered by the wish of all those districts and
continued by common consent of all in attendance. All who have attended will bear you
testimony of the splendid location and the
good time had. Saints, in the above-named
districts especially, let us make this reunion
a grand success. It will do you good to
enjoy an outpouring of God's Holy Spirit,
which we can have if we come for that purpose. It won't cost you much, either by rail
or team, and I will assure you you will never
regret it. One not acquainted with the facts
before and now could not estimate the good
already done by these meetings.
A good attendance is hoped for that this
reunion may be made one of the permanent
·reunions of the church, which it should be,
because of the great amount of good that
may be done by it.
In bonds,
F. M. WELD, Chairman.

MAYSVILLE REUNION.
Charles P. Faul and A. W. Head, members
of Northern Missouri reunion committee,
were authorized to make arrangements for
tents for the coming meeting to be held in
Mr. James Harvey's beautiful grove, one mile
east of Maysville, Missouri, the county seat
of DeKalb County. After several days' time
and considerable corresponding with parties
in Kansas City, we can rent tents cheaper
than heretofore. We have special prices on
tents to those wishini:r to purchase. Tents
will rent from September 2d to 15th for the
following low prices:Tents 12 x 14, 31- feet wall, $2 00
"
9t x 12, " "
"
1 75
Pleasa send in your orders at once for these
tents. Tents will be on the ground ready
for you to occupy.
As we stated above, we have special low
prices to those wishing to purchase. We
think it will be cheaper for members or those
expecting to attend our annual reunion to
own their tents.
Tents 12 x 14, 3t feet walls, $9 00
"
12 x 12 " "
"
8 00
9t x 12 " "
"
6 75
"
"
9x 9 " "
"
5 75
Please add 25 cents to the price to pay for
the freight to Maysville, Missouri.
Those who will purchase tents will please
send the money with the order.
For any other information address the secretary, Charles P. Faul, Clarksdale, Missouri.
A. W. HEAD.
CHARLES P. FAUL.
29-2t

BORN.
McCuE.-Eva, born May 12, 1897, at Mottsville, Nevada, to Sr. and Mr. McCue. Blessed
June 23, by J. Arthur Davis and D. R. Jones.
SPRAGUE.-Grace Sprague, born at San
Jose, California. Blessed June 20, 1897, by J.
Arthur Davis and T. R. Hawkins. This
child was gotten out of the home, so cannot
give particulars.
McCoY.-At Independence, Iowa, July 7,
1896, to Bro. W. H. and Sr. M. A. McCoy, a
daughter; named Murl Mildred. Blessed at
Lamoni, Iowa, July 4, 1897, under the hands
of Brn. H. A. Stebbins and Thomas France.
WEED.-To Bro. E. S. and Sr. S. Weed,
April 3, 1897, a daug-hter, named Alice Vivian.
Blessed June 28, by Elders J. W. Gillen and
D. M. Rudd, at Pine Cliff, Nebraska.

MARRIED.

MEYER-WOLFE.-On June 6, 1897, by El·
der Mark H. Forscutt, and at his home 203
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
North west Kansas district conference will First Avenue, Nebraska City, Nebraska, Bro.
be' held August 14, 15, at Blue Rapids. As Joseph S. Meyer and Sr. Lena J. Wolfe. An
there is to be an election of officers, all mem- excellent and worthy young man, a tender
bers are requested to vote for those suitable hearted and loving young woman, both of
to carry on and build up the work of the them exemplary in conduct, active workers·
Master. Sunday school convention will con- in the cause of Christ, faithful in their relavene Wednesday, 18th, at same place. There tions to church, school, and society, they
is to be a joint reunion of Northeast and enter life's portals in their new estate with
North west Kansas districts at Blue Rapids to the benedictions of church, Sunday school,.
commence August 12, and hold over until the and Young People's Society resting upon
22d. We hope to have a glorious time at all them, and under the smile and approval of
Him whose laws they zealously obey. The
sessions of business and pleasure.
prayers of God's people ascend in their behalf;:
ELLA LANDERS, Dist. Sec.
for they are beloved by all who know them.
GREENLEAF, Kansas.
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The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food plllre,
wholesome and delicio!!s.

(Established 1860.)

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.1!6;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; samplG
copies free.
The traveling ministry, diPtrict and branch presidents,
and Bishop's agents are request.ed to solicit subscription11,
make sales of church publications, and aasist the pu~
l!shing department.
Address communications for publication to the Edltom.
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittance• should be made by
post offica or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send cbecks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
enbject to the following discounts: One month's in~er
tlon, ftve 1,>er cent: three months, fifteen per cent; silt
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion npon the fust or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of'twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-clus
mail matter.)
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
')f divine origin, -and are its teachings entitled to the re~pect and belief of all Cb ri_stian people? 2. Is the Church of which I.
Clark Braden, am a memb2r, the Church of
Christ. and identiccil in fai tb, organization,
ordinances, worship, and pnwtice, wit-h the
Church of Christ 1o1s iL was left perfPct.ed hy
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Io the Hc·o~,;2ui
ized Church of J, ,sus Cbrbt (lf Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him:'
Cloth, 396 pages, price ............ $1 50
0

THE HOLY SCRIPTUHES.
INSPIRED TRANSLA'l'I0.'-1 BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ............................. $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edg•:is ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt edg·e~, ............... 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With margina~ references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
:references, two oizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, 'l'he Revised
Version, Eyre and Spot tiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King Jam es' Versions in parallel
columns, or any verBion obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

FOR THE G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
to be held at Buffalo, N. Y. August 23d to
28th inclusive, tickets will be sold over the
Nickel Plate Road at $10 50 for the raund
trip. Good going August 21st, 22d and 23d.
The Nickel Plate Road is the short line
between Chicago and Buffalo, and is equipped
with the most modernly constructed day
coaches and luxurious sleeping and dining
cars. Colored porters are in charge of the
day coaches, and the facilities for the comfort
of patrons is unsurpassed. Commander-in
Chief Clarkson has selected this line for the
transportation of himself and staff, and respectfully invites his comrades to join him.
Mr. J. Y. Callahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois, will be
pleased to furnish all information in regard to
train service, etc. Depot 12th and Clark
.Streets.
No. 20.

I THE

THREE BOOKS

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.

PRESIDENCY AND PHIESTHOOD.
The apostasy, reformation, and restoration,
by Elder William R. Kdiey; printed in good
;ype with neat binding. Tbe work is 11
library within itself; a book of trenchant
criticism and logical deductions from histor·
ical iacts; a key to the right understanding of
the Bible, and of modPrD diverse systems of
faith and worship; it di«]us,;es present issues
of theology. It may h•.: rH1d with interest
and profit by skeptics and infidels. It treats
largely of ministerial authority ae associated
with the Melchisedek and Aaronic priesthoods, and the ideal cb urch of New Testament times is set forth in striking contrast
with the creeds and systems of church buildinJi:' since the days of the apostles. New, revised, and enlarged edition.
Cloth .•••••...............••.••••. ,$1 2,'j

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena,'' occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Aiitumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Because of the increasing demand 'for tht
~'nu~1>la1iiiou
in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasinO' number
of Book of lllornnon and H'"'ook of
Cov<>1rn1.~~lt classes being formed in various
branc;hes of the church, and the consequent
growrng dPmand for the "three books." the
Herald Office management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper:, the paper and plates being the
~ame as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years .. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
1ow prwe of 65 cents for ei'ther Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants· the Inspired
Translation at $1.
'
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are oow within the reach ol

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
• grass land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

JUVENILE BOOKS.

COhhRGlI ClfY BRRBRR SHOP,

IH~ph·ed

l'l>ll.

THE SILVER THlM JLES.
This is the first volume of tit e Birth Offering Series, a book for yo mg children
at home and for Sunday sc 1001 juvenile
libraries. The story of the Si ver Thimbles
is from real life. It relates how a little child
learned to overcome selfishnes,; and do good;
cloth, price 20 cents.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

~30 per acre will buy a good productive
(arm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, atable, fruit, a~d
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

HARDWAREs
STOVES, 'I'INWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
IN COMBINP._TIG.:N.
The SAINTS' HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES
$3.00, if paid in advance .

$15 5 0

- ) GPPOSITE ( -

BL_AJ:R, MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first~class W(•fk done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or huufl.~, except Satu!'days.
Iowa Steam Laundry in conn,~ction.
F. A. BLACK.

WHAT WE BELIEVE.
A small book-pamphlet size--3x4t inches,
20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight
alterations.
In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen
20 cents, 100 $1.25. l.000 $12.
'l'HE SAINTS' HYMN AL.
A compilation of about 250 hymns and
tunes from the "Saints' Harmony;" 250 tuues
with music and word~ together; also 50
hvmns with one bar of music above the words.
·cheap in price, convenient in size, containing the most popular words and music used
by the saints.
Cloth, leather backs .............•.. $ 50
Full lea th er. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. • .. 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00
WORDS ONLY.
Paper ....... _... , ............•.••.. $ 15
Cloth, cut flush.....................
25
Cloth.................. ...........
36

I
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'IBE SAINTS' HERALD.

TRADE IWARl<l'!,
DESIClllS,
COl"YRICHTS &o,
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free 1 whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patenta
in America. We have a Washington office_

Patents taken through Munn & Co.
special notice in the

r~ceive

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
1

~~;~~fe~if11~ ~6~~~!~~e~~~~r::$3:&Jt~o;ea~~

$1.50 six mouths.

&iOK

Specimen copies and HAND
sent free. Addres$

ON PATENTS

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Brmul.wny, New York,

SUMMER'S HEAT COOLED

Wlec~r?~s~:~~~

Cost <if oper1ting 15 ceurs for 50 hours. Instructions for ·
use eaeily folloW•3d. N n dttn~er from electric shocks, no
matter bow carelessly handl"d. Motor, Battery, Electric
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.
1

I

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GD
AS l:ARASAPDUNDAND A HALF
OF .fi.NY OTHER STARCH.

I

'tl'<~ur-ACTURED ONcy Sv

"B:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
EIJKUK.IDWA. NEWHAYEN.CD
C:QPVRIGHTECI

I" ELASTIC STARCH has been!'before the people of the United States for tweuty-ttJrec years, and is without doubt

the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its saies reached the unprecedented number of
wenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have hacl years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natn ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to lineo, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO PAY.

I

GRACELAND COLLEGE. II

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate .desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15.50 will ventilate a good-sizecl room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool largo room or store to perfection.
Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
lUED.UJAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of 11 Quit-To-Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

607 Vanderbilt Building, N.;Y.
Agents "'VV"anted.

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere tor $1.50. No bad effect~ from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is-a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No f1nre, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker.· 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

DO YOU WANT A HOME?
I have fruit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and adjoining counties in Missouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres, and from
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sell for from $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in Jots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acre.
For further particular•, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FomsALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the busi ness center. It has e.ix roonH:!, a hall, and three closets
~nd is conveni~ntly arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.·")

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or ft ve acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc. '
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, D. F. LAMBER'!', Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI, IOWA.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
oottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cent• per bottle.
li'Aeked and delivered at express office on receipt of price.

11J, & .MY.l:ilRS, Druggist. LamoIJ.l. wwa.
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THE

CH~NGES

OF SIXTY YEARS.

Queen of Great Britain and
Ireland and Empress of India, ascended
the throne on June 20, 1837, at the
death of her uncle, King William IV.,
and was crowned at Westminster
Abbey on June 28, 1838. The political
and geographical changes which have
occurred during the sixty years intervening since her assumption of power
are so remarkable as to deserve some
consideration. The Statesman's Year
Book for 1897, by a valuable series of
comparative maps, has indicated these
changes so that they are easy to trace.
In Europe, Great Britain, Holland,
Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal,
Switzerland, Italy, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, and Russia occupy practically the same territory in 1897 as in
1837. During these sixty years Denmark has lost Schleswig-Holstein to
Germany, Austria has taken in Bosnia, .Herzegovina, Servia, Montenegro, Rournania, Thessaly, and a strip
of Epirus, while its old Province of
Bulgaria is now ouly tributary. In
Germany the German Confederation
of States, after the Franco-Prussian
war, was united with Prussia in the
new German Empire. Russia has
gained a little in Turkish territory, as
has Greece, though the l~tter may
now lose all it gained as the outcome
of its ill-fated war with Turkey.

VICTORIA,

No. 30.

In Asia there have been many j·An the rest of this great continent of
changes. Turkey in Asia remains, 11,000,000 square miles, four times
about the same, having lost to Russia 1 the size of Europe, was occupied by
only a small part of Armenia. Persia, I ignorant, superstitious native tribes
Afghanistan. and Baluchistan are un- I and substantially unknown to the
changed. On the west Russia has world. In 1897 a11 of Africa, except
taken in the whole of what was Tar- a small part of the Desert of Sahara,
tary in 1837, and now comes down to Khartum, and a patch of a few square
the Persian and Afghan frontiers and miles south of the Kongo Free State,
has recently obtained a concession for is divided up among the nations and
the extension of its trans-Caucasian has been brought under the influences
railroad south through Teheran, cap· of ci vilizat.ion. Great Britain holds
ital of Persia, to the Arabian Sea, Basutoland (northeast of Cape Colwhi~h will make it a still more formid- ony), R"chuanaland, Cape Colony,
able competitor of Great Briain. On Brit.ish Central Africa (a large strip
the east it has stretched down through north of the Ztmbesi River), the Cena considerable portion of Manchuria, tral Africa protectorate to the south
has secured a terminus for its trans- and west of Lake Nyanza, the East
Siberia road in the latter part of that Africa protectorate, the Uganda proprovince, and bas control of Port tectorate, the Zanzibar protectorate,
Arthur, while its influence is dominant Mauritius, Natal, the Niger Coast proin Corea. Little Japan, as the out- tectorate and Niger territories, Rhocome of its war with China, secured desia in S mth Africa, Zululand, and
the rich island of Formosa. In 1837 the' Gold Coast, Lag0s, Gambia, and
France had no foothold in Asia; now Sierra Leone in West Africa. Gerit holds the whole of Anam, including j many ha,s secured a large section in
the important province of Tonquin ..I Ea.st Africa north of the British
In 1837 the Dutch had only a portion sphere, Damaraland and Nam1:1jquaof the East Indies; now they hold all I land, the Cameroons. and a small· strip
of Sumatra, Java, and Celebes, and all abutting on the Slave Coast. France
but a small strip of Borneo. In 1837 holds Algeria, over half of Sahara,
Great Britain had but a little strip of Senegal, Sonega.mbia, Guinea, ManIndia; now it has added to its area d,ino, the Ivory Coast, a large section
nine tenths of that great province and I of the Kongo region, and the great
swept in Burmah. Its area in India Island of Ma,dagascar. Portugal has
is nearly 1,500,000 square miles and added Angola on the west coast and a
its population nearly 300,000,000. Be- large strip on the east coast from
sides the provinces under direct Brit- Delagoa Bay north to Cape Delgado.
ish administration it indirectly con- Italy has secured S:.>maliland and a
trols native states covering an extent long strip nort,h o-µ the Red Sea.
of 595,167 square miles, with over 66,- Spain has Morocco. Turkey nomi000,000 population. It is now .a great nally holds Egypt and Tripoli, and the
empire,and dignified by the addition huge Kongo State is under the proto Victoria's titles of that of Empress tectorate of Belgium. Liberia, Abysof India.
sinia, the Orange Free State, and the
In sixty years the Continent of Trs"nsv2.a.l are the only free states in
Africa has been revolutionized. In Africa. In 1837 the great Nyanza
1837 Turkey held Egypt down to the : Lakes were unknown, the Kongo.
line of Abyssinia, Barka, Tripoli, and I River was known only to the falls,
Tunis. France held a little st.rip of I little or nothing was known of the·
Algiers and a small island off the Niger or Z;1,mbesi, and the Nile only
coast of Madagascar; Spain a portion 1 to th. e third ur fourth cataract.
of Morocco; Portugal a little strip of
Turning to North America, the'
1
Lower Guinea on the west coast, and I British possessions remain about thej
Great Britain a foothold in Sierra same, except that under the Polk
Leone and a portion of Cape Colony. slave-holding administration while we
'I

I

I
1

1

I
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THE
were grabbing from Mexico we let go
:fifty or sixty thousand square miles of
Oregon and gave that area to the
British, and also kindly allowed them
to take ten or twelve thousand more
square miles of Eastern Maine. The
United States has gained during the
sixty years Texas, New Mexico, the
Gadsden purchase, California, Utah,
the west half of Colorado, part of
Wyoming, all of Nevada, being nearly
half of Mexico, and Alaska, purchased
from Russia. In 1837 Central America
was known as the. United States of
Central America.· Since then two or
three of its little States have united
for self-defense. In South America
there have been no great changes of
territory, except that Spain has been
driven out here and there. The
Portuguese Emperor of Brazil has
been sent home and that country is
now a republic, and the Cubans are
trying to free themselves from Span·
ish domination. Australia in 1887 was
only a penal colony with a few sheep
ranches. Now it is the most impor·
tant British colony, with four millions
of peop1e. It is richer than Canada
and exports gold, wool, beef, mutton,
and wheat. New Zealand also is rap·
idly filling up and has a rich soil.

SAINTS~
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Papal States, and the Duchies of
Parma and Modena. In 1860 the
kingdom of the two Sicilies and the
Duchy of Tuscany came under Em·
manuel's sway, resulting in his being
declared King of Italy March 17, 1861,
by the first Italian Parliament. The
rest of Lombardy and Venetia were
gained in 1866, and finally in 1870
Rome was added to his dominions,
and in that year he entered the
Eternal City and made it his capital.
In 1860, also, the House of Savoy
made its great sacrifice to the cause of
united Italy when it consented to give
' up Savoy and Nice to the French in
consideration of French acquiescence
in the annexation of Central Italy to
Sardinia.
The surrender of Alsace-Lorraine
to Germany by France was also one of
the notable events that occurred dur·
ing Victoria's reign. This was made
in 1871, in the treaty between France
and Germany, but France will never
be contented until this territory is re.
stored to French control.-Chicago
Tribune.

I
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SUN NEVER SETS ON UNCLE SAM'S
DOMAINS.
"The Britons proudly boast that the sun
never sets on the Queen's dominions, as if
they were special subjects of solar favoritism," writes William George Jordan on "The
Greatest Nation on Earth," in the July
Ladies' Home Journal. "But it is equally
true that there is always sunshine on some
part of Uncle Sam's great possessions. When
it is 6 p. m. on Attoo's Island, Alaska, it is
9: 36 a. m. of the day following at Eastport,
Maine. If we locate the center of the United
States, calculating it is midway between
longitude sixty-seven of Eastport and longitude one hundred and ninety-three of Attoo's
Island, it will be found on the one hundred
and twenty-sixth degree of longitude, about
two hundred and eighty miles west of San
Francisco, in the Pacific Ocean."

GIN FOR BARBARIAN AFRICA.
The latest figures for gin and rum imports
into barbarian Africa have a dizzy look. In
1894 Gambia received 22,368 gallons; Sierra
Leone, 242,6%; the Gold Coast, 1,302,899; Lagos, 1,863,631; the Niger coast protectorate,
2,609,158. The countries that supply the stuff
are, of course, the same countries that send
the missionaries, Great Britain, the United
States, Germany, France, and Holland.

$1.50 .

$1.50.

THE S INTS' HER L

These, in brief, are the changes
which have occurred during the sixty
years since Victoria ascended the
th:!'one. Sixty years from now who
shall calculate the changes which will
Recognizing the closeness of the times and with a desire to place the
be made or the wonderful influence of church paper within the reach of every member, the Board of Publication
the processes of civilization?
has decided to offer THE SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one year
The editorial review in yesterday's from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD will be fixed at $1.50 per year,
Tribune of the territorial changes that
payable
in advance.
have taken place in the world during
This
reduction applies to both old and new subscribers, on the following
the reign of Queen Victoria omitted
conditions:some of the important features of the
formation of the present Italian KingCash must accompany all orders for new subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who pay up on old subscriptions
dom. Italy has been a little more
and renew one year in advance, will receive the benefit of the reduction in
than a geographical expression up to
the beginning of the century, consist- price from the date named-Jul.y 1.2. 1897.
.
.
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that
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Branch book agents and the ministry who can do so, are respectfully asked
ro , w w was 1arge 1y mspire
y
. .
.
M
. .
to second the efforts of the Board by obtammg new subscribers for the
azzmi.
HERALD and working in the general interests of the Herald Office-the
After that changes came thick and church publishing plant.
fast. Victor Emmanuel II., King of
In bonds,
Sardinia, got in 1859, with the aid of I
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
France, most of Lombardy, part of the
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa

REDUCED IN PRICE.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: Md concubines lie shall have none."

l!Wok of Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, July 28 1 1897.
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religiou~ do~~rines of. t~e churc~, \~hich . I exercised in the chu.rch in the west;
rev;ire, uO W<iWh I sub~cribe and w.11cn. ~ .t.ry and we are not surprised at the revolt
tohveuptototheful'estextentofmyatnlny.
f M
·
.
.
. .
. essrs. T'-iia t. ch er S eaman
an d
1o
I have simply challenged tne r1gnt of the
.
.
. '
.
'
church to dictate to me in political affairs, Smurthwaite, as given Ill the press
and I further refuse to recognize the author- accounts.
ity of the ofilcials of the church to depose me
from office on that ground. That is all there
REUNIONS.

I
I

-------------------JOSEPH SMITH

R.

S. SALYARDS
HEMAN C. SMITH,
JOSEPH LUFF,

EDITOR.
ASSISTAN1' EDITOR.

} CORRESPONDING EDI1'0RS.

LAMONI, loWA, JULY 28, 1897.

is to it, and on that ground I stand.

I THE

1

AFTERMATH.

Mr. Smurthwaite sta tes:This position, however, did not seem to be
satisfactory, and I was formally, by resolution
introduced by President O. F. Middleton,
s,sked to resign on the ground that I was out
of harmony with the central board, the
presidency of the ~tr,ke, an~ the authori.ties
of the ctiurcb. I d1savowec1 rnharmony. ·rhe
members of the board had, prior to the
adoption of the resolution, testifieo. that I
had labored without any frictfon whatever
during my entire membership with. the
board.

IT appears that the deposing of Moses
Thatcher, from the apostleship by the
Utah Church, has been followed by
the dropping from official positions in
the church, Elders John Seaman, and I
C A S
th 't f
· .
· · mur wa1 .e, .or s~ml 1ar reasons
as those that prevailed m the case of
Mr. Thatcher.
In interviews with these men published in the Salt Lake Tribune, May
"Why didn't you comply with the request
18, the positions assumed by these
to resign?"
men are given. From these we ex"B~cause that would have been an acknowltract. Mr. Seaman states:edgment of inharmony in the three instances

I

The doctrines of the Mormon Church I
subscribe to fully and believe in, but when
the church goes beyond its power, beyond its
just province, and attempts to control my
actions in other than spiritual and ecclesiastical matters, it goes too far; it goes beyond
its sphere and its proper jurisdiction, and I
do not recognize the power thus attempted
to be assumed. I could not indorse the manifesto when it was issued, and I cannot and do
not indorse it now, becaus;) by it the church
attempts to govern where it has no right to
govern or right to interfere.
There is no authority in the church to cause
my removal from office oa the facts constituting the charge against me. I asked Presid.ent
Shurtliff for a written statement of the
causes and of the fact of my removal, but was
not furnished the statement. I asked him
where he got his authority, and he said he had
been instructed in general how to proceed.
But there is absolutely no authority for the
action as taken, and no one who has studied
the matter can point out where the alleged
authority can be found. The manifesto itself
does not confer any authority of that kind,
nor does it exist anywhere. As the manifesto
is not a part of the doctrine of the Mormon
church as a recognized tenet, no man as a
member of that church is bound to indorse it,
nor is he legally subject to any punishment
for not indorsing it, as might be the case were
the thing rebelled against one of the cardinal
doctrines of the church. I am as honest and
earnest a believer in the doctrines of the
church as I ever was, and when I refuse to
subordinate my rights as an American citizen
to the demands of church leaders, 1 in no
m:;i.nner place myself in opposition to the

charged. I desired to show that the action
taken was wrong, ill·ad visJd and an injustice
to me, so I asked fur a copy of the minutes,
which, if properly recorded, would have
proved the falsity of the resolution. I was
anxious to g-o on record exactly as I look at
things, and therefore wanted to direct a
communication to the First Presidency of the
church who. I am confident, would have set
aside the judgment on the showing of the
record itself. This privileg·e has been denied
me, and so I am willing to let the matter drop
at that."
"You were dropped, then, as a mat.tn» of
fact, not because of unwillingness to ;i,bide by
the provisions of ·Lhe manifesto, but because
you saw fit to discuss its utility or wisdom?"
"That's about it, I suppose. I am an ardentadvocateoffreediecussion,l-iec:ul-i• when
discussion is free, eeror may be refuted and
truth will be triumphant and needs no physical force to assist it. Besides confutation of
error is also decisive-it reduces it to nothlng; whereas forcible prohibition of discussion,
sueh as dropping men out of their position,
leaves things precisely as they were, and
gives to error the advantage of the presumption that it cannot be answered by argument."

The drawing of personal authority
reins over free men is always fraught
with danger. If drawn too tight thty
prove to be galling, the rule irritates
and vexes, and those sought to be
restrained by them finally break from
their control and refuse allegiance. I'
It has long been a source of wonder
how men have submitted to it as

committee in whose charge the
fall reunion, sometimes called the
general reunion, usually held in Western Iowa, and which is this year to be
held at Woodbine, Ha.rrison County,
Iowa, gave notice in the HERALD for
May 5, on page 287, of the time and
place, when and where the reunion
would be held; place, Woodbine;
time, September 3; notice signed by
S. C. Diggle, secretary of committee.
In the editorial items in HERALD
for May 12, page 291, notice of the
reunion at Woodbine was again given,
and a request made that all those
having charge and making arrangem ·~n ts for reunions would bear the
Woodbine reunion in mind, "provided" those so having charge had a
"desire to accommodate others wishing to attend those" to be held elsewhere "and this one too."
The committee of the Park Bluff
reunion to be held at Nauvoo, or
opposite on the Iowa side of the river,
have set their time for August;)9 to
September 1 inclusive; so that persons
desiring to attend it and the Woodbine,
or Maysville, Missouri, reunion, can, if
they:1 choose, attend both. The committee for the Ma.ysville, Missouri,
b
reunion have set theirs for Septem er
3 to 13, the same time that is set for
the Woodbine meeting.
The editor was most pressingly in·
vited to attend the Maysville meeting;
but was not willing to promise because
he was already pledged to attend the
Woodbine meeting, and ,.was not certain as to the time, though thinking it
was September 3. He is also invited
to be present at the Park Bluff meeting; and to assist to dedicate a church
at Onslow, Jones County, Iowa, September 4, which he has consented to
do, no providence preventing.
Our object in calling attention to
these reunions is twofold; first, to
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show that the Woodbine committee that the common people would not hear the 1 crushes the last spark of a manly nature out
gave very early notice of their meet- truth, but I find now that our bishops and of their souls.
elders and great preachers will not have it. 1 This account is taken from the
ing. And this reunion having been inThe bitterest, most determine~ and persist:~t 1 Anierican Standard, published at Frankaugurated to take the place of the
opponents of the ;:-eal tea~hmgs and sp1r1t fort Indiana an alarmist political
semiannual, or fall conference, has and purpose of Jesus Christ on earth to-day
'
'.
.
priority of claim, if any has, so far as are to be found in the pulpits and universities sheet, the busrness of whose pubhshers seems to be to hunt for the terrible
the personal attendance of the editor of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
. . . Joseph Parker, the great London and publish it.
of HERALD is concerned, and this
preacher says; "The great soul I cry for is
There is enouo-h
in the world to stir
0
will account to all who may wish to a man who will preach to preachers; who will
l'k
R
the indignation of men 1 e
ev.
know why he is not at other places on convert the pulpit."
I
have
seen
for
some
time
that
the
need
of
Passmore,
and
cause
him
to
cry
out
the dates mentioned; second, we have
been sometimes advertised as expected the age is to get Methodist preachers con- against theiFcontinuance. But, as he
to be at meetings at certain places, verted. The world cannot move out on a confines himself to denouncing the
without having consented to be in grand uplift for humanity unless one of two ministry of his own church, he must
things takes place, and that is this: We either have discovered what many as
attendance, and some in and out of
must get the Methodist bishops and preachers honest as he has failed to see, or he
the church have been disappointed, or converted and sanctified, or else set them
so they have represented; we wish aside-wholly ignore them and prevent them is the victim of ecclesiastical spleen,
therefore to state where it is likely we from exerting their wicked and damning in- for causes he does not state. Were
we to indulge in such a tirade it would
shall be at the times referred to, as fluences.
A wicked Methodist ministry is damning be charged to the spirit of evil and
it is seemingly impracticable that we
th.e ~hurch and the nation. A true Methodist malice, the result of our departure
can be at two or more places at the mrn1stry could save the world.
. .
Joseph Parker is right. We need a man from the truth and loss of the Spirit
same period of time.
Those who
have desired us to attend these meet- who will "preach to the preachers," and get of Christianity.
ings, either, or all of them, will know the pulpit converted. Tbo greatest need
to-day is to preach to the preachers, reform
why we are not there if absent.
FROM PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.
the reformers, christianize christianity, and
We attended the reunion at Mays- save the Methodist Church members.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH writes
ville, some three years or so ago, and
The foregoing is rough and scath- from Defiance, Iowa, July 19, as
was much pleased; but, having agreed
ing, but the following has a touch of follows:to be at the Woodbine meeting, we
I met quite a pleasant reception at Denison,
spleen in it that would suggest the
on the 14th, and in the evening had a good
will, the Lord willing, answer to roll
existence of some personal grievance and appreciative audience in the College
call there.
between Rev. Passmore and Bishop Chapel, to hear my lecture; subject: "An
Warren, the nature of which would Intelligent Personal Liberty the Safety of
A WARNING CRY.
need to be given and explained to the State."
The Principal, Professor VanNess, SecreREV. F. F. PASSMORE, from whose make it effective as against the
ti:ry H. H. Holmes, also one of the Educaenergetic denunciation of ecclesiastical Bishop:tional Staff, and Teachers Lambert and
thfogs in Denver a few months ago,
The Bishop is a blind watchman. He rides Shaffer, the latter the teacher of vocal
we quoted, upbraiding his fellow min- over this country and sees the rich O):Jpress- music, met, were present and gave me cordial
Saints from Galland's Grove,
isters of the M. E. Church, lately ing the poor. He sees women and helpless, welcome.
delivered a rasping sermon in the innocent children hungry and naked and Dow City, Deloit, and the regions round
starving. He sees two hundred and fifty about helped to swell the audience and filled
pulpit of the M. E. Church at Littlethousand saloons. He sees a yearly proces- the chapel.
ton, New Hampshire, April 1.
sion of a hundred thousand men on their way
On the morning of the 15th I attended the
His text was Isaiah 56: 10, 11. From to drunkards' graves. He sees a procession chapel exercises, and by request of Professor
this he proceeded to score the church every year of fifty thousand pure girls march- VanNess addressed the students; which was
from which he has derived his title of ing to the altar of licentiousness. He sees pleasantly received.
the land filled with hungry, homeless tramps.
Brn. C. E. Butterworth and J. F. McDowell,
"Reverend." Among the things he
He sees suicides increasing. He sees the, had pitched their tabernacle in Denison on
said are the .spicy, pungent, sweeping Sabbath desecrated. He sees the Methodist Tuesday, and on Thursday evening it was
denunciations: Episcopal Church supporting saloons, gam- duly dedicated by proper service. I delivered
. . . I have made a dEep study of the ills bling, prostitution and all the sins of the age. the sermon, Bro. McDowell the prayer .
and wrongs and sins and revolutions, and He sees that his own church did not take Song servi.ce was rendered by the band of
slow progress of the human race, and after into her fold last year as many members as singers gathered from Dow City, Deloit, and
making all allowance for the sins of tne there were pure girls prostituted. Bishop Denison. Sr. Baker, wife of Bro. J. M.
people, the ambition of politicians, and the Warren sees all this, and a great deal more, Baker, presiding at Dow City, at the organ.
general drift of human tendencies, I am fully but he has not been the man one time to
The tent is a new one, and the opening was
convinced and thoroughly persuaded that a raise his voice and give the warning.
auspicious, a large audience greeting the
selfish, ease-loving, and hypocritical ministry
The bishop is a "greedy dog." "He looks speaker. Brn. Butterworth and McDowell
has been, and is now, the prime cause of the to his own way." He lives in a thirty-five will conduct the services as long as found
slow progress of the human race . . . .
thousand dollar mansion. He clothes himself advisable.
I once thought that the brakes on the in broadcloth and fares sumptuously every
There are some twenty-seven members
wheels of the chariot of human progress was day. He makes the church pay him four within a radius of three miles of Denison, and
what we call the "common people," but on thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars a Brn. R. L. Montgomery and George Myers
this subject I have had a revelation. I see year and traveling expenses. He rides in are doing what they can, with the assistance
now that the chariot wheels of human prog- Pullman palace cars while his eyes stand out of their families, to keep the work going.
ress are held back by the ministers, learned with fatness. He has a lordly mein, and he The Saints are feeling well, and the prospects
and great men of the world. I once thought lords it over the Methodist preachers and seem good.

I

,,.
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Friday, the 16th, I came to Bro. Gideon I time at home and out of their fields,
Hawley's and found an appointment at I has prevailed for a time- but the
Defiance, for Sunday, the 18th at eleven a. m.,
.
' .
.
and three and 8:30p. m. It was not practi-, people have been growmg impatient
cable for me to fill the three, but r did occupy at unnecessary delays, and are demandat eleven and three, leaving the evening one ing that a better diligence shall be
for Bro. Baker, of Dow City.
manifested and that their representaBro. Ichabod McCord, the son of Bro. tives shall be found at their posts and
Alexander McCord, who accompanied Bro.
.
.
E. c. Briggs to Utah, in 1863 , is looking answermg calls for the preachmg of
after the work at Defiance; and although the word.
The hastening time is
lately ordained, he is doing his part credit" upon us, and those called to the duty
ably, was in charge Sunday, and presided of bearing abroad the tidings of life
well.
The song service was good. Mrs. Dr.
Christy, of Defiance, kindly gave her service
at the organ, and our singers from the Grove,
Harlan, and Defiance, sang the glad songs of
the church. Some have lately joined the
church here, who will add strength to the
work. Prejudice has been hard here, but
the discussion in which Bro. J. F. McDowell
met Rev. Blalock, greatly aided the good
·prestige of the church. We were not surprised to learn that Bro. McDowell conducted
his side of the debate with due dignity and
in a Christianlike manner, winning good
praise for the cause he represented. Bro.
John Kingsbury and wife, baptized, were
some of the fruits of labor done at D.3fiance
by Brn. C. J. Hunt, McDowell, Smith, and
Wight, and the good idfluence of local saints.
The audience we met wasagood one and very
attentive indeed.
Quite unexpectedly to me, I was called
upon to celebrate marriage at Bro. Ichabod
McCord's in the evening of the 18th, when
his son Arch. E. and Sr. Hattie Roberts, of
Lamoni, pledged each ether in wedlock. It
was an impromptu affair, but none the less a
pleasant and impressive one. The young
people wanted the services of "Bro. Joseph,''
and deemed his presence an oppo,-tune one
and so delayed not.
'

THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY.

ON behalf of the people, both in and
out of the church, we desire to. impress upon the ministry, general and
local, that in the matter of preaching the word. there should not be
any trifling with the expectations of
the people, or the work in hand to be
done.
Delays are dangerous, and
idle and evasive ways are bad examples, and are contagious; hence should
not be indulgedin; especially by those
who are in position and have the
right to say, Come!
The traveling ministry should, as
soon as practicable get into their
respective fields; at once, upon appointment, if possible. The harvest
is ready, the laborers few; the opportunities in most fields are many and
very favorable; they should be improved. A feeling to be very lenient
to those who may have spent much

from a consciousness of the weakness
of their cause, and, by reason of the
position taken by the Reorganized.
Church on the domestic relation, as
taught in the word, we are not under
any sort of obligation to be silent oh
the issues existing between the two
churches; hence, the ministry should.
feel at liberty to present the differ'
ences, as they know them to be, and
contrast the teaching and practices of
must respond, or they will fall under the two churches, on the subject, at
censure, and sooner or later be such times as wisdom may direct, or
dropped. from the roll of workers. conditions make necessary.
"We want no coward in our band,
Men can no more serve the Lord and
Who will our colors fly."
their own private interests, business
affairs, the world, the flesh, or the
D
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
evil now, than they could at the
period when the Master said, "Ye BRO. AND SR. F. G. PITT sailed for
cannot serve God and Mammon."
Liverpool on Saturday, the 17th.
· It is said that there will be a large Card. from Bro. Pitt on that date as
force of the Utah ministry in the field follows:We are off; weather is fine; all feel well
this season, and it will be well for the
ministry traveling and local to be and hopeful. We will board the Campania
in a few minutes. Love to all. All aboard;
prepared for such movement.
Plural marriage, Utah polygamy, has good-bye.
Bro. W. H. Kelley, Temple, Ohio,
been formally abandoned by the Utah July 19:Church, through the advice of PresiNice rain yesterday, which broke a long
dent Wilford. Woodruff, by virtue of dry spell. Brn. Bronson and Smith preached
what has been construed by himself, at the Temple. Things going favorably;
his counselors, and associates to have hot wave cooled.
Bro. Levi Phelps, Juniata, Michibeen a revelation permitting him to
gan,
July 16:advise to the effect of such abandonment of the practice; but it is believed
and taught by their elders in places
privately; now ai;id then publicly, as
by Elder B. H. Roberts at St. Louis
this last winter. The missionaries
sent out from the valley claim to know
that the practice only has been abandoned because of pressure brought to
bear on them by the United. States;
and when pressed in debate or wayside
conversation by our brethren, belief
in the dogma and practice is avowed
and defended.. The ministry, therefore should be admonished and feel at
liberty, when meeting with these
missionaries from the Utah Church, to
bring the fact of the existence of this
belief into light, that the true faith may
be presented in comparison.
It should also be remembered that
the missionaries from the Utah Church
are under positive instruction not to
discuss with the "Josephite elders."
But, while the right of the leading
authorities of that church to so instruct their representatives not to discuss with us is conceded, we believe
the policy to be a bad one, resulting

There is a mistake in your notice in Herald
of Elder Delong'e death. He died at his
home near Vassar, not at Juniata. I wrote
you at my home in Juniata, but think I stated
that I preached his funeral sermon at his
home, but perhaps left Vassar out.

Bro. J. C. Chrestensen, Jasper City,
Missouri, July 17:0ur town is just now being stirred up by
the preaching of Elders F. C. Keck and W.
C. Cather, assisted by your humble servant.
The weather is fine, the preaching and interest good, and the tent quite well filled.

Bro. J. M. Baggerly, Knox, Indiana, July 20:r have just returned from Burr Oak, where
I have been very busy preaching and visiting
the people at their homes, reading to them
and explaining the doctrine and organization
of the church. People are interested down
there.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE have received two copies, the May
and. June numbers of Te Orometua,
published at Papeete, Tahiti, in the
interests of the Society Islands mission, Bro. J. F'. Burton, editor. It is
a neat little paper of eight pages, well
gotten up typographically; and,
though unable to read its contents, we
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doubt not that it is what is wanted in
a literary way, as Bro. Burton is well
qualified for the work he has undertaken. We are glad to welcome Te
Orometua among our list of publications, and trust it will long live to
spread the truth in the islands of the
Pacific. We are doing well to have a
publication in Hawaii and one in Tahiti.
Brn. E. L. Kelley and J. C. Clapp
went to Albany, Missouri, on the 21st
inst., to attend a meeting held by
various ministers, at which a representative of the "Christian Church" is
to lecture on the higher criticism;
after which a minister from each
society represented is to preach a
sermon.
Thus a liberal policy is
slowly moving in favor of the rights
of all to a hearing.
Bro. E. A. Stedman, of the Minnesota field, arrived home on Tuesday,
the 20th.
Bro. and Sr. E. H. Fisher, of Boston,
who have been visiting relatives and
friends at Lamoni, went to Independence, Missouri, from which point
they will return East.
Bro. Myron C. Fisher, who has been
among Lamoni friends since General
Conference recently returned to Boston
to resume business duties.
Saints from Flint, Durand, Diamondale, and Lansing, Michigan, met
at Bro. Eugene Frisbie's, near the
town of Ovid, during the present
montb, forty-nine in all, and .had an
ex coll en t spiritual and social season
of gladness. 'I'he Lord comforted
and instructed them through the gifts
of the gospel; two young men were
baptiz2d. 'I'bey express thanks to
Bro. and Sr. Frisbie for entertainment;
letter from Sr. Hattie E. Burns.
We have a "special request" from a
brother, S. Taylor, location not given,
that prayer be offered in behalf of
himself and family for deliverance
from difficulties and help to do what
they are striving to accomplish for
the cause. Will those remember them
who can.
Bro. Albert T. Davis has a column
and a half article in the Pittsburg,
Kansas, Headlight of July 10, in which
he replies to a writer on religious
topics and sets forth the faith and
organization of the primitive church
quite clearly and in a way to draw men
to the truth.

Bro. A. S. Guinand writes of the I her family had been summoned to her
prevalling famine for the word of I bedside. At last accounts she was
God, in the churches, caused by the . slowly improving.
inabiiity of the evangelica~ churches
There will be a reunion at Maysto come to an understandrng of the ville, DeKalb County, Missouri, Septruth as it is in Christ. He suggests tember 3 to J 3, the same dates of the
as a remedy a return to the platform Woodbine, Iowa, meeting. The poster
mentioned in 1 Corinthi;;iJns 1: 10.
sent us indicates the intention to have
Bro. F. M. Weld returned to the a rousing meeting. The committee
Nauvoo district from Lamoni on the stated: "This will be made the best
22d inst., to continue tent work and meeting yet held." The place, Harcomplete preparations for the coming vey's Grove, is a very pleasant place
reunion at Bluff Park. at which he for the occasion.
hopes for a good attendance.
Russia by secret negotiations and
Sr. Otie Maye Scott, of Galena, purchase has secured the Corean port
Indiana, writes of her appreciation of of Lazereff, one of the most important
the good she sees and enjoys in the on the Pacific coast of Corea. It is
work of the Lord, which she urges said that Russia and Japan have a
all, young and old, to live by, that secret understanding looking to the
life may be made complete in him.
absorption of Corea entire.
The Salt Lake Tribune of July 15
General Gomez, the Cuban comcontains an account of the first day's mander, is pushing his forces to the
proceedings of the "Trans-Missis- front and is meeting with successes
sippi Congress," in which we notice in battle. Leading Spanish statesthe name of Bro. J. W. Wight in the men openly advocate letting Cuba go
list of members of the committee on free, others favor granting home rule
credentials, as a delegate from the to the island.
State of Iowa. Bro. Wight, we underSemi-official announcements from
stand, was commissioned through Washington state that an internaMayor Scott, of Lamoni, to represent tional conference of representatives
his home city or State, with others so of Great Britain and the United
appointed by mayors of cities, accord- States will be held at Washington to
ing to the rules of the congress. The - agree upon the terms of another arbi·
organization did well to place Bro. tration treaty.
Wight on the credentials committee;
Carrier pigeons have arrived at
its members are mostly public men Norwegian ports with purported mes·
and are shrewd and know a competent sages from Andree, the arctic balloonman when they see him. The "other ist, one of which reports that he
side"· located in the State of Utah passed the north pole on the 15th.
would also do well to accept the serv- The messages lack verification.
ices of Elder Wight. He is there to
The proposition to confer Upon the
do them good, and may be relied upon Archbishop of Canterbury an official
to serve them well in every way.
status as head of all branches of the
The Oneill, Nebraska, Sun, pub- Episcopal Church throughout the
lished at Oneill, has a communication world, one of the leading questions befrom Bro. J. F. Mintun in its issue fore the late Lambeth conference,
for July 15. It appears that one Rev. was strongly opposed by the Ameri·
N. S. Lowrie delivered a public lee- can bishops present, 144 in number,
ture in which he misrepresented the who voted solidly against it, as did
church and its faith, and to which also some colonial bishops. "The inBro. Mintun replies in good spirit, dependent church in America would
offering to discuss five propositions never consent to surrender a particle
involving the general positions of the of its independence," said a distinchurch, and the Presbyterian Church, guished American ecclesiastic.
represented by Mr. Lowrie. We are
The Oarlists in Spain are said to be
notyetinformedconcerningtheresult. making ready to take advantage of
From a clipping from the Bevier, any added strain on the present govMissouri, Appeal of the 16th inst. we ernment to make an uprising.
learn that Sr. Martha Griffiths, mother
The French Chamber of Deputies
of Bro. G. T. Griffiths, had been quite voted a credit of 7,000,000 marks to exill and that Bro. Gomer and others of, pedite the reconstruction of the navy
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"Dr." Henry Slater, a Chicago
spirit medium, was convicted of being
a confidence man and recommended by
the jury for imprisonment in the penitentiary, July 20.
The Sultan of Turkey has abandoned his territorial claims in Greece
and accepted the strategic frontier
defined by the military attaches of
the powers.
Acceptance was secured only after an identical note
from the powers bad declared their
intentions of using force to bring him
to terms.
Bro. J. E. Wilsey, whose address is
Wathena, Doniphan County, Kansas,
care of Frank Rice, writes of his
efforts to teach the word, and in
which he would be aided if saints
could send him copies of church
papers and tracts.
He requests
prayer for recovery or relief from
bodily afflictions.
Bro. M. T. Short incloses us a
clipping from a Milwaukee paper, in
which the labors of Brighamite elders
are written up in such a manner as to
move him to reply in explanation
as to who, what, and where the

i ment of the church for preservation.
Bro. F. J. Ebeling was at Sharon,
Pennsylvania, the 21st inst., having
been laboring in the Kirtland district
since April. The saints of Sharon
were alive to the interests of the
work; the sisters and brethren had
raised one hundred dollars of late,
despite the hard times, to pay on their
chapel. At Conneautville, Pennsylvania, he found good saints, who also
have a chapel of their own, where he
baptized a man and wife, notwithstanding a minister expressed the
opinion that '·a young man should not
be allowed to come and take away
good members from one who had been
preaching for fifty years." Passing on
to Grove City he laid the foundation
for future work. Would join Bro. H.
E. Moler in tent work in the Pittsburg
district.
There are three aged colored
women in Unity Home for the Aged,
Chicago, whose ages are respectively
125, 120, and 106 years. The three
centenarians attended church in that
city on Sunday, the 25th inst. Great
ages are still attainable, it seems.

"Latter Day Saints" are. His article draws the lines plainly. Bro.
Short believes both in the power of
the press for good and in using it as
such in his work, which is right.
Bro. E. L. Page, of Lamoni, an oldtime Latter Day Saint and elder at
Nauvoo, has brought to the Herald
Office an interesting relic of early
days-a sword used by artillery within
the State militia summoned to assemble at Carthage and other points adj acent to Nauvoo during the exciting
times incident to the murder of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith. It is a heavy flat
blade a little over two feet in length,
with brass handle stamped with two
eagles, and bearing the stamp,
"United States, Springfield, 1835;"
and on the reverse the name of
' •Ames, Springfield," probably the
manufacturer. The scabbard is heavy
leather brass tipped, with belt to suspend it from the waist. Altogether it
is a murderous looking weapon a sort
f

d
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swor and bludgeon combrned,
somewhat similar to a sailor's cutlass
or a Cuban machete. It vividly calls
to mind what the early saints had to
face in the armed mob-militia of early

O

.

.

days. It IS possible that Bro. Page
:ma,y present the :relic to some

Mothsrs' Home Collfmn,
EDITED BY FRANCES.
HYet would I leave, ere comes the final hour,
A worthi.er work behindImpress with print of keener power
'rhe human mindA little longer labor for mankind.

LITTLE WEIGHTS.
DID you ever sec a half dozen athletic young
fellows prepare for a foot race?
Heavy
clothing is taken off, shoes are laid aside, and
every ounce of weight that can be done without is unsparingly cut off. There is even a
record of one near-sighted enthusiast who
dispensed with his eye-glasse;,;, that he might
be free from that all but imperceptible hindrance of their weight. Nothing is allowed
to impede the full and free action of the
muscles, as with elbows thrown well back
and head held erect, the runner speeds to the
goal.
The athlete sets an example that we may
follow with profit in the race which as Christians we have set before us. If we wish to
run with ease and reach the goal in triumph
we must us~ the same care in putting off
wh!l.t stands m the way of success. And because the litt.le weights are the ones which
1 interfere without our suspecting their mischief, this word of caution is given.
Sometimes daily work is a hindrance. It
?ught no~ ~o b~, but unconsciously we ma~e
it so by g1vrng it more of our thought.than it
merits. If on six days we allow it to absorb
a,U. our ti.me an.d stJ:"ength, not even the peace
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of the Sabbath will refresh us as it ought.
But when we put first in the busy day a few
moments' heart-to-heart talk with our best
Friend, and commit to memory a message
from his word, how all is changed! Until
you have trieo it, reader, you cannot know
what a mental uplift this will give, and how
it will keep the soul calm amid outside
clamor and confuoion,
Again, there may be something in the
work itself which is incomnatible with
Christian living, and though w-e try to persuade ourselves that business and religion
may be kept apart, we know that in spite of
our best efforts we are losing ground. In
this case there is only one way out for us. It
is to leave that work, no matter how profitable it may be, no matter bow ligb t the labor.
The One to whom we have commltted our
ways will provide us with other employment,
for he directs the little affairs of life as surely
as be guides the movements of the planets.
He may give us harder work, but it will be
sure to be wholesome.
Or we may be kept back from the full
measure of what we might accomplish by
false humility. The spirits which prompt
you to say, "I am so weak, so timid: I can't
do that," is too often unwillingness instead of
genuine self-distrust.
Again, self-indulgence is a hindrance hard
to lay aside, but the sacrifice must be made
if we would ruo lightly.
The pleasures
which have no better recommendation than
that they "do no harm" are weights to be
cast aside. Life is too short to waste in
doing negative things. Positive good is
what we need, in pleasure as in all else.
j When wholesome amusements are so many
and so varied, we are not wise if we choose
those which at best are doubtful.
A strong, earnest, helpful loving Christian
life is the happiest one possible for everybody. It is well worth the effort it costs to
cast aside the little weights which hinder us
from enjoying it to the utmost; for as tbe race
is easier to the runner whose muscles have
freedom to work naturally, so that life is
sweeter, better, happier, which is divested of
every trifle that would hinder its most perfect devolopment.-Young People's Weekly.

DRAW NEARER.
DRAW nearer, 0

my soul, in i.he houc of
temptation and trial. Yes, we want to draw
nearer to him who wae tempted in all points
as we are, but never yielded. Paul tells us
to count it all joy, when we fall into divers
temptations. He had much bitter experionce, but he remained steadfast to his fait.b.,lived by his faith, and thereby his soul was
not crushed, but polished, even as stone and
metal are polished. They are very rude in
the natural state, but, are brought into perfection by hard rubs. So are the worthy
souls of earth brought out into perfection
by being passive in the fove of the Master
workman while being encompassed by tbe
hard rubs of this life.
When we are placed in vexing circumstances and darts of anger are hurled at u~,
the best thing to do is to seek for protection
. ~n his hive, <J-5 the young fowl~ "eell: for pro•
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tection beneath their mother;s wing. When
our acquaintances, or our relatives misunderstand and misrepresent us, and ill treat us,
either by deed of omission or of commission,
then is a good time, an available time, to
draw nearer to him who was slighted,
betrayed,• and even put to death by his
friends (or those who ought to have been his
friends). O, if we could only say as he did in
his last moments, "Father, forgive them; for
they know not what they do." If we draw
nearer to him he will help us to do the same,
for he has had the experience that enables
him to comfort and shield others who need
his help. If we are spiritually needy we can
go to him and have our wants supplied. He
will not turn us away empty if we let drop
our anxieties, our misgivings, our bitter feelings, etc., and lay our passive soul before
him.
When our friends leave us and step over on
the beautiful shore, 'tis good for us to draw
nearer to him who wept at the grave of a
friend-he who was a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief. He understands our
every pang of sorrow, and he has an infallible balm for every wounded soul. He holds
our loved ones in his care, for all are alive
un-to him, and he can fill our bosoms with
sweet emotions of love, probably just the
same as he is bestowing on tlwm, but not so
fully. The fountain of hid luv..i cau nc1·Lr
fail; 'tis as inexhaustible as God h~mself, and
though all heaven, all paradise be filled,
there is still enough for every inhabitant of
earth. His feeding the multitude is an
illustration of the fact. He can feed millions
just as well as thousands, not only with
temporal food but with spiritual. All that
are weary may come and find rest, all that
are troubled may come and find peace, all
that are sorrowing may come and find joy,
all that are gloomy may come and find gladness. Hu is no respecter of persons. All
who fear him and work rightly shall be
accepted of him. Many withhold themselves
from drawing nearer by thinking or saying,
"I have not feared God as I ought, neither
have I been obedient to his commands, nor
have I always tried to do right." We ask,
"Who ever did always come up to the standard," or up to the Pattern? If one did he
would be as a God. Christ said, "There are
none good, all have sinned and come short of
the glory of God.'' The servant cannot be
above his master, or equal with him in
advantages, neither can we be above our
Master nor equal with him, but we can yield
our will a sacrifice to him and accept the
blessings that he in infallible wisdom bestows
upon his followers.
We must come just as we are, and now,
because now is all the time we have. 'Tis
folly to spend time in counting our supposed
perfections, or in sorrowing over our known
imperfections. Nothing of the kind can
save us. We must drop the burden and
accept his free redeeming grace. 'Tis free
for you, dear reader; 'tis free for me. Glory
to his name!
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found that supporting solace which is found school normal, if we expect to derive any
only in his love. There have been many benefit therefrom. Encourage this kind of
times when we have, in a spiritual sense, been work. Suggest the taking of notes, free dislike one in the ocean, surged on by the winds cussion, etc., at the normal. If you do your
and waves, with no light of the sun, and no best to have this a real work time, good will
compass to guide; but when we looked away be sure to result in better manners and
from the awfulness of our condition to the methods. Superintendents, please let us
Pilot who finished life's rough voyage more hear from you as to the practicability of
than eighteen hunared years ago, we were these suggestions.
rescued. 0, that our song might ever be,
THE above, by Sr. L. L. Resseguie, was
"Nearer, my God, nearer to thee."
prepared for the Sunday School Workers in
SR. AI.MIRA.
Autumn Leaves. The thought, is good, The
normal is just what we need. Our officers
and our teachers need training, and we know
of no better way than a normal or institute.
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Fully realizing this need, last year an instiHenderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
tute was arranged for, which was held at
(Send communications for this department to the Editor Council Bluffs, Iowa, during the holidays.
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
The program was so arranged as to embrace
to ~·Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")
instruction and discussion upon almost every
OUR general secretary, Bro. W. N. Robinson, subject pertaining to the work, from the
has concluded that "it is not good for man to duties of district superintendent down to laybe alone," and has taken to himself an belp- mem ber in local school. The work was in
meet. The happy pair are traveling through turn in charge of some one or two of a corps
the West for a time, The secretary will call of experienced Sunday school workers.
upon some of our schools in Utah and Cali- More than a hundred were in regular attendance, about sixty-five of which were from a
fornia if circumstances permit.
distance, representing five States and eleven
WE do not usually announce a vAry great districts. They came there for work. They
amount of work for thereu do11s. Mor:e suit- entered freely into "free discussion" and
able work can be provided after the workers "took notes." Aside from note book;, brought,
meet and their wants and needs "sized four dozen more were ordered at one time,
up" by those constantly in this line of work. which did not then supply the demand. The
It would not be wise for a corps of elders to work d.one was of a very practical nature.
prearrange a lot of sermon'l to be preached; All conclusions reached were based upon
nor would it be wise for Sunday school work- actual experience. Many expressed themers to "fix" a program except in a general selves as having gained a great amount of
knowledge and experience, which they could
way.
use in their work at home.
These normals should be of frequent occurTHE general superintendent is expected to
attend the reunions at Thurman, Iowa, Blue rence. Each district could arrange for one
Rapids, Kansas, Montrose, and Woodbine, during each year. Let each district superinIowa. The general secretary will attend tendent take this into consideration. Not
Nauvoo or Montrose reunion and such other only to think but to act thereupon, Let us
hear from you.
reunions as may be found possible later on.

81Indau
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DaDartnrnnt.

TAKE your Bibles, Qiiarterlies, Winnowed
Songs, and Hymnals with you to the reu!:lions.
You will find much use for them.

SUGGESTIONS TO DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS.

SOME time ago we wrote that the district
conventions were just now even more important than a State Institute, etc, But
why not have a Sunday scbool normal in
each district once a year? If in your district
you have not those who are capable of organizing and instructing and are not posted as
to the purpose, plan, and benefit of a normal,
can you not from the district treasury pay
the expenses of some one from a little distance who is capable and willing to devote
their time to the Master in that way? Find
out from that one what course is contemplated. Enroll all in the district who desire
to attend and work. Meet them after the
Sunday school hour, give them an outline of
the work to be done, and let all know what is
We can say like thousands, that while expected of them if they attend. The plans
passing through tribulation, when we will- for work and rules for governing should be
ingly submitted. to the requirements 1 we ;,i,s carefl:!!ly made and adhered to as in a

THERE will be held in New Jersey this
summer a school of Primary Methods.---Its
program is a perfect inspiration to better
work. Between eleven o'clock on Monday,
July 5, and noon on Saturday, July 10, there
are listed seventy-two items of work. There
will be four model lessons taught, including
one by a professional teacher. Ten lectures
on "child-nature" will be given; ten lessons on
blackboard study and private lessons if
desired; five conferences on practical class
work, etc.; sand map work; special conferences
of the workers to give them an opportunity
for an exchange of ideas; new songs taught
every afternoon, and one evening devoted to
a musical social.
Primary workers, does not th.is program
thrill you with a desire to be there and learn
that you may be enabled to do your work in
a more systematic way? Cannot some go
who live near Trenton, take notes, and let
.this department have the benefit of them?
Will we not at sometime be able to offer
such a feast of fat things to our own workers?
There must be a beginning, no matter how
1
\ small. If we are not capable of teaching all
, of these things, there must be some one thing
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in primary work for which we are peculiarly
fitted. Let us try and find out what that is
and then put forth every effort to develop as
far as lies in our pow~r. ·when we have
done all that we can, we may look with faith,
for help from our heavenly Father. When
we have reached this point we will be enabled
to help others. Shall we not begin now to
work with this thought in view, that we will
perfect ourselves in some one thing in primary methods, so tlo.at when the time has
come that we have such a school of our own,
you, I, may be fitted for even the lovliest
place at the .:'!'laster's feet.
L. L. RESSEGUIE.
DR. TRUMBULL'S new book on teacher's meetings should be interesting to every Sunday
school superintendent.
THE Iowa Sunday School Helper in its J"uly
number publishes a list of the graduates of
the ''Iowa State Sunday School Teacher's
Normal Course." They number one bundeed
twelve, seven of which were of our association
workers. Among them were the names of
Srs. Blanche Andrews, Emma Harrington,
Sarah J. Gifford, Emma Houga3, Viola Redfield, Viola Gaylord, and Bro. T. A. Hougas;
all from the Fremont, Iowa, district. We
have in this mm·e than a pro rata number.
So may it continue to be. Let our workers
gain a standing in the world. It will help to
spread the truth.

RIVER'l'ON, Iowa, July 13.
last writing we
have baptized two more precious souls into
the church at Shenandoah. The work there
is in fair condition, and nearly all seem to
be rejoicing in the truth. We came here
last Saturday, held one meeting at night,
and three on Sunday; the good spirit was with
us in power. The hearts of all present were
truly made glad, as testified to by nearly
all. Brn. w. W. Gaylord and .Tames Roberts
were present with us, and spoke and testified
to the truth of the work, to the cheer and
encouragement of those present. These good
brethren carry the spirit and life of the
gospel with them. Some here are quite
interested in the truth, as they express
themselves.
We leave here tomorrow for Hamburg, to
do what we can for a week or so, and on to
Keyston.e before our reunion, which commences on August 6, on the grounds of Bro.
William Leeka near Thurman. We hope
the saints of this and the adjoining districts
will ·not forget the time and place, and come
up to the help of the Lord, and feast upon
his mercy and goodness, and drink of that
living water that springeth up unto eternal
life.
Every effort possible will be made by our
worthy committee and members of that
branch for the comfort and convenience of all
who may attend.
We shall have some of the leading and
most prominent ministers of the church to
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We

saying that they are too poor to oboerve the
law, unintentionally reflect upon the wisdom
of him who gave it, for the law says "none
labor.
are exempt."
The chief shepherd of this little flock bas
The friends who are not members of the
church are anxiously inquiring when and moved away, and they have had no meetings
where it is to be held, and say they shall be since last March. Bro. Thomas A. Park,
with us; let not our membership by any priest, is doing what he can to nourish and
means be slothful in their duties. May the feed them; but what the church needs in this
way open for all that want to be with us to valley is a missionary with presiding qualifications established here. They are holding
come, is our earnest prayer.
regular meetings here, with a manifest interYour servant for Christ's sake,
est. Last night the schoolhouse could not
HENRY KEMP.
My address is, box 659, Shenandoah, Iowa. seat the congregation.
It is a very busy time among ranch men, as
they are just gathering their alfalfa.
DELTA, Colo., June 28.
I am not gaining in health as anticipated,
Eclitors Herald:-We are keeping house two discourses per week is just about all I can
about nine miles south of Delta, on what is stand: yet I am still hopeful. Love to all the
known as the California mesa, an elevation brethren.
HENRY c. SMITH.
about 5,500 feet above the sea. This mesa
with the river bottom lands comprises an area
INDEPENDENCE. Mo., J"uly 4.
of about 1,200 square miles and is dependent
Editors
Herald:-In
the Brigbamite Docalmost exclusively on a small river named
Uncompahgre, heading in the region of the trine and Covenants, section 131, we read,
highest peak of mountains in Colorado by the commencing with the heading, followed by
same name, for water for irrigating purposes. paragraphs 1 and 2: "Remarks of Joseph,
The lower part of the valley, however, re- the prophet, at Ramus, Illinois, May 16 and
ceives its water from the Gunnison Eiver, 17, 1843. In the celestial glory there are
quite a large, rapid str.eam. The water sup- tLree heavens or degrees; and in order to
ply is so limited that only about one fourth obtain the highest, a man must enter into
of the entire amount is available for agricul- this Order of the Priesthood; (meaning the
new and everlasting covenant of marriage.)"
tural purposes.
On the opposite page, section 132, we also
This valley is surrounded on the east by
the snow capped range of the Rockies and on read: "Revelation on the Eternity of the
the north west and south mountains and hills Marriage Covenant, including Plurality of
covered with pi"ne, spruce, and cedar timber, Wives. Given through Joseph the Seer, in
which supplies the inhabitants of the valley Nauvoo, Hancock County, Illinois·, July 12,
with lumber. It is said there is considerable 1843."
Now for the consideration of a few facts.
game in the timbered region; bear, elk, deer:
First, inasmuch as the "everlasting covenant''
mountain sheep, etc.
With irrigation this valley produces the of sections 131 and 132 are one and the same,
finest crops of wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, how are we to harmonize the statements
and vegetables; also fruits quite successfully, therein contained. In section 131 we find
such as apples, peaches, pears, plums, straw- Joseph in May 16 and 17, making statements
berries, etc.;
yet notwithstanding the to some one about something that bad not as
elevated, healthful, and productive condition yet been revealed to him, and was not until
of atmosphere and soil, it 'is not paradise, fifty-fl ve days afterwards. Now if Joseph
neither the new heaven and new earth we are Smith knew of the marriage covenant in
longing for; for here the mosquitoes and May, and informed his friends of the fact,
lrnats are as vigilant, earnest, and attentive why was it necessary that God reveal it to
in their work as the author of the distracted him in July following. We have seen by the
and perverted use of their organs can make heading of section 132, already quoted, that
them, even paying bills never contracted, God for the first time gave man this everand seem especially delighted in mounting lasting covenant July 12. The fact that
the tenderfoot, and from dawn until sunset, Joseph knew of this marriage covenant (from
and so on during the shades (if the cold does their standpoint) before God revealed it to
not chill them) do they prosecute their claims him, is sufficient proof that it is a fraud, and
with much dignity and zeal most shocking to never came from God.
The facts are these, Joseph, the prophet of
good taste and principle.
Located here is a little band of saints, con- God, never stooped so low as to do the Devil's
siderably scattered, and most of them young dirty work, by giving to the world such an
in the faith. They seem to be struggling abomination, and then to try and palm it off
)lard to maintain the dignity of their calling; on the people as from God. Why intelligent
also to obtain a sufficiency of this world's people can be so completely hoodwinked, so
goods to be comfortable; but, like many completely led astray, when they have the
others of our faith, they do not comprehend naked word of God before them, is a mystery
the benefits derived from the faithful observ- hard to solve. What a blunder the leaders
ance of the temporal part. of the law, think- in the west made when they let it pass into
ing that it does not reach them, when in fact their history, that Zina D. Huntington was
they are the ones to be most benefited by it; sealed to the prophet, October 27, 1341 _
because the promise of God shelters them -Historical Record, page 233, (Bro. Weld's
i from the inconvenience of distressing poverty letter in Herald, June 30, page 416.)
1
Why do this people put such dates before
by his guarantee of protection; and some in
j

Iexpect
one of the best reunions ever held in
the district; to this end let us all pray and
I
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the people with a view to the proof of the
authenticity or divinity of this abomination,
when these very dates are its death. They
being the only evidence necessary to prove
that it is the greatest fraud ever imposed
upon man. 'l'he climax of Sz.tan's work upon
earth. This woman (according to quotation
above) was sealed to Joseph more than a
year and nine months before God had r(·vealed it to man. And then !.Cl the face (,f
this fact, tell us that it is the nniy d.,Ct!'irrn
whereby man can enter the preBenCd of the
Father.
The writer is informed by Bro. George
Hawley that while visiting in Utah, he was
shown several printed affid".vits purporting
to be the sworn statements of women to the
effect that they ha<l been sealed to Joseph
Smith; but what of these stiHements, if trne.
Only another proof that this purported
revelation is a fraud, as they were sealed
(according to their affidavits) to the proph<>t
before he had received authority from God
to teach or practice anything in it contained.
Th~n to have the audacity to ask us to
believe that this piece of the Devil's own
handiwork came from God. If a people is to
be pitied, this is that people. Blind and
cannot see. Hoodwinked by the Devil and
his emissaries. If not so, wby will they stand
by a religion so damning Li it-< i dl:t : 1C:', ''
religion that will not stand tho Le,;t oc an opbn
investigation. Think of it. They tell us that
certain laws were given at a certain time or
date to govern ever after the walks in life of
its votaries, when at the same time their
records show that this s:i,me law had obtained
and was in practice months before God had
given it to the world, or even to Joseph
Smith. He may have been the author of part
of section 131, but not all. That part of the
section quoted inclosed in parenthesis never
came from his lip or pen.
This is the work
if not the whole section of those bent on doingthe Devil's dirty work. Their elders, in
these parts, say, "O, we have forsaken or
given up the practice of the things commanded
to be observed in this everlasting covenant."
Have they. If so, why? Were they wrong?
If wrong, ever right. No, thus ptoving that
by accepting this damnable doctrine this
people departed from the faith t.hey had once
received.
H. N. DAVIS.
COLD IJ'.7 ATER,. Florida, July 12.
Editors Hemld:-'l'bis leaves rne well, busily
engaged in the work of my life. Just closed
my debate with Vv. J. Haynes, at Berrydale,
Florida. We bad a peaceful time; much good
was done and the saints cheered.
W. J. Haynes is a nice man, president of a
high school and the best talent the Campbellites have in the South: but failed for the fa,ck
of truth. Ifo made high claims for his
scholarsblp all the way through but on the
last day he safrl the vvord "elder" in Acts
14: 23, Titus 1: 5 was from two diffe1·ont
Greek terms. I happened to be prepared for
such mistakes and the poor fellow's scholarship ·went down nevee to rise during the
debate.
We had preachers \!Vith us frorn T2n<:iessee
and oth0r nar·tsJ people froDJ: Montgor.nery,

Alabama, aod otber parts; hence reached j of the just, and of dwelliog on earth with
several with ~he gospel. DcebD,tes conducted Christ and his people throughout the thouin a right manner are always conductive of sand years' reign. She will be greatly missed
good. I had it thrown at me during· the by those who knew her; she had many friends
debate that orders had been given not to both in, and out of the church. Those of the
meet Clark Braden in discussion any more. traveling minist.ry will ever remember her
I could only repiy that it was one man's kind hospitality.
Truly another faithful
opinion and not the oburch's. I bope never saint aod a noble woman of earth bas been
to see such a mistak•ci in our papers again.
calhed from this world of sorrow, suffering
If a:oy m•n1 pr-eaclv s a dcetrine to. t.he and woe to rest in t,be paradise of Christ and
[Y
·crue or fal.oe b1c0 O"hould defend it. when b.isk in r,he rnnlight of God. Her testimony
c;;.!led up•m to do ~o, Ot' g·o home and remain to the trut,hfnlness of the latter-day work
tbere. Jf he cannot debate we have plenty was as strong in death as when in the full
of men that can.
enjoyment of heal th. She also told the
Bro. S. D. Allen acted ss moderator for writer that, she was ready to depart, and that
me and did r•plendidly. He is now over this all was well with her.
distl'ict, the rigbt man in the right place.
Brn. H. E. Moler and Francis Ebeling will
In bonds,
operat1c1 the tent in the Pittsburg district.
J. D ERWIN.
We hope the saints in Kirtland district will
please send their contributions to Bro. L. W.
BEVIER, Mo., July 20.
Powell, TemplA, Ohio, toward purchasing a
Editors HeralcI:--On the 10th inst. I re- tent to be used in the Kirtland district.
ceived a dispatch ~innouncing the severe Do not, wait a week or two before you send,
illness of my aged mother. I started west but send it right away, so that the tent can
that evening and arrived. here at noon on the be used during the month3 of August
12th, and found Mot.her some better, but September, and October.
very weak. vVe now entertain strong hopes
Yours in gospel bonds,
of her recov'e17. However, her adv:tnced
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
age and the. present hot weather are somewhat against her speedy r2cnvery. I shall
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., July 11.
. return east just as soon as
I·' up and out
Editors Herald:--This Lord's day afternoon,
of danger, which I trust will be very soon.
having just returned hom0 from preaching
All matters of a local nature rfq uiring service held by the nine Utah elders that are
adjustment should be reported to the presi- working in this city, I felt like penning a
dents of the respective districts in the mis- few lines. These men are doing a house-tosion; namely, L. W. Powell, Temple, Lake house canvass, holding but one preaching
County, Ohio, Kirtland dist.riot; C. Ed Mill,oer, service a week. Elder Charles A. Streeper
No. 280 Rebecca Street. Allegheny, Pcnnsyl- made quite a grave charge against our convania, Pittsburg district; James Moler, genial colaborer, F. M. Sheehy. He says he
Limerick, Ohio, Ohio district; G. H. Godbey, li8d about them shamefully, and after chalBellgrove, \Vost Virginia, West Virginia lenging.them for a private discussion if they
district.
would furnish a representative man at
If the sain·bs who are itiolated from branches 1 Scranton, Pennsylvania, that they brought
and who desire preaching in their localities the man, bnt lo, F. M. absconded. How is
will inform me of tlrnt fact, I will do my best that., Bro. F. M.? You better come down to
to furnish a minister, providing that those the city of brotherly love and redeem your
who desire such labor· will make an effort to once good name and gentleness of disposimeet the elders' expenses. The Bishop's tion.
agents have all they can do to care for the
I feel sorry to hear such charges made
families of 'ohe missionaries. 'fhe following against my brethren. However, we know
agents are anxiously vrnlting for the saints there are two sides to most questions of that
to send in their tithes 0,ud freewi.11 offm·ings, character. He also states that one of his
as the fonds are in a depleted couditicn: I brethren sent an order for some books and
L. D. Ullom, 4728 Jac:Jb Street, Wheeling, tracts to the Herald Office some time in FebvVest Virginia; L. vV. Powell, Temple, Lake ruary, and has received no reply or return of
County, Ohio; 8. J. Jdiers, Arbaugh, Vinton money. How is that, Bro. Frank? I told
County, OhJo; B. Beall, Goosecreek, West him to furnish me the name of books and
Virginia; Isaac Coffman, New Hope, Augusta tracts and amount of money order, and where
County, Virginia.
purchased, and I would look the matter up.
The special confere1~ces held at Pittsburg, I await his reply.
Pennsylvania, and Kirtland, Ohio, vvet'e sucBeo. Pitt gave us an excellent sermon in
cesses. Bro. E. L. K2lley's presencb at the our hall ,June 27, also in the tent at Camden
latter was greatly appreciated by the saints. in the evening. His genial countenance did
His counsel was timoly and his good ln- us
good. M;;,y success attend him in his
structions wlJl surely result in much good to work in Europe. He sails on the 17th from
the cause. Corne }_sg·s}n, Br·o. ICelleyi you are New Yoek, for which place he left with his
i;.lways welcomed in the Central States wife on the 30th of .Junu. B~o. A. M. Baker
; Mlsslon.
discoursed for us thjs rnorn; subj~~ct, ''ProphQ After much e1.1ff. .rins; ar.d a,
diilplay ets as a rwcessitv in the salvation of the huI of Chz istia:.:i patience
b,;lovecl siister-~ ~Ja;1e man family." Brn. Bacon and Baker held
A. Hamilton, passed pc1wc. 1'uEy avrn.f' c'n the forth in Germantown at three p. m. Bro.
2d inst.~ -.,1vith ·:he br,i.;.;·ht
cheering hope Kent spent the d3,y vrntching the tent till the
! of coming forth
th0 g·loriou.s t"Bsurroction evening hour f0r preaching. Sisters Hull
·1
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and Christy have bHm rendering them valu- next, to pitch their taburnacle and commence
able assistance in the musical line. Last work at, Rolfe, Iowa.
evening I spoke for them to about twenty
Report,s cnming to me show that the two··
children and possibly that many older ones. days' meeting held at Auburn by Brn. J. M.
I made the effort to interest the ch1ldeen, Baker, J. T. Turner, and William McKim of
which seemed to be appceciated by some at late was a success; also tbe one recently held
least. Bro. Baker baptizRd Bro. Angus' at HB.dan in charge of Brn. C. J. Hunt and
daughter, making two bap:;ized during t,heir W. D. Dullard was s2,tiBfactory to all coneffort at Camden. 'rhey located last, Wed nes- cerned.
day at R')sedale, about two and one half miles 1 On Sunday the 11th fnur souls were added
from their former location.
' to t\-ie Lord by bapti.>m near Marathon, who
In the faith,
will become members of the Union branch.
A. H. PARSONS.
Bro. C. J. Ca1·lsou officiated.
The work moves forward slowly, though
surely. The more faithful and energetic the
LAMONI, Iowa, July 15.
Editors Herald:-In regard to the state- local officers are, the better is the condition
ment that money has been sent 'Lo this ol'!ico of tho work.
In bonds,
and kept without sending goods ordered;
CHARLES E. BU'l'TERWOR'rH.
will say that the charge is so indefinite that
we cannot investigate it.
We received about eight hundred business
MADISON, Wis., July 20.
communications in the month of February,
Editors Herald:-Inclosed please find an
and if we had the name of the party who excm'.pt from the Milwauke.e Sentinel of June
claims to have sent the money, we could 3, to which I replied; but the Cream City
easily investigate the matter and be able to paper thought my article was not available.
state whether such money had been recoiv3d, I had better favor and success wHh the daily,
and whether or not the goods had been sent. which will also :·un it off in the weekly, and
Without the name of the party sending or The Olrl Dane, another weekly, will bavo it
the name of the post office from which it was too as well. Our meetings are well patron ..
sent we will not attempt to say anything· ized here, and the people are becomingabout the truth or falsity of the accusation. favorable, attentive, kind, and liberal.
But let us assure you that we are just as
Brn. and Sr. Wildermuth abide in the
anxious to supply these Uta,h elders with our tent, both day and night, as also they look
literature as are the elders in the fidd to well to the culinary department. Elder
meet them in ac:. open fi3ld and a fair fight; Joshua Hackett sleeps in the large tent, and
in fact, would furnish them such literature sure he is a rising figure and an able exponent
as we have showing the differences between of 1,he faith and doctrine of U1is Church of
the two churches, free, wher0. we h.ave any Christ·"·. He is .zealous, bold, up and a comassurance that it would be read. Then why ing, and all allve and ag'low when sta,nding
1 t,o maintain s,na_ defend truth and right and
should we fail to send it when paid for?
A. S. COCHRAN, Secretary.
assail error and fraud.
FRANK CRILEY, Business Manager.
While our movable curtains were five

play their own organ for us, and they have
read the IIerald much, and sure, I do honestly
think they are near the kingdom.
This is a city of about eighteen or twenty
thousand inhabitants, the half of which are
Catholics. •rte Chatauquan Assembly are in
session .for the next ten days here on the
grounds fitted for that special annual occasion. Some celebrated characters and much
;,,nd varied entertainm<"nts will call the people from near and far, for, indeed, the great
Talmage is to be here on Sunday, the 25th.
It is raUrnr dry, but the sky is overcast now,
and rain is at hand to come.
The heated term I stood all right, and am
in tbo harness and at the plow. This thing
of running home on every turn, and staying
too long on church funds, is not calculated to
build up confidence or fill up the coffers of
the church, I judge, but, now, I bear in mind
I must not ''joggle the boat." It will all be
right in the morning. So a kind adieu.
M. T. SHOR'l'.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, July 19.

Editors Herald:-Our tent meetings are a
success th us far, the audiences are increasing, and last night I addressed the largest
crowd I ever reached in Council Bluffs. The
tent is large and closely seated.
It was
packed and people stood up all around besides. I never had better attention. Our
two day~' meeting at Loveland was only fairly
well attended. Bro. Butler was with me
there. He goes to Boomer this week. That
you ma.y know I am not idle will say I have
held fourteen meetings in nine days. Healt)l
fairly good. Hope to be ever busy.
Sincerely yours,
T. W. WILLIAMS.

I

DENISON, Iowa, July 20.

Editors Herald:- I wish to ths,nk the sal.uts
of the several branches of the Galland's Grove
district for their prompi.ness in complying
with the request of our last conference in
raising and sending in '"he necessary means
with which a new gospel tent has been purchased. Bro. J. F. McDowell 2,nd the writer
came to this place on the 12th inst., and
pitched the new tabernacle and put everythin~ in shape to comn::ence service; ~h_e
evening of the 15th. President Joseph Sm1tJ1
came here on the 14th by invitation of the
college committee, to deliver a lecture in the
college, and we prevailed on him to remain
over the 15th and preach the opening and
dedicat~ry discourse in ~he taberr:acle. His
lecture m the college ana sermon rn the tabernacle were well attended and favorably
received by the people.
Our services at this place have been well
attended thus far and we trust they may be
as long as we remain in this city. Brethren
and sisters from ?eloit and Dow ?Hy h::we
helped us much rn the song servwe. The
members here are alive to the interest of the
work and are doing all they can to make our
meetings a succeAs.
Bra, W. W. Whiting and C. J. Carlson
have closed tent meetings at Newell and are

I

I

miles south of here, .in Mr. Bi.tnie'~ grove,
the services were quite well attended.
The
family, a,nd in fact the neighborhood, 'Nore
kind lJ,nd generous beyond om· most sangulne
expec·fiations: for, behold, the faith and the
advocates thereof were alike strangers to the
people, save the Bro. and Sr. George Hook
that lived in a mile of where the location
was obtained. The old pair's married son
lived near, and now the sad ne-1vs startl0g us
of his other son, a bright, slngle young man
of educatlon and promise being in the jaws
and very 1,hross of de:;, th. Some drunken
vagabonds intended to treat the unrnspecting, wayward, intemperate, yet clever young
man whon zounds! they gave him a dose of
the deadly bedbug poison they bad. I fear
he i8 cold in.dea1,h as I trace these lines with
a sympa-r,hm1c sad h·"llrt.
A Bro. and Sr. Richards of bis neighborhood came up here to be haptized, as also bis
sister and her husband of this place, the Rogor's, went forth into tbe silvery sheen of
Monona L!!,ke. .An old··time sister's daught~r i:;,c1d her family live _within a few ~ods of
t,ne tent,, She hea,rd Eider Savage time or
so abuut thirty years a,go, but never heard
more preaching till we arrived bere and unfurled the canvas. Her hvsband, Mr. Hubbard D. Stevens, i.s a carp<:nter at the capital,
employed by the State. Their daughters

WOODBINE, Iowa, July 21.

Eclitors llerald:-Since General Conference
my labors have been confined to the Little
Sioux di8trict, preaching a few times in
Viloodbine. Elder·s Crabb, Smitli, and Wight
have prnached \here some. This branch
numbers two hundred and eighteen members, but they are scattered about in Bigler's
Grove, Twelve Mile Grove, and Six Mile
Grove, b2sides the members in town; so tbat
it is difi'icult for those outside of town to
attend; hence our meetl.ngs are comparatively
small because of '"he great distance from
town, and this fact renders it difficult for
br&,nch offic;cn·s 1;o visit the saints. The officers generally being dependent upon their
daily iabf!r can ill afford to give their time to
visiting the saints who are so widely scattered, in consequence of which there does
not appear to the visitor that degree of
spirit,ual life that should be visible in a
branch of such numbers, yet I am glad to say
there is a general desire and determination
to live the religion of Jesus Christ, and 'l
\ know of but little difficulty in the bra1:1ch.
Elder S. B. Kibler is pr.esident and is a good
, earnest wo!·ker and a faithful watchman.
The saints living in Bigler's Grove hold
their vv-eekly prayer meeti.Dgs every Wednesday evening. Elders J. A. Donaldson and
Dan Pa,lmer preach there alternately on the
i Sabbaths; but the prayer meeting is in the
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charge of Teacher Allen Harper, a faithful and sisters in those places did their best in
man. I attended their first prayer meeting providing for the visiting friends and the
under his direction and I was pleased to see ministry, and their kindness is appreciated.
the able but humble manner in which it was
Your brother in the one faith,
conducted, as well as the zeal and love
CHARLES DERRY.
manifested among the saints.
On the 19th of June I attended a two-days'
meeting in Bigler's Grove under the direction of Elder Donaldson, who occupies his
Sabbaths in preaching the word in different
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 6.
localities ver:y acceptably, and I was more
than pleased to see the prompt attendance of
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.
the saints living there-pare11ts and children,
PUNISHMENT OF THE WICKED.
neatly attired and full of the spirit of true
devotion; nor were the Sabbath school inter- lMMEDIATEL y following the false and
ests neglected. I preached twice to them on deceptive idea that the earth will lay
the Saturday, and Elders Fyrando and Don- desolate, void, dark, and waste during
aldson occupied the Sabbath while I filled the thousand years succeeding the
appointments elsewhere. I understood they first resurrection, is the doctrine that
had rousing meetings and great interest manifested, and on the coming Sabbath (July 25) at the conclusion of the ''little season"
spoken of by John the Revelator
several are t0 be baptized there.
I have preached several times at Missouri (Rev. 20: 3, 7-9), after the hosts of
Valley Junction; audiences small and inter- Gog and Magog are deceived by
est ditto, yet the saints there seem to love Satan, led against the camp of the
the work; but they labor under great diffi- saints and the beloved city, and fire
culties. Elder D. R. Chambers is president
comes down from heaven and devours
of the branch and lives ten miles away (at
Magnolia) and his time is divided with other them,-this is their ultimate destruclocations; so the branch does not have the tion; that from thence onward they
spiritual food it needs.
Bro. David is remain in an eternally unconscious
an earnest worker.
I had the pleas- condition; just as though they never
ure of laboring with him and Priest
had been.
James Emmerson at Sandy Point on
the Missouri bottoms. They insisted upon
But this doctrine is contradicted at
my occupying the desk at every meeting, once by the immediate context, as all
which I did five times, to very attentive audi- who will read can see. John goes
ences. I believe Brn. Crabb, Fyrando, and
Chambers had labored there some. The few right on to state that "the dead, small
saints there seemed very much in earnest. and great, stand before God," to be
One young lady was baptized by Bro. D. R. judged, after the burning referred to;
Chambers. Her baptism had been arranged which implies tlrn resurrection of
for before I went there. She was the fruit of "Gog and Magog," with all the wicked
other men's labors than mine. Meetings
dead from Cain, the firstborn of men
were held in the United Brethren church,
which Bro. C. has secured for future use, I to that time.
There is no Bible evidence that
believe.
On the 10th and 11th I attended a two-days' those nations of Gog and Magog had
meeting at Persia, Elder Joseph Seddon in ever yet died the first, the ''appointed"
charge, Elders Donaldson and F. A. Smith death (Heb. 9: 27), up to this fiery
of Omaha were in attendance and did exceldestruction. The wicked dead are
lent work in breaking the bread of life.
There was good attendance and attention; I not resurrected from the dead by the
also occupied the evening of the 12th with a eternal power of their eternal Creator
good audience and hope that good was done and endowed with intelligence qualifyin all the meetings.
ing to answer at the bar of infinite
After visiting with the saints at Salem justice, to be deceived again by the
branch, Galland's Grove district, I attended
Devil! Such an idea is absurd. If
a two-days' meeting at Six Mile Grove, under
the direction of Elder S. B. Kibler; audiences this absurd dogma be true, when do
small on Saturday, but on the Sabbath Bro. they stand "before the judgment seat
Houghten's beautiful grove was well filled of Christ, that every one may receive
with people. Elders Donaldson, Fyrando, the things done in his body, according
and myself occupied the preaching hours, to that he hath done, whether it be
a-0d a profitable season was spent. Elder
James Crabb and mysulf held services in Six good or bad" (2 Cor. 5: 10)? "For we
Mile Grove from the 18th of May to the 25th must all appear" there!
and had excellent attendance and attention.
The doctrine of the putting the
I believe I can say for the brethren that as- wicked out of conscious existence
sisted on all these occasions, we were blessed
ft th · d
t·
1 th
·
with divine aid, and while the conversions a ·er
e JU gmen lS on Y e opposite
may be few, if any, the gospel was declared extreme to the doctrine of relegating
in power and much assurance. The brethren I them to an imaginary lake of' eternal

Oriqinal 1Irticlss.

fire and brimstone, supposed by some
to exist somewhere, there to remain
in misery eternally.
Both these
extreme views or dogmas are inconsistent with enlightened reason and
the infinite justice of God. He is a
God of infinite truth, justice, mercy,
and love. He is no respecter of persons. He changes not. He loves
sinners. (John 3:16; Rom. 5:6-11.)
He loves them so strongly that he
gave his Son to die that they may live.
The unchangeable God will never
cease to love them. He cannot, without changing; and should he change
in the least in one of his attributes,
his perfection as God, is impaired.
The least change in any person or
thing that is perfect, renders it or
him, less perfect. If sinners turn to
God and serve him faithfully, he
blesses and will save them in glory
and immortality. If neither his love,
goodness, nor mercy lead them to
repentance of sin and to his service,
he has declared that his justice will
render to them "the fruit of their"
doings, "and be filled with their own
devices." God will "reform" them by
his severe chastisement (Lev. 26: 23).
He will chasten them ''as a man
chasteneth his son, so the Lord thy
God chasteneth thee." (Deut. 8: 5).
Please consider in your heart how
you chasten your child, 0 man! God
chasteneth even the heathen, that he
may "correct" them (Ps. 94: 10).
It may be that some of the wicked,
-after their judgment, and during
their punishment,-may, like some of
the Jews anciently, be relentless and
refuse the correction of the loving
Father:0 Lord, are not thine eyes upon the truth?
thou bast stricken them, but they have not
grieved; thou bast consumed them, but they
have refused to receive correction: they have
made their faces harder than a rock: they
have refused to return.~Jer. 5: 3.

But notwithstanding the incorrigible
relentlessness of some, and their refusal to "return," the object had in
view in their being punished remains,
and is plainly manifest in the text
quoted. But, says the "Great Controversy," page 475:During the thom::and years between the
first and second resurrections, the judgment
of the wicked takes place. The righteous
reign as kings and priests unto God; and in
union with Christ they judge the wicked,
comparing their acts with the statute book,
the Bible, and deciding every case according
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to the deeds done in the body. Then the
portion which the wicked must suffer is
meted out, according to their works; and it
is written against their names in the book of
rl.eatb. Satan also and evil angels are judged
by Christ and his people.

479

himself,-secures the pardon of all he shall separate them one from another, as
who obey the gospel with an honest a shepherd divideth his sheep from the
goats; and he shall set the sheep on his right
heart.
So Christ was once offered to bear the sins
of many; and unto them that look for him
shall he appear the second time without sin
unto salvation.-Heb. 9: 28.

hand, but the goats on the
25: 31-33.

left.-Matt.

And as their works have been. so
As the saints are all in heaven, and
rewards are given, and sentence prothe earth desolate at the time of the
When, then, sinners turn to the nounced:judgment, according to this writer,
Then shall the King say unto them on his
Lord and come into covenant relation,
and the wicked sleeping in unconright hand, Come ye blessed of my Father,
he says:· inherit the kingdom prepared for you from
sciousness; it follows that the saints
For I will be merciful to their unrighteous- the foundation of the world. . . . Then
who are kings and priests reigning, ness, and their sins and their iniquities will I shall be say also unto them on the left band,
either reign over each other, the remember no more.-Heb. 8: 12.
Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting
angels, or nothing. We are not inSins of the righteous "transferred fire, prepared for the Devil and his angels.
formed where the wicked ange]s are, to Satan!" What divine authority is . . . And these shall go away into everlastbut the Devil is the lone star wanderer t,here for this idea? It is not another ing punishment; but the righteous into life
in the dark, desolate, chaotic earth! of those assumptions, for which the eternal.-Matt. 25: 31, 34, 41, 46.
In studying this lesson carefully
And the Savior and innumerable hosts theory under examination is so fa.
of saints, during the thousand years, mous? We are satisfied it is assump- we will not fail to notice the distincare all engaged in assigning "the tion-and without any foundation in tion our Savior here represents
portion which the wicked must suffer;" I fact or truth. But, we must have an between the "my brethren" of Christ,
and after all the requirements of the antitype for the scapegoat! The goat and the "sl;leep" and the goats; and
court are complied with, the ''portion" for the sin offering typifies Christ; the who belong to neither of the classes
of each one is the same. They are · scapegoat, the Devil.
That's the of nations here represented by sheep
and goats. And further: Jesus is
resurrected, the sentence proclaimed; theory? Where's the evidence?
it is, "fire came down from God out of
Paul says, "Christ was once offered now gone ''to prepare a place" for
heaven, and devoured them." Burned to bear the sins of many." The Bible them (John 14: 2, 3). This he said
up, "root and branch."
says of the scapegoat, he "shall bear when here, "in the meridian of time"
Some are destroyed as in a moment while upon him all their iniquities unto a (Heb. 9: 26, I. T.). But of the sheep,
others suffer many days. All are punished land not inhabited!" (Lev. 16: 22). he says, they are to ''inherit the
according to ~heir deeds. The sins of the , •And the Lord hath laid on him kingdom prepared for you from the
righteous have been transferred to Satan,
foundation of the world." Moreover,
the originator of evil, who must bear their [Christ] the iniquities of us all," "and
when the nations represented as
penalty. Thus he is made to suffer not only he [Christ] bare the sins of many"
for his own rebellion, but for all the sins (Isa. 53:6, 12). Jesus could just as sheep are assigned to that kingdom,
which he has caused God's people to commit . . appropriately antitypically represent the ''brethren" of Christ have already
-"Great Controversy," p. 488.
the slain goat and the scapegoat both, been assigned their inheritance, and
Thus all the wicked destroyed, all as he could the officiating priest, and are participating with their Lord in
receive the same penalty, to be uncon· the offering or victim offered by the the judgment work here represcious throughout endless ages to priest. And no Bible believer will sented:come! The saints instead of having say such is not the case; the two
And he that overcometh, and keepeth my
their sins blotted out have them animals of the type being of the same works unto the end, to him will I give power
''transferred" to the Devil! Accord- species, but represent the twofold over the nations; and he shall rule them with
a rod of iron; a; Lhe vessels of a potter shall
ing to this idea Isaiah was mistaken office of Christ. But this deceptive they be broken to shivers; even as I also
when he said of Christ:theory robs our Lord of this "fold' received of my Father.-Rev. 2: 26, 27.

I

All we like sheep have gone astray; we
have turned every one to his own way; and
the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us
all. (Verse 6), and with his stripes we are
healed. (Verse 5 ), For the transgression of
my people was he stricken . . . . Yet it pleased
the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to
grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering
for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong
his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall
prosper in his hand. . . . for he shall bear
their iniquities . . . . and he bare the sins
of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.-Isa. 53: 5-12.

of his great office, of ''bearing the
sins" of the truly repentant, and makes
the Devil to share with our Lord in
man's redemption; and then, lest he
get the glory due his service, destroys
him out of existence! A theory that
so exalts (?) Satan we dislike.
Reader, go back to that judgment
scene set forth in the "Great Controversy" and read it again; then go to
the judgment scene as set forth so
divinely graphic by our Lord, Matthew
chapter 25; where, when he is coronated '•King of kings and Lord of lords,"
and the nations stand before him:-

Doubtless Satan will have much to
answer for at the day of accounts.
We hardly think it either fair or just
to accredit him with giving the finishWhen the Son of Man shall come in his
ing touches to the great atonement glory, and all the holy angels with him, then
work! Christ,-by the atonement on shall he sit on the throne of his glory; and
our behalf, by the ''offering" or gift of before him shall be gathered all nations; and

To him that overcometh will I grant ~o sit
with me in my throne, even as I also overcame
and am set down with my Father in his
throne.-Rev. 3: 21.

The world to come does not consist
of the saints being subjected to the
angels. Paul says:For unto the angels hath he not put in
subjection the world to come, whereof we speak.
-Heb. 2: 5. Do ye not know that the saints
shall judge the world? . . . Know ye not
that we shall judge angels?-1 Cor. 6: 2, 3.

And further, the ground upon which
the nations represented as sheep
(please do not get the idea that these
nations are sheep or saints-followers
of Christ) inherit their kingdom is not
gospel obedience, or gospel service;
for when entertaining Christ's brethI ren they seemed not to be cognizant
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of their saintly identity, any mo~~
than the nations represented by the
.
b ases
goa t s were. B u t th e S av10r
their nght to the mhentance on the
basis of the honorable, upright, humane, practical life,-and the merit
inhering in good works done; while the
salvation realized by saJints involves,
in addition to all these good works, ::lJ
life-service to God, a living the life of
Christ, consecrated and holy. Still
further: the nations that stand before
the judgment here represented are not
to be resurrected at the second advent,
as the saints are; but they evidently
compose the subjects of the second
resurrection, as presented to John in
the vision (in Revelation 20: 11-15),
where after the great white throne
appears, after the thousand years and
the little season have expired, ''the
dead, small and great, stand before
God; and the books were opened, and
another book was opened, which is
the book of life." The book of life
necessary at the final day! Yes, books,
and the book of life, and the yet unsaved are judged. And after the
judgment what?
.

.

,

•

.

And whosoever was not found written in
the book of life was cast into the lake of
fire.

The scene, as presented by our
Savior and .John, close alike in both
cases.
But let us notice the principle upon
which the judgment is conducted by
the infinitely loving Father, and the
Son who died that all might live. Do
not forget t.hat we have already discovered that God's punishment is dedesigned of him to vindicate the
righteousness of
his
sovereign
authority and infinite justice, and to
reform and correct the disobedient.
Nor do we forget on our part, that at
the end of the world,-- this world, the
second coming of Christ,-the incorrigibly wiclced and impenitent, will be
be burned, as to the natural body.
This corporeally dying will be the
manner of their meeting the death
once appointed.
So we read:And it shall come to pass in that day, that
the Lord shall punish the hosts of the high
ones that are on high, and the kings of the
earth upon t,he earth. And they shall be
gathered together, as prisoners are gather~d
inf_tthe pit, aand sbahlllblehshutb, up ~n. prd·isonT, hv.nd
a er many ays s a t ey e vrn1te .
en
the moon shall be confounded, and the sun
ashamed, whe'fl. the Lord of lwsts shall reign

l1 in mount Z1on

and in Jerusalem, and before
his ancient.s gloriously.-I~a. 24: 21-23.
For, behold, the day cometh, that shall
1
1
I' burn as au oven; and all the proud, yea, and
all that do wickedly, shall be as stubble: and
the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith
the Lord of hosts, that it shall leave them
neither root nor branch. But unto you that
foar my name sball the Sun of righteousness
a.rise with healing in his wlngs; and ye shall
go forth, and grow up as calves of the stall.
And ye shall tread down the wicked; for
tht:y shall be a~hes under the soles of your
feet in the day that I shall do this, saith the
Lord of hosts.-· Mal. 4: 1, 2, 3.
And to you who are troubled rest with us,
when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from
heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming
fire taking vengeance on them that know not
God, and t,hat obey not the gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ: who shall be punished
with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory of bis
power; when he shall come to be glorified in
his saints, and to be admired in all them that
believe (because our testimony was believed
among you) in that day.-2 Thess. 1: 7-10.

Notwithstanding the wicked be thus
punished with everlasting destruction;
notwithstanding they be burned "root
and bra,nch," when Jesus comes "to
be glorified in his saints;" yet shall
they all be brought to life-be resurrected.
For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ
shall all be made alive. But every man in
his own order: Christ the first, fruits; afterward. they that are Christ's at his coming.-1
Cor. 15:22, 23.
But the rest of the dead lived not again
until the thousand years were finished.Rev. 20:5.
Therefore, as by the offense of one jndgment came upon all men to condemnation;
evon so by the righteousness of one the free
gift came upon all men unto justification of
life.-Rom. 5: 18.
Because he hath appointed a day, in the
which he will judge the world in righteousness by that man whom he hath ordained:
whereof be hath given assurance unto all
men, in th;i,t he hath raised him from the
dead .~Acts 17: 31.

These t;estimonies of holy writ
bring us directly to the judgment day.
All who shared not in the first resurrection stand before God, and the
books are opened; also the book of
life, and the resurrected hos s ar~ io
enter into examination on the life's
work; their deeds, their works are to
be weighed in the scales of infinite
justice, wisdom, mercy, and love.
\Vhat of their varied opportunities
for light and knowledge during their
natural lives? Were they blessed with
gospel opportunities prior to this
h
.
i great day? or, were t ey residents ?f
I heathen lands and partakers of theu:

I

clouds and gloom? Had they the
light of a Lot or a Solomon? Have
they been told by some nineteenth
century divine or theologian, that because they were heathens their fathers
and forefathers were eternally lost,
because the gospel was never sent to
them, and that now they would be
lost, too, unless they accepted the
creed sent them? or, will "as many as
have sinned without law" also "perish
without law"?
Will those who have lived in ages
and climes where and when the gospel
was never heard by them, be saved or
damned on the plea of ignorance? Is
there any other way into the everlasting kingdom of God except to be born
into it through or by the gospel-the
principles of regeneration? (See.John
3: 5.) Will they be eternally lost because they had no opportunity to hear
and be saved?
Will their circumstances, surroundings. and opportunities have no consideration by the great Judge of all
at the last day? If not, where is. infinite justice, mercy, and truth? Ah!
the Judge of all the earth will do
right. (Gen. 18: 25.)
Righteousness shall be the girdle of his
loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his veins.
-Isa. 11:5.
Great in counsel, and mighty in work: for
thine eyes are upon all the ways of the sons
of men, to give every one according to his
ways, and according to the fruit of his doings.
-Jer. 32: 19.

His ''eyes are upon all the ways of
the sons of men;" and to all shall be
given according to the fruit of his
doings.
'l'his is the condemnation, that light is
come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were
evil.-John 3: 19.

Without the light of the truth, then,
there is no condemnation.
Where
there is "no law" there is no sin, or
transgression. (Rom. 3: 13; 7: 7-9; 1
John 3: 4.) And it is equally true,
that unless mankind have the opportunity to avail themselves of gospel
benefits, there is no celestial glory for
them; for by it they may be regenerated, which is being born again into
the kingdom of glory. Life and immortality is brought to light through
the gospel. All the race will be
brouo-ht from physical death to life
, agah~, by the atonement of Christ;
·i
·
but not n~cessari.y to ce1est1al glory.
, And havmg been redeemed from
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ph_ssical, natural death, there is no
Such is Paul's statement when
ev1de.nce that they will ever die speaking of the punishment of those
physically any more.
who deny the truth after having come
It is a_rpoint:a unto man once to die, but to the knowledge of it. But such a
If

] have repented long ago in sackcloth and
ashes. But I say unto you, It shall be more
tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in the day of}udgme1:t, th.an for you. And t,hou, Capernaum,
which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be
brought a.own to hell: for if the mighty
works, which have been done in thee had
b een aone rn
· sodom, it would have remained
'
·1 ·
unt1 this day. But I say unto you, That it
shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom
in the day of judgment, than for thee.-Matt.
H: 20-24.

h'

after this the Judgment -Heb 9·27

Man does not p~y th~ ~e~alty in t mg as one p~nis~ment being "sorer"
that
t .
than another, implies degrees of puncase w1ce.
· h ment. B ut this cannot be true if
is
Behold, the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the sin of the world.-John 1:29.
the theory of annihilation be correct·
fo · th t
ll
.
d,
If the cause of physical death be
r rn · a case a .are apportione
removed, why, therefore, will not the equally-all share alike; whereas, we
effect cease? If through him all men are told that certain classes are to have
are justified to live--from physical "their part" in the lake (Rev. 21: 8).
death (Rom. 5:18), would it not be Now notice what our Savior says on
unjust for them to physically die this subject:again?
And that servant, which knew his Lord's

Take this passage of scripture to
the day of judgment, where and when
the Savior applies it, and endeavor to
harmonize it with the doctrine of the
ultimate annihilation of the wicked,
For he must reign, till he hath put all will, and prepared not himself, neither d.id and the falsity and unreasonableness
enemies under his feet. The last enemy that according to his wi.11, shall be. beaten with of meting out to all eternal physical
shall be destroyed is death.-1 Cor. 15: 25, 26.

many stripes.

But he that knew not, and

Death was hot destroyed in Christ's did commit things worthy of stripes, shall be death will be apparent.
beaten with few stripes. For unto whomsoThe following is clear on the subpersonal case till its grasp was loosed ever much is given, of him shall be much ject.
from him, and held him no more. He required, and to whom men have committed
The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment
was not a victor over death till he much, of him they will ask the more.--Luke with this generation, and shall condemn it:
broke its bands, thus "triumphing,'' 12 : 47 • 48 ·
because they repented at the preaching of
over it (Col. 2: 15). Only by deliverThis text teaches plainly, that the Jonas; and behold, a greater than Jonas is
ing death's captives from its grasp judgment of God will involve the here. The queen of the south shall rise up in
.Il · 1
f
'
t
't'
thejiidgment with this o-eneration, and shall
can h e gain the victory over it (E~h. Prl. cip e o men s oppor um ies to re- condemn it: for she came
"' from the uttermost
4: 8), by taking its capti'ves capti've. ceive or reject light; their treatment parts o f the earth to hear the wisdom of
"The· earth also shall disclose her of those opportunities. And it in- Solomon; and behold, a greatu than Soloblood, and shall no more cover her volves the doctrine of degrees in mon is here.-Matt. 12: 41, 42.
slain;" "when the Lord cometh out of punishment. Let us not forget, in
After having condemned the Jews,
his place to punish the inhabitants of this connection, that Christ is "God to whom Jesus and the gospel were
the earth for their iniquity." (Isa. manifest"-revealed "in the flesh;" and sent, will God then condemn the
26: 21.) Man will not be corporeally he said, "he that hath seen me hath Ninevites and the queen of the south, ·
slain again, after being resurrected, seen the Father" (John 14: 9); and to the same fate as the Jews who reaccording to this statement.
that through the Son, therefore, is jected the glorious gospel of God?
But will they not share in the sec- the Father's will and way of doing No earthly judge would be so wicked
ond death?
brought within man's comprehension. as that! Why represent the infinitely
All whose names are not found Hence it is we can see that in the just God as more wicked and unjust
''written in the book of life" will (Rev. judgment of the world, man's oppor- than his creature man, just for the
20: 15). Death and hell, too, are cast tunities for light and his free disposi- sake of a false and deceptive theory?
into the lake of fire and brimstone. tion to accept or reject is one of the Such presentation of the character of
But according to the theory before us, chief considerations in determining our loving Father only increases scepthe "lake" is physical death; and since what the rewards and degrees of ticism among reasonable men. It so
"death" is to be cast into the lake, punishment shall be. In harmony outrages the ordinary sense of justice,
death is cast into itself, and of itself with this divine principle in the etern~l to say nothing of infinite justice.
consumed! Death and hell cannot be· judgment we read that Jesus said of
We quote from the words of the
cast into a lake of literal fire. How those who rejec'G the full blaze of loving Master again. When speaking
can death and hell be cast into a literal gospel light, as compared with those to his ministry, to whom he commits
lake of literal fire?
who may for good reasons be denied the gospel, the message of light, love,
There is a "sorer punishment" for that privilege, but would have im- and glory:some than physical death can be. proved it,
He that receiveth you receiveth me; and
Some of the wicked are not going to
And whosoever shall not receive you, nor he that receiveth me receiveth him that sent
hear your words, when ye depart out of that

me. =:J He that receiveth a prophet in the
name of a prop h et s h a 11 receive a prophet's
Verily I say unto you, It shall be more toler- reward; and he that recei.veth a righteous
able for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in man in the name of a righteous man shall rethe day of judgment, than for that city.- ceive a righteous man's reward. And whoMatt. 10: 14, 15.
soever shall give to drink unto one of these
Then began he to upbraid the cities where- little ones a cup of cold water only in the
in most of his mighty works were do
name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he
because they repented not: Woe unto th::· shall in nowise lose his reward.-Matt. 10:
Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for
40-42.
the mighty works, which were done in you
We do not understand these scriphad been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would tures to teach that those who do not

b e 1et off so easy as that, in the day house or city, shake off the dust of your feet.

of judgment.
He that despised Moseb' law died withoilt
mercy under two or three witnesses: of how
much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he
be thoug·ht worthy, who hath trodden under
foot the Son of God, and hath counted the
blood. of the covenant, wherewith he was
sanc~ified, an unholy thing, and hath done
despite unto the Spirit of Grace?-Heb.
lO: 28 • 29 ·

I

if

I
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receive the gospel, yet are honorable
men of the earth, will not be unpunished therefore; but they show how,
and on what principle, all will be
"judged; every man according to his
works."
(To be continued.)

GonfBrBnGB ]VlimJ1B8.
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
·Conference at Caldwell branch, July 3; T.
W. Chatburn president, A. J. Myers secretary. Caldwell, Farmington, and Foundry
Hill branches reported. Elders reporting:
T. C. Kelley, J. H. Adair, C. L. Snow, W. H.
Griffin, P. B. Seaton. Priests: D. W. Cook,
R. N. Warren. Teachers: A. S. Snow, W.
J'. Caldwell. Deacon, W. Haines. Bishop's
agent's report:
Due churc;.i last report
$27.98; received since $59.91; expenditures
$83.14; due church $4. 75. C. L. Snow resigned as district president, and a vote of
thanks tendered him.
T. W. Chatburn
elected to fill out the unexpired term. Moved
to disorganize the Eagle Creek branch, lost.
Prayer meeting conducted by D. W. Cook
and W. H. Griffin. The chair appointed a
series of two days' meetings on the following
dates: Foundry Hill, fourth Saturday and
Sunday in July; J. F. Henson and W. H.
Griffin in charge. Brush Creek, third Saturday and Sunday in October; T. W. Chatburn
and D. W. Cook in charge. High Hill, first
Saturday and Sunday in November; W. H.
Griffin and P. B. Seaton in charge. Old
Temple, second Saturday and Sunday in
November; T. W. Chatburn and J. F. Henson
in charge. Eagle Creek, second Saturday
and Sunday in September. Moved that the
ministry be admonished to press forward in
the work, and to do all that can be done by
them. Carried. Preaching by W. H. Griffin,
J. F. Henson, C. L. Snow, T. C. Kelley, T.
W. Chatburn. ·Adjourned to Farmington
branch at New Bethel, Saturday before the
fourth Sunday in November next.

SPRING RIVER.
Conference with Columbus branoh at Sherwin, Kansas, June 11 to 13, President 0. P.
Sutherland in the chair, J. C. Chrestensen
secretary, G. W. Hobart assistant. Branches
reporting: Weir City, 94: loss 6. Webb
City, 197; loss 4. Angola, 82; gain 3. Maysville, 54; gain 9. Pleasant View, 115: gain 3.
Blendsville, 105; gain 6. Columbus, 51; gain
1. Tiff City, 17; loss 1. Elders reporting in
writing: 0. P. Sutherland,C. A. Hart, J.C.
Chrestensen, T. S. Hayton, W. France, J. W.
Thorp, F. C. Keck, W. H. Smart, J. A. Davis,
'T. J. Sheppard, W. E. Westervelt, G. W.
Hobart, R. M. King; verbal reports: Z.
Decker, J. H. Davis, J. M. Richards, E. E.
Bradley, J. S. Waggoner, W. S. Taylor, J.
L. Hart. Priests: W. Bath, G. W. Beebe,
.Jr., W. T. Lees, H. Havey. Teachers: E. E.
Gilbert, L. H. McCall. Deacon, W. Barmore.
'Treasurer, J.C. Chrestensen reported: Due
treasurer last report 61 cents; receipts $22.37;
disbursements $19.11; on hand $3.26. He also

reported tent fund as follows: On hand last ,.
report $28.88; receipts $4; paid on tent $28.10;
on hand $4.78.
Bishop's agent, J. M.
Richards, reported: On hand last report
$2.35; receipts $137.70; expended $132.40; on
hand $5.30. Tent committee reported that
all concerned were entirely satisfied that the
tent should be held as the property of the
Spring River district. Committee appointed
to investigate the E. B. Mullin and Mel Vin
Ross estate case reported. A communication
from S. W. Simmons and T. J. Sheppard,
Maysville, Arkansas, was read, recommending
W. H. Prewit for ordination to the office of
an elder. On motion was referred to missionary in charge of that field, and to act as
the spirit of wisdom may direct in the matter.
A communication from A. C. Hart was read
asking for a rehearing in the case of himself
and G. W. Hart. On motion the chair appointed Elders F. C. Keck, J. M. Richards,
and T. J. Sheppard to act as a judiciary
committee to investigate said matter, who
reported in favor of a rehearing if so be that
said brethren could not settle the matter between themselves. Preaching by Elders T.
J. Sheppard, F. C. Keck, J. A. Davis. Adjourned to Webb City, Missouri, September
10.

FREMONT.
Conference convened at Farm Creek, June
12; D. Hougas presiding, T. A. Hougas,
secretary. Branch reports: Plum Creek,
Farm Creek, Elm Creek, Hamburg, Union,
Keystone, Shenandoah. Glenwood not reported. Written reports, Elders: N. L.
Mortimore, W. Schick, W. Leeka, S. Orton,
T. A. Hougas, J. Comstock, J. C. Moore, D.
Hougas, A. Badham, H. Kemp, G. Kemp, w.
Ledingham. Priests: G. Needham, L. C.
Donaldson, F. Becksted, J. Claibourne, R. S.
Hillyer, W. H. Walling, C. Fry, J. Roberts,
A. J. Davidson. Teachers: S. Dyke. Verbal reports by H. Kemp, D. Hougas, H. F.
Durfey, G. Kemp, G. Needham, A. Badham,
C. Fry, ·W. W. Gaylord, M. W. Gaylord, J.
Roberts, G F. Skank. Report of Sunday
school association read and received. Tent
committee report received, committee continued, and empowered to act as discretion
may direct.
Bro. T. W. Williams was
granted the use of old tent until called for.
Missions assigned: C. Fry and S. Orton to
their former mission. G. Needham and A.
Badham to Stennett and Excelsior. H. F.
Durfey and M. W. Gaylord the Wright
settlement. Bro. W. H. Walling was associated with A. J. Davidson and L. D. Frederickson. A collection to be taken to buy a
new minute record for the district. Officers
sustained: D. Hougas, president; Bro. and
and Sr. T. A. Hougas, secretaries; W. Leeka
Bishop's agent; H. Kemp missionary in
charge; and all the elders and priests in
their labors. Bishop's agent's report read
and received. Preaching by H. F. Durfey,
H. Kemp, J. Lentz. Farm Creek Sunday
school held their regular session Sunday
morning. Bro. D. Hougas led five into the
waters of baptism; the confirmation took
place at the afternoon prayer service. Conference throughout was one long to be
remembered, and all felt to rejoice in the

spiritual food and strength rece.ived.
journed to Plum Creek, October 9.

Ad-

8tlndau 8Bhool AssoGiations.
NORTHEAST MISSOURI.
Convention at. Higbee, Missouri, June 18.
Superintendent, Sr. Louise Palfrey, authorized to appoint credential committee: Srs.
Lydia Edmonds, Maud Kelso, Bro. Mussell.
Reports of schools were read, and the officers
and all were adopted. Election of officers for
the year: Louise Palfrey, reelected superintendent; Mary A. Richards, assistant superintendent; Mary J. Richards, secretary;
George A. Tryon, treasurer. A motion prevailed that hereafter the secretary's expenses
to and from convention be defrayed by association. The usual routine of business being
disposed of, the program was taken up;
"Echoes from General Convention," by Bro.
Thorburn, which was appreciated by all
present; blackboard drill by Sr. M. A. Richards; this drill was very instructive and all
were deeply interested; "Come Learn of the
Meek and Lowly,'' by choir; invocation by
Bro. G. Tryon; "Awake My Soul," by choir;
solo, Mrs. L. Price; recitation, vymie Chapman; recitation, "The Sower," Martha
Vincent; trio, W. J. Richards and party;
recitation, Maggie Williams; recitation, by
four little boys; quartet, J. T. Williams
and party; class drill of Primary class, by M.
A. Richards; quartet, J. T. Williams and
party; recitation, Pearl Lilly; recitation,
James Griffith; anthem, Higbee choir; recitation, Flossie Hurtler; recitation, Joe Jones;
select reading, Maud Kelso; recitation, "Smiting the Rock," Joan Sharp; double quartet,
W. J. Richards and party; recitation, Willie
Price; recitation, "The church walking with
the world," Pearl Davis; recitation, "Thirty
years with a shrew," M. J. Richards; song by
school, "There'll be no Dark Valley when
Jesus comes." On Sunday morning met at
saints' chapel for Sunday school. The responsive readings, 112th chapter of Psalms,
were conducted by the assistant superintendent. The school as usual was divided into
six classes. After class work, the superintendent reviewed the Senior and Intermediate classes, and the assistant superintendent
reviewed the Primary classes. The collection for the morning amounted to $2.05.
Adjourned till October 8, 1897, at Bevier,
Missouri.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Central Nebraska district Sunday school
convention is to be held at Meadow Grove,
Nebraska, Friday, August 6. The following
program is to be rendered: Afternoon session,
2: 30 p. m., opening song; prayer by Levi
Galliet; address of welcome by Robert Oehring; song; report of officials; district superintendent,assistant superintendent, treasurer,
secretary; reports of schools; election of
librarian; question box. · Evening session at
eight p. m.
Regular convention work.
Instruction by district superintendent.
HATTrn CROSSER, Dist. Sec.
INMAN;

Nebraska.
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MisBBllanBotls IlBpartnrnnt

The question has been asked, Why is it
that the Decatur district, being one of the
largest in the church, numerically, contribCOLLEGE SUBSCRIPTION FROM SOCIETY
utes much less financially than some of the
ISLANDS.
smaller ones? This appears to be the case as
Reported by Bro. Joseph F. Burton.
shown by the Bishop's published report under
NA TAPU I ARU'l'UA, E TONA UTUAFARE.
heading of "Decatur District" found in Herald
Tapu,
$ 60 Tare,
$ 50
Tare,
20 Parapu,
50 of May 26, 1897; but which does not contain
Tiho,
50 Tetaku,
20 all, as may readily be seen by this explanaPiritiana,
20 Ta vi ate haku,
30 tion.
Taata,
50 Temamae,
20
The published report, page 328, shows that
Teara va,
10 Makino,
20
Taaroa,
40 Hirere,
20 of the total amount $1,861.64, received by
Paa ta,
50 Tare vahine,
20 the agent of Decatur district, $987.30 came
Fana,
20 Poi mata,
50
from the Bishop, deducting which, leaves as
Tena,
30 Kai kava,
10
Terouru.
20 Tarere,
50 paid by members $874.34; which would be a
Piritake,
10 Tarerea,
20 small showing indeed for so large a district.
Rahe a,
30 Tehina,
10 But on pages 324 and 325 of said report, in
Aria,
20 Tu ea,
10
receipts of Bishop, members of Decatur disMahinui e,
20 Mahinui a,
20
Tohau,
20 Teatarau,
20 trict, who paid the Bishop direct instead of
Taupiri,
10 Parua,
20 his agent, contributed the following amounts:
Putahi,
20 Rura,
20 Cash $2,506. 78; real estate $1,100.00; bills reTavi,
20
The district receives no
$9 80 ceivable $3,606.78.
credit
in
the
published
report for this total.
Ivane Hatini, or John
Moe,
$ 20
Hawkins,
$1 00 Teri a,
20 Adding to this amount, the other item,
Rui,
20 Mataroro,
20 $874.34, reported as paid by members of disUiarei,
20 Tauepa,
20 trict, makes $4,481.12, as the amount actually
Titira,
20 Mere,
20
paid in by the Decatur district, for which
Mntahnira,
20 Tehina,
10
This is a very
Tepuku,
10 Pehu,
10 due credit should be given.
Roo,
10 Raitai,
10 fair showing, and more as it should be, being
$3 3J nearly two thousand dollars more than any
other district, as shown by the published reTUBUOI SAINTS.
Tapuni,
$ 10 Tuheku,
$ 10 port. Of course the same condition may exTetuaitevai,
20 Uraheiata,
10 ist to some extent in other districts, but the
Tuahiva,
10 Tearvarii,
10 great difference in this instance arises from
Teriiarotaha,
10 Araiatetuarani,
10
the Bishop and his agent both living in the
TiHihau,
10 Parua,
10
Tapututahuhu,
10 Araioiti,
10 Decatur district and in the largest branch of
Tehinaotehevatua,
10 Temanaha,
10 the same.
Taau,
10 Peretei,
10
From a consideration of the foregoing facts
Tehinaiteupoo,
20 Tahoimatau,
10
Tehinariitaimate,
20 Araieteputamanu,
10 it would seem better that moneys paid in by
Teurai terouru,
20 Hinaotaroatipapu,
10 members of the Decatur district should, so
'l'eahuarii,
10 Tetuapairani,
10 far as practicable, be paid to the agent, as it
Moetarauri,
10 Arieka,
10
is quite impossible to give the district direct
Paiateuira,
10 Tehinaonatnpuarii,
10
Nariihina,
10 Oputiara,
10 credit unless this is done.
Taputupuniava,
10 Mauritera,
10
It is not that in our giving we should or
Tanihara,
10 Tepalrn,
20
would be seen of men; but that all and each
$3 90 may receive due credit, and no undue reflecNO ']'E UTUAFAU .o TEHOPEA.
tion be cast upon any.
Tuteirihia,
$ 50 Teura,
$ 20
Our district should do much more than it
Maevatua,
20 Tehopea,
20
Oue,
20 Mahue,
20 has done in the past, and many more names
Paapau,
20 Tuhiata,
20 -all the names-should appear upon the re20 Teman a,
Tepuna,
10 port for next year. The field is white for
Tetauhiti,
20
20 Taihia,
the harvest, which truly h; great, and the
Teahi,
20
$2 70 laborers are few. Those few make a great
Tipiki and family,
$1 20 sacrifice, not only in leaving home and loved
CHILDREN OF TURATAHI.
ones, but in many cases sacrificing all pros$ 30 Tehei,
Pureata,
$ 30 pects of obtaining a home and a competency
20 Ella Paia,
Tahuru,
20
for themselves. Let us remember that the
$1 00 law of God exempts them from leaving their
families unless the church sustains their
DECATUR DISTRICT FINANCES.
families. The Master has said (Revelation
The following statement and explanation of 1887), "Let him that laboreth in the minwas authorized by the Decatur district at the istry and him that toileth in the affairs of
June conference held at Allendale, Missouri, the .men of business and of work labor toby resolution as follows:gether with God for the accomplishment of
"Moved that a committee of three be ap- the work intrusted to all."
pointed by chair to whom this matter be reLet the agent, Bro. David Dancer, hear
ferred, with power ta prepare and publish a from every member the present year. You
statement as contemplated in the paper pre- can send to him direct or pay to his solicitor,
sented by Bro. Cochran, said statement to be Bro. Asa S. Cochran, at Herald Office.
approved by Bishop and his agent."
Respectfully submitted,
The saints in general, and those of Decatur
J, A. GUNSOLLEY.
district in particular, are asked to notice
Com.
c. E. BLAIR.
D. A. ANDERSON.
carefully the following facts:-·

1

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference will convene with Blue Rapids
branch, August 14. As full a representation
as possible is hoped for. Come prepared for
a good time. I would advise holding branch
business meetings one week earlier than
common, so as to get reports in time. Send
reports by mail to Elder Henry Hart,
Broughton, Kansas, by the 8th. We want a
written report from those holding the priesthood, whether active or not. To scattered
members I wish to say, if you still remain in
the faith, manifest it by coming out, so we
may know where you are, and what chances
there are for preaching in your vicinity.
This should be a day of activity by everyone
that is "on the Lord's side." Those who are
striving to block the gospel train better get
in line while your ticket is good. Now let
everyone learn their duty and put their
shoulder to the wheel and help move God's
chariot along.
Yours for righteousness'
sake.
HENRY HART, Dist. Pres.

NOTICES.
To the Second Quorum of Elders:-I am going
to compile a new quorum list this month. If
any have changed their address since writing
me, inform me at once. Also I would like
to know the address of the following named
elders: Franklin Rudd, Charles Baly, and
L. T. Hansen.
ARTHUR ALLEN, Secretary.
No. 2210 Wabash Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri,

TENT NOTICE.
All desiring to rent tents for the annual
reunion to be held at Woodbine, Iowa, September 3 'to 13, please note the following.
Tents can be had for the session as follows.
10xl2 wall tent
$2 00
12x14 "
"
2 50
14x16
3 00
"
14x21 compartment
5 00
Money must accompany the order, and all
orders received not later than August 20, that
none may be disappointed. Any further fnformation can be had by inclosing stamp and
addressing S. B. Kibler. Address all pertaining to tents to
S. B. KIBLER.
WoonnrNE. Iowa.

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
As per resolution of the Southern Indiana
district conference, two days' meetings will
be held as follows: Byrnville, July 31, August 1. Rego, August 7, 8. Mt. Eden,
August 14, 15. Leavenworth, August 21, 22.
Time for other points in the district will be
made known by the incoming president, to
be selected at the conference September 4.
Elders W. H. Kelley, G. Jenkins, J. G. Scott,
D. Scott, M. R. Scott, Sen., M. R. Scott, Jr.,
W. C. Marshall (if sickness don't hinder),
will endeavor to conduct the services as
conveniences will admit. We hope the saints
will endeavor to make these meetings a
success. Trusting that God's Spirit will be
with us abundantly, that each may feel
encouraged in this great work.
All services begin Friday night.
w. c. MARSHALL, Dist. Pres.
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A two-days' meeting will be held in the
saints' chapel, Deloit, Iowa, Aug·ust 14 and
15, 1997, in charge of Elders J. M. Baker awl
R. Wight.
c. E. BUTTERWORTH, Dist. Pres.

REUNION NOTICES.
The reunion of Northern and Central districts of California will be held at Bushrod
Park, Oakland, September 3, to last ten
days. Take the Consolidated ar;d Grove
Street line street cars to the grounds. Tell
the conductors where you wish to go and
they will direct you. Any desiring special
information, please address J. M. Cockerton;
No. 153 Nineteenth Street, Oakland, California.
Special railroad rates will be se·cured, and all should use the certificates, so
as to return for one third fare. Fifty railroad
certificates must be used or no rebate ·will
be allowed. The certificates will be sent to
all who wish them by addressing C. A. Parkin, No. 3010 Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, California. Present your certificate to
be signed (after signing it yourself where it
says "Attendant") where and when. you buy
your ticket.
c. A. PARKIN.
The reunion of.; the Southeastern district
will be held in a beaut,iful grove at Arrington
Station, Wayne County, on the Air Line
railroad, beginning Friday, October 1, continuing until the 10th, with the conference
and Sunday school convention included; time
for each will be specified in the near future.
Pasturage and good water in abundance.
Let each begin making arrangements for
tents and prepare to be there.
J. F. THOMAS, }
M. POWELL,
Committee.
J. R. GAUGER,
P. S.-The date set for the reunion by the
conference at Brush Creek, of said district,
was changed by the reunion committees.owing
to a letter from Elder I. N. White, missionary in charge, stating he could not attend on
date fixed. Saints and friends being desirnus
of his presence thought best to change date
within his reach.
Hope it will be satisfactory to all.
SECRETARY.
Having been appointed a committee on
tents, board, and lodging for and in behalf of
Southwest Missouri reunion at Nevada, Missouri, from· August 27 to September 5, I shall
request all concerned to write me as soon as
possible, making their wants known. Those
wanting tents or rooms will please give size.
Those wanting board, or board and lodging,
should report in proper time, so as to prevent
disappointment to myself and others. Prices
on tents, cots, rooms, board, and lodging will
be given later on. Send stamp for an answer.
J.C. CHRES'l'ENSEN.
JASPER CITY,

Missouri.

A reunion of the saints of Oklahoma will
be held Septemper 3 to 13, in Canadian
County, in Mr. Boyd's grove, ten miles east
and two south of Okarche; one west and two
north of Mathewson P. 0.; also about thirty:live miles northwest of Oklahoma City, and
twenty miles west of Edmond. Inasmuch as the

saints are scattered, and have been deprived_
of the privilege of a,ssociation in church work,
we hope they will avail themselves of this
oppol'tunity of becoming acquainted, and
uniting to spread the work in this now field.
Let us asoemble with the Spirit, and earnestly
invoke tho divine favor, that when we separate and go to our respective homes in the
various parts of the mission, we may be
stimulated to labor more diligently for the
establishment, of Zion.
The Sunday school work will receive
special attention, and we invite all to come

76 years, 8 months, and 21 days. She was
bnptized at Ellenwood, Kansas, October 13,
1894, by Elder J.M. Brown; she was married
in Miller County, Missouri, in the year 1840.
Her husband died in 1870, and she has lived a
widow twenty-seven years. She was the
mother of two sons and six daughters, one son
and tht•ee daughters surviving her. Shortly
before she passed away she took her daughter
by the hand and said, "See, there is the
river, and I am almost ready to cross!"
THORNTON.-Sr. Susan Thornton was born
in Waterloo, Ontario, April 21, 1814; was
married to John Thornton Jnne 22, 1834; was
prepared to toke hold ancl work.
For further information write W. S. baptized March 4, 1841, by Elder Zenos H.
Gurley, at LaHarp, Illinois; died June 9,
Macrae, Nicely, Oklahoma.
1897. Funeral· sermon by Elder Joseph S.
W. S. MACRAE, }
R. NL MALONEY, Com.
Snively, assisted by W. T. Lambert. She
E. A. PRATT,
made her home with Sr. Ruth A. Turner for
NICELY, Oklahoma Territory.
the last twenty years. She was a great sufTo the Saints of Oklahoma:-A universal ferer for the last ten years, but bore it with
desire seems to exist that a camp meeting be Christian fortitude. She was a faithful
held in the Territory this fall, and this line saint, and has gone to reap the reward of the
is to inform you that arrangements are being righteous.
made to have a meeting of this kind at some
GLASSFORD.-Clara Alice, wife of John
convenient point, probably early in Septem- Glassford, died at Montrose, Iowa, June 29,
ber. Make your calculations so as to be 1897. Sr. Glassford was born at Croton,
present, and lot us have a good time. Full Iowa, April 14, 1854; was baptized September
particulars later.
In bonds,
22, 1885, by ElderJ. S. Roth. Father,mother,
C. R. DUNCAN.
husband, daughter, two sons, and friends are
Missionary in charge.
left to mourn. Funeral took place from
residence, conducted by Daniel Tripp.
WALWORTH.-Bro. Jesse Walworth was
MARRIED.
born
at Radcliff, Lancashire, England, FebMCCORD-ROBERTS.-At the home of Bro.
Ichabod McCord, father of the groom, Defi- ruary 19, 1857; died in Pennsylvania, June 9,
ance, Shelby County, Iowa, Sunday, July 18, 1897. The Rev. Mr. Upton preached the
1897, in the presence of the family of the funeral sermon in the Presbyterian church.
groom and a few friends, members of the Deceased belonged to the Knights of Pythias,
church, President Joseph Smith officia.ting, who turned out in a body to pay respects to
Bro. Arch Elery McCord, of Defiance, and the mortal remaino of their brother. He
Sr. Harriet May Roberts. d.,.ughter of Elder leaves a wife, seven children, brothers, sisI. N. Roberts, of Lamoni, Iowa, were joined ters, and mother to mourn.
REYNOLDS.-Near Coldwater, Michigan,
in wedlock, in accordance with the rules of
July 1, 1897, Sr. Mary Jane (Corless) Reynolds,
the church and the law of the State.
wife of Elder W. Reynolds. Born March 8,
DIED.
HARMON.-Alva E. Harmon, born August 1835, at Mallihide, Canada West; baptized
31, 1865; died June 5, 1897, aged 31 years, 9 June, 1866. No one of God's creation was
months, 5 days. He leaves a companion and ever known to have been turned from her
daughter to mourn. Funeral at South Scott door. The poor orphans can tell the story of
church to a large and attentive audience. He her life in deeds of humanitarianism and
was interested in the ;gospel, having heard devotion to God. She leaves two sons, four
I. M. Smith, Leonard Scott, and others, and brothers, and two sisters, and an aged comwas a believer in the lattor-day work. Fu- panion to mourn. Funeral remarks by Elder
neral by Elder G. A. Smith, assisted by J. S. W. L. Scott at saints' chapel.
LOHSE.-Little Lettie, daughter of Mr.
Emrick.
MERRILL.-Alexander, son of Bro. and Sr. John and Sr. Hannah Lohse, died June 27,
McEl vaine, aged 3 years. Services in charge 1897. Her parents live at Knox, Indiana.
of Bro. D. E. Powell; sermon by Elder She was only nine years of age. She was a
\1\Tilliam Lewis in the Pleasant Grove church. great worker in the Sunday school, and a
This little child has been remarkably blessed firm believer in the gospel, though she was
through the ordinance prior to its last sick- taken away before she was baptized. Funeral
ness. The angel of death came and would services at the Christian chapel, by Elder
Denham of the Church of Christ.
She
not return without her.
HOWLAND.-At New Bedford, Massachu- 1.eaves father and mother, and brothers and
setts, July 7, 1897, after a brief illness, Sr. sisters.
LUNGER.-At Sumner, Oklahoma TerriCatharine Caroline Howland, aged 39 years
and 7 months. Funeral services at her late tory, June 15, 1897, Bertie, infant son of Mr.
home, July 10, wi'Gh sermon by Elder John and Mrs. J. L. Lunger. Funeral sermon at
Smith and singing by :B~all River sisters. home by Elder W. S. Macrae, of Blendsville,
Missouri.
"She's gone[ Her work on earth is done."
DRESSER.-Sister Samantha P. Dresser was
SMITH.-At Argentine, Kansas, July 12,
born in Mantua, Ohio, September 19, 1820; 1897, Estella, infant daughter of Mr. Hugh
died at Ellenwood, Kansas, June 10, 1897; aged J. and Sr. Minerva Smith.
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Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.110;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents: sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, digtrict and branch preaid en ts,
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post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or laetl;y
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subject to the following discounts: One month's ineel!'
tlon, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; sill:
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cenj,.
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per cen1; upon the regular rates. For reading notices
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per lln.e ; discount as above.
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Absolutely Pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

co., ·NEW

YORK.

EXCURSION TO CHAUTAUQUA LAKE
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
<:>f divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a mEmber, the Church of
·Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, ana practice, with the
Church of Christ i;,s it was left perfected hv
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Beorgmii.zed Church of J€sus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and acc:iepted with himi'
Cloth, 39'6 pages, price ....••••.•... $1 50
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
l!NSPIRED TRANSLA'l'ION BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth .......••.•...............•... $1 00
Sheep or library binding .......•••. I 25
Imitation morocco, giit edg·~s ...... I 75
Morocco, gilt edgu ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible biuuing, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of Americau Btblo Society's lowpriced edition<;: \!Viih mcu·gina~ references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cccnts each. Without
.references, two slzeb, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and 8po ti.swoode's, The SelfPronouncillg ComblnaUon Bible, 'l'he Revised and King JameH' Versions in parallel
eolumns, or any verdon obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

FOR THE G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
to be held at Buffalo, N. Y. August 23d to
28th inclusive, tickets will be sold over the
Nickel Plate Boad at $10 50 for the raund
trip. Good going August 21st, 22d and 23d.
The Nickel Plate Boad is the short line
between Chicago and Buffalo, and is equipped
with the most modernly constructed day
coaches and luxurious sleeping and dining
cars. Colored porters are in charge of the
day coaches, and the facilities for the comfort
of patrons is unsurpassed. Commander-in
Chief Clarkson has selected this line for the
transportation of himself and staff, and respectfully invites his comrades to join him.
Mr. J. Y. Callahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois, will be
pleased to furnish all information in regard to
train service, etc. Depot 12th and Clark
Streets.
No. 20.

L A. W. MEET.

The Saints' Herald.

via the Nickol Pjate Boad, August 2, at very
low rates. Avail yourself of this opportunity
to visit one of the most pictureEque resorts in
western New York. Tickets good on any of
our through express trains leaving Chicago
daily at 10:35 a. m., 3:05 p. m., ang 10:15
p. m. Call on or address J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams Street; H. Thorne,
C. P. & T. A. Dapot 12th and Clark Streets.
No. 22.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, AUGUST
4 TO 7.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets for
this occasion at one fare for the round trip.
Tickets will be available August 2, 3, and 4.
Good to return leaving Philadelphia up to
and including August 9.
For full particulars call on or address J.
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,
Chicago, Illinois. Depot 12th and Clark
Streets.
No. 24.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ONE FARE TO PHILADHPHIA AND

nOhhHGR GlfY BARBRR SHOP,
- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
N ot.hing but first-clu&s wr;rk done in our line. I,adiee'
hsir cleaning at shop or house, exe,ept Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A. BLACK.

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD
will sell excursion tickets to Chautauqua
Lake and return on August 2. Tickets good
on any of our through express trains. Unexcelled dining car service. Day coaches in
charge of colored porters. Try a trip over
this line and be convinced of the superior
service. For full info1 mation call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, Illino,is. Depot 12th
and Clark Streets.
No. 23.

HARDWARE"

RETURN

via the Nickel Plate Road and D. L. and W.
railways, account L. A. W. meet. Tickets
good going August 2, 3, and 4. Good to return leaving Philadelphia up to and including August 9. Excellent dining car service;
smooth road-bed and luxurious sleeping cars.
Call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.
H. Thorne, C. P. & T. A. Depot 12th and
Clark Streets.
No. 24.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
,
• grass land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Reasonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
days only. Apply to FBED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 50

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

l!l'I'OVES, TINWARE, :BARB WIRE, ETO. THE prices on the second volume of
Special attention given to Bnilders' Hardware.
the Church History are the same as
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished
for the first volume, as follows:-

l,.AMONI HARDWARE CO.
COLOR OF CHURCH HISTORY.

Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Clotb, leather backs and corners, ...... 2
Full leather, ........................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

IN binding the first volume of the
Don't forget the different styles of
Church History, red and black cloth
binding
and separate prices of each
were used, also black and light colored
when
ordering.
4-t
leather. Those who have ordered
and shall hereafter order the second
volume should mention the color
IN COMBIN~_TIO~.
.
The SAINTS' HERALD and AUTUMN LEAVES
wanted if they have a preference.
$3.00, if paid in advance.

I .
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TRADE MAllUUll,.
DESIO NS,
CC!>YF!!CHTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention i&
probably patentable. Commm1ications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:;.· securing patenta
m America. We have a "VVasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERllJAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation ct
any scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HA.ND
&OK ON p .ATENTS sent free. Addres&

MUNN & CO,,
361 Broadway, New York,

SUMMER'S HUT COOLED

~)ec~~~se~,:~~~

U11~t. foi;eratirnr, 15 ce111F1 f ir5Uhnur1:1.
ln!-l.trnctin,.~ fnr
use eaRily followed. No d~1 nger from electric shocks, no
watter how careleesly handl-•d. Motor, Bu.ttery, Electric.
Wire, and Chemicals all complete with each order.

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FA RAS A POUND AND A. HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
tf;~U'fACTURE:IJ ON!..)' !9'\'

1B:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
EllKUKJOWA. NEWHAVEN.CD
~~~~CCPVRIGMTED

FELAS'l'IC STARCH has been hefore the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is v ithout doubt
the greatest e.tarch inventinn of the Nineteenth Century. Lust year it.s saleH reached th~ nnprecedented number of
wenty million pncknges. It is pr1:::pared upon scientific prin~iplcs by m~n who have had years of praet1cal l~xperi~
ence in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dr(-H3~ts tn thdr riat11 ml whitenee.s, and
imparts to linen a be~utiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured tilat is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other subsLance injnriou3 to lineo, and can be used eveu fvr a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

f!Ht NO PA~.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae'' to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. 'rhree boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $L50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No 4 !ure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, lllinois.

GRACELAf~D

COLLEGE,

1

A.RE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
f;;.rm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, btable, fruit, and
·nells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly paym<'lnts. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

DO YOU WANT A HOME1

HOMES AT LAMO

$11.00 will cool offi·ce or small room nicely.
$15 50 will ventilate a goud-•tzed room veifecl.ly.
$20.00 will cool large room or F<tore to }Jf'rf. ct on.
8'·lld car-h with orrl.•~r •r stiimo for ci1tulogue to

ltI.ED.HJAL J<a:,F.CTRH.:: CO.,
607 Van<!.e· bia 5~uihU11g, N. Y.
Agents VV"anted.

I have fruit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and ad~
joining counties m Mis·>ouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres, and fr«m
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sell for from $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in lots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acr~.
]'or further particular•, call ou or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two r<quares from the busfness. center. ~t has i:iix roomi;i, a hall, and three clni?.ets,
~nd 18 convenit:rJtly arrangt-d for a family of six or moro;
lS warm as a w1nwr house, and bas good vent lation for
summer. Well and Cit"-tern at the door, and apple.,
cherry, plnrn, and ficach trees on the two lots, which are
the corner of a block. Address.
.
L N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. '

I.

Land for sale, situated one quarter to one•
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in throe, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further inforrn:.tt10n,
Address, D. F. LAMBER'r, Sec.,
or PROF. T. J. FITZPATRICK,
LAMONI,

low A

PURE CAI.Il!'ORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The pure•t in An:H•rlca.

Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
pre•"lng, pints, 65 cent• per bottle.
!'&drnd 11nn i!0ln•1.cred at t•xprn•• o!llre on receipt of pnce.
\lit, JI, MYERS, Dwu1st. Lilomoni. !Dwa.

~<;>tr.Je; aecnnd
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(Baptist, New York) detailing the) vention.
The Biblical Recorder, of
same action, says:i North Carolina, detailing th~ process
"This is cool enough
to make an II by which the vote was carried, sums
~
h t
iceberg shiver.
Well, we presume I up as follows: •It appears to us t. a
the trustees will consider the recom- 1I this was a piece of political work;
D
mendation in the light of the action of and if it \Vas, it is a disgrace.
r.
the more representative body which Whitsitt has done all that a man
can
l
met at Wilmington not long ago and do; he has sought to effect an 1onoraqu 1·etly 1·gnore it. We admire pluck ble peace. In the name of God, we
and endurance in a fight for principle, should have it., rrhe Alabama .B~peven to the transmission of it from tist can see no good reason for rev1vmg
'bleeding .sire to son'; but the warfare a controversy which was supposed to
1
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THE WHITSITT TROUBLE AGAIN.

THE controversy which raged all last
year in the Southern Baptist Church
concerning certain statements made in
an encyclopedic article by Rev. Dr.
w. H. Whitsitt, president of the Baptist Theological Seminary at Louisville, Kentucky, as to the historical
basis of the rite of baptism by immersion (see Literary Digest, May 23 and
July 25, 1896), was finally settled, so
it was generally supposed, at the
Southern Baptist convention at Wilmington last May, when Dr. Whitsitt
retracted some things which he had
written, and an amicable understanding was apparently arrived at all
around. But the matter has not been
allowed to rest. At a meeting held in
June the Kentucky General Association, a Baptist body, determined by
vote of 106 to 67 not to let the agitation against Dr. Whitsitt drop. The
resolutions adopted urge the trustees of
the Louisville Seminary to insistupon
"the retirement of Dr. W. H. Whitsitt
from the institution and from the
chair of Church. History."
Giving a resume of the action of the
association relative to Dr . .Whitsitt,
The Independent says: ''If, under the
economy of grace, stupidity counted
as a sin, the Kentucky Association
would be as scarlet." The Examiner

gain if he were proved mistaken? It
would still be our duty to follow
Christ in baptism-that is, to be
tists-if from the death of John the
oouu..,u.1.0 to this
hour not one
believer had been immersed on confession of his faith. Our churches do
not rest on tradition or superstition,
but on the teachings of our Lord and
the inspired apostles, as revealed to
us in the Holy Scriptures. No matter
what the Fathers did, we must obey
Christ-and that covers the whole
case."
The Journal ancl Messenger (Baptist,
Cincinnati) thus refe~·s to the present
situation:"It is evident enough that there is
another side to be heard before Dr.
Whitsitt is retired from the seminary,
and that it may turn out that a good
many brethren in Kentucky will find
themselves in the minority yet, and
that, after all Dr. Whitsitt is in about
as thorough •touch with the denomination' as they themselves are. We are
not convinced that landmarkism and
'church-succession ism' are essential to
a Baptist, and must be held by one
who would be 'in touch with the denomination.' There are strong men
in Kentucky on the side of Dr. Whitsitt, and it is by no means certain t h at
the opposition to him can carry its
points in the Southern Baptist con-

"The real contest in Kentucky, and
wherever the Whitsitt controversy is
now
will not be between those
who agree with Dr. Whitsitt or differ
from him as to certain historical facts;
it will be between the ritualistic party
in the Southern churches, and those
who stand for the liberty and spirituality of the Gospel. It is the relation
of his views to a certain theory of
'churchlv extension' which sets his
dpponents going.
In suffering the
contest to be transferred to this
ground Dr. Whitsitt's opponents have
taken up a position which is radically
indefensible and contrary to the spirit
and genius of the Baptist churches.
We regret that our Southern brethren
are obliged to go through this conflict,
but there is no manner of doubt that
Dr. Whitsitt's opponents are seeking
to incorporate into our Southern
churches a test of fellowship and of
orthodoxy to which the Scriptures
give no warrant. There are occasions
when we cannot, for the sake of peace,
suffer our brethren to bind upon our
necks a yoke whbh the gospel repudiates."-Literary Digest.

RUSSIAN HOPES OF THE CONQUEST
OF INDIA.

IT is pretty generally admitted by
persons acquainted with India that
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·Great Britain will hold this richest I hold out against the hardy Cossacks animus of the measure or its probable bear-Of the earth's countries as long as in a long and weary campaign. The ings on individual and general interests. Mr.
1·

Conant writes with moderation and candor;

she ~lease_s if the task of dr~ving her I ~ussian peasa~t ~a~ ~e an easy-go- his article is calculated to enlighten the pubout lS to be left to the natives.
A , mg, peace-lovmg md1v1dual, but edu- lie on a topic that i'Equires first of all imvery different view is taken when the ! cated Russians are extraordinarily partiality in treatment.
possibility of interference on the part I patriotic and ambitious, and the sucof Russia is suggested. We find in I cesses which have attended their arms
THE CHURCH UNION FOR AUGUST.
The Buddhist, Colombo, an article by and diplomacy during the past twenty
The Church Union has arranged for a
Mr. O'Dwyer, Director of Land Rec- years have inspired them with the I seri_es of articles running through the comords and Agriculture in the Punjaub, belief that it is the destiny of the Slav ing months on present day themes and by
in which he expresses the opinion to expand in every possible direction. thTouhghtNful andh~ari;,etst metnh, as fdollwows:k
. .
.
.
e
egro 1s :'.:i .reng
an
ea ness,
sooner or later, Great Bntam They believe that they see decrepitude Mr. Booker T. Washington; President of the
must defend India against the hosts of stealing over the British Empire, Tuskegee Normal and Industrial School, in
the Great White Czar. Mr. O'Dwyer I while their own is expanding with all: August.
has visited the Russians in Central I the vigorous buoyancy of youth, and
Religion in. the Public Schools, Rev. J. H.
and is fully acquainted with they proudly say 'the tw.entieth cen- EcRob •.D: D., rn _sep·tt~mberh". R
N
.
.
.
.
, ,,
.
.
e 1ig10n and ci mens Ip,
ev.
ewman
their views. We take the followmg tury is for us. --Literary Digest.
Smyth, D. D., in October.
from his account:The Intermediate State, Rev. Charles A.
"Three questions m:i,y be put with reBriggs, D. D., in November.
gard to this matter: 1. Do educated
Mr. Charles A. Conant, of the New York
Religion in Buslness, Rev. Washington
Russians, civil and military, regard Journal of Commerce, contributes to the Gladden, D. D., in December.
1

the conquest of India feasible? 2. Do
they regard it _as expedient and desirable? 3. Are they anxious to bring
it about at an early date? Practically
all three questions must be answered
in the affirmative. The Russians see
that China, Persia, and the Asiatic
provinces of Turkey are at their
mercy, that the way is open to them
into Afghanistan, that the Afghans
are greedy for the spoil of India and
will make common cause with them,
and that the way is open to Russia
when she becomes perfectly mistress
of Afghanistan. The conquest of In,dia is regarded by the Russians as
their mission or destiny, and as anything but a formidable task.
They
believe that the native populations
are sick of British rule, which, for
selfish ends, is keeping them in
dark ignorance and has, by squeezing
out of them all it can, reduced them to
the lowest depths of poverty. The
Russians further cherish the illusion
that the loyalty of the native army to
the British Government is not to be
relied upon, and that, in any case, it
contains no good fighting material and
could never stand up to an European
foe. Finally, the nervous apprehension with which, with some show of
reason, they credit the English in India, leads the Russians to believe that
Englishmen themselves feel their
position to be extremely insecure, so
. that any shock from outside would
shake it to the very center.
The
.British soldier they regard as pam:pered, insubordinate, impatient of
'discipline, and altogether unable to

American Monthly Review of Reviews for August an admirable exposition of the new
tariff law. His article is intended to tell the
business man what he may expect from the
operation of tho new schedules. So much of
the newspaper discussion of the Dingley bill
has been warped by partisanship that the
ordini.ry citizen is at a loss to know the real

The New Theology, Rev. Benjamin W.
Bacon, D. D., of Yale Theological Seminary,
in January.
A Social Experiment, Rev. George Hodges,
D. D., Dean of the Episcopal Theological
Seminary in Cambridge, Mass .. in February.
THE CHURCH UNION COMPANY.
18 Wall Street, N. Y. City.

1..50 .

$1..50.
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RED CED IN PRICE .
Recognizing the closeness of the times and with a desire to place the
church paper within the reach of every member, the Board of Publication
has decided to offer THE SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one year
from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD will be fixed at $USO per year,
payable in advance.
This reduction applies to both old and new subscribers, on the following
conditions:Cash must accompany an orders for new subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who pay up on old subscriptions
and renew one year in advance, will receive the benefit of the reduction in
price from the date named-July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance will receive the benefit of the
reduction in price at the dates of expiration of present subscriptions, and for
· the year following said dates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent, both in the price of the church
paper, and of the revenue derived from it. It is therefore necessary that all
avail themselves of the new departure and greatly enlarge the list of new
subscribers; and also that those indebted pay up aU past due accounts.
Branch book agents and the ministry who can do so, are respectfully asked
to second the efforts of the Board by obtaining new subscribers for the
HERALD and working in the general interests of the Herald Office-the
church publishing plant.
In bonds,
FRANK ORILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa

I
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you .free."-Jobn 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word o.f the Lord: .for thfJl'e sJig,f! not any man amWJg you have save if; be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of :Mormon, page 111.

Lamoni, Iowa, August 4, 1897.
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MORMON MISSIONS.

UNDER this head the editor of the
State Republican, published at Lansing,
the capital city of Michigan, discourses in his issue for Tuesday,
June 15, 1897, as follows:-

religionists has given rise and consequence to public distrust of their
protestations of good faith and fair
dealing, and as a result wherever the
ministry of that body of people go
suspicion at,tends upon their footsteps.
We regret this for the reason that
the impression is made, and we believe sometimes made purposely by
these missionaries, that the elders of
the church in the West and the elders
of the Reorganization are but integral
parts of one faith, and our elders sufI fer a portion of this distrust_ as ~ consequence. We, therefore wish it was
practicable for the representatives
from the Utah Church to convince the
public as a rule that they have really
I .
'
'
,,
discarded the dogma O.t plural marriage, and are honestly trying to live
as God has commanded, "he that
keepeth the laws of God hath no need
I to break the laws of the land."

No. 31.
1

/

There will be very general surprise at the
information contained in a special letter to
the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune from
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, regarding the
work of Mormon missionaries in that part of
Pennsylvania, and incidentally of their work
in other parts of the United States and in
foreign countries. The congressional prohibition of polygamy has not, in the least,
abated the zeal of the Church of Latter Day
Saints, thoi..gh now their evangelists are not
publicly teaching polygamy, but keeping
close to the other peculiar tenets of tl:>e faith
~
·· ,
of Joseph Smith.
WOODBINE ANNUAL Ri;:UNION.
No evangelical church has a more sys- WE have visited the grounds on which
tematic espionage of its missionaries, and the Reunion at Woodbine, Harrison
many have a 'less extensive mission system. County, Iowa, from September 3 to 13
There are now 1,300 Mormon missionaries will be held; and find them in excellaboring in many countries, and each one reporting to the head of the denomination in lent condition; much drier than last
Salt Lake City. In many localities they year. The water of this year's floods
have been spurned and driven out, but gen- has at no time been over the places
erally they succeed in making converts, and where the big tent and Us outlying
it is asserted that the church is having a
phenomenal growth .. So long as they keep tented city will stand; the approaches
within the bounds of decency and the laws of are clear from mud, and altogether
the United States there cannot, perhaps, be the prospect is fairer than last year
any constitutional objection to their evan- at this time.
. 1
I ·
'k
ge1ica endeavors.
t is not 11 ely, in this
The committees have the matter
enlightened age, that their conversions will
be so numerous as to make the increasing well in hand and no pains will be
power of the church threatening or danger- spared to make the meeting a success.
ous. But at the same time the past reputa- No apprehension,.regarding the availa-1
tion of the church for public immorality bility of the grounds or the excelshould be notice to the authorities in com- lency of the water ~upply need be
munities where its m1ssionaries appear, that . d la d .
Th
. t
•tt
th ·
t·
d h · d ·i
. t
lk
m u ,..,e
ee,
e1r mee mgs an t e1r a1 y pr1va e wa s
S Bm. . e sam
S s comm1
.
should be the objects of official concern to , Brn.
· · Kibler, · C. D1ggle, P.
· and order may prevail.
'· c . K emm1s
· h , H . D . s wain,
· F . C.
the end that decency

It is evident that the foregoing was
written of the Utah Church, and not
the Reorganization. We give it insertion in HERALD because of the
apparent tinge of proscriptive caution
found in the closing sentence.
Whether deserved or not, the course
pursued by our Utah contemporary

Oviatt, and A. M. Fyrando, are awake
to the situation, and the citizens' committee are equally ready to push the
preparations along; so that all who
may be thinking of attending this an1
nual meeting may rest assured that so
far as the facilities, grounds, and accessories are concerned there will be

I

no lack, or break to prevent a realization of the enjoyment hoped for on
the occasion.
This reunion is to the church, espe•
cially of the west, what the Semian•
nual Conference was, and is looked
forward to with confidence as a time
when the association of those holding
the one faith may be held with spiritual profit and pleasure, and a rest
and relaxation from the yearly labor
may be indulged in without unnecessary anxiety about the surroundings.
It is a little to be regretted that the
committee of the Maysville, Missouri,
reunion chose the same dates as did
the Woodbine committee, but that is
not the fault of the latter, as notice of
the time set by them was given in the
HERALD for May 5.
Undoubtedly
harmony will prevail at both, and
much good result. It is confidently
expected that there will be a much
larger attendance than last year.
HISTORY OF MONROE COUNTY,
IOWA.

MR. FRANK HICKENLOOPER, the author, has sent us a copy of the above
work, directing the book to ''The Reorganized Church of Christ of Latter
Day Saints."
From chapter four of the work we
quote:At this time [1848, Ed.] many of the Mormons of Illinois, in making their hegira from
Nauvoo, had located temporarily in different
localities in southern Iowa, to rest and re·
cuperate before proceeding onward across the
plains to the Salt Lake valley, whither Joseph Smith, their saint and leader, had
prophesied they should be gathered under
the immediate supervisio~ of t.he Lor~.

Monroe County hes immediately
north of Appanoose, the second
county east of Decatur, where Lamoni is located hence the following
. .
.
'
.
is mterestmg to all the samts:All the territory lying directly west of
Monroe County, as far west as the Missouri
River, was attached to Monroe for election
and judicial purposes.

This included the since organized
counties of Lucas, Clark, Union,
Adams, Montgomery, and Mills
Lucas was settled first by the Mormons.
1
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Mr. Hickenlooper says of some of
these that they remained and became
"conspicuous and highly esteemed
families;" and adds:In this digression it is but just to add that
these apostates had joined the Mormon
Church before the doctrine of polygamy had
been ingrafted into their creed; consequently
none of them either sanctioned or practiced
polygamy, as they withdrew from the church
as soon as Brigham Young began to inculcate polygamy in the doctrines of the sect.
-History of Monroe County, Iowa, p. 34.

The Whigs and the Democrats of
the district of territory then known as
Monroe County had a very pretty po·
litical quarrel, and each tried to secure
the Mormon vote. The Board of
County Commissioners, all Democrats,
made the following order:-

negotiate for the Mormon vote. Their woes
and persecution;; were duly commiserated by
the agents of each party. They were petted
and fondled and pitied and cajoled like the
laboring classes are to-day, by political demagogues. But the unexpected was destined to
occur at that day as well a.; at the present.
The Mormons, at the election on the 7th day
of August, 1848, voted solidly for the Whig
candidate.-History of Monro.e County, Iowa,
page 35.

verdict of the Mormons in seeking to
try a change in political management,
if any justification is needed in the
case.
Mr. Daniel F. Miller lived to be a
very old man, and al ways retained a
warm friendship and steady esteem
for the Mormons, who stood by him
in that eventful time.
We appreciate Mr. Hickenlooper's
Of this result Mr. Hickenlooper
courtesy,
and thank him for the bo,ok;
writes:it
has
given
us a pleasing and profitaIt is charged that the DJmocrats offered
but one thousand dollars for their votes, while ble hour.

the Whigs raised the amount to twelve hundred, and thereby secured the vote. While
this assertion may be true, it is equally probable that the Mormons had lost faith in the
Democratic party, and wanted to experiment
on a change of administration. Under the
existing administration they had been driven
Ordered by said Board, that that portion of from place to place and had failed to secure
country called Pottawattamie County, which the rights of religious liberty, as they claimed
lies directly west from Monroe County, be was guaranteed them under the Constitution,
organized into a township, and that Cainsville and in their exasperation they probably voted
be an election precinct in said township, and the Whig ticket through mere caprice, or
that the election be held at the Council through a desire to experiment with the
House in said village; and that Charles Bird, Whig doctrine.--History of Monroe County,
Henry Miller, and William Huntington be Pa"'es
" 35, 36.
If Mr. Hl'ckenlooper had been aware
appointed judges of said election; and that
·
f
'd
h'
that
Dani'el F.. Mi'ller was the man
t h e b oun d aries o sa1 towns ip extend east
as far as the east Nishnabotna.
d
h
h
f th
truste as t e agent on t e part 0
e

Mr. Hickenlooper expressed the
. opinion that this movement was a
rather shrewd one on the part of the
Democrats, it being believed by them
that the Mormons were Democrats
and would vote with that side of
the party politics; the candidates
for congress being Daniel F. Miller of
Keokuk for the Whigs; and William
Thompson of Mt. Pleasant for the
Democrats. Doubts were expressed
by some whether the Pottawattamie
precinct as created in this order was
within the limit of territory ''lying
immediately west of Monroe County,"
the northern line of Monroe County
being twenty miles south of the south
line of Pottawattamie (Mills County
lying between). To settle this doubt
Judge Mason and Judge Weber were
sent out to look the matter up. It is
to be presumed that these judges were
favorable to the Democracy for they
not only reported that the territory
was within the limits, but, "under the
rose," that the inhabitants were solidly
Democratic. Mr. Hickenlooper continues:This was encouraging news to the party,
but when the matter leaked out, and the deshignwofh~he schhelmtetbecame fhully ap.parent to
t e
1gs, t e a er were t rown rnto great
consternation. Emissaries were dispatched
by both parties to the Mormon stronghold, to

..

Mormons, to treat with Kilbourn, of
Fort Madison, on the part of the people of eastern Iowa, providing for the
expulsion of the Mormons, be would
.
most hkely have found a personal
motive for the vote of the Mormons.
But, whatever the motive, the vote
was not permitted success; for the
Democratic element intervened, the
Cainsville poll book was stolen from
the returns, and Mr. Thompson returned. This was contested by Miller; and was sent back by Congress to
be decided in the courts. At the trial
Judge Mason appeared for Thompson,
and pulling from his pocket what he
supposed was written authority from
his client, displayed before the court
and the attorneys the missing poll
book. The court gave the decision to
Miller, and he took the seat he was
entitled to. Congress ordered a new
election to take place in September,
1850, and Miller was chosen and
served during the last session of the
31st Congress.
This brief resume of the affairs of
that period will interest many of the
elders and members, for the reason
that it puts the light of impartial hisI tory . upon events long past and .but
partially understood even at the time
I of their occurring; and it justifies the

SCIOTO VALLEY MOUND EXPLORA
TIONS.

CHILLICOTHE, Ohio, July 11. -The Ohio
Arcbmological and Historical Society has
been conducting explorations among the ancient mounds and village sites of the Scioto
Valley. Mr. Loveberry, the field assistant,
telegraphed his chief, Professor Morehead,
at Columbus that an important find had been
made on Paint Creek, opposite Bourneville,
Ross County, and Professor Morehead
reached the scene of the discovery immediately.
A village site occupied by the mound
builders had been uncovered, and continued
digging showed that some thirty acres had
been occupied. This represents a population
of 2,000 or more people. About four feet
below the present surface many deer, bear,
buffalo, t.urkey, fish, and b~r~ bones are
j found, as well as large quant1t1es of ashes.
Fragments of pottery, mussel shells made
into hoes, and flint implerp.ents were uncovered in profusion.
Mounds containing skeletons had often been
explored, but there was little light shed on
tbe daily and domest~c life of these people.
This great village site shows how they lived,
what they ate, and how they prepared their
food. Its exploration is therefore of great
importance to science and will settle many
questions as to how the_ mound builders lived
and what they did from day to day.

I

EXPLANATION OF PSALMS 16: 8.

\THE passage in Psalms 16: 8, "For
thou wilt not leave my soul in hell;
neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy
1
I One to see corruption," is repeated in
Acts 2: 27, with a comma only at the
word hell, whereas, in Psalms it is a
semicolon.
From a to us mistaken rendering of
the passage, in verse 31, of Acts,
seems to carry the idea that both the
pronouns ''his" and "thine," refer to
David, which is manifestly incorrect.
The Psalmist is writing of his own
unfortunate condition; and notwithstanding his own conscious want of
.
.
.
merit, and his sense of shame for his
unworthiness, he consoles himself

I
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with the thought that there would be
a chance for him (David) in the resurrection, because that notwithstanding
his spirit might, after death, be confined in the prison, or hell, God would
not leave it there; nor suffer the Holy
One, Jesus, to see corruption; but by
the power of the resurrection both
would be brought out from the bondage of the body to death.
When the Psalmist wrote, "Thou
wilt not leave my soul in hell," he referred to himself; and when he wrote,
"Neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy
One to see corruption," he referred to
the Savior. It was therefore David's
soul that was not left in hell, and Jesus,
the Holy One, who did not see corruption, a perfectly natural conclusion
from a consideration of the two passages.
THE Denison, Iowa, Review of July 21
contains the following concerning
Pres. Joseph Smith's late lecture be·
fore the college students of that city:JOSEPH SMITH'S LECTURE.

The college chapel was well filled on last
Wednesday evening to hear the lecture by
Rev. Joseph Smith, Jr. It was a pleasant
evening, and many besides the school came
to hear him. From the surrounding vicinity
many came in to avail themselves of the
opportunity of hearing this noted man.
He took for his subject, "An intelligent
personal liberty the safeguard of the State."
His treatment of the theme was practical and
businesslike from the start. No great effort
at oratory, but an earnestness of manner
inspired his audience with a confidence in
the man, and aroused the expectation of all
in the house.
This expectation was not disappointed; for
a more thorough· exposition of "personal
liberty" and its relation to the intelligence of
the individual could not be desired. Rev.
Smith is conservative, yet sufficiently progressive to take in all the great reforms so
long as they are conducted along the lines
approved by the experience of the past.
Two traits of the man were apparent in
every stage of the lecture. First was his
firm and settled conviction on the temperance question. He grapples with this problem from the standpoint of a philosopher who
gives due regard to all the claims of the socalled "personal liberty," which is the sole
argument of the opponents of this movement.
Second was his warm and persistent advocacy of the great cause of a broader and
higher education. In a republic, decrees of
the "social compact" can be enforced by two
means only; force and concession. Force is
only justifiable in cases of emergency, when
anarchy threaten the safety of the state.
Concession must be depended upon. ConcesRion to the interest of all only comes from an
intelligent understanding of that interest,

and its reflex effect upon the individual. Intelligence, education, and culture is the basis
of good citizenship; good citizenship is the
hope of the state. Such were the thoughts
the venerable father sought to impress upon
the young of our day.
PROGRESS OF PUBLISHING
DEPARTMENT.

IT is the desire of those in direct
charge of the business department of
the Herald Office that its patrons be
informed concerning the progress
made during the past two years of its
operation, that they may better understand its condition and future
prospects and what is being done
through it to advance the interests of
the work in the churches and abroad.
On behalf of the business manage·
ment therefore, and for the information of the saints, the following
review is presented in summary.
THE THREE STANDARD BOOKS.
Recognizing the importance of the
three standard books being placed
within the reach of all-saints and
others--the Inspired Translation of
the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants
have been issued in cheap but durable
bindings at popular prices at a reduction of one third in price of regular editions. This step has resulted
in placing these valuable works in the
hands of thousands who otherwise
probably would not have purchased
them, for thousands of the cheaper
edition have been sold.
THE SAINTS' HYMNAL.
Six thousand copies of the Saints'
Hymnal have been published and
mailed and are now doing duty in the
various branches and among ,the scattered saints. This work was also
issued at a very reasonable price, besides which a special low priced word
edition was published. The results
have been satisfactory in the added
development of the song service, and
thus added to the interest of church
work.
THE CHURCH HISTORY.
The church from its early days has
been calling for an authentic church
history. After many years of patient
waiting this valuable addition to our
literature has been provided and
volumes 1 and 2 are now at the disposal of the church worker and investigator. Volume 1 has for some
time been on sale. Volume 2 is in
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press and will be in the binders' hands
and made ready for mailing in a short
time. A good order list is desired;
patrons will be pleased with the work.
The first volume began with the birth
of Joseph Smith in 1805 and ended with
the church in Ohio and Missouri at the
close of the year 1835. Volume 2 resumes with the opening of the year
1836 and concludes with the martyrdom at Carthage in 1844. These two
volumes have been placed on the mar"
ket at the lowest possible price, and
at an outlay of about $3,000. This
work should be in every family of the
saints, that they may have an understanding of the general conditions of
the church since its organization and
be prepared to appreciate, to advocate,
and to defend it.
NEW EDITION DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
In connection with the Church History, a new edition of the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants has been issued. This edition is printed from
new type. It has been carefully compared with the 1835-the original
Kirtland edition, also with the Nauvoo
edition, and some typographical
errors corrected and omissions supplied. The numbers in chapter and
page headings have been given in
Arabic numerals, instead of Roman
letters as heretofore, thus facilitating
prompt reference to sections. A revised, corrected, and enlarged concordance has been added.
The
Lectures on Faith have been omitted.
This edition has been published at a
cost of $5'00. Orders solicited; prices
the same as former editions; styles of
binding to suit purchasers. See advertisements.
THE HERALD REDUCED IN PRICE.
To cap the climax in the good work
the church paper has been reduced in
price-for one year-in order to give
its patrons the opportunity of making
the reduction a permanent one. This
lessens the price from $2. 00 to $1. 50.
The conditions of this reduction have
already been published-see advertisement. They require payment in
advance.
It must be apparent that a lessening
of one fourth of the income from the
SAINTS' HERALD will require a hearty
and prompt response from its readers.
It is the wish of the Business Manager that each subscriber endeavor to
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obtain one or more new subscribers.
Will not the readers interest themselves in behalf of the church organ
in response to this effort to meet their
wishes and advance their interests?
It is necessary that increased sales of
church works be made and on a cash
basis, so far as possible. This method
enables the Herald Office to purchase
at reduced prices and to discount its
bills. To subscribers who fail to pay
in advance the price of HERALD will
be $2. 00 as heretofore.
TO FOREIGN SUBSCRIBERS.
The reduction is also offered to our
foreign subscribers, notwithstanding
the higher rates of postage. The Hope
is sent to foreign coun'Gries at 50 cents
per year, though the mailing alone
costs 52 cents per annum to single
subscribers.
IMPROVED SYSTEM OF BINDING.
The system of bookbinding has undergone an entire change, and as a
result not a single complaint has been
received against a book bound in the
past fifteen months. The work is
substantial, neat, and attractive.
It is unnecessary to state further
concerning the usefulness of the publishing department to the work, nor
to urge that its interests be considered
and extended. In its behalf we thank
the saints for their patronage and
solicit their hearty, effective cooperation in the interests of the general
work.
ADDRESSES WANTED.

OUR brethren in the busine~s department receive numerous letters like the
following, without full name, address,
or anything to indicate who, what, or
where they are from:Dear Sir:-Send late revelation size for inBertion Book of Covenants, and obl.ige,
. Bour.. N.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. G. H. HILLIARD, of the Bishopric, is in California, laboring in the
interests of the work. He wrote from
Santa Ana, July 23:Am well as usual and trying to impress the
saints with the necessity of doing their duty.
I am to occupy two or three nights in the G.
A. R. Hall in Santa Ana, the first of next
week, then on to San Bernardino. I begin
to-night at Garden Grove, five miles out of
town.
Bro. M. M. Turpen, Moberly, Missouri, July 29 :We are having very atteutive congregations, and some express themselves as being
convinced of the truth of the angel's message,
and will obey it at no distant day, we believe.
Kind· regards to all.
Bro. Henry Sparling, Bruner, Missouri, July 25 :The district conference held at Bruner
proved to be a grand success. The Spirit of
the Master was with us from first to last:
quite a number were present, some coming a
hundred miles. Bro. I. N. White was with
us, and I need not say that his sermons and
counsel we.re highly appreciated. The sermons were preached by Brn. White, C. M.
Bootman, and the writer. Bro. Don Schofield was ordained to the office of priest. The
Spirit was present and words of encouragement given the brother. If he remains humble he will do good to his fellow man and
become a bright and shining light in this great
latter-day work. At·the close of conference
they baptized one, a noble man highly respected by all. \Ve pray God he may continue humble and God will bless him. Bro.
I. N. White and self take train to Springfield to continue meeting to-night.
Elder Columbus Scott, Des Moines,
Iowa, July 28:I came from Boone yesterday to aid for two
o_r three evenings in servic( 8 being held in
the U. B. church here on the west side.
Brn. Gunsolley and Hiatt get the use of the
church free of charge for a number of services. Brethren do janitor work and find oil
for lights. Bro. Roth is at Oskaloosa with
the tent; Bro. E. B. Morgan goes to Runne!ls for this evening, and on Friday we go t,o
Boone for a time, to aid Bro. W. C. Nirk in
the work there. Six baptized recently at
Perry, among them the mother and husband
of Sr. Cappa Doss, also one of her daughters,
a daughter of Sr. Mary Doss, and one of the
children of Bro. J. w. Morgan. How happy
are those families! Bro. Gideon Hawley's
daughters, Nella, Adell, and Chloe, were at
Perry while the tent was there. Sr. Nellie
Martin Jives there, and all being good
singers, greatly aided in tent work. We feel
that we are trying to do something for the
great work, and ask the prayers of saints
that we abide.

"Bouln"11 is to them a mysterious,
unknown quantity. Both names and
address should be given in full; or
name and postofficeaddressofpartyto
whom goods are to be sent, if ordered
for another. The postmaster's stamp
sometimes fails to print legibly, and
is not to be depended upon to furnish
an address.
A little care and attention will avoid
a frequent cause of complaint conEDITORIAL ITEMS.
cerning orders delayed by the causes BRO. U. W. GREENE'S letter in this
named.
number refers to a religious move-

ment, somewhat . remarkable in its
claims, now holding sessions at Old
Orchard, Maine, described somewhat
sensationally in the Bangor Commercial of July 9. This movement, like
similar ones, may not be known or
heard from in a few years to come; or,
on the other hand, it may flourish for
years. However, time will fully reveal its real character and make manifest that it is but the production of
man, hence not permanent in its character. It has taken time to test the
character of many movements, but the
shaking time has come for all, and
naught but the true is to remain. In
this instance truth has again been
partially counterfeited, but only partially; for the features that distinguish
false movements from the truth are
al ways found to be plain and pronounced, on examination.
A late law in the State of New York
which prohibits State convicts from
being employed in skilled industries
has, it is stated, brought a number of
the convicts to insanity through enforced idleness.
Brazilian troops have defeated the
fanatical insurgents and driven them
from the city of Canndos into the
forests, pursuing them.
Minutes of the Downey, California,
reunion, held July 9-19, indicate an
all-around season of spiritual enjoyment and general good to the cause in
the Southern California district. Brn.
G. H. Hilliard, A. 0. Barmore, R. J.
Parker, D. L. Harris, A. Carmichael,
N. Van Fleet and others of the ministry were present. We have been
obliged to cease publishing reunion
minutes, because so numerous.
Bro. F. B. Shumate writes of the
work at Galland's Grove branch and
in the district. Saints and ministry
were striving to maintain the cause .
Opposition was generally united, hence
saints should be in union in the interests of the cause. President Smith's
labors, also those of Brn. Butterworth, McDowell, Baker, Hunt, and
Wight receive favorable mention.
Tent work generally well received.
A card from Bro. R. M. Elvin, also
a copy of the Nebraska City News of
July 26, announces the death of Bro.
Roberto. Elvin, fatherofBro.R.M., at
Nebraska City, Nebraska, on the 24th
ult. Bro. Elvin was a member of the
I High Priests' Quorum and was at one
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time president of the Southern Nebraska district. He was also well
known in Eastern Nebraska as a physician and a pioneer. He was "one of
the founders of Omaha, being one of
the men who paid the Indian chief,
White Cloud, ten dollars for the privilege of locating there." Bro. Elvin
was in his seventy-fifth year. For
particulars, see obituary notice.
President Joseph Smith reached
home on Friday, July 30, feeling well
after a short but busy ministerial trip
into Western Iowa.
Some forty-two have been baptized
at Toronto, Ontario, since last January; so states Bro. R. C. Evans, in a
late letter to Pres. J. Smith.
Bishop E. L. Kelly has been quite
ill with some form of fever for the
past ten days, and at this writing
(Monday, the 2d inst.) is still confined
to his bed. Bro. Kelley has been considerably taxed with care and labor
for the past few years and his present
illness results no doubt, from that
cause, combined with the prevailing
hot weather.
His correspondents
will please take notice and patiently
await such time as he shall be able to
give usual attention to business matters. See his "address to the saints,"
in this issue of HERALD.
Bro. Heman C. Smith, in charge of
the European mission, expects to start
from home to-day or to-morrow (Monday the 2d or Tuesday the 3d) for
New York, whence he will sail on
Saturday, the 7th, for Liverpool, England, to take charge of the European
mission, per late conference appointment. The best wishes of his brethren attend him, for his welfare and
success.
Pres. A. H. Smith arrived home
from Minnesota and Illinois points on
Friday, the 30th ult., and apparently
improved in health.
A cyclone cut a path of destruction
and death over a winding course of
three miles near San Jose, Illinois,
July 30. Six persons were instantly
killed, as many injured, and property
destroyed.
Appalling floods are reported from
Prussian Silesia; large loss of life
and property. Hundreds of persons
drowned; immense tracts of country
are submerged by overflowing streams;
property loss valued. at m.illions of
marks; the waters still rising; no

/flood of such magnitude in that region
within the century. Floods also in
Southern Russia; 150 people perished.
British rule in India is threatened.
The famine, followed by earthquake,
cholera, and the plague and efforts to
suppress it, have caused much discontent among the natives, resulting
in revolts at a number of points in the
country, and which are assuming the
proportions of an insurrection. Some
reports credit Russian agents with
fomenting discord among the native
population.
Destructive floods in Australia also;
great destruction of crops in Spain.
ADDRESS TO THE SAINTS.

OuR usual certain close monetary
season has reached us. This year
is the worst that we have had, and
we have been hoping and battling
against the inconveniences of a
moneyless treasury. What makes
it worse just at the present time, I
have not been ahle to attend to business duties for one week, and it is
likely to be another before I can be
found in my office. This would 'not
have been so bad had I not been called
away from the office for four weeks
preceding.
In the meantime the
church business must be transacted
and it can only be done by every man
and woman doing his or her duty.
I had been called away from the
office into Ohio, under the expectation
and promise of a week's stay; but it
took much longer, and business accumulated in my absence and special
duties incurring upon my return which
had to be looked after before these,
my business piled up. I thought I
saw the time that I could meet the
whole thing, and I could have so done
if my health had stood the strain; but
it did not, and placed me be~eath the
harrow. But I am not complaining;
however, the trouble is that I am not
able t() move around after finances
myself; I must ask the saints everywhere who can help to do so and help
us keep moving so there shall not be
any jar or lack if we can help it.
In times of emergency every man
should do his duty without question.
I take it that the saints will. We
hope to hear from you and that you
will help the Bishop's agents in the
J several di.·stricts, for it is partly from
their lack of funds that our treasury
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is depleted. It may require a sacrifice on the part of every one, but this,
it is said, brings the blessings of
heaven; then no saints should hesitate
at this step.
Brethren will have to be patient in
waiting for an answer to all letters
requiring any consideration. This I
cannot give to them now, but as soon
as I am able to do so they shall hear
from me. I trust, brethren, to hear
from you at an early time, and bespeak for you the blessing of the
Lord, and ask an interest in your
prayers in my behalf.
E. L. KELLEY,
LAMONI, Iowa, Jnl} 31, 1897.

Presiding Bishop.

.Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.

LI FE.
wrhe shortiast life is longest, if 'tis best;
'Tis ours to work-to God belongs the rest.
Our lives are measured by the deeds we do,
'I'he thoughts we think, the objects we pursue.
A fair young life poured out upon the sod,
In the high cause of freedom and of God,
Though all too ohort his course, and quickly run,
Is full and glorious as the orbed sun;
While he who lives to toary-headed age
Oft dies an infant-dies anc1 leaves no sign,
].,or he bas writ no deed on history,s page,
And unfulfilled is being .R great design."
1

ADDRESS BY SR. BURTON.
(Re•d to the Sisters at their 'I'hursday meeting of April
1, 1897.)
DEAR SISTERS:-I do not doubt but all of
you saints who were here two years ago when
we visited this island in. the "Evanelia,'' remember the vision that Joseph had in the
meeting that day: of how the spirits of this
people in these Islands who had embraced
the gospel, were "pleading to be raised
higher, that they might have more light,
were struggling within the body, and crying
out for help." The progress we have discerned in many ways since our return is evidence to us that the vision was given by that
unerring Spirit that knoweth the hearts of
all men; and we now perceive that the spirits of this people are ready and desirous of
mounting a higher plain of action. But it
(the spirit) is tabernacled in body, and must
needs abide somewhat the condition of its
environment. Could the spirit alone, that
is, regardless of any preparations of the
body, attain to the desired elevation, it would
not need to have cried out for help to any
but God. But in the vision the people were
looking to their teachers, the missionaries,
and pleading with them "to impart greater
light, to help them to 'come up higher,' that
they might be more like unto their brothers
and sisters in America."
We rejoice now to see the evidence that
the Lord is knocking at the door of your
hearts, saying ''Make ready, and I will bestow greater light!" Do you ask, wherein
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we discover these signs of progression? I did the cooking, though the young- men they
answer, in building better houses; in making had to help them (for they were old) dressed
partitions in your houses, separating the and cooked the kid. Just so here, if a pig, or
sleeph1g rooms; in putting dainty railings a turtle was to be roasted, that would be the
about your porches and delicate curtains to men's work. In the first epistle of Paul to
Timothy, 5: 14, we learn that women should
the windows. I have also seen nice bedsteads
guide the house. Nevertheless the man is
and spring mattresses such as they have in the head of the hous:i and should be consulted
America; also nice chairs, and a greater dein all principal matters. But the small matsire to sit in them, than when here before: ters, such as keeping the house in order, the
The men especially seem to dislike to get dishes washed up clean, children clean,
down on the floor. And in Papeete, the sislamps cleaned and trimmed, and prepare the
tere twisted their hair up in a neat shining
food and make ready to eat, is the duty of all
coil on the back of the head, which gave a good housewives. One cannot do work of any
neat, tidy appearance; besides, it saved the kind without doing some thinking and planback of the dress from being soiled with oily
ning, and thinking and planning are what dehair. All these things indicate progression.
velop the mental powers. We want you to
Perhaps you are saying within yourselves,
think, and to consider-to exercise your reason
"These are all temporal things; we wish to
and judgment.
learn of the spiritual growth." Remember,
When I go to the shops to make a purchase
sisters, I have no way of judging the inner
I
don't
buy the article that I might take the
life or development only by the outward appearance, never having heard a prayer or a greatest fancy to, if it is of a high price. But
testimony from any, neither two years ago if I did not let my judgment govern me, I
nor at the present time; nor could I have would always get the nicest, and the pretunderstood had I heard. But these tem- tiest. But I say "No, that will cost too much
poral things indicate a growing desire for money! A plainer and cheaper article will
refinement-for the good and the beautiful. do me just as well." I never have to ask my
God is thG author of all good and of the beau- husband how much money I may spend.
tiful, and as God sends light in the hearts of Neither does he ask me how much I have
the children of men, that light al ways brings used, for he knows that I will be j"'st as carewith it the desire to make better our condi- ful of it as he would be, aud use it wisely.
tion, our surroundings, and ourselves; and we But if I used all I could get hold of, or did
not only rejoice in what we have seen, but not use wisdom in spending money, then he
look forward to a more complete transforma- would have to take care of it and only let me
tion, when the people of God in these islands have a little at a time. And if we do not
will be a free people, owing no man anything, have the money to pay for an article that we
and will, in the place of Niau huts-except in would like to purchase we do without it till
times of shell diving-have nice, cool, com- we get the money; we neve1· go in debt.
There are few indeed of the saints in
fortable houses where the family may live
together and enjoy life; where the wife and America who make as much money in a year
mother will be queen of her home realm: as the most of the saints here do; but the
when it will be the mothers and daughter~ people in America by their prudence,
who will keep the house in order, and in a economy, and forethought make their money
great measure prepare the food; so that when do them a great deal more good. They take
the tired husband comes home from his work care of their clothes and make them wear a
he may find his meal prepared instead of long .time, by keeping the best for going to
having to do it himself while the wife sits church only. They do not wear the Sunday
dress during the week, until it is not nice
idly by.
enough to wear to chnrch; and also make
And now, dear sisters, I hope I ~hall
their working dresses last as long as they can,
not hurt the feelings of any when I say
by mending them as soon as they break.
this progression is as a rule (though
They would not put two or three dollars'
not in all cases) more plainly discerned
worth of lace on a dress that they were soon
in the brethren than in the sisters. And let
to wear for common. They would say, "I
me tell you why this is. It is because theywould rather take that money and get somethe men-are more active both "mentally and
thing nice for my home. And if for a wedphysically. You know if a child never used
ding or a party, they put lace on the bottom
its limbs the muscles would never develop
of their dress, they would take good care
and the limbs would remain weak. Exercise
that it did not trail in the dirt.
makes them strong; so also it is with the
Now, sisters, I am not finding fault with
mental powers. And this is one of the subjects upon which I desire to instruct :you if you, or telling you what you must do, or must
you wish to enter in and take your part in not do. I came here to do you good, to help
this progression. Do you desire to become you to "come up higher;" and am, and will
more like your sisters in America, and like continue to, teach you good principles, which,
the women of old spoken of in the Bible? If if you of your own choice, act upon, you will
so, the household duties must be yours. We be benefited by them.
learn from the Bible that when the three
Just consider with your own mind how
angels came to Abraham's tent, and your long would it 1ake you to save up money
father Abraham invited them to stop to rest enough to get a cupboard to put your dishes
and eat, he hastened into the tent and told in if you laid by one third of the money you
Sarah his wife to knead quickly three meas- now spend each year for lace and embroidery,
ures of meal into dough, and bake it upon the or, to buy a nice chair to sit in so that ·.vhen
hearth. We perceive by this that Sarah you had a new stiff dress on, or a clean white

one, you would not have to crush it all up by
sitting on the floor. I think I have said
enough for this time. And if I perceive that
you are pleased to be thus taught, I will say
more at another time.
May God bless us all with wisdom and
light. Amen.
PRAYER UNION.

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
BRO. H. RATHBUN, JR., of Belding, Michigan, desires your faith and prayers that if
the Lord will he may be relieved of the affiiction under which he is laboring, and be
permitted to finish his course in peace.

lisitsr Ilspartmsm.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, July 17.

Editors Herald:-A few thoughts are suggested by the question asked in last Herald,
and the statement made in reference to the
reception of the Holy Spirit, after baptism.
The fact is, there is so much difference in the
testimony of those who have been confirmed,
that there can, it seems to me, be no certain
criterion established by which we may judge.
Some manifest great. joy, and at once testify
that they have received the blessing; others
seem to go forth silently in the discharge of
duty, with full assurance that God will in
due time make good bis promise.
This difference is accounted for in a measure by the law of temperament, which manifests itself in almost everything in which
men engage. I know that in my case I could
not at first testify that any change had taken
place, save a consciousness of a duty performed and a peaceful condition of the mind,
which I attributed to obedience; but I confess
that I expected more at the time, because
some in the church had been al ways testifying to the great things God had done for
them. But I have observed that those who
have boasted of these things have not been
any more careful or diligent than many who
have not been able to give such bright evidence; but I have never doubted my acceptance with God.
I verily believe that this boasting on the
part of many, of the many miracles witnessed, has been the cause of grave doubts on
the part of many honest people. For months
after I came into the branch I looked anxiously for the manifestation of the gifts promised, but when I saw that they came not as I
had expected I began to look for the
cause and to pray God to give me confidence
in him; for I had expected too much from
men.
Some of the most faithful men and women
in the branch are some who can tell of no
special time when God made manifest his
promise of the Ho)y Ghost. I believe the
safest plan is to do no boasting, for it causes
the.honest in heart to be disappointed, and
when they come into this work and do not
receive what others boast of, they are apt to
doubt.
In speaking to a lady about this work I told
of the promise made by Christ that these
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signs shall follow. She said: "Mr. Strain, I
have been a visitor at your church for years
and have not seen any of these gifts manifested."
One of the strongest evidences of a sound
conversion to this work is a Godly walk, a
chaste conversation, and compliance with the
law of the kingdom.
In bonds,
J. S. STRAIN.
ADDISON, Maine, July 19.

Editors Herald:- Inclosed find clipping
from the Bangor Oommercio.l of July !J, containing an account of Rev. Dr. Simpson's
work at Old Orchard, Maine. It is interesting to note the different movements in this
section. Rev. Sanford, of Durham, Maine,
claims to be casting out devils, healing the
sick, and richly enjoying the signs promised
to believers. He has a white chariot drawn
by pure white horses, traveling from town to
town, from which they preach. The question of authority is the great dividing line.
We are finding enough to do; good audiences, fair interest. Commencing Thursday,
we pitch our tent in Milbridge.
Bro.
Blanchard will assist me after that date.
Never felt better or more like pressing the
fight.
Yours,
U. W. GREENE.
CLEARWATER, Neb., July 20.

Editors Herald:-When last I wrote I was
laboring at Springfield, Nebraska, in the
Christian Ad vent church, where I continued
until May 26 when I came to Omaha and by
request of saints presided over a very spiritual business meeting of the branch there.
On the 28th I presided over two sessions of
district Sunday school convention, and on the
29th and 30th attended the conference of the
Northern Nebraska district. A profitable
and somewhat spiritual session was held.
One sister was baptized by Bro. Samuel
Wood.
From thence I came on the 31st to Inman,
Nebraska, to a'Ssist as one of the committee
in getting things in readiness for the Inman
reunion June 4-6, which meeting was a decided success in several ways. The sessions
were begun by prayer followed by short talks
by the brethren of the ministry who had
kindly consented to come and as'3ist to make
this reunion a success; viz., George H. Hilliard, F. A. Smith, H. 0. Smith, and the
writer; after which a business session was
held selecting Brn. J. F. Mintun and F. A.
Smith presidents, and Sr. Emma X. Gamet
secretary, with other officers necessary, each
doing their part well, and working together
for the success of the services. Sessions
held: one business session, one Sunday school
entertainment, four prayer meetings, and
eleven preaching services, all well attended,
and much interest shown by saints and
friends; one babe was blessed on the 6th; and
three baptized on the 7th by H. 0. Smith.
A new tent had been purchased at quite an
effort by the saints, which was enjoyed as a
place of protection from the sun's rays, and
the shower, while the word was declared and
services engaged in. This was dedicated by

Bishop's Counselor :i;Iilliard on Sunday the
6th, the dedicatory prayer being rendered by
F. A. Smith. It was decided to hold the
next reunion of the district at Shelton, Nebraska, in June, 1898, and a committee of arrangements appointed: the writer, Joseph
VT. Smith, and Morris Sterley.
I continued meetings in the tent at Inman
till June 25, being assisted till the 12th by H.
0. Smith. However from the 21st to 23d I
held evening meetings at Page, where good
attendance each night greeted me.
At
Inman the prejudice was marked, and only a
few showed bra very enough to break over
the bounds of prejudice, and attend very
regularly.
On the 26th and 27th I held four services
at Star where was shown some interest. In
all these efforts made at Inman and vicinity
the saints did their part nobly, and for such.
there is a reward. A few were left nearer
the kingdom, and the saints were strengthened, while the opposition was stirred to
saying and doing or attempting to do some
unpleasant things, one of which was to publish an errol"leous article; however, be it said
to the credit of the editor, he permitted a reply to be published that will do sqme good.
The Presbyterian minister, N. S. Lowrie, by
name, bas since my efforts there changed
pulpits with his son at O'Neill and delivered
a very erroneous, and, it is said, abusive,
lecture there against the saints and their belief, to which I have called him to account in
the O'Neill papers, both of which have
kindly consented to publish it.
On the 30th the tabernacle was erected in
the town of Clearwater, where was shown
such an interest last winter when I was there;
but this time such an interest was not shown,
only a few besides the saints attending
regularly. I continued there each eveningexcept the 2d and 3d inst., and three times
on Sunday, till last Sunday evening, having
the assistance of Brn. Levi Gamet and William Rumel, and the presence of several of
the saints from the country, all of whom
made an effort to be present at each service,
many of whom came from four to six miles,
after a hard day's work. While none obeyed,
yet I feel satisfied that I did all I could.
Here the M. E. minister went from house to
house and in the stores talking, misrepresenting the faith of the saints, and although living
about a block away from where the tent was
located, never came to hear what the faith of
the saints is, and threatens to deliver some
lectures against us. How plainly the same
spirit is manifest now that was in the days of
Jes us, for he said of a certain class of ministers then, ")'. e neither go in yourselves,
neither suffer ye them that are entering to
go in."
One old lady at O'Neill by the name of
Merriman claimed that she knew Joseph
Smith (She called him "Old Joe") and his
family well, and that he was all that hi.d been
said of him, only he was not a polygamist, but
that it was not his fault, etc. All this she
pretended to know till inquired of closely by
a sister and friend, when she admitted that
she knew nothing about it, but "they ~aid"
so, and that she was but three years old
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when Joseph Smith was killed. So ends this
testimony like many another, and only shows
to what ends the adversary is pushed, and
how many love a lie, whether they have
made it or not. One woman here said that
she liked to hear the preaching, but did not
like to hear me refer to Joseph Smith, as she
had read a book about him once, and that was
enough for her; yet she would just smack her
lips to get something more like it, but to hear
anything that would prove what she had
read false, she did not want it.
I expect to begin with the tent in the country between here and Neligh Thursday night
to continue about eleven or twelve days.
The missionaries in this mission are all doing well and :we active. Brn. F. A. Smith
and W. A. Smith are at Omaha with a tent,
and Samuel Wood at Irvington, and all feeb
ing well in the work.
·
My faith in the work grows stronger, and
the opposition is more plainly manifest.
Your brother,
J. F. MINTUN.
RODDY, Texas, July 22.

Editors Herald:-On the 23d of June I began
a protracted meeting at Manchester and continued for over one week, which resulted in
the addition of two members to the church
by baptism. Elder E. A. Erwin is in charge
of the branch aIJ.d is a faithful man, doing all
he can for the spread of the gospel at different points in the surrounding country.
While conducting our meeting at Manchester there was a debate going on at
Detroit, fifteen miles south, between the M.
E. Church and the Christian Church. It
seemed that the debate did not satisfy the
people of the town, and strange to tell they
cSellt for mb to come and set before the people
the doctrines of our church; so on the 9th of
the present month I opened up the work in
this town and continued till the 12th. A
good impression was maae and an invitation
received to return, and a promise that the
place where the debate and my meetings
were held was open for me at any time. My
congregations increased from the beginning.
At Blossom Prairie I also held a few meetings. This place is nine miles south of Detroit. There are some few throughout that
part of the country that are favorably .. disposed toward us, and many against; still it
seems that better conditions are forming in
this country for the spreading of the gospel.
While at Detroit I received a pressing invitation to return to the Hugens schoolhouse
some fifty miles east of Detroit where I had
preached one discourse. It seemed that all
the leading men of the place were well
pleased and wanted to hear more. These
men included the postmaster, the doctor, the
gin man, the miller, the merchant, this
being a little hamlet; but when the people in
the surrou"ding country heard of their sending for me to come and hold a series of meeting-s, they notified these men that if they
allowed me there again they would patronize none of them; so tihe P'lOple prevailed
and I was notified not to come. So on the
14th of present month I started for this place
in company with Bro. Erwin and family and
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Bro. Goodman and wife, by wagon, arriving
on the 18th. Thi5 is one hundred and fifty
miles south of Manchester. We camped out
at nights by the way; had quite a pleasant
time. The same day we got here we got out
an appointment at the Elm Grove Chapel.
Have been preaching every night since; not
large crowds, but good attention. The people seem dazed with the wonderful gospel
we preach and some have already taken sides
with us and two have demanded baptism.
We leave here on Monday for other parts.
"The harvest is great, but the laborers few."
And so the work moves slowly but we hope
surely.
In bonds,
I. P. BAGGERLY.

of the witnesses just alluded to, did Elder
Bays ever lose a battle that was fought on
fairly-worded propositions; that is, when be
was defending the faith of the Latter Day
Saints?
I call the special and favorable attention of
the saints to the "Address to the Saints," as
published in Herald for July 21. Had it been
found practicable for each member of the council to have read it, without reasonable doubt
it would have received the signatures of all.
Read carefully and prayerfully. It will do
you good and intensHy your interest in the
great latter-day work.
Your brother,
J. R. LAMBERT.

LAMONI, Iowa, July 24.
Editors Herald:-I have not been able to
do any field work, as a preacher of the word,
since the holding of the General Conference;
but in other respects have tried to do all I
could for the advancement of the work in my
mission.
I note with pleasure the good effects which
always result from obedience to "the perfect
law of liberty;'' nevertheless, after a close acquaintance with this people, and contact with
the inner workings of the chllrch since 1873,
I conclude that if the Almighty can consummate his glorious work with this people as
his coworkers, he will be entitled to great
credit.

On the Campania, July 22.
Editors Herald:-Wo are now, it is said,
about three hundred miles from Queenstown,
where I hope to post this letter. We have
had a very pleasant passage; only one unpleasant day, and it was not very bad; but
the boat rolled considerably, causing a number to become seasick. I have escaped thus
far, and expect to be all right the rest of tho
voyage.
We left New York at eight a. m., Saturday,
and expect to land, if all goes well, at Liverpool to-morrow evening between six and
seven. Wife has stood the journey well; she
was only sick one evening. Tyvo days it was
so cold we had to wear winter clothing.
Quite a change from the terrible, hot weather
we experienced in Brooklyn. The last two
days it has been cool enough to be pleasant.
Bro. Dalton, from Piper City has enjoyed
himself and is well.
We have had excellent accommodations on
board. Going to England in such a ship is
only a little pleasure trip. We are anxious
to see a newspaper to learn what bas been
going on in the world since we left it. Will
write yoi~ more at length when we get located.
Kind regards to all.
Yours in bonds,
F. G. PITT.

It is so easy to drift away from the right;
to move along wrong lines: to indulge in
dangerous extremes; to go too fast or too
.slow; to base our action upon partial statements of the word and imagine we are in
harmony with the revelations of God; to accept the counterfeit for the genuine. Oh
may God give us light, and a willingness to
walk therein!
There seems to be quite a disposition upon
the part of our opponents to meet us in public
debate, especially if they can secure advantages by an unfair arrangement and agreement
on propositions. My attention to and decision on some five or six prospective debates
have been demanded since the adjournment
of conference. Among the rest our former
brother and minister, D. H. Bays, (now of
Persia, Iowa,) comes to the front, and is willing to tear down, if he can, that which for
many years he sought to build up. I have
received no propositions from him, though
he was under the impression that propositions prepared by himself had been sent to
me by Bro. Joseph Seddon of Persia. He
claims that he is not the challenging party,
but has been selected by others to meet the
challenges made by Latter Day Saints.
Query No. 1: Should Elder Bays engage
in forensic contest with the Latter Day
Saints, is he likely to secure a more signal
victory than he ever secured before when defending their faith and doctrine? I mean, of
course, that his own testimony, as well as
the testimony of others, concerning the
character of his best efforts of the past, when
affirming our faith and denying somebody
else's, was correct apd true.
Q'uery No. 2; According to the testimony·

No. 17 Dawson Street, Near Hulme Church,
Manchester, England.
AMAZONIA, Mo., July 20.
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have
labored mostly in Holt County, making Bro.
R. K. Ross' home my base of operations.
Commenced the summer campaign with
three sermons at the Pleasant Hill 8Choolhouse, near Mound City. Was not very
much impressed with the neighborhood, but
it might be another Nazareth, out of which
good will yet come. It seems to have been
my lot so far to cast considerable bread upon
the waters, having blown the gospel trumpet
in numerous places, one, two, or three times,
perhaps never to return to know or see the
results of such efforts; but in making them I
have often had satisfaction in telling the
story, and he who has seat forth the word
and his Spidt "will not suffer it to return
unto him void."
In company with Bro. R. K. Ross, whose
assistance has been invaluable (and it has
been backed up b'.tSr. Ross, his wife), I next
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made a sortie on the Richland school district,
south of Maitland. The way had been prepared to some extent by Bro. William King,
who had in some way, after having been
identified with the old church, then the Reorganized Church, drifted into the Campbellite or Christian fold; but not to endure it
long, rather to revive bis first love and cause
him to advocate the true principles. Though
he has left the Christian fold, he has not yet
returned to ours, but acted the part of a
brother in evf1ry sense, securing a house to
preach in, advertising meetings, doing janitor
work, and assisting us financially. We hope
he will be ready to renew his covenant soon.
Though right in the busiest of the season
we held seven meetings, had a good interest,
and made friends for the gospel. It looks as
though a good work might be done later on.
Ollr district conference coming on, we left
for Bedison. A harmonious session was enjoyed; two baptized, also two shortly before
conference by Bro. E. S. Fannon.
Returning to Holt County, I held five
meetings in the Christian church at Maitland. Weather was very bot, and attendance
light, except on Sunday. Two of the sisters
were considerably stirred up by the preaching and private conversation; otherwise, not
much apparent results. Hope investigation
may lead them to obedience. The following
Sunday I had an opportunity to preach once
at a union church eight miles south of Maitland. It will be open for us, when it is wis·
dom to occupy again.
The next, week was spent in arranging to
publish and writing articles for the Maitland
Herald and Mound City Times, explanatory
of our faith and the difference between the
Reorganized and Utah churches.
Had about five columns in the Mound City
pau. er, continued through three issues. That
the press is willing to grant us such privileges is evidence that tbiogs are working
our way, and that we are finding favor with
the people. If I can judge the work by my
own experience and feelings since conference,
it is moving forward. Am having good liberty in preaching, and health sufficient to
bear the burden imposed.
As suggested by Bro. Peter Anderson in
charge, I commenced a series of meetings on
Nodaway Island, July 6. Brn. Dobson and
D. J. Krah! of St. Joseph had made a favorable beginning by holding a Sunday afternoon
service six times in succession. Their efforts
were well liked. I continued in the face of
boiling hot weather and very busy farmers.
Thermom<iter 108° in the shade one day.
The spring was late and things have been
crowded together too much a few weeks ago,
so much rain that little plowing could be
dorni, now corn is suffering from drought.
Ours is a climate of extremes. After holding nine meetings on the island, which is two
miles west of Amazonia, in the Missouri
River, I changed base tu the town of Amazonia. Could get neither hall nor church,
so procured the district tent. Our island
friends outside of the church helped to raise
it, and hired seats from the hall. Held three
servic~ on Sunday without anyone to assist
in praying, preaching, or stngin·g. · ·Had,
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about one hundred and twenty-five out in the
evening and good liberty in talking to them;
last evening not so many out, but a very good
audience. My impressions concerning the
town were not that great things could be
done, 'but we stand a better show than in the
country just at present.
Our tent is not equipped properly. Have
no cot or cooking outfit and are at a disadvantage about stopping place, being too far
from the tent to take care of it. We need
some of our own hymn books, a dozen at
least. It goes terribly against the grain to
have to lead the singing of such hymns as
"Jesus paid it all," and "There is a fountain
filled with blood, and other such trash, when
withal soprano singing or choir leading is n?t
our forte. But I am truly thankful of having
the way open to place the truth before the
people in numerous places, and of receiving
help from on high in so doing.
This northwestern part of Mi~souri can
hardly be excelled for soil or productiveness.
The farmers are well to do as a rule, and perhaps not as hungry for the gospel as if poorer
in this world's goods, but we hope sooner or
later to see a harvest of souls, and many honest-hearted ones gathered in. Desiring the
prayers of the saints,
Your brother,
M. F. GOWELL.

BUXTON, Ont. - -

Editors l'Ierald:-To-day as memory fleets

back over the events of the past three years,
it brings before us many instances wherein
the marvelous power of God through the gospel has been displayed in our midst. On the
6th of June we witnessed one of the most miraculous cases of healing. Several tiines during the last week in May Sr. Lizzie Irving
(our branch president's wife) bad rai.sed considerable blood, apparently from her lungs,
and on the morning of May 31, while going
about her work the blood suddenly began to
flow freely from her mouth and nose. She
started for the field to h<>r husband, but her
streng·th failing, she sent a hired man.
When Bro. Irving arrived he found her lying
in the yard in a pool of blood. One of the
best physicians in the city of Chatham was
immediately sent for, who when be arrived
pronounced it a burst blood vessel on the left
lung. He left medicine to put her to sleep,
and said she was not to move hand or foot for
eleven days, and then go to the hospital.
The latter she refused to do. She took the
medicine, and from the first dose grew worse;
and on Wednesday morning positively refused to take another drop, and asked for Elder Shields. Bro. Shields could not be got at
the time so Elder Leverton was sent for; but
before he arrived she had another bad hemorrhage, with such a weakening effect that sevSPRINGFIELD, Mo., July 23.
eral times she was thought by some to be
Editors Herald:-The battle is over and we dying. "When Mrs. Irving leaves that room,
certainly had a splendid victory for the she will leave it in her coffin,'' was the retruth. Using the language of an independent peated remark of several outsiders present;
gentleman who is quite competent to judge: and indeed it did seem folly to the human
"It is simply this: Old man Evans was not mind to intimate her recovery. But God will
in it at all." And that is the feeling of the not and cannot forsake his trusting children,
majority. He.simply was snowed under from and from the first she bore her testill'iony that
the first, and never as much as got his hAad God would heal her. Even while the crimson
out again.
fluid, the very source of life, spurted from
He was quite good at sarcasm, b_ut our man lips and nostrils she remained firm to the
was too much for him at every turn, and promise given her, that she would be healed
turned all bis jest8 on the poor man, to bis by the power of the gospel.
discomfort. He frequently asked White to
Bro. Leverton came and administered to her,
raise a dead man, and Bro. White told him
and in less than ten minutes the sleep which
he bad raised one up two or three times
the medicine failed to bring came and she
already, pointing his finger at Evans, which
slept peacefully till morning, when she aro3e
caused a good laugh; and I am sure if he did
and dressed for breakfast. But she overexnot raise the dead he raised the "Devil" in
erted herself, and by Friday night was as bad
Rev. Evans two or three times, enoug·b to
call White some very hard names. The as ever.
As Bro. Shields was expected on Sunday,
pressure was too much.
He used a statement of Sam Jones' twice, she sent for Elder Green; but he being called
to prove that the Baptists were s\ll'e of salva- to another bedside could not come and asked
tion. Sam said that "half the Baptists the branch to fast and pray in her behalf.
would be saved for their honesty, the other On Sunday morning· she was so weak it took
half for their ignorance;" and Evans said her attendants an hour and a half to change
that be could not say that of any other her clothing, and at 2: 30 the house was
church. White said he thanked God he packed with outsiders, principally her relacould not say it of any other church. Just a tives. Standing by her bedside, looking at
little before this the other moderator and I the blanched cheek, the eyes of a strange
had a little difference about the expenses. dull gleam, the frail form apparently
He said he would not pay what I claimed; so wrapped in death, it seemed like waiting for
when Evans told about what Sam Jones said the dead to be raised.
As if to buoy up shattered faith, she
of their honesty, I wrote it down and I underscored the word "honesty" and showed it beckoned, and bending low I caught the
to him, and told him he would have to keep whispered word, "I shall be healed!" so weak,
up bis reputation. So he said, "don't ·say yet so strong. A chapter was read and Bro.
any more about it, and I will pay it"; and he Shields led in prayer, after which Elder Dent
did. Train time; off for conference at anointed and Elder Shields offered prayer
of administration: As the prayer of faith
Bru:Q.er.
In bonds,
«
HENRY~SPAR.i,rno, dell fiom the lips of hfm whom God h<td
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chosen the Spirit came with healing power,
and baffled death had to depart. As the
hands of God's servants were raised irom her
bead, the words, "I am healed," rang
through the house. She arose and dressed
without any assistance and walked with a
firm step to another room, where she took
part in the meeting which followed, in which
she bore her testimony to this work; which
greatly affected her hearers, some of whom
have since went to her doctor, and he consoles them by saying, "There is nothing
strange in it; she may live a year yet, but
not longer." But should death claim her tomorrow, it would not alter the fact that she
was healed by the power of the gospel, and
to-day she weighs two pounds more than her
average weight bas been for some years.
That Zion may continue to learn the great
necessity of having faith in her King, is the
prayer of,
Your sister,
JESSIE A. HACKETT.
FAGUNDUS, Pa., July 23.

Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure that I
pen you a few lines, to let you know how
thankful we are to God for his goodness to
us. My wife and I came here very near a
year ago and at that time no one knew anything of this latter-day work here, and we
were laughed at by some, and some called us
Mormons, and some seemed to think we were
all rigb t; but we prayed for them, and
prayed for an elder to be sent here; we also
scattered papers and tracts, and the outcome
was, we got some interested; and on the 6th
of May Brn. I. M. Smith and G. W. Robley.
came, and we could not get the M. E. church.
nor could we get a schoolhouse for them to
preach in. So we went at it and put seats in
our largest room for sixty people, and they
preached two weeks; and then Bro. Smith
went to York State to fill an appointment,
but Bro. Robley staid and preached awhile
longer, and then went to McGraw and
preached two weeks there, and had _more
calls than he could fill; for it seems that
after the people got to hear a few sermons
they did not harden their hearts and carried
the news far and wide, and some came for
miles to hear and invite Bro. Robley to go to
their town and preach for them.
Well, we can see our prayers are being answered right along, for Bro. Robley bas baptized seven here, all htiads of families except
one, and that a young lady; and there are
others near to the waters of baptism; for
which we are ever praying. So the good
work goes on.
We have a nice little Sunday school here,
and some of the outsiders are taking quite an
interest in it. We also have started a prayer
meeting, and all the young saints take hold
in earnest.
Bro. Robley started for home on the 20th.
We were sorry to see him leave, for we shall
miss him very much; yet we are glad to see
him get the much needed rest, and that
others may hear this glorious gospel. We
ask an interest in the prayers of all the
saints; we will pray for them.
Your brother,
{}EORGE f[, PARKER,
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LEBANON, Oreg., July 23.

Editors Herald:-The battle at Drain commenced the evening of June 25. The brethren there bad secured the use of the Adventist
church for one week. It was occupied or
rented by the Free Methodists, but was not
being used, and so was rented of them for our
purposes. The interest and attendance there
were very good. Some opposition was shown
and there is talk of a debate in the future.
After holding the fort there till Sunday,
July 4, we moved out and commenced mEetings in the surrounding country; preaching
once at Hudson, twice at Bear Creek, three
times at Tin Pot, and ten times at Richey
schoolhouse. The result of these meetings
are, besides the encouraging of the saints
and removing much prejudice as well as
sowing the seed, three members added to the
branch at Drain by baptism. The saints
there are alive and did all that could be expected of them (if not more), both by putting
forth their best efforts to make the meetings
a success, and also by contributing the necessary means to help us on our journey.
Our work there for the present was closed
the morning of the 16th by an early meeting
(8 a. m.) of the saints at Bro. L. Tracy's at
Hudson for prayer and testimony, and we
took the 9: 15 local for Cottage Grove. We
had received a letter from Sr. Oliver, who
lives there with her daughter, a Mrs. Thompson. Sr. Oliver is an old-time saint. Her
daughter is not a member, but sent µs a cordial invitation Lo stop with them when we
passed through. We arrived in Cottage
Grove about ten a. m. After dinner we proceeded to try for a place wherein to present
the gospel to the people. The M. E. church
seemed the most promising; in fact the only
one that there seEmed to be any chance of
getting, and after seeing one of the trustees,
who sent ns on a journey to find another trustee, we finally located the "other trustee,"
who in turn hunted up still "another" and
proceeded to catechise us. They wanted us
to preach "a good spiritual sermon without
any doctrine." Of course Bro. Holt proceeded
to show them that to preach a "spiritual sermon" that would represent "Christ and him
crucified" one must needs preach the "doctrine of Christ." For awhile things looked
rather doubtful, but victory came at last, and
at four p. m. we had permission to occupy for
that evening. "Not much time to advertise,"
I fancy I hear you say. Certainly not, but we
proceeded to do the best we could, by writing
and putting up notices and by walking up
and down the street so that the population
could comment upon those "Mormon" preachers, and by inviting each group of loungers
that we passed by to ''come to meeting." I
will confess that I had to do the inviting, as
Bro. Holt seemed to think it needed my
"cheek" to do that.
Well, the result was a fairly well filled
house when the time arrived for meeting.
Bro. H-- spoke with excellent liberty and
the people listened attentively. Leaving
Cottage Grove on the morning train, we
arrived here in time to begin our meetings
the same evening (the 17th). The next
morning being Sunday and our meetings not

seeming to be very well advertised, we decided to each attend one of the popular
churches of the place during the morning
service, and have our meetings for the week
announced. In this we were assisted by Bro.
A. P. Morris and bis son Alma. Together
we managed to "take in" four of the churches
and get our notices read out. Also your
writer happening to attend the Baptist Sunday school at ten o'clock was invited-as the
"minister" was absent-to preach for them
there at the morning service. Of course I
did as requested and was blessed in so doing.
The saints here have secured the use of a
hall and we have been holding our services
therein. Prejudice is rife. Some came but
did not want to hear "so much doctrine;"
wauted. us to "preach to the sinners." It is
the old story of "Now ye say ye see, and your
sin remaineth." There are, however, a few
who are interested. Some good will surely
follow. From here we expect to go to Foster,
where we will probably hold our meetings
during the next week, then expect to put up
the tent at Waterloo.
We have now been in our field of labor
fifty-six days; have preached seventy-two
sermons, held three saints' meetings, and
baptized nine.
When I reached San Francisco I looked up
the matter of a portable organ for our use
and found that I could get a good instrument
for thirty-five dollars. Feeling that it was a
necessity I began to try to raise the money
for that purpose. Bro. H-- heartily entered into the project with me and we succeeded so well that I now rejoice in the
possession of a "Bilhouse Telescope Organ."
We are making good use of it. Should any
of the brethren contemplate purchasing an
instrument for field use, they will find it an
instrument that fills the "want" exactly.
Our instrument when ·folded only measures
about 11x15 x 24 inches and weighs thirty
pounds, and yet it is first class in its tone and
range of volume. Bro. H-- thinks the
"organ and I" make a noisy pair, but says it
is "just the thing."
There are more calls than we can fill but
we will do our best.
Hopefully your brother,
A. M. CHASE.

Oriainal Ilr1iclss.
HEAVEN'S INSURANCE POLICY.

those who are known as Latter Day
Saints. The question is, Is it necessary and the right thing for them
(saints) to do? A people who claim
to have the perfect gospel system
and holding the right to minister in
the ordinances thereof involves this
question: If their gospel is a perfect
system, why should they invest in
these worldly institutions? Is it not
an indication of a doubt in their minds
of its perfection? As we use the term
''perfect," nothing can be added, for
it is complete, hence nothing could be
taken from it and it still be perfect.
And further: if this gospel fails to
meet every demand of the human race
it certainly is not a perfect system,
hence what advantage have Latter
Day Saints?
In this age of skepticism, would it
not be wise to call a halt and investigate this question?
But whoso looketh into the perfect law of
liberty, and continueth therein, he being not
a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work,
this man shall be blessed in his deed.-James
l: 25.

As we are informed, we ''cannot
serve God and mammon." If the gospel is God's perfect system, revealing
service required and benefits accruing, who are we rendering servfoe to
if holding life or death policies? In
the gospel we are assured of eternal
life in the beyond if faithful, diligent
workers· to the end of our days. Do
we believe it? Can we place greater
confidence in that that is to accrue to
us in the future than in those things
promised for the present benefit of
gospel believers? For instance,
They shall lay hands on the sick, and they
shall recover.-Mark 16: 18.

Here is promised a physical blessing to the believers in this perfect system; yet we send for the physician if
sickness overtakes us instead of the
elders, as prescribed by James.

HEAVEN'S insurance policy is a subIs any sick among you? let him call for the
ject I have given much thought upon, elders of the church; and let them pray over
having been brought directly in con- him, anointing him with oil in the name of
the Lord: and the prayer of faith shall save

tact with the many methods of man- the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up.made systems of securing their fellow James 5: 14, 15.
creatures by life and death insurance
While the law of the land compels
policies. In the east it has become having a physician, it does not prosuch a business that if you are not in- hibit following out the advice of
sured you are looked upon by many James. By our acts we are to be
as cranky, if not a crank.
Many judged. Would not our acts in this
hard-earned dollars go into the treas- ·regard designate where our faith was
ury of these various companies, not -in God or man?
only from people of the world, but
"Yes," says one, "we accept of all
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this, but what has this to do in J
answering the question?" The fact
is, we want to know if this perfect
system called the gospel makes provision for the sick, and we have discovered that it does, as well as the
hope of eternal life, which has a ten dency to strengthen our faith.
"Yes," says one, "that's all right;
but does that indicate that there is no
necessity to look after oneself in carrying a life policy?"
"You see," says another, "if I
should die I am so poor I have nothing
to leave to assist my wife to meet the
expense that would accrue; but if I
keep up my dues, I shall have sufficient."
Yes, dear reader, did it ever occur
to you that these companies become
wealthy through this business? If
they should fail, as some have,
through the extravagance of those in
charge, where would you come in?
If money can be made that way, by
saving, why not trust yourself; act
your own insurance company, and
deposit your pennies in the savings
bank? I know people who have carried a policy for twenty-five and thirty
years. Say you have a policy twenty
years, and you pay the small sum of
ten cents per week, which is the common fee, you would be astonished to
know what you would have in hand.
You would have one hundred and four
dollars, to say nothing about the
interest that would accumulate. This
is viewing the question from a business
point. Is there not a better method
than either for Latter Day Saints?
If not the gospel fails to meet these
necessities that are liable to come to
any of its adherents.
Jesus said,
Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness; that, when ye fail,
they may receive you into everlasting habitations.-Luke 16: 9.

Your insurance policy will not induce the company to care for you, but
you obligate yourself to care for
them. If you fail to keep up your
dues, you drop out instead of into
their habitation. Death is the only
means by which a paid up member
can induce the company to care for
him. Is there much consolation in
this? I cannot see it, as a Latter Day
Saint. If I was of the world, and had
no confidence in my own ability to
save money when earned, I might be
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induced to invest. It seems to me a
better lesson could not be given than
the patable of Jesus, quoted above,
in regard to the best insurance policy
ever issued. One of which a paid up
member need have no fears if he·
fails. Would God or his church turn
such away? Hence the Lord says,

their society was to call. How is that
for honesty? It is true such might be
played on the Bishop or his agents,
yet our relation together would make
it a more difficult task, and our discipline has not that tendency.
''Come out of her, 0 my people," was
the voice of the eternal Father. "Out
Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, of what?" says one.
Out of these
that there many be meat in mine house.- systems and methods that are not of
Mal. 3: 10.
God. Babylon-confusion! And be
Remember the poor, and consecrate of thy
converted
to the observing of the perproperties for their support.-D. C. 42: 8.
Learn to impart one to another as the gos- fect system. It might be said, "Well,
pel rEquires.-D. C. 85: 38.
we know these beneficiary societies
From these citations we learn that are not organized of God, yet they
this perfect system, the gospel, pro- have done and are doing a great deal of
vides for the poor by the tithes of good." Yes, this is true in many inthose who give credence thereunto.
stances; but are there any benefits
Yet ye have robbed me. But ye say, accruing to the adherents thereof that
Wherein have we robbed thee? In tithes and
are not more graciously found by
ojf'erings .-Mal. 3: 8.
Are we not robbing God when we those in need in the gospel the perfect
as saints, support these man-made in- law? Hence, an investment in this
stitutions? What think you, reader? direction not only indicates the lack
If we comply. with the God-given of confidence in this perfect law,
method-make friends of the mammon either for the want of an understandof unrighteousness, our pennies, as ing of their duty and privilege, or a
well as the dollars. will go into Gcld's willful disregard of their covenant to
treasury.
''Where your heart is serve God with all their heart-that
there will your treasures be also;" would include the purse; but has its
"By their fruits ye shall know them." influence on those with whom they
Who? Latter Day Saints? If faith associate more or less to disregard the
is to be designated by works, and we thought of God in his infinite wisdom
continue our support of these insur- meeting all the just demands of his
ance institutions, how much better is covenant children; also to lessen their
our gospel, so far as practice goes, confidence in them as to their Christhan the many around us whom we tian integrity.
I have known Latter Day Saints
believe are only man -made?
There is another institution, under who supported these man-made instivarious names, into which none can tutions, never failing to meet their
enter unless they can give the pass- dues, that would go to church and
word, known as beneficiary societies, thank God for the perfect plan of saland into its treasury many dollars go vation and never pay one cent of
as a tribute of regard for the object of tithes in his storehouse. Could such
its organization if sickness overtakes be called paid up members in God's
one. You receive weekly aid as per church? To me this is a serious matthe order. While these societies are ter, and should be discussed, that a
of the world and have done much better understanding might obtain in
good, while some have failed, yet the some localities.
The question, "ls it necessary for
question of Latter Day Saints investing as a necessity, would it not indi- saints to carry insurance policies?"
cate their heaven-claimed institution while not exhaustively argued, is yet
was somewhat a failure, to say the sufficiently stated to enable every
least? Besides money invested, there soul that will give it thought to say
is a good opportunity and the disci- emphatically, No! If not necessary,
pline would incline paid up members to be sure it would not be the right
to the real sick, when the facts were thing for those who desire for the
otherwise; but the sick benefits would perfect gospel to prevail to indulge
only come by feigning sickness, if not therein. And while we might be
sick. I have known people being up designated as a peculiar people beand around to hustle to bed when it cause of our refusal to mix man-made
was known that the committee of concerns in with our God-ordained
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system, would it not be better to stand
aloof from such ,,unnecessary obligations?
In hope of a better understanding
and a more perfect compliance with
this perfect gospel,
Your hopeful colaborer,
A. H. PARSONS.
PHILADELPHIA,

Pa., March, 1897.

DECEPTION'S REIGN.-NO. 8.
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.

THE SECOND DEATH-WHAT IS IT?
A STRANGE idea it is, that our Savior's
mission into the world was to destroy
him that had the power of death, and
so bring his power with its effects to
an end; that ·after the race of mankind
-all-has been delivered from his
grasp by the two resurrections, a
large proportion of them~ a majority
-are returned to his dominion again,
that he and it be the eternal conquerors of them! But that is just what is
done, provided the second death be
literal, and to be eternally unconscious
their final condition.
Christ's mission is a failure to the
extent that physical death eternally
holds man in its embrace. According
to this theory, death, the last enemy,
never will be destroyed, but is left to
reign to all eternity, over just the
number who enter the second death.
The American negro slave was not
emancipated from the condition of
slavery by being remanded to its galling chains again, after a brief release.
The "king of terrors" - death,
reigns supreme, co-eternal with God,
over more than half the human race;
nor will he down though the King of
king!'), Christ Jesus wars against him,
if the second death be literal! "And
the upright shall" not "have dominion
over them in the morning" of their
resurrection. Nor will the prophetic
statement ever be realized:I will ransom them from the power of the
grav0; I will redeem them from death: 0
death, I will be thy plagues; 0 grave, I will
be thy destruction: repentance shall be hid
from mine eyes.-Hos. 13: 14.

But on the contrary, it should be
said: "0 men, death shall be thine
eternal plagues; I will be thine eternal
destruction;" and "death shall feed
on" thee throughout endless ages! It
won't plague death a great deal, will
it, to give him an eternal dominion
over a great proportion of the race of

man? Death exists just as long as
one soul is left in its embrace.
But this theory is false; it is a de·
ception. It is of physical death that
Paul speaks,-and of all mankind;
and without particular reference to
time, save in respect to the dead in
Christ; when he says:For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ
shall all be made alive. But every man in
his own order: Christ the first fruits; afterwards they that are Christ's at his coming.
. .. But some man will say, How are the
dead raised up? and with what body do they
come? Thou fool, that which thou sowest
is not quickened except it die: and that
which thou sowest, thou sowest not that
body that shall be [in the resurrection, for
thou sowest], but bare grain, it may chance
of wheat, [or man that is buried-sown,] or
of some other grain [that is, beasts, birds, or
fishes, that is sown, or buried at death]: but
God giveth it a body [in the resurrection] as
it hath pleased him, and to every seed [of
man, beast, bird, and fish] his own body.
All flesh is not the same flesh: but there is
one kind of flesh of men, another flesh of
beasts, another of fishes, and another of birds.
There are also celestial bodies, [in the resurrection], and bodies terrestrial: bnt the glory
of the celestial is one, and the glory of the
terrestrial is another. There is one glory of
the sun, and another glory of the moon, and
another glory of the stars: for one star differeth from anothor star in glory. So also is
the resurrection of the dead. It is sown i.n
corruption [begotten, lived, and was buried
subject to corruption], it is raised in incorruption: it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in
[or for] glory: it is sown in weakness, it is
raised in power: it is sown a natural body, it
is raised a spiritual body.-1 Cor. 15: 22, 23,
35-44.

It is evident that Paul here refers
to all ''the dead," and the resurrection
of all. It will not be denied, that all,
-good, bad, and indifferent,-die in
Adam; so all are to be made alive in
Christ; but in different classes or
"orders."
It is also evident from
what Paul here says, that the bodies
of all the resurrected will differ in
character and nature, in the resurrection, from what they were in death:
"For thou sowest not the body that
shall be." The difference is, it is
sown a corruptible body, but is
raised an incorruptible body-not subject, therefore, to physical decay or
death any more.
"The second death," therefore, is
not physical death. It must necessarily be, therefore, the condition into
which those to be punished enter,
after the eternal judgment. It is a
separation from God and the rewards
of the redeemed~a keen realization of

the justice of the decision of God in
their cases respectively; a vivid remembrance of having rejected the
infinite love of the Father, in the gift
of the precious Son, his only begotten
Son; their having derided all the
offers of proffered mercy divine; their
consequent loss of a part in the first
resurrection and the glories of the
millennial reign, their loss of celestial
glory, and a place with those redeemed from sin by the blood of the
Savior, through the mercy of the Father. Their experiences up to and
including the time and work of the
eternal judgment will have greatly enlarged their understanding of the
things that pertain to the reign of
God, and consequent increase will be
realized by them in their great loss;
and their sense of regret will be correspondingly increased. This increased
knowledge so intensifies the situation,
that it is like being cast into a "lake
that burns with fire and brimstone."
'l'he intensified remorse, this keen regret, the im:12assable "gulf" of God's
justice, gnaws away as a worm that
"dieth not." It burns as a fire unquenchable! To be thus imprisoned
till ''the very last mite" is paid, - sin
be expiated, surely is a great condemnation. (Luke 12: 58.)
But to make a profession of Christianity, and not live it; but to all the
guilt of the common sinner add the
great sin of hypocrisy, surely renders
one culpable to a greater degree.
Then in the audience of all the people he
said unto his disciples, Beware of the scribes,
which desire to walk in long robes, and love
greetings in the markets, and the highest
seats in the synagogues, and the chief rooms
at feasts; which devour widows' houses, and
for a shew make long prayers: the same
shall receive greater damnation.-Luke 20:
45-47.

That word "greater," is a comparative term, which, in the relation in
which it is used by the Savior,
amounts to nothing, if the penalty for
sin be physical death, which is the
same to all the finally impenitent.
But, to embrace the gospel in its
fullness, and go on to receive of its
great blessings, be a partaker of its
gifts, receive of its glorious visions,
enjoyallthatheavencouldbestowupon
man in the flesh, and then willfully
turn and depart from God, most assuredly subjects such to the greatest
i condemuatiou, Such are the angels
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of the Devil, and sons of perdition.
Such sin against the Holy Ghost,
after having received it. They commit the unpardonable sin. Surely for
such, even the glory typified by the
stars is withheld, after the sufferings
of God's wrath in eternity. For such,
there remains no more sacrifice for
sins, and consequently they are beyond the pale of repentance. Infinite
love and mercy have done for them all
that was possible. They have "trodden under foot the Son of God, and
hath counted the blood of the covenant wherewith" they were "sanctified an unholy thing, and" have
"done despite to the Spirit of Grace."
For if we sin willfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sin.-Heb. 10:
26-29.
For it is impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly
gift, and were made partakers of the Holy
Ghost, and have tasted the good word of God,
and 1he powers of the world to come, if they
shall fall away, to renew them again to re
pep.tance; seeing they crucify to themselves
the Son of God afresh, and put him to an
open shame.-Heb. 6: 4-6.

Impossible to renew them again to
repentance? Heaven having done all
that was possible to be done for them,
and having willfully rejected all, has
no more inducement for them. Having willfully turned from heaven's
joys, light, glory, truth, grace, mercy,
and infinite love, after having drank
of its eternal truths and atttained to a
demonstrated knowledge of it, by the
revelations of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. 2:
9-13), they are left to reap the fruit of
their doings. Like "the angels that
sinned," they are cast down to hell,
and delivered into chains of darkness,
and reserved unto judgment. (2 Peter
2: 5.)
How wondrous the subject of the
judgment eternal, as set forth in the
revelations of God. How consistent
with the character of a loving Father,
-infinite in wisdom, love, truth, justice, and mercy; and with whom those
attributes never decrease or change,
and who will judge and mete to all the
race of his created children according
to their works. How the heart goes
out in reverence to the great Judge of
all.
How ennobling this conception
of "our Father" is to all who have
the understanding enlightened by it.
How unreasonable, insignificant, and
shortsighted the imaginations of weak

man on this subject seem, as they are
set forth in their sermons, articles of
religion, confessions of faith, when
compared with the statements of
Deity! The innate justice of man
ought to teach him better regarding
this subject than to adopt the outrageous and extreme views of either
the annihilationists, or of those who
believe the never-ending literal lake
of fire and brimstone, and the burning
of the wicked eternally.
Either extreme view misrepresents
God, and really benefits no one.
"Everlasting fire," and "everlasting" or ''eternal punishment;" are
phrases expressive of the punishment
inflicted by the Everlasting--the
Eternal One, as distinguished from
man's temporal inflictions; without the
most distant reference to the time of
its duration. The qualifying phrases
"eternal," and "everlasting" qualify
the fire or the punishment, as to its
character and source, without any reference to the duration of it. Such
punishment is that of the Eternal or
Everlasting One. It also carries with
it the idea of the last punishment, or
the final one, whether it be long or
short.
God does inflict temporal
judgments on men, as in the case of
the antediluvians, and the Sodomites
suffered ''the vengeance of eternal
fire;" yet both those peoples will appear at the final "eternal judgment."
(Matt. 11: 24; 1 Pet. 3: 18-20; with
chapter 4: 5, 6; Heb. 6: 2).
The eternal fire with which the
cities of the plains were destroyed has
long since died out. It did not burn
eternally. And by the last Scripture
above-cited we learn that there is to
be "the eternal judgment." But will
God be eternally judging the race? If
so, when will the time of punishment
arrive? It is regarding the idea that
men will be eternally punished, or
eternally destroyed, that the revelations of God are silent.
It is nowhere written that the
wicked shall either be destroyed or
punished eternally. And here we
may safely rest, so far as the punishment of the impenitent and the second
death are concerned.
How vast the difference between the
ideas, eternal punishment, and being
punished eternally-how vast!
THE SUN DARKENED, MAY 19, 1780.
We surely will be pardoned for

reference to one more point, made to
do so great duty, and so greatly deceptive, by the theory we have
weighed, so far, and found wanting
at all contradistinguishing points. In
many of the leading books and tracts
put before the public by the advocates
of these theories, it is sought to be impressed on the minds of all, that the
very remarkable and as yet scientifically unexplained "dark day" of May
19, 1780, is a definite sign that the
last generation preceding the second coming of Christ in glory had
arrived, by applying it to the statements of Jesus, when foretelling the
signs that indicate that coming at
hand:Immediately after the tribulation of those
days shall t,he sun be darkened, and the
moon shall not give her light, and the stars
shall fall from heaven, and the powers of
heaven shall be shaken: and then shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven:
and then shall all the tribes of the earth
mourn, and t,hey shall see the Son of man
coming in the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory . . . . Verily I say unto you,
This generation shall not pass, till all these
things be fulfilled.-Matt. 24: 29, 30, 34. (See
Luke 21: 25-32.

.Because the Savior says that :the
generation in which the signs here
referred to by him would be shown
forth, shall not pass till all be fulfilled, and as the darkening of the sun
is here by him included, it is assumed
that the darkening of the sun in 1780
is, must be, the fulfillment of this
prediction.
A careful examination of the language of our Master indicates that
the generation mentioned is to begin
before the signs there referred to begin to be accomplished; how long before, we cannot determine; and all
those signs, including;the~ second advent, are all fulfilled before it ends.
We are not informed that that generation is to be longer than ordinary,
but)t surely will have to be unusually
long, extraordinarily so, should it
have begun prior to May, 1780, and to
extend beyond this writing, July,
1896.
The angels have not gone:forth yet
to gather the elect. The sign there
predicted l:!y the Savior to appear in
heaven has not been seen yet. Nor
have the tribes of the earth mourned
yet, as here foretold. The truth or
falsity of the application depends on
what our Lord meant by the word
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"generation." The word "genera- among whom he lived and labored,
tion" may be used in one of three the sum total of the light of all the
ways, four at the outside. It may be prophets, from Abel all the way down
used as designating the race of man- the ages to the Prophet Zacharias;
kind in general, or some special sub- and hence the responsibility of that
division of the race, as in Genesis 5: 1. generation was a full aggregation of
It may be used as indicating the aver- their responsibility for the blood of
age life of man, as relating to their all the prophets to that time. Now
succession of each other; as in our some of those who heard the voice of
day the average life of man is said to the Savior, and witnessed his labors,
be thirty-one or thirty-two years. As lived to see the destruction of Jerusaused in the genealogies of our Savior, lem, and the desolation of their gov(Matt. 1; Luke 3), or, it may con- ernmental house, and the remnant led
structively mean a definite period of away captive among the nations.
time, as in Genesis 15: 13-16, as in And it was to these things that Jesus
Exodus 12: 40, 41; in which case four referred, no doubt, when he said:Daugbters of Jerusalem, weep not for me,
generations include four hundred and
thirty years just. One generation but weep for yourselves, and for your chilhere is nearly one hundred and eight dren; for, behold, the days are coming in the
which, etc.-Luke 23: 28, 29.
years. It seems evident that Christ
In the days of that people and their
did not attach either of the first two children. This will enable us to
meanings here given to the word understand what Jesus meant by the
"generation" as he here used it. It word "generation." The signs given
would have the race cease at about to indicate the second advent near,
the time of the second coming, or are by Jesus placed in close proximity
some division of it; and that would be to each other; and to the second comso indefinite as to render the subject ing itself,-all to be within one genimpractical. But if he used it as God eration. That is, many of those who
did to Abraham, the prophecy, accord- are living when the sun shall be darking to this theory, has overrun a ened, as foretold by our Lord, will
generation some eight years and over, with their children live to see the
and the Savior has not come yet.
Lord come! The day nor the hour
I would much rather accept the will be known; so heed the admoniconclusion that the application here tion, "Be ye also ready."
made by this theory is wrong, than to
Let it not be forgotten that Joel the
be brought to conclude that Jesus' prophet places the darkening of the
prophecy will be or has been a failure. sun and moon after the former and
But should the theory, in its misap- latter rains are restored to Palestine.
plication, fail us here, we will not be This was done in 1846-1853. This
disappointed. It is a notable theory the land with its productiveness now
for failures. Jumping from one pre- returning now testifies to. It is no
sumption to another, to prop up and longer prophecy or faith; it is now
save a falling cause, is like springing history. He places the darkening of
from one piece of timber to another of the sun after the children of Israel
a storm-tossed ship to save from being are restored back to their anciently
found in the inevitable wreck.
promised land-Palestine (Joel 2: 21When the generation referred to by 27). He locates it about the time the
the Lord, in the subject under con- children of Israel accept the gospel,
sideration, has come, the signs pre- and the Lord pours out his Spirit on
dicted will be manifest, and no failure them, and their sons and daughters
will be experienced. No uncsrtainty prophesy. But these things, some of
will attend the manifestations, so far which are now coming to pass, are
as those who are watching for them history, but are stoutly denied by
are concerned. Jesus, no doubt, uses the advocates of this theory right in
the word "generation" here in the the face of the fact that they are now
same sense in which he uses it when being accomplished. The Prophet
he says:Joel says, after th us foretelling the
The men of Nineveh shall rise in the judgment with this generation.-Matt. 12: 41, 42.
All these things shall come upon this gen·
eration.-Matt. 23: 36.

restoration of the fertility of the land
of Palestine, which is now fulfilled,
and after the children of IsraelChrist brought to the generation literal-are restored to that land,

which is now being fulfilled, arid is 8i
matter of history:And it shall come to pass afterward . . . .
And I will shew wonders in the heavens and
in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of
smoke. The sun shall be turned into dark"
ness, and the moon into blood, before the
great and the terrible day of the Lord come.
Joel 2: 28-31.

From the foregoing considerations
we may safely conclude that the
darkening of the sun, May 19, 1780,
was at least one hundred years too
early to be the fulfillment of the
prophecy of our Lord, as recorded by
Matthew and Luke.
All theories looking to or for the
second advent of Christ before the
Jews are restored to Palestine, and
the rebuilding of Jerusalem, will prove
to be deceptive, disappointing, and
false. Who shall estimate the infinite
and stupendous consequences of deceptive and false theories and doctrines in effect to those misled by
them, in their relation to the great
future? Is it not much better to
prayerfully investigate and find the
truth now?
Seek first the kingdom of heaven, and its
righteousness.
Prove all things, hold fast that which is
good.

Truth saves
error!

and sanctifies;-not

ConfBrsnc B ]Vlintl1B8.
LONDON.
Conference of the above district met with
the St. Mary's branch on June 19-21; president R. C. Evans, assisted by Elders G. C.
Tomlinson and John Shields, were chosen to
preside; Maggie and Daniel McGregor secre·
taries. Branch reports: Monmouth, 59; loss
5. Ellice, 8; loss 3. St. Thomas, 109; gain
5. Niagara Falls, 50; gain 9. St. Mary's 52.
Garafraxa, 99; gain l. Toronto, 76; gain 31.
Corinth, 41. Windham, 58; loss 1. Proton,
123; gain 11. Walsingham Centre, 41; gain
12. Riverview, 20; gain 6. Masonville, 120;
gain l. Stratford, 19. Selkirk, 11; loss l.
Egremont, 82; gain 6. London, 249; gain 4.
Cameron, 70. London district report from
June to October, 1896: last report 1,477; present 1,523; baptized 48, received 13, removed
14, expelled 4, died 1. Ministry: High
Priests 1, seventies 2, elders 28, priests 29,
teachers 20, deacons 18. Ministerial reports:
High Priest R. C. Longhurst; Seventy John
Shields; Apostle R. C. Evans; Elders, S.
Langs, M. F. Derby, G. Virgin, W. Fligg,
W. Place, T. A. Phillips, S. W. Tomlinson,
J. MacKenzie, Frederick Gregory, A. E.
Mortimer, J. Taylor, D. MacGregor, G. C.
Tomlinson, A. MacDonald; Priests A. Wingrove, C. H. Neil, A. Knisley, T. A. Seaton,
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A. F. Sherman, R. Brown, G. Lindsay, A.
Sinclair, R. Gray; Teachers A. Kerr, A.
Clark; Deacon W. Anderson. The fo!lowi!ng resolution was passed: "Resolved, that
in view of the coming Plebiscite vote, that
we as a people continue to place ourselves on
record as being in favor. of temperance
measures, and that we advise our ministry
and membership to advocate any proper
measure to further the temperance cause and
abstinence from all that can intoxicate."
Preaching was in charge of Elders G. C.
Tomlinson, R. C. Evans, Alexander McDonald, and D. MacGregor. R. C. Longhurst was sustained president, John Taylor
vice president, R. C. Evans Bishop's agent,
Maggie MacGregor secretary and treasurer.
Adjourned to meet with the Toronto branch
in October. One of the best conferences
ever held in the district. The Spirit of God
was ·present· in wisdom, knowledge, faith,
discernment, tongues, prophecy, and revelation. Many bright promises were given by
the Spirit, with regard to the future of the
church and tl::e blessings God was about to
bestow upon his children if faitlll.ful. An address from Elder Lake, the former missionary
in charge, was read and feelingly replied to
by the assembly.
~~~~~~~~~~~

KIRTLAND.
Conference convened at Kirtland, Ohio,
July 3 and 4; G. T. Griffiths in the chair, assisted by E. L. Kelley; E. H. Garrett secretary pro tem.; the following branches being
represented: Kirtland, Cleveland, Blakes
Mills, Sharon, Conneautville, Youngstown,
and Akron. Extract from General Conference minutes relative to boundaries of new
district was read, after which the following
resolution was adopted: Whereas, the district known as the Pittsburg and Kirtland
district at its last conference, passed resolutions looking to a division of the same into
two districts; and, whereas the General Conference of the church has sanctioned the
action of said district and approved of the request for division, and whereas the branches
and membership here represented comprise
the northern half of the said original Pittsburg and Kirtland district,-therefore, be it
resolved, that we proceed to organize a district, to be known as the Kirtland district of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, and elect such officers and
adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary to effect such district organization.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing term: L. W. Powell, president,
George Powell, assistant president, E. H.
Garrett secretary; L. W. Powell being sustained as Bishop's agent. G. T. Griffiths, L.
W. Powell, and George Powell were selected
as a committee, empowered to secure funds
for the purchase of a tent to be used for missionary work in the district. R. Etzenhouser
aad H. C. Bronson were appointed to draft
rules for the regulation of the tent, copies of
which are to be placed in the hands of those
who shall hereafter be in charge of same.
The speakers were E. L. Kelle~', R. Etzenhouser, and W. J. Smith. Adjourned subject
to call of the president of the mission and
district president, as to time and place.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
Conference convened at the Caldwell
branch, July 3, 1897, at eleven a. ·m. C. L.
Snow president. Minutes of last conference
read, corrected, and approved. Branch reports: Caldwell; Foundry Hill, 36; Farmington, 81. Presidents of branches reported:
Priest D. W. Cook, Eliler P. B. Seaton,
Priest R. N. Warren, W. H. Griffin, T. C.
Kelley, C. L. Snow, J. H. Adair; Teachers
A. S. Snow, W .•T. Caldwell; Deacon W.
Haines: Priests D. W. Cook, R. N. Warren.
Bishop's agent's report accepted as follows:
Report of Bishop's agent for the Kentucky
and. Tennessee district for the six months
ending June 30, 1897: Balance due church
last report $27.98; received of P. B. Seaton
$6.00, T. H. Blalock $7.14, Ed Dunlap $1.00,
William Rosson $30.00, Frances A. Rosson
$15. 77, total receipts $59.91. Expenditures:
To Harvey Winchester $16.00, Charles L.
Snow $40.00, Geo. H. Brush $10.00, T. C. Kelley $17.00, postage 14c. Total on hand and
received, $87 .89; total expenditures $83.14;
balance due church $4. 75. Respectfully submitted, D. W. Cook agent, Sedalia, Kentucky, June 30, 1897. C. L. Snow offered his
resignation as district president. Resignation accepted.
Elder T. W. Chatburn
elected president to fill unexpired term.
Vote of thanks tendered Bro. Snow for his
work in that capacity. Resolved "that when
this conference adjourns, it does so to convene with the Farmington branch at new
Bethel, Saturday before the second Sunday
in February, 1898." Moved, "that the ministry be admonished to push forward in the
work and do all that can be done by them."
Carried. Motion to reconsider the act fixing
date of conference. Carried. Motion to fix
the date as Saturday before the fourth Sunday in November, 1897. Preaching by C. L.
Snow, D. W. Cook, T. C. Kelley, T. W. Chatburn, and J. F. Henson. It was moved to
disorganize the Eagle Creek branch. Lost.
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selected subject, W. S. Pender; Primary
teaching, Ella Landers; Why have Sunday
school? Frank Pierce; Duet, Fannie and Ida
Gurwell; Music as a factor in Sunday school
work, Lyda Chapman; Should Sunday school
pupils attend preaching and why? paper,
Laura Kent; Relation of Sunday scho'ol to
the church, James McDougal; Your favorite
Bible proverb and why. Be prepared. If
any on program, find it impossible to attend,
please r.repare paper, and forward it to Miss
Laura Kent, Clay Centre, Kansas, at an
early date.
LAURA KEN'!.',
Com. IN A BEVINS,
F. E. TAYLOR.

1

MisGellanaotls Department
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
To the Saints of' Northern Illinois District:All having tithing or free will offerings to
contribute to the support of the work of the
Lord, can send it to F. M. Cooper, No. 240
West Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois, care of
James Keir. All money sent will be promptly
receipted.
It is hoped that all, acting under the direction of the word of God, will feel moved by
love for the work to contribute of their
means to its support as the Lord may have
prospered them.
We also invite the saints in the district to
inform us of the needs of the work in their
several localities, and we will do our best to
supply the demands, so far as the limited
ministerial force will permit.
.F. M. COOPER,
Dist. Pres. and Bishop's agent.
July 26, 1897.

To the Saints in the Northern District of'
California; Greeting:-I am sorry I am com-

pelled to appeal to you again for assistance
to fill my calling honorably. I have no
funds to supply the elders' wives with and
the poor and needy ones in my charge. The
Bishop has no funds. I have none of my own
to advance. What am I to do? Are you
CONVENTION NOTICES.
willing to let tbe worthy and needy ones sufProgram of the Norwestern Kansas district fer? Please let those respond who can.
association, to be held at· Blue Rapids,
I feel sad when I know the saints need
Kansas, August 18: 9-12 a. m. busi- their scanty allowance and I have it not to
ness session; 2 p. m. devotional exercises, W. send them. Let us awaken to a sense of our
S. Pender; address of welcome, Arthur duty. Let us not be among those who will.
Smith; Sunday school work in Kansas, Wil- hear: "Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as
liam Landers; music; weapons for a teacher, ye did it not unto one of the least of these,
and how used for the best success, [paper) ye did it not unto me."
Mrs. Lizzie Wolfe; discussion; paper, selected
In gospel bonds, with great desire for the
subject, Mollie Davis; Sunday school exami- welfarff of God's covenant children,
nations, C. D. Carson; Duties of pupils,
c. A. p ARKIN, Bishop's Agent.
Birdie Kent; music; Sunday school ruts, how
No. 3010 Sixteenth Street, SAN FRANcisco, California,
22 1897
to get out of them, F. E. Taylor; Individual July •
·
faithfulness the key to true success, paper,
Ina Bevins, How can the opening and closing
MAYSVILLE REUNION.
exercises be conducted most effectively?
Charles P. Faul and A. W. Head, members
Betsey Bonner; experience in Sunday school of Northern Missouri reunion committee,
work, Ed Fender; music; How can pupils be were authorized to make arrangements for
influenced and taught to study the lesson? tents for the coming meeting to be held in
paper, Sr. Miller, Atchison, Kansas; Teach- ~ Mr. James Harvey's beautiful grove, one mile
ing of the lesson for next Sabbath, the asso- east of Maysville, Missouri, the county seat
ciation to be the class, Nellie Parker; 7: 30 of DeKalb County. After several days' time
p. m.Devotional, William Landers; Address, and considerable corresponding with parties.

8tlndau 8nhool llssonia1ions.
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in Kansas City, we can rent tents cheaper
than heretofore. We have special prices on
tents to those wishing· to purchase. Tents
will rent from September 2 to 15 for the following low prices:Tents 12 x 14, 3+ feet walls, $2 00
"
9+ x 12, "
1 75
Please send in your orders at once for these
tents. Tents will be on the ground ready
for you to occupy.
As we stated above, we have special low
prices to those wishing to purchase. We
think it will be cheaper for members or those
expecting to attend our annual reunion to
own their tents.
Tents 12 x 14, 3t feet walls, $9 00
"
12 x 12 "
8 00
" 9t x 12 ,, ,," " 6 75
5 75
" 9x9 "
"
Please add 25 cents to the price to pay for
the freight to Maysville, Missouri.
Those who will purchase tents will please
send the money with the order.
For any other information address the secretary, Charles P. Faul, Clarksdale, Missouri.
A. W. HEAD.
CHARLES P. FAUL.

BOOKS LOANED AND UNRETURNED.
To certain ones (whose names are now forgotten) I loaned my copies of Lucy Smith's
History of the Smith Family, also Tullidge's
"Life of J osepb the Prophet." I would be
glad to receive them again, and will thank
those who have them upon their being returned. The call for the bound Heralds last
winter was successful in causing the return
of the lost book, and I hope this will result as
well.
H. A. S'l.'EBBINS.
LAMONI,

Iowa.

NOTICES.
To the members of Southern district of
California by the name of Mamie, Katie, and
Harry Slotterbeck: Will you kindly write
to me to the address given below what relation you are to John Slotterbeck. I had an
uncle by that name, also my grandfather's
name was John Slotterbeck. Please write to
me at once.
Your brother in Christ,
ELI SLOTTERBECK.
LEAVENWORTH,

Indiana, July 22.

All members of the First Quorum of Elders
who have not received a quorum license, if
they send me their address I will forward
licenses immediately.
v ALENTINE WHITE, Sec. of Quorum.
LAMONI,

Iowa.

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO NAUVOO
REUNION.
The We&tern Passenger Associ.ation bas
granted reduced rates for the Nauvoo Reunion, und3r the following conditions: Going tickets must be purchased not earlier
than August 16, nor later than August 21,
and each ticket must be for full fare one way;
be sure to get a certificate to correspond
with the same. When you can, buy a ticket
clear through, and get corresponding certifi-

J
J

I
I

cate; but if you cannot; get a certificate to notify the president of the branch, Isaac P.
correspond with each ticket purchased.
Woods, Sinking- Springs, Ohio, not later than
And wh'en one hundred certificates show- August 28, so arrangements can be made to
ing that that many full fares have been sold to accommodate all. Conveyances will be furthe reunion are banded to F. M. Weld, the nished for those coming by train. Those
one appointed to look after that work, and coming by rail from the east will arrive at
signed by him, will entitle the agent at Bainbridge on the 11: 45 train. Those comMontrose ·to sell the holders return tickets ing from Middletown and Cincinnati are refor one third fare. Hand in your certificates quested to arrive at Hillboro, on the ten
early, that there may be no delay for those o'clock train. We expect a good attendance,
who desire to go home early.
and a good time is anticipated.
Return tickets must be purchased on or beYours respectfully,
fore September 4, to get the benefits of these
I. P. WOODS, Pres.
rates. l'Y'.rinisters holding half fare permits
are not entitled to these rates.
See notice of Nauvoo Reunion in Herald of
DECATUR DISTRICT FINANCES.
July 21, for further particulars.
CORRECTION.
COMMITTEE.
In last issue, in the amounts contributed by
members of Decatur district to Bishop diTENTS AND COTTAGES-BLUFF PARK
rect, the. item "bills receivable" should be
REUNION.
Word bas just been received of a reduction "total,'' there being no "bills receivable" rein prices of tents and cottages at the Bluff ceived by Bishop credited to members of this
Park reunion. If we can get an order for ten district; or more properly, the bills receiva(10) or more tents we can furnish them at the ble appearing in published report of Bishop
COMMITTEE.
following prices, 10xl2, $2.00; 12x14, $2.25; should not be countea.
and 14xl6, $2. 75. If we don't get ten they
will be a trifle more. Prices have been reORDINATION MEETING.
duced one dollar each on the $7.00 and $8.00
By call of district president, Robt. M.
cottages also.
Elvin, an ordination meeting was held at
F. M. WELD, Chairman.
Lamoni, Iowa, July 12, Robt. M. Elvin in
MONTROSE, Iowa.
charge. Hymn 609 was sung; prayer by Bro.
Asa S. Cochran. Hymn 615; after which
REUNION NOTICES.
Bro. Elvin stated that the meeting had been
The Southern Missouri district reunion called for the purpose of ordaining- Brn. Fred
will convene at Mt. Grove, Wright County, B. Blair and Fred M. Smith to the office of
Friday, October 8, and continue over the 17th. elder, and George W. Blair to the office of
The last three days will be used for district teacher; the ordinations having been auconference. Elder F. C. Keck and Bro. thorized at the late district conference.
White promise to be there, if they can make
After some remarks by the president, Brn.
it, besides a number of other elders. Now Fred B. Blair and Fred M. Smith were orwe have set it late so that it would come dained elders by President Joseph Smith and
after the peach crop was over, so we desire Bishop E. L. Kelley, and George W. Blair
all to come and let us have a good time. We ordained a teacher by Bishop E. L. Kelley
shall try and have good singing and music, and President Joseph Smith.
and it would be well for those young people
The services were very impressive and will
living at M-t. Grove to practice some good long be remembered by the many in attendhymns. Come in wagon, and bring tents, ance. Closed by singing hymn 611.
those that have any. Let those saints from
B. M. ANDERSON, Dist. Sec.
the north come, and everybody come.
HENRY SPARLING, /
DON SCHOFIELD,
~ Committee.
DIED.
C. M. BOOTMAN,
1
BROOKS.-Sr.Eva Brooks, of Vermontville,
A. M. D. McGUIRE, J
Michigan, born March 30, 1855; baptized
November 4, 1889; departed this life in the
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
faith and hope of Jesus, April 10, 1897. She
The semi-annual district conference will i leaves a husband and three little boys to
convene at the saints' chapel, Llanelly, on Sat- mourn. Funeral sermon preached by Hiram
urday,September4,1897,at5:30p.m.,forthe Rathbun, Sr., in the Baptist church at
consideration of the report of rules commit-· Dimondale. We feel a sense of gratitude
tee and other deferred business. Sunday serv- due for kindness rendered, especially by the
ices as follows: 10-11: 30 a. m., Priesthood. Baptist minister and his congregation.
meeting, 11: 30-12: 30 p. m., preaching; 2: 30KELLEY.-Jerome Kelley passed away at
4 p. m., saints meeting; 6-7: 30 p. m., preach-· his home in St. Joseph, Missouri, July 21,
ing; 7: 45-8: 30 p. m., outdoor service \if fine).. 1897, at the age of 46 years. Was buried
Reports required: Branch spiritual, spee:ial. : from the Aspey chapel July 23, 1897; sermon
committees, Sisters Evangelical Aid Society. by Elder J. M. Terry.
No individual or statistical reports required:. i ASHMORE.-Earl Russel, son of Bro. and Sr.
at this session.
l J. F. Ashmore, died at home of hisparents in
E. R. DEWSNUP, Pres.
, : St. Joseph, Missouri, July 22, 1897, at the age
,of 19 days, and was buried from the Aspey
All saints who expect to attend the Ohio <Bhapel July 23, 1897; sermon by Elder J.M.
district conference which convenes Septem-1 Terry. These two funerals occurred at the
ber 4 with the Highland branch will please s!l\me time.
1
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SAINTS' HE:BAID

he Saints,

Royal makes the food ;;;'-lre,
wholesome and delicious.

erald.

Subscription prico $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; E<inglc copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di· trict and b~anch pres id en ts,
and BiEhop's ag:ente ar(; requested to sol1Cit eu b.scriptione,
rnnke sales of rhunh publ1catione, and BESif.t the publishing department.
Addrese. comm nn icutim~ s for }Jllb 'ica.tion to the Editors.
Bu8inees Jetter~, ~nhflcriptions, remittances, changes
of addrese:, etc, e-hould he addressed to Frank Criley,
Business :Mana.ger. H,_.m1tt~u1ce ...: should be made by
post office or exprre-s (;fd('rr;i, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letter~. Do not Fend chPcks.
~
Adverti&ing rntef:I.. forty cents per inch each ineertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month is inser·
tion, :five per cent; thret~ months, fiftfen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cenL.
AH advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fl.1st or
last pages of cover, \Vill be charged a.u advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices~
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per lint". Editorial notices~ twenty~five cents
per line; discount us above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)

ROYAL BAKlNG POWDER

co.; NEW

YORK.

00
25
75
25
75

KING JAMES' 'l'HANSLATION.

Four sizes of Americ;1n B:blo Society's lowpriced editions: With margina~ references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
l!'eferences, two sizus, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHEHS' BIBLES.

Oxford Bibles, Family Binles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Svo tiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Blble, The Revised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any venion obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

FOR THE G. A. R. EN=
CAMPMEN'I'
t.o be held at Buffalo, N. Y. August 23d to
28th inclusive, tickets will be sold over the
Nickel Plate Road at $10 50 for the raund
trip. Good going August 21st, 22d and 23d.
The Nickel Plate Road is the short line
between Chicago and Buffalo, and is equipped
with the most modernly constructed day
coaches and luxurious sleeping and dining
cars. Colored porters are in charge of the
day coaches, and the facilities for the comfort
of patrons is unsurpassed. Commander-in
Chief Clarkson has selected this line for the
transportation of himself and staff, and respectfully invites his comrades to join him.
Mr. J. Y. Callahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois, will be
pleased to furnish all information in regard to
train service, etc. Depot 12th and Clark
S~reets.
No. 20.

Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...... 2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges,. .............. 3

I

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.

,~~~~~-F-0-R~S-A-L~E-.~~~~~

I $15 50
1

,

,

I
I

I
I

·

COhhRGH CI7Y BARBHR SHOP,

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
l!NSPIRED TRANSLA'l'IO>f BY JOSEPH SMITH.

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:THE

160 acres good rolling blue
gr:i,es land situated 3t miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raisiog. Only $15.50 per acre. Rea- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. sonable payment down, balance on time to
I suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 90
along the line of the Nickel Plate Road. days only. Apply to FRED B. BL~IR,
I
Lamom, Iowa.
.
.
.
Th ree t h rou.g h ti:arns da1 1y between Chrnago,
Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - York, and Boston. Unsurpassed facilities l
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.
for the comfort of the traveling- public. All ,
the d~licacies of the season Berved on dining THE Herald Office has arranged to
car.
.
handle a special line of bargains in
Call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General II Sundi:i,y School Teachers' and MinisAgent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. t
, B'bl
b
h' h t · tl fi t
1 es,
Depot 12th and Clark Streets.
No. 25.
ors
Y W lC s ric Y rs ·

SEND FOR SUMMER OUTINGS

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is tbe Book of Mormon
-of divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a rm mber, the Church of
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Roorl!.anized Church of J€sus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him?
Cloth, 396 pages, pri<Je ...•..•...••. $1 50

Cloth ............................... $1
Sheep or library binding ........... 1
Imitation morocco, giit edges ...... 1
Morocco, gilt edge~. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2
Morocco, flexible blnciing, gilt edges 3

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES.

(Established 1860.)
Published every '\Veclnesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

BLAIR MEHCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-cia~"' vr .rk done in our iine. Ladies~
hair cl0aning at ~bop or hOURe, except Satut'dH.ys.
Iowa Stehm Laundry in conn. ction.
F. A. BLACK.

-----------------

HARDWARE..,
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fUrnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

ARE YOU

KING REST AND
RECREATION

class editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School
Teachers' Bible," the same as
1
J the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
, printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6ix8t mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
''The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6x8i; mailed postpaid at
$1. 50 net.
These Bibles are marvels of cheapI ness in price but are excellent in

I

during the summer months? If so, send for
Summer Outings along the line of the Nickel
Plate Road, from which you will be able to
select quiet and pictureEque resorts with
good fishing and bathing facilities. Ele-1
gantly equipped coaches; luxurious sleeping
cars and unexcelled Dining Car Set vice.
Three through trains daily between Chicago
and the east.
Address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111
Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.
No. 26.

I

.

'

.

.

.

.

quality of worl~mansh1p m ?mdmg,
etc. They are rnsued by leadrng pubI lishing houses and may be relied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley,
Business Manager Herald Office, La-

COLOR OF CHURCH HISTORY.

IN binding the first volume of the
Church History, red and black cloth
were used, also black and light colored
leather. Those who have ordered
and shall hereafter order the second
volume should mention the color
wanted if they have a preference.

. I

mom, owa.

Presidency and Priesthood.
BY ELDEH WM. H. KELLEY.

The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orders
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
copy.
Address, David Dancer, Business
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrangements to handle the book in quantities should
address the Au.thor, at Temple, ·ohio.

I
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Anyone sending a sketch and deocription may
quickly ascertain, frec 1 whether an invention is·
probably patentaUe. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fO',.' securing patents
m America. 'Ne have a V\rasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recetve
special notice in the

·AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

~f5o ~f;n~~~1l~~rna~p':cii~~~ tg~gt~:~~~Y1~1d
5

8'JoK ON PATENTS

sent free.

MUNN &

Addres~

CO.,

361 .Brmulw"Y, New York,

SUMMER1.S HEAT COOtED

~\ec~r?~s'jj~~~~

Cost of operating", 15 centE- Jor 50 hourti. Instructions for
use easily followed. No d:rnger from electric shoclrn, no.
matter how carelessly l:Jandled. Motor, Battery, Electric.
Wire, and Chemicals al1 complete with each order.

E;'ELASTIC S'l'ARCH has be>n before the people of the United States for twenty-tloree years, af!d is without doubt
the greatest !5tarcll inventLn of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
weuty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have hnd years of practical experience in fancy 1aundrying. It m!lkes ironing easy, reetores old sum.mer drnsses to ihe1r nat11 ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a be'lntiful and htsting finish. It is the only starch ma.nnfactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any otb.er substance injurious to fine1, and can be used even for a baby powder.
$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or smull room nicely.
$15 50will ventilate.a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.
Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO'PA'i'.

I

Bro. B. F. Ordway 1 of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three b'Jxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50 No bad effects from
use of Quit-'l'o-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No flau•e, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

JIE.lf!IJ:CAL ELECT.RIC CO.,
60~ Vanderbilt .BuHdii.ng, N,
Agents 'V'Vanted.

Y~

ARE YOU A RENTER?

per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over"
good road; four room bouse, ~table, fruit, llil!:d·
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,.
Iowa.

DO YOU WANT A HOME?
I have fruit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and adjo'hling counties in Missouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres. and from
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sell for from $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in Jots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acre.
For further particular•, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the bust,

ness center. It bas i:iix room~. a hall, and three closets
~nd is couveni~ntly arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent'lation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

are

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suit.able
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc. ·
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
'l'he purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 pelf·

llottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
1>11.eli:ed and delivered at express office on receipt of pr!Ce,.

row A. W, JL MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni.. .lwi!IL
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ing their children entirely over to the j until midnight or thereabouts. The:
Em~:~AJ'~iesthoods .................... _501 school for training and purposely I damage which they are thus prevented
New Moun?s ?i~covered ............. 503 i neglecting to do their own duty. I from d~in~ at home they do n~t hesiTo Bluff Park via the K. & W · · · · · · . 5o3 From much of the talk that you hear tate to mfhct upon other people and
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
I
'
Select Reading for S2ptember Meeti you would be forced to believe that i with absolute impunity, because the
ings of Daughters of Zion.········ .. 505 the school is the only aaen0y
in civil- person of a small boy is re 000 arded as.
0
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
How to Help the Dist.riot Convrmtion.506 ization.
Yet there are three great sacred however much of a nuisance
T
?ne Little Sunday"' School.·········· .50 6 factors for good that should be work- and evil he may become. There is
~•ET l'ER DEPARTMEN ~ . . . . . . . . .......... 507
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
ing together for the saving of the not one case in a hundred where chilTalmagean Criticism.-No. 1. · · · · · · · . 5 10 [young-- the homa the church and dren are trained to yield irnplieit
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
"'•
.
'
Pittsburg ........· .................... 5151 the school. There is work enough obedience to thE~ir parents or to have
SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocIATIONs:
Sunday School \IY01·k at Nauvoo ReI to be done for all these three factors that respect for their elders which.
union .............................. 516 -the load is heavy enough for all. was the rule :fifty or sixty years ago.
MISOELLf-~gous. E'.EPAR'rMENT:
I The home is the natural nursery, the
Without some serious, honest exerReun,oa Not.1to~s ................ · .. · · .5161
Not,ice to Musicians .................. 516 other two being more or less artificial. c1se of home influence and discipline
::::-====-==:::.:-=::.:::.:::.==-=--=--=--=-:.::::-==:=-:: j Nothing can take the phwe of the the crop of boys coming up will tD aA SCHOOL FOR PARENTS.
I home--the father and the mother- considerable extent result in hobos,.
THE retiring President of the Detroit and when we try, to do this we are tramps, loafers, hloJcklegs, and idle
Board of education in his annual report I simply substituting an artiffCial for a and worthless cha,racters, while the
makes the valuable and novel sugges- 11 natural process. 'rhe home must be girls will be seeking or forced into
tion that courses be established for first and foremost in its influence, and divorces to be got rid of. The
parents as wen as children in the pub- I the other agencies must be assist· ticians, as the result of such impotent
1
lie schools. His idea is to give some 1 ants."
rearing, will nearly all turn out to be
of the advantages of schooling to
Another writer said:boodlers, embezzlers, and untrustgrown people who have come to 1 "In a great many American homes worthy men, destitute of all moral
America from foreign countries where of to-day there is no clear, sharp, well character. The business men will be
they have not had the advantages of,1 defined authority. There is, of course, unreliable. Few of them will believe
free tuition. The suggestion is an 1 in these homes a great deal of compli- that honesty is the best policy or a
admirable one, but the Tribune would ance with the wishes and desires of good policy in business. Their idea,
favor its extension. It is not alone the parents. But it is not obedience of business will be to cheat, jockey,
foreign parents who need to go to on the part of the children, nor the overreach, arid deceive 2,ll they can ..
school, but American parents also, I exercise of authority on the part of That is the present idea of smartness.
1
and the better educated and more 1 the parents. The parents and chil- Still others will grow up into profes.
wealthy these parent,s are the more dren are simply getting along with sional criminals.
they need the schooling. It may not each other. The parents endure the
The lack of home training· is the
be practical to get them into school, children and the children bear with principal cause of all this lawlessness,
but the need remains just the same. the parents. Each 'passage at arms' and the school has set the example by
Parental training has been growing results in a compromise or a drawn liberating children from wholesome
more and more lax for two or three battle. When there is no clashing of correction. So long as a boy is not
generations past.' Parental discipline interests there is mutual affection and punished at home and cannot be punhas been similarly loosened during the sunshine."
ished at school it is no wonder thsJt he
same period. In. another generation,
The above suggestions are as true feels at liberty to do what he pleases.
unless parents take a decided stand as gospel.
The lack of parental He knows that he will not be held to
for their rights, they will be ruled by training at home is responsible for any responsibility, and hence he gives
the children.
the lack of salutary discipline in the free rein to his vicious propensities.
This matter is a serious one, because schools and the lawlessness which He knows that he is safe from discithe prevalent lawlessness in the prevails among children out of the pline at home and that he is not liable
schools and out of the schools is due schools. The old-fashioned idea of to polica interference. This is the reacalmost entirely to the lack of home juvenile government is rapidly dis- son why there is not a neighborhood'
training.
The Springfield (Massa- appearing, and in its place the chil- in Chicago which is not at the mercy
chusetts) Re1Jublican recently opened dren are governing the parents. This of the boys led by hoodlums who inits columns to a discussion of this sub· has increased to such an extent that sult householders, destroy their prop- ject, and a school teacher wrote as children are mainly sent to school to erty, and conduct themselves as they.
follows:get rid of them, and when not in please, and resent with obscenity,,
"I think one cause of the trouble school are sent out on the streets for profanity, or even violence any re··
lies in the fact that parents are turn- the same reason, where they remain monstrance against their viciousness.
CO.!\!'ll'ENT:!>:
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'Th~re is s~arcely a~ alley or vacant I transferred through the medium of a desks that the light will fall over the
lot rn the city of Chicago where they
will not find ample encouragment
from hobos, tramps, and loafers who
spend their days and nights in them
swilling beer, they being just as exem~t ~s boys from the danger of
police mterference.
The Detroit superintendent hit the
nail squarely on the head when he
recommended school facilities for parents. They need educating in the
fundamentals of juvenile training.
They need to be told how to exercise
<liscipline. They need to be impressed
with the necessity of making children
vbey. They need to be told how to free
them selves from the tyranny of chil,dren and to be encouraged in doing it.
If something is not done to secure respect for the rights of grown up people and at the same time to curb the
insolent, disrespectful, ungovernable,
~nd criminal tendencies of childr~n,
it will not be long before the whirl·
wind is reaped from the wind'which
careiess, indifferent, and timid parents are now sowing. It will not be
long before the usefulness of the
home as well as of the schools will
be destroyed. - Chicago Tribune.

'DANGERS TO SIGHT IN SCHOOLS.

DR. RICHARD H. DERBY has performed a public service in calling attention to the fact "that any child
who is an inmate of our public institutions is far more likely to lose bis
·.sight from the inroads of contagious
•ophthalmia than to lose his life from
scarlet fever or any of the diseases
which are subject to quarantine regulation by boards of health."
Illlighted classrooms, badly-made desks,
carlessness in the placing of children
with weak eyes in regard to the light
are among the causes given by Dr.
Derby for the wide prevalence of eye
,diseases in schools. The parents of
the children frequently resort to foolish treatment, such as the injection of
. mother's milk into the eye, or the ap-plication of a piece of beefsteak or a
raw oyster, all of which are looked
upon by the ignorant as infallible
cures for every disease of the eye.
,Under such empirical treatment, a
.case of contagious ophthalmia is not
,only a source of great danger to the
,patient himself, but to all of his fellowpupils, for the malady may easily be

towel, by the use of the same water
in washing, and sometimes even
through the atmosphere. When Dr.
Derby visited a number of institutions
with a view to preparing a report on
1
I the condition of the inmates' eyes, he
found that among 7440 children not
less than 1428, or nearly one fifth,
were suffering from contagious eye
diseases. Not infrequently the child
·
himse Jf is ignorant of his d e f ect1ve
vision, and the tutors jump to the
conclusion that he is stupid or lazy,
when the apparent dullness or indolence is due only to the condition of
h is eyes. D r. D er b y says t h at many
children who now pass for dullards
would do very well if their eyes were
put into a healthy state. He is also
of the opinion that many cases of
short-sightedness and other complaints of the eye may be prevented
by ligh~ing the scho~l r~oms properly;
by seatmg the pupils m such a way
that they will not find it necessary to
strain their eyes; by so placing the

I

left shoulder, and not in such a way
as to cast a shadow; by having prop·
erly constructed desks, so that the
I children will not be obliged to
stoop over their work, and by observing the rules of hygiene.
~

VALUABLE PAPYRI.
In a card to the Boston Transcript Vice

President William C. Winslow says: "The
allusion to the fioding of papyri by Mr. Grenfell, of our .Egypt exploration fund, in Monday's 1'ran.,cript, leads me to state that these
200 or 300 rolls range from tbe Roman couquest to early Arab times, and that among
them are early Christian documents of rarest
interest. One of these, already examined, is
a collection of the sayings of Christ, some of
them not in the gospels. The place, Behneseh
on the map, is the site of Oxysuchus, where
the fish by that name was worshiped."
The United Brethren General Conference,
at its recent session, bad a discussion of the
word "obey" in tbe marriage ceremony of
their discipline. A large number of women
had int"lrested themselves in tbe matter and
worked for its elimination, but the conference
refused, and the word remains.
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REDUCED IN PRICE .
Recognizing the closeness of the times and with a desire to place the
church paper within the reach of every member, the Board of Publication
has decided to offer THE SAIN'l'S' HERALD at a reduced price for one year
from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD will be fixed at $1.50 per year,
payable in advance.
This reduction applies to both old and new subscribers, on the following
conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who pay up on old subscriptions
and renew one year in advance, will receive the benefit of the reduction in
price from the date named-July 12, 1897.
·
Those
who
have
already
paid
in
advance
will
receive
the
benefit
of
the
1
I reduction in price at the dates of expiration of present subscriptions, and for
· the year following said dates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent, both in the price of the church
paper, and of the revenue derived from it. It is therefore necessary that all
avail themselves of the new departure and greatly enlarge the list of new
subscribers; and also that those indebted pay up all past due accounts.
Branch book agents and the ministry who can do so, are respectfully asked
to second the efforts of the Board by obtaining new subscribers for the
HERALD and working in the general interests of the Herald Office-the
church publishing plant.
In bonds,
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Decatur Oo., Iowa
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"if ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the· truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you ba11e save it be one wife: and concubines be shall have none."
Book ~ Mormon, page 116.

Lamoni, Iowa, August 11, 1897.
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TWO PRIESTHOODS.

subject connected with the gospel, or attaching to the administration
of gospel ordinances, ought to be con·
sidered in its entirety, and no special
theory ought to be raised or maintained upon an isolated passage of
.scripture to the e~clusion of others.
Among nearly all classes of socalled Latter Day Saints, in the
divisions that arose after the death of
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, there grew
up what appears to have been an ex·
aggerated conception of priesthood,
that gave to certain officers something in the line of priesthood of a
more or less mysterious nature, different to that held by other officers
in the church.
This conception was an error, as
we view it, and the holding of it bas
wrought mischief, helped to create
and keep alive divergences that have
been hurtful to the general cause, and
an especial detriment to the particular class holding to them.
In section 104 of the Lamoni
edition of the Doctrine and Covenants,
which was section 3, in the Kirtland,
or edition of 1835, the statement is
made that "there are, in the church,
two priesthoods; namely, the Melcbiseg.ec, and the Aaronic."
All officers in the church belong to
one or the other of these two, no matter what their grade of authority,
name, quorum, or duties of office.
Any conception of priesthood, as to
kind, quality, or name, in the church,
differing from this is a mistake, and
contrary to the law and the testimony.
Section 83, of Lamoni edition, section 4, in the edition of 1835, section
84 in the Utah edition, upon which
many have based conclusions and
theories of a higher or separate

ANY

priesthood, and which was given to
the church in 1832, treats of two
priesthoods only, the "high priesthood" and ''the lesser priesthood."
Paragraph 5 makes the offices of
elder and bishop to be appendages,
necessary adjuncts in and belonging
to tbe ''high priesthood;" the offices
of teachers and deacons to be appendages, necessary parts belonging to
the lesser priesthood.
The sacred inspiration that gave
this revelation traces the higher
priesthood, which is called the holy
priesthood, from Moses to Adam; and
states that this "priesthood continueth in the church of God in all generations, and is without beginning of
days or end of years." There is
nothing that can be connected with
the priesthood, or imagined in relation to it that is stronger or grander
than this simple statement makes the
fact to be. This is found in paragraph 2. Paragraph 3 in a similar
way states that tbe Lord "confirmed
a priesthood" upon Aaron and his
seed, which ''continueth and abideth
forever, with the priesthood which is
after the holiest order of God."
No one not purposely blind can fail
to understand that the priesthood
here called ''the holiest order" is the
Melchisedec, or high priesthood, and
is the one referred to in connection
with the Aaronic in paragraph 6 in
the expression, "For whoso is faithful unto the obtaining these two
priesthoods of which I have spoken,
and the magnifying their calling, are
sanctified by the Spirit unto the renewing of their bodies."
One of the things that attaches to
the faithful holding of the priestht od
line of authority, comprehended in
the unity of the two, the higher
and the lesser, the Melchisedec and
the Aaronic, is that all that tbe
"Father hath shall be given unto
him." This is in accord and fulfillment of the "oath and covenant," established by God when the priesthood
was instituted, just as stated by Paul
in the letter to the Hebrews, where,
reasoning upon this same priesthood

No. 32.
he wrote that after the similitude of
Melchisedec another priest was to
arise, "For he testifieth, Thou. art a
priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec."
Referring to the priests who ministered at the altar under the law he
wrote:(For those priests were made without an
oath; but this with an oath by him that said
unto him, The Lord sware and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the
order of Melchisedec.) For the law maketh
men high priests which have infirmity; but
the word of the oath, which was since the
law, maketh the Son, who is consecrated for
ever more.-Heb. 7:17, 21, 28.

There is nothing in this, or the
whole of the eighty-third section that
warrants the conclusion that t~ere is
any priesthood other than one of the
two referred to by name specifically,
in which there is a ceremonial oath to
be administered by man, in an ordinance of any sort. That none was
contemplated is clear from what follows in paragraph 10,
Therefore, go ye into all the world, and
whatsoever place ye cannot go into, ye shall
send, that the testimony may go from you
into all the world, unto every creature. And
as I said unto mine apostles, ev1'n so I say
unto you., for ·you are mine apostles, even
God's high priests.

There is no mistaking this language. There was conferred upon
those men called in the opening of
this dispensation of restoration, the
same kind of priesthood and authority
that the apostles called and ordained
at Jerusalem held; neither more, nor
less. We nowhere read in either the
Old or New Testament Cof a ceremonial ordinance connected with the
administration of the gospel, in which
the formal giving and taking an oath
was required. Nor is there in the
revelations by direction of which the
church was established, its work begun and carried on, anything requiring such oath and covenant making,
by command, or the giving of details,
or terms of statement. The history
of the church from its founding by
revelation in 1827 to the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, nowhere
shows any information of there hav-
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ing been any such oath or covenant
used, or any direction requiring it.
The commission given in Matthew 28
and Mark 16, is broad and full; the
one given in section 83, paragraphs
10 and 11, is like it, and in neither is
there a provision for a formal oath, or
covenant, or oath and covenant, not
found in the acceptance of the word,
obedience thereto in the ordinances of
baptism and the laying on of hands,
all of which if done in good faith is
followed by the conferring of the
Holy Ghost, which is the seal of the
covenant.
There is no evidence in the history
of the church that those early elders
received, or expected to receive any·
thing better, or different than the two
priesthoods constituting one authority
of many grades of office and duty; and
that they did receive the priesthood
specifically named in section 83 is
positively stated in paragraph 6:-

Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the 1 the oath
promise.-Gal. 3: 26-29.
Abraham,

and covenant made with
Isaac, and Jacob, of which
This agrees with what the Savior the coming and work of Jesus the
taught, as related by John:Christ was a part, and which was reBut as many as received him, to them gave membered and reinstituted in the last
be power to become the sons of God; only to days by the sending of the angel with
them who believe on bis narue.-Job n 1: 12.

To put a construction on any part
of section 83, that permits the calling,
choosing, or ordaining men unto a
priesthood separate and distlnct from
that conferred and exercised by the

apostles as shown in the New Testa·
ment; and that conferred upon and
exercised by those to whom the reve·
lation was given, by reason of which
a new line of authority, or society of
men is created by oath and covenant
couched in terms and expressed in
forms administered by men, is to do
violence to the whole tenor of section
104, section 83 itself, and the teaching
of the New Testament. both the law
and the testimony.
From the love of mystery, the ten·
And all those who come not unto this
dency to secrecy of action, the mis·
priesthood, which ye have received, which I
now confirm upon you who are present, this taken sense of security, the desire for
day, by mine own voice out of the heavens, complete rule and domination, the
and even I have given the heavenly hosts idea that unity is to be perfected and
and mine angels charge concerning you.
perpetuated by bonds imposed by
This shows conclusively that all the oaths and covenants secretly adminisright and authority and power and tered, grew a variety of bonds, oaths,
priesthood and privilege necessary covenants, and associations in the
to the establishing and building church, or different portions of beup
the church, the
kingdom, lievers originating from it, all through
in these last days were included and from the Masonic fraternity, the
conferred in the two lines named in Danites, the Baneemyites, the Priest·
section 104 first referred to in this ess' Lodge, the Illuminate, the Rein·
article and named in section 83, in the carnates, the Endowments, and all
following:other orders association in which was
They become the sons of Moses and of secured by pledge and promise of
Aaron, and the seed of Abraham, and the secrecy, or an oath with a covenant,
cburch and kingdom and the elect of God;
and also all they who receive this priest- from all of which mischief, resulting
hood receiveth me, saith the Lord, for ~e in loss, has constantly occurred.
that receiveth my servants receiveth me,
In a close watch upon the results
and be that receiveth me receiveth my which have followed the divergences,
F<1ther, and he that receiveth my F1>ther re- in the various branches into which
ceiveth my Father's kingdom. Therefore,
all that my Father b::th shall be given him; the church was split, including the
and this is according to ihe oath and cove- church in Utah, with its plural marna'lt which belongeth to the priesthood.
riage and attendant ceremonials,
The princi~le by which this pecul- Fa.ther Cutler's extra priesthood,
iar sonship is made effective to the Charles B. Thompson's reincarnation
transforming men into the sons of ideas, Prophet Joseph Morris' heavMoses and sons of Aaron, is given by enly orders, and Pres. J. J. Strang's
the Apostle Paul in his letter to the kingdom; and a careful study of the
Galatian church:books, and history of the church, we
For ye are all the children of God by faith have reached the conclusion that no
in .Jesus Christ. For as many of you as have work requiring secrecy, bonds, oaths,
been baptiz8d into Christ have put on Christ. or covenants including penalties, is pro·
T~ere is neither Jew nor <:ree~, there is vided for in the 0O'OSpel dispensation.
neither bond nor free, there 1s neither male
nor female; for ye are all one in Christ Je- j That the oath an~ cove~ant named
sui. And if ye are Christ's, then are ye and contemplated m section 83, are

*

.

.

.

.

the restored gospel. . This is clearly
~he me~ning of the r:vel~t.ion found
m sect.1 ~n 20, Lamom edit10n; 47 ~n
the editwn of 1835, 1846; and 22 m
Utah edition.

Behold, I say unto you, that all old covenants have I caused to be done away in this
thing and this is a new and an everlasting
covenant, even that which was from the beginning.

This was said relative to the ordi·
nance and force of baptism; and in
strict harmony with the command in
Matthew 28 and Mark 16.
That men who are obedient to the
divine command to r~pent and be bap·
tized, and who receive the Holy Spirit
through the authoritative administra·
tion by laying on of hands, are called
and ordained to the Aaronic and Melchisedec priesthoods, forming one
harmonious working whole known
as "The Priesthood," may and do
become the spiritual sons of Moses
and Aaron, respectively, we are quite
willing to believe possible. But we
are not willing, nor ready to accept
the idea, nor the claim no matter by
whom made, that there is either in
the church, or necessary to its exist·
ence or its work, an order of priesthood called of God, ordained because
of provisions in the law, owing its
existence, virtue, and power to ordinances of selection and ordination'in
which oaths and covenants are administered, or required.
To us the oath of the Lord by
which the priesthood was created to
continue forever, the covenant established between man and God in obedience and baptism on man's part, the
accepting of the obedient and faithful
ones manifested by the conferring of
the Holy Ghost and Eternal Life, on
the part of God, are the oath and
covenant of section 83 and other passages where such are referred to in
the law.
Secrecy, mystery, the
grasping of what is not provided
for, outside of the plain provisions of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
'have no attractions for us; and we believe should have none for all true
·
believers.
Whosoever is born of water and the
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Spirit, is born of the gospel a child of i Angeles, his present residence, July
God, and by virtue of the call of t,he 25: Master unto the priesthood in either
I myself am well, thanks to God, joyous,
line is a son of Moses or of Aaron j and very grateful to the Lord for the gift of
·1·

1

'

.

.'

.

'

respectively; and thus m due time the
sons of Moses and of Aaron will offer
sacrifices in righteousness unto God
in the fullness of time under the gospel dispensation in the New J erusalem.
It is time that Latter Day Saints
should cease following after loose
vagaries, however resplendent skillful men may make them to appear.
Mysteries disappear as we approach
them and need to know what may
have been hidden by them, the darkness of them being dissipated by the
light of truth divine. Let us live in
that light and cease striving after the
mysterious in unwarranted ways.
NEW MOUNDS DISCOVERED.

S'l'. PAUL, Minn., July 18.-Tbe Dispatch
publishes a detailed account of an exploring
expedition sent out by it in charge of Louis
De Lesley to locate, survey, and define the
prehistoric mounds of the Missouri Valley,
in South Dakota. The expedition was so successful that another immense area of work
bas been opened in the field of archaeology.
'l'he largest group was located opposite the
mouth of Grand River, and contains 600,000
square feet of territory, with eighty-four
counted and surveyed mounds on the field, at
an elevation of 175 feet above the Missouri
River. Immense quantities of prehistoric
specimens were secured and brought back to
this city. It seems as though an entire prehistoric settlement bad been properly located.
TO BLUFF PARK VIA THE K. & W.

FOR the Reunion at Bluff Park, August 19 to September 1, the Keokuk
and Western Railroad Company will
make a rate of $4. 90 from Leon, Iowa,
to Bluff Park; from Decatur City,
Iowa, to Bluff Park, the same. Passengers will be entitled to a one third
rate returning. Passengers can leave
Leon at 2: 40 p. m., arriving at Keokuk 8: 30 p. m. Returning passengers can leave Bluff Park 8: 30 a. m.,
arrive at Leon 11: 45 a. m.
4
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. C. A. PARKIN wrote card, San
Francisco, July 22 :We are expecting a large attendance at our
reunion at Oakland. Brn. Parker and Barmore have done some preaching on the street
to good-sized crowds.

his Holy Spirit and for the communion with
the saints, for all tho-ie countless blessings
that be does bestow upon me from day to day.
I feel so glad, and thankful too, that I have
bad the honor of meeting you and the other
brethren in authority in Christ'a own church,
and shall never forget the b:essed time I h!).ve
bad in your company and whilst among God's
people in and about Lamoni, St. Joseph,
Stewartsville, and vicinity. May the Lord
abundantly bless every one of his people in
all parts of the world.

Bro. A. H. Parsons, referring to
statements made by a Brighamite
elder or elders, which appeared in a
late Herald, writes from Philadelphia
the 30th ult., as follows, to brethren
of the business department:Your letter at hand, also notice in Ilerald.
I waited to obtain the information necessary
for you to look up that case, if it was true.
I learned to-dl'ty through Bro. Kent, who
saw the man himself last Sunday and talked
with him, but could r:ot give his name, that
he said be sent twenty-five cents in a letter
for some tracts. That is all there is in it.
While this Charles A. Streeper made a great
ado, charging the Reorganization with being
dishonest, in a curtly and mean way, I was
well satisfied then that he was not telling
the truth either in that matter or against
Bro. Sheehy. It seems these fellows must
have it that we are persecuting them.

Bro. L. R. Devore,
Ohio, August 2:-

Graysville,

I arrived home from Fayette City, Pennsylvania, last Thursda_y; baptized eight while
there. The branch is in excellent ctJndition;
Bro. D. L. Shinn baptized four. I return
there as soon as I can get my affairs in-shape.
I think the Church History is grand.

M. T. Short, Madison, Wisconsin,
August 3:Fourteen discourses were delivered in the
tent ere it left on 25th ult. for Ablemans, this
State. I gave forth eight of them and nine
more since in a chapel in Green bush, w bi ch
is the suburban part of this capital city. I
begin a series this evening, near by in a
schoolhouse; and thus we work along all the
while. Am quite well and com para ti vely
happy.

Bro. A. B. Pierce, Plainville, Massachusetts, August 4:Elder F. 0. Coombs gave a very instmctive
and edifying sermon to the saints here on
last Sunday morning; his subject was upon
the "Jews." 'rhe writer was present at Attleboro last Friday evening; also present
Elder C. A. Coombs in charge, assisted by
Elder F. 0. Coombs; meeting held at Sr.
Cicily Siddall's; refreshing season from the
Lord.

Bro. John M. Terry, of the Far
Bro. A. B. Purfurst, lately bap· West, Missouri, district, wrote July
tized at Lamoni, writes from Los 26:--

i

So far as I know the work is onward. In
and about St. Joseph there are strong efforts
made by the local brethren to get the gospel
into new fields, to "break up fallow ground,''
which is encouraging.

Bro. J. B. Smith, of No. 672 East
Fourth Street, Salt Lake City, Utah,
expresses the following on the finance
question:It looks to me that it would be a good plan
to eetablisb storehouses in Lamoni and elsewhere, if needed, so the members can bring
their produce as tithing, which I believe
they would do, wber8 otherwise they would
not be able to give money, as their amount of
money is so limited that all of it is c1,nsumed
in taxes, interest, clothes, etc. Of course the
church needs money, but I believe the produce would help ke0p more of the money
they receive.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE saints of Kewanee are to build a
new church of brick. The old one
was in the way of public improvement
standing at the head of a street which
the city desired to open and had to be
abandoned.
So the brethren took
counsel together, sold the old building, secured a new site, and will build.
Good success attend them, is the wish
of all.
Bro. James Knox, agent for the
Brazil, Indiana, Times, wrote July 26
that there was opportunity there, and
in the neighborhood, for some missionary effort. He offers a home for
an elder to occupy while trying to
warn the ·people. Can any of the Indiana force go to his help?
Bro. Clement Maleor, at Spring
Valley, Illinois, would like some elder
to come in there who could properly
dispute with an infidel element, of
which he says there are many there.
Can the Northern Illinois elders accommodate him?
Bro. Thomas Bell, of the Decatur
district missionary force, has been engaged in discussion with one Rev.
George P. Brown, of the Holiness
persuasion. The result has been good
for the cause and prospects for additions to the church. The expressions
of the people are friendly; 'Jhey ask
that preaching be continued.
Abraham Lincoln once received a
letter asking for a "sentiment" and
his autograph. He replied: "Dear
Madam: when you ask a stranger for
that which is of interest only to yourself, 'always inclose a stamp.' "-A.
Lincoln. -Ex.
The Syracuse, New York, Post-Ex-
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press of July 22, sent us by some good
brother, has an article on the origin
of "Mormonism," called out of the
fertile brain of some writer by the recent pioneer jubilee celebration at
Salt Lake City, Utah. It is not practicable to reply to every misleading
article that appears, but well to reply
when possible. The progress of the
work will correct the public mind, we
trust, in due time.
Bro. W. B. Toney, of the Indian
Territory field, writes that success is
resulting from his efforts, though in
the face of opposition from some of
the Disciple faith.
Elder Frederick M., eldest son of
President Joseph Smith, and Sr. Ruth
L., daughter of Sr. A. E. Cobb, of
Lamoni, were united in marriage at
the home of the bride's mother on the
evening of Tuesday, August 3; President Smith officiating. The HERALD
extends hearty congratulations and
expresses sincere good wishes for the
future of the happy couple.
Bro. E. A. Stedman returned to his
field in Minnesota on the 3d inst.,
after a brief visit home in attendance
at the wedding of his daughter, notice
of which appears in this issue.
Mr. H. E. Lesan, City Editor of the
Ottumwa, Iowa, Courier visited Lamoni of late interviewing President
Smith and others with a view to preparing an illustrated article on Lamoni
and the faith and general position of
the church, for the Midland Monthly for
the coming October. Our people may
be interested in reading what Mr. Lesan has to say of us.
Canovas del Castillo, Prime Minister of Spain, was assassinated by an
Italian anarchist at Santa Agueda
August 8. Consternation in Spanish
cities has resulted. Leaders of all
parties have been summoned to Madrid
to lend patriotic support" to the monarchy. Important results affecting
Cuba, including Weyler's recall, also
Carlist uprisings in Spain, are predieted.
There is hope for better observance
and execution of the law in Ohio. The
Attorney General of the State has begun proceedings to remove the sheriff
of Champaign County, for his conduct
in the riot in connection with a lynching at Urbana in June last. The proceedings are based on the failure of
ttie sheriff to protect a prisoner from
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a mob and to arrest the leaders of the treaty of peace completed at Saturmob after the lynching. Similar ac- day's sitting of the Ambassadors, is
tion will be taken against the mayor regarded as meaning a delay of two or
of Urbana, who is also charged with three weeks in the signing of the predereliction of duty.
liminaries of peace, and it is further
Terms of peace proposed by General thought it will possibly necessitate
Weyler, the Spanish commander, have another threat in the nature of an
been rejected by General Gomez, on ultimatum. A Paris dispatch says
the ground, it is said, that they gave that the ambassadors are determined
Spain all the advantages, left Cuba to to maintain the wording of their draft
carry the immense burden of debt, of the treaty of peace without any
and provided for home rule in name change."
only.
Constantinople news dated August
Sharp earthquake shock at Trieste, 3 state that three Turkish ironclads
Austria, August 4.
left the Dardanelles on the 2d ·and
The United States Government has were joined there by the second divi!'lent a fleet of war vessels to Hawaii sion of the Turkish fleet, consisting of
in view of possible complications seven war vess.els, all of which sailed
growing out of the proposed annexa- for the island of Crete. Fears are
tion of the islands.
entertained that the departure of the
Enormous forest fires have been fleet will lead to a collision with the
raging for a week past in the Telagh international fleet in Cretan waters, in
district of the province of Oran, view of the announcement of the
Algeria. A body of 1.500 soldiers of foreign admirals that they have dethe foreign legion have fought the cided to oppose by force the landing
fires night and day since the out- of Turkish reinforcements in Crete.
break, but without effect; advices Paris advices, same date, are to the
dated August 3.
effect that the Turkish civil governThe great volcano of Mayon, Island ment of Crete had been notified of
of Luzon, of the Philippine group, such intention and had replied that he
became active on June 26 and con- could not accept such decision, aptinued so. Advices via Hongkong up parently taking the ground that the
to July 8 state that five hundred peo- Porte would persist in its intention to
ple are known to be killed, and not reinforce the Turkish garrison in
improbable that the loss of life would Crete. Later news is, in effect, that
reach thousands. depending on the the Turkish admiral affirms that the
length of the eruption. Eighteen fleet was proceeding to Mitylene,in the
towns in the vicinity, including ad- Mediterrannean, for ordinary naval
joining plantations, are reported to maneuvers.
have been destroyed.
August 4. Foreign ambassadors
Madrid advices dated August 3 state are struggling with the question of
that "there have been further troubles Turkish evacuation of Thessaly. The
here growing out of the people's dis- Porte demands partial retention of
inclination to submit to the octroi tax, the territory until the payment of inthe duty levied on provisions which, demnity by Greece, but the powers
are brought into the city. To-day firmly refuse to accede to the demost of the shopkeepers in the out- mands beyond the concession of cerlying district of the city closed their tain strategic points.
placess of business as a protest against
August 5. Turkish officials now
the tax. Those shops which were not manifest a desire to expedite peace
closed were attacked by mobs, who negotiations with the powers, because
smashed the windows and fittings. of unhealthy condition of troops in
The outlook is ugly, and strong pre- Thessaly; lack of funds, 11,nd the
cautionary measures have been taken supposedly threatening attitude of
by the authorities."
Bulgaria, Servia, and Montenegro.
Constantinople advices, August 2.
The belief of the Cretans that the
From present indications the powers Sultan had charged an officer with inwill be compelled to send another structions to wreck the antonomy
ultimatum to Turkey. "The action of scheme, has resulted in an official
Tewfik Pasha in submitting a series declaration of Cretan provincial depuof amendments to the draft of the ties in favor on autonomy and asking
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the withdrawal of Turkish troops from
Crete.
The town of Pohlbach, Wittlich district, Germany, partly destroyed by
fire; three lives lost.
'rwo hundred persons drowned at
Krementchug, Russia, caused by high
water carrying away a bath house.
A south pole expedition will sail
from Antwerp, August 15.
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and
Iowa miners have joined the strikers
in the bituminous coal fields and prospects are favorable for a more general
struggle between miners and operators. Coal is scarce and industries
and private consumers are suffering
for fuel supplies.
Those going to the Nauvoo or Bluff
Park reunion from Southern Iowa
and adjacent points will be interested
in the advertisement of the popular
Keokuk and Wes tern road, in our
present issue. See rate and time
table announced. The K. & W. is a
pleasant route, making good connections at Keokuk for Bluff Park or
Montrose.
Bishop E. L. Kelley is still quite
sick and confined to his bed, weak
from a two weeks' run of fever, of
some kind. He is now slowly improving, but will not be in condition
to take up active duties for some time.
From Simla, British India, August
6: "The British political officer at
Malakand reports that practically all
the tribes joined in the late attacks on
the British forces in the Chitral district. He adds that 2,700 men of the
enemy were killed and that in addition many of the tribesmen were
wounded. The latter are greatly disheartened and much further resistance
is not likely.
Letter from Bro. P. G. Pitt dated at
Manchester, England, ,July 27, states
that he arrived at Liverpool, the
evening of July 23, having left New

.Moth8r&' Home
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EDITED BY FRANCES.
HSometime, when all life's lessons have been learned,
And sun and stars forevermore have set,
'!'he things which our weak judgment here has
apurnedThe things o'er which we grieved with lashes wetWill flash before us out of life's dark uight,
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue,
And we shall see how all God's plans were right,
And how what seemed reproof was love moH true.'~

SELECT READING FOR SEPTEMBER MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
AMUSEMENTS -CONTINUED.

into the ori~in of other
g:::.mes will lead by pleasant paths into quaint
old realms of history and mythology, and
while affording recreation, will make a pleasant introduction to studies which come later.
To those who w:sh to explore this field we
recommend the book, 'Games and Songs of
American Childi"en,' by William Wells Newell.
"A magic lantern in the family affords an
almost endless fund of amusement and entertainment. It can be obtained for a few dollars, and the aYerage boy or girl of twelve
can easily learn to usti it. I spent last winter in a family where was an irrepressible
boy who, being the only one and having no
playmates near, was a veritable 'enfant terrible' from restlessness; it took the whole
household to amuse or repress him into endurable order. His father bethought him of
a magic lantern as a Christmas present to
Tom. After its arrival, peace reigned in
that household. Tom soon developed into a
first-class show man, and found plenty of occupation to keep h lm out of mischief during the
day in studying up concerning the scenes
that he was to exhibit in the Bveniag. Nor
was he the only one interested; we all grew
to look forward to show night with pleasant
anticipation. A magic lantern forms a valuable auxiliary in the journeys we have recommended. Pictures of the place visited give
a vividness to the journey that nothing else
can. . . .
"A simple experiment shows the actbn of
alcohol upon brain tissue. Put the white of
an egg in a glass and pour alcohol on it. The
effect seems to be the same as when we drop
the white of an egg into hot water-first a
mist,y film, deepening in consistency and
whiteness till it is so firm that you can pick
it up in your fillgers and hold it before the
children's astonished eyes. They are sure it
York on the Campania, on Saturday• must be hot; I have had children shrink
the 17th. The passage was pleasant from touching the glass lest they burn their
and Sr. Pitt stood the sea voyage fingers. When they do touch it, and find
well. Bro. Pitt says: •·From what that it is not bot, their wonder fixes in their
little I see of England, I think· I shall minds the truth you wish to fasten there-·
the injury alcohol does the brain. The chief
like it. Of course, everything is so constituents of the brain are similar to those
different here from America that I of the white of an egg-albumen and water.
feel exceedingly green. But I am be- Alcohol is such a great water drinker it takes
ginning to 'catch on.' I shall appre- the water away from the albumen, leaving it
·ate the e e ·
th"
fi ld 'll hard and white. If we drink intoxicating
C1
xp rience 18 new. e wi
d rrn
· k s, th ea1cono
' l d oes for th e b rain
· w h at 1t
·
.
give me; and hope to use it to good did for the white of the egg in the glass: it
a,ccount.''
J hardens it and unfits it to convey the mind's
"INVESTIGATION
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messages to the muscles; this explains the
staggering gait and the aimless movements
of the drunken man . . . .
"We have spoken thus at length of indoor
family amusements because through them
the evenings can be utilized for securing the
threefold end we have in view-uniting the
family, making children love home, and
shielding them from temptation. We believe
that nine tenths of tbe boys and girls who go
to ruin go there through misuse of their
evenings. We never knew one whose evenings were habitually well spent to turn out
badly. Danger lurks in the dar.kness, and
while the education of the street remains
what it is there is no safe place, morally, for
a child at night, outside of home and its influences. It may seem to you, busy fathers
and mothers, too. great a sacrifice of time to
devote your evenings to amusing your children, but it pays. Not that we would ask
you to spend all your evenings in playing with
the children; that would not be best either
for you or for tbem; what we plead for is that
you should feel your responsibility concerning how the evenings are spent, that you
should join the children in their amusements
often enough to make them feel your interest
and sympathy therein, and realize the fact
that you are one with them in their joys as
well as in their sorrows. This oneness of
feeling is the great thing; few things endanger the unity of the family more seriously
than the habit of children seeking their
amusements apart from their parents . . . .
"Let us but feel that recreation is necessary and we can have it. The great difficulty·
is that people do not appreciate this necessity, or, appreciating it, seek for recreation
where it cannot be found, in dissipation.
Could the time and money spent in gambling,
ostensibly for play, in theater going, in hot,
close skating rinks, whe.re body, mind, and
morals suffer, and in other questionable forms
of so-called amusements, be expended in the
genuine article, no man, woman, or child in
all this land need be deprived of recreation,
worthy the name. . . .
"Farmers' wives often wear out before their
time and break down nervously, because of
the hard monotony of their lives. Farmers'
children often grow to dislike the farm and
leave it for the same reason. Infuse into this
life more brightness by change and recreation, and these evils will be diminished. A
little planning will make a week's holiday
after harvest possible to almost every farmer
and his family. Find some one to care for the
stock and the milk, pack up a generous supply of lunch and a meager one of clothes, take
, your family and start. Once started the
hardest part is over. Go with your own team
to some pleasant place, and there are pleasant
places within a day or two's travel of every
farm, camp out and spend the week in resting
and fun. Never fear that you will not find
enough of the latter in 'this return to barbarism.' Every hour's experience with its haps
and mishaps will store up happy memories
for the future. Not the least among the
b ene fi ts o f a wee k spent t h us wit
· h N a t ure is
·
the fact that it gives you time and opportu. nit~ ~o begor1w ~cquainted with your chil
0
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dren. You will learn more of their real
character, and they of yours, in this week's
freedom and abandon than you might gain in
a year of routine work.
"We have dwelt thus long upon recreations
where the whole family join because we feel
this to be one great need of home life to-day.
There is too great a separation between parents and children; parents doing all the work,
perhaps, and children doing all the play; or
both may seek recreation and seek it in different ways, instead of unitedly . . . .
"Teach children early to distinguish between fun and mischief which always bas in
it an element of evil. Join in their fun as
heartily as you can, but beware how you applaud their mischief, however cute it may be.
_Don't let thein hear, you laughing over the
good jokes they have played off on each other
if these jokes have in them, as nearly all
practical jokes do, a spice of malice, or if anybody is made uncomfortable by them. Have
the children remember that the Golden Rule
holds good in play as well as in work, and
that here as there the test is, doing as we
would be done by. This will lead them to respect their playmates' feelings and rights, so
that they will not wound the first or infringe
upon the last. A few general principles fixed
in the child's mind will aid hi rn in keeping
play what it should be, pure Iuu withou~ rnu.1ice . . . .
"Nearly every one-it may be safe to say
every one-has some gift which cultivated
would provide him with work embodying the
essential conditions of play; work which he
loved well enough to do simply from the love
of doing it. Thus it might develop into his
successful life-work, or what is more in our
thought now, it might provide for leisure
hours occupation which brings recreation and
safety from temptation. I remember a boy,
the son of a widow, living in close quarters
where he had not room according to his
strength, w_ho had a passion for mechanics
which made him a perfect nuisance in the
neighborhood. He was always trying experiments with steam over his mother's teakettle; in carpentry by driving nails in most
absurd places and destructive fashion, till the
little house could not hold him and his in.
·
vent10ns with any comfort to anybody else.
Turned loose on the stre'Jt he was into all
sorts of mischief: the constructiveness within
him turned wrong side out, became destructiveness to the annoyance of the neighbors,
who vowed that Jack was on the high road to
ruin. But a motherly old lady among them
who had raised three boys of her own and
understood boy nature, thought differently.
She had a large woodhouse with a workbench and tools at one end of it. Into this
room she took Jack and turned him loose,
with some few restrictions, which, by the
way, he never violated; and here for months
he spent most of bis waking hours when out
of school. The neighbors had no more complaints to make of Jack, nor did he go to
destruction as they had prophesied. He
lives to-day an honored man, a successful
engineer, and gratefully refers to that dear
old lady's insight and her workbench as having
saved him from the prediQted ruh;1.

"A case of opposite character stands out
darkly before me as I write, the case of one of
my own pupils. 'He was the only son of his
mother, and she was a widow;' an aristocratic woman, proud of her birth and her
lineage, proud of her husband who had been
a noted lawyer, and in whose footsteps she
wae determined that her son should follow.
But to her great disgust he developed what
she considered plebian tastes-as great a
passion for mechanics as om· friend Jack.
She determined to crush them out, and to
accomplish this forbade him going near a
workshop, and even took from him a boy's
chest of tools which was his hear'L's delight,
because, as she said, 'It encouraged him in
his plebian tastes.' I can now almost hear
the scorn in her voice, as I have often
heard it, as she exclaimed in disgust, 'My
boy a mechanic!' As he grew older he besought her to let him study mechanics, to
allow him to become an engineer; but no, a
lawyer he must be and nothing else. Shut
out from the work he loved, and shut up to
studies he hated, the result is easily foreseen.
When last I beard from him whom I had
known as a bright, happy, lovable hoy, he
was a wrecked and ruined man. And I could
not help asking myself, if wise mother-love
predominating over pr·ide could not have
averted the disaster.
"With daughters the tempLation is not
toward such dissipation as endangers their
brothers, but it is towards sinking into listless or frivolous lives which effectually dissipate their life forces and render them less
noble than they ought to be. Guard them
from this by the cultivation of their special
gift; it may be for music, painting, or embroidery; for gardening, bee raising, or management of horses-something in which they
delight, and, delighting in it, are sure to
excel. Thus they will find recreation for
weary or listless hours. "-Childhood: Its Oare

ones a trial, to see what their qualifications
are, as well as to develop talent in this line.
An editor should be alive, keeping watch
for everything of interest or importance. He
should also be a good critic, to pass judgment
upon all kinds of work done at the convention, or in the schools; to suggest new lines
of work, and encourage others to carry out
this work. He should be a good reader. We
mean this in two ways. He should be one
who reads the church literature, and enough
of the world's current literature to keep up.
with the times at least; and he should be a
good oral reader, so that when he reads his
paper all present may hear and understand.
il:DVANTAGES.
There are numerous topics of minor importance connected with the Sunday school
work, yet they are not so non-important that
they should be overlooked. These topics can
be handled to good advantage in the Sunday
school newspaper. Comments upon current
events connected with the church tend to
give a broader conception of the work.
Good spicy quotations may be used and
commented upon, as well as more lengthy
selections.
It is just the place for a few good original
articles; something that is needed and that
will stir the workers to greater activity.
It is not necessary that the editors do all
the work; they may have
CONTRIBU'l'ORS
to write articles, even though short, and
send in. In this way many of the teachers
and scholars too, who "never tried" before,
may be encouraged, and by a little practice
increase their usefulness.
I expect many districts will find it difficult
or perhaps impossible to fully carry out this
work; however, I have briefly given the plan,
and each may use such part as he can. In
the Fremont district it has been in operation
in a modified form for over a year, and we can
and Culture.
pronounce it a grand success, not only for
-----what it has done, but also for what we expect
it to do.
8~hool
Give it a trial, and you will find that many
new thoughts will be brought out, and we
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
believe you will find it useful in many ways.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
TanoR, Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
[We have heard several of the above-menAddress minutes and notices of conventionsj etc.,
to "Editors Hera.ld, Lamoni, Iowa.")
tioned papers, and have no hesitancy in pronouncing them a complete success. In his
HOW TO HELP THE DISTRICT CONVENTION. district they expect the Sunday school newsCHARLES FRY.
paper as surely as they would the routine
ONE of the first questions that comes to the business of the convention. Write him, if
mind of the distrkt 81;perintendent when he you would know more about it.-ED.]
begins to make out a program for the next
convention is, "What can I put in the program that will be benoficial?" We present a
ONE LITTLE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
plan for
IT was one S:tbbath afternoon in the middle
A SUNDAY SCHOOL NEWSPAPER.
of August, 1896. The scorching rays of the
which we believe will prove of much value to ~un be~t down with little mercy ~or any liythose using it. To make the plan a success, mg thrng. Horses and cattle ahke sought
one or two
the shade or the quiet pools and gentle
EDI'l'ORS
stream. '.!.'he little birds bad flown to their
should be appointed a'u the previ.ous conven- leafly retreats, and with suspended song sat
tion, or as soon after as possible, so that they quietly hidden from the hurning rays of the
may have plenty of time in which to prepare. cruel sun.
In the selection of editors, those should be
The little village of C-- lay languidly
selected, at first, who have most of the
resting on the banks of the murmuring
QUALIFICATIONS;
stream. A few pedestrians were making
j !).oweveri i.t may be necessary to give various their way along the shady side of the streets.
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Some men on horseback, and a few people in , lady of about twenty years, with an earnest
vehicles, could be seen; and all wended their look in her kind eyes, takes her place before
way toward a beautiful chapel, whose slender her class.
spire reached high in the heavens. Out on
At a signal from the superintendent the
the still, sultry air, rang the clear tones of primary class rises a:id passes into a small
the iron-tongued bell, as it swayed to and fro bedroom, each end of which is filled by a bed.
in its pretty belfry, inviting all to come and The class takes a seat on one bed and the
worship in this lovely edifice, with its teacher facing it on the other. Soon all are
painted walls, its carpeted aisles, and cush- busy at work, the young as well as the old.
ioned pews.
But why do they meet here? why not go
And some, in spite of the heat, were heed- to some church or schoolhouse?
ing its ringing tones and obeying its sumThe doors of the churches and schoolmons. Just as the last tones died away on houses have all been closed against them;
the still air, a two-seated spring wagon with they have also been denied the use of the
four occupants crossed the iron bridge that halls in town al Lhough they have offared to
spanned the stream. With umbrellas raised pay for the use of them.
to protect them, they,drove slowly along the
It has been a' most three year;; since this
streets as the others had, down toward the school was organiz~d. and they have never
pretty chapel. But instead of turning to- yet had the privilege of meeting in a public
ward it as they came opposite, they drove on house. They h&.ve either met in a private
d'bwn the street, across a small wooden house or in a grove. But Jesus went among
bridge, and then on to the very outskirts of the poor and lowly, speaking and teaching
the yillage.
wherever he could. He was turned out of
You wonder where they are going and why the synagogues. Are we better than he was?
they did not stop as others had done. We Can we follow in his footsteps, believing and
will watch them and see. They cross the teaching .as he did, and not meet with the
railroad track, pass several dwellings, and same persecutior.? "The groves were God's
then turning down a narrow street, stop in first temples." What place of worship in all
front of a small unpainted frame house that this wide world has a more lovely canopy, a
stands unprotected from the sun by tree, higher dome, purer or fresher air, cooler
vine, or portico. They enter; but the sound shades, or softer carpets?
of their voices within gives you no clue of the
"Trving to walk in the steps of the Savior,
object of their visit nor· their ride of several
Upwar.1, still upward we'il follow our Guide,
miles this warm afternoon.
When we sha'I see him, 'the King in his beauty,'
lfappy, how happy our place at his side."

Presently there comes down the street a
man leading a chubby little boy of perhaps
five years. They pass through the gate and
go in. Soon there come down the same street
a man and woman yet in the prime of life,
and with them are their two llttle girls, aged
respectively three and five.
Their cheeks
are glowing red with the heat and exErcise.
They also turn and enter the little cottage.
Then there come tripping along two other
little girls, gay as larks, and seemingly anxious to reach their destination. They soon
disappear through the door, and you look to
see who else is coming; you look in vainthere is no one else in sight.
But while you are watching, there comes
from within the cottage the sound of singing,
and the words of the sweet song: "Take
time to be holy,'' are borne to your ears.
We will step in for an hour, for all are welcome in this little school. In one corner of
the small room is a bed, on which reclines
an invalid-a woman of perhaps thirty years.
She is pale and weak, but no less interested
in what is going on than are the others. The
singing is ended; prayer is offered by the
superintendent, and then comes the responsive reading, followed by another song, in
which sweet childish voices are mingled
with older ones; for in this little school all
are taught to take part in the singing as well
as class work. After the song is ended the
classes take their places. The senior is arranged near the bed, so the sick one can take
part in the lesson. On the opposite side of
the room the intermediate class takes its
place, sitting on a rude plank that had been
placed on two chairs. The class consists of
three or four girls. The teacher, a young

THE new Constitution and By-Laws is now
ready to mail. They contain the amendments
adopted in April, 1897, and will be sent free
except postage and mailing, about one cent
each. These must be ordered from Bro.
Frank Criley, L'lmoni, Iowa.

.Dapartmam.
-.

DEER LODGE, Mont., July 18.

Editors Herald:-On my arrival in Montana I began work and have preached at
Reese Creek, where we held a conference on
June 6 and 7, which was a real good one. I
went from there with Bro. Gomer Reese to
Bridger, where we preached the word to the
people. From there I went to Bro. James
Sacry's place, where I alRo talked to the good
people. While there I baptized Bro. William Sacry and his wife. I then returned
here and intended to preach, but the weather
has been so unfavorable that I only preached
once. I went from here to Anaconda;
preached at L•Jst Creek and at Bro. Evans'
schoolhouse, near Stewart. My main object
in going to Anaconda was to try to get to
talk to the Brighamites there. They have a
branch of sixty-eight members.
While at Bro. Andrew Christofferson's two
elders of the Utah Clrnrch called. They said
they were traveling without purse or scrip.
Immediately on entering the house they told
me they knew me and heard me talk at
Parker Ward, on Snake River, in a settlement called Egin. We immediately entered
into a controversy on the right of presidency,
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and polygamy also came in for a portion of
the talk. The young men were quite positive they knew their business, bt:t before
they left they told me they were not quite
well enough posted for me, but said the next
time they met me they would be prepared
for me. We invited them to preach in our
church here. I proposed to let them come
here and preach to our people and I would go
to Anaconda and preach to their people.
They said that was fair, and said I could have
their hall; but on my going there I soon
learned that it would be a question whether
the president of the branch would be willing
or not.
I saw Phineas Tempest who once belonged
to the Reorganized Church. He is now vice
or assistant president of the Montana Stake.
Thomas Rich, who was once accused of
sending David Skeens "across lots;" is president. I proposeg to Bro. Tempest the same
as I did to the boys, but he told me I would
have to see the president of the branch about
getting their halL I told him I would promise him our church at Deer Lodge. Bro.
Tempest was very guarded in his conversation; I only had a few minutes to talk with
him, as he was going home with a sick elder.
I was anxious to have a talk with him on
some of the differences, but had no opportunity.
Their elders are very busy going
from house to housP, and talking to the people, distributing tracts, etc.
I called on a Mr. Jacob Staffers, who lives
near Anaconda, and while there Elders Jackson and Miller announced themselves as Latter Day Saint elders-the same two I had
met at Bro. Christotrerson's. Before they had ·
fairly got seated I asked them a direct
question or two that led to a warm argument.
They told me they were prepared for me and
I was anxious to see how well they were
prepared. They had B. H. Roberts on succession and Penrose on blood atonement.
Elder Jackson got hot because I told him the
presidents of his church were cowards when
they advised them not to discuss and the Lord
commanded the elders to discuss in public
and private. He told me we were deceivers.
I told him they might take that to themselves, that they went from house to houee
talking the first principles of the gospel, as
they termed it, and pretended that polygamy
was abandoned, when they knew better.
They avowed they knew it was not practiced.
I pinned them down so closely on that until
they admitted that some might be practicing
it; but if they did so they were wrong.
I told them they believed that Adam was
God, and that blood atonement was believed
by them, and secret oaths and covenants as
an endowment, all of which really demanded
blood atonement. They tried to Justify both.
Penrose tried in his three lectures to prove
Brigham was correct when he preached that
·doctrine, but I 8howed the young men that
Elder Pinrose couldn't make the killing
Brigham referred to in his discourse on that
subject apply to the the execution of criminals by civil authority. They were driven
I to terrible skaits; they had their lesson
\ fairly well, but they made a poor defense. I
1 really felt sorry for them, to think two
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bright young men should be so positive they
were right and have no scripture to justify
them. They have made some converts in
Anaconda.· Elder Tempest told me he had
baptized three of our members, one young
woman from Colorado and a man and wife
from Ontario, Canada. I believe his name is
Peter Fowler. I had never heard of them.
The young woman's mother is a widow and a
member with us yet: so he told me.
It is now the busy season here and but
little preaching can be done until haying and
harvest is over. Bro. A. B. Moore is here
now and will .look after things in this region
for a time. I am going over to the Bitter
Root for a time and see what is there. We
will see that the line is clearly drawn between us and the Brighamites in this mission, if we do have to make it a little bit
tempestuous round about. They are ready to
tell their story, and if tqere is no one to
refute it and show to the contrary, it may
seem plausible to those who are not posted in
their history.
They told me you never claimed that your
father blessed you to occupy the position you
are in, and tried to tell me how women
claimed to be your father's wives. I told
them I knew what you had told the people in
Utah and Idaho. Whatever some may think
about our procedure in exi:)')sing th,;ir work,
we deem it very necessary to meet them
where and when we can, and show their
teaching up to the world. They literally
misrepresent us and the church.
I have determined to make it my business
to have a picnic or enjoy a love feast with
them when possible.
I have baptized five. Weather is cold and
stormy.
In bonds,
R. J. ANTHONY.

SAINT~:V

hERALD.

certainly in an uproar. Some say, it is "the
truth, n10re than we have heard for years;"
and some say, "I will never give another cent
to our church, for we do not learn anything,''
a good many want the church, but the deacons won't give it up, so they are very indignant over the matter. What the outcome
will be I cannot tell, but I hope for good results.
I am preaching in Fairport and Richmond
also; so I have two openings now, and a good
many are very much interested. The pastor is
out on vacation, taking a rest, as he is al ways
tired preaching just twice on Sunday: so I
have the town to myself; and I think it is a
good thing such preachers take a "vacation."
It seems somtithing like hume to be where an
interest, is taken in the great plan of salvation once more.
I hope this letter will answer for those who
are looking for something' from Bro. Smith.
I will be pleas<ed to hear from anyone that
wants work in their part in the district.
Yours in hope,
FRANCIS C. SMITH.
MORRIS CHAPEL, Tenn., July 30.

Editors Herald:-I have just finished a

doors of his commodious western house for·
change of apparrel.
On this occasion, notwithstanding it was on
a week day and in the midst of harvest., as,
many as one hundred peraons gathered there
at eleven a. m. to witness the scene, some
others as well as the candidates going ten to
fourteen miles. Many took lunch baskets
along and were invited to spread their refreshments upon the two large tables of our
host, to which the hostess, Mrs. Davis,
largely contributed. All on the ground were
invited to partake of the feast, till ninety-six
had eaten, only two refusing. It reminded
one of the multitudes the Savior fed.
By
special request and invitation, a sermon
wherein the Holy Spirit held that audience
in rapt attention followed the beautiful repast, and the confirmation of six obedient
souls closed the exercises, and the saints (ten
now) went home rejoicing. The Sunday
meetings at Idalia were well attended. We
expect to begin a short series there . next
Sunday night. Two other openings already
·waiting.
0. B. THOMAS.
SALT LAKE, Utah, Aug. 1.

Editors Herald:-Our tent has passed the

sedes of chart services here; congreg-ations
incipient stage, having been dedicated the
large and attentive and t.be interest a 1J we
11th ult., at Murray, Utah. Bro. McKiernan
could ask. I have acceptc·d an ir. v.1 ta:iun to
preached the sermon, the writer offered the
speak in the M. E. church on next vYednesprayer, and Bro, S. D. Condit offered the inday evening: subject, "The Blue and the
vocation and pronounced the benediction.
Gray." Our object will be to establish a
The saints showed their interest by being
fraternal feeling on the lines of the "Fatherpreeent from the city, Pleasant Grove, and
hood of God and the brotherhood of man."
Bingham Junction.
After nearly three
We visit the old Shilo battleground toweeks siege and at times whole broadsides
morrow, where we havrj an appointment for
thrown into the Brighamite camp as a rt:sult
Sunday morning and evening. I am t,ravelof their own folly, we have results: One baping overland with Bro. C. L. Snow, with
tized, some staunch friends who showed their
horse and buggy, going 8low and planting the
faith by their works, the sale of a Book of
gospel seed in the new soil. I find in Bro.
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and InPITTSBURG, Pa., Aug. 2.
Snow a good speaker and a genial companion.
spired Translation.
Editors Herald:- Last evening Bro. Ebeling May God speed the plow, is the prayer of
The more I see of the deception and trickand I with the assistance of the saints of the
Yours in bonds,
ery incident to the innovations introduced by
branch began meetings in the new gospel
T. W. CHATBURN.
B. Young and fellows, the more disgusted do
tent. We are located near Bruskton, one of
I become. When one will go so far as to say
the city suburbs, at the end of two traction
KIRK, Colo., July 27.
that somebody other than their own people
lines, and are well equipped for work; having
Editors Herald:-Some of your readers may
must have put "Adam-God" and "Blood
a tent, size 30x45 feet, oblong, with a small
be interested by a brief recital of the events
tent 10xl2 feet; cost one hundred dollars, be- of the past month in this part of the field. atonement" into their Journal of Discourses, it
can be seen to what end they will go.
sides inside eqipments.
Amid the work of the last of corn plowing
Last night every chair was occupied, and and the hurry of harvest we have not tried
James Gorden and family, he a son of the
many standing on the outside; altogether an to hold meetings every night. The services man who gave Brn. A. H. and D. H. Smith
audience of about two hundred; good atten- of Sunday and two or three nights of the a home when here, provided me a home and
tion and good order. Brn. Ralph Smith, week have been well attended, and the inter- I think they will yet be with us. The tent is
Edward Omohundro, Thomas Hadfield, and est intense. Tuesday and Friday evenings of now in Ogden.
In bonds,
Weaver Rodgers have kindly agreed to fur- last week a commodious schoolhouse was
J. W. WIGHT.
nish instrumental music; Bro. Omohundro well filled with attentive listeners, some of
P. S.-A word about the finances: Bro.
the cornet, and the other brethren the organ whom came as many as nine miles. Two Kelley has appointed me his agent for all of
alternately. Saints are nobly assisting us.
arose on Tuesday night for baptism, and four Utah. My report must be sent i.n by the first
We hope and pray for much good.
on Friday night. As appointments were al- of the year, instead of March as hitherto.
H. E. MOLER.
ready out at Idalia, some twelve or fifteen See what you have done with your mites in
miles from the place of these meetings for
FAIRPORT, Ohio, July 24.
the coming Sunday, Saturday was fixed as
Editors Herald:-! have not been alto- the day for baptism, whi.C'b took place on a
gether idle. I have moved away from old beautiful long reservoir, having abundance
Virginia, and am now living at Kirtland, of water held by a dam catching the spring
Ohio; so anyone wishing to write to me may water tributary to the South Fo~k of J,he Rawrite to Box 49, Temple, Lake County, Ohio, I publican River, on the ranch of a Mr. Davis,
which is my permanent address.
whose hospitality not ouly permits the use of
I am pleased to write that I am again those abundant waters for any religious pt:ostirring up tl~e people, and, this little ~own is ple to l;laptize, but kindly thi·ows open the

I

the purchase of the tent. If you owe the
Lord but ten cents, it is his by right. Send it
and I will receipt for it. It requires the
tithes and offerings to keep the church out
of the ruts of poverty and distress and steer
clear of financial breakers. Bro. Kelley is
besieged by the cries of need. Ti thing is the
financial law of the church; "the transgression of law is sin." Let Utah come to the
trout,
J. W. W.
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Editors Herald:- Please tell your readers
that I left home on the 18th of May, after
preaching twelve times since last report to
General Conference, and baptizing my tenyear-old son, Alma. Calling at Salt Lake
City, Pleasant Grove, Provo, and Ogden, in
Utah, I visited old-time friends and was entertained splendidly. I dare not essay the
mention of names, for they are too numerous,
and to mention some and not others might
have tbe appearance of unfair reporting. At
each of the two first-named places I preached
once, and while in Salt Lake City, baptized
Vera, the daughter of Sr. Pauline Higgins.
My next stop was at Soda Springs, in
Idaho, where Father Bowman and Sister
Eliasson reside, and with the latter I made
my home. For nearly a ,week I enjoyed the
liberty of drinking soda water, as it bubblec
forth from numerous natural fountains, and
in visiting acquaintances of former days.
Father Bowman has passed the eightieth
milestone on his life journey; but gets about
and enjoys things generally as well as when
I first met him thirteen years ago. He has
but one theme to entertain his visitors with
and that is the love of God and the wisdom of
walking· in his ways. Sr. Eliasson holds with
an admirable tenacity to the faith, though
for many years she has been almost alone. It
does one good to witness such heroic fidelity
as she has exhibited.

church at Soda Springs; but the Opera House
was secured and I preached three times.
The only printing office in town was visited,
and finding the proprietor behind with his
work and unable for that reason to print me
some dodgers, I obtained permission and set
up the type and run them off on the press
myself, after which I distributed them among
the stores and houses, and by that means
drew out quite a number of people. I would
have remained longer; but could not consent
to the two members upon whom the burden
of expense for hall rent fell, doing any more.
It seemed unjust, or at least uncalled for.
From thence I started for Walla Walla,
Washington, where a cousin, whom I had not
seen for sixteen years, resided. Two days
were spent very pleasantly, reviving memories of days when we were children together
in far-off Canada; but finding no saints there
and no chance, without outlay of money, to
get before the people with the gospel, I
once more mountGd the chariot that Nahum
saw t?) and was whirled away to Spokane,
where I was seized by Bro. T. A. Hicks before the train bad arrived at the depot. He
took possession of my hand baggage and ordered me to follow, which I did. It was Sunday morning, and aHer being washed and
rested somewhat at his borne to which he led
me, I was escorted to the little hall where
the few saints meet. There I met Bro .•T. M.
Hooker, who bad charge uf the Sunday
school, also his wife and half a dozen other
saints who were struggling to keep things together, against such odds as are characteristic of such places as Spokane. I did the
best I could to encourage and strengthen the
work there; but the odds were against me.
From the time of my leaving home I bad
been suffering considerable physically but
had kept going, determined to wear it out if
possible. Now a new complication arose and
rheumatism fastened itself upon my muscles
and threa1ened to tie me down. It succeeded
in compelling me to remain in bed for a couple of days and in making me feel what they
call out there "rocky,'' for a longer period.
However, after speaking seven times and di
viding the remainder of my eleven days' stay
between visiting and grunting, I was enabled
by the blessing of God and the kind doctoring and care of Srs. Hooker, Hicks, 11;nd
others, to recover sufficiently to admit of my
taking another chariot ride. All bad been
kind to me, and my heart cherishes a feeling
of gratitude and affection for them that will
remain while memory serves me. May God
bless and reward them.

At Huntington, Oregon, we next alighted
from the train, where we were cared for at
the home of Mr. J. H. Dodds, whose wife is a
zealous and untiring worker within the
church ranks. With true saintly spirit the
home hospitalities were extended to the
traveler, and the stay was very enjoyable.
Here we found Mr. and Mrs. James Shaw,
.aged 73 and 72 respoctively, waiting and
praying for the coming of an elder to open to
them the doors of the kingdom. How gladly
did the writer hasten with them to their
residence, about three miles away, and immerse them in the waters of turbulent Snake
River, which courses its way along in front
of their little ranch. On tbe same day Miss
Delaria E. Chaffe, a sister of Sr. Dodds, was
also baptized. Bro. and Sr. Shaw had lived
in Missouri years ago and bad been among the
number of those who consented to the driving out of the saints. Like Paul, they believed that to silence the new religion was a
service that God would approve. They were
not participators in any movement. against
the saints; but tbe movements bad their
quiet indorsement. Years paased and they
at last reached Oregon, and about a year ago
With my hand baggage stored in front of
a church member in Dakota, with whom they tbe seat for a kind of bed extension, I douwere acquainted, sent them a little Ensign bled up my creaking carcass and laid down
tract, containing a sermon by myself, setting for what rest I might extort during the three
forth tbe Bible evidences in support of water hundred mile ride before me. I was tickbaptism as an essential ordinance. By read- flted for Heppner, Oregon, but at Arlington
ing this their eyes were opened, and they was dumped out at seven o'clock next mornlonged to learn more. In due time more ing and told that I could not get a train to
came, and later they heard of and became ac- my destination till three o'clock on the folquained with Sr. Dodds, and their anxiety lowing morning. Starting towards the little
for admission into the church followed as a town close by the depot, I bought a dime's
natural result, for they were honest in heart. worth of soda crackers, upon which I made
The Congregat.ional church at Huntington three meals that day, and spent nearly all the
was refused me, as h!1d J:iee11 the :Presbyterian 1 time [:leated upon a roqk, watching a~ferry
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boat plying back and forth over· the Columbia
River. The heat of the sun streamed down
pretty positively; but while my head rather
resented the familiarity, my joints generally
welcomed the relief that came from the exposure. At night I hired a bed early and
rested till train time, but feeling pretty
badly demoralized.
At seven o'clock on the morning of June 25,
I alighted from the train at Heppner, and
was met at the depot by Elder W. A. Goodwin who took me to his borne close by. Later
in the day I met Srs. Rush and Minor, and
their husbands by whom I have been treated
most cordially ever since when in the city.
Next day in Mr. Rush's buggy I was driven
twenty-four miles by Bro. Goodwin, to Hail
Ridge, where I preached at five o'clock the
same afternoon. It was severe on me, but
the parties making the appointment had no
idea· of my physical condition. It was Saturday, and on Sunday I preached twice and
once each evening after till Wednesday. My
home here was with Bro. and Sr. E. A. Wallace and family.
From thence I was taken by Bro, Wallace
a distance of seventeen miles, to Condon.
This was to respond to the request of Sr.
Clark at that place, who was supposed to be
at the point of death from consumption, but
who desired to partake of the sacrament before dying, and had sent for me. While
there I gathered together the half dozen
saints who reside within a radius of two miles
of the town and administered the sacrament
to them in the room where the sick sister
was lying. I had administered to her the
evening before for her recovery. Securing
the Armory Hall I spoke once to about fifty
people, and on the following day left for Hail
Ridge, spending three days with Bro. and
Sr. William Smith, who live at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Downer (close friends to
the cause) at Rock Creek.
Since then (moving back and forth to meet
demands as they arose) I have preached
twice in the Christian church at Heppner,
once at eight mile schoolhouse (sixteen miles
from Heppner), twice in Methodist church at
Hardman (twenty miles away in another
direction from Heppner), and three times at
Hail Ridge. Was called to Rock Creek
again, where I baptized Mrs. Belle Livingston and Miss Cora Clark, both daughters of
Bro. and Sr. John R. Clark, of Condon.
While on this trip I learned that Sr. Clark
was improving, and was able to walk around
outside the house. Dnring my last stay at
Hail Ridge, on my return this way, I baptized Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Morris. Hail
Ridge is the place where Elder J. C. Clapp
held the debate with Elder R. H. Sherrill, of
the "Church of God," one year ago last June.
At that time about thirty members were in
standing and fellowship with Elder Sherrill.
I am now told that not one ean be found who
will indorse him, and not more than two or
three who cling to the peculiar doctrines of
his church. Bro. Clapp dynamited the instit:.o:on and the shattering was complete.
Elder Sherrill retired to the mountains until
a few days ago, when he left for other partsto us unknowµ. ~fr. Morrif? was ord?iined <!ill.
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elder by Elder Sherrill and was about the
last to abandon him and his church. The
preaching of Brn. Clapp ·and John Davis
_forced him from Sherrillism, and, as he
informed me, by my efforts in public and
private he has been led to accept the better
way we teach. He is a man of good reputation and influence in the neighborhood, and
his entrance into the church will have a
bearing upon several who are hesitating as
he once was. If faithful he will be blessed
much and become a blessing.
As I sit and write to-day there is not a direction in which I can point from this center,
but reveals a fine opening for our ministry.
Calls from many places are already in_hand
and schoolhouses can be had almost every-where. I know of no more promising region
anywhere. Just now the grain harvest is
crowding on and that will keep men busy day
and night for a couple of months; but with
the beginning of fall opportunity will be offered for the prosecution of an excellent gospel work. Here is a center for Brn. Holt and
Chase, and for half a dozen more like them
if we had them to use.
To the efforts of Bro. W. A. Goodwin, is
largely due the credit for conditions being as
they are in some places about here. He has
his head crammed full of doctrine, and his
tongue reels it forth everywhere, and with
effect, so far as may be judged. In the shop,
on the street, in the mill or on the rostrum,
wherever you hear of him, his track is
strewn with fragments of exploded creeds
and you can find men and women groaning
over some rent he has made in their religious
wardrobe. The advent of a theological idea
anywhere, at any time, is the signal for an
onslaught from him, and in quite a number
of places the people have learned that "discretion is the better part of valor," and they
give him an undisputed "right of way"-he
gets the whole road. May his zeal never
flag and may wisdom and meekness go hand
in hand therewith and his local missionary
service be sanctified to the winning of men's
hearts unto holiness, as well as upsetting
their theological calculations.
By the kindness of Brn. Wallace and
_Goodwin, and Srs. Rush and Minor, supplemented by the special generosity of Sr.
Minor's husband (who with Mr. Rush is a
true friend to the cause), I was presented
with a much needed suit of clothes, for which
I said and felt "thank you." The Lord reward them.
Since coming to this part my healt,h has
gradually improved, until I can walk without
pain and write without mental confusion.
I expect to leave in a day or two for Lebanon
and other points as the way opens. May
reach California by the middle of September;
am not certain.
Have just read the item in Ensign which
tells of Bro. and Sr. Pitt's departure for
England. My prayers follow them.
Asking pardon for this lengthy infliction, I
remain as ever,
Yours in the harness,
,JOSEPH LUFF.
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Oriqinal 1Irticles.
TALMAGEAN CRITICISM.-NO. I.
BY ELDERT. W.'WILLIAMS.

THE Encyclopredic-Dictionary under
the head of "History," says:Accounts of the same event are distorted
according to the prejudices or interest of the
person by whom they are related. Historians in such cases must attempt, with
cold impartiality, to ascertain and record the
actual truth.
Ever and anon men have essayed to
tell the world what they knew of
"Mormonism," so-called; and from
their conflicting testimonies we are
forced to conclude that the majority
have written more, some less, than
they knew. Rumors are not facts;
prevalent opinions are not realities;
preconceived ideas, though apparently reliable, are not always historically correct. Nothing is a fact in
history unless the proof is forthcoming, and is confirmed by undisputable
testimony. It is a fact of history that
Lincoln was assassinated; the true
origin and source of his death, and
the exact reasons therefor, are problematic, though many rumors have
been circ11lated as facts. True history is an uncolored relation of facts,
with questionable events omitted; or
if mentioned at all, classed as unproven theories.
Prominent among modern writers
who have turned their pens in this
direction, is General John Eaton, of
Washington, D. C., and once Comm.issioner of Education in Utah, who has
contributed a series of articles to The
Christian Herald and Signs of our
Times, T. De Witt Talmage editor.
Knowing there were a number of
egregious and unwarranted errors in
these articles, I wrote General Eaton,
asking that he make correction; but
my communication was not considered worthy a reply.
I wrote Dr.
Talmage several times with the same
results. Thus, as Christ said, "By
their fruits ye shall know them,''
we are able to judge of the Christianity of these men, who seemingly
deem it proper to assail and misrepresen t another's faith, and as far as
possible close every avenue for correction. Truth needs no underhanded
manipulation, but rather courts investigation. It is anti-Christian to
stab a man in the back, and deny
j him the right of defense; but as with

the enemies of truth in every age,
they court not investigation or contact in an open arena, with equal
privileges; but by stealth and intrigue,
vilify, misrepresent, and slander.
We hold no enmity towards either
Gen. Eaton or Dr. Talmage; but regret that professors of Christianity
should resort to such unfair methods.
Until Dr. Talmage permits a reply to
appear in the Christian Herald we
shall hold him equally culpable with
the General.
LIFTS THE MASK.

In the prospectus of this paper for
1897, the editor has this to say of
General Eaton's articles:Gen. John Eaton of Washington, D. C.,
contributes a series of articles on "Mormonism of the present day" that will be a revelation to our readers. . . . (General Eaton) has
exceptional facilities for obtaining accurate
information, and he lifts the mask from this
sanctimonious iniquity, which is neither dead
nor dying, and shows that its poison is permeating the social and political life of many
States; that its propaganda is rich and
powerful, and that its aim is treason and national debasement.
If this comment had been made
solely relative to the Utah deflection
we would be silent, permitting
them to answer for themselves; but
these parties have have gone out of
their way to confound the Reorganization with Brighamism. The pious
Doctor well knew that the "social and
political life of many States" was not
particularly affected by Utah Mormon influence; but it was written purposely to arouse alarm and intensify
the prejudice of the masses against
everything called ''Mormon" by the
world. The word "Mormon," as applied to the church, is the enemy's
christening, and is not the official
name of the church organized by God
through Joseph Smith in 1830. Many
class all the factions of the church
alike, and when the term "Mormon"
is used, it is intended by them to
mean"polygamy,""impostor,'''•fraud,"
etc. So far as it refers to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints we resent the implication, repudiate the name, and object to the adroit effort to confound us
with others, as made by the Christian
HeraliJ,.
UNAMERICAN.
General Eaton in his first article
says,
, We are accustomed to boast of our govern·
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ment as the best under the sun, and it is not
pleasant to know that under its protecting
care the most absurd notions are set up as
religions, and make their appeal under our
Constitution for the same rights and courtesies as are accorded to Christianity-false
religions, which, if in control of our affairs,
would soon undermine and destroy our free
institutions.

which were objectionable to them
would not receive the same "rights
and courtesies" as some other one.
We are thankful that, as yet, the
majority of the American commonwealth are not of the same mind.
PRIESTLY OPPRESSION.

Let me inform General Eaton that
under the Constitution no religion is
"absurd notions" unless it violates
the spirit of the Constitution. Why
should not every religion, whether
"absurd" or not, have the same "rights
and courtesies"? Each and every one
should have the same protection, and
General Eaton is not patriotic when
he regrets because all religions have
the same ''rights and privileges."
The Constitution does not presume
to interfere with man's belief, but
affords eve~y man the right of conscience. Would you have us turn
back the dial plate of time and reverse
the wheels of civilization, and institute a religion stipulated by law? If
not, why regret that all religions
should have equal privileges?
In
a liberty-loving land the soul's francbise should be equally respected.
Why should one religion be fostered
and another proscribed, even though
one may be filled with "absurd notions," providing there is no infraction of statutory law? The first man's
religion may be equally ridiculous to
the other man. The Jew is as.entitled
to American courtesies as the most
rigid Christian.
Thank God for
American freedom, where the serfs of
European dynasties can come and
think; and thinking, worship God
according to conscience' dictation,
with no fear of molestation. It is in
America alone where mind may soar,
and the intellect delve, and return
with disclosing light from realms
above or speaking stones from earth
below, and none can say it nay. True
Latter Day Saints are patriotic, and
perfectly satisfied with the letter and
spirit of our Constitution; and we regret that it is not pleasant to General
Eaton that all religions are treated
alike. The sentiment quoted above
reveals the cloven foot of sectarian
tyranuy, and though Catholicism has
been strongly denounced, yet how far
behind Protestantism would be op•

'

•

portumty alone would reveal. It is
evident that if General Eaton and Dr.
Talmage had their way, religions

He continues:Mormonism requires every one of its adhereuts to render most implicit obedience to
its priesthood. In nothing are the people
more constantly drilled than in this obedience.
Six years ago Minnesota reported 224,
Maryland 457, and far-off Maine 442 followers
responsive to Mormon orders.

The figures very nearly correspond
with the "Reorganized" membership
in these respective States six years
ago, and we hasten to inform General
Eaton and the reading public, that be
wantonly perverts facts when he
classes these as the subjects of
tyranny or coercion. No people in
America have a greater latitude or
freedom of conscience. It has ever
been the same in the church. As
proof of this we quote:All things shall be done by common consent in the church, by much prayer and
faith.-D. C. 25: 1.

In section 27: 4, we find this:-
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to time. We were, however, commanded to
defer this our ordination until such times as
it should be practicable to have our brethren,
who had been and who should be baptized,
assembled together, when we must have
their sanction to our thus proceeding to ordain each other, and have them decide by
vote whether they were willing to accept us
as spiritual teachers or not.-Times and Seasons, vol. 3, p. 915.

The church was organized April 6,
1830, concerning
which
Joseph
writes:Having opened the meeting by solemn
prayer to our heavenly Father, we proceeded,
according to former commandment, to call on
our brethren to know whether they accepted
us as their teachers in the things of the kingdom of God, and whether they were sat.isfied
that we should proceed and be organized as a
church according to said commandment
which we had received. To these they consented by an unanimous voice.-Times and
Seasons, vol. 3, p. 944.

Again:Neither shall anything be appointed unto
any of this church contrary to the church
covenants, for all things must be done
in order and by common consent in the
churcL, by the prayer of faith.-Doctrine
and Covenants 27: 4.

In section 101: 2, the Lord says:-Yea, I prepared all things, and have given
unto the children of men to be agents unto
themselves.

When provisions were made for the
First Presidency of the church, the ·
common consent policy was clearly
Notwithstanding Joseph Smith was outlined; for:-Of the Melchlsedec priesthood, three prethen president of the church, and havsiding high priests, chosen by the body, aping been called by revelation, it was pointed and ordained to that office, and
necessary that the people should ex- upheld by the confidence, faith and prayer of
press their choice. It was even so the church, form a quorum of the presidency
when Joseph Smith and Oliver Cow- of the church.-D. C. 104: 11.
As clearly indicating that the memdery were first ordained. In the history of this occurrence written by bership hold the power of choice we
quote:-Joseph Smith himself, he says:-

My servant Joseph shall be appointed to
preside over the conference by the voice
of it.

The messenger who visited us on this ocea- ,, And a commandment I give unto you that
sion, and conferred this priesthood upon us, you should fill all th0se offices and approve of
said that his name was John, the same that those names which I have mentioned or else
is called John the Baptist, in the New Testa- disapprove of them at my general conference.
ment, and that he acted under the direction --Ibid. 107: 46.
of Peter, James, and John, who held the
We append a few statements farkeys of the priesthood of Melchisedec, which ther on this point:-priesthood he said should in due time be
No man has a right to usurp authority or
conferred on us.-Times and Seasons, vol, 3, p.
power
over any church, nor has any man
s66 .
power to preside over any church, unless he
This was in May, 1829, and the is solicited and received by the voice of tl).at
priesthood referred to above was the church to preside.--Times and Seasons, vol.
Aaronic priesthood. The promise, 1, p. 14.

made by the angel, was shortly realIn an official letter written the
ized, for Joseph says:church in 1838, Joseph Smith says:The word of the Lord came unto us in the
chamber [Father Whitmer's house], com, manding us that I should ordain Oliver Cow1
dery to be an elder in the Church of Jesus
Christ, and that he also should ordain me to
the same office, and then to ordain others as
it should be made known unto us, from time

Now concerning the places for the location
of the saints, we would say that we cannot
counsel you in this thing as well as if we were
with you; and as to things written to you before, we do not consider them binding. We
would advise, that while we remain in prison
and in bondage, the affairs of the church be
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conducted by a general conference of the most Messenger and Advocate, pp. 161, 162;
The above but confirms one statefaithful and respectable of the authorities of also Millennial Star, vol. 15, p. 299.)
ment of the General's:the church, and that the proceedings of the
The lack of information with regard to
As to the manner of adoption of
same be forwarded to your humble servants,
Mormonism is amazing:resolutions
and
testing
revelations,
and if there be any corrections by the word
It truly is; and the store of informaof the Lord they shall be freely transmitted, Joseph said that they
tion
will not be materially increased
and we will cheerfully approve of all things must needs pass through each quorum sepaby
the
assertions made above. The
which are acceptable to God. If anything rately, beginnir.g at the presidency, and conshould have been suggested by us or any sequently it must first be thrown into the church never officially recognized the
names mentioned except by commandment or hands of the president of the deacons and his name "Mormon;" and while the name
"thus saith the Lord," we do not consider it council, as equal rights and privileges is my
has frequently appeared in church
binding; therefore we shall not feel grieved motto; and one man is as good as another, if
if you should deem it wisdom to make differ- he behaves as well; and that all men should literature, it has always been as a
ent arrangements.-Ihid. vol. 1, p. 102.
be esteemed alike, without regard to distinc- nickname. From its organization up
tions of an official nature. The resolutions to 1844, when Joseph Smith was
In another letter he writes:There are many called but few chosen, and passed through the president of the deacons killed and the church disorganized,
why are they not chosen? Because their and his council by their unanimous voice. It the incorporate name of the church
hearts are set upon the things of the world, was then thrown before the presidents of the
was, "The Church of Jesus Christ of
and are aspiring to the honors of men, they several quorums and their council, in the
do not learn the lesson that the rights of the following order, and in the same manner as Latter Day Saints." In 1844 Joseph
priesthood are inseparably connected with before; namely, the Teachers, Priests, Bishop Smith was killed, and Brigham Young
the powers of heaven; and that the powers of of Kirtland, bishop of Zion, Elders, High took advantage thereof, rearranging
heaven cannot be controlled or handled, only priests, Seventy, High Council of Zion, High church polity according to fancy and
upon the principles of righteousness. That Council of Kirtland, the Twelve, and lastly
passion.
they may be conferred upon us is true; but into the hands of the presidency of the
John F. Phillips, Judge in the Cirwhen we undertake to cover our sins, to church, and all the quorums, and received
gratify our pride, vain ambition, or to exer- their unanimous sanction.-Mill. Star, vol. cuit Court of the United SOO.tes in
cise dominion or compulsion over the souls of 15, p. 647.
Missouri, says on this point:Again:the children of men, in any degree of unThe identity, unity, and sameness from
righteousness; behold the heavens withdraw
There is a way by which all revelations 1830 to 1844 of the Mormon Church are too
themselves, the Spirit of the Lord is grieved, purporting to be from God through any man clear for debat.e. Now and then, by this and
then amen to the priesthood,or tothe authority can be tested. Bro. Joseph gave us the plan; that person, it was called "The Church of
of that man . . . . We have learned by sad says he, When all the quorums are assembled Christ," "Church of Latter Day Saints," and
experience tbat it is the nature and disposi- and organized in order, let the revelation be "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
tion of almost all men, as soon as they get a presented to the quorums; if it pass one let Saints." The terms were employed interlittle authority, as they suppose, to begin to it go to another, and if it pass that, to changeably. . . . The temple built at Kirtexercise unrigl-iteous dominion; hence many another, and so on until it has passed all the land, Ohio, the central rendezvous between
are called but few are chosen. No power or quorums; and if it pass the whole without 1830 and 1835, was inscribed on the portal
influence can or ought to be maintained by running against a snag, you may know it is with the words, "The Church of Jesus Christ
virtue of the priesthood, only by persuasion, of God.-Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 649.
of Latter Day Saints." This was the public
by longsuffering, by gentleness, by meekness,
Is this the expression of a tyrant? authoritative recognition of the name by
and by love unfeigned; without hypocrisy,
Tyranny, usurpation, and to take men's which they chose to be known.-Opinion,
and without guile.-Ibid. vol. 1, pp. 131, 132. rights, ever has [been] and ever shall be p. 20.
Read the following, as evidence of banished from my heart.-Mill. Star, vol. 15,
Joseph Smith, the present Presip. 543;
coercion(?):President Joseph Smith then asked the
conference if they were satisfied with the
First Presidency, so far as he was concerned,
as an individual to preside over the whole
church; or would they have another? If,
said he, I have done anything that ought tp
injure my character, reputation, or standing;
or have dishonored om· religion by any
means, in the sight of men, or angels, or in
the sight of men and women, I am sorry for
it, and if you will forgive me, I will endeavor to do so no more. I do not know
that I have done anything of the kind; but
if I have, come forward and tell me of it.
If anyone has any objection to me, I want
you to come boldly and frankly, and tell
me of it; and if not, ever after hold your
peace.-Ibid. vol. 4, p. 181.

Even the revelations to the church
are not to be accepted without question; nor resolutions to be adopted
without examination and discussion.
In 1835, the compiled revelations were
presented to the church, examined,
and adopted by vote. (See Kirtland
E?dition of Doctrine aind IOovenanti;;;;

This was the spirit that pervaded
the church from 1830 to 1844, when
this guardian of the people's rights
was cruelly murdered, and as a result
aspiring sycophants secured influence
over the people, and developed into
oppressors and tyrants. Had the
people remembered the strict injunction of the Martyr, they would never
have been subjected to bondage.
When in 1860 the prophet's son accepted the leadership of the churchreorganized-he voiced the sentiment
of his father, and this policy has ever
obtained in the councils and general
deliberations of the church.
NOT MORMONS.

The General continues:Their course is deceptive. They do not
now call themselves Mormons. They claim
to be the only saints on earth. They call
themselves the Latter Day Saint~ of the
Church of Jesus Christ; all otberB are GentUes,

dent of the church, says relative to
the name:An objection to the name [Mormon] as an
appellation of distinction applying to the
members of the church has nothing to do
with the nature of the book [of Mormon]
whether good or bad.
Members of the
church are followers of Christ, not followers
of Mormon, either prophet or book, though
believing in both, and hence are not Mormons. The name as an appellation was not
treated with any more respect formerly than
now; but has always been objected to on the
part of the m~mbers of the church as an appropriate and correct appellation designating
the church and its membership in a characteristic form. . . . The word "Mormon"
means "more good," as defined by Joseph
Smith . . . . An acceptance cf the Book of
Mormon and a belief in its teachings does
not involve an acceptance of the name of Mormon as a proper denominational designation
for the church and its members . . . . It is
not necessary for any to go to the other extreme and denounce tbe name as being the
synonym of all that is evil and wrong, and
therefore that every time it is used it must
l:!e :ri;iseqted a,nd_ th<? q~er of it rebuked wit!:\
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harshness· or abuse. When applied by those
without to members and of the members and
the church, either in derision or in respect,
a seeming acquiescence is not out of character, and is better than a wrangle-Editorial,
Saints' Herald, vol. 40, No. 47.

Previous to May 3, 1834, no official
name for the church had been decided
upon; but on this date a conference
assembled, and,
After prayer the conference proceeded to
discuss the subject of names and appellations
when a motion was made by Sidney Rigdon,
and seconded by Newel K. Whitney, that
this church be known hereafter by the name
of "The Church of the Latter Day Saints.Church History, vol. 1, p. 454.

This was intended as supplementary
to, "the Church of Christ," which is
mentioned previously.
When in 1852 the work of reorganization of the scattered forces of the
church began, no change was made in
the name, and when the organization
was made permanent, the word "Reorganized" prefaced the other, as indicating the character of the work.
We do not say "all others are Gentiles."
We recognize that Christ
divided the world under two headsthe seed of Abraham or Israel, and
the Gentiles. All who were not of
Israel were Gentiles. Paul proceeds
to show that we cannot be the seed of
Abraham unless natural descendants
or by adoption according to God's
plan; that is, the gospel. Agreeing
with Christ and Paul, we contend that
those who ignore any part of the law
of adoption cannot become heirs of
salvation.
WORLD REDEEMED.

General Eaton states that we claim
that,
At last the world is to be redeemed through
these Latter Day Saints.

We insist that if the world is ever
redeemed it will be by saints, and as
men can become such only through
obedience to all of God's commands,
we include among the number all who
thus obey; and we would be renegade
to the faith if we compromised or included more. Paul says:The saints shall judge the world.-1 Cor.
··6: 2.

If judges, is it not in their power to
save the world, along gospel lines?
HETERODOX.

Again:Joseph Smith their first leader, proclaimed
thirteen articles of faith, intended to be so
near to Cbrietian beliefs as not to create
alarm at first, but to appeal to the discont:inted elements among the Christians.

These thirteen articles are before
me, and I fail to find a thought or sentiment which is not confirmed by
sacred writ. We contend that there
was no effort made to conform to the
Christianity of the sects, for in nothing did they agree. Joseph Smith's
first announcement was that he had
seen an angel, which told him the
churches were "all wrong," and "all
their creeds were an abO'mination in
his [God's] sight."
Was this intended not to "create alarm"? If so
it was a dismal failure. So alarmed
did the people become over the claim
made to superior spiritual power,
that "all churches" united in a crusade against the boy and his work,
and they have not ceased yet; but are
invariably pursuing the same underhanded and unfair methods employed
by General Eaton and Dr. Talmage.
The trouble was these articles were
too near the Christian faith, for they
were the embodiment of truth, and as
such appealed to thousands of earnest,
God-fearing men, who were famishing while seeking to assimilate the
conflicting sectarian theories, and who
were "discontented" and unwilling to
remain when once they understood
the truth.
MIRACLES CEASED?

The General remarks further:These Latter Day Saints affirm their belief in our Bible, but they proceed at once to
rPject its teachings. We believe that miraculous revelation for man's guidance closed
with the apostles of the Lord. They claim
that their leaders receive revelations and
have visions and dreams!

No, General, we do not affirm our
belief in your Bible. We had never
before heard that you had one; but
we do believe in the word of God
called the Bible, and this belongs to
no special people. From the way in
which you discard the plain teachings
of this sacred book we are forced to
conclude that you believe this Bible
to be yours or you would not repudiate, change, and add at pleasure.
What a strange medley is here presented! He gives as evidence that he
in connection with the editor of the
Christian Herald believes the Bible because they "believe that miraculous
revelation for man's guidance closed
with the Apostles;" and as evidence
that the Latter Day Saints reject the
Bible, because ''they claim their
leaders receive revelations and have
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visions and dreams." Is not the Bible
a network of visions with a woof of
dreams? Does not Amos say:Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but
he revealeth his secret unto his servants the
prophets?-Amos 3: 7.

If God is doing anything to-day
there must be prophets through whom
he can speak and work. There never
was a time in the four thousand years
of Old Testament history when men
were in favor with God but that their
spiritual leaders received ''visions
and dreams." It was so in the Christian age. The births of John and
Christ were announced by angels.
The life of Christ was spared through
dreams. The gospel was carried to
the Gentiles as the result of a vision.
Paul went to Macedonia directed by· a
vision; in fact Paul was saved by the
means of two visions; one to himself,
one to Ananias. John was a very
visionary man; and Solomon says:Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that keepeth the law, happy is
he.-Prov. 29: 18.

Happy, because he does not perish,
in that he receives spiritual vision
which saves him. God says:If there be a prophet among you, I the
Lord will make myself known unto him in a
vision, and will speak unto him in a dream.
-Num.12: 6.

What about the dreams of Jacob,
and Joseph, the butler, and baker,
Pharaoh, Gideon, Solomon, Paul,
Peter, and all of God's worthies?
In the light of the following, which
think you is the most tenable position
according to God's Bible?
And it shall come to pass in the last days,
saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon
all flesh; and your sons and your daughters
shall prophesy, and your young men shall
see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams; and on my servants and on my handmaidens I will pour out in those days of my
Spirit; and they shall prophesy.-Acts 2: 17,
18. (See Joel 2: 28, 29.)

Christ did not come to destroy the
prophets (Matt. 5: 17), for there were
prophets in his church (See Acts 13:
1, 2; 15: 12; 21: 9-11; 1 Cor. 12: 28;
Eph. 4:11-15); and there are to be
such in the last days. (See Mal. 4:
5, 6; Rev. 11: 1-12; Zech. 2: 1-5;
Isaiah 29; Psalms 85, etc.) As God
is "unchangeable" (Mal. 3: 6), and "no
respecter of persons" (Acts 10: 38)
and, "hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the
face of the earth, and hath determined
the times before appointed, and the
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bounds of their habitation; that they
should seek the Lord, if haply they
might feel after him, and find him,
though he be not far from every one
of us" (Acts 17: 26, 27); and as the
"testimony of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy" (Rev. 19: 10); and, "this
is life eternal, that they might know
thee the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou hast sent" (John
17:3); and, "no man can say that
Jes us is the Lord, but by the Holy
Ghost" (1 Cor. 12: 3), are we not warranted in contending that not only
the "leaders receive revelations and
have visions and dreams," but that
all men are entitled to the spirit of
revelation, and no man can be saved

SAINTS~

.ffERALl'.t

I ist,_ or

without it? No man has ever known,
and never will know anything of
God, save God reveals it to him. The
only history which General Eaton
has of God's dealings with man is
the Bible, and that covers four thousand years, and it is a record from
commencement to finish of revelations, v1s1ons, and dreams; thus
clearly outlining God's method of
dealing with man.
BIBLE DESTROYED!

The General adds: They destroy the teachitJgs of the Bible by
accepting the Book of Mormon, Book of Doctrine and Covenants, Pearl of Great Price,
and Sayings of Joseph the Seer, as their
guides in faith and doctrine.

The "Pearl of Great Price" and
"Sayings of Joseph the Seer" have
never officially or any other way been
recognized as "guides in faith and
doctrine;" but the first two are.
Wherein do we destroy the teachings
of the Bible by accepting these? To
destroy we must violate. Wherein
does the Bible forbid a belief in these
books? They do not conflict in one
point, but confirm, yea fulfill the
Scriptures. (See Isa. 29: 19; Ps. 85:
10, 11; Hab. 2: 2, 3; Ezek. 37: 15-22;
Hosea 8: 11, 12; Acts 17: 26, 27; Rev.
14: 6-8; Dan. 2: 44, 45; Isa. 11: 10-12;
Mal. 4: 5, 6.) The Scriptures enjoin
men to "Prove all things; hold fast
that which is good" (1 Thess. 5: 21);
to accept "all truth." These books
violate no truths of scripture, but are
allies to the Bible in disclosing divine
light. As proof that these are necessary, let me ask, Where in the Bible
is church government fully outlined?
The Bible does uot say what the Bishop's duty is, nor those of the evangel-

pastors, or the deacons. fully.
It does not say who shall administer
the sacrament or perform marriages.
As these are divine institutions, there
is a divine plan of carrying them out.
The Latter Day Saints believe in asking God for the plan, while those in
the Talmagean school proceed to
formulate a plan of their own, in the
institution of creeds and disciplines.
Our plan is· scriptural; yours is not.
(See Acts 1: 24, 25; Acts 13: 1-3; Heb.
5: 4, 6; Rom. 10: 14, 15; John 14: 16,
17, 26; 16: 7-13.)

I thereunto

before we are saved,
being dependent upon an
I obedience to all, not a part of God's
I commands. We teach all the cardinal
principles of the gospel as factors of
development: Faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of hands, resurrection
of the dead, and eternal judgment.
(See Matt. 3: 15, 16; John 3: 5; Matt.
28: 19, 20; Mark 16: 15-18; Heb. 6: 1, ·
2); some of which Mr. Talmage denies
as essential.

I salvation

NO GODHEAD.

Again:Indeed, for them there is little left of the
Godhead, and little foundation on which to
build the manhood of man or the womanhood
of woman.

The Bible teaches that God is a
spiritual being, having body, parts,
and passions (see Gen. 1: 26; Ex. 3 :
4- 6 i E x. 19 : 20 , 21 ; N um. 12 : 4' 5 ;
G en. 32 : 29 , 30 ; G en. 17 : 1- 6 ; E x. 24 :
9- 12 ; ~N um. 23 : 4 ; H e b . 1 : 3 ; J o h n 5 :
3'"'1; Ph'l
i . 2 : 5, 6 ; E x. 33 : 21 , 23 ; E x.
33 : 11 ; 2 Uh ron. 16 : 9 ; p rov. 22 : 12 ;
E x. 31 : 18 ; I sa. 62 : 8 ; E x. 24 : 9, 10) ,
which we indorse, while modern
Christianity says he has neither "body
nor parts," and many deny that he
has "passions." "Indeed there is
very little left of the Godhead," if he
has none of these characteristics.
Talmagean philosophy says, "God is
everywhere;" the Bible says he is not
(see 1Kings19: 11-13); but that he is
in heaven (see Job 22: 12, 14; Isa. 66:
1; Acts 7: 49; Rev. 3: 12; 21: 10; Ps.
14: 2; 33: 13; John 6: 38; 1 Kings 22:
19; Ps. 11: 4; Eccl. 5: 2; Dan. 2: 28;
Matt. 5: 16; 6: 9; Luke 11: 2; 23: 9); but
that he can move from .place to place.
(See Ex. 19: 20; Num. 12: 5; Deut: 33:
2; Gen. 11: 5, 6.) Messrs. Eaton and
Talmage say God does not bless men
like he used to, while the Bible says,
"God is no respecter of persons."
(See Acts 10: 34; Rom. 2: 11; 1 Peter
1: 17.) They teach that God has
changed his plan and does not work
as he used to, while the Bible teaches
that God is unchangeable. (See Num.
23: 19; Job 23: 2, 3; Mal. 3: 6; James
1: 17; Eccl. 3: 14, 15; Isa. 51: 4-8.)
We have more of the Godhead left
than you have, General; and as to the
building up of the "manhood of man
or the womanhood of woman," we
teach that ideal purity is found in
Christ, and that we must approximate

PRIESTCRAFT.

Again:A careful and impartial study of the teachings of Mormonism leads to the conclusion
that it is organized to bring all of its affairs
into the control of the priesthood, and .the
history of its movements confirm this view.
Give this priesthood the power of receiving
current revelations from the Almighty,
which they claim, and the unquestioning
obedience from their followers, which they
demand, and what is there to hinder the
execution of their decrees, however depraved?

F rom t h e orgamzat1on
· · of t h e c h urc h
· 1830 unt1·1 t h e present, t h e c h urc h
m
government has been as strictly demo· as poss1'bl e m
· a d'ivme
· mst1tu·
·
crat1c
·
t10n,
t h e I aw o f common consen t
obtaining in all legislative matters.
As to the judicial and executive, they
are but adjudicative and administrative, hence no possibility of infraction
so long as they follow the law; and if
they do not, the elective power is
possessed by the people, and they can
remove the one offending. The right
of franchise is not more sacredly
guarded in any church in the world
than with us. And as to the latter
part of the above quotation, suppose
the Latter Day Saints are, granted the
"power to receive current revelations
from the Almighty," and no other
source, do you think any great error
will be promulgated? I have more
faith in God than that! The right to
receive revelations from the Almighty
is inherent in every man, and, praise
to God's name, General Eaton cannot
abrogate it. We do claim the right to
receive revelations from the Almighty;.
but force no one to accept them; but
when they voluntarily do, we insist that
they shall show their acceptance by
obedience. No, General, there will be
no "execution" of "depraved decrees"
in this church as long as they pursue
the course which has ever obtained
thus far in the organization, which
has been loyal to the "current revela, tions from the Almighty" which "this
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priesthood has the power of receiv- selled the ministry of the church in
the early fall to temporarily leave
ing."
POLITICAIJ INFLUENCE.
their ministry and devote their time
In quoting the number of church to the campaign; and I have it direct
communicants in the various States, from a minister of that church that
the General gives statistics of the the ministry almost to a man voted in
Reorganization, there being but few one way, and used their influence to
of the Utah people in the States, and have their parishioners so to do. This
then adds:was their inalienable right as indiIt will be seen that in several of the States,
viduals, and none could interfere. If
in close political contests, they would hold
the balance of power, and so control the ac- the church had used coercion, then
tion of state legislatures, and by determining they were violating statutory law,
the selection of United States Senators make and should be punished. This will
sure of those in the United States Congress apply to the Latter Day Saints, and
who would prevent any legislation Mormon
if the General has proof that such is
leaders might not desire.
This assertion is ridiculous, and the case, and does not prosecute the
would not need any notice were it not church offending, he also is culpable
our purpose to apply in another direc- before the public. Shall we commence
tion. Take for instance the 1, 600 a warfare against the Methodists and
communicants in Michigan, and allow Catholics because they have voters
one voter for every five persons, and sufficient to control an election? No!
we have about 320 voters. In Iowa According to our laws the majority
6,000 members, or 1,200 voters. Think must rule, whether they are Catholics,
you they could control the vote on Methodists, Latter Day Saints, or anyany great issue? What particular one else.
weight did 1,200 voters have either
way in Iowa in our last election? The
only two points where this objection
would have any force at all is Independence, Missouri, and Lamoni,
Iowa, where the communicants number about one thousand in each place.
But what is the result? There is not
a better municipal government anywhere. Their influence has been for
good in both places. But suppose
the objection raised was true, can
we not apply it with manifold force
against other churches? The Catholics
number 7,501,439 communicants in
America, or about 1, 500,287 voters,
enough to have controlled any national election when properly distributed. The Methodists 5,121,636, or
1,024,327 voters. The Baptists 3,785,740, or 757,148 voters. The Presbyterians 1,466,204, or 283,240 voters.
This country knows no religion, and he
who urges an objection such as this,
would be only too willing to use the
elective power to accomplish the establishment of one, and the suppression of all other religions; a principle
which if carried into effect would destroy the Union.
General Eaton
judges others by his own sense of
justice. I contend that the Methodist
Church could have easily controlled
the last election, and it was not the
fault of some of the leaders that they
did not, for Bishop Newman coun-

UN AMERICAN.

Again:Mormonism is a menace to our free institutions.

If "Mormonism'' is a menace to our
free institutions, then what is Catholi·
cism with its seven millions who are
taught to forswear our public schools,
and who are bound to their religion
with stronger ties than to the country?
Will General Eaton advocate a general
crusade against the Catholics? No;
but the Christian Herald, which is:the
General's sponsor, pats Catholicism
on the back and says, "Let's be
friends-we are all Christians." Why?
Because it is policy, you know.
The instruction of the Almighty
through Joseph Smith in 1831 was:Let no man break the laws of the land, for
he that keepeth the laws of God hath no need
to break the laws of the land.-D. C. 58: 5.

Is such instruction a menace to our
government? Again:I, the Lord justifieth you, and your brethren of my church, in befriending that law
which is the constitutional law of the land;
and as pertaining to the law of man, whatsoever is more or less than these, cometh of
evil. I, the Lord God, maketh you free;
therefore, ye are free indeed; and the law
also maketh you free; nevertheless when the
wicked rule the people mourn; wherefore
honest men and wise men should be sought
for diligently, and good men and wise men,
ye should observe to uphold; otherwise whatsoever is less than these, cometh of evil.-D.
c. 95:2.

Such instruction evidences loyalty
and national integrity equal to any.

ConfBrBnGB }WintitBs.
PITTSBURG.
Conference convened in the saints' hall,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, June 19; G. T.
Griffiths presiding, G. H. Hulmes assistant.
After prayer Bro. Griffiths made a few remarks in reference to the Pittsburg and
Kirtland. district, after which a permanent
organization was effected by t.he nomination
and unanimous election of the following
named persons: C. E. Miller president, E. S.
Fairley secretary, L. D. Ullom treasurer.
L. D. Ullom was recommended as Bishop's
agent. On motion all branches in district to
be assessed per capita tax to defray expense
of district president when visiting in an official capacity. On motion conferences to be
held semiannually, in March and. September.
A committee of six was appointed to solicit
funds for purchase of tent to be used in district missionary work. The committee composed of G. H. Hulmes, C. E. Miller, L. D.
Ullom, J. Moxon, J. Wayt, and - - Hull.
Following rules of representation were
unanimously adopted: Resolved that from
and after the passage of this resolution the
basis of representation and the rules governing the same shall be as follows: First, that
each branch of this district shall be entitled
to two Classes Of delegates; viz. I delegates at
large for the organizatio~, and delegates of
representation b.ased upon the number of
members in good standing. Second, that the
number of delegates shall be, one delegate at
large for each branch organization, also that
each branc)l shall be entitled to one delegate·
of representation for each six members in
good standing. Third, the delegates of representation shall be elected at the branch
business meeting at which the branch report
to conference is adopted: and further, that
bott delegates at large and delegates ot'representation shall be provided with credentials, attested by the branch clerk; and also
that rnid credentials shall only be transferable to properly el2cted substitutes or
alternates who may be elected at the same
meeting as the delegates. Fourth, the members of branches in good standing or the
traveling ministry only shall be eligible as
delegates of representation, provided that no
such delegate shall be accredited as the representative of more than one branch. Fifth,
that the president of each branch shall be
ex officio the delegate at large for that
branch. Sixth, the traveling ministry shall
be accepted-when present-as delegates at
large without specific representation, unless
having credentials from some branch.
Seventh, each elder of the district in good
standing shall be a member ex officio of the
conference without specific representation,
unless having credentials from some branch
as delegate of representation. Secretary
was authorized to purchase necessary minute
and record book. Adjourned to Wheeling,
West Virginia, first Saturday and Sunday in
September next.
NOTE.-Up to the present time $85 has
baen paid in towards purchasing a tent, and
only a few heard from. We would be pleased,
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to hear from each branch in the district in a
substantial manner as soon as possible, in
order that the tent may be purchased and
work commenced in it at as early a date as
possible.

8tlndau 8Ghool 1lssoGia1ions.
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT NAUVOO
REUNION.
Below are the items of the program of
Sunday school work for the Nauvoo reunion.
This work will be begun about the first Saturday of the reunion. Time and exact arrangement to be fixed later on.
Four sessions Sunday school in charge of
the superintendent to be elected. Two sessions normal work, T. A. Hougas. Two sessions institute work, W. N. Robinson.
Special day, aft:rnoon, and night sessions to
be announced later. Temperance program.
Three two-minute papers: "A superintendent's work," Sr. Anna Lambert; "The Sunday
school secretary," Sr. Marjorie Wright;
''What is interesting to me in the Sunday
school," Sr. Hattie McKiernan.
The committee will of course make any
necessary changes. All bring your Winnowed Songs, Bibles, and current Quarterlies.
The lessons used in the Sunday school will
probably be past lessons. Come one and all
for a profitable and enjoyable time.
Yours for the work,
T. A. HOUGAS, of the Com.

Mi8GBllanBotls IlBpar1mBnt.
REUNION NOTICES.
PLEASANT GROVE, U'l'AH.
The above reunion will commence September 18, and hold over two Sundays. We hope
and expect to have a good spiritual time if
the saints will come for that purpose, and
we believe they will. Tl:te tent you have assisted in purchasing will be there. Wood
and hay will be accessible and water in abundance. Bring }Our sleeping tents, covered
wagons, etc., and come with intent to stay
and worship God. Bring your Sunday school
quarterlies, Religio supplies, etc., so that all
the departments can receive due attention,
and you who have not hitherto seen the workings of these auxiliaries can go to your homes
prepared to enter into such work.
Imported preachers will be there. Come
and ,see what they look like and hear how
they talk. Determine on coming as soon as
you see this notice, and swerve not from that
determir.iation. We hope to see campers
from Montana and Idaho as well as Utah.
The Lord will bless the sacrifice incident to
the coming if we make it in righteousness.
One more word if adhered to will accomplish much-Come!
J. W. WIGHT.
ADDITION AL TENT RECEIPTS.
Previously reported .......... $121 53
Bro. Littlewood..............
l 00
Bro. Marriott, mdse .. , . . . . . . .
50
Sr. E. Sorenson..............
20
Sr. Isaac Russell.. . . . . . . . . . . .
36

Bro. Woodhead.....
Bro. w. Wilson..............
Sr. Harry Murphy.... . . . . . .
Bro. L. P. Hanson............
Mrs. Robert Niven...........
Mrs. J. L. Wilson............
Bro ..K Barrows. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25
50
00
00
25
00
00

P. S.-We are expecting a much larger
gathering than last year. Indications point
in that direction now. The grove is in fine
condition. Come, or you'll wish you had.
S. B. K.

$133 59

Eastern Iowa district conference will assemble September 4, 1897, near Onslow, with
the Butternut Grove branch. We hope all
will attend that can. Come and bring the
Spirit of the Master, that we may have a
good time. Branches, have your reports
ready to bring or send so we may have a full
report. Butternut Grove branch, look after
the train, find out the time, and give notice
through Herald what train to come on to
Onslow, that you can meet them there. Sunday school convention will be held on the 3d,
at same place.
c. E. HAND, Dist. Pres.

1
1
2
5

All desiring tents, board and lodging at
and during the reunion to be held at Nevada,
Vernon County, Missouri, from August 27 to
September 5 will please note the following:
Tents, etc., to rent for the full term only;
tents 9t x 12, 3 feet wall, $1.25: tents 12 x 14,
3t feet wall, $1.55; cots .50; gasoline lamps .50;
double blankets .50. To the above freight
must be added from and to Kansas City.
Board and lodging, per week, $3.00; board
without lodging, $2.50; lodging without day
board, .50; single meals, .15; single night's
lodging, .15. But bring your own hammocks
;lnd bedding, and you will be allowed a place
for them free of charge. Special arrangements have also been made with a baker to
furnish for·ty one-pound loaves of light graham and rye bread for $1.00; one dozen small
pies 40 cents; four dozen buns 25 cants; two
dozen cookies 15 cents, and other things in
proportion, to be delivered on the ground
daily by Fred Dilgent. Wagon will bear the
sign, "L. D. S. Reunion."
Beef wagon: Best steak lOc, best roast Sc,
best stew meat 5c, all kinds of pork chops,
roasts, and stakes He, breakfast bacon 9c,
whole and half hams llc, dry beef 16t,
bologna Sc; by Brown & Co., wagon bearing
sign same as above.
Those wishing tents will plrnse give size
wanted and order at once so as to save all delays and disappointments. All orders should
reach me by August 20, if possible: and any
further information in regard to tents, board,
and lodging, can be had by inclosing a two
cent stamp to
J.C. CHRESTENSEN.
JASPER C1TY,

Missouri.

NOTICE TO MUSICIANS.
To all who are goin~ to attend the general
annual reunion of the church to be held
again this year at Woodbine, Iowa, we say:
All those who can and will take part in the
musical department in song and otherwise,
please come prepared to do so. We want at
least one hundred voices. These, together
with the instruments, will greatly assist in
our reunion services. Let us earnestly ask
God to bless us in this direction, and let us
come feeling we can engage in this part of
the worship with the Spirit and understanding also. This is what makes our song service so attractive to those not yet in the
church. Now all feel invited. Take up
active practice work in your choirs and
branches between now and then and let us
have the best musk we have ever had. All
who have Harmonies, please do not forget to
bring them; Hymnals also. Ever praying
for the success of the coming reunion, we are,
Yours hopefully,
S. B. KIBLER.
JAMES PEARSALL.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

Conference of Eastern Maine district will
convene at Jon isport, September 4 and 5. It
is expected that Bro. Wm. H. Kelley, of the
Twelve, will be present. Saints, come,
bringing the Spirit with you, and may God
grant to all a time of refreshing.
u. w. GREENE, Pres.
Conference of the Western Maine district
will convene at Green's I:.anding, September
11 and 12. We deoire a full delegation.
Branches send reports in due season. The
Sunday school convention will meet Friday
evening. M. C. Fisher, of Boston, and E. M.
vValker, of Jonesport, Maine, will look after
the Sunday school interests. All come prepared to assist and share in a spiri.tual feast.
Wm. H. Kelley will be present.
w. w. BLANCHARD, Dist. Pres.

BORN.
ANDERSON.-To William M. and Ida
Anderson was born a daughter to which
they gave the honorable name of Mollie
Terry-under which name she was blessed at
the Aspey chapel, St. Joseph, Missouri, July
23, 1897, by Elder J. M. Terry.

MARRIED.
SMITH-COBB.-At Sr. Alice E. Cobb's
residence, Lamoni, Iowa, August 3, 1897,
Bro. Frederick Madison Smith, eldest son of
President Joseph Smith, and Sr. Ruth
Lyman Cobb, daughter of Sr. Alice E. Cobb,
contracted in matrimony, President Joseph
Smith officiating in the rite.
The young people worked up a surprise to
tJoe members of both families, and were wed
in a quiet, unpretentious way that bids fair
for domestic peace.
CUMMINGS-STEDMAN.-At the residence
of the bride's parents, Lamoni, Iowa, Wednesday, July 28, Mr. Joseph E. Cummings and Sr.
Ruby Stedman were un"ted in marriage;
Elder Heman C. Smith officiating. Mr.
Cummings is superintendent of public instruction for Decatur County, Iowa; Sr. Stedman is a daughter of Elder E. A. Stedman, of
the Seventy. May peace and joy attend the
happy pair
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Royal makes the food! pm·e,
whoksome """II deiicfous.

(EiltabliBhed 1860.)

Published every 'Velhlesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2 00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
'l1he travf-"ling ministry~ di--trict and branch presidents,
and £if<hopis n2ent:~ are rcqncsted to solicit subscriptions,
ruBkE: snlf'R of tburch pubJ1catione, vnd aesh. t the pub~
lithi11~ department.
A ddreff3 comm miir·t1tio11s for public&tior1 to the Editors.
Bu~iness Jetter2, ruh8crlpt.onB. remitta.nres, chm;ges
cf addrPSF, f'tc. shoD 1(1 he addressed to Frank Criley,
Bu&it;ess Manager. H, ·m1t.Urnce'" ehould bt-'; mafle hy
post o~I-ice or (;Xpress t:rdern, drufr, on Chicago, or lastiy
by rC'glBt<·red letterri. Do not send ch•·cks.
A1lverti:,ing mt.es, forty cents per inch each ine.ertion,
snhj~'Cf, to tbe fcllowiegdi.scount~: Otrn month's inser~
tion, five per C{'Dt~ thrc13 months. fiftf'en pet cent; six

mouthe, twenty-five per cent,; one :year forty per cent,.
All adverti!fing c.ond1tinncd on inE:ertion t!pon the fi1st or
t~;venty
notices~

last pa.gee of cov('r, vdll be charged an advance of

per cent npon the regular rates. For reading

(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accept,ed,)

ten cents per line. Edit.orrnl notices, twenty-five cents
per line; di.e:couut as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mall matter.)
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

co.,

NEW YORK.

f Dr

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
~f divine origin, and are its teachings en·
titled to the re8poct ar. d belief of all Chrisiiirn people? 2. Is the Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a mcmb1,r, the Church of
Christ, and identicai fr, faith, organization,
ordinancss" worship, and. pra.ctice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Chu;·ch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with him?
Cloth. 396 pages, price ....•••.•...• $1 50
0

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.

Cloth ......•.••..................... $1
Sheep or library bind Lng ........... 1
Imitation morocou, gilt edg•?S ...... 1
Morocco, gilt edgeti ................ 2
Morocco, flexible binuing, gilt edges 3

________
1
fl\ ll D Ii:
filf:l U. ~. n. 1:iU:Jilmpml:ll1t
to be held a:v Buffalo, New York, tickets will
· tue
• N'IC k et, Pl ate R oad at rate of
b e so ld via
$10.50 for tbe round trip. Heturning either
via rail or boat to Cleveland. Arrangements
have been made for parties wishing to remain
in sleeping cars at Buffalo, to have the cars
tracked convenient to street car lines to any
part of the city. Call on or address J. Y.
Calahan, G,meral Agent, 111 Adams Street,
.
Ill'lllOlS.
.
·
N o.
Cb 10ago,
28

00
25
75
25
75

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.

Four sizes of Amorican Bcb'.cJ Society's lowpriced editions: V\'itb margi.ua~ references,
two sizes, 60 and SO cents each. Without
references, two siz..:s, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.

Oxford Bi.bles, Family Bioles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and S;'o tiswoode'd, The SelfPronounclug Combination Bible, The Revised and King James' Versions in paraliel
{)Olumns, or any veriion obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

$I 0.50 to Buffalo, New Ymk, via
the Nickel Plate Road
'account the G. A. R. Encampment. Choice
of either rail or water trip returning. Do
not miss this opportunity of attending one of
the greatest reunions of the old comrades.
Tickets on sale August 21, 22, and 23. For
full information call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
No. 27
COLOR OF CHURCH HISTORY.

IN binding the first volume of the
Church History, red and black cloth
were used, also black and light colored
leather.
Those who have ordered
and shall hereafter order the second
volume should mention the color
·wanted if they have a preference.

!

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

II THE

prices on the second volume of

i the Church History are the same as

! for the first volume,
11

I
j

I
I

as follows:-

Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, .•.•.. 2
Full !eat.her, .. : ........•..••.••••••..•. 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

50.
00.
50.·
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.

. FOR SALE.
I
160 acres good rolling blue
I $15 •50 • grass land situated 3t miles

I from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
' or fruit raisiag. Only $15.50 per acre. Rea.sonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 _acres broke. This offer g-ood for 90
i days only. Apply to FRED B. BL~IR,
I1
Lamom, Iowa.

i --------------------

!

i

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

i THE Herald Office has arranged to

i handle

a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Minist- , B'bl
· tl fi t
1 ers
l
es, b y w h"ICh s t ric
y rs .
I
-----------------1 class editions are offered at greatly
T unu
I reduced prices, as follows:1.) ll.IH1.!1Il. l) l
nn n.
n
I "The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
- ) OPPOSITE ( I School Teachers' Bible," the same as
BL.A.IR MERCANTILE CO.
I
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
Nothing bnt first-class work done in our line. Ladie•'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Satu<days.
I maps, in good large print, bourIowa Steam Laundry in connection.
,
geois type, with marginal references;
F.A.BLACK.
I printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
HARDWARE 5
size 6ix8i mailed postpaid at $2.00
1
STOVES, TINWARE BARB WIRE ETC. 1 per copy net.
.
.
.
'
'
"The Comprehensive Teachers'
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. E"timateB furnished
Bible"- the Bagster Bible-with new
LAMON I HARDWARE CO.
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps,
etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, mm10n
type, size 6x8t mailed postpaid at
Ymk.
is the Nickel Plate Road. Tickets will be on $1.50 net.
sale August 21, 22, and 23 at $10.50 for the
These Bibles are marvels of cheap·
round trip, account G. A. R Encampmunt.
ness in price, but are excellent in
Returning either via rail or water.
Arquality of workmanship in binding,
rangements have been made for the comfort
etc.
They are issued by leading pubof our patrons. Extension of time will be
lishing
houses and m.ay be relied upon.
granted until September 20, if tickets are deposited with the joint agent in Buffalo beAddress orders to Frank Criley,
tween August 23 and 27. Mr. J. Y. Calahan, Business M;u.rnger Herald Office, LaGeneral Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago,
moni, Iowa,,

no1

)
I

n1wy BnnsrrR 3uop,

I

I

The American Short Line Between
Chicago and Buffalo, New

Illinois, will be plensed to furnish information in regard to train service, etc. H. Thorne,
C. P. and T. A.
No. 29
MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS.
Neat cards for Miuisters or Branches, with
name and address, or place of worship and
hours of services on face, and Epitome or
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An excellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price
75 cents per 250, $2 50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in
other styles, as ordered.

I
II

Presidency and Priesthood.

I The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orders
I filled
promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY.

copy.
Address, David Dancer, Business
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrangements to handle the book in quantities should
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.

I
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Anyone sending a sketch and deocription may
quickly ascertain, frec 1 whether an invention is·
probably patentaUe. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fO',.' securing patents
m America. 'Ne have a V\rasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recetve
special notice in the

·AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

~f5o ~f;n~~~1l~~rna~p':cii~~~ tg~gt~:~~~Y1~1d
5

8'JoK ON PATENTS

sent free.

MUNN &

Addres~

CO.,

361 .Brmulw"Y, New York,

SUMMER1.S HEAT COOtED

~\ec~r?~s'jj~~~~

Cost of operating", 15 centE- Jor 50 hourti. Instructions for
use easily followed. No d:rnger from electric shoclrn, no.
matter how carelessly l:Jandled. Motor, Battery, Electric.
Wire, and Chemicals al1 complete with each order.

E;'ELASTIC S'l'ARCH has be>n before the people of the United States for twenty-tloree years, af!d is without doubt
the greatest !5tarcll inventLn of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
weuty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have hnd years of practical experience in fancy 1aundrying. It m!lkes ironing easy, reetores old sum.mer drnsses to ihe1r nat11 ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a be'lntiful and htsting finish. It is the only starch ma.nnfactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any otb.er substance injurious to fine1, and can be used even for a baby powder.
$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or smull room nicely.
$15 50will ventilate.a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or store to perfection.
Send cash with order or stamp for catalogue to

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO'PA'i'.

I

Bro. B. F. Ordway 1 of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three b'Jxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50 No bad effects from
use of Quit-'l'o-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No flau•e, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

JIE.lf!IJ:CAL ELECT.RIC CO.,
60~ Vanderbilt .BuHdii.ng, N,
Agents 'V'Vanted.

Y~

ARE YOU A RENTER?

per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over"
good road; four room bouse, ~table, fruit, llil!:d·
wells; good neighborhood: school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly payments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,.
Iowa.

DO YOU WANT A HOME?
I have fruit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and adjo'hling counties in Missouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres. and from
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sell for from $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in Jots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acre.
For further particular•, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the bust,

ness center. It bas i:iix room~. a hall, and three closets
~nd is couveni~ntly arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent'lation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

are

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suit.able
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc. ·
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
'l'he purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 pelf·

llottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
1>11.eli:ed and delivered at express office on receipt of pr!Ce,.

row A. W, JL MYERS, Druggist. Lamoni.. .lwi!IL
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co.isTEN'.!l.'Sg
I business of their lives to be telling J I supposed was to be a reception. VVord
EDITORIAL:
.
About Discussions .................... 51 7 I people that they need not believe what had come to me thatI was expected to
The Searchlight on the Doctrine and
I they have hitherto supposed they speak on the Columbian Fair and its
Is Si_?;i~n~~~~~ti·~~iik'~?.'.'." ."." .'.".::.:::: :~i~ I ought to believe, and that they are go- congresses. As, in company with the
For Settlers .......................... 5191 ing on very well as they are, and have Rev. F. W. Kellett, I alighted from
MOl'HERS' HOME COLUMN:
·
·
•
'l'o·day ............................... 521 no need to trouble themselves.
Of the carnge, an officer of the club said
CleanlineBs .......................... 521 course, if there are good livings to be that they had a few questions which
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
.
.
.
Anot.her Image Smashed ............. 522 had, there will be candidates for them. they desired to put to me. The room
LETTER DEPARTMENT .................. 522 In this case there are neither good liv- was packed with perhaps a hundred
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
•
·
h
h
d
·
Talmagean Oriticism.-No. 2 ......... 5251 mgs, nor is t ere any reason w y men an fifty Hmdus, many of them lawCONFERE,NCE MINU'l.'ES:
should starve in poor ones, so long as yers or vakils, barefooted, very lightly
suN~~~~~~~~~r.· .A8~ 00j,;,_;,·10:Ns; ·· · · · ·· · ·530 \ other v;alks o: l~fe are open to then:. 1dressed on account of the inten~e heat,
.
Souuhern Nebra~ka ................... 530 I Men will be w1llmg to starve or sacr1- · and many of them nearly naKed to
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
.
•
•
Bishop's Agents' Notices ............. 530 I fice themselves for a great and noble the waist.
I had already given m
The Gen~ral ~eunio~ ................ 531 cause; but it would be insane to do so Madras several lectures.
It soon
North Missouri Reunion .............. 531 f
ll ,, L.
·
h
·
·
Oklahoma Reunion .................. 533
or no cause at a . - iterari; Digest. I became apparent t at this meetmg
Pastoral.-Josepbr W>J;rd .............. 5y~
~
\was held to furnish an opportunity of

I

Second Quorum o. Priests...... . .... 532
Reunion,-Steamboatr·Excur- " .

Na~i:voo

. .

I'

·

T

·

h· d

ex~lo1tmgl mdmsm. het~b1e be. lll
WITH EDUCATED HINDUS.
which I sat was covered with papers
1. REV. DR. JOHN HENRY BARROWS,
· -· and books, among which I recognized
THEOLOGY IN GERMANY.
D. D .. of Chicago, the president of the my 'History of_ the Parliament of ReRECENT statistics show that the total World'sParliamentofReligions, whose ligions' Next to me was a well-known
number of theological st1:1dents in Ger- sessions were held in connection with i pundit S. P. Aiyangar, a member of my
many has diminished very rapidly of , the World's Fair, has been engaged in reception committee, his forehead, like
late years. In 1890 the number in the \ a prolonged tour in India, speaking in those of many in the club,
with
~.rarious. universities was 4,5~7, while j ~ost cases upon the invitation of the ~he mark.s of his ~od ... 'Yithout any
m 1896 it was 2,956. At Berlm, where I tlindus themselves. He has had rare mtroduct10n the mqms1t10n opened.
the most famous professors are usu· opportunities of getting at the thought' With book and pencil in hand. the punally to be found, the decline is nearly I of the educated Hindus on the subject dit began his prepared questions, and
fiftypercent. This has beenattdbutod ofreligion, and in The Outlook he gives soon the shrewd lawyers jumped to
by some to the very meagre salaries the results of some of his inquiries. He their feet to put in additiona.linquiries
paid by the state. The Living Church did not, he tells us, find Hinduism a or contest the replies which had been
cites the foregoing facts and gives what definite system whose principles could made. The first question related to
it considers a better reason for the de- be easily determined. His question, some noble sentiments in the Bhagaclining number of students. It says:- "What are the fundamental theo- vad-gita, and to the claim th::iJt such
"At the majority of the great univer- logical principles of Hinduism as dis- sentiments were as truly inspired as
sities, the theology taught by the fac- tinct from its philosophical principles similiar ones found in the New Testaulty is hardly any longer worthy of the and its social system?" elicited replies ment. It appeared to me strange that
name of Christian. At Greifswaldand that were i.n all cases but one "vague, being familiar with my lectu~·es, they
Earlangen, however. the old orthodoxy evasive, or unsatisfactory,' and the one doubted my holding to the world-wide
is still maintained, and it is precisely at definite reply was at wide variance area of revelation. The next inquiry,
these two universities that the number with the teaching of the prevailing to which the spokesman did not wait
of theological students has increased schools of Hindu philosophy. Though for an answer, was this:
'Since
instead of diminishing.
This can the results were in this direction I Christ on the cross prayed for his enhardly be without significance. The chiefly negative, the story of one of emies, and since his prayer must have
learned professors who distinguish his interviews is full of interest and been heard, was not Judas saved?' I
t,hemselves by undermining the reli- represents the Hindu mind in rather a was told of one missionary who had
gion they represent at first attract new light to American readers.
It replied affirmatively, and then the
students and gather followers through was an interview in southern India, questioner hastened to read a selection
the very novelt:y of their position; where, at the time, the religious excite- from Macaulay's Essay on Milton,
but as time goes on the natural result ment was almost unprecedented. Dr. wherein·the famous essayist wrote that.
follows, namely, that as not enough Barrows, writing from Saigon, tells the even when images in the cathedrals
is left of Christianity to distinguish it story as follows:have been destroyed, the images in
from the world, such teachings lose
"On the 20th of February the Trip- the mind sometimes remain. This led.
their interest. Men do not see any licane Hindu Club of Madras gave me, to a prolonged discussion of idolatry;.
reason why they should make it the at eight o'clock in the morning, what which had as its remarkable result a,
~ion ...... · . . . . . . . . · · · · · · .. · .. · .. • • 53 ~
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bold championship of India's idol-wor- j friends did not E3ti.l any further up that of the Colurr:bian E~position. I ~poke
ship. This is not the usual position of I creek!
of the material glories of t~at fair a?d
1
•
"
•
b
then of the congresses which were its
edu~at~d H_mdus, and some of my I
I ~ade the cl~1m t at there was no spiritual side, and of the Parliament of
Christian friends assure me that the I necessity of keepmg the common peo- Religions, and of the generosity, tolerdefenses were not altogether sincere. I ple of India any longer, nor was there ance, and fraternity which characterI quoted some other things that Mac- I ever any necessity of holding them, in ized it: I told of the warm feeling wh_ich
aulay had written, especially his con- the debasing kindergarten of polythe- Ame~1ca bas to all who are strugglmg
·
·
· · ·
I
·
h
G d for hberty and for truth, and of her
demnatwn of the hideous theology of j istic .1dol~t:Y·
claimed .t at
o , desire to communicate the very best
India, and his over-sanguine prophecy who is spirit, can be worshiped by all which she has to the whole world.
that English education would abolish in spirit and in truth.
The pundit And, as I rose to depart, the better
idolatry in Bengal in thirty years. leader claimed that the idols of the and more gra~ious side of human ~a
One vakil rose and said: 'When Jesus mind were abiding, and that God could tu re came ~ut m_the three cheers Vl'.'h1ch
.
.
· disciples,
· ·
.
was walkmg
with
his
they only be worshiped
under the f orm o f were
f th heartily
p
, B t
. given
t f for
R the
. ·o'president
e 1ig1 ns .1
u
.
.
.
.
o
e ar 1iamen o
saw a dead and decaymg dog, from images, real or menta,l. This I demed, the pundit was determined to fire
which the disciples turned away in hor- and affirmed that when I most truly one more shot. 'Before you go, I
ror. But Jesus said, "How beautiful worshipedGodihadnoimageofamag- want you to a~sure us that you think
are his teeth!" ' He added that Chris- nified man before me but rather rec- that all men will finally be saved. We
all believe this. ' I replied:
tl· ans were taught by this to find the 0 oanized .God as an indwelling '. per~onal Hindus
"My Master does not encourage me to
good and beautiful rather than the love. Fmally, I was able to rise above cherish such a hope. I do entertain a
foul and ugly in other religions. the storm of questions and take my hope, however, for some who have
I replied: 'The story is not found innings in earnest. By this time I was not heard of the historic Christ. There
in the Gospels, but the legend considerably awake, though the hour are minds, like that of Socrates natuillustrates a truth which I be- was early. And for thirty miuutes I rally Christian. If I do not meet Socraspoke to them of America, of the tes in heaven, I think it may be because
lieve in practicing.
And I will Christian principles which entered I have not kept in the right road mynot seize the opportunity which you into our life, of our intelligent com- self.' And thus ended the two hours'
have furnished of calling Hinduism a mon people, of the national patriotism conversazione, an outline of which I
dead and decaying dog, in which only and public spirit, and of municipal have endeavored to sketcb."-Literary
the grinning teeth are beautiful!' I pride, all of which went into the making Digest.
spoke of my distress in witnessing the
debasing forms of idolatry prevalent
in Bena.res and elsewhere. One young
lawyer rose and quoted a recent apology for idolatry furnished in one of
the addresses of Vivekananda. 'I'he
idol was a symbol of a god, and
brought the divine nearer.
'But,' I
said, 'you do not think it elevating for
Recognizing the closeness of the times and with a desire to place the
human beings to crawl through the filth church paper within the reach of every member, the Board of Publication
of a temple and to kiss the tail of a cow, has decided to offer THE SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one year
as I have seen them do?' The quick-wit- from the date named, as follows:ted lawyer was on his feet instantly,
On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD will be fixed at $1.50 per year,
and said: 'I think it is a great deal bet- payable in advance.
ter to kiss the tail of a cow than to
This reduction applies to both old and new subscribers, on the following
kill the cow and eat her!' There was conditions:a burst of laughter at this sally, in
Cash must accompany all orders for new subscriptions, as stated.
which Mr. Kellett and I joined. I did
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who pay up on old subscriptions
not say in reply that the killing and and renew one year in advance, will receive the benefit of the reduction in
eating ofcows to give nourishment to price from the date named-July 12, 1897.
the human. body did not appear to me
Those who have already paid in advance will receive the benefit of the
any worse than the Hindu's kil~ing of reduction in price at the dates of expiration of present subscriptions, and for
goats before the black and hideous i the year following said dates, if renewing in advance.
stone image of Kali; I simply replied:
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent, both in the price of the church
'Theeatingofcow'sfieshisnotconfi~ed paper, and of the revenue derived from it. It is therefore necessary that all
to Christians. After the first ses.sion avail themselves of the new depairture and greatly enlarge the list of new
of the Parliament of Religions I went subscribers; and also that those indebted pay up all past due accounts.
with Vivekananda to the restaurant in
Branch book agents and the ministry who can do so, are respectfully asked
the basement of the Art Institute, and to second the efforts of the Board by obtaining new subscribers for the
I said to him, "What shall I get you to HERALD and working in the general interests of the Herald Office-the
eat ?,, H'is rep1Y was, ''Give me beef'"'
·
church publishing plant.
This little story bad the effect of a
In bonds,
thunderbolt, and the consternation
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
.and silence were profound.
My
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
f
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8:31, 32•
..Hearken to the word of the lord: for there ehall 110t any man among you /Jave save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page llG.

Lamoni, Iowa, August 18, 1897.

Vol. 44.

EDITOR.

JOSEPH SMITH
R.

S. SALYARDS
HEMAN 0. SMITH,
JOSEPH LUFF,

ASSISTANT EDITOR.
} CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

LAMONI, loWA,

AUG. 18, 1897.

ABOUT DISCUSSIONS.

THERE has been no· action of the
church in its conferences, nor any instructions of the general officers of
the church, cutting off the privileges
or abridging the duty of the elders in
the field and in charge in branches
and districts, and the great army of
the elders and other officers of the
church, to prevent them from preaching the word whenever and wherever
opportunity offers, or can be made;
or defending the faith by word, or
pen, and in discussion whenever necessity demands.
Bro. J. D. Erwin seems to have
been under the impression that some
such restriction had been imposed,
because one of the general missionaries in charge ventured to caution the
workers in his field to make an exception against Clark Braden, when es·
saying to arrange for discussion with
the Christian or Disciple Church.
If the instruction given by Apostle
Joseph R. Lambert in his pastoral is
the matter referred to by Bro. Erwin,
we have this to say of it: Bro. Lambert was in the legitimate pursuit of
his duty in so instructing the men in
his field. He knew the field, its requirements, the men of his force, and
the man Elder Clark Braden; and desired that in case these brethren of
the Disciple Church grew aggressive,
and began their usual course of bluster and challenge, in his field, there
should be a stop put to their pitting
this man so often met and honorably
defeated by our elders, from Brn. R.
M. Elvin and E. L. Kelley, at Wilber,
Nebraska, to Brn. J. F. McDowell
and T. W. Williams, at Logan, and
Fontanelle, against new men in new
places, without the proper knowledge
of and understanding of the missionary
in charge. In this Bro. Lambert was

both right and just, so far as his field
is concerned; and was also correct on
the general principle that the church
nor any of its elders are under just
obligations to again meet Elder Clark
Braden. The church in its proper representatives has shown that fear of the
man, either as an individual d~bater or
as a representative of the Christian or
Disciple Church, has not a thing to do
with the suggestion that he be excepted against when arranging for
debate; for he has been repeatedly
met, and successfully. Nor has any
thought of possible consequences in
case of defeat in discussion with him
had a. particle of weight in thus ad vising elders to except him in arranging
for discussion.
The editor stated Jong before the
pastoral of Bro. Lambert was written,
that having shown the Disciple Church
all due credit and courtesy hitherto in
accepting discussion with Clark Braden as their representative defender,
we did not fear a forensiq,dispute with
them on their claims and our own;
and having submitted to Mr. Braden's
manners and methods of conducting
discussions, we were no longer under
any obligations to that church to
meet Mr. Braden at their choosing.
Mr. B:raden refused to continue debate with Bro. E. L. Kelley, at Lamoni, on an issue expressly provided
for by agreement, and circulated a challenge at the close of the service, the
closing portion of which challenge
stated that it was "open during the
lifetime of Clark Braden."
The
church has all that time, whether it
be long or short, to accept such challenge, and cannot be justly charged
with fear to meet it, until after Mr.
Braden is gone over to the great majority on the thither side of time.
We indorse Bro. Lambert's suggestion, and further state that it is our
conviction that neither the Christian
or Disciple Church, nor any other
body of professed believers, should be
permitted to pose this man Clark Bra.

·

.

den agamst the church and its work.
While this is our conviction, it must
be understood that no "padlock is put

No. 33.
on" any elder's mouth, or any elder's
proper privileges as an elder in the
field interfered with.
"We want no.cowards in our bands
Who will our colors fly."

Experience has proved it to be wisdom that propositions for discussion
should be fairly stated; and it will be
wiser and safer, as we understand the
matter, that in case of proposed debate, the missionary in charge if accessible, or president of district,
should be consulted and advised with.
At the same time those sent out by
the church as missionaries are to be
trusted to act upon their own discretion in case of extreme urgency. Mistake is made if anyone, either in or
out of the ranks, thinks that Bro.
Lambert, the editor, or any other
leading officer, is afraid to defend the
church, or its issues, because we
make this exception to Rev. C lark
Braden.

THE "SEARCHLIGHT" ON THE DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.

THE following is the leader in the
Searchlight, published by the Church
of Christ (Hedrickite brethren), for
July 10, 1897:REGARDING THE BOOK OF DOCTRINE AND
covENANTS.
There appears to be some misunderstanding
among some of our readers regarding our
position on the book of Doctrine and Cove·
nants. It may not be amiss to here state our
exact position. As all Mormons are doubtless aware there are numerous editions of the
book of Doctrine and Covenants. In the first
place the book of Doctrine and Covenants is
simply a collection of the various revelations
given through Joseph Smith. During the
early history of the church many revelations
were necessary, that the church might bo
guided in its formation and progress. Up to
1834 about ninety-eight revelations had been
given through Joseph Smith. Each revelation was gone over by a committee, appointed
for that purpose, and adopted by them in
1834. The Church of Christ is willing and
has in the past accepted those revelation~
adopted by the committee in 1834. Those
revelations. were compiled. by the com~itte.e
. above-mentioned and published. This ed1tion is known as the "1835 edition."
Revelations received after that date we
claim, lack divine inspiration and hav~ no

I
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I eighteen months after February, 1834,

claim on the Church of Christ, because theyl
were proclaimed by an individual then a,
member of the Church of Latter Day Saints.

The publisher's preface is da.ted
in which month it has been stated by Kirtland, Ohio, February 17, 1835.
.
We have believed for a good
It is not surprising that mai;iy have some of these same Church of Obrist
·
men
that
the
line
of
divine
communiwhile
that those men who have been
m1sunderstood the "exact" position of
cation
became
vitiated
and
revelations
haggling
about the name of the church,
the "Church of Christ" in regard to
received ceased to be of divine dicta- and claiming that the name of Christ
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
tion.
was abandoned, the name of the
In 1864, Mr. Granville Hedrick, in his
church
changed and Christ renounced
2. The committee on compilation
appeal to old time believers, and atin
1834,
when the church was called
tack made upon and protest against was not appointed until September
the
Church
of Latter Day Saints,
plural marriage, used the 1846 edition 24, 1834, about seven months after
were
making
a
mountain out of a moleand edition published by the Reor- that fatal month of February, 1834,
hill,
and
based
a position and an obganized Church, in quoting from the and could not have done its labor of
jection
to
the
church
after 1834, that
book; and in doing so seemed to in- arranging and compiling until after
was
untenable.
This
statement
of an
dorse them. See Truth Teller, and September 24, the date of their apindorsement
and
acceptation
of
the
Mr. Hedrick's little book against pointment; and it is more than probaedition
of
Doctrine
and
Covenants
of
ble that much of .that work was done
polygamy.
1835,
the
manifest
work
of
men
memBefore the decision in the Temple during the year 1835.
'l'he minutes show another thing bers of the church when called the
Lot Suit, and while Mr. C. A. Hall
was acting as president of Church of that is curious when applied to the Church of the Latter Day Saints, formChrist, we requested him to state to issue regarding validity of'work done. ally appointed by the church while so
called, is to us a positive and effective
us specifically in writing the positions
The Assembly was held August 17,
to which they held; and in those in 1835, and was called a "General As· refutation of the position assumed
which be held that there were differ- sembly of the Church of Latter Day that revelations coming after that
date, 1834, are devoid of divine inences between the Church of Christ Saints."
spiration and have no claim on the
and the Reorganized Church, re·
The resolution by virtue of which Church of Christ because that Joseph
quested him to state what such differ- the committee was appointed to comences consisted in, promising to give pile and arrange, is placed on the rec- Smith was a member of another
such statements careful consideration. ord as a part of the minutes, and church, the Church of Latter Day
Mr. Hall failed to make such state- recites that the purpose of the Assem- Saints.
The compiled book was not prement. There has been no statement bly was to appoint a committee to
regarding the Book of Covenants, "arrange the items of doctrine of sented by the committee until August
that we have known of the Church of Jesus Chris( for the government of 17, 1835, and the Assembly that met
Christ making, until this one is pre- his church of the Latter Day Saints, that day was called to "take into consented, that has been sufficiently clear which church was organized and com- sideration the labors of a committee,"
for an ordinary, inquiring man to ob- menced its rise on the 6th of April, appointed September 24, 1834. At
that Assembly the labors of that comtain a knowledge of what position the 1830."
mittee were considered, approved,and
Hedrickite brethren really assumed
This conclusively disposes of the solemnly adopted; and the Searchon the subject. And we are quite
pleased to see so clear and apparently charge hitherto made that they turned light, now formally indorses that
decided statement as our quotation away from Jesus Christ, or Christ, work, though done while the church
from the Searchlight seems to be. the Lord, at that date. The minutes bore the name "Latter Day Saints."
There was no doubt in the minds of
We cann"'ot help feeling a doubt that further show that the members of the
when we present the inevitable con- committee by whom the compilation the members of that Assembly as to
clusions to be drawn from the state· was made were all members of the what church they belonged and repment, the Searchlight will either reject same body by which the book was in- resented. It was the Church of Christ
the statement itself, or seek by ex- dorsed, approved, and ordered printed organized April 6, 1830, and they were
planation to make the situation as in September, 1834, at the time of there to do business in his name, and
their appointment, and all the while for that church, the very same church,
misty as it was before.
notwithstanding the Assembly was
The statement in regard to dates is they were doing their work.
unfortunate, and will surely mislead
The committee was composed of called a General Assembly of the
where it was intended to satisfy.
Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, Sid- Church of Latter Day Saints.
The minutes of the General As- ney Rigdon, and Frederick G. WilSection 99 of the book is dated
sembly, which passed upon the Book liams.
November, 1834, and it is fair to preof Doctrine and Covenants, as they
The title page of the book shows sume that sections 100, 101, 102, are
were published in the 1835 edition, that it was the "Doctrine and Cove- equally as legal enactment~ of the
which t.he Searchlight so clearly in- nan ts of the Church of the Latter Day church as any other of the sections.
dorses, show two very important facts I Saints, carefully selected from the We are pleased to learn the exact poas to dates.
revelations of God;" and that it was sition of the Searchlight on the subject
1. The book as compiled and pre- compiled by the committee above- named, though we fancy it is not conpared by committee, was presented to ! named, their names being given as sistent with much of the teaching of
the Assembly August 17, 1835; about· presiding elders of said church.
our Hedrickite brethren in the past.
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IS THIS CHRISTIANUKE?

T. C. MAHAN, reporting Baptist, reporting for the Baptist Flag, published
at St. Louis, Missouri, has in that
paper for July 29 a partial report of a
discussion between Rev. Roney, Baptist, and Rev. Haynes, of the "Church
of God," in which he refers to the
faith represented by Rev. Haynes in
the following terms:-

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro.J.M.Baggerly, Lansing, MichiW. W. BLANCHARD, Canton, Point, gan, August 11 :We have just closed a two days' meeting here.
Maine, the 6th inst.:-

Bro. U. W. Greene and I are in tent here.
Audiences good. Prejudice very strong.

Brn. C. E. Butterworth, W. W.
Whiting, and C. J. Carlson, who are
holding tent meetings at Rolfe, Iowa,
received a very flattering notice in the
Eeveille, published at Rolfe, for AuBro. Haynes represented the "Church of gust 5. It closes thus:-

God," so-called by himself and cobelievers.
This system of faith is a mixture of Mormonism,Campbellism, divine healing, modern
sanctification, feet-washing, holy bands,
kissing, etc., etc., the grand composition
being preserved in the condensed essence of
cran kification.

It seems to us hardly consistent
profession of Christianity for a Baptist to so revile a fellow believer's
faith. It may be Baptist courtesy, for
it reads a little like something we have
heard from the same source.
FOR SETTLERS.

BRO. J. L. RICHEY, a trapper, who
has been all over the Ozark Hills of
South Missouri and the Boston
Mountains of Arkansas, and is quite
well informed about the lands there,
gives us the following for the HERALD. Please read and profit by his
advice to go see for yourselves before
buying lands either there, or in the
region to the east and south of there.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 30, 1897.
I thought to give the people, for their
benefit, an outline or a brief description of
the Ozark Hills, of South Missouri, and the Boston Mountains, of Arkansas; comprising tbe
eastern part of Berry County, Stone County,
Christian County, Taney County, and Ozark
County, Missouri. There are no fertile farming lands except the bottom lands on the
streams; the largest pieces are on White
River, and range from about ten, eighteen,
twenty-five to thirty-nine acres in a bend of
the river for which the price asked is from
thirty dollars to forty dollars per acre. The
uplands are very rocky; some scattering
timber, and some grass in places from about
one to two rods apart; good water where
there is a spring.
Do not trade, or invest without looking at
the locations offered you. Those photographic snap shots on paper, are taken from
places outside of the districts I have given;
for real estate and railroad ~d vertisements.
Carroll, Boone, Madison, and Newton
counties comprise the main Boston Mountains in which there are no large bottoms or
spots of arable lands; from one and three to
four acres on a quarter section, to cultivate.
A good variety ot most kinds qf timber, good
spring,.; of water, and some kinds of minerals
are found in localir.ies. Some claims are
ofl\,rt•d for fr'Gm forty, eighty, to four hundred dollars per quarter section. See before
buying, or trading.
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They claim to preach apostolic Christianity in its fullness and power, which is the
religion authorized by the Bible to be taught
to all men everywhere. A cordial invitation
is extended to all who wish to attend their
meetings, and everybody will be made welcome. Go out and hear, and then judge for
yourselves.

A good attendance of saints from Lansing and
vicinity. The meeting was conducted by Elders S. W. L. Scott, H. H. Robinson, and your
humble servant. The weather was lovely.
Good liberty was give.n in the preaching service and all felt edified and benefited. The
few saints here are energetic and faithful.
Accessions are made siowly. From here we
go to Grand Ra.pids.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IT is not proper for any of the elders,
local or missionary, to challenge those
differing from us to discuss in the columns of the HERALD, or Ensign,
without first having an express unBro. A. C. Barmore, San Francisco, derstanding with those journals conCalifornia, August 5:senting to such arrangement. The
Bro. Parker and I have been in this part HERALD will not hold itself bound to
two weeks. We cannot report any great prog- any agreement for written discussion
ress. We are now trying to secure a place in
in its columns, no matter by whom
the city for the district tent. We shall use
it here until about September l. I shall made, without the matter of such disspeak in a mission run: by a class of "come- cussion first being submitted to the
outers" to-morrow night. The president re- HERALD editor for consideration and
serves the right to review my discourse if it decision. There is too much of a deis objectionable. This opportunity to present
mand alre.ady for space in HERALD,
the word is due to Bro. J. A. Anthony.
and
to pledge for an unknown quanBro. Joseph Squire, Brooklyn, New
tity
would
be impracticable.
York, August 8:By
private
letter from the neighE!der Isaac M. Smith has done some good
borhood
of
Denison,
Crawford County,
preaching in Brooklyn of late.
He commenced July 25 and continued every night Iowa, we learn that Bro. John A. Mcuntil August 4. He both strengthened the Intosh, "Uncle Johnny Mack,'' died
saints in the faith and made friends to
at four o'clock on the evening of the
the cause of truth. We hope to continue the
Everybody who knew
work during the fall and winter if nothing 8th instant.
him
will
feel
sad
that he is gone, much
prevents. The saints in Broad River are
alive to the work and are bringing forth fruit. as it was looked for at his age-ninety
Bro. S. W. L. Scott, Lansing, years.
Michigan, August 8:Bro. J. C. Foss wrote from RockWe closed the second two-days' meeting in land, Maine, the 7th inst. that he
the district series at this place last evening. would proceed to Cleveland, Ohio,
Success is crowning- the efforts as to fellowwhich point would be his mission
ship, spirituality, and sowing the seed. The
saints at Nicholsville enjoyed the services, headquarters.
According to the Minneapolis, Minand are indeed commendable. The gathering here utilized a tent pitched in Bro. H. nesota, Tribune of August 9, Bro. E.
Rathbun's beautiful apple grove.
Saints A. Stedman enlightened a congregafrom Webberville, Williamston, Flint, Dution in flouring half of the Twin Cities,
rand, Dimondale, and Charlotte made the air
ring with praise and thanksgiving. 0, what on Sunday, August 8, upon the suba joyous time. .Elders H. H. Robinson and ject of the true system of marriage,
J. M. Baggerly are with me.
from a Bible view.
Good for Bro.
Bro. R. M. Maloney, McLoud, 0. Stedman.
T., Aug. 11:Striking coal miners and prominent
I am here in company with Bro. Macrae labor union leaders have been enholding meeting in an arbor. The attendjoined by an Allegheny County, Pennance and interest is fairly good. The people
sylvania,
court from interfering in any
are more friendly to us than they were a
way
with
miners by persuading them
year ago when I was here; and we are hopeful of some joining the fold. The true gos- to strike or quit work-from "assempel is winning its way in Oklahoma; many bling, marching, or camping in proxwho have heretofore not heard it are now
imity to said mines and the houses of
learning that God's promises are to us as
well as to those who lived in the first cen- the miners," employed by a certain
company. Leaders of labor movetury.
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ments state that they will fight said I formed circles in Manila that the
injunction to the bitter end, even Governor General has sent a momenshould a general strike of all labor : tous telegram to the Madrid govern·
organizations be necessary. The date ment amounting to an ultimatum. He
for the final hearing on the injunction gives the government three alternahas been set for August 16.
tives- expulsion from the Philipp1nes
From the August 7 issue of the Salt of the religious orders, failing in this
Lake Tribime we learn that Moses the immediate dispatch of 4,000 troops
Thatcher, formerly a prominent mem- from Spain to effectually quell the
ber of the Quorum of the Twelve Apos- rebellion. In the event of the refusal
tles of the Utah Church and who was of either of the above, to accept his
deposed from his apostleship because resignation."
of his refusal to submit to the dictation
Bro. H. A. Stebbins left home on
of his superiors, in political matters, is the 12th, going to Kansas to attend
now on trial for his membership in the the joint reunion of the Northern and
Utah Church, before the High Coun- Western Kansas districts.
cil of Salt Lake stake. The charges
An incipient volcano having a crater
are said to be based upon his refusal about twenty-five feet square, with
to sign the manifesto and bis neglect small apertures emitting smoke, is reto express regret for or disavow the ported from Thomasville, Georgia.
cartooning of George Q. Cannon, one
The Chicago Tribnne of August 11,
of the Utah Presidency, during the publishes a long list of attempts at
late senatorial campaign. We hope assassination and assassinations of
to have and to give .our readers a rulers, beginning with Artaxerxes III.
fuller statement of this celebrated of Persia, about 338 B. C.; this in
case, later on.
connection with the late assassination
Swiss and American citizens of the of SAnor Canovas, in Spain; and from
United States are holding a conven- which it appears that crowned heads
tion in Chicago in the interest of the and those immediately supporting
initiative and referendum, which they them and their policies have been in
hope to see adopted by the United especial danger from assassins.
·States, and which to some degree has
America-Joseph's land-only parts
been adopted in Nebraska and other of which are heard from, still leads in
States.
gold production, according to the folGeneral Gomez and forces are said lowing figures, said to be correct:
to be active in the province of Ha- United States $53,088,000, Australia
vana and menacing the Cuban capital. $46,250,000, Africa $44,000,000, Rus'I'he American Consul at Mantanzas sia $22,000,000, Mexico $7,000,000,
reports that 8,000 insurgents invaded British India $5,825,000 - for 1896.
that province and that the Spaniards
Bro. Isaac N. Roberts, of the Minare fleeing before them.
nesota mission, was obliged to return
Discontent in Turkey is being shown home, because of sickness, arriving
by the posting of placards demanding on Tuesday the 10th inst. He will
reforms in the system of government not.be able to resume missionary labor
and in the army, with threats of upris- until he improves in health.
He
ings similar to those inaugurated should be remembered.
against the Armenians. Government
A dispatch to the London Mail, from
officials have been instructed to be Copenhagen, states that Captain Morwatchful to suppress revolts.
tensen, of the bark Ansgar, which
"Rome, August 12.-Tbe Vatican is arri. ed at Onega, Russia, near Archdisappointed that the encyclical of angel, has sent a brief dispatch to the
the Pan-Anglician or Lambeth con- effect that on July 13, two days after
ference, does not favor a rapproche- Andree started from Dane's Island in
ment between the English and Roman a balloon for the north pole, he passed
churches. It is said that the Pope is at a distance of 100 yards a black balastonished to find that the encyclical loon, which had collapsed from loss of
advocates •resistance to the usurpa- gas. Dapt. M. adds that for some
tions of the Holy See."'
time before the balloon was sighted
"The rebellion in the Philippines the wind had been blowing strongly
continues as briskly as ever. A re- , from the north.
port bas been circulated in well inParis advices, August 12: "The

I Matin

publishes a statement which
to come from a Carlist
I source to the effect that 60,000 volunteers have been organized and are being rapidly armed in various provinces
of Spain, ready to rise at the signal
of Don Carlos. The pretender, bowever, according to this story, 'is restrained by patriotism, and will await
the issue of the Cuban difficulty before
making a bid for the throne."
Pres. A. H. Smith departed again,
on the 10th, for Nauvoo, Illinois, to
attend a reunion of old settlers, to
open some time during the present
week- of the 8th.
Pres. Joseph Smith left home on
the 12th for Maysville, Missouri, and
other points. He is to address the
Chautauqua Association at Maysville
on the subject of "temperance," also
another large gathering in that
region of country.
The Armada, Michigan, Graphic,
for July 2, 1897, sent us by Bro.
Daniel Lewis, has a two-column article, "An important warning," written
in a spirit that would prejudice and
mislead the public mind, and .signed
by Francis W. Ware. We suppose
some of our live brethren will give it
attention.
'I'he Herald of Traverse City,
Michigan, for July 22, has notice of
tent meetings being held in that city
by elders of the Reorganized Church.
The notice includes several statements
which S<?,t forth the position of the
Reorganization in contrast to factions
of the original church.
We suppose
Bro. Cornis)::t and his coworkers are
talking to the people of Traverse
City.
The Cuban forces have captured and
destroyed the electric light plant
which illuminated General Weyler's
trocha.
Important Cuban victories
continue. The patriots are encouraged since the death of the Spanish
Premier and freely predict that Cuba
will gain independence before the end
of the year.
London cablegrams state that 10,000
active Car lists- are located in that city,
that they are ready to join their fellows in Spain. A prominent Carlist
says nothing but foreign interference
can prevent Don Carlos from reaching
the Spanish throne. The establishment of a republic is also freely predicted.
I purports
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''But forever and forever
Let it be the soul's endeavor
Love from hatred to ~issever,
And in wbatsoe'er we do,
Won by truth's eternal beauty,
To onr highest sense of duty
Evermore be ft'rm and true."

TO-DAY.
Be swift to love your own, dears,
Your own who need you so.
Say to the speeding hour, dears,
"I will not let thee go
Except thou give a blessing."
Force it to abide and stayLove has no sure to-morrow;
It only has to-day.
0, hasten to be kind, dears,

Before the time shall come
When you are left behind, dears,
In an all-lonely home;
Before in late contrition
Vainly you weep and pray,
Love has no sure to-morrow:
It only bas to-day.
Swifter than sun and shade, dears,
Move the fleet wings of Pain;
The chance we have to-day, dears,
May never come again.
Joy is a fickle rover;
He brooketh not delay.
Love has no sure to-morrow;
It only has to-day.
Too late to plead or grieve, dears,
Too late to kiss or sigh
When Death has laid his seal, dears,
On the cold lip and eye.
Too late our gifts to lavish
Upon the burial clay;
Love has no sure to-morrow;
It only has to-day.

-Susan Coolidge.
[ON account of the length of the reading
which appeared last week, the supplementary
reading and program were deferred for insertion in present number.]

CLEANLINESS.
THE Psalmist says: "Who shall ascend into
the hill of the Lord? or who shall stand in
bis holy place? He that hath clean hands
and a pure heart."
Webster defines cleanliness: "l. Freedom
from dirt, filth, or extraneous matter; 2.
Neatness of person or dress; purity."
A quotation from Swift: "Neatness from
head to heel."
In other places in the Bible and also in the
latter-day revelations, we are commanded of
the Lord to be neat and clean in our persons,
intimating cleanlin~ss is conducive to godliness. Our e8pecial mission this morning is
to the mothers and elder sisters, and as such
it is our duty to make home the most attractive place on earth. 'fhis cannot be done
except we adopt a systematic method of
cleaning and being orderly. The turning of

a house or room "upside down" or "inside
out" once or twice a year is not sufficient to
keep our rooms pure, sweet, and clean.
Daily or weekly, according to the use made
of the rooms, should our houses be cleansed.
How cleansed? By removing dirt and filth
of every kind from floors, furniture, pictures,
etc., by means of broom, duster, soap and
water, not forgetting, by any means, "God's
purifiers"-pure air and sunshine.
How much easier to serve the Lord in a
clean, orderly home, than where King Disorder and Uncleanliness reign. The children should be taught habits of order and
cleanliness, by such means as having proper
places for their individual belongings and
requiring them to keep their clothing, books,
playthings in place assigned, This greatly
lessens the work of older members of the
family.
By bathing them often while too young to
attend to proper bathing by themselves, we
can teach them from babyhood the vast importance of keeping the body clean. By
keeping the pores of the skin open much
effete matter of the body is expunged. Teach
them the parts most exposed to dust and dirt
need more frequent washing, for instance
hands, face, neck, ears, etc.; that the clothing can be kept clean by often washing of
hands and drying of them on the proper
towel, not using dress, apron, sleeve, or pants
for that purpose. By teaching them to devote certain parts of the day to certain kinds
of play; for instance, in the morning they
may play at making "mud pies," etc., for it
is right they should romp, run, play in the
grass and dirt, to develop bona, muscle, and
strength; but before dinner they should
cleanse and array themselves to appear at
foe table. In the afternoon some other sort
of amusement should be provided. Teach
the children that through these means much
disea;se and suffering is avoided.
Now with clean homes and persons of
course we will try to be especially careful
what we prepare to nourish th<ise bodies, and
how we prepare our food. The Lord has indicated to us through his kindness and·love
some things that are especially good and
some hurtful. We will do well to heed all
such instructions. Let the vessels used for
preparing the food, the oven, kettle, or
vessel used for cooking the same, the receptacle for the article· when cooked, all
be scruplously clean; if washed with soap
and water be thoroughly rinsed that the soap
may not spoil the otherwise dainty edibles.
Finally avoid being an extremist in anything,
thereby causing a spirit of unrest and lack of
freedom in our home circle. Always try to
find the happy golden mean.
Having traveled somewhat among the
families of the saints, I find that those who
are most systematic, as a rule, have the
most time to devote to doing good unto
others, lending helping hands in times of
sickness and need. Al though often having
. large families, they are always ready and
have time to help some burdened sister.
Thereby following Paul's injunction, "Bear
ye one another's burdens."
SR. HATTIE.
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PROGRAM FOR SEPTEMBER MEETING OF
DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
HYMN No. 520. Opening prayer. Scripture
Reading, Joel 2: 21-32. Study of Reading in
Home Column. Study of supplementary
reading on "cleanliness" in Home Column.
General remarks on mothers' work. Roll
call. Business. Hymn No. 30. Dismissal
prayer.

8tlndau

S~hool

DBpar1mBnt.

ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,

to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

BRO. J. F. MINTUN, writing of the program
for Sunday school work at Woodbine reunion,
says: " . . . The work of the committee is
progressing. I am assured the work done
will be of unusual interest."
Bro. Joseph Roberts: "I hope to be able
:to attend the reunion [Thurman, Iowa], and
in any work I can do previous to convening
to make the work a grand success, I am at
your service."
Sr. Vina H. Goff: "Many children will,
doubtless, accompany their parents to the
reunion [Nevada, Missouri], and I feel as
though it would be wasting a good opportunity to let them go without some instruction."
Six reunions will be held in the great Mississippi valley within the next five weeks,
and we are happy to learn that the Sunday
school work will be represented at each of.
them. Local workers seem to be uniting
their efforts in this line, and more and better
work is the result.
A sister asks, "Should an assistant superintendent be called upon for work when the
superintendent is present?"
We answer,
Yes, decidedly; Too often is an assistant
considered no more than a cipher-a character to stand in vacant places. And as a result the assistant has no knowledge of what
has been done, or what is necessary to be
done. So when left to fill a vacancy, he finds
he is a stranger to the work, and cannot hope
to succeed more than fairly well. On the
other band, if the assistant is frequently
counseled and placed in the work, he is ever
ready to take it up where the superintendent
lays it down.
An assistant is or ought to be an associate.
This is true in the local school, in the district
association, or in the general association.
And any superintendent who has within him
the true spirit of the work will prize very
highly this privilege of having an associate.
No officer can fail to be benefited oftentimes,
and the work benefited, too, by the wise and
timely counsel of an associate.
We have seen schools, and even districts,
where the assistant superintendents were
almost unknown. They had never done any
work because they were never given an opportunity. This is all wrong. Better results will ensue when superintendent and
assistant work together. Then you have thci
wisdom of two in the works of either one.
Unity gives strength and insures safety.
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The assistant should be afforded opportunities, and he should work, not occasionally,
but regularly. This done, and the condition
of many schools and districts will be improved.
MANY questions, some of which are in the
nature of complaints, concerning the three
texts now used in the Quarterlies, are coming
to us from various parts of the country.
There seems to be no objecLiou to the subject
matter, but to there being three different
t.exts. One superintendent says: "I can't
get three lessons and do my other work."
One mother said: "Three lessons a week
are too many for me to learn and then teach
to my children." Another superintendent:
"I am clear discouraged. I did get along in
a way with two lessons, but three different
ones heats me. It has spoiled my general
review." A missionary says: ''It has crippled my work and lessened my usefulness to
the schools I visit." Another: "I can't
afford to buy so many Quarterlies." "Just as
I looked for uniform lessons we were further
from it than ever. How long will this last?"
"Is this not contrary to the order of the
General Convention?" "I am elated with
the new. Intermediate Quarterly."
Such are a part of them. They are somewhat suggestive, notwithstanding they come
from persons almost wholly unacquainted
with the circumstances. Without offering
any explanation, we say that the best was
done that could be done under the existing
conditions. We did get "further off than
ever" from uniformity, but it was with no inclination to ignore the "order of the general
convention." Uniformity will probably be
reached next quarter. Till then, let us keep
our work moving, just as we have done before, notwithstanding some slight inconvenience. No valiant worker will allow small
matters to impede his progress.

ANOTHER IMAGE SMASHED.
ROBERT RAIKES is no longer "in it." Rev.
W. F. Scott, DD., in the June, 1897, Ladies'
Home JouYnal, writes of, "When John Wesley
Preached in Georgia." His article is illustrated with two half-tone pictures, entitled,
"The First Methodist Sermon Preached in
America, Delivered by John Wesley in
Savannah, Georgia." and "John Wesley
Teaching His Sunday School, the First in the
World." Here is what the writer says under
the subheading of, "The First Sunday School
in the World'':"Wesley began now to devote himself to
the thorough organization of his parish, in
which work he was somewhat assisted by his
brother Charles. He projected his parochial
labors upon a large scale, proposing to preach
on the Sabbath no less than five times. Once,
prayer, with expositions, in French; another
time, with expositions, in German; another,
with expositions, in Italian; two services for
the English population, and in addition to all
this the administration of the Holy Communion, and the Ordinance of Baptism, where it
was desired. During the week he devoted no
little time to pastoral visitation, and to the
.mana§·eiu.ent of ~ ei:ihuol, where ~e ~~9ght

only advanced pupils. As to his habits of '
livinghemightalmosthaveshamedaFranciscan friar, subsisting, as he did, on bcead and
water a great deal of the time.
"Meanwhile Wesley began to provide for
the Sunday school instruction of the children
of the parish. His devotion to children at
times almost amounted to infatuation. Children were likewise equally attached to him,
as shown in their intercourse with him.
Both on weekdays and Sabbaths he gave no
little· attention to educational work. As a
preliminary labor on the Sabbath, before the
evening service, he required them to convene
in. the church, at which time he catechised
them thoroughly and furnished them with
additional teaching from the Bible itself.
In the present Wesleyan Memorial Church,
in Savannah, Georgia, there is a Sunday
school room into which hundreds of children
crowd for Sunday instruction. The original
school was less in number, but it was unquestionably the first Sunday school in the world.
When taught by Wesltiy it numbered between
sixty and seveuty-fi ve scholars, but from all
accounts there were few, if any, Indian boys
in his earlier classes. A very high authority,
Sir Charles Reed, M. P., LL. D., of England,
is clearly of the opinion that this Sunday
school was the first founded in the world,
and that it antedates by a half century the
secular instruction of Robert Raikes at Gloucester, England, as well as the first school
in America upon Raikes' plan, which was established in the city of New York. In support of these views Mr. Reed quotes from
the history of Georgia by the late venerable
Bishop Stephens, of Pennsylvania, who,
some fifty years ago, had charge of the parish of Christ Church in this same city of
Savanuah.":-Ladies' Home Joiirnal, June,
1897, page 6.
Well, the historian is somewhat like the
antiquarian, when he has all the facts before
him, he may reach correct conclusions: when
he has not, he cannot.
F. E. COCHRAN.

Dapartmsm.
PACIFIC GROVE, Cal., July 30.
Editors Herald:-My mottoes are to try,
try again; and that a wise man will change,
but the foolish man hath a way of his own
and changeth not, especially when he is old.
So I am going to profit by our correspondence, and thank you for the plain talk and
good reasons you gave for not printing my
last letters in the Herald. And as I am not
the least bit selfish on this line at least, nor
ashamed to be corrected when I am wrong,
especially by au old play-fellow and brother
indeed, you will do me a great favor to print
this letter, that some others of the Herald's
correspondents who occupy from one to three
columns may have the benefit of your plain
talk to me; because you might not speak as
plain to others as to me, for fear of offending
them.
You say: "Some of yours [letters] have
been long, poorly written, on yellow paper,
with pencil, aµg 9011talrieg reflection!:) not

conducive to good results, as we viewed it.
You also say that the Herald has usually
been full; and, that if my let.ters had been in
some one else's would have been out. I have
quoted and underscored this part of your letter to me, that others like myself who write
long letters with pencil and without punctuatiou, as I have, puts the Herald editors to
lots of trouble and sometimes shuts out
others whose letters are just as important to
the writer and many of the readers of the
Herald as yours or mine who write such long
and, to some at least, uninteresting strings.
So we old-timers should have a care and
make one more change before we pass over,
and realize that if our long letters are put
into the paper several short ones must be
left out.
But I dare not write any more, only to say
that we, Brn. R. Ferris, N. B. Julian, and
myself are here with the district tent.
These two brethren are self-sustaining and
have been a great help; and although we
have not been able to get up a big interest,
such as we read of in the East, we have done
what we nt the time thought for the best.
We have found friends and have been favored
in every place, and we have reaCJhed more
people and at less expense than in any other
way we could have labored.
We have been blessed in visiting the people at their houses, and in preaching; and as
to the results, we are not prepared to say
what they will be, but this we can say: We
have tried to sow the seed carefully, knowing that the best of sowers sow out of season
and unwisely at times.
Your brother,
A. HAWS.
THAOKERA Y, Ill., July 30.
Editors Herald:-! wish to state to the
safots of Southern Illinois district that they
have three general missionaries among them
this year, sent by General Conference: Brn.
V. D. Baggerly, J. D. Stead, and the writer.
I take this method of informing you that you
should not fail in sending in your tithes and
offerings to Bro. W. A. Kelley, Tunnel Hill,
Illinois, agent for this district, in order that
the families of those who are thus appointed
and work faithfully in the work of our Lord
may not be neglected, but receive their support as ment,ioned in the law given to the
church. Let us not be neglectful in pe.rforming our duty, whatever it may be. We
can all help in the building up of this great
work. We are told: "All are called according to the gifts of God unto them; and to the
intent that all may labor together, let him
that laboreth in the ministry and him that
toileth in the affairs of the men of business
and of work labor together with God for the
accomplishment of the work entrusted to all."
-D. C. 119: 8.
We all have a grand opportunity to thus
improve our time and talents, and secure
unto ourselves not only the blessings of God
in this life, but that great reward in the
world to come. The Lord has told us our
duty in the three books of the church: "Bring
ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that
there :may be meat in mine house, and proy~
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me now herewith, saith t,he Lord of hosts, if I our hearty support; our time, our talents,
I will not open you the windows of heaven and I and our means.
pour you out a blessing, tba~ there shall not
The saints will please take notice in IIerald
be room enough to receive it. "-Mal. 3: 10. of July 28, page 484, in regard to the time
"Behold, now it is called to-day (until the and place of .the holding of our reunion this
coming of the Son of Man), and verily it is fall. As· many of those who can should come
a day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing expecting to have a good time in serving the
of my people, for he that is tithed shall not Master. Bro. I. N. White is expected to be
be burned (at his coming); for after to-day with us. Bro. J. D. Stead and I ace laboring
cometh the burning: this is speaking after together at present, with fair audiences to
the manner of the Lord; for verily I say, to- hear the word. Bro. Baggerly is at home on
morrow all the proud and they that do wick- account of sickness in his family. All who
edly shall be as stubble."-D. C. 64: 5. Also, desire labor done in their respective localities
Book of Nephi 11: 3. This principle of tithing will please w~ite me at Orchard ville, Illinois,
being a part of the gospel law, all should be my home address. Your requests for labor
willing to comply therewith, and thus help will be looked after as soon as practicable.
to fulfill the statement of the Savior: "This Trusting that I may have the hearty cogospel of the kingdom shall be preached in operation of all t,he saints and officers in the
all the world for a witness unto all nations; district, brJth the traveling and local workand then shall the end come."-Matt. ers,I close by subscribing myself as youdellow
24: 14.
worker in behalf of the gospel of Christ.
We see from what is taking place among
F. M. SLOVER.
the nations of the earth, such as wars, earthquakes, famines, pestilences, and great comPERRY, Iowa, July 31.
motjons in foreign lands, as weli as in our
Editors Herald:-A series of meetings have
own land: men's hearts failing them for foar been conducted here in Perry by Elders C.
for looking after those things, which are Scott, E. B. Morgan, and .J. S. Roth, under
getting worse and worse every year; such as cover of tbe district tent. Bro. Roth cunthe waves of the sea roaring and heaving eluded the effort, preaching a greater numthemsel ves beyond their bounds; together ber of sermons; Scott and Morgan being
with the fierce and vivid lig·htning, torna- cailed elsewhere.
The entire effort condoes, cyclones, cloudbursts, strikes, suicides, sisted of twenty-five spiritual, gospel serunrest among all classes both politically and mons. Coming as they did by the power of
religiously: signs in the heavens and earth inspiration, they swept away like the mighty
all indicate that we are living in the dispen- avalanche the heretofore erected and prevailsation of the fullness of times, which wili ing words of prejudice, inculcating by the
bring about the glorious ad vent of the Son of elucidation of truth a deeper and better
Man in the clouds of heaven to the joy and understanding in the minds of all, both
satisfaction of his long dispersed people, who saint and sinner; erecting a monument in the
have been passing under the rod for lo these very soul in memory of the event that time
many generations; but are now gradually re- can never efface, of which the effect and returning back to their beloved home, building sults are immeasur.able. The ear of many a
and repairing the old waste cities, the desola- prejudic0d soul trained to love pleasure more
tions of many generations, and there to re- than God and fables me.re than the·trut.h,heard
main forever, as was promised in days of yore. ' the word that creates faith, and said, "These
Let everyone strive to live by every word sermons feed my very soul." So the effect as
of God, and thus keep pace with the work of thus seen characterizes our brethren as the
the Master, laboring together in love and called of God. Never in the history of the
union for .'Ghe advancement of the work in- city has there been such an interest manitrusted to all, that others may see our good fested, notwithstanding the wolf-cry raised
works and glorify our Father which is in by the shepherds so-called of Perry. The
heaven. It becometh every man who hath fame of our brethren went abroad, inducing
been warned to warn his neighbor; therefore men and women to come out to hear, learn,
they are left without excuse, and their sins and know for themselves who the wolf is.
are upon their own heads, Let us follow tho One pastor called a special meeting to warn
example of the good Samaritan in all our his flock to stay away, and others gave the
work, such as compassion and mercy to all same charge. Some gave heed, but not all;
those who have not received the light in and our tent was nearly always full, with
warning our neighbor. All should strive to many outside.
It soon became a common
learn his duty.
thing to see persons in the audience with
"Wherefore, now let every man learn his Bible in hand, others with paper and pencil,
duty, and to act in the office in which he is and a persistent repetition of the scene
appointed, in all diligence. He that is sloth- evinced an intense determin.ation to test the
ful shall not be counted worthy to stand, matter by the law and the testimony; and
and he that learns not his duty and shows the outgTowth as now seen justifies the prehimself not approved, shall not be counted diction that Babylon with its self-called and
worthy to stand."-D. C. 104: 44.
exalted pastors will soon perish.
Inasmuch as the distress and perplexity all
The poor and many others of comprehenaround us indicate that we are nearing the sive minds, and reasonableness of character,
end, let us labor diligently to push forward are compelled to desist from their adherence
the great work in which we are engaged, II to the coercive spirit of rule by the clergy;
Remember that there is no standstill, if we are such as, "Don't go to hear the Mormons, they
(loingourduty. TheneedsoHheworkdemanf) I are thfl ~ame as !iv~ in Salt Lake City, anq
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believe in plurality of wives;" but of the deplorable condition of their situation, they
were largely in ignorance until pictured out
before them by the servants of God imbued
by the Spirit of the Master, through whom
the once bound and prejudiced soul has
proven such statements a falsehood in the
mouth of them they once respected as disciples and servants of God. 0 what a transformation!
So in time we believe many will heed the
angelic cry, "Come out of her my people,"
"for saith the Spirit," through a resident
servant of the Angus branch located here
in Perry and vicinity, on the first Lord's
day aft0r the erection of the tabernacle, "the
Lord will show forth his power in the salvation of souls in this place, if ye be faithful,
0, my saints."
The following Sabbath two adults and four
young people- were buried with Christ by
baptism and :i,rose to walk in newness of life.
And others since the close of the meetings
have expressed themselves s,s being dissatisfied with their church and former faith.
Church officials are cailing business meetings
to discuss the question, "What shall we do
with our pastor?" Poor fellow, he cannot
give satisfaction any more. Saints rejoice to
know that when the elders with the tent, the
organ, and beautiful singing left, the power
·of their word-God's word-remained, bringing heretofore inimical persons on investigating and friendly terms with the saints. So
to God be all the glory, as Bro. Scott would
say.
J. w. MORGAN.
L OUISVILLE, K y., A ug. 3.

Editors Herald:- I commenced my labors on
May 1, in Southern Indiana district, and continued until June 1. I came to this city to
do missionary labor, where the work was
opened by Elder M. R. Scott, Jr. I made my
arrangements for preaching at the house of
Mr. James Reggle. The place where Bro.
Scott preached was the "Free gospel mission
hall," and it wasn't so free at last; for as soon
as they found we belonged to the Latter Day
Saints and that we believed in the Book of
Mormon and the revelations of Joseph Smith,
they didn't want any more of such preaching,
and closed the free"gospel mission against us.
I find it isn't the sign of people coming in
this latter-day work or any evidence that
they believe the gospel, for them to sanction
some things by saying "Amen" while preaching to them. I had them to say "Amen" and
"Praise the Lord," and afterwards go back
on the preaching because we believe in continned revelations. I think it far the best to
float under our own colors-"The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints." I feel better in the end, and no one
can say we tried to deceive.
Well, I find that the work in this city is
not very flattering; in fact, they want anything but the gospel restored by Joseph
Smith; that seems to paralyze the people. I
find only two who are willing to investigate,
. and who are belie,1ing the gospel message. I
find it quite difficult to get an opening in the
eastern part of this State. Hot weather, and
1
·hard times~ !Jin(! hHly r:oqntr.y, Il1a!f:f:l it very
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unpleasant at this season of year. I have
been traveling about a week and have not
made any progress yet in the country. I
have been sick for three weeks; I gave out
walking and carrying my luggage. It cost
me fifty cents to get a man to take me four
miles, paid or walk.
I think it would be best if the church
would observe the pattern; that is send "two
hy two;" especially in new fields where the
work needs to be opened up. They say they
have their pastors and they don't care about
any traveling missionary. "We are" "Baptists" or ''Christians," probably "Methodist,"
"and it don't make any difference any way;"
and so it goes. Christ told the truth-it
would be like it was in the days of Noah-the
people in a careless or heedless condition.
Later on when the hot weather is over we
want to make a strong eff01·t here; but like
all other cities it will take some means,
which we haven't at present. I am doing
fireside preaching.
JAMES M. SCOTT.
BEATRICE, Neb .. Aug. 2.

Editors Herald:-I have been busily engaged in the work of the Lord for some time.
I came here July 22 and began service last
Sunday (yesterday). We led four more precious souls into the beautiful waters of the
Blue River and baptized them. The other
professed religionists of this vicinity are trying their best to overthrow our effort, but
the Lord is with us; his work is on ward in
this place. May God speed the right.
In Christ,
H. W. BELLVILLE.
KHEDIVE, Pa., July 30.

Editors Herald:-I am opening the work
here in a new field, in company with Bro.
Joseph Maxon. Bro. W. E. Rush and wife
are the only saints that live here, and we are
sojourning with them, and in their house
preaching the gospel. They were baptized
by Bro. Moxon in October, 1896, and now
appear to be saints in whose mout1. .there is
no guile. Their souls were hi..ngry for the
gospel, and now they enjoy the feast. Bro.
Rush is destined to be a .good laborer in the
vineyard. He is bright, humble, z-·alous, and
quite spiritual. H'" stands first-class in this
community no1~withstanding- hi6 ''Joe Smith"
doctrine. Tbc·y ~ay "noi hing can be said
a!!ains1, Bro. Rush." H,~ is th<;i only r<··presen ative of the· latt.,r-day work in Greene
C()unty that we know of; and he in his devout l!fo and excellent character is an honor
and tn ornament to the cause to begin with,
and equally as much can be said of his companion.
'jVe pray that they may form a nucleus for
the church here, and standing firmly, as they
have so far, against a powerful opposition
may lift the btandard of Christ on high and
invite the honest in heart to "look and
live,'' to the eternal peace of many, and the
glory and praise of our God and the Captain
of our salvation.
We parted from Bro. Devore at Fayette
City where between us eleven w.ere baptize.d,
and many more almost re1J,dy. I baptized onE)

at Banning, Bro. George Rankin. I preached
the funeral sermon of Bro. George Hileman's
child in the Baptist church at Jacob's Creek,
on Sunday last, to a very large congregation,
with good effect; and we there, by the favor
of God, left a good testimony to the latterday work. The saints there stand firmly .as
a rule. There are a few. charming saints at
Bannings, and a few members of the Bickertonites-noble souls-who attend our meetings, and doubtless coming this way. The
Fayette City saints are ha[Jpy over the results of our labors among them. We hope
soon to return to this field. The saints are
"living their religion,'' and the work is prosperous.
D. L. SHINN.
DELOIT, Iowa, Aug. 9.

Editors Herald:-The two-days' meetings
held in Galland's Grove, Iowa, district, at
Harlan, Galland's Grove, and Salem branches
were well attended, and the brethren appointed to assist me did their part nobly.
At Salem we were favored with the presence
and labors of Elders Charles Derry and John
Hawley.
As Bishop's agent for this district I have
endeavored to present the law of tithing to
the saints, urging the necessity of a compliance thereto. This district has 3, ffiPmbership of nearly one thousand, aud we t,ught
to do more for the sustaining of the work
this year than ever before. Let every one
carefully reread "Address to the Saints" in
Heralds of July 21 and August 4, then see
to it that you do upon your part.
Elder John Pett, Dow Ci ty,Iowa,your former
Bishop's agent, has kindly consented to act
as subagent for Galland's Grove branch, and
wherever he may be able to travel in the district, saints, give him your tithes and offering11 and he will receipt you for them.
I intend to visit Dow City, Coalville,
Benan, and Pilot Rock branches before the
convening of district conference in October,
or November. In the meantime do not wait
for the agent to call upon you before paying
the amount on hand, but send it at once by
bank draft, money order, or registered letter
to me at Deloit, Crawford Counry, Iowa, and
I will send you a receipt. May the blessings
of God attend his saints everywhere. For the
past ten days I have been assisting Brn. J. F.
McDowell in tabernacle mc:etings in Denison.
We clo,,t•d last evening.
CHARLES J. HUN'l'.
WEIR CITY, Kan., Aug. 3.

Editors Rerald:-The Lord has blessed me
in my efforts to disp<'lnse the gospel of Christ.
Much opposition comes against this latterday work; but .when its batteries are opened
on the enemy, and properly handled, the ensign is "set up,'' and it stays up, blind superstition, traditionary teachings of men,
doctrines of devils, and mad prejudice must
give way enough for the honest in heart to
look, behold, wonder, consider, and be gathered out of Babylon, and be translated out of
darkness into the marvelous light of the
restored gospel.
I have been associated with Bro. Keck in
l tent work a part of this season. Bro. Keck

planted the tent in Jasper, Missouri, .Tuly 6,
preaching every night and stopping with
Bro. Chrestensen, who lived five miles from
town, making it hard on the elder, riding
five miles home after preaching, getting to
bed from eleven to twelve o'clock. Jasper is
a new field to our work, and lots of prejudice
all around. My wife's sickness delayed me
one week or so. I arrived the 15th and
Bro. Keck left the 18th for his home and
other points, while I wound up the battle
with the assistance of Bro. J. C. Chrestensen
and Bro. S. D. Young, a priest, who paid the
expense bill of tent, lumber rent, and oil,
amounting to ahout $4, and very hospitably
kept the preachers. Let praise be to our
heavenly Father, and let our efforts be put
forth with an eye single to his glory, and all
will receive their just reward.
At first the people of Jasper were very
"wild," timid, and distant, seemingly ~fraid
to even hear us advance our claims; but they
gradually came closer and nearer, until
quite a number were anxious to hear. The
people would come and stand off at barely
hearing distance, and only a few inside; but
gradually they came nearer. After Bro.
Keck left (his work had been well done, but of
such a nature that) I had to pceach on "Joseph Smith a true prophet," also on the Book
of Mormon." I watered the seed by handling
these subjects, and from that on the interest
from the people grew better, the crowds
more steady, and my liberty better. At our
last meeting a large crowd was pres<mt;
many "good-byes," "sorry to see you leave,''
"you must be sure and come back,'' "Well, we
have learned a great deal and you people are
not what we had heard you were,'' and many
other expressions nice and friendly, greeted
our ears, as we left the town of Jasper.
Surely God has and will bring a people out of
Jasper. We left them to look more clearly
upon much of the "truth." The tent has
gone to Echo, Indian Territory, for a camp
meetiag from August 6 to 16.
I went from Jasper to Webb City, where I
preached OV• r Sunday to a· fair sized congreg·at,ion of saints. Mouday I went to Joplin
and Tuesday to this place. No providtjn tial
hindrance I wiil go to Echo in a few days.
Now I muot go a f<;w miles to see and comfort
my darlings (wife and baby), and be of some
cheer to th"m amidtit their loneliness while
I am off, and all of us cheerfully doing the
Master's service we hope. Let us be faithful,
for the wiles of Satan are becoming more
and more subtle, but his plans and schemes
must get out of the way of the "little stone"
as it rolls along. So, let us not be caught in
his trap, remembering, this is not the selfish
work of men, but the true work of the Lord
God.
In gospel bonds,
W. C. CATHER.
NEW CAS'rLE, N. S. W., July 9.

Editors Herald:-By late papers I learn
that the mission steamer of the Wesleyan
church, the "Meda,'' lately struck a reef off
the coast of New Guinea and is a total wreck.
Fortunately she was insured. However, it
shows that misfortune comes to other mission boats besides our own. The Presby-
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terians suffered the loss of the "Day Spring"
about the same time the Evaneli~ went
down.
Let the elders look out for the lectures of
the Rev. Dr. Clifford, the leading Baptist
minister of London. He is on a tour around
the world for his health and is well worth
hearing.
"Is the World Growing Better?" is the
title of his latest lecture and can't fail to interest the ministry of our church. As the
Doctor takes an optimistic view of the
world's condition, he unhesitatingly answers
the above question in the affirmative, and yet
wishes not to ignore the arguments and facts
on the other side, which he looks "square
in the face." Those who take the opposite
view he calls "pessimists." He affirms that
the view that the world is growing worse,
when held by religionists, is due to: First,
a misinterpretation of Bible prophecies; and
second to a want of a Comprehensive view of
life. Such persons only see it in fragments.
Without instancing any one of them be told
bis audience very confidently that ninetynine per cent of the prophecies relied on by
the other side were fulfilled in the early centuries of the Christian era, and the other one
percent indicated a gradual lea vt ning process
until the wor:d would- attain to peace and
prosperity. The kingdom of God is not to
come suddenly, but gradually. Illiteracy is
passing away, the line between master and
slave is gone, the distinction between rich
and poor is going, and the various social and
economic problems are nearing a solution.
There are more people in the country and
less per centage of criminals in the jails than
there were sixty years ago in England.
Woman, once the slave of man, is raised to
her proper sphere, and maternity, child-nature, and hereditary influences are understood as never before; in fact, "anyone who
can see through a ladder can discern that the
world is growing better."
The false alarms of the alarmist Advent
preachers in 1844, 1866, etc., gave him opportunity to ridicule or denounce a pessimism
which makes it harder to believe in God.
Finally, be saw in the churches a sign of betterment. When a boy he seldom beard a
sermon on the kiogdom of God. Now it was
often a pulpit theme. There bas been a
freshening of life in the churches; a returnnot to creed, church, or Catechism, but to
Christ-"back to him!" The Christians were
learning that "our citizenship is in heaven,"
but heaven is down here. And the Rev.
Crookston (Presbyterian) in moving a vote of
thanks at the close indorsed this last statement, adding,. "that we Christian ministers
are now preaching, not a Christ away of!'
yonder in glory, but the Christ here among
us."
I was very much gratified to bear this,
and fairly "itched" to inquire what is bringing about this change on the part of the
ghurches.
Well, are we pessimists, too, for we take
the :position the world is not growing better?
Are we alarmists? Do we take a narrow
view of life? It behooves us to take the safe
position and leave no room for the world

justly to misunderstand us. Are we ready to
be classed as "Christian pessimists" whose
doctrines are discouraging, prod ucti. ve of
skepticism, and therefore to be resisted?
By late Melbourne Age I see that the two
Utah missioners in that city are brought out
of their shell in a protest against the statement of the New Zealand correspondent; viz.,
that Utah Mormons bad taught the native
Maoris to practice polygamy. .They deny
that such are members of the Mormon
Church, or that the missionaries there have
propagated the doctrine. "The principles
we teach were not originated by Brigham
Yo'ung, but by God himself. Brigham Young
was not the founder of the Mormon Church,
for it was organized in Fayette, Seneca
County, New York, U. S. A., on the 6th
April, 1830, by Joseph Smith, Jun., and Ii ve
others,'' say they. I would that these "representatives" of that church in Melbourne
knew the rest of the history as well as they
do the first few sentences of it.
·
Elders Kaler and Butterworth are up the
north coast on a tour by wagon road; a fine
young man baptized on the way. There is
no missionary in Sydney at present, but the
local talent with Elder Richard Eliis as
leader, are, to all accounts, holding the fort
and interest is good. This is gratifying.
One more was baptized here last Sunday, the
firstfiruits of an opening effected by Elder
Broadway in one of the suburbs of this coal
city.
GOMER WELLS.
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the columns of the church papers
time and again.
REPUTATION.
He [Smith] had the reputation of being an
idle youth; given to chicken thieving.
Is a man always to be judged by
his reputation?
You undoubtedly
know that reputation is what people
say a man is, character is what he is.
What was the reputation of Jesus?
A traitor, "winebibber,'' "glutton,"
friend of "publicans and sinners."
What was his character? Pure infancy, stainless childhood, unswerving manhood, a friend of mortality,
the Son of God. What was the reputation of the apostles, yea of tlrn
worthies of all the ages?
In the
mouths of enemies always vile. Can
you, dare you, General Eaton, judge
the work of any man living or dead
by what his enemies said, and still
claim you have dealt him justice? To
whom are you indebted for the information that Joseph Smith was "an
ignorant, idle youth; given to chicken
thieving"? To fair-minded, honorable men and women? No! A thousand times, No!

----~--

PEEK STONE.
Both father and son were very superstitious,
and believed in witchcraft and di vining. Ill
digging a well for a neighbor Chase, a stone
of peculiar form and appearance was found.
TALMAGEAN CRITICISM.-NO. 2.
This the son called his "peek stone" and with
BY ELDERT. W. WILLIAMS.
it sought to find hidden treasures. He found
THE SUCCESSOR.
people could be fooled; considerable digging
GENERAL EATON continues:was done under his direction, but be never
The two leaders under whom the Mormons discovered any treasures.
rose to the height of their self-assertion were
This is made up of whole cloth, not
Joseph Smith, their founder, and Brigham a particle of truth in it.
That the
Young, his successor.
General culled it from some sensaJoseph Smith was not the founder tional "Mormon expose,'' we concede;
of the Latter Day Saints' Church, but but he who peddles a falsehood is
merely the human instrument in God's alike responsible with the one who
hands for its accomplishment. Brig- originates it.
ham Young was not his successor,
MOBOCRACY CONDONED.
but an impudent usurper.
Referring to the time when Joseph

Oriqinal

1lr1i~les.

J. F. Phillips, Judge of the Circui~
Court of the United States for the
Western Division of. the Western District of Missouri, in a decision rendered in 1894, relative to the rightful
owners of the church property known

Smith went from Kirtland to Jackson
County, Missouri, in 1832and1834, he
says:Then there had been no marked indications
of polygamy, which, together with the union
of church and state in Utah, so attracted
public attention as to leave other obnoxious
as the Temple Lot, has this to say of features of Mormonism comparatively unthe succession:noticed. But without the manifestations of
There can be no question of the fact that these two doctrines, so offensive to American
Brigham Young's assumed presidency was a ideas, the other beliefs and characteristics of
bold and bald usurption.
Mormons were so obnoxious to surroundThe selection of Brigham Young as ing communities in Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois, tbat the self-styled saints were not
president of the church was in con- · permitted to carry out their purposes withtravention of every known law in the out conflict.
church, as has been clearly,.shown in
Had there. been any indications of
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polygamy at all at this time, General? j helpless children?
'11 hough their
If not, why did you use the word I crime were treason and their offenses
"marked" except to mislead the i many, no lover of equal rights can
reader? If you had been fair, and ex-1 justify the acts of their oppressors.
amined the whole of Mormonism, you As now, so it was then, the preachers
would have discovered that polygamy and church papers proclaimed and
was denounced by the leading officers published nefarious falsehoods and
of the church from its organization urged the people to action to prevent
until the martyrdom of its President. the growth of the church. But sound
Judge Phillips in his decision says:- your clarion note and do all you can,
The Book of Mormon itself inveig·hed Messrs. Talmage and Eaton, thanks
ags,inst the sin of polygamy . . . . Conform- to the growth of American civilizaably to the Book of Mormon, the Book of tion, the day of physical persecution
Doctrine and Covenants expressly declared,
·
"that we believe that one man should have for one's religion is largely past, and
but one wife, and one woman but one hus- the hireling clergy must resort to
band."
other means to save their craft.
And when on the witness stand, and
SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
under oath, President Wilford WoodIn the Christian Herald for Decemruff, of Utah, confessed that the only ber 23, the General states:law of marriage in existence in the
Dr. D. J. McMillan, Corresponding Secrechurch from its organization to Jo- tary of the Presbyterian Board of Home
seph Smith's death , was t h a t o f mo- Missions, has published a pamphlet entitled,
nogamy. But, General, what were
the other obnoxious doctrines which
caused the expulsion of the saints
from Ohio and Missouri? Was it not
their advocacy of primitive Christianity that caused them to be obnoxious? Please note the following
from the pen of Professor Turner of
h
h
h
the Illinois College, w 0 t oug a
bitter enemy of the Latter Day Saints,
realized the injustice to which they
were subjecte.d :-

ing. It is not a giving of the
language to the recipient; but is
a special power which at times, according to the pleasure of God and
not the individual, enables one to
speak in an (to them) unknown language. If the tongue entire were
given them, then it could not be denominated the "gift of unknown
tongues;" but rather it would be the
gift of known tongues. It was so
in Bible times. Those blessed with
this gift on Pentecost did not retain
all the dialects in which they spake,
but when the Spirit left them, they
could only talk in their own tongue.
Your objection is ill taken, General.

I

PROFANE PROPHETS.

There is abundant evidence of the irreverence, profanity, and deceit of their earlier
prophets. Once set up such a class of men
over their fellows and let it become a fixed
''Mormon Articles of Faith explained." All belief among their followers that they are
his Btatements are verified by quotations the vicegerents of the Almighty on the
from approved Mormon authorities.
It earth, and speak and act the Divine will, and
would ba well if a copy were in the hands of what may not be expected in the way of docevery American citizen. Here is clearly trine and action? What do they care for the
shown their belief fn the gift of tongues, Godhead or manhood that is not subservient
prophecy, revelations, healing, and so forth.
to their purposes? Why should they inCertainly we believe in these things, quire what is right, or what ought to be, or
what is for the welfare of others? Their unand why not? According to the Genholy selfishness may be expected to direct.

eral, a belief in such things now is
enough to disgust the American peo-

ple. But did not Christ believe in
and practice such things? Did they
not continue in the church as long as
?
w
·t
th
M
Who began t,h e quarre l ·
as 1
e or- we have any record of it?
Christ

mons? Is it not notorious, on the contrary,
that they were hunted like wild beasts, from sent his apostles into all the world to
county to county, before they made any ''preach the gospel to every creature,"
desperate re8istance? Did they ever, as a with t'P. e promise that
body, refuse obedience to the laws when
He that believeth and is baptized shall be
called upon to do so, until driven to despera- saved; but be that believeth not shall be
tion by repeated threats and assaults from damned. And these signs shall follow them
the mob? Did the State ever make one de- that believe. In my name shall they cast
cent effort to defend them as fellow citizens out devils; they shall speak with new
in their rig-h ts, or to redress their· wrongs? tongues·, they shall take up serpents·, and if
Let the conduct of its governors, attorneys, they drink any deadly thing, it shall not
and the fate of their final petitions answer. hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick,
Have any who plundered and openly massa- and they shall recover.-Mark 16: 16-18.
cred the Mormons ever been brought to t,he
Also Paul says that these gifts repenitentiary cue to their crimes? Let the mained and were to continue in the
boasting murderers of begging and helpless
t 11
B t th.
infancy answer. Has the State ever remu- church perpe ua Y·
u ' · rngs have
nerated even those known to be innocent for changed since Paul's day, and now
the loss of either their property or their the mere fact that people believe
arms? Did either the pulpit or the press these things is evidence of their
throughout the State raise a note of remon- heterodoxy (?) in the General's eyes.
strance or alarm? Let thhe clergymen who
Dr. McMillan aptly calls attention to the
abetted, and the editors w o encouraged the
mob answer.
fact that in spite of their gift of tongues they
had to learn like other people the lang-uages
Will the editor of the Christian Her- they attempted to use, whether French,
ald, and General Eaton, its hired con- German, or Indian.

tributor to assault the '·Mormons."
Suppose they did? This argues
tell us what the
offense was by nothing, inasmuch as the gift of
which they ;justify the Inhuman per- tongues is no more perpetually exerof famishing women
than th(l,t of rrophecy or he~~-

We leave a defense of the leaders in

Utah to themselves; but so far as the
h
d R
· · ·
original churc an
eorgamzat1on is
concerned, we demand the evidence
of "irreverence, profanity, and deceit"
on the part of any of the leading authorized
representatives
of the
church. This church has had but
two presidents or pres1'd'mg p rop h ets,
and we are willing that the world
shall know the "all" in their private
and public dealings with their fellow
men. The General takes occasion to
·h m
· h'is assau lt ;
include J oseph S m1t
but in producing proof he brings nothing against Joseph Smith, contenting
himsel£° with quoting the unique sayings of Brigham Young, Hyde, and
Kimball, all delivered after they had
apostatized.
VICEGERENT.

What other claim would you have
them make? If a man is a minister
for God at all, i's he not h1's v1'cegerent? Is it a sin to claim to be empowered by the Almighty?
Why
should we expect greater deception in
the way of doctrine and action now
than in Bible times? God seemingly
was willing to trust men then, even
t,hough some ()f tl:\ell] cl.id tqrn out po'

I
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lygamists and blasphemers. We have
a safeguard no.w that they did not
possess then; that is, the Scriptures.
God is consistent and men cannot lead
us far astray if we insist that they adhere to the truths which God bas already given.
Our prophets have cared so much
for the Godhead that they have taken
him at his word, ever insisting that in
all matters relating to his work on
earth he has the unqualified right to
direct and that it is man's bounden
duty to obey, if we expect his favor;
that he is unchangeable, hence the
formula introduced in one age for the
spiritual reclamation of man is equally
applicable in every age! that no law
of God can be annulled, but must ever
remain until it shall have accornplished the end had in view in its institution.
While this serial was running in the
Christian Herald I sent the following
communication to General Eaton:GENERAL JOHN EATON,
Washington, D. C.,
Dear Sir:-I have given the first installment of your "serial," "The Mormons of Today," in issue of Dc:cember 2 of Christian
Herald and Signs of Our Times, a careful
perusal. Permit me to state that I credit
you with honesty and candor, and think that
much you may say concerning the Mormons
in Utah may be true; but are you not aware
that there are two factions of people who are
dubbed Mormons to-day, and that the smaller
body known as the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, with headquarters at Lamoni, Iowa, have no connection with those in Utah? that its members
are a law-abiding people? that the membership are not any more amenable to the priesthood than the members of any Protestant
church are to their pastors? that they eschew
polygamy and its kindred evils which have
been grafted on the original tenets which obtained in the church from 1830 to 1844 like
an obnoxious wen? Do you know that the
Reorganized Church, through its representatives, challenge any being, living or dead,
angel or demon, to show wherein they
"destroy the teachings of the Bihle" by accepting the Book of Mormon? They maintain that the testimony and the doctrines of
the two volumes are identical concerning
God and his dealings with the children of
men. You say that the Latter Day Saints
affirm their belief in "our" Bible, and they
proceed at once to reject its teachings; and
then enumerate as an evidence of rejection
that they claim that their leaders receive
revelations, and have visions and dreams.
Will you please cite me to chapter and verse
where a belief in the above is branded as
heretic~!?. Ta.king the ~.ision.s, dreams, and
revelations out of the Bible, what have you
9f spiritual worth left? Was not the Mosaic

economy grounded in revelations, visions,
and dreams? Is it not the impregnable support underlying Christ's divinity? Are we
not indebted to revelation for all t,he truths
contained in Scripture? If God is unchangeable, and no respecter of persons,
wherein consists the heresy of one who believes that God does bless men now as formerly? Utah Mormonism is not the result
of a belief in divine revelation, dreams, or
visions, but a blind fanatical surrendering of
the individual to the usurper and tyrant.
That God is consistent is a self-evident
truth; and had the people of Utah refused to
receive anything as divine which was in conflict with previous revelations of the Divine
Mind, they would not have gone far astray.
They permitted Brigham Young to impose
upon them, and to introduce tenets and dogmas in direct conflict with the word of God.
The "Pearl of Great Price" and "Sayings of
Joseph Smith" are not taken as guides in
faith and doctrine by the Reorganized
Church. Joseph Smith was but a man, and
when he spoke in accord with God's truth,
his sayings are accepted in the same sense as
any other minister of Christ. That "Mormonism" in Utah is organized to bring all of
its affairs into the control of the priesthood,
we cheerfully admit; but it was not so prior
to Joseph Smith's death. The franchise oJ.·
the soul was as untrammeled as when given as
th
.
" e g1"ft
· or• G o d . "C ommon consen t" b erng
the watchword in all matters dealing with the
concerns of the church, mat,ters of state were
dismissed as beyond the jurisdiction of ecclesiasts.
As to the motive of Young and his immediate confederates, I have naught to eay; but if
in your enumeration of the doctrines which
Joseph Smith introduced, claiming divine
origin, you can show one which is in conflict
with true Christianity, then I pledge you the
support of thirty-five ~ thousand so-called
•·Mormons," who will cheerfully discard it.
You say:"Give this priesthood the power of receiving current revelations from the Almighty,
which they claim, and the unquestionable
obedience from their followers which they
demand, and what is there to hinder the execution of their decrees however depraved.
Do you really believe that the ''right to receive current revelations from the Almighty"
will seriously injure anyone? Can man give
this right? Dare you deny man this right?
Is it not the probability that men may receive revelations from their own darkened
soul, or from that beguiliug· and subtile
Edenic serpent,-the thing which we should
fear? Give men the right to receive revelations from God, and all men the privilege of
testing that revelation by previously communicated truth, with an opportunity of receiving di vine confirmation, and wherein
could men be materially injured? This was
original "Mormonism." The interpretation
that you place upon it was an afterthought
in the machinations of Brigham Young and
his confederates. All Bible believers can
readily see that Brigham Young was a
usur.per s.,nd false pi·.opbe. t, .be.. cau.se he WbS in
conflict wUh Gocl's trnt.b as well as him··
aeJ,f, , , ,
·
·

I
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To whom are you indebted for the information that Joseph Smith was an "ignorant,
idle youth; given to chicken-thieving?" To
fair-minded honorable men and women? No!
A thousand times no. I have been acquainted
with some of the people you call "Mormons"
for several years; have lived in Kirtland,
Ohio; have visited in Missouri and Illinois
where they resided, and have taken pains to
seek out men who knew Joseph Smith and
the Smith family and yet did not fall in with
his spiritual claims, and I am confirmed that
the farther away you get from where the
Smith family lived the worse you will hear
concerning them. Those who knew him
best, and numbers who believed that his
claim to divine recognition was a myth,
stoutly deny as defamatory the slanderous
attacks on the personality of the man.
I th an k you c h eer f u11 Y f or your f airness
·
•
rn
stating that it was not because of polygamy
tha,t Smith and his people were driven from
Ohio and Missouri; but you add:"But with the manifestation of these two
doctl'ines (polygamy and union of church and
State) so offensive to American ideas, the
other beliefs and characteristics of Mormons
were 80 obnoxious to surrounding communities in Ohio, Missouri, and Illino1s, that the
self-styled saints were not permitted to carry
t th. ell'
· purposes Wl'th OU,t con fl"wt. "
OU
Will you please tell me what were the
other ''beliefs and characteristics" that were
so obnoxious? And will you please state
which were in harmony with the Bible, the
self-styled saints, or the surrounding communities? And were these obnoxious teach-·
ings of such a character that you could
justify professed Christian preachers and
members of other flocks raising as a howling
mob, and like devouring demons taking Joseph Smith, who in a helpless position was
watching by the bedside of his sick children,
in the still hours of the night, and subjecting
him to a coat of tar and feathers? Which,
think you, is the most revolting to true
Americans-'·Joe Smith and his doctrines,"
or his would-be Christian enemies, who during the winter blasts tore Smith from his
family and friends, incarcerated him in a
dungeon, and boasted of having fed him on
the flesh of his more unfortunate brethrenwho also ravished women, and subjected inoffensive maternity and suckling childhood
to the ravages of a winter storm on a bleak
and barren prairie? Whatever there may
have been of error in the faith of this man,
can you as a noted man, as a man of fairness
and candor, pass in silence this crimson blot
on the banner of American freedom without
denouncing it; or, do )OU think the aggravation warranted the attempted remedy?
Joseph Smith voluntarily surrendered and
was killed, not when escaping, but when incarcerated in Carthage jail, supposed under
the surveillance of a militia placed there hy
the great(?) Governor Ford of Illinois, who
had pledged his honor and the integrity of
the State of Illinois that if Smith would surrender that he woulq be protected. This
s:nit~ did, bu.t this. great (?) ?~~ernor broke
his oroth, withdrew the m1htia, and left
j
to the mercy of bloodthirsty fiends,

I
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He had been arrested near forty times at
the instigation of religious persecutors; but
each time the court records note au acquittal;
and Governor Ford well knew, so also the
Christianized (?) mob knew, that if justice
was meted ou·t, Joseph Smith would be a free
man; so they took the law into their own
hands, and in defiance of that clause of the
Constitution which vouchsafes protection and
justice to every man within its jurisdiction,
whether lawabiding or not, committed one of
the roost atrocious infractions on human liberty in modern times. Joseph Smith's name
has been defamed, and his memory made
ignoble, and the fair (?) penmen who have
from time to time revived Mormon annals,
have lost not an opportunity in blackening
the name and memory of the dead, yet have
no word of censure for the ignoble cowards
who in defiance of law and order ·robbed him
of his American birthright. Is this just? Is
it right?
Permit me to ask you,-and by the way I
would not have written you did I not have
confidence in your honor and honesty,-permit me to kindly ask that in thcc:continued
serial you will unfurl the full page of Mormon history, aad permit the present generation to know the "all." If as one has said,
"Mormonism i.s an ulcer on the fair breast of
the nation,'' cannot those who feel it a duty
to remedy it afford to be just? "As ye would
that men should do unto you, do you even so
unto them." Vvill you please answer this at
an eat'ly date? Vlill you in your future articles clearly outline the difference between
the Utah people and the Reorganized Church?
If you do this, I pledge you in honor I will
assist you in every possible way.

T.

W. WILLIAMS.

This letter was passed by in silence;
but the Gener3Jl received it, for it
called forth the following, in his communication to the Christian Herald:-

were by accurate quotations from its authoritative expounders, which the writer
deemed the most serious of the charges made
by the articles, are confirmed by the mo&t
credible witnesses. Among the illustrations
of the fact that some found in the later articles what they charged the writer with
omitting, is the truth that the "Josephites"
do not practice polygamy, which come out
clearly in its place. The articles do not take
up the divisions already arising among the
followei·s of Joseph Smith. They make much
of the divisions among professed Christians;
they use these facts to prove that the time
has come for the Latter Day Saints to possess the earth. I did not bring out the bitterness that has been manifested between the
''Josephites" and the "Brighamites," socalled; nor did I mention the failure of all
recent efforts to briag them together, nor
did I dwell upon the other divisions; and I
may now add, that the recent efforts to harmonize the "Reorganized Church of the Latter Day Saints" and the "Hedrickites" have
also failed. I have before me the doctrines
of the Brighamites, as declared by Joseph
Smith in the thirteen articles, recently reaffirmed by Wilford Woodruff, and as printed on
the back of the personal card used by the
Brighamite missionaries; and I have also a
. copy of the articles of faith of Josephites, as approved by their Secretary, Elder
H. A. Stebbins, of the headquarters, Lamoni,
Decatur County, Iowa. The Josephites declare specifically that, they believe "in marriage as ordained of God," but that the
doctrine of plural marriage is heresy; and
they affirm that freedom of worship "does
not require a violation of the constitutional
la .v of the land." As to the doctrine of polygamy, fidelity to history makes it necesBary to say that Brigham Young declared
that the doctrine was revealed to Joseph
Smith years before it was made public; and
farther, it should be stated that the belief
prevailed among those outside of Mormon
circles that celestial marriage, so-called, was
practiced in the days of Joseph Smith; indeed, the general public was profoundly convinced of the practice of immorality among
the Mormon leaders before they left Nauvoo.

The writer may say for himself that he has
had excepiional opportunity to understand
Mormonism, its origin, prog-ress, and present condition; and from most mature consideration, believes it without foundation or a
revelation, false in doctrine as a religion, and
injurious in ieractice to our patriotism and
piety. Yet his purpose and effort in these
We thank the General for his refer·
articles were in accord with the well-known ence to our anti-polygamous views.
character of the Ohrist'ian Herald, only to As to the extent of the General's
bring out the truths and rely on its effect; j •
t" t•
·
t
1nves
iga ion of M ormon1sm
we canno
not a word was put aown rn unkrndness to
·
.
anyone. He belhwes in the honesty of the s.ay; .but as to. the char~cter of mvesgreat body of Mormons, and would accord to t1gat1on we wish to be mformed. To
every reader the same freedom of religious whom did you go, General, to get
belief as he enjoys himself, the same as is your information as to its orio-in?
Did
0
guaranteed to every citizen by the American
t
·
t" l · d
d
Constitution. Mormonism must stand 01 fall you ac as an impar la JU ge an exon its werits. Those who believe in it seek amine both sides? Did you impale on
by greater and greater assertion to confirm the witness stand only those known to
themselves; those who do not believe in it be his enemies?
Have you given
find every increasing reason for rejecting it. notice of your examination to those
This latter
the writer believes will. be the w ho desi"red
t o appear m
· d e f ense an d
.
.
result, m every case where the q uest10n is ap.
.
proached intelligently and candi.dly.
p?rm1tted them to present their plea?

·

,

.

.

Again:The statements of the doctrines of Mormonism in the previous a1·ticles, sustained as they

I

I
I If

not, your statement must be unre-

Iliable and biased, and must be repudiated by a candid public.

As to the present conditions of Mormonism, you have acted unfairly in
that you in your earlier articles sought
to fasten the crimes of Utah on Joseph Smith, and then adroitly classed
all Latter Day Saints as one; and it
was not till the importuning became
so strong and constant that you were
forced to make an explanation that
you even mentioned the "Reorganization." As an intelligent man' you
know that Joseph Smith has been exonerated from any complicity in polygamy in the courts of our land, and
it became you as an unprejudiced man
to have so stated to the public. I
challenge you to find a word, a sentence, or a line in the official utterance
of the church and the accepted works
of the church which "is injurious in
practice to our patriotism and piety."
If "the well-known character of the
Christian Herald" is "only to bring
out the truths and rely on its effects,"
why did the editor, Dr. Talmage,
treat my communications with silent
contempt, not even returning the
postage stamps I sent him for reply?
Why when I plead for recognition in
the columns of his paper did he refuse? Why when I told him that in
case he refused to publish my articles
that I would furnish documentary
proof to support our claims and rely
on the candor and Christian gentlemanliness of either General Eaiton or
himself to correctly represent us, did
he still preserve a stoical silence?
No; the Christian Herald is biased and
prejudiced, as its editor has shown
himself in more cases than one. This
is not the first time that Dr. Talmage
has taken occasion to assail "Mormonism" and permit no opportunity for
redress. We do not sit in judgment
on his acts, yet even though the court
of public sentiment may decide against
us, we now give notice of an appeal to
the supreme court of the Universe,
pledging ourselves now to willingly
abide by the decision rendered.
The General is inconsistent. In
one article he is not pleased
to know that under its (the Government's)
protecting care, the most absurb notions are
set up as religions, and make their appeal
under. our Constitution for the same rights
and courtesies us are accorded to Christianity.

Then to be pleased, he would have
it the opposite, and now he says:He believes in the honesty of the great
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body of Mormons, and would accord to every
reader the same freedom of religious belief
as he enjoys himself,-the same as is guaranteed to every citizen by the American Constitution

It will be remembered that his first
statement was written before we
wrote him, the otherafterwards,-and
as the latter contains almost the
identical sentiment found in our communication, we feel that some good
has been accomplished; but how can
the General harmonize his statements?
If he has changed his mind, he should
openly acknowledge it.
The General is again inconsistent
when he states that he believes "in
the honesty of the great body of Mormons," and then believes that all who
approach the question "intelligently
and candidly" will reject it. In that
he commits himself, in recognizing
the intellectual activity of the Latter
Day Saints, he thus presents the
spectacle of believing in the honesty
of the Mormons, but concludes that
every honest man will reject it. Consistency? If the statements in your
articles are ''confirmed by the most
credible witnesses," why did you not
confirm your assertions by introducing your witnesses? Most men are
not satisfied in asserting when they
have the proof at hand. No; you did
not mention the ''divisions" of what
·
is called "Mormonism,,, but adroitlyconfounded them, and this is why we
objected. There have been no recent
efforts to bring the "Brighamites" and
"Josephites" together save along gospel lines. We have ever contended
h
h
• t at t e followers of Brigham Young
are apostates, and that under no circumstance can we recognize their organization; but that when we have
to do with them it will be as indi"d
d h
v1 ua 1ooh
s, an
th t dey willthhave to come in
throu o
e oor,
e same
. as all
0 th ers.
Th ere was no offi cial effort
. t h
· th
H d · k
made o armomze
e " e r1c ites"
h"t " Th
d th- "J
an · e
osep I es.
e meeting
you re f er t o was at t h e request of the
· k"t t 1
t
·
Hed ric l es o earn our rue position.
-yo b
f
k ·
fi
Had
u een as ran m your rst
.cles
ld h
artl
ave exempted
, you wou
.t
h
t d h
the Jos ep h i es w en you s ate t at
Mormonism was.a menace to our free
institutions, as you knew that they
"f d
f
h
affir me d th a t
ree om o wors ip
does _not_ require a violation of the
const1tut1onal law of the land."
y ou first charged that polygamy
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was a part of Mormonism proper, and heard ere sentence is passed; but the
Christian Herald
announces that
now you assert that
fidelity to history makes it necessary to "Mormonism" is to be tried for three
say that Brigham Young declared that the months and appoints General Eaton
doctrine was revealed to Joseph Smith years
as judge of the court.
Repeated
before it was made public.
ch13,rges are made against the defendAnd is it upon the statement of this
usurper, and guilt-stained character, ant, _and as the glaring misrepresentawho to free himself sought to crimi- tions grow worse and worse, and as
nate one then dead, that you depend there is no c:;,ttorney, nor a single
for proof? Scores of honorable peo- friend to plead its cause, "Mormonple have testified to the opposite. It ism" lifts its chained hand as high as
is peculiar, General, but why is it that it can, and says, "Please, Mr.
Judge,'' and Dr. Talmage, the sponsor
in your crusade against Latter Day
Saints you either take the testimony of the court, turns his heaveniy eyes,
and with countenance divine, says,
of enemies, or appeal to men guilty of
crime, to substantiate your claims, '..'You keep still, this is a Christian
and refuse even to consider the testi· court; we don't need to hear from
mony of men and women whose char- you; we don't try people that way."
Well, Dr. Talmage and General
acters are unquestionable?
Yes,
Eaton,
you pretend to believe in that
General, "the belief obtained" that
good
Book
which says, "For with
Christ was a "glutton and a winewhat
judgment
ye judge, ye shall be
bibber;" but did that invalidate his
judged;
and
with
what measure ye
claims? You are driven to desperate
mete
it
shall
be
measured to you
conditions when, in order to make
again;"
and
inasmuch
as you have
any case at all against Joseph Smith,
only
permitted
witnesses
against us
you must state things that somebody
to
appear,
we
have
given
notice
that
believed were taking place. Shame!
we shall expect to be heard in the
WHAT rs THE REMEDY?
court of appeals; and herewith file
In the February 3 issue, the Genour motion for a new trial, with an
eral remarks:impartial judge.
Anyone following the facts and consideraAnd now note this wail:tions in these letters has asked, "What is
the remedy?" Is this fatal spiritual poison
to have free, unrestricted, and supreme sway
in Utah and thence to go f th t
·
11
or, patriotism
o poisonand
a
parts of ' our land, corrupting
destroying Christian lifer What has been
done to set the people free must be strengthened in every part; the press must use its
constitutional freedom and be outspoken; the
personal rights of the people must be freely
and universally discussed, that they may understand clearly when any deception or
tyranny is attempted . . . . Our entire country must wake up, and wherever Mormonism
is preached, Mormon fanaticism encouraged,
the truth must be presented and Mormon
errors exposed, and people saved from its delusbns.

General Eaton; in contemplation of
this conflict, we shout a loud Amen.
Let the American people "awake to
Mormonism." Let truth's unerring
searchlight be turned on and penetrate
its inward parts. Let the press be
outspoken in presenting truth, and
not peddle lies and human conjurings
with Satanic promptings. Yes, General, we welcome such a conflict as
you outline; but it will never be. At
least not while such men as Dr. Talmage and General Eaton manipulate.
affairs. Justice demands that the
I meanest wretch on earth shall be

People of wealth must see that just so far
as Mormonism is established and propagated,
it imperils all that they hold dear, and
threatens attack on every dollar of their
property. They must be willing to give of
their means for the support and etliciency of
all measures to resist its doctrines.

How Christlike! how religious!
Where, oh where shall I look for a
religious parallel? Ah, I have it!
At one time, after Jesus had performed a wonderful miracle, the chief
priests(those who made their money by
misleading the people) and the Pharisees (they who professed one thin£"
~
and practiced another) met in council
and said,. "What do we? for th1's man
doeth many miracles. If we let hi"m
thus alone, all men will believe on
him." What did they do? They commenced a crusade and demanded that
the people support them. Then think
of the crusade ag·ainst Paul, as re"
corded in Acts 13 and 14, where the
rulers, realizing that their craft was
in danger, stirred up the people to
oppose Paul and Barnabas.
I have shown a parallel; let me now
produce a counterpart:.For a certain man named Demetr-ius, a
silversmith, which made silver shrines for
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Diana, brought no small gain unto the
craftsmen; whom he called together with the
workmen of like occup:c;tion, and said, i:'lirs,
ye know that by this crnft we have our
wealth. Moreover y,e see and hear, that not
alone at Ephesus, but almost throughout all
Asia, this Paul bath p0rsuaded and turned
away much people, saying that they be no
gods, which are made with hand~; so· that
not only this our craft is in danger to be set at
naught; but also that the temple of the great
goddess Diana should be despised, and her
magnificence should be destroyed, whom all
Asia and the world worsbippeth.-Acts 19: 24-

27.

HERALD.

our headquarters, get acquainted with l bad seen its way to restore to those brethren
our leadina men and I assure you if their licenses, and exhorted the brethren to

·n

th

'

. a·

you wi
row away your preJU .ice,
you will regret having recorded so
many mistakes; but as repentance implies restitution, we will never concede your conversion until you shall
.

.

have made a retraction as general as
your perversion of facts have been.
Having no malice aforethought, and
desiring not in any way to injure your
usefubess for good, but with regret
th t
· t
h d ·
. a you are_ s~ m renc e m your
citadel of preJudice that you cannot or
will not see the facts, I write, praying
that God may judge between you and
me· and though justice may not be
' t e d 'bo th m
· t ime
·
th a t we eac b
gran
·
.
'
may be permitted to appear before
that "great white throne," and present our claims with no Dr. Talmage
to patronize one or to hedge in the

Here comes General Eaton with the
same kind of a plea, and tells the worshipers of gold and silver, You must
give us of your substance to fight
these Mormons, for if they get a foothold they will take away your wealth
and our craft will be gone!
No philanthropist, no great leader,
no true man of God bas ever been
h
forced to petition the rich men to
ot
er.
.
come to his rescue, and in the petiMay God Judge between us.
tion appealing to their selfishness. in
Sincerely yours,
order to vanquish the enemy; no, not
T. W. WILLIAMS.
205 Harmony Street, COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa.
one, save General John Eaton!
In issue of January 20, the General
says:-

Confernnce ]VIimJtBs.

It should be remembered that the so-called
"Josepbites" have never accepted polygamy.

Thanks for this late acknowledgment.
A MORMON COLLEGE.

In issue of January 6, he' states:A recent telegram states that Mormons in
Iowa are planning to erect a college.

The Reorganized Church have
erected a college, and it does credit
as an educational institution. Even
now though but recently erected,
there are a number of patrons who
do not believe the Latter Day Saint
religion, yet recognize the moral influence of the people. The college is
non-sectarian in every respect, and
while located in Lamoni, whose population is largely Latter Day Saints
relgiously, yet it has a moral atmosphere not excelled in any college town
in the United States.
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATIONS.

The General makes much ado because "a Mormon elder is stated to
have applied for membership in the
ministers' meeting in bis city."
Why yes, General, and some of us
have been admitted, long, long ago.
People out here where the Latter
D
S . t
'
.
t
ay_ am 8 are numerous, are. no so
afraid of them, and they are t,reated
like other people. Come Wes.t, visit

MANCHESTER.

faithfulness in the discharg·e of their duties;
he then banded them their licenses duly indorsed. Resolutions were then passed sustaining the authorities of the church,
general, mission, district, and branch. The
place for holding the October conference was
left to be arranged by district president.
:Sacrament meetieg at 10: 30 a. m. in charge
of Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Sen. Testimony
meeting at 2: 30 p. m. in charge of Elder J.
Dewsnup, Jr. After opening services in the
evenin;,l' the time was occupied by brief addresses from Elders Thomas Taylor, Thomas
Mills, George Baty, J. Baty. The remarks
of the brethren were pithy and profitable,
and much appreciated by all present. The
Spirit of peace seemed to pervade the whole
conference sessions, dispelling for the time
being (and we hope forever) the clouds of mis.
.
understandrng and estrangement which have
been disturbing the harmony of the work of
the Lord in Leeds branch for some time
past. Visiting brethren and sisters carry
with them a very "God-bless-you" kind of
feeling, when they remember the homelike
way in which they were treated by their
brethren and sisters while at conference.

8tlndau

8~hool

Associa1ions.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Convention met at Wilber, June 18 and 19.
Meeting called to order by M. J. Schafer,
superintendent; E. D. Briggs secretary. The
subject of teachers' meetings occupied the
evening hour. Saturday, three sessions were
held.
District officers and delegates to
Annual Convention reported. Four schools
reported an average attendance of 121,
divided into 18 classes. There is a better interest taken in the Sunday school work in
the district, yet the workers are few for so
large a district. A good, profitable time
was had. Convention adjourned to meet
with Prairie Flower school, Palmyra.

Manchester, England, district conference
held at Leeds, July 3, 4. Elder J. Dewsnup,
Sr., district president presiding; J. Baty secretary. Deacon Elijah Abbott appointed
deacon of the conference.
The district
leader of singing, Bro. John Foden, being absent, Elder W. Roberts was requested to conduct same during conference. Committee on
burial service reported, and asked further
time, which was granted. License of Elder
W. Spargo of Wigan was presented for indorsement, with an explanation why it was
not presented to April Conference. License
ordered indorsed. Elder W. J. Rushton having returned from America, but not having
received his letter of removal, was by vote
accorded the privileges of conference. The
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
committee (Elders court) re-Leeds branch
To the Saints of Western Maine; Greeting:reported not having finished their labors, We wish to call attention to the financial
but wished to inform conference that so far condition of the district. We want to estabas their investigation bad gone they bad lisb the district upon a self-supporting basis,
found no adequate reason why the suspension and conduct financial matters upon business
of the licenses of Elders W. H. Seekins, Tom principles. Our monthly expenses are fortyRoberts, .Priest W. Rudd, and teacher Henry five dollars. We have six branches. If each
Warren should be any further continued. branch will raise seven dollars and fifty cents
The committee presented this as an ad-in- per month, we can meet our bills as they
terim report. Report received. Resolved come due. We have over two hundred and
that we consider the question of indorsement fifty saints in the district. Let each one pay
of licenses of brethren named, and that they eighteen cents monthly and we will bave
be considered separately. Bro. Seekins' case enough and to spare.
Branch presidents
was taken first, and after hearing from the will receive the tithing from their branches,
brother it was resolved that bis license be in- placing the name and amount on blanks prodor6ed. Tlle cases of Brn. Tom Roberts, vided him for the purpose. He will return
Wiiliam Rudd, and H. Warren were consid-1 these to me the last of the month, so I can
ered, and licenses indorsed. The president meet the orders the first of the month followexpressed bis pleasure that the conference I ing. Five cents each week from each mem-

l
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ber is all we want. As we meet each Sabbath
and tell of our love for "this great latter-day
work," let us prove that we do love it, at
least five cents worth, by paying a nickel as
tithing. It is the "Lord's work" and he will
carry it on, but he must have colaborers;
and this feature of the work he has given to
his saints. He tells us if we are faithful in
this, bringing all our tithes into the "storehouse," he will pour us out a blessing, both
temporal and spiritual in its nature.
Those whose increase, each year, is more
than twenty-one dollars and sixty cents,
must not think that the "twenty cents a
month" method clears them. The effectual
teaching of Bro. Pert, in the past, renders it
unnecessary for me to enter upon the teaching of the law of tithing in this. We simply urge the saints to do the Master's will,
being confident that they know what it is.
(Luke 12: 47). We are told, "It is a day of
warning and not of many words." We must
look the situation squarely in the face and
arise to the emergency. Our district, for
the past few years, has been a financiaJ burden upon the church. We say, "Times have
been hard." Should that affect the children
of God? He says, "Bring ye all the tithes
into the storehouse, . . . and prove me now
herewith . . . . I will open the windows of
heaven and pour you out a blessing." Has
God changed? Does this financial depression
reach heaven? Oh no! The trouble is we
are not proving God now. The amount
necessary to bring the blessing is not specified. Be it much or little, if it is all, God
recognizes it, bestows his blessing upon it;
and, as with the loaves and fishes, the multitude is fed.
On every hand through the State
comes the call for preaching. Four men
could not fill all demands.
What will
happen unless something is done? Simply
this: Our missionary force will be decreased
to the number we will support. Are we
ready for a decrease? God helping us, No.
Our confidence in Maine resources is unlimited. All we need is to know that there
is an emergency, and we are equal to it.
Saints, the emergency is here. Let us meet
it. When we sing, "Send the sound the
earth, around," let us remember that it takes
"postage" to send anything. God works by
law and he has ordained means whereby the
gospel will be sent upon its mission to the
world. If we fail to do our part faithfully, be
will raise up those who will. Our di~trict is
in debt to the amount of two hundred and
seventy odd dollars. Now is a good time for
those of means in the district to pay up their
long standing account with the Lord.
Saints, it is needed. God will provide; but
now he is patiently waiting for us to redeem
the opportunity of proving our fitness for
celestial glory. May God help us to be diligent that "no man take our crown." Post
office address, Canton Point, Maine.
Yours in Christ,
W.W. BLANCHARD, B. A.

To the Saints of the Little Sioux District:We would urge you to send in your tithes
and offerings. Do not wait or delay. Send

Rmall amounts, if you cannot send large ones.
The district and the church need your aid.
God asks it. Will you comply? We were
appointed to the office of Bishop's agent. At
that t,ime (February 19) the district was over
$500 dollars behind. We are still largely in
arrears,-it ought not to be. Our district
numbers over 1,200 members. We have only
eighty-three enrolled on our Bishop's agent's
book. Are you among them? We used to
think the proportion of the five wise and five
foolish virgins gave too many saints over to
the drowsy, shut out ones; but eighty-three
out of 1,200-or about one to fifteen-is a proportion out of all proportion for the children
of the kingdom. Times are hard, but do
your best. Let God share with others, as
you pay your debts. How about a new buggy,
wbeel, or some ·such thing, while the Lord
waits, the work languishes, the poor and missionary families look hungry?
We shall endeavor to reach you all as fast
as possible in presenting the law, but in the
meantime the following will act as subagents,
simply to accommodate you while you wait,
and to save expense on small amounts. They
will report to me and give you receipts sent
by us; or you can, if you choose, send direct
to us: D.R. Chambers, Missouri Valley; S.
B. Kibler, Woodbine; Lillie A. Williams,
Logan; Joseph Seddon, Persia; William
Stuart, Mondamin; George M. Scott, Little
Sioux; Sarah J. Hoffman, Moorhead; F. E.
Cohrt, Smithland. We hope these will not
only take notice but let your branches know.
Let us make this a year of benefit to ourselves and the church, an honor to God and
the cau&e we love. In bonds,
A. M. FYRANDO,
Bishop's Agent.

I

One and one third fare has been secured
for all those coming by rail. The city council having generously conducted the water
from the city water works, by means of underground pipes to the reunion grounds, has
rendered the supply of fresh, cold water inexhaustible, and for both man and beast its
convenience is most satisfactory.
Woodbine being located on the main iine of
the Chi<:ago and Northwestern Railway, between Chicag-o and Omaha, makes the place
of easy access.
Wall tents can be rented 10 x 12, $2; 12
x 14, $2.50; 14 x 16, $3, with twenty-five cents
added for setting tent up. Those wanting
tents apply in advance to S. B. Kibler, Woodbins, Iowa.
To t,bose in attendance at the general reunion last year, we offer no words of praise re·
lating to the accommodations necessary to
make a meeting of this kind pleasant and
profitable. That all our accommodations were
all that we advertised a year ago was vouched
for in the pratically unanimous expression
that fixed the reunion at Woodbine ag::i,in.
The grounds, situated less than one fourth of
. a mile from the depot and business part of the
city, are attractive and inviting. They are
ample to accommodate all, and are covered
with towering timber whi.ch furnishes an
abundance of shade. For easy access, convenience in its various features and attractive
surroundings, the Woodbine reunion grounds
remain unsurpassed.
Special notice! In order to get the benefit
of reduced railroad rates, we must have one
hundred tickets purchased by the third day·
of the meeting, Sunday not included. Any
ticket purchased between Tuesday, August
31, and Monday, September 6 inclusive, will
MAGNOLIA, Iowa.
be honored in making up the one hundred
certificates, and no others. If you intend comTHE GENERAL REUNION.
ing to the reunion by rail, purchase your
Prepare for the General Reunion of the ticket between the above dates.
church which convenes at Woodbine, Iowa,
S. C. DIGGLZ,
September 3-13.
33-2t
Sec. Reunion Com.
The committee bas procured the services of
Elders Joseph Smith, Alexander Smith, and
NORTH MISSOURI REUNION.
E. L. Kelley, of Lamoni; Fred A. Smith, of
Omaha, and T. W. Williams, of Council
Permit me, dear IIerald, to make a few
Bluffs, for the occasion, and many other statements regarding our coming reunion.
speakers of similar talent will be in attend- The committee has worked hard to complete
ance.
every arrangement within their power to
Music under the charge of S. B. Kibler and make the meeting a great success. They
James Pearsall will be furnished by the have been treated courteously by those in
Woodbine choir, assisted by choirs of neigh- and o·~t of the church.
boring branch'lS, and such orchestra as can
Our meeting begins September 3, 1897.
be used to advantage.
On the 4th the quarterly conference will conBoard and lodging will be furnished in pri- vene. The 10: 55 a. m. train, eastbound, and
vate families at $2.50 to $3.00 per week, and the 5: 54 train, westbound, will stop at the
board at boarding ball on grounds, at $3.00, grounds. Tents, $1. 75 and $2.00 for the meetwith fifty cents per week additional for lodg- ing. vVood and straw free. Horse feed at
ing. Those desiring board or board and lodg- market price.
Pasture for horses (good),
ing at the boarding h~ll will confer a favor 3t cents per day per head. Plenty good water
by applying in advance to L. D. Butler, Wood- for family use, "much water" for baptismal
bine, Iowa. Mr. Butler is the sallie party purposes near by.
Ample police protection, good music, vocal
who bad charge of the boarding hall last
year, and you will be assured of the same and instrumental, 'rhe organ, the clarinet,
good treatment that you received then. and the violins will be made to praise the
Those desiring board in private families ap- Lord. An abundance of "good elders" will
ply to F. C. Oviatt, Woodbine, Iowa, chair- be in attendance, and plenty of the rich
products of "poor old Mis8oul'i's' productive
man of the reception committee.
Hay, grain, and fuel will be furnished at soil. Seven meals for one dollar. A fare and
minimum prices.
a third rate has been obtained from points
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within a reasonable radius of the grounds. I above-named minutes will be brought bdure trains will be met, that from the west and
Come in a prayerful spirit that great good I the conference to be held at Lydney, October Ii also the train from the east. Those coming
rnoy come to Zion'~ cause. Any inquiries will 29 and 30 and November l, 1897.
from the north and south will be met at
be gladly answered by the writer or by C. P.
'l'HOS. S. GRIFFITHS, Dist. Pres.
· Center Junction, Thursday evening.
Faul, secretary, at Clarksdale, Missouri.
ELLA J. GREEN, Branch Clerk.
J. M. TERRY, Chairman Com.
SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
ONsLow, Iowa, Aug. 12, 1897.
ST. JOSEPH, Missouri, August 12, 1897.
We desire to place in the bands of every
A conference of the Idaho district will be
member of the quorum a circula· letter, conheld at Malad City on the 11th and 12th. of
taining
the
names
and
addresses
of
each
OKLAHOMA REUNION.
September, 1897. We hope and ask for full
We expect a profitable time at our reunion member, together with such resolutions as attendance. Those intending to come from a
have
been
adopted
by
the
quorum,
and
it
is
near Mathewson, to be held from September
distance will please notify us in time, and we
3-13. All the saints in Oklahoma.are kindly necessary that every member should be made shall take pleasure in doing all we can for
acquainted
with
them.
We
also
desire
to
urged to come, and bring with them the spirit
their comfort.
of the work, that we may all be strengthened place in the hands of every member a quorum
WILLIAM L. JOHN, Sec.
license,
and
those
who
are
not
in
possession
and the work more fully established. Come
prepared to remain from beginning to end. of one, if you will please notify the SecreCome with provisions for camping; bring tary, we will send you one. But we cannot
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
everything needful for your comfort and to do this, not knowing your whereabouts.
The branches of Gilmore, Brinton, and
forward the interest of the work in Oklahoma. Therefore we ask each one to send us his ad- Fork are to have a Sunday school basket picStraw for beds and for stock will be furnished dress, and inclose a two-cent stamp for reply, nic and two-days' meeting, to be held August
free. Pasture and grass for stock will be and hope each one will readily respond. The 28 and 29, 1897, at Thomas M. Guire's, two
furnished at low rates,-rates to correspond following are the names of members not re- and one half miles south of Farwell. Presisiding in Lamoni:with the times.
dent of the district, J. J. Cornish, will be
Ulysses A. Austin, James Tankard, WilSaints, let the toils of life rest awhile; come
with us; also expect other elders of the disto the reunion and help roll forward the re- liam .O. Closson, Seth W. Fi'irrow, William trict., All are invited. Come and have a
stored g(,spel. Come with the spirit of unity, P. BrentR, Henry J. Jamison, Andrew, J. good time.
love, forgiveness, charity, and all other feel- Taylor, Samuel A. Reeve, Charles R. Green,
R. B. CAMPBELL, Cor. Sec.
F. G. Dungee, D. S. Seavey, William Cairns,
ings that will bless the saints of God.
P. W. Surbrook, Edward Charlton, S. C.
R. M. MALONEY.
It has been.arranged to hold two days' meetGruver, Thomas Whitford, Newton W. Best,
ings at the Mission branch, Laselle County,
Walter H. Barrett, Curtis Randall, George
Illinois, September 11 and 12. Elders John
PASTORAL.
H. Graves, Thomas Rawson, E. G. Perthel,
To the Saints in Arkansas; Greeting:-! very Hugh Havey, James Vinnerd, David Archi- H. Lake, president of the mission, and W.
much regret that I have been forced to re- bald, John Barnes, A. P. De Wolf, H. F. Vickery, associate president of the district,
main absent from you up to this late date, Durfee, S .. C. Reynolds, Alpheus Wise, are expected to have charge in the conduct
Visiting saints desiring
but circumstances over which I had no con- Charles A. Bacus, James M. Baggerly, of the meetings.
trol have been the hindering cause. I hope Alvin Knisley, Thomas Scott, Herman W. to enjoy the benefits of these two days' serv. to be able to take up my mission work by Belville, W. A. Haden, John Lentz, James ices will be welcomed and entertained by the
resident brethren and sisters. Those expectthe first of September, and I desire the F. Lippincott.
ing
to go by railroad conveyance should
hearty cooperation' of you all. Let us each
·Please send in your response at once to the
notify Bro. Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illi- ·
do our whole duty, not forgetting to pay our Secretary..
s. K. SORENSEN.
nois, that arrangemants can be made to conLAMONI, Decatur Co., Iowa.
tithing, so that we may have a share in the
vey them to the place of meeting from the
promised blessing (see Mal. 3: 10-12), that
nearest
railroad points.
the poor in the church may have their daily
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
F. M. COOPER, Dist. Pres.
bread and that the missionaries may not have
The Pittsburg district conference will be
to leave their mission fields to labor for the held at Wheeling- on Saturday and Sunday,
bread that perishes, while so many calls are September 18 and 19. The change has been
coming from benighted parts of the world made from the 4th and 5th of September be- NAUVOO REUNION-STEAMBOAT EXCURSION.
We have arranged for an excursion on a
for help to spread the irlad tidings of the cause of the Ohio district conference holding
restoration and the near approach of the Son thefr sessions on those dates, which would nice steamboat and barge up the Mississippi
on Wednesday, August 25, leaving Montrose
of Man.
not permit some of the elders being in attendat seven a. m., returning at nine or ten p. m.;
I will begin my mission work by holding a ance at the Pittsburg district conference.
fifty cents for the round trip. Those
meeting with the Martin Creek branch, bec. ED MILLER, Dist. Pres. only
comillg
will find the river trip very enjoyaginning on Saturday night, August 28, and
ble.
F. M. WELD,
will hold over Sunday. I desire to hear
The Philadelphia district conference will
Chairman Committee.
from all who desire me to visit them, and in be held in Huntingdon Hall, corner Fifth
writing please mention the prospects for and Huntingdon Streets, Philacelphia,
mission work in your community, so that no Pennsylvania, September 25, at 2: 30 p. m.
DIED.
time may be lost in going to places where it
The Sunday school association convenes
WARK.-Adelia Gertrnde Wark, daughter
is impossible to get a hearing.
the same day at Philadelphia instead of of Alpheus Peter and Betsey Haws, born
May peace and prospiJrity attend you, and Bald win, Maryland. The schools in the September 19, 1857, in Placer County, Calith<J comforting influence of the Holy Spirit New York district will please take notice fornia; died July 10, 1897, at St. Luke's hosguide all Israel, is the prayer of your brother and send delegates, as they are still a part of pital, San Francisco, California. She was
in the faith,
JOSEPH WARD.
the Philadelphia district Sunday school baptized July 31, 1867, at Grass Valley,
Po:MoNA, Mis~onri, August 9, 1897.
association. Send both district and Sunday Nevada, by Elder E. C. Brand. Funeral
school reports to E. B. Hull, district and sermon by Bro. Lincoln, at her late residence,
NOTICES.
Sunday school secretary, 2716 Darien Street, No. 120 Eleventh Street. Interment in Laurel
Owing to an oversight by o_ur late presi- Philadelphia, Pennsy 1vania.
Hill cemetery. She leaves a father, mother,
dent, A. N Bishop, the minutes of the special
two brothers, and two sons.
assembly of the Eastern district, South
All those coming to the Sunday school
AUSTIN.-Benjamin J. Austin, born OctoWales, held at Cardiff, December 20, 1896, convention and conference of Eastern Iowa ber 19, 1842; died July 10, 1897, at Council
were not read at the conference held at district to be held September 3 and· 4 will be Bluffs, Iowa. Funeral service in charge of
Porth, April 24 and 25, 1897. Therefore the met at Onslow, Friday morning. Both the T. W. Williams.
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The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

(Established 1860.)

THE prices on the second volume of
Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, Dethe Church History are the same as
catur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
for the first volume, as follows:tbree months fiO cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
"rhe travellng ministry, di,,trict and branch prrsid ents,
and Bishop's Hcents are requested to solicit rnbscriptions,
make sales of church publlcations, and sesist the publishing department.
AddreEBCommunicat.ionsforpub!icationtotheEdiiors.

bound, ........................... $1 50.
ICloth
Cloth, leather backs and corners, .•••.• 2 00.

of address, etc' should he addressed to Frank Criley,
Bu~iness Manager.
R··mit.tanc<-'."1 ehould lk made by
post office or c-x.,ress orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered lettere. Do not send ch PCks
AdvertHng rates, forty cents per inch eecb insertion,
subject to tbe following discounts: One month~'s inser·
tion, five per cent: three mcrnths, fiftfen per cent; six
months, twenty~five per cent; one year forty p€r cent..
All advertieitig conditioned on insertion upon the fl.1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged au a<ivance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For re!:tdtng notices~
(on outside pages of coyer, uules~ otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per !me. Ed1,.orrnl notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when orderin!!.

Businees

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon
<:>f divine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is 1 he Church of which I,
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of
Christ, and identic<d in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by
the Apostles of Cb.dst? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of J€sus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in fact the Church of God and accepted with himl'
Cloth, 396 pages, price ...••.•...... $1 50

l~t.ter.~,

00
25
75
25
75

TEACHERS' BIBLES.

Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Ey!'e and Si,;o. tiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Re·
vised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any vel'sion obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

$I 0.50 to Buffalo, New York, via
the Nickel Plate Road

I

(....I

I $15

FOR SALE

5Q•
,

m

160 acres good rolling blue
l d .
t d 1 "l
I
grass an Sl tua e 3'If m1 611
I from L<>moni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Rea.sonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 00
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
r to be
at
New York, tickets will
Lamoni, Iowa.
be sold via the Nickel Plate Road at rate of
$10.50 for the round trip. Returning either
via rail or boat to Cleveland. Arrangements
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBL,!E BIBLES.
have been made for parties wishing to remain
.
.
..
THE
Herald Office has arranged to
m sleepmg car~ at Buffalo, to ha'.e the cars
handle
a special line of bargains in
tracked convenient to street car lines to any
part of the city. Call on or address J. Y. Sunday School Teachers' and MinisCalahan General Agent 111 Adams Street
.
'
. .
'
' ters' Bibles, by which strictly :firstChicago, Illrno1s.
No. 28 class editions are offered at greatly

Fm the G. A. R Encampment
hcil~ Buff~lo,

- ) IOPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but firnt-class work done in our line. Ladies'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A. BLACK.

KING JAMES' 'l'RANSLA TION:

Four sizes of American Bible Society's lowpriced editions: With margina~ references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.

F u111 e ath er,. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • . .. .. • . 2 50.
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3 oo.

suber-rlpt 1ons, remittall''es, char1ges

GOhhRGK GifY BARBHR SHOP,

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
ltNSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH.

Cloth ............................. $1
Sheep or library binding .......•.•. 1
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... l
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3

SAINTS' HERAID

HARDWARE

_g

STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
. Special attentio~ given _to Builder~· Hardware:
Rellable goods and right prices. Estimates furmshecl

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

The American Short line Between
Chicago and Buffalo, New York.

is the Nickel Plate Road. Tickets will be on
sale August 21, 22, and 23 at $10.50 for the
s.ccount the G. A. R. Encampment. Choice round ~rip, ~ccount .G. A: R Encampment.
of either rail- or water trip returning. Do Returning either via rail or water. Arnot miss this opportunity of attending one of rangements have been m~de for .the co~fort
the greatest reunions of the old comrades. of our patrons. Extension of time will be
Tickets on sale August 21, 22, and 23. For granted until September 20, if tickets are defull information call on or address J. Y. Cala- posited with the joint agent in Buffalo behan, General Agent, 111 Adams Street, tween August 23 and 27. Mr. J.'Y. Calahan,
Chicago, Illinois.
No. 27 General Agent, 111 Adams Street, Chicago,
Illinois, will be pleased to furnish information in regard to train service, etc. H. Thorne,
COLOR OF CHURCH HISTORY.
C.
P. and T. A.
No. 29
IN binding the first volume of the

Church History, red and black cloth
HOUSE AND LOT FOR SALE.
were used, also _black and light colored
Lot
50xl50 feet; five roomed house, good
leather. Those who have ordered
well, barn, cellar, outhouse, and fruit trees.
and shall hereafter order the second Eight minute walk from the church. Price
volume should mention the color $675.00 cash. 819 South Grand A venue,
wanted if they have a preference.
Independence, Mo.

reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School Teachers' Bible," the same as .
the "Oxford Bible " with "helps" and
I
'
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6j;x8t mailed postpaid at $2.00
I per copy net.
I1 "The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study new
'
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, sjze 6xst mailed postpaid at
f $i. 5o net..
These Bibles are marvels of cheapbut are excellent in
1 ness in price,
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading publishinO"
houses and ma be relied u on.
0
y
~
A~dress orders to Frank Criley,
Busmess Manager Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.

I

I
I
I

I

P1"esidency and Priesthood.
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY.

l

The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orders
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
copy.
Address, David Dancer, Business
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrangements to handle the book in quantities should
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.
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RADE MARl<fap
DES!OlllS,
CO!"YRICHTS &.o,
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention i&
probably patentable. Communl;~ations strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patent&·
tn America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through M.unn & Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and RAND
Bi)QK ON

p ATENTS sent free.

Addres~

MUNN &

CO.,
:ll61 llllreadway, New York,

"UMMEll'.I'(' ffl:l!.T

ONE POUND OF

mm STARCH

ED

flQfll
by Noiselesss
\)
J1 ~
11:.n
la
\J L.
Electric Fans.
Cost f oper·1ting-, 15 cents for 5\l t11,nr>:'. InE<tructions for
use easily followed. No danger from electric sbockG, no
· rnntter ho~v r.arelPssly handle-d. Mou•r, B>l,ttery, Electric.

Will GO

Wire, and Chemicals alJ complet>:l with each order.

AS FAR AS A POI.IND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
•

t4\~UfACTURE:C ONLY Sy

111

!1.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
·OKUKJOWA.
NEWHAVEN.CO
c:o::n:•VR

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the Un.ited States for twenty-three years, and is withont donbt
the greatest starch inveuti 11 n of the Nineteenth Century. Lust year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
wenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy 1aundrying. It makes ironing ea":ly, re~tores old summer dreaRes to th~ir natnral whiteness, and
l~p~rts to.linen a bec~utiful and lasting finish. It is. tI:ie only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, conta1n1ng neither arsenic~ a1um or any other substance lDJ tuious to liuEH. and can be used evt::n for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO PAW.

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illi~ois, positively
guarantee~ three boxes of 0 Quit-To-Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

607 Vande,·i1iii t HiraHdh•g, N •. Y~

promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere f,>r $1.50 No bad effect• from
use of Quit·To-Bac. I tis a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you I
Remember, No~, .. ,,...,, No Pay. Address, B. l!'.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

Agents °"Vanted.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five m 1les from Lamoni, over
good road; four !'Oom house, stable, fruit, and
wells; g·ood neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and halance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
low a.

DO YOU WANT A HUME?
I have fruit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and ad"
joining counties 1n M1s3ouri, to sell cnea.p; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres. and fr, m
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. Sdl for fo ,m $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in lots of 80 acres up, at from $3
to $5 per acre.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •quares from the bnBI.•
ness center. It bas f:1x romnf'I, a hall, and three closets9
and is COLVeniently arrnngt d for a family of six or mo:reg
is warm as a winter house, and bfls good ventilation for
summer. Well and ci•tern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two Jots, which aw
the corner of a block. Add1·ess.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iow11.

For further particularR, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH WARD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or Jive acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

$ 5.50 outfit will completely cool and ventilate desk.
$11.00 will cool office or small room nicely.
$15 50 will ventilate a good-sized room perfectly.
$20.00 will cool large room or •tore to perfect10n.
SPnd cash with order or stamp for catalogue to
llIEIHCAL ELECTllUfC CO.,

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For

cat.alogue~ or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,

LAMONI, IOWA.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and oeltvered at expre•s office on receipt of price •.
w. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
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there come any unto you, and bring agitation, and, since the Civil War,.
EDITORIAL:
Moses Thatcher on Trial.. ............ 533 not this doctrine, receive him not into the questions concerning the relation
A J?ay With the Chautauqua at Maysyour house, neither bid him God- between religious and secular educa. Fr~~eth~· Fi~ia.".::::::::::::::::::::: :g~~ speed'?
A prominent Methodist tion in the public schools, municipal
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN ................ 537 I clergyman of this country told me re- reform labor reform etc. The theory·
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
.
' .
'
How c~n the Ope~ing an~ Closing
I, c~ntly an an~logo~s experience
occur- ?f evolut10n h~s also contributed, even
~xerc1ses of the Sund~y Sc.,hool Be . , rmg only th1rty·nme years ago.
He m the theological arena, to obliterate•
Conducted Most Effectively ......... 538
k d b th d
f C
d d
·
·
·
·
LETTER DEPARTMENT .................. 539 was as e . Y e eacon o a ongre- the ol
enommat10nal lrnes m curORIGINAL ARTICLES:
I gational church to deliver an address rent discussion and to divide men
An Evening's Conversation.-No. ] ... 542 .
.
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
m the church on a Sunday arternoon- along new lines. Another element
Northern Minneso.ta ................ 546 not at the hour of reo-ular
service-on which has contributed largely-per0
SuNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
.
••
Sunday School Work at the Souththe subJect of temperance. The m1ms· haps more largely than all other causes
west Missouri Reunion.··.···:···· .546 ter objected because the young man combined-to increase religious tolerSabbath School Work at woodbrne ... 546
A · ·
I
· h h"
M:iscELLANEous DEPARTMENT:
was an rmmian. ' agree wit im on anceis the public-school system. The
Appointment of Biehop's Agents .... · .546 the subject of temperance ' said he association of children o'f all denomiTue
Gene~al .........................
Reunion· · · · · · · · · · · · · .. 546
A Confession
547 II 'and if the meetin g is held i~ the hall
nations has resulted in their learning
Woodbine Reunion······ -· · · · · · · · · · · 547 shall go to hear him; but if we can in- that differences in creed do not necesvite an Arminian to speak in our pulpit sarily involve defects of character.
GROWTH OF RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE on temperance on Sunday f!ifternoon,
Dr. Abbott says in conclusion :1N THE UNITED STATES,
what is to prevent our inviting him to
"Thus, while we are growing more
Two changes have taken place in the preach in our pulpit on Sunday morn- indifferent about speculative theories.
life of the church in this country dur- ing? And if he should preach his Ar- and more interested in ethico-spiritual
ing the present century, which have minianism, what would become of the principles, we are also growing not so
brought about a remarkable increase doctrines of our holy religion?' The much more tolerent, as more catholic.
of religious tolerance:
the public lecture was delivered in the town·hall Each one of us is learning that he
interest has been transferred from instead of in the church; 1wtl the Cal- does not 'know it all.' We are begi.ntheological to ethical problems, and vinistic minister went to the town-hall ning to perceive that truth is infinite
(2) we have an grown more catholic, to hear what he would not allow ut- and the individual mind finite; and we
more large-minded, and distinguish be tered in his pulpit. It is certain that are less satisfied with our own partween truths and the truth. Such is no one of these incidents could occur tialism and less dissatisfied with the
the view held by Rev. Dr. Lyman Ab- in this year of grace 189'?; it is diffi- partial view of our neighbor.
We
bott, who writes in 1.'heForum (August). cult for us to understand how they are beginning to distrust the negations
Ho begins his article with
follow- could have occurred fifty or a hundred in our own creeds and to wonder if
ing reference to conditions of the last years ago."
there is vot some truth in our neighcentury and the early
of this cen'rhe transfer of public interest to bor's affirmations.
The Arminian
.tury:ethical instead of theological prob- believes more than he used to do in
"In the last century a stone-mason lems, Dr. Abbott thinks, was due in divine sovereign'uy, and the Calvinist
belonging to the Presbyterian Church large part to the Unitarian revolt more in human freedom; the Baptist
of Scotland was tried and, I believe, against the measurement of life and more in the family as the unit of all soexcommunicated for helping to build characte:r by theological standards. cial organization, and the Pedo-Baptist
an Episcopal church. The charge While he does not think the Unitarian more in the right of the individual to
against him was based upon precepts system of theology will as a system choose his own form of faith for himin the Old Testament prohibiting the survive, its influence has become mani· self; the Catholic believes more in the
erection of altars to pagan deities in fest in all our churches. Though de- I authority of the individual conscience
the high places of Israel. It is not nominationalism has in one aspect as the final court of appeal, and the
more than a hundred years since, in increased since the beginning of the Independent more in the church of
this country, Alexander Campbell, the century, organizing its separate mis- Christ as the corrector of the idiosynfounder of the denomination popularly sionary and publication societies and crasies of the individual. If, in this
called, from bis name, 'Campbellites,' multiplying denominational machin- process toward a more catholic faith,
having been caught in a furious storm ery, yet the tendency has been very we sometimes fail to discriminate bein Pennsylvania, was refused shelter marked to make the work done by; tween the spiritual life and its dogby a devout Presbyterian woman these organizations less secular.
matic expression, and in our growing·
because he was a Baptist. Her conAnother reason for the transfer of indifference to the second sometimes:
science compelled her to resist the hos- public interest is to be found in p::>lit- grow careless concerning the first,,
pitable inclinations of her womanly ical and social developments, the tern- this must be attributed to that infirmheart; for did not St. John say, 'If perance movement, the anti-slavery ity of the human mind which habituJ

J
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THE
:ally makes its growth unsymmetrical.
.And while. we may well depreciate the
tendency of theological unconcern to
develop into spiritual indi:fferentism,
while we may well be on our guard
against it ourselves, and try to put
·Others on guard against it, we may
certainly see that the close of the
nineteenth century is far in advance of
the beginning, in the juster comparative estimate which it puts on speculative thought and practical life, in
the more cautious estimate which each
one puts upon his own opinions, and
in the greater readiness of each to
give respectful considerations to the
opinions of his neighbor."--Literary
.Digest.
18 FAMILY PRAYER DECLINING?
THE Quiver, an English magazine,

publishes a number of answers from
prominent English clergymen to the
,:question above. Among those who
make reply are the Archbishop of
Armagh, the Bishops of Glouchester
;and of Ripon Dean Farrar Dr.
Parker, ••Ian Maclaren," Dr. 'Macmillan, Hugh Price Hughes Mark
Guy Pearse, Dr. Barrett, ;nd D.r.
William Wriaht. Of nineteen such
.answers rec:ived, eleven respond
in the affirmative, six are neutral,
and two only, Dr. Barrett and Dr.
Wright, state that the practice is
not, in their opinion, dying out.
Dr. Joseph Parker says: "There
can be but one answer to the question
whether family worship is declining.
In my opinion it is almost extinct."
Dr. John Watson (Ian Maclaren)
writes: "Within the sphere personally
known to me, the custom is on the de·cline."
Dr. A. K. H. Boyd says: "My impression is that in lay dwellings
family prayer is not maintained as it
used to be in Scotland in my boyhood."
-Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, thesuperintendent of the West London Wesleyan Mission, gives the opinion that
"family worship is declining, in conse· quence of the terrible hurry and com:petition of modern life, especially in
the great cities. I realizethedifficulty
most painfully in my own household.
. . . Men are in far too great a hurry
:to make money. The all-pervading
'mammonism is injuring everything,
"and few things more than the quiet

SAINTS~

HERA~..

j and reverent family

prayer, which drifting and neglect find their beginning. If after family prayer is negDr. Robertson Nicoll states: "So lected, closet prayer is also dropped,
I far as my experience goes, the prac- then the course of religious indi:fferI tice is very decidedly declining."
ence is fairly started."
Mark Guy Pearse believes that at
The Presbyterian Journal (Philadelany rate there is no declension in the phia) has the following observation on
morning observance of family prayer. the general subject:In an editorial comment on these
"'rhe question of how far family
replies The Evangelical Messenger prayer is observed in Christian house(Cleveland, Ohio) says:holds is being given consideration in
"The sum of it all is, that modern 1I religious papers. Another, closely
business, that Juggernaut of nine- connected with it, that it might fie
teenth-century life, is destroying in well to inquire concerning, is this:
many homes that most sacred institu- How far does the reading of religious
tion, the family altar. The sacrifice literature occupy the Sabbath hours in
of thanksgiving and prayer at the Christian households? There was a
family altar is neglected, that we may time when secular papers, magazines,
sacrifice at the altar of Mammon the and books were carefully collected on
I more assiduously. This is not only Saturday evening and laid away. But
I true in the cities. It is true in the we fear that in many households it is
c~untry, _among the farmers, espe- not so now, but that even children are
mally ~urmg the ~usy harvest season, permitted to read the monthly magaI :"~en hired h~lp i.s employed. T~en zines and the literature and fiction of
it lS that no time is taken for family the day.-Literary Digest.
prayer.
"But what manner of men and woUNTRAINED MINDS AND UNWORTHY BOOKS.
men will thev be who in childhood
A healthy body unooubtedly conduces to a
and youth do not hear the voice of healthy condition of the mind, but it does not
their parents daily in prayer and in produce intellectual activity. The only way
Bible-reading? Need we wonder if in- to accomplish intellectual results· is to work
fidelity spreads, and secularism gnaws the mind. Hard work of any kind is never
easy-it may be satisfying and exhilarating,
the very heart out of society? Need but not easy. When you really work your
we wonder if Sabbath desecration and brain you know it: even to concentrate your
divorces increase, when family altars attention to begin a task is a serious effort.
crumble? Need we wonder if the Many wise workers say that when you have
church becomes cold and formal, when learned the power of concentration you have
family prayers are hushed, and the solved the problem of effective intellectual
work. That is the first stumbling-block that
fires of qevotion on the home altar the person who does not habitually read books,
are buried under the white ashes of even for recreation, encounters. It is so difneglect?"
ficult to pin your attention to the printed
The Christian Guardian (Toronto, page, for you think of things nearer at hand
Canada) quotes some of the replies with wbich you are familiar. But a S)nsational novel captures the uneasy attention
given in The Quiver, and then says:- sooner than more thoughtful books; therefore,
"We have not the absolute proof at people of untrained minds are the greatest
hand, but from the general spiritual devourers of unworthy books.-Ladies' Home
condition of our work, from the testi- Journal.
mony of our pastors, and from personal experience in the pastorate, we
HEBREWS IN JERUSALEM.
judge that family prayer is holding its
During the last few years nearly 150,000
own in the usages cif the home. The He?rews have entered ~eru:alem, an~ th.e
place of greatest difficulty in our cities . arrival of another ho~t 18 said to be. immi.
. .
.
nent. Already the railways are openrng the
for mamtammg any household worship country between the coast and Jerusalem and
is the boarding-house,. and we are of Damascus, and a Hebrew migration on a
the opinion that it is not attempted. large scale may cause Syria to become once
The students at our colleges, who come more of vast importance in the East.
into the city from country or village
The different kinds of Presbyterians in
homes, and take up their loging at
the regular boarding-house, find them- South Africa have united in one General
selves at once in a household without Assembly, in which the Free Church, the
United Presbyterian, and the separate presworship. In our judgment this is byteries of Natal, Cape Town, and the Transthe point where evil is initiated, and vaal are represented.

Iwas so great a blessing in the past."

I

I
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubine8 he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 11&.
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MOSES THATCHER ON TRIAL

IT appears that the contest between
Mr. Moses Thatcher and the Utah Mormon Church of which he has been a
lifelong member is not yet ended.
He was deposed from his official position last fall for holding and exercising his right to political opinion
independent of domination or question
by the leaders of the church. .His
right of membership and fellowship
in the church was not then put into
question. It now appears that he is
called to account for these before the
High Council at Salt Lake City; the
charges being based upon what was
urged against him last fall; he being
then held to be "out of harmony with
his brethren of the quorum."
We sincerely hope that the rumor
published, and which we give below
from the Salt Lake Tribune for August 7 is not correct, or if it be true,
that Mr. Thatcher may be able to
maintain his right to fellowship and
to hold the right of judgment in political affairs. It may be, however, that
he has become a person not grateful
to his church party in power. If so
he "must go."
Moses Thatcher is on trial for his fellowship
in the Mormon Church. The hearing began
yesterday morning at ten o'clock, and is before the High Council of the Salt Lake stake.
At yesterday's session of the ecclesiastical
court the prosecution did not quite complete
its case. It i;; expected to do so sometime
today, after which the defense will be put in.
This, it is believed, will occupy several days.
Owing to the secrecy with which the entire
affair is shrouded, equally by·the church authorities and Mr. Thatcher and his friends,
it has been a difficult matter to obtain precise
information as to the nature of the charges
and the incidents of the courtroom.

failure to publicly protest against the Argus
cartoons, in which George Q. Cannon was
held up to ridicule.
It is said that the latter charge is being
urged with more vigor than the former, and
that in connection with it an effort is being
made to demonstrate how Mr. Thatcher was
expected to benefit by the cartoons, even if
he did not inspire them. He is not regarded
as culpable for the appearance of the cartoons, but it is insisted, since they concerned
him so nearly, he should have availed himself
of the first opportunity to disavow any connection with the journal publishing them
and to have expressed regret at their publication. Whether any date subsequent to the
publication was shown when Mr. Thatcher
had an opportunity, in a Mormon place of
worship, to disavow either the cartoons or
anything else, is not known.
WORKING UP EVIDENCE.

Although it is customary, in a hearing like
that now in progress, for the stake presidency
and High Council to act alone, efficient aid is
being affordE:d in this instance by such notable ecclesiastics as Apostle Heber J. Grant
and Apostle Fr11ncis M. Lyman, who have
labored diligently in the collection of evidence.
In this case Mr. Thatcher will be given a
hearing.- When he was deprived of his various church officE:s no hearing was accorded
him. As President Lorenzo Snow of the
Quorum of Apostles put it in his corresuondence with Mr. Thatcher at that time: "It wm
be time enough for a hearing when Mr.
ThatchE:r's fellowship is questioned." It was
simply a question if Apostle Thatcher was in
harmony with his quorum, a question which
it was held by the quorum did not require a
hearing for settlement. The other members
of the quorum met and decided that Apostle
Moses Thatcher wasn't in harmony with
them, and then proceeded to unfrock him.
Just who is acting as the prosecutor in the
pending trial could not be learned. It is understood that Mr. Thatcher will conduct his
own defense.
Mr. That,cher has not been oflfoially transferred from Cache to Salt Lake stake. As
his home is now here, however, the local authorities have assumed jurisdiction in the
case.
THATCHER PEOPLE RETIOEN'I.'.

Mr. Thatcher's friends are not supposed to
be hopeful of the outcome, particularly when
they remember that such a distinguished
E:cclesiastic as President Joseph F. Smith has
long since pronounced Moses Thatcher an
apostate. But none of them could be induced
tc discuss the probability of the trial's terTWO GENERAL CHARGES.
mination. Reserve that was impenetrable
There are two general charges made possessed them all.
against the unfrocked apostle. Of these the
The men who are bearing the trial are
first .is his declin~tion to sign the celebrate.a Stake President Angus M. Cannon, his counmamfesto of April, 1896, and the second, his selors, Joseph E. Taylor and Charles W.
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Penrose, and the High Council, consisting of
William Eddington, George J. Taylor, Henry
Dinwoodey, Anders W. Winberg, John T.
Caine,James P. Freeze, Milando Pratt, Henry
P. Richards, Elias A. Smith, Joseph D. C.
Young, and John Nicholson.

Since writing the above we have
seen the statement of the ecclesiastical
court which tried Mr. Thatcher and
read the findings of that court
and their decision. This decision
Mr. Thatcher agrees to without
hesitatio.n, or mental reservation;
and in a letter published with the proceedings makes as fair a statement of
his condition of mind and convictions
as a man could well do.
It is manly in Mr. Thatcher to agree
to the decision of the council of his
brethren, where longer to dispute
with them could not fail to widen the
breach of misunderstanding to no good
result either to himself, or the church
whose fellowship he values. It is well
for a man to be resolute when principle is at stake, but it is not well for a
man to be obstinate when .differences
between himself and others are the result of mistake and misunderstanding.
The charges against Mr. Thatcher
were apostasy and unchristianlike
conduct, both of which were sustained
by the council, constructively, a thing
which Mr. Thatcher was wise enough
not to cavil at, as it would have been
useless and unprofitable.
A DAY WITH THE CHAUTAUQUA
AT MAYSVILLE.

THERE was a Chautauquan Assembly
held at Maysville, Missouri, some
thirty miles east of St. Joseph on the
Rock Island railway, beginning
August 7 and closing August 16.
By invitation from the board of
management, E. A. Benton, president, Taylor Fawcett, s~cretary, B.
F. Meek, corresponding secretary,
and others, members, the Editor was
invited to attend and deliver a lecture
before the Assembly on the temperance topic; which invitation was duly
honored and the lecture delivered on
Friday, August 13, a day called in the
general program, "Another Great
Sam Jones Day." We therefore had
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the opportunity of hearing this now
noted man. We are pleased that we
had this opportunity; because, having
heard and read much of the man, we
had formed an opinion prejudiced to
his disadvantage. He is neither so
great, nor so bad as he has gained the
reputation of being, as we saw, heard,
and judged him.
To us he appeared to be full of
good humor, and to an extent very
earnest in his crusade against general
immorality, chiefly the saloon and
· what results.
The saloon and its keeper, is the
red rag that fires his attack. His
power to attract attention is that
which draws men to the cir<:lus, the
minstrel show, or any other place
where something coarse, cutting, and
witty is expected to be said. He
abuses everybody and everything that
occurs to him as a target, scoring the
churches, Methodist, Presbyterian,
Baptist, Christian, or Catholic, as the
whim takes him, and depicturing the
preachers as being weak, vasciHating,
hypocritical, fostering the great iniquity and selling out to the Devil
whenever an opportunity is offered,
afraid to do right, and aiding and
al)etting wrong as a consequence.
On the rostrum he is caustic, witty,
and uses the most astonishing vocabulary of slang, and coarse stories. We
heard him twice on the same day, and
while we do not care to hear him
again, we advise those who have any
curiosity in regard to him to go and
hear him. He is neither so good nor
so bad as is reported of him; the advertisements of him overpraise him,
as we see him.
There is some prejudice among our
people against the Chautauqua Assemblies. We were on the grounds at
Maysville, and neither saw, nor heard
anything immoral, or blasphemous.
The Women's Christian Temperance
Union, for the Northern District of
Missouri, under the direction of Mrs.
Lura Hyden-Boleyn, had the lead in
the morning hours, and had able representatives present whom they sent
to the front. We were pleased with
their work.
We heard Col. H. W. J. Ham, of
Georgia, in a lecture on the "Snollygoster in Politics," which was well
worth the price of a day's admission.
It was a fine presentation of the ordi-

*

nary political tactics, and the character and work of the ''snollygoster,"
which he defined as being an appellation applied by one candidate for
office to another in a northern county
of the State of Georgia, and means by
free translation a man who persistently seeks office, but is neither fitted
nor qualified for the office he seeks,
and could not satisfactorily discharge
the duties of it when obtained, a man
in relation to statesmen what the
shyster is to the legal profession, a
grumbler and growler dissatisfied with
all existent things and unduly impressed with his own wisdom and
importance.
The close of Col. Ham's lecture was
a glowing display of patriotism and
unshaken confidence in the final triumph of American institutions.
One statement made by Col. Ham
deserves repetition. It was to the
effect that while he was at the time of
the struggle between the North and
the South in sympathy, fortune, and
action with the South, he freely and
without hesitation gave it as his feeling and sentiment now that it was for
the better to all concerned both South
and North that the struggle ended as
it did. This was made more effective
by the Colonel by his stating that he
had freely mingled with the people of
the North and South and found that
the ''bloody chasm" no longer existed-was a thing of the past.
Altogether we were pleased with
many of the features of the Chautauqua at Maysville. There was no sort
of outside games, diversions of any
sort allowed on the grounds during
the exercises; the best of order was
maintained on the grounds, and the
sincerest attention in the tent; no
drunkenness and no swearing or boisterous conduct were seen by us. This
feature is deserving mention.
FROM THE FIELD.

THE reports from the fields of Brn. J.
R. Lambert, I. N. White, of the
Twelve, and George Montague and T.
C. Kelley, indicate that prospects for
gospel work are fair; ninety-eight
baptisms in Bro. Lambert's field, not
counting those done by local forces.
Bro. Lambert says:Upon the whole, or all things considered,
the condition of the work is all that we could
expect.

Bro. I. N. White's report shows
forty-nine baptized in.his field to July
15, date of report. All field officers
busy, with an exception or two. Bro.
White's field is one in which many debates are held. He thinks these have
been ably carried on, and a fair result
for the cause.
In Bro. Montague's field sixteen
baptisms; field large, laborers few.
Eleven baptisms in Bro. T. C. Kelley's field; all doing seemingly what
they can, not all reporting. Prospects fairly good in most places.
Bro. Mqntague states that one thing
that stands in the way of the best
success in his field is the lack of good
presiding men to look after the saints.
This appears to be a general complaint in the fields so far heard from.
Why cannot the local brethren take
this into consideration and perfect
themselves in the work of presiding?
"Now, therefore, let every one learn
his duty," was long ago commanded of God to his people. There
may not be many natural presiding
officers, but there may be many who can
by careful thought and study improve
upon what nature has done for them,
and by study and prayer receive of
the Spirit to aid them not only to a
better conception of what may be
needed, but courage and ability to
carry into effect in practice what they
learn. Try it, brethren, and the result will be more effective work in the
fields hereafter. ''Study to show thyself approved, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed," will apply
with force now as ever before.
MAYSVILLE, Missouri, has a Chautauqua Association whose summer
camp meetings are vi.sited by large
gatherings of people bent on recreation, improvement of mind, and other
phases of good essential to advancement. At the late meeting in August
President Joseph Smith delivered a.
temperance lecture before the assembly of which the Dekalb County
Herald, published at Maysville, thus
comments, in its issue of the 19th:The morning hour Friday was allotted to
Elder Joseph Smith. His temperance lecture
was a plain, sensible appeal for the cause he
so ably and honestly represents. His plain,
kindly face and manner gave his words a force
and directness that went direct to the hearts
of his audience and riveted and held the
closest attention. His wonderful power as a
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speaker is derived from the honesty of purpose that is so clearly depicted in every
lineament of his countenance. The only
criticism that cao JUStly be made of the
lecture is that the time allotted to Elder
Smith was all too brief to permit him to do
justice to his subject.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. W. A. McDOWELL, Barneveld,
Wisconsin, August 16:Bro. M. T. Short and the writer have been
preaching at or near Madison. Bro. Short
baptized three on the 8th. We held forth at
Adamsville last week. We came to Barneveld last evening; Bro. S. preached to about
one hundred attentive listeners. Ail goes
well. I expect to go to Flora, Grant County,
to assist in a two-days' meeting to be held
next Saturday and Sunday.

Bro. C. E. Butterworth, Rolfe,
Iowa, August 14:Bro. James Christenson, wife, and daughter
were baptized and confirmed here yesterday,
by W. W. Whiting and the writer. Their
conversion was largely due to the efforts of
others. Interest here is but limited and we
will close our effort Sunday evening.

Bro. J. A. Grant, Armada, Michigan,
August 14:Everything is moving nicely all alor.g the
lines of gospel tent work. Bro. Durand" is
assisting the writer at present. Two were
baptized last Sunday and three more on
Wednesday; s,o the good work moves on. We
are having fair audiences, good attention,
and good liberty.

Bro. A. B. Pierce, of Rhode Island,
sends us this worthy of note:Young men should bear in mind that their
country will be what they make it. It is,
then, of the first importance for them to
properly value all requirements of a good
citizen. Fortunately, as a general rule, a
thoroughly good man will be a good citizen;
or, more briefly, the better the man the better the citizen.
GEN. 0. 0. HOWARD.

Bro. C. W. Prettyman, Wescott,
Nebraska, August 10:Bro. Gillen has started for points in the
west. He labored here effectively for the
past month, strengthening the work very
much. There was one baptized while he was
with us.

Bro. J. M. Terry, St. Joseph, Missouri, August 20:Two of the oldest members of the St. Joseph
branch are now lying corpses: Bro. R. A.
Marchant and Sr. Margaret Graham, wife of
Elder F. C. Graham. The latter will be
buried to-day, the former on Sunday; obituaries lq,ter. Death is fast thinning the ranks
of the charter members of the wotk here, but
they go "in a full age, like as a shock of corn
cometh ia in bis season."

Bro. A. B. Pierce, Providence,
Rhode Island, August 10:Elder William Bradbury, of Providence,
occupied the pulpit of the new saints' chapel
on Bellevue Avenue, this city, last Sunday

eve, it being the first day that the building
was opened to the public. On next Sunday
evening oae or more prominent speakers will
be present and a series of sermons will be
held in the chapel on the evenings of the followin,or week. The building is a standing
monument to the wisdom of the committee,
the architect, and especially the builder,
Bro. Thos. Whipple, of Providence. If you
intend to build write him.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Now BEING MAILED. -The second
volume of the Church History is now
being mailed. Send in your orders.
Bishop E. L. Kelley is at this date
(August 18) up and about, giving attention to correspondence and other
business at home. He expects to resume regular duties at his office during the present week, until the 21st
inst., when he goes to Bluff Park to
attend the Nauvoo reunion, thence to
the reunion at Woodbine, in the interests of the general work and for
needed rest and change of ··scene.
The saints will be gratified to learn of
his recovery.
Bro. J. R. Lambert left Lamoni for
Montrose on the 19th, to attend the
Nauvoo reunion. A number of others
of the Lamoni saints expect to leave
for the same point later in the week,
among them some excellent musical
and Sunday school talent, and ready
to aid in the general work in any way
in which they may be useful.
President Joseph Smith returned
from Maysville, Missouri, on the 16th
and departed again on the 18th to address another public gathering in that
vicinity. He expected to return home
about the 20th, and to leave again on
the 23d or 24th for the Montrose reunion; thence to Onslow, Iowa, to
dedicate a chapel; thence to the Woodbine reunion.
Bro. R. K. Ross, Bishop's agent of
the Nodaway district, made us a call
at the Herald Office on the 19th inst.
Bro. Ross, accompanied by Bro. Ole
Madison, is looking up locations
with a view to settling in the region
round about Lamoni.
With the growth of the work and
consequent increase of reports we are
obliged to summarize a number of
letters, giving preference to reports
from the ministry, which summarizes
the work being done.
Bro. William Johnson, of Angus,
Iowa, makes statement of the preaching and general labors of Brn. Morgan,
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Scott, and Roth at Perry, Iowa, where
the district tent was well filled with
attentive listeners; resulting in the
baptism of six by Bro. Johnson, and
others studying the evidences upon
which the faith is based. Saints are
alive, seeking to supplement the work
of the elders. Bro. Young urges
obedience to the temporal law that
the elders' families may be supplied,
and expresses opinion that the time
may come when such obedience may
prove a test of faith to a large extent,
inasmuch as no one can be justified
who does not observe the whole law.
Bro. E. A. Stedman secured insertion of a one third co] umn article on
''Mormon differences defined," in the
Minneapolis Times of August 16. The
subject matter was called out by late
efforts of Utah missionaries in the
twin cities. Bro. Stedman has done
good work of late through the Minneapolis press, papers of wide circulation.
Sr. Estelle Hart reports a good allaround reunion of the Northeast and
Northwest Kansas districts at Blue
Rapids, Brn. White, Stebbins, E. A.
Davis, Pender, Hart, Landers, and
others present; also Bro. T. A ..
Hougas of the Sunday School Association; good preaching, good prayer
meetings, and good school sessions,
with plenty of good saints in camp.
Bro. D. E. Daniels and others of
the local ministry residing at and near
to Lucas, Iowa, are meeting with very
friendly receptions in efforts to proclaim the word in the neighboring
schoolhouses and villages.
Many
open doors are reported.
Bro. William Leeka, writing from
Thurman, Iowa, the 17th inst.,reports
a large audience of both saints and
outsiders, a profitable meeting, and
sixteen baptisms, at the late Thurman
reunion; Brn. Kemp, Elvin, Williams,
and the local ministry present.
Letters from Brn. Sheehy and Robley, in attendance at the Massachusetts reunion, at Dennisport, indicate
a successful session, though some
disappointment resulted because of
the absence of Brn. W. H. Kelley, I.
M. Smith, U. W. Greene, W. W.
Blanchard, H. J. Davison, and others
of the ministry. Brn. George Smith,
Orrin Coombs, Bullard, John Smith,
John Gilbert, and others laboring
locally were present and rendering
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excellent aid. The program provides children to support, and alone in her
for services in the morning, sea bath- faith at that point. She asks interest
ing and other recreations in the af- in prayer and trusts the missionary
ternoon, and preaching in the evening force of the State may call and preach
hour. Large audiences hea,r the word at times.
with interest; prospects good for adBro. Joseph Roberts also writes of
ditions by baptism; many are becom- the late Thurman reunion, confirming
ing acquainted with and interested in Bro. Leeka's report of a successful
the gospel message.
session. The new district tabernacle
The Herald Office has received a box was dedicated and is in the field.
of very large fine peaches from the
Austria has severed diplomatic rela"Star Fruit Farm" of Pomona, Mis- tions with Bulgaria and threatens to
souri, Bro. Joseph Ward proprietor. apply stronger measures if her deThe quality and flavor of the fruit are mands are not complied with. The
excellent, and speak well for that trouble has grown 'DUt of utterances
region as a fruit growing country.
of the Bulgarian Premier who has reSr. F. D. Hastings, of Lapeer, fleeted upon Austrian officials and reLapeer County, Michigan, desires fuses to apologize therefor.
some of the elders to visit that point
The dispute between the engineers
and preach the word, also to baptize and the employers in Great Britain is
two of her sons. Can any of the extending steadily to new districts.
Michigan brethren answer the call?
More than 70,000 men are now inIn the miscellany of this issue will volved. The Society ofiron Founders
be found a confession which is com- is considering the question of joining
mended to the readers of the HERALD, the strikers. The tranquility of each
for the reason that there are so few side, which is trying to wear the other
who either will, or do confess to simi- out, is unprecedented. Some employlar wrong conduct. Bro. J. D. Erwin ers have conceded to demands and a
is to be commended making so frank a combination among them seems more
confession.
difficult than with the employed.
The Lake City, Iowa, Graphic for
Anarchists are said to be active in
August 19, has an extended and Italy and France. Italian police claim
friendly notice of the work of Bro. C. discovery of an international plot to
J. Hunt at that point, "who bas kill heads of governments.
pitched a tent, comfortably seated, on
Simla advices dated the 17th state
the corner east of the Presbyterian that the British force has dislodged
church, and will conduct evening gos- the insurgent tribesmen on the Indian
pel meetings for the next two or three frontier.
weeks. It is hoped and confidently
TwQ inches of snow attended by a
expected that an organization may be severe storm at Wilmot, South Damade at this point and a church built kota, August 17; the earliest snowfall
in Lake City." The epitome of the ever known in that region.
faith follows.
Many Illinois and Pennsylvania coal
The written discussion continues ! miners have returned to work and it is
between Elder P. B. Seaton and Bro. supposed that the great strike is nearC. Scott, in the Marion, Iowa, Sentinel.~ ing an end.
So far it looks well for the right.
A very brief summary of one day's
Brn. H. E. Moler, H. C. Bronson, cablegrams (August 14) indicates, to
and local brethren are making a vigor- a degree, the general condition of unous effort in tent work among the rest on the eastern continent, though
East End suburbanites of Pittsburg, it is by no means confined to distant
Pennsylvania. Handbills and tracts lands: Continental Europe is in great
are freely used, as a result of which fear of anarchy and is taking steps
many are hearing the work, and it is to institute severe repressive measures
thought, not indifferently. The cam- against it. Great Britain is also somepaign is to be continued nearer the what disturbed but is opposed to a
center of the Iron City.
course that would restrict freedom of
Sr. L. M. Hinkley, of Cedar Grove, speech in public gatherings, attributTennessee, writes thanking saints ing to it her comparative· freedom
who have sent her church reading 1 from open displays of anarchy. The
matter. She is a widow having seven 1 Ameer of Afghanistan, hitherto

counted a friend to Great Britain, is
said to be aiding the frontier uprisings
against British rule in India and to be
acting in connection with high Mohammedan officials, among whom the
Sultan of Turkey is mentioned. A
strong British force is being sent farward to danger points on the Afghan
frontier. Peace negotiations growing
out of the Greco-Turkish war are
concluding slowly, owin"g to tactics of
the Sultan and his ministers. The assassin of the late Spanish premier has
been sentenced to death. A strong
Mahdist force is massed in the Upper
Nile region, preparing to resist the advance of the Anglo-Egyptian Nile expedition.
The recent visit of the
German emperor to the Czar of
Russia is said to have brought about
much closer relations between the two
nations. Rumors are in effect that
German pride is wounded and humiliI ated by the Kaiser's ~t~itude toward
the Czar and that British statesmen
are jealous of the alleged alliance.
President Faure, of France, will visit
the Czar on or about August 20, the
result of which can only be conjectured a.s yet. Rumor also says that
Turkey will not give up Thessaly and
Crete and that Russia will finally support her; that England is to have
Suda Bay, in Crete, for tacit acquiescence in Turkish claims. These
items are noted to the HERAI~D readers from time to time, not as indorsing
them, but as showing the general
trend of passing rumors and events.
Bomb throwers have caused serious
explosions in the offices of the Grand
Vizier at Constantinople. The streets
are patrolled by troops to prevent an
Armenian uprising.
Severe storms in Silesia followed
by plague caused by flood refuse contaminating drinking water supplies.
Fanatics continue to defeat government troops in Bahia, Brazil. The
revolt is charged to those favoring an
overthrow of the republic and estab·
lishment of monarchy.
News of great importance concerning the holy war in India, which
menaces British interests, comes from
Simla, India, August 19: It is reported that the Afridis, a powerful
tribe, and hitherto among the most
loyal to England, have arisen and
with the Orakzais, another powerful
tribe, are ., marching through the
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Kyber pass threatening important
towns and strategic points on the
Afghan-Indian frontier. British reinforcements are being hurried forward.
They now number 35,000 men. The
danger is that the religious fanaticism may spread to the ranks of native
troops, many of w horn are Afridis.
The Turkish government has issued a
denial of the alleged understanding
said to exist between the Porte and
the Ameer of Afghanistan, to foment
insurrection by preaching a holy war
or jehad against British rule in India.
August 19. - The concert of the
great powers is in danger. A deadlock in the peace negotiations has
prevailed for the last few days. Great
Britain refuses assent to agree-_
ment that Turkey shall occupy the
towns of Trikhala, Larissa, and Volo
in Thessaly pending the payment of
indemnity by Greece. Lord Salisbury
contends that Greece is unable to pay,
hence the occupancy would become
permanent, in violation of the agreement of 1881, as well as of the principles upon which the negotiations are
based. Gloomy views as to the outcome are held. Ottoman hostility to
Britain is intensified, and suggestions
of Mohammedan influence on the
Indian frontier are connected therewith.
Bro. F. G. Pitt has already arrived
in his field in England, and Bro.
Heman 0. Smith is following him
with all speed, (is likely there at date
of writing, August 22,) and prospects
are good for active campaigning.
Bro. Luff is hammering away in Oregon, and doing well.
The slow recovery from depressed
financial conditions has affected our
work, but we hope for better times,
when the new crops are all harvested.
Nebraska and Kansas are specially
favored this year. Wheat is going to
the$ mark.

Moth8rs' HomB Goltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"I saw the mountains stand
Silent, wonderful, and grand,
Looking out across the land
When the golden light was falling
On distant dome and spire,
And I heard a low voice calling,
'Come up higher, come up higher,

From the lowland and the mire,
From the mist of earth desire,
From the vain pursuit of pelf,

From the attitude of self;
Cowe nP higher, come up higher,'"

Dewr Sister Frances:-I had the pleasure
of entert.aining one of the elders who can
talk to the little ones. One morning some
time after the visit my little boy, six years
old, said to me: "Mamma, when will that
man come back that told me about heaven? I
believe him, too. I wish he would come
again."
Then 'the older one, thirteen years, who is
rather skeptical, said: "I don't know about
it. How does _he know so much? He has
.never been to heavEn. I have a lot of questions to ask him next time."
Does Bro. Price remember while the busy
mother was preparing breakfast, of talking
to two little boy,;? I do hope there are more
such as he. The lambs have too little feed.
I think if only they could understand the
many, or a few of the many, pleasant things
connected with our religion, it would help
them.
I presume I have greater faith, or ought to
have, than many, as an old aunt taught me
from my earliest childhood to pray to God
for all I needed. She was naturally a Latter
Day Saint. When she was sick at one time
she sent for the pastor and class leader
(being a Wesleyan Methodist) to come and
anoint her with oil and administer to her.
They told her they could not, but would pray
with her, which they did, and she was healed
immediately. I try to tell my children tli.e
best I can, but have so little time. I sometimes think, Do I improve what I do have?
I try to watch myself, but find so much that
is wrong I often get discouraged.
AUNT WETHERBEE.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Miss.
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I would not contribute to the treasury of
other schools. Pride, I confess, would prompt
me to do so, but I believe it would not be
right.
Let's ''figure" a little; five cents a Sunday
would be two dollars and sixty cents a year.
Would it not be b<'tter to spend that amount
in literature of our own for our children, and
if it were not all needed, to invest the balance in tracts and papers for general or
special distribution?
Let's see: Primary Question Book 15
cent&; Primary Quarterly, one year, 25 cents;
Zion's Hope, one year, 50 cents. Why, that's
only 90 cents, and I would still have $1. 70 left
for other juvenile publications of our own for
my children, or for tracts and papers which
might be the means of bringing some one to
a knowledge of the truth.
Many older hearts echo the complaint,
"Sunday's lonesome for a little feller," but
if planned for, and proper occupation be provided for all, Sunday may be so pleasant and
enjoyable at home that the time will not
seem to drag.
I am isolated too, living two hundred and
fiity miles from the nearest branch and being
the only saint here. I rejoice in the gospel
and am doing all I can to get others to investigate. I fully expect that in due time others
will obey. If they do not I am determined
that it shall not be because I have not tried
to induce them to investigate. Please pray
that prejudice may be removed and an opportunity be given for the preaching of the gospel here also.
Your sister in Christ,
IDA STEWART.

Dear Sisters:-I write in response to Sr.
Mary Strang's nquest that one or more express their opinions on the subject of sending
our children to sectarian Sunday schools.
Conditions differ so much that the question
cannot be answered by a brief "yes" or "no."
Isolated saints should not fail to have a
saints' Sunday school in their own homes.
To this they may invite all who will come.
Provide the children with the Quarterly and
Pi'imary Question Book, and do not fail to
have the Hope. Do not allow them to have
the latter until Sunday, and then read it to
them, or if they are old enough, have them
take turns reading aloud. And if they have
advanced to the dignity of being "young people," fail not to provide Autumn Leaves also.
Study this on Sunday too. Plan for a pleasant and profitable day at home. Have a time
for your Sunday school to begin. When the
time comes be ready for it just as you would
if you were going to a larger school in a public place. Follow the "Order of Exercises"
given in the Quarterly or arrange a program
of your own. Plan, study, be interested, and
your children will be interested too.
Then after having instructed them at home,
if you can find opportunity to talk gospel in
some sectarian school, go; take your children.
If they will hear you, call attention to the
gospel, but if they compel you to listen in silence to false doctrine, stay at home.
Only on condition that I could interest oth1 e. rs would I. attend sectarian schools or allow
my children to do so.

l

WEBB CITY, Missouri.

Dea1· Home Column:-Your letters have
often been a source of comfort to me, and as
we all have an interest in this work, I hope I
may be led to say some word of cheer or comfort to some one, for we all have our trials
and dark hours; but there are many ways
and opportunities for us to escape, or rather,
to turn our trials into good. If we are persecuted we can rejoice that we are worthy of
persecution.
If our friends turn a cold
shoulder on account of our hith, do not notice it, but pray for them and treat them
kindly. In so doing we may gain their love.
If not, they cannot think less of us. If we
are weak and not able to do the day's work
before us, go in humble prayer and ask the
Lord for help and strength. In this way I
have often been greatly stt-engthened. When
at other times I have just prayed in my
mind, I have found it did not do the good
that going to God in humble prayer does. I
know it is hard to at all times go to our
heavenly Father in a humble manner, but if
wia set a time or an hour to have prayer and
do not neglect it, w0 will soon gain strength.
Mothers, do you call your children around
you and bow in prayer with them? If not,
try it; you will not regret it. In years to
come, when your children are scattered and
away from home, they will look back on those
days with a sweet memory. I do not mean at
the regularevening prayer, but at times when
they need your c;iounsel aud advice, and no
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one but mother and the children are near.
Although I did not practice this as often as I
should, it seems to me had I neglected this
duty altogether there would have been a
great blank left in life, and the children could
not look back on the times that we often
gathered in our room for prayer. Before
starting on a visit or journey, how much better we feel if we bow and ask the blessings of
heaven to attend us. Then if danger surrounds us we know we have asked the Lord
to protect us. And, dear sisters, why need
we hesitate to bow in prayer before our children or husband? Perchance he is not a
member, although he may seem indifferent,
yet in his heart ht> will admire the act, and
sooner or later he will be led to see the reality
in serving God. Then let us let our light so
shine that we may be instrumental in God's
hands of doing some good.
Our Prayer Union has been quite a strength
to us. Although there are some who do not
attend, the majority do, and we have been
greatly blessed, and at times have felt the
blessed Spirit in our midst, until our hearts
have been made to rejoice, and we do know
and can testify that God does approve of the
Mothers' Prayer Union. Asking an interest
in your prayers, that if it is God's will I may
enjoy better health, I am,
Your sister in Chl'ist.,
R. M. BRADLEY.

8lindau

8~hool

Dsvartmsnt.

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

THE Thurman, Iowa, reunion has just
closed--a success in every particular. Quite
a full program of Sunday school work was
carried out in charge of the general superintendent and district officers, Brn. Chariey
Fry and Joseph Roberts. Three sessions
normal work, two teacher's meetings, and
three sessions actual Sunday school were
held: also a temperance program rendered.
Some of the noticeable and desirable features of the work were a constantly
INCREASING ATTENDANCE
from 122 at the first session to 150 at the
last. Almost without exception, every child
in the camp was present, and a large proportion of the adults.
The departments
numbered, primary 47, intermediate 25, and
senior 78; a total of 150, divided into 14
classes.
THE DISCIPLINE
seemed thorough. All intermediates, primaries, and part of the seniors removed to
private tents for class work. Beginning
with the youngest the classes marched out of
the large tent and returned to the music of
the organ. It was a sight at once inspiring
to see little children, youth, middle aged,
and elderly people filing out in order to
their various places of recitation, while the
mellow yet powerful tones from the organ
marked each step and caL1sed all hearts to
throb as one.

THE TEACHING
was earnest and efficient-done by a corps
of fourteen teachers, not one of which was
either tardy or absent at any session. Such
earnestness on the part of any worker is
truly commendable. Quarterlies were used
by every class from the least up to the oldest.
THE GENERAL REVIEWS
were complete and comprehensive, and embraced the lessons in all three grades, consuming about twenty minutes for all.
A VISITING COMMITTEE
made a thorough canvaos of the tJntire camp,
soliciting the attendance of everyone. These
visitations account largely, we believe, for
the very large proportionate attendance of
the campers.

To illustrate immediate opportunities and
how they are often treated: It is a beautiful,
bright spring Sabbath morning. The windows are up a little admitting the balmy air,
and the sunshine streams in. The children
hear the birds sing outside; they see the soft
green-feathered branches swaying gently in
the breeze, and all hearts, from the primary
class to the senior, feel the joyous, thrilling
influence of spring.
Time comes for school to open, and the
superintendent, because it was al ways done,
goes through the old routine. He announces
a song that has no sympathy with the morning, and he prays as he would have prayed in
the dead of winter. When he is through he
has succeeded in making the exercise<' effective; no doubt of that, for every bit of elation
and cheer of spirit has been dampened, and
HOW CAN THE OPENING AND CLOSING EXit might have been better for the youthful
ERCISES OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
hearts assembled that morning if he had
BE CONDUCTED MOST EFsaved himself the trouble, and had let the
FECTIVELY?
birds, and the sunshine, and the bursting
AT the annual county convention of tho Sunbuds speak their gratitude and joyousness for
day school union held in our town a few
th0 goodness of a loving Creator, as he was
months ago, several teachers asked this
not responsive to it.
question of Mrs. Knight, a prominent State
This is not an overdrawn example. In fact
worker who was present. The lady spoke
I have seen it the rule as often as the excepfrom her experience with a primary class of
tion. Usually it is not new ideas that are
over a hundred children, and I refer to this
instance because there are poiot:J in the an- needed, but being quick to see and feel and
swer given that I think are sugge~tive in a apply the ideas that are presented.
Here was opportunity for beautiful and feel·
general way.
Mrs. Knight said that she had little time ing exercises that would have led the young
to spare for opening and closing € xercises. minds to remember the source of the blessShe was bound to no set rules or order of ings they recognized. lt was the custom to
proceediags, letting circumstances and the open school with a song first. Never mind;
evident feelings of the children govern. She the superintendent felt like it and he saw
considered it necessary that the children be the children were in sympathy, a few
made to realize the importance of asking sincere remarks expressive of the gladness
God's help at the start, and she frequently and beauty of the morning; appropriate songs
called ti::teir attention to this in different in which he asks the school to join .and pour
ways. She said that perhaps she did not out the happiness they feel: a prayer of ferpursue the same course twice in succession. vent thanks for the blessings of the morning,
Sometimes she prayed herself, sometimes the privilege of Ii ving to enjoy it, ·and every
having the children repeat after her. The heart would l:Jave been reached.
I have often thought, as I listened to them,
closing exercises varied as the peculiarities
of the sessions. If the lesson had been espe- that the opening and closing exercises in too
cially enjoyable she would say, "Let us stand, many instances were not more than mere
children, and put all our good feelings into" formality, gone through in thoughtless,
such and such a song; then, "We will all mechanical fashion. Sameness all the time,
thank God for this pleasant time," and she too, is bound to become monotonous and unwould have them repeat a few words after interesting. While I believe that the exerher. At another time she might feel it best, cises should be spontaneous, expressive of
right after the lesson, to offer a brief prayer the thought and feeling of the hour, yet a
herself impressing the teaching of the lesson, little of something now and then, especially
and she would make a few remarks at open- gotten up, would not be amiss.
I recently heard, at one of our Sunday
ing and closing when she thought the opporschool conventions, a little boy sing the solo
tunity good.
Beyond their suggestive value, it were idle, part of "Throw out the life line," the school
probably, to mention the practice in any joining with him in the chorus. It was
school, as any criterion for all to go by, be- good, and I wondered why some such thing,
cause of differing circumstances and condi- once in awhile, would not be good to relieve
tions-what would be adapted in one case the Sunday morning exercises in the school.
I have not been there yet to see and judge
might not suit in another.
So it would seem that our more profitable for myself, but I am told that at one of our
course is to investigate and find, if we can, leading Sunday schools at home they are givthe principles that may guide in all schools. ing pupils the lesson to prepare blackboard
There are certain underlying thoughts in illustration or outline of, and after class, the
the methoda referred to that struck me as pupil explains the sketch before the school
being true. The variety of means employed and shows its application to the lesson, inwas not the formal result of studied effort, tending to bring out the chief tl:~oughts, as
but rather the fri:ish, spontaneous overflow of he sees them, the superintendent putting in
the feelings and proi:nptings of the occasion. whenever he sees fit, and weaving his review
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around the pupil's illustration. It perhaps
makes the pupils feel a livelier interest if
they may take individual parts sometimes.
However, I do not think the right effectiveness of opening and closing exercises
derends upon the novelty of them. This has
no reference to freshness and originality, but
that uniqueness and oddity are not necessary.
It might be a failure so far as having the
right effect be concerned. We may attract
and entertain, but that is not all we want to
gain.
To my mind the solution is this: There
must be spirituality. The senses should be
alert to opportunities, and susceptible to the
leading and inspiration of the bour, tbat
there may be that seasonableneEs and fitness
between the exercises and the conditions of
the morning, the theme of the lesson and
anything unusual or peculiar as to seem as if
there could be application to no other session, and in manner conducted with such spirit
and earnestness as if each time were the first
time the exercises had ever been gone
through.
LOUISE p ALFREY.
(Read before the General Sunday School Convention at
Lamoni, Iowa, April 4, 1897.)

liBUBr Dspartmsm.
GALESBURG, Ill., August 6.

Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have
labored in my field with a little success, I am
glad to say. A few weeks ago I was at
Savanna, Illinois; while there I was sick the
greater part of the time, but the Lord being
with me, healed me so that I could preach a
few times there. I had much difficulty in
getting the schoolhouse to preach in. After
five sermons they shut me out; but the
majority of the people seem to be in sympathy, and although contrary influences were
at work, I was ena)Jled to baptize three there,
and more are becoming interested. So I believe the effort was not lost. I have held a
few meetings at Utah, Warren County, where
the attendance was good, considering the
busy time. The people seem to respect us,
and some are interested; I anticipate an ingathering there very soon. At present I am
at Henderson. The Christian Church have
just closed an eleven weeks' meeting here,
and the speaker has run out their regular
pastor and got the position from him, which
has given rise to a strong sentiment. Your
writer not knowing of this arrived there last
evening, and I noticed the people more anxious to shake hands with me than ever he
had seen them before. On a r.revious visit
when I boarded the train to leave, they
shouted, "There goes the old Mormon;" but
they treat me with respect now, showing
that out of the evil taking place God is overruling the elements and will turn them to
extend his kingdom.
The Rev. Charles Akers of the "Church of
God,'' "Holiness Reformation,'' etc., with
whom I debated last March at Andalusia, has
endeavored to write up the debate in the
Gospel Trumpet. He calls Joseph Smith a
false prophet, charges him with falsehood,
denounces the Book of Mormon, and tears

things up generally. My attention was called
to it; I replied, sending him through his
paper an open challenge to debate the questions.
I am on the war path, not that I heed what
he says, but many in his church are surely
honest, and this will be a good way to
bring the truth before t-hem. If he will
not defend his position, I wUl review his
article. Favor to us resulted after the
debate at Andalusia, and I have no fear of the
issue through the papers. I am feeling well
at this writing, and will soon gain the
strength lost while sick. I am encouraged in
this work, and w bile the temples and rulers
of spiritual wickedness in the high places are
tottering, trembling, and falling, Zion is being
strengthened, and has assurance given that
she will surely prevail.
Yours in the one hope,
T. J. SHELDON.
LEXINGTON, Tenn., Aug. 12.

Editors Herald:-Bro. C. L. Sn9w and the
writer have been traveling throui;h Kentucky and Tennessee over land, starting from
Sedalia, Kentucky, on July 9, reaching the
southern line of Tennessee on August 1,
preaching by the wayside wherever opportunity offered, opening up new places, sowing gospel seed which we hope will bring
forth in due time.
We enjoyed a visit to
the old "Shiloh battlefield," preaching in the
old Shiloh M. E. church. Each of us preached
a sermon to two very interesting congregations.
We shall look after Shiloh in the
future, for we a1 e impressed there is a
branch there in embryo. We found Brn.
Irwin and Harrison here, both energetic and
wide awake men.
I was invited to speak to the "Blue and the
Gray" at Morris chapel. The M. E. church
was secured, a large congregation being present; most all were satisfied. However, I
heard of one man who said "there was too
much Yankee in it" for him.
I suggest this a fine country for T. W. W.,
a man so smooth, and his composition,
"Republican Democrat Populist," Blue and
Gray, would be a howling success.
Bro. R. D. Snow, an old confederate soldier
and a man of much integrity and influence,·
assisted us at Morris chapel, opening the meeting with a fervent, appropriate, and feeling
prayer. We find in the soldiers of both sides
a fine lot of men, and with them the war is
over forever. Over a score of years agone
the night of the confederacy cast its shadows
and the closing scenes of the war had passed,
and the hatred and enmity have gone with
the changes of time. Where then the soldier
dug his intrenchment the peaceful plowman
tills the soil, and instead of the screaming
bullet is heard the hum of the factory wheel.
Still the gray-haired veteran loves to picture
those thrilling scenes of yore, and his eyes
will kindle and sparkle as in imagination he
reviews once more "Shiloh's Hornet's Nest"
(a spot where the battle raged the fiercest
and now marked "Hornet's Nest"), or Sherman's wonderful march to the sea. 'Tis well
they should not be forgotten, else the fires of
, patriotism wane.
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We are pleased to note in Bro. C. L. Snow
a warm companion, a forcible speaker, and
a man well adapted and fully qualified for
this country.
In bonds,
T. W. CHATBURN.
MCDAVID, Florida, Aug.13.

Editors Herald: - The work is moving
slowly in our part of the field.

I and Bro. C.

I. Carpenter have been spending our time for

the past month in new fields; mostly in
places where the gospel has not been
preached by our people.
In Escambia
County, Florida, we have been traveling,
preaching publicly and privately, as the way
would open for us. To be sure we cannot
preach as many sermons and baptize as Many
in a new field as we can where the work is
already thoroughly established; no more
than one can plow as much ground on new
land in the same length of time, as he can on
old land. For the reason there are too many
stumps, roots, and hangs. And some places
we can hardly get a plow in at all. But as
we are not running a race with anyone to
see who can preach the largest number of
discourses, or baptize the largest number of
people during the year, we are willing to
work as we can, when we can see evidence
here and there that our work is accepted of
the Lord. We are laboring to get the work
permanently established among people who
have not heard the true gospel.
At Brent, near Pensacola, where we
preached in a widow lady's house in which
she and her two stepdaughters dwell, she
and one of the daughters gave their hands
for baptism. This seemed to vex some of the
good Methodist people, and they said they
would take all their work away from them,
and in this way compel them to move out of
the community, as they had been doing
washing and such other work as they could
g<0t to do for a living. They also got up a
petition to prevent us from preaching in the
community, although the two that gave their
names for baptism were members of the Baptist and not the M. E. Church. They have
not been baptized yet, but will sometime in
the future. Don't know whether they will
succeed in removing us or not. Can tell
later on.
We also visited a family who have lately
been baptized by the elders of the Utah
Church who were formerly Methodists and a
nice family of people. They are now investigating the claims of the Reorganization.
So if all goes well we hope to be able to
report some baptisms in this county ere long.
There is not a branch in the county and only
a few members scattered here and there.
We often go without food from morn till
night trying to publish the gospel of peace
among the people.
We did not attend the debate between Bro.
Erwin and Elder Haynes, as we were some
thirty or forty miles away doing work in a
new field. From all reports we think some
good was accomplished. But I was sorry to
see Bro. Erwin's statement in his letter in
Herald touching the advice given by the
President of the church to the elders in regard to debating with Clark Braden. I dis-
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agree with the brother. I don't think that
advice a mistake at all. I think it wise and
good. If the church he stands identified
with will not sustain him we cannot afford to
waste time with him; for we do not debate
against the man, but against the church. So
Elder Haynes' denying the books of his
church does not cut any figure. For those
books are recommended and sustained by the
church.
A few words to the saints and friends in
our part of the mission. There is a move on
foot to raise funds for the purpose of purchasing a tent. This fund has been started by
Bro. A. J. Vickery at Gordon, Alabama. A
few words in the way of explanation may not
be amiss. It is almost impossible to get
openings in towns and cities in this country.
There is the whole State of Georgia with
many towns, and cities, and villages. And
not a sermon has been preached in them.
And some very important towns in Florida
where a tent could be uoed. With a tent,
two horses, and a wagon, two men can do as
much work as four can in the old way of
tramping, especially in new fields. We have
one horse and buggy to start with, and we
might exchange the bugiry for a wagon, if
thought best. So we would only need one
horse, harness, and tent.
"But" says one, "there wlll be two h0rses
to feed, and then you would have to buy food
for yourselves sometimes." True, but remember we would travel in the wagon and
carry the tent which would save railroad fare,
which is no little item in Florida, as the fare
runs from four to six cents per mile and only
orie third off when we can get permits, and
a number of the roads will give no permits
unless we have congregations on their lines.
Then Wl1 would also save freight on tent from
place to place. Then we could sleep in the
wagon or tent, and be at home anywhere. One hundred dollars will fit us up
pretty well. One hundred members giving
one dollar apiece will raise it, or fifty giving
two dollars apiece. Let's have a tent, and
let's have it by next April, ready for operation. Send your money to Bro. S. D. Allen,
Milton, Florida, president of district. Then
at the district conforeLce in October appoint
a committee to solicit funds and purchase
the tent. Li::t us not be too far behind in
anything; but along in the front ranks. Remember this is not to interfere with the tithe
and offering fund; but is a separate fund altogether for our part of the mission. Let
us do something and show that we are alive.
In gospel bonds,
D. E. TUOKFJR.
COOK'S POINT, Texas, Aug. 2.

Editors Herald :-I have not been st.ill in
the Lord's vineyard; I am doing what I can
to forward the good, cause. We have just
closed a good meeting near Hearne, Robertson County; two additions by baptism, others
near the kingdom. Have preached at many
places one and two days, to small congregations but good interest,.
I have an appointment to meet two Utah
elders in Lee County next Saturday. We
will have a debate if they will (l,ebate, and if

not I intend to show them up in their true
colors. They don't commit themselves upon
their abominable doctrines, but just preach
the first principles, as a rule. I have one of
t,heir epitomes of faith, and there is nothing
said in it upon the marriage subject at all,
nor any other of their abominable doctrines.
I have never met any of them up to this time,
but I in tend to give them a good chance. I
intend to uncover them before the people.
We have had to suffer lots of persecution on
their account, so we will make it hot for
them in Texas, you may be sure.
I wiJl say in conclusion, I aim to be in
Falls County about the middle of this month
to hold a series of meetings at the Taylor
schoolhouse, near Marlin; then to Corryell
County, near Pidcock, to preach for a week
or two.
Yours in bonds,
E. W. NUNLEY.
Island of Raroia, Tuamotu Group,
Oceanica, June 18.
Editors Herald:-Perhaps a few lines from
the far Paumotus may be appreciated by your
readers, even from so poor a narrator as I.
We left Hikueru which had been our field
of la):Jor for nearly six months, in February,
and after short calls at two or three islands
reached Papeete. (I speak of mysPlf and
wife, as Bro. and Sr. Burton remain~·d in
Kaukura.) I was sent to Papeete to interview
a lawyer on the vexed question of marriage
and divorce which so troubles the Paumotuan
people. After a three weeks' stay in Papeete
we returned to Kaukura to attend the conference. As full minutes of conference have
already been sent to the Herald, I will say
nothing more about it, except that the work
of secretary combined with a heavy cold was
too much for my wife and placed her on the
sick list for a week or·so. For that reason we
were not able to get to our field at once.
We spent a pleasant two weeks with the
Arutua branch while giving her a chance to
regain a little strength before the long trip
to the upper division, our station again for
this year. We went over to Apataki to wait
for a vessel, remaining there a week. While
there I performed the ceremony at a triple
wedding, and afterward baptized one of the
grooms, a promising yo_ung man, formerly of
the Catholic persuasion. He was the only
non-member of the six "interested" parties.
We-left Apataki May 12 in a small schooner,
bound for the upper islands. Called at Niau
a few hours, thence to Fakarava, tossed by
angry waves, soaked in a rain squall, and
attended by that "Job's comforter,"-seasickness; that is, Mrs. Case and Cicely were.
The schooner was about half full of "bufaa,"
cabin and all, and m:y wife could not go below
at all, the smell was so offensive. So she
remained on deck, alternately baking in a
tropical sun, splashed by high waves, or
dampened by a rain-squall. Those to whom
the pictnre is attractive are quite welcome to
a free trial trip.
We called at Fakarava and found the mail
was not in, so waited a week for it. Our
branch there is very small, but they seEm
faithful, and I had the privilege of adding
two tq their number by baptism.

From Fakarava to Hikueru was the hardest part of our trip. We were out seven days,
-days of hardship indeed they were. The
wind was strong and the sea very high all
the time, great waves often breaking and
dashing bucketfuls of water over the deck.
It was with thankful hearts we saw the land
of Hikueru, and on Friday night we were
once more domiciled in the little niau house
we occupied so long. But our rest was not to
last long. Two ships were "laying off and
on" at Hikueru, and one of them, we were informed, was going to the island we desired to
visit. After an interview with the captain,
I transferred our luggage direct from the
"Hitinui" to the "Tuamotu," and Sunday
afternoon we were off again, for Taenga we
supposed, but found out later, for Raroia,
where we landed bag and baggage next day.
We had intended to visit this island later on,
but "all's well that ends well," and we are
here and warmly welcomed by the branch.
Since coming here I have preached five
times a week and spent many hours in conversation that is almost as wearing on the
voice as preaching, fol' the whole congregation follows me home from the church and
continues the subject of the sermon until bedtime arrives. I have enjoyed unusual liberty
in presenting the word to these people in
their own tongue. The interest is excellent,
many outsiders attending.
Some Protestants and Catholics have also
joined with our people in the Sabbath school
work which Mrs. Case has set in order. She
is teaching them preparatory to the work of
our next convention and entertainment in
Takaroa.
We need more laborers, and anxiously
await the conference news, hoping that some
will "come over and help us."
Ever praying for Zion's welfare,
Your brother and colaborer,
HUBERT CASE.
PERSIA, Iowa, Aug. 16.

Editors Herald:-In your issue for August
4, appears a communication from Elder J. R.
Lambert, in which he says:''My attention to and decision on some five
or six prospective debates have been demanded since the adjournment of conference.
Among the rest our former brother and
minister, D. H. Bays, (now of Persia, Iowa,)
comes to the front, and is willing to tear
down, if he can, that which for many years be
sought to build up."
In the first place, I wish to be neither
misrepresented nor misunderstood by my former brethren and friends. Since my withdrawal from the church five years ago, I
can very truthfully say I have evinced little
desire or disposition "to tear down'' whatever
of good either myself or others have sought
to build up. Had I been seeking to "tear
down" the work of others, let me assure you
that opportunities to make the effort have by
no means been wanting. But instead of this
I have uniformly endeavored to quietly attend
to my own business without interfering with
that of others.
No man has ever heard me assail my former
brethren of the ministry. For most of these
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former colaborers I entertain sentiments of
high esteem, as some of those who, at my request, have called on me, will, I think, willingly testify.
When asked to do so, the reasons for my
course have been given, but always in a manner deferential to the feelings and views of
others, and this I shall continue to do.
While I have decided opinions on most questions to which I have given mature reflection, yet I have no quarrel with those who
may choose to differ with me.
Continuing, Elder Lambert says: "I have
received no propositions from him, though he
was under the impression that propositions
prepared by himself had been sent to me by
Bro. Joseph Seddon, of Persia."
When talking with Eider M. T. Brown, of
this place, (the gentleman who had been
challenged,) former pastor of the M. E.
Church here, Joseph Eeddon the president
of the branch, informed Eld~r Brown that
nothing could be done about the debate until
propositions should be submitted to Elder
L'l.mbart.
Accordingly Elder Brown informed me of the fact and I wrote three
propositions which were placed in Bro. Seddon's hands for transmission to Elder Lambert. Elder Seddon repeatedly informed me
that he had sent the propositions, but had

victory than he ever secured before when defending their faith and doctrine? I mean, of
course, that his own testimony, as well as the
testimony of others concerning the character
of his efforts of the past, when affirming our
faith and denying somebody else's, was correct and true?"
Answer: In my former efforts in defense
of the faith of the saints, I fearlessly defended
what 1 believed to be true, and if success
crowned my feeble efforts, it was largely due
to the fact that I tried to inform myself upon
the issues to be discussed. In my future efforts in the forensic arena I shall as vigorously assail what 1 believe to be error, regardless
of what my opinions in the past may have
been. The truth and the truth only is that
for which I wish to contend.
As to whether "a more signal victory"
shall be achieved in such efforts, must necessarily depend upon the tenability-the logj ical and scriptural ~oun~n~ss of the positions
assumed. I shall d1sdam m the future, as I
have ever done in the past, to descend to unfair or doubtful methods in order to maintain
my ground. I can no more oppose what I believe than I can defend what my conscience
does not approve.
"Query No. 2. According to the testimony
of the witnesses just alluded to, did Elder
heard nothing from them.
Bays ever lose a battle that was fought on
fairly-worded
propositions; that is, when he
After waiting some two months or more, I
wrote Elder Lambert to inquire about the was defending the faith of the Latter Day
matter, who promptly informed me that he Saints?"
Answer: In the estimation of Latter Day
had received no propositions no1· nothing conSaints,
and some others, No. In the estimacerning them. Here I let the matter rest.
Saveral weeks later I received a letter from tion of many others, and possibly a few LatElder H. 0. Smith, of Woodbine, Iowa, ask- ter Day Saints, Yes.
I believe the above answers are about as
ing me to forward such propositions as I
nearly
correct as it is possible for me to make
wished to discuss, which I accordingly did,
changing the second one to suit the changed them.
In conclusion permit me to say that in my
conditions. In his reply H. 0. Smith gravely
informed me that he had in his possession later investigations of the doctrines and dogmas of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
''two sets of propositions."
Day Saints, I have discovered what to me, at
Query: How came the propositions subleast, seem fundamental errors-errors which
mitted to .Toseph Seddon, and supposed to
have been lost, to fall at this particular junc- render the remarkable and unique claims of
Latter Day Saints absolutely untenable.
ture, into the hands of Hyrum 0. Smith?
Should I ever engage in a discussion of the
Who will answer?
claims of the church with any of my former
After chariring me with undue eagerness
brethren, I wish to pledge myself in advance
to get myself before the public as a deto make a fair square fight on the merit of
bater "with us as a people," he very gracethe questions discussed, and never to resort
fully (?) declined to have anything further
to the questionable methods with which we
to do with the matter, unless I should "urge"
are all more or less familiar. If I cannot do
the discussion; and this, under the circumthis,-if I cannot by fair argument of "fairlystances. I am under no obligation to do.
worded propositions" sustain my positions,Query No. 2: How many of the "five or
I shall hope to be manly enough publicly to
six prospective debates" have been declined,
step "down and out."
as has been the one now under consideration?
With sentiments of high esteem, and a deRelative to proposed discussion of which
sire for the truth, the whole truth, and nothElder Lambert speaks, I here repeat what
ing but the truth, I have the pleasure to be,
I have before affirmed that it is not one of
Very sincerely yours.
my seeking, nor is it one from which I shall
D. H. BAYS.
shrink. I am of the same opinion now that
I was while defending the doctrines taught
by Latter Day Saints; namely: that the
CLIFFORD, N. Dak., Aug. 11.
truth can lose nothing from careful investiEditors Herald :-We are still battling for
gation.
the truth. Bro. Swensen has delivered a few
And now a word concerning Elder Lam- timely discourses here, and passed on to
bert's queries:Walsh County, accompanied by the writer.
"Query No. 1. Should Elder Bays engage After three weeks pleasant labor together,
in forensic contest with the Latter Day we had the satisfaction of baptizing three.
Saints, is he likely to secure a more signal ,\fter which the lone missionary of two
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States started West to the Turtle mountain
country, and the "farmer" with a sad heart
to his wheat fields.
We need a tent badly for this field. Let
us try, brethren of North and South Dakota,
to raise the money this fall. I will guarantee
to raise one fourth of the amount at this
place. Bro. Thomas Leitch, Bishop's agent
at this place, will receipt for all amounts
sent to him.
Yours for success,
VVM. SPARLING.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Aug. 9.

Editors Heralrl:-Last Wednesday evening
I had the pleasure of listening to a fine sermon by Bro. A. C. Barmore at a hall on
Market Street, this city - known as the
"Holms Mission." His subject was the "kingdom of God," which he handled in a logical
and clear manner. The opportunity is one
that has been sought for some time, and was
finally obtained through the effort of Bro. J.
A. Anthony, who, when he thinks he is
right, "never lets go." I think the effort will
result in good to the cause.
They seem to be a people who desire to
learn the truth,-they so state. I noticed
two o.f them at our forenoon service when I
spoke, and tried to show the necessity of
obeying Christ to secure salvation in the celestial glory.
I noticed the two women
nodding their heads at a number of things
said. We are going to try a tent here for
a short time. I have always thought we
ought to do more in this large city.
In hope,
CHAS. A. PARKIN.
TEMPLE, Ohio, August 16.

Editors Herald:-Bro. G. T. Griffiths delivered a very int&iresting discourse here yesterday morning. I followed in the evening
with a short talk while it stormed without.
Heavy rains the last few days. Bro. Griffiths
left this morning for an extended tour in his
m1ss10n. Bro. F. C. Smith is holding forth
at Ashmont and Bro. Bronson has joined the
tent forces at Pittsburg.
Success is attending our reunion in Massachusetts, as you will see by the inclosed.
Bro. I. M. Smith is here attending his sick
daughter, Gertie. She appears better to-day,
but is having a tussle with typhoid fever.
Bro. J. H. Lake left some day last week also
for his mission fi.:ild. Bro. J. Gillespie, wearing a smiling face, has just called in.
WILLIAM H. KELLEY.
BAY MINETTE, Ala., Aug. 12.
Editors Herald:-Since my debate at Berrydale I have been laboring in Florida and
Alabama; Coldwater, Berrydale, and Baypoint, Calhoun, and near Flomaton, Alabama,
in a new place. At Baypoint Bro. Edward
Powell assisted mo. He lives here. Bro.
Powell is a faithful old soldier and has done
much good in Santa Rosa County for the
work. }fo still preaches at Milton trying to
build up the church. We had a fine meeting at Baypoint; baptized one young lady
tb.a,t a,ttended the deb;1te,
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The saints in Florida are all feeling well
over the debate. 0, how sad it was to leave
them! I wish I could spend my days with
such noble people. But the world must have
the gospel, and I must help to do this work.
I am here with Bro. T. C. Kelley, but' will
depart on to-day's train for Mississippi; plenty
of work to do in these parts. My meetings
have been good in every place recently.
In bonds,
J. D. ERWIN.
WEST FARMING'l'ON, Trumbull Co.,
Ohio, Aug. 17.
Editors Herala:--If there is an elder that
can come I trust he will do so, as I think there
is a good opening for a branch here. Of
course it is a new field to work in. I am only
a member in the church, but I am tl'ying my
best to do right. I have two or three that
say they are ready for baptism and I and my
wife will make five in all, and there never
has been any preaching here yet. I think I
can get a schoolhouse. If not, my doors are
open for preaching.
Your brother,
WESLEY 0. FISHEL.

Original 1Irticles.
AN EVENING'S CONVERSATION.NO. I.

BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

GEORGE.-Good evening, James. I
hear you have joined the Reorganization. Is it true?
James. - Yes, George, it is true.
George.-I could hardly believe it
when I heard it; but as you assure me
of its truth, I can doubt it no longer.
But I would very much like to hear
from your own lips the reasons for
making the change. I have known
you all your life, and I never knew
you to do anything rashly, nor without good and sufficient reasons. In
this change, however, I am at a loss
to understand where you can possibly
get evidence svfficient to change your
faith. I must confess, however, that
the reasons and evidence must be
strong to induce you to invite the
hatred and calumny attached to the
name of "J osephite," in this country.
James.-Well, George, I am very
glad of this opportunity to tell you
my reasons for making the change in
faith which I have. It will, however,
take some time to explain all the whys
and wherefores. But I know of nothing that would give me greater pleasure than to spend the evening in
cpnvel'sation upon this subject. You
know we are instructed by St. Peter
"to be ready always to give a reason

for the hope that is within us." I
have made these reasons a careful
study and am ready to give them if
you will listen to me patiently.
George. - I am ready to listen to anything you have to say.
James. - Well, in the first place I
will give you the causes which first
started me on my investigation. You
and I, George, have been more or less
interested in missionary work ever
since the beginning of this latter-day
work. We followed its fortunes until
the death of our beloved Prophet in
1844, and after bis death followed
Brigham Young to the valleys of the
mountains. One of the things that
has puzzled me in the past, and which
was the direct cause of my investigation of the relative claims of the two
churches, was that we have always
been warned by our leaders here in
the mountains to let the Josephites
alone. You and I have talked of that
many times when we have been together on our missions, and have wondered why these people bad been
especially singled out as objects of
hatred, and why they were to be
avoided in argument. We used to
read and sing that good old hymn together:Imposture shrinks from light,
And dreads the curious eye;
But sacred truths the test invite,
They bid us search and try.
With understanding blessed,
Created to be free,
Our faith in man we dare not rest,
Subject to none but thee.
Lord, give the light we need;
With soundest knowledge fill;
From noxious error guard our creed,
From prejudice our will.
The truth thou shalt impart,
May we with firmness own;
Abhorring each evasive art,
And fearing thee alone.

I believed the statement made in the
poem,
Imposture shrinks from light,
And dreads the curious eye;

While on the other hand,
But sacred truths the test invite;
They bid us search and try.

I could not see how I could pray
the prayer breathed in the hymn,
From noxious error guard our creed,
From prejudice our will,

if I held any prejudice against anyone, and you know, George, that such
instruction as we have received tends
very much to prejudice us against

those whom we term "Josephites;"
and I could not see why it was, if
these men were teaching such erroneous doctrine, that we should be constantly warned against them, and
forbidden to meet them in discussion,
either publicly or privately. I see
you have the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants in your hand. I think by
the appearance it is one of the late
editions. Will you please turn to section 71, verses 5 to 10. I am going to
ask you to read the passages I quote,
from your own book. You know how
we have accused these J osephites of
misquoting the books, and reading
from them something that was not
there, so I will ask you to read the
passages indicated.
George reads:Now, behold this is wisdom; whoso readeth, let him understand and receive also; for·
unto him that receiveth it shall be given
more abundantly, even power; wherefore,
confound your enemies; call upon them to
meet you both in public and in private; and
inasmuch as ye are faithful, their shame
shall be made manifest, wherefore, let them
bring forth their strong reasons against the
Lord. Verily, thus saith the Lord unto you,
there is no weapon that is formed against
you shall prosper; and if any man lift up his
voice against you he shall be confounded in
mine own due time.

James.-Now if you will· take this
Bible and turn to Isaiah first chapter,
eighteenth verse, and read what you
find there.
George reads again:Come now, and let us reason together, saith
the Lord: though your sins be as scarlet,
they shall be as white as snow; though they
be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.

James.-Now read Isaiah 41: 21, and
54: 17.
George reads:-·
Produce your cause, saith the Lord; bring
forth your strong reasons, saith the King of
Jacob.
No weapon that is formed against thee shall
prosper; and every tongue that shall rise
against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn.
This is the heritage of the servants ·of the
Lord, and their righteousness is of me, saith
the Lord.

James.-You can readily see from
these quotations that the poet was
right. The Scripture does bid us
search and try. Christ thought this
last quotation was worthy to be given
to the Nephites, and in his teachings
on this continent quotes it. Of course
you and I know that it has been the
rule from the time they came to these
mountains to avoid the Josephites as

I
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a church; but no public announcement
of the kind was ever made until the
late declaration made over the signatures of Presidents Woodruff, Cannon,
and Smith, as found in Deseret Daily
News of June 1, 1894. Of course they
profess to think that these J osephites
were beneath their notice, and only
desired notoriety; but I could not help
but contrast the declaration with the
passages before quoted, and then
when I read the bold challenges made
by these Josephites, calling upon
those who opposed them, and demanding that they meet them both in 'public and in private, I could not avoid
the conclusion that they at least believed that they were right, and that
their position was defensible. So began my investigations, which have resulted in the changing of my faith in
some respects at least.
George.-I, too, have been somewhat troubled by this; but I had such
confidence in those in authority, that
I was sure that they had good reasons
for thus dealing with these people,
and did not take the pains to study
the matter deeply; but I knew it was
not as it used to be in the days of the
martyred prophet. Then we were
taught to fear none, and these men
who now counseled to shun debate
were bold in defending the cause then,
as witness the debates that frequently
took place in those early days.
James.-One of the greatest mistakes we made, George, was the utmost confidence we put in our leaders;
not that I would counsel a mistrust in
those who are over us in authority in
the church, but we must not make
the mistake that because a man is
high in authority that he is infallible.
He must be governed by the law and
word of God as much as the lay member. Isaiah says:To the law and the testimony: if they
speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.-Isaiah 8: 20.

The Inspired Translation of the
Bible speaks very plainly on this
point. I suppose you know what this
Inspired Translation is?
If not,
please turn to your Book of Doctrine
and Covenants, section 42: 56~58,
where it speaks of it.
George reads:Thou shalt ask, and my Scriptures shall be
given as I have appointed, and they shall be
preserved in safety; and it is expedient that
thou shouldst hold thy peace oonc~rning

them, and not teach them until ye have received them in full. And I give unto you a
commandment that then ye shall teach
them unto all men; for tLey shall be taught
unto all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people.

James.-You will find in the footnote at the bottom of the page that the
compiler of your book says that this
is the Inspired Translation that is referred to here. I want you now to
notice the prophetic statement made.
"They shall be preserved in safety,''
and "They shall be taught unto all
nations, kindreds, tongues, and people." In the providence of God, those
whom we have been taught to deridingly call "J osephites,'' have been
fulfilling this important prediction.
To me, since I have been investigating
these matters, it has become one of
the most precious of books, and has
given me much light upon important
questions. In that book, as I said before, I find much enlightenment upon
the matter of our relation to those
over us in authority. One of the evils
of the Jewish nation was their readiness to accept the saying of the
Rabbis in preference to the written
law or word. Forgetting that the
Rabbis were as much bound to teach
according to the law as the private.
member of the nation was to accept
their teachings.
Much instruction
upon certain parts of the Savior's
teaching in Mark, ninth chapter, is
given in this Inspired Translation.
Where the Savior says, as given in
King James' Translation:And if thy hand offend thee, cut it off: it is
better for thee to enter into life maimed,
than having two hands to go into hell.

The Inspired Translation renders
it:Therefore if thy hand offend thee, cut it
off; or if thy brother offend thee and confess
not and forsake not, he shall be cut off. It is
better for thee to enter into life maimed,
than having two hands, to go into hell. For
it is better for thee to enter into life without
thy brother, than for thee and thy brother
to be cast into hell.

The verse rendered in King Jam es
thus:And if thy foot offend thee, cut it off, etc.

The Inspired renders it:And again, if thy foot offend thee, cut it
off; for he that is thy standard, by whom
thou walkest, if he become a transgressor, be
shall be cut off . . . . Therefore, let every
man stand or fall, by himself, and not for another, or not trusting another.

King James also gives another pas-
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And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out,
etc.

But the Inspired gives it thus:And if thine eye which seeth for thee, him
that is appointed to watch over thee to show
thee light, become a transgressor and offend
thee, pluck him out.

One of the gravest evils, or at least
that which has been fraught with the
gravest results, bas been our acceptance of the teachings of our leaders
without question. I am confident had
you and I, and for that matter all
Latter Day Saints, been diligent in
acquiring a thorough knowledge of
God's word, it would have enabled us
to escape much that has caused
trouble and heart-aches in the past.
And I have only this to regret, that I
did not begin long ago to investigate
these matters.
George.-Well, I must confess that
I have received much light so far; but
this only makes me eager to learn
more, and you must pardon me if I
ask you some questions on the positions you occupy. We have, as you
know, been taught that the person
entitled to the presidency of the
church is the president of the Twelve
Apostles; but if we accept the theory
of the Josephites, we must look for a
president from the seed of the prophet
Joseph Smith, which looks to me as
savoring too much of a monarchy.
James. - If you establish any theory
of regular succession you might say
that it savors of a monarchy in the
same way. If the right of presidency
belongs only to the president of the
Twelve, then he has the absolute
right and cannot be deposed. The
theory of succession established here
in Utah can only result in bringing
old men into the presidency - men
who have largely lost their vigor, and
who have entered into their second
childhood in mind and body; whereas
the church needs men young and vigorous in body and mind to perform
the work of the presidency. This
God's plan furnishes in providing that
the son shall succeed the father. The
fact that God has provided this means
of filling the place of the presidency
does not argue that he has thereby
established a monarchy. An absolute
monarchy can exist only where one
man's will becomes law, and that
cannot become the rule in God's kingdom. We do not look to the man's
words and enactments, but to the law
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that is behind it. If the rule had
been made that the son was to succeed
the father in office, and that his will
should be supreme regardless of the
written law of the church, then your
objection would be valid; but the same
law that makes it his right to preside
provides that he shall exercise his
power in righteousness and according
to law, and if be violates the conditions, he loses his right. You will
always find men who find fault with
God's way of doing things; but I have
yet to find a single instance where men
have followed God's laws and yet it
has worked disastrously to them. I
am therefore safe in saying, that if this
is God's law, that it is best for you and
me to follow it and the men who put
it in practice.
George.-But where do you find in
God's law that the son shall follow in
regular succession in the presidency?
James.-In answering that question I
shall confine myself to the case we
have under consideration; viz., the
right of Joseph Smith's son to occupy
the place of his father. I shall ask
you to read the passages from your
own book. Please read section 86:810 Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
George reads: Therefore, thus saith the Lord unto you,
with whom the priesthood hath continued
through the lineage of your fathers, for ye
are lawful heirs, according to the flesh, and
have been hid from the world with Christ in
God; therefore your life and the priesthood
hath remained and must needs remain
through you and your lineage, until the restoration of all things spoken by the mouths
of all the holy prophets since the world began.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
The clause qualifying or explaining
to whom the Lord was talking is,
"with whom the priesthood hath continued through the lineage of your
fathers." In Lehi's blessing on his
son Joseph, as found in Second Book
of Nephi, Book of Mormon, you will
find the lineage of Joseph ~mith
given; and that he has descended from
Joseph of Egypt, and in consequence
of the promises made to Joseph of
Egypt, that Joseph Smith had the
right to the priesthood. This is the
only instance in the church literature,
so far as I have discovered, where the
right to the priesthood by lineage has
been revealed to any individual in
the church. The clause, then, qualifying the word ''you," in the revelation, points directly to Joseph Smith
as the one through whom the priesthood was to continue, until God's
work should be accomplished that had
been prophesied by all the Holy
Prophets since the world began. But
if you do not accept my reasoning
upon this passage, I have another,
and still stronger one if possible.
Please read section 124: 57, 58.
George reads:For this anointing have I put upon his
. head, that his blessing shall also be put upon
the head of his posterity after him, and as I
said unto Abraham concerning the kindreds
of the earth, even so I say unto my servant
Joseph, in thee and thy seed shall the kindred
of the earth be blessed.

James.-It seems to me that nothing
could be stronger than the words used
there to show that the blessing of the
prophet's priesthood was to continue
with his posterity. It will not do to
say either that it was just simply a
commonplace position in the church
that they were to occupy, for all will
admit that the peculiar blessing belonging to Joseph Smith was his prophetic power; and the statement is
that his blessing shall be put upon the
head of bis posterity after him. This
is positive and conclusive; but I still
have two more passages to introduce,
so far as the prophetic declaration
concerning Joseph Smith's seed is
concerned. You will find the next
one in section 110 : 12, Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
George reads :-

James.-You will notice here the
Lord lays down the law of lineal
priesthood for all time to come, or at
least until the fulfillment of all things
spoken by the prophets since the
world began, and the on.ly thing necessary for us is to determine ·to whom
he was speaking. Because of the
clause tn the beginning of the section,
"Vei•ily, thus saith the Lord unto you
my servants," some have concluded
that the Lord was speaking to more
than one, and as history does not inform us as to who is referred to here
by the words, "My servants," therefore we cannot claim that he referred
to any particular one. If you look at
After this, Elias appeared, and committed
the revelation the second time, howthe dispensation of the gospel of Abraham,
ever, you will notice a qualifying saying in us, and our seed, all generations
clause following the words, ''There- after us should be blessed.
fore, thus saith the Lord unto you."
,James.-Now take this 5th volume

of the Times and Seasons, and turn to
page 395, and read what Joseph Smith
says to John C. Calhoun of himself and
posterity.
George reads again:While I have powers of body and mind;
while water runs and grass grows; while virtue is lovely, and vice hatefui; and while a
stone points out a sacred spot where a fragment of American liberty once waE<, I or my
posterity will plead the cause of injured innocence until Missouri makes atonement for all
her sins.

James. - When I read all these statements concerning the seed of the
prophet Joseph Smith, I said to myself, if we deny the claims of the Josephites, then these promises and
prophecies are all failures; and yet I
read in the Lord's preface to the Doctrine and Covenant these words:Search these commandments, for they are
true and faithful, and the prophecies and
promises which are in them shall all be fulfilled.

I was here brought directly face to
face with the problem as to which to
accept-men's word or God's word;
and like Paul of old, I could only say,
"Let God be true, though every man
be found a liar."
George.-But are not all of God's
promises given conditionally? Is it
necessary to conclude because these
promises were given, that therefore
the son or sons of Joseph should inherit the priesthood of their father,
but will it not be dependent entirely
on the righteousness of their actions?
James.-Certainly. I have already
stated that a person may lose a right
even when that right be divinely given,
if they transgress the conditions upon
which the right is given. I was about
to mention this when ·you spoke. I
wish now you would take your Book
of Doctrine and Covenants again, and
turn to section 43, and read from the
first to seventh verses inclusive.
George reads:0 hearken ye elders of my church, and give
an ear to the words which I shall speak unto
you; for behold, verily, verily, I say unto
you, that ye have received a commandmen_t
for a law unto my church, through him whom
I have appointed unto you, to receive commandments and revelations from my hand.
And this ye shall know assuredly that there
is none other appointed unto you to receive
commandments and revelations until he be
taken if he abide in me. But verily, verily,
I say unto you, that none else shall be .
appointed unto this gift except it be through
him, for if it be taken from him, he shall not
have power except to appoint another in his
stead; and tbis shall l:)e a law 1J.Qto you, that
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ye receive not the teachings of any that shall
come before you as revelations or commandments; and this I give unto you that you may
not be deceived, that you may know they are
not of me. For verily I say unto you, that he
that is ordained of me shall come in at the
gate and be ordained as I have told you
before, to teach those revelations which you
have received and shall receive through him
whom I have appointed.

James.- You will notice that there
are several points in the quotation.
1. That none shall be appointed
except through Joseph Smith.
2. That the one appointed shall be
appointed to teach the revelations
that have already been given, and
those that shall be given through
Joseph Smith. This.• says the Lord,
shall be a law unto the church. Both
of these conditions the oldest son of
the prophet fulfills completely in every
respect. I will quote his own testimony in regard to his appointment by
his. father to be his successor. The
letter from which I quote was written
to one J. B. Price, then of Goshen,
Utah, now of Oakland, California;
and is dated Plano, Illinois, May 18,
1869.
It was written in answer
to one written by Mr. Price, asking
as to bis knowledge and remembrance
of this appointment. He says:To proceed at once to the subject matter
of your letter, I can only answer. My father
who was and is acknowledged as the proper
one through whom the priesthood in its
ramifications was conferred twice before his
death in what might be called private assembly, pronounced the blessing of his priesthood on me,-once in Liberty Jail, Missouri,
once in the Council Chamber at Nauvoo.
Twice in public did he bear testimony to the
people of the church that he had appointed
me, by the spirit of his calling, to the work
whereunto he was called, - once upon the
stand at Nauvoo, once just before he departed
for the jail at Carthage, the goal of bis m'artyrdom on eartb.-Saints' Advocate,· vol. 6, p.
365.

This is his own testimony of his appointment and blessing, and it is corroborated by the testimony of James
Whitehead, who claims he was present
at the meeting in the Council Chamber
at Nauvoo, referred to above. It is also
further corroborated by the testimony
of Lyman Wight, who always bore
his testimony to the fact that. he had
his hands on the head of ••Young
Joseph," with his father, when the
blessing was pronounced upon him.
James Whitehead also bears testimony under oath in the recent Temple
Lot suit, of the testimony borne by

the martyr, of the appointment of his
son, on the stand at Nauvoo. (Plaintiff Abstract, p. 33.)
John H. Carter, of Provo, Utah,
also bears the same testimony in the
same suit on page 180, 181. He
says:Joseph Smith came on the stand leading
his son, young Joseph, and they sat him down
on a bench at the prophet's right hand, and
Joseph got up and began to preach and talk
to the people, and the question he said was
asked by somebody, "If Joseph Smith should
be killed or die, who would be bis successor?"
and he turned around and said, pointing to
his son, "There is the successor."
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parts from God's law while he maintains that
departure.

I quote at length this extract from
the letter, because it contains several
important statements that should be
considered in judging as to the validity
of anyone's call by God, and his approval after the call. The first statement is that his call was the same as
others before him, that is by vision,
by dream, and by voice of the Spirit.
Surely Latter Day Saints ought not
to object to that. The matter stands
just in this way: As his father had
been confronted by confusion among
those who professed to believe in the
message of Christ to men, and it became necessary to go to God for light,
so the son was confronted with lo
heres and lo theres, by those who professed to believe in his father's mission. He too, must go to God for
light. He had been left a member of
the church by his father, being baptized by him in Nauvoo just prior to
his death; and as he grew to manhood
he received manifestations from time
to time, pointing to the work be had
to do; and as delegation after delegation from the different factions came
with solicitations for him to join with
them, he was left no other alternative
than to go to God for wisdom. In
answer to the question "Shall I go to
Utah?" came the answer no! And
when the reason was asked, the answer came, as he was enveloped in a
heavenly light brighter than the noonday sun, "Because the light where you
stand is greater than theirs."

This I deemed sufficient to establish
the claim made by the son of the
prophet to divine appointment through
his father, and when taken in connection with the revelation that you have
just read, where God made it a law
unto the church that none could be a
true successsor to Joseph Smith only
as he himself should appoint, and the
further specification was made t,hat
even though the prophetic power and
right should be taken from him on account of transgression, yet he would
in that event retain this power and
right to appoint his own successor, it
forms a chain of evidence and proof
that is irresistible to the candid
searcher for truth.
George.-But what of young Joseph's call to himself, and also his ordination to the high priesthood? You
know we have always considered that
there was something irregular about
that.
James.-As to young Joseph's call
to himself, I will give you his own
Then again the question, "Where
language, as I find it in the letter to
and with whom will my life labor lie?
J. B. Price that I have before quoted
And just as distinctly came tbe anfrom:swer, as in the former questions, "The
The character of the call which I have reSaints
reorganizing at Zarahemla,
ceived is that of the many which have been
received by my compeers,-the revelation of Wisconsin, and other places, is the only
Jes us Christ, by vision, and by dream, to- organized portion of the church acgether with the voice of the Spirit. One of cepted by me. I have given them my
the chief, perhaps the chiefest, reason why I
Spirit, and will continue to do so while
have made so little stir in regard to these
they
remain bumble and faithful."
things is, that I preferred, as I now do, that
to those desirious of knowing in answer to Unlike the answer given to the father
their just and holy aspirations, God might only in the fact that the father had
bear the proper testimony, through his been told that none of the churches
Spirit, to the calling of myself, in like manner
were right but the answer bad the
as such testimony was borne to the calling of
same
effect upon those it condemned,
my father. All who have attempted to
steady the ark of our hopes, since my father's as the answer to the father did. They
departure, have done so by attaching the were enraged at the son, as the
extremest importance to their call, regard- churches in 1819 were enraged at the
ing the godly walk, the upright walk, as refather. But as the father, he had seen
quirements easily dispensed with, if so be
they were called. I am fully persuaded that a vision and beard a voice, and all the
no call of God can sanctify a man who de- opposition possible could not make
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him believe otherwise; but his name
was cast out as evil, and false reports
were circulated about him.
His
motives were impugned, and every
obstacle was placed in his way that
was possible, and that, too, by those
who should have been his best friends,
professing as they did to being friends
of Mormonism.
(To be continued.)
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NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference convened at Fergus :B'alls, June
19, at two p. m ; President I. N. Roberts in
the chair, G. L. Jones secretary. Ministry
reporting: Elders T. J. Martin, M. 0. Erickson, V.7 • Barnhard, E. A. Stedman, H. Way,
A. Whiting, S. Swenson, and T. J. Martin
gave a very encouraging verbal report from
Elder A. Tabbutt; Priests W. W. McLeod,
C. Pierce, and F. Y. Barnes; Teachers J. L.
Mathewson and F. B. Sharman; Deacon C.
Pierce. Voted that all elders present be. invited to take part in our deliberations.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand March 1,
$23.82; received since, to June 12, $70.85;
paid out, to June 12, $54.50; due church
$40.17. Branch reports were read and approved, as follows: Oak Lake 70; 2 baptized,
5 removed. Audubon 37; 2 baptized, 2 received. Union 88; 1 baptized, 1 died. Voted
that the present district officers be sustained
for the ensuing year. Voted that we have a
reunion next year. Voted that the appointment of time and place for fall oonference be
left to the district president. Conference
adjourned to Saturday afternoon, June 26.
The order of exercises during the week was:
Prayer meeting at 9: 00 a. m., preaching at
10: 45 a. m., 2: 30 p. m., and S: 00 p. m. The
26th, conference met pursuant to adjournment, President I. N. Roberts in the chair,
G. L. Jones secretary. Voted that the next
reunion be held at Wadena. Sunday, June
27, services as usual. Three children were
blessed and five baptized and confirmed.

8tlndau 8Bhool AssoBiations.
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT THE SOUTHWEST MISSOURI REUNION.
Both members and workers of Sunday
schools present at this reunion will be cared
for by the following program:Saturday, August 28, at four p. m., will be
held a workers' organization and preparation
meeting.
Beginning on Sunday morning, there will
be regular daily Sunday school sessions at
eight o'clock, in charge of representatives of
the different districts successively, until
Thursday or Friday; and at four p. m., there
will be daily normal sessions in charge of
General Association officers.
On Friday, September 3, the program will
be as follows:-

Nine a. m., Sunday school prayer and testimony meetine; 10: 45 a. m., music, and addresses: 2: 30 p. m., music, addresses, and
blackboard work; 7: 30 p. m., temperance
program; including music, addresses, chalk
talk, and recitations.
General Superintendent T. A. Hougas is
expected to be with us during these sessions,
and Bro. W. N. Robinson, Secretary of the
General Association and superintendent of
the Independence district may be with us a
part if not all of the time.
That the fullest advantage of these helps
may be taken it is earnestly hop0d that all
Sunday school workers, and scholars as well,
who can possibly come, will be present. Let
each scholar bring Quarterlies, books of reference, and song books; and the workers in addition should bring text books on methods,
Rules of Order, and the Sunday School Constitution and By-Laws, as well as our Sunday
school class and record books.
We want you to study while at this gathering, and you will be shown how to keep class
records, Sunday school minutes, and minutes
of district association meetiµgs.
Let us use our pi'ivileges to learn that we
may be more fully equipped to aid the Master in this work.
VINA H. GOFF, In Charge.

SABBATH SCHOOL WORK AT WOODBINE.
The subco1J1mittee selected to arrange for
the Sabbath school work at the general reunion, Woodbine, Iowa, are Brn .•T. F. Mintun, chairman, S. B. Kibler in charge of
music, and A. M. Fyrando in charge of tent,
decorating, and general preparation. They
report: "The district tent is secured, decorating provided for, song books, Quarterlies,
and Bibles requested of the various schools,
and a request that all teachers come especially prepared to teach if called upon."
The officers seclected are: Superintendent,
T. A. Hougas; associate superintendents, J.
F. Mintun and W. N. Robinson; secretary,
Sr. Lenna Strand; treasurer, Sr. Bertha
Beecham. Sr. Emma Hougas in charge of
senior department of teaching.
The following are the items of the proirram: Four regular sessions of Sunday
school at 8: 00 a. m., beginning the first Sabbath, and using senior lessons numbers 6, 7.
8, aud 10; primary and intermediate lessons
numbers 6, 7, 8, and 9. Organization Saturday at 4: 00 p. m. Three sessions institute
work at 4: 00 p. m., Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, in charge of T. A. Hougas.
The special day is Friday, afternoon and
night sessions. T. A. Hougas will deliver
an address on "History and progress of the
Sunday school during the year past." Paper
by Bro. W. N. Robinson, "Financial progress
of the General Sunday School Association
contrasted with its numerical increase."
Paper, Bro. J. F. Mintun, "What is a Sunday school, and how make it a success?"
Question Box in charge of Bro. A. M.
Fyrando. Bro. F. will also assist in blackboard work. Bro. S. B. Kibler, who has
charge of the music, will make announcement
concerning the same. All bring your Winnowed Songs, quarterlies, and Bibles.
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The committee has spared nothing· to make
the preparation for Sunday school work
complete, and all bids fair to make this
gathering one of the most pleasant as well as
profitable ones yet held. Come one and all.
Yours for work,
T. A. HOUGAS.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Kewanee district Sunday school association will bold a convention at Buffalo
Prairie, Illinois, September 10, 1897, at two
p. m. Each school of this district is urged
to have representatives present, also reports
and credentials, that nothing may hinder a
profitable time. Come to make the convention interesting and you will not be disappointed. A program for the evening is being
prepared, with very interesting papers, with
songs, music, etc. Bring your Winnowed
Songs as all are expected to take part.
MRS. ALMA WHITEHOUSE, Sec.

Mis~B1laneotls

IlBpartmBnt

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
To the Saints of Oklahoma Territory:-Please
take notice that upon the recommendation
of Bro. Geo. Montague, missionary in charge,
and Bro. R. M. Maloney and W. S. Macrae
and otl:].ers of the Territory and missionary
force, that Bro. S. J. Hinkle, of Stillwater,
Oklahoma Territory, has been appointed
Bishop's agent for the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints fort.he
said Territory, and is authorized to receive
contributions and tithes and offerings of the
saints for the use and benefit of the Reorganized Church and to aid the missionary force
and poor in said Territory acco~ding to the
law and usages of the gospel.
We hope and trust that the saints will remember the new agent and strengthen his hands
with means so that the missionary work may
be carried on in the Territory and the gospel
of Christ sustained. Fully trusting that the
Lord may ·bless and strengthen those who
make an effort to do his will and keep his commandments, I am,
. Very confidfmtly in the truth yours,
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
LAMONI, Iowa, August 18, 1897.

THE GENERAL REUNION.
Prepare for the General Reunion of the
church which convenes at Woodbine, Iowa,
September 3-13.
The committee has procured the services of
Elders Joseph Smith, Alexander Smith, and
E. L. Kelley, of Lamoni; Fred A. Smith, of
Omaha, and T. W. Williams, of Council
Bluffs, for the occasion, and many other
speakers of similar talent will be in attendance.
Music under the charge of S. B. Kibler and
James Pearsall will be furnished by the
Woodbine choir, assisted by choirs of neighboring branchfls, and such orchestra as can
be used to advantage.
Board and lodging will be furnished in private families at $2.50 to $3.00 per week, and
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board at boarding hall on grounds, at $3.00,
with fifty cents per week additional for lodging. Those desiring board or board and lodging at the boarding hall will confer a favor
by applying in advance to L. D. Butler, Woodbine, Iowa. Mr. Butler is the sam.e party
who had charge of the boarding hall last
year, and you will be assured of the same
good treatment that you received then.
Those desiring board in private families apply to F. C. Oviatt, Woodbine, Iowa, chairman of the reception committee.
Hay, grain, and fuel will be furnished at
minimum prices.
One and one third fare has been secured
for all those coming by rail. The city council having generously conducted the water
from the city water works, by means of underground pipes to the reunion grounds, has
rendered the supply of fresh, cold water inexhaustible, and for both man and beast its
convenience is most satisfactory.
Woodbine being located on the main line of
the Chicago and Northwestern Railway, between Chicago and Omaha, makes the place
of easy access.
Wall tents can be rented 10 x 12, $2; 12
x 14, $2.50; 14x 16, $3, with twenty-five cents
added for setting tent up. Those wanting
tents apply in advance to S. B. Kibler, Woodbine, Iowa.
To those in attendance at the general reunion last year, we offer no words of praise relating to the accommodations necessary to
make a meeting of this kind pleasant and
profitable. That all our accommodations were
all that we advertised a year ago was vouched
for in the pratically unanimous expression
that fixed the reunion at Woodbine again.
The grounds, situated less than one fourth of
a mile from the depot and business part of the
city, are attractive and inviting. They are
ample to accommodate all, and are covered
with towering timber which furnishes an
abundance of shade. For easy access, convenience in its various features and attractive
surroundings, the Woodbine reunion grounds
remain unsurpassed.
Special notice! In order to get the benefit
of reduced railroad rates, we must have one
hundred tickets purchased by the third day
of the meeting, Sunday not included. Any
ticket purchased between Tuesday, August
31, and Monday, September 6 inclusive, will
be honored in making up the one hundred
certificates, and no others. If you intend coming to the reunion by rail, purchase your
ticket between the above dates.
S. C. DIGGLE,
Sec. Reunion Com.
33-2t

A CONFESSION.
To All Whom It Malf Concern:- I hereby confess that I have rehearsed in different places
in Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida, damaging stories, that had been told to me, against
the character of Bro. W. J. Booker and also
against Sister Josephine Shell, but I have
found that there is not proof to corroborate
these stories. I therefore ask them to forgive me this wrong and promise to refrain
from,doing so again in future, and wish to
repair, as far as possible, any damage I may
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have done them. I ask also the forgiveness 11, at ten a. m. It is desired that all attend
of any and all others who may have been of- who can. All branches are requested to refended. I did not originate these stories, but port at this conference. Officers will be
repeated them as told me by others, but I elected for the next six months. Send all
reports to Arthur Allen, 2210 Wabash Avefind there is not proof to sustain them.
nue, Kansas City, Missouri.
J. D. ERWIN.
ARTHUR ALLEN, Sec.
To All Whom It May Ooncern:-I hereby
confess that I have unnecessarily repeated,
Conference of the Southern Wisconsin disin different places in Alabama, Mississippi, trict will be held in the town of Porter, near
and Florida, damaging stories against Bro. Evansville, Rock County, Wisconsin, SeptemG. T. Chute. I did not originate these ber 25, 26, 1897. Branch officers, send your
stories, but repeated them as told me by reports to Jasper 0. Dutton, Janesville, Wisothers; but the evidence adducible is not suf- consin, Box 693. Officials, report to W. A.
ficient to prove him guilty, according to the McDowell, Evansville, Wisconsin, in care of
law. I therefore ask his pardon and that of Charles Sperry. Those coming on the cars
any others whom I may have offended in this from the east and south arrive at Evansville,
matter and promise to refrain from doing so Friday, the 24th, at noon; those coming from
again in future.
west and north arrive at two p. m. same date.
J. D. ERWIN.
There will be teams to meet you at the train.
August 12, 1897.
W. A. McDOWELL, Pres.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.

NOTICES.

The Spring River district quarterly conA sister, a widow, who is without a home,
ference will convene at Webb City, Missouri,
would be glad to find one with some family
September 10, 1897, at 7: 30 p. m. At this
of saints. Is fifty-three years old but able to
conference there will be an election of officers,
do ordinary housework, and willing to assist
hence the whole membership of the district
to the extent of her ability. If any of the
should attend to vote for those suitable to
saints can furnish this sister a home they
carry on the Lord's work, and to take part in
will be doing a laudable work. Address,
such other business as may come before the
Mrs. M. E. Boline, Garland, Alabama. For
conference. Branch officers will see that all
references, address Elder J. G. Vickery, at
reports are properly made out, quarterly
the same place.
T. C. KELLEY.
collections taken up, and come prepared to
make settlement in full for the district tent.
J. c. CHRESTENSEN, Sec.
WOODBINE REUNION.
JASPER CITY, Missouri, Aug. 18, 1897.
All those coming by rail will see when they
get off train one or more of our reception
The Kewanee district conference will be committee, known by red badge.
held at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois, September
For special Sunday school day we have
11 and 12, 1897, as per adjournment of last chosen Nos. 38 and 115 from Winnowed
conference. An invitation is extended to all Songs, so all schools or scholars can practice
the members of the district to be present and them and are wantt'd to help sing. Let us
help make the conference result in good. A have many voices in the Sunday school song
report and representatives with credentials
service. Also we have arranged for a numare expected from each branch.
of orchestra pieces that are good.
s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Sec. ber'.!'he
orders for tents and word from all
points are, We are coming. We say, Come,
Des Moines district conference will conand come praying God may be with us to the
vene October 9, at ten a. m., with the Valley
satisfaction of saints and the conversion of
branch, at Runnells. The branches are resinners. The grove is in fine condition.
quested to send their reports to William
S. B. KIBLER.
Johnson, Angus, Iowa. The What Cheer
branch report for the June conference came
BORN.
to Angus after I had left for conference. It
WEBSTER.-May 1, 1890, to Loveland Netwas forwarded but missent, consequently lost.
Let the branches have business meetings tie Webster, a daughter, and named Bessa
early enough to send reports in time by mail, May. Blessed July 11, 1897, by Elders C. W.
or by delegate, the latter preferred. Come Prettyman and J. W. Gillen.
KNAAB.-May 12, 1897, to Bro. and Sr.
with the Spirit that we may be blessed.
Remember we must liquidate our indebted- John Knaab, a daughter, and named Della
ness on the district tent. Come prepared. May. Blessed July 11, 1897, by Elders J. W.
Let each branch between now and then take Gillen and C. W. Prettyman.
WATKINS.-At Tabor, Iowa, July 18, 1897,
up a collection each time they meet and send
the result to the conference by the delegate, to Mr. Charles H. and Sr. Mary Watkins, a
or to William C. Nirk, Rhodes, Iowa, who is daughter, named Maggie Vesta. Blessed at
Thurman reunion, August 11, 1897, by
district treasurer.
WM. c. NIRK, Pres.
Elders Robt. M. Elvin and Henry Kemp.
WM. JOHNSON, Sec.
HARRINGTON.-AtTabor, Iowa, October 1,
1896, to Bro. A. Cyrus and Sr. Annie HarConference of the Independence district rington, a son, named Raymond Daniel.
will convene with the second Kansas City Blessed at Thurman reunion, August 11,
branch at Seventeenth Street and Madison 1897, by Elders Robt. M. Elvin and Henry
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, on September Kemp.
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them, remains to cherish his memory, and'
emulate his good qualities.
About the year 1855, Elder Seigrist, who
was baptized by Hyrum Smith, the Martyr,
was sent by direction of the Holy Spirit, to
seek Bro. Bishop. Everything was made
plain to him before he started, in a vi;,ion
which he afterwards found true in all details
-even to the house in an unfinished condition, and its location; but it required an argument lasting through one whole night and
until two o'clock of another, before Bro.
Bishop was convinced.
Himself and wife
were baptized, being the first to unite with
the church in that country. Bro. Bishop was
ordained an elder and immediately commenced preaching, and before the next year
had baptized one hundred or more. In February, 1856, himself and family left for
America, enroute to Utah. Circumstances
led him to a town in New York, one hundred
and eighty miles from New York City, where
he was employed in a tannery, and amid much
opposition preached the gospel until between
two hundred and three hundred were baptized. Arriving in Utah subsequently, they
passed through the endowments of that
church, but realizing they had been deceived,
they were baptized into the Reorganized
Church; Sr. Bishop first, as a precautionary
measure, and later, at Provo City, Utah,
April 15, 1867, he was baptized by Elder J.
W. Morgan, and confirmed by Elder Joseph
S. Lee, and by him, on the same date was ordained an elder. They left their house and
furniture in Salt Lake City and secretly made
their escape, knowing well their fate should
the Brighamites learn of their movements.
They immediately went to Malad, Idaho,
from which place Bro. Bishop led a party of
saints to Stewartsville, Missouri, and assisted
in forming the first branch of the church in
that section. Removing to St. Joseph, Missouri, he organized the first branch there, and
became its first president. Later he returned
West to Colorado and Oregon, and from there
to Independence, some twelve years ago.
The experiences through which he passed
in his gospel work would fill a large volume
to relate. He loved the gospel, and would
give his last coat if needed to further its interests. He was very firm and when once
convinced of his duty in any direction, permitted nothing to stop him from its performance. He suffered much in his last illness,
but fell peacefully asleep at the last in the
hope of a triumphant resurrection at the
coming of the Lord.
DAVIS.-On July 10, 1897, aged 2 years and
10 days, Cleo, son of John and Sr. Della Davis;
born June 12, 1895, blessed December 29, 1895.
Funeral sermon by Elder C. Scott, assisted
DIED.
Bu'.rLER.-Etta and Nettie Butler, twins, by Elder E. B. Morgan, at Runnells, Iowa,
born February 2, 1897, died July 19, near July 11, 1897. A large audience present. A
Crescent, Iowa. T. W. Williams officiating little bud of promise gone to mingle with the
sweet little innocents who have gone on beat funeral.
BISHOP.-At Independence, Missouri, July fore. Sweetly he rests.
ELVIN.-Dr. Robert C. Elvin was born May
22, 1897, of Bright's disease, Elder Charles
Albrecht Bishop, in the 70th year of his age. 11, 1823, at Paisley, Scotland; he united with
He was born in Thun, Canton of Berne, the church in 1841; was married March 15,
Switzerland, April 28, 1828, and married Miss 1845; and with his family came to America
Anna Wieland, who, with four boys and three in 1849, first locating at St. Louis, Missouri,
girls, of the six boys and six girls born to from there moved to Council Bluffs, Iowa,

GARD.-At North Polk Township, Atchison County, Missouri, April 15, 1894, to Bro.
Nathan and Sr. Catherine Gard, a daughter,
and named Nettie. Blessed at Thurman reunion, August 15, 1897, by Elders Henry Kemp
and R M. Elvin.
GARD.-At Colfax Township, Atchison
County, Missouri, December 21, ]895, to Bro.
Nathan and Sr. Catherine Gard, a son, and
named Ala. Blessed at Thurman reunion,
August 15, 1897, by Elders R. M. Elvin and
Henry Kemp.
SHOOLL.-Paul William was born to Bro.
Edward and Sr. Doretta Sbooll, June 7. He
was blessed at the church in St. Joseph,
Missouri, July 18, by Elders J. M. Terry and
J. Burlington.
HEYWOOD.-December 20, 1890, at Pine
Cliff, Nebraska, to Bro. R. A. and Sr. V.
Heywood, a daughter named Martha. Blessed
June 28, 1897, at Pine Cliff, Nebraska, by
Elders J. W. Gillen. and D. M. Rudd.
HEYWOOD.-To Bro. R. A. and Sr. v.
Heywood, May 6, 1893, at Pine Cliff, Nebraska, a son, named Fay M. Blessed June
28, 1897, at Pine Cliff, Nebraska, by Elders J.
W. Gillen and D. M. Rudd.
BEEBE.-Charles L., son of Charles and
Viola Beebe, born Apri:l 17, 1897, at Runnells,
Iowa; blessed at Runnells, Iowa, July 11,
1897, by Elders C. Scott ana E. B. Morgan.
BROWN.-To Bro. F. and Sr. E. Brown, a
daughter, March 5, 1897, at Boone, Iowa;
blessed July 25, 1897, by Elders C. Scott and
W. C. Nirk, at Boone, Iowa, and named
Rosie May.
MEREDITH.-At Aberaman, Glamorganshire, Walea, September 22, 1896, a son, was
born to John and Sr. Mary Ann Meredith;
named John; blessed at Aberaman, July 4,
1897, by Elders Thomas and John Jones.
LEWIS.-At Aberaman, Glamorganshire,
Wales, May 29, 1897, to Bro .. Evan and Sr.
Mary Lewis, a daughter; named Tryphena
Maud; blessed at home, July 4, 1897, by
Elders John and Thomas Jones.
LANE.-To Bro. William and Sr. Lizzie
Lane, February 19, 1897, at Boonesboro,
Iowa, a son, and named Willie. Blessed by
Elders E. B. Morgan and Columbus Scott, at
the above-named place, August 8, 1897.
ROBINSON. - To Bro. Thomas ~nd Sr.
Elizabeth Robinson, at Des Moines, Iowa,
May 8, 1897, a son. Named William, and
blessed by E. B. Morgan,· July 27, at Des
Moines, Iowa.
McNAMARA.-At Nebraska City,Nebraska,
February 14, 1897, to Mr. Charles and Sr.
Ellen G. McNamara, a daughter, and named
Edna Vivian. Blessed August 1, 1897, by
Elders Robt. M. Elvin and J. W. Waldsmith.

located in Cass County, Nebraska, March 27,
1856. In 1860 he took up his residence at
Nebraska City, where he has since lived, except for a short time that he resided at
Omaha. He has been identified with the Reorganized Church since February, 1866; was
the first to preside over the church at Nebraska City, as a branch; was ordained an
high priest at Plano, Illinois, April, 1873;
died July 24, 1897, aged 74 years, 2 months,
and 13 days. On the 27th his remain were
escorted by the Order of Knights of Pythias,
from his late residence on Eleventh Street, to
the Latter Day Saints' church. When the
procession reached Sixth Street the Masonic
Order joined and led the procession to the
church, where Elder 'J. W. Waldsmith
preached the sermon to a full house of very
attentive listeners, after which the Masonic
order took charge of, and escorted the remains to Wyuka Cemetery, where they were
deposited according to the formula of the
fraternity. At the close the one officiating
called on Elder Waldsmith to pronounce the
benediction. Another of the pioneers has
gone. He leaves a wife and four children to
mourn their loss; two sons, Robert M., of Lamoni, and John; Elizabeth, and Mattie Bostrom, of Lincoln, Nebraska.
JoSLYN.-At her home in Greenbush,
Alcona County, Michigan, July I, 1897, Sr.
Ida Myrtle Joslyn, aged 22 years, 7 months,
11 days. She was born at Tawas, Michigan,
November 20, 1874; baptized May 29, 1892, by
David Smith. She was a noble young woman
and a good saint. She leaves a father, two
brothers, three sisters, and a host of friends
to mourn her departure. Funeral sermon by
Elder David Smith, from Psalms 37: 34.
MONROE.-At Fairbury, Nebraska, July
14, 1897, Sr. Jeanette Monroe, aged 49 years.
She was highly respected and loved by all
who knew her. She united with the church
when a girl and lived a consistent life, and
died in the faith. She leaves a husband,
mother, two grown sons, brothers and sisters,
and a host of friends to mourn their loss. In
the absence of Elder A. J. Myers the funeral
service was conducted by Rev. Randall,
pastor of the M. E. church, at Fairbury. Her
funeral sermon will be preached at the
saints' church at Fairbury, August 1, 1897,
by Elder A. J. Myers.
WILLIAMS.-At Keb, Iowa, July 11, 1897,
Glaud Rodger, son of Bro. Richard and Sr.
Mary Ann Williams. He was born January
30, 1896; was blessed May 17, 1896, under the
hands of Elders F. M. Weld and J. R. Evans.
His age was 1 year, 5 months, 11 days. Funeral sermon by John Brennan to an attentive
audience.
SMITH.-At "Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, July
21, 1897, Bro. Hyrum Smith. He was born
February 27, 1844; he became a member of
the Reorganized Church about 1875, and remained strong in the faith till his death.
Funeral services conducted by Elder Daniel
Hougas at the residence of deceased. He
had no family.
McCARTY.-Carl Frederick, infant son of
Bro. and Sr. Louis Mc Carty, of Holden, Missouri, July 23, 1897, aged 1 year, 7 months,and
14 days. Sermon by Elder H. Resch.
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The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food pure,
whofosome and delicious.

(Established 1860.)

I

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION UY JOSEPH SMITH.
Cloth ............................. $1 00
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edg•3S ...... 1 75
Morocco, gilt ;,dgeb ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible bi mi ing, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' 'l'RANSLA'l'ION.
Four sizes of Am<c:ric:w B:bie S:>eiety's lowprlced editions: \\'iei1 m.:rgrna'. references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 Cc'nts each. Without
references, two ~iz""• 30 and 50 cents each.

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2 00 per year; six months $1.00·
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sampl0
copies free.
The travel'ng ministr~~, di-trict and branch prf·sidents
and BiPhop'B age11te are rfqueeted to solicit subEtcriptions:
make sales f1f church i;ubl1catione, and seSiEt the pub-

lishing department.
Addrei;;s communications for pnb1ication to the Editors.
BuFinee.s letterF, suhFcriptlons, rernittan!:eB, changes

of addrese, r·tc, should h~ addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. R, m1tta11ce# should be made by
post o~ice or express orderR, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letter". D<> nut send checks
Adverti8ing nites, forty cents per inch each inF<ertion,
subject to the foliowing discounts: One month's insertion, five per cPnt: three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-fiV'e per cent; one year forty per cent,.
All advertisiug conditioned on insertion npon the fhst or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading not,ices~
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)

TEACHERS' BIBLES.

Oxford B:blt:s, Family B:oks, 'rhe Revised
Version, Eyre and Spo,tiswootle',;, The SelfPronouncit,g Combination Bible, The Revisea and King Jameo' Versions in parallel
columns, or any ver"ion obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

ten cents per line. Edi Loria! notices, twenty-five cents
per line; disconnt as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

'THE prices on the second volume o:I'
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:'Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, .•••.• 2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, •.••.•••••••••• 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and. separate prices of each
when ordering.

$1.50.
THE SAINTS' HERALD

$1.50.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
• grass land situated at miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
or fruit raisiog. Only $15.50 per acre. Rea.
NEW REVISED EDITION.
sonable payment down, balance on time to
The manuscript of this edition was carefully suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
compared with the original authorized edition and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 00
of 1835, which was adopted by a General As- days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
sembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
Lamoni, Iowa.
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.
later editions have been corrected, and some 11 T
H
ld Offi
h
d t
omissions supplied.
.
HE
era
ce as arrange
o
The revelation on the late Civil War, the handle a special line of bargains in
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835, ,,
,
..
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894, tiunday School Teachers and M1msand the revelations given to the Reorganized ters' Bibles by which strictly firstChurch to date, are all included in tbe vol.. '
ume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted, class ed1t10ns are offered at greatly
but may be published later in pamphlet reduced prices, as follows:form, or for those who may want them.
..
.
The concordance has been revised and enThe Self-Pronouncmg Sunday
larged, greatly aiding study and general use School Teachers' Bible " the same as
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in the Oxford Bible, with helps and
the revelations, are included in tbe volume. maps in good large print bourReady reference to the book is greatly
. '
.
.
'
facilitated by the substitution of figt.res for ge01s type, with margmal references;
the old style Roman letters in section and printed on thin paper flexible binding·
page headings. The figures can be read at a
·
a 1 SJ..
·1 d pos
' t pa1'd a t 'IP
<112 • oo'
glance.
size
u4X 2 ma1 e
Th.is edition is issuea from new.b:evier type. per copy net.
Prices same as the former ed1t10n, accord"Th
C
h
·
T
h
'
ing to bindings:e
ompre ens1ve
eac ers
Cloth .............................. $ 65
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
Fullleather ........................ 1 00
d
· d h 1 t B"bl t d
Full leather, gilt, edges ............. 1 25
an revise
e ps o 1 e s u y, new
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
concordance, and an indexed Bible
(The flexible binaings contain extra leaves
Fl ex1'ble
for notes.)
a tl as, new maps, etc.

$15 50

I

I
I
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·

,, ·' ,,
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REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times and
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THE
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
year from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in ad,vance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
binding, thin tinted paper, mm1on
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
type,
size 6x8t mailed postpaid at
subscriptions, as stated.
$1.50 net.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
- ) OPPOSITE ( These Bibles are marvels of cheapyear in advance, will receive the benefit of
BLAIR IVIERCANTILE CO.
ness in price, but are excellent in
the reduction in price from the date namedNothing but first-class work done in our line Ladie•'
J uly 12, 1897.
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Satmdays.
quality of workmanship in binding,
Those who have already paid in advance
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLACK.
etc. They are issued by leading pubwill receive the benefit of the reduction in
price at the dates of expiration of present
lishing houses and may be relied upon .
. subscriptions, and for the year following said
Address · orders to Frank Criley,
dates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
Business
Manager Herald Office, Laboth in the price of the church paper, and of STOVES, TINWARE, BA.RB WIRE, ETC.
moni,
Iowa.
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
necessary that all avail themselves of the Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebted
LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
pay up all past due accounts.
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY. .
Branch book agents and the ministry who
The Herald Office has issued a third edition
·can do so, are respectfully asked to second the
HOUSE AND LOT FOR SALE.
of this valuable and popular work. Orders
efforts of the Board by obtaining new subLot 50x150 feet; five roomed house, good filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
scribers for the HERALD and working in the
Address, David Dancer, Business
general interests of the Herald Office-the well, barn, cellar, outhouse, and fruit trees . copy.
Lamoni, Iowa.
. church publishing plant.
Eight minute walk from the church. Price Manager,
Those desiring to make special arrangeIn bonds,
$675.00 cash.
819 South Grand Avenue,
ments to handle the book in quantities should
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.
Independence, Mo.
Lamoni, Iowa.

COhhKgK CIYY BRRBKR 8HOP,

HARDWARE)!

Presidency and Priesthood.

I
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HERALD.

Any:one sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is·
probably patentable. Comrnun!{;a,tions strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..·securing patent&
tD America.
We have a VVasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r13oeivespecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
S,1.50 six months. Specimen copies and BAND
BDCK ON p ATENTS sent free.

MUNN &

Addres~

CO.,

361 Broadway, New York,
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I§,~tMf~p~K~g, tt~Al f~QIQ1t~ !:~;£~!~:?:;~~

1 use ea::iily followed. No d:-in::' r from electric shockf3, no
matter hOw carelessly hnn<ll 1L "Motor, BattPry, Electl'ie
Wire, and Chemica!s all complete with each order.
__ ,

I

I
I
I
th-:1.r r1nt·1rnl \.1.'hiteness, and I
;s JH'rfec:tiy ,harmless, con-

ELAS'rIC STARCH has be.1n hefore the people of the Unit<'d St.ates For twentr-Uir1--;e venrs, and is without doubt
the greate.Flt_st11.rcll inventLm of tr1:~ NrneteentU Ceupny. Li1~r. year its salei:-; reach~'.d rh:. unpH·cedented number of
wentr m1llloa pactrng~s. It is JJr·.~pared upon scientific priw~1pl~s l)y m~_.n who havB !met ymn~ of practical experi- I
~nee 1n fa~cy 1aundr.r~1;1g.

It m1.lke~ ir•mtng ea'.'l.y, re~torc.H old (.·mmmer dr'"'.S"''"S

l~p?-rts to,i1nen a be~uuful and lastin~ finish. h is.U:e (_)Dly starch. munul":lctnred
ta1n1ng neither arseo1c, alum or any otner substance rnJ11no1rn to lrnc ·, aud can be

ev:::11 f1it· a baoy puwdcr.

$ 5 !50 outfit vnJl cnmµl~tdy cool and ventilate desk.-.
$11.00 will cool oftke or errnil! r;;oi.n Hicely.
$15 50 will Vf-:'ntilate a gocd~t:i!Z•~rl roon1 pf'rfectly.
$20.00 wi!l cool large room or ~tore-to µerfrction.
S:~nd tHF-h \O\'ith OI'dP.l' ,-,r Rt.ftillP for Clitalogne to

I

TOBACCO

OU

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Pcor\a 1 Illinois, positively
three b:)x~~s of "Quit-'ro-Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere f>1r $1.50 No bad effect~ from
use of Quit-'ro-Bac. It is ::1, great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds i why not. you?
Remember, No~ l'1!re, No Pay. Address, B. F.
guarantee~

1'.!LEDl!CAJL EI,ECTUIC CO.,
.
607 Va11Hei·Mh !!EuihUng, N.,Y"
Agents Wanted.

ABE YOU A BENTER?

ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

$30 per acre wi!l buy a good productive
fa, rm of 80 acres fi v'" rn: h·s from Lamoni, over·

good road; four !'OOm bouse, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborbond; scbool close by.
Terms $200 cash and hg]ance JO yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

DO YOU WANT A HOME~
I have frnit, grain, and stock farms in Howell and adjoining counties in l\its"3ouri, to sell cheap; tracts of 160
acres with house, orchard of from 5 to 25 acres, and frum
20 to 90 acres in cultivation. S.Jll for fn,m $1,000 to $3,000.
I also have thousands of acres of wild land within six
miles of railroad to sell in lvts of 80 acres np, at from $3

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

to $5 per acre.
For further particular•, call on or send stamp, and address
JOSEPH W AHD,
Pomona, Howell Co., Missouri.

A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •quares from the busi'
ness center. It has io.ix r{lom~. a hall, and three cloeetsp.
and is co .. venie11tly arrungul for a family of six or more;
is warm as a wintt:r house, ttncl has good ventilation for
summer. '\Vel! and c1~tern at the door, and apple 9

cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which Ill:@
the corner of a block. Address.
I. :N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For

catalogue~ or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LA:'l!iBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI, !owA.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per

bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed anrl rleltvered at expre•s ofike on recel~t of price. ,
w. E. MYER~, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.,
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IS THE OLD-TESTAMENT CANON
AUTHORITATIVE'?

WAS the Old Testament, as we now
have it, a complete and authoritative
collection of sacred writings in the
days of Christ? On this question hang
· a number of arguments that haye been
made in reply to the higher critics.
In the Presbyterian Quarterly (April),
in the leading article, Rev. William
W. Elwang, of Orlando, Florida, an·
swers the question negatively, and,
while defending the present canon on
other grounds, he denies emphatically
that there is any historic evidence
such as the defenders of the Old Testament canon have generally claimed.
He begins his article with a quotation
from '•Wise old Richard Hooker" on
the danger of "attributing unto the
Scripture more than it can have,"
which, Mr. Elwang thinks, has been
"the deep and continuous error of
Christian apologetics."
He 'also
apologizes in advance for the necessarily negative character of his article,
which character, ,however, he claims,
is "in strictest harmony with present
known historical truth." Then he
continues:"The function of Scripture as the
vehicle of revelation demands a canon
of Scripture. That is to say, it seems
logical to expect that if God has a message for mankind in what we term the
Bible, it is of vital importance that
there should be no dubiety as to the
several documents that 'ought to be included in the Bible. But, once more
demonstrating the fond fallacy of a
priori reasoning about 'the ways of

God to men,' we find that among the J same magazine (April, 1893), are remany 'interesting questions concern- ferred to by the present writer. Their
ing the Scriptures that are not yet argument is based on the claim that
answered,' none is more interesting Christ and his apostles "found the
or more important than this very canon in existence as an authorized
question of what, since the days of canon" accepted by "the Jews the
Irenreus, has been called the. canon of world over" as complete and authori·
Scripture. The whole subject of the tative; and the further claim that
canon-its origin, its development, there is no denying that this canon
its integrity and authority-is still en- was ''settled during the intermediate
veloped in a haze of doubt, even in period between Malachi and Christ"
the minds of scholars. Is it, perhaps, by the members of the Great Synatoo much to say that not one minister gogue who were s.ometi.mes prophets
in ten, even the Presbyterian Church, and high priests, assisted by some uncould give an approximately intelli- heard-of oracle or miracle, and who
gent account of what is really known collected the twenty-four books of the
about it? Why were precisely the Old Testament and authoritatively
books with which we are now ac- closed the list against all further adquainted included in the sacred list, ditions.
while other respectable candidates for
This "traditional theory of the
this signal distinction were rejected? canon" is assailed by Rev. Mr. Elwang
Was each individual book now included as follows:in the list divinely authenticated as
'•But for the existence of this synai!_lspired, with a view to its adoption by gogue there is absolutely no historthe church? If so, what was the form ical evidence whatever. It is not
of such authentication? And upon once mentioned either by Philo or Jothe completion of the list, did that sephus, or any one of the many apocrylist itself receive inspired sanction? phal or pseudepigraphical writers
If so, when and how?
It is before the second century A. D. The
somewhat trite to suggest that if wide and varied extent of the writthese and similar questions •could be ings of these men makes it inconceivanswered in a satisfactory way it able that they should have omitted.
it would greatly simplify Christian all mention of such a body had it exapologetics and supersede much hos- isted and performed so important a
tile criticism.' Just so. But can function as the settlement of the limits
they, in the light of modern historical of that sacred literature upon which
research, be answered in a satisfactory the Jewish religion and Jewish life deway? The answer, even though it pended. The writers of the New Tes·
seem a dangerous surrender, must be tament, as is well known, give no inti·
an emphatic No. The bard fact is mation that they ever heard of such a
that the whole history of the origin venerable and important body. 'There'
and formation of what we now call is no evidence from any literary source
the canon is distinctly disappointing. whatever nearer to the historical pe~
This is true of the Old and New Tes- riod to which the Great Synagogue is
taments alike. Both the Jewish and assigned than "PirkeAboth," the wellChristian churches for centuries had known Mishnic treatise of the third
their antilegomena, or controverted century A. D., and all the testimony
books, as over against the homologu- of "Pirke Aboth" amounts to is this:
mena, or universally accepted ones. that in the chain of tradition from MosSeveral of the former received a final es to the scribes of the second century
classification with the latter only B. c., the Great Synagogue intervened
after generations had discussed their between the prophets and ''the Pairs" ·
claims."
of Scribes, and that Simon the Just.
The views of those who do not admit ranked as its last surviving member..'·
the necessity of a negative answer, as On the other hand, Kuenen, follow
set forth by Dr. J.B. Shearer in the ing Krochmal's lead concerning the,
0-
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identity of the Great Synagogue with a completed technical threefold divi"There is, fourthly and concluthe Great Convocation of Nehemiah 8: sion of the books have been barren. sively, the testimony of the Spirt of
10, has conclusively proved that the Granted that such a technical divi- God to the intelligence and heart of
former is simply a mirage of the latter sion existed, who can define the con- the individual believer and to the mind
seen by Jewish writers of the earlier tents and limit of each separate of the organized body of believers, in
Christian centuries, writers wh6se division? Was it ever defined? It is all countries and ages, removing
views of the history of their people very significant that no New-Testa- doubts, illuminating saving truth, and
were both inverted and perverted."
ment writer ever builds a doctrine on, assuring the soul and the church of
But even these writers, we are told, or even quotes from, a single book their possession of the 'word of God'
in their references to the Great Syna- which was in dispute at that time."
written. "-Literary Digest.
gogue, do not assert anywhere that
The first historical attempt to fix
it :fixed the limits of the Old Tes-1 the canon was made by the so-called
INCREASE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.
tament canon once for all. That it Synod of Jamnia in 90 A. D., which
Washington,D.C.,Aug.17.-!J'hereportof
d i.d so was a bld'
o mven t'10n o fEl'rns I acte db y majority vote, with acts o f
I
the United StateB Commissioner of EducaLevita, a Jewish scholar of the six- , violence toward dissenters, and whose tion, Dr. William T. Harris, for the year
teenth century, driven hard by the decision did not allay the controversy. ended July 1, 1896, has just been completed.
exigencies of controversy. Rev. Mr. Nevertheless, the writer upholds the It brings the educational progress of the
Elwang proceeds t? quote from 1 doctrine of inspiration of the Old country up to that date, and embraces the
Maccabees, Zechariah, Malachi, Jose- Testament, and his grounds for doing latest statistics the bureau has gathered.
The report shows a total enrollment in that
phus, Jerome, Augustine, and others, so are "with the greatest brevity" year in the schools and colleges, both public
to show that in the period between thus set forth:and private, of 15,997,197 pupils. This was
Malachi and Christ the direct inspi"There is, first, by way of prelimi- an increase of 308,575. The number in public
ration of God had ceased among the nary assurance, the general result of institutions was 14,465,371, and in private inJews, and therefore there could have historical criticism to the genuine- stitutions, 1,531,826. In addition to all these
there were 418, 000 pupils in the various
been no inspired definition of the ness and authenticity of the Bible as special schools and institutions, including
canon. Nor did the Jews, the world a whole, as well as the satisfactory business colleges, music coneervatories, Inover, Rev. Mr. Elwang asserts, at the 1 issue of the special investigations into dian, and reform rnbools, making the grand
time of Christ accept the present the merits of certain parts of it, such total enrollment for the whole country 16,canon as complete and authoritative. as the genuineness of the fourth Gos- 415,197.
We quote again:pel. Recent 'destructive criticism'· The report says the 178 schools for secondary and higher education of the colored
"It is well known that we are not has not been able to destroy the 'im- race had slightly over 40,000 students enin possession of anything like a 'com- pregnable rock of Holy Scripture,' rolled, an increase of over 3,000 for the year.
· plete and authoritative' list of the sa- but has done invaluable service in re- Then schools increased by 16 in number,
cred books of either before or during moving from it the accumulated and mostly high schools. There were 25,092
the time of Christ. 'The nearest ap- rank moss of centuries of human tra- pupils in the elementary grades, 13,563 in
the secondary grades, and 1,455 in the colproach to a catalogue is the panegyric dition.
legiate departments. There were 4,672 colon the famous men of Israel in Eccle"There is, second, as subsidiary ored students studying for teachers. Insiasticus,' or, according to the LXX., 1 proof, looking at the Bible as a whole, dustrial training is a prominent feature in
The Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of Sir-1 the argument from its organic unity, nearly all of these schools.-SeZ.
ach. 'The writer takes up the Pen- in spite of its diversity of authorship
tateuch, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and the origin of the several parts at
The new census of Russia gives a total
Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and centuries of time and continents of population of 129,211,113, as compared with
the twelve minor prophets in order. space removed from each other. The 74,ooo,ooo in 1859 · Much of the increase is
due to the acquisition of territory in Asia.
He also mentions the Psalms of David, Bible is a continuous whole, a com- Only three cities in the empire-St. Petersand the songs, proverbs, and parables pleted design, its perfectly coordinated burg, Moscow, and Warsaw-have a populaof Solomon. Daniel and Esther are parts supplied by workmen often ig- tion of more than 500,000. The rapidity of
passed over in silence, and Nehemiah norarit of their mutual labors. This growth of tho empire's population is seen by
is mentioned without Ezra.' Philo, is an old and now unappreciated, but, the following reports in census years: 1722,
. .
14,000,000; 1742, 16,000,000; 1762, 19,000,000;
contemporary with the apostles, and when understoo d , most convmcmg 1782 ' 28,000,000; 1796 ' 30 ' 000,000; 1812' 41,a voluminous writer, omits all mention suggestion.
000,000; 1815, 45,ooo,ooo; 1835, 60,000,000; 1851,
of Ruth, Chronicles, Esther, Nehe"There is, third, as further evi- 68,000,000; and 1859, 74,000,000. There has
miah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Ecclesiastes, deuce, the twofold witness of the been no census in Russia since the last-named
the Song, and Lamentations. The church and history throughout the. year until 1897 , which gives over 129,000,000.
.
The population in round numbers by provN ew Testament also fails us on this world and centuries, back to the most inces is about as follows: European Russia,
important point. Its writers employ primitive times, the former always 99,000,000; Poland, 9,ooo,ooo; Finland, 2,000,a number of general terms for the Old, recognizing the Bible which we now 000; Caucasus, 8,000,000; central Asia, 6,000,such as law, prophets, law and pro- have as divine, and testifying to its 000; Siberia, 5,000,000. The males and fep hets, and sacred writings; and Jesus satisfaction of the religious feelings males are about equal in number. The total
area of Russia is 8,660,282 square miles.
refers on one occasion to 'the and deepest needs of mankind; the
law, the prophets, and the Psalms'; other unequivocally affirming its uni"A postage stamp illustrates the value of a
but the several attempts that have form and unmatched influence' for determined purpose. If it didn't stick to it,
been made to find in these references good upon the individual and society. it would never get there."
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"ff ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
'Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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A WORD IN A FIT PLACE.

A COPY of the Armory, published at
Boston, Massachusetts, by H. L.
Hastings, for August, has been sent
us by some friend of the cause.
In it is an article from Israel's Messiah,
entitled, "A Refuge for Persecuted
Jews." From this article we quote
the following:Rabbi Isaac Leeser, of Philadelphia, the
translator of the Hebrew Bible, says that the
prophecy in the eighteenth chapter of the
prophet Isaiah, "Ho! to the land with spreading wings, which is beyond the rivers of
Cush, that sendeth on the sea embassadors,
and in vessels of gomeh messengers over the
face of the waters," is a prophecy relating to
America. Standing where the prophet stood,
and looking "beyond the rivers of Cush,'' or
Ethiopia, the first land we strike is the western wo1 ld. And this land,-the very name of
which was then unknown,-with its emblem,
the eagle with "spreading wings," whose
embassadors are all sent by sea, in the swiftest ships, has opened to the sons of Israel
such a refuge as no other land afforded for
1700 years. Into this land the teeming multitudes of earth have poured at a rate unexampled in history; and in this land was first
enunciated ~he grand doctrine that all men
were created free and equal: and that Jews
as well as Gentiles had "a right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happine&s." Some
other nations have since ceased to persecute
the Jews, but the statute-books of the United
States of America have never been stained
with laws against the exiled sons of Israel;
and here for the first time since their dispersion, was an asylum opened where the Jewish
wanderer could find rest, justice, and right.

THE FORCE AND VALUE OF ORDINATION.

IT has been claimed by some that
Joseph Smith, before his death, ordained certain men to office, and
conferred upon them extraordinary
powers. Among these men was Alpheus Cutler, at one time connected
with the Temple Building Committee,
in building the temple at Nauvoo. It
is claimed that Joseph Smith ordained

this man and some others, names not
given by our informant, to all the powers and authority he himself held; all
the difference between "Father Cutler's" ordination and that of the Twelve
being that Father Cutler's was to be in
force ''from that very hour upon the
whole world."
We have never seen any authentic
account of the ordination of Alpheus
Cutler and the men referred to; but
are quite sure that no higher authority
was conferred upon them than is contained in the office of high priest. It
is a matter of report that just prior to
the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, a council of which the Presidency formed a part, decided to di vi de
the United States and adjacent territory in to districts by metes and bounds,
and send a high priest into each, to
take active oversight of the work in
that district; which officer was to take
his family with him, establish headquarters, and push the work of the
gospel from that center. We have
been informed that Father Cutler was
one of these.
It is further stated, so we are informed, that it is claimed that the
Twelve and Seven, who are designated
as the ''seven grand pillars of the
church,'' were all ordained to "all the
powers and authority which Joseph
himself held, only Alpheus Cutler's
was to be in force from that hour.
Yet he must wait till Joseph was dead,
and all the others of the seven were
dead, or apostatized before he could
begin his work."
There is no record of any such ordination, or any such instruction. The
statement is upon its face absurd and
carries with it its own refutation. It
is true that the Twelve and the seven,
if there were seven, when ordained to
be high priests held the same powers
and authority of priesthood that Joseph Smith held, they all holding the
Melchisedec priesthood, the highest
known to the church.
It by no means follows that because
Alpheus Cutler was ordained an high
priest, and with others appointed to
look after the interests of the work of

No. 35.
the church in a given locality, as presiding officer of that district, that such
ordination and appointment conferred
upon him the right to be president of
the high priesthood, though he may
have been eligible to be chosen by the
church to such office, as the law states
that such officer is to be chosen of or
from among the high priests.
Again it is peculiar that the ordination of Alpheus Cutler should have
been made '·to be in force from the
hour it was had, upon the world,"
and yet he could not perform the
duties of that office until Joseph Smith
was dead, the Twelve and seven all
dead or all apostatized, and then he
could perform the functions of the
office, whatever it was that had been
bestowed upon him.
In 1863, Joseph Smith was dead,
the Twelve had adopted a dogma and
practice the equivalent of apostasy, as
many hold; but where were the seven?
Alpheus Cutler was aged and paralytic, unable to speak in plainness, and
utterly powerless to perform any of
the functions of an extraordinary
office or calling, if any bad ever been
pronounced upon him. If any district of country had been assigned
to Bro. Outler, it is not of record; nor
did he make claim to such appointment to a given locality, that we ever
heard of.
We visited Father Outler in 1863,
and would have been glad of a season
of counsel with him; but he was not
in such state of preservation and
health as to permit; we could get no
intelligent expression of thought from
him. Yet at the same visit to Manti,
the place where Father Cutler lived,
some of his adherents prophesied that
''his trowel would yet ring on the walls
of the temple in Zion." This -,.1as
stated to us soon afler it was uttered,
and our remark at the time was, that
we too would predict, and our prediction was that "If Father Cutler's
trowel ever rang on the walls of a
temple in Zion, it would be. a spiritual
trowel, and would ring on a spiritual
wall; for he would never lay a stone
in mortar in the life of the flesh that
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now is." It was not long until loving I leading men too, we think to be quite i apart to this calling. Joseph W.
hearts mourned the veteran dead, and possible; for they feared his unflinch- Coolidge, who was the administrator
friends bore his body to the grave.
ing opposition to whatever be believed upon the estate of the Prophet Joseph,
It is also claimed, so our informants to be immoral and evil, his fearless and who settled at Glenwood, Iowa,
state, that "Father Cutler said that denunciation of wrong, tH.ough it after the exodus from Nauvoo, told us
Joseph told him to wait till the Twelve might be in men who were in high at his house in Glenwood, that such a
set him off, before he could begin his places and his friends. There may have quorum was formed, and that he was
work." This statement would favor been some who thought such a man one of the fifty. It may be that Bro.
the idea that Alpheus Cutler was one dangerous. And so he was to the Cutler was one of these; but if he
of those high priests who had been workers of iniquity; and of right he were, it would not give him jurisdicdesignated to take charge of districts; ought to have been. It is a great tion as has been claimed for him.
and, as such work as setting off the pity there were not more of them of Mr. Coolidge also stated in that condistricts would have been done by the the same kind. It might have saved versation that President Young called
Twelve, he necessarily could not have the church the dire results that ensued that quorum together and prorogued
entered on that work until his field from June 27, 1844, to thE' end of the it without ceremony and sine die. We
was designated. Had Presidents Jo- chapter. It is useless to try to get have se.en nothing in the books that
seph and Hyrum lived it is fair to rid of the effect that William Marks' would warrant the choosing of such a
presume that the division of territory adhesion to the Reorganization has quorum, hence can say nothing of it.
into districts would have been fully properly had, by charging that he It may have become a necessity; if so,
carried out. But, as soon as Joseph was not in good standing at the Mar- the necessity passed when the Prophet
and Hyrum were out of the way, tyr's death. No charge of evil-doing died and one assumed to succeed him
President Brigham Young assumed has ever been made and proved against who was "not a prophet, neither the
the right to direct, and the policy of the man.
son of a prophet," as himself directly
districting the country and setting
We cannot see what good would re- stated.
big h pries ts to preside over them, was sul t to the claims of our C utleri te breth ==========
not carried into effect, as originally ren, if it were true that William Marks
THE WORK IN ENGLAND.
decided upon. A change in dogma was not in good standing at the Mar- WE cannot speak of the work outside
and practice made a change of loca- tyr's death; it would prove nothing to of Manchester district as yet; but so
tion necessary; and so Father Cutler's their benefit. It is our conviction far as Manchester district is concerned
appointment with those of the seven, that it would be far better for the the condition of the work in England
or whatever number had been se- remnant of them to drop this useless is much better than is generally suplected, failed to be of effect. We can contention about Father Cutler's posed, and than we expected to find it.
see no other reasonable deduction to claims, as stated by them, and falling We a1·e not very much surprised~
be drawn from the facts so far as into line with what may be found in however, for in America we had deknown. If our Cutlerite brethren the Reorganized Church that is in pended for information upon the comhave any facts of history, day and harmony with the faith and practice munications of President James
date, occurrence, etc., we shall be of the church before and at the death Caffall, who has been in charge of the
ready to give credence to them, so far of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, put mission for the last three years, and
as they are applicable to our work. their energies into a practical effort to he, as every one who knows him is
But they will need to excuse us, if help redeem Zion. The spiritual work aware, is not given to sounding a
we refuse, persistently, to accept of the church is sweeping grandly trumpet before him as the hypocrites
their statement of what is claimed for forward, hindered sorely from want of do, or to speaking loudly in praise of
Father Cutler, without proofs of laborers and means to meet the de- his own work. Great credit is due
facts, absolute, or corroborative; es- mands for necessities; making the him, however, for his untiring efforts,
pecially when the claims stated are as work one of "mighty faith" in God. wise counsel, and unflinching fidelity,
mythical and inconsistent with ac- We are sure of our spiritual ground which have contributed largely to
knowledged precedents and usages as and hopeful of the greatest success.
produce this favorable condition of
the ones stated in this article.
It is also asserted that not long be· affairs. He will long live in the
It is also stated, so our informants fore the arrest of Presidents Joseph memory and love of the saints in
say, that William Marks was not in and Hyrum, there was a quorum of England.
good standing at the death of Joseph fifty, chosen from among the best
Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Sen., presiSmith. We may have heard this be- men of the church, which quorum was dent of Manchester district, is an
fore, we think we have. The history intended to take the place of the organizer, and possesses in large
shows, however, that William Marks massed three leading quorums, to degree executive ability. He is aswas president of the High Council which what should be presented as sisted by a zealous and active local
and also president of the Stake, at revelations to the church was to be I force, which is making itself felt.
Nauvoo, at Joseph and Hyrum Smith's referred for examination and rejec- They have a systematic arrangement
death. No better evidence of his good tion, or approval as being from the by which the local ministry are out
standing in the church could be given. ) Lord. We do not know who these filling appointments every Sunday exThat ?e was not in favor ~ith some I men were; ~or hav~ we seen ~he cept the first in each . mont~, when
1
men m the church, possibly some· record of their choosmg and settmg: each elder drops back mto his branch
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for sacrament service. This arrangement is made with the understanding
that if one of the traveling ministry is
present at place of meeting, the local
elder gives place to him.
We think that in our central places,
where there are many elders, this
plan or something similar could be
adopted with profit, and if presidents

'of districts would organize their forces
as President Dewsnup has done, there
would be no reason to complain because "there is nothing left for a
president of district to do."
The following is a copy of this
"Rota Plan." We commend it to
careful consideration:-

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
(MANCHESTER DISTRICT.)
President:-Joseph Dewsnup, Sr., (High Priest.) Vice President:-Elder Henry Greenwood.
Secretm·y:-Elder James Baty, 14 Gordon Street, Rusholme.
Assistants:-Elders W. R. Arri:Jstron~, S. F. Mather.
Superintendent Organizm· of District Tract Association and Ji'inctncial Seci·etm·y :Elder W. R. Armstrong, 14 Council Street, Hulme, Manchester.
Superintendent of District Sunday Sclwols:-Elder S. F. Mather.
Secretary:-Elder W.R. Armstrong.
BRANCHES AND BRANCH OFFICERS, AND ASSISTANTS, HALF YEAR ENDING
SEPTEMBER 30, 1897.

South JUanchester.-President: Elder James
Baty. Assistant Elders: S. F. Mather,
W. R. Armstrong. Branch Priests: J.
Foden, W. Maddock, N. J. Weate, T.
Coux. Teacher: O\ven Owen. D<Jacons:
J. R. Dawsnup, J. J. Clark. Superintendent of Sunday School: S. F. Mather.
North JUanchester.-President: Elder Henry
Greenwood. Assistant Elders: W. H.
Greenwood, Thomas Mills.
Branch
Priests: J. Hall, J. Bailey, A. Hall.
Teacher: J. W. Fox. Deacons: Simon
Clark, Fredk. Clark. Superintendent of
Sunday School: Henry Greenwood.
Northeast lUanchester. - President: Elder
G. W. Leggott. Assistant Elders:
Thomas Brien, George Baty. Branch
Priests: John Schofield, Jr., Arthur
Mayne. Teacher: F. Tapping. Deacon:
John Schofield, Sr. Superintendent of
Sunday School: F. 'l'apping.
Farnworth.-President: Elder Jos. Harper.
Assistant Elder: David Hope. Branch
Prie8ts: Thomas Coucil, Wm. Partington. Superintendent of Sunday School:
David Hope.

Wigan.-President: Elder James Spargo.
·
Assistant Elder: Wm. Spargo. Branch
Priests: Thomas Spargo, E. Ed wards.
Teachers: Joseph Laycock, F. Green.
Superintendent of Sunday School: Thos.
Spargo.
Leeds.-President: Elder J.Moir. Assistant
Elders: W. J. Rushton, Wm. Eccleston.
Branch Prieots: R Green, E. Tordoff, J.
T. Girdham. Teacher: J. Roberts.
Deacon: E. Abbott. Superintendent of
Sunday School: J. T. Girdham.
South Salford. - President: Elder Thos.
Taylor. Assistant Elders: F. Brnton,
E.Nixon. Branch Priest: B.J.Fir.chell.
Teacher: George Bolton. Deacon: James
Walker. Superintendent of Sunday
School: W. R. Armstrong.
Halifax.-Elder Thomas Paxton, to labor as
his circumstances permit.
Meanwood, Leeds.-Elder J. W. Rushton and
Priest E. Tordoff, to labor as circumstances permit.
Ardsley, nr. Leeds.-Priest: Herbert Harper, to labor as circumstances may permit.

Official No.

PRIESTHOOD AND NAM]);.

Ol'ficial No.

1

Elder W. R. Armstrong.
" Joseph Dewsnup, Jr.
Saml. F. Mather.
" Frederick
Bruton.
" Thomas Mills.
" Charles H. Barton.
" Wm. Henry Greenwood.
" Thomas Brien.
"

9

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

PRIES'.rHOOD AND NAME.

Elder George Baty.
" George Towers.
" Edwin Nixon.
Paxton.
" Thomas
" Job Dalley.
Wm. Eccleston.
" J.
W. Rushton.
" Wm.
Roberts.
"

PREACHING ROTA PLAN, HALF YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1897.
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THE COLLEGE AND ITS WORK.
I ness, and the remedy, if there was
WE have ever held it to be a foundation one, would be considered and applied.
We present below a compiled statetruth, that in the church and among
Latter Day Saints, all that was needed ment of benefactions bestowed on difin case of necessity or emergency was ferent educational ventures in the
that the necessity be stated in plain- United States, with the names of the

J

benefactors, taken from the Drake
University Bulletin for July, 1897.
We do not give this list with any
thought that we have anyone among
us, who, out of his millions, will
endow Graceland with a magnificent
sum sufficient for its usefulness for
years to come; but, to show that even
among men of the world, as ourselves
and other religionists are pleased to
call them, there burns the spirit of
desire to aid their fellow men, by acts
of benevolence which are more or less
unselfish in effect, if not in intention.
Asa Packer has given to Lehigh University, Penn., $3,500,000; Johns Hopkins, to
Johns Hopkins University, Md., $3,500,000;
Isaac Rich, to Boston University, Mass.,
$:<:,000,000; Leonard Case, to School of Applied
Science, Ohio, $1,200,000; James Lick, to
University of California, $1,650,000; Peter
Cooper, to Cooper Union, New York, $1,200,
000; Ezra Cornell, to Cornell University, N.
Y., $1,000,000; The Vanderbilts, to Vanderbilt
University, Tenn., $1,775,000; Paul 'l'ulane, to
Tulane University, La., $2,500,000; W. C. De
Pauw, to De PauwUniversity, Ind., $1,000,000;
Leland Stanford, to Leland Stanford, Jr.,
University, Cal., $5,000,000; S. W. Phoenix,
to Columbia College, N. Y., $650,000; Amasa
Stone, to Adelbert College, Ohio, $600,000;
John C. Green, to Princeton College, N:· J.,
$1,500,000; Mathew Vassar, to Vassar College, N. Y., $908,000; George I. Seney, Weslyan University, Conn., $700,000; Ario Pardee,
to Lafayette College, Penn, $500,000; Benjamin Bussey, to Harvard College, Mass.,
$500 000; Joseph W. Taylor, to Bryn Mawr
College, Penn., $!50,000; Joseph Sheffield to
Yale College, Conn., $500,000; Henry W.
Sage, to Cornell University, N. Y., $342,000;
E. P. Greenleaf to Harvard University,
$630,000; J. P. Jones, to Haverford College,
$500,000; Stephen Girard, t.o Girard College,
Penn., $8,000,000; Jonas G, Clark, to Clark
University, Mass., $2,000,000; besides the
millions given by Mr. R')ckefeller to Chicago
U niversity.-Bulletin.
In the financial statement in the
Bulletin, it is apparent that the Drake
University now needs $25,000 to keep
its work going. Of this $10,000 have
been already pledged. To expedite
the remainder, the Bulletin has published the blank form of a common
note of hand, and requested patrons to
fill up the blank with date and sum
and send it to the chancellor, together
with any information that may be
comforting to the institution.
Our object in thus bringing the affairs of the Drake University, of Des
Moines, Iowa, to the readers of HERALD, is to state that the committee,
which was appointed to have Graceland College erected, have done their
work so far; and in doing it were
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obliged to get into debt, which is
easily understood if a little thought is
given to it. Coming as the erection
of the building did right at the time of
an almost universal collapse of business, the sale of lots in Graceland addition upon which dependence had
been placed to push the building to
completion, abruptly stopped with the
few who had bought at the start to
give the enterprise a send off. Donations ceased about the same time, and
the later efforts of the committee were
attended with great difficulty.
The school has run two years with
too few students to meet expenses;
these the committee have met by partial payments, and are held for the
remainder.
The church as a whole is morally
bound to. meet the responsibilities of
the committee, and ought to do so
cheerfully. Not only in responding
to the request for donations, but in
sending their children to Graceland
College, if intending to send them
from home to school.
The committee have been disturbed;
and.we may add annoyed, by the observation of some, "Well, it is a local
institution, benefits Lamoni alone; let
Lamoni look after it and bear the
burden, as she reaps the benefits."
This is not correct in either letter
or spirit. The enterprise originated
in and with the General Conference,
and was made a church affair. The
church appointed the committee and
has renewed their appointment now
for three or four consecutive years;
and the church is responsible for the
success or failure of the enterprise;
and the words "the church" do not
mean the leading men of the church
alone, but do mean the whole church,
rank and file, priests and people, high
and low, rich and poor, at home and
abroad.
We are not now building a temple,
and hence there is no call for help in
that direction; but we have built a
college, and are striving hard to have
the institution stand. Shall it so
stand, as a monument of the good
intentions of the church? Or fail as a
reminder of our lack of faith in each
other and in God?
This is not a plea for Drake University, but is a plea for Graceland
College, our own enterprise at Lamoni. Drake University will likely
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be remembered by the thousands of
dollars; will Graceland be remembered by the few?
Send to William Anderson, Treasurer, at Lamoni, or to Bishop E. L.
Kelley, same place.
A HOPEFUL INDICATION.

IT is a hopeful sign that the world is
growing wiser, if not better, to know
that there is a marked decrease in the
consumption of that which intoxicates.
See below:It appears from the returns of the Internal Revenue bureau for the last fiscal year
that the consumption of alcoholic liquors in
this country has undergone an enormous
decrease. No friend of law, order, and ihe
sacred institutions of the home will shed any
tears over this showing.-Neiv York Mail and

Express.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. HEMAN C. SMITH sends the following graphic note announcing progress:On board the steamer Lucania, Thursday
noon, August 12, 1897; 2,436 miles from Sandy
Hook lighthouse. Expect to be in Queenstown, Ireland, to-night, or early to-morrow
morning;".Liverpool, to-morrow night. First
three days of the voyage were delightful; but
since have had a roug·h time of it. Had to
stay below all day yesterday. Impossible to
stay upon the storm-swept and billow-washed
deck. Some better to-day, but still the ship
rolls badly I am well.
Considering the
heavy seas I have escaped seasickness remarkably well. Just been a little sick-have
been sicker on shore many times. Able to
take my rations. More soon.

Bro. D. E. Tucker writes from McDavid Florida August 18:Bro. C. I. Carpenter and I are laboring in
new field, find it very difficult to get openings.
Mostly private preaching.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ELDER F. M. COOPER, of No. 583
Fulton Street, Chicago, Illinois, advises us that Elder John H. Lake,
president of Northern Illinois and
Wisconsin mission, is unable to attend
the two days' meeting appointed at
Mission, Illinois, for September 11 and
12. The meeting has been postponed
until September 18 and 19, when Bro.
Lake promises to be present.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, of the
Presidency, was present at the Old
Settlers' Reunion, at Nauvoo, August
12, and was called upon and made a
short speech. He moved into Hancock County, in 1839, so was probably
as old a settler as was present.
The Herald Office will be repre·

I sented at the Maysville, Missouri,
reunion by Bro. C. P. Faul, with
whom a fairly complete stock of books,
tracts, etc., will be found. He will
also receive remittances and subscriptions for HERALD, Leaves, and Hope,
and transact all necessary office business.
Bro. D. E. Daniels, of Lucas, Iowa,
reports three good meetings held in
the region north of Lucas, Brn. W. C.
Nirk, Geo. Jamison, and C. E. Willey
assisting.
Bro. James Bradley, of Amber,
Iowa, aged ninety-three years, renews
his HERALD subscription and says: "I
want the HERALD while I live."
Bro. C. P. Faul will labor in the
interests of the Herald Office at the
North Missouri reunion, to be held
at Maysville, beginning September 3.
He will have on sale a goodly assortment of church publications, will
receive money on HERALD, Hope, and
Autumn Leaves accounts, receive new
subscriptions for the church periodicals, etc. Those in attendance will
please remember the opportunity.

.Mothsrs' Home Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.

We see but dimly through tbe mists and vapors,
Amid these earthly damps
What seem to us but sad, funereal tapers,
May be heaven's distant lamps.
There is no death! What seems so is transition;
This life of mortal breatll
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
Whose portal we call Death.
-Longfellaw.

DUTY OF PARENTS.

SECTION 68, verse 4, Doctrine and Covenants,
commands the parents to teach th.eir children and have them baptized at eight years
old, and if they fail to do this, the sin is
upon the heads of the parents. This lays
a great responsibility upon the parents.
Quite frequently we hear some one say, "I
don't believe in having children baptized, as
they do not understand what a sacred covenant they are making, and when older they
have to be converted again."
To me this seems tu be taking dangerous
ground. God does not give advice unless it
is for our good to follow it, and to our loss
should we disobey. If Joseph Smith, Jr.,.
was a prophet, it is as necessary to keep one
commandment that came through him as
another. Some of us say we know he was a
prophet, and we all believe he was or we
would not be in this work.
My personal observation has been this:
That though many of the children that were
baptized at eight years old became careless
in their young woman and manhood, In their
hearts they always believed this gospel, and
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in time came back as active workers; while come down to our actual religious labor for
others that were not baptized, although some- God we shall descend with an energy untimes in the same family, Dever came in the known to those to whom communion is
church, but wandered farther away.
unknown. Be with God and learn of l:::.im.
To me it seems like this: That when the Get an education not from sin only, but from
<child is baptized it is in the fold of Christ all narrowness and littleness of conception.
and guaranteed the great Shepherd's watch- It will put great thoughts into our minds and
care, and though they may wander and fall hearts and bold words into our mouths and
in deep ravines, yet the faithful Shepherd is lead us out of our village prisons to behold all
always seeking for them, and when found nations of mankind. On this ground alone
tenderly, lovingly brings them back to the Christianity is the best educator in the world.
fold. To the mothers I would say, Teach It will not allow the soul to be mean. It forces
your children, have them baptized, and leave the heart to be noble and hopeful., It is
the matter in the hands of Him that heareth like a sea breez i blowing over a sickly land;
even the ravens when they cry.
like sunshine piercing the fogs of a long,
dark night. If we have narrow sympathies,
Your sister,
BELLE.
paltry conception, we are not scholars of
KJAM<'>Nr, Iowa.
Christ. Then let us come up higher.
As this is my first letter, perhaps some of
AMBER, Michigan.
the sisters would like to know more of me
Dear Sisters:-This is the first time I have
personally. We reside on a farm and I have
<ever attempted to write for the Home Cola good kind husband. God bas seen fit to
umn, but I feel it my duty to assist in this
bless me with a little daughter who is now
work. Although my talent is small compared
four years old. Soon after we came in the
with others, yet I realize that if we do not
church Bro. J. J. Cornish administered to her
use that which we have we shall in that great
and a cystic tumor the size of a large egg was
'day be held accountable for it.
removed from under her 'arm, which conIt is now almost two years since we first
firmed what they taught, that the signs folheard the gospel, and the first sermon I ever
low the believers. I ask an interest in your
heard I felt and realized that it was true, and
prayers that I may ever live worthy of the
he (G. D. Washburn) was a man sent of God.
blessing God has bestowed upon me, and that
My husband and I were soon baptized, accomI may so rear my little one that she may be
panied by two others, and in less than three
an honor to his cause.
weeks fourteen had been baptized.
For
Ever your sister in the gospel,
awhile all went well; but soon some became
MRS. JENNIE TURNER.
indifferent and negligent of duty and thereby

sin crept in unawares, not realizing that there
was no such thing as standing still. "To him
that kooweth to do good, and doeth it not, to
him it is sin."-James 4: 17. Be careful of
little sins. How great a mischief one unguarded point of character may cause us.
One spark blew up the magazine and shook
the whole country for miles around. One
leak sank the vessel and drowned all on
board. One wound may kill the body; one
sin destroy the soul. Then take alarm at
even an evil ,thought, wish, or desire; these
are the germs of sin, the floating seeds which
drop into the heart, and finding a favorable
soil spring up into actual transgressions,
there, like the rattle of the snake, the hiss of
the serpent, to reveal the presence and near
neighborhood of danger. The experience' of
all proves that sin is most easily crushed in
the bud, and that it is safer to flee from
temptation than to fight it. Sometimes God
suffers us to be tempted and tried on all sides,
but he will not suffer us to be tempted beyond
endurance. If we truly desire to do bis will
his grace will be sufficient to overcome all.
Then when we have first learned to care for
our own vineyard we will be able to assist
others. The higher a weight is lifted, the
harder the blow when it descends. Now if
we would tell upon society and our children
with ponderous blows, we must see to it that
we are uplifted as near to God as ,possible.
All our powers will depend upon the elevation of our spirits.
Prayer, meditation,
communion, devotion, are like a windlass to
wind us up aloft; it is not lost time which we
spend in such sacred exercises, for we are
thus accumulating force so that when we

NEWARK, South Dakota.

Dear Home Oolumn:-I have often wanted
to write, but time has slipped away, and I do
not see as many letters as I used to. There
are others who have let the time slip away
also. I have often been cheered when reading the good letters from my brothers and
sisters in the Home Column and Letter Department. My desire is to live faithful, do
my Fatber's will, and keep his commandments. Unless we do this we cannot expect
to receive the blessings he has promised to
those who know and do his will.
Bro. Swensen was with us one week and
preached four sermons, which were well received by the people here, and the few saints
were strengthened and cheered. It seems to
me I never heard the gospel preached
plainer. I think no one who beard need
make a mistake in the way. It was so plain.
I desire to so let my light shine that some
of the honest in heart will come into the
fold. Truly it is worth while; it has much to
do with our neighbors. We had not heard a
sermon since last summer at the reunion at
Fergus Falls, which was a feast for us all
here. In answer to prayer we got, there,
and it comforted us till Bro. Swensen
came, and he has promised he will return
again this coming fall. I truly hope he will.
I believe good can be done here. The people
want to hear. We looked for Bro. I. N.
Roberts, but it w:as not possible for him to
come last winter. Hope he will not forget us.
With love to all the saints,
Your sister,
LIZZIE SCHULTE,

8tlndau

8~hool

Dsuar1men1.

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDI'l'OR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to HE di tors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

WE are frrquently obliged to condense or
abridge ~rticles for want of space. This we
very much regret, but we cannot do otherwise at present. However, we try at all
times to do the articles full justice.
THE reunion at Blue Rapids, Kansas, has
just closed-a very successful series of meetings. The Sabbath school workers too were
alert to the interests of their work. A regular session was held on Sunday. During the
week sessions of institute work, teacher's
meeting, Sabbath school, etc., were held.
Wednesday was the convention of the Northwest Kansas district. The reports in many
instances showed an excellent standing.
Some of the schools are small and remote,
yet have indications of benefits received from
district association and supervision.
At the afternoon session several very excellent papers were read and freely discussed.
The night service was devoted to temperance. Bro. T. A. Hougas gave an address
upon the subject, followed also by Bro. I. N.
White. The meeting was productive of
good.
The General Superintendent was present
throughout the reunion to assist and encourage them. He enjoyed the visit very much
and formed many acquaintances that will
ever be dear to him.
The Lord bless and strengthen the little
band of faithful, earnest workers. The district is under the supervision of Bro. William Landers, who seems to enjoy the
confidence of all.
WITHIN the past few weeks many of our
Sunday schools have returned their Intermediate Quarterlies, and asked for others,
frequently writing very harshly and sometimes abusively to the Business Manager at
the Herald Office. This is all wrong. He is
in no way responsible for the context of the
Quarterly. When the Quart£rly is printed
and properly mailed his responsibility ceases.
Schools often make mistakes and lay the
fault to the office. How? By changing secretaries, The new secretary orders the
Quarterlies; the Quarterlies continue to come
to the old secretary; hence they have duplicate sets. Next some of them return the
extra sets and make all sorts of accusations
against the Business Manager.) Now we repeat, This is all wrong. Mistakes may occur.
We all make them, and when we do make
a mistake we should be even glad to correct
it. If others make mistakes, inform them in
kindness, and the result will usually be better
than if done in any other way.

Sunday School Department:-'l'he Sunday
school work in this district is onward.
The encom~aging features are growing
appreciation o~ the Sunday school's usefulness
!!ind the neeg ,of putting study, preparation,
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and spirituality into 'the work, and interest
J
in new places,
llol. 0
0
I,)
Wherever there are scattered or isolated
families of saints, and not number sufficient
LOCKHARTVILLE, N, S., June 6.
for a school, we are trying to establish home
Editors Herald:-Last week brought the
study from, the Quarterlies, It l;las been taken ''study in finances" to us, and I have spent
up in two instances and proves very beneficiaL some time with a good deal of satisfaction
In one case it has been the means of prepar- running over the lists and finding names that
ing two ch~ldren for baptism and leading \ are familiar and thinking how nobly many
them to desire to enter the church.
I are keeping the law and are thus means in
The ministry have rendered us good assist- ' God's hand for forwarding his glorious work.
ance. At a convention last spring Bro, J. R. Nova Scotia's list is not quite as long as, it
Lambert delivered an address in the evening ought to be, but therci are names that will
that was not excelled by any of his fine ser- appear next year, as tbey have begun since
mons afterwards. Evidently the Sunday March to pay their "bill that they owe the
school has a high mission in the gospel plan, Lord," as one of them expressed it, since
or God would not grant the inspiration of his March.
The Herald. does not tell all the
Spirit to it as he does, Bro. Chatburn was story, however, in detail; for many whose
ever a stimulus and encouragement to the names do not appear have done nobly in suswork when he was in this district, while Bro. taining the missionary,
Turpen was always declariilg his inability in
Our numbers are not large and there are
the Sunday school line, and always doing all very few of the saints who have not aided me
he could for it at the eame time; keeping his financially in some way during the year, and
eyes open for opportunities in his travels and in a number of cases I know the effort was an
letting the district superintendent know of 1 actual sacrifice. I rejoice with such; for to
them, besides throwing in a word himself in believe in this work at ali is to believe that
such localities.
all who make sacrificL·s for this work wiil be
We hardly think it reasonable to expect blessed of God. It matters not whether the misthat active elders can be expert Sunday school sionary has wisdom enough to expend it to the
workers, because that is a study in itself, and best ad vantage or not; he has to answer for
we think God never intended nnc: set of per- that, not those who give to the cause. r like
sons to do everything, but that there are t h at t h ong h t, " give
,
to the cause." Somedifferent departments of work and different
times the people give because they think the
ones delegated to take charge. But it is a man is
· a goo d f e1'l ow an d l'k
i e to b e 1P /iim
great help, and we expect the ministry to a 1ong. w e 11 , t h e L onl is
· 1e ft ou t·, an d t h at
let it be known which side they stand on, and
d d l
means a goo
ea.,
ever be ready to give the general principles
of spiritual advice.
The indications are for a good deal of work
Bro. I. N. White was an interested attend- yet to bring our fair province to accept the
ant at our late district convention,-! should angel message, but we were reJ'oiced last Sunsay, an interested participant and helper.
day in opening the door of the kingdom to
He says: "I shall always make it a point one who has had a hard fight and has conuered in spite of tremendous odds from a
from here on to be in time for the conventions q
as well as tbe conferences.,, In his remarks human standpoint, having to step out from an
to the convention Bro. White ad vised Sunday influential position in one of the most influensc h oo1 prayer meetings, sa3 ing the Sunday tial congregations worshiping in one of the
, wi'th - finest church , buildingd. in Canada, It took
Schools
Could no more expec"• t o th rive
•
out spirituality than the branches, We years ?f teachrng ~nd mrcumstance.s and ob·
Sr. May Quiglev,
noted that a d vice
wi't'n p 1easure an d i'th as 'servat10n, to convmce
.
· the
been and will be the increased endeavor to devoted llttle Baptist Sunday school teacher,
, h regu 1ar prayer mee t'rngs wit
. h th e that the church that she so much loved was
establ is
schools in this district for the interests and not whao it seemed to be. But when she hunwelfare of the Sunday school work.
gered for more than it could provide, then
Our elderly brother, Bro, Summerfield, in she was willing to be found in the way of life
an appreciated little talk told the workers -even the body of Christ. Now she wonders
that he believed strongly in teachers' meet- why those good, devoted, apparently consistings; and carrying the idea further he ent church and Sunday school workers canthought it would be of great benefit to not or will not see the light that seems now
branches if their local officers met to study so plain. Indeed it is a wonder to us all, I
and diecuss their duties.
presume, at times. Even in Lockhartville
there are honest, earnest, consistent living
In his report to a late conference our district president, Bro. J. A. Tanner, com- workers who far excel many saints who see
mended the Sunday school to the local nothing in this work but what they abhorpriesthood, and advised that they do all in people who honor us as neighbors and have
their power for its interests, as it was giving neverc said an unkind word to or about us to
our knowledge, but despise our religion.
life and impetus to the gospel work.
These things did stagger me for years until I
L0UISE PALFREY.
could understand that men are about the
MACON, Mo' Juuc 28, 1897,
.,____.
same in all ages. Nearly nineteen hundred
years ago our Savior saiil, ''The light shine th
The Year-Book of the Jews makes the in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth
stat,ement that there are in the world 13,000,- it not" as given to us in the authorized ver000 of that race, and that one half of them sion. But some anxiously inquire "which
live in Russia.
really is the light?" Here is a good test:

_____

____

I

The light does not fear comparison-darkness
always does, An unwillingness to compare
is an acknowledgment of inferiority.
We spent an enjoyable day last Sunday in
Rawdon. The little Sunday school is doing
well. The prayer meeting was good and enjoyed by those who are in the line of duty.
The baptism was all that heart could wish.
The pr.e~ching service was well atte?ded and
the Spirit was present at confirmation. On
Monday our company was brought to station
by Br~. Dimock's two ~eams.1:'et me here s:ate
that a1though Bro. Dimock is an exceptionally busy man, I have never seen the time,
whether in seed time or harvest, cold or warm,
good roads or bad, that he was too busy to
take his team and go to the station several
miles away-no "ifs nor ands" nor half-way
work nor begging here or there; but he does
like s, man and seems to do it gladly. He is
getting along in years and sometimes talks of
leaving this stage of action soon, but. I hope
for the cause's sake that he will postpone that
arrangei;nent for many years yet.
I expect soon to go into Maine. Should
write some of Cumberland County, but space
forbids this time,
Yours, etc.,
H. J. DAVISON.
[Let'ter delayed in transmission-Ens.]

I

BLAIRSTOWN, Mo,, August 19.

Editors Herald:-On August 5 I and my
daughter May started for Hickory Count.y by
team. I stopped at Lowry City and preached
for them on· my way down and con:iing back.
The saints there have a pleasant little hall
for holding meeting in, and desire the elders
to call on them when they can. We arrived
at Hickory. County, the place for meeting,
Saturday evening of the 7th. 'I'he brethren
had arranged an arbor on Bro. Ethan Paxton's place. Bro, A. White and myself were
in charge, BrrL F. L. Sawley and William
\ Mannering assisting in the preaching, Miss
May White in charge of, the music,
which
.
. we
found to be. of great mterest lil makm~ a
grove meeting
a success,
The , meetmg
,
,
lasted, mne days. Eight were baptized. We
orgamzed a branch of about forty members,
known as the Wheatland branch. The following brethren were ordained: Ethan Paxton elder, Frank M. Williams teacher,
Wayne W, Paxton deacon. Each was chosen
to preside in the branch in their respective
offices, with the adC:ition of J. A. Silvers as
priest.
We are glad to note the change in the dispositio°' of the people toward the work at
this place. About one year ago I held a
grove meeting near this same place, at which
time some of the saints met a volley of rocks,
and one morning we found rocks and eggs
viled up on the preacher's stand; but on our
return this time all seemed friendly toward
the work and the best of order through all
the meeting«, We had a good hearing, say
from one to three hundred, On last Saturday eight arose at one time for baptism.
\lVhen I look back a year ago to this place,
remembering that there were only five or six
I1 saints a~d now a bt•anch of forty or more,
! God having chosen from their own number
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an elder, priest, teacher, and deacon to administer in the gospel for them, surely we
feel to rejoice. Next week I and wife and
two of my daughters expect to attend the
reunion at Nevada. Praying the Lord to
bless his people, I am, as ever,
A worker until the Lord comes,
D. C. WHITE.

"HEAVEN'S INSURANCE POLICY."
BROOKLYN, N. Y., August 18.
Editors Herald:-It would give me much
pleasure to answer Bro. Parsons in full on his
above "favorite theme," but fear you could
not spare the space. I will therefore content
myself at present by saying that whenever
~he "church" authorities are prepared to
make "perfect" the "perfect law of liberty"
in temporal affairs, and give me and my
family the same protection in sickness and
death that I now get from the insurance
company and sick benefit society, then, and
then only, am I prepared to give up my
interest in them, and pay into the church
treasury the amount I now pay to them.
But I must first of all be assured of ''protection."
I pay my tithing and so does my wife also.
In bonds,
J. H. POPE.

one, Brn. Wight and Montague, in company
departed for Medina City and other points
northwest in the mountains. The writer
came to continue his labors in this city (San
Antonio). I feel encouraged to continue
efforts here, and hope for good. I left the
seats under the arbor on the grounds of our
late reunion and will fill appointments there;
will preach to the Mexicans through an interpreter unless I can secure Bro. Davenport's
services. I am anxious to see what can be done
with our dusky brethren of Mexico. I think
I can solve the problem of a Mexican mission
right here in my district. Shall report our
success from time to time.
Your brother,
H. P. CURTIS.
GALIEN, Mich., August 4.

Editors Herald:-I have been reading the

good instructions and testimonies of my
brothers and sisters in Christ in the Herald and
Ensign; and al ways enjoy reading the same,
and can hardly wait till the day comes to get
a new one. I foel my weakness and inability
to write, yet if there is not an effort put forth
there can never be anything accomplished.
I thought a word from this part of the
Lord's vineyard might interest some, as this
has been a long standing mark to the church,
away back in the years that Grandfather
Blakeslee proclaimed the gospel message
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Aug. 17.
Editors Herald:-The Southwest Texas here, and others that have since passed away
reunion in connection with the quarterly from their labors and are receiving their
conference, was held at Oak Island, fourteen reward.
There are yet a few faithful ones living
miles south of San Antonio on the Medina
River, commencing August 6 and closefl. the here that are striving to hold on to the rod
16th. The conference was held August 6 and of iron. It reminds me, however, of an old
7, after which the reunion meeting com- vineyard, some of the vines growing t1rifty,
menced. While perhaps in number we conld others almost dead, and some quite dead.
not cope with some of our reunions of the There are some, I feel, that with proper care
North, we feel thankful that God recognized will yet grow and bring forth fruit, and there
are others that have indulged in the world
us by his Spirit's presence.
Bro. George Montague had charge of the and worldly evils that there is no spiritual
reunion. We regretted very much that so growth; so the vineyard is not what we
many of the saints of the district did not would like to have it. We are indeed living
come, but what few did make the effort and in a golden opportunity for saints to worship
pitched their tents and stayed throughout the God and go to prayer and preaching services.
entire meeting, I believe feel amply paid. I fear we do not appreciate the opportunities
Elder Montague and the writer did all the as we should, until it will be too late, or we
preaching until Friday, the 13th, when we are deprived of meeting with the saints.
were reinforced by Bro. L. L. Wight. During There is no standing still in the gospel work.
It requires a constant labor
the meeting thirteen sermons were preached
All his precepts to obey;
in English and Bro. W. H. Davenport
If I truly love my neighbor
preached two sermons to the Mexicans in
I am in the narrow way.
their own language; thirteen prayer services There is lots we can do, if only ::i, kind word,
and one sacrament meeting. Many were the or act ever so small, "for by our works we
bright testimonies given, and for a little con- 'stand or fall;" and by our fruits shall we be
gregation it seemed that we were just as known. Our daily walk and conversation
happy as we could be, and if the writer is not should be patterned after our blessed Savior.
mistaken this Southwest Texas work has I never realized these sayings so much till I
turned a bright page in the volume of its have been severely tried in aftliction, and at
history, and by the time the reunion season times my faith has been severely tried;
comes again many, by double, will be the tents almost despaired, and would have felt like
pitched in the camps of latter-day Israel in giving· up were it not for the hope I have in
this part of great big Texas. On Saturday, the gospel. But God is faithful and will not
the 14th, the writer baptized two, and two suffer us to be tried more than we are able to
more gave their names for baptism in the bear.
near future, and many more are near the
I know if we are faithful that there is a
kingdom; SO WO feel encouraged.
rest. I fear sometimes; but it is my prayer,
We are much indebted to Bro. Montague and desire that our heavenly Father will
for his labors among us. At the closing meet• give of his Holy Spirit; that we may overhig Monday, the 16th, whJah wu,i;i a Rpiritti!!.1 QQ!lMH~ll temptu.tion1u.nd li.ve J:i.umblG, !l.n9. 4o
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to others as we would have them do to us.
Thh; is a great lesson for us to learn, yet a
command of our Savior.
We are looking forward to our· two days'
meeting to be held here September 4 and 5,
and hope to have a time of rejoicing and
have a foretaste of the meeting that will be
by and by. Bro. C. Scott has domi lots of
preaching here, and has many children in
the gospel, but how children are neglected
sometimes. We would all like to see him and
his wife and hear him preach again. Brn.
Bronson and Robinson have been doing some
good work here this spring and summer.
Trusting I have not wearied you, I remain,
Your sister in Christ,
DORA B. GREEN.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Aug. 9.

Editors Herald:-Our meetings were well
attended yesterday; the writer occupied as
speaker in the afternoon, with an attentive
audience. Elder E. K. Evans spoke on the
mission of Christ in the evening. Some said
it was the best they ever heard. We are
looking forward to the grove meeting next
Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Wood, an outsider, ai; he is called, had three hundred posters printed, and then took his team and drove
all over that part of the country and posted
them up, giving notice for the meeting to all.
We are just fixing the grove up, by getting
the small brush out, and plenty of seats in,
so as to accommodate all that come. We
look for Brn. E. C. Briggs and S. W. L.
Scott to be in attendance. Everything in
and around the city seems favorable for gospel work.
Yours for truth.
R. E. GRANT.
MANCHESTER, Eng., August 11.

Editors Herald:-We left Chicago for England, June 22. On our way we stopped off a
day at Niagara Falls, also one day at Scranton, Pennsylvania. At Philadelphia we
spent about a week; the rest of the time till
July 17 at Brooklyn, New York. At each of
these places we met with the saints, rendering them such aid as we could, and was welcomed by them.
On the morning of the 17th we boarded the
beautiful steamer Campania for Liverpool.
My brother-in-law, Mr. Derby, and his
daughter Ida accompanied us to the vessel
and were the last to bid us adieu. As the
steamet• moved off we kept each other in sight
as long as possible by the aid of two small
American flags, one waved by our friends on
shore, the other by us on tlie steamer. We
had to sail under the English ensign, but we
kept "Old Glory" hung up in our stateroom.
We found our accommodations quite ample,
almost luxurious. We soon found Mr. Dalton,
husband of Sr. Dalton, of Piper City, who is
on a visit to friends in old England; also met
Bro. Bradbury's friend, of Providence, Rhode
Island. We also formed the acquaintance of
a Baptist minister, to whom we explained
the gospel, also the difference between us
and the Utah Church. We had several little
chats with a number of the passengers, and
gave them our tracts. We met with no
opposit\ou, Ql\t 11.ll sl;)emed to 11.ckuowiedge
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that what we said was reasonable. We would
liked to have had preaching services on Sunday, but were not allowed. But we employed
part of the time in singing. I was appointed
choristEr, and several evenings were spent
quite pleasantly in singing, speaking, recitations, etc.
The first three days on board it was quite
warm, but a nice breeze generally enabled one
to keep cool in the shade. The fourth day it
became quite cold,so that we put on our winter
clothing, including overcoats. It was then
that our ship began to roll, and many were
seasick. I escaped by hard work; but Sr.
Pitt had to yield, but only for a short time.
As a whole our voyage was a very pleasant
one. One or two showers, but no storm. We
had two births and two deaths on board. A
little flurry of excitement was caused by a
rumor that our ship was on fire. We saw
the smoke, but it could not have been much,
as it was soon extinguished. We had the
pleasure of seeing a whale spouting water,
really and some flying fish. The latter. was
a pretty sight.
On Friday morning we were up on deck
early, to get the first sight of land. We
were in sight of the Irish coast, which was
welcomed by all on board. At six o'clock we
were met by two small steamerR, vvho recsi ved the mail and passengers for Q1rnenstown. This delayed us thirty minutes. We
were soon out of sight of land again till about
noon or a little after, when we came in sight
of the Welsh coast, and enjoyed the scenery
very much. We landed at Liverpool at
about six in thfJ evening. Crowds were waiting on the docks to greet friends. We
looked in vain for a familiar face. We felt
that we were indeed strangers in a strange
land. We followed our trunks to the custom
house. The officer who txamined our baggage was very kind, so that we did not have
to even open our trunks for examination.
He took our word that we had nothing
chargeable of duty, which saved us a lot of
trouble. We found our way to a comfortable
hotel, where we remained till Monday. In
the meantime we rec0ived a letter from Bro.
Joseph Dewsnup, inviting us to his home.
We were very pleased to accept the invitation, and met with a kind reception.
So far I find the English people very warmhearted and kiad. I am getting lots of experience even in this short space of time,
but will not refer to it now, lest this letter
be considered too long, but may say something about it in the future. I am feeling
well and hopeful.
Yours in bonds,
F. G. PI'l'T.
17 Dawson Street.
STOOK'l'ON, Cal., Aug. 20.
Editoi·s Herald:-I drop you a line to let
you know that I am still alive and at work.
I arrived in Southern California in time for
the reunion at Downey, July 8.
We had
a fairly good time at the reunion. Brn.
Harris, Parker, Barmore, and the writer
were present, also the local authorities
and elders of the district, to assist in the
good work. After the reunion was over,
in company with Brn .. Carmicha~l and Har-
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ris, I visited Garden Grove, Santa Ana, and
San Bernardino. Leaving Bro. Harris at
the last named place, on account of sickness
of his wife, Bro. Carmichael and I went on to
Los Angeles, where we held a two days meeting. I remained at Los Angeles all last week
and over Sunday, preaching a number of
times and attending an entertainment and ice
cream festival, given by th'I branch to raise
money, to pay for a carpet they had put on
the floor of their meeting hall. They have
their hall newly papered, carpeted, and
seated with chairs; also a good piano to assist in the musical department of the service.
With this equipment, Bro. Tilton with the
violin, and the choir with their melodious
voices, constitute an important part in the
services. From Los Angeles I went to Tulare,
where I preached two nights for the saints;
then on to this place, to remain over Sunday,
the 22d.
From here I will go to San Francisco and
labor in the branches around there until the
reunion at Oakland, which begins September
3. I find the work in Southern California in
fair condition, with room for improvement,
by wise management and a united effort by all.
In the past some feelings have existed that
ought not, on account of choosing elders to
preside where there was a high priest living.
But if all could realize that God ici at the
helm, and his purposes cannot be fruotrated,
and that right will finally prevail; then they
could all work together with God, without
any bad feeling, for the accomplishment of the
purpose desired by all faithful saints, all
things being done by common consent in the
church, as the custom and law of the church
provides it should be; no one should feel hurt
at the selection made by the body, in either
branch or distsict; and if unwise work has
been done, time will correct it; and to this
end let all work and pray.
The weather is very hot in this valley now;
yesterday registering from 100 to 115 in the
shade in various localitivs. The saints are
looking forward with great anxiety in the
Southern district for a visit from Bro. Luff;
he having endeared himself to them by his
labors of last year. The labors of Heman C.
Smith are very highly spoken of by them:
and the hope expressed that the Patriarch
may soon visit them; also the presiding
Bishop is held in very high esteem among
them.
It inspires a man with the desire to aim
high, and try to set a proper example, and in
this way reach the standard of those who have
preceded him. While all cannot be brilliant
in the pulpit, we all may give force to our
teaching by a proper example. I find the example of the leading elders of the church, has
much to do with the lives and conduct of the
members where they labor. I trust the time
may soon come when the saints shall have
reached that standard of living that will entitle them to be gathered in Zion and her
stakes; where the law of consecration can be
fully carried out; where we will have the same
care for each other; and the land be sanctified
b
keeping the commandments of God
thy ere 0 n.
Your'l in hope,
G. H. HILLIARD.

TOPEKA, Kansas, Aug. 8.
Editors Herald:-One year last October a
branch was organized here by Brn. John T.
and J. Arthur Davis, with eight members;
since then there have been eight baptisms
and one received by letter, seventeen members all told in a city of 40,000. We are trying to establish the work under very trying
circumstances at present. We have put some
of our church publications into the city
library, among them the History of the
Church. We need more help. I did expect
a tent before this time; but after receiving
over fifty dollars in cash, and a promise of
the balance needed to purchase the tent; now
comt>s the inquiry, Where is the tent? What
can we answer? Can we say we could not get
it? No: because we were promised the balance. Can we say there are not men to run the
tent? No; Bro. Evan Davis, of Atchison, and
the writer could try to keep it open for a few
weeks until more help could be got if necessary.
The presiding officer was obliged to move
to Scranton, twenty-two miles from here; but
for awhile came every second Sunday to do
the Master's will, leaving the priest to feed
the flock. Now our brother is traveling with
Bro. W. S. Pender in the ministry.
There are two Mormon elders preaching
every night on the street corners, getting
large crowds to hear them. They say they
are going to stay six months. It is six weeks
since they came; they are selling the Book of
Mormon and the Voice of Warning as they go
along. They came to our meeting three
weeks ago, which is held at No. 370 Kellam
Avenue, Oakland addition, every first and
third Sundays of each month. Can any of the
brethren come and help us for a season?
Let us be doing as God has called us; labor
where God wants us, not where we want. If
we do this then all will be well with us. See
that the weak members are made strong first.
This church depends on all its members to
support it. We are the branches, and if we
are receiving the proper nourishment from
,the vine by those who are called to feed the
flock, we will grow in grace and in favor with
God and Christ, and our reward will be great,
and we will surely receive it, for God is just.
That this year may be as God has desired it
should be, a year of growth to the church, I
pray that God will help us all to realize our
duty and to perform the same with an eye
single to his glory. Pray for me to this end.
In bonds,
JAMES BAILLIE.
Home Address, Box 63, SCRANTON, Kansas.
LYONS, Kans., Aug. 22.
Editors Herald:-Are there tides in our
lives as ministers for Christ? Sometimes it
seems that way to me. This morning when
the bells tolled out the hour for Sunday
school, habit seemed to say, Go. I obeyed; but
where? I moved towards the mellow sounding bells, w~th head b?wed down. 0, I wished
for the society of samts. There came with
that wish the thought, Father, give me of
thy Spirit that thy servant may do the people
I some good. IpassthelargeMethodliltcnurch;
1 no spirit there for me. I pass the :Presbyterian
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church; I do not feel like going in. I come
to the Christian church, and silently breathe
a prayer that I may do them good. I am invited into the Bible class. The lesson is the
thirteenth chapter of first Corinthians. I am
invited to take the lead of the class, 11s the
teacher feels his inability to cope with the
lesson. God could not have chosen a wave on
which I could ride to a bi~her tide than this
one. The superintendent joins us. I show
them the beauty of the gospel work when
signs should cease and prophecy should fail,
and that which is perfect should come.
The little bell tingles, tingles. "Bro. Robinson, will you review the lesson with the
school?" asks the superintendent. Gladly I
go forward, and the sweet spirit of charity
seemed to touch every heart. Light has
come apparently to all. The clouds of false
teaching disappear before the shafts from
the latter-day bow. My fifteen minutes are
up. I retire to my seat. I am lauded by the
superintendent, as light and understanding
had come to him through the lecture or review. While the school is closirg the pastor
shakes my hand. ''I see,'' said he, "by your
remarks, which I am pleased to indorse,
that you preach."
"Yes, sir," said I, "when opportunity
offers."
"Well," said he, "I have been praying for
a substitute to-day. My mind has not been
able to settle itself as I desire, before a congregation, won't you preach for me?"
I gladly accept as special opportunity to
presunt the gospel to this fine congregation.
I said to him, "What was your text, or subject?" Exodus 14: 15.-"The Lord said unto
Moses, Wherefore criest thou unto me? speak
unto the children of Israel, that they go forward."
Could text and subject be better selected
for me? Those people had gone as far as the
water, and were not willing to move out into
spiritual paths. O, I felt the warming power
of the Spirit, bringing the thrilling touch of
spiritual fire to me. God blessed his servant
with both liberty and power. At the conclusion the pastor shook my hand: "God bless
you; I indorse every word you uttered."
Nearly all the congregation join in thanking me; they all seemed cheered; none seemed
to reject, or oppose the subject.
I am invited to dinner with the pastor;
there he finds I am a Latter Day Saint elder.
We have three hours' discussion, with a lovely
spirit accompanying.
The secretary of the Young Men's Christian
Association sends for me for afternoon
services. I go; offer prayer and address
them.
I trust that God will water the seed and
open the way for some of our elders in Lyons.
J. A. ROBINSON.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Aug. 17.

Editors Herald:-Our grove meeting was
well attended on both days, considering the
inclemency of the weather, as it rained both
days. Tbe people seemed real interested and
were well pleased with what they heard.
Brn. Briggs and Scott failed to materialize;
but Brn. H. H. ~obiuson a,nd J.M. Baggerly

greeted us with their presence and rendered
great assistance with their able efforts in telling the gospel. Several are talking of being
baptized in the near future. We now expect
to purchase a tent for this part of the mission
field; we raised nearly $40 during the meeting.
There is a good interest, with bright prospects ahead.
R. E. GRANT.
GOODERHAM, Ont., Aug. 19.

Editors Herald:-The work in these parts is
in fair condition, all things considered; but
there is still much room for improvement.
Many of the saints are idling away their time,
indulging in, then justifying, fleshly habits;
consequently have but little understa11ding
and appreciation of the great work before us.
Others I am glad to say have 1;heir eyes open to
the needs of the work, and by making use of
their opportunities are enjoying a goodly
measure of the Spirit. May the good Lord continue his mercies to such and give space for repentance unto the careless, indifferent ones,
for ''bow shall we escape if we neglect so great
salvation." The following words from.section
3, Doctrine and Covenants, show in what
sense God wants to make use of us: "0 ye
that embark in the service of God, see that ye
serve him with all your heart, might, mind,
and strength, that ye may stand blameless
before God at the last day."
Ye careless ones, do you want to stand
· blameless before God, or is it that you take no
thought of your standing before him? If you
are anxious to be saved, remember the above
counsel and daily act upon it. If you will,
you can do much good mentally, physically,
and financially for this work. Value the real
worth of your soul and the divinity of the
work; awake from your slumber and join in
with the earnest, anxious ones, with all your
heart, might, mind, and strength. Reserve
nothing for selfish purposes. Give what you
have to God: buy the Doctrine and Covenants
and Book of Mormon and meditate upon the
revelations of God to-day. Don't be satisfied
to know that there are such books only; but
get them, read them, and grow in spiritual
things. To rejoice in God you must know
what he is doing for you and others.
The mission is in good condition (speaking
of the whole), under the presidency of R. C.
Evans, and is not likely to lose any ground;
so far peace and love have prevailed. Evidence of our brother's call to the apostleship
was clearly manifest at our late district con·
ference, and of such a nature that none but
the rEo bellious could resist. Again, may God
speed the work in Canada, for we are occupying but {t small portion as yet. Many counties in this province even have never heard
of our work, but we are hoping, trusting,
working, and praying for God to increase our
ministerial force with good, able, spiritualminded men, and open the,way for the success
of the church. Bro. Lake is kindly remembered by Canada saints, and often have I been
asked, "When, or will Bro. Lake ever get
over to see us again?" His kind, fatherly advice will never be forgotten.
Our fall conference convenes with Toronto
branch. It is whispered around that probably
Pres. Joseph Smith and Bishop E. L. Kelley
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will be in attendance, which I am sure would
be a pleasure to all Canadian saints. Year
after year glides by and only one or two of our
whole number ever get to see and hear the
men appointed of God to lead the church
militant. We would highly appreciate the
visit. It would beyond question stiwulate
our whole-souled, hard working saints, and
such we believe are worthy of the visit anticipated. The Lord grant your coming unto
us.
Am busy preaching, visiting, etc., the Lord
blessing me much. Night before last, after
preaching, but before dismissal, a Methodist
preacher asked a question which called out
numbers of others. Quite a heated discussion
resulted but the truth suffered none.
Preacher backed down completely. Big victory for us.
Ever hoping for Zion's prosperity,
FREDERICK GREGORY.
BEAVERTON, Michigan.

Editors Herald:-Since April conference I
have been laboring in Northern Michigan district. I have made several new openings.
When we first went to New Sanilac the officers closed the schoolhouse; but part of the
people wanted to hear us, so they broke in the
schoolhouse and we went in and preached.
This was done three times before they
gave up. One of our worst opposers was a
leader in the Free Methodist Church. He
opposed us in every way he could; he
went so far that his own class brought
him before the church and he was expelled. While preaching there the people
came from another neigborhood and invited
me to come and preach. I did so, and baptized two ladies, a mother and daughter.
After that I was invited to another neighborhood to preach. I preached three times in
their schoolhouse. A man there bad a fine
grove on his farm, which the Methodists arid
Baptists bad leased to hold camp meetings
and picnics. He said to me one day after
meeting, You had better have meeting in
my grove, so I appointed meeting, and the
Methodists and Baptists notified him we
could not have it, but we had it all the same.
On July 23 and 24 we held a two days' meeting; Elder J. J. Bailey and the writer being
the only elders present. We had a grand
meeting". Very many are believin1;; the gospel there. It is au old settled community,
and I am safe to say very many of the people
believe the gospel. I expect a large ingathering soon; several have said they were going
to be baptized.
On July 3 and 4 I attended a picnic and
meeting at Coleman; several saints and some
outsiders from Beaverton attended; among
the number a Free Methodist preacher. He
had been attending our meetings at Beaverton some time before, but on the 4th I baptized him, and I believe he will be a good
help to the cause. I will relate a circumstance that transpired relative to him. The
first time I met or heard of him, I was in the
i ·post office, where I saw a notice on the wall
stating there would be preaching in the hall
at night by C. Irwin. As I read the notice
the Spirit fell upon me, and I felt the man
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was honest, and I must attend his meeting.
I did so and heard him preach. What he
preached was all true. After meeting I invited him over to our meeting. The first
sermon he heard he told the people that he
had received more truth and Bible that
night than in all the sermons be had ever
listened to. He told the sister where he was
boarding he wanted to see me and have a
talk. We talked for several hours. The
next Sunday night I preached on authority.
When ke went home he said to Sr. Manuel,
According to that sermon I have no authority
to preach, and I never will until I have.
On the 14th and 15th we held- a two days'
meeting at Butman. We did not have many
out on first day, the weather being somewhat rainy, but we had a good meeting. We
expected Elder J. J. Bailey and some others
to help us, who did not ;:ome; but with Brn.
Waters, Burch, and Badder we got along
nicely. I baptized four, and several others
said they were going to be baptized soon.
I have been in the church twenty years and
I never saw such interest manifested as is in
these parts. There is work for a dozen ministers that ought to be attended to at once.
I am doing ali I can to spread the glorious
gospel, and the Lord is blessin~ me much in
preaching his word; and intend to keep on
doing all I can to advance the cause.
Yours in bonds,
J. A. CARPENTER.
COLUMBUS, Neb., August 20.

Editors Herald:-'-We have had a two days'
meeting, that is a bright spot gleaming into
this corner of the Northern Nebraska district,
held on the 14th and 15th inst.. Elders J. M.
Stnbbart, Fred A. Smith, and D. M. Rudd
gave us some sound gospel sermons, which
were well attended and good interest manifested by both the saints and others who came
and worshiped with us. Bro. Stubbart was
unable to be with us on the 14th by reason of
sickness in his family, but was -witb us on
Sunday the 15th. Bro. F. A. Smith was
chosen to preside over the meetings. "In
honor preferring one another." The weather
was all that could be desired. The preaching on Saturday was by Brn. F. A. Smith and
D. M. Rudd.
On Sunday morning Bro. Stubbart discoursed on authority of the priesthood; it was
an ex'1ellent effort, and a complete demolishing of all pretenders who teach for hire and
divine for money. Bro. D. M. Rudd took up
the theme of "prophecy" in the afternoon,
especially discuAsing the restoration of Palestine, and its kindred relations, as we see its
development, contrasting its fertility to-day
as against its barrenness in past centuries,
overturning the claims of the most skeptical.
In the evening Bro. Fred A. Smith gave us
convincing testimony of the restored gospel
as delivered by the angel in this dispensation
of time; himself aided by the Spirit of truth,
left no room for gainsaying the divine mission
of Joseph Smith, seer and revelator.
The attention and attendance were good
throughout the two days' services. The
Rev. Olcott (Methodist) was with us morning
Md evening, and D. Pulis (Baptist) 11.t n!.a-ht.

The sermons were very comforting to the
members, especially to those who are nearing
home and their promised rest with Christ
the Son of God. The following notice appears in the Argus, published here:' "Elders J. M. Stubbart, of Octavia, Fred
A. Smith, of Omaha, and D. M. Rudd of
Iowa, who conducted the services at the
Latter Day Saints' chapel Saturday and Sunday, returned to their respective .homes Mon. day. The services were very interesting and
well attended. While here Mr. Smith had
the pleasure of meeting an old schoolmate,
Mrs. Hans. Elliott, with whom he used to
attend school at Nauvoo, Illinois. The two
had not met before in twenty years."
II. J. HUDSON.
OSKALOOSA, Iowa, Aug. 21.

Ed-itors Herald:-Bro. Roth closed a series
of meetings here on last Suuday evening,
held in the district tent. Twenty-four sermons were preached, all by Bro. Roth, excepting two or three, which were preached
by Bro. Kephart. The average attendance
was good, the tent being comfortably filled
the most of the time, and often good
sized audiences outside and in buggies in the
street. All could hear as the tent was located
close to the street, although this was not
necessary, as Bro. Roth hardly ever speaks
in whispers. He spoke in hia usual plain,
positive, and fearless manner, which awakened a deep interest in the minds of those
who are not creed bound, but there weraa few
who had itching ears and who are determined
to heap to themselves teachers. These could
not stand a steady fire of truth and retreated
early in the engagement. Friends were made
for the cause of truth and prejudice removed.
One old gentleman, a member of the Christian Church, said he would make it an especial object to go among the people of this city
and set them aright in their mistaken ideas
of us.
A number of others expressed themselves
as being glad to learn that they had entertained wrong ideas of us as a people and are
willing to be set right, while those who
heard but little or none continue to shout
"Mormons," "frauds," "deluded," etc., the
most of latter being professing Christians.
Five precious souls were gathered in and
were buried with Christ in baptism, three of
whom w~re adults, two of them heads of families,one a very promising young man, and two
sweet little girls. Some more are near the
kingdom who will doubtless yield all" obedience in the near future.
Some of the city papers were very generous,
offering to insert any announcement that we
wished to make during the meetings, but a
reporter of one of the dailies came to the tent
to interview Bro. Roth to obtain, as he said,
items for publicatifrn, and got into a debate
as to which could lay best claim of being the
Church of Christ, the Church of England or
the Latter Day Saints; but Bro. Roth pressed
him so hard and put such hard questions to
him that he left, probably to study his cate·
chism; and if the items.ever found their way
into that daily none of the saints have ever
btie.o, 11bl<;i to tl.nd them.

Bro. Kephart has done faithful service here
and has baptized four, one of whom is a man
with quite a large family and has been a helpless invalid about four years, but the Lord is
blessing him now and he is steadily gaining
in strength. Saints, remember him in your
prayers. We all feel hopeful and encouraged
and ai e willing to labor till the Master comes.
In bonds,
C. B. BROWN .
WHAT CHEER, Iowa, Aug. 18.

Editors Herald:-Since leaving conference
at Richland Creek, I have labored in Buchanan, Black Hawk, and Mitchel counties.
In the town of Mitchel I secured t,he G. A. R.
ball, but found the church members there
had so much religion, and so little charity
for others, that they would not come out and
hear; they are thriving so well on the husks,
they have no desire for the corn. I went to
Clarksville, and was refused the use of two
churches they were glad to have me occupy
seventeen years ago; but I have the promise
of a hall on my return later on.
I then went to a place called Antioch, where
I also preached seventeen years ago. They
gave me the use of the church, and a good
hearing, with many requests to return, which
I expect to do as soon as the farmers are
through with harvest.
I then went to Waterloo and Dunkerton,
where I found the saints at both places alive
and ready to assist in spreading the gospel.
I made arrangements to return there also
when harvest is over. I stopped at Marshalltown, where I again found earnest saints, one
at the Soldiers Home. I hope to do some
work there soon.
I then came to Oskaloosa, where I found a
small branch, but alive to the work, which is
best told by the number I found very near the
kingdom. I baptized Bro. Weldon, who is
an invalid; and for three years a patient, loving wife had fed and cared for him like a
child, as he has been confined to his bed and
perfectly helpless for that length of time.
He expressed a desire to be baptized when I
baptized his daughter one year ago, but his
strength failed him. This time the saints
took it in hand and made a tank, put it by his
bedside, filled it with water, and at an early
hour on Sunday morning I took him in my
arms and buried him in the water. He arose
praising God with renewed strength, and in
a few hours he got up and walked across the
floor. That afternoon a number of the saints
called on him, bringing a nice invalid chair
with them, and on their departure, they left
the chair with Bro. Weldon sitting in it.
I am now at What Cheer, where !found a
few earnest saints, under the leadership of
Elder Parley Batten, who is not only trying
keep the fire ablaze in his own town, but in
company with Priest Evan Jones, has taken
up work in the country. Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion I am your cola.borer in the
work,
W. H. KEPHART.
The New York Freeman's Journal says
that there are in the United St!l.tes 249 Oil.tho·
I
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alone would give them no right to further officiate in gospel ordinances, or
AN EVENING'S CONVERSATION.in regulation of church matters! No
NO. 2 ,
charge of immorality was ever brought
BY ELDER H. o. SMITH.
against these men who officiated in
GEORGE.-But who were these saints the beginning of the Reorganization,
reorganizing at Zarahemla, Wisconsin, consequently they must have retained
and other places? Did they have the their power to act in all the rights
authority or priesthood with them to and privileges belonging to the offices
organize, ordain, etc.? Where was they held.
the church between 1844 and 1852,
George.-But how could they ordain
when this reorganizing movement be- a president of the church and apostles
gan? And is it not just a little absurd unless they were apostles themselves?
that this small band of saints should
James.-When the church is fully
claim to represent the true followers organized, and in working order; then
of Christ, and that all others bad gone 1it is the imperative duty and right of
astray?
the Twelve to ordain and set in order
James.-Those questions are perti- the church, under the direction of the
nent and natural, but are much more Presidency; but to say that there can
easily answered than I used to think. be no circumstances where others can
As to who these people were: The do so, is absurd.
We have been
church at the death of Joseph Smith taught to look at the Presidency and
consisted of from one hundred and Apostles as having some especially
fifty to two hundred and fifty thou- high priesthood, and if they were taken
S'and. The lowest estimate places it away that the church would be helpat the former figure; and taking that less; but it is not the fact, however.
as a basis from which to figure, and All men holding the Melchisedec
allowing all that the leaders of the, priesthood are equal, so far as their
church here. in Utah claim; viz., priesthood and right to officiate in the
twenty thousand that followed them I various rites, ceremonies, and ordito these valleys, and we have at least \ nances of the church are concerned.
one hundred and twenty thousand that Any power that they may obtain that
did not go. There were branches or- distinguishes them from others is only
ganized at Beloit, Wisconsin, and at executive in its nature. That power
Jeffersonville, Illinois, during the life- is given them by the people, not by
time of Joseph Smith. These saints God. It is true that God reserves the
remained true to their gospel cove- right to nominate certain officers of
nant, but refused to follow B. Young the church; but that nomination does
to the mountains, and also refused to not give them the right to act until
believe in his right to the leadership the church has accepted them for the
of the church. They continued preach- office by vote. Inasmuch then as the
ing the gospel, and in 1851 or 1852 church has the right and privilege of
were commanded to organize together, bestowing this executive power upon
and that God would in due time send a man, it is obvious that it would have
to them the seed of the Prophet. the right to appoint anyone from the
They obeyed the divine mandate, and Melcbisedec priesthood to ordain or
tbis organization formed the nucleus set him apart to the office, especially
around which the remnants of the in the absence of any of those whom
faithful began to gather.
the law makes the regulators of the
Among these saints were men who church in these matters. If you will
held the high priesthood, some of turn to section 107: 11, 12, you will
them having been ordained by Joseph find this item of law: Smith himself. I know that we have
An elder has a right to officiate in his
always been taught that those remain- stead when the high priest is not present.
ing in Illnohs and other places in the ;i.'he h.i~h pries~ and elder are to administer
East had no authority, and I used to be I rn spmtual thmgs, agreeable to the cove.
.
.
I nan ts and commandments of the church; and
fanatical enough to believe it; butnoth- they have a right to officiate in an· these
ing looks more absurd when we stop offices of the church· when there are no
to think seriously of it. The idea that higher authorities present.
because 9J person refused to remove
This would give those who held the
from one place to another, that that I eldership and the high priesthood the
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right, under the direction of God and
the church, to officiate in the ordination of ;'young Joseph" to the presidency of the Reorganization.
George.-But is it not true that there
were others holding this higher executive authority that should have
been called in to assist in the regulation of these matters? What about
the majority of the Twelve that came
here to Utah? Were they to be entirely ignored in the matter?
Ja.mes.-God at least seems to have
recognized the fact that there was no
higher authority than that represented
by the saints reorganizing at Zarahemla and other places. For when
young Joseph went to him for counsel
he was directed to go there and join
them. This, if we accept the revelation to the young man as genuine, is
conclusive evidence of a departure
from the faith, and consequent loss of
the right to act by virtue of the priesthood by those who once held the executive power to regulate the church. If
we need any further proof, we find it in·
the fact that they had proven themselves unworthy of, and false to the
trust reposed in them, in ignoring the
revelations of God which he had given
as a law to the church, wherein it was
stated that Joseph Smith should appoint his own successor, and that that
successor should be from the seed of
the martyr, by one of their number
aspiring to that position to which he
bad no lawful, divine, or hereditary
right, and the rest upholding and
abetting the wrong by sustaining him.
We need not enter into a lengthy discussion of the departure from the
faith, as this alone without repentance and retraction would be sufficient
to justify such a statement as was
made to young Joseph, as given before; but perhaps before we get
through with our conversation further
light may be thrown upon the departure from the faith of the majority of
the Twelve.
George.-But we have been told that
Joseph gave instruction to the church,
that to remain with the majority would
insure being found on the right side.
James.-I know that we have been
told that, but I have come to the conclusion that he never said it; at least
I not in the sense in which it is used
1 here in Utah.
A measure is not nec: essarily right because the m.a.jo:rity
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advocates it. ·The only way to judge
a principle of law is by comparison
with a standard of law. Such standard we have in the Bible, Book of
Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and
Covenants. When a majority departs
from the law laid down in them, it is
obvious that they must be wrong, and
that it is folly to follow them farther.
Let us make a general application of
the statement that the majority is
always right. If it fails in a general
application, it will fail in a special.
The majority of the inhabitants of the
world are not Christians; therefore
Christianity must be wrong. The
majority of the Christians are Catholics; therefore the Catholics must be
right. If one would stop to think for
a moment, he would at once acknowledge that truth has always been in the
minority, so far as its advocates among
nien are concerned. But I can cite
you to some passages of Scripture
where the fact is made plain that God
was with the minority. In first Kings,
19: 18, when Elijah complains that he
alone of all Israel is left to worship
and serve God, God gives him to
understand that he has
seven thousand in Israel, all the knees which
have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth
which hath not kissed him.
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quences of their evil practices, and
establish a kingdom of misrule and
evil, over which one man was to rule,
and did rule, for a brief time with absolute power.
George.-In a passage you gave me
to read a few minutes ago, it was said
the one w horn God had ordained to be
the successor to lead the church,
should come in at the gate, and be ordained to teach those revelations
which you have received, and shall
receive, through him whom I have
appointed. Does young Joseph fulfill
this part of the prediction? I have
been told that he does not teach nor
believe in the gathering, and that was
plainly a part of the revelations given
to his father.
James.-You and I have, I believe,
been intentionally misinformed on
many of these questions. I am able to
state positively that the Reorganization does teach the "gathering." But
they teach, that like every other
righteous principle, this has been
abused. One of the strange effects of
obeying this latter-day gospel has been
and is that it creates an almost uncontrollable desire to gather together
somewhere. God foresaw this, and
endeavored in various ways and at
different times to check the impetuosity of the saints in this regard; in
proof of which, read Doctrine and
Covenants 58: 56:-

Here were only seven thousand that
were free from idolatry out of about a
million of people. Who here met with
God's approval, the minority or the
And let the work of the gathering be not in
majority? Again, in Revelation 3: 4,
haste, nor by flight.
God in sending his message to Sardis,
And again, section 63: 24:one of the seven churches of Asia,
And now, behold, this is the will of the
said:Lord your God concerning his saints, that
Thou hast a few names even in Sardis which
have not defiled their garments; and they
shall walk with me in white: for they are
worthy.

they should assemble themselves together
unto the land of Zion, not in haste, lest there
be confusion, which bringeth pestilence.

your flight be in haste, but let all things be
prepared before you: and he that goeth let
hirn not look back, lest sudden destruction
shall come upon him.

Surely the Lord must have seen
danger in hastily gathering his people
together, or he would not have been
so particular in warning and re warn ing them against gathering in haste.
There is another thing that we have
overlooked in our eagerness to gather
here to Utah, and that is that it is an
express violation of the revelations of
God to teach Utah as a place of gathering. The Lord said, Doctrine and
Covenants, section 57: 1, 2:Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church, saith
the Lord your God, who have assembled
yourselves together, according to my commandments, in this lanil, which is the land
of Missouri, which is the land which I have
appointed and consecrated for the gathering
of the saints: wherefore this is the land of
promise, and the place for the city of Zion.

Notice that the Lord says, this is
the land which be has consecrated
and appointed for the gathering of the
saints, and the city of Zion. Now
turn to section 101: 17-21, and read
what the Lord says there:Zion shall not be moved out of her place,
notwithstanding her children are scattered.
They that remain, and are pure in heart,
shall return, and come to their inheritances,
they and their children, with songs of everlasting joy to build up the waste places of
Zion; and all these things that the prophets
might be fulfilled. And, behold, there is
none other place appointed than that which
I have appointed; neither shall there be any
other place appointed than that which I have
appointed, for the work of the gathering of
my saints, until the day cometh when there
is found no more room for them; and then I
have other places which I will appoint unto
them, and they shall be called stakes, for the
curtains, or the strength of Zion.

There are three important statements made in these two revelations.
Therefore, a commandment I give unto all First, Zion is definitely located in the
Comment upon this is almost superfluous. None can possibly deny, that the churches, that they shall continue to land of Missouri, and it is stated that
together unto the places which I have that land is consecrated for the gathif these few names in Sardis, that had gather
appointed; nevertheless, as I have said unto
not defiled their garments, had organ- unto you in a former commandment, let not ering of the saints. Second, ''Zion
ized, and by the command of God gone your gatherillg be in haste, nor by flight; but shall not be moved out of her place."
Third, There shall no other place be
forward in the establishment of his let all things be prepared before you.
Again, section 105: 24, 25:-appointed than that which is apwork, that they would have been acTalk not of judgment, neither boast of pointed, until no room is left for the
cepted and owued of him. The pasnor of mighty works, but carefully saints to gather therein. In all of the
sage here referring to the saints at faith,
gather together, as much in one region as can
Sardis could be applied with perfect be consistently with the feelings of the peo- above, connected with the gathering
propriety to the saints at Nauvoo and pie; and behold, I will give unto you favor of the saints, the Reorganization is
the east. There were a few souls who and grace in their eyes, that you may rest in strictly in harmony with. They have
refused to bow the knee to the Baal of peace and safety, while you are saying unto always urged the saints not to be in
the people, Execute judgment and justice haste to gather, but to let all things
lust and misrule, that led the church for
us according- to law, and redress us of our
or a portion of it into the valleys of the wrongs.
be prepared before them; and when
mountains, ostensibly to find safety;
And yet again, section 133: 15:they did gather, they were to gather
but really to escape the just__ conseBut verily, thus saith the Lord, Let not l to the land and regions round about,
Also, section 101: 67, 68:-
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And let this law or ordinance be henceforth
taught to all who present themselves for admission into this church, that they may know
the sacrifice and tithing which the Lord requires, and perform it; or else not curse the
church with a mock membership as many
have done heretofore. This will furnish a
steady public fund for all sacred purposes,
and save the leaders from constant debt and
embarrassment, and the members can then
employ the remainder of their capital in every
branch of enterprise, industry, and charity,
as seemeth them good, only holding themselves in readiness to be advised in such manner as shall be for the good of themselves and
the whole society; and thus all things can
move in harmcny and for the general benefit
hands of the bishop of my church of Zion, for
the building of mine house, and for the laying and satisfaction of all concerned.
You can see here that while Brigham
of the foundation of Zion and for the priestsugar
coats the paragraph, by trying
hood, and for the debts of the presidency of
my church; and this shall be the beginning to show that it is for the good of all
of the tithing of my people; and after that, concerned, yet it contains a very bitter
those who have thus been tithed, shall pay
one tent~ of all their interest annually; and dose in its interior; viz., "they shall
this shall be a standing law unto them for continue to pay one tenth of all their
ever, for my holy priesthood, saith the Lord. income." ''Income" was instituted in

that God had consecrated for that pur- ] James.-Yes, we believe in the law
pose. The result is that in those of tithing, and it is coming more and
regions, and everywhere, they are more into practice every day. I know
gaining favor and grace in the eyes of the word has gone out in this country
the people, just as the Lord said they that we do not; but that is because we
would. The result of leaving con- have opposed what we deem is a false
verts where we find them in the world, system of tithing, as taught by Briguntil they are prepared to go to Zion, ham and his associates. If you will
has resulted in a more rapid spread of turn to Doctrine and Covenants, seethe gospel in the remote regions from tion 119, in your book, and read me
Zion; and they have been able to ma- the first four verses:terially assist in the preaching of the
George.-Reading:gospel, by furnishing homes for the
Verily, thus saith the Lord, I require all
missionaries in their various fields.
their surplus property to be put into the
There is another way in which we
should be prepared for Zion, and that
is by living a godly life. Zion is said
to be the pure in heart; and it is perfeet folly for us to conclude that the
moment a person is baptized into the
church, that he is a fit inhabitant of
Zion. I think that the Lord had in
view the preparation, spiritually, for
Zion more than he did temporally,
when he made the declaration not to
be in haste; because it caused confusion and pestilence. I heard an old
man testify in a prayer meeting once
that before he came to the vallies of
the mountains from England, that he
was told that here was peace and love
personified. The saints were· living
together in harmony. He made every
kind of sacrifice to get to these peaceful vales; and behold, when he got
here, almost the first sight that greeted
his eyes was two of the brethren
chopping each other up with spades
over a water ditch. They may have
been amply prepared, financially, for
their emigration to Zion, but spiritually they were not. The Reorganization has endeavored to impress both
the spiritual and temporal preparation
for Zion; and I was reading in one of
the papers published at Independence,
Missouri, a few days ago, the statement that by far the largest audience
of worshipers that met together in
that city on the Sabbath day was that
which assembled in the "magnificent
stone church," owned and occupied by
the Reorganization. So, while our
members that have gathered at the central stake of Zion may not be perfect,
we are trying to carry on the work as
originally inaugurated by our martyred prophet.
George -How about the law of t'th1
•

?

•

.

.

.

~ng · Does the R~or~amzat10n believe
m that and practice it?

James.-And in Deuteronomy 14: 22, the place of "interest" or "increase,"
in the former law, as taug4t by the
I find the following:Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of martyr.
"Income" is that which a
thy seed, that the field bringeth forth from man earns or receives for his wages
year to year.
or his investment. "Increase" is that
I want you to especially note the which is saved over and above his exwords ''interest" and ''increase," as penses of living for himself and famused in the two quotations. The word ily. As an illustration; suppose I
"tithe" means tenth, so the last quota- receive a salary of seventy dollars per
tion would virtually say give one tenth month, it requires fifty of that to pay
of all your increase. The two words, my expenses, twenty dollars would be
"interest" and "incre111.se," are the my increase; and the Lord asks me to
same-that which you have remaining pay two dollars for his work. Brigafter the expenses of your living are ham would require me, under his
paid. In departing from this law is "one-tenth-of-your-income" law, to pay
where Brigham Young made the first, seven dollars per month. But upon
or one of the first, departures from the the man who was getting more than
faith as taught by Joseph Smith, he expended for his support, it did not
thereby showing to those who were work a hardship; but upon the man
not blind to his faults that he cared who by applying all his earnings
more for his own financial advance- could then scarcely eke out an honest
ment, than he did the welfare of the living, it did. One of the distinct
people of the church. In an epistle characteristics of this latter-day work,
dated Nauvoo, Illinois, August 15, according to Malachi, as found in his
1844, and signed by Brigham Young, third chapter, was:I find the following. Millennial Star,
And I will come near to you to judgment;
volume 5, page 94:and I will be a swift witness against the sorTherefore, as soon as the twelve have proceeded to a full and complete organization of
the branches abroad, let every member proceed immediately to tithe himself or herself,
a tenth of all their property and money, and
pay it into the hands of the twelve, or into
the hands of such bishops as have been, or
shall be appointed by them to receive the
same, for the building of the Temple or the
support of the priesthood, according to the
Scriptures, and the revelations of God; and
then let them continue to pay in a tenth of
their income from that time forth, for this is a
law unto the church as much binding on their
1 conscience as any other law or ordinance.

cerers, and against the adulterers, and
against false swearers, and against those that
oppress the hireling in his wages, the widow,
and the fatherless, and that turn aside the
stranger from his right, and fear not me,
saith the Lord of hosts.

And St. John, in his first epistle,
5:3, says:For this is the love of God, that we keep
his commandments: and his commandments
are not grievous.

And Christ says, Matthew 11: 2830 : Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
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heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am
meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find
rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy,
and my burden is light.

Any man or set of men, then, who
oppress the hireling in his wages, the
"widow and the fatherless," cannot
represent this latter-day work; and
the ones who teach as a law that
which is grievous and a burden to
bear, do not teach God's law or commandments; and those who lay heavy
burdens on men do not represent
Christ. All of these things were done,
however, under the "one-tenth-of-allyour-income law," hence brand those
men who taught it, as contrary to God
and his law, and as not correctly representing Christ.
If we had however taken as much
trouble to have learned exactly what
these "Josephites" did teach as we did
to circulate the false stories about
them, we would have learned that the
very first revelation received by
"young Joseph" for the guidance of
the church over which he was chosen
to preside, not only taught and directed that the law of tithing should
be taught; but also made it impossible,
only by a direct violation of its provisions, for any man to use the funds
raised thereby to his own aggrandizement. Here is the revelation in full.
It was given October 7, 1861:-
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was with the law of tithing, so with
these things -a perversion of the law
'
.
.
and purposes of these
different
.
. thmgs
.
has occurred. First, I will notice
"Id"
t"
d
t emp1e b m mg, as you men 10ne I.t
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fi rs t . T urn t o sec t Ion 124 : 39 , oc·
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/ ~horoughly amend your w~ys and your doings;

tisms for the dead, and your solemn assemblies, and your memorials for your sacrifices,
by the sons of Levi, and for your oracles in
your most holy places, wherein you receive
conversations, and your statutes and judgments, for the beginning of the revelations
and foundations of Zion, and for t.he glory,
honor, and endowments of all her municipals,
are ordained by the ordinance of my holy
house which my people are al ways commanded to build unto my holy name.

For Israel hath forgotten his maker, and
buildeth temples.

Th"1s s h ows th" at t h" e b u1"ld"mgo f t em.
.
ples, and. a reliance
upon them,
.
. . did
not sanctify ancient Israel, is rndeed
. .
.
.
It IS not
prophecy of what IS
. a direct
.
occurrmg right here among us to-day.
Th
.
h
b" h I
Therefore, verily I say unto you, that your
ere IS anot er passage, W IC
anointings, and your washings, and your hap- find in Hosea 8: 14:-

The people in those times evidently
had also forgotten that God reserved
the right to command in the building

of temples; and in their arrogance
and pride, went on with the building
of these houses of God, thinking that
that alone would sanctify them; and
God calls them to an account, as I
Here the statement is plainly made have just referred to in Jeremiah
that God a.lwa.ys commands bis people seventh chapter.
When he wants an house built for the
(To be continued.)
purposes named.
We have been
taught that it means a perpetual command to build. But he does not say
my people are "commanded always"
EUROPEAN MISSION.
to build; but my people are "always
Annual conference met in the saints' meetcommanded." He says in the previous ing room, North Manchester, at six p, m.,
verse that he commanded Moses to July 31, 1897; James Caffall, president, in
build the tabernacle in the wilderness, the chair; at his suggestion F. G. Pitt was
and in First Chronicles, 28: 11-19, we chosen to assist; W. R. Armstrong secretary.
Caffall opened the business session
are told that God commanded David Elder
with appropriate remarks; also read his reto build the temple, and gave him the port. Reports of districts: Birmingham
dimensions, and purposes for which reported by C. H. Caton, Manchester by J.
the building was to be erected. David Dewsnup, Sr., Sheffield by John Austin,
turns the whole thing over to his son Wales (Eastern) by T. S. Griffiths, Wales
by E. R. Dewsnup. Reports of
Solomon to build, and gives him to (Western)
isolated branches: London by J. Gerrard,
understand that he received the whole Broadclist by Ed Tucker. Bishop's agent's
directly from God, as you will find in report presented, examined, and found corthe nineteenth verse:rect.

ConfBrBnBB Nimf1B8.

In order to place the church in a position to
carry on the promulgation of the gospel, and
as a means of fulfilling the law, the Twelve
will take measures in connection the Bishop,
to execute the law of tithing; and let them
before God see to it, that tho temporal means
All this, said David, the Lord made me unso obtained is truly used for the purposes of
derstand in writing by his hand upon me,
the church, and not as a weapon of power
even all the works of this pattern.
in the hands of one man for the oppression of
God has not commanded the Reorothers, or for the purpose of self-aggrandizement by any one, be he whomsoever he may ganization to build a temple, and we
be. As I live saith the Lord, in the manner are not presumptuous enough to build
ye execute this matter, so shall ye be judged without a command. When he does so
in the day of judgment.

This has no uncertain sound, and
none can be deceived as to its meaning;
and your objection falls to the ground
-that upoD. the law of tithing the son
was not teaching the revelations of
his father.
George.-Well; how about temple
building, endowments, baptism for the
dead, and so forth? You do not claim
that the Reorganization is teaching
these things do you?
Ja.mes. - In answering these questions I can say that we believe in all
that you have mentioned; but as it

if ye thoroughly execute Judgment between
a man and hiR neighbor, etc.

command we are ready to perform his
will in the matter. It is not necessary,
however, to conclude that because a
people or church are building temples
that they are for that reason acceptable to God. There are other things, of
greater importance than that, if we
believe Jeremiah, or the Lord speak·
ing through J eremiab. In the seventh
chapter, verses three to five he says:Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of
Israel, amend your ways and your doings, and
I will cause you to dwell in this place. Trust
ye not in lying words," saying, The temple of
of the Lord, The temple of the Lord, The
temple of the Lord, are these. For if ye

The Sunday school convention asked for
time to carry out its exercises, when nine a.
m., to 10: 30 a. m., Sunday, and 8: 30 a. m., to
10: 30 a. m., Monday, were granted. The latter time was afterwards extended one hour.
Notices of motion from Western Wales were
presented, which were ordered to lie on the
table until our next conference (1898). Resolved that we consider the proposed rules
for the government of the conferences of the
elders of the European mission. Considerable discussion followed, after which it was
resolved that the rules become the standing
laws governing the elders' conferences of the
European mission; that they be printed and
a copy be supplied to each elder of the mission. The rules are as follows:I. That a conference of the elders of t.he
European mission be held annually; that it
convene on the Saturday before bank holiday
(Monday} in the August of each year.
2. Of whom composed. That all districts,
branches not within the limits of districts,
and missions comprising the European mis
sion, be considered an integral part of such
I conference.
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3. Objects of the conference.-These con·
ferences shall have for their object, (a) The
mutual intercourse of the elders engaged in
the spread of the gospel, and for that purpose to do all in their power to encourage
elders from all J-.arts of their field to make
special effort to be present at such conferences. (b) The deepening of spiritual life,
so that the gospel may be more fully preached
by good example of the preachers. (c) To do
whatever business may be found necessary at
the time for the better spreading of the gospel in these lands. (d) By counsel and advice
to aid in all possible ways the work intrusted
to our care.
4. Who shall preside.-That the missionary
in charge of the European mission for the
time being shall preside over such conference. In the event of there being more than
one missionary in charge of said mission, the
one holding the prior appointment shall preside. unless such missionaries by arrangement between themselves mutually agree
which of them shall preside. In the event of
the absence of any missionary in charge of
the aforesaid mission, a president shall be
chosen for the time being as provided for in
"Book of Rules of Order, section 3, page 8,
also 16: 16.
5. Secretary or Clerk.-That a secretary
for the conferencE' be appointed from amongst
the elders. It shall be his duty to have
charge of all books and documents in conjunction with the missionary in charge; and
also send out the notices convening said conferences, stating time and place, such notices
to be sent to district and branch presidents
(including presidents of missions) one month
before such date of convention.
6. Treasurer.-That a treasurer shall be
appointed from amongst the elders whose
duty it shall be to have e-harge of all moneys
that may be subscribed in aid of the expenses
of such conferences, and shall when called
upon by the presentation of an official requisition, signed by the president and countersigned by the secretary of the conference,
pay over upon such order such sums as may ,
be necessary to meet the outstanding liabilities of such conferences.
7. Reports of districts and branches.That the authorities of districts, branches
not in districts,, and missions, send a
report of the spiritual condition of the
work in their respective fields to each
conference, such reports to be in writing,
and duly signed by the president and secretary of such district or branch; said report
to reach the secretary of the European conference not later than July 20 in each year.
8. Reports of elders.-That all elders or
priest• laboring by appointment from these
conferences, or not included in any organized
district, report their labors to the annual
conference. All reports must be submitted
in writing, handed to the secretary, and be
read from the table.
9. Agenda.-That notice of all new business
(except financial items) to be introduced at
the annual conferences of this mission be
written out and forwarded to the secretary
at least three months before the convening
of such conferences, so that due notice of the

same may be sent to the several districts,
branches, and missions, within its limits.
That the secretary prepare an agenda of
business thus sent in time for such conference, which business shall have precedence
over all other business of like nature.
10. Order of Business, etc.-That in all
business arising in or brought before these
conferences the "Book of Rules of Order," as
published by the church, be the guide and
standard of appeal.
11. New rules, etc.-That no new rule be
added, nor any of these be altered, amended,
~truck out, or rescinded except by a two
thirds vote of the annual conference. That
all notices for new rules, alterations, amendments, etc., be handed to the secretary in
writing at least three clear months before
the convening of the conference at which
they are to be presented, and signed by not
less than three members of the conference.
Resolved that the reports of elders outside
districts be read. Elders W. Kendrick, R.
Clift, T. and A, Bradshaw, J. Tankard, and
F. R. Tubb were then reported for the Zion's
Hope branch, London. Resolved that all
licenses from branches outside districts be
indorsed.
At the conclusion of the conference business, tributes of praise were offered to the
integrity and uprightness of Apostle James
Caffall. Our aged brother feelingly replied
after which the conference rose and sang,
"God be with you till we meet again."
Resolved that this conference of the European mission hereby expresses its unbounded
approbation and admiration of the indefatigable labors and courageous toil of our dearly
beloved brother and missionary in charge,
Apostle James Caffall, who is now leaving
us, and to record our deep love for him, and
our hope, faith, and prayers that God may
spare his labors to the church ;yet for many
years, and endow him and his with all comfort, joy, and happiness.
Resolutions sustaining the general spiritual authorities of the church, the new
authorities of the European mission, the
treasurer, secretaries, presidents of districts,
vice presidents, and presidents of branches,
followed. Votes of thanks were tendered the
brethren and sisters of Manchester (especially North Manchester) for the way in
which they had catered to and cared for the
wants of the visiting brethren and sisters.
Elder Pitt vividly described to the congregation the scene and his impressions when
the late revelation was presented to the conference of 1897. The assembly with one
voice indorsed the late revelation, after
which they rose and sang, "We thank thee,
0 God, for a prophet." A motion to adjourn
was carried and proceedings closed with
prayer. Sermons were delivered by Brn. F.
G. Pitt and James Caffall, one child was
blessed, and a number were administered to.

ports: Bruner 34. Springfield 48; gain 3.
West Plains 56; gain 1, loss 1. Woodside 38.
Vera Cruz 72; gain 5, loss 11. Pomona 38;
gain 1, loss 2. Ozark 32. Then followed the
reports of elders, priests, and teachers. No
report being sent in from Willow Springs, a
motion was adopted that the district clerk
take char~e of the records of said branch,
and correct them as best he could. Motion
adopted that a committee of three be ap·
pointed to investigate the trial of Sr. Davis,
of Vera Cruz; the investigation to be reported
at this present conference. Mo.tion adopted
that the work of the district be divided between two district presidents; one to take
charge of all branches west of and including
Vera Cruz, Bruner, Ozark, and Springfield;
the other to have charge of all branches east
of Vera Cruz, including Willow Springs,
Pomona, West Plains, and Woodside. Bro.
C. M. Hootman was elected president of the
east end of district. Bro. J. R. Wedlock was
elected vice president of west end of district.
President of district, clerk, and treasurer
were sustained. Report of treasurer read
and accepted. Voted that the Southwestern
Missouri district reunion commence on September 10, at Mt. Grove. (Since then the
time has been changed to October 8.)
The evening sermon was by Pres. C. M.
Boatman. On Sunday forenoon Bro. I. N.
White delivered an instructive as well as an
all-inspiring and spiritual sermon, which was
listened to very attentively and appreciated
much by all present. The ordination of Don
W. Schofield to office of priest was attended
to by Elders White, Sparling, and Wedlock.
Adjourned to Pomona, Missouri, November
5 and 6.

MisBBllanBotls DBpartmBn!.
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
To the Saints of the Eastern Maine District:As I wish to reach all saints in this district,
I will here give notice, that all having tithings or offerings for the support of the gospel
can send it to U. M. Kelley; Indian River,
Washington County, Maine. All money
received will be promptly receipted.
We hope all may be moved upon to assist in
this great work that we are engaged in, by
contributing of their means jusi. as God has
blessed them. Let us all work together and
the Lord will work with us, and God will
bless the work that we do. Seek ye first to
establish the kingdom of God and his right·
eousness. So, saints, don't forget what we
are working for. Yours in hope,
u. M. KELLEY, Bishop's Agent.

Once more I am moved upon to call your
attention, as members of the Northeast Missouri district, to a duty that is essential on
the part of every Latter Day Saint, and that
is the law of tithing. While it is true that
SOUTHWESTERN MISSOURI.
many of the saints in this district are observConference was held at Bruner, July 24, 25, ing to honor this law, which is as much bi.ndElder C. J. Spurlock presiding; Don W. ing on the saints as the first principles of the
Schofield clerk. On motion Elder I. N. gospel, it is also true th:i.t t.he major part of
White was requested to preside, with consent' the membership of this district, comprising
and aid of the district president. Branch re- nearly four hundred members, do not observe
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this sacred law; for this reason I wish to impress upon all saints throughout the district
the importance of observing this sacred law,
for upon the complying with this tithing law
depends the success of the gospel to a great
extent, so far as its growth and advancement to the nations of the earth is concerned.
This fact demonstrates itself even in our
own district.
New places have been opened up by our
well beloved missionaries, namely, T. W.
Chatburn, M. M. Turpen, and D. E. Tucker;
and while we feel the loss of such an able
worker as Elder Chatburn, we are confident
it will be gain to the southern people, in his
present field; hence our district is spreading
in territory, and the work started in new
places is neglected for want of temporal
means to send more missionaries into our
district. Truly the harvest is great, but the
laborers are few. How is this demand to be
filled, saints? You and I know it is not only
to pray to the Lord to send more laborers to
the field, but it needs a little sacrifice on our
part, financially; hence, then, "what doth it
profit, my brethren, though a man say he
has faith, and have not works? can faith
save him? If a brother or sister be naked,
and destitute of daily food, and one of you say
unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed
and filled; notwithstanding ye give them not
those things which are needful to th~ body;
what doth it profit? Even so faith, if it hath
not works, is dead, being alone."-James 2:
14-17. Abraham was justified by works
(verse 21).
It seems that the law is not fully under.stood by some of the saints, and the binding
obligation we covenanted to observe. Let
me say, it is one of the means, in conjunction
with the other principles working in harmony] together. It is not only directed to
the ancients to observe all things what I have
commanded you to do (Matthew 28th chapter);
but also directly to us, as revealed through
Joseph the Seer. This temporal law was
and is yet the means provided by the great
Jehovah to carry out his designs and purposes to the full accomplishment of his
promises. Let us therefore, dear saints,
realize our obligations-not only to say but
to do; also that the work in this district may
still continue to grow.
"Let us keep the camp fires blazing
Let us sound abroad his word."

J. T. WILLIAMS,
Bishop's Agent.
P. S.-I wish to Rtate that Elder W. Summerfield is one of the missionary force in this
district, wo. king jointly with M. M. Turpen, subject to direction of Apostle I. N.
White.
J. T. W.

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
There will be a two days' meetinir held in
the saints' church at Fanning, Kansas, September 18 and 19. The young people will
give an entertainment on Friday evening,
September 17. A number of able speakers are
expected. All the saints who can attend are
especially invited to be with us. Come prepared that we may enjoy a spiritual feast.
P. CADWELL, Dist. Pres.
WM. GURWELL, Branch Pres.

A CORRECTION.
Bro. Weaver H. Rogers begs to call attention to a slight error in recent issues of the
Saints' Herald and Zion's Ensign in which he
is undeservedly credited with assisting with
the musical work in connection with the tent
services at Pittsburg. Not wishing to receive
the unmerited kind wishes of his friends he
will be obliged for a correction.

AN APPEAL TO THE SAINTS.
A home among the saints is wanted for
three fatherless little boys, ages about two
and one half, four, and seven years, also for
a baby girl six weeks old.
Those who
are willing to take these responsibilities
upon themselves and thus bring relief to a
distracted mother, and assist to lighten the
heavy burden of one of God's saints, (who is
heavily handicapped through a bodily afJHction,) in the fight for a livelihood, will please
communicate with Sr. Eva Glover, Arlington
Heights, Massachusetts.

BORN.
FALKINGHAM.-Eva B. Falkingham, born
July 1, 1897, at Jonesport, Maine, child of Joseph and Eliza Falkingham; blessed by U.
W. Greene, July 6.
GRAY.-Irene E. Gray, born January 6,
1897, at Addison, Maine, child of Charles and
Grace Gray; blessed by U. W. Greene, July
16.
HAGER.-At Onaga, Kansas, May 31, 1897,
to Bro. Arthur J. and Sr. May Belle Hager,
a son; named George Emerson; blessed at
Blue Rapids, Kansas, August 15, under the
hands of Elders H. A. Stebbins and Evan A.
Davis.
FUNDERBURG.-Near McFall, Missouri,
March -, 1897, to Bro. William and Sr.
Martha J. Funderburg a son; blessed at
Allendale, Missouri, August 1, by Elder H.
A. Stebbins.

MARRIED.
GAULTER-SUMPTION.-At the home of
Bro. Benjamin and Sr. Sarah Sumption, near
Lamoni, Iowa, on the evening of August 25,
1897, their daughter, Elizabeth A., was
united in marriage to Bro. Loren Gaulter, of
Lamoni, Elder H. A. Stebbins officiating in
the ceremony. Members of the two families
and a few friends were present. The occasion
was a very pleasant one, for Bro. Loren and
Sr. Lizzie have the loving esteem of all, both
those present and the community at large, as
two who were most worthy to be .united in
the covenant that God has given for the lifelong happiness of his children.

DIED.
HUNTLY.-At Rockland, Maine, July 13,
1897, Mary A., daughter of Bro. Henry R.
and Sr. Julia A. Huntley, aged 20 years and
6 months. She walked all the days of her
life in the highest of morals. May God bless
Mary. Funeral services by Elder J. C. Foss.
STOREY.-At the home of her parents, July
10, 1897, Sr. Nettie Storey, aged 20 years and
29 days· Daceased was born in York Township, Steuben County, Indiana. Father,
mother, three brothers, two sisters, and a
large circle of friends mourn. The remains

were laid to rest in Teeters cemetery. She
was one of the charter members of the Z.
R.-L. S. at Clear Lake, and later became a
member of the church November 6, 1895, in
which she continued faithful until the end.
LAMBERT.-William H., son of Bro. John
and Sr. Matilda Lambert, was born in Des
Moines Township, Lee County, Iowa, March
22, 1873; died July 24, 1897, aged 24 years, 4
months, and 2 days. His life had been one of
constant suffering for twenty years or more.
He leaves a father, mother, two brothers,
and two sisters to mourn. Funeral sermon
by Elder F. M. Weld, assisted by Bro. John
Jervis.
TURPEN.-Bro. Moses Turpen, of Holden,
Missouri. Born June 22, 1849; baptized June
7, 1874; ordained an elder June 9, 1884;
departed this life in the faith and hope of
the gosple August 9, 1897. Wife and seven
children mourn. Sermon by Elder H. Resch.
BRADLEY.-At her home in St. Joseph,
Missouri, Ethel Maud passed from a life of suffering to peaceful rest, August 7, 1897, at the
age of 1 year, 7 months, 12 days. She was
the youngest child of Bro. and Sr. Bradley.
Funeral sermon by Elder J. M. Terry at the
residence.
RICHARDS.-At
Huntsville,
Missoul'i,
April 3, 1897, ·Elder D. F. Richards. The
circumstances touching the death of this
faithful worker are painfully distressing. A
few months previous to his demise he had
suffered from lagrippe, but it was so
slight an attack, that he was able to follow
his daily vocation up to the day on which he
died. The end came without a moment's
warning, either to the deceased or his faithful partner, Sister Richards; for on awakening Ghortly after midnight our sister was
alarmed to notice that her loving partner was
dying. Elder Richards was a most faithful
worker in the cause of the church, having,
in 1892, worked in the mission in various
parts of England and Wales in compan:1- with
Brn. G. T. Griffiths, J. R. Evans, andJ. W. Gillen, returning in the fall of the same year. He
has also baptized many people in different
parts of the States during his career, and was
always heartily welcomed as a sound and
steadfast expounder of the truth. Re was
president of the Huntsville branch, and there
his loss will be keenly felt as well as at the
neighboring town of Moberly. The interment took place on the 5th inst. at Eager
church burial ground, Brn. Broad and
Pement conducting the services. A great
deal of sympathy is being shown Sister
Richards and her three young children in
their sad bereavement, and she wishes to
thank all the saints who so kindly expressed
their sympathy.
Day by day the voice eaith "Come,
Enter thine eternal home, n
Asking not if we can spare
This dear soul its snmmons there.
Had he asked us, well we know
We should cry, Oh spare this blow I
Yea, with E-treaming tears should pray,
Lord we love him, let him stay I
But the Lord doth naught amiss,
And since he hath ordered this
We have naught to do but still
Rest in silence on his will.
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SER MO NS.

Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers of
-the Reorganized Church, formerly published
.as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'
HERALD.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30cents; cloth
15 cents; postpaid.
An excellent volume to circulate among
investigators.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
plainness and in interesting, attractive, narrative style.
If you contemplate a trip to Ohio or Indiana do not fail to see the Keokuk & Western R.R. Agent. The Keokuk & Western
and Des Moines & Kansas City roads are advertising a very cheap excursion to Columbus, Cincinnati, Springfield, and other points
with excellent train service both ways. The
excursion will start August 31. Sleeping
·Car accommodations can be reserved from
Peoria to Columbus or Cincinnati; rate $2.00.
ADDRESSES.
Peter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri.
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. t:\48 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington
Height$.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery. Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, No. 2925 Rose Hill Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsy 1vania.
T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S.S. Association,
Henderson, Iowa.
W. N. Robinson, Sec. Gen. S. S. Association, Independence, Missouri.
W. R. Armstrong, secretary, 14 Council
Street, H., Manchester, England.
S. F. Mather, assistant secretary, 15 February Street, C. on M., Manchester, England.
Henry Kemp, Box 659, Shenandoah, Iowa.
Charles Derry, Box 354, Woodbine, Harri·
son County, Iowa.
Albert Haws, No. 922 Third Street, Oakland; California.
H.P. Curtis, 1325 N. Flores St., San An·
tonio, Texas.

West Oakland, California: Montana hall,
Ad<'! i ne Station, Seventh Street.
S8n 13Tnardino, California:
Corner Fifth
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HOUSES OF WORSHIP.

Ham1l~o?, West New Castle, New South
Wal~s: ~d.rnts' chapel, ~osford Road. Prayer

meetrng Thursday evemngs ~t seven o'clock;
Sunday school 10: 30 a ..m. • sacr.ament at
three p. m., and pre .. c~mg at 6. 30 p. m.
Elder H. Broadwa;y, president.
Sydney, Australia: Chapel, Nelson Street
1 . w t
s c h 00 1 10 : 30
(0 ff D·ar rmg') B.am.am,
es·
a. m. Preach mg 3: 00 and 7: 00 p. lll· R.
Ellis, presiding elder. ,
New Castl~, Australia: Chapel'. Gosf?rd
Road, ff&milton, West ...Preachmg 6 · 30
p. m. H. B;oadway? pre~idmg elder.
San Francisco, Cal~forma: No. 997 Mar~et
Stre~t, corner of ~1~th Street. Preachrng
at 11.00 a. m. and 7.4D p. m. Sunday school
at 12: 00 m. Sacrament meeting the second
Sunday of each month. C. A. Parkin, president, M. A. Saxe secretary.
Los Angeles, California: No. 427 San
Pedro St.
Rock Island, Illinois: Hall, Fourteenth
Street and Fourth Avenue. Services at 2: 30
p. m.
Denver, Colorado: Hall 22d and Arapahoe
Streets. Preaching at 11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30
p. m. Sunday school at 9: 45 a. m. Prayer
meeting Wednesday evening. z. R.-L. S.
first and third Friday evenings of each
month. E. F. Shupe, pastor, residence No.
3600 Cook Street.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of
Fifth and Huntingdon Streets; preaching at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at
9: 30 a. m.
Detroit, Michigan: Lincoln Hall, No. 265
Dix Avenue, near West Bouleva d; Elder W.
J, Smith, pastor. Sunday services at 7: 30 p.
m. Pastor's address, No. 613 Cavalry A venue.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: No. 692 South
Division Street. Services on Sunday 2: 30 and
7: 45 p. m.; 7: 45 Wednesday evening.
Oak Hill branch: Elder Ivor Davies, presi·
dent. Sunday school, 10: 30 a. m.; social
service Sunday, 2: 30 and preaching 8: 00 p. m.
Council Bluffs, Iowa: Pierce Street, three
doors west of Glen Avenue. Preaching at
10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school. at
12:00 m.; Zion's Religo-Literary Society at
6: 00 p. m.; Prayer meeting every Wednesday
evening. T. W. Williams, minister, No. 206
Harmony Street.
Bay City, Michigan: Mission hall, corner
of Monroe and Second Streets.
St. Louis, Missouri: 2518 Elliott Avenue,
between Montgomery and Benton. Elder M.
H. Bond, pastor;- residence., 2512 Slattery
Street. Sunday school, 9: 30; preaching, 11: 00
a. m.; social meeting 2: ;-JO, and preaching
8: 00 p. m. Prayer meeting. Wednesday, 8: 00
p. m. Young people's Religio-Literary,
Thursdav 8: p. m.
Cleveland, Ohio: Wieber Hall, No. 485
Pearl Street. Sunday services at 11: 00 a. m
and 7: 00 p. m.; Sunday school at 3: 00 p.""m.
0
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San Jose, California: No. 162 South First
Street.
Omaha, Nebraska: Saint.s chapel, No.
1418 North Twenty-first Street.
South Salford, England: Saints meeting
room, No. 97 Ellesrnere street, Regent Road,
Salfot'd, near M><noh<>ster. Presiding officer,
Elder Tnomas Taylor, No. 99 West High
Street, Cross Lane, Salford.
Farnworth, Er•glarid:
Saints meeting
room, No. 20 a Etlesm'lre street, Farnworth,
near ManchHst• r. Presiding· 1•fficer, Elder
Joseph Harper, No. 43 Southern Street, Little
Hulton, near B,iJton.
Netawaka, Kansas: Saints chapel, Church
Street. Preaching services Sundays 11: 00 a.
m. and 7: 30 p. m. Social services 2: 00 p. m.
Sundays and 7: 00 p. m. Wednesdays.
North Manchester, England: Saints chapel,
! Collyhurst Road, near Queen's Road, Harpur·
hey, Manchester. Presiding officer, Elder
Hem·y Greenwood.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Corner of
Fifth and Huntingdon Streets; preaching at
11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.; Sunday school at
10: 00 a. m.
Atchison, Kansas: Church No. 1113 North
Tenth Street, one and one half blocks north
of terminus of North Tenth Street car line,
North Atchison. Sundav sch 0 1 t 10· 00
I m . social service 11· oo·
·h. a.
• a
m., preac Ing
service 8:00 p. m.: Wednesday social service
8· oo p m
·
, East D elavan, Wif1.,COnsin: Church located
one mile north ·from Williams Bay railroad
station. August Johnson, presiding:_ elder.
Wigan, England: Saints meeting room,
Platt Lane. Presiding officer, Elder William
Spargo, No. 34 Schofield Lane, Wigan.
.
p
h
.
N 67 F
Pittsburg, ennsy1vama:
o.
ourt
Avenue.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso
between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Sunday
school 9: 30 a. m.; preaching 11: 00 a. m. and
8: 00 p. m.; sacramental on first Sunday of
~ach mont_h at 2: 30 p. m. Monaay, priesthood meetrng; Tuesday, West suburban and
Greggsport district prayer services; \7'7ednesday, branch fellowship; Thursday, Zion's
Religio-Literary Society; Friday, music and
choir practice. All services Monday to Friday at 8: 00 p. m. Visitors all welcome.
South Manchester, England: l!laints chapel,
6 Corn brook Place, Chester Road, Manchestei:. Presiding officer, Elder James Baty,
Burlmgton, Iowa: Saints chapel, corner
of Twelfth and Locust Streets. Services
every Sunday at 11: 00 a. m.
Peoria: Odd Fellow's Hall, second :floor,
Masonic Temple, corner Adams and Fulton
Streets.
Regular services every Sunday.
Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m., preaching at
11: 00. J. D. Stead, pastor, 228 Hancock
street.
Chicago, Illinois: Custer ~at Hall, 85 S.
Sangamon Street, near West Madison Street.
Preaching at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: 00 p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
277 Sheffield A venue.
Salt LQ.,,a City, Utah: mission chapel,
Second South Street, opposite the Presbyterii1n church. Meetings every Sunday at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.
Leeds, England: Saints meeting room,
St. Anns Buildings, No. 125 Albion street,
Leeds. Presiding officer, Elder James Moir,
St. James' Hall, Kirkgate, Leeds.
Roxbury, Massachusetts: Guild Hall,
corner of Washington and Dudley Streets.
Services at 10: 30 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m., Sunday
school at 12: 15 p, m. R. Bullard. pastor.
Cheltenham, Missouri: Saints chapel,
Manchester Road. Elder H. Roberts, pastor.
Sunday school, 10: 00 a. m ; social meeting,
Sunday, 2: 00; preaching 8: 00 XJ, m.
Kan ..as City, Missouri: Twenty-tourtn ana
Wabash Avenue. Preaching services at
11: 00 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social service at
2: 30 p. m., Sundays.

I
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Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether un invention i&
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency :fo:.' securing patents
1n America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
9pecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
l!ICIOK ON PATENTS

sent free. Addresre

MUNN &

CO.,

861 Br.,,u:lwny, New York.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
, grass land situated 3-f mile&
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Re11rsonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, well,
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for 00
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 5 0

UOhhKmI nIYY BRRBKR

SHOP~

- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAJ:R MERCANTILE CO.
ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
wenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practICal experi~nce in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses t9 their natural whiteness, and
l~p~rts to linen a bemtiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, conta1n1ng neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injnrious to line::i, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOACCO HABIT CU RED,
OJR NO PAY.

I

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

HARDWARE.!!
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma-

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50 No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. Itis a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not yon?
Remember, No Clure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over-

good road; four !:'Oom house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pa~
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to one
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

HOUSE AND LOT FOR SALE.
Lot 50x150 feet; five roomed house, good
well, barn, cellar, outhouse, and fruit trees.
Eight minute walk from the church. Price
$675.00 cash.
JAMES TANKARD,
819 South Grand Avenue,
Independence, Mo.

Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladles"
hair cl~aning at shop or houoe, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLACK.

iii!l

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two eq nares from the business center. It bas six room•, a hall, and three closets,.
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or.more;
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent1lat1on for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and .apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which am
the corner of a block. Address.
I .. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowm.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

lowA.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price ...
W. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
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JEWISH COLONIZATION PLANS.

THE Hebrew Standard is one of a number of prominent Jewish papers which
strongly disapprove of recent projects
for repeopling Palestine with the members of the Jewish faith. The Herzl
plan of colonization, one of the latest,
has met with earnest opposition from
this quarter. It is noteworthy also
that a convention of Jewish rabbis
lately held in Montreal voted unanimously against this same scheme. A
correspondent of the Standard writes
to ask the reeson why that paper opposes Dr. Herzl's plan.
If this
scheme is not a good one, then what
solution of the Jewish problem is
proposed, the writer asks. "Shall
we fold our hands,'' he continues,
"and silentlJi look on while eight
millions of Jews in Russia, Rumania,
Morocco, and Persia are being oppressed,
tortured,
and
treated
worse than animals, or shall we help
them to liberty and a home? Should
a nation of over ten millions of able
and cultured people be dispersed and
subjected to every despotic czar·and
barbaric prince, or should we aid
them in becoming a free nation them·
selves?"
To these questions the Standard replies, in part, as follows:"Buy Palestine and nationalize the
Jews? Even if we had the ready
cash, could it be pu,rchased? Would
the Sultan sell his land for any price?
Would the Mohammedans agree to
give up their country? The idea is
absurd!

''But let us· suppose we could buy
it, and the Lord would put his Spirit
into the Turks, and they were willing
to barter it away for - how much?
Who bas an idea how many millions it
would take? Where would-the money
come from?
"Then, again, if it could be bought,
and we had the money also, what
would bec(nne of the Turks? Would
they leave the country and give it
over to the Jews, or become aliens
and make the Jews the ruling power?
"Surely, the many millio,ns of Jews
could not be domiciled in Palestine,
the land could not produce enough to
support them. Hence we look with
perfect favor upon a colonization
scheme, to get a few thousand Jews
there to build themselves homes under the favorable regime of the Sultan,
to plant and cultivate for themselves
vineyards, orchards, farms, etc., but
to nationalize them a Messiah would
have to come, to be sure, and as a
Messiah is not in sight- are matters
to be forced against the prophecy of
God?"
In an editorial note referring to
the Herzl plan the Northwestern
Christian Advocate says:"Jews like to be where the Gentiles
are. They have aided Gentiles to
subdue many new lands, and they
may not now prefer to go apart and
create a separate new country for
themselves alone. That plan must include authority to keep Gentiles out
of the new country. Palestine is a
pleasant and promising land, but other
countries also are attractive. Some
Jewish leaders have had their eyes
upon South America as the land of
promise to the Jews. He who begins
with a theory can make it fit almost
any land, even if it relates to Patagonia. Human insistence upon excessive details has decreased "l'espect
for some things in the Bible. The
really divine elements in God's plans
and intents would get far more respect
if we had less of literalness on the
part of those who imagine God has
clearly said that which others cannot
see in the text of the Scripture. Perhaps the final gathering of the dis·
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persed Jews will be in Central
Africa. It is indeed written that
•The Lord shall yet comfort Zion, and
shall yet cho0se Jerusalem.' Other
texts may seem to designate Palestine
as the location of the restored Jews,
but that may not settle the main question."
Another and a still later attempt at
colonization is being made by the
Hebrew Agricultural Society of Philadelphia. The objective point in this
case is the Salinas Valley, about one
hundred and eighteen miles southeast
of San Francisco, California. A detachment of sixty persons bas already
gone to this location. It is proposed
that they shall take up the land under
the homestead law. The colonists
have taken no money with them beyond their traveling expenses, expecting to get their living in their new
homes from the start. The American
Hebrew characterizes this project as ''a
foolhardy undertaking," and says:"We hope that they [the colonists]
will meet with success; we sincerely
trust that they will prove the exception in the long list of colonies that
have been started west of the Alleghenies in the past fifteen years. · We
cannot but fear, however, that it
starts under very poor auspices, for
experience is a wise though costly
teacher, and sad experience advises
against colonization. All of the colonies thus far planted, barring only
Alliance and Woodbine, have been so
many sink-holes in whose preparation
valuable time and energy have been
spent and in whose depths has disappeared all the money given by willing
hands and hearts, anxious to prove by
their deeds their faith in the regenera·
tion of the Russian Jew through agriculture.
"Most of these attempts at colonization have not left even a single surviving farmer.
"More successful and more promis·
ing have been the single individuals
or families who have sought farming
with such means as they possessed
and who have been aided by persons
or societies to the extent that surrounding conditions warranted.
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"We will watch the progress of this
"A good proof is that insisted upon
venture with interest, and will be glad by M. Sardou in •Spiritisme,' that the
if our prognostications prove incor- I most ardent spiritists are the scholars,
rect. "-Literary Digest.
chemists, physicians, naturalists, who
commenced by being sk~ptical and
WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT SPIRIT- hostile, and who gave themselves to
UAUSM?
I the study of spiritism only to convince
THE Scotch verdict, "not proven," or I ~hemsel~es of its falsity. That th.is
at least the verdict, not completely ~s a ser10us and strong argume~t i_n
proven, is the answer that finds favor its f~vo\ I_ do not deny. But is it
with M. Emile Faguet. Many of the su:~cient. · · ·
.
facts of spiritualism, he thinks, have
Anoth~r proof is that of photograbeen verified-up to a certain point; phy. This should be a sure one. But
but the mixture of truth and fraud spiritists recognize and even proclaim
is as yet a hopeless one, and we must the fact that so many frauds are
wait for the scholars to reach some among them that no one can tell
more definite conclusions than are now whether the apparitions photographed
possible. M. Faguet writes (in the are not really those in which fraud
Revue Bleue) in review of a book by bas played a part. The proof is not
Alfred Erney, entitled "Experimental yet sufficient.
Psychism." He speaks of the dif"In fact, certain confessions-very
ferent forms of manifestation as de- honest ones-call attention to medifined by Erny: typtology, the rap- urns who for a long time were considpings of spiritual visitors; levitation, ered very authentic, but who later
the lifting of objects by such visitors; became frauds. M. Erny tells us:
automatic writing, and direct writing, 'These people probably had psychic
by which beings of the other world gifts atone time, but, as I have often rewrite, using the hand of a medium or peated,sooner or later, when these gifts
without the use of an intermediary; are found insufficient, public mediums
psychom:itry, or second sight; psychic replace them by means of cheating
or astral body, that inward fluid which and disguises.' ...
is able to externalize itself, which can
"At what moment can the line be
present to you your own double or drawn between authentic experiences
may be borrowed by another spirit and those without scientific value
and may be photographed; teleplasty, which the former simulate? Proof
or apparitions, faintly visible and even fluctuates.
tangible, which are the extreme form
"Another doctor of psychic science
of communication with either the liv- even believes that there is always some
ing or the dead.
fraud mingled with the truth, and
Referring to these various forms of that 'fraud is as inseparable from
spiritualistic manifestation, Mr. Fa- mediumship as simulation from hypguet proceeds to speak as follows:notism.' It is not necessary to say
"Now all these are facts; they can- that the proof wavers.
not be denied; they are facts which
"That which strikes those of us who
have been observed, registered, cata- are neutral is that while 'psychic phelogued, which-especially in the very nomena' are produced in the presence
conscien tious labors of the London of savants, it is only when one is present.
Society of Psychical Research - are An assembly of savants see nothing.
presented to us in good order, in great Nothing of the sort at the Academy of
number (more than five hundred) and theSciences theAcademyofMedicine
.

.

'

explamed by certam general hypotheses which may perhaps become laws,
and which form at present a body of
the doctrine.
"But are these facts verified? All
verification is relative; nothing is absolutely, radically, irrefragably verified. They are the facts which are
verified up to a certain point; that is
all that my absolute impartiality can
say.

·

'

.

'

or the Royal Society of London. Does
this prove that the psychic revelations
are false? Certainly not! But it does
not prove that they are true.
"These gentlemen treat us very
scornfully. They say: 'Hallucination!
It is the only word you have. One
might admit that a person in certain
morbid states might have false perceptions; but to suppose that ten or
fifteen persons in perfect health, some

of whom are incredulous, should have
the same hallucinations at the same
moment, and should all see the same
forms at the same moment, is an ah-·
solutely puerile hypothesis.'
"Oh, that depends! On the contrary.,,
nothing appears to me more natura1J.
than that fifteen persons, at night, ilil
the dark, assembled with the same
idea, should have a common hallucination.
"No; all this is interesting; it haSJ
all been observed; it has all even been
proved; but the proof is not yet com·
plete. It is necessary to reserve one's
decision ....
"We await a science which is in
progress of formation. We will wait
until the scholars agree. No one
doubts the fact of gravitation, because
all the scholars agree about it; no one
doubts the theory of microbes, because
all the savant8, with two exceptions
perhaps, accept it.
It will be SG
with spiritism, when it shall have air
tracted to it all the scholars of the
world ....
"In the mean while I prefer not to
decide on the grand experimentSJ
which are now being made. I have
not much confidence, but I wish te
see. The facts are accumulating.
They are in the hands of honest, conscientious, calm, and scolarly men..
The verifications are being made from
day to day, patiently and tranquilly.,
without haste and without too much
prejudice. They are not complete~
but they will be. When this has been
done, from all the facts, something
can be selected.'' -Translated for The
Literary Digest.
The English "Church Reform League" has
addressed a letter to one thousand of the London clergy, which contains the following pas..
sage indicating the policy which bas bflen
determined upon for the present: "Experi"
ence has proved that, even under the most
favorable circumstances, it is now practically
. impossible (even if it were desirable) for Par·
liament to 'reform and cleanse' the church:;
and therefore, instead of any longer wasting
time and energy in fruitlessly trying to pass
a series of ecclesiastical bills through Parliament, a l.arge body of ·,19 have banded oure
selves together in order to try and get one
short enabling act passed which will make it
possible for the church at any time, through
her properly constituted and representative
assemblies, subject only to the supremacy off.
the Crown and the veto of Parliament, to ef~
feet all necessary reforms herself."
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.

, Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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IS IT INTENTIONAL?

THE following letter from Dr. John
Gilbert, of Fall River, Massachusetts,
shows a rather singular condition of
things; providing there is an intentional method employed by the citizens
of Salt Lake City, to convey to tourists the idea that Joseph F. Smith,
second counselor to President Wilford
Woodruff, and consequently one of the
Presidency, is a son of Joseph Smith,
the Martyr. We doubt Joseph F.'
Smith being a party to any deception
of the kind, as he is evidently a too
loyal son of his father to permit it.
FALL RIVER, Mass., Aug. 3.

Editors Hemld:-The inclosed slips taken
from the Fall River News, issue of July 31 and
August 2, explain themselves.
Mr. George W. Penniman, the husband of
Mrs. Mary L. Penniman, is an extensive traveler and lecturer. He personally informed
me that hewasinSaltLakeCityseveraldays,
was frequently in the company of George Q.
Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, that he got the
impression that Joseph F. Smith, was the
son of Joseph Smith, the found13r of the church
and that ail tourists get the same impression.
I have no doubt that Cannon, Smith, et al
purposely allow this impression to get abroad
and make no effort to enlighten the public as
to the facts.
I think it the duty of all everywhere to inform the public of the truth that the lineal
descendants of Joseph Smith, the martyred
prophet and translator of the Book of Mormon, repudiate the teachings of Utah Mormonism.
In bonds,
DR. JOHN GILBERT.

We also quote a paragraph from
each of the clippings referred to in
Doctor Gilbert's letter which states
that Mrs. Penniman gathered the idea
that Joseph F. Smith was the son of
the Martyr:The Presidents of the church occupy seats
~eserved for them, just below t~e _choir rail-

IDg, and the _Twelve Apostles sit JUSt below
them. President Woodruff was not present,
owing to illness. As he is more than ninety
years old, he is soon to be succeeded by an-

other, who will probably be Joseph Smith,
a lineal descendant of the Joseph Smith who
gave to the Mormons their so-called inspired
writings.-Fall River News.
[Visitors to Salt Lake City are usually told
that Joseph F. Smith, the person referred to
in the article, (not Joseph Smith, who is a
different person and has no affiliation with
the Utah Mormons,) the second member of
the First Presidency, and who will undoubtedly be the successor of Wilford Woodruff, is
a lineal descendant of Joseph Smith the
founder of the church and translator of the
Book of Mormon. We are informed that this
is not the fact, but the Joseph F. Smith is the
son of Hiram Smith, one of the ministers of
the church and brother of Joseph. The error
is a common one and few tourists have ever
been informed otherwise.]-Fall River News.
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which have made Utah people famous
as religionists.
The sons of the
Prophet believe the faith of their
father, and find no place in it for
plural marriage, spiritual wifery, marriage for eternity by proxy, the AdamGod theory, the shedding of man's
blood by man as an atonement for sin,
Utah being Zion, the accretion of families by patriarchal adoption, and some
peculiar views seeming to be the
natural outgrowths of, or adjuncts to
these views, as that father's faith be-

We have several times noticed this
mistake in identity made by tourists,
no doubt arising from a similarity of
names, the only thing upon which to
found such an idea.
Joseph F. Smith, of the Utah First
Presidency, is the youngest living son
of Hyrum Smith, brother of Joseph,
the Martyr, and who was killed in
Carthage jail, that bloody 27th of
June fifty-three years ago, and is the
half-brother of John Smith, the Patri\.
arch· rnr the Utah Church. John is the
son of Jerusha Barden, the first wife
of Hyrum Smith, and Joseph F. Smith
is the son of Mary Fielding, the second wife of Hyrum, to whom he was

came known to them by direct teaching and public documentary evidence,
left on record by him.
The body of Brigham Young lies in
a spot easily to be seen by the passing
public, in a metallic coffin, under a massive granite slab; his statue stands at
the head of a principal street in the city
near by the great Salt Lake, that men
may honor his memory as they pass.
The bodies of Joseph and Hyrum Smith
lie in an unnumbered, unmarked grave
to which no man may make pilgrimage;
while no monument stands anywhere
to attract the eyes and thoughts of the
passer- by. Their memory is honored
by but few, and a just conception of
Joseph's features is had by fewer
still. Many who openly profess to
revere his teaching put his name to an

married after the death of J erusha,
who died in Kirtland, Ohio, before
the removal to Missouri.
There is not one of the lineage of
Joseph Smith, the Martyr, living in
Utah and a member of the Utah Mor·
mon Church - not one. The only
children born to the Martyr, Joseph
Smith, are members of the Reorganized Church, and are living away from
Utah; two at Lamoni, Iowa, and one
at Elgin, Illinois.
We fail to see how the Utah people
permit such an impression to be gathered by tourists, if it is done by them
directly, or passively to their knowl·
edge. We can, we think, understand
why they could and do wish that the
sons of the Prophet were among them
and advocates of the faith and membe:s of t~e Utah Church, mstea~ of
bemg active opposers of some thrngs

open shame by charging him with beliefs and practices specifically denounced by revelation from God
through him and adopted by the
church in solemn assembly, where
prophets, seers, apostles, councilors,
venerable presidents, and holy men of
excellent repute among men and high
standing before God, bore testimony
that the revelations were true and
were accepted as the law of God to
the church.
We do not know who will succeed
the venerable President of the Utah
Mormon Church, Wilford Woodruff;
butitisnotlikelytobealinealdescend·
ant of the Martyr Joseph Smith, much
as such a successor might be desired
by some in Utah; unless sweeping and
radical chanO"es
of opinion and faith
0
•
.
should occur m places where none is
1 now looked for.

I

.
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THE BLUFF PARK REUNION.
I and headquarters of the.church from I prising the Bluff Park party caught
THE Assistant Elitor, accompanied 1839-1844, is located (what is left of it I the infection and sat on the upper
by his eldest son, and in company I with later changes) on a prominent 1 decks of the steamer and viewed the
with Brn. William Anderson and i point of lapd just opposite Bluff Park, changing scenes presented by the hills
J. C. Clapp, and Prof. J. T. Pence, of and around which the Mississippi rising above the Father of Waters,
Graceland College, left Lamoni on River winds in quiet majestic mien unwearyingly throughout the journey;
Monday the 23d ult. to attend the re- that dignifies the scene and with the va· varying and heightening the enjoyunion at Bluff Park, near Montrose, ried landscape of encircling hills lends ment by happy conversation and ocIowa. The party went via Keokuk, natural enchantment to the view, of a casional song exercises in the cabin.
President Joseph Smith and Bishop
where they rested over night, arriv- place already deeply interesting being at the reunion camp at about 9: 30 cause of the vicissitudes of the past E. L. Kelley and three of his children
the next morning. By previous ar- which culminated in the death of the had arrived during the day; this
rangement the writer found comforta- martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum Smith, at made the ministerial quota complete.
ble quarters, and in harmony with Carthage, Illinois, the county seat of Besides those mentioned of the gen previous experiences, very large hos- Hancock County, in which Nauvoo is eral missionary force present were
pitality, at the cott.age of Pres. A. H. located, and twenty-three miles dis- Brn. J. R. Lambert, J. H. Lake, J. S.
Smith, who with his son Fred A. were tant. The saints in camp desired to Roth, J. S. Snively, F. M. Weld, T. J.
already on the grounds, and who visit the old city and view its land- Sheldon; also Bro. A. S. CochranofLaroyally welcomed the incoming trav- marks; also to enjoy other legitimate moni,Bro.W.Vickery of Plano, Illinois;
elers; Professor Pence also finding and proper opportunities for change and Bro. T. A. Hougas, Superintendquarters with Bro. Smith.
of scene and healthful recreation by ent of the General Sunday School
Repairing to the pavilion the con- which man also comes in touch with Association and present in the interest
gregation was found engaged in prayer his Maker through his works, which of that feature of the work, and who,
service, which was followed by preach- please the eye, gladden the heart, and assisted by members of the Sunday
ing by Bro. William Lambert, on the enliven the soul; and without the en- school workers present, gave that
duties of saints.
The good Spirit joyment of which life cannot be broad- department due and necessary attenwas present, imparting counsel and ened, rounded out, and completed; tion.
comfort, inspiring the speaker with hence the provision for "outing day."
President Joseph Smith was also
words of encouragement and wisdom,
Being unable to complete arrange- domiciled at the Smith cottage, comand bearing witness of the Father's ments for a steamboat excursion, pleting its quota of lodgers and adding
continuing good will and care. Briefly many took advantage of a trip down to the enjoyment of its residents and
considering the history of the past the river to Warsaw, Illinois, and re- of all present at the meeting by his
and looking forward to what the fu- turn, through the government locks words of instruction and spirit of
ture might demand and develop, the to Keokuk, via the steamer Van joviality and good cheer. He occuwriter was made to realize that the Metre, provided for by the Methodist pied the stand during the evening
work was the Lord's and would be people- a trip of fifty miles for hour, pleasing his audience and revivcarried forward to successful comple- twenty-five cents. The excursion was ing himself in the effort.
tion, however trying the conditions about half Latter Day Saint and half
The daily program provided for Sunthrough which any might be obliged Methodist, and was greatly enjoyed day school exercises at eight, prayer
to pass as a result of loyalty to truth. by all who took advantage of it. The meeting at nine, preaching at 10: 45
This witness of the Spirit was reviv- start was made from Montrose at nine a. m., and at 2: 30 and 7: 45 p. m.; the
ing. We again knew that the Lord a. m., Keokuk being reached about afternoon of Thursday, the 26th being
was present among his people, ready eleven and Warsaw about 11: 40, devoted to special Sunday sc"hool
to direct and bless, that he would di- where the excursionists visited points work, that of Saturday to reunion
rect and overrule to final victory; and of interest, principally the restaurants, business.
which knowledge was confirmed by and incidentally the site of Old Fort
The prayer services throughout the
subsequent similar enjoyments of those St. Edwards, the original settlement; reunion were richly enjoyed because
present at the various services at- starting on the return trip at three of the manifest presence of the Holy
tended. Preaching services were held p. m., arriving about seven p. m.
Spirit. The evidences of its blessed
at 2: 30 and at 7: 45 P· m., Brn. F. A.
Not an unpleasant feature occurred influences were both felt and seen;
Smith and J. C. Clapp addressing the during the entire journey, which was many were visibly affected by its comrespective audiences on fitting themes one of innocent wholesome enjoyment forting and reviving power and readily
and with liberty and light.
of the pure air and picturesque scenery voiced the sentiments it inspired them
'l'he reunion had provided that of the Mississippi Valley.
Perhaps to utter, both in praise and testimony
Wednesday, the 24th, be devoted to the writer had developed extra capac- and in the outward gifts of the gospel.
recreation as those in attendance ity for enjoyment of such an occasion, To us it seemed that no one privileged
might severally desire; and the day of because of years of early life spent to witness its workings could doubt
outing was generally observed and, upon the banks of the Ohio and its the presence of God with his people,
thoroughly enjoyed. It will be re- tributaries, also because of years of nor that he acknowledged them as
membered that the city of Nauvoo, the almost uninterrupted attention to of- such.
former "beautiful city" of the saints, fice work. Be that as it may, all comPreaching and the devotional exer-
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cises continued as provided for. Vari- I loyalty to the constitutional law of
ous brethren occupying as appointed, I the land and the principles of morality
to attentive and at times, quite large that underlie the social structure.
congregations. In the afternoon of
At 2: 30 p. m., however, the PresiSaturday, the 28th, a business session dent exceeded bis former effort in a
was held at which it was decided to gospel discourse from the words, "If
hold another reunion about one year ye continue in my words, then are ye
from date, the time and arrangements my disciples indeed," etc. President
being left to a committee of five, com- Smith was himself, and made one of
posed of the following named breth- thebesteffortseverheardfrom bislips.
ren: William Anderson, A.H. Smith, His points were so plain and compreJ. R. Lambert, Daniel Tripp, and J. hensive that all seemed to see their
S. Snively.
The committee, with force and realize to a degree- their
Bro. Anderson as chairman, promptly weight. Hundreds heard the gospel
secured the Bluff Park grounds for and to a degree sensed something of
the reunion of 1898,.and will doubtless the spirit actuating the Reorganizaannounce further particulars in due tion, and were very favorably imtime. They have secured the grounds pressed with the character of the
upon such terms and have other fea- work and the people representing it.
tures provided at such rates as to The saints especially were glad in the
insure financial success and accommo- inspiration of the effort.
dations at reasonable rates; hence
The evening and closing sermon was
those who may contemplate attending delivered by Bro. J. R. Lambert; a dethe '98 meeting may be assured that fense of the position of the church,
the committee will provide every es- characteristic of the speaker and a
sential aid in their power to place at strongpleaforjustness in the examinathe disposal of visitors.
tion of the positions held by our peoSunday, the 29th, was the crowning ple.
day of the session- the best of the
The clim ax of the reunion was
wine at the last of the feast, as it reached with the day's proceedings,
should be. The weather, which had and it closed in a spirit that the writer
been pleasant throughout, was well has seldom if ever experienced to such
tempered to the gathering and all a degree, but never seen surpassed. All
seemed attuned to harmony with the seemed to partake of a spirit of happioccasion. The Sunday school exer- ness unalloyed, unhindered in the
cises were held at eight o'clock. At least degree by any feeling or influnine the regular season of prayer was ence that prevented the fullest exheld, in which many participated, the pressions of love and confidence in
young with the older membership, the good will and fellowship of one
giving unmistakable evidence of ac· another-that which the Book of Morquaintance with the workings of the mon writers express as "most joyous
to the soul," and a foretaste of what
good Spirit.
By 10:45 many people had come in is to be enjoyed when the imperfecby team and train from the surround- tions incident to humanity under exing country and towns, notably a isting conditions are sublimated. It
number of the business residents of was high in its character, exalting in
Keokuk, Fort Madison, and other its influence, and gave to those blessed
places, and who with others present to realize it a clearer understanding of
:filled the pews and extra tent seats the ends to be reached and the possiprovided for the added attm1dance, or bilities to be attained and enjoyed by
listened attentively as they stood in those who overcome and keep themgroups around the seated pavilion, selves in the love of the gospel and
which was taxed beyond its capacity. the bonds of peace. It was in eviAt 10: 45 Prof. J. T. Pence delivered dence that life in Christ now, in haran address on the subject of Education, mony with the statement of the Savior,
in the interest of Graceland College. "whosoever liveth and believeth in
It was an eloquent and earnest effort. me," etc., was within the range of
Pres. Joseph Smith followed in a fif. possibilities; indeed, that such is the
teen minutes' address, happily con- spirit in which the children of God
ceived and well received, defensive of are to live and actualize the divine life
the church and in statement of its 1 in order to realize in truth and express
0

in fact what tbe Savior declared: "By
this shall all men know that ye are
my disciples, if ye have love one to
another."
We felt that all present
were helped to purer and truer conceptions and nobler intentions by the
spirit and associations of the reunion,
and that it was a pronounced success
that would prove greatly beneficial to
the cause in general; and while somewhat in doubt for a time as to the propriety of continuing another year,
because of the financial stringency of
of the times, were led to conclude that
the decision to continue was a correct
and wise one, and that if wisely conducted, the spiritual features being
kept carefully in view, lasting good
and widening confidence in the church
and its faith and the conversion of
many would result.
Some features of the gathering deserve especial mention, with others
already noted: Four men, one of
whom had been baptized by Bro.
Lake in early years, came from
Beardstown, Illinois, to hear the
word. The one baptized renewed his
interest and was received again into
fellowship on his baptism and statement; the three accompanying him
were baptized. On the day they left,
two others, Brn. Shoemaker and
Bartlett, also from Beardstown, came
to the reunion, not knowing of the
others nor of their obedience. Thus
the work will be represented at
Beardstown by six brethren. Fourteen were baptized; seven by Bro. J.
S. Snively, seven by President Smith.
During the prayer meeting of Saturday, the 28th, the following hymn
was sung in tongues by Bro. J. H.
Lake, Sr. Newberry, of Montrose,
interpreting. It was sung calmly and
nicely to the tune Ortonville:The Spirit of the Lord is here,
It. rests upon me now;
It brings sweet peace and comfort here
To dwell with saints below.
Then why be doubting? DJ not fear,
The Lord is ever kind,
And often angels linger near
And powers of darkness bind.
Ah! yes, the tiwe is drawing near
When Zion will be blest,
And all the true and faithful saints
Will enter into rest.
Press _onward, saints, the victory win,
Your homes in peace adorn;
Be free from sin, yourselves prepare
For th' resurrection morn.
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If this imperfect effort to convey to
the HERALD readers a correct conception of the character of the late reunion
is successful, especially if it brings to
them a degree of the spirit of that occasion, the writer will be repaid for the
endeavor. He believes he has not overestimated nor overstated the spirit
and general features of the occasion,
but has expressed what a number,
competent to reach correct conclusions and render a judicious judgment,
have expressed concerning the gathering. It is an evidence of the increasing good coming to Israel everywhere.

Some statements concerning Nauvoo may be of interest to those who
have never vi'si'ted the city. During
the life of Joseph Smith the population of the city was estimated at about
25,000 to 30,000. It now numbers
about 1,300 or 1,400. The site of the
temple is covered with various kinds
of buildings, from the store to the
stable and saloon; and not a vestige
of the original temple structure re·
mains, except what material has been
used in the erection of other buildings.
A large two story stone building
. shows the massive temple rock in its
walls. Near by, just north of the
temple lot, stands the Roman Catholic
church "of St. Paul and St. Peter,"
rearing its spire about two hundred
feet in air, attracting attention, and
seen readily as one approaches from
the surrounding country, teaching a
lesson that be who runs may read and
which perhaps it would do little good
to comment upon here. Opposite the
church is a Catholic school.
The Homestead, the early home of
the Martyr and his family, now tl::te
property of Pres. Joseph Smith, still
stands on the river bank, where a portion of it stood as a log house (one of
the first erected in the early settle·
ment of the site of Commerce) when
the saints moved in after the expulsion from Missouri. The original was
added to and improved by the Martyr.
The building shows the ravages of
time, but may last for years to come.
Directly opposite Main Street, east of
the Homestead, stands the Nauvoo
House, or rather the southwest corner
of it~ occupied by Sr. Bidamon and
tenan ts, a substantial structure of
brick and stone. The north and east
wings of the building were torn down

and the remaining portion (which had I the people. It may be possible, but
never been built above the second does not seem probable, that the
story windows or thereabouts) com- old sites may ever be more, or in any
pleted by the use of the material so event much more to the Revrganizaobtained. The stone walls are mas- tion than what its past, including the
sive and with the original brick work memory of its sainted and martyred
show the substantial character of the dead, has made it. This, however, is
material and workmanship. Directly but an expression of individual opinion.
north of it stands the Mansion House,
the later home· of Joseph Smith and
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
where he and his wife Emma kept QUFJS.-If priests, teachers, and deacons hold
house and hotel together, caring for the Aaronic or lesser priesthood, why cannot
visitors to the city pending completion a teacber officiate in all the ordinances pertaining to that priesthood?
of the Nauvoo House, we suppose.
.Ans.-There are two reasons why,
With the exception of the destruction so far as the church is at present conof the eastern wing this building is in
cerned; 1. Paragraph 11 of Section 17
a fair state of preservation. It is a of the church rules distinctly states
frame building, and now the property that "neither teachers nor deacons
of Pres. A. H. Smith. Further east h ave aut h ority
. to b aptize,
.
. .
a d m1mster
are some lots belonging to Bro. David the sacrament, or lay on hands."
H. Smith; and some distance away is a
2. Because the church in conference
brick house occupied for atime by Lucy assembled a year or so ago decided
Sniith, wife of the Patriarch Joseph that neither teacher nor deacon could
Smith and mother of the Martyrs; even pass the elements of bread and
who lived there with the family of one wine in the administration of the sacof her sons. Directly north on Main rament by the elder or the priest.
Street stands the frame cottage of
If any other reasons are asked for,
Sidney Rigdon.
in the way of a discussion of priestIn other portions of the lower part hood rights, we answer that we do not
of the city stand the brick residences know. It would seem that these two
of Brigham Young, Heber C. Kim- were quite enough. Why the rule so
ball, Joseph Young, brother of Brig- stands we are not informed.
ham. William Marks, and others.
Many have been torn down, but some
POLAR REGION EXPLORATION.
yet remain as monuments of the past;
ANDREE, the polar balloonist, Peary,
some of them quite pretentious, for
and others are in the field; yet zeal in
instance that of Heber C. Kimball, a
polar research does not abate, and
good large brick structure well prenew expeditions are being projected,
served. The Prophet's pome is modthe last one of which we read being
est in comparison, and shows simplicity
reported in the item given below. If
in its style and arrangement. The
there is concurrence in the force movMasonic Hall, cut down one story, also
ing Arctic explorers with that that
remains in good state of preservation.
impelled Columbus, there must be
Most of the buildings named are on
something of moment to be discovered
the fiats, a large tract of gardens and
in the regions of ice and snow, or of
viney~rds with the original streets
the open polar sea, as the future may
grass covered, in marked contrast
reveal. It is interesting to note the
with the activity of years gone by.
interest in the northern realm. It
The business portion of the town is on
certainly must eventuate in greatly
the hilltop, about a mile distant.
added knowledge of that present comMost of the inhabitants are frugal, paratively unknown portion of earth's
industrious Germans, hospitable by domain. Mr. Stein seems to have·
nature and friendly to saints and practical ideas concerning plans for
other visitors. The general spirit of exploration:the people of the surrounding country
BBrlin, .Tuly 24.-Robert Stein, an Ameri-·
is one of friendliness to the people of can geographer, intends to erect next year a.
the Reorganization, which is slowly permanent exploration station at the enbuilding up its branches in the dis- trance to Jones' Sound. He is convinced of
trict; not with a view to rallying the necessity of exploring the polar region·
especially for commercial
I again at Nauvoo, however, but with systematically,
purposes, believing that a handsome profit
' the object of preaching the gospel to is realizable from whales and other animals,.
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probably from guano, and probably from
precious metals.
He believes it desirable that there should
be a methodical, scientific observation of the
magnetic phenomena of the aurora and a
study of the paleontology and geology of the
polar regions. Mr. Stein proposes that the
station shall be occupied by from four to six
explorers, who shall employ Esquimau families.
TEMPERANCE STATISTICS.

ACCORDING to the following from an
article in the Deseret News for June 1,
by Professor Nydahl, of the Augs·
burg Seminary, the United States is
a long ways debtor to the drink habit:The United States, the cradle of the movement and the foremost country in the ranks
for morality, still spends more every year for
liquor than for the necessities of life and for
education. These are the figures:
The United States yearly spends for the
conversion of pagans, $5,000,000; for brick for
building purposes, $85,000,000; for potatoes,
$110,000,000; for churches, $125,000,000; for
schools, $165,000,000; for ~ilk $165,000;000; for
furniture, $175,000,000; for sugar and molasses,
$225,000,000; for wolen good~, $250,000,000;
for shoes, $335,000,000; for flour, $345,000,000;
for books and papers, $370,000,000; for cotton
goods, $380,000,000; for lumber, $495,000,000;
for tobacco, $515,000,000; for iron and steel,
$560,000,000; for meat, $860,000,000, and for
intoxicants, $1,110,000,000.
AN ODD SAYING.

THE following is a good specimen of
a clerical bull, or overdrawn simile:Suggestion from the pulpit.-"Brethren,"
said a well-known Bishop the other day in
the course of & sermon, "I beg you to take
bold of your own heart and look it straight
in the face."-Tit-Bits.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. JAMES _CAFFALL, of the Twelve,
who sailed from Liverpool, England,
on Saturday, August 21, stopped off
at Lamoni, enroute home, on Thursday, September 2, leaving for Council
Bluffs, the day following. Bro. Caffall returns to America after an absence of over three years in the British
mission, having been appointed to
that field at the April Conference of
1894. He has labored industriously to
build up the church in England and
Wales, and returns looking younger
in appearance, and in better health,
than when he left. He arrived at New
York on the 27th, but was delayed
there and in Chicago. He reports the
voyage a rough one during three days
of the passage. He met Bro. Heman
C. Smith in England, and who succeeds him in charge of the mission,

Bro. Frank Criley, representing the
Herald Office, and well loaded down
with a supply of church literature, departed for the Woodbine reunion on
the 3d inst., prepared to supply visitors and friends in camp with a full
line of church publications. Those
present would do well to subscribe for
or renew payment on the HERALD at
the reduced rate-$1.50 per year in
advance.
,
A large party of Lamoni saints, of
the ministry and laity, arrived home
from the Bluff Park r(;)union, on the
30th and 31st ult., among them President Joseph Smith and Bishop E. L.
Kelley. President Smith left home
again on Thursday, the 2d inst., for
Onslow, Iowa, where he is to dedicate
a church on Sunday, the 5th, and
would go thence to Woodbine, to attend the reunion. Bishop Kelley is
to leave home again next week, also
going to Woodbine.
We understand that Prof. J. T.
Pence, Acting President of Graceland
College, will also attend the reunion
at Woodbine with a view to representing the interests of Graceland College.
Those interested in educational matters will find the Professor ready to
fully acquaint them with the facilities
and general features of Graceland.
The reunion at Blue Rapids, Kansas, closed August 23, with a pleasant
and spirited meeting for prayer and
testimony, when "God be with you
till we meet again" was sung, and the
benediction was spoken; so wrote Sr.
Estelle Hart.
Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, of Lamoni,
left for Woodbine on the 2d inst., to
attend the reunion. Sr. W. W. Blair
and others, we understand, will also
be present from our city.
Brn. D. E. Tucker and C. I. Carpenter are laboring in new fields in
Florida. They find it very difficult to
get openings and are engaged mostly
in private preaching; card dated McDavid, Florida, August 18.
We note that Bro. C. J Hunt shares
with others in the belief that judicious
advertising has a legitimate place in
missionary work; and that as he moves
along the local newspapers publish his
card, stating his faith, announcing services, and inviting attendance, also
attention to his "question box."
This time it is the Lake City Graphic,
pf August ~6, tbroq.gh_ .. which Ero.
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Hunt introduces himself to the people,
and which the missionary is obliged to
do, and should do, as they will not
run after him. These are the days
when push,and printer's ink go hand
in hand with success, and he is wise
who will not neglect the prudent use
of both. They can be used too, without the admixture of sensationalism,
which has no place in the gospel
economy, but is worldly in spirit and
at variance with truth.
Sr. Catharine Salisbury,' sister of
Joseph Smith the Martyr, was present
at the late Bluff Park reunion, and
strengthened the saints by her testimonies and reminiscences of early
days. She is aged and at times infirm, but is animated by love for the
work and fellow saints that prompts
her to attend what gatherings she
can. We noted also the presence of
Father Lambert, Brn. D. A. Hougas,
H. T. Pitt, S. J. and F. A. Salisbury,
C. E. Willey, G. P. Lambert, and
others. Last, but not least, honorable
mention is made of Bro. and Sr. Reed,
of Montrose, who had charge of the
boarding house, and who pleased and
satisfied their numerous and devoted
patrons.
Anti Jewish riots at Pilsen, Bohemia, August 23.
The union of the Central American
republics is said to be endangered by
dissensions.
President Borda, of Uruguay, was
assassinated at Montevideo, August
25, while taking part in the celebration of the independence of his country.
The Cuban General Gomez wants
Bartolome Masso for President of
Cuba "because he shows not the least
desire for office, in spite of the fact
that he was the soul of the revolution," etc.
There is hope for any
cause when its leaders are devoted to
it and not to their own personal aggrandizement, as there is little or no
hope when it is otherwise. Masso
evidently possesses at least one important qualification for leadershipdevotion to the masses of the people.
A commission is soon to meet in St.
Petersburg to discuss the question of
universal and compulsory education
in Russia.
Forty thousand revolting tribesmen
now confront the British troops at
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Khyber Pass, the most important
strategic position on the Northern
Indian frontier, and which the Afridi's
and other tribes now hold possession
of. Rebellious tribesmen are also
rising up against British rule in other
portions of India, and some of the
native militia is deserting from the
government. British forces are in
the :field and moving forward to suppress the insurrections. The situation
is serious and may yet bring England
and Russia face to face in Asia.
The visit of President Faure to St.
Petersburg has resulted in a formal
and open alliance between France and
Russia. The reception of the French
President was accompanied by manifest enthusiasm by the Russians of all
classes. The French people are delirious with joy, and both populace
and press openly predict the recovery
of Alsace Lorraine from Germany.
European statesmen see in the alliance
the humiliation of the German emperor and failure of his effort to lead
or control European counsels and to
unite Europe against Great Britain.

.Mo1h8rs' Homa

~oltlmn.

EDITED BY FRANCES.
"I walked in the joyous morning,
The morning of June and life,
Ere the birds had ceased to warble
Their sweetness of love and strife;
I walked alone in the morning,
And who was so glad as I,
When I saw the pale wild roses
Hang from the branch on high!"

A MAN'S GREATEST HELP.
THE BEST THING IN ALL THE WORLD IS TO
HAVE HAD A GOOD MOTHER.
NOTING the tendency of mothers to escape
the care and responsibility of training their
own children, resorting to nurses, governesses, kindergartens, etc., Edward W. Bok,
in the No:vember Ladies' Bome Jourrtal,
vigorously contends that woman should consider her God-given "duties" to her children
vastly paramount to every "claim" that can
be made upon her time. "It is one of the
most baleful tendencies of the times," writes
Mr. Bok, "that young children are placed so
much and so entirely in the hands of nurses,
and so far away from their mothers. I do
not think that women exactly realize what
the early teachings and influences of a mother
mean to a man when he reaches years of
maturity. The time which a boy spends at
his mother's knee is never forgotten by the
m.m. Our morality is learned there. Our
ca>iracters are formed there. We are most
impressionable when we are in a stage of
absolute dependence upon others. What
sort of ~ ri;igqlleqtion il'l it for ~ i.ya,o to look

back to a line of nurses or governesses?
What moral stimulus does he receive from
the recollection of a mother inevitably reading some novel and resting in a languid stupor
with fan and smelling bottle? What moral
fibre is instilled into a child who sees his
mother only as she flits before him between
morning calls, luncheons, meetings, teas,
drives, dinners, and theatre-parties? What
does a boy learn at the knee or a nurse?
Good? Perhaps. But just as often he learns
that which is not good. Many a man has
stood at the forks of the road in his life,
broken-hearted and perplexed, only to have
his mother's words, uttered to him when a
child, come before him and point him the
wa~. It is then that he realizes that the best
thing in the world to a man is to have had a
good mother, watchful, tender, and anxious,
as only a mother can be where her child is
concerned. In those supreme moments the
lesson taught-not by the nurse, not by a
stranger, not at the kindergarten, but at the
mother's knee-becomes a precious recollEction and a benediction. It means then a
man's salvation. And in that quiet moment
a man thinks of a good mothei; as he never
thinks of any other woman. A look of tenderness comes into hiR eyes, a feeling of softness creeps into his heart, and the attitude of
his earliest infancy comes to him as, unconsciously, he looks upward and breathes to
himself the most precious of all words:
'Mother.' It remains for the mothers of
to-day to determine how much that word will
mean to the men of to-morrow." . . . He
emphasizes the distinction between a
mother's duties and the claims upon
he: time: "
. When to a woman is
given the sweetest delight that can come
to her, motherhood, God gives with that
delight a duty: the duty of a personal training of the child. Before that duty, all outside work-I care not by what religious,
charitable, or philanthropic word you may
call it-should fall. No matter what outside
work a woman may be engaged in, the best
can only be a claim upon her time, and not a
duty. And duties never conflict. God gives
no more duties to a woman than she has the
time or ability to fulfill. The exactions of the
world are not duties; they are claims. If
there is time it is well to meet them. But
claims being man-made and duties being Godmade the former must often be ignored and
should be put aside where the latter calls.
Women should think of this and bear it in
mind a little more constantly than they do,
especially in these days of organizations."

STRATFORD, Essex, England.

Dear Sisters:-As time goes on I feel more
and more that this is the work and plan of
God, in which our Lord gave us an example
by which we might be saved, if we walk in
his footsteps. I know that this is the hastening time when he is calling his own out of
the world to work with him for the benefit
and salvation of others. Luke tenth chapter
and twenty-first verse truly says, "Thou hast
hid these things from the wise and prudent,
aod hast revep,led them unto babes." Even

so it is true, for I am but a babe in the kingdom of God. I have fallen and slipped many
a time since I have been in the church. The
temptations and trials of this life have been
many to me, but not in the least do I regret
it, for now the Lord in his own good time
will make us stronger, when we are able and
fit to receive him. I love all my brethren
and sisters in our little hall in London. It is
good to meet with them and praise God; it
does me much good. I remember three or
four years back a prophecy came to us
through our respected Sr. Bradshaw, that we
should have a place of our own to worship
God in, and if we were faithful many would
come in.
We have now our hall, and many are coming in, although it is not through my faithfulness, but that of others, although I feel
the Lord has forgiven me all my errors. I
feel I must praise God all the day long for
his mercy and love to me, and my husband,
and child. So cheer up and have courage,
dear sisters, do not faint by the way if you
have gone back a step or two as I did, for he
has promised if we sin we have an advocate
with the Father, who is ready to receive us.
I ask an interest in your prayers, that I may
be kept humble, that I may endure unto the
end in Christ Jesus, Amen.
"Let the lower lights be burning,
Send a gleam across the wave,
Some poor fainting, straggling seaman,
You may rescue, )OU may save.~,

HANNAH WELLS.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
SR. S. Weldon, of West Side, California, desires the prayers of the saints in behalf of
her daughter, Maud, that she may be healed,
as she is dangerously ill and lacks faith to be
healed. Will the Prayer Union please remember her.

8tlndau 8Ghool Dspartmant.
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

THE Nauvoo reunion recently passed into
history. The attendance was not large, general interest fair. The Sabbath school workers were not behind in fulfilling their duties.
Sessions of Sabbath school were held at eight
o'clock a. m., which were entirely successful.
Normal or institute work at four p. m., each
day for three or four days.
The special day consisted of but one session,
the presiding officers having seen fit to curtail the customary allowance of time for
special Sunday school work. Of course we
very cheerfully acquiesced on account of a
seeming need of time for more preaching.
The General Superintendent arrived Sunday a. m. from Blue Rapids, Kansas, reunion,
quite sick; was not able to be on duty till
Tuesday. He left the last of the week for the
Nevada, Missouri, reunion, stopping over
i Sunday wW:i the s;;i,iqt~ s,t !ndepe[!qei;H;e,
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UNIFORMITY.
Still we find many anxiously inquiring
when we are to begin our uniformity of lesson
texts in the three erades of the Quarterly.
We are very happy to say to Superintendents
and teachers take notice: and that beginning
with October the lessons in all three grades
-Senior, Intermediate, and Primary-will
be upon the same text or subject. To illustrate: The subject of one senior lesson is
"God is merciful." The Intermediate and
Primary grades use exactly the same subject,
but simplified to adjust it to the comprehension of the child mind.
We will follow
neither old or New Testament strictly, but
lesson texts and illustrations to suit the subjects will be used wherever found. Before
the time for the change comes, see that your
present series of lessons is well "rounded up"
-well reviewed and systematically fixed in
the mind. Knowledge gained in a hapl,iazard
way is of but little service to us. Put it in
order and we can make profitable use of it.
To illustrate: A coat might be well and accurately cut out, and of good material; if
properly put together it will make a good
serviceable garment. But sew it togetht>r just
as it happens to come and what have you?
The arm may come where the collar should
be; the collar may come where the pocket
should be. In such a case, of what use would
the garment be? The material is good and
well cut, but must be worked over before it
can be put to use. So, if you would get
full value out of the lessons of the past
quarter, or year1 or even two years,
we must put the various facts together in a
logical, systematic way. Show the cause of
an event also seek the result. Seek to discover the correct order of events and fix them
in your memory. Seek also to discover the
pleasure or displeasure of God in each instance. Let us complete the work as far as we
have followed it, and not simply drop it.
Begin at once. You have but a lesson or two
at most till we change subjects. ·
FANNING, Kans., July 21.
HAVING a desire to cast in my mite, I will
endeavor to relate a little of my experience
in the Sunday school work. In taking a
retrospect of the past I can trace my acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures to the
TRAINING
I received in this department of religious
work when yet but a child. And from then
on as I grew up in years, my zeal and interest
became permanent, without respect to place,
people, or sect. I felt satisfied that I had received good myself, therefore I was desirous
of sharing and im_parting a measure unto
others as best I could. And, when six years
ago I embraced the true gospel of Christ, I
was prepared to enter into the Sunday school
with all of my former enthusiasm and delight. I had always believed that the Sunday school was a noble cause, acceptable unto
God; but now I know that it is.
MY EXPERIENCE
as a teacher has been a pleasant and profitable one to me. One needs all the light and
information he can get to make the lesson
both attractive and instructive t1> the olass;

hence the importance of much preparation
in prayerful study. It don't pay for us to
teach in our own strength. "Ask and you
shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock
and it shall be opened unto you," is as
precious a promise as any that ever graced
the lips of the great Teacher. Our heavenly
Father has things to impart to his people for
the asking. Shall we ask?
Again our blessed Master expects
'l'RUE AND CONSISTENT LIVER
from the hands of those who would become
coworkers with him in advocating the righteous principles appertaining to his kingdom.
Paul wrote to e.aintly Tit,us: "Young men
likewise exhort to be sob:r minded, in all
things shewing thyself a pattern of good
works: in doctrine shewing uncorruptness,
gravity, sincerity; sound speech that cannot
be condemned; that he that is of the contrary
part may be ashamed, having no evil thing
to say of you."-Titus 2:6-8.
From my
EXPERIENCE AS A SUPERINTENDENT,
I can truthfully attest that there is a
solemn responsibility attaching to. this office.
So keenly have I felt it sometimes that I
would shudder at the thought. I fear that
those who properly cealize this are ·few and
far between. With tears have I ofttimes
plead for divine aid and support. Having received great joy and satisfaction within my
soul as a token cf my acceptance, I have been
greatly blessed. I will relate one instance
how the Lord acknowledged my weak effi.ort.
One Sunday recently during our closing exercises, seeing quite a number of little children before me, I was led to admonish the
parents to teach their offspring to pray, and
to bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. I also related to them how
I had been raised up by pious parents according to the light they had, and how they had
taught me to pray w!-ien a child. Not only
has that habit stayed with me through life,
but it was the means of bringing me into the
fold of God . . . .
During that session the Holy Spi.rit rested
upon me standing as I was before the school.
Now, what does all this prove? First t.hat
GOD APPROVES
of the Sunday school organization. Secondly,
that the opportunities for doing good in the
Sunday school are many; therefore God will
hold us accountable how we spend the time
here in his service. Thirdly, the. responsibilities upon fathers and mothers in Israel
are great indeed. Prayer is the key by
which we unlock the door through which
blessings flow from our Father above . . . .
Saints, the
POSSIBILITIES
that lie before the Sunday school movement
are immense. With a corps of men and
women whose hearts are in the work, and
whose love for their fellow creatures is unbounded, the great future alone can reveal
the results of their labors. May each of us
bear in mind the language of the Apostle
Paul, which ought to be written in letters of
gold in every Sabbath school, "Let us not be
weary in well doing; for in due season we
shall re11>p, if W\'l faint not."-Gal. 6: 9.
·
FRANK J. PIERCE.
1
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CASTLE ROCK, Wash., Aug. 19.

Editors Herald:-At last we are in Washington. How long we may stay here depends
upon circumstances. Since writing you last
we have held, besides closing our series of
twelve preaching services at Lebanon, eight
at Foster and nineteen at Waterloo. The result of these services of course cannot be told
at present, but six were baptized at the last
place, making thirteen since striking Oregon.
At Waterloo, the evening of August 4, as your
writer was steadying his nerves for the effort
of the evening, we were somewhat surprised
and considerably pleased to see Bro. Joseph
Luff enter the tent. My nerves were all :right
at once and Bro. Luff did the speaking that
evenJng, and also for each evening following
until Monday the 9th. Such preaching ought
to convince and win the honest hearted ones
wherever it is done. Bro. Luff had come
from Heppner to Lebanon and Bro. A. P.
Morris brought him over to Waterloo with
his buggy. The distance from Lebanon to
Waterloo is six miles. Bro. Luff returned
with Bro. Morris, but came back the next
night prepared to camp with us.
Well, I acted as cook, and had for a stove
an old tin pan turned over some rocks.
Placing the fire between the rocks, I cooked
on top of the bottom of the pan. One fact gave
me courage, the sisters living at Lebanon
and Sweet Home had furnished us with
plenty of bread, butter, pie, cake, and fruit'.
So I did not wear my stove out (nor burn it
out either), but still when Friday evening a
new camp stove arrived from Lebanon for us
we were not sorry. And when Saturday
evening S:rs. Hall and Morris-two of the latter, mother and daughter-and Bro. Alma
Morris, all of Lebanon, and Bro. John Morris
and family, and Mr. H. Watki,ns and family
of Sweet Home arrived, it was with a very
cheerful soi:rit that I resigned the position
of "cook and dish-washer" into the hands
of the sisters. Sunday morning, Srs. Slavens and Woods, of Foster, drove in, also
Bro. Thompson and wife, of Sweet Home.
Of course the day passed pleasantly, and although only a few blocks away there was a
merry·go-round in full blast, and :races
and other 1.1.musements going on, still
there was peace at the teat. The most of the
saints left for home before the evening meeting, but Srs. Hall and Morris, of Lebanon,
still camped on the ground, and my former
position as cook did not come back to me.
Our meetings were continued till Sunday
evening, the 15th inst. Bro. Luff spent the
week at Sweet Home, but came back Sunday
with Bro. John Morris and spoke for us Sunday evening, the 15th.
Monday was fully occupied by moving to
Lebanon, and Tuesday morning Bro. Holt
and myself !'tarted for this place. In Portland we tried to find Sr. B. V. Springer, but
found that she had gone East. We met a
young Sr. Sund, also the dau(l'hter of Sr.
Springer (I cannot recall tho name now).
After a short visit with them we hunted up
lodgings an1 the next day, finding that the
0
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MILLERSBURG, Ill., Aug. 28.
low water prevented the boat from running to Elder Short came over and put in some of
Editors Herald:-The cause here is onward
this point, took the train, and arrived about his ''big shots."
We remained at Bitneys Hill until July 13. and steadily advancing and partaking of that
1: 30. Here we have found a welcome with
Mr. and Sr. Crum, and here we will begin We then moved into the city of Madison. slow but sure growth that has characterized
We have learned by
our meetings to-night in the city hall. We We had a lovely spot on Chandler Street. the Reorganization.
think the opening will be a good one, but can On July 18, I had the pleasure of baptizing experience than no outside element can be
tell better after trying. Our health and four adults in the beautiful Lake Monona. successful in warfare against our· creed,
hopes are very good. Our address at present These were the fruits of our labors at Bitney's which is "All truth." We stand to-day and
Hill. We had large audiences most of the have stood upon the foundation that our
is Castle Rock, Washington.
time while we were in Madison, but a large fathers as a church stood upon, and need not
Your brother in Christ,
A. M. CHASE.
portion of them were children-little boys by any means be ashamed of our hope. We
and girls. Elder Short accompanied us itnd cannot but conclude that the greatest of all
insisted on doing the most of the preaching hindrances that this work is subject to at the
MANCHESTER, England Aug. 17.
and
we "submitted." Elder W. A. McDowell, present time comes from within. Inactivity
Editors Herald:-Please state that on consultation with our Bishop's agent, Bro. our missionary in charge, dropped in and and nonperformance of duty will never advance this work af it should. This is an
Thomas Taylor, I learn that tithes and offer- gave us some of his pleasant discourses.
Not deeming it wisdom under the circum- individual work, and every Latter Day Saint
ings are less by far at this time than last
year and prospects for the future less bright; stances to remain any longer in Madison, we ought to see to it that in all things this work
in view of which fact, and the further fact of removed to Ableman, Sauk County. We bad is first; and then something else.
Bro. J. T. Kinnaman has of late been laborBlshop Kelley's article of recent date, I am quite large gatherings at our meetings, but
of the opinion, that for the present it were we soon discovered by observing the class of ing effectively in this vicinity. Several
better for Bro. J. W. Rushton, of Leeds, Eng- people who attended that there was no inter- added to the church and many interested as
Hopefully,
est there. We stayed long enough, however, a result.
land to continue in his avocation.
WM. E. LA RUE.
I realize the embarrassment of th is position; to place before them the fundamental princibut all things being considered, it were bet- ples of the gospel of Christ, and then pulled
ter. The Bishop expressed to me hls readi- up and moved our tent to the Willow Valley,
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Aug. 27.
ness to aid the mission financially as far as in Richland County. Elder Hackett relucEditors Herald:-After tent services in
wisdom should direct, but. the Bishop can't tantly remained home, so we (myself and wife) Clearwater I pitched tent between Clearwater
fill the church coffers; this is a work for were left to run the business alone as best we and Neligh, at Grecian Bend. On account of
could. My brother and brother-in-law, D. harvest, etc., was not greeted with a very
thousands.
I know by God's grace Bro. J. W. f{u6hton R. Wildermuth and Jot Stout, came over large attendance, but some good was done.
would do good, and I would feel glad to see from Loyd and took us to the Willow Valley, Continued till August 1, when I baptized six.
him on his mission, according to the action of We set up our tent in my sister's dooryard Assisted, July 31, in a business meeting of
General Conference of 1897 appointing him to and began meetings on the evening of August the Clearwater branch, when confession was
labor in England under the missionary in 3. We had large gatherings each evening made by a former member, covering all the
and the J;.ord blessed me with great liberty grounds of complaint against him, and the
charge. I suggest as I see and understand.
while presenting the restored gospel to that branch accepted it and he was again numIn bonds,
people. Elder Joshua Hackett came over on bered with the household of God by baptism,
JAMES CAFF ALL.
I concur in the above.
Sunday and gave us two rousing sermons and rejoicing in the mercy of God in so tenderly
HEMAN C. SMITH.
went back on Monday. We regretted very dealing with him while in darkness, and in
17 Dawson Street.
much to lose the companionship and assist- permitting him to receive the witness of his
ance of this worthy young elder. We re- acceptance. One baptized had formerly been
LOYD, Wis., Aug. 27.
Editors Herald:-! am striving in my weak mained in the Willow Valley two weeks and a class leader of the M. E. Church, and says
way to build up the kingdom of Christ on had a splendid hearing all the way through, that with his past efforts to serve God with
and now the word comes to us from there, sincerity of purpose, he had never been perearth.
Soon after the General Conference I re- "Come back again."
fectly satisfied, that there seemed to be
By earnest request we removed our tent something wanting; but now he was perfectly
ceived word from the authorities of Southern
Wisconsin that they wished me to operate four miles farther west, and now have it set satisfied.
their gospel tent another season. I immedi- up "on the ridge,'' and although it is a busy
Preached at Orchard on the 4th inst. in
ately put myself about getting ready, and on (threshing) time, we are having large gath- the United Presbyterian church to large and
the last days of April I went to my field of erings for a country place (an average of attentive audience. This is tte first sermon
labor and began to visit different points with fifty-five persons each evening).
in the place, and had it not been for other
a view of finding localities in which to opeTuesday, the 24th inst., it became neces- duties pressing, would have continued longer,
rate our tent most successfully. In the sary for my wife to return home to Plano, as desired. Bro. and Sr. W. H. Blalock live
meantime the quarterly conference convened Illinois, to look after our domestic affairs. here, and are zealously seeking to advance
at East D.elavan. This conference confirmed This s'eason makes her fourth with the gospel Zion's cause.
the wish of the district authorities and ap- tent._ Right in this nick of time, when I beSunday school convention of the Central
pointed me to operate the gospel tent with gan to woi;der if I must run the whole busi- Nebraska district was held at Meadow Grove
Elder J. T. Hackett. Accordingly, accom- ness alone, Providence - that kind friend on the 6th, at whicb I was in attendance. An
panied by my faithful wife, who came to our who never fails us-brought about a pleasant excellent and profitable time was had, the
assistance, we began operations at Hanover, surprise; for our worthy brother, Elder W. Sunday school workers being much encourRock County. However, we soon discovered A. McDowell, dropped in and is now in his aged. The district conference was held on
that there was no interest there, so after a masterly way assisting your humble servant the 7th and 8th, and pronounced the best ever
week's stay we moved to a point one and one to hold up the banner of King Emanuel.
held in the district; the priesthood feeling
fourth miles west of Syene and six miles
We expect to remain here till time to pull more clearly the responsibility of their sevsouth of Madison, in Dane County, and set up up and ship the tent to the Wilder for the eral offices, and a mor'l hopeful feeling on the
on Bitneys Hill, by the side of the public fall conference. We trust we have done part of all present prevailed. Two were baproad. We marveled and were indeed as- some good for the cause we all love so well. tized by Bro. J. W. Jackson. One thing,
t'.lnished at the large crowds of people that We feel sure that we have tried our best and quite observable in this district as in all
gathered nightly at our meetings, and we have worked faithfully and diligently to others where the Sunday school convention
frequently heard the expression, "I am glad spread the gospel of peace among the people. is held the day previous: the increased atIn gospel bonds,
tendance at the conference sessions, espeyou came." We soon discovered that some
cially of the younger members of the church,
ELI M. WILDERMUTH.
worn very much Interested in our work.
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and with their attendance comes to them, as
is plainly seen, an added interest in the workings and business of the church. Continued
on the 9th and 10th, at Meadow Grove, and
enjoyed seeing evidences of increased interest.
On the 12th and 13th I replied to a lecture
delivered at O'Neill by a Mr. N. S. Lowrie of
the Presbyterian Church, who thought it
necessary to make a tirade on us after the
stereotyped order; and it had the effect of
causing some of the leading citizens to want
to hear the other side, and did us a favor
rather than harm. Although Mr. Lowrie
was in the town, yet he was conspicuous by
his absence. On Sunday eve as per announcement Rev.(?) J. G. Shick of the M. E. Church,
delivered another very abusive talk against
our people and faith, and I was present to
enjoy (?) it. He took for the basis of his remarks the history of the sons of Belial
abusing the concubine of a certain man and
then she was divided among- the twelve tribes
and they invited to consider the horrible
deed done and speak their mind. (Judges 18,
19.) Especially did he urge them to speak
their mind, and referred to the fact that God
sent the children of Israel to revenge themselves of the deed done, and then applied it
by saying that for a people to steal one of
their members was as bad as for one to steal
a horse, and as one of their members had left
the M. E. Church and become a member of
the Latter Day Saints' Church, they should
consider it and speak their miad, and as directly as it was possible for a man to do and
not speak the words "mob law," advocated
the people rising up and executi,ng revenge
against the Latter Day Saints. This is the
place where a barn was burned when this sister was baptized. This man Shick is a man
whose mind is wrought upon by a spirit to be
unfair and do evil to the saints, but he is
working the overthrow of the M. E. Church
and his own destruction. His talk was a personal attack on the members of the church
living at Inman, and then made a sweeping
charge that Joseph Smith and all his followers were "le.wd impostors," and inferred so
plainly that it could not be mistaken that the
object for which we secured female members
was "prostitution and to satisfy the baser
passions of men." I write these e]l:pressions
so as to show what the saints at Inman have
to endure, and what kind of a spirit is moving
upon the ministry of the other churches
there. This same man Shick last winter
said that the death of Joseph Smith occurred
for the same reasons that the deaths of cattle
thieves had occurred in Western ·Nebraska,
and that was because the law could not be
executed speedily enough to justify the conditions, and thought the mob in either case
was justified; and taking the two together it
shows plainly the desperate spirit of the man,
and the worst feature is, he says that God instructs him in regard to delivering the
lecture and what to say.
At the close of his talk, after he had urged
them to not forget the text but speak their
mind, I asked for ten minutes to speak my
mind, and he replied with a very emphatic
"No, Sir!!" 'l'hen I lltSked the privilege of
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asking one question, and that was denied,
and the meeting was closed instanter; but as
soon as closed I announced a reply would be
given the next night, which was listened to
by about forty. The saints endure their trying conditions nobly and are winning favor
by their discreetness, and the Spirit of God
is present in their gatherings.
On the 17th I came and pitched the tent in
Neligh, continuing over Sunday. Eervices
were sparsely attended until Sunday night,
when there was a large audience, and several
requests for me to return.
On Munday I ani to Norfolk and arranged
for tent work there. I then came to Omaha,
where I met Brn. W. A. Smith and Samuel
Wood where they were holding tent meetings
with some prospects for good, there having
been several baptisms already, and others
nearly persuaded. I spoke with good liberty,
although but few present on account of rain.
I am now resting by preparing work for the
Woodbine reunion, and looking after home
interests.
The saints here seem to be cheerful, yet
somewhat neglectful of their own interests
in not attending to their duties as devotedly
as they could with spiritual profit. A good
feeling prevails among the members generally. With faith in the ultimate triumph of
the work, I am a lover of truth,
J. F. MINTUN.

and advertising our meetings, etc.
It is
.sometimes amusing and sometimes otherwise, to hear what some will aay when invited
to attend meetings at the tent. Here are
some of their sayings:"What denomination is it?"
Latter Day Saints.
"Ah, I knew old Joe Smith."
All right, if you did, sir, you knew nothing
bad of him.
Another.
Come to the tent; we have
meeting every evening; come and hear the
true gospel preached by the Latter Day
Saints.
"Oh, I know all about them; I have an
uncle and aunt out in Utah!"
Ah, we are not that kind! And if they ·
would listen, a general explanation would
follow. And another, when invited:"! know all about them; I was on the island
when Strang was shot."
O, but we are not that kind! Then another
explanation. One more: We hava preaching over in the tent on Sixth Street; we
would be pleased to have you attend.
"Do you think I would stoop so low? The
Mormons stole a yoke of oxen from my father,
and killed and ate them," etc.
To a group on the the street; gentlemen;
meeting in the tent on Sixth Street-commence in about thirty minutes; everybody
come! One of the crowd:"Get out, you dirty Mormon; I knew-I-I
knew that old Joe-JoeYoung, the rascal,
OKARCHE, Oklahoma, Aug. 22.
Editors Herald:- We had· a very interest- -and I-"
Say, who do you mean; Joseph Smith, or
ing meeting at McLoud. Good attendance all
the time. One baptized, others quite favora- Brigham Young!
ble. We opened here last night to fair
"Both of them; my father helped to kill
house. Other meetings in the country will him down i'l Ohio."
attract some of our friends, but we are hopeNo he didn't. Smith was shot in Illinois.
ful in the day of harvest. I believe the
"Well, I guess I know; I was there!"
armies of the world are now mustering their
No you were not; Smith was shot before
forces preparing for the conflict just prior to you were born.
the coming of the great king. This is a day
"Well, I was right there when they got
when men's hearts are failing them for fear. their gold bible; I have been right down in
We hope by the grace of God to hold onto the hole."
the rod of iron that leads us on to victory.
No you haven't; that hole you were in was
The Lord has blessed us in our labors and the one the pigs made.
many friends have been made for our work.
"Whoop," and a "Hurrah!" which brought
Bro. W. S. Macrae is a valiant worker and the police around. I started for the tent,
makes many warm friends. I am glad to be with, "Come to the tent, boys."
with him again after a separation of nearly
I believe it is a good thing to shut such
two years. May God speed the work is my fellows off in that way sometimes, when we
prayer.
R. M. MALONEY.
know they are willful. Captain Wood met
Captak. Kinney, one of the night police
(who is an old time Latter Day Saint) one
CADILLAC, Mich., Aug. 23.
Editoi·s Herald:-W e spent over four weeks day, and asked why they allowed that tent in
in Traverse City, doing the best we could in there. Captain Kinney talked to him, and
the tent, but the people there did not seem to persuaded him to come out and hear. Capbe very religiously inclined as a rule-the most tain Wood did so, and followed it up, and
of them seemed to be after fun and the pleas- finally asked for baptism. We visited the·
ures of the world. Shows and opera plays, mayor, the editors, et al., and we feel sure we
bicycling, pleasure resorting, etc., going on broke down much prejudice and did much
all the tim '
There seemed to be much good, b9.ptized four persons, and advised
prejudice against our people as well, by rea- Captain Woods and some others to wait a
son of Traverse City being near where the little longer, and carefully study the matter
Strangites operated, and many stories were over; and after a time if they felt fully satisrevived concerning consecration, etc.; much fied of the work, and that they could live it,
of' which no doubt were true. Still other etc., that they would find some one to adminthings we do not believe, we can well judge· ister the ordinances of the gospel to them.
by the many false statements made about us.
I left Bro. James Davis (son of old Bro.
After putting up the tent I traveled all over Robert Davis) and his wife with them, who
the city calling at I11a11y pJ~iio gJving ~ waw my helpet"~ !:q,. the tent while there, a
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the heart sick." Let me hear from you,
Elrler Streeper.
Our late reunion held on Cape Cod was a
decided success; said by some to have been
the best one ever held in this district. We
were deprived of the services of preaching
men from the west, so the local talent had to
brighten up their armor and close in. Tomorrow I go to Providence to assist in the
opening of the new chapel the saints have
DENISON, Texas, Aug. 28.
built on Bellvue Avenue. Church interEditors Herald:-I have been here about
est is on the increase here - some names
seven months and have never seen a saint. I
are in for baptism. Meetings are well athave wondered many times if any saints were
tended. Hopeful for the end, I am,
living near here. Through the kindness of
Sincerely yours,
friends I receive the Herald and Ensign; and
]'. M. SHEEHY.
in reading the Herald I saw that I. P. Baggerly was in charge of this part of the State.
NEW ALBANY, Ind., Aug. 25.
I rejoiced when I learned that there was one
family in Paris, sixty-five miles from here.
Editors Herald:-I notice a letter in Herald
I
had hoped that the work would of August 18, a letter from Bro. J. M. Scott,
have been planted here. There is a letter written from Louisville, Kentucky. From
at Isaca, Texas, for Bro. Baggerly. Al- his writing I think he has been misinformed
though isolated, I fflel that the Lord is in regard to the work being opened up in
blessing me in advancing the principles Louisville. A few lines from me will leave a
of the· gospel in my weak and humble better impression on Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr's,
way. I find prejudice very strong here, but work in that city. August, 1892, I combelieve there are some honest in heart; many menced working for the Louisville Forge Co.,
minds have become poisoned by Gregg and and was in their employ one year. While
other such writers. A good many peDple there I formed the acquaintance of Mr. James
here are over religious. I say baptism is Riggle and family, and often spent my leisure
essential to salvation: they deny it. Then I evenings talking with him and others on gosquote scripture to prove it; they cannot re- pel themes, and distributing tracts, Herald.~,
fute it, and all they <lo is to get angry.
and Ensigns, had him read the Voice of
I rejoice in the onward and upward move Warning. In the meantime wife and I visthat the church is making; since conference ited them and they visited us. While over
I have been blessed more than for some time there one Sunday morning, Riggle and I
before. As I read the account of the confer- called on a Rev. James Metcalfe, whom I had
ence, and especially the filling of the quo- met before, and while at his house, several
rums, I knelt several times and thanked God neighbors gathered in to hear us talk about
with a heart overflowing with joy and grati- the fulfillment of prophecy and the lattertude. I expect to leave this place first part day message. We became so interested that
of next month and go to my former home, the greater part of the day passed before we
Detroit, Michigan.
left. Some said if that was Mormon doctrine
MAR.Y KEOUGH.
they would like to hear more. Not long
after this, Rev. Metcalfe and others started a
free "gospel mission" up town. When I
No. 5 Codman Hill St.,
heard it I wrote him and told him my brother
ROXBURY, Boston, Mass., Aug. 27.
Editors Herald:-I notice in Herold of 28th was coming that way, and if they wanted to
a reference to my conduct in connection with hear the gospel as restored in the last days,
certain Brighamites. I have met the "Elder to open their mission and it should not cost
Charles A. Streeper" mentioned; he was them a cent, and if we taught anything not
among the number I met in Scranton, Penn- in harmony with the Bible, to give it a public
sylvania, last fall. Now I am charged with airirig.
The mission was opened and Bro. Scott
running away when a "representative man"
appeared. It is well known that while I was came. The first time he gave them three
in Scranton I tried constantly to get these discourses; they invited him back. He
elders to meet me, but failed. As to a "rep- passed that way a few months afterwards and
resentative man," Elder S. W. Richards, gave them three more sermons, the last one
who was then in charge of their work in the on the Signs of the Times. Bro. Scott was
eastern part of the United States, was there, blessed wonderfully, and at the close of the
as also David Gill, who had subcharge of that meeting, Mrs. Riggle came up and gave Bro.
Scott her hand and demanded baptism; then
region where we were.
When I left Scranton at that time, I went invited us to come to her house and preach,
to Cohocton, New York, on purpose to be about three miles from the mission. We
among them, and tried to have them meet went over the next Friday night and Bro.
me there, and suffered the same results. Scott dispensed the word to them, and they
This whole matter can be settled readily. invited him back to the hall again. When
The above is my home address, so let me he came the third time their free gospel
hear from their "representative man." I mission had closed for g-ood. Too expensive
will guarantee he will not need to wait long. on so few, was the cause of closed doors.
But shall I hear from him? "Ahl there's This Mr. Metcalfe told me last Sunday.
the rub." I have hoped one of them would Bro. Scott gave them seven discourses in all.
make a stand; but "hope deferred maketQ. Bro. W. H. Kelley talked S9rne in tho!jie
good brother and sister, and whose hearts are
in the good work; and no doubt Bro. James
will baptize five or six more before long. I
have moved the tent here, and was joined by
Bro. W. D. Ellis, who will assist me here.
We have held five meetings here; tent full
every night.
Very truly,
J. J. CORNISH.

meetings, and some of those people have
heard M. R. Scott, Sen., David Scott, and
others. Does this look like "floating under
our own colors?" If those people told Bro.
Scott we tried to deceive, they misinformed
him. Some of those people have been acquainted with me for six years or more, and
know that "I am not ashamed of the gospel
of Christ, for it is the power of God unto salvation."
Wisdom should be used in opening new
places where people's minds have been prejudiced against this work. It is good policy to
feed them a little on first principles, show
the unchangeability of God's works, then they
can see that all of Adam's long race must be
saved through obedience to the gospel of Jesus
Christ; then their minds are prepared to receive the angel's message. I have known
some of our ministry to go into new localities
and preach on Book of Mormon subjects, or the
divine calling of Joseph Smith, or throw clubs
in our religious neighbor's yard. Is this wisdom? The minds of the people must be
schooled first.
I have just read the first volume of Church
History. This is a grand book and should
be in the home of every Latter Day Saint,
the price of the book is no item.
JOHN T. SCOTT.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Aug. 27.

Editors Herald:-I am still strong in the
faith and firm in the latter-day gospel, and
feel that God the Father is still remembering
us as a people. I feel that I ought to be
careful how I use the talents God has given
me, for I am made to feel that the time is at
hand that those whom God finds are not
using the t,alents he has given them will be
cast aside. There are quite a number of
good earnest saints here who are willing to
work, for which I am thankful to God; and
above all there is an effort being made to
bring the truth of the gospel to the Mexican
race in their own language, some two or
three sermons having already been preached.
JOHN E. RITTER.
NORTH MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.,
September 1.
Editors Herald:-I believe I have not written anything for the Herald this conference
year, so have thought best to write. One
reason why I have not written is that other
of the brethren have written such glowing
accounts of their work, and how the gospel is
winning its way with them, that I thought if
my work was to be measured by theirs as
they write it, it would look small. I am
still alive to the interest of the work and am
doing what I can to spread the same. The
most of my labor so far has been confined to
the city of Minneapolis and the country
close by, and I am satisfied that some good
has been done. I have three appointments
for each Sunday; two in the city and one
about four miles out in the country. The
one in the country is in a church known as a.
union church, and last Sunday it was well
filled and good interest is shown by all who
come. One man said last Sunday that he
had he!1r<1 mQrE3 in jive rµinqtes tb,ere thtm b~
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would hear in an hour in a sectarian meeting.
I spoke an hour and twenty minutes, so he
must have heard quite a little from his standpoint.
A good many are learning our side of the
religious controversy through the preaching
of the word as they come to our meetings,
also through the daily papers, as they are
making very favorable revorts concerning us.
This I believe is as it should be; for tht true
aim of all good papers should be to enlighten
their readers. I called upon the editor of
the Minneapolis Times and requested him to
publish a short article I had written, and he
willingly did so and said that the aim of a
paper should be to print both sides and let
the reading and thinking class judge for
themselves. J think we will have no trouble
after this to get a hearing in that paper.
I met and had a short talk with Elder
Murdock, of the Utah Church, and if all that
are sent out by them are like him we have
nothing to fear. He is fifty years old and
did not know where Lamoni was; whether it
was in Minnesota, Iowa, or some other State
-did not know where Joseph Smith lived,
nor anything about our claims. He did not
think that there was much difference between
us, but I am of the opinion that he thought
there was before he left. I saw him some
two or three days after our talk, met him on
the street and he would not speak to me.
He claimed to be sent out without purse or
scrip, but was stopping at a first class hotel,
and some one had to pay for it. He claimed
to belong to the Seventy. And yet had lost
both feet and had wooden ones, and it was
very hard for him to get around. How can
such a man travel without money to pay his
way? I am of the opinion that if he had to
walk he would not go far in a day. They can
do us no harm.
I expect to baptize at least one this week,
an old man seventy-three years of age. He
bad not been to meeting for fourteen years
until he came to hear me last year; now be is
a regular attendant and wants the gospel.
Had another old man out to bear that had
not been to bear preaching for thirty years;
said that it was all Bible. So it goes, and
the end is not yet. Some are believing here
in the city and have said they would obey. I
shall not urge anyone into the water, but let
them take their own time to come. I believe it is better to convert before they
unite .than to do it after they come in. Do
not believe very much in hasty baptisms myself.
·The Lord has blessed me of late to my
heart's content in preaching the word. I
cannot express it better than by saying that
I have been let loose to roam at will in
search of truth. To him be all the praise.
Yours in the faith,
.E. A. STEDMAN.
SOMERVILLE, Victoria, July 25.
Editors Herald:- Bro. Kaler and I have just
returned from a five weeks trip up north and
were amply paid for the sacrifice on our part.
A joumev by buggy of one hundred and
eighty miles was easily accomplished in four
days, and withoqt any complaint throu~h

having to sit so long at a stretch, and at times
in the pouring rain. The monotony was taken away by the beauty of the perpetual
green "Australian bush," where the stately
trees seemed almost to stretch themselves to
the sky to bask in the passing clouds, and the
dense jungle beneath interspread with broad
leaves and beautiful clinging vines, made the
scenery enchanting. The silence of the forest is occasionally broken by the warble of
some sweet songster, the laugh of a jackass,
or the bound of a kangaroo, which are numerous in this country; and we were made to
rejoice that our lot had been cast in such
pleasant places.
Our stay with the saints of Nambucca was
both beneficial and instructive to all who are
in anywise interested in this great latter-day
work, and ofttimes were we led to exclaim,
0 marvelous work and a wonder,
How true thy teachin~s are!
It fills our souls with ecstasy
By glad news from afar.
Sweet angels from the courts above,
Bring tidings in our day,
'fo lead us gently on in life,
In the strait and narrow way.
We hear what God the Lord doth speak,
'Tis peace unto the saints,
Which greatly cheers the weary souls,
And new life gives the faint.

It was our pleasure to listen to one of the
most remarkable prophecies that ever we
heard; and had all of our faultfinders and
quibblers about tithing, and the Bishop not
doing bis duty been there, it would have
forever put an end to that matter. Here is a
portion of it:"0 ye, my people, saith the Lord; why do
ye walk in crooked and perverse ways? Turn
and cleanse yourselves, every one of you, and
walk in the path that leadeth to life eternal.
0, ye, my people, in times past, ye have
robbed me in withholding my portion; but
ye say, Wherein have we robbed thee? In
tithes and offerings. Have I not filled your
granaries from year to year, and yet ye have
left my storehouse empty, and prevented my
work. Behold, if ye will not hearken to me in
these things, ye shall be torn and scattered,
and I the Lord will not permit you to dwell
in this place."
This caused a little serious consideration
and the conclusion arrived at was that an important part of God's law had been sadly
neglected; and if the earthly riches were not
wisely used, who would commit unto them
the true riches? I think it would be wise
for some of our brethren who quote with
such empha,;is, "Woe unto me if I preach
not this gospel," and consider this one for a
while. "And it shall come to pass that every
soul which shall not hear that prophet shall
be destroyed from among the people." The
Lord has said that the law of tithing is in
force now and has called upon the Twelve
and Bishop to execute it; but do we expect
them to come and compel us to pay a tenth
of our possessions? Certainly not. We sing,
"God will force no man," and I am sure the
Bishop will not try it either. Then we ought
to be wise and believing, and not have to be
rebuked like some of old times, who received
the following, "O fools and slow of heart to
believe !l-11 that the prophetli! have spokeq."
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Some seem so slow in this matter of tiththat I am afraid "the days of grace"
will pass unimproved, and great loss will be
sustained.
During our stay at Nambucca, old troubles
were settled up, a better understanding was
had among the officers, and the prospects
looked better for permanent work. Before
we left there the Lord in his kindness spoke
these few comforting words to me:"Verily, thus saith the Lord unto thee, my
servant Cornelius, I have heard thy prayers
concerning this mission; behold, I will give
thee power in time to come to prosecute the
mission of the Australian Colonies to a fuller
extent; for I the Lord have many people
here to be gathered out, and you shall have
the pleasure to see it fulfilled, saith the
Lord. Amen."
It will be ten years the 28th of next June
since I arrived in this country, and in my
weakness I have tried to stand at my post
and stem the tide, and at present I have no
desire to leave until the Lord shall say it is
enough. I feel in no wise discouraged or
disheartened, for I know the work is of God
and will triumph by and by.
Hoping to be successful in obtaining a
crown, I am, fraternally,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.

in~',

Oriainal 1Ir1iclss.
AN EVENING'S CONVERSATION.NO. 3.
BY

ELDER H.

0.

SMITH.

JAMES.-As to endowments. We
believe in the endowments of God's
Holy Spirit, as promised in the Bible
by Christ, and as enjoyed by the disciples on the day of Pentecost. This
endowment brings to us, Peter says,
all things that pertain to life and godliness. (2 Peter 1: 3.) And Christ
says:But the Comforter, which is the Holy
Ghost, whom the Father will send in my
name, he shall teach you all things, and bring
all things to your remembrance, whatsoever
I have said unto you.-John 14: 26.

Again:But when the Comforter is come, whom I
will send unto you from the Father, even the
Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the
Father, he shall testify of me.-John 15: 26.

Again:Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth is
come, he will guide you into all truth; for he
shall not speak of himself, but whatsoever he
shall bear, that shall he speak: and he will
show you things to come.-John 16: 13.

And Paul, in speaking of the influence of this endowment in First Corinthians twelfth chapter, says it enables
us to sa.y that Jesus is the Christ. It
brings us wisdom, knowledge, faith,
and the various miraculous powers

connecteQ. with, th.e i'ospel; llind in
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Ephesians fourth chapter, he says, in
regard to its general influence on the
church, it is for the "perfecting of the
saints, for the work of the ministry,
for the edifying of the body of Christ."
Now it seems to me that ther~ is
nothing left for these secret endowments that we are given here in Utah
to do in the way of benefit to us.
Besides, I find the gospel of Christ
squarely against secret ordinances,
and secret chambers. In the Second
Book of Nephi, chapter eleven, verse
forty-seven, in my book I read:For behold, my beloved brethren, I say unto
you, that the Lord God worketh not in darkness. He doeth not any thing save it be for
the benefit of the world; ·for he loveth the
world, even that he layeth down his life, that
he may draw all men unto him.
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what ye hear in the ear, that preach ye upon
the housetops.

Now you know that we never received such instructions as that from
our leaders in days gone by, when we
have started out on our missionary
work. No; the secret work of the
endowment house was to be a secret
forever. Our lips were closed. Christ
again was brought before the High
Priest for trial, and we again witness
his boldness. See John 18: 19-21:The high priest then asked Jesus of his
disciples, and of his doctrine. Jesu.s 'answered him, I spake openly before the world;
I ever taught in the synagogue, and in the
temple, whither the Jews always resort;
and in secret have I said nothing.
Why
asketh thou me? Ask them which heard me,
what I said unto them: behold, they know
what I said.

And in the twelfth chapter, seventyBut our leaders, it seems, were in
third verse, he says:·
constant fear lest some of those who
'fhere is nothing which is secret,save it shall
had heard them in these secret ordibe revealed; there is no work of darkness,
Brigsave it shall he made manifest in the light; nances should tell something.
and there is nothing which is sealed upon ham Young, in speaking of some who
the earth, save it shall be loosed.
wanted their endowments, said:The endowment given to the disciWell, he gets his endowment, and what
ples on the day of Pentecost was open for? To go to California, and reveal everyto the world-all could see its won- thing he can, and stir up wickedness, and
drous effect upon them, as you will prepare himself for hell.-Journal of' Discourses, vol. 2, p. 144.
learn by reading the second chapter
Our leaders could not have correctly
of Acts; and in the eighth chapter, it
represented Christ then.
is related that "Philip went down to
If there was any more needed to
Samaria and preached Christ unto
convince one that Christ was very
them." When they had believed and
much opposed to anything of a _secret
been baptized, he did not tell them
nature, we will only have to refer to
they would have to go up to Jerusalem
one more passage of scripture. This
to receive their endowments; but the
you will find in Matthew 24: 24-27.
narrative says:Christ, in this chapter, is giving bis
Now when the apostles which were at
disciples
some idea of the perilous
Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received
the word of God, they sent unto them Peter times that are coming to pass in the
and John: who, when they were come down, last days, and he says:prayed for them, that th">y might receive the
Holy Ghost.-Acts 8: 14, 15.

So it was with Paul, when he had
found the twelve disciples at Ephesus:
Laid his hands on them, and they received the Holy Ghost and spake with
tongues and prophesied. No necessity in those days to make a long journey to receive their endowments; but
the work of the gospel, and its ordinances, were consummated right there,
and they entered into the full enjoyment of their privileges.
Christ in giving his instructions to
his apostles, as found in Matthew 10:
26, 27, says:Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; and
hid, that shall not be known. What I tell
you in dii.rkness, thii.t speak ye tri light; and

For there shall a.rise false Christs, and false
prophets, and shall shew great signs and
wonders; insomuch tha.t, if it were possible,
they would deceive the very elect. Behold,
I have told you before. Wherefore, if they
shall say unto you, Behold he is in the desert;
go not forth: behold he is in the secret ch am·
bers, believe it not. For as the lightning cometh out of the east, and shineth even unto
the west; so shall also the coming of the Son
of man be.

I emphasized three words in this passage that I want to call your attention
to. You will notice that the whole
chapter relates to the .end of the
world, and what shall transpire then.
Then in speaking of certain ones that
shall come in his name, ancf say that
he is in the desert, we must not go
forth; if th3y were to say that he was
ip. the secret Gllilimbe+s, we mu.st iw1i

believe it. Can you see any application
of this passage to what we have been
told for years; that he was, by his
Spirit at least, in the desert and in the
secret chambers? I confess that when
I first had my attention called to this
passage, that I was almost startled by
the language, and yet I have been so
blind, I could not see it until it was
placed before me by these ministers of
the Reorganization. You can no doubt
see now why you have been taught
to think that these men did not believe in the endowments, because they
have combatted these false and secret
things practiced in the name of God;
but which bear no resemblance to
the real genuine article, as taught by
Christ and his apostles, and by Joseph
Smith.
In regard to baptism for the dead, I
will have but little to say; as I think
that after reading the passage from
the Doctrine and Covenants, which I
shall ask you to read, that very few
words will explain to you the reason
why we do not practice it. Please
turn to section 124 and read from
verses 31 to 36.
George.--Reads:But I command you, all ye my saints, to
build an house unto me: and I grant unto you
a sufficient time to build an house unto me, and
during this time your baptisms shall be acceptable unto me. But, behold, at the end of
this appointment, your baptisms for your
dead shall not be acceptable unto me; and if
you do not these things at the end of the
appointment, ye shall be rejected as a church,
with your dead, saith the Lord your God.
For, verily I say unto you, that after you have
· had sufficient time to build an house to me,
wherein the ordinance of baptizing for the
dead belongeth, and for which the same was
instituted from before the foundation of the
world, your baptisms for your dead cannot be
acceptable unto me. For therein are the
keys of the holy priesthood ordained, that
you may receive honor and glory. And after
this time, your baptisms for the dead, by
those who are scattered abroad, ara not acceptable unto me, saith the Loro; for it is
ordained that in Zion, and in her stakes, and
in Jerusalem, those places which I have
appointed for refuge, shall be the places for
your baptisms for your dead.

James.-Comment upon this passage
is hardly necessary; but I want to call
your attention to a few points in it.
First. The Lord says that he gives
the saints a sufficient time to build the
house, and at the end of the appointed
time, if it is not finished, the church
will be reject~d as ~ chur0h, with
t4eir 4e1;1id, ·
·
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The temple was riot :finished at all,
as the following testimony will fully
prove. At the dedication of the St.
George temple, January 1, 1877, Brigham Young said:We built 01},e in Nauvoo. I could pick out
several men before me now, that were there
when it was built, and know just how much
was finished, and what was done. It is true
we left brethren there with instructions to
finish it, and they got it nearly completed
before it was burned, but the saints did not
enjoy it.-Mill. Star, vol. 39, p. 118.

practice before me, saith the Lord.-Doctrine
and Covenants 124: 47, 48.

God could not recognize the oppression of his people by approving it,
even though it was for the building of
temples in his name; and while we
claim that the house was not finished,
as directed by the Lord, yet it is evident that that was not the only reason
that the Lord had for rejecting the
church at that time.
The second part of the passages
you read, that I wish to call especial
attention to, is that which says:-

Another writer, in speaking of the
Nauvoo temple, tells us exactly bow
Ana after this time, your baptisms for the
much was done, and how nearly it
dead, by those who are scattered abroad, are not
came to completion. His testimony is acceptable unto me, saith the Lord; for it is
as follows:ordained that in Zion, and in her stakes, and
In no sense can it be said truthfully, that
any part of the temple at Nauvoo was completed, with the possible exception of the
main assembly room into which the front
doors opened. The basement, in which was
the font, was incomplete; the stairway, to the
left of the font, was not relieved of the rough
boards laid on the risings, on which the workmen went up and down; the upper assembly
rooms were not accessible, the floor not being laid, neither the doors hung nor the walls
plastered. Besides this, the inside ornamentation was by no means finished, even in those
parts called completed.-Saints' Herald, Jan.
1, 1872.

These quotations prove conclusively,
taken as they are from both sides of
the controversy, that the temple was
not completed. God declares that he
will give them sufficient time to complete it; that meant that he would
restrain their enemies, and remove all
obstacles that might stand in their
way, if they would only be diligent
and righteous. I have already read to
you a quotation from one of the early
epistles of the Twelve, instituting the
one-tenth-of-your-income law. One of
the reasons that this epistle was written was to raise money· to build this
very temple, so it is claimed; but God
would not allow the using of such illgotten means for the purpose of
building a house to his name. The
end would not justify the means. In
their eagerness to fulfill the temporal
part of the command, they forgot the
spiritual part; forgetting that God
also had said, in another place:And it shall come to pass, that if you build

ahouseuntomyname,anddorwtdothethings
that 1 say, I will not perform the oath which
I make unto you, neither fulfill the promises
ye expect at my hands, saith the Lord; for
instead of blessings, ye, by your own works,
bring cursings, wrath, indignation, and judgments upon your own heads, by your follies,
and by all your abominations, which you,

in Jerusalem, those places which I have appointed for refuge, shall be the places for
your baptisms for your dead.-Doctrine and
Covenants 124: 35, 36.

I have already shown you that the
Lord had located Zion in Missouri, and
had declared that no other place
should be appointed except that land,
until it should be filled; and as the
Lord says, that in our scattered condition our baptisms for the dead shall
not be acceptable to him; because he
has ordained that in Zion, Jerusalem,
and Zion's stakes are the places for
the performance of these rites, I am
bound to accept the fiat, and declare
all others illegal in his sight, except
those· which are performed in the
places, and according to the way his
words designate.
The Reorganization is waiting now
for God to remove the injunction
placed upon the further practice of
this rite, and the preparation of the
places given as ordained for that purpose. We do not propose to forget
that God has reserved the right to
command his people in these things,
and we are trying to observe the law
requiring spiritual advancement as a
necessary qualification for this important work, and trust that when the
command comes we may be ready, not
only financially, but spiritually, to
carry on the work acceptably to God.
George.-There is another question
I will ask in regard to young Joseph
and the Reorganization teaching the
revelations of Joseph the martyr.
You know that they have always
fought against the doctrine of po·
lygamy, and we have always been
taught here that it was one of the

me any good reason for believing that
it is not of God, and that Joseph
Smith had nothing to do with it?
James.-In the first place, the question with me is not as to whether
Joseph Smith practiced it or not.
The question is, "ls it of God?" I do
not believe that Joseph Smith was
infallible; but as I said in the beginning of our conversation, those who
lead us are just as much bound by the
law as the least member of the church,
and must be judged by the law. But
I will deal with the question as to
whether Joseph Smith taught and
practiced the principle or not, and
will state positively that the evidence
is not sufficient to convince me that
he did teach or practice it; although
for years I believed with you that he
did; but my belief then was based more
upon the fact that some one told me that
he did, than any evidence I had received
for myself. We will first deal with
the question as to whether the doctrine is of God or not. We have always been taught that God had a hand
in raising up this nation and making
her Constitution, and that one of the
objects bad in view was the so forming the laws and Constitution that
it would be possible for the Church of
Christ to be established here, with its
laws and ordinances; and the Lord
believing it to be true, gave this instruction to the saints in August, 1831,
section 58: 21-23:Let no man break the laws of the land, for
he that keepeth the laws of God hath no need
to break the laws of the land: wherefore, be
subject to the powers that be, until he reigns
whose right it is to reign, and subdues all
enemies under his feet. Behold, the laws
which ye have received from my hand are
the laws of the church, and in this light ye
shall hold them forth. Behold, here is wisdom.

It always seemed strange to me that
if, as we are led to understand, the
Lord raised up this nation for the
purpose named, that he allowed the nation to make laws which would practically make it impossible to establish
such a law as polygamy. And he no
doubt foresaw the fact, that the nation
would, and ha,d established laws pro·
hibiting the practicing of polygamy;
and yet his instruction was: "Let no
man break the laws of the land, for
he that keepeth the laws of God, hath
no need to break the laws of the land."
If,
however, we take those laws govrevelations of Joseph Smith, and that
erning
the church up to the death of
he also practiced it. Can you give
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Joseph Smith, we find that there was
nothing contrary to the laws of the
land. And we are to continue to teach
them as the law of the church, as is
evident from the following:-

than pride and its attendant evils; and
the Lord says that he had led the people out of Jerusalem that he might
raise up unto him a righteous branch,
and for this purpose he commands:-

Thou shalt take the things thou hast received, which have been given unto thee in
my scriptures for a law, to be my law to govern my church; and he that doeth according
to these things shall be saved, and he that
doeth them not shall be damned, if he continues.-D. C. 42: 59, 60.
And again, the elders, priests, and teachers of this church shall teach the principles
of my gospel, which are in the Bible and the
Book of Mormon, in the which is the fulness of
the gospel; and they shall observe the covenants and church articles to do them, and
these shall be their teachings, as they shall
be directed by the Spirit.-D. C. 42: 12, 13.

Wherefore, I, the Lord God, will not suffer
that this people shall do like unto them of
old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and
hearken to the word of the Lord: For there
shall not any man among you have save it be
one wife: and concubines he shall have none:
For I, the Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of women.-Book of Jacob 2: 6 ..

Then follows several items of law,
among which I find:Thou shalt not lie; he that lieth and will
not repent, shall be cast out. Thou shalt
love thy wife with all thy heart; and shall
cleave unto her and none else.-D. C. 42: 21, 22.

It was easy enough to obey these
commands, and also obey the laws of
the land. Again, we were told that
polygamy was instituted for the purpose of peopling the earth, and to
furnish tabernacles for preexistent
spirits that were clamoring for an
earthly existence; and that the monogamic system of marriage was not
adequate to perform this obligation of
ours to furnish these tabernacles.
But I find in these covenants and
church articles that we are to teach,
as a law to the church, this:And again, I say unto you, that whoso forbiddeth to marry is not ordained of God, for
marriage is ordained of God unto man; wherefore it is lawful that he should have one wife,
and they twain shall be one flesh, and all this
that the earth might answer the end of its
creation, and that it might be filled with the
measure of man, according to his creation before the world was made.-D. C. 49: 15-17.

The very reason why the leaders of
the Utah Church declared polygamy
was instituted, God says monogamy
was given, that is that the world
might be filled with the measure of
man according to his creation before
the world was made. God's plan was
consistent with the laws of the land,
which he said we should obey, and by
so doing we need not disobey his laws;
but the other was in flat contradiction
to both.
The Book of Mormon is also referred
to in the above instruction given to the
elders, priests, and teachers of the
church, and in that I find that polygamy is called a ''grosser crime"

And in the record of Zeniff, as found
in the Book of Mosiah, in speaking of
King Noah it says:For behold, he did not keep the commandments of God, but he did walk after the
desires of his own heart, and he had many
wives and concubines.-Mosiah 7: 1.

In the Book of Ether I find the following:And it came to pass that Riplakish did
not do that which was right in the sight of
the Lord, for he did have many wives and
concubines, and did lay that upon men's
shoulders which was grievous to be borne;
yea he did tax them with heavy taxes; aud
with the taxes he did build many spacious
buildings.-Ether 4: 5.

As I look over Utah, and see the four
magnificent temples, the spacious tabernacle, and assembly hall, and the
mansions which were built for the
leaders of the people here, and all by
the hard earned dollars of the poor
people, I feel like paraphrasing the
language of the history of these two
men, and applying it to Brigham
Young and his fellows.
And it came to pass that Brigham
Young began to reign, and he did not
walk in the ways of his predecessor.
For behold, he did not keep the commandments of God; but he did walk
after the desires of his own heart; and
he had many wives and concubines;
and caused his people to commit sin,
and do that which was abominable in
the sight of the Lord. Yea, and they
did commit whoredoms and all manner
of wickedness. And he laid a tax of
one tenth part of all they possessed; a
tenth part of their gold, and of their
silver, and a tenth part of their ziff,
and of their copper, and of their brass,
and their iron; and a tenth part of
their fatlings; and also, a tenth part
of all their grain. And all this did he
take to support himself and his wives,
and his concubines; and also his
priests, and their wives, and their
concubines; thus he had changed the
affairs of the kingdom. For he put

down the priests that had been consecrated by his predecessor, and consecrated new ones in their stead, such as
were lifted up in the pride of their
hearts. . . . And it came to pass that
Brigham built many elegant and spacious buildings; and ornamented them
with fine work of wood, and of all man·
ner of precious things of gold, and of
silver, and of iron, and of brass, and
ziff, and of copper; and he also built
him a spacious palace, and a throne in
the midst thereof; all of which was
of fine wood, and was ornamented
with gold, and silver, and precious
things. (Book of Mormon, Record of
Zeniff.)
And again we might paraphrase the
language of Jacob to the Nephites,
and represent the Lord speaking to
the people here in the valleys of the
mountains as follows: Behold the
"Josephites," your brethren, whom
ye hate, because ye have been taught
to believe that they are apostates, are
more righteous than you: for they
have not forgotten the commandment of the Lord, which was given
unto our fathers, that they should
have, save it were one wife; and concubines they should have none; and
there should not be whoredoms committed among them.
The Bible, too, agrees with the Doctrine and Covenants and the Book of
Mormon in condeming polygamy. In
Malachi 2: 14, 15, is the following:Yet ye say, Wherefore? Because the Lord
hath been witness between thee and the wife
of thy youth, against whom thou hast dealt
treacherously: yet is she thy companion, and
the wife of thy covenant. And did he not
make one? Yet had he the residue of the
Spirit. And wherefore oae? That he might
seek a godly seed. Therefore take heed to
your spirit and let none deal treacherously
against the wife of his youth.

It seems to me that nothing could
be plainer than this last quotation.
The Lord declares that he had the
residue of the Spirit, and could have
created more than one wife in the beginning for man, but he only created
one, "and wherefore one? That he
might seek a godly seed." And yet
we are told by the leaders here, that
polygamy was instituted to raise a
godly seed. But here and also in the
Book of Mormon God has declared
exactly the opposite.
George.-Well; how do you account
for the fact that God honored the
offspring of polygamist fathers, as in
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the case of Jacob, for instance? The 1 article of faith; and in that I find the
names of his sons are to be upon the following:gates of the New Jerusalem.
Inasmuch as this Church of Christ has
James.-If you will read the eight- been reproached with the crime of fornication
eenth chapter of Ezekiel, you will find and polygamy: we declare that we believe
that one man should have one wife; and one

there a declaration by God of the fact woman but one husband, except in case of
that the children shall not be respon- death, when either is at liberty to marry
sible for the sins of the parents, and again.-D. c. 111: 4.
explains at length his law upon that
I do not believe that Joseph Smith
matter, and concludes in this Ian- was a hypocrite, and so I cannot beguage:lieve he would allow such a statement
Yet say ye, Why? doth not the son bear the to go before the world in 1835, if be
iniquity of the father? "'Nhen the son hath had received intimations from God, in
done that which is lawful and right, and hath
kept all my statutes, and hath done them, he 1831 • that polygamy was allowable
shall surely live. The soul that sinneth it and necessary to our salvation.
In
shall die. The son shall not bear the iniquity Joseph Smith's History, written by
of the hther, neither shall the father bear himself, he states that he finished the
the iniquity of the son: the righteousness of translation of the Bible, July 2, 1833.
the righteous shall be upon him, and the
wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him.
-Ezek. 18: 19, 20.

No matter then what honor may be
given to the son by the Lord, it is no
evidence that he approves of the doings of the father; consequently that
statement upon which the Utah people have relied so long as an approval
of polygamy, is of none effect. I will
now endeavor to give you my reasons
for not accepting the claim that Josepb Smith had anything to do with
the introduction of polygamy.
According to the claim set up by the
people here in Utah, the principle was
revealed as early as 1831, and Joseph
Smith is represented in the first clause
of the so-called revelation on polygamy as asking the Lord how he
j ustifies David and Solomon in having
many wives and concubines.
The
Book of Mormon h"d
J'ust
been
pub""
rlS h e d t 0 th e WOrId • H e C l a1me
. d l't

I have already called your attention
to this important book, and I shall
now present it in evidence here, by
giving a change of passages, as found
in King James' translation, which I
am sure never would have been
changed had it been true that
this principle had been revealed to
him in 1831. I shall only give a
few comparative texts, but sufficent to show that no thought of the
establishment of polygamy by using
David and Solomon as examples had
ever entered his head up to that time
at least.
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
For it came to nass. when
Solomon was old, that his
wives turned away bis
heart after otber gods: and
his heart was not perfect
with the Lord bis God, as
was the heart of David bis
father.
And Solomon d;d sin in
the sight of the Lord, and
went not fully after the
Lord, as did David his
father.-1 Kings 11: 4, 6.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
For it came to pass when
Solomon was old, bis wives
turned away bis heart after
otber gods; and his heart
was not perfect with the
Lord his God, and i L became as the heart of David
his father.
And Solomon did evil in
the sight or the Lord, as
David his father, and went
not fully after the Lord.-1
Km gs 11: 4, 6.

Almost without exception the elders
of the church, up to 1852, acknowl·
edged that these passages were conclusive evidence of the fact that polygamy was not, neither could be, a
doctrine of the church.

ConfBrnnBB JVIimI1Bs.
NORTHERN WISCONSIN.
Conference convened at Twin Lakes, Wisconsin, June 12 and 13, 1897; A. L. Whiteaker, district president, in the chair; A. V.
Closson secretary. Branch reports: Evergreen and Reeds referred to district clerk for
correction, and then read. Evergreen 87; 1
received, 1 removed. Reeds 40. Frankfort 68.
Officers reported: Of the Seventy W. A.
McDowell, C. H. Burr, A. V. Closson. Elder
A. L. Whiteaker. Priests S. E. Livingston,
G. Hewitt. Teacher J. W. Hooker. Deacons W. Mair, 0. A. Warren. G. D. Hayes,
Bishop's agent, reported: On hand March 1,
$1; received since $11; total on hand $12. A.
v. Closson was continued as tent committee
to solicit means and purchase and equip a
gospel tent for this district. Two days'
meetings were provided for in the following
places:
Valley Junction, Porcupine, and
Twin Lakes. A. L. Whiteaker elected president for one year, and A. V. Closson clerk.
G. D. Hayes was sustained as Bishop's agent
until our next conference. Preaching by
Brn. W. A. McDowell, A. V. Closson, and C.
H. Burr. At the forenoon prayer and afternoon prayer and sacrament meetings, the
Lord did wondrously display his power, and
many encouraging promises were given by the
spirit. Adjourned to Porcupine, Wisconsin,
December 4, 5, 1897.

NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.

Conference convened at Blue Rapids,
August 14 and 15; H. Hart president, H. A.
Stebbins chosen assistant, Ella Landers sechad been translated by the power of awA,,~d ri.~~ t~ee h~~~sgedo~ aw1;_~d f~:;~t
;~~~~ 0 ~ retary. Branch reports: Goshen 83; 1 bapGod, and in it this passage occurs:- and
David, and gave it to thee; David and gave it to thee, tized. Solomon River 15.
Ruraldale 27.
yet thon hast not bee'l because he kept hot my
Behold, David and Solomon truly had as my servant David, who commandments. Ent thou Blue Rapids 84; 1 died. Elmira 46; 4 bapkept my commandments, hast r1ot been as m}' servant
many wives and concubines, which thing and who followed me with David, when he followed tized. Homestead 24; 1 baptized. Ministry
·
bl
b
f
·th
th
L
d
all
his heart, to do that me with all his heart only
was a bom1na e e ore me, sa1
e or . - only which was right in to do right in mine eyes,-·1 reporting: Elders V. F. Rogers, J. S. Goble,
Jacob 2: 6.
mine eyes.-1Kings14: s.
Kings, 14: s.
H. Hart, W. Landers, L. F. Johnson; Priests
The lawyer, when he came to Christ,
These passages show plainly that A. J. Hager, J. F. McClure, W. H. Bivens;
put the que~tion, "Master, what shall Joseph Smith did not intend to use Teachers C. D. Carson, B. F. Lee. Bishop's
I do to inherit eternal life?" was David and Solomon as examples of agent's report read, audited, and found correct. Auditing committee recommended
answered, "What is written in the righteousness, and form, with the pa.s- that hereafter the agent obtain receipts
law? How readest thou?" And if sages I have already given from the from all parties to whom he pays money,
Joseph Smith had been so foolish as Book of Doctrine and Covenants, such and that they be submitted to the auditing
to have asked the question attributed a bulwark against the introduction of committee, together with the books. L. F.
was elected president of district,
to him, what more appropriate answer the doctrine 0f polygamy as never Johnson
Ella Landers sustained as secretary. A vote
could have been given than the above, was made by any one individual, and of thanks was given Bro. Hart for faithful
given to the lawyer by Christ? On forever precludes the thought that performance of duty as district president for
the 17th of August, 1835, the article any idea of polygamy was ever past year. J. F. McClure, of Gaylord, was
on marriage, found in all the editions thought of in 1831, as asserted by Jo- ordained an elder by I. N. White and W. S.
of the Book of Covenants published seph F. Smith, in Deseret News of May Pender, and several children were blessed.
Preaching by Elders I. N. White, H. A.
up to 1876, was formally presented 20, 1886, and republished in The Histor- otebbins, and E. A. Davis. Adjourned to
to the church, and accepted as an ical Record, vol. 6, p. 219.
meet with Goshen branch, November 6 and 7.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.

8tlndau School Jlssociations.
MANCHESTER AND SHEFFIELD.
The above-named association rnet at nine
a. m., Sunday, August 1, 1897, in the North
Manchester room. Elder Mather, district
superintendent, opened the convention by
speaking of the encouragrnent and discouragement to be met with in our labor. Elders
Caffall and Pitt were present and took part in
the meeting. Evaline Mather, eight years,
sang sweetly Sankey's "Will you meet rne at
the fountain?" E. R. Dewsnup then gave notes
of an address on "The growth of attention in
the child mind," psychologically. J. Dewsnup, Sr., spoke, taking a retrospective view of
our Sabbath school work in Manchester. In
conclusion he said, "God bless the Sabbath
schools." H. Greenwood desired to do his
work efficiently and to interest the adults.
He desired to make the work pleasurable, for
in so doing good is sure to be done.
At the Monday session Joseph Arber read
a paper entitled, "Our mission to the children." The paper was thoughtfully prepared
and well received. Sisters M. and E. Gibbs
sang and played the sacred song, "Jerusalem."
Report of the district superintendent read:
He had visited in turn all the schools in the
district but one. He found some things which
were encouraging and others which were discouraging. He felt willing to continue. The
secretary said there were nine schools in the
district, one of which had sent in no statistics.
Total membership, June, 1896, was 406; June,
. 1897, was 426; average, 296. Income £32. 8s.
2!1-d. ($155.50).
Ependiture £26. 19s. 4td
($124.40). Balance in hand ;l5s. Otd. ($3.61).
Losses during year, 28; gains 48; net gain 20.
One school applied for incorporation, namely,
Zion's Hope Branch, and was accepted. Resolved that the following be the officers for
1897: S. F. Mather superintendent, T. Taylor
associate superintendent, W. R. Armstrong
secretary, C. H. Barton treasurer. Elder
Caffall offered some very encouraging remarks to the officers of the association, which
were listened to with profit.
Our aged
brother's aim has al ways been to encourage,
and his watchword, "Cooperation." Elder
Mather gave a model lesson from the quarterly. Our brother's task appeared herculean
considering the time at his disposal. The
blackboard was freely used for notes. Notice
of motion by Elder Taylor that the name of
the association be changed was handed in.
The proceedings then closed with prayer.

MiscBllanBotls Department
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
To the Saints of the Florida District; Greeting:-It has been suggested that we obtain a

Our missionaries can use a tent nearly, if
not quite nine months in the year here, and
as we have no houses in many towns in this
mi~sion, it would enable our elders to unfurl
the gospel banner in many places where they
are now practically debarred. Bro. A. J.
Vickery has liberally started the contributions and is willing to help 'more. Anyone
abroad who wishes to help in this enterprise
for the spread of the gospel in our southeastern mission, will be receipted for all money
sent and heartily thanked for the same. A
statement of receipts and expenditures will
be published in Herald, and entire s&.tisfaction promised to all contributors.
Send
money to Bro. D. E. Tucker, Bro. C. I. Carpenter, or to me, all at Milton, Santa Rosa
County, Florida.
Dear saints, please read section 114 of Doctrine and Covenants, which is the first revelation to the Reorganized Church, and note that
it treats entirely on the law of tithing. Remember we owe God, and let us try to discharge the obligation. Let us not commence
to economize at the Lord's house, when times
get dull, but let us curtail sorue unnecessary
expense, and do something to spread the glad
tidings. Hoping to have a good tent in the
field next season, and that more names will
be on the Bishop's agent's book, and money
in the local treasury to defray the expenses of
our own mission, I arn,
Yours in bonds,
STEPHEN D. ALLEN,
Dist., Pres. and Bishop's Agt.

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
There will be a two days' meeting held in
Beaverton, Glad win County, Michigan, on
September 18 and 19, 1897. We expect the
president of the district, Elder J. J. Cornish,
and others of the ministry present. All are
invited to attend. Hoping and praying for a
good time.
J. A. CARPENTER.
A two days' meeting will be held in the
saints' church at Scranton, Kansas, October
2 and 3. All are cordially invited to be with
us. Come prepared, remembering that this
is the work of the Lord, that we may enjoy a
spiritual feast.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOHN CAIRNS, Branch Clerk.
The two days' meeting for South Scott,
Indiana, will change dates with the Flint
meeting, owing to the announced date conflicting with the Disciples' annual meeting
at Angola. The meetings will occur as follows: South Scott, September 25 and 26;
Flint, October 2 and 3. This change is made
by consent of both South Scott and Flint.
Invitation remains unchanged.
s. w. L. SCOTT' Dist. Pres.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
tent for our district, and as the demand for
one is so great, and the suggestion seems to
The Northern Minnesota district confermeet with favor from all with whom I have ence will convene at Audubon, Minnesota,
talked, I therefore make this appeal to all October 10 and 11, at ten a. m., in Gottenwho are able and willing, to contribute to berg hall. Branches will please see that a
our tent fund, so we may have it for the next full report of their membership is sent in.
All elders and other officers of the district
summer season, if not for this one.

and branches are requested to attend this conference. Please notice time and place of
meeting and be there, as business needs your
attention.
I. N. ROBERTS.
The New York district conference will convene October 2, at 7: 30 p. m., at 199 Saratoga
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. It is hoped
that all the saints will attend that can do so,
that we may have a profitable time together.
The officers of the district will please report
in writing if convenient.
JOSEPH SQUIRE, Pres.
Conferem:ie of Mobile district will convene
with the Theodore braneh at Theodore, Alabama, Oct.ober 9 and 10. Important business
will come before the conference and every
branch should be well represented and also
fully reported on the printed report blanks
for that use. If any reports are sent by mail
they should be mailed to the secretary at
Theodore, Alabama, immediately after October 1. Corne everyone, and let's have a
good time.
w. L. BOOKER, Pres.
c. I. CARPENTER, Sec.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Convention will convene at Hazel Dell,
Iowa, September 18, at two p. m. Each
school in the district is requested to choo.se
delegates and make their report commencing
with March 14 and close with September 12.
Also, all officers and teachers of each school
send a report. Literary and musical entertainment in the evening. Services provided
for on Sunday. Everyone invited to attend.
JENNIE ::lCOTT, Dist. Sec.

BOARD WANTED.
Board wanted for my wife and little girl
eight years old with a small family of saints
in or near Lamoni, where they can attend
church. Terms must be moderate.
Address, Henry Hanna, Box 203, Virginia,
Minnesota.

DIED.
GRAHAM.-At her home in St. Joseph,
Missouri, our aged and beloved sister, Margaret Graham, the wife of Elder F. C. Graham,
passed from earth life on the evening of
August 18, 1897. Sr. Graham was born in
Glasgow, Scotland, January 22, 1834. The
last thirty years of her life h.as been spent in
St. Joseph, where for twenty-five years she
has been an honored member of the St.
Joseph branch. She leaves a husband, one
son, and three daughters, also four grandchildren to miss her presence and mourn their
loss. She was buried in beautiful Mount Mora
cemetery; funeral services at church at 2: 30
p. m., August 20, in charge of Bro. R. Winning; sermon by Elder J.
Terry.
EVERETT.-At Denver, Colorado, August 2,
1897, of partial paralysis, Helen Gray, iafant
daughter pf Charles E. and Mae Everett,
aged 3 months and 9 days. Funeral from
residence by Elder E. F. Shupe. Through
administration and in answer to the prayers
of the saints, God granted a peaceful death,
free from pain or suffering.
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West Bay City. Michi1:ran: Christian miss!on church, No. 411 DcJwitt Avenue, bEJtween
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Jenny and Thomas Sireets. Preachincr at
NEW REVISED EDI'.l'ION.
10: :::o ~- m.; Sunday school at 12: no"' m.;
The manuscript of this edition was carefully preach!ng at 7: 00 p. m. on Sundays. Prayer
comp;i.red with the original authorized edition nrnetrng on Wednesday evenings.
of 1835, which was adopted by a General AsBradford and Beswick mi3sion: Saints
sembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographicaJ meeting room, Nu. 20 Hawke Street, Forge
Bradford, Manchebter.
Services
errors that crept into and passed through Lane,
Sunday, 6: 30 p. m., preaching; Sunday school
later editions have been corrected, and some 2:
30 p. m. Fellowship, Thursday, 7: 30 p. m.
omissions supplied.
The revelation on l , late Civil War, the Elder Henry Greenwood, No. 9 Scropton
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835, Street, Queen's Road, Manchester, in charge.
Des MoinPs, Iowa: Saint: church, corner
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized of Sixleeut.h Hnd Des Moioes.:. cr·,cets, East, D .,
Church to date, are all included in the vol- Moines. Sunday services: Sunday school
ume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted, 9: 45; preac '' 1 ng· service at 11: CO a. m.; social
but may be published later in pamphlet service at 2: 00; young- peopL.'s meeting at
?: 30; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. Prayer meetform, or for those who may want th ;m.
The concordance has been revised and en- mg oi;i Thursday~ at 7:.30 P· m.
Sprmgfield, M1ssour1: Hall corner of Comlarged, greatly atding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of mercial and Springfield avenues. Preaching at
00 a. m. and 7: 15 p. m., Sunday school at
names of persons and places mentioned in 11:
9: 30, and saints' meetings 3: oo p. m. w. R.
the revelations, are included in the volume. Pickering in charge.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
Sacramento, California: Saints chapel,
facilitated by the substitution of figures for
Avenue and K Street. George
the old style Roman letters in section and Twenty-fourth
Daley
prPsident.
page headings. The figures can be read at a
St. Joseph, Missouri: Saints chapel,
glance.
Seventeenth and Faraon Streets ( a:re Jule
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Street
_car,) Elder J. M. Terry' in charge.
Prices same as the former edition, accordPce,.achrng at 11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m:
ing- to bindings:so:iial me ·'tina at. 6: oo p. m.; Sabbath school'
Cloth .............................. $ 65
Bro. D J. Krahl supsrint,pndr"nt. at 9: 30
Full leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
a. m. ~rayer meeting \1\lednesday night.
Full leather, gilt edges ............. l 25
Aspey mlSsion, Fourth and D miphan Avenue·
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves pr~yer ll?eeting- Tnesday night: pr<-'aching
for notes.)
~ri~~~lk:,\t~P~~~~~nds~~~ol at 10: 30 a. m.
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CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

THE prices on the second volume o1
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:Cloth bound, ........................... $1
· Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...•.. 2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, .•..••••.••.••. 3

50.
00.
50.
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Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
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ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school pa.per for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

Second Kansas City, Missouri: Hall northeast corner Seventeent?- Street and Madison
A venue. Sunday services: Preaching 11 · 00
a. m. and 7: 30 p. m.; social meeting 2: 30 p.
m., a:nd Sunday school 9: 30 a. m. Prayer
meetrng, Tuesday eve, 7: 30; preac~1ing,
Thursday, 7: 30 p. m. A special invitation is
extended to the traveling and local ministry.
Jos. Emmett, pastor, No. 1720 Bellevlew
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.
Manchester, England:
Saints meeting
room,No.15_DickinsonStreet, AlbertSquare.
Sunda:I'. services: Prayer meeting 9: 30 a. m.;
preachrng at 10: 30 a, m. and 6: 30 p. m.; Sunday school at 2: 30 p. m.; district priesthood
meeting first Sunday in each month, 12 : 30
p. m. Band of Hope, Temperance and Improvement Society meeting, Tuesday, 7: 30
p. m. Fellowship meeting, Wednesday, 8 : 00
p. m. James Baty, No. 14 Gordon Street
Rusholme, presiding elder
'
Chicago, Illinois: Cust~r tio._. 3 t Hall, 85 s.
Sanga~on Street, near West Madison Street.
Preachmg at 2: 30 and 7: 30 p. m. Sunday
school 1: oo p. m. Elder F. G. Pitt, pastor,
277 Sheffield A venue.

SAINTS'

HERALD

REDUCED IN PRICE. Recognizing the closeness of the times and
witl:l a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THE
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
11ear from the Ci.ate named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in ad1.•ance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
s 1 h3criptions, as stated.
:D\.1rmer subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduct.ion in price from the date named.July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
µrice at the dates of expiration of present
,ubscriptions, and for the year following said
iates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
'•oth in the price of the chui c'.1 paper, and of
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
necessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
ucw subscribers; and also that those indebted
pay up all past due accounts.
BraL.-ob hook agents and the ministry who
cau do so, are respectfully asked to second the
..tforts f tLe Bnard by obtaining new subS<'ribers tor tbe HERALD and working- in the
general inte~ests of the Herald Office-the
r:nurch publishir;g plant.
In bonds.
FRANK CRILEY. Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

i THE Herald Office has arranged to

ha dl
· l l'
f b
·
·
,.. n e a specm
me o
argams in
Sunday School Teachers' and Ministers' Bibles by which strictly first.. '
class ed1t1ons are offered at greatly
reduced p '
f 11
rices, as O ows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School T
h
'B'bl "th
eac ers l e,
e same as
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps in g d I
· t b
'
00
arge pnn '
our·
geois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, :flexible binding;
size 6ix8i mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
"The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
I
•
•
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper minion
type size 6x8l. mailed pos,tp"i'd "t
'
4
w
..
$1. 50 net.
Th
B'b
ese I les are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in.
l'
qua ity of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading pubi· h.
h
d
is mg ouses an may be relied upon ..
Address orders to Frank Criley.
B usrness
·
M anager H erald Office, L a-.
moni, Iowa.
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DESICNS,
COPYR!CHTS

&a.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free. whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency fo:..· securing patents
0

inP!-t1:if! t1ke':~~;6~~if iiriii~i&gb0o~ ~~~IVft

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

any_scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a yearg
Bl.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
~QK ON P .ATENTS sent free. Addres2

MUNN & CO.,
361 Brmulwny, New York.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•50 , grass land situated 3t mile11
$15
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FARASA POUND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
tft.~Ut='ACTIJFIECI IJNi..1( av

TB~.c.HuemNGER BRos'c~
UK.IDWA. NEWHAY£N.CONN
C:CIP

or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Re11r
sonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, welli.
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for w
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

nOhhRGR CITY BARBRR 8HOP,
- ) 0PPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
ELASTIC STARCH has heen before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
wenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experi·ence in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, ree.tores old summer dres~es to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a oerntiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither msenic, alum or any other substance injurious to Hnen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO~~:~l~~URED,
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of 11 Quit-To-Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50 No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Clure, No Pay. Address, B. F.

II GRACELAND COLLEGE..

I
1

;

I
[

·

·

'••O•R•D•W....,AmYm,•Pmemomrtm.am,•ll•mlinumomis•. ...,....,,..,....,..,...,...,....,....,

HOMES AT LAMONI.
Land for sale, situated one quarter to on<·
half mile southwest of Lamoni; in three, four,
or five acre lots.
These plats will make nice homes; suitable
for gardening, raising of small fruits, etc.
Prices reasonable; terms on application.
Address,
J. W. GILLEN,
LAMONI, Iowa.

Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladle;'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLAOK.

HARDWARE!S
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
low a.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house In Lamoni, Iowa, two eqnares from the busi-

ness center. It bas •1x room•, a hall, and three closeta,
and is conveniently arrang< d for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter honse, and has good vent1Jation for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which a..
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOUSEANDLOTFORSAL&
Lot 50xl50 feet; five roomed house, good
well, barn, cellar, outhouse, and fruit trees.
Eight minute walk from the church. Price For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
$675.00 cash.
JAMES TANKARD,
Acting President,
819 South Grand Avenue,
or
D.
F.
LAMBERT,
Secretary,
Independence, Mo.
LAMONI, lowA.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per b6ttle.

Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
E. MYERS, Draggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
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INDIAN ON THE FUTURE OF HIS
RACE.

ONE of the most readable articles in
the August Forum was contributed by
Simon Pokagon, the Pottawatomie
Indian chief whose letter on the subject of Indian names appears elsewhere in this number of the Review.
After briefly reviewing the history
of the relations of the Indian tribes to
the white settlers of different nationalities in America, Pokagon says:"It is useless to deny the charge
that at times we have been goaded to
vindictive and cruel acts. Some of
my own tribe, however, were soldiers
in the Northern army during the civil
war. Some of them were taken and
held prisoners in the rebel prisons;
and the cruelty which, according to
the tales they tell, was witnessed
there was never outdone in border warfare with the scalping-knife
and tomahawk. And yet I believe
that had the Northern people been
placed in the South under like circumstances, their prisoners of war
would have deen treated with similar
cruelty. It was the result of a desperate effort to save an expiring cause.
I believe there is no reasonable person
well grounded in United States history who will not admit ·that there
were ten times as many who perished
miserably in Southern prisons as have
been killed by our people since the
discovery of America. I recall these
facts not to censure, but to show
that cruelty and i·evenge are the offspring
of war, not of race, and that nature
has placed no impassable gulf between
us and civilization,"

No. 37.

For the United States Government's j tentacles reach out into the halls of
present policy of expending money legislation and courts of law, into colliberally for the education of the In- leges and churches-doing everydian citizenship rather than for fight- where its wicked work."
ing him, Pokagon has only words of
To Pokagon it seems almost a cercommendation. He expresses much tainty that the Indian race will in time
gratification in the work of the school lose its identity by amalgamation with
at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and the the whites. He does not speak of
various government schools.
He this as a consummation devoutly to be
strongly disapproves, however, of wished by either race, but as an inthe reservation system as now man- evitable result, to be accepted with
aged.
characteristic Indian stoicism.
"While I most heartily indorse the
"The index finger of the past and
present policy of the government in present is pointing to the future,
dealing with our people, I must ad- showing most conclusively that by
mit-to be true to my own convic- the middle of the next century all Intions-that I am worried over the ra- dian reservation and tribal relations
tion system, under which so many of will have passed away. Then our peoour people are being fed on the reser- ple will begin to scatter; and the result
vations. I greatly fear it may even- will be a general mixing up of the races.
tually vagabondize many of them Through intermarriage the blood of
beyond redemption. It permits the our people, like the waters that flow
gathering of lazy, immoral white men into the great ocean, will be forever
of the worst stamp, who spend their lost in the dominant race; and gentime in idleness and in corrupting In- erations yet unborn will read in hisdian morality."
tory of the red men of the forest and.
.,,Pokagon finds that his people, when inquire, 'Where are they?' "-Review
associated with these "squaw men," of Reviews.
"develop the wolfish greed of civTHE RETURN OF THE JEWS TO
ilization." He fails to see the wisdom
PALESTINE.
of permitting the Indian nations to
exist as independent powers within the THERE are few subjects which exercise so perennial a fascination over
bounds of the republic.
Pokagon also deplores the ravages the minds of many good people as the
possibility of such a magnificent fulof alcoholism among the Indians:"Were it an open enemy outside filling of the prophecies as would be
our lines, we might meet it with suc- involved in the return of the Jews
cess. But, alas! it is a traitor within to Palestine. Dr. Emil Reich contribour camp, cunning as Wa-goosh (the utes to the Nineteenth Century for
fox). It embraces and kisses but to August· an article which will fill
poison like the snake, without the warn - these good people with ecstatic
ing rattle. Before I associated with delight, for he tells us that the
white men I had supposed that they Jews are actually moving back to
were not such slaves to that soulless the Holy Land, moving along into two
tyrant as the red man. But I have distinct groups, to which he gives the
learned that the cruel curse enslaves names of the religious and political
alike the white man in his palace and Zionists. The religious Zionists are
the red man in his hut; alike the chief- already in the field sending out colotain and the king; the savage and the nists:every year, so that they have alsage. I am indeed puzzled to under- ready begun the repeopling of the
stand how it is that the white race, Holy Land by the chosen people, but
whose works seem almost divine, of much more interest is the action of
should not be able to destroy this the political Zionists, who have
great devil-fish, which their own started their movement as a kind ot
hands have fashioned and launched counterblast to anti-Semitism.
''The work of the political Zionists
upon the sea of human life; whose
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has been up to this writing one of a power propped up by considerations
open propaganda for the establish- of mere nationalism. For in the first
mentof a new Jewish State proper. place there are no greater anti-SemDr. Her/\l, in a pamphlet published ites than many of the Jews themselves.
last year in several languages, boldly It is no exaggeration to say that
advances the idea that whereas the nearly all modern Jews, who have recondition of the Jews in Christian II ceived a genteel education at colleges
countries is at present one of unbear- and universities, are more inclined to
able humiliation; and whereas anti- anti-Semitism than Christians of the
Semitism, or the engine of that same social status. It is mere folly
general hatred and persecution of the to think that those anti-Semitic Jews
modern Jews, is triumphant to a de- who are among the best gifted and
gree, so that no plausible means of most influential will associate themstemming its tide can be, nor has been, selves in a risky enterprise with the
suggested: be it resolved that the very people whom they inwardly deJews of all countries who, after all, I test. He who undertakes to unite
are nothing but Jews, and have never, men of so utterly divergent opinions
nor wlll they ever, really assimil- and emotional tempers must needs have
ate with the nations among whom recourse to the one and solitary agency
they live-that the Jews, the doctor that can work such marvels -to
says, shall abandon the inhospitable religion. The two doctors, however,
fields of Europe, and, repairing to I disregard religion; their enterprise is
Palestine, there reestablish their therefore divested of all chances of
ancient State. Nor is the great jour-1 success. The exodus of the Jews of
nalist at a loss as to the precise insti- to-day from Europe can only be
tutions. laws, constitution, etc., to be made in a manner in no way different
adopted by that new State."
from that in which was achieved their
During the past month a congress exodus from Egypt some three thouhas been held in the town of Basle, sand years ago. A Moses is required;
Switio;erland, for the purpose of a man full of divine inspiration and an
discussing this scheme.
energy fraught with religious zeal.
Dr. Heichr who describes this new Religion is not, like feudalism or
and interesting development of the guilds, a mere phenomenon of the
Jews, does not think that Zionism is Middle Ages; it is an historic category,
likely to succeed at present, or on its an indestructible factor of all national
present basis, simply because its Mo- life, and, with the Jews, the factor
ses has not yet appeared. It must be of all factors. The anti-Semitic Jews
admitted that Max Nordau is a very will keep aloof from Dr. Herzl's enpoor substitute for Moses. Dr. Reich terprise because they dislike the nationality which the doctor wants to
says:perpetuate. The pious and loyal
THE vVJ<;AKNESSES OF ZIONISM.
Jews will keep aloof from it because
"The religious Zionists, therefore, it disregards the religious element of
by suppressing the national element Judiasm."-Review of Reviews.
in the dual character of Judaism,
place themselves in an altogether
DRIED POTATOES NOW.
false position, and will Dever achieve
what in their innermost hearts they
The opening up of a demand for potatoes

I

peeled, sliced, and dried like apples promises

ardently wish to realize. The politi- to give a fresh impetus to potato cultivacal Zionists. of the type of Dr. Nordau tion. By this operation decay is prevented
and Dr. Her/\l,commit the opposite mis- 1 and freight c?st l~ssened. _The potatoes are
take or false feint; they suppress and peeled and sliced oy machmery, soaked two
disregard the religious element in the
dual character of J udiasm, and will
consequently achieve still less ,than
their opponents. It is
hopeless
to appeal to purely utilitarian
and opportunist motives in trying to
move a complex of people whose
great hope and central interest are
of a religious character. An exodus
of Jews r,n,nnot be brought about by

delphia, says that the true figures are 12,000
converts in twelve mouths. He adds that the
converts come from the middle classes, and
that the movement toward the Church of
Rome has been accelerated since the publication of the Pope's letter denying the validity
of Anglican orders.
The Abyssinian Church, the oldest organized national church in existence, is said to
be about to abandon its policy of isolation
and to enter into friendly relations with
Western Christianity. It is likely to seek
some form of union with the Orthodox
Church of Russia.
Dr. Theodore Herzl, the promoter of
the latest scheme for restoring Palestine to
the Jews, has issued an appeal to the brethren
in America in which he expresses great confidence in the success of his plan. He says:
"I am of the opinion of my dear friend Nordau that the idea of a Jewish state is not an
idea 0f my own. It is the old, never dead,
immortal idea of our people. No matter
what certain gentlemen with monkish mendacity and jobbing selfishness may say, the
Jewish people wishes to reassert itself, it
longs for its country. It wants to return
home free and happy."
The German Jewish rabbis have declared
against Zionism. They assert its aim is to
found a national Jewish state disparaging to
the messianic prophecies of Judaism, that
Judaism obliges its believers to serve the
country they belong to with all devotion, and
to foster its national interests with all their
strength until the Messiah comes. The.rabbis are therefore summoning the Jews of Germany to keep aloof from Zionist tendencies,
and by no means to attend the Zionist congress to be held at Basel at the end of August. The declaration is signed by the rabbis
of Berlin, Frankfort, Dresden, Halberstadt,
and Munich.
By a decree of the Russian Government,
dated August 20,1896, all schools in the empire not exclusively Jewish were closed
against Jewish girls. The result was that
the children of those parents who could not
afford a teacher were left wdthout any instruction whatever, The decree in 'question
spread over the whole pale of settlement,
and moreover forbade the attendance of girls
in the Chedarin. The wealthier portion of
the Jews in Russia are now petitioning
against this decree.

minutes in strong brine, drained, and dried · The senate at St. Petersburg has declared
at a temperature of about 1940. Before thatJewish apothecaries may be domiciled in
using the slices are soaked from twelve to fif- all parts of the empire, including Kohan and
teen hours, and have all the freshness and Tersk. The decision is the result of a test
flavor of new potatoes.
case fought by a Jewish apothecary.

The Methodist Protestant is authority for the
The Catholic Gazette, of London, said some
months ago that 15,000 persons had been re- statement ~hat the trustees of a Methodist
ceived into the Roman Catholic Church in church in Alabama have introduced a tax of
England in the fifteen mouths previous. $10 per annum upon every member of thecon·
Father David, the Rome correspondent of gregation who chews tobacco. It is said to
The Catholic Standard and Times. of Phila- "work well."
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the t~uth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
''Hearken to the ~ord of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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tells a plain straightforward story of seeker after life, may prove a curse to
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CURED BY FAITH.
BELIEVED AND WAS BAPTIZED.

ten days ago Mr. L. M. Thompkins,
who lives on Cedar Street, had a severe
attack of kidney trouble which confined him
to his bed. Later he suffered greatly with a
calorriel sore mouth, and on Sunday was suffering severely when Mr. Litney, a neighbor,
called upon him. Soon after Mr. Litney
went away the pain left him suddenly and he
immediately rose from his bed, dressed him·
self, and went to the bay shore and joined a
crowd of people gathered there to witness
the ceremony of baptism, which was being
administered by the Latter Day Saints and
was himself baptized, since which time he
has been up and about. The Latter Day
Saints have been holding a series of meetings
in a tent on the corner of Division and
Seventh Streets for several weeks, and Mr.
Thompkins has attended some of the meetings and become somewhat interested in them.
The way Mr. Thomkins tells tlJ.e matter is
something like this: He was lying in bed
Sunday suffering with intense pain, when he
saw from his window the crowd of people
coming from the tent on their way past his
house to the bay for the purpose of baptizing
some of the converts. He groaned and somewhat involuntarily said, "0 Lord, if I could
be rid of this pain I would get up and be haptized myself to-morrow." He kept thinking
deeply and finally exclaimed, "0 Lord, if I
could be rid of this pain I would get up and
go now and be baptized." He says the pain
immediately left him and he arose, went to
the bay, and was baptized as stated above.
Mr. Thompkins says he has been considera:bly inclined to infidelity for a long time, but
this experience has convinced him of the
truth of revelation. Another thing that
tends to strengthen him in his faith is that
he asked God, if it was his will that he
should make public his experience that he
should send a representative of the Eagle to
call upon him, which request was apparently
fulfilled when the reporter called this morning. Mr. Thompkins is an old resident of
Grand Traverse, who has always stood well
in the esteem of his neighbors, and whose
word may be relied upon.. The Eagle has
tried to give only the facts in thia case and
its readers are left to draw their own conclusions.

ABOUT

believed unto obedience. In this
case the brother was not only healed
in body, but received health of spirit,
and thus entered "into life," by "keeping the commandments." As a rule,
people are ready to be benefited in a
.temporal sense, without special regard to obedience to the truth in heart
and soul, hence the sensational rush
after ''faith healers," so-called. The
"honest in heart," however, desire
the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, and manifest their integrity by
h
.
't th
h f 'th . G d
d
onormg 1
roug
ai in O an
his word.
It is well that the Great Physician
has provided a sure remedy for the
evils that afflict the world in body and
in soul. It is also well that he requires a conformity to truth upon the
part of those who seek to worship
him, for man h~mself is benefited and
redeemed by obedience to divine law.
This is but one of many cases of
healing wrought under the influence
of prayer and the preaching of the
word. All are not published, but if
reported by elders and saints, a large

sinister design; or who have no intention of abiding the conditions to which
it proposes to lead. If faith sees not
Christ in the rite, or if love for him
prompt ·not the action toward it, it
were better to refrain.
While the word justifies us in concluding that ''He that believeth and is
baptized, shall be saved," it does not
authorize the conclusion that all we
are to believe is that baptism is essential; nor does the promise of salvation
hold good to an individual who makes
that the sum of his or her bel. ief and
service.
"Except ye repent," "except y@ be
converted," and "except your righteousness exceed the righteousness of
the scribes and Pharisees," are fully
as important considerations in the
gospel philosophy as is "except a man
be born of water;" and a failure to·
practically respect them will forfeit
to the neglecter all the good intended
by the other.
To bring reproach upon the Church
of God is a sin of no trifling character.
If men and women are bent upon pur-

volume would be required to record suing a career of unrighteousness, or
them.
have no hungering and thirsting after
righteousness, they should not add to
CONVERSION FIRST.
their present evil the guilt of attachTo SAVE men and women-not simply ing t h emse.lves in name to t h e b od yo f
to baptize them-should be the aim of Christ. That which is not of faith is
all gospel workers.
Neither the sin, and baptism in water can bring
church nor the individuals entering it no remission of sins unrepented of.
are benefited morally by the enroll- ''If ye love me, keep my commi:mdment of names on its records, unless a ments," said Jesus. Baptism was ingrowth results. The wisdom of God eluded in those "commandments;" but
was as clearly manifested in making he did not wish them to observe that
repentance a prerequisite to admission rite unless they loved him.
into the church as in fixing water bapThere is no part of the field so hard
tism as the ordinance by which sins , to operate in successfully as that

are to be remitted. The soul that is wherein some have formerly obeyed
truly converted, under the preaching as to the form of baptism, but have
of the word, will be as anxious to re- given no evidence of change of heart.
pent as to be immersed; and the man. The influence of the conduct of such
or woman who determines to get place did not cause the church to suffer bein the church by going down into the , fore they added their names to its list
water only, had better not be im- 'j of members, but afterwards the church
The foregoing is from the Traverse mersed by a serv1:1,nt of Christ at alL wais mil.de to bf:lar the curse of that in'
·city, Michi~!:!en; Ear,le, of.
17, ,·Ev~n the dJvjnei'lt
I :f1:ue;1ce, ''If ·
W<.?.rf> · i,:n.t1;iUi~e:n.t
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-enough . to comprehend this, they;\ fact that those so chosen were transsurely must answer for the added sin . formed - were cleansed from their
eventually. If they were not capable baseness, and made to take on virtue,
of comprehending this they certainly wisdom, and true nobility. There is
were not fit candidates for baptism, no credit accruing to the church from
being mentally incompetent.
the conduct of a minister or member
It is not held that a minister must who profanes his tongue with filthy
always know that a candidate is wor- conversation, coarse j'esting, and rithy before baptizing him; but it is baldry, and who descends to the level
demanded that he shall inform all of whatever carnal conditions concandidates regarding what is expected fronts him, and then publishes to
of them when taking on them the those who have knowledge of his
name of Christ. A zeal to baptize is ways that God al ways chooses the
commendable if a jealous regard for "base things of the world, and things
the sacred reputation of the church . . . that are not, to bring to naught
accompany it; but baptisms performed things that are." Conspirators and
without this are as likely to bring evil designers choose such persons too.
dishonor to the administrator, the Corrupt schemers make such selecchurch, and the candidate, as they are tions as that. It is in the change
to do otherwise.
wrought- the transfer from vileness
The church, without doubt, is the to purity, from coarseness to refinearena whereon the great conflict be- ment, from carnal groveling to holy
tween right and wrong in the human aspiration, and from the image of percharacter is to be engaged in; but it is sonified sin to the image of Christnot the platform whereon a man that gives glory to th0 nuthnr ;if our
should step to make a more public holy religion. This change i~ only
exhibition of the vileness that he has possible to those who are willing to
wedded himself to and from which he be coworkers with God, and content
has neither desire nor intention to be to abide the divine process of purificadivorced. It is the acting place where tion.
is being witnessed the successes and
Our mission is to save men from sin.
failures, the rising and falling of In the pursuit of this we must show
struggling sons of Adam who, though ourselves freer from sin than when
contaminated with sin, are nobly the gospel reached us. We must infighting for a victory over self and spire men and women with an admiraSatan; but it is not intended as a tion for what we recommend, by
place into which men shall enter and allowing it to reveal its power in puriadvertise their shame, thereby making fying us. With consistency we can
the place appear as an undesirable then announce the possibilities of the
habitation for virtuous and pure- gospel, and invite only those who deminded people.
sire to become godlike to unite with
The church doors are open to the us. Let us carry the Christ image in
vile and the ignoble who, becoming our hearts, and labor always for the
weary of sin and having learned of transfer of that image to the hearts of
Obrist, are anxious to climb the gos- all upon whom our influence is
pel ladder to virtue and holiness by brought to bear.
his help. All the church facilities are
placed affectionately at the disposal of
such, and though they fall and fal1
again, a ready hand is extended to
help them in a renewal of effort; but
there is no promise of salvation in sin.
The mission of Christ and his followers is to save men and women from
sin, and there can be no success in
this line without the desire and earnest cooperation of the one in need. •
Glory to God and honor to his
church comes not from the mere fact
that "not many wise or noble" were
chosen
therein; b\lt rather from the
.
.

.

ITEMS FROM ENGLAND.

ON August 21 Elder James Caffall,

who has been in charge of the European mission for three years, sailed
from Liverpool for New York, en
route to his home at Council Bluffs,
Iowa. As we waved him adieu, as he
stood on deck of the steamship Lucania, our feelings may be better imagined than described. Bro. Caffall
has left a splendid name behind; so
far we have heard only words of
praise.
Turning from the ship's side, and

having some time to wait for our
train to Manchester, we, in company
with Bro. John Dewsnup, visited the
"Brighamite" headquarters at No. 42
Islington Street. There we had quite
a lively brush with several elders
from the land of Salt. Elder Rulon
S. Wells, who has charge of the mission, and also of this office, was absent, and we found Elder Blake temporarily in charge of the office. From
what Elder Blake tells us they are
getting weaker-kneed than we had
thought. He informed us that they
were not only instructed not to debate
with us; but that they were not permitted to debate with anyone, in public or on the streets. What a change
since the elders came here in an early
time, and accomplished such a wonderful and marvelous work in all this
region of country. Then they did not
hesitate to meet every form of opposition which arrayed itself, in public or
private. Now these men, claiming to
succeed these courageous elders, are
required, with craven cowardice, to
refuse to canvass their position with
any opposition. They even discourage the asking of questions in public,
and invite those who have questions
to ask to visit them in their private
rooms. How weak and contemptible
they are required to appear!
However, Elder Blake assured us
that there was an elder in Manchester, George Bradshaw by name, who
would delight to meet us in public debate. We wrote Elder Bradshaw a
letter of inquiry on the subject, but so
far have had no reply. Elder Blake
informed us that they had changed
their policy regarding emigration,
and now advised their converts to be
in no hurry to emigrate. He informed us that they were how having
greater success, and prospects were
brighter than they had been for any
time for twenty years. Inquiry in
other directions does not confirm this
report, however.
Here, as in America, they publicly
proclaim that polygamy is a thing of
the past, and that the practice no
longer obtains among them. Those
of our.people who reside in Utah, or
who have been there any length of
time, know just how much faith to
put in this pretense. However, whether they have abandoned the practice
or not, they certainly have as much
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confidence in it as ever, for Elder
Blake hurled the assertion at us, with
considerable emphasis, that ''any man
who opposes polygamy is a corrupt
man, and I know it."
We wondered how those men in Utah,
who fought polygamy to its death,
but who now. seem to be in such close
rapport with the Mormons, would enjoy that. How long can two walk together and not agree? We shall see.
"AT work secretly;" "Two Mormon
missionaries are proselyting in Cleveland;" "Differences between the Utah
and the Reorganized Churches," etc.
Under the above headings, with others, the Cleveland Plain Dealer, of
August 9, published a lengthy interview with Bro. Willard J. Smith of
the Reorganized Church, now laboring in Cleveland and vicinity; in
which Bro. Smith quoted copiously
from the sermons and other public
utterances of Brigham Young, Jedediah M. Grant, and others who ruled
in Utah in the palmy days of Brighamism, and when Brigham practically reigned according to his
tyrannical will.
Bro. Smith placed said teachings
and practices of the church in the
mountains in contrast with the claim
of the Utah elders; who, quoting from
the Seer whose teachings they have
departed from and upon whose name
they have cast odium, say, "We believe in being honest, true, chaste,
benevolent, virtuous," etc.
Bro.
Smith called attention to the proselyting methods of the Utah elders,
who go from house to house claiming
to be in harmony with the law of God
and man, but who secretly believe in
polygamy and uphold their leaders
past and present. He also called attention to the action of the Utah Legislature in 1896, which passed a law
legitimatizing all children born in po·
lygamy since the issuance of the
''manifesto" by Wilford W oodru:ff in
1893, and by which manifesto it is
claimed that polygamy ceased among
the Mormons and became ''a thing of
the past," "a dead issue." Elders
Mayhew and Butt, operating in Cleveland in behalf of the Utah Church,
made reply to said interview, stating
among other things the following:--:-
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out and harangue with them in public on individual; but it will at a glance receive the
these points. Such procedures would be verdict of the entire body by an observance
lowering to our religion. We prefer to do of this order. Let every member learn what
our work quietly and to let public disputation two meals a day costs them; and leaving out
alonji. It is one of the instructions that we that amount on the fast day, hand it to the
are under not to answer these men. . . . As Bishop's agent, then everyone will fully
to plural marriages or polygamy Mr. Smith comprehend the worth of fasting. This is
must have just awakened from a Jong dream only the remark of one-to be approved or
not to know that that is a dead issue in Utah disapproved or modified by those in authority.
A. S. GUINAND.
and the reason for it so being is the Mormon
Church obeys the law of the United States
EXPLAN A 'l.'ION.
which forbids the practice of polygamy. We
To fast without giving the worth of the
are freed of all responsibility in carrying out 'two meals, say that the two meals were
God's commands when our enemies come in worth twenty cents, at night the one that
and prevent us from doing as we would. The· fasted and didn't pay the amou_ot would be
Lord no longer cequires the duty at our that much better off than he was in the
hands but at the hands of our enemies. As morning; so that to fast without paying
to the remainder of Mr. Smith's remarks would be aocumulation instead of distribution.
concerning us we are content to say, "Truth
is mighty and will prevail."

The Master ''spoke openly" among
the Jews, and with the scribes and
Pharisees, and in their synagogues.
The policy of the Utah elders is "in
secret," and which he condemned. It
is clear that polygamy is still believed
in by them if it is not practiced.

BRO. A. E. STONE, of New Canaan,
Connecticut, sends us a clipping from
a local newspaper, containing an arti·
cle on the decadence in Christianity,
from which we quote the following
racy bit:-

Now, God sends every man into the world
to do a work, and in doing that work will he
have fullness of being. Again, Jesus said:
"I and my Father are one," meaning thereby
THE ELECT LADY.
not in personality, but just as father and
THE Disciple John in his Second
mother in a well regulated family are ooeEpistle makes a direct appeal to the in aim, purpose, and endeavor. Every man,
Elect Lady, whoever that may be. therefore, if he would be truly himself must
From certain expressions in it we become one with God. That's the meaning
conclude that the special elect lady of atonement, at-onement. Christianity,
referred to by John was the church. therefore, with the individual, is a matter of
characterization. To be a Christian means
Look to yourselves, that we lose not those
to be Christ-like, to accept Jesus as the Ideal
things which we have wrought, but that we
after which to mold life and character. It
receive a full reward.
has nothing to do with the silly teachings
John was writing from a neighbor- which so split up and antagonize the churches
ing city and closes his epistle, "The to-day. And at their doors must be laid
children of the elect sister greet thee." the causes which have made society what it
It has been variously supposed that is. When the churches will drop these puerand take up and hand out to the world
the elect lady was some one with ilities
the plain and simple truths so nobly prowhom John was well acquainted and claimed by the Master, society will. quickly
loved, but the most favorable opinion come into that cond.ition in which Christian
precepts and practice will be the only pracis that it was the church.
tical things. 'Tis little short of blasphemy
to profess Christianity and then assert its
THE following is sent us by a brother, impracticability. And 'tis the quintessence
who writes feelingly and to the point of hypocri~y to profess to be Christians and
yet not to follow the teachings of the Master.
on the subject named; that is, fasting,
C. G. COOK.

and a result:-

CooPERSTuWN, N. Y., July 22.

Editors Herald:-In Berald of the 21st of

July it is stated that the yearly fast as sugALL HERALD readers will be intergested by Bro. Hiram Holt, of California,
and so appointed by the late General Confer- ested in the following items referring
ence, will become one of those permanent to the late Jewish movement, and the
helps in the organic body as spoken of. As proposed visit of Emperor Willl:am to
there are some who cannot appreciate the Jerusalem, which may lead to the exworth or necessity of such an observance, beertion of bis personal influence iu the
yond the dominion and. power of the mind to
interests
of the ancient city and Palescorrect and keep the flesh in due subjection
to the inner man, .that of itself would be tine:Basle, Switzerland, Aug. 30.-At to-day's
sufficient incentive to such an observance;
but it appears t.hat it possesses other desira- session of the Zionist congress the delegates
ble observances. None can understand in present unanimously adopted with great enMr.Smith is merely throwing mud. He and what way the simple abstinence from two thusiasm th~. program for reestablishing the
his people are mad because we will not come .meals on tb.a.t day woul-;l profit the body or Hebrew/$ in Pale11th1e, with public~y !."ecol'
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nized rights. A dispatch was sent to the
Bro. J. J. Cornish, Cadillac, MichiSultan of Turkey, thanking his Majesty for gan, August 30:the privileges enjoyed by the Hebrews in his
I left the tent in charge of Bro. Ellis long
empire.
enough to go to Farwell to attend a two days'
Munich, Aug. 30.-The Neueste Nachrichten
meeting. We had a good time; man/came
says it has been definitely settled that Em- out to hear, some of whom had not heard beperor William will visit Jerusalem at Easter
fore. Five more were baptized and others
next year. The officers of the imperial yacht
seem to be interested. Farwell is where we
Hohenzollern, on which the Emperor will
intend to put the tent next after we get
make the voyage to Jaffa, have been informed
through here. We have better interest here
of his intention to go to Palestine. The
than we had at Traverse City; tent nearly
Hohenzollern will be accompanied by the
full every night. Surely they cannot listen
cruiser Gefion. The Emperor will spend two
so earnestly and not obey-some of them at
months in the Holy Land.
least. In good health and spirits.
THE WOODBINE REUNION.

Bro. Joseph Squire, Brooklyn, New
York, August 31:-

Elder James Caffall called OD us OD his rePRES. JOSEPH SMITH writes of the
turn home from his mission to England.
Woodbine reunion as follows:-

Camp of Israel, Woodbine, Iowa, Septem- The saints were pleased to see him and to
hear his voice in defense of the gospel truth.
ber 10, 11: 23 a. m.
The voice of the Bishop is ringing through We only wish he could have remained with
the camp, from the platform of the taberna- us longer, but we could not expect such, as
cle,descanting on the temporal Jaw as essential he had been from home so long. Elder A. E.
to spiritual progress and the better salvation, Stone, of New Canaan, Connecticut, also
clear and distinct. He is feeling well, his called on us and assisted Bro. Caffall in the
voice is clear and strong, and of course his preaching .service. We enjoyed the visit of
these brethren very much.
logic is good, as usual.
Charles J. Hunt, Fort Dodge, Iowa,
The camp is in excellent condition, clean
and orderly; about a hundred and sixty tents September 10:already pitched and other~ going up frum
Bro. Joseph Carlson and the writ~r began
time to time. The weather is warm, the only tabernacle meetings in this city last evening
drawback being that the long dry spdl and with a very good attendance. Bro. W.W.
constant travel over the roads adjacent to the Whiting intends to assist us in a few days.
camp makes the air dusty, at times quite so, The daily papers publish articles for us.
when the wind blows from the south and
west.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
The song service is good, the choiF being
THE
Maysville
reunion opened with
arranged in a similar manner to what it was
forty
tents
and
seven
covered wagons
at Bluff Park. Several of the young memon
the
grounds;
so
writes
Bro. C. P.
bers of Bro. Clarence Wilder's Woodbine
band, under their leader, with his violin, Faul, the secretary.
Brn. Terry,
are adding to the beauty and melody of the Roberts, Roth, Davis, and Summerservice. The band also gives the camp a
field, of tbe missionary force, present.
treat during the afternoon intermission, gathBro. D. L. Shinn has been operatering on the green near the tent and playing
with good success in portions of
ing excellent selections. This soothes and
enlivens the saints during intermission.
Greene C~:rnnty, Pennsylvania, and as
The preaching has been fully up to stand- a result some good people, including
ard, so far as I have heard it. Yesterday was
a popular local minister, are favorably
a regular Smith day; I occupied the morning,
Fred A. the afternoon, and A. H. the even- impressed, and investigating the faith.
ing. The latter effort was the best I ever Others, however, are alarmed, hence
heard from Bro. Alexander on one of his the appearance of a lengthy scr~ed on
favorite topics: "Where do we go to when we Joseph Smith, with new features and
pass over to the other side?"
marked differences from previous acThere is a possibility that we will not meet
counts,
in the Waynesburg Progress of
here in '98, the owner of the land being a little inclined to push an advantage in order to August 19. Bro. Shinn is an experiforce a sale of the land. It is likely to go to enced campaigner and right at home
Dow City.
with the pen, and by which he has
The health of the camp is fairly good. All
done
good service heretofore. He
are enjoying the occasion.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. F. E. COHRT writes from Smithland, Iowa, September 1 :We have just closed one of the most sucC3ssful meetings ever held here; meetings
ware in charge of Brn. H. 0. Smith and J.C.
Crabb. Four were added last Sunday by

baptism.

will look after the matter at an early
day. He is now busy in tent work at
Pittsburg; "tent packed full on Sunday night."
The Providence press made very
favorable mention of the late opening
of the saints' new chapel in that city
and gave a comprehensive synopsis
,of the)ermon by ElderF. M. Sheehy.

We may be able to publish the article
entire in a later issue.
Bro. M. T. Short in his labors in
Wisconsin has set himself to work both
with pen and voice.
The Badger
State Reporter, issued at Lancaster,
has a column article on Latter Day
Saintism from his pen, in its issue for
September 3. It is a clear statement
throughout and speaks in evidence of
the writer's expressed desire to correctly instruct the good people of
··Badgerdom,'' as the brother puts it.
The Grant County Herald of the 2d,
also published at Lancaster, has a
two-column article from Bro. Short's
pen-a historical and doctrinal account of church affairs. The Herald promises its readers another
article, on the Book of Mormon, from
Bro. S.
Sr. Ida 'Minkler, of Lorain, Ohio,
asks prayer for her afflicted daughter.
She has been helped by prayer and
use of oil consecrated for use by the
sick; but desires entire recovery.
They lately enjoyed a prayer meeting
held at Ashmont, fourteen miles from
their home, by Bro. F. 0. Smith.
Pittsburg coal miners have accepted
the compromise rates arranged by
representatives of the miners and coal
operators; This practically settles
the great coal miners' strike.
King William, of Germany, at last
accounts was visiting and toasting
King Humbert, of Italy. It appears
that while potentates toast one another
freely and pledge friendsh~p, alliances
follow where it is believed that national influence will be most widely
extended thereby. The European
situation becomes more complex.
A short time ago the cablegrams
reported that the plan of a joint guarantee by the powers of the indemnity
to be paid Turkey by Greece had fallen
through, and that Austria had urged
that Great Britain be not further consulted. Later news is to the effect
that Britain's premier has acceded to
Germany's proposal for terms of settlement, and by which the latter is
practically given control of Grecian
finances in the interest of German investors.
Work has been commenced on
another Chinese railroad; thus the
forces of civilization are penetrating
the realms of heathendom. Russia
j has obtained further and added privi·
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leges from the Chinese government
and is widening her influence and extending her efforts in the celestial
kingdom.
At the late conference of the Zion
movement, in Basle, Switzerland, Dr.
Nordeau introduced a resolution favoring the reclamation of the Holy Land
by the Jews. The resolution was
adopted.
Czar Nicholas, of Russia, has decided to abolish the Siberian exile
system. This is a very important
movement and will open up a vast
territory to progressive occupation,
and remove from Siberia the odium it
has long .been under as a place of
exile and oppression. The young
Czar deserves a place of honor with
his grandfather, Alexander II., who
liberated the Russian peasantry from
serfdom.
Others besides Le Plongeon claim
America as the cradle of the race. At
the late meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Toronto, Ontario, Professor
F. W. Putnam, Mr. Claypole, and
others, present.ed arguments in favor
of the American origin of man. However, Sir John Evans, retiring president of the association, and the majority of scientists, locate the earliest
evidences of man's appearance on
earth in Asia.
Professor McGee,
who had been on the United States
Geological Survey that included the
country about Trenton, New Jersey,
where special ancient relics have been
found, wound up the debate with
some strong American arguments,
prophesying the time when the rest
of the scientific world would have to
see things from the standpoint of the
United States investigators.
The notorious anti-Jewish Deputy
and agitator, Ahl wart, who visited the
United States in 1896, has opened a
small cigar shop in Berlin to make a
livelihood. The Jew is in favor with
the modern world.
A congress of high Russian ecclesia.sties has voted Tolstoi's adherents
dangerous to the State; also to prohibit
the publication of Lutheran books in
Russia. Tolstoi and the Lutherans
may suffer for time, but the Russian
clergy will not long be able to thus
rule and dominate. A tolerant spirit
is at work, even among the population
of Catholic Russia.

a

Ogden Goelet, an American multimillionaire, said to be worth $100,000,·
000, died recently on board his private
yacht in American waters, from starvation, because of inability to assimilate food.
Yellow fever is reported at New
Orleans and in portions of Mississippi.
A government expert found but two
cases, and none in the crescent city.
The strike of British engineers for
an eight hour day's work is extending
to the various trades connected with
engineering.
Added to the late news of short
crops in Europe and the Argentine
Republic, and famine in India, now
come authentic reports of great
drouth in Russia and impending famine in Ireland.
We shall give a
fuller statement next week if possible. Who cannot discern the significant signs of the times?
Perilous
times have already come.
Bro. Elbert A. Smith, in charge of
the Herald Office bookbinding department, left home for a trip to Northern
Iowa on the 7th inst., accompanied by
his wife.
Bro. John X. Smith, of Clinton,
Iowa, sends us a well-written account
of the late Eastern Iowa district conference, held near Canton, Iowa. We
regret that press of other matter
already in hand prevents publication
of it.
British forces are successfully coping with the uprisings in India. The
Swatis have surrendered large stores
of arms and ammunition. The Ameer
of Afghanistan has openly repudiated
complicity of his officials in frontier
troubles, and has also made efforts
to quell agitations among the tribesmen. The Afridis are becoming quiet
and the Mad Mullah, the head of the
fanatical movement, has become displeased because of some tribal movements and returned home.
Guatemala is in a bad way. A financial panic has ruined many firms
and cl.vil war is imminent because of
the acts of the President, who insists
on being declared dictator and who
has caused the death of a number of
citizens that have patriotically resisted his pretensions. Some sort of
microbe seems to be spreading unrest
and general trouble among the kingdoms of this world.
Madrid advices of the 9th report a
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Cuban victory. The town of Victoria
de las Tunas was captured, including
the Spanish garrison three hundred
strong.
Great Britain is said to have obtained concessions that may give her
control of the Nicaraugua canal.
Crops in the United States are
suffering because of the prolonged
drouth.
Leading Spanish papers discuss
the possibility of war with the United
States, growing out of the Cuban
policy of the latter and the fitting out
of filibustering expeditions to Cuba
in America.
Later advices dated the 10th report
a number of new cases of yellow fever
at New Orleans. ·Biloxi, Scranton, and
Ocean Springs, Mississippi, are also
reported as infected and against which
other ports have instit.uted a rigid
quarantine.
Brn. E. L. Kelley, Frank Criley,
J. A. Gunsolley, Professor Pence, and
others returned from the Woodbine
reunion on the 13th.
Japan is providing more warships,
at home and abroad.
September 11. - The coalminers'
convention at Columbus to-day accepted the operators' terms. This
means that miners in Ohio, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania will go to
work at once; and those in Indiana
and Illinois when operators in those
States pay the price.
General Lee, returned from Cuba,
states that Weyler and his staff will
be besieged in Havana before winter.
Europeans regard Spain's position as
desperate. Carlists are said to be
preparing for an uprising immediately
on the settlement of the Cuban question, when they can do so without
suspicion of lacking in patriotism.
Great excitement prevails at Madrid over the capture of the fortified
town of Victoria de las Tunas by the
Cubans. General Weyler's recall is
openly demanded. The Premier and
Minister of War, General Azcarraga,
has cabled to Weyler for a full explanation. A Spanish expedition will
be organized to recapture Victoria de
las Tunas, lest the Cubans hold the
place, establish it as their seat of government, and thus comply with one of
the necessary conditions under which
the United States may recognize them
as belligerents. The Spanish Minis-
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ter of the Colonies has decided to
hasten the application of Cuban reforms, and notices of popular elections are posted for October 10.
Forty striking coal miners were shot
down by a sheriff's deputies near
Hazelton, Pennsylvania, September
10. The situation is complicated and
State troops have been ordered out.
At the Columbus, Ohio, convention
of representatives of the coal miners
much opposition was shown against
accepting the compromise terms of
sixty-five cents, agreed to by the
operators. Up to September 10, the
third day of the session, the leading
question had not yet been voted upon,
because of dissensions among the delegates.
Twelve persons were killed and
fourteen wounded in a railroad accident on the Santa Fe near Emporia,
Kansas, September 8. Twenty-five
were killed and six injured on the
Denver and Rio Grande railroad near
New Castle, Colorado, on the 9th.

Mothsrs' HomB Col1Jmn.
EDITED

BY

FRANCES.

"Tarry not in idle yearning
For the moments that are gone;
Yesterday hath no returning,
And life's stream is !lowing on;
Flowing on with joy and sorrow
Towards the dark, unfathomed sea.Ever onward to the morrow
That conceals eternity."

SELECT READINGS FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
AMUSEMENTS.-CONTINUED.
A MOTHER says, "You continually preach the
gospel of work, do tell us what we can have
the children do." We will try to give some
helpful suggestions, commencing with general characteristics of work suitable for children. Their work should always be suited
to their strength. Left to themselves children are apt to undertake things that are too
hard for them, especially in the line of lifting. Often work is required of them which
overtasks their strength, and thus leads to
permanent injury, dwarfing the body or producing deformity. I know a lovely lady who
has been an invalid for years from this cause.
She was the oldest of a large family of chfldNn, and spent most of her early years in
taking care of "baby." She was not very
strong, and lifting and lugging heavy babies
so much produced curvature of the spine,
from which 3he will be a sufferer until her
death. Children's work should tend to symmetrical development of their bodies, and
the more it takes them into the fresh air the
better. So far as possible, in their early
years let it be with their parents; you have

more patience with your children, more
interest in having them do their work well,
than anyone else can be expected to have.
More important than this is your child's instinctive love of being with you which makes
a thing done in your company a pleasure,
instead of a task, as it might seem if performed in the company of servants. It makes
the children respect work if you share it
with them, and puts them on their mettle to
do it in the very best way possible. Then it
gives valuable opportunities for becoming
acquainted with them, their ways of working,
and their habits of thought. Their work
should involve a degree of responsibility
suited to their age, thus developing fidelity
and judgment. Give them definite things to
do and depend upon their doing them. Let
your supervision be as little conspicuous as
possible, so that the child feels that he is responsible for the work that is intrusted to
him, and that if he neglects it somebody suffers in consequence. With little children we
must tell them explicitly how to do things;
as they grow older, and as early as possible,
thev shall be told what to do, and be left to
exercise their own judgment as to the best
method of doing it. If a child is never left
to do thiR he will grow to manhood with
very little judgment.-Ohildhood: Its Oare
and Oulture.

VENTILATION.
PURE air to breathe is the first, the constant
and the last need of man, but because he receives it from the atmosphere without labor
and without price, sometimes pure, at others
impure, he becomes so accustomed to taking
it as it comEOs that he does not realize there
is any responsibility in the matter.
When primitive modes of life were used,
the tent or the hut was usually open enough
to afford fresh air. But now things are different, and we ask, How can we best ventilate
our homes? The first duty lies in the selection of the place upon which to build our
house. It should be built in a healthy climate
and in a healthy place, not near any stagnant
water nor where refuse or decaying matter
or gases are discharged. If you live in the
country where stock is kept, have all outbuildings as far from the house as you can,
and have them on lower ground, so that the
drainage will be away from the house. Let
your well be placed near the house on high
ground, and let the ground for a few feet
around be elevated at least a foot. This will
carry surface water away from your well, so
that all the water that enters the well will be
filtered by passing through many feet of earth
before entering it.
These general suggestions are given on
sanitation of the home and should be applied
as far as can be. All cannot live in healthy
localities nor on hilltops. In cities they are
not always practicable. Ventilation proper
is "the act of renewing the air" of the place,
whether house or other place.
The school laws of Belgium require that
there shall be one hundred and fifty-seven
cubic feet of space in a schoolroom for each
scholar. Holland requires one hundred and
1
, twenty-nine, :Bavaria one hundred and sixty-

six, and Sweden two hundred and sixty cubic
feet.
Ordinary air contains two parts of carbonic
acid in ten thousand parts of air. When it
contains more than six parts to ten thousand
parts of air it is unhealthy. A healthy per·
son will exhale six tenths, or a little over one
half foot of carbonic acid per hour. Consequently to keep the air pure he will require
about three thousand feet of cubic air per
hour. An ordinary room will contain say
two thousand cubic feet of air. If occupied
by four persons they will require twelve
thousand cubic feet of air. Hence the ventilation should change the air in the room six
times every hour. This is seldom attained
in ordinary dwelling houses, but it shows us
what should be.
The ordinary means of ventilation are the
windows, doors, natural porousness of the ma~
terials of which the house is built, defects in
joining, and in the cold part of the season
the stove or fireplace. The stove takes it.s
air from near the floor, taking up those impurities of the air which are heavy. Hence
the additional draft should be from the tops
of the windows, that those impurities which
are lighter than the air, and rise to the ceiling, may be carried away. The amount of
this ventilation can be determined by a person going out doors for a short time; then if
the air seems foul and oppressive on his first
reentedng, it is foul, and more fresh air is
needed. Sleeping rooms should always have
one window slightly opened near the top and
the door leading into the hall or other room
open. If this is not desirable, then the same or
another window should be opened from the
bottom. This will guarantee a circulation of
fresh air in the room. The extent of this
ventilation is determined as before stated.
Don't be afraid of letting in the night air.
All mankind from Adam down has breathed
it one half of the time all their lives. There
is no other air to breathe during the night.
If you could close up your room so tight in
the evening that no fresh air could enter
during the night, you will see, by the computation made in the first part of this paper,
that there are no bedrooms large enough to
supply two persons with pure air during the
night, and in an ordinary bedroom one person sleeping alone would be smothered to
death before morning.
Special care should be given to cellars and
space under the floor where there is no cellar, and ventilat.ion provided, so that no impure air will rise through the floors into the
rooms above, and let it be remembered that
you seldom find a floor so tight that air will
not pass through it. Let a good drainage
pipe be laid as low as the foundation. I have
traced many cases of sickness to dampness
under a house or to a cellar containing water
or deca)'ing matter. The air is also contaminated by throwing dishwater, and other
kitchen refuse near the house and sometimes
near the well. This is of course a filthy
habit that is not common. A custom obtains
with some people of banking their houses in
' the fall with stable manure. Few things are
more unseemly and improper.
Respectfully,
J. H. HANSEN, M. D.
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PROGRAM FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS OF
DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS.
HYMN No. 204. Prayer. Scripture reading,
Romans 5: 1-11. Study. Discussion of selected
reading from Home Column. Study. Discussion of original article on ventilation by
Dr. J. H. Hansen. Remarks on mothers'
work. Roll call. Business. Hymn No. 272.
Dismis'sal.

8tlndau 8Bhool DBuartmBnt.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

a chart exercise by Sr. Ella Miller on "Solomon's temple," and an address, "The Sunday
school work in the Clinton district," by Sr.
Vina H. Goff. The night session was devoted
to the temperance cause. The address was
made by Bro. T. A. Hougas, followed by Bro.
I. N. White. The subject was handled.
plainly, but in a way approved by both saints
and those of other faiths and of the world.
We closed our work at Nevada with a
teachers' meeting Saturday morning. Our
train being scheduled to leave soon, we were
at once inducted into the saddest season of all
-the time to part. Our stay had been short,
but we had formed many acquaintances that
were and will be dear to us. We had renewed old acquaintances with a degree of joy
not always felt, even among saints; and when
we clasped the parting hand we were made
to feel that "the heart must speak when the
lips are dumb" the feelings that crowd within
us. After many a sad "God bless you" and
."Good-bye" we were hastened away to respond to a summons in another field.
Thus ended our work at another reunionthe fourth one for the sea8on-and we think
if amidst all the cares, the obstacles, and the
discouragwents incident to our work. we can
feel such pleasure, such joy in the association
of our friends and coworkers here what will it
be when all toil, anxiety, and care have ceased?
May we well and faithfully "occupy" till he
comes.
We expected to be at Maysville reunion two
days, but a late train caused us to lose one day;
and failing to get our "permit" extended, we
thought it would not justify the extra cost.
So we came direct to Woodbine, Iowa.
Bro. C. R. Duncan left the Nevada, Missouri, reunion early to prepare for another
reunion to be held in Oklahoma-the first
gathering of saints in the territory. He,
with Bro. W. S. Macrae and others, will look
after the interests of the Sabbath school, Religio, etc. The "Department" bids them
Godspeed in their work.
While the reunion season is on we are constantly moving or being moved about, hence
are unable to keep the department work up
as it should be. We have several questions
on hand, each of which we desire answered
by several of our experienced workers, but
are unable to get our mail sufficiently
regular to make anything requiring correspondence a success. We will, however, furnish bits of
NEWS
from the various reunions, that all may know
something of what is being done thereat.
Never before was there such a universal demand for Sunday school work at these gatherings. We sincerely trust that these demands
may in a measure be supplied.

ON Monday, August 30, the general superintendent, "knapsack in hand," plodded into
the camp of the saints at Nevada, Missouri,
it being- the reunion of the Clinton and adjoining districts. He found many open
hands and open hearts upon his arrival, ~ev
eral of which were former acquaintances.
Cordial greetings were extended, which he
felt came from deep down in the soul. The
district superintendent, Sr. Vina H. Goff,
had been detained at home by sickness in her
family, but the Sunday school work bad been
well begun by Sr. Ella Miller, the assistant
superintendent of the district. She had
held a regular session of Sabbath school on
Sunday morning and work arranged to go
right along each morning and evening. We
found a little band of earnest, interested
workers there, who are willing to do all they
can for the work; and to them belongs considerable credit for good work done.
Here, as in many other places, we find a
few who have not yet learned to love and to
appreciate the Sabbath school work. But
we are happy in the thought that the work
of the reunion drew some of them and convinced them that God's hand is in the Sabbath school work.
Sessions of Sunday school and of normal
work were carried on at eight o'clock a. m.
and four o'clock p. m., each day up till the
special day-Friday. Bro. I. .N. White,
president of the reunion, seeing the one hour
from eight to nine a. m. inadequate to the
work to be done, kindly and voluntarily extended the time to nine thirty; thus greatly
aiding in the work. Many thanks, Bro. I.
N.; we appreciate help in this way.
Our general secretary, Bro. W. N. Robinson, was with us two days, and as usual was
alive and alert to the' work-giving some
good instruction and encouragement to the
workers there. All said "Come again, Bro.
W.N."
On the special day we had Sabbath school
at nine to ten thirty a. m.; Sunday school,
prayer and testimony meeting at ten fortyThe Rev. William Hunter, missionary in
five. Many prayers were offered and testi- Manchuria of the Presbyterian Church in
monies borne to the interest of Sabbath Ireland, writes: "There is a movement toschool work. A splenciid spirit prevailed ward Christianity throughout Manchuria.
throughout. There was not time enough to The people in large numbers me casting out
hear from a half who would have gladly · their idols and taxing the powers of missionborne testimony. The afternoon session con- aries to provide native preachers, who, in
sisted of an address by the general superin- their turn, are overwhelmed with the great
tendent on "The call of the Sunday school," number with whom they have to deal."
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MAYSVILLE, Mo., Sept. 10.

Editors Herald:-Our North Missouri reunion so far is a great success, both in number and spirit, with flattering prospects of
more yet. The preaching has been very
good, also the prayer service. There are
fifty-four tents and twenty wagons in camp
and two hundred and ninety-four campers.
The outside attendance is not flattering, but
the saints are being fed on spiritual food and
great good will result. Brn. Davis, Roth,
Stebbins, Jones, Turpen, Campbell, Bellville,
Roberts, Kinnaman, Pender, Keeler, and
White have preached so far, with good
liberty as a rule.
Saints are here from Nodaway, Northeast
Kansas, Northeast Missouri, Independence,
and Decatur districts; health of camp genererally good.
The growth of our reunions has been remarkable and many new converts are being
made each year to the benefit of the reunion.
Thursday was children's day, and a grand
day it was too. Fourteen children were baptized at the noon hour; they were confirmed
by J. T. Kinnaman, H. A. Stebbins, I. N.
Roberts, and I.N.White. It took one hour to
confirm, at which a beautiful vision was seen
indicating God's approval of the work done.
At night Bro. I. N. White preached one of his
characteristic sermons.
The spirit of the saints is excellent. The
serrient tried to enter, but received a fatal
blow by the Spirit of Christ obtained by
earnest prayer. The young people's prayer
meeting at 7: 45 a. m., proves a success. The
general order of meetings is: Young people's
prayer meeting at 7: 45; prayer meeting at
nine; preaching at 11 a. m.; preaching at
2: 30 and 7: 45 p. m.; curfew at 10: 30 p. m.
A goodly number of the bright and beauti·
ful young are in attendance and manifest a
wonderful interest in the work. Surely the
work moves and as it devolves upon the young,
will move with great rapidity. The peace
of God broods over us as the gentle distillation of the dew, giving new life and imparting of the divine nature.
With peans of praise and glory to God,
I am,
Your servant,
J.M. TERRY.
GALIEN, Mich., Sept. 4.

Editors Herald:-After a tour of over three
hundred miles of Michigan scenery by horse
a.nd buggy, we alight in Galien, to begin two
day services. The influence of these meetings are penetrating the dark prison walls of
"Mystery Babylon," and eyes are opening to
the "entrance of the word." In Eaton
County we occupied the First Congregational
church for three services, with good effect,
we think.
The Lansing representatives
were on hand, and assisted in the song service. A splendid opening there for a good
work to·be done. The effort at Hartford was
good. Elders Briggs, Daniel, Baggerly, and
the writer were present, and administered
the word. New faces greeted the speakers
and interest depicted thereon.
S. W. L. SCOTT.
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the New Testament Scriptures in doctrine
REPLY TO ELDER BAYS.
and organization and is th(I only true Church
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 8.
Editors Herald:-In Herald for August 25 of Christ. D. H. Bays denies."
More than three months after the above
is published a. letter from Elder D. H. Bays,
which was evidently intended as a reply to propositions were submitted, Elder Bays, at
my reference to debates in general, in this the request of H. 0. Smith, sent propositions
mission, and a prospective one with Elder to him, agreeing with the above, except that
in number 2 we have the fol!owing;Bays in particular.
"The church whose membership are known
Elder Bays informs us that he does not
wish to be misunderstood nor misrepresented as 'Disciples of Christ,' is in perfect accord
by former brethren and friends. These de- with the New Testament Scriptures in docsires are right and commendable; but is it trine and organization, and is in fact the
ilot a little strange that after making these Church of Christ."
statements, he should not only faii to show
Just now we go back to l892. On April l
wherein I bad misrepresented him, but he of that year, Elder Bays wrote up his resigdoes not directly affirm that I misrepresented nation as a minister of the church, after a
him on a single point! My first statement, ministerial experience of thirty-one years
to which he seems to object, is as follows:- with the Latter Day Saints. In this paper,
''My attention to and decision on some five which covers nearly eleven pages of letter
or six prospective debates have been de- paper, Elder Bays mentions his doubts and dif·
manded since the adjournment of conference. ficultks, and then adds: "When these difficulAmong the rest our former brother and min- ties first began to appear, I sought through a
ister, D. H. Bays (now of Persia, Iowa) comes more thorough examination of, and comparito the front, and is willing to tear down, if son between the standard works of the church,
he can, that which for many years he sought to remove them. But instead of accomplishto build up."
ing the task imposed, I found the situation to
Now, when I stated that Elder Bays "is become more grave and complicated."
The reader will please remember that
willing to tear down, if he can, that which
for many years he sought to build up," I cer- among these "standard works of the church"
tainly made a mild statement of the facts the Bible occupies the leading position.
A little farther along Elder Bays says: "I
in the case. Let us see. Elder Bays commenced his ministerial career with the Lat- have sought light upon the vexed questions
ter Day Saints in 1861, and resigned his office from every available source, but without
as one of the First Quorum of Seventy in avail."
1892. For many years of this long period of
What Elder Bays means by "the vexed
time he was either a general missionary or questions" will appear when we mention his
an active local worker. But now, according reasons for resigning. First, he objects to
.to his own statements, found in his letters the inspirational claims of the Book of Docsent to me and H. 0. Smith, and plainly in- trine and Covenants; second, the Book of
dicated in his published letter, our people Mormon; third, the Bible; fourth, Elder
had challenged M. T. B;,own, of Persia, Iowa, Bays claims to have discovered "that the
former minister of the M. E. Church, at that several writers of the several books of the
place. Brown asks Elder Bays if he will Bible, whoever they may be, do not claim to
dehate with us, and the answer is, "I will, if have written the books attributed to them by
they will furnish a representative man to inspiration, but I find a marked and irreconmeet me." July 27, Elder Bays wrote to H. cilable disagreement between them on ques0. Smith, of 'Woodbine, Iowa, in which letter tions of vital importance, thereby destroying
the following sentence occurs:the last vestige of any ground upon which to
"The challenge, issued by members of your base an argument in support of the dogma of
church here, has been accepted, and a will- plenary inspiration." Fifth, the Inspired
ingness, on my part, expressed to meet the Translation.
issue."
It will be seen from the above that one of
The truth is that Elder Bays was so "will- the vexed questions is the Bible. Elder
ing" (that is the word I used, and it is the Bays gives much space to a consideration of
word he uses) to tear down what for years he this question; that is, in a comparative sense.
sought to build up, that he accepted a cbal- His talk about "destroying the last vestige
lenge which wa.s not made to him, but to the of any ground upon which to base an arguminister of the M. E. Church! And then ment in support of the dogma of plenary inwhen Elder H. 0. Smith decides that there is spiration," is but a man of straw, and is not
no necessity for a debate, Elder Bays gets out sufficient to bide his evident unbelief in the
of fix, and seems to be sorely disappoiuted !
claims of the Bible, at the time he wrote up
When Elder Bays signified his willingness his resignation. I herewith give his own
to oppose our faith, he wrote out three propo- words when writing up his objections to the
sitions as follows:Bible:"l. Is the Book of Mormon a divinely
"Ministers of the gospel are expected to
inspired record of the people of Ancient believe and teach the inspiration of the Bi. America? D. H. Bays denies.
ble. During the latter years of my ministry,
''2. The Baptist Cb urch is in perfect accord I made this a question of special inquiry,
with the New Testament Scriptures in doc- and quite contrary to the generally retrine and organization, and is in fact the ceived opinion, I found nothing to sustain
Church of Christ. D. H. Bays affirms.
the belief that the Old and New Testaments,
"3. TheReorganizedChurchofJesusChrist or any particular book in either, were writof Latter Day Saints, is in perfect accord with ten by divine inspiration. Hen;:e I have

I
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been led to reject the dogma of 'the divine
inspiration of the Bible,' as wholly untenable."
The leading statement of my letter concerning Elder Bays is now more than
vindicated by the elder's own words.
Elder Bays makes a guarded but evasive
statement, in order, it would seem, to fasten
misrepresentation upon my statemeni:. He
says that since his withdrawal from the
church five years ago, he can very truthfully
say that he has evinced little desire or disposition "to tear down" whatever of good
either himself or others had sought to build
up, etc. My statement was that he "is willing to tear down, if he can, that which for
many years he sought to build up." This statement is frank and true, but the trouble with
the reply i@, that what Elder Bays once regarded as "good" and true, he now regards as
bad and false; hence the statement lacks
frankness, and is extremely evasive.
I have before me a letter signed by W. B.
Toney, and dated at Standley, Indian Territory, August 23, 1897. I give the first paragraph in full:-

"Elder .Asa S. Cochran, Lomoni, Iowa; Dea1·
Bro. Cochran:-I am in receipt of a long letter
from a Davis H. Bays, of Persia, Iowa, who
has formerly been a member and minister of
the church; and he states that he has a work
now in th!'J press that will be out about
October the 1st, entitled 'The Mormon
dogma examined and refuted.' And in his
letter to me he states that he never saw a
miracle, never received the Holy Spirit by
the laying on of bands, nor did anyone ever
receive it under his hands, in this church. I
am having trouble with that element down
here, and as soon as they see his book advertised they will send for it, as they will think
it will be the thing to down Toney with.
Has not this same D. H. Bays borne bright
testimonies to the truthfulness of this work?
and how can I get hold of that data? Will
send for his book as soon as it is out, and get
prepared for them, and if you will help me by
giving me what I desire, it will be appreciated."
Of course Elder Bays wrote bis book since
his withdrawal from the church. It is fair
to presume that this work and the writing of
his long letter to our young and zealous
Elder Toney were done within that period of
time when such splendid opportunities offered
themselves to Elder Bays for tearing down
the work of others, had he only been disposed
to improve them!
I have carefully read what Elder Bays says
of the challeage made to Elder Brown of the
M. E. Church as appears in his published
letter and his correspondence with Elder H.
0. Smith. It is not claimed that this challenge, concerning which so much has been
said, was offered to any other than Elder
Brown. I submit, then, that if Elder Brown
or Bays, one or both of them, accepted this
challenge, they were under obligations to
affirm the faith and claims of the. M. E.
Church. What has the faith and doctrine of
the Baptist Church, or the (so-called) Christian Church, to do with a challenge offered
to a Methodist minister? Let Elder Bays
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either drop the claim that they accepted the
challenge made to Elder Brown or let him
step forward with the necessary indorsement
of the M. E. Church, to affirm and defend
their faith, and oppose ours.
Elder Bays claims that Elder Joseph Seddon promised to send his propositions to me,
and repeatedly informed him that he had
sent them. This is a matter between Bays
and Seddon. I have only heard from one
side hence neither affirm nor deny. However, I utterly fail to see what object Elder
Seddon could have in hiding up the propositions from me, and then lying about them.
If the sequel should prove that he has done
so, he must bear the legitimate consequences
of his folly and wrong.
Elder Bays propounds the following query:
"How came the propositions submitted to
Joseph Seddon, and supposed to have been lost,
to fall at this particular juncture into the
hands of Hyrum 0. Smith? Who will
answer?"
If Elder Bays had waited a few days before
sending off his letter for publication, he
would have had the answer from H. 0. Smith
himself, who wrote it under date of August
25, and in answer to some strong and reflective statements made by Elder Bays. The
truth is this: When I received the letter
from Elder Bays I at once wrote to H. 0.
Smith, requesting him to write to Bays and
Seddon. He did so, not knowing what had
become of the propositions any more than I
did. Therefore, he properly requested Bays
to send the propositions he wished to debate.
He wrote to both of them on the same date,
and received their replies on the same dat"l,
Seddon's letter containing the propositions
which were written up when Elder Bays was
a Baptist, and Bays' letter containing the
ones which were written up after he became
a member of the Christian or Oampbellite
Church.
Now here we are favored with query No.2:
"How many of the 'five or six prospective
debates' have been declined, as has been the
one now under condsideration?"
Answer.-If all of them had been declined
on the same or similar grounds it would have
been consistent and right. But I will answer
more specifically and directly. Three of the
five or six materialized, and as usual, we lost
nothing by the contests. One has been declined, because the first Baptist minister
with whom we negotiated refused to have
anything more to do with it, except to negotiate for another. He refused to be governed
by the Bible as a standard of evidence, because the Mormons could prove anything by
that book! Then the second man, the champion, who has held at least one debate with
the Latter Day Saints, sought an advantage
in the wording and arrangement of propositions, and finally refused to be governed by
King James' translation of the Bible. I am
glad Elder .Bays raised this question, for it
has given me a good opportunity to bring out
these facts. I am prepared to prove all I
have affirmed.
In answer to my first query, Elder Bays
says:"In my former efforts in defense of the

faith of the saints, I fearlessly defended what
I believed to be true, and if success .crowned my
feeble efforts, it was largely due to the fact
that I tried to inform myself upon the issues
to be discussed. In my future efforts in the
forensic arena I shall as vigorously assail
what 1 believe to be en·or, regardless of what
my opinions in the past may have been .. The
truth and the truth only is that for which I
wish to contend.
"As to whether 'a more signal victory' shall
be achieved in such efforts, must necessarily
depend upon the tenability-the logical and
scriptural soundness of the positions assumed.
I shall disdain in the future, as I ·have ever
done in the past, to descend to unfair or
doubtful methods in order to maintain my
ground. I can no more oppose what I believe
than I can defend what my conscience does not
approve."
Elder Bays might have consistently added
to the first paragraph of his reply the following: "Should I succeed in debate with the
Latter Day Saints, it will be largely due to
the fact that I am thoroughly informed on
the issues to be discussed." In which case,
of course, it would not prove the correctness
of his positions. See?
Is that what 'we hold debates for, to see
which of the two disputants is the better informed? But in the second paragraph of his
reply he puts victory upon a different basis,
making it "depend upon the tenability-the
logical and scriptural soundness of the positions assumed." In truth, are not these conditions of success just as essential to true
victory when defending the faith of the Latter Day Saints, as when defending the faith
and doctrine of the Disciple or Christian
Church? If not, why? This shifting of
positions in writing an answer to one query
is rather a bad "give away."
In answer to query No. 2, Elder Bays says:
"In the estimation of Latter Day Saints and
some others, No. In the estimation of many
others, and possibly a few Latter Day Saints,
Yes."
But one of the leading witnesses referred
to in my query is Elder Bays himself. "Did
Elder Bays ever lose a battle that was
fought on fairly worded propositions; that is,
when he was defending the faith of the Latter Day Saints," according to his own testimony? Why did he not tell us? Is it not a
fact that Elder Bays' published letters in the
Saints' Herald will show that he won many
victories when engaged in controversy with
those who opposed the faith of the Latter
Day Saints, in the estimation of himself, the
Latter Day Saints, and a large part of the
"outsiders" present? In a letter dated at
Doniphan, Kansas, March 10, 1870, I find the
following:"Since writing to you from White Cloud, I
have held several very interesting meetings,
prominent among which was one in the above
place in December last, when I replied to a
sermon by the preacher referred to in my
last, in which he attempted to prove that I
was advocating a 'species of infidelity,' in
that I preached baptism for the remission of
sins; and by the grace of God I had liberty to expose the fallacy of his argument to
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the satisfaction of almost the entire community."-Herald for June 15, 1870, page 373.
In his previous letter referred to, Elder
Bays speaks of preaching on the subject of
the gospel when "the Spirit gave power to
the word spoken."
When a Latter Day Saint, baptism for the
remission of sins was a gospel truth to Elder
Bays, when a Baptist, it was heresy; but
now, as he belongs to the Christian Church,
it is true again! It is right for a man to
change whenever he finds that he is wrong;
but some changes, made at certain times,
under certain conditions, and after years of
splendid opportunity for religious thought
and investigation, need looking into.
In November, 1871, Elder Bays writes
again, as appears from Saints' Herald for
December, 1871, page 747. In this letter he
states, "I have held three public discussions;
two with a Baptist minister, and one with a
Christian (or Campbellite) preacher."
With the Baptist minister, he discussed
"the subjects of the laying on of hands, for
the impartation of the Holy Spirit, and the
enjoyment of the 'spiritual gifts' by the
Lord's people, and the di vine calling of Joseph
the Martyr."
At this discussion, Elder Bays informs us,
the religious element which is so strongly
opposed to the Latter Day Eaints, predominated; and yet when a vote was called, the
Baptist only received a majority of some
twelve or fifteen! "A physician, a gentleman of intelligence," said to Elder Bays,
"The difference in the vote was simply this
-while your opponent had a small majority
on his side, you had the head and brains of
the house on yours."
Elder Bays continues:"Monday, September 11. I met Mr. G. T.
Webster in debate, on the subject of the 'laying on of hands' and 'spiritual gifts,' which
resulted in the most signal victory over error
that I ever had the pleasure to witness."
Bays' friends called for a vote, but Webster's moderator and another minister of the
same denomination, strongly opposed it.
Following Elder Bays into Texas, and elsewhere, we have the same old story, as told by
himself. Debate after debate is held, at "the
entire discomfiture" of his opponents; and
that too, as stated by the people without, as
well as within. Was all this success and
victory the result of Elder Bays' ability as a
man? If so, what may we not expect by this
time? With added years of study, observation, and experience, it may be that he is
now able to prove a religious system to be
true, even though it be more egregiously erroneous than "the Mormon dogma."
Very respectfully, yours for the truth,
J. R. LAMBERT.
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 3.
Editors Herald:-Having received a copy of
the Swedish tracts that I have been desirous of bringing before the public, I take
Pleasure in saying to all that are interested
in the promotion of the truth that they can
send in orders for the same to Herald Office.
Price five and ten cents per dozen.
Yours in bonds,
J. WAHLSTROM.
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DAVISVILLE, O., Sept. 1.
have taken place since then, as many who
Editors Herald: - Soon after my return then wept have gone "the way of all the
from Missouri, little Gertie Smith, daughter earth." These scenes of my childhood days
of I. M. Smith, was taken down with a bad brought many, many things to my mind that
phase of typhoid fever. She living with us, I had forgotten years ago. The one thought
necessitated my staying home a few days which struck my mind most forcibly was the
longer than I anticipated. Her father hav- fact that time is fleeting, and hence the great
ing arrived to take care of her, I started for necessity of making preparation for the
Belle Grove, West Virginia, to attend the change which will take place sooner or later,
conference, calling at Wheeling on the way, so as to be prepared, not only to meet with
remaining there over one Sabtath. Here I those of my father's family, but those of my
was joined by W. J. Smith, and together loved children, whom I know are in a blessed
with L. D. Ullom we took passage on the state of peace, and for whom my poor heart
steamer Kanawaha for Millwood, West Vir- yearns, and longs to greet in the resurrecg1ma. After having traveled some miles tion of the just.
by rail, wagot,1, and foot, we reached Sand
Brethren J. L. Goodrich and L. D. Ullom
Hill-the place where the conference was to having preceded us to this place (Davisville),
be held-late on Thursday evening, tired and had appointments out for us last evening on
ready for supper and bed. We were kindly our arrival, and two sermons for to-day.
cared for by Bro. and Sr. Rhodes.
We have experienced a good feeling since
On Friday evening we preached to a large coming, have been kindly received by the
and appreciative audience. The conference saints here. We shall leave here soon for
convened Saturday forenoon and was a grand Sinking Spring, Highland County, Ohio, to
success throughout-the best ever held in attend the Ohio district conference, to be
the district. The spirit of peace and good held at that place the 4th and 5th inst.
will prevailed from beginning to end. The
From the conference we expect to visit
preaching was by Bro. W. J. Smith and my- Middletown, and from thence to Cincinnati,
self. Large congregations attended each where we learn that a band of five Utah
service, and excellent liberty was enjoyed by Mormon elders are operating and creating
the speakers.
considerable stir. We think it wise to keep
Prior to our arrival, and during our stay an eye on them, hence we go there with a
there, threats of violence were made by some view of arranging to begin operations there.
of the very pious preachers and over-religious
Yours in gospel bonds,
bigots, to break up the conference and drive
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
us out; but in this they experienced a great
defeat, as the Lord brought to naught their
HOT SPRINGS, Utah, Sept. 3.
ungodly schemings, by turniDg the hearts of
Editors Herald:-Yesterday we pulled up
scores of those who came to hear. Hence it the tent at Ogden and shipped it to Sandy,
was that we gained a great victory over the where Brn. McKiernan and Hansen will reenemy. One was baptized by Bro. J. L. ceive it and operate with it till time for the
Goodrich, and five others just before the con- reunion. It had been occupying a place in
ference began, and there are many more in Cha@e's yard for just one month, and the last
that part of the country who will sooner or two weeks was pretty well filled every night,
later obey the gospel, providing proper to hear that "terrible" man Wight, whose
efforts are put forth there. A goodly num- name has been on everybody's tongue, and not
ber of the saints, both of the ministry and always coupled with enviable qualifying
laity, were present, the largest representa- terms. However, he has made friends .both
tion we ever had in the district, all of whom for himself and the cause he so ably represeemed to be very happy and enjoyed 'them- sents, and completely discomfited and put to
selves immensely.
silence some who dared to oppose; and not a
We took our departure on Monday, the few of the good citizens of Ogden are viewing
30th ult., and after a hard day's travel our work in a new light.
through the heat and dust, arrived at SyraLast Sunday he led four promising young
cuse, Ohio, where we were domiciled for the ladies into the water, and another sister was
night in the comfortable apartments of our baptized the Wednesday previous by Bro.
congenial brother, Thomas Mathews. His Toombs. Others have decided to come with
excellent wife spared no pains to make our, us as soon as practicable, and still others are
visit cheerful and pleasant. We were sorry preaching and defending the doctrine, and
to learn on our arrival here, of the sudden branding the dominant church here with
death of Bro. John Harris. His wife has cowardice, etc., for not daring to meet the
been left to bear her sorrow all alone. May issues. However, Bro. David Walker, with
God give her comfort in her sore bereave- whom we had a few evenings controversy
ment.
in Ogden Valley last June, and who brushed
On Tuesday we took a ramble over the hills up against our folks in Lamoni a year ago,
and along the Ohio River shore, where I has agreed to meet him after the busy times
spent the most of my boyhood days, and vis- are a little over. As Bro. Mc Kiernan would
iting the cemetery where hundreds of the old say, "If they don't fulfill the promise, they
time friends have been laid to moulder away can make another just as good."
in the cold, damp grave. I stood by the
In justice to our friend Walker, we can
grave of my brother, next in age to me, say that we believe he will be glad to fulwhere thirty-seven years ago we stood weep- fill it; but we believe he would be wiser at
ing as we placed his earthly remains in the 1 the conclusion.
silent tomb. Many .are the changes which j Bro. Wight was to return to Salt Lake

City yesterday, where we hore he may have
a little needed rest. The writer is en route
to Malad, Idaho; but being storm bound at
the comfortable home of Bro. Toombs,
thought it well to mention concerning the
good work here. The Ogden saints have rendered it extremely pleasant for the missionarie8, anticipating and providing for their
wants ahead. May they be rewarded.
S. D. CONDIT.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Sept. 1.
Editors Herald:-Apropos of the manly and
honest confession of Bro. J. D. Erwin, in a
late Herald, permit the following suggestion:
If the members of the church would not persist in making of the traveling missionary a
veritable dumping ground for all their conjured, imaginary, or real wrongs and slanderous stories, with imputations of infidelity
against others, it would be easier for him to
hold his peace. There are many who seem
to think that the elder must be a paragon
of perfection, and sponge-like be constantly
taking it but never emitting that received.
They think that they have the unrestrained
privilege to parade the weakness of others
constantly before his mental vision; but if he
perchance, by lack of thought, or out of the
abundance of his overwhelmed soul says anything that they take exception to, they by
act adjudge him guilty of the unpardonable.
I have found in my limited exi:-erience that
those who censure others the most for repeating things, are the ones most guilty of
the sin themselves. Instead of pointing to
the other party, let us be frank, and move
that the confession made by the brother, of
having repeated what he should not, be
made unanimous. I have never met a man
or woman in the church but what could do
better along these lines. It is best never to
confide in a living soul that which would embarrass you to father anywhere. The majority
of the human family are more or less "twofaced." They can say a great deal when at a
respectabl) distance from the one spoken of.
"The tongue has killed more men than the
sword."
If a traveling elder would divulge a tithe
of what is confided in him, or relate but a
fragment of the faults of others recounted to
him, he could start a miniature insurrection
nearly every day. Too many talk too much
about others, and if perchance, after a time,
they hear that others are talking about
them, they are highly incensed. I have
heard something about "chickens coming
home to roost," and conclude it is best to "do
to others as ye would that others should do
to you;" hence if we would not desire to be
talked about (we may be anyway), we should
not talk about others.
There is a plan divine by which all these
things can be rightly settled. If one hears
anything damaging to the character of another, it is his duty to acquaint the party
first, of the charge made, or if he reports it
to another it should be the branch teacher.
! IT SHOULD GO NO FARTHER. Then it
; becomes the teacher's duty to examine, and
the one relating the story should be made to
prove it, or admit his cupidity. If one be·
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lieves all that supposed friends tell him what
others say about him, he would be in the
slough of despondency most of the time. It
Were better to discourage their tale bearing;
a man who would communicate to you that
.which was given in confidence to him might
repeat the act, compromising you.
"A iitill tongue makes a wise head." I fear
that if all were executed, except the wise, by
this standard, that God would have to make
another Adam.
It is a universal weakness to disparage
men's acts, to forget their virtues, and magnify their defects. Would that all could be
like Christ.
"Let him that is without sin cast the first
stone." If there is a Latter Day Saint who
has never said aught against anyone, then I
am willing to suffer a stoning at his hand for
having misjudged him.
Please say to the many friends who were
in attendance at the Park Bluff Reunion that
I did not stay away from lack of interest.
Thanks to the committee for their invitation,
and to the saints for their expressed desire
for my presence. Legitimate reasons for my
absence.
Am hopeful for Zion's triumph.
T. W. WILLIAMS.
P. S.-Either during the Thurman Reunion or since, my Doctrine and Covenants
has been misplaced.
is flexible back, interleaved with alternate blank leaves, on
which I have written much valuable matter.
Whoever has the book now, will confer a
favor in sending to me.

n

No. 206 Harmony Street,

COUNCIL BLUFFS,

w ASHBURN, Me.,

Iowa.

August 30.

Editors Hemld:-I cannot report baptisms
since leaving home last June, but have
labored hard and successfully in New Brunswick and Maine. Have been plowing .new
fields, and the work is opening up beautifully
and the seed has been sown by the aid of the
Spirit, and some one will do some gathering
in soon. I leave here to-morrow with scores
of invitations to return. Yesterday's services were exceptionally remarkable for interest, the presence of the Spirit, and crowds.
My experience this summer has been of a
trying nature; yet I feel satisfied that nowhere else could I have been of as much use
to the Master as where I have been. I
have been thrown among eight different
kinds of religionists, and feel glad that it is
not necessary for any believer in this faith to
take one step back or sidewise, but right
ahead every time. I have striven to be courteous in my talk, and have argued for hours
with Adventists and others, and when leaving would receive a hearty handshake, and a
"God bless you, brother, come again." The
Baptist minister, A. A. McDougal, has
treated me like a Christian man, has attended
my meetings, and led in prayer. I have attended his meetings and been invited into his
pulpit. We have talked several times a half
day at a time upon our faith. His study has
been my favorite resort. He has let me have
his team to go out into the country to preach
in what is called his field. I tell you, brethren, there is nothing gained, but a good deal

lost, by abusing other people because they
are in the dark-comparatively. Say, if this
doctrine will not make a gentleman of a man,
how far will it go toward making a Christian
of him?
The saints as a rule are feeling well and
hopeful. May the Lord help and bless them
until we shall eventually triumph.
H.J. DAVISON.
SCRANTON, Miss., Sept. 5.

Editors Herald: - Last Tuesday night,
shortly after services about seven miles from
here, at Escatawpa, Bro. T. C. Kelley was
waited upon by a mob of unmasked persons
headed by a Methodist preacher and schoolteacher, who informed him that he must pull
down the tent and leave the country. He, in
company with other brethren, came to my
place next day and we went to the courthouse
to put the matter in thti hands of the authorities.
The brethren in charge let the tent down
according to promise, but hoisted it up again
and had meeting in it Wednesday night.
This incensed the mob and on Thursday
between four and five p. m. about fifteen,
some of them leading citizens, went to the
tent, pulled it down, piled the seats close to
it, poured about . three gallons of oil on
it, got matches out to fire it; but better counsel prevailed, and they desisted from burning it.
Next evening a deputy sheriff at Moss
Point served papers on them, by whose instruction we do not know. They expected to
have a kind of mock trial and get off easy,
but our attorney got wind of it next morning
when the trial was to take place, who there
withdrew the charges, had them rearrested
on our affidavits, and the case is to be tried at
Scranton on Monday.
Some overtures had been made to us at
Scranton to compromise, and supposing that
matters had quieted down, Bro. Kelley essayed to go again to the tent, and was beaten
at a lonely place on the way by two persons,
with pole, board, and fists; but the parties
were called off by portions of the mob before
any serious damage was done him. Pray for
us.
Your persecuted brethren,
T. c. KELLEY and F. P. SCARCLIFF,
·per F. P. S.
In an editorial note referring to certain
items in the comparative summary of sfatistics of the Presbyterian Church, North, prepared by the Stated Clerk, Rev. W. H.
Roberts, the Presbyterian Journal (Philadelphia) mentions the following points as worthy of special consideration: 1. The decline
in the number of candidates for the ministry.
2. The small increase in the number of
churches, only fifty-eighG. 3. The decreased
number of persons added both on examination and certificate as compared with six
previous years. 4. The large number of
adult baptisms as compared with the number added on examination. 5. The decline
in the total contributions of nearly $1,000,000.
The Czar has proclaimed religious liberty
to Catholics in Russia.
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Oriqinal IlrUcles.
AN EVENING'S CONVERSATION.NO. 4 .

BY ELDER H.

0.

SMITH.

I SHALL now give you the testimony
of Joseph Smith himself upon the
question, and then follow it up with
the testimony of others up to and including 1850.
On May 8, 1838, a list of questions
and their answers was submitted by
Joseph Smith, and published in The
Elders' Journal, No. 2. I quote them
as they are found in The Historical
Record, p. 439, and among them is:7th. "Do the Mormons believe in having
more wives than one?" No, not at the same
time. But they believe that if their companion dies, they have a right to marry
again.

The next is a notice, published in
the Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 423.
Date of paper, February 1, 1844, not
quite five months before the death of
Joseph Smith, and is as follows:As we nave lately been credibly informed,
that an elder of the Church of Jesus Christ, of
Latter Day Saints, by the name of Hiram
Brown, has been preaching polygamy, and
other false and corrupt doctrines, in the
county of Lapeer, State of Michigan.
This is to notify him and the church in
general, that he has been cut off from the
church, for his iniquity; and he is further
notified to appear at the special conference,
on the 6th of April next, to make answer to
these charges.
JOSEPH SMITH,
HYRUM SMITH,
Presidents of said church.

So much for the testimony of Joseph
Smith and his teachings. Now I will
take up the testimony of others on the
question.
Under date of August, 1842, Millerl?nial Star, vol. 3, p. 73, Parley P.
Pratt published as follows:But, for the information of those who may
be assailed by those foolish tales about the
two wives, we would say that no such princi-

ple ever existed among the Latter Day Saints,
OR EVER WILL; this is well known to all who
are acquainted with our books and actions,
the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants;
and also all our periodicals are very strict
at'i!d explicit on thait subject, indeed far more
so than the Bible.

The.next is two certificates, signed
both by men and women of Nauvoo,
and published in Times and Seasons of
October 1, 1842:We the undersigned members of the Church
of JAsus Christ of Latter Day Saints and residents of the city of Nauvoo, persons of families, do hereby certify and declare that we
know of no other rule or system of marriage
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than the one published from the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants, and we give this
certificate to show that Dr. J. C. Bennett's
"secret wife system" is a creature of his own
make, as we know of no such society in this
place, nor never did. Signed, S. Bennett,
Geo. Miller, Alpheus Cutler, Reynolds Cahoon, Wilson Law, W. Woodruff, N. K.
Whitney, Albert Pettey, Elias Higbee, John
Taylor, E. Robinson, Aaron Johnson.

p. 22,
tor:-

Wilford Woodruff being edi- with each other, whether they consist in

spiritual wifeism, sexual resurrection, gross
Again, beware of seducing spirits, and doc- lasciviousness, or the unavoidable separation
trines of devils, as first introduced by John of husbands and wives, or the communism of
C. Bennett, under the name of "Spiritual property. We have barely to say of such
Wife" doctrine; and still agitated by the "false teachers," that "their damnation
Pittsburg Seer, and his followers under the slumbereth not." Except they repent and
same title. It is but another name for whore- break off their sins by righteousness their
dom, wicked and unlawful connection, and wickedness shall be made manifest, and all
every kind of confusion, corruption; and their righteousness which they have done
The other certificate is:abomination. . . . "THE SPIRI'IUAL WIFE will be remembered no more in their favor.
We the undersigned members of the ladies' DOCTRINE,'' of J. C. Bennett, and numerous Let the saints keep a cautious eye upon
relief society, and married females, do certify other apostates, is as foreign to the real prin- teachers that promulgate marvelous things
and declare that we know of no system of ciples of the church as the devil is from God, beyond the first principles of the gospel.
And to show that the elders of the
marriage being practiced in the Church of or as sectarianism is from Christianity.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints save the
church,
or some of them at least, con·
On page 44 of same volume, Wilone contained in the Book of Doctrine and ford Woodruff takes occasion to call sidered the texts which I have quoted
Covenants, and we give this certificate to the
sufficient to prove that polygamy was
public to show that J. C. Bennett's "secret the attention of the saints to this adfalse,
and an adulterous doctrine, I
dress,
and
says:wife system" is a disclosure of his own make.
I wish to say to all the saints and officers refer you to an article entitled, "Who
Signed,
throughout the land, that I have carefully is the Liar?" in Millennial Star, vol.
Emma Smith, president. .
perused an article published in the last Star, 12, p. 29, and written by one Thomas
Elizabeth Ann Whitney, counselor.
entitled Fragments of an address by P. P.
Sarah M. Cleveland, counselor.
Smith, in answer to a Mr. Bowes, who
Pratt, and it is strictly in accordance with
Eliza R. Snow, secretary.
had
written against Mormonism, and
my
own
views
and
principles,
and
I
hope
that
Mary C. Miller, Lois Cutler, Thirza Cahoon,
Ann Hunter, Jane Law, Sophia R. Marks, all the elders, officers, and saints, over whom I accused Joseph Smith of teaching a
Polly Z. Johnson, Abigail Works, Catherine am called to preside, will consider the address system of polygamy.
The lies are
Pettey, Sarah Higbee, Phebe Woodruff, Leo- . made to them, and will act accordingly. enumerated, and under the head of
nora Taylor; Sarah Hillman, Rosannah Let no officer, or member of the church, pretwelfth lie I find this:-,tend to present any principle to any person
Marks, Angeline Robinson.
12th lie.-Joseph Smith taught a system of
whatsoever
except
it
accord
with
the
princiNext I read in Tirnes and Seasons,
ples of the gospel of Jesus Christ, with right- polygamy.
dated November 15, 1844, a letter eousness truth, and virtue.
12th refutation.-The revelations given
signed "An Old Man of Israel," and
And in volume 10, Millennial Star, through Joseph Smith, state the following:
"If any commit adultery, they shall be
which reads in part as follows:p. 137, 138, is this from the pen of dealt with according to the law of God."
.The saints of the last days have witnessed
Orson Spencer:"He that looketh upon a woman to lust after
the outgoings and incomings of so many
How much vigilance is requisite in order her; or, if any commit adultery in their
apostates that nothing but truth has any
to keep the wheat field clean from tares? hearts, they shall not have the Spirit."
effect upon them. In the present instance,
Without constant scrutiny the first you "Thou shalt love thy wife, and shalt cleave
after the sham quotations of Sidney and his
know, tares, rank and cumbersome, are unto her, and none else." "We believe that
clique, from the Bible, Book of Mormon, and
springing up among the wheat. Noxious one man should have one wife."
Doctrine and Covenants, to skulk off, under
weeds frequsintly grow faster in the garden
And lastly I want to read you the
the "dreadful splendor" of "spiritual wifery,"
than the most precious plants, and poisonous
which is brought into the account as gra·
statement
of John Taylor. This ocfruit often wears a most enticing verdure.
ciously as if the law of the land allowed a In all ages of the church truth has been curred in a discussion which was held
man a plurality of wives, is fiendish, and like
turned into a lie, and the grace of God con- in Boulogne-sur-mer, France, in July,
the rest of Sidney's revelation, just because verted into lasciviousness by men that have
1850, and is found in Orson Pratt's
he wanted "to go to Pittsburg to live."
sought to make "a gain" of godliness, and
works,
page 8, of the discussion. The
Woe to the man or men who will thus willfeed their lusts on the credulity of the rightfully lie to injure an innocent people! The
pamphlet
containing a report of the
eous and unsuspicious. In the midst of the
law of the land and the rules
the church
discussion
being bound in with others
general prosperity of the churches throughdo not allow one man to have more than one
out the British Isles, we sometimes observe written by Pratt. In that discussion
wife alive at once; but if any man's wife die,
the stealthy tracks of beasts of prey. These Taylor and his associates were accused
he has a right to marry another, and to be
animals come in the night and spoil the
of polygamy, and he replies in the
sealed to both for eternity; to the living and
vines, and when the morning dawns, lo! the
the dead! There is no law of God or man sight of their unhallowed tracks causes sor- following language:against it! This is all the spiritual wife sysWe are accused here of polygamy, and acrow and mourning. Next to long hackneyed
tem that ever was tolerated in the church,
and bugaboo whisperings of polygism, is tions the most indelicate, obscene, and disand they know it."
another abomination that sometimes shows gusting, such that none but a corrupt and
In commenting on this letter, John its surpentine crests, which we shall call depraved heart could have contrived.
Taylor, who was then editor of the sexual resurrectionism. The teachers and
He then reads the article on marTirnes and Seasons, says:..,. abetters of such a doctrine have no need to riage, from the Book of Doctrine and
For the communication of "An Old Man of hang out their colors in order to show their Covenants, which I have before called
Israel," and the letter of Elder Addison pedigree. And they have no need to preach your attention to. All of this goes to
Pratt, from the islands of the Pacific Ocean, it long, in order to make their "calling and
prove that the "books," and all of
we bespeak a hearty welcome. They are reprobation sure." Such wandering stars as
J.
C.
Bennett
and
Higbees
do
not
seem
to
be
Joseph
Smith's teachings were opgenuine.
In line with the foregoing, I read sufficient beacons to keep some restless and posed to the doctrine of polygamy,
aspiring spirits from the maelstrom of polluan item or two from a fragment of an tion and apostasy. "Fools ever will be and I am bound to accept it as true, if
address by P. P. Pratt, published meddling," says Solomon. The doctrines of I look upon it with an unprejudiced
July 1, 1845, in Millennial Star, vol. 6, corrupt spirits are always in close affinity mind.
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George.-But what are you going to
do with all this mass of living testimony of women, who claim to have
been the Prophet's wives, and others
who claim that he taught them the
doctrine of polygamy?
James.-I claim they have invalidated their own testimony by contradictions, a few of which I shall point
out. The manner of bringing forth
the purported revelation on polygamy
was shady, to say the least. In the
Supplement to Millennial Star, vol. 15,
p. 31, Brigham Young says:-
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A.-He had no other wife but me; nor did
he to my knowledge ever have. I know that
he had no other wife or wives than myself,
in any sense, either spiritual or otherwise.Saints' Advocate, vol. 2, p. 50.

Emily D. P. Young, she being one
of those whom Emma had been so
kind to-according to Lucy Kimballand had guarded the door while he.r
The publication of this created quite husband was with them, testifies as
an excitement in Utah, and Joseph follows:Accordingly on the 11th of May, 1843, we
F. Smith began hunting up testimony
were sealed to Joseph Smith the second time,
to endeavor to prove that this testi- in Emma's presence, she giving her free and
mony was false. The result was pub- full consent thereto. From that very hour,
lished in Deseret News of May 20, 1886, however, Emma was our bitter enemy. We
and republished in the Historical Rec- remained in the family several months after
ord, vol. 6, p. 224. The first testi- this; but things went from bad to worse,
until we were obliged to leave the house, and
mony I quote is that of Eliza R. Snow.
find another home.
Emma desired us to
She says:•
leave the city; but after considering the mat-

This revelation has been in my possession
It is a fact that Sister Emma, of her own
many years; and who has known it? None but free will and choice, gave her husband four

ter over, we decided to remain with ouc
friends.

those who should know it. I keep a patent
lock on my desk, and there does not anything leak out that should not.

wives, two of them are now living, and are
ready to testify that she not only gave them
to her husband, but that she taitght them the

This was uttered in 1852, 29th day
of August, over eight years after Joseph Smith was killed; and when
he was asked why the document was
not in Joseph Smith's handwriting,
and why he had only a copy to present he said that Emma Smith, Joseph
Smith's wife, burnt the original.
Emma Smith declared,-and adhered
to that declaration to her death,-that
she never saw it, nor heard of it, until
it came from Brigham Young in Utah.
Brigham Young knew that he could
only fasten the bands of polygamy
upon the people by asserting that it
was Joseph's measure, and so he had
to drag the name of Joseph Smith in
the mire. In so doing, like those of
old, he had to suborn witnesses to
give color to his statement that Joseph was the author of the document.
I will now give you a few testimonies of these witnesses. In 1879
Emma Smith died, and on her death·
bed she reiterated her testimony in
regard to her husband's innocence of
the crime of polygamy. She was
questioned by her oldest son, it having
been asserted that he was afraid to
ask his mother of these things.
Some of the questions and their answers I will give you:-

doctrine of plural marriage and urged them to
accept it.

Nothing could be more contradictory than this testimony; but I have
one more to give from Lucy Kimball.
You will remember that she stated in
the testimony I have just read to you,
that she was able to testify that Emma
not only gave her consent to her own
marriage to her (Emma's) husband,
but that she gave her consent to the
marriage of at least four other girls
to him.
In her testimony as given under
oath, in the late Temple Lot Suit, she
says in regard to her marriage to Joseph Smith:-

I wish you to notice the closing
sentence in this quotation, and then
compare it with William Clayton's,
the next that I give:Hyrum said to Joseph, "If you will write
the revelation on celestial marriage, I will
take and read it to Emma, and I believe I can
convince her of its truth, and you will hereafter have peace." Joseph smiled, and re·
marked, "You do not know Emma as well as
I do." . . . Hyrum then took the revelation
to read to Emma. Joseph remained with me
in the office until Hyrum returned. When
he came back, Joseph asked him how he had
succeeded. Hyrum replied that he had never
received a more severe talking to in his life,
that Emma was very bitter and full of resentment and anger . . . . Two or three days after
the revelation was written, Joseph related to
me and several others, that Emma had so
teased, and urgently entreated him for the
privilege of destroying it, that he became so
weary of her teasing, and to get rid of her
annoyances he told her she might destroy it
and she had done so.-Page 226.

You will notice the discrepancy in
the two testimonies. One claims that
Emma taught and urged the acceptance
of the doctrine of plural marriage. The
other that Emma was so bitter against
it that she burned the document teaching it.
Lucy W. Kimball also testifies as
follows:-

Shortly afterwards I consented to become
Q.-What about the revelation on polygamy? Did Joseph Smith have anything like the Prophet's wife, and was married to him
it? What of spiritual wifery?
May 1, 1843. · · · I am also able to testify
A.-There was no revelation on either po- that Emma Smith . . . gave her consent to
lygamy or spiritual wifery . . . .
the marriage of at least four other girls to
Q.-Was there nothing about spiritual her husband, and that she was well aware
that he associated with them as wives within
wives that you recollect?
A.-No such thing as polygamy, or spirit- the meaning of all that word implies. This
ual wifery, was taught, publicly or privately, is proven by. the fact that she herself, on
before my husband's death, that I have now, several occasions, kept guard at the door to
or ever had any knowledge of.
'
prevent disinterested persons from intruding,
Q.-Did he not have other wives than when these ladies were in the house.-Pages
229, 230.
yourself?

Emma Smith was not present, and she did
not consent to the marriage; she did not know
anything about itat all. No, sir, she did not
know anything about my marriage to her
husband.-Plaintiff's Abstract, p. 374.

I believe I have quoted enough testimony to prove to you that the testators are not reliable.
That their
testimony would be thrown out of any
court on earth as unworthy of belief
on account of its contradictory nature.
I might multiply this contradictory
testimony, but I think this will suffice.
But I want now to call your attention to Sr. Emma Smith. You know
that we have been told that her testimony was not reliable, and every opp0rtunity has been improved to
blacken her character. But take her
testimony, as I have quoted it to you
to-night, and compare it with the contradictory evidence given by the traducers of her character. In 1842 she
placed her name to a certificate that
the only system of marriage known in
Nauvoo and the church, was that given
in the Doctrine and Covenants. She
always maintained that testimony,
id
t th d
f l
d th
o~n . 0
e ~y 0 .ier ea ; never
dev1~tm_g from it.
Ehr;:a R Snow placed her name to
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that certificate with Emma Smith.
But in 1852 and since, she declares
that she lied then, but asks us to accept her statement now as true, that
she was married to Joseph Smith,
June 29, 1842, when the date of the
certificate denying it was October 1,
1842. After thus comparing the testimonies, please answer in your own
heart as to which is most worthy of
credence, Emma Smith or Eliza R.
Snow, and the others. I maintain
that there is no one who understands
the nature of evidence but what would
take her testimony against all the
others, even though it were unsupported by others; but we have others
who bear the same testimony that she
does, and have always borne it as she
has done.
I have other and to me positive testimony that Joseph Smith never practiced polygamy. On page 233, vol. 6,
of the Historical Record, published by
A. Jenson, of the Utah Church, he
gives the names of twenty-seven
women who were, he asserts, Joseph
Smith's wives. The first one, Eliza
Beaman, was married to him in 1841.
Two others were married ·to him the
tsame year. Two in 1842. Nine in
1843. The rest of them, dates were
not known. Here are three that were
married to him three years; and two
two years; and nine one year prior to
his death, and the others, thirteen in
number, it is safe to conclude, if we
accept this testimony, all the way
from three years to one year prior to
his death. Twenty-seven women in all;
and they, or some of them do, testify
that he "associated with them in all
that the term of wife implies," and
yet not one of them ever bore a child
by him! While his wife, Emma, had
children by him up to and after his
death,-one son being born in the
November following the June in
which he was killed. It could not
have been because these women were
barren, or could not bear children;
for the reason that all, or nearly all,
raised large families by other men
afterwards.
Louisa Beaman was a plural wife of
Brigham Young, and died in 1850, at
Salt Lake City, May 15; the date of
her union with Young is not given;
but the history states it was after the
death of Joseph Smith, so it could not
be longer than six yCJars, and during
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that time she bore three children to
Young. Fanny Alger, history says,
married a man in Indiar;ia and had a
large family.
Almera W. Johnson married a man
by the name of Reuben Barton, and
between 1847 and 1851 buried five
girls at Council Bluffs. How many
she raised is not stated.
Lucy W. Kimball (Walker) married
Heber C. Kimball in 1845, and gave
birth to nine children by him.
Emily D. P. Young says that after
the Prophet's death she married Brigham Young, and in February, 1846,
"The day after crossing the river, I
might have been seen sitting on a log
in a blinding snowstorm with a three
months' old babe in my arms." And
says further, "I am the mother of
seven children by President Young."
I need not add anything more to
prove that nearly all of these women
were very prolific with other men, but
did not bear children by Joseph Smith;
and there can be but one conclusion,
and that is that he never lived with
them as wives, and all of these stories
have been simply manufactured to
bolster up a false system and further
illustrates that
O, what a tangled web they weave,
Who practice solely to deceive.

And further shows that the accusation which our leaders bore in the
mountains have been bringing against
"young Joseph" and his brothers,
that they, in fighting polygamy, are
endeavoring to tear down what their
father died to build up, is totally
false, and that there is not a principle
of original Mormonism but what they
tenaciously adhere to and promulgate.
George.-I wish to ask one more
question, James, and if it can be as
satisfactorily answered as the others
that I have asked, I am ready to yield
the point, and that is, What are you
going to do with the testimony we
have been bearing all these years?
Wherein we have declared that we
know that all of these doctrines were
true and from God?
James.-I have expected you to ask
that question, as it was one that
troubled me to some extent. But as I
began to examine into my own testimony, and assurance of the truth that
I had received, I found that my whole
testimony was based on the evidence
I received when I first heard this gos-

pel, and I made the mistake that
thousands of others have made before
and since, in that I thought that the
testimony received then included
everything that had been attached to
that gospel since. But it is a false
position to take. Each principle must
stand or fall according to whether it
is true or false. God, I believe, will
bear testimony to all truths taught by
himself or his servants.
But upon this question of polygamy
we might, had we not been so blind,
have seen that God would never have
borne testimony to the truthfulness of
a principle which he had so unqualifiedly condemned in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, and
Bible, and we should have taken for
our motto the saying of Paul in Galatians 1: 8:Though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that
which we have preached unto you, let him
be accursed.

It would have saved us many an error, if we had gone to the "law and
the testimony," instead of the living
oracles, or those seducing spirits, who
are ever ready to take advantage of
our zeal and credulity, to give false
testimony on matters temporal and
spiritual.
The Apostle John says:Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try
the spirits whether they are of God; because
many false prophets are gone out into the
world.-1 John 4: 1.

We failed to do that with the spirits
which taught us polygamy and its kindred evils. According to Christ's
word, this latter day was to be noted
for the various devices that should be
resorted to by the powers of darkness
to deceive mankind.
For there shall arise false Christs, and
false prophets, and shall show great signs and
wonders; insomuch that if it were possible,
they shall deceive the very elect.-Matt.
24: 24.

And in Revelation 13: 13, 14, is the
following:And he doeth great wonders, so that he
maketh fire come down from heaven on
the earth in the sight of men, and deceiveth .
them that dwell on the earth by the means
of those miracles which he had power to do
in the sight of the beast.

Because a person has power to perform miracles is not a conclusive evidence that they are therefore acceptable to God. Every principle taught
must stand upon its merits or demerits,
1 when submitted to a comparisori with
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God's word regardless of the external I hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife,
manifestations that may accompany seditions, heresi~s, envyings, . murders,
its presentation. There are several dr~nkenness, revelings, and such hke: of the
.
.
. .
. which I tell you before, as I have also told
ways m which the Sp1r1t of God mam- you in time past, that they that do such
fests itself. Paul says:things'shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
To one is given by the Spirit the word of -Gal. 5: 16-21.
wisdom; to another the word of knowledge
Now I maintain there is but few of
by the same Spirit; to another faith by the these works of the flesh but what is
same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the direct result of the belief in and
the same Spirit. To another the working of
miracles; to another prophecy; to another practice of polygamy: so it is not
discerning of spirits; to another divers kinds necessary for one to go to God for an
of tongues; to another interpretation of evidence of its truthfulness and ditongues.-1 Cor. 12: 8-10.
vinity. It bears the stamp of the
But there is, however, another at- flesh on its face.
It has caused
tribute of the Spirit that is indispensa- adultery, fornication, uncleanness,
. bly necessary to show that one is lasciviousness, hatred, variance, emuacceptable to God:lations, wrath, strife, envyings, and
But the fri:.it of the Spirit is love, joy, murders; and hence, cannot be from
peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, temperance: against such God. When I see a person claiming
the wonderful manifestations of God's
there is no law.-Gal. 5: 22, 23.
No matter how much of the miracu- power, and looking into their daily
lous part of the Spirit's fruits I dis- life I find the fruits of the flesh, as
play, if I lack the latter, I am not given by Paul, I say, There is a misacceptable to God. Paul very dis- take somewhere. But if I see God's
tinctly draws the line between these power in miracles and healing given
two fruits of the Spirit, when he to a person, and with it love, joy,
peace, longsuffering, gentleness,goodsays:faith,
meekness,
temperThough I speak with the tongues of men ness,
and of angels, and have not charity, I am be- ance, I say there is no mistake here, come as a sounding brass, or a tinkling cym- God is with this one. While I have
bal. And though I have the gift of prophecy, been guilty, in a measure, of upholdand understand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I ing the doctrine of polygamy, I thank
could remove mountains, and have not charity, God that he did not permit me to parI am nothing.-1. Cor. 13: 1. 2.
take of the ''accursed thing."
One of the characteristics of this
I have one thing that shall be an
latter-day work has been the cry we unceasing cause of regret to me, and
have made, that God has restored to that is that long ago I did not perceive
us these miraculous manifestations of where I stood. And now I find consohis Spirit, and I am afraid that we lation only in the fact that I was not
have desired these things too much, willfully but blindly wrong. But
to the exclusion of the more weighty God being my helper, and his word
matters of the law: "Love, joy, my guide, I intend to spend
peace,
longsuffering,
gentleness, what little time remains to me on
goodness, faith, meekness, temper- earth in endeavoring to right the
ance." The more I study God's word wrong, so far as in me lies, by teachthe more I am impressed with the ing others the true way; and by castwisdom of the statement, "To the ing in my lot with the sons of the
law and the testimony." God bas not Prophet, help them to redeem their
left himself without witness, no mat- father's name from the foul blot that
ter what subject; no matter what law has been placed upon it by those who
you contemplate, until it seems to should have been his best friends.
have been made so plain that a wayGeorge.- Well, as it is getting late,
faring man, though ~a fool, need not I must take my departure; but before
err therein. Paul in this fifth chapter I go I will state that I have been
of Galatians distinctly draws the line highly pleased with what you have
between the fruits of the Spirit and told me in regard to the belief of the
the fruits of the fiesh:Reorganization, and while I came here
This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye hoping to show you the error of the
shall not fulfill the lusts of the flesh. . . .
Now the works of the flesh are manifest, step you had taken, I must confess
which are these, Adultery, fornication, un- that you have much in your favor,
cleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, and promise to investigate these mat·
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ters more fully; and it may not be
many days until I will be with you in
belief. What I have heard to-night
has more of the old time ring of the
gospel message we used to bear in the
beginning of this latter-day work,
when we were sent forth with the
Bible in our hands, and told to preach
what we found therein, and to preach
it fearlessly; and that what could not
be proved by the Bible, Book of Mor·
mon, and Doctrine and Covenants,
was heresy. In my further investigations I suppose I may call on you
for information any time I wish.
James.-Yes, sir; as I told you in
the beginning of our conversation,
nothing gives me greater pleasure than
to converse upon these themes, and
to give my reasons for my hope and
faith; and by day or by night I bold
myself in readiness to give all the information in my power. And I thank
God for this opportunity to talk with
you, and while I do not urge you to
accept of the faith at once, yet I hope
you will not cease your investigations.
The truth of God does not lose, but
grows stronger by investigation; and
I pray that God may bear witness of
the truths I have given you to-night,
even as be bore testimony to you and
me in the early days of the church.
(Concluded.)

WHOOPING-COUGH.

PERHAPS the following might prove
helpful to some tried mother or save
the life of some bud of promise:Jobn Ellis, M. D,, tells us that while
attending "a clinic at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, held by the
late Prof. Willard Parker, when a little child was brought in suffering from
whooping-cough. Prof Parker, looking around upon the students, said:
'Here, Gentlemen, is a case of disease
which, like the smallpox, measles,
and scarlet fever, runs a definite
course; if you will let the patients
alone ,they will generally get well, but
if you commence dosing them, you
will often bring on complications and
they will die.' This statement, coming
from a medical man of his prominence,
surely was worthy of consideration."
-Personal Experience, p. 13.
The practice of the late Dr. R. C.
Elvin, of Nebraska City, in extreme
cases, was a drink of tar water and a
syrup; one third olive oil, two thirds
strained honey.
In behalf of the little ones,
R. M. ELVIN.
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8tlndau School Associaiions.
CONVENTION NOTICES.
Program uf the Nauvoo district associ:ttion
to be held at Adrian, Hancock County, Illinois, October 1, 1897. Morning program:
10: 30 to 12: 00, business. All reports and
business must be presented at this session.
Anything coming in later will be deferred
till our next convention, as the afternoon
and evening will be devoted strictly to practical Sunday school work. Afternoon program: 2: 30 to 3: 00, senior class. drill,
teacher, Bro. Geisch, of Burlington, lesson
6, for August 8, 1897, Senior Quarterly. Intermediate class drill; teacher, Bro. James
McKiernan, of Farmington, lesson 1, for July
4, 1897, Intermediate Quarterly.
Primary
class drill; teacher, Bro. George Lambert.
All Sunday school workers present will be
expected to form the first two classes. The
primary will be Bro. George Lambert's home
class. He will choose his own lesson. Evening session: Essay by Sr. Birchell, of. Ottumwa; subject, What are the specific
objects of the Sunday school? Essay by Sr.
Jarvis, of Burlington; subject, The influence
and example of the Sunday school teacher,
followed by general discussion on above subjects. Be prepared. If any on program find
it impossible to attend, please prepare paper
and forward to George Lambert, Adrian,
Hancock County, Illinois. Don't forget to
bring Bibles and Quarterlies with· you, also
song books. Committee on program, Charles
N. Craig, i.ssistant superintendent; F. M.
Weld, George Lambert, John Jervis; Hattie
McKiernan, superintendent.

HERALD.

Miscellaneous Ilsparlment

REUNION NOTICES.

Southeastern Illinois reunion will convene
at Arrington Station, Wayne County, on the
Air Line railroad, October 1, at ten a. m.,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Southern California dis- continuing ten days, as heretofore mentioned.
trict will convene in Los Angeles, October We hope the saints and friends will make arrangements to attend with tents, lanterns,
15, at ten a. m.
Let all the saints try and attend, especially and such things as will place them in neat
the ministry. We e:xpect Brn. Luff and and comfortable circumstances. We are exHarris to be with us. Come, bringing the pecting Elders I. N. White, of Independence,
Spirit of the Master with you, that all may Missouri, M. H. Bond, of St. Louis, Missouri,
result to his glory. Let all the branches see with those of the district to be present, accompanied with strong desires of the saints
that their reports are full and correct.
and friends that Bishop Hilliard will make
A. CARMICHAEL, Dist. Pres.
one of his Paul-like visits, as is his custom,
upon that date.
The fall conference of the Chatham district
J. F. THOMAS, }
M. POWELL,
Com.
will be held in WaBaccburg, on the 9th of
J. R. GAUGER,
October, 1897. Officers and branches are requested to send in full and correct reports.
TWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
Reports sent by mail must be sent to the secWe are going to have a two days' meeting
retary, Blenheim, Ontario, and must reach
at Five Lakes, Michigan, September 18 and
there by the 8th.
19. We expect Brn. J. A. Grant, A. McKenGEORGE GREEN, Pres.
zie, L. Phelps, A. Barr, and others of the
RICHARD COBURN, SEC.
B;r.ENHEIM, Ontario, September 6.
local ministry to assist. We trust that all
the brethren in various places will do their
Conference of the Decatur district will con- utmost to make the meeting a success.
In bonds,
vene at Lone Rock church, Harrison County,
WM. JENKINSON, .Branch Pres.
Missouri, Saturday, October 9, ten a. m., and
will continue over Sunday, the 10th.
B. M. ANDERSON, Sec.
The Nodaway district conference will be
held October 9 and 10, at Ross Grove, Holt
County, Missouri. Branch and ministerial
reports may be sent to Bro. R. K. Ross,
Mound City, Missouri.
WM. WOODHEAD.
BARNARD,

Northeastern Kansas district will please
take notice. I will be at Scranton, September 12; Netawaka, September 19; Atchison,
September 26; Fanning, October 3, and we
will try and arrange a good program for our
district coJJference. Let us all work together
and make it interesting to all.
N. s. DUNNINGTON, Pres.
J. HOGAN, Asst.
FRANK PIERCE, Sec.

SAINTS~

Mo., Sept. 3.

The Eastern Michigan district will convene with the Buel branch, October 9 and 10.
AH branch officers are requested to send or
bring branch statistical reports. Those coming from the south, take your tickets for
Croswell, on the F. and P. M. railroad, and
those coming from the north take tickets for
Applegate, on the F. and P. M. railroad.
Praying that we will have a good attendance
and the Spirit of the Lord,
The Southeastern Illinois district Sunday
A. BARR, Pres.
school association will meet in convention at
Arrington Station, September 9, 1897, during
the reunion at that place. The day will be
SPECIAL CONFERENCE.
devoted mainly to discussions of topics of inEditors Herald:-Please announce to the
terest to Sunday school work. We hope to saints and ministry of that part of the Southhave an interesting .time. Secretaries will western mission known as the Choctaw
be furnished with blanks for reports. Be Nation and Northern Texas that a special
sure arid elect delegates from each school and conference will be held at Standley, Indian
come up to the help of the Lord against the Territory, to take into consideration, aud, if
mighty. The annual election of officers will deemed advisable, to organize a district. Let
take place.
all the branches in the Choctaw Nation send
ARTHUR H. BURROUGHS, Sec.
delegates without fail. Also the Manchester
branch, and such other branches in Texas as
Convention of Decatur district Sunday wish, send delegates.
Said conference to
school association will convene at Lone Rock, convene October 9, 1897.
Harrison County, Missouri, Friday, October
Also please say to the ministry that reports
8, at 10 a. m. Let us gather early that we are due on October 1. Send all reports to
may begin promptly on time. Bring your Standley, Indian Territory.
dinners. Come prepared to stay on the
Yours in bonds,
ground;; all day. Program later.
GEO. MONTAGUE,
WUSJTJR, B, PAUL, Supt .
M.ission.a.ry in Chi:i.rge,

MARRIED.
HARNER-OWENS.-At the home of the
bride's parents, at Golden, Nebraska, September 1, at ten o'clock p. m., Bro. Jay C.
Harner and Sr. Della M. E. Owens were
united in holy wedlock by Wm. T. Owens,
a large number of saints and friends being
present. May peace attend them through life.
BUTTERFIELD-BETTS.-At the home of
the bride's parents, near Garden Grove, California, August 17, 1897, in the presence of a
small company of near relatives of the contracting parties, by Elder W. P. Pickering,
Bro. Chauncy C. Butterfield, of Capistrano,
Orange County, California, and Sr. Mary
Betts, of Tustin, Orange County, California.
T~e parties have the esteem and best wishes
of a host of friends.
DIED.
MARCHANT.-Elder Robert A. Marchant
passed peacefully into the slumber called
death at eight p. m., August 19, 1897, at his
home in St. Joseph, Missouri, lacking twelve
days of being sixty-nine years old. Ever
valiant in testimony in life, as an elder ready
to defend the faith, he passed away in peace
with God. His bqdy rests in the beautiful
and quiet Ashland cemetery, his 8pirit in
paradise. Because he was useful and active
in life, he will be missed in death. Funeral
sermon by Elder J.M. Terry from 1 Thessalonians 4: 14, assisted by Elder I. N. Roberts,
on Sunday, August 22, at 2: 30 p. m., at the
church.
FOWLER.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, August 24,
1897, Helen Beatrice, only child of Bro. Edmond and Sr. Nellie M. Fowler. This sweet
little bud had gladdened the hearts of its
parents for 8 months and 26 days. Funeral
service at the residence of John Bald win by
Elder Robt. M. Elvin, assisted by Elders EH
B:a.yex- a.ud J, A, Gunsolley;
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The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

$1.50.
·THE SAINTS' HERALD
$1.50.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times and
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THE
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for orie
11ear from the date named, as follows:. On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in advance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date named.July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
µrice at the dates of expiration of present
"ubscriptions, and for the year following said
1ates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
both in the price of the church paper, and of
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
nacessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebted
pay up all past due accounts.
BraL.;h hook agents and the ministry who
can do so, are respectfully asked to second the
efforts f tLe Board by obtaining new subsl'ribers for the HERALD and workini:r in the
general inte~ests of the Herald Office-the
r:nurch publishing plant.
In bonds.
FRANK CRILEY. Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Subscr1ption price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dietrict and branch presidents,
and Bi•hop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publ!cations, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication to the Editors.
Bne.iness letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of addrese, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month's insertion, five per cent: three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-claH
mail matter.)

Absolutely Pum

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW VORKo

THE THREE BOOKS
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.
The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
nf 1835, which was adopted by a General Asi;embly of the church.at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographicaJ
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
'1Jmissions supplied.
The revelation on t. , late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
!Ind the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
1orm, or for those who may want them.
· The concordance has been revised and enfarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
Jllames of persons and places mentioned in
ihe revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
1acilitated by the substitution of figures for
ihe old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
· Prices same as the former edition, according to bindings:- ·
Cloth .............................. $ 65
Full leather ........................ 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
Eor notes.)

CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for the
Tranm!ilhUiion in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of ml:o1·mon and Book of
CoveHant classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books," the
Herald Office management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.

.lhnsph·ed

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Ministers' Bibles, by which strictly first·
class editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
SERMONS.
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers of
the Reorganized Church, formerly published the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'. maps, in good large print, bourHERALD.
geois type, with marginal references;
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
75 cents; postpaid.
.
•
size 6tx8t mailed postpaid at $2.00
An excellent volume to 0!~'.Juiate among
investigators.
per copy net.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
"The
Comprehensive
Teachers'
reading matter on subjects of interest to in- Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
vestigators.
and revised helps to Bible study new
· · l
f th
spel set forth in
'
Th e prmmp
.es .0
e ~0
•
concordance, and an indexed Bible
plainness and m mterestmg, attractive, narl
Fl 'bl
i:ati.ve style.
at as,
new maps,
etc.
e:x1 e
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6x8t mailed postpaid at
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon $1.50 net.
of divine origin, and are its teachings enThese Bibles are marvels of cheaptitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I, ness in p;rice, but are excellent in
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of quality of workmanship in binding,
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the etc. They are issued by leading pubChurch of Christ as _it was left perfected by lishing houses and may be relied upon.
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorgan.
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Address orders to Frank Criley,
Saints in fact the Church of God and ac-1 Business Manager Herald Office Lacepted with him?
.
'
Cloth, 39'6 pages, price ......•...•.. $1 50
mom, Iowa.

I

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

THE prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as

ilor the :first volume, as follows:Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, .•••.• 2
Full leather, ........................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

AT POPULAR PRICES.

50.
00.
50.

00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.
ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
ehildren; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
eents each.
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TRADE lllU\RIU!lp
DES!ClllS,
COPYRICHT8 &.oe

Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascerta.in, free, whether an invention ii!
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency fo~· securing patent&

tn America.

We have a Washington office.

Patents taken through Munn

&pecial notice in the

&

Co. reoeivl!

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a yea.rs
· $L50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND

P .A.TENTS sent free. Addrese
MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

Blx\K ON

FOR SALE.

$15 50

160 acres good rolUng bl!Ml
•
• grass land situated 3i mile&
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grai~
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Re11r
sonable payment down, balance on time ti@
suit purchaser.
Small house, stable, wel!i.
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for Villi
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

nOhhKGK mYY BARBKR 8HOP,
- ) OPPOSITE ( -

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, -restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma-

HARDWARE.!!
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
useofQuit-To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Cure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre
fa1'm of 80 acres

will buy a good productive
five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four ;room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or :five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addr~jlses at ihe same post office.
'l!so both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable tn adv:i.nce.
Subi!criptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladieu•
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Satuodays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLACK.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni1 Iowa, two squares from the bul!tness center. It bas •1x
rooms, a hall, and three closets.
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more;
is warm as a winter honse, and has good ventilation fof
summer. Well and cistern at ,the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which II.Ml
the corner of a blocki:. ~~w:sCOOPER, Lamoni, Iow111.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI, low A.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 pet'
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt ot price.
w. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
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FLOUR OF THE ENTIRE WHEAT.

ITS FOOD VALUE AS COMPARED TO
WHITE FLOUR EASILY TAKES
FIRST PLACE.
THE importance of the general subject
that we are considering in this issue
of the Clinic cannot be overestimated.
The knowledge of what to eat, how to
eat it, and when to eat it to best maintain that state of complete physiological equilibrium called health, is of
paramount importance; and I believe
that the general use of patent process,
white wheat flour, in its widespread
effects, is one of the greatest curses
that has fallen to the lot of humanity
out of the progress of modern civilization.
The fathers of the present day
often bemoan their physical condition,
and wonder why they are not as
strong and robust and able to endure as
their forefathers; the mothers wonder
why they lose their teeth in their first
or second pregnancy, and neither stop
to ~think that what they are depends
upon what they eat, and what they are
not depends in great measure upon
what they do not eat. Plainly speaking, America feeds its hogs and.horses
that which belongs to its men. Among
the foods we eat, the cereals easily
take first rank. In fact, when properly utilized they offer us the elements
of a most perfect nutrition, and setting aside meat products as secondary,
we will consider the possibilities of
this .class Qf food and show briefly
A

22,

1897.

No. 38.

how completely, in the almost univer- J soon destroys digestion, and is consal use of white wheat flour, we are stantly adding new victims to the
overcrowded ranks of dyspepsia,
deprived of them.
In the study of cereal foods, it is while the pocket book is being unneconly necessary to remember that the essarily depleted as above-mentioned.
Being deprived of four fifths of the
gluten of these foods is their nitrogenous and only really valuable food nerve food intended by nature, the
element, that on which depends their body is wanting in nerve force, which
life-sustaining value, and that in alone will enable it to keep up diges·
the unfortunately fashionable white tive processes and the other functions
flour, this is almost entirely removed; of natural life. In the second place,
the starch, by far the more inferior after a few months, through supplying
element, being left behind, constitut- t0 the system the elements of nutriing the bulk thereof. Therefore from tion of which it was deprived before,
a chemical standpoint, the use of constipation is overcome, new and
white flour is foolish in the extreme, purer blood is formed; all get clearer
and from a physiological standpoint complexions and rosy cheeks, and the
frequent visits of the doctor are disit is little less than criminal.
Any observant person can pick out pensed with, because the family is
dozens of families in which from "ne- coming back to health agairi. And if,
cessity" baker's bread forms the main perchance, from exposure or other
staple of diet, that have not a sound set cause they do get sick, the reaction to
of teeth from the father to the child two proper medicines is prompt, and
years old; families in which cholera recovery speedy and natural.
infantum and convulsions are common
It is high time that our people
in the children, and dyspepsia and stopped this devitalizing habit of eat·
constipation the rule with the adults, ing impoverished white wheat flour
while the whole family is pasty in and begin to intelligently consider
color and lacking materially in bodily and weight the consBquences. It is
strength and endurance. They are slowly and steadily sapping and reducthe people that get very sick quickly ing our vitality, while upon our chiland recover slowly, because they dren and~children's children it is entailhave no reserve force.
Let these ing imperfect development, physical
same persons change to a diet of entire degeneration, and actual disease.
wheat, and the effect is almost marvel- There is no essential flour food that
eous.
may not be made better and nicer from
In the first place it will take only the flour of the entire wheat. With
about half as many loaves of bread everything for it and little or nothing
made from flour of the entire wheat to against it, it would seem as if the
supply food for a week, and all be question would at once be decided in
far better nourished; for it has been favor of flour of the entire wheat; but
conclusively shown that one has to such is not the case, for as men ·and
buy four barrels of white flour to get women stick to other bad habits and
as much actual food as is contained in justify themselves therein, so will
one barrel of a properly prepared flour they adhere to the use of this white
of the entire wheat. Therefore, to wheat flour until our physicians, and
get the actually necessary amount of advanced thinkers among the laity,
vital food, the stomach must digest educate them up to a more full and
four times as much starch as nature complete knowledge of the subject.
Besides the many objections, from
intended it should, while at the same
time the pocket pays four times as every standpoint, to the white wheat
much money for this as. is necessary. flour, we knew of only one to flour of
While this may be done for a time, for the entire wheat; and that is that
the average stomach to keep it up is under ordinary conditions it is apt to
manifestly impossible, hence the eat- keep poorly, making it necessary
ing of this immense amount of starch that the distance from the ripe kernel,
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through the mill and the market to the
customer, be made as direct and short
as possible. But it is probable that
our entire wheat manufacturers, like
the Franklin Mills Company, Lockport, New York, Farwell and Rhines,
Watertown, New York, etc., will soon
overcome this by supplying fl.our in
suitable packages so carefully put up
that it will keep perfectly.
Modern chemistry has shown us
that the :fifteen or more elements
found in the human body are also
found, and in about the same proportion, in a kernel of ripe wheat; therefore in the preparation of wheat for
food justice is only done by retaining
them all. Dr. Nichols, Editor of the
Boston Journal of Chemistry, once said:'
"I entertain the profoundest respect
for a grain of wheat. It is a most marvelous combination of substances admirably adapted for the building up
and sustenance of the tissues of the human body." So says the writer; and
there is no question but that wheat
["corn"] was designed by the Creator
as the food for man.
More than this, history is replete
with the famous physical achievements of the soldiers of ancient days,
and going futher into the subject we
know that they lived almost entirely
upon cereal foods, and that these were
prepared in the most crude manner,
yet containing all their vital, life-giving principles. Who has not read of
the valor of Wallace, the Bruce's and
their Scottish clan; how when they
met the English in battle, they were
the marvel of their foes. These same
scotsmen carried with them, as their
sole food, bruised oats and wheat;
which they mixed up with water,
placed upon a convenient stone, and.
afte:i,: roasting before an open fire, ate
what their healthful appetites demantled, drawing therefrom a physical

meal, they should be eaten first, and
not after we have eaten enough of
other and more wholesome things.
We have unfortunately retained the
much eatiug and drinking customs
without the vomitarium of our Roman
ancestors. We leave an overloaded
and wrongly loaded stomach to struggle with its burden, while custom
allowed them to step to the vomitarium and throw it up.
. Baron Von Liebig long ago predicted that this almost universal eating
of white or starch fl.our would ultimately result in disaster to the
race. The truth of this is now plainly
to be seen in the almost universal
lowering nerve force, which never
before in history was so general as
now; in the great prevalence of
nervous diseases, filling our asylums and sanitariums, both public
and private; and in the sudden break·
ing down of persons apparently in the
full tide of health and vigor. Is it
any wonder when we are trying to
fight the battle of life with only
twenty to twenty-five per cent of the
nerve food that the Creator in his
wisdom intended us to have.
Take the saloon away from the men,
the corset away from the women, and
feed three generations on the fl.our of
the entire wheat, and America would
take such a bound into perfect healthful physical development, business
prosperity and millennial civilization
as can scarcely be conceived. If thes~
apparently somewhat dogmatic statements, statements for which there is
abundant proof, shall set my medical
brethren to thinking, the purpose
of this brief paper will have been well
served.- W. C. Abbott, M. D., in Alkaloidal Clinic for May.

8PRCI1Ui PRKMIUM OVVRR.
Herald and Self= Pronouncing
Bible.
THE Herald Office has decided to offer
its patrons an excellent opportunity
to secure ia useful and valuable premium - the celebrated "Self - Pronouncing Sunday School Teachers~
Bible," the same as the ''Oxford
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," iR
good large print, bourgeois type, with
marginal references; printed on thin
paper, flexible binding; size St x 6t.
For one (1) new subscriber to the
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we wiU
send the HERALD for one year to any
address and a copy of the Bible to the
remitter.
Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new
subscribers for the HERALD at $1. 51)
each, cash accompanying orders, wiU
receive a copy of the Bible.
This Bible has been purchased by a
number and has become a favorite
volume for ministerial and Sunday
school work. It gives entire satisfaction.
We want one thousand new subscribers for the HERALD within the
next ninety days. The church paper
has been ri;iduced in price and shoulc!J.
circulate in every home of and be readl
by all Latter Day Saints.
Here is an excellent opportunity to
aid the cause and to secure a first
class help in general work, a serviceable and up to date Bible.

We hope to hear from all interestedl
at once.
Register, that
in meetings
of are
trades-unions
in
Does the HERALD circulate among
Germany
the words
of Jesus
repeated as
vigor and endurance which has never a call to brotherhood and social unity, while all the families of your branch? If
. a ~e~t•wn ~f th e c h urc h is
since been equalled.
· often hissed. A not, it ought to reach them. Can o,
Our modern American cookery socialist said recently that, if the commune
Y lll leads us to eat because it tastes good were ever established, it would be "the first - not help us to place it in the hands of
rather than because a healthful sys- fair ch~nce for those who desired it to live all the membership, also among those
tern demands it; and we not only eat accordmg to the precepts of Jesus."
not of the faith? Strangers will read
many wrong things in season and out of
it and take it. Try them, and let u&i
Professor Luthardt, of Leipsic, has re- hear from you.
season, but we eat much more food than cently published a significant article on the
Sample copies of the SAINTS' HERwe need, because our good house- state of theology in Germany. He declares
ALD
free on application.
wives have away of fixing ituptotickle that the liberal ranKsof the destructive theAddress,
our palates. The modern table custom ology are showing the undoubted signs of
is wrong end to. If desserts and disintegration, and that the prospects for a
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
reaction in favor of positive theology are betLamoni, Iowa.
fancy dishes must form a part of the ter now than they have been for many years.
It is a significant fact, says the Christian
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed;_ and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
•Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 116.
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"JEWISH MOVEMENT IS STRONG."

THE HERALD readers have an especial
interest in the subject of t,he reoccupation and development of the land
of Palestine by Jews. We therefore
present them some additional items
connected with the late Zionist conference at Basle, Switzerland. The first
one appears under the heading given
above. The second is published with
other general matters of news from
the British metropolis.
The third
speaks of the attitude of the Pope of
Rome toward the movement:London, Sept. 4. -

When Dr. Theodore

Herzl, the so-called "new Moses," made his
fareweH speech at the meeting of scientists
at Basie, Switzerland, during the week, he
declared the congress had been worthy of
itself and of Israel. Then ensued a dramatic
· · ·
b eggar. ·
scene-t ears, k lSsrng,
and reJ01crng,
ing description.
Though Rabbi Adler of London declares
that the scientists' congress was mischievous, it is the opinion of the thoughtful in the
political world that this movement will have
to be reckoned with in the near future.
The two main objects upon which an expression of opinion was asked for upon the
part of the rnientists in all lands were the
establishment of a Jewish common center
and the formation of the machinery to carry
it out, and they were favorably acclaimed by
all present.
PURCHASE OJ!' PALESTINE.

London, Sept. 4.-The Jewish congress at
Basle, convened by Dr. Herzl of Vienna, has
aroused in this country a deeper feeling than
one of mere curiosity. It is not altogether a
dream that as a part of the final solution of the
Eastern question Palestine might find itself
a neutral State, guaranteed by the European
powers. While in the hearts and heads of
cultivated Englishmen the question of the
return of the Jews to their promised land has
always exercised a strong fascination, although as a matter of practical politics any
realization of the dream bas seemed to the
outsider _to be in the distance, Dr. Herzl's
plan of direct purchase from the Sultan has
the flavor of the stock exchange, and presen ts many grave difficulties, of which per·
naps the le!>st is the raisi.ng of.some bimd.reij

million dollars for this purpose. It is curious to remember how the greater side of this
movement was foreshadowed by the genius of
George Eliot, who in "Daniel Deronda"
prophesies through the mouth of Mordecai
the ooming of a new Jewish polity-grand,
simple, just, like the old, and the dawn of a
day when the outraged Jew shall have an
equal defense in the world of nations with
the outraged Englishman or American. This
great writer's forecasts have ere now been
verified in after history, though in this case
the fulfillment may not be the scheme
adopted by the Basle congTess.
London, Sept. ll.-France, which protects
Catholic interests in the Orient, has been appealed to by the Pope to prevent the success
of the Zionist movement, which is regarded
with horror at Rome. Mgr. Bonetti, the
Apostolic Delegate at Constantinople, has
been recalled to Rome in order to devise
means to oppose the Jewish plans to purchase and colonize Palestine, which plans
are not as formidable as generally believed.
If the statement of Dr. Grunhut, a Hungarian Hebrew and head master of the German school at Jerusalem, is to be credited,
there is plenty of good land there; but the
poverty of the Hebrews of Jerusalem is terrible. Out of a population of 50,000 there
are 30,000 Hebrews, of which number 28,000,
he asserts, live on the alms of their European
coreligionists.
It is declared that the possibility of Palestine being partitioned among newcomers is
too remote to be considered.

There are eleven millions (11,000,000) of Jews in the world to-day, of
whom one half are in Russia. Implanted in the mental and physical
fiber of the great majority of the Jewish people are the traditions of their
religion, and because of which they
look for the restoration and final
glory of "Israel." The leading feature of the Jew is his faith, all else
being of a secondary character, hence
the warmth with which he cherishes
the beliefs of his nation and the tenacity with which he clings to his hopes
of :final deliverance from Gentile rule
and oppression.
This accounts for
the pathetic scenes described by the
correspondent in the item of the conference given above. It shows what
depths of emotions are stirred within
the heart of the Hebrew at the prospect of again occupying the land glorifled to him by the memories of

·
IAbraham, Jacob,· Moses,

Samu.el, Daand Soloµ:iop., t!irid.,the i'l.~~,Iings of

No. 38.
Jehovah with them and the people.
It should be remembered that those
among the Jewish people who discourage or scout the idea of a reoccupation of Palestine by Israel, are most
if not all wealthy Jews, and those
called "Reformed" Jews; called such
because they have accepted a modi:fication of the ancient faith, comprising
chiefly the ethical principles of the
law of Moses. These Reformed Jews
have largely discarded the ritual and
ceremonial obligations of the law of
Moses, but profess to cling to its
moral precepts. They accept what
to them is a progressive adaptation of
its basic principles to modern methods
of thought and life. These Jews are
of the wealthy and well to do classes,
who have made or are making fortunes among the Gentiles; hence are
well satisfied with their temporal con·
ditions and not stirred by religious
fervor nor pressed by poverty to turn
· eyes t oward th e ancien
· t h ome of
t h eir
their ancestors. They are also free
from political oppression; indeed, are
i'n m"ny
C"ses
occupy1'ng i'nfiuent1"al
..,
..,
positions in the commercial, financial,
social, professional, and political life
of the modern world. These are the
strictly modern Jews, to many of
whom the traditions of the fathers are
indistinct unrealities, because they
have engrossed themselves in the
strife for wealth, which is a passion
with many of the later generation,
reared in the Gentile cities,, influenced by the spirit of money getting,
by the business opportunities and unspiritual character of the world. It
is this class of Jews, we repeat, that
like their fathers, know not the things
that belong to their peace, but are
blinded by the god of this world and
absorbed in the modern Babylon.
There are many exceptions even
among them, however, who hold fast
to the faith of the fathers and de"
voutly believe and pray for the peace
of Jerusalem, and who believe that
God will yet speak comfortably to her
'and sa that her warfare is accom·.
Y
. . ..
phshed, her m~qmties p~rdoned, and
tqa,t her. promised Messi.!;\ih and De·
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liverer shall come. These among the l
influential and wealthy Jews are willing and ready to aid the great masses
of their Jewish brethren who are yet
in oppression, many of them in cruel
bondage because of the prevailing
sentiment toward them.
One half of the eleven millions of
Jews are in Russia; poor outcasts,
many of them, disliked and spurned
by the ruling classes and peasantry
alike. They are denied many privileges of citizenship and have but
limited opportunities for advancement.
Many will remember the hostile attitude of the late Czar Alexander
toward them, how under his edict
thousands were banished and driven
from his domains. The fanatical
Russian Catholic yet sees in the Jew
the persecutor of Christ and the apostles, to whose graven images he bows
in blind superstitious devotion. Many
Jews are also scattered throughout
more tolerant portions of Europe, but
where a strong Anti-Semitic sentiment
yet prevails and at times breaks out
in open persecutions. For centuries
past his ancestors have been persecuted and drivbn, by Christian and
heathen. Every form of proscription
has been put upon him, every method
of expression of hatred toward him
been crystallized into edicts and laws
to rob and drive him. Under conditions of these kinds the Jew has deepened his hold upon the faith of his
fathers, which has been his strength
and stay and upon which he has based
his hopes for deliverance.
The ·Jew is a religious creation.
While the Gentile has distinguished
himself by conquest, by devotion to
political economy, art, science, etc.,
the things that pertain to this world,
the Jew in this respect stands in
marked contrast. Called out by Jehovah to become his peculiar people,
the witnesses for God, the very features of his national birth are religious
in character; and though the sons of
Israel have distinguished themselves
in all lines of progress and learning,
tbe Jew stands forth to the world in
the unique character in which the
faith of Abraham and of Moses has
created him-a witness for God and a
standing protest against the growing
. irreligious spirit and skepticism of
the age.
With a career so strange and re-
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markable, with a character so mani- . liverance when Babylon shall fall.
festly preserved amid the cruel Paraphrasing the words of the ancient
persecutions that have sought to apostle we may say of her later hisreconstruct and recreate him accord- tory and without exact comparison
ing to Gentile models, it is not strange with Sinai, but with reference to the
that the Hebrew people, in their Gentile dominion over the Jew, "For
movement toward the reestablishment this Rome is Israel's bondage, but Jeof a nationality in Palestine, are at- rusalem, established from above, is
tracting world-wide attention. Ancient yet to be free;" for the Jew and his
civilizations have decayed, but the city are heirs of promise that are to
Jewish people have survived. Modern arise and shine, while Rome exists as
civilization has reached its zenith and typical of the things that are politically
already shows signs of retrogression, and spiritually wrong and that are to be
disorder, and disruption, but Israel shaken. Jerusalem therefore will removes forward toward reconstruction, main among the things that cannot be
unity, and national fraternity. The moved.
She is destined to become
Gentile ideal has been one of with Zion the seat of government, the
conquest, blood, ambition, worldly true eternal city, the heavenly Jerusaadvancement, and improvement in lem: "And the nations of them which
things temporal.
The Jewish ideal are saved shall walk in the light of it;
is
spiritual,
enduring,
eternal. and the kings of the earth do bring
It is interwoven with the God idea, their glory and honor into it."-Rev.
with a view to its ultimate develop- 21: 24. It is the force behind her high·
ment, and controlled by God's own destiny that is moving in her behalf.
supervising care throughout. both in With the beginning of the end of Genits prosperity and adversity. Rome, tile rule Jerusalem and her land are to
the ancient city of Gentile rule and rise in favor and importance. While
conquest, the city of blood and of iron Babylon falls, Jerusalem is to rise.
rule, the mistress of the world, the
The outcome of the present moverepresentative head of Gentile do- ment can only be conjectured. Should
minion, that destroyed Jerusalem and it fail, it will undoubtedly aid the genscattered Israel abroad, is now dead eral movement toward reoccupation
as a political center, and is destined by enlisting and educating the forces
to die as a religious one.
She no that favor the project. The plans relonger rules the councils of state, but main to be matured and executed.
is chiefly known because of her past From a Gentile standpoint the Mohistory of blood and tyranny; and, re- hammedan dominion over Palestine
ligiously, she stands to-day the head may present an insurmountable obof a false spiritual economy, in direct stacle; but the Father of Israel has
opposition to the one of which Jerusa- dealt with earthly monarchs in past
lem is the representative earthly ages; and, too, when they oppressed
head; one too that has been the op- both Israel and his land.
"He that
poser of the ~Jewish people and that keepeth Israel will not slumber nor
continues her influence against the sleep." The Bible student is familia~
restoration idea. Jerusalem, the city with the instances of past history.
of the great King is the metropolis of Whatever may be the obstacles to surthe Jew, the center around which mount, Jewish occupation, independcluster the hopes of the nation. The ent, or under some form of political
city of peace is a living force to-day. permission or guarantee, is sure to
It has given to the world its true come, and evidently at no distant day.
spiritual conceptions, its sublimest
The Sultan of Turkey is by no means
hopes of life here and hereafter. secure. -The signs of the times indiChrist, the Desire of all nations, and cate the speedy termination of Moof Jewish origin, was born in the city hammedan rule.
It came into power
of David; and in it he is yet to reign as the climax of Israel's downfall.
in equity when all dominions shall Disobedient Israel's capital became a
serve and obey him. Jerusalem there- prey to the sword of Islam, the false
fore is from above, and is representa- prophet, the child of Hagar; repenttive of the rule of God-the reign of ant Israel restored means the downright. With her scattered children fall of forces that have hitherto
she hopefully awaits the coming de- , triumphed against him. The seed of
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Isaac, the son of Sarai, the child of
promise, are to inherit and reign. The
descendants of illegitimate Ishmael
have no legal claim to heirship
and rule; the wrong is to fail, the
right to prevail. Evil has but a
temporary existence, after all; it is
only the true in character that is
permanent. This God himself has
set his hand to make manifest, to
demonstrate. His lines are stretched
throughout the earth in b~half of that
policy - the policy of truth.
His
paths are straight, his course is one
eternal round, and he cannot be turned
from his purposes.
Whether the Jew buys Palestine
from the impoverished Turk, or
whether other powers secure it to him
when the Ottoman Empire is dismembered, as a guarantee for his loans to
them, he is destined to secure it in
some way.
The Bible student will
have renewed reasons to study the
Eastern question. He will see the
hand of destiny apparent in its development. Rulers will be moved to act
for Israel's good.
Most of the early elders of the latter-day workhave passed away. With
them "the gathering of IEirael" was an
inspiring and leading theme. They
were not mistaken in declaring it,
though the religious world largely
ridiculed the idea in 1830-'44.
The early saints and elders, like
faithful Abrah'.1m, walked by faith,
seeing the promises and being persuaded by the written word and the
Spirit of truth that moved upon them.
The present generation is seeing and
is yet to see remarkable evidences of
the fulfillment of the prophecies.
The attitude of the Roman Catholic
hierarchy is interesting. In the middle ages the dominant church was the
persecutor of the Jew. The nation
that crucified the Christ was treated
in any but the spirit of mercy by the
Popes and their adherents. It is. not
strange that Rome yet opposes. It is
in harmony with the spirit of its past
acts and attitude toward the Jew.
EcclesiasticalRome, moved bv motives
of wily policy, evidently sees in the
present Jewish movement a factor
that may disturb the :financial and
political equilibrium of present conditions in Europe. Ever ready to gain
prestige with ruling powers in her
own interests, she inveighs; against

the effort of the Jew. The wrong is
generally selfish and shortsighted.
London dispatches of the 11th announce from Odessa that the late
Baron Hirsch's plan to colonize the
Argentine Republic with Russian
Hebrews has been abandoned in favor
of the establishment of Hebrew
schools in Russia. This is another
indication that Jewish colonization
outside of Palestine is being abandoned. It will be remembered that
some of Baron Hirsch's millions have
been spent to assist Jews in Palestine, with other means of wealthy
Hebrews contributed to aid poor
colonists there.
A decree of the Russian government, in 1896, closed all schools in the
empire not exclusively Jewish against
Jewish girls. This with other evideuces of Anti-Semitic sentiment in
Europe but serves to stimulate the
Jewish exodus to Palestine. The appeal of prominent Jewish rabbis in
leading European capitals, to manifest devotion to present governments
by remaining away from the Basle
conference of the .Zion movement, will
prove of but little avail.
Present
governments have little real use for
the Jew, whom th~y have robbed in
the past and may not be above robbing
him in future, as Russia has done in
late years. The Jew is not wedded
to present governments, either by tradition or experience. Dr. Theodore
Herzl, the promoter of the late movement, may be an enthusiast; but he is
correct when he says, "I am of the
opinion that the idea of a Jewish state
is not an idea of my own. It is the old,
never dead, immortal idea of our peo·
ple. . . . The Jewish people wishes
to reassert itself."
Israel will doubtless be ready for
additional favor-the receiving of the
"new covenant" in Christ, the law,
written not on tables of stone but en·
graven in the heart and mind. The
church has a mission to the Jew,
though now the preaching of the gospel is to the Gentiles. The great pur·
poses of God, the restoration of all
things spoken of by the prophets, are
being brought to pass. "God hath
not cast away his people whom he
foreknew . . . . Have they stumbled
that they should fall? God forbid:
but rather through their fall salvation
is come i.rnto thlll Gentiles, for t,o pro·
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voke them to jealousy. Now if the
fall of them be the riches of the
world, and the diminishing of them
the riches of the Gentiles; how much
more their fullness. . . ,, For if the
casting away of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall the receiving of them be, but life from the
dead? . . . And so all Israel shall be
saved: as it is written, There shall
come out of Sion the Deliverer, and
shall turn away ungodliness from
Jacob . . . . For the gifts and calling
of God are without repentance."Paul, in Romans 11.
The Gentile fullness now comes in,
And Israel's blessings are at hand:
Lo! Judah's remnant cleansed from sin,
Shall in their promised Canaan stand.

We see more clearly as events
transpire the fulfillment of the "sure
word of prophecy," and can, with all
of Israel, lift up our heads and rejoice, knowing that our redemption
draweth nigh.
CHURCH DEDICATION.

THE Editor left the sanctum on Thursday, September 2, forthe E!'tstern Iowa
district, over which genial brother
and elder, C. E. Hand, presides, for
the purpose of assisting in dedicating a tmilding erected by the Butternut Grove branch, for worshiping
uses. He reached Centre Junction,
on the Chicago and Milwaukee, at five
o'clock on Friday morning, and thence
accompanied Bro. W. B. Thomas and
family, Brn. Brooks, Eckhart, and
others to the rendezvous, twelve
miles distant, by wagon.
The Sunday school convention for
the district used the day and evening
in its business and entertainment,
under the direction of Sr. Ella Green,
superintendent.
To the surprise of the Editor, the
district conference bad arranged to
meet at the same time and place, and
it was under the rule of the conference
that the services were held.
The
business was dispatched during the
day, and in the evening a most interesting sermon was preached by Bro.
Warren Turner, formerly of the Apostolic branch of Clinton. This service
was in charge of Bro. J·. X. Smith, a
priest of the branch at Clinton, and
his conduct of the service was very
feeling and impressive. He was for
many ;vea:r.s a minister in the Baptist
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Church, and has welcomed the angel's
message gladly.
A prayer and sacramental service
occupied the morning hour; and at
10:45 a. m. there was a house packed
full to the outer court waiting the
dedicatory service. These were in
charge of the Editor; the choir being
led by Bro. W. LaRue of the Buffalo
Pi:airie branch; Sr. Nellie Hills, a
daughter of Bro. Samuel Powers, one
of the early apostles of the Reorganized Church, was at the organ. The
exercises began at 10: 45 a. m. A song,
"In thy name, 0 Lord, assembling,"
was sung and Bro. L. E. Hills led in
prayer.
The following statement was read:STATEMENT.

Sometime last ~pring the suggestion was made to build a house in
which to worship, and by vote it was
decided to purchase the building now
completed; and moving it to its present site, remodel and fioish it, in suitable way for use. A committee was
selected consisting of W. B. Thomas,
Edwin Green, and Orillus Green. A
soliciting committee comprised of
Susie Green chairman and treasurer,
Amelia Thomas, Orillus Green secretary, Henry Rhue, and W. B. Thomas,
who circulated lists and secured a
subscription $455. 35 in amount.
Upon consultation as to site, Orillus
Green offered the land on which the
building stands, and it was accepted.
The foundation was prepared and the
building moved, workmen secured,
and the work done unto completion.
Of the amount subscribed the whole
has been paid, except about fifty
cents, a remarkable instance of good
faith in the history of church building.
There remains in the treasurer's
hands the sum of $35 in round num·
be rs; all bills are paid so far as
known, and the building is ready for
dedication and occupation. A deed to
the property has beeH executed by
Orillus Green and bis wife, running to
the church; and there seems to be no
reason why the offering which has
been made may not now be completed
and the building dedicated to holy
and right uses for worship and church
business.
Besides the amount subscribed and
paid in cash, there bas been an aggregated amount of labor $220, and of

amount of some $75 not enumerated. miles away at Centre Junction, and a
in bill of items. ':Phis makes a total : number of others scattered here and
of $750.35 as cost of building, includ- there, form the branch; and from the
ing the amount on hand, and excluding location of the church in the valley
the value of the land on which it is and the peculiar condition of the memsituated.
bership, the Editor suggested that the
name
be changed to the Green Valley
This is a creditable showing, and
branch.
This would give the name of
reflects credit on the saints of the
the
Green
Valley church to the little
Butternut Grove branch, their friends,
building;
and
would be both pleasant
and the soliciting and building corn·
and
appropriate,
especially as there
mittees; which ought to be an examremains
nothing
of the characterple to other branches seeking to
istics
of
the
appellation
of the Butterbuild. Unity of purpose and effort
nut
Grove
branch
that
it is now
have marked the occasion of building
necessary
to
perpetuate.
this house; and it should be the prayer
We met on this occasion Bro. James
of all that it should be continued, the
Bradley
and wife, now aged ninetybranch be extended, and the cause of
three and eighty-three years respecthe Master honored.
The sermon was by the Editor, the tively, and who have all their lives
topic being a consideration of the long been companions, and are yet
question, ·•What doctrine should be sufficiently hale to enjoy the meetings
preached within these walls and in and association with the people of
this pulpit? Text, John 7: 17: "My their religious choice.
The local brethren entertained a
doctrine is not mine, but his that sent
me. If any man will do his will, he hundred and thirty-eight of the brethren from the district round about, and
shall know of the doctrine.''
The best of attention was paid to the the estimated attendance in round
services, and when the benediction numbers would be between four and
was pronounced by Bro. C. E. Hand, five hundred. The occasion was one
all felt that the peace of the Lord bad that will be long remembered in the
district.
been with his people.
And so in parting with the saints
The afternoon •service was a ser·
amid
the hills of eastern Iowa, we
mon by Elder J. W. Peterson, the subcommended
them to the Lord with
ject, the gospel and probation after
confidence
that
there would be a good
death-a scriptural doctrine.
The
work
done
by
the
forces now at work
evening service was a sermon by the
there.
Brn.
Hand,
Peterson, Sutton,
Editor, text "Seek ye first the kingand
others
will
be
heard
from.
dom of God." It was listened to in

deep interest. Bro. LaRue was in
charge, and did his part well. He
THE WOODBINE REUNION.
is a young man of good promise. The THE Woodbine Reunion was the largday ended pleasantly, all seeming to est, and in several respects, one of
enjoy the services and the genial asso- the most successful we have yet held.
ciation of the brethren of the one faith. The success may not be in number
The branch numbers about forty baptized, though this was over half a
members, and is called the Butternut hundred; but in spiritual enjoyment,
Grove branch, from an old time or· and moral force and prestige it was
ganization that once existed nearly most excellent. The order on Sunforty miles away. The house is a day, the last day, was the best we
very neat one of 28 by 36 feet in size, have had since the Missouri Valley
plainly finished inside and out; and by session, the cause for which is not
reason of a concurrence of circum- yet accounted for, unless it be that
stances is an instance of the least ex- there was nothing allowed on the
penditure of means for the best results grounds by way of attraction, only
of any we know, as see statement. It the services of the church.
stands in a valley between high hills;
The rules governing the camp have
on one of which dwells Bro. Orillus become well known to the saints, and
and Ella Green, and on the other a general acquiescence in them and
stands the house of Mr. Edwin and their usefulness, made police duty
Sr. Susie Green. These families with [ much. more effective .a~d serviceab~e.
mf!Jter.ial !'i•l'.J.Q fi4tiire~ _an 17stiu:rn,t~<~ that ot Bro. W. B. '1'homais 1 twelv~
Some of those ini1ting by baptism
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were men who have long been partially or wholly convinced; but, like
the impotent man at the pool, have
been waiting the stirring of the waters
by the angel; this for them came at
this session, and they went down into
the stirred pool with those who helpeil
them, and were healed of their spiritual blindness.
The preaching was uniformly good,
some of it above the ordinary in pith
and force, the speakers being endowed
of the Spirit richly. The younger
recruits to the ranks are pressing the
veterans close in the race for usefulness in the great Master's cause, and
ihe veterans are giving thanks and
praising God that he is hearing their
call and sending men to the rescue.
There was not a breath of envy or
jealousy in the ministerial force from
start to finish; each went to his post
~t the call, and responded with all his
powers to the demand for service.
The tone of the prayer and testimony meetings was good, especially
the one held Sunday morning, in
which seventy-eight testimonies, six
prayers, and four songs were beard
in seventy minutes, spirited and
pleasing, some of them soul-stirring
and uplifting.
The throng on Sunday, the last
day, was great; but not an oath was
heard; no one under the influence of
strong drink was seen; and little or
no smoking was indulged in on the
grounds in the vicinity of the big
tent. Everybody seemed willing to
observe the rule; and if any were
found transgressing, yielded goodnaturedly to the admonition of the
man with the "star on his coat."
A water panic was started on Saturday afternoon, caused by the breaking of a pipe; but this was soon
discovered and quickly repaired.
Thousands upon thousands of gallons
were used on Saturday and Sunday;
but the supply was ample, and the
day closed with standpipe full and
the tanks in good supply.
There was some sickness on the
grounds, the most of it the result of
carelessness in eating and drinking,
and the heat; but the prompt attention and excellent administration service of the administering committee,
attended by the health and life-giving
forces of the Spirit, gave relief from
anxiety and pain, many being in-

stantly healed upon administration.
There were no deaths, and none left
the grounds in danger or extreme sickness that we heard of.
The Woodbine reunion for 1897 is
now a thing of the past, and the energetic com . 11ittee is already at work
for 1898. What the harvest will be
does not yet appear, but as we are enjoined in Holy Writ, "In the morning
sow thy seed, and in the evening withhold not thine hand; for thou knowest not whether shall prosper, either
this or that," we may take heart of
grace, and trust the Master for the
complete fruition of all our hopes.
A FEW COMMENTS.

BRO. M. F. GOWELL sends us an excellent article on whole wheat flour
diet, which we publish on the cover
of this number. The Word of Wisdom says "wheat for man," naming it
as the food par excellence, that specifically adapted to his "constitution
and nature." The article referred to
tells why it is valuable and explains
how man deteriorates in physical
power and diminishes his strength
and hold upon life by substituting a
part for the whole, the less for the
greater value of the wheat kernel.
"Custom doth often reason overrule"
is an old saying, illustrated by much
of present habit and diet. We believe
that a full observance of the Word of
Wisdom includes the use of wheat as
God gives it to man- of all its good
and necessary properties. The subject is worthy of thought, the recommendation of practice.
It is in our power to rise to added
usefulness and to enjoy greater bappiness by living "by every word that
proceedetb from the mouth of God."
Not to mention alcoholic liquors and
tobacco, tea and coffee have largely
been dispensed with by progressive
Latter Day Saints. There are further
steps to be taken in harmony with the
"word," with a view to adopting the
whole code, as. it relates to excessive
and unseasonable use of meat diet,
and the return to the whole wheat
bread of our fathers and mothers,
who were possessed of sturdier physical fiber, because they ate simpler
and wholesome food. Plain living
and high thinking go together; they
, form a true basis for mental and
I physical health and happineH, as
J

they guarantee lives of usefulness.
The cooperation of all concerned in
the home circles would aid in bringing about a higher and better order of
things. We trust that the sisters,
who reign in the home circle, will
more fully look into the questions involved and that all will be willing to
stand by them in the excellent work
of dietary reform.
We have made this note at the risk
of being called a hobby rider and of being considered as overdoing it. We
believe that Latter Day Saints should
observe the law that brings both temporaland spiritual salvation; that to be
preserved by law is to honor it and thus
receive its benefits. "Prevention is
better than cure." The Word of Wisdom contemplates prohibition of and
protection from disease by obedience
to the laws that govern and preserve
the life of body and mind. Israel of
old became a hardy race, and the Jew
to-day escapes prevailing epidem~cs
because he inherits what bis fathers
bequeathed to him of physical force,
under the hygienic code of the Mosaie
economy. When modern Israel learns
to fully observe the law given of God
for physical, moral, and spiritual redemption- the redemption of the man
entire-the whole man-our people
will not think of returning to many of
the evil and hurtful modes of living
now in vogue in the modern Gentile
world.
Perhaps we have said enough for
the present, but we join with others
in the belief that we should in all
things live in harmony with "the
order and will of God in the temporal
salvation of all saints in the last days."
Great blessings are promised to those
who so do, and which blessings we
believe we need in order that power
needed to accomplish our work may
be given us. The present generation
feeds upon much trash that as manufactured articles are destructive both
to health and morals. In consequence
of such evils we have been warned by
revelation.
One thought more: Whenever any
people have honored God's law they
have risen superior to their surrounding conditions and above the level
of prevailing human miseries. In
Enoch's day we have a perfect expression of this fact, a demonstration of
the possibilities of attainment under
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be able to do my part. The hardest part so
far is outdoor preaching. I am trying to
break myself in to this kind of work, as it
seems the only way of reaching the people in
some places. I have been greatly blessed
thus far with liberty,. though warned that
severe trials are just ahead. Have been
quite busy, but will write a letter soon.
Weather very wet and cold.

the rule of "the law of the spirit of
life." We understand that this is the
work of God's people, who are called
to be the light of the world. We believe we ought to rise, in the interests of our own salvation and that of
otherst that through our example
others may see the path of life and
walk therein in this day of evil and
darkness that is trying the sons of
men. The call of the gospel is therefore to reach higher ground. The
coming rising generation of God's
great spiritual army will hardly think
of disregarding any feature of the law
given of God for man's government
and ultimate perfection.

Bro. R. J. Parker; Oakland, California, the 13th inst.:Reunion over last night; have had a splendid time; some ver:y spiritual meetings; all
the saints seemed revived and cheered. I
leave for El Dorado, California, to-morrow.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

GRACELAND COLLEGE opened its fall
term with a largely increased enrollment of students.
Prospects are
excellent for further additions during
the present term, and for a steadily
growing patronage.
Both our own
people and citizens of the surrounding
country, where they are known, show
decided interest in Graceland. The
faculty has also been increased by the
addition of Prof. T. J. Kelley, Instructorin History and other branches.
Bro. Arthur H. Mills, of Independence, has been appointed in charge of
the Department of Instrumental Music.
College prospects are brightening.
Work is needed, however, and the
friends of our educational institution
should remember its interests that it
may become more firmly established
as a growing power for good. It
wants students, and can give them
excellent tuition at reasonable terms
and under favorable surroundings and
conditions.
An experienced and capable missionary in the field makes the statement
that at a point where he has labored
of late thirty-two persons were for· d , at a series
· of meetmgs,
·
mer1y b apt1ze
and of whom but two remain in the
fold of the church. This statement
furnishes food for thought. Were the
thirty cases of •·hasty baptisms"? It
certainly seems difficult to believe that

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. J. A. GRANT, St. Clair, Michigan, September 10:We located the tent here Tuesday last and
have held three meetings up to date, the
audience increasing each evening. We expect
Bro. R. Etzenhouser to assist us next week.
Two more have been b&.ptized, so we are not
discouraged but hopeful. It is very warm,
but the evenings are pleasant.

Bro. John Shields, Wabash,
tario, the 9th inst.:-

On-

I have been here a week now. The saints
.are feeling well in the work. We have a
good and still increasing attendance of outsiders.

Bro. J. C. Chrestensen, Jasper City,
Missouri, September 15:The Spring River district conference convened September 10, at Webb City, Missouri.
Business waA transacted without a jar. Old
officers reelected. Prayer, testiwony, and
sacrament meeting a spiritual feast. Preaching all that could be asked for by W.C.Cather,
J. M. Richards, and F. C. Keck. Attendance
quite large, notwithstanding the dry, hot
weather, and dusty roaas.

Bro. J. J. Cornish, Cadillac, Michigan, September 13:We put up the tent in this place in one
part of the town and put in three straight
weeks, making twenty-four sermons and baptizing seven. We then moved over to another
part of the town and am having tent full
nearly evey night. Bro. Ellis was only with
me a few days, when one of us had to go
another place; then Bro. Peter Price, of Burdick ville, a young brother, a priest, a nice
man, helped me all he could. It looks as
though several will obey here.

to

Bro. F. G. Pitt, writing from Morriston, South Wales, the 6th inst.,
says:Will you kindly publish my address: No.
14 Gloucester Road, Bishopston, Bristol,
England. Wife is making her home in Erisf
. b tt
t o l ; h er h ea1t h is e er. 0 ur con erence at
Llanelly passed off pleasantly. I am feeling
well in the work; see plenty to do; hope to

work. No one can afford to build
hastily or superficially. No true and
capable man will do it.
Bro. William Sparling is engaged in
tent work at Springfield, Missouri.
A handbill announces his meetings,
sermon topics, and "All questions
answered from the stand." "No con·
nection with tJtah Mormonism."
Bro. L. M. Sollenberger, of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, visited the branch
of saints at Scranton, preached there
and at adjoining points, in August.
He expects to return and aid them as
he can. Bro. A. N. Bishop was in
local charge, and had baptized one of
late.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun, Jr., has labored at Belding, Michigan, at intervals, last fall and this summer, and
has baptized three, leaving others in·
vestigating. He hopes to continue
the good work, though hindered by
illness. The traveling ministry who
could visit that point would find a
home with Bro. 0. J. Wheeler. The
saints number eight, have rented a
hall, and will also organize a Sunday
school.
Have you read our ''premium offer,"
on second page of HERALD cover?
Please take note of it. You may be
personally interested in securing a
copy of the Bible and in aiding the
publishing department of the church.
The ministry are requested to send
in names of those newly baptized, also
of those not taking the HERALD, that
we may send them sample copies of
the church paper. Please remember
the Herald Office, addressing such
names to the Business Department.
~uggets of silver, said to be the
first ever seen in mounds, were found
b y p ro f essor L ove b erry, A ssistan
·
t
Curator of the Ohio State Archrnoloe-~
ical and Historical Society, near Ring-·
gold, Pickaway County, Ohio.
Sr. Anna Nielsen, of Nebraska City,.
Nebraska, writes at length of the·

the parties referred to were converted. Woodbine reunion, expressing her
The cases cited furnish additional ex· satisfaction with the experiences had
amples of imperfect work, either on the among saints present. From all acpart of those baptizing or the parties counts received it is evident that the•
baptized. Itismanifestthatthe work of' gathering was a successful one. We•
anyone, however great its present as- note that the Woodbine, Maysville,.
pectmaycause it to appear, must stand and Bluff Park meetings voted to con. for just what it is in fact in the day tinue in '98.
A rr1va
· l s at L amom· d urmg
·
of accountmg;
and. . that hay,
wood, or
t h e past.
.
·
•
•
. .
1
1 stu~ble will not abide t~e t1me,,of fier,y I wee~ mclude Bro. Ellis Sh~rt an~
1
I testmg, that shall try 'every man s family, from Independence, Missouri;
·1

·

'
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Brn. H. A. Stebbins and E. Keeler,
from the Maysville reunion. Departures, Bro. F. M. Weld to Illinois, Bro.
0. Scott to Central Iowa, Bro. Frank
Criley to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
The maps prepared to accompany
the report of the committee on Ameri·
can Archreology have been received
and the report will shortly be published. The maps have been prepared by direction of the committee
by Bro. G. F. Weston, of Buchanan,
Michigan. They are six in number.
Bro. Weston is now at work on a
"home and office size map of Book of
Mormon lands, size 28 x 38," and expects to have copies ready about October 15. Both the report and the
accompanying maps will prove exceedingly helpful to students and advocates of the Book of Mormon.
Work will be pushed with due speed,
and date of issue be duly announced.
Bro. A. M. Merrill, of Boston, formerly a missionary to Africa under
direction of Bishop Taylor, of the
Methodist Church, writes a brief summary of the causes that led him to the
light and satisfaction that have been
his since rendering obedience to ·the
gospel restored. He failed to find
rest and comfort in bis former spiritual associations and can appreciate
the contrast that knowledge of the
truth enables him to discern.
The State of Illinois has passed a
new educational law, and will enforce
it at once, under which the evils of
the liquor, tobacco, and other narcotic
habits will be held up before the
children by precept and by physical
demonstration.
From the lowest
primary grades until pupils have finished the second year of high school
work scholars will be taught the destructive effects of using stimulants.
Ignorance of those evils will not long
exist, if such measures become universal.
Indiana Methodist laymen are pushing a movement to change the plan
of church control.
They demand a
change from "the existing autocratic
policy of the church."
Yellow fever bas obtained a foothold at Edwards, Mississippi, and in
other parts of the State, and was
spreading at last accounts to an alarming extent.
The State Board of
Health has instituted a rigid quarantine, prohibiting all railroad and
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steamboat transportation lines from if it be shown that Italian subjects are
allowing any person to get off trains among the killed or wounded.
or boats at any point in the State,
France's wheat crop will be 88,546,or from handling mail, baggage, or 890 hectolitres, against 119, 742,416
freight from infected points. Train hectolitres in 1896. The Italian wheat
crews only, from points not affected, crop will be 30,600,000 hectolitres,
are allowed to get off at terminal against 51,000,000 last year.
points. Passengers to other States
The United States Naval departfrom healthly districts are permitted ment is said to have made out a plan
to pass through. The situation is of distribution of our warships in the
panicky and many people are leaving. event of a war with Spain.
Mobile, Alabama, and New Orleans
Louise Michel, the celebrated
also have some cases. The State capi- French anarchist, is preparing to visit
tal of Mississippi, is said to be de- the United States in October for the
populated, its business houses closed, purpose of disseminating anarchist
its newspapers suspended. Yellow doctrines. European and American
fever has also appeared in Nicaragua. governments are cooperating in keepHot weather was causing the spread ing watch upon all anarchists.
of yellow fever· in Mississippi and at
Death and disaster by flood and
New Orleans the 17th inst.
storm swept the Texas coast on the
The recent drouth was broken by night of September 12. The towns of
storms of wind and rain on the 16th Port Arthur, Sabine, and Sabine Pass
which prevailed throughout Ohio, were inundated and covered to a
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, depth of six feet. Heavy winds from
Missouri, and Kansas. The rain was south and north drove the waters of
beneficial, but in many places in most the Gulf and Sabine Lake upon the
of the States named the storm was towns and engulfed them and the survery destructive to life and property. rounding country. Sixteen bodies
Ex-Empress Carlotta, who has been have been recovered; deaths are estiinsane since the execution of her bus- mated at thirty. Towns and ranches
band, Maximilian, in Mexico, is dan- for forty miles along the coast were
gerously ill at Brussels.
devastated. Much suffering has reThe grave condition of affairs at sulted. The rice crop was totally
Hazelton, Pennsylvania, caused by the destroyed in Jackson County. It was
shooting of miners by the sheriff's valued at $150,000 and in one week
deputies, is being modified by the more would have been harvested.
presence of troops and the disposition
Versailles, Indiana, county seat of
of those in charge to conciliate the Ripley County, was invaded by vigiminers and preserve the peace. The lantes, and five men, members of a lawcrisis is thought to be past.
less gang, and confined in jail for
The miners in the Pittsburg dis- robbery and looting in general, were
trict, also those in the Ohio district taken out and hanged in the morning
and in the Western States, are return- of September 15. The citizens had
ing to work.
for years suffered from lawless depreBombay and Simla advices dated the dations of the thieves with whom the
15th: After withstanding attacks of men lynched were in league; but the
the hottest character by an almost lawless act is universally condemned
overwhelming force, Forts Lockhart by public sentiment and the press.
and Gulistan in the Samana range, Governor Mount is taking active
were relieved by British forces. The measures to apprehend and punish
troops also recaptured a post taken the lynchers.
by tribesmen two days previous.
General Gomez is pushing opera.Three other divisions of British forces tions in Eastern Cuba and is making
were pursuing hostile tribes in other raids in Santa Clara. The town of
sections. A prominent Indian editor Placetas has been partly laid in ruins.
had been prosecuted and punished for The .insurgents are well armed and
inciting the nations to rebellion.
are creating consternation even in
The Austrian government will de- Havana. General Weyler has ordered
mand indemnity for the shooting of the destruction of seven towns in the
Austrian subjects in the Pennsylvania. province of Santa Clara.
riot. Italy will join in the demand, \ "Important amendments to thQ
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original military compact looking to
the protection of France from Germany are reported."
The terms of agreement by which
Greece is to pay Turkey $20, 000, 000
and the latter to evacuate Thessaly,
have been agreed upon.
Advices from Hazelton, Pennsylvania, the 17th report 10,000 men still
out on strike and who, assisted by
women, were persuading others to stop
work. Troops remain on guard.
French and Spanish anarchists expelled from Belgium's capital on the
17th.
Ten thousand insurgents in the
Philippine Islands are being led and
disciplined by 500 deserters from the
Spanish army.
President Diaz, of Mexico, was assailed by an assassin, during the celebration of Mexican independence, at
Mexico City, September 16, but escaped with but slight injuries. His
assailant was arrested, but was killed
during the night, by a mob that invaded the city hall.
A balloon, supposed to be Andree's
polar air ship, was seen by natives of
Arctic Siberia, on the 14th inst.
Heavy frost in Central Wisconsin
destroyed vegetable and other crops,
on the 16th.
September 17. British troops under General Jeffrey driven back in the
India campaign; loss 140.
The poor harvest affects many Russian provinces, whi.le the prolonged
drouth has interfered with the sowing
of winter wheat.
London advices the 18th: The
most cheering news from India is that
rain has fallen just at the right time
and so abundantly as to give rich
promise of fine harvests. Military
movements are slow. British forces
are pressing forward, but are meeting stubborn resistance.
Bro. M. C. Fisher, writing from
Boston of the coming conference of
the Massachusetts district, etc.: "We
expect a grand good time, as work in
this district is in splendid condition
and all looks bright. Boston branch
is in good working condition, doing
considerable work in way of extra
meetings in surrounding towns."
Bro. J. A. Tanner, of Bevier, Missouri, is to meet Elder Loynd, of the
Utah Church, in discussion on the 22d
inst., on main questions at issue.
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Oriqinal Poetru.
THE INFINITE.
(Dedicated to Bro. E. L. Kelley.)

Nay, 'tis not the life that dies,
'Tis Dot the soul within;
But that corruption which supplies
The vagaries called sin.
The vain thing which we name the man,
'Tis that which hath a finite span.
Our sojourn here is but a breath
'Twixt two eternities;
When comes the shuft:ling off by death
Of Earth's infirmities.
Then ever restless soul is freeIt lives-i.t is infinity.
Not here that wondrous mystery
Of life to come is told;
'Tis our.; to bear all patiently;The future will unfold.
That which to mortal ken is sealed
Will to the spirit be revealed.
There is no death! 'tis only change
That gives us true release;
And to the soul gives freest range
To joys without surcease.
Then let us in this life prepare
To live the life that's over there.
Who doubts he hath immortal soul?
Who doubts that power Supreme?
Who doubts that death will sure unfold
The future of life's stream?
Let him but cast his eyes above
And see the greatness of God's love.
GEO. BARRETT.
NEW ORLEANS, La., July 21, 1897.

Moihsrs' HomB noltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"Not only now but always.
May I be thine;
Not only here but elsewhere,
Great God, be mine;
But if my will grows wa\ ward,
Still bring me in;
And though my faith be clouded,
Count it not sin.,,

TEMPERANCE.
I HA VE many times scanned the pages of the
Herald, thinking perhaps I might find something that would bring more satisfaction to
my mind in rega,rd to the subject of internperance than I have ever yet experienced;
but with my mind still dissatisfied I will
write, expecting that some one with greater
ability, and one perhaps who has lived nearer
his God than I, and as a consequence would
receive greater light, might be able to at
least lessen the mysteries of my mind. Why
the subject of intemperance is not more fully
discussed in the church publication is often
spoken of.
A deeper subject cannot be found. To be
temperate in all things means so much.
Temperate in our talk at home, as well as
abroad. Temperate in our work, in our
eating, as well as our drinking. What is
worse than a person of an irritabl6l temper

watching every little wrong? Many a woman
is addicted to this kind of a temper and yet
is considered the most devoted wife and
mother in the world. Her temper i.s of such
a kind that her goodness is of such short
duration that we learn to shun her. She
would think it no R'reat task to die for her
children, but to look at herself she cannot or
will not. The gloom which she casts over
the whole house is too much for the children,
and they grow up eager to get out of the
house. Then parents wonder why after they
have spent so much for the children to amuse
them that they cannot appreciate home.
What can this be called but intemperance?
How many times do we see children afraid to
go around where their parents are? Not
afraid of the rod, but of that fault-finding
which the child has learned to hate as an
adder. Far better take that child into your
confidence. Supposing he has done wrong;
do you al ways do right? The most successful
teacher of the day is the one that rules by
love, not fear. Many a child has been picked
up on the street who knew of nothing but
wickedness. Ruled by love, told that he was
somebody, in place of telling him that he
would never be of any account, or that you
·could scarcely tolerate him, has grown to be
a noble man. Think of this, and see if it is
not possible the fault might not be altogether
in the child. Place yonrself in the same
boat and you might not go far before you
would wish to jump overboard.
I know that paren"ts to a great extent have
sown the seed that they harvest in their
child. I am not selfish enough to think a
child will inherit any more from a mother
than from a father. I am willing to look at
this as I think I should. If it is too late to
remedy some things, I am thankful that I
have been told of my faults (of course I could
see them, but not so plainly as others). How
much better I would feel when the person
coming to me would confess their own wrong
which was just as great. How they had
struggled with the adversary and how much
better they felt when trying to look at the
bright side of all things. This certainly is
trying to be temperate.
How often are we made sad by the tongue
of the sland"'rer. This is one of the worst
forms of intemperance. In one way or
another it manages to keep up some kind of
excitement. It drips sugar just as easily as
gall. It will hide a curse under a smooth
word and its enjoyment is never greater than
when it can blight the life of some one.
How man or woman can keep at such work
and take delight in it we never could see.
But no soul in high estate runs in this channel. It proves that somewhere there is
weakness or an evil nature. Education and
refinement is no proof against it. It only
helps to accomplish its hellish design. How
such people are to be pitied! Their tongue
bas brought reproach upon their own head.
The true Christian should ever stand ready
to forgive and be found with patience and
charity toward all men. No matter how
1
great their sin, God is the judge.
Intemperance generally spoken of means
the drinking of intoxicating liquors to excess.
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This habit certainly has brought more misery into the world than any other one thing.
Why it has so different an effect upon t.he human system cannot be told. Some can drink
for years and still remain the same old drunkard, while another will scarcely be known as a
drunkard before it temporarily dethrones his
reasoning faculties. The effect of alcohol
upon the system and the sad results which
follow are known to all. When I look at the
effect it has from a sensible standpoint, I
wish it were in my power to help wipe it out
of existence. Not until then will prohibition
rule. I think the time will come when
drunkenness will be looked upon as a disease•
not a habit. I do not see how a man can vote
for the manufacture and sale of whisky and
at the same time call himself a Christian.
Men have been beard to say, "Whisky does
not bother me. I have got sense enough not
to make a hog of myself!" A hog will not
touch it. If some are blessed with such reasoning faculties that they are able to resist
all such evils, perhaps their work is in bettering the condition of affairs of the day.
I know that I, voting the true sentiments of
my conscience, cannot cast a vote allowing
one man to sell what, if another should give
away, places him where the law will handle
him to the fullest extent. Are we waiting to
see a far worse inroad made in our home
than that made by d3ath, or are men so void
of natural affection that they cannot feel for
all mankind? None feel a deeper sorrow for
the drunkard or his child than do I. Look at
those poor little children suffering for the
bare necessaries of life. We do not need to
look at its present wants alone. See that
puny little babe. What a sad story! That
child has inherited what must go with it
thro 1gh life. Such a thing as good health it
will never enjoy.
When I meditate upon this it causes me to
delve deeper into the mysteries of our existence, and my first thought is, OGod,where is
justice in this? That child as pure and innocent as a dove, and such a curse upon itt
Children born under such circumstances,
what would be their disposition? The question is, If such a person reaches maturity and
it followa the same footprints, are we justifiable in condemning its actions, regardless of
what it might be? How often I have thought
this over a~d over again,. when we see men,
that have lived honored hves, crazed by the
fi"ry ·demon, become such fiends that they
better deserved the name of anything than
that of man. Our first thought is of the
man, but far more miserable is that mot.her
that has seen the babe of her youth brought
to such shame; that young wife chained down
amidst want and strife, left with a family,
perhaps with no means they are thrust into
a heartless world. This only increases her
sorr.::iw.
We are told that all things work together
for good to those that love God, and that out
of our afflictions good will come. This is indeed a consoling promise. I know that it is
my duty to be of some use to others. When
I think how weak I am and how little I have
done for the Master, when I have listened to
the testimonies of the saints where they

credit of a complete and practical program
well prepared.
THE PROGRAM
which was carried out consisted of sessions of
real Sabbath school and of normal or training work at eight o'clock in the morning and
at four in the afternoon. Synopses of the
work done at these meetings will be presented
in the "department" from time to time.
THE SPECIAL DAY
included the afternoon and night sessions
only. A Sunday school prayer and testimony
meeting was held at 7:30 o'clock Saturday
morning-a very interesting and profitable
session.
We believe the interest in the Sabbath
school work greater in the reunion this year
than ev.er before. Only a few years ago it
was very difficult to secure the attendance of
more ·than from one to two or three dozen
people to the Sunday school sessions, and
still less at the "training work." This year
the attendance the first meeting was 170; 167
the second, 200 the third, 266 the fourth. At
this juncture a
, ''VISITING COMMITTEE,"
consisting of four young sisters, going "two
by two," made a thorough and systematic
canvass of the camp, ascertaining the number
of children and of adults on the grounds, and
obtaining a promise to attend Sunday school
PRAYER UNION.
from as many as they could. The results reSPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
vealed that over 900 people were in camp, and
MR. J. V. BUSBY, a non-member, of Inde- that 459 of them promised to attend Sunday
pendence, Iowa, requests the Prayer Union school. When the time came, notwithstandand saints to petition the Master ~hat he may ing the heat and the dust, 438 were in attendbe healed of his affliction.
ance-doubtless the largest attendance ever
had at a Sunday school session at a reunion
of the saints. The interest in other work
showed a similar increase. May it thus continue to increase, and God receive the glory.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
Are you
(Send communications for this department to the Editor WINTER is slowly approaching.
1
,
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
preparing to keep your schools in session
to HEd'.itors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.n)
during the winter? You should be.
Your
Most
"LAST but not least" might be truly said of school should run the year round.
the reunion at Woodbine, Iowa, recently schools do, and why not yours? Why dismiss
, closed, that is it was the last that the Gen- your school for a little cold weather? You
· era! Superintendent will visit during the do not close up your own business; why then
:season in the intere.st of the Sabbath school, suspend the Lord's work?
' :and, too, it was not the least. All are proba' bly aware that this reunion is the oldest as
Priestly Road Sunday School,
: well as the largest one held in the church.
BIRMINGHAM, England.
And, too, its territory includes one of the
Dear Editor:-I thought I should like to
1
oldest district Sunday school associations give you an outline of our progress in the
, of the church-that of the Galland's Grove Sunday school. We held our anniversary on
. :district. Further, the reunion territory is May 30, 1897, and I am pleased we had such a
: fortunate enough to contain .several of our pleasant time. The spirit of music and sing: foremost,-most zealous, and most competent ing prevailed among the children; they
: Sunday school workers. These workers have seemed filled with joy at the instruction rei :for years past been
ceived and the prizes given them. There
ALIVE TO THE WORK.
was a good gathering at the evening meeting
and the results of their efforts are marked and pleasure was expressed in every counte@n every hand.
Hence we were not at all nance. We invited Bro. Swan, of Northfield,
1
surprised upon our arrival to find the Sunday to deliver an address, but circumstances so
school work moving along in a manner be- overruled that we had not the pleasure of
:speaking no uncertainty. Our earnest and hearing him; but he wrote an apology, which
untiring fellow worker and brother, J. F. we hand over for publication with our report
'Min tun, was early on the ground and had be- to the Herald.
Among our brethren and sisters in attendgun adll carried out the program up to the
time, and had secured an interest in the work ance w~a our esteemed president, Thomae
not seen at the reunion before. To him, with Taylor; although getting old and having &
his associate11 of the committee, belong11 the long way to some, he still takes an interest illl.
have received such wonderful manifestations
either through vision or angelic administrations, and I am led to say, "Great God, what
was I created for?"
When I have prayed
with all the earnestness of my heart when a
just God could not help but look with compassion upon my prayer, a.nd not the faintest
whisper came, I would think, {Vhere would I
be now if I had not been taught in my youth
and it had been instilled in my mind that
there was a just God? I have tried to so live
all my life that when I am no more my life
would be a testimony to b'3 told by some one.
And now I pray God to enlighten my understanding, endow me with wisdom that I may
be able to see myself as I am, and with his
help solve the dark mysteries of this life and
give me patience and charity which is the
greatest of '111 gifts, that I may be able to forgive as willingly as I ask forgiveness, and I
hope that I may never be called to do a
mighty work unless my owr: life is worthy of
imitation. It must look like mockery in the
sight of God if our everyday associates know
our life to be one of strife and contention,
slander and backbiting, all our sweet and
kind temper to be used among those that we
desire to be our friends. We know that man
can be deceived, but not God.
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our Sunday school. We ask you to pray for
him, that his life may be spared, and that he
may still be an instrument in the service of
God in helping the Sunday school work.
We have considered the advisability of
starting a society for the young men and
women; (namely, a mutual improvement class
and other interesting subjects of mental and
moral use,) when time and circumstances permit.
We have a building fund taking up subscriptions, therefore we hope soon to build a
meeting room, and then we can hold week
night meetings, and more fully organize our
school.
We are pleased to state that the offerings
are more than double last year's taking. We
have a system of giving each child a collecting card, and we find it has worked well up to
the present time. Therefore, under the great
blessings of God, we look forward to the expansion and progress of our beloved Sunday
school.
Dear brethren, we pray that God will bless
the aid and efforts of the General Sunday
School Convention.
Yours sincerely,
EDWARD MATTHEWS, Supt.
POLLY MUNSLOW, School Sec.
N. B.-Bro. Caffall, our missionary in
charge, gave us some spiritual counsel and
splendid instruction on the education and
training of the young. May God bless him.
[The "apolo!ly" referred to is on our desk.
We regret very much that we have not the
space to publish it in full, for it contains
many excellent words of ad vice exhortations,
and items of information pertaining to past
and present in England. We insert the following portion, however, and would like to
hear from our brethren "across the deep"
again. We feel an abiding interest in our
brethren and the work in that far-off land.ED.]
"In the days of long ago, 'when might was
considered right,' the fathers taught their
sons the use of the carnal weapons of warfare! Taught them how to use the sword and
shield; how to couch the heavy lance; how to
draw the bow and let fly the quivering arrow;
how to acquit himself as a warrior; and so
the boy, grown to man's estate and his education considered complete, goes forth to do
battle for lord, or king, or country! Learning was left to the Monks and the Holy(?)
Friars; and in the early history of tl;lis our
native land, it was rare indeed to find anyone outside the religious houses who could
read or write. Tll'e chief business of men's
lives was fighting. Rough, wild times were
they; but as the children had been taught, so
when men, they went forth to do battle for
considered right, which often as not was
wrong.
"But to-day the weapons of our warfare are
not carnal, but spiritual; and ye who are to
be the strong men and warriors of the future,
ye who are to be the heroes and heroines in
the army of the Lord, let me urge you to become earnest, brave, and faithful soldiers of
Christ the King.
"To-day you are but children; to-morrow,
or ill just a little while, you will be men and
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women, 'so swiftly does time fly.'
And
never in the days of chivalry did lordly
knight or warrior bold go forth to nobler
conflict than that in which you will engage.
Never did warrior set forth in cause so glorious. Never was there offered so great a reward, as to they who shall fight the good
fight, and keep faithful to the end. 'Tis here
in the Sabbath school that you shall be
equipped to go forth as conquerors over many
foes, and marching forth in the strength of
the Lord, and your hearts filled with the love
of Christ, you shall oppose· yourselves to
wrong. The world is full of sin."
BRO. WILLIAM R. ARMSTRONG, of Manchester, England, writes: "During our recent
Whit week (Pentecost) celebrations, we had a
procession numbering nearly three hundred
persons. The majority were Sabbath school
scholars. We had an open air meeting here
in one of the public parks."

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa.

Editors I:Ierald:-Permit me to inform the

was not an easy task; fortunately, however, I
was met and greatly assisted by a very active
young brother, a son of Bro. and Sr. Squires,
and by 10: 30 p. m., after making three or four
changes, found a resting place at the above
brother and sister's house in Brooklyn, New
York. The repose enjoyed that night was
never sweeter.
Saturday 28, was tired or lazy, probably a
little of both; the following day being Sunday,
I attended a Sabbath school in the morning,
and social meeting in the afternoon, and as
per request, preached to the saints of Brooklyn in the evening. Bro. W. H. K., take notice, and pardon me for invading the sacred
precincts of your spirituul dominion; you may
as well be lenient, because the deed is done.
Monday, under the kind direction of Bro.
G. Potts, tramped through the streets of
New York and succeeded in procuring a
fairly cheap ticket for Chicago-a distance
of nine hundred mile i. Leaving the big city
at 6: 30 I reached Chicag·o on Tuesday night,
one hour and a half late, missing connection
with a western train, necessitating a twenty.
hours' stay in Chicago. Trunk failed to appear, necessitating travel and inquiry.
Failed to avail myself of any advantage in
half rates allowed to the clergy by railroad
companies; three years had brought a change,
not favorable to me, in my then position.
Leaving Chicago Wednesday, struck La·
moni on Thursday, September 2, astonished,
and received a cordial welcome from some of
the natives or aaints of that quiet village;
appreciated the kind reception of the few,
and would have been glad to have accepted
the many kind invitations to visit, etc., but
time was too limited. Arrived home as above.
My assignment to the European mission
was by me an unanticipated event, but being
sent, I came as you know; and despite some
unpleasant exigencies, I will look upon my
ministerial efforts and time spent among you,
as some of the most pleasant in my experience in the latter-day work, and for your
wellbeing and spiritual development will
ever pray.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.

saints of my safe arrival at home on the
morning of September '4, in time to occupy
my chair at the breakfast table, which had
been vacant for three years; and as a willingness to sacrifice home comforts for the gospel's sake neither diminishes a love for home
nor severs family ties, I may say the meeting of wife, children, and grandchildren was
joyous.
We sailed from Liverpool on August 21,
at four p. m., arriving at New York on Friday evening the 27th. Custom office inspectors put the passengers throul?h a rigid
examination; first, by having every one give
a statement of what articles they had that
were subject to duty, which was taken down
and forwarded to the customhouse, while
each received a ticket with a corresponding
number, with the list of goods; and at the
customhouse building the trunks of each passenger were opened, contents examined, and
SEMINOLE, Ala., Aug. 19.
if articles were found not stated in the list
given, it remained with the officers to confisEditors Herald:-I see nothing from this
cate or otherwise. The rigidity of this ex- part of the vineyard. The work is going foramination may be perhaps attributed, in part ward in this region. I obeyed the gospel
at least, to the fact of the government being three years ago last June; and, in the August
made aware of much smuggling going on; following I was ordained an elder; and I am
and it would appear that those doing some- assuredly satisfied that this great latter-day
thing smart or cunning, like to tell it-and work is of the Lord. I have been an eyewitin the days of idle gossip, stories soon find ness to the healing of the sick through the
wings. But it is best to be just and fear not. ordinance of laying on of hands, and have
Practical seafaring men would perhaps seen and know the manifestations of the gifts
pronounce the trip a pleasant one; but to of the Holy Spirit, at various times.
the writer and many others of the thirteen
In November last I had two visions. The
hundred passengers, the wind the first three first came about in this way. On November
days was sufficiently strong to force them, I there came here two elders of the Utah
through not a very desirable method, to impart Church. They stayed with me two days and
unto the fish that swim in the sea quite a nights and preached twice. We talked toliberal share of that which found a lodgment gether a great deal about church matters, so
in their several stomachs. But as there will that after they were gone, I, being troubled,
come an end to all worldly struggles;~though went unto the Lord in prayer and asked of
trying they may be, on the fourth day at sea him that he would reveal unto me in some
the writer ceased to supply the fish.
way the true church; and, on the 10th of the
Securing baggage after arriving in port, month, after I had retired to bed but had not
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yet fallen asleep, a man dressed in white apparel -0ame in at the door, approached the
bed, and smote me on the right side, and
said to me., "Arise, come, and follow me!" I
airose in the spirit and followed him whither
he led. We walked side by side about a half
mUe, when he spoke and bade me stop, which
we did. He raised his right hand, and said,
"Look." I looked in the direction to which
he pointed; and in the north horizon above
the trees appeared the Holy City, the New
Jerusalem. From the city to the earth there
was a span of broad steps; at the bottom of
which there was a great gulf, in appearance
black as the darkness of the dungeon, and
within there was as it were dark and turbid
waters boiling and rolling from center to circumference. About half way down the span
of steps, and, going downward was a large,
portly, red complexioned man with large,
red whiskers and mustache. I said to the
.angel, "Who is this man?" He answered,
"This is Brigham Young, going down to the
dark regions, for apostatizing and bringing
in the damning heresies of 'Adam God,'
''Blood Atonemflnt,' and 'Plurality of Wives.'"
'The angel then turned and left me.
After this, on the night of the 20th of the
same month, the same man came to me and
in the same manner as at the first. We went
to the same place, and at his command
stopped. The whole elements, so far as I
could discern, with the exception of a small
space in the north, became a map with divisions of all shapes that the mind could conceive, except square; and of all colors, ex;;-ept
white. When I had observed this map for
some time the angel said, "Look." I looked
to the north at the open space, and there
rose a star, white as the driving snow, apparently six inches in diameter. Soon it began
to move and spread, and as it would come
near to any one of the divisions of the map
such division would first turn dark and then
disappear and the star and its brightness
would fill the space the division had occupied.
This continued unt.il the map and its di visions had entirely disappeared and the star
filled the whole canopy; and, blazoned across
the canopy appeared the name, "The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints."
These things I saw, and this is why I am
striving to do the will of my heavenly Father,
and to induce others to do the same.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
C. L. LONE.
TONGANOXIE, Kan., May 21.

Editors He1·ald:-I have copied from the
Alkaloidal Clinic, a medical journal published
in Chicago, (May number,) an article on
"Flour of the Entire Wheat," which I
thought would be suitable for the Herald
.'cover, either entire or in part, as you might
think best.
It is evident to anyone who thinks much
,on what is good for the body, that in the
white flour and potato diet so common, there
is an excess of starch, overtaxing the digestion in one direction, and a lack of nerve,
·bone, and muscle food, without which starvation to an extent must take place.
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I have had poor health to contend with, l by S· Christian minister, and a discussion was
and have to some extent overcome it; and agreed upon. Question: The identity of the
could perhaps to a greater extent if not trav- two churches; the place, Antlers, Indian
eling, and thus unable to select my food; but Territory; time, November 8; Elder Chism,
I am satisfied by my observation and experi- of Texas, representing the Christian Church,
ence, as also through the "Word of Wisdom," and Bro. I. N. White our church. And in
that "wisdom is justified of her children;" this connection I desire that it should be
and wish that all might hear her voice, and understood that Bro. White did not get up
possess that great desideratum, "A sound this discussion, and rather urged that some
mind in a sound body."
one else be selected; but he was urged to acFraternally,
cept, and finally consented.
M. F. GOWELL.
With entire confidence in the most favorable results of the angel message, I am,
Your brother,
STANDLEY, I. T., Sept. 8.
ELLIS SHORT.
Editors Uerald:-I have thought that a
letter from Standley, historic of the great
work, would doubtless interest some and posMINTER, Texas, Sept. 1.
sibly all. About seven years ago the branch
Editors Herald:-I came here some two
was organized. There had been a few faithful saints here who had not been idle, and weeks ago; have been preaching in the
had tried to have their manner of life corre- Methodist church for fourteen nights; had
spond with the beautiful gospel they en- fair audiences and good attention. The gosdeavored to teach their friends and neighbors; pel as preached by us was never represented
Many friends seemed to be
namely, W. R. Pickering and wife, L. S. here before.
Moore and wife, Ellis Short and wife; also made, and some are considerably interested.
Bro. Herke, now of Weir City, Kansas, Sr. I have an impression that a branch will be
Eva M. Bailey, and Grandma Short. About raised up here. I have agreed to return in
January 1, 1891, Bro. S. V. Bailey preached a October. I go from here to BlossPm, eightnumber of sermons; afterward Bro. J. W. een miles north, by request of some of the
Gillen, and later Bro. J. D. Erwin. At the best citizens of the place. Thus the way
time of Bro. Erwin's coming he found a peo- opens up, as promised, that we would be "reple who were ripe for the harvest, and like ceived by those without as well as those
John the Baptist, in that mountain wilder- within." And this has been true in my case
ness, he baptized twenty-five or thirty in two this year to a marked degree, thank the Lord.
The saints will please take notice, my adweeks. After this a permanent branch organization was effected, a number of the dress is Lamoni, Iowa. All matters addressed
brethren were ordained, and a steady growth to me there will reach me. I have not seen·
a Herald or an Ensign for over a month.
began.
I. P. BAGGERLY.
We have been visited by Brn. Heman C.
Smith, George Montague, A. C. Hart, I. P.
Baggerly, John Moore, M. T. Short, and perARTHUR, Ont., Aug. 30.
haps otbers; all did noble work and baptized
Editors Herald:-Am away in northern part
some; and thus the work moved on steadily
of Ontario, preaching away wherever the
and surely.
About September 15, 1896, Bro. W. B. doors open. Calls for preaching are more
Toney, then a Christian minister laboring in than I can fill, and there seems to be a better
the Choctaw Nation, became interested, and feeling among- the people of late, in that it
like Apollos of old, came to Standley to see if seems easier to bring them into the great
he could not be instructed in the Lord more gospel net. In the fore part of this month I
perfectly. He heard preaching, asked ques- went northwest of this place to vicinity of
tions, attended saints' meeting, believed, Port Elgin, and amid much opposition I
obeyed, and was ordained, and has since preached the gospel to those who never heard
made a faithful and efficient laborer. He is an elder preach before, as a result six were
a young man, and has a bright future. The baptized-one being a consumptive of two
branch. now numbers about one hundred and years standing-his death was expected a
forty. In the last four weeks twenty have year ago; but through the providence of God
been baptized. Brn. Toney, E. D. Bailey, he lingered until an elder came, although
Ellis Short, and A. E. Elliott do local .work, getting worse all the time. The baptism did
assisted by the priests and britnch officers; not. hurt him in the least. Coming to this
and a more· faithful and willing branch is vicinity, ten days ago, we at once began work,
hardly to be found. The gospel is being preaching every night; many are interested,
sounded all around for twenty-five miles.
while four have been baptized, one a promisThe saints, or most every one, observe the ing young man, who has just received a sectemporal law, and although mainly poor, ond class certificate. We expect more to
this branch has paid about one thousand dol- follow suite shortly.
The work seems to be spreading in these
lars tithing in the past twelve months. The
good Lord has been merciful to his faithful northern parts; a spirit of inquiry is manifest
saints, and his word has been verified, as the among the people. May it continue, and
sick have been healed, the lame made to may Israel take advantage of it by sending in
walk, and the powers of death been beaten their tithes, that more elders may be sent
back from the homes of some, for which we to the Master's vineyard.
all feel grateful.
Yours in bonds,
DANIEL MACGREGOR,
The work was vigorously assailed recently
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KNOX, Indiana, Sept. 13.

they received no benefit; for after Schrader

The

~ood

Master approved by sending his

Editors Hemld:-We are now conducting left the hot)! they found twenty whisky bot- Spirit. to cheer and comfort by day, and a
the two days' meeting with the saints at
Knox. A splendid feeling prevails. Our audience last eve was large. 'Tis good to see
our people so highly respected here. But,
be it said, the saints have earned a name with
the people of this sity which is enviable, and
a feeling of more than kindly interest manifests iteelf. Hope grows not dim, but that
there will be additions to the numbers of the
Knox branch. May God bless these saints to
realize full hope.
We have quite a number of new bright
faces attending. Coldwater next.
On the wing,
S. W. L. SCOTT.
HAVERHILL, Mass., Aug. 12.

Editors Herald:-On Sundaty I spoke three

tles in his room that he had emptied in a few
days."
I go now to hold over next Sunday at Akron.
Yours truly,
J. c. Foss.
CONIFER, Colo.' Sept. 6.

Editors Herald:-I have been much pleased

chorus of angels to sing peans of praise by
night.
Bro. I. N. WLite gave us much good counsel, and Bro. Charles Jones was listened to
attentively in sermon and testimony. I hope
he received as much cheer as he gave. Bro.
I. N. Roberts, with his jocund disposition,
gave life and activity to the campers, and administered spiritual food in his sermons.
Bro. Stebbins portrayed vividly the hope of
the saints, and in well-chosen words imparted
cheer and comfort. Bro. J. S. Roth was
heard in his able and scriptural way in defense of the gospel, enlivening his discourses
by the spice of witticism.
All the sermons delivered by the thirteen
different elders who preached were well received. There were twenty-four sermons,
eleven prayer meetings, a quarterly conference, a Sunday school convention, and two
business sessions held during the ten days.
There were sixteen baptisms-all save one
were children of the saints. The young
saints took a very active part, and held some
very interesting prayer meetings.
They
passed not the social mark in their joyful
associations together.
"The middle aged
and the old forgot not the gladsomeness of
of their youth," and were happy in each
other's company. The main topic of conversation was the gospel. It was unanimously
voted to hold another reunion in 1898, at the
s'l!me place. Keep a lookout for the date,
and begin now to prepare to attend the
"North Missouri Reunion" in 1898.
J.M. TERRY.

with the good news brought us of late, for it
is like a drink of pnre water to a thirsty soul
to read the good news from afar, to know
that the glorious gospel is spreading, and
that souls are being added to the church
daily. And then again it is very cheering to
read the grand testimonies of the brethren
and sisters.
I am glad to report that the work is onward
in this Eastern Colorado district, for according to the reports brought in at our late conference, held in Denver, August 28 and 29,
there have been over forty added to the
church in the past six months; this is not so
bad. On the 18th of August I had the pleasure of baptizing a brother and sister who
came from Buena Vista, over one hundred
miles, to be buried with Christ in baptism,
believing the one who officiated bad authority
to perform these sacred ordinances. The
brother's and sister's name is Burbridge; he
being a son-inclaw to Bro. W.R. Steele, late
of Park City, Utah; but now located in the
land of Zion, Missouri. Bro. Burbridge has
been a member of the M. E. Church for a number of years, and a member in their choir, and
we have one more added to the sweet singers
of Israel. The pastor of his church was very
loth to give him up, because of his zeal and
energy in that church. He has been a reader
of the Herald and the Ensign for some time,
and having heard the writer preach two or
three times, became convinced of the truth
NECESSITY FOR CONFIDENCE IN THE
and saw that the M. E Church did not have
PROVISIONS OF THE LAW.
and enjoy the same gifts and blessings that
DURING
the last few years this counChrist promised should follow the believer.
try
bas
undergone
a financial crisis
He likewise saw that the ministers did not
have the authority to officiate in the orainan- that has brought mourning and sorrow
ces of the gospel.
to many, because of the straits and
Our late conft.rence in Denver was a good
difficulties
brought upon the people
one. It was well represented. One of the
by
unjust
and
unwise legislation, if we
Twelve, Bro. J. W. Gillen, and Brn. Roush,
may
credit
the
reports and statistics of
Bozarth, and Thomas, of the Seventy, were
present. The preaching ser"vices were by J. the public press. The rich have become
W. Gillen, 0. B, Thomas, and J. B. Roush; richer, the poor have become puorer;
three grand discourses, which were edifying
while all classes, both rich and poor,
to the saints, as was also au excellent prayer
and testimony meeting on Sunday afternoon. have suffered more or less on account
of existing evils, which we are told
Yours in gospel bonds,
JAMES KEMP.
are caused by lack of confidence.

times here, although I was very unwell; but
my Father held me up while I addressed the
many that sat before me. In the evening I
spoke to a full hall on the necessity of obedience to the one gospel plan ordained of God
to save the race. Two ministers-a Methodist and Freewill Bapt.ist- were present.
The Baptist thought I was right on baptism,
but if he had time he would like to talk
with me till twelve o'clock that ni1',ht. Well,
I was very tired and woory, but I would only
have been too glad had the reverend put in
his desired time. At the close some were
for and others against. I found the few
saints strong in the faith and p~shing the
work the best they can.
Cleveland, August 15.-I spoke here in the
forenoon, and in the evening listened to our
beloved brother, Willard J. Smith. Here I
stopped with Brn. Gillespie and Smith.
On Monday Bro. Griffiths called on me on
his way tu his mission, and told me of places
he wanted me to visit and preach to the people. This J. C. will cheerfully do to the best
of his ability.
Next I visited Akron, and found Bro.
Palmer, president of the little branch, in
good spirits.
Sunday, the 15th, we went out to Bro.
Frank Spreggle's, near Krumroy, and spoke
on the promised kingdom of God to his obe·
dient children, continuing meetings through
the week at the schoolhouse to -fair sized
congregations. At this place I met with a
Mr. Abraham Grabell, of Canton, the home
of President McKinley. He spoke in highest
terms of the President; how everybody in
the city loved him; and more so because he
was so kind to his in valfd wife, "for,'' said he,
"he fairly worships her." Mr. Grabell is
very hard of hearing. He was treated
by the great pretended healer, Mr. Schrader,
MAYSVILLE, Mo., Sept. 14.
a few days ago. He said that Schrader ad- . Editors Herald:-The best of the wine was
ministered to him twice, and all to no bene- at the close of the feast. As the end neared,
fit. To me he said, "And I don't know of the saints became better acquainted, and
anyone being healed or reaping any benefit stood closer together in spirit. A universal
whatever." "Why," I said, ''I saw by the feeling of love prevailed and grew in inpaper before I left Maine how people went to tensity; and so it occurred that the most
him on crutches and canes, and walked away solidly spiritual meeting of all was the Monwithout them." "Yes," he said, "because day morning prayer meeting, when the
Schrader would not let them have them, and "remnant," to the number of fifty, spent near
tried to make them believe they were healed three hours in prayer and testimony. The
when they were not. And no wonder why meeting lllil a whole WIMil a grand ll!UCceH.

Orininal Articles.

While reflecting on the terrible effect
of this condition of things, I am led to
say, How long, 0 Lord, will this continue? And the voice of inspiration,
as taught in the sacred books, speaks
as with a voice of thunder: Till mankind learns righteousness, honors
God, and has confidence in the law he
bas kindly given; namely, Love thy
neighbor as thyself. Then oppression
will cHH in a.11 its form11, a.nd goo(
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will and peace take the place of envy New Testament writers says the they substituted Popes for apostles,
and strife, confidence be restored both church is "built upon the foundation of and prophets were discarded altofinancially and spiritually,
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ gether. Instead of the doctrine of
himself being the corner stone." Also. baptism for the remission of sins, as
Then the earth will be as Eden,
And the Lord will bless his own.
that "God hath set in the church" taught by Jesus, also by Peter and
This divine and heavenly rule is "apostles" and "prophets," "pastors" Paul, they have taught infant sprink·
from the highest authority known to and "teachers," etc., "for the work of ling, because more convenient; eviman; it applies to all, prince and po- the ministry," and "the edifying of dently having no confidence in the
tentate, and is the only rule that will the body of Christ." The same writer God-given plan; and so to-day, among
break the oppressor's yoke, and bring certifies that the gospel he preached the churches that call themselves
peace and good will to suffering hu- was not of man, neither was he taught Christian, confusion and 1ack of conmanity. This rule applies to man's it by man; but by the revelation of fidence in the gospel of Jesus Christ,
as taught in its fullness, reigns suentire being, both with regard totem- Jesus Christ.
To these men it was said, "As my preme. They have a form of godliporal wants and spiritual needs. It is
much in little; it contains the basic Father sent me, even so send I you;" ness, but have no confidence in the
principle of all the good that ever did or go, and teach "all things whatsoever power thereof. And this lack of
ever will come to man. It is the cor- I have commanded you." By these faith or confidence has permeated the
ner stone on which is laid the hope of scriptures we learn these men were whole Christian system. Read what
the saint and the admiration of the called of God; and by the authority of the Church of England says in one of
skeptic. And while lack of confidence Jesus Christ were sent as his ambas- her Homilies,-that the whole of the
in this God-given rule is the cause of sadors, and were to be guided in all Christian world, for many hundreds
much distress and suffering financially, their labors by the Spirit of revela- of years, has been sunk in the most
it does not stop here.
tion; and upon the condition that they damnable idolatry. No confidence in
The religious world is more or less observed the rules he had given, he the membership; the. membership
afilicted by this terrible disease. Lack would be with them to the end. He have no confidence in the clergy, beof confidence has crippled the efforts told them if they wished to honor and cause they have "transgressed the
of the church all through the genera- show love and respect to him, it laws, changed the ordinance, and
tions of the past. Do you ask proof could only be done by keeping his broken the everlasting covenant."
of a lack of confidence? By this sim- commandments, "even as I have kept "Trouble" and "perplexity" on every
ple rule: When they substitute for my Father's commandments, and hand, "wars and rumors of war,"such
doctrine and rule of government the abide in his love." And the record were the words of Christ to those
creeds and opinions of men, the reli- tells us that many believed the testi- that had retained their confidence in
gious world to-day not only betrays a mony of these men, and by obedience his methods of adjustment. When
lack of confidence in the rules of life became witnesses of the divinity and ye shall see all these things, come
given by the great Teacher, but en- power of the gospel of Jes us Christ. to pass, lift up your heads, for retirely ignores some of the plainest And so long as they followed the in- demption draweth nigh. The testicommands received from God, and say struction given, their confidence in mony of the prophets of old must
they are no longer needed. Nothing the gospel was unshaken; they could needs be fulfilled.
can more fully and plainly demon- endure trials and suffering that only
The Prophet Isaiah said the people
strate this fact. Did you ever pause tended to increase their love for one which sat in darkness saw a great
and think, wheD. you read the state- another, and the truth they were sent light; and to them that sat in the
ment made by the great Teacher, when to teach. But in an evil hour these- region and shadow of death, light is
questioning his disciples as to who men ducer crept in and sowed tares, and by sprung up. This has had its fulfillsaid he was, and who they thought he the end of the first century, according ment, and those that were looking for
was?
to the record of Jobn the beloved disci- and saw the light, with them confiPeter replied: Thou art the Son of ple, written on the isle of Patmos, they dence has begun to increase. The
the living God. Christ said: "Flesh were in a sad condition, more or less gospel that Christ said shall again "be
and bloud hath not revealed this unto in transgression, lost their first love, preached in all the world for a witthee, but my Father which is in showed their lack of confidence in the ness unto all nations, "is again restored;
heaven; and upon this rock [this reve- plan that Christ had taught, and sub- truth has again dawned upon the
lation of God to man] will I build my stituted something of man's invention. world, and upon those that are seekchurch." It is further stated by the Several serious charges were preferred ing after God with a desire to know
same authority that "man shall not against the once flourishing churches and do his will. The everlasting goslive by bread alone; but by every in Asia. To sum up the matter, it pel, with all its gifts and blessings,
word that proceedeth from the mouth was said by the great Builder of the I is offered to the race through the meof God."
church, "I know thy works, that thou, dium of apostles, prophets, and teachThe gr~at Builder of the church hast a name that thou livest, and art 1 ers as in days of old. Believers speak
evidently expected to have something dead."
in other tongues, as the Spirit of the
to say in regard to the building and.
And further on down the centuries, I1 Lord gives them utterance; the blind
construction of the church that was to after discarding the rock on which i have received their sight, the sick
be c~lled bl hi~ Ulli!P~. On~ ot tll.~ the church WlitS intended to be built, i have bei'JtJ, healed, tllf() lame m~de tg
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I notice in the revelations given to,
leap for joy; in short the signs follow
the believers, as taught in Mark six- and acknowledged by the church in
teenth chapter.
Confidence has in- 1835, there are laws permissive and
creased in those that have heard the laws imperative; the same in the reveword and with joy received and obeyed lations given to the Reorganized
it, because of the marvelous light that Church. And I venture my opinion, that
when branch, or district, or the church
has dawned upon them.
The church that Christ commenced as a body, apply the permissive law
to build, nearly nineteen centuries where the imperative rule should
ago, suffered more or less defeat be- govern, we then, be it whosoever it
cause of lack of confidence amo11g may, show a lack of confidence in God's
those that were coworkers; it was appointing, whether we so intend or
simply deferred, postponed; not de- not. I admit the motive may be
termed good so far as it goes.
stroyed; not prevailed against.
But this decree has been ringing all
And, gentle reader, I am reminded
through
the centuries since the days
that the same cause will produce the
of
Enoch,
and has been renewed in
same effect in our day; and it seems
our
day.
When
ye do "whatsoever I
to me the exhortation of one of the
command
you,"
then
"I am bound;"
early apostles may well and properly
''otherwise
ye
IJave
no
promise."
The
apply to the Church of Jesus Christ
Lord
has
given
us
his
law,
and
has
to-day: "Therefore, we ought to give
said
it
was
to
govern
his
church,
as
more earnest heed" to the things that
have been spoken, and left on record set forth in covenants and church arfor our profit and learning, ever re- ticles, and requires that we not only say
membering the word of the Lord to but do what is written. Our hope in
the elders of this church, "Ye shall receiving the good the gospel brings
see that my law is kept." I know it is based upon cheerful, intelligent
is said that law is arbitrary and com- obedience to the rules given. Whenpulsive; but I think and believe that ever defeat or disaster has come upon
when men and women are taught obe- the church, or its individual members,
dience to gospel rules, and they begin it has been because they have followed
rightly to put them to the test of human wisdom, and treated lightly
practical everyday life, -their confi- the things received from God.
dence in the wisdom and judgment of
This lack of confidence brought the
a loving Father will increase, and whole church under condemnation in
that which to some appears irksome 1832; and because of evils that crept
and compulsory will become to those in, many made shipwreck of faith.
that govern themselves by the law of The last revelation given in 1894
God a manifest token of his good will. seems to be a reproof to certain offiOur daily wants and necessities, such cials, showing their lack of confidence
as what we shall eat or drink; our in God's plan for. preaching the gospel
daily needs, such as rest, sleep, and and caring for the membership, as I
recreation, are all wisely provided understand the revelation. "It is the
for, and suitable advice given to bring duty of the Twelve to ordain and set
us the best results. But how is it in order all the other officers of the
with the best of us in these matters? church." ''Did you say it was the duty
We lack confidence in the rules given of the Twelve to ordain and set high
of God, and eat and drink to excess, priests or elders to preside in large
overtax our systems, and thus bring branches and districts?" Yes, sir; so
upon ourselves sickness and distress. reads the law of God; and it says,
We then call upon the elders, and. '•Then will those officers set in the
apply for the ordinance appointed for church be useful," because they will
the healing of the sick; and if not then occupy the place intended; "and
healed, we think there is something be who gave the law be honored, the
wrong with some one else. I hope no differences between the quorums be
one will brand me as a faultfinder in healed, confidence be restored, and
this respect. I have taken this method good will and peace come to the peoof bringing these things to your re- pleas a cherishing fountain." And in
membrance out of good will to all my ju d gment,. b ~ f ?re c?n fid ence can
concerned, hoping to receive reproof be restored, this lDJUnct10n to observe
in kindness when giv~en.
the law already given must pre-

vail-must govern; and the resolution authorizing the membership of
branches and districts to select and
appoint their own officers be laid upon
the table of experience as the result
of human judgment.
GEORGE DERRY.
LAMONI, Dec. 31, 1896.

GonfBrnnBB ]VlinutBs.
SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS.
Conference was held August 6, 7, and 8, at
the Jett Crossing of the Medina River, Bexar
County, Texas; J. A. Currie, Sr., prei;iident,
H. P. Curtis vice president, W. H. Davenport secretary. Upon motion George Montague, missionary in charge, was chosen to
preside. Ministry reporting: Elders J. A.
Currie, Sr., H. P. Curtis, and W. H. Davenport; Priests J. P. Neal and W. G. Wallis;
Teacher C. N. Powell. The report of the
San Antonio branch was read and objection
was made to its being received. Resolved
that the San Antonio branch of the Southwestern Texas district has no legal existence
according to law or precedent, and that its
report should not be received by the body.
Carried. Oakwood 57, no change. Bandera
and Medina City, no report. Resolved that
no one shall bA ordained to the office of elder
or priest in this district without the consent
of the district conference. H. P. Curtis was
elected. president of the district, 0. D. Johnson vice president, W. H. Davenport sustained secretary. Preaching in English by
Elders George Montague and H. P. Curtis,
and in Mexican by Elder W. H. Davenport.
The next conference, by arrangement of the
president and vice president, will be held
November 26, 27, and 28, at Pipe Creek schoolhouse, Bandera County, Texas, to begin at
seven p. m., November 26.

EASTERN COLORADO.
Semiannual conference met at the saints'
church in Denver, Colorado, August 28 and
29; W. T. Bozarth presiding, J. B. Roush
assisting, Charles E. Everett secretary.
Ministry reporting: Elders J. W. Gillen,
0. B. Thomas, W. T. Bozarth, J. B.
Roush, J. W. Gilbert, J. Kemp, E.
F. Shupe, J. Houston; Priests C. B. Goldsberry and 0. A. Westland; Teachers M. F.
Ralston and L. J. Bradshaw. Voted that
all visiting members present be invited to
take part in our deliberations. Branch reports read and accepted: Denver 118; gain
7. Rocky Mountain 35; gain 3. Cedar 21.
Eustis 39; gain 10. Laird 37; gain 3. New
Windsor 20; gain 5. Cottonwood 75; gain 18.
Highland (new branch) 14. Bishop's agent's
accounts audited and accepted: ' Receipts
since February 28, l897, $136.40; expenditures
$67.50; cash on hand $68.90. Motion carried,
that representation of branches to future
conferences of this district be by the delegate system. One delegate for each six
members or fraction thereof.
When not
practicable for any branch to send full quota
! of delegates, one or more delegates may be
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instructed to cast the vote of their branch to
the limit of twelve votes each. All elders,
priests, teachers, and deacons who are members of the district in good standing are
ex officio members. All visiting members,
holding the priesthood, may be, by the usual
vote of courtesy, made members of any conference.
Officers elected: J. B. Roush
president, 0. B. Thomas counselor, Charles
E. Everett secretary and Bishop's agent.
Elder James Houston granted a license. M.
F. Ralston ordained a priest and license
granted. Speakere during conference, Brn.
0. B. Thomas, J. W. Gillen, and J. B.Roush.
Adjourned to meet at Denver, Colorado,
February 19 and 20, 1898.

OHIO.
Conference of Ohio district convened with
Highland branch, in the saints' chapel,
near Sinking Springs, Ohio, September 4;
G. T. Griffiths and J. Moler chosen to
preside;
H. E. Moler secretary pro
tern., W. J. Smith a~sistant. Reunion committee reported no arrangements made.
Branch reports: Syracuse 3~, Highland 67,
Vinton 90, Liberty 62, Byer 62, Milton 49,
Hocking Valley 82, Bierly 28. Middletown,
La Grange, and Hemlock, no report. Elders
reporting: T. Matthews, L. R Devore baptized 8, and A. W. Kriebel bapt.ized 1. S. J.
Je:fferl:l, J. L. Goodrich, V. M. Goodrich baptiz<"d 2, J. Moler baptiz0d 14, H. E. Moler,
and 0. H. Riggs; Priest W. Wil~on baptized
2, L. L. Bierly, I. Woods, and T. W. Rhoaij,es
in person.
Bishop's agent's report: Receipts $242 75; expenditures, 231l.86; balance
due church $2.89. James Moler continued as
district president, with S. J. Jeffers as associat8. Sr. 0. H. Riggs was elected district
secretary: S. J. Jeffers sustained as Bishop's
agont.
The following were el_ected delegates to the next General Conference: 0. H.
Riggs, Sr. 0. H. Riggs, G. T. Griffiths, J.
Moler, S. J~ Jeffers, V. M. Goodrich, J. L.
Goodrich, F. J. Ebeling, W. J. Smith, and
H. E. Moler. The following was adopted:
Resolved, that we now sanction the work of
the General Conference in the matter touching the boundary lines of the Ohio district.
H. E. Moler, J. Moler, J. L. Goodrich, and S.
J. J e:ffers resigned as delegates from the Ohio
district to General Conference.
Resignations were accepted, and the brethren above
named permitted to withdraw. The following
was adopted: Whereas, in times past, members have challenged and arranged for discussion without consulting the missionary in
charge, or even the district or branch presidents, thereby incurring trouble and expense;
therefore, be it resolved, that all members of
the church in this district be requested to
avoid challenging and arranging for debate
without first consulting the district president,
or the missionary in charge; also, that the
missionaries consult with branch presidents
when in the jurisdiction of a branch. A vote
of thanks was tendered Bro. A. B. Kirkendall for his long and efficient service as district clerk. Also a vote of thanks to the
saints of the Highland branch for their kindneils to visitors. Resolutions were adopted
· sustaining the missionary in charge, and an

the general authorities of the church.
Preaching was by W. J. Smith, G. T. Griffiths, and James Moler. Adjourned to meet
with Byer branch the last Saturday and Sunday of August, 1898.
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represent it. All schools not having sent
their semiannual reports are requested to do
so as soon as possible. Special business of
convention, tlection of officers for ensuing
term. An entertainmeut and ice cream social
will be given in the evening, the proceeds of
which will in all probability be given to the
Oak Hill building fund. Everyone is cordially invited to attend, as an enjoyable time
is anticipated.
T. J. ELLIOTT, Sec.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Program of Sunday school convention to be
held with the Thurman school, October 7, 8,
1897. Thursday, 7: 30 p.m., evening's program
prepared by the Thurman school. (Note:~
The work of the three remaining sessions will
largely depend upon the visiting schools.)
Friday, 9: 45 a. m., normal work, T. A. Hougas, C. Fry. Paper, Christmas offerings,
Mary E. Pace.
Discussion led by Nettie
Greene. EBsay, Roy Epperson. Two p. m.,
Business, reports, etc.
Paper, Christmas
entertainments, Emma Hougas.
Sunday
school newspaper. Friday, 7:30 p. m., papers,
Sunday school and home: (a) What the home
can do for the Sunday school, Blanche Andrews. (b) What the Sunday school can do
for the home, Ida Skank. Quartet, (Emma
Ross provides.) Paper, methods of teaching
a temperance lesson, Ethel Skank. (Note:
Methods outlined on blackboard.) Duet, T.
A. and Emma Hougas. Original poem, ''Temperance," Effie E Grove.
Remarks: Should any that are assigned
work fail to attend, please prepare your papers and forward to Joseph Roberts at McPaul
and they will receive proper attention. All
come and have a profitable time together.
Hopefully, your committee,
C. FRY.
ETHEL SKANK.
.Tos. ROBERTS.
The Sunday school convention of the
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
district will meet one day previous to the
setting of the conference, at Clear Lake, Indiana. The session will open Friday, October 8, 1897, at 9: 30 o'clock a. m. Detailed
reports are expected from all the schools.
The great Sunday school cause demands your
attention. "Will you be there"? A profitable meeting is planned for.
MRS. J. H. ROYCE, Supt.

Mi8BBllanBotls IlBpartmBnt.
PASTORAL.
Last April, the First Presidency placed me
in charge of Eastern Nebraska, North and
South Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa. Bro.
Jam es Caff all was assigned to the same field
with the understanding that we should agree
upon a di vision of territory upon Bro. Caffall's
return to America. We have agreed upon
the following division:Eastern Nebraska, Minnesota, and the Dakotas, in charge of Bro. James Caffall, of 308
Oak Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
The State of Iowa alone will be left in my
charge. This is the division, so far ae charge
is concerned; but it will be understood that
both Bro Caffall and myself are at liberty to
labor anywhere within the limits of the ent.ire mission upon an understanding with
each other.
Your brother,
J. R. LAMBERT.

REUNION NOTICES.
The Southern Missouri district reunion
will convene at Mt. Grove, Wright County,
Missouri, October 8, to continue ten days.
We expect a large gathering of saints, and
good speakers will be in attendance. All try
and come. Let us have a good time.
HENRY SPARLING, of the Com.

EUROPEAN MISSION.

SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
Presidents of districts, and branches not in
districts, would oblige .the mission secretary
by supplying him with the postal address of
the several elders in their respective districts and branches. All officers and members of the church not in districts or branches
BARODA, Michigan.
are also requested to send their names and.
London district Sunday school convention postal address to the mission secretary at the
will meet on Friday, October 1, in Toronto. under mentioned address. Members of the
Come all.
MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec.
church would do well to keep us informed of
favorable opportunities for preaching, espeThe program for the Decatur district Sun- cially in new localities. Address,
day school convention to be held at Lone
WM. R. ARMSTRONG,
14 Council St., Hulme, MANCHESTER.
Rock, Missoul'i, October 8, will be as follows:
Ten a. m., prayer meeting; 11:15 a. m., business session. Dinner. Two p. m., papers,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
speeches, and discussions on the duties of
St. Louis district conference will convene
Sunday school officers, teachers,' and pupils. at 2518, Elliott Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri,
At 7:30, come and see what we are going to on Saturday, September 25, 1897, at 2: 30 p.
have.
m. All are invited.
J. G. SMITH, Clerk.
Convention of the St. Louis district Sunday school will convene at Belleville, Illinois,
The Northeastern Missouri district conSaturday, October 2, 1897, 1J.t 2: 30 p. m. ference will convene with the Bevier branch
Each school is requested to elect dele{fatee to at Bevier, Missouri, Saturday, October 9, a.t
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nine a. m., for prayer service, ten a. m. for
business session; to continue over the IO~h.
All are cordially invited to attend. Branches
will please make an effort to report. Ministry reports to be made in writing. Let us
hear from you, brethren, whether you are
able to attend this meeting or not. Those
who have been assigned charge of the local
work in their various parts of the district
will please make a general report, briefly
itemizing labor done under their charge,
giving the condition and needs of your respective localities, a::id the prospects for the
future, so the district may see what all are
doing for its interests and the advancement
of the cause. Forward reports to George
Tryon, Huntsville, Missouri.
J. A. TANNER, Pres.
London district conference will meet with
the Toronto branch, October 2 and 3. Trains
will be met. All are invited to attend.
Statistical and ministerial reports are request<id from all branches.
MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec.
Florida district conference convenes with
the Edendale branch, October 2 and 3.
Would advise all clerks of the various
branches in the district to have their books
in proper condition, reports made out
promptly and correctly, approved by the
branch, signed by the president, and forward
to me, so they will not fail to report. It
seems to me that there is a gradual improvement throughout the district in the work.
'There is greater interest by al1 concerned.
The local as well as the traveling ministry is
doing good work and pushing forward the
cause of Christ. There is an effort being
made now to raise funds to buy a tent to use
in the district. I hope all that possibly can
will contribute something, as I believe some
people could be reached that way that probably would never hear the true restored gospel without it. Then it would do to use in
our reunions and other important events.
Hoping this will be in time for all to get
ready for conference, I am,
Your colaborer in the work,
·B. L. JERNIGAN, Sec.
The Southern Illinois district conference

will convene at Arrington, Illinois, October
8 and 9, at ten a. m., during the time of reunion. Branch clerks, you should make out
your reports early and have them approved
by your branches, so that you can bring them
with you to the reunion. Important business
will come before the conference. It is hoped
that all of the saints will attend that can do
so. The officers of the district are to elect.
Everyone invited to attend.
J. D. STEAD, Sec.
Galland's Grove district conference will
convene at saints' chapel, Galland's Grove,
Iowa, October 9, 1897, at ten a. m., continuing
over Sunday.
Respectfully,
CHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH, Pres.
Conference Of tbe Southern Michigan and

Norther!), In4illinll, 4istiriet wm gmwene wj.t)':i

THE SAINTSY HERALD.
the Clear Lake branch, Steuben County, In- survives him. He united with the Church
diana, October 9 and 10, 1897, opening Satur- of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in 1838,
day at ten a. m. Full reports, branch and in Johnson County, Illinois, being baptized
ministerial, are expected. Written reports by Elder Zachariah Wilson. He was orshould reach Bro. Otto Story, Fremont, Indi- dained in 1838 in Johnson County, Illinois, and
ana, district secretary, by Thursday, October was at once sent into the missionary field,
7. Parties coming by railroad should write and did excellent work in Tennessee and
Bro. G. A. Smith at Fremopt, Indiana, to be Kentucky; and was laboring in Arkansas in
met at Ray or Fremont, Indiana. Large at- 1844, when the news of the death of Joseph
tendance and general good time is anticipated. and Hyrum Smith reached him, upon which
s. w. L. SCOTT, Pres. he returned to Nauvoo. His first wife dying
he married in 1843, a cousin, Nancy McinNortheastern Kansas district conference tosh, probably in Tennessee. Two children
will meet with the Centralia branch, five blessed the union, when the mother was
miles south of Centralia, Nemaha County, called away by death. After this second
Kansas, at ten a. m., Saturday, October 9, bereavement, Elder Mcintosh was again
1897, and continue over Sunday. All reports married, to Malinda Black, in December,
of branches, officers, or committees, should 1853. Of this union ten children were born,
be made to the secretary in ample time to five of whom are living to mourn the deparreach him at Atchison, Kansas, before con- ture of their father. He removed to Galference. All are invited to help in the work land's Grove, Shelby County, Iowa, in 1856;
of conference.
at which place he heard the news of the ReP. CALDWELL, Pres.
organization, and united with it, renewing
JAMES w. BURNS, Sec.
his covenant by baptism under the bands of
Elder E. C. Briggs, Nl)vember 27, 1859. He
Manchester, England, conforence will D. V. was active in the local ministry work for a
be held on Saturday and Sunday, October 2 number of years; and also did some missionand 3, 1897, business session convening at six ary work away from his borne. He was orp. m., on Saturday, in the South Manchester dained a high priest October 8, 1869. He
branch meeting room, No. 6 Corn brook Place, removed to Denison, Crawford County, Iowa,
Chester Road, Hulme, Manchester. The in December, 1895, where, on August 8, 1897,
Sunday services will be held at Wigan in the he fell asleep in Christ from the natural
saints' meeting room, bottom of Platt Lane, decay incident to old age, aged 91 years, 3
Wigan; services at 10: 30 a. m., two and six months, and 25 days. "Uncle John A." was
p. m. We hope to have one or both of our a man of naturally brilliant parts, of strong
American brethren with us, and expect to ctmvictions of right and wror.g with the
have a good time.
courage of his convictions, of unshaken honIn bonds, your brother,
esty and fidelity to truth, and maintained his
JAS. BATY, Sec.
faith in Christ and his gospel to the end of
14 Gordon St., Rusholme, MANCHESTER.
bis life. He was entitled to and received the
"Rest of the people of God" into which he
Massachusetts district conference will con- has now entered. To his ashes Peace; to his
vene October 9, 1897, 2: 30 p. m., in Guild spirit Glory.
Hall, corner Washington and Dudley Streets,
HAMIL'L'ON.-At her home in New WashRoxbury, Massachusetts. Priesthood and ington, Crawford County, Ohio, July 2, 1897,
statistical reports can be forwarded to me at Sr. Jane Powers Hamilton, aged 52 years,
5 Codman Hill Street, Roxbury, Massachu- 6 months, and 13 days. Sr. Hamilton, whose
setts, by October 1, 1897.
maiden name was Jane Powers, was married
M. c. FISHER, Clerk.
to Samuel Hamilton, November, 1886, being
at the time widow of Joseph Hopkins, to
The Northern Nebraska conference will whom she was married December 27, 1869, by
convene at Blair, Nebraska, October 9, at ten Rev. Wm. Shelton, of St. Paul's church, Bufa. m., and hold over Sunday. All are invited falo, New York. Mr. Hamilton departed this
to come and the saints will see that all are life May, 1894, at Omaha, Nebraska, where
provided for. The Sunday school convention they at the time re~ided, and Mrs. Hamilton,
convenes at the same place the 8th.
after arranging her business at that place, reJ.M. STUBBART, Pres.
turned to her former borne, New Washington,
Ohio, where she continued to live until the
call came to pass to the other side. Sr. HamTWO DAYS' MEETINGS.
There will be two days' meeting held at the ilton united with the Reorganized Church
saints' church at Netawaka, Kansas, Septem- about eight years ago, and since that time
ber 25 and 26. All are cordially invited to bas been an earnest and active worker in the
attend. Elders W. S. Pender and E. A. Da- church, using her efforts and means to susvis, and possibly others of the ministry, will tain the same and to spread the gospel. She
left at her death one daughter, two sisters,
be present.
H. GREEN.
two brothers and many friends where she
lived, to mourn their loss. The funeral servDIED.
ices were in charge of Elder G. T. Griffiths,
MCTNTOSH.-Elder John A. Mcintosh, of Temple, Ohio, and sermon preached by E. L.
"Uncle John A.,'' was born April 14, 1806, in Kelley, Lamoni, Iowa, in Good Hope church,
Logan County, Kentucky; was married to near New Washington.
Miss Susannah Boren, in Tennessee, in 1826.
PHILIPS.-Near Hay Springs, Nebraska,
A son and daughter were born to them, of September 3, Emmet, son of Charles and Sr,
wP.om Cornelius, now of Cres9ent CHy, Iowa1 Etta Philipa, aged 2 ¥ears and 3 rnontl:\!!,
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WBE SAINTS' HERALD.
The Saints' Herald.

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.

The traveling ministry, <fr trict and branch pres id en ts,
0

and Bii:o:hop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,

make sales of church publ!cations, and assist the publishing department.
Addrees communications for publication to the Editors.
Businef!B 1etteri:;i, subricriptions, remittances, changes

of address, etc, should be addressed to Frank Criley,

Business Manager. Rem1ttancer< should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly

by registered letters.

Do not send chocks

Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each in~ertion,
subject to the following discounts: One month's inser·

tlon, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty,five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fiist or
last pages of cover, will be charged au advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class
mail matter.)

Absolutely Pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

. THE THREE BOOKS
DOCTR.INE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.
The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
of 1835, which was adopted by a General Assembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographicaJ
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on
late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enlarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of figi..res for
the old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, accordlng to bindings:Cloth ........................••.•.. $ 65
Full leather ........................ 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
for notes.)
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:THE

Cloth bound, ......•..........•..•••••.. $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ••••.• 2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges,. .............. 3

50.
00.
50.

00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.
ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for the
T11·aani.;Sation
in homff and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of .Book of i'llormon and Book o~
Cov4'nant classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing rkmand for the "three books," the
Herald Offiee management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.

.lmei.;piired

$1.50.
HERALD
THE SAINTS'

$1.50.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times and
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THE
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
11ea·r from the date named, as follows:. On July 12, 1897. the price of the HERALD>
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in ad1:ance.
This red action applies to both old and new
subscribera, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date named.July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
1Jrice at the dates of expiration of present
'ubscriptions, and for the year following said
iates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twent.y-five per cent,
'10th in the price of the church paper, and of
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
uacessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
uew subscribers; and also that those indebted
uay rp all past due accounts.
· BriH.. _,h hook agents and the ministry who
nau do so, are respectfully asked to second the
.,fforts f tLe Bnard by obtaining new subs<'ribers tor the HERALD and worki nil in the
general inte~estB of the Herald Office-the
cnurch publishir;g plant.
In bondR.
FRANK CR[LEY. Bns. M'l.!''r,
Lamoni, lowa.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Minis·
ters' Bibles, by which strictly firstclass editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
SERMONS.
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers o~ the '•Oxford Bible " with ''helps" and

the Reorganized Church, formerly publishea
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'
HERALD.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
75 cents postpaid.
.
•
. An ~xcellent volume to -:!!~'.JU!ate among
mvest1gators.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
plainness and in interesting, attractive, nar.
i:ati.ve style.

.

'

.

maps, in good large prmt, hour·
I geois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6-fx81 mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
,,

•

,

The Comprehensive Teachers
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance and an indexed Bible
Flex1·ble
a tl as, new' maps, e t c.
b'm d'mg, t h'rn t'mte d paper, mm1on
· ·
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
type, size 6x8t mailed postpaid at
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon $1.50 net.
of divine origin, and are its teachings enThese Bibles are marvels of cheaptitled to the respect and belief of all Christian people? 2. Is the Church of which I, ness in pirice, but are excellent in
Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of quality of workmanship in binding,
Christ, and identical in faith, organization,
.
.
ordinances, worship, and practice, with the etc. They are issued by leadrng pub·
Church of Christ as. it was left perfected by lishing houses and may be relied upon.
the Apostles of Christ? 3. Is the Reorganized Church of Jgsus Christ of Latter Day
Address orders to Frank Criley,'
Saints i~ fac~ the Church of God and ac-1 Business Manager Herald Office La.
cepted with him?
.
.
•
Cloth, 396 pages, price ............ •$1 50
mom, Iowa.
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TRADE MARK"•
illES!OlllS,
COPYRICHTS &.o.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..• securing patenta
an America. We have a \Vasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn &. Co. receive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a yearg,
11.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
&i<.>K ON

p ATENTS sent free.

MUNN &

Addres~

CO.,

361 Broadway, New York.

FOR SALE.
160 acres good rolling blue
•
• grass land situated 3i miles
from Lamoni. Good for either stock, grain,
or fruit raising. Only $15.50 per acre. Res..
sonable payment down, balance on time to
suit purchaser. Small house, stable, wel!1..
and 60 acres broke. This offer good for uu
days only. Apply to FRED B. BLAIR,
Lamoni, Iowa.

$15 50

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR AS A POUND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
t<\~Ui'"ACl"IJRECI ONLY 1'3y

1B:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
EDKUK.IDWA. NEWHAVEM.C

fiDhhHmI mYY B1IRBHR SHOP,

CQPVR GHTE

- ) OPPOSITE ( -

BLAIR MERCANTILE CO.
ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twentv-tbree years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experi!lnce m fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natnral whiteness, and
ll~P!\rts to linen a beoutifnl and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, contammg neither aISenic, alum or any other substance injurious to Hnen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

I

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

TOBACCO HA.BIT CURED,

OR NO PAT.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin-0is, positively
guarantees three boxes of ''Quit-To-Bae'' to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
.use 9f Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No flu.re, No Pay. Address, B.F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

I

HARDWARE!I
0

STOVES, TINWARE, BARB W IRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
A.RE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.,

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted tq Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in adv:i.nce.
.Sub,.criptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Nothing but first-class work done in our line. Ladles'
hair cleaning at shop or house, except Saturdays.
Iowa Steam Laundry in connection.
F.A.BLACK.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni1 Iowa, two squares from the business center. It bas 01x room•, a hall, and three closets,
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more1
ls warm as a winter house, 1rnd has good ventilation tor
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which an
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

rowA.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
b-Ottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at expre•s office on receipt of piice.
W. K. MYERS, DLuggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
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ETC.
INCREASE OF EVIL.
BISHOP FALLOWS, of the Reformed
Episcopal Church, Chicago, recently
preached a sermon on "the increase of
evil." Among other things he said:-1
•·The third is increased parental
watchfulness over tbe children and
particularly over boys from ten to sixteen years of age. If curfew could
prevail in Chicago for five years the
bridewell, Glenwood, Feehanville, and
Pontiac would not be overcrowded as
they are to-day.
FROM CHICAGO PULPITS,

"Lastly, we need a sterner administration of law. Robberies accompanied with violence have been so
numerous that we may need the methods of Mr. Justice Day in Liverpool,
England. For deeds of personal vio. lence there tbe lash was unsparingly
used, accompanied with long terms of
imprisonment for the habitual criminal. This broke up the. gangs which
had so long infested that city. Corporal punishment in such cases, in. .
stead of brutahzmg, became a potent
· re f orma t'ion. ,,
agency m
DR. HENSON ON STALWART MEN.
"A young man was lately arrested
in New York at the instance of his
wife because he was amusing himself
and astonishing the other habitues of
the fashionable hotel where he was
quartered by using bank bills to light
bis cigarettes, and thus literally proving that he 'had money to burn.'
"A sadder sight is witnessed when

ii

Q -----

No. 39.

I a young
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SUNDAY ScHoor, AssocrATIONs:

SAIN~

man, religiously reared, and J institutions, the churches, the spleninheriting a reverential faith in the did schools, the philanthropic agenpriceless truths that make for noblest cies.
These are stepping-stones
man b oo d an d un d erl'ie our w h o 1e t·oward a no bl e an d use fl
u. career. I n
Christian civilization, begins to put the other portion of our city are the
con t emp t upon th em, an d one b y one h'ig h ways o f ev1"l , th e roa db e d s a l ong
to fling them from him or with which Satan loves to go.
·
'
·
h
ghouhsh glee burn them up rn t e
"Some feel that Chicago is the worst
fierce fires of infidelity, by way of city of our nation but such must speak
·
h'
'
demonstratrng the largeness of is from ignorance or prejudice. All our
liberality. There is no bankruptcy so great cities with their crazy quilts
utter as bankruptcy of faith, and no of populations, are not gardens of
soul so miserable as one that is all Eden with the tempter fastened out.
adrift upon a sea of doubt.
"We should be interested in those
"A man thus parting with the faiths who move to the great city. Far betf h'
h'ldh d
11 h'
lf
.
o
is c 1 oo may ca
unse a ter were it for many had they never
rationalist, and yet there is no behav- changed the starlight of the meadow
ior so absurdly irrational.
Many for the gaslight of the town. It were
thousands are literally 'all at sea' and better for a countless number if they
destined ul tima,tely to be ingulfed in had only heard the roar of the mountain
the deep or wrecked.
1 stream and never bad listened to the
"Never were so many rudderl.ess roar of metropolitan life, whose angry
and comp:;i,ssless craft tossed about rn a flood has swept so many away.
~opeless, helpless way on the sea of
"What are some of the perils of livhfe. Neve~ were there so man.y hu- ing in Chicago? One comes from
man souls JUSt ready to despair for being so little known. A life among
lack of somet~iing solid to cling to, and so many strangers, away from the
hence the fng~t~ul and phenomenal restraints of intimate friends helps
frequency of smcide and lunacy.
many to take the guilty road.
"Sneer at religion as one may, the
.
·
..
·
th t
th'
th
"In a great city we grow familiar
f ac t remams
a no mg on ear
. h .
Th D .1
t
h
h
t
· d d
.d
d wit vice.
e ev1 , were we o
as sue power 0 gir an gm e, an
meet him every day, would not seem
to develop men who can stand the
brunt of life's stormy shock. The half so horrible. Unless one is girded
with mighty resolutions, familiarity
higher and nobler the .truths embraced
· ld t o
.
w1. 11 d u11 cau t'ion an d we w1·i1 yie
and the firmer the grip that em braces th
.
1
them, the sturdier the type of charac- I ~. peri · .
.
ter that is evoked. In this regard I
In Chicago te.mporal t~mgs a~e
Christianity so preeminently towers constantly emphasized. Amid all thrn
ve all ~thers as to deserve to be mammon worship and singing before
a bo
.
.
l
d
denominated the faith once for all de- the golden image, can irreso ute an
ambitious people keep from being
livered to the saints.
infected?
' 'Better any faith than 'no faith' tod
h' h
d
th
ht
"Anti-Christian influences abound
war s w 1C our mo ern
oug
d 'f .
d h' h 'll th ttl in Chicago as in all great cities. City
seems ri tmg an. w. ic w1
ro e
every noblest aspiration, remove every people live fast. They burn the canwholesome restraint, break down dle at both ends. They bring tired
every moral fiber, and hopelessly bodies to new duties, and seldom
wreck our boasted nineteenth century break the chains of daily toil. Almost impossible is it to preserve the
civilization."
Sabbath.
FIFIELD ON CHICAGO'S PERILS.
"Those in Chicago should cultivate a.
"Although we speak of the peril of
helpful
acquaintance, strengthen good
living in Chicago, we are not attemptresolutions,
look up as well as down,
ing to degrade and slander our city.
and
amid
our
city's many voices hear
Here are two cities in one-the gilt and
the
still
small
voice of God."
the guilty. In the one are our noble
1

I

I
I
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DR. JACKSON ON THE SABBATH.
reach back to thousands, and these on
''A Chicago Summer Sunday" was to hundreds of thousands and millions.
"The law is beneficent even with all
the theme of Dr. Jackson last evening
at the Hyde Park Baptist Church. its severity, for suffering is correction,
He descl'ibed what the Sabbath should and the whole natural and moral ornot be and what it should be, as fol- der is pregnant with helpful agencies.
The evil will at last be worked out
lows:''The modern question is: 'How can and only the good will remain."
we use Sunday so as to make it conDR. RAY ON LIBERAL CHURCHES.
tribute to the truest enjoyment and
His theme was the assaults made on
the loftiest culture of the human race?' the Christian church in all ages from
''First, it ought not to be a lazy day. foes without, but he also declared that
'To lie about the house all day un- I some of the hardest blows came from
washed and unshaven is not true rest. spies and traitors within the church
"Second, it ought not to be a holi- itself. In spite of all, however, he
day in the hot pursuit of pleasure, maintained the Christian religion was
which is indeed the hardest work. But stronger to-day than ever before.
no one can begrudge the workingman a,
Referring to the charge that the
few quiet hours in the park on the liberal church in Chicago is declining,
summer Sunday or an hour of instruc- he said:tion in the art gallery or museum on a
"It is a thousand times better to
winter Sunday afternoon.
have a little belief in a spiritual, ever"Third, do not make it a feast day. lasting God, in right and wrong and
We do not advocate the cold meals of 'I eternity, than to have no belief. In
the Puritan Sabbath. On the only my judgment the liberal churches
day in the week when the family can have not enough belief. They ought
have time to enjoy a dinner together, to hold more.
make it attractive without overloading
"lam told a morning paper says
the table.
Have mercy upon the the liberal religion is decaying in Chiwife and mother. Give her a quiet cago and in the United States; that
Sunday.
the people who hold that religion
"Fourth, do not make it a visiting will not pay; that it is only the orthoday. Be careful how you rob an- dox who can be relied upon to carry
·Othe.r's home of its sacred hours. on the church of God. This is not the
Why should people who do not care to whole history of the liberal church.
go to church keep away, by their un- The liberal church has included some
timely visiting, thousands of others of the greatest statesmen, some of the
who would like to go?
noblest and wisest of men.
"What is needed is good common
"But the single fact is that while
sense in the observance of Sunday. the orthodox churches are marching
We can lay down no laws. Sunday straight forward, increasing in power
laws have always been a burden. and wealth and usefulness, the liberal
We need to enjoy its rest hours with c h urc h es are decaying. A church
moderation and to spend some time in may have a minister whom it calls its
the culture of our higher nature and head, and it will thrive, but not for
the service of our fellow-men."
long. That religion and that church
which does not rely upon Christ as its
MRS. CRANE ON ''HEREDITY."
head, but relies upon any man will fail.
··It was formerly thought blindness, That is the history of eighteen centudeformities, and all forms of disease ries; it is the history of to-day."
were direct visitations of providence
on account of sin. It is now underTEN DOLLARS A WEEK FOR EIGHT •
.stood these manifestations are the
It does not seem possible that the table for
•natural consequence of the violation
eight people can be provided for ten dollars
of natural laws. The law of heredity a week. But Mrs. Rorer, the most famous
is essential to the perpetuation of the cook in America, says it can be done. She
human race, and carries along both has tried it and knows. She proves her case
-the evil and the good. But in its in the Ladies' Home Journal for October. She
:source the working is greater than gives twenty-one menus covering a week's
meals, and gives full, practical directions by
Jimmediate parentage, for these par- which any woman can make as attractive
·ents had parents. So the ancestry of meals as Mrs. Rorer explains, for this small
a child would in a few hundred years sum of ten dollars.

8PRGIAh PRHMIUM OVVHR.
Herald and Self=Pronouncing
Bible.
THE Herald Office has decided to offer
its patrons an excellent opportunity
to secure la useful and valuable premium - the celebrated "Self - Pronouncing Sunday School Teachers'
Bible," the same as the ''Oxford
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in
good large print, bourgeois type, with
marginal references; printed on thin
paper, :flexible binding; size 81x6!.
For one (1) new subscriber to the
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will
send the HERALD for one year to any
address and a copy of the Bible to the
remitter.
Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50
each, cash accompanying orders, will
receive a copy of the Bible.
This Bible has been purchased by a
number and has become a favorite
volume for ministerial and Sunday
school work. It gives entire satisfaction.
We want one thousand new subscribers for the HERALD within the
next ninety days. The church paper
has been reduced in price and should
circulate in every home of and be read
by all Latter Day Saints.
Here is an excellent opportunity to
aid the cause and to secure a first
class help in general work, a serviceable and up to date Bible.
We hope to hear from all interested
at once.
Does the HERALD circulate among
all the families of your branch? If
not, it ought to reach them. Can you
_not help us to place it in the hands of
all the membership, also among those
not of the faith? Strangers will read
it and take it. Try them, and let us
hear from you.
Sample copies of the SAIN'L'S' HER·
ALD free on application.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
•-·Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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such unsound policy about in this assume so grave a task as that of dicfashion: "The Latter Day Saints of tating who he should or should not
the Reorganized Church of Jesus hear, in the way of religious teachers.
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR. Christ are of such nature that if the
During thirty years and more of
R. S. SALYARDS
Assrs'rANT EDITOR.
presiding
elder
of
the
Lamoni,
St.
preaching
the word, we have known
HEMAN c. SMITH,
} CORRESPONDING EDI1'0RS.
JOSEPH LUFF,
Louis, Council Bluffs, or any other comparatively few Latter Day Saints
branch, for that matter, was to tell who have left their faith and church
LAMONI, IOWA, SEPT. 29, 1897.
his members not to go and hear the under the preaching of other denomi·
THE PREACHERS' RULE.
ministers of the M. E., Baptist, or national, or unbelieving teachers.
THERE is a class of ministers among other churches, they would be sure to And during all that time we have
the so-called evangelical denomina- disregard such restriction and would never felt called upon to warn the memtions that assumes the prerogative of go and hear the forbidden man; if for bers not to hear or not to attend the
authority to hold the members of their no other reason than to show their meetings held by other men. It has
flocks in spiritual check, and dictating indignation at such treatment."
always appeared to us that to tell Latto them who they shall not hear as
Bro. J. C. Crabb, speaking in refer- ter Day Saints not to go and hear other
teachers. Among those whom these ence to the same sort of policy men upon their theories and convicministers proscribe are the elders of pursued by the preachers, said in sub- tions of religious beliefs, was either
the Reorganized Church, the reason stance: "It is as well that those to do violence to the manliness and
assigned for such prohibition to bear members of sectarian churches who good sense of the members, or was a
being that those elders teach heresies. · are disposed to be so governed and direct and telling confession that we
Several times during this season's controlled by their preachers as to I were not satisfied that we had the truth
campaign in the ministerial field we pay heed to such advice and command and were fearful thatthe others, whom
have met with this "evangelical" ad- to stay away from the meetings of the to hear was forbidden, had; a thing we
vice, "Stay away from those •Mormon' Latter Day Saints, should not attend; have not yet been wiliing to confess.
elders. They are heretics and de- because they are not the sort of peoBy advices from England we see
ceivers. Do not go to hear them."
ple that make good saints; and the that our Utah contemporaries and felThis advice was givencongregations Reorganized Church does not want low believers in the angel's message,
in Perry, Iowa, where Elders Roth, them; has no use for them, as they have taken ano11her tarn in their fear
Scott, Morgan, and others held meet- would be of no value to the cause. of open discussion, and that is by disings in July. It was given at Defi- Men or women who would be con- couraging anything like an examinaance, Iowa, where Brn. Wight, tented under such an aspersion upon tion of their views in the presence of
McDowell, and others held services their good faith and common sense 1 the public. '•How have the mighty
during the summer; and was also re- would not be likely to so inform them- i fallen!" The privilege of public quesiterated in the field where that veteran selves as to be able to make an intern- 'tions is avoided, a thing unheard of in
preacher, J. C. Crabb, has been at gent defense of their faith if assailed the days of the martyrs, Joseph and
WOl'k, and in some others as well.
-they depend altogether too much on Hyrum, whose advice and injunction
While that sort of a "know nothing the preacher to make good Latter to the ministry were, "Call on them
and don't find out" policy may do with Day Saints."
to meet you in private conversation
some congregations, experience has
To our 0wn way of thinking, while and public debate. Tell them to bring
taught us that there are men in all admitting the need of the good offices forth their strong reasons," etc. Now,
communities, who, if their privilege of the shepherd of the flock to keep alas! the advice is, "Discuss with no
of self judgment is interfered with by members well informed and free from one. Especially avoid the Josephites."
the dictation of another, will go liability to imbibe false doctrines and
It smacks somewhat of arrogance
straightway and do the thing they are be led astray. it is of the utmost im- and intolerance, for us to so persistcommanded not to do. Some of this portance that all members of a con- I ently demand of these Utah people that
sort have been found in the congrega- gregation be fully impressed with the they submit their cause to the opportions referred to; and, having heard sentiment that every man is to live, tunity of a public examination by the
the forbidden preachers, they have die, and be judged, rewarded, or pun- Reorganized Church. But, the sons
accepted the doctrines taught and are ished upon his own individual merit, of the prophet Joseph Smith are not
now rejoicing in the truth, and are or demerit; that no one-not even the disposed to remain content under the
free.
preacher-can be made the scapegoat aspersion cast upon the name and
Bro. Columbus Scott, in referring for his sins, or the honor bearer fame of their father by the whilom
to the prohibition of the preachers to of his reward; neither be rewarded 1 advocates and defenders of that postay away from the Latter Day Saints' for his good, or punished for his I lygamous theocr~Jcy, without making
meetings, entered his protest against evil. Why then should the preacher: an effort to bring the calumniators to
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an open account; and, if it needs be
to persistently challenge comparison
of facts and opinions. It will not do
for these one-time champions of what
was once ·called Mormonism, to take
shelter under that flaming screed,
"Truth is mighty and will prevail,"
seeking under its cover to avoid investigation. ]'or, Truth is aggressive and
will not submit to Error, is equally as
correct an axiom. So, buckle on your
armor ye elders of the angel's message, as the same was delivered from
1827 to 1844, and give no quarter to
the error and wrong under the influence of which so many made shipwreck
of their faith.
It is an insult to the intelligence of
freemen to say to them, Do not go and
hear. Keep away from these men.
Do not discuss. Do not offer opportunity for the public asking of questions.
PRESIDENTS Joseph and Alexander
H. Smith had an interview with Bro.
James Oaffall, of Council Bl u:ffs, Iowa,
and found that returned veteran soldier for Christ recovering from the
relaxation resulting from the comparatively coul atmospheres of Old
England to the unusually heated
region of America, and Wes tern Iowa
in particular.
Bro. Caffall returns from a three
years' mission in England and Wales
in good spirits and fair health. He
has been much blessed and has left
the mission in excellent condition.
He speaks of the local brethren in
kind terms and praise. He has the
good will and confidence of all and
has made a good record for himself
and the cause he represented.
So far as we are informed Bro.
Caffall has been careful and judicious
in his administration of the affairs of
the mission; and is justly pleased and
proud of his success.
We are authorized to state that the
appointment of Brn. Heman 0. Smith
and Frederick G. Pitt had no reference to conditions arising from the
official action of Bro. Caffall; and
must not be taken in any sense as being intended to reflect discredit on
him or his administration.
The same may be said of other officers of the English mission. The
appointment was made for. reasons
which were deemed sufficient by the

•

Presidency, without being intended
to cast reflections upon any, so far as
known to the Presidency. We are
pleased to greet Bro. Caffall again,
and when he shall again take up the
warfare, as agreed upon between Bro.
.J. R. Lambert and himself, we bespeak the good will and cooperation
of the saints among whom his labors
shall lie.
BRO. WILLARD J. SMITH.

THE report of the committee appointed by the brethren of the Twelve
by advice of the Presidency, last
spring, to inquire into matters pending in the city of Detroit, Michigan,
contains the following:Elder Willard J. Smith was relieved of all
embarrassments that stood in the way of his
entering the mission field. And, by the advice of the respective missionaries in charge
interested, he was appointed to labor in the
States of Michigan and Ohio.

might not be quite so bad; but as it
falls most heavily on the laborer, it
seems fearful; especially when it is
taken into the consideration that there
was already hard times and much
suffering among the classes most
affected by the strike:The strike which has :just come to a nominal conclusion has been noteworthy from
several points of view. In the first place, it
will have been in operation at the expiration
of the ten days allowed for the settlement of
terms between the miners and their employers for a period of more than eleven
weeks, at a cost to the 100,000 to 125,0GO
miners affected by it of $13,000,000 to $15,000,000 in loss of wages. Taking into
consideration the loss of profits to the mineowners, and to other interests affected by the
strike, it is safe to say that it has cost the
country an aggregate of not less than.$22,000,000 to $25,000,000. Then, again, the strike
has been memorable for the fact that while
it was entered upon with the advice and
approval of the national and district officers
of the union, they were among the strongest
advocates of the final settlement, on the
ground that the terms were the best that
could be secured. The only loss of life during
the progress of the strike was at Lattimer,
Pennsylvania, where a number of anthracite
miners marching against some operatives
who had refused to stop work were shot
down by the sheriff's depu'des, although this
had no immediate connection with the strike
inaugurated on the Fourth of July last, unless of a "sympathetic" character. On the
whole, the miners are entitled to credit for
their forbearance from actnal violations of
law, in spite of hostile demonstrations at a
number of individual points, and the fact
that there has been no destruction of property
such as has occurred during previous strikes.
Io this connection some statistics of the
history of strikes in this country for the
period from 1881 to July, 1894, taken from
the report of Carroll D. Wright, United
States Commissioner of Labor, may be instructive to both eml)loyers and employed.
Th6 principal facts will be found embraced
in the following table:-

By similar action Bro. Rudolph
Etzenhouser was placed in the field
for Detroit and vicinity, so that the
work might be looked a.fter in both
fields.
We are pleased to call the attention of the saints in the fields
named to the action of the committee above recited, and the appointment of these brethren. We
confidently expect that a proper respect for the work will secure a better
feeling in those portions of the field
affected by the investigation of the
committee; and speak for cordial coi:iperation of the ministry in the results of the inquiry.
We learn with pleasure also that
Bro. E. 0. Briggs was found to be
freed from just accusation and is free
to pursue his work in his field undisTotal number of strikes, 13Yz years................
14,390
turbed.
Average duration in days................................
25.4
Misapprehension and misunder- Establishments involved.................................
69,167
tbrown ont of employment...........
3,714,406
standing have bad much to do in the Employees
Employees in successful strikes.....................
l,188.575
past with missionaries in their Employees partially successful.......................
462,777
in strikes which failed .................
2,061,384
charges, and these have been mag- Employees
Wage loss to employees ................................... $163,807,866
nified to the hurt of the work; and we Expended in assistance................................... 10,914,406
will all bail with joy the day when Loss of employers............................................ 82,590,386
The proportion of successful strikes for
these hurtful things shall have been
this period is estimated at 44.69 per cent, of
overcome.
THE COAL STRIKE so FAR.
THE following, cut from an editorial
of a leading journal of the day,
will give the reader an idea of the
actual cost of such a strike as bas
been going on for awhile. If this
loss fell on those able to bear it, it

I

those only partially successful at 11.25 per
cent, and of those which failed at 44.23 per
cent.

The strike just ended does not furnish any
departure from the general rule as to loss for
those engaged in it. On the contrary, their
loss seems to have been in greater proportion
than usual, and it will require years of labor
at increased rates of wages to make up the
amount actually fost in wages .
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
was waylaid, abused, and beaten by
BRO. J. W. WIGHT, Salt Lake City, two, aided by several others. Bro.
August 13, writes:Kelley bore with the evil treatment as
Our attendance here is largely on the in- patiently as an American citizen, and
" crease, the "successor" proving an interest- a Christian ought. Efforts were to
ing theme. Baptized a man yesterday,
making five individually, of late. Good be made to secure protection; and we
news from Brn. McKiernan and Hansen with look for the result with anxiety.
the tent. Start Wednesday for reunion at We hope for good, but these are
Pleasant Grove. Am hopeful and feel to perilous times. Men are beady, senpraise the Lord'.
sual, devilish; and some are still held
Bro. J. J. Cornish writes from m
· bon d s o f re r·ig10us
·
b'igo t ry.
Cadillac, Michigan, September 20:s
H
Bro. Willard J. Smith and r. 0. .
Bro. Ellis baptized two last week, a few
miles east of here. I two more here, yester- Riggs, at Cincinnati, Ohio, have been
day. We move the tent to Farwell this interviewing Elders Maus and others
week. It is getting cool for tent work now. from Utah, in that city. And from
Bro. George Jenkins, writing from the account given of the interview we
Byrneville, Indiana, late date, says:- should conclude that those elders
We are doing the best we can to advance were but poorly equipped for the
tbe .work in this part. We haven't bad any maintenance of the peculiar positions
rest since General Conference-on the go all
the time. More calls are still coming.
assumed for that Utah Church by
Bro. W. R. Armstrong, Hulme, Presidents Brigham Young, H. C.
Manchester, England, September 6:- Kimball, J. M. Grant and others.
Three members have just been added to Sr. Riggs writing of the interview
tbe Salford branch; one brother and two pronounces their arguments as being
sisters.
thin. A challenge to discussion ofBro. D. E. Tucker, Seminole, Ala- fered by Bro. W. J. Smith to these
bama, September 16:men .was ostensibly accepted; but
I am laboring in Bald win County, Alabama: we expect that when the authoriti·
find a good prospect for work in this county.
ties hear of it no discussion will be
Have baptized three here, and two more to
be baptized to· day, and several next Sunday. allowed.
Yellow fever in Misshsippi and Mobile; so
In HERALD of September 8, in acreported.
count of Bluff Park reunion, a typoBro. Wentworth Vickery, Plano, graphical error made us to say sites
Illinois, September 20:for "site." We agree with Bro. Bond
I have just returned from the two-days in the opinion that the old sites will
meeting held at Mission, the 19th and 20th,
be rebuilt in their time; but not neewhich was a very enjoyable season. Services
were very much in the usual order and a essarily in all respects as in the past.
Presidents Joseph Smith and Alexgoodly portion of the Spirit enjoyed in
preaching as well as prayer service. Brn. J. andor H. Smith returned to Lamoni
H. Lake, F. M. Cooper, and T. J. Sheldon on Tuesday, the 21st inst.
were present and spoke the word with much
Bro. R. M. Elvin was called home
earnestness and power to the joy and satison
the 20th inst. because of sickness
faction of those who beard. Bro. John Midin
his
family.
gorden was ordained an elder and Charles
Hougas a deacon, by Brn. Lake and Cooper.
Bro. and Sr. William E. Landers,
There were present of the local' staff of the of the Northeastern Kansas district,
ministry Brn. T. Hougas, Geo. Scheidecker,
made a call at the Herald Office during
A. Haye!'; and of the traveling ministry
a
visit to relatives at Lamoni, the past
Leonard Houghton. \Ve trust that lessons
week.
were received that will be of lasting good to
all present.
The saints at Coalgate, Indian Territory, were revived and much enEDITORIAL ITEMS.
couraged by a visit from Bro. S. W.
CONTINUED absences from home have Simmons, who had labored effectually
retarded some of the answers and no· among them. He baptized some and
tices due to correspondents and left the branch in greatly improved
officers in the church work.
condition. Letter from Bro. H. T.
Bro. T. C. Kelley has been sub- McLain, dated. the 20th.
jected to the wrath of superstitious
Sr. Jennie Hughes, of Sumner,
folly, and the persecution usually fol- Oklahoma, wishes to obtain the adlowing; and, besides being warned to dress of William Kirby, author of an
leave the region where he was preach- an. ti-Mormon work, and with whom a
!ng, at Escatawpa,
U(} la.dy investig'ating the faith wis.heiil to
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correspond. Brethren at work in the
Territory had created an interest, but
some were opposing by making use
of Mr. Kirby's book.
Bro. Frank Criley returned home
from a trip East on the 25th.
Conference of the Massachusetts
district will be held October 30, instead of former date announced. See
notice.
A brother, a layman in a distant
field, writes us that from what he has
seen somewhere in the HERALD of
late he judges that some one has informed the editors of matters affecting him. We assure him that he is
mistaken in the supposition, as his
name was; previous to his letter, unknown to us. What is admitted into
the HERALD is published from principle, without personal motive and
without partiality-unless it be partiality to truth and its methods, without respect to persons.
Bro. James Moore, of Jackson
County, West Virginia, writes of his
interest in the work of the church.
Removed from the precincts of his
branch, he would that he could oftener
meet with the brethren. Brn.Griffiths,
Smith, Goodrich, and others of the
ministry had rendered good service
in the district.
Bro. G. H. Godby was preaching
in Northeast Kentucky, in new
places, at last accounts. Brighamite
elders were also in that field and
their work being noted. Prospects
were promising for a good work being done as the true teachings of the
faith were being brought out.
Newspaper articles written by Bro.
M. T. Short and published in Wisconsin papers, also handbills announcing
meetings and topics, indicate that he
is making a vigorous effort to reach
the people. People who read will
often think, though they may not
hear. The work of the minister is to
get them to thinking, and there are
various ways of doing it. Bro. Short
was preaching at Lancaster, in a
band stand and at local schoolhouses.
A copy of Autumn Leaves for February. 1889, is wanted by a sister.
Anyone having it for sale will please
write the Herald Office, stating price.
Emperor William of Germany visited Emperor Francis Joseph of Austro-Hungary,at Buda-Pesth,Hungary,
1
I September ,20. During the visit he
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referred to the dreibund-the alliance
between Germany, Austria, and Italy
-as follows:
•·Our alliance, coneluded in the past by our people,
stands firm and indissoluble. It has
secured peace to Europe for a long
time and will do so still longer." The
greetings of the emperors were cordial and demonstrative. However,
while Emperor William took occasion
to laud Hungarian bravery in resisting
Turkish troops in past years, he
failed to mention the defeat of Austria
by Prussia. He also failed to make
mention of his recent visit to Russia
and of the Franco-Russian alliance;
or of his late attitude of favor toward
the Sultan in settlement of terms with
Greece in the interest of German
creditors. During the Emperor's
visit an attempt was made to assassinate both Emperor William and
Emperor Francis Joseph. A mass meeting of 30,000 workingmen was held in
thecity,andafterthespeechmakingthe
vast crowd formed in proeession and
marched through the prinCipal streets,
carrying flags, banners, etc. Placards
bearing the inscription, "No rights,
no fatherland,'' and demanding universal suffrage, were freely displayed. These conditions show the
frail character of the foundations of
the so-called bases of peace in Europe,
where both internal and external conditions are liable to cause serious outbreaks at any time. It is noticeable
that in press accounts of the recent
interviews of monarchs the subject of
disarmament of the immense European
armies was not even referred to.
A cyclone swept over portions of
the province of Lecce, Italy, September 21.
Forty persons were killed,
seventy wounded, and property destroyed.
Both houses of the Hawaiian Con
gress have voted unanimously in favor
of annexation to the United States.
President Diaz, of Mexico, demantled a rigid investigation of the
killing of his late assailant; as a result
Velasquez, late chief of police of the
Mexican capital, has confessed that
he ordered the killing of the prisoner.
Toledo, Ohio, has introduced manual
training into its high school course.
Boys are taught useful trades, and
girls are trained in the domestic arts;
including cutting, fitting, and making
of garments, also in cooking upon

hygienic principles, and in the arts.
Judge Payne, of Chicago, while delivering an address at Knox College,
Galesburg, Illinois, said among other
things: "Life is made up of a few
general principles; sincerity, truth,
devotion to the right. What is it that
afflicts this country just now? It is
dishonesty. The fact remains that
what we lack in this country is honesty, sincerity of character. To get
rich we sacrifice everything that is
right." The Judge's statement is in
harmony with Paul's predictions concerning the perils that would
·exist in modern times, caused
largely by men becoming "lovers
of themselves," hence inconsiderate
of the rights of others and disobedient
to God. In noting the signs of the
times we are admonished by the
Savior to "discern" them; evidently
that we may understand and escape
the evils that exist in the present, and
do our duty with a view to better conditions in the future when truth and
right shall prevail.
"Honesty,"
''sincerity of character," and love to
God and fellow man are certainly
needed and badly needed in the
modern world.
Heavy frost damaged late crops in
six States of the middle West and
Northwest, the 21st inst.
The Navy department at Washington has arranged with the railway
systems of the country for quick
transportation of torpedo boats to any
threatened point of attack on the
country's coast.
Great Britain has agreed to an international conference on the Behring
Sea seal question, to be held at Wash·
ington. It is expected that Russia
and Japan will also be represented.
There are also rumors of revival of
negotiations for a treaty of arbitration between the United States and
Great Britain.
Tribesmen 2,000 strong attacked
the British at Sodda, India, on the
16th, but were repulsed. On the 21st
the Haddah Mullah with a large and
well-organized force of insurgent
tribesmen attacked the camp of Sir
Bindon Blood. Fierce fighting followed, lasting five hours. Drafts
from eight regiments of English
cavalry have been ordered for shipi;nent to India.
Italian women 150 in number at-
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I tempted to drive away miners at work
at Hazelton, Pennsylvania, on the 20th,
but were controlled by the State
troops present. Attempts to resume
work are only partially successful.
The whaling ship Falk, from Hammerfest, Norway, has brought the
third carrier pigeon message from
Andree. It was dated July 13, and
indicated that he had safely crossed
the open water north of Spitzbergen
and was then sailing over the great
frozen sea and going eastward. This
helps to verify his reported safe arrival
in Arctic Russia.
The London News announces an
agreement between Russia, Germany,
France, and Austria, over Turkey,
and that· further changes in the
Levant will lead to eventual division
among these powers.
Unusual cold has checked the
spread of locusts in Argentine and
materially improved harvest prospects.
It is reported that an average of
eight men are shot by the Spanish
every day in the town of Aguacate
without trial or sentence.
Peace dawns in the Soudan. Agents
of Great Britain and the Mahdi have
agreed that the former shall not advance beyond Khartoum. The Mahdi
remains King of Khartoum, andZobein
Pasha continues to act as Governor of
Darfur, under British protection.
Bri~ain obtained promise of Abyssinian
neutrality by guaranteeing the westem frontier of King Menelik.
Strong earthquake shocks at Lima,
Peru, September 20, caused much
alarm. Earthquake shocks and panics
at points in Italy on the 21st; shocks
also at Venice and Trieste same date.
The Greek government and people
are seriously discussing the rejection
of the late treaty of peace with Turkey
and of reopening the war.
The Spanish government has decided to send a memorandum to the
Pope on the subject of the excommunication of Senor Reverter, a member
of the Spanish cabinet, by the Bishop
of Majorica.
Senor Reverter has
since resigned the portfolio of Finance and has reverted to private life.
Russian newspapers contain accounts of widespread distress in the
provinces of Tula, Moscow, Orel, and
Kursk. The ground is so dry that it
is impossible to sow winter wheat,
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grass and trees are withering; peas- ish bonds are depreciating in value.
ants unable to feed stock, which is The government is seeking additional
offered at any price. The Russian loans. . There is fear of yellow fever
government contemplates prohibition being imported from Cuba and
of export of wheat.
America. Don Carlos, the pretender,
John Dillon and other Irish mem- claims to have 100,000 volunteers
bers of Parliament have sent a ready to support him and denies that
memorial urgently requesting that he bas abandoned his claims to the
Parliament be summoned to meet at throne of Spain.
once for the purpose of voting funds
Yellow fever has continued to
for relief of large districts in Ireland spread at Mississippi points, also
threatened with famine and ruin ow- at Mobile and New Orleans, where
ing to failure of potato crops, weather- new cases have been numerous. Cases
spoiled grain, and general agricultural were reported at St. Louis, Cairo,
depression. They represent that de- Louisville, Beaumont, Texas, and
mand for rents the coming winter will New York. St. Louis and Cairo pacause the ruin of the peasantry and tients recovered without spreading
lead to agitation and disturbance.
the disease. Hundreds of refugees
According to press dispatches Gen- are fleeing to the north.
A rigid
eral Stewart Woodford, United States shotgun quarantine is being mainminister to Spain, in a late interview tained at many points. Health officers
with the Duke of Tetuan, presented a of Mississippi refuse to permit transstatement of the great losses sustained mission of mail matter from infected
by American commercial and indus- points.
trial interests because of the longAt a late meeting of the Congregacontinued Cuban war, and intimated tionalists at Ripon, Wisconsin, "a plan
that unless Spain could bring it to a waereby vacant churches might be
conclusion within a reasonable time filled," was discussed. At Saratoga
the United States might find it neces'. the Unitarians discussed, among other
sary to take such steps as would be topics, "the points of contrast and
calculated to pacify the island, pre- difference between Unitarianism and
vent further destruction of property, the New Orthodoxy." One speaker
permit full resumption of business, defined "the new orthodoxy as suband subserve the best interests of hu- stantially the same system of religious
mani1.y. Some reports state in addi- philosophy as Unitarians hold, with
tion that an ultimatum, fixing a time the same idea of the universe. The
limit for the ending of the war, was term "New Orthodoxy" is a striking
presented. Spanish advices deny that one. Comments suggest themselves,
there was anything more than a thick and fast; but we leave them for
friendly formal diplomatic interview. the reader.
It is probable that the representatioris
Constantinople advices of the 23d
of Minister Woodford were in the report the Sultan .to be seriously ill.
form of a quiet but firm hint to Spain,
Political enemies of President Zelato be followed by stronger statements yas, of Nicaragua, have been actively
and insistence if necessary. Spanish collecting men and arms for a revolt.
papers make angry comment, while I Disturbances have occurred at various
the general European press and gov- points in the country. According to
ernments, with the exception of the union effected by Nicaragua, HonAustria (the Spanish Queen Regent duras, and Salvador, as the Greater
being an Austrian archduchess), con- Republic of Central America, the
cede the right of the United States to military forces of the combined States
interfere. The Independence Belge, of would be available to suppress the
Brussels, recognizes the right of the outbreak, but doubt is expressed
Americap. government to intervene whether the treaty of mutual defense
and insist that Spain shall hasten the will stand the test of a revolution.
pacification of the island, and adds: The rebels were driven from
"They cannot consent that the strug- Grenada on the 20th, after a hard
gle shall be prolonged indefinitely fight, but are concentrated at other
through t.he blind infatuation of Span- points.
Government troops were
· ish statesmen." Food supplies are victorious against them at last acadvancing in price in Madrid. Span- counts.
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Lieutenant Peary will start on
another arctic expedition next July.
Two white men and eight Esquimaux
will go with him.
Pres. Ethan Allen, of the Cuban
League of the United States, says the
hour of emancipation for Cuba is at
hand.
Advices dated the 26th report decisive repulses of the insurgent tribesmen by the British forces.
Some
tribes manifest a disposition to surrender, others continue to show
determined resistance.
At a mass meeting of the Greek people held in Athens on the 26th a
resolution was adopted calling on the
King and cabinet to renew war with
Turkey rather than accept the terms
of peace offered.
The revolution in Nicaragua has
been suppressed by the government.
Yellow fever continues to spread at
infected points, though the proportion
of deaths at New Orleans was smaller
on the 26th.
Late advices from the brethren la·
boring in New South Wales, Australia,
report twenty-three lately added to
the church by baptism in that colony.
All were being revived and encouraged
in the good work. Particulars later.

Mo1hsrs' Homa noltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"What's the use of always fretting
Over ills that cao 't be cured?
What's the use of finding fault with
What we k'lOW must be endured?
Does it make our burdens lighter
If we grumble 'neath their load?
Does it make life's pathway emootber
If we fret about the road?
Better use our time than fill it
Full of sigha and vain regre~s
Over some imal!;ined blunder,
AA does he who always frets.''

BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW THEM.
THE author of this logical and oft quoted sentence is one with whom all Bible students are
familiar; namely, Matthew; and it is found
in the seventh chapter, sixteenth verse of
his writings. Mat,thew evidently applied the
language to professors of religion; but it is
so full of truth in every sense of the word
that it may be applied to any other class of
people, and in fact to almost anything that
one might mention having the power of production, whether of fruit, vegetable, or
animal life.
We are sometimes made to wonder at the
lofty claims made by people, when at the
same time tte daily lives o' t,hese people are
vastly different fron:: what \,hey teach and
claim to practice. Often we see men wto
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are sent out by the different societies who
claim to be raising a standard for people to
adhere to, and at the same time that those
men are preaching or teaching purity of life
to others, they themselves are not observing
the laws of God in that they defile themselves
with both food and drink which cannot do
otherwise than pervert nature, and make
men and women unhappy by poisoning the
mind so that it is incapable of performing its
intended duties.
Those who are close students of physiology
will know at once what foods and drinks are
not good for the building up of either the
spiritual or physical body, and now dter
knowing what is good for us in the way of
food and drink, the next task, and a decidedly
more difficult one, is to observe these things
in the daily lives, for if we do these things we
will not have to wait \,\ntil we are dead to
know wheliher there be any truth attached to
tJ;ie theory, b,ut will know after putting it to
!}i fair test that God m,eant just what he said
wl;lei;i, he prompted the words, "by their fruits
ye sb,all know them." And those who are
1rnt teaching the peo!lle one thing, and prac~icing a,nother, will in the m,inds oi the think~r;ig people ~all short of the results wbich they
~nten\].ed to a.ccomplish.
]'\[ow the very best thing in the world for
1,1s to do, knowing that we cannot hide our
~aults, and that ignorance will only add to
our discredit, is to set to. work to study and
search for truth in whatever line of work we
\ntend to follow.
The Bible says that in the latter time there
would be people who had no light in reality,
but would try to guide other people, and that
the inevitable consequence would be that
both would fall. And now as we have such
ample warning as this, why not heed it, and
do our own thinking about all these things?
If one has a reasonable amount of intelligence, he can study out the puzzles of life
just as well as anyone, and how much more
satisfactory it is to know that one has settled
his own mind on a solid truth that cannot be
shaken. Such men and women the world,
bad as it is, cannot help but honor. They
have learned well the les8on that by their
fruits they are known, and what if they
expect to do work for God or man which will
be of lasting benefit, that they must make
their life agree with what they teach; for
precept truly is good, but not nearly so convincing as example.
Men cannot say to their sons and daughters, Live pure and cultivate all that is good
and noble in your hearts, while they themselves use intoxicating liquor and such language as would cause a blush of shame. One
cannot take that which does not justly belong
to him, even though it be ever so little, and
expect people to have confidence in him as an
honest man. He cannot do one little mean
act in life without that act showing itself in
his character, bis actions, his very face.
Truly these little actions of our daily lives
are the fruits, figuratively speaking, and we
know just what kind of a man or woman we
meet by this fruit. Some of the fruit mentioned in Holy Writ is that of love, joy,
peace, charity, kindness, and forgiveness.
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These traits of character are the ones that
make men and women really happy. One·
cannot do a good deed without feeling the
pleasure resulting from that deed; and when
we meet with people who show us that these
traits of character really are found in them,
we congratulate ourselves that we have found
a real good Christian man or woman. And
we all know how pleasant it is to meet with
people who have such an ennobling influence
over us, as to cause us to have a desire to
overcome our little faults and failings, and be
more noble in our everyday lives. And the
more one studies this subject, the more interesting it becomes, for it is the greatest test,
the scales, we might truthfully say, which
will he used to judge us both in this life as
well as the one to come. So, look well to see
what kind of fruit you are growing.

prayer that God would hear our prayers in
their behalf. And he has, for two of them
have come in and will prove workers in his
: gospel. Two others are still on the outside,
· and my companion is one of them; and, dear
sisters, I ask that you may remember him in
your prayers, that his interest may be
aroused, and that he may in God's own time•
obey the gospel in which I rejoice.
Your sister,
S. A. DAVIS.

DBpar1mem.
OREGON,

Missouri:

Editors Herald:- I have not written you for'

many years, durin6 which time I have trav-·
eled thousands of miles and have talked with
IDA DAVIS.
hundreds of people about this great latterday work. In some instances I have been exKEE, Iowa.
ceedingly reserved and said nothing when.
Dear Home Column:-I have just returned being strongly censured for my views, but not.
home from Prayer Union, and I want to being morose or affected with taciturnity, I
write to tell all the sisters what a strength was anxious and careful lest my silence
the Prayer Union has been to us sisters in should be interpreted for want of ability to·
this place. There our heavenly Father has support my position. I have met so many
blessed us with his Holy Spirit time and who were positive and dogmatical in their
again, and we are being built, up in the faith own opinions and will dispute to the end, and
and strengthened to journey on each week. who will also resist the brightest evidence of
We are few in number, but many times God truth rather than suffer themselves to be
has verified his promises to be with two overcome or yield to the plainest and strongor three, when they are gathered in his est reasonings.
·
name. We have often wondered why the
I have met others who would affect wit.on
lessons for the Prayer Union were not in the
all occasions, and be full of conceits, and
Herald now. I can trllly say that they were puns, quirks or quibbles, jests and repartees,
good, and for one wish that they would be which sometimes agreeably entertain and
continued. The way we do here is to select animate an hour of mirth; but they have no
from old Heralds the lesson that is nearest to place in search of truth. While they carry
the date of the time of meeting. The sister about them at other times a sort of craft, and
at whose house we meet is looking for the cunning, and disguise, and act rather like a
lesson, another sister, in her turn, taking spy than a friend to the truth, they make an
charge of the lesson.
ill use in freedom, in conversation, and imWe have Daughters of Zion meeting the mediately charge heresy upon anyone who
second Thursday of every month, and we happens to differ from their sentiment which
gain knowledge and instruction thereby, authority or custom has established, even in
nearly all the sisters in the branch taking points of moment. Sic sentio, sentiarn; that
active part.
is, so I believe; and so I will believe, is the
I love to get the Herald, and I first turn to prison of the soul for life aud bar against all
see the requests for prayer, and to the Home improvements of the mind; and if they even
Column. I love to read· the letters that Sr. suppose examination necessary, that they
Burton writes, for they are so full of the might be charged as tending to apostasy if
Spirit. I rejoice that it is permitted the sis- they attempt to examine them. Persons are
ters to help in teaching this gm•pel, that applauded for presuming they are still in the
brings joy and peace to all who embrace it.
right. As Mr. Locke says, He that conWe are surrounded by trials and troubles siders and inquires into the reason of things,
of a temporal nature, but God at this time is is counted a foe to orthodoxy, because he
blessing us with his Holy Spirit in peace. I may possibly deviate from some of the rehave often thought after reading the Herald ceived doctrines. And thus men without any
that I would like to write, but feeling my industry or acquisition of their own, lazy and
inability, I would not attempt to do so until idle as they are, inherit local truths; that is,
this time, for I know that so many who are the truths of that place where they live and
more able could do so much better than I.
are inured to assent without evidence. This
In this time of trouble I am glad to say that has a long and unhappy influence, for if a
the saints of the branch have remained here man brings his mind once to be positive and
together, for we desire not to be mattered. fierce for propositions whose evidence he has,
We have sacrificed some and worked some to never examined, and that in matters in the
get our church building paid for, and I hope greatest concernment, he will naturally fol-.
that it can soon be dedicated. I remember low this short and easy way of judging and
at one meeting of the Prayer Union God believing in cases of less moment, and build.
, through his Spirit spoke unto us sisters, who all his opinions upon insufficient grounds.
b.ad not our companions in the church, that
If the ministry to-day, throughout all our,
if we were only faithful and continued in land, would only instruct their followers to.
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be careful in determining questions which
were difficult yet of vital importance, and
not take llp with partial examination, but
turn their thought on all sides, and gather
in all the light they can towards the solution,
and take time to use all helps that are to be
obtained before they fully determine, except
only where present necessity of action calls
for speedy determination, the judgment
rendered against those in opposition to their
belief would be far more satisfactory.
I verily believe that true teachers would
instruct their hearers to not be hasty in
coming to a determination of difficult or important points, that they should.be taught to
remember that it is worth waiting to find out
truth, and not give assent to either side of
a question too soon, merely on this account:
that the study of it is long and difficult; but
rather be contented with ignorance for a
season and continue in suspense till attention,
meditation, and due labor have found out
sufficient evidence on one side.
Some are so fond of knowing a great deal
at once, and talking of things with freedom
and boldness before they understand them,
that they scarcely ever allow themselves
attention enough to search the matter
through and through. If we were taught to
maintain a constant watch at all times against
a dogmatic spirit and fix not our assent to
any proposition in a firm and unalterable
manner till we have some firm and unalterable ground for it, nor till we have arrived at
some clear and sure evidence, till we have
turned the proposition on all sides and
searched the matter through and through,
so that we cannot be mistaken, and even
where we may think we have full grounds of
assurance, be not too early nor too frequent
in expressing this assurance in too peremp·
tory and positive a manner, remembering
that human nature is always so liable to mistakes in this corrupt and feeble state.
A dogmatic spirit has many inconveniences attending it. It is some good degree
of improvement when we are afraid to be too
positive. Our assent ought always to keep
pace with our evidence, and our belief of any
proposition should never rise higher than
the proof of evidence we have to support it,
nor should our faith run faster than right
reason can encourage it. Nor should we in
any case apply ourselves to read any human
author with a determination beforehand
either for or against him, nor with a settled
resolution to believe or disbelieve, to confirm
or to oppose whatsoever he says; but always
read with a design to lay our minds open to
truth and to embrace it, as well as to reject
every falsehood, though it appears under ever
so fair a disguise. How unhappy are those
men who seldom take an author into their
hands but they have determined before they
begin whether they will like or dislike him.
They have got some notion of his name, his
character, his party, or his principles, by
general conversation, or perhaps by some
slight view of a few papers, and having all
their own opinions adjusted beforehand, they
read all he writes with a prepossession either
for or against him. Unhappy are those who
hunt and purvey for a party and scrape to-
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gether out of every author all those things reasonable disgust, suppress the rising resentand those only which favor their own tenets, ment, be it ever so just, and command our
while they despise and neglect all the rest. soul and tongue into silence, lest we cancel
Yet tak0 this caution and I would not be' the hopes of all improvements and tran·sform
understood here as though I persuaded a the learned conversation into mean and vulperson to live without any settled principles gar form of reproaches and railing.
by which to judge of men, and of books, and
The person who begins to break the peace
of things, or that I would keep a man always sometimes falls under shameful conviction of
doubting about his foundation. I believe silent reproof. From the vices and follies of
men should have good logical conclusions in others observe what is hateful in them; conall matters where controversy is apparent. sider how such a practice looks in others, and
Yet we should not be fond of disputing every- remember it looks as ill or worse i,n ourselves.
thing pro and con, nor indulging ourselves to From the virtues of others learn something
show our talent of attacking and defending a worthy of our imitation. From the deformity,
logic which teaches nothing else is of little the distress, 01· calamity of others, derive
worth. This temper and practice will lead lessons of thankfulness to God and hymns of
us just so far out of the way of knowledge, grateful praise to our creator, governor, and
and divert our honest inquiry after truth benefactor, who has formed us in a better
which is debated or sought. In set disputes mold and guarded us from those evils. Learn
every little straw is often seized to support also the sacred lesson of contentment in our
our own cause. Everything that can be own estate and compassion to our neighbor
drawn in any way to give color to our argu- under his miseries.
ment is advanced, and that perhaps with
There is another point on observation I
vanity and ostentation. This puts the mind wish to make: Our observations of persons
out of a proper postur'l to seek and to receive should not be for the purpose of indulging
the truth. Be not ready to charge ignorance, busy curiosity which is ever inquiring into
prejudice, and mistake upon others; but private and domestic affairs, with an endless
show how free we are from prejudice by desire oflearning the secret history of families.
learning to bear contradiction with patience. It is but seldom that such a prying curiosity
Let it be easy for us to hear our own opin- attains any valuable end, and it often begets
ions strongly opposed, especially in matters suspicions, jealousies, and disturbances in
which are doubtful and disputable among households, and is a frequent temptation to
men of sobriety and virtue. Give a patient persons to defame their neighbors. Some
hearing to arguments on all sides. Otherwise persons cannot help telline- what they know.
those in our presence would have occasion to Our observations of persons and their conduct
suspect that it is not the evidence of truth should be chiefly designed in order to lead us
which has led us into this opinion; but some to a better acquaintance with things, particulazy anticipation of judgment, some beloved larly with human nature, and to inform us
presumption, some long and rash possession what to imitate and what to avoid, rather
of a party scheme, in which we desire to rest than furnish matter for the evil passions of
undisturbed. If our assent has been es tab- the mind, or the impertinences of discourse, or
lished upon just and sufficient grounds, why the reproach of the tongue. Though it may be
should we be afraid to let the truth be put to proper sometimes to make our observations
the trial of argument?
concerning persons as well as things, the subWe should utterly banish out all conversa- ject of our discourse in learned and useful contion, and especially out of all learned and versation, yet what remarks we may make
intellectual conference everything that tends on particular persons, especially to their disto provoke passion or raise a fire in the blood. advantage, should for the most part lie hid in
Let no sharp language nor noisy exclamation, our own breasts till some just and apparent
no sarcasms nor biting jests be heard among occasion, some necessary call of providence,
us, no perverse nor invidious consequences be lead us to speak them. If the character or
drawn from each other's opinions, and imputed conduct be greatly culpable, it should so
to the person. Let there be ·no willful per- much the less be published. We may treasversion of another's meaning; no sudden ure up such remarks of the follies, indecencies,
seizure of a lapsed syllable to play upon it; or vices of our neighbors as may be a constant
nor any abused construction of an innocent guard against our practice of the same withmistake. We should not suffer our tongue to out exposing his or her reputation on that
insult a modest opponent who begins to account. Itisagoodoldrulethatourconversayield. Let there be no crowing and triumph, tion should rather be laid out Pn things than
even where there is evident victory on our persons, and tbis rule should generally be
side,-God forbid.
observed, unless names be concealed, whereAll these things are enemies to friendship soever the faults or follies of mankind are
and ruin to free conversation. The impartial our present th0me.
search after truth requires all calmness and
Let us keep our minds as free as possible
serenity, all good temper and candor. Mu- from passions and prejudices, for these will
tu al instruction can never be attained in the give a wrong turn to our observations, both on
midst of passion, pride, and clamor, unless persons and things. The eyes of a man in the
we suppose, in the midst of such a scene jaundice make yellow observations on everythere is a loud and penetrating lecture read thing and the soul tinctured with any passion
by both sides on the folly and shameful in- or prejudice diffuses a false color over the
firmities of human nature.
real appearances of things, and disguises many
1
Whensoever, therefore, any unhappy word 1 of the common occurrences of life. It never
1
shall arise in company, that might give us a beholds things in a true light, nor suffers
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them to appear as they are. Where proper
observations are made, let self with all its
influence, stand aside as far as possible, abstract our own interests and our own concern
from them, and bid all friendships and enmities stand aloof and keep out of the way in the
observations that we make relating to persons and things.
If this rule were well
obeyed, we should be much better guarded
against those common instances of misconduct in the observations of men, the false
judgments-of pride, and envy. How ready is
envy to mingle with the notices which we
take of other persons! How often are mankind prone to put an ill sense upon the actions
of their neigh hors, to take a survey of them
in an evil position and an unhappy light, and
by this means we form a worse opinion of our
neighbors than they deserve, while at the
same time pride and self-flattery tempt us to
make unjust observations on ourselves in our
own favor, In all the favorable judgments
we pass concerning ourselves we should allow
a little abatement on this account.
Another important point on observation
that comes to my mind is not to be too hasty
to erect general theories from a few particular observations, appearances, or experiments. This is what the logicians call a
false induction, when general observations
are drawn from so many particulars as to become certain and indubitable. These are
jewels of knowledge comprehending gniat
treasure in a little room; but they are, therefore, to be made with the greater care and
caution, lest errors brcome large and diffusive
if we should mistake in these general notions.
A hasty determination of some universal
principles without a due survey of all the
particular cases which may be included in
them is the way to lay a trap for our own
understanding in the pursuit of any subject,
and we shall often be taken captive in the
mistake and falsehood. vve ought not to expect to arrive at certainty in every subject
which we pursue. There are a_ hundred
things wherein we mortals in this dark and
imperfect state must be contented with
probability where our best light and reasonings will reach no farther."' We must balance
arguments as justly as we can, and where we
cannot find weight enough on either side to
determine the scale with sovereign force and
assurance, we must content oursd ves pt:Thaps
with a small preponderation. This will give
us a probable opinion, and those probabilities
are sufficient for the daily determination of a
thousand actions in human life, and in matters of religion as well. Reason itself invites us to assent and act according to the
best evidence we have, even though it be not
absolute and complete, and as God is our
supreme judge, bis abounding goodness and
equity will approve and acquit the man
whose conscience honestly and willingly
seeks the best light and obeys it as far as be
can discover it. But in matters of great importance in religion let him join all due diligence with earnest and bumble prayer for
divine aid in bis inquiries.
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ined opinion be made a test of the truth or
falsehood of all other propositions about the
same subject. Dare not build much upon
8uch a notion or doctrine tiil it be very fully
examined, accurately adjusted, and sufficiently confirmed. Some persons by indulging
such a practice have been led into long ranks
of errors; they have found some petty hypothesis or principle eith'er in philosophy,
politics, or religion upon slight and insufficent grounds, and establishing that as a test
and rule by which to judge of all other things.
It is not good judgment to become frightened nor provoked at opinions differing from
our own. Some persons are so confident they
are in the right, that they will not come
within the hearing of any notions but their
own; they cau~ion out to themselves a little
province in the intellectual world, where
they fancv the light shines and all the rest
is darkn~ss. Th~y never venture into the
ocean of knowledge, nor s;rvey the riches of
other mind~ which are as _solid, and as useful
and perhaps are finer gold than they ever
possessed. Let not men imagine there is no
certain truth but in the sciences which they
study and among that party in which they
were born and educated.
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. A. RICHARDSON.

Editors Herald:-In your issue of September 1, page 556, is a letter dated Topeka,
Kansas, August 8. It is written by a brother
whose interest in the progress of the gospel
we do not question. Nevertheless, the letter
contains a statement respecting the purchase
of a tent in the Northeast Kansas district
which is objectional:>le, and needs correction.
The statement is: "I did expect a tent before
this time; but after receiving over fifty dollars in cash and a promise of the balance to
purchase the tent, now comes the inquiry,
where is the tent? What can we answer?
Can we say we could not get it? No; because
we were promised the balance." The brother
himself favors the purchase of a tent, and yet
his statement is calculated to hinder or defeat such purchase by throwing out the impression that the project had either failed or
been given up. It has not been given up nor
can it by any possibility fail, if the "promise
of the balance" of the money necessary to
buy the tent to which the brother alludes is
ever paid.
It is a fact that a committee appointed by
district conference to raise money to buy a
tent had secured over fifty dollars for that
purpose. It is also a fact that the last conference held in the district continued this
soliciting committee and added to it the
name of another brother who had assured the
conference that he could, acting as solicitor,
raise the balance of the money necessary to
purchase the tent. This incident is no doubt
what the brother alludes to when he says:
"We were promised the balance." Whether it
is or is n·ot what he refers to, if any person or
persons have promised that they individually
will pay what is yet needed to purchase the
We should take heed lest some darling tent, they have an excellent opportunity to
notion, some favorite hypothesis, some be- do so. Let them pay the money to the
loved doct.rine, or some common but unexam- , soliciting committee at once, that the tent

may be bought. The committee appointed
to buy a tent reported that they only had
about half money enough to buy such a tent·
as they thought necessary and were discharged by the conference; but the soliciting
committee was continued and its numbers
increased, as already stated.
All that has been done in the matter was
done by action of the district conference.
Hence, if an error was committed, the district conference is responsible for it. It
occurs to my mind, that the best place to
protest against the action of district conference is at the conference itself; and the best
time to protest is before the measure has
been adopted. If it passes despite the opposition thus offered, why not patiently submit
to the ruling until another meeting of the
conference, and then, if thought practicable,
protest again?
Respecting the brother's personal crit.icism, that I took the priest of his branch
with me on a missionary trip, my answer is:
I returned him in good order and acted upon
my own judgment with the information I
then bad. With the same information I
would do the same thing again. Respecting,
therefore, the little I have to do in connection with this blessed cause, and the duties
that devolve upon me and that not of my own
choosing nor by my own solicitation, let me
say to all concerned: If you have information
pertaining to that work which you think I
ought to know; if you have criticisms which
you wish to make, or protests which you
wish to offer for my own benefit and that of
the gospel work, please send the same to me.
I will be thankful for them. Don't wait too
long. That is like "locking the barn after
the horse is stolen." My permanent address
is Fannir ,, Kansas. Anything you send will
receive courteous consideration and qualify
me to act with better discretion. My action
will be governed, however, by the dictates of
my own judgment and conscience thus enlightened.
Yours faithfully,
WILL S. PENDER.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, Sept. 13.
Editors Herald:-It may surprise some of
our friends to learn of the date and place of
this writing, but we hear that it is "the unexpected that happens" in this world, and
that's what has happened and has been happening to us for the few weeks past.
Two weeks ago this morning an advertisement of a very low excursion rate from St.
Louis to Toledo, Ohio, became the source of
a temptation to visit the scenes and home of
other days, together with the hope th~t a
change from the hot air of the city and a.
journey and sojourn for even a short time
among old friends, fresh air of the northern
country clime, etc., might prove of benefit to
the failing health of Sr. Bond, and in this
respect we certainly were not mistaken; her
health and appearance being already clearly
improved. Ticket limit, ministerial duties
in our field of labor, etc., will, however,
hasten our return to St. Louis this week.
We are now writing in the old temple, all
alone-surrounded by the inspiration which
the memories of the past invoke.
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Yesterday morning, and one week ago
'Sunday morning and evening, we spoke to a
good congregation of saints, old friends,
neighbors, relatives, and under the inspiration that moved men to preach, and men and
women to receive this great latter-day message in 1827-30, and on and up to this present
time.
After morning service the rite of baptism
was administered, followed by confirmation
and prayer meeting; the good Spirit present
in warning, instruction, and prophecy-the
writer being comforted by instruction and
revelation through prophecy and promise concerning matters of inquiry in regard to future
duties and plans-a partial answer at least to
prayer. Bro. I. M. Smith occupying the pulpit in the evening in the delivery of a characteristic scriptural argument in favor of the
doctrine of the church.
Here are we upon the place of former
scenes, events, and happenings-with the
work of men which future ecclesiastical history will ca.nonize-with a heart and brain
filled with reflections of the work of men
whose generation is fast passing away; but
who$e work will grow to fame and appreciation as the years multiply, and the great fact
·of the .permament character of their building
becomes apparent to the practical student
of occult manifestation or Bible history,
prophecy, and promise.
Yesterday, while going to the place of baptism, the house and chamber room where
Sidney Rigdon received first the Book of
Mormon was pointed out to me by a citizen of
the place, not of our faith however. The details of events leading up to the acceptance
of the claims for the divinity of this record
by Mr. Rigdon stated by unbiased and thoroughly competent and accredited witnesses,
are of a most convincing sort save to men of
the Clark Braden spirit and temper of mind
or rule of judgment in life. We can all afford
to await the day of triumph of truth, and anticipate with pity only the defeat and sentence of the Pharisee and that worst of all
infidels, the hypocritical professor of a religion whose defense is darkness and deceit.
The old town seems quiet and full of restdare we say peace? Rest at least to the
physical sense; from the turmoil, noise, dust,
and heat of a great city; only to taste, and go
back again to the battle to which duty summons us.
Willoughby, our old residence, has improved physically in appearance,-and in
this regard the most lovely spot in which we
ever dwelt. Electric cars from Cleveland to
Painesville now pass or stop at the door of
our once pleasant home-ours no longer.
When shall we possess our home and inheritance? When pang of parting or of the pains
that distress and cloud our life shall forever,
aye forever pass away.
Wednesday or Thursday we expect to start
on our return trip,-we hope it may prove
more pleasant in some regards than was our
outward journey. The excursion train being
heavy laden was two hours late at Toledo,
the morning following our departure from
St. Louis, and the boat with which we expected to make connection for Cleveland was

gone. Spent part of the day in looking over
the city, and in afternoon took small steamer
for Put-in-Bay, arriving there at nine p. m.
The day following up to two p. m. was spent
in exploration of that beautiful island-the
grand Hotel Victory overlooking the lovely
marine picture presented by. rugged shore,
cliffs, and open bay, beautiful grounds, and
magnificent court with its flowers, and the
great appointments of this famous hotel or
summer resort. Here we also ran across
Willoughby friends, also on excursion from
Cleveland. At two p. m. the boat left for
Cleveland, and on its passage encountered
the worst storm of the season. Heavy winds
and fearful storm of rain, lasting until we
reached Cleveland. A veritable cyclone
formed north and west of the path of our
vessel, and certainly alarmed everybody, I
think, and striking us might have prevented
this writing. It, however, passed north a little
ways, and its spent force struck the lake
shore about forty miles distant, tearing up
trees, unroofing buildings, and doing great
damage all along the shore from Cleveland
to Willoughby, and even here in Kirtland its
effects being distinctly felt.
Seasickness that overtook nearly all on
board the vessel, including Sr. Bond, may,
however, have proved to her at least a blessing in disguise, as she has been better ever
since.
The gospel promises, and prophecies,
dreams, etc., unfulfilled as yet, tend to allay
fears in time of danger, however, and suggested that at that time at least we were not
"born to be drowned," and leads me to reflect
that at more than one period in life I have
been in sympathy with St. Paul, in a measure, in his experiences of travel upon the
treacherous sea.
I was once a passenger on the ill-fated City
of Columbus, from Savannah to Boston, which
in a return trip went to pieces on the
rocks at Martha's Vineyard, nearly every
soul, one hundred and ten, on board perishing.
The same thing occurred with
the Alpine, a Grand Haven and Chicago
boat, every soul perishing. I was a passenger on both of these vessels in a violent storm
off Cape Hatteras and just out of Chicago
just before disaster overtook them, and the
memory of these things led me to think or
say that last week's experience might prove
my last; but Nellie said, "My dream, you
know. I dreamed we were in Willoughby
and Kirtland only a month ago," when it was
the last thing in our expectation. Well,
thank God for the gospel aod its wondrous
gifts aod favors to ofttimes unworthy us.
Our work, the Lord said yesterday, was not
done; but I don't want to be saved by a
whale-or "Jonahed"-for or through disobedience, however.
We read of the Nauvoo reunion, and are
glad of the good success of the meeting. We
wanted to be there, but we think a providence not of our own ordered otherwise, and
we submitted. Of the St. Louis district we
may write later, but trusted that our regular
correspondent might write of happenings of
interest.
Brethren Lake and Griffiths are away in
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mission fields. I. M. Smith here on account
of sickness of his little daughter, but leaves
this week. W. H. Kelley goes soon to eastern
m1ss10n. Weather dry, dusty, fair season for
crops, corn and grapes fine, apple and peach
crop largely cut off by frost, and peaches from
Missouri supply in part the Cleveland market. This, however, is a beautiful country to
look at; wooded hills and clear streams, fertile fields and pleasant and diversified scenery
and landscape, and "every prospect pleases
and only man is vile." Alas! how slew are
we to interpret and appropriate God's goodness, and lawfully use his bounties, and apply
his meaning to our daily lives. Like Zion in
Independence, so is Kirtland, "beautiful for
situation;" and the statement made in current Herald concerning Nauvoo and the old
"stakes" is not altogether concurred in by
the writer, as it seems that the promises of a
return to-a repairing of-and building up of
the old fo~ndings and the "waste places" are
as clearly under the promises as any other
prediction of latter days.
In the faith,
M. H. BOND.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Sept. 14.
Editors Herald:-The interest in the city
and north at English ville, where we have
been holding several grove meetings, is still
good. There was large attendance at all the
meetings in the grove last Sunday. Six
more, all heads of families and people who
have the respect of all, were baptized in the
afternoon. These are the fruits of the labors
of Brn. E. K. Evans, H. H. Robinson, J. M.
Baggerly, J. A. Cavanaugh, and others who
have labored in that vicinity.
Our Baptist friends are willing that we
should use one side of their church houses;
that is, the outside, making it real roomy;
so we have concluded to purchase a gospel
tent, and at the present time there are over
seventy dollars signed, with bright prospects
ahead for enough to get a first-class tent.
We hope to scour every nook and corner, that
the gospel may be preached as a witness unto
all, believing there will be a large ingathering as a fruit of proper labor.
R. E. GRANT.
:BROOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 6.
Editors Herald:-W e listened to a very
good discourse last evening by Bro. James
Cocks, upon the seventy weeks spoken of in
Daniel 9: 24, illustrated by a very fine chart.
The subject was handled fairly well by our
brother, and bespeaks well for the future if
continued; and those who fail to embrace
the opportunity when offered to hear these
subjects,miss a grand opportunity of learning
some important truths relative to the restoration of the gospel in these days, and the
bringing to pass the purposes of God in the
last days. The writer has no fears regarding
the future usefulness of our brother, and believes that many will yet be glad to hear
what he has to say in the defense of the latter-day work. In gospel bonds,
JOSEPH SQUIRE.
No. 227 McDougal Street.
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SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Sept. 13.

them to attend, which they did. He gave
them the privilege to reply the following
corner of Dale and Springfield A venues, and Sunday, from the same stand, but they never
have the largest crowds yet. And the tent showed up. Suffice it to say that their
is set up in our own neighborhood, and we standard evidence on succession is Elder Robonly looked for a moderate turnout when we erts' work of the Utah Church.
In conclusion, permit me to invite all
thought of the old proverb; "A prophet is not
without honor save in his own country," etc., saints of Northeastern Missouri district to be
does not work out here. The people are very present at our October conference, to be held
anxious to hear, and many seem very much at Bevier, in our neat and substantial little
interested. The saints and ministry will re- church. The little sacrifice and efforts put
member the discussion at our late General forth will not be regretted by the Bevier
Conference on the best methods of running saints, for we will surely be rewarded in 1.he
tent meetings; some thought it the best to end. Wishing all the saints God speed, I renot at first tell what we were. I thought I main, your brother in the one faith,
would try it, but it was a failure to my mind.
J. T. WILLIAMS.
I advertised on my bills gospel tent meetings, instead of Latter Day Saints' gospel
BEVIER, Missouri, Sept. 18.
tent, as I always had iione; and when the
Editors Herald:-Elder Thomas Loynd has
people found I wished to keep my true name agreed to meet me in discussion September 22
a secret, it caused suspicion to arise in their on the following proposition: "Resolved that
minds right away. I will inclose a sample of Brigham Young was a prophet of God, and
my bills, which take very well. I then give as such was the legal successor to the proan outline of what I intend to show, and I phetic office of Joseph Smith the Martyr, and
preach almost altogether from my charts and that all of his teaching, doctrine, and practice
a blackboard, which I think is the best was in harmony with the teaching, doctrine,
method of reaching the people.
and practice of Joseph Smith and the church
In bonds,
under Joseph's leadership." He to affirm the
HENRY SPARLING.
above, and I to affirm a like proposition in

Editors Hemld:-We have our tent on the

BEVIER, Missouri, Aug. 81.
Editors Herald:- I · wish to inform you,
dear saints, in behalf of the Bevierites that we
are making a little progres5 and sacrifice for
the good cause that we are engaged in; our
little branch is at present trying to live in
harmony with our profession, and in some
. degree show our faith by our works. The
saints are sacrificing temporally in proportion to the means that God has blessed them.
The sisters sewing society here deserves
much credit for the financial aid it gives as
offerings to the Bishop; and the local work,
too. Bevier will have a church building
when completed that the saints may be proud
of. This improvement is mainly credited
to tee sisters' society. The old building has
been moved twenty-eight feet to the north;
and an addition built on, making a big improvement in its appearance. The members
are contributing nobly, and a general interest is being taken.
We have had good
preaching by the missionaries since General
Conference, namely, Elders W. Summerfield,
M. M. Turpen, J. A. Tanner, and Apostles
G. T. Griffiths and I. N. White.
The faithful labors of Elder T. W. Chatburn in this district the past year are highly
thought of. He has left many interested in
the faith, and caused them to think and
study more thoroughly the plan of salvation.
Let us hope that his labor will not be in vain,
but that it will bring forth much fruit in
future days. Elder J. A. Tanner, our district president, is also in the front, working
with all his might, according to his circumstances. Each Sunday the local ministry are
out preaching in schoolhouses in the country.
There are two young Brighamite elders
preaching in schoolhouses, but the locals are
on their heels and explaining the difference.
Bro. Tanner preached on the "successorship"
and other points of difference, and invited

favor of the present Joseph.
I am acting in harmony with the ad vice of
Bro. I. N. White, missionary in charge, so
you see I am not running any risks upon my
own peculiar ideas.
Elder Loynd and· E.
Tanner (my cousin) have been operating in
this county since June.
In bonds,
J. A. TANNER.
PAPEETE, Tahiti, Aug. 26.

Editors Herald:-Our "first steamer" from
California arrived on the 19th, bringing our
mail very early in the month. They now
are on a trial trip, and if satisfactory arrangements can be made with the government here she will run continuously and we
will have a line of steamers here instead of
the vessels. This will bring us two weeks
nearer to California than before. They are
also talking of running a small steamer from
Tahiti to the Paumotus and Marquesas. If
so, our mission work will be much aided and
the long uncomfortable trips in small vessels
and boats up to the Paumotus will be avoided,
and the discomforts which Bro. and Sr. 'f.
W. Smith, Bro. and Sr. Devore, Hubert and
Alice Case, and others have endured will be
much mitigated.
And so the beautiful promise of God to us
missionaries at the conference of April, 1894,
is still having its fulfillment: "Angels shall
go before you and prepare the paths for your
coming; doors shall be opened for you; you
will be received by them within and without,
and you will be enabled to enter in and
occupy and accomplish good in his name.
Amen." And as we see our way opening up
before us, we are endeavoring to enter in and
occupy. So now we have Petero Derrien
around this island preaching to large congreg'ations; has baptized six'already. Tehopea,
Tuterihia, and others here on their way to
Riatea to open up again the work in that

island .. Bro. Case writes hopefully from the
Paumotus, and we have up to date printed
sixty-three thousand pages of doctrine and
history, including the tract, "Plan of Salvation," all the size of the Autiimn Leaves, and
are sending this out among the islands everywhere. So undoubtedly "the way is opening
up before us;" thank God for his mercy and
goodness unto us!
We were also very much pleased to see by
the Herald that the good Lord was also
blessing the missionaries in California and
Oregon and opening up the way before them.
May he continue to do so, and they increase
in power and might in delivering the glad
tidings to the multitudf\s on the Pacific
coast, that their hearts may be made glad
and sinners converted.
We are quite well. Peace to all the Israel
of God.
J. F. BURTON.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Sept. 20.

Editors Herald:-''The lion has left his
thicket and the destroyer of the Gentiles is
on his way." There are now eight men in
this city representing the Utah Church. To
hear them tell it they are going to do a great
work here. They are preaching on the
street corners and scattering tracts, Voice of
Warnings, and doing a general proselyting
work. I met them first last Friday night,
and had quite a tilt with them. We had not
talked long before they thought best to go
to their room. There was a good crowd
present and I gave them a public challenge
to discuss the issue between us. At first
they refused to meet us, but several in the
crowd said that they would like to hear a
discussion between us, and offered to help
pay for a hall. One man said he would give
a dollar, and gave me his card where to find
him. When they saw the feeling that was
there, one said he would meet us. But I am
of the opinion that it was merely to satisfy
the feelil'lg present. If I had been free to have
made arrangements then and there, I could
have held him fast, or made him back down,
and would have gained a decided victory.
The feeling of the people present was just
right and were with me. But the one in
charge being four hundred miles away, I had
to write and wait for an answer and the form
of a resolution to discuss.
I have written an article for the daily
papers, showing some of the differences between us, which I think will do good; and
shall let these men know that we are after
them. They get it quite hot from some that
are present, and don't stop long after they
are through speaking. One of them told me
that he had been in West Virginia, and had
met our people there, and found them a good
people; spoke well of them. If we had fifty
dollars now to hire a ball near where they
are preaching on the street, it would be
money well spent, for we would get a good
hearing; but the members here are poor and
not able to raise it. I shall try and get a
place as near as I can and do all I can to
hinder their work. Shall let them know
that we are alive, and not afraid to meet
them,
Many are learning our position that have
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'never heard of us before, and when they hear
'our side, are friends at once. Some, of
course, cannot see anything good in Latter
Day Saintism, while others are surprised
when they hear and learn our faith. "Why,"
they say, "I have believed that all my life."
'Some seem to take to it as readily as a duck
takes to water, while others are afraid of it,
'as some people are of water. But the gospel
has come to stay and I shall defend it as long
'as I have strength of body and vigor of mind;
'and pray that truth and right may prevail,
and the honest in heart rejoice in the God of
Israel.
Yours in the gospel,
E. A. STEDMAN.

talks with members, etc., long walks over hot writer has divided the poor into three
and dusty roads, and late hour drives, all go to classes.
make up a ministerial life, or at least it has
THE UNFORTUNATE POOR
been so with me.
I have just closed a series of meetings at are those who by reason of circumStreator a few days ago. I found the saints stances over which they had no conof that place to be very warm hearted when trol have been made so. The person
once kindled with a little of the old time
may be a cripple, or blind, or by reazeal. While th::ire I spoke two evenings in
the American volunteer's hall, by invitation, son of old age, or any other condition
to a full house. And while I wa8 telling that would make him unfit to perform
them of the mission and atonement of our manual labor; or perhaps because of
Savior, and how that he is to return and set continual sickness in. the family.
his feet upon the Mount of Olives, and show
MADE POOR BY OTHERS
the wounds in his hands, feet, and sides,
I could see Reveral of the congregation nod- are those who by confiding in others
ding their heads.
POMONA, Missouri.
have by fraud and other deceitful and
From your brother in gospel bonds,
Editors Hemld:-I have just opened up a
dishonest
means been deprived of all
LEONARD HOUGHTON.
new place for preaching southwest of Marshthey possessed.
!field. I learned from a friend of a Sr. Christy
ffrom Oklahoma, living here, and so I thought
THE LAZY AND SHIFTLESS POOR
ARGENTINE, Kans., Sept. 20 .
'l would come out and see if I could preach.
Editors Hemld:-Last night we closed om" are those who will not work if they
·we got a small schoolhouse, and I preached
"fourteen sermons. The seating capacity of meetings at Rosedale, and our closing meet- · have the opportunity, and do not take
·the house on some nights was entirely occu- ing was a crowning success; to-day we turn
the tent over to be used in other parts of the proper care of what they may possess;
pied, while some were standing and some
were outside the house. Sr. Christy is a district. We pitched the tent in Argentine, and their habits of idleness make
good singer, and led the music on children's August 21, preached every evening and twice them a burden on society wherever
day; she also played the organ and took an on Sundays until September 8. We were . they are found.
active part in the entertainment. On chil- ably assisted by Elders R. May, J. A. Robin- !
The latter class is by far the most
.
dren's day two other preachers and myself son, D. F. Winn, A. Allen, J. Emmett,W. H.
Pease, George Hicklin, and E. Harrington; ' numerous, and if they could perceive
were called. on to address the people. There
is a union Sunday school here in which Sr. the brethren all did well. One thing was' the error of their ways, the care of
Christy and her husband take part. The especially noticeable, only our own doctrine the others would be made quite easy.
people treated me very kindly, inviting me was advocated, other denominations were Giving such persons steady employto share in their hospitalities, and also invit- not held up to ridicule, for in so doing we , ment at good wages, or furnishing
close the ears of the public, and drive ·
ing me to return and preach again. Sr. only
the people from us.
them land, will not relieve them 9f
Christy's husband-a nonmember, but a jolly
on
the
9th
of
this
month
we
moved
our"
the burden of poverty. It is an indigood man-expects to go with me to Wright
County to-morrow to trade for a farm. I tent to Rosedale, a new field, and the' vidual work, they need to be "regenhope he will locate where he and Sr. Emma thoughts of the people seemed to be, This ' erated," "born again,'' to put away
may do much good in the cause of Christ. sect, which is everywhere evil spoken . the old man and his evil ways, and
May God speed the cause of truth is my against, has come hither also. We preached. ' put on Christ, and live in the sunshine
every evening until last night; our effort. •
prayer in Jesus' name.
there is crowned with success. After the :. of his eternal truth.
C. J. SPURLOCK.
close of the meeting last night many came up· :
The writer works for a corporation
to bid us good-bye, and expressed. themselves • that employs about five hundred men,
PIPER CITY, Ill., Sept. 6.
b
k
.Editors Herald:-Since General Conference as eing than ful to God for what they had · and the majority of them receive good
heard
and
learned
in regard to God's will. · wages; very f ew b e l ow :fiftY d o 11 ars
I have been busily engaged in the cause we
concerning the children of men; several pri-· .
love so well, traveling alone, on foot, behind
· per month, and many much more;
vate houses were offered us there, in which. ,
a faithful horse, on board Nahum's chariots, we could hold meetings. We accepted that. 'i work the enti're year, and thei"r pay
going from place to place breaking the bread of Mr. Morran, because i't i's best located, and. ·. 1
Th
. 't
h
of life to saints and others who would receive
a ways sure.
e maJOrl Y
ave
made
announcement
to
that
effect
for
every
•
k
d
f
fi
t
t
t
it. In the month of July I was for awhile
wor e
rom
ve o wen y years,
in Amboy, the place where the long to be re- Friday evening. We were ably assisted by very few have homes, or money saved;
Elders D. F. Winn, J. Young, G. Hicklin,. .
I say that t h e maJ·onty
·
mem b ere d A m b oycon f erence was h e ld . Th ere
and when
and A. Allen. The prospect for the estabare a number of saints living there yet; some
waste the ~Teater portion of their
of them will remember the evening when the lishing of a church there in the near future, i
~
small congregation gathered at the house now is good.
F. C. W ARNKY.
earnjngs it is simply the plain truth,
occupied and owned by Sr.Emily Stone, to hold
..,,.
without any exaggeration whatever.
prayer meeting. And how Bro. Joseph came
And this condition is universal in our
from Nauvoo and acknowledged his allegiance
country. If the saints do the same as
with the little band of strug-gling workers.
others, they must expect to be in like
But what a vine that little plant has grown
THREE KINDS OF POOR.
d't"
d b
t'
t
h
to be; its branches have reached the ocean's
con 1 ion; an o Serva ion eac es me
crest on every side-east, south, west, and THE care of the poor has occupied that they are very similar - doing
north; its tendrils have crossed the foaming the minds of good men in all ages of what should not be done by those liv·
ocean waves, and gone to the islands of the the world, and in so doing they are ing in the light of the gospel.
sea.
following the example of our Savior, r
One brother has suggested that we
But to return to the scenes of my ministeh
k
· l ·
·
· '1
k
·
·
·
h
rial pathway, I discover there are too many w o too a spema mterest m their Ii should see
God's direct10n m t e
events to give mention of all. Debates with welfare. In order to make our ideas ,1 rr;~l;ter; a good and noble thought,
local preachers, arguments with deacons, plain and more easily understood, the surely; but of what avail would it be
1

Ofillillal JI.r1iClB8.
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to us, viewing it in the light of past
history. The Word of Wisdom contains promises that should be worthy
our consideration; "health," "wisdom," "knowledge," "not be weary,"
"the destroying angel shall pass by."
The law of tithing promises us that
we shall not be "burned at his coming," "shall pour out a blessing, that
there shall not be room enough to receive it," "will rebuke the devourer,"
and he '•shall not destroy the fruits of
your ground." What attention do we
pay to those instructions? In a
branch of less than one hundred members, not less than twenty-five dollars
per month is spent for liquor, beer,
and tobacco; no guesswork, an actual
fact. If the same state of things exist
in other branches in proportion to
numbers, what a terrible waste.

The writer is in favor of cooperation; but to make it successful, we
must observe the "golden rule" in our
conduct with each other, or it will
fail. I will suggest a plan of cooperation on a· small scale, and if we cannot
work harmoniously in little things, it
will be useless to try it in large ones.
Brethren A. and B. are living irr a
village or town; their homes join each
other, and each has a cottage, we will
suppose. Then let them buy the following things, and others they might
think of: One cow, one churn, one
horse and wagon, one set of garden
tools, one washing machine, one
wringer. If two farmers do the same
thing they will save half on their machinery. This is the principle on
which all our great cooperations work,
combining their money and experiI, the Lord, am bound when ye do what I ence, and cutting down expenses.
say; but when ye do not what I say, ye have They have learned the lesson of forno promise.-D. C. 81: 3.
bearance; can we do likewise? If not,
''Buy all the land lying westward it is useless to try cooperation.
between Jew and Gentile," was said
PAUL PARKER.
in an early day. In 1873 the Lord
said:IS IT NECESSARY FOR SAINTS TO
Let my commandments to gather into the
regions round about, and the counsel of the
elders of my church guide in this matter until it shall be otherwise given of me.-D. o.
117: 11.

The elders sought to carry out God's
counsel, and began to procure means
to make a settlement at Lamoni, tried
to raise fifty thousand dollars to buy
land, and received less than thirtyfive thousand dollars, and immediately
the cry of "speculation" went up from
many of the saints, and some of the
elders joined in the same cry. What
has been the result of that spirit of
disobedience? Land that could have
been purchased in the "regions round
about" has trebled in value.
I was not in the church in the '60's,
but have heard it said that at one
time Bro. Joseph, while traveling in
Western Iowa and Eastern Nebraska,
advised the saints to take up the rich
lands and make homes for themselves,
but some of the would-be wise ones
said, "Bro. Joseph is young yet, and
without experience; we will wait and
gather to Jackson County."
One of the greatest needs to-day in
the church is for the saints to learn
obedience to God's law, and when that
is done, there will be no poor. It is
useless to try man-made plans; God's
plan is the only one that will work.

CARRY LIFE INSURANCE
POLICIES?

If I plant a field of potatoes and
neglect to cultivate them, may I safely
trust God to cause the sun to kill the
bugs and weeds, and cause the
potatoes to grow? May not the following words of Jesus apply to tern·
poral, as well as spiritual things?For whosoever hath, to him shall be given;
and whosoever hath not, from him shall be
taken even that which he seemeth to have.
-Luke 8: 18.

We see this statement verified every
day of our lives. Now the question
arises, which is the better way, to
provide for the family in case of
death? Our brother objects to the
insurance company, because it is a
man-made institution, but recommends
the· savings bank. Is the bank a
God-made institution? He says the
companies sometimes fail. Do banks
never fail?
The companies get
wealthy. Do bankers always die
poor?
Let us look at it from a business
standpoint, as he says. You deposit
twenty-five dollars a year in the bank.
About the second year you are taken
sick and die. How much will your
widow receive from the bank? Fifty

I HAVE just read with interest Bro.
A. H. Parson's article, "Heaven's Insurance Policy," in the Herald of August 4, 1897 , and as in closing he
says, that to him it is a serious question, and should be discussed, I hope
I may be privileged to take part in
the discussion. In 1 Timothy 5 : S,
we find this reading:-

dollars and interest. That is provided you have not drawn the money
from the bank while you were sick, or
at some other time. You pay twentyfive dollars a year premium for a
policy in some good insurance company, and if in one week or less, after
you are accepted by the company,
you should die, your widow or children
would get one thousand dollars.
But if any provide not for his own, and
specially for those of his own house, be hath You may have to pay more or less
denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel. per year according to age.
Paul is writing to Timothy, and is
Which is the better plan? You do
referring to the saints. He uses not have to pay all your life. You
harsh language, and it is evident he I can get limited payment policies.
wanted to be understood. Why does You do not lose all you have paid in
a brother toil day after day, whether when you stop; provision is made for
it be at the· desk, at the bench, the that in the policies of all good complow, or with his pick and shovel? Is panies. You do not have to die to be
it not to provide for his family? Is benefited. At stated periods of time
that wrong? You answer, No. Then you can draw out your cash with
I ask, Is it wrong, if, with true love interest or draw an annuity in your
for his family, that brother makes old age. Your family has been proprovision against their coming to tected and you have made money bewant, in case he is suddenly taken sides. I do not refer to those cheap
from them? You may say, that under insurance societies, so many of which
the perfect law of the gospel, his have failed, that they are not worth
family will be provided for. But, is considering. I mean old line insur1 there any word yet received from God I ance companies.
You join no lodge,
that will warrant me in believing that you do not parade the streets in a
he will do for me that which it is pos-1 brilliant uniform. You can spend all
sible for me to do myself?
of your evenings at home. There is
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nothing about it to take the time that
should be devoted to your God and
your home. It is simply a business
transaction.
The question is aske~, "Are we not
robbing God by supporting these
man-made institutions?"
What is to prevent tithing this
money as it is paid into the company?
It is money saved. It is increase.
Then again, a brother does not insure, but pays in tithes and offerings;
say ten or twelve dollars per year,
which is more than the average. If
he should die in ten years, leaving his
family in poor circumstances, the
church would have to pay his funeral
expenses and provide for his family,
for a time, at least; and would it not
have been better if he. had carried a
policy that would bring his family
five hundred or a thousand dollars?
Have we any reason to believe a
brother who does not insure pays any
more in tithes and offerings than he
would if he did insure? A brother
who loves his family and does everything in his power to provide for them
and promote their happiness, is quite
sure to be a man who loves his God,
and will be found to be ''a lively stone
in the building." I do not wish to infer that because a brother does not
insure he does not love his family as
he should. Everyone has a right to
his own opinion, and no doubt there
are many who honestly think they
would be doing wrong to insure their
lives.
Now I ask, Why do we insure our
buildings, our church buildings,. that
have been dedicated to God? Is it not
because it is wisdom to do so? Does
it indicate lack of faith in God? What
is the difference if I insure my life? It
is only providing against loss in the one
case as in the other. Are we serving
mammon when we invest our money
that it may bring us increase? What
is the difference if I buy a farm as an
investment, or a life insurance policy?
One is as legitimate as the other.
Life insurance is a safe investment,
as is evident from the fact that such
men as John Wanamaker, C. A. Depew, J. D. Rockefeller, and other
rr.illionaires carry so many hundreds
of thousands of dollars in these companies. Is it wrong for Latter Day
Saints to do the same if they can?
Why was the law of tithing instituted
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up in store for his family, in case he
be taken away from their midst.
Death is sure to come sooner or later.
I have known a.good brother that held
an .insurance policy and was· a member
of an order. While he was thus a
member of the order and held a policy,
I failed to know another man in the
church that accomplished more for
the church, and took care of his family
at the same time. That man has gone
to rest. Who dares to say that he did
not earn a heaven's insurance policy
while upon earth? Yes; and through
his forethought and love for his family,
his children enjoyed a good education,
and his wife a comfortable home. We
are told in scripture that he that provideth not for his family is worse than
an infidel.
I would ask, Does the providing
cease when the man dies? The church
cannot do anything for his family
after he is gone. The church is not
in temporal business, but rather in
spiritual work. Insurance and orders are in temporal business. These
orders are nothing more nor less than
a body of men cooperating together
in order to alleviate the sufferings,
and to keep their families from destitution. The writer is a member of a
good order and carries insurance.
What could the church do for my
family were I to pass away? Absolutely nothing; therefore, it seems to
me that if a man loves his family he
will do all within his power for their
benefit.
Brethren, let us not be too cranky
upon these things. These is nothing
like the happy medium. The writer
Your brother and colaborer,
has been a chaplain in the lodge, and
CHAS. H. LAKE.
while praying prayed that the memBosToN, Mass., August 13.
bers might receive the light of truth.
Through our effort prejudice has been
INSURANCE POLICIES.
IN a recent Herald I read an article on allayed, and friends made for the
J. MORRIS.
"Heaven's Insurance Policy." I wish church.
8ANTA ANA, Cal., Aug. 17.
to give my views on insuranc.e. It is
___,..___.,..._..,.
true that people differ upon this question as on others. Bro. P. gave his idea
very forcibly in Herald of August 4.
If a brother attends to his church duEASTERN MAINE.
ties and pays his share towards defrayConference convened at Jonesport, Seping th'e expenses of his branch, and tember 4. Attendance fair. Ada S. Kelley
pays tithing, etc., and at the same time clerk. Elders reporting: U. W. Greene, s.
is holding an insurance policy, and is 0. Foss, E. C. Foss; Priests U. M. Kelley and
a member of a respectable order, will J. N. Ames. Branches reporting: Olive
branch, of Jones port, and Indian Ri vE>r. Bishthat brother be lost?
op's agent's report: Received since last conIn these hard times it is prudence ference $62.74; expended $50.10. Report
for a man of moderate means to lay audited and found correct. Committee on

if we are to have nothing to tithe?
Are we to condemn the insurance
companies because a certain-brother
who paid his dues to them regularly
failed to pay his tithes to the church?
But these companies are getting
wealthy through this business. Well,
suppose they are, is it because they
make so much on each policy, or is it
because they issue so many? Am I
to deny myself a suit of clothes when
needed, because my clothier is getting
wealthy?
I believe the quotation is misapplied, "Come out of her, my people."
Are we to shun everything, whether
good or bad, simply because it is of
the world? I know Jesus said,
"strait is the gate, and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto life;" but it
is not necessary that we ourselves
become narrow that we may walk
therein. I believe we as saints are
entitled to all the good we can honestly get along the way. Let us not
be like those to whom Jesus Jiaid,
You ''strain at a gnat and swallow a
camel."
I am not an agent for any insurance
company, neither have I any other
object in writing this friendly criticisin than that we may come to a bet_
ter understanding. For when man
realizes that he owes a duty first to
his God, then to his family, and then
to the world at large, will he come
nearer living up to the perfect law of
the gospel.
·
Ever praying for the welfare of
God's people, that they may prosper
both spiritually and temporally, I remain,

___

ConferenBB JVIintl1B8.
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tract fund reported: Received $5.16; paid friends deserve great credit for the effort I
CONVENTION NOTICES.
out $5.10. Report accepted and committee they have made, and the beautiful little
The Little Sioux district Sunday school
continued. Voted that Joel D. Wilson be church they have erected is a fitting monu- · association will meet in convention at Moorrecommended to this conference for ordina- ment to their efforts. They also deserve great head, Iowa, October 15, 1897. A large
tion to the office of teacher. Moved that the credit for the able manner in which they attendance is desired, and come prepared to
next conference be held at Indian River, the cared for the large number present. Bro. ask questions.
time to be appointed by d~strict president. Rulin was ordained to the eldership and Bro.
MRS. LENNA S'.J.'.RAND, Sec.
Moved and passed that E. C. Foss serve as Hosier to the lesser priesthood. A very
MoORHEAD, Iowa.
district president and that Ada S. Kelley be pleasant conference. Preaching by Elders I
continued as district secretary. Joel D. Wil- Joseph Smith, J. W. Peterson, and Warren · The Eastern Michigan district association
son was ordained to the office of teacher. Turner. It is requested that all persons hav- will convene at Buel Center, October 8, at
Two persons baptized and confirmed. Morn- ing the records in their possession of disorgan- ' two p. m. We hope all rnhools will remember
ing meeting given to testimony; no time run ized branches of this district place the same to send reports and delegates. It would be
to waste. Preaching services instructive.
it the hands of the district secretary, subject well for the superintendent of each school to
to the order of the district conference. send a written report of the work done in the
Those in possession of such please take school during the months for which your
FAR WEST.
Conference convened on Saturday, Septem- notice. A vote of thanks was tendered the report is made out. Officers, please remember 4, in connection with the Northern Butternut Grove saints for their kind enter- ber your reports.
ADDIE GRANT, Sec.
Missouri reunion, Harvey's Grove, near tainment during conference.
Maysville, Missouri; Wm. Lewis and A. W.
Head chairmen, C. P. Faul secretary. Branch
reports were read: St. Joseph 365: gain 3.
Edgerton Junction 38; loss 5. Kingston, no
change. German Stewartsville, no change.
Pleasant Grove, loss 1. Delano 113; loss 2.
Wakenda 53; gain 1. De Kalb, no change.
Kinnaman (new) 26. Wm. Lewis, Bishop's
agent, reported for six months: On hand
and received $584.87; paid out $509. 75; on
hand $75.12. Audited and found correct.
Ministry reporting: Elders W. Lewis, A. W.
Head baptized 2, J. M. Terry baptized 5, T. J.
Mauzey, J. Davis, J. C. Elvert baptized 2, G.
J. Whitehead, W. E. Summerfield, R. Archibald, J. E. Richey, J. D. Flanders, L. L.
Babbitt, H. A. Stebbins baptized 12, I. N.
Roberts, T. T. Hinder ks, D. Campbell, M. M.
Turpen, H. N. Snively, C.H. Jones, E. Keeler,
J. S. Roth, C. P. Faul; Priests J. S. Constance, F. Uphoff, W. C. Duncan, F. Hill, D.
Schmidt, C. Bacus, R. S. Parker; Teacher J.
Limb. Officers elected: Wm. Lewis president, A. W. Head vice president, C. P. Faul
secretary, Wm. Lewis sustained Bishop's
agent. Moved that it is the sense of this
body that the first clause of section 44 of Book
of Rules applies to our social meetings the
same as to our deliberative assemblies. The
same right and privileges belonging to the
one presiding, and it is considered a breach
of decorum to not cheerfully submit to his
requirements. Adjourned to meet with the
St.Joseph branch on December 11 and 12,1897.

EASTERN IOWA.
Conference convened with Butternut Grove
branch, near Onslow, September 4 and 5,
1897; C. E. Hand president, Libbie Sutton
secretary.
Branch reports: Fulton 47; 2
baptized. Apostolic 64; 4 expelled. Brush
Creek 29; 6 baptized. Butternut Grove 47; 4
received. Grove Hill 54. Ministry reporting: Elders J. W. Peterson, C. E. Hand, J.
R. Sutton, J. Heide, J. Turner, F. J. Potter,
M. G. Maudsley, J. W. Adams; Priests C. S.
Shippy, L. E. Hills, D. Dierks, J. X. Smith.
C. E. Hand was sustained district president,
Warren Turner chosen assistant, J. R. Sutton elected secretary, John Heide sustained
Bishop's agent. The new church was dedicated on Sunday, President Joseph Smith
preaching- the dedicatory sermon. A very
large cJ:"owd was present, 'j:'he s;'tints i;1nd

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened at New Marion, September 4; W. C. Marshall president, J. T.
Scott secretary; E. C. Briggs chosen to act
as president conjointly with W. C. Marshall.
Branch reports: Byrnville 44; 2 baptized.
Union 50. Plainville 17; 1 died.
New
Marion 21. Rego, New Trenton, Eden, Manville, West Fork, and Hope branches not re-·
porting. Ministry reporting: Elders G.
Jenkin'§ baptized 5, M. R. Scott, Jr., W. H.
Kelley baptized 1, W. C. Marshall, M. R.
Scott, Sen., J. D. Porter; Priest J. T. Scott.
Bishop's-agent's--re-port: - Onhand-Marchl3,

Program for the Southern Nebraska district Sunday school association convention,
to be at Palmyra, Nebraska, Friday, October
8, 1897: At 7: 30 p. m., teachers' meeting.
Saturday, 9: 30 a. m., business meeting; ten
a. m., round table, in charge of superintendent; 2: 30 p. m., business meeting, reports,
etc.; 7: 30 p. m., exercises by Prairie Flower
Sunday school.
Let us have full reports of each school, and
a representation of the district.
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec.
NEBRASKA CITY,

September 21.

Program for Ga!land's Grove convention to
be held at Galland's Grove, Iowa, Friday,
$49.10; due church September 3, $10. Report October 8, 1897, at ten a. m.: Morning sesaccepted. Committees on disorganization sion, business, reports of district officers,
and indebtedness of Manville church house schools, local superintendents, teachers, comand branch continued. P. A. Flim granted mittees. At 11: 15, primary class drill, folpriest's license. W. C. Marshall reelected lowed by questions and discussions; drill led
district president, J. T. Scott secretary, by Sr. Rebecca Miller, of Deloit; discussion
David Hurbaugh treasurer. Conference ad- led by Sr. Nellie Rudd, followed by Fred B.
journed to meet at call of missionary in charge Shumate and others. Afternoon session, 2: 30,
conjointly with district president. Preach- business; 3: 30, a model Sunday school;
ing by Elders E. C. Briggs, G. Jenkins, and teachers to be selected from different schools.
M. R. Scott, Jr.
Children, please come. Lesson 1 in October
Quarterly. Time will be given for questions
after close of Sunday school session. Evening session, 7: 30, entertainment, by children.
All children in district cordially invited to
EASTERN IOWA.
take part.
WM. MCKIM, Supt.
FRED B. SHUMATE, Sec.
Association convened near Onslow, Iowa,
September 3, 1897, in charge of Ella J. Green.
Des Moines district convention will be held
Reports of officers and schools were accepted.
A motion prevailed that all visiting saints at Runnells, Iowa, October 8, 1897, at ten
present who are not of this district be invited a. m. Mornini; session will be devoted to the
to take part in the convention. Five dele- regular routine business. The afternoon to
gates were present. Voted that we have the following questions: "Which of the
printed programs for next convention. The members of the Sunday school has the greatfollowing officers were elected: Ella J. Green est responsibility?" Discussion opened by
superintendent, Pauline Schrunk assistant, Brn. John Park, Frank Miller, Sheldon ArmLizzie Haller secretary, and Libbie Sutton strong, C. B. Brown, Srs. Hattie Clark, C.
treasurer. Motion prevailed that district Teakle, Anna Amos, and Brn. Morgan and J.
superintendent appoint a committee on pro- S. Roth, of the missionaries. "What is the
gram. Libbie Sutton, Lizzie Haller, and most successful way to conduct blackboard
Dora Larkey were appointed. Schools re- work in the Sunday school?" Opened by W.
porting:
Zion's Hope, of Clinton, Zion's T. Maitland, W. Johnson, W. C. Hidy, Sr.
Hope, of Fulton, and Butternut Grove. Mattie Hughes and Sr. Young, Brn. Young,
After the carrying out of convention program, W. H. Kephart, and C. Scott. Primary
the superintendent announced that the next class drill, Sr. Mattie Hughes. Evening
convention would be held at Fulton, Iowa. seasion will be of a miscellaneous character.
Sunday school superintendents, if there
Convention adjourned to meet the Friday
>;1re any b<·others or sisters in your Sunday
previous to!next distri<:Jt oonfereuoe 1
181ff;8ll3~25;""r'e'C8Yvedsinc€;-$45.s5;·-0-x--[ie-nded

8tlndau School Associations.
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school that are going to attend the con vention that have not been given any part on
program, please give them sowe part and
notify me.
Truly yours,
MRS. E'l.'TA SPRINGER, Supt.

MisBellansous Depar1nrnnt
PASTORAL.
To the Saints of Northwest Ifonsas; Greeting.
-At the district conference held at Blue
Rapids, Kansas, August 12 and 13, I was
chosen to preside over the above-named district. I realize to a degree the responsibility and care of the work thus placed upon
me, and sincerely ask the hearty cooperation
of each officer and member. I hope each will
esteem it a pleasure to assist in the great
work of the Lord according to the law, that
the work may move forward. In the revelation of 1887, eighth paragraph, we are told:
"Let him that laboreth in the ministry and
him that toileth in the affairs of the men of
business and of work labor together with
God for the accomplishment of the work intrusted to all." From this we learn that the
burden and care of the work is not placed on
the few alone, but is "in trusted" to all. Each
should therefore feel an equal interest in the
advancement of truth according to their
ability.
I trust that officers of branches will seek to
work in unison with each other and labor
gently with the erring, endeavoring to lead
them into the path of virtue and truth, always remembering to keep on hand a goodly
supply of charity to draw upon when necessary. Yet as men of God stand firm for the
law, remembering that we must one day render an account to the great Judge of all in
what manner we have executed his divine
law governing the children of the kingdom.
I trust to be able to visit each branch this
fall that we may counsel together for the
good of the work. Praying that peace and
prosperity may be enjoyed by all, I remain,
Your colaborer in the kingdom,
L. F. JOHNSON.
KANONA, Kan., Sept. 18.

THE REUNION AT WOODBINE.

of the Sunday school in charge of General
Superintendent T. A. Hougas and J. F. Mintun. The work done in this department was
of the highest order. We will not forget to
mention the Religio work in charge of the
leading representative, J. A. Gunsolley, who
proved to those in attendance that he is alive
in the interests of the Religio. The great
number attending these meetings showed
that his efforts were appreciated.
C)n Saturday, September 11, the business
session was held, which resulted in selecting
Woodbine as the next place to hold the reunion by an overwhelming vote. 'l'he old
committee consisting of S. B. Kibler, F. C.
Oviatt, H. D. Swain, H. 0. Smith, P. C. Kemmisb., A. M. Fyrando, and S. C. Diggle were
retained. The reunion opened with $11.00 to
its credit and closed with $32.00 in its favor.
The various services throughout the reunion were marked by a wonderful degree of
spirituality, and some expressed themselves
to the effect that it had been an event in
their Christian experience. In detail the
reunion was most gratifying and satisfacto1·y.
s. c. DIGGLE, Sec.

NOTICES.
To the Ministry in Texas:-You are hereby
notified to report to me at Manchester, Red
River County, Texas, on or before the first day
of October, 1897.
I. P. BAGGERLY,
In Charge of Field.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Northeastern Illinois
district will convene with the Sandwich
branch, Sandwich, Illinois, October 9 and 10,
1897. It is desired tbatafullattendancewith
correct reports of branches will be had. Brn.
F. M. Cooper, J. H. Lake, E. M. Wildermuth,
and others will be present. Come and bring
the good Spirit with you.
w. VICKERY, Sec.
Quarterly conference of Little Sioux district will convene at Moorhead,. Iowa, Saturday and Sunday, October 16 and 17. Please
remember date, as it is out of regular order,
by reason of Woodbine reunion. Send reports of branches and ministerial, or come in
person. Sunday school association two p. m.,
Friday the 15th.
A. M. FYRANDO, Clerk.

After one of the best meetings the church
has ever experienced, the reunion of '97 has
passed into history.
At ten a. m., September 3, an organization
was effected by which the First Presidency
Northeast Missouri district will convene at
of the church was placed in charge and S. C. Bevier, Missouri, October 8 and 9. Send all
Diggle made secretary, who chose J. 11'. Min- reports to George A. Tryon, Huntsville,
tun for his assistant. An administering com- Missouri. Have them in by October 5. All
mittee was also appointed consisting of J. F. are invited to attend. Saints make an enMintun in charge, Frank Criley, C. E. But- deavor to come and make this a good conferterworth, W. H. Garrett, D. M. Rudd, D. A. ence.
J. A. TANNER, Pres.
Hutchings, J. A. Gunsolley, Fred K. Hansen,
GEORGE A. TRYON, Sec.
and F. B. Blair. In connection with this
committee, there were 146 administered to
and there were experienced some remarkable
The triannual conference for the Southern
cases of healing. As a partial result of the Nebraska district will convene with the
meeting in the way of good works there were Palmyra branch, Sunday and Monday, Octo51 baptisms; 31 by H.
Smith, 8 by Chas. ber 10 and 11. The church is located three
Derry, and 8 by J. F. Mintun; 53 were con- miles southeast of Bennett Station. There
firmed and 11 children were blessed.
,will be some one to meet you at Bennett, for
One of the features of the meeting was that trains going both west and east. Clerks of

o:
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branches, please have all reports ready in
time, and forward same to me to Nebraska
City, or to Bennett, Nebraska. We would
like to have all the lo.cal ministry report. A
resolution as to the election of all officers of
the district, presented at the last conference,
will be brought up for action. Reports sent
to Palmyra will do no good, as we never get
them until long after conference adjourns.
We hope that Bro. Caffall can be with us.
•
J. W. WALDSMI'l.'H, Pres.
Massachusetts district conference will convene October 30, 1897, 2: 30 p. m., in Guild
Hall, corner Washington and Dudley Streets,
Roxbury, Massachusetts. Priesthood and
statistical reports can be forwarded to me at
5 Codman Hill Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts, by October 20, 1897.
M. c. FISHER, Clerk.

BLUFF PARK REUNION FOR 1898.
The Bluff Park reunion committee has
secured the well-known camp grounds at
Bluff Park, opposite Nauvoo, for the corning
reunion of 1898, and bas filled the time for
said meeting to cover the same dates as those
of the '97 session; viz., August 19 to September 1 inclusive. Saints of the adjoining districts, also all others interested, are requested
to take due notice. Particulars concerning
cottages, tents, and other matters will be
duly announced later.
We look forward to a large and successful
gathering, and trust all concerned will labor
to make the 1 eunion a power for good in behalf of the work in the Mississippi Valley and
in general.
. On behalf of the committee,
ALEXANDER H. SMI'l'H.
Sept. 27, 1897.

BORN.
NEWBERRY.-To Bro. Heber and Sr.
Almira Newberry, March 9, 1890, a daughter,
named Belle. August 24, 1895, a son, named
Ray. A daughter, named Fay. Blessed at
Hershey, Nebraska, July 22, 1897, by Elder
C.H. Porter.
DOUGHERTY.-To Bro. Edgar c. and Sr.
Emma P. Dougherty, December 25, 1892, a
son, named John Leroy. March, 24, 1894, a
son, named Guy Edgar. May 14, 1895, a son,
named Ray Clinton. January 17, 1897, a son,
named Harry Lorenzo. Blessed at Lexington, Nebraska, August 9, 1897, by Elder C.
H. Porter.
HOLLIBAUGH.-To Mr. Henry and Mrs.
Josephine Hollibaugh, June 10, 1890, a daughter, named Mary Ethel. October 3, 1892, a
son, named Berthi Leslie. December 31,
1891, a daughter, l'lamed Myrtle Lee. March
24, 1897, a daughter, named Mabel May.
Blessed at Lexington, Nebraska, August 9,
1897, by Elder C. H. Porter.
ARCHIBALD.-July '(j, 1897, to Bro. Coventry and Sr. Charlotte Archibald, a daughter,
and named Catherine Ruth. Blessed at the
church in St. Joseph, Missouri, August 22,
by Elders Russell Archibald and J.M. Terry.
WILLIAMS.-Pearl May Williams, born
September 7, 1896, at Providence, child of
I Bro, Erven. ;i,n.Q. Sr. Annie Williams. Blessed
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at Providence, September 6, 1897, by Elders
DIED.
A. N. Bishop and L. M. Sollenberger.
KELLEY.-At Indian River, Maine, July
BURBRIDGE.-At Buena Vista, Colorado, 19, 1897, Isaiah M. Kelley, aged 37 years, 5
to Mr. and Mrs. Burbridge, May 7, 1896, a months, and 22 days. At the age of four he·
son, named Therin Steele. Blessed at Coni- was left deaf and dumb by canker rash and
fer, August 18, 1897, by Elder Jamss Kemp. scarlet fever. A good, industrious boy.
CRUSE.-At Conifer, Colorado, to Mr. JoDANIEL-Sr. Jennie Booker-Daniel, wife
seph and Sr. Lucy Cruse, December 1, 1896, of Bro. Henry M. Daniel, died at Des Moines,
a son, named Mitchel Bryan. Blessed at Iowa, July 26, 1897, after a few weeks illness,
Conifer, June 6, 1897, by Elder J. Kemp.
at the age of twenty-four years and a few
KEMP.-At Conifer, Colorado, adopted son months. She leaves a husband and two little
of Bro. and Sr. James Kemp, born November •girls who mourn their loss. The gospel mes3, 1896, named Paul Casner Kemp. Blesseid sage was her constant joy and she died firm in
June 6, 1897, by Elder James Kemp.
the faith. Her mortal remains were brought
FLINN.-To David and Jennie Flinn, April to Deloit, Iowa, for interment. Funeral
1, 1897, a son, to which they gave the name services at saints' church, Deloit, July 27.
of Marion Glen. Blessed at Maysville reun- Sermon by C. J. Hunt, assisted by C. E. Bution, September 12, 1897, by H. A. Stebbins terworth and J. T. Turner.
and I. N. Roberts.
BRADFORD-Bro. D. J. Bradford, of Webb
HUTCHENS.-To Wm. and Lela Hutchens a City, Missouri, August 20, 1897, aged 45 years,
daughter. Blessed at the Maysville reunion, 7 months, 13 days. He was kicked in the abSeptember 12, 1897, under the name of Ethel domen by a horse. Baptized by A. J. Cato,
May, by I. N. Roberts and H. A. Stebbins.
October 15, 1877. He leaves a wife and eight
DRAKE.-Millard Lee, son of Bro. Wm. and children to mourn. He was loved by all; good
Sr. Mattie Drake, was born February 27, 1894. to the poor, and liberal with his means in
Albert Derick, born April 13, 1890. Elsie spreading the gospel. Funeral sermon by
May, born February 5, 1E93. All blessed at Elder F. C. Keck.
Maysville reunion, September 12, 1897, by I.
EATON.-Sr. Addie R., wife of Jeremiah
N. Roberts and J. M. Terry.
Eato'a, at her home, Little Deer Isle, Maine,
BARNHOUSE.--Clara Bell, daughter of Sr. August 22, 1897. She was baptized May 31,
Maggie Barnhouse, born October 29, 1891. 1896, at Little Deer Isle, by J. C. Foss. Born
Blessed at Maysville reunion, September 12, December 26, 1880. Funeral at schoolhouse;
1897, by Bro. I. N. Roberts, et al.
sermon by J. J. Billings.
CHRISTY. - Viva Ethel, daughter of AnLEWIS.-At her home in Irondale, Ohio,
drew and Sr. Emma F. Christy, was blessed August 13, 1897, Lizzie M., daughter of Bro.
September 13, 1897, at Marshfield, Missouri, David and Sr. Mary Lewis. Deceased was.
by Elder C. J. Spurlock.
born at Llansamlet, South Wales, August 24,
CHILDREN BLESSED AT THE WOODBINE
1880; baptized in May, 1894, by Elder A. H.
REUNION.
D. Edwaras. She was young in years but adGeorge William, son of Georg-e and Susan vanced in godliness, was faithful and zealous
Hetreck, blessed September 12, 1897. Jessie in the Master's work, and had the esteem and
Adelaide, daughter of same parents, blessed at respect of those who knew her, both in and
the same time. David and Leslie, sons of out of the church. Father, mother, a brother
Richard and Minnie Gamet, at the same time. and sister older, and two brothers younger,
Gerald, son of James and Alice Gunsolley, mourn her early departure. Funeral services
and Flossie, daughter of Parley and Mary were held in the M. E. chapel at Chestnut
Gamet, all blessed on same date. Leslie Grove, about two and one half miles from
Kenneth, son of Ed ward W. and Maggie Orr, Irondale, August 15, the M. E. choir renderblessed September 11. Audria, daughter of ing excellent service. Sermon by Elder A.
Frank and Mary Miller, blessed September H. D. Edwards; interment in the cemetery
11. Bernice Louisa, daughter of David and near the chapel.
Lovina Goodwin, blessed September 10.
REYNOLDS.-In Auburn, Iowa, August 26,
Merle, daughter of Fayette and Sarah Wil1897, at the home of his son-in-law, Bro.
son, blessed September 11. Juniata, daughDavid Haine, Bro. Edward Miner Reynolds,
ter of George and Martha Shearer, blessed after a few months' illness, at the age of 72
September 11.
years, 6 months, and thirteen days. Bro.
LENTZ.-Dowel Mowery, son of Mr. Charles Reynolds was born at Chester, Cuyahoga
and Sr. T. Lentz, born May 29, 1897. Blessed County, Ohio, February 13, 1825. Married
July 11, by Elders M. H. Cook and W. C. Miss Sarah Beebe, April 24, 1844. He with
Nirk.
his family came to Calhoun County, Iowa, in
SMITH. - Inez Howe!, daughter of Bro. 1860, where he resided for twenty years, after
James and Sr. Emma Smith, born May 8, which he spent fifteen years in Kansas, re1897. Blessed July 11, by Elders M. H. Cook turning to Iowa three years ago, making his
and W. C. Nirk.
home with his children in Calhoun and Sac
CARMER.-Eva Irene, daughter of Sr. Myr- Counties. Bro. Reynolds was a man of stertle Carmer, born May, 16, 1897. Blessed ling worth, well informed on the political
August 1, by M. H. Cook.
and religious questions of the day. Bro. and
McLAUGHLIN. - At Davis City, Iowa, Sr. Reynolds united with the church July,
March 2, 1897, to Bro. William 0. and Sr. 1878, near Auburn Iowa, and lived true and
Edith E. McLaughlin, a daughter; named devoted lives. (Sister Reynolds died in KanEthel Claire, and blessed September 19, 1897, sas, February 20, 1894.) Funeral services
under the hands of F,lders H . .A. Stebbins and were conducted l'rom the Union church, AuE. J. Robinson,
gust 28. Elder C. J. Hunt preached the ser-

mon, being assisted by Joseph Carlson and
W. A. Carroll. The large attendance at the
service testified of the high esteem in which
Father Reynolds was held. Four sons and
three daughters survive him, all of whom were
present at the funeral. There were children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren present.
CRUZE. - At her home, Melrose, Lee
County, Iowa, September 10, 1897, Sr.
Martha Matilda, wife of A. L. Cruze; daughter of Canute and Ann Oleson; mother of
Norman and Lawrence Cruze, aged respectively eleven and seven years. Was baptized
into the Reorganized Church by Elder J..C.
Crabb in 1890. Has lived a consistent Christian life, loved by all who knew her, and the
sympathy of many friends goes out to the
bereaved ones. She died in the glorious
hope of the renewed gospel, awaiting her
Savior. The interment took place at Anderson cemetery, the funeral discourse preached
at Melrose church by Elder Robert Warnock,
of Farmington, Iowa. It was the largest
funeral ever convened at Melrose and betokened the love and esteem held for her by the
whole community.
AURNER.-June 14, 1897, at the home of D.
H. Carter, in Cortland, Illinois, Ellen
Aurner. She had gone to visit her brothers
and friends of DeKalb, Illinois; was t&ken
sick, and only lived six days. Sr. Aurner
was born November 16, 1827, in Addison
County, Vermont; baptized April 7, 1863, at
Amboy, Illinois, by C. H. Jones. She was
faithful till the last.
W ASHBURN.-N. N. Washburn was born
February 8, 1859; died at his home in New
London, Iowa, September 5, 1897. Wife, four
children, and a host of friends mourn. He
was baptized January 8, 1891, by J.C. Crabb,
and lived true to his covenant to the end, and
died firm in the faith, bearing a faithful testimony in the very hour of death. His death
was caused by consumption. He was very
patient in his last illness. The funeral was
held from the Holiness chapel, in charge of
F. M. McDonald; sermon by Elder Charles E.
Willey, on the 6th of September. His remains were laid to rest in the cemetery beside
two children which had preceded him to the
spirit world, there to await the sounding of
the trump. on the morn of the first resurrection, which was his hope.
SQUIRES.-At Lexington, Michigan, July
31, 1897, Bro. James Squires, aged 86 years.
Funeral services at the A very schoolhouse;
sermon by Elder Card, Adventist minister,
no Latter Day Saint minister being available.
STRANG.-At· the home of her daughter,
Sr. Eva Denio, Lamoni, Iowa, September 22,
1897, of old age, Mrs. Elizabeth Strang, aged
77 years, 1 month, and 5 days. Her maiden
name was McNutt, and she was married to
James J. Strang on Beaver Island, Michigan,
in January, 1852. Her life was eventful in
one of the historical scenes of the latter-day
work. She was the mother of four children,
three of whom remain, Sister Denio of Lamoni, Sister Abbie McNutt of Troy, Kansas,
and Mr. G. J. Denio of Grand Rapids, Michigan. Services were held at the house by
Elder H. A, Stebbins,
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(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di· trict and branch prcsid en ts,
and Bishop's ag-ents are r< quested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publ!cations, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication tu the Editors.
Business 1ettere, subtocriptions, remittances, changes

of address, etc, should be addressed to Frank Criley,
Business Manager. l{emittauces should be made by
post office or exµress orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each lnsertion,

subject to th'e following discount•: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon tlie th st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as aecond-cla&11
mail matter.)
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0, 1 NEW YORKa

GERMAN TRACTS.

HOUSES OF WORSHIP.
Peoria: 801 N. Adams. Regular services
·every Sunday. Sunday school at 10: 00 a. m.,
preaching at 11: 00. W. Rhodes, president.
Sydney, Australia: Sunday school 10: 00
a. m.; preaching at 3:00 and 7:00 p. m.;
prayer and testimony meeting, Wednes~ay,
7: 30 p. m.; Sunday school teachers' meetm~,
Friday, 8: 00 p. m. Nelson Street, Balmarn
West.
Los Angeles, California: Saints' Hall, 32ot
.South Main Stre,et.
West Bay City. Michigan: Christian mis·sion church, No. 411 Dewitt Avenue, between
.Jennv and Thomas Streets. Preaching at
10: 30 a. m.; Sunday school at 12: 00 m.;
,preach!ng at 7: 00 p. m. on s;indays. Prayer
1meeting on Wednesday evenrngs.
TRACTS ON FIRST PRINCIPLES OF THE
GOSPEL.

Nos. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 1 l, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25,
27. Bound in one volume, in paper covers1
128 pages; eachJ5 cents, per doz. $1.50.
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
'Leather, marbled edges ••...••.•••• $ 6f
GERMAN HYMN BOOK.
Leather binding.••••• , •......•••••. $ 40
Morocco grain russia, gilt edges....
60

Die Wahrheit. Herausgegeben von der
Reorganisirten Kirche Jesu Christi, der
Heiligen dea letzten Tage. Two for five
cents, per doz. 25 cents.
Die Busze. Herausgegeben unter der
Autoritat der Reorganiserten Kirche. Two
for 5 cents, per doz. 25 cents.
Die heilige Taufe. Two for 5 cents, per
doz. 25 cents.
Die S•:cbste Posaune (The Sixth Trumpet.)
Ein Zenguisz der Wahl·heit fur alle Volker.
Fifty-three pages; 5 cents each, per doz. 50
cents.
Die "Eine Taufe," die Art-wie und die
Personen, sie ertheilt werden soll; ihre
Forbedingungen und ihr Zwerk, sowie eine
Beantwortung der Frage: Wer sie verwalten
oder ertheilen soll. 5 cents each, per doz. 50
cents.
Die Grundsatze des Evangeliums Jesu
Christi und die Anwendun,g- desselben zur
Errettung der Menschen. Two for 5 cents,
per doz. 25 cents.
SWEDISH TRACTS.

Kristi Lardom, the Epitome of Faith, 3
cents per doz., 15 C<Jnts per 100. Den gode
Herdens rost Udgifvet af den aterupprattade
Jesu Kristi Kyrka af de sista dagars helige
an eight-page pamphlet in explanation of th~
faith and organization of the church; 10
cents per doz .. 50 cents ner 100.
DANISH TRACTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
In addition to the following list the Herald
'·Office will purchase any obtainable book desired by its patrons. It solicits orders for
books, magazines, general publications, and
,publishers' supplies.
Young's Analytical Concordance of the
·Bible, containing every Hebrew and
Greek word and its English equivalent.$4 75
The Problem of Human Life Here and
Hereafter, by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages,
.muslin.................................. l 50
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages,
muslin, by A. Wilford Hall ............. 1 00
Josephus, complete, library leather ... 2 25
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire; muslin boards, 5 volumes ... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (Illustrated) ................................. l 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes
in one ..••..........•...••........•...•. 4 00
The Koran; library leather ........... 2 25
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius
Pamphilius, Bishop of Cresarea and Pal.estine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of the
_,Bible ..•••.•••.....•...••.••••..••..•• ""' 1 50
Apocryphal New Testament ...••••••• l 65
Eider's Diary; by Joseph Luff........
30
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size.
85

These include three tracts in one, a sixteenpage pamphlet published by Elders Anderson
and Sorenson, missionaries to Denmark:
"Var Joseph Smith en sand Guds Profet?
Udgivet af den gjenorganiserede Jesu Kristi
Kirke,'' is the subject of the first twelve
pages; "En Indbydelse til Guds Rige," of
three pages; and "Christi Lrerdom," of the
last page. Elder Anderson wrote of the
tract: "Was Joseph Smith a prophet of
God?" is mostly a translation of Bro. Blair's
article in the Voice of Warning, to which I
have added some matter respecting the apostasy under Brigham Young. The other
article contains the first principles of the
gospel. This tract is equally good in America
and Europe.
Per doz. 15 cents, 100 ............... $1 00
BOUND SET OF TRACTS.

Tracts Nos. 9, 12, 16. the Cowdery Letters,
and the Trial of the Witnesses of the Resurrection, are included.
Cloth, limp ...•..••...••..••...•.... $ 50
IN LARGE LOTS,

Special prices on application for tracts
in lots of one thousand or more.

TRACTS.
Order by numbers.
1. TheNatureofMan. IshePossessed
of Immortality? Per doz. 15 cents,
100, ......................•••••••. $1 00
2, Truth made Manifest; per doz. 15
cents, 100., ..... , .............••.. 1 00
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per
doz. 5 cents, 100.... . .. .. . . . . • • .. 30
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of
the Church, and Kirtland Temple
Suit: per doz. 3 cents, 100........ 16
5. Ques'tions and Answers (on First
Principles of the Gospel); per doz.
3 cents, 100.......................
U!i
6. The"One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites, and Design,
and Who Shall Administer; per
doz .. 15 cents, lQO ........ , ........ 1 00
7. Who Then Can be Saved; per doz.
30
5 cents, 100,. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . ..
8. Fullness of the Atonement; per doz.
15 cents, 100 ...................... l 00
9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint; per doz, 20 cents,
100 ............................... 1 31)
10. The Narrow Way; per doz. 10
cents, 100........... ... . . . .. . .. .. 5()
11. The Plan of Salvation; per doz. 20
cents, 100.. . . . . . . .. . . . ........... 1 2()
]2. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per doz.
15 cents, 100 ...................... 1 00
13. Discipleism, or the Claims of
Alexander Campbell to a Restored
Primitive Christianity Examined;
per doz. 15 cents, 100 ..... , ....... 1 00
14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per doz. 15
cents, 100 .......... " ............. 1 00
15. How to Eater the Kingdom; per
doz. 10 cents, 100............... . 50
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original
Tenet of the Church; per doz. 10
cents, 100......................... 50
18. The Necessity for a Reorganiza·
tion of the Church, each 3 cents,
per doz. 30 cents, 100.............. 2 00
20. The "One Body;" or the Church
of Christ under the Apostleship
and under the Apostasy; per doz.
15 cents, 100 ...................... 1 00
21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and
Epitome of Faith; per doz. 3 cents,
100..................... .......... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; per doz. 10
cents, 100 ............. ;.......... 50
23. Baptism; per doz. 10 cents, 100....
65
24. The Kingdom of God; per doz. 5
cents, 100......................... 30
25. Laying on of Hands; per doz. 5
cents, 100....................... •. 30
27. The Sabbath Question; per doz. 15
cents, 100 ................. , ....... l 00
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from
the Doctrine and Covenants; per
doz. 5 cents, 100.................. 30
31. What is Truth? True Orthodoxy?
and an Evangelical Church? and
Epitome of Faith; per doz. 3 cents,
100 .. ············· .............. ,. 15
32. Which is the Church; per doz. 5
cents, 100........................ 30
36. The Spalding Stury Reexamined;
per doz. 10 cents, 100............. 50
41. The Gospel, and Epitome of Faith;
per doz. 3 cents, 100.............. 15
42. Rejection of the Church; per doz.
10 cents, 100...................... 50
43. One Wife or Many; per doz. 15
cents, 100 ........................ l 00
44. Crooked Paths; per doz. 15 cents,
100 ............................... 1
46. The Pure Gospel of Christ. A list
of questions and answers, with
blank form preaching notice on
the back, same size as Epitome;
per doz. 3 cents, 100.............. 15
47. The Future Sta~e; per doz. 15
cents, 100 ........................ l 00
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100. .. 10
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; each 5
cents, per doz.................... 50

co
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TRADE MARIUll,,.
DES!Cl\IS,
COl"'!RiCHT8 &c.
Anyone sendir~ a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whetbo-:r a11 invention is
probably patentable. Commu11ications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:.: se0uTi11g patents
tD America.
We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r"ce!.ve

special notice in the

SOIENTlflO AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
$1.50 aix months. Specimen copies and HAND
l!kloK ON P A1'ENTS

sent free. Addresu

MUNN &

CO,,

36:1. Brmulway, New York.

STOVES, 'l'INWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC,
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates ·fnrnlshell

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR.ASAPOUND.AND A HALF

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

OF ANY OTHERSTARCFL
~p.NIJfACTUIREC ON!..)(

av

ARE YOU A REN1"ER?

11

:.B.C.HUf.UNGER BRDS'cq
KUK.IDWA.

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
!arm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over

NEWHAVEM.CO

C:CPVRIGM"i"E

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-tllree years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached tho unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practwal experience in fancy laundrying.

It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to the tr l;atn ral whiteness, and

imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is p·erfectly harmless, con·

taining neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can he us~d ev;jn for a baby powder.

'"""'

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
OR NO PAY.

good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and'
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house in Lamoni1 Iowa, two squares from the bust.
ness center. It bas six
room~. a hall, and three closets,.
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more1.
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation foll'
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which aNff
the corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iow111.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin·ois, positively

guarantees three boxes of .. Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.

use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. \Vhy
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No f'nre, No Pay. Address, B. F.

The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 pell'
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and dellvered at express office on receipt of price.
W. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.
"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at ihe same post office.
Also bot.h the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Act.i ng PrPsident,
or D. F. LAMBERT, SE'cretary,
LAMONI, IOWA.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SM:ITll'.~
Cloth ......••••••.........•..•••••• $1 00
Sheep or library binding ...•••..••. 1 25
Imitation morocco, gilt edges .••••• 1 75
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75
KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low•
priced editions: With margina! references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Withouti·
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Reviae4;
Version, Eyre and Spottiswoode's, The Sel!Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Re-·
vised and King James' Versions in parallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will I:!@,
furnished on application.
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SCIENCE AND THE IMAGINATION.

No notion could be more mi.staken
than that science and the imagination
have a dislike for each other. The
fact is, as the whole proceeding of the
great science conference now going
on at Tor?nt~ shows, the t":o are ~he
best of fr1ends. The question wh10h
some time ago used to be much debated, whether the advancement of
science was not likely to extinguish
the spirit of poetry, now seems ridiculous. Our foremost scientists are
balf poets. The fascinating address
of Sir John Evans at the opening
ml3eti.ng on "Paleolithic Man" was in
reality a kind of epic, in the construetion of which the imagination played
quite as conspicuous a part as what is
called pure science.
And the famous scientist himself
confesses as much. After marshaling a number of facts, with admirable
simplicity and lucidity of exposition,
be admitted that they did not amount
to much without the aid of the imagination. Tbere were some small
stone implements, evideutly fashioned by human hands for human
uses, dug up here and there in
various parts of the world, bearing
a striking resemblance to each otber,
although by the testimony of the
rocks some of them may have been
millions of years older than others; but
of what significance were they unless
the imagination could reproduce the
man who made and used them, and the

not this a case in which the imagina- of Jesus'_' in an anci~nt _ruin in Uppe:r
t'10n may b e f air
· l Y mvo
·
k ed m
· ai'd o f EO'ypt
gives a special mterest to an
"'
science? May we not from these data article by Prof. James Hardy Ropes,
attem P t in some degree to build u P of the Divinity School of Harvard
and reconstruct the early history of University, on "What we may expect
.
f rom c·nris
. t'mn d"1scovene!'l
. " m
. th e f ut h e h um-an f am1·1 y.?" A n d so h e 1magines our primitive ancestors beginning tu re. Referring to certain archooo· t ropica
· 1 A Sla·
work now in proaress,
Prof.
SOmew b ere ln
no b 0 d y Joeical
,_.
,...
knows how many millions of years Ropes says (The Congregationalist):ago-to develop as best they knew
"The older sources of discovery
bow the art of living in such condi- have not lost any of their importance.
·
·
G
h
'
t1ons as they found surround mg them,
eograp ical exploration is just now
until the need of "fresh fields and pas- prosecuted at Jerusalem with brilliant
tures new ·' starte d t h e long series of success_ by Mr. F. J. Bliss, who has
migrations. · It is not imagined, how- been solving vexed questions of to·
ever, that those earlier migrations pography by following the ancient
were undertaken with any Klondike wall :round the southern side of the
rush and fury, but rather with a kind city. Such work as his will illustrate
of infinite patience as presuming there the Old Testament, will surely bring
must be time enough.
to light architectural antiquiti.es, and
L')rd Kelvin, it is true, is disposed may disclose inscriptions. From the
to make great account of mathematics libraries more discoveries will be
the ad~~~~ernent of the scienc~s. made of the same sort as in the past.
j 'rhe pe>ss101ltty of a metaphysiman New manuscripts of the New Testaundervaluing mathematics, he says, ment, some of them of great interest,
has always seemed to him one of the doubtless remain to be discovered.
greatest marvels of contradiction, I Only last year one was bought by the
which ~hat very wonderful phenome- Russian Government in Asia Minor;
non in matter, the human mind, can an interesting one has lately been redevelop. 0 f all classes of thinkers, ported from A thens; a few years ago
he declares, the metaphysical class is a Syriac translation, perhaps the oldthe one that ought to pay homage to est translation of the Gospels known,
mathematics And yet in the signally was found at Mount Sinai. Quite as
important contributions both to pure much may be expected from the ca.rescience and to applied science made ful investigati~n of manuscripts alby Lord Kelvin himself, his genius ready known, but little examined,
for mathematics would have made but which lie on the shelves of scores of
small head way without the "prolep- libraries."
tic glance" the forecasting lead of the
After speaking of the "Teaching of
imagination.
the Twelve Apostles" and other rare
If the imagination alone would fl.ut- fragments of ancient literature which
ter with aimless and impotent wing have come to light in recent years,
without the support of mathematics Professor Ropes says:
"The one
and the various factual sciences, it great prize sought for and dreamed of
is equally true that the sciences would by students of the New Testament
trudge around but wearily and with and early church history, is the work
little enough of the real advancement of Papias, Bishop of Hii;iropolis i:n
if it were not for the imagination. Phrygia, in tbe first half of the second
And the especial value of these great century after Christ. His interpretascience conventions is in the bring- tions of the oracles of tl;le Lord must
ing together of so many men of so give us the key to the various knotty
many various special aptitudes, sup- and disputed questions pertaining to
plementary to each other. - Chicago the origin of the New Testament."
Tribune.
- Professor Ropes also raises the

Jin
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question whether the Gospels are in collected, is that they lack the supdanger of being superseded by these port which in a large mass of matenewcomers, "or, to put it more ma- rial the several parts give to one
sonably, that our idea of our Lord another, and that they have no concould be considerably modified by text to make them intelligible. No
some new knowledge." On this he one can tell what surprises may be in
says:store, but of rivals to t)1e Gospels
"H may be confidently replied that there can be no question, and of
this is wholly unlikely. It is proba- valuable direct light on the life of
ble that the canonical Gospels have our Lord there can be comparapreserved practically all tbe tradition tively little hope. Indirect light, anof the evangelical history which came cient documents which will make
beyond the borders of Palestine at all. I ciearer to us the conditions jn which
Tbe writers of the second, third, and our Gospels were written and how
fourth centuries were profoundly in- they were collected, and information
terested in all that could be learned about the complex life of the early
of the life of Obrist. They occasion- church, we may hope for in consideraally mention extra-canonical sayings ble abundance. "--Literary Digest.
that they have picked up here and
there, and reverence for the Gospels
of the American. Monthly Review
d oes not prevent th em f rom t ransm1't .The editor
.
.
.
of Rtvi.ews makes some pertrnent commer.ts
tmg SY.Ch. But of these, all that can , on the rtcent shooting of striking miners by
possibly be thought genuine do not! deputy sheriffo at Lattimer, Pennsy1vania.
amount to twenty, and no one of them He shows that the local prtjudice against
is sure enouo-h or important enouah these foreign-born laborers was intense, that
"'
.
"'
many Americans who had worked in the
to change our concept10n of Jes us and mines
.
bef ore 1h e fore1gners
.
came h ad dr1·ft,e d
his teaching. One gets strongly the into other occupations in the Pennsylvania
impression from studying these re- towns and villages of the coal regions, and
mains that the work of the writers of that the mine owners had brought in more
our Gospels, the laboriousness of laborers than were needed, which helped to
which we seldom realize, was done keep wages close to the starvation point.
These conditions go far to account for some
with a thoroughness which practically of the deplorable doings at Lattimer.
-exhausted the sources of knowledge
at their disposal. We have, doubt.
Zion's Herald warns the Epworth League
less ' not rndeed a complete account of off our dangers t o wh'ic h i't 1s
, expose d : F'irs t .,
Jesus' teaching, bu~ yet a co:nplete I that of being "convent.ionized to death;"
account of the topics on which he second, that of being "ministerized to death;"
taught and of the ideas which he most third, that of being "benevolentized to death;"
emphasized.
and fourth, that of beit?g "politicalized to
"And it is further to be noted that death."
. outside tradition can seldom or never
have such certainty as that contained
in the Gospels of the New Testament.
Our reliance on t h em depen d s partl Y
on their early date, now well ascertained, but also on the guaranty of
the Catholic Church. They contain
the history as those churches which
had heard the apostles preach receive d
it. They were accepted because they
offered not new tradition but old, and
the writers were in a sense the agents
of the churches. The perpetual tradition of the church accredits them as

BLASTS FROM THE RAM'S HORN.

Sheep are sometimes taken over a bad road
to a good pasture.
It is easier for water to run uph1'll t h an f or
a selfish man to be happy.
Blessed is the man who knows how little he
knows of other people's business.
Every drunkard's wife knows that there is
a devil.
.
. ht h
Bef ore h e can 1ive
rig
emus t fi r st lo ve
right.
· Thought without purpose is like seed
spilled on the ground.
God never made a cow that gave milk
punch.
Happy the man who finds and removes the
.it does not any other documents what- particular cause of his misfortune.
ever. But the final test must be t,be
Those who touch each other are sometimes
consistency and intelligibility of the farthest apart.
account of Jes us and his teaching
Put the wicked in office and the devil will
T
rule
the town.
which the Gospels furnish.
he rea.1
Others see our faults as plainly as we see
difficulty with all such tradition as theirs.
these logia, or the other extra-canon- , Some are active because they fear to be
ical sayings of Jesus that have been thought idle.
·

8PHGIIlh PRKMIUM OVVKR.
Herald and Seif=Pronouncing
Bible.
THE Herald Office has decided to offer
its. patrons an excellent opportunity
to secure a useful and valuable premium - the celebrated "Self - Pro1
nouncing Sunday School creacbers'
Bible," the same as the "Oxford
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in
good large print, bourgeois type, with
marginal references; printed on thin
paper, flexible binding; size 8~ x 6t.

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE.

For one (1) new subscriber to the
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will
send the HERALD for one year to any
address and a copy of the Bible to the
remitter.
Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new
subscribers for the HERALD at $1. 50
each, cash accompanying orders, will
receive a copy of the Bible.
This Bible has been purchased by a
number and has become a favorite
volume for ministerial and Sunday
school work. It gives entire satisfaction.
We want one thousand new subscribers for the HERALD within the
next ninety days. The church paper
has been reduced in price and should
c'1rculate in every home of and be read
by all Latter Day Saints.
Here is an excellent opportunity to
aid the cause and to secure a first
class help in general work, a serviceable and up to date Bible.
·
ted
We hope to h ear f rom a 11 mteres
at once.
Does the HERALD circulate among
. all the families of your branch? If
not, it ought to reach them. Can you
not help us to place it in tbe hands of
all the membership, also among those
not of the faith? Strangers will read
it and take it. Try them, and let us
hear from you.
Sample copies of the SAINTS' HERALD free on application.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
•Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 1111.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
"SPURIOUS SPIRITUAL GIFTS."

QUERY.-What is the remedy for a large
branch grievously imposed upon th~ough the
unrestricted exercise of spurious spiritual
gifts, posing as a "Thus saith the Lord"?
Query.-If the high priest who presides
over the branch does not possess the gift of
discernment and so confesses, whose privilege
or duty is it to shield the branch from those
who would deceive the saints by exercising
spurious and false spiritual gifts professedly
under the influence of the Holy Ghost?

It is difficult to answer these ques·
tions, for obvious reasons.
The
queries presuppose the existence of
a condition that ought not to exist
anywhere.
One sour~e of safety to the branch
lies in this, that no instruction requir·
ing "branch action, or action of the
branch officers is to be accepted and
acted upon unless such instruction
comes to the branch through its properly constituted authorities, or such
authorities have the testimony of the
Spirit for themselves. If the presid·
ing elder or high priest, has not the
"gift of discernment," and is conscious
of his lack, he should not proceed in
any action suggested by a "thus saith
the Lord," until he has taken counsel
of his fellow officers, and there is a
concurrence of testimony. Branches
are not to be run in their affairs, after
organization has been perfected, by
the gifts manifested here and there,
by this, or that member, man or
woman, as the case may be, nor contrary to the written law, which says,
"Thou shalt take the things which
are written in my scriptures to be my
law, to govern my church."
To proceed differently to this is to
open a door to possible imposition,
both upon individuals and the branch.
Anything of revelation important to
the well-being and safety of the branch
would be likely to come through the
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branch presiding authorities, if the vice, and is also applicable now. This
Lord had respect to the organization does not mean that one man may by
and the officers chosen under it; hence his own will, and following his own
revelations for branch government feeling, decry the gifts of his fellows;
through other sources are open to but does mean that when a man essays
suspicion, more or less.
to try the spirits, and that which they
All the answer we could make to bring, the action must be "to the law
the second query, other than as given and the testimony." The "law" is
above, would be that the "privilege the written word, the "testimony" is
and duty" of safeguarding the branch the history, teaching, and arguments
in the case supposed, would devolve of both ancLmt and modern saints
upon the assistant officers of the under the operation of the law.
branch, if present; in their absence, it
No large body of saints should be
is the privilege of those holding the hurt, if now and again there should
Melchisedec priesthood to exercise happen to be a manifestation of doubt·
the gift of discernment, and detect ful origin. There is a spiritual dethe improper manifestation. In do- velopment, going on in most branches
ing this, wisdom, which is the best that would soon cause a detection of
gift, is to be exercised, and this will such exhibition, to the safety of the
direct that due discrimination as to body. Besides this, where there is a
the gift, its kind, importanC'.,e, action, number of the elders present in a
or purpose, and the results likely to branch that a spiritual consultation
follow if the manifestation be false, may be had in a priesthood meeting,
be all taken into the account, and there would be an equilibrium estabcourse taken from such consideration. lished and no long-continued decep·
To openly and strongly denounce a tion could ensue.
gift as false, without such an examiWe think this is enough on this
nation, or consideration, might do far subject, as it is manifestly impractica·
more harm than to let it pass. ble for the editor to write so minutely
The character of the person through and specifically that every variation
whom the manifestation is had must from a right spiritual line in a branch
also be considered; whether strong large or small, could be at once obor weak, wise or simple-minded, hon-· served and the perpetrator of the
est or tricky, etc., all of which will fraud punished, in the editor's ab·
at once suggest to the reader that it sence from the place of observation.
is no slight task nor pleasant to pre- Nor could we point out the individual
side over a large branch, and be an member of such branch, who might
overseer l)f the flock.
hold both the qualifications and duty
We presided at Plano for several to denounce false spirits. We are not
years, and one year at Lamoni. Dur- of the opinion that the danger is exing these periods we very seldom had treme, though there may appear to be
occasion to denounce any spirit, or danger.
manifestati0n as fraudulent, or spurious. The most of those not clearly
"SIGNS IN THE HEAVENS."
genuine were usually self-convicting I ONE of the brethren has left with us
and passed over harmlessly. And of a tract bearing the heading give;_,
those that made any trouble, the above and written by one J. H. Allen,
trouble was too often the result of in- from which we publish the extract
terference with the officer's privilege that follows, in which we give the
to rebuke, reprove, detect, etc.
writer's leading points. We do not
"The spirits of the prophets are indorse the statements, but present
subject unto the prophets," was writ· them among other curious predictions
ten a good while ago, and seems to be I being made, for what time may show
of good application now.
J them to be worth.
"Try
the
spirits"
was
also
good
ad·
Following the first item we give an·
1
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othet, with the heading "May destroy all life,;, a press dispatch which
gives recent statements of scientific
men. It is evident; both from ancient
and modern predictions of holy writ
and from scientific observations, that
momentous happenings in the heavens
above as well as upon the earth beneath; will occur in "these last
days:"Dr. Frank M. Close of Oakland, formerly
president of the Tacoma Academy of Science,
said recently to a reporter of the Morning

Oall:'·I do not wish to be considered an alarmist,
but I am prepared to tell of the data that are
indisputable, and let nature do the rest. The
late seismic disturbance which extended over
the Middle and Southeastern St,ates, was one
of the preliminary throes of a great cataclysm the culmination of which may not occur for several years, and may be located far
distant from this region.
" . . . What are known as the 'Babylonian
tablets' are a set, of inscribed plates-book
leaves written thousands of years before the
christian era, in which is given an uccount of
the Noachian deluge. These tablets . . .
are now in the British Museum at London.
They state that Capricornus was the ruling
sign of the zodiac at the time of the deluge.
"Berosus, a Chaldean astronomer, wrote
the. history of Baby Ion, and quoted the Babylonian tablets, and he further declared that
when the sun and 11lanets again together occupied the zodiacal sign Capricornus, another
world flood would happen. It is proper to
say here that the term 'flood' or 'deluge' does
not mean the end of the world, nor the total
extinction of life upon the globe, but the subsidence or sinking of a great body of land,
such as a continent, beneath the waters of
the ocean, as in the case of Atlantis and Lemuria. Every nation upon the globe preserves the legend of such catastrophies, one
of which was the 'flood.'
"Just now the planets are rapidly approaching that position- in which the earth will be
on one side of the sun and all the rest of the
planets on the other, all ranged in nearly a
straight line.
To such arrangement the
body of the solar system is trending. The
majority are now ti1ere, the others rapidly
falling in to line.
"Beginning on D2cember 9, 1901, and until
the 26th of that month, the sun and all the
planets will be in a direct line, and only 'the
earth will be alone at one side of the sun at
the end of thti line, and. the balance of the
planets on the other side of the sun; and the
entire solar Rystem, sun and planets, will occupy ast.ronomical!y.the zodiacal sign of Capricorn us.
"Whether the conclusions of the Babylonian
astronomer prove correct; remains to be seen.
The fact exists that the.planetary conditions
will obtain." ; ..
This, Plummer mys, is very apt to tangle
up equili.briums and pull the North Pole out
of shape, perhaps way around where the
e~uato1· i~'l;b.A:t l.s, H tb.e a:11:is oha.n.ges1 the

ice fields will be directly under the sun and
the equator will be in the vicinity of the
North Pole. . . .

than lessened. The latest reports show that·
the attacks of influenza leave severe results,'
such as heart affections, paralysis, etc.

From the foregoing it is apparent'

MAY DESTROY ALL LIFE.

New York, Sept. 12. - Astronomers are that lagrippe is to reappear among:
now watching with increased interest the big the destructive elements that promise'
sun spot which has been in great activity for to wage war upon human life with a,
the lasL two years, and are speculating on the
outcome. It is said the molten mass is likely view to its destruction. Latter Day:
at any time to burst from the sun's surface. Saints have for years expected just·
Professor Siverimus J. Corrigan, Director of such visitations, and others that are•
the Goodsell Observatory of Carleton U ai- to follow in multitudinous forms and'
versity, on this subject, says:phases. We doubt, however, if as a
"A new planet may at any instant hreak
.
away from the sun, and the terrific explosion people we have made the preparat10n
which will necessarily accompany this break- necessary to escape the ravages of
ing away will produce a great disturbance of the destroyer, by observing the Word
the entire universe, but particularly of the of Wisdom and all the commandments,
earth, perhaps complete.ly sm~sbing it, a~d through which immunity from the
surely destroving all ammal life on land as
h
d d bl
.
· th e "wat e r s.
destroyer and ot er nee e
essmgs
we 11 as in
.
"The results of my investigations on this are promised. We would evidently
subject indicate that the earth is closely ap-1 do well to give the subject closer
proaching a critical epoch in its career; yet attention. It is said that to be forethe day or the hour of visitation 'no. man warned is to be forearmed-by prepa"
knoweth,' but these results have convrnced
.
me that it is imminent. Look to the sun.
ration.
"Neither is this tremendous disturbance
The brute creation has also suffered
of the earth and the destruction of life upon with influenza or epizootic, which
it completely unprecedentfd. A similar <le- greatly affiicted the horses through·
tachment of solar matter by th0 oarn•o means
t the country a few years aao andl
is known by scientists to have occu::-red OU •
•
h
t
d t"" , , t
twenty-three million years ago, a period which for a time t rea ene
o cu ·
simultaneous with the paleozoic age, at which off' the "horses and chariots" of "the 0
time all animal and vegetable life the!l exist- Gen tiles," according to prophetic preing on the face of the earth was completely diction. Below we give an account

I

of a new pest which has appeared.
. T
• d f inamong the cattle m exas, an o
terest in this connection:.

crushed out."
.
,
Commenting on Professor Corrigan s statement Professor Garret P. Serviss says:"E~ery astronomer knows that the sun is
the parent of the earth and of all the other
known planets. The famous discovery, two
years ago, of the strange solar element,
hellum 1 in the rocks of the earth, was really
a beaut iful proof of t.lrn substantial identity
of the two bodies, the sun and the earth.
Helium on the earth is a mark of parentage,
like a pecular strain in the blood of an
animal. No astronomer doubts that our
globe, and all its comrades, had their origin
from the sun.
"The idea which he suggests, that the
birth of a new world should have the effect

A new aud terrible pest has i~va~ed Texa~.
It is a horned fly, called by s~ie.nt1sts .hem~
tobia serrata. The bite of this rnsect is po1sonous. The ugly winged thing is provided
with two horns, like those of a cow. This
fact, and the one that they love to hover
about the horns of cattle, have won for the
fiy its common name. •rhe pest first made
its appearance in Williamson County, Texas.
They are half the size of a blue-bottl.e fly, and
land in swarms on the cattle, worryrng them
to death.

of destroying the life of an older one, has a
THE FAMINE AND THE DROUGHT.
peculiar significance. Granted that a planet
may be born from the sun in the way he ADVICES via London state that plenpoints out., the consequences indicated might tiful rains have at last fallen in India
well result. Life on this earth is possibly and that the famine is practically at
only through a very delicate ~ah1Dce.of c~n- ajn end.
Relief work is reported to
ditions and forces, and the evidence is daily h
b
d d ~u.ri the people
·
, sLg
-, ht
ave een suspen. e , "' .u. _
accurnulatrng
that even compara t'ive1y
disturbances in the sun are capablo of affect- have gone to sowm~ their lan~s for a
ing that balance in various ways."
\new crop.
In this conne?t10n the

I

I

Chicago Tribune has somethmg to say
of the prevailing drought in America,
LONDON, Sept. 25.-The medical press warns which we give below.
Famines are
the public against a probable recurrence of by no means confined to the eastern
influenza. For months past.that di~eas~ has or southern hemisphere. We may see
been raging in severe form lll the d~st~wt ?f them in our own land at no distant
LAGRIPPE AGAIN APPEARS, ETC.

Merv, Turkestan. The number of v10t1ms is j
immense and although there are fewer
deaths than formel'ly, the violence of the
epidemfo is slJ.~d to have increased 1"3.ther

•

I day.Although America ha~ never suffered fro?1
I g-eneni.l a,nd devastatrng drought of tlus.
IL

""
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character one of more than ordinary severity
has prevailed throughout the ea~tern portion
of the Mississippi Valley, affecting most severely the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
and VVisconsin, with portions of Iowa, Missouri, and Kentucky. While this has injuriously affected corn and other maturing
crops over a wide extent of territory, reducing the yield from thirty to fifty per cent, it
has been still more damaging so far as the
next year's crop of winter wheat is concerned.
Up to the present time the ground has been
in no condition for plowing throughout a
large area, and where sowing has been attempted the grain in many cases has not even
sprouted. As a consequence a shortage of
the winter wheat crop of next year of not less
than one hundred million bushels is already
predicted, while fall pastures are being cut
short, affecting the outlook for stock at the
beginning of winter most unfavorably.
If a drought of a few weeks, like the present, over a comparatively limited extent of
territory can inflict so much damage in a land
like our own, where a surplus rather than a
scarcity is the rule, what must have been its
effect in a region possessing the tropical climate and the crowded population of India,
with its products for the support of human
life limited to rice and a few other grains
which have proved almost a total failure for
the present year?
·
BRO. J. A. TANNER, of Bevier, Missouri, who lately discussed points of
difference with Elder J. A. Loynd, of
the Utah Church, writes that he has
been enabled to gain a complete victory for the right.
The following
from the Bevier Appeal (date not given)
is in evidence of his success:The debate held at the L. D. S. church between Elder J. A. Tanner, of this city, and
Elder Loynd, of Utah, closed Saturday evening. Elder Loynd affirmed that Brigham
Young was a prophet and the legal successor
to the prophetic office of Joseph Smith,
Elder Tanner taking the negative side. The
discussion was conducted throughout very
pleasantly and in the true spirit. Both ably
advocated their respective sides, but E.tder
Tanner is generally regarded as having presented the most effective arguments and
made the best. showing in the discussion
throughout.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

R. J. ANTHONY, Basalt, Idaho,
S ep t em b er• 20·. -

BRO.

.. I preach~d to a large tur.nout, of ~dgha:nites last night, o~ success10n. Hau cons1derable ~harp shoot1~g at the close'. I asked
fohr t~e1.r house agarn, but they said no; and
t US lt IS.
. .
Bro. O. E. Crumley, wr1tmg from
Los Angeles, California:The work is slowly onward here. Bro.
Hilliard left a broad wake of good influence
behind him. Bro. Harris, the only missionary in our parts, has been spreading the
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truth throug-h various towns. He is now in
Los Angeles for a few days "hammering"
away at the Utah question. Woe to the follower of Brigham who stands before him.
Local work is slow but pl'ogressive.. We
have a district president, .Bro. Carmichael,
who learns his duty and does it. We have
an occasional ba-ptism-one to-day. Most of
those baptized are first led to investigation
through the efforts of lay members. The
same love of God and his work which fills
hearts in Lamoni, inspires Southern California saints to action and to noble resolutions.

lieve,..that the work in Oklahoma is on bet;
ter footing than ever before. Oklahoma is
a new field and we are are anxioui; and hopeful for the progress of the work here Our
reunion has given us courage, new life, and
energy to press on and labor till the Master
calls. We ask for the ccoperation and
prayers of all the saints that our efforts may
be well for the latter-day work.
Bro. J. J. Cornish, Farwell, Michigan, September 30:I am right in it here; tent full of people
every night, and they seem to be quiet and
interested. We look for much good to be
Bro. J. J. Cornish, Reed City, accomplished here. But I am rather drilled
out; young Bro. Price only is with me, and
Michigan, September 24: We took down the tent yesterday and put he is now on the sick list. We have good
it in a car billed for Farwell, and baptized weather for tent work.
two more, and left for this place. To-morrow
we commence in Farwell. All told in Cadillac
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
eleven were baptized, and many others are P1~ESIDENT J oSEPH SMITH left Labelieving. Br:o. Peter Price will go with
moni on Thursday, September 1, for
me to Farwell. He speaks once in awhile
Toronto,
Ontario, to .attend the conand helps all he can. It is hard for one to
ference
of
the London district, which
preach every night in the tent. I am very
tired and have a bad cough and cold. I naed convened on the 2d and 3d inst.
rest, but there seems to be no place to stop.
Brn. William Anderson and J. S.
Elder John Kaler, Tuncurry, New Snively left Lamoni on the 28th ult.
South Wales, August 24:for the Nauvoo district. Bro. I. N.
No less than twenty-three have been bap- Roberts, who lately returned from
tized in New South Wales of late by Brn.
Kansas points left on the same date
Wells, Broadway, and Butterworth. I exfor
Minnesota, much improved in
pect to move to Sydney soon; hav.e been gethealth.
ting out timber to build me a house there on
church lot. 'fhe Lord has been with us to
A line from Bro. F. R. Tubb with
bless and assist so that we rejoice in this inclosure informs us that Bro. Heman
great latter-day work.
0. Smith was preaching in the saints'
Bro. G. M. Shearer, Walker, Mismission hall, Bow Common Lane E.,
souri, September 27:London, England, on Sunday, Sepw. C. Cather, of Weir City, Kansas, has
tember 5, morning and evening; also
been preaching here for two weeks with fair
on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
interest, quite large crowds, and the sermons
Handbills
announced the services and
were telling; quite a lot of talk on the s1reets
in regard to the preaching. Bro. Cather i~ a the speaker and "missionary from
bright light in this work and will prove to be America."
a mighty power. He has been b~essed in
Bro. G. W. Carter, of Kerr post
every discourse.
Bro. R. M. Maloney wrote from office, Caldwell County, Missouri,
Downs, Oklahoma, concerning the who has lately moved to Far West,
late reunion of the Oklahoma saints, writes that he finds the people ready
that it was a decided success and to hear the gospel. He hopes to see
wrought results very favorable to the many enter the fold, also to see saints
work in the Territory. We give here- gather where once driven out by viowith an extract from his minutes, lence; and that they may so live that
being obliged to omit reunion minutes, no fault can justly be found with their
conduct.
for obv:ious reasons:-Conference of the Mobile, Alabama,
We count the reunion as a success in many
ways. The saints were blessed and strength- district postponed uritil December 4.
1
· h e f ai·th . '"'
- - sc h oo 1 wor k See notice.
I ene d mt.
,_ne 'sunctay
its better understood and new energy is put
Bro. C. M. Fulks reports improving
forth in that line. A committee was appointed to arrange for a reunion in 1898. A prospects for the work at Coalgate,
Saints there had
gospel tent fund was started and ninety dol- Indian Territory.
l ars su b scr1'b e d d urrng
·
'
Qu1te
'
been strengthened by the labors of
t h e reunion.
a number of church books were placed in Bro. S. W. Simmons, who. bapti21ed
the hands and homes of the saints. There some, ordained others to act for the
was no jealousy nor discord among any of
branch, and left the work on a better
the saints that the writer observed, but
I our camp meeting- passed off peacefully and footing with some investigating, ~he
pleasantly, and we are encouraged to be- saints were trying to keep the u.nitY.

I
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of the Spirit that the light may be I monism" or the "Reorganized Church
seen and heeded by others.
of Latter Day Saints," in its October
The Minneapolis Times of the 27th number; written by a young newsult. has a communication from Bro. paper man of Ottumwa, Iowa. The
E. A. Stedman, on the subject of the- engravings are good. The article itology as taught by Brigham Young. self contains some correct statements,
It is designed to inform the public for which we give the writer due
concerning some points not brought credit. However, some of its stateout by Utah elders at work in the ments are untrue and unjust, and with
twin cities.
its sensational features will do us more
Bro. Henry and Sr. Lucinda Fry, harm than good. Some of the writof Missouri Valley, Iowa, wish to er's misstatements in regard to church
obtain a home among saints for doctrine and attitude toward political
their ten year old grandson, Jesse matters are gross misrepresentations,
Fry, the child of their deceased son. and place the church with its people
They write that he is a good boy and in a false light. Aside from an interused to farm life; a home at Lamoni view with the President of the church,
or the region round about preferred. the writer seems to have been unforBro. Peter Muceus, of Porsgrund, tunate in obtaining much of his inforNorway, who wa"'~ baptized into the mation from unofficial and unreliable
church in the State of Wisconsin, sources. He has failed to compresends for printed matter, for reading hend, hence has failed to interpret the
and distribution. Bro. Muceus is a underlying principles and spirit of
priest. He intends to study the word our work.
with a view to preaching it in his
The Greek cabinet failed to receive
native land.
a vote of confidence from the national
The local press makes favorable legislature and resigned, on the 30th.
mention of the baptism of thirteen at
A summary of the progress of yel·
New Castle, New South Wales, low fever in the South, since the outalready mentioned by the brethren. break of the epidemic to October 1.
Baptismal services are generally im- shows a total of 783 cases and 69
pressive and almost always make a deaths. The plague is slowly spreadfavorable impression upon thoughtful ing.
people. Wisely conducted, they leave
Buenos Ayres advices state thatdurlasting impressions upon many.
ing the past week or so crops have
The Roslyn, Washington, News, of suffered more from drought and severe
the 11th, makes friendly mention of frosts than from locusts.
Bro. H. L. Holt and his preaching.
Thirty-eight miners were wounded,
It says: "One marked feature of the several)atally so, in a fight between
services is the absence of the •Hat,' rival factions of Polanders at Girardwhich is usually so much in evidence ville, Pennsylvania, the 27th.
at the modern church." It spells hat
Prime Minister Badeni, of Austria,
with a big H, indicating that some who tendered his resignation with a
folks have been overdoing it. It is request to Emperor Francis Joseph
refreshing to the newspaper man to for permission to fight a duel with
meet a minister who is laboring solely Doctor Wolff, the leader of the Gerbecause he loves the truth and wishes man National party in the Reichsrath,
~o present it to his fellows.
and who fought and was wounded,
The Fort Dodge, Iowa. Chronicle of has been continued in power, the Em·
the 27th ult. publishes an article on peror refusing to accept his resignathe Book of Mormon, written by Bro. tion.
C. J. Hunt. The subject is clearly
Japan has extended her modern
stated and will doubtless be under- system of ~nmties to the United
stood because free from reflections States, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and
upon other sects, which, we are sorry Chile, and is negotiating treaties with
to say, has characterized some arti- leading South and Central American
cles that have come to our table from nations. She has also made treaties
other points of late.
with Great Britain, France, Germany,
The Midland llfonthly, published at Russia, and other leading nations.
Des Moines, Iowa, contains an illus- The treaties are to go into effect in
tratedarticle on "Anti-polygamy)\for- 1899. The)ight of the western world

j is shining in
upon oriental nations,
, preparing the way for the emancipation of the world.
September 29.-The late Spanish
cabinet, under the leadership of General Azcarraga, Premier and Minister
of War, has resigned. It is supposed
that the liberal party, under Senor
Sagasta, will be given the reins of
government. Senor Sagasta favors
the recall of General Weyler from
Cuba and the granting of reforms, ineluding a plan equivalent to home
rule with a Governor General nominated by the Spanish government.
The situation in Spain is critical and
full of interest.
There is significance in the statement that the United States War Depar t men t h as spen t over t wen t y
millions of dollars, most of it for
coast defenses, since the month of
July. It begins to look as if the governments of this world are basing
their ideas of armaments on an opinion
that "peace" is to be "taken from the
earth."
Mussulman notables in Crete have
petitioned the great powers and the
Sultan to save them from starvation,
which is threatened by destruction of
their homes and supplies.
Warsaw advices dated September
28 report an extensive plot, supposed
to have been engineered by socialists,
to kill the Czar of Russia. The principal street in Warsaw, over which
the imperial party would pass was
tunnelled, for the purpose of using
explosives. German officers and Polish citizens are said to have been arrested, as implicated.
Berlin advices of the 27th state that
the Prussian police are on the track
of a powerful anti-dynastic movement
in South Germany, which includes
many members of the best families,
among them two notable university
professors; also that Berlin authorities were endeavoring to conduct the
inquiry with the utmost secrecy.
From present indications the growth
of democratic ideas among the people
has become so deeply seated as to defy
arrest, even by the monarchical police.
Emperor William may see a republic
established in Germany at no distant
day. The world is moving, and the
purposes of Providence in behalf of
humanity are "ripening fa.st," unfolding almost every hour,
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British troops have met determined
resistance and with some repulses on
the Indian frontier of late. Advices
from Simla, October 3, show that
tribal chiefs have arranged a plan of
cooperation to oppose the British advance.
Senor Sagasta, of the Spanish
Liberal party, has been selected by
the Queen Regent to form a new ministry for Spain. It is understood that
General Weyler will be recalled from
Cuba and that reforms will be instituted in the island at once. The
Cubans declare they will accept nothing but absolute independence.
A new ministry has been formed in
Greece. Grave difficulties growing
out of the late war, confront the new
cabinet.
A Guatemalan, removed to Mexico,
says the people of Central America
are tired of misrule, robbery, and political upheavals, and want to be annexed to the United States.

JVIothsrs' Home Goltlmn.
EDITED

BY

FRANCES.

"There is a jewel which no Indian mine can buy,
No chemic art can counterfeit;
It makes men rich in greatest poverty,
Makes water wine, turns wooden cups to gold,
The homely whistle to a sweet music's strain;
Seldom it comes-to a few from heaven sentThat much in little-all in nanght-content."

"DIFFERENT NATURES REQUIRE DIFFERENT
TRAINING."
NATURE, as Webster defines, is peculiar constitution, hence our family circles are diversified by different natures, dispositions, and
characters. Every child is marked by some
peculiarity, which distinguishes it from all
others, and nowhere can two children be
found who are exactly, in all respects, alike.
To train is to entice or persuade. Thus we
may teach and instruct; but to get those to
follow what we teach is sometimes very difficult. It not only takes time, patience, and
perseverance to teach and train the different
dispositions which may be placed under our
care, but we need more than this; we require
the aid of God's Spirit to help us in so important a work. I believe all can say
within themselves-that many times they feel
unequal for the responsibilities placed upon
them; for after using our best judgment, as
we consider, our object to accomplish that
which we desire fails. Then it is we need
our heavenly Father's help to assist us that
we may decide what i~ best for us to do.
I believe every mother who has been
placed in so responsible a position should
look well to the interest of her children,
and see that their conduct and habits are
pure and upright. Some children are more

easily influenced by their surroundings than
others. These should be guarded very carefully, for habits once formed are hard to be
broken. "Just as the twig is bent the tree
is inclined." Every child should be taught
to obey and respect those who are placed
over him, whether parent, guardian, or
teacher, for if we can implant the right of
principle within them, a good work is already
begun.
I cannot begin to tell how all natures
should be dealt with; but will mention some
who have come under my own observation.
A child with a sullen disposition is not responsible for that which it may have inherited form its parents, therefore they
should take this in consideration, and deal
with it accordingly. To force or use any
severe form of punishment with one of that
nature may be the worst form of training,
while to reason or ad vise would be the best
method. Those of a determined or willful
disposition should be placed upon their
honor, if they are old enough to comprehend
their duty after its being explained to them.
Small ctiildren are great imitators, and
naturally whatever their parents do or say
they will most likely do the same. lf we
would have our children act with respect and
courtesy toward us, we should act with respect to them. Solomon said, ''Train up a
child in the way he should go: and when he
is old, he will not depart from it." To find
out what is the right way to train them is of
great importance, and there is much attached
to the work of training.
I believe the gospel should be taught as the
first stepping stone. As soon as their young
minds can grasp the idea of there being a
Supreme Being, they should be taught to
reverence their Creator; also have the principle of faith explained to them. They can
then feel they have a helper in every time of
need, a friend that is closer than a brother.
We do not know bow many trials and disappointments children have while at play. I
shall never forget, at one time, when quite
small, how disappointed I was. Some girls
came to visit me. After taking out all my
toys and getting things all ready for play,
some of the girls were angry and were ~roing
home. I did not know the cause and felt
very much disappointed. After they bad
gone I ran into the house, telling my mother
how badly they had treated me, and had not
even stayed to help me put the things away.
I told her I did not like them, and felt vexed
at them. She told me I should not feel
that way toward them, for our heavenly
Father was sorry to see any of his children
angry, and if I would ask him he would help
me to treat them kindly when I should meet
them again, and I must not even mention it,
for I must forgive and forget. This seemed
to satisfy me, and ever after this when trials
or disappointments came I asked my heavenly
Father to help me. This implanted the
principk of faith within me that has never
left me until this present time. When placed
under difficult circumstances I take it to the
1 Lord in prayer, and have always realized an
answer, although at times I do not receive
: the answer at once.
0
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If we could only get our children to confide
in us, I believe a great many of the difficulties which now seem to exist would be
removed. A child who confides in its parents, particularly its mother, never wanders
very far from the path of duty, for there are
but few mothers who do not teach their children to comply with all that is just.
The implantation of principle is of unspeakable importance, and especially when
culled from time to time out of the Bible.
The child feels its parents' authority supported by the Bible, and the authority of the
Bible supported by its parents' influence.

A FEW KIND WORDS.
'!'bey have a right to be here,
For God intended to ble•s
This earth by tlleir presence,
When we come to our rest.

I HAVE have often thought that I would like
to give my views in regard to training children; but then I would think, "There are so
many who are more able to write than you,
that your time would be wasted." But now
I am going to try, because I love the little
things, and I try to have as much patience
with them as my heavenly Fa.ther has had
with me, and if they get cross and fretful I try
and divert their minds away from the things
that are troubling them, and I find it is just
as easy to do that way as to begin to whip
them. I shudder when I think of their tender flesh being pounded, because perhaps
they have pushed a teacup off the table with
their little elbow. I remember such a case,
but I have seen so much of it for small mistakes that I have thought if I were God I
would punish such people, for they seem to
deserve it; (I mean those that whip.) It is
said by some that sin is a part of their natures, and that it is like a disease, and the
worse the disease the more medicine it takes
to cure.
Well! the older I get the more I can see the
beauty of taking my medicines, if I have to
take them in homeopathic doses, Therefore
I believe that fight with little children is
time wasted, and that patience and tact is
far better if. used with judgment and skill.
It is an old saying, "Bend the twig rather
than break it," and I know for myself that
when I wanted to grow a beautiful plant I
was always very careful in training it. I
know that it is said, "Spare the rod and
spoil the child." Thus they will quote what
Solomon said. Well, I do hope the Latter
Day Saints will keep out of the troubles that
Solomon went into, and then perha,ps they
will not have to get angry at a little child.
Now I have a little more to say to fathers
and mothers. Please do let your children
know that you love them. Not just at Christmas time, but every day. I believe tho
fathers and mothers love their babies. Let
them know it. Why not continue to let
them know it as they grow up? When they
get past twelve years old they need some one
to help them. Fathers, do not let a co~d
stone wall grow up between you and your
boys. The same kiss and hug that you give
him when a child will not spoil his young
mustache; that is, if you have continued it
I up. I do not mean a kiss and a kick, I mean
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a kiss and God bless you. And what is good the various schools of the Fremont district / signed to help superintendents in reviewfor fathers and boys is just as good for moth- by the assistant superintendent, Bro. Joseph J ing the period of Hebrew hi8tory just
ers and girls also. Now I would ask you to Roberts, of Thur-ma~, Iowa.
It was de- studied:remember how we pray to our heavenly
Father to let us have his Spirit so that we
may know that he still loves us, and how
Call
good we feel when we get it. Let your chilof
dren have a taste of the love of God from you
Abraham.
Time of Patriarchal Rule-232 years.
as they grow in years, and you will never reB. c. 1921.
Jacob,
Abraham,
gret it.
LIZBETH.
Isaac,
Death
100 years,
27 years.
105 years.
J,eafler.
of
PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
Jacob.
MEMORY TEX'rS FOR OCTOBER.
B. C. 1689.
Time of Egyptian Ru.le-198 years.
Thursday, Oct. 7.-The church, its n::inisters and membership. That righteousness,
Rulers
Rulers
'Who Knew Joseph,
'Who Knew Not Joseph,
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the
Exodus.
54 years.
144 years.
gospel may increase and to this end 1.he saints

HEBREW HISTORY CHART.

;

I

I

I

with one heart and mind bring their tithes
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse.
That God will continue to reveal his mind to
his servants in the direction of the affairs of
the church.
Memory Verses.-Prov. 28: 9; D. C. ±2: 8-10.
Thursday, Oct. 14.-0ur families. Prayer
for the members of our families by name, and
for the families of each other and those of the
ministry. For the youth of the church in
general.
Memory Verses.-Galatians 6: 1-10.
Thursday, Oct. 21.-Missions and Sunday
school work, and the church publications.
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted.
Memory Verse.-Mosiah 2.
Thursday, Oct. 28.-Zion, our country, its
welfare and prosperity, and it.s speedy purification by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
Memory Verses.-Psalm 15; D. C. 102.

Stlndau

S~hool

Dspartmsn1.

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.,,)
H

SEND us your articles, your paragraphs, or
your selections. Our supply is running low.
Questions, too, are in order at all times.
When writing for the "Dapartment" be
sure t,o observe, 1. To write plainly. 2 To
write on bi;t one s·ide of the paper. 3. To
make your articles short and to the point.
4. That short paragraphs, or even sentences,
are often as useful as long heavy articles. 5.
To sign your full name (which will not be
published if you so desire).
The reunion season is now over. Did you
attend one of the reunions? Many of us did.
Did you "absorb" anything in the line of
Sunday school or R'jligio work that you can
apply to your work in your local school?
Will you apply it? or will you simply let it
pass aod you keep right on in the same old
rut? I trust you will be among the wise
who, when they see an improvement, will at
once seek to adopt it.
Below is a copy of circular letter sent to

Time of Theocratic Rule-396 years.
The Judges,
King

331 years.

I

Joshua,

I

25 years.

B. C. 1491.

Moses,

40 years.

Saul.
B. C. 1095.

Time of Monarchical Rule-120 years.
Saul,

40 years.

I

David,
40 years.

I

Solomon,

40 years.

Death
of
Solomon.

Sunday School Superintendents of Fremont District:B. c. 975.
This chart is suggestive of the outline your pupils should have
well in mind. Enlarge on blackboard or paper for final review and frequent reference.
Follow channel and it explains itself.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK.
life and energy into the different schools.
THE Sunday school work is of vast imporWe should live in touch with this work
tance and should not be allowed to suffer on every day, all th" time. I know that our enaccount of a lack of interest in the different vironments have much to do with the progdepartments, but we should continually keep ress we make in this as well as in all other
an eye on this work in all its different parts of church work, but we should so order
phases; for if in any part it is neglectPd the o 1r surroundings as to be most conducive to
entire organization must suffer loss. How spiritual growth.
important then it is that we be able to view
I know we housewives are always busy.
the whole machinery by becoming thoroughly We cook too much; we eat too much. A full
acquainted with all its needs, by a prayerful stomach, a stupefied incellect. You say
study in regard to what are the best ways variety is conducive to health, and so it is;
and means by which the g-reatest good can but we do not have to cook it all the same
be accomplished.
day; cabbage to-day, tumips to-morrow;
No doubt we all, especially we who are not ample time to study Sunday's lesson.
in more favored localities, feel the necessity
We need not be afraid of eating too little,
of a better understanding in regard to the unless it be in time of real famine. It is
best way in which to accomplish the greatest spirit.ual food that we use so sparingly; not
good. And the question now h How to, that it is not prepared, but that we have bebring about that better understinding, that come so entangled with the things of this
uniformity of action may prevail.
world as to repel the Spirit, rather than inThe organizing of the general and district vite its holy presence.
associations should by all be appreciated,
Inasmuch as the Sunday schools are stepthat we may thereby have system and order, ping stones to the church, yea, real auxiliaries,
instead of confusion. But when we consider they should engage the attention of the enthe dist'1nce that even the district associa- tire church; and when we consider the wontions are from a great number of Sunday derful influence that the elders have, we
school workers, and how limited the time think that every elder, whether local or
while in convention, we think there is very traveling, should encourage the Sunday
great need of organization in reach of all, schools by their presence, and also by a word
that the Sunday school work may receive of cheer and comfort, that the whole school,
new life and energy in all parts of the dis- . both officers, teachers, and scholars, may
trict. Have certain places where the officers take new courage and press on, when they
and teachers of say two, three, or four schools may otherwise give up the school and go
may frequently meet, that we may each have home thoroughly disgusted with Sunday
the benefit of the other's experience, and school work, feeling that no one is interested
also consult in regard to new methods and and therefore that their work has all been a
thereby become so strengthened as to infuse failure . . . .
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W-e hear much said about coming up
higher. It is preached, and it is talked:; but
it must be practiced.
We receive encouraging reports of the
Sunday school work in various districts, for
which we feel truly thankful; and we of this
district should take courage and move forward, determined to do all we can for the
advancement of this grand work, praying
for the power and influence of the Holy Spirit
that we may intelligently move forward,
reali.zing that the blessings of heaven are
resting upon our labors.
Sr. Heppie Morris, at the Southeastern Illinois Sun-

The local ministry have·assisted more this
year than heretofore. Six of them have
·preached, and S3veral others have actively
aided in the singing, prayer, and other serv\ ice not so noticeable, but none the less important. As far as I could observe, every
effort was blessed with power, and surely we
have great reason to thank our Master for
these and many other blessings received up
to the present time.
At Oak Hill (know as Gravois or Beckville), exc<cpting two nights, we held four
weeks of continuous preaching, with two
sermons each Sunday, and baptized four of
' day school convention.
the seven mentioned. And right here I
_____,,_...,..
wish to note that gospel work done there,
perhaps thirty or thirty-five years ago, by
your senior editor and others, still lives in
the hearts and souls of the now members of
the Reorganized Church, who still bring
KEWANEE, Ill., Sept. 20.
forth
fruit to the glory of God.
'iil}ditrYf:S Jierald:-Our district conference
The tent is now pitched in the northwest~and Suqd,_~c school convention, held at Buffalo
Prairie, ,V!,;;.c quite well attended, the young ern part of the cit,y, just outside the limits,
saints takiiljl,J.1;' an active part at the conven- on Bro. Frank Gall's lot. Bro. Gall has
tion. Pre~i.ng by Brn. J. H. Lake, D. C. kindly done most of the incidental work
: Smith, and ·'!['. J. Sheldon, which was well about the tent, as he and his estimable wife
received, made the sessions instructive and have cared for it in general, and made
•interesting. Branch reports show a gain of visitors welcome spiritually and temporally.
The weather turned bad after the first few
:membership throughout the district.
;The saints' new brick church building in days, but I feel sure that the efforts which
;this city is progressing .exceptionally well, were especially blest, will result in good.
From these experiences I suggest that the
7and the trustees are worthy of high conbest
way to reach the people of large cities is
~ratulations for zeal and ability, as the entire
iC'h111rge is given to them, and all who behold with tents. A tent should be made of oiled,
11:1he building express entire appreciation and light weight material, nearly if not quite
ismtisfaction. [t now appears that the saints round, with one center pole separately fast1ln:e;r:e :will ha:ve ·more ,prestige and considera- ened, so as to raise and lower the tent by
tion from the '.higher classes, and a greater xneans of block and tackle. It should be
opportunit:y for :bringing our beliefs before dro,pped every nigb t. This will not only
them than ever before. Meeting·s are contin- cover tbe furniture, and thus better secure it
ued each Sunday morning, with Sunday .from r;i,in and pilfering, but will also save it
school immediately after in the Y. M. C. A. fro,m c.yclones and tornadoes: for this latter
rooms, which are comfortable .an.d pleasant. element we have had to reckon with this
These meetings, with Young People"s Willing ye:;i.r to the e~tent of about twenty dollars.
Workers and Prayer Union, hel.d at the /!;.portable organ and ,ca.nvas folding seats in
homes of saints, keep the spirit of zeal and number about sevent.y-!ive. One elder in
charge will do if he has an organist. And if
fellowship awake.
Brn. J. D. Jones and W. Willitts are filling a choir of about eightcould at,te,nd regularly,
appointments at a neighboring town: so or even occasionally, and sing those songs
prospects seem bright, and prosperity forth· composed by the saints, for those who work:
coming, although the saints have not in- spiritually, there would be abundant success·
herited the earth as yet; but witb faith, almost anywhere in the city.
I should mention that the police have
hope, and charity, we trust to continue the
jouruey of life, and be found worthy of such shown great anxiety to give us full protection
of the law, but we have had no trouble either
an inheritance with the redeemed.
in St. Louis or East St. Louis; further, I want
Your brother in Christ,
to thank Bro. John Novis, of Oak Hill, for
ALMA WHITEHOUSE.
assisting in watching the tent there.
Yours,
ST. Lours, Mo., Sept. 15.
JOHNS. PARRISH.
Editors Herald:-Our district tent was first
, !let up three months ago, and several have
COATS, Ark., Sept. 22.
stated that this has been the most successful
Editors Herald:-I started to my mission
season ®ince it was stretched. This opinion
is no doubt formed from general appearances, field August 27, and according to previous
for eternity alone will reveal the full extent appointment stopped at Cane Hill, Missouri,
, of good done this year, as well as years past. and preached at night to a very attentive au, Counting to-night, we have had nine weeks dience. I am glad to report the Sunday
, of preaching under this canvas, at five points school at Cane Hill progressing finely under
in the district, and the apparent fruits have the supervision. of Bro. Philemon Frisbie.
been seven baptized and a gooa many be- Next day I arrived at Coats, and preached to
lievers. The work has been under the super- a full house of eager listeners, being assisted
vision of our missionary, Elder M. H. Bond, by Bro. D. R. Baldwin, of Ravenden
·who also did a great deal of the preaching. Springs. He preached in the forenoon on
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Sunday and I in the evening. At the close
of the meeting several, who are not of our
faith, requested us to come again, and wearranged to begin a protracted meeting September 18.
I received an invitation from Bro. J". A.
Sinclair of near West Plains, Missouri, to be
present at bis forty-fourth wedding anniversary, which they would celebrate September l.
Seven of their children, many
grandchildren, besides saints and friends
were present, and all seemed to be happy.
Dinner was announced, and behold a long
table spread with bounties good enough for a
king. Afterwards we repaired to a beautiful
grove, where seats had been prepared for .th,e
occasion, and I had the privilege of addressin~
the audience upon the sacred tie of the n;iar.riage covenant. At ni~ht I preached at the
Bootman schoolhouse, and continued eac'Q.
evening until I delivered seven sermons, be,.
ing assisted by Bro. C. M. Bootman. One
was baptized at the close of the meeting, and
several more seemed to be Romewhat inter•
ested.
The next point was Vera Cruz branch,
Douglas County, Missouri, having been sum·
moned to serve on an elder's court, to try two
brethren for unchristianlike conduct. I will
suggest that the saints everywhere will do
well to heed the instructions given by Paul
to Timothy, which reads: "Against an elder
receive not an accusation, but before two or
three witnesses."-1 Tim. 5: 19. While we
were at Vera Cruz met many brethren and
friends whom I had not seen for three years;
some of them gave me a pressing invitation
to stay longer and preach for them, but I felt
like duty called me to my own field of labor.
When we had finished the business, we
started for my home, Pomona, Missouri, a
distance of fifty miles; as there are no railroads we had to make the trip with a team.
Brn. C. M. Bootman, John B. Graham, M. B.
William?, and I were the crowd, and I believe that each enjoyed the trip. We arrived at my house late Wednesday evening,
the 15th, and I enjoyed a stay of two days
with my family.
I came here the 18th, according to previous
appointment, and began a meeti.ng the same
evening and on Sunday. People Callie six
and seven miles, and a few saints came fifteen
miles. Half of the people could not get in
the house. There is a good interest manifest.
I have had a lonesome time introducing the
angel message to the prnple of Nor th
Arkansas, and at times I have thought I was
doing no good at all. But I have learned
that it takes a lon~, steady fight to revolu·
tio~ize people's minds and build up our work
in new fields. I now see the mist is clearing
away in this field. During my absence I rEceived invitations t.o go to ten count,ies in
the north half of the State to preach the
gospel. Among them an inquiry from a
Baptist preacher wishing me to tell him
something about our faith. I opened acorrespondence with him, and sent some of our
literature. A few days ago I received a letter
from him, stating that he is converted, and
wishes me to come and b;i,pti.1.e him. He
said, ''I have preached what the Baptists

I
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some one would say I did it for my own and
my family's benefit; and so very little tithing
is paid in this section of Texas. The Bishop
seems to thiak this district ought to pay the
expenses of one missionary. I guess I have
spoiled the district, in paying my own expenses for so long and not calling upon them.
I suppose they thought I had plenty of money,
but this is to notify the district that I am not
able to pay my indebtedness at this time,
and if you can pay your tithing to the
church, then the church can pay my family
what is owing them. The money must be
paid into the Bishop:s hands before he pay
pay it out. "Pay that thou owest;" the
PARRISH, Ill.; Sept. 9.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Slover and I have Lord not excepted.
I am still yours in bonds,
been holding meetings at the above place,
E. W. NUNLT!iY.
and four were baptized on Tuesday; one a
Christian preacher. Our Master graciously
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Sept. 13.
bestowed bis Spirit, to our confirmation and
Editors Herald:-Our reunion .at Bushrod
joy. The cause is in a fair condition I think
at that place. Before coming here I held park is over, and many hearts were made to
meetings at S;,iringerton and Bungay two rejoice as the faith and hope of the saints
weeks, but there was not much interest at were explained hy the various speakers.
either place. I visited a sister of the Utah Three of the speakers are worthy of special
faith and explained the difference between mention; Brn. Hilliard, Barmure, and Parthe two churches; she hardly knew anything kin. Bro. Hilliard delivered the crowning
about the history of the church or about po- two sermons of the last day. In the morning
lygamy. We left her very favorable to our he took for his text Matthew 16: 17-19, and
claims, and think she will r.ome into the true showed that the "gates of bell" had not and
church ere long. We came to Odel school- could not prevail against Christ's church.
house yesterday: meeting last night, schoul He followed in the evening on the same subfull, good liberty; will remain over Sunday. ject, proving that "if his church could not
Pray for us that we may receive health, wis- cast the Devil out, it had no power to save,
dom, and strength for the work; all the and if it bas not power in this world to cast
saints are talking of going to the reunion of him out, what assurance have we t,bat Christ
the district at Arrington Station, on Air Line will have power over him in the other
world?" He showed that there bas been a
railroad.
YourR in the faith,
conflict between Christ and the Devil all
V. D. BAGGERLY.
down through the stream of time, and that
Christ
would finally wrest his power from
RODGERS, Texas, Sept. 18.
Editors Herald:-I started last Saturday to him and gain a complete victory. When we
go to Gatesville, Coryell County, to meet enter Christ's church we enter the conflict
some members of the church there to carry too, and we must not he discouraged, but
me to Pidcoke, some sixteen miles away, .have faith in God, and appeal to him in the
where I expected to do some preaching; but name of Christ, and have faith all the tirne.
missing train connection at McGregor, did His sermon was more than well received.
not arrive at Gatesville until Sunday, so did We have only one Gaorge H. Hilliard, but I
not meet anyone to carry me to Pidcoke. I wish we had more. The saints are all jubiCHAS. A. PARKIN.
did not have money to pay for conveyance, lant.

called the Bible for nine years, but God bas
shown me that the Latter Day Saints are
right."
I am truly glad that the time has come
when I can report favorable news for the
work in North Arkansas. Now we need to
pray the Lord to send more laborers to
Arkansas.
Some sectarians are writing and challenging for discussion, but I shall do as I have
done before, hold them off until I see that a
discussion is absolutely necessary.
JOSEPH WARD.

and coulcl not walk that distance and carry
my grip, so I turned back and stopped off at
Rodgers to visit the saints there. I found
them getting along about as ksual. Bro. E.
D. Thompson is at his shoe bench, mending
shoes for the public, aad arguing on the
Scriptures with those who don't agree with
him. He keeps his Bible right at hand to
refer to. He has lived here for some time,
but is talking about moving to Wichita
County for the health of his wife and daughter Tennie; ancJ he says he want$ to get where
there is a branch of the church. It may be
that he wants to get into a new section,
where he can do more preaching.
I aim to leave here next Monday. I have
to do what preaching I do in a small section
of country, on account of scarcity of money.
I have received three dollars and forty-two
cents this conference year. My family bas
not received anything from any source as to
the church. I hardly ever preach the law of
tithing, because I am a missionary, and fear

NEW CASTLE, N. S. W., Aug. 18.

Editors Herald:-Last Sunday the president

I

of the Hamilton branch (New Castle) baptized thirteen in the Hunter River; and today we officiated for two more. This makes
sixteen in the last three months. Half of
them were the fruits of the work of teachers
in the Sunday school.
The children in this country have a slight
advantage over somb others by the knowledge received· at the day school, where
scripture lessons are a part of the course of
study. But the children of the saints' Sunday school would not need to depead on that
alone. The excellent instruction contained
in the Quarterlies, which is inculcated by
faithful teachers, prepares them for the
kingdom Rooner than tbo~e belonging to parents of other churches. I noticed that the
superintendent of the saints' school sometimes curtailed the lesson review and finisbed by catechizing the children on the first

principles of the gospel. Hardly a child in
the school can be found who cannot pass the
examination satisfactorily. It is a common
thing, too, to see the same juveniles at the
mid-week prayer meeting. These are among
the hopeful signs in our ranks in this land.
Mr. Ben Tillett, the socialist and labor
orator, worker, and agitator, of London, is
now in the colonies for his health and on a
lecture tour. He is naturally eloquent; and
the irregularities and evils of the financial,
industrial, and social departments of theworld's affairs furnish him with favorable
material upon which to spend his eloquence.
The papers are criticising bis positions,
which serves to bring out both sides of the
great and crying problems now before the
world.
One point was of interest to me, and that
was the hope which be expressed that selfishness would be put away among the great
suffering mass of laboring classes of humanity.
Such, he said, only defeated their aims.
Here is the crux of the whole position. Several socialistic schemes have been tried and
failure resulted; because the perversity of
human nature, with its selfishness, ambition,
or jealousy stood in the way to success. The
principles of the colony or community were
nice on paper, but impractical in the present
constitution of human nature. The world is
helpless after all, and needs regeneration.
And He who offers to regenerate the human
heart also provides the best plan of Christian
socialism to be obtained. We claim to have
this plan and regeneration, restored by the
Author. What tremendous importance there
is in onr message! Are our efforts as a
church, to herald these glad tidings to others,
commensurate with the importance of the
message and our responsibility in the same?
If ~e can answer in the affirmative, happy
are we.
I go to Sydney this week to expose Utah
eld0rs who, I am informed, are introducing
themselves as elders of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
GOMER WELLS.
Foundry Hill, WHITLOCK,
Tennessee, Oct. 1.
Editors Herald:-The work is onward in
this part of the mission, we are glad to note.
By the united efforts of Brn. Henson, Snow,
and the writer we have added by baptism
sixty-one, and there are many more "almost
persuaded." Bro. Henson is a "stalwart"
for this country, and is the very best in my
acquaintance for warming up the old
branches and watering those who have been
converted for years, as well as others. He
has done th9 major part of the baptizing and
is the right man here, and should be richly
sustained.
We organized a Sunday school yesterday
and sent for supplies-the first in the district
that I know of. The "yellow jack" is in close
proximity; the people are praying for frost.
Bro. T. C. K. is quarantined at Scranton.
Afflictions come not singly. May the good
Lord abundantly provide.
Yours,
T. W. CHATBURN.
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SAN. FRANCISCO, Cal., Sept. 20.
Editors Herald:-I wrote to the Herald
about seven years ago, asking for the prayers
of the saints in my behalf. I had been suffering from acute neuralgia for many months;
and as I sat some days after writing, thinking now that the Herald had been published
and mailed, and some had received their
papers and in the evening would pray for me
and I would be healed, suddenly the pain all
left me and it has never returned.
I have received instant relief from pain
many times through the pra,yers of the saints;
and now I believe the Lord will give me
strength according to my needs if the saints
will kindly remember me in their secret
prayers. I have six small children and my
duties are many; but if I work but a few
hours at what I did not consider hard work
in the past, I am not able to be up at all the
next day. I ask you all to pray for me, dear
saints, that if it is the Lord's will I may become robust and strong, and I will try to
be faithful as I have tried in my weakness.
In bonds,
MARY HAWLEY.
ARTHUR, Ont., Sept. 22.
Editm·s Herald:-Am busy in the work,
preaching and visiting every day; am at
present feeling very unwell. The Lord is
blessing my labors abundantly of late; am
having full houses; many are interested
while multitudes are scorning; yet notwithstanding the opposition, the cause of God is
rolling forth. It seems to move the faster
when persecution rages and slanderous
stories go the rounds. Twenty-four have
been baptized this last month and others are
about to step into the kingdom. I expect
Elder R. C. Evans shortly to organize a
branch.
I find lots to do; more calls than I can fill,
and it seems much easier to convince and
convict the people of late than ever before in
my work. Was sorry to learn of the persecution that fell to our brother, T. C. Kelley,
in Mississippi. Truly Satan is not dead yet
and has not forgotten his old tactics of killing off the saints. May the Lord help us to
be faithful that we may be accounted worthy
to suffer when Satan shall again seek to destroy God's people. No doubt persecution
will be more general when the endowments
from heaven are given to the ministry.
As ever, in the conflict,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.
RITCHIE, Ill., Sept. 24.
Editors Herald:-The late two·days' meeting held at Mission branch, LaSalle County,
was in many regards a success. The weather
was ideal; the social services were peaceful
and spiritual, and the preaching represented
"unity in diversity." Two young brethren
were ordained to the priesthood, and if prayers and good wishes have influence cm life's
successes, doubtless they will have attained a
full measure at the end of their earthly
working days. Brethren John H. Lake, T.
J. Sheldon, W. Vickery, L. Houghton, and
G. Schiedecker were present, besides a number of the resident brethren contributed
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materially to the success of the meetings.
"It was good to be there."
We passed on from Mission to visit scattered Israel in Braidwood, Coal City, and
other adjacent places. Thus far we have
found all in the faith, and in most instances
in the spirit of the gospel. Everywhere the
time to visit seemed too short to me, and in
some instances my soul was filled with love
and gratitude to God in witnessing how those
isolated saints are kept in the beautiful life
and faith of the gospel by reading God's word
and living to enjoy the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit. Our Lord made no mistake
when he said: "The water that I shall give
him shall be in him a well of water springing
up unto everlasting life." I fully realized
that there was no spot on this earth where it
was not "good to be a saint of latter days."
In cm;npany with Bro. L. Houghton we began a series of meetings last evening in an
M. E. chapel in this neighborhood.
We
hope to continue the effort so long as the interest of the work shall demand, or circumstances permit.
We had a good-sized
audience last evening, but we do not accept
it, necessarily, as a compliment to preachers
to have a large congregation to hear the first
sermon. We seek for wisdom and strength
to do our duty, leaving results with God.
Believing ail will be "crowned" who "strive
lawfully," I remain, "in hope of eternal life,
which God, that cannot lie, promised before
the world began."
F. M. COOPER.

I

LUCAS, Iowa, Sept. 29.
Editors Herald:-On August l I secured
the use of the Coal Creek Union church,
thirteen miles west of Oskaloosa, used l.t one
week, when the Baptists and United Brethren, who have regular appointments there,
closed the door against me at the close of the
first week, and threatened me with eggs,
''rare done." But this was stopped by those
they call sinners. After being shut out, I
went to Oskaloosa, expecting to go north
the next afternoon; but while I was walking
on the streets, I was met by three men, who
asked me if I was the man thll\t had been
preaching at Coal Creek. I told them I was;
they said, "We are not members of any
church, but we helped to build it a Union
church, and still help to keep it up-help
pay two preachers- and we demand equal
rights and justice to all. Will you come
back if we will secure the church?" I told
them I would. They got up a petition and
circulated it among the donors of the church,
and returr;ed to Oskaloosa, and took me
back, opened the church, where we had fair
congregations for two weeks. I left several
near the kingdom, and they have since sent
for me to come back, and I expect to visit
them soon after conference.
From there I went to Pekay; again I was
shut out of the Congregational church, but
the good people of Pekay who have not been
poisoned by sectarianism opened the large
new schoolhouse, when I held meetings for
about three weeks with good interest.
. I had the pleasure of baptizing Sister Calbert, whom I feel confident will be an active
icrnd useful member, and there are several
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more that will follow soon. I organized a
Sunday school and a cottage prayer meeting.
There are several good saints in Pekay, and
I have no doubt of the success of the work
in that place.
At the close of our last services, in behalf
of the saints and friends, Sister Campbell
presented me with a fine Bible; and the good
people of Oskaloosa and Pekay, knowing that
it takes money to travel on the cars, amply
supplied my wants in that line. I went from
there to Lost Creek, held two services, expect to return and hold a series of meetings.
W. H. KEPHART.
EAST AURORA, N. Y., St>pt. 23.
Editors Herald:-After an absence of nearly
six weeks from my field of labor, on account
of sickness of my little girl, I am glad to be
able to report that all is fairly well, and
that I am again in my field. One week ago
yesterday I landed in East Aurora, and was
made welcome at the home of Bro. Philip C.
Fisher and wife. The next evening I opened
up the fall campaign at East Elma, and have
preached there every evening since then.
Congregations are not large but some few
seem interested and, for their sakes, I am
working and praying.
Preaching every
evening, and then riding four and three
fourth miles in the night, air, isn't the best
for the health of the preacher; but as there
seemed to be no alternative, I have been doing so, feeling thankful to have a good home
at the end of the ride.
I hope my correspondents will be charitable enough to forgive any seeming negligence on my part, the past four weeks.
My permanant address is Temple, Lake
County, Ohio.
In gospel bonds,
ISAAC M. SMITH.
ORTING, Wash., Sept. 21.
Editors Herald:-I am alone again, as to
ministerial help. Bro. Chase having remained at Castle Rock. We left Waterloo
together, intending to come up into these
parts; but means were getting short, so concluded to unite our funds and separate; Bro.
Chase and Bro. S. Cmm to put up the tent in
a large hop field. Preach nights and pick
hops during the day, and make a small raise.
But I have since learned that business matters prevented Bro. Crum from going with
him, leaving Bro. Chase to do his own picking, cooking, singing, praying, and preaching, all of which he can and will do without
complaint; but it is no soft job-to put it in
western form-I can assure you. I am proud
of the Latter Day Saint ministry, and I believe the Lord is.
I went on up to Ellens burgh some two hundred and fifty miles (where I was met and
kindly cared for by Bro. Dawson and family)
to see what could be done there, and to meet
a Campbellite divine who had made a bitter
attack on the faith, it being supposed that a
discussion might grow out of the affair, I
preached in his presence, giving as full a
presentation of our faith as I could in the
time allo.tted me, not forgetting those parts
most offensive to him, then gave opportunity
for reply; but silence reigned; neither he nor
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the audience wanted any more doctrine or
debate.
At Roslyn, my next stopping place, I met a
small band of saints holding up the standard
as best they can amid much wickedness, who
seemed pleased to meet me, which pleasure
was mutual. The use of the Baptist church
was obtained, where we did our best-saints
and minister-to tell the old story for nine
evenings; results not as great as we desired;
three were baptized, the fruits, I Judge, of
Bro. and Sr. Smith's labors. I there had the
pleasure of meeting Bro. David Davis, a son
of old Bro. Davis, so well arid favorably
known in California. I was reminded of the
old saying, "A chip off the old block." Perhaps I need not say that I was well cared for
and my temporal wants not forgotten by the
saints of Roslyn. I also met Bro. Enge, an
earne8t worker, who walked thirty miles to
attend one meeting, and gave me a dollar. I
cannot say, Go others and do likewise, for
that seemed too much of an effort.
On Thursday I came here,found a noble little
band of workers and an appointment out for
that evening, so no time was lost in the
change, and that is what we elders like.
The Christian meetinghouse had been obtained here, in which we have held six services. The attendance has not been large,
but we are encouraged in knowing that God's
Spirit has been present, and we felt an
occ!J.sion that is of enough importance for it
to attend we can well afford to. Some here
seem much interested. Bro. Enge drove the
opening wedge here, and he may well feel
proud of the results of his eff~rts that were
fol10wed up by Brn. John Davis and J, C.
Clapp. These brethren are held in high
esteem in these parts; and Bro. John, having
been longest among them, they think he belongs to them; and I think the sooner
they are allowed to possess their property
the better.
At Castle Rock we held fourteen wellattended meetings in the city hall, .upwards
of one hundred in attendance; baptized three
and left several more that will unite at no
distant day. Was kindly cared for at the
hospitable home of Bro. Crum, whose honest
life there has done much towards aiding the
interest of the cause. I am feeling wi".Jl in
body and am hopeful. May God bless our
cause, is my prayer.
Until further notice my address will be
Castle Rock, Cowlitz County, Washington,
care of Samuel Crum.
HIRAM L. HOLT.
SANDYVILLE, Iowa, Sept. 24.

Editors Herald:-! reached this place on the
21st; began services the same evening in the
old district tent. Am abiding with Bro.
Joseph Knox and wife, while holding a series
of services. Am not able to speak yet of possible developments here. Preached twice on
Sunday the 19th at Des Moines, and in the
afternoon baptized a brother, Henry T. Watson, an intelligent man, fifty-one years old.
Some may remember him as an investigator
at Woodbine reunion in 1896. I tbink him
an humble man.
Will saints of Des Moines district, who can,

aid Bro. J. S. Roth financially, who is at local physician said it was "dengue," but the
Nevada, Story County, with the district tent. expert said "yellow." The local man gave:
Bro. and Sr. W. C. Hardy are the only saints up bis own head and doctored by the aid of
living at Nevada. Bro. E. B. Morgan will the "experts" for a few days, treating her
aid in -the labor, preaching the word, at for yellow fever. The lady grew worse. The
Nevada.
local man then laid off the expert's head, ana'
Bro. J .. F. McDowell is in our district for a replaced his own upon his shoulders, anal
brief rest up, visiting sister and niece; has ceased treating her for yellow fever, and she'
recently encouraged the saints at Runnells, was soon all right. It makes one think of°
in a ministerial way; will visit other points, the poor woman spoken of in the New Testa-·
and expects to be with us till after the con- ment, who had "suffered many things of
ference to be held at Runnells, October 8-10. many physicians, . . . and was nothing bet.We expect a large attendance at the confer- tered, but rather grew worse."
ence, in fact quite a reunion; and we hope all
The loss to the business of the country wilf
will come praying for a divine blessing on be millions, besides great inconvenience to
the work in this district, and a blessed, those who want to pass from place to place;
spiritual conference. We also anticipate a and many who are dependent on their daily
goodly attendance of the younger people in wages for a living are being fast reduced to
the interests of the Sunday school work. the verge of starvation, and all because
Saints must arouse themselves and apply "men's hearts failing them for fear, and for
their energies to greater faithfulness and looking after those things which are coming
diligence, and put on "the whole armor of on the earth." Truly all things are in "comGod," and be prepared for developments of motion." It is just what might be expected ..
grave character in the world at no distant Who that believes the Bible can be surday. "Gentile times" are closing, and new prised?
.
elements are coming to the front in the revoMy time will be out in the camps on Octolutionary order of things in churches and in ber 3. I go then to Garland, Alabama, to
state. Let us remember and remain on the attend conference there the 9th and 10th.
great foundation of the gospel restored.
In bonds,
T. 0. KELLEY.
Pray for the laborers in the Lord's vineyard.
C. SCOTT.
ALPINE, Mich., Sept. 28:
Tent G 2, U. S. Detention Camp,
FONTAINEBLEAU, Miss.,
September 27.
Editors Herald:-At this writing I am in
the employ of the United States government,
engaged in eating and resting by day, and
sleeping in quite a comfortable tent at night.
Uncle Sam does not pay anything for this
service, but insists on its being done for ten
days, before he will permit me and about five
hundred others to leave the place. I have
been many times invited to enjoy the hospitality of others, but this is the first time I
was ever compelled to accept.
The yellow fever scare has already done a
vast deal of injury to this southern country.
Business is paralyzed, and travel is suspended
between all coast and many other southern
towns, except under strict quarantine regulations, and quite a number of towns have
"shotgun" quarantine, and will not allow any0ne from the infected portions of the country
to enter them under any circumstances.
"Experts," are disagreed as to whether it
is really yellow fever or not. Some say
it is, and some say it is not. So the poor
unfortunate ones who. have the fever
are denied the satisfaction of knowing the
name of the disease from which they suffer.
So far the death rate has been about three in
one hundred, while in 1878, I am told by a Dr.
Adams, who was here at the time, it was
about seven in every ten. There is no need
for so much alarm, only Uncle Sam has
a few hundred thousand dollars on hand
to be used for yellow fever epidemics, and
some of the quarantine doctors wanted an
epidemic, and one would not come along, and
so they had to "get up" one. The money
was not comeatable in any other way.
, A lady near Scranton had fever. The

Editors IIerald:-The work is progressingfinely in this part of the vineyard. The
Grand Rapids branch held its two-days' meeting a few miles north of here August 14 and
15 and meetings have been continued every
Sunday since then until September 25. Elders Baggerly, H. H. Robinson, R. E. Grant,
and E. K. E·mns assisted and gave us many
glorious sermons.
On September 12 Elder R. E. Grant led six
into the water and buried them in baptism.
I think there are others very near the door.
The church doors in this community still remain closed against us, but we still have
places to meet.
Yours in bonds,
MARY NORTON.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Sept. 21.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Hilliard has left us.
He preached on the "latter-day Apostasy,''
Sunday evening, from 2 Peter 2: 1, 2, and 1
Timothy 4: 1-3. I wish every Salt Lake Mormon could have heard it. He showed that
they, the leaders, had fulfilled these.predictions and the "way of truth" spoken against.
His sermon was listened to with good attention. He also spoke in the morning for us on
the text, "The fool hath said in his heart
there is no God." Psalms 53: 1. And again
for the folks at Oakland. I did not hear that,
but others said it was good. The work here
is onward. We have some things that hinder, but in the main we go ahead.
In bonds,
C. A. PARKIN.
"Many a man refuses to love his neighbor
as himself because he has a garden and his
neighbor keeps hens."
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word written or unwritten. Before it
was written it was delivered orally
from the mouth of God's chosen minTACTICS OF DISCIPLES.-NO. 5.
isters, who took not the honor upon
thems~lves.
And as Paul declares to
RY ALVIN KNISLEY.
the
Thessalonians:TAYLOR.-"We have a record of what
For our gospel came not unto you in word
the apostles did, and God's will reonly, but also in power, and in the Holy
vealed to man through them, and, as
Ghost, and in much assurance.-1 Thess. 1: 5.
we have this, we do not need the
Taylor.--"We have all the words
apostles in person in the local conof prophecy that are necessary in orgregations of Christ in order to do der to our salvation in a written lanwondrous works to cause men to turn guage, and therefore when we wish to
to Christ."
hear one of the prophets speak, just
Comment.-On a parity of reason- open the Bible and read."
ing we might say that we have a
Comment.-On the same ground we
record of what the elders and deacons
might say we have all the words of
did, and therefore we do not need
preaching necessary for our salvation
them in person. If the fact of our
in a written language, and that whenhaving a record of what the apostles
ever we wish to hear a sermon or a
did, and of some revelations given
preacher speak, we can just open the
to the saints through them is eviBible and read. Likewise, the Bible
dence that we do not need them now,
gives an account of Christ feeding
the same argument will hold good
several thousand on a few loaves of
in the case of the elders and deabread and fishes; hence, whenever we
cons. Or it will hold good in the case
get hungry, to save the trouble of
of any other officers, so long as it hapbaking and cooking now-a-days we
pens to relate some of the things they
might just look up that portion of
did. The New Testament does not
scripture and read it! Ah! Mr. Taypretent to record all the things the
lor, to read of blessings people reapostles did, neither does it pretend
ceived eighteen centuries ago is not
to give or record all the revelations sufficient for us; we want them ourgiven through the apostles for the selves. And as regards the continuabenefit of the church. The New Testa- tion of apostles and prophets, with
ment is of a historical and doctrinal the other officers mentioned in the
character.
Some ,very important New Testament, we have this from
things the apostles did, and soma. Paul:doctrines of equal importance which
And he gave some, apostles; and some,
they taught are therein written. This prophets;
and some, evangelists; and some,
is admitted by everybody, I believe, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of
who even professes to believe the the saints, for the work of the ministry, for
Bible. But who knows, Mr. Taylor, the edifying of the body of Christ: till we all
in the unity of the faith, and of the
but what there were doctrines not in ·come
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect
the Bible of equal importance with man, unto the measure of the stature of the
those contained therein, taught and fullness of Cbrist.-Eph. 4: 11-13.
This quotation may seem rather
practiced by primitive Christians and
obligatory on modern Christians? I long to the most of our readers, with
can tell you who knows; the Latter whom it is so familiar. I hope, how·
Day Saints. One good consolation is ever, that their Heralds will chance
the fact that there is enough written fall into the hands of some one else
there to prove that the Disciple with whom it is not so familiar as
with themselves. Its importance conChurch is not the true church.
Taylor.-"We have their word, and sists in its giving the names of some
if men cannot believe them, they of the officers of the ancient church,
would not believe though one was as well as indicating the object of
their being placed in it, and the length
raised from the dead."
Comment.-You do not know that of tirue designed for them to continue.
we have all their word that was even ''Till we all come in the unity of the
written. And if what they wrote was faith;" "unto a perfect man," etc. It
the word of the Lord, writing it did is easily perceived that that time is
not constitute it his word. It existed somewhat distant yet. Apostles and
before it was written, and was his prophets, with the other officers, were
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to continue until the arrival of that
period designated by the apostle.
In conversation with a Disciple minister one time on this subject-the
necessity of having some men now
which they have not, as Christian officers-he argued that they were not
now necessary. I asked him about
some holding inferior offices, if they
were not now necessary, saying that
, 'I heard you say in your sermon the
other Sunday that your people ought
to get an 'evangelist' here to hold
services"? 0, yes, he believed in
having evangelists, and I think admitted the right of deacons as well, if
not elders and bishops. But I told
him that all those officers with apostles and prophets were to continue till
we come in the unity of the faith,"
etc., quoting to him the language of
Paul. "Well," he said, "that time
has arrived, that period came, that
promise was fulfilled; hence, away
with apostles and prophets."
"Then," I said, "if that time arrived, why do you have those other
officers, seeing they too were to continue, with the apostles and prophets,
till those stated conditions came?
Paul says, God gave apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers, to continue till the saints 'came
in the unity of the faith,' 'unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ.'
Now if that time has not yet come,
we need all those officers; if it has
come we need none of them, or one no
more than the other." It is, perhaps,
needless to say that I had the poor
preacher "boxed."
Taylor. - "God does not make revelations to any person now, as his work
was made complete when he made his
fajst revelation to the apostle John."
Comment.-Again you assert that
which you do not know to be true.
The former clause of your sentence,
in which you assert that God does not
reveal himself to any person now, is
based on the latter, which asserts
that God's work was completed in the
last revelation he gave to John. By
his "work" we will allow that you
mean his written word, his revelation,
as it is scarcely probable you would
believe him to have no more work to
do now or henceforth. Yet you are
constantly saying things just as silly.
, There is neither proof that the reve-
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lation God gave to John on Patmos
was the last revelation given to any·
one on earth, or that the revelation he
gave to John completed his work of
revelation. If there is to be any
credit attached to the early fathers
for the works they wrote, the very
opposite of your statement is true.
They testify that God continued to
reveal his mind and power during the
second, third, and also the fourth
centuries.
(See Church History,
American edition, page 254; Mosheim's History, vol. 1, p. 78; sermon
94 of John Wesley, on The More Excellent Way.) If I were to take time
here to search, I could give lots of
other references to different works
now extant, which testify to the continuation of those di.vine manifestations for a considerable period after
the deaths of the apostles. The fact
of John's book being the last one in
the Bible is no reason that it was the
last one given.
Taylor.-"In God's word we have a
record of miracles. But what were
they for? The purpose was to cause
men to believe."
Comment.-We deny your statement. But even if it were true, your
conclusion that miracles are not now
needed does not correctly follow.
The purpose of a miracle depended on
what its nature was. Some miracles
were performed for one purpose and
some for another. Some were performed for the restoration of sight to
the blind, others for hearing to the
deaf; others to empower the lame to
walk. But instead of making whole
the blind and deaf for the use and
benefit of those senses to the ones enjoying them, you would lead us to believe that they were cured for the
purpose of making some one else be··
lieve that Jesus was the Son of God.
Taylor.-"Are they necessary now?
. . . No."
Comment.-Why not; if they were
done to cause people to believe.
There are vver a billion of unbelievers
now out of a billion and a half of people.
Taylor. - "Unless the record, or
Bible, was wiped out of existence,
and the world was left bare in superstition and ignorance."
Comment.-The fact of the Bible
having existence does not preclude
the necessity of modern miracles if
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they were anciently done to make believers. The Bible does not claim to
take the place of miracles. If it does,
why not produce the passage? This
you do not do. .You cannot do it, because there is not such a passage to
be found in it. The New Testament
tells of some of the miracles performed by Christ and the apostles.
It also tells some truths and unfolds
some doctrines believed by the best
people on the earth at that time.
Those doctrines and facts had existence though, before they were written down. Writing them down on
tanned skin did not constitute them
what they were. Miracles were performed while those truths were personally carried forth and delivered by
the apostles; why should they cease
to be performed simply because those
truths were written down. If miracles were done to make people believe
it is evident that they are needed now
if anything more than before they
were written. If people would not
believe the testimony of living witnesses, they would be less likely to
believe the testimony of dead witnesses, especially when it is eighteen
hundred years old. Paul says:Covet earnestly the best gifts; and yet
show I unto you a more excellent way.-1
Cor. 12: 31.

Quoting this, Mr.Taylor proceeds to
quote part of the following chapter,
the thirteenth, and particularly the
eighth verse, where Paul says:Charity never faileth; but whether there
be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there
be tongues, they shall cease; whether there
be knowledge, it shall vanish away.

Taylor.-"Now, is it not a fact that
there are not any divinely inspired
prophets living now?;'
Comment.-No; because there are.
The passage quoted does not justify
your conclusion.
Taylor.-"Is it not a fact that
speaking in unknown tongues-without first learning the tongue-has
cEased?
Comment.- Yes: and it is equally
true that it has revived again, and is
now enjoyed by the people of the
Lord. It ceased with many other
things, because of wickedness and
apostasy, but returned when the gospel was restored to earth in the fore
part of this century.
Taylor. - "ls it not a fact that
supernatural knowledge has not been

handed down in succession from the
apostles, and therefore has vanished
from men?"
Comment.-It may be a fact, but
that is not a reason that it is not now
enjoyed or possessed by any. It is a
fact that the true church has not been
handed down or existed in succession
from the apostle's days. But the
true church has been restored, and
supernatural knowledge, which is one
of its components, was restored with it~
Taylor.-"Show (!)me the man who
can perform one miracle."
Comment.-I can't do it. There is,
however, One above who can perform
one miracle, and who has performed
many miracles in these last days
through the mediumship of his chosen
servants. He is continuing to perform them day by day in restoring
sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf,
raising his people from their beds of
sickness and affliction, and in many
other cases too numerous to mention.
Peter said:Why look ye so earnestly on us, as though
by our own power or holiness we had made
this man to walk.-Acts 3: 12.

He could not do it independently of
the intervention of God.
Taylor.-"Show (!) me the man
who can speak one unknown language
to him, and can interpret it in his own
language!"
Comment. - We could show you
many men who have spoken in unknown languages and interpreted
them by the same power by which
they spoke them. This is one of the
spiritual gifts mentioned by Paul in 1
Corinthians 12. He says "the manifestation of the Spirit is given to
every man to profit withal." To one
was given oFJ.e gift, to another another
gift, "dividing to every man severally
as he [God] will." Those gifts are
precious, and cometh from God, and
are not enjoyed by the will of man,
but by the will of God.
Taylor. - "They cannot be found
among the living of to-day."
Comrnent.-It is as easy to say that
they were not found among the living
anciently, who are now dead. Many
deny that they were found among
them. Different men offer different
excuses for not believing that miracles were performed by the apostles.
Some men, like Hume, argue that it
is a, scientific impossibility. What-

I
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ever their excuses are, it is hard to
conceive how they could be any more
·
mconsistent than you are in the excuse you offer for denying modern
miracles.
Taylor.-"Therefore, all claims to
be in possession of them are utterly
false and wholly untrue."
Comment.-An easy way you have
of reaching a conclusion. It is indeed
amusing to see you. You do squeeze
out a phantom of reason now and then,
and after a few unproved assertions
exclaim, "therefore all claims to be in
possession of them are utterly false."
Taylor.- "Since we have arrived at
the period of perfection in the body of
Christ, we do not need the apostles,
and so on."
Comment.-"Period of perfection."
Perfection in what? Perhaps you
allude to divine revelation, or the
Bible. You have not adduced an iota
of evidence from the beginning of
your review, of the Bible's being perfeet.
Taylor.- "God did not intend for
such to be after the institution of his
Son was once established as a fact in
the minds of men."
Comment.-Such composed a part
of the institution of his Son. Paul
says:And God hath set some in the church, first
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, diversities of
tongues.-l Cor. 12 : 28 .

When those components ceased, the
church ceased to be est.ablished. We
know the mind and intentions of God
by what he says. Through Paul he
says he set those officers and things
in the church, and as he has failed to
give us any notice of his intention to
set them out, we insist that no one
has the right to do it for him.
Our critic makes the following quotation from page three of the tract on
"Discipleism":McDowell.In "The Disciples of Christ," by J.F.Rowe,
page 29, we read that they learned "how to
use the rules of Bible interpretation,-how to
quote and apply Scriptures." By what rule
of Bible interpretation would they dispense
with these essential qualities of the primitive
Christian system? Thomas Campbell and
bis son Alexander staunchly averred that a
universal apostasy had occurred from original Christianity. They found the entire
religious world in possession of the merest
"form of godliness, denying the power
thereof." This being true, and .primitive

.

.

Christianity having been vested with a
divine power found in audible inspiration,
how could that same form of a Christian institution be restored in all its parts without
being rehabilitated with a similar inspiration
of the Holy Spirit sent down from heaven?

Taylor.-"I wish to ask that man
of sin again, if the word of God was
ever lost-annihilated?"
Comment.-That depends on what
you mean by the "word of God." If
you mean the written word, we answer
that it has been partially lost; if you
mean the unwritten word, we answer
that it is impossible for it to be lostso far as being destroyed, or what you
call "annihilated," is concerned. I
might observe again that the existence
of the word or law of God does not
depend on its being written down.
Jesus said, "Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my word shall not pass
away." During the three years ministry of Jesus with his disciples, he
taught them some very important
truths. He told them that he would
in process of time leave them, but
that be would give them the Comforter
to guide them into all truth, and bring
past things to their remembrance, and
so on. We have no record of Jesus
doing any writing. So far as we can
find out, his teachings were orally delivered to all the people with whom he
came in scriptural contact from time
to time. We doubt not, however, his
·
H e saiq,
,:) h e only did
a b'l'
l ity to write.
or said that which he was commanded
by his Father. And being guided by
the All-wise and All-powerful God,
writing or nothing else was too great
for him to perform when it pleased
God for him to do so.
The words which he taught, the
laws which he enforced, whether general or limited in their application to
individuals, were not made such
merely by being written. And if they
had never been written it would not
prove that they were not delivered,
nor that they were not what they
were after their delivery. Some of
them-but not all-were written by
the apostles in after years, with some
that they received from him by revelation after his death and ascension.
There is no proof in the New Testament that all the laws and ordinances
incumbent on primitive Christians are
t · d · th t b 00 k
S
~on ame m
a
· . ome :e~y
I important ones are mentioned it is
I true, but that there were none in force

besides those that are mentioned, you
know not.
You people ' unsupported by reason
or divine revelation, take the Bible as
one round whole, a perfect revelation,
a complete canon of scripture. This
you do when you have not a particle
of evidence that all God's laws binding on his people were even written
down. Those that were written were
written on perishable material and, as
I have before observed, the originals
are not known to be in existence at
the present day.
But suppose they were, and suppose
all that ever was written for God's
people were handed down to us in a
perfect, uncorrupted state, that would
not prove that God's church exists,
and tbatthere is a people on the earth
who have a right to preach and administer the ordinances of the gospel.
The New Test'ament qualifies no one
to preach and baptize, but it tells who
were qualified. People in order to be
adopted into the citizenship of your
country, and be entitled to its rights
and privileges, must have some one
legally qualified by other or higher
authority to adopt them. A mere
knowledge of the law of how they are
to be adopted will not adopt them;
neither will the law itself qualify anyone to adopt them.
TJ:ie Bible was so named in the
fourt,h century, according to Chrysostom. We are told that the original
mi:muscripts of the Old Testament,
written prior to the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, perished in
the destruction of the first temple at
that time. So says Chambers' Encyclopedia. The same authority says
that a man was afterward inspired to
rewrite them, or to make a recension
of other existing copies. Whatever
may be the facts of the case in relation to this matter, is uncertain, even
I to the learned. But one thing is un, doubted by the scholastic.world, I believe, which is that the Old Testament
was translated from Hebrew into
Greek some time before Christ by
seventy learned Jews. It is called
the Septuagint or Alexandrian, and
was translated in Egypt about 285 B.
c. From that date up to the present,
it has existed in Greek. There are,
h
t · H b
owever, cer am e rew manuscripts
extant now, but not one of that pre·
cious volume entire is one thousand
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years old, or little earlier than Wil- j great difficulties in the way of any easy intelligence of them. The punctuations, too, beliam the Conquerer.
ing necessarily dependant on/these divisions
The New Testament was probably is so far from accurate; and taken altogether
written on papyrus, an Egyptian it affords a demonstration that there is no
plant. It is said to· have been the more divinity in the chapters, verses, comleast durable of any material that mas, semicolons, colons, and periods of the
inspired writings than there is in the paper
could be obtained for that purpose. on which they are inscribed or in the ink by
Stanley Leathes, D. D., says it was whi~h they are depicted to our view.
written in Greek. It has been copied
The various readings in the different copies
and recopied many times. It has also of the New Testament manuscripts are of an
been subjected to many different immense number, each newly discovered
copy increasing the number. So that Alextranslations by different translators. ander Roberts, D. D., says that while they
Each one differs from all the rest. were reckoned at thirty thousand in the last
And finally comes the Revised Version century, they are generally referred to as
of both the Old and New Testaments, amounting to no less than one hundred and
which is claimed to be superior to all fifty thousand at the present day.-Companion to the Revised Version of New Testathose which preceded it. Yet the Re- ment.
visers themselves confess that it conA question may arise in our minds
tains "blemishes and imperfections." in regard to the veracity of all these
They admit that a perfect revision things. We see our mother's Bible
could not be given by organized before us which she not only taught
efforts without being assisted by us to believe, but which she revered
"divine help." That is admitting that as her own life.
We see so many
we cannot have the Bible in a per· professing belief in it and extolling it
feet, uncorrupted condit,ion without to the heavens as the perfect revelainspiration. For divine help of that tion of God to his chosen apostles.
character would be inspiration. Then But we have only to read it critically
when they admit that their revision and studiously tilf we find these
could not be perfectly accomplished things largely confirmed. We read
without divine help, and afterward thBJt the Lord repented of the evil he
that there are blemishes and imper- did: Jeremiah 26: 19; Exodus 32: 14.
fections in their revision, they just That he tempted people, or led them
virtually acknowledge that they did into temptation: Matthew 4: 1; Genenot have divine help. The Spirit sis 22: 1. That men awoke and found
shall "guide you into all truth," said themselves dead: Isaiah 37: 36; 2
Jesus.
Kings 19: 35.
That an evil spirit
There are forty-one extant apocry- from God entered Saul: lSamuel 16:
phal books of the New Testament, 14. That Jesus baptized with water
and sixty-eight lost books which are and that he did not: John 3: 22-26
referred to in the writings of the versus 4: 2. That those who jourearly fathers. The division of the neyed with Paul when he was struck
canonical books into chapters, verses, down heard the voice and that they did
etc., is not the work of inspiration. not: Acts 9: 7 versus 22: 9. That
Your great Alexander Campbell says, Ahaziah was two y8ars older than
in Christian Baptism, page 39.
his father, that he was forty-two when
The various divisions and subdivisions of he began to reign, and that he was only
the sacred scriptures into chapters, verses, twenty-two: 2 Chronicles 21: 20 and
and members of sentences, are of hum?.n au- 22 : l, 2 veraus 2 Kings S: 2 6. There
thority, and to be regarded as such. Ancient,ly alt the books of the sa0,red scriptures
were wdtten in one rJontinuoua manner,
without a bre<.k, a chapter, or a verse. 'l'he
division into chapters tha,t now universaJly
obtains in Europe derived its origin from Cardinal Cario, who lived in the twelfth century.
The subdivision into verses is of no older
date than the middle of the sixteenth century, and was the invention of Robert
Stevens. Whatever advantages these divisions may have been in the way.of facilitating
references they have so dislocated and
.
.
t h e connection
as to not,
b ro lrnn to pieces
only to have given the Script.ures the·a.pp. ears,nc.e of a book of proveJ:"hs, but have thrown

are scores of others. We cannot admit that the original writers made all
th.os~ big blunders. Simply calling ~ttent10n to them as they now exrnt
throws no discredit on the good men
f
h
th
. . ll
t d
rom W 0 r:1 ey ~rigina Y emana e ·
·'!.'hey are m no wise amenable to God
or man for the alterations that have
taken place since.
Taylor._ "If so [that God's word
l t A K J th
ld
was os . . -. '
en we wou
surely agree with him concermng an~
divine outpouring of the

I

. .

.

Spirit sent down from heaven to guide
some rechosen apostles in to all truth."
Comment.-God's word is not his
church. If his church ceased to exist,
and if there was an apostasy as described in the Bible, another outpouring of the Holy Spirit is necessary
any way.
Taylor.-"Strange to see that some
men cannot discriminate between
God's word and the apostasy of the
people."
Comment. - Strange to see that
others cannot discriminate between
God's word. and the church of God,
or God's word and the right to administer it.

BonfersnGB jVIinlI188.
PITTSBURG.
Conference assembled in the saints' church
at Wheeling, V'!est Virginia, Saturday, September 18, 1897, at 10: 30 a. m. After temporary organization G. T. Griffiths was
chosen president, assisted by Frank Criley;
secretary pro tern., D. L. Shinn. Hymn 200
was then sung and the meeting took an
informal character. Short speeches were
made by J. C. Foss, D. L. Shinn, Frank
Criley, and G. T. Griffiths. Bishop's agent's
report was read and referred to an auditing
committee, who found report correct: Total
receipts $100.22; total expenditures $98.45;
on hand $1. 77. Reports of officers and ministers: The president of the district and the
secretary, 0. J. Tary, reported in writing; G.
H. Hulmes, W. J. Smith, D. L. Shinn baptized 4, J. C. Foss, and J. Wayt. Branch
reports: Pittsburg 180, 3 baptized, 4 expelled, 1 died. Wheeling 139; ---i died. C.
Ed Miller was sustained president, Ed Omohundro secretary, assis·ted by 0. J. Tary.
Branches not reporting: Glen Easton (Fairview), Fayette City, Pennsylvania, and Banning, Pennsylvania. Preaching by Elders D.
L. Shinn, J.C. Foss, and W. J. Smith. Conference adjourned to meet at the call of
president and missionary in charge; time
and place to be designateµ by them.

WESTERN WALES.
Conference was held in the saints' chapel,
Llanelly, September 4, 1897, at six p. m.; E.
1 R. Dewsnup president, L. Bishop secretary.
1 The minis;ry ga~e. a verbal report of their
labors. 'Ihe spiritual report of Llanelly,
1
Morris ton, and Pontyeats . br~nches we:e
read. Sr. J. Edwards, pres1deni; of the s1sters' aid society, gave her report, which was
much appreciated. E. R. Dewsnup then resigned as district president; resignation accepted.
Rees Jenkins was duly elected
district president. Resolved that selections
be made from the Doctrine and Covenants on
d uties
. o f o ffi cers d e fi ne d . I t was 1e f t in
. th e
hands of Rees Jenkins to report next co.nference. Sunday aftemoon an excellent prayer
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and testimony meeting was held. At six p.
m. Elders J. Dewsnup and F. G. Pitt were
the speakers. A vote of thanks was passed
to Llanelly saints for their kindness in providing for all visitors. Resolved that all the
various quorums be sustained by our faith
2.nrl .Prayers.

Mi8BBllanBo1Js Ilspartmsnt.
PASTORAL.

'

81Jndau School Associations.
POTTAWATTAMIE.
The Pottawattamie district Sunday school
;association convened at Hazel Dell, September 18, 1897, at two p. m.; J. E. Hansen superintendent; J. F. Mintun was chosen to take
the chair, Jennie E. Scott secretary. Reports received from most of the teachers and
officers of the schools in the district, also reports from district superintendent and treasurer. Four schools in the district reported,
showing an enrollment of 251 divided into 23
classes. No repot"t received from Crescent
school. Bro. Caffall being present, gave a very
interesting talk regarding the Sunday school
work in England. Regular business of the
district was carried out and a literary entertainment given in th3 evening. Sunday
school at 9: 45 Sunday morning. Sunday
school talk by T. W. Williams at eleven a.
m.
Afternoon given to Bro. Mintun on
blackboard work, Sunday school work at
Woodbine reunion, and other interesting
features. Adjourned to meet at Council
Bluffs second Saturday and Sunday in December.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Convention of the Northeastern Missouri
district will convene at Bevier, Friday, October 8, at nine a. m., for prayer service, to
which a special invitation is given to all Sunday school workers to be in attendance.
Promptly at ten a. m. the business session
begins. A good report is desired from all
schools in the district. In the afternoon
some very interesting papers will be read on
Sunday school work, and there will be a normal class drill. The program for the evening will be of a literary character. Some
very good i:ecitations will be recited. Let
all those that will attend come on time and
come prepared to make thi8 convention a
success.
LOUISE PALFREY, Supt.
M. J. RICHARDS, Sec.

Chri.st ought, I think, to suffice and precludes
the thought of justification in exhibition of
indifference in dealing with the transgressor.
Further, the promise to the righteous of
shining as the sun, in the kingdom of their
Father, is not realized until all that offends,
etc., is gathered out of the kingdom. How
striking, then, is the evidence as to the necessity of a final separation, ere the righteous
shall bask in the fullness of God's glory and
perfection.

I wisb. to inform all concerned that I enter
into cooperative measures, as suggested in
Bro. J. R. Lambert's pastoral, found on page
611, in He1·ald for September 22.
I have already received some invitations,
to which I will respond as soon as practicable.
And it may be that the brethren think a
vacation of three weeks, being one week
Being a petitionist, I can only become a
for each year of absence from home, sufficient, recipient of God's favor as I abide in or by
and perhaps it is; for inactivity is not health- revealed conditions. It were therefore preful in a spiritual sense to any Latter Day sumptuous, if not wicked on my part, to quibSaint, especially not to a representative.
ble over or question the sacredness or the
To those with whom I am to cooperate as imperativeness of those conditions. Look
per appointment, I wish to state that so far well to an original article in Herald for Sepas I know our cause is the same as when I tember 22, and compare it with the following,
aforetime cooperated with some with whom and I think a very striking compatibility
I am to recommence the work of cooperation, therewith will be visible:
"And that ye
hence know of no necessity for change, might escape the power of the enemy, and be
unless the change shall consist in an in- gathered unto me a righteous people, witbcreased fidelity and loyalty to given and out spot and blameless: wherefore, for this
accepted law, which, if we would succeed in cause I gave unto you the commandment,
the divine life, must always be the rule of that ye should go to the Ohio; and there I
action.
will give unto you my law," etc. This ex'Tis good to be zealously engaged, if 80 be our plicitness of God's law, making plain its dezeal be according to knowledge, because a zeal sign, with many others similar in character,
not according to knowledge, if persisted in, will were doubtless given to meet an exigency
work.evil for the cause proportionately as a brought about because of the opposition to
zeal according to knowledge will work good. God's written word, at the time of the introAnd I know of no warrant for me to work, by duction of the latter-day work, that the saints
t.heory or practice, against the well-being of might be warned, stimulated, and instructed.
the cause, therefore look for no special
I have said, and still insist, that the success
favors, for none, from member to president, of the body is brought about by the spiritual
are exempt from the law. And while the activity of the several integral parts of the
law may be a terror to evil doers, it is ever a body; therefore there can be no justification
praise to them that do well.
for inactivity or· negligence by official or
A concession as to the realism of the gos- nonofficial.
pel plan involves a necessity on my part for
I believe branch officials should be united,
a practical demonstration of corresponding living, moving, and acting in each other's
realism in my moral rectitude.
confidence and affections, paying special atI have said, and still insist, that the sue- tention to individual duties and responsibilicess of the body is a result of spiritual ac- ties, and by their united efforts should be
tivity of the several integral parts of the familiar with the moral status of the membody; for which purpose, I believe, God de- bers of the branch, and to my mind the resi;rns that the several departments should be vealment of the duties and prerogative of
powerful, according to the gifts and calling the several officials of the church gives sufof God unto them. Those entering into the ficient evidence as to the necessity and dilimarriage are ready, and if this readiness is gence, in the performance of these revealied
not attributable to activity in our proba- duties. And I believe he gives the best evitionary career, I ·am at sea and fail to see the dence of a knowlege of his own duties who
benefit of subjugating our wi11 to God's will, legitimately studies and labors to guard and
and resignedly submitting to requisite sac- foster the rights of others. And I further
rifice, self-denial, etc.
believe it to be the duty of every official, to
Though efforts may be put forth to justify properly discriminate between a love for
nonaction in severing the transgressor from domination, undue officiousness, and a godly
the body, under the pretext that the wheat zeal leading to the performa,nce of 18,w imand tares are to grow together until harvest, posed duties, which I think should be car··
I have never been able to see the force of ried out or performtld with an eye single to
such reasoning. It is possible, of course, God's glory, being satisfied to let God take
the limitedness of my capacity may be pre- care of results. And he who practically
ventive. Be this as it may, Christ never demonstrates a conception of the significance
taught erroneously, and he says, "The field and imperativeness of the declaration; viz.:
is the world; the good seed are the children "The elders shall see that my [Christ's] law
of the kingdom: but the tares are the chi!- is kept," should be sustained and encouraged:
dren of the wicked one; the enemy that But there is a possibility that the "hypocritsowed them is the devil; the harvest is the ical whine" of those who evince a determinaend of the world; and the reapers are the 1· tion to rule or ruin, may be beard, and the
angels. As therefore the tares are gathered other ig·nored; for poor, imperfect man is
and burned in the fire; so shall it be in the , often vacillating, rather leaning to policy for
end of the world/' This disti!>.ctfon made by ! present ad vantage, than summoning the

I

Convention of the Northeastern Kansas district will meet one day previous to conference at Centralia. The session will begin
Friday, October 8, at ten a. m. Blank reports are expected from all the schools so as
to make a full district re'port. Let all make
an effort to come, that we may have a profitable time. A program is being planned by
superintendent.
]'RANK J. PIERCE, Sec.
._
"Take all reasonable advantage of that
which the present may offer you. It is the
only time which is ours. Yesterday is buried forever and to-morrow we may never see."
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requisite courage to meet the consequence
attendant in contending and standing for the
right, more's the pity.
But forasmuch as since man fell, he became
carnal, sensual, and devilish, human characteristics are visible everywhere, and the
thought of salvation being a personal affair,
is indeed cheering. Let us think on the ne·
cessity of self-culture, self-subjugation, etc.,
and be wise, never overlooking the fact that
all are innocent until proven guilty; but the
exhibition of this bit of simple justice should
not deter the work of inquiry and investigation when for this work a necessity develops.
A timely warning may serve as a preventive
to the perpetrating of a contemplated evil.
Read Ezekiel 33 on the blowing of the trumpet; but be sure a necessity for the alarm exists before making it.
Idle gossip, for
instance, should not be taken as pretext for
bringing an accusation against a brother or
sister, though it may afford an opportunity
for investigation; for there is much to be
done before preferring a charge against a
member, yet if a necessity for a church
trial exists, it should not be neglected; and
yet we should not forget that proper official
labor may prevent trouble, and those officials
thus laboring will be better prepared to cope
with trouble when, despite their efforts, it
comes to the surface.
The president may plainly detail the duties
of a teacher in a general way, yet prove incompetent to so advise as to meet every
exigency that may confront an active and
God-fearing teacher in the discharge of his
duties. He, therefore, with other officials
who aspire to be efficient, must do much in
the exercise of his own judgment, and by
vigilance may nip trouble in the bud, and
no necessity exist for publicity of the affair.
Read and study well Doctrine and Covenants
42: 23, and you will find a distinction between
public offenses and secret offenses and the
method of treatment, ever keeping in view
the injunction; viz., "See thou do all
things acco1·ding to the pattern," and be content with the wisdom and knowledge the
word reflective of God's law guarantees, for
more or less than this will bring evH. Should
a teacher know of trouble between more
than one party, he may consult the president,
and by joint effort, if no pretext exists for
preferring charges, may adopt a method to
meet and adjust the trouble; for the idea of
allowing the matter to fester because no
.
'
pretext appears for a trial, would be absurd
indeed. In the event of such a case, we
would do well to remember, and at all other
times, the following. said to be

of an official being authorized to strive to plexing anxiety resting in the minds of a
prevent lying, backbiting, and evil speaking, committee who is expected to bring about a
ought to be an effective preventive to all successful meeting without a dollar to start
Latter Day Saints descending so far below on. Will each district in their coming conthe dignity we should evince, to indulge in ferences please remember our request and
the demoralizing practice.
appoi.nt suitable soliciting committees and
All communications on church matters ad- make the labor light and insure a rousing
dressed to No. 308 Oak Street, Council Bluffs, success, from the 19th of August to the 3d of
Iowa, will receive attention.
September, 1898.
I shall be greatly stimulated to learn that
The committee has secured the Bluff Park
the interest evinced in every branch's stated grounds on the same terms as this year, and
prayer meeting is at least as intense as that hopes to arrange better terms for the cotevinced in reunions; for talk as we may, the tages. Those iI)tending to attend would do
spiritual growth of branches is known by the well if they wish a cottage to correspond
interest evinced in its prayer meetings.
with the cottage committee; i. e., Joseph S.
In bonds,
Snively, Lamoni, Iowa, and Daniel Tripp,
JAMES CAFI•'ALL.
Montrose, Iowa, at an early day, as many of
WHEELER, Iowa, September 27.
the cottages are already spoken for. If there
should not be cottages enough, which I
anticipate will be the case, the committee
REUNION NOTICES.
will secure tents upon order to meet all de1.'o the JYiembers of the Nauvoo, Decatur,
mands. Now don't forget.
Eastern lowa, Des Moines, Kewanee, and
A. H. SMITH, Sec. of Com.
Northeastern Illinois Districts; Greeting:-Vv e
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 29, 1897.
your committee, deem it of interest to all
concerned, and especially due to the saints
REQUEST.
composing the above districts, that a few
Let all the branches of this, the Decatur
facts be written up and published, by way of
a reminder, to refresh the memories of all, district, be prompt in sending their report,
concerning the history of the Bluff Park or also all the priesthood bearing members,
please send in their report. All reports
Nauvoo reunion.
In 1895, by Joint action of the above dis- should be addressed to Secretary B. M.
tricts, there was held a reunion at Bluff Park, Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa.
In bonds,
Iowa, just across the Mississippi River from
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Dist. Pres.
the city of Nauvoo, Illinois. It was so much
Sept. 29, 1897.
of a success that it was resolved to continue
such reunions annually, and at a business
meeting of the reunion, September 13, 1895,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
a committee of five, composed as follows:
The conference for the "Eastern district"
James McKiernan, J. R. Lambert, Daniel of Illinois will convene Saturday and Sunday,
Tripp, F. G. Pitt, and J. S. Roth, was ap- October 9 and 10, at Sandwich, Illinois. It is
pointed to draft a petition to General Confer- hoped the district will be well represented.
ence, that in view of the date 1896 being just
.
F. M. COOPER, Dist. Pres.
fifty years since the saints were driven from
Nauvoo, the reunion be made a memorial,
On account of the quarantine regulations,
and be a General Conference reunion. At it will be impracticable if not impossible to
the General Conference of 181)6 the petition meet at Theodore, 09tober 9 and 10 as adwas granted, on April 8.
vertised. It is therefore thought best to
The reunion was a success, and at its close postpone same until December 4. All saints
it was unanimously agreed to continue the in district please take notice. Conference
annual meetings, and a committee for 1897 will convene at Theodore, December 4.
was chosen, who carried out the wishes of
w. L. BOOKER, Pres. of Dist.
the body, and the late reunion at Bluff Park
T. C. KELLEY,
was the result.
Missionary in Charge.
At the last reunion it was thought by some
th t 1't
ld b
t
d
·
,_.
th
N
a
w~u
ewe 11 0 iscon.rnue e. au- ~ Massachusetts district conference will convoo reumon, and so moved at the' bi1s1ness
.
.
.
.
vene rn Gmld Hall, Roxbury, Massachusetts,
meetrng, but the motion was defeated by a '
.
. .
corner of Washmgton and Dudley Streets,
large maJor1ty, and then it was made unanith t
t'
Octobe1· 30, 2: 30 p. m. Ministerial and statis.
mous a we con mue our annua1 reumons; Ucal reports can be forwarded to me at 5
and a committee as follows was appointed to Cadman Hill Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts,
AN ARAB SAYING.
work up and bring about another reunion for by October 20. Come prepared for a good
Remember, three things come not back:
1898: William Anderson chairman, A. H. spiritual time and assist in building up the
The arrow sent upon the trackSmith secretary, Joseph R. Lambert, Joseph
work.
M. c. FISHER, Clerk.
It will not swerve, it will not stay
S. Snively, and Daniel Tripp.
Its speed; it flies to wound or slay.
As secretary of the committee I have been
The spoken word so soon forgot
authorized
to notify the several districts,
DIED.
By thee; yet it has perished not;
and request them each to appoint a soliciting
MAITLAND.-At Des Moines, Iowa, SepIn other hearts 'tis living still,
And doing work for good or ill.
committee of three to act in unison with the tember 11, 1897, Myron Benito, son of Wm.
general committee, in soliciting funds to de- T. and Carrie E. Maitland, aged 9 months and
And that lost opportunity,
Tbat comet,h back no more to thee,
fray the expenses of our next reunion. A 29 days. Funeral services at the home, conIn vain thou weepest, in vain dost yearn,
fow dollars from each district will place your I ducted by Bro. C. F. Merrill, from Psalms
These three will neyermore return.
committee in a position to make our next re- I 121: 3: "Lo, children are a heritage of the
Were there no other reminder; the fact I union a grand success, and remove the per- Lord."
·
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Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome smd d.e!iciou.s.

(E1Jtabli1Jhed 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

$1.50.

$1.50.
SAINTS' HERALD

REDUCED IN PRICE.

Snbscr1ption price $2.00 per year; six mont.hs $1.00·
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies fn·e.

Recognizing the closeness of the times and
with !J, desire to place the church paper
The travt>ling ministry, di··trict and brRnch prPsid en ts
within the reach of every member, the Board
and Bir;hop,s n~rnnts. are fl-'qnee.ted to solicit subscriptions'
of Publication has decided to offer THE
make sales of church pnbl1cations, and assist the pu~
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
liBhing department.
Add_re~s communication~ for publicat~or1 tu the Eil.itors.
year from the Ciate na.med, as follows:Buf'<rness lettert<, Etuhscript:ons_ rem1ttanres. chariges
On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
of address, PtC , sh on ld he addressed to Frank Criley,
Bne.ineRt-1 Manager. R(·m1tta11ce!". should be made by
was fixed at $1.50 per year, JJayable in adpost office or t>Xpress orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
1·ance.
by registered letters. Do not !<=end ch 'cks
This reduction applies to both old and new
Adverti"1-ing rates, forty cents per inch earh inRertion
subject to the following discounts: One mmnh~R inser~
subscribers, on the following conditions:tion, five per cent: three months. :fiftf'en per cent; six
Cash must accompany all orders for new
months, twenty-five per cent; one vear forty per cent...
su hscriptions, as stated.
All advertising cond1tioned ou ine1ertion upon the fiist or
last pages of cover~ will be charged an advance of twenty
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
per cen~ upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted)
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
i.he reduction in price from the date named(Entered at post ofilce, L11moni, Iowa, as second-claem . July 12, 1897.
mail matter.)
1
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
iirice at the dates of expiration of present
THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
oubscriptions, and for the year following said
iates, if renewing in advance.
K. & W. aml n. M. & K. C. Raihvays.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
1.ioth in the price cf tbe chu1cl:! paper, and of
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville hab been rebuilt and t.hat por- the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
tion south of Van Wert will be standard uacessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or new subscribers; and also that those indebted
Northern Missouri which has more good pay t:ep all past due accounts.
Bra L..;b hook agents and the ministry who
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds cau do so, are respectfully asked to second the
has been shipped over this line than any road l'il'orts f tLe B•mrd hy obtaining new subof equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See S<'ribers tor the HERALD and workin!l in the
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The general in tw·ests of the Herald Office-the
freight and passenger service is not equalled c:nurch publishir:.g plant.
Tn bond~.
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
1''RANK 011.f.LEY. Bus. M'g'r,
River trunk lines, with each of which we
Lamoni, Iowa.
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seekfog farms can fi[Jd property at
tempting prices: men seeking· business locations can find towns with ample territory and
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service
soon be 'given which THE Herald Office has arranged to
will add to the growth of the towns.
handle a special line of bargains in
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsville are particularly well located for Sunday School Teachers' and Minisbusiness. Look them up.
Write to the ters' Bibles, by which strictly firstundersigned for additional information. See
class editions are offered at greatly
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
reduced prices, as follows:Gen. Pass. Agent.
"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
A. C. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
1

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.
The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
of 1835, which was adopted by a General Assembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Klrtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
;'Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 18\!4,
and the revelations g·iven to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
:form, or for those who may want th em.
The concordance has been revisod and enJarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
tlrn revelat,ions, are included in tbe volume.
Rc,ady reference to the book is greatly
Jfaci1itated by the substitution of figures for
the old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, accordln? to bindings:Cloth............
. ............. $ 65
Full leather ........................ 1 00
Fall leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
{The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
for notes.)
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:-

will

THE TH EE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.

THE

Cloth bound, ..........•.........••..... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...... 2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges,. ••••••••••••.• 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles o:f
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.
ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 ~ents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.

Because of the increasing demand for the
Ti·au!>ilaHon in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of Uor11Hon and lliook o~
Cov~·uamst classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing dPman(i for the "three books,'' the
Herald Offiee management has decided to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mor~on or J?octrine and Covenants; the Inspired
'Iritnslat10n .a~ $1.
Orders sohmted. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.
lu!>iph·ed

the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, :flexible binding;
size 6ix8i mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
"The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6x8i mailed postpaid at
$1.50 net.
These Bibles are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading pub. .
.
hshmg houses and may be rehed upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley
Busmess Manager Herald Office, La.moni, Iowa.
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TRADE ll\l!ARIU1!9
DESIOl\llS,
COPYRICHTIS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patente
tn America. We have a Wai5hington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r'3ce!"""8
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientific journal, weekly, terms$3.00 a,_year1
tn.oo six months. 8pecimen copies and HA.Na
fl;..{>:s: ON p ATENTS sent free. Addres•

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

HARDWARE!I
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE,
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fnrnrnhecll

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR AS A POUND AND A HALF

LAMONI HARDWARE CO,,

OF ANY OTHER STARCH..
t-A,o.ttUFACTURE:D ONLY Sy

-m:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
KUK.IDWA.

C:QP

NEWHAVEN.CD

ELASTIC ST4.RCH ha• h en '1efore the people of the United Sr.ates for twentv-three years, and is wit.hout doubt
the great,P..-:t ~turcll inventi n of tne Nineteenth Ceu1urv. Lttst year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty mill100 pllckages. It 1• prepared upon ocientillc priu,·.iples by men wno have had years of pract1Ml experi·
ence in fancv laundrv1ng, It makes ironing ea~y, rt-t-tores old Rummer dr'""S~t-'S to th.--nr nat11 ral wbitene8S, and
imparts to lin~n l:l :Je-iutiful and las1ing finish. It is the only starc11 manufactured tbat is pt:-'rfe('tly harmle~s~ con..

taining neither a1senic, alum or any otb.er substance ioj11rious to liue ,, and can be used even fi)r a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

OR NO PA'i'.

Bro B F. Ordway, of P"or•a, l!lin<>is, positively
guarantee .. three b •XPS of ''Quit·To-Bac" to perma·
nentlv takP away all desire for tobacco. or will
promptlyrPfun<l money paid fodt. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere f r $1.50 No ba·t effect .. from
useofQ11it 'ro-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic.· V\i·hy
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you I
Remember, '\lo 11.,,.,._ llilo Pay. Address, B. F.
ORUWAY. Peoria, Illinois.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
:ll30 per acre will buy a good productive
fa;·m ol 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborbood; school close by.
Terms $:.!00 cash and hal11nce 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,.
low a.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house In Lamoni1 Iowa, two •quares from tile bnilt->
neas center. It tis.~ FlX
roomM~ a ball, and three close~
and is cor venieutly arrung~ d for a family of sue or_moa:_eg
ls warm as a winter boutte, HDd bas good vent1le.tion fot
summer. Well and c1•tern at the door, and apple,_
cherry, plum, and veacb tre~s on tht: two lots, which Ul9
tll.e corner of a block. .Addr~••·
l. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni. lowll.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest ln America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 pel?
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and rlPJ1vered at expre•• office on recdvt of price.
W. E. MYER:l, D1ogg1st, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to g-eneral
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
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TALKS"ABOUT GOOD HEALTH.

HOT-WEATHER DIET.

How to keep cool, is a question which
becomes of paramount interest when
the thermometer ranges in the 90's, as
it now and then does in most of our
large cities during the months of July
and August, and occasionally in September. That this question is not one
which relates to comfort only is amply
evidenced by the enormous increase in
the mortalit! rate w~ich always attends a considerable rise of temperature during the summer months.
A study of the character of the diseases which especially prevail during
the hot season and which figure most
conspicuously in the mortality tables
shows them to be what might be
termed "toxic disorders," or diseases
due to poisons generated within the
body. Bowel disorders of all sorts, and
nearly all acute disorders of tlie stomach as well, are well known to be due
to poison-producing germs taken into
the system. with our food or drink.
These germs, developing within the
body, produce various poisonous substances, which manifest themselves in
a variety of ways, giving rise to pain,
prostration, fever, or depression of
temperature, and numerous other
symptoms which are associated with
this class of disorders.
Sunstroke and so-called "heat prostration" have likewise recently been
shown to be a toxic disorder, the
characteristic symptom of this malady
being due to the retention in the body
of the poisons which are constantly
generated in it and which are elimi-
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nated through the lungs, liver, kid- J mentary canal. Fortunately, the gasneys, skin, and mucous membrane. tric juice secreted by a healthy stomach
This effect is produced by the influence is capable of destroying these germs.
of excessive heat upon the nerve cen- It is this fact which renders it possible
ters which have charge of the poison· for healthy people to eat such subdestroying and poison-eliminating stances as cheese with apparent
processes of the body.
impunity, although it should be rememIt thus appears as before stated, bered that the apparent innocuousness
that the disorders which especially of such harmful substances is only
prevail during hot weather and which apparent, since the reckoning day is
are attributed to heat, are not directly sure to come sometime.
due to heat, but to :goisons produced
Great heat depresses the digestive
in the body, either within the alimen- functions, lessening the secretion of
tary canal from parasitic germs, or in gastric juice, just as it produces weakthe tissues by the natural life pro- ness and depression of all the vital
cessesbeinglefttoaccumulatethrough functions. This allows these poisonfailure of the eliminative functions.
producing germs a favorable opportuIt is thus evident that in the ar- nity for growth and development.
rangement of a special dietary for hot This explains the fact that many perweather, special thought must be sons who can eat cheese and equally
given to the selection of such articles I unwholesome things during the cold
of food as will discourage the produc· [ months, at other times find the same
tions of poisons in the alimentary 1 articlei;; intolerable when eaten during
canal and maintain the highest degree the hot months.
of purity of the blood and tissues.
The free use of meats must likewise
Keeping this principle in mind, it is be condemned as objectionable during
very easy to eliminate at. once a n~m· hot weather.
Numerous reasons
1
I ber of the common articles of diet. might be assigned for this, one or two
For example, cheese must be dis- of the most important of which we
I carded at once. Several specimens of will now consider.
cheese recently examined in the laboIn the first place, meat is, like
ratory of hygiene of the Battle Creek cheese, likely to be swarming with
Sanitarium showed from 1,000,000,000 germs during the hot months. Deto 6,000,000,000 germs per pound.
composition of an animal begins
The writer is convinced that the within twenty-four hours after its
large use of cheese during the summer death, even if the carcass is kept in an
months is one of the leading causes of icebox. Flesh that is tender, that has
the excessive frequency of germ dis- a high flavor, is always well started on.
eases of the bowels during this season I the road to decay; indeed decomposiof the year. An eminent English au- tion has advanced far enough to begin.
thority, Professor Williams, a number the process of softening which :finally
of years ago called attention to the results in complete solution and disininfectious character of cheese, and tegration of the animal. Such meat,
recommended that it should never be examined bacteriologically, is found
eaten without being cooked, so that to be swarming with bacteria. Attenthe worst germs at least might be tion was called to this fact by an emikilled.
neut European bacteriologist some
Bacteriologists have shown us that years ago.
cheese may contain germs of tubercuAnother reason which may be aslosis and other diseases even when signed for the restricted use of flesh
several weeks or months old; and it is foods during the hot season of the
well enough known that cheese always year is the fact that meats, of all
contains germs capable of producing classes of foods, are the most exciting
most distressing, and even fatal ~ym~- to the ~eat producing function~ of the
toms, if a favorable opportumty is body-mother words, the special subafforded them for growth in the ali- stances contained in meat serve the

1
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purpose of a bellows to blow the vital
fires. However useful such a function
is in cold weather, it is certainly a
most undesirable one in hot weather.
But the problem to be solved is not
how to keep warm, but how to keep
cool.
Still another and perhaps the most
important reason of all for the restriction of flesh foods during the summer
season is the fact that the flesh of
dead animals always contains a considerable quantity of poisonous substances. These poisons are the result
of the natural processes of tissue
disintegration, or wearing out, which
is continually taking place within the
body of a living animal. After the
death of an animal these processes
continue for some little time after the
animal's heart ceases to beat, so that
the whole tissue becomes saturated
with these poisonous substances.
When meat is freely used the body
becomes charged with these poisons,
which are added to those naturally
produced in the system, so that the
resistance of the body is greatly diminished. This accounts for the· wellknown fact that flesh-eating animals
are far less able to endure heat than
the herbivorous and frugivorous animals. It is perhaps for this reason
that in tropical countries the lion pursues his prey at night.
A man whose blood is saturated with
the tissue poisons derived from beefsteak, mutton, and other forms of flesh
food must certainly be more liable to
an attack of sunstroke than one whose
blood and tissues are pure.
Mustard, pepper, peppersauce, ginger, chowchow, chilis, capsicum,
catsup, and all sorts of spices and
condiments and similar foods are most
inappropriate for hot weather, on account of their exciting and irritating
nature. The fact that these substances are much used in tropical climates
is not an argument in their favor, for
the reason that most conspicuous examples of injury resulting from these
substances are to be found in these
very countries, where chronic gastric
catarrh and disorders of the stomach
and liver are found among adults.
The use of these irritating substances
gives rise to irritation and congestion
of the stomach and intestines, which
lessen the resistance of these organs
and thus invite disease.
~ Doubtless many who read this para-

graph will be surprised at the asser-1· summer season, when absolute purity
tion that fruit is a hot-weather diet of blood and tissues is especially depar excellence. The fact that the orang- sirable.
outang, chimpanzee, and gorilla,
The popular prejudice against fruit
tropical animals, and the members of is due to the fact that stale and unripe
the animal kingdom which approach fruit are highly disturbing to the digesmost nearly to man in both structure tive organs: stale fruit because of the
and function live exclusively upon great number of germs which abound
nuts, fruits, and similar foods should upon the skins of such fruit, and unbe sufficient evidence to us of the ripe fruit because of the inability of
naturalness of fruit as a diet for hu- the stomach to dissolve or digest it.
man beings even in hot weather. The substances found in immature fruit
But, unfortunately, we usually look must first undergo a chemical and vital
to custom rather than to nature for change before they can be acted upon
instruction in relation to diet as well by the digestive fluids of the body.
as matters of even greater vital imporIt must be added also that fruit does
not agree with all other articles of
tance.
A moment's consideration will show food. 'I'he combination of fruit with
the special adaptability of fruit to a vegetables, for example, while well
hot-weather dietary.
One of the tolerated by a strong, healthy stomgreatest needs of the system in hot ach, is almost certain to result in misweather, when the skin is pouring chief in a dilated or prolapsed. stomach,
out a constant stream of fluid, .is for or the stomach of a sedentary or exa supply of water to make good the hausted person. Such combination as
loss. Fresh fruit contains from ninety fruit with cheese, ice cream,fried meats,
to ninety-five per cent. of water, ac- and pastry is very likely to result in a
cording to the variety, and water of sour stomach or some other form of
the purest sort,-water which has indigestion, especially during the hot
been first purified in nature's great months. Many persons who can take
distillery by evaporation and conden- any sort of fruit by itself alone cannot
sation as rain, and a second time puri- take it in such combinations as have
tied by filtration through the roots and been mentioned.
tissues of growing plants or trees.
It is more than probable that the
In addition to water, fruits contain facts just mentioned account for the
a considerable amount of saccharine generally prevalent but highly erronematter, which very closely resembles ous idea that fruit is to be avoided
the sugar produced in the body by the during the heated term as likely to
processes of digestion,-fruit sugar, produce indigestion, bowel disturbanor levulose, being practically identical ces, etc. In fact, fruit may be taken
with the sugar produced in the intes- by almost anybody at almost any time,
tines by the digestion of starch and provided it is in combination of suitacane sugar.
ble kind. It would be very difficult to
The small amount of proteids con- arrange a more digestible or nutritious
tained in fruits insures against exces- meal than one consisting of dry bread
sive clogging of the system with a with a handful of blanched and roasted
superabundance of proteid matters, almonds and an abundant supply of
which are converted into poisonous ripe peaches, grapes, or strawberries.
substances closely resembling those Granose, zwieback, graham crackers,
naturally produced in the tissues.
unfermented bread, and toasted waterThe various delicious acids furnished biscuit are especially to be recomby fruits are also useful, both as aids mended for use with fruit in hot
to digestion ana in creating an appetite . weather.
for food. A diet of fruits, suppleWe must also remark that tea, cofmented by a suitable proportion of fee, and iced drinks of all kinds must
nuts and grains, provides the very be scrupulously avoided in hot weather,
choicest elements of nutrition which even if indulged in moderate quantity.
can possibly be obtained and in the The same is true of wines and liquors
purest possible form-a dietary which of all sorts. These are bad enough at
is sufficient for any season of the year, any time, but are especially injurious
and from a physiological standpoint during the reign of the dog-star, bemust be considered the very best, and cause of their depressing effects and
One Which is Specially adapted to the
Continued on page three of cover.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.
''Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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CHRIST THE SAVIOR OF ALL

ONE of the features of the late reunion
was the strong effort made by the elders who occupied the stand to convince the hearers that Jesus, the
Christ, was the Savior of all men;
each man, or class of men in the
order to which each should be entitled by virtue of deeds of obedience,
through the clemency of God manifest through the Son.
Arguing from the basis that "life
and immortality" were "brought to
light through the gospel," it appears
that immortality should be within the
reach of all who might deem it of sufficient worth to seek after it. Nor
does it seem to be consistent to suppose that either life or immortality
should be forced upon anyone where
there was neither will to prize it nor
disposition to be worthy of it. Hence
the provision, "especially them that
believe."
Man values life, the life of the flesh,
and clings tenaciously to it under
conditions that admit of little hope
for amelioration by any change; and
many will quite readily relinquish
what they may hold of worldly advantage for the merest chance to
change their condition in the often
fond idea that mere change will
greatly benefit them. Men will often
do this in spite of the fact that all
around them men just as able and as
well equipped as themselves are failing in the same enterprises which
themselves have undertaken. Failure
of othl:'.rs teaches them no lesson; they
see only the successes, and by them
their vision is obscured to the risks
they run.
The message of life which the Savior
Ch · t
t
t ff
l
ris came O presen
e_rs e~ua
success to all. The quahficat1ons
necessary to a candidacy for the best

°

of prizes, eternal life, are so easily
acquired that none need fail to become
possessed of them. The chief of them
is fidelity to one's better self and an
honest disposition to do the will of
God. T.o such the way is ever open.
They may enter, run the race, and
receive the prize.
It was contended that the race to be
run had been quite clearly marked
out; and that, as the Apostle Paul
has so ably written, all run, but none
obtains, only he who runs lawfully.
That tbe Lord has mercifully
pointed out the "way of life," in the
briefest of sentences may easily be
seen; "I am the way." If any man
comes. to God by Jesus Christ he is in
a savable condition. The effort then
was to point men to the "Lamb of
God, which taketh away thP sin of
the world." The sin of the world is
disobedience. Jesus, in his way, and
in behalf of his fleshly. body, took
away this sin by obedience to the
command of the Father, his Father,
whose will he came to do. He, also
by divine clemency, and by spiritual
superv1s1on, instruction, direction,
and command showed how this sin
of disobedience might be overcome
and annulled to every man, through
belief and obedience on the part of
every one who proposed seeking for
salvation.
The further contention was that if
no way had been specifically given,
then none had been provided, and man
was and is without hope in this
world. And if a way had been provided it was only to be found in the
gospel, the very means by which life
and immortality had been brought to
light.
Obedience to the word of God, was
, and is the grand essential to receiving
eternal life.
NOT A PINK TEA PREACHER.

Ind., Sept. 20. - The announcement of the Rev. J. E. Pounds' resignation from the pulpit of the wealthy Central
Christian Church yesterday was a great surJ prise to all except intimate friends at the
time, and a greater surprise to-day when it
I was learned that the well-known minister
INDIANAPOLIS,

No. 41.
was forced to resign by the aristocratic faction in the church.
The Rev. Mr. Pounds was brought here
from Cleveland two years ago to succeed the
Rev. Dr. D. R. Lucas. The church building is the finest of nineteen owned by that
denomination in the city and suburbs, and in
the last few years the aristocratic faction has
grown rapidly. Dr. Pounds has been popular
with the poorer element of his large congregation, but he has never cut any great figure
at pink teas and polite functions, being considered entirely out of place in the parlors of
some of his flock. A member is quoted as
saying to-day:"One woman said to me recently she wished
we had a preacher she would not be ashamed
to introduce at her social functions."
It was also charged against Mr. Pounds
that he had no distinguished appearance, no
society ways, and that bis pastoral work was
mostly confined to the poor, assisting in
homes where there were sick and afflicted
people.

The above press dispatch is from a
late issue of the Chicago Tribune, and
is republished as an item of passing
news. From all over the land there
comes the complaint that the popular
churches are not attended by the
masses of the people, but that the few,
and those mostly from the so-called
upper classes, are the pew holders in
modern temples of worship; that the
old-time religious spirit is supplanted
by a cold formalism that has no influence upon, no power to attract and
move the great busy masses of mankind.
We cannot vouch for the correctness
of the general statements made in the
item given above, but have no reason
to dispute them. They are, probably,
correct on the whole, for no correction has yet appeared in the paper in
which they were published, a leading
daily and one which the congregation
of Mr. Pounds would no doubt ask
correction from were the statements
untrue.
It has been said that if the Master
would come again in the humble guise
in which formerly he went about doing
good and among the common people,
he would again be despised and rejected, and by modern Christendom.
If Rev. Pounds bas been objected to
because of devotion to the poor and
needy, the objection substantiates tte
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statement, so far as the action of his spirit of haughtiness, of pride, of as they have been borne in upon us in
congregation is concerned. We have vanity, of display, and of social caste. connection with the item given above.
already had some experience concern- These things have been and are yet It is time that "those upon whom
ing the attitude of µ10dern churchianity the enemies of society, both in church the ends of the world are come" learn
toward the doctrine of Christ,-:-those and in state, from the l;:ieginning, and by the thing3 man has so repeatedly
phases of it that he taught in connec- we cannot too carefully guard against suffered in the past, and profit by
tion with the principles of charity and them. Men and women must learn them, and not repeat the follies
benevolent ministrations, and of which that their safety lies in humility, in caused by ambition, disobedience, and
it forms a part, -and from that ex- devotfon to those principles seen and haughty self-confidence that have
perience have not been able to credit brought out in the character of our caused so many to stumble and fall,
the present popular religious societies Lord, who kept himself in close touch and which have brought them sore
with a desire for the teachings of and in actual sympathy with the chastening and destruction. No man,
Christ, pure and simple and free from masses of the people, and · among no woman, no people, is safe, nor can
prevailing adulterations.
We can whom he sent his ministry to imitate anyone be safe, who fails to submit
therefore the more readily believe his example, that all might like him, himself to full compliance with the
that in fashionable congregations, learn to be ''meek and lowly in heart." demands of the discipline and proper
whose pulpits are filled by men trained Men and women inherit and by life in it reStrictive limitations of the law of
to please their hearers by rhetorical partake to a greater or lesser degree the Spirit of life. We honor God
flourishes and mere ethical homilies, of the spirit of this world; hence will when we honor the spirit and the let~
and that do not greatly disturb habits be ''conformed to" the world unless ter of his law, by yielding to its reand modes of life in vogue among the Spirit of truth reigns paramount quirements. It is the test of trueness,
fashionable churchgoers and pleasure within and among them; and it can of true greatness, in every individual;
seekers, a man devoted to pastoral only find a :field of operation within and only by building upon its sure
work among the poor, assisting in the human heart when its suggestions foundations can true and lasting proghomes where there were sick and and promptings are actually heeded ress be realized. Upon its observneedy people, would not find genuine and encouraged by strict compliance ance is conditioned the promise of the
sympathy and cooperation.
with its teachings, Be as progressive indweliing Spirit of truth "whom the
as
we may and as we ought to be, world cannot receive, because it seeth
The case of Rev. Pounds is another
there
can be no compromise with the him not, neither knoweth him." It is
illustration of the truth that one canruling
social standards of this world, a teacher and guide that is opposite
not serve God and mammon. Mr.
no
more
than there can be with the to and cannot be combined with the
Pounds evidently is not a "pink-tea
standards
of doctrine presented in spirit of the world. The latter is a
preacher." He could not consent to
modern
creeds.
force that has led and which if folmake a spectacle of his profession by
following the prescribed lines of
It remains true to-day as when lowed must continue to lead in an opsocial and church fads, commun to written to the saints of ancient days posite direction. The Master has
many modern church people, and so that "if any man have not the Spirit admonished his people that they
preferred to remain true to his con vic- of Christ, he is none of his." The "may not be condemned with the
tions of duty. He seems not to have Spirit is an indwelling force that world." Let us heed his voice and
cultivated "a distinguished appear- actualizes itself in principle, in deed, tread the paths of substantial progance" that partakes of man-worship and the man or woman who has it as ress and safety" the paths he has
and honor of the creature more than he is privileged and commanded to trodden before us, and walking in
the Creator, but to have relied upon possess it, will "overcome the world;" which we have promise that he will
the cultivation of true manly merit in "for whosoever is born of God over- abide with us. He cannot be with us
Christlike character and deed. It cometh the world; and this is the if we be not with him. His paths are
would be well if there were more 1ike victory that overcometh the world, "straight;" his Spirit is "just and
true."
him in the modern pulpit and pastor- even our faith."~1 John 5:4.
ate. Such men encourage the hopes
There is no room for respect of
of those who labor to establish the persons, for folly, for pride, for
THE EDITOR ABROAD.
true spirit of Christianity in the vanity, for ambition and other phases PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH wrote
world, in precept and in fact.
of the spirit of tJ::ie world, in the from Toronto, Ontario, the 5th inst.
Every manifestation of the Christ- gospel economy. We have no ground of his trip abroad among the Canadian
like character will be welcomed by for confidence of personal or general saints, as follows:! reached the city of Toronto on the mornthe true and honest in heart, and success without a strict adherence to
ing of the 2d inst., and met the brethren of
should be encouraged by those who those principles that shall insure the the London district at their conference held
believe that the servant of Christ soundness of our personal and asso- in St. Andrews' Hall, a large hall, centrally
should be "as his Master." As a peo- ciated characters. Let us lay our located, in their first business session.
Bro. R. 0. Longhurst, president of the
ple we cannot too strongly encourage foundations deeply, and solidly, and
.district,
is a genial, whole-souled sort of
the cultivation of the graces of hu- build upon them with materials that
man, who, though somewhat diffident of his
mility, of meekness, of interest in cannot be swept away in the fall of
own powers, has full confidence in the power
the common people-the poor. The Babylon and its vanities.
of faith and the Spirit, and desires everyspirit of the modern world is the
We have presented these thoughts body to enjoy the good things of the king

"
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dom. The conference kindly installed Bro. I the Presbyterian Church would not lose any
R. C. Evans and the writer as associates in of its prestige by permitting its young people
presiding, but the Editor left the labor to be to fraternize with the general Christian Enperformed by Brn. Longhurst and Evans.
deavor Society. In conclusion, he advocated
The weather was just excellent, the air a wider field for woman in the church, and
mild and pleasant. The representation from her recognition along with men.-Ohicago
the branches was large, and if the district Tribune.
is to be judged from the representatives,
The conservative elements in the
the gospel-bearing messengers have been
C
·
Presbyterian
hurch seem to have mtaking their pick from among the people.
Both men and women were of the kind that dulged the hope that the active proseit does a message-bearing minister good to cution of Dr. Briggs, of the Union
meet. Bro. John H. Lake is not to be Theological Seminary, and others, on
blamed for wanting to stay among them. It c h arges o f h eresy, b ecause o f oppos1·
was most pleasing to meet those who atf
·
f
tended the Kirtland conference once again, tion to the Westminster con ess10n o
and to meet with and make the acquaintance faith, had put an end to the active
of many whom were met for the first time. propaganda in favor of creed revision.
The glow of Christian friendship, fellow- It seems, however, that while the late
ship, and love that shone on all faces indi- G enera1 A ssem bl y succee d e d ms
·
t eercated that the Spirit of the Master had been
. them, and that the g-ospel was true ing clear of snags and former dissenwith
and Jesus was the Christ, was the bond of sions, in a measure, it was not because
unity in the faith.
there was a spirit of compliance with
The business sessions were marked by ear- then existing conditions, but simply
nest and kindly desire for the advancement because the elements of division and
·Of the work. The preaching services were
·
. and orderly, the sermons g-ood-so far discord were resting from open v1g•qmet
as the Editor was authorized to judge-the orous assault for a time, quietly await1prayer and testimony services well attended
iQg the accumulating processes that
and full of good feeling and spiritual Mjoy- would enable them to strike another
ment.
We certainly feel much impressed by our
visit to Toronto. It is a beautiful city; in a
·chronic state of growth and development.
The saints are before the people and have
some influence, which will not be made less
:by the conference session.
A committee of the branch, under the
·charge of Bro. Virgin, who is president of
.the branch, had arranged for the care of the
:people attending conference, by spreading
tables in one of the halls in the St. Andrews
ibuilding-, where the meals were served by
willing hands, and eaten in praise and thanksgiving.
In company with Bro. R c. Evans the Editor will go to St. Mary's to-day, to London
to-morrow, and thence to Wallaceburg for
Saturday and Sunday, where the Chatham
district conference will be held.
All honor is due to the Canadian workers.
They are doing a good work, and it is having
its effect.
IDEAS FOR PRESBYTERIANS.
• DR. GREY, Editor of the

Interior, made an

address yesterday before the meeting of Presbyterian ministers on "Twentieth Century
Presbyterians." He said the Presbyterian
Church, with all its wealth, intellect, and
power, was not making the progress it should.
"It ought to sweep the coming centuries,"
said the doctor, "and it will if the Presbyterians put the pruning knife in play."
He suggested that the creed could be made
more brief and the doctrines of Calvin softened to suit an intellectual and spiritual age.
He favored broader views that would make
d~s~ension a thing of no need and reunite the
d1v1ded branches of the church.
He was opposed to the sectarianizing of the
Christian Endeavor societies, and thought
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where at work boring his way into
the very center of every substance, if

he is not_already located there, trying
to find an unhealthy condition in which
he may thrive and propagate to the
consumption and decay'r'of tissues in
which he has found lodgment.
The microbe has his place, and a
very necessary one in the "human"
economy. In the exercise of his
legitimate functions his performances
are all conducive to wholesome growth
and general well-being. However, let
the body become devitalized, its forces
vitiated and impaired by the introduction of improper and unwholesome
matter; let it become run down and
weakened by an impoverishing diet
that fails to supply nourishing elements for assimilation and rebuilding
of its forces,-let such a condition
ensue, and the microbe thrives and
feeds upon the remainin!!'
tissues,
~
until death and dissolution ensue.
Modern church bodies have been
fed upon a false and artificial dietand heavier blow.
"the precepts of men." Gentile theNew York, the home of one of the ology has been substituted for the
greatest of theological seminaries of salvation which is "of the Jews"-the
the Presbyterian Church, and not far faith of Abraham, the friend of God,
removed from Princeton, another seat the father of the faithful, and in which
of Calvinistic learning, has been heard faith Christ the Messiah is revea1e d .
from; and now comes Doctor Grey, It is not strange that creedism is passeditor of the Chicago Interior, one of. ing away with other things based
the leading lights of Presbyterianism upon principles of purely human
in the West, who demands that the origin. Its microbe is at work in the
"pruning knife" be used with vigor- field of research and criticism, and
ous execution that the rigid doctrines the end is not far to see. As a theoof John Calvin be "softened to suit an logical system it is destined to perish
intellectual and spiritual age," etc. ,etc. with other inventions of Babylon the
The foregoing item conveys but a great which shall fall. It is a day of
faint idea of the strength of the plea testing, of measuring, and of sifting;
that has been made by Doctor Grey. and every spiritual and temporal plant
He occupies a position of influence and which the heavenly Father hath not
power in the circles of his denomina- planted is to be "rooted up." The
tion; as editor of the Interior he can signs in modern churchism are also
do much to mold general opinion signs of the near approaching end of
among his denominational readers.
the age.
The leaven is at work, and will not
The gospel of Jes us Christ who is
cease its workings until little if any- '•the light and the life of men" stands
thing of the former standards of mod- unmoved amid the war of elements
ern systems of faith is left.. It seems spiritual and temporal, as an ensign
that with the decline and fall of Gen- to the people. It is "the truth,"
tile times and rule that the fullness of hence is guaranteed to furnish cortheir creeds has also come in; for in rect, substantial, immovable "ideas for
nothing has the spirit of the age mani- Presbyterians," and for all others who
fested itself more strongly than in the will manifest that they love the truth
changes wrought in popular creedism. out of a pure heart. "He that doeth
It seems destined to go with the mov-1 truth cometh to the light," is as true
.
.
mg of all thmgs that can be shaken. , to-day as when uttered by the great
· A pestiferous little microbe is every- ' Leader
and Teacher, who de-
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clared and who demonstrated himself \ are more calls than can be filled by the mis- the 27th ult., whence be writes of his
to be the Way the Truth and the I sion force. Thank God for the bright out- labors in the Pittsburg and Kirtland
Life- 'and "in whom are hidden all the '.ook at this t~me, and may his Spirit guide districts. Brn.· Griffiths, Shinn, Smith,
'
•
,,
In the work, is the prayer of all who love
treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
Zion. The writer preached at Crescent on Sun- and others were pushing the preach·
However, the same word which inti- day morning; Bro. Darry preached at night. ing of the word.
mates that the modern world would
Bro. Joseph Squire, Brooklyn, New
Bro. J. F. Min tun bas a two column
be taken "unawares" as in the days of York, October 4: statement of the faith and history of
Noah, is verified by the repeated deOur district conference has j 1st closed, and the church in the Norfolk, Nebraska,
velopments which show that men pre- a very pleasant time was had. Brn. W. H. News of September 29. It is written
fer to formulate systems of their own Kelley and A. M. Baker were with us and in a spirit of candor, is free from pugrendered very good service, both in coundevisings rather than heed the counsel sel and in preaching the word. The saints nacious utterances, and asks of the
of God.
here were especially pleased to have Bro. W. people their consideration and action
H. with them. We go this afternoon to bap- on the merits of the facts presented.
tize one in the waters of the bay, a daughter
The brethren at Beardstown, IlliEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
of. Bro. and Sr. A. E. Stout>, of New Canaan,
BRO. JoHN H. LAKE, of the Twelve, Connecticut. Thus one more is brought into nois, few in number and remote from:
branch association, meet together each:
wrote from East Delavan, Wisconsin, the fold of Christ.
week for mutual encouragement and'
of progress and general conditions in
instruction.
They expect Bro. I. N.
his field:EDITORIAL ITEMS.
After leaving the reunion at Bluff Park, I THE Toronto Globe, a leading Canadian White to visit them and preach the:
went to Joy, Mercer County, Illinois, and
journal, published on the 4th inst. a word to the people, among whom they
preached for a few nights in the tent. I then
have sought to sow the good seed by·
attended conference of the Kewanee district full column account of the late contract distribution and in conversation.
at Buffalo Prairie; had a pleasant time. ference of the London, Ontario, disSo
writes Bro. Edward Reynolds, late,
From there went to Mission, Illinois, to a trict, at which President Joseph
two days' meeting; an enjoyable time. Smith, Bro. R. C. Evans, R. C. Long- date.
Thence to Plano, where we had some meetBro. J. A. Tanner sends us a,,
hurst, and others of the ministry were
ings in the old stone church. Felt well in
After giving quite a full lengthy statement of his late discuspresenting the word. I then left, on the present.
25th, to attend conference of the Southeast- statement of conference proceedings, sion with Elder Loynd, of the Utah,
ern district of Wisconsin. We met on that including statistics of membership, Church. Bro. Tanner advocated thee
date in the tent, eight miles from Evanville. etc., the article adds a terse history positions assumed by the Reorganizecll
It was my first visit to Wisconsin. We had
of the church, including the apostasy; Church, on succession, and had no·
as good a conference as I have enjoyed for
difficulty in maintaining his points.
years. The Spirit of the Lord was manifest also a brief history of the Reorgan·and was felt and enjoyed in all the sessions. ized Cb urch. It noted the preaching He thinks the Utah elders have taken1
Light and inspiration was realized in the of President Smith on "the un- their positions from B. H. Roberts"
preaching, social, and business sessions. changeability of the doctrine of work on succession; that they have'
Words of solace and cheer were given to the
Christ," and on the "marriage ques- little or nothing to present in addition~
saints. Three young men were called to the
thereto.
ministry, two to the office of elder, one as a tion," and gave leading features of
Bro. J. C. Clapp bas volumes 1, 6;.
priest. Two were baptized, a number of sick his work in connection with the Rereceived .comfort.
Reports of the elders organization. The Globe has placed 7, 9-18 of the Millennial Star that he·
· Wl:'re good; prejudice is giving way and new the saints and the work in excellent will sell at the following rates: Vol ..
openings being made; many are inquiring
light before the people of the Domin- umes below 14 · at one dollar each;:
for the old paths. I am well pleased with
ion. They have evidently done well volumes 14 to 18, containing the Histhe officials and saints of Wisconsin.
for
the work, leaving a general im- tory of Joseph Smith to 1842 or '43, at,
Bro. F. C. Smith, Locust Point,
pression
for good.
two dollars each. Also volumes 1, 2,.
Ohio, the 4th inst.: The Saints' Home.-Work is being and 3 of the HERALD, bound in one,.
Am having very large crowds and great
interest here; people come for miles to hear pushed rapidly on this with expecta- at five dollars. Address Bro. Clapp
the gospel, and I am having good crowds at tion of having it ready for occupancy at Lamoni.
Catawba Island q,lso. They put a notice of
before winter sets in. Sister Alice P.
Brighamite elders have been preachour work in the paper, and people seem to be
Dancer
has
accepted
the
position
of
ing
on the public streets at Fort,
more friendly toward us now.
matron,
and
her
business
experience
Worth,
'l'exas, and declaring poBro. J. S. Strain, Council Bluffs,
in
successfully
conducting
her
own
lygamy
a
thing of tqe past; but, as
Iowa, the 2d inst. :business
interests
has
been
such
as
to
usual,
when
pressed to answer conNow that the annual camp meetings are
over and we look over the ground, we find insure success in the management of fessed to belief in it as a principle;
much for which to rejoice and thank God. the Home.
this Bro. J. E. Nicoll writes us. He
In my opinion we may expect that much
We
thank
the
brethren
for
marked
ordered,
through them, a copy of ''Ormore will be realized than bas yet appeared
papers
sent
us,
items
from
which
we
son
Pratt's
Works," the original of
as the fruit of the work done at these meetcan
sometimes
use,
at
other
times
bewhich
contains
report of John Tayings. The people are beginning to r<ialize
that as a church we are fast becoming a ing obliged to omit them. Matters of lor's discussion in France, in which be
power in the land. Since the reunion there interest to the HERALD readers and in denied the existence of polygamy,
seems to be a desire on the part of the local
line with the work are always ac- though then guilty of the practice.
worker~ to get out and d J some work for
Cf.:ptable.
The Deseret News Publishing Company
the Master, and they should be encouraged by
Bro. Foss was at Akron, Ohio, on wrote that they still published it and
all means by th.:i various branches, for there
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identically as first issued. However, We may publish the article entire, to
when presented the book omitted stimulate thought on the subjects of
Taylor's debate and other matter. cooperation and other features recogBro. Nicoll therefore refused the nfaeil as essential to a better order of
book. He would like some of the things; to be realized, we trust, when
ministry to visit Fort Worth.
the command comes that God's people
Sr. Mary A. White writes of the "be established" according to the
work in Wisconsin. The preaching order revealed in his word.
Floods in China in July and August
of the elders, meetings of saints,
and sessions of Sunday schools have destroyed sixty villages about
are blessed of the Lord. Marked North Tungchou, containing over
The number of
cases of healings have occurred and 80,000 inhabitants.
all the faithful rejoice in the good people drowned is estimated at from
cause. Her letter is omitted with c15,000 to 20,000. The survivors from
others crowded out because of in- villages near Pekin have been allowed
use of the city walls, but without procreased demands upon our space.
An unsigned letter from Maysville, tection from the incessant rains. DisArkansas, the 4th inst., commends tress of the people is pjtiable. Crops
the labors of Bro. F. C. Keck in that in the flooded district are destroyed.
The Emperor has ordered all possible
region. He had baptized two.
Bro. P. C. Fisher, of East Aurora, relief measures.
New York, writes that Bro. I. M.
Kaiser Wilhelm and his cabinet
Smith was doing effective preaching want 410,000,000 marks for the conin Erie County, that State. The struction of war vessels during* the
people like him and his congrega- next seven years. If the Reichstag
tions are large and orderly. He refuses the grant, it will be sent home
hopes to see a branch organized as by the government and new elections
a result.
be ordered. Against this movement
a
large number of factions is arrayed,
The Salvation Army has negotiated
including
"Radicals," "Ultra-Libera loan of five millions of dollars with
als,"
"Socialists,"
the "Center party,"
which it proposes to establish extenand
others,
who
denounce
it in the
sive farm colonies throughout the
newspapers
as
abridging
the
"consticountry on the cooperative plan. One
tutional
rights"
of
the
legislature.
colony is to be planted at Woodville,
"In Bavaria the peasant democratic
near Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; but
larger ones will be planted in the federation is rapidly gaining strength.
West, in California, Arizona, and During the last week two hitherto
elsewhere.
"By a well-planned co- hostile branches of the federation
operative system the leaders of the have united and adopted a joint platmovement expect to build up pros- form of the most radical nature. It
perous communities that will in demands liberty of association, meeta short time overcome the debt." ing of the press, reform of the judiNew York capitalists and others are ciary system, a complete division of
said to be backing Commander Booth- church and state, a diminution of the
Tucker in the undertaking. A syndi- military burdens, and the assumption
cate of wealthy men is said to be by the state of all rural mortgages.
raising the necessary funds. Farm- The leaders of this newly formed
ing and industrial work will be taken party expect to sweep Bavaria at the
up on a large scale. Workshops will next elections."
be built and lines of trade introduced
The new Spanish cabinet has decided
for the employment of idle men. to give both Cuba and Puerto Rico a
Criminal classes are also to be taken home government under the suzein, treated kindly, and employed at rainty of the Spanish crown.
the eastern colony until they prove
Many prominent women of the
themselves capable and worthy, when Methodist Church in Nebraska are
they will be sent west and be given an said to be boycotting the church to
opportunity to obtain homes of their secure equal rights with men in the
own, on the payment of installments. matter of church representation.
This we learn from the Pittsburg
Universalists in State convention at
Oornmercial Gazette of October 2, sent Lansing, Michigan, are quarreling
us by Bro. C, E. Miller, of Pittsburg. ove:r their creed, The convention de,
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clared against making any precise
form of words a test of fellowship,
provided the principles of the Fatherhood of God, the spiritual leadership
of Jes us Christ, and the final harmony
of all souls with God, were professed.
Great Britain has formally refused
to take part in the proposed sealing
conference if Russia and Japan are
represented.
Elections for members of the Norway Storthing have resulted in great
gains for the Liberals, assuring their
control of the government.
The prevailing drought has been
followed by disastrous fires on the
prairies and in the forests of Indiana,
Michigan, North and South Dakota,
Nebraska, Canada, Ohio, Wisconsin, and
in other States. In some cases entire
towns have been swept away and human life and live stock been destroyed.
Much farm property has also been
burned.
Yellow fever continued to increase
in the South until the 7th, since which
time a decrease in the number of cases
is reported, caused by cooler weather.
The Spanish cabinet bas recalled
General Weyler from Cuba and appointed Marshal Blanco in his stead.,
The latter is said to be inclined to
conciliation. Twenty thousand troops
will be sent from Spain.
The United States Navy department is organizing the merchant marine of the country as an auxiliary
naval force. The plan is to prepare
armaments that would place vessels in commission and ready for
service three weeks after a declaration of hostilities.
The British government war office
is elaborating a plan by which volunteer forces will also be liable for service abroad in case of war.
News of the 8th reports great increase of yellow fever at Mobile and
New Orleans.
The late drought was broken by
rains in the States of Nebraska, Kansas,
Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois, and Iowa
on the 10th inst. The rain, though
late, is expected to help the wheat
and fodder crops in the Mississippi
Valley.
Yellow fever had increased at New
Orleans on the 10th. Galveston, Texas,
had also become infected.
The HERALD list remains open for
['lqbscriptions. :Please send them in.
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the thing cared for possess animal life, the
lesson is even more impressive. So give the
children their patches of garden to tend,
EDITED BY FRANCES.
their birds, chickens, lambs, dogs, horsespets
of every kind; make them responsible
"Not only in the darknesEt,
for feeding and caring for them. You thus
Guide thou my way;
Not only when I stumble,
develop a sense of personal responsibility,
Be than my stay;
systematic thoughtfulness, continuous wellBut in the noonday ~unehine,
doing, for if their pets are forgotten a single
Shed brighter light;
day they suffer, perhaps die. You also teach
And when I walk in surenesE1,
Lead me aright.,,
love for animals, and kindness growing out
of that love. Do not spoil this lesson by letting the children feel that their deficiencies
SELECT READING FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS
will be supplied by yourself or a servant, that
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
if they neglect to weed their gardens or
OCCUPATIONS -CONTINUED.
water their plants, you will do it. Better let
TRAIN your children in such wavs of workthe weeds take the garden and the beautifill
ing as will develop judgment and cultivate
fuchsia die of thirst. With auimal pets you
self-reliance and common sense. Throw them
cannot do this, but you can take them away
on their own responsibility a:; early and as
when they are not properly cared for, and
much as possible. Trust to their judgment
thus teach that ownership brings with it
and show them that you do. Of course you
obligations not to be ignored.
keep a kindly eye upon them iJ,nd sometimes
interpose, like a beneficent, Providence, to
Children should be trained in such wavs of
save them from the result of their blunders; working as will make them prompt, effi~ient
but give as little prominence a 8 possible to men and women. Never allow them two hours
this oversight, and sometimes allow them to for doing what ought to be done in one, or to
learn wisdom by the things they suffer from put off till afternoon what ought to be done
their own mistakes.
before breakfast. See that they do their
Just here is a point regarding children's work at the right time and in its right time.
work too often neglected.
Tu <rTan£ing They will thus be able, wh»n i:'rown, t,,, k''P
their work we should guard against mbtakes ahead of their work, and dd vo it, hl ciwse
and failures, than which nothing is more dis- they never allow it to drive them. We like
couraging. Make success possible in every- that old-fashioned expression-"forehanded,"
thing you giv2 a child to do, then see that he meaning beforehand with one's needs, hence
achieves it. . . .
in easy circumstances. It results from being
Children should be supplied with good beforehand with work, and whether you are
tools and taught to keep them in order. so or not depends in large measure upon the
Children's work should cultivate patience way you were trained to work in childhood.
and continuauce in welldoing. While it is Do not aHow your children to grow into
not well to confine them too long to one task, Saturday afternoon f<>lks, when you might
do not allow them to throw it up whenever train them to be Monday morning people;
their whims prompt them to do so. Have these are they that are forehanded in a double
them finish what they commenc~. Do not sense-their two hands will accomplish as
allow them to form the habit of commencing much as four hands will if they belong to the
half a dozen things and not finishing any of Saturday afternoon order. "Always be an
them. . . .
hour in advance of your work" is a good
The children's work should train to motto for man and child . . . .
though.tfulness and helpfulness, thus tending
Who will teach your child if not yourself,
to eradicate selfishness. Train the child al- and when is she to learn if not before she has
ways to have Papa's slippers ready for him been trained to dislike work? for children
by the fire; to find Grandpa's spectacles, or are frequently so trained. This training
thread Grandma's needle, unasked; to keep comes through just such refu.~als of parents
the wood box al ways full, to bring water for to allow them to work and teach them to do
Mam ma: in short,, to be al ways on the look- it well when they are Httle; by lack of paout for ways of helping, and you will do much tience and system in tho:'e who teach them; by
toward breaking up the tendency to always being expected to know everything at once
thin~ of self first. Children allowed to grow and being blamed because they do not; by
up
f h learning by experience the bless- being required to work
· amid unpleasant surd without
e ness o
e 1pfulness are .deprived of one of roundings, uncongen.ial a~sociates, .or with
the truest sourc:is. of ha~prness.
poor tools; or by berng- taxed beyond their
The care of hv~ng thrngs, plants and ani- strength; by lack of appreciation of their
mals, develops f~i~~fulness'. patience, and a honest endeavors; by having work made too
sense of respo:is1b1'.ity. _ Krndergartners ac- easy for them, so that they are deprived of
knowledge this prrnciple by giving promi- th: pleasure of conquering difficulties; by
n:nce to plant culture. Each ehild has his berng kept at patchy work, doing· a little of
bit. of ~ar.den .or his pot of growing plants this and a little of that. to help others, but
whwh it 1s his t~ tend and to enjoy. He never allowed to do aoytbing wholly, thus
learns thereby patience, for he cannot hasten experiencing the joy of eompletion· and by
th
· t'
f th
d
.
b .
.
.
'
e germrna 10n o , e se~ or the ~pemng of n.ot emg t~arned to do thrngs. thoroughly,
tbe bud, the! .i:r:ust aw~1t God's time: per- smce there lS no real pleasure rn doing slip:onal respon.sibiht.y, for if ~e does no~ water shod work. · · ·
h.em and give them sunshrne they die; and
Parents often complain that their children
His care for them begets loving interest. If have DO time to learn to work when attending

school. Having time is largely a question of
method and system. If they are allowed to
dawdle over either their work or their
studies, or if you expect them to become
versed in all the wisdom of Solomon, with
music lessons, china painting, and Kensington added, by the time they are sixteen, they
will not have time for work. But if you
require of them no more study than is healthful for body and mind, and train them· in
right methods of work and of study, there is
plenty of time for both. I know whereof I
affirm, speaking from personal experience,
having had during my college course, and
during many years of teaching, an unusual
amount of home duties which did not interfere either with my efficiency in school or my
health.
Many wise parent:;i take their children out
of school a year on purpose to have them
learn to work. We have known this followed
by the happiest results, and the gain was not
all in learning to work. It afforded the body
a needed rest from study, giving- it a chance
to catch up with the mind in development,
and the mind opportunity to mature. The
brain was strengthed in texture, as we saw in
chapter second it is, by exercising the
muscles aright. Then the young mind has
time to assimilate what it has learned, to
transmute its knowledge into practical wisdom. A year's change from study to work,
especially if it be when great physical
changes are going on, often results in increased strength of body and mind.-Ohild-
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hood: Its Oare anci Culture.
(Continued.)

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
A SISTER living in Lee County, Illinois, desires the prayers and fastings of those who
are interested in this latter-day work, on the
last Sabbath in October, that God may, in his
mercy, take and destroy the appetite for
strong drink from her husband. She earnestly desires this request.
Bro. Alma C. Barmore, writing from Lookout, California, September 27, desires prayer
that he may be healed of his afflictions.
Bro. William Franklin, of Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin, requests the faith and prayers of
the Prayer Union that he may be healed of
the disease which is afflicting him.

I

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR OCTOBER.
Thur'day
~
, Oct'· 14 .-Ou r -fa m1·1·ies. p rayer
for the members of our families by name, and
for the families of each other and those of the
ministry. For the youth of the church in
general.
Memory Verses.-Galatians 6: 1-10.
Thursday, Oct. 21.-Missions and Sunda
school work and the church publicat' y
Also for the 'poor, the sick, and afflicted.ions.
Memory Verse.-Mosiah 2.
Thursday Oct 28 -Zion 0
t
•t
,
· .
, ur coun ry, 1 s
welfare and prosperity, and it.s speedy purification by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
I the kingdom of Christ be established.
Memory Verses.-Psalm 15; D. C. 102.

I

I
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THE
PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS OF
DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS.
HYMN 475.
Prayer.
Scripture re.ading:
1 Thess. 5: 1-11. Select reading from Home
Column. Discussion. Question box. General remarks on mothers' work. Roll call.
Business. Hymn 1078. Dismissal prayer.

IlBpartmBm.
NEWCASTLE,

N. S. W., Aug. 16.

Editors Hero.ld:-Yesterday my heart was
filled with gratitude to my heavenly Father,
as quite a number of membns of the church
assembled by the water side to witness the
baptism of thirteen precious souls who have
decided to obey and show that they are not
ashamed of the cross of the Master.
When looking back twenty-two years ago
when those good men, C. W. Wandell and
Glaud Rodger, first came and raised the
standard of the Reorganized Church, following after them saints of like stamp, T. W.
Smith, J. F. Burton, J. W. Wight, and their
saintly companions and the reapers who are
now gathering in the sheaves-Bro. Butterworth, Kaler, and Wells, workmen of the
Lord's own choosing (by their fruits they
shall be known), in fact if it had needed a
miracle to confirm me in the faith, to hear
Bro. C. A. Butterworth would have been
enough; and the president of .the Hamilton
branch, Bro. Henry Broadway, who is a saint
full of zeal for the cause of the Master. He
has given the church a piece of ground and
building for a church, which will hold about
one hundred and fifty people. And at the
confirmation yesterday the Lord manifested
his power and we were made to rejoice in the
gifts of the gospel. Where is there room to
doubt?
It is now more than twenty years since I
obeyed this gospel and to-day I am more confirmed than ever in the faith. My wife was
baptized a month after myself. We have
four children in the church and two yet to
come, which I hope to see before I shall be
called to go from this stage of action.
The Lord is indeed favoring Zion in this
part of the world, so mueh so that the Brighami te elders here are trying to sail under
the colors of the Reorganized Church in
Sydney. Bro. Wells will bapti7.e some on the
18th and'then he is deputed to go to Sydney
and watch these deceivers and expose their
doings, whieh he is well able to do; for he
has the will, and ability, and zeal for the
Lord's work.
When looking back to the commencement
of this work and comparing it with the present, some of the old members have been
called to receive theit reward, some are
waiting to receive the call, and some ·we see
that used to stand with us have wandered
from the path and are now groping in darkness, we feel to ask oursel ves,Shall we stand
to receive our inheritance? By the Lord's
help we shall, and I pray that those who
have wandered may return before too. late.
Yonr;; int.be one faith,
C. A. DA VIS,

SAINTS~

HERALD.

LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 30.

Editors Hernld:-Although a long silence
upon my part, it has not been occasioned by
idleness I ca" assure you. Began this confer·
ence year by preaching four sermons in one
day, and have not allowed an opportunity to
go by unoccupied. Will not burden your
pages by particularizing the effort at the
numerous places labor was done. While at
Lucas the latter part of April attending a
session of the Bishop's court, and preaching
of evenings, went to the Lipe schoolhouse,
and in company with Brn. G. H. Hillard and
J. S. Snively, beld meetings and baptized
four. Held meetings at Lucas and Hiteman.
Was called to preach a funeral at Liberty
Center; we had the use of the M. E. church,
their choir doing the singing; I was greatly
blessed as I spoke the word of the Lord to a
crowded house. It being Saturday, and I
was without an appointment for the Sabbath,
I yielded to the urgent request of the people
and spoke three times in the 7Vest Liberty
schoolhouse; the house would not hold thB
crowds that came out. I ask pardon of Bro.
Columbus Scott for breaking the bread of
life in his pasture. Accepted the kind invitation of the Pleasanton committee to deliver
the address on Decoration Day. The gathering was in their beautiful little park, the
day was delightful and balmy, good order
prevailed, and close attention granted to the
speaker. Many of the crowd went to two
cemeteries,· and with bowed heads and
cheerful bands scattered flowers on the
last resting places of the comrades who
answered their country's call in the hour
of need.
I received kind and substantial attention from Dr. Macy, Mr. Frank
Walker, and the committee. Hied me away
to Ellston, where Bro. T. J. Bell, under the
blessing of God, bad awakened quite an
interest, helped him in tent work for ten
days and felt the assurance of the Haly Spirit
that our work was accepted, and in the due
time of the Lord would be productive of good
unto the salvation of some.
June 11 went to Allendale, Missouri, to at-·
tend the district conference, the attendance
was large, considering it is an inland town
and located in the southwest corner of the
district. The branch there is few and feeble,
but no visitor suffered so far as I am aware.
Business was put through with dispatch,
preaching was good, and the prayer meetings
mos~ excellent.
I continued a few days to
minister the word and aid the saints as best I
could, exhorting them to patience and faithfulness.
July 4, drove in the rain to the Latta
schoolhouse, preached twice and baptized
one, and in so doing had a dream fulfilled.
While preaching at Hiteman I received a
telegram that my father was quite low at his
home in Nebraska City. Hastened to his
bedside, but too late to hold an intelligent
conversation, as the disease that causEd
death had destroyed the intelligent action of
the brain. He fell asleep peacefully, and he
Nearly a year before
1 welcomed the change.
, his death I sought an opportunity to visi.t
him, the privilege was denied me. Soon
after in dream I learned that I should neither
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receive his dying blessing nor see him depart
life. Although with him nearly a week, I
was not present at the time of his demise.
Having given my promise to the President
of the church to fill an appointment in the
north part of Lucas County, Iowa, and while
on my way to fulfill this promise, tbe spirit
of my father returned to the God who gave
it. He was not faultless, but I believe was
faithful to the gospel covenant made fifty-six
years ago. While at Nebraska City, the
larger part of my life was reviewed by the
objects seen and the people with whom I
conversed. I spoke seven times, although
the evenings were excessively hot, the attendance was fair. The satisfaction to me
cannot be expressed in words for the warm
greetings of those dear saints and friends
where I began my gospel work in childhood.
August 6; in compliance with invitation of
the committee, I went to Thurman reunion.
Earnest work was done, and.some noble souls
entered tbe fold, My opinion is that the
committee struck the keynote on economy
and the best method of getting a connected
statement of the gospel before the people.
The kindness of those dear saints will not
soon be forgotten.
My latest efforts were in a tent north of
Lucas; the people gave us an attentive hearing, and ma;ny thoughtful people are considering our presentation of the restored gospel.
Without doubt the chief work of the church
is the preaching of the gospel in new fields,
and to those who have never had the privilege
of hearing the Angel's message explained
by our ministers: but years of experience
and close obt'ervation teach me that the
time is near, if not already upon us, that
those of missionary force must push out and
fill their particular work, and that the standing ministers become active in their calling,
otherwise the work must suffer. It is as important to rnve that which we gain, as that
the whole revenue of the church be expended
in gathering the sheep of the fold and then
to leave them without shelter or food.
The late statement in the Herald of thirtytwo baptized some time ago, and only two
now remain in the faith, should be an eyeopener to the necessity of pastoral work.
"Feed my sheep" and "feed my lambs" has,
to me, a very significant meaning, and I opine
that it is quite important that the church
exercise as much care in selecting and appointing the standing ministers as' the missionary force, and ba.ve as much anxiety in
sustaining with the tithes <:.nd offorings each
in his place and appointment. Those who
love God and keep bis law having the best
understanding of the same, are usually the
most liberal with their means in sustaining
the work. God has provided for the standing ministers that they should be watchmen
tJ the flock, and give the needed education
that the saints may finally come to "perfection." There is a parallel to this saving of
the church membership in the oft expressed
thought: It is not what on.e earns, but what
he saves that does him good; or, not what we
eat, but what we digest that does us good.
Even so; not. the number of baptism;:i that
will make us a strong church fol" good in tho
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earth, but the developing in our membership a good understanding and a faithful
compliance with all the commandments of
God; so that all the household of faith shall
be prepared to give "a reason of the hope"
that they profess, that it may be fulfilled as
foretold: "saying, Know t,he Lord: for they
shall all know me, from the least of them
unto the greatest of them." The manifestations of the Holy Spirit should 1::-e to the coi;ifirming of the Word, and instructing us in
the truth and the interest of the same.
In bonds,
ROBER'l.' M. ELVIN.
ANGOLA, Ind., Sept. 27.
Editors Herald:--Since last writing I have
been on the go continuously. Have so far attended all the two days' meetings held in this
district this year. Bro. Briggs said he
would keep me busy if I came to the Lake
mission. Ee bas kept bis word. I take
pleasure though in toiling and teaching,
working and waiting in this great work.
We are now at South Scott, the historic
ground where the Disciples say Leonard
Scott "tore up" their church. Very large
crowds. Bro. Scott gave us an excellent sermon last evening. It was delightfully
illuminating. Flint is the next point and
will close the series.
J.M. BAGGERLY.
BALMAIN, N. S. W., Aug. 30.
Editors Herald:-By the time you get this it
will be about twelve months since we made a
move towards building a chapel to worship
in; and to-day we have a nice little chapel,
one that will seat about one hundred and
seventy-five comfortably. It was built by the
brethren giving their labor. It has been
neatly painted and finished by the same
means, and we have just placed in it a very
nice rostrum, which was very much needed.
Many thanks are due to many of the brethren
and sisters for the way they worked and sacrificed to help. I mention no names, as there
are so many.
We have not had any of the missionaries
here for about three months; nevertheless we
have been having some good times. God has
been with and has blessed us. We have good
meetings and a good interest has been kept
up. Bro. Wells bas just run down from
Newcastle, where he has been laboring for
the last"tbree months, and where there has
been some good work done. In fact, God has
been blessing us all over the mission.
A very singular coincidence happened here
on August 15 and the week following. At
Newcastle, where Bro. Wells was, there were
thirteen baptized in the morning of the above
date, by Elder Broad way, and at the confirmation in the afternoon it was a time long to be
remembered by those who were present.
Through the week two more were baptized,
making fifteen in all. And your correspondent is informed that at the branch at Hastings, Victoria, on the same date they had the
gifts of the Spirit in prophecy and tongues;
and on the same day while Bro. Ellis was
preaching at Bal main, a sister, a visitor from
Victoria, saw a beautiful ray of light around
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bis head, and another sister saw a ·heavenly
visitor from the spirit world come to
strengthen us. She said he was an elderly
man with long gray hair. At our Wednesday night prayer meeting we had the gift of
prophecy bestowed. Two prophecies were
given; one to the branch, and one to a
brother. Bro. Ellis preached grandly that
evening, having great libcirty, preaching for
one hour and ten minutes on the authority.
Brn. Butterworth and Kaler have been up
north, and just previous to the above date I
am informed that Bro. Butterworth thought
of coming to Sydney, but was shown in a
dream that be was to go to a place where
Bro. Kaler had preached and there he
would baptize five; so he went to a place
called Bullabdelab and preached on the above
date, and there baptized two; and he was a
little troubled about it, as he understood by
the dream that be was to baptize five; so he
started back, but called at another place and
there he baptizsd five, making seven in all.
And so the work is going on. It is very encouraging is it not?
Bro. Butterworth has got back to Tuncurry
where Bro. Kaler is, but we are expecting
them to come to Sydney shortly with their
families.
Yours in the gospel,
JOSEPH SMI'l.'H.
LITTLE FALLS, Wash., Sept. 23.
Editors Herald:-Since last writing you I
have visited and preached at Chehalis, this
State. I found a home with a cousin of mine
whom I bad not seen for twelve years, while
there. I preached three times there and feel
that I made some friends to the work; and
when I left it was with an urgent invitation
to come back and do more preaching.
My next move was to take the tent and set
it up at the hop yard of a Mr. Patterson, at
Olequa. Just at this suason nearly all the
working people of these regions go to the
bopfields for an outing and to earn a few dollars, so I thought I would go there also. Mr.
P. bas a field of about seventy acres of hops,
and this brought together nearly a thousand
people during the harvest. I was here from
the 9th inst. to the 22d and preached, in all,
sixteen sermons. I fe0l that. it was a good
move. There was another man who held
meetings on the grounds on the two Sundays
I was there. I sent him an invitation to
come to the tent and use it and I would assist
him during the morning hour, and then I
would occupy and be could assist me at the
evening service. He did not come, however;
was afraid of the company. ·Undoubtedly he
tbinks "a good name is better to be chosen
than great riches."
I parted company with Bro. Holt at
Castle Rock, he going to Roslyn and I to
the bopfields. We expect to meet again
near Heppner sometime in the next month.
The first Sunday I was at Olequa it was
stated that they would pick hops in the afternoon, and so I made no announcement for
services at three p. m., but told them there
would be no preaching after eleven till the
evening hour. However, as I was alone in
the tent about three p. m., I sat down and
commenced playing and singing, and before

long there was a congregation of about thirty
who came, some to hear preaching and some
to bear the singing. Of course we tried to
accommodate both classes. Among the audience was a Mr. and Mrs. Ellis, of Little Falls,
who came again the second Sunday, and after
the three o'clock services came to me and offered to entertain me if I would come to Little Falls and preach. The result is I am
here. He not only gives me a home while
here, but secured a team to move me here,
and also an old store building to preach in.
This I seated with the lumber I used to seat
the tent with and so am quite well situated
here.
I moved here yesterday and about fifty
were out to hear the word at night. This is
a new opening. I am hopeful of doing good
here. Surely the Lord will reward those
who help his work along. I am in need of
tracts but funds are low and I can't buy them,
but do the best I can. Next addrees will be
Castle Rock, Washington.
Hopefully in the work,
A. M. CHASE.
SEMINOLE, Ala., Sept. 27.
Editors Herald:-I am still in Baldwin
County, Alabama. The fever scourge has
militated against our work somewhat, but
Bro. J. Reeder and I have been traveling together for the past month or so, and we think
our efforts have not been in vain. Bro. C. I.
Carpenter returned to the Florida district to
assist Bro. Allen in some work there before
conference convenes.
Having beard a not very favorable report
from the work and the saints in Baldwin
County, we thought best for me to come and
see, lest hurt and harm came to the work;
but while there is much room for improvement, I am glad to say I found the work in
much better condition than I expected. Brn.
Reeder, Law, and other brethren have been
holding up the truth before the people, till a
number are interested, and some convinced,
and five bad been baptized by Bro. C. L.
Lone. I was glad indeed to find these good
brethren laboring so zealously for the good
cause. If there is any jealousy in the hearts
of these brethren, I have not seen it. Of
course, since I came among them, they have
been putting me in front to do most of the
preaching, and Bro. R3eder says my preaching has confirmed what they have been telling the people for some time. And they
are beginning to move toward the church.
I have baptized five since coming here,
and seven have given their names for baptism at Beulah, in Escambia County,
Florida, and Nathaniel Reeder and wife are
to be baptized again, as they have not been
satisfied with their baptism, for reasons best
known to themselves. Bro. Nathan is a son
of Bro. J. Reeder, and is a man of some note,
and bas a good family, Bro. HemanC. Smith
will remember him and his family. These
will be baptizsd the second Sunday in Octolier, if no uncommon occurrence takes place.
Bro. Nathan was almost convinced by the
elders of the Utah Church that they were
right, so his father took me to visit him and
we spent a day and night and convinced him;
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for I considered him and his family too good
to be lost. He had called on the Utah elders
to administer to him for his eyes, which had
been troubling him for some eighteen
months. They did so twice, but no blessing
came; so he called on us, and we complied,
and his eyes are healed. To God be all
the praise. So it seems there will be enough
baptized there at once to start a branch.
The two ladies I mentioned some time ago,
who gave their names for baptism, will be
baptized at conference. They did not succeed in removing Bro. Carpenter and I from
Escambia County. The Lord moved upon a
young man recently from the State of Ohio
to speak against their petition. He was a
member of the M. E. Church and told them
he would not sign it, for they did not know
what they were doing, and that they had
better go to hear us; that if they had any
members in their church that wanted to
leave it and join us, to let them go, that that
was their privilege. This is twice that our
people in this country have been defended by
men from the State of Ohio. Bro. Reeder
and I preached yesterday near Braidey,
which is a new opening; and I think the
prospect good for a branch there in time.
Bro. Reeder is seventy-two years old and is
quite active; he has sixty-three grandchildren and fourteen great-grandchildren. He
is as jovial a man as I ever traveled with.
One M. E. congregation here says they believe the Latter Day Saints' Church is the
only one that is right; but they feel a little
ashamed of the way they have treated the
saints; so we may have something good to
report in time.
D. E. TUCKER.
HIKUERU, Tuamotu,
Oceanica, July 29.
Editors Herald:-Even the islands of the
sea rejoice over the revelation of last April.
The news has just reached us, not in our own
language, but in the Tahitian, being printed
in our little paper, Orometua, edited by Bro.
J. F. Burton. It is a neat little paper, and I
think promises to do much good and carry
the gospel to many people who cannot hear
the word preached. The natives are much
pleased with it. My soul rejoices in the
Lord for his loving kindness. We have received no papers later than March, so you
may imagine our anxiety to get them once
more.
I last wrote from Raroia; have baptized six
since then, and have enjoyed splendid liberty
in preaching the word-in fact I think I
never was so blessed. Mrs. Case has poor
health, which I fear will necessitate our returning to America soon.
We called at the small island of Taenga
nearly two weeks; found our people at that
place in rather a sleepy condition; however,
I hope we did them some good. They have
been greatly neglected for a long time. We
are now waiting for a ship to take us to some
of the eastward islands. We desire the faithful to pray for us, that we may be equal to the
task allotted us.
Your brother and coworker,
HUBERT CASE.

LOOKOUT, Cal., Sept. 20.
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ELDORADO, Cal.' Sept. 25.

Editors Herald:-The Northern and Cen-

Editors Hemld:-It is a little more than

tral California reunion closed the 12th inst.
It was the best one I ever attended, though I
have been to some where the attendance was
much larger, but the preaching and prayer
services were not so spiritual. I am speaking
of course according to the way I view it; the
greater good I received from these meetings
may be on account of being in a better spiritual condition. The good sisters present concluded to do something religious, and the
result was presents to two elders there;
one of whom they had noticed was in need of
a suit of clothes, and the other without a
watch. I must say that I love the California
saints, though some are lukewarm in the
cause; and I hope my confidence in them as a
body will never grow less. When I consider
their kindness I am very sorry to think any
of them should miss the celestial kingdom;
but I fear that some of them, perhaps the
greater part, will. I trust I have their confidence, and if I have, I believe I can retain it
by being sufficiently diligent in attending to
my own duties; but if I don't, I shall consider
some unwise or erroneous acts on my part
the reason. There may be some cynics
among them; indeed, I think there are; but
they are exceptions. Every officer who will
heed the words of inspiration, to learn his
duty and be diligent in his office, will have
the support of the most of his brethren.
Bro. Newton and I started to this place
three days after the reunion. We came to
Sisson by rail, where we were met by Bro.
John Hogan and conveyed through a dense
forest of pine, fir, and cedar for a distance of
one hundred miles, arriving here after a two
days' drive. The ride was very dusty, but
was made enjoyable by looking at the fine
timber and picking out places in the mountain streams that would be good for baptizing.
However, have not had any use for such
places since we have been in the State. We
were all the way and are now in view of the
snow-capped summit of Mt. Shasta. Although we are several miles from any railroad
or trade center, we have already seen indications of civilization.

four months since we arrived in this western
State. Spent the first two months in the
southern part. of the State, mostly among the
different branches, trying to encourage the
saints and get the gospel before the world as
much as possible. We reached this northern
district about the 21st of July, and have
tried to utilize the time to ti.J.e best ad vantage. Attended the reunion at Oakland,
from September 3to13, enjoyed it very much;
in fact, everyone there seemed to enjoy it,
and were sorry when it was over. It seems
good to meet in the assembly of the saints
when one has not had that privilege for
some time. I have nearly always lived in a
large branch, and did not know what it was
to be deprived from meetfog with the saints.
I came to this place the day after the reunion, by invitation of Bro. James Askew, who
is an old citizen here; have preached a few
times in a union church to an audience of
about twenty-five, with the exception of Sunday, when we had quite a full house.
Bro. Askew, by being an old citizen and
well acquainted, was successful in securing
the courthouse at Placerville, the county
seat, a town of about three thousand inhabitants. We had some dodgers printed,
and I went around and put one in nearly
every house in town, both private and business houses. None of our people had ever
preached there, so I thought we would get a
good crowd through curiosity if nothing else,
but our earnest hopes and expectations were
not realized; we tried itfor three nights, but
had such a poor turnout, did not feel justified
in continuing longer, as we were under quite
an expense for lights and board. I preached
twice at the county hospital, at the same
place, to a good crowd of old men, who
seemed to enjoy our gospel story very much,
and bad a very pressing invitation to come
again. I visited a number of the sick that
were not able to attend the meeting; some
who had not been out of bed for four and five
years. One old gentleman eighty years old
~aid he had never been up for more than
three years, but he said he was in the Lord's
hands, that he was perfectly willing to die;
but if it was the Lord's will that he should
still suffer, he was willing to endure it. I
thought his trust and patience were very commendable indeed.
Bro. Askew is a man that not only prays
for the spread of this work, but is willing to
meet all the expenses of an elder in trying to,
get the gospel before the people.
Bro. Barmore and I are not together much
of the time; as we cannot get a very large
attendance, we think we can accomplish
more good by working alone. He and Bro.
William Newton have gone to the extreme
northern part of this State to try and encourage the saints there, and build up the work,
as it has been somewhat neglected.
The climate and fruit here are very enjoyable; but it stems to me there is not much to
encourage a missionary in trying to get the
gospAl l><1fore the world when the people don't
seem to have any interest in religion of any
kir:id, and don't want to hear it. Perhaps I

We held two preaching and one prayer
service here yesterday. We shall endeavor
by the Lord's help to "set in order" the
branch here, and then do some missionary
work. I am favorably impressed in regard
to the practicability of reaching the people
here, and feel confident of some success,
though I may be disappointed. They are not
fettered by modern conventionalities to any
~reat extent. I am feeling well in the work,
and am certain of abundant success after
awhile. In reality very few accept the work,
but in my imagipation very many become
obedient. It makes life sweet, and renders
it endurable, to have some ideality. I cannot
boast of great progress, but I am certain that
by prayer, fasting, and general diligence, I
can scale the heights and reach the high
spiritual plain-the gospel table land-upon
which the glittering word "overcometh" is
written. Brethren, pray for me.
Jn gospel 1;>onds,
.
A. C. BARMORE.
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expect too much, as this is my first experi- heavy stroke on the breast; then the mob
ence as a general missionary; but I try to carried me away on double quick.
take comfort in the thought that I have done
I was ordered to leave the country at once,
the best I could, and am willing to leave the but was allowed to return and gather up my
result with God. The best interest I have books. So I returned to my friends and
had out here was at a hop field, where there found Bro. Fuller covered with blood. After
was about two hundred camped. I helped returning I called the saints and friends tothem pick hops in the day, and in the even- gether and we had a season of prayer. One
ing would build a camp fire and they would man said he could not see how we could pray
gather around near the fire, while we en- for as wicked a set of men as that mob was.
deavored to tell them about the restored gos- Before leaving next morning Bro. Fuller
pel. I preached eight times, then the boys called the saints together and we had another
and young men made so much noise, on pur- season of prayer; the Spirit was with us in
pose to break up the meeting, that I had to power-the tears were free, and all gave of
quit. Before closing I must say, in my trav- them freely. Then I bless"'d four children
els in California I have met many true, kind- and ad ministered to five sick ones, receiving
hearted saints, who have ministered to our a blessing in each case. We returned to Mr.
every necessity, both in words and actions. and Sr. Judkins', some eight miles away,
May God bless and keep us all faithful to the where I had left Bro. J. W. Kent. Here we
end is the prayer and desire of
labored for some time, being guarded by the
deputy sheriff day and night part of the
Your brother,
time. Here I had the pleasure of baptizing
R. J, PARKER
five, and the sick were administered to and
a good impression left with the people.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Sept. 29.
J. W. JACKSON.
Editors Herald:-The conference held here
on Saturday and Sunday last passed off
pleasantly. A deep interest was manifest in
LOCUST POINT, 0., Oct. 1.
the working force, and although our numEditors Hemld:-I came to this place Sepbers are not great in these parts, and tember 22, and got permission to hold meetmuch to contend against, the brethren ings in the young people's dance hall. I am
keep up commendable courage and are push- having large audiences to preach the word too,
ing ahead as best they can. Brn. A. Kent, A. and some are greatly interested in the work.
M. Baker, and G. W. Robley, of the general I hope to see some of them obey the truth in
ministry, were present at the conference. the future. At Catawba Island, in the
These with the home brethren were active in chapel, we have good full houses to talk to.
the meetings, including Bro. A. H. Parsons, I now have the use of a hall at Peachton, on
who is an all around man. Quite an bterest the other end of the island, where I get
was manifest in the Sunday school work. larger crowds than at the chapel. Prejudice
Bro. Ephraim Squires was continued superin- seems to be giving away and the honest in
tendent. Bro. Hosea Bacon manifests much bean are believing the truth. I am having
interest in this department of work. Bro. lots of work in preaching the word-spoke
John Zimmerman, the Bishop's agent, is twenty-seven times last month.
another all around man, and is a mainstay in
Last Sunday Bro. James Welch was made
a financial sense in many ways.
to rejoice when I led his wife down into the
There is a hopeful side to things here. waters of baptism. Bro. Welch is a good
Brn. Alma Kent and G. W. Robley started to brother, what ther0 is of him; but he is like
Scranton this morning to labor there for a Zaccheus of old, little of stature, but is willseason. Bro. Baker thinks of laboring ing to do all in. his power for the spread of
locally for awhile as circumstances permit. I the gospel. It is eighteen miles or more
expect to attend the conference at Brooklyn, from where he lives on the island out here,
New York, this week.
and he and I came the most of the way afoot.
Cheerfully,
I am making my home at this place with Mr.
Myers, who is favorable to the work, and
WM. H. KELLEY.
who heard Bro. Etzenhouser on the island.
There
is a photographer here who is reading
EUCLID, Ark., Sept. 25.
Editors Herald:-I have just returned home the Book of Mormon t~rough, and he has
from Drew and Ashley Counties; m~t with never heard a sermon on i.t yet. He has been
reading the Millennial Dawn, and seems to
some success after going through much perthink,
like some others, that Mr. Russell is
secution. On September 10, while I was declaring the word in Bro. F. M. Fuller's house just right. But I see more darkness than
at eight p. m., a mob of about fifteen persons, light in it, and hope people will get their
with blackened and disguised faces, rushed eyes open to the truth and obey.
I am yours for the truth,
to the door, pointed their guns towards my
F. C. SMITH.
h€ad and ordered "hands up." Then two of
them rushed in, gathered me by each arm
and started for the door. At this moment the saints and friends tried to rescue
me; so there was considerable pulling. The
mob ordering them to loose me. Bro. Fuller
was warding off their guns, and the captain
ordered him to be knocked down; so Bro.
Fuller received three heavy blows on the
beacJ. with a gnu barrel, and the friend a

work many years ago. I know it is of God,
and if the Lord sees fit to again renew my
strength, I will gladly lay it on the altar in
such a glorious work.
Your afflicted but not discouraged brother,
J.C. CLAPP.

Orininal 1lr1icles.
LECTURE.

SUBJECT, INTELLECTUAL SIGNS OF
THE END.
TEXT: But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the
words, and seal the book, even to the time of
the end: many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge shall be increased.-Dan. 12: 4.

Ladies and Gentlemen:-The present
has been styled very significantly, the
golden age of the world. Compared
with all the ages composing the measure of the past, there is none to equal
it; a towering eminence from whose
beauty-crowned summit, the eye may
survey the broad expanse of the
world's history; age preceding age,
as wave follows wave, here and there
a bright spot like the green oasis in
the wide extended desert. No frowning sovereign now sits upon the
throne of universal empire to mark
out the channels of mind, erect tollgates upon the highway of human
thought, or fix bounds to the development of civilization, science, and art.
Free as the proud bird of liberty when
released from the deathly grasp of
the oriental lion, and permitted to
soar aloft and bathe his brilliant
tipped pinions in waves of light and
glory above the crags, is the genius
of research and the realm of intellect.
The soft mellow streams of the
world's daydawn, which so gently
rested and illumed the brows of the
fourteenth century heroes, have converged, and the blessed union enables
the intelligent millions to catch the
glintings from a deep and limitless
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of rnspuau1?n. As If the keyboard of the umverse had been suddenly touched by celestial hands to
flood the earth with the secrets of
chaos, angelic poems have gone the
world around. Isles and con tin en ts
have met, kissed and clasped. East,
LAMONI, Iowa, October 8.
west, north, and south embracedEditors Herald:-Will you please say to the tied to wheels of progress by furrows
saints that my inactivity i8 not of my own of ocean and bands of steel since the
choosing, but that bodily affliction has made mariner's compass courted and loved
1
· it impossible for me to fill the mission as- th
t
Th
't l f t t
d
J signed me by the last conference.
But in all
e s ars.
e ca pi a .s 0 s .a es an
, my afflictions I have not forgotten the knowl-1 governments, the fertile valleys and
I edge that I r<;Jcelv<?d of the divinity of the , snow-crested mountains, the Arctic
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plain and savannas of the tropics, the from the fair star of science. Ashovels of the poor, the palaces of the tronomy in her battles with the infiopulent, the emporiums of commerce, nite has piled world upon world, and
aye! the atmosphere itself pulsates tossed the comets across the pathway
with quickening throbs of eloquence, of planets. She has drawn "the
or rests in pensive tenderness under music of the spheres" into the soul of
soft waves of pathos, since the "art man, and translated the fiery hieropreservative of arts," or printing, glyphics written on the celestial dial
arose from the ashes of the past and plate.
the revival of letters from the dead!
Time and oft had the keen vision of
A highway has been opened through science traced the circuit and watched
the watery wilderness of the Atlantic, the twinklings of Alpha Centaur ere
the forests of a new world been the construction of Newtonian or
levelled and a community of states Gregorian telescopes; but since the
and nations been reared; the exquisite brain of man has been touched with
creations of genius wrought from the the inspirational torch, a glass twenty
marble block; the viewless substance inches in diameter has sufficient power
of shadows erigraved upo~ metallic to bring within our field of explorasurface; the mimicry of nature painted tion stars so remote that a ray of
on the canvas; millions of spindles light would be millions of years in
motioned; as many flying shuttles reaching us.
What measureless
winged; a thousand iron steeds har- depths can be sounded by the Lick
nessed to as many freighted cars; telescope with its thirty-six inch
mountains of granite have been tun- glass! o; the great reflector of Lord
neled; space annihilated with light- Rosse with its mirror seventy-six
ning speed. The waters of the world inches in diameter! The magnificent
have been whitened with the sails of exhibition of heaven's bright stadium
a hundred nations; every sea has of worlds dawns for a high purpose.
been navigated. Every known land We look and see more in the blazing
explored. Nature has been reduced firmament than a swarm of fireflies
in her thousand forms to as many dancing above the summer marsh.
sciences. Her laws have been taught,
"The time of the end" bas blessed
her future movements prophesied, her us with a magnified vision, and the
untrodden spaces measured, her heavens are redolent of meaning.
myriad hosts of worlds counted; their Where amid sweeping suns countdistance, dimensions, and velocities less minor systems dash in and out,
computed.
and over and under in intricate mys.
The genesis of modern sculptural tery of apparent irregular motion,
and architectural art has been told crossing each other's path at every
in casts of tomb and portal. The conceivable angle; dancing about like
walls of the world glitter with motes in the bars of sunshine, and
pomp and pageantry, bedecked with trailing comets sprinkle bright mosacolors set in fields of opalescent em- ics in the course of the suns. While
erald and sapphire, beautiful parks their motion is seemingly irregular,
studded with statues quaffing the it is but apparent. For all move in
crystal from marble lips. The barge lines geometric, and paths ma theof state has been oared by the arts matical with uniform motion. Proand industries, helmed by the scythe fessor Leland informs us, that "no
of Father Time, and speeded through heavenly body has ever been an inthe waves of Neptune's horses ac- stant ahead of its schedule time, and
companied by nereids and dolphins. not one a heart-beat behind it." A
Columns, pillars, balustrades, arches, diverting conclusion or deduction is
domes, plazas, fountains, gardens, here reached by these reverent teachpalaces, avenues, and islands are but ings of science: Law back of matthe caskets in which earth's treasures ter; activity back of law; energy back
and Beauty's estate have been en- of activity; force back of energythroned, since the white-robed mes- the force of all forces, and wisdom in
senger of art smote the chain of night that force. Law itself is inactive.
and bade the minstrel rise, or with It is the highway of travel only. It
fingers clad in lightning's power and means the lines along which the acflame, Bacon snatched the misty cloud j tivities run.
The power to act is
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back of the law. Wisdom has planned
this system, manifested in the "eter·
nal fitness of things" to which it is
adjusted without friction. The instruments of science disclose the universe as infinite, therefore, the Wisdom
that planned it is infinite.
The microscope follows the telescope by which every particle of matter is seen to possess a determinate
form. Animated beings in certain
liquids, so small that fifty thousand of
them would not equal the size of a mite
-a thousand of them ranged abreast
would easily swim, without being
thrown out of line, through the eye of
the finest cambric needle. And what
is more marvelous still, each of these
tiny creatures is supplied with mouth,
eyes, stomach, blood vessels, and
other organs for the performance of
animal fonctions. Every hair of our
head is a hollow tube, with bulbs and
roots furnished with threads or filaments. The scale of the fish beautifully interwoven and variegated like
pieces of network no art can imitate.
Every part of the dust on a butterfly's
wing is a beautifully organized feather.
The mold which adheres to damp
bodies displays a forest of trees and
plants, where the branches, leaves,
and fruit are plainly seen.
'fhe same infinite wisdom which
rounded the spacious globe, and the
bright masses of planetary orbs and
directs them in their rapid motion
through the sky, is still discernible.
Molecular life make infinite littleness
meet us here, as infinite greatness yonder; no atom anywhere but what is
quivering and throbbing with energy;
rocked in the cradles of growth, decay,
crystallization, organization, chemical
attraction and repulsion, magnetic
and electric influences, heat and light,
every particle is full of restless life.
In speaking to you of that limitless
ocean in which the numerous worlds
are immersed, whose waves or undulations constitute sound, called light,
we draw on the spectroscope for condensed beauty. It was once supposed
that light was corpuscular-composed
of minute particles of matter that
were by some force pushed through
space; but it is now determined that
the ether is a rarefied condition of
matter filling the spaces between
denser particles; that no mat;ter is
solid. We think.and speak of iron as
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solid. To our rough senses it is so,
yet Professor Faraday says: '•The
particles of matter in a cube of iron
are no nearer together in proportion
to their size, than men would be,
if only one man were standing on each
square mile of England." It. is also
known that a grain of musk will scent
the air blown through a room for fifty
years so our senses detect it. During
this half century it is giving part of
itself to the air, and we can detect no
minification of the musk;
Science has determined that the human eye is capacitated to receive light
waves when the number playing upon
it reach 396 trillions per second. Below this, the eye can receive no light,
above this, the beautiful world of
colors dance. Color is in the eye, and
when the waves of ether tremble between 396 trillions and 470 trillions
per second, the color in the eye is
red. When the eye receives between
470 trillions and 510 trillions, the
color is orange. Undulations playing
between 510 trillions and 550 trillions,
it is yellow; from 550 trillions to 610
trillions, green; between 610 trillions
and 658 trillions, blue; between that
. number and 700 trillions, indigo. To
765 trillions it is violet. Waves exceeding 765 trillions per second give
no light to the eye. Here the finite
and infinite meet in a line of blindness
to the finite.
Light does exist beyond, but heavenly eyes only receive it:And after six days Jesus taketh Peter,
James, and John his brother, and bringeth
them up into a high mountain apart, and was
transfigured before them: And his face did
shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as
light.-Matt. 17: 1, 2.
And it came to pass, that, as I made my
journey, and was come nigh unto Damascus
about noon, suddenly there shone from
heaven a great light round about me. And 1
fell unto the ground.-Acts 22: 6.
And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord, I pray
thee, open his eyes, that he may see. And
the Lord opened the eyes of. the young man;
and he saw: and, behold, the mountain was
full of horses and chariots of fire round about
Elisha.-2 Kings 6: 17.

The genesis of light to this earth in
the Bible "beginning," when God said,
"Let there be light," was not the
birth of light universally; for undoubtedly light was the natural environment of God from all eternity,
and in its awesome depths he was not
alone with the sublimities of the universe present The Old~_Testament
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revelations were frequently accomparried by this. Not alone to Moses,
when in presence of God's glory "his
face shone;" but to Ezekiel when the
divine glory had the "appearance of
fire." Not only Peter, James, and
John, when Jesus shone under the
splendors of the transfiguration, but
John on Patmos when he saw the
"city of God,'' and the "Lamb as the
light of it."

of the crowns of victoried science is
"spectrum analysis," and upon the
lines thus drawn we entertain the
golden glory of heaven in our earthly
homes. Truly, this is "sunshine coming to our call." But further on,
when at the extreme red end of the
spectrum, the rays seem to be invisible, the thermopile pierces deeper
and detects them by their heat; and
beyond the extreme violet the pheThis then is the message which we have nomena of :fluorescence or photoheard of him, and declare unto you, that God chemical action disclose as chemical
i8 light, and in him is no darkness at all.-1 force.
John 1: 5.
As also he is in the sun, and the light of
the sun, and the power thereof by which it
was made. As also he is in the moon, and is
the light of the moon, and the power thereof
by which it was made. As also the light of
the stars, and the power thereof by which
they were made. And the earth also, and
the power thereof, even the earth upon
which you stand.-D. C. 85: 2.

On a canvas in the Vatican, as the
product of Raphael's brilliant mind
and pencil, glows a light brighter
than the morning's radiance, or the
tearful depths of noon. How much
of tender glory and serene beauty
fl.oat in this realm above the color-line,
let prophet, seer, and apostle who
have looked out of their earthly selves
into the untelescoped regions of.
ecstatic joy and gladness intone their
hallelujahs to respond. One thing is
apparent, "the glory of God is intel'
ligence."
And after these things I saw another aneel
.
t
come d own f rom h eaven, h avmg grea
power; and the earth was lightened with his
glory.-Rev. 18: I.

The spectroscope has been called
the ''light sifter," because the light
can be analyzed by it, and the composition and condition of distant orbs
determined. The larger end of an instrument thrust through the curtains
of a darkened room gathers the rays
from a far-off heavenly body, conducts them into the room, concentrates them through the small end
upon a prism- a three-cornered piece
of glass-the rays thrown through
this prism to another, and then another, and then another, and still
another, from the last pass the
light upon a white screen. By the
prisms the rays have been dissolved
and separated. Then carefully examine the color-lines upon the screen,
knowing the color any burning substance gives off, the composition of the
body canjbe determined. This, one

The cathode x-rays point to the
border of that world beyond the
limits of each sense, and boldly asserts tJie great Spirit whose omnipresence is space, whose age is
eternity, and on whose azure robe
nebulre and galaxies shine as the
golden embroidery of God's royal
vesture. Ah! fair Science, who shall
set bounds to your incredulous
strides! every organ, tissue, and bone
of the human body laid bare to the
physician and surgeon! Tungstate,
lime, and collodion endowed with the
gift of speech, yield the secret. "In
the time of the end many shall run to
and fro, and knowledge shall be increased."
Another evidence of the truth of
the latter prophetic phrase - the
phonograph - mere registration of
sound waves on a sensitive surface;
just a simple wax cylinder recording
every word and tone, every error in
language, every mispronunciation,
every harsh or gentle tone of voice,
every hasty, irascible, or unholy expression, and preserving alike what
is good or evil, for all time to come.
0, my friends, who shall doubt the
power of God to treasure up the life
history we are making into a future
day when the secret things are
brought to light? Who can tell
whether there be not sensitive surfaces in nature on which, even now
are being impressed the records of
untamed as well as sanctified tongues?
Our Father's book of remembrance,
written before him, for those who
talked and thought upon his name in
the sacred dialect of heaven, may be
much more simple and natural than
we suppose, If this be a legitimate
deduction, then with what significance
and possibility is the Savior's language invested;-
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But I say unto you, That every idle word
that men shall speak, they shall give an account thereof in the day of judgment. For
by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by
thy words thou shalt be condemned.-Matt.
12: 36, 37.

Who can doubt the ultimate? The
wildest dreams of science to-day will
be realized to-morrow. There are no
impossibilities with God. He is omni
(all) scient (science). The heavens
lower bend age by age, folding us
nearer and nearer to the grandeur of
a higher sphere; yet will the world by
its wisdom know not God.. Approaching its perihelion in artistic, scientific,
and intellectual attainments; but sinking to aphelion in righteousness, moral
excellence, and divine law. But the
chain so beautifully wrought during
the age of the priests and prophet
kings of Israel, and broken by the
slumberings and ungodliness of nations, has welded, its terminals picked
up and clasped, while the great hand
of Deity clasps the center links, and
binding the worlds together, again
says, "Let there be light."
I have filled him with the Spirit of God, in
wisdom, and understanding, and in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship, to
·devise cunning works.-Exodus 31: 3," 4.

Our first locomotives crawled laboriously over the rough rails, and by
mighty exertion made twelve miles
per hour. And there were wise men
who sought to check this terrific speed
iby law, saying, "It is impossible for
·the human body to maintain its life,
!being hurled at this fearful rate of
:speed through the air." What would
our ancestry now say, could they.
board the ''Empire Express," or the
"Kansas Flyer," eat and sleep in
luxury, and ride with the wind at
sixty miles an hour? And, too, the
solitary line of magnetic teh~graph,
to which the lightnings of heaven
yield allegiance and become the com·
mon carriers of thought--the willing
subject of man? The Lord's interrogations to the old patriarch, Job, come
in the train of thought, "Canst thou
send lightnings, that they may go,
and say unto thee, Here we are?"
And the "cunning device,"-Franklin
bottled the giant of the universe, and
Professor Morse taught it language.
It is now subject to call, and '•comes"
saying, "Here I am," send me around
the globe or cable me under the waves
to foreign shores.
Again, we are informed that for the
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first time in the history of the world 1 690 feet, covering five and one half
the count of the population of a great acres, in the "vanishing city," on the
nation was taken by electricity. This shores of the inter-ocean, and devoted
honor belongs to the United States; exclusively to the industries of harthe eleventh census being taken by nessed lightning, the thought grows
what is known atthe Hollerith system, stronger, "Knowledge shall be inwhich has since been adopted by Aus- creased."
tralia and Canada. The cards conI wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out
taining the data of returns, when knowledge by witty invention.-Prov. 8: 12.
packed closely together, made a pile
Then there is that electrical kitchen.
ten miles long. An ingenious ma- Hark! By a process of imbedding
chine invented by Herman Hollerith wire in enamel on the reverse side of
worked its way through these at the iron, the current that would otherwise
rate of five hundred feet per day, one change to light or power, according
machine doing the work required of to its application, becomes heat.
twenty men by the old method of tal- Lighted by incandescent lamps, to
lying and pencil marking, and at a show the progress of the dishes to the
gain of eight hundred thousand dol- housekeeper, is an ingenious box
lars in the cost to government.
lined with asbestus, to retain heat. It
Ah! do you suppose that brush is fitted with glass windows to facilidipped in the hues of heaven's bril- tate this process; is seen in operation
liant arch can paint the outlines of baking a fat leg of mutton. A temthe grandest achievements yet to be, perature of 320 degrees is secured, ·
and the amateur not feel painfully the and the meat is cooked to a nicety,
vague, the dim, and somber effort? while the exterior of the electrical
''Many shall run to and fro, and oven is cool, clean, and devoid of the
knowledge shall be increased." discomforts of a kitchen. The cook
Again, notice the "cunning device" places her meat in the oven, pulls a
in the thread exhibit. There they switch, and gives herself no further
show you a machine whose work is as uneasiness until the time is up for
follows: It reels thread onto little completion. Wires coiled under a
wooden spools at the rate of two hun- steel plate are boiling water in glass
dred and fifty dozens in a day of ten bottles, and others applied to little
hours, each spool is wrapped with soapstone griddles are cooking pantwo .hundred yards of thread. It cakes. The laundry is provided for
moves and acts like a sentinent being. also, and the woman who starts in_ to
Eight hoppers are filled with little iron, by turning on the current to her
wooden spools, and the machine starts. wired flatiron, can go ahead all day
It picks a spool out of a hopper, ad- without perspiring over a hot fire. A
justs it on a spindle, reels out two handsome table shows the application
hundred yards of thread, cuts it, in- of electricity in its three phasesserts the end in a nick in the spool light, power, and heat. The table is
that it makes, dumps the finished designed for a sick chamber, and
spool and takes a new one, and repeats when the current is turned on an inthis performance all day in less time candescent lamp is lighted, a small
than it takes to talk about it. The stove is heated, and a little fan disspools are then taken to another little tributes the warmth all over the
machine that rushes them through a room.
contrivance which pastes a label on
Isn't this a sweet message to bring
them, that it chops out, pitches the weary housewives and careworn
spool into a box, and hurries along in mothers? You who have journeyed
a mad race with the machine reeling far down life's western slope, and sit
the thread.
to-night near by the purple twilight
When it is borne in mind that in behind whose heavy folds Death's
1876, at the Centennial Exposition, turbulent stream courses on to an eterthere was no electrical display, the nal ocean bearing upon its somber
telephone but a toy, electric lights a bosom the freight of human souls,
dream, the dynamo as remote as the how often in quiet reverie with dim
resurrection, and in 1893, after a lapse eyes gazing out on the hills does your
of only seventeen years, the world heart go back over the paths of
gazed on an electrical building 345 by memory to youthful scenes and fancy
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when you joined in the work and took
no note of time! You have borne the
noontide heat and toil, and now at
~ventide, with tired, folded hands,
and far-off gaze, await the summons
that shall make the gray twilight
brighten into a sunburst of light and
joy. But you feel that the days are
not as they once were, and that you
are lingering in the rear. But,
"'She made home happy.' These few words
I read,
Within a churchyard, written on a stone;
No name, no date, the simple words
alone,
Told me the story of the unknown dead.
A marble column lifted high its head,
Close by, inscribed to one the world has
known.
But ah! that lonely grave with moss o'ergrown,
Thrilled me far more than his who armies
led.
She made home happy, through the long
sad years,
The mother toiled .and never stopped to
rest,
Until they crossed her hands upon her
breast,
And closed her eyes, no longer dim with
tears.
The simple record that she left behind
Was grander than the soldier's to my
mind."

Concluding this lecture, friends, the
triumphs of the present century in the
fields of real know ledge are surely
ominous of that period to which the
shafts of inspiration-songs of angels
blended with the psalms of men-have
ever pointed. There is no darkness
that can quench the illumination which
now rises on the world. The scroll is
wider unrolling. The gulf current
sweeps on and on. The linguist is
developing from the study of language
and literature the unity and diversity
of the race. The physiologist is tracing the electric chain with which the
immortal mind is darkly bound to its
prison of clay. The geologist is mining his way down to the foundations
of the earth, and reading the inscriptions which the centuries have
written on the eternal rocks. The as·
tronomer has explored the heavens
and traced the revolutions of worlds
on the high plains of immensity. He
has analyzed the :floating fire mist in
the midnight sky. The naturalist is
walking along the grades of being,
from the floating slime of the sea, up
to the crowning glory-man. The
rerial sphere is a whispering gallery.
Knowledge is so many voiced and
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winged. The mechanical genius of
man is on the stretch after mechanical
inventions and improvements to furnish the already fledged pinions of
science accelerated speed in the developing wonders of the scientific world.
Tireless millions "run to and fro"
through all the earth, and the accumulation is mountainous; yet the door is
but slightly ajar, and the race has
scarcely advanced beyond the A. B.
abs.
We can then take faith. The language of the text burns into the
very heart of the present age, and
causes its blood to leap with new inspiration, emphasizing ''the time of
the end."

teries almost daily, until to-day the stalks
are ten to twelve feet in height and are somewhat on the order of a tree, being as thick
as a man's wrist at the ground. Three feet
from the ground they Bhoot out three long,
palm-like leaves. The leaves are heavy and
very solid, resembling a cactus leaf. Some
of them are five feet long from tip to tip.
These are the only leaves on the stalk.
About two feet farther up are the ears of
corn. Many stalks bear six ears, and none
has fewer than four ears. At this rate it is
:figured that the average yield to the acre
would be about two hundred and fifty bushels.
Above the ears the stalk continues three or
four feet and is topped with a very elaborate
tassel. The husks surrounding the ears are
very heavy, and as the corn matures they
break and curl back, revealing a firm, yellow-grained ear. The grains are very solid
and are exceptionally good for feeding. The
roots of the plant are very long and bury
S. W. L. SCOTT.
themselves deep in the ground. While other
corn was suffering on account of the drought
this year, the prehistoric corn was green and
JAREDITE CORN.
healthy. Waggy will save all of the yield
THE following article of correspond- this year and plant fifty or sixty acres next
ence from Anderson, Indiana, was year. He has some of the stalks and corn on
published in the daily Chicago Record exhibition and they are attracting much at.in its issue for September 27, 1897:- tention.
VARIETIES OF CORN.

Desiring to know whether this was
a truth or simply a hoax, one of the
strange creations of some one's brain
to make a sensation, I wrote to the
postmaster at Anderson, asking for a
statement as to whether the account
was correct, and if a man named
Dempsy Waggy lived in that region
and had raised such corn as was
stated in the Record. To this I have
this day received the following reply:--

GRAINS FROM A MOUND BUILDERS' TOMB
IN ARKANSAS ARE PRODUCING BIG
EARS IN MADISON COUNTY.
ANDERSON, Ind., Sept. 24.
SOME PREHISTORIC CORN.
Dempsy Waggy, a farmer residing in Madison County, probably has the most interesting
field of corn iJJ. the State. Two years ago
Waggy and Dr. Cullen, a neighbor, were
hunting in A-kansas. They were staying in
a small village named Marked Tree. It got
its rather unusual title from the fact that
one of the trees bore strange hieroglyphics
ANDERSON, Ind., Oct. l, 1897.
of an extinct race. The small village is surSir:-Dempsy Waggy lives here and grew
rounded by many mounds of remarkable
snake-like countour. During their stay some the corn as stated.
Respectfully,
northern scientists visited the mounds and
A. A. SMALL, P. M.
began explorations, :finding many trinkets.
Going deeper they found bones of humans,
This being true it is of no small
and trinkets which had been buried with value as an evidence of the agriculthem. In one of the hermetically sealed
tural products of the land in the time
receptacles, which was evidently the last
of
the Jaredites. For there is no
resting place of one of the rulers, the explorers found ornaments, the skeletons of a doubt that the corn was raised in
dog and of a human being, and also some her- their time, it being clear that the
metically sealed jars. Both iars were air- '•Mound Builders," as they are called
tight, and when opened were found to contain
by science to-day, were the people
corn. It was as bright, yellow, solid, and dry
whose
history we have in the Book
as though it had just been shelled. The exof
Mormon;
that is, in the Book of
plorers took these vessels but gave Waggy a.
handful of the corn. He wrapped it up in a Ether portion of that work.
handkerchief and threw it into his traveling
The time stated in the article;
chest. There it lay for two years. Scientists
namely,
that two thousand to three
claimed that there were ample proofs that
the body and the corn had been interred at thousand years have elapsed, accordleast two thousand years, and probably as ing to scientists, since the corn was
long as three thousand years.
buried there, agrees with the investiWaggy came across the seeds last spring gations of wise men concerning the
and planted them in his garden. He was
time that has elapsed since the bodies
surprised when tiny blades shot up through
the ground. The corn grew marvelously fast of the last of the '•Mound Builders"
and as it developed it threw out new mys-' were buried under the great mounds
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raised by them in the valleys of the
Ohio, the Scioto, and other rivers.
The claim has long been made that
the dryness of the soil and the perfect
methods of interment used by them,
when compared with bodies interred
in Europe (whose length of burial is
known), demonstrates that not less
than two thousand years has elapsed
since the last of the Mound Builders
passed away from the river Ohio and
its tributaries, and that probably it
was twenty-five hundred years ago.
The time stated also agrees with the
theories and estimates as to the age
when the fortifications were erected
along these same rivers; namely upon
the higher terraces, from which the
waters subsided at a later period, that
none of the fortifications of the
"Mound Builders" are found upon the
lower terraces, hence a very long
time must have elapsed since they
were built, not less than about twenty-five hundred years scientists say.
Thus we have three estimates that
give about the same age when the
''Mound Builders" ceased to :flourish,
when they disappeared, as science
says they did, at a remote period in
the past, not less than two thousand,
or two thousand five hundred years
ago. We read in the Book of Mormon that the Jaredites became annihilated six hundred years before the birth
of Christ, or about twenty-five hundred
years ago. Therefore the agreement
among scientists as to the time when
the "Mound Builders" dwelt in the
land and about when they disappeared,
is of deep interest to all students of
the Book of Mormon; and it should
be to all who are studying the antiquities of America, that they may find
the truth.
H. A. STEBBINS.
LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 4, 1897.

- °'
nonfBfBil~B ]VIimJ1B8.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN.
CONFERENCE AND REUNION.
Conference and reunion of the above mission met in the saints' chapel at Pleasant
Grove, Utah, September 18, 1897. Organized
by choosing J. W. Wight president, James
McKiernan assisting president, and H. N.
Hansen secretary. Statistical reports were
received from Union Fort, Salt Lake mission,
and Ogden branches. Spiritual condition of
branches was reported as follows: Salt Lake
mission by J. W. Wight, Pleasant Grove by
H. B. Sterrett, both in improved condition.
.Ministerial reports received from J. W.

Wight, baptized 8, J. McKiernan, J, T. Davis
baptized 6, H. N. Hansen, S. D. Condit baptized 2, H. B. Sterrett, and John Ritchens.
It was resolved that all of Utah north of the
line running east and west at the northern
limit of Brigham City, be granted to the
Idaho district. Also resolved to revive t):te
Utah district, James McKiernan being chosen
president and H. N. Hansen secretary of the
district. Further resolved, that when this
conference adjourns it do so to meet at the
call of the president of the Rocky Mountain
mission.
After the business, which was concluded
on Saturday afternoon, reunion services were
held until and including Sunday, the 26th.
Three preaching services were held each day
with the exception of Sunday, the 19th, when
a sacrament and social meeting was held in
the afternoon. The word was preached by
Elders J. W. Wight, James McKiernan, J.
T. Davis, H. N. Hansen, and S. D. Condit,
assisted by H. B. Sterrett and S. A. Wannberg. The attendance was but small compared with reunions in the East, but the
meetings were spiritual and enjoyed by those
who did attend. Three were baptized and
confirmed during the meeting.
It was resolved to hold a reunion in 1898,
and Brn. H.B. Sterrett, J. W. Weaver, S. D.
Condit, and A. J. Layland were chosen in
connection with the president of the mission
as a committee to choose location and set the
time for next reunion.
The burden of caring for the elders and
saints in attendance fell chiefly upon Sr.
Sterrett, who now, as for years in the past,
did so with cheerfulness.
. H. N. HANSEN, Sec:

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at Meadow Grove,
August 6 and 7; J. F. Mintun president pro
tern., Levi Gamet secretary. Branch reports: Elkhorn 24; 1 died. Shelton 63; 1 baptized, 16 received. Clearwater 91; 11 baptized,
15 received. Deer Creek 46; 2 removed. Elders
reporting, 0. Beebe, R. Oehring, L. Gamet,
J. F. Mintun baptized 18, J. W. Smith, W.
M. Rumel; Priests C. N. Hutchins, E.
Downey, J. H. Jackson, J. F. Lippencott
baptized 1. Bishop's agent's report: On
hand and received $158.35; paid out $90;
balance due church $68.35. At the prayer
and testimony meeting Sunday, ten a. m., C.
Christenson and C. A. Smith were ordained
to the office of teacher, their ordination having previously been provided for. The present officers were sustained; the secretary
given permission to choose an assistant. The
preaching was done by Elders J. F. Mintun
and J. W. Smith. A report of the Sunday
school convention held August 6, showed
that three district officers had reported.
Reports were received from Zion, Evanelia,
Bethel, and Meadow Grove schools. May
Downey chosen librarian for the district.
Rising Star Sunday school, of Shelton, was
accepted as a member of the district. The
next session of the convention will be held
at Clearwater, the day preceding the next
district conference. Belle Wisdom superintendent, Hattie Crosser secretary. Confor-
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ence adjourned to meet at Clearwater, on the
first Saturday following the first quarter of
the moon in February, 1898, beginning at
ten. a. m. The conference was pronounced
by all present the best one held in the district,

POTTAWATTAMIE.
Conference convened at Wheeler's Grove,
Iowa, August 28, 1897; J.P. Carlile presiding,
S. V. Pratt secretary pro tern., S. Butler
assistant. Reports were read from all the
branches, showing as follows: Boomer 24; 1
died. Council Bluffs 254; 6 received, 2 removed. Crescent 149; 1 baptized, 1 removed.
Fontanelle 32; 1 received. Hazel Dell, no
change. North Star 91; 6 baptized. Wheeler's
Grove 94; 2 baptized, 1 removed, 1 died.
Giving a total branch enrollment for the district of 709. Baptisms in the district during
the quarter, 9. Ministry reporting: Elders
J. Carlile, S. Butler, D. Parrish, S. V. Pratt,
J. P. Carlile, T. W. Williams, S. C. Smith,
L. Graybill, L. Campbell, J. J. Christiansen;
Priests C. C. Larsen and J. Evans. Report
from elders' court was tabled until next conference. Report from Bishop's agent read
and approved, as fol.lows: On hand last report $125.19; received since $194.35; total disbursed $226.45; on hand $93.09. J.P. Carlile,
agent. (The report gives a balance on hand
of $103.09, a difference of $10, caused by error
in carrying. J. C. J., district secretary.) J.
P. Carlile was sustained district president
and bishop's agent, J. C. Jerisen district secretary. S. C. Smith requested to preach
once a month at least in Carson. The
preaching at the conference was by Elders J .
J. Christiansen, Joshua Carlile, and S. V.
Pratt. Conference adjourned to meet at
Underwood, on Saturday, December 25, 1897.

MisnBllanBotls IlBpar1mBnt
CHURCH RECORDER'S REQUEST.
No reports have arrived from any of the
branches in England during 1897 excepting
one of Zion's Hope (London) in March. The
latest received from the branches in the Manchester district were those dated December
31, 1895, and a still longer time has elapsed
since any came from those in the Birmingham and the Sheffield districts. I would
now ask that full statistical reports be sent
in. Even if some of the branches are now inactive, or even disorganized, a persistent
effort should be made to learn and to report
the names of all who have died, or who have
otherwise been lost to the church since last
reported, with the dates thereof, as nearly as
can be found. Thus the Church Records may
be cleared of the names of those who are
either physically or spiritually dead, who
have been legally dealt with.
Since the reports for December, 1896, no
reports have been received from the Australian branches, but doubtless they will
·arrive.
From the following portions of the United
States reports are now due: Those from the
Fremont district for June; Spring River for
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September; KewaneA for September; Western
Maine for May and September; Minnesota for
June; Far West for June and September; Independence for September; Central Nebraska '
'for August; Nevada for June; Kirtland for
July; Southeastern Ohio for - September;
Pittsburg for June and September; Montana
for June; Western Texas for August, and
Southern Wisconsin for September.
It should be remembered (or notice of the
fact be now taken) that on pages 152to156 of
the Rules of Order which the church has
adopted as a law ~o govern its organized
bodies and conferences, that district officers
(or branch officers where there is no district
organized) should send the original reports
of the branches directly to the General
Church Recorder, not simply a transcript of
said reports, as the manner of some has been.
And it is evidently provided and intended,
both in the Doctrine and Covenants and in
the Rules of Order, that all presidents and
clerks of branches and districts should make
it a part of their work to see that an account
is given of all members of the church, so far
as they may be able to obtain the facts concerning baptisms and membership, and about
the death or other losses of members,
whether it be as to present existing branches,
or broken orgaJcizations, or scattering members, everything that may properly come
under their notice or charge. This in order
that exact accounts may be sent up to tl:::is
office, and the facts be placed upon the General Record, all gains, losses, ordinations,
marriages, etc.
October conferences are advertised to be
held in the districts of Chatham and London,
Ontario; in the Florida, Alabama, and the
Mobile districts; also in Northern and Southern California; Northeastern, Southeastern,
and Nauvoo districts, Illinois; Decatur, Des
Moines, Fremont, ·Galland's Grove, Little
Sioux, Iowa; Northeastern Kansas; Massachusetts; Northern, Southern, and Eastern
Michigan; Minnesota; Nodaway and Northeastern Missouri; Northern and Southern
Nebraska; New York; also in other districts
in November and December. As far as possible let the reports of the branches that are
presented at the above conferences be forwarded early, to be placed on record before
those crowd in from the January, February,
and March conferences.
Scores of letters, perhaps hundreds, in
which I have asked for corrections or for additional items as to births, baptisms, ordinations, etc., remain unanswered. To make
the General Record perfect, and also to
bring harmony between it and the branch
and district records, as to each name and its
complete items, it is needful that work
should be done by all concerned, and that I
should r3ceive answers as to the real facts
and figures. If letters are neglected then
the Church Records are left in an imperfect
condition, and not as reliable as they ought
to be. This part of the labor takes ten fold
more time than does the mere copying of
names and items from correct reports at first;
for the reason that thorough investigation is
made necessary, as well as much correspondence with branch and district clerks. If
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good representation from
branch clerks make their replies to the dis- we hope to see
trict clerks then the latter can send copies or all the branches present.
J. M. STUBBART, Pres.
the originals to me for use and to be filed for
J. F. MINTUN, Supt.
reference.
I would again respectfully ask the missionaries and local ministry to send in full reBORN.
ports of all whom they (or others) baptize
PHILIPPS.-At Pekay, Iowa, December 16,
who may not be placed on branch records, 1896, to Mr. Isaac and Sr. Margaret Philipps,
that such may be recorded in the book kept a son, and named Merrill. Blessed Septemfor that purpose. I will send blank forms ber 12, 1897, by Elder W. H. Kephart.
to all who may request such.
STECKEL.-In Jones County, Iowa, August
Your brother,
19, 1895, to Mr. David and Sr. Emma Steckel,
H. A. STEBBINS,
a daughter, named Laura Bradley. Blessed
General Church Recorder.
October 3, 1897, at Lamoni, Iowa, by Elders
LAMONI, Iowa, October 6, 1897.
4l-2t
R. M. Elvin and Joseph C. Clapp.
HARTSHORN. - Near Davis City, Iowa,
GRACELAND COLLEGE SUBSCRIPTIONS.
August 2, 1897, to Bro. Horatio and Sr. Anna
College subscriptions reported by Captain C. Hartshorn, a daughter; named Zera ElJoseph F. Burton, Papeete, Tahiti. Over- mina, and blessed September 5, 1897, by Elder
looked in publishing names July 28, page James McDiffitt.
483, Herald.
ROBY.-To Mr. Alfred and Sr. Francis
By former report .............. $21 90
Roby, at Centerville, Iowa, March 17, 1897, a
Taehu.. ...... ... ........ .. . . ..
50
daughter, and named Gracie Olive. Blessed
Mabaa ......................... . 50
at Centerville, Iowa, October 3, 1897, by
Terai. ........................ .
20
Elder Hugh N. Snively.
Pori. ......................... . 50
MARRIED.
Ahuura ....................... . 50
EPPERLY-MILLER.-Mr. Emra Epperly
Tatebau ...................... ..
10
to Sr.. Henrietta Miller, on Wednesday,
10
Rehia ........... _............ .
September 22, at Millersburg, the bride's
Tepoaitu ...................... .
30
home, T. J. Sheldon officiating. They are
Huauri. ....................... . 10
a nice couple and have the good wishes of
Teaviu ....................... . 10
their many friends.
Punua ....................... .
30
DIED.
Tepoe ......................... . 10
TRAXLER.-At his home in Lamoni, at
Tematai ...................... .
10
seven o'clock a. m., October 4, Bro. John
Tetua ......................... .
20
Traxler suddenly passed from this life while
Tepau ...................... . 20
seemingly in the enjoyment of fairly good
Hotu .......................... . 50
health and usual powers of body and mind.
Tuira ........................ . 10
Bro. Traxler was born at Chatham, Ontario,
Tauepa ........................ . 10
November 12, 1821, and at the time of hifl
Rose .......................... .
50
death was nearly seventy-six years of age.
Herman Janssen .............. . 50
On the 25th day of May, 1853, he was married
Hubert' Case ................ ..
50
to Miss Esther Best, and the two have
Alice Case ................... . 50
journeyed together until the summons so
Emma Burton .................. 5 00
suddenly came on the morning of October 4
Joseph F. Burton ............... 5 00
for the husband to depart. He became a
SHARON, PAPEE'l'E.
member of the church July 12, 1864, under
Pai ............................ $ 20
the administration of Elder J. W. Gillen, and
Total, Chili money ......... ;$38 60
Total, North American coin,
50 per cent ................ $19 30
KAUKURA,

April, 1897.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Montana district conference will convene
at Deer Lodge City, Montana, November 6
and 7, at eleven a. m. Come all that can, as
delegates to the General Conference will be
chosen. Come with prayerful hearts and we
will have a joyful season together.
A. B. MOORE, Pres.

CHANGE OF CONFERENCE AND CONVENTION.
Owing to the Board of Health at Blair,
Nebraska, prohibiting all public meetings in
the city till after the 11th, we have changed
the piace of the Sunday school convention
and conference of the Northern Nebraska
district to Fremont, Nebraska, the 8th, 9th,
and 10th of the month. As there is important business to come before the conference,

on the same day was ordaiLed a priest, which
position he continued to occupy in the church
up to the time of bis death. His family are
all grown up and with one exception married. Elder J. S. Snively, a son-in-law, was
absent on his mission work and did not attend
the funeral, and three children in Canada
could not be present. Funeral services in
charge of Prof. J. A. Gunsolley; sermon by
Elder E. L. Kelley.
LILJAROTH.-At her home in Provo, Utah,
after much suffering, Sr. Mary Margaret
Liljaroth, on September 11, 1897, passed away
and found rest in death. Sr. Liljaroth was
born March 24, 1839, at Halmstat, Skaane,
Sweden. She accepted the gospel as taught
by the Latter Day Saints in her native
land, and in keeping with instructions
then received, gathered to Utah, where
she acccepted the work of the Reorganization, being baptized by Elder Peter
Anderson, June 30, 1890. Funeral sermon
was preached by Elder H. N. Hansen in the
Second Ward meeting house, Elder Peay, of
the Utah Church in charge.
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THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
Continn<Jd from page two of cover.

$1.50.

(Established 1860.)

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
copies free.
The traveling ministry, di>trict and branch presidents,
and Bishop's aitents are reqnested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of chnrch publications, and assist the publishing department.
Address communications for publication tu the Editors.
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Business Manager. Remittances shonld be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Advertising rates, forty cents per inch each insertion,
snbject to the followingdisconnt•: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the fi1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, aa second-claes
mail matter.)
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

$1.50 ..
THE SAINTS" HERALD

The Saints' Herald.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November I, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
freight and passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at
tempting prices; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsville are particularly well located for
business. Look them up.
Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
A. 0. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.

their interference with digestion.
Lastly, we must not omit to note the
fact that in hot weather a much
smaller amount of food is needed than
during cold weather. Four fifths of
the food we eat is converted into heat,
·Only one fifth being used as energy.
When the thermometer is in the neighborhood of ninety degrees, the system
is compelled to make a special effort
to rid itself of the surplus heat produced in the tissues.
This fact is
manifest in the profuse perspiration
which a0companies the slightest effort
made on an excessively hot day. The
skin is bathed with water poured out
by millions of sweat glands, so that
the body may be cooled by the resulting evaporation. It is thus apparent
that the food supply for heat-making
purposes is not needed on an excessively warm day or during hot weather;
hence this may be cut off without re- THE THREE BOOKS
ducing the strength or without injury
AT POPULAR PRICES.
of any sort.
Over-eating is unquestionably reCHEAP AND DURABLE.
sponsible for a large share of the inBecause of the increasing demand for the
convenience and suffering experienced
.haspliJ"ed Tramilation . in home and
in hot weather. It is the writer's cus- class study in general and in Sunday school
tom to take but two meals on a hot work, also because of the increasing number
Book of lttoB"mon and Book of
day; to make his breakfast solely of of
Covenant classes being formed in various
fruit, and for dinner to take only a· branches of the church, and the consequent
little dry bread, zwieback, granose, or growing demand for the "three books," the
some other dry cereal food, with a few Herald Office management has decided to
popular low-priced editions of each.
nuts, either in their natural state or issue
The books are all well bound and printed
prepared in the form of Nuttose or on good paper, the paper and plates being the
Malted Nuts, Ambrosia or Brumose. same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordiWith such a dietary, one can do far nary
care will last the necessary wear of
more work and with vastly less incon- years. They are bound in cloth an_d sold at the
venience in hot weather than with the low price of 65 cents for either Book of Morordinary diet,-the fact of which any mon or Doctrine and Covenants· the Inspired
'
one may be convinced by a single Translation _a~ $1.
sohc1ted. The three standard books
day's trial.-Dr. J. H. Kellogg in the of Orders
the church a.re now within the reach of
Voice.
all.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

I

Recognizing the closeness of the times and
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THE
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
year from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in adeance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date namedJ uly 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
price at the dates of expiration of present
.;ubscriptions, and for the year following said
iates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
both in the price of the church' paper, and of
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
necessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebted
µay up all past due accounts.
Brat....;h hook agents and the ministry who
<iau do so, are respectfully asked to second the
efforts f the Board by obtaining new subSl'ribers tor the HERALD and working- in the
general inte~ests of the Herald Office-the
cnurch publishing plant.
In bonds.
FRANK CRILEY. Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald O:ffi.ce has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Ministers' Bibles, by which strictly firstclass editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday
School Teachers' Bible," the same as
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bourgeois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6ix8l mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
''The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6x8! mailed postpaid at
$1. 50 net.
T
hese Bibles are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading pub• •
.
hshmg houses and may be relied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley
Busmess Manager Herald Office, La.moni, Iowa.
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TRADE l'li!ARIUll,
DESICNS,
ICO!>YRICHT$ &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention i&
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:.: securing patents
tn America. We have a Washington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the

S£llENTIFIC AMERIOAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year1
$1.50 six months6 Specimen copies and HAND
&x.IK ON PATENTS sent free. Address

MUNN &

CO.,

861 Broadway, New York.

HARDWAR
STOVES, 'rINW ARE, BARB WIRE, ETG.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fnrnishell!!

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
ARE YOU A RENTER?

$30 per acre will buy a good productive
fann ot 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, ovelf

good road; four ;room house, stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly ps.y·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,
ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness~ and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to line1, and can be used even for a baby powder. •.

I

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ORNO PAY.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit~To~Bac" to perma~

Iowa..

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house In Lamoni1 Iowa, two sqnaree from the busl.ness center. It has six
rooms, a hall, and three cioseUI,,

and Is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more3
is warm as a winter honse, and has good vent1latlon for
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which UG
the corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Xow11.

nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will

promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Cnre, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, q narts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cent• per bottle.
Packed and <lel1vered at exprerie. office on recdvt of price.
W. E. MYERtl, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES .
.NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at ihe same post office.
Also both the HERALD and .Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in adv:i.nce.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa:

OW? Study the
• Manual of
Phonography, by Benrn··

H

Pitman and Jerome R
Howard. A perfect self.
instructor. Over 300,000
sold. Sold by all booksellers, or we will send it
by mail, with the Plionographic Reader and the

Phonographic Copy Book,

For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI, row A

for $x.35, cloth, or $I.IS, boards.
THE BENN PITMAN SYSTEM
has for 43 years been the standard.
Called
by the U.S. Bureau of Education "The Amer·
ican System." First prize, World's Fair. Full
information and complete catalogue, free.
THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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THE PLACE OF DEATH IN EVOLUTION,

THE popular belief that the theory of
"evolution" tends to reduce the mysteries of existence .to mere pheno.mem1,
of force and matter, and energetically
opposed by Dr. Newman Smyth in h_is
recent work "The Place of Death m
Evolution." Taking for his subject
the conclusions reached by Weismann,
Maupas, Wilson, and other eminent
biologists concerning the origins of
life, Dr. Smyth maintains that the
teachings of scienc~ confi~m and
strengthen the solutions given by
. . . wr
,, t 111e grea t pro blems o f
ch rist1amty
life, death, and immortality. Accepting the revelations of the microscope
as to the mechanism of the simple cell
in which life has its first known abode,
. t' . d
h e a 1so sees m, ne or er1y . arrangement of molecules of matter and the
.
.
processes of their development the
work of the living spirit which is behind and in all life. Instead of re.
.
. .
gardmg . .science and
religion, , as
.
antagomstic he believes that: The
coming theologian, therefore-the
next successful defender of the faith
once given to .the saints-will be
.
.
;
.
a tramed and accomplished b,olog1st.
Not only WI·11 h'IS t h ough t, d escend"mg

20,

1897.

No.

42,

j from the heights of solitary abstrac- I It is seen to be an ever-recurring step
tion, and forsaking the cloistered of nature in the ascent of life.
shades of the schoolmen ancient and
"As life becomes more or"'anized
0
'
modern, proceed like the wayfaring and complex, death prevails.
It
Son of Man aloug the familiar paths comes to reian on earth because it
b
'
of human life, in closest touch with comes to serve. At length in the histhe common heart of humanity; but\ tory of life a living form arose, so
also each organic form will tell to him multicellular and so well organized
the story of its origins, and the least that it ceased to continue the course
..
hvmg cell will unveil the secret cham- of life simply by dividing and multibers of its divinity."
plying itself into daughter-cells; it
·
.
,
..
At some future time Dr. Smyth had acqull'ed Ghe power of givmg up
h
·
i'ts 11"fe for anothe'" i't d1"ed ·
d
opes to carry out plans for a larger
''
m or er
work, or series of works, in which the that its offspring might continue its
t i·
d . h
b
.
life in forms struooalin"' to stil'1 higher·
as r suggeste m t e a ove quotation
"'"' · o
will be accomplished. In the present organization, and better fitted to survolume he has sought to gather up vive while it must perish. One parent
such knowledge as biological science form passes away in order that others
ff
may catch up the mot'on
of l"f
d
1
o ers in regard to the place and funcl. e, an
tion of death in the order of nature, in turn transmit to others life's rhythm
and to consider the interpretative and joy. Thus death comes in to help,
value of such knowled.ae in relation and not merely to hurt; to help life
to the law of human °subjection to further on and higher up, not to put a
death, and its attendant suffering.
stop to life. I~. evidently became adThe first fact which Dr. Smvth con- vantageous to de as a whole that cersiders is that natural death does not tain primitive forms should be left by
appear ~ith the beginning of life on t~~ way to perish. The column of the
the earth. The earliest and simplest llvmg marches on, though individual
organism consists of a single cell, organisms fall by. the waysi~.e; life,
which does not exist for a season and ever regnant, contmues througn death,
then dies, but lives on and on, by the a~d past death, on to more life and
simple process of dividing itself into richer. In othe.r words,. in the first
two cells, each like the original, and st~ug~le ?f ammate ex1st~nce, by
thus lives on for generations without brrngrng rnto the field regiments of
the appearance of a dead body. These b~tter equipped forms,. li!~ scores a
simple for.::s.s of life if left to them- victory although, to ·wm' it, it must
selves under favorable conditions in- leave its dead upon the field.
, crease and multiply indefinitely. '
. "'l~~is fact of th~ utility of death for
I I
.
_
life will become still further intelligibl.e ··f
.
I 11ntheorP-amsmscomposedofseveral
.
"'
1
we a tt empt to conceive
what
\ ceh·~ life grows more complex: and, might have been the result if death
w 1 ~ some of the cells cont~m the I had not kept the stream of life from
undyi~g germplasm, or :ontrnuous, clog~in,g up and becoming stagnant.
hered1tary 1'.1atter ~f h~e, others, For if death had i:ot entered, then the
, termed somatic, or boay, cells, become more finely orgamzed, the more masI. limited
. . in the number of their possible t er f u1• an. d· th e f aU'er
·
f orms o f l'f
i e
I d" . .
I
_
.
would not have appeared
There
.
·
I iv1s10ns.
. n other words they acquire wou ld h ave b een no stimulus
and remortality.
sponse of life for their production.
Of the researches by which these Th~re would have been no call for
f t
d D s·
·h
their appearance under the law of
ac s are prove
r. myt says:na t ura1 se1ec t•ion; t h ey would not
"From these observed facts, there- have been needed for the maintenance
fore, concernfng the origin and earli- of life. Death breaks up the crust of
est working of natural death, we may nature so that the germinant life mav
proceed to further reasonings con- spri~g up, and grow into the light.
Deauh ends the monotony of the same
cerning its future mission in the pro- kind of continued life and ·
't
. . of life. occasion for a new spring,
'
gives
I
cess o f t h e h"Igh er orgamzat10n
and
existJ

I

1

I
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ence upon a higher level. The course
of life would have been arrested, had
not death come with helpful hand to
clear away products of life no longer
useful, to remove outworn and mutilated forms, and to let the deepening
stream flow on. If we suppose other
laws and processes of nature to remain
such as we know them to be, we may
assert that there could have been made
on this earth no garden, no flowers,
no birds, no leafy trees for them to
sing in, had it not been for the entrance and ministry of death; had
death never been sent along life's way
to take from life its useless burdens
and to set its energies free for better
adaptations and results ever more fair
and fruitful. Man himself might not
have been made of the dust of the
earth, if that dust had not been mingled of the elements of the dead forms
which were before him. We owe our
human birth to death in nature. The
earth before us has died that we might
live. We are the living children of a
world that has died for us."
Proceeding to review the facts
which science has contributed, and
may be expected to contribute, in furtherance of the doctrine of personal
immortality, Dr. Smyth thus summarizes the present attitude of some of
the great biologists toward the conception of the universe as existing in
some all-pervasive intelligence:"There is a scientific arrogance
which seems to forget how great is
the remaining mystery of life, when
the eager hand of an experimenter
succeeds in lifting some corner of the
vei.l of the fine physical and chemical
process under which its secret of living intelligence is hidden. In contrast
with such premature exultation may
be put the following conclusion of one
of the soberest and most careful investigators among our American school
of biologists, who has recently published a valuable contribution to general biology; his words illustrate the
wisdom which Dr. Chalmers happily
described as the modesty of true
science:" 'When all these admissions are
made, and when the conserving action
of natural selection is in the fullest
degree recognized, we cannot close
our eyes to two facts; first, that we
are utterly ignorant of the manner in
which the idioplasm of the germ-cell
can so respond to the play of physical
forces upon it as to call forth au adaptive variation; and second, that the
study of cell has on the whole seemed
to widen rather than to narrow the
enormous gap that separates even the
lowest forms of life from the inorganic
world.'
CJ "The presumption of the purely
mechanical conception of nature's
highest manifestation of feeling and
thought is well hit by the keen philosophic wit of this remark of the late
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'The atoms are a I spiritual selection for more than
/ very tough lot, and can stand a great physical uses. Consciousness, howdeal of knocking about, and it is I ever, is not necessary to a discharge
1
I strange to find a number of them com- . of the purely physical functions, and
bining to form a man of feeling.' In- often too much of it seriously inter, creasing the intimate acquaintance feres with them. But it is nesessary
with vital phenomena will not serve to to the perfection of man. His life is
, diminish the force of the following raised out of the physical process;
conclusion of this same typically sci- mind has no definite and observed
entific mind: •I have looked into most materiality. When subjected to the
philosophical systems, and I have seen most searching tests of physical
that none will work without a God.' analysis, mind is found to contain a reThe theory of some superphysical di- sidual element-a reserved potency of
rection in the origin and development being-which is known directly in the
of life is more easily conceivable than light of thought and in the glow of
an exclusively mechanical theory, love.
To the most expert mental
which would leave intelligence entirely physiology the mind of man remains
out of all the determination of the like the mystery of the prophet's vision
world. It is not at least impossible -a creation more wonderful than nato conceive of vital movements, and of ture's most complex mechanism; for
all physical processes, as existing in, the 'spirit of the living creature was
and proceeding through, an omnipres- in the wheels.' So far, then, from
ent Intelligence; as we know that having reduced the world of man to
ideas and whole trains of thought pass nothing but dust and ashes, evolution
in a definite arrangement and logical presents the universe to our philosoorder of succession through the phy as existing in two kinds-matter
human mind. Such a conception is and spirit; the last testament of God
more thinkable, because more analo- in the creation is offered in these two
gous to our own consciousness, than is kinds; the sacrament of the life is
any merely mechanical conception of both bread and wine.
Matter and
the play of forces in nature. The mind are the emblems always with us
moment biology lifts up its eyes from of the real presence of the one unseen
its experiments and begins to philoso- Lord of all. We must find the primal
phize, it perceives that life has a unity, for which all philosophy seeks,
larger spiritual background. Vital in the Giver, not in the gifts. The
phenomena are not only related to Lord is one God; and His creative
molecular properties and forces in the word is one sentence; but it is comforeground of nature, but they must posed of a noun and a verb, each exalso exist in continuous correlation isting in relation to, and neither made
with the 'unknown factor of evolution' perfect without the other; it is both a
-that potential behind all material substantive of body and an action of
processes, and beyond all finite meas- the spirit; it is both conjoined-the
urement, which evolution must every- matter of life, and the energy of will."
where presuppose."
We quote one more extract from Dr.
Further arguments in behalf of im- Smyth's book, in which an interpretamortality based on biological science tion of the utility, for humanity, of
are thus presented:death and the suffering which it in"A definite and clear line of philo- valves is drawn from the scientific
sophic reasoning toward belief in im- law of natural utility in death:mortality proceeds from the fact that
"It now remains for us, in the light
life, as manifested in man's self- I of these observations and reflections,
knowledge, has become an extraphysi- to consider further the personal sufcal potency. It is still interwoven ferings which our individual subjection
with the meshes of fine molecular to the law of death may render inevchanges; but it is a life which has es- itable. Here, likewise, in our thought
caped from bondage to a purely physi- of the sufferings of our mentality, we
cal service. Mind does not now exist are apt to keep firm grasp upon the
in a body merely as a physical adap- strong vital principle that death is
tation for the better preservation of sent, and works always in the end,
the body. Indeed, if mind were only for the advantage of life. Hence we
a means for the better discharge of J must believe that the sufferings atbodily functions, natural selection tendant upon the entrance of death
might long ere this have eliminated a · into the circle of our friendships, as
too intense and consuming self-con- well as the pains of death through
sciousness from the perfection of which at any hour one may be called
animal existence. Natural selection personally to pass, are sent, not to
would dispense with an overgrowth of hurt us, or to make our human affecmind as a variation not advantageous tions our most cruel tormentors, but
to the physical well-being. To some for some further good purpose and
degree natural selection among men ulterior benefit of life. We begin with
works toward a reduction of mental the discovery of a law of natural utility
development, although this tendency in death. We rise to the conception
is interfered with and superseded in of a higher law of spiritual selection
human history by a higher law of
continued on page three of cover.
! Clark Maxwell:
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32.
''Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
·
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THE GRACELAND COLLEGE.

IT is now indispensably necessary
that the church as a whole should
take the College into consideration,
and come to its aid.
Like the Herald Qffice, the College
is the property of the church, and not
the property of any individual, or association of individuals. If the school
is kept up until by virtue of time, usage, and success in its work, a sufficient interest is taken and the ranks
of its students increased to the selfsupporting point, anxiety as to its
continuation will cease. And, in order that this may be done, it is needful that the church shall put forth an
extra effort to make the enterprise a
success now.
There is not a member of the
church, near to the site where the
College is located, or remote from
it, who is not as much interested in
the building and lands connected
with it, as the committee selected by
the church to locate and build the institution. As a consequence, the
whole church---c-every member of itis in honor bound to see that the
hands of the committee are strengthened to meet the obligations they
have been obliged to assume in carryib.g out the instructions given them
in their appointment.
This may be done in one, or ·an of
the following ways:1. By donation, or bequest direct
to the College, by way of endowment,
in any sum, small or large, sent to the
committee, or its treasurer, William
Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa.
2. By the purchase of lots in Graceland, adjacent to the College buildings
and campus. These lots are well situated and the location "beautiful for
situation," as lots near to, or in Zion
ought ofright to be. The prices asked

are not extravagant, and there is no
speculation intended on the part of
the committee. They charge nothing
for their services, and give their time
to the work they do. Inquiries and
applications for purchase may be made
to Bishop E. L. Kelley, D. F. Nicholson, or Frank Oriley, Lamoni, Iowa.
3. By sending students to the College. For catalogues and terms, apply
to Prof. J. T. Pence, acting President
of College, or D. F. Lambert, Secretary of Board of Directors, Lamoni,
Iowa.
4. By the purchase of scholarships,
partial or whole. For terms apply to
J. T. Pence or D. F. Lambert, as
above.
5. By complying wit,h the law of
tithing, freewill offerings, or consecration.
There are names going down to posterity whose best claim to a place in
the memories of the people is that
they have ''done what they could," by
endowing a school, college, or university; and while this may be said to
be one of the ways of the world, the
fact remains that the wise man has
said, "Get wisdom; with all thy getting get understanding;" Jesus has
said, "Be ye perfect as your Father
in heaven is perfect;" and the voice
of inspiration heard in our own day
has placed on our records the words
of the Savior, the Redeemer, our Lord
and Christ:And I give unto you a commandment, that
you shall teach one another the doctrine of
the kingdom; teach ye diligently and my
grace shall attend you, that you may be instructed more perfectly in theory, in pririciple, in doctrine, in the law of t,he gospel, in
all things that pertain unto the kingdom of
God, that is expedient for you to understand;
of things both in heaven, and in earth, and
under the earth; things which have been;
things which are; things which must shortly
come to pass; things which are at home;
things which are abroad; the wars and the
perplexities of the nations; and the judgments which are on the land; and a knowledge also of countries, and of kingdoms, that
ye may be prepared in all things when I shall
send you again, to magnify the calling where· ..
unto I have called you, and the mission with
which I have commissioned you.-D. c. 85: 21.
Therefore, verily I say unto you, my

Book of Mormon, page 116.

No. 42.
friends, call your solemn assembly, as I have
commanded you; and as all have not faith,
seek ye diligently and teach one another
words of wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best
books words of wisdom; seek learning even
by study, and also by faith.-D. C. 85: 36.

''By their works" shall men make
manifest their faith. Have we faith?
Let us have works also.
CHARACTER SKETCH OF JOSEPH
SMITH.

CHARACTER sketch of Joseph Smith, as given
by Prof. Hugo Campbell, Toronto, Ontario,
October 4, 1897, from a photograph placed
in his hands by Elder Fred Gregory. Sketch
was made without knowledge who the original of the photograph was.
"If the picture is true and not flattering as
steel engravings often appear to be, the person must have possessed much more than
ordinary mental power and brilliancy. The
perceptive faculties are very prominently
marked. Ready cognizance of facts; scholarly
talent; a retentive memory and brilliant
descriptive power, are qualities for which he
should be distinguished. The head shows
breadth enough to give much energy anq
force of character. Opportunity, education,
and circumstances might make of him an
orator and statesman. He possessed wonderful persuasive power; such a one could lead,
influence, and impress the min.ds of others.
He has much character; a high wrought
organization; fine quality; can be extremely
tender,, gentle, kind, and affectionate, or
stern, according to circumstances; but the
natural leanings are much in the direction of
the good and the true.
"If such a nature is redeemed and devoted
to the service of the truth. the good results
would be far reaching-. Only the worst of
circumstances with treachery on the part of
those he has trusted, could make him a bad
man.
"At the age when this picture was taken,
the lines in the face are not so deeply marked
as to show clearly the direction given to the
faculties. Such a one requires only favoring
environment to become a remarkable man
and a power for good'. If good then very
good, and brilliant: for he is highly gifted
mentally.
He possesses wonderful social
magnetism and is able to make his influence
extensively felt. He resembles his mother
and possesses much of her intuitions and instincts. The musical faculty is not easy to
read in a picture; so far as can be seen, it
should be of a high order, and his tastes are
decidedly literary and artistic."

The foregoing character sketch of
Joseph Smith, the Martyr, was sent
us by Pres. Joseph Smith, and contains much of interest, both to the
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student of the religious movement inaugurated through his instrumentality, and the student of human
nature. Joseph Smith was a puzzle
to those who did not understand him,
but to those familiar with the spirit
and intent of the latter-day movement
his character was not an anomaly.
Men raised in the old forms of faith
and attached to them by tradition and
personal interest found it difficult to
sufficiently free themselves from passion and prejudice to give his claims
and work intelligent examination.
With them it was a foregone conclusion that he was a knave and an impostor and his work of evil.
The foregoing examination, as
stated, was made by Professor Campbell without knowing the identity ()f
his subject. It presents the Martyr
in an entirely different light than that
in which his enemies and tradition
have placed him. It speaks of the
man throughout in terms of high commendation and shows that his nature
was good and true and refined in character. The whole sketch presents the
Seer as a man of noble nature, highly
gifted, and of tendencies strongly
. leaning toward true purposes and in·
fl.uenced by correct ideals. This is
what might be termed as in harmony
with the eternal fitness of things, and
is a scientific point in favor of the
trueness of his mission: the Lord
chose a suitable instrument through
whom to convey the revelation of his
divine will, and by whom an important part of it was to be executed:
This was as it should have been.
The examination also serves to
show that the Smith family were not
deficient in force and intellectual
character, as stated by their enemies.
The tribute paid to his mother is a
true one; the family inherited qualities of mind and heart that endeared
them closely to the people-an intelligent people-among whom they
played an important part in the development of the work. The many
points brought out by the Professor's
delineation are quite plain and in harmony with what personal associates
of the Pr0phet claimed and still claim
for him. He was richly gifted and
strongly endowed. He was naturally
a leader and exercised a strong influence over those among whom he was
oaJl<:ld, tin ?iCt. His naturnl endow·

"

ments readily adjusted themselves to I portunity to enjoy the sessions. And when
the spirit of the movement in which it is reflected that i:ieeting began. at ~ight
a. m., and . lasted until 9: 30 p. m., with
rnterh e was· a c h"ie f ac t or.
. may
be
vals for drnner and supper only, it
The statement that "only the worst understood what was obtained by all attenaof circumstances with treachery on ing in the hall, meetings, and meals.
The business of the conference was done
the part of those he has trusted, could
Saturday
morning and afternoon, leaving
make him a bad man," is significant
the evening of that day and all Sunday for
and interesting. Joseph Smith was prayer and preaching services.
destined to meet ''the worst of cir·
On Saturday evening Bro. Arthur Leverton
cumstances with treachery;" for from gave a cbaracteristic sermon, and on Sunday
the inception of his work he was con- morning Bro. R. C. Evans spoke. The Editor
stantly harassed by difficulties and filled the afternoon and evening hours. The
audience was large and very attentive.
persecutions on every hand, and What good may have been done time must
which culminated in his death. He develop.
was, like his Master, betrayed by
Brn. John Shields and Benjamin St. John,
some of his professed friends, in of the missionary force, were in attendance
league or acting in harmony with and aided in the business and other services
of the occasion.
the purposes of open enemies. His
One thing is very apparent in these two
nature was confiding and forgiving, districts, the London and the Chatham, and
making unfaithfulness of friends a that is the spirit oJ push and enterprise in
severe and sore trial. However, he the work shown by nearly all. The faces of
died without permitting such ele- all were alight with the joy of the hope in
the gospel of Christ.
ments to overcome him and did not
There has been an excellent growth in
become what such circumstances both districts; and Bro. John Lake is not to
might make of many, a bad man; be blamed for being loth to leave the fieldi
here; there are such excellent men and
he maintained his integrity.
The true friends of Joseph Smith women who have received the word and been
obedient to it. They all miss "Uncle John,"
have not claimed and will not claim but the work is in excellent hands and in
perfection for him, nor that he claimed good .condition. Bro. Lake need have no
to be more than a servant of God. fear that it will lag or be suffered to go down.
To-night we will be at Chatham, where a
They believe he lived and died worthily and honored the work in which meeting is advertised for to-night.
he was permitted to act so important
A CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.
a part.
The phrenological examination of FREDERICK L. BOO'l'H-TUCKER,commander of
Professor Campbell is in harmony the Salvation Army in the United States,
this week successfully negotiated a loan of
with what the coworkers of the lat- five million dollars, which will be used for
ter-da:y Seer have claimed for him.
the establishment of farm colonies throughout the country. Part of the money will be
invested for the maintenance of the Wood·
THE EDITOR IN CANADA.
ville colony, on the Panhandle road, near
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH was at Pittsburg. By a well planned cooperative
Chatham, Ontario, the 12th inst., en- system the leaders of the progressive moveroute to Blenheim, London, St. ment expe 0 t to build up prosperous communities that will in a short time overcome
Thomas, and Niagara Falls.
He the vast debt.
wrote from Chatham as follows:New Y()rk capitalists are backing the com'£he Editor records the facts that he has mander in his immense undertaking. The
filled an appointment at Wallace burg, at Salvation Army colonization scheme is also
which place the conference for the Chatham being encouraged by the citizens in the varidistrict was held, Saturday and Sunday, Oc- ous districts which have been selected.
tober 9 and 10, in the town hall. Brn. George
The farm colony scheme has been under
Green and R. C. Evans looking after the in- consideration by the leaders of the Salvation
Army for a long time. Only recently, howterests of the work.
There are sixteen branches in the district, ever, has the proposition been considered to
numbering some six hundred in membership. secure large tracts of land for the purpose.
o; these fully one third were present, and The first farm to be located was near San
seemed to enjoy the session in its variety, Francisco. It is known as the Golden Gate
spiritual and social.
farm. So far there are many signs that it
As at Toronto, the branch had arranged to will prosper.
feed the assembly in the lower rooms of the
Recently the Santa Fe railroad encouraged
hall, while the meetings were held in the as- the army by offering a large tract of land,
sembly room upstairs; all taking their meals comprising thousands of a0 res, along its sysin the hall at the same tables. It is both tern. The company subscribed twenty-five
pleasant and economical, and gives the thousand dollars as an inducement for the
womev, folks of the reoident .f:qmili.es an op- army to looa,te along the system. The re15i~
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dents of an uncultivated part of Arizona
are raising fifty thousand dollars as an
inducement for the army to locate in
that district. These propositions have
been under consideration by Commander
Booth-Tucker for a long time. He has been
to Europe in consultation with General Booth
and others, and it is understood that when
he returned to America, over a month ago,
he had the advice to go ahead.
Wealthy men of New York City, interested
in the work of the Salvation Army, are now
willing to back the new colony scheme with
their money. It is understood that a syndicate, composed of many influential persons,
is attending to the raising of sufficient funds.
This syndicate will hold its interest in the
company, and stock will be distributed
among them. For their investment they
will receive three per cent interest.
Adjutant John T. ]'ynn, of the Pittsburg
corps, received the news of Commander
Tucker's siiccess yesterday. He claims now
that the colonizations will be a sure go. He
claims that the investment by the army, besides returning to it many dollars, will also
be the means of saving many so~ls. The reports from· the Golden Gate colony, near San
Francisco, are very cheering.
Products
from the various farms being worked by the
members are finding a ready market. Advanced orders are being received months
ahead, and there is a prospect that the labor
of the residents will all find recompense.
As soon as the army secures control of the
money which has been negotiated for, the
adjutant says the colonies will be operated on
a larger scale. Industrial work will be established. A plan will be put into operation,
as soon as possible, to allow each of those
who are sent to the farms a certain piece uf
ground. They can find the material .to build
themselves homes, etc. If they are anxious
to become agriculturists, they will have. the
soil to work. Useful occupations will be supplied, and those willing to labor can find
plenty of it and to an advantage.

Colonel Holland. Colonel Holtz will be in
Pittsburg soon, to establish a German corps.
We have no organized movement as yet to
reach persons of that nationality.
"There is every prospect that the Pittsburg colony, to be located at Woodville, will
thrive. This colony, of course, will not be
conducted along the magnificent plans of the
larger ones in the West. It will be a place
of refuge for those who have no means of support. We can appeal to the prisoners and
ex-convicts and others who suffer with the
idea that the world is against them. Industrial buildings "'ill be erected and probably
will be in readiness when the colony is opened
next spring. By prayer and kindness we
think we can redeem many souls and much
lost manhood. After our dependents are in a
fit coudition to help themselves, and if we
find them to be worthy, it is the intention to
send them fio the West. Out there they can
have their own property. They will pay us
in small installments, and afterward will
have something to live for."
Commander Booth-Tucker will be in Pittsburg on October 24. He will conduct services in one of the larger churches of tlie city.
He will be accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel Evans of the Atlantic coast division, and
staff. It is expected that the commander
will tell more of his plans in connection with
the big colonization scheme. As yet, but
little are known of the details.
Farewell services will be held on Sunday
to Adjutant and Mrs. Fynn, previous to their
departure to Salt Lake City. The colonel
will be succeeded on Thursday next by Staff
Captain McFarland, of New Jersey.

Last week's HERALD contained a
statement concerning some cooperative movements under the auspices of
the Salvation Army. We insert herewith the complete item referred to, as
published in the Pittsburg OmrnercialGazette in its issue of October 2.
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work must be done in his "own time"
and in his "own way."
We publish the article for the reason that it is of interest to our general
readers as showing the growing tendency among many of the people
toward the bringing about of better
conditions for the masses. A correct
cooperative movement, as we have understood, is anticipated and has been
provided for by the Master himself,
and was revealed and proclaimed for
the temporal salvation of his people
when the world gave but little
thought to the matter. But times have
changed, and men recognize the necessity of cooperating with a view to
the greatest good of all concerned.
Many of our brethren are so situated, with others of the toiling masses,
that they are placed at great disadvantage, both by reason of having
but precarious employment and because of the evils of the world about
them. Under such conditions they
feel deeply the burden of providing
for and properly raising their families. To such a prospect of obtaining
homes of their own in the cities,
where property and living expenses
are high, is a poor one. For them,
in mest instances, the problem must .
be solved by change of location and
by such cooperation as will furnish a
solution of their perplexed situation.
We publish the article referred to,
not for the purpose of causing discontent or of championing any movement
not strictly within the provisions of
the law of God, but to stimulate
thought with a view to making essential preparation along certain lines for
what is to be accomplished in the
proper time-that is, when the people
are prepared for it. Thought upon
the problem will doubtless prove
profitable.
In this connection we desire to call
attention to some matters that, upon
the part of a number at least, seem to
require better attention than has been
given them. We state them in passing, not as exhaustively treating the
subject, but to briefly mention some
leading points. In foe revelation of
1873 the Lord thus instructed the
church:-

Adjutant Fynn says that applications are
Our own people, who believe in the
pouring in from Pittsburg by persons desirous gathering and establishment of the
of joining the army in order to partake of the people, are interested in the subject.
new life in the West.
He says that Commander Booth-Tucker is Some of them have studied the history
now looking after the new property along the and methods of cooperative moveSanta Fe Railroad and is expected home next men ts and have profited both by their
week. Then he will complete arrangements failures and their successes, as they
in the East for the establishment of the two should. A few months ago the feasinew colonies. Adjutant Fynn, from what he bility of establishing cooperative setcan learn, says that the new colonies will offer
every advantage to men out of employment. tlements in the regions round about
The climate, the fertile soil, and the wealthy was discussed, pro. and con., by a
backing will all aid in encouraging them. number of the brethren, through the
The land in Arizona, comprizing many thou- HERALD. Their statements and critisand acres, will all be utilized. Workshops cisms revealed a deep interest in the
will be built and lines of trade introduced for
the employment of idle men.
question and manifested that there
"There is no question but that the colonies was a growing desire that a movewill thrive," continued the adjutant. "Our ment be made in that direction, when
commander h as sufficient backing to go ahead it could be made in such spirit and
with the work. Colonel Thomas Holland of under such conditions as would insure
It is not expedient in me that there shall
New York, who has bad charge of the gen- 1
Th l
f G d
h. h
, be any stakes appointed until I command my
. l wor k , w1·11 b e d"irector o f success.
e aw o . o ' w w con-1 peop1e. Wh en it
. s h a 11 b e necessary I wi·11.
. f an d socia
era1 re 1ie
.
all the colonies. Colonel Holt~ of New York, templates the gathermg and settle~ command that they be established. Let my
Wh() worke(l wit.}J t;he foreigners! wi.11 succeed ffi0Ut of the :peo:ple 1 declares that t~.e . qowui.and!llents to gather tnto tb,e rf)gion~
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round about, and the counsel of the elders of
my church guide in this matter until it shall
be otherwise given of me.-D. C. 117: 11.

In harmony with that instruction
and evidently in accordance with the
spirit of the gatherh1g many of the
brethren in position to do so have located in Missouri and Iowa, in the
regions named, and so far as they
have conducted their affairs judiciously, have done well. A number
of others, however, have made the
mistake of leaving locations where
they were both temporally prosperous and in position to do well by the
cause locally, and have mr)Ved out
without definite arrangements, practically "taking chances" on future
success. The law, in addition to the
foregoing, admonishes against being
''in haste" and commands that all
things ''be prepared" beforehand.
These admonitions some have disregarded, practically becoming a law
unto themselves. Others still have
sold out and bought from or traded
with private persons or dealers in
real estate without seeing for themselves what they were getting in return, and as a consequence in most
cases have been disappointed and
greatly tried.
All such movements are wrohg and
unbusinesslike, and the saints should
be warned against jeopardizing their
interests by such loose methods of
doing business. Persons should see
and know what they are doing and be
fully informed concerning property
purchased or taken in exchange, unless they are perfectly satisfied to
take risks concerning the honest1y and
judgment of others acting for them.
All men are not honest, nor are all
men sufficiently unselfish in business
matters to do by others as they would
be done by. It is also true that dissatisfaction often results where parties
have acted in good faith for others as
they would have acted for themselves.
The best policy, the true policy, in
our judgment and experience, is to
personally see what one buys or receives in trade, and to see to it that
business matters are conducted according to strict business rules,
whether such transactions be made
with members of the church, with
relatives, or with outsiders. Transactions so carried on result in prevention
of advantage being tl:liken and of misunderstandings,
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A business maxim in vogue in the
world is, ''Let the purchaser beware."
We do not believe in the principles of
transacting business by which such
warning becomes necessary; and such
business methods are contrary to the
spirit of the gospel. But we are admonished that Gentile times and Gentile rules are still in vogue to an
extent, and that so long as they prevail and until men occupy much higher
ground, it is often necessary that the
purchaser beware. In the sense that
a man should see and act on an actual
knowledge of a situation, it is also
proper that he should thus know
what he is about, as stated.
We are aware that with some and of
some such statements are unnecessary,
but know that with others-both purchasers and sellers-they are not.
The law of God which commands as
cited, plainly implies intelligent fore·
sight and care in the interests of the
people. It is designed to prevent
hasty, speculative, and inj 1Jd icious
action, which action has al ways ended
and must ever end in failure and dis·
appointment. The counsel of the law
of God is just and true. It is in har·
mony with good common sense business judgment and designed to prevent
or insure against wrong movements.
In harmony with the provisions of
the law a joint council of the Presidency, the Twelve, and the Bishopric,
adopted the following, in the year
1894:Resolved that all parties wishing to change
their location be recommended to correspond
with the Bishopric for information.

This is commended to all whom it
may concern.
The movement of the church has
been toward centralization in harmony
with the word to gather into the regions round about, as wisdom dictated.
To some of those who contemplate
change of location, including sale or
exchange of property, the foregoing
may be of value.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. J. H. LAKE wrote from Sandwich, Illinois, October 12, of the late
conference of the Northeastern Illinois district, held at that point:The conference of this district has just
·
bl e time,
·
.
c 1ose d . W e h a d a very enJoya
said
by some to be the best collference ever held
in this district. The preaching was good,
and the prayer meeting's were spiritual, aµd,

peace ruled in the business sessions. There
were five ordinations; two elders and three
priests. They were recommended !or ordination to the June conference, but were referred to the president of the mission; so I
trust all has been done satisfactorily. The
Spirit of the Lord was with us in the ordinations and was felt and realized by many in
the congregation, and they spoke of it and
bore testimony of the same. Bro. W. A. McDowell was with us and helped very effectually. Bro. J. S. Patterson was with us and
seemed to enjoy a peaceful and pleasant
spirit, and good reports come from Chicago
of his labors there as the president of the
branch. He is devoting all his time to the
ministry.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRO. GEORGE MONTAGUE, ih charge
of the Southwestern mission, has an
encouraging report to make of the
progress of the work in that field.
Writing from Standley, Indian Territory, the 12th inst., he says, in effect,
that the General Conference appoint·
ees have been diligent and successful
beyond any former period of labor.
Reports show 319 sermons preached,
41 baptisms, besides other items of
incidental labor. The local elders report 22 baptisms in addition. He has
never seen a more progressive spirit
in all parts of the field and feels
greatly encouraged. The late dist.rict
conference at Standley was a decided
success. They now have a new dis·
• known as the N ortheast,ern Texas
trict
and Choctaw district, with Bro. Ellis
Short president.
The reunion of the Southern Illinois district, held at Arrington, Illinois, opening October 1, is reported by
Bro. J. D. Stead as one of the best
ever held in it. Brn. Bond, Slover,
Morris, V. D. Baggerly, Stead, and
Charles Barmore, of the ministry,
were present.
All enjoyed the
preaching, social, and school sessions; many not of the church heard
the word. Provision was make for
another reunion, in '98.
With this number we close the discussion of ''life insurance," believing
the subject has been sufficiently
treated, for the present at least.
Lamoni arrivals during the previous
week include Bro. 0. B. Thomas,
from Colorado, and Bro. G. P. Lambert, of the Nauvoo district.
Bro. George Montague w r ote f rom
.
.
Standley, Indian Territory, the 15th
inst., reporting the baptism of seven
by Bro. W. B. Toney at tqat place,
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on the 14th. Bro. Montague may be have further relieved the prolonged
addressed for a time at Moorhead, drought in the West and South.
Iowa, his home, whither he has gone
The National Council of Switzerto rest and recover from the results land, by a vote of 101 to 9, has
of an attack of dengue fever, con- adopted a bill making insurance
tracted while in Texas. Expects to against sickness compulsory in the
return to his field as soon as able.
case of all persons not having indeBro. D. A. Hutchings of Elmo, Mis- pendent means.
souri, writes of his labors in the
The Budget committee of the ChamNodaway district, where he finds ber of Deputies has voted to increase
openings and work to do. Late con- the French standing army by 12, 000
ference of the district a good one.
men.
Yellow fever continues with but
A mob made riotous demonstrations
little change at New Orleans and Mo- against increased government taxation
bile. Texas ports are free.
at Rome, Italy, October 11. A numSpain will send 5,000 troops to Cuba ber of policemen and rioters were
this month. General Weyler, re- killed and wounded. Revolutionary
called, has extended amnesty to forty- cries were raised during the melee.
six more political prisoners. General
Several people were killed and
Garcia attacked and captured the city about twenty injured by the collapse
of Bequita, in Santiago, defeating the of the dome of a Cincinnati theater, on
Spaniards with heavy loss.
the 15th during the play "Dangers of
Severe earthquake shocks at Gra· a great city." Domes are not the only
nada and Andalusia, SP,ain, October dangerous things about theaters.
13; the inhabitants panic stricken.
Corea, through its king, has deHeavy winds in Kansas of late have clared itself an empire; this, it is
blown much of the early wheat from stated, for the purpose of assuming
the ground in the western half of the and maintaining the spirit of modern
State, which must be resown.
progress and to insure against the asSpanish anarchists announce the sumptions of Russia, China, and
early issue of a regular periodical Japan, who threaten her integrity.
for circulation in Spain.
A reported alliance offensive and
Great distress is predicted to occur defensive between Bulgaria and Turin western and southwestern Ireland key.
during the winter.
The saints of Kewanee, Illinois, are
• The Abyssinian army, 3,000 strong, pushing work on a new brick chapel,
was destroyed by the Somalis in located in the center of the city and
Somaliland, in June last, but sixty be- where they hope to have a larger
ing allowed to return alive.
attendance than formerly. All are
Damage by cloudburst at Reading, alive, working together for success,
Pennsylvania, on the 12th inst.
and, very properly, obtaining some
Mamund, India, advices announce help from friends not of the church.
that Jirga tribesmen have surrendered Brn. Jones and Willets are holding
their rifies and have solemnly sworn meetings in a Fr~ewill Baptist church,
to maintain peace. Troops forming at Mineral, Bureau County, thirteen
the Mamund punitive expedition have miles distant, with encouraging prosdestroyed twenty-five fortified vil- pects. This Bro. Jones wrote from
lages and killed many insurgent na- Kewanee, late date.
tives. Burmese tribesmen attacked
The Cuban steamer Triton with over
British officials and Sepoys at Manda- two hundred soldiers and civilians was
lay, October 11, but were dispersed. lost of late, off the Cuban coast.
Nicaragua and Costa Rica appear
Bro. E. B. Hull, of Philadelphia,
to be on the eve of a desperate reports profitable sessions of the construggle.
ference and convention of that disThe Federated Trades has decided trict, held in September.
Local papers sent us by Bro. Henry
to call out its members in sympathy
with the English engineers' strike. Broadway, of New Castle, New South
It is estimated that 400,000 British Wales, contain friendly notices of
workmen will be out of employment services held by our people, who evion account of the great labor dispute. dently are gaining the respect of many
Continued rains, on the 11th, not of the faith.
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Moth8rs' HomB Goltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"Right is right ernce God is God;
And right the day mnst win;
To donbt would be disloyalty,-·
To falter woulcl be sin. n

SONG OF PRAISE.
Sweet the thought unto my soul;
Angels o'er me have control,
Making mind and body whole;
Thanks to God.
Savior, loving Savior, mine!
O'er my life his light doth shine;
Round my path love's flowers twine
Where I've trod.
Mercies unto me are giv'n;
Mercies manifold from heav'n
Now descend from morn till ev'n
From above.
Ah! the blessings are so sweet,
Each one all in all complete,
While we find at Jesus' feet
God's dear love.
May each thought and act of mine
Be in praise of him divine,
While I worship at the shrine
Of my Lord.
From the world my mind be riv'n,
Go! the things for which I've striv'n!
All my life in service giv'n
My reward.
MIN A PERKINS-KEARNEY.
Jar.nary 13, 1897.

WORK FOR THE CHILDREN.
WORK for men and women is good; but work
for children is better. Success in winning
adults to the right way is to be rejoiced over;
but success in winning children to a stand
for the right is a cause for greater rejoicing.
A child has larger possibilities than an adult;
and, so far, there is more in him prospectively. A child has fewer drawbacks-from
bad habits ancl. the weakness which comes of
successive failures-than an adult has; and
so far there is more hope of his continuance
in well-doing. These truths would seem undeniable; yet how many pastors and preachers write ten sermons, and conduct ten
prayer meetings, and make ten pastoral calls,
with the idea of reaching and influencing
some grown person, where they do one of
these things with an eye to the children's
benefit. But perhaps-perhaps-this is because they see it is more than ten times as
hard to reach an adult as a child, in religious
things. There is something in that.-Sel.
WESTON,

Iowa.

Dear Sisters:-It has been a long time since
I have written to our beloved Column, not
because I have lost interest in it, but because
I know that there are many abler pens than
mine; but God will not reward me for what
some one else has done. Why is it we have
so few letters in our Column? Dear sisters, let
us wake up and do our duty and make it what
it should be, a source of spiritual strength to
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the toiling mothers in Zion. In this way we
may be able to bear one another's burdens.
I rejoice with you in this glorious work in
which we are engaged, for I know this work
is of God, for I have received many testimonies of the truth of its divinity and of the
loving watchcare our heavenly Father keeps
over us, if we truly love him and try to keep
his commandments. Dear mothers who have
not the privilege of sending your children to
Sunday school, send for a Quarterly and on
the Sabbath day gather your little ones
around you and have a little Sunday school
at home, and if you do your part faithfully,
God will crown your labors with success, and
the influence of a true-hearted mother will be
a lasting benefit to her children. I believe
there are great responsibilities resting upon
us as mothers, to whom the Master has intrusted the lambs of his flock, and he will
hold us responsible for how we bring them
up. Let us think about these things, and let
us try to be lively stones and help to roll on
the work of God, that we may be found
among the wise virgins that shall be prepared to meet our Savior when he shall come
to make up his jewels.
Your sister,
CHRISTINA RASMUSSEN.

tion yielded to our own weak points, and
thereby sinned; yet are we glad God knows
it all, for when we, like Peter, have seen our
weakness, we can go to him and seek forgiveness and obtain the favor of strength and
wisdom, that we may boldly meet other
trials, and thereby come off unstained conquerors. We are, 0 so glad that erring mortals cannot pass the final judgment, and we
feel to take courage when we think that the
people of the world heaped their various persecutions upon the Son of righteousness; and
also, when we think that all who would live
godly lives shall suffer persecutions.
0 Father, help us all to look away from our
trials, and to look up and beyond them; and
may our souls expand with the hope of being
purified, and made fit to dwell in that land
where the wicked cease from troubling, and
the weary are at rest. These are days of
tribulation, behind us and before us, on the
right hand and on the left. 'Tis like being
dashed among the breakers, and no one but
the Pilot and lifeboat can take us safely
through.
Thoughts arising from circumstances on a
stormy Sabbath. If they should encourage
one dear brother or sister, we shall not have
scribbled in vain.
SR. ALMIRA.

GOD KNOWS IT ALL.

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.

YES, and right glad are we that he does
know it all. And, dear brother and sister,
do not your hearts respond, Amen? Yes, we
all are glad that Father knows our every
kindly meant effort for the benefit of others.
We are glad that he knows, too, how often
and how deeply our souls have been wounded,
in consequence of the apparent unappreciation of those whom we had favored-and
sometimes by the unmistakable evidence of
ingratitude exhibited by the same. Often
such experience has for a time seemed to
crush our once determined purpose to do
good, till our soul seemed almost blighted
within us, or like a ship dashed upon the
breakers; then some favorable circumstance
would present itself, and our drooping spirits
would revive and we would renew our efforts,
believing that whatsoever we do to the least
of his, we do unto him, and also that he that
is faithful in little is faithful in much.
Yes, 'tis hard when we have so many times
tried to do thus by others in their need, to
have them, when we are needing help, and
especially sympathy, turn away with indifference, and speak unkindly and unjustly to
us and of us. Then have we been right glad
that Father and our dear Elder Brother
know it all. Not that we wish to have punishment inflicted by them upon those who
have troubled us, but that we may draw
n~arer to them and recei.ve ~~the Spirit t~at
will enable us to exclaim, Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do!" 'Tis
blessed to know that we have been faithful
to our calling, be it ever so humble, or be it
ever so exalted; and 'tis more blessed to
know, in regard to all such instances, that
our soul is untarnished by the influences that
have met us.
True, we each have made mistakes, have
erred in judgment, or in a moment of vexa-

MEMORY TEXTS FOR OCTOBER.
Thursday, Oct. 21.-Missions and Sunday
school work, and the church publications.
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted.
Memory Verse.-Mosiah 2.
Thursday, Oct. 28.-Zion, our country, its
welfare and prosperity, and it.s speedy purification by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
Memory Verses.-Psalm 15; D. C. 102.

Sundau

- ...

8~hool

DBuar1ment.

ELDEJ.R T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send commul'lications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")
'Tis not tho wide phylactery,
Nor stubborn fast, nor stated priye,_,
That make2 us saints; we judge the tree
By what it bears.-Selected.

The revised Constitution and By-Laws of
the General Sunday School Association can
now be had from the Herald Office. Send
ten cents per dozen to cover postage and cost
of mailing. They contain all the amendments adopted at the last General Convention.
Every Sunday schooi worker should study
them.
The General Superintendent was away
from home about six weeks, attending the
various reunions; during which time many
letters have come and so far not been answered. As many of them are of a nature to
require a large amount of work to answer,
and other work crowding in for a turn, we
are not able to reach it as soon as we would
like. But we do the best we can. The man
who follows the plough, or works at the
bench ·all day long, cannot be on time with
his extra work as he might wish or as others
unacquainted with him might expect. We
hope none will feel that we are indifferent to
their inquiries because we have waited so
long. We will reach them by and by.
"A teacher that simply causes another to
know is a failure. The really successful
teacher is the one that causes others to do
also."-Joseph Roberts in Sunday School
newspaper, Fremont district.
Quite a number of good reports have been
received from the "home Sabbath schools"
within the past few weeks. Those who have
faithfully tried it find it a success. Many of
our isolated families and groups of saints are
receiving and studying the Quarterlies regularly, and at stated times on the Sabbath day
much the same as in a larger school. If all
our isolated saints who feel so keenly the
want of branch privileges would secure Quar. terlies and have a real Sabbath school in their
own home, assembling the family at a certain
hour each Sabbath day, singing, praying, and
studying the lesson in the regular way; yes,
if they would do this, much of the privation
would be forgotten. What was a long weary
Sabbath would become a day of rest, refreshment, and joy. That spiritual spark that is
now so nearly gone out would soon be fanned
into a living flame. Try it, and seek God's
blessing upon your efforts. He never forgets
the faithful, earnest, devout soul. The ministry can greatly aid us and them in this
"home Sunday school work," as many are
now doing. Brethren, whenever you visit a
family that is not near a branch or Sunday
school, talk this over with them and induce
them to try it, if you can. Let us do what
we can for the scattered saints and their
children.

IF you have not a separate room for your
primary class, make one with curtains in one
corner of your church. You will be delighted
, with the good results.
Put what you know into practice, then
SELF-INTROSPECTION.
seek for more knowledge. Why come to a
WHAT?
I! dusty, dark, illy ventilated room?
Why be
1. What do I know about the gospel?
tardy? vVhy go unprepared to your work?
2. What do I teach, the gospel or the
We all know this is not right in Sunday
Quarterlies?
1 school work as well as we know many other
3. What are my plans?
things. Then why do it?
By request, Bro. J. F. Mintun visited the
HOW?
Pottawattamie district convention, Septem4. How many hours do I use in preparation?
ber 18, 19, at Weston, Iowa, and did much
5. How do I use the Bibles and Quarterlies
good, "giving advice and encouragement, and in reci tion?
inspiring new zeal into all." So wrote the dis6. How many of my imperfections are my
trict superintendent, Sr. Julia Hansen.
pupils imitating?
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WHEN?
7. When do I prepare my work?
8. When do my class get to Sunday school,
before or after me?
9. When do I pray?
WHERE?
10. Where are my treasures? Are they in
the Sunday school work?
11. Where do I spend the Sabbath?
12. Where are my class to be found on the
Sabbath?
CLARA BADHAM,
in Sunday school newspaper, read in
Fremont district convention.

they do not oppose it, but seem delighted to all they were worth," surrounded by hunhave us tell them about it, and they are dreds of people. The first we heard was a
looking into it. We hope the Lord will open man advocatiilg Catholicism. He bad just
their hearts aad minds to its reception. I do got nicely started, when a few feet from him
not know of a member of the church in Bris- another minister, I think of the Church of
tol. If this should meet the eye of anyone England, began speaking on the subject of
who does, if they will give us their address the cross. The first man soon lost most of
they will confer a favor. I have been told a bis crowd, but both men kept on in plain
number of the first organization lived here. hearing distance of each other. Right back
I should much like to find either them or of these an infidel erected bis pulpit and
their children. I hope something may be went at it, and gathered a large crowd about
done towards starting the work here; but it him. In front of these another man was exis harder to start in a new place here than in posing the evils of the Catholic Church. A
America. No schoolhouses or churches to be short distance from him another was speakhad. Our only access to the people seems to ing on the leading events of the day. Back
be outdoor preaching; and there is so much of him some converted Jews were advocating
ENTERTAINING VISITORS.
rain
here that even that is very difficult. Christ. Here I was invited to speak, and did
JUST above the door, or on the wall, is inscribed the word "Welcome." That term is But we remember that this is the Lord's so from the text, "Then said Jesus to those
meaningless to the stranger unless, when he work, and he is all powerful. We will try to Jews who believed on him, II ye continue in
my word," etc., in which I endeavored to
enters the Sunday school room, he is made to be faithful, so that he may use us.
feel it from the interest you take in him.
August 21, we took ad vantage of a cheap show that it was not sufficient for them
Have you ever entered a meetinghouse when trip to London. Met a kind welcome at Bro. merely to acknowledge Jesus to be the
you have felt a sensation of coolness and in- Bradshaw's, and on Sunday met with the Christ, but that they must obey, and continue
difference on the part of those in attendance? saints, preached Sunday morning and even- in his word. They seemed to indorse what I
If you have, did you care to enter again?
ing, and addressed the Sunday school in the said. Bro. Bradshaw found out their adafternoon.
The saints are quite plea8ed with dress and promised to visit them. Such a
Those who have experienced this kind of a
reception may better understand the neces- their new chapel; it is hardly as large as I Babylon I never saw. Some good may be
They themselves think they done at these places, but I don't know.
sity of our taking more than a passing notice expected.

of strangers, or visitors, who come to our
Sabbath schools. It should be the duty of
the superintendent, or his assistants, to see
that these visitors are interested, and that
they truly feel "welcome." If necessary, lay
formality aside, and enter at once into their
confidence. Lead them into the workings of
the school. Invite tb0m to enter one of the
·Classes and take part in the exercises. If not
.desirous to do so, show them to a pleasant
seat, and do not neglect to insist on their
frequent visits.
JOSEPH ROBERTS.

ileUsr Ilapartmem.
LLANELLY, Wales, Sept. 27.

Editors Herald:-Conference over at Manchester, my next thought was to find a home
for Sr. Pitt while I was traveling through my
rn1ss10n. We received a kind invitation from
wife's aunt. to visit Bristol. Taking advantage of an excursion rate, we bade our kind
friends at Mancht>ster adieu. August 16
found us in the old but pretty city of Bristol.
We received a hearty welcome from aunt and
cousins; and though I had never met them,
in a few minutes we seemed well acquainted
and made to feel at home. This had been my
wife's borne previous to corning to America,
and it was a great joy to her to be welcomed
home once more. A more happy home I
never saw; the secret of it all was, love
reigned supreme. Nothing like a frown or a
scowl; each seemed to take delight in making each other happy. Sr. Pitt says she is
being spoiled; she certainly will be if kindness can do it. Arrangements were made for
a room, so wife is nicely located in what I am
authorized to call our English home. Arn
thankful the Lord has thus kindly provided for
us. Our relatives know nothing of the gospel
excepting the little we have been able to tell
them. Of course it all seems strange to them;

hardly got their money's worth, but it is a
great source of 0ornfort to them to have a house
of their own. I felt at home among them, excepting in their singing. I haven't been able
to find why they prefer other tunes tu our own.
Some of our most familiar pieces are sung to
the queerest tunes, and nothing like as pretty
as our own, and some of them, oh so slow.
In one meeting I struck up "Redeemer of Israel" as we sing it. Afterwards the leader
asked me if that was the way we sung it in
America. I answered that it was. He replied, "It was rather sharp." Some of the
tunes require a repetition of the same words
over and over again. Some sing "Redeemer
of Israel" to the old darkey melody, "Uncle
Ned." When I repeated the words of the
song they were surprised. If it were not for
the peculiar tunes, I think the singing here
would be better than ours in America. They
have good voices, and they do not let the leaders do it all, but make the house ring with
melody. I hope they will adopt the Hymnal;
it only costs fifty cents, and the small
books without the music much less. A few
Hymnals, with a number of the smaller books
for the congregation, would make a great
improvement in the singing, I feel sure.
The Welsh are splendid singers; but here I
am lost again, as they sing mostly in Welsh.
But to return. I remained in London over
two Sundays, preached seven times; not very
large audiences, but the saints turned out,
and a few strangers came. I was well received, and shall al ways retain a warm place
in my heart for the saints in London, and assure them that their words of encouragement
were appreciated. I shall try and prove
worthy of them. On Sunday afternoon Bro.
Bradshaw and I took a walk to Victoria
Park. Here was a sight I shall never forget.
It seems to be a general place for outdoor
preaching. Representatives of different denominations brought with them folding pulpits and went at it, as is sometimes said, "for

During the week wife. and I took in some
of the sights of this wonderful city. One
place of interest to her was the house where
she was born-a three story brick, still in a
good state of preservation. We then boarded
a car of the underground railway, which
landed us at Westminster Bridge. Crossing
over we had our first view of the river
Thames. The houses of Parliament loomed
up tall and grand. They are very handsome
buildings. We were denied admittance, so
we walked around about two blocks and entered Westminster Abbey-a grand building
indeed. I would like to give a brief description
of some of the wonderful relics of the past this
old building contains, but the Hemld would
not be large enough for my letter; so shall
have to pass them all by. I said to my wife,
"What I have seen to-day has paid me for
corning over." Among the other places
visited was St. Paul's Cathedral, Kew gardens, Hampton Court, the Royal art gallery,
and Tower of London. These places were
all free to the public, and we made the most
of our time. But how this great city is going
to be reached by the gospel is a problem too
big for us to solve. But this we can say
without fear; if all the members had lived
up to their covenant, the problem would not
be great. The enemy bas got on the inside,
and has done his work well; not merely in
England but in other places. It may be a
little late for some, but I think even now the
best way to reach the masses is by each living up to their privileges, and show by a
godly walk and conversation that our gospel
is the power of God unto salvation. No matter how eloquently our elders may preach, or
what spirit power is manifest, to be successful we must make spiritual homes for those
who are in error, or they will not, unite with
us; and this can only be brought about by a
pure life. Above everything else then, let
us all coI.tGend for purity.
Returning to Bristol I left Sr. Pitt and came
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on to South Wales to attend the Western
district conference. I stopped at Morriston,
where I again met my friend and brother,
Ernest Dewsnup, who kindly "took me in."
We attended conference at Llanelly. A good
spirit was manifest throughout. Here again
the ministry did all the business. The people are acquainted with Bro .. Griffiths here,
and he is held in high esteem. He will no
doubt be sorry to learn that some have gone
back to their tea since he left. But they are
good, kind saints, and bear up against their
obstacles well. They have a good meetinghouse, members few, and have to work hard
for a living; but they keep up their meetings.
The sisters circulate tracts from door to door
as well as the brethren, and endeavor to let
their light shine. If our friends in America
would send us Heralds, Ensigns, or tracts, we
could make good use of ·them; we are in
great need of them. Will you not therefore
kindly send your papers to us rather than
destroy them. But my letter is growing too
long, so must stop. I am feeling well, kindly
received, and blessed in my work. Am neither homesick nor discouraged, though need·
ing your prayers that I may be faithful and
make my mission a success.
Yours in bonds,
F. G. PITT.
No. 14 Glouster Road, BmsTOL, England.

STILLWATER, Okla., Sept. 29.

Editors Herald:-The few missionaries here
are not idle; we are kept busy answering
more calls than we can fill. We attended
the reunion near Matherson, September 3
till 13, and from there home to attend the
debate between Bro. C. R. Duncan and a Disciple minister, commencing September 20,
lasting seven nights-the writer acting as
moderator for Bro. Duncan. The Book of
Mormon question was on trial first, for four
nights, then the Disciple or Christian proposition for three nights; all of which were
handled in a masterly manner by Bro. Duncan. Of course the reverend gentleman left
no stones unturned to prove "old Joe," as he
called him, a great imposter, polygamist,
etc.; hut Bro. Duncan proved too much for
him, having an answer ready for every argument he would make, and especially on the
Book of Mormon. His knowledge and information on that subject makes him a very able
defender of the sealed book. They worked
us the Rev. "Holy" Clark's old trick, and on
the last night of the first proposition they
run in all the Campbellites they could and
left it to a vote. Of course they beat us bad;
but there was such a protest went np, that
some one moved that no one be allowed to
vote only those bfllonging to no church. So
the vote was called and again we were
beaten; but notwithstanding twenty-two out
of any church, said hy their standing up they
believed in the divinity of the Book of Mormon. Those who knew say quite a number
of their votes were Campbellites, evidently
showing that the Campbellite Church is no
church at all, as was plain!y shown on the
second proposition; but this tino:13 there was
no vote taken, and they did not see'Jl anxious
for one.

Bro. Duncan is twelve miles north, where
a young lady is to be baptized. Several from
the neighborhood of the debate are asking,
When will you and Bro. Duncan come and
preach for us? This is in the same schoolhouse where the debate was held. One man
who is not a member of any church was
heard to say: "Well, Duncan proved one
thing if nothing else, and that is that he is a
gentleman." Of course he did not sweep
everything, but taking all together I consider
it quite a victory.
As to the work in Oklahoma, we think it is
moving along nicely, and all seem to be encouraged to strive· on, believing the Lord
will give the increase. Ever praying for the
upbuilding of Zion,
s. J. HINKLE.
BOONE, Iowa, Oct. 5.

Editors Herald:-Bro. Roth and I closed
tent meetings at Nevada Sunday evening.
The interest was excellent. Bro. Roth was
at his best and preached with considerable
power; he no doubt made one of the best
efforts of his life last Sunday night. The tent
was by far too small to hold the people that
came to listen to the last sermon. I never
saw so many old people attend and continu"l
interested as at Nevada, and Bro. Roth says
the same. Two ladies were baptized. They
were members of the Christian Church up to
the time they united with us. There are
several in Nevada that believe that we
preach more truth than the other churches
do. One old gentleman said, "I have lived
here forty years, but never heard the gospel
preached before." One hotel keeper offered
us free board-we stayed one night with him.
When we were coming away we were repeatedly asked to come back again. The
opinion was expressed by quite a number that
if our labors were continued we would raise a
branch in town. Bro. Hardy and family, the
only saints in Nevada, did their part nobly;
may our heavenly Father bless them in return for kindness shown us. I baptized one
of Sr. Russeli's daughters to-day.
Our district conference meets at Runnells
next Saturday. I believe each of the ministry laboring in this district will have their
quota of baptisms to report. All are laboring
to build and encourage, and to make all
acquainted with the truth of the gospel.
I went to Eagle Grove early in September,
and held thirteen meetings with good attendance. There are some excellent saints living
there. I baptized Mrs. Christenson; she was
very weak and sickly at the time. Although
she had suffered much with heart disease
and other afflictions, she discontinued taking
medicine the night before her baptism, and
never took any more; but she continued to
gain in strength and health from that time.
May the Lord continue to bless her.
Bro. C. Scott arid I have been hindered in
our preaching by having to sit on four courts
of elders. On two occasions we had to sit up
till dawn next morning. The field looks
quite clear at present, and I think there is a
brig-hter day for the Des Moines district. · It
is said that the prospects in the Des Moines
branch are better than for years past; there
seems to be greater unity, and Brn. Cook,
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Gunsolley, Emsley, and Johnson are hard at
work. I ought to have mentioned the kindness shown us by the director of the Baptist
church in Nevada, giving us the use of their
baptismal font free of charge, while others
have to pay for its use.
Yours in haste,
E. B. MORGAN.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Oct. 8.

Editors Herald:-We are still alive and in
the faith. Satan in his sedulous and subtle
way has been at work here during the past few
months, and has done some injury; but from
the report of the branch president last night
his farther encroachment is checked, and
prospects indicate his future evacuation.
How easily can Sat,an undo the work of years
when saints permit him to use them as his
instruments! One thing, these experiences
bring lessons never forgotten! We held an
excellent business meeting last night; provisions were made for repairing and painting
the church; officers unanimously elected, and
a spirit of harmony and union which portends
a return of spiritual power and godlike unity
prevailed.
I expect to go to Bartlett on Monday to
assist Bro. Henry Kemp in a series of meetings. Calls are coming from all quarters,
and if we answer half of them we will be kept
busy.
I have been hindered more in my work this
year than in any previous one of my ministry.
What, with personal relaxation in the early
spring, together with two severe and protracted spells of sickness on the part of my
wife necessitating my constant attendance at
home, and the babe having a siege of malaria
fever, it seems we ·have had our share.
Whether it is Providence in disguise I know
not; but if so, I apprehend he will reveal
himself ere the experience closes, that we
may know why he thus visits. I, for one, do
not believe that, as a rule, bodily sickness
comes either as a manifestation of God's love
or wrath, so much as a result of our ignorance
or folly. If we knew more we would suffer
less. If we could locate the main cause of
our misery we would find that premature
sickness and death is due to ignorance, Satan,
or sin, rather than a dispensation of Providence. That Satan intercepts and impairs
our usefulness I'm assured, and could we
have more faith in God much could be
averted. I prefer to plead ignorance rather
than to pose as a martyr at the hands of an
unexplainable Deity. If God aftl.icts it is for
a purpose, and unless that purpose is disclo~ed to the sufferer, the lesson is lost and
God has labored in vain. We accede that
God permits these experiences; but if we
knew more, or lived more circumspectly,
they might not be necessary. The "whys"
and "wherefores" of probation are an unfathomable mystery to me, and when I listen
to some who set,m (?) to comprehend the
whole scheme I am impressed with the magnitude of my own ignorance, or their supreme
folly. I'm content to act my part in the
"now," permitting the "then" to make its
own revealments.
I frankly confess that to reconcile much of
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the undesirable in mortal experience, with
the justice of an inscrutable Providence, is
beyond my mentality; yet simply because I
willingly defer to his judgment, it does not
necessarily follow that I should pose as his
interpreter, and proceed to "tell it all." I
prefer to say, "I don't know," and leave the
disclosure to the arbitraments of time, which
I have no fear will make all things plain,
and then disclose the wisdom of an unerring
Providence. It may evidence my incapacity
as a minister for Christ, yet I must humbly
acknowledge my insufficiency, and plead
guilty to an incapacity for the unknowable.
As evidencing our faith in the final victory
of right over wrong, the dethronement of
Satan and sin, and the vindication of God
and truth, we have tendered our services to
the Captain of our salvation, and shall continue in the ranks, asking no furlough and
succumbing not to repulses, either till victory perches on our banner, the enemy taken
and our Captain crowned, or till he who
knows shall say "it is enough," and shall release us from farther obligations. If a man
has a store of latent character force I know
of no better field for development than in
the latter-day work, for it furnishes such
varied conditions, so many surprises, that
opportunity for experience is never lacking.
Transition is evident everywhere, and the
inconstancy of most mortals is a striking
proof of the Mosaic truism, "Man was made
of dust." Were it not that I'm assured that
God is at the helm, I could never stand; but
believi:ng that he is, I consider his condescension in noting poor me, and it begets a
charity for finite associates that hatred flees
away and love-Divine love-permeates my
being. To stand alone for right, regardless
of others, is a Christlike characteristic; and
though it may bring disfavor and opposition
now, it will prepare us for the crowning "by
and by."
May God help us to endure faithful, and to
be content with the "knowable," to be humble, and seek to labor where the Spirit guides.
Yours trustingly,
T. W. WILLIAMS.
HEPPNER, Oregon, Sept. 28.
Editors Herald:-I was called to preach the
funeral sermon of Sr. Ellen E. Clark,on Sunday, September 19. About four years ago
I was the only one in or near Condon who
took the Ensign. In its pages was written a
sermon, which to my mind was just grand.
John and Ellen Clark were at that time members of no church; Sr. Clark had been a.Lutheran. Brother John and I sat down on the
sidewalk, and I related to him as near as I
could the sermon referred to; he listened
very attentively until I was through; when,
looking up at me, he said, Walt, that is just
what I have been looking for all my life; the
thought has followed me since I was a small
boy that I would see Jesus in this life. He
went home and told his wife. They sent to
my home and got the Ensign. From that
time forward the Ensign was eagerly read,
and all I knew was told them.
In course of time Bro. John Davis came to
Condon, and very ably presented the angel's

message, which to them was like bread to a
starving man; and on September 15, 1895,
they were both led down into the water by
Bro. Davis, to rise to newness of life, which
was fulfilled in them both. At her confirmation the promise was given her that if she
would prove faithful she would be the means
of bringing her own family into the kingdom
of God, which promise has been fulfilled;
three of her daughters have followed her, and
with proper care others will soon follow.
Early last winter she contracted a severe
cold, which settled on her lungs. Consumption followed; everything human was done
that could be, but no relief came. She came
to Heppner to consult a physician, who prescribed for her; but her faith was in God and
not man. Your writer administered to her,
and thatnight she rested without pain. The
day following her husband took her home, a
di.stance of forty miles, when Bro. Luff administered to her, when the pain left her
body, and she felt the presence of God's
Spirit with her. But God who doeth all
things well, saw fit on September 8, 1897, to
take her unto himself. Before she died
she had the tsstimony that her efforts
to please God were accepted, and that she
should rise in the resurrection with the just.
What consolation!
How cheering the
thought for saints to see one in their life,
walk with and then to know that such an one
has pleased God.
As before-stated, she died on the 8th. A
messenger was sent, but on account of sickness in my family I could not go; but on Sunday, September 19, friends and relatives
gathered in Condon's beautiful little church,
where with good liberty I spoke to them for
an hour from Matthew 5: 8; and truly it
caused my heart to rejoice to see the wrapt
attention, while tears ran down the cheeks
of those who know not Goa.
Many calls came for Bro. Luff at that place
again; but for fear of asking too much space,
I will close, by saying, Saints, look up! Look
at the dying world around you; see men who
know not what you know; then let us by our
example show them that truly God is with
his people, is my prayer in Jesus' name.
Yours for truth,
W. A. GOODWIN.
RAVENDEN SPRINGS, Ark., Oct. 8.
Editors Berald:-When I last wrote you I
had just commenced a meeting at Coats, Arkansas. I preached a series of thirteen sermons and had a good hearing from start to
finish; several seemed almost persuaded.
Elder Bal<lwin was with me the first Saturday and Sunday and rendered valuable assistance.
At Cabin Creek schoolhouse I preached
six times; baptized two young men at the
close, and left several others believing. Two
Roman Catholics were converted, but would
not be baptized because of trouble in their
families.
Sunday, October 3, I met with the saints of
Martin's Creek branch at their regular place
of meeting; the house was about full, and
several young men and boys were outside,
some of them peeping in at the windows.
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I Bro. Baldwin called

on the writer to deliver
the sermon at eleven o'clock, and while I was
speaking I had an experience which I hope I
will never have again. Two of these young
men of the "baser 80rt" had a fist and skull
fight in less than one hundred feet from the
house opposite the windows, where we could
all see them; several raised to their feet to
look, but only one left the house. When the
fight was over, we proceeded with the service. The good sisters had brought dinner to
church, and as soon as dinner was over we
had sacrament and social service. My heart
was cheered when I heard many of the saints
testify and express their hope in a glorious
resurrection.
Bro. Baldwin and I came to Kingsville
and preached at night, expecting to
continue for a week or more, having previously published our meetings in the newspapers; but lo, the ire of his Satanic MaJesty
was raised and operated upon one W. D. Ellis,
a Methodist circuit rider, causing him to
send me a letter, stating among other things
that the citizens in their patience would not
tolerate the meeting, and that my presence
would be an imposition, etc. Ellis circulated
a written protest, and false and slanderous
stories against our doctrine, in order to get
signers to the protest; thus he obtained
seventeen names and had them published in
the same papers that gave notice of our meetings. As Bro. B. was not willing to give up
the meeting we went again on Monday night,
and found Ellis sitting on a large stone in the
edge of the village, whetting his knife on his
hand, and he called us to a halt; among other
things he told Bro. B. to prepare to meet his
God. Bro. B. only laughed at him, and we
rode on to the church and preached to a few
saints, besides three men and four boys. So
we left our testimony with them and postponed the meeting until Sunday. The same
spirit or power that robbed and killed the
saints in former and latter days is still loose
in the land. Bro. Baldwin will fill the appointment at Kingsville on Sunday, and I will
go to White County on Saturday if the Lord
wills.
In conclusion I will say that I have forty
acres of fine fruit land, good house and small
orchard, one mile from Pomona, Missouri,
which I wish to sell. Write for terms, stating how much you wish t0 pay cash.
JOSEPH WARD.
CENTERVILLE, w. Wa., Oct. 9.
Edit01·s Herald;-Conference of West Virginia district, at Sand Hill, was a decided
success, we having the best representation
the district has ever had - most of the
branches being well represented. The work
in this the West Virginia district is in good
condition, with prospects for a good harvest
in the near future. A great deal of prejudice
has been removed, and new ways and places
being opened up.
Shortly after the close of conference, in
connection with Bro. G. H. Godby, president
of district, we made a trip into Lewis County,
Kentucky, where the Brighamites have quite
a following, and gave them a genuine surprise, as they had never heard that there
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was any other branch of the church, and
when we showed them from their own Doctrine and Covenants that we were the true
successors of Joseph Smith, and that all other
factions of the· church were apostates, they
treated us very coldly and would not come
out to hear. We distributed some literature
and left some investigating. We got an insertion in the Vanceburg Sun, the only paper
in Lewis County, to the effect that we were
the true and lawful successors to Joseph
Smith, and that all others calling themselves
Latter Day Saints or Mormons were apostates
from the original church.
The Brighamites held their district conference in the town of Vanceburg, last August a year ago, but made no converts in that
place. They have twenty-six members in the
county, with quite a following in adjoining
counties, making some two hundred members
in northeast Kentucky. I wish to call attention of those of our church who are in charge
of this mission, so that if it be possible they
may send a man to labor in this part of the
field at once, as I think a good work could be
done, and there are many places the work
could be opened up at a very little expense.
I find in my travels among the Brighamites
that they are ever ready and willing to uphold polygamy as an original tenet of the
church in the days of Joseph the Seer, and
they have a little book which they prize very
highly, that devotes a g-reat deal of its space
in proof thereof.
Trusting that truth and light may prevail,
and that all may eventually be saved in the
kingdom of God, is my prayer in Jes us' name.
W.R. ODELL.

their respective departments of church work;
and under present conditions of spiritual evolution the work of the district is bound to
advance with accelerated speed and power.
Zion's Religio local representatives from different parts of the district organized a district "Religio" during the conference, and
this department of work is proving to be an
excellent school to educate and develop the
young people of the church for the assumption of the duties and responsibilities ofchurch
life and work in all departments of church
service. A number of young people were baptized during the conference.
The work in Chicago under the local management of Bro. J. 8. Patterson, president of
the branch, is in fair condition, and both
branch and society work by the young people
are in excellent accord so far as we can
understand. We feel greatly encouraged
over the energy and push displayed by the
young people of the Chicago branch in behalf
of the Lord's work in the city. But while we
compliment the young people in this regard,
we would not forget those who have "borne
the burden in the heat of the day," and who
are still pressing forward in the front rank of
the Lord's army towards final victory and
eternal rest. We are sorry to learn that Bro.
C. D. Carter's health is poor.
F. M. COOPER.
No. 583 Fulton Street,

CHICAGO,

Ill.

prayer meeting on Wednesday evening that
a series of meetings be held. I preached last
evening, and Elder Brunson will preach tonight; good attention prevailed last night,
and we hope it may continue, so that good to
the Master's cause may be the result. I am
as ever, your colaborer for the redemption of
Zion,
JOHN SHIPPY.

Original 1Irticles.
SCRIPTURAL LIFE INSURANCE.

THE arguments offered on both sides
of the life insurance question are a
multitude. Many on each side are
plausible to the natural mind, but
much of the argument is too far away
from God. The question should not
be what satisfies our reason, but what
harmonizes with his word.
The fundamental idea of life insurance is the thought of desire or duty
to extend one's provision for his dependents beyond the period of his own
life. Does God require or desire this?
The statement of Paul in 1 Timothy
5: 8:-

But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath deFARWELL, Mich., Oct. 11.
·
Editors lierald:-We are doing the best we nied the faith,
can. I still have a bad cough, but am able to can scarcely apply to a dead man,
preach every night. I baptized a gentleman else we may sustain the charge of
yesterday who has been a minister for fourapostasy against the majority of the
teen years, a Hollander, who is well posted
Nor do I know of any
BAN ANTONIO, Texas, Oct. 5.
in the Scriptures, and who can preach in departed.
Editors Herald:-I am sorry to say sickness Holland, as well as English. We hope he scripture that would stretch any
has come into our home, and for three weeks may be of great help to the work in the~near temporal obligation of anyone beyond
I have been confined to the house and under future.
J. J. CORNISH.
his temporal existence. It is doubta skilled physician's care. This is the first
. less a manifestation of a deep and
time in the history of my church life that I
HITEMAN, Iowa, Oct. 8.
proper affection for those dependent
have ever placed myself in the hands of a
Editors Herald:-I see in the Ensign that I
doctor; but I believe I have received honest am reported by our Lamoni correspondent as upon us to desire to secure their pertreatment, and am glad to say I am getting being "somewhat feeble yet, but off into Mis- petual temporal welfare; but it is not
well. I have suffered great agony and pain. souri somewhere on his Master's business." a divine requirement, and may conIt was not my lungs that troubled me, which Yes, true; in body I am ''somewhat feeble,"
flict with the divine will.
heretofore has been my only trouble.
and can say as Paul did, "but though our
It is assumed by life insurance adI believe our work here is still on the im- outward man perish, yet the inward man is
prove. Bro. Montague has done a good work renewed day by day." (2 Cor. 4: 16.) There- vocates that temporal possessions are
here and was·afather to me through my sick- fore, I am firm in the faith of the gospel re- essentially advantageous;
but the
ness. I shall try to get over the Southwest stored, and out on our Master's business; not scriptures do not justify that thought.
Texas district as soon as I can. I ask an in- in Missouri, but in Iowa, preaching the word.
Wealth, acquired, inherited, or interest in the prayers of the saints.
I have been in the Keh branch, where I closed
Ever your brother in the kingdom of God, a series of meetings October 4, preaching sured is as easily a curse as a blessing. Illustrations of this fact are to
H. P. CURTIS.
nine discourses to attentive listeners. I beGENEVA, Ill., Oct. 13.
Editors Herald: - Our late conference at
Sandwich, Illinois, October 9, 10, was largely
attended by the church membership of the
district, and the session was peaceful and
spiritual. Visiting brethren, M. T. Short,
E. M. Wildermuth, and W. A. McDowell,
were in attendance. Two priests were ordained to the eldership, and two young men
were ordained to the office of priest. The
Holy Spirit was present to direct and bless.
The young members of the church are comiug to the front-both male and female-in

lieve that good will be the result, for some
acknowledged the truth of what they heard.
Bro. John Brennan was sick when I went
there, and called on me to administer to him.
He bore his testimony of the Master's blessing, and went to work in the coal shaft next
day. The saints there are alive in the latterday work. They have a comfortable church
to worship in, and have it paid for, only it
l needs papering or calcimining, then they
will get it dedicated. I am at present in
Hiteman. Bro. Hiram Brunson is here also,
visiting his daughter and son-in-law, Bro.
and Sr. Archibald. It was agreed at the

be found everywhere. But comparative and often absolute poverty are
often the accompaniments and sometimes the cause of rich blessing.
Christ's ministers are required to
"leave all things and follow" Christ;
to travel "without purse or scrip."
The Son of man "had not where to
rest his head." ''Lay not up for
yourselves treasures upon earth" was
his counsel.
But it is claimed that life insurance
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is not to secure wealth, but to guarantee necessities. Is it well to thus
provide even necessities so long beforehand? The best lesson that any
can learn is that of continual reliance
upon God for all things. If there is
not value in poverty, why are Christ's
ministers required to be indigent?
Had not our Father designed that we
should continually trust him for present needs we would not have been
taught to pray, "Give us this day our
daily bread." If you cannot trust God
to care for the temporal needs of
your wife or child, how can you
trust him to save your soul?
Godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise of the life that now is and of that
which is to come.-1 Tim. 4: 8.

If, then, those dependent upon us
cultivate godliness, they have promise of •'the life that now is" as well as
that which is to come. If they do not
cultivate godliness, will we do for
them in temporal provision what God
might not? Godliness does not always
secure what we would have in this
life, bui it invariably brings what we
need.
For he shall deliver the needy when he
crieth; the poor also, and him that hath no
helper.-Ps. 72: 12.

When we have departed, and our
loved ones are "needy" or "poor,"
and have no "helper," he will deliver
them when they cry unto him. If you
teach your child to believe and trust
such statements, you will leave him a
better legacy than a life insurance
policy. And you are not stimulating
his faith or proving your own when
you make provision beforehand for
the failure of his faith or of the promise. Should direst poverty come to
my child, and teach him loving trust
in God, I could but rejoice in his
"coming up through tribulation."
Will we place the welfare of the body
above that of the spirit?
He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and
lifteth him out of the dunghill; that he may
set him with princes, even with the princes
of his people.-Ps. 113: 7, 8.

When the Lord dues this with the
son whose father was not insured,
where will be the few thousands or
sordid wealth that you have insured
to your child? I quote these to show
you how superior is the care of the
all-Father to that of one father.
The Lord preserveth the strangers; he relieveth the fatherless and widow.-Ps. 146: 9.

How much better to trust to the
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care of him. whose the world is, than way of the redemption of Zion is this:
to hire the care of those who are Members of the church think that
when they pay tithing and some freegrasping for the world.
Trust in the Lord, and do good; so shalt will offerings all that they can get
thou dwell in the land, and verily thou shalt beside is their own to expend as they
be fed.-Ps. 37: 3.
please. But the "earth and the fullYour experiences may not have
ness thereof" are the Lord's now as in
been in lin.e with such promises, but
the past and in the future, and we
that does not alter the word. Which
will be called to account for expendiis awry, you or the world?
ture out of accord with his plans and
The latter-day scriptures agree with
purposes.
the Old and New Testaments in regard
I may have stated my position radito God's provision for his people who cally. If I have, I offer as my excuse
serve him.
my zeal that men should learn to
It is my purpose to provide for my saints,
trust in God. If I have misapplied
for all things are mine; but it must needs be
the portions of the word quoted, I
done in my own way.-D. C. 101: 2.
Life insurance provides for some of trust some one may make the proper
Let us
his saints in another way-that of the application in correction.
learn
to
consult
the
word
in
the
forworld.
And if we seek the riches which it is the mation of our judgment rather than
will of the ll'ather to give unto you, ye shall to vindicate our judgment.
ADAM J. KECK.

be the richest of all people; for ye shall have
the riches of eternity; and it must needs be
that the riches of the earth are mine to give.
-D. C. 38:9.

PLANO, Illinois, October 8.

1.S IT NECESSARY FOR SAINTS TO

CARRY LIFE INSURANCE
It is time that we learn that the
POLICIES?
riches of the earth are the Lord's and
ours only as stewards. Doctrine and I HAVE read with interest the articles
in Herald, of August 4 and September
Covenants 72: 1 says:It is required of the Lord, at the hand of 29 on life insurance, and trust I may
every steward, to render an account of his be permitted to take part in. the disstewardship, both in time and in eternity.
cussion in the spirit of love. First,
Remembering that your steward- Have we in the three standard books
ship is all that you possess, how will of the church any warrant for such a
you feel when you render an account thing? We will have to answer, No.
of that portion that you have paid in- This being a fact then, in the gospel
surance companies to do the work economy as brought about by Jesus
that the Lord has promised to do? Christ eighteen hundred years ago,
The promise of care for those who and again in the day in which we live,
serve him are ample, and we would when the gospel is again committed
hardly admit that we . are making to us, there has not been one word
preparation for the time when our said to his saints for them to insure
loved ones would not serve him. If their lives for one thousand, two
we seek the •'riches of eternity" God thousand, or five thousand dollars. If
will give us
it was necessary he would have told
A land flowing with milk and honey, upon them of such a grand institution.
which there shall be no curse when the Lord
Second, In the gospel is everything
cometh; and I will give it unto you for the
land of your inheritance, if you seek it with that is calculated to benefit mankind.
all your hearts: and this shall be my cove- Where in those institutions, which are
nant with you, ye shall have it for the land of man, is there any point .in advance
of your inheritance, and for the inheritance to that of the gospel? I believe we
of your children forever, while the earth
are told in the Book of Mormon that
shall stand; and ye shall possess it again in
eternity, no more to pass away.-D. c. 38: 4. all secret organizations and combinaThe insurist will say, "In redeemed tions are of the Devil. Then it is not
Zion we do not expect to need life in- right for his saints to be partakers of
surance; we are only providing for such things.
We have been comconditions as they are at present." mantled to come out of Babylon, that
Zion will not be redeemed to yo'U until we be not partakers of her sins. I
you recognize God's possession of fear in place of coming out of her we
your property and yourself amenable l are inclined to favor her, to our own
to him for the expenditure of it. As sorrow.
I view it, one great barrier in the
We have seen those in the church

I
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who once were active in church mat·
ters, and now they disregard them,
and favor those things of the world.
And to-day their lamps fail to give,
light.
We cannot trifle with the
things of God. We cannot serve two
masters; we will love one and hate
the other. The safest and best insurance policy for saints is the insurance
policy of the kingdom of God, and if
we have this we have more than any
institution of this world can give
more than it can offer, more than it
will ever offer. The Lord saw the end
from the beginning, and included
everything in the gospel for the good
of his people. We should take Jesus
for our example, and as ministers of
the gospel preach this to the world.
Did Jes us carry a life insurance
policy, for one thousand, two tho11sand,
or five thousand dollars? It is no·
where written thathe did. If we are so
doing then thus far we are not follow·
ing the Savior of the world. The fowls
of the air have nests, but the Son of
man hath not where to lay his head.
He was insured in the kingdom of his
Father; and the end was, he sat down
on the right hand of his Father in
heaven.
Can the church and the world walk
·
hand in hand in spiritual matters?
You will answer, ·No. We hav~
been commanded time and again
to come up higher. Will we come?
Will we try? "Ye are the light of the
world." How much light can we shed
forth in these man made institutions?
The gospel is of a Divine head, and is
a fountain of all blessings; a fountain
where all may drink till satisfied.
Now I ask, if my life is insured for
one thousand, two thousand, or five
thousand dollars as the case may be, I
pay so much to keep my policy up,
and when I fail in this, my policy be·
comes null a:nd void; and at the time
when I pay my dues, my family may
need this money, and. I am taking from
them that which they need. In order
to save my policy, to keep something
up, which is of a worldly character,
are we not laying up treasures on this
earth? Jesus has said, ''Lay up for
yourselves treasures in heaven;" this
is the place. Here is the great fountain of life from which all blessings
flow. These other things will vanish
away at ·~he coming of Jesus Christ,
like dew before the morning sun. The
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Devil is on the alert, he is not dead;
and wherein he can get his work in,
he will. And if he can sow the seed
in the hearts of God's people, then he
h
.
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the apostle, says in writing to the
saints in his day, "Shun the very appearance of evil."
And again, those man made institu·
tions have a tendency to carry us
away from our duty which we owe to
God. While we may pay our dues to
keep in line with them, we should
bear in mind not to forget to pay our
tithing. This is a duty we owe to
God and the church. '•Seek ye first
the kingdom of God and his righteousness.'' And again, "Humble your·
selves in the sight of the Lord, and
he shall lift you up." I repeat again,
that in the gospel is all that is calcu·
lated to bless mankind, to make them
happy in this life and in the life to
come. These institutions of man only
hold good for this life. Taey do not
reach into the life beyond, but all
must pass away; and the ways of
mankind, as far as pertains to this
life in these institutions are concerned,
are forgotten. Every person has a
right to bis own opinion upon this
SubJ·ect.
In conclusion I would say that the
safest and the best insurance policy is
in the kingdom of God, with our name
written in the Lamb's book of life.
Your brother and colaborer,
E. E. MARSHALL.

PAWNEE, Mo., October 3.

IS THE LAW OF GOD PERFECT?

DAVID, in his nineteenth Psalm,
verses seven and eight, says the law
of God is perfect, and Latter Day
Saints believe and teach it. .If then
we, as individuals, have entered into
a covenant with God at the waters of
baptism, and ascribed our name unto
that document, "the perfect law,"
with the understanding that we will
serve him who is the giver of that
law, and we said, as did the children
of Israel, "All that the Lord hath
commanded we will do."
In reading the article of Bro. P., on
"Heaven's Insurance Policy," and the
other two following, the question presents itself to my mind: Do we, as a
people, try to follow the perfect law
which is given to his church as a
guide in spiritual as well as in temporal things? The Savior, in Mat-

thew 6: 38, 39, I. T., addressed his
disciples in these words:Wherefore, seek not the things of this
world; but seek ye first to build up the kingdom of God, and to establish his righteousness, and all these things shall be added
unto you. Take, therefore, no thought for
the morrow; for the morrow shall take
thought for the things of itself. Sufficient
unto the day shall be the evil thereof.

While these words are given as in·
struction more especially to those
who carry the glad news to the people
throughout the land, yet the Lord has
said, what I say to one I say to all,
meaning his church. We are instructed to labor together.
All are called according to the gifts of God
unto them; and to the intent that all may
labor together, let him that laboreth in the
ministry and him that toileth in the affairs
of the men of business and of work labor together with God for the accomplishment of
the work entrusted to all.-D. C. 119: 8.

Now do we fulfill the law if we do
not labor together with all our might,
mind, and strength to bring to pass
the righteousness thereof? And must
we not labor together to accomplish
the fulfilling of the prophecies given
to us as a people, or in other words,
the end thereof? Now we ask again,
Is the law of God perfect? and the
answer comes, Yes, it is. Then why
not keep it? or at least try to keep it.
The Savior says if we break the least
f h"
d
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one o
is comman ments we rea
the whole. What does the Apostle
Paul mean by his words to the Corinthian brethren?
Be ye not unequally yoked together with
unbelievers; for what followship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what
communion hath light with darkness? . . .
And what agreement hath the temple of God
with idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in
them, and walk in them; and I will be their
God, and they shall be my people.-2 Cor. 6:
14, 16. I. T.

Are we not unequally yoked together when we join ourselves to
these companies or societies, and supporting these man made institutions?
God has set in his church men to see
to the temporal welfare of his people
as well as spiritual; but we trust
these men in the world more than
those whom God has appointed and
set apart to do business for him. The
Lord has said to his church, My elders
shall see that my law is kept. I understand that this includes the tern·
poral law. Where is the cranky part
about this?
Are those brethren
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cranky who try to teach the church
the perfect law, in order that God's
promises may come to his children
through obedience unto his law? Are
the words misapplied or misunderstood?
Wherefore come out from among them,
and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch
not the unclean thing; and I will receive you,"
and I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall
be my sons and my daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty.-2 Cor. 6: 17, 18. I. T.

We as a people are looking for the
fulfilling of that which has been
spoken of by the prophets, when great
tribulation, plagues, and disease shall
distress the nations, and the wrath of
the Almighty God will be poured out
upon the children of men with greater
power than at the present; and who
is able to say when this calamity shall
come to pass that these man made
institutions will be able to meet their
obligations? How long will we trust
in the arm of flesh, instead of trusting
in the perfect law of God, and try to
keep the same? One more thought I
will present; we as a people believe
that a separation shall take place
sooner or later; is it not then wise for
us to consider these things, yea even
now before it is too late? Will we
then look back for that which we
must leave to the world of our treasure, because we have treasured up
there instead of in God's storehouse?
Will it be with us as with Lot's wife?
(Gen. 19: 24, 25; see also Luke 18: 2834 I. T.)
Wherefore, he that preacheth and he that
receiveth, understandeth one another, and
both are edified and rejoice together; and
that which doth not edify, is not of God, and
is darkness: that which is of God is light,
and he that receiveth light and continueth
in God, receiveth more light, and that light
groweth brighter and brighter, until the
perfect day.-D. Q. 50: 6.

Let us walk in the light while we
have the light.
ROBERT GARLICH.
ST.

JOSEPH,

Mo., October 2.

IS THE GOSPEL A PERFECT SYSTEM?

individually, I have no grudge or complaint against any of these orders or
insurance companies. I firmly believe
they largely originated on account of
the church and churches of days gone
by not recognizing the needs of the unfortunate. Hence men of good desires
set about and organized beneficiary
orders. Recognizing all the good
they have or may do does not answer
the question: "Are they a necessity
for Latter Day Saints?" If so, wherein
are they to be incorporated in the
gospel to make God's system of saving
humanity here and hereafter more
perfect? I fear some only look for
salvation in the future, hence think
these worldly institutions a necessity.
If we cannot trust God's method concerning this present life, how can we
trust our future to him? Bro. Lake
quotes Paul to Timothy,-"But if any
provide not for his own, and specially
for those of his own house, he hath
denied the faith, and is worse than an
infidel, "-to prove the necessity of
saints holding life policies as a means
of supplying the needs of those left at
death. Brother, it is a well-known
fact that this insurance business in all
its phases largely originated in this
age, not known in Paul's day, hence
your proof has no weight in that
direction. You notice Paul says, ''If
any provide not. for his own"-his
family oi: those under his immediate
care-' 'specially for those of his own
house." In these two statements I
gather this fact: As members of the
''household of God" we are just as
responsible for the care of those who
need as we are for our own. Therefore neither should be neglected, but
each receive our financial support according to the gospel system. Honest
labor and honest compensation since
the beginning of the history of man
has always been approved of God.
Jes us said:-
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us t.hat we should not go in debt.
Yet we do it, and are made to suffer
thereby. I believe our Father intended that we should each be found
as workers, not living off the earnings
of others by way of usury or interest.
This is the method the world has been
dropping into rapidly during the past
fifty years, Live off of their fellow creatures by the method of usury. It has
become a curse to the country.
Getting something for nothing is to
a large degree the motive power moving the human family. As saints it is
difficult to keep out of this vortex.
Well did the Savior say:That a rich man shall hardly enter into the
kingdom of heaven.-Matt. 19: 23.

The more man gets the more he
wants.
Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for
your miseries that shall come upon you.
Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten. Your gold and silver
is cankered; and the rust of them shall be a
witness against you, and shall eat your flesh
as it were fire. Ye have heaped treasure together for the last days. Behold, the HIRE
of the LABORERS who have reaped down your
fields, which is of you kept back by fraud.James 5: 1-4.

Mr. Wanamaker has more than once
sold out the working people of this
city. Pays starvation wages for help.
If he is to be the representative man
and leader for saints, Bro. Lake, but
few, if any, would follow in these
parts. He is in the vortex of all the
business schemes of the world.
I next note the statement of Bro.
Morris:The church is not in temporal business.

That is strange, in view of the appeals made by the Bishopric from
time to time to the saints, asking for
financial aid. Also:-

I say unto you, were it not for the transgressions of my people, speaking concerning the
church and not individuals, they might have
been redeemed even now; but, behold, they
have not learned to be obedient to the things
which I require at their hands, but are full
Man's life consisteth not in the abundance of all manner of evil, and. do not impart of
of the things which he possesseth.-Luke their substance, as becometh saints, to the
: .
12 15
poor and afflicted among them, and are not
But in utilization of the means put united according to the union required by
in his or her hands as coworkers the law of the celestial kingdom; and Zion
with God, usury is forbidden of God. cannot be built up unless it is by the principles
Jesus taught that such should not be of the law of the celestial kingdom, otherwise
I cannot receive her unto myself; and my peoindulged in by bis followers. We use ple must needs be chastened until they learn
the modest term interest now, and tra- obedience, if it must needs be, by the things
dition teaches us if the law of the land which they suffer.-D. C. 102: 2.

IN reading the friendly criticism by
Brn. Lake and Morris on my article in
Herald August 4, "Heaven's Insurance
Policy," I would conclude that the
gospel was not perfect, insomuch as
they discover in their obedience thereunto a necessity during life's toils to
further secure themselves by uniting do not prohibit, it must be all right.
You see, Bro. Morris, the gospel, the
with orders and carry insurance I do not believe it is acceptable with perfect system, provides for those in
policy. I want to be understood that, J God. Hence the Lord Q.as informed the condition that you say these or-
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ders were instituted for to help. This
being true, what need have Latter Day
Saints to invest in that which app'ertains to this world only, when the
gospel pledge provides for all this if
we keep our part of it? The lack of
united effort in recognizing the ternporal law of the church is retarding
its progress to-day. God would have
his people to know he is able to save
now from all the evils common to the
human family.
Will a man rob God? Yet ye have robbed
me. But ye say, Wherein have we robbed
thee? In tithes and offerings. Ye are
cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed me,
even this whole nation.-Mal. 3: 8, 9.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
this line and credence given thereunto, will increase faith, establish
confidence, supply the treasury with
plenty, and recommend, the church to
every Bible student as from heaven;
as God only could construct a system
meeting every need of the human
family spiritually and physically here
and in the future. May his truth prevail. I am in gospel bonds your colaborer,
A. H. PARSONS.
INSURANCE POLICIES.

A BROTHER in writing in the Herald
of September 29, upon a certain subject, makes this statement:-

This idea that God's church was not
There is nothing like tho happy medium.
in temporal business has al ways been
Is it possible there be such a thing
disastrous to its successful operation.
in this great latter·day work. Must
And Zion cannot be redeemed till we
unite, and each contribute to its tem- we not stand on one side or the other?
We cannot cater to the world and
poral needs.
worldly things and at the same time
Now it is called to-day (until the coming of
the Son of Man), and verily it is a day of sac- serve God with a full purpose of
rifice, and a day for the tithing of my people; heart. God has said:for he that is tithed shall not be burned.D. C. 64:5.
No man can serve two masters (Matt.

Come out of her, my people, that ye be not
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues.-Rev.18: 4.

6: 24),

Is not this saying true and faithful?
It surely is; and we cannot mix or
mingle with the world and not be
more or less partakers. The brother
says:-

is just as applicable to us as any
people.
"Come out of her, 0 my
. people," certainly refers to these
uncertain, kniving,
moneymaking
schemes, living off others' hard earnings by usury or interest, and premiums on policies, as well as spiritual
Babylon.
Most every wage-earner is looking
for a soft snap- as it is commonly
called-big wages and little work.
While on the other hand employers
largely want as many hours of labor as
possible, and at as small wages as will
keep starvation from the door. To
my mind just as long as we cater to
these outside issues we are weakening
the results of God's church, so far as
our part and influence may go. If the
ministry must go trusting God, why
not the laity? How many of the
traveling elders could carry a life
policy out of the meager allowance
allotted his family? How many of the
saints would be willing to increase his
allowance so that he might enjoy this
privilege if it is necessary? Consistency, thou art a jewel!
By this fact, that the gospel is perfect, - meeting all the legitimate
demands of the rich and poor, establishing equality,-being discussed and
Jil,n ed11.caition h;;i,q, ilimong the i;t!l!ints on

What could the church do for my family
were I to pass away? Absolutely nothing.

0 Bride of the Lamb, where is thy
wedding garment, if this be true?
Were you not to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, and administer the
balm of gilead to fallen man? If not,
what your mission on earth? The
brother says:The church is not in temporal business,
but rather in spiritual work.

What of the temporal law, brother,
if this be true? Is not this a part of
that great system by which we are
made heirs of celestial glory? We
are given to 11nderstand, and that
plainly too, that unless we keep this
law we need not expect to have part
in celestial glory. God sa.ys that if
this law is kept he is bound. In
speaking to the Jews, through Malachi, he says· to them:-Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,
that there may be meat in mine house, and
prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of
hosts, if I will not open you the windows of
heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that
there shall not be room enough to receive it.
And I will rebuke the devourer for your
sakes, and he shall not destroy the fruits of

your ground; neither t>hall your vine C!J:6t

her fruit before the time in the field, saith
the Lord of hosts.-Mal. 3: 10, 11.

It cannot be said that this does not
apply to us, we being Gentiles. For
every one that receives the new birth
are Israelites by adoption. And those
that faithfully keep this law in connection with the spiritual, they or
their families will never come to want,
or God is untrue to his word (a thing
impossible) and he cease to be God.
They will not have to resort to
worldly institutions to obtain the
necessary means to drive the wolf
from the door. God has promised to
fill to repletion the storehouses of
all who keep this law, and challenges
us with, "Prove me now." Is not
this enough? Must we go to frail
man, trusting in the arm of flesh, in
the face of these promises.
As the necessity of the ministry
frequenting the lodge room that fallen
humanity be benefited is not warranted by the books, and no good will
ever come of it, the one so doing
will lose more in spirituality than he
will benefit others. It is impossible
to serve two masters at the same time.
H. N. DAVIS.
INDEPENDENCE,

Mo .

nonfBrnn~B

]VIinlf1Bs.

NAUVOO.
Conference convened at Rock Creek church,
October 2 and 3; F. M. Weld presiding, H.
S. Salisbury acting secretary. Ministry report.ing: Elders F. M. Weld, J. S. Snively,
J. R. Evans, J. H. Lambert, F. Johnson,
W. T. Lambert, and H. T. Pitt; Priests
J. Jervis, J. Salisbury, D. Tripp, .G. P. Lambert, D. T. Williams, and L. L. McDonald;
Deacoil8o":·--E:~B·u:r:k:0-afid."n·.-T:·R;;;es;;:-Re-

POrts from following branches received: New
Canton, New London, Vincennes, Keb, Farmington, Rock Creek, Pilot Grove, Burlington, and Montrose.
Daniel Tripp was
ordained an elder, and the ordination of W.
A. Guthrie to the office of elder was provided for. One child was blessed and many
good testimonies were given. The Spirit
was with us and much good was done. The
condition of the district spiritually and financially is good. Adjourned to meet at Burlington, Iowa, the second Saturday and
Sunday in February.

ST. LOUIS.·
Convened in St. Louis, Missouri, September 25, 1897, at 2: 30 p. m.; I. N. White was
chosen to preside, J. S. Parrish as associate;
J. A. Gillen secretary pro tern. The following officers reported: Elders M. H. Bond, J.
S. Parrish, I. Davies, R. Archibald, N. N.
0ooke 1 J. E. Betts, Sen., .J. F, Wilson, .T,
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Beaird; Priests J. G. Cole, J. C. Hitchcock; prives one of his priesthood or not, neither
Teachers G. Elliott and G. F. Barraclough. priest, elder, seventy, high priest nor apostle
Branch reports: St. Louis 293; 11 baptized. can act legitimately as a representative of
Belleville 55.
Cheltenham 37; 1 died. the church when, according to given and acWhearso 60. Oak Hill 24; 4 baptized, 8 re- cepted law, he is deprived of his license.
ceived. Moselle failed to report. Bishop's Bro. Sharpe was released as auditor of disagent's report: June 26, 1897, balance due trict, and Bro. C. Cousins was chosen in his
the church $109.35; received since in tithes stead, the committee to report to next conand offerings $236.55; paid out ~215; Septem- ference. Resolved that Bro. Austin visit
ber 25, 1897, balance on hand, $130.90. J. G. Bro. Naylor to inquire about his report and
Smith, agent. The report was audited and labors in the district. Bro. Beaumont was
found correct.
Sunday, September 26, released as secretary of the district, also
preaching by Elders I. N. White and M. H. from officiating as a priest in ministering the
Bond. Afternoon, sacrament and testimony. word. Resolved, that this conference do exAdjourned to meet in St. Louis, Missouri, the press its unbounded confidence in Elder
second Saturday in March, 1898, at 2: 30 p.m. James Caffall, and its appreciation of his
faithful and active labors during the three
years he has been engaged in this country.
PHILADELPHIA.
J.
Roberts was elected district secretary.
The semiannual conference was held September 25, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; The general church authorities were susWilliam H. Kelley presiding, A. H. Parsons tained. Time and place of next conference
associate, E. B. Hull clerk.'}1\,; Ministry re- left to the district president. S. Holmes, Jr.,
porting: Elders W. H. Kelley, G. Robley, was ordained an elder, and E. Wragg a deaA. H. Parsons, A. Kent, A. M. Baker, and J. con by Brn. Caffall and Austin. Preaching
Stone; Priest H. H. Bacon; Deacon J. Cable. by Elder James Caffall.
Branch reports read and accepted: Philadelphia 91; gain 1. Baldwin 61; loss 2.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
Bishop's agent reported: Receipts $86.15;
Conference convened on Saturday, October
expenditures $76.50; on hand $9.65. The 9, in connection with the Southern Illinois
license of Priest William H. Brown was reunion, Van Buskirk's grove, near Arringordered recalled. Alma Kent and A. M. ton, Illinois. M. H. Bond and I. A. Morris
Baker reported that they had labored in the chairmen, J. D. Stead secretary. Branch redistrict tent in North and South Camden and ports were read:
Dry Fork 46; gain 1.
Rosedale, New Jersey, from May to Septem- Brush Creek 297; gain 18. William A. Kelber. A. H. Parsons was continued district ley, Bishop's agent, reported for seven
president, also E. B. Hull secretary and months: Received $203.35; paid out $203.35.
treasurer; John Zimmerman was sustained Audited and found correct. Ministry reportBishop's agent. Resolutions were adopted ing: Elders V. D. Baggerly, F. M. Slover
sustaining all the general authorities of the baptized 9, I. A. Morris baptized 8, J. D.
church. Preaching by Elders William H. Stead baptized 1, W. R. Smith, W. H.
Kelley and George Robley. Adjourned to Brewer, H. Walker, M. R. Brown, J. F.
meet at the call of the president.
Thomas; Priest M. G. Powell; Teacher J. A.
Furgison. Officers elected: I. A. Morris
president, J. F. Thomas vice president, J. D.
SHEFFIELD.
W. A. Kelley, Bishop's
Conference convened at Clay Cross, July 10 Stead secretary.
and 11, 1897; John Austin presiding; J. Rob- agent, resigned, and F. M. Slover was recomerts clerk pro tern. Ministry present, 10. mended to the Bishop for appointment. Con·
Clay Cross branch not reporting financially ference adjourned to meet with Parish branch
and spiritually, the president was permitted on Saturday on or before the full moon in
to report verbally. Resolved, whereas sev- February.
eral of the brethren reporting have failed to
·SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.
give reasons for nonattendance, that their
attention be called to rule of district, No. 3,
Conference convened with the Janesville
which should be observed, and also state branch in the gospel tent, in the Wilder
what office held. Resolved, whereas, the school district, town of Porter, Rock County,
January conference of 1897, established a min- Wisconsin, September 25 and 26, 1897; J. H.
isterial fund apart from the district fund, we, Lake chosen to preside, J. 0. Dutton chosen
are of opinion that the district fund should secretary, W. A. McDowell assistant.
answer all purposes, therefore recommend Branches reporting: East Delavan, Oregon,
its reconsideration at the January confer- and Flora Fountain. Janesville failed to
ence of 1898. Resolved, that in the opinion reach the conference. Elders reporting: C.
of this body it is the duty of the district H. Burr, E, M. Wildermuth, M. T. Short,W.
president for cause to silence any priest or A. McDowell, W. P. Robinson, C. C. Hoague,
elder under his spiritual jurisdiction and re- J. T. Hackett, 0. N. Dutton, H. Southwick;
port the same to the first district conference Priests A. Johnson, J. C. Anderson; Teacher
convening subsequent to the silence; and F. M. Ball; Deacon J. 0. Dutton. Bishop's
further, that anyone so silenced is disquali- agent's report: Receipts $172.24; disbursefied to act until an investigation is had and a ments $108.91; balance due church $63.33.
proper adjustment is made; and still further, Report referred to an auditing committee
any elder or pl'.'iest refusing to hand his and found correct. The following brethren
license when requested, would give the presi- having been called and chosen, were ordained
dent a proper pretext to publish his silence to the ministry: Jeptha B. Wildermuth and
In the Saints' Herald. For. wh,et1J,er Go{l de· {l'r~o,rii~ ~ainford,•prier,;ts; Knu(lt Gregory and
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F. A. Ball elders. Report of E. M. Wildermuth's tent work read and accepted. A vote
of thanks was tendered to the saints and
friends at Wilder for their kindness to all
during conference. Preaching during conference by Elders M. T. Short and J. H.
Lake. Adjourned to meet with the East
Delavan branch the Saturday and Sunday
nearest to the full moon in February, 1898.

NORTHEASTERN TEXAS AND CHOCTAW.
Pursuant to notice in Herald of September
15, 1897, delegates from the branches of Manchester and Shawnee, Texas, and Coalgate,
Indian Territory, met at Standley, Indian
Territory, October 9, to consider the advisability of organizing a district; George Montague, missionary in charge, in chair, I. P.
Baggerly assistant; W. S. Brown secretary.
Chaic ruled it unnecessary to adhere to the
delegate system of voting at this informal
conference. I. P. Baggerly, upon instruction of chair, formulated a resolution that
there is a necessity of organizing Northeastern Texas and Indian Territory into a district, which was carried. Ellis Short was
elected district president, Earl D. Bailey assistant, and E. A. Erwin secretary, their offices to hold one year. A committee of three,
composed of I. P. Baggerly, Ellis Short, and
Ambrose E. Elliott, being instructed by chair
to retire to draw up boundary lines of district, returned with following report: District to comprise the Choctaw Nation, Indian
Territory, and following counties in Texas:
On the west, Montague, Decatur, Parker,
and Hood; on south, Johnson, Waxahachia, ,
Kaufman, Van Zant, Smith, Gregg, and Harrison; on east by State of Louisana. The
report was amended to reach and join on the
the north the south boundary of Spring
River district in Indian Terri_tory. The district will be known by the name of Northeastern Texas and Choctaw district. As
Ellis Short held office of Bishop's agent in
Standley branch, he was recommended to
Bishop as district Bishop's agent. A motion
to adopt the delegate system of representat.ion at conferences was lost. On motion a district record was purchased. A resolution
was passed to hold next conference at Manchester, Texas, in light of moon in February,
1898. Preaching by Brn. George Montague,
Ellis Short, W. B. Toney, I. P. Baggerly,
and E. A. Erwin, others assistine. All services passed off smoothly, the good Spirit
manifesting itself. We feel that even in our
babyhood we are meeting with the approbation of God. One addition, making twentyeight since General Conference.

DECATUR.
Conference of the Decatur district convened at Lone Rock, Missouri, October 9,
ten a. m., President Robt. M. Elvin in the
chair; B. M. Anderson secretary. Reports
were received from the following branches:
Lucas, Hiteman, Greenville, Davis City, Centerville, Wirt, Lamoni, Lone Rock, Allendale; also a communication from Elder
Duncan Campbell, president of the Pleasanton branch. Ministry reporting: Elders A.
St:11ith, R. M;. Elvin, H! A. Steb!Jins, F,

II·
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M. Weld, C.H. Jones, R. S. Salyards, F. B.
Blair, C. E. Willey, Eli Hayer, J. A. Gunsolley, D. W. Wight, H. N. Snively, S. V.
Bailey, T. J. Bell, J.P. Johnson, P. McPeek;
Priests C. W. Dillon, R. White, F. E. Cochran, J. H. Harp, D. E. Daniels, W. I. Murray,
G. York, E. E. Marshall, N. Lovell, S. D.
Shippy, J. Lovell, W. T. Shakespeare;
Teachers A. K. Anderson, J. Bogue, T. Cole,
J. Richardson, B. Bergerson; Deacon S.
Sanders. The organ committee reported
that nothing could be done in the way of purchasing an organ, and it was resolved to accept the report and discharge the committee.
Report was received from the district Sunday school association. A request from the
Bluff Park reunion committee was read and
the chair authorized to appoint a committee
of three to carry out the request, in consultation with Pres. A. H. Smith. The chair
made appointment as follows: Robt. M.
Elvin, John Lovell, David E. Daniels. By
recommendation from the Wirt branch the
conference authorized the ordination of Bro.
Joseph A. Anderson to the office of priest,
and that the president of the district provide
for the ordination. The ordination of Bro.
Morgan D. Lewis, to the office of elder, was
also authorized, having been recommended
by the Hiteman branch, and president of the
district authorized to provide for the same.
Other business of minor importance was
transacted. The sessions throughout were
harmonious and profitable. Preaching by
Elders R. S. Salyards, A. H. Smith, and R.
M. Elvin. Adjourned to meet at Lamoni,
Iowa, Friday evening, February 4, 1898.

8tlndau School Associations.
PHILADELPHIA.
Convention convened at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, September 25; assistant superintendent, Ephraim Squire, presiding, George
Robley associate, E. B. Hull clerk. Three
schools reported with a membership as follows: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 61; Brooklyn, New York, 49; Broad River, Connecticut,
29. Treasurer reported: Receipts $13.30;
expenditures $7; on hand $6.30. The follow:
ing officers were elected: Superintendent,
Ephraim Squire; assistant superintendent,
H. H. Bacon; secretary and treasurer, E. B.
Hull. An interesting entertainment was
given by the Philadelphia school in the
evening, which was enjoyed by all present.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the district
su perin tenden t.

and at once proceeded to read reports from
superintendent, W. B. Paul; assistant superintendent, Oscar Anderson; secretary, E. B.
Stafford; treasurer, I. A. Smith, and W. A.
Blair, who had been assisting in missionary
work. Reports were all accepted, also the
resignation of E. B. Stafford as secretary.
Reports were also read from the following
schools: Greenville, Lone Rock, Andover,
Leon, Pleasanton, Lucas, New Buda, Hiteman, Evergreen, Allendale, Davis City, and
Lamoni. These reports were all accepted
except the one from Lamoni, they reporting
for only three months. Report referred back
for correction. W. A. Blair was chosen to
fill vacancy occasioned by resignation of E.
B. Stafford. Resolved that when we adjourn
we do so to meet at the call of the district
officers. By motion the program committee
was appointed ,as follows: The district superintendent and his associate were named
with power to choose one or more to assist
them. Instructive addresses were delivered
by several superintendents who were present,
Bro. Paul reporting for Hiteman and Lucas
schools. The convention then discussed the
Constitution and By-Laws and duties of officers. A very interesting and profitable time
was had, much good instruction being obtained. The evening session convened at
7: 30 in charge of Bro. Paul. The Lone Rock
school rendered a pleasing program under
the direction of Sister McPeak, and then
followed "an experience meeting," in which
many took part.

MisGBllanBotls IlBpartmBnt.
NOTIOE TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
There are complaints coming in to the Herald Office all the time that the Quarterlies are
not sent out early enough so that the Sunday
schools may receive and distribute them before the beginning of the quarter. We wish
to notify the schools that the fault does not
lie with the office; the trouble lies with the
Sunday School association, by reason of them
failing to get the copy for the Quarterlies in
our hands soon enough to get them printed
in time to send out any earlier than we are
sending them. As soon as they correct this
matter the schools will get Quarterlies on
time.
The Quarterlies are not under control of the Herald Publishing Company, but
are issued by the Association. They are not
edited at the Herald Office. The Herald
Office prints and mails them, for the Association, when they are placed in its hands.
F. CRILEY, Business Manager
42-2t
Herald Publishing Company.

DECATUR.
Convention convened in the saints' chapel
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
at Lone Rock, Missouri, Friday, October 8,
Conference of the Northern Michigan disat 10: 30 a. m., in capacity of a prayer and trict will convene October 30 at South
testimony meeting, in charge of G. W. Blair Boardman. From what I learn we will have
and A. B. Hanson. A very enjoyable time a large gathering. We hope to have full
was experienced. At two o'clock the con- reports from all the officers as well as
vention met in regular business session, with branches.
J. J. CORNISH.
Superintendent W. B. Paul in charge. The
chair ruled that as no delegate convention had
The Nor th western Kansas district conferbeen called, all present were allowed to vote. ence will convene with the Goshen branch,
A. B. Hanson was chosen ~ecretary pro tem., twelve miles northeast of Clay Center, K&n-

sas, November 6, 1897, at ten a. m. Branch
officers and clerks will please foward their
reports to Mrs. Ella Landers, secretary,
Greenleaf, Kansas.
A good attendance is
desired. Let us endeavor to have a spiritual
feast.
L. F. JOHNSON, Pres.
BEELER, Kansas, Oct. 14.

NOTICES.
Wanted, a home among some of the saints
for a poor sister who is getting along in
years, but who is smart and able and willing
to work; also a good hand in any kind of
sickness. Anyone wishing to give a home to
the sister will be doing a deed of Christian
charity. Address C. D. Gerrish, 129 Centre
Street, Dorchester, Massachusetts.
42-2t

BORN.
NOWLIN.-To Bro. John M. and Sr. Dalia
M. Nowlin, August 29, 1894, a daughter,
named Nina V. August 9, 1897, a daughter,
named Jewel M., Both blessed October 7,
1897, by Elders George Montague and Ellis
Short.

MARRIED.
WILLIS-SCOTT.-At the residence of Bro.
John and Sr. Sarah Scott, Lamoni, Iowa, on
the evening of October 13, 1897, their third
daughter, Carrie P., was joined in marriage
to Bro. George T. Willis, Bro. H. A. Stebbins speaking the words by which the two
were legally made one. Only the members
of the two families and a few friends were
present; but the occasion was a very pleasant
one, and the evening was quietly and socially
enjoyed by those assembled. Although retiring and unobtrusive, yet Sr. Carrie has
the graces and virtues such as make happy
homes for those who are fortunate to win the
possessors of those characteristics.
LATTA-COOPER.-At noon on Sunday,
October 10, 1897, Sr. Esther C., second daughter of Bro. I. N. W. Cooper, was united in
marriage to Prof. John L. Latta, in Lamoni,
Iowa, at the residence of Bro. Joseph and Sr.
Anna May Mather (eldest sister of the
bride), Bro. H. A. Stebbins officiating. A
goodly company of young people were gathered, especially teachers from the schools
and professors from the college. Prof. Latta
has taught in Lamoni and now has charge of
the schools at Grand River, Decatur County.
Sr. Esther has also taught several terms in
Lamoni. As one of the fair daughters of the
saints she has many friends, who comhine in
wishing happiness and prosperity to herself
and husband.
KOUPAL-BEEOROFT.-Bro. Jacob Koupal
and Sr. Mary Beecroft were united in marriage at the bride's home, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
October 6, 1897, T. W. Williams officiating.
The Hol;y Spirit confirmed the union, and if
faithful will crown it with success.
DARRINGTON-CARLILE.-Bro, Alfred Darrington and Sr. Bertha Carlile were united
in marriage at the bride's home, near Underwood, Iowa, October 6, 1897, T. W. Williams
officiating. A large concourse of relatives
and friends. They enter the marriage relation under propitious circumstances-the
1Jlessing of God and, the favor of men,
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and use, under which, through the
suffering of death, life may be adapted
to higher ends, and carried on to no·
bler uses.
We observe, moreover,
that an effect or working of nature
which may seem to be disadvantageous
when viewed in relation to dne order
of life, may be seen to be advantageous
when judged in its relation to some
higher order of life. •Degeneracy of
parts, or of types of life, has been
necessary to the advance of other and
better organs or forms.' The end of one
kind of existence may be the birth of a
new species. A method which works
apparently wastefully in one sphere
may be the beneficence of nature in
which a superior kind of life is trained
and perfected. Suffering in the lower
kind may become gain in the higher;
the death of the one may be the victory
of the other. Thus the natural law of
struggle for existence becomes a school
of altruism in man's development.
We cannot affirm, therefore, ,of any
sufferings which men may have to endure in this lower existence, that they
are needless or wasteful; we should
know first their values in terms of the
farther and future life.
''When the sufferings and pains to
which man is subjected through the
reign of death are thus brought under
this conception of its utility-physical,
moral, and spiritual-the present
mystery of suffering is put in the way
at least of its explanation, although
now we are far from able to follow
this way of its justification through
all darkness into the full and perfect
light. But when once fairly appre·
hended from this principle of use for
life, although now seen but darkly,
pain and sorrow are lifted up, and put
in the course of a moral justification
as entrusted with a vital mission, they
await the final explanation in which
all God's ways shall be seen to be the
paths of life."-Literary Digest.
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thr~e months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
with a desire to place the church paper
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dictrict and branch presidents
within the reach of every member, the Board
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions' of Publication bas decided to offer THE
make sales of church publications, and assist the pu~
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
lishing department.
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settlers to warrant good business. Additional
THE
Herald Office has arranged to
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
handle a special line of bargains in
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsville are particularly well located for Sunday School Teachers' and Minis·
business. Look them up. Write to the ters' Bibles, by which strictly first·
undersigned for additional information. See
class editions are offered at greatly
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
reduced prices, as follows:Gen. Pass. Agent.
"The Self-Pronouncing Sunda.y
A. 0. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.
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WANTED.
I want a man with $4,000 capital to buy a
good clean business in Lamoni, Iowa. Can
also find a good opportunity for a man with
$7,000 to invest. Full particulars given on
application. Correspondence solicited.
FRED B. BLAIR, Agent.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY Er,mm H. o. SMITH.
This tr:.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab
Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance wi.th and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the gen·
eral position of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
~hich to meet the arguments of Brighamite

e.i~:ty-three

doz," .30 cen~fl..

pages; two .for five cents; per

the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bour·
geois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6ix8t mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
''The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible

tl
F
a as, new maps, etc.
.lexible
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6x8J..4 mailed postpaid at
$1. 50 net.
Th
B'bl
ese 1 es are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding,
etc. They are issued by leading pub·
ris h.mg h ouses an d may b erel"ied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley,
Business Manager Herald Office, La·
moni, Iowa.
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Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patental:~e. Communications strictly
confidential. 01dest agency fo:._· securing patents
tn America. We have a VVasbington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. ri::.weive
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_ scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;

1:51.50 six months.

Specimen copies and HANJ§
BooK ON P .A.TENTS sent free. Addres2

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Broadway, New York.

HARDWAR
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC,
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
?arm of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; four room housEl", stable, fruit, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close by.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F. Nicholson, Lamoni,

r ELASTIC STAHGH has been before the

people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without~donbt
the greate_st_starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented nnmber of
twenty m1ll1on packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practwal experience 1n fancy la.undrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to th~ir natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a berntiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither a1senic, alum or any other substance injurious to linee, and can be used even fur a baby powder. c,;,

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ORNO ll"AW.

Bro. B. F. Ordway 1 of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad eil'ects from
nse of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundr~ds; why not you?
Remember, No Cnre., No Pay.. Address, B. l!'.

Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A ilonse ln Lamoni1 Iowa, two squares from the bum~
ness center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three closets,,
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or mo!!'.@!
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fo~
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plnm, and peach trees on tile two lots, which '1IM
the corner of a block. Address,
•
I. N. W. COOPER, I.am.oni., Iow&.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.

OHDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pres•ing, pints, 65 cents per bot tie.
Packed and dehvered at express offic~ on receipt of price.
W. Ei. MYEHS, Druggi.st, Lamoni, Iowa.

LEAVES,
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," oucupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
aubscriptions to one address at $1 each, JJ
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HEHALD and .Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Study the
H OW •? Manualof

Phonography, by Benn

Pitman and Jerome B.
Howard. A perfect selfinstructor. Over 300,000
sold. Sold by all booksellers, or we will send it
by mail, with the Phonographic Reader and the

Phonographic Copy Book,

for $1.35, cloth, or $r.15, boards.

For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, ~secretary,
LAMONI, row A.

THE BENN PITMAN SYSTEM
has for 43 years been the standard.
Called
by the U.S. Bureau of Education "The American System." First prize, World's Fair. Full
information and complete catalogue, free.
THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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AGE OF THE GOSPELS.
LIGHT OF RECENT DISCOVERIES ON THE
CONTROVERSY.
AT the beginning of this century the question of the authenticity of the Gospels was
one which, if mooted at all, was reserved
for scholars and theologians. People in
general might believe or disbelieve, on
philosophical grounds, the story contained
in them, but they rarely troubled themselves to examine the historical evidence
on either side; and if scholars discussed it
their labors attracted as little public attention as if they were dealing with Homer
or Tacitus. 'I'he present generation has
seen a great change in this attitude. Articles in magazines, lectures in our public
parks and halls, successful novels, such as
"Robert Elsmere," popular handbook
for and against Christianity, have familiarized most educated persons with the
fact that there is, and for some time has
been, an active controversy as to the historical character of the Gospels.
The life of Christ is the center alike of
our history in the past and our hopes for
the future; and our knowledge of it rests
mainly upon the evidence of the four Gospels. If they can be shown to be unhistorical there is little left out of which t.he
story of that life can be put together. It
is upon this issue that the controversy of
the present generation turns and with
which we are now concerned. Let us see,
then, upon what grounds we believe them
to be historical and on what lines the attack upon their authenticity has been
based.
FOUNDER OF THE CONTROVERSY.
I propose therefore, to give some account
of the most striking discoveries which have

been made during the last ~wenty !e~rs.

IIn order however, to appreciate their im-

portance, it is necessary to state briefly
the form taken by the attack upon the
G
Th
· ·
d
ospe1s.
e controversy m its mo ern
shape is now just fifty years old. Its
founder was the great German scholar
'
Ferdinand Baur, a professor of Tubingen
University, from whom the famous Tubinh 1 f 't' ·
t k 't ·
It
gen sc oo o en icism oo i s rise.
was
in 1847 that he published a treatise on the
origin of the Gospels· but this was only
'
.
one among several works embodymg a
novel view of early Christian history.
With German learnina and German inge"'
nuity he put together, out of the books of
[the New Testament a quite different nart'
f th
· · ' d
tl f Oh · t'
I ra ive o
e ongm an grow · 1 o
ns i! anity from that which the books themselves
1
1 tell.
Regarding the life of Christ as a
merely human life, he sees in the apostolic
age a deadly struggle between the adherents of St. Peter and those of St. Paul,
lasting far into the second century, and
discerns in most of the New Testament
books attempts to write the history of
Christianity from the point of view of one
or another of these parties. It was claimed
t.hat they were not histories in the true
sense of the word, but partisan tracts, the
value of which depends less on what they
assert than on what we can read between
the lines.
In this attack upon the historical character of the Gospels, a cardinal point is the
late date assigned to their composition.
It is clearly easier to regard them as historically false if they were written considerably later than the events which they
profess to record.

I

ASSIGNED TO SECOND CENTURY.
On all grounds therefore it was essential
to Baur to put the composition of these
I books as late as possible; and accordingly
he assigns them all to dates well within
the second century. Later than the end of
that century it was impossible to place
them, since the evidence of Tertullian and
IrenIBus writing about A. D. 200, fully and
explicitly demonstrated that their pre-eminence among all Christian writings was
by that time firmly established; but no
earlier date was granted them than such
unimpeachable evidence rendered absolutely necessary. St. Matthew's Gospel
was placed by Baur about A. D. 130, St.
Luke's about 150, St. Mark's about 160,
and St. John's between 160 and 170. The
other books of the New Testament, with
five exceptions, shared the same fate.
None of them was allowed to be what it pro-
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fessed to be, or to have been written when
it professed to have been written, except
the Epistles of St. Paul to the Romans,
Corinthians, and Galatians, and the Apocalypse of St. John.
Such, then, is the theory of Baur,
which forms the starting poi.qt and foundation of the modern criticism of the Gospels. It is not necessary now to consider
the arguments by which he supported it.
Good or bad, they were of necessity merely
arguments from probability, which could
not stand against any clear and decisive
evidence of the existence of the Gospels
before these dates. What, then, is the
result of the new evidence which the last
twenty years have brought to light?
Baur died in 1860; and now, a generation after his death, it is not too much to
say that his theory is completely shattered.
No competent critic can now maintain
that any one of the dates assigned by him
to the Gospels is tenable. Even the latest
of them must have been written before the
date which he allowed to the earliest.
Nor is it difficult now to see where the
fault of his method lies. No one can blame
him for his fresh and fearless examination
of the historical evidence bearing upon the
origin of Christianity; but his results,
like those of many of his followers, are
vitiated by the habit, wherever absolutely
convincing evidence is wanting, of adopting the position most unfavorable to the
traditional view.
DISCOVERY OF THE ''DIATESSARON."
Of all the discoveries of the last twenty
years the first, and, in some respects, the
most important, is the "Diatessaron" of
Tatian. As its Greek name indicates ("by''
or "by means of four"), it is a harmonized
Gospel, composed out of the four Gospels
by dovetailing verses out of the different
evangelists into a single narrative. This
is a device which has often been practiced
in the church down to the present day,
but the importance to us of Tatian's harmony lies in the evidence which it affords
not only of the existence but of the preeminent position of our four canonical
Gospels at a very early date.
Tatian was born about A. D. 110, a native
of Assyria. He was converted to Christianity by Justin Martyr, whose chief work,
the "Apology for Christianity," was written about A. D. 150-155. After Justin's
death, about A. D. 165, he fell into the
error of the Encratites, an extremely ascetic sect, who regarded marriage, eating
flesh, and drinking wine as unlawful, and
he died about A. D. 180. Different views
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have been held as to whether his harmony
was written in the days of his orthodoxy
.
.
or afterwards. On t~e one ha~d, it evidently passed current m the Synan Church
for many generations as an orthodox representation of the Gospel narrative· on
th
h
M R 11 H
· h
e ot er,
:r. enc e . arn.s . as s own
reason to believe that it exhibited traces
of the special opinions of the Encratites.
In the one case we should suppose it to
have been written about 160; in the other,

h

about 170. If, then, the "Diatessaron"
was put together out of the four canonical Gospels, it is clear that they held, at
this date, a position of marked and recognized superiority over all other narratives
of our Lord's life, and since such a position
could not be acquired except after the
lapse of some considerable time, this would
show that all four were composed at a date
at least as early as that which Baur assigns to the earliest of them and much
earlier than. those which he allows to three
out of the four.
SUPPOSED TO BE LOST.

U ntil twenty years ago, however, the
''Diatessaron'' was supposed to be lost,
and all our knowledge of it was of an indirect kind, leaving much opening for controversy and for the display of critical
ingenuity. The earliest mention of it was
by Eusebius, the great church historian,
about A. D. 325; and he does not seem to
have seen the work himself, though he
says that it was still circulating in some
quarters down to his time.
Epiphanius,
in A. D. 374, briefly referred to it, but confused it with the Gospel according to the
Hebrews. Theodoret, a Syrian Bishop, between 420 and 457, found more than 200 copies of it in use in his diocese, arnl replaced
them by copies of the four Gospels. In
545 Bishop Victor of Capua found a Latin
harmony of the Gospels which he guessed
might be a translation of the "Diatessaron," of the existence of which he knew
only from Eusebius, and published it, substituting, however, the words of the Vulgate for those of the original before him,
and this work is still extant in a manu-·
script known as the Codex Fuldensis.
One other notice of the "Diatessaron,''
much lat:r, but of g~eat importan~e, mi:st
be men.ti?ned. It is. that .of D1onysms
Bar-Sahbi, an Armeman Bishop, at the
end of the twelfth century, who (following
an earlier Syrian author,. Ishodad, about
1'<· D. 850) states that Tat1~11 ~.~t toget~er
one Gospel ?ut of the fom ; that ::St.
Ephrem of Syria wrote a commentary upon
it;. l;tnd. that its first wor~s were, "In the
begmnmg was the word. '
REFERENCES EXPLAI:'ii'ED AWAY.

· cl t't es
ot'ces
[ T o th e or· d"mary mm
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might have seemed sufficient to establish
·
t an t f ac t +h
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actually compose a harmonv of the four
canonical Gospels, and consequently, that
these had established their paramount
position in the church by the middle of the
second century. But the ingenuity of the
Tu bingen critics was able to explain them

! all away, and even to deny that Tatian
ever wrote a harmony at all, or that, if he
did it was based upon our Gospels. An
andnymous work published in England in
1875, entitled ''Supernatural Religion,"
which, as embodying the as yet i:nfamil~ar
views of Baur, achieved a notoriety qmte
out of proportion to its merits affirmed
boldly that there was no such thing as
Tatian's harmony at all; that the. work
which Theodoret had found and eJected
was now the lost Gospel according to the
Hebrews· and that this was identical with
the Gospel according to Peter. At the
moment of their publication these assertions could not be met, as Bishop Lightfoot very ably met them, by a res~at~ment of
circumstantial evidence; but with111 a few
years they have been signally refuted by
proofs of a decisive character. . Tatian's
harmony and the gospel accordmg to.
ter have both been discovered, and it is
obvious first that they are absolutely distinct w~rks·, next, that neither of them is
identical with the Gospel according to the
Hebrews; and, finally, that the "Diatessaron" is as common sense had always
maintai:rnd, a harmony of the four canonical Gospels.

I the work. .Meanwhil~, what purport~d to

be an ~ral;>ic transla~10n of. the work itself
was lymg m the Vatican library, and had
been briefly mentioned by _J. Assemani,
who brought it to the Vatican, so loi;g
ago as 1791, and by a few subsequent wnters. No one, however, had made any
detailed study of it, until Zahn, though
unable to examine it himself, called atten~ion to its existen~e, and so aroused. the
111terest of Father Ciasca, one of the hbrarians of the Vatican.
Ciasca, consequently, had the privilege of being the
first modern scholar to make acquaintance
with the complete "Diatess~ron"--a .fit.reward for much good service to biblical
criticism.
. .
One more happy 111cident, however, had
yet to intervene before the world at large
was placed i~ possession of the re?overed
t_rea~ure. <?H"?umstance~ delayed its pubhcat1011 until, m 1886, Ciasca chanced to
sho .-1 the manuscript to the Vicar-A~o~tolic of the Catholic Copts, then on a visit
to Rome; and this gentleman at once remarked that h~ ha(~ seen anothe.r copy of
the same work m private hands 111 Egypt
and could under~ake to procur~ it. ~e
was as good as his word; and. from this
newly-acquired manuscript, which is superior to the copy in the Vatican, Ciasca
edited the work in 1888, as a gift from the
College of Writers of the Vatican Library
to Pope Leo XIII., on the occasion of his
jubilee. So, after many vicissitudes, was
the world at last placed in possession of
the long-lost "Diatessaron" of Tatian.

P:-

STORY OF THE RECOVERY.

The story of the recovery of the ''Diatessaron" is curious, mainly for the reason
that it was delayed so much longer than it
need have been. Indeed, all the while that
Baur was expounding his theories and his
disciples were developing them evidence
was staring them in the face which made
their views untenable, at least so far as
related to the dates of the Gospels. In
1836 the Armenian Mechitarist Fathers at
Venice published an edition, in Armenian,
of the works of St. Ephrem of Syria, and
among them was the very commentary on
the "Diatessaron" to which as mentioned
above. Dionysius Bar-Salibi had made reference, but which had hitherto been supposed to be lost. Published in Armenian,
however, and with no distinctive title to
call attention to its character, it remained
absolutely unknown for forty years, till in
1876, the Mechitarists employed Dr. George
Moesinger to revise and publish a Latin
version of it which had been made by the
original editor of the Armenian, Dr.
Aucher. Yet, even then, when edited in
Latin by a German scholar, it attracted
no notice for four years; and Lightfoot,
when writing an answer to "Supernatural
Religion," a year after the appearance of
Moesinger's volume, was unaware of the
discovery, which would at once have determined an important branch of the controversy in his favor. It is to A~e~ica
that the honor belongs ?f _first br111~111g
the discovery forward 111 its true light,
since it was Dr. Ezra Abbot, in his "Authorship of the Fourth Gospel" (1880),
· who first direct:d ge:ieral attention to it.
Dr. Wace took it up 111 England, Dr. Harnack in Germany, and Dr. Zahn was led to
devote a large monograph to the subject,
in which he endeavored to reconstruct the
"Diatessaron" from the quotations given
by St. Ephrem.
ESTABLISHED AN IMPORTANT POINT.

Tlie commentary of St. Ephrem established beyond all 0doubt the all-important
fact that Tatian's ''Diatessaron" was actuI ally constructed out of the four canonical
Gospels; and his very copious quotations
enabled Zahn to make out the general
· structure and much of the actual text of

I

WORK OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.

The importance of this discovery for
biblical criticism has been indicated above.
It shows that, at a date at which Baur believed two at least of the Gospels to have
been yet unwritten, all four not only were
written, but occupied a position of preeminence and authority which could not
be the growth of a few years. When
closely examined it proves even more than
this; for the Gospel text used by Tatian,
so far as it can be ascertained with certainty, differs already in many respects
from that which criticism shows to be the
original one.
Such divergences, which
are due to the mistakes, the insertions, or
the omissions of copyists, imply the multiplication of copies and some considerable
lapse of time in which the variations may
spread. It is true that the evidence on
this point is still incomplete, because we
have not recovered the "Diatessaron" in
its original language. What we have is a
copy (or rather two copies) of an Arabic
translation, made early in the eleventh
century, of a Syrian copy written about
the year 900, together with two copies of
an Armenian version of a Syriac commentary composed by a writer who died in 373.
I Until recently it was always supposed
that the '.'Diatessaro~" was written in
. Greek, as its Greek title would seem to
indicate: and in that case we are doubly removed from the original language. There
is, however, good reason for doubting this
opinion, and for holding the original language to have been Syriac. It was cert · 1 · S · th t ·t
fi
· h d ·t
am Y 111 yna a .1 .s US~ ouns e j i .s
ftext dhas· strong
th ldaffimties
t s ·with that
· which
f this
oun i~
e o es
ynac version o
e
?-ospels, St. ~phrem, whocomme:ited u:pon
it, was a SJ:nan ~ather and wrote m Syriac;
and :beret i~. evi~en.~e that ~he Old ~esta
men quo a ions 111 1 were m accor ance
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.
''Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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Lamoni, Iowa, October 27, 1897.

with from eight thcusand to twelve thousand to the curiosity maaifested in the world at
other believers, they crossed the Missouri the present time about the existence of
River on the ice and settled in Illinois. In a prophets, he said the Lat~er Day Saints befew years fpllowed the death of Joseph Smith, lieved that in every age in which God has
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
Sen., and the great pilgrima;re to Salt Lake I had people upon the earth, he has spoken to
R. S. S.u,Y,rnDs
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
City, headed by Brigham Young. Young · them by the voice ofrevelation. Continuing,
} CORRESPONDING EDITORS.
JOSEPH LUFF,
Joseph Smith was called to take his father's Mr. Smith dealo with the principles upon
place, and in 1860 reorganized the church, of which the church is based-faith, repentance,
LAMONI, foWA, OCT. 27, 1897.
which, since that till!e, he has been the presi- and remission of sins, baptisms, laying on of
dent and prophet. The church was started hands, the resurrection of the dead, and eterTHE CANADIAN PRESS ON PRESIin 1830, in New York State, by a band of nal judgment.-London Advertiser, October 8.
DENT SMITH'S VISIT.
half a dozen people, one of whom was Joseph
ITEMS in the Canadian press, written Smith the elder, who professed to have reHEAD OF THE CHURCH.
in connection with the visit of Presi· ceived a communication from God by the
hands
of
an
angel.
Smith
was
an
abolitionPRESIDENT
OF THE LATTER DAY SAINTS
dent Joseph Smith to the Dominion,
ist,
and
opposed
to
what
he
called
a
hireling
SPEAKS
have been so fair in spirit and so free
ministry; but despite the unpopularity of his
To
a
Large
Audience
in the Maitland Street
from objectionable sensational .fea- views on these subjects, the church in fourEdifice-He
is
the
Son
of the Martyred
tures, that we publish the leading teen years enrolled two hundred thousand
Prophet and Says Some Things
ones. These items with others were merµbers. His denunciation of slavery and
of Interest to His Followers.
sent us for passing mention, but they paid ministry made him many enemies, however. He was tried forty-nine times before the
President Josvph Smith, of the Reorgancontain so much of interest to the
tribunals of his country, and after being for- ized Ch irch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
HERAI,D readers that we give them mally acquitted in 1844, was set upon by a Saints, who styles himself the son of the
entire.
mob of one hundred and fifty people and shot martyred prophet of that body, Joseph Smith,
President Smith and the Canadian to death. After this the church was split delivered an address of an hour and a half in
ministry and sain,ts have succeeded in into several factions. Brigham Young, an the Maitland Street church last night. He
elder, led away some ten th0usand people to had a large audience, the edifice b;:;i~g filled
making an impression for good in be- Utah, and eight years and two months to the doors. Mr. Smith, who hails from
half of the work, and are to be con- later proclaimed the doctrine at Salt Lake Lamoni, Iowa, has been at the head of the
gratulated on the character of the City. This was the first public statement denomination for very many years, and he is
statements they have drawn from the made in justification of polygamy by the Mor- highly .revered by his many followers, both
people.
Regarding Joseph Smith's in Canada and the United States. Though
press. The items published will have mon
views as to polygamy, his disciples say there well advanced in life, and continually called
widespread circulation in the Domin- is not a line either in his sermons or his upon to perform arduous labors in connection
ion and elsewhere, and be as seed revelations that in any way countenances the with his church, he is remarkably well presown that brings a harvest of con- practice or the doctrine. The Book of Mor- served, and speaks in a clear voice.
Last night he devoted himself principally
tinuing good.
The brethren have mon, they say, distinctly denounces it. Brigsown liberally and the reaping has ham Young claimed to be the successor of to the doctrines of the church, and he was
Joseph Smith, but was in reality an apostate. accorded a very' close hearing. In his openalready begun:When young Joseph Smith began the re- ing remarks he said considerable curiosity
organization of the church in 1860, he met was manifested in the world at the present
.JOSEPH SMITH HERE.
with opposition on the part of the United time in regard to the prophets. Doubtless a
BIOGRAPHICAL SKE'l'CH OF THE PROPHE'l' States authorities, who feared the spread of portion of it existed in the Dominion of
AND HEAD OF THE LATTER
the practice of polygamy. On the invitation Canada, and in the city of London. PersonDAY SAINTS.
of President Grant and Vice President Col- ally, he was not very particular what might
History and Doctrines of the Church Founded fax, he went before a committee of Congress be the opinion of men touching himself as a
by His Father.
and convinced the rulers at Washington that man, but he confe2sed that as an individual
Brigham Young an Apostate-Polygamy No Part he bad nothing to do with the Utah sect, and he preferred to please, rather than displease,
of the True Faith.
that Brigham Young had departed frDm the men. If there was any one subject, he con,,,
faith preached by his father. In 1872 the tinned, upon which men might differ, and
Joseph Smith, the president of the Reor- church was granted a charter of incorpora- differ honestly, and hold in their hearts a
ganized Church of JesusChristof Latter Day tion. The general executive consists of: proper respect for each other, it was on the
Saints, came to the city on Wedne8da,y even- The prophet, the second twelve apostles, a question of religion; and it was unfortunate
ing from Toronto, where he was attending the quorum of seventy, a high council, high for the cause of Christianity th:.t some of the
annual conference of tqe London district, and priests, bishops, elders, teachers, and dea- most outrageous atrocities committed have
since his arrival has been the guest of Elder cons. It is a doctrine of the church, de- been the result of religious differences. As
R. C. Evans, of this city, the youngest of the clared upon scriptural authority, that God is a people, the Latter Day Saints believedtwelve apostles of the church, and president unchangeable; therefore that his gospel, law, and he represented the thought-that in
of the Canada mission.
and church organization are the same as in every age in which God has had people
President Smith is the son of the martyred Bible times.
upon the earth, he has spoken to them by
founder of the church, and is the prophet of
Maitland Street church was crowded to the the voice of revelation, and it had been one
the sect. He was born December [November], doors last night, when an address was deliv- of the dearest things to believers' hearts that
6, 1832, at Kirtland, Lake County, Ohio, and ered by President Smith. He spoke for there bas been no one between him and his
went with his parents to Missouri, out of about an hour and a half, and. was listened to I God to prevent the incoming of .that force of
which State ~hey were driven in 1838, when, with the closest attention. AftN· referring j Ufe by which men havo;i been educated, ele·
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vated in thought, and in belief, and have
taken a wider and better view of humanity
and man's relation to God. And., confessing
as he did, that God had spoken to man in the
past, he confessed that he did now.
Mr. Smith gave a number of reasons why
the Latter Day Saints believed as they did,
and he then touched upon the second coming
of Christ. A great many who believed in the
Savior's second coming had tried to fix a date
for the event. Since May 12, 1843, when the
Second Adventists fixed a time, every date
set had proven a disappointment. Neither
would the second coming take place until the
prophesy contained in Matthew 24: 14 was
fulfilled.
"I have for many years," continued Mr.
Smith, "been fighting the idea that any be·11.ef is good if a man i8 only sincere in it, and
at the saine time I have been a disputant of
it, and it has been conceded that my argument is right."
The concluding pot•tion of Mr. Smith's remarks was devoted to the church's views regarding baptisms, the laying on of hands, the
resurrection, and the judgment.-London
Free Press, October 8.

PROPHETS.
BROTHER JOSEPH SMITH DEF'ENDS HIS
SEO'l'.

Able Review of the Basis of the Belief of
the Latter Day Saints.
The church of the Latter Day Saints, on
Maitland Street, was crowded to its utmost
capacity last evening by an interested audience, which assembled to hear Brother Joseph Smith, p«esident of the Reorganized
Church. The speaker was followed most attentively throughout his able address, and
evidently made a great impression upon his
hearers. He devoted his attention chiefly to
a review of the grounds upon which the beliefs of the sect are based, and proceeded to
outline in a clear, argumentative manner the
reasons by which he claimed they were established.
There was, he said in opening, a considerable curiosity in the world at the present time
regarding the existence of prophets. He
proposed to discuss, partially at least,, the
proposition as to whether or not the belief in
a prophet would be justified in this age and
in this land. He was not, personally, very
particular what opinion of himself as a man
was held by those who did not know him nor
the people with whom he worshiped. There
were some people in London who had known
him during the active period of bis life, and
who knew what manner of man he was.
The question of religion, he continued, was
one upon which honest men are liable to disagree. Some of the greatest atrocities known
to history had been committed because of differences of belief. In these days such intolerance ought not to be possible. The sect to
which he belonged as a peorle believed that
in every age God had spoken to his people by
the voice of revelation. They believed that
God so revealed himself to-day, and the belief was foun(led upon the Scriptures (l,S they

*

are in the accepted (King James) version of
the Bible.

THE EDITOR ABROAD.
PRES.

JOSEPH

SMITH

was at St.

WhatEver conception of prophets be held, Thomas, Ontario, the 18th inst.,
continued the speaker, all Bible readers whence he wrote of his labors and
would concede that of all the prophets in the
observations as follows:history of the world, the one who could not
Returning from Wallaceburg, by the way
be dispensed with was Jesus Christ; and upon
of
Chatham, held meeting on Tuesday evenhis utterances the sect built its belief. The
doctrine of the second coming of Christ was ing, October 12, in hall in Scane's Block. The
built upon his own words; but his coming was audience was a good one, and very attentive.
not to be looked for until the time referred to Bro. James Tyrrell is in charge at Chatham,
in Matthew 24: 14, which said: "And this and is doing what he can to keep things gogospel of the kingdom shall be preached in ing.
From Chatham to Blenheim is but a short
all the world for a witness unto all nations,
and then shall the end come." All prophecies ride. Here the little church was fairly well
regarding the end had failed because they filled. Bro. Richard Coburn is presiding, and
overlooked the truth, "No man knoweth the the saints are doing well. The editor of the
day nor the hour when the Son of man local paper attended, and gave us a good recometh."
The believer should be ever port; albeit he became interested and forgot
to note a good deal of the sermon-so he conready.
fessed i.t the close. He was generous in
The sect had made an endeavor to discover
praise of effort, in the report sent to the
what was meant by "the gospel," in the verse
paper.
quoted. As a practical man, he believed
From Blenheim to London, by way of St.
that traces must have been left by .which it
could be identified. For years he had com- Thomas on Thursday, October 14, and a
batted the idea that a man's religion was social gathering at the house of good Sister
good if he were earnest. Each minister, if Hunt, as a sort of a formal reception to the
consistent, represented that his church was Editor, filled the time for a day and a night;
the church either by open statement or by for it was not until the "small hours ayant
inference. As a people th• y believed !bat the twelve," that home and bed were reached,
the angel referred to in Rtivelation 14: 6, as and then not to sleep, but to rest, think, and
coming to proclaim the everlasting d@ctrine, listen to the clock tell the hours and half
had either come or was to come; but he did hours as they passed.
Friday, the 15th, the two missionaries, the
not intend to discuss that question at the
moment. Was this gospel the same as that "boy preacher" and the Editor, spent in
referred to in Matthew? If the question visiting a number of "the saints at their
could not be answered there was nothing left homes, where the outer man was refreshed
but wild speculation. He believed that God by wholesome food, and the inner man by the
had left means upon record in the Bible for good food of social converse about the hope
men to discover what the gospel was, and of life, and cheerful exchange of thought on
thus judge of the truth of one coming and the topics of the day.
Meeting at night, when the Editor again
representing himself as the angel.
Faith, he said, was a first test. Christ bad faced the house full of interested saints and
said, "Ye have faith in God, believe also in. their friends. The hope is that the result
me." Faith, then, was one of the principles will be good. At all events, the saints
that the angel must teach. Repentance was showed the most friendly appreciation of the
another principle. So also was that of the visit in London.
On Saturday, the 16th, we found our way
second baptism, baptism of water and of the
Spirit. So also that of laying on of hands, to St. Thomas, where Bro. T. A. Phillips is
for which authority was to be found in Mark in charge of a branch numbering over a hun16: 18, so far as the imparting of spiritual dred good souls, who are eagerly trying to
blessings and healing of the sick were con- keep the "unity of the Spirit" in the unity
cerned. So also was the doctrine of the of the faith. The greeting on Sunday, the
resurrection from the dead a means of identi- 17th, in the "little brick church round the
fying the angel. The sect believed in the corner," at the weekly morning prayer meetliteral resurrection as revealed in the Book ing was very cordial. The spirio prevailing
of Mormon. The weaknesses of the flesh was one of peaceful service, in which the
would be shaken off and their bodies would testimony of both young, middle aged, and
appear at their best. Finally, the mark of the old, was alike: and bore evidence of the
the eternal judgment was clear. The judg- Master's work.
St. Thomas is a railroad center, of about
ment did not, in the opinion of the sect,
involve eternal suffering as described by twelve thousand inhabitants-a busy, bussome. The punishment would end when it tling city; almost a reflex of a western prairie
had wrought it.s end in reformation. Every town of equal size.
Among t,hose met here, we noted a former
man was to be judged according to the deeds
done in the body, and this ought to be one of neighbor of the Plano home, a Mr. Stearns;
the strongest incentives to the living of a Bro. Thomas Bearss and wife whom we met
at Corinth in 1878; also a Major Faulds, who
correct life.
won his pension in the rank8 of the Republic,
Devotional exercises brought the meeting in the late ci vi! war, and though a citizen of
to a close.
the Queen's dominion, still receiv·es his
I
Elder Evans acted as chairman.-London stipend from the exchequer of the United
J News, October 8.
I St01tes. He is a fine specimen of manhood,
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though trembling with the weakness of age.
Bro. Cole, known here as "Grandpa Cole,"
an aged veteran of eighty-seven years, who
knew the family of Pattens, David and Ira,
and Archibald; heard David Patten preach
and speak in tongues in the far away past,
but who from unrecognized reasons did not
obey the truth until a few months ago. He
himself says that he lived in semi-darkness
for fifty-five years in the Baptist Church.
These with the host of the brothers and
sist<irs whom we met gave us cheer and comfort. The meetings had been well advertised,
and hence at eleven in the morning and at
seven at night, the house was filled, and the
Editor did the preaching with thankfulness
for faith and liberty of the Spirit.
Bro. R. C. Evans will occupy the pulpit tonight, October 18, and from here we will go
to Vanessa for Tuesday night, thence to
Niagara Falls, Ontario, for the rest of the
week and the 24th.
St. Thomas, Ontario, Oct. 19.-Bro. R. C.
Evans and I concluded our services here last
night, Bro. R. C. preaching the sermon and
at its close baptizing one, who had been a
believer for some time, and had concluded to
wait no longer before putting on Christ.
Bro. Evans gave a fine discourse on the
.nature of the Book of Mormon as one of the
three witnesses to Christ and his mission; it
was well received.
The people are willing to hear, and the
saints seem to be pleased and are a happy
people in their faith.
We will be at Niagara Falls, Ontario, till
after the 24th.

WHAT DOES THIS PORTEND?

THE following, making the rounds of
the press, taken by us from the Buffalo
Express, for October 8, carries with it
a shade of suspicion. Now that Utah
has been enjoying the uses of statehood for a year or two, probably long
enough to get accustomed to the ways
of independent legislation, is it intended that the utterances of President Woodruff, upon the taking the
lead of political affairs by the leading
officers of the church, and again controlling the municipal and State governments as united and independent
of the two political parties into which
division was made so lately? If it is
the intention of the presiding authorities to assume political direction, by
assuming to dictate the policies of the
people independently of· the political
influences hitherto obtaining in the
Democratic and Republican parties,
must the Gentiles in the State, and
the people of the States outside of
Utah, expect that legislation will be
shaped to restore and foster what was
so ostensibly abandoned with a view
to secure statehood, so short a time
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ago? We confess some curiosity in and want to clear myself of saying anything
about politics."
the premises:MORMONS AND POLITICS.

"We should be party men sometimes, but
not carry it to extremes."

Salt Lake, Utah, Oct. 7.-President WilAnother item in the same issue of
ford Woodruff, speaking at the Mormon conthe
Enquirer, headed ''the closing
ferenc3, said: "The day has come when the
mouths of Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Can- day," is as follows:There was a political sensation at the closnon, Joseph Smith and the twelve apostles
should not be closed. God almighty requires ing moments of the General Conference
you to unite in your Temple work and unite Wednesday afternoon, caused by a short adPresident
in your politics. You should unite to elect dress by President Woodruff.
your city council and also all your State offi- Cannon had just concluded a lengthy address
cials. You must put aside your Democracy and it was closing time, when the venerable,
and Republimmism and as Latter Day Saints white-haired Preeident arose and said:"l take the liberty as President of the
unite and you will not be taxed to death."
Should such a condition of things be Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
to say that I realize we are groaning under
established what becomes of the propoverty, affliction, taxation, and expense,
testations so lavishly made by leading which would not be if we were united to do
men among the churchmen of Utah, our duty. This idea of principle, of being
emphasized by the attack made upon afraid to do something because you are
Mr. Moses Thatcher, the issuing of Damocrats or Republicans is wrong. It is
the manifesto, and all the long list of your duty to get together and appoint men
for every capacity in the State and city.
statements made to induce belief in You should do what is right, and let t.he
the good faith of the Mormon people? consequences follow."
The other speakers and exercises at conferThere is ground for apprehension if
the statements made in this slip are ence were as follows:" . . . I have addressed you often, and I
correct.
don't know that I shall ever address you
again, and I want to say a few words on principle. I want the Latter Day Saints to take
DEVELOPMENTS IN UTAH.
to heart the words of the apostles and elders
IN addition to the editorial, "What that have been spoken here.
does this portend?" in the present
"The day has come when the mouths of
issue, we give the following items Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, Joseph
concerning the late General Confer- F. Smith, and the Twelve Apostles should
not be closed. It is said we should .say nothence of the Utah Church, which we ing about politics, but God Almighty retake from the Semi- Weekly Enquirer of quin,s you to unite together; to unite in your
the 8th, published at Provo, Utah. temple work and unite in your politics. If I
The stars indicating omissions refer say 'unite in your politics,' I mean for good
only to matter of a nonpolitical charac- men to govern the city, the State, and the
nation, and when you don't you lose of the
ter:essence of your rights. You should unite to. . . President Cannon spoke before the gether to elect your City Council and all the
sustaining of the authorities on the material State organization. The day has come when
welfare of the Latter Day Saints. Saints you must put aside Democracy and Republiought to devote their entire time, after plac- canism, and as Latter Day Saints unite and
ing themselves in proper condition, for the you will not be taxed to death.
welfare of Zion. This can best be dorie by
The foregoing declarations, followlistening to the living oracles of God. Men ing the granting of statehood to Utah
who have taken counsel have al ways prospered in the land. The people have strayed and the pledges of the U tab Mormon
from those paths and the result is enormous people - official and general - that
public debts and heavy taxes.
church influences would not be
"How shall the wrong be rectified?" he brought to bear to control political
continued. "How shall you be led? What matters, have created a stir among
shall we say as men of God to point out the
dangers and show you the path? r tell you Gentiles in and out of Utah that can
the only way we have is to listen to the voice better be imagined than described.
of God and seek to know it. I believe in the We insert it for the information of our
principles of government, and I have no readers without lengthy comment, as
doubt but that parties will do as we do. we near the hour of going to press.
I believe we should be good party men, and I
advocated it when proposed in the church and He who runs may read.
The Deseret News of the 8th makes
have not changed my mind, but we need not
set u~ party .as an id~l and worship it, and [claim that President Woo~ruff has
say, Great is Party!
From no party we been misrepresented. It prmts what
should not go to the other extreme; we should purports to be an ''official" report of
act like wise people and do what is best for
.
h
.h
h
I
t•
us."
his speec , wit 1engt y exp ana ions
1 "I am not saying anything about politics, and pleas, in an effort to soften down
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the rising indignation of the elements Bro. I. M. Smith will aid him there. Bro. "Vicissitudes of the Church," written
that are denouncing the so-called A. Kent is with me and will remain awhile by Bro. M. T. Short, in its issue for
utterances of Elder Woodruff. We at Scranton. Bro. A. N. Bishop is put in the September 23. The subject matter is
lead of matters in Scranton. They have
may be able to furnish the ''official secured a hall in the main part of the city a brief review of the apostasy of the
report" to our readers. We doubt, and propose to go on with meetings. Some early church, followed by a statement
however, if even that report will con- omens of success.
of the Reformation, and of the restoraBro. E. D. Bailey, Standley, Indian tion in latter days. The article conceal strong hints or suggestions of
Territory, the 18th inst:.-church rule in politics.
tains excellent subject matter and is
Nineteen baptized here since the 14th inst.; so arranged as to entertain the
The course of the Utah Church auforty-four in all since August 8.
reader.
thorities in the Moses Thatcher case
Bro. T. W. Williams, Council Bluffs,
and in numerous other matters has
Bro. N. 0. Enge of Liberty, WashIowa, October 20:been so manifestly deceptive and disington,
wrote, the 13th inst., of his
Just returned from Bartlett, where we held
honest that they have only themselves a very successful series of meetings. People labors in that vicinity.
He had
to blame if regarded as untrue and came ten and twelve miles. Two school gained the respect and good will of
unworthy of confidence.
Notwith- rooms were crowded; had excellent liberty; some, had effected new openings, and
standing the.ir many departures from several "Christian" preachers in attendance. baptized one, formerly a local minisThough invited, they did not "storm the
right the people and government of fort.'' I find in Bro. Henry Kemp. a genial, ter, whom he thinks will be useful.
the United States have shown a dispo- unselfish, and kind fellow laborer; one whom Bro. H. L. Holt had aided in silencing
sition to trust them and have put them to be associated with is a pleasure. The opposition.
upon honor in granting them state- Bartlett saints were hospitable, generous,
The Daily Planet, of Chatham,
hood.
Of their motives we may not and kind. May the seed sown bring forth a Ontario, in its issue of the 13th inst.
creditable harvest.
be fully informed; of their acts enough
also made friendly mention of Presihas been brought to light upon which
dent Smith's visit to and labors in
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
to render a correct verdict; by their
Canada, hence deserves credit with
fruits we have known them. If men BRO. J. W. WIGHT has been trying to other journals so mentioned.
deceive and make lies their refuge, correct certain statemeets made by
Sr. M. M. Green writes encouragthe people should know it and hold Utah elders, through the Deseret News. ingly of the saints and the work they
them to a strict account, for humani- The News refused him a hearing in are doing in the branches at Applety's sake. The day has come when answer to its comments. It believes dbre and Wallaceburg, Ontario. The
men and their acts must be looked at in discussion-- of its side of the ques- Wallaceburg saints have provided
tion. Particulars later.
in their real light.
themselves a chapel; the work moves
Bro. J. R. Lambert returned from
and grows according to predictions
CHEAPER SUNDAY SCHOOL RECORD. missionary labor in the Fremont, made to that effect.
Saints were
IN response to requests therefor the Iowa, di.strict, on the 19th.
pleased by the presence of Brn. JoSome good brother in Wales has seph Smith and R. C. Evans at their
Herald Offiice has issued a cheaper edisent
us a copy of the Llanelly Mercury, late conference.
tion of "the Sunday School Record;"
of
September
30, which contains a
price 40 cents. It is essentially the
The late Southern Missouri reunion
lengthy
report
of
a lecture delivered held at Mountain Grove is reported
same as the higher-priced ''Record,"
except that it is ruled for but one in the Saints' chapel, Llanelly, by by Bro. C. J. Spurlock, its secretary.
year, and is bound in heavy paper Bro. F. G. Pitt; subject, "What is It was much enjoyed by all present
Bro. Pitt and regarded as ''the best ever held"
covers. The amount of blank forms Mormonism, so-called?"
made
good
points,
of
which
the Mer- in that region of country. The meetcan be doubled, in the same covers,
cury
gives
a
comprehensive
report
to ings were spiritual, the ministry befor larger schools, at 60 cents per
its
readers.
Such
articles
will
doubtcopy.
ing greatly blessed in presenting the
Bro. T. A. Hougas, of the General less aid the church in Wales as word. Many were present who had
Association, indorses the new Record the American press articles have not previously heard the gospel. The
as "just the thing." The low price helped and continue to help the work saints rejoiced in social fellowship
places this needed "help" within the in America. Public sentiment con· and in spiritual association. Brn.Keck
reach of each school, which should cerning the faith will yet undergo and Sparling remained after its close
have one. Address 0rders to Business radical changes, abroad as well as in to continue preaching.
this land.
Persistent, faithful work
A letter from Bro. J. H. Winn,
Department.
by saints and minist~y will, by the which escaped earlier mention, reEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
blessing ~f God, bring about great hearses the story of good things enBRO. w. H. KELLEY, Plymouth, changes in its favor.
The Mercury joyed by saints of Puryear, Tennessee,
Pennsy 1vania, October 16 :-also contains a marked article entitled, through the labors of Brn. Henson,
I am booked at Scranton for to·morrow "Y Gwrthgiliad Oyffredinol,'' what- Griffin, Warn; as a result of which thirafternoon and evening; trying to get things ever that may be; probably some good teen were baptized, the saints being
in operation there. Will go to Boston next points from the pen of some of the cheered and confirmed in the faith.
week via Philadelphia and Brooklyn, and ...Welsh brethren.
They hope to see Bro. T. C. Kelley
likely on to Maine, if all goes well at home.
"
.
again
among them, his labors being
'l'he Brooklyn conference was an excellent
T~e Her~ld.' of urant.· c_ounty, W1sone. Bro. Robley has goue, to li'agundus. consm, pubhshes an article on the greatly appreciated.
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The debate between Rev. J. W.
Chism and Bro. I. N. White will be
held at Kosoma, Indian Territory,
November 8. Note the change: from
Antlers to Kosoma. This we learn
from Bro. Ellis Short.
Bro. J. W. Peterson, of the Eastern
Iowa missionary force, reached Lamoni from Missouri on the 21st inst.
Universalists in general session in
Chicago, voted on the 20th on the
proposition to broaden their creed to
require assent to the following proposition only: "A belief in the fatherhood of God; the spiritual authority
and leadership of his son Jesus Christ;
the trustworthiness of the Bible
as containing a progressive revelation
from God, and the final harmony of
all souls with God." The vote stood
70 for, 32 against, but was lost, the
rules requiring not a two-thirds majority of voting, but of reported delegates. The words "fatherhood" and
''son" are given in lower case letters
entire, as printed in the press report.
It serves to show the spirit of the age
which professes to revere, but which in
practical act largely denies them
A syndicate of New York capitalists
composed of the Vanderbilts, Astors,
and others has assumed control of the
custom houses and banking institutions of the Republic of Honduras,
and has begun the task of liquidating
the indebtedness of that country. The
Honduras congress has granted right
to build lines of transportation, also
tracts of land, and valuable colonization and mining privileges.
The
syndicate is restricted in its work to
the management of financial affairs.
A hand to hand fight between the
"Leftists" and the "Rightists" ended
the session of the Austrian Unterhaus,
on the 19th.
Yellow fever continues on the increase at New Orleans. Up to the
20th there had been a total of 981
cases with 110 deaths; 60 new cases
on the 20th.
Serious divisions J!ire reported to
exist in the Autonomist party in
Spain. The breach is said to be widening so rapidly as to endanger the
success of the present cabinet.
Simla advices of the 19th report
some minor losses to British troops.
Tribes on the Indian frontiers are submitting to England's authority.
The city of Windsor, Nova Scotia,

was almost completely destroyed by
fire on the 17th inst. Few houses are
left standing. The condition of the
inhabitants is deplorable. The loss
is estimated at $3,000,000. Halifax
and other cities have provided relief
for the distressed people.
A Russian-American syndicate is
being formed for the promotion of
trade between the United States and
Russia. It is expected that reciprocal
trade relations will be established by
treaties between the two nations.
Agencies will be established throughout the two countries; lines of steamers between New York and Black Sea
and San Francisco and Asiatic ports.
American manufactures will be exported, Russian raw material be
imported.
Russia expects also to
profit by having a source of supplies
in case of European war.
The Lower House of the Hungarian
diet recently passed a bill prolonging
for one year (!) the compact entered
into in 1867 between Austria and
Hungary, which was renewed in 1877
and again in 1887, and which was on
the point of expiring. So AustroHungary is a one-year monarchy.
However, it is by no means certain
that the present compact will continue
for that length of time. Emperor
Francis Joseph is aged and liable to
die at any time, and the Hungarians
are restless under the present coalition. Discontent also exists and
grows in Austria proper.
A recent cyclone in the Philippine
Islands destroyed 400 lives, and
property valued at $1,447,500.
The Czar is to visit the German
Emperor. The German army is to
be largely increased in number. The
maneuvers of 1898 are to be held in
Alsace-Lorraine and on an "unpre·
ceden tedly large scale." Kings talk
peace and increase their military
forces. The maneuvers in AlsaceLorraine will hardly be conducive to
French tranquility.
Universalists in session at Chicago
ratified the "Boston idea" for"broader
fellowship lines." The statement"The
certainty of just retribution for sin"
should be added to those already reported to complete "the essential
principles of the Universalist faith."
Large drafts of British soldiers for
India on the 22d. Reports of British
\ success are followed by renewed at1
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tacks of native tribesmen. It looks
as if trouble in India has come to stay.
Dismples and Friends (Quakers socalled) held a joint meeting at Indianapolis on the 22d, "which was eagerly
entered into by both denominations.
The friends spoke and prayed as the
Spirit moved them. At times there
were as many as half a dozen persohs
on their feet at the same time. . . .
The Disciples were equally anxious
to say a word for Christian unity."
The Friends believe in the actual
operation of the Spirit, the Disciples
do not, hence the basis (?) of their
unity. Discipleism with other forms
of sectarianism is fluctuating. It is
among the spiritual plants that are
decaying and being rooted up, because
not planted by the heavenly Father.
Spain has officially replied to the
note of the United States which hinted
at mediation in Cuban affairs. The com munication is courteous in tone, but
very determined in rejecting the substance of the American note. Spain
resolutely asserts her determination
to settle the Cuban question herself
without foreign assistance or interference of any kind. She declines to fix
any date for the pacification of Cuba,
which she proposes to bring about as
she sees fit by force of arms and by
political reforms culminating in autonomy combined. Regretting the
losses of foreign residents in Cuba,
she argues that the insurrection would
not have taken place if international
law had been enforced by the United
States.

Mothsrs' HomB CollJmn.
EDITED BY !!'RANCES.
Hffome's not mere1y roof and room;
It needs something to endear it.
Home is where the heart can bloom;
Where there's some kind lip to cheer it.
BWhat is home with none to meet,
None to welcome, none to greet us?
Home is sweet-and only sweet\Vhen there s one we love to meet us,,,
1

SHUTTING UP THE FOLD.
The fire burns dimly on c;he hearth;
The light is turned down low;
The wintry winds through bare old trees
In fitful gusts oft blow.
The mother pulls the curtain down
To keep away the cold;
Tucks tightly in the children's beCisShe's shutting up her fold.
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She covers up the little hand
Thrown oier the coverlet:
She wipes the place on baby's cheek
Which one stray tear has wet;
Kisses the little ones who sleep,
And smooths the hair of gold;
Then kneels and "prays the Lord to keep"She's shutting up her fold.

0 little ones, fenced round secure
With mother's love and care,
What looks of peace and trust and joy
Your sleeping faces wear!
Outside to"night some children who
Are tall and large and old
Are wishing they could be once more
Sheltered in mother's fold.
-Susan Teall Perry, in 1'he Home-Maker.

WHAT HAVE I

DONE~

WHAT have I d9ne? is a thought which often
comes to my mind wh8n contemplating the
great work of God in which I, with many
others, am engaged. And looking back over
my past life since I have been in this work, I
can see so little, comparatively speaking, that
I must almost say with the poet,
"So little my life bas accomplished,
My poor hands have wrought;
I have lived what has •eemed to be ages
In feeling and thought."
If we are engaged in this work, how are
we engaged, and what are we doing for the
advancement of the 8ame? These are questions which often come to my mind, and applying them to myself, I cannot answer them
satisfactorily. We are all aware of the fact
that this work must roll on till it fills the
whole earth and the honestin heart are gathered out; but, am I helping to roll it on, or am I
sitting still, letting others do the work? If I
am doing all I can to help, then all will be
well; but if I am sitting still, letting others
do it all, where shall I stand when the rewards are given? If I have been one of the
faithful, willing workers in the vineyard of
the Master, my reward will be cheerfully
given by him who is "no respecter of persons,'' and who rewards every one according
to what he has done. I know this work is
true; but knowing and not doing will only
add to my sorrow in the great day of final
accounts, when I must stand before the
Judge of all the earth, there to give an account of my stewardship here.
To me there is a beauty in the gospel work
of Christ, and I am glad to be engaged in a
work where there are so many noble, self-sacrificing workers. But their work will never
add one star to my crown. So I hope to be
able to do something for this work, and that
I may be worthy the name of saint, though
what little I can do may seem as nothing
compared to what others are doing. Yet we
each have a work to do no one else can do for
us. And may I do the little thiags with
williag heart and ready hands, so that my
field for usefulness may be broadened and my
life not spent in vain.
Help ml', dear Lord, from day to day,
To nobly bear my part;
To help a brother on tbe way,
Or cheer a fainting heart.
Although I'm weak and erring, too,
Yet may I firmly stand

To help a brother in his need,
And lend a helping hand.
To those whose trials are eo great
They almost faint and fall,
0, may I point them to the Lamb,
Where Christ is all in all.
And may I ever thus be found,
With patience kind and true,
Until my life work here is done,
And heaven's gates I view.
And may I have a home within
That city bright and fair;
When all earth's troubles here are done,
May I his glory share,
ADA ROBERTS.
OwEN,s HILL,

Tenneesee.

DURAND, Michigan.

Dear Iiome Oolumn:-Being one of the
scattered ones who has often been cheered
by reading our dear paper, I felt drawn to
contribute my mite. I often have a number
of neigh boring children in my home, as well
as my own boys, who to me are only amateur
men, with likes and dislikes of their own, and
have learned by observation that we fail to
realize that each one is possessed of an individuality distinct from all others. We are
too apt to lo<Jk at them as only children, and
thus dismiss them from further thought.
But as mothers, ought we to expect to bring
them to our terms simply for our own gratification? Often I feel pained when I see
mothers demanding certain acts just for
their own couvenience, and I believe it to be
all wrong. Mould them we may; but how
shall it be done? By studying their natural
inclinations and letting them work out their
own schemes as far as possible without harm
to the_msel ves or others. True, they are
sometimes noisy and troublesome and we are
tired; but, dear sisters, our boys are worth
many times the annoyance. We gain their
confidence and hold it when older in that
way. How much more the boy realizes a
parent's love if he can feel that he is on a
level with that parent. Not, of course, in
judgment, and hence we often have to be
firm in denying them some things which they
cannot see why we should.
I believe in children being obedient. That
is one of the earliest lessons to be taught, but
there is nothing gained by demanding obedience in such a way as to arouse all the perverseness in their little natures; and a child
soon learns to feel a wrong. I know a mother
who is so•afraid her boys will soil her carpets
or floors that they are never allowed to play
in doors, and if called away from home the
doors are all safely locked for fear Carl or
Willie may go in the house, and of course
b-3ing tempted by the strangeness of it all, go
iato the front room, or help themselves to
somethiag to eat. Sisters, I hope none of U8
are so careless. Let us remember that our
home is the home of our boya; that we are
somewhat responsible for their being there;
but having been placod there, they have
rights in that home. When it is real bitter
cold, often those boys are compelled to come
into my house for warmth and comfort. I
want my boys to share the key with me and
enter the home as one belonging there, and
never yet have they presumed upon this confidence by taking liberties when I was away.

Above all, let us trust that word which says,
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of
God, that giveth to aU men liberally, and upbraideth not,'' believing· that he will direct
us as mothers, and let us not be forgetful to
ask daily.
LAURA CARPENTER.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
SR. HAHALA McKINNEY, who had an operation performed upon her at Des Moines hospital last spriag, feels that she needs divine
aid, and requests the prayers of the Union in
her behalf, that if it be the will of the Lord,she
may be healed of her aftliction. She lives at
Rurmells, Iowa, and is a member of that
branch.

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR OCTOBER.
Thursday, Oct. 28.-Zion, our country, its
welfare and prosperity, and it.s speedy purification by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
Memory Verses.-Psalm 15; D. C. 102.

8tlndau School DBDar1mBn1.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

DUTIES OF LOCAL OFFICERS.
THE first thought that comes to me on this
topic is that every one should know his place
in the Sunday school, and how to most successfully do the work that is required of him.
But aside from officers' duties, lot us first notice some things whereby each of us may be
helpful in the work.
It is necessary that we should feel an interest in our work. It is our
DUTY
as Christians to devote a part of our time to
Christian work. In so doing we can benefit
ourselves and hope to help others. We each
have an influence that bears upon others, and
whatever that influence may be we are responsible to~ it.
We all know that we must meet with annoying things. Our methods are criticised.
One of the critics may think we are trying to
shirk duty, while another thinks we are trying to do too much. But I have always
found it best to think of these difficulties in
meekness. "Be sure you are right" then go
ahead." Consideriag the
DUTIES (jF OF.FICERS,
we have first in order those of the superintendent. "He shall preside at each session
of the Sunday school, direct its general interests." He should visit each class a few
minutes during the session, be an attentive
listener, and if the teacher fails to make certain points plain to the pupils, and he can in
any way throw new light on the subject, it is
his duty, then and there, to do so. Or if he
sees commendable features in her work, to
not fail to make note of them and encourage
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her by making mention of them to her privately. A wise superin-tendent will never
speak criticisingly of one officer or teacher to
another. If conditions are not right, he will
labor prudently to correct them in the business meetings of the school.
HE SHOULD ATTEND
all the district conventions, read articles
on Sunday school work, and if in them
he finds progessive ideas, see that his teachers adopt those new methods.
In schools
where it is possible there should be a
teacher's meeting during the week, under
direction of the superintendent.
If the
officers and teachers are not acquainted with
their duties, he should gather them together
in business meetings, and there help them to
learn the duties of their various offices.
In a school where there is material sufficient for teachers, the superintendent should
not be one of that number. The duties in his
office demand his entire time.
HE HAS THE POWER
to appoint visiting committees, lookout committees, and any committee that he may
deem necessary. He should furnish a written report to each regular meeting of the association.
Of all offices, that of the assistant superintendent is the most neglected.
In the
majority of our schools you would scarcely
know there exists such an officer, except in
case of the superintendent's absence. Then
he is generally timid because of inexperience. The assistant should be a coworker
with the superintendent, and may be called
on occasionally to preside while the superintendent is present, so that he may better
know his duties when left alone.
He should be present every Sabbath on
time, standing near the door to greet pupils and visitors, and invite the visitors to
take part. Also showing them to the proper
class. He should lead the school in responsive reading. Or if he is not a good
reader, the superintende1.tt should appoint
one who has the faculty and voice for leading.
NELLIE EPPERLY,
For Kewarn:>e District Convention.
LAST winter Bernard P.Grenfell and Arthur
S. Hunt, while exploring in Egypt, discovered in a heap of refuse from an old city, the
leaf of a book. Althoug-h somewhat decayed, most of the writing could be distinguished. It was written in Greek, and upon
being translated it was found to be the words
of Jesus. It seems to be a compilation of
sayings gathered from the Christian writers,
and while no date was given, it is thought it
was compiled in the second century. It has
been published and given to the world
through the Oxford press. Great effort has
been made to get further information on the
matter, and this summer the labors of these
two men were rewarded by finding about a
dozen leaves more. In these the date is fixed
as 93 A. D. Some of these sayings have a resemblance to some in the Bible, while others
are entirely new.
This is especially interesting to Latter Day
Saints, because it shows that not all the
scriptures are in the Bible; and while the

professed Christian world hold the opposite
view, they are being forced by their own discoveries to acknowledge the position of the
Latter Day Saints as correct.
CHARLEY FRY,
In Sunday school newspaper.
THE new Sunday School Secretary's Record
is now ready to mail. In form of ruling it is
the same as the old one. It contain6 blanks
for one year. Is substantially bound in a
limp manilla or heavy paper cover. Mailed
to anyone at forty cents per copy. This record is just what every school in the association should have. It is now within the reach
of all. Send all orders to the Herald Office.

A SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT.
AN outline developed in the course of a normal lesson by the general superintendent at
the late reunion at Woodbine, Iowa.
1 1 Qualifications.
l2 Should be a Latter Day Saint.
2 2 One who loves the work.
3 2 A natural leader.
4 2 Punctual.
5 2 A live energetic man.
6 2 Modern and progressive.
7 2 Cheerful and kind.
8 2 A praying man.
9 2 Temperate.
10 2 A lover of children.
11 2 One who attends conventions, etc.
21 Duties.
l2 To prepare for the work.
2 2 To study to improve both himself
and school.
3 2 To move out and learn from other
workers.
4 2 To counsel with his assistant.
5 2 To hold teacher's meetings.
6 2 To visit teachers and pupils at their
homes.
72 To conduct the Sunday school.
8 2 To be punctual and always there.
9 2 To conduct the general review.
10 2 To see that other officers are in line
of duty.
By looking carefully over these points you
can see th.e necessity for them all. It may
be difficult to find one who can pass for a· superintendent under this criterion. There are
those who can, but they are few. If you cannot fill your office with such an one, take the
next best. In matters of Sunday school
management as in all other fields of work, if
you cannot do as you would like, do the best
you can.
If you are selected for a superintendent do
not hesitate to accept because you do not fill
the measure. Go to work. "Study to show
thyself approved." Hunt up your defects and
try to remove them. Take your case to God
in prayer. If you make an honest effort, and
that is your work, you may depend upon it
he will not suffer you to fail. But he has
never promised to help those who do not
manifest a willingness to help themselves.
IT IS A MISTAKE
to elect a person who is not in the least
qualified for an office, simply because he is a
good man, a good talker, a high officer in
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church or branch, a popular man, or a
favorite. Look for the qualification first.
·It is a mistake, too, to elect some one just
to get them to attend; or to keep peace in
the Sunday school, or settlement. All distempers of the mind are contagious. Better
keep the "head" free from them, that the
body may remaia healthy.

hEUer Departmem.
SYDNEY, N. S. W., Sept. 13.

Editors Herald:-In my last from New
Castle, I referred to a report that elders of
the Utah Church were in Sydney passing
under our name. It is proper to state that I
have upon investigation found there is nothing in the rumor. They are operating in another part of the city, and as far as I could
ascertain, are doing no harm, and creating
little if any interest. In the streeet where
their meetings are held, and where two families belonging to that church reside, the people know practically nothing of the strange
religion in their midst.
I went to their Sunday night preaching
services; found about twenty in attendance
(nearly all their own members, they said)
and three elders from Utah to instruct them.
The service closed with not even a hint of
future meetings. I then had a private interview from the standpoint of an investigator,
which lasted over one hour. Will not burden your pages with it, any further than to
say they were somewhat annoyed at being
asked whether or not they believed in polygamy, and if so, why they didn't practice
what they believed. They believed in it "if"
it was a commandment. I was not satisfied
with such an equivocal answer. "Do you believe in baptism?" I asked. "Yes," was the
prompt answer.
"And you praetice it?"
"Yes." "Then why can't you give me as
straightforward answer in regard to polygamy?" Well, he believed in polygamy
"when" it was a commandment.
When
pressed further, he rather confidently stated
they didn't believe in it or practice it. I
cautioned him not to speak hastily, for I had
been told by other "representatives" of his
body that they did believe it though they
dida't practice it.
Notwithstanding they affirmed in preaching that Brigham Young was the successor
to Joseph Smith, they peremptorily refused
to debate this m· any other point. "We are
here to preach the gospel," he said gravely;
ou1· words are few." I see through it all since
a little reflection. The affirmation above
alluded to was their "testimony" being delivered-"a savor of life unto life or of death
unto death"-and when "living oracles" get
up before us and say "I testify," that shouldnt
be questioned; and is not debatable.
Can the dictatorial priesthood of Rome
beatthisforassumption? Well, Ididn'tseeany
halo or sacred Shekinah around their heads,
though r did detect in their voice a self-con- .
scions assumed superiority and priestly dignity (?). In one of the three sermons we were.
told to "investigate."
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published at Lancaster, Grant County. Six
distinct articles have been issued from there,
and the seventh will soon appear when space
will be available, and time and opportunity
will permit.
I stayed by my work all through the heated
term of this unusual hot summer. When I
could not obtain large audiences I spoke to
medium sized, and by times, rather small
ones. I met with my brethren in two conferences, assisted some in tent work near,
and especially in Madison; and elsewhere
aided the missionary force, and the local
laborers all I well could. This severing of
family ties, with regular habits, and domestic tranquility, and the voice of conjugal love
was made tolerable ind uty's rugged path way,
as the light of God shone forth where the
weary pilgrim's dusty aching feet were wont
to go in city or the rural pathways.
While money matters were rather close,
owing to bard times, hospitality at the home
circle w:::s all that could be expected of any
people the wide world over. Many seemed
anxious to keep pace with the work and
were alive to its interests; but some were
careless. The pleasure fields at the theater,
and more so the dance, are extiniruisbing the
love of some and bringing the cause into disrepute. An overly dressed person, with glittering jewelry and flashy rings, seldom ever
prays or contributes to the support and spread
of the work, Once in a while I hear of a
scattered few that have grown cold, laid their
armor down, and fallen away or turned back
to the fleshpots and leeks of Egypt, but these
are the rare exceptions.
In the capital city we had no church members when we pitched the cotton tabernacle,
but twelve were baptized there by Brn. Wildermuth, myself, and Elder Robinson of Oregon, to which branch they will all belong till
a local church is organized in the city famous
for beautiful adjacent lakes and elegant scenery. The directing band of God, and the
OAKLAND, Cal., Oct. 5.
blessed Spirit of light, love, and truth surely
Editors Herald:-Immediately after the re- led us to that people. We sowed, in connecunion I went to Merced County and got an tion with our dear brethren of the holy minopening in a couple of private houses, also in istry, with a liberal hand and a willing,
a schoolhousci, but on account of sickness cheerful, hopeful aggressive heart; but the
among the people could hold but three meet- planting and watering were in conjunction
ings with only a few in attendance. Change with tbe good Lord who evidently inspired
of water, and fo~d, and sleeping brought on the word of life, and gave a successful harmy old complaint again, so I was forced to vest.
return home yesterday for repairs, and the
In one family the housewife thereof,
Lord only knows when I shall be able to go through a misunderstandin~, and from her
into the field again. But I shall not be idle, wrong traditions, abused me in the presence
as there is plenty to do here in Oakland, if I of several, and bolted away in a rage. I
am only able to do it, where I can be at home called on her that very afternoon, found her
most of the time. I ask the prayers of my calm, reasonable, and clever, and now to cut
brethren.
Yours in bonds,
the story brief, herself and husband, son and
A. HAWS.
step-daughter are safe in the fold. They
were most all active workers in one of the
MILLERSBURG, Ill., Oct. 12.
nominal churches, and her husband was
Editors Herald:-I left the dear old home director of the mission chapel. While the
the 8th of May, called on a few intervening city pastor was away rusticating on a summer
points enroute, and soon brought up in the vacation I obtained the use of the aforesaid
romantic State of Wisconsin. My endeavors place of worship, ai;id convened ten meetings.
were copfined to the following counties: While I was in the western part of the State,
Racine, Walworth, Rock, Dane, Iowa, and I the live pastor of the branch twelve miles
Grant. I wrote considerably for the secular,. south, followed up the work and reaped in
press, and obtained ready access to some of the household.
the papers at Madison. Three weeklies are
The conference that met on the 25th and

I left them with mingled feelings of pity
and disgust. Any way, I'm glad I don't represent a God who gave "celestial" commandments under pains and p3nalties with promise
of exaltation; and with a prophecy that the
principle would prosper and override all
opposition; and who then took it all back and
compromised with an earthly power. They
have fancied they were being spoken to by
the God of Abraham, who gave (?) that
Patriarch his Hagar, but a "more sure word
of prophecy" declares the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob to be "unchangeable." Let
those who assume that polygamy was a part
of the eternal purpose fearlessly affirm it and
defend it, rather than entrench themselves
behind prestige, and priestly dignity and
infallibility.
Mr. Editor, inasmuch as Utah propagandists have readopted the original epitome of
faith, abandoned the practice of :t-olygamy,
and refuse to defend the utterances of "living
oracles" now dead, and are declaring that
they are not preaching the Utah doctrines of
forty years ago, do they not virtually concede
all we have affirmed? I see no use in debating a position practically and logically conceded by those whose claims we challenge.
If they deny that anything is conceded, then
we submit that they must maintain it.
There's no playing fast and loose in this matter. That which isn't conceded must be defended or proved. Where are they to.be found,
anyhow? I, for one, demand to know. If they
concede the main points in dispute, then I
promise them I will not waste any more time
worrying their representatives over here.
Four were baptized here yesterday, large
audience at our chapel at night, and wonderful liberty. Late word from Elders Kaler and
Butterworth up the country says four were
added there. Letter from New Castle says
two more there since I left.
GOMER WELLS.

26th ult., in the northwest part of Rock
County, was a grand success all around. Bro.
Lake was with us to counsel, preside, direct,
preach, and ordain according to his office and
calling; and, best of all, by the wisdom and
inspiration of the Lord of hosts, a young- man
that is nearing his majority, named Francis
Sanford, of Madison, was called and ordained
to minister in the priest's 'office when he was
only two weeks old in the gospel. Jephtha
Wildermuth, the son of Dan and nephew of
Eli M., of Loyd, was also set apart to a similar charge, and he too will be heard from by
and by. A Bro. K. Gregory of Argyle, who
is a live Scandinavian, was raised to the
eldership, as also young F. Ball of East
Delavan.
Elder W. A. McDowell bapt,ized the sturdy
Norwegian's consort and Sr. Eva Williams,
nee Hare's, husband at conference. Elder H.
Southwick also immersed a brother's wife recently in Grant, and thus these households
are united and blessed of God.
Last Saturday and Sunday I attended the
Northeastern Illinois district conference, at
Sandwich, Illinois, where there was an immense gathering. It was a most excellent
session, and unity and love did abound in all
the proceedings.
Brethren McDowell of
Wisconsin, Lake, and Cooper did the preaching; whereas Bro. Henley inducted four
female children through the water. Two
elders, Henley and E~rl, were ordained, and
Brethren Frank Crum, Henry Atkins, and
- - Howard were set apart to be priests. I
got in home all 0. K. last night, so are all
happy here now.
M. T. SHORT.
COLUMBUS, Neb., Oct. 13.
Editors Herald:- When last I wrote I was
resting at home, preparing work for Woodbine reunion Sunday school exercises, with
the anticipation of a pleasant visit with
loved ones for a few days before having to
enter into the work of the reunion; but behold a message calling for me to come and
pray for the afflicted babe of Bro. D. W.
Albertson, of Cedar County, Nebraska; but
when I arrived it was to comfort bereaved
ones, the spirit of the babe bad taken its
departure. September l, I assisted in laying
the casket of clay beneath the sod, awaiting
the trump of God. Before I started on this
sad trip I pc.rformed a burial, which to me
was a source of joy, when were buried three
precious souls with Christ by baptism, one of
whom was my second daughter Alice. Her
willingness and desire to be baptized to a
large extent is credited to her Sunday school
teachers. When she was about seven years
of age she told me, when conversing with
her about baptism, that she did not want to
be baptized. I told her she need not be till
she was willing and wanted to be. A short
time before she was eight years of age, during
one of my visits home, she came, and sitting
on my knee, said, "Papa, I will be baptized
now." I asked, "What has changed your
mind? only a short time ago you did not
think you would be baptized." She says, "I
have learned that God wants me to be baptized, and I want to be because he wants me to
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be." This lesson she had had impressed
forcibly upon her mind by her Sunday school
teachers. To such there is a great reward.
Upon my return from Cedar County I found
family ready to start to Woodbine the next
day, September 3, the opening day of the reunion. During the reunion I was busy, being
assistant secretary, in charge of committee
on administrations, assisted in looking after
telephone, and assistant superintendent of
the Sunday school exercises. I received
spiritual encouragement through my associa,ting with saints and in seeing and feeling
the manifest.ations of God's power, which was
witnessed to a marked degree in all the ministrations both in word and ordinances.
Saturday and Sunday, 18 and 19, I attended
Sunday school convention of Pottawattamie
district, where I enjoyed the association of
many earnest school and church workers;
and pardon the expression, I find the most earnest Sunday school workers to be among the
most earnest and efficient church workers.
Here we heard the voice of Brn. James Cafl'all
and T. W. Williams, intellectually pleading
for the upbuilding of this department of
church work, and especially was it pleasing
to hear the information given by Bro. Cafl'all
concerning the work in England and Wales.
Long may he live an efficient worker in the
Redeemer's cause.
The 20th I came to Omaha, having the
pleasure of seeing Brn. A. H. and F. A.
Smith, and counseling with them.
The 21st I came to Norfolk, where I pitched
the tent and began a series of meetings which
closed the 4th inst., having preached seventeen discourses with excellent liberty, having
an average attendance of about twenty-five.
Many favorable expressions were made concerning the principles presented, some absenting themselves from their own church
services, preferring to hear the gospel. Two,
a husband ,and wife, were baptized on the
4th, who were confirmed and gave expression
to their joy the same evening in being children of God. I organized a Sunday school there
and assisted them in making arrangements
for Bible study and social meetings, there
being only five members in this place. I was
ably assisted by Bro. and Sr. J. H. Logernan in every way it was possible for them to
assist. Mrs. Olin assisted at the organ the
.most of the time while I was there, for whom,
and for all who so kindly assisted, there is a
sure reward. The 5th I came to the home of
Sr. Sarah J. Allen, where has been present
the power of affiiction to a very trying degree. While there admistered to her son
Joshua S. twice, and then assisted him to the
water and baptized and confirmed him a
member of the body of Christ, leaving him
feeling better in body and in spirit.
I arrived on the evening of the 7th at Norfolk, where I met with the few saints in
social service and gave them some words of
instruction and comfort, leaving there next
morning for Fremont to attend the convention and conference of Northern Nebraska
di~trict.
At three and 7: 30 p. rn. presided
over the convention. The reports from
schools and teachers were encouraging.
Conference met the following day, continu-

ing two days, during which time an excellent gospel has never been, are abundant. We
season was enjoyed by all; two being or- hope some day to return.
We found Bro. U. W. Greene, our subordidained, and a committee appointed to secure
nate apostle, anxious to start the tent in
a new district tent for use next year.
Carne here the 10th, but on account of much Maine. I joined him in Millbridge. Our
sickness it was thought best that no meetings Maine seasons are short at best, and this
be held, and I appreciated a much desired year it has been uncommonly cold and wet.
We worked hard in Millbridge; but sucrest for a couple of nights.
On the streets yesterday I saw for the first ceeded in making an opening. We have a
time the aged and somewhat bowed form of church to use when we return, and friends to
Guy C. Barnum, who at one time figured care for the preachers. While tents are a
conspicuously at Preparation, Iowa, asso- decided success in some States, we are inciated with Charles B. Thompson. He has clined to question the advisability of their
just returned from the Insane Asylum at use in Maine. We moved to South GouldsNorfolk, Nebraska, where he has been in boro; interest good. Remained about two
confinement several months. He is released weeks, then housed the tent and separated;
under the express restrictions that he does Bro. Greene to attend Eastern Maine confernot study or lecture on hypnotism, into which ence, while I crossed to Lamoine. There I
he had previously indulged, and which was found a fine interest created by those who
one of the causes of dethroning a-atone time have been there before. I made my home
-strong mind. He first drifted into spiritual- with Mr. and Mrs. (now Bro. and Sr.) Hamor.
ism from Baneemyism, and then into hypnot- There are many who are "almost persuaded,"
ism. He owns a large stock farm near here. and three decided to fully venture upon the
I go to Shelton to-day to begin labor in realities of obedience. We saw here, as elseth.at part of the Lord's vineyard. The saints where, evidence of the influence for good
here are feeling well spiritually, but some upon the lives of others, exerted by those who
live their religion. How the work will grow
are aged and afflicted physically.
With perfect confidence in the final tri- when sainte attend to gospel duties, abiding
umph of this work, and the soon coming of the law of the new life, that they may be
Jesus Christ without sin unto salvation, I am transformed by the spirit of life into children
of God! "Living epistles" are known and
your brother,
J. F. MINTUN.
read by all men. Many are so prejudiced
they will not listen to a word in explanation
MADISON, Me., Oct. 12.
Editors Berald:-Since General Conference of our positions; but they cannot fail to see
the change which takes place in the lives of
I have been quite diligently about the
those who keep the "celestial law;" and
"Father's business." My first stop was at
usually God gets the glory.
East Pharsalia, New York; five saints live
On my way to conference I visited several
there; found them alive and zealous in the
branches
in the interest of the financial dework. They have a Sabbath school and
prayer m~etings. Opposition is quite strong; partment. Conference passed pleasantly.
no place was found for preaching; after Several holding priesthood in our district
meeting with the saints a few times I went have done nothing in the line of their office.
to Smithville; there I preached sixteen A resolution was passed, which, if we undertimes, baptizing one. At Smithville Flats stand its purport, will have a tendency to
no preaching had been done befor(3. We spur them to honor their office and calling,
used the Universalist church; prejudice was or cause their names to be dropped from the
high at first, but they gave us good audi- official list.
Bro. Green and 1 came here the 6th inst.
ences. Thi.s is a fine opening, and whoever
next visits Chenango Creek should give it a Madison is a town of about two thousand incall. The preacher will find a home with habitants. Five saints live here. We have
Mr. Bert Harris and others. We left several a fair sized hall for preaching; audiences fair.
very interested there. We next called at The town is well (?)churched; we find plenty
Springvale, near Norwich; there we found to oppose and misrepresent.
We are confident of final victory; are
some friends to the cause, made by Bro.
Sheehy last fall. They have a very neat cheerful in our warfare. Ever praying for
chapel where several churches worship with the welfare of Zion, I am
Yours for the conflict,
a unity unique and enviable. The M. E.
W.W. BLANCHARD.
minister from Norwich preaches for them
every Thursday night. The prohibition
sentiment is very strong there; Bro. D. H.
RUNNELLS, Iowa, Oct. 14.
Lewis is the most entertaining talker along
Editors Herald:-The series of tent meet·
that line we ever met. Though born in the ings at Sandyville numbered twenty-one.
"Pine Tree State,'' our temperance princi- Bro. Kephart visited us and preached onceples were too tempei·ate to pass current there; a good effort-during the time. The servbut as fine milk was in evidence, and they ices were well attended, in the main, and
were by no means temperate with that, we splendid interest was manifested and congrew and flourished.
tinued to the end. About two hundred presBro. Sheehy joined me there, and we con- ent at the closing service, the evening of the
tinued till June 12, baptizing some excellent 6th. The people are investigating, and a
people. We started east, Bro. Sheehy stop- number are now fighting for our side with
ping a few days at West Pawlet, Vermont. much earnestness. The light of truth begins
Our trip in New York was a very pleasant to si:1l.ae at Sandyville. Bro. Joseph Knox
one. Opportunities for preaching, where the and noble wife who have stood for the truLh
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there so long and earnestly, now have help
there, at least so far as friendly aid goes, by
those now friendly to the gospel restored. I
tried to sow the seed of the kingdom frankly,
plainly, and liberally. Some said they believed the preaching was by the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit. I feel thankful for the divine aid granted me in my feeble efforts.
The Des Moines district Sunday school
convention and conference were held with
the saints of the Runnells branch, October
8-10, with a large attendance at all thesessions of both. Sr. Springer, superintendent
of the district association, can get as much
business done in as brief a time as most anyone, and do the work by rule. The children's
session on Friday evening was just fine. The
declamations were of a high order, appropriate, and well rendered, and the essays of Bro.
J. F. McDowell and Sr. Davis are worthy a
place on the records. The business of conference was transacted with a due dt1gree
of unity and dispatch.
The testimony
meetings gave evidence of prayerfulness,
humility, and much earnestness.
The
preaching was spiritual, pointed, and attended by the Spirit's power. The preachers
were Brn. C. E. Hand, W. Johnson, J. F.
McDowell, and the writer. I was privileged
to lead one soul into the waters of baptism
on Sunday, Sr. Zula A. Knox; and on Monday
Bro. and Sr. H. Nyswonger were baptized by
Bro. J. S. Roth, and confirmed before returning to their home. Their accession to the
faith will greatly encourage Brn. Cole and
Westerly and families, who live near them.
The Bishop's agent's report showed plainly,
notwithstanding the closeness of the times,
the saints have not forgotten the financial
needs of the work, or to sacrifice for its
advancement. The agent, W. C. Nirk, reminded the saints that at no time had they
ever seen in the Herald a censure of them by
him for neglect on their part in respect to
finances. I also observed that he was kept
quite busy at times filling out receipts for
the aid rendered by saints while at conference.
In our field, as elsewhere, is to be observed
those who are not very active in the work,
and some who are doing notl:ling at all. And
I often wonder what account they will render
when summoned to appear at the judgment
for rewards! They are here, the gospel has
found them; it insures eternal life, rewards
of glory, everlasting joy, crowns and palms of
victory over sin, doubt, and death, and
against banishment from God, Christ, and
the good and holy ones of all ages and worlds,
if' lived up to! Arouse, ye sleeping ones, from
your stupor and gloom. "Arise, and Christ
shall give thee light!" Walk out into the
divine sunshine. Put on the armor anew"the whole armor of God.'' Chase darkness
from around you; pr9'y much, work while
you may. All t.hat the gospel offers you may
fail to attain to, may lose! But the account
you must render; the ,judgment we cannot
escape!! There is no way of escape. Lay
this to heart; be warned while you may.
Humility before God, continual prayer,
faithful fulfillment of every known duty to
God and fellow man is the only course to

pursue. ''Knowing the terror of the Lord,
we persuade men,'' says Apostle Baul.
Is the time of rewards drawing near? Are
we now in the closing generation of Gentile
times? See Doctrine and Covenants 45: 3, 4.
Did the "this generation" of paragraph three
begin with Jesus' birth? Did it extend beyond A. D. 72-75? Were the desolations
there referred to fulfilled or completed by
the year A. D. 75? Did the "that generation"
of paragraph four begin as early as 1830,
when "the fullness of the gospel" broke forth
among them that sat in darkness? Does the
word "generation" in both paragraphs have
the same signification? And if the times of
the Gentiles are to be fulfilled in "that" (this,
our) "generation," will the times of the Gentiles extend beyond 1902-5? Luke 21: 24.
Saints, Where are we? "Then" what?
Will Jewish captivity end? Will Gentile
woe begin? Are we entering, almost, Luke,
twenty-one aud verse twenty-five? (Mic. 4:
1, 2; Joel 2: 23-25; 3: 7, 8; Zeph. 3: 8; Heb.
12: 25-27.) And God "now speaketh from
heaven." We are living in verse seven of
Revelation fourteen, and 16: 12, 13. What
say astronomers and scientists about the
times dating about 1901-5? Surely the times
are growing interesting.
"'The Gentile fullness now comes.in,
And Israel's bleilsings are at hand."

The angel has come with the everlasting
gospel, the authoritative message is now going to the wicked nations, "Fear God, and
give glory to him." Miracle working evil
spirits are going to the nations; they are
popular, kings are receiving them. Jews are
again possessing their land, and Gentiles do
them homage, as their servants. New elements are being incorporated into national
policies. Political revolutions are increasing.
And, grandest of all,
HLook ye nations, gaze and wonder,
Lo I the Church of Christ appears,
In the sun's majestic splendor,
On her head a crown of stars."

While elements and forces are gathering
that surely betoken the downfall of Mystery
Babylon, crumbling, disintegrating, dividing,
weakening influences are surely undermining
the popular theologies of the age.
Saints, chronogically, where are we?
C. SCOTT.

tember; we were greatly blessed by the Holy
Spirit. Two baptisms there and two more at
South Addison the following Wednesday.
Bro. J. S. Walker, with years of faithful
effort to his credit, still holds the fort in
Jonesport. Sr. Eliza, his efficient wife, superintendent of the Sunday school association,
has been doing missionary work among the
schools. In Indian River Bro. Uriah Kelley,
the new Bishop's agent, is a hustler; under
his energetic efforts we trust his department
will show satisfactory returns.
West~rn
Maine conference at Green's Landing passed
pleasantly; five baptisms during the meetings, four by Bro. Blanchard. Bro. J. H.
Robbins, ably assisted by Bro; Hutchinson,
presides. The branch is in a better spiritual
condition than for some time. A notable
feature there, is the number of young people
who have obeyed the gospel of late, and entered the conflict in earnest. Brn. Pert,
Eaton, and Cunningham brought encouraging news from their localities, and express
the determination of pressing the fight.
The old ocean that sparkles so beautifully
in the sunshine brings sorrow to many homes.
How blessed the day when "it rolls back to
its own place," and gives up the "dead that
are in it." The beautiful three year old boy
of Bro. and Sr. David Joy, of South Addison,
strayed from the door a few moments; when
search was instituted he could not be found.
Through the day and night the hunt continued. Next day his body was found on an
island, washed up by the tide. May the kind
Father comfort them by his Holy Spirit.
Thank God for the hope of the gospel; surely
'tis "an anchor to the soul."
The pioneer missionary of Maine, Bro.
George W. Eaton, having been a great sufferer for about five years, found it necessary
to visit the hospital. I was enabled to accompany him. The operation was successful
and he is now improving. Many fervent
prayers ascend for him. God grant he may
yet spend years in the gospel work. Bro.
Blanchard, my colatorer, whose aspirations
are greater than the State of Maine, and who,
like Alexander of old, seeks other worlds
to conquor, having described our summer's
work somewhat, I forbear. The State isn't
captured for Christ yet, nor are saints all
alive to their duties, but we trust the clouds
that have obscured our work and impeded
our progress are lifting-the~ dawning of a
brighter day being at hand.
In pleasant bonds,
U. W. GREENE.

MADISON, Maine, Oct. 13.
the gorgeous
scenery of Western Maine, mountain and
dale being resplendent in autumnal tints, we
are laboring for the Master. The beauty of
our sea coast is proverbial; millions of dollars are annually spent by those who have it,
NEVADA, Mo., Oct. 11.
in enjoying the same. October, however, asEditors Hero,ld:-Will you please announce
sumes a beauty grander than any other part through the Herald that I would like to hear
of the year. The summer has been a busy from some of the saints in Colorado or some
one all along the line. Our congenial brother of the western country. I am a teacher and
from "blue nose" land, H. J. Davison, has am thinking some of going west, and do not
caused the prejudices of Aroostook County want to land among strangers.
to melt like frost before the sun. Bro. J. N.
As I depend on teaching I would like to go
Ames is conquering difficulties and sounding where wages are as good as possible. Whatthe trun:ip of battle in Washington County. ever I obtain for my work though, whether
Bro. S. 0. Foss has erected a little home at it be much or little, I expect to tithe. This
Monsepec; though kept from the missionary I consider a law as binding as any commandfi.eld he has told the "sweet story of old" each ment. 1 wish it were preached more.
Sabbath to his neighbors.
Respectfully,
Li.Attending conference at Jonesport in SepLUCY WRIGHT.

Editors

Herald: - Amid

l
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
See the throngs gathered to worship! Behold their devotions! What
a mighty chorus of prayer! They are
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2. NO. I.
reading those prayers. Are those
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.
prayers read from the Bible? See
TRUTH VS. ERROR.
there. That minister takes that little
A STRANGE condition in religious babe, right in the church, and puts a
matters confronts us all in these latter few drops of water on its bright,
days. It is not a theory merely, an innocent, sinless forehead; he reads
uncertam and an indefinite theory, it some words of direction from that
is a Babylonish jargon of a multitude little book and lays it down on the
of contradictory theories; and each is Bible. The little book seems to be
clamoring for special recognition and the guide or director in this case. At
the chief attention of the world. All that grand marriage the other evenare pressing their respective claims ing,-all in the midst of dazzling
with all the logic, human wisdom, splendor, beauty, and reverent happisophistry, or the admixture of truth ness,-the officiating minister read
and error that their respective advo- the solemn ceremony from that little
cates are capable of bringing to bear book, and then laid it on the old
on the minds of men. ·
family Bible that lay closed on the
Such a condition as is now preva- stand. When that merchant was
lent never was known to the race buried last week the preacher conbefore, where Christianity was in the soled the bereaved, mourning family
least concerned. The present reli- and friends from another book, and
gious condition is without a precedent it was not the Bible! I inquire, What
in the past history of the world. does all that mean?
Well may the attention of all be
''0, my dear friend, do not be
aroused to the momentousness of the irreverent. That little book is our
situation, as is truly the case as never 'discipline.'"
before. Well may the question, What
"What?"
is the truth in the premises? rouse
"Our discipline. It is the book we
inquiry as. seldom roused before, with are guided by in our worship."
the humble, honest inquirer. And,
Is it the Bible?
Whence and what the cause of the
"No; it contains the articles of our
uncertainty and division that now ex- holy religion!"
ists with us in relation to the things
And you are guided in your faith
that ''concern our hope" in the end- and forms of worship by these little
less hereafter? All cannot be rigqt books?
and yet so much involved in the ques"Yes; to us they are sacred; and
tion be so contradictory and unrea- our grand church was founded upon
sonable.
and built; that is, was organized, and
'•Can we not appeal to the religious: established, and built up in strict ac'standard' and settle the difficulties cord with the teachings of those
once for all?"
books. And were it not for the 'disWhat is the standard?
cipline,' or the 'confession of faith,'
"What a question!" says one. we could not clearly determine how to
The spontaneous answer reverber· , build the church, or just what our
ates along mountains, hills, vales, and , faith might be."
plains with a mighty roar, as the
Do these "books" contain the same
voice of many waters, "The Bible, as the Bible?
the holy Bible is the infallible standard
"They contain extracts, passages
of faith and doctrine for Christians!" , of scripture taken from the Bible; but
We listen, we gaze, and wonder as we their contents are more particularly
look, with great admiration! What is , the interpretations of or the 'decithe Bible? we ask. And thereply :in , sion.s' as to what those Scriptures
thunder tones rolls up from all • mean."
quarters, "The word of the Lord God
Did God give these "interpretaof hosts!" And to emphasize the I tions" or "decisions,'' as to the meananswer, all join in grand chorus:~
· ing of his word to those men, by
Holy Bible, book divine,
revelation, to thorse ministers or counPrecious treasure, thou art mine!
cils?

Original 1Ir1icles.
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"No; God has given no revelation
to man since he revealed himself to
John the Revelator, on the island of
Patmos, about the year ninety-six of
the Christian era."
The decisions or interpretations
found in the confessions of faith then
are not divinely ]nspired?
"No; they are the decisions of our
most learned theologians as to what
they think God meant or should have
said when he gave us the Bible."
Later synods and councils may decide that the decisions now in the confessions are wrong, and give new and
different decisions and interpretations.
"Yes; that is done sometimes."
The change in the decisions would
bring about a change in the faith and
doctrines of the membership of the
churches.
"Yes."
How, then, can we determine which
is the infallibly correct faith, the new
or the old?
"We cannot know, infallibly know,
just what the faith and doctrine is. It
may be one thing in one generation,
and differ in many essentials from
this in other and later ages."
There is no way, then, to determine
with absolute certainty what the Bible
teaches?
''The Lord was not able to give a
revelation of his will to man, concerning what he should do to be saved,
sufficiently plain for him to understand, without learned ministers
should give him the meaning of it?
These learned ministers have 'decided' that he cannot."
Then recurring once more to the
original proposition, "The Bible is
the infallible standard of faith and
practice for all Christians;" it, for its
infallibility or certainty, depends altogether on the truth or falsity of
judgment, interpretations, or "de·
cisions" of the poor, fallible council of
preachers, after all?
"That would be the legitimate logic
of our position."
Might it not be wisest after all to
drop the confession as only the opinions of men, and make a direct appeal to the Bible and the revelations
of God for direction in matters of
duty, rather than to so jeopardize the
Bible in trying to save the confession?
''Perhaps it would; as I now see
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that our position regarding our con·
fession renders both it and the Bible
as uncertain as the mind of mortal
man and his judgment."
Reader, the few foregoing questions
and their answers, if followed understandingly, will enable us to see the
ground and cause of the religious divisions that to-day 'exist in the world.
The word of God is an infallible standard of faith and duty to all who take
him at his word; nor need we be in
doubt or uncertainty regarding what
we must do to be saved.
"But," says the defender of the
confession, "when we drop that, the
foundation of our church or churches
js gone!"
If the confession is the "decision"
of men as to what God's word means,
and these "decisions" differ at different times, thus causing changes in
faiths and church organizations, is
that not prima facie evidence that they
are not reliable, and cannot be depended on for eternal life? What
function do they perform then save to
divide and confuse and discourage
honest seekers after truth? Hence
they are a hindrance to the gospel
conversion and salvation of men.
Human creeds are the cause of the
division and present confusion in the
religious world. By them man's salvation is made dependent on human
judgment! By them the Bible is
made to vary and contradict itself in
its teachings; and its reliability in
teaching is made dependent upon the
shortsighted, erring "decisions" of
man. Either that is true,,. or the
"confession" is not what it purports
to be. Which is it?
But this point forces the inquiry: If
we entirely let go of the human "decisions" of the councils, as found in
the confessions, creeds, articles and
disciplines, and each individual becomes his own individual interpreter
of God's word, what better will the
condition of the Christian world be?
Answer: Each person will then see
that every other person will have
equal rights with himself; and it will
do away with religious dictatorialism,
and one not seeking to exercise undue
influence over the other to get his
neighbor to see as he does will enhance
the peace and good will of all. Men
will make a direct appeal to the holy
word untrammeled by the precon-

TlIE SAINTS~ HERALD.
ceived ideas born of the creed from
childhood.
"0, but the divisions are here,"
exclaims the apologist for the confession.
Yes; and division is an evil,-an
evil the world over, either in the
family, the State, or in religion; and
the evil will remain as an effect of the
creed as long as the cause of the evil
remains. This cannot in truth be
denied.
"Well, we will just cover up the
cause of this evil, and be kind and
liberal; and in order not to disturb
society too greatly, just state plainly
what all the different disciplines or
·
con f ess1ons
togeth er teach, imp1ie d ly.
It makes no material difference what
a man believes, just so he is sincere."
This proposition is one of the most
deceptive deceptions that could be
advocated.
It implies either that
God has given no definite rule of faith,
and cares not whether we believe any
definite system of truth, or that if b.e
has given positive commands, it matters not to him whether we obey him
or not! If a man be only sincere in his
religious faith, however greatly he
may be in error, he will be saved, according to this care-destroying proposition. This proposition is a deduction
from the creeds; is their apology. It
is a precept of men, not of God. Jesus
found such as this when he was here.
He rebuked it, saying:Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.
For laying aside the commandments of God,
ye hold the tradition of men . . . . And he
said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your
own tradition.-Mark 7: 7-9.

This human, deceptive dogma, that
man can be saved by sincerity only, if
ever so deeply overwhelmed in error,
is doing duty for all the false doc·
trines in Christendom, and unsettling
the minds of multitudes as to the propriety of proving all things and holding fast to that which is good. And
with very many that we meet it is
stronger than many Bible passages
that enjoin obedience to God's positive
commandments. Man has found excuses. for departing from the way
pointed out, from time immemorial;
and this false sentiment is one of the
J latest.
God's word is designed to
, point out man's mistakes and correct
! his errors; and one of the leading

sins of man, from the beginning of the
world has been to change the meaning
of God's law, either by misapplication
or putting special interpretations of .
his own upon it; and then instead of
doing just what God commanded, doing what he thought God ought to have
said. Cain did that way when he
''brought of the fruit of the ground"
instead of the lamb as "an offering."
So many, with the same disposition,
will resort to all sorts of expedients
to excuse themselves from obeying
Jesus' command in the gospel mission,
when he, by virtue of all the authority
given him of his Father, said:Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.-Matt.
28: 19.

Or as the Holy Ghost through the
Apostle Peter said on Pentecost day:Repent, and be baptized every one of you in
the name of Jes us Christ for the remission of
sins, and ye shall reeei ve the gift of the Holy
Ghost.-Acts 2: 38.

In contrast with this positive command of God reenjoined, juxtapose the
statement:It matters not what we believe, just
so we are sincere in our religious belief.
Men will usually act-do-as they
believe; and so with a logical dash, we
conclude that it matters not what a
. man does, as religious duty, so he is
sincere!
That is just the way Cain thought
and did. (Gen. 4: 5-7.) King Saul was
an exalted example of those who
think it matters but little what one
believes and does, if he is only sin cere. When God told him to go and
destroy utterly the Amelekites, both
man and beast, he, like Cain, took the
liberty to vary a little from the strictness of the command, and so
Saul and the people spared Agag, and the
best of the sheep, and of the oxen, and of the
fatlings, and the lambs, and all that was good,
and would not utterly destroy them.-1 Sam.
15: 9.

God said, "Utterly destroy all," but
after failing to do so, Saul told the
prophet Samuel:Blessed be thou of the Lord: 1 have performed the commandment of the Lord.-v. 13.

God's rebuke of Saul was:Wherefore then didst thou not obey the
voice of the Lord, but didst fly upon the spoil,
and didst evil in the sight of the Lord ?-v. 19.

Saul persisted like a modern defender of creeds and perversions of
the truth:-
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I have obeyed the voice of the Lord, and Strength of Israel will not lie nor repent: for
have gone the way which the Lord hath he is not a man that he should repent. Then
sent me . . . . But the people took of the he said, I have sinned.-1 Sam. 15: 22, 23,
spnil, sheep and oxen, the chief of the thingB 28-30.
which should have been utterly destroyed, to
And "the Spirit of the Lord desacrifice unto the Lord thy God in Gilgal. parted from Saul," and an evil spirit
-v. 20, 21.
took possession of him-a spirit not

What a confession and excuse!
This language contains both. Tbe
sheep and oxen "should have been utterly destroyed;" "but the people"
desired to sacrifice! Saul yielded to
the people, and obeying God only in
part, rebelled against God, disobeyed
his command, and finally confessed:-

from God. Even the people discerned
that "an evil spirit" troubled king
Saul.
Poor Saul! Now rejected of God;
divested of his kingdom. Led by "an
evil spirit." His generous sincerity,
-aside from keeping the divine law,
God's command,-did not save him.
And Saul said unto Samuel, 1 have sinned: Saul was rejected of God because he
for I have transgressed the commandment of I ,
d
t G 0 d'
d
f 11
the Lord, and thy words: because I feared the ooeye no
. s comman ; a
a en
people, and obeyed their voice.-v. 24.
man-a fallen kmg.
Reader; stop right here and seriUnder the law given to Israel, God
ously think for awhile. Contemplate ordained that Aaron and his sons, the
this disposition in King Saul in try· priests, so constituted and divinely
ing to "buy the Lord off" and corrupt authorized, should offer
God to overlook his '•sin," his trans· Upon the altar of the burnt offering, and
gression of God's "commandment;" on the altar of incense, and were appointed
his having "rejected the word of the
Lord," and his "rebellion" against
him. Yes; Saul, the leader and chief
exemplar of Israel tried to take the
Lord in and arrange a compromise
with the Almighty with sheep and
oxen! No doubt Saul thought, It will
be all right with the Lord if we vary
just a little from the command given.
We'll ,be excused if we spare just a
few of the oxen and sheep, and those
beautiful little tender lambs, for an
offering (mind you, an "offering") to
God. We will be liberal, generous,
and withal we are so honest about it
and so sincere! And all the dear people are so willing in the good work, I
would not displease the people. No!
I'll slightly slide around God and his
command, to please the people. I
yield to their opinion. God's command is plain and emphatic; but the
opinions and good sincere desires of
the people in this matter must not be
ignored. We are all so "sincere"!
What is God's answer to all this
sincere generosity?
And Samuel said, Hath the Lord as grea~
delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as
in obeying the voice of the Lord? Behold,
to obey is better than sacrifice, and to
hearken than the fat of rams. For rebellion
is as the sin of watchcraft, and stubbornness
is as iniquity and idolatry. Because thou
hast re~ected the word o~ the ~ord, he hath
also reJeCted
berng krng . . . . And
. thee from
.
Samuel said unto him, The Lord hath rent
the kingdom of Israel from thee this day,
and hath given it to a neighbor of thine,
th.at is better than thou. And~ also the
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Withstood Uzziah the king, and said unto
him, It appertaineth not unto thee, Uzziah,
to burn incense unto the Lord, but to the
priests the sons of Aaron, that are consecrated
to burn incense: go out of the sanctuary; for
thou hast trespassed; neither shall it be for
thine honor from the Lord God. Then
Uzziah was wroth, and had a censer in his
hand to burn incense: and while he was wroth
with the priests, the leprosy even rose up in
his forehead before the priests in the house
of the Lord, from beside the incense altar.2 Chron. 26: 18, 19.

And the. priests, after looking on
him, and becoming satisfied that he
was smitten with the leprosy, a very
loathsome and incurable disease,
thrust him out of the house of the
Lord; the king also hastened to leave
the sanctuary, because the Lord had
smitten him with leprosy.
The narrative further states that

Uzziah the king was a leper unto the day of
his death, and dwelt in a several [separate]
house, being a leper: for he was cut off from
for all the work of the place most holy, and the house of the Lord: and Jotham his son
to make an atonement for Israel, according was over the king's house, judging the people
to all that Moses the servant of God had of the land.-2 Chron. 26: 21.
A sad fate this! His transgression
commanded.-1 Chron. 6:49.

Now on one occasion King Uzziah,
of Judah, being chosen king at sixteen years of age, and who sought
unto the Lord for divine directions in
the things pertaining to his reign and
the welfare of the kingdom, and "did
that which was right in the sight of
the Lord;" and the Lord was with
him, and he was blessed with a long
and very prosperous reign; and God
helped him to subdue the enemies of
Israel round about. He strengthened
greatly and fortified his kingdom with
increased armies, and built strong,
great walls about the cities for defense. All was well equipped for
j service.
Neighboring kingdoms did
him honor and service, so that he became very great. In his greatness
and the splendor and glory of his
kingdom he became careless, even
somewhat unscrupulous regarding the
law of the Lord. He was sincere,
however; but like a great many nowadays, thought it did not matter much
what one believed or did so they were
sincere in it! So he tried the experiment. And feeling strong,
His heart was lifted up to his destruction:
for he transgressed against the Lord his
God, and went into the temple of the Lord
to burn incense upon the altar of incense.
1
_ 2 Ch ron. 26·. 16.
E' ht
· + f 11
d h.
.
ig .y-one prresus 0 owe
. im

mto the temple; and all these valiant
priests

and trespass was assuming to act in
an office to which God had not called
him. When his presumption was rebuked by the one authorized to act in
the office, the king became angry, and
was going to officiate at all hazards;
but he failed. God honored his law and
punished the transgressor. The law
under which these illustrations of
Saul and U zziah transpired was but
temporary; only to be binding on
Israel from Sinai till Christ should
come. It was a teacher, a "schoolmaster," to lead Israel up to Christ.
(Gal. 3: 24, 25.) That law was but the
''shadow" of that developed in the
gospel of Christ. (Heb. 10: 1.) This
law was ratified by the blood of
animals.
(Heb. 9: 19-21.) If God
dealt so promptly and so severely
with t,he breakers of or trespassers
against that law, against those who
assumed to officiate under it without
authority-will God be more lenient
with those who seek to evade, trespass
against, or fail to honor the substance
-law of God-the gospel, that law
ratified by the blood of Christ?
What of those who claim to find
nonessentials in the law ratified with
the blood of God? (Acts 20: 28.)
How blasphemous and heinous is the
assumption of those who take this holy
covenant into their unhallowed hands
to administer its holy ordinanc@s
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without being divinely called and
authorized to do so? Will not their
souls be smitten with the leprosy of
divine wrath at the great judgment?
How severe indeed will be the chastisement of those who cast contempt
upon that law and upon the sacred
blood that ratified it, by teaching, in
the name of God pretendedly, that
some of its provisions, as baptism for
the remission of sins (Acts 2: 38), and
the principle of faying on of hands for
the baptism or gift of the Holy Ghost,
are nonessentials, and that we can be
saved in spite of God, and refuse
obedience thereto? Such give way to
a delusive spirit of some kind, and
quite defy the Master, who said:-

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
eousness, and thy law is the truth.-Ps. 119:
142.

Here is the answer to Pilate's question (John 18: 38).
I made haste, and delayed not to keep thy
commandments.-Ps. 119: 60.
Let my heart be sound in thy statutes; that
I be not ashamed.-V. 80.

They are sound at heart who not
only believe, and repent, but who
are also baptized, and receive the
13,ying on of hands for the gift of the
Holy Ghost. Ponder that, reader;
listen not to the deceptive pleadings
of nonessentialists.
It is time for thee, Lord, to work: for they
have made void thy law.-V. 126.

They have made it void by teaching
that it matters not what we believe,
our sincerity, whether we are right or
Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a
man be born of water and of the Spirit, he wrong, will save us.

cannot enter into the kingdom of God.-John
3:5. (Acts 19:1-6; Heb. 6:1, 2.)

"0, the 'water' does not mean water
there; it means 'word.' And some
say it means 'Spirit.'"
Let us read it that way and see:
"Except a man be born of the 'word,'
or 'Spirit,' and of the 'Spirit,' etc.
"Well, but- but-it makes no difference what we believe, just so we
are sincere!"
If so, what right had the Savior
to teach at all? If it really makes no
difference wbat we believe, if sincere,
what is the great eternal judgment
for? Even the hypocrite is frequently
sincere in his hypocrisy, otherwise
he would not stand by it when it
costs him so much. No, kind reader,
it does make a "difference what we
believe and do," for ''he that believe th"
the gospel when preached by the authorized minister of Christ, ''and is
baptized, shall be saved; but he that
believeth not," and consequently is
not baptized, "shall be damned."
(Mark 16: 16.)

Depart from me, ye evil doers: for I will
keep the commandments of God.-V. 115.
And I know that his commandment is life
everlasting: whatsoever I speak therefore,
even as the Father said unto me, so I speak.
-John 12: 50.

Again:As he spake these words, many believed on
him. Then said Jesus to those Jews which
believed on him, If ye continue in my word,
then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free.-John 8: 30-32.

Disciples indeed-if we keep his
word. And ''shall know the truth."
And be made free! Free from past
sins, free from error, free from doubt
-uncertainty; that is, shall come to
''the knowledge of the truth," and be
not in uncertainty all our lifelong
about our standing before God.
If we abide not in God's law,Christ's words, God's commandments,
the truth,-then are we disciples of
Christ in empty profession only-not
in deed, and cannot know the truth,
and are not free,-but in bondage.
Keeping but a portion of the law, and
leaving a part unobserved, renders us
like Sfml, sinners, and rebellious to
There is a way which seemeth right unto a
God.
Death is in error, is as true as
man; but the end thereof are the ways of
God.
death.-Prov. 14: 12.

Brethren, if any of you do err from the
He that keepeth the commandment keepeth his own soul; but he that despiseth his truth, and one convert him; let him know
that he which converteth the sinner from the
[God's] ways shall die.-Prov. 19: 16.
The man that wandereth out ·of the way of error of his way shall save a soul from death,
understanding [being indifferent as to what and shall hide a multitude of sins.-Jas. 5:
one believes, depends on sincerity alone to 19, 20.
The errorist is a great sinner, a
save him] shall remain in the congregation of
multitudinous sinner; and unless he
the dead.-Prov. 21: 16.

turns therefrom, will die! Eternal
consequences, therefore, are suspended on what we believe and do.
"Sanctify them through thy truth;"
Thy righteousness is an everlasting right- that is, God's commandments.

There is eternal life and liberty
from condemnation and sin in God's
commandment, his eternal law. Hence
we read:-

Conferan~a

Ninti1B&.

SPRING RIVER.
Conference convened in the saints' chape'l
at Webb City, Missouri, September 10, 1897,
at eight p. m.; 0. P. Sutherland in the·
chair, J. C. Chrestensen secretary, assisted
by W. C. Cather. The following elders reported: J. A. Davis, T. S. Hayton, W.
France, J. W. Thorp, W. C. Cather, J. C.
Chresterisen, F. C. Keck, 0. P. Sutherland,
E. E. Bradley, J. M. Richards, E. W. Depue,
A.H. Herke, S. Maloney, W. S. Taylor, Z.
Decker, G. W. Hobart; Priests G. W. Beebe,
Jr., G. A. Hiser, J. L. Lancaster, and R. H.
Davis; Teachers L. McCall, G. M. Hinkle,
and A. Free; Deacon E. Richards. Branch
reports: Weir City 95, Webb City 203,
Maysville 58, Columbus 51, Angola 81, Tiff
City 20, Blendsville 108. Bishop's agent, J.
M. Richards, reported: On hand last report
$5.30; collected since $86.55: total amount
paid out $77.50; on hand $9.05. Treasurer,
J, C. Chrestensen, reported: On hand last report $3.26; .collec.ted since $3.25; expended
$3.60; on hand $2.91.. He also reported as having
$4. 78 in the tent fund. District secretary, J.
C. Chrestensen, reported. A communication
from T. C. Turpen of the Keighley branch was
read, after which W. S. Taylor, W. France,
and A. H. Herke were chosen as a committee to investigate the legality of the procedure of disorganizing the Keighley branch,
by branch vote. The committee reported
that branches were organized by superiors,
hence subject to superiors. On motion the
Keighly branch was disorganized, and the
one in charge of the records of said branch
requested to turn them over to the district
secretary. A communication from Ira B.
Mullen was ,read, after which F. C. Keck,
E. E. Bradley, and J. W. Thorp were appointed as a committee to make further investigations into the Mullen and Ross difficulties.
Levi J. Hisle, Scammon, Kansas, was recommended for ordination to the office of priest
and same provided for. A motion to petition
General Conference to grant the privilege of
dividing the Spring River district prevailed.
The election of district officers for the ensuing six months resulted in the reelection of
the old officers. On motion the secretary
and treasurer's expense bill was allowed.
Preaching by W. C. Cather, A.H. Herke, J.
M. Richards, and F. C. Keck, each effort
being able and instructive, and the prayer
service spiritual. Conference adjourned to
meet with the Blendsville branch, December
3, 1897.

8tlndau School llssocia1ions.
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Association convened at Galland's Grove,
October 8, 1897, at ten a. m.; assistant superintendent R. Wight in chair, Fred B. Shumate secretary. Eight schools reported with
good results.
No reports from Galland's
Grove and Coalville. On motion C. J. Hunt
was allowed to act as delegate for Pilot Rock
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and Auburn schools. Verbal reports from
superintendent, assistant superintendent,
chorister, local officers, and teachers were
given, manifesting good interest. Voted
that the Pilot Rock school be allowed to join
the district aesociation as per request. It
was decided to hold a two days' institute before the setting of the next convention, presidency to appoint the time and place. A
model Sunday school was held at four p. m.,
and a good entertainment given in the evening. In session October 9, at 8: 30 a. m., convention ordered that district officers, and
local officers and teachers submit their reports in writil'.Jg to the secretary, hereafter.
Papers read by J. 0. Booth and Clara McCord, ordered sent to editor Sunday School
Department Saints' Herald for publication.
Adjourned to meet at Dow City, Friday preceding district conference.

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.
Convention convened at Arrington, Illinois,
October 8, 1897. Officers of the association
all present. The day was spent in discussing
various subjects which had been arranged
previously and speakers assigned. Brn. M.
H. Bond, V. D. Baggerly, I. A. Morris, J. D.
Stead, F. M. Slover, W. H. Brewer, Charles
Barmore, A. H. Burroughs, and Sr. Heppie
Morris were speakers on the program, also
Bro. Carter. The program was interspersed
with singing and a very touching recitation
by Bro. Barmore. The closing hour was
taken for hearing reports of officers and of
schools. The district has only three schools
in active condition, with a total membership
of 146. Secretary and treasurer's report read
and adopted; amount in treasury $2.04.
Superintendent's report was also read. The
following officers were then elected for the
ensuing year: Superinteadent, J. D. Stead;
assistant, I. A. Morris; secretary and treasurer, Arthur H. Burroughs. Adjourned to
meet the day previous to convening of conference, at the same place.

Mi8GBllaneotls DBpartnrnn1.
NOTICE TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
There are complaints coming in to the Herald Off.ice all the time that the Quarterlies are
not sent out early enough so that the Sunday
schools may receive and distribute them before the beginning of the quarter. We wish
to notify the schools that the fault does not
lie with the office; the trouble lies with the
Sunday School association, by reason of them
failing to get the copy for the Quarterlies in
our hands soon enough to get them printed
in time to send out any earlier than we are
sending them. As soon as they correct this
matter the schools will get Quarterlies on
time.
The Qua1·terlies are not under control of the Herald Publishing Company, but
· are issued by the Association. They are not
edited at the Herald Office. The Herald
Office prints and mails them, for the Association, when they are placed in its hands.
F. CRILEY, Business Manager
42-2t
Herald Publishing Company.

CHURCH RECORDER'S REQUEST.
No reports have arrived from any of the
branches in England during 1897 excepting
one of Zion's Hope (London) in March. The
latest received from the branches in the Manchester district were those dated December
31, 1895, and a still longer time has elapsed
since any came from those in the Birmingham and the Sheffield districts. I would
now ask that full statistical reports be sent
in. Even if some of the branches are now inactive, or even disorganized, a persistent
effort should be made to learn and to report
the names of all who have died, or who have
otherwise been lost to the church since last
reported, with the dates thereof, as nearly as
can be found. Thus the Church Records may
be cleared of the names of those who are
either physically or spiritually dead, who
have been legally dealt with.
Since the reports for December, 1896, no
reports have been received from the Australian branches, but doubtless they will
arrive.
From the following portions of the United
States reports are now due: Those from the
Fremont district for June; Spring River for
September; KewaneA for September; Western
Maine for May and September; Minnesota for
June; Far West for June and September; Independence for September; Central Nebraska
for August; Nevada for June; Kirtland for
July; Southeastern Ohio for September;
Pittsburg for June and September; Montana
for June; Western Texas for August, and
Southern Wisconsin for September.
It should be remembered (or notice of the
fact be now taken) that on pages 152 to 156 of
the Rules of Order, which the church has
adopted as a law to govern its organized
bodies and conferences, that district officers
(or branch officers where there is no district
organized) should send the original reports
of the branches directly to the General
Church Recorder, not simply a transcript of
said reports, as the manner of some has been.
And it is evidently provided and intended,
both in the Doctrine and Covenants and in
the Rules of Order, that all presidents and
clerks of branches and districts should make
it a part of their work to see that an account
is given of all members of the church, so far
as they may be able to obtain the facts concerning baptisms and membership, and about
the death or other losses of members,
whether it be as to present existing branches,
or broken orgadzations, or scattering members, everything that may properly come
under their notice or charge. This in order
that exact accounts may be sent up to, tl::is
office, and the facts be placed upon the General Record, all gains, losses, ordinations,
marriages, etc.
October conferences are advertised to be
held in the districts of Chatham and London,
Ontario; in the Florida, Alabama, and the
Mobile districts; also in Northern and Southern California; Northeastern, Southeastern,
and Nauvoo districts, Illinois; Decatur, Des
Moines, Fremont, 'Galland's Grove, Little
Sioux, Iowa; Northeastern Kansas; Massachusetts; Northern, Southern, and .Eastern
Michigan; Minnesota; Nodaway and North-
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eastern Missouri; Northern and Southern
Nebraska; New York; also in other districts
in November and December. As far as possible let the reports of the branches that are
presented at the above conferences be forwarded early, to be placed on record before
those crowd in from the January, February,
and March conferences.
Scores of letters, perhaps hundreds, in
which I have asked for corrections or for additional items as to births, baptisms, ordinations, etc., remain unanswered. To make
the General Record perfect, and also to
bring harmony between it and the branch
and distdct records, as to each name and its
complete items, it is needful that work
should be done by all concerned, and that I
should r3ceive answers as to the real facts
and figures. If letters are neglected then
the Church Records are left in an imperfect
conditioa, and not as reliable as they ought
no be. This part of the labor takes ten fold
more time than does the mere copying of
names and items from correct reports at first;
for the reason that thorough investigation is
made necessary, as well as much correspond1inee with branch and district clerks. If
branch clerks make their replies to the district clerks then the latter can send copies or
the originals to me for use and to be filed for
reference.
I would again respectfully ask the missionaries and local ministry to send in full reports of all whom they (or others) baptize
who may not be placed on branch records,
that such may be recorded in the book kept
for that purpose. I will send blank forms
to all who may request such.
Your brother,
H. A. STEBBINS,
General church Recorder.
LAMONI, Iowa, October 6, 1897.

41-2t

WANTED.
The post office address of Elder George W.
Roberts, who is a member of the branch at
Allendale, Missouri, but last known residence
was at Davis Cit.y, Iowa.
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Dist. Pres.
J,AMONr, Iowa, Oct. 20, 1897.

NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given to the saints of the
Spring River district, and to whom this may
concern, that the records of the one time
Galesburg and Arcada branches (and perhaps other branches) have been mislaid or
lost to the district, and that any information
that will lead to their whereabouts will be
thankfully received, or if sent to the district
secretary, transportation expenses will be
refunded. Will the one having the Keighley branch records in charge please forw&rd
said records to my address.
J. c. CHRESTENSEN, Sec.
JASPER C1TY, Missouri.

Wanted, a home among some of the saints
for a poor sister who is getting- along in
years, but who is smart and able and willing
to work; also a good hand in any kind of
sickness. Anyone wishing to give a home to
the sister will be doing' a deed of Christian
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charity. Address C. D. Gerrish, 129 Centre
Street, Dorchester, Massachusetts.
42-2t

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Kentucky and Tennessee
district will convene on Saturday, November
13, 1897, ten a. m., at the new Bethel church,
near Sedalia, Kentucky. A full representation is greatly desired; business of importance to transact.
Those not attending
whose duty it is to report, will please do $0
by letter to J. D. Myers or T. W. Chatburn,
Sedalia, Kentucky.
Come up, brethren,
bringing the Spirit of the Lord with you, and
assist in having a grand conference.
T. w. CHATBURN, Pres.
J. D. MYERS, Sec.
The Nevada district conference will convene November 20 and 21 at the Fairview
schoolhouse, Carson Valley. All are earnestly requested to be present. Presidents
of branches, please bring or send the reports
of the same.
T. R. HAWKINS, Pres.
DIED.

SHULTZ.-Sr. Martha, wife of David J.
Shultz, at Santa Ana, California, September
2, 1897. Sr. Shultz was born February 12,
1811; came West in 1860. Sr. Shultz was
a member of the M. E. Church for thirty years.
Hearing the gospel in its fullness, accepted it
some three years before her death, and died
in hope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral
sermon by Elder D. L. Harris.
BAILEY.-Bro. Oliver J. Bailey was born
at Adrian, Michigan, May 7, 1835; was baptized at Concord, Minnesota, by Elder E. C.
Briggs, April, 1862; ordained an elder August 29, 1863, at Fox, Kendall County, Illinois,
by Elder John Shippy and others; died at
Davis City, Iowa, September 1, 1897. Funeral services were conducted by Elder Asa
S. Cochran; buried in Rose Hill cemetery,
Lamoni, Iowa. His faithfulness until death
assures him a crown of life.
CORNETT.-Near Davis City, Iowa, August
23, 1897, Maud, oldest child of Aaron and
Rosa Cornett, grandchild of Sr. Carter, aged
7 years, 4 months, and 7 days. She was a dutiful child, and kind and loving in disposition.
The parents, three little sisters, and many
friends mourn her departure. Funeral services by Elder H. A. Stebbins, at Davis City,
on September 19.
HUDELSON.-At Cincinnati Landing, Pike
County, Illinois, September 12, 1897, Bro.
Eugene Hudelson, son of Bro. 0. C. and Sr.
Fannie E. Hudelson. Said brother was born
February 14, 1887, and baptized by Elder F.
M. Weld, June 16, 1896, and was a good
and active little saint.
When he was
first taken sick he said he was not going to get well, nor did he want to; said he
had promised the Lord he would come and
live with him. At the very last moment he
bade his people all good-bye, and told them
not to mourn him, and said if they could
only see what a nice place he was going to
they would want to follow.
JOHNSON.-Sr. Emma Johnson was born
November 15, 1867; died September 27, 1897.
She was baptized a member :of the church
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October 13, 1878.
Mother, two sisters,
brother, foster brother, and a host of relatives and friends mourn. Sister Johnson was
buried from the Mission chapel, Lasalle
County, Illinois, September 29. Hundreds
of people were in attendance. Sermon by
Elder F. M. Cooper, assisted by Elder
Thomas Hougas.
ARCHIBALD.-Catharine Ruth, daughter
of Bro. Coventry and Sr. Charlotte Archibald, passed peacefully away September 23,
1897, at her home in St. Joseph, Missouri,
aged 2 months and 17 days, after a very brief
illness. The darling babe was laid away on
Sunday, September 26, services at the church
in charge of Bro. G. W. Best, sermon by
Elder J. M. Terry from Genesis 1: 1 with
Revelation 22: 20, 21.
KuYKENDALL.-At the home of his parents in Atascosa County, Texas, August 23,
1897, David E., son of Absalom and Drusilla
Kuykendall, aged 35 years, 4 months, and 17
days. He was baptized July 15, 1894, by Elder
T. J. Sheppard, and lived a consistent saint,
bearing with commendable fortitude the five
long weary years of suffering that only ended
in his final release in death. A large circle
of relatives and friends mourn. To his aged
parents the loss is especially severe, he being their chief support. May the hope and
comfort of the gospel come to them as a
cheering benediction from him that doeth all
things well. Funeral services by Elder
George Montague in the saints' place of
meeting, San Antonio, Texas, Sunday, September 26, 1897.
PIERCE.-At Baltimore, Maryland, September 18, 1897, Sr. Lettie S. Pierce, wife of
Captain Isaac D. Pierce, of Dennisport,
Massachusetts. She was accidently drowned
from her husband's vessel. Not a living person has been found who saw her fall into her
watery grave. It is a sad and severe blow to
husband, relatives, church, and neighbors.
She was of a kind heart and gentle disposition, and in her church life "did what she
could" for the gospel. By her life in Christ,
death had no terrors for her, and she resteth
where there is "no more pain." The expressions of sympathy in the gift of flowers were
many and varied. Her body was brought home
and funeral services were held September 22
by Elders John Smith and George W. Robley.
Music was furnished by Baptist friends.
"Blessed in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints."
BIERLINE. - Sister Minnie, wife of Mr.
Samuel Bierline, and daughter of Sr. Mary
Ode, of Clarksdale, Missouri, was killed in a
runaway accident near her home at Oakdale,
Dunn County, North Dakota, on September
12, 1897. Her age was 29 years and 8 months.
She leaves husband and two little boys in
great bereavement, while the hearts of the
mother and three sisters are greatly saddened by the sudden death of daughter and
sister. Sr. Ode writes that she is comforted
in the assurance that ere long she will meet
the loved one in the paradise of God. The
funeral was held at Dickenson, in Stark
County, Mr. Strohmeyer of the Presbyterian
Church officiating, and there she was buried.
H. A, S,,

YEATMAN.-Sr. Rebecca K., wife of Bro.
Jeremiah Yeatman, at Freehold, Monmouth
County, New Jersey, October 5, 1897, after
two years of painful suffering, passing away
firm in the faith and hope in the first resurrection. Husband and one daughter mourn.
Funeral sermon the 8th, by Elder A. H. Parsons.
KAY.-Sr. Betsy Kay was born .Tune 11,
1825, at Little Bolton, Lancashire, England,
and died September 21, 1897, aged 72 years,
3 months, and 10 days. She married Edmund
Kay, December 26, 1850, and united with the
church in 1847; came to Council Bluffs, May
2, 1851, where she has since resided. Three
children and one brother mourn. She was a
kind and affectionate mother and exemplary
saint. Funeral sermon by Elder T. W. Williams at the residence, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
WIKLUND.--Bro. Carl Wiklund died at
his home in Logan, Utah, October 3, 1897,
after an illness of four months or more, the
last few weeks having suffered a great deal,
but he sank quietly to rest at the last. Bro.
Wiklund was born March 2, 1827, at Faland,
Sweden. He emigrated to Utah in 1864, and
has resided in Logan ever since. He and his
companion (who survives him) were baptized into the Reorganized Church in 1891 by
Elder Peter Anderson.
Funeral services
were held at his house conducted by S. D.
Condit, assisted by Elders Hansen and Ballif,
of the Utah Church, who spoke in very commendatory terms of his upright and orderly
life.
BROWN. - At Ladd, Illinois, October 2,
1897, George Dorrow Brown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Brown, aged 7 months and 4 days.
Blessed May 30, 1897, by Ek.er Frank Izatt.
The funeral services were conducted by Bro.
Adam Fletcher, with good effoct, to many
attentive hearers.
BEIRLEIN.-At her home, near Kidder,
Marshall County, South Dakota, September
29, 1897, Sr. Elizabeth S. Beirlein, daughter
of Bro. John P. Belrlein. Deceased was born
at North Freedom, Wisconsin, February 28,
1876. She was baptized November 17, 1895,
by Elder Joshua Hackett. She was young in
the work of the gospel, but advanced in godliness. Was faithful and zealous in the Master's work, and had the esteem and respect
of those who knew her, both in and out of the
church. Father, mother, two brothers, and
three sisters mourn her departure. Funeral
services were held at the house. Her remains were laid to rest in the cemetery near
Britton, there to await the sounding of the
trump on the morn of the first resurrection.
Sermon by Elder Swen Swenson.
PROVOST. - Sr. Elizabeth, wife of Bro.
Richard Provost, died suddenly, while seated
in a chair at the home of Mr. Ruben Golden,
near Rodney, Iowa, on the 6th of October,
1897, where she had gone in company with
her daughter-in-law for the purpose of calling on a sick woman; aged 59 years, 1 month,
and 15 days. Funeral services were conducted at the home of her son-in-law, Mr.
Grant Updyke, near Charter Oak, Iowa,
October 8, by Elder 0. E. Butterworth. The
remains were laid to rest in the cemetery
near Charter Oak to wait the reaurrecti.on of
the pure and good.
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with the Syriac version of the scriptures.
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Diatessaron at second hand only, and
c<;impetent scholars declare that om: Arabic text has the appearance of bemg a
faithful rendering of the Syriac from
which it is translated. If, then, the variations which we find in it from the .Gospel
text, as this appears in other early authorities date from Tatian himself it
follows that the origrnal composition of
even th~ latest of the .Gospels must J;>e put
at a pomt very considerably anterior to
the middle of the second century in order
to allow time for these divergencies to be
propagated.
'f th'
~'
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DEMOLISHES BAUR's VIEWS.

K. & W. and D. JU. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
t? Cainsville has been rebui~t and that port10n south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897-.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Nort~ern Missouri which has more good
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
bas been s~ipped ~>Ver this line than any road
of. equal. mileage m Iowa or Miss.ouri. (See
Mi~souri Surplus Map at o~r s.tat10ns.) The
I freight and passenger servwe is not equalle~
by any road m the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union statio. ns and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at
I tempting prices; men seeking business locaI tions can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and CainsI ville are particularly well located for
I business. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
A. C. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.
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$1.50.
THE SAINTS' HERALD

$1.50.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times a11.d
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer THJ!l
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one
year from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in a.do
I vance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
I subscribers,
on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date named.July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advance
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
price at the dates of expiration of present
rnbscriptions, and for the year following said
liates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
both in the price of the church paper, and of
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
.necessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebted
pay up all past due accounts.
Bra .. ..:h hook agents and the ministry who
do so, are respectfully asked to second the
I cau
efforts f tLe Board by obtaining new subs<'ribers tor the HERALD and working- in the
general inte~ests of the Herald Office-tho
cnurch publishing plant.
"
In bonds,
FRANK CRILEY. Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.

I

I
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BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES.

THE Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains in
Sunday School Teachers' and Minis·
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first·
class editions are offered at greatly
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunda.y
School Teachers' Bible," the same a.a
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bour·
geois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, :flexible binding;
size 6;fx8i mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
"The Comprehensive Teachers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
tl
F
a as,
new maps,
etc.
lexible
binding, thin tinted paper, mm1on
type, size 6.xQJ..
mailed postpaid at
4

.
T hus, along two lines of argume~~ ;:ve
find that the reappearance of the Diatessaron," though it does not enable us to
:fix absolutely the date of the composition
of the Gospels, yet demolishes the extreme
views of Baur and his followers, and
pushes back the origin of the Gospels to a
period when the friends and companions
of the apostles were still alive and could
have testified whether the narratives
WANTED.
which passed under their names were indeed their work or not.
I want a man with $4,000 capital to buy a
If the Gospels were not written later good clean business in Lamoni, Iowa. Can
than A. D. 120; and this the evidence of the also find ~ good opportunit:y for a m~n with
"D'
"
t
t bl' h th
't 1 $7,000 to mvest. Full partwulars given on
. iatess.aron seems o es .a is ,
en ~ I application. Correspondence solicited.
1s very difficult to argue with any plaus1-1
FRED B. BLAIR Agent
bility that they fall outside the apostolic
'
·
age at all. More than this we must not
expect to be able to prove by evidence of
this class. We can hardly hope to disBY ELDER H. o. SMITH.
cover any ancient work which will authoritatively fix for us the exact year.s in
This tr&ct sets forth and refutes the falst>
which each of the four Gospels was writ- claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
ten. It is enough for us to know that they Church.
It brings to light much of the teachings of
belong, even the latest of them, to the age
Brigham Young and other founders of the
v
of the apostles, and that there is no reason, Utah
faction, and proves them and the pres· $1.50 net.
so far as external evidence is concerned, to ont leaders to be at variance wi.th and their
These Bibles are marvels of cheapdoubt the traditional belief that they were crganization a deriarture from the faith
written either by the apostles themselves taught by the earJy church and its three ness in price, but are excellent in
standard books.
or by their companions.
It also vindicates and maintains the gen- quality of workmanship in binding,
One discoverv has thus served to ruin
the structure which Baur and his followers eral po~ition of the Reorganized Church in etc. They are issued by leading publ' h.
h
d
b
l' d
reared upon their own imaginings and to succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
is mg ouses an may ere ie upon.
render any similar theory much more diffi- ";hich to meet the arguments of Brighamite
Address orders to Frank Criley,
cult and less plausible.-F. G. Kenyon, assistant in the Departrnent of JJ1anuscripts in . e~i~:ty-three pages; two for five cents; per Bus~ness Manager Herald Office, La.·
the British Miiseiirn, in JWcOlure's Magazine. doz., 30 cents.
mon1, Iowa.
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The Necessity for a Reorganization

I
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TRADE MAllliiCl!lg
DES!ClllS,
CO!"VRICHTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and dencription may
quickly ascert11·, •: fn~e. whether an invention ie

g~~~~~;rti~r~ 00~1~~~~ag~~~±·;;~·1!~~~1i1~~ ~~1~~g

tn America. We have a v¥Tasllington office.
Patents taken through M.unu & Co. r11ceive
e;pecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation o:f
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;

51.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
BiooK ON p ATENTS sent free. Addres&

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Broadway, New Ymrk,

ARDWAREs
I STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, E'lO,

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GIJ
AS fARAS A POUND AND A HALF
Of ANY OTHER STARCH.

I

I

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

· ·' ~Uf"ACTUl'llll:D 01\11..)( EIV-

1B:J. C. HUB INGER BRDS'C9
EOKUK.IOWA.
NEWHAVEN. CD
C!CIF'

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without-doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practleal experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their nat11 ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither atsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linw1, and can be used even for a baby powder.
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TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

Q!(ACELAND COLLEGE.
.~~::..

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
nseofQuit-To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No C•ure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house !n Lamon11 Iowa, two squares from the buel.•
ness center. It bas six
room•, a hall, and three closets,
and Is convenie11t.ly arranged for a family of six or more1
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fol
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which an
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
E • .MYERS, Draggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.

w.

NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five o'r more
aubscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
lll'ot 83 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good productive
farm o! 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
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generation," is vice president of the prejudices and obstacles that seem alEDITORIAL:
I Zionists. Dr. Theodore Hertzel, edi- most insurmountable to be overcome.
~:;:i;~~~E~~i;~ci::::::::::::::: J~~ tor of the Neue Freie Presse of Vienna, But the Zion~sts came to one conclu"Who Are the Deceivers?" ........... 6951 is the president.·
sion, the effect of which will be felt all
Principle,
Not
Policy
................
696
Th
d
t
d
· ·1·1zed wor Id . Th a t was t o
Gospel Tent and Mission Hymns ...... 697
e congress was con uc e very over th e c1v1
The Saints' Herald ................... 697 quietly on account of the opposition of go ahead steadily from now on never
MoTff:i~~,.~~~~ -~~~~~~~ ............... 699 certain countries to anything like or- stopping until Palestine is colonized
The Reason Why ..................... 699 ganization among the Jews. Only the with millions of Jews or it becomes
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
.
.
Review of a Sunday school's. History .. 700 most meager mformation about the apparent that the consummation of the
Zion's Hope Sunday Sc}lool. .......... 701 work of the congress has reached this work is impossible.
701
LETTER
DEPARTMENT
"There were 204 delestates
from all
CONFERENCE
MINUTES:...................
coun t ry. D r. s c h a ff er t 0 ld a s un re~·
N?rthe~stern Missouri. ............... 705 porter some of the details.
He said:- parts of the world at the congress.
~~~t~~li~s~:::::::::::
~~~
"It is, perhaps, easier to explain the Russia had the largest representation,
Northeastern Kansas .......... · ..... 705 object of the congress in the words of sixty delegates being present from
Southern Michigan and Northern In.
.
I
··
diana .............................. 706 our vice president, Dr. Max Nordau, that country. There were thirty from
Northern Minnesota ................. 706 [than in any other way. Addressing Austria, and ten or fifteen from each
~~:a~i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g~ I ~he congre_ss on_ the first day he said: 1 of the ?ther European countries:
Galland s Grove ............ · · · ·. · · · ·706 I There exists m every part of the The Russian deleaates
came to Basel
0
:fi:~~~~~~-i~.e.:::::.::::·:::: .. :::::~g~ I world a specific condition of Jewish very quietly and as tourists. They
Alabama.......... · .. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · 7071 disaster. In the countries of Europe could not come as representatives
Southern
California
................. 707 th e J ews, in
. great par t , are su ff ermg
·
f
· l1 orgamza
· t'10nsm
· R us sia,
·
SUNDAY
ScHooL
AssomATIONs:
rom J ew1s
Little Sioux ....................... ·.· 707 from the oppression of potentates. because our race is not allowed to
~~::~~tMi~hig~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~g~ In other countries they suffer from the organize in that country. It would be
M1scELLANEous DEPARTMENT:
mockery and ridicule of the anti- scarcely wise for them to publish their
Scattered Members.·················· 708 S em1't es. There
i's no fr1"end to the m
· t en t"ions o f gomg
·
t o S w1tzer
· · 1an d ,
_
_
Jews to rise up and protest against I so they came as ordinary tra,velers to
OF THE BASEL CONGRESS.
the cruelty and ridicule to which our 1 Basel and took their seats in the conTHE v ASTNESS OF THE PROPOSED 1 race is subjected. We are friendless I gress without any announcement,
PLAN NOW ON FOOT TO COLOJ among the races of the world,
and I There were three delegates from EngNIZE THE JEWS.
I that fact leaves us but one course. land and myself from America. The
THE Rev. Dr. Schepsebel Schaffer, We must stand together and help each ·1 Rev. Adam Rosenberg, formerly a
rabbi of the Shearith-Israel congre- other by all legal and loyal means. rabbi in this city, but for the last two
gation of Baltimore, delegate to the It is the prevailing sentiment of the j years a worker in Palestine, was also
congress of Zionists, held at Basel, race, I believe, that the best course to a delegate and a representative of
Switzerland, on August 29, 30 and 31, be pursued is to colonize Palestine so America, but I was the only delegate
arrivedhomeyesterdayon the Umbria. that those who have been driven from 1 to go direct from this country to the
Dr. Schaffer was sent to the Jewish their homes by the cruelty and perse· congress.
congress by the unanimous vote of the , cution of tyrannical rulers can find
''I must say that rarely has a body
Zionist associations of Baltimore and I there the land to build houses on and of men so distinguished in letters and
Boston, and was the only representa·. the implements with whi.ch to till the the sciences been brought together in
tive of the American Jews at the great soil. It is to start this work well on Europe.
The delegates were men
international gathering, the first ever its way that you delegates have been high up in the various walks of life,
held by the Zionists, who h~we been called from every corner of the globe men of intelligence and courage, who
working for forty years on the scheme to assemble here in convention.'
can scarcely fail in the work they
of colonizing their race in Palestine.
••The colonization of Palestine is no have undertaken. There were proThe magnitude of the colonization new thing, as you probably know, but fessors, doctors of medicine, lawyers,
scheme is not generally appreciated in the present advanced condition of the engineers, clergymen and men of litthis country, where the Jews have work is not appreciated at all in erature, all met together for one purequal rights with the Gentiles, and America or England. Recent events, pose, the rescuing of the race from
consequently nothing to gain by emi- continued persecutions in countries the oppression it has·: suffered for so
grating.
In Europe, however, the like Russia, where millions of Jews many years.
matter has been secretly agitated in are forced to lead lives like hogs in a
"The reason for the small represensome countries, openly in others, and gutter, have made it wise to push the I tation from England and America is
the congress was the first step toward work as fast as possible. It cannot, the satisfaction of the Jews in these
a realization of the planning of years. be accomplished in one year, probably \countries with their present condition.
Dr. Max Nordau, the author of "De- not in two, for there are tremendous They are in sympathy with the Zionist
CONTENTS:
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movement, however, as the sending of
their delegates indicates.
''Of course the money necessary for
the colonization of Palestine, how to
get it, and the best means of using it
after it is raised, were among the important questions taken up by the congress. It will take nearly $100,000,000
to carry out the work, and the money
is to be raised from the Jews themselves. Every Jew in the world is
asked to contribute twenty-five cents
a year at least. Of course others will
give more, but with that as a minimum
it will not take a great while to raise
the fund necessary for the work.
This vast sum may seem a deal more
than necessary for the carrying out of
our scheme, but it is not. It must be
remembered that there may be 5,000,000 people throw,n into Palestine if
we are successful. Each family has
to be supplied with land, a horse, a
cow and implements with which to till
the soil. The colonists will all have
to be started in life, and the expense
of doing this will be enormous.
"A committee of twenty-one dele·
gates was appointed to lay out the
work and to take charge of it for the
present. The committee will have its
principal headquarters in Vienna.
Neither England nor America is represented in this committee.
'•Sixty thousand petitions pledging
support were presented to the congress, and 550 telegrams indorsing the
work were received on the first day,
Probably the most interestin~ thing
about the congress, however, was the
reading of papers by the various delegates on the condition of the race in
their respective countries. The worst
reports came of course, from Russia,
No papers on the subject of the Jews
in Russia were read. It would not be
a safe proceeding. But the matter
was discussed, and it can be said that
the Jews are worse off there to-day
than they have been in years. Up to
the time of his death the late czar,
Alexander III., grew harsher every
day in his treatment of the Jews.
His son, Nicholas II., the present czar,
is following in his footsteps.
"The Jews in Roumania are almost
as badly off as those in Russia. There
are 720,000 of them. They are looked
on as interlopers and have absolutely
no rights. Their children cannot go
to the schools, and they are a poverty-

stricken and friendless lot. They are
suffering greatly, and there seems
little prospect for any relief for them.
A paper on the Jews in Galicia, in
Austria, told of frightful poverty and
great persecution from the antiSemites. A million of them live in one
small quarter, and although they have
rights under the law, none are granted
to them. In Austria and Germany
the Jews do not seem to be so badly
off. The poverty is not so great, but
they are excluded from all offices and
have few privileges. There were no
complaints from this country or England, and it was the sentiment of the
congress that the race is better treated
here than anywhere else in the world.
"Dr. Nordau, in an address on the
growth of anti-Semitism, said that
when France, under Napoleon, granted
the Jews equal rights, other European
countries followed suit. They did it in
the same way that they would imitate
a French fashion, because they
thought it the proper thing, he said.
In England, though, he declared, it
was just the opposite, the statutes
giving the Jews equal rights there being the result of the wish of the peo·
ple. In the other European countries
where there are laws giving the Jews
the same rights as other people, they
are simply dead letters on the statute
book.
"I feel sure that our work will be
successful. I am heart and soul with
it. While I was away I spent two or
three days in Russia and got some
idea of what the Jews have to undergo
there. They are looked upon as animals, not human beings. There are
5,000,000 of them, and they are so
jammed into one little district of the
nation that life is almost unbearable.
They have scarcely enough air to
breathe. They have no rights and
only five per cent of the children are
allowed in the schools. Every effort
.
is made to keep down the cultivation
of their natural intelligence and they
.
are persecuted m one way and another
the whole time. The latest outrage
.
. .
was a government edict forbiddmg
any of them to indulge in the wine or
.
.
hquor business. These are now destitute and unable to turn their hands to
.
anyth mg.

I He

has never persecuted the Jews.
There are thirty-)ewis:ilCOl.'Ollies in
Palestine now, with a total of-a'bO'Ut
3,000 persons. That is the result of
forty years' work, which will give you
an idea of what we've got ahead of us.
The last thing the congress did before
adjourning was to send a telegram of
thanks to Turkey's ruler for his generous .treatment of his Hebrew sub·
jects."-New York Sun.

Among the topics discussed by the editor
of the American Monthly Review of Reviews in
the November number of that periodical are
the Greater New York political campaign,
other municipal elections, the "Referendum"
in American elections, the foreclosure of the
Union Pacific, the crisis in Spain, recent
events in Cuba, England's attitude towards
bimetallism, the proposed international sealing conferences, politics in Eastern Europe,
Australian federation, and the careers of
Charles A. Dana, George M. Pullman, and
Neal Dow.

CARING FOR THE TEETH.
Do not eat, or do not feed your childre11. on,
white bread, which is deficient in phosphates,
and causes the teeth to crumble. A little
hard food requiring thorough mastication
should be taken at every meal. The teeth
should be brushed both night and morning.
Avoid sweets. Drink at least t.wo quarts of
water a day-a glass the :first thing in the
morning, another the last thing before going
to bed. the remaining quantity between
meals. Consult a good dentist about every
six months.-October Lailies' Home Journal.
ADDRESSES.

Peter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri.
W. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver,
Colorado.
R. E. Grant, No. 848 Home Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Richard Bullard, Arlington Height&.
Massachusetts.
E. F. Shupe, No. 3600 Cook Street, Denver,
Colorado.
M. H. Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, St.
Louis, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, No. 773 Sixty-Sixth Street,
Englewood, Illinois.
Alma Kent, No. 2925 Rose Hill Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S.S. Association,
Henderson, Iowa.
W. N. Robinson, Sec. Gen. S. S. Association, Independence, Missouri.
W. R. Armstrong, secretary, 14 Council
. Street, H., Manchester, England.
s. F. Mather, assistant secretary, 15 February Street, C. on M., Manchester, England.
Henry Kemp, Box 659, Shenandoah, Iowa.
Charles Derry, Box 354, Woodbine, Harrison County, Iowa.
Albert Haws, No. 922 Third Street, Oakland, California.
:S:· P. Curtis, 1325 N. Flores St., San Anton10, Texas.
T. J. Sheldon, 69 Henderson Street, Galesburg, Illinois.
" e thmk it very probable that the
J. w. Wight, 528 East Second South St.,
sultan of Turkey will grant us the Salt Lake City, Utah.
.
.
.
T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street,
concessions we want m Palestme. Council Bluffs, Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8:31, 82.
•·'Hearken to the word of the Lord: for i"here shall not any man amonr; you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.

..JOSEPH SMITH
'R. s. SA.LY.A.RDS
'HEMAN C. SMITH,
·JOSEPH LUFF,

EDITOR
ASSIST.A.NT EDITOR,
} CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

LAMONI, IOWA,

Nov. 3, 1897.

CONVERSION.-No, 2.

IN common acceptation and use the
word conversion means a "change of
'heart," and is associated with the
idea of "getting religion." In the
<broader sense it means change from
·one state, thing or religion, to another; a transformation or turning.
From the several standpoints of religious vision v·arious views are enter·
tained as to the fact and evidences of
conversion. We once knew a young
man who cited in proof gf his conversion that he had been confirmed and
:formally recei.ved into the church under the theoretical tuition of which be
had been raised from infancy. His
life, so far as was noticeable, revealed
no change. His habits, conversation,
;and preferences were such as charac:terized those who made no religious
<pretense.; yet he seemed to believe,
"Solemnly, that there had been wrought
for him by his formal church recep"tion all that was required to insure
''eternal safety.
We heard another advertise bis
conversion and give the day and hour
when he experienced t,he change by
which he became a saved man. To
judge from his word one would at
first incline to the thought that be
had, in faith, compassed the great redemption plan.
Upon questioning
him, however, as to his attitude in relation to the ordinances enjoined by
Ohrist, he not only declared aga.inst
them, but became angry at our suggestion that their observance was
comprehended in absolute conversion
to Christ.
Still another man, who stands
within what we are pleased to call the
"true fold," was recently engaged in
conversation with an enthusiastic
member of another church, and took
p9casion to rJdicule the claimed con-

'
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version of the latter, because neither
baptism nor the laying on of hands had
figured in it. This brother, in his
effort (as he viewed it) to set forth the
true gospel order, used coarse and
unbecoming language and became
boisterous and vehement in his demeanor. A few minutes later he was
in company with a godless throng
and was found gloating over the fact
of having "cleaned the other fellow
up," and said that he liked to talk
"this doctrine" because with it he
could "smash every other creed in
Christendom," and it delighted him to
"see his antagonists squirm." Still
later he was seen and heard vieing
with the rest of the company to see
which could relate the most vulgar
and obscene story in the direction in
which the conversation had drifted.
Had we been a stranger to him and
been told that there was one "converted," man in that company, and
had we been' requested to pick him
out, we would certainly have passed
this brother many times before selecting him as a possibility.
We happen to know a very few exemplary members, in all that goes to
give moral standing in the church,
and who are enthusiastic in advocating the "principles of the gospel,"
and are exceedingly careful to guard
their personal influence, so that the
church shall not be reproached; but
who can scarcely bear to hear an
earnest sermon on tithing without becoming annoyed, not to say angry.
They frequently testify of miraculous
exhibitions of divine power by which
they were converted and which led to
their acceptance of the doctrine and
by which they were subsequently confirmed in the faith; but to them the
gospel is "free as air" and money
does not enter into the count in their
conversation. They acknowledge no
obligation other than their own volition in contributing. In all other
· respects Christ is their lawgiver, but
. in financial matters they are "a law
. unto themselves."
Here is variety-not infinite-but
sufficient to provoke wHJ:dn us an in-

.

quiry regarding
the conversion
claimed in each case. Our inquiry is:
"From what and unto what or whom
have they been converted?" If we
shall be answered: "From self and
sin, to Christ," then we are justified
in expecting a transformation. Have
we found it? If the old characteristics of self are still conspicuous,
where is Christ revealed therein?
How ·much of Christ have they been
converted to? How nearly complete
has been the abandonment of self and
sin?
In dealing with this subject the
Apostle Paul embodied such senti•
ments as these in his writings: "Ye
are not your own, for ye are bought
with a price, therefore glorify God;;;
"baptized · into Christ;" "put on
Christ;" "Christ in you;" "be ye
transformed by the renewing of your
mind;" "reconciled to God;" "your
life is hid with Christ in God," together with many others equally significant.
Does an emotional acceptance of religion, on the one hand, or a ritualistic observance or compliance with
mere ceremonial requirements; on the
other, meet the intent of these utter·
ances? Does entrance into the church
and securing the Spirit in certificate of
our adoption end our obligation to
"observe all thihgs;' commanded of
Christ? Surely not.
The writings from which the above
lines are selected come to us as the
voicing of divine inspiration, and
imply that the truly converted man is
one who has forever abandoned the
idea of formulating his own policy of
salvation in any part or degree, and
has adopted Christ's plan throughout.
He has become c0mpletely reconciled to
God's way of doing and has submerged
himself into Christ, so that he himself
is thereafter to be "hid"-his will and
self are to be fost or buried out of
sight, and his life is henceforth to be
but a. reflection of the divine purpose.
His tongue is to express God's re~
veal.ed thoughts on subjects compreher,ded in the saying process and his.
.,;,,., on th_ e altar of
cb ,i;i,ract er ·is t,o rem...,,.....
::

-
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consecration to God, to be "transNOTES FROM ENGLAND.
Wales' loss will be America's gain,
formed" by divine methods, while all WE are still busy on this side of the and that Bro. Gibbs and daughters
his movements are to be directed in I wave, but have been getting a little will find a comfortable and happy
harmony therewith. He is henceforth more experience and becoming better home in the choice land.
not his own, and he is not to be heard acquainted before having much to
We have been wielding the pen to
from, but Christ is to be heard through say.
We have visited Manchester, some extent in defense of the C;Biuse,
him.
Wigan, London, Sheffield, and Clay but were made to appear in a ridiculous
If therefore, faith, repentance, Cross since landing on England's light in Reynold.s' Newspaper, of Lonbap~ism, the laying on of hands, tith- shores. In each of these places we don. We had written in reply to
irig, temperance, meekness, honesty, found an earnest band of saints, and a some one who had published a rehash
charity, and all that is included in local ministry wide-awake and ready of the Spalding story, and the Editor
them as factors operating toward that to meet every call for labor. These undertook to condense, and such a
"holiness, without which no man shall brethren surely are not much given to condensing! Where we quoted from
see the Lord " are included in God's I blowing their own horns, for the the article we were replying to, he
opinion of what is necessary, it is evi- church in America has but little ide~ left out the quotation, but published
dent that conversion to Christ on our of the talent and zeal found among our comments thereon, so there
part means an absolute surrender of her local force in the British Isles. seemed to be no basis to our arguany opinions we may have had to the There are several young and pro- ment. We felt chagrined and vexed,
contrary, and an unreserved conse- gressive elders developing finely, and and have made up our mind to let
cration of our powers to observe and we see no reason why a ministry can- Mr. Reynolds entirely alone.
So
execute the will of Him to whom we not be developed here in a short time should anything else appear in his
have been reconciled-to whom we who can take care of the work with- paper derogatory to our cause, and
belong. It means that we retain no out much difficulty. We heard two of no response follow,- our friends will
lingering hope to yet convert Christ these young men the other night, and please to take note of the reason and
or his ehurch to the idAas that were both surprised and pleased. We make it as public as the occasion
were "our own." It means that those could but ask ourselves: What are may deman,d.
ideas are dead and buried in Christ. we here for, when here are men comThrough the kindness of Bro.
It means that God and Christ petent to tell the gospel story, and Thomas Bradshaw we were permitted
are to have preeminence in all aggressive enough to occupy every to see some of the wonderful sights
thing.s in our future course, without inch of ground open to us?
and historic places of London. The
reservation in us. It means that here·
Our colaborer, Elder F. G. Pitt, has old "London Tower," around which
after Christ is to be heard from when labored in Manchester, Wigan, War- some of the darkest chapters of Engwe speak or act regarding bis work. rington, Bristol, and London, Eng- lish his'.,ory cluster, were of peculiar
It means that our conversation shall land; and for the last few weeks has interest. The weapons, armor, and
be pure, our dealings honorable, our been in South Wales. So far as we cruel instruments of torture kept here
word< reliable, our bodies clean, our have heard he has been cheerfully as relics of past ages, brought vividly
intercourse lawful, our love unstinted, active and his labors have been well to memory scenes of blood and tyranny,
and that our powers and possessions received.
of which we had read years a.go. We
shall be on the altar, subject to Christ's
We have not as yet heard from the climbed the stairs beneath w:1ich the
word and will in their direction and willing, anxious debater, Elder Brad- bones of the murdered princes were
employment. It means that every shaw, of the Utah faction, and we found, and where the dark frowning
man or woman's reputation shall be shall be very much surprised if we do. walls of historic buildings surrounded
safe as our own on our tongues. It
We learn that at the last conference us. We looked upon the spot where
means, in fine, that God shall be of the Western Wales district, Elder Anne Boleyn, Catharine Howard,
manifest in us. It does not mean
Ernest Dewsnup resigned the presi- Lady Jane Grey, and others were de"getting religion," but Christ getting dency, and Elder Reese Jenkins capitated by the headsman's ax. In
us and all we have and are, and his was chosen to succeed him. We sin- Westminster Hall we stood upon the
law having free course in us.
cerely trust that Bro. Jenkins will spot (now marked by a small bras3
This is all implied in genuine "con- succeed to the satisfaction of his plate in the stone floor) where stood
version to Christ," and high as this brethren, and secure the approval of King Charles I. when the sentence of
pinnacle of excellence is-far as it the Divine Master; while Bro. Dews- death was passed upon him by the
may now seem above some of us-we nup will not be less useful because self-constituted court in the days of
are obligated to aim towards it, and to of change of position. Bro. Gibbs, the commonwealth. The visit to
earnestly seek to crucify all within us of Mor~·iston, Wales, expected to sail, Westminster Abbey, where we stood
which opposes our growth in that in company with his two daughters, beside the tombs, or walked over the
direction, whether the obstacles be for America yesterday. We suppose ashes of royalty; St. Paul's Cathedral;
found in our heads, our hearts, our they are now on tbe deep. From in- Buckingham Palace; Houses of Parpockets, or elsewhere. Such absolute formation received we conclude that liament; Cleopatra's Needle; London
conversion as this, if occurring now, his loss to Morriston and South Wales Tower; and other places seemed like
will save us from mortification of
spirit and meagerness of "treasu.re in will be a serious one, so we regret to the recalling to the memory some halfheaven" hereafter.
. chronicle his departure; but trust that :forgotten dream; and we could hardly
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realize that we were really upon the l mon Church of which W. Woodrnff is presispots where were enacted some of the I dent, as implied by your correspondent.
greatest as well as some of the darkWith the desire for the elicitat.ion of truth
,

,

alone, I am yours respectfully,

est deeds of the worlds history.
J. w. WIGHT.
'11he country scenery in England, in
528 Eaet Second South Street, SALT LAKE Uv1°Y, Octo ber 2, 1897.
1
many paces,
surpasses our expectaWe give place to the foregoing bECa.use we
tion. It is not so wild, rugged, and do not desire, either willfully or unintentionromantic as that found in our western ally, to publish misstatements wi.thout cormountains,· but th e gen tl Y ro11'ing rection,
or
. or. to deny a hearing .to any. person
.
wood-crowned hill
'th .
_ 11 _ orgamzat10n that may consider rnrnself or
,
s, Wl
green ;ve
itself aggrieved by anything t.hat may have
cultivated valleys between, are p1eas- appeared in our columns. At the same 1,ime
ant to look upon.
\ t,here are insinuations in Mr. Wight's letter
Any words of cheer from the home ' that cannot properly be passed by without
.
s o f ar as concerns th .e fi1gures given
·
1an d wou ld b e gladly received at No. I no t ice.
17 Dawson Street, Manchester, Eng- ~Y h~m ahs tosth~ me m ber~hiphof ~hre Jose.ph-
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1

I have no desire to act or write other than
a gentleman should, and if there were a
"c~1?uing ~sser tion," let me as sur e ~k·o.u it was
nou rntent10ns, on my part. 1n 1oo mg over
the letter, however, as it appears in print, I
confess that I see no "insinuation," neither
"
1
· 1 f
cunning assertion," but a simp e dema o
what appeared to .me to be au implica.tion.
Of course, I know it makes a material difference as to the kind of theological lens we use
as to bow we see a thing.

1

As to court decisions, we had a "favorable
dEcision" in gaining possession of the Kirtland Temple, a.swell as such a decision from
Judge Philips relative to the "Temple Lot,"
the latter of which was in one sense only

11

overruled; Judge Caldwell, of the appellate
m t. e oc 1ety 8 anas, t e .L>ews raises court, deciding against us on the question of
1an d . Bro. Pitt also has a keen ap- no question. But in relation to the "deceiv- !aches-the sleeping on our rights, O'.' not
preciation of such things, and they ing the natives'' proposition, by which Mr. beginning suit soon enough; all of which imwill find him at No. 14 Gloucester Wight adroitly seeks to make it appear that plied two very vital facts: Had we not so
· t o1, E ng1an d . the News corresnondent
made an im·-lied mis- "slept" the d. ecision would have been ours by
Road , Bl.shopston, B r1s
'
P
. • •
d 'h
·
•h
·
h d ·
statemen1t we most emphatically dJ RRent r1gnt, an " at m a 11 ot er pornts t e eciB ut d on't a.1ways expect an answer
'
'
rn..
•
•
•
.
' The "deceiving the natives" referred to by SlOll had been Just.
for mamfest reasons.
our :society Islands correspondent is the \ Both Judge Philips, as well as Judge
claim of Josephites that they iwe elders of Sherman, of the court of common pleas, Lake
"WHO ARE THE DECEIVERS?"
the Church of Jesus Obrist of Latter Day County.Ohio, decided that the church in Utah
WE give place in this issue of the Saints-the church whose first ProphEJ'c and h!!d gone astray from the teachings of tbe
HERALD to some correspondence be- PresiJent in this dispensation was Joseph odginal eburch under Joseph Smith, Jr., in
Smith, who was martyred in 1844, which the introduction of polygamy, "Adam·God,"
tween Bro. J. W. Wight, president of church was organized by command of the j blood at~nement, etc., aDd had, therefore,
the Utah mission, and the editor of Lord and never has been disorganized, but lost the title to both the property and name
the Deseret News, official organ of the remains intact and is now presided over by of the said original church; such decision
Utah Church. "Deceivers" are given President Wilford Woodruff; whereas the being based upon the law and the testimony in
Josephites referred to are not elders of that the case; President Woodruff being one of
to the habit of distorting facts, or. of church, but by the very name of their society the witnesses in the latter suit.
partly or completely suppressrng : are shown to belong to a "Reorganized" asso\l\fe have never deni6d you the right to
them. The News has refused to give ciation which is not and cannot be the sue- say "as to who are and who are not" your
Bro. Wight's second communication eessor of the church which bas no successor, "officers and members," either by inference
to its readers. That the HERALD but continues in existence fully organized. or otherwise; and it appears to me that this
' As to the.alleged "favorable decision'' of the is a mere begging of the question, but the
r ead. er S a n d o the rs may h ave oppor- courts, t h e one JUuge
· ~
- gave tl
· ·
who
, 16 cl ec1s10n
whole con t,roversy has been on the ground
tu~1~y to mea~ure, _to some extent, .the referred to, in a suit for property, was over- of legal suecession. Suppose it be true, as
spirit and pollcy of the Utah orgarnza- ruled by a higher court on a vital point, so we claim, that you, as a church, have gone
tion, including that of the Deseret thatthe.Tosephitesuitfailed. Butnomatter astray, who are to be the arbiters in the
News, with a view to passing intelli- which way a district or State court should case'? Not you as a chu~ch: certainly, for no
gently upon the question at issue, we have given its opinion, it is the fundamental chur~h woul~ e~~r con~ict itself!
.
bl' h b th .d
f th
t
law in this country, and the principle of right,
Isaiah says.
To the law and to the testipu lS
O
Sl es O
e con ro- that a church itself is the exclusi V•3 adjudi- mony: if they speak not according to this
versy:cator as to who are and who are not its offi- word, it is because there is no light in them."
WHO ARE THE "DECEIVERS"?
cers and members. And all those who elaim -8: 20. The italics are just as they occur in
To the Editor:-Your correspondent writ- membership in the Church of Jesus Christ of the Bible, and not to call special attention.
ing from Society Islands in your daily issue Latter Day Saints, or who assert title to any "The law and the testimony" in the Doctrine
of the 2d inst., makes some statements which part of the name or calling that belongs to and Covenants, section 42, is: "Thou shalt
I trust 'you will grant me the space to cor- such membership, without having the right love t.hy wife with all thy heart, and shalt
rect. By numerical comparison the "Joseph- thereto confirmed by the authori1y that is in cleave unto her and none else."-Emphasis
ites" have rather the advantage of the Latter the church, are pretenders or deceivers. mine. And section 49, savs: "Wherefore it
Day Saints Utah Church in those islands. Upon this point Mr. Wight may well con- is lawful that be should have one wife, and
Your correspondent claims 1,056 adherents, sider the statement of the truth which his they twain shall be one flesh, and all this that
while by the report of our Recorder at our cunning assertion invited and bas elicited.- the em·th might answer the end of its creaAnnual Conference of current year we have Deseret News, October 8.
tion; and that it might be filled with the
1,946. That certainly gives us "a sufficient
To the foregoing Bro. Wight wrote measure of man, according to his creation before
number of listeners to encourage" us. As to a reply, but which the News declined the world was made." I have emphasized as
deceiving the natives, no such an effort has to publish. We append Bro. Wight's a means of comment. Have you, as a church,
ever been made. Our first missionaries
complied wit.b "the lo,w and . . . the testilanded there in 1873, since when we have reply, together with the New.s' declina- mony" in this direction? If earthly courts
kept up the mission. We eould not call our- tion :have no jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters,
selves other than Latter Day Saint elders
"WHO ARE THE 'DECEIVERS'?"
wby don't you, as a church, take possession
without deceiving, for we have never gone
Editor Deseret Evening News, Sir:-Not be- of the Kirt.land Temple? And why did God
under any other name, and our right thereto ing at home I saw neither the public!J,tion of tell us in the revelation of 1833, that we were
has been favorably decided in the courts. my lettec no. r your striciures thereon until to "importune at the feet of the judge?'!
But we have never stooped to the subterfuge Sunday night. Will you kindly permit me Why, sir, it is commonly recognized as a
, µ:dnciple of jurisprudence that when an
of passing ourselves off as elders of the Mor- 1 the following reply:-

.
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ecclesiastical body disintegrates our courts
have the right, legally, to step in as arbiters
to determine which portion, if any, of such
original body maintains its integrity in the
direction of the original tenets and, therefore, has a right and title to the property
and name of said original church.
But you may tell me that 1JOU are the
original church without any question whatever, but you have no right to decide, as you
are an interested party.
It is a further principle in law that the
minority has the same right to be heard as
the majority. Thousands never accepted the
leadership of Brigham Young,.and whether
they were· in the majority or minority, it
matters not, they have the same right to be
heard that you have.
If you maintain that the right is inherent
in your church to decide theJegality of your
succession, you thereby advance·· an arg-ument that acts as a boomerang to the vitality
of your own existence; or, in other words,
you put into the hands of the Catholics a club
with which they can batter out your theological brains, for they have long since decided, both by Papal bulls and council edicts,
that they are the only true and legal successor to the church as established by Jesus
and the apostles.
I admit that the earthly court~ ma.y maks
wrong decisions, but so may ecclesiastical
courts; so that.all the argurnent'attaching,is
as broad as it is long.
As to your statement touching "pretenders
or deceivers," there is no more argument in
it than when it is made by Catholics pertaining to you and other Protestant 'churches.
Upon the question of "authority" both you
and we must appeal "to the law and to the
testimony." In that direction the "Reorganized" Church claims to have maintained a
true integrity, both as to ecclesiastical and
earthly law; and i;hat God recognized the
necessity of our allegiance to the latter is
shown in the revelations given February,
1831, sec. 42; August, 1831; Aug-ust, 1833, and
December, 1833.
If, as a church,'you have continued "in.existence fully •organized" (em pbasis mine),
what did Mr. Young mean when he said, "and.
we now, having it in contemplation soon to
reorganize the church according to the original pattern?"-Italics mine .. Had"it 'gone
away from the original pattern? From General Epistle written in Winter Quarters,
December 23, 1847. Millenial Stai., yol. clO,
p. 86.
You may tell me that he had reference to
the First Presidency, and that only, when be
used the term "reorganize." Very well,
there is little use for me to tell you that "re"
means over. I do it rather to make the point
clear. If,caccording to Mr. Young, you had
to.organize aaycportion or constituent part
of the church over, to that extent you are a
reorganized• churnb, hence your "Reorganized" insinuation falls flat.
In an Epistle of the Twelve, of December
13, 1841, and to which is attached the names
of nine of the apostles, the names of Brigham
Young, John Taylor, and Wilford Woodruff
among them, the very first· paragraph reads:

"The building of the Temple of the Lord in
the city of Nauvoo, is occupying the first
place in the exertions and prayers of many of
the saints at the present time, knowing as
they do, that if this building is not completed speedily, 'we shall be r~jected as a church
with our dead;' for the Lord our God has
spoken it."-Millennial Star, vol. 18, p. 807.
The italics are not mine this time.
Where had the "Lord our God" so spoken?
In the revelation of January 19, 1841. Was
the "house" ever finished? Let Mr. Young·
answer: "The saints, through hunger, and
thirst, and weariness, and •prayers, so far
completed the Temple, despite the devices of
the mob, that many received a small portion
of their endowment, but we know of no one
who bas received it in its fullness."-Journal
of Discourses, vol. 2, p. 32.
The Twelve say, "if this building is not
completed;" Mr. Young' says, "so far completed;" the Lard says, "I grant you a sufficient time to build a house." Until the last
part was finished the house was not "built,''
and as such was never the fact the church
must have been "rejected," hence the necessit.y to reorganize out of those elements that
remained true and loyal to the counsel of God.
One request, Mr. Editor, in closing: Will
you kindly inform me as to the namrs of
those who ordained Mr. Young as ]Jtt;)itlmt
of the church? and when, and where it was
done? Many times I ha,ve asked for "bread"
on this point and have been given a "stone."
Still with a desire for the elicitation of
truth,
I am, yours,
.T. W. WIGHT.
No. 528 Ea•t Second South Street, Salt L~ke City,

1
·
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American continent, as the Bible is of the
part of the earth it relates to. The true
name of the church held forth in all its
records and public and private transactions,
is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Now comes another letter from Mr. Wight,
in which he reasserts his former position, to
which our former response stands as a reply.
But he i;oes farther this time, and bring-sin
new matter, alleging the "introduction" of
certain doctrines into the church since the
death of the Prophet, and he endeavors to
argue thereon. As we are possessed of the
knowledge that this alleged subsequent "introduction" of doctrines is untrue, there having been no incorporation by the church of
new doctrines under the circumstances
alleged, we decline, in the interest of truth
and justice to our readers to give place to
the communication. It would be as con8.istent for us to admit an article denying and
arguing against the divinity of Christ and
the fact.s of his crucifixion and resurrection,
merely for the sake of providing both hall
and audience for one who desired to promulgate such views, as to give place to these of
an 'lqually erroneous character on this other
church subject. We make no complaint of
discourtesy of Mr. Wight's manner of communication, but have endeavored to state
pointedly our respectful declination of his
letter for these columns, and the reason
therefor, that. there may be no misunderstanding or irritation in the matter.
We beg leave to respectfully repeat
the substance of Bro. Wight's query,

"Wbo ordained Brigham Young as
RESPECTFULLY DECLINED.
president uf the church? and when
The News published the other day a letter and where" was it done? Utah elders
from Mr. J. W. Wight., in which the gentle- passing through the State of Iowa
man took exception to a correspondent's
statement as to the number of "Josephites" have invariably replied, "We do not
in the Society Islands, and also to a remark know;" to these questions.
It would
of the correspondent concerning a deception aid those interested in the question of
of the natives by the '',losephites," in calling "succession" to have an official anthemselves Latter Day Saint elders. To the swer to these questions from the Utah
statistics of the "Josepbite" or Reorg::.nized
Church membership we made no objection, Churcb. If such ordination took place
since they should know their own numbers. it certainly was of sufficient imporBut to Mr. Wight's insinuation that our cor- tance to be made a matter of record.
respondent had misstated the case when he Have the church authorities any obreferred to the deception named, we made jection to a statement from said recreply that the correspondent was right; that
there was the effect of deceiving in the ".To- ord?
The Reorganized Church has
sephite" claim to the name Latter Day Saints, long since published the facts conwhich belongs to the church organized under nected with the ordination of its
the presidency of Joseph Smith the Prophet, President.
Let the facts be brought
April 6, 1830. This chnrch has continued in to light from Utah records that all
organized existence, and is referred to by Mr.
Wight as the Mormon Church-the name may be able to learn if they have not
commonly applied to it by its enemies prior learned, "who are the deceivers."
to the martyrdom of the Prophet. To this
name there now is no more special objecPRINCIPLE, NOT POLICY,
tion by its members than there appears to
BRO. ISAAC RICHARDSON, of Clevehave been by the members of the church anciently to the name Christians which was land, writes of the labors of Bro. A.
first applied to the saints in former days at I H. D. Edwards, of Irondale, Ohio:Antioch. The real and official name is not
I inclose from the Irondale, Ohio, Courier
Mormon at all, however, and never hae been. clippings of an article written by Adolphus
That title comes from tho Book of Mormon, H. D. Edwards in defense of the church,
which the Latter Day Saints believe to be a which has been misrepresented at that place.
divinely inspired . record' pertaining to the Bro. Ed wards, with the assistance of Bro,
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Lewis' family, is about to rent a hall and
open up the work at Irondale. There is a
very extensive tin mill located there, which
affords employment to large numbers of people; and since Bro. Edwards (who works in
the mill) preached Sr. Lizzie Lewis' funeral
sermon, and haB written an article for the
Irondale Courier, there has been considerable
inquiry concerning our faith, and we hope
and pray that many there may find the truth.
.
.
.
The Courier article, written by Bro.
.
Edwards, is a well-arranged statement
. f acts of c h urc h h'is t ory
of some 1ead mg
Ed
d
d d t .
B
an
oc rrne.
ro.
war s argues
logically and in a spirit of fairness
and candor worthy the subject of
which he treats. His article is quite
l_engthy and contains matter that
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\ obtain

present advantage, which a.
legitimate course would not warrant."
It darkens counsel and skulks in the
dark, under pretense. Jesus taught
men that their .works should be in the
light, that they niigbt be seen and
known-be made "manifest.,, "He
that doeth truth cometh to the li ht."
g
God's ''wisdom is greater than the
.
f h D . ,,
f
cunmng o t e
ev11 or o men.
.
'
.
The true course is to seek it and to
.
work by it, openly and truly.

Bro. J. C. Foss, Conneautville,
Pennsylvania, October 25 :I leave to-day for Rockland, Maine, to
move my family to their home at Independence, Missouri.
A letter from Bro. Isaac Richardson of Cleveland, Ohio, the 12th inst.
reports the status of the work in that
city:Our numbers are not increasing here in
Cleveland, but good interest is manifested at
the very instructive sermons which are be•
ing delivered by Bro. Willard J. Smith;
who is laboring with us for' a little season. I
am priest of the branch here, and feel like
GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION HYMNS.
working faithfully to move the glorious
FORTY-THREE hymns from the Saints' cause a1ong, and hope .yet to see the time
Hymnal-choice selections, with a when I can give my.whole time to the lattershort address to "friends" and "What day work, for it has always been my desire
should correct wrong impressions and
to do.
we . believe" on the first two inside 60
make friends to the church. One
passage in it is striking, and worthy pages.
Bound in paper at 30 cents per
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
of repetition. We republish it as
brethren
at Beardstown, Illinois,
THE
strikingly in harmony with the spirit dozen; in heavy durable manilla paper
of our work:50 cents per dozen. Good for tent, have secured the services of Bro. M.
chapel, or general use.
H. Bond, who is billed to preach the
We but aspire to rights in common, with
word
in Library Hall beginning Ocno-desire~ to war"agaiiist flesh and blood:· not
THE SAINTS' HERALD.
stultifying our manhood or becoming cringtober 24.
ing sycophants; rather evincing a purpose in DoN'T forget that the SAINTS' HERALD
Bro. W. J. Vaughan, of Huntsville,
life by a straightforward procedure, adopting has been reduced in price to $1. 50 per
Missouri,
writes, adding his testimony
principle as a guiding star through life, in
preference to an hypocritical, wretched year. This places it within the reach to that of many who have written of
the "gifts of healings" bestowed in
policy to obtain present ad vantage, which a of all.
legitimate course would not. warrant.
Every member of the church should answer to prayer.
Bro. F. M. Williams reports a
The man who knows he is right is read the official church organ to get
conscious of the power and force of its official items and general reports of branch of over fifty members at Wheatland, Missouri, where two years ago
the right, hence is content to abide the progress.
We are getting good responses to there were but one or two baptized.
outcome when contending for it. He
need:;not resort to policy, but acts the call for new subscriptions, but Brn. Sawley, Mannering, White, and
others had been diligent, hence the
from principle. "Principle" is indeed want many more.
New subscriptions will enable the growth which has resulted. Bro. F.
a guiding star that leads in straight
paths. One knows where to find a Board of Publication to add additional L. Sawley was to begin a discussion
with a Missionary Baptist at Hermitman who acts strictly from principle. features for good in different ways.
Send the HERALD to relatives and age, county seat of Hickory County,
He can be located at any time and be
depended upon to accept truth in any friends in and out of the church. It October 25; large attendance exof its phases; he gives it support, will open the eyes of the unfriendly, pected.
Bro. J. E. Ritter writing from San
hence is reliable and progressive. dissolve their prejudices, and may conAntonio, Texas, October 20, comThe man who acts from "policy" is vert them.
Work for the HERALD and help the mends to the saints a study of the
unreliable, :fluctuating, changeable,
parable of the man without the wedand cannot always be counted upon cause.
ding garment. He thinks all should
for good. He is liable to weaken both
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
be prayerfully and studiously active
himself and his cause and to endanger
the triumph of truth (for a time at BRO. J. W. WIGHT, Sandy, Utah, the in the interests of the cause. He commends to all the study of the Book of
least, for it finally prevails) by 20th:Am preaching nightly here with splendid Covenants that understanding of duty
"compromise," through acting from
interest. Have continuous work mapped out may obtain among the laity with the
policy. Jesus Christ, the great Leader down
to end of year. Am feeling well and
and Teacher, acted from principle, not much more hopeful. Feel almost as though ministry. Saints there were blessed
from policy. His example stands an "awakening" has reached here.
in social and preaching services.
Bro. J. J. Comish, Farwell, MichiSome one sends us an unsigned
prominent and preeminent above the
letter on the subject of "secret sociepolicy of the wily scribes, Pharisees, gan, October 25 :We took down the tent to-day and put it ties," also a clipping on the same suband minions of the Romans, who opposed him. Like his Father, ''his away for the winter; baptized one more, ject and from the same writer we
making ten persons baptized in all during I suppose w h'w h th e e d't
h'ead s,
i or
paths are straight and his course is .our
stay here of four weeks and two days. I "
'.
,,
.
one eternal round." Policy is indeed start for home to-night, if nothing hinders.
Very bitter.
We do 'IJ.Ot publish
a "hypocritical, wretched" course "to Am getting better of my cough and cold.
\ unsigned articles. Personally we do
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not believe in secret societies; neither I Brn. M. F. Gowell and Peter Ander- I because of threats against the owner.
do we believe in such extreme views ! son ha,d :resultetl in the baptism of I No doubt the gospel would be received
that bitterness toward those who do 1 some, others investigating, the saints in many other portions.of the Old Donot see as we do results.
If the strengthened.
Saints all united; minion were the laborers sent stiffi·
preaching of the gospel does not af- never has been any jarring or strife cient for the harvest.
feet man for good, denunciation will among them; all at peace and in unity.
A letter from Bro. J. A. Dowker,
not do it. "The wrath of man work- A good record for a branch, sure, and Bayport, Michigan, reports a number
eth not the righteousness of God."
worthy of commendation.
baptized at the late Eastern Michigan
Bro. F. R. Tubb wrote, late date,
The Kansas City Journal of the conference. All were blessed of the
from London, England, of the status 19th sent us by Bro. D. J. Krahl, of St. Lord.
of the work in that metropolis of the Joseph, contains a lengthy account of
Sr. Maria Worwood, of Bozeman,
world. He expresses himself as be- a purported interview with one Elder Montana, aged eighty-four, writes
ing highly pleased with the labors of Kelsch of the Utah Church; also of desiring to bear testimony to the
Brn. Caffall, Pitt, and Smith, from the late local conference of that divinity of the work. and the good.
America. The local brethren and church held at Independence. The ness of the Lord to her personothers have been diligent, but their account includes statements attributed ally. She speaks from an experience
labors have simply reached a mere to EldEr Kelsch that might appropri- of fifty-four years in the church. To
fringe of London's extensive area and ately be designated "rich, racy, and her it is good to be in fellowship with
population. Could such places as rare;" but whether or not the elder is the latter-day work.
Exeter Hall, which seats five thou- correctly reported, we are unable to
Late arrivals include Bro. F. A.
sand, be secured for Bro. Smith and state. The item includes a statement Smith, of the Nebraska missionary
meetings be advertised in the London to the effect that the influence of the force; departures, Bro. J. W. Peter·
dailies, he believes many of the mid· Reorganized Church is dreaded by the son to the Eastern Iowa district; Bro.
dle and other classes could be reached Utah elders.
H. A. Stebbins to the Northwestern
with the gospel. The brethren are in
Bro. I. N. White, of the Twelve, Kansas district to labor at several
moderate circumstances, hence unable / reports good progress being made in points.
to make such moves.
He hopes, his field. Reports from twenty-one
Even the Quakers (Friends) are
however, to see the time when the of the laborers show the following awakening to the spirit of change andc
London public can be made to see the itl:?ms from July 10 to October 10: new departures in church life. It bas:
character of the latter-day message. Sermons preached 954; baptisms 86; been decided to confer legislative au. He regards it as a mistake to conclude elders ordained 4; priests 2; teachers thority on the conference of the sothat none but the poorer classes will 2; deacons 1; branches organized 1; ciety. The plan now only needs thH
heed the truth. ·
oral debates L There had been about approval of the yearly meetings to
We omit the usual "communication" the same number of local baptisms; become a law of the church.
or doctrinal article from present num- the outlook is hopeful.
Eighty-seven war vessels are being
her of HERALD, in order to give our
Sr. Emma Volz, of Minden City, built in England alone. Thirty-four
many correspondents a hearing. Michigan, writes pleasantly of a trip are for foreign governments. EuroThere are so many more letters in with saints to attend a conference of the pean declarations of peace are on
sight that some must be content to Northern Michigan district, in which a par with the story of the sick man
be '•boiled down" - not the corre- all joined together in the spirit of unity who said to his enemy: "If I die, I
spondents, but their letters:__for the and saintlike fellowship. We have forgive; if I get well, look out!"
present.
~ot sp.a~e for t_he lett;r, but commend I Twenty-five persons were drowned
Bro. D. B. Alvord, of Muscotah, I its spirit,. Sarnts wno love one an- in a train on the New York Central
Kansas, wishes brethren in that fiGld other and the cause are happy in the [road, near Garrison, New York, Octo·
to call on him.
I spiritu~l and social privileges of their 1 ber 24. The road bed washed out and
Some one sends us a page of Boyce's gat,hermgs.
the engine and several cars plunged
Monthly (where published n"ot stated),
Pres. A. H. Smith bas been con· II into the Hudson River.
in which appears a "short history of fined to his home, affiicted with rheu· . The worst blizzard known for years
the Mormons," by one Frederic Wey- matism, forthepastweekorten days. prevailed throughout the Dakotas,
mouth, who writes plausibly and in a, He is slowly recovering.
I Colorado, and other portions of the
way to pervert the truth. He menBro. J. R. Lambert has been very 1/ Northwest on the 26th. Railroads
tions the Reorganized Church in such ill of late. He is now sufficiently re· and other traffic were interrupted by
manner as to make it appear a part covered to be up and about his home. heavy sleet and snow.
of the Utah faction. This writer has
Of the work in Virginia, Bro. Erwin
French advices report a clash of
surely belied his name; he has failed Dickey writes from Roxbury, that interests between British and French
to weigh the words of his mouth or State, that opposition was quite pro· commercial companies in West Africa.
pen. He knows not whereof he af· nounced in that region. The few The trouble has arisen out of a ques·
firms.
saints there were doing what they tion of disputed territory.
Bro. J. D. Wiltfong, Mound City, could to press the truth upon the atBombay advices report reappearMissouri, requests prn,yer that he be tention of the people. A hall, one ance of the bubonic plague at several
restored to health. The preaching of opened for preaching, had been closed points in British India, with forty-two
1
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deaths at F.i:ardwar. The disease is i to carry out ·a satisfactory reform
spreading at Poonah and Surat.
program, with a view to alleviating
Continuing reports from the Indian the sufferings of the Cubans gathered
frontier indicate that the rebellion of in the towns under the concentration
insurgent tribesmen against British order of General Weyler. The folauthority is by no means quelled. The lowing named reforms have been
troops in a late engagement were passed upon, it is said: The Cuban
1
hotly followed by the enemy to Chamber of Deputies is to consist of
within a mile of the British camp. between forty and fifty members, a
The confidence of insurgent tribesmen deputy for each 40,000 inhabitants.
is increasing and they are offering a 'l'he Governor General is to choose
determined front in all directions. from that chamber five members to
The British officers say the tribesmen form an executive committee consistexcel in guerrilla warfare and are ing of a president and ministers of
wonderful skirmishers. The enemy the interior, finance, justice, and pubis fully supplied with ammunition, lie works. The Governor General of
and large reinforcements are joining Cuba is to have the right to veto legthe insurgent camps."
islation.
Doctor Kathrein, President of the
The 27th; replying to the proclamaHouse, has resigned the presidency, tion of the British commander on the
from causes growing out of recent frontier, the Mazozais protest against
disorderly scenes in the Austrian the occupation of Khyber Pass, SaReichsrath.
mana Range, and Swat Valley by
the
British forces and declare their
The King of Siam has condemned a
intention
of opposing the British admember of his suite to death because
vance.
of a breach of etiquette committed at
Henry George, the celebrated po·
Lisbon, Portugal.
litical economist, and of late a candiA disastrous storm throughout
date for the office of Mayor of greater
Japan, September 30; great damage
New York, died suddenly on the 29th
caused by floods; 65,000 houses flooded
inst.
at Nagoya; 42 villages with 10,000
"Berlin, Oct. 30.-Dispatches re·
houses submerged in the Kaito, Kaiceived
here from Graslitz, a town of
sai, Nakashima, and Haguri districts,
Bohemia,
say that earthquake shocks,
with 66,100 peasants dependent on
accompanied
by thunder-like rumrations of food issued by the governblings,
have
been
terrifying the inment; similar damage in other dishabitants
of
that
place
and its vicinity.
tricts; the late rice crop destroyed in
These
subterranean
disturbances
have
some sections; twenty lives lost in
prevailed
almost
uninterruptedly
since
Ari ma.
Friday evening. Eight of the shocks
Fifty-four per~ons killed, eighty in·
were especially violent. Many famijured in a church panic at Khnieleff,
lies are leaving the place."
Russia.
Bro. T. W. Williams, of Council
Floods in . Italy, eight persons Bluffs, wrote under date of the 30th,
drowned near Ascoli.
"on board a Kansas City train," as
Yellow fever worse at New Orleans; follows: "Am on my way from Car59 cases, 7 deaths on the 26th.
son, ·where I have been holding meetAdvices from Spitzbergen via ings, to Bartlett.
Got telegram
Christiana, Norway, state that a yesterday that John McClure (Camprumor prevails in effect that news has bellite) is 'photographing the Mor·
been brought by a ship, of Professor mon carcass.' Shall be present to
Andree, the Swedish explorer, who hear the closing funeral effort. All
left Dane's Island, Spitzbergen, in a goes well."
balloon in an attempt to reach the
General Blanco, the newly apnorth pole.
pointed Captain General of Cuba, ar·
Further particulars in regard to the rived at Havana on the 31st and, after
reply of the Spanish government are a consultation with General Weyler,
that it is conciliatory and not likely to assumed command. General Weycause an issue. The new departures ler, it is said, will return to Spain
of the Spanish ministry are regarded and head the party opposed to Cuban
by some as an earnest of its intentions l autonomy.

6~9

Mo1hsrs' Homa Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
HWhatever is a cruel wror.g,
VVhatever is nrijust,
The honest years that speed along
Will trample in the dust.
In restless youth I railed at fate
With all my puny might;
But now I know if I but wait
It all will come out right.,,

UNITS.
"Only a blade of grass!ln a world of getting and giving,
If all that I am, alas!
And all that shall come to pass,
Is no more than a blade of grass,
Ob! what is the u8e of living?"
But with the sun and the rain
The soft, sweet shower, and the shining,
Green things are growing amain,
And the breeze that sweeps the plain
Comes whispering, "See how vain,
How needless, is your ripening!
"Behold the joy of the grass,
The opulent use and beauty
Of the wonderful waving mass!
And all of it comes to pass
Through each little blade of grass
Just doing its daily dut,y."
-Mary Bradley.

THE REASON WHY.
DURING t'he last winter many have been
afflicted in our vic\nity with the disease
so prevalent throughout our land, and many ·
have been laid away in consequence; and
more have been left in a feeble state than the
number that have regained their original
health. The S1\ints have suffered as much in
consequence of the malady, according to
their number, as have others, but all have
survived it. The.writer was one of the victims; she sought not a physician, took no
medicine except simple home remedies, after
which she received the ordinance of administration by the hand of Bro. W. G. Pert.
The disease was rebuked; that is, grew no
worse, and wore off in a few weeks, yet she
was badly prostrated, and the throat and
bronchial tubes were a source of annoyance
at-times. She could not bear much air without suffering thereby, and staggered from
weakness more or less every day, yet was desirous to go to conference, notwithstanding
the apparent impossibility of tho case.
The how to go was -one source of doubt,
but on taking it to God in prayer the still
small voice spoke gently to .her spirit in
tones unmistakable, "The way shall be
opened up."
The distance to travel was
one and a half miles to ride and about two
in a little boat, and besides, there was quite
a little walking to do after getting onto
the island (Little Deer Isle). The way was
opened up wonderfully from leaving home to
the return, and yet there was much wet
weather to brave and only a little strength
with which to meet it.
The first day, after restiug- a little, she
went out a few steps from the house and
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was feasting the eye and the imagination on
the beautiful scenery - sparkling waters
dotted here and there, as far as the view can
be taken in, with beautiful green islands.
Not careful!.\' noticing a small substance in
the path, the toe came in contact, and
quicker than thought she was going, and
kept going till she lay perfectly prostrate on
the ground. Did she lie there and cry for
some one to come and pick her up? No, she
is not used to such things, but gathered herself up as best she could, and went into the
house, still rejoicing at the thought she was
once more so near the conference. Six years
before she was at the same place to conference, and three years later was at Bray's
Mountain, Great Deer Isle. Went to meeting Saturday evening, but had much difficulty in walking the distance, one third of
a mile, and more in sitting on the seat during services, although the desire to be there
was great and the sermon most excellent.
Had it not been for Sr. Laura Hendrick's
kindness, or some other sister's, she could not
have walked back to Bro. H;endrick's hospitable home. The brethr:en, J. C. and S. 0.
:!toss, reached there some l,ittle time before
the former. Twenty-six years ago J.C. Fos.s
l;iaptized her at the shore a little above; the
<?ther brother was. a new one to her.
We must remark right here, how very
pleq,sant it must have been to those two
brothers to meet at conference after having
been separated so much, and to have the
privilege of lodging together. To return:
She sank into a chair nearly exhausted, yet
somewhat excited in consequence of meeting
the dear brothers and sisters, and of once
more hearing a good sermon. She requested
administration by the brothers in the presence of the family and another lodger.
Bro. J. C. offered the audible prayer, and
every word was to. the point, was sweet, gave
'the assurance of God's loving·.care•and protection in the past, and also encouraging
words of prophecy concerning the future.
Her soul was filled with raptures inexpressible, so unlike the effect of words spoken by
mortals without the aid of the Holy Spirit.
She bad hoped before leaving home to receive a physical blessing, as well as a spiritual, at conference, and now the evidence
seemed to be unmistakable. A good night's
rest followed, which was something unusual
when excited, and an improved appetite in
the morning. Several days elapsed and no
increase of strength, as was greatly dtsired,
and what was the reason? No reason wha\ever in regard to the elders or on the part
of the dear Father. She did not have perfect faith in the promises that were given;
did not feel sure that they were from God;
felt little and unworthy in his sight, and
then the tempter suggested, "It was not of
God; it was only your good Bro. Foss'
opinion." That was the reason wby the
strength, so much needed and so much desired, was not given then. Could not have
gone to services Sunday, haa not Bro. and
Sr. Hendrick taken her there.
Conference was over, good-byes were said,
and 0, bow sorry we were that some of our
old familiar brothe~s and sisters were not
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there! Some of them are sitting in the eonference beyond, waiting to welcome us,, but
not to say e-ood-bye; others were not ia a
state of health to comfortably endure the
fatigue. Shortly we were separated by distance, and when shall we meet again?
Once more after several days she tried to
look to the Lord for strength. Requested
Bro. John Blastow to make the request in
her behalf. Forty-one years ago he was her
pupil; neither had forgotten the other. The
first words he spoke were, "The Lord loveth
thee." Every idea in his prayer harmonized
perfectly with those given in the prayer referred to. 0 how good, how condescending
was the Father to repeat the promises and
conditions to such an unworthy childl Such
is his great love, and from that hour an emotion of strength was made manifest, and it
increased each day for more than a week,
then overexertion and a slight cold retarded
the work for a few days.
Another reason why the body is not
stronger is worriment of mind. The habit of
sometimes letting vexing things vex us. An
indulgence in gloomy or fretful feelings al·
ways affects the body, and those who have
weak nerves feel it to their hurt. Pray that
with the help of God I may be able to
speedily overcome this my greatest weakness.
It has not been. a constant habit, but an occasional one. 'Tis a fearful hindrance to
health and happiness when we suffer it to
come. That is another reason why. Cherishing our infirmities after aeking God to
take them away is similar to indulging in
other evil propensities after asking him to
take them away.
''Oh]for a strong, a lasting faitli,
To credit what th' Almighty saiLh !
T' embrace tbe message of his Sun,
And call the joys of heaven our own.

"Then sbouid the earth's foundation shake,
And all the wheels of nature break,
0 ur steady souls shall fear no more
'l'ban solid rocks when billows roar."

SR. ALMIRA.

Slfndau 8Ghool IlBpartnrnnt.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

BRO. T. w. CHATBURN is now laboring in
Tennessee-a new field, especially for Sunday
school work. He recently organized the first
Latter Day Saint Sunday school in the State
or mission at Foundry Hill branch. It was a
school of about thirty-fl ve members, with Bro.
E. P. Cook as superintendent. May it continue and prosper. Bro. T. W. is a resolute
worker in all departments of church work,
and the mission that has his help is one of
the fortunate ones. We trust that he will in
time be <tble to establish Sunday schools in
all branches, and other places too, in the district or mission.
THE Ensign of October 14 says of Bro. W. S.
McCrea: "In company with Bro. Butler and
Sr. McCrea he visited the Oklahoma branch,
near Mathewson, and organized a Sunday

I school October 3, largely the result of reunion
, effort." Thus little by little we may see
springing up the fruits from our planting. In
our planting for the Lord we can never know
fully what the harvest will be. We sow the
seed, we gather some fruit, but we cannot see
it all. Some of the results eternity alone will
reveal. Let us do well our part and God will
take care of the rest.

REVIEW OF A SUNDAY SCHOOL'S
HISTORY.
As THIS is the first opportunity our scliooH
has had of representation through the Sunday school newspaper, we thought i•t not out.
of place to give a brief account of its history,,
for so small a thing as a Sunday sehool has a.
history which might be recorded for the.
benefit of others.
Nearly all great things have small begfn:nings. The mighty oak was once but a germ
in the heart of a seed; and while the winds
may rage through its branches and some be
broken off, others shoot forth to take their
place and the tree lives; and while the fierce
lightning may rend asunder its trunk, in time
the wound heals, the marks are effaced, and
the tree stands a Ii ving monument of strength
and endurance. So with our Sunday school.
Not that it is to be compared to a full grown
oak, but to one that has met the storms of
adversity and has endured through all, and
in time may become:mighty and strong.
About eleven years ago there were in this
neighborhood only about three families of
saints. These, having purchased a building
for church purposes, soon after organized a
Sunday school. But there were many ob;;tacles in t.he way of its success. There were ,
no Qua·rterlies, no association, no conventions,
to instruct teachers and officers. Their num-~
ber was small, few or no young people to1
give life and enthusiasm to the work; so the1
result was, after struggling aiong for somei
tim<0, it was abandoned. But it was not toi
remain so. In 1893, the few saints unitingwith the Christians, organized a union Sun~
day school at the schoolhouse, the church
having been sold. Large numbers turned out,
the school prospered and seemed to have
bright prospects; but after all, there were
some obstacles to its progress. Truth and
error could not dwell together. Truth sought
to uproot the error and error sought to uproot the truth, and as a consequence there
came a division,-the saints holding the
morning hour, and the Christians meeting in
the afternoon. But what a contrast! A
saints Sunday school with only a few members meeting to study God's word. They
were laughed at, ridiculed, and spoken evil
of; and still they persisted in meeting togethe1', quietly but earnestly, gleaning new
truths, which enabled them to do unto others
as they would have others do unto them.
The others filled the house with their numbers in the afternoon; but in a few months
the interest died away, and like the house
built upon the sand, soon was dissolved.
Especial credit is due some of the brethren
and sisters, too, for their untiring zeal and
earnest work in keeping up the school every
Sabbath. At times there were only three or "
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four present, but school was held just the
same. It was not long until, by the blessing
of God, others were united to the church,and
the school increased in n11mber. Then again
saints moved into the neighborhood so as to be
where the children could go to Sunday
school, and thus the numbers were swelled
still larger. The permanency of the school
was now an established fact. All were diligent in doing their part of the work, and
prosperity attended them. Such was the
condition of the school when the writer came
to the neigbhorhood three years ago. The
school has continued to grow; others have
come because we "had a Sunday school,''
and now the little schoolhouse is scarcely
large enough to contain the band of earnest
workers who meet every Sunday to study the
way of eternal life. The future is bright.
We believe others will yet be gathered in as
a result of the influence of the Sunday school,
and we pray that our heavenly Father's
watchcare may be over them, that their influence may ever be for good, and that they
may continue to grow iu numbers, in interest, and influence. What a
LESSON OF ENDURANCE
we may learn from this! Faithful persistence
under trying circumstances is sure to bring
success. Think o(it you who are discouraged,
if there be such. If obstacles stand in your
way and all seems dark, if friends neglect you
and refuse to give theh aid, remember if you
are faithful and enduring, God will not let
your efforts go unrewarded, and sometime
,you will see the result of your labors.
CHARLEY FRY,
In Sunday School Newspaper.
[Some years ago we visited this school. It
'then numbered but about a dozen. They had
missed but two sessions in one and one half
years.-ED.]

ZION'S HOPE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
'THE Harvest Festival and sermons were
again held this year in the saints' meeting
room, Sheffield, England, on Sunday, September 19 and Monday the 20th.
This
annual gathering with its display of fruit,
vegetables, etc., promises well to be an anuual institution. The first of these festivals,
held in 1896, was a success in every way, so
much so that the branch not only favored its
repetition, but this year joined in helping to
make it again a great success.
Our missionary in charge, Apostle Heman
C. Smith, was present and took part in the
proceedings from beginning to close. The
superintendent of the district Sunday school
association, Elder S. F. Mather, was also by
invitation present.
Fruit and vegetables of almost every species used here were represented in the show,
.and were spread upon a long table iu front of
the stand. These, together with the children who were arranged in gallery behind
this fruit-bedecked table, presented au altogether beautiful picture. The vocal exercises of the children were very efficiently
rendered. Thanks being specially due to the
voluntary services of Mr. Hutchinson, who
{)Onducted the singing, and his son who presided at the harmonium.

The Sunday morning service was in charge
of Elder H. Hoole. Elder Heman C. Smith
was the speaker. The afternoon service was
in charge of Bro. Joseph Arber, superintendent of the Sheffield branch school. Addresses were delivered by Elders S. F.
Mather, Heman C. Smith, and H. Hoole.
The evening service was in charge of Elder
John Austin, and Bro. Heman C. Smith was
the preacher. He read for a lesson the
parable of the sower and very suitably illustrated in his remarks the development and
maturity of the fruit from the seed as evinced
in the display on the table.
The festival was continued on the Monday
evening, the service then consisting of recitations, songi;, etc., and an address from Bro.
Heman C. Smith, after which the fruit and
vegetables, which had been voluntarily contributed by members of the branch and
friends, were sold. The funds so obtained,
after expenses are paid, being jointly shared
between the Sunday school and the branch.
The festival was in every sense a success,
and it is believed will prove an impetus, particularly to the work of the Sheffield branch
as well as to its Sunday school. God grant
that it may be so.

helter Depar1mem.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Oct. 19.

Editors Herald:-Say to those in the Eastern Iowa district that I have been unavoidably delayed here, but expect to be in the field
in a few days. Will commence work in the
extreme southern part of the district. Will
Bro. J. W. Adams look up some places in his
neighborhood for preaching?
Do not announce the meetings till I get there, and th us
give the enemy no chance to spike our guns
or discover our plans.
The Brighamites have been holding their
State conference here the past three days.
Seventeen of their elders were present. I
attended three of their five public services,
and must say that the greatest and plainest
point against them is the absence of the
Spirit of God. At no service, which lasted
usually about an hour, was there less than
two speakers, and sometimes four and five.
As to the men, I have nothing to say. As to
their doctrine, I do not know of a single
principle that is in harmony with the pure
doctrine of Christ. Their faith is not genuine when, if their leader told the truth, he
said, "Adam is our God, and the only God
with whom we have to do." Their repentance is not deep enough to include the abomination of polygamy, which in the Book of
Mormon is called whoredoms. That is a
grave crime-singular number-which Jacob
continues to inform them was polygamy.
Their baptism is certainly not genuine unless
administered three, four, or more times, as
they are compelled to admit. Their resurrection is based too much on a belief in
"celestial (?) marriage." What blasphemy!
.. Their idea of the judgment brings them hope
of reward for practicing abomination. Their
idea of present revelation is wrong, inasmuch
as they put as much dependence in a man's
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own words as when influenced by the Spirit,
thus dishonoring God and making man his
equal. I refer to the sayings of Joseph
Smith and their doctrine of "obey-council-or•
be-damned." And thus we might trace their
doctrine, principle by principle. Since hearing what I have, both from themselves and
others who lived there, together with the experience of my own father, I hope never to
hear any of our folks say, "There is not much
difference between us, aside from polygamy."'
Nothing can equal the zeal they exhibit
when opposed on the doctrine of polygamy.
It certainly is not a dead issue, as B. H.
Roberts can testify, if the statement be true,
that one of his spiritual wives bas recently
presented him with twins. It seems to me'
that they could see that the United States:
government is more powerful than the God'
that gave their celestial law(?) on marriage.
If salvation depends on keeping the.celestial
law, what of their new converts who have
been recently baptized, and who may die before they are privileged to practice polygamy
without breaking the law of the land? To
practice polygamy now is to break one of
God's commands-that to observe the law of
the land also. If Wilford Woodruff's manifesto was of God, they break another if they
do not practice it. Then according to their
celestial law they fail of their exaltation,
anc must be servants to those who have
practiced it. Brigham was about right when
he said, "Hell is when you want to, and
can't." They want to practice polygamy and
can't. I wonder how about the Nephites,
who were commanded to have but one wife?
Will they be only servants to our illustrious
Brighamites?
I had about an hour's conversation, privately, with Elder Brigham F. Duffin, and I
asked him the following questions:If God gave one law to you, which he for·
bade the Nephites to observe, is he not a.
respecter of persons?
He answered, "No; they obeyed the law·
given to them, and we obey the law given
to us. To obey God is to receive eternal
life," or words to that effect.
I said, "Then you believe that one people
can be saved by one law and another people
by another law; or in other words, do you
believe God is changeable?"
He then referred to the law of Moses, and
sought to prove that God did change his law.
I called bis attention to the fact that the
law of Moses was not a plan of salvation, but
a civil law. Then I called his attention to
the following from the Book of Mormon:
"And my words shall hiss forth unto the
ends of the earth, for a standard unto my people, which are of the house of Israel."-2
Nephi 12: 6. The italics are mine. Also the
following: "Wherefore I speak the same
words unto one nation like unto another.
And when the two nations shall run together,
the testimony of the two nations shall run
together also. And I do this that I may
prove unto many, that I am the same yesterday, to-day, and forever."-2 Nephi 12: 7.
But in the face of this, he still contended
that God changed. I called his attention to
the fact that God's words, that should "hiss
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forth," were to be the "standard" to those to [ many tramps in the country, it was out of
whom they should come; but they were not , the question for us to get the people to keep
doing that. I have since noticed that they us. We had inost wonderful light and
do not accept the word for two reasons. First, liberty in preaching; after which we bad to
their doctrine of "obey counsel" forbids their walk thirty-ft ve miles through a dry, sandy
acceptation of it. Second, they make it a sage brush county. Scarcity of water and
standard to the house of Israel, and not to the burning sun of July, made it very trying
themselves.
without food. We need a tent in this misMr. Dixon said, last night, that the Twelve sion. We can go to towns and live in the
were more especially to look after the saints same, which would cut down expenses.
at home-were for the perfecting of the The saints in the northeastern part of State
saints according to this passage (Ephesians are willing to do their part in the matter; I
4). I wonder why the Twelve were sent out haven't talked it with those of the west.
We have just closed a good meeting in the
away from home in Joseph's day? I wonder
if they ever read anything about some of the courthouse at Markleeville, Alpine County,
Twelve in Europe, in Joseph's day? And California, just over the line. Congregation
why did the Twelve leave for a permanent large; the Judge and lady were out, they exhome in the west. In the same twenty pressed themselves as well pleased with our
minutes' speech,he sought to prove that Peter preaching. I hope good was done.
Sr. R. W. Davis is doing good work in the
was the bead of the church and an apostle,
for the reason that he opened up the work in Sunday school department. If the youngdifferent places and at different times. Con- people can be got to take hold, in a few years
sistency, isn't it? In referring to the Reor- the work will look different. It is not a
ganization he said, ''Cut off the head of a question of a year to build the work up in
man, and he is dead. It is fair to presume this mission. I can see that our work is tellthat the apostles and prophets are the head, ing, and look for returns in God's time. We
then there was a time that certain factions are in the faith and never had better light
had no head." I presume he never read and liberty than this year.
J. ARTHUR DAVIS.
where the scriptures say that Christ is the
head of the church. He stated that the
church in fourteen years baptized over 150,HAMILTON, N. S. W., Sept. 6.
000, and that 22,000 lived in Nauvoo, and 80
Editors Herald: - Nearly fourteen years
per c<int of them went to Utah. Then again
he said common consent is at least consent of since I was buried in tbe waters of baptism
a majority of the whole. "What a tangled with my dear Savior; all praise to his name.
I was led from the Salvation Army through
web."
J. w. PETERSON.
dreams on two successive nights. The gospel
was not brought to me, but I was sent after
SHERIDAN, JYev., Oct. 11.
it. And like Nathaniel of old, thought, Can
Editors Herald:-We have no great things any good thing come out of Nazareth? O
to boast of, but we have done the best we how wonderful are the works of the Lord, and
could under the conditions that are in this his ways past finding out.
western country. I have done missionary
How our hearts rejoice in the truth when
work in other States, and can say from we go to with all our mights. We labored
knowledge that the W0st, or this part at on through wonderful obstacles, and in May,
least, is a great deal harder than 'l!any places; 1884, Bro. Burton organized a branch of
and to judge the work of the elders by tbe eleven saints. The Lord opened my way so I
numbers baptized would not be just. Care is was able to give the church a lot and a carneeded in baptizing here, more so than in penter shop 24x30, and by a united effort it
some other places. The drink and card was converted into a saints' chapel.
habits are so common, and in fact the rule of
The work is moving along nicely. Last
the country, that the greater part of those year, on August 21, Bro. Wells led eleven
who come into the church go back to their souls into the waters of baptism; and August
old ways. Some years ago one of our good 15, this year, I had the pleasure of leading
men baptized forty or more; to-day if you thirteen into the waters, and Bro. Wells two
find ten who pretend to live right you are do- more the following Wednesday.
ing well. They believed at the time they
Sunday, September 5, two more have been
were baptized that the preaching was good; baptized, making twenty-eight last year and
but the good book tells us to "Repent ye eighteen this year so far, and the end not yet.
therefore, and be converted."-Acts 3: 19. If
A letter from Bro. B11tterworth tells how
"every man's works are to be tried as by fire," the work is looking up all over New South
your writer believes in the end it will be bet- Wales. He baptized seven of late. A letter
ter for elder and the one baptized to use from Bro. Richard Ellis of Sydney, tells of a
great care. We could have baptized some great day in Balrnain branch, August 15; and
this year if we had talked going into the of the glory of the Lord that surrounded him
water, and worked to that end regardless of while preaching at night, and also of the
some other things. It has been said by one visitation of an angel seen to sit on the second
of our staunch men, "When they cannot live seat from the stand. So you see the Lord is
out of the church it is the right time to with his people here as well as in Zion. At
come in."
the confirmation of the thirteen at Hamilton,
Bro. R. W. Davis and I have had some j the Spirit of the Master was present in the
stalwart experiences this year. We paid out gift of prophecy; the power of darkness also
the last cent we had for hall and place to made his appearance, and one brother was so
stay at one point. With hard times, and so bound of him that he could not sit upright.

I

Dear brethren, we need more laborers in this
part of the Lord's vineyard. I have baptized
sixteen so far myself, and others are near the
kingdom. Our chapel was full the last two
Sundays, and I had good liberty in presenting the gospel. A Seventh Day Adventist
was out to hear. When asked if they had
apostles and prophets in their church he
said, "Yes." I asked who the prophet was.
He said it was not right to tell me; and after
I insisted to know, he said, "White." I said
was it Ellen G. White. He said, "Yes." I
asked when the Lord had changed and set a
woman at the head of God's government on
earth, and called her a prophet, and in the
face of what Paul said in Corinthians fourteenth chapter. It came just like a clap of
thunder to him; and he said he had not
thought of that part of it, and he became
like a lamb. I said if the foundation is badly
laid, how was the house to stand. He says
he will come again.
HENRY BROADWAY.
S•.rANDLEY, I. T., Oct. 19.

Edit01·s Herald:-October 6, I started from
Manchester, Texas, for this place, at the call
of Elder George Montague, to consider the
propriety of organizing the branches in the
northeast part of Texas and the Chocktaw
Nation into a district. To say the least, we
had a spiritual feast on the 10th. Bro. E. A.
Erwin, W. B. Toney, and Ellis Short did the
preaching. One was baptized by Elder Earl
D. Bailey at the close of the conference.
While here I received an invitation to
come to Tushkahomma; I preached five
times while there, and baptized a Bro. Sterling Price Cox. Others there are near the
kingdom. Since my return to Standley, I
learn that Elder W. B. Toney has baptized
seven, and Elder A. E. Elliott ten, and Elder
Earl D. Bailey one more, making in all since
the 10th of this month twenty souls added to
the Standley branch, which numbers now
160 members, and many more are near the
door. The brethren at Standley are doing a
great work. The calls are numerous for
preachers everywhere. I am glad the "hastening time" has come. The Psalmist says
"Thy people shall be willing in the day of
thy power." The cause is onward in this
land.
ISAAC PERRY BAGGERLY.
MOUNTAIN GROVE, Mo., Oct. 18.

Editors Herald:- South Missouri district
reunion was held at Mt. Grove, October 8,
with Elder Henry Sparling president, Elder
C. J. Spurlock secretary. The weather was
fine all through. The Spirit of God was
present throughout the session, making glad
the hearts of all. It has been far the best
reunion I ever attended in South Missouri.
Eldorado, Midway, or Nevada was not to he
compared with this one in spirituality; the
power of God was with us in prophecy and
healing, and many were the testimonies of
God's blessing to his people. Some of the
expressions I heard from the young saints
j were as follows: "I am so glad I came sevI enty miles;" another, "I would not have
II missed
this for fifty dollars;" another, "I
have belonged to another church for many
1

I
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years, but this week's experience has been a the "eternal God" in sympathy and "infinite
blessing to my soul, such as I never felt in love" for the human race, as revealed in the
divine work of our "Lord and Savior Jesus
my life," and so we might continue.
The 'bulk of the preaching was by F. C. Christ" - a work in which all the "holy
Keck and Henry Sparling, assisted by J. R. angels" are engaged, i>nd the good and virtuWedlock, J.B. Graham, Elder Williams, C. ous of every dispensation of God's mercy to
P. Carron and the writer. The preaching man.
Dear brethren and sisters, you cannot
was good, and was well received by the people; as a proof, the tent would not hold the afford to neglect such an important duty,
crowds which came night after night to hear and come short of so great a salvation. Then
the "little fat man," as they named Bro. let us be cohelpers and faithful laborers with
Keck, and that Englishman.
Surely the God in our own eternal interest.
Spirit of God was with the speakers. Bro. P.
We were glad indeed to meet with our
Carron was ordained an Elder, and Bro. E. much esteemed and worthy minister, J. R.
Edwards was ordained a teacher. A branch Lambert; his presence comforted the saints.
was organized here with Elder James McDiffit His ad vice and counsel in our business transpresident, Don Schofield priest, Emanuel actions were to the point. The word of life
Edwards teacher, W. H. Schofield deacon, as spoken through him to us was opportune
and Don Schofield clerk. This branch has a and timel;y; all hearts were made to rejoice
bright pro$pect ahead, good solid officers, in God. Long may he live to do his Master's
and some as noble saints as ever lived are will.
members of this branch. We hope to see the
The Sunday school work of the convention
work move here.
was praiseworthy indeed. We have some
Amongst the prophecies given, one by Sr. splendid workers in this department. PrayBootman to Bro. Sparling was encouraging ing for the prosperity of the work, I am still
HENRY KEMP.
to our , brother regarding his work in the in the faith.
past and future; and the one given by Bro.
Sparling to the saints, but more especially
to Bro. W. H. Schofield-it brought tears of
SEMINOLE, Ala., Oct. 13.
joy to our noble brother, who has so long
Editors Hemld:-W e had good meetings on
stood in the breach at this point, and his the 10th, at a place called Beulah, where
noble wife who has made the heart of many there are two churches and a schoolhouse;
an elder rejoice with her deeds of kindness. but like Bro. R. E. Grant, we had to occupy
The heart of every saint present was filled the outside of them. A commodious room
with gratitude to our hef..venly Father for was arranged in Bro. N. Reeder's large barn
his loving remembrance of these kind saints, near by, and we hung up our chart and went
who stood alone for twenty year8 or more, to work. The meeting had been advertised
always true to the cause; their honest trade for a month, so we had a very good time.
and fair dealing with their fellow man have When the afternoon services were half
gained them the best trade in town. The re- through, the Baptist minister and part of his
union closed Sunday night by .a sermon from congregation came in, and remained till servBro. Wedlock: it was well received. Monday ices were over; then they went to the water
morning, bade adieu to all leaving the town. with us, and waited until three were bapBrn. Keck and Sparling to continue the tized; then he started on his way to his apmeetings another week. Saints who missed pointment. Nine were baptized altogether;
this meeting missed a treat indeed.
two of them were sons of Mr. A. M. Maylan.
Hope a branch may be organized here ere
C. J. SPURLOCK.
long. There is already talk of building a
church house. Bro. J. Reeder has been
McP AUL, Iowa, Oct. 20.
traveling with me the past month or so, and
Editors Herald:~Our work in this mission has rendered go,od aid. Yellow fever still
field is on the move for good, steadily in- progressing, and Baldwin County now quarcreasing in numbers and growing in spiritual antined. This makes twenty-seven baptized
strength. The reports of our brethren at here of late.
D. E. TUCKER.
district conference were truly cheering and
gave general satisfaction; nearly all bad
something of interest to report. We think
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Oct. JS.
we are up to date in written reports, for all
Editors Herald:-I am out on the frontier,
the officers of the district-elders, priests, where none of our ministers have been beteachers, and deacons, so reported.
Our fore. Some have been in Bridgeport, but I
local force are doing nobly; we are glad •to am preaching about eight miles from there
state this for their encouragement. The out- in a union church. Last night the house was
look for their future is bright and consoling. nearly full, and the audience gave me the
We have calls for preaching the word from best of attention. After preaching, one man
all parts of the district, and pray continually; hitched up and brought me to the trolly car,
Lord, open the hearts and minds of the peo- a distance of three miles. I am favorably
ple, to tho necessity of contributing of their impressed with this community, and have
means that more laborers may be sent into felt the directing hand of God. If possible I
the great harvest field.
We exhort the intend to get our people at Broad River
saints of this district not to forget or neglect branch to follow up the work that I have
this all important matter; lay up for your- started, for we can get the church. two or
selves "treasures in heaven." Come, help three Sundays in every month. Am still
the grandest and noblest work which mortals hopeful for the triumph of Zion's cause.
can engage in-a work that deeply moved
A. M. BAKER.
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ADEL, Iowa, Oct. 18.

Editors Berald:-I boxed the tent a few
days ago for the winter. I was alone all
summer, except one week. Bro. C. B. Morgan acted Sankey for me, and he filled the
place well at Perry and Oskaloosa. The
local brethren aided much by opening and
closing the meeting for me. At Nevada I
had a very remarkable meeting. Began
with a goodly number, and the crowd kept
increasing; so that on the last night I was
told not over the half could get in the tent.
Good interest from the start. I baptized two
of the foremost Christian (Campbellite) ladies
in that part of the country, the organist and
alto singer in their choir, Mrs. Nellie
L'Hommedeiu and Mrs. Martha Belt. A
Christian (Campbellite) lady said to me the
day I left there, "Elder Roth, you ought to
stay a few days longer, for you have all the
Advents turned upside down and all the
Christians inside out." A man said to me
that he knew of about twenty who were on the
fence ready to jump on one side or the other.
The Dunkard and Baptist brethren were very
kind to us, the former gave us lodging and
the latter gave me the use of their church
font to baptize in free of charge. The mayor
helped us to fill the tank with city water free
of charge.
The Presbyterian minister warned his
flock to keep away, but he hurt himself more
than he did me; his own members told me so.
One man (a sanctified one) volunteered to
have me tarred and feathered; but he was
promptly notified by one standing by that if
there was any tarring done be would get it;
for said he, "This is the first time the gospel
was ever preached in this town, and now you·
can't stand it." Many friends were made for
the cause. May God bless the honest in
heart.
I began meetings here in a country schoolhouse last Saturday night; but the prospects
look unfavorable so far. It has rained every
day since I came here, so the people could
not come out very well; congregations small.
lt still looks like rain to-day. May God
bless his people and Zion prosper.
J. S. ROTH.
CASTLE ROCK, Wash., Oct. 19.

Editors Herald:-I :finished my series of
meetings at Little Falls, where I began September 22 and closed October 4, preaching
sixteen times. I made some warm friends,
and discovered some very bitter if not outspoken enemies to the work. The last Sunday, as I was about to sit down to dinner, one
of these friends came and asked for the key
to the hall. Knowing that it would be safe,
I surrendered it to him. When I went back
to service at three p. m. I noticed what
seemed to be a mail box with quite a supply
of letters or envelopes therein. At the close
of the service a gentleman arose and stated
that as they thought there were some who
might wish to contribute to help Mr. Chase in
his work, they had put up the box with the
envelopes. Those who wished could take an
envelope home, and at the evening service return it to the box with their offering. The
result was a little over ten dollars to help the
work along.
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Closing' services here Monday night with a
full house, and many in\'itations to "come
back again," and feeling that the Lord had
many there who were very near the kingdom,
I came back to Castle Rock the day following, and the evening of the 6th commenced
meetings again, preaching alternately here
and at Jackson schoolhouse until the evening
of the 17th, when I closed this series, having
preached nine times at Castle Rock and six
times at Jackson schoolhouse. The interest
was very good at both place~, althd'ugh the
attendance was not as large as I could have
wished. There are several at Castle Rock
who are believing the work, and will, I trust,
before long unite with the work.
Last evening I commenced a series of meetings that I expect will continue until over
Sunday next, at what is known as the Lank
schoolhouse. I came here by invitation, and
am being entertained by one Mr. Myers-a
man not of the faith, but who is anxious to
learn of the truth. I find '.both he and his
wife very kind. I was greeted by a well-filled
house; all seemed to enjoy the singing and
listened attentively to the sermon. As to
how they enjoyed that part of "the exercise, I
.cannot say. This is about four miles west
and north of Castle.Rock. A Mr. Vanderford, of th8 Seventh Day Adventist faith,
·very kindly came with his team, so that
I could ride and bring my organ and the
.large lamp that we use with the tent. He
!has been very kind. ·:; It was he who furmished the team for me to haul the lumber to
'seat the tent on the hop grounds. He at;tended the meetings there and also at the
.Jackson schoolhouse·since coming back, and
ihas aided me in every way that he could.
:Surely the Lord will reward him and show
Jhim the light. I parted company with Bro.
Holt thec:lst of September; am looking for
him here soon now. Think he is somewhere
on the Sound. Have been very busy since
the partiag, and shall welcome him back. I
feel that the Master has blessed me very
greatly in my ministry in the past month.
To him be all the honor.
Rejoicing in the work, your brother,
A. M. CHASE.
WILBURTON, I. T., Oct. 23.
Editors Herald:-Since June my labors have
been chiefly in Arkansas; six were added to
the church through the labors of Bro. Jackson
and myself. I came to the Indian Territory
in September, and went to Standley to represent the Wilburton bra,nch, which I did to
the best of my ability. I also held meetings
for a week eight miles from Standley, where
seventeen were added to the church, Brn.
Toney ~nd Elliott doing the watering. I
have been laid up with cold for several days,
but through the kindness of Bro. and Sr.
Adamson am better, and was able yesterday
to preach a double funeral sermon, the two
funerals meeting at the graveyard; one of the
dead being some eighty years old, the other
a little child of two summers. I am still in
the work of the Master, and hope to remain
.as long as he desires me.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am,
Your brother,
J. W.KENT.
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SYDNEY, N. S. W., Sept. 20.

be an ex-Jesuitpriest,known to be a Romanist)
The
next evening was set as the time, and. we had
a warm discussion, too, with signs of unfairness from the Romanist and his· "push."
His language became obscene, and a constable stepped up at once and said: "See
here, sir, if you don't guard your utterances
I'll take you in charge." This cooled him a
lot; but at last Elder Wight had to refuse
further discussion. I learn since that this
man came with his "push" with the avowed
purpose of working up a sentiment against
us, and then to actually run us off the ground
and out of the suburb. The police knew this
(though we did not), and the above mentioned constable had several "specials"
within easy call, if needed-and this without
one hint from the Americans that we wished
protection. The same Romanist has since
served a sentence in gaol, for some other
cause.
And were I a prisoner charged with some
heinous crime, I would feel surer of a trial
here in New South Wales than in the State
of Texas, or even in Indiana, where, a late
cable informs us, a lynching and hanging
took place by an ·unauthorized mob. (Was
this liberty or license, or what?)
Yours for a broad and fair patriotism,
GOMER WELLS.

Editm·s Herald:-I have just received and interrupted, imd sought a discussion.
read with pleasure "Talmagean Criticism,
No. l." I can heartily approve of all it contains except the statement concerning religious liberty.
I, too, "thank God for
American freedom, where the serfs of European dynasties can come and think; and
thinking, worship God according to conscience' dictation, with no fear of molestation." But I cannot go so far as to say: "It
is in America alone where mind may soar,
and the intellect delve, and return with disclosing light from realms above or speaking
stones from earth ·below, and none can say it
nay." (Italics miue.) I believe and know
this to be too exclusive a statement. I think
the brother will pardon my pointing it out;
and also recognize that my opportunity to
observe justifies this criticism '(or rather,
this correction). I enjoy the superior advantage of fouryears'residence under the bright
IBgis of the British crown and flag; ' and
though I am a bred and born citizen of the
United States of America, I have never felt
freer, in every sense, under my own flag than
here in these British colonies. I am in a position to 8ay that America is not the only
country in the world where mind may soar,
intellect delve, and serfs worship Almighty
God according to the dictates of conscience.
The oppressed of European dynasties find as
welcome asylum in the lands known as the
British Empire, as they do in the United
States.
Only yesterday, the organist of the Sunday
school here, in Sydney, selected as a closing
hymn, No. 1001 in Harp, 247 in Hymnal"America." I was accompanying •with my
clarinet, and as we played the prelude, I was
thinking, "Wonder if the organist hasn't
made a mistake.
Can Britains sing this
American sentiment? We'll see." I did see.
As they joined heartily in the hymn, the last
vestige of narrowness was banished from my
mind. Why could they not sing:HMy country, 'tis of Thee,
Sweet land of liberty," etc.?

Does liberty belong exclusively to the land
of the stars and stripes? The last verse answers:"Our father's God I to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing:
Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light;
Protect us by thy might,
Great God, our King,"

(The tune "America" is the national hymn
tune of England and called "God save the
Queen." Every boy and girl knew it.)
I speak the truth when I say that I have
enjoyed better police protection here than at
home, when the same was needed, in the
propagation of truth. I say that protection
has been prompter than in like experiences
in my own land. This I think is due to a
better system. At home a local constable is
elected by the people, and is not free from
partisan politics or local p,rejudices. Not so
here.
Elder J. W. Wight can bear me witness
that when we were holding open air meetings in Balmain, Sydney, a blatant and
abusive man by the name of Foran (said to

COALGATE, I. T., Oct. 23.

Editors Herald:-Last March I was booked
for a debate with a Christian minister of
Texas by the name of Woslick. Owing to
unavoidable circumstances I could not meet
him then; hence asked them to meet Bro.
Joseph Ward. They refused. Woslick went
and blowed around a day or two and left,
and gave notice of the same in their
papers. 'Whereupon the Campbelites tantalized our "people very much all over this
country, which has brought letters of inquiry
from the saints. This same Wosli.ck was
notified by his people to meet me the first of
August; he failed to come. They asked for
time. We again set it for October 18. I
went, and Woslick failed to show up. This
makes two failures on his part to one on
mine. I have signed eight sets of propositions for these bold lions since I came into
this church, which lacks three days of being
one year, an!l they have failed to show up in
any single instance. The good cause goes on,
and I baptize them, from one to seven at a
time. I have been wonderfully blessed of the
Lord during the past year, and rejoice that
the restored gospel has saved me from my
former delusions.
Yours for the truth,
W. B. TONEY.
NEW HARMONY, Ind., Oet. 23.

Editors Herald:-! came here yesterday,
after doing gospel work at Leavenworth,
preaching and organizing the saints into a
branch, October 16, with Bro. Peter A. Flinn
priest and president, Bro. Liman Pleasant
clerk. The branch numbers twenty-eight
members, and meet on the first Sunday in
each month for sacrament meeting. They
give a cordial invitation to the saints to meet
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with them in these meetings. There are so
many calls and so much to do, sometimes we
are puzzled to know just where to move.
Bro. Briggs paid us a flying visit in September, but was off so soon, many did not know
he was here until he was gone; but he left a
promise to return soon. We hope he will,
and get things in a better condition than they
are in at present. We are doing all we can.
I am striving to get the saints to come up
higher. I do not see any use in anyone coming into this church and living anyway.
Why not live right, or go out and stay out
until we can do so? Then come in and live
right. We are not benefited any by coming
in and not living right when we get in.
This is God's work; we should honor his
cause by letting our light shine by the good
deeds we do. Let us improve our time each
day, by trying to live better. All will not be
saved in the highest degree of glory. We
canno~attain to that condition if we do not
live for it. I have learned that it is easier to
get members in the church than it is to get
them to live right after they come in. I
would say to the elders, Be very careful who
you baptize into the church. If you want a
good building, you must use good material.
May the Lord help us to walk worthy of the
name we bear.
In the faith and laboring for the welfare
of Zion's cause,
G. JENKINS.
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tive to rehearing. After inquiring as to
certain facts it was decided by motion that
the request as set forth in petition be not
granted, and that A. M. Fyrando and D.R.
Chambers act as committee to furnish J. M.
Terry facts relative to case. On Sunday, the
17th, James Emmerson was ordained an
elder, Thomas Worsencroft priest, Asa Hight
teacher. Preaching during session by D.R.
Chambers, J. C. Crabb, and H. 0. Smith.
Adjourned to meet in Woodbine first Saturday, and Sunday following, in March, 1898.

I

NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI.

Conference convened at Bevier, Missouri,
October 9 and 10, 1897; Joseph A. Tanner
president, J. F. Petre vice president, George
A. Tryon secretary. Statistical reports of
branches were accepted as follows: Higbee
106; 14 baptized. Bevier 171; 3 baptized, 7
removed. Pollock 20; 2 baptized. Carrollton 10. Huntsville 15; 4 received. Salt
River, lately reorganized, 24. Ministry reporting: Elders M. M. Turpen, W. E. Summerfield, J. A. Tanner, J. F. Petre, W. H.
Vincent, G. Thorburn, F. Evans, M. A. Trotter, C. Perry, J. T. Williams; Priests Jacob
Waltenbaugh, F. T. Mussel, W. Kelso, M.
Surridge, F. M. Burch, and P. Pement (of
Clinton district); Teachers J. J. Jones, J. F.
Richards, E. E. Petre; Deacon T. Lilly.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report
$13.61; received since $153.65, disbursements
to date $79.45; on hand $87 .81. The financial
interest of the district was taken up, and it
was recommended that branch clerks take a
quarterly collection and forward amounts to
district treasurer. Also a ten cent assessment on all adult members to defray district
president's expenses on visit to Hannibal
branch, is to be made. Preaching by Brn.
:i::>etrei, Pement, and Turpen.
Conference
business was transacted without a jar and
the conference will be remembered as a very
CALIFORNIA, Mich., Oct. 28.
peaceful one. Adjourned to meet at Bevier,
Editors Hera.ld: - The series of two-day Missouri, in four months.
meetings closed, for our district, with splendid spirit and interest at South Scott ana
LITTLE SIOUX.
Flint, Indiana, and was followed by the largest
Conference
met
at Moorhead, Iowa, October
conference gathering ever held in Southern
Michigan and Northern Indiana, ·under the 16, 10: 45 a. m.; J. C. Crabb, H. 0. Smith, and
auspices of Latter Day Saints. Conference D.R. Chambers presiding; Lenna Strand and
opened with the Clear Lake branch in due S. B. Kibler clerks. Branch reports: Woodmanner, and the business was dispatched bine, Persia, Magnolia, Union Center, Little
with brevity and kindly feelings. Preach- Sioux. Spiritual report of above generally
ing services good, and the social meetings good. Bishop's agent, A. M. Fyrando, rewere seasons of light, spiritual joy, peace, ported from June 4 to October 11, 1897: On
and edification. Each face bore the index of hand last report $35.37; received $536.32;
the Christ within, and we feel that the influ- paid out $537.35; on hand $34.34, which was
ence of the latter-day message was stamped reported correct by auditing committee.
deeper in the lines of society's countenance, Bill of district secretary for $2.45 was preas a result of the gathering. We do know sented, and collection taken of $3.69. Elders
that the work is solidified and on splendid reporting were J. C. Crabb, C. Derry, H. O.
bases, with face fronting the hosts of sin, Smith, S. B. Kibler, A. M. Fyrando, F. E.
throughout our district. And while "tbe Cohrt, D. W. Palmer, M. Jensen, 0. Case, R.
nations are mad" (Rev. 11: 18), and clouds of Farmer, A. Johnson, F. Hansen, J. Lane, L.
perplexity lower, threatening the peace, and Gamet, R. Gunsolley, W. Cowlishaw, D. R.
Gentile times are closing in, we plead: the Chambers; Priests R. Chambers, J. Emmerson, R. A. Ballantyne, J. N. Mann: Teachers
harvest is ripe, "the laborers are few."
After delivering three discourses at Clear E. C. Outhouse, J. Case. The recommendaLake, over last Sunday, we are located as per tion of Little Sioux branch for ordination of
heading of letter, with appointments ahead. Thomas Worsencroft to office of priest, by
Bro. H. H. Robinson in the west, Bro. Bag- his request deferred from last session, was
gerly at Grand Rapids, and Bro. Briggs ~t taken up, and as the brother now expressed
Valparaiso (at last accounts), leaves only one, his satisfaction, it was decided to ordain.
Magnolia branch also recommended ordinain all these parts.
tion of James Emmerson to office of elder,
Cheerfully and hopefully,
which was accepted by conference. The
S. W. L. SCOTT.
action of the last mentioned branch in selecting Asa Hight as teacher was confirmed.
"There are in France 1,302,400 unmarried The committee in case of W. F. Donaldson
women between the ages of 25 and 50, and reported nothing done. They were continued
1,376,600 unmarried men aged over 30 with D. R. Chambers as chairman. A peti;rears."
tion was presented from T. H. Parker, rela-

DES MOINES.
Conference convened October9, at ten a.m.;
W. C. Nirk president, W. Johnson secretary.
Eight branches reported; viz., Angus, Des
Moines,Richland, Newton, Boonesboro,What
Cheer, Oskaloosa, and Valley. Elders reporting: C. Scott, J. S. Roth, E. B. Morgan,W. H.
Kephart, W. C. Nirk, W. Johnson, J. W.
Morgan, J. F. McDowell, M. H. Cook, W. S.
Ba~ee, P. P. Batten, N. Stamm; Priests J.
Barnes, G. M. Jamison, J. Park; Teacher A.
Freel; Deacon J. Young. The reports of the
missionaries were very encouraging, many
new places being opened and the general interest increasing, with many calls to come
and preach. This was the largest conference
that we have had in the district. The business was executed with promptness and
precision, the spirit of peace attended the
different sessions, and especially the prayer
and preaching meetings. A committee was
appointed to solicit funds to liquidate tent
debt. Sr. Eli Hayer, Brn. George Johnson,
John Barnes, Bro. Pence, J. W. Morgan, H.
A. McCoy, Henry Pratt, James Prosser, P ..
P. Batten, Frank Russell, and J.M. Cole are
requested to act as said committee. Will
the above-named please observe and act accordingly. Three were baptized during conference. Preaching by Elders W. Johnson,
J. F. McDowell, and C. Scott. Conference
adjourned to meet with the Grinnell saints in
February, 1898, at the call of the district
officers.

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS.

l

District convened in conference at Centralia, October 9, 1897, at 10: 30 a. m.; W. S.
Pender was chosen chairman, James W.
Burns clerk. Reports of branches: Topeka
17; no change. Fanning 75; 1 baptized, 1
removed. Scranton 98; 2 removed. Baker
28; 7 baptized. Netawaka 61; 5 removed,
1 baptized. Atchison 82; 9 baptized, 1 expelled. Centralia 16; no change. Elders reporting, P. Cadwell, W. S. Pender, W. C.
Cadwell, J. B.-Jarvis, W. Gurwell; Priest N.
S. Dunnington; Teacher H. Boston; Deacon
J. W. Burns. Bishop's agent reported from
February 13 to October 6: On hand last report $9.90; tithing and offering $152.40; expended $150.15; on hand $12.15. Treasurer's
report for eight months ending October 4,
1897: Total expended $6.24; total receipts
$6.10; liabilities $0.14. The reunion committee reported, the portion of expenses of Blue
Rapids reunion for this district being $15.35.
It was ordered paid and the clerk authorized
to notify each branch of their portion. Tent
fund soliciting committee reported as follows;
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W. S. Pender $0.50; Lizzie Wolfe $3.50; total
received $4.00. A recommendation from the
Atchison branch recommending Samuel
Twombly to be ordained an elder and Norval
Johnston a priest was granted and Evan A.
Davis was authorized to ordain the brethren,
or provided for the same. N. S. Dunnington
was granted a certificate of appointment as
traveling missionary for the district. The
Scranton branch was authorized to select one
from that branch to act as one of the tent
fund soliciting committee in the place of Sr.
Wolfe. Preaching by Brn. Henry Green,
W. S. Pender, and James W. Hudgens.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN
INDIANA.
District met in conference with the Clear
Lake branch, October 9-11; S. W. L. Scott
president. E. C. Briggs was chosen chairman, S. W. L. Scott associate; 0. H.
Storey secretary, Francis Granger assi§i!lant.
Branch reports: Cold water 123; loss 1, absent 19. Buchanan 37; loss 2. Clear Lake
151; gain 4, absent 19. Galien 118; absent 76.
Knox 40; · loss 1, absent 3. Marcellus 15.
Lansing reported 45, but was sent back to be
approved by the branch. Elders reporting:
E. C. Briggs, S. W. L. Scott baptized 1, H.
Rathbun baptized 3, H. Rathbun, Jr., baptized 6, A. Smith baptized 2; Priests G. F.
Weston, J. Kiefer, J. M. Baggerly, S. Bruce.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report
$56.67; received since $188.86; paid out $224.77; on hand October 4, 1897, $20.76. Samuel
Stroh, Bishop's agent. The standing auditing committee found the report correct.
Officers were elected for the ensuing term as
follows: S. W. L. Scott president, 0. H.
Storey secretary, Samuel Stroh sustained
Bishop's agent. District president was to
provide for two days' meetings throughout
the district.
Preaching by Brn. E. C.
Briggs, S. W. L. Scott, and J. M. Baggerly.
Adjourned to meet with the Coldwater saints
at call of president. This was the largest
conference held in district.

NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference convened at Audubon, Minnesota, October 9, at two p. m.; I. N. Roberts
president, G. L. Jones secretary. Branch
reports: Oak Lake 70; no change. Audubon
38; gain 1. union 100; gain 12. Minneapolis
49; gain 1. Elders reporting: T. J. Martin,
E. A. Stedman, H. Way, and I. N. Roberts;
Priest.s F. Y. Barnes and c. Pierce; Teacher
J. Harpster; Deacon M. L. Hawley. A petition from Minneapolis branch asking that J.
F. Hilton be ordained an elder was granted,
and President Roberts was instructed to attend to the matter on his return to Minneapolis. Voted that Central branch be disorganized. Preaching by Elders T. J. Martin
and I. N. Roberts.

NEW YORK.
Conference was held at Brooklyn, in the
saints' church, 199 Saratoga Avenue, October
2, 1897, at 7: 30 p. m.; Joseph Squire president. W. H. Kelley was made president of
the conference, Joseph Squire associate;

Ephraim Squire secretary pro tern. W. H.
Kelley then addressed the conference. Reports of district and branch officers were
read-, verbal report being accepted from
James Cocks. Voted that the privileges of
conference be extended to all visiting saints.
Re.port of Thomas Lester, Bishop's agent:
Receipts $205.10; expenditures $110; on hand
$95.10.
Auditing committee reported account correct. Election of officers: The
president and Bishop's agent were retained
in office; Samuel Guilfoy was chosen secretary and treasurer. Voted that next conference be held at Brooklyn, date to be selected
by the district president. Conference upheld
and sustained the church authorities by a
vote of confidence. Preaching by Elders
Kelley and Baker.
The following expression of sympathy was
passed by the conference: Whereas Bro.
John H. Pope, secretary of the New York
district, and an elder in the church, has been
taken from our midst, Resolved, that in his
death we lose a fellow laborer who has rendered acceptable service to the cause of truth.
He was a zealous defender of the faith, and
we hereby express our appreciation of his
services, and extend our sympathy to Sister
Pope and family in their bereavement, praying that our heavenly Father may grant his
special favor in their bGhalf, to comfort them
in this hour of trial.

LONDON.
Conference held in Toronto, October 2 to 4,
1897, opened at 10: 10 a. rn., October 2. President Joseph Smith being present was requested to preside, but declined. R. C.
Evans, president of mission, with R. C. Longhurst and Joseph Smith, presidents of district
and church associated with him, was chosen
to preside. The secretaries were Maggie
MacGregor and Daniel MacGregor. Branch
reports: St. Thomas 114; 5 baptized. Toronto
70; 11 baptized, 17 removed. Humber Bay,
organized 8 July, 1897, present number 19; 4
baptized, 15 received. Monmouth 63; 4 baptized. St. Marys 53; 1 baptized. Proton
126; 3 baptized. Masonville 126; 5 baptized,
l received. Windham 59; 1 baptized. Egremont 82; 2 baptized, 2 removed. Garafraxa
99; 1 baptized, 1 died. Stratford 20; 1 baptized. Cedar Valley 46; 12 baptized, 5 recei ved, 1 died. London 252; 4 baptized, 1
died. London district report from October,
1896, to June, 1897: Last report 1,519; present 1,601. Baptized 96, received 16, removed
15, expelled 2, died 13. Of the ministry:
Apostles 1, high priests 1, seventies 1, elders 29, priests 33, teachers 20, deacons 17.
Ordinations 5, marriages 13. Ministry reporting: Elders G. Virgin, G. ·Whitworth,
T. A. Phillips, G. C. Tomlinson, J. McLean,
S. W. Tomlinson, A. F. Davis, W. ll'ligg, W.
Place, J. McKenzie, R. W. Tarzwell, F.
Gregory, R. Whitehead, D. MacGregor, J.
H. Taylor: Priests E. Whitworth, H. Dickbout, C. H. Neal, J. Taylor, K. Cooper. Joseph Smith then gave a very interesting talk
1 on the work in general and on the marked
increase in Canada since his last visit, nearly
twenty years ago. Officers for the ensuing
year are as follows; R. C. Longhurst dis-

trict president, J. H. Taylor vice president,
Maggie MacGregor secretary and treasurer,
R. C. Evans was sustained as Bishop's agent.
Preaching by Elders D. MacGregor, R. C.
Evans, and Joseph Smith. Conference adjourned to meet with the Windham branch,
the time of conference to be decided by
presidents of mission and district. Reports
of branches and ministry show a decided increase and improvement. Every branch reporting had new baptisms to report, while
reports of the ministry show that numbers
have been baptized that are not yet connected with any branch.

GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Galland's Grove,
Iowa, October 9, 1897; C. E. Butterworth and
J. M. Baker presidents, Nellie Rudd secretary. Branches reporting as follows: Salem
67; no change. Harlan 71; no change. Coalville 43; no change. Dow City 105; gain 2,
loss 2. Deloit 162; gain 7. Pilot Rock :l3;
gain 1. Auburn 50; gain]. Galland's Grove
295; gain 9. Union 62; gain 7. No report
from Benan. Elders reporting: C. E. Butterworth baptized 7, J. M. Baker, W. W.
Whiting, J. F. McDowell baptized 2, I. N.
Roberts, J. T. Turner baptized 4, C. J. Hunt,
A. R. Crippen, D. Brewster, W. A. Carroll
baptized 1, D. M. Rudd, W. D. Bullard, A.
Jackson, W. McKim, J. H. Young, J. Hawley,
J. Pett; Priests R. Wight, J. Carlson baptized 4, J. Greenwood, N. V. Sheldon, T. N.
Franklin; Teachers G. A. Hoisington, T. B.
Shumate, T. Bell, J. 0. Booth. Bishop's
agent's report: On hand and received since
last report $734.60; paid out $635.45; balance
$99.15. Tent purchasing committee reported
they had purchased a tent and had a balance
of about $15 left which was used in repairing
the old district tent. R. Wight was ordained to the office of elder and Thomas
Jones teacher. A motion was presented and
adopted requesting the different branches of
the district to ordain their own branch
officers so far as practicable. Preaching- by
Elders D. M. Rudd, C. J. Hunt, W. W. Whiting, C. E. Butterworth. Adjourned to meet
at Dow City, Iowa, the last Saturday in
February, 1898, at ten a. m.

WESTERN MAINE.
Conference convened with the Green's
Landing branch, September 11, 1897, at two
p. m.; W. W. Blanchard in the chair, U.
W. Greene clerk pro tern. Elders reporting:
W. W. Blanchard, U. W. Greene, W. G.
Pert, S. G. Cunningham, 0. C. Eaton, S. S.
Eaton; Priests J. E. Eaton, L. C. Grey;
Teachers A. Huchinson, J. H. Robbins,
J. H. Eaton; Deacons H. Eaton, H. B.
Eaton.
Branches reporting: Brooksville
36; 1 died. Greens Landing 75; no change.
Deer Isle 52; 1 died. Dixfield 30; no
change.
Bray's Mountain 33; no change.
Bishop's agent's report audited and approved. Resolved that all district officials
revort to conference, and said reports be in
writing. Whereas there are district officials
who do not honor their calling by laboring as
the law directs, therefore be it resolved, that
the conference grant' them untU next ses11ioP.
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of conference to magnify their calling. If at
said session they fail to report required labor
done, conference will demand their license.
S. G. Cunningham chosen president of district, E. H. Pert sustained clerk. Preaching
by Elders S. G. Cunningham, W. W. Blanchard, W. G. Pert, and U. W. Greene. Adjourned to meet at Mountain ville, Dacember
4 and 5, 1897.

FLORIDA.
Conference met wit,h the Eadendale
branch, October 2, 1897; S. D. Allen presiding, B. L. Jernigan secretary. The following
branches reported: Calhoun, Greenwood,
Eadendale, Mt. Olivet, Pleasant View. Ministry reporting: Elders S. D. Allen, C. I.
Carpenter, and D. E. Tucker; Priests V. S.
Jernigan, J.P. Calhoun, and C. Dixon; Teachers J. L. Rice and W. Dixon; Deacons B. L.
Jernigan and J.N. Jernigan. Bishop's agent's
report: On hand last report $12.44; received
since $50.50; paid out $10; on hand $52.94.
Auditea and found correct. The following
committee was appointed to receive and
receipt for donations and contributions, to
raise funds for the purpose of buying a tent:
S. D. Allen, C. I. Carpenter, D. E. Tucker.
Preaching by Brn. C. I. Carpenter and E.
Powell.
Adjourned to meet in Februarv
with the Pleasant View branch. The meetings were good, and well attended by members and outsiders.

ALABAMA.
Conference met with the Pleasant Hill
br:tnch, October 9 and 10, 1897, at ten a. m.;
J. G. Vickery president, J. R. Harper secretary. Branches reporting: Flat Rock, no
~change; Pleaeant Hill, report referred back
for correction.
Elders reporting: J. G.
Vickery and W. S. McPher;:on; Priests J.
E. Miller, W. A. Odom, and W. D. Clark;
Teachers G. 0. Sellers and G. E. Wiggins;
Deacon J. R. Parker. Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report $38.60; received
since $23.60; paid out $40; on hand $22.20. J.
G. Vickery was sustained as president of
the district., M. K. Harp was ele.cted vice
president, G. 0. Sellers was sustained Bishop's agent, J. R. Harper secretary. Flat
Rock branch asked that a court of elders be
appointed to try some cases in that branch.
J. G. Vickery and W. S. McPherson were appointed to act as said court. 'I'he general
authorities of ~he church were sustained in
righteousness. Preaching by Brn. J. G.
Vickery and J. E. Miller.
Adjourned to
meet with the Lone Star branch on Saturday
before the full moon in May. The conference was pronounced a good one, though all
were disappointed to learn that Bro. T. C.
Kelley was not able to be there.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

Priests J. Morris and C. E. Crumley; Teachers
S. Penfold and J. Scott. Bishop's agent, C.
Baly, report81d: Receipts $l,419.04; expended
~l,~37 .l~; on hand, $81.89: Branches reportrng. San Barnardwo, garn 19. Los Angeles,
gain 10. Newport, loss 2. Net gain in the
district, 27. The district Sunday school
association reported. The reports showed
some improvement. The business ses8ions
were marked by a spirit of peace and unity.
The preaching, prayer, and testimony meetings were spiritual and edifying. A. Carmichael was reelected district president for the
ensuing yeat·, R. R. Da,na assistant, and W.
P.Pickering secretary and treasurer. Joseph
Luff and D. L. Harris were elected delegates
to the General Conference of 1898. All the
authorities of the church, general, district,
and local, were sustained by vote. Conference adjourned to meet with the Newport
branch, the third Friday in 00tober, 1898.
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Ilsso~iations.

LITTLE SIOUX.
Association convened at Moorhead, Iowa,
October 15, 1897, S. B. Kibler in charge.
Received reports from the following schools:
Pleasant Valley (Woodbine), Little Sioux,
Pleasant Valley (Smithland), Mondamin,
Woodbine, Magnolia, East Union Center,
Missouri Valley, Union Center, Persia, Lone
Star, and Meadow Brook. No report from
Logan school. Received reports from the
following officers and teachers of schools:
Superintendents, F. E. Cohrt, R. A. Ballan_
tyne, S. B. Kibler, and C. A. Stuart; SEcretaries, Fannie Ballantyne, Lenna Strand,
Annie Stuart, Lillie Atkinson, and Ida Bonnell; Teachers, Henry Purcell, Anna Binnall,
Agnes Binnall, Victoria Farnsworth, Herbert Lytle, Bertha Beecham, Ida Bonnell, N.
E. Belkham, Aggie Outhouse, Sarah Hoffman, N. E. Ballantyne, Foster Coberly, 0.
Ballantyne, 0. Amundson, N. Amundson,
Hattie Fallon, Elizabeth Kilts, J. E. Chambers, Rose Williams, L. McDowell, Anna
Stuart, Thomas Cha,pman, U. F. Landingham, S. C. Diggle, Julia A. Swain, Elsie
Landingham, Lillie Atkinson, and Jessie
Case.
The following questions were discussed: 1. How can I increase my own interest in the Sunday school? 2; Shall a
superintendent teach a class? 3. How can I
gain the attention of a listless child in class
work? 4. Where does the benefit derive from
a superintendent visiting classes when the
assistant superintendent does the reviewing
and also teaches a class? 5. What effect will
the irregular attendance of a teacher have
upon a class? Saturday morning prayer
service, Brn. S. B. Kibler and Robert Cb ambers in charge. Adjourned to meet at Woodbine first Friday in March, 1898.

Conference convened in Los Angeles, at. ten
FREMONT.
a. m., October 15, 1897; Albert Carmichael
ConvenMon convened at Thurmav, Iowa,
was.chosen to preside, N. Vanfleet to assist,
W. P .Pickering secretary. Officials reporting: Thursday, October 7, 1897, at 7: 30 p. m.
Elders N. Vanfieet,D.L.Harris, A.Carmichael, Th~ program consisted of one paper o~ the
W. M. Gibson, R. R. Dana, C. W. Earle, A. I subJeOt of temperance and two on the subJects
E. Jones, 0, Baly, and W. P. Pickering; I of Sundr,y eohool mat,ters, interspersed with

I

a:p propriate music, the Thurman band being
present and rendering good music. Friday
at ten a. m., the time was devoted to reading
~nd discussion of, l. paper, "Christmas offermgs," by M. E. Pace, read by Emma Hougas;
2. essay, "Is our life what we make it?" by
Roy Epperson, read by Ida Skank. The remaining time was profitably spent in normal
work by General Superintendent, T. A. Hougas, on the "Profitable and unprofitable servant,'' accompanied by a blackboard outline.
At 2: 30 p. m., business was taken up. The reports of superintendents, teachers, and schools
were read.
Charles Fry, T. A. Hougas,
and Ethel Skank gave oral reports. It was
decided by vote that the next session of convention be held at the same place and just
prior to the next district conference; also
that the district superintendent, assistant
superintendent, and secretary ·constitute the
program committee for the next convention.
The following bills were presented and allowed: Superintendent, $0.30; assistant superintendent, $0.80; and secretary, $0.60.
The remaining time was given to, 1.
paper, "Christmas entertainments," by Emma Hougas; 2. the Sunday School Newspaper, in charge of Joseph Roberts; 3.
Normal work by Charles Fry. At 7: 30 p. m.,
the following program was rendered: Essay,
"What the home can do for the Sunday
school," by Blanche Andrews, read by Emma
Hougas. Essay, "What the Sunday school
can do for the home," by Ida Skank. Paper,
"Methods of teaching a temperance lesson,''
by Ethel Skank. Original poem, "Wrong
versus Right," by E. Eleanor Groves. The
above interspersed wit.h appropriate music.
ETHEL SKANK, Sec'y.

EASTERN MICHIGAN.
Meeting called to order by Bro. Hartnell,
district superintendent, George Hicks secretary pro tern. Schools reporting: Olive Leaf,
of. Juniata, Buel Center, of Buel. Report of
treasurer read and accepted. Addie Grant
sent in her resignation, which was accepted.
Wm. Hartnell was sustained superintendent,
T. H. O'Brien elected assistant, Gra\;le McInnis elected secretary. The association
tendered a vote of thanks to Addie Grant for
past services rendered as district secretary.
Appropriate remarks made by Bro. Hartnell
and Elders Etzenhouser and Kier. Adjourned
to meet at the place conference convenes, on
Friday preceding, at seven p. m.

MiSBBllaneous Department.
A.RTHUR, Ont., Oct .. 28.
Saints' Herald:-The inclosed letter from
the Sons of England Benefit Society was sent
me in acknowledgment of a vote of thanks
tendered them by our late conference held in
Toronto for their kindness in permittillg
their decorations to remain in St. Andrews'
Hall during our conference.
,
MAGGIE MACGREGOR,
Sec. London Dist.
·
TORONTO, Oct. 19, 1897.
I Madam:-A t t.he last lodge meeting I was

I
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directed to acknowledge your kind letter of I She leaves a babe three months old. Many
thanks re the decorations. Kindly convey friends mourn.
the same to the members of your cnurch.
WIFFEN.-George Wiffen was born SeptemYours truly,
ber 29, 1819, at Finchingfield, E~sex, England,
w. ri:. SYMS, Sec. and passed away into rest at his home, Drysdale, Victoria, Australia, August 28, 1897.
Deceased was for many years connected with
SCATTERED MEMBERS.
the Wesleyan Methodist Church in the town
Notice is hereby given to the following
where he lived, but when past seventy years
named members of the Angola branch of the
of age he first heard of the restored gospel
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latand gladly obeyed, being baptized by Elder
ter Day Saints, whose wherebouts are unJ. W. Wight, October 7, 1890. His life, both
known to the branch officers. If you fail to
before and after joining with the saints, has
report to the branch before December 1,
been one of consistent Christian usefulness.
1897, your names will be dropped from the
Widow, four sons, and three daughters
branch record and placed on the church
mourn. Funeral sermon was preached to a
scattered list. Fallie A. Russell, Jennie
good audience by Elder W. J. Trembath on
White, John Lumly, Ezella F. Hart.
Sunday, September 12.
OLA OLSON, Pres.
OLSON.-Sr. Johanne Olson, at her home
c. K. RYAN, Clerk.
in Pleasant Grove, Utah, October 17, 1897.
ANGOLA, Kansas, Oct. 16, 1897.
Said sister was born June 14, 1823, in Thors,
Hjoring, Denmark.
With husband and
family came to this country in 1868, being
BORN.
Ivrn.-To Thomas and Lettie Ivie, of Bedi- members of the church in Utah. On May 20,
son, Missouri, July 9, 1897, a daughter, named 1885, she was. baptized at Pleasant Grove,
Minnie Fern. Blessed September 5 by Elders Utah, by Oliver Johnson, and united with
the Reorganized Church. Her husband died
H. Kemp and Ed Fannon.
GOODE.-To William and Emma Goode, of about six years ago. The funeral services
Tabor, Iowa, a daughter, August 25, 1897, were conducted at the Josephite chapel,
named Pearl Gladys. Blessed October 15, October 20, Elder H. N. Hansen in charge.
1897, by Elders T. W. Williams and H. Kemp. Elder James McKiernan preached the serDURFEY.-To H. F. and Minta Durfey, of mon, and Bishop Thorn followed with reThurman, Iowa, a son, August 29, 1897, named marks. Interment at the Pleasant Grove
Horace Franklin. Blessed October 10 by cemetery. That the sister was highly respected, and that the relatives have the symElders J. R. Lambert and H. Kemp.
PERRY.-At Oskaloosa, Iowa, March 18, pathy of a large circle of friends, was
1897, to Mr. Ed and Sr. Anna Perry, a son, attested by the numerous attendants at the
and named Lyle. Blessed August 15, 1897, funeral.
by Elders J. S. Roth and W. H .. Kephart.
HULSE.-Herman B. Hulse, at his resiMAITLAND.-To William T. and Carrie E. dence, near Decatur, Michigan, October 18,
Maitlancl, Des Moines, Iowa, October 16, 1897, 1897, aged 77 years and 3 months.
a daughter, named Marilla Juanita.
BEVENS. - Near Stewartsville, Missouri,
SNOOK.-To Wm. and Sr. Clara Snook, a August 14, 1897, in his twenty-first year,
daughter, June 4, 1897, named Effie Alberta. David Emmett, youngest son of Sister
Blessed September 26, 1897, by Elder M. L. Bevens, from the effects of ,a fall from a
Schmid.
horse the 12th of August. He was a memFREEL. - To Bro. Benona and Sr. Eva ber of the Christian Church and bad a host
Freel, January 25, 1897, at Pleasantville, of friends. Services held at the Baptist
Iowa, a son, and named Loran Dwight. church, six miles south of Stewartsville, in
Blessed October 10, 1897, at Runnells, Iowa, charge of Elder William Lewis.
by Elders C. Scott and N. Stamm.
HARDAKER.-In Stewartsville, Missouri,
YOST.-On March 25, 1897, near St, Paul, October 10, 1897, John Hardaker, aged 56
Howard County, Nebraska, to Mr. Charles and years, 5 months, 17 days. Wife and daagbAdrelia Yost, a son; named George Curtis, ter mourn. He was a faithful member and
and blessed October 15, 1897, at Lamoni, held the office of priest. The funeral was in
Iowa, by Elders H. A. Stebbins and Frank charge of Elder1;1 William Lewis and T. T.
Criley.
Hinderks. Services held at the church in
DIED.
Stewartsville, at which nearly every family
KENNISON.-At Gatlin, Colorado, August in town was represented, a general expres2, 1896, Sr. Mary J., wife of Bro. A. J. Ken- sion by all that he was a faithful, honest man.
nison, in her seventy-eighth year. She was
STOREY. - At Myrtle Point, Oregon,
born in Danville, Caledonia County, Ver- August 17, 1897, Elder Luke Storey. He
mont, October 31, 1818. She was married was born in Cambridgeshire, England, April
in Franklin County, New York, September 27, 1833; ewigrated with his parents to South
7, 1844. Baptized July 28, 1878, by G. W. Australia in 1846, where he united with the
Shute, at Gaylord, Kansas. ,She was a de- Utah Church in 1854. In August, 1855, he
voted wife and mother and a faithful saint. married Elizabeth Collins, with whom he
SUDDITH.-At Rushville, Illinois, Septem- moved to Utah in 1880. There he became
ber 21, 1897, Sr. Josephine Suddith nee Irwin. dissatisfied with church procedure and left for
Deceased was born September 13, U'60, in Montana and from thence moved into WashSchuyler County, Illinois; baptized Novem- ington, where he chanced to meet Elder C.
ber 2, 1874, by C. Mills. She was married A. Bishop, from whom he learned of the Reil-bout a year al)d a, .half ago to Fra,nk Suddith. organization, He wa;s l>a:pth;ed by Elder A.

I

Haws, February 5, 1890, and on July 20, 1890,
was ordained an elder by J. C. Clapp. He
was faithful to the end and died in full hope
of triumph through the gospel, leaving a
wife and one son and daughter to mourn.
His last speech was a testimony of the truth
of the latter-day work.
POPE.-Elder John Hall Pope, August 23,
1897, at Brooklyn, New York. He was born
at Cutcombe, Somersetshire, England, May
23, 1851; was baptized September 29, 1872, "'t
New Tredegar, Wales. He was ordained an
elder, February 21, 1875, and has labored in
that office since. He has labored as a branch
officer for some years as circumstances would
permit, and died in the harness. Widow and
four young children mourn. May the good
Father watch and care for them along the
rugged road of life.
.MORRIS.-At Lamoni, Iowa, October 20,
1897, Mrs. Phebe M. Morris. daughter of Bm.
Charles E. and Sr. Rebecca Potter, aged 25
years, 5 months, and 16 days. After 7 months
and 16 days of much suffering her spirit left
its mortal tabernacle. She had never obeyed
the gospel. Funeral sermon by Bro. H. A.
Stebbins, assisted by Bro. R. M. Elvin.
BALL.-At Quincy, Michigan, Octo>er 14,
1897, Bro. Thaddeus Ball, aged 83 years, 11
months, and 15 days. Born in New York, he
emigrated to Branch County, Michigan,
where he passed fifty-seven ye9.rs of his life.
He wa~ baptized July 24, 1876, by Apostle E.
C. Briggs, and was a loyal member when,
"as a shock of corn cometh in in his season,''
-in full age,-he was gathered to that "rest
which remaineth for the people of God."
Funeral obsequies from the saints' chapel.
Remarks by Elder S. W. L. Scott to a large
concourse of people. "Rest! sweetly rest!"
PRATT.-At Council Bluffs, Iowa, October
18, 1897, Floyd, son of C. F. and Marie D.
Pratt, aged 8 months and 15 days. Funeral
services at Crescent, Iowa, conducted by
Bro. C. L. Carstensen.
SCOFIELD. - Sr. Emma L., wife of Bro.
Charles Scofield, died at her home in Cass
Township, Harrison County, Iowa, October 25,
1897, aged 39 years, 2 months, and 11 days.
Husband, four boys, and one girl mourn.
She received the gospel message when she
was twenty-one years old, and continued in
the faith until the last. The interment was
at Six Mile Grove cemetery. Funeral sermon by Elder Frederick Hansen.

THE MODERN PARENT REBUKED.
The duties of Dr. Brown as rector of one of
our largest churches are necessarily very
great, as are those also of his wife, says the
New York World. Consequently the small
Browns are turned over to nurse and governess.
Last week Dr. Brown 'ran down into the
country to see his children. The visit ended,
he arose to go. The youngest of them all, a
girl of six, stepped forward, shook hands
primly, and said, "Good evening, Doctor.
When did you aay we may expect a call
from Mrs. Brown?"
The rector tells the story himself, and
protests thii.t be wa;s r.nore rebuked than
amused,
·
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ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK.

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.

The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original llinthorized edition
of 1835, which was adopted by a General Assembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enlarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. Tl\e concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of :figures for
the old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The :figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, according to bindings:Cloth............ .
. ••••••••••••. $ 65
Full lea ther ••••••......••••••• , • • • • 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
for notes.)

SERMONS.
Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers of
the Reorganized Church, formerly published
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS'
HERALD.
Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth
75 cents: postpaid.
An excellent volume to tJ!~·.:miate among
investigators.
Two hundred and eight pages of choice
reading matter on subjects of interest to investigators.
The principles of the gospel set forth in
plainness and in interesting, attractive, nar"t"ati.ve style.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 fo;
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of sale.o
- -

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
t? Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road
of. equal. mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See
M1ssour1 Surplus Map at our stations.) The
freight and :passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections
Per~ons se~king farms ca.n find property' at
t~mptrng prices; men seekmg business locations can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsvill~ are particularly well
located for
busmess. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J, F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
A. C. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.

WANTED ..
I want a man with $4,000 capital to buy a
good clean business in Lamoni, Iowa. Can
also find a good opportunity for a rnan with
$7,000 to invest. Full particulars given on
application. Correspondence solicited.
·
FRED B. BLAIR, Agent.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. o. SMITH.
~his tri..ct sets forth ·and refutes the false

claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utah
Church.
I.t brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Y:oung and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent le;:i.tle:s to be at variance with f!.Dd their
orgamzation a departure from the faith
taugh t by the eariy church and -its three
standard books.
It als~ yindicates and maintains the general po~1tion of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
~ tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
elders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; er
dQ..70,_, _3_0 cen~~·
P

$1.50.
THE SAINTS' HERALD

$1.50.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times mn4
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer T:e:m
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for Oftll
year fro!Il the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in adnance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
subscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date named.July 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advano.
will receive the benefit of the reduction in
'jlrice at the dates of expiration of present
-mbscriptions, and for the year following said
dates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per oent1
both in the price of the church paper, and ox
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
necessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebted
pay t. p all past due accounts.
Bra ... ;,h ·hook agents and the ministry who
cau do so, are respectfully asked to second the
efforts f the Board by obtaining new subsrribers tor the HERALD and working in the
general inte~ests of the Herald Office-the
cnurch publishing plant.
In bonds,
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.
BARGAINS IN FLEXIBL.!: BIBLES,

Herald Office has arranged to
handle a special line of bargains m
Sunday School Teachers' and Minis·
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first·
class editions are offered at greatl;y
reduced prices, as follows:"The Self-Pronouncing Sunda.y
School Teachers' Bible," the same u
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and
maps, in good large print, bour·
geois type, with marginal references;
printed on thin paper, flexible binding;
size 6tx8t mailed postpaid at $2.00
per copy net.
"The Comprehensive Tea~hers'
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new
and revised helps to Bible study, new
concordance, and an indexed Bible
atlas, new maps, etc.
Flexi'ble
binding, thin tinted paper, minion
type, size 6.xRJ. mailed postpai'd "t
"4"
"'
$1.50 net.
These B'bl
l es are marvels of cheapness in price, but are excellent in
quality of workmanship in binding, etc. They are issued by leading pubi· h
lS ing houses and may be relied upon.
Address orders to Frank Criley,
B us:ness
.
M anager H erald Office, La.mom, Iowa.

THE
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TRADE MARICll\l•
DESDCNS,
COPYRICHTS &.<10
Anyone sending a sketch and de::icription may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patent&
tn America. We have a VVasbington officee
Patents taken through lHunn & Co. re.ceiV®

special notice iu the

SCIENTIFIC IUllERIGAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
a.ny_scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year3
11.50 six months. Specimen copies and HAND
Bl;)QK ON PATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

CO.,

861 Broadway, New York.

ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right price.s. Estimates furn!sb.111!1

AS FARASAPOUNDAND·A.HAU'

co.

OF ANY .OTHERSTARCH.
;, ~~Uf.'AC"i'URE:Cll llJNL)f Sy

111

~.C.HU
BRDS'
UK.IOWA. NEWHAVEH.CO
ii,!iiiii,!iii~~e:~!l:i~PVl'lllGH

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without:donbt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practwal experience Jn fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natn ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither a1senic, alum· or any.other substance injurious to lineo, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take .away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No (Jure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN,
A honse !n Lamoni Iowa, two sq,uares from the bms!,.
ness center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three cloaeta.
1md is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more I
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent1lat!on tor
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, a11d peach trees 011 the two lots, whlcll. ue
tll.e corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamonl. low111.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The pnrest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and dehvered at express office on receipt of price.
E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES,

w.

NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current; Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
11ubscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at 83 per year, payable in adv:mce.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ARE YOU A RENTER?
$30 per acre will buy a good prod;:wtive
farn.1 of 80 acres five miles from Lamoni, over
good road; fgur room house; stable, frui~, and
wells; good neighborhood; school close bJ!'.
Terms $200 cash and balance 10 yearly pay·
ments. Write to D. F, Nicholson, Lamoni,
low111..

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same a.SI
for the first volume, as follows:THE

Cloth bound, ..........•........ "° ...... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, .•••.• 2
Full leather, ..........••••• ,. •• ,., •.•.. 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ..•.. , ••• ., •..• 3
For catalogues or further informat!on,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI, IOWA.

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of ea.ch
when ordering.
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EXPI:ORA:,IONS I~ B~ITrS~ ~or,:MBIA
'IEND .LO PRO'\ E '!:HIS 'IH""ORY.
AFTER spending upward of four
months among the native tribes of
Northern British Columbia Dr. Franz
Boaz and Dr. Farrand, the experts of
the British assocfa,tion and the American Museum of Natural History, are
more than ever convinced that all the
redmen of the American Pacific coast
are of Asiatic origin.
The investigation upon which this
important conclusion is based have
extended over a very large area of
rough and little traveled territory in
the course of which all the tribes
along the Fraser in the Hope mountains, at Kamloops and along the
Thompson River, living on the Chilcotin plains or inhabiting the Naas and
Skeena were interviewed and made
the object of serious study.
The physical characteristics of each
were carefully noted, measurements
and photographs were taken, and innumerable casts were made. At the
same time the customs and traditions
of the several dusky nations were
searched for their unwritten history,
and their artistic efforts in paintings
and rude sculpture were looked to for
the key to the riddle of their existence.
All these sources of information ta-

J

I

J

1

·

I this province h2'.s ~een obtained as a. I wit~ whom Dr. Farra~~ re.mained as

result of the work m the field by Dr.
Boaz and his associates. These ineluded, besides Dr. Farrand, Mr. Har· lin I. Smith and Mr. James Tait of
Spencer's Bridge, both enthusiasts in
research and deep students of the
characteristics of native races. Dr.
Farrand and Dr. Boaz have just returned to Victoria and announce themselves well satisfied with their season's
operations-ample testimony that
they have accomplished much.
There is indeed no distinctive tribe,
modern or extinct, within the boundaries of this province that has escaped
attention, the investigations of the
savants having extended over both
mainland and islands. Their work
from beginning to end has been in
connection with the grand and comprehensive scheme of the British association and the fraternal American
institute for the classification of the
native races of the West, in connection
with which Prof. Boaz has been earnestly engaged during ten years past.
Reaching Victoria in early May last
the party of three went first to Spencer's Bridge where rare fossil treasures are found in abundance, and
where the resident tribes, as well as
the Kamloops Indians, received

'an l1unored gues~ um1l m1d-A.ugust.
Dr. Boaz continued to the coast, p~r
suing his investigations at Bella Coolo
and Port Essington and picking up
the thread of his researches where it
was dropped last year at Rivers inlet.
- Victoria, B. G., Dispatch in the San
Francisco Examiner.
HUMAN RACE DYING OUT.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS DISCUSSED AT
THE CIVIC- PHILANTHROPIC
CONFERENCE.
"'
BATTLE CREEK,
Mich., Oct. 13.-At
to-day's session of the Civic Philan thropic conference Dr. Baker, secretary of the Michigan Board of Health,
read a paper on the duty of national,
State, and municipal governments in
relation to public health. He said
that the causes of disease must first
be known before it became possible to
guard against them. Cooperation of
all classes is needed for the restriction
of diseases. Purity of water supply
is a necessity and of supreme importance, and all water should be boiled.
Professor O'Malley of Notre Dame
University read a paper on the prevention of contagious diseases in the
city. Many cases called diphtheria
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THE SAINTS' HERAL'-..
he asserted, were unjustly quarantined. He held that physicians should
be appointed to examine throats of
children in schools periodically, and
gave instructions for the care of pa·
tients and modes of disinfection. The
steam disinfectant plants, though expensive, were effective for cities.
Coins should be boiled and all paper
money disinfected with carbolic acid.
Dr. J. H. Kellogg of Battle Creek
:read a paper entitled "Are We a
Dying Race?"
He said in part:
"Notwithstanding our marvelous accumulations of wealth and wisdom we
are certainly going down physically
toward race extinction. Sanitarians

At the afternoon session Dr. Kress
the Sanitarium, this city, made
[ some bold charges. His paper was
Herald and Self= Pronouncing
on the relation of habits of life to
Bible.
, chronic diseases.
Both acute and
THE
Herald
Office
has decided to offer
chronic diseases, he claimed, are due
its patrons an excellent opportunity
to evil habits, and, owing to bad living
to secure a useful and valuable preof people, are on the increase in this
mium - the celebrated "Self - Procountry. People are becoming de- nouncing Sunday School Teachers'
generate, and one of the chief means Bible," the same as the ''Oxford
of producing this national condition is Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in
the universal practice of beer drink· good large print, bourgeois type, with
I ing. Tobacco, he asserted, is also a marginal references; printed on thin
national curse, and a majority of the paper, flexible binding; size 8.,t x 6!.
patent medicines and many drugs in
common use are deleterious. Meat
eating also produces disease.
pride themselves on having saved
Dr. MacGuigan of the Kalamazoo
millions of lives, thus doubling the
A
d .
t•
f
·
.
Insane sy 1um. urge
average length of human existence,
.
.iso1a 10n
. o .epiand the credit claimed for sanitary leptics, chrome mebriat~s, imbeciles,
science is justly its due. Neverthe- J insane, and other defectives. He a~
less, we must not see in this great in-1 vocated a colony system.-Press Discrease in the average length of human patch.
OUR PREMIUM BIBLE.
life an indication that by a continuaFor one (1) new subscriber to the
tion of the same method human lonJEWS PLAN TO COLONIZE.
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will
gevity may be indefinitely or even
A mass-meeting of the Hebrews of Chicago send the HERALD for one year to any
greatly increased. The man who has was held yesterday afternoon in Porga8' Hall, address and a copy of the Bible to the
a sound stomach is able to digest Jefferson and Maxwell streets. B. Howit.z, remitter.
cholera germs as well as other vege- President of the Zion association, an orOr, anyone sending us ten (10) new
tables· thus they are rendered inca- ganization formed for the purpose of e.ssubscribers
for the HERALD at $1.50
'
. tablishing a colony for persecuted Jews rn
pable of doing him harm. The ~astric Palestine presided. Speeches were made by each, cash accompanying orders, will
juice of a healthy man readily de-1 Dr. Felzenthal, rabbi of the Zion Congrega- receive a copy of the Bible.
stroys typhoid . fever germs, and, in j tion, by L. Zolotoff, H. Horowitz, and W.
This Bible has been purchased by a
fact, germs of every description. Shur.
number and has become a favorite
The man whose liver is sound is able
The day being the sec.ond of the feast of
.
the tabernacle, was a holiday, and the hall volume for ministerial and Sunday
to combat successfully the poison was filled to its utmost capacity, nearly a school work. It gives entire satisfacgenerated within the body by the in- thousand persons being present. The object tion.
vading microbes; whereas the man of the meeting was to present the matter ?f
We want one thousand new subwhose liver has been spoiled by whis- colonization to the peo~le and. to u:ge their scribers for the HERALD within the
key tobacco gormandizing, excessive cooperation. No de~m~e action will be taken until the assoc1at10n learns from Dr. next ninety days. The church paper
'
. '
.
consumption of effete me~ts, or bhs- j Harzel and Max Nordau, who are the origi- has been reduced in price and should
tering condiments, succumbs to the natorsof thecolonizationscheme, what action circulate in every home of and be read
onslaught of these diseased germs.
was taken in regard to colonization in the by all Latter Day Saints.
"It is high time that society gave great col}vention held last month in Bas.el,
Here is an excellent opportunity to
more serious attention to the great Austria. The speakers _urged the ne.cessity aid the cause and to secure a first
.
of the movement, declarrng that the time for class help in general work, a serviceclass of bankrupts by heredity, from such an action was now ripe.-Tribune.
able and up to date Bible.
which springs the greater share of
We hope to hear from all interested
crimes and criminals, cranks, lunatics,
at once.
fanatics, and imbeciles.
ASSISTED BY SATAN.
Does the HERALD circulate among
Niles, Mich., Aug. 5.-Dr. Doane Wlgent. all the families of your branch? If
'•The remedy is to be found not in
the abolition of public hygiene but in of Watervliet, this county, has created quite not, it ought to reach them. Can you
the cultivation of private hygiene. a sensation by his wonderful magnetic heal- not help us to place it in the hands of
ing power. He is a spiritualist, a radical free all the membership, also among those
More attention must be given to the thinker, hater of orthodoxy and is an enemy not of the faith? Strangers will read
training of the individual. Men and to God and the Bible. Nevertheless he is it and take it. Try them, and let us
.
women must be made to see that visited daily by hundreds of Christian people, hear from you.
Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER•
the prevalent conditions of our and he has performed some miraculous cures.
modern civilization are anti-natural, He effects his cures simply by placing his ALD free on application.
hands on the afflicted parts and, unlike other
Address
and tend to the deterioration of the
faith healers, "'.'ho olain;. the assist~nce ~f diHER~LD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
vital powers and the development of vine power, Wigent claims that he is assisted
Lamoni, Iowa.
by Satan.-Ex.
disease."
j
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
''Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

.
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S. SALYARDS
HEMAN 0. SMITH,
JOSEPH LUFF,

ASSISTANT EDITOR.
} CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

LAMONI, IOWA,

Nov. 10, 1897.

THE EDITOR ABROAD.

THE meetings at St. Thomas were a
success; Bro. R. C. Evans occupying
on Monday night, October 18, on the
witness-the Book of Mormon. The
Editor had occupied the day before at
eleven a. m. and seven p. m., on the subjects of the probability of prophetic visitation and the means of identifying the
angel's message when it came, in the
morning; and the necessity for more
than one witness- the Bible being one,
to be strengthened by one or more
others-the Book of Mormon and the
Revelations of our own day being the
added witnesses. The preached word
was well received. One, long satisfied of the gospel claims, was baptized
on Monday evening and confirmed.
A reception was accorded to Bro.
R. C. Evans and the Editor, at the
house of Bro. Samuel Johnson; where
a social occasion left memories of
pleasant faces, and pleasant converse,
with which to remember the visit to
St. Thomas.
From St. Thomas to Windham, by
rail, thence to Vanessa by way of Bro.
R. C. Longhurst's good team, was but
a three hours' pleasant trip. The
meeting at Vanessa was well attended,
the house filled with attentive people.
We here met with Bro. Frederick
Gregory again; it being in his field for
labor. He is a genial, pleasant coworker, and destined to make a mark
in the work.
In taking train for Niagara Falls at
Waterford, we visited Bro. John
Smith, an old resident and early acceptor of the faith. He and Sr.
Smith, his wife, are but waiting the
call of the pale reaper to call them
into the life beyond, in the patience
of hope.
Niagara Falls, Ontario, was the
next vantage ground sought for.

Book of Mormon, page 116•

No. 45.

Here in the Town Hall, a spacious a silent but eloquent witness to the
and pleasant place to meet in, granted failure of human audacity.
Thouthe saints by the· council of the town, sands of busy feet have worn the paths
we held four meetings, beginning about tbe Falls, and ours did but fall
Thursday evening and holding again where others have trodden, and thouFriday night, and twice on Sunday, sands more will traverse the same
October 21, 22, and 24, closing Mon- paths; but the Falls, or their succesday night, in the saints' own hall, sors the rapids, will still be left to
near by. Tbe audiences in the Town sing their tremendous, earth and sky
Hall were good; so said the local shaking song, anthem, pean of praise
brethren. They were not large, but to God, in the diapason of thunderous
they were made up of very attentive roar, until the Master comes.
listeners.
The Editor opened and
It is a good place here to note imclosed the series, Bro. R. C. Evans pressions; and it may be time for the
sharing in the efforts to declare the Editor to record some.
way of life.
Nineteen years ago we visited a few
Bro. William Place presides over points in Ontario; Bothwell, St.
the little branch at the Falls, Canada Thomas, London, Ontario, Louisville,
side, and is one of the coming men. Blenheim, and Corinth, etc. The
The branch has good working mem- general appearance of the people of
bership, and it is probable a further the province to us was English and
increase will result from further labor Scotch. Whether the change is in us
there.
or the people, the appearance now is
As an American citizen, the Editor much more American, decidedly of a
could not resist the opportunity to see United States type. Especially so in·
thecelebratedFallsoftheNiagara. So, the cities. There are some striking
with Bro. R C. Evans, a good citizen peculiarities. For instance, Niagara
of her majesty, Queen Victoria's do- Falls, Ontario, on the west bank of
minion, as a chaperon, we made the the Niagara River, at the falls, is quite
usual visitatio:i;i. to the Falls, both a different place from Niagara Falls,
sides of the river, under the protec- New York, on the eastern bank of-the
tion of both flags, the Union Jack of same river, a few hundred feet apart.
Britain, and the Stars and Stripes, The town on the west side is compara"Old Glory," of the United States.
tively small; appears to be slow in
Of the Falls, little need be written enterprise, dull and lacking in busiin this paper. The Horse Shoe, the ness thrift and push. One line of
larger fall, on the Canadian side, is street railway, horsepower, poorly
the grander, showing the majesty of provided streets, and a partial electric
force, the grandeur of power; but the system for lighting, show badly
American, the smaller, is the more against the city on the east bank,
attractive, more beautiful to look where a very efficient system of elecat. Descriptive faculty cannot put tric lighting and street railways show
into words just conceptions of this long lines of pushing, enterprising
display of nature's beauties and business houses and manufacturing
forces. For miles above the falls and plants. It is stated in the Ontario
miles below, it is one continuous Falls that the syndicate of business
scene of display, a constant crash of men that has lately tackled the power
elements in motion and at rest, force of the falls of Niagara, and harnessed
and resistance.
Captain Webb, of it to machinery, has paralyzed the inswimming feats fame, was foolish dustry of the Dominion side by the
enough to think he could brave these paid agreement of a subsidy of
elements; and so donning his swim- $25,000 per year, for the priviming suit, he essayed it. He started' lege of the Canadian side of the
well, but bis body battered and forces made ready to the hand
bruised was found below the Rapids, of man by nature. ·This agreement
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run for a term of years, and has lately is not taken from the falls in passing l has been from the first most respectbeen renewed. By it these shrewd over the ledges, nor after it has ful attention. Those coming into the
United States Yankee tradesmen have passed, as the first seems impossible to meeting houses, or halls, come in
stifled the enterprise on the Canadian do; and the water in the river below quietly, sit down quietly, are qmet
side, and will keep on developing on the falls being some two hundred or and still in their seats while the servtheir own side until it will be too late more feet too low would be of no ice lasts; and only on one or two oc·
for the creation of a successful rival avail; so it is taken from the river casions has there been any leaving
on the side where the business of the above the falls, and so takes part of until the benediction was said. The
government is done under the signet that which would help form the contrast with some of our American
of V. R. (Victoria Regina.)
This cataract, if left to fl.ow in the original audiences in this regard is very strikcondition of things seems to be under- channels. Great is nature; great is ing and very gratifying indeed.
stood by the workingmen at the FaJls, science. But the latter seems to Whence comes this respect for an adOntario, and was told to us by two of despoil nature of both beauty and ver,se faith?
them, moving in quite different fields grandeur, when reducing Hs forces to
There is another thing observable
of labor. If true, it is particularly the humdrum uses of man.
The in the conduct of municipal affairs
striking, and must have resulted from lightning is an element of beauty and under the rule of good Queen Victoria,
the suspicion of the Provincial Parlia- awful grandeur seen in the storm, in the Province of Ontario. There is
ment, that the Yankees could not but as seen in man's telephone, tele- a recognition of personal rights, but a
harness Niagara Falls, and hence graphic, and railway systems, it is stringent enforcement of law. Punmight as well be made to pay a money but a comm_on scrub of a servant, ishment for breach of the law is much
penalty for their folly in conceiving grown familiar with which man grows more certain to follow the lawbreaker
that they could. But, the harnessing careless and disrespectful. The Falls here than in the United States. Rehas been dune, and the agreement of Niagara as found by man, have spect for the law is demanded and enstands.
been and are elevating, chastening, forced.
It seems that the motto,
A tunnel seven thousand feet long satisfying, and awe inspLfog in their "Every man for himself and the Devil
has been cut through the rocky rude simplicity and grandeur; but take the hindmost," does not prevail
foundations on which Niagara Falls, seen surrounded by the money getting so much over here as in the land of
New York, stands, some two hundred environments devised of man, and the Republic. Whether it be fair to
feet below the surface, and now al- harnessed to serve man, like Sampson contrast the forms of government in
most unlimited power is at the dis- at the mill, it makes the man who is this way, it is just to give the imposal of these syndicate men. It is the lover of nature sick at hea,rt, and pressions that casual acquaintance
said that the Niagara Falls Park disgusts him. Nature raises lavishly makes on the visitor.
And while
Commission has either obtained an for man's sustenance in her wild and the sensation of being in a land where
injunction restraining these men from undisturbed conditions; but, put in one is not altogether certain whether
again drawing on the resources of the the plow and the hoe, and nature's he is on his own ground or trespasslake, upon the plea that it is taking pleasanter moods pass; she grows ing on a,nother's rights rests upon him,
from the fl.ow of water over the falls, stern, and remembers the fiat of her as he moves to and fro under the know land thus lessening their beauty and God, and thorns and thistles, weeds edge that he is a foreigner, may haunt
attractiveness, and damaging the busi- and briars follow and man eats his the citizen of the great Republic, he
·
· d e d enoug ht ogive
·
ness of sight-seeing; or if they have bread "in the sweat of his face."
oug ht t o b e f a1r-mm
not yet succeeded in getting such
Man sold the waters of Jordan (?) the credit due to the institutions
injunction they are moving for it. in the streets of Chicago, during the whence the elements of the RepubThe idea seems to be that if these World's Fair, in 1893; and boxes and lie came; the honest Briton's love of
men are left to go on, it would result trinkets carved from the olive trees of fair play.
in such repeated tapping of the river the Mount of Olives are hawked about
There are many interesting things
above the falls that it would reduce the streets of nearly every city by at Niagara Falls. Near by, within the
the streams flowing over the rocky swarthy sons of the desert; and it may classic domain of Drummond ville, lies
cliffs forming the falls, until they be that in time children may play in Lundy's Lane, on and across which
would be merely babbling brooks, the crevices of the caverns hewn in one of the battles of 1812-14 was
and portions of the rocks at the falls the rocks by the ages of Niagara's fought. A spot where on March 25,
be left bare. To one looking on this toil, whence the waters by which the 1814, a fight between the French and
would seem to be an impossibility; carving was done are elsewhere mov- English and the American forces took
but if there are seven millions cubic ing in channels dug by human hands, place, in which Captain Hull, on
feet of water plunging over the con- turning the wheels and belts of busy the part of the Americans, with othcealed rocks of the Horse Shoe falls machines doing work for the uses of ers fell. And where the then Lieuevery minute; if seven syndicate man. Shades of the rainbows rising tenant, afterwards General W. Scott,
tunnels should deflect a million feet with the mists of the Horseshoe and distinguished himself, as per legeach from such fl.ow, where would the American Falls, can it ever be!
endary teaching. Captain Hull lies
the water be that should make the
One noticeable feature of the meet- in a grave separate and alone, out of
falls? This is the supposed reason- ings we have been holding in the Do- the symmetry of the general plan of
ing, whether good or l:Ja!d. The water minion iE? worth recording. There 1 the cemetery, almost in the pathway,
~
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CONVERSION.-NO. 3.
with a stone at ;,he head stating who
IN
a
former
article we canvassed the
lies there, and when he fell: being
question
of
conversion,
as to its meanburied on the spot where he was
ing.
We
herein
touch
upon our refound after the battle. Across the
sponsibility
in
relation
to
the subject
lane there now stands a large church;
and it is said to have been built on the --our obligation as professors therespot where the British soldiery built under.
a funeral pyre of alternate layers of
The apostle to the Gentiles, when
Continental Rebel soldiers and fence writing to the Colossians, said that
rans. and burnt them.
in preaching Christ he was committed
This spot was the first historic to the work of "warning every man
ground shown us by Bro. R. C. Evans, and teaching every man" that he might
who said, "This is the place where "present every man perfect in Christ.'
we Britons whipped you Yankees. He also exhorted the believers to preThought maybe you would like to sent their bodies a living sacrijlce unto
see it."
God, and declared this to be their
We acknowledged the shot, and reasonable service.
promised him that if he would but come
The thought that we are "coworkers
over some day, we would take him to with God" suggests that we have the
similar places where the same British same objects in view and are operathosts did a similar business of whip- ing along the same lines with God.
ping the Yankees, Bunker Hill, Sara- This admitted, it is easy to conclude
toga, Yorktown, and the like.
that all our faith and works are
This retort tickled Elder Evans, and pledged in concert with the apostle's
all was serene again. However, it aim--to "present every man perfect
moved us both to silence to stand on in Christ," including ourselves, for
the ground where eighty-three years such was the order of the work of
ago, long before either of us was in God. Jesus said, "My Father workexistence, men had fought with deadly eth hitherto, and I work." Again,
intent to kill, and shed each other's "The Son can do nothing of himself,
blood for the maintenance of princi- but what he seeth the Father do; for
ples dear to either contending hosts, what things soever he doeth, these
differ as they might; and where after also doeth the Son likewise." This
the battle was fought, kind hearts and establishes the oneness of operations
tender hands entombed friend and foe with God and Christ, so that when we
alike, commemorating the places where read the sermon on the mount, we
they fell. And we, two, out of a handful, learn the lines. along which they
contending on spiritual fields for the wrought and which they intended
imperishable fame of the Great Ex- should be honored by our observance.
ponent of Truth divine, stood where They declare the same object as did
men had fought for human rights as Paul; viz., that we should be "perfect,
they understood them, alone and could even as our Father which is in heaven
we fail to feel how immeasurably is perfect." The process of perfecting
greater the interests at stake, how in- is plainly set forth in the serfinitely grander the finai result must mon, and the necessity for it all
be. Why then should we hesitate, or is announced in the concluding words,
why be careless in our allegiance to wherein is shown the final loss that
the Master of Life?
must accrue to all who "hear these
Bro. R. C. Evans is a pleasant and
sayings of mine and do them not."
noble companion to travel with.
Quick of comprehension; he both sees
Extremes follow one another natuand feels the peculiarities of the situa- rally in this world. In their eagerness
tions as they change in this kaleido- to supplant or uproot an obnoxious
scopic life men lead; and sympathizing principle, practice, or growth, men
with the needy, temporal or spiritual, have often blindly destroyed the good
is ready with word.or means to relieve. with the bad. Protestantism, so-called,
Unlike Niagara he is small in stature; has not only denounced the claimed
but, like Niagara, he ''grows upon authority of Romish popes and priests,
one" through acquaintance. May his, but has gone to the extreme of assertusefulness never grow less, but his ing that priesthood by divine confershadow increase as the yel'.!irn come ment is absolutely unnecessary. In
and go,
·
its intemperate ,,;eal to (lestroy the

priest enriching practice of saying
masses and praying for the deliverance of departed friends from purgatorial fires, it has denounced the
doctrine of future probation entire,
and has made death the end of human. opportunity to find grace unto
salvation.
In its determination to
stamp out the superstitious mummery
of human ceremonies, it has abolished
God's ordinances as well in some instances; and in its hatred for the Popish
practice of granting absolution from
sin to confessing penitents, it has
ruthlessly swept out of its religion
the necessity for priestly intervention
at all, and is publicly proclaiming remission of sins .without either priest
or ordinance as necessary factors.
From the one extreme of blind submission to priests and bishops, and
the wearying observance of the details
of a despotic ritualism, men have
rushed to the othf'.lr extreme of religious anarchy. The stupid assumption that to man belongs the right to
formulate a religion for himself and
to tincture it with just as much of Bible as suits him, is confronting us
everywhere, and the stupendous folly
is being committed of persuading mil- ·
lions of people to believe that God
and Christ will "reconcile" themselves to whatever is done in this line,
if their names are only printed or engraved on the title page of the published medley. Wild religious fervor
here, and msthetical prudishness
there, are our daily greetings. Emotionalism, born of magnetic presence
and touching appeal, answers as satisfactory experience on the one hand,
and cold intellectual calculation, with
no heart references, on the other.
Modifications and variations abound
to suit the rise or fall of the popular
religious barometer. Jesus is a :flexible commodity, adaptable to any formulation of wild, weird, or winsome
fancy, if he is really to be seen in all
that peddles his name. Truly it is
astounding.
But, returning to the diverging
point, let us ask: "Has tbe tendency
to extremes colored our work in any
degree? In our anxiety to exhibit the
striking contrast between the doctrine of Christ and the theories of
men, do we not give prominence to
baptism, the laying on of hands, the
resurrection, eternal judgment, and
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present revelation, to the neglect of
themes of temperance, meekness,
truthfulness, honesty, industry, and
charity. Do not the missionaries too
often leave the latter principles to be
taught by local authorities, if there
are any, and do not the local authorities too often depend upon the trav.eling brethren to do the educating along
these lines? If but three or four sermons are preached in a locality, what
proportion, as a rule, of the time is
devoted to the former and what to the
latter features of the faith? In other
words, do we teach conversion to Christ,
in the sense set forth in our former
article as persistently as we should?
These questions are not propounded
in a spirit of fault finding, or as a reflection upon any man's work. They
are simply in keeping with the counsel of the Spirit to "com::i up higher,"
which can only be honored by selfexamination. The church is growing,
numerically, at a very gratifying pace,
and if care be taken. to impress men
and women, before admitting them
into it, with the fact that heart cleansing and character forming are paramount among the essentials, it will
not only enhance the estimate of our
work in those already well up the ladder of morality and Christian virtue,
but will indicate to those whom we
find on lower ground, that baptism
and the laying on of hands are not the
Alpha and Omega of obedience. It
will help them to start right and stimulate them to continue the great work
of moral progress from the first step
that leads them into our fellowship.
We know a very few members who
are quite prolific and boisterous in argument in behalf of the church doctrine; but whose silence in some places
would bless the church more than
their speech.
Their claim for the
divinity of their religion is not supported in them anywhere except on
their lips, and even those lips are defiled to a degree. Morally they stand
just where the church found them.
If, as a result of proper education and
the use of helps found within the
body, they had allowed the saving
processes to operate within them they
would now be exhibiting a practical
guarantee of what they proclaim. It
is better that a man's life shall advertise his conversion than that the world
should only have his word for it,
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Occasionally we hear from a missionary abroad that he can make but
little impression in certain localities
because a few members there have
lived so far below the gospel stand·
ard that their neighbors, attributing
their condition to their belief, are resolved to give no audience to such a
doctrine. This is the exception, but
is grievous, nevertheless.
In the gospel, faith and repentance
precede admission into the church.
They are the legitimate approaches
to the baptismal door, and we should
be found jealous guardians of the entrance, being as anxious to point out
those approaches and require applicants to come thereby as we are to
swing the door. Failing in this we
are at least partially responsible for
the reproach suffered by the church
through their admission, should they
prove to be vile. We should preach
the need of conversion by a change of
heart, as well as conversion by a process of initiation into the or;::aniz'ltion.
The fact that other ehurches teach
faith and repentance, together with
moral development, should not make
us relax our efforts in that line. Our
commission is to preach the whole
gospel and not merely those features
of it which others discard. The work
of absolute conversion to Christ which
is to be perfected within the church,
should be begun before entry. While
we do not believe in keeping applicants in a kind of vestibule probation
for several months before receiving
them into full membership, we do require, as did John the Baptist, that
they shall "bring forth fruits meet
for repentance" before baptizing
them. Ignoring this we do not, in
fact, preach the gospel:
A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

THE brethren of the Southern California district show a commendable
zeal in thAir efforts to make plain distinctions in the interests of truth and
for the information of the general
public, as witness the advertisement
given below, taken from a leading
Los Angeles journal. Such items are
sermons. in themselves:The general district conference of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints for
Southern California will assemble in Pano.,,. . St ree"
t th'
rama h a 11 , 320"1 ntiOU th n'.1.a1n
· is c1'ty,
Friday morning, October 15, and continue
overSunday,the17th. Friendsandstrangers

will be welcomed. Immediately following,
beginniDg on Monday evening, the 18th,
there will be a course of lectures delivered at
the same place, by elders of the above-named
church. The subject matter of said lectures
will be to show by numerous indisputable
evidences that the Mormon Church of Utah
has no legal right to the name of Latter Day
Saints, but are simply apostates from the
Latter Day Saints' Church. The lectures
will necessarily be of a sensational character,
as the evidences ueed by the speakers will be
mostly extracts from the various publications
of the Utah Mormon Church, showing very
conclusively that the teachings of Brigham
Young and the chief elders connected with
him were bJth idolatrous and adulterous.
The Reorganized Church not only invite, but
ask the people of the city to come and hear
the lectures, not excepting, but especially
inviting the missionaries of the Utah Mormon
Church, who are quartered in this city, and
will let them use our hall to review, if they
wish to do so. More, we hereby publicly
challenge them to an open discussion of the
above statements.
R. R. DANA.
In behalf of Reorganized Church of Latter
Day Saints.
Los

ANGELES,

Oct. 14, 1897.

THE FIRST; WHO NEXT?

BRO. EARL D. BAILEY, of Standley,
Indian Territory, is the first one to
secure a copy of our brand new edition of the Self-Pronouncing premium
Bible; having secured and forwarded
the Herald Office fifteen dollars for
ten new subscribers to the Herald at
$1.50 each.
Who will be the next? Try the
canvass and get a brand new up-todate Bible.
See advertisement on HERALD cover
for particulars.
THE SAINTS' HOME.

THE Lamoni brethren, including some
of the Herald Office force, have been
devoting several days to the work of
grading about the buildings and
grounds of the Saints' Home. The
work is not yet completed, but what
has been done has very greatly improved the condition and appearance
both of the building and grounds.
The brethren and friends who so
labored deserve credit and honorable
mention. They toiled zealously and
in a good cause. The work will be
continued and completed at an early
date.
The Home is plastered and hard
:finished on the walls, the basement
.
.
.
floors cemented, m keepmg with the
.
I general excellence and substant~al
·character of the structure. Work on
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peaceful conferences ever held in this district.
The good Spirit was here in its comforting
influence. May it continue.
Bro. James McKiernan, Pleasant
Grove, Utah, October 22:Bro. Hansen and I have been here holding
meetings at Provo for three weeks; two
we.eks of the time with tent, with fair interest, considering the bad weather; then it
grew so cold at nigh ts we had to close tent
work and continue at Bro. S. A. Waunberg's
residence. I am in fair health, as also Bro.
A LARGE, well-printed, and attractive Hansen.
Bro. F. T. Baker, Lebeck, Missouri,
looking handbill from Selkirk, OnOctober
30:tario, announces the labors of Brn.
I
wish
to
ask Bro. J. F. Mintun to hunt
Evans and Gregory in that city. We
up one 0. S. Gossard, in Antelope County,
publish it because it shows how well Nebraska; post office Oakdale. If Bro. Minthe brethren are trying to let the peo- tun can't make it convenient, will some other
ple know of the faith and to get them elder take the trouble to do so and present
interested in it. May such good work the gospel tu him? Whoever it is that goes
go on. It is our work to reach the to him with the g0spel message, tell him
that his old friend Baker requested it. I
people, to prevail against obstacles, would like, if it is not asking too much, that
and to get the faith before them. I might receive a letter from the one visiting
We can do it, too, if we go at it aright him, telling of the results.
arid keep at it. It requires tact, wis·
Bro. T. C. Kelley, Higdon, Aladom, and energy; but all these are at bama, October 16:I am at last out of quarantine and rejoicing
our disposal and much more, if disposed to use them. We are to expect in the liberty and freedom to move out in the
endeavor to get the work before the people.
difficulties; we are also promised help
I shall try to make up lost titne. This is a
to surmount them:mountain region and the people are backward
The Latter Day Saints of Selkirk will in taking bold of the work. Have three
begin their series of autumn meetings in worthy members here however, baptized
Derby's hall on Sunday, October 31, at the some time ago.
following hours: 10: 30 a. m., 2: 30 and 7: 30
Bro. F. C. Warnky, Argentine,
p.m.
Kansas,
late date:Elders R C. Evans, of London, and Fred
Gregory, of St. Mary's, will be the principal
I am again actively engaged in the minisspeakers.
try and God is blessing my efforts; baptized
A cordial invitation is extended to all two last week.
Remember me in your
lovers of the truth. Bring your Bibles and I prayer.
note books. An opportunity will be given at
Bro. C. J. Hunt, Dow City, Iowa,
each meeting, for anyone taking exception to November 1 :the things taught, to address the people and
Closed a two-weeks' meeting here last evenshow the error.
ing. Four baptized, all young people, belongWe court investigation, and would sug- ing to families of the saints. Elder J. M.
gest to those who have been so industrious in Baker is in charg·e of the branch and is an
opposing our claims in the past, that this earnest worker. I go to a place near Dedwill be an excellent opportunity to expose us ham next.
if there be anything to expose.
Bro. J. J. Cornish, Reed City,
Another interesting feature of the meetMichigan,
Ntwember 2:ings will be the answering of questions, which
Our
conference
is over; we had a grand
may be placed by anybody in the question
box, or sent throulh the post office, addressed good oae, Brn. Briggs, Durand, and J. A.
Grant outside (lf the district were with ue.
to M. F. Derby, branch president.
Bro. G. D. Washburn baptized six persons,
and the large gathering of saints enjoyed
themselves much; also some outsiders felt
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
BRO. D. L. HARRIS, Los Angeles, glad to see and hear, some of whom testified
and declared their belief in the faith, etc.
California, October 21: Those who attended were well cared for, and
I am here, looking after the work, trying all went home rejpicing.
to tell the people the difference between ourBro. R. Etzenhouser, Toledo, Ohio,
selves and the Utah people and will probably
remain this week. Meetings not as well at- November 5:tended as would like, but saints say it is the
Still surviving after four months in Detroit,
best interest ever had here. But the Utah where my lot was, cast, and where sunshine
elders steer clear of us. Their conference predominates O\"er the shadows with those
closed on Monday night with a gra~d ball; who have sufficient faith in God, as it always
ours closed Sunday night with the preaching has and will. I turn my face for new fields
of the word of God. We had one of the most in Pennsylvania. Of Detroit experiences

the "finishing" will be continued until the building is completed and ready
for occupancy. It will be heated by a
hot water plant, which will shortly be
placed in position on the lower floor.
A large pond has been provided for
watering the stock of the "Home
farm."
Good barns and other outbuildings have also been erected.

more later. My address is again, "In care of
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio."
Bro. J. M. Baggerly, Fremont, Indiana, late date:I am preaching here. We had an excellent conference; large attendance of Saints
and friends. All enjoyed themselves. The
prayer meetings were especially grand and
impressive; great good was done.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. T. C. KELLEY, in charge of the
Southeastern mission, reports conditions and progress for the quarter
ending September 30. We summarize
such features as are of interest to the
HERALD readers, as follows:
The
outlook is not flattering in the mission
as a whole, but of some portions there
is no need to complain, as the work
seems to be moving along as well as
could be expected. There has been a
''boom" of baptisms in Tennessee and
Kentucky, and quite a good showing
il_l Florida; also a few from South
Mississippi. Had it not been for the
yellow fever scare and quarantine
regulations, a better report would
have been made from Alabama and
Mississippt
Taken as a whole the
report is as near satisfactory as any
he has been permitted to make, if not,
more so. The total number of bap·
tisms~·by mission and local forces is
from ninety to one hundred; ,reports
not all in.
Considerable labor had
been done in entirely new fields. Missionaries had been active in prosecuting the work.
Mrs. Philander Hinkley, of Cedar
Grove, Carroll County, Tennessee,
requests information, to secure a pension, concerning the death of her husband's first wife, "Mrs. Philander
Hinkley," which
occurred
near
Mooresville, Caldwell County, Missouri, March 15, 1878, she thinks.
Bro. H. C. Bronson stopped off at
Lamoni from the 4th to the 6th,
enroute from Michigan and Ohio to
St. Joseph, his former home. He labored at Hiteman, Iowa, about 'one
week, while visiting his daughter,
and 'baptized two.
He is enjoying
good health and is in fine spirits.
Expects to return to his former field
of labor.
President A. H. Smith has again
been quite ill during the past week or
ten days. We learn as we go to press
that he is decidedly better.
Bro. L. F. Daniel, formerly of
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Whitestown, Indiana, has removed to
No. 11,925 Union Avenue, West Pullman, Illinois. He reports the work
at Pullman moving nicely; the saints
meeting twice a week for services.
The Baptists will meet in their fifteenth annual session in Chicago, November 16-18. The principal questions
to be discussed are: "Is baptism a prerequisite to the Lord's supper?" "Are
the teachings of the apostles of equal
authority with those of Christ?"
"What limitations should denominational belief impose upon religious
teachers, whether ministers or professors?" "What is the duty of our
government toward the oppressed of
other nations in the suppression of
wrongs and the encouragement of
liberty." Some of the questions to be
discussed "will undoubtedly provoke
vigorous controversy."
The summary of the season's football calamities thus far is as follows:
Killed, 2; probably fatally injured, 3;
severely injured, 88. No record of,
those slightly injured. "This is the
intellectual, mind-improving game
which its advocates claim is characterized by ·the absence of brutality
and ungentlemanly conduct.' This is
the game which is said to have been
freed from all its objectionable features by prominent college authorities.
Compared with it pugilism is the
mildest sort of pastime," etc. The
foregoing is from a late Chicago Tribune editorial. A bill is now pending
in the Georgia legislature which provides that football be prohibited in
colleges and universities in the State.
The Ameer of Afghanistan has assured the English viceroy of India
that .he will aid the suppression of the
Indian insurrection by preventing the
insurgent tribes from taking refuge in
his territory. British troops have occupied in the "Maidan Valley" which
the Afridis boasted no invader could
penetrate.
A' project is reported by which
Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, and
other Indians in Oklahoma are moving
to secure the admission of a part of
Oklahoma as an Indian State in the
Union. It contemplates the union of
five tribes, who, it is stated, are discussing the movement and are favorable to it. While such a step would
probably fail to obtain indorsement
neces~ary to its success, the action
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shows the increasing development of i starving concentrados. He will give
the Indian tribes.
the pacificos every facility to return
The Bechuanaland Railroad, from to their respective districts.
The
Cape Town to Buluwayo, has been owners of estates will be induced to
completed and will be opened in No- again start cultivation. Both Cuban
vember. This is part of a system of and Spanish successes are reported.
railway by which it is proposed to Cuban leaders repeat their determinabisect the continent of Africa from tion not to accept autonomy.
the Mediterranean to its southern exSir Julian Pauncefote and Secretary
tremity. Some idea of the progress Sherman are to confer with a view to
being made in Africa may be obtained reopening discussion upon the subject
by noting the statement that in 1896 of a treaty of arbitration between
Buluwayo was the home of Lobengula, America and Great Britain.
The
a powerful African chief.
Other President of the United States and
lines of railway are in operation in the British Premier are both reported
Belgian, Dutch, and other territory. as in favor of reopening the question
Railroad building is being pushed with a view to concluding such treaty
rapidly forward.
with the development of public opinThe London Times has a dispatch ion on the subject. A prominent repfrom Corea in effect that the Russian resentative of British trades union,minister has forced the Corean gov- a former member of Parliament,-also
ernment to dismiss its English finan- a prominent English clergyman, will
cial adviser and chief of customs to visit the United States for the purpose
put a Russian in his place.
of creating greater interest in the
A political crisis has arisen in Peru. question.
The cabinet has resigned and a new
Yellow fever continues with but
ministry is being formed.
slight abatement at New Orleans,
The London Mail states that Amitria notwithstanding prevailing cooler
is seeking the consent of Italy to her weather.
annexation of Bosnia and HerzeA
dispatch reports Bulgarian
govinia.
threats of independence unless deCaptain General Blanco has offered mands upon Turkey are complied
clemency to all who submit to the au- with.
thority of Spain in Cuba. He also
National feuds and conflicts continue
promises to push the war relentlessly. between German and Czech students
Spain is unable to obtain war ships a:rising out of the question of union
in Great Britain without making cash between Austria and Hungary. Great
payments.
The Spanish cabinet is disorder continues in the sessions of
considering the impeachment of Gen- the Reichsrath between rival factions.
eral Weyler because of his offensive Two unruly members have been exutterances against the government.. pelled.
It is said that owing to irritation
Natives in the Congo district decaused by ex-United States Minister feated a detachment of the French
Taylor's late article in the North expeditionary force.
French troops
American Review, the Spanish cabinet have evacuated Saki, to which point a
bas decided to reply
the United force of British troops had been sent,
States Minister's acknowledgment of on the appearance of the latter. Eureceipt of the Spanish n~te in reply ropean dispatches predict trouble
to representations of the United States between England and France over
on the subject of Cuba, declaring in disputed African territory.
guarded terms that in reference to
Professor Elmer Gates, a Washinggranting autonomy to Cuba Spain ton scientist, claims to have made an
will do what she deems fit.
The extraordinary invention-the "telemiMinister of Colonies wili gazette de- croscope," by which, assisted by
crees establishing the extension of "photomicrography," "the power of
suffrage in Cuba and Puerto Rico, the microscope has been so increased
assimilating the rights of the inhabi- that it extends as far beyond the scope
tants of the colonies a:nd the mother of the instrument at present as the
country and determining the mode of jl microscope now exceeds the visual
carrying out autonomy.
General power of the eye." Briefly stated the
Blanco is giving attention to the inventor claims that by the use of

to
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some telescopes in connection with
bis invention, "the moon would be
brought within a distance of from
twenty to fifty miles. If the same
microscopic attachment be applied to
a large telescope we may expect to
see objects about thirty feet wide,"
etc.
General Blanco has instructed the
Spanish army to treat prisoners of
war and noncombatants with clemency. The Spanish government has
decided to try General Weyler by
court-martial for his utterances
against its present policy. Hannis
Taylor, ex-United States Minister,
predicts an early ending of the war,
and victory for the Cubans. Spanish
officers in revolt in the Philippine
Islands, where discontent is spreading, have been warned by the government that they may be executed.
A soldier attempted to kill President Moraes of Brazil, who escaped
unhurt.
From la,te report of Commissioner
of Pensions for the year: 50, 10l new
pensioners added; 3, 971 dropped pensioners restored; losses by death and
other causes 41,122; whole number on
rolls June 30, 1897, 976, 014; net gain
in year 5,336. Seven widows and nine
daughters of Revolutionary soldiers
still on the rolls. Total amount dis·
bursed, $139,949,717.35. The report
recommends publication of complete
list of names of all pensioners, and
t h e passage of a law that no pension
be granted to the widow of a soldier
that remarries.
Austria's internal troubles threaten
serious disorders, if not the dismemberment of the empire. The Hungarian parliament has Tatified the
Austro-Hungarian union for another
year. This the Germans in Moravia
and Bohemia conditionally refuse to
accede to; the Bohemians and Moravians are now practically defiant; any
consessions to them would rouse the
Poles and Czechs to the verge of revolution. Martial law may be necessary to quell disorders and preserve
peace. The throne is imperi.led;
Austro-Hungary seems to be on the
verge of dissolution.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of the Bishopric, came to Lamoni from Independence, on the 6th inst., to remain for a
time . h .
.
Ill t e mterest of church business.

Honrn Goltlnm.
EDITED

BY

FRANCES.

''How I admire the man who speaks his mind,
And panders to no party, scheme, or sect.;
Wbo unto all lB generous and kind,
Yet fraud and error ever doth reject.
Who holds no false, deceptive views of life,
Nor preaches what m piactice he forgets;
VV ho would not wage a war of petty strife,
Nor yet express unmeaning, vain regrets;
VVho is too proud to act a servile part,
Or lend himself a tool in otbers' hands;
Vi.Tho fears no foe nor deep designing art,
But by himself alone undaunted stand•;
Who shuns deceit as he would pestilence,
And thrives and triumphs by his own good eense."
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upon, and encourage them in weaving into
their work as many bright fancies as their
imagination can devise . . . .
The res.ult of Queen Victoria's sensible
training of her Jaughters is beautifully shown
in the Princess Alice, whose premature
death not only England, but all Christendom
mourned. Of her when a young girl, Queen
Victoria writes: "Alice is very good, sensible, amiable, and a real comfort to me. I
shall not let her marry as long as I can reasonably delay her doing so." But she could
not delay forever the unwelcome event, and
Alice, like her mother, made a love match,
marrying Prince Louis of Hesse, and removed at once to her husband's German
home. Here she found full scope for all her

SELECT READING FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS executive ability, and the exercise of the in"
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
dustrious habits learned in her royal home.
OOOUPATIONS.-CONTINUED.
[WE wish most earnestly that we had space
to quote and you had time to read the entire
chapter on Occupations. But we have not,
and must contellt ourself with giving you illstances of the beauty of labor. The one
takell from high life the other from lowly,
but both beautiful and sublime in the lesson
they teach.]
What can children do? All children should
be trained in the use of common tools-hammer, nails, and saw; needles, scissors, etc.,
boys and girls alike. Scarcely a week passes
in the household in which it would not be a
great convenience for a woman to be able to
"hit the nail on the head" literally, as well
as metaphorically; to tighten or loosell a
screw, or to saw a board. It takes but little
time to learn to do these thin~s properly, for
there is a right and a wrong way of doing
such simple things. How much strength
women, myself among the number, have
wasted opening fruit cans, trying to unscrew
the lid, first one way and then the other,
before we learn that all screws turll one way
from right to left-aod if we wou.ld unscrew
them we must turn them from left to right.
Moderll housekeeping involves so much machinery - washing machines, sewing machines, and patent everything, even to potato
mashers, that a lady lleeds to be quite a
machinist to keep them ill order.
Men often find it very convenient to be
able to sew on a button, to mend a torn garment, and to handle scissors dextrously.
They laugh at women's awkwardness in driving a nail; this is only because they have
llever seen themselves as others see them
threading a need1e. Oftell, too, they would
find it something more than a convenience to
be able to prepare a plain, palatable meal, or
perform well other household tasks. So let
the boys learn these things by helping
mother. They will learn another valuable
lesson at the same time, that of not despising
or undervaluing woman's work, a lesson
which a score of years hence will make their
wives happier and better. Little boys and
girls can both be taught to knit and sew,
finding pleasan~ occupa~ion therei~ for railly
I days and evemngs which otherwise would
, hang heavily upon their hands. Supply
them with bright, pretty material to work

No work was too menial for her to do if by it
she could benefit another. Accompanied by
her maid .ihe personally sought out cases of
suffering and relieved them with her own
hand. Writing to her mother of Oil? such
visit, she says: "I sent Christana down with
the children, then, with the husband's aid,
cooked something for his sick wife, arranged
her bed, took the baby and bathed its eyesthey were so bad, poor little thing-and did
odds and ends for her. I went twice." And
this is told incidentally, as though cooking
for poor, sick womell, washing their babies,
and doing "odds and ends" for them, was the
natural work for royal hands. During the
Austro-Prussian war of 1866, she worked far
beyond her strength in the hospitals, thank"
ing God "for good nerves,'' and "putting all
her trust in one Friend who in time of need
llcver forsakes us."
The :H'ranco-German war of 1870 brought
her sad, busy times; she constantly visite(j
the hospitals, attended personally to sendillg
nurses and supplies to the front, and had
several wounded ill her own house to whom
she gave devoted attention. When chided
with working too hard for others she
answered, "Life is meant for work, not for
pleasure." She seemed to find her highest
pleasure in service for others; her life was a
beautiful realization of the old Saxon motto,
"lch dien" (I serve). As a writer ill the
Woman's Magazine says of her: "In the best
and highest sense was Alice of H esse a 1a d y,
-'a loaf giver.' Of her might it truly be
said, 'She stretcheth cut her hand to the
poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hands to
the needy.' When she had nothing else to
give she gave love; as in one of her hospital
· on a
visits she notes a severe operat10n
soldier, and adds, 'I held his hand.'"
If every home .in Christendom showed the
same training to industry and loving service
for others seen in Windbor Castle, the millennium would sooll come. . . .
We cannot leave the beautiful Crescellt
City wit.bout telling you the story of Margartot, \.0 whom New Orleans has erected a
statue ill one of her parks. She was a poor
orphan child, brought up by the Sisters of
I Ch.arity. Faithful in all things from her
childhood up, whatever work came to her
halld she did it thoroughly and well. A~ she
grew to womanhood she bought some cows,

I
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and•for years her familiar form was seen each
"Keep pushing! 'Tis wiser
day in the quaint little milk cart peculiar to
Than sitting aside,
And sighing and watching,
that city,.going from door to door selling the
milk, and never lacking for customers, as all
And waiting the tide.
knew that the milk in her cans was always
"In life's earnest battle,
pure and good. Later, a bakery was added
They only prevail,
to her possessions. She made good bread
Who daily march onward,
and sold it. Money flowed in upon her, but
And never say fail."
it made no change in her simple mode of life.
She used it all to feed the hungry and to care
for the orphan children. Always doing the TEACHERS AS FACTORS IN SUSTAINING SUCCESSFUL SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
duty that lay next to her, never dreaming
that fame waited on the doing, this humble,
BY WILL S. PENDER.
simple-minded woman not only gained the MY subject will include a consideration of the
encomium of her Lord, but received the importance and work of teachers of all grades
honor of being the:·first woman in the world -the entire corps of teachers in the school.
to whom a monument in a public park was
'.l'HE ATTENDANCE
erected. It is to the honor of mankind, the of the children and people in the neighborglory of womanhood, that this first monu- hood where the school is conducted, and in
ment was erected not to some idle queen, the vicinity of it, is a necessity in sustaining
some brilliant woman of exceptional gifts, successful Sunday school work. Whether a
but to one. of the common folk, doing satisfactory attendance shall be maintained
the common work of life, but doing it in a in the school depends materially upon the
spirit which glorified all service and won interest each teacher has in his own class
respectful homage for the homely arts of life. and its work, and the ability he has, and the
When she died the dignitaries of the city methods he employs to incite and sustain a
and of the State followed her coffin as mourn- similar interest in each member of his class.
ers. She is enthroned in the hearts of the In secular and Sunday schools alike, a genpeople, who erected this monument to her, eral and continued
and with a fine sense of propriety made it to
LOSS IN ATTENDANCE
perpetuate the simple service of her daily may usually, if not invariably, be traced to
life. It is of beautiful white marble. In it one underlying, contributing cause, viz., a
she sits ia the marble semblance of a splint- loss of interest on the part of the pupils in
bottom chair such as she al ways rested in the work being done in the school. So long
after her day's work. She wears no Greek or as a lively interest is sustained by the stuRoman drapery, but the humble garb so dents, in the work of each class, so long will
familiar to all. Her arm is around a little the attendanceo be sustained by such class.
child, whose upturned face, as it looks into So soon as interest in the work of the class
her own beaming with love, expresses the begins to subside, you may expect the atloving veneration that all children felt for tendance to begin to dwindle away. Let all
her. Around the statue's base bloom the interest in class work be lost, and the probaflowers she loved, and just back of it towers bilities are that the class itself, or a large
the monument dearer to her than any marble part of it, will be lost to the school. The inmemorial could ever be-the orphan asylum terest the students have in the work of the
which she founded and loved while Ii ving and school is the
provided for in dying, so that it shall ever
INCENTIVE
"titand a memorial of her and of her love for that impels them to be in attendance. All
children.-Childhood: Its Care and Culture.
that we do in life which requires any effort,
we are prompted to do by some incentive;
PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS OF
the greater the incentive the stronger effort
DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS.
we make to accomplish a purpose sougllt;
Opening hsmn, No. 168. Prayer. Scrip- the less the incentive is, the weaker the efture reading, Psalms 4. Study and dirnus- fort will be which it induces.
Assuming that interest in class work may
sion of select reading for Rome Column.
Study of supplementary reading on economy Le made the chief incentive to attend the
of strength by M. J. Garner. Question box. school, and it follows that the attendance of
General remarks on mothers' work. Roll each class, and hence of the entire school,
call. Business. Hymn, No. 221. Benedic- will be in general terms, in proportion to the
interest maintained in such class work.
tion.
Mathematically arranged in the form of

8tlndau 8Ghool IlBDar1mBn1.
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minntel'J and notices of conventions, etc.,
to HEditors Herald~ Lamoni, Iowa.,,)

THE Gcmeral Sunday School Association is
again preparing a Christmas program for the
Sunday schools. They are adapted to small
as well as large schools. Will be ready to
mail early in November. Look for further
notice next issue.

A PROPORTION

the terms would be: 1. Great interest in class
work; a full attendance. 2._ Little interest
in class work; small attendance. 3. No
interest in work of class; no attendance.
The first and last of these propositions, the
two extremes, would be modified by actual
experience. Let the interest in the work be
ever so great and circumstances would arise
of an insurmo~ntable kind, which would prevent some, occasionally, from attending. In
such an instance, however, no small hindrance
1 or trivial matter would keep pupils away

from this class and school. Even then their
return could be depended upon as soon as the
barrier was removed. On the other hand,
let the interest be practically lost in class
work and some might still attend the school,
thinking thus to harmlessly pass a part of
Lord's day. In such case the most trivial
matter would keep them away from the
school.
Acting upon the hypothesis that keeping
up the attendance of the school depends
largely upon keeping up an interest in class
work, we may well inquire how teachers may
sustain such interest. What you yourself do
not possess you cannot bestow upon another.
What you do not have, you cannot give.
From the above axiom we deduce two necessary
CHARACTERISTICS

of every successful teacher. First, Re only
who has a real interest in each member of
his class-in the line of study they are engaged in and in the progress each is making
-can incite interest in class work, or even
sustain the interest another may have created.
A loving regard for every pupil is the best
certificate of recommendation a teacher can
present to his class. No matter how many
and commendable other qualifications he may
possess, without an intuitive love for those
who look to him for instruction, his work
will be routine, dull, and lifeless. The possession of this inborn and life-giving characteristic, so refreshing to us all, will not only
condone for the lack of many other needed
qualifications, but it will stimulate its possessor to thought, study, and prayer, until,
lo! he is clothed upon with every necessary
qualification.
From the axiom already
quoted: ''What one himself does not possess
he cannot bestow upon another," we infer,
first, that he who would incite interest must
himself possess it; Second, he who would impart information must himself first secure it.
Second, It is, therefore, essential that a
teacher should be yery familiar with what
he undertakes to teach. Re should be so
thoroughly acquainted with the subject matter of the lesson as to be able to conduct the
recitation without access to text book of any
kind. A teacher ought never to attempt to
conduct a recitation without
PREVIOUS PREPARATION.

Preparation before attempting to recite is
equally, but no more imperatively demanded
of the pupils. In this respect, the inspiration of the example of the teacher will go a
long way, and with many students will be all
sufficient to lead him to properly prepare for
recitation. To insure a careful preparation
of the lesson by all, questions should be
directed to every member of the class, at
each recitation. This will make them all
feel that their knowledge of the lesson will be
tested. If they know nothing about it, the
questions asked them will develop that fact.
The' humiliation of advertising their igno
ranee of the lesson will not likely be repeated. Hence, the teacher should be persistent in asking questions of the diffident,
and those who make the least preparation of
the lesson. Let him ask as though he expected an answer, too, and his expectations
will not long be disappointed. Absolute con-
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fidence reposed will be amply rewarded. The
practice of
ASKING QUESTIONS
to the class at large, and not directing them
to any particular member of it, is very objectionable. A few informed and zealous pupils
will answer all the questions. The diffident
and uninformed will remain so. Nothing is
required of them; nothing is received from
them. The plan of
LECTURING
to the class, adopted by some teachers, is
also subject to the same objections as the
above. It does not give the pupils who have
studied the lesson an opportunity to tell what
they know, and hence will discourage similar preparation for future recitation. Nor
does this plan develop the lack of information
of those who have not studied it.
We briefly recapitulate thus: The attendance at the Sunday school will be in proportion to the attendance in the several classes.
The attendance in the various classes will
depend on the interest created and kept up
in class work. To establish and maintain
the desired interest the teacher himself must
be brim full of interest in his work, and must
prepare himself by a careful study of the lesson. He must adopt methods that will lead
his class to thoroughly study the lesson before attempting to recite it. To aid in this
he should impose individual responsibility
upon every member of his class and at each
recitation.
Prepared for the special day at the Blue Rapids, Kansas, reunion, 1897.

heUsr IlBpartmem.
Los ANGELES, Cal., Oct. 21.

Editors Herald:-Conference for Southern
California district assembled in this city the
15th and continued over Sunday. Quite a fair
turnout of saints from the various branches
attended, bringing with them a goodly degree of that Spirit which is always conducive
to peace, joy, and happiness. Not a wry
face, not a single contentious spirit was manifest to disturb or mar our peace. The entire
sessions were marked by the presence of a
spirit of union and brotherly love. Our
young brother, Albert Carmichael, ably presided, assisted by Bro. D. L. Harris; the
business matters were disposed of with a dispatch seldom if ever witnessed in this dis
trict; though before conference convened
some feared that in the selection of district
officers there might occur some unpleasantness; but the matter was made a subject of
prayer by many, and some fasted and prayed
for the presence of the good Spirit; and their
prayers appeared to have been heard and
answered, as the election of officers was accomplished without even a jar.
On Sunday, the 17th, the conference of the
"polygamous theocracy" assembled in this
city, using the day in preaching, and on the
day following transacted their business, and
at night had a kind of jubilee sociable, winding up on Tuesday night with a dance, in
which I am told that the twenty or twentyfive missionaries present joined, and possibly

did their best by trying to 'make lasting impressions upon the minds of the sisters present, favorable to .their pet doctrine; so that
if the advice of President Wilford Woodruff,
at their late semiannual conference, ''to
unite in their politics" should succeed, they
(the sisters) may be ready to become one of
the helps toward enthroning these polygamous gods. Well (like the story of the boys
and the frogs) it may create bright hopes in
the minds of those who expect to be gods; but
rather cold comfort to those women, who can
only hope to become one of the dim stars in
the crown of their liege lord, when he passes
by the angels and the gods to create a world
of his own, and people it by the same means
as this world has been peopled, thereby continuing the sorrow and conception of woman.
(See Gen. 3: 22, Inspired Translation.)
Well, Messrs. Editors, in harmony with
the editorial found in Saints' Herald of September 29, some of the elders of the Reorganized Church have "buckled on their
armor," and have been pressing our mountain
cousins for an investigation of the issues between us and them. First, we tried to get
them to exchange addresses of membership,
that we might visit their members and they
ours; but they refused to do so. Then we invited them to exchange pulpits or halls with
us and each bring their membership to hear
both sides; this they also declined to do.
We also challenged them to discussion,
which they of course declined. Then we determined to make an effort to secure some
popular hall, and have Bro. D. L. Harris
make as thorough an exposition of their pernicious teaching·s as possible to be made in
three lectures, and by extensively ad vertising in the newspapers; but times being hard,
hall rent and advertising expensive, we could
not raise sufficient funds, but succeeded in
collecting enoug.h to advertise in two papers
(a clipping of which I will inclose}, and to pay
for the printing of one thousand larg-e handbills; also to rent a sufficient number of chairs
for our own place of meeting to seat quite a
large number of people. Thus we have done,
and Ero. Harris has already delivered three
lectures this week, in which he has hewn to
the line, and will continue indefinitely.
Congregations so far have been largely of
our own people, possibly not more than ten
to twenty-five outsiders present either night.
People nowadays are too mueh engrossed in
popular theocracies and delving for their
daily bread to pay much attention to the allimportant angel message; at the same time I
believe that our efforts to get the message
before them will stand as "a witness" against
them in the day of judgment. However,
some few are investigating and seem near
the door of the kingdom. One, a Mr. Fisher,
a German, who by the way is a fine Bible
student, also well versed in ancient and modern history, has concluded that we have the
truth, after hearing one sermon and two lectures, says he intends uniting with us; although until a few days past, opposed us,
believing there was no difference between us
and the Utah Mormons.
We were all made happy last evening by
the announcement through a letter from Bro.

Luff, that Pres. Joseph Smith intends making an extended visit to this coast, and will
remain in Southern California some three
months. Come on, Bro. Joseph, and all will
give you a hearty welcome and a warm reception. The same will be extended to our missionary in charge, Bro. Joseph Luff.
Hoping to see error and falsehood annihilated, and truth prevail o'er land and sea, I
shall try to await that time as patiently as I
can.
Yours in bonds,
R.R. DANA.
SPRING HILL, Nova Scotia, Sept. 29.

Editors Herald:-Soon after returning from
Maine I was joined by F. M. Sheehy, and
with others spent an enjoyable time at South
Rawdon, where the district conference convened. While the conference was not largely
attended, those who did attend, who were in
the line of duty, spoke of it as being good,
and of a cheering nature. When will we all
learn that the path of duty is the way of happiness? Elder Sheehy did the preaching,
which, if judging by the demand for more,
was very acceptable. One fine feature of
the conference was the concert of the Sunday
school. It being in so many respects like
other successful Sunday school concerts, we
will not burden your pages with details,
suffice it to say that the subject matter selected was of a high order, and in harmony
with the subject-harvest; the chapel being
finely decorated for the occasion.
The
school deserves credit for the effort made.
And the bright, joyous faces, mingling with
fruits and flowers, tend greatly to the en-.
livening of those who are called to pass
through the darker and more stern realities
of life.
The following Sunday we crossed Minas
Basin in the Steamer Hiawatha, to Cumberland County, and after some ten days of
preaching in different places and preparation, we found ourselves at Williamsdale,
where tee new chapel was about ready for
dedication. Sunday the 26th, was a glorious
day from sunrise to midnight, and many will
long remember the event of the dedication
with pleasure-nothing occurring to mar the
success of the whole affair. The chapel was
beautifully and profusely decorated with
autumn leaves, evergreen vines, and flowers
potted and cut. The appearance of the interior was pronounced very beautiful, of
course on a modest scale.
The morning
service was in charge of the writer, Elder F.
M. Sheehy preaching the dedicatory discourse, from the text-"! will build my
church," which was pronounced simply grand
by a crowded audience.
In the afternoon I gave a talk, in which
occurred the synoptic history of the work in
the community. Beginning at the visit of
Sr. Mary Page of California, who first began
to tell the story of the latter-day work among
them, and who encouraged me, and paid my
fare to visit and preach to them. Since that
:time they have been visited by Elders
Sheehy, W. H. Kelley, M. T. Short, U. W.
Greene, and George W. Robley, each doing a
good work and establishing the faith. The
report concerning the building shows that a
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small number, with a good deal of courage
and backbone, but not much ready cash, began to build; others seeing the matter going
steadily forward, dropped into line and generously aided. And without an entertainment, pin social, tea meeting, or anything
of the kind, a chapel has been erected, and
stands paid for, which reflects credit upon
the community, and the saints and friends
from a distance who generously contributed.
Space forbids that I should mention all the
names who did nobly; but perhaps I should
notice one, Bro. Hazen Johnson, who is not a
man of wealth, who gave the land and exceeded all others over fifty dollars.
The
best of it all was t:tiat no dissensions, cross
voting, or anything of the kind occurred to
cause a ripple or mar the good feeling of any.
A collection was taken of about nine dollars
for giving the building another coat of paint
in a few months.
Elder Sheehy discoursed again in the evening. Two were baptized during the week.,
Bro. and Sr. James Ripley. Now may the
members rise to the demands of the occasion,
shake off the old habits that retard the work,
and be diligent in keeping the law, and give
the world a lesson in spiritual things equal to
the one they have given in temporal affairs.
Since I began this letter it has been mislaid. Elder Sheehy has returned to Boston,
and I am left alone again. I have been at
North Alton, trying to awaken an interest
among a good, intelligent people, who have
been "preached to death" by about all denominations; each has become a law to himself, but does not try to live that. They give
·me a good hearing, however, every time I go
there.
Yours hopefully,
H.J. DAVISON.
SCRANTON, Pa., Oct. 27.

Editors Rerald:-I came to this place September 30, in company with Bro. Robley,
who remained here ten or twelve days. A
week later were joined by Bro. W. H. Kelley, who stayed a week preaching, visiting,
and giving much needed advicti and council.
The work has been neglected here; only now
and then some elder passing would drop in
and preach a few discourses, and then away
to more inviting places. Bro. A. N. Bishop
having located here it is hoped the work may
be permanently established; his excellent
family are earnest workers, and will be a
help to the work by their example and Christian devotion. All who are called saints do
not deserve this good name; and those whom
we expected the greatest help from are the
ones who do the least towards the encouraging of the work and building up of the kingdom of God. I am satisfied there will have
to be some pruning done before the work will
move forward. At the same time wisdom
should be used and the pruning done with
care. Experience has taught me that to neglect pruning at the proper time destroys tho
vine, dwarfs the fruit., and lessens the harvest. Elder Kelley did not deem it wise to
organize a branch while here, though the
majority of the members desired· it. Howover he appointed Bro. A. N. Bishop to take
charge of the work, and left the writer to

skirmish for awhile in the regions round
about. I have no doubt that the chief Apostle in charge of this mission discerned that
there should be some kind of sacrifice made
on behalf of the work in this place, and not
being in a position to make a big one,
thought that a small one would be better
than none. Well, I am here, and I shall
make the best of the situation. The saints
are very kind to me; they have procured a
very commodious hall in the heart of the city,
where we hold forth every Sabbath: Sunday
schooi at two ti'c.lock, prayer service at three,
and preaching in the evening. While here
I have preached in Providence, Dunmore,
and Petersburg. Congregations are small,
but attentive. Some interest is manifested,
and with care some will be added to the
church, when people see and can feel there
is permanence to the work.
One hindrance to the progress of the work
here as elsciwhere is that cursed blight of
polygamy and Utah Mormonism. The Utah
missionaries are here in gangs of seven to
twelve, and while they do no public preaching, they do a systematical canvass from
house to house, and distribute tractl3 until
every family is supplied with reading matter.
These fellows are well supplied with tracts,
and scatter them with a liberal hand. They
are also supplied with money from home to
sustain them. They take up no collections,
and it is said they will not receive money
from sinners to carry on the Lord's work, etc.
We have appointments for the week, and
will endeavor by the help of the Lord and
the saints to push the work out into new
places. There are over three hundred thousand souls in this valley that are dying daily
without the hope of eternal life, and how
little we are doing to rescue the perishing
ones! My soul grows sick at the thought.
Times are hard and money is so scarce that
it seems almost impossible to move forward
and do anything to save poor humanity from
the blighting curse of sin. If I had the five
millions spent by the Christian Endeavor
Society recently I am sure I could accomplish
more good with it than they. But alas! the
poor cannot and the rich will not. So the
world moves on until the times come and God
cuts short his work in righteousness, then
who will be able to abide his coming and
stand when he appeareth?
In gospel bonds,
ALMA KENT.
LEBECK, Mo., Oct. 31.

Editors Herald:-I writE' to request that
Bro. W. S. Pender will call upon the family
of J. M. Peet, Meredith, Kansas, if possible,
and show them the "one blessed way."
A glorious time was enjoyed by the saints
here to-day at the chapel. God's Spirit was
present in power to the edifying and comforting of his children.
Would like to hear from Bro. Pender if he
makes that part of Kansas a visit. Bro. C.
R. Duncan has been there and some are inJ terested.
I am much interested in the Peet
family hearing the gospel more fully, as Mrs.
Peet is the only sister of my mother.
1
.
F. T. BAKER.

MCGRAW, Pa., Oct. 28.

Editors Herald:-After the reunion in Massachusetts Bro. R. Bullard and the writer set
the district tent at West Dennis; held services a week, had fair attendance and some
interest. One baptized by the writer; and
we trust others were nearer to God because
of our efforts. Bro. Bullard was compelled
to return to Boston. After packing the tent
away I came to Providence and preached
several nights in: the new chapel to small
audiences, but some interest I think. Continued preaching in Rhode Island until September 23, then left for Philadelphia to
attend conference. I was kindly received at
the hospitable home of Bro.O Christy, and enjoyed my brief stay in the city renewing old
acquaintances. The conference was enjoyable and spiritual. In company with Bro.
Alma Kent I went to Scranton; remained until October 14, preaching as opportunity
offered. Bro. Kent assisted at Scranton, and
is still there. Bro. W. H. Kelley preached
some nine discourses in Scranton and at
Providence, Pennsylvania, while we were
there. Bro. Bishop is actively engaged in
the work at Scranton, and is doing all he
can. May the good Lord be with them all.
I found Bro. I. M. Smith at East Aurora.
Bro. Philip Fisher is the only church member in town, but he is a good man and respected by the people. I went to East Elma
with Bro. Smith and preached once there.
Tuesday October 19 found Mr. Bert Manross
waiting to take us toFagundus; and by the way
"Bert" has always stood right by us, and you
always know .where to find him. We received a kind welcome at Bro. G. Parker's.
Began meetings Wednesday night and held
over Sunday, preaching to small but increasing audiences. Monday night began preaching at McGraw, in the Union church, and
hav·e had good interest and good audiences
thus far. The local preacher, Mr. Bedow,
kindly announced our services and told the
people to come out and hear. This same
gentleman assisted me in some of my services last summer when I wae here alone.
Calls begin to come in for preaching and
the prospects are encouraging.
GEO. W. ROBLEY.
FAIRBURY, Neb., Nov. 1.

Editors Herald:-I came here October 18
and began a series of meetings. Our attendance has been on the increase; the little
church is well filled each evening. Two of
our Utah friends came in one evening, Robinson and Jones. We had previously promised to read some of the Book of Mormon
teachings. We read Jacob 2: 6; we called
the attention of those in attendance to the
fact that there were others that had a misunderstanding of the Script,ures. Last evening we treated on the question of latter-day
apostasy. Mr. Jones claims that Bro. F. A.
Smith misrepresented one of his relatives
last spring at Omaha, concerning baptism for
the dead. I asked the gentleman why he did
not correct the brother at the time, and informed him that Bro. F. A. would be the
man to talk to on this matter, and not go
around backbiting in this way. The city
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papers have agreed to publish an article for few of our members are sick, and I do want
us, which will be the means of illuminating every faithful one to pray for Sr. Case. She
the minds of the people relative to our posi- is in a most pitiful condition; has had a
tion.
white swelling on her foot for, I think,
The saints are doing all they can for the eighteen years. The effects of it have
work. The Lord has been with us. The spread until now she has four running sores
Baptists are strongly opposing us. One good between her hip and ankle. Her husband is
Baptist sister said she liked Baptist pie, and at work in this city and would like to have
that she would continue to eat it till she died; her here with him, but she cannot be moved
but I notice she has an ear for investigating. from Ukiah, where she and her four little
children are staying with her mother. I
May the Lord bless her.
Our people have a very nice Sunday school wish all saints who feel impressed would fast
here; the little church is well filled every and pray for her on the first Sunday in DeSunday; good prospects for future work. cember. Pray in secret that if it is the
Lord's will she may in some way be relieved
May the Lord add his blessing.
from the terrible pain of that decaying limb.
In gospel bonds,
Yours in bonds,
H. W. BELVILLE.
MARY HAWLEY.
SANTA ANA, Cal., Oct. 25.

Editors Herald:-Having seen in the Herald
of October 13, that a sister in Lee County,
Illinois, desires the prayers and fasting of the
saints for her husband to quit drink, so I
write this, for I don't know her address. I
know by self experience that when I have
that _craving for liquor, if I go and take a
drink of water it will stop the craving; and I
believe will do so by every one that will try
it. It may take a long time to cure without
the help of God, but I feel sure that one can
keep away from strong drink if they would
only do so. It is so simple that perhaps no
one will try it.
Hoping this will reach some poor unfortunate, I remain yours respectfully, in bonds,
X. Y.Z.
SPENCER,

w. Va.,

Nov. 2.

Editors Herald:-The work is onward in
West Virginia, and Satan rages. October
27, 28, and 29, Bro. J. L. Goodrich and I held
meetings at Mount Nebo schoolhouse; on the
28th a mob attacked the house with rocks,
almost breaking up the meeting. The attack
was renewed next evening; and after meeting they attacked the saints, while on their
way home, with eggs, rocks, and revolvers;
but no one was hurt. I am here to obtain
warrants for the offenders. Pray for us
11hat God may give us favor with the
people, and that the officers of the law
may do their duty in preserving law and
order, and protect citizens in their rights.
Your brother in bonds,
G. H. GODBEY.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Nov. 1.
Editors Herald:-! thank all saints in San
Francisco and also wherever the Herald has
carried my request, who have kindly remembered me before the throne of grace. My
health has improved very rapidly in the past
month, and I know that many faithful saints
have been praying for me, for I was shown in
a vision that in this particular case my own
prayers were of no avail. I was administered to by Bro. Hilliard and Parkin. Bro.
Parkin is our branch president, and I have
never known him to shrink from duty's call.
Our branch is in a very healthy condition;
no quarreling, backbiting, or contentions
among the members that I am aware of. A

Oriuinal 1Ir1iclss.
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2.

NO. 2.

BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.
''LOOKING BACKWARD."

THE past as it is reviewed, its doctrinal plains present to the view of
the beholder numerous wrecks, wastes,
and fossilized thought-remains. A
full imrvey of the realm of past human
belief creates feelings of mingled
solemnity, regret, astonishment, with
the silver lining of hope and admiration. The courage of the heroic advocates of many of the doctrinal ideas,
then fought for, but now dead, is admirable.
That multitudes of sincere people
believed in doctrines with all the
powers of their being, and that their
hope of eternal life was builded on
them, and yet those doctrines are now
known and proven to be false, delusive, and deceptive,-admitted so to
be,-is astonishing, and touches our
sympathy.
Entire churches or denominations
have builded on those false doctrines;
but time, the infallible corrector of
human mistakes, and history, leave
them but wrecks, fossilized remains,
testimonies of man's weakness and
follies. It is not the heathen world
now here referred to, but Christendom. What a reign deception has
had! Its sway has been almost universal; and, with what degree of intolerance!
Our summary includes not all the
past. The task would be too arduous.
Let us therefore look backward but a
brief period,. and recapitulate
only
in
.
.
part. It will help us m makmg an
, estimate of man's ability in forming
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plans of salvation independently of
God and his directions. The doctrine
of man's infallibility, as illustrated in
the official pretenses of the popes of the
Roman Catholic Church, so devotedly
and religiously accepted by multitudes
unnumbered in the past, is now almost entirely discarded by all~ both
Catholic and Protestant, as a slavish
deception. Common sense and reason
both declaring that to be really infallible,-that is, not liable to rnake rnistakes,-one must be able to the most
infinite degree to determine absolutely
the difference between right and
wrong; and to this even the angels in
heaven dare not pretend, even officially, save where the to them superior, infallible law of God directs
plainly, without falling; in which
case should they so pretend, they become devils - angels of the Devil.
(Ezek. 28: 14, 15; Jude 6; 1 John 1:
8-10.)
Where to-day is the doctrine of
"Unconditional Predestination and
Foreordination," as found in the books
and sermons of John Calvin and John
Knox, Jonathan Edwards, and others
of two to three hundred years ago?
That God, before he created man, preordained a portion of the race-the
elect-to salvation, and he will save
them at all hazards. The rest he
passes by- the nonelect-having foreordained them to eternal damnation
"to the praise of bis glory," as the
old creed read? It was a logical deduction from the foregoing premises,
that if some of the nonelect died in
infancy, they too would be sent to
''eternal woe," and good devoted
mothers and fathers used to sing in
the services:And hell is crammed,
With infants damned,
Without a day of grace!

not knowing but that they were
praising God for the condemnation of
their own sweet; innocent offspring!
These ideas grew out of the false belief, that because Adam sinned in the
garden of Eden, that his sin, preordained of God, would cause all the
nonelect to be eternally lost. So all
the good they might be able to do
availed nothing in their behalf. There
is a tinge of this false doctrine decorating so-called evangelism of the
present day. It is the idea that God
does not attach any merit whatever to
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The ordinance of '•baby sprinkling,"
good deeds, such as attached to the
''nations" represented as ''sheep," as found taught in modern creeds to
outside of uniting with "our church!" save the babies from the imaginary
(Matt. 25: 34-40; 10: 40, 41.) So that if fire, is a wondrous and far reaching
there is one place hotter than another stride of improvement on the old cusin the lower world, the upright, tom of making the little innocents "to
moral"! nonprofessor will catch it! As pass through the fire!" (Deut. 18: 10.)
a result of this false doctrine, practi- It greatly misrepresents the Infinite
cal Christianity, the daily doing of Justice, implying as it does, either
good deeds, is virtually laid aside; the sinfulness of the innocent babes,
while the making of the high profes- or the imputation of sin to them,
sion, joining the church, is extolled though they are incapable of recogas the principal thing. The result is, nizing the law. But where law does
to the onlooker, the latter is looked not apply, God does not impute sin.
upon as an empty profession, because (Rom. 5: 13.) It is evident therefore,
the former is neglected, under the that subjecting babies to moral law,
plea of, "You can do nothing of merit or to positive religious law, such as
to save yourself. God must do it all!" the law of baptism, never originated
The fact is, the good works, the with God. For the same reason that
Christian fruit, must go with obeying moral evil is not punishable in literal
the gospel-or joining the church. fire and. brimstone, physical literal
"Cease to do evil; learn to do well." death would not be inflicted on the
-Isaiah. "Save yourselves from this finally impenitent.
If the wicked sow what they reap, or
untoward generation. "-Peter. ''Work
vice
versa, what ought little children
out your own salvation with fear and
to
reap?
(Gal. 6: 7, 8.) Let us right
trembling."-l?aul. Out of the docat
this
point
hear Paul's admonition,
trine of unconditional predestination
"Be
not
deceived."
Will not the
it was logical to deny that man was
atoning
blood
of
Christ
reach to and
free to do as he chose. Had no agency,
include
in
its
infinite
bounds
the sincould act only as God moved on him.
less
little
ones?
Those
who
die
in inConsequently man was not responsible
fancy
as
well?
Is
not
infant
sprinkling,
for his acts. God forced them to act
badly, and then puts them in woe therefore, casting contempt on the
eternally for doing so! But this very atonement? That baptism is a saving
unreasonable, inconsistent, and decep- ordinance we believe; but those who
tive doctrine, with all its logical and sprinkle infants attach a far greater
absurd deductions has about died out, efficacy to it than we! For it means,
and is only looked upon as among the if it means anything at all, that chilunenlightened traditions of the past; dren who are not sprinkled will be
and having its origin from among men lost! Either that, or nothing. In
and devils. And the divine truth that either case it is "error," sin, "mockman was designed and created a free ery." But it is fading away where
and intelligent agent in his sphere of God's word is studied. Let us be
action, and possessed with reason, pre- thankful, and labor to its banishment
science, and the ability of deciding, and from among men. (See Book of Morwithvolition, and is therefore a respon-. mon, Moroni, 8: 2.)
Is there anything strange then, in
sible being, has quite taken the place of
the old fancy-predestination uncon- view of what we have just been notditional. The old "twin relics" of ing, that some even dare to look into
physical penance, and the infliction of the creeds with a view to casting
physical punishment for sin here and overboard the grievous errors and
hereafter, are going rapidly; both are deceptive doctrines that have held
of heathen origin, and neither are sway so long? The souls of men are
even hinted in God's revelations to seeking light and liberty. There is
man. The strange idea, putting the hope on the behalf of many that they
spirits of condemned sinners in a lit- will forsake error, be delivered from
eral lake of literal fire to punish them deceptions, and receive the light of
for sin, is rapidly fading from the the truth and its fruits,-life, light,
theologies. And it ought to. Its and salvation.
origin is the human theologies. It is
How great, black, and heavy have
hung
the clouds of error and decepnot mentioned in Christian revelation.

tion over the human mind through
the influence of false, delusive doctrines. But of these we have noted
but a few as illustrations of our subject.
But the wily foe of man has not
been content to advocate, through
man, false and deceptive doctrines, to
blind him; he has gone further-has
called to his aid the power of deceptive,
EVIL INVISIBLE SPIRITS,

whose mission is to attend false doctrines and Scripture perversions, and
advocate them with strong delusive
power. (See 1 Sam. 16: 14; 2 Thess.
2: 9-12.) So that man has not only
erred in doctrine, but in spirit likewise. The prophet Isaiah, who delivered so many notable prophecies
now being fulfilled, when speaking of
God's great latter-day work and its
corrective power on the people blessed
with a knowledge of it, says:They also that erred in spirit shall come to
understanding, and they that murmured
shall learn doctrine.-Isa. 29: 24.

So many whom we meet in this age
of divisions will remark, "We differ
in our doctrinal beliefs, but we are
one in spirit." This idea is itself a
delusion. Every distinct form of doctrine has its own, an adapted spirit to
accompany and operate with it. The
truth of this will demonstrate itself to
the close observer. Try it.
The spirit that actuates the Spiritualists, for instance, does not move in
any other religious society in the
manr..er it does there. Thatspiritacting among the Quakers does not move
on any others as it does among them.
The ''falling down" spirit, as manifested among Primitive and Free
Methodists, is not the same in its
operation as that among the M. E's.
The spirit that actuates the Christian Scientists differs quite radically
to that manifested among the Christian Alliance people. Most any on looker can see this if they but notice
closely. The spirit in most any one
of these, if stirred by a little opposition, will accuse any of the others of
being of the Devil! These spirits
will not unite or let those they respectively control unite. Now if these
spirits, respectively, were the Holy
Ghost, would they not all work together to answer the prayer of the
Savior which.says:-
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Neither pray I for these alone, but for them
also which shall believe on me through their
word; that they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also
may be one in its: that the world may believe
that thou hast sent me. And the glory which
thou gavest me I have given them; tha,t they
may be ONE, AS we are one: I in them, and
thou in me, that they may be made perfect in
one; and that the world may know that thou
hast sent me, and hast loved them, as thou
hast loved me.-John 17: 20-23.

Is it essential to man's salvation
that they believe that God sent his Son,
the Messiah, Savior into the world? Is
not the unity of believers in faith, belief, and spirit here by Christ made
the evidence to the world that he is
the Messiah, the sent of God? Jesus
labored and prayed that believers in
the word, which he gave to the
apostles, might be united in faith
and spirit. Will not the Holy Ghost,
where permitted to operate, work
to the same end? Or is Christ
working and praying in the direction
of unity, while the Holy Spirit leads
in the opposite direction; viz., to division? If the spirit that actuates
divided, contentious Christendom now
be the Holy Ghost, then is the Godhead in heaven divided! They will
not unite, let them try ever so heroically. But there is a secret here.
Let us tell it. The words of men, in
creeds, disciplines, and confessions
are sought to be made, the .basis of
their unity, not the "WORD" (not
words) which Christ gave to the apostles! Christ prayed that all believers
be one in belief!
The basis of faith is testimony.
Christ gave to the apostles the word
-the testimony. Testimony is unalterably the same, identically the
same, in all places and ages. Testimony in fact is unequivocal. It conveys the same identical idea to all
capable of conceiving the idea. The
idea of "adding" is identically the
same in operation in all minds able to
conceive the idea. It is the operation
of a principle. Unity on "principle"
is what Jesus prayed for. The idea
of the principles on which this unity
is to be effected is conveyed to the
minds of men by the ''word of God."
It is living and powerful. It "lives
and abides." It increases to men in
amount; it never decreases.
One
trouble among men is, in their opinion,
some of ''the word of truth, the
gospel," (Eph. 1: 13), does not apply

nowadays; and they assume to separate that part which they think applies now from that part which they
think does not apply! They are par-.
tial with God's evidence. They would
hardly think it right to thus deal with
court records on earth; but more
license is assumed with the word of
God than men's records. But this
mode of dealing with Holy Writ is a
deep deception.
They take great
pleasure in limiting the organic development of the kingdom of God to
ancient times. (See Eph. 4: 8-14; 1
Cor. 12: 28-31.) Also some of the
promises of note likewise, as see Mark
chapter 16: 16-20; Eph. 1: 13-18; with
1 Cor. 12: 1-13. Though the commissioned servants of God, and the witnesses of those days, took no such
license with God's evidence, men
without divine call or commission
scruple not to thus handle the word
of God deceitfully.
What thing soever I command you, observe
to do it: thou shalt not add thereto, nor diminish from it.-Deut. 12: 32,

involves the principle upon which
God commands that his word shall be
dealt with.
Though it be but a man's covenant, yet if
it be confirmed, no man disannulleth [takes
from], or addeth thereto.-Gal. 3: 15.

All the promises of the gospel covenant ratified, confirmed by the blood
of Christ, with all the commands, are
as essential now as in any past age.
That "word" all goes unbroken, all
goes together; together it stands or
falls.
Hear another witness:We are of God; he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us.
Hereby know we the spirit of truth, and ihe
spirit of error.-1 John 4: 6.

The doctrine of applying the word
of God partially is prompted by "the
spirit of error."
Beloved, believe not every ,spirit, but try
the spirits whether they are of God: because
many false prophets are gone out into the
world.-1 John 4: 1.

False prophets seek to deceive us
and sustain their deceptive doctrines
by perversions and misapplications of
God's word, not only by applying the
laws of one dispensation to another,
contrary to God's own expressed arrangement; but also by making special
application of the law of a given dispensation, to one period in that dispensation instead_of 'applying to all
parts of the dispensation alike. No
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divinely called and inspired servant
of God ever did that way.
What authorized and divinely inspired minister of God ever taught
that the law of baptism for the remission of sins, could be rejected by
man, and yet he could be justified of
God and saved? Or, that it was all
right in the apostolic age, but would
not be essential after that age?
Which of them ever stated, and where
is the statement recorded, that the ordinance and ''principle" of the ''laying
on of hands" for ''the gift of the
Holy Ghost" (Acts 19: 4, 5; Heb. 6:
2) was designed of God to apply and
operate during the days of the early
apostles, and then cease to be practiced and become obsolete? These
ordinances, like faith or repentance,
are "principles, "-terms of the everlasting covenant. Failing to practice
these, we fail to keep our part of that
covenant, and God is under no obligation to bestow the grace and blessings
he designed to flow out of their observance. Under the shadowy Mosaic
law, to break or fail to observe one of
the terms of the law or covenant, was
to break the covenant, and incur the
full penalty. What are the conse•
quences of a like course pursued under the substance, the gospel covenant?
Of the former law James says:For whosoever shall keep the whole law,
and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of
all.-James 2: 10.
Of how much sorer punishment, suppose
ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath
trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath
counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith
he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and done
despite to the Spirit of grace?-Heb. 10: 29.

So the great apostle reasons regarding the latter law, and those who in
any wise reject, disregard, or deceptively pervert it. It seems to be the
special mission and work of deceptive
evil spirits to veil with darkness the
human mind to the light of the truth.
This is confirmed by all past history
from the day of Cain, the son of Adam,
till now; and that too whether it be
among nations blessed with the light
of revelation from God, or those enrobed in heathenism. To the enlightening power of the Holy Ghost in
John, superstitiously religious, idolatrous Babylon and Rome were dragons,
--"that old serpent," "the Devil and
Satan" "which deceived the whole
world" (Rev. 12: 9),-because he and
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1 and enjoined as essential to our salvavation. Not by their love to God are
they led to so treat his fatherly counsel. It seems with them, as with
Adam and Eve, so much easier to believe what God did not say, than
what he does say. Why is this?
Other words of God bearing directly
on the same subject-regenerationare similarly treated by the same
theologies; as, "for the remission '-Of
But of the tree of the knowledge of good sins." (Mark 1: 4; Luke 3: 2, 3; Acts
and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the 2: 38; 22: 16; Rom, 6: 17, 18.)
John
day that thou ea test thereof thou shalt surely the Baptist, filled'with the Holy Ghost

his aids, angels, are the spirit that
works "in the children of disobedience." (Eph. 2: 2, 3.) As also to the
revealments of the same Spirit, these
spirits are "as a roaring lion seeking
whom," in the kingdom, among the
children of God by gospel adoption,
they may devour. (1 Peter 5: 8.) He
began his work on earth in Eden. He
scrupled not to pervert God's word.
God said to Adam and Eve:-

die.-Gen. 2: 17.

Satan added the word "not" to the
last member of the above sentence,
quoting it, "Ye shall not surely die."
(Gen. 3: 4.)
Our first parents accepted the word
as perverted and quoted by Satan;
they were blinded, chained, deceived,
and fell! A curse as a penalty was
placed on all creation below. Their
disobedience to God, through Satan's
deception, was sin; and death came by
sin. (Rom. 5: 12-19.) What a mighty
consequence followed heeding one
little word God never spoke!
If such be the result following add
ing one word to what God says, what
will be the consequences of taking
away one or more of God's words
from what he says? Who can tell?
God says of his word:Neither shall ye diminish aught from it.Deut. 4: 2. (12: 32.)

But, notwithstanding this clear and
positive statement of God, it is a lamentable fact that in theology, as accepted by a large proportion of the
professed Christian world, some of
the plain words of our Lord are to all
practical intents and purposes taken
away from what he bas said, and are
treated as though he never uttered
them. Take for example John 3: 5,
where the three words "of water and"
are passed over as silently as though
they were not there; while others
leave out of their faith, except in an
historical sense merely, and as not
essential to their faith or salvation in
this age, the -words of the same passage of God's word, ''And of the
Spirit,"-four words!
Saying nothing for or against the
honesty or sincerity of those who so
treat God's word, by what power or
influence are. they led to do this? Not
the Holy Ghost, for surely it was by
it those words were originally spoken
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the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins. And also the Apostle
Peter, when filled with the Holy
Ghost, did the same; and since such
was the case, it cannot be that the
same Holy Ghost would now inspire
men to contradict so positively its
former teaching, by absolutely ignoring its former conditions on which
sins were remitted, and ordaining an
entirely different and new way to procure the remission of our sins! Besides, baptism is a "principle" of the
doctrine of Christ (Matt. 28: 19), and
was enjoined upon all nations, by the
resurrected, immortalized Jesus; by
the Holy Ghost (Acts 1: 2), through
which he gave "commandments unto
the apostles whom he had chosen."
A ''principle" of the doctrine of
Christ, or of any other science, is a
very arbitrary thing to deal with. The
principle of gravity does not down,
and away to nonentity, just because
some human freak waves his hand.
Addition or multiplication, principles
of the science of mathematics, are
foundational, fundamental,-all essential to their science as necessary parts
thereof. The laying on of hands as a
gospel ordinance, is a principle of the
doctrine of Christ, administered among
other purposes, for the gift of the
Holy Ghost. (Heb. 5: 12, 13; 6: 1, 2;
Acts 8: 17, 18; 19: 1-6; 9: 17), and
with the other principles of Christ's
doctrine is essential to salvation.
This principle of the doctrine is
omitted from the human theologies of
this age. Why is this so? Who is
the cause of it? Would God, who
claims. to be the author of those principles, now rearrange his plan and by
omitting now, confess that he made a
mistake before when he included them
l in it? Or has man, by his superior

wisdom, been able to arrange a better
way of saving man, and leave some of
the principles of the original plan
out, especially baptism for remission
of sins, and the laying on of hands of
God's authorized ministers for the
gift of the Holy God?
If such infinite consequences as did
followed the adding of just one little
word by Satan to what God said to
Adam, who will describe the great
and stupendous results which follows
the taking away of so many of God's
words from his plan of human salvation by human theologies? What infinite loss will be suffered by those
who are so led by such deception?
What of the deceivers?
Remove from me the way of lying: and
grant me thy law graciously. I have chosen
the way of truth: thy judgments have I laid
before me .. I have stitek unto thy testimonies:
0 Lord, put me not to shame. I will run the
way of thy commandments, when thou shalt
enlarge my heart,.-Ps. 119: 29-32.
It is time for thee, Lord, to work: for they
have made void thy law. Therefore I love
thy commandments above gold; yea, above
fine gold. Therefore I esteem all thy precepts concerning all things to be right; and I
hate every false way.-Vrs. 126-128.

nonfBrnn~B

Nintl1B8.

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened at Sandwich, Illinois,
October 9; John H. Lake and F. M. Cooper
were elected to preside, W. Vickery secretary, Elmer E. Johnson assistant. Branch
reports: Sandwich 83; 8 baptized, 1 removed.
Braidwood 65; l baptized, 1 died. Chicago
133; 2 baptized, 2 removed. Mission 135; 3
received, 6 removed, 1 died. Plano 198; 4
baptized, 1 received. Piper City 25; no
change from last report. West Pullman 26;
4 received, 2 expelled. Bishop's agent reported: Received from former agent $37.05;
receipts $281. 75; expenditures $206.23; on hand
$112 57. Ministry reporting:-· Elders W.
Vickery, C. G. Lanphear, J.S. Patterson, A.J.
Keck, and F. M. Cooper; Priests G. H. Henley, F. J. D. Earl, and L. Houghton. F. M.
Cooper was sustained district president, W.
Vickery vice president, Elmer E. Johnson
was elected secretary, and F. M. Cooper was
sustained Bishop's agent. Two were ordained
elders and three priests. Preaching by
Elders W. A. McDowell, F. M. Cooper, and
J. H. Lake. Adjourned to meet at Chicago,
February 26, 1898.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference was held with Palmyra branch,
October 10, 11, 1897. Reports were received
from presidents of district, missionary in
charge, sub-missionary in charge and missionary in district, Elders J. W. Waldsmith,
W. M, Self, J. Caffall, and W. E. Peak, bap-
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tized 1; Priests M. J. Schafer, J. H. Drury, gave a short address and the conference ad- 1 ganized April 16, 1897,) 30; attendance 22.
D. Mather, J. Ferguson, F. L. Tucker, H. C. jolirned to meet in Rldgetown, in June, 1898, Voted that orders be drawn on the treasurer
as follows: $1.25 for printing programs, $3
Fremming, R. 0. Self, E. D. Briggs. Bish- date to be fixed by president of district.
for literary exchange, mailing literature for
op's agent reported: Balance due agent last
the next six months, and 18 cents expend-ed
report 85 cts.; received since $136.50; paid
by the secretary for postage and stationery.
out $115.55; due church $20.95. Branch reAn interesting discussion on mission school
ports: Palmyra 38; Nebraska City 135; 2
was had. After an informal talk on "How
baptized, .1 removed, 1 died. The resolution
SPRING RIVER.
can we secure the interest of adults in Sunday
to elect officers once a year was lost. The
Convention was held at WEbb City, Misschool work?" by most of those present, Bro.
following officers were elected for ensuing
souri, September 13, 1897, beginning at ten
Robinson took charge of the blackboard and
four months: President and Bishop's agent,
a. m.; A. H. Herke superintendent, E. E.
those present developed an outline for the
J. W. Waldsmith; secretary, E. D. Briggs;
Gilbert clerk.
Short talks were made by
work of visiting committees. The evening's
assistant secretary, Chas. F. Woods. The
W. D. McKnight, F. L. English, Alice Davis,
entertainment was as follows: Address by
president was instructed to call a meeting of
J. C. Chrestensen, and F. C. Keck. Schools
Mark H. Forscutt. Vocal trio, "I waited for
the camp meeting association to convene
reporting: Angola, Weir City, Seligman,
the Lord," by Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. James,
during conference in Nebraska City, in FebColumbus, Blendsville, and Webb City. The
and Miss Amy James. Recitation, "The
ruary, 1898.
afternoon was mostly occupied by reading rechurch and the world," by M. Eunice Winn.
ports of· district officers, and other routine
Vocal solo, "When the heart is young,"by Mrs.
work. The district banner was discontinued
CHATHAM.
Robinson. Sunday school newspaper by Mrs.
Conference convened with the Wallace- by unanimous vote. The time for holding
A. A. Horton. Saturday morning from 8: 30 to
burg branch, October 9 and 10, 1897. Presi- convention was changed from Monday follow9: 30 was devoted to Sunday school prayer
dent Joseph Smith was requested to preside ing district conference, to Friday preceding
meeting, and convention adjourned to meet
but declined. R. C. Evans was then chosen it. In the evening the convention was enterthe Friday preceding and at the same place
as president, President Smith and George tained by a temperance sermon from F. C.
of the next conference of the Independence
Green associates: R. Coburn and John Keck. Adjourned to meet wit.h the Blendsdistrict.
Shields clerks. J. H. Tyrrell, bishop's agent, ville school, December 3, at 9: 30 a. m.
Secretaries of schools, take notice, and
reported: Total receipts $453.93; disbursement,s $2l9.84; on hand $234.09. Audited and make out your reports to include the session
NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI.
found correct. George Hampshire, district of November 28, and forward the report, with
Convention convened at Bevier, Missouri,
treasurer, reported: Paid out $18.22; now on credentials of your aelegates, to me at Weir October 8, 1897, at ten a. m. Louise Palfrey,
hand 49 cents. Audited and found correct. City, Kansas, as soon as your schools pass on superintendent; M. J. Richards, secretary.
Branch reports: Wabash 39, Lindsley 50, them. I would like them all in so as to ar- The superintendent read a part of the first
Blenheim 51, Buxton 18, Chatham 86, Ridge- range them before going to convention.
four chapters of "T.rumbull's Teachers and
E. E. GILBERT.
town 56, Petrolea 59, Wallace burg 53, LongTeaching." A motion prevailed that all
wood 28, Battlehill 27, Zone 54, Tilbury 49.
Sunday school workers and visitors and the
Ministry reporting: Elders G. Green, A.
traveling ministry be allowed to take an
INDEPENDENCE.
Leverton baptized 2, J. Shields, G. HampHigbee;
Association convened at Second Kansas active part in our conventions.
shire, J. Dent, Sr., B. St. John baptized 8, City branch, Kansas City, Missouri, at ten Pollock, Salt River, and Bevier schools reL. Annett, J. A. Blackemore baptized 2, J. a. m., September 10, 1897; W. N. Robinson, ported, showing progress. Treasurer's reH. Tyrrell, and R. Coburn; Priests W. H. superintendent, Dorothea M. Berg, secretary. port: June 20, balance on band $10.68;
Taylor, A. Miller, and J. Williamson. An One-minute suggestions of the "needs and received during term, $3.19; on hand, $13.87.
account of $3.05, president's expenses, and improvements in schools and with workers,'' Three bills of expense, for superintendent,
$1.66, secretary's, was presented, and on mo- by the brethren and sisters present, was fol- secretary, and program committee, were
tion was ordered paid. The appeal case of lowed by "Blackboard work in Sunday read, and the treasurer authorized to pay
the Petrolea branch was left in t.he hands of schools,'' (a) in general review, in charge of them. The question of a district newspaper
the presidents of the conference, and they Fred Koehler; (b) in ciasses in charge of W. was brought up, ~vhereupon it was voted that
appointed Brn. Leverton and Shields to at- N. Robinson. At afternoon session, reports Bro. Burch, of Pollock, Bro. Tanner, of Betend to it, provided it could not be settled of superintendent, assistant superintendent, vier, Sr. Thorburn, of Higbee, Sr. Susie
between the parties themselves. Bro. Lev- treasurer, and secretary of the ltterary ex- Stoddard, of Salt River, anfi Bro. George
erton said it was necessary for the branches change were read, also of the Holden Sunday Tryon, of Huntsville, act as editors for the
to supply themselves with registers to regis- school literary exchange. In the superin- different schools, with Sr. Thorburn as genter hirths, marriages, and deaths in. Said tendent's report .he requested the superin- eral editor. The motion that was tabled tiil
registers could be had on application to the tendents of each school in the district to this convention in regard to having a book
Crown attorney free. The adjustment of af- report at each convention as required by the of rules outlining program committee's work
fairs in the Tilbury branch was left in the Constitution and By-Laws. Treas11rer's re- framed, was discussed, and a motion prehands of the presidency of the district to at- port: On hand last report $6.59; received vailed that our superintendent, Bro. Thortend to. Joseph Smith was selected as dele- $1.28; no disbursements; on hand $7.87. Lit- burn, W. J. Richards, S. A. Tanner, and Sr.
gate to the General Conference of 1898. erary exchange: Total literature sent out: Thorburn constitute the committee for the
George Green was selected as district presi- 107 Heralds, 304 Ensigns, 281 Hopes, l Patriot, purpose of framing a book of rules. It was
dent, A. Leverton vice president, J. H. Tyr- 2 Quarterlies, and 16 Banners. Due secretary voted that when the superintendent sees fit
rell was sustained Bishop's agent, -George last report 25 cents; paid for postage and to visit any school in the district that she be
Hampshire district treasur"lr, and Richard stationery $3; total $3.25; received from authorized to draw on the treasury forthwith
Coburn district secretary. Preaching Satur- association $3.25. Holden literary exchange: to defray her expenses. The Salt River
day evening by A. Leverton. A collection Literature sent out: 112 Heralds, 169 En- school sent in a petition asking for the priviwas taken up at the close amounting to $8.30, signs, 51 Autmnn Leaves, 86 Hopes, 10 tracts; lege of joining the association, and they were
and it was turned over to President Joseph total 428. The reports of schools being read, cordially admitted. The business being done,
Smith to assist him on his journey. Preach- were ordered spread upon the minutes. Mt. program was taken up: Normal class drill by
ing Sunday morning by R. C. Evans, and in Zion, enrollment 455; average attendance 263. superintendent. Paper on Sunday school
the afternoon and evening by President Jo- Armstrong 105; attendance 75. First Kansas work by Sr. C. F. Lankford. Blackboard use
seph Smith. Monday morning it was re- City 50; attendance 34. Second Kansas City in Sunday school by Sr. L. Palfrey, and pursolved that the balance of collections in the 32; attendance 24. Holden 36; attendance pose of review by F. T. Mussell and Lydia
district treasury be handed over to the Wal- 31. Knobnoster 15; attendance 7. Pleasant Edmonds. The evening's program was of a
Sunday mornivg a good
laceburg branch.
President Smith .then View 23; attendance 22. Harrisonville (or- literary nature.

8tlndau School llssociations.
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school was held, being divided into nine
classes. Review by Sr. Palfrey. Collection
amounted to $2.89. Adjourned to meet at
Bevier, the Friday prior to our next conference'.
A peaceful influence prevailed
throughout the entire sessions.

NAUVOO.
Association convened at Rock Creek, Illinois, Octoberl, 1897, at 10:30 a. m.; Hattie
McKiernan superintendent, Marjorie Wright
secretary. Report of treasurer read. The
following schools reported: Rock Creek,
total enrollment 28; classes 3. Bright Prospect 56; classes 7. New Canton 40; classes
5. Superintendent, Hattie McKiernan, gave
a verbal report of her work and condition of
the schools visited. The treasurer was authorized to pay the expenses of the superintendent and secretary to and from the regular
convention of the association. Voted that
Hattie McKiernan, Sr. Birchell, George P.
Lambert, and F. M. Weld compose program
committee. Resolved that hereafter we perform all business of the convention in the
forenoon, and any reports and business coming in too late to be acted on be deferred until next regular convention. The afternoon
was occupied by three class drills occupying
twenty minutes for lesson and ten minutes
for criticisms. Wm. Lambert acted as
teacher for senior class, Marjorie Wright
intermediate, and George Lambert infant
class. In evening two essays were read,
written by Sr. Birchell, of Ottumwa, and Sr.
.Callie Stebbins, of Lamoni, after which was
a discussion on the subjects of essays. Report of program committee read. Adjourned
to meet the day previous to the district conference at Burlington, Iowa.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Convention met at the Palmyra branch,
October 8 and 9, 1897. Four sessions were
held.
Reports were received from three
schools and officers of the district. One session was devoted to business and teachers'
meeting, one session for general review and
business, one session for literary and musical
exercises, and one session was set apart for
preaching services, occupied by Bro. James
Caffall. A very profitable meeting.
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec.

MiscBllanBotls DBpar1mBnt
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
To the Saints of the Southern Illinois District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints:Please take notice that Bro. W. A.
Kelley, Bishop's agent of said district, bas
resigned, and at the recommendation of the
district conference, held October 13, 1897, I
have appointed Bro. F. M. Slover, of Orchardville, Illinois, as agent of said district.
Bro. Kelley's rasignation was made on the
ground of bis inability to travel and teach
the duties of the saints touching this part of
the gospel as much as be thought proper to
be done. Bro. F. M. Slover will doubtless be

able to present the matters to all parts of the
district, and we hope and trust every lover
of the truth will aid to the extent of his
ability as the Lord has blessed him so that
the gospel may be preached in Southern
Illinois. Tha gospel is without price to those
to whom it is sent; "without money and
without price." But it takes means to aid
in the sending of the same, and it is the
membership and friends of the gospel who
make it "without money and without price"
to others as they work in the interest of the
Redeemer. In this way as by the minister
in the performance of his duty in preaching
the word we become "workers together with
God." Let it not be said of any that be or
she has fallen short of the great privilege
granted of each bearing a part. Every saint
and friend should have his or her name enrolled upon the record of the workers.
We extend special thanks to Bro. W. A.
Kelley for the faithful manner which he has
discharged the duties of the office and trust
that instead of lessening his efforts they
may be redoubled in the interest of the cause
of Christ.
Very respectfully in the truth,
E. L. KELLEY,
Presiding Bishop.

that possibly can to send in tithing at once,
for it is badly needed here. It is just as
much one of God's laws as laying on of hands,
and let us observe his whole law.
Your brother in Christ,
s. J. HINKLE, Bishop's Agent.
STILLWATER, Okiahoma, Nov. 1, 1897.

To the Saints in Minnesota:- I will hardly
be able to visit some of the branches this fall,
as I contemplated, by reason of injuries received recently. While unhitching my team
I forgot to unhitch one tug. Starting otl'
rapidly, with halters in hand, I was thrown
under horses' feet and trampled upon, receiving injuries which anyone might expect.
I am glad to report that the saints are doing
well in paying their tithes, the best of any
previous year. To those who yet intend to
pay, remember that the last day of December, 1897, closes the account for this year.
Be on time, saints, that credits will appear
in annual report, 1898. My post office address is as it bas been for twenty years, Cormorant, Becker County, M~nnesota. I need
not give any other directions than, Do not
put off sending your tithes. Remember,
"The Lord loveth a cheerful giver." As
ever for the welfare of the cause we so much
love,
W.W. McLEOD, Bishop's Agent.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

NOTICES.

I respectfully request that all general missionaries, district presidents, and general
officers of other church organizations, also
presidents of branches not in districts, will,
as soon after January 1, 1898, as practicable,
send me at the address below a brief statement
of labor done during the year 1897, with
statement of the general condition of the
work in their several fields or departments.
No details are wanted in this statement, but just
the names of countries, states, counties, and
so forth where labor bas been done, the
extent of laboe done, sermons preached,
debates held, results in additions, and on
the public mind, etc., with just a sentence or two about how your work bas been
received, the general conditions, prospects,
etc. Remember that to reach me here the letter

TO NAUVOO DISTRICT.
To those branches and members that Lave
expected a visit from me this fall, will say I
have been at home sick some four weeks, and
have been very much disappointed in not
being able to fill my appointments and prosecute the work more effectually in the district.
I am thankful to state, however, that I now
think I will be able to be in the field again
this coming week. Ever praying for the
success of the work, I am,
Your brother in bonds,
F. M. WELD.

BORN.

NICKSON. -To Bro. Ebenezer and Sr.
Emma Nickson, at Pawnee, Missouri, September 22, 1897, a son; blessed at Lone Rock,
must not weigh over one half ounce, and must Missouri, October 31, 1897, by Elders H. N.
be fully prepaid with five-cent stamp. I only Snively and Price McPeek, and named Gomer
want these items in order to make a histor- William.
DIED.
ical report, in a general way to the Annual
OFFICER.-At Kansas City, Kansas, OctoConference, hence the details would be cumbersome and entirely useless here. However, ber 28, 1897, Mrs. Anna A. Officer, 22 years
She was a true wife, a faithful
all details which would be of interest in the of age.
history when published, you are earnestly mother, and a noble woman; not a member
solicited to send to the Assistattt Historian, of any church, though a firm believer in
Bro. Frederick Madison Smith, Lamoni, Iowa, Jesus Christ and the Bible, she greatly rethat they may be kept on file in the office for joiced in the gospel as preached by us. Husexamination and use when required. If any band, one little daughter, and a devoted
have old books or documents, of any kind, mother mourn, also a very large circle of dear
which are of historic importance which they friends. Funeral preached at the residence,
are willing to donate to this department, October 30, by Elder F. C. Warnky.
WOLF.-Mrs. Georgie Wolf nee Elizabeth
please send them also to Bro. Frederick.
Donavin, died at Spring Meadows, WisconRespectfully,
sin, October 27, 1897. She was born at New
HEMAN c. SMITH, Church Historian.
Haven, Connecticut, August 8, 1848. Her
17 Dawson St., MANCHESTER, Eng., Oct. 19.
remains were brought to Omaha, Nebraska,
where lives her aged mother, Sr. Starkey,
with brothers and sisters. Funeral services
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.
at the home of her mother by
To the Saints in Oklahoma:-The church in conducted
Elder J. F. Mintun, using Romans 8: 18-28
this mission is behind financially with the with Ecclesiastes 7: 2-4. Remains laid to
missionaries here, and I would like every one rest in Omaha cemetery.
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(Established 1860.)
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Subscription price $2.00 .Per year; six months $1.00;
months 50 cents; srngle copies 5 cents· sample
copies free.
'
The. traveling ministry, di"trict and branch presidents
and Bishop's agents are reqnested to solicit snbscriptions'
'!'a~e sales of chnrch publications, and assist the pni>'.
hshrng department.
Add!ess communications for publication tu the Editors.
Business letters, subscr1pt1ons 1 remittances, changes
of address, etc., should he addressed to Frank Criley
Business Manager. Remittance• should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or J11stly
by reg1st~r.ed letters. Do not send checks.
A~vertrnmg rates, forty cents per inch each insertion
subject to the following discount.: One month'• inser!
t!on, live per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six
months, t'?"~nty-five p~r cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertismg cond1t10ned on insertion upon the fit st or
last pages of cover, will be charged au adva,nce of twenty
per cen~ upon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted )
ten c.ents P!lr line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents
per !me; discount as above.
(Elntered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa as secondo-0lau11
mall matter.)
'
thr~e

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0, 1 NEW YORK.

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.

The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
of 1835, which was adopted by a General Asoombly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enlarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of figi..res for
ihe old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, according to bindings:Cloth ...... ·• .. .. • . . .............. $ 65
Fun lea th er. • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • l 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The :flexible bindings contain extra leaves
for notes.)
THE TWO RECORDS.
The Book of Mormon and the New Test.
ment (Inspired Translation) combined illl.
large type, in one volume. This book i~ dem!gned especially for aged persons and otherlll
who prefer large-type reading matter.
Leather back and corners ...... , •.. $2 00
Seal grain russia ................ , . • 2 50
Imitation morocco, gilt edges .••••• 3 50
Morocco, gilt edges ..•••.... : ....... 4 oo
REPO~TS.

Blank statistical reports of Sunday schools
to District Association; per dozen 10 cents.
The same for districts to General Association; per dozen 10 cents.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21,
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of;sale,,

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The. D .. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
t? Camsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Nort?ern Misso!1ri which has more good
locations for busrness men than on the •line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been s~ipped ?Ver this line than any road
of. equal. mileage m Iowa or Missouri. (See
Mi~souri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
freight and passenger service is not equalled
b;i: any road m _the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lmes, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections.
Per~ons se~king farms can find property at
t~mptmg prwes; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsvill~ are particularly well
located for
busmess. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
A. C. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.o
WANTED.
I want a man with $4,000 capital to buy a

good clean business in Lamoni, Iowa. Can
also find ~ good opportunity for a man with
$7,0~0 t<;> mvest. Full particulars given on
appl10ation. Correspondence solicited.
FRED B. BLAIR, Agent.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH.

1:'his tr11.et sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab
Church.
I.t brings to light much of the teachings of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the present le::ide~s to be at variance with and their
orgamzat10n a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its"' three
standard books.
It als<? yindicates and maintains the general po~1tion of the Reorganized Church in
succession:
~ tract for the times. Just the thing with
w;hwh to meet the.arguments of Brighamite
e.ders.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
dq_z,,, .3_0 Qen~j!.•

$1.50 ..
THE SAINTS' HERALD

$1.50.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the times 11111a1l
with a desire to place the church paper
within the reach of every member, the Board
of Publication has decided to offer TH:lil
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for ORB
year from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in a.dl!ance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
eubscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, who
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one
year in advance, will receive the benefit of
the reduction in price from the date namedJuly 12, 1897.
Those who have already paid in advan•
will receive the benefit of the reduction 11111
price at the dates of expiration of prese1d
mbscriptions, and for the year followinfl said
IJ.ates, if renewing in advance.
This is a reduction of twenty-five per oenll
both in the price of the church paper, and o}
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore
necessary that all avail themselves of the
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of
new subscribers; and also that those indebWld
pay 1, p all past due accounts.
Bra ... .;h hook agents and the ministry who
can do so, are respectfully asked to second the
efforts r the Board by obtaining new subsrribers tor the HERALD and working in the
general inte .. ests of the Herald Office-the
cnurch publishing plant.
In bonds,
FRANK CRILEY, Bus. M'g'r,
Lamoni, Iowa.

THE

HREE BOOKS

AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP .AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for the
.ln&§ph·ed Trameslation in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book of Mormon. and Book of
Covenant classes being formed in various
branc;hes of the church, and the consequent
growrng demand for the "three books " the
~erald Office management has decid~d to
issue popular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years .. Tqey are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.

Presidency and Priesthood.
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY.

The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orders
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
copy.
Address, David Dancer, Business
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrangements to handle the book in quantities should
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.
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TRADE M.llRl!(~g
DES!CNS,
COPYRICHTS &o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is

probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..·securing patents
,n America. We have a \.Vasbington office.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. r'3oeive

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
Rlly_scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
5_1.00 six mont.hse Specimen copies and HAND
BIO<>K ON P.A.TENTS sent free. Addres2

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Broadway, New York.

ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnlslu1ll

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without-doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented nnmber of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing 111)ither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "QuitMTo~Bac" to permaM
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No «Jnre, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house !n Lamoni1 Iowa, two squares from the b11sl:ness center. It has six
rooms, Ill hall, and three closete,,
and is conveniently arranged for a fam!ly of six or more3
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation foR
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which an
the corner of a block. Address,
!. :N. W. COOPER, ~on.I, Iow111.

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest In America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; secoud pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
W. :E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
subscriptions to one al}dress at $1 each, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at 83 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or Inore, 35
cents each.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as,
for the first volume, as follows:THE

For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

lowA.

Cloth bound, .....................•..... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ..••.. 2
Full leather, ...•......••••••••••••••••. 2
Full leather, gilt edges, .•••••••••••••• 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of ea.ch
when ordering.
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Iis. b.y f ar b eyon d t h e range of th e b est I tance,

not only to those engaged in
scientific pursuits but to the whole
human race. It will prove the greatest discovery of the nineteenth century and ~one full of the greatest
possibilities an immense stride for'
ward in the field of human knowledge.
-Tribune
.

existing instru.ments.
If the new
method be applied to the best existing
instruments and if we expect only
h
sue results as we have already ob1 tained
it will augment their power·
twenty-five times.
"This means that we can see an ob.
Ject upon the moon, through a ten-inch
telescope, with a width of one-twenty·
CHURCH LOSS AND GAIN.
fifth of a half mile-that is, we have
STARTLING REPORT IS MADE TO THE
reached the startling conclusion that
CONFERENCE ..OF METHODISTS.
b'
.
o Jects 100 feet wide can be seen upon
the moon through a ten-inch telescope ''WHILE the city churches of the Rock
with a microscope attachment having River conferenq(j are growing, its rua one-inch ocular and a two-third-inch ral churches 'are rapidly declining,
·
objective. The moon, by this instru- both in membership and in :financial
ment, would be brought within a dis- strength. There are no young people
The older
tance of from twenty to fifty miles. in their congregations.
PROF. GATES' WONDERFUL DISpeople
cannot
be
got
to
give
a testiCOVE RY.
If the same microscopic attachment
mony
and
a
revival
has
become
almost
THE Chicago Tribnne printed yester- be applied to a large telescope we
an
impossibility.
Unless
strenuous
day the details of Professor Elm3r may expect to see objects about thirty
exertions are put forth by the conferGates' extraordinary illvention of the feet wide."
When it is considered what this ence these churches will become abtelemicroscope, by which assisted by
means
as applied to astronomy it will solutely extinct."
what he calls "photomicrography,"
be
seen
that if the professor accomThese discouraging and exciting
the power of the microscope has been
plishes
all
he
now
estimates
as
pracstatements
were made yesterday afso increased that it extends as far be·
tical
we
are
on
the
eve
of
the
greatest
ternoon
at
the anniversary of the
yond the scope of the instrument at
and
most
far-reaching
scientific
results
Conference
Domestic
Missionary Sopresent as the miroscope now exceeds
the
world
has
ever
known.
It
means
ciety,
by
its
corresponding
secretary,
the visual power of the eye. . . .
that
an
object
thirty
feet
wide
on
the
Rev.
Dr.
G.
R.
Vanhorne.
The conThe scientific details of the pro·
moon
may
be
seen;
that
the
secrets
of
gregation
was
the
thinnest
that had
fessor's inventions are clearly and
Mars
and
Jupiter
and
Venus
and
new
attended
any
meeting
of
the
conferCQncisely stated. . . . It is more to
the point to indicate briefly the re- information from far distant stars out ence; but when D.r. Vanhorne, who
sults of this discovery, assuming the on the very limits of our system may was evidently greatly depressed and
professor is correct in his estimate of be revealed, that we may learn defi. deeply in earnest, made these remarks,
what he has accomplished. The great nitely of the composition of the sun's 'uhey created a decided sensation.
The Domestic Missionary Society is
point in his discovery is his ability to surf<:we and of numerous other mysteries
of
the
solar
system
hither'Go
I
only
a year old. It was organized
utilize light better than it can now be
considered
as
shut
out
from
scientific
I
with
a
view of promoting revival work
done in the working of the microscope.
research.
in
rural
churches which are too poor
He explains how by his invention he
But
the
wonders
of
this
discovery
to
employ
an evangelist. That the
can not only save but multiply light.
will
not
be
confined
to
astronomy.
conference
regarded
the condition of
He says: "I can, judging from some
It
can
be
applied
in
the
direction
of
these
churches
as
critical
is shown by
former experiments, put at least 100
the
smallest
imaginable
object.
It
the
fact
that
Dr.
Vanhorne,
one of the
times more than the usual amount of
may
solve
the
secret
of
the
microbe,
most
prominent
Methodists
in
Illinois,
light through the microscope." And
reveal
all
the
unknown
fu.nctions
of
di·
was
appointed
as
corresponding
secagain he says:gestion,
open
the
realm
of
psychology
retary.
·
But
the
conference
was
not
"With the lowest and cheapest of
and
show
the
formation
of
imp.resat
all
prepared
to
hear
the
result
of
microscopic objectives and with a toy
sions,
and,
in
a
word,
reveal
all
the
his
:firsG
yAar's
travels,
labors,
and
obtelescope the power of the instrument
has been augmented at least twenty- operations of nature, within the limits servation.
five times. If no further improve- even of its smallest dimensions. The REVIEW OF DR. v ANHORNE'S WORK.
ment could be expected by the new new discovery reaches from the stars
Rev. J. B. MacGuf:fin presided at
method this would mean that a ten- to the infinitesimal microbes. If Pro- the anniversary meeting, and after
inch telescope can be made to magnify fessor Gates is correct in his statement brief devotional exercises introduced
twenty-five thousand diameters, which his discovery is of the highest impor- Dr. Vanhorne as the speaker of the
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occasion. Dr. Vanhorne began with 1 multiplication of lodges and clubs,
a brief st.atistical review of his year's which now absorbed all the time and
work. He had traveled 3,207 miles, savings of the people who once gave
assisted twenty-three churches, vis- both to the support of the church.
ited 458 families, and witnessed 120
The worst cause of all, Dr. Vanconversions. He made also a financial 1 horne said, was the Sunday creamery.
statement, showing ,.that the year's Near the Sunday creamery the Sabwork had cost the conference only bath had almost been abolished. The
$345. He then addressed himself to morning service was delayed until
the matter that lay nearer to his heart eleven o'clock, and the farmers, after
and gave him more trouble.
spending hours in racing their wagons
Explaining that he meant by rural to the creamery with their milk, came
churches those that were located a few to church so tired they could hardly sit
miles from the railroads, he said he was up. Meantime nothing could be heard
probably the best qualified of any man but the rattle of milk wagons.
in the conference to report on their
REVIVAL ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE.
condition, and his report was that their
Dr. Vanhorne said the rural pastors
rapid decline in membership, financial
strength and spiritual life was a pal- are noble men and cooperated with
him splendidly. But he was compable fact.
He said there were many reasons pelled to say that a revival was alfor this, and he gave a few of them. most a matter of impossibility. He
The first of these was the well-known sometimes held a ten days' meeting
fact that the population of the United without seeing a single conversion.
States was rushing to the cities. The men who attended sat like statues,
Fifty years ago the cities of 8,000 and could not be got on their feet to
population and over contained only 8 speak or on their knees to pray. In
per cent, and now they contained 29 short, he said, the conference must
per cent of the population. But those give a hearty support to the Domestic
young people of these churches who Missionary Society and sustain an
did not come to the city went west evangelist for this work, or it must be
to buy cheaper lands and left the prepared to see these rural churches
churches almost destitute of such go out of existem.ce.
members.
He made an appeal for financial
GROWING A VERSION TO FARM LIFE. help, and based it on the fact that the
strength of the city churches was
Another reason was the growing
all derived from these same rural
aversion to farm life, and especially
churches. His remarks made a deep
to dairy farming. Getting up at four
impression, and a liberal collection
in the morning and spending four
was taken up.- Chicago Times Herald.
hours in the stables and then repeating these labors in the evening was
something so terrible that the young
LACK OF CONVERSIONS IN
people were scattering in every direcCHURCHES.
tion to escape it. Soon after they left "I KNOW of a church in the great metheir parents, if they had accumulated tropolis of Chicago, a Methodist
anything, went to some nice town to Church, too, with a membership of
to reside. Then, though the owner 900 persons, and not a single soul
could not not make a living on the brought to the altar in three years.
farm, a tenant takes it in hope of If the church of John Wesley, of
making both the rent and a living. Whitfield, of Edwards, had attended
Such a tenant had nothing to give to its business there would be no need
the church.
of the Salvation Army. Shall not
Another cause was labor-saving ma- God avenge his own elect speedily?
chinery, which had thrown thousands Shall there not be a day of reckoning?"
of farm laborers out of employment.
Thus said the Rev. C. J. Fowler,
Then by the concentration of capital President of the National Holiness
and the establishment of large busi- Association at Desplaines yesterday.
ness houses convenient to shipping He was talking about the need of
facilities the small towns had been greater work in the conversion of
depleted of their merchants and sinners, and deprecating the attitude
tradesmen. Another cause was the of the churches in the large cities to-

wards active efforts along the old-time
lines.
The day was ushered in at the holi·
ness camp-meeting by a revival serv·
ice at daybreak, and the meeting was
characterized by many conversions,
several being converted whose appearance attested that they had almost
reached the allotted age of three score
and ten.-Chicago Tribune, August 6.
CONTRIBUTIONS FALLING OFF.

Ill., October 20.-Much
time was spent by the Illinois Presbyterian Synod to-day over a recom mendation by the Sunday school committee
that the Rev. C. K. Powell be appointed synodical missionary. Schuyler Presbytery objected because of
expense, and the matter is not yet
ended.
The various reports submitted show
that during the year twenty-one Sunday schools, with 875 pupils and
twenty-two foreign missionary societies, have been organized, and five
new churches erected in the synod.
There has been a marked falling off in
the synod's contributions to home
mission work, not one half of the
churches contributing the last year.
The reports on the colleges ended
with a long statement by Dr. Herrick
Johnson, explaining the defalcation of
the treasurer of the Board of Aid to
Colleges. To partly cover the remaining shortage of $3,000 the synod
raised $1,000. Changes were recommended in Sunday school work, {ine
committee favoring the use of the
board's publications.-Chicago Tribune.
GALESBURG,

IMPORTANT CHANGE IN TIME.
VIA NICKEL PLATE ROUTE.

Commencing Sunday, November 14, the
New York & Boston Express will leave Chicago at 10:25 a. m., instead of 10: 35 a. m., as
formerly. The New York & Eastern Express which formerly left Chicago at 3: 05
p. m. will leave at 2: 00 p. m. The evening
train will leave at 10: 15 p. m., as heretofore.
The same high standard of through train
service will be maintained as prior to November 14, with the advantage to passengers
leaving Chicago on our 2: 00 p. m. train,
which will afford through sleeping car accommodations to Boston, reaching that city
at 10: 30 the following evening. All the delicacies of the season will be served on Dining
Car.
For full information in regard to train
service, call on or address J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 11 l Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. H. Thorne, C. P. & T. A.
No. 33
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"If ye continue in my wori then a.re ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John8: 31, 82.
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 116.
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CONVERSION.-NO. 4.

A PREACHER once said that he did
not consider a man soundly converted
whose horses and cattle and dog and
cat did not feel the beneficial effects
of it. This was the practical side,
and his idea was correct on general
principles, though all men are not
cruel or abusive to their quadrupeds
before conversion.
The announcement of the conversion
of a godless man justifies in the mind
of the world an expectation entirely
different from that of former time.
He is thereafter to be gauged by a
different standard. Not only is this a
fact, but it is presumed that the converted man intends it shall be so and
is figuring to meet the new exactions,
not for the purpose of disarming
critical observers who watch suspiciously, but because the course they
assign him is the right one. Their
espionage is not the prompting cause
of his moral rectitude. The cause lies
in his change from nature to grace-his
honest adoption of Christ as his life
regulator.
This means, in most cases, a severe
struggle; for not only do old habits
haunt the convert, but the Adversary
seems often to take special pains to
spread new nets for his feet, and to
multiply vexatious conditions and
occurrences until the almost despairing
soul is made to feel himself at times
unequal to the task of subduing his
passions and maintaining his ground.
But right here comes the assurance of
divine aid. "Helps and goverments,''
are vouchsafed to the needy when
earnestly sought, and the struggler,
availing himself of these, triumphs,
and in his triumph learns that his
victory was due to a power superior
his own, hence learns his dependence.
We have seen men naturally per-

verse and obstinate become gentle and
easy of persuasion, and men who
seemed to be unapproachably austere
become as humble and communicative
as children, as a result of giving themselves to God in the gospel. We
know of a home or two where the return of the husband and father was
formerly a cause of nervous agitation
and fear to the wife and children, be·
cause of uncertainty as to the mood he
might happen to be in. Those homes
are now the abodes of joy and peace,
and the approach of that same father
is -the signal for a rush to see who
shall first receive his greeting, no apprehension being felt as to what the
character of the greeting shall be.
'l'he only explanation of the change is
found in the fact that his heart has
become the residence of Christ, through
the Spirit. The gospel is doing its
work.
We have seen drunkards and idlers
made sober and industrious men by
the magic influence of the power that
wrought their conversion. Men who
have been noted for unreliability in
word and dealing, and whose profane
and vulgar speech bas been an offense
to decency, have, under the transforming grace of Christ, conveyed
through the gospel, become worthy of
place and confidence anywhere among
good people, and have become as
noteworthy for the purity of their entire deportment now as they once
were for the opposite.
The touch of the gospel power has
not only relaxed hard hearts but close
fists also, and the penurious have become generous; the purse has been
laid upon the altar with the· head and
hand and heart, with the intention
that the law of Christ should direct
the employment of them all. We
have, in fact, never known of a case
where entire consecration to God has
failed to effect a transformation of
head and heart, or bas been barren of
splendid results.
We have thought, however, as a result of observation, that some persons
had consecrated only their heads to
God, others only their hearts, and
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still others only their means. Peculiar as this may sound, it is, nevertheless, our way of accounting for
anomalies we meet. When we see a
person of inferior mental quality
changed, after entrance into the
church, into a capable and shrewd
reasoner, yet whose habits of contracting debts and evading creditors,
whose methods of dealing and whose
treatment of his family (formerly
bad) are in no sense improved, we fail
to see where God has been given much
room in the heart. When we see a
man abandon the saloon for the church
meetings, becoming kind in his family
and employing his means to give comfort to those dependent upon him instead of squandering them as before,
yet who cannot read a word nor write
his name, and is compelled to call on
others to make an intelligent scriptural defense of his faith, though he
is but in the prime of life and has been
several years in the church, we wonder if a little more active head consecration would not round out his character
development and make his conversion
more complete.
When we hear a man regularly
hearing testimony that God has certifled the divinity of the church doctrine
and organization to him; who cites
even the later revelations in evidence
that God is supplementing and indorsing the methods o(the body; yet'.who
will not tithe himself under the law
as defined and in execution and thus
approved, we are led to wonder if he
had not left his purse behind when he
gave himself to God, or if there is not
just that much lacking to make his
conversion complete. When we see
another who pays tithes according to
the law and is liberal at every appeal
for financial help, yet who is sadly
deficient in regard to moral requirements, we again wonder if there was
not a partial reservation at least of
head and heart when the purse was
put under the law.
Like the Galatians of old some still
· cling to customs and traditions of
their former estate and yet expect the
gospel to bring to them its full meas·
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ure of possibility; but like those Gala- will depend as much upon our stoop- clearly and brilliantly reflect the rays
tians, they must also learn that the ing to lift and support such, as theirs of that Sun, and thus become in the
kingdom of God is perfect in itself, will depend upon their continuing to more complete sense of divine intenwithout foreign support, and that its struggle. A few of them may never tion, "The light of the world." Let
wealth of spiritual treasure is only reach and occupy, in this life, as high us then as individual members thereof
placed at the feet of those who sur- spiritual ground as some others; but come fully under the covenant, and
render all else at its shrine. Perfec- if they made their start leagues be- with the law in our "minds" and
tion by the gospel law cannot be hind 0r below those others, and are ''written in our hearts,'' be perfected
attained by us while we have mental making a noble fight against the odds by its unhindered processes within us.
or other reservations in placing our- that threaten to crush them, and which Let us arise and ascend to the highest
selves under it. We cannot expect the others are strangers to, are they sphere of our possibility in holy servany part or possession to be sanctified not as striking evidences of God's ice, and continue to occupy "till he
by the law until it is subjected unre- power and mercy as are those others? comes."
servedly thereto. True faith acknowl- If they are doing what seems to be
edges the right and the wisdom of their best, and are persistently trying,
THE OLD WORLD AND THE NEW.
God to direct our giving as well as are they not· demonstrating conver- WHEN one has been all his life in
our doing-our means as well as our sion? If the help that others above America amid scenes comparatively
morals. In Christ was exemplified them might furnish and that would new and he is by a very brief voyage
entire consecration, and his life cor- make the struggle less torturesome transported in to the "old world," he
responded with his word: "It is more and more successful, is withheld, are can hardly realize that he walks over
blessed to give than to receive." He is those withholding giving as clear evi- ground that was old in history before
not really "in us," nor are our lives dence of conversion to Christ as even his native land was known to the race
really "hid" in his until his given law the despised ones? Would Christ igthat now inhabits it. To walk among
receives complete and unquestioned nore a struggling one? Is it not a the tombs and read the inscriptions
observance at our hands. All his laws fact that we are here to act in Christ's there, dating back for centuries, and
are spiritual, we are told; hence that stead to the extent of our power? to view the old abbeys, castles, cathepart which bears upon our tem- Where will the unfortunate ones look drals, and other historic marks, to try
poral concerns aims at the develop- for a /Christ exhibit if not in those to recall how long they have been in
ment of some part of our spiritual above them?
existence, and the names of illustrious
nature, and the principle we apply
We love to cherish the belief that characters who have been connected
when preaching "first principles," what is lacking at the end of the race with them, seems like a strange and
holds with equal force here, for only in the soul that has made a valiant
unreal dream; and occasionally he
-he that doeth "shall know" what bliss- fight will be supplied by the generstartles, as though suddenly awak·
ful assurance follows obedience.
osity of Him who witnessed the strug- ened, only to relapse again and again
Perfection lies at the end, not at the gle and has the gift of life in his into the same dreamy reverie. The
beginning of the saints' career; but it hands. But will what is lacking in fact that a country so broad, rich, and
is. guaranteed to all who abide the others because they refused to stoop beautiful as America is, could have
conditions of purging, renewing, and and help-refused to do that part of remained so long undiscovered-so
sanctification; nor has anyone advan- the Christ work intrusted to them-be near a nation boasting of its maritime
tage over his fellow. Those who enter supplied at the end? The Christ like- prowess-seems more and more wonthe church from a former high plane ness is developed by doing Christllke derful the more we consider it. We
of morality and social standing work in a Christlike spirit. Will he are irresistibly led to conclude with
will find occasion for self-abnegation supply a deficiency that results from the great explorer--Alexander Von
and self -crucifiction in the task of our unwillingness to act "in bis stead" Humboldt, and Mr. Robertson whom
stooping very low and very often to when opportunity was afforded?
he quotes-that it was so decreed.
encircle with their arms of affection
Conversion to Christ, as a theory, He says:-and sympathy those who, less fortu- is everywhere discussed; but its pracRobertson was justified in saying that it
nate than themselves, are finding it tical revealment is in greater demand. was decreed in the destinies of mankind, that
hard to conquer old habits, and are If introduced and applied throughout the new continent should be made known to
European navigators before the close of the
occasionally stumbling almost to their it would make a living Jesus discerni- fifteenth
century.-Rumboldt's Cosmos, vol.
fall. True conversion to Christ does ble among us always. It would 2, p. 639.
not lead us at such times to stand off indeed make us "one."
Again, Mr. Humboldt relates a sinand refuse to stoop so low. It means
As a church we are on higher gular occurrence, which probably so
that we shall do exactly as Christ ground than we were, but there is still changed conditions in North America
would were he there in person. Who room above, and experience as well as as to prev<int what would have been a
shall help them if those stronger and divine promise assures us that as we very undesirable result, and if true,
and on higher ground refuse?
climb the atmosphere will become shows that the ha11d of God was
Some of those so far beneath our clearer and the area, of our spiritual directhig the movements of Columbus,
moral level have traveled farther than vision will become wider. As it gets and reserving in America a place for
we, even though they ha.ve not yet into more direct line with the "Sun of j the establishment of that government
reached our altitude. Our perfecting Righteousness," the church will more I which our fathers planted, and to the

*
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defense of which they pledged their
lives, their fortunes, and their sacred,
honors. He relates that Columbus
"found himself on the 7th of October,
1492, in the parallel of 25 ° 30'," and
that about that time he yielded to the
persuasion of Martin Alonzo Pinzon,
commander of the Pinta, and changed
his course from west to south-west.
Pinzon remarked on the occasion:It-seems to me like an inspiration, that my
heart dictates to me that we ought to steer
in a different direction.

Mr. Humboldt then adds:The talented and ingeniOl!S Washington
Irving has justly observed, that if Columbus
had resisted the counsel of Martin Alonzo
Pinzon, and continued to steer westward, he
would have entered the Gulf Stream, and
been borne to Florida, and from thence probably to Cape Hatteras and Virginia,- a circumstance of incalculable importance, since
it might have been the means of giving to
the United States of North America a Catholic Spanish population, in the place of the
Protestant English one by which those regions were subsequently colonized.-Cosmos,
vol. 2, p. 638.

The student of and believer in the
Book of Mormon will at once notice
the harmony of these incidents with
that record. Lehi, just before his
death, gave many words of counsel
to his family, and among other things
said:And behold, it is wisdom that this land
should be kept as yet from the knowledge of
ot.her nations: for, behold, many nations
would overrun the land, that there would be
no place for an inheritance. Wherefore, I,
Lehi, have obtained a promise, that inasmuch
as those whom the Lord shall bring out of
the land of Jerusalem, shall keep his commandments, they shall prosper upon the face
of this land; and they shall be kept from all
other nations, that they may possess this
land unto themselves. And if it so be that
they shall keep his commandments, they
shall be blessed upon the face of this land, and
there shall be none to molest them, nor to
take away the land of their inheritance; and
they shall dwell safely forever . . . . If the
day shall come that they will reject the
Holy One of Israel, the true Messiah, their
Redeemer and their God, behold, the judgments of him that is just, shall rest upon
them; yea, he will bring other nations unto
them, and he will give unto them power,
and he will take away from them the lands
of their posessions, and he will cause them
to be scattered and smitten.-2Nephi1: 10-13.

Nephi saw in vision that the last
named results would obtain, and witnessed the movements of Columbus,
as he was moved upon by the Spirit.
He writes:And l looked and beheld a man among the
Gentiles, who was separated from the seed of
my brethren by the many waters; ancl I be-
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held tht> Spirit of God, that it came down
and wrought upon the man; and he went
forth upon the many waters, even unto the
seed of my brethren, who were in the promised land.-1 Nephi 3: 107.

Lehi, during the discourse referred
to above, uttered some cheering words
of conditional promise and encouragment, to all who should after inherit
the land, coupled with words of war!:ling and admonition, to which the
American people will do well to take
heed; and we sincerely hope that our
countrymen will not make the mistake
of the Jews when they said:
"We
are the children of Abraham, and we
only have power to bring seed unto
our father Abraham," by thinking:
''We are the children of our revolutionary fathers, and we cannot fail
to enjoy the liberty guaranteed by our
fathers."
He who truly loves his country (and
surely we have reason to love it) will
earnestly, honorably, and humbly
seek to know the right, and courageously maintain the right without fear
or favor of man, or any combination
of men.
Again, how completely the Book of
Mormon fulfills the anticipations, and
expectations of Alexander von Humboldt, as expressed in the following
terse language:! do not participate in the rejecting spirit
which :g.as, but too often, thrown popular traditions into obscurity; but I am, on the contrary, firmly persuaded that, by greater
diligence and perseverance, many of the historical problems which relate to the maritime expeditions of the early part of the
middle ages; to the striking identity in re·
ligious traditions, manner of dividing time,
and works of art in America and Eastern
Asia; to the migrations of the Mexican nations; to the ancient centres of dawning
civilization in Aztlan, Quivira, and Upper
Louisiana, as well as in the elevated plateaus
of Cundinamarea and Peru will one day be
cleared up by discoveries of facts with which
we have hithertobeen entirely unacquainted.

Was Humboldt also inspired?
"God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform."
A FEW WORDS.

WE wish our space was sufficient to
include the many good things that
come to us for publication, but it is
not. We suggest that all the saints
take the HERALD.
The Board of
Publication will then be ab.le to enlarge it, adding other features that
would make it· a, greater power for
good.

The Board is ready when the saints
are to make new and progressive departures in many lines of literary effort. A large subscription list would
aid it greatly in placing needed matter
in the hands of the saints.
It is to be hoped that all will see
both the propriety and necessity of
subscribing for the official church organ, that they may be informed upon
church questions at home and abroad
and keep in line with the general forward march.
Think the matter over; it has a
bearing upon all branches of the work;
local, general, internal, and external.
The HERALD is now reduced to the
low price of $1. 50 per year. It presents the growing manifestations of
God's goodness and the work of forces
for good in general, in contrast to the
increasing disorder and evil which is
developing in the world at large.
No one can afford to fail in keeping
in line with the wonderful developments of the age in ''the hastening
time."
SERIES OF MEETINGS AT LAMONI.

BRN. G. H. HILLIARD and E. L. Kelley of the Bishopric, and J. R. Lambert of the Twelve, have been holding
a series of meetings at Lamoni during
the past week; Bro. Hilliard speaking
two Sunday mornings and every evening except two, when Brn. Kelley and
Lambert addressed the saints. The
admonition and instruction given was
wholesome and pointed .. It touched
mostly upon present practical work
and duty, and in such a way as to set
the people to thinking and acting in
real earnest. The work of the redemption of Zion, including the
preaching of the word abroad, was
set forth in such simplicity as to make
plain the general duties of every member of the church under the law.
Such wholesome, practical teaching,
in regard to living, working, giving,
and against the spirit of pride and division, is always emphasized by the
presence of the good Spirit.
The effects of such teaching among
the saints at home and abroad must be
great for good. It is the plain practi·
cal real work that tells.
Bro. Hilliard left headquarters on
1
the 15th to continue work for good
among other branches. He is a plain
talker-an image smasher, as well as
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a sound builder. He means what he
says and says what he means in a
spirit of frankness and fearlessness,
for the good of the people entire, that
is commendable.

THE
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for old subscriptions at the former j
rate-$1.25 per year.
All are requested to examine labels,
which give dates of expirations, and
to renew in advance, by January 1,
'98.
The Leaves ought to be promptly
sustained by renewals and new subscriptions at the low subscription rate
at which it is offered.
All interested are requested to give
the publication their support by
giving their subscriptions early attention; also by soliciting new subscriptions.
Address remittances to the Business Department of the Herald Office,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
2t

report that the encyclical would undertake to accept the compromise
suggested by the Canadian Premier;
viz.: neutral schools with religious
instruction after school hours only.
Peru and the United States have
taken action to formulate a basis of
AUTUMN LEAVES.
agreement for trade reciprocity.
ELSEWHERE in the HERALD will be
A cyclonic storm did damage at
found a card containing notice of reDenver, Colorado, and adjacent points,
duction in the subscription price of
on the 10th inst.
Autumn Leaves, requiring payment in
Secretary of War Alger has apadvance, and requesting payment of
proved
the estimates for coast dedelinquent subscriptions and that new
fense
work
submitted by General
subscribers be obtained.
Miles.
They
will be submitted to
Those interested in the Leaves and
the
House
Committee
on Appropriaand in continuing its career of usefultions. The sum involved is $15,858,ness as the organ of the young peo000, and provides for elaborate coast
ple and their work, through which
defenses, including the Gruson steel
their talents may be cultivated and
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
turret system, at Maine, Massachutheir work reported, have an opporBRO.
H.
N.
HANSEN
wrote
from
setts, New Hampshire, New York,
tunity to manifest such interest, both
by remitting for their own and by ob- Sandy, Utah, November 8, that he Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of
taining other subscriptions. The had baptized five persons there on the Columbia, Virginia, North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
magazine needs earnest, telling sup- 2d inst.; ''prospects fair."
Pres. A. H. Smith, who has been ill Louisia;na, Texas, California, Oregon,
port, and ought to have it. now.
Of the value and attractiveness of for the past month, is again confined and Washington cities, and important
The Gruson
the publication all may readily judge. to his bed. Though not dangerously approaches thereto.
It has increased, very greatly, the ill, his condition of health is very turret system is controlled by the
measure of its work during the past poor. He has not been .well since the Krupp gun. establishment in Germany, and is regarded as practicably
year. It is worthy the active support early part of the spring season.
Yellow
fever
has
almost
disappeared
impregnable as a system of defense.
of all concerned-youth and adults.
at
Southern
ports.
Trade
is
assuming
Submarine mines, barbettes, mortars,
It is to be hoped that the young
its
normal
condition,
though
it
has
torpedo boats, and other armaments
people of the Religio-Literary Sociebeen
dealt
a
heavy
blow
by
the
plague.
will also be employed as means of de·
ties, in whose behalf so much has
Large
bands
of
well-armed
and
disfense.
been done through its columns, will
Bulgaria and Russia have severed
take up the work "of obtaining sub- ciplined rebels are scouring Madagascar
and
cutting
off
isolated
French
diplomatic
relations. The Russian
scribers, both individually and coldetachments.
envoy
has
left
Sofia.
lectively.
Hartsell,
the
American
missionary,
"The
Peruvian
Congress refused to
Subscriptions are asked for by the
and
Stanley,
the
explorer,
addressed
sanction
the
project
of the Senate
Board of Publication; the earnest
an
audience
at
Buluwayo,
Matabeleproviding
for
legalization
of nonsupport of all interested in the magaland,
on
the
8th
inst.,
in
which
they
Catholic
marriages,
and
the
President
zine is desired.
Please remember the price and expressed the hope that the stars and of the Senate . . . declared that the
stripes and the union jack would com- Senate sanctioned the project of the
terms: $1.00 per year, in advance.
bine
in defense of human rights. Chamber of Deputies, which provides
Address the Business Department
Civilization
was progressing in Rho- virtually for civil marriages."
of the Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur
desia.
"Simla, November 7.--0:fficial disCounty, Iowa.
Baroness DeHirsh, the widow of patches from Maidan, in the Maidan
Baron DeHirsh the Jewish philan- Valley, where the British column
TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS TO AUTUMN
thropist, is devoting herself to the under Sir William Lockhart is enLEAVES.
work in which her husband engaged camped, say that a large deputation
ON and after January 1, 1898, the much of his time and means; viz., of the Orakzais has entered the camp
subscription price of 1'Autumn Leaves that of bettering the conditions of the to treat for peace, but that as yet the
will be reduced _to $1.GO, cash in ad- Jewish people.
Afridis give no sign of yielding.
vance.
Pope Leo will shortly publish an Meanwhile, the tribesmen cut the teleNo subscribers willi be continued encyclical address to the Canadian graph wires nightly, persistently
after that date who do not'pay for the Episcopate of Manitoba on the school harass the expedition, fire at long
magazine in advance-all who do not question in order to vindicate "the range on every baggage convoy crosspay in advance will be dropped from right of Catholics in that province to ing Arhanga Pass, and attack every
the list.
school teaching." The Vatican o:ffi- foraging party. One of the latter
Delinquent subscribers must pay. cially contradicts the published 1 narrowly escaped massacre. Several
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have been killed or wounded in these
desultory encounters." Official dispatches from Maidan, the 10th, report
a disastrous rout of the British forces
under General W estmacott.
Fifty
men were killed or wound~d in the
fearless assaults of the insurgent
tribesmen.
''Berlin, Nov. 7. -The Reichstag will
meet on November 30. It is understood that, in addition to the budget,
a naval bill and a measure for the reform of military procedure, both of
which have been under ministerial
consideration for some time past, will
be introduced as soon as the session
opens. The military bill, as drafted,
proposes to establish public and oral
procedure within certain limits, and
involves a renunciation of the right of
the Emperor to confirm or cancel the
verdicts of military courts. Both
concessions are of the highest importance."
A new polar expedition, projected
on a new plan, is being organized in
Canada. The plTun proposed is to
sail for Siberia, going thence north
by sledges with dogs and reindeer.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Canadian
Premier, the British Ambassador,
and other Canadian and British
officials are in conference with representatives of the United States government, at Washington. The Behring
Sea seals, border questions, CanadianAmerican interests in the Klondike,
and Canadian-American reciprocity
are said to be the questions slated for
consideration.
On the resumption of business in
the Austrian Reichsrath on the 8th
the acting President strongly denounced the riotous proceedings that
had marked the sessions for some
time past, and expressed the hopEiJ
that the proceedings would be ''of a
more decent nature in the future."
The representatives of the German
People's party, the German Progressist party, and the Social Democrat
party protested against the declaration made by the Minister of Finance,
in which he gave warning of a suspension of the constitution by the
government unless the provisional
compromise bill was adopted. The
minister also stated that he would
deeply deplore the result if political
circumstances compelled the government to enforce a compromise by
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other than parliamentary means; but,
he explained, there were circumstances
which .were materially
stronger than all forms. "After the
representatives of the parties mentioned had protested against this
declaration they strongly denounced
the threatened suspension of the constitution. The speakers were uproariously applauded."
"Buda Pesth, November 10.-In the
Lower House of the Diet to-day Francis Kossuth characterized the action
of the Austrian Minister of Finance in
threatening a suspension of the constitution in the event of the AustroHungarian compromise bill being
defeated as being contrary to the
terms of the Hungarian constitution.
Kossuth also called upon the govern·
ment to make a definite announcement
of its position in the matter, and addressed an interpellation to Baron
Banffy, the Hungarian Premier, relative to the attitude the Hungarian
government would adopt in the event
of Austria suspending the constitution
as threatened."
"Vienna, November 10. -A large
band of German students made a
demonstration to-day in the main hall
of the university, and in front of the
Reichsrath, singing German national
airs. They dispersed on the advice
of Herr Wolff, the German Deputy."
A company of Spanish soldiers doing garrison duty on the coast of
Southern Cuba, la,tely deserted, joined
the insurgents under General Rabi,
and swore allegiance to Cuba libre.
The garrison had suffered for some
time from sickness and for lack of
supplies. A member of the Cuban
junta in the United States makes the
statement that President Diaz, of
Mexico, has received and given audience to a messenger from the junta;
that he desires to see Cuba free, and
will address a note to the United
States urging intervention. Marshal
Blanco, Governor-General of Cuba,
has issued an edict to the Cubans expressing the magnanimous sentiments
of the Queen Regent and the firm determination of the government; rebels
who submit are offered pardon, such
to remain within the limits of a fixed
"military zone" of cultivation and not
to change locations without permission of both civil and military authorities. The military authorities

are not to invade the jurisdiction
of the civil; Cuban agricultural and
general business operations to be
promoted so far as possible under
conditions incident to the war;
The reply of the Sagasta govern~
ment to Minister Woodford's note
which hinted at the necessity of early
pacification of Cuba is regarded by
the United States cabinet as pacific,
courteous, and calculated to allay any
fear of a hostile outbreak. American
consuls in Cuba are reporting the condition of the peaceable "reconcentrados" - the noncombatants gathered
into cities and towns from the country '
districts under General Weyler's government of affairs. These reports
contain harrowing details; that starvation is frequent and that bodies are
often unburied and hauled out for the
buzzards by local authorities; it is
estimated that in Pinar del Rio
and Havana provinces one half
have died. General Gomez is collecting Cuban forces in Santa Clara.
General Blanco is said to require constant medical attention because of
enfeebled health. The present government in Spain is receiving the support of the press and the people.
Relations with the United States have
improved.
An effort in the industrial line is
being made by a number of parties,
whose advertisement, "The Lamoni
Soap Company," appears in this
issue. This is not in any sense a
church enterprise.
However, the
movement is being made by those
who believe that industrial movements
on the cooperative plan should be
established at this point. While the
HERALD does not indorse this or any
other private business enterprise, it
is but just to state that Lamoni needs
and must have industrial plants in
operation, and that if this one is
properly managed there seems to b
no reason why it should not sue
ceed and prove beneticial to the
town and surrounding country. We
have reason to believe the projectors
and friends of the ·movement have in
view the good of the community entire, and that their effort deserves
commendation.
Mount Vesuvius is again in eruption, in harmony with the condition
of earthly things in general. Columns
of smoke and tongues of flame are
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belching from the center crater,
while showers of cinder are falling.
An Austrian war vessel has been
sent to the Turkish port of Adena
to protect the Austrian consulate and
the Christians of Mersina.
The Lovejoy monument was dedicated at Alton, Illinois, November 8,
1897, the sixtieth anniversary of the
assassination of Elijah Parrish Lovejoy, the first American martyr for the
freedom of the press and whose death
gave courage and force to the cause of
human freedom. Lovejoy was the forerunner of Al;>raham Lincoln, the great
civil emancipator and political martyr.
One hundred and fifty thousand persons are said to have died of starvation in Cuba since the beginning of
th~ famine in September last-1896.
Commander Booth - Tucker has
signed a contract for a four million
acre tract of land in Colorado for the
Salvation Army's cooperative colony.
The Vienna Neue Freie Presse of November 11 published a dispatch from
Constantinople saying that some
Greek bands which crossed the Thessalian frontier have been repulsed by
the Turks, who killed many of the in. vaders and captured a large number
of prisoners. The Turks also seized
150 rifles and 170, 000 cartridges belonging to the Greeks.
Disastrous floods in Spain; loss of
human life, live stock, and homes.
Another polar expedition will start
from Sweden in 1898. A Norwegian
expedition will start for Greenland
next June. The Belgian antarctic expedition which left Antwerp in August
has arrived at Montevideo.
The Barcelona police have seized a
shipload of arms intended for the
Carlists. Spain has been unable to
arrange for use of Japanese or Chilean
war ships in the event of war with the
United States.
The Mexican government newspaper El JWundo states that a contract
has been signed between the Secretary of Finance and an English syndicate, including the Rothschilds, by
which the latter undertakes to
place' one million'~ European colonists in Mexico in the next twentyfive'years. ·•· · It guarantees to take over
the public debt, about $110,000,000,
while the government agrees to turn
over one third of all receipts to the
syndicate, also to pay $100 cash for
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each family located, to withdraw all
public lands from the market, and
give the syndicate exclusive ,use of
said government lands for colonizing
purposes.
Late advices from Standley, Indian
Territory, report a victory for the
cause in the late discussion between
Bro. I. N. White and Elder J. W.
Chism. Fuller account later.
Cablegrams indicate a growing
st.rain upon the relations between
England and France, caused by the
advance of British forces in Africa.
French newspapers boast of the
strength of France, in the Russian
alliance.
The Cuban debt at the outbreak of
the present war was $168,500,000; the
aggregate is now$443,500,000. Spanish securities continue to decline.
The government is being pressed for
funds, and the Rothschilds impose
severe conditions, including leases on
mines, it is said. Italian government
officials are said to have expressed
sympathy for Cuba. The Queen of
Spain has written the Pope imploring
him to order the clergy to abstain
from supporting the Carlist cause.

have been sold to aid in furnishing
the same, but the close times which
soon set in to a great extent defeated
this hope and th~ committee had to
move forward under the difficulty of
collections of subscriptions under
such unfavorable conditions, as well
as in the sale of lots, with but one
consoling thought in their work; and
that was in the fact that dealers everywhere were sorely pressed with the
close financial times and we could buy
material much cheaper than it was
possible to do before this, and it has
proven that it was for much less than
the same can be bought for at the
present time.
The subscriptions to the college
fund have been less than one third of
what was necessary to build such institution and put it upon its feet, as
the church set out to establish; and
at the present time there is absolute
necessity for such addition to this
fund as will relieve the present necessities and continue the college in its
important work, We do not see in

the near future any prospective endowment by ainy individual by which
these wants shall be supplied; and unTHE COLLEGE FUND.
der the circumstances the Board of
SAINTS who are earnestly working Trustees at its meeting in Ocand praying for the success of the tober, 1897, appointed President Jowork and the interests of Zion's cause, seph Smith and the undersigned a
will be glad to know how that great special committee to present the matauxiliary to this work, Graceland Col- ter to the saints; and after fully conlege, is prospering, and what are its sidering the situation the committee
present prospects and needs.
have entire agreement in presenting
On the 9th day of April, 1895, in the matter at once to the church in
General Conference at Independence, the manner herein set out so that sufMissouri, after some six years of agi- ficient means may be had to meet the
tation and thought, the church ap- obligations incurred in building and
pointed a building committee with establishing this school by the church,
directions to proceed with the work of and placing it in a successful working
organization and building, authorizing condition.
an incorporation for this business and
It is possible and practicable to do
the solicitation of means by the com- this and we present the matter before
mittee to carry on the work.
the saints in the confidence that it will
The committee earnestly entered be taken hold of at once and accomupon this work, and in June, 1895, plished within ninety days from this
ground was broken for the building, date.
and on the 17th of September, 1895,
It is our hope and expectation that
the school opened with sufficient other important matters in church
instructors to meet all the demands of work will be upon us the coming year,
a good school, and the school year and these stepping stones, as it were,
closed after the accomplishment of / to it, should be fully established bemuch good work.
fore any further undertaking; indeed,
It had been expected at the begin- /it must be done to insure success
ning of work on the grounds .and J when the church shall move forward
buildings that sufficient of the real es- j in its work.
·
tate belonging to the college would 1 The Home for the poor and aged
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will be completed ready for. occupancy request this is omitted; and when con- good and the evil in human nature. If the
and in charge of the superintendent tributions are sent directly to the Bible was a history of the lives of men and

women who were perfect and free from all
earthly blemish, it would be of very little
benefit to us as a guide and helper in building up a strong and lofty Christian character,
for as we viewed those Godly lives, knowing
our own shortcomings and imperfections, we
would feel our inability to ever attain their
ing and quibbling for those who never the promptings are not our own and high standard of perfection: but as it is, we
do anything else.
that your every proper effort will be review the lives of those early teachers, and
There are at present seventy-two commended by Him who will justly see wherein they erred or fell, but arose and
districts of the church with Bishop's recompense his people for every struggled on; so we feel encouraged to again
take up our cross and press on towards the
Agents, and each district can in a worth Y work ·
mark.
short time furnish ten (10) subscribers
I am as ever confidently, your cor like especially to think of that patient
to this fund of twenty ($20) dollars worker in the truth,
and long suffering old man we call Job. We
each. The Agents of the larger disE. L. KELLEY,
have all heard how he was tried in the furtricts can do much more. This will
Presiding Bishop.
nace of affiiction. His children died, his
LAMONI, Iowa, 15 Nov., 1897.
wealth took wings a~ flew away, his friends
furnish a very ample endowment for
forsook him; even his wife arrayed herself
Graceland College and meet all emerftll
U
against him. His enemies mocked, and I
gencies and give time for the sales of
suppoae they told him his troubles were au
real estate which will be ample in the
a judgment upon him because he dare follow
.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
the dictates of his conscience and come out
future to insure complete success to
on the Lord's side. Any way, they told him
the institution if it shall get no special
ANOTHER YEAR.
it was all on account of his sins, and they
endowment by individuals who may
Another year is dawning!
charged him with every kind of wrongdoing,
feel to aid a worthy cause.
Dear Master, let it be
but through it all he maintained his integIn working or in waiting
· ·
It is with confidence in the' saints
rity of h eart. I th'lD k I see h'im as, ar1s10g,
Another year with thee!
he stretched forth his hand in the face of adand friends of education and the cause
Another year of leaning
versity, and cried out, "I know that my Reof Christ that I call upon the Bishop's
Upon thy loving breast,
deemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the
Agents in the several districts of the
Of ever-deepening trustfulness,
lattor day upo11 the earth: and though after
church to aid this laudable and essenOf quiet, happy rest.
my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my
tial institution in the progress and
Another year of mercies,
flesh shall I see God: whom I shall see for
myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not
Of faithfulness and grace·,
developme nt of the youth ' and
another." I think God himself must have
·b
th
c
f
Ch
·
t
d
b
Another
year
of
gladness
th ere Y e ause o
ris; an o revealedthatfacttoJob,for,&sfaraslknow,
·
In the shining of thy face.
tain the su bscription of at least the
the doctrine of the resurrection was not genminimum number named herein to
Another year of progress,
erally taught at that early day. I am well
each district and forward at once to
Another year of praise,
aware that it is conceded by most people that
Another year of proving
the book of Job is only an allegory; that in
me that the church may be relieved
Thy presence "all the days."
fact no such a person ever existed. Still, if
in its work.
the narrat1've was written by Moses, as they
Another year of service,
Already we have applications of two
Of witness for thy love;
claim, it shows that he understood thatin the
young men iD the Society Islands who
Another year of training
last days there was to be a restitution of all
wish to come to America and enter
For holier work above.
things.
.
I often wonder if we fully realize that we
Graceland College and learn the IanAnother year is dawning!
are living in the latter days so often referred
guage and become fully acquainted
Dear Master, let it be
to in scripture. Paul tells us that "in the
with the work of the church so they
On earth, or else in heaven,
last days perilous times shall come," and no
Another year for thee!
I
k' d f
doubt at the present day near y every m o
m ay return as missionaries and help-l<'rances Ridley Havergal.
ers to their own country and race.
perilisabroadontheearth. ButforallthatI
think this age in which we live is the best
We will have applications from other
EAST SAN JOSE, California.
the world has ever seen; but if our privinationalities.
While they get their
Dear Sister Walker:-Recently I have been leges are great, so also are our responsibiliqualifications they want to be with the quite ill and unable to sleep through the long' ties; "for unto whomsoever much is given,
h
h
Sh 11
l b and silent night watches, but have been greatly of him shall much be required." I pray that
c urc :
a we as a peop e e bles~ed
• and spirituallystrengthenedand built we as saints, both as a church and individt;equal
to
the
emergency
of
supplying
up
through
meditating upon the goodness of ally, may arise and put on t h e b eaut1'f u1 gar·
such institution as will meet the de- God and the wonders of his creation·, and, ments· of salvation, having our 1amps
mands? It is better to fit missiona- too, I think I have gained a deeper and constantly trimllied and brightly burning;
ries in this way for those far·off clearer insight into the marvels of redeeming for we know not how soon our Lord cometh;
love. I gain much instruction through readh h h h 11
t
·
t 'd
countries, than to send too many to ing and pondering upon the lives of the w et er e s a come a evenmg, or a m1 ·
d k h ·
night, or at the cock crowing, or in the
t h em f rom A mer1ca an ta e t e time prophets, apostles, and others that are re- morning; for he hath commanded us to watch,
there to educate and fit them for the corded in the word of God. What grand and lest he in coming suddenly find us sleeping.
work.
noble traits of character, as well as frail and
Respectfully,
I. B. S.
All contributions will be published human traits are portrayed therein. I think
t
d
th h d'
f
t
.
t
it has all been written and handed down to
a once un er
e ea mg 0
lS nc
us for our benefit and instruction.
NEWCASTLE, New South Wales.
wherein the same is made together \ One thing that makes the scriptures seem
Dear Sisters:-I thank my heavenly Father
with name of donor, unless by special so real to us is, that they show us both the · I am still in the faith and still striving fol:

by the new year, and the College matter should be disposed of by that time
or soon after; and the only way to do
this is to meet the issue like men and
women of faith, and leave the doubt-

Bishop they will be duly credited to
the proper district.
To the agents and saints we confidently look for a ready and hearty respouse to this appeal, knowing that

b ,

J110i 18f8

n ,r
nOIDB uO 1uillll.
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the better part. I have read with much
pleasure the letters in the Home Column and
have received much strength from them; one
in particular from Sr. Clara D., speaking of little things. It seems to just suit me. I don't
know how many times I have said to myself,
"I will write to the Herald,'' but not going
right away and doing it, cares came in the
way, the opportunity was gone, and then I
thought, "Well, I have nothing to write
about that would interest anyone."
It is twenty-two years since I entered the
church, and I have seen many of the gifts and
blessings, and have been blessed myself.
Many times in a special manner have· I seen
the gift of healing with my children and myself also; not once, but many times. I have
seven children •grown up, almost. Four of
them are in the church, two boys and two
girls. One (that Sistei;: Burton might remember as the baby when she was here) I had the
pleasure of seeing baptized yesterday, with
twelve others, many of them growing girls
and boys. We have a nice Sunday school in
our branch and to the influence of the Sunday
school I firmly believe the credit is due.
I feel that my faith in the latter-day work
grows stronger every day I live; and when I
think of the many and bounteous blessings
bestowed upon me and my house, I think,
"What am I, that the Lord has been so good
and merciful to me? Like my sister, I am
not without trials, and many of them, too,
but I have realized that all things work together for good to those that love the Lord,
and my burden has never yet been heavier
than I could bear, though I have beat sometimes and got faint-hearted. My desire is to
go on and strive to serve Him to the end of
my life, and be faithful to the end.
Your sister in the gospel,
CATHERINE DA VIS.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
SARAH E. OLIVER sends a request for the
saints to pray for her that her health may
be restored. She has been afflicted for some
time.

8undau 8nhoo1 DapartmBnt.
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

THE General Sunday School Association will
again issue a Christmas program which will
be ready to mail soon. See notice next week.
THE second annual session of the Interstate
Sunday School Teacher's Institutes will be
held at St. Joseph, Missouri, during the
holidays. The first session held at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, December 26-29, 1896, was an
eminent success. We have all reason to believe our next will be even more successful.
Complete explanations will be given in a
notice to appear later on.

l
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REV. JESSE LYMAN HURLBUT, in his "Re- son on the following Sunday. And through
vised Normal Lessons," says: "That which it there should be an easy approach to the
is to be remembered must be frequently re- next lesson.
viewed . . . . Hence there should be on every
"I suggest another final review, which we
lesson,have tried with very satisfactory results . . . .
"!. A constant review during the lesson.
If such reviews are continued monthly, other
"2. A class review at close of the lesson.
phases of Sunday school work may be intro"3. A superintendent's review after the duced successively by superintendent or paslesson.
tor, which in the course of a year may cover
"4. A rapid review before the next lesson. every detail of the Sunday school manage-·
"5. A monthly, quarterly, and annual re- ment and work.
view of all the lessons."
"Thus those present, many of whom are not
instructed in any other way in Sunday school
A SISTER from the east wrote some time ago methods, may have brought before them the
concerning the Sunday school superintend- subjects of normal work, home department,
ent's review: "I find in my travels around teachers' meetings.
that almost every superintendent reviews the
"Thus every aspect of the Sunday school
school by reading or asking the questions in work can, in the course of time, be brought
the Quarterlies." That is far better than no under review ::.nd advanced, and more sucreview at all. But a little careful prepara- cessful work will be done."
tion by the one conducting the review will
put him in condition to do more and better
McPAUL, Iowa, Oct. 17.
work. The whole lesson must be so thorSunday School Superintendent,s of Fremont DU>trict:oughly in mind that no reference to the
Quarterly by the reviewer will be necessary. Thoug h we now have uniformity of texts in
Get clear in your own mind just what you our three grades of Quarterlies, I trust your
wish to teach, and ask it in your own lan- efforts to make these lessons of practical
guage. But better still, have as much of the worth to your schools will not lessen in the
lesson given without questions as you can, or least. In dealing with such abstract subjects
as time permits, and use your questions to as we now are, you will doubtless find it diffisuggest points the recitations do not cover. cult to make your review work attractive.
In short, let the pupils tell what they ean To aid you in so doing, the following method
is suggested:and question to get what is not told.
Get a yard of white cloth (paper or blackConduct your review as best you can, even
though you do not succeed as you would like, board would do) and with care take colored
crayon and make drawing as figure below.
but do not ornit it.
In the central disk the word God is placed.
THE following is clipped from an article by At the close of each lesson place the attriRev. William H. Shults, in Sunday School bute which is the theme of the lesson on the
Times. He strikes on several points that are part that radiates from the disk. Each sucjust what we should keep in mind, one of ceeding lesson furnishes an additional attriwhich is that we must continually keep re- bute, and the last lesson will complete the
viewing if we would retain what we have star. This is very simple, but remember we
once learned:are dealing with children. Try it, and note
"It will always be the case that the most results. Variety is what we need.
successful work can be done by teacher and
pupil before the recitation hour comes. Yet
urge as we may, and convince as we will,
there will always be those who will drink in
the truth by the "funnel method," through
the ear and eye rather than by original mental research. This being the case, there
will be no "line upon line and precept upon
precept," to these unless there are reviews
upon the lessons.
"First of all, these reviews should begin at
the close of the lesson conducted by the
teacher. What has been the central thought?
What is a brief outline of the lesson? How
has its truth been illustrated? How can it
ennobl"I and better our lives? How can we
digest and assimilate this truth to our own
profit? Then follows the superintendent's
review of the lesson before the school, and
OUR GUIDING STAR.
from many pupils and teachers additional
An Object Lesson.
thoughts and points will be brought to our
minds.
GOD (No. 11) OUR FATHER.
"This, generally, is the end of the matter,
Lesson t. Loving.
so far as it refers to that particular lesson.
2. Merciful.
"
But I plead for another review or two, so that
3. Good.
"
4. Just.
the word studied may be steadfast, lest we
"
5. Wise.
"
should let it slip from the memory. A brief
6. True.
"
review of it in the class should again precede
7. Holy.
"
the entering upon the study of the next les8. Forgiving.
"
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Lesson 9.
"
10.
"
11.
"
12.
"
13.
POINTS

Faithful.
All-powerful.
Our Father (place in disk).
Unchangeable.
Perfect.
OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN

OUR LESSONS

AND

ABOVE DESIGN.

1. God is the central fig-

1. The central part is the
disk. Place the word God
in the disk.
2. One by one we study
2. Each ray belongs to
attributes belonging to the disk. Let each ray repGod.
resent an attribute of God.
3. We search after the
3. When developed propTrue Light.
erly is a picture of what we
find after our search,

ure.

Your district officers are ever willing to
aid you in any way they can. Write them of
your needs; they may be able to advise you.
Very truly,
JOSEPH ROBERTS, Ass't Dist. Sup't.

REPLY TO ELDER LAMBERT.
Edit01·s Herald:-When writing my answer
to Elder Lambert's queries in your issue for
August 4, I little thought it would elicit a
twenty-two page "Reply to Elder Bays;" and
I am now of the opini.on that there is nothing
in what I said to warrant the effort or justify
the course Elder Lambert has pursued. The
real gist of the matter seems to be a desire to
lay a "sure foundation" for future operations
to be pursued by the Elder and his coworkers,
my letter only furnishing a suitable text for
the occasion.
After referring to what I said about not
wishing to be misunderstood, and hence, misrepresented, your correspondent says: "These
desires are right and commendable; but is it
not a little strange that after these statements, he does not only fail to show wherein
I misrepresented him, but he does not directly affirm that I misrepresented him on a
single point."
Then if we do not "directly affirm" a misrepresentation, why should it be assumed
that we charge misrepresentation? After an
acquaintance of nearly a quarter of a century,
Elder Lambert ought to know that, if I believed him to have misrepresented me in any
important particular, I have the courage to
say "thou art the man." I never deal in innuendoes ... What I believe I usually state
without circumlocution. I understood at the
time, and now understand, that Elder Lambert was simply expressing his opinion as to
whii.t Elder Bays was willing to do, and to
this opinion he has an unquestionable
right, regardless of the abstract question as
to whether he is right or wrong in that
oprn10n. Not knowing in what light the
much talked of debate had been presented, I
simply wished Elder Lambert and my friends
generally to understand that I had not been
running around the country with a theological chip on my shoulder daring somebody
to knock it off. Instead of wishing to "object" to Bro. Lambert's statement as to what
he thought me willing to tear down, I simply
wished to explain that I was willing to "tear
down" that only which I now deem to be
error, although I may once have considered
it truth. If the church he represents has
nothing but the truth, I am sure he need not

waste time in talking about somebody being
willing to tear it down.
Hitherto I have made no complaint of any
misrepresentation on the part of Elder Lambert, but in the article now under consideration I find that which justifies me in making
the direct charge of misrepresentation. Concerning the proposed debate and its origin,
Elder Lambert says: "Brown asks Elder
Bays if he will debate with us, and the answer is, 'l will if they will furnish a representative man to meet me.'"
The above words, quoted in italics, are said
to be my words which Elder Lambert declares
are "found in his letters sent to me and H. O.
Smith." Before me are copies of all letters
written on this subject, and I assert positively
that no such sentence occurs in one of them.
The worti!s "representative man" are the only
two consecutive words to be found in the passage it is intended to represent. If putting a
whole sentence into a man's mouth that he
had never uttered be misrepresentation, then
am I justified in writing this down as Misrepresentation No. 1.
Elder Lambert next complains that "Elder
Bays was 80 'willing' . . . to tear down what
for years he sought to build up, that he accepted a challenge which was not made to him,
but to the minister of the M. E. Church."
This is clearly misleading, and does not
state the facts in the case, as a reference to
the correspondence plainly shows. It was
Elder Brown, and not Elder Bays, who accepted the challenge, as may be seen by the
following extract from my letter to H. o.
Smith: "The challenge was 'tendered' not
·to me but to a minister who was at the time,
pastor of the M. E. Church of this place, . , ,
and upon his solicitation I consented to take
up the 'forensic cudgel,' if a representative
man should be furnished to stand for your
people."
Upon assuring Elder Brown that we would
accommodate them if they were "spoiling
for a debate,'' that gentleman accepted the
challenge. Shortly after this one of the
challenging parties came to my ~house to
arrange for the debate, Elder Brown coming
in an hour later; and this was the first conversation I ever had with anyone on the subject except that with Elder Brown. These
are the facts in the case, and will not be
denied. This, then, may be regarded as
Misrepresentation No. 2.
Then in the very next sentence Elder
Lambert says: "And then when Elder H. o.
Smith decides that there is no necessity for
a debate, Elder Bays gets out of" fix and seems
sorely disappointed."
But Bro. Lambert does not attempt to give
the language of Elder Bays showing him to
be sadly "out, of fix,'' and "sorely disappointed,'' and so I here reproduce my language to H. 0. Smith upon this point that
your readers may be able to decide as to
whether it justifies the language quoted
above: "2. You say: 'I do not consider a
necessity exists.' A challenge issued by one
party to another implies either a 'necessity'
for the discussion proposed, or a wanton
desire to disturb the peace of others. . . .
Since the challenge was issued by your friends, ,

not mine; and since the challenge has been
accepted and propositions submitted, if you
see no 'necessity' for the debate, why, of
course I have nothing more to say . . . . As
stated in my letter to Elder Lambert, now in
your possession, the discussion is not one of
my seeking, and I shall not, therefore, 'urge'
its necessity, but shall content myself by
placing the responsibility with you where it
rightfully, and logically, belongs."
These facts reveal Misrepresentation No. 3.
The only reason assigned by Elder H. O.
Smith for declining to debate, he states in
the following language: "But I wish to
state here that I decline to be held responsible to every 'Tom Dick or Harry' that may
challenge you or anyone else to a discussion."
In justification of what he has affirmed respecting my willingness to "tear down" what
I had so many years "sought to build up,"
Elder Lambert goes back to 1892, and, from
the reasons offered for my resignation and
withdrawal from the church, quotes my language concerning certain "doubts and difficulties" under which I then labored, as
follows: "When these difficulties first began
to appear, I sought, through a more thorough examination of, and comparison between, the standard works of the church, to
remove them. But instead of accomplishing
the task imposed, I found the situation to
become more grave and complicated."
The particular thought which my critic
and reviewer wishes to fasten upon the minds
of his readers is rendered obvious by the following: "The reader will please remember
that among these 'standard works of the
church,' the Bible occupies the leading posi-·
tion.
"A little further along Elder Bays says--"
Here Elder Lambert introduces another quotation from my paper which he says "covers
nearly eleven pages of letter paper," but he
does not tell his readers how much farther
along he finds the passage quoted, nor does
he inform them as to its connection with
what he had previously quoted from the
same paper. Bui here is what he quotee:
"I have sought light upon the vexed questions from every available source, but with·
out avail."
Instead of quoting my language to explain
what is meant by the term "vexed questions,''
as a fair-minded writer should do, he merely
gives what he deems a summary of them, as
follows: "What Elder Bays means by 'the
vexed questions' will appear when we mention his reasons for resigning."
Just here I wish to digress far enough to
eay that there is nothing in my "reasons for
resigning" of which I need feel ashamed; and
had the Hemld editors given my reasons to
the public, as I repeatedly asked them to do,
there would exist no necessity for Elder Lambert to inform his readers as to what Elder
Bays meant by this or that term. Let the
whole article be given to the public.
But to resume.
My critic continues:
"First, he objects to the inspirational claims
of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants; second, the Book of Mormon; third, the Bible."
The evident intention of Elder Lambert in
connecting the brief extracts from my paper
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as he has done, is to create the impression yet such seems to be the fact. To take any the end for which he strives will have been
that I bad placed all three of the books men- other view of the matter would be to convict achieved, and his mind will then, doubtless,
tioned upon exactly the same plane, which he the Elde11 of wiilful duplicity, which I am not find rest and peace.
ought to know was not my intention. I un- prepared to do. To show that I have not misIn proof of my "unbelief in the claims of
reservedly declared my absolute rejection of represented him upon this point, I quote his the Bible," my critic again quotes my Ianthe Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Cove- own words as follows: "I herewith give his guage, as follows: "Ministers of the gospel
nants and "Inspired Translation;" and he own words when writing up his objections to are expected to teach the inspiration of the
must certainly be aware that no such declara- the Bible."
Bible. During the later years of the mintion was ever made by me concerning the BiYet not one word of objection to the Bible can is try I made this a question of special enBut his purpose will more clearly be found in the passage he quotes. Thus it quiry, and quite contrary to the generally
ble.
appear as we proceed. And I now call upon will be seen that Elder Lambert has grossly received opinion, I found nothing to sustain
Elder Lambert to produce a single sentence misrepresents[ed] a very plain statement; but the belief that the Old and New Testaments,
from my paper (although I have not exam- charity forbids that I should entertain the or any particular book in either, were writined it for five years, and speak only from thought that the misrepresentation is inten- ten by divine inspiration. Hence I have been
memory) in which I call in question any state- tional on his part. I rather inclined to the led to reject the dogma of the 'divine inment of the Bible itself as to its "inspira- belief that it is a blunder resulting from spiration of the Bible' as wholly untenable."
tional claims." I simply, and only, object to a too ardent zeal to convict an opponent of a
This, the Elder seems to think, places bethe claims made for it by othe1·s, and not the skeptisism bordering on infidelity. I have yond doubt the fact of my "unbelief in the
claims which the Bible makes for i.ts own in- read many articles from his pen, and I do not claims of the Bible" upon this point. Supspiration. That some of its writers were in- remember to have known him to reach con- pose we look into this matter a little further,
spired to deliver special messages there can clusions so utterly unwarranted by his pre- and see if the Elder's conclusions are justified
be little doubt by anybody who will closely mise.
All the facts considered, it will by thefacts. Now what are the facts? I had
study its pages, but that the several books perhaps 15e conceded that this may be writ- said that I found "nothing to sustain the becomposing the Bible were written by direct ten down as Misrepresentation No. 4.
lief that the Old and New Testaments . . .
inspiration does not appear.
After asserting that one of the "vexed were written by divine inspiration."
Will Elder Lambert point me to a passage questions" under consideration "is the Bible,"
Now, remember it is"the claims of the Bible,"
in the entire Pentateuch in which the claim my critic continues: "Elder Bays gives and not the claims of men respecting its inis made that Moses wrote his books by direct much space to a consideration of this question; spiration, that we are charged with rejectinspiration? Will he point to chapter and that is, in a comparative sense."
ing. Again I ask the Elder to produce a
verse where even the prophets wrote their
What question is being considered, the single statement from the Bible which claims
respective books by direct inspiration? That Bible? If Elder Lambert is not able to make that it was written by divine, or plenary, inthe prophetic utterances were inspired has the distinction, his readers will doubtless be spiration. If the Bible anywhere makes
never been denied, but that the historical and able to see that the question under considera- such claim I have overlooked the fact, and
homiletical portions were written by super- tion was not "the Bible,'' as Elder Lambert am perfectly willing to publicly retract any
natural power is nowhere claimed by any of asserts, but the plenary, or verbal, inspiration former statement I may have made respectthe divine writers.
of the Bible. The question to which "much ing this "vexed question," when convinced
My point was, and is, If the Bible itself space" was given relates, as the brother must of my error. Will Elder Lambert please enmakes no claim to plenary inspiration, why know, to that of plenary inspiration, and not lighten an erring brother whom he considers
should we make the claim for it? Who has to the veracity or authenticity of the Bible. to be wandering in the mazes of spiritual
authorized Elder Lambert, or any other man, Does Elder Lambert take the ground that darkness?
to claim for the Bible what it does not claim either the Book of Mormon or Doctrine and
All fair-minded and truly liberal critics
for itself? vVill Elder Lambert claim that Covenants affirms the plenary inspiration of are willing to interpret an incidental declarathe Songs of Solomon were written by "di- the Bible? Will he affirm that the Church ti on of a writer in the light of a well-defined
vine inspiration"? If so, why was it left bod- of Latter Day Saints ever pronounced in statement. My position upon the question
ily out of his "Inspired Translation"? If the favor of the verbal inspiration of the Bible? of divine inspiration had been clearly stated
Book of Genesis was the result of "plenary 1f not, why talk about considering the ques- in a paragraph previously quoted by the
inspiration,'' why did Joseph Smith add tion "in a comparative sense"?
Elder, which was manifestly intended as a
eight entire chapters-chapters 1 to 8-utterly
During my fifty years of experience in the modifier of any statement on the same quesunlike anything in the common version? In church, I have yet to hear one of its ministers tion which might follow, and which should
short, why an "Inspired Translation" at ·all, affirm the doctrine, or anything that could be allowed to qualify the words in quotations,
if the Latter Day Saints believe in the "di- be tortured into a support of it; and I very namely, "divine inspiration of the Bible."
vine inspiration of the Bible"? The fact is, much doubt if Elder Lambert himself be- By every well-defined rule of just criticism
neither Joseph Smith nor the Latter Day lieves it. If he does let him now, for the the words "divine inspiration" can, thereSaints believed in the plenary inspiration of first time, so place himself on record, that he fore, mean nothing more, nor nothing less,
the Bible or they would never have made an- who runs may read.
than "plenary inspiration."
other that suits them better. And yet Elder
My venerable critic, in order to make himBut instead of following this obviously just
Lambert arraigns me for not believing in the self clearly understood, and fasten conviction and liberal rule of criticism, Elder Lambert
verbal inspiration of the Bible. 0, consis- where, in his judgment, it belongs, again characterizes what we say about the doctrine
tency, thou art indeed a jewel!
quotes from my paper, with appropriate(?) of plenary inspiration as being "a man of
Let Elder Lambert answer these questions, comments, as follows: "His talk about 'de- straw,'' thus deliberately making the charge
and harmonize the facts with the position of stroying the last vestige of any ground upon of duplicity and downright dishonesty of purhis church on thi.s "vexed question," or for- which to base an argument in support of the pose on our part. This is hardly what might
ever aftar modestly, and discreetly, hold his dogma of plenary inspiration,' is a man of straw, be expected from a man in Elder Lambert's
peace.
and is not sufficient to hide his evident unbelief position as an apostle of Christ, and a teacher
After quoting one of my reasons for reject- in the claims of the Bible, at the time he wrote up of men. Could my critic rise above his petty
ing the doctrine of plenary, or verbal, inspi- his resignation."
prejudices sufficiently to divest himself of a
ration, the Elder continues: "It will be seen
Ahal the secret is out-the real purpose in seemingly definite purpose to convict, I feel
from the above that one of the vexed ques- writing this two page article now clearly ap- quite sure he would not permit himself to
tions is the Bible."
pears. How stealthily the lion has crept adopt such questionable methods of reasonIs it possible that Elder Lambert cannot upon his prey! It is my "evident unbelief in 1 ing. In view of the facts as I have here
see the difference between an attack on the the claims of the Bible," that Elder Lambert presented th. em, the unbiased reader will,
Bible, and an attack on something claimed wishes indelibly to stamp upon the mind of doubtless, recognize this as being Misreprefor the Bible? I hesitate to believe it, and 1 the reader. If he can but accomplish this sentation No. 5.

I
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My partisan critic thus concludes his
argument upon this point: "The leading
statement of my letter concerning Elder
Bays is now more than vindicated by the Elder's
own words."
Are they? Had Elder Lambert said that
his statement was "vindicated" by his own
construction and interpretation of "the Eider's own
words," he would be much nearer the real
truth. Why does not my old colaborer allow
that my declaration about the plenary inspiration of the Bible represents my real sentiment on this "vexed question"? Why does
he prefer to characterize a sentiment thus
clearly expressed as "a man of straw," thus
charging an opponent with insincerity and
dishonesty? The reason is obvious.
He
could not in any other way justify this unprovoked attack, and his whole case would
fail.
But suppose we view this question from
another standpoint. Elder Lambert's "leading statement" is that Elder Bays is "willing
to tear down that which for many years he
sought to build up," and refers to my views concerning the plenary, or di vine, inspiration
of the Bible as the principal effort to "tear
down." Before his declaration can, in any
sense of that word, be regarded as "vindicated," the Elder must show thatI had sought
to "build up" "the dogma of plenary inspiration." Has he done this? The careful
reader will have obaerved that he has not
even attempted it. And now I challenge
Elder Lambert, or any other man, to go back
to the beginning of my ministry, in 1861,
and produce a aingle instance in which I have
soug~t to "build up" the doctrine of plenary
inspiration; and if he cannot do this, he is
in honor bound to recede from the position
he has assumed.
But let us suppose that all the implied
charges of skepticism-nay, more, of my absolute "unbelief in the claims of the Bible,"
be true, is it an unpardonable sin? Elder
Lambert seems to think that a man who does
not view the doctrine of verbal inspiration
from his standpoint, is "worse than an Infidel" and has already denied the faith. Had
I in fact denounced everything .in the shape
of religion, it would but furnish another exhibition of the fruits of the system of which
Elder Lan:l.bert is a representative.
It is the boast of Latter Day Saints that an
intelligent man, once a Mormon, is "spoiled
for any other church;" and hi.d I gone into
Infidelity, as is usual in such cases, it would
doubtless have confirmed Elder Lambert's
faith, and afforded him a degree of pleasure
he does not at present enjoy. This suggests
another query, namely: Why does Elder
Lambert, and those of "like precious faith"
with himself, prefer to see a man who renounces Mormonism go into Infidelity rather
than into some Christian Church? I will
now leave this part of the subject for the
candid consideration of the fair-minded investigator, and proceed to the examination
of one or two points of minor consideration.
After referring to Bro. Toney's letter concerning my book as "the thing to down
•.roney with," the Elder thus remarks: "Of
course Elder Bays wrote his book since his
withdrawal from the church."
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Of course he did-he wrote it last winter
and spring.
"It is fair to presume," continues the
Elder, "that this work and the writing of
his long letter to our young and zealous
Elder Toney, were done within that period
of time when such splendid opportunities offered
themselves to Elder Bays for tearing down
the work of others, had he only been disposed to improve thein!"
Not so my brother. These "splendid opportunities" were offered within the first year
after ID!\' withdrawal from the church, and
were. in the form of solicitations to "write up
Mormonism" for the press, but which were
respectfully declined; while the long letter
to "our young and zealous Elder Toney" was
written, in answer to inquiries, after Bro.
Lambert's "Reply to Elder Bays" appeared
in Saints' Herald of August 4, last.

(if they failed) was due, as I now believe, to
their ignorance of Mormon theclogy, rather
than to a lack of ability in forensic contest.
Of this I am fully assured from my own ex-.
amination of the other side of the question. I am led to make this statement out of
a deep sense of duty to all concerned.
And now, in conclusion, I can but repeat
what I have before stated, namely, that in
my future efforts I shall vigorously assail
what I believe to be fundamentally wrong,
regardless of what my opinions in the past may
have been,-and, having once found myself
in error, I am frank to admit that it is possible-although not probable-that I may be
in error now; and if that error can be shown
to my satisfaction, I shall be only too glad to
exchange error for truth.
What is truth? and where may it be found
in its apostolic simplicity?
The truth, as I understand it, is that only
The next point to which I shall invite at- for which I wish to contend.
tention is that suggested by the following:
Fraternally yours,
"This shifting of positions in writing an
D. H. BAYS.
PERSIA, Iowa.
answer to one query is rather a bad 'give
away.'"
In what does this "bad give away" consist?
Let us see. The "ona query" to which anBENAN, Iowa, Nov. 5.
swer was made, includes two distinct lines of
Editors Herald:-Since our reunion at
thought and action, one relating to the past, and Woodbine I preached a few times in Little
another to the future, as may be seen by a Sioux district, after which I labored three
very brief reference to ''Query No. 1" of weeks in Pottawattamie district; but the
Elder Lambert's former letter, as follows: farmers being busy, I found it inconvenient
"Should Elder Bays engage in forensic con- to hold meetings every night, so I visited the
test with the Latter Day Saints, [a thing evi- people at their homes and endeavored to do
dently in the future, as no such contest has some good in that way, and unfortunately
ever occurred,] is he likely to secure a more the stormy weather prevented meetings two
signal victory [still in the future l than he Sundays, though the preacher was on hand,
ever secured befO'fe [clearly referring to our but the J>eople living at a distance did not
efforts in the past] when defending their turn out, yet I got in several sermons in diffaith and doctrine?"
ferent places and trust I did no harm.
To that part of this query which relates to
On the 23d of October I went to Deloit and
the past I replied: "In my former efforts in held a series of meetings, and on the 30th
defense of the faith of the saints, . . . if sue- Elder Turner kindly took me in his buggy to
cess crowned my feeble efforts it was largely Benan, where I preached that night after a
due to the fact that I tried to inform myself drive of thirty-five miles, and have continued
upon the questions to be discussed."
preaching here until last evening, when I
And in reply to the other part of the query closed for a rest until Sunday, when I expect
I said only what Elder Lambert concedes, to resume my work. It was my intention to
namely, that "As to whether 'a more signal have gone to Auburn, but last night I revictory' shall be achieved in such efforts ceived word from President Carrol that
must necessarily depend upon the tenability diphtheria was raging there and the town
-the logical and scriptural soundness of the council had closed all public meetings for the
positions assumed."
present.
What more could I say? And yet, while
I now think of going to Coal ville, in Webendeavoring to answer this query in its two ster County, but shall wait ad vices from
directly opposite phases, Elder Lambert is there. I found the saints generally in the
pleased to say that "this shifting of positions is faith and endeavoring to let their light
rather a bad 'give away.'" I presume to say shine. If there are any difficulties between
that had the query been answered as to one brethren I did not see them; still there is
of its phases only, the critical Elder would room for improvement, and will be until we
then have called it evasion. "If not, why not?" have attained "to the measure of the stature
All of Bro. Lambert's talk, therefore, about of the fulness of Christ." I found numbers of
"shifting positions" is a mere play upon outsiders who were persuaded that the docwords, and reminds one of the fabled individ- trines were true, as measured by the Bible
ual who, while he "strained at a gnat" could and reason; but are not fully persuaded to
very easily "swallow a camel."
take hold of the rod of iron and follow it
Relative to my real or supposed success until they arrive at the tree of life. They
in the forensic arena, during my ministry will defend it, and some even aid it liberally
with the saints-and as to whether "all this by their means. Some excuse themselves
success and victory," of which Elder Lam- that they cannot live it. I tell them God has
bert speaks, waa "the result of Elder Bays' promised divine aid, and is merciful to us in
, ability as a man," I have nothing to say be- j our weakness, and that he has decreed that
yond the fact that the failure of my opponents "no temptation shall befall his children but

I
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what he will make a way of escape from the
same:" and, "if any man sin, we have an
advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
righteous." And that he will plead our
cause when we manifest that "godly sorrow
for sin"
"that worketh repentance."
Another class see the faults and shortcomings
of saints, and express themselves as good,
morally, as some of them. I tell such that
God holds everyone responsible for his own
life, and will reward accordingly; and he
who refuses to obey the gospel because some
of the professed followers of Christ are inconsistent and unfaithful, is blind to his own
interests, and must come short of eternal
life, unless he repents and does his heavenly
Father's will.
I am persuaded there are hundreds, if not
thousands, that are convinced of the truth in
Western Iowa, but the pleasures and honors,
and perhaps cares of the world, stand between them and their duty; but I trust, and
sometimes think, God will speak to them by
his judgments in such a manner that their
ears will tingle, and their hearts will relent,
and they will turn unto him and be partakers
of salvation, even though they may not
attain unto those things they might have received had they followed their convictions
when first the Holy Spirit opened their eyes.
Their neglect to obey does not lessen the
responsibility of Latter Day Saints; but it
should make us diligent, and careful to walk
circumspectly, lest the blood of our fellows
stain our hands, and we come under the great
condemnation. I cannot boast of great success nor of great congregations; but I can say
the word is listened to very attentively, and
I believe appreciatively, and it may be some
will gather in the wheat. My aim is to convince the sinaer and encourage the saints. I
am still in the war, and expect to be while
strength is given, and am glad to learn of the
progress of truth in all quarters.
Yours sincerely,
CHARLES DERRY.
ARTHUR, Ont., Nov. 2.

Editors Herald:-Bro. John Taylor with
Bro. S. Tomlinson and myself effected an
organization of saints at Arthur last evening.
A. McMullen is at present acting as president, but Bro. G. Bushland will be ordained
a priest in course of a few days, and doubtless
will be chosen president with present president as teacher and Thomas Berry as deacon
of branch. There will be over forty in this
branch, and bright intellectual people they
are too. May God keep them united and
humble, that Satan may never enter his infernal wedges of division. Elder S. Tomlinson
has been laboring with me the last ten days,
doing a good work; at present he is afflicted.
Will saints remember him in prayer, please?
Elder J. L. Mortimer bade good-bye to wife
and saints to-day; off for his mission field.
May God sustain him with his Spirit; he is to
labor in Nor th Bruce.
I expect to leave this noble band of saints
in a few days and strike out into the broad
fields and open up the work. It seems a sad
parting, when I think how kindly I have been
cared for here the past ten weeks.
The
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Saints are endeared to me beyond my own
relatives. I love to preach the gospel to the
world; it is getting plainer every day, and
Father is lending me his Spirit. I expect to
labor at Brighton, Ontario, shortly. Will
saints remember me in common with all missionaries, that I may have success.
May God bless all these grand saints I am
leaving and prevent the adversary from destroying their souls.
Yours in bonds,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Nov. 4.
Editors Herald:-The gospel is slowly winning its way in this north land. I have baptized two of late: one seventy-three and the
other sixty years of age; one a well to do
merchant doing business in this city, the
other a farmer living about four miles in the
country. Both are men of good repute and
will be a help to the work. The eight men
from Utah are still here preaching on the
streets, but are not likely to set the city on
fire with their style of preaching. I met
them a few days ago and had a talk with
them in regard to discussing the difference
between us, and they refused point blank;
said they would discuss the principles of the
gospel with any of the sectarians, but would
not discuss with me. This proves that I was
right when I told the people on the street
that they would not meet the issue, but
would back down. "How are the mighty
fallen," and what a contrast is presented in
this from the early position of the church
and the one occupied by the Reorganization.
But I don't know as I blame them, for they
know full well what the result would be.
But I do blame them for representing a faith
they cannot defend. I wonder how many of
the ministry of the Reorganized Church
would have left home last spring if the heads
of the church had said to them, Don't meet
the men from Utah in public debate, meet
anyone else, but don't meet them. How is it,
brethren, would you have went with such instructions? I trow not.
I have written several articles of late for
the papers, showing some of the differences
between the two churches, and the effect
will be far reaching; will be like casting
"bread upon the waters," it will return after
many days. The cities are a hard place to
spead the gospel; only a few want it. About
the only way to get a hearing is to go upon
the street corners and either by good singing
or instrumental music attract the attention of
those passing, and then it wants a good speaker
to hold them. I think the time is near when
we will have to do this. But perhaps not to
any extent until the ministry receive their
endowment, for it will need to be preached
in the power of the Spirit of God to take
effect. I mean by this that it will be with
that power that the enemies of truth cannot
stand before it.
I called upon one of the preachers of this
city the other day and had quite a long talk
with him, and have since then written him
a letter in regard to our talk and the position
held by him and others that I have heard
preach of late. The reason that I called

upon him was that I went to one of the missions in the city and he was the speaker;
among the things said was the following:
All the churches of the day are in apostasy,
and he did not know what to do with his own
church (Congregationalist) only to smash it
up; said that he was willing to receive the
truth, let it come from whence it would. I
thought that a good chance to test his
honesty, so went to see him. He took the
position that repentance was not for the
Gentiles, hence not for us; and when I gave
him some Bible quotations showing that repentance was one of the principles of the
gospel and binding upon all, Gentile as well
as Jew, he said that he did not want to talk
any more. I then told him why I had called
upon him and referred him to what he had
said in his discourse about receiving the
truth, let it come from whence it would. His
reply was, Not from you. I know who you
are; you are a Mormon, and I won't receive
it from you. The old adage holds true, "Can
any good thing come out of Nazareth?" and
they are not willing to come and see. I am
still alone, but looking for Bro. Roberts every
day, and expect that he will stop a few days
\Yhile on his way to the southern part of the
State. I am still hopeful and expect to continue till the end.
E. A. STEDMAN.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Nov. 3.

Editors Herald:-! came to this city October 28; am assisting Bro, R. E. Grant in
preaching the gospel to the one hundred
thousand human beings who live here. I got
here in time to see the last two days of the
great carnival. All the city turned out in
the general hilarity. Factories were closed
and stores were shut up, and the whole town
joined the carnival picnic. Great crowds
came pouring in on excursion trains from
cities and towns in this and surrounding
States. The merchants, saloonists, and the
places of amusement seem to have gotten the
most returns from the carnival. It was also
a great time for the politicians, and all the
bright political stars from all directions were
here.
The streets were crowded and jammed
with people, who were dressed in a great
variety of grotesque and comic costumes.
Every possible kind of mask was used. There
were hundreds dressed to represent demons
with red tights, horns, and tails. Bands
were playing everywhere, horns were blowing, and the air was filled with noises. In
the evening there were many beautiful
parades. The most handsome feature, perhaps, of the carnival, and it is said the most
beautiful creation ever seen in the city was
the magnificent flower parade on Wednesday
afternoon. Its novelty was only exceeded by
its beauty, which was paramount to everything else. Words are inadequate for a
description . . . .
The city is now quiet. The sounds of tabret, psaltery, and instruments of seven strings
which filled the nights with their wanton
melody, has ceased.- The people have returned to their reason and are pursuing their
usual avocations. They are worn out and
are resting. There is every reason why they
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should be weary, as one night in that great
jam was enough to tire out an iron man.
One man who lives here said that the Devil
had full control in Grand Rapids, that she
was sold and delivered to him; and that,
therefore, it would be impossible for the gospel to make any impression upon them. It
certainly lookec as though he spake the
truth. In a word, the whole occasion was
wildness run wild, madness run mad. But
I think there must be at least "ten righteous"
within the city, or God would destroy it.
The branch of the church here· numbers
about ninety members, and are doing their
best to keep the Lord's commandments and
live Christian lives. Elder E. K. Evans is
their pastor and is very efficient. I have
preached three times since my arrival. On
Sunday the basis of my talk was the lessons
gleaned from the prevailing wickedness, and
love of pleasure exhibited here during tho
past week. We are surely living in the time
of the end. Next Tuesday Bro. Grant and
your humble servant will begin meetings in
a new hall at the north end of the city. We
usually have good crowds with good attention.
I may remain here for a month. I am
busy about all time. I am trying to learn to
rest while I work, which Jesus taught when
he said, "Come unto me, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest."
We missionaries sometimes get weary in the
work, but never of it.
Bro. Briggs was here last Friday, but
went to South Boardman to attend conference of the Northern Michigan district. Bro.
Leonard Scott was at Clear Lake when last I
heard from him.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JAMES M. BAGGERLY.
SNICARTE, Ill., Nov. 5.

Editors Hemld:-I came to this place from
Beardstown yesterday, Bro. Curry bringing
me as far as the Sangamon River ford, where
I was met by Bro. Avery, whose horse and
wagon furnished transportation the balance
of the journey.
The Baptist church in this place, which
had been secured for the evening with the
understanding of privilege of continued meetings, was filled, largely by the curious as we
apprehend, and with expectation of listening
to "strange doctrines,'' in which they were
certainly disappointed, and very evidently
aurprised at hearing Jesus Christ instead of
Joseph Smith exalted, his moral precept
and example, and, inferentially in closing, his
religious precept and life pattern extolled
and defended. Many were surprised, we
were told, at our use of their Baptist pulpit
Bible, instead of a "Mormon Bible" of our
own. Help from the Lord was granted; the
people were evidently not only surprised, but
the majority greatly pleased; those whose
word controlled the use of the church even
indorsing the sermon; but-! they had concluded upon consultation "that it was not
wise nor for the best interests,'' etc., etc., "to
grant farther use of the church." And although Jesus Christ and him crucified alone
was preached, the Bible alone indorsed and
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sustained, yet common report, the fear of
what might be said if farther opportunity
was granted, the evident satisfaction of the
unusually large congregation, and the success
of the meeting was instinctively felt by the
managers to be a success that the Baptist
Church could not, in a dogmatic or sectarian
sense appropriate, hence the necessity of
forestalling possible division or disaster.
From the ordinary superficial standpoint
they may have thought their action a wise
one; the sequel proved-so far as last night's
demonstration is concerned-a popular mistake. Loud and long and many were the
protests made at the close of the meeting at
the action of the church managers in excluding the stranger. The pastor's absence was
made one of the excuses; but that, with the
other apologies, were universally pronounced
"thin,'' and evidently stamped with insincerity and fear of a religious competition that
might prove dang-erous if not disastrous to
the Baptist monopoly of affairs in the town,
that being the only church in the place.
The town hall is to be secured for us tonight, with a probability of its being packed.
This is the first advent or introduction of the
gospel as taught by Jesus Christ to the people
of this immediate country, or I think in
Mason County.
Prior to coming here we had been preaching nearly two weeks at Beardstown, Illinois,
every evening in Library hall, which had
been secured by Brn. Shoemaker, Bartlett,
and the friends. Newspaper notices and
"dodgers" announcing our meetings were
provided. The crowds were not there,
though the large hall was well filled on Sunday evening, October 24. Last Sunday the
Holiness people managed to get it away, and
were rewarded with a stormy bad day and
night-an ill wind which blew good to us-as
the rent was saved and needed rest came to
us. Brn. Shoemaker and self attended
Methodist church in the evening, drawn
there in part by the subject announced,
which we thought indicated a probability
that we or our meetings were to be discussed.
If, however, that was intended, it was
omitted from the short discourse to a decidedly abbreviated audience. The pastor,
however, came immediately to us at the
close-"glad to see and meet us," etc., "had
seen notice of our meetings," etc., but he
didn't come to hear at any time.
The 25th, we opened the door of the church
and performed the burial rite of baptism for
four precious souls; and the day before coming here baptized three more-seven in allall adults with exception of the twelve year
old daughter of Bro. Avery, Sen. The Spirit
was present at the water side as we addressed briefly, and under the Spirit's power,
the quite large, intelligent, and respectful
crowd that had gathered at the bank of the
Illinois River. Many were and are still
interested, some at the very door, and will
surely unite with us. Many friends for the
cause were made, and prejudice and misunderstanding allayed and corrected.
The trouble in Beardstown was first started
by our irrepressible brother, John S. Robinson, who although a traveling man engaged

in secular affairs, hunts for and finds time to
get in work semi-occasionally in the interest
of the best and only-from an absolute standpoint-defensible religion in the world.
Business deals opened the way for gospel opportunity, and Bro. John of course promptly
stepped in; and Bro. Shoemaker being a
Disciple or Campbellite, stuck to his man
and "fought to a finish" with the usual result.
Bro. S. was baptized by Bro. Robinson, next
his wife; they got hold of Bro. Bartlett, a
leader in Congregational affairs and a church
elder, Sunday school superintendent, etc., a
man of universal "good report." It ended
with a visit to St. Louis last spring-just to
look us over-we baptized him; and like the
Eunuch in Philip's case, he "went on his
way rejoicing" even unto this day, confirmed
especially in our late visit, as we all were and
are by the signal favor which God bestows
upon those who are willing to cooperate with
him in following his perfect law and counsel.
In closing I wish to add that since our work
was about finished for the present at Beardstown, and after appointment was out for this
place, I made the discovery that we are over
the boundary line and into the Northern Illinois district. I believe, and it is the universal desire of the saints at Beardstown and
the people here, that the boundary line be
again changed so as to include this territory
in the St. Louis district, as that is by far their
most natural, easiest, and most accessible
point for conference; or, so far as present indications are concerned, ministerial help.
There are fourteen of our number already
in Beardstown, and more to follow if the
work is at all wisely cared for. I had written to Bro. White for counsel and instruction
ere I discovered that we were in Bro. Lake's
territory: I will.address Bro. Lake, however.
We are willing to be forgiven for our mistake, if it is so held; but hope that Bro. Lake
and the Northern Illinois district authorities
will either make" or consent to an arrangement whereby these people and our farther
interests may not be neglected.
In gospel bonds,
M. H. BOND.
LITTLE Srnux, Iowa, Nov. 6.

Editors Herald:-Since my last communication I have been quite busy preaching
throughout the district allotted to me at
General Conference. Bro. Crabb and myself
did tent work at Dunlap, Correctionville,
and Smithland, with varying success, enjoying good liberty as a rule; and in most of the
places named the closest attention of the people. Much prejudice was removed and
friends made for the cause. Since the reunion at Woodbine I have held a series of
meetings at Moorhead with fine audiences in
attendance, and trust the results were beneficial to both saint and sinner. The saints
and people at Moorhead know how to encourage a speaker by furnishing an audience
that should be an inspiration in itself. I
have been here a week to-day. Busy times
have reduced the audience to a small crowd,
but then the farmers must take care of their
crops, and to do so must work early and late
before the snows of winter drive them to the
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shelter of their homes. I have an active
campaign mapped out for the balance of the
conference year, and will say to the saints of
Galland's Grove district that I will spend
some time with them, but may not be able to
start before the first of the new year; but
trust that they will be patient and not censure, although I may not do all they would
like to have me. Up to date I have preached
about one hundred sermons and baptized
forty-four (thirty-two at the reunion), and
find as I look back over the year's work that
the Lord has blessed me abundantly, for
which I thank him, and trust that I may
.prove myself worthy of blessings in the
future.
I have just concluded the reading of the
latest Sll'J!o"e of Mormonism by our whilom
brother, D. H. Bays; and I must say that
having carefully read it from preface to end,
that I find it one of the weakest efforts that
has ever been made against the "marvelous
work" that I have ever read. I cannot in as
limited a space as this letter notice all of the
weaknesses of the. book, but will mention a
few, so that one can form an idea of the general weakness and unfairness of the writer.
After reading the preface, which declares
that "We take up each proposition as it is
presented by its friends, and then proceed to
answer and refute their arguments in a fair,
straightforward manner," you may judge of
my surprise when I found that in the body of
the work quotations were garbled, whole
qualifying clauses left out, and the position
of the church that he is endeavoring to tear
down falsely stated in many instances. He
denies in his letter in Herald, in reply to Bro.
Lambert, that he has been endeavoring to
tear down that which he had formerly assisted in building up; but on page 34 of his
book he states that "the work in hand is destructive rather than constructive," and in
this destructive work he has been engaged
ever since he left the church in '92.
As a sample of his garbled quotations I will
refer to page 406. He quotes the first few
paragraphs of section 102, stopping at the
word "hands"-cutting the sentence in two
at a comma, leaving out the statement that
they ''are full of all manner of evil," then
quotes and do not "impart of their substance,
as becometh saints," then leaves out the
clause "to the poor and afflicted among them,"
and then tries to show that it was Joseph
Smith's avarice, that it was to "the leaders"
that they had not imparted their substance,
then cries "Shame.'' But a man who can so
unblushingly prevaricate and misrepresent
ought never to cry "shame."
He asserts that because the saints in 1835
placed a declaration of unbelief in and denial
of the practice of the doctrine of polygamy,
and gave as the reason for making the denial
in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants that
their enemies had accused them of the crime,
that that was prima facie evidence that they
were guiltv. But when in a letter-which he
answers in the latter end of his book-Bro.
T. E. Lloyd, of Independence, asks him if because the former-day saints were accused of
crimes and so forth, if they were for that
reason to be considered guilty? he answers:
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"In answer to this charge allow me to suggest
that it may be well for you to prove that
Christians, generally, were guilty of the
abominations you charge upon them, before
you make it the ground of an apology for
this latter-day abomination. I deny the
charge most emphatically, and declare that
it cannot be maintained. That their enemies charged them with immorality and
crime is conceded; but that they were guilty
as charged, Christians everywhere deny."Page 444.
In one of Bro. Bays' favorite expressions,
"comment seems uselesH." And to show the
desperate straits to which the man is put to
prove something, I will refer in conclusion to
his denial of the fulfillment of the prophecy
of the rebellion. In regard to the clause,
"Slaves;ihall rise up against their masters,''
he says: "Latter Day Saints claim, however,
that the proposition which says, 'slaves shall
rise up against their masters,' was also fulfilled. But this is not true. The negroes of
the South did not rebel against their masters; neither were they marshaled and disciplined for war, as the prophecy declares.
After the famous emancipation proclamation
of Abraham Lincoln there were no more
'slaves' in the South-they were all now
freed men. These freed men rushed to the
support of the government, and were enlisted
into the Union army. But no slave ever rose
against his master, and no slave was marshaled and disciplined for war. This m.ay,
therefore, be set down as failure No. l."Page 429.
How profound. Comment seems useless.
Let the reader draw his own conclusions of
the mental acumen of the man who advances such an argument as that.
In speaking of the "remnants" of the
re vela tion,he says,' 'In the next place the 'rem.nan ts',-and that may mean anything, possibly the shattered and demoralized Southern
armies,-were to 'vex the Gentiles with a
sore vexation.' Nothing of the kind was
ever known to have occurred, and that
makes failure No. 5."-Page 430.
How is that for "taking up each proposition as it is presented by its friends?" Then
he says that the revelation asserts that "the
Saints were to stand in holy places, that this,
they should occupy their 'inheritances in
Zion,' and were not to 'be moved.' But as
they were driven from Independence (Zion)
aud from Jackson county, in November, 1833,
and all other Mormons from the State in 1839,
this may be regarded as failure No. 6."-Page
430.
Now you have the style of the man, and the
false premises from which he argues, and the
utterly false conclusions drawn from them.
And after all this display of wisd0m (?) and
honesty (?) he says, "tried by the infallible
rule, tested by the touchstone of eternal
truth, the organic structure of the Mormon
Church is shown to be a failure and a fraud.
One thing only remains to be done-write in
flaming letters the Belshazzaran inscription,
'WEIGHED IN 'l'HE BALANCES,
AND
FOUND WANTING,' and nail it above the door
of the Mormon superstructure, that he who
runs may read."-Page lll.

I only regret one thing, and that is that
Elder Bays states that he was a minister in
the Reorganization for twenty-seven years.
I use another of Elder Bays' favorite expressions, ''I repeat with emphasis," it is the
thinnest thing I ever read.
Yours,
H. 0. SMITH.
DES MOINES, Iowa, Nov. 9.
Editors Herald:-On the 15th of October I
baptized three persons at Runnells, and Bro.
J. F. McDowell and I confirmed them. The
next day Bro. George Jamison took me to
Milo, Warren County, near where we began
a series of meetings the same evening at the
Concord schoolhouse, and continued for
nearly three weeks, preaching twenty sermons with the divine blessing attending. It
is there that Bro. and Sr. Robart Bare, Bro.
and Sr. Shoppell, and Bro. William Griffin
have been guarding the interests of the work
opened up by Bro. Kephart some two years
ago, and all of whom are firm in the faith
and hope of the gospel.
On Sunday, October 31, Bro. Bare was
made glad i.n witnessing the baptism of his
brother-in-law, Bro. Elias G. Agard, and
Bro. Griffin was happily surprised to have his
wife and daughter Ivie join him in the journey to the celestial city. Ivie, although but
sixteen years of age, moved out to do the
Master's will with an intelligence and independence of demeanor becoming those of
more mature years, and even now discerns
the gospel wheat from the chaff of sectarian
teaching. Also, at the same time, Sr. Mina
Vansyoc was baptized; she is a lady of uprightness and independence of character, a
school teacher, and fears not the opposition
of the world for the Master's sake. Truly
an example worthy many older ones in the
work, and who have some experience. How
many there are who now cower before the battle, but who expect to show up on grand
parade just after the war and the battles are
won, and lay their claim for laurels and the
crown! But lawfullabor precedes rewards as
surely as the substance casts a shadow in the
sunlight. In this latter campaign the election
at the last is to those only who make the
race on merit. Thank the Lord for this; God
is rewarder and judge.
Nine Brighamite representatives from
Utah have lately dropped into the city of
Des Moines on a tour of proselytism. Two of
them attended our services on Sunday. I
was greatly blessed in reviewing the past
perversions of the faith and presenting the
legal phase of the successorship in the Presi•
dency of the church; the law used being
Mal. 3: 6; James 1: 17, 18; Acts 10: 34; Doctrine and Covenants 2:1; 42:7; 49:3; 17:17;
43: 1, 2. A comparison of the action of the
conference at Amboy, Illinois, 1860, with the
proceedings of some at Winter Quarters,
December 5 and 24, 1847. The Utah elders
did not stay after the services to applaud my
effort! Am looking up this recently instituted propaganda in the city this week.
Pray for us.
In the fray,
C. SCOTT.
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Iing I have no doubt but what you will get

Editors Herald:-I have been laboring in with little difficulty, and overjoyed with her mended again."
the West Virginia mission since August, except while holding an eight days' meeting in
Perry County, Ohio, near New Lexington, a
new opening. Two gave their names for
baptism; there was not water there at the
time-and has been none since-sufficient for
the ordinance, bu.t the rain is now descending, and I hope soon to return and find
"much water" there. I have been laboring
in West Virginia, under the direction of
Bro. G. H. Godbey, and find him doing a
good work in his mission; he is an: efficient
laborer and a pleasurable comparison. Persecution is very strong and the "heathen
rage." One impudent wretch came to the
window, and putting his ugly face in where a
pane of glass had been broken out, began to
mock while I was preaching, and in a short
time returned and repeated it. The next
night a mob came and rock,ed the schoolhouse, but were soon repulsed by the good
citizens of the place. The night following
they came again and repeated the work, and
also attacked the saints on the way home
with eggs, stones, and revolvers; but no
harm was done. This occurred at Mt. Nebo,
Roane County, West Virginia; quite a recommendation for civilization, isn't it? Some of
the parties are known, and have been.
arrested, as I have been informed by Bro.
Godbey. I baptized one excellent young
lady there, and her father and mother have
given their names for baptism when I return on the 14th inst. I expect to labor in
this mission till Christmas, then return by
the way of Perry County, Ohio, and baptize
W. H. Stockman and wife, unless some of
the brethren in the Ohio mission can get
there sooner. I send herewith a testimony
of healing, which is quite remarkable, and
which is causing some sensation.
Yours in bonds,
J. L. GOODRICH.
CREOLA, Ohio, Oct. 30.
On the 14th day of October, A. D. 1897,
while engaged in a series of meetings at Mt.
Nebo schoolhouse, near Higby, West Virginia,
in company with Elder Charles Moore, of
Bellgrove branch, I was called upon to administer the ordinance of anointing with oil
and laying· on of hands with prayer, by the
father and mother of little Lena Cadle, seven
years old, who had been afflicted with some
spasmodic trouble some two years ago, and
which left her arm on the left side nearly
paralyzed, or what I judge the doctors would
call chorea, fro'Il what the parents told me
and from what I saw myself. She had violent spasms, which caused her to froth at the
mouth, and which drew her face and limbs
out of shape; and the watchcare of two persons were required to keep her in bed. She
seemed to have little or no controlling power
over the set of muscles in the left arm, and
every movement was unnatural, and she
could not grasp an object without first a
, muscular jerking, and several attempts to
get a firm hold, the will seemingly having no
guiding power. In a short time she went to
her mother, and to her father, and to me, ex~

blessing and recovery.
J. L. GOODRICH, l Elders.
CHARLES MOORE, f
We, the father and mother, and wbo are
not members of the church, feel grateful to
our heavenly Father for his goodness and for
the blessing he has conferred on little Lena,
and subscribe our names to the truth of the
above statements.
R.P.CADLE, Ip
t
SARAH CADLE, ) l1ren s.

I believe much can l:;e accomplished here
with hard work and self-denial. We have no
difficulty to hold our own fort; but we have a
little to do to storm the others; but we know
that in the end "this hail shall sweep away
their refuge of lies," and "these waters shall
overflow their hiding place;" "for a consumption is decreed upon the face of all the
earth;" for the kingdoms shall be broken in
pieces and consumed by tbe kingdom that
shall fill all the earth, "and stand forever."
So we are encouraged to press the battle.
Yours in the one hope,
BAY VIEW, Wash., Oct. 27.
T. J. SHELDON.
Editors Herald:- Your statement in last
Herald as to the advisability of the saints
heeding the advice or command, to gather
SAN ANTONIO, Tex., Nov. 10.
into "the regions round about,'' has been exEditm·s Hei·ald:-The State Baptist convenemplified in the movements and conditions of tion has just closed at this place, and some of
a number I know that have left ''the regions" the difficulties that disturbed that organizaand moved to California, Oregon, and Wash- tion in this State have been peacefully setington, in hopes of bettering their condition tled. We feel to congratulate our Baptist
financially; and I don't think there is one brethren. There seems to be a younger elethat has not lost money in so doing, and few ment in the convention that are working for
if not all regret the step. The Lord surely better unity of churches in the State. I no·
knows and is willing to advise in these things ticed that many of the delegates (preachers)
we call temporal matters, the same as in used tobacco, smoked cigars, and spit tospiritual things; but this I suppose the bacco all over the floor of the convention
saints, the most of them, will have to learn hall, causing an odor to arise that ought not
by bitter experience. It may be wise to flee to characterize such an assembly, especially
to the west, but as a rule not beyond the ap- of so-called God's servants. Over twelve
pointed lands. The wisdom of this will no hundred ministers were in attendance.
doubt be more fully seen in the future.
We are preaching every night; there seems
As we now see the wisdom of a former com- to be some interest in the work here. My
mand, "to buy up a certain country,'' many health is fairly good at present.
are now seeing very clearly by the things
Bro. T. Jett has a good interest here among
they suffer. May God give wisdom to his the Mexicans; congregations are growing. ,
children and hasten their deliverance.
He preaches to them, ancl from the reports
I commenced holding meetings here eight that come to me, the Mexicans are well
days ago; attendance and interest all that pleased with Bro. Jett's efforts, and many
could be asked, but they seem loath to forsake are talking of being baptized-entire families
the ways of their fa the rs. I am cared for by in some instances. I am greatly interested
Sr. A. Campbell and others. My next ad- in the Mexican work here, and will watch it
dress will be Heppner, Oregon.
Will be closely and carefully. The following is the
pleased to hear from the saints.
Baptist report of their Mexican work in this
HIRAM L. HOLT.
State to the convention just closed, which

CANTON, Ill., Nov. 8.
Editors Herald:-Have held a three weeks'
meeting here; the crowds have been small,
but very fair, in fact more than the average
for Canton. I have had two baptisms and
two or three others are interested. The
saints are feeling better, and we have organized a Sunday school, but it will need a good
steady effort; victory will come in the end.
The churches here are commencing revival
services, but unless I am unable to read the
signs, "an eye opener" is in store for them.
The papers at least tolerate us. I succeeded in
getting a long article in the Oantonian, and the
editor has promised to publish more when he
has space. An elder cannot always succeed
to act all the time on the defensive, so I am
trying the aggressive. One lady who is attending our meetings (who for thirty years
has been a Baptist), after hearing two discourses, in which I touched on authority,
said: "I am all torn up,'' "and he has just
knocked my religious foundation from under
me, but I expect I can come again." When I
J hear·d it I said, "Well, if you will keep com-

I

may be interesting to those interested in our
Mexican work:"Great disaster has overtaken the feeble
Mexican churches in Texas. They were
turned over to the spiritual leadership of
novices-men who had recently come out of
Rome. In ordaining novices we have suffered the usual results of disobeying the
Scriptures. There are two hundred thousand
Mexicans in Texas. Many of them have
praetically cut themselves loose from Romanism. They are accessible and ready to hear
the word. The board has chosen Bro. C. D.
Daniel to give his time to work among the
Mexicans. He seems a special gift of God
for this service. He speaks the Spanish
tongue well, understands the Spanish mind,
and will have entire supervision of the work.
He reports seven brethren at work, and is
hopeful of seeing gratifying results from the
labors given. Already there are many
tokens of growth, and not a few baptisms.
We hope this work will be prosecuted with
diligence and persistence."
Will the saints of Southwest Texas please
take notice that our district conference will be
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held at Pipe Creek, commencing November
26, at seven p. m., to continue over the 27th.
Please make an effort to come, all that can.
Two or three wagon loads are going from
San Antonio. We expect a big time and a
spiritual feast. Don't miss it.
Your brother in bonds,
H. P. CURTIS.

ConfBrBnBB ]\1Iintl1B8.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
Conference convened at South Boardman,
October 30, 1897; President J. J. Cornish in
Chair. Voted that E. C. Briggs preside over
conference, J. J. Cornish associate president;
C. B. Joice clerk. Branch reports: Central
Lake 19, Inland 59, Wilson 16, Coleman 130,
Boyne City 58, South Boardman 92, Kingsley
43, Joyfield 36, Freesoil 134, Beaverton 48,
Hillman 36, Fork 39, Gilmore 87, Reed City
30. Elders reporting: J. J. Cornish baptized 32, D. Smith baptized 7, W. D. Ellis
baptized 6, J. J. Bailey, J. Kaplinger, C. G.
Lewis, J. R. Beckley baptized 4, J. Keir,
R. Davis baptized 2, R. W. Hugil baptized
1, J. A. Carpenter baptized 7; Priests J. E.
Hanson baptized 4, H. D. Mcintyre, G. D.
Washburn, J. Hartnell, I. P. Titus, A. Berve
baptized 2, S. Raynolds, R. W. Kenyon, baptized 1, J. Davis, F. S. Brackenbury. Bishop's agent's report read, audited, and
approved: On hand last report $41.25; received since $359. 75; disbursments $410.99;
due Bishop $9.99.
The following were
elected delegates to General Conference:
E. C. Briggs, J. J. Cornish, J. H. Peters, J.
A. Grant, J. A. Carpenter, J. R. Beckley, W.
D. Ellis, C. G. Lewis, R. W. Hugil, David
Smith, E. H. Durand, J. W. Shippy, Jacob
Kaplinger, J. J. Bailey, Henry DeVries, R.
Davis, John Keir, Amos Berve, R. Hartnell,
John Hartnell, J. E. Hanson, George Washburn, James Davis, John Pennell, H. J. Badder, R. W. Kenyon, John Skuer, C. M.
Wallrath, Sr. R. Hartnell, Sr. E. 0. McWain.
J. J. Cornish supported as district president
and Bishop's agent, and C. B. Joice district
secretary. Preaching by Elders E. C. Briggs,
J. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant, and J. R. Beckley.
Six baptized. Conference adjourned to meet
at Coleman at call of president.

8tlndau School Associations.
DES MOINES.
Convention met at Runnells, October 8, at
ten a. m. District officers were all present.
Reports were received from the following
schools: Des Moines, Head Grove, Oskaloosa,
Boonesboro, and Des Moines Valley. We
were informed that two schools had been reorganized; viz., Pekay and Perry, the latter
having- a much larger attendance than heretofore. Blackbo&rd work being used in tho
school was given as the reason for such an
increase in membership. The treasurer reported: On hand last report $9.58; received
since $6.53; paid out $10.40; balance in
treasury $5. 71. Mattie Hughes and H. A.

McCoy were appointed a committee to draft
resolutions for new work in the association.
The following resolutions were framed: 1.
Resolved that each Sunday school prepare a
paper of special Sunday school items, such as
leading thoughts gleaned from the lessons
and any important event that may occur in
the school; these papers to be forwarded to
the district secretary, from which a· paper
shall be prepared for and read at each convention. 2. Resolved that blackboard work
be adopted in the various schools as far as
practical. 3. Resolved that a Sunday school
missionary be appointed to labor in the district, and that to furnish the means to meet
all legitimate expenses, let each school hold
a special session to be known as Mission Day,
at which a collection shall be taken up for
this purpose; also the missionary shall be
empowered to take up collections at such
places as wisdom may direct. The duties of
the missionary shall be to organize schools
in places where no schools are now held; also
to make a canvass from house to house and
introduce our literature. The above resolutions were laid on the table till next convention so that each one might carefully
consider them before they were presented
for final action. The afternoon was spent in
discussing various subjects which had been
arranged previously.
SHELDON ARMSTRONG, Sec.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN
INDIANA.
Association convened at Clear Lake, Indiana, October 8, 1897, at 9:30 a. m.; Sr. J.
H. Royce superintendent, 0. H. Storey secretary pro tern., Samuel Stroh assistant.
More attention was given to the sending of
delegates than formerly, and repo1·ts were
sent in from all the schools. An interesting program had been prepared by the superintendent and published in convenient
form for distribution at the convention. The
program consisted of the following topics:
"I can't" not excusable, Mrs. Ella Houseman
Davis; "What any crayon may do," G. F.
Weston; Question, Superintendents, how do
you determine whether the day's lesson has
been generally understood or not? ''Minister and Teacher compared," (a) as to duty,
G. A. Smith; (b) as to influence, Mrs. M. L.
Corless; "Advantages of a graded system of
work,'' S. W. L. Scott; "A lesson illustrated,'' G. F. Weston. Bro. Weston not being able to attend, Bro. J. M. Baggerly was
substituted for the subjects and charts assigned to him, and also substituted for the
subject assigned to Elder S. W. L. Scott.
The other topics were all treated upon by
the persons to whom they were assigned.
Several mottoes and lesson illustrations sent
to the convention by Bro. Weston were by
vote presented to the schoal at Flint, Indiana,
and a vote of thanks accom parried by a collection of $2.45 from the convention sent to Bro.
Weston for the same. I am partially informed that some literary exercises were
given on the evening of the close of the convention. On motion the meeting adjourned
to the day previous to the next district conference at Coldwater, Michigan.
G. F. WESTON, Sec.

MiscBllanBotls DBpar!msnt
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Far West district conference will convene with the St. Joseph branch on December 11 and 12, 1897. Please let all the
branches send in full reports. Our district
Sunday school association meets on Friday,
December 10. Both conference and convention will meet in the. saints' chapel, corner
Faraon and 17th Streets.
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec.
CLARKSDALE,

Mo., Nov.

8.

SCATTERED MEMBERS.
Notice is hereby given to the following·
named members of the Holden branch, whose
whereabouts are unknown to the branch officers, that if you fail to report to the branch
before March 1, 1898, your names will be
dropped from the branch record and placed
on the church scattered list: William E.
Nisewanger, Charles I. Nisewanger, and
William H. Brake.
HENRY RESCH, Pres.
B. F. RESCH, Clerk.

A CALL FOR CASH.
To the Saints and Friends of the Decatur
District; Greeting:-We the undersigned committee duly appointed at the Lone Rock conference, October 9, 1897, make the following
statement and appeal: A. H. Smith, secretary of committee, Bluff Park or Nauvoo
reunion, wrote as follows: "To the members
of the . . . Decatur" district . . . . "As secretary of the committee I have been authorized to notify the several districts, and
request them each to appoint a soliciting
committee of three to act in unison with the
general committee, in soliciting funds to defray the expense of our next reunion."Herald, vol. 44, p. 644.
At this request we were appointed and
hereby inform you that we now appeal, asking for such donation as you may feel able to
give to make the reunion of 1898 a success.
We are willing to receive money from date,
until time to make our report.
In gospel bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
JOHN LOVELL.
D. E. DANIELS.
LAMONI,

Iowa, Nov. 4, 1897,

REUNION NOTICES.
WOODBINE REUNION, 1898.
The time of holding our annual reunion for
1898, at Woodbine, has been set for September 16 to 26. Further particulars in due
time. We will do all we can to make the
session pleasant and profitable.
Committee,
s. B. KIBLER, Pres.
s. c. DIGGLE, Sec.

BORN.
AVERY.-At Snicarte, Mason County, Illi·
nois, January 2, 1896, to Bro. Philo andfu.
Elizabeth Avery, a son, named Jesse. Blessed
October 25, 1897, by Elder M. H. Bond.
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The traveling ministry, di•trict and branch presidents
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ilsbrng department.'
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Business Manager. RPmittances should be made by
post office or express ordero, draft on Chicago, or lastly
by registered letters. Do not send checks.
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subject to the following discounts: One month's inser'.
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months, twenty~five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the ft1st or
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
per cent npon the regular rates. For reading notices,
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted)
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five centm
per line; discount as above.
(Entered at post office, Lamon!, Iowa, aa second-clam11
mail matter.)

COMMENCING SUNDAY, NOVEM·
BER 14,
trains via the Nickel Plate Road will leave
Chicago as follows: Train which formerly
left Chicago at 10: 35 a. m. will leave at
10: 25; No. 6 will leave at 2: 00 p. m., instead
of 3: 05 p. m., and will afford through sleep·
ing car accommodations to Boston, arriving
in that city at 10: 30 p. m. the following day.
The evening train will leave at 10: 15 as
formerly. All coaches in charge of colored
porters and Dining Car service unexcelled.
Every facility for the comfort of the traveling
public. Rates lower than via other lines.
J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
Street, Chicago, Illinois. H. Thorne, C. l". &
T. A., 111 Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois.
No. 34

LAMONI SOAP COMPANY.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 Nl::W YORK.

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.

The manuscript of this edition was carefully
'-OOmpared with the original authorized edition
Qf1835, which was adopted by a General Assembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enlarged, greatly aiding study and general use
·of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of :Ii.gt.res for
the old style Roman letters in section and
'page headings. The figures can be read at a
,glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, according to bindings:Cloth............ .
. ••••••••••••. $ 65
Full lea th er. • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges ............. 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
·for notes.)
THE TWO RECORDS.
The Book of Mormon and the New Testament (Inspired Translation) combined, in
large type, in one voiume. This book is de11igned especially for aged persons and other111
who prefer large-type reading matter.
Leather back and corners .......... $2 00
Seal grain russia ................... 2 50
Imitation morocco, gilt edges •••••• 3 5(1
Morocco, gilt edges ................. 4 00
REPO!:tTS.
Blank statistical reports of Sunday schools
to District Association; per dozen 10 cents.
The same for districts to General Association; per dozen 10 cents.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21,
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of~sale.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
freight and passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at
tempting prices; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsville are particularly well located for
business. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.
A. C. GOODRICH,
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.n

WANTED.
I want a man with $4,000 capital to buy a
good clean business in Lamoni, Iowa. Can
also find a good opportunity for a man with
$7,000 to invest. Full particulars given on
application. Correspondence solicited.
FRED B. BLAIR, Agent.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

This tr&ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab
Church.
I.t brings to light much of the teaching.s of
Brigham Young and other founders of the
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
ent leaders to be at variance with and their
organization a departure from the faith
taught by the eariy church and its three
standard books.
It also vindicates and maintains the general po~ition of the Reorganized Church in
succession.
A tract for the times. Just the thing with
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite
eld~rs.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
doz., 1>J cen.~!1..

The following gentlemen have consented to
act as committee pro tern. for the organization of the Lamoni Soap Company (Limited),
proposed capital $2,000.00: Bro. Charles Barrows, druggist; Bro. George Blair, post·
master; Bro. W. W. Scott, mayor. Price of
shares, $1 each. Fractional parts of a share
can be had if desired. Payment, one third
down and balance as soon as the company becomes incorporated. It will expedite matters
if friends will call or order by mail at once.
It would be especially encouraging if a considerable portion of the stock were taken by
distant friends, as we are trying to make a
beginning of what may be a considerable in·
dustrial development here. All money receipted for by above committee.
W. D. C. PATTYSON.

THE THREE BOOKS
AT POPULAR PRICES.
CHEAP AND DURABLE.
Because of the increasing demand for the
.lna!!ph·ed Translat.iion in home and
class study in general and in Sunday school
work, also because of the increasing number
of Book oi Mormon and Book of
Covenant classes being formed in various
branches of the church, and the consequent
growing demand for the "three books," the
Herald Office management has decided to
issue papular low-priced editions of each.
The books are all well bound and printed
on good paper, the paper and plates being the
same as used in higher priced editions.
They are good and durable, and with ordinary care will last the necessary wear of
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired
Translation at $1.
Orders solicited. The three standard books
of the church are now within the reach of
all.

Presidency and Priesthood.
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY.

The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orden
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
copy.
Address, David Dancer, Businesa
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrangemen ts to handle the book in quantities should
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.
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DESIC!llS,
COl"VRiClHTS &00
Anyone send;ng a sketch and deJeription may
quickly ascerb u, free. whether an invention is
probably patentable. CommunicRtions strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· 8ecuring patents
m America. \Ve have a VVasbington office.

Patents taken through Mmm & Co. receive

special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERu.JAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of

lf&l ifin~~~l~~.rn~p:~i~~~ t;6:i::!~~
8

Bcl<IK ON PATENTS sent free.

MUNN &

v=

Addrese

CO.,

361 Bro11.dw11.y, New York.

E.11
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnish®~

LAMONI

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-tnree years, and is withon(donbt
the greatest starch invention nf the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natn ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beantifnl and lasting finish. It. is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school pl!.pel:' for
children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35
cents each.
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OR NO
AY •
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three bo-xes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
nse of Quit-To-Bae. Itis a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it1 It has cured hundreds; why not you?

I

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN'.
A house in Lamon! Iowa, two squares from the bu;!,,
ness center, It has six room8, a hall, and three cloae~
imd ls conveniently arranged fora family of six or morel
ls warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fo~
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plnm, and peach trees on the two lots, which 8N
the comer of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Law.on1, IowL

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

Remember, No ~Jure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The p11rest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Pe.eked and dellvered at express office on receipt of price.
w. E. MYERS, Drnggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTU?IIN LEAVES.
NEW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio's Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
pages devoted to Current Events and History
Df Present Times.
Bingle subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
Bubscriptions to one address at $1 each, if
pa.id in advance; or mailed to single addresses at the same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at 83 per year, payable in adv:mce.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

co.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:THE

For catalogues or further ii;iformation,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

low A.

Cloth bound, ..........•.......••••...•. $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners, ...... 2
Full leather, .••.......••••••••••••••••. 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

50.
00.
50.
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of ea.ch
when ordering.
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j schism

in the denomination. It was
charged that Dr. Whitsitt was disloyal to his church and not fit to
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:
Supplemental Reading for December
preside over a Baptist seminary of
Meetings o_f paughters of Zion ... :. 747 learning. Resolutions denouncing bis
Our Respons1b1hty for Truthfulness m
Others ............................ 748 course and calling for bis withdrawal
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
from the Seminary at Louisville were
Read Carefully ....................... 748
LETTER DEPARTMENT:
adopted by several Baptist associaReply to Elder Bays.-No. 2. · · · · · · · · 748 tions in the South. This state of
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
·
Massachusetts ...................... 755 affairs has been a source of great
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
anxiety to many prominent Baptists
Northern Nebraska .................. 755
Northern Michigan ................. 755 in the South and elsewhere, who
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
have feared that the outcome of the
Bishop's Agents' Notices ............ , 755
Special Notice ....................... 755 difficulty would be a disruption of
the church. With a view to averting
THE CASE OF DR. WHITSITT AGAIN. such a calamity and restoring peace
A PEACEFUL solution of what is and harmony within the denomination,
known as the Whitsitt controversy, a number of prominent Baptists from
which has been raging for a consid- various parts of the country came
erable time in the Southern Baptist together recently at Nashville, and
Church, is again hoped for in the near drew up an appeal for unity and frafuture. The main points in the attack ternity which has been sent out to the
made upon Dr. Whitsitt by some of Southern churches. One of the leadhis brethren in the Baptist denomina- ing sections of this appeal, which we
tion are thus summarized in the Chi- find in The Religious Herald of Richcago Standard: (1) That in an article mond, is as follows:contributed by Dr. Whitsitt to The
"We regard Dr. Whitsitt as a com·
Independent he bad spoken of persons petent historian, but we would not, in
as Baptists who did not practice im- this statement, shield him from any fair
mersion, instead of using the more criticism for his opinion that the Engcorrect term, Anabaptist; (2) that in lisb Anabaptists first adopted immeran article in Johnson's Cyclopedia he sion for baptism in or about the year
wrote: "The earliest organized Bap- 1641, and we protest that it is unbaptist church belongs to the year 1610 or tistic to criticize him as a Baptist for
1611," thereby implying, so it was this opinion; for, if we accept said
claimed, that there had been no opinion as a test of Dr. Whitsitt's
churches with Baptist principles any- orthodoxy, we thereby make a new
where in the world before that date; test of orthodoxy and surrender the
(3) that in bis book he omitted impor- time-honored Baptist principle of the
taut clauses and sentences from his Bible, and the Bible alone, our only
quotations from William Ki:ffin, Praise- guide in all matters of faith and pracgod Barebone, Ed ward Barber, Henry tise. And as we depart from this old
Bullinger, and others; (4) that he landmark into this new test, we come
borrowed from Dr. Henry M. Dexter to the violation of another honored
quotations from authorities which are Baptist principle-freedom of speech;
incorrect, and which Dr. Dexter for Dr. Whitsitt is avowedly in 'hearty
wrongly interprets in bis parenthetical accord with his Baptist brethren in
comments, errors and incorrect expla- every distinctive principle which they
nation being all adopted without re- hold.' He has not uttered one word
mark by Dr. Whitsitt.
contrary to the Bible or Baptist faith;
These utterances and statements by he has simply expressed his opinion
Dr. Whitsitt have been strongly re- about a matter of history. If, then'
sented by many Baptists in the South- he be displaced for his opinion, it will
ern Church, as our readers know, and not be Dr. Whitsitt who is sacrificed,
the controversy arising bas assumed I but our old Baptist principle of freesuch dimensions as to threaten a i dom of speech. We do not intend to
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argue the merits of the case, or to express any preference for Dr. Whitsitt,
but to call the attention of our brethren to the fact that these two great
Baptist principles of appeal to the
Bible only and freedom of speech are
in danger of being lost to tts by this
attack upon the president of our Seminary, if it be successful.
"lt would be a calamitous error to
condition faith and fellowship among
Baptists upon a post-apostolic history
or tradition, rather than upon the
pure Word of God, and to restrict
freedom of speech by the commandments of men. We are aware that
many brethren honestly grieved at
Dr. Whitsitt's utterances, are proceeding against him in all good faith,
and do not intend an attack upon these
two ancient Baptist principles. We
deeply sympathize with their earnest
spirit, but we deplore the fact that
their actions will reach beyond their
intentions, and if they strike down
Dr. Whitsitt, for the causes allege!l,,
they will also strike down these two
old landmarks. What is true with
reference to the history of English
Baptists in 1641 will soon be brought
to light, if it be possible to get at the
real facts. We would accord brethren
on either side of this discussion full
freedom of speech; but we are opposed
to either side making their opinions a
test of Baptist faith and fellowship;:
we deprecate the passage of such
resolutions by our associations and
conventions as tend to establish this
test of fellowship; and we call on our
brethren to stand with us as we stand
by these old landmarks,"
The appeal is accompanied with a
long statement from Dr. Whitsitt himself intended to remove certain misapprehensions which have gained
currency throughout the South concerning his utterances. The first of
these misapprehensions grew out of
the fact that Dr. Whitsitt used the
term "Baptist" to describe a sect who,
were not at the time ''in the practice
of immersion." The paper now submitted by Dr. Whitsitt sets out that
the articles wherein this use of the,
word occurs dealt with a period of
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The newspapers tell of a search that is betransition, when the English Anabap·
tists, ~having rejected infant baptism ing made in the Vatican archives for an
official report by Pontius Pilate on the trial
and holding to the doctrine of aJ re· and crucifixion of Jesus. One of the New
generate church membership, had not York dailies, taking advantage of the interyet emerged into the full light of est aroused by the statement, came out with
New-Testament teaching. The paper what purported to be this official report of
further shows that the Ufle of the term Pilate's, taking care to affix a copyrighted
nutice to the translation. A writer in a rival
''Baptist" to describe the Anabaptists daily
gives what seems to be the true history
in this transition period "is well es- of this document. In 1883 Rev. W. D. Mahan
tablished among the best writers of went from thi'l country to Rome and, with
Baptist history," and quotations are some assistance, translated the "Acts Pilati" II
given in support of this statement -documents long known to scholars but conunauthentic-and other MSS. of like
from the "Bamfield Document,'' from sidered
character, which were published in the
Crosby, and from Robinson.
"Archko Volume" in Philadelphia, in 1887.
Of the much-discussed statement in Fro'TI this volume this report of Pilate's has
the Encyclopedia article .that "the been taken in full!-The Literary Digest, Noearliest organized Baptist church be- vember 20, 1897.
longs to the year 1610 or 1611," Dr.
SINGULAR ACT OF THE POPE.
Whitsitt says: "Here I was speaking
A Rome correspondent telegraphs that
of English Baptisti, and had their hisgeneral surprise was recently cursed by the
tory exclusively in mind."
unusual action of the Pope in creating three
The remainder of the paper deals brothers named Economos Roman Counts.
with the charge that Dr. Whitsitt has These gentlemen belong to the Greek Church
"garbled" his quotations in his "Ques- and are Turkish subjects, so that it seerlied
tion in Baptist History," and has ex- curious that his Holiness should select them
for an honor which few good Catholics have
hibited unfairness as a historian.
been able to obtain. It is now announced
Referring to these explanations by that the brothers Economos have shown their
Dr. Whitsitt, The Standard (Baptist, gratitude in practical princely fashion by
sending the Pope 2,000,000 !ires to be devoted
Chicago) says:to the work in which his Holiness takes such
"It will be seen that Dr. Whitsitt profound interest, the bringing about of a repractically admits some degree of union of the Christian churches. The brothers
haste or lack of care in his published Economos reside at Triest, and their fortune
utterances which perhaps gave some is estimated at 200,000,000 francs. Rome now
confidently expects that they will become
ground for criticism. Beyond this he converted in due course.-Ohicago Tribune.
will not and cannot go. When the attempt is made to impeach his orthodoxy
COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.
on this slender ground, it can be nothing
Czar Nicholas, before leaving St. Petersless than absurd. He bas now done
what bis opponents demanded that be burg for Darmstadt, where he is now staying
with his consort on a visit to his brother-inshould do- namely, be bas explained law, the Grand Duke of Hesse, gave orders
the slips and supposed slips in bis for the drafting of a decree, which he exbook. They are not entirely excusa- presses his intention of signing immediately
ble, but they are trivial. Let us hope on his return to Russia, and which provides
that bis admission will be received in for the introduction of compulsory education,
free of cost, for all classes of the population.
a. kindly spirit. We need to stand to- This move on his part is encountering an imgether and work together. If two peo- mense amount of opposition, especially in
ple who have bad a misunderstanding government circles, where it is argued that
are resolved to go a little more than the principal source and cause of Nihilism is
half-way, they are sure to meet-and the over education of the lower classes of the
b d
h th th
t · th population, for whom no occupation in keeping
n~ O Y cares w e er
ey mee rn e with their intellectual attainments can be prom1ddle or somewhere else. The meet- . vided or found, and who are therefore so dising and the handshake banish the satisfied with their lot that their discontent
calculating spirit that measures con- takes the form of anarchy and nihilism.-E111.
cessions. We are sure that all that
either side desires in this matter is an
Following the action of Austria in demandhonorable and speedy settlement. If ing payment of claims due the Oriental
no further obstacle remains to prevent railroad, an Austrian corporation, for transso happy a result-andjwe do not see portation of Turkish troops during the late
war, Russia has peremptorily warned Turkey
a.ny such obstacle-the sooner things that she must pay the war debt due Russia,
a.re smoothed over the better for us and not use the funds paid her by Greece in
a.11."-Literary Digest, Nnv. 6, 1897.
increasing her navy.
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Herald and Self= Pronouncing
Bible.
THE Herald Office has decided to offer
its patrons an excellent opportunity
to secure a useful and valuable pre·
mi um - the celebrated '•Self - Pronouncing Sunday School Teachers'
Bible," the same as the ''Oxford
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in
good large print bourgeois type with
.

'

. '

'

.

margmal references; prmted on thm
paper, flexible binding; size Si- x 6t.

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE.

For one (1) new subscriber to the
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will
send the HERALD for one year to any
address and a copy of the Bible to the
remitter.
Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50
each, cash accompanying orders, will
receive a copy of the Bible.
This Bible has been purchased by a
number and has become a favorite
volume for ministerial and Sunday
school work. It gives entire satisfaction.
We want one thousand new subscribers for the HERALD within the
next ninety days. The church paper
has been reduced in price and should
circulate in every home of and be read
by all Latter Day Saints.
Here is an excellent opportunity to
aid the cause and to secure a first
class help in general work, a serviceable and up to date Bible.
We hope to hear from all interested
at once.
Does the HERALD circulate among
all the families of your branch? If
not, it ought to reach them. Can you
not help us to place it in the hands of
all the membership, also among those
not of the faith? Strangers will read
it and take it. Try them, and let us
bear .from you.
lil.;:~Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER·
ALD free on application.
Address,
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.
•Hearken to the word Of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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ABOMINABLE TEJl.CHINGS
MORMONISM.

OF UTAH

PAST TEACHINGS INDORSED BY PRESENT LEADERS.
SIGNIFICANT STATEMENTS IN THE LIGHT
OF PRESENT CLAIMS AND MISSION ARY
EFFORTS OF THE UTAH PRIESTHOOD.

men, great and·
small, of the priesthood of the Utah
Church, are engaged in a missionary
propaganda throughout the United
States in general, also in other portions of the world; making the States
the leading center of their operations.
The claim made by these men is:
that they are the "true Latter Day
Saints;" that they represent unadulterated Latter Day Saintism as taught
by Joseph Smith the Prophet and
other early elders of the church who
were called to preach the gospel of
Jesus Christ; that they are in affiliation with and are sent out by the
original church; that the "Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints"-the lawful continuation
of and in succession to the original
church, and presided over by Joseph
Smith, eldest son of Joseph Smith
the Martyr, the legal and duly appointed successor to his father in the
Presidency-is not the true church,
but a departure, a faction of the original.
When confronted with statements
of facts; viz., that Brigham Young,
John Taylor, and Wilford Woodruff,
as Presidents of the Utah Church,
with other men at the head and in the
ranks of that body, did both teach and
practice polygamy, and make it a
cardinal principle of their faith, and
did also teach and indorse other corrupt practices;-these men now state
that ''polygamy is a thing of the
past;" that it is not now an issue between the two churches; that since
the issuance of President Woodruff's
REPRESENTATIVE

·'manifesto" (so-called) polygamy is
dispensed with; hence that the ground
of popular prejudice and objection to
them as a body has been removed, and
that tbey now stand clear before the
world. Tbey also deny that other
corrupt dogmas are now preached or
practiced.
Acting upon this assumption large
bodies of Utah elders are patrolling
the country, distributing tracts, do~ng
some preaching (such as are able) and
creating quite a sensation, if nothing
more.
Late issues of the Chicago Tribune
have given accounts of the efforts of
Apostles Francis M. Lyman and
Matthias F. Cowley, who a<pplied to
Dr. John H. Boyd, Pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, of Evanston,
Illinois, for the use of his pulpit, and
who, according to the Tribune, claimed
that the Doctor "should extend to
them the same courtesy that other
preachers enjoyed," and "proceeded
to argue the point," etc., etc. They
were to return to "hire a hall" and
prosecute missionary work.
The Des Moines Leader, of November 7, has a lengthy account of "A
Mormon Propaganda in Iowa." Kansas City, Minneapolis, and numerous
other papers also contain accounts of
the work of Utah elders, who teach
some principles of Christianity, and
who make claim to belief in Christianity pure and simple.
In the light of these facts, in the
interests of truth, and that our readers and others may be informed, to
some extent, concerning the true attitude of the Utah Church, we publish
the statements which follow, uttered
or written by their representatives,
and published in their own papers.
It should be remembered that when
pressed to answer, Utah elders con·
fess belief in polygamy as a "celestial
principle" essential to '·celestial sal vation;" hence the manifestly deceptive
character of their efforts.
Tbe subject matter will reveal, to
, some extent, the abominable character
of their teachings; also that they have
prostituted and departed from the

No. 47.
faith of the "Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.''
From the Utah Enquirer, October
19, in account of Utah Stake quarterly
conference:Elder G. Reynolds took pleasure in testifying to the noble character of President B.
Young and said he knew he was a prophet of
God.
Apostle A. 0. Woodruff next spoke. He
said Pres. B. Young was not only the founder
of this great institutioo, but that he was also
the founder of this great commonwealth.
Saturday afternoon the firat speaker at the
stake conference was President D.tvid John.
He felt that the saints ought to rejoice in
their knowledge of God, his attributes and
powers, making them in no way dependent
on the opinions or scientific theories of men.
We are, the children of God, begotten as
0th.er children; that is, we also had a mother
in the eternal world.
Apostle Woodruff regretted to see so many
empty seats and so few young people in attendance . . . .
Supt. L. E. Eggersten explained to the
[Sunday school] children the obj'1ct of meeting with parents in conference. It was ·
mainly to make children acquainted with the
authorities of the church.
Supt. A. L. Booth led the children in
questions and answers relating to the general
authorities of the church.

From the Deseret News of October 8,
account of General Conference:Elder John W. Taylor of the Council
of the Apostles was the next speaker. He
dwelt for some time upon the great value
of the living oracles of the church, which, he
sa,id, were of more value than the written
word. He quoted facts and statements embodied in the sacred history of past ages in
support of this view. He then showed that
God had required his people, at various
stages of their history, to perform certain
works. The expression of the divine will in
this '.regard could not be conveyed in what
had been written. It invariably came
through his living oracles whom he had
called and appointed as the channel through
which bis will should be communicated.

[Elder Francis M. Lyman
spoke on the '•living oracles."]

also

President Wilford Woodruff spoke bridly
upon the comparative' value of the living
oracles and the written word of God; also
upon the privilege of the priesthood and
saints generally to possess the spirit of revelation, and know the mind,Jof God in:respt ct
to their individual duties.

From the Provo, Utah, Enquirer,
of October 29:-
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AS TO DOCTRINE.
son that, "They believed in the doctrine of topics, but others are not; and it is
PRESIDENT PARTRIDGE WRITES A LETTER polygamy the practice of which was contrary important that the real status of quesANSWERING THE QUESTIONS ASKED BY
to the laws of the Kingdom,,, although it was
tion's involved be comprehended.
REV. WILKS IN OUR RECENT CONnot shown that the elders ever advocated the
2. The "Church of Jesus Christ of
TROVERSY-ONE MINIS'.rER'S
practice in that country, but the reverse.
Latter
Day Saints" was organized on
REMARKS.
Now as to the qutstion of Jesus being a
Editor Eriquirer:-For some time there has polygamist or even a married man, I don't the 6th of April, 1830, by Joseph
been a little controversy, if it may be so know of any revelation on the subject, but Smith, Oliver Cowdery, and others.
_called, going on through your columns, con- arguing from the intimate relationship exist- It was organized by divine commandcernlng "Mormon," or Latter Day Saint doc- ing between Jesus and some of his female
ment and authority, made manifest
trine of what is generally termed polygamy followers and from the standpoint of marand
conferred by the revelations of
or a plurality of wives, in connection with riage being a divine relationship of the sexes,!
God the Father and Jesus Christ, his Son.
see nothiDg unreasonable to conclude that he the Holy Spirit and the ministrations
Now while I do not think it profitable or had entered into the holy union, it being a of angels.
The organization was
wise to enter into a lengthy discussion on divine institution and having never been spo- brought about as a "restoration" of
these subjects, at the present time, it seems ken against by him. I am not prepared to
the church, in the latter days-the
to me that some straightforward answers say how far he may, or may not have entered
should be given to the question propounded into that holy relationship with the faithful ''dispensation of the fullness of times."
by a reverend gentleman of this city.
women who loved him. But this with me is It claimed to be a restoration of primiAs I understand the orthodox doctrines of only a matter of speculation and not profita- tive Christianity, pure and simple;
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day ble to teach as doctrine.
basing the claim upon the statements
Saints, there is nothing contained therein
The same arguments will apply to the
of the Holy Scriptures concerning the
that we should not be willing that all men other proposition of the Father having a
may understand when they are desirous of female companion. I am free to say that for departure of the early ch:urch into
learning the truth for the truth's sake. Per- myself I cannot conceive of a father in the apostasy and the restoration; also
haps it would not be wise to impute to the nature that we understand him to be the upon the facts of history; both of
reverend gentleman other than the best of father of our spirits without associatinD' with which show that during the period
motives for the articles he has written, and him a mother also, as is so beautiful!; porthat followed the days of Christ and
laying aside all reference to innuendoes or un- trayed by one of our most popular hymns
kind and unchristian inferences, I will inform composed by Sister Eliza R. Snow. Further the apostles there had been a departhe gentleman, by your leave through your than that I am not prepared to go at present. ture, an apostasy, from Christianity;
columns, some of my own sentiments regardIt has always been to me a matter of won- that the early Christian Church had
ing the subject to which his questions relate. der that men who profess to be followers of departed from the faith to that extent
We have a few books which contain the Christ should entertain such bitterness
that complete transgression and spirexposition of principles accepted as orthodox against their fellow men who are equally beby the church and which have been passed lievers in his divine mission, simply because itual darkness ensued, involving a loss
upon as such by the elders bearing the high they differ in their views regarding the plan of authority to minister for God; that
priesthood and the church in General Con- of salvation. I can easily understand how said conditiQn of apostasy continued
ference assembled. The contents of these are men may differ in their faith, and all be during the Dark Ages and on, until
books acknowledged as the doctrines of the based upon the written word as contained in
with the developments of the Reforchurch and the word of God. Other works the Bible, for I am informed that "no one
hav.e ?een publi~hed such as newspapers, can understand the things of God but by the mation there came a degree of light,
per10dicals, the Journal of Discourses, etc., Spirit of God." Therefore, unless all are in which through the work of the Refor disseminating the word, _defending our possession of that Spirit there will necessa-· formers and of others prepared the
princip!Rs, and for the edification of the rily be differences of opinions. But how men way for civil and religious liberty and
saints, which are not given as the word of can reside among the Latter Day Saints,
God only so far as they conform to the doc- meet them, and shake hands with them, and an authorized restoration of a gospel
trines contained in the accepted works. In- may listen to their public discourses if they dispensation, with apostolic authority
spired men speak as moved upon by the choose, and then make such barefaced false to again build up and establish the
Holy Ghost; men may speak when not so statements as it was reported to me a week church, that the gospel might be
moved upon, but when a prophet savs or so ago that one gentleman did who prepreached in all the world as a witness
"Thus saith the Lord," the people are ~o~ tends to the title of reverend, and to be a
justified in rejecting his testimony. So much follower of the meek and lowly Jesus, unless before the second advent of the Mesby way of explanation.
he is a depraved wretch and a wicked sinner siah.
It will be seen from this brief stateThe principle of plurality of wives was himself, is something of a mystery. He is
given by revelation from God to the Prophet said to have stated to a woman of this city that ment that the church did not make
Joseph Smith and was practiced by divine the Mormons were all whoremongers. and that claim to' 'apostolic succession" through
commandment, but the principle was re- the temple which we have erected- for holy any continuing body or sect; but
jected by the government of the United purposes was only forimmoral purposes. When
claimed a restoration of apostolic auStates and such pressure brought to bear men who ought to know us and be somewhat
upon its practice that after much suffering acquainted with our abhorrence of evil doiDg thority, in contradistinction to the:
had been endured by the people, the Lord and especially of our sentiments regarding un- claims of Greek or Roman Catholics
moved upon his servant, Wilford Woodruff chastity, it is very hard for me to believe in or of Protestants, or others. '
to proclaim the discontinuance of the prac~ their honesty. Respectfully,
3. The recognized standards of autice. But no one need think that God bas
EDWARD PARTRIDGE.
thority by which the church was to be
changed his mind as to the truth of the
1. In" commenting upon the foregogoverned are named in the following
principle. Truth is eternal and will never ing we shall presume, not upon the
revelations given to the church in
change. s.ome peo~le appear not to compre- information of the reader but th t
February,
1831, through the prophet,
·her.d the difference m the belief of a doctrine
a
and the practice of it. At one time, in the 1 some who read ar~ unacquainted with Joseph Smith:Hawaiian Kingdom, the officers of the gov- the facts concernmg true and false
A!ld again, the elders, priests, and teachers
ernment decided that the Mormon elders Latter Day Saintism. Many of our of this church shall teach the principles of
should not solemnize marriages for. the rea- readers are well informed upon those my gospel which are in the Bible and the
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Book of Mormon, in the which is the fullness
of the gospel; and they shall observe the
covenants and church articles to do them,
and these shall be their teachings, as they
shall be directed by the Spirit; and the
Spirit shall be given unto you by the prayer
of faith, and if ye receive not th~ Spirit ye
shall not teach.-D. C. 42: 5.
Thou shalt take the things which thou
hast received, which have been given unto
thee in my scriptures for a law, to be my law,
to govern my church; and he that doth according to these things, shall be saved, and
he that doeth them not shall be damned, if
he continues.-D. C. 42: 16.

The three standard books, the Bible,
the Book of Mormon, and the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants, were adopted
by the church in general assemblies, as
standards containing the law of God
and articles of government by which
the church was to be governed.
A revelation to the church contains
the following instruction:Neither shall anything be appointed unto
any of this church contrary to the church
covenants, for all things must be done in order and by common consent in the church,
etc.-D. C. 27: 4.
And again, every person who belongeth to
this Church of Christ shall observe to keep
all the commandments and covenants of the
church.-D. C. 42: 21.

4. The church was "regularly organized and established agreeably to
the laws of our country, by the will
and commandments of God." (D. C.
17: 1.)
Loyalty to civil governments was
enjoined upon the church by the fol, lowing and by other commandments
and enactments by the church itself:Let no man break the laws of the land, for
he that keepeth the laws of God hath no
need to break the laws of the land; wherefore be subject to the powers that be, until
He reigns whose right it is to reign, and subdues all enemies under bis feet. Behold, the
laws which ye have received from my hand
are the laws of the church, and in th is light
ye shall bold them forth. Behold, here is
wisdom.-D. C. 58: 5.

5. The position of the church on
the marriage relation is briefly stated
in the following:And he answered and said unto them, Have
ye not read, that he which made them at the
beginning made them male and female, and
said, For this cause shall a man leave father
and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and
they twain shall be one flesh? Wherefore
they are no more twain, but one flesh. What
therefore God hath joined together, let not
man put asunder. They say unto him, Why
did Moses then command to give a writing of
divorcement, and to put her away? He saith
unto them, Moses because of the hardness of
your hearts suffered you to put away your
wives: but from the beginning it was not so.

And I say unto you, Whosoever shall put
away his wife, except it be for forriication,
and shall marry another, committeth adultery; and whoso marrieth her which is put
away doth commit adultery.-Matt. 19: 4-9.
And were it not that I must speak unto you
concerning a grosser crime [than pride], my
heart would rejoice exceedingly, because of
you. But the word of God burthens me because
of your grosser crimes. For behold, thus saith
theLord, This people begin to wax in iniquity;
they understand not the seriptures: for they
seek to excuse themselves in committing
whoredoms, because of the things which were
written concerning David, and Solomon his
son. Behold, David and Solomon truly had
n:.any wives and concubines, which thing was
abominable before me, saith the Lora, wherefore, thus saith the Lord, I have led this people forth out of the land of Jerusalem, by the
power of mfne arm, that I might raiso up
unto me a righteous branch from the fruit of
the loins.of Joseph. "Wherefore, I, the Lord
God, will not suffer that this yeople shall do
like unto them of old. Wherefore, my
brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word
of the Lord: For there shall not any man
among you have save it be one wife, and concubines he shall haYe none: For I, the Lord
God, delighteth in the chastity of women.
And whoredoms are an abomination before
me: thus saith the Lord of hosts.-Wberefore, this people shall keep my commandments, saith the Lord of hosts, or cursed be
the land for their sakes.-Book of Mormon;
Jacob 2: 6, pp. 115, 116.

when they have answered "Yes," he shall
pronounce them "husband and wife" in
the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and by
virtue of the laws of the country and authority vested in him: "May God add his
blessings and keep you to fulfill your covenants from henceforth and forever. Amen."
-D. C. 111: 2.

The foregoing is but a portion that
might be cited to the same effect.
7. At the death of Joseph Smith, in
June, 1844, the church had been built
up by the preaching of the gospel of
Christ, and the items of faith cited
had been taught from 1830to1844. It
then numbered about two hundred
thousand (200,000) souls, with about
thirty thousand (30, 000) settled in
and about Nauvoo, Illinois, the remainder being located elsewhere in
the States, Canada, Great Britain, etc.
At the death of Mr. Smith, in 1844,
Brigham Young, then president of
the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles,
assumed the leadership, and in 1847
and later succeeded in persuading
about ten thousand (10,000) of the
membership to follow his exodus to
Utah: his subsequent membership being composed mostly of new elements,
proselytes from Europe.
From a revelation given to the
(The Reorganized Church began its
church in February, 1831:work in 1851, and is composed of
Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy elders and members of the original
heart, and shall cleave unto her and none
church who refused to follow the
else; and he that looketh upon a woman to
lust after her, shall deny the faith, and shall leadership and exodus of Brigham
not have the Spirit; and if he repents not, Young. It also includes those subse·
he ~hall be cast out.-D. C. 42: 7.
quently baptized into the church in
When the elders were sent on a the United States, Canada, Great
mission to the Shakers, who did not Britain, etc. Its President is Joseph
believe in marriage, the following Smith, eldest son of Joseph Smith,
commandment was received: and the lawful successor to his father
And again, I say unto you, that whoso for- in the Presidency of the church.
It
biddeth to marry, is not ordained of God, for
has steadfastly adhered to the Bible,
marriage is ordained of God unto man;
wherefore it is lawful that he should have one the Book of Mormon, and the Book
wife, and they twain shall be one flesh, and of Doctrine and Covenants, the stand·
all this that the earth might answer the end ard books and containing the original
of its creation; and that it might be filled faith.
It denounced polygamy in
with the measare of man, according to his
Utah before Brigham Young publicly
creation before the world was made.-D. C.
proclaimed the dogma. It has per49:3.
The following is also in evidence:- sistently opposed the false positions
Marriage should be celebrated with prayer and practices of the Utah Church. It
and thanksgiving; and at the solemnization, has been loyal to the laws of our
the persons to be married, standing together, country and is purely American in
the man on the right, and the woman on the spirit. It has contributed largely to
left, shall be addressed, by the person officithe education of public sentiment
ating, as he shall be direotM by the Holy
Spirit; and if there be no legal objections, he against polygamy in Utah, and has
shall say, calling each by their names: "You assisted the passage of legislation for
both mutually agree to be each other's com- its suppression, in the interest of all
panion, husba1Jd and wife, observing the concerned.)
legal rights belonging to this condition; that
Polygamy was practiced by Brigis, keeping yourselves wholly for each other,
ham
Young, by most if not all of his
and from all others, during your lives." And
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leading subordinates, and by others, \whom we have to do." Other teach-\ of blasphemy. Not even the name of
without being clearly affirmed as a I ings, with practices equally abomina- ' the Almighty himself, nor that of the
doctrine, until August 29, 1852, over ble, emanating from the lower Christ, the Anointed of God, escapes
eight years after the death of Joseph regions, from Satan himself, were the darkness and evil that has proSmith, when it was openly proclaimed freely and repeatedly set forth by ceeded from the apostasy that prea church tenet, by Brigham Young. Brigham and his misguided associates. vails irt Utah. It must needs be
Using the prestige of Smith's name, Sermons showing such teachings were stirred if it is ever to be purified by
Young declared that Joseph Smith published and sold by elders in the the cleansing forces of truth that are
had received a revelation in July, 1843, Utah Church at home and abroad. to agitate the elements within it that
commanding the teaching and practice (See Journal of Discourses, volumes 1- assume to be wholesome and clean.
of "celestial marriage" or polygamy. 4.) Volume 4 of the Journal, con- No wonder it shuns investigation and
He presented what he claimed was ''a taining the worst features of such doc- counsels and demands of its pri.estcopy" of the original, stating that trines, is now on our desk before us. hood that no discussions be held with
Emma, the wife of Joseph Smith, had
Utah elders abroad, as stated, deny elders of the Reorganized Church.
burned the original. This the latter that such things should be mentioned, Apostles Lyman and Cowley did not
denied, maintaining until her death Some of the younger element may not explain to Dr. Boyd, when demanding
that her husband neither taught nor know what their early leaders did use of his pulpit and a hearing, that
practiced polygamy; and that she was teach. All, however, so far as we Elders of the Reorganization were dethe only woman who bore to him the have seen or heard from them, nied such hearing in Utah.
relationship of wife.
when pressed to make direct unii. Briefly then to close: Brigham
The assertions of Brigham Young, equivocal answer, confess belief in Young is still a "noble" character
that Joseph Smith received the reve- polygamy as' essential to "celestial among Utah Mormons.
His past
lation on polygamy, rest upon the glory;" hence adherence to it as a arbitrary tyrannical rule by which
statementsofhimselfandothersguilty principle that must be practiced as subordinates were taught to "obey
of the practice of polygamy, and who essential to celestial "exaltation," is counsel," follow "file leaders" and "do
have also believed in and supported the logic of thei:r position. Some we as told," together with his abominaother and kindred evils.
have questioned defend all other evils ble teachings and practices and evil
Revelations given to the church in taught by Utah leaders past and as works in general, are still "indo:rsed"'
the days of Joseph Smith were regu- "conditional truths" "for their time in Utah.
larly and officially examined and and place." We know of none who
The counsel of leaders - "living
passed upon by all the quorums, each unequivocally reject them as princi- oracles"-is still to be followed as of
acting for itself, and by the general ples.
old, in preference to the written word
ass<>mblies or conferences of the
9. In the face of the foregoing mat- -the law of God. Jesus taught men
church. The revelation presented by ter,-a tithe of which only has been to live by what "is written." BrigBrigham Young was never so pre- presented, both of utterances of Utah hamism substitutes other gods-the
sented. Eight years after the date elders and of items of church doctrine living oracles-for the God of holy
claimed for its reception it was forced and history that condemn them,-the writ, the God of Israel. President
upon the Utah people under the domi- reader may readily discern the true Woodruff talks about "individual"
nation of Brigham's then practically position of the Utah Church at pres- duties; but the members are to follow
absolute rule.
ent, and what the protestations of its living oracles as they direct.
The teachings and life of Joseph elders amount to, and how far they
The apathetic condition of the peoSmith refute the statements that are to be relied upon.
ple is hinted at. Other matter, not
would fasten the authorship upon
They are doing an evil work of republished, showed several refer·
him, and prove them to be false. misrepresentation. They are not the ences to prevailing immorality among
However, had Joseph Smith been the true, but false Latter Day Saints. some of the people. Many of the
author of said revelation, that would Their organization has put the work Utah people are not guilty of such
not have authorized its acceptance. of God to shame, and their present things, however, be it said in justice
It was contrary to church articles, the efforts would hinder its progress and to them. However all are blinded
fundamental principles of the faith.
altogether belie the Church of Christ, and misguided by their leaders.
Joseph Smith left no children ex- were it not for the work done and
President Partridge's communicacept those born to him by his wife being done by the "Reorganized tion suggests much thought for com.Emma.
Church," the true church in succes- ment, b"ut the length of this article
8. Brigham Young, Jedediah Grant, sion. Courts of the land have decided admonishes that a fuller analysis be
Heber C. Kimball, and other Utah the Reorganized Church so to be-the left for the reader, who will hardly
leaders believed in and taught the lawful continuation of the original need to have its most repulsive feadoctrine of "bloodatonemeni;,""Adam- church; als~' that the Utah Church is tures enlarged upon. His references
God," etc.; that if a man was in dan- a departure and an apostasy there-1 to the ''books" indorsed by the origiger of apostatizing from the church from.
nal church in the days of Joseph
his soul would and should be saved
10. The utterances quoted from Smith the Martyr, are to be considby "shedding his blood;" that "Adam 1 Utah are far from pleasant reading. ered in the light of statements of the
1
is our God and the only God with i Some of them contain nothing short 1 Utah Church authorities concerning
'I

I

I'
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"living oracles," who have denied
the teachings of said books, both in
theory and in practice. The Brighamite Church left out the article on
"marriage" in its 1876 edition of the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants, and
substituted therefor the so-called
revelation of 1843, which commands
the practice of polygamy and other
evils. The Journal of Discourses referred to by '•President Partridge,"
contains reports of sermons delivered
by Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, et al. on the subjects of bloodatonement, divorce, etc. Reference
to these books has been called out
by some clergyman who has been
calling attention to the past and present attitude of Utah Church leaders.
Partridge says:But no one need think that God has
changed his mind as to the truth of the principle.
Truth is eternal and will never
change. Some people appear not to comprehend the difference in the belief of a doctrine
and the practice of it.

This, he states, in reference to
polygamy. One may see from this
where the church stands in regard to
the delectable dogma.
The Utah
Church is true to its Ishmaelitish nature and tendencies. Like the son of
Hagar it was sent into the desert, and
is determined to stay there. The
Lord declared that the rebellious were
"not of the blood of Ephraim"-the
children of-promise and to whom pertains the work of leading and gathering Israel in the latter days. He also
declared through the prophet, Joseph
Smith, that the rebellious should be
"sent away," out of "the land of
Zion." They went, under Brigham
Young, "to a salt land," as those
"who departed from the Lord," who
trusted "in man." and made "flesh"
their arm." (Jer. 17: 5, 6.)
Polygamy is a leading principle in
Mohammedanism, the religion of the
Ishmaelite with Mohammed bis false
prophet. It occupies its natural place
in a system that is illegitimate and a
departure from God and his law.
The logic and philosophy of the situation is plain.
The depraved references to the
Father and the Son, whom we worship, are the natural sequences or results of the spirit of Brighamism.
We pass them by without further
notice. They need little or no comment for any reader who would
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rightly judge the spirit that could
prompt such blasphemies. We speak
plainly; it is not a trifling matter with
1
which we are dealing. We would be
gratified could we have reason to believe the situation in Utah to be otherwise than it is.
We have not written in bitterness
or harshness to the Utah people.
Many of them are honest, but terribly
deceived and misled. The truest work
we can do for them is to show the real
condition of affairs and thus assist in
bringing about their deliverance.
This is a part of the mission of the
Reorganized Church, and it is trying
to do it. It is its work to contend for,
to vindicate, and make the faith honarable in the eyes of all people, that
they may see the light and come to it.
We cannot credit men "with abborrence of evildoing" who sustain
the Utah Church in wrong. We cannot and will not credit 'them with
what they ask when their own statements prove their claims and assertions to be false and misleading. Out
of their own mouths they stand condemned. We have presented but a
small portion of the evidence against
them, however.
Let the facts be submitted to a
candid world.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. I. N. WHITE wrote a brief word
concerning his debate at Kosoma,
Indian Territory, of late date. His
letter is dated '•In depot at Springfield, Missouri, November 17," and is
as follows:My debate at Kosoma, Indian Territory,
that closed on the 14th inst. was a hotly contested one. The forty or fifty you'ng saints
that attended were greatly confirmed in the
faith. They saw that they had embraced a
faith that neither faded by time nor could be
shaken by sectarian winds. I went into the
debate with poor health, and came out feeling fine. It was marvelous to me. Bro.
Toney will give items to Herald, which I
hope you will find space for. I go to Ulinton
to-day, having been commanded to go there
by the Spirit. The brethren at Standley,
Indian Territory, are on the move, and Bro.
Ellis Short's work in a :financial way is commendable. He looks to the interest of the
work.

Bro. E. A. Stedman, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, November 16:This leaves me in fair health and feeling
well in 1,rospel work. Baptized two more last
Sunday, the 14th, and have been having some
very good meetings of late, and feel that the
work is onward here in this mission. Expect

Bro. I. N. Roberts this way soon. Have not
seen those men from Utah for some time.
They keep clear of us here, and will not meet
the issue.

Bro. D. M. Rudd, Bayard,
braska, the 11th inst. :-

Ne-

I believe some here will soon obey the gospel. Six were baptized by Bro. Porter at
Maxwell, October 24. Lots of work to do.

Bro. J. M. Baggerly, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, November 16:I am still in this city, as the audiences
seem increasing and the interest also. I have
been preaching about every evening for two
weeks. Last eve was rainy and gloomy, yet
there was a good audience in the hall. It is
hard to get Brn. Grant or Evans to assist me
in the preaching, as they say the people wish
to hear me. There seems to be a re vi val of
gospel work here now. Bro. Grant and
others have builded well. I like to preach
here.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ATTENTION is called to the practice of
some who send notices for publication,
to the effect that scattered members
will be taken from branch or district
records if not heard from within a
specified time. Branches and districts
are not authorized to take such action. A rule adopted by General
Conference provides that names shall
not be dropped from records except
in case of removal, death, or expulsion. Members may be indicated as
"scattered members" on the records
of branches or districts; but in no
case should such scattered members
be dropped from the records as such.
Brethren who have business projects to advertise are respectfully and
kindly referred to t!ie advertising
columns of the HERALD cover. We
cannot publish such matter in the
Letter Department.
Bro. E. E. Williams, of Marceline,
Missouri, wrote on the 13th inst. that
the few saints there need help from
the ministry. They have a few ready
for baptism. Some noisy and demonstrative "evangelists" had been laboring there, teaching the people of a
Savior, but denying his teachings, etc.
Bro. Columbus Scott has been doing some excellent literary work for
the church, through the columns of
the Des Moines, Iowa, Sunday Leader.
The issue of that paper for the 14th
inst. contains on one of its first pages
a two and one half column article en· titled , 'The Latter Day Saints-A

IH1stor1cal
. '. Review-The
.

.

Reorgamzed
I Church;" in which Bro. Scott places
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before the people of the State capital church organ, should, to say the least, co's statements of intention to feed
the main outlines of the faith of the receive as prompt treatment as any and find work for those whom Weyler
church, and the scriptural evidences other. It is unprofitable to publish has not killed; that they also claim
and general principles upon which it items of passing news after such items he is enforcing the barbarous concenrests. He also points out the real have appeared elsewhere, and become tration of the people as Weyler did;
status of the Utah Church. The dis- stale. We may publish the leading that the local press no longer pubtinctions made are clear and pointed, points in the report mentioned.
lishes news from the small towns;
and such as are calculated to give the
The discussion of creed revision that one of the last articles upon the
general public a comprehensive closed on the 15th in the weekly meet- hunger situation described it "as one
knowledge of the situation. Bro. ing of the Chicago Presbyterian clergy. of the most awful spectacles ever preScott has done well, both in advocat- Dr. Gray closed the discussion, saying: sented to humanity." Pando, the
ing the affirmative character of tbe "The prophet, after summing up a dis- noted cruel Spanish general, is in the
faith and in defending it against the cussion similar to this, I judge, said: service under Blanco. General Weyfalse position in which the represen- 'What is the conclusion of the whole ler has reached Spain. In a public
tatives of Brighamism would place it, matter?' What has been the conclu- address he declared the Cuban
The daily Leader of the 14th, fur- sion here? Dr. Johnson says, •Preach pacificos to be enemies of Spain and
nished us by Bro. W. H. Deam, of Calvinism.'
I say evangelize our defended his Cuban policy. Spanish
Lamoni, also contains a half-column theological seminaries."
authorities announce complete subinterview on "the two churches," in
The Czar is to rebuild the burned mission of Philippine Islands insurwhich Bro. Scott had also stated the Christian quarter at Canea, Crete, at gents. General Lee has returned
leading features quite clearly. Utah his own expense; he is also to rebuild from America to Havana.
Elders had made great pretensions at the Greek church, and to expend a
The 16th.-Sharp fighting is rethe Iowa capital. Bro. Scott is on large sum for the poor of that city. ported in the Maidan Valley, on the
duty as a minute man, ready to act The Cretan provisional commissioner British-Indian frontier. The natives
in his calling as a special witness.
nominated by the great powers was show persistent opposition and sucBro. H. A. Stebbins returned on objected to by the Sultan, whose ceed in greatly harrassing British and
the 17th from points in Kar.sas, where objection was supported by Germany. loyal native troops. They are both
he had been preaching.
The Russian Foreign Minister now in- courageous and treacherous in the
Pres. A. H. Smith, who for some sists that the commissioner must be of cause of Islam. The 18th.- Sanguitime has been quite ill, is now much the orthodox Greek faith, and has so in - nary· contests continue and are charbetter, and able to be up and about formed representatives of the powers. acterized by much bravery and daring
The late conference at Washington on both sides. Many of the engagehis home, though not fully recovered.
Sr. Jane Heaton, of Basalt, Idaho, between representatives of the United ments are hand to hand conflicts.
German sailors and marines who
wrote of the labors of Bro. R. J. An- States, Canada, and Great Britain
took
possession of Chinese forts in
resulted
in
a
better
understanding
on
thony at that point. Utah Church
the
province
of Shansiun, found the
the
Behring
Sea
question,
also
in
the
authorities permitted him to preach
Chinese
soldiers
well armed, with
arrangement
of
a
basis
for
future
distwice in their church building, but
modern
rifles
and
Krupp
gun artillery.
cussion
of
Canadian-American
recirefused further use of it and warned
The
action
of
Germany's
marines is
procity
and
other
questions
affecting
their people not to attend his meetings
the
relations
of
the
two
countries.
regarded
in
Chinese
official
circles as
at a schoolhouse.
However, some
Nothing
definite
was
concluded,
howan
act
of
war.
A
rebellion
in
Northcame and heard the word. She reern
China
against
the
Chinese
governever.
quests prayers in behalf of a Sr. Shoemaker and family, also for her own.
The . estimated loss to the South ment, is spreading.
The Fairbury, Nebraska, Enterprise, from the late yellow fever scourge is
The German foreign office is said to
recent date, has an item concerning $60, 000, 000 in commercial transactions be striving to persuade the Porte to
leading points of difference between alone. To this must be added the loss accept another batch of German milithe Reorganized Church and the Utah incident to the general paralysis tary instructors. It is said to be well
Church; written by Bro. H. W. Bel- that followed the visitation.
known that Germans in the service of
ville. The Jefferson County, NeA Havana special, dated the 16th, the Sultan have made careful surveys
braska, Journal, has an item of to the New York World states: that not only of the Greco-Turkish froa·
similar import, from the pen of Bro. seventy-five per cent of the 400,000 tiers, but of the Roumanian and RusA. J. Meyers. May such good work helpless women, children, and other sian frontiers as well. A Germancontinue.
noncombatants in Cuba affected by Turkish military convention is reWe received, on the 19th, a report General Weyler's policy, are dead; ported concluded.
of the White-Chism debate, from one that despite the orders of General
Germany and Italy are said to have
of the brethren. We may find room Blanco to feed the starving, the daily in contemplation a joint naval expedifor it in next week's issue. However, mortality of the remaining reconcen- tion to Brazil, if the latter fails to rebrethren who send us matter should trados is frightful; that the rabid dress grievances of their subjects.
get it to the HERALD as early as to Spaniards, who believe that only by
''All day long a fierce wind from
any other publication. We ask only extermination of the Cubans can the the sea drove the waters of the Neva
what is right. The HERAI,D as the war be won, openly challenge Blan- up the stream and flooded canals,
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suburban islands, and outlying por·tions" of St. Petersburg, on the 16th.
Several bridges were swept away.
The wind had changed and a great
flood may be averted.
At the ceremony of swearing in the
guards recruits at Berlin, Germany,
on the 18th, they were warned by the
Emperor that they might be called
upon to fight an enemy within the
empire.
The Sultan has complied with the
demands of Austria, and the Turks
will salute the Austrian flag.
Earthquakes ii:t Bohemia and Saxony, November 16.
Two French expeditions have
started from Ubanga, in Africa, toward the Upper Nile. One will distribute 2,500 rifles to local recruits.
Political unrest exists in Japan,
against the administration of the present government.
The Budget committee of the Lower
House of the Austrian Reichsrath has
adopted the bill for provisional renewal of the compact between Austria
and Hungary. One German Progressist protested against the decision...
Eight dead, 286 maimed, 17 injured
for life- the season's record up to the
15th in the American game of football;
statistics compiled by the New York
Worlcl.
It is not impossible that
Americans may descend to a revival
of the ancient Roman gladiatorial contests. Bull fighting from Spain may
also be introduced in due time. The
end of the century is bringing some
unlooked for finishing points in the
modern "world."
The London Chronicle of the 16th
publishes the decision of the Pope on
the Manitoba school question, confirming the Montreal Star's version,
plainly setting forth that the Pope
does not accept the Laurier-Greenway settlement. All accounts agree
that the forthcoming encyclical "will
maintain the rights of Catholics to
denominational schools.,,
Spain, once invited to join the triple
alliance, is said to have been objected
to, recently, by King Humbert, of
Italy, because the Catholic heads of
Spain wish to see the temporal power
of the church restored. ·
.
The Chl'nese go vernmen t h as maus st
ith·1 1't
g urated a postal
.
Y em w
~
s
borders. It will be extended to mte·
rior points, and also be operated in con·
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nection with the Russian post offices
along the Peking-Kiachta line, with
the Hongkong and Macao post 'offices
for the handling of mails; and with
French Indo-China, etc.
Lat<ilr on
Manila, Java, and Borneo will be attended to, and through Japan, Formosa will be reached. When the general system is developed these countries, it is expected, will be brought
into the postal union.
Germany's occupation of the island
of Kiao Chau, because of the murder
of German missionaries, has caused
the Chinese government to issue an
official statement of the affair: The
government had taken active measures to punish the offenders, but a
German naval force took possession
and. ordered the native garrison to
withdraw; China, in view of former
friendly relations with Germany ordering her garrison to remain under
strict control in adjacent positions.
Kiao Chau is the key to one of the
best harbors and ports on the Chinese
coast, and is pledged to the use of
Russia, with Port Arthur, in case
Russia becomes involved in war. It
is believed that Germany has acted to
compel trade concessions from China,
as in the general scramble for commercial advantages in the East she has
failed thus far. Germany has promised to make explanations.
Uruguay is on the verge of war.
Many of the German newspapers
comment unfavorably on the Emperor's late speech to the German recruits. Some of them ridicule it.
Soudanese troops in the British expedition to the lake country south of
the equatorial provinces, assisted by
Mohammedan tribesmen, revolted on
the 19th, and were only subdued by a
hotly contested engagement, October
19.
"Hundreds of people" were injured
by lightning at Muncie, Indiana, tae
18th; none seriously.
The city of London was swept by a
disastrous fire, the greatest since the
historic fire of 1666, on the 19th inst.;
loss estimated from $10,000,000 to
$16,000,000. Melbourne, Australia,
suffered a. lo~s of. $5,000,000 from a
conflagration m the center of the city,
on the 21st. Many . have been
~·
. . thrown
out of employment m both ?1t1es ..
The organ of the Austrian cabmat
is discussing the dismemberment of
Turkey.
·

Mo1hsrs' HomB Column.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
After the night of darkness, the shadows all flee away,
After the day of sadness, hope sheds her brightest ray,
After the Etrife and struggle, the victory is won,
After the work is over, the Master's own words, "Well
done.n

SUPPLEMENTAL READING FOR DECEMBER
ll'LltJETINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
ECONOMY OF STRENGTH.

How important ·the subject under consideration, one feels, when they see so many tired,
wornout wives and mothers. Many are unable to hire labor done, and have a family of
children to care for. Our aim is not to discuss the poor management seen in so many
households, but the things needful to help to
overcome this distressing condition of things.
To our mind it requires order, system,
simplicity, patience, and obedience in the
well-regulated household. We will not consider an extreme case, but something which
with will power can be carried out in every
home with the above requirements, and if we
have not got them, let us set to werk to get
them, for they certainly add to our happiness
and saving of strength. First, let us (no
matter how small or inconvenient our accomodations are) have a place for everything and see
to it that they are kept there when not in
use. Even the children, when old enough to.
play with thing-s about the floor, can be
taught to put them in their places. Thus
much time and worry is saved the tired
mother, in picking up and fretting about the
litter. Little ones must have things to amuse ·
them; but when those things have lost their
charm for the time, they can and should be
taught to put them away, thus learning lessons of value in afterlife. We should systemize our work. Whatever is to be done to-day,
we should plan for it the previous night, and
go at it in order and not get fretted by doing
something in the morning that might better
have waited a later hour in the day. It is
evident that a greater amount of work can be
accomplished with less worry by so doing.
Let us live simply. No matter what our
income is, be it little or much, it is more becoming to saints. It is a saving of time and
strength that we could more profitably use
for preparing and fitting ourselves for the
life beyond. It is better for our .health and
that of our children to eat simple,, well-prepared food. A strnnger with a master mind
stopping for a few days at a home where
cooking was of this kind, his comment was,
"Such food makes pure, good thoughts." We
do not need to spend one half hour 1in mixing
bread. I am sure I have eaten just as good
when not over five minutes was spent in
kneading. I myself used to do it, but 0 such
saving of strength as well as economy of
time!
Let us dress simply. How many, many
hours of precious time and strength as well
as of worry are used out of the year for extra
adorning of our garments, and especially so
when there are children. Did you ever think
of it, mothers, that that time so spent might
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be required at your hands? Every husband
certainly has the right to request it of his
wife not to so misuse her strength. "Sweet
simplicity," how beautiful! Pages could be
written on it. Then why waste so much
time, strength, and worry trying to get something different?
Could we not economize strength by
doing less sweeping and consequently less
dusting? The little pieces lying around the
carpet could much easier be picked up
and not be swept ever) day. Have a rug
or some means at the outer door for
cleaning the shoes before entering the house,
and require the children to be particular
about this. I have seen weary mothers allow
their boys to track all over their freshly
cleaned floor, and then say; "It keeps me
cleaning all the time." Teach your children
to be thoughtful and careful of mother's
strength. We should teach our children to
be observing and helpful. Even three-yearold baby can be taught to love to help
mamma. Praise them, when they do little
things, and as they grow older require more
of them, and soon you will have a houseful of
helpers. Have patience, with yourself, your
children, and your husband. Don't be overexacting or particular, but require obedience.
That great basket of clothes to be ironed
each week I almost forgot to mrcntion. My
experience is that clothes folded as they are
taken from the line are easier ironed than
when crowded every way into the basket and
allowed to stand for several hours and sometimes days without folding.
Many unstarched pieces require no sprinkling and
very little ironing. Starched pieces, if
sprinkled evenly and not too wet, will save
much time and labor to make them look well.
"Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well" does not apply to extremists, and
do you not think that is what many of us are
in our housework?
Is it not better, think you, to save our
strength, and thus our patience, health, and
time, and be the better fitted to enjoy our
homes, and instead of tired wives and mothers, we will have time to devote to husband's
and children's pleasure and amusements?
This ought to be the one great pleasure of
every wife and mother, and I believe would
be if more ways and means were devised to
economize our strength. As H is, many are
like Martha of old, overburdened with much
serving.
M. J. GARNER.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR TRUTHFULNESS
IN OTHERS.
RESPONSIBILITY for other people's truthfulness rests very lightly on the souls of the
best of people. We feel it to be perfectly
moral to entangle a man in his talk so as to
put him on the side of the worst opinions. If
we drive him to the point, and make him let
out ideas which he would rather have kept
in, we plume ourselves on having done valuable work in the secret service of truth. We
forget that perhaps the man's desire not to
commit himself just then was the truth for
him, and that we helped him disobey his better impulses. In common ethics we esteem
it perfectly fair to put a man at a disadvan-
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tage. It is his own fault if he falls into it.
But when we have put a man at a disadvantage,. we have put him where he cannot act
truly and speak freely, and so the truth cannot all~getout of him. We share in whatever
untruth gets out of him then. Arguing is
cultivated more than conversation, and the
end of all but very few arguments is, not to
see the truth rise up, but to se(; the antagonist go down. To pnt a man at his ease is
one of the essentials of getting at the truth
in people. Any one of us ill at ease will express himself in a hundred acts and sayings
which we never intended to do or say.
Truth is not a great. colorless abstraction,
an affair of yes and no, but it has as many
tinges and colors as there are men in the
world to express it. A man's temperament
and tastes, and the traditions behind bim,
make up the truth that God would speak
through that man. Put a mystic in the atmosphere of the dogmatist, and you will make
him ridiculous. All of us can be made ridiculous if put in a slightly differen~atmosphere.
The poet and the theologian haYe often been
at war. You can riddle the litterary man's
theology with logic, but.it is an illogical proceeding. The theologian tries to express his
last thought in harmony with some previous
thought. The poet pours out his last thought
as if it were the only one he ever had, and
leaves God to do the harmonizing. If the
poet would remember that there is such a
thing as theological science with metes and
bounds of which he knows nothing, and respect what is not in his habit, and if the
theologian would remember that truth is. not
all systematic as we are systematic, but is
also an affair of glimpses, colors, atmospheres, and feelings, and learn to regard with
reverence some path ways that God never
gave him to walk in, the feud might be composed.
To put a man where he cannot be himself
(and to be one's self is about the most difficult
thi.ng in the world), and to get the better of
him then, is a poor, mock, shabby victory.
The case can never be concluded with what a
man says in such circumstances. When we
hamper a man's personality we obstruct God.
A Christian duty is to cultivate the skill that
shall put people at ease, and not judge them
until they have had a fair field and plenty of
favor.
Heresy trials ought to take three or four
years instead of as many days, and many a
heretic might have been saved to the church,
perhaps, if some people had been zealous in
helping him to say what he meant. We
can always find heresy if we look for it.
The gospels might not have been so short if
the truth-seekers of Israel had helped Jesus
to tell the truth. And all the beautiful
things that hB left unsaid, and that our
hearts still long to hear, might perhaps have
been heard, if only people who thought they
were truthful had realized that at least half
of one's truth telling in this world is in helping others to tell the truth. And sometimes
we treat the New Testament just as the
Pharisees did Jesus,. trying to entangle him
in his talk to make him say something that
he did not mean to say. We treat it as if it

were written in Boston two hundred years
ago, instead of in A~ia Minor and Greece·
eighteen hundred years ago. With a new
truthfulness, let us help the New Testament
to say what it means, and be sure it never
can say it without our help.-Sel.

8tlndau
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ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

READ CAREFULLY.
IT has become necessary to discontinue the
practice of sending out quarterlies either to
schools or individuals after the time for
which they were ordered has expired. We
give some of the reasons below.
1. Some schools do not run all the year
round hence do not want the quarterlies continuously. But we do not know which these
are.
2. Schools that are discontinued do not
want their supplies con.tinued even for one
q1Jarter thereafter. But they seldom give
any notice to that effect.
3. Many schools are obliged to increase
their supplies in summer seasons. Many
mistakes occur in ordering the "extras."
4. Schools change officers frequently. The
new officer orders a supply of quarterlies and
does not mention the standing order. The
standing order would, of course, be filled unless notice to "discontinue" was received.
The new order being filled gives the school a
double set of quarterlies. This they do not
need. They return the extra bunch, causing
at best a loss of double postage and sometimes a loss of the quarterlies too.
To avoid these many mistakes together
with the great amount of correspondence
necessary to correct them, the Quarterlies will
be sent for the time ordered only.
Superintendents should see that their supplies are ordered early.
Order through
branch book agents.
2t

hB11Br Dspartmem.
REPLY TO ELDER BAYS.-NO. 2.
In Herald for November 17 appears Elder
Bays' attack on my positions as set forth in
my first article of defense. Before proceeding to examine the character of the attack,
or a further defense of the positions assumed
in my former article, a few observations and
statement of facts, seem necessary.
1. My first allusion to Elder Bays' attitude
occupies less than one half column in the
Herald. It consists of a mild statement of
fact, and two queries. It was in no sense an
"unprovoked attack,'' as Elder Bays puts it.
That statement is entirely false; though
whether it was made willfully or innocently,
I do not say.
2. Elder Bays replied to my statement and
queries, occupying two and one fifth columns
in the Herald. It was this reply, much of
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which is misleadiug (and some parts evasive) challenge as referred to by Elder Bays was ment first, and then place it in juxtaposition
that called forth No. 1 of my defense.
ever made by him. According to the testi- with his strong words?
3. To the above reply I made answer in an mony of these two brethren, which we have
This statement was not an expression of my
article which occupied nearly six columns in no reason to doubt, Elder Brown was con- opinion as to what "Elder Bays was willing
the Herald. This was written to explain ducting preaching services at Persia, in to do," etc., but a statement of fact which the
some things which Elder Bays did not seem which he took the liberty to reflect, offen- Elder now concedes to be true in every imto understand, correct his misleading state- sively, upon some imrts of our faith. One or portant particular; for if it had not been
ments, and vindicate my former statement both of the brethren, referred to above, then true, he would have attacked it directly.
by submitting "facts to a candid world." asked him to divide time with them so that Vvhy did he not say it was true at the time,
My only purpose then, was precisely what it they could defend against Ms accusations, so that his article would not legitimately
is now, viz., that the situation should be which, of course, as usual, he refused to do. convey one thing to the reader, while he had
made to appear as it is, without regard to This is probably all there is of "this much an entirely different thing in his mind?
where it strikes or whom it hurts. This I talked of" challenge.
If my statements were correct, it was a
conceive to be the proper way to labor in the
6. In my former article I showed that shame for Elder Bays to use them as he did. If
interests of diamond truth.
Elder Bays evaded a straight answer to he wished to explain what his attitude had
Personally, I feel as well towards Elder "Query No. 2." In his last he does not refer been towards the church, since 1892, he could
Bays as I ever did. I have not knowingly to this so we will drop it from the issues be- have done BO wit,houtany reference to my statemisrepresented him on a single point, nor do tween us.
ments. As it is, he said to every intelligent
I intend to in the future. Indeed, I have made
7. Elder Bays says nothing more about his reader of the Herald, by implication, that he
it a polnt not to enter into controversy with queries, "No. l" and "No. 2,'' so I conclude believed that he was misunderstood and misany man while there is a feeling of ill will that my answers were satisfactory, or such represented by Elder Lambert, who is one of
lurking in my heart towards him.
as he did not care to meet, so we will drop his "former brethren and friends."
4. Elder Bays makes his second reply these.
Prior to the writing of Elder Bays' last
which consists of an attempted defense of his
8. Let it be borne in mind by the reader article, no misrepresentation is charged
paper of resignation, and an effort to convict that the matter of dispute between Elder against me; but now he brings them along
me of vile misrepresentation. (This reply oc- Bays and rue is not concerning the truthful- thick and fast. But he has overdone the
cupies about eight columns in the Herald.) ness and divinity of so·called Mormonism; business in his great anxiety to make a case
How well he succeeds will be seen as we pro- but, rather, in my allusions to Elder Bays' re- against me, as will readily appear to the unceed. It is important to note right here, ligious attitude, have I correctly represent12d biased reader.
however, that my leading statement of fact, him? I claim that I have; he denies. AnyElder Bays refers to my representation
which is the basis of all this controversy, is, thing in addition to this issue is simply and of what took place between Elder Brown and
in this article, conceded to be substantially only incidental.
himself concerning the proposed debate, and
correct. Why did not Elder Bay~ concede
We now come to a direct consideration of then accuses me of putting a whole sentence
this before? Was it because he did not have
Elder Bays' last article. Please re-read it into his mouth which he never uttered.
to?
I did, it is true, by the use of quotation
carefully before reading our reply.
5. A number of points mentioned by Elder
Elder Bays thinks there is nothing in what marks, represent Elder Bays as saying. to
Bays in his former article, as issues between
he wrote "to warrant the effo~t or justify the Elder Brown, "I will, if they will furnish a
·.is, are now dropped; so, I conclude that my
course Elder Lambert has pursued." If my representative man to meet me." My thought
answers were satisfactory, or that Elder Bays
effort and course have been what Elder Bays was, at the time I wrote the sentence, to
does not consider it good policy to oppose
represents them to be he is certainly correct; abbreviate by presenting my own constructhem. This narrows the ground of dispute
but if, on the other hand, I have correctly tion of words. The only complaint that can
between us, a thing which is always desiraand truthfully represented his positions, be made with a shadow of justice to sustain
ble.
it, is my use of"quotation marks. When I
where is the ground for complaint?
used them, I did so for the sole purpose of
We now conclude, in the light of these
If, as Elder Bays presumes, my object was representing clearly the response of Elder
tacit admissions, that until Elder Brown, or
"to lay a 'sure foundation' for future opera- Bays to the invitation of Elder Brown. I
Elder Bays, _comes to us properly indorsed by
tions,"
is such a course to be condemn1id, pro- was under the impression that I used them
the M. E. Church, signifying his willingness
vided such foundation is laid in righteousness legitimately, and had no thought of misleadto affirm and defend the faith and doctrine
ing or misrepresenting. If I used quotation
of the M. E. Church, and oppose our faith and truth?
Referring to what I said about the leading marks where I should not have done so, I beg
and doctrine, the entire responsibility of
"the much talked of debate," rests with '<tatements of his former letter, Elder Bays pardon for my lack of due care.
these two men. And even then, our respon- adds: "Then if we do not 'directly affi.rm' a
But if Elder Bays had possessed a little
sibility would depend upon two contingencies: misrepresentation, why should it be assumed more frankness and honesty, notwithstanding
First, that the alleged challenge of W. A. that we charge misrepresentation?"
his claims, he would have stated that this
Smith to Elder Brown was actually made
Answer: Because Elder Bays says indi- sentence, about which he says so much, did
(which is probably untrue); or, second, that rectly, and by plain implication, what he not injure him, nor misrepresent him at all,
one of these iconoclasts of "Mormon dogma," would not dare to say directly. It does not except in a partial construction of words.
comes to us with a direct and formal chal- matter about our acquaintance of twenty-fl. ve In a letter written to H. O. Smith, under
lenge. So much good secured by this con- years, nor Elder Bays' statement that "I date of August 3, Elder Bays writes:
troversy, you see. It puts that much talked never deal in innuendoes," etc. Paul teaches "These challenges were tendered, not to me,
of debate in i~s true light.
me to not accept "another gospel" though .it but to the minister, who was at the time, pasSince writing my former defense, I have should be brought to me by an "angel from tor of the M. E. Church of this place [Persia,
met and conversed with Bro. Chapman, of heaven." I deal with things as I find them, Iowa], and hence not an 'irresponsible perPersia, Iowa, who is the "non official" re- without any reference to what men claim for son,' as you recl.l:lessly affirm, and upon his
solicitation, I c011sented to take up the 'forenferred to by Elder Bays. He denies that any themselves.
The truth is that Elder Bays placed my sic cudgel,' if a representative man should
challenge was ever made to Elder M. T.
Brown, for a joint discussion, either by him- statement right at the beginning of his be furnished, to stand for your people."
Here is exactly the same representation,
self or W. A. Smith. I also have a state- article, and then added these words: ''In the
ment from Elder H. 0. Smith of Woodbine, first place, I wish to be neither misrepre- as to sentiment, and partly in words, frorn
Iowa, in which he says that he conversed sented nor misunderstood by my former , Elder Bays' own pen; and yet he stands upon
with W. A. Smith about the matter, at the brethren and friends." If Elder Bays was i a mere technicality, at the best, and has the
late reunion, held at Woodbine, in which only laying a "sure foundation for future" hardihood to dignify it as "MisrepresentaconversatiOn Bro. Smith stated that no such defense, why did he quote my leading state- tion No. l"!

l
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At the very beginning of Elder Bays' article he represents mine as a "twenty-two page
'Reply to Elder Bays,'" whereas it covers a
little less than two pages in the Herald!
Does Elder Bays refer to my manuscript? If
so, how did he come to know how many pages
of manuscript I had? I cannot now tell myself how many pages I had.
Next, Elder Bays complains at my statement which reads as follows: "Elder Bays
was so willing ... to tear down what for years
he sought to build up, that he accepted a
challenge which was not made to him, but to
the minister of the M. E. Church."
Here the Elder italicizes four words, and
thus changes the meaning of my statement
without permission. Had he informed the
reader that the italics were his, no complaint
would be made. As it is, they are misleading to the average reader.
In the paragraph just preceding this objectionable one, I show by actual quotation
from Elder Bays' letter what I mean by his
accepting the challenge, viz., that he consented to meet the issues. Did not Elder
Bays virtually accept the challenge when he
said I wiU meet them, and wrote ou1l propositions for the debate? Oc, are we to understand that he was simply a blind partner,
secured to do the fighting?
But let us see how far I was wrong according to Elder Bays' own statements. In a letter to H. 0. Smith, dated July 27, we have
this statement: "And we, being the challenged party," etc.
To whom did this "we" refer? Evidently
to Elders Brown and Bays; and yet, the Elder
has been telling us all along that the challenge was not made to him, but to EJ.der
Brown. This is an exact parallel case, showing again that Elder Bays is as guilty as I
am. Did this "we" accept the chall~nge? or
is it Bro. Bays' position that his part of the
"we" has not yet accepted? If it is, then why
does he claim that the responsibility of the
proposed debate rightfully belongs to us?
This, another mere technicality, Elder
Bays dignifies as "Misrepresentation No. 2."
In the same objectionable paragraph Elder
Bays finds some more material out of which
to construct another charge of misrepresentation. I said Elder Bays got "out of fix"
and seemed "sorely disappointed."
If Elder Bays has a right to express his
opinion as to the purpose of my articles, and
impute to me "petty prejudices," without
furnishing an item of proof, have I not the
right to express my opinion as above? "If
not, why not?"
Elder Bays quotes from his first letter to
H. 0. Smith to prove that he was not "out of
fix" nor "sorely disappointed." This letter
was written before Elder Smith had reached
his conclusion, hence the supposed proof does
not apply. The quotation comes from a
letter bearing date of July 27, while the final
conclusion against debate, to whicb I referred, is contained in a letter of H. 0. Smith
to Elder Bays, bearing date of July 31. It
reads as follows:
"Under these circumstances, I shall take no further notice of your
challenge, unless you irrge the matter, stating in conclusion that neither myself or my
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brethren will fail to respond to any legitimate offer to discuss the merits of our
church, or the Book of Mormon, when the
invitation is presented to us in properly
worded propositions."
In Elder Bays' reply to the letter containing the above quotation~is found that upon
which I based my statement and opinion.
Much of the language and spirit of this letter fully justify, in my opinion, the statements I made, and H. O. Smith saw them in
the same light. Thus we dispose of another
technicality which the Eider dignifies as
''Misrepresentation No. 3."
Elder Bays states that the only reason
assigned by Elder H. 0. Smith for declining to meet him in debate is expressed in
these words: "But I wish to state here that
I decline to be held responsible to every
'Tom, Dick or Harry' that may challenge
you or anyone else to a discussion."
The statement is not true. It is not the
only reason assigned. The decision not to
hold the debate unless Elder Bays urg-ed
it, had been given before this "only reason" was penned. In H. 0. Smith's first
letter to Elder Bays he informs him that
we will require that he be indorsed by the
society using him as their champion. Ia
:El'ider Bays' reply he said nothing about this
required indorsement. So, in Elder Smit.h's
second letter, just before and right in connection with his decision not to debate, he
says: "We could not think of entering into
a discussion with anyone unless indorsed by
some representative body, either Christian
or infidel, and in your present wavering condition, I should judge that it would be difficult for you to get any chu::-ch to indorse you.
I judge thus, because you say nothing about
it, although Bro. Lambert and myself each
called your attention to that important part
of the arrangement."
Then follows the decision not to debate as
before quoted. The truth is, that Elder Bays
never furnished us with a particle of evidence
that he could secure necessary indorsementnot even his own statement, until after Elder
Smith decided there would be no debate unless he urged it, a thing which he afte:.-wards
said he would not do! Now, I am under no
obligations to fix up this false statement and
crooked work, but I just leave the whole
thing in its naked deformity and pass on.
Next, Elder Bays makes a long and labored
effort to establish another misrepresentation,
and at the conclusion of his meanderings says:
"All the facts considered, it will probably be
conceded that this may be written down as
Misrepresentation No. 4."
Not much danger, I trust, nor would such
concession, could it be secured, make the allegation true.
Then comes another, very much like the
one just alluded to, which closes with these
characteristic words: "In view of the facts
as I have here presented them, the unbiased
will, doubtless, recognize this as being Misrepresentation No. 5.·'
Elder Bays speaks of the "reasons offered
for" his "resignation and withdrawal from
the church," etc. His paper eays nothing

about his withdrawal. He simply and only
resigned.
When I say "a little further along," etc.,
' Elder Bays endeavors to raise suspicion,
where there are no just grounds for it, by
stating: "But he does not tell his readers how
much further along he finds the passage
quoted, nor does he inform them as to its
connection with what he had previously
quoted from the same paragrapii."
My first quotation was paragraph three in
its entfrety, and my next was the first part of
paragraph four. What next, Elder? Is not
such stuff as this a wonderful foundation upon
which to base the charge of "misrepresentat' ?"
wn
.
.
I ~tate.d ~:amly th~t Elder Bays obJected to
the msp1ra,10nal claims of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, the Book of Mormon,
the Bible, (King James'translation, of course,)
and the Inspired translation of the Bible.
In these statements I thought I was fairly
and properly representing Elder Bays.
I
think so yet. The ouly reason why I did not
quote what he said concerning the Doctrine
and Covenants and Book of Mormon was the
want of space. The reason why I did quote
from what he said concerning the Bible, and
the writers of the Bible, was that the reader
might have the full benefit of his own words.
But now, as the matter has gone so far, if the
Herald does not reject my voluminous reply,
I will furnish the reader with all that he
said concerning the three books, just as he
wrote it.
I did not presume to say whether Elder
Bays placed all three of the books on the
same plane or not; I simply represented the
facts as I then understood them, and as I now
understand them, and further did not presume to speak.

Elder Bays says: "And I now call upon
Elder Lambert to produce a single sentence
from my paper . . . in which I call in question any statement of the Bible itself as to its
'inspirational claims.' I simply and only object to the claims made for it by others, and
not the claims which the Bible makes for its
own inspiration."
And) now call upon Elder Bays to produce
a single sentence from his paper in which he
calls in question any statement of the Book
of Mormon or Doctrine and Covenants as to
their inspirational claims. And I aver that
if his interpretation of the phrases "Divine
Inspiration" and "Inspiration of the Bible,"
be correct, then he has said little or nothing
to injure the proper claims of either of these
books!
Elder Bays now says: "But that the several books composing the Bible were written
by direct inspiration, does not appear."
But in his paper of resignation nothing is
said about "direct inspiration," but it is
claimed that these Bible writers were not
inspired to write.
Elder Bays calls upon me to point out a
passage from the Pentateuch or from the
writings of the Prophets, to show that Moses
or the Prophets wrote by direct inspiration.
"That the prophetic utterances were inspired has never been denied,'' says the
Elder.
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When Elder Bays wrote up his paper of
resignation he was dealing with the Latter
Day Saints and with them only; therefore, it
is pertinent for me to refer him to Genesis
1: 1, Inspired Translation, for evidenc.e that
God commanded Moses to write. The Lord
said to Moses, "Write the words which I
speak."
If the Apostles and Prophets were inspired to speak and preach, is it reasonable
to believe that God made no provision for the
preservation of their words? And if any
were commanded to write these messages of
truth, would it not be as important, or more
so, that they should be inspired in the making of these records as that men should be
inspired to deliver the word verbally? I
think so. As to "plenary" inspiration, it is
highly impertinent for Elder Bays to keep
flinging that at me, inasmuch as I have never
claimed it for any of the sacred books of the
church, and he himself says that I probably
do not believe it.
The statement that I arraigned Elder Bays
"for not believing in the verbal inspiration of
the Bible," is entirely false. I have never
found any fault with Eider Bays, nor anyone
else for that kind of unbelief; and it is not
noble in him to apparently try to hide the
true character of his paper of resignation by
making such false st;>tements.
So far as the "veracity and authenticity of
the Bible" is concerned, not one word in
favor of either is to be found in the paper referred to. Elder Bays is invited to produce it.
When I said "Elder Bays gives much
space to a consideration of this question; that
is, in a comparative sense,'' I referred to the
Bible, and the statement is entirely true, as
will appear.
Elder Bays 'says by question, implication,
and direct statement, that the Church of
Latter Day Saints never "pronounced in
favor of the verbal inspiration of the Bible;"
that during fifty years of experience in the
church, he never heard one of its ministers
affirm the doctrine, "or anything that could
be tortured into a support of it;" that the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants
do not claim it for the Bible; that Elder
Lambert probably does not believe it; that
during all the years of his ministry, he never
sought "to build up the doctrine of plenary
inspiration." Thank you, Elder, for these
statements. We shall have use for them by
and by.
Now, in order to prove that he was only
fighting the absurd claims made for the
Bible, and not the Bible itself, (though he
affirms as we have just seen that the Latter
Day Saints never made these claims!) Elder
Bays refers to some of his "facts." One of
these facts is, according to Elder Bays, that
when he wrote the paragraph I referred to,
he had already "said that" he "found nothing
to sustain the belief that the Old and New
Testaments , . . were written by divine inspiration."
I beg pardon. He had said no such thing.
The paragraph which I quoted in full is the
first of what he said on the Bible. So, away
goes this labJred effort to convict me of misrepresentation, violating well established
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Irejoice because men usually go. into infidelity

rules of interpretation, etc., etc. Elder Bays,
I believe I am just as careful and fair as I
ever have been. The difference is, this criticism bears against you; the others did not.
Now, after getting off all th~s stuff, contrary to the facts in the case, Elder Bays
finds it in his heart to refer to me as his "partisan critic;" and also to say: "Could my
critic rise above his petty prejudices sufficiently to divest himself of a seemingly definite purpose to convict, I feel quite sure he
would not permit himself to adopt such questionable methods of reasoning."
That is, if I could only rise high enough
to accept all that he has just said which is in
direct opposition to the recorded facts, as
they stand over his own signature, I would
thereby give evidence that I am broadminded
and liberal! Will you please excuse me from
such broadminded liberality!
Now Elder Bays quotes my statement
wberein I say that the "leading statement of
my letter concerning Elder Bays is now
more than vindicated by the Elder's own
wQrds," and then proceeds to claim that they
are only vindicated by my construction and
interpretation of bis words. I had shown
from his own letter that be was willing to
meet the issue; that he took a position in opposition to our faith as early as 1892; that he
had written out propositions which he said
he was willing to debate, two of which deny
the principles of our faith. And now will
the Elder have the hardihood to deny this
proof? Worse than all, right at the beginning of Elder Bays' article, he concedes that
my statements were substantially correct.
If they had not been he would have attacked
them directly, and I ought to have known it!
I suppose we are to accept this, too, as evidence of a fair and broadminded critic!
As an evidence of Elder Bays' close logic(?)
I quote the following: "Had I in fact denounced everything in the shape of religion,
it would but furnish another exhibition of
the fruits of the system of which Elder Lambert is a representative."
Elder Bays evidently had in mind the class
of minds which he hopes to reach, now, when
he penned the above words. The proposition
asks us to believe that he could not denounce
that which is good and true. That is, "once
in grace, always in grace," which we refuse
to accept.
The faith which Elder Lambert represents
has reclaimed many a man from the dark
mazes of infidelity and doubt, and made him
a staunch defender of "the faith once delivered to the saints"-full of faith, hope,
and good works. Not one case can be produced where an individual has intelligently
and properly adhered to the principles of our
faith-as set forth in the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants-and has
been made worse morally or spiritually by
such adherence. I am of the firm opinion,
too, that no intelligent person who has had
good opportunity to test the principles of our
faith, by personal experience and investigation, and who remained honest with himself,
his God, and bis neighbors, ever renounced
the faith.
The Latter Day Saints, as a Church, do not

or spiritualism when they renounce our faith;
but they point to it as all evidence that it is
not, necessarily, the faith that is wrong, but
the individuals themselves.
"If therefore the light that is in thee be
darkness, how great is that darkness."Matt. 6: 23.
I stand corrected on the minor statement
that Elder Bays wrote his book at the time
when those splendid opportunities for tearing
down what he once sought to build up were
before him. I accept the Elder's statement
that these splendid opportunities only lasted
about one year after his withdrawal from the
church. Too bad they dosed so soon, and
''Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism Examined mid Refuted," had to be written up
after they were gone!
Elder Bays finds fault with me because I
charge him with shifting bis position in answering my first query. My point is that
success in debate depends upon the same conditions in the past, present, and future; and
if Elder Bays' success, when he was a Latter
Day Saint, was largely due to the fact that
he was well posted on the issues, his success
will now depend upon the same condition.
If he is victorious now, mainly because he
has the trutb, t.hat was the cause of his victory then. So, I say again, the Elder did
shift his position, and no amount of special
pleading can hide the fact.
But now Elder Bays seems to have struck
it, if never before, on this point.
"I have nothing to say beyond the fact that
the failure of my opponents (if they failed)
was due, as I now believe, to their ignorance
of Mormon theology, rather than to a lack of
ability in forensic contest. Of this I am fully
assured from my own examination of the
other side of the question. I am led to make
this statement out of a deep sense of duty to
all concerned."
That Elder Bays' opponents did signally
fail is a fact, if his testimony as then given
can be relied upon, But it was because they
were not posted on "Mormon theology." Indeed! Is this the reason they failed when
they undertook to affirm their own faith and
Elder Bays denied it? As Elder Bays surely
knows, right here is where our opponents
have most signally failed, "all along the line."
Let us look at it from Elder Bays' present
point of view. These opponents of Elder
Bays' were under the conviction that Mormonism is a very deceptive and dangerous
thing; but they did not know enough about
it to expose it intelligently! They were the
true and intelligent servants of God, whose
hearts were fired with the love of humanity.
They were defending the truth of God and
trying to expose a dangerous fraud. And yet
they did not take the pains to post themselves on the character of that fraud, and
when it came to a fair contest they were
always left, and especially when they tried to
affirm their own faith from a Bible standpoint!
, The most vEal point between Elder Bays
and me is this: I claim that in his paper of
resignation, he not only opposed the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants and Book of Mor-
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mon, but that he also opposed the claims of lineal descer.t from Abraham through the
the Bible. He claims that he did not oppose 'loins of David.' From Abraham to David is
the claims of the Bible, but simply and only perfect harmony between the two writers.
the doctrine of plenary inspiration. I here- After leaving David, no two names, in the
with quote from bis paper so far as space order of their descent, agree. Matthew says
will permit, presenting all that he sa,ys con- the descent was through Solomon, while
cerning the Doctrine and Covenants, Book of Luke declares it was through Nathan.
"As may readily be seen from the acMormon, and the Bible, and in the exact
order in which he wrote it.
companying genealogical table transmitted
After resigning his office as a minister of herewith, the two writers are aiming at exthe First Quorum of Seventy, Elder Bays actly the same thing; namely, to show that
Christ was a literal descendant from Abraham
said:through the loins of David, the King, thereby
"Without a doubt you will expect me to
establishing his right to sit upon the throne
give my reasons for this rather unusual
of his father, David. It is equally clear that,
course.
if the recorded statement be true, Jesus, the
"My reasons are briefly as follows:Son of Mary, was also as literally the Son of
"lsT. THE BOOK OF DOCTRINE AND
Joseph. If the genealogy came abruptly to
COVENANTS.
an end in Joseph, then Christ was in no
"After years of careful investigation of the
sense a descendant of David; and the genefacts, as well as the circumstances uuder
alogies of both Matthew and Luke are incorwhich the Book was written, I have arrived
rect and unreliable. If I am to accept the
at the conclusion that there is absolutely
genealogical descent, and consequently the
nothing to be offered in support of its claim
human paternity of Christ, then I am forced
to divine inspiration. As a minister of the
to abandon the doctrine of the immaculate
church I would be expected to defend its
conception as presented by the same writers.
claim to be divinely inspired and acknowlAnd if I accept the doctrine that Christ was
edge its authority, neither of which can I do
miraculously conceived by the Holy Ghost,
with a clear conscience. To act honestly
then I am forced to deny the accuracy of
both with myself and the church, I feel it my
both Matthew and Luke as to the genealogical
duty to resign.
descent.
"2D. THE BOOK OF MORMON.
"In short, to say nothing of the irrecon"As to the ethical status of this book, I
think no unfavorable comment can be made. cilable differences between Matthew and
Its moral precepts are unquestionably good. Luke respecting the genealogical descent of
They are all that its friends claim for it, and, Christ, I find one theory to be in direct oppoindeed, superior in some respects to those of sition to the other.
''If one is true, the other is false; and these
the Bible.
"But the mere fact that its moral precepts irreconcilable discrepancies utterly preclude
may be regarded as faultless, cannot serve to the possibility that they were written by
divine inspiration.
prove it to be of divine origin.
"The principal point of strength in favor
"As these discrepancies seem to be absoof the Book of Mormon is to be found in the lutely irreconcilable, it leaves the investifact of the profound mystery surrounding its gator at liberty to accept that which seems
origin. No living man knows anything what . . most reasonable. The doctrine of the miever of the fact of its true origin. To say the raculous conception is at variance with every
least its inspiration and authority are ex- known law of natural generation.
tremely doubtful.
"That Christ's human form had a purely
"3:0. THE BIBL1!:.
human origin, and that this view agrees
"Ministers of the gospel are expected to with every known law, is apparent. Hence,
believe and teach the inspiration of the Bible. I believe that Christ had a natural father as
During the later years of my ministry I well as a natural mother. Otherwise he
made this a question of special inquiry, and could not be 'in all things like unto his
quite contrary to the generally received opin- brethren.' (Heb. 2:17.)"
ion, I found nothing to sustain the belief that
From the above the reader can draw his
the Old and New Testaments, or any particu- own conclusions. However, the followinglar book in either, were written by divine statements are legitimate:inspiration. Hence I have been led to reject
1. What I have quoted constitutes the
the dogma of the 'divine inspiration of the larger portion of Eider Bays' "reasons" for
Bible,' as wholly untenable.
resigning his ministerial office.
"4th. Not only do I find that the writers of
2. These reasons are furnished under three
the several books of the Bible, whoever they distinct heads; namely, "The Book of Docmay be, do not claim to have written the trine and Covenants," "The Book of Morbooka attributed to them by inspiration, but mon," "The Bible."
I find a marked, and irreconcilable disagree3. Under the first and second captions, we
ment between them, on questions of vital im- have one section each, but the last, "the
portance; thereby destroying the last vestige Bible,'' is divided into two.
of any ground upon which to base an argu4. The first section of the third general
ment in support of the dogma of plenary reason for resigning, contains nothing about
inspiration.
plenary inspiration, nor of extravagant and
"A sini:rle instance of this wUl be deemed false claims made for the Bible. Not a word
sufficient for the present occasion:in it can justly be construed to refer to any"In Matthew 1: 16, and Luke 3: 23-34, we thing but the claims of the Bible as underhave the 'generation of Jesus Christ,' in his stood and held by the Latter Day Saints.

The opening sentence says: "Ministers of
the gospel are expected to believe and teach
the inspiration of the Bible." The closing
one, "Hence, I have been led to reject the
dogma of the 'divine inspiration of the Bitle,'
as wholly untenable."
5. If "Divine inspiration,'' and "inspiration
of the Bible" mean the same as "plenary inspiration," when found in Elder Bays' paper,
then according to a just and well-established
rule of interpretation, "divine inspiration,"
"divinely inspired," and "inspiration," must
be interpreted in the same way when used in
connection with the Doctrine and Covenants
and the Book of Mormon.
6. That the Doctrine and Covenants and
Book of Mormon contain revelations of God's
will to man, is not directly denied, while the
di vine origin of the latter book is left as an
open question.
7. Section one of the third reason, rejects
"the inspiration of the Bible," or else sections one and two do not reject the inspiration
of the Doctrine and Covenants and the Book
of Mormon. Elder Bays can take which horn
of the dilemma suits him best.
8. If God commanded the Bible to be written, he would certainly inspire those who
were thus commanded in the faithful performance of the work. If he never gave such
commandment, then its authority is only'
human.
9. Elder Bays not only rejects the inspiration of the Bible, but he rejects the exceedingly plain accounts of Matthew and Luke as
to the conception of Christ by the Holy
Ghost. He also claims that he has discovered
that the writers of the several books of the
Bible are guilty of "irreconcilable disagreement . . . on questions of vital importance."
In fact, not one word can be found directly in
favor of the Bible in this whole paper! Was
I to blame for believing that he made an
attack on the Bible as well as the other books?
10. If Elder Bays' claim is correct; namely,
that he simply and "only" attacked the
claim of plenary inspiration, then how does
it come that he makes this one of his strong,
leading reasons for resigning his office, when,
as he himself claims, the Latter Day Saints
have never advocated the doctrine? It will
not do. Either he was making a leading attack on what the Latter Day Saints believe
concerning the Bible, or he was indulging in
the most consummate folly, such as we would
hardly impute to a child, much less to an intellectual and bright-minded man.
The character of Elder Bays' religious
faith, at the time he wrote up his resignation, is clearly indicated in his closing words.
They are as follows:"With feelings of the highest esteem, and
with an abiding faith in the moral excellence of Christianity, I have the pleasure to
be
Yours very truly,
"D. H. BAYS."
This "moral excellence" he fully accords
to the Book of Mormon.
·When Elder Bays attached himself to the
Baptist Church, and then to the Christian
Church, did he find religious bodies which
reject the claim of plenary inspiration for
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the Bible, and the conception of Christ by J Joseph Smith soon. The saints are very
anxious to see him, and will give him a kind
the Holy Ghost? etc. Did he?
I do not need to prove that his incidental reception whe'1 he does come among us.
Bro. J. C. Foss returned home on the 1st
statement (for that is all that it is) concerning "plenary inspiration" was a "man of of the present month. He did a good work
straw," for he himself has confessed that the while in the mission, and will be kindly reLatter Day Saints never advocated the doc- .ceived when he returns. The saints and
trine, he never taught it while a minister of many of the outsiders speak highly of his lathe church, and he does not think that I be- bors.
Bro. W. J. Smith has been laboring for
lieve it! Was I not right, then, in referring
some time in Cleveland and other places in
to it as "a man of straw"?
"Plenary inspiration," "inspiration of the the mission. Bro. Smith is one of our ablest
Bible," and "divine inspiration," are not ministers and leaves a good impression whersynonymous phrases which may be used ever he labors, and has the confidence of the
interchangeably. The first one of these saints; and the cry is, "Send Bro. Smith
phrases refers to a claim made for the Bible; back." He will soon leave the mission, but
the second and third, to what the Bible he goes with our best wishes, and we earclaims for itself. However, if Elder Bays nestly desire that he will be returned to the
Yours hastily,
wishes to explain, now, that he meant mission.
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
plenary inspiration all the time, we accept
his apology in good faith; but we cannot
allow that these phrases mean one thing
HAMPTON, Va., Nov. 2.
when applied to the Bible, but an entirely
Editors l:lerald:-Will you be so kind as to
differ6ln_t thing when applied to the Book of send me some cards of your faith and such
Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and Cove- other matter as you think proper to distribnants.
ute. There is a series of revival meetings
Perhaps the good Elder will have learned, being conducted here and I wish some good
by this time, that consistency is "a jewel elder could be present to take part.
indeed."
J. R. LAMBERT.
I am not a member of your church, but
have read not a little of it, and talked with
some that are, and with one elder in New
SHARON, Pa., Nov. 16.
Editors Herald:-On the 10th inst., my Jersey. I like it best of all, so far as I unfamily and self left Kirtland; the family for derstand it.
There are a few Utah Mormon elders hereaWorcester, Massachusetts, and the writer for
the mission field. My permanent address bouts, but they are not meeting with much
will be, until further notice, No. 208 Austin success.
I believe if one of your elders was to come
Street, Worcester, Massachusetts.
I arrived at Conneautville, Pennsylvania, here he would do well and be received kindly.
on the evening of the 11th, in a drenching At all events he can find a home with us so
rain, and which during the night turned into long as he desires to stay and work for our
Cordially,
a terrible snowstorm and kept it up nearly Master.
MISS LIBBY BROOKS.
all next day. The rain and snow got the
roads in a bad state, and we were informed
that there were two or three protracted
SEMINOLE, Ala., Nov. 10.
meetings going on in the vicinity; hence I
Editors Herald:-Am still confined to Balddid not think it wise, under the circum- win County by quarantine, which prevents
stances, to undertake to hold a series of meet- _me to some extent from laboring in the
ings there.
county as I would like. With Bro. J. Reeder
On the night of the 12th I came to this as my assistant, I manage to put in every
place, and it has been raining almost all the Saturday evening and Sunday to good advantime since my arrival. However, I have tage, and frequently hold one or two services
held preaching meetings right along, but the in the week. We held three interesting
audience has been quite small. This branch meetings at Mr. W. Parish's house, near
is in a splendid condition. We had a grand Brady, notwithstanding our Methodist
saints' meeting on Sunday afternoon. Our friends had scoured the neighborhood trying
young brother, Richard Baldwin, is the to raise money to pay a Rev. Mr. Belt, of
president of the branch; and he is one of our De Funiak Springs, to meet us there and
coming young men, if he will only continue prove us wrong, and who failed to materialto be humble and faithful before the Lord. ize; but instead advised people to stay away.
Truly the Lord is raising up young men all We had a good hearing, and some are interover the church to carry on his grand work. ested.
The saints here treat the elders with every
While on our way home from Mr. Patterkindness; may the God of our fathers ever son's logging camp, the 2d, where we had
bless them abundantly.
held meeting, we were met by Bro. D. SkillI expect to be with the Pittsburg branch man, who informed us we were wanted at
on Wednesday night, and on Friday evening once to take charge of a funeral at Luna's
the 19th, I shall begin operations at Fayette Ferry, several miles distant. So we turned
City, Pennsylvania, and will be there a week. and headed our horse in that direction, and
I have been summoned to serve as a juror the on our arrival were informed the procession
29th; will have to appear before the court on had left an hour before. We were permitted
the above date, ere I can be excused, if I do to pass through the quarantine, and cross
the river going and coming free of charge.
not have to serve.
We are expecting a visit from President Taking a nearer route we fell in behind the

procession just before reaching the place of
interment, at Beulah, Florida, seven or eight
miles distant. We were met by two Baptist
elders, at the door of their church, and told
it was the request of the family that we take
cbarge:;and preach the sermon. The church
was open for us, and quite a large audience
was present, the school having been dismissed that all might attend.
We read Isaiah 26: 19.
And while we
thought the sermon but an ordinary one,
some of the most influential people pronounced it the best sermon ever preached in
the church, and all appeared well pleased so
far as we learned. This is the same place
where we baptized the nine. The funeral
was that of a young man, of 13 years and 26
days old, who came to his death in a cyclone.
The mother was once in the church, ·and the
father believed in none. There were nine in
the house-when it was struck; it was quite a
large story and a half frame structure, The
eight were injured somewhat,:but not seriously. People are thinking and talking, and
the prospect is favorable for us.
Bro. C. I. Carpenter is in Santa Rosa
County. Has organized the first Sunday
school in Florida, after the rules of the General Association. Bro. C. I. is' a good Sunday school worker. May this feature of the
work continue to spread. In bonds,
D. E. TUCKER.
CALKINSVILLE, Mich., Nov. 2.

Editors Herald:-Sr. Gregory, of South
Haven, Michigan, wishes to have some of
the traveling ministry come there to preach,
as there is an opening for an elder in the
schoolhouse near her place. She says she
will meet any who will come, at the station,
if they will let her know. She is the only
saint there. Address Mrs. John Gregory.
Last Sunday my husband's aged mother was
led into the waters of baptism by Elder J.
J. Bailey. It was a day of rejoicing for us;
it h~s been what we· have been hoping and
praying for for over a year. She is mother
of thirteen children, all of whom but two are
very much opposed to the Latter Day Saints.
Pray for her and us that our influence may
be for good in the cause of Christ.
OR.TENSIA MOGG.
EDMOND, Okla., Nov. 17.

Editors Herald:-It will probably be .of interest to your readers to know that "I, Clark
Braden," has been "exposing Mormonism"
at Norman, Oklahoma, recently. Norman is
a stronghold of Campbellism, and for some
time past they have been talking debate with
our people, and even went so far as to challenge Brn. Macrae and Maloney some time
since. While arrangements were delayed,
Braden was sent for and began lecturing,
flaunting his challenges and making a great
spread. He was just going to annihilate
Mormonism if he could only find a victim. As
he could nc~ find any saints in Norman he
went out into the sand hills, twelve miles,
and lectured in a log schoolhouse, where
there were only seven Latter Day Saints, and
two of them were children. He wanted a
debate and wanted it bad. The secret was

I
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that there was a good congregation of Camp·
bellites there, whom Braden knew were able
to pay him well to bold a debate.
About this time the writer app0ared on
the scene. As I had beard Braden's noise
before, I did not become alarmed, but proceeded to issue the following circular, scattering them broadcast among the people.
This was a turn that Braden was not looking for. He was at the end of his row. He
immediately "did the Arab act"-"quietly
folded his tent and stole away" not even halt·
ing long enough to call a "mass meeting" or
"appoint a committee,'' the course generally
resorted to by him when he gets into a close
place. I believe we have met Braden as
often as we should, and that he should be ignored henceforth by our people. This position has not hurt our cause at Norman,
neither will i.t anywhere else. It is a new
departure in dealing with this man, and mv
course may not be approved by all; but it
will be by those who have been in a position
to understand the man and his methods.
It is quite encouraging to me to read the
following from the pen of Bro. George
Montague, president of the mission. He
says: "I am entirely satisfied with the
course you have taken, and heartily indorse
your views in regard to Braden. I believe
the church should refuse positively to have
anything to do with him further." Others
have written me expressing the same views.
The Campbellites have accepted our
counter challenge and selected J. S. Warlick,
of Joshua, Texas, as their representative.
No doubt a discussion will take place soon at
Norman.
In gospel bonds,
C. R. DUNCAN.
[The circular forwarded by Bro. Duncan
provides for discussion of two propositions
involving the general faith of the Reorganized and "Christian" churches, but states, in
effect, that he will not debate with Elder
Clark Braden, because of the latter's peculiar
and dishonorable methods of conducting discussions.-ED.]

Editors Rerald:-The work in Galland's
Grove district is in a fair spiritual and working condition. As a rule the saints are striving to develop the Christ character, and
maintain the interests of the Master's cause.
The majority of our local officers are making
an effort to discharge their duties, and thus
feed the church of God, which he has purchased with his own blood. Missionaries are
doing a good work, though they are not bap·
tizing many. They are looking sharply after
the work where it has been opened up for
some time, and making new openings as
often as possible. There ism uch work neeli!ed
in this district if the territory is ever to be
fully canvassed by the heralds of the gospel;
but the work is of that peculiar nature which
requires that at least the majority of the
laborers should be endowed with the ability
and disposition to bunt for and find work.
Aside from the branches and scattered members, there are com para ti vely few who send
us an invitation to come and preach for them.
Elder Charles Derry is doiag some acceptable labor in the district, by invitation, and is
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finding a hearty welcome wherever he goes. I somewhat inclement, gloomy clouds obscurThe saints are expecting a visit from Bro. ing the brilliant orb of day, yet within the
H. 0. Smith, and are waiting to make him walls where worship was proceeding, there
welcome, and listen to him preach the word. appeared not a cloud upon a single brow; all
The saints have a kindly feeling for him, and seemed happy and content in one another's
appreciate the work which he did in the dis- society, and glad to have the privilege to
trict some years ago. Hopefully yours,
meet again under such favorable circumCHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
stances.
This morning Brn. Stebbins and Pender
started for Greenleaf, to commence a series
CHICAGO, Ill., Nov. 12.
Editors Herald:-On Sunday, October 31, of meetings, where quite a good interest has
with several others I attended the meeting been worked up by the faithful and untiring
of the Utah people. There were present efforts of Sr. Ella and Bro. William Landers.
L. F. JOHNSON.
among others two of the Utah Twelve;
namely, Apostles Lyman and Cowley, of Salt
Lake City. We sent our cards up to each of
STOCKTON, Cal., Nov. 13.
them, but obtained no introduction. We reEditors Hero.ld:-My last to you was from
mained and heard Elder Lyman preach, but Heppner, Oregon. Since then I have labored
had to leave before he got through, to attend in Lebanon, Sweet Home, Waterloo, Drain,
our own meetings. In leaving we gave a Hudson, Looking Glass, Myrtle Point and
copy of the accompanying document to the schoolhouses adjacent thereto, in Oregon.
usher, with the request that it be handed to The time occupied was from August 4 to
the presiding elder at the close of the serv· October 17; the number of sermons preached
ices, with a desire that we might hear from was 63, and the number of baptisms 7. The
them soon; but up to date nothing has total number of baptisms this conference
reached us, and we fear they won't accept.
year, so far, bas been 16. The interest has
All goes well here. Regards to all. ·
been varied and the attendance in most
Yours in bonds,
places fair. Some of the places named give
JOHNS. PATTERSON.
promise of splendid results if the needed
labor can be supplied. In fact Oregon is the
WHAT WE DON'T BELIEVE.
most promising part of my mission so far
The following are the points of difference visited .. I have not yet been to Nevada, and
between the Utah Church and the Reorgani- therefore cannot speak of it from observation.
zation:The reports from there are not flattering as
1. We dispute the claims of Brigham to immediate returns, but still are not withYoung and his successors to the presidency out encouraging indications.
of the church.
I reached California, October 27, and have
2. The doctrine of polygamy.
filled two appointments at Sacramento, one
3. The Adam-God doctrine, or idolatry.
at Irvington, and one at San Francisco since
4. The doctrine of blood-atonement.
then. Came to Stockton two days ago, and.
5. Utah the gathering place.
am billed for two sermons for to-morrow.
6. The secret oaths of the endowment house. Wherever. the missionaries have been at
7. The doctrine that the living priesthood work this year I hear good reports regarding
is greater than the word of God contained in them. I wish I had a dozen men to put into
the three books.
the Oregon division of this field alone.
8. The doctrine of blind obedience to the Washington is looming up encouragingly,
counsel of the priesthood.
and if it can be provided with more workers
All of which the representatives of the Re- will make a good showing.
organized Church are willing to debate pubMy health is much better than when I was
Hcly, with the representative men of the here a year ago. I am not well, but am able
Utah Church.
to keep in motion and do twice the work I
JOHNS. PATTERSON,
could on my last trip here. Among tl;le
President of the Chicago branch of the
saints I am happy. Some of them are poor
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
and their accommodations limited, others
of Latter Day Saints.
enjoy greater immunity from the pinchings
No. 33 North Ada Street, CmcAGO.
of hard times; but everywhere I have been
treated to the best they had, and the scant
provision of the former has been as sweet to
CLAYCENl'ER, Kan., Nov. 8.
Editors Herald:-Our quarterly conference, me as the bounty of the latter. Where the
held at Goshen, has just closed; the busi- gospel spirit is, there is a home of contentness was transacted in a pleasant and agrea- ment for me. I will not attempt to give
bie manner, frae from that boisterous spirit names or single out instances of hospitality.
that sometimes manifests itself at confer· Every place where I made my home was
ences. We were favored with the presence left with a feeling of regret that my stay
of Elders H. A. Stebbins and W. S. Pender, could not be prolonged. May the Lord bless
who dispensed the "word" in a very able and and reward them all, together with all who
entertaining manner; and I believe I voice contributed in any way or degree to make my
the sentiment of all present when I say that work among them a pleasure and a success.
our hearts were made glad to feast upon the
I shall probably not be able to visit Nevada
good things of the kingdom. Quite a num- this conference year. This I regret very
ber of saints from a distance attended, also a much for several reaeons; but I cannot congoodly number of nonmembers from the im- sistently ramble about to gratify either my
mediate vicinity; and while the weather was own or others' desires to see and be seen.
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Work is demanded-hard, persist~nt work-

J

if results are to be secured either immedi-

I F. M. Sheehy, John Smith, G. H. Gates, J.

ately or at some remote period; and this-de·
mand cannot be met by indulging the
inclination to spend a day or two wherever
branches invite. I am g'lad that the elders
are getting to feel that way and act upon that
idea.
0ur work is suffering greatly in many
localities from the lack of local presidents.
Think of Washington and Oregon without
even a district organization, and saints scattered all over those States without any regular place of assembling, or a branch president
to hold them together and minister for their
growth, except perhaps in about three instances. Never did my spirit i:rroan within
me more over the needs of the different
localities than during this year. Surely
there is occasion to "ordain and set high
priests to preside" where I have traveled.
If the interests of the church are to be conserved some persons with ability for local
presidency must be sent there to reside and
build up the cause. But my letter is
.
stretc h ing
out to a wearisome 1ength for the
reader, 80 I will "ring off" for the present.
I n t h e h arness,
JOSEPH LUFF.
P. S.-M.y address is No. 3010 Sixteenth
Street, San Francisco, care C. A. Parkin.
FAIRBURY, Neb., Nov. 5.
Editors Herald:-We are all striving for
the Master; his work is onward here. Bro
H. W. Beleville has been holding meetings
here now going on three weeks. The interest is better than it has ever been before;
the people think he is the right boy for the
place. We give God the praise. Two have
given their names for baptism. We have a
Sisters' Prayer Union meeting every Thursday afternoon. Our Sunday school is improving wonderfully.
We also have prayer
meeting every Tuesday evening. Bro. A. J.
Myers is our faithful presiding officer. I
h&.ve been a member of the church about
three years, and I do not regret the step
taken. Am thankful that God ever showed
me the light.
I ask an interest in the
prayers of the saints, that we all may see
the necessity of continuing in the work of
the Lord.
In Christ I am your sister,
MRS. KATERAUSCH.

ConfBren~B

fninutes.

MASSACHUSETTS.
'Conference convened October 30, 1897, 2: 35
p. m., at Boston, Massachusetts; W. H. Kelley and Richard Bullard chairmen, M. C.
Fisher and W. A. Sinclair clerks. Very encouraging report by W. H. Kelley as to gen{lral outlook throughout the district and
Eastern mission.
Statistical reports of
branches read by clerk from following: Boston, Brockton, Plainville, Providence, Cranston, Little Compton, North Plymouth, Fall
River, Dennisport, New Bedford. Report
read from following: District president, R.

Bullard; vice president, F. 0. Coombs; Elders

I Gilbert, G. S.

Yerrington, W. Bradbury, N.
I R. Nickerson, J. B. Pearce, C. A. Coombs; !
Priests W. Talbot and A. B. Pierce; Teachers C. L. Munroe and J. F. McKenna; Deacons M. Gondolf und W. F. Frost.
R.
Bullard reported as Bishop's agent: Balance
due February 15, 1897, $369.51; collections
$1,322.61; expenditures $1,31101; due Bishop
October 15, 1897, $351.11. Treasurer reported
thus: Balance due February, 1897, $17.48 ;
collections $ 32 · 89 i expenditures 23 56 i balance due October 30, l897' $ 26.81. Conference
to convene at Providence, Rhode Island, last
Saturday in February, 1898 · Recommendation from Brockton branch of C. L. Munroe
to office of elder was referred to a committee
of all the elders of conference; also two from
Boston branch of C. H. Lake to office of el-·
der and Hibbard D. Simpson to office of
teacher were referred to same committee.
President of district was authorized to confer
with president of the branches to raise money
for a new tent for district use. Elders committee reported ordination of C. L. Munroe
of. Brockton as indefinitely postponed, and
ordination of C. H. Lake and Hibbard D.
Simpson was left to the missionary in charge.
Preaching by W. H. Kelley, who enjoyed
good liberty and had good-sized audiences.
An excellent conference, good spirit, and increased unity. May God add his blessing.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
Far West, Missouri, Sunday school convention will convene at St. Joseph, Missouri,
December 10, ten a. m. Program: At 10:0010: 45 a. m., Sunday school workers' prayer
session; 10: 45-12: 00, business. At 2: 00-2: 30
p. m., Should the primary class be subdivided, discussion led by D. J. Krah!; 2: 302: 35, music by Stewartsville; 2: 35-3: 30, What
qualifications are especially commendable for
the officers named under local bylaws? discussion led by J. M. Terry; 3: 30-3: 35, instrumental music, Amy Winning; 3: 35-4: 15,
What are necessary qualifications of teachers? led by EL D. Ennis. At 7: 30, Song.
Prayer by John C. Gardnar. Ten-minute address, R. Winning. Music by Mandolin
Club. Fifteen-minute talk, What can be
done to deepen the interest in Sunday school
work? E. T. Dobson.
Vocal solo, Josie
Isleib. Recitation, Ma.ry Eagle. Ten-minute
talk, How we may best reach the spiritual
nature of the child, W. C. Duncan. Original
temperance lecture, J.M. Terry, Jr. Music,
Kinnaman quartet.
}
·J . M . T ERRY,
CHAS. P. FAUL,
Com.
MRS. D. H. BLAIR,

Miscellanaotl8 Dspartment
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES.

8tlndau School 1Issociations.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.

Brethren in the Mobile District; Greeting:It is pleasing unto the Lord for us all to be
coworkers with him in the great work of redemption. You will help the glorious cause
of truth, if each one in the district who reads
this notice will put by something by way of
tithes or offarings, and send to me by post
office order or registered letter. I would
love to see more names down on the Bishop's
books. All are privileged to have their
names there, and though not a rich people,
yet by a constant and steady effort we may
accomplish much and win the approval of the
Master.
w. L. BOOKER,
Bishop's Agent.

Association convened October 8, at two p.
m., at Fremont, Nebraska. Owing to diphtheria raging in Blair, the place appointed
for convention, it was found necessary to
change, which caused a smaller attendance,
somewhat. Superintendent, J. F. Mintun,
presiding; Lizzie Agenstein, secretary, bei.ng
absent, Sr. Cora Scoins was chosen secretary
pro tern.
Reports from following schools
were read and adopted: Columbus, Platte
VANCLEAVE, Jackson Co., Miss.
Valley, Omaha, and Fremont; one school not
reporting, showing an increased interest and
NOTICES.
improvement in the work. The evening sesTo Whom It May Concern:-All saints havsion consisted of a program rendered by the
Fremont school. Association adjourned to ing any business to communicate with or to
meet the first Friday in February, 1898, at the clerk of the Independence, Missouri, district, will please address,
two p. m., Omaha, Nebraska.
w. E. MCKELVEY, Clerk.
Lock Box 151, KANSAS CrrY, Kansas.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
Association convened at South Boardman,
In harmony with Elder Heman C. Smith's
October 29, at two p. m.; associate superintendent James Davis, in the chair, C. B. request, the appointees of the Rocky MounJoice secretary. The following schools re- tain mission will, immediately at the close of
ported: Kingsley 16, Perseverance (Kal- the year, please report to me, 528 East Seckaska) 26, South Boardman 50, Boyne City 5, ond South Street, Salt Lake City, the numColeman 117, Brinton 87, Traverse City 25, ber of baptisms, confirmations, ordinations,
Whittemore 29, · Victor (Ludington) 56, In- blessings of children, administrations, marland 98, Freesoil 79, Zion (West Branch) 47, riag-es, sermons, meetings presided over and
Threti Rivers (Beaverton) 32. W. D. Ellis attended, and where such work has been perelected superintendent, James Davis associate formed. Please do not delay and thus hinder
superintendent, C. B. Joice secretary, R. W. my report to Apostle Smith. You will also
Kenyon treasurer. Adjourned to meet at please make to me an individual report of
above items together with your ability to
Coleman, at call of superintendents.
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Mussell, August 21, 1897, a daughter, and
named Eula. Blessed October 24 by Elders
J. A. Tanner and J. T. Williams.
HOLINGSWORTH.-To Mr. Sheldon and Sr.
Ollie Holingsworth, at Des Moines, Iowa,
July 20, 1896, a daughter, named Thelma
Olivia. Blessed at Des Moines, Iowa, November 9, 1897, by Elders C. Scott and M.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
H. Cook.
The Northern Wisconsin district conferSNOOKS.-To Mr. A. and Sr. Lovie Snooks,
ence will convene at Porcupine, Pepin
at
Des Moines, Iowa, September 20, 1897, a
County, Wisconsin, December 4 and 5, 1897.
daughter, named Edith Grace. Blessed at
We hope to see all the officials there with a
Des Moines, Iowa, November 9, by Elders 0.
large report. Also hope to see some of the
Scott and M. H. Cook.
missionaries, if not all. Let branches take
BALDRY.-Ralph Radcliff, born November
notice and have a report of all the changes
18, 1894. EBtella Fern, born March 14, 1896.
since last report. A cordial invitation is exChildren of Mr. H. A. and Mrs. Mary Baltended to all to come and help us. We hope
,. to see Bro. J. H. Lake. Everybody come and dry. Blessed November 5, 1897" at Kirk,
Nebraska, by Elder David M. Rudd.
bring the Holy Spirit with you.
REYNOLDS.-At Beardstown, Illinois, to
A. L. WHITEAKER, Pres.
Bro. Edward and Sr. Norah R~ynolds: FebA. V. CLOSSON, Clerk.
ruary 5, 1891, a son, and named Frederick
Henry.
October 24, 1892, a son, named
Conference of Mobile district will convene
Claude Floyd. February 16, 1896, a daughter,
with the Theodore saints in Mobile County,
named Mamie. All blessed October 25, 1897,
Alabama, Saturday, ten a. m., December 11.
by Elder M. H. Bond.
Come, as many as possible, and let us have a
DAVIES.-At Oak Hill, Missouri, January
spiritual time.
9, 1867, to Bro. Ivor and Sr. Emma Davies, a
W. L. BOOKER, Pres.
daughter, and named Vida Viola. Blessed at
The Eastern Maine distriot conference will Oak Hill, March 21, by Elders M. H. Bond
convene December 18 and 19, with the saints and A. D. Greer.
CROOKER.-At St. Louis, Missouri, June 5,
of Indian River. All interested we hope will
come. We hope to have some of the seventy 1897, to Mr. Harry and Sr. Isabelle Crocker,
with us, and, most of all, we are praying that a daughter, and named Isabelle Louise.
the good Father will grant us a goodly Blessed at St. Louis by Elders M. H. Bond
and R. Archibald.
amount of the Spirit.
SLOVER.-At Orchard ville, Illinois, March
A. s. KELLEY, Sec.
4, 1897, to Bro. Francis and Sr. Lillie M.
Conference of the Western Maine district Slover, a daughter. Blessed October 10, by
will convene at Mountainville, Deer Isle, Elders M. H. Bond and V. D. Baggerly.
GRIFFIN.-To Bro. William and Sr. E.
December 4 and 5. Elder William H. Kelley,
of Kirtland, Ohio, will be present. We hope Griffin, in Otter Township, Warren County,
Iowa, a daughter, September 29, 1892, named
to see a large attendance.
Edna Blanch; blessed November 6, 1897, by
s. G. CUNNINGHAM, Pres.
Elder C. Scott, at above-named place.
CooK.-To Bro. T. P. and Sr. Jane Cook, a
Spring River district conference will convene at Blendsville, Missouri, D2cember 3, son, October 13, 1897. Blessed by Elders C.
1897, seven p. m. Branch presidents, clerks; Scott and M. H. Cook, at Des Moines, Iowa,
and standing committees, please take notice. November 7, and named Leonard Lawrence.
CRAYCRAFT. -Born, July 26, 1897, prehave your reports properly made out, and
forwarded to me at Blendsville, Missouri, sented by Bro. and Sr. M. Craycraft for blesstogether with other communications. Send ing, to Elders C. Scott and M. H. Cook, an
or bring your quarterly collections with you, adopted boy, and named Joseph Severn, and
and come prepared to pay off that district in this name was blessed at Des Moines, Iowa.
GEORGE.-At Netawaka, Kansas, July 21,
tent debt; and also the Spirit of God, that
said conference may be one long to be remem- 1897, to Bro. David and Sr. Elizabeth George,
bered. My home address is Jasper City, a daughter, named Ruth; blessed August 31,
by Brn. H. A. Stebbins and David Williams.
Missouri.
J. c. CHRESTENSEN, Sec.
CHIOK.-Near Netawaka, Kansas, July 12,
1897, to Bro. Don and Sr. Josephine Chick, a
BORN.
daughter, named Josephine; blessed August
DAVIS.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 19,1896,
31, by Brn. David Williams and H. A. Stebto Mr. John W. and Sr. Caroline W. Davis, a
bins.
·daughter. Blessed at home, November 14,
GREEN. -At Netawaka, Kansas, June 18,
1897, under the name of Hellen Irena, by
Bro. Joseph and Sr. Laura Green, a
Elders Robt. M. Elvin and Samuel Ackerly. 1897,
daughter,
named_Elsie Merl; blessed August
STEWART.-To Mr. and Sr. Mary F. Stew:art, April 30, 1889, at Rosedale, Kansas, a 31, by Brn. H. A. Stebbins and David Wildaughter, named Myrtle Beatrice. At West liams.
PRUDEN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, April 29,
Plains, Missouri, May 24, 1891, a daughter,
named Emma Francis. Both blessed by 1897, to Bro. L. M. and Sr. Stella M. PruElders J. W. Brackenbury and F. C. Warnky, den, a son, named Lewis Myron; blessed October 31, by Brn. H. A. Stebbins and J. A.
·October 24, 1897, at Rosedale, Kansas.
MUSSELL.-To Bro. Fred T. and Sr. Sarah Gunsolley.
take the ''neld" for ensuing•year with preference, if any, and ''allowance" required, such
report to cover "conference year,'' and forward to Box 156, Lamoni,·Iowa, March 1, 1898.
In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT. ·

to

BROWN.-To W. S. and Alta May Brown,
at Standley, Indian Territory, October 19,
1897, a son, named Wallace Sherman.
Blessed November 7, 1897, by Elders Earl D.
Bailey and Ambrose E. Elliott.
HARRIS.-To Bro. Chas. J. and Susie Har•
ris, September 2, 1895, at Andover, Missouri,
a son, named Otto Peter. A daughter July
30, 1897, at Standley, Indian Territory,
named Lena Marie. Both blessed October
28, 1897, by Elders S. V. and Earl D. Bailey at
Standley, Indian Territory.

MARRIED.
MATHER-GAYLORD.-At the home of Bro.
and Sr. Elijah B. Gaylord, Lamoni, Iowa,
their daughter, Alta Mae, was united in marriage to Bro. William J. Mather, at six
o'clock, on the evening of November 17, 1897,
the ceremony being spoken by Elder H. A.
Stebbins. Many friends were present to
wish this well-mated pair a happy journey
through life.

DIED.
JUDSON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, November 3,
1897, Mr. Isaac Henry Judson departed this
life, in his thirty-seventh year. The deceased
was born in Jackson, Michigan. June 4, 1859;
was married to Ada L. Cave, May 10, 1882.
Most of his life was spent in Covert, Michigan. He removed to Lamoni, Iowa, in 1E93.
His wife and five children are teft to mourn
their loss. He was a believer in the work
and was about to be baptized into the church
when he died. Services were held in the
Saints' church on the 4th inst., Bishop E. L.
Kelley preaching the funeral sermon.
GREEN.-At Netawaka, Kansas, October
9, 1897, Eva, youngest daughter of Bi:o.
David and Sr. Jennie Green, born August 17,
1891. Father, mother, three brothers, and
two sisters, mourn. She was a lovely child.
Funeral services conducted by Elder D. Williams, assisted by Harry Thomas, to a large
gathering at the saints' church.
WILLIAMS.-At Atchison, Kansas, November 2, 1897, Bro. Wilber J. Williams (son of
Elder David Williams, formerly of Atchison), aged 34 years, 8 months, and 11 days.
In the prime of a worthy and noble manhood
the circumstances attending his last days
and his departure were very sad. In his
youth he was baptized by his grandfather,
Bro. George Thomas, and he loved the gospel. A funeral serdce was held at Atchison
on the 3d, a sermon being preached by Elder
H. A. Stebbins at eleven o'clock. Then the
body was taken to.Netawaka, where his parents and two brothers reside, and at half
past two another service was held, Bro.
Stebbins preaching again, assisted by Elder
W. E. Peak. The aged father and mother
are hardly able to endure their great grief;
yet their hope in God sustains them in this
trial as in others before.
Cox.-At his home at Standley, Indian
Territory, November 6, 1897, after an illness
of one year, Bro. John Cox. He was born
April 18, 1836; was baptized June 15, 1894,
since which time his life was characterized
by a consistent adherence to the cause he
had espoused.
Wife, five sons, and six
daughters mourn. Remarks at grave by
Elder S. V. Bailey.
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Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Absolutely Pur«11

r1ERALDo
THE KEOKUK ROUTE.

The Necessity for a Reorganization.
BY ELDER H. O. SMITH.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
Church.
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that porIt brings to light much of the teachings oJ tion south of Van Wert will be standard
Brigham Young and other founders of the gauge Oll or before November 1, 1897.
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres·
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
ent leaders to be at variance with and their Northern Missouri which has more good
organization a departure from the faith locations for business men than on the line of
taught by the eariy church and its three the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
standard books.
has been shipped over this line than any road
It also vindicates and maintains the gen- of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See
eral position of the Reorganized Church in Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
succession.
freight and passenger service is not equalled
A tract for the times. Just the thing with by any road in the state, except the Missouri
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite River trunk lines, with each of which we
eld-<Jrs.
have union stations and direct connections.
Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per
Persons seeking farms can find property at
doz., l.J cents.
tempting prices; rnen seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
BY ELDER WM. H. KELLEY.
The towns between Des Moines and CainsThe Herald Office has issued a third edition ville are particularly well located for
of this valuable a11d popular work. Ordere business. Look them up. Write to the
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per undersigned for additional information. See
copy.
Address, David Dancer, Business folder for map and lands.
Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
J. F. ELDER,
Those desiring to make special arrangeGen. Pass. Agent.
ments to handle the book in quantities shoul<l A. C. GOODRICH,
address the Author, at Temple, Ohio.
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.

Presidency and Priesthood

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.

The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
of 1835, which was adopted by a General Assembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enlarged, greatly aiding study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
:names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of figures for
the old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same as the former edition, according to bindings:Cloth ....••• , • • • • . . .............. $ 65
Full leather ••••••.•....•••••••••••• 1 00
Full leather, gilt edges.•••••••••••• 1 25
Flexible bound, gilt edges ..••••••••• 2 00
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves
for notes.)
THE TWO RECORDS.
The Book of Mormon and the New Testament (Inspired Translation) combined, in.
large type, in one volume. This book is deraigned especially for aged persons and othere
who prefer large-type reading matter.
Leather back and corners ........•• $2 00
Seal grain russia ................... 2 50
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..... , 3 50
Morocco, gilt edges ................. 4 00
REPOH.TS.
Blank statistical reports of Sunday schools
to District Association; per dozen 10 cents.
The same for districts to General Association; per dozen 10 cents.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21,
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of sale.

It is impossible to promise particular features that wilt appear in the
AMERICAN MONTHLY" during the coming year, for it is, as the
Bookman says, ''a great monthly newspaper." As such, it prints for
tts readers an illustrated account of the notable things which make the history of
the month, of the political, the
economic, and literary happenings
"We know of no revtew published, In this
· country or in Europe. which combines so successwhich are of value to intelligent
. folly as the AMERICAN MONTHLY the alertness.
i tnneliness. and energy of journalism with the
men and women. The Editor's
t_ sound judgment. carefully weighed opinion, exact
"Progress of the World " tells suc. l:nowledge. and well-chosen English of the purely
I iiterary periodical. "-The Outlook.
cinctly an illustrated story of the
I
month. The "Leading .Articles"
eive the best thought and information of the current magazines in five continents; the contributed articles furnish the character sketches of the man of the
month, and give timely discussions by authorities on any question of immediate
terious import.
·
The result of this comprehensive effort to edit in one monthly volume the
information needed by intelligent people of "live" instincts is best gauged in
the opinions which the readers of
the AMERICAN MONTHLY
have seen fit to express. These
i
are thinking business men, clergyThe current number ,
men, editors, lawyers, professors,
and the two preced- i
engineers, the wide-awake women
ing issues. • a • • • • l
.
I
of America. They write that the
---------------'
AMERICAN MONTHLY "is
indispensable"; "is simply invaluable"; "is a generous library in itself ft; is
" a historical cyclopedia of the world" ; "the best means of aid for a busy man";
i: the best periodical of the kind we have ever had"; "a triumph of editorial
genius"~ "the world under a field-glass;• etc., etc,
11

Forn
25c.

SPECIAL-OFFER--1

.5UBSCR.IPTION PR.ICE, $2.50 PER. VEAR
r/ADDRESS

American Monthly Review of Reviews
!3 ASTOR PLACE. NEW YORK
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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TRADE MARK!t,
DES!CNS,
COPYRICHTS &00
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency .fo:..· securing patents
t.n America. We have a Washington office.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
&peclal notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautlfullf illustrated, largest circulation of

any_scient1fie journal, weekly, terms $3.00 ~ears
U.fiO six months. Specimen copies and H.A.1111
B<iOK ON PATENTS

sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

CO.,

361 Broadway, New York.

HARDWARE.11
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, BTG.

Ol\IE POUND OF THIS STAFU'.lH Will Gil
AS FA.RAS A POUND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER.STARCH.

Special attention given to Builden' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furniahelll

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

t'A~UF.ACTIJFIED ONLY av

u:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9

CHEAP HOMES.

NEWHA'
VEN.CDNN.
GH

Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now is
the time to do so. I have properties that I
can sell you for less money than you can build
For descriptions, prices, and
ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without'.doubt the houses.
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number C?f terms write to O. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa.
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of prac~1cal experi-

ence in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

TOBACCO HABIT

CUR~I

OR NO PAY.
·~.~· Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin<>is, positively
guarantees three boxes of HQuit-To-Bac" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
useofQuit-To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why
not try it! It has cured hundreds; why not you!
Remember, No flare, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

I

GRACELAND COLLEGE.

I

THE ELLWOOD-COOPER

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
The purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.25 per
bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
w. :&. MY.ERS, Droggist, Lamoni, Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
llilllW DEPARTMENTS AND NEW FEATURES.

"The Religio'a Arena," occupying from
fourteen to sixteen pages, devoted to general
religio-literary work; also fourteen to sixteen
p11.ges devoted to Current Events and History
of Present Times.
Single subscriptions $1.25; or five or more
eubscriptions to one address at $1 ea.ch, if
paid in advance; or mailed to single addresses at ihe same post office.
Also both the HERALD and Autumn Leaves
at $3 per year, payable in advance.
Subscriptions solicited.
Address, FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager,
Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A honse In Lamoni Iowa, two squares from the bulllness center. It has sfx rooms, a hall, and three close~
and ls conveniently arranged for a family of six or more
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fo
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which an
the corner of a block. Address.
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa.

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,

prices on the second volume of
the Church History are the same as
for the first volume, as follows:THE

For catalogues or further information,
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE,
Acting President,
or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary,
LAMONI,

low A.

Cloth bound, ........................... $1
Cloth, leather backs and corners,. ..... ,2
Full leather,. .......................... 2
Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3

50.
00.
50..
00.

Don't forget the different styles of
binding and separate prices of each
when ordering.
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that church our Articles of Religion, i ror, it will be time enough for us to
.
. .
.
I
•
•
· our ritual, our mm1sterial orders and : come mto larger sympathy with the
office· and from her Arminian divines I mother who always unkind to her
'
,
'
our theology.
But we are not the strongest child, now declares it to be
heirs of her spirit. Of this the Prot- illegitimate."
MoT~~~~~H~~~ b~r;o'M:N:.
estant Episcopal Church is the sole
But, Bishop Goodsell continues, the
We and Our Neighbors.············· 7d3 American possessor. Our mother has case is different with regard to the
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
.
A Word to Sunday School Superinchanged as she has aged, and has enrichment of the church's mode of
tendents, Teachers, and Parents .... 763 grown more narrow, more exclusive, worship and possibly with regard to
ThEi Christmas Offering- .............. 764
She has the localization of the episcopate.
On Christmas Offerings .............. 764 if not more aristocratic.
LETTER DEPARTMENT: ................. 764 more tenderness for the Roman and Toward these, decided advance has
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
Eastern Wales ....................... 768 Greek communions than for the Prot- been made of late. Three items in
Fremont ............................. 768 estant churches. All this approach the English service have been formEastern Michigan .................... 769
Northwestern Kansas ................ 769 to Rome in spirit and ritual is re- '! ally placed in the· order of worship,
South western Missouri. .............. 769 warded by the bull which declares namely, the recitation of the Apostles'
Nodaway ............................. 769
that her bishops are no bishops, and 1 Creed, the responsive reading of the
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
Interstate Sunday School Institute ... 770 her orders utterly void and worthless. 1 Psalms, and the Gloria Patri thereMISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
White-Ch ism Debate ................. 770 She will remain so much in the con- after. The use of these is now ditrol of a generation trained in Tracta- I1 rected by the supreme body of the
rian ideas that no change will be I church, and the bishop thinks that the
THE DRIFT OF METHODISM.
BISHOP D. A. GOODSELL, of the immediately visible. The next gen- I time is near when additional liturgical
Methodist Episcopal Church, has been eration will assuredly be broader. It j elements should be allowed to such
"expatriated" as be puts it, for nearly will perceive that the unity of Chris- congregations as desire them.
two years by the order of his church. tendom is impossible until the claims I As for the plan to have the commitWhich means, we presume, that he has of the Roman Church are humbled and I tee on episcopacy of the General Conbeen assigned to the inspection of she be reduced, by combat of her ference localize the bishops, it had a
Methodist missions in foreign lands. errors, to a less pretentious place. I 1arge following in the last General
ThrBe thousand miles from America, This is a large task, but its successful J Conference, and while Bishop Goodunder the shadow of St. Peter's, at accomplishment is as inevitable as the 1 sell thinks there are fatal objections
Rome, he becomes reflective over the growth of science, the substitution of 1 to such a course in the cases of bishtendencies of American Methodism, radical faith for superstition, and ops who have, under past conditions,
and sends the results of his reflection greater freedom in free countries for reached a final course of residence,
the Roman Church itself.
there are no fatal objections to such a
to The Methodist Review (September).
"There is, therefore, no reason why 1 course in the cases of bishops yet to
From a doctrinal point of view,
Bishop Goodsell thinks no change or we should accelerate a drift, if it ex- I be chosen. Certain it is, however, he
controversy is in sight. Higher criti- isted, toward the Anglican Church, I adds, that the greater the localization
cism is not sapping the faith of his so far as her present teaching and I of the bishops the less the dignity and
church in the Holy Scriptures, nor, on spirit go. Though she is doing better I authority of the presiding elders. the other hand, has she so hopelessly philanthropic work than before, she Literary Digest, Nov. 13, 1897.
committed herself against scientific is not doing her spiritual work on a
truth or to any one doctrine of inspira- truer basis. Like Rome, she teaches ABOLITION OF SIBERIAN HORRORS,
tion as to burden the conscience with dependence upon priestly functions NEXT to the reported alliance bereservations. But no one can keep and priestly sacrifice, diminishing her tween France and Russia there could
be scarcely a more important anhis ear close to: the voices of the past teachings as to the priesthood of nouncement from the same quarter of
church without hearing two move- all believers. She is in the J udaistic the globe than the report that the
ments in opposite directions.
He stage of sacerdotalism and legalism. Czar has determined upon at least a
proceeds to describe and comment When she abolishes all intercession partial abolition of the policy of exilbetween the soul and God, other than ing offenders to Siberia. While there
upon them as follows:has been no doubt of the humane in"0ne is toward the modification, if that of the compassionate grace of stincts of the young Czar as compared
not destruction, of all which indicates God manifested in Jes us Christ, and with the spirit which controlled most
our descent from the Church of Eng- red1lces ceremonial, in symbolism and of his predecessors, he has been hamland; the other seeks to assimilate our obligation, to the orderly, decent, and pered by a long line of precedents and
worship and the plan of our episcopal excellent expression of the church's the prejudices of his official counselors and ad visors.
The change in
supervision to that from which our life and aspiration; when she sees policy will probably lead to a large
fathers came out. For a moment let us that her true place is in the lead of increase in the capacity of the local
recall our history. We receive from Protestant forces against Roman er· prisons, but will tend to an ameliora-

.,.,
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tion of the Russian system of justice, j ABOLITION OF SIBERIAN HORRORS. I
so long identified with the horrors of THE announcement recently made that
Siberian exile, while it will bring the I the Czar has determined upon at least
whole punitive system more immedi- / a partial abolition of the policy of exately under the eye of the Czar.
iling offenders to Siberia has attracted
This is but one of the evidences that much attention and comment, the lat. the present Czar is disposed to follow ter being distinctly favorable to the
in the footsteps of his grandfather, humane instincts of the Czar as well 1
Alexander II., whose abolition of serf- as to his desire to follow in the footDI
dom thirty-six years ago was the long- steps of his grandfather, Alexander
est stride towards freedom for the IL, who emancipated the serfs, and to
A Few
masses since the foundation of the institute a reform in the governmental
Among Many
empire, although it did not protect policy of Russia. Without detracting
Choice Selections
him from death by assassination. at all from any credit the world may
Coming, as it does, as a sequel to the be disposed to give to the Czar it is
act of December, 1895, transferring possible that another reason may be
the prison administration from the : assigned for the proposed change in
Ministry of the Interior to the Minis-1 policy.
try of Justice, this is evidently but one
The near approach of the compleof the steps of reform contemplated by tion of the great overland trans-Sithe reigning Czar, though a most im- berian railroad will open up to free
portant one, as it seems to imply an settlement a vast area of country, as
abandonment of the policy of arbi- extensive, in fact, as the whole United
U rC
lS 0
trary conviction and punishment with- States, and multitudes of Russians
Volumes
and 2:
out. _trial of persons ?harge~ ~ith may. be expected to po;ir into. that Full leather ailt edo·es,
er vol., $3.00
pollt1cal ?ffenses-a policy ;117h1ch nas territory when _access to it by rail be"
"
' black, 0
p "
2. 50
brought mfamy upon the wnole Rus- comes easy, quick, and cheap. They j "
"
l'brar
"
2 50
1
sian system <;if justice. In_ 18~3 the wiJl.be attracted ~here by the farmii;ig, 1 Half
y,
,;
2:00
number of exiles sent to S1bena was mmmg, and fishmg prospects which I Cl 0 th "
"
1 50
officially reported at 22,856. Of these there is every reason to believe are
·
51 per cent were condemned by the very promising, as well as for comcourts and 49 per cent by the admin- mercial purposes. The Czar in such
istration. The number of exiles sent case cannot well continue making
by the administratfon to the Island of Siberia a penal colony after this miOf
0
Saghalien--the Russian Botany Bay gratory movement thither begins to Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
-the same year was 1,625, of whom take place. On the other hand he
ed es
$2.00
172 we~~ wome ~, b.esid:~ ~8~ wim~n mus~ fi~d so~e ne~ _Plac~ or pl~ce~ Imit~tio'n morocco, gilt edges, . 1.25
and ch1l ren fopowbmgbl et1hr uh~ ahn st fRor t. e etent1?n adn f1ml?r1sonmen o Morocco grain russia,
1.00
and parents.
ro a y
e ig es
ussrnns conv1cte o crime.
1 Cl th
65
figure was reached in 1888, when the
A similar experience occurred in
political exiles numbered 636 and the the relations of Great Britain to
The Samewomen and children accompanying Australia. The latter country was
them were 5,184.
used by the British for many years
Large Type Edition=
These figures indicate the import- as a penal territory for convicts and . Prices,
$1.50 and $2.00
ance of the reform said to have been felons. But when free and honest
determined upon by the Czar. In settlers sought the continental island
view of the mixed population of which the government ceased to send conthe Russi.an Empire is composed, and victs there and made other arrangethe various stages of civilization ex- ments for them. The same motives
isting in its different portions, it and reasons may now be producing
New, Revised Edition,
would be impossible to establish a the change in the policy of the Czar
with Concordance!
uniform system for the administra- to which the Tribune has make al- Flexible binding, gilt edges, · $2.00
tion of justice, such as exists in this lusion. Assuming such to be the . Full leather,
"
"
1.25
country. Although the act contem- case, it would still be a great reform
1.00
plated does not go into effect until and productive of benefit to the whole Cloth, .
.65
next year, there will be world wide .empire to abolish the practice of makgratification that it has been deter- ing Siberia a penal colony. A new
mined upon. That it will be accepta- locality can be found on the large
ble to the nihilistic leaders, who have Saghalien Island north of Japan, and
used the Siberian convict system most convicts could be transported thither
effectively in winning proselytes to overland by rail to the Pacific seaThe Celebrated Premium Bible:
their cause, is hardly probable. Yet board or by water via the Suez Canal, Flexible binding,
-,, ~$2.00
it is to be hoped that they may not be ·or around the Cape of Good Hope.and
''
''
with Index,
3. 00
able to use their influence in such thereby save ·them that awful land
manner as to drive the present Czar journey on foot, occupying from four
Also a full line of other Church Publicainto a policy of reaction, as they did to six months of extraordinary fatigue
Alexand<:lr II. after his beneficent and suffering. This of itself would tions, including The Holy Scriptures, Inabolition of serfdom in 1861. Its be a material abatement of the terrors spired Translation; The Saints' n Hymnal;
consummation will not only mark a of Siberia as well as of the cruelties etc., etc.
For complete list, see catalogue, ,mailed
most important era in Russian his- practiced on the march which are
tory, as did the act of Alexander dur- sometimes even worse than those ex- free on application.
ing the first year of our civil war, but perienced in prison camps. It is.one HERALD PUB. HOUSE!J
may be accepted as the forerunner of of those cases where any change ap·
important reforms to follow.
_
parently would be for the better..;;;;;:
!Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8:31, 82.
•·'Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page lHi.

I,amoni, l9wa, December 1, 1897.
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"MAN PROPOSES, BUT GOD
DISPOSES."

WHETHER it be true or not true that
Deity, by personal oversight and direction, interferes in and disposes of
the ordinary affairs of men, it is at
times comforting to· think that "the
steps of a good man are ordered by
the Lord."
Goodnes.s is at times a conventional
term, and men and things are good or
bad as conditions and comparisons
with other men and things may seem
to make them. So, in some of the
movements of men as societies and as
individuals, there often arises the
questions, are they the results of human deliberations and decisions, or
are they, were they directed by the
Higher Power?
James' declaration: "For that we
ought to say, If the Lord will, we
shall live, and do this or that;" ought
to be ever a present admonition of the
uncertainty of human affairs, the mutability of things sublunary.
It would have been a bold man who,
in the days when the angel's message
was being so successfully delivered
from 1830 to 1844, should have declared that in a little more than half
a century from that day there would
be two or more contending factions
of men, resulting from the church organized by divine command, and each
claiming to be the sole legal representative and successor to that original church; yet such is the fact of
history to-day. That an apostasy
was imminent, the testimonies of the
New Testament and the Doctrine and
Covenants, and those prophecies uttered from time to time, as fugitive
declarations of the Spirit resident in
the prophets, all go to show. But,
so indistinct was the impression made
byi these last-named passing prophe-

No. 48.

cies, or so remote the period assigned the differences in the faith, doctrines,
for the fulfillment of them by those and positions of the two peoples,
that heard them, that the introduction would result to the good, or ill of
of that which was to lead up to the either, and a final settlement be ef·
"falling away first," was not noticed; fected to the extinguishing of the
nor the things of Holy Writ, given as one, or the other as to its claim to
the indices of danger, and the pro- righteous and legal succession, or
visions for safety made in the law, otherwise confirm each alike in the
kept in remembrance.
claims made and doctrines held, we
It had been stated a good while ago believe the examination should be
that the people and nation that exist- made.
ing on this land should forget God
It is to us quite inexplicable that
and forsake his word, should be left our "cousins of Utah" as some of the
to their own devices, and the Lord elders of the Reorganized Church call
withdraw from them.
the church in the valleys of the mounThe church had been definitely told tains, should so studiously avoid a
that those laws given in 1830-31, both discussion with our growing organiin New York and Ohio, and the Scrip- zation, holding to the basic principles
tures, were to be the law of God to upon which the church was founded
govern_ the church, "until he reigns as we do and have done from the start.
whose right it is to reign."
Surely there are serious reasons why
There is no possibility for any mis- the grave burdens of disbelief and error
taking of the meaning of this enact- under which one, or the other must be
ment. To make it more binding upon laboring, and which must result inthe good and faithful of the church juriously to those overwhelmed by
the Lord added the very significant them in the hereafter, should be lifted
enabling clause, '•Behold, here is and the victims released for both
wisdom."
pleasantness and peace here and salThe opposite of the courses of hu- vation hereafter.
man belief and conduct in the church
pointed out in the laws of 1830-31-32,
CONVERSION.-NO. 5.
would be folly. How long? For the IN proportion as Christ enlarges in
same length of time that the things the human character, the new creawritten of were intended to continue, tion becomes apparent by unmistaka"until he reigns whose right it is to ble signs. For instance, the appetite
reign."
changes. Hungering and thirsting
This covers the time included in the after righteousness takes the place of
contention between these two large the old lusting for pleasure, display,
bodies now called, and calling them- and giddy people, and resorts. The
selves Latter Day Saints. Who is ballroom is supplanted by the prayer
right in the contention ought to be circle, and the clubroom and theatre
determined by a comparison of views by the testimony meeting and preachand citations from the standard books ing service. The promise of the
both factions accept as the books of Savior that those so hungering are
reference and authority-the Word of "blessed" and "shall be filled" is ful·
God.
filled, as is manifested by the oftBut, it is not a little strange that borne testimonies that spontaneously
the one class of these two disputants, burst from the lips of those transwho ought to be most interested in formed.
such examination, is absolutely reThe mind-inflaming and passionfusing to make it, or allow it to be stirring literature that alone could
made before their people.
furnish gratification before is no longer
Whether such examination, if made · in demand. Tbe normalized appetite
fairly, and with the intent and pur- now seeks food-nutriment, not stimupose to get at the absolute truth of lant-and the solid and substantial
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truths of the standard books of the cerned." Before this, he had eyes of the Spirit was to "guide into all
truth," had that fact in mind when
church taste divinely sweet and make but saw not.
the soul unspeakably happy.
This thought agrees with the prom- speaking, as above shown. The proHow many times have we heard be· ise of the Master: "By me if any cess by which he saves, or the new
lievers exclaim, "How glorious that man enter in [to the sheepfold, or birth is effected, removes not a partiis," or "How full of comfort is that church], he shall be saved, and shall go cle of former virtue from the characword," and then inquire, "Why did it in and out, and find pasture." Truth ter, but adds an invisible-spiritualnot sound so and make us feel so be- is the pasture. Entering the church quality, which, while retained, atfore?" Ah, it was but one evidence of and receiving the Spirit, as was tracts to its possessor all truth with
the new creation-the transformation. promised, the believer not only finds which he is brought into contact,
A perverted taste has but little relish food within, as furnished by the direct whether it be "in" or "out" of the
for the really substantial diet that revealments of heaven to the saints, immediate realm of church literature
nourishes and sustains life; but the and in the ability to better compre- or open revelation.. Anywhere that
soul that is ''born again," and begins hend the written word; but when be can take this detector or discerner
to feel the new hungering and thirst- duty requires him to go "out" and mix with him, it will do its work within
ing, has appetite for that which builds with the world and investigate the and for him. Hence it is that a host
up a spiritual nature, and the "sin- many theories that abound (which of believers, thus endowed, may move
cere milk of the word," followed by contain more or less of truth, though along the several lines of their chosen
the "strong meat" in its season, gives mixed with error), he carries with him or appointed work, and brush against
spiritual fatness.
a something that enables him to in- every phase of diversified doctr'ine,
Not only does the appetite change, stinctively discriminate between the theory, or philosophy, whether in
but new spiritual vision, or sight, is true and the false. He finds ''pas- books or active life, and return, each
secured. ''I am the bread of life" be- ture," and is thereby nourished. The bringing his or her measure of accugins to break in upon the soul as a truth tastes as sweet to him there as if mulated truth, extracted therefrom.
realism, and instinctively the child of found within the church publications. This they lay at the feet of the church,
grace senses the significance of the
The Palmyra Seer was commanded and from this store is drawn by many
announcement, "This is that. bread to study all good books, and get what perhaps no single one would
which came down from heaven; . . . knowledge and wisdom thereby, as have gathered alone.
Who is there among the active
he that eateth this bread shall live well as by revelation. When be was
forever. . . . The words that I speak forbidden to translate and include cer- saints but has frequently beeu made
unto you, they are Spirit and they tain books in the Scriptures, he was conscious of the operation within him
are life." Heretofore, he had dis- told that they contained some truth or her of this spiritual magnetismcerned no bread in that word and its and much error, and that those having this discerner of truth-this detector
provisions, but now he feasts thereon the Spirit could discern the truths of error? Who is there but knows
and is glad. There has been no therein when reading. Thus it is that this invisible quality came by
change in the Word nor its Author, clear that the Master expected his means of the new birth process? If it
but a very material change in the one followers to "go in and out" and "find is doubted, range in imagination
who has become "reconciled to God." pasture," as be had said they might. alongside of some one of equal natural
Being "born again," he can now
Two small bars of steel- each of capacity with yourself, yet who stands
''see."
the same size, weight, temper, and without the fold, and explain if you
Without spiritual vision before, he brightness-may be passed through can why it is that said individual finds
could not penetrate the enshroudings the same pile of sand, in which parti- it so difficult to "see" or comprehend
of truth, and know how to live by cles of metal abound; one will come what to you seems so plain and self''every word that procedeth from the out covered with those particles, while evident. Why is your ability to sepamouth of God;" for "where there is the other will be as free from them as rate the wheat from the chaff in what
no vision, the people perish." Where when it entered. No cause for this is being preached or published broadthe power to "see" is wanting, food difference can be detected by looking cast to-day not shared by him equally?
may be near in abundance, while the at, weighing, or measuring the bars;
The command to study all good
visionless perish from starvation. yet that there is a remarkable differ- books and get wisdom and knowledge
But unto the obedient "it is given to ence must be admitted. One has been thereby, was not intended to govern
know the mysteries of the kingdom," submitted to a process by which (w bile the Seer alone, nor was it meant to
or in other words, the power to ''see." losing none of its former qualities for imply that he was to believe everyHence, it is not difficult to explain good) it has taken on or imbibed thing he found in those books. He
why "the Bible is a new book" to so another, though invisible, quality, was, however, to believe and utilize
many who have thus been born. New by which it attracts to itself sub- the good contained therein, and he
sight accompanies the new appetite, stances in affinity with it. This is was obligated to discard whatever was
·and becomes characteristic of the called magnetism. The other has not not good. This implied discernment
"new creature." That new sight been thus submitted, hence is desti- or discrimination, and that under his
dissipates mystery, and the child of tute of this mysterious power.
gospel covenant that power was to be
God begins to understand the things
How apt is thi::i illustration: The his. It is not claimed that this ability
of God, for they are ''spiritually dis· :ti4q,ster, ~nowing thi;i.t the office wor~ ts shai:red equally by all wb,o obey the
~

-
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gospel; but that the necessities of position, place, and duty shall govern
everywhere. ·
Salvation, to the truly converted
soul, h,as a meaning unthought of before. It is no longer believed to be
a change wrought merely to prepare
people for death; but a transformation by means of which they learn
how and are empowered to live. The
object is that God shall be manifest
in them thereafter as a God of salvation indeed. No one part of the being is confined to the exemplification
of this redemptive work. As shown
in a former division of this article,
the entire man is brought under the
rule of life. Development is the order. Faculties of head, heart, or elsewhere, which have lain dormant,
awaiting the touch of the Spirit, become active and reveal possibilities
never dreamed of before. "Base
things, and things that are [were]
naught, begin to bring to naught
things that are." The power of salvation reveals itself in every department of the individual. Its redeeming
virture is seen in lifting up, ennobling,
and enlarging the mind, which quickly
reveals a capacity far beyond the
limit of supposed possibility. Stripling Davids, of limited intellectual
force before, have, under this quickening, become a terror to the theological Goliaths turned loose from the
seminaries of what the world calls
orthodoxy. Consciences once seared
or fortified beyond reach, reveal a
sensitiveness to sin's approach that
throws a moral safeguard around the
entire life. The body-if corrupted
to any degree by disease, or vice, or
their entailments-yields to the discipline of the new regime, and exhibits
salvation's power in cleanliness, virtue, and frequently in health.
In fact the mental, moral, and physical atmosphere are changed, and in
this change the new idea of salvation
is revealed. It is simply Christ, as
the remedy for all the ills entailed by
Adam's fall, accomplishing his redemption work in every part of man
that has been demoralized by the
effects of that fall. It is the gospel's
process of cleansing, developing, and
sanctifying all the human members
and faculties. In this is voiced its
power to save. As a consequence of
this, God is to be manifeet, not only .in

the change thus wrought, but by the
blessings this sanctified life confers
upon the world by its Christlike services.
Perhaps no words can better express the broad truth than those
penned by inspiration long ago: "If
a man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things have passed away;
behold, all things are become new.
And all things are of God, who hath
reconciled us to himself by Jes us
Christ."
While it is true that it "doth not yet
appear what we shall be," it is strikingly evident that the transformation
wrought even here tends toward a
still more glorious ultimate. It is
most reasonable to believe that "we
shall see Him as he is" if while here
we have been made "like him" by the
gospel. Sm;ely the hope of the truly
converted man is well grounded and
fortified. Such hope is ours if we
abide in the faith of our Lord and
Savior .Jesus Christ. It is important,
therefore, that we note the word
which says: "Every man that hath
this hope in him purifieth himself,
even as he [Christ] is pure." To us,
real conversion to Christ means absolute consecration under his law as
a beginning, and complete transformation into his image as a final result.
By this rule the church is seeking to
operate, and in the glory of this consummation it hopes to participate.
A STRONG ARRAIGNMENT; A GRAVE
CONDITION.

AT the late Interstate Civic-Philanthropic conference, held at Battle
Creek, Michigan, in October, Rev. S.
Herrin, of Chicago, the conference
secretary, discussed the topic, "How
to drain the social sewer." Among
other things he said:The social sewer is the greatest evil of today. In Christianity should lie the cure, but
the organized Christian Church is a failure.
The present church does not touch the
greater evils. Plans to heal wounds must be
as broad as the wrongs are. In a Chinese
city are twenty-seven Christian sects, but
paganism does not know they are there. In
Michigan only one man out of a dozen goes
to church; still many more are moved by the
Spirit of Christ who are true Christians, although supporting no sect. Despite adverse
criticism no church is doing a great philan·
thropic work to-day as the Catholic, yet
masses and sermons will never accomplish
wh<)t is needed; ch4rohes. burdened with
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debt cannot easily help others. Intemperance is thriving despite efforts of the church.
More beer and whisky are being consumed
than ever before. The W. C. T. U. was organized and sent a thrill through the land,
but it has gone into political trickery and
will never put down the traffic. The Y. M.
C. A. meant to do good, but is worldly. It
ought to be buried. It is a corpse; as a
philanthropic movement it is a fraud, though
as a club it is entertaining. There are
quarrels over the officers, but no real good is
done.

The foregoing is the most sweeping
statement we have seen from the
ranks of the ministry of the churches.
Taken in connection with the statement of another minister, who complained of the Epworth League and
the Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor, that those organizations were practically running the
churches and doing them harm, the
whole field of church work, including
popular church movements, is swept
almost bare by Rev. Herrin's added
statement, leaving the whole line of
church organization and activities a
confessed ''failure."
With creed revision, higher criticism, and men of high standing within
the ranks of the churches, sectarianism is in a condition bordering upon
dissolution.
The question, What
shall be done? is pressing itself home
upon ministry and laity. Instead,
however, of getting at the root of the
trouble and correcting the evils that
threaten to completely destroy the
faith of the peuple, new inventions
are resorted to, in liberal church
movements, so called, that simply offer something new and novel, but that
do not prescribe a remedy; and that
serve to show the blindness and helplessness of humanity unaided of God.
The Prophet David gave utterance
to a statement that reveals a great
basic truth, applicable to all ages
when men have found themselves religiously at sea and in a condition of
darkness. He said (Psalms 119: 126),
"It is a time for thee, Lord, to
work: for they have made void thy
law." The Lord foresaw the conditions that would prevail in the present
age, and provided for the salvation of
the people by setting up the standard
of Zion in these "the latter days." It
is strange, in one sense, to see bodies
of men claiming to be the Christian
ministry and to believe l.n "the Fatherhood. of God"-~tran;-e to see their
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unwillingness to be governed by the
precepts of the One whom they profess to revere. Men have the Bible
in hand and read therein of God's repeated warnings to and corrections of
Israel, yet they fail to see that light
from God in present revealment is
necessary to meet the demands of the
present age. Perhaps they will learn
in time, some of them, that human
wisdom is wholly inadequate to the
task of providing a remedy. It does
seem that good men ought to be able
to see the need of divine intervention
and be willing to accept it, even
though to them it seem to '•come out
of Nazareth" through the ministry of
those to whom the Almighty revealed
his will in this dispensation.
Let us hope and labor that the
honest in heart may see the real condition of affairs and come to and
"walk in the light." We have reason
to renew our diligence as the organizations of men are drifting to wreck
and ruin, that the church may bring
to them light and truth and hope,
where now there is gathering so much
of darkness and despair. The church
has a work of no ordinary character
before it; such a work as will require
entire consecration of mind, of heart,
and of means. May those who comprise her membership realize the
gravity of the situation and the sacred
character of the responsibilities "intrusted" in some degree ,_"to all."
The rapid consummation of worldly
affairs in this the fullness of Gentile
times emphasizes the need of the
spirit of solemnity and of soberness,
rather than of lightness and trifling,
- that those upon whom rests the duty
of laboring for truth may enter into
the spirit of that labor. The Master
realized the solemn character of his
obligations to God and to fellow man.
They who partake of the spirit of his
work, cooperating with him, will not
idle or trifle away their time and opportunities in the face of important
and trying conditions now demanding
the labor of every individual who loves
God and the people.
Let us all remember the parable of
the virgins, and be awake and at work
in the service of the Lord. If we
have oil in our vessels with our lamps
we will individually show forth the
truth by both oral teaching and personal example.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
A GOOD WORK.

A GOOD work in which to abound:
that of securing new subscribers for
the SAINTS' HERALD. All members
of the church ought to read it and
keep in line with church progress; all
need the help afforded through one
another in "the family of God," "the
clrnrch." Help the members and aid
the cause by sending us new subscribers.
The HERALD is within the reach of
all.i - $1. 50 per year in advance.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A BROTHER writes of his labors in
a place where a number of other
churches and secret societies abounded, to which he applies the scripture
found in Revelation 18: 1, 2. Some of
our own membership, according to
his statement, were too busily engaged at meetings of secret societies
to help by their presence at his meetings. We do not believe in secret
societies, nor do we commend the
practice of neglecting saints'· meetings to give preference to those of
such societies; we are also aware that
other religious bodies act unfairly toward those differing from them in belief. However, we doubt the wisdom
of denouncing all such societies in
general in the manner mentioned.
We cannot convert men by denunciations. We should faithfully endeavor
to teach them, leaving results with
them and with Him who works upon
the minds and hearts of men for
good.
Bro. B. W. Pack, of Templeton,
California, reports the saints of the
Santa Maria branch, that State, as
working together for the good of the
cause.
Bro. Edwin Smith, of Sacramento,
California, sends a newspaper clipping
containing statements of spirit mediums, which indicate the limited degree
of intelligence manifested by many if
not all those under so called spirit
control. Good common sense would
save some people from many vain and
foolish imaginings. However, "common" sense .is not common in two
ways; being an endowment of a high
order, and possessed by few.
Bro. G. W. Shimel, of the Des
Moines district, writes of his labors in
Warren County, Iowa, in which he
was assisted by Bro. George Jamison.

He had striven to do what he could
according to his opportunities.
He
expected to continue and would make
a tour into Hardin County, preaching
the word as openings could be made.
Bro. James C. McConnaughy, of
Akron, Ohio, wrote under date of November 15, of having formed the
acquaintance of an old gentleman,
"Mr. Bunker" by name, aged eightytwo, now a resident of Akron, an old
citizen of the Western Reserve, who
states that he personally knew Joseph
Smith, Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, and many of the early saints.
Mr. Bunker was born in "York
State," on the west side of Lake
Champlain, in 1816; moved to Vermont in 1819; locating in Portage
County, now Summit County, Ohio, in
1835. During his residence there he
became acquainted with the early elders and saints, of whom he speaks
in the highest terms; especially of
those named, whom he mentions as
preachers of the Bible and the saints
as a law-abiding and worthy people.
Many of the old inhabitants of the region in and about Kirtland speak in
high terms of the character of the
Seer and his associates.
A birth notice gave the date of
birth of a child as 1867 instead of '97,
in our late issue; a typographical
error. The law provides that children under eight years of age a2'e to
be brought before the church and
blessed by the elders; also that parents shall teach their children the
principles of the gospel, and the dut,y
of children to obey the gospel in baptism when eight years of age. (See
D. C. 17: 19; 29: 13, 14; 68: 4; 90: 6, 9.)
"The record of children blessed
should be kept on branch records,
but are not required on the general
church record."-Book of Rules, p.
157.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy visited Brooklyn, New York, of late, enroute from
Connecticut to New York State; and
while Ghere looked in at Brighamite
headquarters when conference was
being held. After a careful analysis
of the situation Bro. Sheehy is of the
opinion that the city of "greater New
York" is not greatly disturbed or
awakened as yet by "this last call to
the Gen tiles." He is also disposed to
question the correctness of Orson
Pratt's philosophical deductivns, who
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claimed wonderful intellectual :md
spiritual results to appear as products
of the celestial (?) theory once loudly
extolled, now claimed to be tempora·
rily abandoned, but still believed in by
Utah Mormons.
Bro. R. W. Davis, laboring in
Nevada, wrote from Sheridan that
State, of late date that all was well
with the laborers there and the Lord
blessing their work for good. Bro.
Davis' field address is Sheridan,
Nevada.
Bishop E. L. Kelley-went to Independence, Missouri, on Saturday, the
27th, on ch Urch business.
Pres. A. H. Smith continu'es slowly
to recover, though yet unable to do
more than to be up and about at
home.
Bro. F. G. Pitt, writing from Lydney, Wales, late date says:
"Conditions are improving; our conference
in Lydney is considered to have been
one of the very best. The district
was well represented. God blessed
us with his Spirit; gifts-'were manifested to the edifying of all."
The St. Louis Rezniblic, of October
24, sent us by some good brother, contains an account of the :finding of an
ancient Coptic text of the Psalms, in
which psalm 151 is included. Inasmuch as that psalm is said to have
been rejected by theologians in the
past, importance is attached to this
late find. However, scholars are not
yet agreed•upon which century to assign this Coptic manuscript. An item
of additional interest in connection
with the find is worthy of note: The
manuscript, with other written matter,
was found carefully wrapped in coarse
linen cloth and all inclosed in a stone
box or coffin that had been fastened
:firUJ.ly to the ground.
The Independent, of Coalgate, Indian Territory, contains an article on
the "Origin and Tenets of the Latter
Day Saints," in its issue for October
29. The article was written by Bro.
W. B. Toney, the paper being sent us
by Bro. C. M. Fulks.
Some one sends us a copy of the
Philadelphia Inquirer of number 6 containing an account of the year's work
of the Sunday Breakfast Association.
This benevolent organization solicits
and receives contributions of clothing,
food, money, and other necessities,
which it distributes to unfortunate
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persons, in exchange for work. It associates religious devotional work
with the religious work of supplying
the needy. It has helped and encouraged many by its timely aid and cheer.
Sr. Hattie Fletcher of Kewanee,
Illinois, writes of her faith in the gospel and expresses a desire to continue in the paths of peace. She is
blessed in the doing of the word.
The Washington, Pennsylvania, Observer, for October 23, comes to our
desk with a lengtby illustrated article,
"Where polygamy was born;" a restatement of the old ''Spalding Story,"
including an account of the life of that
overestimated individual, Solomon
Spalding. The Spalding story bas
long since been refuted and exploded;
the Book of Mormon, said by its enemies to be based upon it, strongly
condemns polygamy and kindred
vices. The editor of the Washington
Observer, with some others, should
"wake up" and keep awake.
The National Armenian Relief Committee bas sent us a statement of the
condition of the Armenian Christians,
with an account of what is being done
for them in an industrial and general
way with a view to making them selfsupporting and thus leading to a
revival of agriculture and other in·
dustries in Armenia.
The report
gives a graphic account of the awful
experiences of those people; of the
massacres of fathers, mothers, and
children by Turks and Kurds, and the
wholesale destruction of villages
whose inhabitants would not renounce
Obristianity and embrace Mohammedanism.
The Relief Committee is
undenominational.
It is seeking to
provide for and encourage the destitute widows and orphans who have
suffered so sorely at the hands of
fanatical Mohammedan fiends. The
committee's circular requests that
contributions be sent to Rev. F. D.
Greene, Secretary, Andover, Massachusetts, and from whom literature
on the Armenian question may be obtained free on application. Reading
the account of terrible sufferings endured by the Armenian people one
realizes a broadening of his sympathies and a better appreciation of
privileges enjoyed in more favored
lands. The people of all lands, however, are living in conditions far below what should prevail; but the

extreme sufferings of the Armenians
especially appeal to the sympathies of
all who love humanity and who hate
oppression.
"Baron von Bulow, speaking for
Emperor William, has declared that
if the Vatican persists in its policy of
sympathy with the Franco Russian
alliance the German government will
retaliate on the Roman Catholics."
Illinois' Secretary of State has
twice refused to issue a license to
incorporate the Mount Zion Brotherhood," which •·GeorgeJacobSchweinfurth," the so-called messiah, proposed
to locate at Winnebago, that State.
Late elections in Germany indicate.
the increasing unpopularity of Emperor William and his mea,sures. It
is thought that the existing discontent will influence the Reichstag in its
action on the government's bill for an
increase of the navy. The Emperor
is said to cherish the hope of destroying England's claim to supremacy on
the seas.
Broomhall, the statistician of the
English grain trade, states that nothing but a plenteous yield in Argentine
in the coming harvest can prevent an
absolute dearth of breadstuffs in
Europe. The world's production this
year is 278,000,000 quarters, compared
with 298,000,000 in 1896, and 308,000,000 in 1891-tbe so-called famine.year.
Father Koslowski, of Chicago, has
been consecrated as a bishop by that
branch of Catholicism in Germany
known as the Old Church, which is
not under the jurisdiction of the
Vatican at Rome.
The British army is to be increased
by an additional enlistment of 14,000
men.
The report is confirmed that the
powers have decided to blockade
Constantinople in case Turkey refuses
to withdraw her troops from Crete
and to accept a European governor of
the island; this from the Rome correspondent of the London Chronicle.
George Jacob Schweinfurth, the
Rockford messiah, bas obtained possession of 1, 700 acres of land near
Portage, Wisconsin; whether or not
to be used for his peculiar purposes is
up known.
"London, Nov. 23.-According to a
special dispatch from Berlin, received
here to-day, the German government
considers that the land occupied by
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thc;i forces of Germany at Kiao-Chow are urging opposition to the policy of riot is reported at Gratz, capital of
Bay, Shan Tun Peninsula, China, is the Sagasta government in colonial Styria, police and military being
insufficient for a naval station and affairs. They denounce customs au- called out to restore order. and who
proposes to enlarge its holdings there, tonomy for Cuba and Puerto Rico and arrested twenty of the ringleaders.
A Turkish commission, including
'diplomatically, if possible.'"
demand protection for Spanish prod"Berlin, Nov. 23.-The newspapers ucts. General Blanco firmly insists Constantinople palace officials and an
of this city report that Prince Henry that Cuba cannot be pacified without Albanian noble, has been dispatched
of Prussia, brother of Emperor Wil· tariff autonomy; that the success of to Ipek to calm the Albanians, in reliam, is to take command of the second his mission depends upon that feature volt against the appointment of a new
German squadron in Chinese waters. being granted. The Madrid Gazette governor of Albania, the latter's predeAdmiral Von Diederich will command has published the government's de- cessor having been obliged to flee
the combined squadrons. There are cree pertaining to universal suffrage, on account of hostility.
Berlin advices, November 26: A
five warships in all."
and expects to also publish other feaGeneral Sir William Lockhart, com- tures of the reforms agreed upon dispatch to the Frankfort Zeitung
mander of the British forces in India, when it can do so without unduly in- from Rome reports that a sanguinary
issued an ultimatum to the revolting creasing the excitement of protection- conflict has taken place between the
tribesmen, demanding that they sub- ists at home and autonomists abroad. French and British at Nikki in the
mit to British authority.
The answer of the Cuban government Lagos Hinterland, in the rich Niger
Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of to the offer of autonomous terms by Valley of West Africa, where both
State for the Colonies, recently de- Spain is in the hands of Estrada nations are seeking to occupy disclared that the greater part of the Palma, head of the Cuban Junta in puted territory. London cablegrams
coming session of Parliament would New York City. "It is the action of concede the imminent danger of a
be given over to the government the assembly of the constitutional gov- conflict, but express doubt that such
measure granting local government ernment, and states in dignified and has actually occurred. The Italian
to Ireland.
manly phrase the purpose of the revo- version states that the British were
A British force under command of lutionary leaders to decline any propo- treacherously attacked and practically
Major Arnold routed Prince Idau, the sition from Spain that does not mean aL.nihilated. French authorities disslave trader, on the Guinea coast, complete and absolute independence credit the report.
Echoes from Palestine, a Christmas
Africa, November 14.
and perfect freedom from Spanish
Sunday
school program, containing
"St. Petersburg, Nuv. 24.-The domination."
exercises
for all grades-Senior, InRussian newspapers urge that Russia,
A disgraceful riot occurred in the
termediate,
and Primary-is now beFrance, and Great Britain should Lower House of the Austrian Reichsing
mailed
by
the Herald Office. The
occupy points in China to counter- rath on the 24th, growing out of conprogram
has
been
prepared under the
balance the German occupations of sideration of petitions against an
auspices
of
the
General Sunday
Kiao Chou Bay, Shan Tun Peninsula." ordinance making the Czech language
School
Association.
Copies will be
The United States government ex- coordinate with the German in Boheto
any
address
on
receipt of a
mailed
pended $6.345,158 for coast defenses mia. The President left the assemone
cent
stamp,
per
copy,
to cover
the past fiscal year, it is expending bly, after some of the members
postage.
Sunday
school
workers
will
$9,517,141 for the same purpose dur- had become involved in hand to
note
the
announcement.
ing the present year, and the war de- hand conflicts. The disorderly scenes
Count Badeni, tbe Austrian Prepartment asks $13,378,571 for coast were reenacted and increased in the
mier,
and his cabinet have resigned.
defense expenditure during the com- attempt of the President to convene
Baron
Gautsch has been instructed to
ing year. The government is also the Lower House again on the 26th;
form
a
new ministry. The Emperor
placing the navy upon a strict "fight· deputies were removed, after prohas
decreed
the adjournment of the
ing basis." It has recently placed longed scenes of turbulence and perReichsrath
until
further orders.
orders for the largest amount of sonal conflicts, until the whole
It
is
now
stated
that Germany is
ordnance required since the Civil assembly was obliged to retire in
backed by Russia in her seizure of
War.
disorder. About nine o'clock in the
General Blanco is reported to have evening a crowd estim~Jted at 10,000, Chinese territory.
used money in order to bribe promi- including a large number of students,
neut officials in the Cuban army, and assembled in the streets of Vienna and
it is stated, without success. Havana threatened the government with revoadvices of the 23d are that the Cap- lution, and Count Badeni, the Premier,
tain General has been authorized by with the guillotine. An attempt was
THE CHRIST LIFE.
the Madrid government
to spend $100,- made
.. a goa1 we a-11 s h ou Id win,
·
.
. to attack .Count Baden i's house ' Th ere is
000 f or t h e immediate relief of the which the police prevented. Some
A life of wortll', of lasting good;
suffering peasants gathered in towns citizens were injured, but quiet was Whose outward deeds reveal within,
in possession of Spanish troops. Dar- finally restored. Editions of the news- l "Man's love for man"-eart.h's brotherhood.
ing Cuban raids, wil,hin sight of Ha- . papers for the day were confiscated, This ~spiration for the right,
·
t '
C
· 1
d
,
I This love, that seeks. to others
bless,
vana, are repor ea.
ommerma an many persons arrested for offer- u lfi h th
. ht
b d"
d
r . 1
.
.
' nse. s as e mormng 1lg '
o ies an po itica factions in Spain mg papers m the streets. A serious I It spreads its beams from east to west.
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'Tis not enough to say, "We're just."
"Tis not enough to say, "We're kind,''
Life's deeds must must speak for us-t,bey
must!Or else we're false, and weak, and blind.
There is for man a higher school
Than selfish natures every taught,
Where reigns supreme the golden rule,
Where "right" is neither sold nor bought:
Where God has touched all hearts to feel,
And eyes to see all human need,
And bands to work for others' "weal"
Forever free from selfish greed.
Where hatred is a thing unknown
Within the precincts of that life;
Where love and justice rule alone,
Exempt from malice, envy, strife.
'Tis just to say, within that state
That love abounds for human kind;
For those that love, for those that hate,
For those that see, and those who're blind.
The Cbristlife then we sure must live,
If we a better world would know,
"Forgive us," Lord, "as we forgive,"
Must g-uide us all our journey through.
if I would reach the higher plain,
Where inspiration is divine,
My brother's rights I'll first mantainSeek first his good, then think of mine,
Dear Lord, above earth's selfish sight,
Thy hidden glories still reveal,
Till all within, around, is light!
And we thine own perfections feel.
F. M. COOPER.
583 Fulton Street, CHICAGO, Ills.

Mo1hsrs' Homa Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
"The Hand that binds the star
In its far center, and around it rolls
Through space its worlds, with never halt nor jar,
No less my steps controls.
''That same unfailing Hand
Hath led me forth from >till eternity;
'Twill gmde me onward through star-vistM, and
I follow trnstingly."

WE AND OUR NEIGHBORS.
I w AS very much interested in reading the
child's relation to the Bible. I believe any
subject can be made so common that it doe.s
harm. Even teaching children to be straightforward, manly, and honest, if kept before
them at all times, is apt to lead to one of two
extremes, either it gets so tiresome that it
bas no effect, or it makes the child conceited.
He will seek opportunities to do something
noble to get praise. He will watch his
mother's face while he tells, and sometimes
exaggerates a little, and if she does not praise
him he is disappointed; and if (as most mothers do) she praises him he feels quite a hero,
and starts out to find another chance to make
a display.
In my observation I have noticed several
cases of this kind. One was a good, conscientious woman. She told me she never lost a
chance to give her son good advice; never
passed by him without encouraging him.
So at the age of thirteen or fourteen be no

doubt had found out be was a most excellent
boy, so he decided he would study for the
ministry. At seventeen be got a permit to
preach; filled several appointments.
At
eighteen or nineteeu he stopped school and
the ministry, and here we draw the vail.
I have in mind another very excellent
neighbor, whose little son was quite an example in the neighborhood. He went out one
afternoon to play with two other little boys.
One was not a very good boy, for be would
swear. In a short time the lady came over
and told me that her son came home because
that boy took the name of God in vain. He
said he did not mind swearing quite so much,
but he would not play with boys who would
do that. His mother was very happy and
proud of her child. When the youngest of
the three was asked, "Why did E. go home?"
the reply was, "O, because G. would not let
him be man when we were playing horse."
Another child in a family of several was
held up as a patt.ern to the others for being
trustworthy and prompt. When school was
out that child would not take the time to
speak to anyone, but would run all the way
home. The rest were like other children,
they would be several minutes behind, when
they would get a lecture for not being
prompt like brother, when brother would be
all smiles, and run faster the next time.
Those were all excellent people, and are like
all who do the best they can and encourage
their children in doing right. But I believe
too much encouragement amounts to praise,
and the child seeks opportunities to make a
display and to court praise more than from
principle. I think most teachers have more
trouble with those children that are considered so good at home because they expect
praise and to be held up as models. When
that is not done they rebel and are unhappy
because their training has made them expect
notice. I believe principle and honesty
should be taught. There are good opportunities now and then when it is wise, and
will do a great deal of good, but like all other
good things should not be made common.
Children should not be praised every time
they do right. They should be made to feel
that it is no more than their duty and we expect it of them.
It is never wise for us to tell the good qualities of our children, for we do not always
know. The weakest mothers are those who
think they have the most perfect children.
They tell about their noble traits when
everyone else knows they are no better than
the average. One lady said to me when her
daughter married it would be a lottery, but
she did not think it would be so with the
girls who married her sons. At that time I
knew her oldest son was a hard drinker,
but that was kept from her. Example is the
best teacher. Let the child know you do
right because it is right; that you could not
be satisfied with yourself were you to do any
other way.
There is a great deal inherited that is almost impossible to change. I think every
one who bas raised more than one will admit
there are no two alike. There is also a great
. deal in associations and surroundings, as

well as home influence and training. We
should never compromise with wrong. We
should insist on being obeyed at home, and
stand by the teacher when there is any
trouble at school, even if we think the
teacher is a little to blame. We do not
know the particulars. The teacher is not apt
to punish without cause, and it is our duty
to insist that they do not break the rules of
the school. And when they go out in the
wodd they will be better and more law-abid·
ing citizens.
MRS. H. B. TORRANCE.

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR DECEMBER.
Thursday, Dec. 2.-The church, its rr:inisters and membership. That righteousness,
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the
gospel may increase and to this end the saints
with one heart and mind bring their tithes
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse.
That God will continue to reveal his mind to
his servants in the direction of the affairs of
the church.
Thursday, Dec. 9.-0ur families. Prayer
for the members of our families by name, and
for the families of each other and those of the
minfstry. For the youth of the church in
general.
Thursday, Dec. 16.-Missions and Sunday
school work, and the church publications.
Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted.
Thursday, Dec. 23.,--Zion, our country, its
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy purification by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
Thursday, Dec. 30.-The gathering of Israel to their own land, and the restoration to
them of the pare gospel in its fullness, and its
acceptance by them to their everlasting
peace.

8lfndau School Dsuartmsnt.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send commnnications for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.,,)

A WORD TO SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHERS, AND PARENTS.
BY FRANCES.
While writing a word for the children
Of encoura!!ement, good in its way,
There comes just a thought for those older,
We hope is not out of the way.
'Tis the thought thus expressed, you remember,
Of "Line upon line,'' being good:-"Here and there," just a word of reminder,
If win in the contest we would.
'Tis a world of temptation and conflict,
For them as for us older grown;
But Jesus will ever remember
To aid and to succor his own.
Yet one thing must not be forgotten,
In fittin; their boats for life's sea,
He call~ wlth imperative mandate,
, That you bis tried helpers must be.
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Each day for us comes a beginning,
Each morning his mercies are new,
And softly as cometh the evening,
We may count them as drops of the dew.
They call with a voice never ceasing:"Come higher, come nearer my throne,"
So you to your children, your scholars,
Must act as Christ acts to his own.
Just a word now and then in its season,
A planning of when and of how,
The gathering an offering for Jesus,· ll
The directing aright of the prow
Of each little .boat which is sailing
Life's sea, where the storms beat and break,
That you, with God's help, act as compass,
Pointing true to the path they should take.
If the call thus to act as His helpers,

In saving a lost world from sin
Is worthy; 0 then, we entreat you,
With zest and good will enter in.
Enttir into this labor by aiding
The children an offering to bring,
To help spread the gospel of Jesus,
Our Savior, Redeemer, and King.

THE CHRISTMAS OFFERING.
As THE Christmas tide is fast approaching,
we are meditating over many things that always come therewith. The entertainments,
the feasts, the gifts-all have their time and
place. But for many reasons the uppermost
in our mind, this year, is one of our giftsthe Christmas offering.
When last year we reached the. mark for
which we had so long been working, the one
thousand dollars, we thought if so much
could be done and so few, comparatively
speaking, helping do it, what could be accomplished if all would aiC. in it. The "offerings" of last year would keep about four missionaries in the field. Tl:tis year we have
thought to double it, or even more. Nor do
we think we are extravagant in our expectations, for as far as we have seen, many more
than twice as many schools are taking up the
Christmas offering work, and if not neglected during the year will amount to several
times the aggregate of last year.
Superintendents, are you giving due attention to the "offering.'' work in your schoolP
If you have done nothing yet, begin at once.
There is time enough to do considerable yet.
Teachers, keep a small book in which to
record each child's offering from Sunday to
Sunday, together with a brief note telling
how the child earned or procured it. This
to be read in class time occasionally. This
is a very successful way to maintain an interest in the work.
Parents, are you assisting your children
and their teachers in this work? We trust
you are. Let each family, class, or school
put forth an effort, and see that they do their
part.
Our esteemed sister and colaborer, Sr. M.
Walker, has for years earnestly and unceasingly labored to make the Christmas offering
movement what it now is. Her efforts should
be gladly seconded by all, and the call for
offerings meet with a hearty response.
Other articles upon this subject give you·
the benefits and necessity of this movement.

We give it our full indorsement, and ear- j These are painful, sad facts; but they are
nestly urge that every person of the families facts, nevertheless. And now, that your atof the saints, infant, youth, or aged one, tention is called to these things, the opporshould find their names on the roll with an tunity to help comes to you, and thereby the
offering. Do not hesitate because it is small. responsibility for your share is laid upon your
God knows your circumstances.
The shoulders! You cannot-you must not shirk
"widow's mite" was greater than the these duties by saying, "O, the little I can
wealth of the rich men. Let us ejfectiially help cannot go very far. Some one else will
sustain our ·missionaries in the field and the see about these things." Your responsibiliChristmas offering is one of the ways of do- ties must be met and shouldered by you, and
ing this.
cannot be shifted to another.
Your brother and colaborer,
By tithes, prompt and generous; by offerTHE GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.
ings from hearts filled with desires to help;
by encouragement and assistance given to the
children,
in preparing and giving their
ON CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS.
Chrh.tmas offerings, let us go at this matter
Eu ch of us, for good or ul
together and astonish even ourselves with
Is i1 fluenced by auother~s will;
Tis no less true that every one
the grand result!
Is shaping the course another runs.
Remember the cheery old sea call, "A
JUST stop a moment, to think of it! You long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all toteachers, officers, and parents of Sunday gether!"
school children, do you fully realize that the
"'['here are battles in life we only can fti;ht,
powers are in your hands to make a grand
And victories, too, to win;
And somebndy else cannot take our place,
success of offerings this year?
When we shall have 'entered in.'
Your opportunity is here! Christmas is
But if somebody else has done His work,
nearing, and we must roll up a good $2,000
While we for our eaee have striven,
this time to present to our missionaries! It
'Twill be only fair if the bles•ed reward,
To somebody else is given."
all depends on you and your enthusiasm.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
The little ones are ready, willing-yes eager,
and it only remains for older and wiser heads
to plan the ways and means to make the opportunities, and then see that· they are improved-and success is assured!
PITTSBURG, Kan., Nov. 14.
How good will be the victory; and amid
Editors Rerald:-Seeing the request of Sr.
the general rejoicing which will surely follow the announcement of the grand total, Mary Hawley of San Francisco, California, iu
would any of us wisL to feel, 'way down in our last Herald, that prayer and fasting be offered
hearts, that we did nothing, said nothing, or in behalf of Sr. Case on the first Sunday in
moved no one else to energetic action in this December, we also desire that all the saints
who will to please make mention of our poor
universal effort at Christmastide?
Ah! with our greater powers, if we but mother in their prayers on that day; she has
coupled the eager will which animates even been afflicted for sixteen years. Pray that
the least of Zion's Hopes in regard to these she may be restored every whit. Nevertheofferings, the heart of our good Bishop will less, let the will of the Lord be done. We
swell in anticipation of the good it will ac- desire that she may be relieved of her affliccomplish, and his eyes fill with tears as he tion by the power of God.
SR. MISS FLORA DAVIS.
thinks of the many sacrifices made, the little
MRS. LUELLA WEST.
arms tired, the patient little labors, and the
BRO. ALBERT T. DAVIS.
faithful waiting and watching of the little
toilers in the Master's vineyards; and he will
TUNOURRY, N. S. W., Sept. 21.
feel a touch of reverent gratefulness to the
Editors Herald:-In observing the numerteachers, and parents of these little ones,
who have thought and !::.bored for this good ous "jots by the way" it reminds me that
others, beside myself, are anxiously watchresult.
How eagerly the little ones watch for the ing the movements of the work in this far off
Blue Hope, and they feel so well repaid for isle of the sea, and are made to rejoice with
their care and consecration as they read us to know that the Lord is adding to the
their little letters and receive the kind words church occasionally. During the last few
of praise and appreciation. from the editor! months a wave of progress has reached this
And, above all, how proud they are of the part of the vineyard, and about thirty-six
grand total!
"whose hearts the Lord opened," have atParents, teachers; do, you know that since tended to the word by which they were
the last Christmas time there have been initiated into the family and fold of Christ.
elders and ministers sent out to tell the peo- This gives us exceeding great joy, to realize
ple of the glad gospel message whose hearts that the gospel still comes with power, demhave in some instances ached with the onstration, aod much assurance, and that the
knowledge that the loving wife and loved seed sown, often amid tears and anxiety, is
children at home are almost in want-lack- not always lost. Ooe man greatly desirous
ing of comforts; and in other cases, he toils of knowing who had authority to baptize
on, in ignorance that such conditions prevail him, heard an audible voice at midday, saying,
at home; his patient, sacrificing wife pre- "He who has brought you the gospel is the
ferring to struggle along rather than unfit one to baptize you." This was enough. Anthe absent missionary for his labors by a other gentleman, at midnight, while medirecital of her trials?
J t.ating whether he would join the church or
1

......
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not, heard a voice saying, "This is your last
chance." These mon are r:ow rejoicing in
the truth. and at their confirmation the Pentecostal promise was fully rrallzed, and with
inexpressible j'JY we all rendered our feeble
thanks for his boundless grace. Thia is the
bright side of affairs.
On the ot.her hand Satan is working hard
to d<'ceive and lead astray the children of the
Lord, and to a certain extent has succeeded.
Some occasionally lose sight of the true
riches, and drift away into the ways of the
giddy, ungodly world. In smoking, dancing,
card playing, sweeps, drinking, and a little
swc:aring, some see no harm; but for all that,
apparently, harm comes out of such conduct,
and hinder the progress of righteousness.
A child sees no harm in a pretty striped or
spot.ted snake; but if he comes too near,
death is sure to ba the result. As saints we
should touch not, taste not, nor handle the
unclean, which defiles the body and destroys
our usefulness.
Sr. Butterworth has been located here for
nearly a year, and to say that the saints have
been generous is putting it mildly, when we
call to mind the saintly like manner in which
our wants have been supplied; and our hearts
are made glad to think that our lot has been
cast in such pleasant places. Our stay here
has been one of the oase 3 in life's journey,
which greatly strengthens one to move
steadily on in the battle of life. Words cannot express our thankfulness; but we know
justice will be meted out when every man is
rewarded according to his works. A few
weeks more and we wiil be off for our old
home in Victoria.
In bonds
A. BUTTERWORTH.

c:

ARTHUR, Ont., Nov. 10.

Editors Herald:- I came here October 22 by
request of president of mission and district
president, Apostle R. C. Evans and High
Priest R. C. Longhurst, to organiz3 a
branch. Elder Daniel McGregor and his
wife having labored here for nine weeks,
and as a result of their labor, along with
the assistance of our worthy brethren,
George Boshlen and J. L. Mortimer, twentyfive precious souls have been added to the
fold during that time, and two more since I
came. Others are deeply impressed that we
have the trutb, and will no doubt obey ere
long. Tho people seem to be ripe for the
truth; the seed sown years ago by Apostle
J. H. Lake and Eirfor James Mcintosh, is
now beginning to t,ake root and grow. ·
On Sunday morning, October 31, we met
for prayer service at the home of Bro. Adam
McMullan, the sweet Spirit of God manifested itself in power in tongues and prophecy,
to the edificacion of all present, and to the
setting apart of Bt•o. George Boshlen to tho
office .of priest, Adam McMullan a teacher,
and Thomas Berry a deacon. We had a time
long to be remembered; 'both saints and some
not oft.he church felt the Spicit's presence.
On JUonday the saints met. at the home of
Bro. Boshlen to complete the organization.
Bro. John Taylol', viee president of the district, being present, was chosen to preside.

j Ti;;-name

of the branch is Arthur branch.
Eider McGregor and his wife, and the
writer have organized a Sunday school, to
! be known as Wesr. Lut.her No. I union school.
Elder McGregor leaves to-morrow for
j Toronto and Cam<3ron, so I will be left alone
to fight the battle with the assiRtance of the
m'w officers. Bro. Boshlen preached his second sermon last nig·ht and did well. Pray
I for"'us that we may be able to overcome self,
and at last find rest with the pure and the
good.
Your brot,hor in Christ,
S. W. TOMLINSON.

yo:i, faith, virtue; and to virtue, knowledge;
and to knowledge, temperance; and to temperance, patience; and to patience, godliness;
and to godliness, brotherly kindness; and to
brotherly kindness, charit.y."-2Peter1: 5-7.
And if we do these things we shall not fall;
but he that lacks these things is said to be
blind, and to have "forgotten that he was
purged from his old sins."
I am confident that if more pains were
taken to thoroughly instruct after baptism,
in regard to the practical duties of the Christian life, there would not be so many to say
they had not felt the Dlvine Spirit move
thEdr hearts, after years of life in the church.
There are so many soul-cheering and
Spirit-reviving themes that the preacher
cannot fail to find abundance of seed to sow
in the soil prepared by those who are obedient
and truly repentant.
May God show us the right, is my prayer,
in Jesus' name. Amen.
The son of our beloved pastor is lying low
with merobraneous croup. O&hers are well,
so far as we know.
Yours in the faith,
J. S. STRAIN.

I
I
I

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Nov. 12 ·

Editors Be·i·ald:-For some time past our

branch has had much of the presence of the
good Spirit, and we are thankful therefor;
and our beloved pastor has also had a goodly
measure of the heavenly manna. On last
Lord's day eve he· spoke on the parable-; of the
sower; and among other things he claimed
that while the seed-sowing was very important, it was also important to note carefully
the results produced on the hearts of those
who claimed to have been the recipie_~ts of
th~ good ~eed, o.r word. He spoke of ct1ffc.1rI eno wa~s rn which people were affected ~y
preachmg, and sugge~t,ed th~t .many misFREMONT, Neb., Nov. 21.
~akes ~as been m~de l~ adm1ttmg persons
Editors Herald:-Subsequent to my three
I into cnurch relationship before th6l good weeks' vacation I have visited Wheeler, Carseed had had time to produce genuine re- son, Persia, and Crescent City, in Iowa; N.e, ~e~tauce or r~formation of life. H~ further braska City, Bennett, Omaha, and v:alley, m
\ ~n~1st~d t~at l~ our. efforts ~o brrng souls Nebraska. Hav~ preach~d forty-e1gh~ serl~•O relat10n.sh1p v;1t~ Christ, not only mons, c?ngregat10ns at trn.ies were fair, at
' strnuld the first prrnc1ples be taught, but other times meager; muady roads, dark
the candida.t,e should be fully acquainted nights, prospect of, and falling rains apwith all the duties that he will be called upon peared to be the hindrances. There may be
to perform.
some excuse for delicate sisters failing to
I think the position is a logical one; and I. face a light rainstorm, or plod their way
am sure that the neglect to teach practical through dark and muddy streets, but it were
duties, and pla,cing too much stress on faith, distressing to know that stalwart brethren
repentance, baptism, and laying on of hands, fail to put in an appearance at stated branch
has produced a class of members of the meetings, because of such slight hindrances,
church who, while they were t,heorotica\ly especially so when occasionally a sister
sound, were spiritually cold as a wa.g-on tire evinces the courage of overcoming these
in winter, and practically a dead weight on slight hindrances; and not unfrequently one
the church.
hears of those that are laggards in branch
Many of the ministry go to an old branch duties being most conspicuous at reunions.
of saints and for an hour and a half drill them But with the loyal and true hearted Latter
on first principles, when every one of them Day Saint, religion is a matter of conscience,
is well versed in all the initiatory rites of the and such an one is not ebbing and flowing in
j church; but perhaps a, large number <A thew tide fashion, evincing an outward zeal in
have no family altar at home, negl<ict the duties that may be pleasurable, and studicommunion, prayer meetings, and other ously avoiding, under some silly or unheard
duties ths,t they should perform. When I of subterfuge, that which may not be quite
1
think of this, I am reminded of t,he young so pleasant; for it does not require a large
preacher on his first t,rip. He had two ' amount of brain power to formulate excuses
places to pr•Jach; at one place all were sin- to justify negligence. But as the negligent
ners, at the other, eaints. He first found the are studious to find excuses, etc., the ever
saints, and to them he said: '·O generation diligent sa.int is studious with a correspondof vipers, who hath warned you to flee from ing anxiety to do a little more each day for
the wrath to come?" And he surprised the the Ma8ter if possible, and though the differsinners by the promise: "Fear not, little ence between the negligent and the diligent
fl11ck; for it is your Father's good pleasure to may not be very visible in the meantime,
give you the kingdom."
the differenoo will be visible enough in the
But, all levity aside, Brother Editors, I day of retribution.
feel that if we made it a rule to teach the
Pa»1l w.as so beloved at one time by somepeople there is somB'Lhing else to do to gain body, that had it been possible they would
the celestial glory besides giving a formal have plucked their eyes out for him; but he
, assent to the truth, and yielding a perfunc- lived to see the time when such (as it would
tory obedienee to the re11uirements of the seem} hberal soul~ became enemies to him.
gospel, they should be taught: "Add to Could it be possible that they lavished their

I
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hospitality upon him to purchase his influ- I Carson, and Crescent are making good efforts
ence in their interest, and when he failed to in this direction. The Nebraska and Counshow them favor, they became hostile? Let oil Bluffs branches could and should improve.
the reader judge, and you may be greatly
I sincerely hope there will be a ready reaided in reaching a decision by a due spouse to the call of the business manager
consideration of events narrated in 2 Corin- that the desired increase of the circulation
thians 10: 7-14. And it will prove beneficial of the Herald may begin, and not stop short
to the most devoted Latter Day Saint who of ten thousand, and that the Autumn Leaves
may find that it often requires more actual list may swell at least to seven thousand,
courage to do the right than to get inveigled with a corresponding increase for the Hope.
in the meshes of wrongdoing.
We like Think of one dollar a year for the Autumn
favors, but may fear frowns, but anything Leaves. We have heard much in the past
savoring sycophancy is adverse to ministerial about a tumbling in the price of our church
dignity, and he who would transcend it, for literature, and now the tumbling process bas
present prestige or advantage would likely commenced, let us rally to the help of the
do worse to have prestige thus secured per- Board of Publication in their efforts to give
petuated.
the world a cheap literature, and practically
The meagerness at a Sunday evening gath- demonstrate our belief that sacrifice brings
ering at - - was attributable to some forth the blessings of heaven.
"Current History" and the "Religio's
members attending a popular place of worship. Why is it thus? I was glad to note a Arena" are great acquisitions in the Autumn
change at Omaha for the better. There are Leaves. I cannot see how any Latter Day
sweet singers there under the leadership of Saint can do without it. Why, each number
Bro. John Suttles. There were fifteen the is a young encyclopedia. Long, long may it
In bonds,
last evening I spoke, sending forth melodious survive.
JAMES CAFFALL.
sounds, which was highly credit,able to the
leader and his coworkers. I don't claim to
be a timeist, or in any sense a musician, but
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Nov. 15.
surely Bro. Suttles and his choir were on
Editors Herald:-Since last writing, the
time on the above evening, with telling effect work has been onward in our city. Elder J.
for good. I was benefited in attending the M. Baggerly has assisted in the three weeks'
Sabbath school at Omaha. Discipline, order, effort put forth here, and has been successful
reviewing lessons were good-very good. in arousing quite an interest among both
Young brethren and sisters at the front. God saints and outsiders, as quite a num])er of
bless and keep them. The labors of Bro, F. A. strangers have became interested through
Smith and others in Omaha have been effective his preaching. Bro. Baggerly fills the bill
for good. Nor was the discussion between the splendioly as a boy preacher; being small in
Rev. Savidge and Bro. T. W. Williams want- stature, and so boyish looking, the people are
ing in beneficial results for the cause. The led to wonder and seem,, astonished when
labors of the latter brother have been effect- they bear him. Saul was a head and shoulders
ive for good in other localities, yet the good above bis fellows, of the strong, stalwart
brother has not pleased everybody.
stat,ure; but he never was able to throw
It would be a great benefit to the church if stones like little David.
a greater interest was evinced in singing in
The work is growing wider and deeper
other branches, for those having a talent for here day by day.
singing are under the same obligation for
The entertainment given, Saturday night,
utilizing that talent for the good of the cause by Sr. Fern Griffiths' Sunday school class was
as the elders sent to preach. It is distress- just perfectly grand. A large gathering was
ing to bear poor singing in a branch, espe- present to enjoy the well-directed efforts, as
cially so when a glance over the congregation each scholar seemed to be on time in every
will reveal those possessing musical talent, spot and place; the singing was so sweet by
yet failing to utilize it for the good of the times that it made one feel as though they
cause, through some tri val matters that were being bushed by the lullaby of the
never should prevent Latter Day Saints from bright train that sang to the shepherds on
cooperating according to the gifts and calling the plains of Judea. The class certainly reof God unto them, for the building up of the flected the good talent and taste of their
cause we all claim to love. It is high time worthy teacher.
R. E. GRANT.
we should be men and women in understanding and children in malice, so work together
in unity.
WEST FARMINGTON, Ohio, Nov. 14.
EdUors Herald:-Since last writing you I
I find Sabbath schools in every branch
visited, hence have som'" conception of the have been very busy. I baptized one old
prosperity of Sabbath school work since 1868, brother at Locust Point before I left there.
when a Sabbath school was organized in Came home to Kirtland, dug my potatoes,
Council Bluffs branch-one among the first and got <:1. load of coal for winter, and then
in the Reorganized Church-which still sur- came to this place. I have , been holding
vives, under the superintendenci\' of Bro. C. meetings all I can, but with so much rain,
Jensen, who is certainly adapted for such the weather and roads are against us. Quite
work. And I think diligence is required of a good many are interested, and I have bapall in work for which they are best adapted, I tized four here, and others are nearly ready
ever seeking God's grace to strengthen, and 'I for the water. Brn. Earnest and Wesley
his Spirit to guide. I beard some fine sing- Fishel have done a good work, preaching
ing in Persia and Salem branches; Wheeler, and writing, to show the people the truth.

The leaven is working, and God's kingdom
is spreading far and near. I have lots of
places to work in now. The lives of the
saints, and what kind of a light they have,
tell wonderfully to convince sinners of the
truth.
In bonds,
F. C. SMITH.
ARGENTINE, Kan., Nov. 13.

Editors Herald: - The prospects in this
part of the field are very good. We hold
regular meetings every week; an excellent
spirit prevails, and almost a perfect unity
exists among the members. We are also
holding regular meetings at Rosedale, where
we baptized two excellent ladies lately, with
others standing at the door of the kingdom.
We also preach frequently at Mariam and
South Park; at both of which places we have
succeeded in making friends to ourselves and
the cause we love so well. Doors are opening
for us upon every hand, and it seems that
God is sending bis angels before us to open
the way and prepare the hearts and minds
of the people to receive the message of life as
restored from heaven by holy angels, according to the scripture; and we are aided by the
divine Spirit to unfurl the banner of King
Emmanuel. Our hearts are filled with love,
and our minds with light, to our full satisfaction.
And 'lot a wave of trouble rolls
Acros~

our peaceful breast.

Brn. F. Parker and Omer Hughes have
been of excellent service to us in our labors.
F. C. WARNKY.
SEDALIA, Kentucky, Nov. 15.

Editors Herald: - The conference of the
Kentucky and Tennessee district is a thing
of the past, but we are rejoiced to report that
it was a fine one-the very best ever held in
the district, so reported. The local force of
saints, with large representation from nearly
all parts of the district, were present. The
reports show sixty-seven baptisms and eight
ordinations during the past four months,
evincing that the social and spiritual strength
of the work is rapidly increasing. The business was disposed of without a jar. The
social service on Sunday was very good and
marked with the Spirit's presence. Bro.
Cook, the Bishop's agent, preached on Saturday evening, with bis mantle on. Sunday
forenoon the writer occupied. In the afternoon Bro. Henson delivered one of his characteristic sermons.
Bro. D. W. Cook was
ordained an elder and C. Harris a deacon at
the social meeting. The few families of
saints deserve great praise for the royal manner in which they cared for the conference.
It was certainly made manifest that the
spirit of the gospel unifies and makes Zion
one. I hope that every one in the district
who bears the priesthood will go to work
under this good influence, and "thrust in
their sickles and reap."
Bro. Sory, of Memphis, was with us, cheering and comforting many with his testimony.
The next, conference will be held at Foundry
Hill; time to be set by president of district.
To arrive at the truth we should spare ourselves no pain, but certainly inflict none on
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others. Quarrels will never advance our ;j
cause; and to persecute is no way to convert ,
men. No man is stronger than his weakest\
point. Temptation will find it sooner or
later, and his strength will be tested. The
Lm·d has very little good for a man who has
to tell how good he is before the people find
it out. God expects them to find out his true
character from the life he lives. Let us all
strive to live as becometh saints in the bonds
of charity and peace, and the victory is ours.
We are still in the faith, and dcing the
'best we can under the circumstances.
Yours in bonds,
T. W. CHATBURN.
CLITHERALL, Minn., Nov. 22.

Editors Herald:-I am still in the faith and
rejoice in the blessings of the gospel. My
ministry was hindered during the summer
by sickness; so much so that I was forced t,o
leave my mission the first of August. Many
thought my work was about done; but I am
thankful to our heavenly Father that my
life is still preserved, and that on tlie"'itn:I1
day of August, when Elders J. R. Lamb~:";t
and S, Ackerly administered to me I was
instantly healed. Since that time I never
felt bett.er, both in body and spirit.
I visited the saints in Missouri and Kansas, and enjoyed many blessings of the Master while with them. Kansas was my first
mission field, and to sfLy that I enjoyed my
visit there fa only putting it in a mild form:
for I met a number that I brought into the
churnh twenty-one years ago. S::ime cried,
others laughed, and some could not speak at
all at first. I was indeed glad to find them
still in the faith and enjoying the love of God
that came to them when they first obeyed the
gospel. Where I used to preach in dugouts
and sod houses now sf.and good comforti.de
schoolhouses, in which our present missionaries can preach Christ 1wd him ct'ucified in
power. Thank Gud for his goodness. I had
the pleasure of meeting some who were
healed by the power of God under my hands
twenty years ago, who were not members of
the church and are still outside, but it is not
their fault. May the good Lord open the
way for them yet, is my prayer. I was well
received by all I visited while there, hence I
mention no names, as all are dear to me by
the ties of the gospel. The only thing I regret is that I could not visit all; being called
back to my own fieid to look after its interest
is what hinilered me from doing -;;c;:-~:Ci:l~;pe
none have taken offense.
The work in my mission is growing slowly
but surely. All seem to enjoy the blessings
of G'1d. I married a nice young couple on
my fifty-fourth birthday-the 11th of this
month. The parties made happy upon that
occasion are Mr. Ben Whiting and Miss
Lizzie Thoreson, both of Clitherall, Minnesoto. There were about. a hundred people
present, and tbe many valuables presented to
them are too numerous to mention. .May
they have a long, peaceful life is my prayer
for them. I returned to Audubon and found
Sr. Way almost at death's door; but through
the ordinance of God's own appointing, she
was healed. This made our htarts rejoice.
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Our church building in the town of Audubon brother Andrew at Oscar, where I once lived
is inclosed, and we hope to get it in shape for four years;. here I had the pleasure of again
use this winter. When finished it will be a preaching to my old neighbors and friends;
credit t.o the saints in that part of the mis- ' had excellent liberty in all my efforts.
sion; and will speak in praise of those who
I then returned to Paul's Valley and rehave sacrificed in that direction. My co- mained a few days, assisting Bro. Blackwell
laborers are busy and pushing ahead as best in fitting out a rig to travel with; and on the
they can.
In the faith,
6th started with buggy and team a distance
I. N. ROBERTS.
of two hundred and fifty miles through
Indian Territory alone.
On my way I
HOLDEN, Mo., Nov. 16.
stopped at a store at Rock Crossing on North
Editors Berald:-The work in Holden is in Canadian River, to see if I could stop over
better condition and a better state of feeling night. The men in the store were busy and
exists among the saints since the elders from said I could not stop, as they were not preIndependence labored here. Elder H. H. pared to keep travelers. It was night; I inRoblnson preached some faithful discourses, sisted. They said they were only camping.
which were instructive. He was followed by I told them I could camp with them. Then
Elder G. H. Hilliard, on the subject of tit.h- I was told that they were not only campers
ing-the latter being the best we ever heard. but were Mormons. I then told them I was
The speaker held the attention of the con- a Mormon preacher. The next question was,
gregation 80 close that, the dropping of a pin ULah or Reorganized? I said "Reorganized."
could have been heard. If all the saints They were members of the Reorganized
whose names are enrolled on the church Church, and after the usual handshaking took
books were as faithful in duty as that place I was made welcome to the home of Bro.
brother, the spirit of God would be with Perkins and sons. 'fhose men I found to be
them, and they would all be of one heart and firm in the faith and doing a good business,
mind. Elder Hilliard is the best exponent dealing in drugs, dry goods, and groceries. I
of the gospel I ever heard, and his sermons stayed all night, but could not stay longer,
had a beneficial effect on the saints.
as I was on my way to Choteau, to hold meetThe Master has sahl, "If any man will come ings. On the morrow I bade them good-bye,
after me, let him deny himself, and take up but not until they had remembered that an
his cross and follow me." There is a good elder needs an overcoat and other clothing,
deal implied in the language above quoted. as well as money to pay expenses. I promIf every professed follower of Christ would ised to return as soon as possible. May the
deny himself some indulgence and use the Lord bless those brethren in spiritual and
means employed for such in promoting the temporal blessings.
I went over the country for three more
interests of his cause, making it the ruling
principle of his life, the cause of God would long clays and landed at Bro. and Sr. Snodreceive an impetus that would send it on and grass' at Chouteau; held three preaching'
on, until it reached the desired end. The meetings with poor congregations. Spent
present is ours to improve; if we will, we several hours with this noble family in pleascan do much to aid the work. The old ant conversation, after which we bade them
Scotch proverb says, Many littles make a farewell and started for Maysville, landing
mickle. With the sum of our littles we can home safe and sound. Found all well at
send out an elder into the field, whose heart home, and a happy welcome by saints and
is in the work, that others can have a chance many i ,., n B •. _.Will preach at saints' meetgiven them to obey the gospel. When we inghouse on Sunday night.
Now in conclusion, a word to all saints in my
have done. this, let our prayers ascend to God
mission
field: When I got home I was met
that his ministrations may be blessed, then
we will have done our part and God will do by my little ones all happy and glad to see
Papa; the saddest picture I ever saw, they
his.
Finally, let our prayers ascend to God for were all barefooted and ragged. They had
all whom he has chosen to be his standard to quit school as soon as the weather became
bearers, that he may inspire them with zeal cool. Now, dear saints, this is a sad picture,
and confidence, and to this end may all work, but not overdrawn. Do try and send in your
that the speedy redemption of Zion may be ti th es. May the Lord bless us all.
S. W. SIMMONS.
accomplished.
E. B. FARRAR.

THURSTON, Neb., Nov. 22.
MAYSVILLE, Ark., Nov. 20.
I have just returned
Editors Herald:-I came to this place Nofrom a trip south. I left Maysville, Septem- vember 8 in company with Bro. Joseph Sumber 7, visited Coalgate, Indian Territory, ner, who lives six miles north of Lyons,
held a meeting at that place, and baptized Nebraska, where I held meetings for a week,
three. I enjoyed fine liberty in presenting with small audience but good interest. I
the word to the people, and was well cared don't know tha.t I did any good unless I
for by the saints; they looked after my tem- strengthened the family of Bro. Sumner.
poral needs while I ministered to their spir- I enjoyed my visit; they are a noble hearted
itual wants.
At Paul's Valley, Indian family, including Bro. Arthur Sumner, his
Territory, lives a worthy and fait.hful couple, brother.
Bro. and Sr. Blackwell. I held meeting in a
I commenced meeting at Thurston the
hall; had good hearing. I then held services ·10th; the house is crowded every night; it is
1 at a schoolhouse eight miles east, with a fair
a large schoolhouse, and there is not seating
hearing and some interest. I visited my capacity for the audience. The interest iii
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good, and the Lord is blessing my efforts, andll the~ fanned t,he flames, which were onl v
the Spirit is with me, and is moving out on extinguished by the frantic stricken mother
the people and drawing them near the Lord. , wrapping her in her own garments until reAnd, dear saints, that same spidt of love and cei ving severe burns, she drew the suffering
joy that the Lord blessed me with last fall body to the rain barrel and put the flames
when I was in the city of Camden, New out.
Jersey, is with me here, and while presentAs soon as she was brought into the house
iag the truth to the people I see that same I she called for Papa to administer to her,
light on many faces in the co~gregatio~ that j w?ich he did'. but he could not, with all ~he
I see on the faces of the sarnts. H is en- 1 falth and anxiety of a devoted father, receive
1
couraging, and I foel as though the Lord is that earnestly prayed for assurance that she
blessing my efforts. When I look over the au- would ever recover.
dience and see so many honest souls that are
When I first saw her she looked cheerful
in the dark and worshiping God with the and pleasant in the midst of this awful ordeal.
best light they have, my soul yearns for them I could not think for a moment she would have
that they may see the grandeur of the gospel to succumb to the demands of death; but after
and obey before it is too late.
administering to her my hopes of her recovLa~t night at the close of the meeting I
ery became clouded. She was burned almost
sold five of the Book of Mormon, which I or- to a crisp, from her ankles to lier neck.
der to-day; one of the books was for a La- About two o'clock the next morning she
manite brother, or may be some day. His peacefully passed away without the least sign
father is a white man. He is a bright young of pain, while uttering a prayer for her parman, and if he sees the gospel in its pure ents."
light he can do some good with his people. I
Bro. James Moler being her favorite among
believe the time will come that the Book of the elders, was sent for and gave a very enMormon-their own history-wlll be the book couraging discourse from the text selected by
that will convince them that.Jesus is the the mother: "Their ang-els do always behold
Christ.
the face of my Father,"which none could more
We have one name for baptism next Sun- appreciate than the bereaved ones.
day-a noble, gentle-spirited young lady-a
On Tuesday she was conveyed to her last
school teacher near Thurston. She says rBsting place amid expr~ssions of sympathy
there is something to think about in this seldom witnessed on like occasions. While
gospel. She.will be an honor to the churuh, standing around the new-made grave, and
because I think she will be a worker. There viewing for the last time the cold remains of
may be more go with her next Sunday. We what was once a blooming flower in the unhave got an organ, and our noble sister, J. E. broken wreath of a griefless family, we felt
Butts, is organist, she is one of the sweet in the midst of it all to praise God for the
singers of Israel. I am stopping with Bro. glorious promise that some day we can emand Sr. Butts, four miles east of Thurston; brace this darling, where devouring fires
they are as kind to me as though I was their 1 cannot rob her of life. Then and not till then,
brother indeed, and they seem as though will the mysteries of death be fully elucithey are my brother and sister. Dcmr saints, dated, and every dispensation of God-be it
remember me before the Lord, that I may ever so bard to bear in this life-be held in
have God's Spirit with me, that I with you highest praise.
may continue faithful to the end of this lire,
vVe are about to enter into a discussion
and then when called to depart, that we may with Elder Cole, of the Hedrick faction,
hear that welcome plaudit, Well done, good providing he will be as willing to debate as
and faithful servants.
some of his members here seem to be. Elder
W. A. SMITH.
James Moler is to be our defender.
Elders Frisbie and Haldeman of the Hedricki.tes came to Coalton a few months ago
CREOLA, Ohio, Nov. 24.
and waged unrelenting- war against the ReEditors Herald:-I arrived here on the organization. Armistice was shortly effected,
21st inst. and found the little town in great but since that, civil war has broken out among
excitement over the sad misfortune of t.he
them, which will likely result in the disruplittle daughter of Beo. and Sr. A. B. Kirkention of their autonomy. More anon.
dall.
Yours for the right,
Within the infinite dealing8 of God we see
F. J. EBELING.
many things bard to understand; but this
one seems to be the most difficult. w·e cannot believe, as some do, that, c:"uel death is
inflicted upon the sweet, innocent child to
remind the parents of their remissness. All
who know Bro. and Sr. Kirkendall would
pronounce this visitation very unju,it, from
EASTERN WALES.
that point of vh1w, for we have fo1v saints in
Conference convenPd September 30 and
the church whose itifluence for good among November 1 and 2, 1897, at assembly rooms,
all classes excnls theirs. O;;e hour's acquaint- Lydney; F. G. Pitt was chosen to preside
ance with them induces one to beli•we their over the business sessions, T. Jones secretary,
acquaintancil has been life-long.
Lucy Allen assistant. Branches reporting,
On the 20t,h little Nforl, with some other Na.ntymoBl, Nantyglo, Penygraig-, Lydney,
children, WfTe pl'lylng !l,round u fire about Cardiff, Aberaman. It was suggested and
ninety fout, from tho house, when her,undn· ordrn·ed that at the next conference branches
skirts were ignited, and by her running to 1 shall report on the printed blanks. The dis-

GonfBrence JVIintl1B8.

I

trict president, T. S. Griffiths, submitted his
report.
Elders reporting, D. Davies, J.
Lewis, J. O. Evans, J. D. Jenkins, J. Jenkins,
T. Jones, J. Jones, T. Gould, J. G. Jenkins;
Priests, W. P. Cox, E. Lewis, J. Salathiel,
O. J. Williams, D. Edmunds, E. J. Trapp, F.
Bevan; Teachers, D. Jones, C. Kellsley;
Deacons, F. Powell, J. Thomas. Bishop's
agent's report was read, also th0 district
treasurer's. Both reports referred to an
auditing committee, and their report was accepted. The district secretary's bill of 3s.
4d. for stationery was ordered paid. Recommendation from the Aberaman branch that
John Roper bf.' ordained an elder was referred to a committee, T. Gould, J. D. Jenkins, and F;"G. Pitt. The ordination of Bro.
Morgan, deferred till this conference, was indefinitely postponed. The minutes of the
council of district officials held at Cardiff,
Dacember 26, 1896, was read. The ordinations of Brn. JoneA and Trapp, and the organization of the Nantyglo branch were
indorsed, but the remainder of business done
at said council was withdrawn. A motion
was presented that this body request the authorities of the church that A. N. Bishop be
appointed missionary for the Eastern district
of South Wales. This was deferred until
next sitting, because the means of sustenance
are so weak. The motion adopted April 24,
1897, that J. D. Jenkins, missionary for Wales,
was only to be sustained by two branches,
Penygraig and Nantymoel, for half his allowance was rescinded; and voted that the
whole district heartily support the brother
in the proper source; viz., the Bishop's
agent. T. S. Griffiths was sustained district
president, and his assistants, Brn. Gould and
J. D. Jenkins.
A vote of thanks was tendered them for their labors. Bro. Pitt was
authorized to select a presiding elder for
Nantymoel branch so as to release the missionary's hands from branch services. A vote
of thanks was heartily given to the brethren
and sisters of Lydney branch for providing for the visiting saints. The district secretary was authorized to supply the branches
with blank reports before the next conference. Voted that next conference convene
at Penygraig branch, the Saturday preceding the Mabons Monday in March, 1898. The
missionary in charge of the European mission
and his.cooperator, Bro. Pitt, were sustained.
All the spiritual authorities of the church
were upheld. Bro. Pitt offered some instructive teachings to the ministry of the church,
the best means to further the work and to conduct all meetings in an orderly manner. John
Roper was ordained an elder. Preaching by
Brn. Pitt and Gould.

FREMONT.
Conference convened at, the Plum Creek
chapel, Saturday, October 9, 1897, at ten a.
m.; D. Hougas president, Henry Kemp associate, T. A. Hougas secretary. Reports
from following branches were read and approved: Union, Farm Creek, Glenwood,
Elm Creek, Hamburg, and Shenandoah.
Written reports were read from Eiders J.C.
Moore, H.F. Durfey, W. Leeka, N L. Mortimore, S. Orton, T. A. Hougas, D. Hougas,
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H. Hershey, H. Kemp, G. F. Walling, G.
Kemp, J. Comstock, M. W. Gaylord, J. B.
Cline, W. W. Gaylord, W. D. Leadingham;
Priests A. J. Davidson, F. Goode, L. C. Donaldson, F. G. Dungee, J. A. Dann, J. Claiborne, C. Fry, J. V. Roberts, J. Lentz, and
G. Needham; Teachers, G. F. Skank, S.
Dike, J. Goode, C. M. Roberts; Deacons S.S.
Clark, A. Hershey, B. C. Gifford. A summary of all reports showed 232 sermons
preached, 26 baptisms, 27 confirmations, 10
children blessed, 133 administrations to the
sick, 3 marriages performed, 30 reporting.
Condition of branches reported by presidents and others acquainted with their condition. Verbal reports were made b} W.
Leeka, G. Kemp, J. Claiborne, H.,F. Durfey,
M. W. Gaylord, S. Orton, A. J. Davidson, N.
L. Mortimore, J. B. Cline, C. Fry, J. C.
Moore, L. D. Frederickson, T. A. Hougas, S.
Dike, G. F. Skank. Bishop's agent's report
read and accepted. Report of tent committee was read: Total receipts $169 27; total
expenditures $161.27; on hand $8 00. We
recommend that steps be taken to complete
the tent. Respectfully submitted, T. A.
Hougas. M. W. Gaylord. The tent committee was continued and authorized to take
necessary steps to complete the tent. An
auditing committee reported the report correct. The report of tent committee was then
accepted. A bill of $2.00 for printing blanks
was presented by the secretary. A collection
was taken up and the surplus applied on
postage used by the secretary. The following miBsions were granted: Egypt, Bartlett,
and vicinity, S. Orton and Charles Fry.
Wright settlement, H. F. Durfey and M. W.
Gaylord. Plum Creek, A. J. Davidson and
L. D. Frederickson. McPaul, J. C. Moore.
Stennett, Excelsior, and vicinity, G. Needham and A. B<tdham. Glenwood and vicinity,
G. W. Walling. Shenandoah and vicinity,
J. V. Robtirts and J. B. Cline. John Lentz
as circumstances permit under direction of
district president and missionary in charge.
Voted that a board of three trustees for the
gospel tent be appointed, one of whose time
shall expire in October of each year. The
full term of office to be three years. The
duties to be such as are commonly given to
such boards. The election resulted as follows: T. A. Hougas three years' term, M.
W. Gaylord two ytars' term, S. Orton one
years' term. The name of J. V. Roberts was
presented for ordina';ion to the office of elder
by J. B. Cline, of Shenandoah. The ordination was referred to the district president
and mib'sionary in charge. A peti.tion from
Farm Creek branch asking that conference
order the ordination of George Needham to
the office of elder was read and the ordination
ordered. The district president was authorized to provide for the ordination. The
election of officers resulted as follows: D.
Hougas president, T. A. and Emma Hougas
secretaries. Bro. Leeka, Bishop's agent,
was sustained. H. Kemp, missionary in
charge, and J. R. Lambert, general missionary in charge, were sustained. Preaching
by Elder J. R. Lambert. Adjourned to
Shenandoah, the last Saturday in February,
1898.

EASTERN MICHIGAN.

I present seems too much territory for district

Conference convened at Buel Center, Oc-1
tober 9, 1897, at nine a. m.: R. Etzenhouser
presiding, A. Barr associate; William Davis
clerk, C. K. Green assistant. Elders reporting: R. Etzenbouser baptized 3, J. A. Grant
baptized 9, A. Barr baptized 4, W. Davis
baptized 12, W. Dowker, J. S. Keir baptized
l; Priests P. W. Surbrook, W. Fetting;
Teachers T. O'Brien, W. Hartnell. Branch
reports: St. Johns 43. Delaware 41. Applegate 33. East Fremont 35. Forester 28.
Cai;s River 41. G•wman 23. Juniata 76.
Evergreen 114. Bishop's agent's report: On
band last report $26.33; received since last
report, including amount on hand, $624.10;
expenditures $397.40; on hand $226. 70. Report audited and found correct. Elder A.
Barr was sustained district president, William Davis district secretary. The following
were chosen delegates to General Conference:
A. Barr, R. Etzenhouser, W. Davis, Levi
Phelps, J. A. Grant, Sr. C. Barr. A resolution was adopted concerning the disposition
of funds raised in the Evergreen branch for
the purpose of building a chapel. It wa~
also adopted that five dollars be raised by the
district to pay expenses bome by A. Barr
while i11 Detroit. Said five dollars was raised
by collection June 9, 1897, and paid. Tn<3
following resolution was adopted: Resolved
t,hat those members who stand out in opposition to decisions rendered by courts of the
church, when they have been adopted as the
action of a branch, and who do not seek
redress in the process of app0al provided in
the law, and who absent themselves fron.i
regular services of their branch one month
or more, and are therefore in the attitude of
rebellion, be prohibited from voting on any
measure upon which such decision has a
bearing. Resolved that the foregoing resolution be operative on any such ca8e now existing or that may arise. A. Barr was
sustained Bishop's agent. A vote sustaining
the authorities of the church was takc,n.
Preaching by J. S. Keir, A. Barr, R. Etzenhouser, and W. Davis. Adjourned to meel
with the East Fremont branch in June, 1898,
at call of missionary in charge and district
president.

NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.
Conference convened with the Goshen
branch, Saturday, November 6; L. F. Johnson presiding, H. A. Stebbins assistant, Ella
Landers secretary. Branch reports: Norcatur 15; gain 4. Solomon River 15; no
change. Rural Dale 29; gain 2. Blue Rapids
81; loss 1. Elmira 55; gain 5.
Bishop's
agent reported: On hand last report $4 82;
received $102; paid out $87; on hand $19.82.
Books audited and found correct. Ministry
reporting: Elders L. F. Johnson, W. S.
Pender, W. Landers, H. Hart baptized 1, J.
S. Goble, J. F. McClure baptized 2; Priests
A. J. Hager, E Rowley baptized 2; Teacher
C. D. Carson. Voted that this district invite the Northeastern Kansas district to take
part with us in reunion next year. Resolved
that we authorize the district president to
confer with the western branches to learn if
they desire a diviiiion of the district, as it at

officers to do justice to all. Adjourned to
meet with Blue Rapids branch the first
Saturday and Sunday in February.

SOUTHWESTERN MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Mountain Grove,
Missouri, October 18, 1897; C. M. Bootman
president, D. W. Schofield clerk, Bro. Mace
assistant. At the request of the president,
missionary in charge, H. Sparling, took the
chair. Short talks from Brn. Bootman, Spurlock, Sparling·, Keck, and others. Woodside,
Willow Springs, and Vera Cruz branches reported.
Reports from elders, priests, and
teachers received and accepted. J. R. Wedlock was elected president, James McDiffet
vice president; clerk and treasurer, Don
Schofield sustained, Willow Springs branch
was disorganized. Voted that a branch be organized at Mountain Grove, known as the
Mountain Grove braneh. District clerk was
authorized to issue letters of removal to
all members of the Willow Springs branch,
and forward same to nearest branch to
which member resides.
The appeal case
of Vera Cruz vs. Sr. T. Maylock was
taken up for consideration.
Voted that
we grant them an appeal.
The elders
select.ed to try the appeai were, J. R. Wedlock, F. C. Kock, and Jam8s MeD\!Iet, with
H. Sparling counsel for branch and Bro. Willia.ms counsel defense. The couforence took
a recess while Mountain Grove branch elected
its (;fficera. 1'he lettere of Bro. and Sr. McDiff..it were received. .James Mc0tff8t was
elected p!'esident of Mountain Grnve branch,
D-m Schofidd priest and clerk. Emanuel
Edwards was ordained a teacher, W. H. Schofield to act as deacon. Voted that treasurer
notify all branches of unpaid dues. Peter
Carrow was ordained an elder. Preaching
by Brn. Williams and Wedlock. The report
of the appeal case of Vera Cruz branch vs. S.
T. May lock was h13ard. The court sustained
the charges of the branch. Adjourned to
meet at Mountain Grove the first Saturday
before first Sunday in March.

NODAWAY.
Conference convcined with the Ross Grove
branch, Octobe;· 9, 10, 1897, at eleven a. m.
District president, vV. Woodhead, being
absent, Peter Anderson was chosen president
pro tern., W. B. Torrance secretary. Branch
reports: Platte 73; loss 5. Bedison 38; gain
1. Ross Grove 39; gain 1. Verbal report of
district secretary. Ministry reporting: P.
Anderson baptized 5, M. F. Gowell baptized
1, D. A. Hutchings baptized 4, R K. Ross, J.
Curtis, E. S. Fannon baptized 2, J. D. Wiltfong, H. Froyd, W. B. Torrance. Bishop's
agent reported: On hand last report $7.38;
i:eceived since $103.50; paid out $87.20; balance $23.68. An auditing committee was appointed, which reported a difference of a few
·dollars; committee continued. Report of
tent treasurer, P. Anderson: Received $1. 76;
paid out $1.05; balance 71 cents, with the addition of $1.05 in tbe hands of A. Jensen from
j' former treasurer; a total of $1. 76. M.F.Gowell
reported labor done with district tent. En·
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couraged the maintenance of the same and
the better fitting it up for use. Voted that
the ordination of William T. Ross, Jr., to the
office of teacher be postponed indefinitely.
William Woodhead was reelected district
president, W. B. Torrance reelected secretary; R. K. Ross sustained Bishop's agent.
Voted that the next conference meet with
the Platte branch at Guilford, time left with
district president. Preaching by Brn. D. A.
Hutchings, E. S.,Fannon, Peter Anderson, M.
F.Goweil. The conference was good throug-hout, the Holy Spirit being- present in a
marked degree to the encouragement of the
saints, especially the young.

------

8tlndau

8~hool Asso~iations.

INTERSTATE SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE.
The second annual session of the Interstate
Sunday School Institute will be held at St.
Joseph, Misrnuri, December 26-29 inclusive.
The exact date cannot be given as we are not
yet informed of the dates on which the railroad companies will sell tickets at excursion
rates. See notices later on. Brn. J.M. Terry
and D.J.Krahl are appointed a local committee
on arrangements. They will give a notice in
due time. This will be an opportunity of
which every Sunday school worker should
avail himself. It is uoder the direction of
the officers of the General Sunday School
Association, and all will be done that can be
done to make it meet the demands of all
classes of Sunday school people-officers,
teachers, or members. The program will be
published as soon as completed. Trusting we
may be able to make the time one of improvement aad blessing, I am,
Your colaborer,

T. A.

HOUGAS.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Pottawattamie district Sunday school
association will convene at Council Bluffa,
Iowa, December 11 and 12. All schools in
the district are requested to send delegates
and make out a full report of the school.
Everyone cordially invited to attend.
JENNIE E. SCOTT, Sec.

f~i8BBllansotls

Ilepartmsnt

WHITE-CHISM DEBATE.
Bro. I. N. White, and Elder J. W. Chism
of the Christian faith, met in debate a,t
Kosoma, Indian Territory, November 8-13.
Elder Chism affirmtld his church proposition
first, and by the aid of the hoofs and horns,
dates and figures, brought the Campbellite
reformation out for 1827, through t.he instrumentality of Alexander C<tmpbell, Barton W.
Stone, Walter 8cott, and others.
Bro. White steered clear of his argument
on this lin<3 until Elder Chism got his date
thoroughly established, and t.hen accepted
his date, 1827, as being the time for the beginning of the restoration, and ahowed that
September 22, 1827, was the date upon which
the angel appeared to Joseph Smith itnd de-

l

livered to him the plat.es upon which the i
Book of Mormon was written. During this i
time Bro. White worked from his chart on
the dispensations, taking for a basis Matthew
20: 1-16; and building from Amos 7: 3, showing how God bad introduced the different
dispensations; that he bad always used an
inspired prophet to bring about every dispensation to establish his work. This Elder
Chism acknowledged, but still claimed that
all miraclous communication ended with
Christ and the apostles; that God had
"spoken in these last days unto us by his
Son," in the Bible.
EJder Chism
having conceded Bro.
Vvhite's chart argument, and Bro. White
having conceded hit> date, 1827, for the restoration, the contention was on the scriptural characteristics of the persons who
brought in the restoration and on the manner in which they did the work. Bro. White
got before the people how God had b1"gun
fopmer dispensations~ first, through Adam;
second, through Noah; third, through Moses;
fourth, through .John the Baptist; this agreeing with the "first,'' "third," "sixth,'' and
"ninth hour" of Christ's parable, recorded in
Matthew 20: 1-16. • This was cor1·oborated by
two other witaessee: Luke 20: 7-19, Mark
12: 1-12, showing that Matthew's ninth hour
was Luke's and Mark's time of John the Baptist, and the Son of God, the heir. Hence
the "eleventh hour" of Christ's parable in
Matthew 20: 1-16 was at that time lacking of
fulfillment.
Elder Chism having committed himself to
Bro. White's interpretat.ion of the chart up
to the "ninth hour," and having by the
means of the hoofs, horns, and figures fixed
the date for the last restoration for 1827,
and Bro. White having accepted thi.t date,
made the fight a very interesting one.
Whose man-Alexander Campbell or Joseph
Smith-was to carry oil' the "eleventh hour"
dispensation, coming in fulfillment of Bible
prophecies pointing to that great event? was
now the question. Bro. White pressed Revelation 4: 1, showing that the things that
John was permitted to see from there to the
close of the book were at that time unfulfilled,
and were to take place "hereaHer."
Bro. White pressed Chism on Revelation
12: the woman clothed with the sun, the
moon under her feet, and on her head a
crown of twelve stars; and the remnant of
her seed, etc. Also, Revelation l 4: 6, 7.
Showing that in the "eleventh .or last hour"
-the hour of God's judgment, an angel was
to come to earth "having the everlasting
gospel to preach to them that dwell upon the
earth."
Elder Chism here committed himself
again, and interpreted the woman of R'3Velation 12 to be the "new covenant and sanctuary," that bad been broken, neglected, and
trodden under foot, which had been restored,
aod cleansed, by Alexander Campbell, Barton
VI!. Stone, Walter Scott, and others, by
preaching the "old Pentecost gospel;" and
that Alexander Campbell was the "angel,"
01· swift messenger of Revelation 14: 6, 7.
Bro. White here stated that he would not
I i;uake any fig-ht oµ Ohism's exegesis of Reve-

I

lation 12, that the woman was the new covenant-the sanctuary but that he believed she
represented the church. (RRv. 19: 5-8.) So
the fight came on Revelation 14: 6, 7. Elder
Chism claiming the Greek word anggelon
means "swift messenger,'' and that that
swift messenger was Alexander Campbell.
Bro. White maintained that it was a literal
angel; that Paul by inspiration had his eyes
on this very event when he said in Galatians 1:
8, 9, "But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that
which we have preached unto you, let him be
accursed." Paul made this statement twentyfive years after Christ bad delivered the
commission to the apostles, recorded in
Mark 16: 15-18: "And he said unto them, Go
ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
to every creature. He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth
not shall ba damned. And these signs shall
follow them that believe; In my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serpents;
and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall
not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover." Bro. White
here showed that Paul and all the apostles
had invariably preached that "signs should
follow the believers."
At this juncture the whole contention was
narrowed down to two very important points:
Who received the mes.sage of Revelation 14:
6, 7? and, Was it a restoration of the "old
gospel" of Mark 16: 15-18 that Christ first delivered unto bis apostles? Here Bro. White
crowded E'der Chhim along the line on Amos
3: 7: "Surely the Lord God will do nothing,
but he revealeth his secret unto his servants
the prophets." This Elder Chism hastily
conceded again, as Bro. White had previously
quoted from Campbell's "Christian System,"
page 38, where Campbell ~ays: "For a divine
warrant bas always been essential to any acceptable worship. The question, 'Who has
required this at your hands?' must always be
answered by a 'thus saith the Lord,' before an
offering of mortal man can be acknowledged
by the Lawgiver of the universe." This
statement, taken with Amos 3: 7 and Elder
Chism's acknowledged interpretaMon of the
chart, where Adam, Noah, Mrn•es, and John
the Baptist had in trod ucsd God's work, but
not without a "thus saith the Lord,'' made Mr.
Chism's foundation look rather shaky.
Here Bro. White showed how God had
visited Adam and introduced the "early
morning hour" dispensation. He also visited
Noah, and introduced the "third hour" dispensatfon, and that by a prophet; and he
also visited Moses by an angel in the burning
bush (Ex. 3: 2-7), and introduced the work by
a "Thus saith the Lord" in the "sixth hour"
dispensation: and again visited Z4charias by
an angel while in the temple performing his
priestly functions, and introduced the "ninth
hour" dispensation by a "Thus saith the
Lord." And now for God to be like himself,
he surely would not attempt to introduce the
culminating and crowning dispensation for
the salvation of man, without a "Thus saith
the Lord." Hence John being instructed,
"Corne up_hither and I will show thee tl:i.inglf
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which must be hereafter" (Rev. 4: 1), viewed the
landscape and saw "Another angel flying in the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach to them that dwell upon the
earth." (Rev. 14: 6.) Here Bro. White introduced Alexander Campbell again, who in
his Christian System, page 250, says: "We
want the old gospel back, and sustained by
the ancient order of things."
Since Mr. Chism has acknowledged a "falling away," or an apostasy, also a restoration in
1827; and as it is the "old gospel" that Mr.
Campbell and his disciples, as also the midstry of the Reorganized Church, represents
are contending for as being restored in 1827,
the question is, Who has it? "To the law
and to the testimony: if they speak not according- to this word, it is because there is no
light in thelli. "-Isa. 8: 20. A right application of this should decide which of us (White
or Chism) is right. It all hinges now upon
what was the "old gospel" and what part was
apostatized from, and what was introduced in
the restoration of Alexander Campbell, or the
restoration brought about by the instrumentality of Joseph Smith in 1827, and how introduced? Christ gave the "old gospel" to the
apostles. Paul says that neither men nor angels dare preach any other, and now has
Christ commissioned any man and sent him
out under a "Thus saith the Lord" to tell the
people that the "old gospel" has been restored,
and preach "He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall
be damned. And these signs shall not follow
them that believe"?
Bro. White here showed that when the
angel sped his way t<;> earth, and cestored the
gospel through Joseph Smith, September 22,
1827, he restored the same "old gospel" of
Mark 16: 15-18, as delivered by Chri~t to his
ancient apostles, without addition or subtraction. He showed that it was ridiculous to
teach that Alexander Campbell was that angel flying through the midst of heaven. He
further showed that Elder Chism was mutilating God's word by adding to John's
prophecy, which he had warned the people
against in Revelation 22: 18, 19.
The debate kept growing more interesting
along this line, and
present became disputants and were worked up to the highest
pitch of excitement. Elder Chism began to
lose his grip when putting Alexander Campbell as the angel against the real angel with
his message to Joseph Smith. Now came
Elder Cbism's desperate end, to blacken the
character of Joseph Smith, by reading extracts from John Hyde's book against the
Mormons. His main jawbreaker was that
one in which Peter Ingersol is reported to
have said that Joseph Smith said, "He had
no golden plates, nor did not believe there
was such a thing in existence. But he had
the d--n fools fixed, and was going to carry
out the fun." But all this failed to turn Bro.
White from his purpose; he pressed the
"ancient gospel" and the claims of Joseph
Smith to tne proper fulfillment. of the prophecies of the rest.oration of the "ancient gospel"
in its fullness through the hand of the angel
of Rwelation 14: 6, 7. Yes; in September
22, l.827, in harmony with Qhism's own inter-
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pretation based on Daniel's prophecies and ! and other miracles which many Christians
were yet able to perform."
the Book of Revelation.
At this point Bro. White introduced John
The contest now narrowed down to the
restoration of the "ancient gospel" with Wesley's testimony in his ninety-fourth seror without signs following the believer, mon, when be sa.ys that spiritual gifts were
Elder Chism, now more fervent than ever, \'.;\Ot taken out of th<i church by the hand of
claimed that the angel of Revelation 14: 6 God; but that the people were turned heathen
was Alexander Campbell, and that Campbell again, and had nothing but a dead form left.
14. He next introduced one of Mr. Chism's
restored the ''old gospel"-condemning all
signs, dreams, visions, tongues, prophecies, own men, Hayden's History of the Disciples
healings, etc. Bro. White still stoutly main- on the Western Reserve, page 250, where Mr.
tained that said angel was a real angel from Hayden gives an account of Joseph Smith
heaven, and that he did surely visit Joseph healing one Mrs. Johnson, a Methodist
Smith, in September 22, 1827, and restored preacher's wife, whose arm had hung lifeless
the "old gospel" with the signs spoken of by at her side for years from rheumatism.
15. He confirmed this by one Mr. Kenny,
Christ in Mark 16: 15, 16, when giving the commission to the apostles to gc who testified that Mrs. Johnson lived for
preach the gospel to all the world and every fifteen years afterward and never bad another
at,tack until her dying day.
creature.
16. Here Bro. White introduced the sworn
Here Elder Chism became very warm and
wanted Bro. White to show him a sign, by testimony of one Elsworth Moorman, who
striking him blind. He would point out test.ified that he was healed in 1875 from
first one of the saints and then another, and di:afness, under the administration of Elders
ask them if they spoke in tongues when I. N. White a,nd W. C. Nirk.
hands were laid on them for the gift of the
As Elder Chism had repeatedly called on
Holy Ghost; and he would also ask them if the saints who sat in the audience to tell
they had ever seen any of these signs and whether they had seen miracles, Bro. White
decided to have a few get up and testify
wonders.
Here Bro. White reminded Elder Chism and have the time deducted from his time.
17. The first was Elder Ellis Short, of
that it was him he was debating with, not
the audience; and that the audience had no Standley, Indian Territory, who testified
way to defend themselves against bis un- that he had been afflicted with periodic
gentlemanly thrusts, but to confine his re- asthma for five years, from 1875 to 1880; that
marks to him, as he was there to take care of there would be five and six days in each
him, when he got the floor-. But to this month that he could not rest day or night;
the best medical aid could give no relief.
Elder Chism paid but little heed.
While suffering the most he sent for Elder
In Bro. White's last two speeches he
W. S. Taylor. He administered to him ii;i
introduced a line of witnesses in proof of
harmony with James 5: 13-15, and he was
miracles and spiritual gifts from the days of
immediately and permanently healed, and
Christ until the fourth century, and also in
has never had a return of the disease.
this our day. The line of proof was as fol18. Ellis Ford, of Abbott, Indian Terrilows:tory, testified that in 1893 he had a surgical
1. John the Baptist, Matt. 3: LI. 2. Jesus operation performed on his right arm, which
Christ, Mark 16: 15-18. 3. Philip the evan- left it in a paralyzed condition. He was adgelist, Acts 8: 12-17. 4. Ananias, Acts 22: 16; ministered to by Elder J. D. Eewin, and was
9:17,18. 5. Paul, Actsl9:1-5; 2Tim.1:5,6. permanently healed, and had never felt any
6. John, 2 John 1: 9, 10. 7. Jude, Jude 1: 3. effect of the paralysis since.
8. James, James 5: 13-15. 9. Justin Martyr,
19. Next was Mrs. Lucinda Hogue, of
who wrote about fifty years after the apos- Standley, Indian Territory, who testified
tles, says: "There are prophetic gifts among that she had been afflicted seven years with
us until now. You may see with us; both what the doctors called consumption, and
men and women having gifts from the Spi1'it had "suffered many things of many physiof God."
cians," all without effect; at last she sent for
10. From Church History for the third Elders Ellis Short and Heman C. Smith, and
century, page 143: "I cannot but observe on was permanently healed, and had never felt
this occasion how strongly their continuance any discomfort from it since. That was in
in the third century is here attested."
the summer of 1895.
20. The fourth and last one who testified
11. Cyprian, who was converted in A. D.
259, says: "Hence an ability is given with was Miss Eva Bailey, of Standley, Indian
sober charity, uprightness of mind, and Territory, who testified that she had been
purity of language, to heal the sick, to ex- healed; had seen and h'"ard people sing and
speak in tongues and prophecy, etc. She
tinguish the force of poison, etc."
12. Milner, in his Church History, speak- had heard her mother sing in tongues; and
ing of these events, says: "Indeed, the testi- read a verse of a song she sang in tongues, as
monies of the Fathers in these times are so follows:"Awake ye saints and labor,
general and concurrent, that the fact itself
Be not slothful any more;
cannot be denied without miserably imFor the time is surely coming,
peaching their veracity."
When your labors will be o'er.
T!Jen arise, be up ond doing,
13. The great historian, Mosheim, vol. 1, '
L>tbor while 'tis called to-day;
page 78, says: "In the third century the
Gather out the honest-he•rt.ed,
church was blessed with dreams and visions;
Bring them in the narrow way."
While Sr. :Bailey was giving j1er testiniony
to thls may be add,ed the nealin~ of dise;i,ses,
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the Spirit rested upon the audience in great
power, and many were made to give vent to
their feelings in sobs of grief.
Bro. White then took up his argument
where he left off, and went on and finished
his speech, which closed his part of the d'ebate.
The debate went off with the best of feelings
all around. Bro. White came to Standley
and preached a very interes·ting discourse to
the saints. That night he sought the Lord
in prayer, to know where to go, and was directed by dream to Clinton, Missouri. When
he awoke the room was perfectly aglow with
the Spirit of the Lord.
He left here the 15th for Clinton, where he
will spend a day or two. The saints have
been greatly strengthened here by Bro.
White's labors among them. May he live·
long to labor for the Master.
Yours in bonds,
W. B. TONEY.
STANDLEY, Indian Territ<>ry, Nov. 16.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Pottawattami<S district confer<Jnce will convene with the Uuderwood saints, D.•cember
26 and ~7; that is, Sunday and Monday,, instead of Saturday and Sunday.
J' P. CARLILE, Pres.

BORN.
CURTIS.-At Columbus, K;1nsas, Febeuary
6, 1897, to Bro. Joseph 1md Sr. Annh-1 Curtis,
a son, and named Fred0rick William.
Blessed March 21. 1897, by Eider W. S. Taylor.
JUDSON.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, Sc·p+,ember
29, 1896, to Mr. Isaac (deceased) and Sr. Ada
JudtiOn, a son, and named HowRrd Dno.
Blessed at homc0 Novc•·mbt11' 20. 1897, by Elders
R. M. Elvin and M. Shaw.
GREENE -At S"onington, Maine, May 1,
1897, to Bro. U. W. and Sr. Abbi,,, E Greene,
a daughter, named Marion L. BleHsed September 12, 1897, by Eidor W. W. Blanchard.
DIED.
JESSIMAN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, November
27, 1897, Sr: Martha A. (Gdffia), wife of Bro.
A. ,Jessi man. She was b•Jrn May 10, 1852, at
Banbury, Oxfordshire, England; ten years
later came to Canada with her parents; and
was married to Bro. A. Jessiman, at Toronto,
Ontario, in 1877; the fruit of this happy unioa
was seven children, of whom three c1aughtBrs
and three sons, with the loving husband, are
left to mourn; the eldest daughter is almost
twenty, and the youngest a ba >Y boy of three
weeks. She was baptlzsd by Eidtir Robert
Davis, in 1880, and shortly afterwards moved
to Independence, Missouri, thence to Lamoni,
some two years ago. Her sojourn in life was
45 years, 6 months, and 17 days. And ere her
departure to the summer land of rest, there
was administered a visitation of comfort, and
a gracious foresight of the first resurrection.
Funeral in charge of Elder J. A. Gunsolley,
sermon by Elder Robt. M. Elvin, from
Psalms 116: 15, at the brick church to a large
congregation. Interment in Rose Hill cemetery. Prayer at the grave by Elder F. A.
Smith.

SMITH.-Elmeda, di:wghter of Bro. Wm. 1873. Baptizad by Elder R. J. Anthony,
aud Sr. Alice J. Smith, August 30, 1897, at .June 14, 1886, at Salem, Utah. Died near
her home near Winston, Missouri. The par- Nevada, Missouri, Nov<Jmber 17, 1897. Fuents mourn, but are comforted in the prom- neral obsequies from the Green Valley M. E.
ises of him who sai.d, "Suffer the lit'tle ! chapel on her twenty-fourth birthday, by
children to come unto me." Funer11l services Elder F. C. Keck, assisted by Elder C. F.
were held at Winston in t.he Evangelical Belkham. Sr. Minnie lived an exemplary
church on the 31st: J .. C. Elvert in charge, Christian life, loved by all; best by th.ose who
.T. S. Constance dehverrng the sermon to a , knew her best, because of her patient env~ry attentive . audience of relatives and ~urance and. pleasant disposit~on at home and
friends. The little one was aged 5 years, 2 m the socrnty of thoBe with whom she
months, and 24 days.
mingled. Being bereft of both her parents
DAVIS.-At Bevier, Misaouri, November less than two and three years ago, she as10; 1897, Mr. James W. Davis, husband of Sr. I sumed the reins of responsibility and took
Margaret DtJ.vis.
Deceased was born in charge of the five children beside herself,
Llauddewi, Pembrokeshire, South Wales, also the management of the farm by the
March, 1838; was married to Margaret Reese assistance of. a brother, which was done to
in 1857. Of this union ten children were her credit. Her life and submission to His
born, three boys and seven girls. They emi- will to depart this life should be a lesson to
g-rated t,o America in 1860, locating in Macon I the youth of the church and those who knew
County, Missouri. In 1862 moved to Bevier, her.
where they resided until his death. Wife,
Sleep on, dear girl, thy jnurney's o'er,
four daughters, and a number of grandchiJ-1
Thy earth!, task is d.me;
.
Father and mnt.her gone before,
dren mourn.
Funeral services conductAd
Will meet their darling one.
from the family residence by Elder J. A. j
·
Nove.mbe.r
Tanner.
j BURTON.-A~ Volga, Iodiana,
9, 1897, Bro. William Burton, who was born
BRADLEY.-At Amber, ~owa, November 8, j March 16, 1824, in Kentucky. He was for
1897: Sr. Jane Bradley, wife of Bro. James i years a member of the Baptist Cllurch, but
Bradley, ag<;d 82 years, 1. ~ontb, .4 days.
! heard the restored gosp<ll, and wa~ baptized
C<•aw,d was born at. Pornwn, L1ncolnsb1rl1, I by Elder Jame 8 G Scott, March 11, 1873. Was
E'1gland; was married to Jam(~S Bradlc·y, i among the first of the church in the Southern
Octuber 12, ~838. S~e un.it'.'d w~th ~he Lat- Indiana dist.riot; was priest and president, of
ter Day Sarnts while hvrng in Er.gland. 1 Union branch for years. He fought for his
011,me to America whh lier husbs,rod in 1849, I country in t,he late war, and come home with
set,tling at, St. Louhl; mov6d to W1sconsin in J an honorable discharge. An honest man,
1850, and came to Amber, Joru;s County, I one who helped the needy. and was charitaIowa, in. 1863. She was baptized i~t.o
ble in the true sense of the word. Wife, five
Reorgamzcd Church by H. P. Brown rn 1866, ! children and a host of friends mourn. Reand was faithful until dea;th. Funeral ser- · marks b~ Elder M. R. Scott, Jr., to a large
mo.n by Elder Warren Turner, from Reve- gathering.
lat1on 14: 13.
A
.
.
.
CUNNINGHAM. t West Surry, Mame,
HAMMOND.-At Los Angeles, Cal!forma, Nuvember 13. l897, Bro. Vinal R. CunningOc'wb0r 14, 1897, Sr. Belle Hammond, aged ham, aged 07 years, 9 months, and 3 days.
?1 years, 8 months, and 3 d.ays. Sh~ was born He was baptized August 25 , 188 9, by Elder
rn Audersley, Renfrewsh1re, Scotland, Feb- j U W. Greene, and led a con~istent Christ;ian
ruary 11,1855. Sr.Hammond was the daughter life. Funeral conducted by Eider u. W.
of W11Uam ~· and :Sr. ~·izabet,h Gibson, of Greene in t.he presence of many relatives and
San Bernardrno, Cahforma. She was a great friends. A good saint gone to his reward.
sufferer for more than a year before she died,
but bore it very patiently and without compiaint, and passed away in the full assurance
of entering the paradise of God. Husband,
Royal makes the food :m~e,
father, mother, two brothers, two sisters,
wholesome and. ~eli~!ou.s ..
one son, and two d>tught,ers mourn. Funer11l
services conducted by Elder D. L. Harris,
who also gave a short comforting address.
Her mortal remains were deposited in Everg1·een cemetery, in the eastt?rn limits of the
city of Los Angeles.
PRATT.-At t,he resi.d"nce of his sister,
Mrs. Alonzo Whiting, Ciitherall, Minne8ota,
October 29, 1897, Bro. Emil us A.Pratt. He was
a son of Bro. and Sr. F1·anklin Pratt. He was
afflicted the greater part of his life and suffored much, but never murmured because of
his affliction, and seemed to bear it all with
that patience only a child of God could. He
was a member of ·ihe Reorganized Church.
Was baptized by Bro. James R. Badham in
California. Funeral sermon at the house by
Elder I. N. Roberts.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. NEW YORK.
HENNING.-Sr. Minnie Henning was born
in Brown County, Minnesota, November 18,
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APPROPRIATE ALIKE FOR ONIE OR ALI...

A broad statement !his, but one that is borne out by the faols.
Not only can you make such a present on such terms,
but in doing so you will be giving something that will
remain a source of delight and instruction to its fortunate owner for years to come. We have decided to
extend through the holiday season our remarkable in=
troductory offer on the great

REFERENCE

in ten large handsome volumes, over

5,000 pages and
illustrations, which has recently been completed
after years of preparation and the expenditure of vast
sums of money. Our reason for this is that the sets
sold in this manner will be the most effective advertising
that we conld give the regular subscription edition, which
be sold at $60 .oo net.
Briefly, it is a gathering within the covers of one set of
books of all that usually goes to make up the "reference
corner" in any public or private collection of books.
Chief among the contents of the library stand the

3,000

wm

ENCYCLOPEDIA, ATLAS & DICTIONARY
necessities in every home, office, or school in the land.
But besides these, it includes Bfogrnphicai Diction=

ary, Gazetteer of the United States, :Oiictiomary
of Technical Terms, and other indispensable requisites
of a working reference library.

The Encyclopedia.

twice the price of
the whole library. It is par excellence the book of reference for every man, woman or student to have at his or
her elbow at all times for quick, ready reference. It is
the latest, best, most concise, yet thorough and accurate
encyclopedia extant, and the only one in existence
that is brought down to September, 1897. It is
edited by John Clark Ridpath, LLD. It includes
comprehensive and reliable articles on The Cuban Re=

bemon, Klondike Gold Fields, Moving Photogra=
phy, and other topics of live interest to-day. In all,
nearly 100,000 topics are treated, and these are
magnificently illustrated with thousands of engravings,
colored maps and charts.
comprises a handsome series of
maps and charts, brought down to
date; 100 colored and 200 in monotint, which, for convenience sake, are scattered through the volumes of the
Encyclopedia, according to their alphabetical arrangement. Also hundreds of diagrams, sketches, battle
plans, portraits, etc.

The Atlas

The Dictiona.rv
i~thi:workoftheripest
.; lmgmsts of modern

OUR CREAT
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER.

times. It is an unabridged, etymological, pronouncing,
literary, scientific and technical Dictionary of the English
language, and is an acknowledged authority both in England and America. The regular price of this great king
of books is $z4.oo. It comprises nearly 3,000 closely
printed columns of words and definitions.
For advertising purposes merely, and to introduce this
COOD FOR A
grand work to the public, we have decided to place a
SHORT
few sets in each community at about one=third of
the subscription price, and deliver the set complete
TIME ONLY.

UPON PAYMENT OF ONLY ONE DOLLAR,

the balance of the special reduced price being due in small monthly payments.
To show our entire confidence in the work and to insure you against any risk whatever, we further agree that
if, after keeping the set ten days and thoroughly testing it, you are not perfectly satisfied, you are at liberty to return it to
us, and receive your money back.
liE:" and the complete set will be forwarded, at once, to any address you may desire. Unless otherwise
& instructed, shipment will be made by freight, at purchaser's expense. Subsequent payments will
be at the rate of $1.50 monthly for fifteen months. Half Morocco and Full Sheep bindings can also be
supplied, the monthly payments being $z.oo and $2. 50, respectively. To those who desire an extra durable and handsome binding, we strongly advise the selection of the Half Morocco style. We refer to this publication
and the Garfield National Bank, New York City. Send 2-cent stamp for postage on 40-page booklet of sample
pages, illustrations, etc., and further particulars regarding our wonderful Home Reference Library and its contents.

SEND 0 N
DOLLAR
N OW

THE STANDARD AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., 9-11 East 16th St., New York City.
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TRADE MAR!Ollg
DES!ClllS,
CO?'Yl'llCHTI> &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free. whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency fo~· securing patents
tn America. We have a \V"ashington office.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. r13oei~
opecial notice in the
·

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any_scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a Yeai'I
11.50 six months. Specimen copies and ~
~K ON p ATENTS sent free. Addres2
MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

HARDWARE.
ONE POUND OE' THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR AS A POUND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
tf;~IJf,'ACTl.!IRECI ONLY av

TB:J.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
KUKJDWA.

NEWHA'VEM.CD

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without-doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of pract1eal experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beantiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arnei;tic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder.

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

OR NO PA.Y.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of ''Quit-To-Bae'' to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
useofQuit·To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No C~ure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. Burlington Route.

Presidency and Priesthood
BY EI:.DER WM. H. KELLEY.

The Herald Office has issued a third edition
of this valuable and popular work. Orden
filled promptly on receipt; price $1.25 per
copy. Address, David Dancer, Busineu
:Manager, Lamoni, Iowa.
Those desiring to make special arrani'&aenta to handle the book in qua.ntitie1111houW
lddresa the Author, at Temple, Ohio.

i!l'I'OVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETG.
Special attention given to Builders' Hardw1m1.
!Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnisllu1dl

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.
CHEAP HOMES.
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now is
the time to do so. I have properties that I
can sell you for less money than you can build
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A house In Lamoni. Iowa, two squares from the b~
ness center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three cloeea
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more
ls warm aa a winter house, and has good vent1lat!.on fo
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which•
~e corner of a block. Address,
~• ..
I. JI. W. COOPER, Ls.mo..., ..ow!ll.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
locations for business men than on the line of
The
purilet in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1.l!5 pei
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road 'bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
of equal mileage, in Iowa or Missouri. (See Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The W. E. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
freight and passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at THE prices on the second volume of
tempting prices; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and the Church History a.re the sa.me u
settlers to warrant good business. Additional for the first volume, as :follows:passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the growth of the towns.
Cloth bound, ...........................!Bl 50.
The towns between Des Moines and Cains- Cloth, leather backs and corners, .••••• 2 00.
ville are particularly well located for
business. Look them up. Write to the Full leather, . . . • . • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. • • • 2 50.
undersigned for additional information. See Full leather, gilt edges,. .............. 3 00,
folder for map and lands.
Don't forget the different styles of
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent. binding a.nd sepa.ra.te prices of each
A. C. GOODRICH,
when ordering.
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n1gr.
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j ciful? That is the important thing to miracles will be of interest.

be ascertained.
I t k'
th B k f J h
n a mg up
e oo o
os ua,
Dr. Bartlett groups his facts and inferences under nine heads.
The
course of his argument here fairly il1 t t th t f th
b 1 b k 1
us .ra es a 0 · e W O e 00 •
•
He maintains that it is unreasonable
to presume that a man of Joshua's
stamp, coming from a land where
writing
was a ''mania" to another
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Deception's Rc>ign.-Part 2. No. 3 ... 784 land where it pervaded the whole re·
An Earnest and Special Request...... 787
g1on, should live on, twemy-nve years
CONFERENCE MINUTES:
Northern Nebraska .................. 788 after the events recorded, and never
Kentucky and Tennessee ............. 788
provide for any record. 2. The proxMISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT:
Tent Notice ......................... 788 imity of the date of writing to the
Religians, Attentfon ................. 788
Special Notice ...................... 788 events is shown by many incidental
touches and by certain monuments reDEFEN DI NG THE VERACITY OF THE maining to this day. 3. The minuteHEXATEUCH.
ness of the narrative marks its
Now THAT even the German critics contemporaneous origin. This miare beginning to give us back one nuteness is especially evident in the
Homer, one Iliad, and a Trojan war, account of the spies; ~f the crossing
the time bas come, Dr. S. C. Bartlett, over Jordan; of the capture of Jericho;
ex-president of Dartmouth College, of various of the battles. 4. The exthinks, to say something for Moses istence of memorial names and landand Joshua. He bas accordingly put marks commemorative of the events
forth a volume of 400 pages on "The recorded is evidence of importance.
Veracity of the Hexateucb," in which, 5. The minute and exhaustive descripwith a weal th of detail and innumerable tion of the land in the conquest- the
foot-notesandaconsiderableappendix, list of 31 kings, the list of 300 towns
he defends the biblical as against the and cities (many definitely located tomodern or critical theory of the first day). 6. The natural portrayal of the
six books of the Bible. What he con- character of Joshua himself-as much
siders at stake in the controversy is not beyond the invention of later Judaism
simply the exactness of the Old Testa- as it was above the level of bis own
ment in minor points, but its funda, time. 7. The confirmation found in
mental veracity from the beginning; newly discovered documents, such as
and not only this, but the attack on the tablet found at Tel-el-Hesy in Paltbe truthfulness of the Hexateuch is a estine, the 320 tablets found at Tel-elflank movement on the Gospels and Amarna in Egypt, proving that the
the Epistles.
'l'he whole Bible is, art of writing, in a very elaborate
therefore, in Dr. Bartlett's mind, at form, was prevalent in Joshua's time
stake in the controversy.
not only in Egypt and Arabia, but in
The method of defense followed by Palestine. 8. Confirmation from both
him is, beginning with Joshua and fol- Palestinian and Egyptian sources of
lowing the stream of events back to its the account of Joseph's burial. 9.
beginning, to crmpare the details The many references in the subrngiven with tbe results of recent inves- quent books of the Old Testament to
tigation, and to show that the account the facts given in the book of Joshua
has all tbe ear-marks of a narrative as unquestionably true.
from close and personal knowledge.
We cannot follow the train of arguThe questions concerning the identity 1 ment pursued oy Dr. Bartlett in
of the writers and the dates of th~ir 1 defrnse of the other books of the
writing are not of prime importance. Hexateucb. A few extracts showing
Is the narrative itself truthful or fan- 1 bis attitude in regard to some of the

On the
crossing of the Red Sea he has this to
say:"Extensive shoals extend far out in
a southeasterly direction, and a long,
narrow sanq-bank reaches toward
them from the eastern shore, being at
low tide a small channel some 780 feet
wide and from three and a half to five
and a half feet deep. But at high tide
the width is about three miles, and
the elaborate ma.p of the Suez Canal
Company gives tbe difference between
the highest and lowest known seas as
ten feet and seven inches. Here are the
conditions for the safe crossing of the
Israelites and the drowning of the
Egyptians.
The statement of the
Scripture narrative that the Lord
'caused the sea to go back by a strong
east wind all night' conforms to the
fact mentioned by the travelers Wellsted, Schubert, and Tiscbendorfnamely, the great effect produced on
the height of the waters by a longcontinued northeast o:r southeast wind
in connection with the tide . . .
"Dr. Robinson makes a computation
to show the feasibility of the passage
of two millions, moving at the rate of
only two miles an hour, within the
allotted time; a dry space of half a
mile or more would admit a thousand
persons abreast, and a column two
thousand in depth, two miles or more
from front to rear; this would require
an hour for the entire column to enter
the channel, and two hours more to
move over the distance of three or
four miles, making, on this last supposition, two hours and a half in all.
It may be added that if, on account of
the .flocks and herds, we suppose the
time to be doubled, the interval between sunset and sunrise in April, be~
ing about twelve hours, would still
allow emple time for the safe passage
of Israel, and, when the waters were
c'rivan back in full volume, for the de·
strnction of the pursuing host.. It,
would undoubh:dly be a difficult movement to arrange and execute with such
a great company as the Israelites, but.
a Moses or a Napoleon would be capable of effecting it."
The fact that the Deluge took place
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is, we are told, beyond rational dis- could declare that the construction of
pute. The tradition concerning it has the tabernacle and the priest's gar:
been found by Richard Andree in not ments implied a cultivation of the arts
less than 87 widely scattered tribes or and an abundance of costly materials
races, 47 of them on the American which we could not expect of the
continent. The similarity between Israelites when they left Egypt, and
the Hebrew account and the newly that whole description of the tabernadiscovered Babylonian account indi- cle therefore belongs·, not to history,
cates, not that the former was derived but to fiction. This bold statement
from the latter, but vice versa: while now shows the impossibility of its bethe Hebrew account "could easily ing a fiction. It was in their day
have degenerated in transmission into necessary even to argue the case with
the incongruities and impossibilities the most learned men that the art of
of the Babylonian, it is not readily , writing was practised so early as the
supposable that the latter could have ' exodus. It is undoubtedly safe to say
been rectified and elevated into the that from before the time of Ezra the
dignity and consistency of the for- priest tm wen on in the present cenmer." The flood was "universal," not tury no human being could have venfor the entire earth, but for the earth tured on such a detailed account of
as inhabited. This view is argued at the materials and processes without
some length, and removes the objec- blundering at every turn." . . .
tion that the Ark could not have con"It remained for the explorers of
tained a pair of each of the 366,000 the present century to find ample evidifferent species now known to have dence of ·all this skill prevailing in
existed on the earth. To cover the Egypt, at and long befor@ the time of
inhabited earth, the flood may not the exodus. The very finest of fine
have had to involve a greater area linen has been found there. Spinning
than Palestine, where five millions and weaving py hand is delineated in
could have found room to live. Nor the paintings, and bright colors were
is it likely that it was caused by the employed.
The whole process of
rain, but by the subsidence (followed working gold is delineated in the
by the reelevation) of the ·land, and tombs at Beni Hassan as early as the
the rushing in of the ocean-such a twelfth dynasty; goldsmiths are often
subsidence as geologists record in mentioned, and even the chief goldmany parts of the. earth, Dr. Bartlett smith to the king. . . .
devoting a number of pages to quota"Now for any writer in after-ages,
tions from geologists on this point.
eight hundred or a thousand years
Dr. Bartlett lays much stress on the later, to pass safely through all these
minute directions for the construction liabilities to mistake, snares, and pitand care for the tabernacle. We will falls at every step, maintaining his
close with a quotation on this subject: accuracy even in the minutest points
"Now as an actual record of a trans- of difference between the lands and
action of the times, a -transaction of the ages and the circumstances, and
sacred and central significance to the with no collection of antiquarian books
chosen people, this sillgular minute- or museum to guide him, there can be
ness and voluminousness of detail is no hesitation in saying is absolutely
perfectly accounted for; but as an al- out of the question. "-Literary Digest
leged fabrication of after-ages in re- Nov. 27, 1897.
gard to a fictitious affair a thousand
years obsolete, it involves the suppo·
There were ninety-three warilhips under
sition of a stolid and aimless industry construction in the United Kingdom at the
and a laborious and superfluous tri· ·end of the quarter closing June 30 last, and
:fling not credible in priest or layman. of this number seventy-nine, of 214,175 tons
-...

·--=-·
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"This is not all. Such a specifica·
tion of details involves an amount of
accurate knowledge of historic facts
not supposable, yes, not possible, in
any late writer of fiction. In fact, in
the earlier part of the present cen·
tury such scholars, not merely as von
Bohlen and Va.ter, but even De Wette,

or
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displacement, were in private yards, while
only fourteen, o_f 133,020 tons displaeement,
were being built in royal dockyards.

Also a full line of other Church Publications, including The Holy Scriptures, In·
spired Translation; The Saints' o Hymnal;
etc., etc.
Out of 25,000 school children examined in
For complete list, see catalogue, ,mailed
Minneapolis 8,000 had defective eyesight. free on application.
The highest percentage of defection was HERALD PUB. HOUSE,
found in a poorly lighted and unsanitary
building.
Lamoni, Decatur Co • Iowa.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 8a.
•-'Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."

Book of Mormon, page 11&
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'3AD POLICY.

THE following, cut from the Toronto,
Ontario, Saturday Night, for October
30, is suggestive of what may be astir
in the Catholic world of religious
thought.
There has been, of late, some stir in
the Dominion of Canada, upon the influence of the Catholic Church exercised in the politics of the country.
The issue between the old time church
dogmatism and control of affairs where
the members of the Catholic Church
were in interest, was fairly joined in
the school question in Manitoba. In
thalj contest, the Catholic Church authorities demanded a continuation of
their parochial schools, under the
fostering care of Governmental funds,
as had been done while the country
was largely Catholic; but the new
Canadian (American) element would
not see the right of that church to
public moneys and the control of the
schools by church influence, more
than for other churches as well; so,
the question was fought out, and the
new element, won in the contest; and
with the result that in Manitoba the
public schools are to be free from denominational control, and parochial
schools conducted by the church and
controlled by it cannot be maintained
by the public funds. This is as it
should be.
But there has risen another question, that of the domination of the voter
by the priests. It appears that Archbishop Oleary, of Kingston, has been
irritated by the apparent discovery
that Catholic citizens living in Protestant voting precincts are susceptible
to the influence of political and economical issues, and are turning from
the counsel of their church authori·
ties to exercise the suffrage without
consulting spiritual advisers. Bishop

Cleary objects to this, and, to counteract it, brings old time ecclesiasticism
to bear, and has denounced the attending of weddings and funerals
among the Protestants as mortal sins.
The clippings given below are from
editorial · comment in the journal
quoted from, and indicates the probable result to churchly domination, if
it continues to be exercised in Canada
on the lines assumed by Archbishop
Oleary, of Kingston. It is a sharp
criticism, but is according to sound
domestic policy. and abreast the times
of emancipation in which we are living:-

No. 49.
Without tact or cunning he keeps at it, hammer and tongs, demolishing all that the subtler minds of bis church can build up in the
way of safeguards against the exigencies of a
constantly moving world and changing life.
A few more V!'hement pastorals and he will
make it sure that no more prelates of media:ival tendencies will wear the mitre in
Canada.
"MORMONS AT LANARK."

THE Hamilton, Scotland, Advertiser, of
October 2, eontains an article from
the pen of Bro. Heman C. Smith,
President of the European mission,
and one of our corresponding Editors,
from which it will be seen that Bro.
Smith has been doing some excellent
Archbishop Cleary, of Kingston, has never service for the cause in literary work,

been suspected of being a member of the
P.P.A., but r doubt if there is in that organization a man who does more to promote
its interests than his grace. To make him
an honorary member would only be a fitting
recognition of his services in influencing the
minds,of Protestants against Roman Catholics. ,~, If we live in heresy and sin, marry
wickedly, and do not die to suit his grace,
why should we make any effort at all to win
bis approval? Why should we be fair in
politics or business? for these are but trifles
compared with our enormities. He issues a
pastoral, proscribing as far as he has the
power our form of marriage and our burial
service; makes it a mortal sin for a Roman
Catholic to even witness one of our marriages or burials-thereby assuming an attitude which, if assumed by us, would suppress
his religion. He justifies the charge made
by Protestant ranters and ridiculed by the
more liberal among us, that if the Roman
Catholics had the upper hand our churches
would be razed and our religion outlawed.
He may say that he is only exercising authority over the conscience of his flock, yet
he is takiilg up precisely the same position
as that taken by those who tortured heretics.
His condition of mind excuses and justifies
anytbing the church ever did in the middle
ages in Spain, or Italy, or France, or England. · · ·
It is to be hoped that he may live long and
increase in bitterness of feeling towards Protestantism. He is doing more to overthrow
the supremacy of ~he old time idea in bis
church than could be done by half a dozen\
liberal prelates working in the ordinary ~-i\'
To defeat a bad law it is but necessary to
force it, for then it will be rebelled against;
and to eradicate a wrong idea it is but
necessary Vi put it into effect., and it will
prove so wrong that it will be dirnredited for
all time. Archbishop Cleary is doggedly
defying the growing reason of the age.

en-

in addition to other general lines of
ministerial labor.
The reader as he proceeds will discover the causes that gave Bro. Smith
opportunity to offer a word in season.
In addition to other good points the
one made in connection with Apostle
Teasdale's statement is especially
worthy of note. It is manifest, from
the public acts and utterances of Utah
leaders themselves, that the Utah
Church is guilty of apostasy-selfconfessedly guilty-and that it is impossible for said church, turn in
whatever direction it will, to extricate
itself from its dilemma, without repentance, confession, and other radi·
cal changes essential to its welfare.
The reasons why its leaders have
determined upon the policy of pro·
hibiting its elders from discussing
with elders of the Reorganized Church
become more apparent as additional
facts are brought to light:MORMONS AT LANARK.

Mr. Heman c. Smith, London, sends the
following letter, dated 9th September last:
We were much interested in a letter found in
your issue of 21st August, addressed to the
"Mormon missionaries," and signed James
McCulloch, and in the reply signed by WilHam McMillan et al., and published in your
'issue of September 4. We could but admire
the manliness and honesty of Mr. McCulloch
as expressed in his confession that he was
mistaken in regard to the teaching of the
Book of Mormon on the subject of polygamy,
and in his frank apology to the Mormon11 for
the mistake made. This is honorable in con•
troversy 1 and lllUQQ t<> be QQtum~nded,
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It seems to us that if them missionaries ' it is hoped by our enemies that this circumwere as fair and candid as was their oppo- stance will conduce largely, if not successnent, that they in their reply would have fully, to bring about its renunciation by the
stated that the church they represent did, on people in a chureh capacity. Such an act
August 29, 1852, at Salt Lake City, Utah, in would be tantamount to an apost_asy, and the
conference assembled indorse a document consequent destruction of the power and aupurporting to be a revdation from God, thtwity of the priesthood would be consumwhich justified and commanded the practice mated."
of polygamy; and that in 1876 they removed
If, as F..':lder McMillan et al. intimates, they
from the Book of Dcctr1.ne and Covuiants an did, in 1890, in church capacity, renounce
article on mard>ige
d by the church P''lygamy, then according to Apostle Teasin the lifetime of .Tns2ph Srnitb, and pub- dalo they committed an act tantamount to
lished in eveyy edition of. t.bis book prfor to apDst;;,sy, and the destruction of the power
1876, and insericd in
and a~d.hod.ty of their priesthood is consumported revelati(rn on
m&ted. Will they now have us believe that
have stated fu»tber
the vlews of Apostle Teasdale were erroneous,
provided for no othH'
or w iJl tbey have us believe that they reprethan a moiwgam\c oue,
sent an apostate body without power or ausuit their puq:io;ie.
thorlty 10 their priesthood?

I

This nve1at1ori is
by Mr. McCulioch,
been honest eI:0u~(h
existence. It is
polygamy was by
publicly.
ticed, but it was
perfect syst::'tnj and
we havA w;;,1101_'

and still cla]m to

If now

Like Mr. ]\foCulloch, I wish a little more
1'hough Mr. McCulloch's question as
wives Brigham Young had was
one, these gentlemen appear
cunterLpt.ible when they attempt
r, and make a confession which pert.bey did not intend to make. They
'"He had no more than be supported,
let other men's wives alone."
wish by this to acknowledge that
was that kind of character
tb~tt could. not let other men's wives- alone
cvisicn was made for him to gratify
prq:c•nsit.ies at home? This genadmitting all that bas been charged
D·:i you mean it? Now, if it is
of t.be people of Lanark to perseand violently drive these men
midst, we want nothing to do
ucdrnly practice.
We denounce
a:i a relic of barbarism and unUrn Intelligence and civilization of
th century. But if the people of
des[·re it, and these men will consent,,
OUTROl ves in readiness to meet them
and in honorable controversy show
y:dygamy was introduced among the
Da.y Sai.nts by fraud, practiced _in de1
abandoned at last, if abandoned
civilization would no longer envVe are also prepared to show that
more of their system is not only conV»
the Bible, but contrary to the Book
of Mei ;non, Doctrine and Covenants, and
1
church publications issued before the
\ tleath of Joseph Smith, June 27, 1844.
If our services are needed, we can be ad1 dr ..·ssrd at 17 Da.wson Street, Manchester,
1~ug'frnd. In some points Mr. McCulloch bas
! bf.0<311 rnisled in regard to the early history of
the church, but judging from bis disposition
to be fair with these men from Ut.ah, we
think he will be willing to.be corrected.
1
1 Though want of space will preclude an extensive examination, we would like to invite
his attention to the following points;· We
need not inform a man of his information
that it has al ways been too true that in times
of great religious agitations it has been a
very easy thing to get men to sign statements
against the moral character of their opponents. Hence such sta'oements made at such
times, and made for the purpose of militating
, against the religious influence of an opponent

I

r.:

Elder Gee •·ge
their twelve
torial entitled "Tho real p·.; nt at issue," from
which wci quote:"Those who think 'J',[r
nc•rnr
would have encountered
g1 e;n fttl"knrnt, of
opposition had .it no~ be';'.1 f•;r.the pl'inniple
of plural marnage, utl""·1y JcUl to comrrshend the forces at wotk in this m;,.<,ter. T!w
agitation on 'Mormon' matrfmoditl affa-.rs
simply serves as a cloak to cover othel' d8signs, as we shall hereafter see. The a.-sr :J t
- against the church is made on the lioe of tbe
marriage questioo, because it seems to ofkr
at present the greatest prospect for the sueciess of hostile effort. The salnts in general
sre less firmly united on this principle than
on many others belonging to the gospel, and

•

I

I
I

should be received with a great deal of allow·
ance. He will observe that the statement
against the character of the Smith family,
which he quotes, though it is very bitter in
a general way, contains but two definite
specifications, neither of which is serious;
viz., "infamous for visionary projects," and
"digging for money." When we consider
that under the bitterness of spirit in which
they wrote they would tell the worst they
knew, this is not a bad showing. Besides,
general accusations without material specifications are of no value to the thoughtful
investigator. Besides this, we are prepared
to produce statements from some of the most
respectable citizens of Palmyra, New York,
who knew the Smith family well,, who certify to their good character.
In regard to the trouble at Nauvoo, Illinois,
it is true, as Elder McMillan et al. say, that
Dr. Foster and his colleagues had been expelled from the church-some of them for
immoral practices-and they sought revenge.
We do not think, however, that the claim
was made that Dr.,. Foster's wife was corrupted. The destruction of the Expositor
was not effected by "a mob of two hundred of
S rn i th';; adherents," nor a mob of any other
number. The Expositor was declared a public nuisance by the city council, some of
whom, we understand, were not Mormons.
By ,their order the marshal and his posse destroyed the office and pied the type, but no
attempt was made on the life of the editors
or 2.nyone else. We do not appear, however,
as apologists for this act of the city council
as we believe it to have been of doubtful just:ce and propriety; but we think that the
facts should be stated, and to this, if our estimate of Mr. McCulloch is correct, he will

agree.-Hamilton, Scotland, Advertiser, October 2, 1897.
THE MORMONS.-Sir:-I am much obliged
to Mr. H. C. Smith for bis very very able
letter in last week's issue, and desire to explain that I did not reply to the letter of the
missionaries because I considered it showed
they were worthy only of the contempt of
every right-thinking person.
Yours, etc,
JAMES MCCULLOCH.

-Hamilton, Scotland, Advertiser,
October 9, 1897.

MR. JOHNSON BRIGHAM, Editor and
Publisher of the JJ!lidland Monthly, of
Des Moines, Iowa, has shown a commendable desire to correct the wrong
impressions made by the unfortunate
article ''An ti-Polygamy Mormonism,"
which appeared in the October number of the Midland. President Joseph
Smith and Mr. Brigham have for some
time been in correspondence, and as a
result the forthcoming January edition of the Midland will contain an article from the pen of President Smith
direct. Announcing said article the
December Midland says, editorially:-
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Pres. Joseph Smith, of the "Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ cf Latter Day Saints,"
finding himself and his church incorrectly
represented (unintentionally we are sure) by
Mr. Lesan's paper on "Anti-Polygamy Mormonism," which appeared in the October
Midland, has sent the editor a carefully prepared and well tempered correction of the
errors and a frank and modest statement of
what he and his people do actually believe
and purpose. This paper came too late for
our December number, but will appear in the
January Midland-over President Smith's
own signature. We shall take pleasure in
thus giving space to au authoritative statement from the present head of the church,
the eldest son of the founder of the Church
of Latter Day Saints.

SAINTS'

Omaha, Nebraska, clear to the Gulf of
Mexico. These fortifications face each other,
in and near Omaha, Kansas City, Neodesha,
Kansas, in Anderson and Allen Counties in
Southern Kansas, along the Big Elm River,
thence following the Grand River in Indian
Territory to Redland, thence through Texas
to the gulf.

Our numerous students of the Book
of Mormon and American archreology
will note the statements in the foregoing dispatch to the Chicago Record.
The statements of the Book of Mormon history concerning the long-contin ued series of wars between opposing
nations in their "contention for supremacy" together with the accounts
of regular lines of fortifications and
FIELD WHERE 100,000 MEN DIED.
tremendous slaughter in battles, is
PROFESSOR WALTERS EXPLORES A V AS'l'
strikingly corroborated by this and
PREHISTORIC BATTLEGROUND.
WICHITA, Kansas, Nov. 28.-Prof. Edwin other late discoveries.
Walters, an arcbreologist and geologist, at
We leave the study of the article
the head of a party of scientists has been in- for the reader.
vestigating a remarkable depooit of human
bones in the northeast corner of the Choctaw
country in the Indian Territory that was
discovered by workmen nearly a year ago
while the Ki>nsas City, Pittsburg, and Guif
Railway was being built through that, territory. To-day he made the announcement
that a prehistoric battle occurred there, in
which from 60,000 to 100,000 warriors wBre
killed. The area of the tract in which this
vast number of bodies lie buried has been determined by sounding and digging to be
thirty acres in extent. The site of this prehistoric battleground is near Redland, Indian
Territory, and on the south side of the
Arkansas River. The river at that point
runs east and west and divides the Choctaw
from the Cherokee country.
Extensive excava~ions bring to light great
numbers of skeletons, curious specimens of
pottery, and vast quantities of stone battle
instru-ments. It has been ascertained that
there are between 2,000 and 2,500 bodies to
the acre. Professor Walters at first supposed
he had found a great burying ground of the
Mound Builders, but when he made the discovery that nearly every skull was pierced
with one or more spear points or broken in
with stone axes, and that some of the bones
had been cleft with javelins, he was forced to
the conclusion that one of the world'~ greatest battles b::.d been fought here. This accorded fuily with his theory that over 20,000
years ago two great races contended for supremacy in North America. One, he says,
was the Mound Builders, who occupied all of
the territory east of the Mississippi River
and were gradually pushing their lines westward. The other was the Mayas, who lived
originally in Central America, but at various
periods overspread the country now included
in Arizona, Southern California, the table
lands of New Mexico, and Texas and Southern Colorado.
Professor Walters has spent seventeen
years locating and making a map of the battle line, and declares that he has found a
series of fortifications extending from
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DIFF!CUL TIES IN THE WAY OF THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

WE have waited some time for some
acute observer among the thinking
clergy to express the sentiments of
the class regarding the methods of
the popular evangelists, and as a consequence towards the evangelists
themselves. Rev. Battisby, of Chatham, Ontario, has voiced this sentiment in no uncertain words, for which
we bespeak the sympathy of the
readers of the HERALD. We give extract published in the London News
for' October 16, of the Rev. gentleman's discourse.
Chatham, Oct. 14.-At the anniversary
services of the Victoria A venue Methodist
Church, held Tuesday evening, Rev. Dr. Battisby caused a sensation by his speech, in
which he deprecated, in strong language,
the practice of holding evangelistic services,
conducted by traveling evangelists. The
subject of Dr. Battisby's address was "Difficu!Lies in the Way of the Christian Church."
He first dwelt with the rationalism so prevalent in Germany, and the ritualism which is
driving the spiritual life from the church in
England. Materialism was also openly acknowledged. Excessive spiritualism, he
said, was spiritualizing everything away into
thin air. The difficulties Christianity had to
deal with were enough to make a man stagger. There were people who denied that
there was such a thing as death, or disease,
or sin.
Dr. Battisby said he honestly believed the
church of God was to blame for many of these
difficulties. He spoke of the practice of calling in outsiders, evangelists, to do the work
of the pastors. These evangelists came, he
said, and created a great s.tir, upsetting the
whole life of the church. They put the peo·

ple through a steaming process and manufacture Christians by the wholesale. They
introduce an unstable element and bring
weakness rather than strength to the church.
"I have known," he said, "all the evangelists that have been here in the past twenty
years, and there is not a single instance in
which I could not tell you of a good deal of
dirty work which had to be done after them,
and a good deal of bitter feeling to be removed."
Lack of proper training under the parental
roof was another great weakness to the
church. The home was the proper place for
the training of children. The panacea for
all these difficulties was a living, vital, personal godliness, founded upon a rational
knowledge of God's word. The church of
God, he said, was drifting, and the cause of
it was catering too much to the tastes of the
world. Her pastors and her people should
stand by the truth of God and preach only
the gospel of Christ.
He hoped that it would not be thought that
he was directing his remarks to those who
lived and worked in the Victoria Avenue
Church. He was speaking from his observations of twenty years in Chatham.

We commend the thoughts of Rev.
Battisby in dealing with the problems
confronting the churches, of which he
is a pastor; for the reason that all the
so-called evangelical churches are
facing the same conditions. Rev.
Battisby represents the Presbyterian
branch and is a pastor of twenty
years' standing in his pastorate at
Chatham, and is reputed to be a wellinformed and well-liked clergyman of
his order; and must long srnce have
observed the difficulties besetting and
hindering the progress of his own denomination, and of course others.
Rationalism, the tendency of which
is to disrupt faith and its work; and
the formal ritualism, which is sapping
the life of the Church of England, is
nothing more nor worse than the formalism of the daughters of the mother
church, from Luther down. Material·
ism, which Rev. Battisby asserts is
openly acknowledged, lies perdu in
the philosophies which this reverend
gentleman himself is forced to indulge
in in the learned homilies he delivers
to his congregation; and is found in
every pulpit the occupants of which
deny the doctrine of the Master, and
flout the office work of the Spirit in
revelation and the manifestations of
the gospel gifts in attestation to the
great truth that Jesus is the Christ.
It is a wonder that so keen-sighted a
man as this reverend
cannot see
this, as well as to see an obstruction
to Christian progression in present
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methoO.s of evangelizing. The one is
as patent as the other, and if one is removed, or overcome, both should be.
"Excessive spiritualism" is good.
But what does the good pastor mean
by it? Does he refer to the prevalent
method of the popular pulpiteers in
attempting to dispose of the men of
direct thought who believe in the
word as written? If so, we can join
him in the saying, that they are
"spiritualizing everything away into
thin air." It is a pity that his contemporary churchmen cannot see as
Rev. Battisby does.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. W. H. KELLEY,
Maine, November 24':-

Jonesport,

Held meetings here last Sunday and each
evening since. Go to Indian River this afternoon for over Thauksgiving, then to Moose
Neck, and here again Sunday; Monday at
Machias, and Thursday of next week by boat
to Stonington; and Bray's Mountain, December 5, to attend district conferencci. Ground
is covered with snow; it is cool. Bro. U. W.
Greene is with me. Have had pretty good
weather up to date.

Bro. A. H. Parsons, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, November 30:Sr. Eunice Beam, living at Lindsey, Jefferson County, Pennsylvania, desires an elder to
come that way. They are poor but will furnish a house and a place to preach in. Utah
elders are there, doing their best. I baptized her some three years ago in Maryland.
Since they moved, her husband desires baptism. I preached twice in the Baptist church
at. Hornerstown, New Jersey, on the 27th and
28th, the minister assieting. The work
moves slowly. All well.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Sunday Leader, of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, in its issue for November 28, publishes a lengthy account of
an interview with President Joseph
Smith, now visiting and laboring
among the churches in that portion of
the field, in which the work of the
church and the leading points of distinction between the Reorganized
Church and the Utah faction are
clearly stated. We may be able to
give the article entire to the HERALD
readers, in our next number. It seems
providential that President Smith has
been able to render such aid to the
missionary and general forces of the
church abroad as to secure the plain
statements that have appeared in
prominent publications throughout
the country where he has labored
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of late. While the Utah force is at
work, a stronger arm is causing the
true facts of church doctrine and history to be brought to the attention of
the people. The Author of the faith
is moving in behalf of the vindication
and promulgation of the faith de
livered to the saints. The Reorganized Church has reason to be gratified
by the courtesy and candor manifested
toward its President and his colabprers in the field of gospel work at
home and abroad.
The Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Tribune, of November 27, published
a lengthy article, "Utah Mormons in
Cambridge," written by Bro. Richard
Bullard, of the Massachusetts district.
It appears that Utah elders had announced that they bad "come to
Cambridge to stay." Bro. B. doubtless thought it well to inform the
public concerning the false position
of the Brighamite faction. If Brighamism thrives under the very shadow
of Harvard College, we have mistaken
the spirit of the American people.
Sr. Sarah M. Ray, of Olga, Illinois,
writes of her hope in Christ and her
desire to continue with the church in
the light of life.
Bro. and Sr. H. D. Stevens, of
Madison, Wisconsin, report the existence of a thriving little branch of
thirteen members at that point. All
are in earnest in church work, including the Sunday school cause.
Clippings from a Norwalk, Connecticut, local paper show good work
being done at Norwalk and Stratford
by Bro. A. M. Baker, who is called
"the boy evangelist" by the editor.
It appears that Bro. Baker, being denied admission to St. Paul's German
church, for which he had arranged,
concluded to hold a series of meetings
in front of the Norwalk Hotel, which
be did, "with a small but enthusiastic
audience present." The printed statements indicate that Bro. Baker lacked
nothing in courage and skill and that
be made many friends in the face of
opposition.
The year 1897 will be notable as
one of the most disastrous to shipping
interests. British marine underwriters alone lost upward of $12,500,000
in the first sixty days of the year,
fifty per cent of which is traced to
"missing ves,sels." Since that date
losses h1we been.phenomenally large,

and are predicted to reach $75,000,000,
the largest known in history. The
losses of life by wrecks were 1, 969 up
to November 1.
A typhoon swept over the Philippine Islands, October 6, causing one of
the worst disasters reported from the
southern ocean in years, if not in the
history of that section of the world.
Thousands of lives were lost, including many Europeans, with appalling
destruction of property: Fully 400
Europeans were drowned, and 6, 000
natives are estimated to have perished.
The hurricane struck the "island,"
devastating the entire southern portion. On the 12th it reached Leyte,
and in less than half an hour the town
was in ruins, many people being
buried in the debris. Many vessels
were lost. The tidal wave and winds
also wrought havoc at "Samoa,"
where the sea swept inland nearly
half a mile, destroying property
valued at millions and causing wholesale deaths among the natives.
The new Prime Minister of Austria
will enter into negotiations with leaders of the Germans and Czechs in an
endeavor to bring about a modification
of the ordinances making the Czech
language coordinate with the German,
which caused the disorderly scenes in
the Lower Reichsrath, a popular ferment bordering on revolution, and the
resignation of the Badeni ministry.
The Bohemians renewed their outbreaks at Prague, November 29. ·The
German Theater and the German club
were attacked and the windows
smashed. It was necessary to call out
the military to disperse the rioters.
Rioting was resumed at Prague, Bohemia, December 1. In spite of the
presence of the military the mob continued to raid the German quarter.
The Czechs are said to have been
infuriated by reported attacks by
Germans. The troops fired once,
killing and wounding some, and by
midnight had restored order. Riotous
demonstrations also occurred at Pilsen, where police dispersed the crowds
and are guarding German residents.
Vienna advices of the 1st concede that
the new ministry will face as great
difficulties as their predecessors. The
parliamentary situation is hopeless;
Baron Gautsch has conferred with
leaders of the majority and minority,
but both parties appear irreconcilable.
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December 3: Martial law has been
declared in portions of Bohemia. Excesses occurred at several points,
and frequent collisions between mobs
and police. In the Lower House of
the Hungarian Diet, at Buda-Pesth,
Franz Kossuth, son of Louis Kossuth,
asked Baron Banffy, the Premier, if
the Hungarian government, in view of
the political situation in Austria,
would submit bills to enforce Hungary's right under certain circumstances to act as a free agent in the
settlement of economic matters common to Austria and Hungary. Answer
was deferred until Monday.
The Minister of the Haytian Republic has conferred with the State
DE>partment at Washington with a
view to obtaining American protection against demands made by Germany for indemnity based upon
alleged ill-treatment of a German
subject. The ·firm attitude of the
Haytian Republic and inquiries and
representations of the American Minister have led the German government to modify its attitude and to
countermand the order for a German
war vessel to proceed to Port au
Prince the Haytian capital. Prince
Bismarck resents the suggestion of
American interference.
"Echoes from Palestine," the Christmas program for Sunday school exercises, is now being mailed free to
Sunday schools by the General Sunday School Association, from the Herald Office. Copies are distributed
proportionately - according to the
membership of each school. Single
copies mailed on receipt of stamp.
Albanians, 5,000 to 10,000 in number, have been in revolt against the
Turkish government. Sharp :fighting
has occurred in the districts of Ipeck
and Diakovo. Turkey reports the
revolt suppressed.
London advices of the 29th report
furious storms on sea and land, resulting in great destruction to shipping
and other property. Many vessels
are reported foundered with all hands
lost. New England, an island off the
British coast, several thousand acres
in area and surrounded by a high sea
wall, was swamped during the gale,
and everything. including a farmer,
his buildings, and stock, were swept
away. Other ports report disasters.
December 2: Fierce storms again

broke over the coast of England last
night, causing a recurrence of sea and
land disasters similar to those reported earlier in the week.
The
number of wrecks on the Norfolk
coast and the fu:ry of the storm on
the Kentish seaboard are unexampled.
Simla, India, the 3d: Savage resistance has met the Kurren column
of the British punitive expedition,
which burned thirty native villages.
A cablegram from Rome to the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat reports that
King Humber, of Italy, will abdi~ate
in favor of his son, the Duke of Naples. The King's decision is said to
be due to his inability to fulfill his
promises to the rulers of Germany
and Austria, the bankrupt condition
of Italy being due to obligations imposed by the terms of the triple alliance.
Pekin advices confirm the statements that Germany bas made demands upon China. They state that
the latter will refuse the demands,
except that reparation will be made
for the killing of missionaries and
damage done to mission property.
Russia had not yet helped China,
which hoped to effect a settlement by
diplomacy. London advices from
Shanghai, December 2, are to the effeet that the Emperor of China bas
declared he will forfeit his crown
rather than agree to Germany's demands. China desires that the dispute be settled by arbitrators chosen
by Holland and Belgium. Berlin dispatches report the sending of additional naval forces to Kiao-Chau Bay.
Cablegrams also report China to have
made important concessions to England and Russia.
United States Minister Angell has
notified the Ottoman government
that indemnity must be paid for the
pillage of American missions.
Havana dispatches to the New York
World continue to bring to light the
terrible results of the war in Cuba.
It is estimated that when the grim returns are all in the massacre of the
innocents will show a full 400,000.
This number does not include those
killed in battle or the "thousands and
thousands" of women and children
who have died of exposure, disease,
and massacre in the managuas and
swamps. Spanish official reports of
burial permits alone admit that in the
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Province of Santa Clara alone, 71,847
persons have been buried since General Weyler issued his fiat. Letters
from the Island of Fernando Po, the
Spanish penal colony in West Africa,
state that 150 out of 250 exiles sent
there are dead and that the survivors
complain of their treatment.
Madrid advices say that Don Carlos,
the pretender, bas summoned his representative in Spain to Venice, his
home, to take steps to renew agitation
of bis cause; that an attempt to negotiate a loan in the Carlist interest
was a failure.
Washington advices of the 30th
confirm the statements made. by
the New York World, and add
that under the Blanco regime the
awfulness of the situation is being
revealed. General Blanco does not
conceal the fact that he is overtaxed by the demands from the people
for relief. He has permitted those
able to help themselves to do so; has
organized juntas in the centers of concentration to relieve distress, and ordered money and rations distributed.
The Spanish Minister at Washington is said to have informally expressed to the American government
the feeling that anything the charita•
ble Americans may do toward relief
will be gladly received.
Cardinal Vanutelli is said to be canvassing for votes in the College of
Cardinals with a view to succeeding
Leo XIII. as Pope. It is related that
Pope Leo bas manifested impatience
with the unblushing manner in which
the canvass is being prosecuted.
Vanutelli is burdened with such an
army of more or less reputable relatives, some employed by the Papacy,
and others looking for employment,
that the opinion is expr~ssed that if he
became Pope the very worst features of
Papal nepotism would be revived. He
is supported by the Triple Alliance.
The leaders of the Liberal party in
Great Britain will make efforts to
mend or end the House of Lords one
of the chief features of their forthcoming platform. Sir William Harcourt declares that it "overrides and
governs the whole" legislation of
Parliament; that "the House of Commons must be supreme."
New York advices state that Hayti
will pay the indemnity demanded by
Germany, $20,000.
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Spanish advices report victories of the nerrns and sound a truce in the irrepres-11 then we can rid. e on two rivers; what two?'
'Illinois and Mississippi.' 'Yes, now find
government troops in Pinar del Rio. sible conflict with noise.
"How many of you now look back with de- Peoria.' Soon on every map P0oria was
The leader of the Spanish conservalight to the game of blindman's buff played hidden by a chubby finger. 'Now we will go
tive party has declared disbelief in in your mother's kitchen with father, mother, down the river,' and each finger moved slowly
Cuban autonomy; the party, however, and perhaps grandpa too, joining in it? If down toward its mouth. 'Where are we
supports the government in the effort such a picture hangs on your memory's wall now~' 'On the Mississippi.' 'And what city are
to pacify the island. Cuban successes I am sure you would not exchange it for any we passing?' 'Alton, where the State Prison
are reported in the field, on the 2d specimen of high a.rt you can purchase at used to be,' they answered. 'And here is the
Goupil 's. This same kitchen brings up Big Muddy flowing right into the Mis~issippi,'
inst. The Cubans have presented a memories of nut-crackings, candy-making, exclaimed Harry, entering into the play
written argument to President Mc- corn-poppings, apple and chestnut roastings, enthusiastically. 'But the waters of the MisKinley, in which Cuban autonomy and all the fun that accompanied them, souri are a beautiful color, if they are muddy,
father's stories, mother's sol'gs and happy says mother. 'Just the color of a cup of deis denounced as a foolish measure.
Earthquake shocks at Galena, Illi- talk and bubbling laughter. Such musses as licious coffee with the rich cream in it, or of
we used to make! and the fact that we knew your auntie's watered silk dress. It pours its.
nois, and Madison, Wisconsin, Decem- we must clear them up, leaving the kitchen great volume into the Mississippi. but for·
ber 3; also at other points during the in good order, did not detract from our miles the brown stream and the blue stream,
preceding ten days.
pleasure, for we managed to extract a d.,al of flow along without mingling. Here we are,
Russia is buying heavy stocks of fun out of the clearing-up process. These at'-'St. Louis,' the children inserted in her·
supplies from America and is massing kitchen romps usually came early in the pause. 'See the crowds of boats, some loaded>.
evening, right after the chores were done; with corn from Illinois: some with wheat.
troops at Vladivostock.
This con- later, came the quiet hour in the sitting from Minnesota; some with cotton from New.
centration of forces and Japan's naval room, with music, work, and reading aloud. Orleans. Now we are at the pier; the beau-activity lead some to predict that the I well remember such evenings in my own tiful blue and brown tints :.;,re all gone, the
impending conflict between Russia and home. Lewis' and Clark's 'Explorations,' water looks black and dangerous. So it is-Japan may open as early as next sum- and D'Aubigne's 'Reformation' seem sacred the captain s2,ys-twenty feet deep here,,
books to me because my father read them with 1Jnder-currents that would suck yom
mer.
aloud to us during the evenings of the last down to death i.f you should fall overboard ..
Advices of the 3d show continued winter he spent on earth. Reading aloud in But there are little children, Rome no bigger'
disorders of Bohemia. The national the family circle cannot be too highly com- than our Nannie, clambering over the slip~
sentiment of both Germans and mended; the reading should be in turn by all pery docks, springing out upon the rafts,.
holding on with one tiny hand, while with
Czechs is of a rabidly violent char· who can read.
"Music is invaluable as a means of i·ecrea- the other they reach fae out to catch the
acter and threatens the existence of tion. There are few families in which there floating driftwood which is all the fuel they
the empire.
is not one member who can sing well, and have. It ma&:es me shudder to look at them,
Bavaria has a small ministerial others passably. Sing together, even if you for one slip would be their death.' "-Childhood: Its Oare and Ciilture.
crisis.
do sometimes make discorda. The more you

Mothsrs' HomB Coltlmn.
EDITED BY FRANCES.

sing together the more harmonious will you
grow in more senses than one. An instrument of some kind aids greatly in the family
music, and they are becoming so common that
few families are without them . . . .

(Continued.)

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUES'l'S FOR PRAYER.
SR. MOLLIE LUCART, of Castana, Iowa, req uesis your faith and prayers that her husband may be brought to a knowledge of the
truth and be led to obey the gospel.

"We know a family in which 'taking journeys' was :i, favorite pastime for the winter
evenings. Some place was chosen as a destination that father, mother, or some member
TAMA, Iowa.
of the household bad visited, and an imagiDear Sister:-As I read your letter in the,
nary journey thither taken. You will better
understand how plea~ant this may be made ]Jerald req uest,ing fasting and prayer for
by the recital of such a journey as actually your husband, I did so, and I feel to say that
SELECT READING FOR JANUARY MEETINGS taken in a family of my acquaintance. Dur- if you wait patiently on the Lord, faithfully
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.
ing the preceding summr;r the father and do your duty in showing your love in all that
"AMUSEMENTS in the home should have these mother had visited Iron Mountain, Missouri, you do, and not upbraid, and hold your peace
characteristics: t,hey should unite the family, and this was chosen for their first trip. at all times, conquering the tongue, you shall
deepen children's love of home, and guard Imagine the family gathered around the have the desire of your heart and be blessed
them against temptation. To accomplish table, on which stands a bright lamp, arnund abundantly, and be the means of bringing
the first object we need recreations in which it clustered specimens of minerals brought him into the work.
In the faith,
parents and children cau join. Here at the from Iron Mountain. E.wh child had his
A SIS'l'ER.
very outset we are met with a difficuHy, the school atlas, brought home for the purpose.
irrepressible conflict between children's The mother sat by with her knitting, which,
AXTELL, Utah;.
noise and grown folks' nerves. Love of however, was not so engrossing as to prevent
noise seems innate in every child, certainly her taking part in the conversation and belpDear Sister Frances:-It is with much1
it is in every boy, and not only is the ing little Billy find places on the map when pleasure I address you again after so long a
love of noise innate, but the noise itself seems he could not find them for himself. 'Now Jet silence. To-day is Thanksgiving Day, and
to be in him and must come out. . . .
us play it is summ;ir, it is so much pleasanter every one is fea8ting with the exception of
"It is a hard question, but we believe we can traveling when '~he trees are green, the myself. I set this day apart for fasting in bebetter afford to bear his noise at horn e than flowers in bloom, and the birds singing every- half our aged sister, Permelia Sterrett. She
to let him go away to make it. And if we are where. Vllhere shall we go first?' 'To has been aff\:.cted for eighteen years, and
in the midst of the making, the noise does, Peoria, and down the river to St. Louis,' wished so much to be remembered by the
not trouble us half as much as if we stand said one. 'To Burlington,' said another; 'To Prayer Union. All the eiders who have
outside and listen. Then .a good hour's romp / Quincy,' said a third. 'Y,·s, Ai.ther way wiil been here in Ui;ah trying to reclaim the pure
with the children every day will strengthen do, but I think we will go to Peoria, and and honest in heart will remember my"
"Not only in my blindness,
Watch how I trend;
Not only when I sorrow,
Be thou my friend,
But when I walk earth proudly,
Touch thou mine eyes;
And in thy own way lead me,
That I be wise."
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mother-in-law, Sister Sterrett, as she has al- my boys had as many as five sizes of these
ways made them welcome, and I hope each wagons at one time.
one of them who may see this humble reI hope I have not made this letter too long,
quest will remember her in their prayers but if I have, I will excuse myself on the
thli.t she may be healed of this long standing ground that "the children" are my hobby and
affiiction. She has suffered a great deal for when talking or writing about them, I am
her religion's sake, being one of the first to apt to overdo it.
join in Utah. Thanking my heavenly Father
These suggestions ai·e all for little boys; if
for blessings to me, I close by asking his you wish I will send a list for older boys.
blessing upon all bis children.
EVELINE BURGESS.
HELENA STERRETT.

OOCUP ATION FOR LITTLE BOYS IN THE
CITY.
(Supplementary reading for Daughters of Zion locals.)

THE first item to success in any undertaking
is to be in love with the work. Now, l'm
fond of boys-little ones preferred.
As soon as boys can walk, they want to do
something. So I tried to interest them in
doing something that-while they thought
it was play and that I was only amusing
them-should, in the end, be useful to them.
I interested them in all kinds of housework,
from the time they were large enough to
carry a cup to the table (maybe to let it fall
and break), until now; so that those who
know them best, say the oldest boy is the
best "girl" I have.
We had a small yard and I made a little
garden; each had a piece about three feet
square and the baby spent as much time as
the older ones planting (and much more time
"pulling up") his garden, but he learned,
soon, to let the produce of his neighbors
alone. In one corner we had a pile of sand.
What child does not love to play in sand?
My brother visited us and- made the children a "rocking-boat." It was intended for
four, but I have seen eight or ten children
(some of them neighbors) piled in it and very
busy paddling with sticks, "crossing the
ocean." They would land at any port they
could call the name of.
As soon as they were old enough to have
tools, we got a box of cheap ones. Then they
dug trenches, builded bridges (tiny ones, of
course) and laid railroad tracks of little strips
of wood.
Each had his share of getting coal for the
fire, chopping kindling wood, sweeping the
walk, and other chores according to his years
and ability, and for their work they had "good
marks," and their failures "bad marks"-the
good ones were paid for in pennies, and deduction was made for the bad ones in the same
way.
They liked to get a "study-book" and play
school before they knew their letters; they
learned to spell lots of words with the game
of "100 letter blocks."
They early understood that the alley and
the street were not to be explored "for fear
'the baby' would get lost," and as we had a
"baby" in the house for at least ten years
(not the same baby either) they grew accustomed to the ruling to "stay at home." The
children's game of "ten-pins" helped to teach
them to count and add while it amused them.
A wagon, whether a box on four cotton
spools, or a "boughten" one, is indispensable.
Little boys soon learn to make a "spool
wagon," and they enjoy the work. One of

ST. Lourn, Mo., July 4, 1897.

PROGRAM FOR JANUARY MEETINGS OF
DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS.
Opening hymn, 78, Saints' Harp. Prayer.
Scriptural reading, Joel 2: 23-32. Study and
discussion of select reading on Child-study,
from Home Column. Reading and discussion
of supplementary reading fr0m Home Column
entitled, "Occupation for little boys in the
city," by Sr. Eveline Burgess. General remarks on mothers' work. Roll call. Minutes
of last meeting. Business. Hymn No. 19.
Dismissal prayer.

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
MEMORY TEX'I'S FOR DECEMBER.

Thursday, Dec. 9.-0ur families. Prayer
for the members of our families by name, and
for the families of each other and those of the
ministry. For the youth of the church in
general.
Thursday, Dec. 16.-Missions and Sunday
school work, and the church pubiications.
Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted.
Thursday, Dec. 23.-Zion, our country, its
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy purification by the reception of truth. 'I'hat the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
Thursday, Dec. 30.-The gathe"ring of Israel to their own land, and the restoration to
them of the pare gospel in its fullness, and its
acceptance by them to their everlasting
peace.
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CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS.
Important part of a
child's training.
An incentive.
~
.....:
1 Each Sabbath.
Does not affect other
~
When offered
! collections.
0
Children.
~ ( Who give offerings Teachers.
All.
§
Helps
sustain mis"'
sionaries.
Applies
child's peno Results
nies in a nseful
way.

~

Why have

i
i

i

~

''Christmas"-Christ's birthday-''Offering,'' a sacrifice; an oblation; anything' offered in worship or mered service.
·
WHY HA VE CHRISTMAS OFFERINGSi'

Ono great reason is this, the child must
have something to work to. We explain like
this to the children: "You are pleased to
have your parents and friends remember your bir:tbday, and you remember your
parents', brothers', and sisters' birthdays.
That is right; and we think it a nice custom,
if just simply congratulations that you have
reached another mile post safely." It gives
though ts for the we Jfare of others, and takes
some of this self away. We teach the children Christ's blrthday is the urm1ilest the
world has ever known. Then, if it is nice to
remember our own loved ones, who can do so
little foy us compa,red to ''him who died that
we might live," shall we let his birthday go
by umwticed? No, no. Tell them to save
the per;nnies earned or given to them, and
gi 'lil some of them to Cb dst. He does not
ask fo.~ nil of them. He is not selfish. Let it
be
given. Celebrate tis birthday
with ·" '1il5e, recitations, songs, and offeringe.
wm the childcen think ho wants the
money for himself personally? . . . Teach
them th!>t the elders are Christ's brethren,
and "inasmuch as ye have done [or given] it
unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye
have done it rgiven] unto me."
These elders have children and loved ones
to be fed and clothed while they work for
Christ. Help him in his work of teaching
men, women, and children . . . .
RESULTS.

8tlndau 8Ghool DBDar1msnt.
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communic~tion• for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

THE program for the Interstate Sunday
School Institute is fast being completed, and
will appear in our columns soon. The services of the General Superintendent, the General Secretary, Bro. W. N. Robinson, and
Bro. J. F. Mintun are secured. Others are
expected, but we cannot speak with certainty
yet. The work at the institute will be made
to meet the needs of all who are interested in
any way in Sunday school work. There will
be work for the officers, work for the teachers, and work for tho members. The institute will be held at St. Joseph, Miss<>uri, December 26-29. Brn. J. M. Terry and D. J.
Krahl are the local committee. Watch for
their notice.

Does this system of Christmas offerings
work well? "Yes." Does it diminish the
regular collection for Sabbath school? "No."
The children do not buy so much candy,
gum, and soda water-those unwholesome
things which make diseased children. It
teaches them that them is a better way to
spend their money. It helps the child out of
these selfish and-I was going to say contemptible, stingy ways, whlch we see in
many of the older ones who have not had
such training.
We have been told of children in our infant
class saying, when pennies have been earned
or given to them, "Well, Mamma, I will save
them for Sunday school and Christ's box; I
won't spend it just for candy." These children have learned something good. They
are benefited themselves and helping Christ's
work along at the same time. It lifts them
up to higher purposes.
PLAN.

Some of onr teachers have a box with a
slot in the top, where the teacher and pupils
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drop their pennies or nickels as they save
them and have them to spare. The money is
collected every Sabbath. We think this is
best for the younger classes, especially the
primary and intermediate. We think it
would work well for all the classes, for we
are all children just a little older grown, and
we go to church every Sabbath to be reminded of our obligations. Christ's birthday
comes, the box is opened, its contents
counted, and eyes open wide as the amount is
given. ''I did not think it would be so
much," are the words we hear. Since we
have used this ~ystem we have had larger
offerings, and they have been more easily
collected, and no one is made poorer thereby.
Just stop and think of the four or five elders
kept in the field, by the children's offerings.
Who can tell the good those pennies are
doing or will do?
THE LAW OF GOD.
We read in the good books-"Teach the
children,the law of God." Is not the tithing
and offering a part of the law? We who are
older1 grown ought to know that "moth and
rust will corrupt, and thieves will break
through and steal." Then there is a place to
put these treasures where they will do good.
Are we not putting into the children's minds
higher and holier thoughts of the dayChrist's birthday-when we give hiru an
offering? If by observing this we could just
soften or take away this selfishness of the
coming generation, what a grand work that
would be! But there is something more
to be done than this. Then let us awaken to
the needs cf the hour.
Parents, superintendents, and teachers, let
us try this way of remembering Christ's
birthday. If you find it a failure, then-but
it will not be a failure.
Your coworker,
MRS. M. E. PACE.
For the Fremont district convention.

THE;BLAOKBOARD.
WE much regret that we do not have space
in this department to insert blackboard work
regularly. But we do not. In a letter from
Bro. J. F. Mintun, written from Cairo, Nebraska, he gives the following, which he expected to use the next Sunday in the general
review of the lesson. The lesson is past, but
the work is in a line which may be adapted
to many lessons that will follow. Study it,
and try adapting the method to a future
lesson. It is impressive and therefore effective.
GOD IS HOLY.
T
j Our bodies
IH
j Given.
1
emp es 1 At Jerusalem f 0 1YI Be Kept.
"Be ye holy." [Golden Text.] ·
BY BEING.
BY DOING.
1. Loving.
1. Believe.
2. Merciful.
2. Repent.
3. Good.
3. Obey.
4. Just.
4. Pray.
5. Wise.
5. Forgive.
6. True.
6. Keep clean.
BY AVOIDING.
1. Covetousness.
2. Hatred.
3. Anger.
4. Swearing.
5. Lying.
6. Intemperance.
"For I am holy."

You can see the application without much
explanation.' Since God gave both the temple at Jerusalem and our bodies-the temple
of the Holy Ghost; and all his works are
h.oly""7"being given holy they should be kept
holy. Then using the Golden Text by placing the part relating to our duty first,
show under the "By Being" the qualities of
God's nature ;'already studied in previous
lessons of this quarter. Then I associate on
an equality the "By Doing," and cover the
main ideas of the previous lessous. Follow
this with the "Avoiding," giving the last
part of the Golden Text, "For I am Holy" as
a reason for "Being," "Doi.ng,'' and "Avoiding."

heiter Departmsm.
FLINT;Ind., N"')V. 24.
Editors Herald:-Have just concluded a
series of eighteen meetings at this point, and
led into the waters of baptism four persons,
making the total membership at Flint
twenty-one-all heads of families. The attendance was large throughout-increasing
till the close, notwithstanding the Disciples
and Methodists were blowing loud trumpets
not a block away, and the ''Kickapoo Medicine Company" were entertaining the "optional" class, nightly, for one week. Extra
seats were procured some evenings, and a
large crowd turned away. Many more are
on the very brink, and will yield obedience,
WA think,
soon. The light seems to be
brightly dawning in all the surrounding
country and illuminating the many honest
souls when its blessed rays are admitted.
Old Babylon's miasmatic breath, which in
times past, has rendered the theological
lungs of the millions so weak, sickly, and
pallid, is losing its victims, and "unclean
birds" have no power to fasten the claws of
"creed" or "confession" to the heart touched
by the beams of the angel-restored message.
The masses are conceding that-for the harsh
and jarring growls, the discordant elements
of disruption, and the wildly tempested-intensely heated and fast founding bulk of spiritual sickness of th is age, the remedies proposed
are worse than the disease they are designed
to remove. They have been wrought out
from praiseworthy motives and laid on the
altar of revelation as acceptable offcirings,
but God declines the oblation, disclaims the
necessity, and disapproves of the expedient.
The cause is strengthening, and in unplowed
fields moves grandly. Brn. G. A. Smith and
F. Granger speak encouraging words of .the
new appointment over at Blakeslee, Ohio.
Two popular churches open at that pointwe know not how long-but long enough to
wake up old Satan evidently. Letters revealing seven new openings have come to my
address the past two weeks, unsolicited, and
so far unhonored. We haven't the ministers;
and just now, while the demands are so g"reat
and multisource, th'e harvest "white" and
the laborers "few," I am reminded of the
good old eolored brother's petition from
Alexandria Valley, down in Georgia, to the

conference:

"Send us a bishop to preach.

If you can't send us a bishop, send us a sliding elder; if you can't send us a sliding elder,

send us a stationary preacher; if you can't
send him, send us a circus rider; if you caa't
spare him, send us a locus preacher; if you
can't spare him, send us an exhauster." That
settled it, and he got his preacher. Bro.
Briggs, SEnd us some help; if you can't send us
anything else, trot out the "exhauster,"
we'll put up with him.
I expect to be off for Lansing in a few days;
no excuse for "rusting out," but opportunity
plenty for "wearing out." Quite a winter
campaign is mapped out in our district. We
will do all that we are able to do, but "home"
seems' 'sweet" once during the year. Winter,
with ice and chill, flutters over us at present,
and a little snow bas fallen from his wings.
Hopefully,
S. W. L. SCOTT.
FAIRLAND, Ind. Ter., Nov. 27.
Editors Herald:-October 20 myself and
Bro. G. W. Beebe, Jr., of Lebeck, Missouri,
left home and dear ones for the Indian Terd tory to preach the glad tidings of salvation
to our Lamanite brethren. We held forth at
Galena.,and Baxter Springs, Kansas; Tulsa,
Chelsea, and Fairland, Indian Territory.
Near Tulsa we preached twelve sermons and
baptized three, all heads of families; namely,
N. B. Edwards, husband of Sr. Hattie Edwards, also a Mr. W. D. Wheatcraft and
wife Ida May. After which the Baptist minister ad vised us not to preach in their
(cracker box) ·church or schoolhouse, as he
would not vouch for our safety; but we answered that we were preaching the truth,
the gospel of Christ; we should fill the appointment as given out, or make the attempt,
and that we bad no fears, and could not die
in a better cause if it comes to that. Well,
we made the attempt, but found a 2 x 4 timber spiked over the inside of the door; but
as the window of the cracker box was open
we entered, only to find that the lower joint
of the stovepipe had been removed, and as
the night was too cold without a fire,
we turned the house over to them in peace,
and shook the dust from our feet as a testimony against them.
Here we found a Bro. and Sr. Huntsman,
formerly of Redding, Ringgold County, Iowa,
and a Bro. Smith and Bro. C. White and
family, of Oklahoma.
At Chelsea we made the acquaintance of
Brn. D. M. Beck, W. E. Newand families, and
a Sr. England and others, and preached to
them a few times. Thence we came to this
place, where we are preaching nightly at the
home of J. T. Riley. Here and near here
are located Sr. Stringer, G. M. Rhonemus,
W. B. Hillen, J. J. Calkins, and W. S. Watson and families, all striving to win t,be
crown. In the last month have sold over five
dozen of the Voice of Warning, besides taking subscriptions for other church publications, and have done as little harm as possible,
and made as matJy friends to the work as we
could. We hear the Maccedonian cry, Come
over and preach for us a week or two anyway.
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Are on our way to Blendsville, Missouri,
conference, which convenes December 3.
In gospel bonds,
J, C. CHRESTENSEN.
CRENSHAW, Pa., Nov. 25.

Editors Herold:-It has been written, "And
thorns as well as roses are waiting for our
feet." Such has been the heritage of man
since Eden. God has permitted that-in the
sacred 1·ecords of things past-both the good
and the bad of human procedure should be
disclosed to our view. Could it have been
otherwise to our profit? To write of ou1·
work, then, as it transpires, necessitates the
narration of the unpleasant at times, as well
as the pleasant. To the church now, and to
God finally, we must answer for work done.
If what we do is done to conserve the right,
whatever view others take of it, if it is found
to be right in the end, we can well afford to
h11.ve passed the experience of its testing.
In Detroit, Michigan, matters of years' accumulation had seemingly exhausted the
regulating powers of branch, district, and
mission autho,,.ities. It seemed good, to a
number, to petition for aid direct from highest powers of the church. The Presidency
suggested to the Twelve the sending of some
of their number; resulting in W. H. Kelley,•
G. T. Griffiths, and R. C. Evans being sent.
Eighteen days of investigation followed. A
lengthy yet terse decision comes in its time.
A new man is put upon the scene, so that
all may rally to the standard of right, as Httle
embarrassed as possible. The decision in
the time of its presentation is approved by
thirty-four, against a negative of thirteen,
and the new man installed by that action.
Three months of careful observation reveal
the wisdom of the decision rendered in all of
its provisions. Patient effort is made to bring
all to unity, which is offset by several, with
the bitterest and continued denunciations of
the church, from its president down. To the
antagonizing ones the privilege of appeal to
the entire Quorum of Twelve is presented as
proper recourse, which is scouted as futile.
Not a cent of heavy expense made by the
answering of their petition wit.h others is
paid by them. A month after the sixty days
for appeal is passed another court is called to
act. Some are expelled. Whether appeal in
the case of the last court's work shall be
taken remains to be seen.
To rule or ruin has been the policy of some.
Those laboring in Detroit, for some years
past, have had this to contend with. Many
and complicated conditions, ever changing,
have existed to be met. Consequent changes
in rulings at times have been regarded as
characterizing the one or ones making the
rulings as a "turncoat." In this the writer
has had a share with others.
The writer indulges the hope that the decision of members of the Twelve shall find its
way to the columns of the Herald, from the
quorum at its next sitting, because of its
worth on general principles.
A goodly number of devoted saints are to
be found in Detroit, who can yet push the work
on to success if they will, notwithstanding all
the discouragements they have had.

Let them sing and execute, as saith the
poet:"We'll stand the storm, for it won't be very long:
We'll anchor bye and bye."

Many pleasant experiences in Detroit will
be fondly cherished in memory. Association with Bro. E. C. Briggs, as missionary in
charge, was both pleasant and profitable; as
also with fellow soldiers-A. Barr, W. Davis,
and J. A. Grant.
The foregoing could all have been written
ere I left Detroit; distance, however, sometimes lends enchantment to the view, and
time sometimes softens the spirit of man,
making a proper consideration possible; so
delay becomes an advantage sometimes.
May the day come when the unfortunate
ones, who incur the severeties of the law upon
themselves, will retrace their steps and reenter the fold, while others, nearing the
precipice, profit, face about, fall in line, and
do the right. As of old, the law of God is a
"savor of life unto life," or of "death unto
death." We make the choice as to which it
shall be by the use of our agency.
The faithful few here are pressing steadily
onward, making advancement amid discouragements. I am steering for new territory
in the southeastern part of the State, where
the restored gospel has never been proclaimed, I believe. My address is care of
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
In bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
WACO, Missouri, Nov. 27.

Editors Hemld:- I am working away as

more sermons with good crowds and increased interest. I closed and left no appointment. I borrowed a horse to look for
another point, and went to Medoc, but that
looked too dark for me, so I went to Nashville, the scene of the Cather-Blalock debate, and learned that a friend to the cause
being very low with typhoid fever, I stopped
in to see the sick; but as I neared the bed, the
only signs of life were the jerking of the jaw
and ghastly rolling of the eyes. I was invited
and preached the funeral sermon next day to
a large crowd, with good liberty, many of
our prejudiced friends were present and gave
good attention.
I then returned to Waco, and by the impression of Spirit went to Weir City, and
then to Bird schoolhouse; had good crowd
there and good attention.
I then went on an exploring trip north of
Pittsburg to Englevale, where Bro. Christie
resides.
A protracted meeting by the
Church of God was raging there, so we made
arrangements for the M. E. Church for a
later date and left on foot for another new
place, Mulberry, a few miles distant. I tried
to get the M. E. church; all the trustees
agreed but one, and he spoiled it all for the
present at least. His name is Taylor, and is
related to John Taylor of the Salt Lake
faction. I expect, Providence permitting, to
open Mulberry in spite of Mr. Taylor. I
stopped over night with him, and we had a
hot time of it; and while we talked, his
family got to hear considerable of the gospel. I found Bro. Christie growing in the
faith and anxious to do all he can for truth.
As the way closed down at Mulberry, I was
impressed by the Spirit to go to Scammon;
so off I went, leaving Mr. Taylor at nine a.
m., and walking about thirty miles, reached
my destination at seven p. m. I there held
a prayer and sacrament meeting at Bro. and
Sr. Hisle's house; all neighboring saints
were present; the Spirit was nicely enjoyed
.and I think all were renewed in feelings and
spirit. The preaching was fairly attended
and blessed. Soon after I left Waco last, the
citizens arranged among themselves for me
to come again, so I was written to and appointment made. Hence one of the reasons
for my being here at present. I commenced
last night to a good sized, attentive crowd.
Two have decided to be baptized, but as yet
the time is not set, the reason being a fair
one. My Waco friends say they want to help
me with a little money, that a man can't
preach for nothing. Their view is right; a
preacher needs the temporal help as well as
others who are not preachers. Their thoughtfulness here is truly appreciated, and may
heaven bless them with her rich blessings.
In bonds,
W. C. CATHER.

hard as I can. My work this fall has principally been in new places; good results at
some points, simply nothing at others, so far
as appearance goes. But I am not working
to make appearance, only to please the eye
of God. He can see that some reject the
counsel of the scriptures and the doctrine of
Jesus Christ. Since writing last I had the
pleasure of baptizing three into the fold at
Scammon, Kansas; they were converted by
others than myself, however. One, a Sr.
Morgan, said her first light was gotten while
hearing Bro. J. W. Gilbert preach; and it is
only just to say, the ground had been somewhat prepared through the efforts of Bro.
and Sr. Hisle, in their neighborly way of trying to let their light shine.
Waco is an entirely new place for gospel
work. I came here to fill my first appointment October 9-walked from Webb City,
about twelve miles. I stopped at first with
Mr. W. Holsworth's family, and was afterward made welcome by a Mr. Bryan, and was
nicely treated at both places. After 'a few
sermons there, I preached frem a Friday
night to Sunday night at Rawling's chapel,
an M. E. church, six miles southwest of
Waco. At first they wanted a protracted
meeting-a "good meeting," and a man who
"would preach the Bible." I preached simHEPPNER, Oregon, Nov. 26.
ple and plain, and not radical; but lo, the
Editors Hemld:-Since writing you last I
next day one of their leaders, a Mr. Walter have finished my series of meetings at the
Merrick, announced around that I would have Lank schoolhouse, where I baptized twoi to be closed out. Their desire for a "big the Mr. and Mrs. Meyers. At the close of the
meeting" suddenly ended when the doctrine services there (nine in number) I went back
failed to fit the M. E. view.
to Little Falls, October 27, preaching three
I returned to Waco and preached a few times and returning Saturday, October 30, so

I
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that I could attend services at the Jackson i boarding "Nahum's chariots" we sped on I the question, with the understanding that
church, Sunday, the 31st, where a Rev. our way. Changing cars at Heppner Junction, / we would follow, but nothing has resulted as
Bailles of the Christian Church had adver- we were landed in Heppner at about six a. m. yet. This elder informs me that they have
tised a lecture on "Mormonism" at eleven We are domiciled with Sr. C. R. Rush at ' baptized sixty in England so far this year,
o'clock, sending me an invitation to be there, present, a sister of Bro. John Hatcher. and seven were just recently baptized belongand when I applied, promised me the use of There is about two inches of snow here. ing to Leeds and neighborhood: they have a
the house at three p. m. to reply. The expose Will commence operation from this base as conference houee in Bradford, ten miles from
or lecture was, as usual, based on the old soon as possible now. The health and hopes here, and I accepted an invitation to visit
stories told in the Encyclopedia Brittanica, of Bro. Holt and your writer are very good. them there. They also have a branch there,
"What the World Believes," etc., sandwichMay the Lord add his blessing.
and intend holding a conference there on
ing in a little doctrine, i. e, affirming that
A. M. CHASE.
November 28. They seem to have a number
there could not be shown by the Bible that
of elders over the United Kingdom, and have
there was ever a successor to one of the origiLEEDS, England, Nov. 14 .
about one thousand members altogether.
nal apostles. In fact only twelve were ever
Editors Herald:-,-I am pleased to inform
Bro. Smith succeeded in getting a lengthy
spoken of in the Bible; and that the power to you that the saints here generally seem to letter published in the Hamilton Advertiser,
work miracles was never delegated unto any have received a fresh impetus in the work a publication of Scotland, which was redundant
except those who were called and ordained through the labors of Bro. H. c. Smith, who with good points, showing the false position of
under the Savior's hands. I had advertised has been with us a little more than two the Utah faction. I understand the Utah eldthe meeting as fully as I could, and the weeks; his efforts have been very much ap- ers were going to reply; thus far, however, no
house was full. The Lord helped me in the preciated amongst us, and we have been reply has appeared. I fancy it will take a
reply, and much good for the cause was surely rejoiced at the plain, solid, and eloquent while to think out a reply to evade the cogent
accomplished. I was challenged to meet a preaching of our brother, and sincerely trust statements of Bro. Smith.
new man whom the "Christians" would send that the fruit thereof may abound; already
Trade in this country is in a very poor confor. I accepted and submitted propositions. the signs of good appear, and though no new dition, owing to the strike and lockout of the
That was November 1, and while their man converts are added to the church to my engineers; distress and want are wide spread,
lives somewhere near Portland, yet he has knowledge, yet I believe there are those who and the end is not yet in view. Before winnot been heard from yet.
have been converted to the privileges that ter has gone, unless a change takes place, it
November 1, went back to Little Falls and accrue to the saints of God, and some who is easy to prognosticate that poverty and
preached every night and Sunday at eleven were discouraged have had their strength starvation, with their attendant evils, will
a. m., thr0e and 7: 30 p. m., nine sermons in renewed and have felt that God's Spirit had have left au indelible trail.
all. Here I baptized one, a Sr. Mosier. inspired the messages delivered.
I pray that God may help us to realize th@
Other say they will be ready when I return.
The prog·ress of the 15ospel in this vicinity magnitude of our responsibility as his alert,
Feeling that I needed a rest of a few days, I has not been rapid, but to the contrary; the and enable us to present in practice as well
returned to Castle Rock, and spent the week people as a rule seem to have no time to spend as precept the principles of di vine truth
visiting, resting, and fishing. (By the way, I over such a commonplace, and as many re- that shall be instrumental in emancipating
caught a few fine trout, one that weighed gard it, old fashioned notion of religion. In the world from its woeful condition, and that
three pounds.)
their wisdom they look with contempt upon· the day will soon dawn when
While here a card from Bro. Holt, written all who devote their time in its interests, and
"Man to man the world o'er,
from Avon, stating that he would be in Cas· let us see that they pity us. This is not to
Shail brithers be and a' that."
tle Rock, Tuesday, the 16th. A big revival be wondered at when we consider the woeful
In bonds,
had been in progress at the Presbyterian contention and disastrous rivalry among the
J. W. RUSHTON.
church this week, and was to end Sunday, so-called Christians; but more sad to relate
SELKIRK, Ont., Nov. 29.
the 14th; but when we put out api-ointments is the fact tbat oftentimes among· the saints
Editors Herald:-1 am very thankful befor the week commencing Sunday evening, the spirit of rivalry and discord obtains, and
at the City Hall, the revival suddenly devel- does more harm to the cause than all the op- cause I have nothing but good news to write.
oped into a "union meeting," composed d the position from outside. The more intense and Since last General Conference many of the
three local churches-M. E., Presbyterian, bitter the persecution from the world, the Saints have seemed to renew the fight against
and Christian-so you see we brought unity, more intensified is the love and good fellow- the triune enemy-"the world, the flesh, and
at least. However, our meetings were fairly ship within. We expect this, for Christ left the Devil." Some who have been careless
well attended, and the result-visible-was us our legacy so far as the world is concerned act as though they have been born again,
seven "born again," making ten baptized in wb.en he said, "In the world -ye shall have "from an old existence into a new life."
Castle Rock since August 19.
tribulation, but in me ye shall have peace." The general testimony of the ministry is, "I
Closing our services there November 23, But the arch enemy has learned that he can feel better;" more light and an increase of
we started for Heppner the morning of the more effectually frustrate the work by breed- spirituality in every department of the
24th, going to Portland and taking the ing strife and persecution right in the church, church work is being enjoyed. Peace and
steamer Regulator the morning of the 25th- and cause that the lack of brotherly kindness u~ity exist in all parts of the mission, so far
Thanksgiving. Well; we had a fine day and and sympathy among the household of faith as I am informed. The only thing that gives
enjoyed the trip, the scenery, and the "tur- shall drive us asunder, and we work our own cause for anxiety is that some are careless,
key." We opened our little organ and soon destruction in the prophe9y of Christ, "that while in some few places the evidence of
had the passengers singing. Well, the Cap- a kingdom divided in itself cannot stand"- formality seems to e.l{ist; but in the main we
tain did not put us out and we had a fine trip. it must inevitably fall. It is time we learned are hopeful, in that the future seems big
Among other events was a small but quite this scheme of the adver~ary, and sought to with promise of a solid work being done.
spirited discussion with a spiritualistic pro- counteract its baneful iufluence by the Spirit
Elders George Green and R. C. Longhurst,
fessor, also with a I-:i:oliness lady preacher. I of love that is the antithesis to the above, the honored presidents of Chatham and
think some good was done, and many asked and its effects are binding and powerful, in- London districts, seem to be guarding with
me to call on them if I ever found the oppor- deed impregnable against men and devils. prudence and ability the sacred interests of
tunity. We reached the Dalles about six p. Then we shall pity the failings of each other their respective districts; while our very
m. As we had until 12: 40 m. to wait, we rather than distend or enlarge them.
limited missionary force, consisting of John
spent the intervening hours as best as we
The representatives of the Salt Land Shields, Frederick Gregory, Daniel Maccould; putting in a few hours at the Salvation church are very busy around here. I have Gregor, Samuel Tomlinson, A. E. and J. L.
Army hall-judging the number of hours by sought to engage in discussion with an Elder Mortimer, and B. St. John, with the local
the seeming length. "Blind leaders of the Robinson, of Utah, and he has been offered ministry, seem to be urging the gospel claims
blind." The train arrived in due time, and the use of our pulpit to pre2ent their side of with Christian meekness and fortitude.
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The dear old face and wise counsel of 1\ The saints of this mission have done well I conduct; but it was not enough to satisfy me,
"Uncle John"-Apostle John H. Lake-is in remembering their duty in the financial \ my soul was hungering after the bread of
great.ly missed; no man ever left Canada part of the work-that is some of them; yet life. I only heard two sermons preached (I
with more friends than he. May his future many are slow in this regard. Now it re- had read many) until I a;µnounced my readibe sunshine and peace.
quires money to send missionaries into the ness for baptism. What a disturbance it
The visit of President Joseph Smith to field, and many are calling, "send us an raised in the Methodistical dovecote! What
this mission has done a vast amount of good. elder." The elder must be fed and clothed, a flutter, and sputter, and hullaballo! ''My
The newspapers have given very prominent, his traveling expenses must be met, bis dear sister, you are being led astray." "You
fair, and kindly editorials on his work. His family must be provided for-all this takes are allowing your queer ideas to deceive
sermons have been fairly well reported in the money. Now in order that the missionary you!" "0 they are a deluded set!! Utah
main.
"come soon," "stay a long time,'' we must Mormons, polygamists; but the law stopped
The general history of the church is better increase our missionary force. If increasE:d them, that's all!!!" etc., etc.
understood by the reading people of Canada they could remain longer in each place.
The pastor came to me and we had a long,
than it ever was before. I regret that the May the saints see to it that they all comply exciting, and I fear (to him) unpleasant interlimited time at his disposal, together with a with this part of the law of God, that the view. He strove to point out the foolishness
two weeks' attack of his facial affliction, pre- Bishop's agents of London and Chatham dis- of my unheard-of conduct, the pernicious pracvented his preaching at several other points tricts will have such a good report at the tices of the Mormons/ how, even from a
in Canada. I had the plefl.sure of being with next General Conference as will insure the worldly standpoint, I was foolish. "You will
him on most of the trips through Canada. au th ori't'rns th a t c anad a h as t h e rig
· h t to find I believe in every good thing they teach,"
While he may have lost some sleep in conse- more miss10narrns.
· ·
·
L et eac h mem b er d o h'IS be said. Next moment he told me prophets
quence, yet I have been the recipient of duty, and at once.
and apostles were done away with;" we don't,
much needed counsel and information. His
y our b roth er in t h econ fl.'!Ct,
need them now, we have a higher civilization
visit has been a blessing to me, and will be a
R. C . EVANS.
to-day!"
Poor man; higher than Jesus,
lasting benefit to the mission g-enerally. I
whom he professed to worship! Finding arthink Joseph likes .. Canada, and of course I
· h' ·
FAIRBURY, Neb., Nov. 19.
gument unable to shake me, without Bible
a d mire 1s Judgment.
Elder Gregory joined me here eight days
Editors Herald:-The saints here, though proof, he descended to ridicule, and finally
ago. Since then we have preached eleven few in number, and not organized into a angry vilification of the saints. He reminded
sermons, h e ld one prayer meeting, and are branch, are striving for the mastery over the me of the exhaust pipe of an engine; little
billed for every night this week, and four evil one and his emissaries, and are enjoying short puffs and escape of steam, with a terri.
S
.
a degree of the Spirit. We have weekly ble lot of hissing and jarringand racket. He
meetmgs next
unday.
This place is a
str<mghold of the followers of the late Alex- preaching and prayer services, a Sisters' went off in high indignation, declaring he
ander Campbell; but alas, alas! how far they Prayer Union, and a good Sunday school. would not give me a letter, I would soon come
· t y·
da b
to my senses, and come back to them. But I
have wandered from the unique path marked Bro · Mye r S ' Our local e Ide r, IS r mg
Y Y
out by the sometime reformer, sometime re- day to teach the people the beauties of this haven't yet, nor never expect to. But few of
·storer of Bethany. He who in early days ·glorious latter-day work. Bro. J. W. Wald- my M. E. friends know me now; yet I can say
strongly and violently denounced Bible, smith is with us at present and is holding with the poet,
tract, and education societies, Sunday meetings every night. Bro. H. W. Belville
"Though my friends despise and kave me,
·th
b t t
k
h t ·
'rhey have left my Savior too."
schools, and the hireling ministry as schemes was. w1
us a ou wo wee s a s or time
Now I fear you are weary with the length
·of the clergy "fraught with mischief to the ago. He is a good speaker, and has the
temporal and eternal interests of men." Bap- ability of holding the fixed attention of his of this letter. Hoping to escape the waste
tists, schools, and collegee were placed among audience from start to finish. He is a very basket, I may come again some day.
Your sister in Christ,
the marks of the beast.-Mill. Har'. vol. 1, spiritual young man, with a life entirely couREBECCA McLEAN.
p. 15. Preparing young men for the gospel secrated to the service of the Master and the
ministry was denounced "as a new message upbuilding of his kingdom. May God bless
SOUTH GOULDSBORO, Me., Nov. 19.
from the skies,'' unheard of in the Bible. him and give him of his Holy Spirit to guide
Editors Herald:-I came here yesterday
Christian missionaries were denounced. But and direct him into all truth and righteousnow they who claim to stand by "the re- ness, that he may never grow weary of well- from Northern Aroostook, where I have been
laboring for the past four weeks with fair
:storer" have given evidence of their apostasy doing.
from his early teachings by organizing forThere are two Brighamites in our little success among the saints there, and with exeig·n mission boards, paid preachers, Sunday city at present. They came to our meetings cellent interest among the people in general,
:schools, and colleges.
"The Bible gives us twice, but Bro. Belville was unable to get many of them admitting our work to be the
no idea of a missionary without the power of them to debate the differences in the two truth. Satan had been working discord
working miracles." ''Miracles and mission- churches. They are distributing tracts and among the saints, by circulating his fabrica:aries are inseparably connected in the New talking wherever they can get the opportu- tions. This has had its effect towards keepTestament."-Chu. Bap. p. 15. Now they nity, denouncing us as apostates from their ing some of the people from coming to hear.
have the missionary, the hireling preacher, church; they are also teaching the people To some extent satisfaction and peace is
but miracles are not found among them; truly that Joseph Smith practiced polygamy. But restored among the saints in that section.
'"a form," "denying the power." Some few all things work together for the good of They are a fine lot of saints, but living so far
in this place, and hundreds in other places, them that love God; so we strive to possess away, and being so isolated from the church,
have as the great Christian preacher, Paul, our souls in patience, believing that God will they have been greatly neglected.
:advised, "turned away."
turn and overturn events to our good and his
Among the curious things we learned while
We feel encouraged with the prospects name's honor and glory.
in Aroostook, we mention the following,for the
bere. Elder Derby has fitted up a nice hall
Five years ago last June 26, I was baptized benefit of the saints, that they may not be
in the center of the town, and while the Dis- into God's kingdom by Bro. George Shute, duped. One Harry Hagerman, a Baptist miniscciples and Methodists have commenced and I have never regretted the step. I have ter, has a poor blind boy by the name of Sucie
:special meetings, and the Baptists have made received many blessings from my heavenly on exhibition, presenting him to the public as
,provision for a special effort next Sunday, Father, and my only regret is my weakness. an object of pity, and thus soliciting their
:yet we are happy and hopeful. "The stream that causes me to do things I should not sympathy and getting their money, paying
impeded has a song," hence we believe the do, and leave undone the things that should the boy one dollar per day, retaining the
opposition will help our cause. Let those be done. Before becoming identified with balance himself. It is said on good authority
·who look for my coming have patience. I this people I was a firm Methodist. I en- that he has laid by some few hundred dollars
am doing all I can; and as soon as wisdom joyed a great degree of the Spirit and was the past summer in this way. He is just
,directs I will reach other points.
earnest, honest, and devoted in my faith and now traveling in Pennsylvania. Saints,

I
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beware. It is further stated of him, that
when he cannot get the people's money by
presenting the boy, he will pray, using the
most pitiful language that he can command.
I believe they are just having a cyclone in
Caribou; or in other words, Evangelist Gale
is booked there for two weeks, at the small
sum of two hundred dollars per week. It is
hoped they may get their money's worth
from Mr. Gale.
Coming to this place was the result of bad
roads, occasioned by deep snow in the section
where I had been laboring. Here I met
with Apostle W. H. Kelley, and U. W.
Greene, of the Seventy. Listened to Bro.
Keiley twice, as he turned on the torchlight
of truth, and his voice thundered forth the
eternal truths of heaven, inviting the people
to come to the light of the gospel. I am to
remain here for a while, continuing the
labors thus begun, and the brethren have
passed on to Jonesport.
S. 0. Foss.
BILOXI, Miss., Nov. 18.

Editors Herald:-"Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink, that puttest thy
bottle to him, and makest him drunken also,
that thou mayest look on their nakedness."Habakkuk 2: 15.
"Coming events cast their shadows before."
Already plans and preparations are being
made for the Christmas festivities; presents
decided upon, secretly made and securely
hidden, to be brought forth for happy Christmas surprises. Mothers plan for the roast
turkey and cranberry sauce, with puddings,
pickles, and pies; salads, sauces, and sweets;
and all the accompaniments of a Christmas
feast. The children plan for popcorn and
nuts, and all the happy little doings of a
yearly going to grandpa's.
In how many homes of the saints, because
it is time-honored custom, handed down from
father to son for generations perhaps, will
the pure and innocent festivities be marred
by the presence of wine, eggnog, or bard
cider? How many will forget that God has
said, "Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink." ''I have warned you, and forewarn you, by giving unto you this word of
wisdom by revelation, that inasmuch as any
man drinketh wine or strong drink among
you, behold, it is not good, neither meet in
the sight of your Father."-D. C. 86: 1.
Brethren, when you gather with your little
ones for the happy Christmas feast, will you
teach them to dishonor and disobey God's
word, by offering them any strong drink, becaus3 it is "only this once," or "such a little
that it can't hurt"? Is "a little" any more
''meet in the sight of your Father," than enough
to intoxicate would be?
Since we are to offer our bodies a living
sacrifice, is it right to defile that sacrifice
with even "a little" of that which God has
forbidden? ''not meet in the sight of yom· Father." Let the words ring in your ears.
Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to
the God of Israel is that the tables of the
saints, everywhere, shall be undefiled by the
presence of that which "biteth like a serpent
and stingeth like an adder;" upon which we
are not even to look, much less to drink.

(Prov. 23: 32.) Thatth6curse pronounced by
Habakkuk shall not fall upon any, because
they have given their own children even "a
little" strong drink; but may the peace of
God rest upon you all at the coming Christmas time, because the tables are meet in his
sight, and all things done according to his
revealed will.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. IDA STEWART.

are not able to do more. Surely we know
that a church without means is like an engine
without steam.
Now, dear saints, the time is drawing near
when we will have to make our yearly report; won't you send in your mites, and
thereby show to the church, to the world, and
to God that we have not lighted our candles
and put them under a bushel; but placed
them where the world can see that we have
passed from death unto life; have oil in our
vessels, lamps trimmed and burning, singWIRT, Ind., Nov. 26.
ing
the beautiful hymn: "I am waiting, dear
Editors He1·ald:-This conference year, so
far, has partially been one of sore disappoint- Jesus, for thee." May this be our happy lot.
ment to me as well as happiness. As per Praise the Lord. Let us then awake to' duty.
announcement in Herald, I fully intended No time for delay, no time for dilatoriness,
(after having raised a lit.tle crop to supply no time for contentions, for jealousies,
necessaries to wife and children) to spend my hatred, envyings, and strife. But it is time
time during autumn and winter in the minis- for us to be one, even as the Father and the
try; but have realized that God's ways are Son are one. The poor cry for help, but
not man's ways. Man proposes; God dis- there are no means to help. The missionaries'
poses. The latter part of June my wife's family must have 5upport.
A sacrifice is required;
health began to fail her. She grew worse all
It hath been said: "Whoso hath this
the while; ao much so, when the time came
world's
good, and seeth his brother have
for me to take my grip in hand to leave loved
ones and home to proclaim the wonderful need, and shuttetb up his bowels of compasstory to a dying and famishing world for the sion from him, how dwelleth the love of God
bread of life, I was compelled by the ties of in him." We trust branch presidents and
nature and the love that is exhibited in the solicitors will make a special effort to see
words, "and they twain shall be one flesh," to that each and every member of the several
occupy a place by her bedside. And duty branches hand in something (so far as they
says, there I must remain until the mercy of can) and send to my address: Box 14, Wirt,
God shall step in and destroy the dreadful Indiana. There are some poor ones that
disease. I desire and request everyone who must have help soon, dear saints. Will you
reads this to bow in fervent prayer for her now come to our relief? We are told, "he
recovery, including the Prayer Union, and that giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord,"
every saint of God that has entered into and I am sure he will be a good paymaster in
time to come.
a covenant relationship with him.
Bro. Briggs was with us a short time; hope
These being the circumstances by which
I am surrounded, I know not how soon he may return again. Trusting the Lord
I shall be able to enter the missionary fiflld; may guide, uphold, defend all from the least
but will do so as soon as the sick one is able to the greatest, I remain, as ever, your humfor me to leave. It is my desire to spend the ble servant,
WILLIAM C. MARSHALL,
greater part of my days for God, believing if
I could save one soul I shall have done a great
work.
In parts of the district the work is doing
fairly well, considering all things. The farthest we are behind is in not abiding the DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2. NO. 3.
temporal law of the church.
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.
Under direction of Elder E. C. Briggs I I HAVE referred to the two principles
conducted a Sabbath school at my home of baptism and the laying of hands,
branch; average attendance about seventy.
Closed for the winter the first Sunday night to illustrate the expediency resorted
in October with a children's entertainment, to by creed makers and theology
consisting of sixty-six recitations, songs, and manufacturers in their deceptive dealdialogues. The church filled to overflowing. ing with God's word. And yet they
Whilst looking over the past, we feel to are terribly wrought up over the lecthank him who reigns on high; yet we are
made to sorrow somewhat.
Our district, ture of R. G. Ingersoll on "What must
numbering about four hundred, and not one 1 do to be saved," wherein he takes the
fourth of that number have their names en- liberty of denying the essentiality to
rolled on the finance book. (Hope it is not salvation of the principle of faith.
so in the book of life.) What, 0 what, my And yet faith is the first of a series of
brethren and sisters, are we colaborers with
God? Surely this is neglect on our part. Can- seven principles, of which series bapnot we all pay five cents. Rememberthe poor tism and the laying on of hands are
widow that threw in her mite. Cannot some of the third and fourth, respectively.
us pay ten cents, twenty-five cents, fifty cents, 1 Baptism of the Holy Spirit the resurone dollar, five dollars, ten dollars, and so on?
t'
f th d d
d th
t
1
0 how the good work might be pushed for· :ec ion
e ea, ' an
e e erna
ward if all would do something. r will be Judgment bemg the other three.
glad to senC. you receipt for a nickel, if you
God ordained these seven principles

Oriqinal Articles.
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or doctrinal, foundational pillars
(Prov. 9: 1, 2; Heb. 6: 2) as essential
to salvation. They are the everlasting pillars placed under the moral and
spiritual government of God among
men; and if it be counted infidelity in
Mr. Ingersoll to deny one or all of
them, what must we call that in any
man, or any number of men, who deny
the essentiality to the salvation of
man, the third and fourth of them?
A little leaven leavens the lump!
Those principles of the doctrine of
Christ all stand or fall together.
"But," says the theologian, "for
by grace are ye saved through
faith!" True; but the grace that gave
the principle of faith also gave and
includes the other six following and
connected principles.
All are the
doctrine of Christ. All are by God
applied in the solution of the problem
of individual life eternal. All are
necessary to salvation.
Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this
thou shalt both save thyself, and them that
hear thee.-! Tfm. 4: 16.
Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not
in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he
hath both the Father and the Son. If there
come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine,
receive him not into your house [in his pre" tended official capacity], neither bid him
God speed: for he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil dceds.-2 John
9-11.

From this Bible statement we must
most consistently conclude that God
is not where his doctrine is not, and
where he is not his Holy Spirit is not,
as an advocate. John gives this language as a test of teachers and their
teaching, and assigns as his reason
for giving this doctrinal test:For many deceivers are entered into the
world, who confess not that Jesus Ghrist is come
in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist.-2 John 7.

Deceivers, false teachers, "confess
not that Jesus Christ is come in the
flesh." "Jesus Christ," the auointed
of God, Messiah, sent of God.
(John 1: 41.) God's "witness,"
"leader," and "commander" to the
people. Wonderful, Counselor, the
Mighty God, the Everlasting Father,
by creation of all things.
Prince
of Peace. He is "God was manifest
[revealed or come] in the flesh." (1
Tim. 3: 16.) His law, commandment,
or doctrine is God's law, command·
ment, or doctrim;i. (John ~7: 16, 17.)

SAINTS'
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Therefore, the minister who teaches
the doctrine of Christ, all of it, confesses thereby that Christ is God
manifest, while he who refuses to
teach it all does not confess; but by
differing with Christ as to its essentiality, denies his superior authority;
and hence is "a deceiver and an antichrist"-that is, is against Christ.
John's doctrinal test is infallible in all
ages and climes. The principles of
the doctrine are seven in number.
(Heb. 6: 1, 2.) They are faith, repentance, baptism in water (a command), for remission of sins. (Luke
1: 76, 77; 3: 2, 3; Matt. 28: 19; Luke
7: 30; Acts 2: 38; 22: 16.)
I know that his commandment is life everlasting.-Jobn 12: 50.
Baptism doth also now save us.-1 Peter
3: 21.
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spiritual gifts, we add a word like
Satan did to God's word in Eden, and
it reads just precisely as human theologies teach us, and would have us
believe; and if it works as successful
as when it worked Adam and Eve out .
of Eden, we shall surely be kept out,
never more to return! G-od gave those
gifts to his church to edify and perfect
the saints (1 Cor. 14: 12; Eph. 4: 12),
and were designed of him to aid his
people in preserving the unity of the
faith till Christ should come in glory
to redeem them (1 Cor. 13: 10-12; Eph.
4:13-15); but the theologies tamper
with God's word, set aside his means of
grace, and deny the efficacy of his designs as trivially as though they were
child's play; and in their stead offer
their learned human wisdom, which
with God is vanity and foolishness.
(1 Cor. 1: 25.)
It is God's will for his people to be
endowed with those spiritual gifts (1
Cor. 12: 11) divided among the members of his church "severally as he
will," that they might not be deceived
by men's '•cunning craftiness" (Eph.
4: 14); but the theologies have decided
that they can be dispensed with, because no longer needed; and because
they are away behind the times!
Electricity, telegraphs, telephones,
and motor cars are away in advance
of the spiritual gifts for religious purposes! We go to hea,ven nowadays
by railway and telegraph!
Now don't laugh at me when you
read this, for as a minister I am told
by advocates of human theologies that
the leading reason why the spiritual
gifts are not necessary in this age of
the world is, we are so far in advance
of the apostolic age in civilization and
scientific development! Now if that
argument means anything, logically,
in this connection, it means that as a
means of salvation, civilization and
science have now ta.ken the place in
the plan of salvation of the gifts and
revealing and enlightening power of
the Holy Spirit. This or nothing.
Which?
Really, I see nothing to hinder R.
G. Ingersoll from falling into line
with the theologies, except that he
has not yet learned the difference between them and Christianity, though
he ought to be able to see it easily,
for in very many regards it is their

Laying on of hands for the gift of
the Holy Ghost. (Acts 8: 14-17; 9:
17; 1 Tim. 4: 14; Acts 19: 1-6; Gal. 1:
8, 9.)
Baptism of the Holy Ghost, as
promisecl. (Acts 2: 38, 39; 1: 4, 5; 10:
44, 45; 1 Cor. 12: 13.)
Resurrection of the dead; and the
eternal judgment. Those who refuse
to teach the principles of the doctrine
as here presented by Paul and John,
Christ and Peter, ••Profess that they
know God; but in works they deny
him (Titus 1: 16), and confess not that
God was manifest in the flesh. "Take
heed that no man deceive you."
By the same process of discrimination that excludes from the human
theologies the principles of the doctrine of Christ above referred to, as a
living belief, tH.e teachings of Paul in
1 Corinthians, chapter 12, are likewise
excluded. So that we are forbidden
by creeds and creed- makers to believe
in receiving and enjoying the gifts of
the Holy Spirit, as there described,
although the chapter ends with the
injunction, "But covet earnestly the
best gifts." (1 Cor. 12: 31.) And
further on, Paul says, ''Follow after
charity, and desire spiritual gifts, but
rather that ye may prophesy." (14: 1.)
The theologies divide this verse and
insist that we should ''follow after
charity;" but must nnt desire spiritual
gifts, for if we desired them now, it
would be wrong, and we would be disappointed, for God (say they) would
not give them to us. By inserting the
little word "not" into the statement of
Paul, so that it reads desire "not" opposite.
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In the foregoing manner all parts of
the plan of God's salvation not compatible with the feelings of the theology weaver is omitted; though God
was able, if he found it necessary, to
make all changes required. But God
bas never seen the necessity yet, so
far as he has informed us in his revelations, to change in his works or purposes so as to improve on them. He
is not a man that he should lie, or the
Son of man that he should repent,change his purposes. (1 Sam. 15: 29.)
It is clearly a deception to suppose
for one moment that God has varied
a hair's breadth from the gospel plan
as originally designed and revealed,
from the foregoing considerations.
The gospel in its original principles;
the church in its original apostolical
organic form; and tbe Holy Ghost in
its original office work and operation,
with all its gifts and blessings, all
this, nothing short will fill the demands of the case consistently with
the character of the all wise, all merciful, all loving, impartial,· i1nmutable
God.
I observe that in our glancing backward, we do so with strict regard to
present adjustment of ourselves to
truth and right, and with the special
view not to be deceived or led into error. God's plan of saving man, as set
forth in the gospel, was so designed
originally by him, as to adjust itself
without change to the conditions of
man as an ever progressive being in
intelligence, knowledge, wisdom, and
power-morally and spiritually. The
knowledge, wisdom, and power, being
the same in nature and character to
all the saved of all ages, necessarily
require that the means-gospel-by
which it is brought to man be and remain the same in all ages. The demands being the same wUh all willing
to be saved by the gospel, necessarily
demand that the plan in all its parts be
absolutely immutable. To the plan of
salvation then, as originally given to
the world, we must conform, or fail in
our efforts to attain to the salvation it
proposes.
Enter ye in at the straight gate: for wide
is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which
go in thereat: because straight is the gate,
and narrow is the way [not ways], which
leadeth unto life, and few there be that. find
it.-Matt. 7: 13, 14.

As the same fountain cannot send
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forth both sweet water and bitter, no I tive prophets in their wicked work
more can we expect that from the of corrupting the pure gospel faith,
immutable, eternal, impartial, in· and pushing it into obscurity; and so
finitely wise God will there issue two they divided the flock, and led the
or more streams of knowledge and saints away after them, as Paul prewisdom, and they be divergent and dieted. (2 Peter 2: 1.)
contradictory. It is impossible. No
To set aside the principles of the
more should we expect him to ordain gospel, wherein the saints should
as essential to man's salvation, in one have stood (1 Cor. 15: 1; Eph. 6: 15;
age, that which in another age he Rev. 12: 1), and substitute in its stead
would abrogate as being not essential human dogmas, was to remove the pilto salvation.
lars of faith on which the church was
· Kind reader, you may wonder why originally established, and open the
we hover so closely around the ideas way for changes in its organization.
of God's immutability and the conse- This was done in those centuries.
quent unchangeability of his gospel Prophets announced it beforehand;
plan. It is for the reason that just and subsequent history records the
here is where the great world has unerring fulfillment of their statemade its mistake. Admitting a change ments. The existence of so many
in the principles of the gospel law, or varied and conflicting theologies all
that it may vary in different ages, join in testimony to its verity. Inleaves the openings where deceptions deed it is because of this great aposhi:we entered in, and deceivers have tasy from God that then took place
taken advantage of mankind, and a that they exist at all. And they have
multitude of humanly constructed re- to fight the gospel that Jesus and
ligions and theologies have usurped Paul preached, or cautiously avoid it,
the place of the gospel, and crowded and keep their adherents in sweet and
it out from the attention of mankind, blissful ignorance of it, to exist at all!
for some centuries of our era. Chris- The more immediate result of that
tianity, original, has become such a move in the centuril?s mentioned, that
stranger to a large proportion of re- followed the remodeling of faith, was
ligionists, that they do not know it the breaking of the gospel covenant,
when presented, and they denounce it the "everlasting covenant," so called
as a delusion and imposition! They by Isaiah and Paul. (Isa. 24: 5, 6;
do this ignorantly, as did the ancient Heb. 13: 20.) And having broken the
covenant of God, and forfeited all
Jews, with the Bible in their hands.
For they that dwell at Jerusalem, and their right to his aid, and the guidance
rulers, because they knew him not, nor yet of the Holy Spirit, they sought the
the voices of the prophets which are read
help of earthly power, "and the earth
every Sabbath day, they have fulfilled them
helped the woman," or church. (Rev.
in condemning him.-Acts 13: 27.
12:
16.) And they, like ancient Israel,
It was through the false and deluwhen
desiring an earthly king, forsive idea that God's unchangeable gossook
the
Lord, and formed an alliance
pel law was variable and changeable,
with
the
kings of the earth. The
or that parts of it pertained to the
wings
of
a
great eagle, representing
apostolic age that did not pertain to
earthly
power,
were attached to the
future centuries, that during the
church,
or
woman.
This was largely
fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries hudone
by
vesting
the
earthly chosen
man philosophies and heathen dogmas
officers
of
the
church
with political
were allowed to corrupt the faith of
prerogatives.
the gospel-and such principles of
Of this period Mosheim, the histhe gospel as could not in any mode
of interpretation be made to appear to torian, wrote:The face of things began now to change in
harmonize with the philosophies and
the Christian Church. The ancient method
dogmas were laid aside as being no of ecclesiastical government . . . by imperlonger necessary. "Grievous wolves" ceptible steps, it varied from the primitive rule,
entered in among the church, "speak- and degenerated . . . . This change . . . was
ing perverse things, to draw away disci- soon followed by a train of vices. . . . Bishples after them." (Acts 20: 29, 30.) op's assumed . . . a princely authority. . . .
A throne, surrounded with ministers, exalted
Right in the church were ministers, above his equals the servant of the meek and
supposedly of Christ, who were ready humble Jesus; and sumptuous garments dazto aid and encourage the false, decep- zled the eyes and the minds of the multitude.
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THE
. . . Presbyters, who, neglecting the sacred
duties of their station, abandor:.ied themselves
to the indolence and delicacy of an effeminate
and luxurious life.-Part 3, third century,
(Chap. 2: verses 3, 4.)

I have italicised some words of this
quotation to direct attention thereto.
Notice the change referred to by this
writer, which he sa.ys occurred in the
church, and its government, and its
bishops, and elders.
These changes could have been permitted only under the deceptive idea
that the law governing the church
was changeable, or was abrogated,
and other man-made laws had a right
to usurp the place of the gospel.
When men or any body of men step
out from under the law and constitution, and refuse to be governed any
longer by them, and seek other laws
and government instead, men call
such rebels. What are such when refusing God's laws and government?
And will such be held guiltless by
him?
These changes and this great move
of those centuries resulted in the establishment of a great and quite universal
union of church and state, of twelve hundred and sixty years' duration! The
religious system was a mixture of
heathen rites, foolish ceremonies, human dogmas or doctrines,-a slight
sifting of Christianity in a greatly
perverted form,-and predominating
political domination, and a large
measure of superstition and ignorance.
It is represented to the Apostle John
in his vision (Rev. 17: 1-6), under the
allegory of a woman married to the
kings of the earth, "seated on a scarlet colored beast full of names of
blasphemy." The beast represents
the Roman government, under what
is called its Papal form. The woman
represents the religious church form
supported by the earthly government
-beast.
This union existed from
about 540 A. D., to 1800 A. D.-1260
years. The woman's name is seen by
the apostle, "Mystery, Babylon the
Great [who is Babylon the less?], the
mother of harlots and abominations of the
earth."
That does not eHher look or sound
like the name of •'the Bride, the
Lamb's wife," or the "kingdom of
God," or, "of heaven," or, "the
church of Jesus Church."
This
woma.n is a church. She is an ecclesiastical organization. She is the mother
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of harlots. Are these harlot daughters churches too?
A figurative
woman cannot be the mother of literal
women! Where are the ha::.fot daughters, reader? As a religious professor,
are you a member of one of this Babylunish family, or a member of the
kingdom of God? Which? The family
of Baby Ion is very richly and gorgeously arrayed with gold, pearls, scarlet, and precfous stones. "A golden
cup in her hand." The ''hand" is the
ministry; the golden cup is the bulls,
decrees, catechisms, creeds, articles
of religion, confessions and disciplines. And its contents-their contents - are the doctrines taught, or
the wine drank.
The cup was "full of abominations
and :filthiness of her fornication," and
with it the inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk." Infallibility
of the Pope in his religious office,
non-marriage of the ministry, sprinkling and pouring intead of baptism,
the sprinkling or christening of litGle
infants instead of the baptism of
penitent believers, and the doctrine
of selecting men to fill the various
offices in tbe church by the clergy
and the people, instead of being called
of God direct by revelation; together
with the putting of Popes, or presiding elders, or bishops at the head of
or as the highest officers in the different church organizations; or that
presbyters or elders are the chief
class of the officers in the church, instead Qf,-first apostles, then prophets,
then evangelists, then pastors or
presbyters, bishops, teachers, and
deacons,-as Paul says God arranged
his church or kingdom on earth; all
these, and many more doctrinal
points, not here enumerated, are all
traceable to that golden cup for their
origin in this world, not to God's
revelations. (See Matt. 16: 16-18; 1
Cor. 12: 28; Eph. 4: 8~14.) For all
those doctrines we are indebted to
the mother church and her daughter
churches, and not to the Bible.
AN EARNEST AND SPECIAL REQUEST.

BRETHREN AND SISTERS:-Are you
interested in_ the work being done by
the Board of Publication? Do you
believe the press to be a mighty power
for good or evil in these days of rapid
advancement along all lines of invention, thought, and action?

Have you noticed the recent reduction in the price of Autumn Leaves?
About the 20th of December our
holiday number will be issued, and we
do earnestly hope that each one who
reads this, and can truthfully answer
the above questions in the affirmative,
will send ten cents for a copy of the
holiday issue. The Board of Publication is making every effort to meet
the emergency of the close times.
Are you willing to do your part?
Send for this number, and when
you have carefully read its pages you
will be prepared to answer as to
whether you do or do not think the
content,s calculated 1o help the advancement of the truth. Then if honestly convinced that they are, is it not
your duty to come to the help of the
Board? What we need, and all that
we need, is an earnest, united effort
upon your part and the work is done.
The department of the Religio appeals especially to the young for support. Sr. Palfrey is doing her part
nobly, and without other compensation
thari comes from the consciousness of
work for a good cause faithfully and
conscientiously done. How many of
the young in the different locals are
entering into her labors with the determination of helping to increase the
circulation of the magazine, and by so
doing enlarge the sphere of its usefulness.
Tbe department of Current History
is of interest to every believer in the
latter· day gospel, and its vafo.e to the
young in helping them to see clearly
the lines between moral right and
wrong in a period of time when such
lines in many cases are almost oblitered, and in others very faintly defined, is simply untold.
During the coming year, Bro.
Hilliard has promised to contribute
occasional articles in furtherance of
the inspired and inspiring work which
he is now in his official capacity
presenting to the church. They will
be written especially for the Leaves,
and will not appear in other church
publications. And the articles of
Alexander H. Smith, embracing many
of his experiences in the ministry,
I will also be continued; while the
, chapters of Beatrice Witherspoon
become more deeply interesting with
each added one.
Think of it, saints, and answer if
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you can afford to miss all this when
it may be obtained for one dollar?
Other features of the magazine,
which because of their intrinsic value,
appeal strongly to the saiints for sup·
port, we will notice at another time,
when those who are not now subscribers shall have granted our earnest request to send ten cents to
Bro. Frank Criley for the January
number, or one dollar ($1.00) for a
year's subscription.
EDI'l'OR AUTUMN LEAVES.
LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 1, 1897.

ence ratify such act. Conference recommended that all the ministry give a certificate
of baptism to every one initiated into the
church. Resolved that the agent procure
certificate books for the ministry. Resolved
to dispense with the rule appointing a committee to determine the character of meetings during conference. Cook Harris was
ordained a deacon and D. W. Cook was ordained an elder. Preaching by Elders D.
W. Cook, T. W. Chatburn, and J. F. Henson. Vot,ed that all holding the priesthood
be asked to go forward in the discharge of
their duty.
The saints were tendered a
vote of thanks for entertaining visitors. Adjourned to Foundry Hill at call of district
president.

3onfBfBilCB JVHntl1B8.

MisGellaneolfs DepartmBnt

NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference was held October 9 and 10 at
Fremont, Nebraska; J.M. St.ubbart president,
R. H. Brown secretary. Branches reporting:
Omaha 237; 30 baptized, 6 received, 1 died.
Union 64; no changes. Lake shore 92; no
changes. Columbus 38; 3 received. Platte
Valley 56; 2 baptized, 4 rem.oved.. Blair 26;
no changes. Bishop's agent reported having
on hand from last report and received $113. 72;
expended $56.50; balance on hand $57.2~.
Elders reporting: J. F. Min tun baptized 20,
F. A. Smith baptized 34, W. A. Smith baptized 14, J. M. Stubbart, J. Ogard, N. Brown,
Bro. Boulson, Bro. Hudson; Priests W.
. Owens, R. Brown, Bro. Bilyne; Deacon Bro.
Palmer. A committee of three was appointed
to secure a district tent by May 15; J. M.
Stubbart chairman. Conference adjourned
to meet at Omaha, February 7 and 8, 1898.
Sunday school convention reported: Number of members enrolled 209; classes 15;
officers 20; Hopes taken 70; Qiiarterlies taken:
Senior 42, Intermediate 39, Primary 34.
Amount in treasury $21.04. J. F. Mintun
superintendent, Cora Scoins secretary pro
tern.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.

TENT NOTICE.

RELIGIANS, ATTENTION.
By the courtesy of the Sunday school people we are permitted to join them in their
Interstate Institute work, to be held at St.
Joseph, Missouri, December 26-29. An elaborate program has been prepared, which will
be carried out by a number of the officers and
other Religio workers. All Religians and
those interested in the work of the society
who can so arrange should make it a point to
be present. Look for program later.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
By action of the last General Conference
the fiscal year in church work ends with the
month of December, instead of March, as
heretofore.
It is therefore necessary that Herald Office
accounts be remitted for by the close of December, that the books may be balanced,
and examined by the committee appointed
by the conference.
Please favor us with early and full remittances of Herald, Leaves, Hope, and other
subscriptions, also of book accounts.
FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager Herald Office.

To the Saints of Oklahoma:-At our camp
meeting held in September, a committee was
appointed to raise funds and purchase a tent
for use in the missionary work. About $90
was subscribed to the fund during the meeting. The committee estimate that about
$120 will be required to purchase tent and
BORN.
equipments, such as seats, camp tent, etc.
COHRT.-At Smithland, Iowa, August 21,
All who can are requested to send in their
1897, to Bro. F. E. and Sr. Cora B. Cohrt,
mfte to assist in placing this tent in the field.
a son, and nam8d Erald Vernon. Blessed at
Money should be sent to the Bishop's agent,
home, August 29, by Elders H. 0. Smith, J.
Bro. S. J. Hinkle, Stillwater, Oklahoma, as
C. Crabb, and F. E. Cohrt.
the committee have arranged to have Bro.
BOWER.-At Smithland, Iowa, to Bro.
Hinkle receive and receipt for the tent fund.
William and Sr. Fannie Bower, August 22,
Send not later than February 15, so that tent
1894, a son, named William Mintun. April
can be purchased in time to begin early
13, 1897, a son, named Freddie Alma. Blessed
spring work.
August 29, 1897, by Elders J. C. Crabb and
Bro. Hinkle will also be pleased to receipt
F. E. Cohrt.
for tithes and offerings at any time, and we
JOHNSON.-To Bro. James and Sr. Harriet
hope that Oklahoma will not fall behind in
Johnson, a daughter, October 27, 1896, named
this department of the work.
Geraldine Henrietta. Blessed October 17,
C. R. DUNCAN,
~
w. s. MACRAE, Ccm. 1897, by Elder F. E. Cohrt.
EVANS.-To Mr. George and Mrs. Zenoba
R. M. MALONEY,
Evans, March 29, 1897, at Hannibal, Missouri,
a daughter, named Gretta Louise. Blessed
November 19, 1897, at Hannibal, by Elder J.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Northern California district conference A. Tanner.
will convene March 4 and 5, 1898, .at Santa
Rosa, at ten a. m. We hope to see the
Royal makes the food pure,
officials there with their reports, and also
wholesome and delicious,
the missionaries. I am in hopes that Bro.
Joseph Luff will be with us. Let the branches
hq,ve their reports in good order.
WM. NEWTON, Pres.

Conference convened with the Farmington
branch, November 13, 1897, at ten am.; T.
W. Chatburn president, A. J. Myers clerk.
Branch reports: Haleys Creek 35; gain 4.
Eagle Creek 34; gain 7. Foundry Hill 53;
gain 16. Caldwell 54; gain 31. Farmington
no report. Elders reporting: W. H. Griffin,
P. B. Seaton, S. Reed, ,T. W. Scott, M. L.
Sory, C. L. Snow baptized 4, J. F. Henson
NOTICES.
baptized 53, T. W. Chatburn baptized 5, J.
The Little Compton Branch of the ReorH. Adair; Priests D. W. Cook, R. N. War- ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
ren, E. P. Cook, W. F. Haines, H. Winches- Saints hereby gives notice that Charces E.
ter baptized 1; Teachers A. S. Snow, W. J. Briggs, failing to give in his license as a
Seaton, W. Oliver, J. A. Caldwell. Bishop's deacon of said branch, when requested by
agent's report: On hand last report $4. 75; vote of branch, also by ad vice of the missionreceived $202.15; expended $47.24; due church ary in charge, W. H. Kelley, giving no rea$159.66. D. W. Cook agent. Audited and sons for withholding it, and being unwilling
error of 32 cents found in favor of agent. Re- to act in the same, we therefore give notice
port, as corrected, accepted. Name of Cald- through the Herald that he is silenced as a
well branch was changed to High Hill. deacon in the church.
R~solved that the di8trict president select a
JOSEPH B. PE.ARCE, Pres.
vioo president as oounselor and thiil conferNELLIE WHALLEY, Sec.

I
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APPROPRIATE ALIKE !FOR ONE OR ALL.

A broad statement this, but one that is borne out by the facts.
Not only can you make such a present on such terms,
but in doing so you will be giving something that will
remain a source of delight and instruction to its fortunate owner for years to come. We have decided to
extend through the holiday season our remarkable ht=
troductory offer on the great

ME REFERENCE LIBRARY

in ten large handsome volumes, over

5,000 pages and
illustrations, which has recently been completed
after years of preparation and the expenditure of vast
sums of money. Our reason for this is that the sets
sold in this manner wiil be the most effective ad¥ertising
that we could give the regular subscription edition, which
be sold at $60.00 net.
Briefly, it is a gathering within the covers of one set of
books of all that usually goes to make up the "reference
comer" in any public or private collection of books.
Chief among the contents of the library stand the
3,000

wm

ENCYCLOPEDIA, ATLAS & DICTIONARY
necessities in every home, office, or school in the land.
But besides these, it includes Biographical Diction·
ary, Gazetteer of the United States, Dictionary
of Technical Terms, and other indispensable requisites
oi a working reference library.
is in itself worth
V
I I
iV
Ii
twice the price of
the whole library. It is par excellence the book of reference for every man, woman or student to have at his or
her elbow at all times for quick, ready reference. It is
the latest, best, most concise, yet thorough and accurate
encyclopedia extant, and the only one in existence
that is brought down to .September, 1897. It is
edited by John Clark Ridpath, LLD. It includes
comprehensive and reliable articles on The Cuban Rea
bemon, Klondike Gold fields, Moving Photogra·
phy, and other topics of live interest to-day. In all,
nearly 100,000 topics are treated, and these are
magnificently illustrated with thousands of engravings,
colored maps and charts.
comprises a handsome series oi
B
maps and charts, brought down to
date; IOO colored and 200 in monotint, which, for convenience sake, are scattered through the volumes of the
Encyclopedia, according to their alphabetical arrangement. Also hundreds of diagrams, sketches, battle
plans, portraits, etc.
i~th~workoftheripest
.:I lmgmsts of modern
times. It is au I.Unabridged, etymological, pronouncing,
literary, scientific and technical Dictionary of the English
language, and is an acknowledged authority both in England and America. The regular price of this great king
of books is $z4.oo. It comprises nearly 3,000 closely
. =-:----printed columns of words and definitions.
For advertising purposes merely, and to introduce this
COOD FOR A
grand work to the public, we have decided to place a
SHORT
few sets in each community at about onemth.ird of
the subscription price, and deliver the set complete
TIME ONLY.

Th '°' Elil"llcyc'""'ped=a

The At mas

The Dictionarv

OUR CREAT
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER.

UPON PAYMENT OF ONLY ONE

IDOLLAR,

the balance of the special reduced price being due in small monthly payments.
To show our entire confidence in the work and to insure you against any risk whatever, we further agree that
if, after keeping the set ten days and thoroughly testing it, you are not prJfectly satisfied, you are at liberty to return it to
us, and receive your money back.
and the complete set will be forwarded, at once, to any address you may desire. Unless otherwise
instructed, shipment will be made by freight, at purchaser's expense. Subsequent payments will
be at the rate of $1.50 monthly for fifteen months. Half Morocco and Full Sheep bindings can also be
supplied, the mon~hly payments being $2.00 and $2.50, respectively. To those who desire an extra durable and handsome binding, we strongly advise the selection of the Half Morocco style. We refer to this publication
. and the Garfield National Bank, New York City. Send 2-cent stamp for postage oh 40-page booklet of sample
pages, illustrations, etc., and further particulars regarding our wonderful Home Reference Library and its contents.

SEND 0 NE

DOLLAR

N0 W

THE STANDARD AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., 9-11 East 16th St., New York City,

Me;~;:r~
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TRADE

l!llARIUI~

DE:SBClllS,
COi?YIUCHTS &.o.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is

probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest a"ency fonecuring patents
tn America. We have a Washington office~
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recelff
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation Gt

il(J•~n~~~l~~.'n~P:~1'i!)r,} t~~l!~~
~K ON

p ATENTS sent free. Addrese

MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.

HARDWARE.
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIR:I, B'!O.

ONE POUND Of THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FARM~ A POUND_AND A HA.lf'
OF ANY OTHEliSTARCR.
~UFACTURE:D ONl.,)f SY

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furniah@l!I

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

19

!1.C.HUBINGER BRDS'C9
EOKUK.IOWA.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicacmPlll!i

WHAVEH.CO
TE

ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without"doubt
the greatest starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, conialn!ng neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powder. •

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.
TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

ORNO PAY.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
nse of Q,nit-To-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cnred hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No fJu:rei. No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.

CHEAP HOMES.
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now ie
the time to do so. I have properties that I
can sell you for less money than you can build
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A llouee In Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the kdo
nees center. It has six room•, a hall, and three cloN~
and Is conveniently arranged for a family of six or men
is warm as a winter house, and hll& good ventilation
uummer. Well and cistern at the door, i!.nd apple1
cherry, plum, and pea.ch trees on the two lots, whlc.11. 1111111
tile corner of a block. Address,
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni. iow111.

The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
THE ELLWOOD-COOPER
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL.
locations for business men than on the line of
The
purest in America. Virgin oil, quarts, $1. 25 per
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road bottle; second pressing, pints, 65 cents per bottle.
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See Packed and delivered at express office on receipt of price.
November 2 and 16, December 7 and 21 Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 'f(, l!l. MYERS, Druggist, Lamoni, Iowa.
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for freight and passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from River trunk lines, with each of which we
CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES,
date of sale. Burlington Route.
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at THE prices on the second volume of
tempting prices; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample territory and the Church History are the same a11
WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part settlers
to warrant good business. Additional for the first volume, as follows:payment on a well improved 80 acre farm
passenger service will soon be given which
two miles from Lamoni? Large buildwill add to the growth of the towns.
Cloth bound,, .......................... $1 00.
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly payThe towns between Des Moines and Cains- Cloth, leather backs and corners,. • • • • • 2 00.
ments on balance. Give full description
ville are particularly well located for Full leather, ........................... 2 00.
and price of your property in first letter.
business. Look them up. Write to the
D. F. Nicholson.
undersigned for additional information. See Full leather, gilt edges, ............... 3 "'
folder for map and lands.
Don't forget the different styleE
J. F. ELDER,
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
Gen. Pass. Agent. binding and separate prices of
SEER.
A. C. GOODRICH,
when ordering.
Paper covers ....................... $ 10
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.

1
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.

Vol. 44.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 15, 1897.

EDITORIAL:
CONTENTS:
J fulness for the immediate future of
Pres. Joseph Smith at Pittsburg ..... 789 Christianity.
Current theology for
Mormon Church Treachery · · · · · · · · · · 790 the last twenty years in Germany and
Not Dead ............................ 790
'
Cuba ... : ............................. 791 now in this country, it is said, has for
T~e IndiaIJs. · · ...... · · .. · · .. · · ....... 792 its watchword "Back to Christ," and
Tithes ............................... 792
"Mormonism in Austrialia" .......... 792 the main purpose of the article is to
ORIGINAL POE'l'RY'
. d'
h
In Memory of Sr. Lucy Terry ........ 795 Vlll icate t e truth of that phrase.
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
Dr. Strong writes:"Echoes from Palestine," ............ 796
,I t
ld
b k
C ·
' , oo, wou
go ac to hrist,
Program of the Second Annual Session of the Interstate Sunday School
but in a larger and deeper sense than
LETT:i:siii~~RTMENT; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 796 the phrase commonly bears. I would
Sisters' Work; Graceland College
go back to Christ, as to that which is
OR1m!1~~ii~ici,E"8:" · .......... · .... " 797 original in thought, archetypal in
Deception's Reign.-Part 2. No 4.. · · 7\i9 creation, immanent in history; to the
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS:
Interstate Sunday School Institute ... 803 logos of God, who is not only the omMISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT:
niscient Reason, but also the personal
A Word from the Board of Publication ................................ 803 Conscience and Will, at the heart of
Appointment of Bishop's Agents ..... 804 the universe.. , . I would go back to
b
I
Half Fare Permits .................. 804 Ch .
Special Notice ...................... 804
rist, ut
would carry with me
================., and would lay at his feet all the new
knowledge of bis greatness which
GOING BACK TO CHRIST.
A NEW and broad arena for the dis- philosophy and history have given.
cussion of tbe theological questions of I would reach the true Christ, not by
the day has been opened in The Ameri- a process of exclusion, but by a procan Journal of Theolog'y, a quarterly cess of inclusion. And this I claim to
issued by the University of Chicago be an application of the methods of
press.
In the first number of this science, when science possesses herself
periodical, just issued, announcement of all accessible facts and uses all her
is made that ''writers upon all theo- means of knowledge.
"We must judge beginnings by endlogical subjects and of every school of
theological opinion wil:l receive a wel- ings, and not endings by beginnings.
come." One definite limitation, how- Evolution only shows what was the
ever, is laid down, and that is that nature of the involution that went becontributed articles to be acceptable fore. Nothing can come out that was
must recognize the necessity of apply- not, at least latently, in the germ. I
ing scientific methods to the discussion must interpret the acorn by the oak,
of theological questions. Among the not the oak by the acorn. Only as I
contributors to the first number are know the glory and strength of the
Professor Bruce, of the Free Church mighty tree can I appreciate the meanCollege, Glasgow, who writes on ing and value of the nut from which
'•Theological Agnosticism"; Prof. it sprang. 'We can understand the
Charles A. Briggs, who discusses "The ameba and the polyp,' says Lewes,
Scope of Theology and Its Place in 'only by a light reflected from the
the University"; and President Strong, study of man.' It is only an applicaof Rochester Theological Seminary, tion of ·this method of interpreting
who reviews "Recent Tendencies in the germ by what comes out of it,
Theological Thougnt." Other contri- when Christian faith sees in Christ
butions are from Prof. Casper Rene the source of the whole modern moveGregory, of Leipsic, and Professor ment toward truth and righteousness,
makes his historic appearance upon
Menzies, of St. Andrew's, Scotland.
President Strong's article on the earth the beginning of a spiritual
drift of theological thought at the kingdom of God, and so recognizes
present time is of special interest be- him as divfoe Wisdom and Love incarcause of its indorsement of the pro- nate. I would go back to Christ; but
gressive school of thinkers and its I would let nature and humanity and
general tone of confidence and hope· the church tell the true nature of him
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from whom they all derived their being and in whorn they all consist."
Dr. Strong then proceeds to unfold
the thought that if we accept the story
of Christ's life on earth as told by the
Evangelists, a going back to Chr~st
must be a going back to a being of
supernatural power, a being whose
mission was not so much moral teaching as it was tbe dying for men's sins.
This view of Christ is affirmed also by
the later gospel writers, and especially by Paul, who asserted Christ's
resurrection as an indubitable factthe one fact indeed upon which Christianity itself is based. We cannot, it
is declared, strip Obrist of the supernatural and dogmatic elements with
which be clothed himself, and with
which Paul and John clothed him,
without depriving Christianity of its
very essence and leaving it without
authority and efficacy. Of those who
seek to do this, it is said:"They give us simple law instead
of gospel, and summon us before a ·
tribunal that damns us. To degrade
doctrine by exalting precept is to
leave men without the motive or the
power to obey the precept. The Al~
exandrian philosophy enabled Paul
and John to interpret Christ better
than this-it enabled them to see in
him the life of God, and so the life of
man. Not only the Alexandrian philosophy, bu tall subsequent philosophy
-yes, all science, all history, all arthas its part to play in enlarging and
classifying our conceptions of him.
And so we come to our proper task~
Let us go back to Christ, with the
new understanding of him which modern thought has given us. We propose to go back from deism to Christ
the life of nature; from atomism to
Christ the life of humanity; from externalism to Christ the life of the
church."
Dr. Strong sees a growing recogn,ition in the thought of the time of
Christ as the life of nature, and he
thinks that this will lead finally to a
complete accord between theology and
science. Proceeding on this point he
says:' 'Theology tells us the why, science
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tells us the how. We need have no I forced upon the understandings of
fear of evolution, for evolution is only men; and a refusal to accept it was
the common method of Christ, a considered an outbreak of the total
method, however, which does not fet- depravity of the human heart.
ter him, because his immanence in
"To-day one may travel for years
nature is qualified by his tran- from Calvinistic church to Calvinistic
scendence above nature. Immanence church without hearing, either in city
a.lone would be Ohrist imprisoned, as or country, one discourse, that has
transcendence alone would bA Christ been composed within thirty years,
A Few
banished. R9ason and faith are not which could be called an uncomproAmong Many
a.ntagonistic to each other."
mising indorsement of the statements
Choice Selections
Dr. Strong's hopeful and optimistic of these Standards. Nevertheless,
view of the theological situation is there is abundant material for impressthus emphasized in his closing para- : ive addresses on such an occasion, and
Postpaid to any address.
graph:the history of Presbyterianism has
"He who goes back to Christ as the been glorious in every field in which a
life and pJwar of G)d ca.n h;i,ve no church can effect the development of
doubt as to the issu '3 of the struggle civilization, even though a renaissance
between good and evil, truth and of the Standards is impossible."
error, for the secrets of all hearts
In a brief note, Christian Work (un- I
Volu'.11es t and 2:
are known to 0'.lrist, and he is the denomination. al) has this comment to Full leather, gilt edges, per vol., $3.00
.
black,
""
2.
50
omnipotent force that works for good make on the same subJect:""
""
library,
2.50
in human history. The solid globe
H If
2 00
"The very quiet manner in which
a
"
"
·
is in his grasp, and when our prayer the two hundred and fiftieth anni- Cloth "
"
1. 50
touches the hand that upholds the
western hemisphere, the other can versary of the completion of the
instantaneously answer that. prayer Westminster Confession has been
in India or in Japan. "-Literary Digest, celebrated in several localities is as
significant as the mere fact of the comNov. 27, 1897.
I
memoration itse1f.
n fact, it empha- Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
edges,
$2. 00
sizes more its historic than its religious Imitation morocco, gilt edges, - 1.25
CELEBRATING THE WESTMINSTER
aspect. And then it is undeniable Morocco grain russia,
1. 00
STANDARDS.
that the Confession has ceased to be Cloth,
.65
IN accordance with the recommenda- preached from the pulpits of the
TheSametion of their General Assemblies, country as it once was two and a half
North and South, the Presbyterian centuries ago. Then what has been
La:rge Type Edition!
churches throughout the country have called 'the Pauline theology' domi- Prices,
$1.50 and $2.00
recently been celebrating the two nated all Protestant Christianity.
hundred and :fiftieth anniversary of But the Episcopal Church has given
the completion of the Westminster it up, while the Methodists, who went
Standards. In an editorial comment- out from that body, never had it.
New, Revised Edition,
ing on this celebration The Christian This may not be subject for deep rewith Concordance:
.Advocate (Methodist Episcopal, New gret 80 long as a life-saving gospel is
Flexible binding, gilt edges, - $2.00
York) says:preached."-Literary Digest, Nov. 27.
Full leather,
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"if ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.
''Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 11!1,
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PRES. JOSEPH SMITH AT PITTSBURG.

IN last week's issue of the HERALD
reference was made to the favorable
newspaper articles which appeared in
connection with President Smith's
visit to the Iron City. We give herewith such press notices as have been
sent us. The first is from the Sunday
Leader of November 28; the second is
from a Pittsburg paper, name unknown;
the third is from the
Willoughby, Ohio, Independent, of
December 3. Willoughby is a few
miles from Kirtland, the birthplace of
President Smith and an important
point in the history of the church.
All these press notices indicate the
friendly influences for good that are
moving in behalf of the Reorganized
Church in its work of promulgating
the truth:A MORMON APOSTLE.
JOSEPH SMITH, THE HEAD OF THE
CHURCH, HERE.

He is the Son and Successor of the Noted
Founder of this Modern Sect-He Contends
Brigham Young was a Usurper and Perverter of the Original Tenets of the Church.
Joseph Smith, the bead of the Mormon
Church, is in Pittsburg. He bas been here a
week, but so unostentatious. bas been bis
coming that his presence bad not become
generally known only among his followers in
this locality.
He is stopping with a family of the name of
Smitb, but no relatives, at No. 807 Locust
Street, this city, where a Lead~r reporter
visited him last evening.
Mr. Smith's official position is president of
the ·Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, which is the title used to
distinguish it from the Brigham Young
church, which Mr. Smith designates as a
corrupted branch of the original Mormon
faith.
He is the son and successor of Joseph
Smith, the founder of the Mormon Church,
and contends that the tenets of the faith differ radical 'y from that practiced by the followers of Brigham Young. Principal among
t:!lese differences is the discountenancing

of polygamy, which Mr. Smith says was
never taught by the church, and was a later
institution of Young and his associates. Mr.
Smith's father with a brother, Hyrum, were
killed by a mob at Carthage, Hancock County,
Illinois, on June 27, 1844. They had been
arrested and were awaiting trial on a charge
of treason in connection with their teaching
the new faith, when they were seized by the
mob and put to death. Mr. Smith looks
upon this killing as a martyrdom. He says
the governor of Illinois was at Nauvoo, in
Hancock County, only eighteen miles distant, when the outbreak occurred at Carthage, and was counseling the people against
violence as the entire State was worked up
to a state of frenzy against the promulgation
of the new sect.
Mr. Smith was chosen to succeed his father
as head of the church in 1860, at a General
Conference held at Amboy, Lee County,
Illinois. He has since occupied that position,
and as such is looked upon by his followers
as the apostle of the church.
Although the church organization is not as
large as the Brigham Young branch, Mr.
Smith says it is more general in extent. It
has a membership of 45,000 communicants,
with a general membership, which embraces
children, of about 60,000. These are scattered all over the United States and Canada,
but the strongest following is throughout
Iowa and Missouri. There are five branches
embraced in the Pittsburg district, which
represents 187 communicants. The church
organization is of the primitive faith, consisting of a division of twelve apostles and
seventy teachers, with corresponding subdivisions. Each church directs its own local
affairs, but is dependent upon the central
body for spiritual direction. An epitome of
the belief held by the followers is contained
in the following brief summary of doctrine:[Here follows the Epitome of Faith.]
In referring to the question of plurality of
wives, as formerly practiced by the Mormons
of Utah, Mr. Smith said:
"This was never
taught by the original Mormons, and was
discountenanced by my father, who was the
founder of M0rmonism. It was not until August 29, 1852, that this was first promulgated
by Young, after he had assumed the presidency of the church in December, 1847.
After the killing of my father and uncle at
Carthage, Illinois, in 1844, no successor was
elected to him as head of the church. In the
spring of 1846 the feeling against Mormonism
became so strong that Young, with some of
his followers, agreed to leave the State, and
pushed into the west. In July of 1847, they
reached the valley of Salt Lake, where they
established themselves, and in December
following Young assumed the presidency of
the church without any legal authority from
the general body for so doing. Although
, this following had gradually adopted po-
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lygamy, it was not publicly promulgated
until 1852 by Young, and received by bis followers.
"The church discipline relating to the·
marriage state was never changed from the
original foundation on August 17, 1835, until
Young, without any action of the church,
took it upon himself to eliminate this entire
section."
Mr. Smith exhibited a copy of the book of
discipline, which contained the clause relating to this question, and is known as section
111, and reads as follows:[Here follows the article on marriage.]
Mr. Smith s.tated this was the requirement
under the original discipline, and the one
that is followed by the members of his
church. Although a law bas been passed by
the general government against polygamy
and it has apparently been observed by the
Mormons of Utah since 1871, Mr. Smith
asserted that it was his belief it was still
secretly practiced there. His belief for this
was that as the.·marriage ceremony of the
Mormons· of Utah was performed secretly it
was very easy for them to carry out this system of their belief.
Mr. Smith's present mission in coming to
Pittsburg is for the purpose of reviving the
faith of the old followers of the sect throughout this section. He says there were a number of followers of the original band of
Mormons who remained behind in this section of the country, and it is bis intention to
look them up and organize them. He says
there are a few living in Fayette and nearby
places. He could not say how long he intends
to remain in these parts. His headquarters
are at Lamoni, Iowa, where be edits the
Saints' Herald, which is the representative
publication of the church organization. He
is a man of patriarchal appearance, with a
flowing g,ray beard and hair almost snowy
white. He is about five feet eight inches in
height and of commanding presence. He is
slow but deliberate of speech and when once
started in conversation becomes very animated. His visit here, owing to the important position be occupies in the church, is
looked upon as an honored event by his fol·
lowers.
He will direct the church services to be
held to-day in the hall at 67 Fourth A venue.
The services will be held at 10: 45 this morning (Sunday) and 7: 30 this evening.
MORMON ELDER'S VISIT.

Joseph Smith, Head of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Elder Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Decatur
' County, Iowa, president of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and elde8t son of Joseph Smith, the original
"Mormon pro:phet," :yesterday addressed the
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Pittsburg branch of this body twice in the
hall at 67 Fourth Avenue. Mr. Smith said
last night that he was in Pittsburg "incidentally" while on his way from Canada on a
business trip to Washington, D. C., and
Richmond, Virginia, for whic.h points he will
leave to-day. He has been m Canada on a
missionary and evangelistic tour.
''The Reorganized Church of Mormons differs from the Utah Mormons," he said,
"mainly in that we do not believe in polygamy,
w.e do not accep~ the teachings or revelations
given out by Brigham Young, and we are opposed to the whole Utah philosophy. W-e
are aggressive propagandists, and number
about 45,000 members in the United States,
mostly in Iowa and Missouri, over 5,000 being
the increase last year. In Pittsburg thue
are 168 members of the branch under Elder
G. H. Hulmes."

place since the issuance of the manifesto can-1
NOT DEAD.
not be proven, but that at least a thousand
SAYS POLYGAMY IS NOT DEAD.
polygamous wives have given birth to chil' dren within the last year is beyond question. MORMON AGENT MAKES AN INTERESTING
STATEMENT NEAR BOSTON.
The foregoing telegram is from the
Chicago Tribune of Sunday, December BoS'rON, Mass., Nov. 17.-The Rev. Charles
R. Bliss, financial agent of Salt Lake Col·
· t d
h
·
h
5 · It IS
reprm e as S owmg OW lege, Utah, spoke in Franklin Street Congresome are compelled to regard the af- gational Church, Somerville, on the "Presfirmations, protestations, and policy ent Attitude of Mormonism." He said:"The American people misconceive the
of the Utah Church concerning the
nature and underrate the power of Mormonsubjects referred to.
Th D
t 1<T
ffi · ,
f ism. The position taken by many that
e esere .Lvews, o crn1 organ o polygamy is dead is not true. It is still practhe Utah Church, has used a large ticed by many prominent people in the
amount of its space in making expla- church, and is generally accepted by the
nations of official statements made by Mormon people as true in doctrine."
President Woodruff and othei· leading
The foregoing was cut by us from a
f th
h
h
h h d ·
Toronto,
Canada, paper, and is evimen o
e c urc , w o a given a
dently
making
the rounds of the press,
considerable amount of counsel upon
It is noticed by Pittsburg papers of Monday political matters at the late General and is having its effect.
We believe from experience that
George
that President Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Conference of that church.
Iowa, preached in that city last Sunday, tak- Q. Cannon, one of the Utah Presidency there is among nearly all those who
ing for his subject, "The church, and what it and Editor of the Juvenile Instructor, report for the press locally, or as a
believed." Mr. Smith has been in Canada,.
business, a disposition to seek for and
and is making a tour of the country in the has also given the political situation
interest of hi$ church. He i>' expected to some attention through the editorial chronicle whatever promises anything
One like sensationalism. and sometimes
spend some time with the brethren at Kirt- columns of that publication.
land before returning home.
other Utah paper, to our knowledge grossly exaggerate and misrepresent
has also had something to say on the men and bodies of men that may be
written of; yet, when from so many
subject.
MORMON CHURCH TREACHERY.
LEADERS IN A POLITICAL FIGHT AGAIN
The elections resulted favorably to sources items like the above find their
DESPI'.l'E RECENT PROMISES-PRACMormon candidates, creating a strong way into print, we can but think that
suspicion in the minds of many in the men who are representing Utah
TICE OF POLYGAMY.
SALT LAKE, Utah, Dec. 4.-[Special.]-James Utah and in the States that the atti- Mormonism are either very careless
Charles Bowen, a member of one of the tude of the church was still one of ac- in statement, are very easily misunteachers' quorums of the Mormo.n Church, tivity in political matters, as in days derstood, or there really has been no
has been disfellowshipped because at the past before Statehood was secured.
honest abandonment of the practice of
recent school election he worked for E. B.
plural
marriage in Utah.
The
attitude
of
the
church
in
the
Critchlow, a non-Mormon, and against
The protestations made by all leadcase of Moses Thatcher, candidate for
Charles W. Symons, a Mormon.
The action of the quorum has aroused much the United States senatorship, and in ing Mormon speakers during the poindignation, not only among tbe non-Mormon other instances, has strengthened the litical campaign which ended in Utah
population, but also among the more liberal- opinion of many, who in harmony with becoming a State, were calculated to
minded Mormons, who believed that when
the late manifesto was issued, the principal the statements of the article given make the impression on the public
theme of which was tbat the Mormon Church above, have been obliged to conclude mind that there was a genuine intenwas out of politics, it meant what it said. that the church still adhered to the tion on the part of the church in Utah
For a year or more past, however, there have practice of influencing the trend of to conform to the laws of the United
been indications of treachery on the part of political matters.
States and abandon a practice that
high officials in the Mormon Church. 'l'his
had so long been a bone of contention
The
statement
concerning
polygawas apparent at, the late city election, and
and
a serious objection to Utah bemous
practices
will
be
noted
as
signithe recent action has clinched the belief
with many who hesitated long ere they ar- ficant.
Some in position to know coming a State in the union of States.
rived at that conclusion. The Salt Lake have averred that plural wives contin- If the statement of Rev. Bliss is corT,.ibune, once a bitter foe, but latterly very
ued to present their liege lords with rect, then there is a sufficiently open
friendly toward the Mormon Church, reoffspring,
as of yore.
As has been practice of plural marriage in Utah to
ferring to the matter, says:stated,
it
is
impossible,
or
nearly so, be known to those not in the church,
"Utah is never going to be a slave State.
That question was decided in 1865, so far as to ascertain if polygamous marriages which would indicate that leading
the bodies of men are concerned, and that are still celebrated, inasmuch as when men in the prominent circles of the
kind of slavery is not half as degrading as the
such ceremonies were performed, they church who were either not in earnest
slavery of the soul."
were
performed in secret. But in promising the American public that
It now but remains to see what action will
whether
celebrated or not, it seems the pract,i.ce would be abandoned, or
be taken by the high officials of the Mormon
Church. Unless an order to reinstate Bowen manifest that the practice of polygamy they are openly disregarding the
be issued the idea that the Mormon Church is by no means abandoned by some pledges made and are violators of the
is still in the saddle politically, as well as
plurally married before issuance of laws.
spiritually, will be generally accepted by
President Woodruff's so-called maniNo people can expect to secure and
those who wish to believe otherwise.
retain the confidence of the public
That any polygamous marriages have taken festo.
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who do not keep their pledges made
to the public when asking favors; or
who systematically violate the faith
reposed in them. Because of this, if
leading men in the Utah Church are
still practicing plural marriage, or
living in family relations not in accordance with the monogamic institutions of the country, there is grave
reason to doubt the sincerity of those
men when making the plea for admission and asking the people to have
confidence in their protestations of
loyalty to the country. We regret to
think the statement to be true, notwithstanding the fact that we as
in di vid uals, and our people as a church,
are at open hostility to the Utah
Church on the subject of plural or
polygamous marriage as a church
dogma, and the questions of theory,
practice, and organization in church
succession and government. Whether
they will give us the credit to believe
this, or disbelieve, it is not the less
true that we should very much prefer
to have that people absolutely free
from suspicion and blame in the matter stated by Rev. Bliss.
CUBA.

IT is hard to think that President
McKinley, now the "first gentleman"
in the United States, should hesitate
to give some sort of aid iwd countenance to the Cubans so gallantly fighting for the right of freedom from
tyranny and oppression, to be extended to them in the hour of their
greatest need. It would almost seem
to be the proper thing to do, to i:ecognize Cuban independence and then
find the way to do it afterwards.
When the American colonies were
struggling against the huge odds
brought to bear upon them, France
gave us recognition, and from Frenchmen we received substantial aid, not
the least of which was the moral
presitige to be obtained by recognition
itself. It is a poor recompense to the
spirit of liberty for the Republic to
now hold back when the same principles are at stake as were the prize for
which the Revolution was fought out
to the end.
The Cubans ought never to accept
autonomy in any form under Spanish
rule. They have struck for independence and life, state life, national
life, and ought not to accept any-
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thing less. The conduct of Spain,
its traditional and historical policy,
its institutions, its government all
warn the struggling heroes not to
trust the promises made by a proverbia11y treacherous nation. Had it not
been for the treacherous treatment of
a crowned head, Cuba had been free
within a quarter of a century after
the American Republic became a fact.
No crowned head is to be trusted in
conditions like those under which
Cuba is struggling for her freedom.
Cuba Free, may well be the Cuban
watch cry.
Cuba Free, should be
every patriot's wish and prayer.
Let it be open to hope that no paltry
commercial policy, or supposed possible loss of a few millions of dollars to
American merchants, bankers, or
speculative syndicate shall be permitted to dictate the course to be pursued in the settlement of a question
of such probable import to the world,
as the success or failure of the Cuban
effort for freedom is, and must be.
It has been said of them that they
are not qualified to rightly govern
themselves if they were free. Perhaps not. But we do not believe the
suggestion. Not until the experiment
had been tried did it dawn on the old
world that the colonies could govern
themselves. Not until the Cubans
have been allowed to try the experiment of self government is it just to
say they cannot. There may be some
fa,ilures; but there follows after the
long fight to be free a new spirit and
sense of manhood, which enriches the
soul of the freeman, and gives him a
new fitness for citizenship, and under
the cegis of liberty men take on new
elements of statesmanship that enable
a downtrodden race to rise to the con·
ditions of self government easily and
successfully. Besides this, if the
United States were but once to drop
the hindering bars now preventing
the outburst of American love for
freedom and sympathy for the op·
pressed, there would flow into that
island such a host of freemen willing
and able to spend money and life for
the establishment of the principles at
stake that freedom for Cuba won,
would furnish valuable aid in political government in numbers who
would remain, help develop, and
grow up with the reconstructed country. Sadly as the country must now
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be wasted by the cowardly, cruel
methods of a military despot to overcome by doubtful and brutal measures where he failed to conquer in
open warfare, twenty-five years of
peaceful independence would present
a splendid instance of rehabilitation,
both in an established government and
a physically redeemed land. The
wonderfully productive elements of
earth, and air, in that land of almost
fabled fertility would cover its now
devastated fields with smiling plenty;
none but the spots where men fell
:fighting for their rights, or the places
where the innocent victims of a tyrant
Governor General lie in heaped and
unconsecrated graves would remain as
marks which would identify the land
and the period where and when Freedom fought and won again the victory over cruelty, superstition, wrong,
and oppression. As a patriot we sympathize with and have hope for Cuba.
THE HERALD editors receive quite a
number of newspaper articles containing false statements concerning the
church and its faith, which they are
requested to correct. It is impossible
for them to prepare replies for all
such matter, either for publication in
the secular press or in the HERALD.
It is right, of course, to seek correction through the publications issuing
such matter; but the editors lack the
time necessary to correct all such
sensational statements. Competent
brethren in the fields or in the local
work in localities where such items
appear can often find opportunity to
refute such misrepresentations, when
they deem it necessary to do so. We
say "competent" brethren, for the
reason that we believe such work
should be done, as in public discussions, by those called and qualified to
advocate and vindicate the work. Occasionally it may be necessary to an·
swer such matter through the
HERALD; but not often. It is often
a burden tci our readers, as it must
include reproduction of stale false·
hoods that have been answered re·
peatedly, in order to refute them.
We believe such matter ought to be
corrected whenever possible, but
where it cannot be done by direct reply,- through the paper publishing,
-it will be done in time through the
~rqwth of the WQrk 1 by the influence
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for truth it is exerting and which it is
destined to exert more widely. Saints
grounded in the truth will not be
moved by falsehood. Others lacking
experience in the work may be disturbed to a degree by such matter,
but with a little reflection will discern
the spirit actuating the writers and
the manifest incorrectness of their
statements, or both. All, we know,
desire vindication of the truth. Send
us the items as they appear and we
will make such mention as seems
necessary.
THE INDIANS.

I prayed and none obeyed the

temporal
law, the work would come to a standstill. It moves in proportion to the
willingness of God's people - his
agents--in doing their part. Will not
. prayer be more effectual if accompanied by active obedience to all demands
of the law? It evidently will, for the
Lord has said concerning the payment
of tithes, "Try me, and prove me
herewith"; that is, in effect, pay your
tithes and see the manifest results in
blessings that shall follow. We suggest that we all pray, attend church,
and pay to the Lord the reasonable and
just proportion of our temporal means,
that the demands for service and the
necessities of the elders' families be
supplied. It is written that "the will·
ing and obedient" shall receive the
rich blessings of God; also that, "To
him that knoweth to do good and
doeth it not, to him it is sin." Those
who have the work at heart are "anxiously engaged in a good cause."

FROM the November, 1897, report of
Secretary Bliss of the Interior Department:The total Indian population of the United
States, exclusive of the New York Indians and
the five civilized tribes, approximates 177, 178,
located on 177 reservations, which contain
approximately 33,404,837 acres. Of these
4,545 have accepted allotments of land which
aggregate about 644,147 acres ....
No government for the Indian Territory
will be satisfactory until Congress shall provide for the establishment of a single uniform THE .Advocate of Peace, a publi.cation of
system for the entire Indian Territory that the American Peace Society, in its
shall place all its inhabitants in possession of December number urges that pastors
the rights of American citizens.
and churches cobperate to observe
Sunday, December 19, as "Peace SunTITHES.
day." It says:IT IS the office work of the Spirit of
We appeal to all our friends everywhere
truth to direct, admonish, move upon, ... to call the attention of pastors to the
and lead the disciple into all truth. subject and try to secure the preaching of
It may direct him to avoid temptation, sermons on peace and arbitration .... The
forces which make for discord and war were
to be prompt in church attendance, to never more restless and aggressive than now.
pray vocally and in secret, or, it may
admonish him to pay his tithing, that
while he may be in position to rejoice THE Western Passenger Association
in the truth, t.he message through the authorities have sent us printed matpreaching of the elders may also be ter in evidence of what is being done
extended to others. To none of the by representative railway men, manuthings enumerated should the follower facturers, and merchants to secure
of Christ be indifferent or disobedient. the passage of anti-scalping laws by
It is just as necessary to pay tithing the various State Legislatures and
as to pray, to speak in the social the Congress of the United States.
meeting, or to attend church service No less an organization than The
of any kind. Some lines of duty affect National Merchants' and Travelers'
the individual only; others are farther- Association, with a membership of
reaching and affect others, showing 60,000, scattered mainly throughout
that the spirit of the gospel is de- the West, is heartily cobperating with
signed to make all who receive it authorities of land and water transcoworkers for good in behalf of per· portation lines to suppress the evil.
sonal salvation and the redemption of The Chicago 'Times-Herald and other
man universal. It may be easier to prominent dailies are supporting the
pray than to pay; nevertheless, both movement. Its published articles inlines of effort are essential to the elude long lists of business firms who
· · d ·
·
1
prosecution of the work of God. Some h ave Jome
.
.
.m
. tl::tIS mora .crusade
.
are praying without paying, but the agamst illeg. it1mate and unprmc1p.led
spirit of the gospel requires both, If all 11'.j.ethods that have become so glaring

in the business carried on by many
ticket scalpers. The scalping evil has
therefore been attacked by the very
parties it has claimed to directly and
peculiarly benefit.
Railroads have
their rights in common· with other
business organizations and public
servants.
It is no less a crime to
deal unfairly with them than with an
individual. Wise anti-scalping legislation is needed among other reforms.
"MORMONISM IN AUSTRALIA."

BRO. GOMER R. WELLS has found it
necessary, in common with his brethren in other mission fields, to call public attention to the diverse character
of the Reorganized and Utah churches,
in the prosecution of his work:MORMONS IN AUSTRALIA.

To the Editor of the Evening Nrows; Sir:-I

read with interest in one of your recent issues
a statement under the above caption. Permit me to point out that there are two separate and distinct bodies of Latter Day Saints:
The one with headquarters in Utah, U. S. A.
(commonly called Polygamous Mormons), and
the other with headquarters in Iowa State,
the very heart of America. The latter are
known as "Reorganized" Latter Day Saints,
and claim to be the original, true Latter Day
Saintism. They set up the claim of being
the first church in all Christendom which
sent missionaries to Utah to convert the followers of Brigham Young from the error of
their way. In the article above referred to
it is remarked t1at "some of the Christian
sects which at the present day deservedly
claim general respect were originally associated with enthusiasts, whose zeal took the
most extravagant and dangerous shapes."
The Anabaptists are cited as an example, and
the writer then suggests that Mormonism
may experience a similar transformation.
It is interesting to know that the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints has been
contending for the last twenty or more years
that originally the church contained nothing
"dangerous," though to other religionists it
might have appeared "new" from a doctrinal
standpoint. They claim as a fact that not
until years after the organization of the
church, and eight .years after the death of
Smith, was anything hurtful or frightful introduced-and then by Brigham Young,
after he led a section away to Ut,ah in the
far west of America. Tbe other section repudiated these innovations from the first, and
moved right on upon the original principles;
but for purposes of property and distinction
in print they were compelled to prefix the
term "Rc"Organized" to the name of the
church. If your readers will turn to the
"Gov~rn.ment G~zette" N:w South. 'Yales:
also Directory, they will see m1111sters
names registered under such a head.
. . in
· ma tt ers of
I1 A recen th'1g h cour t de01s10n
property in United States, America, sustains
the contention made by the original or Re·

I

I

I
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THE
organized Saints. The line of distinction is
being recognized more generally throughout
America, and the churches in Australia are
hopeful that the facts will be more fully
known here at no distant day. Representatives of both churches are now in Australia;
but the Brigbamites peremptorily refuse to
meet the representatives of the Reorganized
Cburch in debate upon the points at issue,
which is very suggestive. There seems to
be a movement back towards original Mormonism by the apostate section in Utah.
The writer met three missionaries from Utah
lately, and they stated they were not willing
to defend Brighamism. The Reorganized
Church claim some credit in having brought
about this change of policy. This body
claims a membership of over five hundred in
New South Wales and Victoria. They have
aeveral chapels in Syii.ney and Newcastle,and claim that they are here to stay. Yours,
etc.,
A. READER.
-S.1.Jdney, N. S. W., Evening News, September, 25, 1897.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. w. J. SMITH, Detroit, Michigan,
December 1 :A Mr. Small is publishing a book giving an
account of the various religious denominations of t,he United States, and I have been
corresponding with him for some time, and
think I will succeed in getting a proper
statement of our faith in his book. He has
ordered a copy of the Book of Mormon. I
have been in Cincinnati for about three
weeks and think my work there was productive of good in that I have succeeded in heading off the work of the ULah Mormon
missionaries. A number who were almost
persuaded to enter their ranks now turn
from them in disgust because of their belief in polygamy; their doctrine that Adam
is God; blood atonement; Utah Llion; etc.,
etc.; all of which they kept in the dark and
evaded answering when interrogated con·
cerning them, until I exposed them publicly.
At the close of my lecture some said: "Well,
I am done with Utah Mormonism." These
people are now investigating the claims of
the Reorganization, and I think, in time, a
good work may be done in Cincinnati with
proper effort. In conversation with Elder
Davis, missionary in charge of the Utah
Mormon mission there, he said to me when
pressed by statements in "the books," "I don't
care what the books say; I have received a
testimony of our work." Of course I called
attention to the fact that the disciples of
Prince Mike or G. J. Schweinfurth had also
testified to having received "testimony" to
the truthfulness of their claims, but that
testimony which was not in harmony with
the law was to be rejected. "If tbey speak
not according to this word," said testimony
is not to be relied upon. The elder became
indignant when I pressed him with the above
rule. Two of the Mormon elders listened to
my lecture on Mormonism the 21st inst., but
made no attempt to controvert my arguments
while in my presence, but afterwards, I
learn, they called it merely "slinging mud."
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the work, including the character of
Joseph Smith the Martyr, against
work being done by Utah elders. As
usual the latter declined to enter upon
a public investigation of questions involved.
The Gospel Trurnpet, published at
Grand Junction, Michigan, in its issue
Bro. William Newton, Santa Rosa,
for November 4, contains an article on
California, November 29:Mormonism, in which the faith is atI have just returned from Modoc County,
tacked,
from a doctrinal standpoint,
Big Valley, where I have been laboring for
the last ten weeks with Bro. Barmore. We in a unique way. Could not some of
have got the Mountain Home branch in good our Michigan representatives secure
working order. I baptized seven while there. insertion of a correction in reply?
Bro. Peter Petersen, of Nubel, The Gospel Trumpet, we notice, is
Grawenstein, Slesvig, North Ger- trumping up ''another" gospel and
many, writes November 10, concerning giving an "uncertain sound."
a Scandinavian tract he has written
Word from Englishville, Michigan,
and has on sale:through Bro. F. E. Wood, December
I do hereby inform the Scandinavian 5, describes the efforts of saints there
prople in our church that for twenty cents in
to contend for the faith against oppostamps I will send my tract;, "God answers
sition from a traveling ''evangelist,"
prayer."
so-called, and his friends. The people, those among them willing to see,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
were made acquainted with the faith
BRO. B. S. SHOUP, of Eldon, Iowa, and became friendly to it. Bro. J .. M.
writes of blessings received by mani- Baggerly was preaching in a schoolfestations of the Spirit in the church house near by. Bro. Wood relates a
by which he has been strengthened dream of a good colored brother who
and confirmed in the truth. As a saw the letters "G. P.," and interphysician he commends to the saints preted them to mean "Go prGach;"
an observance"of the Word of Wisdom, but was nonplussed when told they
by obeying which he has been blessed might mean "Go plow." He thinks
in body and in mind. Bro. Shoup ex- many of the passing evangelists might
presses both in word and by remit- do well to rightly interpret their calltance of means for the church his love ings, inasmuch as they deny many
for the cause.
plain gospel teachings of the Christ.
The Harrison County News of the
The late Sunday school association
3d, published at Missouri Valley, minutes of the Northen Michigan disIowa, calls attention to the work of trict gave the Boyne City school as 5
the Reorganized Church in its opposi- instead of 50. Please note that the
tion to the policies of the Utah organi- school at Boyne is half a hundred
zation.
strong in the good work.
The Editors acknowledge receipt of
Sr. Laura E. Fuller, an aged widow
various newspapers and~_clippings, of of a Union soldier, living fifteen miles
value in connection with:the history south of Escanaba, Michigan, earof passing events and developments, nestly desires that some of the minisof interest to those who note the signs try labor in that region. Her address
and incidents of the age. Marked is, Ford River, Michigan, where she
copies of articles helpful in the gen- lives on about forty acres of land,
eral work are always acceptable.
which she wishes to sell, that she may
Sr. Nettie Martyn, Byrneville, In- move near saints and be comforted by
diana, writes of her conversion to the them in her old age. Who could aid
truth, from another faith in which her in selling her property?
she had been traditioned. She enjoys
Receipt of letters is acknowledged
the privileges and blessings of the from Bro. E. Wilsey, Wathena, Kansas;
gospel and has been confirmed by Sr. H. G. Nickerson, North Plymouth,
manifestations of the Spirit of light. , Massachusetts, and others, all exBro. F. M. Slover writes of his! pressing confidence in the work and
labors at Kibbie, Illinois, December 1, II recounting the ~oodness of the Master.
where he found it necessary to defend Sr. Nickerson pleads that sacrifice be
I expect to remain home for a short time, as
I am not well, my nerves being in such a condition that I am able to sleep but very
liLtle, and hence need some rest. Bro. and
Sr. Riggs were very kind to me while there,
and arn ever willing to aid in getting the
work before the people. They have my kindest regards for assistance furnished me while
there.

1
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made in the interest of the poor and
the spreading of the gospel.
According to the Boston Post of the
21st ult., sent us by Bro. M. C. Fisher,
that aristocratic center of wealth and
culture has been surprised by "a
Mormon invasion," Elder H. H. Kinsman with a corps of missionaries from
Utah having opened mission headquarters for New England, in Howard
Street, Cambridge. The same journal
also gives an account of one "Professor Morrison," ''Boston's Prophet,"
who claims that he has been anointed
with the spirit of Elijah to interpret
scripture; but, as the people do not
appreciate free religious privileges,
he asks the modest sum of $500,000
for his services as interpreter of difficult passages. The Modern Athens
is having its share of religious attractions, and the usual confusion reigns,
there as elsewhere.
A personal letter from Bro. J. W.
Wight indicates that some of the Utah
Church membership are becoming interested in the faith and claims of the
Reorganized Church. He was hopeful of better opportunities for reaching
the people; however, he had not yet
heard from his challenge to that body,
with reference to B. H. Roberts in
particular, published in the Salt Lake
Tribune and Herald.
Bro. Jacob Waltenbaugh writes of
labor done in the Northeast Missouri
district in company with Brn. William
Summerfield, C. A. Brown, and others.
There bad been sufficient opposition
to give life and tone to their efforts,
causing some to investigate. Elder
Briney, a former opponent, had lectured against the work at Higbee;
local brethren looking after the matter. He requests prayer in behalf of
Bro. Samuel Smith, who is sorely
afflicted with paralysis.
A copy of "Evanelia Lost," a duet
for soprano and tenor, words by J. Cole
Moxon, music by W. H. Leib, and
published by the Ensign Company,
has been sent us. The number is issued in up to date form in every
respect and is illustrated by .a fine
engraving of the Evanelia lying at
anchor.
The Omaha Bee, of the 5th, contains a large illustrated supplement, a
birds'-eye view of the Transmississippi
Exposition, to open at Omaha, June 1,
1898. The number and dimensions of
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Government and State buildings and but denies being moved by a policy of
the general plan and scope of the Ex- conquest.
position indicate that its magnitude
A Berlin dispatch recounts the setwill be in keeping with the area and tlement of the Haytian affair: A
interests of the great West. Thanks German war vessel cleared for action
to Bro. E. Rannie, Jr., for the paper. in the harbor of Port au Prince; a dipA clipping from the New York\ lomatic request for delay was refused
World (date not given) describes the and half an hour before the stipulated
wonder-workings of one Professor time expired the indemnity ($30,000)
D--, a so-called "God-gifted healer." was presented; the Haytian governThe item avers that the person named ment's letter of apology arrived
has effected marvelous cures by the shortly afterwards; the German flag
laying on of his hands "by means of was also saluted.
the life-giving current of his magnet·
German marines and sailors with
ism." The article looks like an machine guns entered the city of
advertisement.
However, what is Kiao-Chou, eighteen miles from the
claimed for such characters as the bay, and took possession of the city
party named is by no means realized; walls and gates, the Chinese troops
some may receive a measure of relief retreating as the Germans advanced.
at their hands, but quite often it is The naval force is the largest ever
but momentary, or more imaginary sent by the German government bethan real. And, persons thought to yond European waters.
be healed often have found themselves
French troops have occupied the
under an influence worse than the dis- capital of Borgu, West Africa, claimed
ease from which they suffered. In the by both France and Great Britain.
kingdomofGodfaithandrighteousness The London St. James Gazette anare prerequisites to spiritual blessings, nounces authoritatively that the govand they are sure, beneficial, and bless ernment does not expect trouble with
in body and in mind. It is not so of France regarding the Upper Nile rethe work of some of the so-called gions, France having agreed to achealers at least; and it is questionable cept the situation.
if any of them do the afflicted a partiSofia, Dec. 7. - Alarming news
cle of good. 'l,hat they do much harm comes from Macedonia. The Albaniis beyond successful question.
ans are reported to be committing
Pope Leo is said to be about to an- great excesses at Debra, Kitcheoo,
nounce the transfer of the University and surrounding districts. The local
of Washington from the propaganda authorities are powerless. Wholeor missionary control to the congre- sale persecutions and arrests of Bulgation of Studies, thus ranking the garians by 'rurks are also reported
United States on a level with the from the Bulgarian frontier, The
Catholic countries of Europe.
news has caused great excitement.
The Italian ministry has resigned.
Rioting continues unabated in the
The former Premier, the Marquis di city of Bucharest; the mob is 20,000
Rudini, has been intrusted with the strong. The German theaters are
task of forming another ministry.
placed under military protection.
Another conspiracy in Guatemala is Emperor William places the blanie
reported. Should we fail to make upon the city officials and says the
mention of all Central American up- disorder cannot longer be tolerated.
risings the remainder should be taken
A German expedition on the west
for granted.
coast of Africa has been driven back
Pope Leo is in poor health.
by a warlike tribe, the ''Mboulies."
The German government bill for A German war ship with troops is
increase of the navy caused a spirited enroute to reinforce an expedition
discussion in the Reichstag among being organized to punish the natives.
the opposing political elements. It is
According to a Bombay dispatch
significant that one member denounced the British punitive expedition in
it as the "outcome of personal rule." India will cease its military operations
The government urge:;; the need of a until spring.
large navy to act with the great
Discussion of the celebrated Dreyfus
powers and to protect the interests of case in the French Chamber of Deputhe fatherland at home and abroad, ties and Senate caused such excite-
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l'.nent and demonstrations as to lish articles similar in tenor. Spanish
threaten the resignation of both the advices claim a slight victory over the
· · t
mm1s
ry an d p res1"d ent F1 aure. T roops I f orces of G eneral Gomez in the Sanct1·
were stationed in the streets of Paris j Spiritus district.
The Cubans are
to preserve order. The ministry was concentrating their forces for a forfinally sustained.
midable demonstration against the
Vienna, Dec. 8.-It is expected Em- city of Havana. Madrid advices of the
peror Francis Joseph will sho~tly 9th :report Premier Sagas ta as stating
issue decrees prolonging for a year that Spain will defend her honor
the status quo between Austria and should the United States interfere.
H
• ungary regarding the sharing of im- The press continues to urge addiperial expenditure, budgetary, 1md tional preparations to meet the Ameriother essential matters. The govern- can government's intervention. The
ment is continuing the negotiations insurgents have recently captured a
for a settlement of the language q ues- Spanish fort, at Port Caimanero. The
tion. Owing to fears for the safety of organ of the Italian government prethe German members the meeting of diets American intervention should
the Bohemian diet was postponed.
Spain fail to pacify Cuba, and states
St. Petersburg, Dec. 9.-Through- that European sentiment would justify
out Russian Asia. there is general such step.
unrest among the Moslems. It is
The German war department has
attributed to the exaggerated reports given orders for the immediate reof the Turkish victory over the "great armament of all forts along the fronGreek empire" which have spread tier of Russia. The expense will be
through the length and breadth of the enormous. The government regards
continent. The authorities even fear it a matter of extreme urgency.
that the revival of brigandage recently
Subscribe for the HERALD with the
noticed in the Caucasus is directed new year; price $1.50.
almost solely against the government
The New Castle, New South Wales,
officials, and the unprecedented phe- Herald, of October 23, sent us by Bro.
nomenon of Georgians displaying Gomer R. Wells, contains an item
hostility towards Armenians has be- from Hamilton, giving an account of
come manifest. The danger is so the marriage of Bro. Wells to Sr.
serious that a conference of Caucasian Adelaide M. Pascoe on Thursday, OcGovernors has been convoked to con· tober 21; Elder John Kaler officiating,
cert measures of pacification. Trav- Elder C. A. Butterworth giving away
elers in Central Asia report an the bride, in the absence of her father.
extraordinary ferment among the The HERALD extends congratulations,
Moslems of different races. They are and best wishes for the future hapsinking their mutual animosities and piness and usefulness of this worthy
declaring that they are first of all couple. Bro. Wells is. the third
Mohammedans, with the Sultan as American missionary to acknowledge
their common chief. It is evident and pay tribute to the worth and atthat the slightest pretext would suf- tractiveness of Australia's fair daughfice to bring about an uprising, and to ters; and the church has shared with
plunge Russia into the same state of them in the increased usefulness their
troubles as India.
choice bas brought.
The bubonic plague is adding to the
miseries of the concentrados in Pinar
Del Rio Province, Cuba. The editor
of the Madrid El Heraldo is reported
as stating that Cuban autonomy will
fail. Spanish troops have been sent
to portions of Spain where Oarlist
agitation is said to prevail. El Imvarcial publishes a strong editorial
criticising President McKinley's mes.sage and urging heavy expenditures
in increasing the navy that Spain may
be prepared to meet American inter:ierence in Cuba. Other papers pub-,
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IN MEMORY OF SR. LUCY TERRY,
DIED AT ADRIAN, lLLINOIS, SEPTEMBER 15, 1897.
0 tllou immortal spirit, mild and lovely,
So soon to paradise to pass away,
While yet the dawn of youth shone bright
above thee
And fio;ers of promise bloomed auspiciously!
Among the saints on earth in deeds of kindness
Werepassedthygoldensummers,seventeen;
WHO

Now thou hast left this dreary realm of
blindness,
And gone to reign with saints above, a
queen.
To all you met your ways were kind and
gracious;
You kept the faith through all the world's
rough strife,
And now within those mansions, fair and
spacious,
You'll find the crown of everlasting life.
Yet not alone will heaven's courts be glad·
dened
When your bright harp is heard;
Our hearts on earth will echo, sweetly saddened,
Each joyous, loving word.
Our Father, in our sadness we would thank
thee
For gracious presence, though but briefly
given,
Of one who by thy g.race walked circumspectly,
And turned our hearts from earthly things
to heaven.
0 may her sacred memory ever bless us,
And teach us to be brave;
And lead us to the glories yet before us,
Beyond death's threat'ning wave!
Lord, let our sorrows tend to our refining,
And make us gentler with our fellow men;
"For hearts are soon embittered by repining
And slothful brooding over grief and pain.
O God, unchanging, let thy gifts and blessc
in gs
Exalt thy trembling saints of latter days;
And may thy Spirit lighten grief's oppres",
sions,
And cause each one to walk in wisdom's
ways.
H. s. SALISBURY.
CARTHAGE couEGE,

m, Nov. 2s, 1s91.

Moihsrs' Moma Goltlmn.
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FRANCES.

"Only a little longer let me stay,
For much remains undone,
Of victoriee, planned at break of day,
Few, few are won,
And now life's a1dent noon fades fast away."

BRISTOL, England.

Dear Sisters:-I would very much like to
have a little talk with many of the dear
saints, relatives, and friends separated from
me by the ocean's deep waters, so will ask
you to grant me a little space, hoping I may
be able to tell your readers something interesting.
In the first place, I feel to praise God for
his goodness when I realiza the number of
blessings attending us evei;. since we left ou·r
home at Chicago. We met with a very zealous little band of kind-hearted saints
near Niagara Falls, also at Philadelphia
and Brooklyn, meeting with the saints
1 at eaeh place. Such large cities; plenty
\ of room for our la'&ter-day work, but
where are the workers? Oh! I wish 80 much
that the treasury was full, to send more
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laborers into these large cities; that suitable
halls could be rented, that the people would
come out to hear. I feel that I would like
them to have a chance. The gospel is for
the poor, I know, but if we,could reach those
in better circumstances and convince them
we should be better able to take care of the
poor. If we had nice, comfortable halls in
the middle of the cities, and advertise lectures at first, I think we cPuld get them to
listen to the truth better in that way, with
large congregations that would defray the
expenses. But we need an able staff of elders
and good singing. 'l'he sectarian churches
have comfortable rooms, halls, or churches
that really attract the people. Why should
not we? even if we had to concentrate our
forces in one city, and take a town at a time,
lecturing and preaching until we get the
people interested. Collections are expected
to be taken up to pay for the expenses for
hall, light, and fire.

I am deeply interested in the work here
and have visited several of the branches in
England and Wales with my beloved husband. I see si:> much room for improvement,
so much work to be done, so much help and
money needed to carry on this latter-day
work. For the want of means little progress
is made, therefore I am led to appeal to all
our brothers and sisters in America, for I
know they are just as anxious for the advancement and prosperity of the work everywhere as we are, and this plan has presented
itself to me: That every Sunday school and
all societies should have an English mission
fund in every branch of the church. The
very smallest donation would be gladly given
by many, and very few would miss a penny
per week, and it is a grand opportunity for
all to help a great, good work here. England
I know is considered a small place, a little
island; but when you take into consideration
its large cities with their vast populations,
England seems to increase in size. London,
so grand, so magnificent, with so many large,
beautiful towns, such a large number of pe~
ple! How much we regretted that we had
not gathered out of that great mass of humanity more than about seventy to obey the
gospel.
I have taken up a little work here and I
earnestly hope it will be the means of doing
good; that is, to organize aid societies on the
American plan. I haYe bought material to
make samples of work. I feel very much
encouraged and think the saints will soon
see the great benefit the aid society is to the
branch. The Lydney branch commE'nced at
once and remitted me by postal order 7s. 6d.
to buy material for them at the lowest figure
at the Bristol drapery stores. I have also an
aid society of my own. I have bought ma·
terial for fancy and useful articles; have
made up some and sold them to buy more
goods to make and sell again. The proceeds
to help pay hall rent, to try what we can do
at Bristol, where there is only one church
member, and who I have not yet had the
pleasure of meeting. I should rejoice so
much for the work to be successful here.
There is such a nice class of people at Bristol, room for a great good work.
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I have met many good, kind-hearted people, and I have seen mauy lovely places,
cities, towns, and villages; buildings grand
and scenery most beautiful. To me the
grassy fields are so fresh and beautifully
green, and the hedges are kept in such beautiful order, nicely trimmed, and the roads
are smooth and level. To ride on them or
drive is very delightful, with the air so
balmy, laden with fragrance from the pretty
wild flowers in the hedges. A happy party
of us, consisting of my husband and cousins,
enjoyed all this one afternoon, with the addition of a beautiful sunset, the grandest I can
ever remember. There is much to enjoy,
and I am rejoicing in the great privilege of
being with my beloved husband. He is earnestly and busily engaged at present at
Aberaman, South Wales. I attended a lively
and pleasant little conference at Lydney, enjoying a spiritual feast. Our dear children
have been very thoughtful and good, supplying us with weekly letters. One severe trial
we have had to pass through during the
painful and dangerous illness of our dear son
Fred, and just as we were feeling encouraged
by the good news of his recovery and restored
strength we were again cast down by the sad
news that he had a second attack, having to
undergo another surgical operation. We are
trusting in our loving Father's mercy, and
leaving our dear ones in his care. We hear
he is better and doing well, so we are encouraged to hope once more that his life will
be spared, that some day we shall have a
happy meeting with our loved ones.
I feel truly thankful for the many prayers
offered by our loving brothers and sisters in
his behalf. It is in such times of suspense as
these that we feel the inconvenience of the
long distance; then we realize that the waves
divide us. I pray for the spirit of endurance
that I may remain faithful to the end of life.
With affectionate love to all, from your sister
In gospel bonds,
C. C. PITT.

First Assistant, the Christmas program published by the association has been mailed to
all the schools so far as could be from the
lists at hand, at the expense of the association, the late date at which it was published
precluding the possibility of schools ordering
and receiving them in time to prepare exercises for Christmas.
The distribution is not as complete as we
wish, but is the best we could do. We hope
they will reach the majority of the schools
in time to be of service.
Fraternally,
F. E. COCHRAN.
BELOW is the program of the Interstate
Sunday School Institute at St. Joseph, Missouri, December 26-29, 1897. Note carefully
the subjects to be considered. As far as
time will permit every subject presented will
be canvassed in its very detail. We hope to
make it profitable alike for all from member
to the highest officer.
As you will obBerve, the work of the Religio will this year be represented by several
of its ablest workers, including the President, Vice President, and General Secretary.
The saints of St. Joseph extend us an
invitation to come, proffering board and
lodging free. This together with the regular holiday reduced railroad rates-one and
one third fare for the round trip-brings it
within the reach of almost all to attend.
Ask your local railroad agent concerning
reduced rates. Remember, you cannot start

later than midnight, December 25, and get reduced rates.

We sincerely hope you will consider the
neceasity of such work being done and come
to help do it. Many have already signified
their intention to be there and all bids fair
to make the institute a success.
Drop a card to Bro. D. J. Krahl, St. Joseph, Missoul'i, stating on which railroad
you will come and time of day. All go to
14 Gloucester Road, Bishopston.
the Union Depot to get off. Trains upon
which passengers are expected will be met by
PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
some member of reception committee wearing
MEMORY TEXTS FOR DECEMBER.
a red, white, and blue ribbon badge. [See
Thursday, Dec. 16.-Missions and Sunday notice of committee in Miscellaneous Departschool work, and the church publications. ment, Herald, this issue.]
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted.
Anticipating a profitable and pleasant sesThursday, Dec. 23.-Zion, our country, its sion, I am,
Fraternally,
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puriT. A. HOUGAS,
fication by the reception of truth. That the
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
the kingdom of Christ be established.
PROGRAM OF THE SECOND ANNUAL SESSION
Thursday, Dec. 30.-The gathering of IsOF THE INTERSTATE SUNDAY SCHOOL
rael to their own land, and the restoration to
INSTITUTE.
them of the pure gospel in its fullness, and its
TO CONVENE AT ST JOSEPH, MISSOURI,
acceptance by them to their everlasting
DECEMBER 26, 1897.
peace.
2: 30 p. m., Organization. Address,' 'The aim
of the Institute," General Superintendent.
"Address of welcome," Elder J. M. Terry.
Responses, F. E. Cochran, J. F. Mintun, J.
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
A. Gunsolley, W. N. Rubinson, J.C. Hitchcock, et al. Assignment of future work.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communicatious for this department to the Editor 7: 30 p. m., Temperance lecture, T. A. Hougas.
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
Stereopticon illustrations, F. E. Cochran.
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")
Temperance recitation.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 27.
''ECHOES FROM PALESTINE."
BY agreement of the Superintendent and 9: 30 a. m., Training class, T. A. Hougas. (a)>
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Effective teaching. (b) Objective vs. ab·
stract teaching in the Sunday school.
10:45 a. m., District association officers, W.
N. Robinson. Superintendent. (a) Who
should be chosen? (b) What are his duties,
rights, and privileges? (c) Should he insist on needed changes in Sunday schools?
(d) Expenses, how defrayed. Assistant
Superintendent. Duties ditto, but under
direction of the district superintendent.
Secretary. His work (1) as recording secretary, (2) as corresponding secretary.
2:30 p. m., Zion's Rciligio-Literary Society.
Introductory remarks and outline of work,
,J. A. Gunsolley.
2: 45 p. m., The "Religio," F. E. Cochran.
(a) Relation (1) To the home. (2) To the
Sunday school. (3) To the church. (b)
What it will do. (1) For its members. (2)
For the community. (3) For the church.
3: 30 p. m., Officers and committees, J. A.
Gunsolley. President. (1) Qualifications.
(2) Duties. Vice President. Substit.ute or
associate, which? Secretary. (1) Qualifications. (2) Duties. Treasurer. Cllorister and Organist. Program Committee.
(a) How constituted. (b) Duties. (c)
Methods of work. Lookout Committee.
(a) Qualifications. (b) Duties. Relief
Committee. Opportunities. Other Committees. (a) Good literature. (b) Entertainment. (c) Etc., etc.
4: 15 p. m., Departments anC. course of study,
Louise Palfrey. (a) Departments. Advisability of on€ or more than one. (b)
Course of study. (1) Church History and
revelation or (2) Book of Mormon and archreolo~y.

7: 30 p. m., How to organize, J.C. Hitchcock.
(a) Preliminary. (b) Commission and charter. (c) How to conduct meetings. (d)
Miscellaneous.
8: 15 p. m., Improvements, J. F. Mintun. (a)
District organizations. (b) Membership.
(1) Receiving. 2. Dropping, withdrawing,
or expelling.
8: 45 p. m., Qllestion box, J. A. Gunsolley.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28.
9: 30 a. m., Primary work, Louise Palfrey.
(a) Class drill, questions and criticism.
(b) Use of Primary Quarterly.
10: 45 a. m., Intermediate department, Mrs.
D. H. Blair. (a) How to (1) classify, (2)
teach, (3) promote. (b) Use of Quarterly
and other helps.
2: 30 p. m., Sunday school officers, W. N.
Robinson. Superintendent. His dut.ies
and relation to his assistant. Assistant
superintendent. His work and relation to
the superintendent. Secretary. (a) Duties
in school (1) with records. (2) With class
books. (3) Preparing and reading minutes.
(b) Duties out of school. Librarian. (a)
His work during Sunday school sessions.
(b) Preparing a library.
3: 45 p. m., Teachers' meetings, J. F. Min tun.
(a) (1) Necessity, (2) benefits, (3) object.
(b) Difficulties and how to overcome them.
(c) How conducted (sample work).
7:30 p. m., Home department, J. F. Mintun.
(a) Use of the Quarterlies in the home. (b)
Parents should aid both pupils and teachers. (c) Home Sabbath schools.

8: 30 p. m., Normal lesson, T. A. Hougas.
The profitable and unprofitable servant.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29.
9: 30 a. m., Review work, J. F. Mintun. (a)
Why have reviews? (b) Where have reviews amd how often? (c) The blackboard
an indispensable aid. (d) Sample work.
10: 45 a. m., Normal lesson, W. N. Robinson.
What constitutes a Sunday school.
(a)
People, who? (b) Officers. How selected.
(c) Teachers. How prepared. (d) Sunday
school helps. (e) Order of exercises.
2: 30 p. m., Sunday school libraries, T. A.
Hougas. (a) Utility and object of a Sunday
school library, (b) Desirable features. (c)
How to obtain a Sunday school library. (d)
Books-good, worthless, dangerous.
3: 45 p. m., Visiting committees, W. N. Robinson. (a) Is such a committee desirable?
(b) Efficacy of their work. (c) Attendance
and interest increased. (d) Should the
committee be always known to the public?
(e) Some observed results.
7: 30 p. m., Sunday school newspaper; editors,
Mrs. T. A. Hougas and Joseph Roberts.
General discussion on Sunday school newspapers.
Business and short addresses.
Valediction by the superintendent.

SISTERS' WORK; GRACELAND COLLEGE
FUND.
RED BLUFF, Cal., Dec. 4.
Dea1· 8isters:-Wbile reading the article
entitled Graceland College, in the Saints'
Herald of October 20, 1897, followed by the
"Ways and Means" by which we might help
this noble enterprize, so unselfishlw undertaken by the Committee.
These words-"The whole church, every
member of it, is in honor bound to see that
the hands of the committee are streng·thened." At' first I decided that 1 would be
one of the excusable members of the church,
being a widow with a young son who is trying to get an education, and is also in poor
health. We have no home of our own, and
I have to work for my living-"surely 1 am
excusable." I kept saying this to myself, in
order to ease the longing desire to help in
something that I have so often felt our
church needed. But just as I was beginning
to feel that I would not be able to help, here
comes the letter in the Herald, November 17,
headed, "College Fund," by Bro. E. L.
Kelley; and ever since I have felt more than
ever like it was my duty to help in this
cause; yet it is so little that I can give, that
I feel it a trial to send it. But, dear sisters,
if some of you who are more fortunate will
give what you can, even if it be the "widow's
mite,'' it may encourage others to do what
they can.
Let the church at large do what they can
to help in this; but let us, sisters, form a
"Sister's Fund," to see how much we can
raise between now and the 6th of next April.
Let it be a "coilege fund" for the sisters; of
course, if the brethren feel like sending help
to our fund we will gladly receive it, but this
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is to be a sister's work for the coming five
months.
Let us all do what we can, and I pray that
by February 1 it may take a whole page of
the Berald to hold the names.
Here is my mite. I wish it might be more.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
I am your sister,
ALICE M. DEMPSTER.
AUBURN, Iowa, Dec. 3.

Editors Herald:-I feel to express my pleasure on reading the editorials running
through the Herald's pages on the subject of
Conversion. To me they are meat and drink,
spiritual food to my soul, and I know they
must be to every true Latter Day Saint.
The subject matter is what I have been trying to teach the saints for many years, in my
simple way; but I find it set forth in your
pages in so much better, clearer, and cogent
a manner, that I cannot refrain asking that
those articles (those that have, with those
that may appear from the editorial pen,) be
printed or published in a more permanent
form-a small volume in book form, that it
may always find a place in the family library
or center table; for its value is far more than
all the treasures of earth. It is a mirror in
which all may see themselves, a balance in
which all may weigh themselves and learn
their true spiritual standing, and see the
necessity of "coming up higher" in the scale
of excellence and coming nearer to that perfection which it is the purpose of the gospel
to bring us all unto. To my soul it is the
inspiration of God, the droppings of heavenly
dew and as worthy of a place in the archives
of the church as anything that dropped from
the inspired pen of any apostle or prophet
that ever wrote. And I would kindly invite
every Latter Day Saint, of every stage of
spiritual growth, to read, and reread, and
ponder its glorious truths in the heart.
If any have attained to the height of excellence set forth therein it will increase their
joy and encourage them to greater degrees of
perfection. Those who may not have attained to those heights, it will enable them
to see themselves as they are, and show them
what they have lost by their negligence, and
will spur them up to a sense of duty such as
they never had before.
I thank God for the Spirit of inspiration.
I thank him that he has chosen men through
whom that Holy Spirit can speak, now as
well as in the days of old. If I know my
heart, I love his truth. It grows dearer to
me day by day; and the only regrets I have,
after more than fifty years' service, is that I
have not been more diligent in its glorious
cause, and have not proved myself worthy of
greater blessings. But I shall live and die
trying to do honor to God and his cause.
Those who never knew the truth may continue to rage; the rebellious and apostate
may vent their bitter spleen and use their
puny efforts to destroy the work and church
of Christ; but it is written, "No weapon that
is formed against thee shall prosper; and
every tongue that shall rise against thee in
judgment thou shalt condemn. This is the
heritage of the servants of the Lord, and
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their righteousness is of me, saith the Lord." seeking to improve orally, intellectually, and many apologies for the dissimilarities beHow true that promise has proved itself in spiritually, I shall not labor in vain. My tween the New Testament church and his
all the years of conflict since this church was 1 work will endure in the day of tdal; so will own.
started! Men of giant intellects have that of every servant who is laboring solely 1 For determining the truth or falsity of Jobrought all their cunning to bear against it, for the glory of God and the salvation of seph Smith's prophetic claims, I offered the
the powers of hell have inspired apostates of souls.
CHARLES DERRY.
following rules, and had them written upon a
every shade and caliber, and sent them forth
blackboard:filled with the deadliest venom to figb t
C
C
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I. All that Joseph Smith produced, as reve27
against that which they once professed to
.
LAY ENTER.' an., ov. ·
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.
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.
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After having carefully read these rules,
·
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d considerable rnterest rn tne gospel, with
th e cause o f G o d is more irm1Y P1an e , an
.
. .
Elder Briney 8tated in bis opening speech,
his church and kingdom is rolling on more some who had been prev10usly wd1ff.erent.
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fit bl t th
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f that they were proper ones to use in discussr~p1'dly and is gathering to itself the honest
ey were a so pro . a e 0
e saw 8 0
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ing the question: "Was Joseph Smith a
in heart and meek of the earth; and the w om
ere was qui e a arge a en, ance.
1
· th L d' 1
September 25, 26, attended a two-days meet- prophet of God."
g ory 18 e or 8 '
ing at Netawaka, Kansas. '];he success of
Following rule 3 he probably used ten
Let no one imagine that I have written these meetings was largely counteracted by minutes in an effort to prove that some of
this to glorify any man! I have written it to sickness and other causes. In my opinion, Joseph's prophecies had proven false. The
the glory of God, and to call the attention to they were profitable to us all, however. It balance of his time he divided by giving a
the God-inspired truths as found in those is possible for us to be "made perfect by the misleading digest of the Book of Mormon,
articles on Conversion.
things which we suffer."
and making an effort to prove that Joseph
I wish to add a few words about what
October 2, 3, attended a two-days' meeting Smith was a man of "no reputation whatever."
should be preached to the saints. In the first at Scranton, Kansas. A few of the saints Bis evident desire that I should follow the
place, let every minister have his own heart there have "oil in their vessels;" tut at low, slimy trail of his slanderous footprints
right before God. Let him study God's word Scranton, a;; in many other branches of the was not gratified. It was not necessary. He
with a prayerful spirit, and let him seek church in Northeast Kansas district, there is was compelled to follow me a goodly part of
unto God for wisdom to direct in presenting a lamentable lack of .a proper execution of his time and I led him to higher, better
the word to the people, depending upon the the law of the Lord. In consequence of this, ground, and the discussion assumed a more
Holy Spirit for guidance in the subj..3ct mat- the tendency and power of the gospel to en- pleasing, interesting aspect. The contrast
ter to be presented, and that Holy Spirit will noble, elevate, and save its own adherents, is between the discussion the first night and the
direct unerringly so that saint and sinner greatly hindered, if indeed it be not entirely second, and between the attitude of Joseph
will be fed "with food convenient for" them. nullified. Thus, too, the light of the church, Smith as he appeared in the first session and
I have found many instances where even to illuminate the world, is pl'actically extin- the one that followed, was so great that it
saints needed to be fed with the sincere milk guished.
must have attracted the notice of all.
of the word-"the first principles of the gosIn such districts, better conditions cannot
The first evening Elder Briney used much
pel." It may be said that it is a shame that be hoped for, unless and until a high priest of his time in an effort to prove that Joseph
such necessity exists. But the necessity be chosen to preside over the district, who was unworthy of consideration by persons of
does exist, however, and must be met; and shall be supported, either by the church or ordinary intelligence and common honor.
where that necessity exists the Holy Spirit the district, so that he may give his entire The next evening, desiring to show, with
will direct; and it would ill become me to time to such presidency. October 9, 10, at- some degree of plausibility, that Joseph's
find fault with the minister for teaching even tended conference of Northeast Kansas dis- prediction of the war of the rebellion so long
saints the first principles. They may already trict, near Centralia, Kansas. The attendance before it occurred, should not distinguish him
understand them, and not know bow to set was small, but an excellent spirit prevailed as a prophet of God, Elder Briney compared
them forth, or to defend them; and a dis- in all the sessions and services. Brn. H. him to Henry Clay who also predicted a war,
course setting forth their nature and how to Green, J. W. Hudgens, and the writer did be claimed. So long as Mr. Smith was growdefend may be very beneficial. I firmly be- the preaching. Services were continued ing so rapidly in importance and value, and
lieve with my brethren that every candidate one week after conference with good attend- that, too, in the estimation of an avowed opshould be well instructed before the sacred ance and interest, resulting in the baptism, ponent, I concluded that bis claim of divine
ordinance is administered to him; but, unfor- October 17, of Miss Mollie McDougal.
appointment and prophetic power was in no
tunately, there is so great a desire on the
October 26 to November 4 was devoted to immediate dangEir. So I believed at the close.
part of some Lo enlarge their lists of bap- discussion with J'. B. Briney, at Blue Rapids, of the debate.
tisms on the church record, that the duty on Kansas. It was held in the opera house, exJust at this juncture, and in time to hear·
the part of the minister to more perfectly cept three sessions, which were held in the the last session of the discussion, Bro. Henry
instruct on the nature of the ordinance and Saints' church. The questions discussed A. Stebbins arrived from "headquarters" and
the solemn obligations to be entered into, is were:accompanied the ;riter to conference at,
forgotten; and while the list of member.ship
"Resolved, that the Christian Church, Goshen, Clay County, Kansas. The confermay be enlarged, the work is not done on a sometimes called Campbellite Church, is in ence, of which you will learn more fully from.·
sure basis; in other words, by such neglect complete harmony with the church organized the district secretary, was pleasant and
we "build" "wood, bay, and stubble" on the by Jesus Christ and his apostles as the same profitable. Thence Bro. Stebbins accomfoundation, and our work will "be burned" is described in the New Testament Scrip- panied the writer to Greenleaf, where he
and we shall "suffer loss."
tures,· in organization, doctrine, practice, and I preached in his usual instructive and impressNo one man can teach another how to blessings."
ive way, nightly for a week, baptizing Mrs.
preach the gospel effectively; the Holy Spirit
"Resolved, that Joseph Smith was a prophet J. H. Scott, on Sunday, November 14. Being
alone can do that. Let each one secure that of God."
unable to persuade "Uncle Henry" to remain·
divine Guide, and follow its lead, and there
]'ive sessions of two hours' length were de- longer, office work calling him home, the
will be no mistakes. I cannot preach like other voted to the examination of each question. writer continued the meetings another week
men; I am not altogether constituted as they In the discussion of the question pertaining at Greenleaf, baptizing Mr. J, H. Scott, merare. I may be more clumsy in dividing the to the Christian Church, it developed, as chant, and Mr. John E. Soderstadt, an enterword, less eloquent and pleasing than they; usual, that its defender did not claim that it prising young student in the high school.
but if I study to know God's word, lilnd seek was like the primitive Christian Church, in On November 23 baptized Mr. C.H. Wooddivine guidance, relying entirely thereon, many and impo1·tant particulars, and offered j ford, Probate Judge of Washington County,
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for three years past. His wife has reflected he also said, in explanation of first Corthe light of the gospel several years. The inthians 13, that each member of the then orlife, influence, and other material and neces- ganized body knew a part, and when each
sary aid of Bro. and Sr. Landers rendered delivered their part it constituted a perfect
the success of these meetings possible.
g·ospel, and then the parts (tongues, interpreThis week and our Lord's Day, I am en- tation, etc.,) were done away, and that all
deavoring to induce the people to go to the that abode, or remained were faith, hope,
court room to listen to the gospel. A com- and charity. We to have .these, not the
bination of prejudice in some, indifference in other gifts.
others, and quite unfavorable weather, has
TLeir meetings have just closed, and I aru
allowed us but small hearing so far.
spreading tracts and preaching. Pray God
WILL S. PENDER.
to help me; I am alone in this town to battle.
Yours i.n bonds.
A. L. LIGH'l'FOOT.
APOLLO, Pa.' Dec. 2.
Editors· Herald: - At my request for an
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Dec. 7.
elder to be sent here, Bro. D. L. Shinn came
Editors Herald:- We closed our efforts here
about the 11th of November, stayed two last evening. Sunday evening we had a
nights with us, and preached one evening in large audience and all seemed thoroughly ina hall just across the street. He returned terested while we spoke of the signs of the
next day to Pittsburg to fill an appointment times and the second coming of Christ. I beto prei;tch on Sunday. When he left we had lieve a great deal of good has been done for
an understanding that he would return and the cause. I was at Alpine Saturday evening
preach on the 29th. He did so and preached and Sunday; spoke there twice, and then
four excellent sermons, three on the Sabbath came back to the city, and occupied in the
day and one Monday night.
hall that evening. So you see I'm rather a
There was quite a number out on Sunday, tired "little minister." Bro. Evans baptized
and those I hear from were well pleased. a fine young man-Mr. John H. Stoutenburg,
Some lingered to meet him. I can't see why of this city-Sunday before last. He is a
they could object; he shunned not to declare cousin to Elder Willard J. Smith.
the counsel of God, and it was done with so
Progress is the.word throughout the mismuch of the Spirit of Christ.
sion. I go to Detroit to-morrow to do gospel
I believe.the Master's hand guided us, as work.
JAMES M. BAGGERLY.
Bro. Shinn seemed to understand the situation here immediately. He will return soon
CINCINNATI, Ohio, Nov. 26.
after the holidays, and at the request of the
Editors Herald:-Perhaps it would be inold soldiers deliver a lecture for their benefit;
then he will do some more preaching. Pray teresting to some of the saints to know that
for us that we may be strengthened phys- there is some effort being made here to establish a branch. Eider Willard J. Smith is at
ioally and spiritually.
the present time with us, and has been laborYour sister,
ing
in this field for two weeks past. We
MRS. HENRY UNCAFER.
have had three preaching- services, and another booked for Sunday, 28th. Not a great
AUBURN, Neb., Dec. 1.
number out to hear the word, but a few that
Editors Herald:-I am somewhat in the are much int,erested in the gospel are seeking
beat of battle here, trying to let my light for the lruth.
shine, etc. I have encountered an ugly foe
The Utah elders have been working here
in a "Disciple" evangelist. He says that for some time past. They held their conferapostles, etc., are not done away, as Christ ence here about three weeks ago. Doctor
founded his church once for all, and at the and myself attended one of their meetings,
time of founding it, all its members were but on account of the inclement weather,
on earth in the flesh; but as they died and were prevented from attending the rest of
went to the better abode, the membership the conference. They have a few members
became divided, being both in heaven and here, but they do not amount to very much.
on earth, in this manner the apostles are Several of their prospective converts are very
still in the church.' Also that Christ never much interested in Elder Smith, and I am inhad but twelve apostles, and, when others clined to think that a good many points are
were cited, that the twelve were Christ's for in our favor with these people.
founding the church, and others were God's
Last Sunday afternoon Elder Smith gave us
(great point). That the Christian Church is a very interesting lecture on Utah Mormonnot the kingdom upon earth, that Christ will ism, and I tell you H opened the eyes of many
bring it; that God is changeable, because he of the earnest seekers, and caused a great
made a covenant with Israel, it became old, deal of comment after services. The Utah
and he made a new and different one; that elders (that is only two of them) were in the
the gospel preached to Abraham was simply audience, and when questioned by their prosthe fact that in him all the earth should be pective converts, they were compelled to
blessed and that the gospel Paul taught, as acknowledge that Elder'Smith spoke nothing
recorded in first Corinthians 15: 3-5 was or but the truth, and confessed that it y;as their
consisted merely in telling the fact that Je- faith. At this juncture a gentleman said,
sus died for oar sins, was buried and rose ''If this is Utah Mormonism I am done with
again. (Isn't that strange, and from a Disci- it." I think that we will be able to claim this
ple Church exponent?) He wanted to prove man after he !:).as investigated our faith
the gospel was not preached before Christ; I thoroughly. A few more I think will em-

brace this grand work after they have been
made acquainted with it.
We were requested to call upon one of the
Utah converts, a German lady, who had been
baptized by B. H. Roberts. The elders had
no doubt been around to see her and had
warned her of the possibility of our calling
upon her. She was informed that the Devil
was coming; so every one cl:!.n easily see our
snccess with this German lady. She could
not understand English very well, but would
not so much as look at a book we had with
us, which was published in Utah by her own
people. All she would say was, "That is all
from the Devil." She did not know at that
time that she was telling the truth, perhaps,
if she had opened her eyes a little and investigated, she would have weighed her words a
little bit. We could easily see that surile one
had posted her. Before leaving, she said if
we had any German books she would gladly
read them.
So this is the condition of the work here.
Doctor and myself are all alone in this field.
Expenses for hall, etc., all fall on us. We are
anxious to do all we can in trying to seek the
honest in heart, and trust that the Lord will
bles<i Elder Smith in this field.
Bro. Smith has won many friends here.
We can count on about eight of Utah's prospective members as our friends.
In gospel bonds,
HATTIE RIGGS.

----------Oriuinal IIriicles.

DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2.

N0.4.

BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOT'l'.

WHERE was the church that Christ
set up 1800 years ago, as an organization, during the 1260 years of the
union of church and state, from 540 to
1800 A. D.? Where was it in the sixteenth century, when Luther and
Calvin and Knox, who were all
brought up from childhood, Catholics,
broke loose from that church? Where
did these men get their authority to
build their respective churches?
Where was the kingdom of God when
these men began to build their respective churches in the sixteenth century?
If it was in existence then already,
what are these churches -the kingdom of God or daughters of mother
Babylon? The Episcopal Church of
England is a body that once separated

I

from the mother church, under King
Henry the Eighth. All the differing
schools of Methodists are the offspring, either directly or indirectly,
of the Episcopal Church. All the dif-

.

.

,. ..

fermg Presbyterian mvrnions are the
i children of the organization originally
established through the efforts of

l
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John Knox, and bis aiders, in Scotland. These statements are historically true. No denial of it will be
made. Did those reformers get their
authority to build their respective
churches from the Catholic Church?
Could the Catholic Church be all
wrong, as those reformers all said she
was, and at the same time the authority they received from her be all
right? If the authority was all right,
she was all right; and those reformers did wrong and left the kingdom of God when they separated from
her communion. And if she is right,
and is the church of God, what are
the churches the reformers organized?
If the Catholic Church is the Babylon
of John's revelation, the mother of
harlots, then what are the churches
the reformers organized?
Where are you, reader, in some department of Babylon, or in the kingdom of God? Which? The Baptist
Church is the only modern church
that has claimed to extend back
through the dark ages to the apostolic
age. But her leading historical professors have lately not only admitted
but confidently declared that it is im.possible to trace their succession
back without going through the
Catholic Church for a period of five
hundred to one thousand years! A
link in the chain of succession of
from five hundred to one thousand
years is quite a long period, even
from the Baptist standpoint, for the
organized kingdom of God to be absent from the earth.
Kind reader; Isaiah the prophet
foresaw and foretold this long reign
of deceptive error that has held the
religious world under its power for
the last fifteen or sixteen hundred
years, and that gave rise to the great
apostasy from original Christianity,
introduced so many creeds, false doc-

HERALD.

prayers from books], and with their lips do
honor me, but have removed their heart far
from me, and their fear toward me is taught
by the precept of men.-Isa. 29: 9-13.

The nations began the fight against
the Jews, in fulfillment of this
prophecy, about A. D. 65, and have
kept it up in some form or other till
the present century. The Jews have
been captives among the Gentiles till
lately as Jes us has, like Isaiah, foretold. (Luke 21: 20-24.) And while
Isaiah the prophet foretells that the
natives should be drunk and stagger,
but not with literal wine; John the
Revelator, foretells through what
agency this sad condition should be
brought about. False teachers with
their creeds, catechisms, confessions
of faith, their articles of religion,
and disciplines, all man-made, called
by Isaiah ''precepts of men," and represented to John as the wine of Babylon's fornication, are the ali$'encies by
which the nations have been made
drunk.
It is the doctrines that we are here
inquiring into, not the sincerity or
insincerity of the peoples blinded by
them. These questions we must inquire into, for our eternal salvation is
involved in them, and we are not of
that number that believe that sincerity
only, regardless of the truth, will
save us. Babylon has
made all nations drink of the wine of the
wrath of her fornication.-Rev. 14: 8.
The inhabitants of the earth have been
made drunk with the wine of J.aer fornication.
-Rev. 17:2.
For all nations have drunk of the wine of
the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of
the earth havt> committed fornication with
her, and the merchants of the earth are
waxed rich through the abundance of her
delicacies.-Rev. 18: 3.
For thy merchants were the great men of
the earth; for by thy sorceries were all
nations deceived.-Rev. 18: 23.
And the woman [Babylon] which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over
the kings of the earth.-Rev. 17: 18.

trines, deceptions, and divisions.
When speaking of "the multitude of all
"All nations deceived!" Astonishthe nations" that should fight against ing! How universal has been De"Ariel" or Jerusalem-the Jews, he ception'R Reign!! What system of
says:religion anywhere in all the popular
Stay yourselves, and wonder; cry ye out, world is not mixed to a greater or less

and cry: they are drunken, but not with
wine; they stagger, but not with strong drink. extent with the doctrinal wine from
For the Lord hath poured out upon you great Baby Ion's golden cup? Is God's
the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your church mixed up in all this divided
eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers Babyhmish confusion, where, in the
hath he covered. . . . Wherefore the Lord
f h
11 ·
h
sa1'd , F orasmuc h as th'is peop1e [ mu lt'itu d e of sum o t em a , it can ave access to
all the nations that fight against the Jews] the· whole cont~nts .of the golden cup?
draw near me with their mouth [read their 1 Is not the wme m parcels handed

I

down from one theology to another,
and thus perpetuated from one generation to another in succession, as each
subdivision of religionists separates
from previously existing ones? And
are not Babylon's deceptions handed
down and perpetuated successively?
And is it not this that perpetuates the
religious divisions that continue to
exist? Surely we must answer af·
firmatively. Religious division is
antichristian, is opposed to both the
letter and spirit of the gospel, and is
therefore a deception. And we are
justified in the statement that all who
apologize for religious division are
deceived. It is conceived in wine of
Babylon's false doctrine, brought
forth from her iniquitous cup, and
nourished and matured by her theological offspring.
GOD'S ADJUSTMENT OF THE DIFFICULTIES HERE ENCOUNTERED.

An inquiry naturally arises here, Is
there no divine deliverance from the
power and influence of the delusions
that Babylon has thrown over the
whole world like a pall? This is a pertinent question; but who cares to be
delivered from them, is a question
also. Surely God has a way of deliverance for all willing to accept of his
way. But remember one thing. God
says to man - all in Babylon - as
well:For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways, saith the
Lord. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are my ways higher than your
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.
-Isa. 55: 8, 9.

Please do not forget this emphatic
statement of God. He wi.11 do his
work in another way than that proposed by man. We must not expect
that God's work will be done as man
prefers.
Now man has been proposing to deliver us from Babylon, from the days
of King Henry VIII. and Luther, till
now; men have taught and tried the
expediency of reformation. When a
learned man differed with the church,
Catholic or Protestant, that he belonged to, his proposition was to
separate himself and as many more as
he could induce to come out with him,
from the church; and then, without
any direction from God, organize
themselves into a separate church so
called. And this process they call
reforming-' 'reformation." Of course
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a creed, or articles of religion, wei~e
agreed upon before the new church
was organized, or soon after. And
thus were children, daughters, born
to the mother church_ Babylon.
Thus were the members of the family
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l referring

to the times closely related
The marvelous and wvnderful work
the Second Advent of Christ, in- that God here declares he would do,
I forms us relative to
corresponds chronologically with the
t.he times of restitution of all things, work foretold by John. It is a marwhich God hath spoken by the mouth of all velous work, indeed, that God would
his holy prophets since the world began.- reinstate original Christianity in
Acts 3: 21.
multiplied.
Babylon is to meet with a tremen- spirit, power, and letter. Restore
And so man, uninspired and un- dous fall, before the end of the world the gospel as of old, and per sequence
commissioned of God proposed re- and Christ's second coming. Read:- the church, in organization, authority,
form-reformation. Reformation, as
And there followed another angel, saying, and spirit!
a panacea for all our religious ills, for Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city,
But it is too late now in the world's
the last four hundred years. Reform, because she made all nations drink of the history for the marvelous work to bewine of the wrath of her fornication.-Rev.
as used in the sense of organizing, 14: 8.
gin. The early and latter rains have
means to "form again," to reproduce
But before this great downfall, and been restored already to Palestine in
that which once was, but has been in order to the escape of the honest in 1846 to 1853 A. D. Testimo~y on this
lost or disorganized. The late re- heart, God restores the gospel through point is abundant. Among the names
formers did not reform, or form again, the ministry of an holy angel, as fore- of the witnesses we mention Professor
or reproduce, the church as organized told by John.· (Rev. 14: 6, 7.) This Barclay, who was there at dates above
by Jesus Christ anciently.
Their angel comes before Babylon's fall, given; Rev. Dr. D. A. Randall, of
various church organizations were the second one after the fall. The Columbus, Ohio, who was there in
originals,-nothing like them ever eve;rlasting gospel being restored in 1862. Rev. Hugh Stowell, in 1853,
existed before in the history of the all its elements of word, power, or au- wrote to the Scottish Presbyterian Magaworld. No one of them in organizing thority, Holy Ghost, and much assur· zine:his respective church followed any ance (l Thess. 1: 5), men can by it be
I see manifest signs and tokens that the
Pattern Or exampl ""' of anyth1'ng that called out of Babylon, adopted by Holy Land is preparing for the people, and
·
1
· t d
H
th
that the people are preparing for the Holy
ever previous Y ex1s e ·
ence
e obedience thereto into the family and Land. If I turn to Palestine, I perceive inNew Testament record is not appealed ''one fold" of God. (John 10: 16.) dications the most distinct that God is returnto, as describing their church form, The word of the gospel, being the ing to water its desolate places, and clothe
but their disciplines! Their advo- seed "of the kingdom" or church its mountains once more with beauty and
cates on this point all argue and con· (Matt. 13: 19), and by the revealment fragrance. The clouds are again dropping
fatness upon its desert places, and many of
tend that the form of church of the Holy Ghost, one of the ele- its wildernesses are beginning to blossom in
organization, set up by Jesus and his ments of the gospel; and by virtue promise that they shall bloom as the rose. I'
apostles, was never intended by the of the "power" or authority of the know not whether you are aware of the fact,
Lord to exist after the ancient gospel, the church can be builded up but it is one that is fully authenticated, that
apostolic age, either in form or spirit. again, restored, according to the will the "latter rain" returned last year to Mount
Zion-a rain that had been withheld, so far
This they do to try to show us that of God as originally designed,-with as our information goes, ever since the disthere is room for their respective un- apostles, prophets, evangelists, pas- persion of the people. And he who has
authorized
church
organizations. tors, bishops. teachers, and deacons, brought back the latter in its season, will
More debate is had nowada.ys over as set forth in God's New Testament also give the "former rain" in its season, and
this than most any other question. pattern. Also a knowledge of the re- these returning showers of earthly blessings
are the harbingers of returning showers of
No denying this statement.
spective duties of the officers of the spiritual benediction from on high.
Reformation of society merely church can be revealed as in olden
These words were penned in 1853;
morally is not enough to answer the days. And thus the restoration go on since that date the former rains have
purpose. Organization is felt to be a as God designs.
been restored, as the returning fernecessity religiously, politically, fin anIsaiah, who predicted the marvelous tility of the land abundantly testifies.
cially, socially, benevolently, and in work of God to be done in the last
Mr. H. G. Spafford, who died at
all departments of religious and civi· days, places it after the great aposJerusalem in 1894, and who went from
lized life. While man has "thought" tasy from the faith, as before cited in
Chicago there some years ago to live,
to solve the great problem of coming these papers (Chap. 29: 9-14), and
wrote to the Chicago Interc Ocean some
out of Babylon, and having a church just "a very little while" before the
five or six years ago:by "reformation," and has tried it restoration of the fertility of Palestine
And so we find that suddenly, without
that way; God, whose ways are not lLebanon) (Isa. 29: 17; Joel 2: 23-25), warning, Jerusalem has become in fact again
as ~an:s ways, has proposed from t~e II through the restoration of "the for- a Jewish city! It is a change which has
begmnmg of the world, to solve this I mer and latter rains" to that land. He come like a thief. The busy world has taken
problem of opening the way out of I says:litt,le notic~ of it-.but it has come .. Does it
Babylon for us by ''Restoration."
Therefore behold I will roceed to do a not look as if that tune o~ the treadrng .down
.
.
'
'
.p
of Jerusalem by the Gentiles-upon whrnh so
Restoration mvolves man's reforma- marvelous. work among this people [whose many of Go d' s purposes respectrng
.
th e J ews
tion, and more. It implies the re- rules of faith are creeds, see verse l3], eve~ a and the whole world are iu the Seri tures
establishment of his church according I dmarveflotuhs :" 0 r~ and a whonldl er: ~ohr thed wthrn- made to depend-was about fulfilled? p
•
• •
•
•
•
• •
e1r wise men s a per1s , an
e
.
.
1 om o
to its or1grnal form, with its llfeg1vmg ! understanding of their prudent men shall be
From the Restitution, Plymouth, InSpirit. Hence, the Apostle Peter in J hid.-Isa. 29: H.
I diana, 1882, in communication dated

Ito

I

·1
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Jerusalem, May 15, 1882, I extract as Angel of God delivered to young [ tions being done! The present excitJ oseph Smith, he transcribed some of ing and unparalleled investigation of
follows:A rainstorm on the 15th day of May is an the characters, and sent the transcrip- the money question, among the naevent hitherto unknown in Palestine. It is tion to Doctor Mitchill and Professor tions, is placing this subject before us
cold this evening; cold enough for a fire. I
Anthon, of Columbia College New as perhaps no other ordinary means
think the Lord is going to send his people
plenty. If he sends the people he will send York, by one Martin Harris, who re- could. The days of Israel's servitude
quested them to read those characters; to Gentiles are eBded! He is beginning
abundant crops to feed them.
Our way is paved along here with but the answer to this request was, "l to "pos?.ess the gate of his enemies."
facts. Fruitful seasons have returned cannot read a sealed book." Young (Gen. 22: 17). They are beginning to
to Abraham's promised land. His Joseph did not at the time know that "eat the riches of the Gentiles;" and
children are returning as promised Isaiah had foretold this transaction. "in their glory" to boast themselves.
long ago. The great re.stitution is And it is strange that a man intending (Isa. 61: 6). Already is
The remnant of Jacob . . . among the
moving on in the advance. The dawn- to practice a deception would proceed
in
that
way.
Counterfeiters
as
a
rule
Gentiles
in the midst of many people, as a
ing of the morning is radiant with the
do
not
begin
their
work
by
exhibiting
lion [king] among the beasts of the forest, as
fulfillment of the promises!
a young lion [money king] among the flocks
The angel spoken of by John came samples of their spurious work to of sheep: who, if he go through, both treadto little Joseph Smith, the Seer, in learned doctors and scholarly pro- eth down, and teareth in pieces [financially],
and none can deliver.-Mic. 5: 8.
western New York, in 1823, just a fessors!
God then inspired this unlettered
Already are the children of the
little while before the beginning of
the restoration of the former and lat- youth, Joseph Smith, to translate the Gentiles being sold, commercially,
ter rains to Palestine, in 1846. To record. This was in the years 1827- into the hands of the children of
him was committed the keys of au- 1830. Opposers of the work have tried Judah. (Joel 3: 5-8.)
thority to open up the great work of to use Prof. Anthon's statement of
Here are some of the prophE;ltic cita"the dispensation of the fullness of this transaction, in regard to the tions that point out the conditions
times" (Eph. 1: 9, 10), and to preach characters, and his description of that were to prevail among the na·
the gospel as in apostolic days (Matt. them, against this work since those tions at the time of the great restora17:10, 11), and power to bring to light days; but the Professor's description tion of the latter days. Here, with
the great things of God's law to of the characters so fully corresponds us, are material evidences that the
Ephraim as given to them on the Ameri- with the description given by other restoration predicted by the prophets
can continent anciently (Hosea 8: 11, scientific men, in their descriptions of has already begun. Reader, are you
12), and counted "a strange thing," the modes of writing, and the charac· interested in the grand movings of
and called the Book of Mormon.
ters used by ancient American writers, God's arm? If so, cease drinking
The Book of Mormon, the sacred as developed by recent scientific ex- longer at Babylon's golden chalice.
record of God's dealings with the chil- plorations, that Prof. Anthon's de- Turn a:nd walk in the light of the
dren of Joseph of Egypt, who came scription has become an evidence to Lord.
The day-star has already risen, the
to the western world B. c. 600, and the truthfulness of the work. But
light
of God's glorious latter-day work
who flourished here for a thousand posted opponents of the work now
gleams
already along the brow of the
years, a great and prosperous people, seldom refer to Prof. Anthon's statemountains
and hills. Awake, behold
and who are the forefathers of the ment, since it reverts against them.
its
glories.
Come, bask in its lifeAmerican Indians of North and South But though the learned man was ungiving
powers.
Drink of his wisdom
America, - that record, though hid able to read the book, it was to be
and
joy
unto
life
eternal!
David, too,
away in the earth, near fifteen hun- translated. Isaiah says further, indibeheld
by
vision
of
olden
days the
dred years ago, in the western part cating the time when the sealed book
dawn
of
this
day.
He
predicted
the
of what is now New York, in the hill was to be read: regeneration
of
Israel,
and
of
the
anCumorah_ That record was to be reIs it not yet a very lit'~le while, and
stored to the knowledge of man, is by Lebanon [Palestine] shall be turned into a cient covenant land, after its long
Isaiah the prophet associated with fruitful field, and the fruitful field shall be desolation, and in prophetic extasy
the rise and development of the Lord's esteemed as a forest? And in that day shall exclaims:the deaf hear the words of the book, and the
Lord, thou hast been favorable to thy land;
latter-day marvelous work and won- eyes
of the blind shall soe out of obscurity,
der. It is the sealed book of verses and out of darkness.-Isa. 29: 17, 18. (See thou hast brought back the captivity of
Jacob.-Ps. 85: 1.
eleven and twelve, of chapter twenty- Isa, 32: 9-19; 40: 16.)
And after giving utterance to an exnine. They read: Isaiah then goes on to predict what ultant propheti'c prayer for Israel's
And the vision of all is become unto you as great blessings shall come to Israel
salvation he exclaims:the words of a book that is sealed, which men following the coming forth of this

I

deliver to one that is learned, saying, B0ad
this I pray thee: and he saith, I cannot; for
it is sealed: and the book is delivered to him
that is not lea,rned, s11ying, Raad this, I pray
thee: and he saith, I am not learned.

strange record. That the "shame and
paleness of face" that has characterized Israel-the Jews -now so frequently called "01d Shylock," was to
After the golden plates upon which I be removed. This, after eiahteen
0
·
..
·
~·
·
I
•
•
this record was mscribed, 111 reformed I hundred years 01 slavery to Gentile
Egyptian characters, was ,;,_by _the I nations, is now, in the eyes of all na·

I will hear what God the Lord will speak:
for he will speak peace unto his people,
and to his saints: but let them not turn
again to folly. Surely his salvation is
nigh them that fear him; that glory may
dwell in our .land. Mercy and truth are met
together; righteousness and peace have
kissed each other. Truth shall spring out of
the earth; and righteousness shall look down

l
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from heaven. Yea, the Lord shall give that
whi9h is good; and our land shall yield her
increase. B,igbteousness shall go before
him and shall set us in the way of his steps.
-Ps. 85: 8-13.

I
I

8undau

8~hool

Jlggogiations.

INTERSTATE SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE.
All who expect, to attend the Interstate
Sunday School Normal to be held in St.
Jost1ph, Missouri, on or about December
27-29, 1897, will please notify the committee
as soon as possible. All trains entering the
union station will be met there by a committee, who may be designated by a badge of red
white and blue ribbon. Those comiDO' on the
Chicago Great Western will be met"at their
passenger depot, as their trains do not run
into the union station. We will do all we
can to make all happy,-the general officers
will do the rest.
J. M. TERRY, 904 Woodson St., l
D. J. KRAHL, 1816 Jones St.,
\ 0 om.

That David's land is now beginning
to "yield her increase," in fulfillment
of this prophecy, is evidenced by thlil
conditions now prevailing in Palestine. Since the restoration of the
former and latter rains, in 1853, her
valleys are living fields of wheat and
barley; the terraces on the mountain
sides are reared again, and fl.ow with
wine as of olden days; the vales are
as Eden's flowery odorous garden;
her lemons and oranges are in New
.....,...
York and Boston, competing with the
fruits of California and Florida. Her
cities are springing up; and art and
Mis~sllanBotls
science are lending their power and
beauty to the land and people.
A Word From The Board
A railroad spans her Philistia plain
Of Publication.
and Judean mountains and valleys,
and where Jes us walked and wept in
Inquiries have come to the office touching
sadness over ancient Israel's darkness tbe action of the Board reducing the Herald

___

____

Ilepartnrnnt

and rebellion against God, there the
roar and shrill whistle of the modern
American railway engine is heard.
Where he sorrowfully walked, taught,
and prayed in the days of yore, there
the clicking of the printing press is
heard and seen, sending out to return·
ing Israel its educational iniiuence.
What a mighty change has been
brought about in that land in so short
a period of time!
But let us not forget that associated
with this return of blessing to Israel,
God speaks! "I will hear what God
the Lord will speak," says David, "for
he will speak peace to his people and
to his saints." Revelation from God
has opened up the great latter-day
dispensation, and by revelation will it
be carried to a glorious consummation.
Associated with the great work of
God here predicted, ''Truth shall
spring out of the earth." Truth is
God's word. (John 17: 17.) God's
"law is the truth." (Ps. 119: 142.)
The great things of God's law written
to Ephraim on Joseph's land (Hosea
8: 11, 12), the western continent, in
olden days, and hid by the hand of
· f
f
k
·
.
h
M. orom ' or
sa e
eepmg t1 11 t e
.
tune appomted, sprang out of the
earth in 1827, when Joseph Smith, by
God's command went to the place
of its concealment, and took it, and
t
l t d "t
d
bl' h d .
h
rans ~ e 1 ' an pu IS e it to t e
world m the year 1830 A. D.

to $15.0 per year, instead of the $2; and also
asking tbat the Hope be mailed in single
wrappers instead of in bundles to Grnat
Britain, to which the Board offers the following suggestions.
First. To the protest sent in by a few of
the brethren in England against the L"eduction in price in the way it was mad6l, for the
reason that it does not advantage them any,
or that it gives an advantage to new subscribers over the old. A little reflection will
show that all subscribers had t,he benefit of
the Herald up to the time that the reduction
was made and either had paid up or were in
debt for it at the time of the reduction.
These could lose nothing by the change.
Those who had paid in advance from the
time that the reduction was made received
the benefit of the reduction having the extra
amount credited to them. No discrimination
against them. The.brethren in England who
protest forget that they have been given an
advantage and received benefit therefrom for
a number of years past in the way of postage;
that the Herald has been sent them for the
same price as to subscribers in the United
States and the Canadas, whereas, the postage
was much greater, making a difference
really of about fifty cents per year on each
number. Now if the new subscribers to the
Herald under the special reduction should
have a little advantage for a short t.ime we
cannot see where the justice would come in
from a protest by brethren who had been rec~iving this spe.cial a~vantage for so long a
tlme; and especially srnce under the new or·
. if
. they pay in adder they get the reduct10n
vance just the same as any other subscriber,
and the benefit of the extra postage besides.
~ec?nd.' To send Hopes to, foreign countries m srng·le wrappers woula ~ost one cent
1
for each Hope. There are fifty- .. wo numbers
sent during the year. This will be fifty-two
cents for postage. Since the price of the

I

l

Hope is fifty cents per year, will some of the
brethren please note what amount the office
will make when sending in single wrappers\'
It has been the work of the Board of Publication to advance the cause of the gospel work
as well as to run a publishing house. The
1
Board bas been aware for a number of years
that it was not for the money that was in it
that the church literature was sent to foreign countries; but it has been hopeful that
in due time subscriptions might be had in
Europe, Australia, and many of the islands
so that a better arrangement might be bad
for sending church literature to the saints in
such countries. The Board has not grumbled, however, although the office was the
loser in fact in many instances where the
papers have been sent. Its work is to publish
the gospel and it has no other interest to
conserve.
The only questions with the
Board are: l. Is it right? 2. Can the office
stand the expense?
Third. Heralds may be sent in single wrappers to Great Britain and Australia, and the
islands when desired, without extra expense
to the office. But Hopes cannot be sent in
this way without loss as clearly appears.
On the IIerald there has been a general reduction and it is based upon the ground of
payment in advance and in the hope of extending its list of subscribers. It is possible
for the office to succeed if payment is made in
advance and its frJ.ends make an effort. to enlarge its mailing lists. If we have the payment in advance each dollar that comes into
the hands of the office is used to discount the
bills of the office at the rate of four pet• cent
per month on paper or other articles that the
office has to buy and pay for monthly; and it.
will not take much of a financier to see that
four per cent per month for twelve months
will amount to forty-eight cents saved in dis·
counting the bills. If we do not have the
money in advance the Board has to hire
money and pay interest, so that instead of
making our discounts we are paying interest
for money to use, and in the West, where the
office is located, high interest is generally
demanded and often not to be had for that.
This statement is made for the purpose of
showing the necessity of persons making payments in advance if possible. It is in the interest of tbe work; shuts off the borrowing
business and relieves the office so that it can
do business; and there has been no time in
the past thirty-seven years that the office has
not been under the burden and disadvantage
of a heavy debt. The Board bas had to borrow money in order to exist, and it is borrowing now, but expecting with the help of the.
saints and friends in the different parts of
world to be from under this debt before a
great while longer; and as soon as tbis load
can be removed, the interest of which
amounts to several hundred dollars each
year, it will be possible to move forward in
aid of the publication of the gospel of peace
with much less expense and with much
greater satisfaction than at any time heretofore.
,
It should be remembered too that if all
the arrearages on the church pa;ers now due
the office were paid up this debt could

I
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be canceled at once, and interest stopped.
Applications from such local ministers as
Instead of making protests, then, it is may come within the published rules of the
hoped that the saints everywhere, whether in Association are not indorsed by the SecreAmerica, Europe, or Asia, will make an tary, but are referred to general missionaries
united effort to place the church publishing in charge for indorsement. The Western
department upon a solid and neverfailing Association has been furnished a list of names
basis, that it may be able to acomplish the and addresses of said ministers in charge.
work before it.
Applicants are required to make their own
Very respectfully submitted to the saints personal applications, in all cases. Blanks,
and friends interested by
THE BOARD.
containing full instructions and rules governLAMONI, Dec. 6, 1897.
ing issuance of permits, are furnished by
local agents.
In bonds,
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS.
R. S. SALYARDS,
Church Secretary.
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WALES.
LAMONI, Iowa.
Notice has been forwarded me that Bro.
John R. Gibbs, Bishop's agent at Morriston,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Wales, has removed to America, and the
The Clinton, Missouri, district conference
branches in the Western Wales district have
recommended Bro. John Ed wards, of Llan- will convene at Rich Hill, .January 8, 1898.
elly, Wales, for Bishop's agent of said dis- Remember the district officers and delegates
trict; this recommendation has also been to' the General Conference will be chosen
duly indorsed by Bro. F. G. Pitt, missionary t,h is conference. AU the branches please make
laboring in said district at the time. Having statistical reports whether you are in regular
also learned that Bro. Edwards was willing active service or not, so we may be able to
to undertake the work of agent of said dis- make a correct report to General Recorder.
trict, I have therefore appointed him agent Send to Herald Office for blanks, three for
of the Bishopric of the Reorganized Church ten cents. Watch for Sunday school convention notice also, which convenes previous to
for the Western Wales district.
D. C. WHITE, Pres.
The saints and friends will please take no- conference.
ELLA MILLER, Sec.
tice of the change and forward tithes and

at

offerings to Bro. Ed ward&, who has authority
to receipt for same in behalf of the church.
The Bishopric take pleasure in expressing
satisfaction and confidence in the work of
Bro. Gibbs, and trust that he may be blessed
and prospered and be able to do much good
to the cause of Christ in his new home,
wherever that may be. It is the hope of the
Bishopric that every member of the churnh
in the world will make an effort for the advancement of the church's interests in a
temporal way so that the work may be aided
and, in the language of the revelation, "The
law of Christ be fulfilled." It is rig hi; and
proper that there be unanimity of work in
this department aa any other, and all,
whether old or young, who have come to
years of accountability so as to be able to
comprehend the gospel, should also make an
effort to in some way sustain the gospel. If
we can but arrive at the state when every
member of the church shall have performed
his or her duty under the law relating to
temporal things, we will then see the church
placed in a condition to perform its work,
and it will receive commendation from the
Master that it has not yet attained to in the
nineteenth century, by the outpouring of
spiritual blessings.
To this end we trust that the saints in
every district, collectively and individually,
may work and pray. As ever, hopefully in
the truth yours,
E. L. KELLEY, Bishop.

1104 East Hickory St., NEVADA, Mrnsouri.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
By action of the last General Conference
the fiscal year in church work ends with the
month of December, instead of March, as
heretofore.
It is therefore necessary that Herald Office
accounts be remitted for by the close of December, that the books may be balanced,
and examined by the committee appointed
by the conference.
Please favor us with early and full remittances of Herald, Leaves, Hope, and other
subscriptions, also of book accounts.
FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager Herald Office.

DIED.
DAVIS.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December 7,
1897, Helen Irena, daughter of Mr. John W.
and Sr. Caroline W. Davis. The little one
was sick about two months. She was l year,
3 months, and 18 days of age when the spirit
went to be with the redeemed through the
atonement of Christ. Sermon at residence
by Elder Robt. M. Elvin. Interment in Rose
Hill cemetery.
WILSON.-At Jonesport, Maine, October
31, 1897, Sr. Cora B., wife of Joel D. Wilson,
passed peacefully away after a long and tedious illness, which was borne with great patience. She was born November 21, 1861.
Being converted under the preaching of
LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 6, 1897.
President Joseph Smith, she was baptized
January 11, 1891, by Elder J. C. Foss. During
HALF FARE PERMITS.
all her suffering she never lost faith in God,
In harmony with the method adopted by nor in the gospel of Jesus Christ, but was
the General Conference committee on half fully resigned tQ the will of God, and talked
fare permits the Western Passenger Associa- of the glorious change as if she were going
tion was early furnished lists of all General on a visit. The church has lost a zealous
Conference appointees, with indorsement, for worker, and a pure, devoted saint. Her hushlsuance of permits.
band has lost a true, faithful, and affection-

ate wife, and her two boys a dear and loving
mother. The saints deeply sympathize with
them in their sad bereavement. Funeral
services by Priest Uriah M. Kelley.
BISSELL.-A t Lone Rock, Missouri, September 27, 1897, Mr. Roger Bissell, aged 74
years, 9 days. He was born in Chenango
County, New York, in 1823. Married Lucinda
Bartlett in 1845. They came to Marengo,
Illinois, in 1866, to Decatur County, Iowa, in
1875, and to Lone Rock in 1894. Sr. Lucinda
died thirteen months before he did. Two
daughters died in New York. One son,
William, survives them. Mr. Bissell never
united with the church, but he was very
friendly and hospitable to the saints, and very
cheerful and happy in his disposition towards
all. Funeral sermon by Elder C.H. Jones, assisted by Elder T. J. Bell.
KIZER.-Robert Kizer, at Timber Lake,
Tennessee, September 21, H!97. Born February 14, 1870; baptized August 22, 1897. Funeral sermon by Elder T. W. Chatburn, at
Beach River church, Tennessee, October 17,
to a very large and sympathizing congregation.. Wife and one child mourn. His gospel
life was barely a month's duration, but di'ld
rejoicing that he had entered in, passing
away in peace.
PERTHEL.-At Providence, Rhode Island,
November 24, 1897, Sr. Julia Perthel, aged
80 years. She fell peacefully asleep conscious of the hope of the resurrection. Funeral services at her late home, November
28, by Elders John Smith and George H.
Gates. Singing of two solos by Mrs. Morgan.
The Daughters of Rebecca, of which she was
a member, read their burial service over her
remains.
MCFARLAND. - At her home in West
Burlington, Iowa, September 13, 1897, Sr. Mary
Paul McFarland, after a painful illness of two
years. Deceased was born in Bridge of
Weir, Renfrewshire, Scotland, December 12,
1820. She united with the church in 1837 in
Scotland; came to America in 1849; united
with the Rflorganized Church in Hannibal,
Missouri, June, 1864, baptized by Elder Alex.
H. Smith. Husband and two children mourn.
Funeral service preached at the house by
Elder Fred Johnson.

Roya! makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

l
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UBRARY.

APPROPRIATE Al..IKIE FOR ONE OR AU••

A broad statement this, but one that is borne out by the facts.
Not only can you make such a present on such terms,
'but in doing so you will be giving something that will
remain a source of delight and instruction to its fortunate owner for years to come. We have decided to
extend through the holiday season our remarkable in•
troductory offer on the gre:i.t

HOME REFERENCE LIBRARY

in ten large handsome volumes, over 5,000 pages and
3,000 illustrations, which has recently been completed
after years of preparation and the expenditure of vast
sums of money. Our reason for this is that the sets
sold in this manner will be the most effective advertising
that we could give the regular subscription edition, which

wm

be sold at

$60.00

net.

.,

Briefly, it is a gathering within the covers of one set of
books of all that usually goes to make up the " reference
comer" in any public or private collection of books.
Chief among the contents of the library stand the

-ENCYCLOPEDIA, ATLAS & DICTIONARY
necessities in every home, office, or school in the land.
But besides these, it includes Biographical Diction•

ary. Gazetteer of the United States, Dictionary

of Technical Terms, and other indispensable requisites
of a working reference library.
is !n itself ~orth
twice the pnce of
the whole library. It is par excellence the book of reference for every man, woman or student to have at his or
her elbow at all times for quick, ready reference. It is
the latest, best, most concise, yet thorough arid accurate
encyclopedia extant, and the only one In existence
that Is brought down to September, 1897. It is
edited by John Clark Ridpath, LL.D. It includes
comprehensive and reliable articles on The Cuban Re•

The Encyclopedia

bemon, Klondike Oold Fields, Moving Photogra•
phy, and other topics of live interest to-day. In all,
nearly 100,000 topics are treated, and these are

magnificently illustrated with thousands of engravings,
colored maps and charts.
<!:!ii a
comprises a handsome series of
BM Q maps and charts, brought down to
date; IOO colored and 200 in monotint, which, for convenience sake, are scattered through the volumes of the
Encyclopedia, according to their alphabetical arrangement. Also hundreds of diagrams, sketches, battle
£!!us, portraits, etc.
·

The Atli

The Dictionary lmgmsts
~th~workoftheripest
of modern

OUR CREAT
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER.

times. It is an unabridged, etymological, pronouncing,
literary, scientific and technical Dictionary of the English
language, and is an acknowledged authority both in England and America. The regular price of this great king
of books is $24.00. It comprises nearly -3,000 closely
printed columns of words and definitions.
For advertising purposes merely, and to introduce this
COOD FOR A
grand work to the public, we have decided to place a
SHORT
few sets in each community at about one-third of
the subscription price, and deliver the set complete
TIME ONLY.

UPON PAYMENT OF ONLY ONE DOLLAR,

the balance of the special reduced price being due in small monthly payments.
To show our ntire confidence in the work and to insure you against any risk whatever, we further agree that
if, after keeping the s"lt ten days and thoroughly testing it, you are not pr'.lfectly satisfied, you are at liberty to return it to
us, and receive your money back.
a.II
and the complete set will be forwarded, at once, to any address you may desire. Unless otherwise
111
instructed, shipmer•t will be made by freight, at purchaser's expense. Subsequent payments will
be at the rate of $1.50 monthly for fifteen months. Half Morocco and Full Sheep bindings can also be
supplied, the monthly payments being $2.00 and $2.50, respectively. To those who desire an extra durable and handsome binding, we strongly advise the selection of the Half Morocco style. We refer to this publication
and the Garfield National Bank, New York City. Send :z-cent stamp for postage on 40-page booklet of sample
pages, illustrations, etc., and further particulars regarding our wonderful Home Reference Library and its contents.

SEND 0

E

DOLLAR

N OW

THE STANDARD AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., 9-11 East 16th St., New York City.

Me;:;:r~.
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TRADE MARKa,,
DES!Cl!\llS,
COPYRICHTS 81.0o
4nyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is

probably patentable. Communications strictly

confidential. Oldest agency fo:..· securing patents
tn America. We have a Wasbington·office.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. reoel"flll
Upecial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation al:

~ SIX months.
sc.ientific

journal, weekly' terms $3.00 v~
Specimen copies and

(IK ON PATENTS

sent free. Addrese

MUNN &

CO.,

861 Bromdway, New York.

HARDWARE.
ONE POUND OF' THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR AS A POUNCtAND A HAU
OF ANY on1 ER STARC.H.
tl\p.l'&Uf"ACTIJRE!:l dJNI.,)(

111

il.C.HU

B'l'OVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, B'l'Cl
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
llellable goods and right prices. Estimates furniahlldl

LAMONI HARDWARE CO.

av

NGER BRDS*C9

UK.IOWA. "! NEWHAVEN.CD
C:CP

ELASTIC STARyH ha~ been before. the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without doubt
the greate.st.starch mventlon <!f the Nmeteenth Cent!lry. ;La~t year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty million packag~s. It is prepar~d upon sc1ent1fic prmc1ples by men who have had years of practical experience m fa~cy laundrymg. It makes iromng easy, restores old summer dresses to their natural whiteness and
mparts to)men a bMutiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless' con1
taining
neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used even for a baby powde~.

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,
ORNO PAY.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Cure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
November 2 and 16; December 7 and 21
1897, at one lowest first-class fare plus $2 for
the round trip; limit for return 21 days from
date of sale. Burlington Route.

WHAT HAVE YOU to exchange as par
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm
two miles from Lamoni? Large buildings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay·
ments on balance. Give full description
and price of your property in first letter.
D. F. Nicholson.

I

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER.
:Papercovers •••••••.•••••••••••••.. $ 10

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.

CHEAP HOMES.
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now is
the time to do so. I have prope:·ties that I
can sell you for less money than yoll can build
the houses. For descriptions, pt ices, and
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, Lamcni, Iowa..

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A !louse In Lamoni. Iowa, two squares from the ~

nees center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three clo&,.ta.
and ls conveniently arranged for a family of six or morGI
la warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation f<ii
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, whicit. ue
tile corner of a block. Address,
.
I. N. W; COOPER, Lamon4, llow111.

The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
ZION'S HOPE.
locations for business men than on the line of
A large, four-pa.ge Sunday school pa.per for
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M.
of equal mil(:lage in Iowa or Missouri. (See Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The four, :five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
freight and passenger service is not equalled per year; in packages of. seven or more, 35
by any road in the state, except the Missouri cents each.
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections.
"How the Bible came down to Us" is the
Persons seeking farms can find property at
tempting prices; men seeking business loca- title of an article by Dr. Clifton H. Levy in
tions can find towns with ample territory .and the December number of the American
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which Monthly Review of Reviews. Dr. Levy traces
the history of the various versions of the
will add to the growth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cains- Scriptures, presenting photographic reproville are particularly well located for ductions of portions of the most celebrated
business. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See manuscripts and printed texts. In view of
the recent revival of interest in biblical disfolder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
covery and textual criticism, this attempt to
Gen. Pass. Agent. give a popular exposition of the subject will
A. C. GOODRICH,
doubtless be warmly ,welcomed.
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr;o
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AS TO MODES OF BAPTISM,

ONE of the questions that came up for discussion at the Baptist Congress held in
Chicago last month (November 16-is) was
this, "Is baptism a prerequisite to the
Lord's supper?" Among those who argued
strongly in the negative were Rev. 0. P.
Gifford, D. D., of Buffalo, Rev. Russell H.
Conwell, D. D., of Philadelphia, and Rev.
T. A. K. Gessler, D. D., of Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey, all leading men in their
denomination. They declared in favor of
"open communion." Dr. Gifford said:
"We challenge the assumption that the
New Testament does furnish us with the
model of the church; that the model of the
church was finished in Corinth, or Rome,
or Ephesus; that the practice of the
church in the first century is a common
law, and all departures from that practice
sedition and anarchy. The essence of the
Lord's supper Js in the power to discern
the Lord's body. Immersed men who fail
to discern the Lord's body do not observe
the Lord's supper. U nimmersed men who
do discern the Lord's body do observe the
Lord's supper." Dr. Conwell took the
same position. He declared that not only
is baptism not a prerequisite to the Lord's
supper, but, on the contrary, the latter is
an ordinance peculiarly adapted to the
needs of the erring and imperfect. Dr.
Gessler said (we quote this from the proceedings in the Chicago Standard):"There is not a particle of ground in the
New Testament for the statement that the
supper is a church ordinance. If you find.
it anywhere, you find it in some inference,
not in a direct statement. When our Lord
instituted the ordinance, the apostles then

J

22,

1897.

present did not constitute a church. Is
it not far more reasonable to suppose that
it took a place more analogous to the daily
meal than to a ritual performance bound
· h
·
h
· ·
?;,
up wit certam ot er restrict10ns.
The chief argument in defense of "close
. ,,
commumon was presented by Rev. P. S.
Hensen, of Chicago. He expressed his
belief in and preference for immersion
.
'
since it seems to symbolize the burial and
resurrection of Christ. He, however, said
that., whether or not this be true, he has
not felt himself constrained to establish
any police surveillance of the Lord's table,
nor to make invidious discrimination
among those who present themselves as·
communicants, nor have any ever .been
thrust away by him. So "while lovingly
declaring the truth, as we understand it,
we have been accustomed to study the
things that make for peace and the things
wherewith we may edify one another, till
we all come in the unity of the faith and
the knowledge of the Lord God unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ."
These utterances, relating as they did,
to what is generally regarded as one of
the fundamental tenets of the Baptist
Church, have been the occasion of much
editorial comment in the religious press,
and will probably continue to be a subject
of discussion for some time to come. In
alluding to the debate on this question,
several of the Baptist papers say that it
should be clearly understood that the
views expressed were those of individuals
only, and however much weight they have
on that basis they should not be taken as
representative of the Baptist denomination. The Baptist congress is a body
without any legislative or ecclesiastical
authority. It is simply a meeting for debate on questions of interest to the denomination. It is with this view of the
matter that The Exarniner (Baptist, New
York) urges its readers not to be disquieted by the discussion. It says:"The conviction of the denomination at
large is settled and immovable that baptism is a prerequisite to the communion,
just as personal faith is prerequisite to
baptism. This is the plain logic of the
New Testament conception of the relation
of the ordinances, and no sentimental
considerations, based on conditions which
did not exist in New Testament times, and
would not now exist but for the prevalence
of erroneous views of the divine command
concerning baptism, can persuade the
'plain people' of the denomination that

t
.. i£

No. 51.

they are wrong in adhering to their conviction on this point."
The Standard (Baptist, Chicago) sees no
cause for alarm in the situation. It says:"For ourselves, while we have no sympathy with certain tendencies manifest in
the congress, and notably with the expressed desire on the part of some for an
open communion which cannot but end in
denominational anarchy, we can see no
good end subserved by refusing to acknowledge the presence in the denomination of a group of men who hold these
views, ai:td in refusing to look at the question at all. Such a course will not tend to
correct error, nor to establish truth. We
may believe such men in error, but we do
not care to muzzle them. Let those who
fear that the evidences of departure from
the standards hitherto regarded as stable
remember that divergence of views is
nothing new among us."
Papers representative of other denominations are inclined to place a deeper significance on the discussion before the
congress. Thus The Outlook (Congregational) thinks that it indicates that "a
storm is brewing among the Baptists of
the United States." The Outlool~ concludes
its editorial on the subject as follows:"No baptism of any kind is a prerequisite to the communion; the only prerequisite is love for Christ and loyalty to him.
It is probable that always the vast majority of those who love and are loyal to
Christ wm be baptized. But it is certain
that always there will be some loving and
loyal souls who will never have received
baptism, neither by immersion nor by
sprinkling, neither in adult age nor in infaucy-neither, that is, in apostolic fashion, nor in that adopted by the church at
a later date. The church has no authority
to exclude such from the communion
table. The only invitation which Christ
authorizes is that which he used: 'Do this
in remembrance of me.' The door to this
memorial supper he has opened to all who
love him and are loyal to him; and the
door which he has opened: no one has a
right to close. And each disciple is to decide for himself what love and loyalty require; it is not to be decided for him by
others.~ This is the position of the English Baptists; this is the position toward
which the Christian Church is gradually
tending; and the recent discussion in the
Baptist Church congress indicates that the
Baptist Church in America may yet lead
the way toward this more spiritual and
less)egalistic view of the relation of bap-
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tism to the Lord's supper and of both to From the theological seminaries at Upthe Christian life."
land and Rochester the cannon belched
The Northwestern Christian Advocate forth on the rebels, and blew some of them
(Methodist Episcopal, Chicago) gives an out of the denomination. It seemed for a
editorial summary of the discussion and moment as if the hopes of increasing felthen says:lowship were destroyed. . . . Now it
"That all this implies a revolution in would be almost as hard, .among our
Baptist sentiment as compared with the Northern Baptists, to find a representapractical tenets of the last half century, tive minister who would stoutly defend
no one needs to say. No theological bat- close communion as it was then to find its
A Few
tles of the almost recent past have been confessed opponent. "-Literary Digest, DeAmong Many
sterner or more determined than the cember 11, 1897.
Choice Selections
struggle about modes of baptism. Exclusiveness in spirit and actual exclusion
Tne estimated value of the mineral and
of the unimmersed from the Lord's table . metallurgical products of Uppar Siberia last
Postpaid to any address.
are within the experience of many who ; year was $75,000,000, a gain in twelve months
still live. The Baptist Church has changed, of 25 per cent. The principal commodities
as other churches have changed.
This among these were coal, coke, pig iron, and
open expression of toleration and this evi- furnace castings, fouodry castings, large
dence of growing fraternity are proofs plates: and sheets, thin plates, and sheets,
that God is with his people. The walls of and wire.
separation are tumbling, and the world
Volumes 1 and 2:
The total length of the world's telegraph I
.
will not fail to honor and respect candid
system has now reached 7 900 000 kilometers Full leather, gilt edges, per vol., $3.00
men as it once did not honor them. Three ·
.
. ' '
. ·
.
"
"
black,
"
,
l'b
, . 2.50
2 50
churches notably are approaching each (4,908,823 miles), exclusive of 292,000 kilo''
'
i rary
•
me~ers
(.181,440
.miles)
of
~ubmarine
cables.
Half
"
'
"
2:00
other-the Baptist, the Presbyterian, and
This mileage is apport10ned as follows: Cl th , ,
,,
l 50
the Methodist.
Europe has been influ- Europe, 2,840,000 kilometers (1, 764, 790 miles);
O
·
enced vitally by the triple alliance of Ger- Asia, 500,000 kilometers (310,685 miles);
many, Austria, and Italy.
The three Africa, 160,000 kilometers (99,419 miles);
rulers have aided to preserve the peace of Australia, 350,000 kilometers (217,479 miles);
Europe, and mankind are their debtors. America, 4,050,000 kilometers (2,516,548
Much more must humanity on earth and miles). It will therefore be seen from the Imitation morocco, :flexible,
gilt
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.
•-Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 116.
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Lamoni, Iowa, December 22, 1897.

to the pastor and brethren of the First
Baptist Church, of Richmond, of
which he was a member, that owing
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR
to
a change in his faith and beliefs, he
R. S. SALYARDS
ASSIS'fANT EDITOR.
HEMAN 0. SMITH,
desired
that his name be dropped from
} ComtESPONDING EDITORS.
JOSEPH LUFF,
the roll of members, and requested
LAMONI, loWA, DEC. 22, 1897.
that his letter of withdrawal be read
to the church. This was not done;
THE EDITOR ABROAD.
so last September, he notified them by
I OCCUPIED two Sundays at Pitts- letter that he proposed joining the
burg, Pennsylvania, the 21st and the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ,
28th November, had only small audi- and again requested that his name be
ences.
dropped from the records of the
Left here on the morning of the church. It appears that this last re29th, and reached the Capital City, quest was complied with, and at my
Washington, and there found Sr. M. visit he was free in conscience to unite
A. Jolley at her sister's, Mrs. Eliza· with us in baptism.
beth Bloom, a widow since the late
The good Spirit of the Master was
war. Sr. Jolley met me at the station with me in attending to these rites,
and took me to the home, No. 2907 and witnei;:sed' that the James River,
Fourteenth Street, N. W.
in the Old Dominion of Virginia, had
On Tuesday, the 30th N9vember, I been sanctified by the first baptism in
went to Richmond, Virginia, the capi- its historic waters i.n the history of the
tal of the late Southern Confederacy, Reorganized Church.
to meet Dr. P. P. Starke, dentist, of
The Doctor is a young man, unmarthat historic and now famous Southern ried, quite well known in his circles,
city. I went by previous arrangement and is quite well informed in general
with Dr. Starke, who had by quite church history, doctrine, theories, and
thorough investigation, satisfied him- organizations. He has strong desires
self that the Reorganized Church was for the work, and will be able to assist
true in faith, doctrine, and organiza- whoever may hereafter go into the
tion, and was also the true successor historic city to open the work there,
of the church organized by divine by his experience, knowledge, and
command, April 6, 1830. He met me practical acquaintance in the city,
at the train, and I was soon comforta- which he hopes will not be long in bebly located in the comfortable board- ing brought about.
ing house of Mrs. Hart, where I was
Beyond doubt Dr. Starke will find
quite well cared for during my stay in in his own case how bitter persecution
Richmond.
by former friends, for religious opinAfter previous consultation with the ion's sake may be.
It has already
doctor, we sought the James River on begun, and will assume proportions as
the morning of December 1, a cuol soon as his act is known. He has
but bracing day, and in a suitable written an excellent article for the
place I baptized him into the fold of press, for publication of which he had
the church militant. And in his of- promise; and it is to be hoped that he
flee, corner of Second and Broad will not be disappointed.
Streets, I confirmed him by the laying
From Richmond I returned to Pittson of hands for the conferment of the burg. via Washington, spending Frigift of the Holy Ghost; and, being led day in the latter place, viewing some
thereto by the impression of the of the noted sights of the city of magSpirit, I ordained him to the elder- nificent distances.
ship, there being no branch or organThe city is much improved since I
ized church there by which a vote . first visited it in 1866. It had not then
could be taken.
recovered from the awful throes of the
Bro. Starke gave notice last March foul' years internecine war~are; and
1

No. 51.
much of it was an improved waste.
Now, however, the spread of a healthy
growth has widened the city, until a
population of 270, COO, occupies thebeautiful site. Whether it is because
I have seen the magnificent heights
around some of our far western cities,
like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Kansas City, Burlington, and Nauvoo, or
that the recollection of the Capital of
the United States has grown dim after
the lapse of fifteen years, when last I
saw it, I do not know; but the site of
the whole city seemed to my sight to
be low, the heights nothing like so
magnificent as they once appeared;
the distances once deemed magnificent
have been dwarfed by occupancy, and
the introduction of the electric street
railway system has shortened the
ways, until the old darkey's saying
about the way is almost verified: ''Ef
yo' takes the road afoot, it will take
yo' all de day to get dar; ef yo' takes
de saddle hoss, or de co'ch, it will.
take fo' ours; but, ef yo' takes de
kyars, sho yo' dar now."
Howbe~t, a fire destroyed the power
house of some of the railway linellil
awhile ago, and on my visit these lines
were being operated with horses, a
going back to primitive railway service painfully slow in this day of rushing things. One of them ran our way,
and so I had the difficult pleasure to
measure of riding on the horse railway cars. I am greatly indebted to
Sisters Bloom and Jolley for care and
sight-seeing in the Capital City. It
is a beautiful city, notwithstanding
the low altitude of the location.
Congress has done a magnificent
thing in providing for the erection and
care of the Congressional Library.
The building is probably one of the
most magnificent in proportion, design, and finish in the world; and is a
decided credit to the Congress and the
Nation. It dwarfs the Capitol, however, and makes it look low and
squatty- bad word, but significantin comparison.
The Washington
monument, unfinished at my last visit,
is finished, and is an unrelieved
straight shaft, square, and some five
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hundred feet high.
It stands on a
raised, low mound, and is surrounded
by low grounds, though they may be
beautiful in summer and well kept.
The Smit,hsonian Institute, once almost outside of the city, is now in it,
and surrounded on all sides by public
and private buildings, some of modern
style that make the once plain, but
massive looking buildings look ancient
and out of date in architectural design.
A notable instance of the difference
between the buildings of the Institute, Agricultural Department, United
States Fish Commision, Patent Office,
and modern buildings, is seen in the
contrast shown by the comparison of
the new Post Office building for the
District with those named above; the
latter is fine, imposing, grand; while
the former are dwarfed both in dimensions and design. The same is seen
in the beautiful building erected by
the District to accommodate the gift of
statuary and paintings, made by the
late W. W. Corcoran, as contrasted
with the one the same collection occupied a few years back. The same disappointing disparity between the old
and the new is seen in the Treasury
. Buildings, the War and Navy buildings, and the White House, the Presidential residence, and some of the mag·
nificent modern edifices for public and
private use, seen nearly all over the
city.
One thing commends itself to the
visiting United States citizen, and
that is the magnificently paved and
splendidly cared for streets of this
should be typical American city. The
streets are finely paved in concrete,
wide and well kept. The White Brigade, a corps of men employed in street
cleaning, dressed in white canvas
pants, jacket, and helmet, are as busy
as bees gathering up the accumulating
debris of city waste, and wear and
tear.
It was raining while I was
there, and the streets were in places
washed clean, and were almost as
white as marble. When there last a
part of the pavement was in asphaltum that softened in the summer and
became soft and sticky, and in the
winter was hard, heavy, and cracked.
One thi!Jg, however, seemed to me to
be bad, Pennsylvania Avenue,-the
traditional thoroughfare between the
Capitol and the Treasury, War, and
Navy Departments, and the Presi-
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dent's Mansion,-is disfigured by
street car lines, and fast being encroached upon by pushing, enterprising business houses. It is a pity that
such beautiful things should be corrupted to the uses of traffic and gain.
But the contest between the utilities
and sentiment is unequal, and sentiment must go to the wall.
As an American citizen, it would be
pleasing to me to see the City of
Washington the.first city in the world
in beauty and grandeur of its public
buildings.
It should be second to
none. The city of Toronto is building
a city hall, the tower of which is to be
some hundreds of feet in height. The
design is massive and beautiful. It is,
or appears to be as large as the Treasury building, and is much more attractive in its appearance.
And yet,
Toronto has but 250,000 population,
Washington 270,000 and still in its in.
fancy. I saw the active representatives of the military forces of the
Crown's dependencies, some 2,400
strong, armed and in uniform, marching to the· sound of trumpet and drum.
In Richmond, the whilom capital of
the late Southern Confederacy, I saw
the Richmond Blues, a magnificent
array of blue uniformed men with
white plumes in their hats, marching
to the sound of the band and the drums.
In the capital city of the greatest Republic known to the present world. I
saw not a soldier nor a gun; except the
tradition-keeping cannon standing at
an entrance to public grounds or build·
ings. The only men in uniforms were
the bluecoated police guardians of the
public peace, the bluecoated citizenhatted drivers of the hacks for hire,
and the white-helmeted street cleaners
and not a weapon save the policeman's
clubs, the drivers' whips, and the
street cleaners' brooms and huge dust
pans. I noted this and was thankful
that the stars and stripes, '·Old Glory,"
still floated over a nation's Capital
City whose peace and the dignity of
whose citizens were maintained by the
acquiescence of public and private
citizens in the laws which themselves
had helped to make, and not by an
obedience to monarchical edicts enforced and maintained by armed men
kept by public expense "in times of
peace."
When Sisters Bloom and Jolley read
l this screed they may wonder when

I

their quiet guest bad time and opportunity to see and note all here set.
down.
I reached Pittsburg on Saturday
evening at 6: 55, December 4, via the
Pennsylvania Railroad to Baltimore,
Harrisburg, Altoona, etc., in time to
get a restless night's rest, and on the
Sunday morning at 7: 45, with Bro. G.
H. Hulmes, of Pittsburg branch, who
kindly volunteered to accompany me,
went to Fayette City, a mining town
forty-five miles up the Monongahela
River, where in the last two years a
branch of some thirty-three or four
members has grown up under the
fostering care of the missionaries,
and Brn. Robert Perry and George
Hull, and Arthur Bickerton, brother
of Elder William Bickerton, once the
active president of a movement having
its seat at Elizabeth City, in the
Monongahela Valley, if we have remembered correctly, but now "scat·
tered and peeled;" the principal number being now some forty odd under
Elder Cadman, and located a few
miles up the river beyond Fayette
City. We, Bro. George and I, found
a nice little band of believers under
charge of Bro. Perry. Brothers Shotton met us and had us get off at
Naomi, a two mile walk from Fayette,
where in the hall we met a very attentive congregation, to whom I tried
to preach the word, ably assisted by
Bro. George and the singers led by
Bro. Shotton and little Emma Perry.
From Naomi, after service in hall
held at 10: 30 to 12 m. we went to Bro.
Hull's, where the outer man was
cheered and the inner man strength·
ened by Sr. Hull's good cheer. At
2: 30 p. m. we met a good congregation in the Opera House, a large hall
in center of town. The singing was
good, service again in charge of Bro.
Hulmes, and the Editor for the
preacher; attention good. After sup·
per with Bro. Arthur Bickerton and
family we returned to the Opera
House, where a large congregation
met the man from Lanloni; who tried
hard to do his .part, and was blessed
with good liberty. All seemed to be
edified and pleased. Bro. Perry looked
happy and said: "This is the most
notable day in the history of this
branch. We will all remember this
day. We may never have another
like it."

fl
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ON TO RICHMOND.
The services in the evening were
cease holding tent services, but upon
PRESIDENT
JOSEPH SMITH'S visit to resuming was waylaid and beaten by
more than usually impressive for
:some reason. Bro. Hulmes followed Richmond, Virginia. narrated in his a mob, headed by a local preacher.
the preacher in a few well chosen account of his itinerary in the East, Complaint was made against the mob·words of argument and comfort to the brought out the following, which ap- bers, but it was feared that justice
'saints. At its close a citizen sent a peared in the Richmond, Virginia, Times might fail to reach them. However,
sum of money to the preacher by the of December 1. It is to be hoped that the telegram given above shows that
hand of Bro. Hull, with the statement this friendly notice will result in a the sentiment for right has been
that the sermon had been worth that better understanding of our work by sufficiently strong to secure conviction
much to him. The sum given was the people of the Old Dominion, and of the offenders.
six dollars.
It was timely, for the lead to more favorable consideration
We congratulate the brethren upon
preacher's traveling fund was running of our message:the verdict. The community where
low. Has God ever forsaken his minMR. JOSEPH SMITH HERE.
the outrage was perpetrated is also to
istry? or left his servants to falter by THE DISTINGUISHED HEAD OF THE LATTER be congratulated upon the result. If
DAY SAINTS IN 'l'HE CITY.
the wayside, if faithful to their servanything is foreign to the spirit of
Mr
..
Joseph
Smith, President of "The Reice?
Americanism and its institutions, it is
organized Church of Jesus Christ," is in the
Brn. Perry and Hull seemed to be
the spirit that would suppress exercity in the interest of the church work.
of the opinion that the work and the
cise
of the right of free speech or any
Mr. Smith comes from Lamoni, Iowa,
branch had been helped and strength- where the central organization is located and other priviJege guaranteed under the
incorporated under the laws of Iowa. The law to all men in common.
ened by our coming among them.
Some of the staunch members are church accepts the Book of Mormon as docAny disposition to deny the free
of the one time Bickertonite brethren; trinal, the Bible, and also the Doctrine and exercise of any right common to all,
Covenants, which latter contains covenants
the policy pursued by President Wil- which the church agree to observe among or to coerce or unduly influence any
liam Bickerton and after him Elder themselves and also contains what they ac- individual, co>:ltrary to the free exerCadman having hurt their influence cept as revelations which have been given cise of his own judgment, unhampered
and loosened the hold of their phi- from time to time.
The church is and always has been dis- and unhindered, ought to be set down
losophy on the people. It is strange
tinctly monogamic, and does not countenance upon, and with emphasis. We hope
to us that men will persist in the pur- polygamy nor other heretical doctrines to see such policies sustained, in
suit of parts only of the latter-day as they believe, which are taught by the church, in state, and in departments
work, claiming to be saints and the Utah "Church of Jesus Christ," under the of life that shall make the people free
church, and yet standing in the way leadership of Brigham Young, and subse- indeed, and universally so.
of progress to be finally overwhelmed quent presiding officers. The two organizaMay God speed the right.
tions being separate in government, officer8,
in the onward sweep of the grand and doctrines which they consider irreconcilawork. It seems to us that it would ble.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
be far better to accept the inevitable,
Mr. Smith comes in the course of a tour BRO. W. E. MESSENGER, of Prescott,
drop their partial theories and per- through Canada and a number of the cities
Iowa, forwards a copy of a document,
sonal ambitions, turn in with the pro- of the United States, at various points of
"The coming conflict of the nations,''
gressive elements of the church and which he bas received favorable press nowritten
by R. W. Rogers, of Hennestices, the people often being •rnrprised to
be "workers together with God," learn that any organization embracing latter
sey, Oklahoma; once a Methodist,
putting on the whole armor, being led day views and accepting th A Book of Mormon,
then a Seventh-Day Adventist, now
by the word of God, accepting Isa- can be anything save polygamic.
The specific mission of this church is organizer of an independent church
iah's injunction, "To the law and to
to be the restoration of the gospel, movement. It requires no special
claimed
the testimony. If they speak not acby di vine revelation, of that church which prophetic foresight to discern the
cording to this word there is no light was overthrown in early Christian ages and
preparations for impending conflicts
in them,'' rather than consenting to was to be restored according to prophecy
in the world. It did require such
be led by wild personal vaporings and after something over one thousand years disforesight sixty years ago, when all
the imperfect revelations of so-called organization.
was apparently placid and moving on
Mr.
Smith
leaves
after
a
few
days'
stay
and
"living oracles,'' who discard the
will continue biti work in other States before the even tenor of peaceful progress.
word.
returning to his home in Iowa.
Joseph Smith and his coworkers both
It was certainly l:li pleasure to wind
warned the world and presented, unup the week's work begun on Monday,
VERDICT AGAINST MOBBERS.
der Christ, a means for its deliverNovember 29, by a visit to Fayette
SCRANTON, Miss., Dec. 18.
ance, as early as the year 1830.
City, and an administration among so PRES. JOSEPH SMITH,
There are many prophets abroad who
promising and faithful band of beLamoni, Iowa.
run without tidings, whose professed
lievers, strangers and yet well known;
Verdict of g·uilty in ten cases; mobbers
interpretations and predictions hinder
never seen before and yet familiar as fined; justice' court.
members of the one family, as we
F. P. ScARCLIFF.
rather than aid the going forth of the
found at Fayette City. Brn. Perry,
The HERALD readers will remember legitimate warning of the world
Hull, and Bickerton, may your shad- the assault made upon Bro. T. C. Kel- through the proclamation of the gosows never grow less, but your usefulness and spiritual stature ever grow ley, by a mob, near Escatawpa, Mis- ., pel. The world needs the authoritaunto the fullness of the stature of men sissippi, about the 1st of September; tive declaration that God is calling
' in Christ Jesus.
that Bro. Kelley had been ordered .to !upon his serv~nts to proclaim, not the
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uncertain sounds being multiplied by
lo here's and lo there's. Those who
compose the numerous and increasing
army of self-commissioned prophetic
characters who are perplexing the
people with cobfusing messages have
as much need to repent as has the
world they are seeking to warn.
A local paper gives account of the
sudden death of the young daughter
of Bro. and Sr. A. B. Kirkendall, of
Creola, Ohio; her death resulting
from burns caused by her clothing
catching fire. The parents have the
sympathy of saints and friends in the
sad visitation.
Letters are received from Bro. Alfred and Sr. Jennie Wright, of Chariton, Iowa, and Sr. I. L. Jones, of
Canton, Illinois. The former write of
preparation needed to meet the Master, the latter a review of the closing
year's experiences, and of hopes for
continuing progress in the coming
year.
Bro. A. B. Pearce reports two baptized at Providence, Rhode Island,
December 6, by Bro. George Smithboth young men of talent. Local
brethren were active in Providence
and adjoining branches.
Brethren have sent us copies of a
purported report of Pontius Pilate to
the Emperor Tiberius concerning the
trial and crucifixion of Christ. The
document has long since been pronounced unauthentic. See HERALD
November 24, page 2 of cover.
A Thurston, Nebraska, paper, date
not given, contains a courteous statement of the labors of Bro. W. A.
Smith. of Persia, Iowa, who has been
laboring at Thurston and adjacent
towns. It commends bis preaching
and recommenQ.s him to the people as
a man worthy of a hearing.
A surplusage of letters requires
that some be epitomized.
Bro. M. T. Short wrote from Gilchrist, Illinois, of various matters of
passing interest. He has some hopes
for the rising generation in Utah, but
little for those active in evading the
plain teachings of the law of Christ.
He enjoins humility, love, and a close
observance of and reliance upon tbe
revelations given to the church, that
requisite unity and progress may be
realized, also observance of the Word
of Wisdom, etc.; and calls especial
attention to the command which :pro-
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hibits use of tobacco or strong drinks. I it has been found necessary to dis·
These things observed, with diligence, · charge the minor cases. Slight cola voiding jealousies, with good will lisions between the students and the
toward all, he thinks will insure sue- police have occurred at Prague, Cracess all along the line.
cow, and Gratz. During the present
Brn. William France and F. C. week thirty newspapers have been
Keck, at Angola, Kansas, on the 10th confiscated in Bohemia.
were preaching the word there and
St. Petersburg, Dec. 13.-The No·
along the Arkansas border near by. vosti says that the absence of protests
'!.'he country was not thickly settled, from the other powers at Germany's
but a goodly number were being evident determkation to remain at
reached with the gospel.
Kiao-Chou Bay indicates that the
Bro. J. A. King writes that saints partition of China has actually begun
at TvVest Pullman, Illinois, were ear- and will proceed quickly. Another
nest and united in branch and Sunday newspaper expresses the belief that
school work. Attendance of nonmem· the United States, among other powers,
hers quite good.
may object to the permanent occupaBro. G. S. Smith, Au Gres, Michi· tion of Kiao-Chou Bay by Germany.
gan, writes: Bro. David Smith bad Russian official circles, however, ap;
labored acceptably in that community, pear indifferent to the step taken by
where be is highly esteemed. Saints Germany.
earnest in branch work and hold
London cablegram, December 11.regular semi-weekly services. They Germany has demanded apologies
would be glad to have some of the and indemnity from Portugal for illministry with them again; have bad treatment of German sailors at Lisbon.
no preaching for four months.
The demands are humiliating and the
By letter from Bro. W. B. Toney, government dare not grant them for
of Indian Territory, to Bro. S. V. fear of revolution, as the Lisbon peoBailey, of Lamoni, we learn that he ple are turbulent and lean strongly
had lately concluded a discussion in toward republicanism. On the other
Washington County, Arkansas, in hand, Germany may seize Delagoa
which be had gained a signal victory Bay, a Portuguese possession and one
and baptized two.
Bro. Toney is of the principal factors in the ecobooked for another battle in January. nomic future of South Africa, and by
A small cyclone near New Orleans which Emperor William might fulfill
on the 13th.
his dream of establishing a protect·
General Sanguilly, of the Cuban orate over the Transvaal Republic.
army, bas deserted the patriots and To the latter step, however, Great
entered the service of Spain; this ac- Britafo would object, with a strong
cording to semi-official dispatches force if necessary; and Admiral Raw·
from Havana. The Cuban junta at son bas been ordered to Delagoa Bay
New York anticipated the action and in anticipation of Germany's inten•
say it will not affect the rebellion.
tions.
Prof. W. R. Brooks, of Smith ObThe Amalgamated Society of Britservatory, and Prof. J. K. Rees, of ish engineers voted almost unaniColumbia University, New York, join mously against accepting the proin the opinion that the appearance posals of the employers. The Senior
and reappearance of "sun spots" will Professors of Oxford University have
have little or no effect upon things signed a protest against the attitude
terrestrial. We note such phenomena, of the employers. The strike began
however, as "signs in the sun," pre- July13; loss to British trade, $75.000,·
dieted to appear in latter times.
000; number of workingmen affected,
Vienna, Dec. 13. - Unrest continues 200,000.
in Bohemia. To-day the troops have
Reports from Simla the 13th. Gen·
patroled the streets of Prague and eral Kem pster's rear guard was atspecial guards are stationed at the tacked and cut off by tribesmen on
German theaters, owing to the fact the 11th, and was obliged to intrench
that a bomb was foand last Thursday for the night. The enemy was dis·
evening near the Royal German Thea- lodged on the 12th after a severe enter.
There are numerous arrests gagement. News of the 14th states
daily, and the prisons are so full that I General Westmacott's march into the
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Sturi-Khel country was a continuous j majority passed a bill sanctioning the new world from every trace of
action.
The enemy closed in upon such marriages on broad principles.
European control, is much broader
the rear guard at short range and
Lansing, Mich., Dec. 13.-As a re- than the Monroe doctrine and will beBritish losses were heavy. Further sult of an exhaustive investigation of come the principle of action in the
news of the 15th, give accounts of its workings in Michigan cities and twentieth century."
most desperate :fighting, resulting villages, Labor Commissioner Cox
"'I'he Pope's encyclical to Canadian
finally in the British forces inflicting gives it as his opinion that municipal bishops is enroute. The bishops are
severe punishment upon the tribes- ownership of electric lighting plants enjoined to unity and silence on
men. Both sides showed great cour- is entirely successful where the same church questions." On reading the
age.
careful management that is found in foregoing one is reminded of the
Philadelphia marine advices from the conduct of priva.te business affairs policy of the Utah Church, which
Argentine state that the condition of prevails. Their failure has resulted, practically counsels silence when
affairs, owing to the locust plague is it was generally found, when the sending out its elders with instruc"horrible in the extreme;" that with- management of the plants had been tions not to discuss "church quesout immediate aid the inhabitants will in trusted to politicians rather than tions" with elders of the Reorganized
starve. Locusts in clouds swarm and to electricians. An aggregate of Church. There are strong points of
destroy every blade of grass. Rail- $6,500.000 is invested in public light- similarity between the general policies of the Roman and Utah churches.
road traffic was suspended for a time ing plants in Michigan.
General Weyler has publicly debecause of the dense swarms. The
Valparaiso, Indiana, citizens have
government is taking active steps to protested against purchase of water clared his willingness to lead a SpJinrid the country of the plague. In one works by their city council, from a ish army against the United States,
should the latter continue a policy of
locality 1,000 tons of locust eggs, col- syndicate, at six times their value.
lected by the natives by government
A Cincinnati brewer and a St. interest in Cuban affairs.
France is reported as having yielded
direction, were being destroyed.
Louis tobacconist, lately deceased,
London advices of the 13th state each left an estate valued at $10,000,- to English pressure and to have foregone claims to empire in Central
that England has agreed not to op- 000.
pose Germany's occupation of KiaoThere will be interest in the an- Africa. England would not tolerate
Chou in return for Germany's promise nouncement that the plan for a union a menace to her supremacy in Egypt.
Strong earthquake shocks at Curte
not to interfere in the Egyptian ques- or federation of Central American retion. Germany bas extended the area publics, whi.cb was interrupted some ·di Cestello, Italy, the 18th, walls of
of her occupation and now controls months since, will be carried to com· houses were cracked; a panic pref<;>ur hundred square miles, with a pletion. The States taking part in vailed among the people.
A Russian squadron has entered the
German administration at Kiao-Chou. the Union are Nicaragua, Salvador,
Herr Wolffe, the celebrated German and Honduras, the republics of Gua- Chinese station of Port Arthur, to
explorer, cables to the Berlin Tage- temala and Costa Rica still holding which the latter government offers no
blatt from Shanghai that China is aloof from the arrangement.
The objection. It is believed by many
wholly indifferent to the seizure of union will amount to a practical con- Europeans that the actual dismemKiao·Chou Bay. German merchants solidation under one national adminis- berment of the Chinese Empire has
in China and Japan insist upon estab- tration instead of a mere alliance of already begun. Japan is said to be
lishment of a fortnightly steamship independent republics, as has been considerably agitated over German
line between Germany and East Asia. supposed, although each will retain and Russian aggressions on Chinese
territory, because of being held in
The entire Chilean cabinet resigned, control of its internal a:ffairs.-Ex.
check
by the powers after her late
on the 9th.
Mexico has sent an expedition to
successful
conflict with China. ReEarthquake shock at Bermuda, the investigate the reported seizure of
port
is
to
the
effect that England has
15th.
Clipperton Island, off the Mexican
been
asked
to
exercise protection over
'.Phe Virginia State Senate commit- coast, by Great Britain. "If seized,
remaining
portions
of the Celestial
tee has reported favorably on a bill to she will resort to diplomatic measures
Empire.
prohibit football.
to secure its return. There is a sentiA Chicago meeting on the 13th sub- ment among the Mexican people that
A number of letters and obituaries
scribed $10,000 to the Booth-Tucker England unjustly acquired Belize or have been held over <;o secure insercolonization scheme.
British Honduras from Mexico. . . . tion of pressing matter.
Such wi.11
Citizens of Chicago, west side, have The Mexican Herald editorially states appear in next issue.
organized to protect themselves that European nations are looking
Bro. G. S. Montague writes that he
against burglars, highwaymen, and forward to the time when by the is sick at his home, Moorhead, fowa,
others of the criminal classes, who weakness of the great republic, the and somewhat doubtful concerning
are rapidly increasing in numbers and champion of the Monroe doctrine, the outcome. He desires brethren in
boldness.
they may proceed under one pretext his field to know his condition. We
The Peruvian Chamber of Deputies 1 and another to carve up South and hope for his recovery, and trust the
ha·1ing recently expressed its disap- Central America.
The same paper! saints will remember him.
1
pro.val of proposed simple registra- remarks that the Diaz doctrine, which
Begin the year 1898 by subscribing
tion of non-Catholics, by a large conte.nplates the eventual freeing of for the HERALD; price $1.50.
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Mo1hars' HomB Goltlmn.
"We are quick to see the ill-we are slow to share the
blame;

We can bins~ for others' shame-but how cold our
deed and will!
We can lash with logic'• thong, we can sing a pleading
sohg,

we dare not clasp the hands that are lifted tons
still.

it right, 0 Lhou, and thou, juggh'rs with the art of
speech?
Shall we only rhyme anct teach, with a calm judicial
brow?
-Na)! the sacrifice for all, platted thorns and cup of
gall,
Till injustice yields to love, and we all like brothers

'"le

bow.,,

STOP AND THINK.-NO. 1.
BY SR. ALMIRA.
YES, let us stop and think when we hear an
evil report about anyone, and especially about
a friend. Weigh the matter well before accepting it. If it will not balance on our
ecale of charity, try consistency. Study the
different points in the statement, and if th@y
do not seem consistent, call to mind some of
the false reports that have gone out against
us and been told and retold till all engaged
in the scandal believed it to be true, and yet
not the first particle was true. Probably not
one thought in the statement had ever
entered your mind, and yet it had been buzzing from one to another, and each telling,
or buzzing, had added a little to the former
statement, or clipped a little-rarely though.
Scandal too frequently goes at railroad speed,
while truth comes creeping along like a
snail.
We are liable·to misunderstand, and some
people are liable to misrepresent,-the reason
why is best known to themselves,-and we
are sorry that we have reason to say that
some people-and we hope only a few-manufor amusement, ·or from a refac ture storias
''
vengeful spirit. We have seen those who
seemed to enjoy this evil practice as earnestly as others do labors of love; never for
one moment thinking what the result might
be, how much food it gave the gossip, or
how deeply it wounded t h e feelings of others,
or h OW muc h l't lowered them 1· n th e es t'!ma.
t ion
o f o th er peop1e.
The following incident will illustrate the
fact that it is very easy for one to misunderliltand, or to make a mistake: A father who
has fond affections for his children, and especially for his firstborn, fell into a fret, or we
~ight say a passion by his own careless mistake. His son went away in the morning to
his work, but expected to be at home some- time during the afternoon, as it would not
take all day to finish the job. About one
o'clock he saw the son, as he thought, on the
street with a young man who was not considered first-class company, and especially
for the young. He thought that the son had
finished his work earlier than he expected,
and was coming home to help him, so he
went about his work expecting the other to
join soon. But no boy put in his appearance,
and the father at first wondered, then conjec-

HERALD.

tured that he had gone off and was foolishly \ showed that each was very unhappy, all
spending his time wit,h this low fellow. He caused by a careless mistake and a stubborn
had forbidden the same many times, adding will. The lad that the father saw and
harsh threats which would be executed if he thought was his son was a young man who
was not obeyed. Time passed on; it was two was visiting in the neighborhood. A careo'clock. No boy came to help him, as was ex- le~s glance without stopping to think was
pected. His work was hard and he needed the cause of all those unpleasant feelings,
help, and in such cases had it, but now the and who knows what the final result may be?
idolized son was getting undutiful, all in con- Such things make an impression, and often a
sequence of keeping company with that de- lasting impression. In all such cases the
testable fellow. The more be thought the one who has wronged the young should
matter over the more hideous grew the as- acknowledge the same, and strive with the
pect, and at length his ire kindled, and the help of God to overcome their weakness-or
smoke of itR torment covered all parental error.
love. 'Tis awful, but yet there are many
who indulge in the baneful habit. He fretted
PRAYER UNION.
and fumed to himoolf and at length went into
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
the house and poured out his feelings to the
I SEND, this special req_uest for prayer in becomfort or -discomfort of his wife, and a
half of Bro. William Goode, who has been
friend who was present. Calling the boy by
g-reatly afflicted for a long time. He has a
name he said: "He has gone off with that
wife and three dear little ones who are de-'
low-lived puppy, and he knovvs I want him to
pending on him, and we greatly desire if it is
help me-the undutiful scamp! He don't do
the Lord's wUl, that he may be restored to
anything, don't pretend to help me, but
health and strength.
SR. C. GOODE.
spends his time strolling around with that
TABOR, Iowa, December 14.
numbhead-the miserable rascal! He'll wi~h
he hadn't gone, or I miss my guess;" expresPRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
sions and intonations giving force to his
MEMORY
TEXTS FOR DECEMBER.
words. "I wish he would go off and stay forThursday, Dec. 23.-Zion, our country, its
ever with him!" etc., were the harsh rewelfare and prosperity, and its speedy purimarks uttered against his idolized child.
The mother calmly remarked: "I never fication by the reception of truth. That the
knew him to do such a thing before. I can't scattered remnants may be gathered in, and
understand it, but I think he will be at home the kingdom of Christ be established.
'fhursday, Dec. 30.-The gathering of Issoon." He was a very prompt lad, was faithful in discharging his duties at home, and rael to their own land, and the restoration to
was diligent in study. He came about four them of the p;ire gospel in its fullness, and its
o'clock. The father being out, accosted him acceptance by them to their everlasting
in a rough manner, accusing him of being off peace.
with the said young man, and leaving him to
do all the work alone.
"I ~ave not seen him to-day, neither have
I been off to play, but I worked till the job
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
was finished, and then came directly home,"
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
said the boy· The father would not accept (Send communications for this department to the Editor
the statement, although it was true, but still
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc.,
d ·
h'
·
H"
f 1
to"EditorsHerald,Lamoni,Iowa.")
persiste
rn
is conJectures.
is a se
imaginations were burning in his soul like a
DUTIES OF SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS.
consuming fire, as it were, burning out his
A TEACHER'S duty is so broad it is impossble
love and his sense of justice due to his ehild.
to speak of only a few of the most important
Just then the son of the man who employed
things. We should not allow any minor thing
the lad drove by.
to keep us from our
"If you do not believe me," said the latter,
POST OF DUTY,
"ask him."
for in so doing we forfeit not only the respect

EDITED BY FRANCES.
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The father would not condescend to expose
his own hasty mistake, so let the blame rest
on the mind of the innocent one, and cherished his gross injustice in his tJwn bosom.
0, how unfit was that heart to present itself
befo'.e the Father .a~ove, until it had sought
forgiveness of the lDJUred one.
I He too came in and gave vent to his deeply
wounded as well as aggravated feelings before his mother and his friend. Neither
made a reply, f.,r it was so unlike him they
knew that he had been unjustly dealt with.
"Parents, provoke not your children to
wrath," presented itself to the mind of the
writer, and also the thought that the father
was accountable, not for his own sin only,
but also for his son's.
Not a word was passed between theru that
evening. Every expression, every movement

I

I
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of our pupils but our position as well.
Whether teacher or pupil, our place in the
Sunday school left unfilled, can be filled by
no one else.
A teacher should possess
FIRMNESS.
She cannot afford to hesitate when action is
necessary.
Children will quickly discover
this fault and lose respect for the decisions
and directions of such an instructor. Do not
be hasty.
But learn to think and act.
promptly. She should
HAVE NO FAVORITES,
no preferences baSEd upon the outward appearance of families. Rich and poor should
be alike. Remember they all have souls to,
save.
It is hardly necessary to speak of the im' portance of

l
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CAREFULLY PREPARING THE LESSON.
before appearing in our place as teacher.
A neglect of this duty can soon be detected
by the pupil. And all know too well the result.
If we were to deliver an earthly king's
message, how careful we would be in presenting it correctly.· How much more careful
we should be in delivering our heavenly
King's message.
And now in conclusion, the successful Sunday school worker is the one who has the
love of God in his heart, who attends to his
work, not because of any little personal
credit or honor it might chance to contain,
but from a sense of duty we owe to our heavenly Father, a desire to advance his cause
and kingdom; one who gives his attention
not only when the work prospers, but who
works with a will when times are dull. Let
us go to work with a zeal, leaning upon tbe
promises of that One who assures us success.
NELLIE EPPERLY.

Iwith pictures
THE OLD FAMILY BIBLE,
in, has had a great influence

At Kewa'lee District Convention.

LIBRARIES.
DURING the year the a8sociation has taken
action on the subject of libraries, and has
selected a general librariao to gather useful
information for those contemplating the purchase of books. But few realize the
INFLUENCE OF BOOKS,
whether good or bad. Most of our fathers
settled in this land when it was new, not
bavi.ng the advantages of books and papers
which we have to-day, and many have not
developed the habit of reading as it should
be; but it remains for us to improve these
opportunities for the rising generation.
We believe that every home, and especially
where there are children, should have a
library of as many books as can be conveniently secured; and that all may have a
variety of books it is necessary that the Sunday school have a library also. The iniuence
of books may be gleaned from the following
reasons why every school should have a
library. These
REASONS
are given, supposing, of course, that the
books are all pure and good.
1. Books entertain the student-filling his
mind and keeping it occupied with useful
thoughts, thus keeping him safer from temptation and evil.
2. They broaden the mind.
3. They aid in forming character.
4. They help him to think the thoughts of
great thinkers, thus developing the power of
thought.
5. They give a large amount of general information.
6. They bring him into closer acquaintance with the world and its leaders.
7. By knowing the achievements of great
men the ambition is aroused to do likewise.
8. Show him the beauty of those things
which by his own nature he would not perceive or enjoy.
9. They create love and sympathy for mankind.
10. Draw him nearer to God and teach him
how he may find Him.

upon the life of your writer. The sweet
memories of childhood's happy home cluster
around that old.book. Ofttimes it was taken
from its resting place and laid upon the table,
around which would gather three or four
children. There may have been some soiled
hands which left their marks upon the pages;
there were careless or untrained fingers
which caused many of the leaves to be torn
while looking eagerly and earnestly at the.
pictures; but those children were gaining,
unconsciously, knowledge that would remain
forever. As the pictures were studied many
questions were asked, and mother came to
tell the story; but even that did not satisfy
them, and not un ti! they were able to read it
for themselves were t.hey contented. In this
way was the
FOUNDATION LAID
for extended research in God's word. Through
constant use the book was almost worn out,
and by iome it may have been considered an
unprofitable investment; but one of those
children can testify that its influence cannot
be counted in money, neither in time. Eternity alone will reveal its work and show the
character of the investment. Every stain
upon the page may have prevented a stain
upon the life page of one of those children;
every rent in the leaves may have prevented
a rent in the heart of a loving mother. If
you have one of those books, let it be open to
the inspection of the children. If you have
none, a sacrifice of something else will secure
one.
What is the
VALUE
of a book of paper and ink in comparison to
the eternal welfare of a living soul?
In conclusion, we urge upon every parent
and every earnest worker to study this subject of books for the home and books for the
Sunday school, and do all in your power to
extend their influence.
CHARLEY FRY,
In Sunday School Newspaper.

14 Gloucester Road, BRISTOL,
England, Nov. 26.
Editors Herald:-I spent nearly six weeks
in the western district of South Wales, where
I last wrote you. I did not meet with the
success I had hoped, EO far as reaching the
outside world is concerned, as but few attended our meetings. The people are more
under the domination of the clergy than in
our own land. At Morriston, I am told, our
brethren had a good Sunday school up to a
certain day, when all of a sudden nearly the
entire school were absent. Seeking for the
cause the fact was revealed that the minister
had been around and told the people not to
allow their children to attend our school.
At Tumble, the minister went from house to
house and warned the people to stay away
from our services. This is one reason it is so
hard ·to reach the people. Many are afriolid
j or ashamed to be seen at our meetings, and
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when we pass along the street, people stare
at us as though we were some new species.
We spent one Sunday in Bristol, attended a
Baptist Sunday school, and had the pleasure
of addressing the children. Our counsel was
to accept the word of God in preference to
their written lessons, to believe what the
Bible said when open, and gave them a few
thoughts on character building, all of which
was indorsed, the children showing their appreciation by clapping their hands. I afterwards told the superintendent my faith, and
found him rather a liberal minded man. I
also attended the pastor':; class, composed, I
should judge, of from four hundred to five
hundred men of all shades of belief, and unbe·
lief, where a sort of free discussion is indulged in. I am told that anyone has the
privilege of presenting their ideas here. It
occurs to me that this will be a good place to
present our claims. As soon as I get time I
intend to make application for a hearing. If
I succeed, I want to follow it up with a series
of lectures.
Sister Pitt is busy sewing and making up
articles, and selling them to try and raise the
required amount to pay for a hall and advertising. It is rather a big undertaking; but I
do not doubt that she wiil succeed, if her
.health only continues. We need money in
this country to reach what is called the middle class. I believe we would have better
success even among the poor, if we could
reach those in better circumstances. But if
we meet in little out cf the way places, in
poor neighborhoods, comparatively few will
come out to hear us.
·
October 28, we went to Lydney to attend
the conference of the Eastern district of
Wales. Here we found a live little body of
saints. The conference was well attended,
and a splendid spirit of unity and love prevailed.
They quite cheerfully corrected
some things that seemed to need correcting,
arid the best of feeling prevailed throughout.
We were led to tell them how some were
cheating themselves out of God's blessings by
failing to comply with the law of temporal
things; to the truth of which the Spirit bore
witness. A general inquiry concern.ing the
law of tithing followed. The explanations
given seemed satisfactory, and so far as we
could lea1·n, every one went home resolvin~
to renew their diligence in• this direction.
That these resolutions were not vain is evidenced by the fact tha.t the Bishop's agent
already reports sufficient money coming in to
meet all present demands and pay off past
indebtedness; and adds ''The Lord seems to
have moved upon the saints in a marvelous
manner of late." This is very encouraging.
The saints at Lydney are blessed in a great
degree with the outward manifeetat.ion of
the Spirit, which we hope they will use
wisely. We were moved to tell them that they
were receiving a wounderful amount of
power, which they would have to utilize
properly or they might expect to have it
withdrawn. When, if they still persisted in
seeking for the manifestations merely for the
sake of having them, the enemy might see
his chance to get in and work mischief among
· them. We are glad to find the saints willing
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to be counseled as to the proper use of the of our son Fred's recovery from his very se- great a knowledge, and are not ignorant as
gifts. The time has been when such counsel vere illness, and that the rest of the fan:..ily some appt ar to be. This is a day of preparawas looked upon by some as opposition to the were well. Wife is enjoying fairly good tion and of calamity, so let us live faithful
gifts. God grant that the saints may have health for her, and rejoicing in being able to and worthy of our calling.
wisdom in the exercise of all these blessings. assist in mission work. This, together with
Your brother,
After spending a little more than a week a happy home at Bristol, and the many other
JAMES P. SAPPENFIELD.
at Lydney, I went to Nantyglo. Here we evidences of God's favor made it a thanksfound a little branch composed mostly of one giving day for us indeed. I only wished it
FAGUNDUS, Pa., Dec. 6.
family. The two Elders Jones, father and might have been so that Bro. Heman could
Editr,rs Herald:-Elders I. M. Smith and
son, are active in the work. The town cryer have been with us; but we have not seen G. W. Robley are in this vicinity and are
had been sent around to cry out our meetings, each other since the second day after his ar- getting good full houses to preach to, and
a convenient hall secured in a good location, rival.
some of the best families in the county are
and the result was we had good interest as
I expect to finish my work in Wales by our friends, and take these brethren home
well as fairly good audiences from the first- Christmas for the present, and visit different with them; so the good work goes on. May
the largest in fact since we came in this points in England, when I hope to meet Bro. God bless those who care for his servants as
country. We held seven preaching services Heman. I am feeling well and hopeful.
they go from place to place doing his work;
in all, and the last night the hall was packed
Yours in bonds,
and may God bless his servants as they go
and many standing outside in the rain, so we
F. G. PITT.
forth to declare his word, that the honest in
were told, during the entire service. The
P. S.-Thanks to the kind friends who heart may be gathered out and brought into
windows were open so that they could hear have sent us papers. We are making good the fold of Christ.
outside as well as in. Our audiences were use of them and need more.
F. G. P.
I felt sad when I read that letter of S. W.
composed mostly of men, which seemed a
Simmone, May,;ville, Ark., in Herald, D2c. 1,
little strange. Some who had not been inside a
BYRNEVILLE, Ind., Dec. 4.
the last paragraph of which made me feel
church for years seemed the most interested.
Editors Herald:-Byrneville branch is in a sad indeed. Dear saints, old and young, let
Our services seem to have created consideragood organized condition, about fifty in num- us all do our part in paying our tithes, that
ble talk in the town, and we are informed our ber; but the work seems to be moving slowly. th e f ami·1·ies o f G Od' s servan
' t s w ho fo r sake
side found many friends to defend the truth. We have one added to our number now and h ome an d f rien
· d to t 11 f th1" latt da
s
e o
s
er- Y
The indications are in favor of a good work then. We believe as many have said before, gospe l may no t su ff er. J us t s t op and th1' n k ,
here if the saints remain faithful.
· f am1·
that we should come up higher; that we an d see wh a t a sacr1'fi ce th ey an d th e1r
We held one service at Tredegar; here should strive to live better from day to day, lies are making, and then think, What am I
another brother Jones secured a room and a that we might escape the judgments that doing for the cause? It seems to me when I
good audience, many of the miners coming are coming upon the people and that will think of these thiogs, that I am doing so
direct from the mines, not having time to continue to grow worse, until Christ's second little to help along; yet I try to do all I can.
wash up. We had excellent liberty, and all advent.
Sometimes I wish I was rich, so that I could
seemed greatly interested. I felt that there
So let us put our shoulder to the gospel give to the church a thousand or more dollars
were some noble souls hidden behind some of wheel, and work and help to move this great every year. It does me good to help along in
these black faces. As I find myself in some latter-day work; for if we are stones in the a temporal way. I think it would be better
of these out of the way places, sometimes building, we should be lively ones. If we have for us in the hereafter if we were more
I wonder whether I am not helping to fulfill found place in that spiritual building, we prompt with our tithes and offerings, so that
the prophecy of Jeremiah 16: 16.
have been placed there for a purpose; we God's servants would not have to leave thdr
After nine days' visit at Nantyglo, we have a work to perform. So let us go about fields of labor and go home to earn something
called at Aberaman. Here we found another teaching the doctrine of Christ wherever to get their families food.
little body of saints atruggling- to uphold the opportunity offers. This is a day of God's
I do not mean to hurt anyone's feelings in
banner of righteousness. The branch seems preparation, and a day of warning, and a day what I have said, and I hope none will take
to have had its dark days, and some of the of calamity and destruction; for when we offense at it. Just let us stop and think,
members severe trials. But through it all, look about us we see these things on all sides. What have I done that God does so much for
some noble souls were found clinging to the It is famine, earthquake, cyclone, wars, me? Saints, are we worthy of all we get?
rod of iron; and the indications are now that rumors of wars. This reminds us of section Do we do our part? If not, let us commenc.e
the Lord is about to revive his work in this 102, paragraph 4, Doctrine and Covenants: now to do all that we can in our feeble way,
place. Two were baptized the same evening "Behold, the destroyer r have sent forth to both spiritually and temporally, and God
that I arrived. Two had been baptiz~d a few destroy and lay waste mine enemies; and not will do his part. He will meet us more than
weeks previous; one of whom has since been many years hence, they shall not be left to half way, every time. So let us be as faithordained an elder, he an English man, and pollute mine hedtage, and to blasphe a e my ful as we can, and not hesitate to do anything
one who is ve·ry zealous, and who will, if name upon the lands which I have conse- that we can do, and God will bless us. I wish
faithful, be able to do a good work, we feel crated for the gathering together of my all the saints to pray for me that I may ever
assured. We remained here a week, preach- saints."
be f.aithful in doing my part of the Lord's
ing in a private house; a number of old time
By the readiLg of this paragraph we have work.
So.metimes, when I think thin~s
saints and some few outside the fold attended. a warning that we might escape the destroyer 1 over, I wish I was able to ta!~ as we1l
We tried to instruct and cheer the saints as that is sent forth; and may the saints take as. some can, and then I would hke to be
best we could, and have reason to believe heed. The scriptures say that judgment will wnere I could talk and do s~me go~d. ~hope
that the next time we visit them, conditions begin at the house of God; so let us be as to be more worthy of Go~ s blessrngs in the
will be better for reaching the. world. Most wise stewards, and Ii vein a way that we may future than I have bee~ rn the past, th~t I
of the saints here can understand the Eng- be worthy of the name of saint, and be among may have greater blessrngs. Ever prayrng
lish language; so we felt at home among the few that will meet Jesus Christ at his ap- for the advancement of the church and the
them. Some few, however, could talk or un- pearing, and be permitted to dwell with him redemption of Zion, I am your bllother in .the
derstand but little of the language.
on this earth in the thousand years' reign. one faith,
G. H. PARKER.
Some matters needing our attention at We feel that this time is very near, and we
Bristol, and it being so near Thanksgiving, are glad that the saints have knowledge sufwe ran home for a five day's visit, where wife ficient that they can discern these things.
BOSTON, Mass., Dec. 9.
and cousins had arranged a regular Ameri- See 1 Thessalonians 5: 1: "But of the times
Editors Herald:-The Massachusetts discan Thanksgiving dinner-pumkin pie and and the seasons, brethren, ye have no need trict conference was held here on the 30th
all. We had much indeed to be thankful for. that I write unto you." For this scriptural aod 31st of September. It was of the best.
A letter from home brought the good news , promise we are thankful, that we have so : A good representation of the district was in
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attendance, with their old-time zeal and
earnestness manifest. The reports sent in
were excellent; they show the local officers to
have been active and commendable, unity
existing among the saints. Words expressing cheer and confidence come in from all
quarters. The Bishop's agent has been well
sustained, with other things, and his reports
bid fair to claim the blue ribbon. Our Richard is right up to time, active; and the
saints esteem him.
October 6, I joined Bro. U. W. Greene at
Stonington, Maine. We held four service~
here with excellent interest manifest. 1
have never seen a better interl'st manifest
among both saints and outsiders in that
place. Although there were two other meetings held in town on Sunday evening, the
audiences were small, while our seats were
filled. The Sunday school is being well
conducted, under
the leadership and
untiring. efforts of Sr. Colby, who is supported by others devoted to its interests.
If faithful there is no reason why the
saints should not gather in all that is
valuable on the island in time. But the
word "faithful" means much, yet the honor
and success of the cause depend upon it.
Bro. and Sr. Greene, with others, kindly
cared for me while there. Duly appreciated.
The 11th found Bro. Greene and I at Marlboro, back of Bar Harbor, arriving in time to
fill the evening appointment. We made our
home with Bro. George W. Haman. He is
an old soldier, and was in Andersonville
prison, so we went over reminiscences while
accepting bis hospitality. The first snowstorm of the season struck us here, and we
were home all one day; besides no one turned
out to eburcb at evening. It was a regular
"down easter," but we were comfortable, and
among pleasant friends. We held meetings
in two schoolhouses while here, with a good
interest manifest. There are some fish' 'hereabouts" to be caught ere long.
Monday, the 15th, Bro. Greene was called
away to preach a funeral discourse, and I
went to South Gouldsboro and preached to a
small audience at evening in the schoolhouse.
Continued meetings until Saturday with increasing audiences. Bro. Greene found me
again during the week, and also Bro. S. 0.
Foss, who bad just come in from the Aroostook. He aidE-d us two evenings, and was to
continue meetings over Sunday. We were
pleasantly received and entertained here by
the Brn. Sargents and Mr. Hammonds, very
deserving folk, and those who do not belong
to the church are giving its claims careful
and respectful consideration. Brn. Greene
and Blanchard did tent service here last
summer with good effect. They have a good
report among saints and outsiders, and Bro.
Foss is highly spoken of; all of which is very
pleasant to note.
The 20th the Mr. Hammonds placed us still
more under obligation to them, the young
man carrying us at an early hour to West
Harbor, where we took boat to Bar Harbor;
here we changed to the Frank Jones, in the
meantime having met with Bro. Mccuan, who
accompanied us, and at evening arrived at
Jonesport, where we met the happy counte-
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nance of Captain Mansfield, and was soon ensconsed at the'' Mansfield Hotel" by a comfortable fire, and treated to some piping bot brown
bread and beans, with other tbing·s to match,
which made Bro. Greene smile complacently.
Sunday, after service, we (I) went over to
Bro. and Sr. Walker's, and hung up for the
remainder of the stay. There was a good attendance at the evening service-many of
them familiar faces-and some say Sr. Mansfield could hear the preacher without her ear
trumpet. He must have had liberty! It bas
gone into a proverb down east here, when you
can hear a preacher a mile he is having liberty!
Bro. Greene bas grown stouter and his lungs
expanded nicely of late. He seems to bo a
coming man! It was pleasant to see Jonesport peopl8 again; but our program was so
arranged that our stay had to be short.
We visited Indian River and held two
services in the church, with good interest.
Was entertained at Bro. Smith's and Uriah
Kelley's. On inquiry it was encouraging to
learn that the Kelley family is not dying out.
They are reported as numerous around these
parts. We accepted Sr. Kelley's invitation
to dine with them on Thanksgiving. A
number of the bt"etbren came together and
we spent the day pleasantly, concluding,
after trial, that a "duck dinner" was just as
good as turkey. Thanks! The Brn. Crowley and Johnson still reside here. We succeeded also in getting in two discourses at
South Addison, under unfavorable circum·
stances, as it stormed almost constantly.
The interest was excellent. Thanks to Bro.
and Sr. Bray for a home and care while it
rained. Our stay was too short here, but
appointments were arranged ahead.
Sunday, the 28th, we held four services at,
Jonesport; i.e., Jonesport and Beal's Island,
with old-time interest. There was a splendid
turnout at the church in Jonesport at evening. The young folks did excellent singing. The whole service was of a high grade,
which made one feel glad to be a saint in latter
days, and others wish they were.
We were sorry to find Bro. Walker ailing,
but be was gaining. He bas been a good
faithful soldier. Both he and Sr. Eliza have
been devoted to the work for many years,
and de8erve the prayers, sympathy, and aid
of the saints. If they have not "washed the
saints' feet," they have their clothes. May
the future find them in comfort.
Monday following we went out to Machias
and received a cordial welcome at the home
of Bro. Emery Foss with his very kind family,
young Bro. Foss having conveyed us part way
over. We were treated royally. On the way
we called on the family of Bro. S. 0. Foss to
find them well and comfortable in their new
house, but so far away from every place but
that, it looked to us, and later, dined with
Bro. Francis Foss, where we had a pleasant
visit and saw the boss babe in our travel. It
stormed so at evening that the preaching
was dispensed with at Machias. Two others
were held later on with good interest, considering the weather. The writer spent a
part of a day with Bro. Mealy in Machias
village, and his pleasant family-good Irish
saints.
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Thursday, December 2, young Bro. Foss
conveyed us by,team to Machiasport in time
to take the four a. m. boat, and at evening
we were in the schoolhouse on Little Deer
Island, with a splendid audience to hear the
word, having received letters and Sr. Mansfield's contribution of funds at Jonesport on
the way. Sr. Mary is thoughtful. Here we
met Bro. W. W. Blanchard, who had held
meeting the evening before, and was looking
after the financial part of the district. We
received excellent care at the Brn. Blastow's,
who are main supporters of the work here,
Bro. Billings being in charge of the branch.
There are signs of life here-going ahead.
They are arranging for a permanent place
of worship of their own. Poor fishermen,
yet they do more for the cause than some
who own their thousands. More than one
"widow's mite" will tell in eternity. Bro.
Hendricks, word ever goes, is of great courage in the faith.
Saturday, in company with a number of
brothers and sisters, including Bro. B. Eaton
as pilot, we crossed over by boat to the larger
island and went to Mountainville to attend
the district conference. The writer received
a comfortable home at Bro. Peter Eaton's.
Conference convened at two p. m, and the
business was transacted in a satisfactory
manner, Bro. Blanchard preaching to an at·
tentive audience at evening. The wet
weather hindered some on Sunday, but the
regular services. were held with good attendance and satisfactory results. Adjourned to
meet in May on Little Deer Island. At the
close accepted the invitation of Bro. Thomas
Eaton and Charity to return with them to
Stonington for the night.
If kind reception, good audiences, and
attentive listeners are in evidence, the work
in Maine is gaining. They need more local
and general laborers. Bro. U. W. Greene is
familiar with the whole line of labor and is
pushing and highly respected. We had a
pleasant preaching tour together which will
long be remembered by the writer. Brn. W.
W. Blanchard and S. 0. Foss are highly
spoken of as men and laborers. For lack of
time we had to pass by Dixfield.
Monday, December 6.-After participating
in a partridge and rabbit dinner with Bro.
and Sr. Greene, in company with Bro.
Blanchard-which was good enough for a
king-three o'clock p. m. found me on the boat
bound for Boston. Arrived here safely next
morning and am booked for over Sunday.
Merry Christmas to Herald readers.
WM.
LUCAS,

H.

KELLEY.

Iowa, Dec. 10.

Editors Herald:-Since my last communication I have visited Coal Creek and Pekay;
found them not ready at that time for special
meetings. I then went to Dunkerton, Black
Hawk County, where Bro. James Goodrich
secured the use of a ball, and we started a
series of meetings, but only continued one
week, as the hall was engaged ahead, one
half of the time for different societies and
dancing. We had small but attentive congregations, but I could not afford to lose half
my time while there. Baptized Sis,ter Car-
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rie Peck, who is a bright young lady, and we
feel will be an honored member of the church.
Bro. Goodrich then secured the use of Jarrad schoolhouse, eight miles north of Dunkerton, where we held forth over two weeks
with fair congregations. Quite an interest
was manifested by a number, but here our
meeting was brought to a close by me being
called home on account of my daughter being·
taken down with typhoid fever. She is now
a little better, but quite weak, and requiring
constant care day and night, after an unabated run of the fever of thirty-one days.
On aecount of urgent requests of those outside of the church at Coal Creek, I will start
for that place on the 11th inst. This is a new
field I opened last spring, and seems to be
very promising.
In bonds,
W. H. KEPHART.
JASPER, Mo., Dec. 9.
Editors Herold:-Have just returned home
from Indian Territory, and from our late
conference at Blendsville, Missouri, December 3 to 5. The Epirit of the Master was with
us in power. Not a jar from first to last.
The preaching was powerful, and the prayers
and testimonies spiritual. We had a time of
joy and peace. In looking over my order list
in behalf of the Herald Office publications, I
notice they foot up $19.73 since November 21.
I am making an effort to get the saints and
others posted in regard to this great latterday work.
I find some that have not the sign of a
church book or paper in the house,-and they
are so poor that they cannot afford them. 0
no; but coffee, tea, and tobacco must comeand by all means tobacco. No money to pay
into the church coffers; but life insurance and
1ecret order assessments are promptly paidor no go. But how about the company that
is being repr@sl'nted by the Fath.er, Son, and
Holy Ghost: No pay-no go,-is that it?
Well, I am thankful however that we have
but few saints of that stamp, and I pray that
God's Spirit may move upon them to a re·
membrance of God's law and the word of wisdom. Am home for a few days, then off about
my Father's business.
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. C. CHRESTENSEN.
ROBINSON, Ill., Dec. 11.
Editors Herald:-After leaving Lamoni last
month I went to Burlington, Iowa, and
preached two nights; at the close of the
second night's service one lady gave her
name for baptism. I referred her to Bro.
Sheldon, he having come that day (none of
the brauch officer!! being present). The Burlington branch needs a good, wise, active la·
borer there for a time, to get the work in
proper condition; there being some things
out of order that need correcting.
I went to Xenia, Illinois, and preached
Thanksgiving sermon in Charity Hall, at
seven p. m.
On learning that four Utah elders were
present, and that they were operating, and
bad been for some time in that vicinity, I
concluded to show the difference between the
Utah apostasy, and the Church of Jesus
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Christ as Reorganized, and represented by
us. I so announced, and invited them to be
present the next evening, stating they should
have full liberty to reply, one or all of them.
Next evening the hall was well filled, and the
Ut'l<h elders were present; and after showing
that every step taken by the Utah Church,
from the time they left Nauvoo, was contrary
to the law they professed to believe; citing
their own history and the iaw, one of them
attempted to reply. He begun by saying he
was not as well posted in the history of their
own church as he ought to be, and he would
content himself by reading what eminent men
had said about them as a people. He then
proceeded to read some statements made by
men while assisting them to gain admission
into the Union as a State, and did not even
make an attempt to answer my argument.
They seemed like children bound hand and
foot, not even making a struggle to get loose.
I then visited the Brush Creek and Dry
Fork branches of the church in Wayne
County, and feel free to say their spiritual
condition is very much lower than it ought
to be, and needs to be revived.
I then visited and preached for some saints
in Richland County, Illinois. They are not
organized into a branch, but are in fair condition, considering their opportunities.
I next went to Kibbie, Crawford County,
Illinois, where Emsley Curtis did such an
excellent work a few years ago; where Joseph
went and dedicated their church house in
December, 1892. If Eider Curtis had left
there then, no doubt there would have been
a prosperous church in that place now; but
his work after that brought disaster and ruin
to the branch, and now you can scarcely get
a dozen saints together; and prejudice is ter·
ribly against us at that place. The branch
officers are discouraged and say they can do
no good there. We tried to encourage them
to keep trying.
I am now on my way to visit Springerton,
Tunnel Hill, and Parrish branches. This
district needs a good, competent man
to take charge of it; that can give it all his
time. Bro. F. M. Slover, submissionary in
charge and Bishop's agent, is going through
the district with me. He is very studious
and well liked by the saints, and seems to
have that essential qualification that so many
of us are deficient in, "meekness;" and this
is very necessary if we would do much good.
Praying and working for Zion's weal, I am
still in the faith,
G. H. HILLIARD.

condition have always been very hard to
reach.
I can overthrow all their arguments as
easy as I can breathe, but that does not convince them; they don't base their arguments
or ideas on the law, but on the "living
oracles," and that means every ''Tom, Dick,
and Harry" that makes claim to any office;
he has to be obeyed without question. They
have placed authority above the law, and
have substituted impression for revelation in
the proper channel. It is by impression they
g0vern the whole institution, and that is the
way the officials may happen to think; and
that is their revelation, and that is what
constitutes their "Ii ving oracles."
We cannot preach near what we want to,
for we always have a Bishop or two standing
between us and the people; and the understanding I have from some of them is that
all the meeting houses are virtually closed
against Josephite missionaries; but they will
not say so in just so many words, but will excuse by, "We occupy every night;" or, if not,
it is the rule to allow the use of the house for
"one night" only. Sometimes we get the
house, but not the people - teachers had
been at work!
Utah missionaries in the fields no doubt
make great pretenses to "liberality among
the Mormons," the same as they pretend
that polygamy, etc., is "dead." But with us
we know that it still "breathes." If you hear
Utah elders complain of "hard fields,'' etc.,
you may tell them that we have hard fields
also in Utah and Idaho; every obstacle is
thrown in our way, and that by people who
expect to be accommodated by others; and
no wonder, for what we offer is provided for
in law, and hence must prove true in testimony. But their claims are not provided for
in law, hence cannot be true in testimony.
The success of ours means the death of tyranny.
When the Utah Missionaries are met by
our elders in their different fields, I hope
they will teach them in kindness, and they
will return with lessons in effect like Samson's firebrands and foxes; some have already
come.
I believe the mission should be sustained.
A tent would be a good thing for Idaho. The
elders could be more or less inde!Jendent to
reach the people of the different settlements
during the summer months at least. A
house to house canvass with tracts during the
day and preaching at night. What say ye
saints of Idaho? Can it be done for next
summer's work? Fifty cents each will do it.
MALAD CITY, Idaho, Dec.,8.
In best of bonds,
Editors Herald:-Although I have been
J. T. DAVIS.
silent for a long time, I have not been idle
nor unobservant since I have been in the
Rocky Mountain mission. I have given a
ISLAND NUMBER TEN, Mo., Nov. 30.
Editors Herald:-This morning my mind
great deal of thought to the peculiar condition of the Utah and Idaho Mormons. They was carried back to the time when God's
are great pleasure-seekers. "Have a good people were commanded to gather into this
time" is their motto; and I don't know of part. I thought of the afflictions they had
anything in use among the Gentiles for pleas- endured, the cruel treatment received, the
ure but what is freely used here; hence they sorrowing and suffering that followed. My
are below the gospel standard in moral heart went up in prayer to ·God that he
status. Nothing else is needed to prove an would remember his promises to his people
apostate condition: "Lovers of pleasure in this age. I rejoice in sorrow this morning
more than lovers of God." People in such a. as I write these few lines. I rejoice because the
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saints are again permitted to dwell in the II
land of Zion; I sorrow because our brethren J
were driven hence by a cruel mob; by so
doing denying the right to others they de- '
sired for themselves. I thought of the statement, "Posterity wiU give us justice when
we sleep together under the sod." This was
addressed to the "mob." They are nearly
all goue; we find here and there an isolated
one, on both sides, tending speedily to the
beyond. "We view the same sun" (but I
hope not), "run the same course that our
fathers have run." Notice the conditions
that obtained then, and the conditions now,
and let every saint in Zion ask this question,
Will the same cause produce the same' effect?
Psalms 14: 2, 7, "For the Lord looked down
from heaven upon the children· of 'men, and
by his voice said unto his servants, Seek ye
among the children of men, to see if there are
any who do understand God. And he opened
his mouth unto the Lord, and said, Behold,
.all these who say they are thine . . • . 0 that
Zion were established out of heaven, the salvation of Israel. 0 Lord when wilt thou establish Zion"?-I. T.
How often I have desired this, to see the
·"salvation of Israel." The pure in heart
:shall inhabit Zion.
"My servants have been harsh one with
another; and some have not been sufficiently
willing to hear those whose duty it is to teach
the revelations which my church has already
received. Until my people shall hear and
heed those who are set in the church to
teach the revelations there will ba misunderstanding and confusion [Babylon] among the
members."-D. C. 122: 1.
Evidently Zion must be purged of Babylon,
-Or there is no inheritance. Confusion and
peace are the opposite of each other. "Behold all these who say they are thine."
''Except ye are one ye are none of mine."
This thought comes thundering down the
ages. Israel, latter-day Israel, "0 hear it!"
"Some have not been sufficiently willing."
"The willing and obedient shall eat the good
of the. land." "When the wicked are cut off
thou shalt see it."
These with many others, cause me to think,
and that seriously too, "Lord, who shall
abide in thy tabernacle? who shall dwell in
thy holy hill of Zion?"-Ps. 15: 1. Please
read the next few verses in the Inspired
Translation. Then read 2 Corinthians 13: 5,
and if you are in the faith "blessed are ye."
The vibion of Bro. White, in vol. 3, No. 12,
Autttmn Leaves, should also be read; it may
help some who do not understand God.
"Yea, I prepared all things, and have given
unto the children of men to be agents unto
themselves. Therefore, if any man shall take
·of the abundance which I have made, and imipart not his portion, [the tenth] according to
the law of my gospel, unto the poor, and the
·needy, he shall, with the wicked, lift up his
·eyes in hell, being in torment."-D. C. 101 :2.
"And I heard another voice from heaven,
:saying, Come out of her my people."-Rev.
18: 4.
"Gather ye my saints together, they who
:have made a covenant with me by sacrifice."
'Where? "Where the carcass is, there will

the remainder be gathered together," "who salvation in this age. In my two last
are the elect according to the covenant." speeches I made an attack on the ages with
"The righteous will gather; the wicked must Romans 11; by that I broke a piece, ten
perish."
years, off the lap. My next was showing
"0 I"rael, O Israel, in all yourabidings,
that. John wrote his Gospel in 98. That took
Prepare for your Lord when you hear these glad tidings." a chunk out of the remaining lap. Next
I have been laboring in the Far West dis- Jeremiah 31, where the children of Israd
trict; but it is not near as far ''west" as broke the covenant. Then Zachariah ll,
Washington; it is far east to me. I have la- where God had broken his covenant with all
bored in connection with Bro. W. E. Haden, the people, and they so1d their king to the
a very nice companion indeed. I attended Gentiles; hence I broke it off at the cross.
the reunion in Maysville; the first I ever at- He made no attempt to answer it, spoke fiftended, although I have belonged ·to the teen minutes, and stopped, so one of the
church since 1869. I felt thankful then am moderators told me. So ended the debate.
thankful now that I had such a prh•ilege. I He was a gentleman all through the debate.
know there are many in Oregon and WashingBro. Babbitt assisted me much in the conton that would have enjoyed such meetings. troversy.
Quite a number came and welBrn. Holt and Chase have my prayers in their comed me and were with me, others sent
behalf; also all in that part of the missi.on. their cong-ratulations. Truth is in this latThe poet has said:ter-day work, and so is God. I was not afraid
"Let us anchor our barks in the center,
to meet the "Goliath," but I felt my weakness.
And be saved from the rocks on the shore."
God's name be praised forever; out of weakThat is all right; but he "that thinketh he ness I was made strong.
standeth, let him take heed lest he fall." I
I received, while in the tent, Heralds from
have always understood that "we are bought Sr. Severance, Fairhaven, Washington;
with a price;" but did not know that that thanks. I feel to continue in the good work.
"Price" was in Orting. However, thank you,
From pillar to post,
brother,for I know and will not soon forget my
JOHN DAVIS.
first trip with Bro. Enge to Orting. We went
afoot. The saints there are dear to my soul;
LINDSEY, Pa., Dec. 15.
there are precious jewels there, and I am glad
Edito1·s Herald:- You did well in furnishof it. I pray God's blessing upon them and all
the saints of that mission. Was glad to learn ing in Herald of November 24 that that apthat Thomas Morris, of Hail Ridge, accepted pears on first page. The third column should
the truth; continue faithful, brother. I be clipped and put in place for instantaneous
know Bro. Goodwin will hold his own, and reference by our elders till trose fellows shall
not only that, but he can help others out reproduce again the whole polltttion. At Emporium, Cameron County, this State, poalso. Success crown your efforts, brother.
lygamy
was advocated in closing session of
I held a discussion this month at Union
Star, December 8-12. Propositions: "Do their conference. They have operated there
the scriptures teach that Holy Ghost bap- about a year. It is the same flock Bro.
tism is the only baptism essential to salvation Sheehy encountered. I exposed them in the
from sin in this age?" M. A. Hughs affirms. opera hall, there, and shall here in the
"Do the scriptures teach that water baptism Methodist church which I have secured for a
is essential to salvation from sin in this age?" few efforts here. This is new territory. Am
making friends. Two Utah elders, Davis and
John Davis affirms.
Neff, were menaced from here recently. I
This age business was a little out of the ormay not have the smoothest sailing from
dinary. The scripture says, "Let another
rumors, but will try to be wise, consistent,
praise thee, and not thine own mouth."
and faithful, and trust in God. This is thirtyTruth never lost anything. This may benefit
seven miles south of Crenshaw.
some. His position was that the Jewish age
R. oETZENHOUSER.
began with Moses and ended A. D. 70, at the
destruction of Jerusalem; the Christian age
began at Pentecost and terminates in the
DECATUR, Neb., Dec. 10.
end of time. He argued that the Jewish age
Editors Herald:-I arrived at this place on
and the Christian age had a lapse of thirty- the evening of the Sth. We closed our meetseven years, and as long as the Jewish age ings at Thurston, Nebraska, on the evening of
lasted, seventy years A. D., baptism was the 7th, with good interest. The Lord
necessary, but not after that period. He blessed our efforts there. We had twentyalso took the position that all of the New five meetings, baptized two precious souls
Testament was written before the year 70. into the kingdom, and left about six more
He got just as close to his proposition as he near the door. About all they need is washgot to the destruction of Jerusalem, and you ing. I sold sev"n copies of the Book of Morknow just how far that was away. This is as mon and one Hymnal here; have promised to
near as I can compare it. It was age, age,. return as soon as I can.
aion (Greek) age. In order to fill up the
When I left the home of Bro. and Sr. J. E.
time I ran a counter claim, taking up the dis- Butts it seemed like leaving home. They
pensations. I do not question his ability as brought me to this place, a drive of thirty
an orator or a scholar; but as a debater he miles. I will commence meetings at Lake
made a miserable failure, if I am to judge. 1 Shore branch to-night. I send you clipping
in the second proposition, of course, I from the Thurston County Republic, which
waded right into the water, far enough to was sent by the M. E. class leader of Thurilconvince some that baptism was essential to ton.
·
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Dear saints, we.are at the close of another 1 two nations- on the eastern continent.
year, and as we look back and see our mis- (Ezek. 37: 22.) This point cannot be
takes, let us profit bv them, and not be over.
come by them again. Let u~ start in the moved by the Bible; nor by all the
new year wit.h more streng·th; and I pray subterfuges or sophistries of the
that we will be valiant soldiers in the army learned of the age. Try it, ye doubt-

authority, by the angel of God through
Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and
others, during the years 1827 and
1830, A. D. They stood true to their
testimony, and maintained their fealty
to the gospel restored, to the close of
their earthly pilgrimage, and passed
behind death's mystic vale in bright
hope of the glory and the reward of
the justified in Christ Jesus.

ers of latter-day revelation from God.
SMITH.
That the record of the Book of
Mormon was written on golden plates
is in harmony with the general custom of all civilized ancient nations.
Also of Bible history. (Exodus 28:
The fires of persecution, such as is
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2. NO. 5. 36.) As also other imperishable ma- only known by the earlier saints of
BY ELDER COLUMBUS scoTT.
terial, stones, brass, and copper were this dispensation, tried their faith and
THE Book of Mormon is here. It used' by them.
(Josep. vol. 6, p.132; courage; but their zeal never :flagged,
speaks of the dealings of God with Apocryphal writings of the Old Tes- their hopes never dimmed, their glorihis sheep of the house of Israel in tament, Mace. 14. 48, 49.) And be- ous faith never weakened; but like a
ancient America. His sheep not of sides all this the Hebrew language fixed star, shone on to glorious victhe fold ill the land of Judah. (John has been exhumed from the mounds tory.
10: 16.) No man living can account builded by ancient Americans, in the
That angels should take ps.rt and
for its origin in any rational manner, State of Ohio, since the Book of Mor- joyfully minister to God's servants, in
except as accounted for by Joseph mon was published, in 1830. Twelve God's great and marvelous and won·
Smith and those associated with him men give their evidence to the world, derful latter-day work, is but consistin the bringing forth of the work. men whose testimony would be re- ent with the unchangeableness of the
Not one of the theories so far pre- ceived anywhere on any reasonable Deity. He dealt thus in all past dissented by opposers of the work, for question, and whose testimony has pensations of his grace and mercy.
the origin of the Book of Mormon, never been impeached; that they saw, All the prophets of the past have
have proven to be reasonable or con- lifted, and handled the golden plates spoken of this great work.
(Acts
sistent. Not an isolated fact has been which contained the record of the 3: 21.)
shown to exist connected with any of book. They also testify that they
Are they not all ministering spirits, sent
their theories. Not one! Aside from saw and examined the engravings on forth to minister for them who shall be heirs
.the statement given by Joseph Smith the plates. Three of these men say of salvation?-Heb. 1: 14.
as to the manner of the coming forth that on a clear, bright May day, in
Are there no heirs of salvation in
of that book, no account exists or can 1829, they, in answer to humble this generation? Why should the
be given of its origin. That the prayer to God, and in harmony with a heirs of salvation object to their own
plates should have been hid in the promise given through Joseph Smith, ministry? Why refuse them? The
earth for preservation is reasonable, saw those golden plates and the en- man, Cornelius, in a sense a heathen,
from the fact that at the time they gravings thereon, in the hands who never had known of a Savior or
were so secreted Israel in America of the angel of God having the gospel of his salvation, never did
was relapsing into barbarism. They t.hem in charge; that they were by so wickedly; but on the other hand
were so found at the discovery of the angel layed on a table in their set a wonderful example to the CbrisAmerica in 1492 A. D. And it is a presence and sight, that they handled tians by gladly welcoming an angel's
fact that barbarous people do not pre- and hefted or lifted and examined; visit and message, and which proved
serve written record, however sacred and that they on the same occasion his salvation! (Acts 10: 1-8.) God
they may be. If God had taken them heard the voice of God in the heavens sent his holy angels to men evidently,
to heaven for safe keeping it would above them, declaring tba.t they had in "the early morning hour" dispenhave required the angel's coming at been translated by the power of God. sation of his kingdom, or in the days
the time of its restoration to bring Now so far as we have any history of of Abel and Enoch and Noah. (Matt.
them to earth, and the objection to those twelve witnesses and their after 20: 1, 2.) Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
new revelation would have remained. lives, they were upright, truthful, re- of •·the third hour" dispensation
That the descendants of Joseph of ligious men.
They never denied (Matt. 20: 3), were not strangers to
Egypt came to America anciently, either their faith in the gospel of Je- the angels of God. (Gen. 15: 2; 18.)
and became a multitude of nations sus Christ, as restored to, and admin· Sarah was glad to enterta.in them and
here, is in harmony with Bible istered by Joseph Smith, or their tes- eat with them. (See also Gen. 22: 15prophecy.
(See Gen. 48: 10-20; 49: timony to the divinity of the Book of 18; 26: 2-5; 35: 9-15; Gen. 48: 16; with
22,-26; Deut. 32:7 .. 8; 33:13-17; Isa. Mormon. Never! Let it be written Ps.105:13-15.) Moses and his asso16: 8; Jer. 49: 30-32.) Note carefully to the credit and to the memory of ciate ministers, with others of "the
that while Jacob prophesies that these eleven witnesses to the divine sixth hour" dispensation (Matt. 20: 5),
Ephraim and Manasseh were to be- authenticity of the Book of Mormon, were authorized through their miniscome "a multitude of nations" "in the and to the verity of the restoration of I try to do their work, and enlightened
midst of the earth," the entire twelve I the everlasting gospel of Jesus Christ; and directed by the angels of the
tribes became but two nations-only in its original simplicity, power, and Most High (Ex. 3; 23: 20-23; Josh.

of the Lord.
Your brother in Christ,
w. A.
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7: 10-15; 1 Chron. 21: 18), with evi- Moses was sent by the great "I Am," . of man, uninspired, is~ an irrevocable
testimony to the truth of this statedences too numerous to refer to. or the Immutable.
Likewise did the Lord open up and
The greater portion of that dispen- 1 meut, and cannot be successfully con·
institute the ninth hour dispensation sation was favored by direct revela-1 troverted. The facts of human
of his kingdom, at three o'clock in the tion from God through angels and experience stand by us here.
world's great day, at the coming of prophets, by visions and the revealThe three o'clock dispensation of
John the Baptist, and the first advent ments of the Holy Ghost. And a the kingdom of heaven is by our
of Christ, by angelic administrations, divinely authorized ministry was pro- Savior indicated as "the ninth hour."
as declared in the New Testament. vided, that God's church or kingdom sending of laborers into the Lord's
{Luke 1: 11-20, 26-37; 2: 8-16.) Now, (Acts 7: 38; 2 Chrnn. 36: 15, 16) migbt vineyard. To those ministerial laborsince it is shown to be God's method be administered in harmony with the ers ,Jesus said:to have opened up all the past dis- Father's will. But God's people then
The harvest truly is great, but the laborers
pensations of his '•kingdom" by an- as now, "mocked the messengers of are fow: pray ye therefore the Lord of the
gelic ministrations and the revealment God, and despised bis words, and harvest, that he would send forth laborers
his harvest . . . for the laborer is wor·
of the Holy Ghost to his prophets, misused his prophets, until the wrath into
thy of his hire.-Luke 10: 2, 7.
why should he change and do some of God arose against bis people, till
Say ye not, There are yet four months, and
other and different way in opening up there was no remedy." No balm in then cometh harvest? behold, I say unto you,
the last dispensation of his govern- Gilead to heal the people for the sin Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for
ment in this world, "the eleventh of rejecting new revelation. No heal- they are white already to harvest. And he
hour" dispensation? (Matt. 20: 6-16; ing medicines among men for such a that reapeth recei v0th wages and gathereth
fruit unto life eternal: that both he that sowLuke 14: 16-24; Eph. 1: 9, 10.) Paul great wrong. It must be expiated eth and he that reapeth may rejoice together.
here says it is God's "good pleasure," for. It was for breaking God's la,w And herein is the saying true, One soweth,
and "his will," and his purpose to and rejecting the ministry sent with and another reapeth. I sent you to reap that
institute this final great gathering new revelation that Israel was carried whereon ye bestowed no labor: other men
and culminating, finishing dispensa- in shameful captivity to Babylon by labored, and ye are entered into their labors.
-John 4: 35-38.
tion, in which the gospel will be dis- Nebuchadnezzar; their beloved city,
Of the divinely sent ministry, Paul
pensed, handed out, and administered Jerusalem, destroyed; their kingdom
said:for the last time in the history of this temporarily disorganized; their homes
For we are laborers together with God [of
world. These laborers are out to in- desolated; while they served, captives,
the church in contradistinction to the minvite the nations to ·the gospel feast in their enemy's land; while they istry he says]: Ye are God's husbandry, ye
"at supper time!" They labor "but hung their harps on the. willows, and are God's building.-! Cor. 3: 9.
one hour" ere the eventide comes!
sat in tears and great anguish of
These statements of Jesus and Paul
spirits,
and
listened
to
the
sighing
of
are
very significant, showing posiIt will be noted by all who study
the
winds,
and
the
moving,
restless
~ively
that the laborers are the ministhis lesson in Matthew, chapter
ripplings
of
the
waters
of
the
river.
ters
of
God, and are authorized and
twenty, that the laborers referred to
What a sad condition, for man to sent by revelation at the time they
are God's called, chosen, authorized
ministers.
Sent by him. Not by be left to the promptings of the hu- are sent; and also, as showing that
man. Directed by Jehovah by direct man mind in religious things, without the popular sectarian idea that when
revelation, and not left to their own the guidance of God through direct a great revival, so called, is held
and a great religious excitement, and
erring judgment as to when they revelation!
The universal testimony of the numbers are excited to join the
shall begin, nor where or what they
shall do. For God has not only ages is, that whenever mankind have church, that "many laborers are en·
created of one blood all men to dwell ceased to merit present revelation tering the harvest of the Lord;" is
on all the face of the earth, but has from God, the results have been the false; a humbug and a gross decep"determined the times before ap- same, without exception. The result tion, when Jesus' words are so applied
pointed" in which man shall be privi- was confusion, division, darkness, un- by them. Also the further idea that
leged to seek and feel after him. certainty, and the turning of society the different "hours" referred to by
Jesus, means the different periods of
(Acts 17: 26. 27.) Jes us, in the chap- against each other.
This was the case at the t,ime of the human life, from babyhood to their
ter in Matthew indicates these times
appointed, by the "early in the morn-. flood-at the tower of Babel-with deathbed, at which they can unite
ing hour," that is from Adam down to Israel in Egypt; all along Israel's with the church and be saved. They,
Noah; and •'the third hour" or the history, from the death of Moses, to by so interpreting the language of
days of the Patriarchs Abraham, their final scattering and captivity our Savior, construe bis teaching into
Isaac, and Jacob-the nine o'clock dis- among Gentile nations at the destruc- putting a premium on sin, by teacbpensation. Also "the sixth hour," or tion of Jerusalem by Rome, in A. D. ing that man may wait till the eleventh
high noon of the world's great day; 72. And the present divided, con- hour of his life, in the world, in wickand this dispensation of God's king- fused, distracted, restless condition of edness, and then, wten old, steeped
dom (See Ex. 19: 6J was ushered the religious world, who have now in sin, and the vigor of life is gone,
in by the commission given to Moses been groping along for the last 1,600 he joins the church, dies, goes right
· · through the Angel of God, as re- years without direct revelation from j up to God, sits down in glory, along
. corded in Exodus, third .. chapter, God, and who yet trust in the wisdom. with Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham,
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Isaac, Moses, and all the holy proph·
ets., the saints and the angels of
light!
But to:such as have a life.of:oppor·
tunities to obey the truth and do not
do so for the love of the truth, God
says:Because I have called, and ye refused; I
have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded; but ye have set at .naught all my
counsel, and would none of my reproof: I
also will laugh at your calamity; I will mock
wh6n your fear cometh; when your fear com·
eth as desolation, and your destruction cometh as a whirlwind; when distress and anguish
cometh upon you. Then shall they call upon
me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me
early, but they shall not find me: for [because]
that they hated knowledge, and did not
choose the fear of the Lord.-Prov. 1: 24: 29.

All Bible believers admit that in
the dispensation!) referred to herein·
before-each one: was opened up by
new revelation from God. Abel, Seth.
and Eno~h were commissioned of,
and held communion with God. So
was Noah, Abraham, and Moses;
likewise, Joshua, Samuel, and; the
prophets. And in "the ninth hour"
dispensation, angels announced the
coming of John the Baptist, Jesus,
and the great gospel age then ushered
· in upon the stage of action. The gospel was revealed anew, and the church
of God was organized, the ministry
was set in the church, all by direct
revelation from heaven. There was
no such idea advocated by the church
in that dispensation that revelation
from God should cease, or that the
canon of scripture was full. Such
an argument used then would have
logically argued that God was a
changeable being.
For he had at
that time been revealing his will to
his people for a period of four thousand years. And to stop revealing
himself then, unless his people had
forfeited this divine blessing by the
transgression of his majestic law,
would have necessitated a change in
himself. God's own statement is:I. am the Lord, I change not.-Mal. 3: 6.

THE SAINTSq HERALD.
have chosen; that ye may know and believe therefore it should be set aside. Carried. I.
me, and understand that I am he: before me P. Baggerly was elected delegate to reprethere was no God formed, neither shall there sent the Southwestern Texas district in the
be after me. I, even I am the Lord; and be- next General Conference. The committee
side me there is no Savior. I have declared, appointed to audit the account of the Bishand have saved, and I have showed, when op's agent made report: Received $134.53;
there was no strange God among you: there- disbursed $142.80; due agent $8 27. Next
fore ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord, conference to be held at the Crockett schoolthat am God. Yea, before· the day was I am house, in Bandera County, on the west prong
he: and there is none that can deliver out cf of the Medina River, to begin on Friday,
my hands: I will work and who shall let it. June 17, 1898. Preaching by Elders Wight,
. . . Behold I will do, a new thing; now it Johnson, and Curtis.
shall spring forth; shall ye not know it?Isa. 43: 9-13, 19.
FAR WEST.

Thus reasons our Father, when
contrasting himself with the so-called
gods who reveal nothing. Because
he does reveal himself to his servants
whorn he chooses and sends, "therefore," says he, "ye are my witnesses."
This is a peculiar statement, in that
it is his own reasoning! He tells us
here that he is known as the only
God, because he reveals himself to
his servants.
Since, therefore, God is a God of
present revelation, he will introduce
"the eleventh hour" dispensation and
call, by revelation, as in all former
dispensations of his grace.

nonf BfBllG B ]Vlintl1B8.
MOBILE.
Conference convened at Theodore, Alabama, December 4; J. D. Erwin president
pro tern., C. I. Carpenter secretary. Branch
reports received from Perseverance and
Theodore. Ministry reporting-: Elders J.
D. Erwin and C. I. Carpenter; Priest T. W.
Smith; Teachers D. Goff and D. Tillman.
No reports from tent or reunion committees
nor Bishop's agent. District secretary and
treasurer reported: On hand from last account $2.21; received from branches $1.30;
Paid out for district record $2.50; report
blanks 20.cents; postage 65 cents; on hand 16
cents. A motion to hold conferences every
three months was lost. District officers were
all sustained. Conference adjourned to meet
at Three Rivers, second Saturday and Sunday in February. Preaching by Elders C. I.
Carpente.r and J. D. Erwin.

SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS.

Conference met at Pipe Creek schoolhouse,
And based on this eternal founda- Bandera County, Texas, November 26, 1897;
tional truth, God builds his owri ar- Elder H.P. Curtis president, 0. D. Johnson
gument in favor of being a God of vice president, W. H. Davenport clerk.
Ministry reporting: Elders J. A. Currie, L.
present continuous revelation in these L. Wight, H. P. Curtis baptized 2, W. H.
words.
Davenport; Priests J.P. Neal, W. G. Wallis;
Let the people be assembled; who among Teachers C. N. Powell, G. L. Gifford.
them can declare this, and show us former Branch reports: Bandera 36; 2 removed.
things? let them bring forth their witnesses, Resolved that the resolution in regard to the
that they may be justified: or let them hear, ordaining of officers passed at the district
and say, It is truth. Ye are my witnesses, conference held in this district is not in harsaith .• the. Lord, and my servants_.whom I mony with the law of the church and that

Conference convened with the St. Joseph
branch on Saturday and Sunday, Dec'.'lmber
11, 12; William Lewis president, I. N. White
and A. W. Head assisting; C. P. Faul secretary. Bishop's agent's report: On hand and
received $373.52; paid out $241.20; on hand
$132.32. Auditing committee, T. T. Hinderks, L. L. Babbitt, and W. E. Haden.
Branch reports: St. Joseph 370; gain 5.
Mt. Hope 29; gain 3. Stewartsville 137;
gain 6. Pleasant Grove 89; gain 1. Alma
31; loss 7. Delano 114; gain 1. Kingston, no
change. German Stewartsville, no change.
DeKalb, no change. Wakenda, no change.
Elders reporting: I. N. White, J. M. Terry
baptized 12, R. L. Ware, A. St. Lewis, J.
Davis baptized 5, T. T. Hinderks, R. Archibald, L. L. Babbitt, A. W. Head, A. Nesser,
D. E. Powell, G. J. Whitehead, S. Smith, W.
Lewis, B. Dice baptized 1; Priests C. Householder, W. E. Haden baptized 1; D. J. Krah!,
C. Bacus, R. S. Parker; Teacher R. Garlich.
A recommendation for the ordination of Bro.
D. A. Frampton, of Alma branch, to the
office of elder was received. The matter was
referred to the missionary in charge and district [president?-ED.], they to consider, and
if wisdom directs, to so ordain. The case of
Pointer vs. Burlington, Winning, et al., came
up for considerat.ion. The case was referred
to the general missionary in charge, all
papers and records to be given, he to investigate and to advise how to proceed in the
case, and report next conference. C. P. Faul
was appointed tent treasurer for the conducting of tent meetings in the future. All the
ministry desiring to labor in the district
shall present their choice of field to J. M.
Terry. The present district officers were
reelected and sustained for the coming quarter. H. C. Bronson and I. N. White were the
speakers. Adjourned to meet with the
Stewartsville branch, time to be published
by district president.

SPRING RIV.l!JR.
District conference convened with the
Blendsville branch, December 3, 1897, at 7: 30
p. m.; 0. P. Sutherland president, J. C.
Chrestensen secretary, assisted by A. H.
Herke. The following elders reported: R.
M. King, A. H. Herke, W. C. Cather, R. H.
Davis, W. France, S. W. Simmons, F. C.
Keck, 0. P. Sutherland, J. W. Thorp, J. C.
Chresteusen, T. S. Hayton, W. H. Smart, W.
A. Doty, J.M. Richards, T. J. Sheppard, G.
L. Spencer, F. L. English; Priests G. W.
Beebe, Jr., M. H. Love, G. A. Hiser, H
Richelson, J. H. Davis; Teachers :ID: E.
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asked to furnish their respective quotas for I righteousness," or the riches of this world.
the entertainment. We take this means of After making reference to such stewardship
also inviting each family of scattered saints and work, Jesus declares concerning it, "He
to fill one place on the program. Let your who is faithful in that which is least, is faithliterary selections both interest and edify. ful also in much; and he who is unjust in the
Will those who understand music kindly least, is also unjust in much. "-Luke 16: 10.
come amply provided in that respect. Songs
Those who do not do the bidding of the
183, 178, 68, 184, 59, 100, 10, 40, 118, 186, 124, and Master are called slothful servants. We are
104 (Winnowed Songs) will be selected from further instructed in Luke not to neglect
during the meeting. Praying that the spirit laying up for ourselves treasures in heaven,
of love and peace and charitable good will rather than devoting our time to the accumumay attend all the sessions,
lation of this world's goods. "He that layeth
VINA H. GOFF, Supt.
up treasures for himself and is not rich towards
ELLA MILLER, Asst.
God," is like the foolish man who said to
himself, "I will pull down my barns and build
greater; and there will I bestow all my fruits,
and my goods. And I will say to my soul,
Soul, thou bast much goods laid up for many
years: take thine ease, eat, drink, and be
DUTIES OF THE SAINTS, BY THE BISHOP'S merry. But God said unto him, Thou fool!
AGENT FOR THE CENTRAL TEXAS
This night thy soul shall be required of thee;
DISTRICT.
then whose shall those things be which thou
1'o the Saints:-I have this year endeavored bast provided?"-Luke 12: 20-22.
to present the law of tithes and offerings to
Revelations of the nineteenth century to
the saints and friends of the Central Texas
the church are in keeping with the instrucdistrict to the best of my ability, and attended
tion that is found in the scriptures. In 1831,
MONTANA.
two conferences of the district for this purit
is said, "Behold, now it is called to-day
Conference convened at Deer Lodge, No- pose, urging the necessity of compliance
vember 6, 1897. Officers reporting: Elders with the temporal law as well as the spiritual, (unt.il the coming of the Son of Man), and
G. Reese baptized 3, A. B. Moore baptzed 2, and I now take this method of stirring up verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a day for
J. E. Reese baptized 3, A. Christofferson, J. your pure minds in the work to the neces- the tithing of my people: for he that is
H. Wells, and J. T. Jemison; Priests J. Elias- sities of our missionary and bis family who tithed shall not be burned (at his coming);
son, J. Emmons. Bishop's agent reported: is in need of means, and of the church gener- for after to-day cometh the burning: this is
speaking after the manner of the Lord; for
Received since last report $76 50; paid out ally.
$42; on hand $34.50. Report approved. J
The members of the Church of Christ are verily I sa.y, To-morrow all the proud and
E. Reese, A. Christofferson, and James Em- commanded to "Live by every word that they that do wickedly shall be as a stubble;
mons were appointed to confer with R. J. proceedeth out of the mouth of God." We . . . and I will not spare any that remaineth
Jenkins.
Committee reported that the can only be acceptable to him by compliance in Babylon. Wherefore, if ye believe me,
brother did not wish his license until he with this rule of law, and for a person to ye will labor while it is called to-day." (See ·
could comply with resolutions of last confer- think be may be acceptable before the Lord Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 64, par. 5.)
In 1861, instruction to the church is ag1<.in
ence. Report approved.
Preaching by when be has obeyed but a part of the princiimpressed
upon us, and the law of tithes and
Gomer Reese, J.E. Reese, and A. B. Moore. ples of truth, and refuses to comply with
Adjourned to meet at R~ese Creek the last that particular work in the gospel of Christ offerings stated to be especially applicable.
The rnme thought is expressed by Jesus in
Saturday and Sunday in February, 1898.
that is enjoined upon every citizen of his
the 11th cha:Jter of Luke, 42d verse. (Inkingdom, is to deceive himself. In the time
spired Translation.)
of the apostles it was urged that men should
It seems there is no passage of scripture
do this word equally with others, both by the
Savior and those whom he sent out to teach, that is more applicable to the church to-day
and the apostle urges the matter upon the in the inspired writings than the word of the
CONVENTION NOTIOES.
saints in his time, instructing them that "as Lord through the Prophet Malachi. It is
The Massacb usetts district Sunday school the Lord bath blessed everyone, so let him not only found in the book of Malachi, in the
association will convene in Fall River, give." Every citizen of the kingdom has a Bible, but was repeated by the Savior to his
January 8, 1898, at 7: 30 p. m. A large at- work to perform in order that be may don the disciples on the western continent in what is
tendance is desired, also a report from every wedding garment spoken of by the Master, termed the "first century of the Christian
school in district.
and the New Testament clearly teaches that Era," with the additional st.atement that it
ORA v. HOLMES, Sec.
unless it ilil put on we will not be accepted was "for the good of future generations."
when the great feast is prepared. We put The passage in the Bible reads, "Will a man
The Clinton, Missouri, district association on the wedding garment by performing the rob God? Yet ye have robbed me. But ye
will give a Sunday school entertainment at works of righteousness under the law; and say, Wherein have we robbed thee? In
the saints' chapel in Rieb Hill on the night one of these works is, compliance with our tithes and offerings. Ye are cursed with a
of Thursday, January 6, 1898, and will con- duty in temporal matters, and the failure of curse; for ye have robbed me, even this whole
vene for business (which will include election which will lose to the individual so failing nation. Bring ye all the tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be meat in mine
of officers), social, and instructive sessions on his robe of righteousness.
the morning of the following day. Program:
A;ain, it is very clearly taught that we house, and prove me now herewith, saith the
At 8: 30 Sunday school prayer meeting; 9: 30 are stewards under the iaw of our heavenly Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the winbusiness. During the afternoon and night Father; and that we should render an ac- dows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,
sessions interesting and instructive work count to him of our stewardship while in this that there shall not be room enough to realong Sunday school lines will be.given. We life, touching the things which come into ceive it."-Malachi 3: 8-10.
are glad to announce that General Superin- our hands. If we are found faithful in the
This work must be done by willing bands
tendent T. A. Hougas expects to be with us, stewardship we shall be commended; but if and hearts. Not those who are grudging, or
and we earnestly invite all who can arrange unfaithful we will meet with condemnation. who seek to shun the performance of duty;
to be with us to come and partake of the good This is fully taught by Jesus in Luke, where or give for the purpose of simply making a
things the Spirit is working to provide. The he instructs his disciples touching their duty show of their means; or plan to get the good
various schools of the district have been in things referred to as the "mammon of un- will of their neighbors thereby.

Gilbert, L. H. McCall, A. P. Free, and
G. M. Hinkle. Branch reports: Columbus 49; 2 removed, 10 absent.
Angola
84; gain 3, 41 absent. Blendsville 112; gain
4. Weir City 97; gain 2, 25 absent. Maysville; no change. Webb City 205; gain 2, 12
absent. Bishop's agent, J. M. Richards, reported: On hand last report $9 05; received
since $337 60; paid out $294.40; on hand
$52.25. Treasurer, J. C. Chrestensen, reported: Oa hand last report $2 91; received
since $16.13; paid out $9. 75: on hand $9.29.
He also reported tent fund: On band last
report $4. 78; collected since $3 55; total
$8.33. Committee on Mullen and Ross case reported no labor done. Committee continued.
On motion, Pleasant View report was returned to branch for correction. The matter
of dividing district was tabled. A petition
to organize a branch at Galena, Kansas, was
presented, and same was left in the hands of
district presiden,t and missionary in charge.
Conference adjournPd to meet at Webb City,
Missouri, March 5, 1898, 7: 30 p. m.

MisBellaneous Dapartmant

8tlndau 8chool 1i&sociations.
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In the language of the Savior we are in-

structed to "take heed that ye do not your
alms before men to be seen of them, other~ise ye have no reward of your Father which
is in heaven."
The giving of alms and tithes and offerings
in one and the same thing. The giving of
alms under the Jewish law to which Christ
referred is called tithes and ofl'iirings. The
Apostle Paul exhorted that, "Hti tbat giveth, let him do it with simplicity." (Romans 12: 8.) This is in keeping with Jesus'
instruction as to manner of giving.
The revelations of the nineteenth century
speaking of tithes and offerings say concerning the same as to manne1· of giving: "Behold, the Lord requireth the heart and a
willing mind." (D. C., sec. 64, par. 7.)
Alma in the Book of Mormon, ''Commanded
that the people of the church should impart
of tb<iir substance, every one according to
that which be bad; if be have more abundantly, he should impart more abundantly;
and he that bad but little, but little should
be required; and to him that had not should
be given. And thus they should impart of
their substance, of their own free will and
good desires towards God, and to those
priests that stood in need, yea, and to every
needy, naked soul. And this he said unto
them, having been commanded of God."-B.
of M., Mosiah, chap. 9, par. 9.
The amount required under the law to-day
is the same that was required of Abraham.
He is sustained by the Apostle Paul as the
father of all the faithful in Christ; "if ye are
Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, and
heirs according to the promise."
Abraham paid a tenth of all that he bad
after that he came up out of the land of
Egypt. When Abraham went down into the
land of Egypt, he had very little. When he
came back he was rich, "in silver, and cattle, and gold." All of this was increase, and
Abraham paid upon it; and it agrees with
the statement of the Apostle. (Hebrews 7:
2.) Referring to Melchisedec, the keeper of
the storehouse of God, or Bishop, he says:
"To him also Abraham gave a tenth part of
all."
The rule of Abraham was the same complied with by his grandson, the great patriarch, Jacob. He gave a tenth of the increase,
or tithed himself. "And the place of this
stone which I have set for a pillar, shall be
the place of God's house; and of all that thou
shalt give me I will surely give the tenth
unto thee."-Genesis 28: 22. The fact that
Jacob made the vow and the Lord blessed
him under this vow, shows that this was the
correct rule; for God would not have accepted
a vow contrary to his law.
To begin with, all that God has blessed us
with is increase; and if we have not already
rendered an account to him upon this, that is
our first duty, and we should pay a tenth of
the same into the bands of the Bishop. or his
agent. (See the law, B. of C., sec. 42, par. 8)
After a person has paid once upon property,
proper account has been rendered, and it is
no longer called increase under the law. A
person may make offerings in the way of
consecrationsrnf any part of this which he

has over and above, but farther than this,
the law of tithes and offerings has been com·
plied with. After having paid upon what
he has, the Bible rule is in harmony with
itself all the time, i:;nd he still pays upon tbe
increase, whatever that muy be.
Seeing that it is the law of God, and remembering the fact that we claim to be his
children, let us live by his words, and arise
from our slumber to the performance of every
duty, and let us put what belong-s to God into
his storehouse and try him, as he has asked
us to do, and in this way ask his bleesing;
and not ask it when we fail to perform om·
part under the law.
I also call the attention of the saints to the
article of the Bishop touching the necessities of Graceland College. Each district is
asked to furnish ten persons at the amount
of $20 each to aid in this enterprise as a
special endowment. If each district performs its work under this call, no further request is to be made in behalf of Graceland
Coliege for years at least. Shall not the
saints then, in this district perform their
duty under this appeal and make an effort in
the interest of the educational work of the
church?
If a person is unable to give the $20, let him
send the amount possible for him to do, with
bis name, and it will be forwarded to the
Bishop and placed under the district account.
The Central Texas district should not be
behind on this fund. Let us show to the
church and to the world that we are ready to
sacrifice for the good of the work and aid in
every undertaking that is required to save
our young people from the spirit and vices of
"Myatery Babylon."
I hope to hear from every member in the
dititrict wirbin the next sixty days upon th'ese
two i'mportant works. First: Tithes and offerings under the law. Second: Such contributions as each is able to make for the benefit
of the college. If it is only one half dime, or
one dollar, send it on. Let us be men and
women; saints in deed and in truth, and show
what our district can do in aid of the work of
the Lord.
Very respectfully yours,
E. BATES, Bishop's Agent.

-~

released from the Ohio mission by Apostle
G. T. Griffiths, missionary in charge, by request of Apostle I. N. White, and conrnlting
with Bishop E. L. Kelley, deem it wisdom
for me to labor in Missouri till April session
of conference. I, therefore, being appointed
in charge of Northeastern Missouri district
by Bro. I. N. White, missionary in charge,
would say, !shall be ready to visit you by the
first of January. Anyone knowing of where
my services are needed, address me.
J. c. Foss.
INDEPENDENCE, Miseouri.

BORN.
HOLBEN.-Children blessed by Elder C.
Derry, June 10, 1897: Eohel Clare, born
March 25, 1893, at Magnolia, Iowa. John
Elsom, born November 17, 1894, Magnolia,
Iowa. Lois Pearl, born November 2, 1896,
Raglan, Iowa. The above are children of
Mr. Samuel and Sr. Mamie Holben, of Raglan
Township, Harrison County, Iowa.
KILTS -To Mr. Ambrose and Mrs. Ella
Kilts, July 23, 1896, at Hannibal, Missouri, a
son, and named Roy Edward. Blessed at
Hannibal, Missouri, November 19, 1897, by
Elder J. A. Tanner.
POST.-At Davis City, Iowa, October 14,
1897, to Bro .•John H. and Sr. Adiene Post,
a son; named Rexford Van Buren, and blessed
November 21, by Elders H. A. Stebbins and
Eli Hayer.
BEEBE.-Near Spickards, Missouri, May
13, 1897, to Bro. Myron F. and Sr. Laura
Beebe, a golden treasure. They named her
Alta May, in which name she was blessed,
the first babe in the new church, November
28, by Elder J. M. Terry.
SWEETMAN .-Sarah Vivian, a sweet babe,
was born to Bro. George and Sr. Roie Sweetman, March 23, 1897, in Grundy County,
Missouri.
Blessed at the Mount Hope
church, Grundy County, Missouri, :November
28, by Elder J. M. Terry. ·May she be faithful, like Sarah of old, and be Vivian (lively)
in doing right and have the love for truth
that her uncle Isaac has.

DURANGO, Texas, December 5, 1897.

SPECIAL NCTIOE.

Royal makes tlte food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

By action of the last General Conference
the fiscal year in church work ends with the
month of December, instead of March, as
heretofore.
It is therefore necessary that Herald Office
accounts be remitted for by the close of December, that the books may be balanced,
and examined by the committee appointed
by the conference.
Please favor us with early and full remittances of Herald, Leaves, Hope, and other
subscriptions, also of book accounts.
FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager Herald Office.

PASTORAL.
The saints of Northeastern Missouri district are hereby informed that I have been

ROYAL 9AK1NG POWDER CO., NEW YORK..
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1'HE·
HOMERffERFN

lIBRARY.

APPROPRIATE ALIKE FOR ONE OR ALL.

A broad statement lhls, but one that is borne out by the facts.
Not only can you make such a present on snch terms,
but in doing so you will be giving something that will
remain a source of delight and instruction to its fortunate owner for years to come. We have decided to
extend through the holiday season our remarkable in·
troductory offer on the great

HOME REFERE E LIBRARY

in ten large handsome volumes, over

5,000 pages and
illustrations, which has recently been completed
after years of preparation and the expenditure of vast
sums of money. Our reason for this is that the sets
sold in this manner will be the most effective advertising
that we could give the regular subscription edition, which
3,000

wm

be sold at $60.00 net.

Briefly, it is a gathering within the covers of one set of
books of all that usually goes to make up the "reference
comer" in any public or private collection of books.
Chief among the contents of the library stand the

ENCYCLOPEDIA, ATLAS &DICTIONARY
necessities in every home, office, or school in the land.
But besides these, it includes Biographical Dictionm

ary, Gazetteer of the United States, Dictionary
Of Technical Terms, and other indispensable requisites
of a working reference library.

The Encyclopedia twice the price of
the whole library. It is par excellence the book of reference for every man, woman or student to have at his or
her elbow at all times for quick, ready reference. It is
the latest, best, most concise, yet thorough and accurate
encyclopedia extant, and the only one in existence

that is brought down to September, 1897. It is
edited by John Clark Ridpath, LL.D. It includes
comprehensive and reliable articles on The Cuban Re•
bemon, Klondike Gold Fields, Moving Photogra·
phy, and other topics of live interest to-day. In all,
nearly 100,000 topics are treated, and these are
magnificently illustrated with thousands of engravings,
colored
and charts.
comprises a handsome series of
·
maps and charts, brought down to
date; mo colored and 200 in monotint, which, for convenience salrn, are scattered through the volumes of the
Encyclopedia, according to their alphabetical arrangement. Also hundreds of diagrams, sketches, battle
plans, portraits, etc.
is the work of the ripest
linguists of modern
times. It is an unabridged, etymological, pronouncing,
literary, scientific and technical Dictionary of the English
language, and is an acknowledged authority both in England and America. The regular price of this great king
of books is $24.00. It comprises nearly 3,000 closely
printed columns of words and definitions.
For advertising purposes merely, and to introduce this
COOD FOR A
grand work to the public, we have decided to place a
SHOR1m
few sets in each community at about m.ie~Hilnll of
the su)l}sciription pdce, and deliver the set complete
THME ONLY.

The
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TRADE IVIARllC~

DESIO NS,
COPYRICHTS &a..
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is

probably patentable. Communications strictlf

confidential. Oldest ag-ency fo:..· securing patentG
tn America. We have a Washington office.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. reoe!..e
special notice in the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

or
jl::,&

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation

any_scient;Hlc journal, weekly, terms $3.00
U.60six months.. Specimen copies and

Booox

ON PATENTS

sent free. Addrese

MUNN & CO.,
861 Broadway, New York.

HARDWARE.
ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH Will GO
AS FAR AS A POUND.AND A HALF
Of ANY OTHEliSTARCJi.
tf<~~ACTURECI IJNl..y

s.....-

TB:J. C. HUB ING ER BRDS'C9
UK.IOWA.
'i NE.WHAVEN.
C:CF'VRfGHTEll:I
ELASTIC STARCH has been before the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is withont'doubt
the greatest starch invention or the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented nnmber of
twenty million packages. It Is prepared npon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience in fancy lanndrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old snmmer dresses to their natn ral whiteness, and
imparts to linen a beautifnl and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic, alnm or any other substance injnrious to linen, and can be nsed even for a baby powder.

STOVES, 'l'INWARE, BARB WIRE, B'fel.
Special attention given to Bnllders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fnmiah~

LAMONI HARDWARE CO..
CHEAP HOMES.
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now ie
the time to do so. I have pt'opel'ties that![
can sell you for less money than you can buil«il
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and
terms write to O. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
TOBACCO HABIT

CUR~
...........
II

ORNO PAY.

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantee• three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to permanently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you?
Remember, No Core, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

I

ZION'S HOPE.
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for
children; illustratted; edited by St'. .M.
Walker. 50 cents pel' year; in packages o1
foul', five, or six to one address, 40 cents each
per year; in packages of seven or mol'e, 35
cents each.

I

to

-WHAT HAVE YOU excliangitas part
payment on a well improved 80 acre fal'm
two miles from Lamoni? Large buildings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay·
ments on balance. Give full description
and pl'ice of your property in first letter.
D. F. Nicholson.

I

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
SEER.
l?aperoovers •••••••.••••••••••••••• $ 10

THE KEOKUK ROUTE.

r

K. & W. and. D. M. & K. C. Railways.
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
locations fol' business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. Mot'e stock of all kinds
has been shipped over this line than any road
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missout'i. (See
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
freight and passenger service is not equalled
by any road in the state, except the Missouri
River trunk lines, with each of which we
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking fal'ms can find propel'ty at
tempting prices; men seeking business locations can find towns with ample terl'itory and
settlers to wat't'antgood business. Additional
passenger service will soon be given which
will add to the gl'owth of the towns.
The towns between Des Moines and Cainsville are particularly well located for
business. Look them up. Write to the
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
J. F. ELDER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.

I

A. C.

GOODRICH,

Vice Pl'es. and Gen. M'n'gr.o

A house In Lamoni. Iowa, two eqna.res from the ~
ness center. It has sb: rooms, a hall, and three cl
and ls conveniently arranged for a family of alx or m
is warm as a winter house, and bas good ventllat
summer. Well and cletem at the door, &nd
cherry, p!nm, and peach trees cm the two lots, wb
tll.e corner of a block. Addreee,
I. N. W. OOOPEB. Lamon&. lows.

BOOK OF MORMON:MAPS NOW READY.
~~"""·o!i~:;,.m.~flDilii?!"M~~~-W

A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, ae
compiled by the committee on Archooology; drawn for
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston. Art method,
40x51 inches, designed for the home, office, and Sunday
school. A durable, strong, and artistic map; mounted on
cloth, in lasting colors; the surface varnished so as te
be washed off with damp cloth when necessary; with
stained and varnished strip at top and bottom.
Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be
paid by purchaser.
This map has all the missionary and colonial journey
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi, Nephi, etc-<
and the migratory journeys of the N ephites, J areditee.,
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern traveis of Humboldt
Pizarro and Cortez; of native races of the United States,
Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, Aztecs,
Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical
index in fu11 is to accompany it as soon as pnblished, at
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter,
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the
margin of the map, so that the varions locations can
readily be found thereon.
Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON.
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan.

ENVELOPER.
Small envelopes for oolleotiOlllJi per 100, 1i
cents: 1161' 1.000. IU.25.
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LESSONS OF THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY CELEBRATION.

IN connection with the recent celebration by the Presbyterians of the two
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of
the Westminster Assembly and the
adoption of the Westminster Confes·
sion of Faith, it is interesting to note
what the religious papers representative of churches other than the Presbyterian have to say in regard to the
meaning and significance of the event.
The occasion calls forth from The Examiner (Baptist, New York) the following comment:"It has been said of the men who
formed that Assembly [the Westminster] that 'the Christian world since
the days of the apostles never had a
synod of more excellent divines.' It
is certain that their work has exerted
a potent influence upon the devlop·
ment of the world. It has made for
liberty, civil and religious, for constitutional government, and for the dignity and worth of the individual.
Next to the Bible, the Westminster
Uatechism has probably had more infiuence than any other book in shaping the religious sentiment of the
present day.
Although there is a
large and powerful faction in the
church which is anxious to have the
standards revised, the old creed is
beld sacred by the majority of the
12,000,000 adherents of Presbyterianism, and its hold upon them is almost
as powerful as at any time since its
adoption."
The Churchman (Protestant Episcopal, New York),h.!lis,tbis to.s~y:-

\

"T. he celebration of the Assembly's
anmversary teaches many lessons, but
none more forcibly or profitably than
this, that the center of religious inter·
est changes from age to age Two
'
hundred and fifty years ago the questions which seemed supreme and imperative were those which had to do
with ecclesiastical government and
wi.th the doctrine of predestination.
Most people felt that upon the riaht
b
understanding of these matters depended not only the welfare of the
church, but the everlasting destiny of
the individual. The preacher found
them suggested in every text. Last
Sunday there were not a hundred sermons delivered upon either of these
subjects in all the pulpits of Christendom.
"The theme of present preaching is
the relation of the Christian religion
to life. What the preacher wants is
to minister as best he can to the better
life of men as they live it day by day,
to give help in the meeting of tempta·
tion, to awaken people to their opportunities, to assist in the solution of
practical problems. That, we feel, is
a real advance upon the positions of
the Assembly. It may be 'that we are
misled, as men have been before, by the
exaggerations of perspective, and that
the present is not after all so much
better than the past; but it does seem
plain that au interest in the great task
of making the world happier and better and nearer to the ideal of the gospel is more in accord with the life and
spirit of Jesus Christ than an interest
in the distinction between sublapsarianism and supralapsarianism."
In The Outlook (undenom.) the subject of "The Westminster Confession"
is treated editorially from the point
of view of the Higher Critics. It
does not desire to be numbered among
those who regard this Confession as
"a perversion of truth and an obstruction of human progress," nor among
those "who regard it. with reverence
as the supreme and final utterance of
the Christian Church respecting the
verities of Christian doctrine." It
would view it rather from the point
of ..view . of ".One who .believes .in.:bu-

No. 52.

man progress, believes that every
stage in human destiny is an improvement on that which has preceded, and
is a preparation fur greater improvements that are to follow." Proceeding on this line of thought The Outlook
says:' 'We can understand the state of
mind of one who regards Christian
revelation as a finished product given
complete from the hand of God to
man. We can also understand the
state of mind of those who regard
Christian revelation as progressive;
as, to use Christ's own simile, a seed
planted in the soil and germinating
and growing to maturity. But we
confess ourselves unable to understand the state of mind of those who
attempt to combine these two contradictory views; who regard, or appear
to regard, the Christianity of the New
Testament as a seed which did once
germinate and grow, but which came
to its consummation in either the Ni·
cene Creed in the fourth century or in
the Westminster Confession of Faith
in the seventeenth, and can grow no
more thereafter. Those who regard
Christian revelation as a completed
product ought to go back to find in
the Sermon on the Mount the perfect
Christian creed; those who regard
Christianity as a seed ought to regard
every creed valuable, not as a final
statement of truth, but as a historic
witness to the measure of truth attained and the aspect of truth perceived in the age which has produced
such creed. Either of these views is
self-consistent. The view which regards theology as a growth for the
first four centuries of the first sixteen, with no growth thereafter, is
self-destructive because inherently
in.consistent." - The Literary Digest,
December 4, 1897.
THE ORDINATION OF MRS. BOOTH.

AN interesting and unique ceremon.v
was that which took place at Ca.rnegie Hall, New York City, on a re·
cent Monday evening, the occasion
being the ordination of Mrs. Ballington Booth, of "The Volunteers . of
America," as ,a minister of ·the '!Q~n-
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eral Church of God." The ceremony
of ''laying on of hands" was performed by Commander Booth, as.
.
.
sisted by the Volunteers, BrigadierGeneral
Fielding,
Col.
J.
G.
Hallimond, and Col. J. W. Merrill.
Reverend Dr. Josiah StronO' Secretary of the Evangelical Allf~~ce and
the Rev. ~mory H. Bradford, D. D.,
of Montclair, New Jersey, were present, but not in a representative
capacity. A feature of the occasion
was an address by Chauncey M.
Depew. Mrs. Booth gave an address
on prison work, in which she said
that during the last year the Volunteers had reached about ten thousand
inmates of penitentiaries.

rn

I any

such ordination as this to take
part in the administration of the holy
comn;iunion in any ~hurch which
restricts J;he consecration of the elements and their administration to the
ministry, and the ministry to men.
Perhaps the Volunteers will develop
into a regularly defined Christian
sect, as may the regular Salvation
Army. In this case, like 0thers, they
will be compelled to derive their
resources chiefly from :their own
members. One sect more or less
makes little or no difference, as the
census of 1890 ~~ows one hu_ndr~d a~d
forty-three rehg10us denommat1ons m
, the United States of which about one
' hundred and thi;ty are Christian in
name, and since that census was compiled several new sects have been
started. "-Literary Digest, December
18 1897
•
·
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Among Many
Choice Selections
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Postpaid to any address.

The New
Church History;

an article commenting on this
event at Carnegie Hall, the ChrisTALKS ON DOCTRINE AND CREED.
Volumes 'l and 2:
tian Advocate (Methodist Episcopal, AT Washington Park C~ngregational 1 Full leather, gilt edges, per vol., $3.00
New York) says, with particular Church yesterday mornmg the Rev.
"
"
black
"
2 50
reference to the ceremony of ordina- William E. Danforth took as his 1 "
"
libra;y
"
2 50
tion:theme, "J?,iffic~lties about ~?ctrine Half
"
'
"
2: 00
and creed.
His text was:
If any Cloth "
"
1 50
"The theory of the ministry of the man will to do his will he shall know
·
Congregationalists and Baptists dif- of the doctrine whether it be of God."
fers greatly from that held by the Among other things he said:Protestant Episcopal Church, the
"To many minds of the present day
the word 'doctrine' has a grating
Methodist Episcopal Church, and the sound. The popular idea of docrine,
Imitation morocco, flexible, gilt
Presbyterian Church; also from that mildly expressed, signifies something
$2.00
edges,
held by the Lutheran churches. The to make people uncomfortable, like Imitation morocco, gilt edges,
1.25
Baptists and the Congregationalists the cold chill from a musty cloister Morocco grain russia,
1.00
h
t' 1 rttl ·
t
of the twelfth century.
.65
Cloth,
attac c~m~ar~ ive y l e impor ~n.ce
"We may know that when Christ
to the d1stmct10n between the mm1s- used the word it was with no such
try and the laity. Mr. Spurgeon was . suggestion. In the sense that Jesus
The Same..
never ordained, and used to say, 'I used it 'doctrine' means a translucent
Large Type Edition:
thank God that no man ever laid his teaching arising out of an eternal Prices,
$1.50 and $2.00
empty hands on my empty head.' truth.
.
· .
.
"As no man can consider a truth
e are mformed by ~n em~nent Bap- without forming some kind of doct1st clergyman that m this country I trine, so none of us thinks seriously
laying on of hands in the ordination about any fact. ~ithout haying some
New, Revised Edition,
is generally omitted. Our readers ·1 sort of creed m connection.
T~e
with Concordance:
will remember the extraordinary di:ffi.-1 error o~ the past was that .certam
.
.
.
men built up systems and miscalled Flexible binding, gilt edges, - $2.00
cult1es which attended the baptism of them creeds when they were not Full leather,
1.25
''
''
Miss Smiley, and her admission to the creeds at ali, for they never pene1.00
"
"
.65
pulpits of Brooklyn and elsewhere. trated the mind and heart. A doctrine Cloth,
The Congregational
does not or creed which does not get inside the
invest the minister with any special man has no place in the economy of
power. Nor has he
life.
in the
"rfhe Jews were eminent
so minute as
to discover
but

The Book
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Doctrine
and Covenants;
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"-Tribune.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know ihe truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 112.
''Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none."
Book of Mormon, page 115.
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Brn. L. D. Ullom and Francis I we responded, "Peace be unto you."
Ebeling met us at the train, and in a
At Irondale there are only Bro.
few minutes we were at the residence David Lewis and wife, Bro. Albert
JOSEPH SMITH
EDT TOR. of Bro. Albert Smith, another of the Logsdon and wife, Bro. William Lewis
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
HEMAN C. SMITH,
peculiar tribe of which, once on a and wife, and Bro. Adolphus Edwards
} CORRESPONDING EDITORS.
JOSEFH ~FF,
time there was not one to be found in and Sr. Anna. But this is a host, for
all the land of Israel. See the Bible I they are united and earnest and helpLAMONI, IOWA, DEC. 29, 1897.
account of preparations to build the ful. Bro. Edwards is an elder, and
THE EDITOR ABROAD,
Temple, and note where the men had charge of the meeting, opened by
FROM Fayette City I returned to Pitts- 1 came from. Bro. Smith is a worker prayer and read the hymns, in a very
burg, on Monday, December 5, having in the steel or iron mills in Benwood creditable manner. They have lately
spent a profitable day at that place. opposite Bellaire, Ohio.
hired a hall and begun holding servFound the usual correspondence for
On Sunday the saints met at 10: 30 ices. We left Bro. Ebeling to conthe Editor and President awaiting at- in Sunday school, at eleven the Editor tinne the effort.
tention. Spent the week busily catch- occupied the stand, with a good audiBy the kindness of Bro. Edwards,
ing up, and visiting, attending the ence in attendance. At 2: 30 a testi- Bro. Ebeling, self, and Sr. Anna visweekly Wednesday evening prayer mony and prayer service was held, ited the tin mill, where the steel is
service, which was fairly spiritual; which was much enjoyed by all, seem- rolled into sheets, polished, cut into
Brn. D. L. Shinn and Jacob Reese ingly. At 7: 30 the Editor spoke to a required sizes, tinned, trimmed, and
presiding.
room full of interested auditors, from put up in boxes. Some four hundred
The Hall, No. 67 Fourth Avenue, the subject, Why should a man join bands are employed, a number being
while centrally located, is not in an the Christian church?
women. We followed the steel plate
attractive quarter; for, though cenThe effort was continued on Monday from the half inch thick plate to the
tral, it is in an entirely business por- evening; when, the Tuesday evening thinnest steel sheet; saw the constant
ti0n of the city, where few will come being occupied by the Sunday school transformation, till the sheets of tin
unless specially interested, which workers of the branch, the effort came lay in boxes to the number of one
1
most of strangers are not. Enjoyed I to an end at Wheeling.
hundred and twelve sheets per box,
the meeting. The saints have in conFrom Wheeling to Irondale, in Jef- ready for the tinsmith and the roofer.
templation the building of a church, I ferson County, Ohio, is but a short It is easy enough, if one only sees it
and have what is called an Auxiliary I ride; and the Editor took it in com- passing through the various processes.
Aid Society, the object of which is to pany with Bro. Francis Ebeling, a
At Wheeling and Benwood there is
secure means to build with. The young and growing missionary at , a branch some two hundred strong,
branch, though numbering somewhere work in the Pittsburg district, resi· 1 with an excellent prospect for good.
near two hundred, is not strong dent at Benwood.
A movement has been lately started
financially; yet no branch in the
Bro. David Lewis, resides at to secure grounds and build a church
church has a better record for the Irondale, and was down the Ohio at in a more suitable location than the
helping band than Pittsburg, that we Wheeling, Sunday, and secured a one now used. One is selected and as
are aware of.
promise for Wednesday night at that soon as means can be raised the work
On Friday evening Bro. Ralph G. tin plate town. Bro. Adolphu" Ed- will go forward. The committee are
Smith, knowing what a soul for music wards, a young and energetic Welsh- L. D. Ullom, Sr. Mollie Brewster,
the Editor had, took him to bear a man, from the old country a couple Albert Smith, 0. J. Tary, Bro. Serig,
symphony concert, by Pittsburg Or- of years, made himself a committee and Joseph Ebeling, we believe; a
chestra Company, Mr. Fred Archer, of one, and interviewing Rev. Wil- strong committee. We hope the effort
conductor. It was held in the hall liam Powell, of the M. E. Church, will be a success; the branch needs a
given the city by Mr. Andrew Car- succeeded in getting the church better location than the one now occunegie, and for which beneficence he is building for the evening, and at 7: 30 pied.
more or less abused by some. The we faced a fair audience. The room
The people of the branch are very
music was "classical," but very excel- was large, but there were a good hospitable. They are noted for setlent. The Editor thoroughly enjoyed number present to whom WA told ting good tables of good things, and
the splendid treat.
the gospel story, from our standing we partly believe it; for by especial
On Saturday, the 11th, the Editor point. At the close Rev. Powell invitation we partook of the good
went to Wheeling, West Virginia, stated to us that if we came that way cheer of Brn. 0. J. Tary, Joseph Ebetbat plucky half of the Old Dominion again we would be welcome to the ling, Mother Ebeling, Sr. Mollie
that refused to secede and stayed in church for services, and at parting Brewster, Albert Smith, Bro. Frythe Union of States.
bade us "God be with you." To this. man, Bro. Sutton, and Doctor Eskey,

I
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of Wheeling, all in four days. During
our stay we were in or through Benwood, North Wheeling, Wheeling,
Aetnaville, Bridgeport, on the West
Virginia side; Martin's Ferry, Bridgeport, West Wheeli.ng, and Bellaire on
the Ohio side, ;:i.nd had crossed the
Ohio River twice by Ferry.
Wheeling is a city of 40,000 inhabitants, is seven miles long and about
one half mile wide, on an average, a
regular string of a town strung on an
electric street railway line running
parallel with the river, which here
runs south.
There are mills and
mills, steel, iron, coke ovens, smelters,
potteries, pipe mills, all sorts of mills,
where many hundreds of men find
work, toil, and the means for daily
food.
The branch is in charge of Bro. L.
D. Ullom, and is made up of a band of
earnest, very earnest people, rich in
faith though they are toilers.
Dr. Leonard Eskey is the physician
who attended Bro. Josiah Ells in his
last sickness. At his request Brn.
Albert Smith, F. J. Ebeling and self
visited him Monday forenoon, December 13, and had a visit, a dinner, and
some excellent music by the daughter
of his hospital housekeeper after dinner. The Doctor has a remarkably
lively recollection of the last scenes of
Bro. Ells' life, and frankly stated to us
that Bro. Ells' passing was one of the
most impressive deaths to the life of
the flesh be ever witnessed. "It was
the passing from this life, into the life
beyond, of a Christian who had no
fear of death." "It was the glori'ous
consummation of a well spent life by
a strong man, strong in both body and
mind." The Doctor talked of it for
nearly an hour; asked many questions
about the work, our numbers, hopes,
gains. etc.; gave us our dinner and
bade us "Good speed" at the end of a
very pleasant visit.
One very pleasant incident occurred
during our visit at Wheeling. We
met Bro. James Craig, an old-time
elder and worker; who, many years
ago was an active defender of the faith
and missionary, but who for reasons
not now necessary to state, was estranged some seven years ago; but who
was unable to get the work out of his
mind. He came from his home at
B ll ·
Oh'
. e aire,
10, to our ~unday services; and on Monday put man appear-
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ance at Bro. Fryman's at Martin's
Ferry, where we had a long and good
talk.
On Wednesday morning he
came to us, and stated that he had decided to seek to be reinstated by baptism.
The branch will take the
proper action and once more Bro.
James Craig will be among the workers.
We were much and favorably impressed with Bro. Craig, never having
met him before, and we feel confident
he will be the means of much good, if
permitted to do so, and not prevented
by undue and unnecessary cavilling.
We should learn the force of the advice given at Kirtland concerning men
of other faiths, and as elders quit preventing those who would come.
We reached Pittsburg on Thursday,
the 16th, at 1: 40 p. m., and will be in
the city for Sunday the 19th, thence.
on the 23d, for Toronto, Ontario, enroute home.
We have had pressing invitatfons to
visit the district under Bro. James
Moler's care, and other points in Ohio
and elsewhere; but the conditions do
not favor our accepting them, much
as we should like to, and others like
to have us.
The surroundings and conditions of
the work at Wheeling and Iroudale
seem to be encouraging, so far as we
can discover.
Courage, brothers; keep the work
moving; faces Zionward.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH AT
WHEELING.

THE following item, illustrated with
an engraving from a photograph of
President Joseph Smith, appeared in
the Wheeling, West Virginia, Sunday
11.T.
f D
b 12
1.vews, o ecem er :LATTER DAY SAINTS.
AN INTERESTING EVENT AT BENWOOD
TO-DAY.
The Church of Latter Day Saints will welcome its President, Reverend Joseph
Smith-Early Events Recalled.
The church on Water Street, in North
Benwood,of the Latter Day Saints, will be the
scene to-day of two highly interesting meetings. 'rhe Rev. Joseph Smith, the founder
of the sect sometimes confounded with that
of the Mormon faith, will preach at eleven
a. m., and 7: 30 p. m. Rev. Smith is now
the president of the church his father
founded.
He is the editor of the Saints'
Herald, the official organ of the church, and
is a man of commanding presence and great
power as a speaker. His appearance here
, to-day is his first visit to the sect in this part J

of the country, and all of the members of the
church are con seq uen tly deeply interested.
In speaking of Rev. Smith and his connection with the Church of Latter Day Saints,
one of his members said yesterday:He is the eldest Eon of Joseph Smith
the founder of the Church Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, who was ruthlessly martyred by a mob at Carthage, Illinois, June
27, 1844. It is believed by many that Joseph Smith was t,he founder of the Mormon
Church in Utah, which also claims the name
of Latter Day Saints. But polygamy and
other kindred evils and pernicious doctrines
of the Utah Church were no part of ths
teaching of the church organized in 1830.
After the death of their leader, Brigham
Young, by boldly assuming leadership, succeeded in getting a large following to emigrate with him to Utah. There he led them
into complete apostasy and in 1852 he publicly proclaimed his belief in the doctrine of
polygamy. This abomination waR practiced
by him and his followers until prohibited by
the passage of the Edmunds-Tucker bill in
1892 The passage of this law by Congress
was largely due to the efforts of Joseph
Smith, the present. president of the Reorganized Church. The Reorganization began
in 1856 [1851], among those who would not
be duped to following Young, but remained
true to the original faith. The present Joseph Smith was chosen president in 1860,
having been designated for that position
prior to the death of his father. Since then
he and his colaborers have zealously sought
to expos3 the pernicious evils of the Utah
apostates and have done much toward placing the true church in its proper light before the public. He is now sixty-five years
of age and his life has been one of constant
activity in the interest of the church.
PLACE PRINCETON UNDER A BAN.

OHIO PRESBYTERIANS REFUSE THEIR SANC'l'ION '1'0 'l'HE GRILLROOM AT THE NEW
JERSEY UNIVERSITY.
TOLEDO, Ohio., Dec. 14.-Princeton Univer. wasp1aced under the ban of the Maumee
s1ty
Presbytery at the meeting held in this city.
.The grill room at that university is the cause
of all the trouble. The presbytery decided
that it would not recommend that institution
for patronage, although it has long been recognized as a Presbyterian school. The resolution as adopted is as follows:"Resolved, That the Presbyte,ry of Maumee
still stands by the declaration of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church that
all such rooms should be abolished by the
force of public sentiment acting through the
strong arm of the law, and that the Presby·
tery of Maumee can but consider the opening
of a grillroom, patronized by the students of
Princeton Unlversi ty, an act of disloyalty to
·
t h e position
of many of the General Assemblies and inimical to the best interests of the
students.
"This presbytery cannot recommend that
educational institution to the patronage of
the church and the world until the present
relation to the liquor traffic be changed."

Princeton University, with Prince-
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ton Theological School attachment]
has been censured by a number
of State and local presbyteries, also
by temperance organizations, because, as stated by one set of resolutions, "the Sesquicentennial Anniver·
:sary of that institution was celebrated
with the use of intoxicating liquors
:at its banquet;" also "because we are
·surprised beyond measure at the
news that any of the Christian professors of this honored seat of learn·
ing should have signed petitions for
licenses to sell intoxicating liquors to
their students."
The action of the presbyteries is
based upon the following resolution
adopted by the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church:-

Bro. John A. Robinson, of Independence, stopped over at Lamoni on
Sunday the 18th inst., addressing the
congregation at the evening service.
Sr. Melvina Omer, nee Burleson, of
Vincennes, Indiana, would be pleased
to hear from saints living in that
vicinity.
Bro. Pbilemon Pernent is to meet
Elder H. T. Alexander, of the Christian Church, in debate, at Wheatland,
Missouri, during the holidays; so
writes Bro. D. C. White, who will act
as moderator for Bro. Pement.
Erratum. - In HERAJ_,D, editorial,
last issue, page 807, third column,
third paragraph, read ''sat" instead
of set.
The Omaha Bee, of December 14,
contains an accou:r;it of prehistoric
ruins discovered by Mr. William
months, was able to be at the Sunday Niven, who narrates bis experiences
services on the 19th, and has since been and finds in the New York Herald. A
at the Herald Office. He is yet crip- fuller and more definite account is
pled by sciatic rheumatism, but man- promised the public.
ages by driving and little walking to
According to a London dispatch to
get about to a limited extent.
the St. Louis Globe·Democrat the
Bro. R. Etzenhouser incloses a Archbishop of Canterbury, Primate
clipping from the Independent, of of the Church of England, has given
Emporium, Pennsylvania, which de- orders to his Vicars General to issue
fines lines of distinction between the no more licenses for the marriage of
Reorganization and the church in divorced persons. Inasmuch as the
Utah. The Punxsutawney News and laws of England do not prohibit such
the Spirit, also insert similar items. marriages, under certain conditions,
Bro. E. has opened three new places the action has created a stir in social,
since the 12th, and the field is widen- church, and legal circles.
ing before him. Brighamites have
The enormous sun spots which
also been on the ground, but are be- have recent1y become visible without
ing looked after. He expects to go the aid of a telescope are the subject
to Clearfield, in answer to call.
of an article by Prof. G. P. Serviss
Meetings held at Henderson Grove, in a New York paper.
As to the
also at Henderson, Illinois, in No- probability of a new world having
vember and December, by Br.n. J. T. been formed be says: "While it is
Kinnaman and D. S. Holmes resulted possible that a mass of matter has
in baptisms and conversions of others been ejected from the sun within the
who will obey; letter from Bro. Jacob last week which equaled the earth in
Brown, December 18.
size, yet since that mass must have
Bro. I. N. Roberts writes from been in a gaseous or vaporous condiAudubon, Minnesota, late date, that tion, it would not weigh a millionth
he bas succeeded in getting quite a part of the weight of the earth, and,
number of the Norwegian people in- as it cooled, it would rapidly contract
terested in the work; others, of the until, instead of a thing as big as a
sectarian world, are fearing the world, it would become simply a
effects resulting to their organizations meteor. And it is also within the
where the word is preached. The range of possibility that that meteor,
truth is spreading in that field.
or some of those meteors, may reach
Correction.-The lectures delivered the earth. The chances of their comagainst the church by Elder J. B. ing direct to the earth, however,
Briney, referred to in last issue, were: would be very small.
delivered at Moberly, Missouri, not at I Kassala, obtained by Great Britain
Higbee as erroneously_stated.
l from Italy to strengthen her bold

other forty acres of land to the church
for the Saints' Home farm, the second free gift of the kind made by Bro.
Dancer, or eighty acres in all. This
brings the Home tract out to the main
road or to "Main Street," of Lamoni,
and adds very greatly to the institution and its general surroundings.
The Home is now the possessor of
one hundred acres of some of the best
land in or about the city. It is a
worthy institution, and one in which
Bro. Dancer has shown much practical interest from the beginning. The
gift will add much to the possibilities
of the Home in its beneficent work of
making comfortable the aged ones
who there shall seek shelter and rest
in their declining days.
Those who knowingly rent their premises
Pres. A. H. Smith, who has been
for the [Hquor] traffic, or indorse licenses confined to his home for the past two
which legalize it, are reprehensible as accomplices in the guilt of the same.

Presbyterian theological seminaries
have done much to roughen the sea
over which that church has sailed in
late years. However, the present
question is not a difficult doctrinal
one; such as grew out of the trial of
Doctor Briggs, of Union Theological
Seminary, and will probably be more
satisfactorily and easily disposed of.
The liquor traffic gives no quarter and
should receive none. The Presbyteries are manifestly right in this instance, if they have not been correct
in some other positions assumed.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRO. HENRY_,:; KEMP, Shenandoah,
Iowa, December 21 :Our work is moving along very nicely in
this district; interest quite '.good in most
places. I have labored in.Hamburg; bap·
tized two noble souls; prospects for future
additions good. Also baptized one in Shenandoah of late. Have been quite busy, doing
the best I could. Feel well in health and
spirits. All are doing well at present.

Bro. C. A. Parkin, San Francisco,
the 20th:Bro. Joseph Luff got in a good sermon last
night at the Holm's mission. He commenced
at eight o'clock and finished ~t ten. His subject in the main was baptism for the remission of sins. It was a masterly effort. We
are sure much good will result. Many of
Mr. Holm'o followers said, "We believe that
doctrine, whether Mr. Holms does or not."
May God bless and prosper his cause.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE learn from Bishop Kelley that·
Bro. David Dancer has deeded an-
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Egypt--;;:d other portions of
Africa, is one of tho three keys to the
Soudan, the others being Dongola and
B er b er.
According to Cuban advices General Garcia defeated a superior Spanish force under General Pando, on the
Canto River, December 14. The engagement was an important one with
heavy losses on both sides.
Serious rioting at Prague, Bohemia,
on the 21st; sanguinary conflicts between the Czechs and German soldiers.
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organized trades of New York, _92,000
people are out of employment m that
city.
A dispatch from Christiana
says
.
that the political situation m Norway
and Sweden has become so critical
that it is feared that Sweden will
seek an occasion for armed intervention in Norway, and hopes for assistance from Emperor William.
The Brazilian and Italian govern·
ments have signed an agreement
settling the incident of the killing of
the Italians at Estirito Sarto last
month.
Heavy fro!Sts in California on the
Japan and China are suffering from
19th and 20tb damaged the orange financial stringency.
and lemon crops; estimated loss,
The Pope has again advocated the
$1,000,000.
independence of the Papacy and resA New York minister declined to toration of its temporal rights.
receive money donated for charitable
London, Dec. 27.-A special disuses by the Tammany political or- patch from Shanghai says: It is reganization.
ported that 17 British war ships are
New Foundland was stormswept on off Chemulpo, Corea, southwest of
the 19th. Many fishing vessels were Seoul, supporting the British Consul's
lost.
protest, really amounting to an ultiForeign dispatches intimate that matum, against the king's practically
Russia and Germany have an under- yielding the government of Corea into
standing in regard to the occupation the hands of the Russian minister.
of Chinese ports and are in accord The protest is specially directed
concerning the division of China, against the dismissal of McLeavy
while other cablegrams deny such in- Brown, British adviser to the Corean
tention. British journals are much customs, in favor of the Russian
disturbed over the situation, and de- nominee. The news has produced
mand that England be consulted and consternation at Seoul, which is
that she share in the matter. Rumors heightened by the knowledge t,hat
are rife that JeJpan and Great Britain Japan has a fleet of 30 war ships
will act conjointly in opposing the ag- awaiting the result of the British repgressions of Russia and Germany.
resentation, which Japan fully supConstantinople, Dec. 22.--A number ports.
Japan is irritated by 'Ghe
of earthquakes, increasing in inten- arrival of Russian troops in Corea,
slty, have occurred to day around and it is believed that she will oppose
Smyrna, Asia Minor. Already con- them.
siderable damage has been done. and
"According to a dispatch from
some persons have been killed and Shanghai it is reported there from
many injured.
reliable sources that a British force
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 22.-The sleet landed at Chemulpo on Saturday and
storm of the last three days in Texas caused the reinstatement of Mchas proved to be more disastrous in Leavy Brown. The same dispatch
its effects on the stock interests of refers to a native rumor that the
the west and northwest portions of Union Jack has been hoisted on an
that State than was at first expected. island in the mouth of the Yang-tseReports from 200 miles west and Kiang River."
north Of Fort urorth state that the
A fierce battle took place between
vv
death rate among cattle will be un- the Cuban General Rabi, moving
precedented, the fatality being pro- westward and the Spanish column led
nounced among recent importations by General Seguera, recently. Both
from Mexico and the cattle taken to sides fought desperately, but the
.
the big plains country from Louisiana. Spamsh forces were compelled to reIn some localities fully 35 per cent of tire. The Cubans have put to death
the Mexican cattle have died already. I three commissioners sent to induce
According to a canvass made by the [submission to Spain.
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Home Coltlmn.

EDITED BY FRANCES.
"Not oriTy when I ask thee,
Stand by my 8ide;
Not only when I seek thee,
Near me abide;
But when I see no danger,
Protect me still;
And when I wander from thee,
Shrnld me from ill."

STOP AND THINK.-NO. 2.
BY SR. ALMIRA.

people do not give strict attention to
what is being said to them, and on rehearsing
it, represent it in an altogether different
light than that which the speaker meant.
Then another takes it up and makes a little
change and so on, till every original idea is
perverted, consequently public opinion is iu
a flame, ready to consume the innocent one.
For illustration: A young man marrieC. a
woman, who claimed that she did not know
how to do the many kinds of work that were
presented in het' new situation. This was
told to his aunt, who had al ways been his
friend, partly because of her love for him,
and partly out of gratitude to his departed
mother. Her heart was filled with kind
emotions for him. Not one unpleasant word
had ever passed between them. An acquaintance told her of the bride's inability
to properly fill her position, and she out of
love to her nephew and a wish to do good replied:"I expect to go to their house to take care
of a sick friend, and I will do all I can to
show her, and to help her. Probably I can
give her useful instruction, in regard to her
house work, and cooking as well as in sewing.
And I will do it with pleasure." Her heart
was filled with pleasure at the thought of
conferring a blessing on hu.' nephew and his
wife. No thought of self, no thought of
gain, no thought of anything but to do good.
She had pleasant anticipations in regard to
the riew field of usefulness that was being
opened up before her, till she had entered
the new situation, a few weeks later, and the
woman remarked:I don't know much about wqrk.
My
mother died when I was young, and my step·
mother never would show me how to work,
or let me do anything but some of the Lard
work."
The aunt promptly and kindly, out of the
abundance of her heart, replied: "I have
had opportunities to learn how to do many
kinds of work, and I will gladly teach ~tou."
Before the sentence was finished the other
broke in, "l know how to work as well as you
do." The manner of speaking plainly said,
"I don't want any of your help," and it deeply
wounded the feelings of the one addressed,
and besides shut off the st.ream of interest
that was flowing in behalf of the other. Only
a few days had passed, wh~n the_ latter accused het' new aunt of havwg said that she
was coming there to boss her in her new
home, and intwded to drive her away and
stay herself, saying that such a woman had
told it; referring to the one to whom the
OFTEN
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kind remark had been made a few weeks before. That misrepresentation was a counterfeit of as pure a thought as ever existed; not
wholly by one, but by several. Neither one
stopped to think what the result might be.
It was the source, however, of much confusion and bitterness, many other similar
streams running in and swelling it into a
river.
We will also illustrate a case of falsehood:
Nearly thirty years ·ago, when the first
branch of the church was organized in this
vicinity (the Western Maine district) the
father of one of the sisters reported that if
his daughter disobeyed or displeased her
husband, he' would take her to the shore and
baptize her. This he bad done seven or
eight times, and it was a law in the "Mormon
Church." This statement was made to the
writer soon after she had joined the church,
by an acquaintance whom she considered
truthful.
When opportunity offered she
told the dear sister the story, not to make
trouble, but to get the facts of the case,
knowing that there must have been an untruth told by some one, although the lady
said, "It must be so, for Mr. E. B. told me
so, and it is right in his own family and he
is a man that won't lie."
The sister replied: "She is not as well
acquainted with him as I am. I have been
baptized but once, and Father Gurley officiated-no~ my husband." No doubt many believed that foolish report, for a man who
claimed to be a Christian told it and others
of like profession passed it on, 'not one of
them stopping to think of the ridicule and
reproach which might spring therefrom.
No doubt every member of the church has
had some similar experience; but we have
the comforting thought that truth will
eventually triumph, and consequently error
must fall; and also that each will be rewarded according to his works. The writer
is the only one of the .four· referred to that is
living in the flesh. They have all tried the
realities of the beyond. The dear sister has
been gone from us fourteen years, and not
one honest person who knew her could for a
moment doubt her happiness. Every child
of God has persecutions, and frequently thorn
of our own household are the persecutors,
even as in our Master's case. We who are in
a distant corner of the church privileges
inust have less than those w:io labor in the
front; and when we think of the mistakes,
the misrepresentations, and willful lies
brought against the members of the church
in the early days, and all the way down to
the present (could we know them all), we
must think that we have had a smooth experienc"J. 0 Father, give us grace to bear
all things, and forgive our persecutors, for
they know not what they do!
These are facts under our own observation,
the second point in our own experience.
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ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.
Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa.
(Send communic»tions for this department to the Editor
Address minutes and notices of conventions, elc.,
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.")

"WHERE THERE'S A WILL, THERE'S
A WAY."
BRO. ELMER E. JOHNSON, of Chicago, secretary of the Northern Iilinoinois district Sunday school association, in a letter December
17, writes: "The example of the people at
Shaw [Illinois.-Ed.] is commendable. They
have no branch there, but the few members
meet every Sunday for Sunday school, and go
around among the neighbors and pick up
their children and bring them to the school
in their farm wagons and buggies." He further observes that "Generally, where there
is enough of the will, there is some way of
starting a school."
"WORK THAT WINS."
BRO. JOHN J. BILLINSKY, of St. Louis, Missouri, writes Dacember 17: •·r go to St.
Clair, Missouri, next Sunday to organize a
Sunday school. Expect to start one in East
St. Louis the first of the year; and so the
work goes on."
'rhis is as it should be. There are from
few to many places in every district where
schools could be organized, if the local or district workers would seek them out. Applications for organization seldom come to you;
you must hunt them.
HOME SUNDAY SCHOOL.
BRO. JONAS DRURY, of Brownville, Nebraska,
writes, telling of a home Sunday school
which they are running in the family of one
of the saints. It numbers five. They use
the lessons of the Quarterly, and the blackboard for illustrating the truths of the lessons. Such work is commendable. If all
families or groups of the saints would "go
and do likewise," much of the privation to
them of being without church privileges
would be removed. Many other families are
and have been for some time running "Home
Sunday schools," and find it both enjoyable
and profitable. All who cannot, attend a
regular or public Sunday school should have
a Sunday school at home.

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS.
MEMORY TEX'l'S FOR DECEMBER ·
Thursday, Dec. 30.-The gatherina of Is- ·
rael to their own land, and the restor~tion to I
them of the pare gospel in its fullness, and its
acceptance by them to their everlasting
peace.

Below is a circular letter sent to the various schools of the Fremont, Iowa, district, by
the aEsistant di8trict superintendent, Bro.
Joseph Roberts.
WHAT GOD IS.
1 Loving, 2 Merciful, 3 Good, and 4Just.
5 Wise, 6 True, and 7 Holy; in Him
is our
trust.
"Forgiving and 9 Faithful to erring mankind.
1 0 All-powerful, too, 11 0ur Father di vine.
12 Unchangeable, has been, and is, and shall
be·
'
· his
· every decree.
And 13 Perfect
we find is
.
. to commit in orDo you wISh
your pupils
d
th th·
b·
·
er ? e
irteen su ~ect~ of this quarter's
work. If so hand this httle verse to them.
It will aid in reviewing. It will serve to impress.

I

CLEARWATER, Neb., Dec. IL
Editors Heraltl:--Having been ir.formed
that Mr. D. H. Bays, in his onslaught on
Mormonism, claims that Egyptian was not
known at the time Martin Harris presented
characters to Professor Anthon, beini.r as I
suppose one of his weapons usPd to wreck or
annihilate whatsoever may savor of latter•
day saintism, or Mormonism; and what this
astute, farseeing, sagacious, vacillating gen•
tleman may erect on the ruins thereof is certainly among t,he uncertainties, but we may
r-ossibly catch a glimmer of light, as this
great smasher succeeds in his contemplated
projects.
I herewith forward you a copy of that fcund
in a late edition of the Oxford Bible, pur·
porting to be a history of the Rvetta stone,
which was discovered by Mr. M. Broussard,
an officer employed in the great expedition
of Napoleon I., which is found in the British
Museum, with the Moabite stone and ninetyeight similarenes. The history and contents
of each given, the inclosed bJing in fut! of
that given touching the Rosetta stone.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
THE ROSETTA STONE.
From time immemorial the ancient Egyp·
tians employed as characters for their hieroglyphic writing pictures of men and animals,
and natural and artificial objects; they continued to do so, with certain modifications,
for some centuries after the birth of Christ.
From the fifth or sixth century of our era
until the beginning of the present century,
the key to th<' decipherment of their inscriptions and writings was lost, and the only
available information we have regarding
them was to be gleaned from the works of
classical and other early authors.
In the sixteenth century a German scholai-,
Kimher, attempted to decipher certain texts
without success, and the same ill result attended the labors of Jablonski in the
follo~ing century. Towards the end of the
eighteenth century some attention was paid
to the subject. Zuega, who observing the
occurrence of groups 'of hieroglyphic characters inclosed within ovals or cartouches,
rightly conjectured that they must form
some royal names.
But in 1799 the Rosetta stone was discovered by M. Broussard, an officer employed in
the great expedition of Napoleon I. This
stone found at Rosetta, a city near the mouth
of the Nile, to which it givr~s its name, is of
black basalt, and measures 3 feet 9 inches by
2 feet 4t inches by 11 inches. When com~
plete it was inscribed with about fifteen lines
of hieroglyphics, t,htrt.y-two lines of the demotic, or conventional form of wrHing common among the laity of Egypt, and fifty-four
lines of Greek. Here, then, was a bilingual
inscription in Egyptian alld Greek; the
Greek evidently a translation of the Egyptian. The Greek text proved to be a decree
promulgated in the year 195 B. c. by the
priesthood assembled at Memphis, in honor
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of Ptolemy V., Epiphanes king of Egypt.
In recognition of his benefactions to the
country, honors were to be paid to the king's
statue, a yearly festival was appointed, and a
copy of the decrees in hieroglyphics or the
writing of the priests, and in demotic, and in
Greek, was to be engraved on stone and set
up in every temple of the first, second, and
third orders.
The stone which has now
come to light had been placed in the temple
near Rosetta. The extreme importance of
its discovery was at once recognized; and, as
soon as it was brought to England, copies of
the inscription were circulated among the
scholars and learned societies of Europe.
The first to publish any important work on
its decipherment was Akerblad, the Swede,
who succeeded in ascertaining the true value
of fourteen demotic characters; he was followed by Young, who in 1814 rightly
interpreted six hieroglyphic alphabetic
characters. At length in 1822 the French
scholar, Champollion, formulated a demotic
and hieroglyphic alphabet which has successfully withstood all attacks upon it, and which
is practically the alphabet in use among
Egyptologists to this day. Champollion was
better equipped for bis work tban either
Akerblad or Young, and to him belongs the
great honor of completing the decipherment
of Egyptian hieroglyphics; but the credit of
discovE>ring the alphabetic element in the
demotic and hieroglyphic characters belongs
to Akerblad and Young. The first clue for
the reconstruction of the Egyptian alphabet
was found in the names of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, which occur on the Rosetta stone, and
also in a bilingual inscription on the obelisk
at Philre. With the alphabetic character
thus obtained Champollion was able to spell
out the names of the titles of the Greek and
Roman rulers of Egypt, and thus eventually
to complete the alphabet.
CENTRAL CITY, Neb., Dec 15.

Editors Herald:-I have just closed twonights' meetings in the Baptist church at
this place; an excellent interest was manifest
in the large attendance. The pastor objected to me using the church, but the deacons, majority of the trustees, and the liberal
part of the membership prevailed over the
pastor's influence, and I enjoyed much of the
Spirit while discoursing to the people upon
the restored gospel. The pastor, Rev. (?)
Smith, and the pastors of the M. E. and
Presbyterian churches refused to read a notice of my meetings, which has lessened the
estimation of some of their leading members
Grandma Pemberton and her
of them.
daughter, Mrs. Hastings, have rendered
much assistance in securing use of the church,
attendance, and a pleasant place to stop.
Prospects are excellent for raising up a
branch, and many requests for my return;
but thought it wisdom to come when I could
have the tent, and such requests I think must
be satisfied.
When last I wrote I was on my way to
Shelton, Nebraska, to fulfill a long-standing
req uest to help in regulating the affairs of
the branch; the district president being unabl<J to attend to it, requested that I should.
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I remained from October 13th till the 27th,
finding much that needed regulating. I
found a body of saints that with few exceptions were'willing to comply with the counsel and ::inBtructions given.
With the
exception of a lingering effect resulting from
difficulties running long without regulation,
all is well in the vicinity of the branch. I
found a hospitable, liberal-hearted body of
saints, who had, because of being young in
the faith and lacking· understanding, fallen
into difficulties, which had they been regulated at the time but little trouble would
have ensued; but because of their remaining
unsettled, much damage has beendone to the
general interests of the work.
I was at Phillips, in Bro. Peak's field, on a
a visit to a brother in the flash whom I had
not seen for years, and while there preached
every night to large audiences in a hall secured by my brother free of cost. A good
work can be done thtJre, and the elders will
find a home with my brother, John W. Mintun, who lives a few hundred yards from the
town.
Visited at home while attending to some
business from November 1 to 8, assisting at
services of the Magnolia branch on the 7th;
the Spirit's presence seemed to indicate the
Lord's acceptance of the branch, and to encourage much those who were officials. It
was a refreshing time from the Lord to me.
The 8th and 9th I assiclted the district
president, J. M. Stubbart, in the Fremoot
branch, which has become much weakened
by removals. A few noble souls there are
trying to keep afloat the banner of King
Emmanuel, but under quite discouraging circumstances. I pray for them that faith and
patience may be given that they may endure
to the end.
Came to Cairo on the 9th, where resides a
body of saints, members of the Shelton
branch, who had been brought into covenant
relationship principally through the labors
of Bro. S. D. Payne. I found them in great
need of help, and yet so situated that it was a
severe task to help them as I so much dflsired; but with all the discouragements
there came rays of hope from the heavenly
Father, and I was permitted to see good results, which I hope and pray may be permanent and spread until these babes in the
kingdom may beccome men and women of
valor for their Master's cause. While there
I reorganized Olive Branch Sunday school,
and reestablished regular prayer services.
On the 4th I came to Shelton branch, when
by request I presided over their regular business meeting, at which there was selected as
officiais, J. W. Smith president, J. F. Lippincott priest, M. Stearley teacher, and P. Moldrup deacon; and some re£olutions passed as
will assist in keeping up the interest of the
work among its scattered members. I re·
mained there till the 12th, preacliing and
attending services each evening. The evidences are very manifest that God is much
pleased with the advanced steps the saints
have taken in several ways, and that if the officials labor discreetly, much good will be
done; but on account of strong prejudice and
'unwisP, actions on the part of some of the
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members, it will take time to reach the people with the gospel.
On Sunday the 12th I received that which
to me was precious, and of much encouragement, in the shape of a letter of remembrance
from the Sunday school of which Sr. Anna
Light is secretary, containing a Christmas
present for companion and children. May
God bless the donors, bearfng them witness
by his Spirit of the high appreciations such·
tokens of remembrance are held by the lonely·
ones who are sacrificing that others may be.
blessed.
I have appointments for each night until!
the holidays, and work outlined till the last.
of the year, when I return home to l_ook after·
home interests, which seems to be a necessity.
Er,couraging reports come to me from the
labors of Brn. W. A. Smith and Samuel
Woods. The work is onwurd, but opposition is strong and seemingly growing
stronger; but I see some things to indicate
that the future will be frt1ught with great
success, if the saints are humble and faithful. The need of humble, patient, energetic
men to look after the interests of the
branches, so as to free the missionaries from
such work, only in the sense of missionaries,
would be the greatest help the church could
now receive from the hands of God. May
the Lord raise up such for all the branches
in this mission, is my continuous petition.
With great joy in the service of the Master, and hope for its final triumph, I am,
J. F. MINTUN.
P. S. - Those who have requested labor
will please be patient and do all they can
to prepare the way for the missionary when
he comes, and all will end well. !',regret
very much that several requests have remained unsatisfied so !long, but I have done
what I could with the help I have. Lord
send more laborers into the vineyard.
AUDUBON, Minn., Dec. 5.

Editors Herald:-Our branch is in a good
spiritual condition, and so far as we are able
to see and understand, willing to do all we
can to help the cause along.
Bro. I. N. Roberts has been with us again
this fall, and we feel to thank God that he
saw fit to heal him that he might be able to.
go on in this glorious battle for Christ. Bro.
Roberts s@ems to be just the one for this.
place, and has labored hard and faithfully,.
sparing no means in his power to get the gospel before the people.
It has been that we could not get a church
to hold meetings in, but this fall the Congregational church has been opened to us, for
which we feel very thankful, and know that
God will bless its members for so doing.
We are trying to build a church in this
place, and the way the people outside as well
as inside the church have contributed, we
feel that God's hand is in the work, and hope
soon to have a comfortable place in which to
worship.
We have been hearing good ~ermons lately,
delivered by Elders T. J. Martin and H. Way,
in what is known as the Ochsner schoolhouse.
Dear brethren and sisters, I feel glad when
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I hear the work is onward all over the world, not "eternally" so. Preachers are against us
and want to do all I can to help it on. Al- most everywhere to a man, and they employ
though I have been called to pass through social ostracism, misrepresentation, and
hard and bitter trials, yet I am strong in the every unfair method they can against us; befaith, and rejoice in the gospel of Christ, and sides occupying an exclusive pulpit in educatwant to let my light shine out to those around ing the people wrongly regarding our faith
me, and be a saint in very deed.
and true position. But these are the men in
Your sister,
principle and kind that the founders of these
L. M. HAWLEY.
religions condemned as men of injustice, unfairness, bigotry, intolerance, and falsehood.
But these sectarian sons of sectarian fathers,
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 7.
Editors Herald:-I have just returned from are practicing with high-handed effrontery
a visit to the Broad River saints and am the very things their fathers condemned in
pleased to say that thAy are doing well, grow- others. But pause! It is the other man's
ing strong in the faith and in knowledge of the ox that is gored now. A difference, the chief
truth. Elder A. E. Stone, of New Canaan, is characteristics of which are hypocrisy, intheir presiding elder, and is doing what he consistency, and injustice.
On the 11th we procured the consent of the
can to keep the work moving. He is much
esteemed among the little flock. Bro. H. mayor of Coal City to publish an appointButtery is the teacher of the branch and ment for preaching in the city hall the folalive to the work. Julius Cabe] is the dea- lowing day, Sunday, the 12th, at 2: 30 p. m.
con and is an earnest young man. Bro. Hob- In the evening Bro. Dagon and I gave the
son, who is the priest, has moved away. He Presbyterian and Methodist minister of the
is missed very much, as he was a goud town written notices of the appointment requesting them to read them to their respectworker. This little flock is being blest.
ive congregations at their services on
In bonds,
Sunday morning. This they both promised
JOSEPH SQUIRE.
to do, in a very polite manner of expression.
Bro. Dagon attended the Presbyterian servCUSTER p ARK, Ill., Dec. 16.
ice in the morning while I went to the M. E.
Editors Herald:-The writer spent ten days
Church. The Presbyterian preacher, after
in Aurora recently, very satisfactorily to
some suspicious remarks ventured to read
himself and with some degree of profit to
the notice; but the M. E. preacher failed to
others he hopes. Had the pleasure of joindo as he promised. I would not venture to
ing Bro. Adam Keck in the Sunday services
say he was guilty of falsehood, but it was
held in Apollo Hall, November 28, as well
doubtless a change of mind, incidental to afteras the satisfaction of meeting the resident
thouqht and reflection. Our congregation was
saints of Aurora, who all seemed hopeful
small in the city hall, but the interest was
and firm in the latter-day message. Bro.
good, and some of the M. E. brethren said
Keck's labors in Aurora were commended
they would be pleased to have us preach in
and appreciated by all enjoying the benetheir church; but that minister's conduct and
fits of his ministrations. With such local
countenance froze out of my heart one chief
workers as Brn. Wilsey, Henley, Atkinf,
element of hope-expectation!
and Haynes, assisted by others, the prosIf. our church ever becomes popular and
pective outlook for the future of tbe church
rich, will it become intolerant?
is good, and the maintenance of "the unity
In bonds,
of the Spirit in the bonds of peace,'' is the
F. M. COOPER.
one essential condition necessary to give
permanent success to the work in Aurora,
BAN ANTONIO, Tex., Dec. 13.
as well as throughout the world.
Editors Herald:-! have just closed a
Through the efforts of local brethren and
the courtesy of those in charge we were per- series of five nights lecturing on the Book of
mitted to occupy the pulpit of the "Em- Mormon in this city. Our congregations
manuel mission" on Sunday evening, the 5th, were good and all seemed to take a lively into a full house. Favorable comments at the te1est in the subject as some came to me
close indicated an appreciation of the word after the lectures were over and thanked me
spoken. ':.r We reached our home in the for the effort; not being members of the
"windy city" on the 9th, and on the 10th re- church, I took it as a favorable sign of an
sponded to an urgent call to visit the sick honest search for truth.
near Ritchey. We were glad to find out,
The saints of this city will meet next Friwhile in the above section, that the effort day night at their hall to devise ways and
made by Bro. Houghton and the writer, in means to build a church house in San
the M. E. chapel near Ritchey, last !all, was Antonio. I believe this to be a good movenot only appreciated by the people, but that ment for the work here, as it would give us
there is a strong demand for a renewal of the so much better advantage to present our
effort as soon as practicable. There. are work to the city in a substantial way. Many
several fine points for missionary work to be people ask me where we hold our meetings,
done in those regions round about, but the and when I tell them where it is, they do not
open weather and muddy roads make the want to go, for it is away out on the outpresent time unseasonable. We stopped at skirts of the city, and off the car line, a1nd
Wilmington, a nice little town situated on hard to find. There is as much inquiry for
the banks of the Kankakee River, but found our work in this place as any city I ever was
the opportunities for preaching the gospel in, and the saints have been unable to prowere among the "invisibles," but we hope vide a suitable place for meeting.
'

827
We are about to make a final great effort
to meet this demand, and I am satisfied the
work will be accomplished. The friendly
citizens of this cause will give us help. I
think the saints can rely on our judgment in
the matter. We may be quite poor as a
church here, but we have got some very
good ''cold water disciples" down in this
country.
The weather has become too cool for our
Mexican work to be carried on out of doors,
under our arbor, so I will go out to see Bro.
Jett soon to make some arrangements for
him to preach to them in a suitable house.
Your brother in bonds,
H.P. CURTIS.
No. 1325 N. Flores Street.

MUSCOGEE, Fla.• Dec. 13.

Editors Berald:-Bro. Reeder and I are
still on the move; but have to move considerably to do a little preaching, as our appointments are too many miles apart. Held
a very interesting meeting at Mr. William
Parish's house. On the first Sunday four
gave their names for baptism-beads of families. They will be baptized the first Sunday
in January. Since writing you we have baptized and confirmed two worthy souls, both
young ladies. Preached once in the colored
Baptist church at Point Clear. some whites
in attendance. They are anxious for us to
come again. Preached one sermon in the
white Baptist church in Muscogee; had a
very interested audience. This town is the
headquarters of the great Southern States
Timber and Lumber Company, containing
some six or seven hundred inhabitants. We
were invited here by the superintendent of
the works, who is also superintendent of
the Sunday school. He heard us in one discourse from the chart in Bro. N. Reeder's
barn. We are also billed to preach there
again the third Sunday; two discourses from
the chart.
Bro. Edward Maylan, who was baptized
August 10 last, through his energy, zeal, and
industry, has firected a little house of worship on his father's land, some two miles
from Muscogee, on a beautiful site. The
building is 16x20, built of lumber, and will
seat nearly one hundred people. It is made
of rough lumber, except the floor. This
young brother did all the work himself; no
one as much as held a board for him while he
nailed. Not wanting to stop his younger
brother from school, he went ahead alone.
He didn't have a dollar to begin with, but
went to the superintendent and told him he
was going to build a Latter Day Sainto'
church, and I think asked him if be could
help him; so he gave him the sills, and told
him he would sell him all the lumber he
wanted on credit, and he could pay when he
earned the money. Another friend I believe
gave him some of the framing; so he bought
the balance of the lumber, hauled it, and put
the house up himself; and now he has it paid
for. His father told him he had better wait
till we got twenty-five or thirty members,
and then build a good one; "but" says he,
"tlia.t's what I want to build it for-to get
the twenty-five or thirty memb'.)rs." The
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windows are to put in yet, and the door to [ court and newspapers our true position and ings; attendance small, the Baptists were
hang, and then it is ready for use. He now 1 standing is brought before the people, or a holding a protracted effort there. At Par~ends for Quarterlies and two Hymnals to start few of them at least, and although the travail
rish we hegan meetings December 1. Bad
a Sunday school, furnishing the funds him- incident to such persecution is distressing, weather hindered us, but on Saturday, Sunself. This young brother is only eighteen yet good to some is brought forth under the day, and Monday nights we had very good atyears of age. His father now says he thinks Father's watchful care.
tendance. We enjoyed the society of the
he will deed him five acres of land, where his
We trust to see the tent start out again saints. May our heavenly Father bless and
church stands and let him deed it to the next year, when the season opens for tent prosper them in all things.
church if he wants to.
work, which is early down in this Gulf reAt Rural Hill we held nine meetings, with
Now if there is anyone who has done as gion, untrammeled by quarantine restric- some interested in the message. We were
much from the 6th day of April, 1830, down tions or lawless men, that the good for which taken care of b.v. the Davis brothers. who are
to the present time, who has been in tbe it was intended may be accomplished. Al- holding the work up before the people. May
church no longer than he hz.s, and who is no though we know that the sacrifices made by they be blessed in their work. To-day Bro.
older than he is, and who has done it under the saints in the district will not go unre- F. M. Davis brought us to this place, but we
such unfavorable circumstances, and without warded, but be had in remembrance by our failed to get a house to hold meeting-s in.
a dollar to begin with, as he did, we would loving Savior, yet we naturllJly desire to see We are domiciled at Bro. George Taylor's.
like to see a note of it in the Herald, and others blessed through the gladsome soun<l- Will remain only a short time. Bro. George
would like to see the name or names of any ing of the gospel trump under that tent p.ur- has made several efforts to get the gospel
such on record together in the history of the chased by the sacrifices of these saints and before the people, but could get the house
church.
their friends. Will the sa'rnts everywhere only for two or three meetings at a time. I
We feel assured this young brother will kindly remember us in their prayers.
think of returning in a week or two, to see
make his mark in the church, if he conYour brother in Christ,
what can be done. We desire an interest in
tinues as he has started out. The Lord ever
FRANK P. ScARCLIFF.
the p!"ayers of God's people. Wishing all
bless him.
In bonds,
the saints a merry Christmas and a happy
D. E. TUCKER.
new year, I am,
THACKERY, Ill., Dec. 15.
Yours in bonds,
Editors Herald:-In ou;.• field of labor at
V. D. BAGGERLEY.
NEW ALBANY, Ind., Dec. 15.
Arrington station, where this district held

Editors Herald:-We have rented a hall
for one year in this city, and Bro. M. R.
Scott, Jr., is with us holding meetings.
Crowds are not very large so far, owing to
rainy weather; interest not overly good.
Bro. T. W. Chatburn is operating across
the river in our sister city, Louisville, Kentucky. He spoke Sunday night for us. He
says they are having good crowds and interest in the great tobacco city; for it is noted
for its great tobacco market. I pray he may
water some seed that has been sown there,
and make a permanent opening.
In bonds,
J. T. SCOTT.
SCRANTON, Miss., Dee. 19.
Editors Herald:-Owing to yellow fever and
consequent quarantine restrictions, the trial
of the mob who tore down our gospel tent
last September did not come off until yesterday. The jury were out but a short time,
and rendered a verdict of "guilty as charged,"
and recommended them to the mercy of the
court. Whilst the small fine of five dollars,
costs, lawyers fees, etc., was no punishment
commensurate with their crime, yet it was a
victory for us. There are two other indictruents against them, which our attorney
thinks it best to bring before the grand jury,
then if bills are found against them they
will be tried before the circuit court, which
will probably sit sometime next month.
Besides these two cases there is still another: that of the two inhuman beings who
so shamefully mistreated Bro. Kelley on the
public highway. There is bµt little doubt
tbat in case Bro. Kel.iey appears against
them, but what they will be indicted by the
grand jury. This I consider to be about the
most important case, as members of the mob
have avowed that our missionaries will not
be allowed to preach in the country.
We hope to come somewhere near getting
justice and to have some interest aroused in
our work, as through this ventilation in

the reunion, we had a very good time in the
prayer and testimony and preaching meetp ARRISH. Ill.' Dec. 20.
ings.
Editors Herald:-Bro. G. H. Hilliard and
In company with Bro. C. Barmore we went I have lately made a tour of the branches of
to Barnhill and held two meetings. We Southern Illinois district. This is the place
visited with Sr. Foster of the Utah Church, where Bro. Hilliard began his ministerial
but she is not in touch with the faith of that work about thirty years ago .. He did not get
church, but is in harmony with the Joseph- to remain with us very long; but while we
ites, as she expressed it. She desires to be were together he did all the preaching, exbaptized; will Bro. Morris or Brown, vValker cept the writer preached once. I received
much valuable instruction and counsel from
or 'rhomas visit her.
Our next stop was at Springerton and him in regard to the perfect law, which adBtrngay, where we held meetings tw.o weekP, vice and counsel I desire to profit by in time
with big crowds. The saints were strength- to come. His counsel to the saints was
ened and remembered the missionary grand, and no one should fail to perform
f.nancially, which was very much needed. their duty as it wa$ thus made plain by him.
May God bless the saints there, and may the All should strive to do their duty, and reindifferent ones remember the covenants member that it is only those who live right
they made to the Father and live closer to him that can have claim on God for the promised
in the future. There are many noble saints blessings. He that receiveth my law and
doeth it, the same is my disciple; and he
in that vicinity.
At Brownsville we met Bro. Benjamin that saith he receiveth it and doeth it not,
Wadkins, and found him and his wife in the the same is not my disciple, and shall be
faith, and glad to see us. We held five meet- cast out from among you. All should try
ings at his house; the first any of our elders and set the right example at all times, in orhave preached there. We had a good crowd der tbat we can have claim on God for those
[ and some opposition from the Baptists. Was blessings he has promised in his word. And
challenged for debate by one Rev. Moore; until the saints learn to live according to the
referred him to Brn. White and Slover. perfect law, the church cannot accomplish
the work required according to the revelaBaptized three at that place.
Then we went to Tunnel Hill, the birth- tions it has received.
The Lord says that Zion cannot be built up
pince of W. H. and E. L. Kelley, the home of
T. C. and W. A. Kelley, and the Smith and unless it is by the principles of the law of the
Webb families, all related in the flesh, and celestial kingdom; otherwise I cannot re·
all in the kingdom; we had a good time. It ceive her unto myself; and my people must
seems that everybody believes the gospel needs be chastened until they learn obedience
there, but somehow they do not come ioto if it must needs be by the things which they
the church. I baptized one there. At Kel- suffer. So if we fail to heed the admonition
l,..y \Vall, where we held twelve meetings, given in the divine law, we may expect to
with big crowds, I preached the Thanksgiv- suffer in consequence of disobedience thereing- sermon at Bro. Frank Kelley's school, unto.
and Bro. Barmore gave a song and recitation,
Many of our people disregard the counsel
all of which was well received.
j of God in regard to the use of tobacco. The
Were met at Eldorado by Bro ..J. T. Falk-1 Lord says in Doctrine and Covenants, section
ner, then four miles to his father's, Bro. 119, to avoid the use of tobacco, and be not
Balm Falkner's, where we held two meet- addicted to strong drink in any form. I trust

I
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that all those who read the word of the Lord,
as referred to above, will heed the counsel
and ad vice given therein, that they may be
workmen meet for the Master's use. One
aged sister who bad been using tobacco
something near fifty years has lately put it
away, and I trust that others may fall in line
and profit by the above example.
According to the rules of the church no
elder will be sustained in the field as a missionary who is guilty of using it. We are told
not to be hypocrites, nor of those who make a
man an offender for a word. If we break the
law of God, then we are not law-abiding citi·
zens in his kingdom. We should not be disloyal to the g·overnment of God; and
remember the law of tithing is a part of the
gospel law; and all those who have not yet
begun to comply therewith should do so at
their earliest convenience. Bring ye all the
tithes into the storehouse; and he that is
tithed shall not be burned at his coming.
The Savior teaches us that it should not be
left undone. I trust the saints where Bro.
Hilliard has been laboring will heed the instructions he has given, by placing themselves in harmony with the divine law. All
are called to engage in a great work; and to
the intent that all may labor together, let
him that laboreth in the ministry and him
that toileth in the affairs of the men of busi·
ness and of work labor together with God
for the accomplishment of the work en·
trusted to all. But for fear my letter will occupy too much space in your paper I will
remain silent here.
F. M. SLOVER.

to the bliss of eternal life and glory.
There was a period of time intervening the hours of calling, during
which revelation from God ceased,
and those periods were seasons of
darkness. The reason of this was
the people kept straying further and
further from the divine truth, and rejecting God's commandments, choosing rather to walk in their own ways,
and to follow in ways of the worldly
wise, who substituted their own precepts and theologies for the know ledge
and revelation of God, till they
forfeited all right to his blessing and
guidance.
We may go farther and state, that
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ing, In thee shall all nations be blessed . . . .

He saith not, And to seeds, as of many; but
as of one, And to thy seed, which is Christ.Gal. 3: 8, 16.

Neither is there salvat.ion in any other: for
there is none other name under heaven
given among men, whereby we must be
sa,vPd.-Peter, Acts 4: 12.
Salvation through the gospel of
Christ is what Paul and Peter
preached. And Paul declares it was
preached thus in Abraham's days.
Of the missionary work done by
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, under the
commission of the "third hour" call,
David says:· When they went from one nation to another,
from one kingdom to another people; he suf·
fered no man to do them wrong: yea, he
when such has been the case with the reproved kings fortheir sakes; sayiIJg, Touch ,
people, God withdrew his Spirit from not mine anointed, and do my prophets no
them as a mark of his divine displeas- harm.-Ps. 105: 13-15.
ure, and left them to walk in their
God does not constitute men
own ways without the light of pres- "prophets" and anoint them to travel
ent revelation, as a divine judgment among the nations just for their
and retribution against them. And, health! justtobegentlemenofleisure!
to us, one of the strongest things re- No. Those great prophets and patrilated to religious subjects is, Bible archs proclaimed the gladsome news
readers do not see this! Let us see if of savation to the nations of their day
this is true.
through a coming Redeemer. But the
To those who turned away from descendants of those nations, the
God under the early morning call or I Amorites and others, would reject the
dispensation, God said:divine law and message, and bring
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Dec. 20.
My Spirit shall not always strive with man, upon themselves the condemnation of
Editors Ilerald:-I have been doing what I for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be heaven, as the Deity informed his
can here in fireside preaching to those who a hundred and twenty years.-Gen. 6: 3. .
f rien
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In bonds,
Noah" (1 Peter 3: 20), the people re· the "sixth hour" call, and to whom
I. N. W. CooPER.
pented not, and so the light of the the gospel was proclaimed, and who
(Dictated.)
spirit of revelation was withdrawn, rejected it, and would not believe it
---+·....,.__.,..____ _
and they left to be destroyed.
(Heb. 4: 2), and rejected the word of
OI those to whom the new revela- the Lord, slew his prophets, "and
tion and commission of the third misused his prophets" (see 2 Chron.
hour call was sent, and who finally 36: 14-16), till there was no remedy,
DECEPTION'S REIGN.-PART 2. NO. 5. rejected it; God said:God denounced his judgment against
BY ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT.
But in the fourth generation they [Abra- them thus:WE desire to see our way clearly as ham's seed] shall come hither again: for the
My people are destroyed for lack of knowl·
we approach this "eleventh hour" iniquity of the Amorites is not yet full.- edge: because thou hast rejected knowledge,
call, as indicated by Jesus. It is a Gen. 15: 16.
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deal with them by :new revelation to be no more revelation from God,through living prophets, holy men, the canon of scripture is full." "God
and angels.
has long since ceased to reveal himFor the children of Israel shall abide
self to men." This is precisely the
many days without a king, and without a
prince, and without a sacrifice, and without position occupied by the Pharisees
an image, and without an ephod, and without and hypocrites of old, who rejected
teraphim: afterward shall the children of Jesus with new revelation, saying:-

Israel return, and seek the Lord their God,
and David their king; and shall fear the
Lord and his goodness in the latter days.Hosea 3: 4, 5.

Israel was led astray from God by
false teachers, who taught them to
reject present revelation, and to believe only in the prophets of previous
ages. (John 45: 47; Matt. 23: 29-33),
while rejecting the living ones,-and
for this grievous doctrine and sin,
which led them to reject their Savior,
God has since fulfilled this judgment
of heavenly wrath upon them.
Therefore night shall be unto you, that
ye shall not have a vision; and it shall be
dark unto you, that ye shall not divine; and
the sun shall go down over the prophets, and
the day shall be dark over them. Then
shall the seers be ashamed, and the diviners
confounded: yea, they shall all cover their
lips; for there is no answer of God.-Micah
3: 6, 7.

After the introduction of the
'.'Ninth hour" dispensation of the
kingdom of:. God by angels, John the
Baptist, Jesus Christ, and the apostles and.prophets, near nineteen hundred years ago, all of whom were
authorized and directed)n the work of
reestablishing the kingdom or church
by direct continued revelation,-history began to "repeat itself. The
saints of New Testament days began
to reject continued revelation in days
of the apostles, for] to such Paul
wrote:And grieve not the ,Holy ·Spirit of God,
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption.-Eph. 4: 30.
Quench not the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings.-1 Thess. 5: 19, 20.
But if any man he ignorant, let him be ignorant.
Wherefore, brethren, covet to
prophesy, and forbid not to speak in tongues.
Follow after charity, and desire spiritual
gifts.-1 Cor. 14: 1, 38, 39.

And yet later along down the age,
God said to the church:He that hath an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit saith unto the church.-Rev. 3: 13.

And is it not strange, that from the
day the Lord gave these admonitions
till now, the great professed Christian
world have never paid any attention
to them! But to this day they go
right along in direct oppositio!jj; to
them, saying to the people, ''There is

, We know that God spake to Moses: but as
for this fellow, we know not from whence he
is.-John 9: 29.

God has long since ceased to reveal
himself to the self-exalted proud professed world,-long ages ago,-but it
was not because he has changed right
about, and ceased to be a God of present revelation,-not because he respected his children anciently more
than now; but because:)he deniers of
new revelation , have departed from
the narrow way, and'. forfeited the
right to present revelation, just as
the Jews before them had done. They
have broken the gospel covenant, as
prophets foretold they would. They
have taught "perverse things to
draw away disciples after them," as
was foretold by the Apostle Paul:For I know this, that after my departing
shall grievous wolves enter in among you,
not sparing the flock. Also of your own
selves shall men arise, speaking perverse
things, to draw away disciples after them.Acts 20: 29, 30.

False teachers have entered in
among the church, brought in damnable heresies, denying tne Lord that
bought them, by denying that he con·
tinues that give revelation to his people when needed, and many have
followed their pernicious ways, by
reason of whom the way of truth has
been evil spoken of; and through
covetousness have made merchandise
of the people, and are still doing so,
by turning their religious institutions
into money making enterprises to enrich a few "presumptuous,'' "selfwilled",preachers, while, their deluded
followers, many of them, follow along
in blindness and poverty.
'l'hey speak '•evil of the things they
understand not," being naturalminded, and sensual; being greedy of
reward, beguiling unstable souls, the
way of truth they have not known.
Their great swelling words of boasting of their being representatives of
churches that number their millions,
by which they mock the narrow way
that so few find; as though numbers
and popularity were tests of the truth
and the right, urge them on to a

judgment that lingereth not, and to a
damnation that slumbereth not, for
they shall utterly perish.
Woe unto them! for they have gone in the
way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error
of Balaam for reward, and perished in the
gainsaying of Core.-Jude 11.
(2 Peter,
chapter 2.)

Reader, all this change in the religious world bas come about since
revelation from beaven ceased, soon
after the days of Paul, and Peter, and
Jude. We now see their prophetic
statements have been, and are being
fulfilled. And the condition of things
in the popular religious world will
continue to grow worse till Babylon
becomes the hold of every foul r:.pirit,
and the cage of every unclean and
hateful bird. Rev. 18: 2.
But in the midst of all the divided,
contending, dark and confused state
of religious affairs now existing, there
are good, well meaning, honest but
misguided people. Many of them desire the light~of truth. For all such,
the "eleventh hour" call or dispensation of the kingdom. of God is now
instituted, and has been for the last
sixty years and over. We are living in
the day of the downfall of "great
Babylon,'' and that due warning may
be given, and honest seekers after the
way of life be placed upon their
watch tower, and invited to safety
from darkness and woe~.in Babylon's
fall, a voice is heard by the waiting
ones, saying:Come out of her, my people, that ye be not
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues. For her sins have reached
unto heaven, and God hath remembered her
iniquities.-Rev. 18:4, 5.

And should you be inclined to inquire what the plagues of Babylon
are, the answer comes, replying,
"Death, mourning, and famine."
(Verse 8.) This surely is characteristic of these days!
The character of this voice heard
from heaven, just prior to Babylon's
great fall, is further indicated by the
prophetic statement of the Revelator
in these words:-

.

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to
preach m1to them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue,
and people, saying with a loud voice, Fear
God, and give glory to him; for the hour of
his judgment is come: worship him that
made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the
fountains of waters.-Rev. 14:6, 7.
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And the time when this wondrous, ing; and the end of the world," when
startling event was to enter upon its he answered:fulfillment, is indicated by these words
And this gospel of the kingdom shall be
following:preached in all the world for a witness unto
And there followed another angel, saying,
Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city,
tecause she made all nations drink of the
wine of the wrath of her fornication.-Rev.
14: 8.

111

The last great divine commission,
then, given to men to go to the nations and ad minister the gospel, is restored through the medium of an holy
angel. The voice heard from heaven,
calling on honest men and women to
come out from the religious confusion,
and come forth and accept of the gospel
unmixed with the contradictory doctrines and the deceptive precepts of
men, is conveyed "from heaven,"
from God, by a messenger of light
from the realms of glory! This is
God's way of solving the greatest
problem of the age. Uninspired; humanly learned man says, No. Revelation from God is hereby opened to
men, as foretold in the Bible. God
acts like himself. Not as man dietates.
The angel comes, not with a new
gospel. There is but one gospel designed of God to save men. But one
"way" that leadeth unto life. (Matt.
7: 13.) Whatever that one way consisted of nineteen hundred years ago,
it is the same now. It is "Jesus
Christ the same, yesterday, to-day,
and forever." Hence, no need to be
"carried about with diverse and
strange doctrines."-Heb. 13: 8, 9.
In the foregoing prophetic utterances we have the introductory stage
of "the restitution of all things spoken
of by all the holy prophets" set forth.
The divine administrative authority
of the kingdom of God and its laws
and ordinances being restored by divine interposition; the gospel, the
"seed of the kingdom," the word of
God which is "spirit" and "life," is
being proclaimed to the nations with
authority. Men, therefore, have no
need now to impose themselves and
their Babylonish theologies, contradictory and deceptive, on men any
longer.
It was this wonderful work; to be
introduced in the last days by an holy
angel, that Jesus was directing the
attention of his apostles to, when answering their sweeping interrogation,
-"What shall be the sign of thy com-

all nations; and then shall the end come.Matt. 24 = 3, 14.

Jes us here predicts a great and
mighty work to be done among all
nations-a great concluding act and
work of God's directing, to conclude
the history of this world. How like
our Father this is. How, like his
dealings with the antediluvians in
Noah's day, just before the destruction of man by the flood. Jes us tells
us that as it was then, "so shall it be
in the days of the coming of the Son
of man." By the special commission
of prophets and divinely inspired
preachers was the world then warned.
(Matt. 24: 38.) Some have been deceived into the idea by our modern
uninspired, unauthorized teachers,
that to print the Bible and translate
it into the various languages of earth,
and send it among the nations to be
read by them, and accepted as interpreted by the contradictory human
creeds, accompanied with tracts, and
man-sent missionaries, to inculcate
their varied and contradictory opinions, is the fulfillment of the foregoing great prophecy of our Lord. But
that idea is a deception.
It is in
reality but further extending the influences of the wine from the cup
seen by John, in the hand of mystery Babylon, and God's design in
sending "the everlasting gospel,"
"the gospel of the kingdom," and
authorizing men to preach and administer it, in "the .eleventh hour"
dispensation, is to counteract the
work being done by the creeds as
far as it can possibly be done, and
save all who will from their infl.uences so blinding and confusing. J esus did not require the ancient
apostles to put the Bible into the
various languages of the earth, write
tracts, and send them forth to all nations as interpretations of contradictory creeds and confessions of faith,
as a fulfillment the command to them
to go "into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature." Were
the crneds and religious confessions
and catechisms all destroyed, and the
Bible translated into the languages,
put into the hands of a divinely called
. and authorized ministry as they go to
1, the nations to PREACH the gospel "as

!
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a witness," as Jesus says shall be
done, they would no doubt greatly
aid those ministers in their work.
But to read the Bible and creeds is
not being preached to. To preach or
testify ''the gospel of the grace of
God," is al together a different thing
from having a record of it read. To
preach the gospel is an official work,
as well as the administration of its
rites and divinely appointed ordinances, and building up the kingdom.
The dissemination and defense of
creeds or the advocacy of diverse and
contradictory theologies, is not
preaching the gospel, or building
up the church or kingdom of God.
In the very nature of the case, God,
who has always, when speaking of
division among his children, has always condemned it;
would not
authorize men to go to the nations
and establish creeds, theologies, and
divided religions. If Bible readers
and believers could see this great
truth, they could easily see why it is
necessary, in God's economy, to again
call men to declare the gospel as a
witness to all nations, build up the
kingdom, and gather the honest
hearted out of Babylon; that they
may be united in the "one faith," be
all baptized in to the "one body," in
water and the "one Spirit," and worship the Lord "with one consent," as
teaches Paul; and the ancient prophet.
(Eph. 4: 1-6; Zeph. 3: 8, 9.)
'L'HE ELEVENTH HOUR CALL.

And about the eleventh hour h.e went out,
and found others standing idle, and saith
unto them, Why stand ye here all the day
idle? They say unto him, Because no man
hath hired us. He saith unto them, Go ye
also into the vineyard; and whatsoever is
right, that shall ye receive .. So when even
was come, the lord of the vineyard saith unto
his steward, Call the laborers, and give them
their hire, beginning from the last unto the
first. And when they came that were hired
about the eleventh hour, they rE>ceived every
man a penny. But when the first came, they
supposed that they should have received
Ji!9re; and they likewise received i:ivery man
a penny. And when they had received it,
they murmured against the goodman of
the house, saying, These last have wrought
but one hour, and thou hast made them equal
unto us, which have borne the burden and
heat of the day. But he answered one of
them, and said, "Friend, I do thee no wrong:
didst not thou agree with me for a pfimny?
Take that thine is, and go thy way: I will
give unto this last, even as unto thee. Is it
not lawful for me to do what I will with mine
own? Is thine eye evil, because I am good?
So the last shall be first, and the first lai;it:
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for maoy be called, but few chosen.-Matt.
20: 6-16.

The eleventh hour call of a ministry
to prune the Lord's vineyard for the
last time, is just one hour prior to the
even time. '•The even" is the time to
reward the laborers. ''The even" is
the end of the world. Jesus then
comes to reward. He brings the reward with him. Paul looked forward
to the coming of Jesus to raise the
dead, and reward them. He wrote:-

Henceforth there is laid up for me acrown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day: and
not to me only, but unto all them also that
love his appearing.-2 Tim. 4: 8.
And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according
as his works shall b'l.-Rev. 22: 12.
For the Son of man shall come in the glory
of his Father with bis angels; and then he
shall reward every man according to his
works.-Matt. 16: 27.
But when thou makest a feast, call the
poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind: and
thou shalt be blessed; for they cannot recompense thee: for thou shalt be recompensed at.
the resurrection of the just.-Luke 14: 13, 14.
For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ
shall all be made alive. But every man in
his own order: Christ the first fruits; afterward they that are Christ's at his coming.-1
Cor. 15: 22, 23.

These New Testament statements
show beyond cavil the time of the reward of God's children, including the
laborers in the vineyard. It is i:J,t our
Savior's second coming, when all the
dead saints are made alive by the
glorious resurrection. This is the
even. And having determined this
beyond question, we return to the
great events connected with God's
work about one hour anterior to this
time, when the heavens are again
opened, as in former dispensations of
the kingdom of heaven, and lo! a holy
angel is sent to men to endow them
with authority from God to minister
again the gospel as in days of old.
And as in other dispensations it was
said, so now the divine mandate goes
forth, '•Go ye also in to the vineyard.". "The harvest is the en~f
the world."
Let both grow together until the harvest:
and in the time of harvest I will say to the
reapers, Gather ye together first the tares,
and bind them in bundles to burn them; but
gather the wheat into my barn.-Matt. 13: 30.
And his disciples asked him, saying, Why
then say the scribes that Elias must first
come? And Jesus answered and said unto
them, Elias truly shall first come' [before Jesus
comes the second time], and restore all things.
-Matt. 17: 10, 11.
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Having made knowu uuto us the mystery of
his will, according to his good pleasure
which he hath purposed in himself: that in
the dispensation of the fullness of times he
might gather together in one all things in
Christ, both which are in heaven, and which
are on earth; even in him.-Eph. 1: 9. 10.

Under this head many more Bible
evidences might be adduced supportive of the truthfulness of the claims
hereby made. That here in the days
of the downfall of mystery Baby Ion,
'•In the time of the harvest," of the
"end of the world," the restitution
should be introduced by a prophet, an
Elias, that God will call men by revelation in the eleventh hour, or one
hour before the end of the world,
to labor in the vineyard, or proclaim
the gospel of Jes us Christ "as a witness to all nations."
Reader, you have read and heard of
the patriarchal dispensations, of both
before and after the flood, of the
Mosaic or Israelitish dispensations;
also of the ninth hour, or the dispensa.tion of the gospel, introduced by
John Baptist, Jes us and the apostles;
and how all those dispensations were
introduced and carried on for a time
at least, by revelation from heaven.
How the ministry were called by revelation direct to them from heaven.
But are you now prepared to accept
in good faith the eleventh hour call,
the "dispensation of the fullness of
times," as predicted by the great
apostle to the Gentiles; the great and
last dispensation of God this side the
second glorious coming o.f our Savior,
to raise the dead and reward mankind?
The dispensation in which
God proposes to gather in one, all in
Christ, not only all in heaven, but
those on earth!
Whether you are prepared or not,
whether you believe it or not, it is
"the mystery of his will,"-Gud's
will, - mark you, to do this. It is not
only his pleasure to so bring to pass,
but bis ''good pleasure," for he has purposed it, says Paul, and who will stay
the purpose o.f Jehovah?
The present confused condition of
the world requires this divine interposition to lead honest hearts out of the
confusion. The religiously divided
state of society demands it. The great
uncertainty that characterizes the efl d
·
. ·
f or t.s o.f con t en arng re 11g10us ea ers
de~~nds it. The cold f~ri:iality and
sp1ritless deadness of rehg1ous forms

of to-day cause our hearts to wail for
light and revelation from God now!
Should the inquiry arise in your
heart, while pondering deception's
great reign in the world, and the desire to walk into the light should seize
your anxious soul to find the right,
come and investigate the gospel of
Jes us as preached by the elders of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints. They will be
glad to converse on this infinitely
important subject,-the gospel now
restored, and Church o.f God restored
as of old.

8tlndau 8Ghool AssoGia1ions.
POTTAWATTAMIE.
Associatioo. convened at Council Bluffs,
Iowa, December 11 and 12, 1897; superintendent,Julia E.Hausen, Jennie E. Scott secretary.
Reports received from the following schools:
Council Bluffs, Underwood, Crescent, Hazel
Dell, and Carson. No report from Boomer
school. Total enrollment in the district 383.
Reports from district officers and most of the
teachers and officers in the different schools
were read. The Carson school sent in a petition asking for the privilege of joining the
association, and they were cordially admitted. The evening program was of a musical nature. Adjourned to meet at Crescent
the second Saturday and Sunday in March,
1898. A peaceful influence prevailed throughout the entire session.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
'l'he Clinton district Sunday school association will convene at Rich Hill, Missouri,
January 7, 1898, prior to the convening of the
conference. Let all the schools have their
delegates elected and with their statistical
reports be there on time to assist as earnest
workers in the advancement of the Sunday
school work. The entertainment this time
will be on Thursday night. Come in time
for this, not only to listen, but to perform
some part yourself to make it of interest.
Bro. T. A. Hougas, General Superintendent,
is expected to be present.
VINA GOFF, Supt.
F. L. SAWLEY, Sec.
WHEATLAND,

Missouri.

Massachusetts district Sunday school convention will meet at Fall Rlver, Massachusetts, January 8, 1898. Saturday eve, 7: 30,
business session. Sunday, 9: 30 a. m., social
"meeting, short talks by delegates. Half past
ten, teacher's training class in charge of E.
H. Fisher. Subject for preparation found in
Part One, "Teaching and Teachers," by H.
Clay Trumbull.
Every
superintendent,
teacher, and delegate expected to come prepared to discuss knowingly the subject
[ name d . A-t 2 : 30 p. m., t eac h ers , mee t'.rngs,
how conducted successfully. Open for quesl tions and discussion; M. C. Fisher. N. B.
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Text for study, Trumbull's new book entitled, gives to all; and unless all return a just proCONFERENCE NOTICES.
"Teachers' Meetings." Question Box. Come \ portion to his work, we cannot expect to reConference of Southern Nebraska district
to the convention with something in your ceive the greatest fruition of our spiritual will convene at Nebraska City, February 13,
head, and with a desire, at least, to help, as growth. My experience has convinced me 14, 1898. All branches are requested to send
well as to be helped, and with a determina- that our agent, Bro. John G. Smith (No. complete reports and delegates. Election of
tion ~t to complain because a session is 2816 Lyon Street, St. Loui's, Missouri), will delegates to General Conference, and dist.riot
longer than you desire. Possibly, if you have thankfully receive small amounts as well as officers, and the discussion of tent or camp
the "interest of the work" at heart the ses- large amounts. Please· do not forget him; meetings will be a part of the business of the
sions may seem too short. Try to lead a part and when he comes among you invite him meeting.
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec.
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska.
of the time, instead of being led all the while. in'w your pulpit to "stir up your minds," etc.
Be a doer as well as a dreamer. Remember,
Let us push for1vard, each one laboring in
Conference of Northeast Texas and Choctaw
"Nothing great is lightly won." At 3:30 p. his own office and calling, that the happy
m., reviews, their meaning and their prac- New Year may be the greatest of any 0f the district will convene at Manchester, Texas,
tical application, discussed and illustrated past for what we shall overcome, sacrifice, Friday, February 4, 1898. Saints of the
by F. 0. Coombs. Study, Trumbull, ''Teach- and attaine to; so that the Spirit may be above district, please take notice. Come
ing and Teachers," Methods in review, Sec- fully in us "a well of water springing up into one, come all; a good time is expected.
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
tions I., II., and III. Evening session, 7: 30, everlasting life," and that out of us may
discussion by convention, topics taken from "flow rivers of living water" along the stream
The Philadelphia district conference will
Question Box, and, Possibilities of the Sun- of life of the new years which are to come.
day school by 1900 A. D.
Praying that the Lord may blciss you all, I convene February 5 and 6, at Fifth and HuntE. H. FISHER, Supt.
am your brother and coworker in the re- ingdon Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
We hope to see the officers with their reports
F. ORIN COOMBS, Asst.
stored gospel.
JOHN s. PARRISH,
and everyone who can possibly come.
ORA v. HOLMES, Sec.
Presidtint of Di8t.rict.
E. B. HULL, Sec.
Permanent address: St. Clair, Franklin
2818 N 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
County, Missouri.

&U8BBllmrnotl8 DsparlmBnt
PASTORAL.

To the Saints of the St. Louis district:The branches all seem in good condition, and
I hope growing spiritually. Bro. Billin&ky
is in charge of the Sunday school interest,
and has lately organized a new school at St.
Clair, Franklin County, Missouri, which
promises well. In this brother the Sunday
schools bave an earnest and effectual worker,
who is willing to spend and be spent.
By action of tbe last two conferences tbe
local ministry were to be allotted certain
places. This work is incomplete, but I hope
to be able to see a systematic plan in operation soon. I hope they will make determined efforts to widen field work, as there
are in some branches a good many more of
the priesthood th:e.n are necessary to look
-after the several congregations. We ought
not to esteem ourselves better preachers than
others. The law says, "all ari3 called,'' etc.
Let us help the weak, and work together in
love. The Holy Spirit makes, and the lack
of it unmakes.
Saints, please do not forget the Heral"!.
"
That is our first duty to our subscription list.
I suggest that we make a further effort
toward the end sought by again renewing
our fasts; namely, that all presidents of
branches announce from time to time that all
who desire are requested to keep the first
Sunday in each month as a day of fastingby abstaining from the first or the second,
or from both first and second meals. This
is not compulsory, but I believe it will help
us very much.
I hope to have such financial and other
help as will enable me to visit all the branches
and localities where there are saints, before
the meeting of our next conference.
Let us also remember that our Bishop's
agent's books are now closed for 1897, and a
new year for tithing and offerings is before
us. I.. hope that each member, without ex-1
ception, will have his or her name on his
books, "as God hath prospered" for 1898. He

NOTICES.

DIED.

To enable me to comply with the request of
the Church Historian, I ask of every prie;:;t'hood bearing member of the Decatur district,
who has done any labor within the ·limits of
the district during 1897, to report the same
to me immediately upon the reading of tbi~
notice. Also all visiting ministers who may
have done labor during 1897, will they likewise, please be kind enough to report.at once.
So far as practicable I would like to make
a complete report of all that has been done
for the good of the cause in this division of
the vineyard. In bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Dist. Pres.

SHEEN.-Charles Sheen was born in Littlethorpe, England, February 12, 1826. Death
c!aim•:d him as a temporary victim, DJcember 7, 1897, at his home, and after an illness
of only about eighteen houl's he peacefully
went to sleep, and his mortal remains were
placf!d away to await the glorious resurrection of the just. The life of Mr. Sheen has
been one of activity in and devotion to the
faith that was an inspiration to his life, a
lamp to his feet, and a guide to bis pathway.
In 1860 he was bapt.ized, and soon after was
ordained a minister by and for the Church of
Latter D11y Saints; to which he consecrated
his time and energies up to the time of his
death. In 1865 he with his family came to
America, locating in Jones County, Iowa,
and in 1875 he moved to Decatur County of
the same State, where he resided and
labored until 11'84, when be and his family,
accompanied by Fred Sheen and family,
came to Hyde County, South Dakota, where
he lived until the time he wrapped the
drapery of his couch about him.

The Camp Meetiug Association for tb®
Southern district of Nebraska is requested to
meet at the saints' church in Nebraska City,
Nebraska, on Monday, the 14th day of February, 1898, at two o'clock p. m., for the purpose of either dissolving the association or
advising as to the practicability of holding
camp meetings in the district during the
summer and fall of 1898.
The members of the committee of the association will please take note, so that they
can get to,;!.'ether and ad vise prior to the
hour set for the association.
Respect f u1ly,
J. w. WALDSMITH, Pres.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
By action of the last General Conference
the fiscal year in church work ends with the
month of December, instead of March, as
heretofore.
It is therefore necessary that Herald Office
accounts be remitted for by the close of December, that the books may be balanced,
and examined by the committee appointed
by the conference.
Please favor us with early and full remittances of Herald, Leaves, Hope, and other
subscriptions, also of book accounts.
FRANK CRILEY,
Business Manager Herald Office.

Those of his family who survive him are,
his devoted wife, to whom he was married in
1850; five children, Fred Sheen, a worthy
and respected citizen of Hyde County, two
sons and two daughters in Iowa, and eleven
d h 1
h
h
gran c i dren, w o mourn is departure, yet
cherish a memory of a husband and father as
a blessed inheritance.
Personally Mr. Sheen was a man of most
kindly attributes and genial disposition. He
preserved bis mental vigor unimpaired by
advancing age up to the time of his death.
Although often importuned by his family to
cease from tuil, he still pressed on, preferring to wear out rather than rust out. F-aw
men have lived who stamped the impress of
a sympathetic and imperial nature upon
those associated with them as did Mr. Sheen.
Starting in early life, by that unceasing zeal
and devotion that characterized his whole
manhood, he climbed to the height of a well1 rounded and symmetrical character,
and
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having lived the allotted span of life he peace- and the youngest a baby ten days old. Husfully lay down to his rest.
" band, father, two brothers, other relatives,
His remains were followed to the High- and many friends mourn. She was buried in
more cemetery by one of the largest con- the Odd Fellows cemetery, Hollister. Sercourses of people that have attended any like mon preached at the South Methodist church
by Elder J. E. Holt, assisted by Elder Charles
service in Highmore.
Hawkins. A true saint and noble woman has
"Gently the passing spirit fled,
Sustained by grace divine;
gone to her rest.
0 may snch grace on us be shed,
HERRING. - Annie. Dow Herring, born
And make our end !Ike thine."
April 6, 1876, Cass Township, Harrison
SAMUEL GREGG.
County, Iowa. Married to Edward Herring,
CuRTIS.-At Columbus, Kansas, Septem- July 4, 1894. Died September 17, 1897, at
ber 7, 1897, Josephine Alice Curtis, aged 3 the residence of her parents in Six Mile
years, 10 months, and 1 day. Daughter of Grove. She died in the faith of the gospel
Bro. Joseph and Sr. Annie Curtis. 'Little of Christ; but passed away without the opJosie was loved by all who knew her. Funeral portunity of baptism. Funeral sermon by
conducted by Elder W. S. Taylor.
Elder C. Derry.
DAVIS.-At her home in Long Valley, CaliREED.-Esther N. Reed, born May 26, 1882;
fornia, July 25, 1897, Sr. Mary A. Davis, aged baptized August 28, 1895; died October 10,
37 years and 9 months. Mary Ann Car- 1896. Funeral sermon by Elder T. W. Chatmichael was married to Bro. Asa Davis, June burn, at the saints' chapel at Halley Creek,
10, 1888. -The deceased was a niece of the Tennessee, October 24. She was an estimable
late Elder John Carmichael, who spent many daughter, loved by all, and died in the assuryears in the ministry in the old church, and ance of a glorious resurrection.
also in the Reorganized Church.
Her
IlAGLEY.-At the home of Bro. and Sr.
mother dying when she was young, she Spafford, at Dimondale, Michigan, Sr. Louisa
was cared for by her uncle and aunt, M. Bagley. She was born at Brutus, New
Elder John and Elizabeth Carmichael, who York, August 14, 1823. Baptized into the
taught her the way of eternal life. She Reorganized Church by Elder William H.
united with the church in 1874 and remained Kelley, at Dimondale, Michigan, in 1886.
a true saint till the time of her death. She Bearing her ailment, as an invalid, with paleft four little girls, the oldest eight years tience for seven or eight years, she yielded

I

to the messenger of death November 25, 1897,.
in the seventy-fourth year of her age. True
to the faith of the gospel, she rests in hope of
the "better resurrection." Funeral at Jackson, Michigan. Remarks by pastor of the.
Methodist Church.
S. W.~L. S.
DUNCAN.-At Millersburg, Illinois,'Edith
Naomi, child of Truman and Leota Duncan.
Born July 30, 1896; died November 6, 1897.
An unusually large attendance at the funeral
at 10: 30 a. m. of the 8th, at the residence,
manifested that profound respect and tenderest sympathy were freely forthcoming. Funeral in care of Elder M. T. Short.
KIRKENDALL.-AtCreola, Ohio, November
21, 1897, R. Merl, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
A. B. Kirkendall, aged 6 years, 6 months, and
27 days. Her death resulted from burns,
caused by her clothing catching fire while at
play. Interment in Karns' cemetery.
LANDINGHAM.-.At Valeria, Iowa, December 7, 1897, by being thrown under a moving
freight train while attending to his duties as
a brakeman on the Great Western Railway,
Charles E. Landingham, aged 36 years, 4
months, and 14 days. The deceased left a
wife and four children to mourn, besides an
aged father and mother and a number of
brothers and sisters. The remains were laid
away in the cemetery at Woodbine, Iowa, December 10, 1897. Funeral services from saints'
chapel; sermon by Elder Hyrum 0. Smith.
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Second coming- of Christ, the, 350.
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Tactics of Disciples, 170, 187, 221,
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Little thmgs, 361.
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Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
154.
•'
Diet reform, 316.
Book of Mormon geography, 205, Israelites in Egypt, the, 284.
220, 239.
Wonderful things that are near,
Cooperation, 464.
223.
Cooperation in behalf of our
CONFERENCE MINUTES.
poor, 462.
Copy of a letter, 283.
Alabama, 125, 449, 707.
Deception's reign, 368, 384, 397, Central California, 2%.
412, 429, 445, 478, 496, 687, 719, Central Nebraska, 156, 659.
784, 799, 816, 829.
Chatham, 450, 723.
Divine retribution, 400.
Ciinton, 156, 465.
Divine sonship of Jesus Christ, Decatur, 141, 401, 675.
the, 108.
Des Moines, 125, 416, 705.
Do the errors, weaknesses, and Eaetern Colorado, 158, 610.
illiteracy of men who claim to Eastern Iowa, 17 4, 626.
have di vine missions invalidate Eastern Maine, 46, 417, 625.
their claims? 121.
Eastern Michigan, 465. 769.
Duty to the poor and destitute, Eastern Wales, 316, 768.
204, 283.
European mission, 562.
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPART- Early Br~ghamite teachings on Far West, 190, 403. 626, 818.
succession, 464.
Florida, 46, 189, 317, 707.
MENT.
Earnest and special request, an, Fremont, 46, 189, 4.82, 768.
Announcement, 458.
787.
Galll\nd's Grove, 157, 387, 706.

To all subscribers of Autumn
Leaves, 728.
To find tne origin of the Indians,
215.
To send more Jews to Palestine,
358.
Tribute to "Mormonism," a, 162.
Two baptized at Lamoni, 391.
Two priesthoods, 501.
Utah in the United States
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Dedication fund, Graceland College, 24.
Graceland College dedication, 20
The Church History, second
volume, 378, 408.
HOME COLUMN.
Address by Sr. Burton, 489.
By their fruits ye shall know
them, 617.
Cleanliness, 521.
Daughters of Zion, 292.
Daughters of Zion, notices to,
309, 346, 409.
"Different natures require different training," 633.
Donations of the sisters in the
South Sea Islands mission, 408.
Draw nearer, 473.
Duty of parents, 552.
Few kind words, a, 633.
From the Society Islands, 85, 116,
131, 149, 163, 182.
From the South Sea Islands, 260.
God knows it all, 666.
Helps in the sick room, 5.
Instruction of young boys, the,
217.
Little weights, 473.
-Man's greatest help, a, 570.
Occupation for little boys in the
city, 779.
Our responsibility for truthful, ness in others, 748.
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We and our neighbors, 763.
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Another image smashed. 522.
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Blackboard exercises, 395.
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Blackboard, the, 780.
Child's relation to the Bible, the,
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Duties of Sunday school teachers,
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Our guiding star, 732.
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Sunday school picnics, 458, 458.
Sunday school superintendent, a,
683.
Sunday school workers, to the,
425.
Sunday school work, the, 634.
Teachers as factors in sustaining
successful Sunday schools, 716.
Teachers' institute, 69, 86.
Text: 1Chronicles16: 7-36, 133.
Two-text system, the, 150, 197.
Uniformity, 571.
Uni.forrnity of lesson texts, 102.
Uniformity of texts, 183, 184, 184.
What do you think of union Sunday schools? 164.
"Where there's a will there's a
way,'' 825.
"Work that wins," 825.
Zion's Hope Sunday school, 701.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Roya! makes the food pure,
.
wholesome and delicious,

The Saints' Herald.
(Established 1860.)

8PHCl1Ih PRRMIUM OVVHR.

_,.

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Herald and Self= Pronouncing
B:ble.

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.00;
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample
•
copies free.
The traveling ministry, dietrict and branch presidents, THE Herald Office has decided to offer
and Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions,
make sales of church publications, and assist the pub- its patrons an excellent opportunity
lisbing department.
·
Address communications for publication to the Editors. to secure a useful and valuable pre•
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes
of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley, mi um the celebrated "Self - ProBusiness Manager. Remittances should be made by
post office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly nouncing Sunday School Teachers'
'by registered letters. Do not send checks.
Adverti•ing rates, forty cents per inch each insertion, Bible," the same as the ''Oxford
subject to the following discounts: One month's insertion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six Bible," with ''helps" and ''maps," in
months, twenty-five per cent; one year forty per cent.
All advertising conditioned on insertion upon the firnt or good large print, bouraeois type, with
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance of twenty
~
r cent upon the regular rat.es. For reading notices,
'
I f
· t d on th'lll
n outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,) margin a re erences; prin e
n cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-Jive cents . paper, :flexible bi'nding ·, si' ze· S-1-- x 6+.
2
per line; discount as above.
"'
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, ae second-clu11 1
llUil matter.)

~

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITl!l!,

The Ar -,.;can, 1Vlonthly Review of Reviews
for January publishes two remarkable letters
of Count Tolstoi on the land theories of
Henry George. One of these letters was addressed to a Siberian peasant and the other
to a German disciple of George.

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
NEW REVISED EDITION.

The manuscript of this edition was carefully
compared with the original authorized edition
of 1835, .which was adopted by a General As·
Jilembly of the church at Kirtland, and known
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical
errors that. crept into and passed through
later editions have been corrected, and some
omissions supplied.
The revelation on the late Civil War, the
"Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835,
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894,
and the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church to date, are all included in the volume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted,
but may be published later in pamphlet
form, or for those who may want them.
The concordance has been revised and enfarged, greatly aidh:tg study and general use
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of
names of persons and places mentioned in
the revelations, are included in the volume.
Ready reference to the book is greatly
facilitated by the substitution of figt.res for
the old style Roman letters in section and
page headings. The figures can be read at a
glance.
This edition is issued from new brevier type.
Prices same s,s the former edition, accordto bindings:-

Cloth ......•..•••......._..••....... 81
Sheep or library binding ... ,, ....•. 1
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1
Morocco, gilt edg·es , . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3

00
25
75
25
75

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION.

Four sizes of American Bible Society's low·
priced editions: With marginar references,
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each.
TEACHERS' BIBLES.

Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised
Version, Eyre and Spottiswoode's, The SelfPronouncing Combination Bible, The Revised and King Jam~s' Versi?ns in p~rallel
columns, or any version obtainable, will be
furnished on application.

$1.50.
THE SAINTS• HERALD

$1.50.

REDUCED JN PRICE.
Recognizing the closeness of the timeo lfl!i!ll
with a desire to place the church papar
within the reach of every member, the Boari
of Publication has decided to ofi'er Tull:
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for ~e
year from the date named, as follows:On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERAL!ll
was fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in ado
vance.
This reduction applies to both old and new
subscribers, on the following conditions:Cash must accompany all orders for new
eubscriptions, as stated.
Former subscribers who are in arrears, wlu1
pay
on old subscriptions and
oni;
advance, will receive the
reduction in price from the date 111:1.med12, 1897.
viho have
receive the benefit
reducti.o.n
at the dates
expiration

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE,

For one (1) new subscriber to the
HERALD and $3. 25 in cash, we will
, send the HERALD for one year to any
I address and a copy of the Bible
. to the
remitter.
,
Or, anyone sendmg us ten (10) new
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50
each, cash accompanying orders, will
receive a copy of the Bible.
This Bible has been purchased by a
number and has become a favorite
volume for ministerial and Sunday
school work. It gives entire satisfac·
tion.
We want one thousand -new subscribers for the HERALD within the
next ninety days. The church paper
has been reduced in price and should
circulate in every home of and be read
by all Latter Day Saints.
Here is an excellent opportunity to
aid the cause and to secure a first
class
i.n
a service·
able
to date Bible.
We
hear from all interested

www.LatterDayTruth.org

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD,

Anyone sending 11 sketch tmd d03Cription may
quickly ascerttiiIL free, vvhether an invention is
probably patt:nltaLlc. CommuDications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency :fo:..·securing patents
ill America.
We have a "vVa;:;bington office..
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
:special notice in the

AMEIUClUI,

beautifully illustrated, largest circulation o:l<I!
11ny_scien'f;ific journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a YGMg
$1.00 six mouths. Specimen copies and HAD
~l!l: ON PATENTS

sent free. Address

MUNN &

CO.,

lllti:I. Bro1uiway, New Yodi:.

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware.
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnlsil.<1111

LAMONI
CHEAP HOMES,
ELASTIC STARCH has been befo~e the people of the United States for twenty-three years, and is without-doubt
the greate.•t.starch invention of the Nineteenth Century. Last year its sales reached the unprecedented number of
twenty m1lhon packages. It is prepared upon scientific principles by men who have had years of practical experience m fa~cy laundrying. It makes ironing easy, restores old summer dresses to their natnral whiteness, and
i~parts to_lmen a beautiful and lasting finish. It is the only starch manufactured that is perfectly harmless, contamlng neither arsenic, alum or any other substance injurious to linen, and can be used_ even for a baby powder.

Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? ::Now is
the time to do so. I have properties that I
can sell you for less money than you can build
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
THE KEOKUK ROUTE.

TOBACCO HABIT CURED,

O.R NO PA.Y.
Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively
guarantees three boxes of "Q,uit-To-Bac" to perma~·
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from
nse of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not yon 1
Remember, No 4Jure, No Pay. Address, B. F.
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois.

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways.

The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that portion south of Van Wert will be standard
gauge on or before November 1, 1897.
There is no road in Southern Iowa or
Northern Missouri which has more good
locations for business men than on the line of
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds
ZION'S HOPK.
has been shipped over this line than any road
..\Jall'ge, foor-page Sunday school pa.pell' for of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See
childreD; illwitrated; edited by Sr. M. Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of freight and passenger service is not equalled
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each by any road in the state, except the Missouri
per year; in packages of seven or more 35 River trunk lines, with ·each of which we
cents each.
'
have union stations and direct connections.
Persons seeking farms can find property at
tempting prices; men seeking business locaWHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part tions can find towns with ample territory and
settlers to warrant good business. Additional
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm
passenger service will soon be given which
two miles from Lamoni? Large buildwill add to the growth of the towns.
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly payThe towns between Des Moines and Cainsments on balance. Give full description
ville are particularly well located for
and price of your property in first letter.
business. Look them up. Write to the
D. F. NicholSOJ:l. O
undersigned for additional information. See
folder for map and lands.
.
J.F. ELDER,
VISIONS QF JOSEPH
1SMITH1 WHE
&EER. ..
. .
Gen. Pass. Agent.
.1Pr'6P8l\00Ver&e,, •. • • •. • •• e • . •

o • . • • •• •

i

10

A. C.

GOODRICH,

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'ri'gr.

A house In Lamoni Iowa, two squares from the~
!lless center. It has sfx rooms, a hall, and three cloH~
IU>d Is conveniently arranged for a farnlly of six or mo!NI
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fo
summer. Well and clstem at the door, and apple,
cherry, plum, and peach trees 01!1 the two lots, whlcll!. an
the corner of a block. Address,

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iow11.

BOOK OF MORIUON).UAPS NOW READY.
A large map of the BooK of Mormon geography, as
compiled by the committee on Arcr mo logy;· drawn for
them and engraved by Bro. G. ]'. Weston. Art method,
40x51 inchee, designed for the home, office, and Sunday
school. A durablP, strongi and artistic map; mounted on
cloth, in la•ting colors; tbe surface varnished eo as to
be washed off with damp cloth when neces•ary; with
stained and varnished strip at top and bottc m.
Sent by exprees to any address for $2.50, express to be
paid by purchaser.
This map has all the missionary and colonial journey
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi, Nephi, etc.;
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites,
and the reople of Zarahemla, from their first landings to
the Hill Curnorab; also the modern travels of Humboldt
Pizarro and Cortez; of native races of the United States,
Central America. and :Mexico-the Incae, Maya~, Aztecs,_
Indian tribes. etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are mdicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter,
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and
also givinJ>: a reference to the numbers and letters on the
mnrgln of the map, so that the various· Jocat!ons, can
readily be found thereon.
.
Send money by postal money. order to· G. F. WESTO'"
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan.
''!>_P-

ENVELOP:J!.lfi.
Small envelopes for oolleotlou; ''i*'' J;()I
cents: per 1.000. U.25.
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